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LIST OF THE ABBEEYIATIONS
USED IN THIS DICTIONARY.

a.or adj «t««ls for adjective.

abbrev. ... abbreviation, abbreviated.

ace. ... accusative.

act. ... active.

adv. ... adverb.

agn. ... agriculture.

alg. ... algebra.

Amer. ... American.
aruU, ... anatomy.
anc, ... ancient.

antiq, ... antiquities.

aor. ... aorist, aoristic.

At. ... Arabic.

orci. ... architecture.

archaol. ... archaeology.

ariih. ... arithmetic.

Armor. ... Armoric.
art. ... article.

A. Sax. ... Anglo-Saxon.
astrol. ... astrology.

aslron. ... astronomy.
at. wt. ... atomic weight.

aug. ... augmentative.
Bav. ... Bavarian dialect.

Uol. ... biology.

Bohem. ... Bohemian.
bot. ... botany.
Braz. . .

.

Brazilian.

Bret. ... Breton (= Armoric).

Bulg. ... Bulgarian.
Catal. ... Catalonian.

carp. ... carpentry.

caus. ... causative.

Celt. ... Celtic.

Chal. ... Chaldee.
chem. ... chemistry.
chr&H. ... chronology.
Clan. ... Classical (=Greek and

Latin).

cog. ... cognate, cognate vrith.

colloq. ... coUoquiid.

earn. ... commerce.
comp. ... compare,
compar. ... comparative.
conch. ... conchology.
conj. ... conjunction,

contr. ... contraction, contracted.

Com. . . Cornish.

oystal. . .

.

crystallography.

Cym. .

.

Cymric.
D. Dutch.
Dan. Danish,
dat. ... dative,

def. ... definite,

deriv. ... derivation.

dial. ... dialect, dialectal.

dim. ... diminutive,

diitrib. ... distributive.

dram. ... drama, dramatic.
dyn. ... dynamics,
i!., Eng. ... Rngliah

ecclti. ... ecclesiastical.

Egypt. ... Egyptian.
eUct. ... electricity.

tngin. ... engineering.
engr. . .

.

engraving.
entom. . .

.

entomology.
Eth. ... Ethiopic.
ethu. .

.

ethnography.ethnology.
«<vm. .. etymology.
Biur. .

.

European.
accUtin, ... exclamatioiu
fern. . .

.

femimne.
fo. ... figuratively,

n. ... Jlemish.

fort. ... fortification.

Fr. ... French,
freq. ... frequentative.
Fris. ... Frisian,

fut. ... future.

G. ... German.
Gael. . .

.

Gaelic.

galv. stands for galvanism,
genit. ... genitive.

geog. ... geography.
geol. ... geology.

geom. ... geometry.
Goth. ... Gothic.

Gr. ... Greek.
gram, ... grammar.

fun. ... gunnery.
teb. ... Hebrew.

A«r. ... heraldry.
Hind. ... Hindostanee, Hindu, or

hist. ... history. [Hindi.

hart. ... horticulture.

Hung. ... Hungarian.
hydros. ... hydrostatics.

Icel. ... Icelandic.

ich. ... ichthyology.
imper. ... imperative.
imperf. ... imperfect.

impers. ... impersonal.
incept. ... inceptive.

ind. ... indicative.

Ind. ... Indie.

indef. ... indefinite.

Indo-Eur. ... Indo-European.
inf. ... infinitive.

intens. ... intensive.

inter), ... interjection.

Ir. ... Irish.

Iran. ... Iranian.

It. ... Italian.

L. ... Latin.

Ian. ... language.

Lett. ... Lettish.

L.6. ... Low German.
lit. ... literal, literally.

Lith. ... Lithuanian.
L.L. ... late Latin, low do.

mac/i. ... machinery.
manuf. ... manufactures.
masc. ... masculine.

mat/i, ... mathematics.
meeh. ... mechanics.

med. ... medicine.

Med. L. ... Medieval Latin.

mcntur, ... mensuration.
metal, ... metallurgy.

meiaph. ... metaphysics.

meteor, ... meteorology.
Mex. ... Mexican.
M.H.G. ... Middle High German.
milit, ... miUtary.
mineral. ... mineralogy.

Mod. Ft. ... Modem French.

mifth, ... mythology.
N. ... Norse, Norwegian.

». ... noun.

nat. hitt. ... natural history.

nat. order,... natural order.

nat. phil, ... natural philosophy.

naut. ... nautical.

tMvig. ... navigation,

neg. ... negative.

neut. ... neuter.

N.H.G. ... New High German.
nom. ... nominative.

Norm. ... Norman.
North. K ... Northern English.

numu. ... numismatics.

obj. ... objective.

obs. ... obsolete.

obsoles. ... obsolescent.

0. Bttlg. ... Old Bulgarian (Ch. Slavic).

O.E. ... Old iSglish (i.e. English
between A.Saxonand
Modern English),

0. Ft, ... Old French.

O.H.G. ... Old High German.
O.Prus. ... Old Pmssian.
O.Sax. ... Old Saxon.
orrtith. ... ornithology.

p. stands for participle.



EXPLANATIONS
REGARDING PRONUNCIATION AND CHEMICAL SYMBOLS.
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PRONUNCIATION.
In showing the pronunciation the simplest and most easily understood method has been adopted, that of re-writing
the word in a different form. In doing so the same letter or combination of letters is made use of for the same
tound, no matter by what letter or letters the sound may be expressed in the principal word. The key by this
means is greatly simplified, the reader having only to bear in mind one mark for each sound.

Accent.^Words consisting of more than one syllable

receive an accent, as the first syllable of the word labour,

the second of delay, and the third of comprehension. The
accented syllable is the most prominent part of the word,
being made so by means of the accent. In this dictionary

it is denoted by the mark '. This mark, called an accent,

is placed above and beyond the syllable which receives the
accent, as in the words la'bour, delay', and comprehen'sion.

Many polysyllabic words are pronounced with two ac-

cents, the primary and the secondary accent, as the word
excommunication, in which the third, as well as the fifth

syllable is commonly accented. The accent on the fifth

syllable is the primary, true, or tonic accent, while that on
the third is a mere euphonic accent, and consists of a slight

resting on the syllable to prevent indistinctness in the utter-

ance of so many unaccented syllables. Where both accents

are marked in a word, the primary accent is thus marked ",

and the secondary, or inferior one, by this mark ', as in the

word excommu'nica"tion.

I,

i,

6,

. fate.

. for.

. fat
. foU.
. me.
. met.
. her.

. pine.

. pin.

. note.

Vowels.

o,

o, ....

u
u,

«
u,
oi,....

ou
y

. . . not.

. . . move.

. . . tube.

. . . tub.

. . . bull.

. .. Sc. ab«ne(Fru).

. .. oil.

. . . pound.
... Sc. tey(=e+i).

Consonants.

oh.

th,

wh,
zh.

as in . then.
thin.

wig.

. uthig.

azure.

. as in . . oAain.
6h, .. ,, .. Sc. locA, Ger nacAt
i .

job.

e, .. „ . go.
t, .. „ . . Fr. ton.

ng sin^.

The application of this key to the pronunciation of

foreign words can as a rule only represent approximately

the true pronunciation of those words. It is applicable,

however, to Latin and Greek words, as those languages are

pronounced in England.

CHEMICAL ELEMENTS AND SYMBOLS.

By means of chemical symbols, or formulas, the composition of the most complicated substances can be very

easily expressed, and that, too, in a very small compass. An abbreviated expression of this kind often gives, in r

single line, more information as to details than could be given in many lines of letterpress.

Elements. Symbols.

Aluminium, Al
Antimony (Stibium), . . . Sb
Arsenic, As
Barium, Ba
Bismuth, Bi

Boron, B
Bromine Br
Cadmium, Cd
Gessium, Cs
Calcium, Ca
Carbon C
Cerium, Ce
Chlorine, CI

Chromium Cr
Cobalt, Co
Copper (Cuprum), . . . . Cu
Didymiuni D
Erbium, £
Fluorine, F
Oallium, Ga
Glucinium, . . . . . G
Gold (Aurum), Au
Hydrogen H
Indium In

Iodine I

Iridium Ir

Iron (Ferrum) Fe
Lanthanium, La
Lead (Plumlium), . . . . Pb
Lithium. L
Magnesium, Mg
Manganese, Mn

Elements. Symbols.

Mercury (Hydrargyrum), . Hg
Molybdenum Mo
Nicliel, m
Niobium, Nb
Nitrogen, N
Osmium, Os
Oxygen,
Palladium, Pd
Phosphorus, P
Platinum, Pt
Potassium (Kalium). . . K
Rhodium, R
Rubidium, Rb
Ruthenium, Ru
Selenium, Se
Silicon, Si

Silver (Argentum). . . . Ag
Sodium (Natrium), . . . Na
Strontium Sr
Sulphur, S
Tantalum, Ta
Tellurium Te
Thallium, Tl
Thorium, Th
Tin(Stannum) Sn
Titanium, Ti

Tungsten (Wolfram), . . W
Uranium, U
Vanadium V
Yttrium, Y
Zinc, Zn
Zirconium Zr

When any of the above symbols stands by itself it indi-

cates one atom of the element it represents. Thus, H
stands for one atom of hydrogen, O for one atom of oxygen,

and CI for one atom of chlorine. {See Atom, and Atomic

theory under Atomic, in Dictionary.)

When a symbol has a small figure or number under-

written, and to the right of it, such figure or number indi-

cates the number of atoms of the element. Thus—Oj
signifies two atoms of oxygen, Sj five atoms of sulphur, and

Cio ten atoms of carbon.

When two or more elements are united to form a chemi-

cal compound, their symbols are written one after the

other, to indicate the compound. Thus—HjO means water,

a compound of two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen

;

Ci.jHaOu indicates cane-sugar, a compound of twelve

atoms of carbon, twenty-two of hjdrogen, and eleven of

oxygen.

These two expressions as they stand denote respectively

a molecule of the substance they represent, that is, the

smallest possible quantity of it capable of existing in the

free state. To express several molecules a large figure is

prefixed, thus : 2 H«O represents two molecules of water,

4(Ci2HeOu) four molecules of cane-sugar.

When a compound is formed of two or more compounds
the symbolical expressions for the compound are usuallv

connected together by a comma; thus, the crystallized

magnesic sulphate is MgSOj , 7 HoO. The symbols may also

be used to express the changes which occur during chemical

action, and they are then \\Titten in the form of an equsk-

tiou, of which one side represents the substances as they

exist before the change, the other the result of the reaction.

Thus, 2H2-l-02=2 H2 expresses the fact that two mole-

cules of hydrogen, each containing two atoms, and one of

oxygen, also containing two atoms, combine to give two

molecules of Wiiter, each of them containing two atoms of

hydrogen and one of oxygen.
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Scream (skrem), v.i. [Comp. Icel. skramga,
to scream ;

probably imitative, like screech,

shriek, &c. ] 1. To cry out with a shrill

voice ; to utter a sudden, sharp outcry, as
in a fright or in extreme pain ; to utter a
shrill, harsh cry; to shriek.

I heard the owl scream and the crickets cry.
Shai.

So sweetly screams if it (a mouse) comes near her.

She ravishes all hearts to hear her. S-wi/t.

2. To give out a shrill sound; as, the railway
whistle gcreamed.
Scream (skrSm), n. l. a shriek, or sharp
shrill cry uttered suddenly, as in terror or
in pain. * Screams of horror rend the af-

frighted skies.' Pope.—2. A sharp, harsh
sound. ' The scream of a madden'd beach
dragg'd down by the wave,' Tennyson.
Screamer(skrem'6r),n. l. One that screams.
2. A name given to two species of South
American grallatorial birds, the Palamedea
comuta and Ohauna chavaria. They are
remarkable for their harsh and discordant
voices, and for the sharp hard spurs with
which the wings are armed. See Palame-
dea.—3. Something very great; a whacker;
a bouncing fellow or girl. [Slang.]

Screaming (skrem'ing), p. and a, 1. Crying
or sounding shrilly.—2. Causing a scream;
as, a screaming farce, one calculated to
make the audience scream with laughter.

Scree (skrf), n. [Comp. Icel. skritha, a lana-
slip on a hill-side. ] A small stone or pebble;
in the pi. debris of rocks; shingle; a talus;
accumulations of loose stones and fragments
at the base of a cliff or precipice. * Grey
caims and screes of granite.' Kingsley.

Before 1 bad got half way up the screes, which
gave way and rattled beneath me at every step.

SeitChey.

Screech (skrech), v.i. [A softened form of
«crea* (which see), Icel. skrcekja, sknekta, to
Bcreech, skrcekr, a screech, Sw. skrika, Dan.
tkrxge, to screech: an imitative word; comp.
Sc. scraich, Gael sgreach, W. ysgrechiaw, to
screech.] To cry out with a sharp, shrill

voice; to scream; to shriek. 'The screech-
owl screeching loud.' Shak.
These birds of night . . . screeched and clapped

their wings for a while. Bolingbroke.

Screech (skrech), n. \. A sharp, shrill cry,

such as is uttered in acute pain or in a sud-
den fright; a harsh scream. 'The birds
obscene . . . with hollow screeches.' Pope.
A screech or shriek is the cry of terror or passion

;

perhaps it may be called sharper and harsher than a
scream ; but, m human beings especially, scarcely to
be distinguished from it. C. Richardsen.

2. A sharp, shrill noise; as, the screech of a
railway whistle.

Screech-owl (skrech'oul). n. An owl that
utters a harsh, disagreeable cry at night, for-
merly supposed to be ominous of evil ; an
owl, as the bam -owl, that screeches, in
opposition to one that hoots.

The owl at Freedom's window scream'd.
The screech-erw/. prophet dire. Churchill.

Screechy ( skrech 'i). a. Shrill and harsh;
like a screech. Cockham.
Screed (skred), n. [Prov. E. s<^eed, a shred,
A. Sax. «cretia0, a shred. See next entry.] In
Tpkuiering, (o) a strip of mortar of about 6 or
8 inches wide, by which any surface about to

be plastered is divided into bays or compart-
ments. The screeds are 4, 5, or 6 feet apart,
according to circumstances, and are accur-
ately formed in the same plane by the plumb-
rule and straight-edge. They thus form
gauges for the rest of the work, the inter-

spaces being latterly filled out flush with
them. (&) A strip of wood similarly used.

Screed (skred), n. [A form of shred; a Scotch
word. See above.] 1. The act of rending
or tearing; a rent; a tear. Burtis.—2. That
which is rent or torn off; as, a screed of cloth.

3. A piece of poetry or prose; a harangue; a
long tirade upon any subject.—.4 screed o'

drink, a drinking bout. Sir W. Scott.

Screed (skr6d), V. (. [Sc. See the noun.] 1. To
rend: to tear.—2. To repeat glibly; to dash
off with spirit. Bums.
Screeket (skrek), v.i. Same as Screak.

Screen (akren), n. [O.Fr. escren, escrein,

escran, Fr. ^cran, a screen, perhaps from
O.H.G. skranna, a bench, a table.] 1. An
appliance or article that shelters from the
sun, rain, cold, Ac, or from sight; a kind
of movable framework or partition, often
hinged so that it may be opened out more
or less as required, or be folded up to occupy
leas space, used in a room for excluding cold,

or intercepting the heat of a fire. ' Your
leaSy screens.' Shak.

Our fathers knew the value of a screen
From sultry suns. Ctnvper.

2. That which shelters or protects from
danger; that which hides or conceals, or
which prevents inconvenience.

Some ambitious men seem as screens to princes in

matters of danger and envy. Bacon.

3. A kind of riddle or sieve; more especially,

(a) a sieve used by farmers for sifting earth
or seeds. (&) A kind of wire sieve for sifting

Builder's Screen.

sand, lime, gravel, Ac. It consists of a rect-
angular wooden frame with wires travers-
ing it longitudinaPy at regular intervals.
It is propped up in nearly a vertical posi-
tion, and the materials to be sifted or
screened are thrown against it, when the
finer particles pass through and the coarser
remain. A similar apparatus is used for
separating lump coal from the small coal
and dross, and also for sorting crushed ores,

&c. — 4. In arch, (a) a partition of wood.
stone, or metal, usually so placed in a church

as to shut out an aisle from the choir, a
private chapel from a transept, the nave
from the choir, the high altar from the east
end of the building, or an altar tomb from
a public passage of the church. See Par-
CLOSE. (6) In medieval halls, a partition
extending across tJie lower end, forming a
lobby within the main entrance doors, and
having often a gallery above, (c) An archi-
tecturally decorated wall, inclosing a court-
yard in front of a l)uilding.—5. Naut. the
name given to a piece of canvas hung round
a berth for warmth and privacy.
Screen (skren), v.i. [From the noun.] 1. To
shelter or protect from inconvenience, in-
jury, or danger; to cover; to conceal; as,
our houses and garments screen us from
cold ; an umbrella screens us from rain and
the sun's rays; to screen a man from punish-
ment.

Back'd with a ridge of hills.

That screen'd the fruits of th' earth. ' Milton.

2. To sift or riddle by passing through a
screen ; as, to screen coal.

Screening-machine ( skren'ing-ma-sheu),
n. An apparatus, having a rotary motion,
used for screening or sifting coal, stamped
ores, and the like.

Screenings (skren'ingz), ?i. pi. The refuse
matter left after sifting coal, &c.
Screigh-of-day(8kreeh-ov-da),?i. [Comp. D,
krieken va}i den dag, peep of day; krieken,
to peep, to chirp.] The first dawn. [Scotch.)
Screw (skro), n. [Same word as Dan. skrue^
Sw. skrvf, Icel. skri(/a, D. schroef, O.D.
schroeve, L.G. schritive, G. schraube, a screw.
Or perhaps from O. Fr. escroue, the hole in
which a screw turns, Mod.Fr. Scroti, which
Littr6 regards as from one or other of the
above words, but Diez, rather improbably,
derives from L. scrobs, scrobis, a trench.
The word does not appear very early in Eng-
lish. Shakspere uses the verb, and no doubt
the noun was familiar before this.] 1. A
cylinder of wood or metal having a spiral
ridge (the thread) winding round it in a
uniform manner, so that the successive turns
are all exactly the same distance from each
other, and a corresponding spiral groove is
produced. The screw forms one of the six
mechanical powers, and is simply a modifi-
cation of the inclined plane, as may be
shown by cutting a piece of paper in the
form of a right-angled triangle, so as to re-
present an inclined plane, and applying it

to a cylinder with the perpendicular side
of the triangle, or altitude of the plane, pa-
rallel to the axis of the cylinder. If the
triangle be then rolled about the cylinder,
the hypotenuse which represents the length
of the plane will trace upon the surface of
the cylinder a spiral line, which, if we sup-
pose it to have thickness, and to protrude
from the surface of the cylinder, will form
the thread of the screw. The enei^y of the
power applied to the screw thus formed is

transmitted by means of a hollow cylinder
of equal diameter with the solid or convex
one, and having a spiral channel cut on its

inner surface so as to correspond exactly to
the thread raised upon the solid cyhnder.
Hence the one will work within the other,
and by turning the convex cylinder, while

Fate, fir, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move: tiibe, tub. bull;
ch, cAain; th, Sc. locA; g, j^o; J, iob; fa, Fr. to?i; ng, sin^; TH, (Aen; th, (Ain;

Vol. IV.

oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
-, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure —See KEV.
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the other remains fixed, the former will

pass through the latter, and will advance
every revolution through a space equal to

the distance hetween two contiguous turns
of the thread. The convex screw is called

the external or male, and the concave or
hollow screw the internal or female screic,

or they are frequently termed simply the
screw and nut respectively. As the screw
is a modification of the inclined plane it is

not ditlicult to estimate the mechanical ad-

vantage obtained by it. If we suppose the
power to be applied to the circumference of

the screw, and to act in a direction at right

angles to the radius of the cylinder, and
parallel to the base of the inclined plane by
which the screw is supposed to be formed

;

then the power will be to the resistance as

the distance between two contiguous threads
to the circumference of the cylinder. But
as in practice the screw is combined with
the lever, and the power applied to the ex-

tremity of the lever, the law becomes: The
power is to the resistance as the distance
between two contiguous threads to the cir-

cumference described by the power. Hence
the mechanical effect of the screw is in-

creased by lessening the distance between
the threads, or making them finer, or by
lengthening the lever to which the power Is

applied. The law, however, is greatly modi-
fied by the friction, which is very great.

The uses of the screw are various. It is an
invaluable mechanism for fine adjustments
such as are required in good telescopes,

microscopes, micrometers, &c. It is used
for the application of great pressure, as in

the screw-jack and screw-press ; as a borer,

in the gimlet; and in the ordinary screw
nail we have it employed for fastening sepa-

rate pieces of material together.~^rc/iM/ie-

^an screw. See Archimedean. --£ndZe«s
screw orperpetual screw. See underEndless.
^Right and left screw, a screw of which the
threads upon the opposite ends run in dif-

ferent directions.—Kttnier's screw consists

of a combination of two screws of unequal
fineness, one of which works within the
other, the external one being also made to

play in a nut. In this case the power does
not depend upon the interval between the

threads of either screw, but on the differ-

ence between the intervals in the two
screws. See Hunter's Screw, and Differ-

ential screw under Differential.—Screw
propeller, an apparatus which, being fitted

to ships and driven by steam, propels them
through the water, and which, in all its vari-

ous forms, is a modification of the common
screw. Originally the thread had the form of

& broad spiral plate, making one convolution

De Bay Screw Propeller.

Tonnd the spindle or shaft, but now it con-

sists of several distinct blades. The usual po-
sition for the screw propeller is immediately
before the stern-post, the shaft passing
parallel to the keel, into the engine-room,
where it is set in rapid motion by the steam-
engines. This rotatory motion in the sur-

rounding fiuid, which may be considered to

be in a partially inert condition, produces,
according to the well-known principle of

the screw, an onward motion of the vessel

more or less rapid, according to the velocity

of the shaft, the obliquity of the arms, and
the weight of the vessel. The annexed figure

shows a somewhat rare form of the screw
propeller.— Screw nails and wood screws,

a kind of screws very much used by car-

penters and other mechanics for fasten-

ing two or more pieces of any material to-

gether. When they are small they are
turned by means of an instrument called a
screw-driver. —Screw tcrench or key, a me-
chanical instrument employed to turn large
screws or their nuts.—2. One who makes a
sharp bargain ; an extortioner ; a miser ; a

skin-flint.—3. An unsound or broken-down
,

horse. [CoUoq.]— 4, A small parcel of to-
;

bacco twisted up in a piece of paper, some- i

what in the shape of a screw.— 5. A steam-
vessel propelled by means of a screw.—6. A
screw-shell (which see).

His small private box was full of peg-tops . . .

screti's, birds eggs, &c. T. Hitches.

7. The state of being stretched, as by a
screw. 'Strained to the last screw he can
bear.' Cmrjier.—8. Wages or salary. [Slang.]

—A screic loose, something defective or
wrong with a scheme or individual.

My uncle was confirmed in his original impression
that something dark and mysterious was going for-

ward, or, as he always said himself, that there was a
scrciv loose somewliere. Dickens.

—To 2ittt on the screw, to bring pressure to

bear (on a person), often for the pui-pose of

getting money.

—

To put under the screw, to

influence by strong pressure; to compel;
to coerce.

Screw (skro), v.t. l. To turn, as a screw; to

apply a screw to ; to move by a screw ; to
press, fasten, or make firm by a screw; as,

to screw a lock on a door; to screw a press.

2. To force as by a screw; to wrench; to
squeeze; to press; to twist.

I partly know the instrument
That screws mc from my true place in your favour.

ShaA.
Wefaill

But scre7v your courage to the sticking-place,

And we'll not fail. Shak.

3. To raise extortionately ; to rack. 'The
rents of land in Ireland, since they have
been so enormously raised and screioed up.'

Swift.—i. To oppress by exactions; to use

violent means towards. ' Screicing and rack-

ing their tenants.' Swift.

In the presence of that board he was provoked to

exclaim that in no part of the world, not even in Tur-
key, were the merchants so scre7ved and wrung as in

England. Hallam.

5. To deform by contortions; to distort.

'Grotesque habits of swinging.his limbs and
screipivii; his visage.' Sir W. Scott.

He scrnu'd his face into a harden'd smile. Dryden.

Screw (skro), v.i. 1. To be oppressive or
exacting; to use violent means in making
exactions. 'Whose screwing iron-handed
administration of relief is the boast of the
parish.' Uowitt.—I. To be propelled by
means of a screw. 'Screwing up against
the very muddy boiling current.' W. H.
Russell.

Screw-bolt (skrO'bolt), n. A square or
cylindrical piece of iron, with a knob or

flat head at the one end and a screw at Uie
other. It is adapted to pass through holes

made for its reception in two or more pieces

of timber, Ac, to fasten them together, by
means of a nut screwed on the end that is

opposite to the knob.
Screw-box (skro'boks), n. A device for cut-

ting the threads on wooden screws, similar

in construction and operation to the screw-

plate.

Screw-cap (skrb'kap), n. A cover to protect

or conceal the head of a screw, or a cap or
cover fltted with a screw.

Screw-clamp ( skro'klamp ), »i. A clamp
which acts by means of a screw.

Screw-coupling (skro-ku'pl-ing), n. A
device for joining the ends of two vertical

rods or chains and giving them any desired

degree of tension; a screw socket for uniting

pipes or rods.

Screw-dock (skrb'dok). n. A kind of grav-
ing-dock furnished with large screws to

assist in raising and lowering vessels.

Screw-driver (skrb'driv-Sr), n. An instru-

ment resembling a blunt cnisel for driving

in or drawing out screw-nails.

Screwed (skrbd), a. Drunk. 'For she was
only a little screwed.' Dickens. [Slang.]

Screwer (skrb'^r), n. One who or that which
screws.

Screw-jack (skrb'jak), n. A portable ma-
chine for raising great weights, as heavy
carriages, *.tc., by the agency of a screw.

See Jack.
Screw-key (skrb'ke). n. See under Screw.
Screw-nail (skrb'nal), n. See under Screw.
Screw-pile (skrb'pil), n. See under Pile.

Screw-pine (skrb'pin), n. The conmion
name for trees of the genus Pandanus, which
forms the type of the nat. order Pandanaceie.
(See Pandanus.) The screw-pines are trees

which grow in the East Indies, the Isle of

Bourbon, Mauritius, New South Wales, and
New Guinea. They have great beauty, and
some of them an exquisite odour; and their

roots, leaves, and fruit ai-e all found useful

for various purposes. Screw-pines are re-
markable for the peculiar roots they send
out from various parts of the stem. These

Screw-pine (Pandanus odaratissitnus).

roots are called aerial or adventitious, and
serve to support the plant.

Screw-plate (skrb'plat), n. A thin plate of
steel having a series of holes of varying
sizes with internal screws, used in forming
small external screws.

Screw-post (skrb'pbst), n. Naut. the inner
stern-post through wliich the shaft of a
screw propeller passes.

Screw-press (skrb'pres), n. A machine for
communicating pressure by means of a
screw or screws.

Screw-propeller (skrb'pro-pel-6r), n. See
Screw.
Screw-rudder (skrb-rud'6r), n. An appli-

cation of the screw to purposes of steering,

instead of a rudder. The direction of its

axis is changed, to give the required direc-

tion to the ship, and its efficiency does not
depend upon the motion of the ship, as with
a rudder. E. H. Knight.
Screw-shell (skro'shel), n. The English
name for shells of the genus Turbo; wreath-
shell.

Screw-steamer (skrb'stem-6r), n. A steam-
ship driven by a screw-propeller. See
Screw propeller under Screw.
Screw-stone (skrb'stbn), n. A familiar

name for the casts of encrinites from their

screw-like shape.

Screw-tap (skrb'tap), n. The cutter by
which an internal screw is produced.
Screw-tree (skrb'tre), n. Helicteres, agenus
of plants, of several species, natives of warm
climates. They are shrubby plants, with
clustered flowers, which are succeeded by
five carpels, which are usually twisted to-

gether in a screw-like manner. See Helic-
teres.
Screw-valve (skro'valv), n. A stop-cock
furnished with a puppet-valve opened and
shut by a screw instead of by a spigot

Screw-well (skrb'wel), n. A hollow in the
stern of a ship into which a propeller is lifted

after being detached from the shaft, when
the ship is to go under canvas alone.

Screw-wheel (ski-o'whel), n. A wheel which
gears with an endless screw.

Screw-wrench (skrb'rensh), n. See under
Screw.
Scribablet (sknb'a-bl), a. Capable of being
written, or of being written upon.
ScribatiOUS t (^skri-bashus), a. Skilful in

or fond of writing. Barrow.
Scribbett (skrib'et), n. A painter's penciL
Scribble (skribl), v.t pret. & pp. scribbled;

ppr. scribbling. [A word that appears to be
based partly on scrabble, partly on L. scribo^

to write; comp.O.H.G. sArndein, to scribble.]

1. To write with haste, or without care or
regard to correctness or elegance; as. to
scribble a letter or pamplilet.~2. To fill with
careless or worthless writing. 'Every mar-
gin scribbled, crost, and cramm'd.' Tenny-
son.

Scribble (skribl), v.i. To scrawl; to write
witliout care or beauty. ' If Mtevius scribble

in Apollo's spite.' Pope.

Scribble (skrib'l), n. Hasty or careless writ-

ing; a scrawl; as, a hasty scribble. 'Current
scribbles of the week.' Swift.

Scribble (skribl), v.t. [Sw. skrubbla, Q.

schrabbeln, to card, to scribble.] To card
or tease coarsely; to pass, as cotton or wool,

through a scribbler.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not» move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.



SCRIBBLEMENT

Scribblement (skrib'l-ment), n. A worth-
les.s ov careless writing; scribble. [Rare.]

Scribbler (skrib'l^r), n. l. One who scribbles
or writes carelessly, loosely, or badly ; hence,
a petty author; a writer of no reputation.

Venal and licentious scribblers, with just sufficient
talent to clothe the thoughts of a pandar in the style
of a bellman, were now the favourite writers of the
sovereign and of the public. Alacaulay.

2. In a cotton or woollen manufactory, the
person who directs or has chaise of the
operation of scribbling, or the machine
which performs the operation.
Scribbling (skrib'ling), a. Fitted or adapted
for being scribbled on; as, scribbling paper;
scribbling diary.

Scribbling (skribling), n. 1. The act of
writing hastily and carelessly. —2. In woollen
manuf. the first coarse teasing or carding
of wool, preliminary to the final carding.
Scribblingly (skribling-li), adv. In a scrib-
blinii way.
Scribbling-machine (skrib'ling-ma-shen),
n. A machine employed for the first coarse
carding of wool. Called also Scribbler.

Scribe (skrib), n. [Fr. scribe, from L. scriba,
a clerk, a secretary, from scribo, to write.]
1. One who writes; a writer; a penman;
especially, one skilled in penmanship.
He is no ereat scri&e. Rather handling the pen

like the poclcet staff he carries about vrith hira,

Dur/tdPis.

2. An official or public writer; a secretary;
an amanuensis ; a notary ; a copyist —
3. In Jewish and sacred hist, originally a
kind of military ofl^cer whose principal
duties seem to have been the recruiting and
organizing of troops, the levying of war-
taxes, and the like. At a later period, a
writer and a doctor of the law ; one skilled
in the law; one who read and explained the
law to the people Ezra vii.—4. In brick-
laying, a spike or large nail ground to a
sharp point, to mark the bricks on the face
and back by the tapering edges of a mould,
for the purpose of cutting them and re-
ducing them to the proper taper for gauged
arches.

Scribe (skrib), v. t pret. & pp. scribed; ppr.
scribing. 1. 1 To write or mark upon ; in-
scrilje. Speiiser.—2. In carp, (a) to mark by
a rule or compasses; to mark so as to fit one
piece to the edge of another or to a sur-
face, (b) To adjust, as one piece of wood
to another, so that the fibre of the one shall
be at right angles to that of the other.
Scriber (skrib'^r), n. A sharp-pointed tool
used by joiners for marking lines on wood;
a scribing-iron.

Scribing (skrib'ing), n. Writing; handwrit-
ing.'

The heading of a cask has been brought aboard,
but the scribing upon it is very indistinct.

Capt. M'Cliutock,
Scribing-lron (skrib'ing-i-^m), n. An iron-
pointed instrument for marking casks or
timber; a scriber.

Scribism ( skrib 'izm), n. The character,
manners.and doctrines of the Jewish scribes,
especially in the time of our Saviour. F. W.
Robertson. [Rare.

)

Scrld (skrid), n. [SeeScRKED.] A fragment;
a shred; a screed. [Rare.]

Scrlene^t n. A screen or entrance into a
hall. Spenser.
Seriate (skrev). v. i. To move or glide swiftly
along: also, to rub or rasp along. Bums.
[Scotch.]

SCTlggle (skrig'l), V. i. To writhe; to struggle
or twist about with more or less force.
[Local.]

Scrike.t v.i. [See Screak.] To shriek.
Speuner.

SCTlmert (skri'm^r), n. [Fr. escrimeur, from
escrimer, to fence.] A fencing-master; a
swordsman.

The scrimers of their nation.
He swore, had neither motioQ, guard, nor eye.
If you opposed them. Shak.

Scrininiage,8crummage(8krim'aj, skrum'-
aj), n. [Corruption of iAnnnwA.] A skirmish;
a confused row or contest; a tussle; specifi-
cally, in football, a confused, close struggle
round the hall. 'Always in the front of the
rush or the thick of the scrimmage.' Law-
rence.

Ain't there just fine scrummages then?
T. Hughes.

Scrimp (skrimp), v.t. [Dan. skrximpe. 8w.
skrnmpna, L.O. acArttmpen, to shrink, to
shrivel ; A. Sax. scrimman, to dry, wither,
shrivel, is an allied form.] To make too
small or short; to deal sparingly with in
regard to food, clothes, or money; to limit
or straiten; to scant or make scanty.

Scrimp (skrimp), a. Scanty; narrow; defi-
cient; contracted.
Scrimp (skrimp), ?i. A niggard; a pinching
miser. [I'nited States.]

Scrimply (skrimp'li), adv. In a scrimp man-
ner; barely; hardly; scarcely. Burns.
Scrlmpness (skrimp'nes), n. Scantiness;
small allowance.
Scrimptlon (skrim'shon), n. A small por-
tion; a pittance. Halliwell. [Local.]
Serine t (skrin), n. [O.Fr. eserin, Mod. Fr.
tfcriH. It. scrigno, from L. scrinium, a box
or case for papers, from scribo, to write. ] A
chest, bookcase, or other place where writ-
ings or curiosities are deposited; a shrine.

Lay forth out of thine everlasting serine
The antique rolles which there he hidden still.

Spenser.
Scringe (skrinj), v.i. [A rare form of cringe;
comp. creak, screak; cranch, scranch.] To
cringe. [Provincial English and United
States. ]

Scrip (skrip), n. [Icel. skreppa, Dan. skreppe,
a bag, a wallet; L.G. schrap, Fris. skrap.]
A small bag ; a wallet ; a satchel. * And in
requital ope his leathern scrip.' Milton.
Scrip (skrip), n. [For script, L. scriptum,
something written, from scribo, to write.]
1. A smali writing; a certificate or schedule;
a piece of paper containing a writing.

Bills of exchange cannot pay our debts abroad till

scrips of paper can be made current coin. Locke.

2.t A slip of writing; a list, as of names; a
catalogue.
Call them man by man, according- to the scrip.

Shak.
3. In com. a certificate of stock subscribed
to a bank or other company, or of a sub-
scription to a loan ; an interim writing en-
titling a party to a share or shares in any
company, or to an allocation of stock in
general, which interim writing, or scrip, is
exchanged after registration for a formal
certificate.

Lucky rhymes to him were scrip and share.
Tennyson.

Scrip-company (skrip'kum-pa-ni), n. A
company having shares which pass by de-
livery, without the formalities of register or
transfer.

Scrip-holder (skripTiold-^r), n. One who
holds shares in a company or stock, the
title to which is a written certificate or scrip.
Scrippsiget (skrip'aj), n. That which is con-
tained in a scrip. • Though not with bag and
baggage, yet with scrip and scrippage. ' Shak.
Script (skript). n. 1. 1 A scrip or small writ-
ing. 'This sonnet, this loving script.' Beau.
<t FI.—2. In printing, tyi>e resembling or in
imitation of handwriting.—3. In law, the
original or principal document.
Scrijptorium (skrip-to'ri-um), n. [L., from
scriptor, a writer, scribo, to write.] A room
for writing in; a room set apart for the
writing or copying of manuscripts.
Scrlptory (skrip'to-ri), a. [L. scriptorius,
from scriptor, a writer, from scribo, to write.
See Scribe. ] l. Expressed in writing; not
verbal ; written. ' Wills are nuncupatory
and*crip(ory.' Swift.—2. Used for writing.
'Reeds, vallatory. sagittary. scriptory, and
others.' Sir T. Browne. [Rare.)
Scriptural (skrip'tur-al), a. Contained in
or according to the Scriptures: biblical; as,
a scriptural phrase ; scriptural doctrine.
Scripturalism ( skrip'tur-al-izm X n. The
quality of being scriptural; literal adherence
to Scripture.

Scripturalist (skrip'tfir-al-ist), n. One who
adheres literally to the Scriptures and makes
them the f<itniilation of all philosophy.
Scrlptnrally ( skrip'tur-al-li ), adv. In a
scriptural manner.
Scripturalne88 (skrip'tur-al-nes), n. Qua-
lity <»f being scripturaL
Scripture (skrip'tur), n. [L. scriptura, from
scribo, to write.) l.t Anything written; a
writing; an inscription; a docimient; a
manuscript; a book.

It is not only remembered in many scriptures, but
famous for the death and overthrow of Crassus.

Sir It'. Raleigh.
2. The books of the Old and New Testaments;
the Bible: used by way of eminence and
distinction, and often iu the plural preceded
by the definite article; as, we find it stated
in Scripture or in the Scriptures.

There is not any action that a man ought to do or
forbear, but Ihe Scriptures will give hira a clear pre-
cept or prohibition for it. Soulh.

3. Anything contained in the Scriptures ; a
passage or quotation from the Scriptures; a
Bible text. 'Hanging by the twined thread
of one doubtful Scripture.' Milton.

The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose. Shak.

SCROGGY

Scripture (skrip'tur), a. Relating to the
Bible or the Scriptures; scriptural; &% Scrip-
ture history. Locke.
Why are Scripture maxims put upon us, without

taking notice of Scripture examples. Sp. Atterbury.

Scripture-reader (skrip'tur-red-6r), n. One
employed to read the Bible in private
houses among the poor and ignorant.
Scripture-wort (skrip'tur-w6rt), n. A name
applied to the species of Opegrapha or letter
lichen.

Scripturian (skrip-tii'ri-an), n. Same as
Script nri-^t. [Rare.]
Scripturientt (skrip-tu'ri-ent), a. [L.L.
scripturio, from scribo. to write.] Having
a desire or passion for writing ; having a
liking or itch for authorship. 'This grand
scripturient paper-spiller.' A. Wood.
Scripturist (skrip'tur-ist), n. One well
vei-sed in the Scriptures.

Scritcll (skrich), n. A shrill cry; a screech.

Perhaps it is the owlet's scritch. Coleridge.

Scrivello (skri-vel'lo), n. An elephant's tusk
under 20 lbs. weight.
Scrivener (skriv'ndr), «. [O.Fr. escrivain.
It. scrivano, from a L.L. scribantis, from L.
scribo,to write.] 1. Formerly, a writer; one
whose occupation was to draw contracts or
other writings.

We'll pass this business privately and well:
Send for your daughter by your servant here

:

My boy shall fetch the scrivener presently. Shai.

2. One whose business it is to receive money
to place it oUt at interest, and supply those
who want to raise money on security; a
money-broker; a financial agent.

How happy in his low degree
Who leads a quiet country life.

And from the griping scrivener free. Dryden.
— Scrivener's palsy. See Writer's cramp
under Writer.
Scriven-like.t rt. Like a scrivener. Chau-
cer.

Scrobiciaate, Scrobiculated (skro-bik'u-
lat, skro-bik'u-lat cd), a. [L. scrobicuhts,
from acrobs, a furrow.] In bot. furrowed or
pitted; having small pits or ridges and fur-
rows.
Scrobiculus cordis (skro-bik'u-lus kor'dis),
n. [L.] In anat. the pit of the stomach.
Scrod, Scrode (skrod, skrod), 71. Same as
Escrod.

Scrofula (skrof'u-Ia), n. [L. scrofulce, a
swelling of the glands of the neck, scrofula,
from scrofa, a breeding sow, so called be-
cause swine were supposed to be subject to
a similar complaint.] A disease due to a
deposit of tubercle in the glandular and
bony tissues, and in reality a fonn of tuber-
culosis or consumption. It generally shows
itself by hard indolent tumours of the glands
in various parts of the body, but particu-
larly in the neck, behind the ears and under
the chin, which after a time siippurate and
degenerate into ulcers, from whlWrTinstead
of pus. a white curdled matter is discharged.
Scrofula is not contagious, but it is often a
hereditary disease; its first appearance is

most usually between the third and seventh
year of the child's age, but it may arise be-
tween this and the age of puberty ; after
which it seldom makes its first attack. It
is promoted by everything that debilitates,
but it may remain dormant through life and
not show itself till the next generation. In
mild cases the glands, after having suppu-
rated, slowly heal ; in others, the eyes and
eyelids become infiamed, the joints become
affected, the disease gradually extending to
the ligaments and bones, and producing a
hectic and debilitated state under which
the patient sinks; or it ends in tuberculated
lungs and pulmonary consumption. Called
aLso Stru)na and King's-evil.

Scrofulous (skrof'u-lus). a. I. Pertaining
to scrofula or partaking of its nature ; as,

scrofulous tumours; a scrofulous habit of
body.— 2. Diseased or alTected with scrofula.

Scrofulous persons can never be duly nourished.
Arbuthnot.

Scrofulously (skrofu-lus-li), adv. In a
scrofulous manner.
Scrofulousness (skrof'u-lus-nes), n. State
of beini; scmfulous.
Scrog (skrog), n, [Gael, sgrogag, some-
thing shrivelled or stunted ; sgrog, to shrivel,
to compress; comp. scrag.) A stunted bush
or shrub. In the plural it is generally used
to designate thorns, briers, &c., and fre-

quently small branches of trees broken off.

[Provincial Enulish and Scotch.]

Scroggy, Scroggle (skrog'i), a. [A provin-
cial word. .See??CKcxi.] 1. Stunted; shrivelled.

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. loch; e,go; Ujoh; h, Fr. ton; ng, ung; th. (Aen; th, thin; w, ifig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.



SCROLL SCRUTINIZBR

ScroU-head.

2. Abounding with stunted bushes or brush-
wood.
Scroll (skrol), n. [Formerly also scrota.

0. Fr. escrol, escrou. Mod. Fr. ecrou, a scroll,

a register; L.L. scroa, sknia, a memoir, a
scliedule ; probably from the Teutonic, in
which we find such words as Icel. skrd, a
scroll, Sw. skra, a short writing. L.G. sckraa,
by-laws. The form of the English word has
been influenced by roll, and tlie Frenchforms
have been modified in a .similar manner.]
1. A roll of paper or parchment; or a writ-

ing formed into a roll; a list or schedule.
The heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll.

Is. xxxiv. 14,

Here is the scroll of every man's name, Shak.

2. An ornament of a somewhat spiral form;
an ornament or appendage distantly resem-
bling a partially unrolled sheet of paper; as,

(a) in arch, a convolved or spiral ornament,
variously introduced ; specifically, the vo-
lute of the Ionic and Corinthian capitals.

(&) The curved head of instruments of the
violin family, in which are inserted the pins
for tuning the strings, (c) A kind of volute
at a ship's bow. See Scroll-head, (d) A
flourish added to a person's name in signing
a paper.—3. In her. the ribbon-like appen-
dage to a crest or escutcheon on which the
motto is inscribed.

Scrolled (skrold). a. 1. Inclosed in a scroll

or roll; formed into a scroll.—2. Ornamented
with scrolls or scroll-work.

ScroU-head (skrol'hed), n. An ornamental
piece of tim-
ber at the bow
of a vessel,

finished off

with carved
work in the

form of a volute or scroll

turning outward. Called
also Billet-head.

Scroll-saw (skrol'sa), n.

A thin and narrow blad-
ed reciprocating saw
which passes through
a hole in the work-table

and saws a kerf in the work, which is moved
about in any required direction on the table.

Scroll-work (skrol'wSrk), ». In arch, orna-
mental work characterized generally by its

resemblance to a band, arranged in undula-
tions or convolutions.
Scroop (skrbp), ?i. [Imitative.] A harsh
tone or cry. 'Every word, and scroop, and
shout.' Dickens.
Scropliularia (skrof-u-la'ri-a), a. [From its

supposed virtue in curing scrofula.] A ge-
nus of plants, the species of which are
known by the common name of fig-wort.

See Fig-wort.
ScropllulariaceaB(skrof'u-la-rJ-a"se-e),?i.pi.
[Scrophularia, one of the genera.] A very
large nat. order of herbaceous or shrubby
monopetalous exogens, inhabiting all parts
of the world except the coldest, containing
about 160 genera and 1900 species. They
have opposite or alternate entire toothed
or cut leaves, and usually four or five lobed
irregular flowers with didynamous stamens,
placed in axillary or terminal racemes; with
a two-celled ovary and albuminous seeds.
Many of the genera, such as Digitalis, Calceo-
laria, Veronica, Pentstemon, itc, are valued
by gardeners for their beautiful flowers.

Scrotal (skro'tal), a. Pertaining to the
scrotum ; as, scrotal hernia, which is a pro-
trusion of any of the contents of the abdo-
men into the scrotum.
Scrotlfonu (skro'ti-form), a. [L. scrotum,
and forma, form.] In hot. formed like a
doul)le bag, as the nectary in plants of the
genus Satyrium.
Scrotocele (skro'to-sel), n. [Scrotum (which
see), and Gr. kele, a tumour.] A scrotal
hernia.

Scrotum (skro'tum), n. [L.] The bag which
contains the testicles.

Scrouge (skrouj), r.(. [Comp. Dan. sknigge,
to stoop,and Kshruy. ] To crowd; to squeeze.
[Provincial.]

Scrow (skrou), n. l.f A scroll. 'Scroio, or
schedule of paper. ' Huloet. —2. Curriers' cut-
tings or clippings from hides, as the ears and
other redundant parts,used formaking glue.

Scroylet (skroil), n. (o.Fr. escrouelles; Fr.
icrouelles, the king's-evil, from L. L. scrofellce,

from L. scrofulce, a swelling of the glands
of the neck. See Scrofula.] A mean fel-

low; a wretch. Probably originally applied
to a person afflicted with king's-evil.

The scroyles of Angiers flout you, kings. Shak.

Bcnib (skrub), v.t. pret. & pp. scrubbed; ppr.

scrubbing. [Sw. skruhba, Dan. skrubbe, D.
schrobben, L.G. schrubben, to rub, to scrub;
probably allied to scrape, scrabble, or it may
be from rub, with initial sc, sk, having an
inteiis. force.] To rub hard, either with the
hand or with a cloth or an instrument;
nsually, to rub hard with a brush, or with
something coarse or rough, for the purpose
of cleaning, scouring, or making bright; as,

to scrub a floor ; to scrub a deck ; to scrub
vessels of brass or other metal.
Now Moll had whirl'd her mop with dext'rous airs.

Prepared to scrub the entry and the stairs. S-wi/t.

Scrub (skrub). v.i. To be diligent and penu-
rious; as, to scrub hard for a living.

Scrul) (skrub), n. [From the verb to scrub.]

1. A worn-out brush; a stunted broom.

—

2. A mean fellow; one that labours hard and
lives meanly.
We should go there in as proper a manner as pos-

sible, not altogether like the scrubs about us.

GoldsfntVt.

3. Something small and mean.
Scmib (skrub), a. Mean; niggardly; con-
temptible; scrubby.

How dismal, how solitary, how scrub does this town
look I //. IVatpole.

With a dozen large vessels my vault shall be stored.
No little scrub joint shall come on my board. Stvi/t.

Scrub (skrub), n. [Same word as shrub,
A. Sax. scrcb, Dan. dial, skrub, a shrub.]
Close, low, or stunted trees or brushwood;
low underwood.
He threw himself on the heathtiy scrub which met

the shingle. 7". Hughes.

Scrubbed (skrub'ed), a. Same as Scrubby.
' A little scrubbed boy, no higher than thy-
self.' Shak.
Scrubber (skrub'^r), n. 1. One who or that
which scrubs; a hard broom or brush.—
2. An apparatus for ridding coal-gas from
tarry matter and ammonia.
Scrubby (skrub'i), a. Small and mean; vile;

worthless; insignificant; stunted in growth;
as, a scrubby cur; a scrubby tree.

Scrubbyisb ( skrub 'i-ish), a. Somewhat
scrubby.

I happen to be sheriflTofthe county: and, as all writs
are returnable to me, a scrubbyish fellow asked me to
sign one against you. Colman the Younger.

Scrub-oak (skrub'ok), n. The popular name
in the United States for several stunted spe-
cies of oak, such as Quercus ilicifolia, Q. agri-
folia, &.C.

Scrub-race (skrub'ras), n. A race between
low and contemptible animals got up for
amusement.
Scrubstone (skrub'ston), n. A provincial
term for a species of calciferous sandstone.
Scruf t (skruf), n. Scurf.

Scruff (skruf), n. [For scitff (which see).]

The hinder part of the neck.

I shall take you by the scruffoi the neck. Marryat.

Scrummage (skrum'aj), n. See Scrimmage.
Scrumptious (skrump'shus), a. 1. Nice;
particular; fastidious; fine. [United States.]
2. Delightful ; first-rate ; as, scrumptious
weather. [Slang.]

Scninch (skrunsh), v.i. To crush, as with
the teeth; to crunch; hence, to grind down.

I have found out that you must either scrunch them
(servants) or let them scrunch you. Dickens.

Scruple (skro'pl), n. [Fr. ^crupuie, a scruple,
from L. scrupulus, a little stone (dim. of
scrupus, a rough or sharp stone), the twenty-
fourth part of anything, hence, figuratively,

a trifiing matter, especially a trifling matter
causing doubt, difficulty, or anxiety; hence
doubt, difficulty, uneasiness.] 1. A weight of
20 grains; the third part of a dram, or the
twenty-fourth part of an ounce in the old
apothecaries' measure. Hence—2.Any small
quantity.

Nature never lends
The smallest scruple of her excellence

;

But, like a thrifty goddess, she determines
Herself the glory of a creditor. Shak.

3. In old astron. a digit.—4. Hesitation as to
action from the difficulty of determining
what is right or expedient; doubt, hesita-
tion, or perplexity arising from motives of
conscience; backwardness to decide or act;

a kind of repugnance to do a thing, the
conscience not being satisfied as to its right-

ness or propriety; nicety; delicacy; doubt.

He was made miserable by the contest between his
taste and his scruples. Macaulay.

Scruple (skro'pl), v.i. pret. & pp. scrupled;
ppr. scrupling. To have scruples; to be re-

luctant as regards action or decision ; to
hesitate about doing a thing; to doubt:
often followed by an infinitive.

He scrupled not to eat
Against his better knowledge. Milton.

We are often over-precise, scrupling to say or do
those things which lawfully we may. Fuller.

Men scruple at the lawfulness of a set form of
divine worship. South.

Scruple (skro'pl), t). (. To have scruples about;
to doubt; to hesitate to believe; to question;
as, to scruple the truth or accuracy of an
account or calculation. [Now rare.]

The chief officers ' behaved with all imaginable per-
verseness and insolence ' in the council of state, scru-
pling the oath to be true to the commonwealth against
Charles Stuart or any other person. Hatlant.

Scrupler (skro'pl6r), n. One who scruples;
a doubter; one who hesitates. ' Away with
those nice «crKpiers.' Bp. Hall.
ScrupuliSt (skrb'paiist), n. One who
doubts or scruples; a scrupler. Shaftes-
bury.

Scrupullze (skro'pu-liz), v.t. pret. <fc pp.
scrupulized; ppr. scrupulizijtg. To perplex
with scruples of conscience. ' Other articles

may be so scrupulized.' Mmitague.
Scrupulosity (skrb-pu-los'i-ti), n. [L. «crtt-

pulositas. See Scruple.] The quality or
state of being scrupulous; hesitation or
doubtfulness respecting some point or pro-
ceeding from the difficulty of determining
how to act; caution or tenderness arising
from the fear of doing wrong or offending;
nice regard to exactness and propriety; pre-
ciseness.
The first sacrilege is looked upon with some horror

;

but when they have once made the breach their scru-
pulosity soon retires. Dr. H. More.

So careful, even to scrupulosity, were they to keep
their sabbath, that they must not only have a time to
prepare them for that, but a further time also to pre-
pare them for their very preparations. South.

Scrupulous ( skrb ' pu - lus ), a. [L. scrupu-
losits, Fr. scrupuleux. SeeSCRUPLE.] 1. Full
of scruples; inclined to scruple; hesitating
to determine or to act; cautious in decision
from a fear of offending or doing wrong.
' Abusing their liberty, to the offence of their
weak brethren which were scrupulous.'
Hooker. — 2.^ Given to making objections;
captious. Shak.—Z.\ 'Sice; doubtful.
The justice of that cause ought to be evident; not ob-

scure, not scrupulous. Bacon.

4. Careful ; cautious ; vigilant ; exact in re-
garding facts.

I have been the more jrfw/K/ci/j-and wary in regard
the inferences from these observations are of import-
ance. H'oodu-ard.

5. Precise; exact; rigorous; punctilious; as,

a scrupulous abstinence from labour.

Scrupulously (skrd'pu-lus-li), adv. In a
scrupulous manner; with a nice regard to
minute particulars or to exact propriety.

The duly consists not scrupulously in minutes and
half hours. yer. Taylor.

Henry was scrupulously careful not to ascribe the
success to himself Addison.

Scrupulousness (skro'pii-lus-nesX n. The
state or quality of being scrupulous; as, (a)

the state of having scruples; caution in de-
termining or in acting from a regard to
truth, propriety, or expediency.

Others by their weakness, and fear, and scrupulous-
ness, cannot fully satisfy their own thoughts.

Dr. Puller.

(&) Exactness; preciseness.

Scrutable (skro'ta-bl), a. [See Scrutiny.]
Capable of being submitted to scrutiny; dis-

coverable by scrutiny, inquiry, or critical

examination.
Shall we think God soscrutable or ourselves so pene-

trating that none of his secrets can escape us?
Dr. H. More.

Scrutatlon (skro-ta'shon), n. [L. scruta^
tio.] Search; scrutiny. [Rare.]

Scrutator (skrb-ta't^r), n. [L. , from scrutor,

scrutatus, to explore.] One who scrutin-
izes ; a close examiner or inquirer ; a scru-

tineer. Ayliffe; Bailey.

Scrutineer (skrb-ti-ner'), n. One who scra-
tinizes; one who acts as an examiner of
votes, as at an election, &c.,.to see if they
are valid.

Scrutinize (skrd'tin-iz), v. t. pret & pp. scru-
tinized; ppr. scrutinizing. [From scrutiny.]

To subject to scrutiny; to investigate closely;

to examine or inquire into critically ; to re-

gard narrowly ; as, to scrutinize the mea-
sures of administration; to scrutinize the
private conduct or motives of individuals.

'To scrutinize their religious motives.' War-
burton.
Scrutinize (skro'tin-iz), v. i. To make scru-

tiny. * Thinks it presumption to scrutinize

into its defects.' Goldsmith.

Hatton remained silent and watched him with a
scrutinizing eye. D'Jsrculi.

Scrutinizer (skro'tin-iz-^r), n. One who
scrutinizes; one who examines with critical

care.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J', Sc. ley.
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Scrutinous (skro'tin-us), a. Closely inquir-

iuj^ or examining; captious.

Age is froward, uneasy. scrutiHOHs,
Hard to be pleased. Sir y. Denhant.

Scrutinously (skro'tia-us-li), adv. By using
scrutiny; searchingly.

Scrutiny ( skro'tin-i ), n. [1. scrutinium,
Ft. gcrutin, from L. serutor, to search care-

fully, to rummage, from gcruta, trash, frip-

pery.] 1. Close investigation or examina-
tion; minute inquiry; critical examination.

Thenceforth I thought thee worth my nearer view
And narrower scrutiny. Milton.

Somewhat may easily escape, even from a wary
pen, which will not bear the test of a severe scrutiny,

Atterbury.

2. In the primitive church, an examination
of catechumens in the last week of Lent,
who were to receive baptism on Easter-day.
This was performed with prayers, exorcisms,
and many other ceremonies.—3. In the canon
laic, a ticket or little paper billet on which
a vote is written.— 4. An examination by a
competent authority of the votes given at

an election for the purpose of rejecting those
that are bad, and thus coirecting the poll.

SCTTitiiiy+ (skrb'tin-i), v.t. pret. & pp. scru-

tinied ; ppr. serutinying. To scrutinize.

Johnson.
Scrutoire (skru-twarO, ». [See Escritoire.]
An escritoire.

Scruzet (skruz), ^-f- l-^ form of scrm/^e,]

To crowd; to compress; to crush; to squeeze.
Speiiger.

Scry t (skri), r. (. To descry. Spenser.

Scryt (skri), n. A flock of wild-fowl. HaUi-
well.

Scryt (skri), n. A cry. Bemers.
Scryne t (skrin). n. Same as Serine.

Scud (skud), v.i. pret. scudded; ppr. scud-
ding. [A. Sax. gciidan, to run quickly, to
flee; O.Sax. scuddian, L.G. and D. schudden,
to set in rapid motion, to shake; Sw. skutta,

to run tiuickly; allied to shudder.] 1. To
run quickly; to be driven or to flee or fly

with haste; to run with precipitation.

Sometimes he scuds far off, and there he stares.

Shak.
Foam-flakes scud along the level sand. Tennyson.

2. Xaut. to be driven with precipitation
before a tempest with little or no sails

spread.
8cu,d(skud),n. 1. The act of scudding; a driv-
ing along: a running or rushing with speed
or precipitation.— 2. Loose vapoury clouds
driven swiftly by the wind. * And the dark
scud in swift succession flies.' Falconer.
Borne on the ncud of the aea.* Lon^elloic.
3. A slight flying shower. (Provincial Eng-
lish.]

—

i. A small number of larks, less than
a flock. [Provincial English.]— 5. In school
slang, a swift runner; a scudder.

* 1 say,' said East, looking with much increased
respect at Tom, 'you ain't a Dad scud.' T. Hughes.

Scad (skud), v.t. To pass over quickly.

His lessening flock
In snowy groups diffusive scudvixc vale. Shenstone.

Scudder (skud'^r), n. One who scuds.

Scuddick (»kud'ik), n. \. Anything of small
value, IIalliwell.—2. A shilling. [Slang.]

Scuddle (skud'l), v.i. pret. scuddted; ppr.
scuddlinfj. [A dim. of scud.] To run with
a kind of affected haste; to scuttle.

Scuddy (skud'i), n. A naked infant or young
child [Scotch]
Scudlax (skutl'Iar), n. A scullion. [Scotch.]

Scudo (sko'do). n. pi. Scudi (skb'de). [It,

a shield, a crown, from L. scutum, a shield:

so calletl from its l>earing the heraldic
shield of the prince by whom it was i8sue<).]

An Italian silver coin of dilferent value in

the different states in which it was issued.
The Genoese scudo was equivalent to about
bs. 4f^ ; the Roman, 4«. id.\ the Sardinian
and Milanese, 3x. 9d. This coin has gradu-
ally disappearetl before the decimal coinage
of the Italian kingdom, but the name is

sometimes given to the piece of 5 lire (about
4k.). The old Roman gold scudo was worth
10 silver scudi.

Scuff (skuO,n. [SeeScuFT.] The hinder part
of the neck; the scruff. [Provincial.]
Scuff (skuf). v.i. [See ScuFPLE.] To walk
without raising the feet from the ground or
flixtr; to shuflle.

Scuff (skuf), v.t. To graze gently; to pass
with a .slight touch. [Scotch.]

Scuffle (skuf^), v.i. pret. scujfied; ppr. sciif-

Jling. [Freq. from A. Sax. sceofan, scfi/an,
to shove (see Shove); Sc. scuff, to graze; Sw.
*frw/a. to shove. Seealso Shuffle. Shovel]
To struggle or contend with close grapple;
to fight tumultuously or confusedly.
A nailant man prefers to fight to great disadvan-

tages in the field, in an orderly way, rather than to

scu_ffle with an undisciplined rabble,
Eikon Basiliki.

Scuffle (skuf'l), n. [Partly from verb; comp.
also \y-d.x\.skuffe,io hoe.] 1.A struggle in which
the combatants grapple closely; any con-
fused quarrel or contest in which the parties
struggle blindly or without direction; a tu-

multuous struggle for victory or superiority;
a fight.
The dog leaps upon the serpent and tears it to

pieces; but in the scuffle, the cradle happened to
be overturned. Sir R. VEstrange.

2. A child's pinafore or bib. [Provincial
English.] — 3. A garden hoe. [Provincial
English.]

Scuffler (skuf16r), n. l. One who scuffles.

2. In agri. a kind of horse-hoe. Its use is

to cut up weeds and to stir the soil. It re-

sembles the scarifier, but is much lighter,
and is employed to work after it. See Sca-
rifier.
Scuit (skuft), n. [Also written Scuff"; comp.
Icel. skoft, Goth, sku/ts, hair] Same as
Scruf. Mrs. Gaskell.

Scug (skug), v.t. [Dan. skygge, to shade; Sw.
skugga, Icel. skuggi, a shadow, a shade.] To
hide: to shelter. [Scotch.]

Scug (skug), n. The declivity of a hill; a"

place of shelter. [Old English and Scotch.]
Sculduddery (skul-dud'er-i), n. l. Forni-
cation; adultery.— 2. Crossness; obscenity.
Ramsay. 'Sculduddery sangs.' Sir W.
Scott. [Scotch.]

Sculk (skulk), v.i. Same as Skulk (which
see).

Sculker (skulk'fir), n. Same as Skulker.
Scull (skul), «. Same as Skull.

Scull (skul), n. [Origin uncertain. Comp.
Icel- skjdla, a pail, a bucket ; Prov. £. and
Sc. skeel, a milk - pan ; also Icel. skola,
to wash.] 1. A boat; a cock-boat. See
Sculler.— 2. One who sculls a boat— 3. A
short oar, whose loom is only equal in length
to half the breadth of the boat to be rowed,
so that one man can manage two. one on
each side. Also an oar when used to propel
a boat by being placed over the stern, and
worked from side to side, the blade, which
is turned diagonally, being always in the
water. —4, A large shallow basket without
a l>ow handle, used for carrying fruit, po-
tatoes, fish. itc. [Scotch.]

Scull t (skul), n. [A form of shoal. See
Shoal.] A shoal or multitude of fish.

Scull (skul), v.t. To impel or propel by
sculls; to propel by moving and turning an
oar over the stem.
Scull-cap (skullcap). See Skitll-cap.
Sculler (skul'^r), n. 1. A boat rowed by one
man with two sculls or short oars.— 2. One
who sculls or rows with sculls; one who
impels a boat by an oai- over the stem.
ScUilerv (skul'^r-i), n. [O.Fr. eseueiUier, a
place where bowls are kept, escuelle, a bowl,
a platter, from L. scutella, dim. of scutra, a
dish; allied to scutum, a shield.] A place
where dishes, kettles, and other culinary
utensils are cleaned and kept, and where
the rough or dirty work connected with the
kitchen is done; a back-kitchen.
Scullion (skul'yon), n. [See Sctllert]
1. A servant that cleans p<)ts and kettles,
and does other menial services in the kit-

chen or sculler>'. Hence—2. A low, mean,
worthless fellow. ' The meanest scullion
that followed his camp.' Smith.
Scullionly (skul'yon-li), a. Like a scullion;
base; low; mean. 'Scullionly paraphrase.'
MiUo)i.

Sculp (skulp), v.t. [See Scclptcre.] To
sculpture; to carve; to engrave.

O that the tenor of my just complaint
Were satlpt with steel on rocks of adamant.

Sandys.
Sculpin (skurpin). n. A small sea-flsh, the
Cottu* octodecimspinosus, found on the
American coasts. The gemmeous dragonet
{Callionyvxus lyra) is so called by the Cor-
nish fishermen. Spelled also Skulpin.
Sculptile (skulp'til), a. [L. sculptilis. See
ScuLiTi'RE.] Formed by carving. 'Sculp-
tile images.' Sir T. Browne.
Sculptor ( skulp'tor ), n. One who sculp-
tures; one who cuts, carves, or hews figures
in w()<id, stone, or other like materials.
Sculptress (skulp'tres), n. A female artist
in sculpture. Quart, iiev.

Sculptural (skulp'tur-al), a. Pertaining to
sculpture or engraving.
Sculpturally (8kulp'tur-al-U),adr. By means
of sculpture.
The quaint beauty and character of many natural

objects, such as intricate branches, grass. &c., as
well as that of many animals plumed, spined, or
bristled, Ss sculptttraliy expressible. Kuskin.

Sculpture (skulp'tur), n. [Fr. , from L. sculp-
tura, from sculpo, sculptum (also scalpo), to
grave] 1. The art of carving, cutting, or
hewing wood, stone, or other materials into
images of men, beasts, or other things.
Sculpture also includes the moulding or
modelling of figures in clay, to be cast in
bronze or other metal.—2. Carved work; any
work of sculpture, as a figure cut in stone,
metal, or other solid substance, represent-
ing or describing some real or imaginary
object. ' Some sweet sculpture draped from
head to foot. ' Tennyson.

There too. in living sculpture, might be seen.
The mad affection of the Cretan queen. Dryden.

Sculpture (skulp'tur), v. t. pret. & pp. sculp-
tured; ppr. sculptuHng. To represent in
sculpture; to carve; to form with the chisel
or other tool on wood, stone, or met^
' Ivory vases sculptured high.' Pope.

The rose that lives its little hour
Is prized beyond the sculptured flower. Bryant.

Sculpturesque (skulp'tiir-esk), a. Relat-
ing to or possessing the character of sculp-
ture ; after the manner of sculpture ; re-
sembling sculpture. 'Sculpturesque beauty.'
Dr. Caird.

Scum (skum), n. [Sw. and Dan. skuniy G.
schaum, D. schuim, O.H.G. scCim, scum; cog.
L. spuma, foam. Fr. ^cume, O.Fr. escume is

from the German. ] 1. The extraneous matter
or impurities which rise to the surface of
liquors in boiling or fermentation, or which
form on th^ surface by other means; also,

the scoria of molten metals.—2. The refuse;
the recrement; that which is vile or worth-
less.

The great and the innocent are insulted by the
scufft and refuse of the people. Addison.

Scum (skum). v.t. pret. & pp. scummed; ppr.
scumming. To take the scum from; to clear
off the impure matter from the surface; to
skim. *You that scum the molten lead.'

Dryden.
Scum (skum), v.t. To throw up scum; to be
covered with scum.

Life and the interest of life have stagnated and
scu/nnied over. A. A'. H. Boyd.

Scumber (skumTjSr), n. [Contr. from dis-
cumber.] Dung; especially, the dung of the
fox. [Obsolete and Provincial.]

Scumber, Scummer (skum'ber. skuni'6r),

v.i. To dung. [Obsolete and Provincial.]

Scumble (skum'bl), v.t. pret. & pp. scum-
hied; ppr. scumbling. [Freq. of scum.] In
painting, to cover lightly or spread thinly,

using a nearly dry brush, with a neutral
colour of a semi-transparent character to
tone down or modify a too bright colour; in
drawing, to soften with the stump or the
blunt point of the chalk.

Scumble, ScumlOling(skum'bl,skum'bling),
n. In painting and drawing, the toning
down of a picture by one who scumbles it.

Scummer (skum'6r),n. He who or that which
scums: specifically, an instrument used for
taking uff the scum of liquors; a skimmer.
Jiay.

Scummer, n. and v. See Sctjmber.
Scummlngs (skum'ingz), n.pl. The matter
skinmied from boiling liquors; as, the scum-
mings of the boiling-house.

Scummy (skum'i), a. Covered with scum.
Breathe away as 'twere a.]X scummy slime
From off a crystal pool. Keats.

Scuncbeon (skun'shon), n. The stones or
arches thrown across the angles of a square
tower to support the alteniate sides of the
octagonal spire; also, the cross pieces of
timber across the angles to give strength
and firmness to a frame. See Sconcheon,
SyUIXCH.
Scunner (skun'^r), v.t. [A Scotch word:
A. Sax. scunian, to shun, onscunian, to shun,
to loathe.] 1. To loathe; to nauseate; to
feel disgust.-2. To startle at anything from
doubtfulness of mind ; to shrink back from
fear.

Scunner (skun'fir), n. Loathing; abhor-
rence. [Scotch.]

Scup (skup), 71. [From Indian name.] The
name given in Rhode Island to a small fish

belonging to the sparoid family. In New
York it is called porgy.

Scup (skup), ?i. [D. «c/io?j, aswing.] A swing:

a term still retained by the descendants of

the Dutch settlers in New York.

Scup (skup), v.i. In New York, to swing.

Scupper (skup'^r), n. [Generally connected
witn scoop. Wedgwood, however, refers it

to O.Fr. and Sp. escupir, to spit; Armor.
skopa, to spit. The Teutonic forms (G. spei-

ch, cAaln; Ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sing; lu, then; th, (Ain; w, loig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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gat, Dan. spy-gat, lit. spit-hole) confirm his

derivation.] A'aut. a channel cut through
the water-ways and sides of a ship at proper
distances, and lined with lead, for carrying
off the water from the deck.

Scupper-hole (skup'6r-h61), n. A scupper.
See SCUi'l'KR.

Scupper-hose (skup'6r-h6z), n. A leathern
pipe attached to the mouth of the scuppers
of the lower deck of a ship to prevent the
water from entering.

Scupper-nail (skup'fer-nal), n. A nail with
a very broad head for covering a large sur-

face of the scupper-hose.
Scuppernong (skup'6r-nong), ?i. The Ame-
rieaii name fur a species of grape, supposed
tn lit- a variety of Vitis vulpiiia, cultivated

and found wild in the Southern States. It

is said to have come from Greece.

Scupper-plug (skup'6r-plug), n. A plug to
stop H scupper.
Sour (sk6r), v.i. To move hastily; to scour.

[Obsolete or provincial.]

The light shadows
That in a thought satr o'er the fields of corn.

Ji^au. Cr Fl.

Scurf (ak6rf),n. [O.E. alsowor/, scrof, A.Sax.
scurf, Icel. skurfur {^\.), Dan. skui-v, Sw.
skorf, G. schorf, scurf.] 1. A material com-
posed of minute portions of the dry external
scales of the cuticle. These are, in moderate
quantity, continually separated by the fric-

tion to which the surface of the body is sub-
ject, and are in due proportion replaced by
others deposited on the inner surface of the
cuticle. Small exfoliations of the cuticle,

or scales like bran, occur naturally on the
scalp, and take place after some eruptions
on the skin, a new cuticle being formed un-
derneath during the exfoliation. When scurf
separates from the skin or scalp In unna-
tural quantities, it constitutes the disease

called pityriasis, which, when it affects

children, is known by the name of dandruff.

Her crafty head
Was overgrown with scurfand filthy scald.

S/>eTiser.

2. The soil or foul remains of anything ad-
herent. [Rare.]

The scuryis worn away of each committed crime.
Dryiten.

3. Anything adhering to the surface.

There stood a hill whose jfrisly top
Shone with a glossy scurf. Milton.

4. In hot. the loose scaly matter that is found
on some leaves, &c.
Scurff (sk6rf), n. Another name for the
hull-trout.
Scurflness(8k6rf'i-nes),n. The state of heing
scurfy. Skeltan.

Scurfy (sk^rfi), a. 1. Having scurf; covered
with scurf. ~2. Resembling scurf.

Scurrer (sk6r'6r), ?i. One who scurs or
moves hastily. Berners. [Obsolete or pro-
vincial]

Scurrile (skur'ril), a. [L. scurrilis, from
scurra, a buffoon, a jester] Such as befits

a buffoon or vulgar jester ; low ; mean

;

grossly opprobrious in language ; lewdly
jocose; scurrilous; as, scurrile scoffing;
scurrile taunts.

A scurrile or obscene jest will better advance you
at the court of Charles than your father's ancient
name. Sir IV. Scott.

Scurrility (skur-ril'i-ti), 71. [Fr. scurrility, Ij.

scurrilitas. See SCURRILE.] 1. The quality of
being scurrilous; low, vile, or obscene jocu-
larity. ' Please you to abrogate scurrility.'

Shak.— 2. That which is scurrilous ; such
low, vulgar, indecent or abusive language
as is used by mean fellows, buffoons, jesters,

and the like ; grossness of abuse or invec-
tive; obscene jests, &c.

We must acknowledge, and we ought to lament,
that our public papers have aboundedin scurrility.

Bolingbroke.

Sctirrllous (skm*'ril-us), a. 1. Using the low
and indecent language of the meaner sort
of people, or such as only the license of
buffoons can warrant; as, a scxvrrilous fel-

low. 'A scurrilous fool.' Fuller.—2. Con-
taining low indecency or abuse; mean; foul;
vile ; obscenely jocular ; as, scurrilous lan-
guage.

He is ever merry, but still modest; not dissolved
into undecent laughter, or tickled with wit sairril-
ous or injurious. Habington.

3. Opprobrious; abusive; offensive; infa-

mous.
How often is a person, whose intentions are to do

good by the works he pubhshes, treated in as scitr-

riloHS a manner as if he were an enemy to mankind.
Addison.

Scurrilously (skur'ril-us-li), adv. In a scur-

rilous manner; with gross abuse; with low
indecent language.

It is barbarous incivihty scurrilously to sport with
what others count religion. Tillotson.

ScurrilousnesB (skur'ril-us-nes), ?i. The
quality of being scurrilous; indecency of

language; baseness of manners; scurrility.

Scufry(8kur'ri),u.i. [Comp. scur, skir, sc&iir.]

To move rapidly; to hasten away or along;
to hurry.

He commanded the horsemen of the Numidians to

scurry to the trenches. North.

Scurry (skur'ri), n. Hurry; haste; impetu-
osity.

ScurvUy (sk^r'vi-li), adv. In a scurvy man-
ner; basely; meanly; with coarse and vulgar
incivility.

The clergy were never more learned, or so scur^
vi/y treated. S-wi/t.

Scurviness (sk6r'vi-nes), n. The state of
being scurvy; meanness; vileness.

Scurvy (sk^Pvi), «. [From 8CM;/(which see).]

A disease essentially consisting in a de-
praved condition of the blood, which chiefly

affects sailors and such as are deprived for

a considerable time of fresh provisions and
a due quantity of vegetable food. It is char-
acterized by livid spots of various sizes,

sometimes minute and sometimes large,

paleness, languor, lassitude, and depression
of spirits, general exhaustion, pains in the
limbs, occasionally Avith fetid breath, spungy
and bleeding gums, and bleeding from al-

most all the mucous membranes It is

much more prevalent in cold climates than
in warm. Fresh vegetables, farinaceous sub-
stances, and brisk fermented liquors, good
air, attention to cleanhness, and due exer-
cise, are among the principal remedies; but
the most useful article, both as a preven-
tive and as a curative agent, is lime or le-

mon juice.

Scurvy (skfer'vi), a. l. Scurfy; covered or
affected by scurf or scabs; scabby; diseased
with scurvy. ' Scurvy or scabbed.' Lev.

xxi. 20.—2. Vile; mean; low; vulgar; worth-
less ; contemptible ; as, a scurvy fellow.
' A very scurvy tune to sing at a man's
funeral.' Shak. 'That scurvy custom of
taking tobacco.' Swifts. Offensive; mis-
chievous; malicious; as, a scurvy trick.

Nay, but he prated
And spoke such scurvy and provoking terms
Against your honour. Shak.

Scurvy-grass (skfer'vl-gras), n. [A corrup-
tion of scurvy-cress, so named because used
as a cure for scurvy.] The common name of

several British species of plantsof the genus
Cochlearia, nat. order Cruciferse. They are

herbaceous plants, having alternate leaves,

the flowers disposed in terminal racemes,
and usually white. The common scurvy-
grass (C. officinalis) grows abundantly on
the sea coast, and along rivers near the sea.

The leaves have an acrid and slightly bitter

taste ; they are eaten as a salad, and are
antiscorbutic and stimulating to the diges-

tive organs.
Some scut vy-jp'ass do bring.

That inwardly applied's a wondrous sovereign thing.
Drayton.

'Scuse (skiis), n. Excuse. Shak.

Scut (skut), n. [Icel. skott, afox's tail; comp.
L. Cauda, W. cwt, a tail; W. cwta, short.]

A short tail, such as that of a hare or deer.

How the Indian hare came to have a long tail,

whereas that part in others attains no higher than a
scut. Sir T. Browne.

Scutage (sku'taj), n. [L.L. sctitagium, from
L. scutum, a slield.] In feudal law, same
as Escuage.

No aid or sruitrg-e should be assessed but by con-

sent of the great council. Hallani.

Scutate (sku'tat), a. [L. scutatus, from «cw-

turn, a shield.] 1. In hot. formed Uke an
ancient round buckler; as, a scutate leaf.—
2. In zool. applied to a surface protected by
large scales.

Scutch (skuch), v.t [Perhaps same as scotch,

to cut, to strike; comp. also Fr. escosse, a
husk, as of a >»ean or pea; escosser, to remove
the husk from.] 1. To beat; to drub. [Old

English and Scotch.]—2. To dress by beating;
specifically ,(«) inflax mamif. to beat off and
separate, as the woody parts of the stalks

of flax ; to swingle. (6) In cotton manuf.
to separate, as the individual fibres after

they have been loosened and cleansed, (c) In
silk manuf. to disentangle, straighten, and
cut into lengths, as floss and refuse silk.—
Scutching machine, a machine for rough-
dressing fibre, as flax, cotton, or silk.

Scutch (skuch), n. Same as Scutcher, 2.

Scutcheon (skuoh'on), n. [A contr. of e«-

cutcheon (which see).] 1. A shield for ar-
morial bearings; an emblazoned shield; an
escutcheon.
A shielded scutcheon blushed with blood of kings

and queens. Keats.
They tore down the scutcheons bearing the arms

of the family of Caraffa. Prescott.

2. In a?ic. arch, the shield or plate on a
door, from the centre of which hung the
door handle.—3. The ornamental cover or
frame to a key-hole.—4. A name-plate, as on
a coffin, pocket-knife, or other object.

Scutcher (skuch'6r), n. l. One who scutches.
2. An implement or machine for scutching
fibre. See SCUTCH, v.i.

Scute (skijt), n. [L. scuiMm, a buckler.)
l.t A small shield. Gascoigne.—2. A scale,

as of a reptile. See Scutum.—3. An ancient-
French gold coin of the value of 3a. 4d.

sterling.

Scutel (sku'tel), n. Same as Scutellum.
Scutella (sku-tei'la), 7i. pi. Scutellse (sku-
tel'le). [L., a salver, dim. of scutra, a tray.}

One of the horny plates with which the feet
of birds are generally more or less covered,
especially in front.

Scutellaria (sku-tel-la'ri-a), n. [L. scutella,

a salver, in allusion to the form of the
calyx. ] A genus of herbaceous annuals-
or perennials, natives of many different
parts of the world, nat. order Labiatae.

They are erect or decumbent, with often
toothed, sometimes pinnatifid leaves, and
whorled or spiked blue, violet, scarlet, or
yellow flowers. There are two British spe-
cies, S. galericxdaia and S. minor, known
by the common name of skull-cap. They
grow on the lianks of rivers and lakes, and
in watery places.

Scutellate, Scutellated (sku'tel-lat. skii'-

tel-lat-ed), a. [See Scutella.] Formed
like a plate or platter; divided into small
plate-like surfaces; as, the scutellated bone
of a sturgeon. Woodward.
Scutellidse (sku-tel'i-de), n. pi. [L. scutella,

a saucer, and Gr. eidos, resemblance.] A
family of radiated animals, belonging to the
class Echinodemiata and order Echinidae,
having a shell of a circular or elliptic form,
frequently verj' depressed. The ambulacra
are so arranged as to bear some resemblance
to the petals of a flower. There are many
genera and species, both recent and fossil;

these forms being popularly named ' cake-
urchins.

'

ScutelUform (sku-telli-form), a. [L. scu-

tella, a saucer, and forma, shape.] Scutel-

late. In hot. the same as patelliform, but
oval instead of round, as the enibi^o of
grasses.

Scutellum (sku-tel'um), n. pi. Scutella
(sku-tel'a). [L., dim. of scutum, a shield.]

1. In hot. a term used to denote the small
cotyledon on the outside of the embryo of
wheat, inserted a little lower down than
the other more perfect cotyledon, which is

pressed close to the
albumen.—2. A term
applied to the little

coloured cup or disc
found in the sub-
stance of lichens,

containing the tubes-

filled with sporules,
as in the annexed
figure of Lecanora

tartarea.—Z. In entom. a part of the thorax,

sometimes invisible, sometimes, as in some
Hemiptera, large, and covering the elytra

and abdomen.
Scutibranchlan, Scutihranchiate (sku-
ti-brang'ki-an, sku-ti-brang'ki-at). n. A
member of tlie order Scutibranchiata.

Scutibranchiata (sku'ti-brang-ki-a"ta), n.

pi. [L. f^cutfun, ashield, and &mHcAiVe. gills.)

The name given to an order of hermaphro-

Scutella in Cudbear
{Lecanora tartarea).

Scutibranchiata—Venus' Ear {Haliotis tubercitlata'i.

ditegasteropodons molluscs, including those
which have the gills covered with a shell in

the form of a shield, as the Haliotis, or
ear-shell.

Scutihranchiate (sku-ti-brang'ki-at), a.

Pertaining to the order Scutibranchiata;

Fate, ita, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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having the gills protected by a shield-like

shell.

ScutiferouB (sku-tU'6r-u3), a. [L. gcutum.
a shield, and fero, to bear.] Carrying a
shield or buckler.

Scutiform (skO'ti-form), a. [L. scutum, a
buckler, and forma, form.] Having the
f<.irm of a buckler or shield.

Scutter (skut'er), v. i. (From or allied to scud;
comp. scuttle, to run.] To run or scuttle

away with short quick steps; to scurry.

I saw little Miss Hughes sa4itertHz across the field.

Mrs. H. Wood.

Scuttle (skut'l), n. [A. Sax. scuiel, scxittcl,

a dish, a scuttle; Icel. scutill; from L. scii-

tella, dim. of scutra, a dish or platter.] 1. A
broad shallow basket: so called from its

resemblance to a dish.

The earth and stones they are fain to carry from
under their feet in scuttles and baskets. Hake-will.

2. A wide-mouthed metal pan or pail for
holding coals.

Scuttle (skutl). n. [Probably for shuttle.

a dim. from the verb to shut Comp. also
O.Fr. escoutille, Mod.Fr. ^coutUle, Sp. esco-

tilla, a hatchway; origin doubtful.] 1. A
B(|uare hole in the wall or roof of a house,
with a lid; also, the lid that covers such an
opening.—2. Aawf.aamall hatchway or open-
ing in the deck, with a lid for covering it;

also, a like hole in the side of a ship, or
through the coverings of her hatchways,
&c.~Air- scuttles, ports in a ship for the
admission of air.

Scuttle (skut'l), c.(. [From the noun.] Naut.
to cut holes through the bottom or sides of
a ship, for any purpose ; to sink by making
holes through the bottom ; as, to scuttle a
ship.

He was the mildest manner'd man
That ever tcuitled ship or cut a throat. Byron.

Scuttle (skutl). t.i. pret &. pp. scuttled;
ppr ifcuttliiu/. [A form of seuddU, a freq.

of ifcud. ] Xo run with affected precipitation;
to hurry ; to scuddle. * Tlie old fellow
scuttled out of the room.' ArbuthtwL
Scuttle (skutT), n. (See the verb.] A quick
paL-e: a short run. Spectator.

Scuttle-butt, Scuttle -cask (skutlbut.
skut'1-kask), n. A butt or cask with a hole,

covered by a lid, in its side or top, for hold-
ing the fresh water (or daily use in a ship
or other vessel.

Scuttled-butt (skut'ld-but), n. Same as
S'-'ltf/f-hHtt.

Scuttle-fish (skut'l-flsh), 7>. The cnttle-
hsli.

Scutum (sku'tum), n. [L.] 1. The shield of
the heavy-armed Roman legionaries. It
was generally oral or of a aemi- cylindrical

Various forms of the Roman Scutum.

shape, made of wood or wicker-work,covered
with leather, and defended with plates of
iron.— 2. In anat. the patella or knee-pan.
from its shape.—3. In zotA. (a) the second
section of the upper surface of the segment
of an Insect (&) Any shield-like plate, es-

pecially such as is developed In the integti-
ment of many reptiles.—4. t In oW law, a
penthouse or awning.
Scybala (sib a-la), n. pi. [Or. skybal&n,
dung.) In pathiA. small indurated balls or
fragments into which the freces become con-
verted when too long retained in the colon.
Sere (81), n. The curve cut in a body piece
of a garment before the sleeve is sewed in,

to suit the contour of the arm.
Scylet (sil), v.L [A.Sax. Mcylan, to separate,
to withdraw.! To conceal; to veil Chau-
cer.

Sc^llsa (sil-le'a), n. A genus of nudibran-
chiate gasteropods. The common species
{S. pelagwa) is found on the Fucus nataiis,

or gulf-weed, wherever this appears.

Scyilarian (sil-la'ri-an), n. One of the family
Scyllarida;.

Scyllarldae (sil-la'ri-de), n. pi. [See below.]
A family of long-tailed decapodous crabs,
characterized by the wide, flat carapace, the
large and leaf-like outer antennae, and the
partly flexible tail-fan, by which they drive
themselves through the water. They live in

moderately shallow water, where the bed of
the sea is soft and muddy. Here they bur-
row rather deeply, and only issue from their
retreat for the purpose of seeking food.

Scyllarus (sil-la'rus).. n. [Gr. skyllaros, a
kind of crab.] A genus of long-tailed ten-
footed crustaceans, family Scyllaridaj, of
which there are several species, some of
which are eatable, and in Japan are con-
sidered iis delicacies.

Scylliidse (si-li'i-de), n. pi. [Gr. skylion. a
kind of shark.] The dog-fishes, a family of
small-sized, but very abundant sharks, three
species of which occur off our own coasts.

They have a pair of spiracles, two dorsal
fins placed above the ventrals, which latter

are abdominal in position, and an anal fin;

their branchial apertures, which are small,
are situated above the base of the pectoral
fin. They are oviparous, depositing their
e^s fecundated in curious oblong homy
cases, provided with filamentary append-
ages. These cases are frequently cast upon
the beach, and are known as mermaid's-
purses or sea-pumes. See Dog-fish.
Scymetar, Scymitar (sim'i-tir), rt. A short
sword with a convex blade. See Scimi-
tar.
ScymnldSB (sim'ni-de). n. pi. [Gr. 8kym}ws,
a lion's whelp.] A family of sharks, desti-

tute of an anal fin, but possessing two dor-
sals, neither of which is furnished with
spines, llie lobes of the caudal fin are
nearly e<iual, and the head is furnished with
a pair of small spiracles. The Greenland
shark is the best known species.

Scyphifonu (skif'i-form), a. [Gr. skyphos,
acup, and E./orm.] Goblet-shaped, as the
fructification of some of the lichens.

Scypbulus (sif'u-Ius), n. [Dim. of scyphut]
In bot. the cup like appendage from which
the seta of Hepaticie arises.

SC3n?hus (ski'fus). n. [Gr. skyphos, a cup or
goblet.} 1. A kind of large drinking-cup
anciently used by the lower orders among
the Greeks and Etrurians. Fairkolt.—2. In
bot. the coronet or cup of such plants as
narcissus ; also, in lichens, a cup-like dila-

tation of the podetinm or stalk-like elonga-
tion of the thallus, bearing shields uponIts
margin.
SOTtale (si'ta-le). n. [L. and Gr.] A genus
of very poisonous snakes. The species are
stout, cylindrical, and rather long. The
back and tail possess keeled scales. The
poison-fangs resemble those of the rattle-

snake. Oue species, S.pyramidumt is very
glentlful near Cairo and in the neighbour-
ood of the pyramids.

B<^rtlie (siTU), n. [Better written sithe;

A. Sax. sithe for sintke, Icel. sigth; from
root of sickle.] 1. An instrument used in
mowing or reaping, consisting of a long
cunring blade with a sharp edge, made fast

at a proper ancle to a handle, which is bent
into a convenient form for swinging the
blade to advantage Most scythes have two
projecting handles fixed to the principal
handle, by which they are held. The real
line of the handle is that which passes
through both the hands, and ends at the
head of the blade. This may be a straight
line or a crooked one, generally the latter,

and by moving these handles up or down
the main handle, each mower can place
them so as l)e8t suits the natural size aixl

position of his body. For laying cut com
evenly, a cradle, as it iscalle<l, may be used.
The cradle is a species of comb, with three
or four long teeth parallel to the back of
the blade, and fixed in the handle. Fig. 2
shows a species of scythe which has been
called the cradle-scythe, as it is regularly
used with the cradle for reaping in some
localities. It has a short branching handle
somewhat in the shape of the letter Y, hav-
ing two small handles fixed at the extremi-
ties of the two branches at right angles to
the plane in which they lie. The Hainault
scythe is a scythe used with only one hand,
and is employed when the com is much
laid and entangled. The person has a hook

in one hand with which he collects a small
bundle of the straggling corn, and with the
scythe in tiie other hand cuts it. — 2. A

I, Common Scythe. 2, Cradle Scythe.

curved sharp blade anciently attached to
the wheels of war chariots.

Scythe (siiii), v.t. pret. & pp. scythed; ppr.
scything. 1. To mow; to cut with a scythe,
or as with a scythe. 'Time has not scythed
all that youth begun." Shak.—2. To arm or
furnish witli a scythe or scythes. 'Chariots,
scythed, on thundering axles rolled.' Glover,

Scytbeman (siiH'man), n. One who uses a
scythe; amower. 'The stooping «ci/(Acjnan.'

Marston.
Scs^the-stone (siTH'ston), n. A whetstone
f<ir sliarpciiing scythes.

Scytlilan(sith'i-an),a. Pertaining to Scythia;
a name given in ancient times to a vast, In-

definite, and almost unknown territory
north and east of the Black Sea, the Caspian,
and the Sea of Aral.

Scytbian (sith'i-an), n. A native or inhabi-
tant of Scythia. * The barbarous Scythian,'
Shak.
Scythrops (sith'rops). n. [Gr. skythros,

angry, and ops, aspect.] The channel-bill,

a genus of birds belonging to the cuckoo
family. Only one species is known, the S.

A'ov<e Hollandice, a very handsome and ele-

gantly coloured bird iuhabiting part of
Australia and some of the Eastern Islands,
about the size of the common crow. It has
a laive and curiously formed beak, which
gives it so singular an aspect, that on a
nasty glance it might almost be taken for a
toucan or hombill.
ScytOdepslc (sit-o-dep'sik), a. [Gr. ekytos,

a hide, and depneo, to tan.] Pertaining to
the business of a tanner. [Rare.]-Scyfo-
depaic principle, isjxnm.Scytodepsic acid,
gallic acid.

Sdayn, t Sdeignt (sdan), n. and v. t. Disdain.
Spenser.
'Sdeath (sdeth), interj. [Corrupted from
God's death. ] An exclamation generally ex-

pressive of impatience. * 'Sdeath I'll print
k' Pope.

StUathl
The rabble should have first unroofd the city.

Shak,
Sdelnfult (sdan'ful). a. Disdainful.

Sea (se), 71. (A. Sax. see, D. see, zee, O.Fris.

se, Dan. so, Icel, sctr, tidr, sj&r ir being
merely the nom. sign), 6. see, Goth, saivs,

sea; same root as Gr huei (foTSuei), it rains;

8kr. sava, water. Grimm thinks sea and
8otd are both from a root signifying restless

billowy movement. See Soul.] 1. The
general name for the continuous mass of
salt water which covers the greater part
of the earth's surface; the ocean. (See
OCEAN) The term is also applied in a
more limited though indefinite sense to an
offshoot of the main sea or ocean which,
from its position or configuration, is con-
sidered deserving of a special name, aa the
Mediterranean Sea, the Black Sea, the Bal-
tic Sea, &c. Inland lakes, in some cases,

are also called seas, as the Caspian and
Aral Seas, the Sea of Galilee.— ± A wave

;

a billow ; a surge ; as, the vessel shipped a
sea.

The broad seas swell'd to meet the keel.

And swept behind. Tennyson.

3. The swell of the ocean in a tempest, or
the direction of the waves; as, we head the
««a-—4. Any large quantity; an ocean ; a flood;

as, a sea of difficulties. ' That sea of blood.*

Eikon Basiliki. ' Deep-drenched in a sea
of care." Shak.~b. A large basin, cistern,

or laver which Solomon made in the temple.

ch, cAain; th, Sc. loeA; g, go; i,job; b, Fr. ton; ng. ^ng; TH, tAen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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BO large as to contain more than six thou-
sand gallons. This was called the Brazen
Sea, and used to hold water for the priests

to wash themselves. 2Chr. i\'.2.—At sea, {a)

on the open sea; out of sight of land. 'When
' two vessels speak at sea.' Dana, (b) In a

vague uncertain condition ; wide of the
mark; quite wrong; as, you are altogether
at sea in your guesses.—^(/uH sea, at high
water; hence, at the height. ' God's mercy
w&s at/uU sea.' Jer. Taylor.—Beyond the

sea, or seas, out of the realm or country.

—

Cross sea, chopping sea, waves moving in
different iMrections.—The four seas, the seas
bounding Britain, on the north, south, east,

and west. ' Within the four seas, and at
the distance of less than five hundred
miles from London.' Macaulay. ' A figure

matchless between the four seas.' Law-
rence.—To go to sea, to follow the sea, to

follow the occupation of a sailor. —Half
seas over, half drunk. 'Our friend the
alderman was half seas over.' Spectator.
[Colloq.]— HertPi/ sea, a sea in which the
waves run high.

—

The high seas, or main
sea, the open ocean ; as, a piracy on the
high seas.—A long sea, a sea having a uni-

form and steady motion of long and ex-

tensive waves. — Molten sea, in Scrip, the
name given to the great brazen laver of the
Mosaic ritual. 1 Ki. vii. 23-26. —On the

sea, by the margin of the sea, on the sea-

coast. 'A clear-wall'd city 071 (Ae «ea.* Ten-
nyson.-^Short sea, a sea in which the waves
are irregular, broken, and interrupted, so

as frequently to break over a vessel's bow,
side, orquarter.—[Sect is much used in com-
position, many of the compounds being self-

explanatory. A number of others are given
below.]
Sea-acom (se'a-korn), n. A name sometimes
given to the Balani, small crustaceans pos-

sessing triangular shells, and which encrust
rocks, from their fancied resemblance to the
oak-acorn.

Sea -adder (se'ad-6r), n. The Gasterosteus
spinachia, or flfteen-spined stickleback, a
species of acanthopterygious fish found in

the British seas.

Sea-anemone (se'a-nera-o-ne), n. The
popular name given to the actinias, a ccelen-
terate genus (class Actinozoa) of animals.
They are distinguished by the cylindrical
form of the body, which is soft, fleshy, and
capable of dilatation and contraction. The
same aperture serves for mouth and vent,
and is furnished with numerous tentacula,
by means of which the animal seizes and
secures its food. These tentacula, when
expanded, give the animals somewhat the
appearance of flowers. They may be very
numerous, in some cases exceeding 200 in

number, and are as a rule capable of being
retracted within the body when the animal
is initated. When fully expanded the ap-
pearance of the sea-anemones in all their
varieties of colour is exceedingly beautiful.

But upon the slightest touch the tentacles
can be quickly retracted within the mouth-
aperture, and the animal becomes a mere
mass of jelly-like matter
Sea-ape (se'ap), n. 1. The name given by
some to tlie sea-otter, from its gambols.

—

2. The sea-fox or fox-shark.

Sea -bank (se'bangk), n. l. The sea-shore.
' The wild sea-banks.' Shak.—2. A bank or
mole to defend against the sea.

Sea-bar (se'ljar), n. The sea-swallow.
Sea-barrow (se'bar-o), n. The egg-case of
the skate or thornback. Called also Sea-
pincu-shion.

Sea-basket (se'bas-ket),n. See Basket-fish.
Sea-bass, Sea-basse (se'bas), n. See Bass.
Sea-bear (se'bar), n. 1. The white or Polar
be&T^lIrsus or Thalarctos maritimus).—2. A
species of seal (vl?'c(oeepAai«swrsijms)found
in great numbers about Kamtchatka and
the Kurile Islands. Having larger and better
develoi)ed limbs than the generality of seals,

it can stand and walk better than the other
members of the family. The fur is extremely
soft and warm, and of high value.

Sea-beard (se'berd), n. A marine plant.
Conferva rupestris.

Sea-beast (se'best), n. A beast of the sea.
'That sea-beast Leviathan.' Milton.

Sea-beat, Sea-beaten (se'bet, se'bet-n), a.
Beaten i)y tlie sua; lashed by the waves.
' Along the sea-beat shore.' Pope.

Sea-beet (se'bet), n. See Beta.
Sea-belt (se'belt), n. A plant, the sweet
fucus ( Laminaria saccharina), which grows
upon stones and rocks by the sea-shore, the
fronds of which resemble a belt or girdle.

Sea-bent (se'bent), n. See Ammophila.
Sea-bird (se'b^rd), n. A general name for
sea-f<»wl or birds that frequent the sea.

Sea-biSClllt (se'bis-ket), n. Ship-biscuit.

Sea-blubber (se'blub-6r), n. A name some-
times given to the medusa or jelly-flsh.

Sea-board (se'bord), ?i. [Sea and board,

Fr. bord, side. ] The sea-shore ; the coast-

line ; the sea-coast ; the country bordering
on the sea.

Sea-board (se'bord), a. Bordering on thesea.

Sea-boat (se'bot), n. A vessel considered as

regards her capacity of withstanding a storm
or the force of the sea.

Sea-bord (se'bord), n. and a. Same as Sea-
board. Spenser.

Sea-bordering (se'-bor-d6r-ing), a. Border-
ing or lying on the sea. Drayton.
Sea-bom (se'born), a. 1. Boni of the sea;
produced by the sea. ' Xeptune and his sea-

born niece.' Waller.— 2. Born at sea.

Sea-borne (se'born), a. Wafted or borne
upon the sea. ' Sea-borne coa.V Mayhew.
Sea-bound (se'bound), a. Bounded by the
sea.

Sea-boy (se'boi), n. A boy employed on board
ship. 'The wet sea-boy. ' Shak.
Sea-breach (se'brech), n. Irruption of the
sea by breaking the banks. SirR. L'Estrange.

Sea-bread (se'bred), n. Same as Hard-tack.
Sea-bream (se'brem), n. See Bream.
Sea-breeze (se'brez), n. See Breeze.
Sea-brief (se'bref), n. Same as Sea-letter.

Sea-buckthorn (se'buk-tborn), n. A plant
of the genus Hippophae, the H. rhamnoides.
Called also Sallow-thoni. See Hippophae.
Sea-bugloss (se'bu-glos), n. A plant of the
genus Lithospermum, the L. maritimum.
Called also Sea-gromwell.

Sea-built (se'bilt), a. 1. Built for the sea.

The sea-built forts (ships) in dreadful order move.
Dryden.

2. Built on the sea.

Sea-cabbage, Sea-kale (se'kab-baj, se'kal),

n. A plant of the genus Crambe, the C.

maritima. See Crambe.
Sea-calf (se'kaf), n. The common seal, a
species of Phoca, the P. vitulina of Linnceus
and the Calocephalus vitulinus of Cuvier.

The sea-cai/or seal is so called from the noise he
makes like a calf. A'. Grew.

Sea-cap (se'kap), n. A cap made to be worn
at sea. Shak.
Sea-captain (se'kap-tan or se'kap-tin), n.

The commander of a ship or other sea-going
vessel, as distinguished from a captain in the
army.
Sea-card (se'kard), n. The mariner's card or
compass.
Sea-carp (se'karp), n. A spotted fish living
among rocks and stones.

Sea-cat (se'kat), n. See Wolf-fish.
Sea-catgut (se'kat-gut), n. The name given
in Orkney to a conmion sea-weed, Chorda
filum; sea-lace (which see).

Sea-Change(se'chanj),ji. a change wrought
by the sea.

Nothing of him that doth fade
But doth suli'tr a sea-change
bito something rich and strangle. Shak

Sea-chart (se'chart), n. Same as Chart, 2.

Sea-coal (se'kol), n. Coal l)rought by sea. a
name formerly used for mineral coal in dis-

tinction from cAarcoai; used adjectively in
extract.

We'll have a posset for't soon at night, in faith,

At the latter end of a sea-coal tire. Shak.

Sea-coast (8e'kost),n. The land immediately
adjacent to the sea; the coast. 'Thesoutheru
sea-coast. ' Bryant.
Sea-cob (se'kob), n. A sea-gull.

Sea-cock (se'kok), n. l. A naine given to two
fishes, Trigla cuculus and T. hirax, much
sought after by Russian epicures, and owing
to their scarcity fetching a high price. —2. A
sea-rover or viking. Kingsley.

Sea-colewort (se'k61-w6rt), n. Sea-kale
(wliich see),

Sea-compass(se'kum-pas), n. Themariner's
compass.
Sea-cow (se'kou), n. A name given to the
dugong or balicore. and also to the manatee.
(See Manatee, Dugong.) The name is also
given to the walrus or sea-horse {Trichechus
rosmanis).
Sea-crab (se'krab), n. A name applied by
Goldsmith to the strictly maritime Crusta-
cea, such as the Cancer pagurus and the
species of Portunidre, &c.
Sea-craft (se'kraft), n. In ship-building,
the uppermost strake of ceiling, which is

thicker than the rest of the ceiling, and is

considered the principal binding strake.
Called otherwise Clamp.

Sea-crawfish (se'kra-fish), n. A crustacean
of the genus Palinurus, remarkable for the
hardness of its crust. The common sea-
crawfish or spiny lobster (P. mdgaris) is in
common use as a wholesome article of food.
Sea - crow (se'kro), n. A bird of the gull
kind; the mire-crow or pewit-gull.

Sea-cucumber (se-ku'kum-b6r), n. A name
given to several of the most typical species
of the Holothuridse, a family of echinoderms,
including the Ij^che-de-mer or trepang of the
Chinese. Called also Sea-pudding.
Sea-dace (se'das), n. A local name for the
sea-perch.

Sea-devil (se'de-vil), n. l. The fishing-frog
or toad-fish, of the genus Lophius (L. pisca-
toriiis). See Lophius.—2. A large cartila-

ginous fish, of the genus Cephaloptera (C.

Johnii or horned ray): so called from its

huge size, homed head, dark colour, and
threatening aspect.

Sea-dog (se'dog), n. 1. The dog-fish (which
see). —2. The sea-calf or common seal.

—

3. A sailor who has been long afloat; an old
sailor.

Sea-dottrel (se'dot-rel). n. The turn-stone,
a grallatorial bird. See Turs-stoxe.
Sea-dragon (se'dra-gon), n. A teleostean
fish {Pegasus draco), included among the
Lophobranchii, and occurring in Javanese
waters. The breast is very wiile, and the
large size of the pectoral fins, which form
wing-like structures, together with its gen-
eral appearance, have procured for this fish

its popular name. The name is also given
to the dragonets, fishes of the goby family.

Sea-duck (se'duk), n. An aquatic bird be-
longing to the Fuliguliuffi, a sub-family of
the Anatidae or duck family. The eider-
duck, sui-f-duck, and buffel-duck are placed
among the Fuligulinre.

Sea-eagle (se'e-gl), n. l. A name given to the
white-tailed or cinereous eagle (Haliaetug
albicilla). It is found in all parts of Europe,
generally on the sea-coast, as it is a fish-

loving bird. It often, however, makes in-
land journeys in search of food, and seizes

Iambs, hares, and other animals. The name
has occasionally been also applied to the
American bald-headed eagle (Haliaetus
lexicocephalwi) and to the osprey. — 2. The
eagle ray, a fish of the genus Myliobatis,
mostly found in the Mediterranean and
more southern seas. It sometimes attains
to a very large size, weighing as much as
800 lbs.

Sea-ear (se'er). 71. A gasteropodous mollusc,
with a univalve shell, belonging to the genus
Haliotis. See HaliotiS.
Sea -eel (se'el), n. An eel caught in salt
water; the conger.
Sea-e|^g (se'eg), n. A sea-urchin, especially
with Its spines removed. See Echinus.
Sea-elephant (se'el-e-fant), n. A species of
seal, the Macrorhinus proboscideus or Mo~
rtinga proboscidea; the elephant -seal: so
called on account of the strange prolongation
of the nose, which beai-s some analogy to the
proboscis of the elephant, and also on ac-
count of its elephantine size. Tt is an in-

habitant of the southern hemisphere, and

Sea-elephant [Macrorhinusproboscideus).

is spread through a considerable range of
country. It moves southwards as the
summer comes on and northwards when
the cold of the winter months makes its

more southern retreats unendurable. It

attains an enormous size, frequently mea-
suring as much as 30 feet in length and
from 15 to 18 feet in circumference. It is

extensively hunted for the sake of its skin
and its oil, both of which are of very excel-
lent quality.

Sea-fan (se'fan), n. A kind of coraL See
Alcvoxaria.
Seafarer (se'far-6r), n. l. A traveller by
sea. 'Some mean seafarer in pursuit of
gain.' Pope.—2. A sailor; a mariner.

Fate, f^, fat, fgU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, b^U; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; ^, Sc. tey.
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SeafEirinS (se'far-ing), a. Following the
business of a seaman : customarily em-
ployed in navigation Shak.
Sea-fennel (se'fen-nel), ii. Samphire.
Sea-fem (se'fem), «. A popular name for
a varifty of coral resembling a fern.

Sea-fight (se 'fit), 71. An engagement between
ships at sea; a naval action.

Sea-fir (se'f^r), n. A popular name applied
to many animals of the ccelenterate order
Sertularida (which see).

Sea -fish (se'flsh), n. Any marine fish; any
tish tliat lives usually in salt water.

Sea-foam (se'fom), n. l. The froth or foam
of the sea.— *2. A popular name for meer-
schaum, from an idea that it is sea-froth in
a concrete state.

Seaforthia (se-for'thi-a). n. A genua of
palms indigenous to the eastern coast of tro-

pical Australia and the Indian Archipel-
ago, named in honour of Francis, Lord Sea-
forth. The species are elegant in appear-
ance, with pinnate leaves. The flower-
spikes are at first inclosed in spathes vary-
ing from one to four in number, and have
numerous tail-like branches, along which
the flowers are arraugetl either in straight
lines or in spirals, the lower portions having
them in threes, one female between two
males, and the upper in pairs of males only.
One species, S. elegans, has been introduced
into our collections, and thrives in light
sandy loam and heath mould.
Sea -fowl (se'foul), n. A marine fowl; any
bird that lives by the sea and procures its

fo'ii! from it.

Sea -fox (se'foks), n. A fish of the shark

Fox-sha>k {AUfUu vuifet\.

family, Alopias or Alopecias vulpett, called
a.liiO F'ox-ghark OT Thresher. It measures from
12 to 15 feet in length, and is characterized
by the wonderfully long upper lobe of the
tail, which nearly e(iuals in length the body
from the tip of the snout to the base of the
tail. The lower lobe is quite short and in-
conspicuous It is called sea-fox fTom the
leui^tli and size of its tail, and threxher from
its habit of using it as a formidable weapon
of attack or defence.
Sea -gage, Sea-saucre (se'gaj), n. i. The
dejith tluit a vessel sinks in the water. —
2. An instrument for ascertaining the depth
of the sea beyond ordinary deep-sea sound-
ings. It is a self-registering apparatus, in
which the condensation of a body of air is

caused ity a column of quicksilver on which
the watrr acts.

Sea-gUllflOWer (se-jini-flou-*r), n. A Bri-
tish plant, Armeria maritima, called also
Sr'apiiik and Thrift. See SEA-PINK.
Sea - girdle (seger-dl), n. A sea-weed, the
Laiiitnaria dtgitata, called also Tangle,
Sea-irmul, Ac.

8ea-girklli(se'g£r'kinXn. A name common
to several members of the family Holothu-
ridae, akin to the sea-cucumber (which see).

Sea-girt (se'gert). a. Surrounded by the
water of the sea or ocean; as, a sea-girt isle.

Pass we the joys and sorrows sailors find,
Coop'd in their winged sea-girt ciudel. Byron.

Sea-god (se'god), n. A marine deity ; a di-
vinity supposed to preside over the ocean
or sea. as Neptune. 'Borne lusty sea-god.'
li Jonnon.
Sea-goddess (se'god-es), n. A female deity
of the ocean; a marine goddess. Pope.
Sea -going (se'go-ing), a. Lit. going or
travelling on the sea; specifically, applied
to a vt'ssci which makes foreign voyages, as
opposed to a coasting or river vessel.
Sea- gown t (se'goun). n. A gown or gar-
ment with short sleeves worn by mariners.
* -My xea-'jown scarf'd about me.' Shak.
Sea -grape (se'grap), n. l. The popular
name of a genus of plants. Ephedra, espe-
cially £". diMachya, nat. order Gnetaceie,
closely allied to the conifers. The species
consist of small trees or twiggy shrubs with

jointed stems, whence they are called also
Joint-firs.—-2. A popular name for the gulf-
weed.— 3. A popular name for the eggs of
cuttle-fishes, which are agglutinated toge-
ther in masses resembling bunches of
grapes.

Sea -grass (se'gras), n. A British plant of
the genus Zostera, the Z. marina, called
also Grasgwrack and Sea-wrack. See Grass-
wrack.
Sea-green (se'gren), a. Having the colour
of sea-water; being of a faint green colour.
Sea-green (se'gren), n. i. The colour of
sea -water. — 2. A plant, the saxifrage.—
3. Ground overflowed by the sea in spring-
tides.

Sea-gromwell (se'grom-wel), n. See Sea-
BlGI.n.'iS.

Sea-gudgeon (se'gu-jon), n. The rock-fish
or black goby {Gobixis niger), found in the
Gei-man Ocean and on the Atlantic and
Mediterranean coasts of Europe.
Sea-gull (se'gnl), n. A bird of the genus
Larus; a gull. See Gull.
Seah (se'a), n. A Jewish dry measure con-
taining nearly 14 pints. Simmonds.
Sea-liare (se'har), n. A molluscous animal
of the genus Aplysia (which see).

Sea-heath (se'heth), n. The common name
of two species of British plants, of the ge-
nus Frankenia, the F. IcevUs and F.puiveru-
lenta. See Fraskema.
Sea-hedgehog (se'hej-hog), n. A species of
Kchinus, so called from its prickles, which
resemble in some measure those of the
hetlgehog; sea-egg; sea-urchin.
Sea-hen (sehen), n. The guillemot (which
see).

Sea-hog (seTiog), n. The porpoise (which
see).

Sea-hoUy (seTiol-li), n. a plant of the ge-
nus Eryngium, the E. vmritimuin. See
Eryngo.
Sea-holm (seliolm or seliomX n. A small
uninhabited isle.

Sea-holm (se'holm or seTiCm), ti. Sea-holly.

Cornwall brinjfeth forth greater store of sea-hoim
and &atnphire than any other county. Carew.

Sea-horse (se'hors). n. 1. The morse or
walrus. See Walrus. — 2. Same as Hip-
pocampus. See Hippocampus.—3. A fabu-
lous animal depicted with fore parts like
those of a horse, and with hinder parts
like those of a fish. The Nereids used sea-
horses as riding-steeds, and Neptune em-
ployed them for drawing his chariot In

the sea-horse of heraldry a scalloped fin

runs down the back.
Sea-lelly (se'jel-li), n. Same at Jelly-fish.

Sea-kale (selcal), n. A species of colewort,
the Crambe maritima. Called also Sea-
cabbage. See Crambe.
Sea-king (se'king), n. [Icel. scekonungr,
a sea-king, a diking.] A king of the sea;
specifically, one of the piratical Northmen
who invested the coasts of Western Europe
in the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries;
a viking (wliich see). ' Sea-king's daughter
from over the sea.' Tennyson.
Seal (sel), n. [A. Sax. seol, seolh, 3c. selch,
silch, IceL selr, Dan. seel, O.H.O. selach:

MarMcd Seal {Phoca ducolor).

origin doubtful.] The name given gener-
ally to mammals of certain genera belong-

ing to the order Caraivora and to the sec-
tion Pinnigrada, which differ from the typi-
cal carnivores merely in points connected
with their semiaquatic mode of life. The
seals are divided into two families— the
Phocidae, or common seals, which have no
external ear; and the Otaridae, or eared
seals, which include the sea-bear, sea-lion,
and other forms. Species are found in

Hooiiea or t_ rested se.ii \L\s:c^nora cnstata).

almost every sea out of the limits of the
tropics, but they especially abound in the
seas of the arctic and antarctic regions.
The body is elongated and somewhat fish-
like in shape, covered with a short dense
fur or coarse hairs, and terminated behind
by a short conical tail. The Phocidse have
their hind-feet placed at the extremity of
the body, and in the same line, so as to
serve the purpose of a caudal fin ; the fore-
feet are also adapted for swimming, and
furnished each with five claws. They are
lai^ely hunted for their fur and blubber,
a valuable oil being obtained from the lat-
ter; and to the Esquimaux they not only
furnish food for his table, oil for his lamp,
and clothing for his person, but even the
bones and skins supply material for his
boats and his summer tents. There are
numerous species. The common seal {Phoca
vitulina) is notuncommon on British coasts.
It averages about 4 feet in length, and its

fur is grayish-brown, mottled with black. It
iseasilytamed.andsoonbecomesattached to
its keeper or those who feed it. Closely
allied to the common seal is the marbled
seal (P. diifcolor) found on the coast of l-Yance.
The P. greenlandica (harp -seal or saddle-
back seal) forms the chief object of pursuit
by the seal-fishers, and has its familiar
name from a black or tawny mark on the
back, resembling a harp in shape, the Iwdy
fur being gray. The great seal {P. barbata)
measures from 8 to 10 feet in length, ana
occurs in southern Greenland. The gray
seal {Halichcerus griseus) frequents more
southern regions than the preceding, and
attains a length of from 8 to 9 feet. The
smallest of the Greenland seals, P. foetida,
is so called liecause of the disagreeable
odour emitted by the skin of old males. A
species of the genus Phoca, known as the
P. caspica, is found in the Caspian Sea, and
also in the Sil)erian lakes Aral and Baikal.
The crested seal (Cystophora crigtata) is com-
mon on the coasts of Greenland, Ac. The
so-called crest is a bladder-like liag capable
of being inflated with air from the animal's
nostrils. The Otaridaj, or eared seals, have
a small external ear, and the neck is much
better defined than in the Phocidie. They
are also able to move about on land with
greater ease, owing to the greater freedom
of the fore-limbs. The l>est known forms
are the Otaria ursina (sea-bear) and Otaria
jubata (sea-lion). The famous imder fur
which forms the valued 'seal-skin' is ob-
tained from species of the Otarida;. See
SEA-BEAR, Sea-elephant, Sea-lion.
Seal (sel), n. [A. Sax. sigel, sigl, from L. si-

gillum, a little figure or image, a seal,
dim. of signum, a sign, a token (whence
sign, signal, signet).] 1. A piece of stone,
metal, or other hard substance, usually
round or oval, on which is engraved some
image or device, and sometimes a legend
or inscription, used for making an im-
pression on some soft substance, as on the
wax that makes fast a letter or other in-

closed paper, or Is attixed to legal instru-
ments in token of performance or of authen-
ticity. Seals are sometimes woni in rings.
—Great seal, a seal used for the United
Kingdoms of England and Scotland, and
sometimes Irelaiul, in sealing the writs to
summon parliament, treaties with foreign
states, and all other papers of great moment

ch, cAain; £h, ScIocA; g,go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, (Aen; th, (Aln; w, irig; wh, wAig; zh, a^ure.—See Key,
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The office of the lord-chancellor, or lord
keeper, is created by the delivery of the
great seal into his cii&tody.— Privy-seal,

lord privy-seal. See Privy-SEAL.—5eai ojf

cause, in Scots laic, the grant or charter by
which a royal burgh or the superior of a
burgh of barony has power conferred upon
them of constituting subordinate corpora-
tions or crafts, and which defines the privi-

leges and powers to be possessed by the
subordinate corporation. — 2. The wax or
other substance impressed with a device
and attached as a mark of authenticity to
letters and other instruments in writing;
as, a deed under hand and seal.

Till thou canst rail the seal from off my bond.
Thou but offend*St thy lunjjs to speak so loud.

• Shak.
3. The wax, wafer, or other fastening of a
letter or other paper.

Arthur spied the letter in her hand,
Stoopt, took, brake senl, and read it. Tennyson.

4. That which authenticates, confirms, rati-

fies, or makes stable; assurance; pledge.
2 Tim. ii. 19.

But my kisses, brings ag'ain, brin^ a^ain

;

Seals of love, but sealed in vain. Shak.

5. That which effectually shuts, confines, or
secures ; that which makes fast. Rev. xx.

3. 'Under the seal of silence.' Milton.—
To set one's seal to, to give one's authority
or imprimatur to; to give one's assurance of.

Seal (sel), v.t. [From the noun] 1. To set

or affix a seal to, as a mark of authenticity;
as, to seal a deed. Hence— 2. To confirm;
to ratify; to establish; to fix. 'Seal the
bargain with a holy kiss.' Shak.

And with my hand I seal our true hearts' love.

S/iak.
When therefore I have performed this, and have

sealed to them this fruit, I will come by you into

Spain. Rom. xv. 28,

Thy fate and mine are sealed. Tennyson.

3. To fasten with a fastening marked with a
seal; to fasten securely, as with a wafer or
with wax; as, to seal a letter.

I have seen her . . . take forth paper, fold it.

write upon't. read it, afterwards seal it, and a^ain
return to bed. S/tak.

So they went and made the sepulchre sure, sealing-
the stone and setting a watch. Mat, xxvii, 66.

4. To shut or keep close ; to keep secret:
sometimes with up; as, seal your lips; seal
up your lips. 'Sealed the lips of that evan-
gelist.' Tennyson.
Open your ears, and seal your bosom upon the

secret concerns of a friend. Dwi^ht.

5. To inclose ; to confine ; to imprison ; to
keep secure. ' Sealed within the iron hills.'

Tennyson.
Back to the infernal pit I drag thee chain'd.
And seal thee so, as henceforth not to scorn
The facile gates of hell. Milton.

6. Among the Mormons and some other po-
lygamous sects, to take to one's self, or to
assign to another, as a second or additional
wife.

If a man once married desires a second helpmate,
. , . she is sealed to him under the solemn sanction
of the church. Hoivard Stansbttry.

7. To Stamp, as an evidence of standard
exactness, legal size, or merchantable qua-
lity; as, to seal weights and measures; to
geaHeather. [American. ]—8. In hydraulics,
to prevent flow or reflux of, as air or gas in
a pipe, by means of carrying the end of the
inlet or exit pipe below the level of the
liquid.—9. Inarch, to fix, as a piece of wood
or iron in a wall, with cement, plaster, or
other binding material for staples, hinges,
&c.
Seal (sel), V. i. To fix a seal.

Yes, Shylock, I will seal unto this bond. Shak.

Sea-lace (se'las), n. A species of algre
(Chorda Filum), the frond of which is slimy,
perfectly cylindrical, and sometimes 20 or
even 40 feet in length. Called also Sea-
catgtit.

Sea-lark (selark), n. 1. A bird of the sand-
pit)er kiinl.—2. A bird of the dotterel kind;
tiie riuir dotterel or plover.
Sea-lavender (se'Ia-ven-ddr), n. A British
plant of the genus Statice (5. Limonium).
nat. order Plumbaginacene. The root pos-
sesses astringent properties. ' The sea-la-
vender that lacks perfume.' Crabbe.
Sealed-earth (seld'^rth). n. Terra sigillata,
an old name for medicinal earths, which
were made up into cakes and stamped or
sealed.

Sea-leech (seHech). n. See Skate-stjcker.
Bea-lega (se'legz). n. pi The ability to walk
on a ship's deck when pitching or rolling;
as, to get one's sea-legs. [Colloq.]

Sea-lexnon (se'lem-on), 71. A nudibranchi-
ate gast^ropodous mollusc, of the genus
Doris, having an oval body, convex, marked
with numerous punctures, and of a lemon
colour.

Sea-leopard ( selep-ard ), n. A species of
seal, of the genus Leptonyx {L. Weddellii),
so named from the whitish spots on the
upper part of the body.
Sealer (sel'^r), n. Que who seals; specifi-

cally, in America, an officer appointed to
examine and try weights and measures, and
set a stamp upon such as are according to
the proper standard ; also, an officer who
inspects leather, and stamps such as is

good.
Sealer (sel'^r), n. A seaman or a ship en-
gaged in the seal-fishery.

Sea-letter (se'let-6r), n. A document from
the custom-hous'e, expected to be found on
board of every neutral ship on a foreign
voyage. It specifies the nature and quan-
tity of the cargo, the place whence it comes,
and its destination. Called also Sea-brie/.

Sea-level (se-lev'el), ?i. The level of the
surface of the sea.

Seal-fishery, Seal-fishing (sel'ftsh-er-i, sel'-

fisii-ing), n. The occupation of hunting seals.

Sealgh, Selch (s^lCh). ?i. The seal or sea-
calf. Written also Silck. [Scotch.]

Sea-light (se'lit), n. A light to guide mari-
ners during the night. See LIGHTHOUSE,
Harbour-light.
Sealing (sel'ing), n. [From seal, the ani-
mal.] The operation of catching seals, cur-
ing their skins, and obtaining their oil.

Sealing-wax (sel'ing-waks), n. A composi-
tion of resinous materials used for fasten-
ing folded papers and envelopes, and thus
concealing the writing, and for receiving
impressions of seals set to instruments.
Common bees'-wax was first used in this
country, and in Europe generally, being
mixed with earthy materials to give it con-
sistency. Ordinary red sealing-wax is made
of pure bleached lac, to wliich are added
Venice turpentine and veraiilion. In in-

ferior qualities a proportion of conanon
resin and red-lead is used, and black and
other colours are produced by substituting
appropriate pigments.
Sea-lion (se'li-on), n. 1. A name common
to several large members of the seal family
(Otaridie), the best known of which is the
Otaria jubata, or 0. Stelleri. It has a thick

Sea-lion [OtariaJubata).

skin, and reddish yellow or dark bro\vn
hair, and a mane on the neck of the male
reaching to the shoulders. It attains the
length of 10 to 15 feet, and is found in the
southern hemisphere, as also in the North
Pacific about the shores of Kamtchatka and
the Kurile Isles.—2. In her. a monster con-
sisting of the upper part of a lion combined
with the tail of a flsh.

Seal-lock (sel'lok), 71. A lock in which the
key-liole is covered by a seal, which can be
so an-anged that the lock cannot be opened
without rupturing the seal.

Sea-loach (se'loch). n. a British flsh of
the genus Motella (M. vulgaris), of the fa-

mily Gadidie. so called from its wattles and
general resemblance to the fresh-water loach.
Called also Three-bearded Rockling, Whistle-
fifth. Three-bearded Cod, Three-bearded Gade.
Sea-louse (se'lous), n. A name common to
various species of isopodous Crustacea, such
as the genus Cymothoa, parasitic on fishes.

The name is also given to the Molucca
crab, or Pediculus marinus.
Seal-ring (sel'ring), 71. A signet-ring.

I have lost a seal-ring of my grandfather's, worth
forty mark. Skak.

Seal-skin (sel'skin). 71. The skin of the seal,

which when dressed with the fur on is made
into caps and other articles of clothing, or

when tanned is used in making boots, &c.
The skin of some species, as the sea-bear or
fur-seal, when the coarser long outer hairs-
are removed, leaving the soft under fur, is-

the expensive seal -skin of which ladies'
jackets, &c., are made.
Seal-wax (sel'waks), n. Sealing-wax.

Your organs are not so dull that 1 should inform
you 'tis an inch, sir, of seal-wax. Sterne.

Seam (sem), 71. [A. Sax. sedm, sim, a hem,
a seam; Icel. saumr, Dan. and Sw. som, D.
zomn,G.saum. all from verb to sew. See SEW.f
1. A joining line or fold formed by the sew-
ing or stitching of two different pieces of
cloth, leather, and the like together; a su-
ture.

The coat was without seatn, woven from the top
throu^ihout. Jn. xix. 23,

2. The line or space between planks when
joined or fastened together. —3. In geoL
(a) the line of separation between two strata.
(t) A thin layer, bed, or stratum, as of ore,
coal, and the like, between two thicker
strata.— 4. A cicatrix or scar.

Seaxn (sem), v.t. 1. To form a seam on; to-

sew or otherwise unite with, or as with, a
seam.— 2. To mark with a cicatrix ; to scar^
as, seamed with wounds. 'Seamed with aa
ancient sword-cut.' Tennyson.
Seam (sem), n. [A. Sax. seam, G. saum, a
sack of 8 bushels, a hoi-se-load; from L.L.
sauma, ealma, for L. sagma, Gr. sagma, a
pack-saddle.] A measure of 8 bushels of
com, or the vessel that contains it— .4

seam of glass, the quantity of 120 pounds,
or 24 stone of 5 pounds each.

Seam (sem), n. [Also written saim, sayme,
probably from an old French form with m,
equivalent to It. *«i»/ic, grease, lard, though
the ordinary French form is sain; from L
sagina,a fattening, fatness. ] Tallow; grease;
lard- ' Bastes his arrogance with his own
seam. ' Shak. [Provincial.

]

Sea-maid (se'mad), «. 1. The mermaid. 'To
hear the sea-maid's music' Skak. See
MERMAin.— 2. A sea-nymph. P. Fletcher.

Sea-mall (se'm^l). n. A gull; a sea-mew.
Seaman (se'man), n. 1.A man whose occupa-
tion is to assist in the navigation of ships
at sea; a mariner; a sailor: applied both to
ofllcers and common sailors, but technically
restricted to those working below the rank
ot officer.—Able-bodied seaman, a sailoTwho
is well skilled in seamanship, and classed in
the ship's books as such. Contracted A.B.—Ordinary seaman, one less skilled than
an able-bodied seaman.—2. A merman, the
male of the mermaid. ' >'ot to mention
mermaids or seamen.' Locke. [Rare.]
Seamanship (se'man-ship), ?». The skill of
a good seaman; an acquaintance with the
art of managing and navigating a ship at
sea.

Sea-marge (se'marj), n. The border or
shore of the sea. ' Thy sea-marge, sterile^

and rocky hard.' Shak.
Sea-mark (se'mark), 71. Any elevated object
on land which senes for a direction to ma-
riners in entering a harbour, or in sailing
along or approacliing a coast; a beaeon, as
a lighthouse, a mountain, &c.
They were executed at divers places upon the sea-

coast, for sea-marks or lighthouses, to teach Per*
kin's people to avoid the coast. Bacon.

Sea-mat (se'mat), n. See Polyzoa.
Sea-maw (se'ms), n. The sea-mew or sea-
gull. Gi'e our ain fish-guts to our ain sco-
inaws.' Scotch proverb. [Scotch]
Seam-hlast (sem'blast), 71. A blast made
by filling with powder the seams or crevices
made by a previous drill-blast.

Seamed (semd), a. In falconry, not in good-
condition; out of condition: said of a falcon.

Sea-mell (se'mel), n. A sea-mew or gull.

Seamer (sem'^r). n. One who or tliat which
seams; a seamster.
Sea-mew (se'mu), 71. A species of gull; a
sea-gull. See Gull.

The night wind si^hs, the breakers roar.
And shrieks the wild sea-meit.: Byron.

Sea-mile (se'mll), n. a nautical or geogra,

phical mile: tlie sixtieth part of a degree ot

latitude or of a great circle of the globe.

Sea-milkwort (se'milk-w^rt). n. A British

plant of the genus Glaux, the G. viaritima.

See GIAVX.
Seaming -lace, Seam-lace (sem'ing-las,

sem'las), n. A lace used by coach-makers
to cover seams and edges.

Seamless (sem'les), a. Having no seam.
Sea-monster (se'mon-st^r), n. 1. A huge,
hideous, or terrible marine animal, '^^^le^e

luxury late reigned, sea-monster's whelp.*

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me. met. hfir; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. So. abune; J, Sc. fey.
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Milton. —2. A fish, Chiinctra moiintrosa. See
Chimera, 4.

Sea-moss (se'mos). n. A marine plant of

the iienus Corallina (C ojffichialis), formerly
used in medicine. •Sea-moss ... to cool his

hoilini; blood." Drayton. See Corali.isa.

Sea-mouse (se'mous), n. A marine dorsl-

brancliiate aimelid of the family Aphrodi-
tidjB, of which the genus Aphrodite is the
type. The common sea-mouse {A.aculeata)

of the British and French coasts is about
6 or 8 inches long and 2 or 3 in width. With
respect to colouring it is one of the most
splendid of all animals. The sea-mice are
easily recognized by two rowsof broad scales

covering the back, under which the gills are
situated in the form of fleshy crests. The
scales are covered by a substance resembling
tow, which, while excluding mud and sand,

admits of the free access of water.

Seam-presser (sem'pres-6r), n. In a^rj. an
implement consisting of two cast-iron cylin-

ders, which follows the plough to press
down the newly-ploughed furrows.

Seam-rent (sem'rent), n. A rent along a
seam.
Seam-rentt (sem'rent),a. Hating the seams
of one's clothes torn out; ragged; low; con-
temptible. 'Such poor seam-rent fellows.'

B. Joiuoa.
Seam-roller (sem'rol-^r), n. An agricul-

tnral implement; a speciesof roller consist-

ing of two cylinders of cast-iron, which,
following in the furrnw, press and roll down
the eartli newly turned up by the plough.

Seamstert (sem'st^r),/!. One who sews well,

or whose occupation is to sew.

Our scliismatics would seem o\xi seamsters, and our
renders will needs be our reformers and repairers.

Bfi. iraudfH.

Seamstress (sem'stres), n. [A. Sax. seam-
egtre, with term, -ess.] A woman whose oc-

cupation is sewing: a sempstress.

Sesimstressyt (sem'stres-i), it. The business
t>f a sempstress.

Sea-mud (se'mod). n. A rich saline deposit
from salt-marshes and sea-shores. It is also
called ooze, and is employed as a manure.
Sea-mtQe (se'mul), n. The sea-mew or sea-

guU.
Seamy (sem'i), a. Having a seam; contain-
ing seams or showing them.
Ever>-Ihinz has its fair, as well as its seafny, side.

Sir li. Scott.

Sean Csen), n. A net. See SEINE.
Sea-navel (se'na-vel), n. A common name
for a small shell-flsh resembling a navel.

8eance(sa'^ns),n. [Fr. seance, from L. sedeo,

to sit.] 1. Session, as of some public body.
2. In spiritualism, a sitting with the view
of evoking spiritual manifestations or hold-
ing intercourse with spirits.

Sea-needle (se'ne-dl), n. a naue of the gar
or pirli-li. See GARFISH.
Sea-nettle (se'net-l), n. A popular name
uf those medusas which have the property
of stiiiLriiig when touched.
Seannachle (sen'a-che), n. [Gael, seanna-
ehaidh, one skilled in ancient or remote his-

tory, a reciter of tales— seannachar, saga-
cious, sean, old.] A Highland genealogist,
chronicler, or bard. Sir W. Scott.

Sea-nymph (s€'nimf), n. A nymph or god-
desii of the sea; one of the Inferior Olympian
divinities called Oceanides.
Her maidens, dressed like ita-nytnphs or graces.

handled the silken tackle aod steered the vessel.
5. Sharpt.

Sea-oak (se'ok). n. Same as Sea-xcrack.

Sea-onlon (se'un-yun). n. A plant, the
Sciila iiiaritima, or squill.

Bea-ooze (se'dz), n. Same as S^a-mtMl.
Mortimer.
Sea-orb ( ^e'orb ). n. A marine flsh almost
round; the globe-flsh.

Sea-otter (se'ot-^r), n. a marine mammal
of the genus Enhydra (E. marina), of the
family Mustelidae, and closely allied to the
common otter. It averages about 4 feet in
length including the tail, which is about
7 inches long. The ears are small and erect,

and the whiskers long and white, the legs
are short and thick, the hinder ones some-
what resembling those of a seat The fur
is extremely »< tft, and of a deep glossy black.
The skins of the sea-otters areof great value,
and have long been an article of consider-
able commercial importance.
Sea-owl (se'oul). n. The lump-flsh, belong-
iu'^ to tiie genus Cycloptenis.
Sea-pad fse'pad). n. The star-fish.

Sea-parrot (se'par-ot). n. A name soroe-
tiiiies given to the puffin, from the shape of
its hill.

Sea-pasa (se'pasX n. a passport carried by

neutral merchant vessels in time of war to
prove their nationality and insure them
from molestation.
Sea-pea (se'pe), n. A British plant of the
genus Lathyrus, L. maritimiis.

Sea-pen (se'pen). n. A compound eight-
armed polyp, ihePeniiatula phospkorea, not
unfrequently dredged on our coasts. See
ALCYONARIA.
Sea-perch (se'pferch), n. A marine fish,

Labrax lupus, of the family Percidre, and
closely allied to the perch. Its spines, es-

pecially the doraal spines, are strong and
sharp, and the gill-covers are edged with
projecting teeth that cut like lancets, so
that if grasped carelessly it inflicts severe
wounds. It is voracious in its habits. Called
also Bass and Sea-dace.

Sea-jpheasant (se'fez-ant), n. The pin-tail

duck.
Sea-pie (se'pi), n. A name of the oyster-
catcher (which see).

Sea-pie (se'pi), n. a dish of food consisting
of paste and meat boiled together: so named
because common at sea.

Sea-piece (sepes), n. a picture represent-
ing a scene at sea.

Painters often employ their pencils upon sea-pieces.

Addison.

Sea-pike (se'pik), n. l. Centropomue unde-
cimali^, a fish of the perch family, found on
the western coasts of tropical America. It
resembles the pike in the elongation of its

form, and attains a large size. The colour
is silverj'-white, with a green tinge on the
back. — 2. Another name for the garfish
(which see).

Sea-pincusblon (se'pin-k\ish-on). n. The
egg-case of the skate. See Sea-barrow.
Sea-pink (se'pingk), n. A plant of the genus
Armeria, nat. order Plumbaginaceie, grow-
ing on or near the sea-shore. The common
sea-pink (A. viaritima) is fctnnd on all the
coasts of Britain and on many of the moun-
tains. It is often used in gardens as an
edging for borders, in place of box. Called
also Thrift, Sea-thrift.

Sea-plant (se'plant), n. A plant that grows
in salt-water; a marine plant.

Sea-plantain (se'plan-tan), n. A British
plant of the genus Plantago {P. maritima),
nat- order Plantaginacefe.

Sea-poacher (se'pdch-^r), n. a British
acanthopterygious fish of the genus Aspi-
dophoruB {A. etiropceus). It is a small flsh,

seldom exceeding 6 inches in length. Called
also Armed BuU-kead, Pogge, Lyrie, and

Sea-pool (se'pol), n. A pool or sheet of
salt water
I have heard it wished that all land were a sea-pool.

Spenser.

Sea-porcupine (se'por-ku-pin), n. A fish,

the DiodoH Hystrix, the body of which is

covered with spines.

Seaport (se'port), n. l. A port or harbour
on the sea.—2. A city or town situated on
a harbour, on or near the sea.

Seapoy (se'poi), n. a sepoy: an improper
spelling.

Sea-pudding (se'pud-ing), n. Same aa Sea-
cucumber.
SeSt-purse (sS'p^rs), n. See under Sctlli-
IVJE.

Sea-purslane (se'p^rs-lan), n. A British
plant of the genus Atriplex. the A. portuUt-
coides, culled also Shrubby Orach. See
Orach.
Sea-pye (se'pi). n. See Sea-pie.
Sea-^uake (se'kw&k), n. a quaking or con-
cussion of the sea.

Sear (serX v.t. [A. Sax. Mdrian, to dry up,
to parch, from«erfr, dry, sere; L.G. «(wr,O.I>,

»»re. score, D. zoor, dry; other connections
doubtful] 1. To wither; to dry. 'Aacatter'd
leaf, sear'd by the autumn blast of grief.'

Byron.—2. To bum to dryness and hardness
the surface of; to cauterize ; to bum into

the su)>stance of; also, simply to burn, to
scorch ; as, to sear the flesh with an iron.

•Red-hot steel, to sear me to the brain.'

Shak. 'The sun that seared the wings of my
sweet boy.' Shak.

I'm sear'd with burning steeL Row€.

3. To make callous or insensible.

It was in vain that the amiable divine tried to give
salutary p.itn to that seared conscience. Macauiay.

4. To brand.
For calumny will star

Virtue itself. Shak.

—To sear up, to close by searing or cauter-
izing; to stop.

Cherish veins of good humour, and sear up those
of Ul. ^ir ty. Temple.

Sear (ser), a. Dry; withered; no longer
green ; as, sear leaves. Spelled also Sere.
'Old age which, like sear trees, is seldom
seen affected.' Beau, d- Fl.

My way of life,

Has fallen into the sear, the yellow leaf. Shak,

Sear (ser), n. [Fr. serre, a lock, a bar, from
L. sera, a bolt or bar.] The pivoted piece
in a gun-lock which enters the notches of
the tumbler and holds the hammer at full
or half cock.

Sea-radish (se'rad-ish), n. A British plant
of the genus Raphanus, the R. maritimus.
See Rafhanus.
Sea-rat (se'rat), n. A pirate. Massinger.
Sea-raven (se'ra-vn), n. An acanthoptery-
gious fish of the sculpin or bullhead family,
genus Hemitripterus. The common species
(H. Acadianus), called also yellow sculpin
and Acadian bullhead, inhabits the Atlantic
shores of North America.
Scarce (s6rs), n. [Also written searse, sarse.

See Sarse. ] A sieve; a bolter. 'A sieve, or
searce to dress my meal, and to part it from
the bran and husk.' Defoe. [Obsolete or
local. ]

Searce (s&n), v.t. pret. & pp. searced; ppr.
searcing. To separate the fine part of, as
meal, from the coarse; to sift; to bolt
•Finely searcerf powder of alabaster. ' Boyle,
[Obsolete or local.]

For the keeping of meal, bolt and searce it from
the bran, Mortimer.

Searcer (sSrs'^r), n. One that sifts or bolts.

[Obsolete or local.]

Search (s6rch), v.t. [O.E. serche, cercke,

O.Fr. cercher, cerckier, Mod. Fr. chercher,

to search; It. cercare, to run about, to search;
L.L. cercare, circare, from L. circus, a. circle.

See Circle.] l. To look over or through,
for the purpose of finding something; to ex-
amine by inspection; to explore.

Send thou men, that they may search the land of
Canaan. Num. xiti. 2.

Help to search my house this one time. If 1 find

not what I seek, show no colour for my extremity.
. Shak.

2. To inquire after; to seek for. 'To search
a meaning for the song.' Tennyson.

Enough is left besides to search and know. Milton.

3. To seek the knowledge of, by feeling with
an instrument; to probe; as, to search a
wound.—4. To examine; to try; to put to
the test.

Thou hast searchtd me and known me.
Ps. cxxxix. I.

—To search mit, to seek till found, or to
find by seeking. 'To search out truth.*

Watts.

Search (s^rch), v.i. l. To seek ; to look; to
make search.

Satisfy me once more; once more search with me.
Shak,

2. To make inquiry; to inquire.

It suffices that they have once with care sifted the
matter, and sea rcheii inio all the particulars. Locke.

Search (sSrch), n. The act of seeking or
looking for something; the act of examining
or exploring; pursuit for finding; inquiry;
quest: sometimes followed by for, of, or
after. ' Make further search for my poor
son. ' Shak.

The orb he roam'd
With narrow search, and with inspection deep.

Milton.
The parents, after a long searchfor the boy, gave

him up for drowned in a canal. Addison.

This common practice carries the heart aside from
all that is honest in our search after truth. lyatts.

Throughout the volume are discernible the traces

of a powerful and independent mind, emancipated
from the influence of authority, and devoted to the
search lytruth. Macauiay.

—Search of enctimhrances, the inquiry made
in the special legal registers by a purchaser
or mortgagee of lands as to the burdens and
state of the title, in order to discover

whether his purchase or investment is safe.

—Right of search, in maritime law, the right

claimed by a nation at war to authorize the

commanders of their lawfully commissioned
cruisers to enter private merchant vessels

of other nations met with on the high seas,

to examine their papers and cai^o, and to

search for enemy's property, articles contra-

band of war. &c.

Searchable (s6rch'a-bl), a. Capable of being
seartlit'd or explored. Cotgrave.

Searchableness (s^rch'a-bl-nes), n. The
state uf being searchable.

Searcher (s^rch'Sr), n. One who or that
which searches, explores, or examines for

the purpose of finding something, obtaining

ch, cAain; £h, 3c. locA; g, yo; J,;ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng. sin^; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w. wig; wh, irAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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information, and the like ; a aeeker ; an in-

quirer; an examiner; an investisator.

He whom we appeal to is truth itself, the great

searcher of hearts, who will not let fraud go unpun-
ished. Addison.

Avoid the man who practises anything unbecoming
a free and open searcher after truth. IVatts.

Speciftcally, (a) a person formerly appointed

in London to examine the bodiea of the

dead, and report the cause of their death.

(6) An officer of the customs whose business

is to searcli and examine ships outward
bomid, to ascertain whether they have pro-

hibited goods on board, also ])aggage, goods,

d-c. (c) A prison official who searches or

examines the clotliing of newly arrested

persons, and takes temporary possession of

the articles found about them, (d) A civil

officer formerly appointed in some Scotch
towns to apprehend idlers on the street

during church hours on Sabbath.

If we bide here, the searchers will be on us. and
carry us to the guard-house for being idlers in kirlc-

time. Si*" "^- Scott-

(e) An inspector of leather. [Local.] (/) An
instrument forexamining ordnance, to ascer-

tain whether guns have any cavities in them.

(17) An instrument used in the inspection of

butter, Ac, to ascertain the quality of that
contained in firkins, &c.

Searching (s^rch'ing), -p. and a. 1. Looking
into or over; exploring; examining; inquir-

ing; seeking; investigating.—2. Penetrating;

trying; close; keen; as, a, searching discourse;

a searching examination; a searching wind.

Searchlngly (86rch'ing-li), adv. In a search-

ing manner.
Seaxchingness (sfirch'ing-nes). n. The qua-
lity of being searching, penetrating, close,

or trying.

Searchless (sferch'les), a. Eluding search or
investigation; inscrutable; unsearchable.

The modest-seeming eye.

Beneath whose beauteous beams, belying heaven,
Lurk search/ess cunning, cruelty, and death.

Tho^tson.

Search-wajrraJlt (s6rch'wor-ant), n. In law,

a warrant granted by a justice of the peace
to a constable to enter the premises of a
person suspected of secreting stolen goods,

in order to discover, and if found to seize,

the goods. Similar warrants are granted to

search for property or articles in respect of

which other offences are committed, such
as base coin, coiners' tools, also gunpowder,
nitro-glycerine, liquors, Ac, kept contrary
to law.

Sear-Cloth (ser'kloth), n. [For cere-cloth.]

A waxed cloth to cover a sore; sticking-

plaster.

Sear-cloth (ser'kloth), v.t. To cover with
sear-cloth.

Sea-reach (se'rech), 71. The straight course
or reach of a winding river, which stretches

out to seaward.
Searedness (serd'nes), n. The state of being
seared, cauterized, or hardened ; hardness

;

hence, insensibility. 'Delivering up the
sinner to a stupidity, or searedness of con-

science. * South.

Sea-reed (se'red), n. A British grass of the

genus Ammophila (^. arundi}Uicea), found
on sandy sea-shores, where its roots assist in

binding the shifting soil. See Ammophila,1.
Sea-reeve (se'rev), n. An officer formerly
appointed in maritime towns and places to

take care of the maritime rights of the lord

of the manor, watch the shore, and collect

the wreck.s.

Sea-risk, Sea-risque (se'risk). n. Hazard
or risk at sea ; danger of injury or destruc-

tion by the sea.

He was so great an encourager of commerce, that

he charged himself with all the sea-risque of such
vessels as carried corn to Rome in the winter.

Arbitthnot.

Sea-robber (se'rob-6r), n. A pirate; one
that robs on the high seas.

Trade is much disturbed by pirates and sea-robbers.
Milton.

Sea-robin (se'rob-in), n. A British acan-
thopterygious fish of the genus Trigla (jT.

cucalus), otherwise called the Red or Cuckoo
Gurnard. It is about 1 foot long, and of a
beautiful bright red colour.

Sea-rocket (se'rok-et), n. A British plant

of the genus Cakile, the C. maritima, grow-
ing on the sea-shore in sand. It belongs to

the nat. order Crucifera;.

Sea-room (se'rom), n. Sufficient room at

Bea for a vessel to make any required move-
ment; space free from obstruction in which
a ship can be easily manoeuvred or navi-

gated.
There is sea-room enough for both nations, without

offending one another. Bacon.

Sea-rover (se'r6v-6r), n. 1. A pirate; one
that cruises for plunder. 'A certain island

. . . left waste by sea-rovers.' Milton.—
2. A ship or vessel that is employed in cruis-

ing for plunder.
Sea-rovlng (se'rov-mg), a. Wandering on
the ocean.

Sea-roving (se'rov-ing), n. The act of rov-

ing overthe sea ; the acts and practices of

a sea-rover; piracy.

Nor was it altogether nothing, even that wild sea-

roving' and battling, through so many generations.
Carlyie.

Searse (sers). v.t. and n. Same as Scarce.

Sear-spring (sei-'spring), n. The spring in

a guu-h)ck which causes the sear to catch in

the notch of the tumbler
Sea-ruff (se'ruf), n. A marine fish of the
genus Orphus.
Sea-salt (se'salt), n. Chloride of sodium or
common salt obtained by evaporation of

sea-water. See Salt.
Sea-sandwort (se'sand-w6rt), n. A British

maritime perennial plant of tlie genus Hon-
kenya (//. peploides), nat. order Caryophyl-
laceaj. It grows in large tufts on the sea-

beach, its rhizome creeping in the sand and
throwing up numerous low stems with fleshy

leaves and small white flowers.

Seascape (se'skap), n. (Formed on the
model of landscape.] A picture represent-

ing a scene at sea; a sea-piece. 'Seascape

—as painters affect to call such things.'

Dickens. [Recent, but in good usage.]

Sea-scorplon (se'skor-pi-on), n. An acan-
thopterygious marine fish {Cotttis scorpius)

1 foot in length, with a large spine-armed
head. It is very voracious.

Sea-serpent (se's^r-pent), n. 1. A name com-
mon to a family of snakes, Hydridaj, of sev-

eral genera, as Hydrus, Pelamis, Chersydrus,
•Sec, These animals frequent the seas of

warm latitudes. They are found off the
coast of Africa, and are plentiful in the

Indian Archipelago. They are all, so far as

known, exceedingly venomous. They delight

in calms, and are fond of eddies and tide-

ways, where the ripple collects numerous
fish and medusee, on which they feed. The

Sea-serpent [Hydrus Stokesii),

Hydrus Stokesii here depicted, inhabits the

Australian seas, and is as thick as a man's
thigh. Called also Sea-snake.—Z An enor-

mous animal of serpentine form, said to

have been repeatedly seen at sea. Its length

has been sometimes represented to be as

much as 700 or 800 feet, and it has been de-

scribed as lying in the water in many folds,

and appearing like a number of hogsheads
floating in a line at a considerable distance

from each other. That people have honestly

believed they saw such a monster there is

no doubt, but naturalists generally suppose

that they have been deceived by a line of

porpoises, floating sea-weed, or the like, and
are rather sceptical as to the real existence

of the great sea-serpent.

Sea - service (se's^r-vis). n. Service in the

royal navy; naval service.

You were pressed for the sea-service, and got off

with much ado. Swift.

Sea-Shark (se'shark), n. The white shark
(Squalus carcharias).

Sea- Shell (se'shel), n. The shell of a mol-
lusc inhabiting the sea ; a marine shell ; a

shell found on the sea-shore. Mortimer.

Sea-shore (se'shor), n. 1. The coast of the

sea; the land that lies adjacent to the sea

or ocean. —2. In laic, the ground between
the ordinary high- water mark and low-

water mark.
Sea-sick (se'sik), a. Affected with sickness

or nausea by means of the pitching or roll-

ing of a vessel.

Sea -sickness ( se'sik-nes ), n. A nervous

affection attended with nausea and convul-

sive vomiting, produced by the rolling, but
more especially the pitching of a vessel at

sea. Its origin and nature are still imper-

fectly known. It usually attacks those per-

sons who are unaccustomed to a seafaring

life, but persons so accustomed do not
always escape. It may attack the strong
and cautious, while the debilitated and in-

cautious may go free. It may attack on
smooth waters, while a rough sea may fail

to produce it. It may pass away after the
lapse of a few hours, or last during a whole
voyage. One good authority explains it as

an undue accumulation of the blood in the
nervous centres along the back, and espe-

cially in those segments of the spinal cord
related to the stomach and the muscles con-
cerned in vomiting, and recommends as the
best remedy against it the application of
ice-bags to the spinal column. In some
cases its violence may be considerably miti-

gated by iced brandy, by small doses of

opium, by soda-water, or by saline draughts
in the effervescent state.

Sea- side (se'sid). n. The land bordering
on the sea; the country adjacent to the sea
or near it. 'The gi'een sea-side.' Pope.
Often used adjectively, and signifying per-

taining to the sea-aide or coast ; as, a sea-

side resiilence or home.
Seaside-grape (se'sid-grap),n. A small West
Indian tree of the genus Coccoloba (C. uvi-

/era), nat. order Polygonacea;, growing on
the sea-coasts. The wood is heavy, hard,

durable, and beautifully veined, and the
fruit, which consists of a pulpy calyx invest-

ing a nut, is pleasant and sub-acid, in ap-
pearance somewhat resembling a currant
The extract of the wood is so astringent as

to have received the name of Jamaica
kino.

Sea-slater (se'slat-Sr), n. Ligia oceanica, a
small marine crustaceous animal.

Sea-sleeve (se'slev), »*. See Calamary.
Sea-slllg (se'slug). n. A name applied gen-
erally to sea-lemons and other gasteropo-

dous molluscs destitute of shells and be-

longing to the section Nudibranchiata, The
name has been derived from the resemblance
presented by these marine gasteropods to

the familiar terrestrial slugs.

Sea -snail (se'snal), n. A British malacop-
terygious fish of the family Discoboli and
genus Liparis, the L. viflgaris, called also

Unctuous Sucker. It is a small fish, seldom
exceeding 4 or 5 inches in length, and de-

rives its popular names from the soft and
slime-covered surface of its body.

Sea-snake (se'snak), n. same as Sea-ser-

pent.

Sea-snipe (se'snip), 7i. i. The bellowa-flsh

(which see).— 2. The dunlin.

Season (se'zn), n. [O.E. seson, sesoun, O.Fr.

seson. seison. Mod. Fr. saison, Pr. and Sp.

sazon, fit or due time, time of maturity,
season, from L. satio, sationis. a sowing, from
sero, satum, to sow. Originally, therefore,

it meant the time of sowing certain crops,

hence season in general] 1. One of the

periods into which the year is naturally

divided, as marked by its characteristics

of temperature, moisture, conditions of

nature, and the like. In the temperate re-

gions of the globe there are four well-

marked divisions or seasons—spring, sum-
mer,autumn,aud winter. Astronomically the

seasons are marked as follows: spring is from
the vernal equinox, when the sun enters

Aries, to the summer solstice: summer is

from the summer solstice to the autumnal
equinox; autumn, from the autumnal equi-

nox to the winter solstice; and winter, from
the winter solstice to the vernal equinox.

The cliaracters of the seasons are, of course,

reversed to inhabitants of the southern
hemisphere. Within the tropics the seasons

are not greatly mai'ked by the rise or fall

of the temperature, so much as by dryness

and wetness, and they are usually distin-

guished as the wet and the dry seasons.—
2. A period of time, especially as regards its

fitness or suitableness for anything contem-
plated or done; a convenient or suitable

time; a proper conjuncture; the right time.

All business should be done betimes; and there's

as little trouble of doing it in season too. as out of

season. Sir R. L'Estrange.

3. A certain period of time not very long; a
while; a time.

Thou Shalt be blind, not seeing the sun for a season.
Acts xiii. II.

After the lapse of more than twenty-seven years,

in a season as dark and perilous, his own shattered

frame and broken heart were laid with the same
pomp in the same consecrated mould. Macaulay.

4. That time of the year when a particular

locality is most frequented by visitors or

shows most bustling activity; as, the Lon-

don season; the Brighton season. Also, that

part of the year when a particular trade.

Fate, ftr, fat, fftll; me, met, hfer; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oU, pound; ii. Sc. abune; y, Sc fay.
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profession, or business is in its greatest state

of activity; as, the theatrical season; the

publishing ««(wt)n; the hay-making or hop-

picking season.— S.i That which seasons or

gives a relish ; seasoning. ' Salt too little

which may season give to her foul-tainted

flesh." Shak.
\'ou lack the season of all natures, sleep. Skai.

Season (se'zn), v.t. [From the noun (which
see).] 1. To render suitable or appropriate;

to prepare; to fit.

And am I then revenged.

To take him in the purging of his som.
When he is fit and seasoneJ for his passage ? ShaA.

2. To fit for any use by time or habit; to ha-

bituate: to accustom ; to mature ; to inure;

to acclimatize.

How many things by season season d are

To their right praise and true perfection ! Shai.

A man should harden and season himself beyond
the degree of cold wherein he lives. Addtson.

3. To bring to the best state for use by any
process; as, to season a cask by keeping

liquor in it; to season a tobacco-pipe by
frequently smoking it ; to season timber by
drying or hardening, or by removing its

natural sap.

Only a sweet and virtuous soul.

Like seasoned timber, never gives. G. Herbert.

4.- To fit for the taste ; to render palatable,

or to give a higher relish to, by the addition

or mixture of another substance more pun-
gent or pleasant; as, to season meat with
salt; to season anything with spices.

And every oblation of thy meat offering shall thou
season with salt. Lev. ii. 13.

6. To render more agreeable, pleasant, or

delightful: to give a relish or zest to by
something that excites, animates, or exhila-

rates.
You season still with sports your serious hours.

Dryden.
The proper use of wit is to seasoft conversation.

Tiilotson,

6. To render more agreeable, or less rigorous

and severe; to temper; to moderate; to qua-
lify by admixture. ' When mercy seasons

justice.' Shak.
Season your admiration for a while. Shak.

7. To gratis ; to tickle. * Let their palates

be season'd with such Wands.' Shak.~H. To
iznbue; to tinge or taint

Season their younger years with prudent and pious
principles. jfer. Tayior.

Parents first seas&n as : Uien schoolmasters
Deliver us to laws. G. Herbert.

9 t To copulate with; to Impregnate. Hoi-
land.

Season (se'zn), v.i. I. To become mature;
to grow fit for use; to become adapted to a
climate, as the human body.—2. To become
dry and hard by the escape of the natural

Juices, or by being penetrated with other
substance.

Carpenters rough-plane boards for flooring, that

they may set them by to season. Maxon.

8.t To give token; to smack; to savour.

Lose not your labour and your time together

;

It stasons of a fool. Bean. Gr PL

Seasonable ( se'zn-a-bl ), a. Suitable as to
time ur season; opportune; occurring, hap-
pening, or being done in due season or pro-
per time for the purpose; as, %seawnabU
supply of rain.

This . . . was very serriceabte to us on many
other accounts, and came at a very seasonable time.

Cook.

Seasonableness (se'zn-a-bl-nes), n. The
state or (quality of being seasonable; oppor-
tuneness.

Seanria^leness is best in all these things which
h.ivc their rii>eness and decay. Bp. Hail.

Seasonably (se'zn -a-bli), adv. In due time

;

in time convenient; sufficiently early; as, to
8*^1w nr plant %ea^onabiy.

Seasonaget (se'zn-aj), n. Seasoning; sauce.

Charily is the grand seasona^e of every Christian
duty. South.

Seasonal (&e'zn-al), a. Pertaining to the
seasons; relating to a season or seasons.
*The deviations which occur from the sea-

sonal averages of climate.' Encye. Brit
Seasoner (se'zn-^r), n. One that seaioiM;
that which seasons^ matures, or gives a rel-

ish

Seasoning (se'zn-ing),n. l. The act by which
anything is seas^>ned or rendered palatable,
fit for use, or the like.— 2. That which is

added Ut any species of food to give it a
higher relish ; usually, something pungent
or aromatic, as salt, spices, Ac.

Many vegetable substances are used W mankind
as seasonings, which abound with a highly exalted
aromatic oil; as Ihyme and savory. Arbttthnat.

3. Something added or mixed to enhance the
pleasure of enjoyment ; as, wit or humour
may serve as a seasoning to eloquence.

Political speculations are of so dry and austere a
nature, that they will not go down with the public

without frequent seasotiin^s. Addison,

Seasonless (se'zn-les), a. Without succes-

sion uf seasons.

Season-ticket (se'zn-tik-et), n. A ticket

which entitles its hohler to certain privi-

leges during a specified period of time, as a
pass for travelling by railway, steamboat,
or other means of conveyance at pleasure

during an extended period, issued by the
company at a reduced rate ; a ticket of ad-

mission to a place of amusement for an ex-

tended period, purchased at a reduced rate.

Sea-splder (se'spi-d^r), n. A marine crab
of the genus Maia (3/. squinado). The body
is triangular; the legs slender, and some-
times long. Also applied to members of the
arachnidan order Podosomata.
Sea-squirt (se'skw^rt). n. An ascidian.

Sea-Star (se'star), n. The star-fish. Sir T.

Browne.
Sea-Starwort (se'star-wfirt), n. A British
maritime plant of the genus Aster {A. Tripo-
lium), nat. order Compositte. It is a pretty
plant, 6 inches to 2 feet high, with lance-

shaped, smooth, fleshy leaves, and stems
terminating in corymbs of purple-rayed
flower-heads. Called also Sea-side Aster.

Sea -stick (se'stik), n. A herring caught
and cured at sea. A. SmitA.
Sea - stock (se'stok), n. A British plant of
the genus Matthiola, M. sinttata. See Mat-
THIOLA.
Sea-sxinflower (se'sun-flou-^r), n. The sea-

anemone, a cadenterate polyp of the genus
Actinia.

Sea-svallow (se'swol-ld), n. l. A provincial
name of the storm-petrel (Thalassidroma
pelagiea).—2. The common tern, so called

from its excessively long and pointed win^s,

and from its forked tail, which render its

flight and carriage analogous to those of

swallows. See Tern.
Sea -swine (se'swln), »i. A common name
for the porpoise ^which see).

Seat (set), n. [Directly from the Scandina-
vian : Icel. 8(eti, set, Sw. sate, a seat, from
root of sit; so h.(i. sitt. G. sitz. The A. Sax.

had only the dim. form setl in this sense.]

1. The place or thing on which one sits;

more especially in such narrower senses as,

(a) something made U> be sat in or on, as a
chair, throne, bench, stool, or the like. ' The
tables of the money chancers, and the seals

of them thatsold doves.' Mat.xxi.l2. (6) That
part of a thing on which a i>er8on sits; as, the
seat of a chair or saddle; the seat of a pair of

trousers, (c) A regular or appropriate place
of sitting; hence, aright to sit; a sitting;

as, a seat in a church, a theatre, a railway-

carriage, or the like. —2. Place of abwle;
residence; mansion; as, a gentleman's coun-
try seat.—Z. Place occupied by anything;
the place where anything is situated, fixed,

settled, or established, or on which anything
rests, resides, or abides; station; abode; as,

a seat of learning ; the seat of war ; Italy is

the seat of the arts; London the seat of

commerce. '\V'hile memory holds a seat

in this distracted globe." Shak.

This castle hath a pleasant seat ; the a!r

Numbly and sweetly reconimends itself

Unto our gentle senses. Shah.

Earth felt the wound ; and Nature from her seat,

SigbinK through all her work, gave signs of woe.
Miiton.

[It was formerly used exactly as we now use
site, and may be regarded as having that
meaning in the al>ove passage from Shak-
spere. So also in the following:—

Neither do 1 reckon it an ill seat only when the air is

unwholesome, but likewise where the air is unequal.
fiacon (Of Builiiiti^).]

4. Posture or way of sitting, as of a person
on horseback; as, he has a good firm seat.—
5. A part on which anotherpart rests; as, the

seat of a valve.

Seat (sSt), V. t. 1. To place on a seat; to cause
to sit down; as, we teat our guests.

The guests were no sooner seated but they entered
into a warm debate. Arbmthnot.

2. To place in a post of authority, in office, or

a place of distinction.

Thus hiah, by thy advice.
And thy assistance, is kidf; Riciiard seated. Shak.

S. To settle ; to fix in a particular place or
country; to situate; to locate; as, a colony
of (ireeks seated themselves in the south of

Italy, another at Massilia In GauL
Sometimes the grand dukes would travel through

the vast regions of Central Asia to the court of the

Great Khan, which at this time was seated on the
banks of the river Amoor, in Chinese Tartary.

Brougham.
4. To fix; to set firm.

From their foundations, loosening to and fro.

They pluck'd the seated hills. Milton.

5. To assign seats to; to accommodate with
seats or sittings; to give sitting accommoda-
tion to ; as, the gallery seats four hundred.
6. To fit up with seats; as, to seat a church;
a hall seated for a thousand persons.—7. To
repair by making the seat new; as, to seat a
garment. —at To settle; to plant with in-

habitants; as, to seat a counti-y.

Seatt (set), v.i. To rest; to lie down.
'The folds, where sheep at night do seat.'

Spenser.

Sea-tang (se'tang), n. A kind of sea-weed;
tang; tangle. 'Their nest of sedge and
sea-tang. ' Longfellow.
Sea-tangle (se'tang-gl), n. The common
name of several species of sea-weeds of the
genus Laminaria. L. digitata is the well-

known tangle of the Scotch.

Sea-term (se't^mi), n. a word or term used
appropriately by seamen or peculiar to the
art of navigation. Pope.
Sea-thief (se'thef), n. A pirate.

Sea-tbong (se'thong), n. One of the names
fur tlie British sea-weed Himantkalia lorea.

Sea-thxift (se'thrift), n. Same as Sea-pink.

Seating (set'ing), n. l. The act of placing on
a seat; the act of furnishing with a seat or
seats.~2. The material for making seats or
the covering of seats, as horse-hair, Ame-
rican leather, and the like.

Sea*tltling (se'tit-ling), n. A British denti-
rostral bird of the genus Anthus or pipits

(A. aqttaticus or obscunis), abundant on the
sea-coast, but rare inland. It is of dark
plumage, and a good songster. Called also

Shore-pipit.

Sea-toad (se'tod), n. The angler or flshing-

frn>:. See Lftl'HIl'S.

Sea -tortoise (se'tor-tois), n. A marine
turtle. See Turtle.
Sea-tossed, Sea-tost (se'tost), a. Tossed
by the sea. 'The sea-tost Pericles.' Shak.

Sea-turn (se't^m), n. A gale, mist, or breeze
from the sea.

Sea-turtle (se'tAr-tl), n. 1. A marine turtle.

2. A marine bird, the black guillemot {(Iria

onjlle).

Sea -unicorn ( se ' u - ni kom ), n. See Nar-
WAL.
Sea-urchin (se'fir-chin), n. A name popu-
larly given to the numerous species of the
family Echiuidre. See Echinus.
Seave (sev), n. (Dan. siv, a rush, Icel. sef,

sedge.] A rush; a wick made of rush.

Sea-view (se'vu), n. A prospect at sea or
of the sea, or a picture representing a scene
at sea; "i marine view; a seascape.

Sea-wall (se'wal), n. A strong wall or em-
bankment on the shore to prevent encroach-
ments of the sea, to form a breakwater, Ac.

Sea>walled (se'wftld), a. surrounded or de-
fended by the sea. ' Our sea-walled garden.

'

Shak.
gea-wand (se'wond), n. Same as Sea-girdle.

Seaward (se'w6rd), a. Directed ttiward

the sea. ' To your seaward steps farewell

'

Dofine.

Seaward (seV^X f^^^- Toward the sea.

The rock rush'd sea-ward with impetuous roar.

Ingulfd, and to the abyss the boaster bore. Pofe.

Sea-ware (se'war), n. [See Ware.] A term
frequently applied to the weeds thrown up
by the sea in many situations, and which are
collected and made use of as manure and for

other purix)ses.

Sea-water (se'wft-t^r), n. The salt water of

the sea or ocean. Sea-water contains chlor-

ides and sulphates of sodium (chloride of

sodium =comnu>n salt), magnesium, and po-

tassium, together witli bromides and cai'bon-

ates, chiefly of potassium and calcium.

Sea-tvaUr shatt thou drink. Shak.

Sea-wax (se'waks), n. Same as Afaltha.

Sea-way (se'wa), n. Naut. (a) progress

made by a vessel through the waves, (b) An
open space in which a vessel lies with the

sea rolling heavily.

Sea-weed (se'wed), n. A name given gener-

ally to any plant growing in the sea, but more
particularly to members of the nat. order

Algre. The most important of these plants

are the Fucacew, which comprehend the
Fuci, from the species of which kelp is

manufactured ; the I..aminariffi or tangles

;

tlie Kloridete. which includes the Carrageen
moss (Chondrus crispus) and the dulse of

the Scotch (Rhodomenia palmata).

ch, chain; eh, 8c. loM; e,ffOi Ui^h; h, ft. ton; ng, sin^, vh, then; ih,thin; w, wig; wb, wAig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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8ea-Wife (se'wlf), n. An acantliopterygious
marine fish of the genus Labrus (L. vetula),

allied to the wFasse.
Sea-Willow (se'wil-lo), n. A polyp of the
genus Oorgonia.
Sea-wing (sewing), n. 1. A bivalve mollusc
allied to the mussels.—2. A sail. [Rare.]

Antony,
Claps on his sea--}i<in^, and like a doting mallard,
Leaving the fight in height, flies after her. Shak.

Sea-wlthwlnd (se'with-wind), n. A species
of bindweed {Convolmtliis Soidanella).

Sea-wold (se'wold), n. A wold, or a tract
resembling a wold, under the sea.

We would run to and fro, and hide and seek,
On the broad sea-tuolds. Tennyson.

Sea-wolf (se'wulf). '*• ^ name sometimes
given to the sea-elephant, a large species
of seal ; also to the wolf-fish {^Anarrhicha^
lupus) and to the bass. See Wolf-fish,
Bass.
Sea-wormwood (se'w6rm-wud), n. A
plant, the Artemisia maritiina, which
grows by the sea.

Sea-worn (se'wom), a. Worn or abraded
l>y the sea. Drayton.
Sea-worthiness ( se ' w6r

-

thI -nes ), n. The
state of being sea-worthy.

Sea-worthy (se'w6r-THi), a. Applied to a
ship in good condition and fit for a voyage;
worthy of being trusted to transport a cargo
with safety; as, a sea-worthy ship.

Dull the voyage was with long dela^.
The vessel scarce sea-worlhy. Tennyson.

Sea-wrack (se'rak), n. A plant, the Zos-
tcra marina; sea-grass. See Grasswrack.
Seh (seb), n. One of the great Egyptian di-

vinities represented in the hieroglyphics as
the father of the gods, a character ascril)ed

to other gods, as Keph, Pthah, &c. He mar-
ried his sister Nutpe, and was father of
Osiris and Isis. He corresponds to the Greek
Kronos.
Sebaceous (se-ba'shus), a. [L.L. sebaceus,
from L. sebum, tallow.] 1. Pertaining to tal-

low or fat ; made of, containing, or secret-
ing fatty matter; futty.—Sebaceous glands,
small glands seated in the cellular mem-
brane under the skin, which secrete the se-

baceous humour. — Sebaceous humour, a
suet-like or glutinous matter secreted by
the sebaceous glands, which serves to de-
fend the skin and keep it soft.— 2. In bof.

having the appearance of tallow, grease, or
wax ; as, the sebaceous secretions of some
plants. Henslow.
SehaciC (se-bas'ik), a. [See above.] Inchem.
pertaining to fat; obtained from fat; as, se-

bade acid, an acid obtained from olein. It
crystallizes in white, nacreous, very light
needles or laminae resembling benzoic acid.

Sebastes (se-bas'tez), n. [Gr. sebastos, ven-
erable.] A genus of acanthopterygious
fishes of the family Cottidae. The 5. rnari-
nu8 or ^orvegica is the Norway haddock,
which resembles the perch in fonii. It
abounds on the coast of Norway, and is

found at Iceland, Greenland, off Xewfound-
land, &c. Other species are found in the
Mediterranean, in the Indian and Polyne-
sian seas, at Kamtchatka, the Cape of Good
Hope, and elsewhere.
Sehate (se'bat), n. In chem. a salt formed
by Bebacic acid and a base.

,

Sehestan, Sebesten (se-bes'tan, se-bes'ten),
n. [It. and Sp., from Pers. sapisUln.] The
Assyrian plum, a name given to two species
of Cordia and their fruit, the C Myxa and
C. latifolia. The fruit was formerly used as
a medicine in Europe, but now by the na-
tive practitioners of the East only. See
Cordia.

Seblferous (se-bif'6r-us). a. [L. sebum, tal-

low or wax, and fero, to produce.] Produc-
ing fat or fatty matter. In bot. producing
vegetable wax.
Sebiparous (se-bip'a-rus), a. [L. sebum, tal-

low, and pario, to produce.] Lit. tallow,
fat, or suet producing; specifically applied
to certain glands, called also sebaceous
glands. See Sebaceous.
Sebka (seb'ka), n. A name of salt marshes
in North Africa, sometimes so hard on the
dried surface that laden camels can traverse
them, sometimes so soft that these ventur-
ing to enter them sink beyond the power of
recovery.

Sebundy, Sebundee (se-bun'di, se-bun'de),
n. In the East Indies, an irregular or na-
tive soldier or local militia-man, generally
employed in the service of the revenue and
police.

Secale (se-ka1e), n. [I., rye, or black spelt,
from aeco, to cut] A genus of cereal grasses.

to which the rye (S. cereale) belongs.Se-
cale comutum, ergot or spurred rye, used in
obstetric practice. See Ergot.
Secamone (sek-a-mo'ne), n. [Altered from
squamona, the Arabic name of 5. cegypti-

aca.] A genus of plants belonging to the
nat order Asclepiadacea;, found in the warm
parts of India, Africa, and Australia. The
species form erect or climbing smooth
shrubs with opposite leaves and lax cymes
of small flowers. Some of them secrete a
considerable portion of acrid principle
which makes them useful in medicine. Thus
the roots of S. emetica, being emetic in ac-
tion, are employed as a substitute for ipe-
cacuanha.
Secancy (se'kan-si), n. A cutting or inter-
section; as, the point of secancy of one line
with another.

Secant (se'kant), a. [L. secans, secantis, ppr.
of seco, to cut (whence section, dissect, &c.).]

Cutting; dividing into two parts.—5ecan£
plane, a plane cutting a surface or solid.

Secant (se'kant), n. [See the adjective.] In
geoni. a line that cuts another or divides it

into parts; more especially, a straight line
cutting a curve in two or more points ; in
trigon. a straight line
drawn from the centre of
a circle, which, cutting the
circumference, proceeds
till it meets with a tan-
gent to the same circle.

The secant of an arc is a
straight line drawn from
the centre of the circle of
which the arc is a part, to
one extremity of the arc,

and produced till it meets
the tangent to the other
extremity. Thus, a c b is. the secant of
the arc C D. The secant of an ai'c is a
third proportional to the cosine and the
radius.

Secco (seklto), n. [It,, from L. siccus, dry.]
In the Jine arts, a kind of fresco painting in
which the colours have a dry sunken appear-
ance, owing to the colours being absorbed
into the plaster.

Secede (se-sed'), v.i. pret. seceded; ppr. se-

ceding. [L. secedo—se, apart, and cedo, to
go.] To withdraw from fellowship, com-
munion, or association ; to separate one's
self; to draw off; to retire; specifically, to
withdraw from a political or rehgious or-

ganization ; as, certain ministers seceded
from the Church of Scotland about the year
1733; the Confederate States of America se-

ceded from the Federal Union.
Seceder (se-sed'Sr), n. One who secedes;
in Scottish eccles. hist one of a numer-
ous body of Presbyterians who seceded
from the communion of the Established
Church in the year 1733, on account of the
toleration of certain alleged errors, the
evils of patronage, and general laxity in
discipline. Theseceders, or Associate Synod
as they called themselves, remained a united
body till 1747, when they split into two on
the question of the lawfulness of certain
oaths, especially the burgess oath necessary
to be sworn previous to holding office or
becoming a freeman of a burgh. The
larger division, who held that the oath
might be conscientiously taken by seceders,
called themselves Bui^hers, and their op-
ponents took the name of Antiburghers. But
in 1820 the Burghers and Antiburghers co-

alesced again into the United Associate
Synod. In May, 1847, the body of dissenters
forming the Relief Church united with the
Associate Synod and formed one body,named
the United Presbyterian Church. (See lie-

lie/ Church under Relief.) A portion of

the body of secedei-s, who adhered to the
principle of an established church, separ-
ated in 1806, calling themselves the Original
Seceders. They now form the Synod of
United Original Seceders.

Secern (se-sern'), v.^ [L. secerns, secretum
(whence secret)se, apart, and cerno, to sep-
arate.] 1. To separate; to distinguish.

Averroes secerns a sense of titlllation and a sense
of hunger and thirst. Sir IV HatniltoH,

2. In physiol. to secrete.

The mucus secerned in the nose ... is a laudable
humour. A rbuthnot.

Secernent (se-sfer'nent), n. 1. TJiat which
promotes secretion. Darwin.—2. In anal.
a vessel whose function it is to secrete or
separate matters from the blood.
Secernent (se-s6r'nent), a. In physiol. hav-
ing the power of separating or secreting;
secreting; secretory.

Secemment (se-sfirp'ment), n. The pro-
cess or act of secreting; secretion.
Secesh (se-sesh'), n. A cant term in the
United States for a Secessionist, of which it

is an abbreviation.
Secesst (se-ses'), n. [L. secessus, from se-

cedo, secestann. See Secede.] Retirement;
retreat. 'Silent 8ece»«, waste solitude.' Dr.
H. M<rre.

Secession (se-se'shon), n. [L. secessio, se-
cessionis, from secedo, seceseum. See SE-
CEDE. ] 1. The act of seceding or withdraw-
ing, particularly from fellowship and com-
munion; the act of withdrawing from a po-
litical or religious organization.—2. The act
of departing; departure.

The accession of bodies upon, or secession thereof
from, the earth's surface, disturb not the equilibrium
of eitlier hemisphere. Sir T. Browne.

3. In Scottish eccles. hist the whole body of
seceders from the Established Church of
Scotland. See Seceder.
Secessionlsm (se-se'shon-izm), n. The prin-
ciples of secessionists ; the principle that
affirms the right of a state to secede at its

pleasure from a federal union.
Secessionist (se-se'shon-ist), n. One who
maintains the principle of secessionism; spe-
cifically, in the United States, one who took
part or sympathized with the inhabitants
of the Southern States of America in their
struggle, commencing in 1861, to break
away from union with the Northern States.

The author seems to have been struck . . . that
the Unionists . . . did not shoot or stab any of the
Secessionists. Safitrday Kev.

Seche.t v.t. [An old and softened form of
seek.] To seek. Chaucer.
Sechium (se'ki-um), n. [From Gr. «efro8, a
pen or fold in which cattle are reared and
fed. The fruit serves to fatten hogs in the
mountains and inland parts of Jamaica.
where the plant is much cultivated.] A
West Indian edible vegetable, the Sechium
edule. The fruit in size and form resembles
a large pear. The plant is a climber, with
tendril-bearing stems, rough cordate five-

angled leaves,and monoecious yellow fiowers,
nat. order Cucurbitacese.

Seckel (sek'el), n. A small delicious pear,
ripe about the end of October, but only
keeping good a few days.

Seclet (sek'l), 7i. [Fr. sUcle, L. secuhnn, a
generation, an age, a century.] A century.

It is wont to be said that three generations make
one sec/e, or hundred years. Hatnnwnd.

Seclude (se-kludO, v.t pret. &. pp. secluded;
ppr. secluding. [L. secludo— se, apart, and
clatido, cludo, to shut] 1. To separate or
shut up apart from company or society, and
usually to keep apart for some length of
time; to withdraw into solitude; as, per-
sons in low spirits seclude themselves from
society.

Let Eastern tyrants from the light of heav'n
Seclude their bosom slaves. Tftontson.

2.t To shut out; to prevent from entering;
to preclude.

Inclose your tender plants in your conservatory,
sectudiug all entrance of cold. Evelyn.

Secluded (se-klud'ed), p. and a. Separated
from others; living m retirement; retired;

apart from public notice ; as, a secluded
spot; to pass a secluded life.

Secludedly (se-klud'ed-U), adv. In a se-

cluded manner.
Seclusenesst (se-kliis'nes), n. The state of
being secluded from society; seclusion. Dr.
H. More.
Seclusion (se-klu'zhon), n. The act of se-

cluding or the state of being secluded; a
separation from society or connection ; a
shutting out; retirement; privacy; solitude;

as, to live in seclusion. 'A place of seclu-

sio7i from the external world.' Horsley.

Seclusive (se-klu'sivj, a. Tending to seclude
or shut out from society, or to keep separate
or in retirement. Coleridge.

Second (sek'und), a. [Fr., from L. secundus,
second, from seqtior, secittus, to follow
(whence sequence, consequent, persecution,

Ac, and also sue, pursue, &c.).] 1. Imme-
diately following the first; next the first in

order of place or time ; hence, occurring or
appearing again ; other. ' A second fear

through all her sinews spread.' Shak.

And he slept and dreamed the second time.
Gen. xli. 5.

There has been a veneration paid to the writings

and to the memory of Confucius, which is without
any second example in the history of our race.

Brouj^Miim.

2. Next to the first in value, power, excel-

lence, dignity, or rank; inferior; secondary;

Fate, far, fat, fi^ll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mGve; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, So. abune; y, So. fey.
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as, the silks of China are second to none in

<iuality. ' Art thou not second woman in

the realm.' Shak.
None I know

Sicond to me, or like ; equal much less. Milton.

3.t Lending assistance; helpful; giving aid.

Xay, rather, good my lords, be second to me

;

Fear you his tyrannous passion more, alas.

Than the queen's life? Shak.

—SecoJid coat, a second coating or layer as of

paint, varnish, plaster,(te.--5eco7irf distance,

in painting, that part of a picture between
the foreground and background.

—

At second
/land. See Skcond-hand, n,—Second violin,

or jiddle, an ordinary violin, which in con-

certed instrumental music plays the part
next in height to the upper part or air, or
in other words, that part which is repre-

sented by the alto in vocal music—To play
second Jiddle, (Jig.) to take a subordinate
part.

Second (sek'und),n. 1. One next to the first;

one next after another in order, place, rank.
time, or the like; one who follows or comes
after.

"Tis KTCat pity that the noble Moor
Should hazard sucn a place as his own second
With one of an ingraft infirmity. ShaJt.

2. One who assists and supports another;
specifically, one who attends another in a
<iuel, to aid him, mark out the ground or
distance, and see that all proceedings be-
tween the parties are fair; hence, the prin-

cipal supporter in a pugilistic encounter.

He propounded the duke as a main cause of divers
jnfinnities in the state, being sure enough of seconds
after the first onset. Wotton.

After some toil and bloodshed they were parted
by the secondt. Addison.

3.t Aid; help: assistance. 'Give $eeond and
my love is everlasting thine.' J. Fletcher.—
4. The sixtieth part of a minute of time or
of that of a degree, that is the second di-

vision next to the hour or degree. A degree
-of a circle and an hour of time are each
divided into 60 minutes, and each minute
into 00 seconds, often marked thus 60". In
old treatises seconds were distinguished as
minute gecundce, from tninutte pritnce, min-
utes. See Degree. — 5. In music, (a) an
interval of a conjoint degree, being the
difference between any sound and the next
nearest sound above or Iwlow it. There are
three kinds of seconds, the minor second or
semitone, the major second, and the ex-
treme sharp second. (&) A lower part added
to a melody when arranged for two voices
or instruments. —6. pi. A coarse kind of Hour;
hence, any baser matter

Take thou my obUtion. poor bat free,
M'hich is not mix'd with seconds. ShaJk.

Becond (sek'nnd), v.i. [L. teeundo, Fr. se-

conder. See the adjective.] 1. To follow In
the next place ; to follow up. ' Sin is seconded
with sin.' South. 'To second ills with ills.'

Shak.~2. To support; to lend aid to the
attempt of another ; to assist ; to forward

;

to promote; to encourage; to act as the
tnaJntainer; to back.

^^'e have supplies to second our attempt ShaA.
The authors of the firmer opinion were presently

seconded by other wittier and better learned
Hooker.

5. In legislative or deliberative assetnblies
and puhlie meetingg, to support, by one's
voice or vote; to unite with a person, or act
as his second, in proposing some measure
or motion; as, to second a motion or pro-
]>o8ition: to second the mover.— 4. In the
Koyal Artillery and Royal Engineers, to
put into temporar)' retirement, as an officer
when he accepts civil eniph»ymeut under
the crown. He is seconded after six
months of such employment, that is. he
loses military pay. but retainshisrank.Ac,
in his corps. After being seconded for ten
years he must elect to return to military
duty or to retire alUfgether,

Secondarily (sek'und-a-ri-li), adv. I. In a
serou.liiry or sulwniinate manner; not pri-
niririly or originally. Sir K. Diahy.—2. Sec-
ondly; in the second place. ' First apostles.
froiutarily prophets, thirdly teachers.' 1
<or xii. 28.

Secondaziness (sek'und-a-rines), n. The
state- of being secondary. ' The primariness
and s-'r>,iulftrinrssoi the perception.' A'wrw.
Secondary f8ek'und-a-ri).a. [L. seeundarius,
from urcundus. See SECOND.] L Succeed-
ing next in order to the first; of second
place, origin, rank, importance, and the like;
not primary; sulrardinate.

Where there is moral r^hl on the one hand, no
MCOfdary risht can difcharge U. SirX. L'Estrange.

As the six primary planets revolve about him. so
the secondary ones are moved about them. Bentley.

The supreme power can never be said to be lodged
in the original body of electors, but rather in those
assemblies of secoiidary or tertiary electors who
chose the representative. Brougham.

2. -A^cting by deputation or delegated autho-
rity; acting in subordination or as second
to another; subordinate. 'The work of
ieconrfary hands.' Milton.—Secondary acids,
acids derived from organic acids by the
substitution of two equivalents of an al-

coholic radical for two of hydrogen. —
Secondary amputation, amputation of a
limb, &c., deferred till the immediate ef-

fects of the injury on the constitution have
passed away.

—

Secondary battery, in elect.

a number of metal plates, usually plat-

inum, with pieces of moistened cloth be-
tween, which, after being connected for a
time with a galvanic battery, become in
turn the origin of a cuiTent.

—

Secondary
circle, in geom. and astron. a great circle
passing through the poles of another great
circle perpendicular to its plane. —.Second-
ary colours, colours produced by the mix-
ture of any two primary colours in equal
proportions. — Secondary conveyances, in
law, same as Derivative Conveyances. See
under Derivative.—S^cojuian/ creditor, in
Scots law, an expression used in contradis-
tinction to Catholic creditor. See under
Catholic—Secondary crystal, a crystal de-
rived from one of the primary forms.

—

Secoiuiary current, in elect, a momentary
current induced in a closed circuit by a
current of electricity passing through the
same or a contiguous circuit at the ban-
ning and also at the end of the passage of
the primitive cwrTent— Secotidaryevidence,
indirect evidence which may be admitted
upon failure to obtain direct or primary
evidence.—5econdari/ fever, a fever which
arises after a crisis or a critical effort, as
after the declension of the small -pox
or measles.—Seco/idari/ plane, in crystal.

any plane on a crystal which is not one of
the primary p\&nei.—Secondary pla)iet. See
ThAUKT. — Secotidary qualities of bodies,

those qualities which are not inseparable
from bodies, as colour, taste, odour, »fec.

—

Secondary strata, Secondary rocks. Second-
ary formation, in geol. the mesozoic strata.

fiee ylESOT^lC.-Secondary tints.in painting,
those of a subdued kind, such as grays, &c.
—Seco7idary tone, in music, same as Har-
monic.—Secondary use. See under Use.
Secondaz7 (sek'nnd-a-riX n. 1. A delegate
or deputy ; one who acts in subordination
to another; one who occupies a subordinate
or inferior position.

I am too htf;h-bom to be propertied.
To be a secondary at controC Shak.

2. One of the feathers growing on the second
boneof abird's wing.— 3. A secondary circle.

See under the adjective. —4. A secondary
planet. See under Planet.
Second-'best (sek'und-best), a. Next to the
l)e8t; of second kind ortiuality. 'The linen
iXiSX iA csXiz^ second-best' R. Collins.—To
come off second-best, to be defeated ; to get
the worst of it

Second-cousin (sek'und-kuz-n), n. The son
or daughter of a cousin-german.
Seconder (sek'und-^), n. One that seconds;
one that supports what another attempts,
or what he affirms, or what he moves or
proposes ; as. the seconder of a motion.
Second-fiouT (.'(ek'und-flourX n. Flour of a
coarsi-r quiility; seconds.

Second-band (sek'und-handX n. Possession
received from the first possessor.

—

At second-
hand, not in the first place, or by or from
the first; not from the first source or owner;
by transmission; not primarily; not origin-

ally; as, a report received at second-hand.

In Imitation of preachers at second-hand, I shall
transcribe from Bruyire a piece of raillery TatUr.

Second-band (sek'und-hand), a. 1. Not
original or primary; received from another.

Some men build so much upon authorities they
have but a second-hand or implicit knowledge.

Those manners next
That fit us like a nature second-hand;
Which are indeed the manners of the great.

Tennyson.

2. Not new; having been used or worn; as,

a seccmd-AaTid book.— 3. Dealing in second-
hand goods; as, a second-hand bookseller.

Second-hand (sek'und-hand). n. A hand
for marking seconds on a watch.
Secondine (sek'und-In), n. In bot see
Seccndise.

Secondly (sek'und-li), adv. In the second
place.

First, she hath disobeyed the hiw ; and. secondly,
trespassed against the husband. Ec. xxiii. 23.

Second-rate (sek'und-rat), n. The second
order in size, quality, dignity, or value.
' Thunder of the secoiid-rate.' Addison.
Second-rate (sek'und-rat), a. Of the second
size, rank, quality, or value ; as, a second-
rate ship; a second-rate cloth; a second-rate
champion.
Second-scent (sek'und-sent), n. [Formed
on the model of second-sight] A power of
discerning things future or distant by the
sense of gmell. Moore. [Rare.]
Second-Sight (sek'und-sit). n. The power
of seeing things future or tlistant; prophetic
vision— a well-known Highland supersti-
tion. It is alleged that not a few in the
Highlands and Isles of Scotland possess the
power of foreseeing future events, especially
of a disastrous kind, by means of a spectral
exhibition, to their eyes, of the persons
whom these events respect, accompanied
with such emblems as denote their fate.

Second-sighted (sek'und-sit-ed), a. Having
the power of second-sight. Addison.
Secre,t n. and o. Secret.

Secrecy (se'kre-si), n. [From secret] 1. A
state of being secret or hidden; concealment
from the observation of othere, or from the
notice of any persons not concerned; secret
manner or mode of proceeding; as. to carry
on a design in secrecy; to secure secrecy.

This to me
In dreadful secrecy impart they did. Shak.

The lady Anne,
Whom the king; hath in secrecy long married.
This day was view'd in open as his queen. Shak,

% Solitude; retirement; privacy; seclusion.

Thou in thy secrecy, although alone.
Best with tnyself accompanied, seek'st not
Social communication. Milton.

It is not with public as with private prayer; in this,

rather secrecy is commanded than outward show.
Hooker.

3. The quality of being secret or secretive;
forbearance of disclosure or discovery; fidel-

ity to a secret; close silence; the act or habit
of keeping secrets. 'For secrecy no lady
closer.' Shak.
Thanks, provost, for thy care and secrecy.. Shak.

4. t A secret.
The subtle-shining secrecies

Writ in the glassy margents of such books. Shak,

SecreOtt a. Secret. Chaucer.
Secrenesse,t n. Privacy; secretness. Chavr
cer.

Secret (se'kret), a. [Fr. secret, from L. secret-

Hs, pp, of secemo, secretuin, to set apart

—

se,

apaxt. and ceriio, to sift, distinguish, discern,
perceive (whence discern, discrete, concern,
concrete, &c.); Gr. krino, to separate, search
into; Skr.A-n'.to separate, to know.] 1. Apart
from the knowledge of others ; concealed
from the notice or knowledge of all persons
except the individual or individuals con-
cerned; private. 'Smile at thee in secret

thought.' Shak.

I have a secret errand to thee, O king. Judg. iiL iql

2. Not revealed ; known only to one or to
few ; kept from general knowledge or ob-
servation; hidden. 'Their «ecre( and sudden
arrival.* Shak.

Secret things belong to the Lord our God.
Dent. xxix. 39

3. Being in retirement or seclusion; pri-

vate.
There secret in her sapphire cell.

He with the Nais wont to dwell. Fenton.

4. Affording privacy; retired; secluded; pri-

vate. 'The secret top of Oreb, or of Sinai.'

Milton. 'Abide in a secret place and hide
thyself.' 1 Sam. xix. 2.-5. Keeping secrets;

faithful to secrets intrusted; secretive; not
inclined to betray confidence. *I can be
secret as a dumb man.' Shak.

Secret Romans that have spoke the word.
And will not palter. Shak.

6. Occult ; mysterious ; not seen ; not appa-
rent; as, the secret operations of physical
causes. 'Physic, through which secret art.'

Shak. —7. Privy; not proper to be seen.

1 Sam. V. 9.

Secret (secret), n. [See the adjective.)

l.Somethingstudiouslyhidden or concealed;
a thing kept from general knowledge; what
is not or should not be revealed ; as, a

man who cannot keep his own secrets, will

hardly keep the secrets of others.

A talebearer revealeth secrets. Prov xi. 13.

To tell our own secrets is often folly ; to communi-
cate those of others is treachery- Ratnbltr.

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g. go; j.j'ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, ting; ?H, «Aen; th, thin; w. wig; wh, irAig; zh, azure.—See KKT.
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2. A thing not discovered or explained; a

mystery 'The secreU: of nature.' Shalt.

• All eecreU of the deep, all nature's works,"

Milton.—Z. Secrecy. [Rare.]

Letters under strict stcrrt vrere at once written to

bishops selected from various parts of hurope.
Cardinal .Manning.

4. In some church services, a prayer recited

by the priest in an inaudible voice.—

6

Armour, or a piece of armour, worn covered

over, and so concealed.— 6. j;!. The parts

which modesty and propriety require to be

concealed.—/n secret, in privacy or secrecy;

privately. ' Bread eaten in secret is pleas-

ant.' Prov. ix. n.—Discipline o/ the secret,

in the early Christian church, the reserve

practised concerning certain doctrines or

ceremonies, founded un Christ's words, ' Give

not that which is holy unto the dogs'.

Secrett (se'kret), ».«. To keep private; to

secrete. Bacon.
Seoretage ( se'kret-a] ), n. In furriery, a

process in preparing or dressing furs, in

which mercury or some of its salts is em-
ployed to impart to the fur the property of

felting, which it did not previously possess.

Secretarial (sek-re-tii'ri-al), a. Pertaining

to a secretary. 'Some secretarial, diplo-

matic, or official training.' Carlyle.

Secretariat, Secretariate (sek-re-ta'n-at,

sek-re-tii'ri-at), n. 1. The office of a secre-

tary.— 2. The place or office where a secre-

tary transacts business, preserves records,

Secretary (sek're-ta-ri), n. [L. L. secretarius,

¥i: secretaire, from L. secretus, secret ; ori-

ginally a confidant, one intrusted with se-

crets ] 1. One who is intrusted with or who
keeps secrets. 'A faithful secretary to her

sex's foibles.' Sir W. Scott. [Rare.]— 2. A
person employed by a public body, by a

company, or by an individual, to write

letters, draw up reports, records, and the

like; one who carries on another's business

correspondence or other matters requiring

writing.—3. A piece of furniture with con-

veniences for writing and for the arrange-

ment of papers; an escritoire.—4. An officer

whose business is to superintend and man-
age the affairs of a particular department

of government; a secretary of state. There

are connected with the British govern-

ment five secretaries of state, viz. those

for the home, foreign, colonial, war, and
Indian departments. The secretary of state

for the home department has charge of the

grivy signet office; he is responsible for the

iternal administration of justice, the main-

tenance of peace in the country, the super-

vision of prisous, police, sanitary affairs, &c.

The secretary for foreign affairs conducts

all correspondence with foreign states, ne-

gotiates treaties, appoints ambassadors, &c.

The colonial secretary performs for the colo-

nial dependencies similar functions to those

of the home secretary for the United King-

dom. The secretary for war, assisted by the

commander-in-chief, has the whole control

of the army. The secretaryforlndia gowerm
the affairs of that country with the assist-

ance of a council. Each secretary of state

is assisted by two under-secretaries, one

permanent and the other connected with

the administration. The chief secretary for

Ireland is not a secretary of state, though
his office entails the performance of similar

duties to those performed by the secretaries

of state.—Se<rr«torT/ of embassy, or of leya-

lion, the principal assistant of an ambassa-

dor or envoy.— 5. In printing, a kind of

script type in imitation of an engrossing

hand. —6. The secretary-bird.

Secretary-bird (sek're-ta-ri-bSrd), ?». An

Secretary-bird (Gypogeranus serpenlarius).

African bird of prey (order Raptores), of the

genus Gypogeranus, the G. serpentarius,

called also the Snake-eater or Serpent-eater.

It is about 3 feet in length ; the legs are

remarkably long, the beak is hooked, and
the eyelids projecting. It has an occipital

crest of feathers, which can be raised or

depressed at pleasure, and which has been

fancied to resemble quill pens stuck behind

a person's ear; hence the name. It inhabits

the dry and open grounds in the vicinity of

the Cape, where it hunts serpents and other

reptiles ou foot, and thus renders valuable

services.

Secretaryship (sek're-ta-ri-ship), n. The
office of a secretary.

Secrete (se-kref), v.t. pret. <fe pp. secreted;

ppr. secreting. [L. seeerno, secretum. See

Secret, a.] 1. To hide; to conceal; t»je-

move from observation or the knowledge of

others; as, to secrete stolen goods; to secrete

one's self.

Folded in the mystic mantleof tradition, or «crf/frf

in the forms of picturesque ceremony, or visible

through the glow of affectionate fiction, the essential

truths of Christianity found a Hying access to the

heart and conscience of manlcind. y. Martineau.

2. In physiol. to separate from the circulat-

ing fluid, as the blood, sap, &c., and elabo-

rate into a new product, differing in accord-

ance with the particular structure of the

secreting organs, which are chiefly the

glands.
why one set of cells should secrete bile, another

urea, and so on, we do not know. Carpenter.

—Conceal, Hide, Disguise, Secrete. See un-

der Conceal.
Secret-false (se'kret-fftls), a. Faithless in

secret; undetected in tmfaithfulness or false-

hood. Shak.
Secreting (se-kret'ing), p. and a. Separating

and elaborating from the blood substances

different from the blood itself or from any of

its constituents; as, secreting glands; secret-

ing surfaces.

Secretion (se-kre'shon), n. 1. The act or pro-

cess of secreting : (a) in animal physiol. the

act or process by which substances are sepa-

rated from the blood, differing from the

blood itself or from any of its constituents,

as bile, saliva, mucus, urine, &c. The organs

of secretion are of very various form and
structure, but the most general are those

called glands. The animal secretions are

arranged by Bostock under the heads aque-

ous, albuminous, mucous, gelatinous, fibrin-

ous, oleaginous, resinous, and saline. Ma-
gendie arranges them into three sorts: (1)

Exhalations, which are either external, as

those from the skin and mucous membrane,
and internal, as those from the surfaces of

the closed cavities of the body, and the

lungs; (2) Follicular sccrefions, which are

divided into mucous and cutaneous; and

(3) Glandular secretions, such as milk, bile,

urine, saliva, tears, &c. Every organ and
part of the body secretes for itself the nutri-

ment which it requires, (b) In vegetable

physiol. the process by which substances are

separated from the sap of vegetables. The
descending sap of plants is not merely subser-

vient to nutrition, but furnishes variousmat-

ters which are secreted or separated from its

mass, and afterwards elaborated by particu-

lar organs. These secretions are exceed-

ingly numerous, and constitute the great

bulk of the solid parts of plants. They have

been divided into—(1) General or nutritious

secretions, the component parts of which
are gum, sugar, starch, lignin, albumen,

and gluten; and (2) Special or non-assimil-

able secretions, which may be arranged un-

der the heads of acids, alkalies, neuter prin-

ciples, resinous principles, colouring mat-

ters, milks, oils, resins, Ac—2. Tlie matter

secreted, as mucus, perspirable matter, &c.

Secretlstt (se'kret-ist),7i. A dealer in secrets.

• Those secretists, that will not part with one

secret but in exchange for another." Boyle.

SecretltlOUS (se-kre-tish'us), a. Parted by

secretion. 'Sccre(i(iou< humours.' Floyer.

Secretive (se-kre'tiv), a. 1. Causing or pro-

moting secretion.—2. Given to secrecy or to

keep secrets ; as, he is very secretive; of a

secretive disposition.

In England the power of the Newspaper stands in

antagonism with the feudal institutions, and it is all

the more beneficent succour against the secretive

tendencies of a monarchy. Emerson.

Secretlveness (se-kre'tiv-nes), n. The qua-

lity of being secretive; tendency or disposi-

tion to conceal ; specifically, in phren. that

quality the organ of which, when largely

developed, is said to impel the individual

towards secrecy or concealment. It is situ-

ated at the inferior edge of the parietal

bones.

Secretly (se'kret-li),atic. l.Privately;privily;

not openly; underhand; without the know-
ledge of others; as, to despatch a messenger
secretly.

Let her awhile be secretly kept in.

And publish it that she is dead indeed. Skak.

2. Inwardly; not apparently or visibly;

latently.

Now secretly with inward grief she pin'd. Addison.

Secretness (se'kret-nes), n. 1. The state of

being secret, hid, or concealed. — 2. The
quality of keeping a secret ; secretlveness.

honne.
Secretory (se-kre'to-ri), o. Performing the
office of secretion; as, secretory vessels.

Sect (sekt), n. [I'r. secte; L. secta, from seco,

sectum, to cut] 1. A body or number of

persons who follow some teacher or leader,

or are united in some settled tenets, chiefly

in philosophy or religion, but constituting

a distinct party by holding sentiments dif-

ferent from those of other men; a school; a
denomination ; especially, any body which
separates from the established religion of a

country; a religious denomination. ^ Sects

of old philosophers.' Dryden.

Slave to no sect, who takes a private road.

But looks through nature up to nature's God.
Pope.

2. t Section of the community; party; faction;

class; rank; order. 'Packs and sects of

great ones.' Shak.
All sects, all ages smack of this vice. Shak.

3.t A cutting or scion.

But we have reason to cool our raging motions,

our carnal stings, our unbitted lusts, whereof I take

this, that you call love, to be a sect or scion. Shak.

Sect (sekt). n. Sex: an incorrect usage met
with in some of our early writers, and among
the uneducated of our own day.

So is alt her sect: an they be once in a calm they

are sick. Shat.

Sectarian (sek-ta'ri-an), a. [Fr. sectaire, a

sectary. See Sect. ] Pertaining to a sect

or sects; peculiar to a sect; strongly or big-

otedly attached to the tenets and interests

of a sect or religious denomination; as, sec-

tarian principles or prejudices. 'Men of

sectarian and factious spirits.' Barrow.

Sectarian (sek-ta'ri-an), n. One of a sect; a

member or adherent of a special school, de-

nomination, or philosophical or religion*

party; especially, one of a party in religion

wliich has separated itself from the estab-

lished church, or which holds tenets differ-

ent from those of the prevailing denomina-

tion in a kingdom or state.

Sectarianism ( sek-ta'ri-an-izm ), n. The
state or quality of being sectarian; the prin-

ciples of sectarians; adherence to a separate

religious sect or party ; devotion to the in-

terests of a party; excessive partisan or de-

nominational zeal.

Sectarlanize (sek-ta'ri-an-iz), v. t. pret & pp.

sectarianized ; ppr. sectarianizinij. To im-

bue with sectarian principles or feelings.

Sectarlsm (sek'ta-rizm), n. Sectarianism.

[Rare.]

Sectarlst (sek'ta-rist), n. A sectary. [Rare.)

Milton was certamly of that profession or general

principle in which all sectarists agree : a departure

from establishment. T. It arion.

Sectary (sek'tari), n. [Fr. sectaire. See

Sect. ] l. A person who separates from an

established church, or from the prevailing

denomination of Christians; one that belongs

to a sect; a schismatic; a sectarian.

I never knew that time in England when men of

truest rehgion were not called sectaries. Milton.

2. t A follower; a pupil

Galen, and all his sectaries affirm that fear and
sadness are the true characters, and inseparable acci-

dents of melancholy. Chilnuad.

Sectatort (sek-ta'tfir), n. [I,.] A follower;

a disciple; an adherent to a sect, school, or

party. 'Aristotle and his sectators.' Sir

W. Raleigh.

The philosopher busies himself in accommodating

all her (nature's) appearances to the principles of a
school of which he has sworn himself the sectator.

ll'arbnrton.

Sectlle (sek'til), o. [L. sectilis, from seco,

sectum, to cut] Capable of being cut; m
mineral a term applied to minerals, as talc

mica and steatite.which canbecut smoothly

by a knife without the particles breakmg,

crumbling, or flying about. Page.

Section (sek'shon). lu [L. sectio, from »eco,

«ec(»m, to cut. ] l.The act ofcuttmgor divid-

ing; separation by cutting. ' The «ec(ton of

bodies." Wotton.—% A part cut or separated

from the rest; a division; a portion; as.spe-

ciflcally, (a) a distinct part or portion of a
book or writing; the subdivision of a chap-

Fate, fiir, fat, 1»U; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J'. Sc. ley.
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ter; the dhision of a law or other writing;

a paragraph ; hence, the character §, often
used to denote such a division. (6) A dis-

tinct part of acountry or people, community,
class, or the like ; a part of territory separ-
ated by geographical lines or of a people
considered as distinct.

The extreme section of one class consists of bigoted
dotards, the extreme section of the other consists of
shallow and reckless empirics. Macaulay,

(c) In the United States, one of the portions
of one square mile each into which the pub-
lic lands are divided ; one thirty-sixth part
of a township.—3. In gemn. the intersection
of two superficies, or of a superficies and a
solid : in the former case it is a line, in the
latter a surface.—4. A representation of a
building or other object as it would appear
if cut through by any intersecting plane,
showing the internal structure; a diagram
or picture showing what would appear were
a part cut off by a plane passing through or
supposed to pass through an object, as a
building, a machine, a succession of strata,

or the like. Thus, in mechanical drawimj,
a longitudiixal section usually presents the
object as cut through its centre lengthwise
and vertically^ a cross or transverse section,

as cut crosswise and vertically; and a hori-
zontal section as cut through its centre hori-
zontally.—Ofeitgiw sections are made at vari-

ous angles.—5. In jnusic, a part of a move-
ment consisting of one or more phrases.

—

Conic sections. See under CONIC.
Sectional (sek'shon-al), a. 1. Pertaining to
a section or distinct part of a larger body or
territory.

AH sectioftal interests and party feelines. it is

hoped, will hereafter jield to schemes of ainbition.
Story.

2. Composed of or made up in several inde-
pendent sections; as. a sectional tx>at; a
sectional steam-boiler; a sectional dock, and
the like.

Sectionalism (sek'shon-al-izm), n. A feeling
of peculiar interest in and affection for
some particular section of a country, <tc.

(United States.)

Sectlonallty (sek-shon-ari-ti), n. Quality
of being sectional; sectionalism.
Sectionally (sek'shon-al -li), adv. In a sec-
tional manner.

Sectlonlze(8ek'shon-i2), TJ.«. pret. A pp. sec-
lionized; ppr. sectiotiizing. To form into
sections. [Rare.]

Sectlo-planography (sek'8hi-6-pIa-nog"ra-
fl). n. [L. sectio, a section, planum, a plane
surface, and Gr. grapiio, to describe] A
method of laying down the sections of engin-
eering work, as railways, and the like. It
Is performed by using the line of direction
laid down on the plan as a datum-line, the
cuttings being plotted on the upper part,
and the embankments upon the lower part
of the line.

Sectlsm (sekt'izra). n. Sectarianism; devo-
tion to a sect. [Rare.]
SdCUat (sekt'ist). n. One devoted to a aect;
a sectarian. [Rare.]
Sectioncle (sek-ti-ung'kl), n. A petty sect

' Sf»me new sect or sectiujicU.' J. Martineau.
[Rare.]

Sective (sek'tiv), a. Same as SectHe
Sect-master (sekt'mas-t^r), 7i. The leader
of a sect. [Rare.]
Sector (sek'tor), n. [L., a cutter, from seco,
iectum, to cut. ] 1. In geoin. a part of a cir-
cle comprehended be-
tween two radii and
the arc; or a mixed
triangle, formed by
two radii and the arc
of a circle. Thus
CBD, contained with-
in the radii CB, CD
and the arc BD, is a
sector of the circle
of which the arc bd
is a portion. — Sec-
tor of a sphere, the
solid generated by the revolution of the
sector of a circle about one of its radii,
which remains fixed; or, it is the conic solid
whose vertex coincides with the centre of
the sphere, and whose base is a segment of
the same sphere —2. A mathematical instru-
ment so marked with lines of sines, tangents,
secants, chords, Ac, as to fit all radii and
scales, and useful in making diagrams, lay-
ing down plans, Ac. Its principal atlvan-
tage consists in the facility with which it
gives a graphical determination of propor-
tional quantities. It becomes incorrect.

Sector.

comparatively, when the opening is great.

ch. ehain; 6h, Sc. locA;

Vol. IV

It consists of two rulers (generally of brass
or ivory), representing ihe radii of a circular
arc. and movable round a joint, the middle
of which forms the centre of the circle.

From this centre there are drawn on the
faces of the rulers various scales, the choice
of which, and the order of their arrange-
ment, may be determined by a considera-
tion of the uses for which the instrument
is intended.—3. In astron. an instrument
constructed for the purpose of determining
with great accuracy the zenith distances of

stars, passing within a few degrees of the
zenith, where the effect of refraction is

small.

—

Dip sector, an instnmient used for
measuring the dip of the horizon.

S^Cltoral (sek'to-ral), a. Of or belonging to
a sector; as, a sectoral circle.—Sectoral bar-
ometer, an instrument in which the height
of the mercury is ascertained by observing
the angle at which it is necessary to incline
the tube in order to bring the mercury to a
certain mark on the instrument.
Sectorial (sek-to'ri-al), a. Adapted or in-

tended for cutting : said of the form of the
cutting teeth of certain animals, called also
sci^isor teeth, from their working against
each other like scissor-blades.

Secular (sek'u-16r), a. [Fr. s^culaire; L.

smcularis, from sceculum, an age or genera-
tion, a century, the times, the world.]
1. Coming or observed once in an age or
century, or at long intervals; as, tlie secular
games in ancient Rome.
The secitiar year was kept but once in a century.

Addison.
2. Extending over, taking place in, or ac-
complished during a long period of time

;

as, the secular ine<iuality in the motion of a
heavenly body; the secular refrigeration of
the globe. —3. Living for an age or ages.
*A secular bird (the phoenix).' Milton.—
4- Pertaining to this present world or to
things not spiritual or sacred; relating to or
connected with the objects of this life solely

;

disassociated with religious teaching or
principles; not devoted to sacred or religious
use; temporal; profane; worldly; &s,8ectUar
education; secular music.

New foes arise
Threatening to bind our souls with secular chains.

Milton.
This style (Arabesfjue) ts almost exclusively secu-

lar. It was natural for the Venetians to imitate the
beautiful details of the Arabian dwelling-house,
while they would with reluctance adopt those of the
mosque for Christian churches. Jiusii/t,

5. Not bound by monastic vows or rules

;

not confined to a monasterj-. or subject to
the rules of a religious community; not
regular; as, a secular priest. ' The clergy,
both secular and regular.' Sir W. Temple.
He tried to enforce a stricter discipHne and greater

rei^ard for morals both in the religious orders and
the seaUar clergy. PrescoU.

Secular (sek'u-ier), n. l.t One not in holy
orders; a layman.
The clergy thought that if it pleased the seculars it

might be done. Hales.

2. An ecclesiastic not bound by monastic
rules; a secular priest.— 3. A church officer,
whose functions are confined to the vocal
department of the choir.

Secularism (sek'ai^r-izm), n. Supreme or
exclusive attention to the affairs of this life;

specifically, the opinions or doctrines of the
secularists. See Secularist.
The aim of secularism is to agerandlze the present

life. For eternity it substitutes time : for providence
science; for fidelity to the Omniscient usefulness to
man. Its great advocate is Mr. Holyoake. Fleming.

Secularist (sek'u-l^r-ist), n. One who theo-
retically rejects every form of religious faith
and every kind of religious worship, and ac-
cepts only the facts and influences which are
derived from the present life ; one who re-
fuses to believe, on the authority of revela-
tion, in anything external to man's present
state of existence; also, one who believes
that education and other matters of civil
policy should be conducted without the in-
troduction of a religious element.

Secularlty(sek-a-iar'i-ti), n. Supremeatten-
tion to the thingsof the present life; worldli-
ness; secularism.

Littleness and secularity of spirit is the greatest
enemy to contemplation. T. Burnet.

Secularization (sek'u-l^r-iz-a"8hon), n.
The act of rendering secular, or the state of
being rendered secular; the conversion from
sacred or religious to lay or secular posses-
sion, purposes, or uses; as, the secularization
of a monk; the secularization of church pro-
perty.

Secularize (sek'u-16r.iz), v.t. pret. & pp.
secularized; ppr. secularizing. [Fr. seen-
lariser. See Secvlar.] 1. To make secular;
as, (a) to convert from regular or monastic
into secular; as,tosecHian>eanionk or priest.
(6) To convert from religious or ecclesias-
ticai appropriation to secular or commoa
use; as, the ancient abbeys were secularized.
2. To make worldly or unspiritual.
Secularly (sek'u-16r-li), adv. In a secular
or worldly manner.
Seculamess (sek'u-16r-nes), ii. The state
or quality of being secular ; a secular dis-
position; worldliness; worldly-mindednes:^.
Johnson.
Secund (se'kund), a. [L. secundus. See
Second.] In hot. arranged on one side only;
unilateral, as the leaves and flowers of Con-
vallaria inajalis.

Secundate (se-kun'dat), v.t. [L. secundo,
from secundus, secona, prosperous.] To
make prosperous; to give success to; to di-
rect favourably. [Rare.]
Secundation (se-kim-da'shon), n. [See
above. ] Prosperity. [Rare. ]

Secundine (se'kun-din), 71. [Fr. secondine,
from second, L. secundus, from sequor, to
follow.] 1. In bat. the outermost but one
of the inclosing sacs of the ovulum, imme-
diately reposing upon the primine.— 2. All
that remains in the uterus or womb after
the birth of the offspring, that is, the pla-
centa, a portion of the umbilical cord, and
the membranes of the ovum; the after-birth:
gfiiurally in the plural.

SeCTindo-geniture (se-kun'd6-jen"i-tur), n.
[L. secundus, second, and genitura, a be-
getting, birth, or generation.] The right of
inheritance belonging to a second son; the
possessions so inherited.

The kingdom of Naples . . , was constituted
a secuitdo-geniture of Siiaiii. Bancroft.

Securable (se-ku'rabl), a. Capable of being
secured.

Secure (se-kur'), a. [L. securus, without
care, unconcerned, free from danger, safe—««, apart, and cura, care, cure. Sure is
this word in a more modified form.] 1. Free
from fear or apprehension; not alarmed or
disturbed by fear; confident of safety; dread-
ing no evil; easy in mind; careless; unsus-
pecting; hence, over-confident. 'Though
Page be a secure fool.* Shak. 'Secure,
foolhardy king.' Shak. 'But thou, secure
of soul, unbent with woes.' Dryden.
Gideon . . . smote the host, for the host was seatre.

Judg. viii. 3.
Confidence then bore thee on, secttre
To meet no danger. Milton,

[In this sense formerly often used in opposi-
tion to safe. See also SAFE.

1 was too bold ; he never yet stood safe
That stands secure. Quarles.)

2. Confident; relying; depending; not dis-
trustful : with of.

It concernsthe most j««r^<yTiis strength to pray to
God not to expose him to an enemy. Daniel Rogers,

3. Free from or not exposed to danger; in a
state of safety; safe: followed by against or
from ; as, secure against attack or from an
enemy. ' Sectire frmn Fortune's blows.*
Dryden. Formerly sometimes of. 'Secure
0/ thunder's crack or lightning's flash." Shak,

Provision had b«en made for the frequent convoca*
tion and secure deliberations of parliament.

fi/acaulay.
4. Such as to be depended on ; in a stable
condition; capable of resisting assault or
attack; as, the fastening is now secure;
Gibraltar is a secure fortress; to build on a
secure foundation.— 5. Certain; sure; confi-
dent: with of; as. he is secure of a welcome
reception. * 0/ future life wcure.' Dryden.
6, t Resolved; determined; as, secure to die.
Diyden.—?. In safe custody.
In iron walls they deem'd me not secure. Shak.

—Safe, Secure. See SAFE.
Secure (se-kur'), v.t. pret. <fe pp. secured;
ppr. securing. 1. To make safe or secure;
to guard effectually from danger; to protect;
as, fortifications may secure a city; ships of
war may secure a harbour.

We'll higher to the mountain;
There secure us. ShctJk.

I spread a cloud before the victor's sight.
Sustained the vanquish'd and secured ms flight.

Dryden.
2. To make certain ; to put beyond hazard

;

to assure ; as. good government secures to
every citizen due protection of person and
property: sometimes with of.

He secures himself i?''a powerful advocate.
/*' Broome.

8. To inclose or confine effectually; to guard

g. yo; J. job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sinj;; th, then; th, th\n\ w. wig; wh, icAIg; zh, azure.—See Key.
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effectually from escape; sometimes, to seize

and confine; as, to secxire a prisoner.—4. To
make certain of payment (as by a bond,
surety, (fee); to wan-ant against loss; as. to

secure a debt by mortgage; to secure a credi-

tor,—5. To make fast or firm; as. to secure

& door; to secure the hatches of a ship. —6. To
obtain ; to get possession of ; to make one's

self master of ; as, to secure an estate.

—

To
secure arms, to hold a rifle or musket with
the muzzle down, and the lock well up under
tile arm, the object being to guard the wea-
pon from the wet.

Securely (se-kur'li), adv. 1. In a secure
manner; insecurity; safely; without danger;
as, to dwell securely in a place; to pass a
river on ice securely.—2. Without fear or
apprehension ; carelessly ; in an unguarded
state; in confidence of safety.

Devise not evil against thy neighbour, seeing he
dwelleth securely by thee. Prov. iii. 29.

Sectirement t (se-kur'ment), n. Security;
protection. Sir T. Browne.
Secureness (se-kur'nes), n. 1. The feeling
of security; confidence of safety; exemption
from fear; hence, want of vigilance or cau-
tion. 'A strange neglect and secureness.'
Bacon. —2. The state of being secure or safe

;

safety; security.

Securer (se-kiir'6r), n. One who or that
which secures or protects.

Securifer (se-ku'n-f6r), n. One of the
Securifera.

Securifera (sek-ii-rif'6r-a), n. pi. [L.
securis, a hatchet, and fero, to bear.] A
family of hymen-
opterous insects,

of the section
Terebrantia,
comprehending
those in which
the females have
a saw-shaped or
hatchet - shaped
terebra or ap-
pendage to the
posterior part of
the abdomen,
which not only
serves for the
purpose of de-
positing the eggs
in the stems and securifera—Tenihredo viriais.
other parts of
plants, but for .

2.PartoftheabdoInen,show-
f^ '• „» „ inethesawti, 3, The saw ex-
prepanngaplace tracted. showing the two
for their recep- blades.

tion.

Securlfonn (se-ku'ri-form), a. [L. securis,
an axe or hatchet, and forma, form.] Hav-
ing the form of an axe or hatchet.

Securitan t (se-ku'ri-tan), n. One who lives
in fancied security.

The sensual seatrttan pleases himself in the con-
ceits of his own peace. B^. Hall,

Security (se-ku'ri-ti), n. [Fr. sicuriU, L. se-

curitas. See SECURE.] 1. The state or qua-
lity of being secure ; as, (a) freedom from
care, anxiety, or apprehension ; confidence
of safety; hence, carelessness; heedlessness;
over-confidence; negligence.

And you all know, security
Is mortals' chiefest enemy. Shak.

He means, my lord, that we are too remiss;
Whilst Bolingbroke, through out security.
Grows strong and great in substance and in power.

Skak.
(&) Freedom from danger or risk; safety.

Some . . . alleged that we should have no j-^cwrt^
for our trade while Spain was subject to a prince of the
Bourbon family, S7vift,

(c) Certainty; assuredness; confidence.

His trembling hand had lost the ease
Which marks security to please. Sir W. Scott.

2. That which secures or makes safe; protec-
tion; defence; guard; hence, specifically, (a)

something given or deposited to make cer-
tain the fulfilment of a promise or obliga-
tion, the observance of a provision, the pay-
ment of a debt, or the like; surety; pledge.
'To lend money without security.' Shak.
Those who lent him money lent it on no security but

his bare word. Macaulay.

(&) A person who engages himself for the per-
formance of another's obligations; one who
becomes surety for anotlier. —3. An evidence
of debt or of property, as a bond, a certificate

of stock, or the like; as, government securi-
Ues.
Exchequer bills have been generally reckoned the

surest and most sacred of all securities. Siuift.

Sedan, Sedan-chair (se-dan', se-dan'char),
ft. [From Sedan, a town in the north of
France, where it is said to have been first

used. ] A covered chair or vehicle for carry-
ing one person, borne on poles by two men.
Theywere introduced into this country about

Sedan-chair, time of George II.

the endof the sixteenth century, were largely
used in the reigns of Anne and the first

Georges, but are now seldom if ever em-
ployed. * Close mewed in their sedans.'
Dryden.
Sedate (se-daf), a. [L. sedatus, from sedo,

to calm or appease, to cause to subside,
cans, of sedeo, to sit. See Sit.] Composed;
calm; quiet; tranquil; serene; unruffled by
passion; undisturbed. 'Countenance calm
and soul sedate.' Dryden. ' That calm and
sedate temper which is so necessary to con-
template truth.' Watts.

Sedately (se-dat'li), adv. In a sedate
manner; calmly; without agitation of mind.
Locke.

Sedateness (se-dat'nes), 7^. The state or
quality of being sedate ; calmness of mind,
manner, or countenance ; freedom from
agitation ; a settled state ; composure

;

serenity ; tranquillity ; as, sedateness of
temper or soul; sedateness of countenance.
There isa pa rticularjffi^ij^^/^ji in their conversation

an.t behaviour that qualifies theiri for council.

Sedation t (se-da'shon), n. Tlxe act of calm-
ing. Feltham.
Sedative (sed'a-tiv), a. [Fr. s^datif, from L.

sedo, to calm. See SEDATE.] Tending to
calm, moderate, or tranquillize; specifically,

in med. allaying irritability and irritation;

diminishing irritative activity ; assuaging
pain.

Sedative (sed'a-tiv), u. A medicine which
allays irritability and irritation, and irrita-

tive activity, and which assuages pain.

Sede,t v.i. To produce seed. Chaucer.
Se defendendo (se de-fen-den'do). [L.] In
law, in defending himself, the plea of a
person charged with slaying another that
he committed the act in his own defence.
Sedent(se'dent), a. Sitting; inactive; quiet.

Sedentarily (sed'en-ta-ri-li), adv. In a
sedentary manner.
Sedentariness (sed'en-ta-ri-nes), n. The
state of being sedentaiy.

Those that live in great towns , . . are inclined to
paleness,which may be imputed to their sedefitciriness
or want of motion, for they seldom stir abroad.

L. Addison,

Sedentary (sed'en-ta-ri), a. [L. sedentarius,
from sedens, sedentis, ppr. of sedeo, to sit; Fr.

sMentaire.] 1. Accustomed to sit much or
to pass most of the time in a sitting posture;
as, a sedentarif man. ' Sedentary, scholastic

sophists.' WarburtoJi.—2. Requiring much
sitting;as, a, sedentary occnyyation oremploy-
ment. —3. Passed for the most part in sitting;

a.s,asede7itary\ife.^'i. Inactive; motionless;
sluggish. ' Till length of years and seden-
tary numbness craze my limbs.' Milton.

The soul, considered abstractly from its passions, is

of a remiss, sedentary nature, slow in its resolves,
Addison.

Sedentary (sed'en-ta-ri), n. One of a sec-

tion of spiders, which remain motionless till

their prey is entangled in their web.
Sederunt (se -de 'runt). [Third pers. pi
perf. indie, of sedeo, to sit. Lit., they sat.]

A term employed chiefly in minutes of the
meetings of courts to indicate that such
and such members were present and com-
posed the meeting; thus, sederunt A. B.,

C. D. , E. F., &c., signifies that these indi-

viduals were present and composed the
meeting. Tlie same term is also used as a
noun to signify, specifically, a sitting or
meeting of a court, but has been extended
to signify a more or less formal meeting or
sitting of any association, society, company,
or body of men.

'Tis a pity we have not Burns's own account of that
long sederunt. Prof. JVilson.

An association . . . rliet at the Baron D'Holbarh's;
there had its blue-light sederunts. CarlyU.

—Acts of Sederunt, ordinances of the Court
of Session, under authority of the stat. 1540,
xciii., by which the court is empowered
to make such regulations as may be neces-
sary for the ordering of processes and the
expediting of justice. The Acts of Sederunt
are recorded in books called Books of Sede-
r^int.

Sedge (sej), 71. [Softened form of A. Sax,
secg, Sc. segg, L.G. segge, a reed, sedge;
comp. Ir. and Gael, seisg, W, hesg, sedge.
The root is perhaps that of L. seco, to cut;
the name would therefore signify origin-
ally a plant with sword-like leaves; comp.
gladiolus.] The popular name of plants
of the genus Carex, an extensive genus,
containing about 1000 species of gi-ass-like

plants, mostly inhabiting the northern and
temperate parts of the globe, nat. order
Cyperaceaj. They are easily distinguished
from the grasses by having the stem desti-
tute of joints. The culms are triangular,
and the leaves rough upon the margins and
keel. They grow mostly in marshes and
swamps and on the banks of rivers. Vp-
wards of sixty species are enumerated by
British botanists.

Sedge -bird (sej'bSrd), n. Same as Sedge-
warbler.

Sedged (sejd), a. Composed of flags or sedge.
' Xaiads of the wand'ring brooks, with your
sedged crowns.' Shak.
Sedge -warbler (sej'wftr-bl-6r), n. The
Salicaria phragmitis of Selby, a species of

Sedge-warbler {Salicaria fihragmitis).

insessorial bird of the warbler family, which
visits this country about the middle of April
and migrates in September. It frequents the
sedgy banks of rivers.

Sedgy (sej'i), a. Overgrown with sedge.
'Gentle Severn's sedgy bank.' Shak.

Sedigitated(se-dij'i-tat-ed), a. [L. sed^itus,
having six fingers

—

sex, six, and digitus, a
finger.] Having six fingers on one or ou
both hands. Darwin.

Sedilla(se-diri-a). M.jji. [L. sedt7c,aseat.l In
arch, stone seats for the priests in the south
wall of the chancel of many churches and
cathedrals. They are usually three in num-
ber, for the use of the priest, the deacon.

Sedilta, Bolton Percy, Yorkshire.

and subdeacon during part of the service of
high mass.
Sediment (sed'i-ment), n. [Fr. sediment,
from L. seditnentum, from sedeo. to settle.

See Sedate.] The matter which subsides
to the bottom of wat«r or any other liquid;

settlings; lees; dregs.

It is not bare agitation, but the sedirmni at the
bottom, that troubles anS defiles the water. South.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; J, Sc. ley.
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Sedimentary (sed-i-ment'a-ri), a. Con-
taining sediment ; consisting of sediment

;

formed by seiliment ; consisting of matter
that has subsided. — Sedimentary rocks,

rocks which have been formed by materials
deposited from a state of suspension in

wuter.
Sedimentation (sed'i-meu-ta"shon), n. The
depositiouof sediment; the accumulation of

earthy sediment to form strata.

There must have been a complete continuity of
life, and a more or less complete continuity of sedi-

fftentation, from the Laurentlan period to the present
day. H. A. Nicholson.

Sedition (se-di'shon), n. [L. seditio, sedi-

tionis, a dissension, discord, sedition—«ed,
or se, apart, aside (a preposition used only
in composition), and itio, itionis, a going,
from eo, itum, to go— lit. a going apart.] A
factious commotion in a state, not amount-
ing to an insurrection; or the stirring up of

such a commotion; a rousing of discon-
tent against government and disturbance
of public tranquillity, as by inflammatory
apeeches or writings; acts or language tend-
ing to breach of the public peace; as, to be
guilty of sedition; to stir up a sedition; a do-
cument full of sedition. Sedition, which is

not strictly a legal term, comprises such
offences against the state as do not amount
to treason. It is of the like tendency with
treason, but without the overt acts which
are essential to the latter. Thus there are
seditious assemblies, seditious libels, <fcc.,

as well as direct and indirect threats and
acts amounting to sedition; all of which are
punishable as misdemeanours by flne and
imprisonment.
And he released unto them him that for sedition

and murder was cast into prison. L.uke xxiii. 35.

—Insurrection, Sedition, Rebellion, Ac. See
INSURREPTION.

Seditionary (se-di'shon-a-ri), n. An inciter
or pr'tiimter of sedition. Bp. Hall.

Seditious (se-di'shus), a. [Ft. s^ditieux, L.

teditioms.] 1. Pertaining to sedition; par-
taking of the nature of sedition ; tending
to excite sedition; as, seditions behaviour;
$editioua strife; seditiotis words or writings.

2. Exciting or aiding in sedition; guilty of
sedition; as, *erft7ioH« persons.

Seditiously (se-di'shus-li), adv. In a sedi-

tion.^ manner; with tumultuous opposition
to law ; in a manner to violate the public
peace. ' Such sectaries as ... do thus sedi-

tioti^ly endeavour to disturb the land.* Bp.
Ba nn-oft.

SedltlOUSneB8(se-di'shus-nes), n. The state
or (iiiality of Ijeing seditious; the disposition
to excite popular commotion in opposition
to law; or the act of exciting such commo-
tion; factious turbulence.
Sedrat (sed'rat), n. In Mohammednn myth.
the lotus-tree which stands on the right side
of the invisible throne of Allah. Each seed
of its fruit contains a houri, and two rivers
issue from its roots. Innumerable birds
carol in its branches, which exceed in width
the distance between heaven and earth, and
numberless angels rest in their shade.
Seduce (se-dusO, v.t. pret & pp. seduced;
ppr. seducing. [L. sed%ieo—se, apart, and
dueo, to lead. ] 1. To draw aside or entice
from the path of rectitade and duty in any
maimer, as by promises, bribes, or other-
wise; to tempt and lead to iniquity; to lead
astray; to corrupt
Mc the gold of France did not stduct. Shak.

In the latter times some shall depart from the
laith. ^rtnK heed to seducing spirits. i Tim. iv. t.

Specifically—2. To entice to a surrender of
chastity.

Seduceiuent (sS-dQs'ment), n. 1. The act
of seducing; seduction.— 2. The means em-
Sloyed to seduce; the arts of flattery, faise-

ood, and deception.
Her hero's dancers touched the pityinjf power.
The nymph's seducements, and the ma^c t>ower.

Pope.

Seducer (se-dus'er), n. l. One that seduces;
one that by temptation or arts entices an-
other to depart from the path of rectitude
and duty; pre-eminently, one tliat by flat-

tery, promises, or falsehood, persuades a
female to surrender her chastity.

Grant it me, O king; otherwise a x^^Mcrr flourishes.
And a poor maid is undone. Shak.

2. That which leads astray; that which en-
tices to evil.

He whose firm faith no reason could remove.
Will melt before that soft seditcer, love. Dryden.

Sedudble (se-dus'i-bl), a. Capable of being
seduced or drawn aside from the path of
rectitude; corruptible. 'The power which

our affections have over our seducible under-
standings. ' Glanville.

SedUGlngly (se-dus'ing-li), adv. In a se-

ducing manner.
Seducive (se-dus'iv), a. Seductive, Ld.
Lijtton. [Rare.]

Seduction (se-duk'shon), n. [L. seductio,
seductionis. See Seduce.] 1. The act of se-

ducing, or of enticing from the path of duty;
enticement to evil ; as, the seductions of
wealth.—2. The act or crime of persuading
a female, by flattery or deception, to sur-
render her chastity.

A woman who is above flattery, and despises all

praise but that which flows from the approbation of
her own heart, is, morally speaking, out of reach of
seduction. Richardson.

Seductive (se-duk'tiv), a. Tending to seduce
or lead astray; apt to mislead by flattering
appearances. 'Soft seductive arts.' Lang-
home.
Seductively (se-duk'tiv-Ii), adv. In a seduc-
tive in:uiner.

Seductress (se-duk'tres), n. A female se-

ducer; a female who leads astray.
Sedulity (se-du'li-ti), n. [L. sedulitas. See
Sedulocs.] The quality or state of being
sedulous ; diligent and assiduous applica-
tion ; constant attention ; unremitting in-

dustry.
Let there be but the same propensity and bent of

will to rehgion, and there will be the same sedulity
and indefatigable industry in men's inquiries into it.

South.

Sedulous (aed'u-lns); a. [L. sedulus, from
the root of sedeo, to sit; as assiduous, from
assideo.} Lit. sitting close to, an employ-
ment; hence, assiduous; diligent in appli-
cation or pursuit; constant, steady, and
persevering in business, or in endeavours to
effect an object; steadily industrious. ' The
sedulous bee." Prior.

What si^iiies the sound of words in prayer without
the aflfection of the heart, and a sedulous AopWcation
of the proper means that may lead us to such an end ?

Sir R. L'Estrange.
Sedulously (sed'u-lus-li). adv. In a sedu-
lous manner ; assiduously ; industriowsly

;

diligently; with constant or continued ap-
plication. * Sedulously think to meliorate
thy stock.' J. Philips.

Sedulousness (sedu-lus-nes), n. The state
or quality of being sedulous; assiduity; as-

siduousness; steady diligence; continued
industry or effort.

By their sedulousness and their erudition they dis-
covered difficulties. Boyle.

Sedum (se'dnm), n. [From L. sedum, the
house-leek; probably connected with sedeo,
to sit, sedo, to assuage, to allay.] A genus
of plants, nat. order Crassulaceae. It com-
prises about 130 species of succulent herbs,
erect or prostrate, with opposite, alternate,
or whorled leaves, and usually cymose
white, yellow, or pink flowers. They are
inhabitants of the temperate and colder
parts of the earth, and are often found in
dry. barren, rocky, or arid situations, where
nothing else will grow. Many of them are
British, and a number of the foreign species
are cultivated in our gardens. The British
species are known by the common name of
stonecrop. ITie leaves of S. Telephium were
sometimes eaten as a salad, and the roots
were formerly in request as a remedy in
hiemorrhoids and other diseases. 5. acre
(acrid stonecrop or wall-iwpper) was for-

merly much used as a remedy in scorbutic
diseases. When applietl to the skin it pro-
duces vesication, and when taken internally
it causes vomiting. S. album, or white
stonecrop, was also formerly used in medi-
cine, and eaten cooked, or as a salad.

See (se), ?i. [Formerly also se, sea, from
O.Fr. se, sed, from L. sedes, a seat] 1. The
seat of episcopal power; the diocese or juris-

diction of a bishop or archbishop ; as, the
see of Durham ; an archiepiscopal see. —2.The
authority of the pope; the papal court; as.

to appeal to the see of Rome.—3. t A seat of
power generally; a throne.

Jove laugh'd on Venus from his soverayne see.

Spenser.

See (se). v.t. pret. saw; pp. seen. [A. Sax.
sefm, contr. for seahan, to see ; pret. seah,

I saw, s&won, we saw, pp. gesewen; cog.

Icel. sjd, to see, »^, I see; Dan. see, D. zien,

Goth, saihwan, G. seken—to see. The root
evidently had a flnal guttural, and some
connect see with L. sequor, to follow, or
with seco, secare. to cut.] 1. To perceive by
the eye; to have knowledge of the existence
and apparent qualities of objects by the
organs of sight; to behold.

I will now turn aside and see this g^reat sight.

iii. 3.

2. To perceive mentally; to form a concep-
tion or idea of; to observe; to distinguish;
to understand; to comprehend.

All will come to nought.
When such bad dealing must be seen in thought.

Shai.
3. To regard or look to ; to take care of ; to
give attention to ; to attend, as to the exe-
cution of some order or to the performance
of something. ' See the lists and all things
fit.' Shak.
Lend me thy lantern, to see my gelding in the stable.

Shak.
See that ye fall not out by the way. Gen. xlv. 24,

Give them first one simple idea, and see that they
fully comprehend it before you go any further.

Locke.
4. To wait upon; to attend; to escort; as. to
see a lady home.— 5. To have intercourse or
communication with; to meet or associate
with.

The main of them may be reduced ... to an im-
provement in wisdom and prudence, by seeing men
and conversing with people of diflferent tempers and
customs. Locke.

6. To call on; to visit; to have an interview
with; as, to go to see a friend.

Come. Casca, you and I will yet ere day
See Brutus at his house. Shak.

7. To feel; to suffer; to experience; to know
by personal experience.

If a man keep my saying he shall never see death.
Jn, viii. 51.

When remedies are past the griefs are ended
By seeing the worst. Shak.
Make us glad according to the days wherein thou

hast afflicted us, and the years in which we have seen
evil. Ps. xc. 15.

Seen was formerly used as an adjective in
the sense of skilful, familiar l)y frequent
use or practice, versed, accomplished. ' A
schoolmaster well seen in music' Shak.
' A gentleman . . . extraordinarily seen in
divers strange mysteries.' Beau, d- Fl.
' Noble Boyle, not less in nature seen.' Dry-
den.

Sir James Melvil was too well seen in courts to have
used this language. f/. Hurd.

—To see out, to see or hear to the end; to
stay or endure longer than.

I had a mtnd to see him out, and therefore did not
care to contradict him. Addison.

I have heard him say that he could see the Dundee
people out any day, and walk home afterward;, with-
out staggering. Dickens.

—God you see or God him see, may God keep
you or him in his sight.—Se^, Perceive, Ob-
serve. Simply to see is often an involuntary,
and always a mechanical act; to perceive
implies generally or always the intelligence
of a prepared mind. Observe implies to look
at for the purpose of noticing facts connected
with the object or its properties.

See (se), v.i. 1. To have the power of per-
ceiving by the proper organs, or the power
of sight ; as, some aniuiais are able to see

best in the night.

Though neither eyes nor ears, to hear nor see.

Yet should I be in love by touching thee. Shak.

2.T0 have intellectual sight or apprehension;
to perceive mentally; to jienetrate; to dis-

cern; to understand: often with throu</h or
into; as, to see through the plans or policy of
another; to see ijito artful schemes and pre-
tensions.

I see into thy end, and am almost
A man already. Shak.

Many sagacious persons will . . see through all

our fine pretensions. Ttllotson.

3. To examine or inquire ; to distinguish

;

to consider.

See now whether pure fear and entire cowardice
doth not make thee wrong this virtuous gentlewoman
to close with us. Shak.

4. To l)e attentive; to pay attention; to take
heed; to take care. ' Be silent, let's see fur-

ther. ' Shak.
Mark and perform it, see'st thou; for the fail

Of any point in't shall not only be
Death to thyself but to thy lewd-tongued wife.

Shak.
—To see to, (a) to look at ; to behold. * An
altar by Jordan, a great altar to see to.'

Josh. xxU. 10. [Obsolete in this sense.]

(b) To be attentive to; to look after; to

take care of. ' She herself had seen to that.'

Tennyson.
I will go and purse the ducats straight,

See to my house, left in the fearful guard
Of an unthrifty knave, Shak.

—To see about a thing, to pay some attention
to it; to consider it.

—

See to it, look well to
it; attend; consider; take c&Te.—Letme see,

let us see, are used to express consideration,

or to introduce the particular consideration

ch, cAain; th. 3c. locA; g, go; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, amre.—See KJEY.
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of a subject—See is used imperatively, or
as an interjection, to call the attention of

others to an object or a subject, signifying

lo ! look I behold 1 as. See, see, how the bal-

loon ascends I

Sff what it is to have a poet in your house I Po/e.

Bee (se). interj. Lol look! observe! behold!
See the verb intransitive.

8e©t(s^), rt. The sea. Chaucer.

Seed (sed), n. [A. Sax. seed, from sdwan, to

sow; comraou to all the Teutonic tongues.
See Sow.) 1. The impregnated and ma-
tured ovule of a plant, which may be de-

fined as a body within the pericarp, and
containing an organized embryo, which on
being placed in favourable circumstances is

developed, and converted into an individual
similar to that from which it derived its

origin. The reproductive bodies of flower-

less plants, such as sea-weeds and mush-
rooms, differ in structure and in their mode
of germination, and are not considered as
true seeds, but are named sporules. The
seed is attached to the placenta by a small
pedicel or xm^Uical cord. In some plants

Various forms of Seeds.

1, Eschscholtzia californica, 2, Com Blue-bottle
{Cenlattrea Cyanus). 3, Oxalis rosea. 4, Opium Poppy
{Papaver sotn/n/ent7n). 5, Stellariamedia. 6, Sweet-
william [Dianthiis barbatus). 7, Foxglove (Digita-
lis purpurea). 8, Saponaria calabrica.

this pedicel is usually expanded, and rising

round the seed forms a partial covering to
it, named the arilUts, as in the nutmeg, in
which it constitutes the part called mace.
The point of attachment of the cord or
podosperm is named the hUum. The seed
is composed of an external skin, the testa or
perisperm, and akernel or tiucletts. In some
cases the seeds constitute the fruit or valu-
able part of plants, as in the case of wheat
and other esculent grain ; sometimes the
seeds are inclosed in the fruit, as in apples
and melons.— 2. The fecundating fluid of
male animals; semen; sperm: in this sense
it has no plural.—3. That from which any-
thing springs ; first principle ; original ; as,

the seeds of virtue or vice. 'The seeds
and roots of shame and iniquity.' Shak.—
4. Principle of production.

Praise of great acts he scatters as a seed. IValler.

5. Progeny; offspring; children; descend-
ants ; as, the seed of Abraham ; the seed of
David. In this sense the word is applied to
one person or to any number collectively,

and is rarely used in the plural. * We, the
latest seed of time.' Tennyson. ' The seeds
of Banquo kings!' Shak.—6. Race; gener-
ation; birth.

Of mortal seed they were not held. fValUr.

—To nm to seed. See under Run, v.i.

Seed (sed), v.i. 1. To grow to maturity, so
as to produce seed ; as, maize will not seed
in a cool climate. — 2. To shed the seed.
3fortimer.

Seed (sed), v.t. To sow; to sprinkle or sup-
ply, as with seed ; to cover with something
thinly scattered; to ornament with seed-like
decorations. ' A sable mantle seeded with
waking eyes.' B. Jonson.— To seed down,
to sow with grass-seed.

Seed -basket (sed'bas-ket), n. In agri. a
basket for hohUng the seed to be sown.
Seed-bed (sed'bed), n. A piece of ground
prepared for receiving seed.

Seed-bud (sed'bud), n. The germ, germen,
or rudiment of the fruit in embryo ; the
ovule.

Seed-cake (sedTtak), n. A sweet cake con-
taining aromatic seeds.

Seed -coat (sed'kot), n. In bat. the aril or
exterior coat of a seed.

Seed - cod (sed'kod), n. A basket or vessel
for holding seed while the husbandman is

Sowing it; a seed-lip. [Provincial.]

Seed-corn (sed'kom), n. Corn or grain for

seed; seed-grain.

Seed-crusher (sed'krush-6r), n. An instru-

ment for crushing seed for the purpose of
expressing oil.

Seed -down (sed'doun), n. The down on
vegetable seeds.

Seeded (sed'ed), p. and a. 1. Bearing seed;
hence, matured; full-grown. 'Seeded pride.'

Shak. 'The silent seeded meadow-grass.'
Tennyson.—2. Sown; sprinkled with seed.—
3. In her. represented with seeds of such or
such a colour: said of roses, lilies, &c., when
bearing seeds of a tincture different to the
flower itself.

Seeder ( sed'6r ), n. One who or that which
sows or plants seeds.

Seed-field (sed'feld), n. A field for raising
seed. ' The seed-field of Time.' Carlyle.

Seed-garden (sed'gar-den), n. A garden for

raising seed.

Seed-grain (sed'gran). n. Seed-corn ; that
from which anything springs. ' The primary
seed-grain of the Norse Religion.' Carlyle.

Seediness (sed'i-nes), n. State or quality
of being seedy; shabbiness; state of being
miserable, wretched, or exhausted. [Colloq.]

A casual visitor might suppose this place to be a
temple dedicated to tne Genius oi Seediness.

Dickens.
What is called seediness, after a debauch, is a plain

proof that nature has been outraned, and will nave
ner penalty. Pro/. Blackie.

Seed-lac (sedlak). See Lac.
Seed - leaf (sed'lef), ?i. In hot. the primary
leaf, or leaf developed from a cotyledon.
Seed-leap (sed'lep), n. Same as Seed-lip.

Seedling (sed'ling), n. A plant reared from
the seed, as distinguished from one propa-
gated by layers, buds, &c.
Seedling (sed'ling), a. Produced from the
seed; as, a seedling pansy.
Seed-lip, Seed-lop (sed'lip, sedlop), n. [A.

Sax. seed-leap, a seed-basket—«(cd, seed, and
leap, a basket] A vessel in which a sower
carries the seed to be dispersed. [Provin-
cial English.] Called also Seed-leap.

Seed-lobe (sed'lob), n. in hot. a seed-leaf;

a cotyledon.
Seednesst (sed'nes), n. Seed-time.

Blossoming time
That from the seedness the bare fallow brings
To teeming foison. Shak.

Seed-oil (sed'oil), n. A general name for

the various kinds of oil expressed from
seeds.

Seed-pearl (sed'pferi), ?i. A small pearl re-

sembling a grain or seed in size or form.

Seed-plat, Seed-plot (sed'piat, sed'plot), n.

A piece of ground on which seeds are sown
to produce plants for transplanting; a piece
of nursery ground.
Seed-sheet (sed'shet), n. The sheet con-
taining the seed which a sower carries with
him. Carlyle.

Seedsman ( sedz'man ), n. 1. A person who
deals in seeds.—2. A sower; one who scat-

ters seed.
The seedsman

Upon the slime and ooze scatters the grain.

And shortly comes to harvest. Shak.

Seed-time (sed'tim), n. The season proper
for sowing.

While the earth remaineth, seed-time and harvest,

and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day
and night, shall not cease. Gen. viii. 22.

Seed-vessel (sed'ves-el), n. In hot. the peri-

carp which contains the seeds.

Seed -wool (sed'wul), ». A name given in

the southern states of America to cotton-
wool not yet cleansed of its seeds.

Seedy (sed'i), a. 1. Abounding with seeds

;

running to seed.—2. Having a peculiar fla-

vour, supposed to be derived from the weeds
growing among the vines: applied to French
brandy. — 3. Worn-out; shabby; poor and
miserable-looking ; as, he looked seedy ; a
seedy coat. [Said to be from the look of a
plant whose petals have fallen off, thereby
disclosing the naked ovary.] [Colloq.]

Little Flanigan here is a little see^y. as we say
among us that practise the law. Goldsntiih.

'Devilish cold," he added pettishly, 'standing at

that door, wasting one's time with such serdy vaga-
bonds.' Dickens.

4. Feeling or appearing wretched, as after a
debauch. [Colloq.]

Seeing (se'ing), conj. Because; inasmuch
as; since; considering; taking into account
that.

Wherefore come ye to me, seeing ye hate me?
Gen. xxvi. 27.

How shall they have any trial of his doctrine,
eariiiiijj and ability to preach, seeing that lie may
not publickly either teach or exhort! Abp.lVhitgift.

Seek (sek), v. t. pret & pp. sought. [O. E. seke,

also seche, A. Sax. sScan, s^cean, to seek,

pret sdhte, pp. sdht. Common to the Teu-

tonic tongues: Icel. soekja, Dan, sope, Sw,
soka, D. zoeken, G. suchen, Goth. sCkjan. In
English an original has been changed to
e by umlaut. (See Reck.) The root is prob-
ably the same as in L. sequor, to follow
(whence consequence, &c.). Beseech is from
seek, with prefix be-.] 1. To go in search or
quest of; to look for; to search for; to take
pains to find: often followed by out. 'To
seek me out.' Shak.
The man asked nim, saying. What seekest thouf

And he said, I seek my brethren. Gen. xxxvU. 15. 16.

For 'tis a truth well known to most.
That whatsoever thing is lost.

We seek it, ere it come to light,

In every cranny but the right. Ccnvper.

2. To inquire for ; to ask for ; to solicit ; to
try to gain.

The young lions roar after their prey, and seek
their meat from God, Ps. civ. 21.

Others tempting him, sought of him a sign.

L-uke XL 16,

3. To go to ; to resort to ; to have recourse
to.

Seek not Beth^el, nor enter into Gilgal. Amos v. 5,

And hast ihou sought thy heavenly home

.

Our fond dear boy! D. M. Moir.

4. To aim at ; to attempt ; to pursue as an
object; to strive after; as, to seek a person's
life or his ruin. ' What I seek, my weary
travels' end.' Shak. Often governing an
infinitive; as, to seek to do one harm.
A thousand ways he seeks
To mend the hurt that liis unkindness marr'd.

Shak.
5. To search.

Have I sought every country far and near.
And, now it is my chance to find thee out. Shak.

Seek (sek), V. i. 1. To make search or inquiry;
to endeavour to make discovery.

I'll not seek far ... to find thee
An honourable husband. Shak.

Seek ye out of the book of the Lord, and read.
Is. xxxiv. 16.

2. To endeavour; to make an effort or at-

tempt; to try,—3. To use solicitation.

Ask and it shall be given you, seek and ye shall

find. Mat. vii. 7,

—To seek after, to make pursuit of; to at-

tempt to find or take. 'How men of merit
are sought after.' Shak.—To seek for, to
endeavour to find.

The sailors soughtfor safety in our boat. Shak,

—Toseekto,\ to apply to; to resort to. IKi.
X. 24.

I will, I will once more seek to my God. //". Brooke.

—To he to seek, (a) to be at a loss; to be
without knowledge, measures, or experi-
ence. 'Unpractised, unprepared, and still

to seek.' Milton.

I do not think my sister so to seek.

Or so unprincipled in virtue's book. Milton.

(6) To require to be sought for; to be want-
ing or desiderated ; as, the work is still to

seek. [Scarcely used now in the former
sense. ]

Seeker (sek'fir), n. l. One that seeks; an in-

quirer; as, a seeker of truth.—2. t One that
makes application.

Cato is represented as a seeker to oracles.
Bentley.

3. One of a sect in the time of Cromwell
that professed no determinate religion.

SirHenryVane . . . set up a form of religion in a
way of his own

; yet it consisted rather in a with-
drawinej from all other forms than in any new or par-
ticular opinions or forms, from which he and his
party were called seekers. Burnet.

Seek-sorrow (sek'sor-o), n. One that con-
trives to give himself vexation; a self-tor-

mentor. Sir P. Sidney.

Seel (sel), v.t. [Ft. ciller, siller, from a'l, L,

cUium, an eyelash.] 1. To close the eyes of

with a thread; a term of falconry, it being
a common practice to run a thread through
the eyelids of a hawk, so as to keep them
together, when first taken, to aid in making
it tractable. 'A seeled dove that mounts
and mounts.' Bacon. Hence— 2. To close,

as a person's eyes; to blind; to hoodwink.
She that so young could give out such a seeming.
To see/ her father's eyes up, close as oak. Shak.

Cold death ... his sable eyes did seel. Chapman.

Seelt (sel), v.i, [Comp. I.G. sielen, to lead

off water.] To lean; to incline to one side;

to roll, as a ship in a storm.

When a ship seels or rolls in foul weather, the
breaking loose of ordnance is a thing very danger-
ous. Raleigh.

Seelt (sel), n. The rolling or agitation of a
ship in a storm.

All aboard, at every seele.

Like drunkards on the hatches reele. Sandys.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J', Sc. tey.
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Seelt (sel), 71. [A. Sax. 8(el, a good time
or opportunity, luck, prosperity.] Time;
opportunity; season: used frequently as the
second element in a compound; as, h&y-seel,

hay-time; h&rley -iteel, \\hea.t-seel, &c. [Pro-
vincial English.)

SeelUyt (sel'i-li), adv. In a silly manner.
Seely t (sel'i), a. [A. Sax. scelig, lucky, pro-
sperous. See Seel, time. Silly.] 1. Lucky;
fiirtunate; happy. 'To get some seely home
I had desire.* Fairfax.— 2. Silly; foolish;
simple; artless. Spenser.
Seem (sem), v.i. [A. Sax. siman, gesiman, to
compose, to conciliate, to adjust, to judge,
to aeem, to appear, from root of same (which
see).] 1. To appear; to look like; to pre-
sent the appearance of being; to be only in
appearance and not really. ' That we were
all as some would seem to be.' Shak. ' So
shall the day seem night' Shak.

Thou art not what thou seem'st. Shalt.

n'd well pleas'd ; all . n'd, but were not
Milton.

2- To appear; to be seen; to show one's self
or itself; hence, to assume an air; to pre-
tend. ' My lord, that so confidently seetns
to undertake this business.' Shak.

There did seem in hira a kind ofjoy to hear it.

Shak.
3. To appear to one's opinion or judgment;
to be thought : generally with a following
clause as nominative.

It see>ns to me that the true reason why we have
so few versions which arc tolerable, is because there
are so few who have all the talents requisite for
translation. Dryden.

(Hence, 'it ^ems to me* = I think, I am in-
clined to believe.]— 4. To appear to one's
self; to imagine; to feel as if; as, I still seem
to hear his voke ; he still seemed to feel
the motion of the ye^s^X.—It seems, it would
appear; it appears: used parenthetically,
<o) nearly equivalent to. as the story goes;
as is said; as we are told.

'

A prince of Italy, it seems, entertained his mistress
tipon a great lake. Addison.

(b) r»ed sarcastically or ironically to con-
demn the thing mentioned, like forsooth;
as, this, it teems, is to be my task. For-
merly seem was often used impersonally in
such phrases as me seems, him seemed, 'the
people seemed' (it seemed to the people.
Chancer); hence, meseems as a single word.
Seemer (sem'^r), n. One who seems; one
who makes a show of something; one who
carries an appearance or semblance.

Hence we shall see.
If power chanye purpose, what our seemtrs be.

- . . Shak.
Seeming (sem'mg), p. and a. \, Appear-
ing; having the appearance or semblance,
whether real or not. 'Showed him a seeti\-
ing warrant for it.' Shak. 'The father
of this seeming lady.' Shak.—2. Specious
or plausible in appearance; as, seeming
friendship. • That little seeming substance.

*

Shak.

Seeming (sera'ing). n. 1. Appearance; show;
senibhiuce, especially a false appearance.
'She that, so young, could give out such a
teeming.' Shak.

He is a thing made up of seemings. y. BaiUie.

2. Fair appearance.
These keep

Seeming and savour all the winter long. Shak.

8 t Opinion; judgment; estimate; appre-
hension. 'Nothing more clear unto their
Beeming.' Hooker.

His persuasive words imprega'd
^\ ith reason to her seeming. Milton.

Seemlngt (sSm'ing). adv. in a becoming or
seemly manner; seemly.

Bear your body more setmint^, Audrey. Shak.

Seemingly (sem'ing-Ii), adv. In a seeming
manner; apparently; ostensibly; in appear-
ance; in show; in semblance.

This the father seemingly complied with.

_, Addison.
They depend often on remote and seefningty dis-

proportioned causes. Atterbury.

SeemlngnesB (sem'ing-nes), n. Fair appear-
an.f

: plausibility ; semblance. Sir K.

Seeralesst (sem'les), a. Unseemly; unfit;
iiiil'-.-nnnis, Chapuinn.
Seemimead,t SeemUiiedt (sem'li-hed). n.
Sfftiiliiiess; comely or decent appearance.
Seemlllyt (semni II), adv. Decently; come-
lily.

Seemllnesa (semli-nes), n. The state or
qu.ility of lieing seemly; comeliness; grace;
ntnesa; propriety; decency; decorum. Cam-
den.

Seemly (sem'li), a. [Icel. scemUigr, scemr,
becoming, fit, seemly. See SEEM.] Becom-
ing; fit; suited to the object, occasion, pur-
pose, or character; suitable; decent; pro-
per. 'Not rustic as before, but seemlier
clad.' Milton.

Suspense ofjudgment and exercise of charity were
safer and seemlier for Christian men than the hot
pursuit of these controversies. Hooktr.

In a decent or suit-Seemly (semli), adv.
able manner.

There, seemly ranged in peaceful order stood
Ulysses" arms, now long disused to blood. Pope.

Seemlyhed,t Seemlyhoodt (sem'li-hed,
sem'li-hud), n. Same as Seemlihead. Speti-
ser.

Seen (sen), pp. of see.

Seep (aep), v.i. To flow through pores; to
ooze gently; to sipe. [Scotch and United
States. ]

Seepy (sep'i), a. Oozing; full of moisture;
specifically, applied to land not properly
drained. [Scotch and United States.]

Seer (se'6r or ser), n. 1. One who sees. ' A
dreamer of dreams, and a seer of visions.'
Addison.— 2. A prophet; a person who fore-
sees future events. 1 Sam. ix. 9. ' Thou
death-telling seer. ' Campbell.

She call'd him lord and lieffe.

Her seer, her bard, her silver star of eve.
Tennyson.

Seer (ser), n. A weight which varies all

over India; in Bengal there are forty seers
to a mauud, which is about 74 pounds avoir-
dupois.

Seerliand (serOiand), n. A kind of East In-
dian muslin, which, from its retaining its

clearness after washing, is particularly
adapted for dresses.

Seershlp (se'Ar-ship or ser'ship), h. The
ottlce or quality of a seer.

Seer-sucker (ser'suk-^r), n. A blue and
white striped linen, imported from India.
Seer-wood (ser^w^d), n. Dry wood.
See-saw (se's^), n. (A reduplicated form of
sate, the motion resembling the act of saw-
ing.] 1. A child's game, in which one sits on
each end of a board or long piece of timber
balanced on some support, and thus the two
move alternately up and down.—2. A board
adjusted for this purp<»8e.—3. Motion or ac-
tion resembling that in see-saw; a vibratory
or reciprocating motion. 'A see-saw between
the hypothesis and fact' Sir W. HamUttm.
4. In whist, the playing of two partners,
so that each alternately assists the other to
win the trick; a double ruff.

See-saw (se'sft), a. Moving up and down
or to and fro; undulating with reciprocal
motJnn. • His wit all see-saw, between that
and this.' Pope.
See-saw (se'sa), v.i. To move as in the game
see-saw; to move backward and forward,
or upward and downward.
So they went see-sawiftg up and down from one

end of the room to the other. Arbuthnot.

See-saw(se'sA). r.f.

see-saw manner.
To cause to move in a

'Tis a poor idiot boy.
Who tits in the sun and twirls a bough about.
And. staring at his bough from morn to sunset,
See-stnos his voice in inarticulate noises.

Coltridge.
He ponders, he see-saws himself to and fro,

_ Lord Lyttem.

Seetbe (sern), v.t. pret. seethed, (tod, ob-
solete); pp. seethed, sodden {tod, 6ii9o\eiey,
ppr seething. [A. SaK. se6than, sidthan. to
seethe; Icel. sjdtha, G. sieden, to boil.] L To
boll; to decoct or prepare for food in hot
Uqaor; as, to seethe tiesh. ' Sodden UfAter.'
Shak.
Thou shalt not seethe a kid in his mother's milk.

Ex. xxiii. 19.

2. To soak; to steep and soften in liquor.
' Cheeks mottled and sodden.' W. Collitis.

There was a man—sleeping—still alive ; though
seethed in drink, and looking hlce death.

jy. Jerrold.
Seethe (scTH^, t? i. pret. seethed; ppr seeth-
ing. To be m a state of ebullition; to boil,
to be hot.

Loven and madmen have such seething brains.
Shak.

Thus over all that shore.
Save for some whisper of the seething seas,
A dead hush fell. Tennyson.

Seether (seTH'^r), n. One who or that which
seethes; a boiler; a pot for boiling things.

She sets the kettle on ;

Like burnished gold the little seelhtr shone.
Dryden.

Seiatlan (se-fa'shi-an), n. One of a sect of
Mohaninietlans who hold peculiar views
with regard to the essential attributes of
God. They are opposed to the Motazilites.

Seg (seg), n. Sedge; also, the yellow flower-
de-luce (iris Pseuduconis). [Provincial.]
Seg, Segg (seg), n. A castrated bull; a bull
castrated when full grown; a bull-segg.
[Scotch.]

Segart (se-garO- See Cigar.
Sege.t n. A siege. Chaucer,
Seggar(seg'gar), n. [Prov. E. saggard, saggar,
contr. for safeguard. Comp. seggard, a rid-
ing surtout.] The case of fire-clay in which
fine stoneware is inclosed while being baked
in the kiln. Written also Sagger.
Seghol (se-gol'), n. A Hebrew vowel-point,
or short vowel, thus "—indicating the
sound of the English e in men.
Segholate (se-gol'at), a. Marked with a
seghol.

Segment (seg'ment), n. [L. segmentum,
from seco, to cut.] 1. A part cut off or
marked as separate from others; one of the
parts into which a body naturally divides
itself; a section; as, the segments of a calyx;
the segments of an orange; the segments
or transverse rings of which the body of
an articulate animal or annelid is com-
posed.—2. In ^eom. a part cut off from any
figure by a Ime or plane. A segment of

^ a circle is a part of"
the area contained by
an arc and its chord,
as ACB. The chord is

sometimes called the
base of the segment.
An angle in a segment
is the angle contained
by two straight lines
drawn from any point
in its arc, and termin-

ating in the extremities of its chord
or base. — Similar segments of circles are
those which contain equal angles, or whose
arcs contain the same number of degrees.

—

Segment of a sphere, any part of it cut
off by a plane, not passing through the
centre. r

Segment (seg-mentO. v.i. To divide or be-
come divided or split up into segments;
specifically, in physiol. applied to a mode of
reproduction by semi-fission or budding.
See extract.

Before this occurs, however, if it does not divide,
the vegetal unit segments or buds, the bud grows
into a unit similar to its parent, and this in its turn
also segments or buds. Bastian.

Segmental (seg-ment'al), a. Pertaining to,

consisting of , or like a segment.—AVowie^Mi
organs, certain organs placed at the sides
of the body in Auuelides, and connected
with excrttion.

Segmentation (seg-men-ta'shon), n. The
act uf cutting into segments; a division into
segments ; the state of being divided into
segments.
Segment-gear (seg'ment-ger), n. In meek.
a curved cogged surface occupying but an
arc of a circle.

Segment -saw (seg'ment-so). n. 1. A saw
which cuts stuff into segmental shapes.—
2. A veneer saw whose active perimeter con-
sists of a number of segments attached to a
disc.— 3. In giirg. a nearly circular plate of
steel serrated on the edge, and fasteiied to
a handle : used in operations on the bones
of tlie cranium. &c.
Segment-shell (seg'ment-shel), n. In ar-
tillery, an elongated shell consisting of a
body of iron coated with lead and Ituilt up
internally with segment-shaped pieces of
iron, which, offering the resistance of an
arch against pressure from witliout, are
easily separated by the very slight bursting
charge within, thereby retaining most of
their original direction and velocity after
explosion.

Segment-wheel (seg'ment-whel), 71. \
wheel a part of whose periphery' only is

utilized.

Segnitude.t Segnlty t (seg'ni-tud, seg'ni-ti),

n. [From L. «e^/(f*-, sluggish.] Sluggishness;
dulness; inactivity.

Segno (sen'yo). n. [It., sign] In music, a
sign or mark used in notation in connection
with repetition, abbreviated ft.

—

Al segno,

to the sign, is a direction to return to the
sign.—i>af segno, from the sign, is a direc-
tion to repeat from the sign.

Segreant (se'gre-ant), a. In her. a term
applied to a griffin when standing upon its

hind-legs, with the wings elevated and en-
dorsed.

Segregate (seg're-gat), v.t. pret. & pp. se-

gregated; ppr. segregating. [L. segrego, se-

f^regatum— se, apart, and grego, to gather
into a flock or herd, from grex, gregis, a

ch, cAain; fih, Sc. locA; g. ^,0; j. fob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, si;^; th, (Aen; th, tAin; w, tcig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.-See KEY.
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flock or herd] To separate from others; to
set apart
They are se^egated, Christians from Christians,

under odious desii;nations. Is. Taylor.

Segregate (seg're-gat), v.i. To separate or
(.'' a|p:iit; speofflcally, in crystal to separate
fioiii a mass and collect about centres or
lines of fracture.

Segregate (seg're-gat), a. Separate; select.A kind of segregate or eal)inet senate."
Wotton.— Segregate polygamy (Polygamia
segregata, Linn.), in bot. a mode of inflor-
escence, when several Horets comprehended
within an anthodinm, or a common calyx,
are furnished also with proper perianths, as
in the dandelion.
Segregation (seg-re-ga'shon), ji, 1. The
act of segregating, or the state of being
segregated; separation from others; a part-
ing; a dispersion. 'A segregation of the
Turkish fleet.' Shak.—i. In crystal, sepa-
ration from a mass and gathering about
centres through cohesive attraction or the
crystallizing process. Dana.
Segue (seg'wa). [It., it follows; L. sequor,
to follow.] In music, a word which, prefixed
to a part, denotes that it is immediately to
follow the last note of the preceding move-
ment.
Seguidilla (seg-i-del'ya), n. [Sp.] A merry
Spanish tune; also, a lively dance.
The common people still sung their lively sfgiti-

dittas. Prescott.

Seld (sed), 11. (Ar, prince.] One of the de-
scendants of Mohammed through his daugh-
ter Fatima and his nephew Ali.

Seldlltz-powder (sid'lits-pou-d6r), n. A
powder intended to produce the same effect
as seidlitE-water ; composed of tartrate of
potassa and soda (Rochelle-salt) with bi-
carbonate of soda in one paper, and tartaric
acid in another paper, to be dissolved sepa-
rately in water, then mixed, and taken
while effervescing.

Seldlltz-water (sid'lits-W9-t«r), n. The
mineral water of Seidlitz, a village of Bohe-
mia. Sulphate of magnesia, sulphate of
soda, and carbonic acid are its active in-
gredients.

Seie,t Sey.t pret. &pp. of see. Saw; seen.
Chaucer.

Selgneurlal (sen-yo'ri-al), a. [See Seignior.]
1. Pertaining to the lord of a manor; mano-
rial. Sir W. Temple.—2. Vested with large
powers; independent.
Seignior (seu'ySr), n. [Fr. seigneur. It. si-
gnorc, Sp. seilor, Pg. senhor; from L. senior,
elder, senex, old.] 1. In the south of Eu-
rope, a title of honour. See SiaNiOR.—
Grand Seignior, a title sometimes given to
the Sultan of Turkey.—2. In feudal law, the
lord of a fee or mRnor.—Seignior in gross, a
lord without a manor, simply enjoying su-
periority and services.

Seigniorage, Seiguorage (sen'ySr-aj), n.
1. Sometliing claimed by the sovereign or
by a superior as a prerogative; specifically,
an ancient royalty or prerogative of the
crown, whereby it claimed a percentage
upon bullion brought to the mint to be
coined or to be exchanged for coin; the
profit derived from issuing coins at a rate
above their Intrinsic value.

If government, however, throws the expense of
coinage, as is reasonable, upon the holders, by mak-
mg a charge to cover the expense (which is done by
fiving back rather less in coin than is received in
uUion, and is called "levying a seigniorage'), the

coin will rise to the extent of the seigniorage above
the value of the bullion. y. i', J\fi//^

2, A royalty; a share of profit; especially,
the money received by an author from his
publisher for copyright of his works.
Seigniorial (sen-yo'ri-al). The same as Set-
gneurial.

Selgnlorlze (sen'y4r-iz), v.t. To lord it over.
Ffiirntx. [K;ne.]
Seigniory, Selgnory (sen'y6r-i), n. [Fr.
seigneune. See SEIONIOR.] A lordship;
power or authority as sovereign lord. See
SlONIORY.
O'Neal never had any seignory over that country,

but what he got by encroachment upon the English.
_ Spenser.
Sell (sel), V.t. [Sw. sila, to strain.] To
strain through a cloth or sieve. [Scotch.]
Seln,t pp. of see. Seen. Chaucer.
Seine, Sean (sen), n. [Fr. seine, from L.
sagena, Gr. sayeni, a seine.] A large net for
catching fish, such as mackerel and pilchard,
often from 160 to 200 fathoms in length, and
6 to 10 in breadth, buoyed by corks and
weighted so as to float perpendicularly.

The seine is a net of about forty fathoms in length.

with which they encompass a part of the sea, and
draw the same on land. Carew.

Seine-boat (sen'bot), n. A flshing-boat, of
about 15 tons burden, used in the fisheries
on the west coast of England to carry the
large seine or casting-net.
Selne-fisher (sen'flsh-6r), n. A seiner.
Seiner (seu'er), n. A fisher with a seine or
net. Carew.

Selnt,t ?i. A cincture; a girdle. Chaucer.
Selntuarle.t n. Sanctuary. Chaucer.
Selp (Sep), v.i. [See SiPE.] To ooze; to
leak. [Scotch.]

Selr - fish ( ser'fish ), n. A fish of the genus
Cybium (C. guttatum), family Scomberidie,
bearing a close resemblance to the salmon
in size and form as well as in the fiavour of
its fiesh. It is one of the most valuable
fishes of the East Indian seas.

Seise (sez), V. t. inlaw, see SEIZE.
Seisin (se'zin), n. See SEIZIN.
Seismic, Selsmal (sis'mik, sis'mal), a. [Gr.
seismos, an earthquake, from seio, to shake]
Of or pertaining to an earthquake. — The
seismic area, the tract on the earth's surface
within which an earthquake is felt —Setg-
mtc vertical, the point upon the earth's sur-
face vertically over the centre of effort or
focal point, whence the earthquake's im-
pulse proceeds, or the vertical line connect-
ing these two points. Goodrich.
Seismograph (sis'mo-graf), n. [Gr. seismos,
an eartliquake, and grapho, to write. ] An
electro-magnetic instrument for registering
the shocks and concussions of earthquakes
See also Seismometer.
Selsmographlc (sfs-mo-graf'ik), a. Pertain-
ing to seismography; indicated by a seismo-
graph.
Maps or charts constructed so as to indicate the

centres of convulsion, lines of direction, areas of dis-
turbance, and the like, are termed seismografhic.

~ , ''age.

Seismography (sis-mog'ra-fl), n. The study
or observation of the phenomena of earth-
quakes by means of the seismograph or
seismometer.
Seismologist (sis-mol'o-jist), n. A student
of, or one versed in, seismology; one who
studies the phenomena of earthquakes.
" The main work presented for seismologists
in the immediate future.' R. Mallet.
Seismology (sis-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. seismos,
an earthquake, lit a shaking, and logos,
discourse. See Seismic] The science of
earthquakes; that department of science
which treats of earth((uakes and all phenom-
ena connected with them.
Seismometer (sis-mom'et-er), n. [Gr. sets-
mtjs, a shaking, an earthquake, and metron,
a measure.] An instrument for measuring
the direction and force of earthquakes and
similar concussions. There are various con-
trivances for this purpose, the most perfect
of which is perhaps the form used in the
observatory on Mount Vesuvius. It consists
of a delicate electric apparatus, which is

set to work by the agitation or change of
level of a mercurial column, which records
the time of the first shock, the interval be-
tween the shocks, and the duration of each;
their nature, whether vertical or horizon-
tal, the maximum intensity; and in the case
of horizontal shocks the direction is also
given.

Selsmoscope (sis'mO-skop), n. [Gr. seismos,
an earthquake, and skopeo, to see.] A seis-
mometer (which see).

Selsura ( se-zh(i'ra ), n. [Gr. «eto, to shake,
oura, tail.] A genus of Australian birds
belonging to the family Muscicapidae or fly-

Seisura inquieta (Restless Seisura).

catchers. The .S. volitans is the dish-washer
of the colonists of New South Wales.
Seity (se'i-ti), n. [L. se, one's self.] Some-
thing peculiar to a man's self. TaOer.
[Rare]

Selzable (sez'a-bl), a. Capable of being
seized; liable to be taken.
Seize (sez), v. l. pret. <fe pp. seized; ppr. seiz-
ing. [Fr. saisir, to seize; Pr. sazir, to take
possession of ; It. sagire, to put in posses-
sion of— according to Diez, from O.H.O.
sazjan, to set, bisazjan, to occupy.] 1. To
fall or rush upon suddenly and lay hold on;
to gripe or grasp suddenly.

Then as a tiger, who by chance hath spy'd
In some purlieu two gentle fawns at play,
Straight couches close, then rising changes oft
His couchant watch, as one who chose his ground.
Whence rushing, he might surest seize them both,

n ™, 1 ,
iViilon.

2. lo take possession by force, with or with-
out right

At last they seize
The sceptre, and regard not David's son. Mii/on.

3. To have a sudden and powerful effect on;
to take hold of; to come upon suddenly; to
attack; as, a fever seizes a patient.

And hope and doubt alternate seize her souL Po^e.

4. To take possession of, as an estate or
goods, by virtue of a warrant or legal au-
thority.

It was judged by the highest kind of judgment,
that he should be banished, and his whole estate con-
fiscated and seized. Bacon.

5. To fasten; to fix.

So down he fell before the cruell beast.
Who on his neck his bloody claws did seize.

Spenser.
6. Naut. to fasten two ropes, or different
parts of one rope, together with a cord —
7. To make possessed ; to put in possession
of: with of before the thing possessed; as,
A B was seized and possessed of the manor.
'All those his lands which he stood seized
of. ' Shak. ' Whom age might see seized of
what youth made prize.' Chapman.

If his father died seized, the infant being noble,
could not be called on to defend a real action.

Brougham.
[In this, what may be called its legal sense
often written SeiscJ— S. To lay hold of by
the mind; to comprehend.

The most penetrating sagacity in seizing great
principles of polity ate to be constantly found in the
wriUngs of the philosophers. Brougham.

Seize (sez), v.i. To grasp; to take into pos-
session: with on, or upon, to fall on and
grasp

; to take hold of ; to take possession
of. ' Thee and thy virtues here I seize upon.

'

Shak.
Even Jezebel projects not to seize on N'aboth's

vineyard without a precedent charge. Dr. H. Mori.

Seizer (sez'Sr), n. One who or that which
seizes.

Seizin (sez'in), n. [Fr. saisine, seizin, from
saisir, to seize. See Seize. ] In law,(^a) pos-
session. Seizin is of two sorts— seizin in
deed or fact and seizin in law. Seizin in
fact or deed is actual or corporal possession;
seixJM. in law is when something is done
which the law accounts possession or seizin,
as enrolment, or when lands descend to an
heir but he has not yet enteied on them.
In this case the law considers the heir as
seized of the estate, and the person who
wrongfully enters on the land is accounted
a disseizor, (b) The act of taking possession,
(c) The thing possessed; possession.

—

Livery
of seizin. See LIVERT.—Seizin-or, in Scots
laic, a perquisite formerly due to the sheriff
when he gave infeftment to an heir holding
crown-lands. Spelled also Seisin.

Seizing (sez'ing), n. Xaut. the operation
of fastening together ropes with a cord;
also, the cord or cords used for such fasten-
ing.

Seizor (sez-or^), it. In law, one who seizes or
takes possession.
Seizure (sez'ur), n. 1. The act of seizing or
taking sudden hold; sudden or violent grasp
or gripe ; a taking into possession by force
or illegally, or legally a taking by warr.ant;
as, the seizure of a thief; the seizure of an
enemy's town ; the seizure of a throne by a
usurper; the seizure of goods for debt.

All things that thou dost call thine
Worth seizure do we seize into our hands. Shak.

2. Ketention within one's grasp or power;
possession; hold.

Miike o'er thy honour by a deed of trust.
And give me seizure of the mighty wealth.

Dryden.

3. The thing seized, taken hold or possession
of— 4. A sudden attack of some disease.
Sejant, Sejeant (se'jant), o. [Xomi.; Fr.
seant, ppr. of seoir, from L. sedeo, to sitj
In her. sitting, like a cat, with the forelegs

Fate, far, fat, fgll; me, met h«r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Lion sejant.

straight: applied to a lion or other beast.

—

Sejant addorsed. sitting back to back: said
of two auiraals.—Se;aH(
affronte, borne in full ^——: ^
face, sitting, with the
fore-paws extended side-

ways, as the lion in the
crest of Scotland. —AV-
jant rampant, sitting

with the two fore -feet

lifted up.

SeJoin (se-join'), v.t.

[Preflx se, apart, and
join.] To separate.

There is a season when God, and nature, sejoins
man and wife in this respect. Jt'. IVhateiy.

Seju^ous (se-ju'gus), a. [L. sejugU—sex, six,

and^»</»jH,a yoke.] In hot. having six pairs
of leaflets.

Sejunction (se-jungk'shon), n. [L. sejunc-
tio, seju)ictionis~~8e, from, and jungo, to
join.] The act of disjoining; a disuniting;
separation. 'A sejunction and separation
of them from all other nations on the earth.'

Bp. Pearson.
Sejun^ble (se-jun'ji-bl), a. Capable of be-
ini; disjoined or separated. Bp. Pearson.
Seke.t a. Sick. Chaucer.
Sekos (se'kos), n. [Gr. , sekos, a pen, a sacred
inclosure. a shrine.) A place in an ancient
temple in which were inclosed the images
of (K'ities.

Selachian (se-la'ki-an). n. A fish belong-
um to the section Selachii.

Selachii (se-la'ki-i), n.pl. [Gr. selachos, a
cartilaginous fish, probably a shark.] A sec-
tion of elasmobranchiate fishes, which in-

cludes the sharks and dog-ftshes.

Selaglnacesa (se-la'ji-na"se-e), n. pi. A small
nat. order of perigynous exogens, consisting
of herbs or small shrubs chiefly from South
Africa, and allied to Verbenacese and Myo-
poraceae, but differing from them in their
anther being always one-celled only. They
are herbs or small shrubs, with alternate
leaves and blue or white (rarely yellow)
flfiwers in heads or spikes.

Selbite (sel'bit), h. An ash-gray or black
ore *if silver, consistint; chiefly of silver car-
bonate, found at Wulfach in Baden, and
tlie Mexican mines, where it is called plata
aziil.

Selcoutht (sellcoth), a. [A. Sax. seleiUh,

geldci'th^sel, seld, rare, and e&th, known.]
Rarely known; unusual ; uncommon; strai^^.

Yet nathemore his meaning she ared
But ivondred much at his so se/cott/h c Sfenstr.

Shak.Seldt (seld), adv. Rarely; seldom.
Seld t (sehl). a. Scarce.

Seldezi,t adv. Seldom. Chaucer.
Seldom (serdom), adv. [A. Sax. seldan,
eeldon, seldum, Icel. sjaldan, Dan. sielden,
D. zelden, G. gelten; from A. Sax. seld, O.G.
sell, Goth. sUd, rare, whence gUdaleiks,
strani;e, odd.] Rarely; not often; not fre-

quently.
Wisdom and youth are ///rfi»w joined in one. Hooker.

— Seldom or never, very rarely, if ever.
' Seldom or never changed.' Brougham.
Seldom (sel'dom), a. Rare; unfrequent.

' Tlie tfeld'jin discharge of a higher and more
nohle oftice.' Milton.

Seldomness (sel'dom-nes). n. Rareness;
infrf<iuciicy; uncommonness.

Tlie sfldomneis of the sight increased the more in-

(luiet l'jn;;injf. Sir P. Sidney.

Seld-shownt (seld'shon), a. Rarely shown
-T txliibited. Shak.
Select (se-lekf), vt. [L. seligo, selectum—
se. from, and le(^o. to pick, cull, or gather]
To choose and take from a number; to
take by preference from among others ; to
pick out: to cull; as, to seUct the best
authors for perusal ; to select the most
interesting and virtuous men for associates.

A certain number,
Though thanks to all, must I se/eef from all. SAat.

Select (selektO, a. Taken from a number
by preference ; culled out by reason of ex-
cellence ; nicely chosen ; choice ; whence,
preferable; more valuable or excellent than
others; as, a body of select troops.

And happy constellations on that hour
Shed their seiectest influence. .Milton.

A few select ^pints had separated from the crowd,
and formed a fit audience round a far greater teacher.

.Macaulay.
Selectedly (s^-lekt'ed-li). adv. With care
in si-lei ti'-n, 'Prime workmen . . . w-
lertrdh/ employed.' Heytcood.
Selection (se-lek'shon), n. [L. seleetio, se-
lectionis. See SELECT.] 1. The act of se-

lecting or choosing and taking from among

a number; a taking by preference of one
or more from a number.—2. A number of
things selected or taken from others by pre-
ference. — Natural selection, that process
in nature by which plants and animals best
fitted for the conditions in which they are
placed survive, propagate,and spread, while
the less fitted die out and disappear ; sur-
vival of the fittest ; the preservation by
their descendants of useful variations aris-

ing in animals or plants.

This preservation of favourable individual differ-

ences and variations, and the destruction of those
which are injurious. I have called Natural Selection.
or the Survival ofthe Fittest. . . . Several writers
have misapprehended or objected to the term natural
selection. Some have even imagined that natural se
lection induces variability, whereas it implies only the
presepiation of such variations as arise and are bene-
ficial to the being under its conditions in life, Danvin.

Selective (se-lek'tiv), a. Selecting; tending
to select. ' Selective providence of the Al-
mighty.' Bp. Hall.
Selectman (se-lekt'man), n. In Xew Eng-
land, a town officer chosen annually to
manage the concerns of the town, provide
for the poor, &c. Their number is usually
from three to seven in each town, and these
constitute a kind of executive authority.
Selectness (se-lekt'nes), 7t. The state or
quality of being select or well chosen.
Selector (se-lekt'6r), n. [L.] One that
selects or chooses from among a number.
' Inventors and selectors of their own sys-
tems." Dr. Knox.
Selenate (sel'en-at), n. A compound of
selenic acid with a base; as, selenate of
soda
Selene (se-le'ne), n. [Gr. , from selas, light,
brightness.] In Greek myth, the goddess of
the moon, called in Latin Luna. She is the
daughter of Hyi)erion and Tlieia, and sister
of Helios (the sua) and Eos (the dawn).
Called also Pheebe.
Selenic (se-len'ik), a. Pertaining to sele-
nium; as, selenic acid (H^SeO,). This acid
isfomied when selenium is oxidized by fusion
with nitre. It is very acid and corrosive, and
resembles sulphuric acid very much. It hasa
great affinity for bases, forming with them
salts called selenates.

Selenide (sel'en-id). n. A compound of se-
lenium with one other element or radical.

Seleniferous (sel-e-nif'er-us), a. [Sele-
nium, and L. fero, to produce.] Containing
selenium; yielding selenium; as, selenif-
erous ores.

Belenions (se-le'ni-us), a. Of, pertaining
to, or produced from selenium.

—

Seleiiious
acid (HaSeO,), an acid derived from sele-
nium. It forms salts called selenites.

Selenite (sel'en-it), n. (From Gr. seleng, the
moon.] 1. Foliated or crystallized sulphate
of lime. Selenite is a sub-species of sul-
phate of lime, of two varieties, massive and
acicular.— 2. One of the supposed inhabit-
ants of the moon.
Selenitic (sel-e-nit'ik). o. 1. Pertaining to
selenite ; resembling it or partaking of its

nature and properties.—2. Pertaining to the
moon-
Selenium (se-le'ni-um), n. [From Gr.
selen^, the moon, so named by Professor
Berzeiius from its being associated with tel-

lurium, from L. tellus, the earth.] Sym. 8e.
At. wt. 79'5. A non-metallic element ex-
tracted from the pyrite of Fahlun in
Sweden, and discovered in 1818 by Berze-
iius. In its general chemical analogies it is

related to sulphur and tellurium. It gener-
ally occurs in very small quantity in some
of the varieties of iron pyrites and as an
Impurity in native sulphur. When pre-
cipitated it appears as a red powder, which,
when heated, melts, and on cooling forms a
brittle mass, nearly black, but transmitting
red light when in thin plates. When heated
in the air it takes fire, bums with a blue
flame, and produces a gaseous compound,
oxide of selenium, »vhich has a most pene-
trating and characteristic odour of putrid
horse-radish.

Seleniuret, Selenuret (se-len'u-ret), n.

See Selenide.
Seleniuretted (se-len'u-ret-ed), a. Con-
taining selenium : combined or impreg-
nated with selenium. — Seleniuretted hy-
drogen (HaSe), a gaseous compound of hy-
drogen and selenium obtained by the action
of acids on metallic selenides. It has a
smeU resembling that of sulphuretted hy-
drogen, and when respired is even more
poisonous than that gas. Seleniuretted
hydrogen is absorbed by water, and precipi-
tates most metallic solutions, yielding selen-

ides, corresponding to the respective sul-
phides.

Selenocentric(se-le'n6-sen"trik), a. Having
relation to the centre of the moon; as seen
or estimated from the centre of the moon.
Selenograph (se-le'no-graf), ji. [See Se-
lenography.] A delineation or picture of
the surface of the moon or part of it.

Selenographer, Selenograpliist (sel-e-
nog'ra-fer, sel-e-nog'ra-ttst), n. One versed /

in selenography. /

Selenographic, Seleno^rapMcal (sede'-
no-giaf"ik, se-le'n6-graf"ik-al), a. Belong-
ing to selenography.
Selenography (sel-e-nog'ra-fi), 7i. [Gr.
selene, the moon, and grapho, to describe.)
A description of the moon and its phe-
nomena; the art of picturing the face of
the moon.
Selenological (se-le'no-loj"ik-al), a. Of or
pertaining to selenology.

Selenology (sel-e-nol'o-ji), n. [Gr. selerie,

the moon, and logos, description.] That
branch of astronomical science which treats
of the moon.
Self (self). [A.Sax. self, selfa, a pronominal
word common to the Teutonic tongues ; O.
Sax. self, D. zelf, Dan. selv, Icel. sjdlfr, G.
selb, selbst, Goth, silba; probably fonned by
compounding the reflexive pronoun se, si
( = L. se), seen in Icel. s^r, to himself, sik,
self, G. sich, with some other word. In the
oldest English (A. Sax.) as well as later self
was a kind f f pronominal adjective, most
commonly used after the personal pro-
nouns, but also, in the sense of same, stand-
ing before nouns, quite like an adjective.
Thus the following forms occur: ic self, or ic
selfa, I myself; mXn selfes, of myself; iM
selfum, to myself; me sel/ne (acc.V my-
self; tkil selfa, thyself; hi selfa, hmiseU;
wf silfe, we ourselves; on tkdm sylfan gedre,
in that same year, *fcc. The dative of the
personal pronoun was also prefixed to se^,
the latter being uuileclined, as ic me self, I
myself; h^ him self, he himself; and these
forms gradually led to the forms myself,thy-
self, ourself, yourself, Ac. , in which the geni-
tive or possessive form is prefixed to self.

After this it was not unnatural for self to be
often regarded as a noun with the plur^
selves, like other nouns ending in/. In him-
self, themselves, the okl dative is still re-
tained.] A pronominal element affixed to
certain personal pronouns and pronominal
adjectives to express emphasis or distinc-
tion ; also when the pronoun is used re-

ftexively. Thus for emphasis, I myself will
write; I will examine for myself. Thou thy-
self shalt go; thou shalt see for thyself. The
child itself shall be carried ; it shall be
present itself. Retlexively, I abhor my-
self) he \ove^ himself ; it pleases tteg^; we
value ourselves. Except when added to pro-
nouns used reflexively, self serves to give
emphasis to the pronoun, or to render the
distinction expressed by it more emphatical.
'/ myself will decide,' not only expresses
my determination to decide, but the deter-
mination that no other shall decide, //im-
seif, herself, themselves, are used in the no-
minative case, as well as in the objective.

Jesus Aimsel/'baptized not, but his disciples.

Jn. iv. 2.

Sometimes self is separated from my, thy,

&c., as, my wretched self; *To our gross
selves' {Shak.y. and this leads to the similar
use of self with the possessive case of a
noun: as, 'Tarquin's «*(/" (SAaA-,), giving sey
almost the character of a noun, which it

fully takes in such cases as are illustrated
in next article.

Self (self), n. 1. The individual as an object
to his own reflective consciousness; the man
viewed by his own cognition as the subject
of all his mental phenomena, the agent in his
own activities, the subject of his own feel-

ings, and the possessor of faculties and char-
acter; a person as a distinct individual;
one's individual person ; the ego of meta-
physicians.
A man's self may be the worst fellow to converse

with in the world. Pofie.

The self, the I, is recognized in every act of intel-

ligence as the subject to which that act belongs. It

is I that perceive, I that imagine, I that remember,
I that attend, I that compare, I that feel, I that will,

I that am conscious. Sir W. Hamilton.

2. Personal interest; one's own private in-

terest.
The fondness we have for self . . . furnishes an-

other long rank of prejudices. H \ttts.

Love took up the harp of life, and smote on alt the
chords with might

:

Smote the chord of sel/, that, trembling, passed in

mu.sic out of sight. Tennyson.

ch. cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then: th. (Ain; w, loig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Kkt.
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3. A flower or blossom of a uniform colour,

especially one without an edging or border
distinct from the ground colour.—S^Z/ is

the first element in innumerable compounds,
generally of obvious meaning, in most of

which it denotes either the agent or the ob-

ject of the action expressed by the word
with which it is johied, or the person on
behalf of whom it is performed, or the
person or thing to, for, or towards whom or
which a quality, attribute, or feeling ex-

pressed by the following word, belongs, is

directed, or is exerted, or from which it

proceeds ; or it denotes the subject of, or
object affected hy, such action, quality, at-

tribute, feeling, and the like. Goodrich.

Selft (self), a. Same; Identical; very same;
very. Self still has this sense when followed
by same. See Self-same.

Shoot another arrow that se/fway
Which you did shoot the first. Skafc.

I am made of that jc//"metal as my sister. Shak.

At that «^moment enters Palamon. Drydejt.

Self-abased (self'a-bast), a. Humbled by
conscitius guilt or 8hame._
Self-abasement (self-a-bas'ment).?i. l. Hu-
miliation or abasement proceeding from
consciousness of inferiority, guilt, or shame.
2. Degradation of one's self by one's own
act.

Enoufrh ! no foreign foe could quell
Thy soul, till from itself it fell.

Yes ! self-abasement paved the way
To villain-bonds and despot sway. Byron.

Self-abasing[ (self-a-bas'lng), a. Humbling
by the consciousness of guilt or by shame.
Self-abhorrence (self-ab-hor'eus), n. Ab-
horrence of one's self.

Self-abhorrlng (self-ab-hor'ing), a. Abhor-
ring one's self.

Self-abuse (self-a-bus'), n. 1. The abuse of

one's own person orpowers. Shak.—2. Onan-
ism; masturliation.

Self-accused (selfak-kuzd), a. Accused by
one's own conscience.

Self-accusing (self'ak-kuz-ing), a. Accusing
one's self.

Then held down she her head and cast down a
seif-accusing- look. Sir P. Sidney.

Self-acting (selfakt-ing), a. Acting of or
by itself: applied to any automatic contriv-
ances for superseding the manipulation
which would otherwise be required in the
management of machines; as, the self-act-

ing feed of a boring-mill, whereby the cut-
ters are carried forward by the general mo-
tion of the niacliine.

Self-action (self-ak'shon), n. Action by or
originating in one's self or itself.

Self-activity (self-ak-tiv'l-ti), n. Self-mo-
tion or the power of moving one's self or
itself without foreign or external aid.

If it can intrinsically stir itself, . . . it must have a
principle oi self-activity which is life and sense.

Boyle.

Self-adjusting (self-ad-just'lng), a. Adjust-
ing by one's .self or by itself.

Self-admiration (self'ad-mi-ra"shon), n.

Admlratiun .»f one's self.

Self-atfairs (self'af-farz), n. pi. One's own
private business. Shak.
Self-affected (self-af-fekt'ed), a. Well-af-
fected towards one's self; self-loving. Shak.
Self-affrighted (.self-af-frlt'ed), a. Fright-
ened at oiifs ^flf. Shak.
Self-aggrandizement (self-ag'gran-diz-
ment). n. The aggrandizement or exalta-
tion of one's self.

Self-annihilation (self'an-ni-hi-la"shon), n.

Annihilation by one's own act. Addison.
Self-applause (self-ap-plaz'). n. Applause
of one's self. ' Xot void of righteous se?/-

applanse.' Tenmjgon.
Self-applying (self-ap-pli'ing), a. Apply-
ing tu or by one's self. Watts.

Self-approbation (selfap-pr6-ba"shon), n.

Api>i'itl)uti<in of one's self.

Self-approving (self-ap-prov'ing), a. Ap-
proving one's self or one's conduct or char-
acter.

One sel/-apfro7.'in^ hour whole years outweighs
Of stupid starers and of loud huzzas. Pope.

Self-asserting, Self-assertive (self-as-

s^rt'ing, 8elf-as-86rt'iv), a. Forward in as-

serting one's self, or one's rights and claims;
putting one's self forwai'd in a confident
way.
Self-assertion (self-as-s6r'shon), n. The
act of asserting one's self or one's own
rights or claims; a putting one's self for-

ward in an over -confident or assuming
manner.
Self-assumed (self'as-sumd), a. Assumed

by one's own act or by one's own authority;
as, a Mlf-a^sxuned title.

Self-assumption (self-a8-sum'shon),n. Self-

conceit. 'In Ki'if-assmnption greater than
in the note of judgment.' Shak.
Self-assured (self'a-shord), a. Assured by
one's self.

Self-banished (self'ban-isht), a. Exiled
voluntarily. Pope.
Self-begotten (self-be-got'n), a. Begotten
by one's self or one's own powers. 'That
self-begotten bird in the Arabian woods,'
Milton.

Self-blinded (self-blind'ed), a. Blinded or
led astray by one's own actions, means, or
qualities. ' Self-blinded are you by your
pride.' Tennyson.
Self-bom ( self'bom ), a. Born or begotten
by one's self or itself; self-begotten. ' From
himself the phoenix only springs, self-born.'

Dryden.
Self-bountyt (self-boun'tl), n. Inherent
kindness and benevolence.

I would not have your free and noble nature.
Out o( sel/-bo!i>tty, be abused. Shak.

Self-breatht (self'breth), n. One's own
speech or words. 'Speaks not to himself
but with a pride that quarrels at self-

hreath.' Shak.
Self-centration (self-sen-tra'shon), n. The
act of centring or state of being centred on
one's self.

Self-centred (self'sen-tferd), a. Centred in

self.

Self-charity + (self'char-i-ti), n. love of

one's self. Shak.
Self-closing (self'kloz-ing), a. Closing of

Itself; closing or shutting automatically; as,

a self-closing bridge or iloor.

Self-coloured (self-kul'^rd), a. All of one
colour: applied to textile fabrics in which
the warp and weft are of the same colour.

Self-command (self'konvmand), a. That
steady equanimity which enables a man in

every situation to exert his reasoning fa-

culty with coolness, and to do what exist-

ing circumstances require ; self - control.

Hume.
Self-commitment (self-kom-mit'ment), 7i.

A committing or binding one's self, as by a
promise, statement, or conduct.
Self- communicative ( self-kom-mu'ni-ka-
tiv), a. Imparting or communicating by its

own powers.
Self-complacency (self-kom-pla'sen-si), n.

The state of l)eing self-complacent ; satis-

faction with one's self or with one's own
doings.
Self-complacent (selfkom-pla'sent), a.

Pleased with one's self or one's own doings;

self -satisfied. 'A self-complacent repose
superior to accidents and ills.' Dr. Caird.

Self-conceit (self-kon-set'),n. A high opinion
of one's self; vanity.

—

Egotism, Self-conceit,

Vanity. See under EGOTISM.

Thyself from flattering self-conceit defend.
Sir y. Denham.

Self-conceited (self-kon-set'ed), a. Having
self-conceit; vain; having a high or over-
weening opinion of one's own person or
merits.
A self-conceited fop will swallow anything-.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Self-conceitedness (self-kon-set'ed-nes), n.

The quality or state of being self-conceited;

vanity; an overweening opinion of one's
own person or accomplishments. Locke.

Self-condemnation ( sel
f

' kon -dem - ua"-

shon), n. Condenniatiou by one's jown con-
science.

Self-condemning (self-kon-dem'ing), a.

Condemning one's self. ' Self-condemning
expressions.' Boswell.

Self-COnfldence (self-kon'fl-dens), n. Confi-

dence in o!ie's own judgment or ability; re-

liance on one's own opinion or powers with-
out other aid.

Self-coyifidence is the first requisite to fjreat under-
takings, yohnson.

Self-confident (self-kon'fl-dent), a. Confi-
dent of one's own strength or i)owers; rely-

ing on the correctness of one's own judg-
ment, or the competence of one's own
powers, without other aid.

Self-confiding (self-kon-fld'ing), a. Confid-
ing in one's own judgment or powers; self-

confident Puye.
Self-conscious (self-kon'shus), a. l. Con-
scious of one's states or acts as belonging to
one's self. 'Self-conscious thought' Caird.
2. Conscious of one's self as an object of ob-
servation to others; apt to thiuk much of

how one's self appears to othsrs.

Self-consciousness (self-kon'shus-nes), n.
State of being self-conscious; consciousness
of one's own states or acts.

I am as justly accountable for any action done
many years since, appropriated to me now by this
selfconsaottsness. as I am for what I did the last
moment. Locke.

Self- considering (self-kon-8id'6r-ing), p.
and a. Considering in one's own mind; de-
liberating. ' Self-considering, aahe stands,
debates.' Pojte.

Self-consumed (self-kon-sumd'), a. Con-
sumed l>y one's self or itself.

Self-consuming (self-kon-sum'ing), a. Con-
suming ones self or itself. ' A wandering,
self-consuming fire.' Pope.
Self-contained(self'kon-tand),al.Wrapped
up in one's self; reserved; not expansive or
communicative. ' Cold, high, self-contained,
and passionless.' Tennyson.~-2. A term ap-
plied (especially in Scotland) to a house
having an entrance for itself, and not ap-
proached by an entrance or stair common
to oitieT?,.—Self-contained e7J5ri7te, an engine
and boiler attached together, complete for
working, similar to a portable engine, but
witliout the travelling gear. E. H. Knight.

,

Self-contempt (selfkon-temt), n. Contempt
for one's self. Tennyson.
Self-contradiction (self'kontra-dik"8hon).
n. The act of contradicting itself; repug-
nancy in terms. To be and not to be at the
same time. Is a self-contradiction; that Is, a
proposition consisting of two members, one
of which contradicts the other. Addiion.
Self-contradictory (selfkon-tra-dik"to-ri),
a. Contradicting itself. * Doctrines which
are self-contradictory.' Spectator.

Self-control (self-kon-trol'), n. Control ex-
ercised over one's self; self-restraint; self-

command. Tennyson.
Self-convicted (self-kon-vlk'ted), a. Con-
victed by one's own consciousness, know-
ledge, or avowal.

Guilt stands self-convicted wtien arraigned.
Savajre.

Self-conviction (self-kon-vik'shon), ?i. Con-
viction proceeding from one's own con-
sciousness, knowledge, or confession.

Xo wonder such a spirit, in such a situation, is

provoked beyond the regards of reUgion or self-con-
victiott. Swift.

Self - covered ( self-kuv'6rd ), a. Covered,
rlothed, or dressed lu one's native sem-
blance. Shak.
Self-created (self-kre-at'ed), a. Created by
one's self; not formed or constituted by an-
other.

Self-culture (self-kul'tiir), n. Culture, train-

ing, or education of one's self without the
aid of teachers. Prof. Blackie.

Self-danger (self-dan'jer), n. Danger from
one's self Shak.
Self-deceit (self-de-sef), n. Deception re-

specting one's self, or that originates from
one's own mistake; self-deception.

This fatal hypocrisy and self-deceit is taken notice
of in these words. Who can understand his errors?
Cleanse thou me from secret faults. Addison.

Self- deceived (self-de-sevd'), a. Deceived
or misled respecting one's self by one's own
mistake or error.

Self-deception (self-de-sep'shon), n. De-
ception concerning one's self, proceeding
from one's own mistake.
Self-defence (self-de-fens'), n. The act of
defending one's own person, property, or
reputation.

I took not arms, till urged by self-defence.

The eldest law of nature. Rewe.

—The art of self-defence, boxing; pugilism.
Bijrtjn.

Self-defensive (self-de-fen'siv), a. Tending
to <h'fend one's self.

Self-delation (self-de-la'shon), n. [See Dk-
LATiuN'.] Accusation of one's self. 'Boimd
to inform against himself to l>e the agent
of the most rigid self-delation.' Milman.
Self-delusion (self-de-li\'zhon), n. The de-
lusion of one's self, or delusion respecting
one's self. So^ith.

Self-denial (self-de-ni'al), n. The denial of

one's self; the forbearing to gratify one's
own appetites or desires.

The religion of Jesus, with all its self-denials, wr-
tues, and devotions, is very practicable. Watts.

Self-denying (seU-de-ni'ing), a. Denying
one's self; forbearing to indulge one's own
appetites or desires. ' A devout, humble,
sin-abhorring, self-denying iT:?i.\\\Q of spirit.*

South. —Self-denying ordinance, in Eng.
hist, a resolution passed by the Long Par-
liament in 1645, that ' no member of either

House shall, during the war, enjoy or exe-

Fate, far, fat, f^ll; me, met, h^r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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cute any office or command, civil or mili-

tary.
'

Self-denylngly {self-tie -ui'ing-li), adv. In
a self-^it.'ii\iiii; inaiuier.

Belf-dependent, Self-depending (self-de-

peud'eut, self-de-peud'ing), a. Depending
on one's self. ' Self-dependent poyiGT.' Gold-

smith.

Self- destroyer (self-de-stroi'6r), n. One
\vlii) ilfstriivs liiinself.

Self-destruction (self-de-struk'shon),n.The
destriKtiim <>£ one's self; voluntary destnic-

tion. Sir P. Sidney.

Self-destructive (self-de-struk'tiv),rt. Tend-
ing to the destruction of one's self.

Self - determination ( self ' de - t6r - min-a"-

shon). n. Determination by one's own mind;
or determin:iti<'n by its own powers, with-

out extraneous impulse or influence. Locke.

Self- determining (self-de-tfir'min-ing), a.

Capable of self-determination.

Every animal is conscious of some iadividual, self-

moving, self-deterfuinins principle.
Afartinus ScribUrus.

Self - devoted ( self-de-vot'ed X a. Devoted
in person, or voluntarily devoted.

Self-devotement cself-de-v6t'ment),n. The
devotini,'of ones person and services volun-

tarily to any ditticult or hazardous employ-
ment.
Self-devotion (self-de-vo'ahon), n. The act

of devoting; one's self ; willingness to sacri-

fice one's own interests or happiness for the

sake of others; self-sacrifice.

Self- devouring (self-de-vour'ing), a. De-
vouring one's self or itself. ' Self-devouring

silence." Sir J. Denham.
Self -diffusive (self-dif-fuz'iv), a. Having
power to diffuse itself; diffusing itself.

Surria.

Self-disparagement (self-dis-par'aj-ment).

n. Disparagement of one's self.

Inward self-disparagement affords

To meditative spleen a grateful feast. IVordsworth.

Self-dispraise (self-dls-prazO, n. Dispraise,

censure, or disapprobation of one's self.

There is a luxury in ulf-dispraise. Wordsworth.

Self -distrust (self-dis-trusf), n. Distrust

of or want of confidence in one's self or in

one's own powers. * It is my shyness, or
my gelf-dijitrust.' Tennyson.

Self - educated (self-ed'u-kat-ed). a. Edu-
catt-d liy one's own efforts or without the
aid of teachers.

Self - elective (self-e-lek'tiv), a. Having
tht' right to elect one's self, or, as a body,
of electing its own members.

Ati oliifsrchy on the setf-4lective principle was thus
est.iblislic'l. Brougham.

Self-endeared(self-en-derdO,a. Enamoured
of one's s»;If; self-loving. Shak.
Self -enjoyment (self-en-joi'ment), n. In-
ternal satisfaction or pleasure.

Self-esteem (self-es-tem^, n. The esteem
or L'ooil opinion of one's self. MUton.
Self-estimation (self'es-ti-ma"8honVn. The
esteem or i;ood opinion of one's self.

Self-evidence (self-ev'i-dens), n. The qua-
lity of Itcing self-evident. *By the same
self-e vide tice that one and two are equal to
three.' Locke.

Self -evident ( self-er'i-dent ), o. Evident
without proof or reasoning; producing cer-

tainty or clear conviction upon a bare pre-
sentation to the mind; as, a self-evident pro-
position or truth.

Many politicians of our time are in the habit of
Laying it down as a setf-rvident proposition, that no
people ouifhl to be free tilt they are fit to use their
freedom. Macaulay.

Self- evidently (self-ev'i-dent-li), adv. By
means of self-evidence; without extraneous
proof or reasoning.

These two quantities were self-evidtnily equal.
H'hfwelt.

Self- evolution (self'ev-6-lu"i4hon), n. De-
vclopin-'iit I'V jnlit^rent pf^wer or quality.

Self-exaltation (self'egz-ftl-ta"8hon),7i. The
exaltatii-n of one's self.

Self-examinant(self'egz-am'in-ant),n. One
wlio exutnines himself.

The huniitialed self-examinant feels that there Is

evil in our nature as well as ^ood. Coleridge.

flelf- examination (8eiregz-am-i-na"shonl
n. An examiitation or scrutiny Into one s

own state, conduct, and motives, particu-
larly in regard to religious affections and
duties. South.

Self-example (self-egz-am'pl), n. One's own
example or precedent. SfCak.

Self-existence (self-egz-ist'ens), n. The qua-
lity of being self-existent; inherent exist-

ence; the existence possessed by virtue of a

being's own nature, and independent of any
other being or cause, an attribute peculiar
to God.

Living and understanding substances do clearly
demonstrate to philosophical enquirers the necessary
self-existence, power, wisdom, and beneficence of
thoir Maker. Bentley.

Self-existent (self-egz-ist'ent), a. Existing
by one's or its own nature or essence, in-

dependent of any other cause.

This self-existent Being hath the power of perfec-
tion, as well as of existence in himself. N. Greu>.

Self-explanatory (self-eks-plan'a-to-ri), a.

Capable of explaining itself; bearing its

meaning on its own face; obvious.
Self- explication (self'eks-pli-ka"shon), n.

The act or power of explaining one's self or
itself. ' A thing perplexed beyond self-ex-
plication.' Shak.
Self-faced (self'fast), a. A term applied to
the natural face or surface of a flagstone,

in contradistinction to dressed or hewn.
Self- fed (self'fed), a. Fed by one's self or
itself. Milton.

Self-feeder (self-fed'6r), n. One who or that
which feeds himself or itself; specifically, a
self-feedintf apparatus or machine.
Self- feeding (self-fed'ing), a. Capable of
feeding one's self or itself; keeping up auto-
matically a supply of anything of which
there is a constant consumption, waste, use,

or application for some purpose ; as, a self-

feeding boiler, furnace, printing-press, &c.
Self-fertilization (8elf'fer-til-iz-a"9hon), n.

In hot. the fertilization of a fiower by poUen
from the same fiower. 'The evil effects of
close interbreeding or self-fertilization.'

Darwin.
Self-fertilized (self'f^r-til-izd"). P- and a. In
hot. fertilized by its own pollen. See ex-
tract.

A self fertilized plant . . , means one of self-

fertilized parentage, that is, one derived from a
flower fertilized with pollen from the same flower,
... or from another flower on the same plant.

Darivin.

Self-flattertn^ (self-flat't6r-ing),a. Flatter-
ing one's seUT 'Self-jlattering delusions.'
Watts.

Self-flattery (self-flat'tfir-i), n. Flattery of
one's self.

Self-gathered (self-gaTH'erd), o. Gathered,
wrapped up, or concentrated in one's self

or itself.

There in her place she did rejoice,

Selfgatiter'd in her prophet-mind. Tennyson.

Self-glorious (self-glo'ri-us), a. Springing
from vainglory or vanity ; vain ; boastful.
' Free from vainness and self-gloriotts pride.'

Shak.
Self-governed (self-gu'vfimd), a. Governed
by one's self or itself; as, a self-governed
state

Self-government (self-gu'v6m-ment), n.

1. The government of one's self; self-control.

2. A system of government by which the
mass of a nation or people appoint the
rulers; democratic or republican govern-
ment; democracy.

It is to se/fgoz-ernmenf, the ^eat principle of
popular representation and administration—the sys-

tem that lets in all to participate in the counsels
that are to assign the good or evil to all—that we
may owe what we arc and what we hope to be.

D. WeHter
Self-gratiilation <Be1f'grat-ii-la"8honX n.

Gratulation of one's self. Shak.
Self-harming (self'harm-ing), o. Injuring
or hurting one's self or itself.

Self- heal (selfhel ), n. A British plant of
the genus Prunella, the P, vulgaris. See
Prunella. Also, a plant of the genus Sani-
cula (which see).

Self-nealing (selfTiel-ingy o. Having the
power or property of healing Itself; as, the
se{f-healing power of living animals and
vegetables.

Self-help (selflielp), n. Assistance of or by
one's self ; the use of one's own powers to

attain one's ends. S. Smiles.

Self-homicide (self-hom'i-sfd), n. Act of
killing r>ne'8 self; suicide. ffakewUl.

Selfhood (self 'hnd). n. Individual or in-

dependent existence; separate personality;
individuality. 'AH that had been manly
in him, all that had been youtli and selfhood
fn him, fiaming up for one brief moment.'
Harper's Monthly Mag. [Rare.]

Self-idolized (seifl-dol-izd), a. Idolized by
one's self. Cowper.
Self- ignorance (self-ig'no-ranB), n. Igno-
rance of one's own character or nature.

Self-ignorant (Belf-ig'n6-rant), a. Ignorant
of one'.s self.

Self -imparting (self-im-part'ing), a. Im-
partmg by its own powers and wilL Norris.

Self-importance (self-im-port'ans), n. High
opinion of one's self; pride. Cowper.
Self-important (self-im-port'ant), a. Im-
portant in one's own esteem; pompous.
Self-imposed (selfim-pozd), a. Imposed
or voluntarily taken on one's self; as, a self-

imjiosed task.

Self-imposture (self-im-pos'tur), n. Impos-
ture practised on one's self. South.
Self -indignation (self'in-dig-na"shon), n.
Indignation at one's own character or ac-
tions. ' Opposite and more mixed affections,
such as . . . self-indignation.' Baxter.
Self-indulgence (self-in-durjens), n. Free
indulgence of one's passions or appetites.
'Love of ease and self-itidulgence.' Sir J.
Haivkins.
Self-indulgent (self-in-dul'jent), a. Indulg-
ing one's self ; apt or inclined to gratify
one's own passions, desires, or the like.

Self-inflicted (self-in-flik'ted), a. Inflicted
by or on one's self; as, a self-infiicted pun-
ishment.
Self - insufficiency ( self ' in-suf-fl"shen-si ),

n. Insufficiency of one's self. Clarke.

Self-interest ( self-in't6r-est X n. Private
interest ; the interest or advantage of one's
self.

Self-interested (self-in't6r-est-ed), a. Hav-
ing self-interest; particularly concerned for
one's self ; selfish. Addison.
Self-invited (self-in-vit'ed), a. Come with-
out being asked; as. a self-invited guest.

Self-involution (self'in-v6-lu"shon), n. In-
volution in one's self; hence, mental abstrac-
tion; reverie.

Self-involved (self-in-volvd'), a. Wrapped
up in one's self or in one's thoughts. Ten-
nyson.

Selflsh (selfish), a. Caring only or chiefly
for self; regarding one's own interest chiefly
or solely; proceeding from love of self; in-
fluenced in actions solely l)y a view to pri-
vate advantage; as, a selfish person; a selfish

motive. ' The most aspiring, selfish man.'
Addison.
That sin of sins, the undue love of self, with the

postponing of the interests of all others to our own,
had for a lonj; time no word to express it in Eng-
lish. Help was sought from the Greek, and from
the Latin. * Philauty' had been more thaq once
attempted by our scholars, but found no acceptance.
This failing, men turned to the Latin; one writer
trying to supply the want by calling the man a ' suist,'

as one seexmg his own things ('sua*), and the sin

itself, 'suicism.' The gap, however, was not really
tilled up. till some of the Puritan writers, drawing on
our Saxon, devised ' sel^sh' and ' selfishness,' wotAs
which to us seem obvious enough, but which yet are
not more than two hundred years old. Trench.

Selfishly (selfish-li), adv. In a selflsh man-
ner; with regard to private interest only or
chiefly. Pcjpe.

Selfishness (self'ish-nes), n. The quality of

being selflsh; the exclusive regard of a per-
son to his own interest or happiness ; the
quality of being entirely self-interested, or
proceeding from regard to self-interest

alone, without regarding the interest of
others ; as, the selfishness of a person or of
his conduct.

Selfishness (is) a vice utterly at variance with the
happiness of him who harbours it, and as such, con-
demned by self-love. Mackintosh.

Selfishness and self-love are sometimes con-
founded, but are properly distinct. See also
Self-love and extracts there.

Selfishness is not an excess of self-love, and con-
sists not in an over-desire of happiness, but in placing
your happiness in something which interferes with,

or leaves you regardless of, tnat of others, ll'hately.

Selfism ( selfizm ), n. Devotedness to self

;

selfishness. (Rare.]

Selflst (selfist), n. One devoted to self; a
selflsh person. ' The prompting of generous
feeling, or of what the cold selfist calls quix-
otism.' Jer. Tat/lor. [Rare.]

Self-Justification (self'ju8ti-fi-ka"8hon), n.

Justilkation of one's self.

Self-justifler (self-ju8'ti-fi-6r),n. One who
excu.ses or justifies himself.

Self-Wiled (self'kild), a. Killed by one's
self. Shak.
Self-Wndled (self-kin'dld), a. Kindled of

itself, or without extraneous aid or power.
Druden.
Self-knowing (self-no'ing), a. Knowing of

itself, or without communication from an-
other. Milton.

Self-knowledge (self-nol'ej), n. The know-
ledge of one's own real character, abilities,

worth, or demerit.
Self-left (self 'left), a. Left to one's self or
to itself.

His heart I know how variable and vafn.

Self-left. Milton.

ch, cAain; 6h, So. locA; g,go\ j.^ob; fi. Fr. ton; ng, sin^^; th, tAen; th, Min; w, uig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Est.
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Selfless (self les), a. Having no regard to
self; unselfish.

Lo, now, what hearts have men! they never mount
As higii as woman in her selfless mood. Tennyson.

Selflessness (self'les-nes), n. Freedom from
selfishness.

Self-life (self lif), n. Life in one's self; a
living solely for one's own gratification or
advantage.

Self-liket (selflik), a. Exactly similar; cor-
responding.

Till Strephon's plaining voice him nearer drew.
Where, by his words, his self-like case he knew.

Sir P. Sidney.

Self-limited (self ' llm-it-edX a. In patkol
a term applied to a disease which appears
to run a definite course, but is little modi-
fied by treatment, as small-pox.

Self-love (self luv), n. The love of one's
own person or happiness ; an instinctive
principle in the human mind which impels
every rational creature to preserve his life,

and promote his own happiness.

And while self-love each jealous writer rules.

Contending wits become the sport of foots. Pope.

Not only is the phrase self-lo-ve used as synonymous
with the desire of happiness, but it is often con-
founded with the word selfishness, which certainly,
in strict propriety, denotes a very different disposi-
tion of mind. D. Stewart.

So long as self-lave Aosz not degenerate into selfish-

ness it is quite compatible with true benevolence.
Fleming,

As to difference between self-love and sel-

fishness see also Selfishness.
Self-loving (self luv-iug), a. Loving one's
self. Iz. Walton.
Self-luminous (self-lii'min-us), a. Lumin-
ous of itself

; possessing in itself the pro-
perty of emitting light; thus, the sun, fixed
stars, flames of all kinds, bodies which shine
by being heated orrubbed,are self-luminous.
Self-made (self mad), a. Made by one's
self; specifically, having risen in the world
by one's own exertions; as, a self-made man.
Self-mastery (self-mas't6r-i), n. Mastery
of one's self; self-command; self-control.

Self-mate (self'mat), n. A mate for one's
self. Shak.
Self-mettlet (selfmet-l), n. One's own flery
temper or mettle; inherent courage.

Anger is like
A full hot horse, who, being allow'd his way.
Self-mettle tires him. SHak.

Self-motion (self-m6'shon),n. Motion given
by inherent powers, without externad im-
pulse; spontaneous motion.

Matter is not endued with self-motion. Cheyne.

Self-moved (self-mbvd'), a. Moved by in-
herent power without the aid of external
impulse. 'Self-moved with weary wings.'
Pope.
Self-movent (self-mbv'ent), a. Same as
Self-movi7ig.

Body cannot be self-existent, because it is not self-
movent. N. Greiu.

Self-moving (self-mbv'ing), a. Moving by
inherent power, without extraneous influ-
etiee. Martinus Scriblerus.

Self-murder (self-mfir'dSr), n. The murder
of one's self; suicide.

By all human laws, as well as divine, self-murder
has ever been agreed on as the greatest crime.

Sir W. Temple.
Self-murderer (self-m6r'd6r-6r), n. One
who voluntarily destroys his own life; a
suicide. Paley.
Self-ne^lecting (self-ne-glekt'ing), 71. A
neglectmg of one's self.

Self-love, my liege, is not so great a sin
As self-7teglecting. Shak.

Self-offence (self of-fens), n. One's own
oJfeuce. Shak.
Self-opinion (self-6-pin'yun), n. 1. One's
own opinion. —2. Exalted opinion of one's
self; overweening estimate of one's self;
self-conceit.

Confidence as opposed to modesty, and distin-
guished from decent assurance, proceeds from self-
opinion, occasioned by ignorance and flattery.

yeremy Collier.

Self-opinioned (self-6-pin'yund),a. Valuing
one's own opinion highly. *A bold self-
opinioned physician.' South.
Self-ori^nating (self-6-rij'i-nat-ing), a.

Originating in, producedby. beginning with,
or springing from one's self or itself.

Self-partiality (self-par-shal'i-ti), 71. That
partiality by which a man overrates liis own
worth when compared with others. Lord
Karnes.
Self-perplexed (self-p6r-plekst'), a. Per-
plexed by one's own thoughts.

Here he looked so selfperflext.
That Katie laugh'd. Tennyson.

Self-pity (selfpit-i), n. Pity on one's self.

And sweet self-pity, or the fancy of it.

Made his eye moist. Tennyson.

Self-pleached (self-plech'ed), a. Pleached
or interwoven by natural growth; inter-
twined; intertwisted.

Round thee blow self-pleached deep,
Bramble-roses, faint and pale.
And long purples of the dale. Tennyson.

Self-pleasing (self-plez'ing), a. Pleasing
one's self; gratifying one's own wishes.
Bacon.
Self-pollution (self-pol-lu'shon), n. Same
as Stilf-abuse, 2.

Self-possessed (self'poz-zest),a. Composed;
not disturbed. ' Neither self-possess'd nor
startled. ' Tennyson.
Self-possession (self-poz-zesh'on), n. The
possession of one's powers; presence of
mind; calmness; self-command.
Self-praise (self praz), n. The praise of
one's self; self-applause; as, self-praise is

no commendation.
Self-praise is sometimes no fault. IV. Broome.

Self-preference (self-pref'Sr-ens), n. Pre-
ference of one's self to others.

Self-preservation (self'prez-6r-va"8hon), n.
The preservation of one's self from destruc-
tion or injury.

The desire of existence is a natural affection of the
soul ; it is self-preservation in the highest and truest
meaning. Bentley.

Self-preserving (self-pre-z6rv'ing), a. Pre-
serving- one's self.

Self-pride (selfprid), n. Pride in one's own
character, abilities, or reputation; self-

esteem. Colton.

Self-proflt (selfpro-fit), 71. One's own profit,
gain, or advantage ; self-interest. ' Un-
biassed by self-profit. ' Tennyson.
Self-propagating (self-prop'a-gat-ing), a.

Propagating by one's self or itself.

Self- registering (self-rej'is-ter-ing), a.

Registering automatically; an epithet ap-
plied to any instrument so contrived as to
record its own indications of phenomena,
whether continuously or at stated times, or
at the maxima or minima of variations; as,

a self-reaistering barometer, thermometer,
or the like.

Self-regiQated (self-reg'u-lat-ed), a. Regu-
lated by one's self or itself.

Self-regulative (self-regTi-lat-iv), a. Tend-
ing or serving to regulate one's self or itself.

Whewell.
Self-reliance (self-re-li'ans), n. Reliance
on one's own powers.
Self-reliant (self-re-li'ant), a. Relying on
one's self; trusting to one's own powers.
Self-reljring (self-re-li'ing), a. Depending
on one's self.

Self-renunciation (5elfre-nun-si-a"shon),
n. The act of renouncing one's own rights
or claims; self-abnegation.

Self-repellency (self-re-pel'en-si), n. The
inherent power of repulsion in a body.
Self-repelling (self-re-pel'ing), a. Repel-
ling by its own inherent power.
Self-repetition (selfrep-e-ti"shon), n. The
act of repeating one's own words or deeds;
the saying or doing of what one has already
said or done.
Self-reproach ( self-re-proch'), n. The act
of reproaching or condemning one's self

;

the reproach or censure of one's own con-
science.

Self-reproached (self-re-prochf), a. Re-
proached by one's own conscience.
Self- reproaching (self-re-proch'ing), a.

Reproaching one's self.

Self-reproachingly ( self-re-proch 'ing-li),

adv. By reproaching one's self.

Self-reproof (self-re-prof), n. The reproof
of one's self; the reproof of conscience.
Self-reproved (self-re-prbvd'), «. Reproved
by consciousness or one's own sense of guilt.

Self-reproving (self-re-prov'iug), a. Re-
proving by consciousness.
Self-reproving (self-re-prov'ing), n. Re-
proof of one's own conscience; self-reproach,
Shak.
Self-repugnant (self-re-png'nant), a. Re-
pugnant to itself; self-contradictory; incon-
sistent.

A single tyrant maybe found to adopt as incon-
sistent and self-repugnant a set of principles, as
twenty could agree upon. Brougham.

Self-repulsive (self-re-pul'siv), a. Repul-
sive in or by one's self or itself.

Self-respect (self-re-spekf), n. Respect for
one's self or one's own character.

Self- restrained (self-re-strand'), a. Re-
strained by itself or by one's own power of

will; not controlled by external force or
authority.

Power, self-restrained, the people best obey.
Dryden.

Self-restraint (self-re-stranf),?!. Restraint
or control imposed on one's self; self-com-
mand; self-control.

Self-reverence (self-rev'er-ens), n. Rever-
ence or due respect for one's own character,
dignity, or the like.

Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control.
These three alone lead life to sovereign power.

Tennyson.
Self-reverent (self-rev'er-ent), a. Having
reverence or due respect for one's self.
' Self-reverent each, and reverencing each.""
Tennyson.
Self-righteous (self-rit'yus), a. Righteous-
in one s own esteem.
Self-righteousness (self-rit'yus-nes), n.
Reliance on one's own supposed righteous-
ness ; righteousness, the merits of which a
person attributes to himself; false or Phari-
saical righteousness.
Self-rolled ( selfrold), a. Coiled on itself.
'In labyrinth of many a round self-rolledf
Mitton.
Self-ruined (self-rb'ind), a. Ruined by one's
own conduct.

Self-sacrifice (self-sak'ri-fis), n. Sacrifice of
one's self or of self-interest.

Give unto me, made lowly wise.
The spirit of self-sacrifice. Wordsworth.

Self- sacrificing ( self - sak ' ri - fis-ing ). a.
Yielding up one's own interest, feelings^
&c. ; sacrificing one's self.

Self-same (selfsara), a. [Self here is the-
adjective, same, very.] The very same;
identical

And his servant was healed in the self-same hour.
Mat. viii. 13,

The self-samt moment I could pray. Coleridge^

Self-satisfied (self-sat'is-fid). a. Satisfied
with one's self.

No caverned hermit rests self-satisfied. Pope.

Self-satisfying (self-sat'is-fi-ing), a. Giving
satisfaction to one's self. Milton.
Self-scorn (self 'skom), n. Scorn of one'*
self.

Deep dread and loathing of her solitude
Fell on her, from which mood was born

Scorn of herself; again from out that mood
Laughter at her self-scorn. Tennyson.

Self-seeker (selfsek-6r), n. One who seeks
only hisown interest. 'AH i^eat self-seekers^
trampling on the right.' Tennyson.
Self-seeMng (selfsek-ing), a. Seeking one's-
own interest or happiness ; selfish. ' A
tradesman; a self-seekincf wretch.' Arhuth-
not.

Self-seeking (self sek-ing), ?i. Undue at-
tention to one's own Interest.

Self-slain (selfslan), a. Slain or killed by-
one's self; a suicide.

For that the church all sacred rites to the selfslain
denies. y. Batllie.

Self-slaughter (self-sl?i't6r), n. The slaugh-
ter of one s self. Shak.
Self-slaughtered (self-sla't6rd). a. Slaugh-
tered or killed by one's self. Shak.
Self-Styled (selfstild), a. Called or styled
by one s self; pretended; would-be. 'Those
self-styled our lords.' Tennyso7i.
Self-subdued (self-sub-diid'), a. Subdued
by one's own power or means. Shak.
Self - substantial (self-sub-stan'shal), a.

Composed of one's own substance. 'Feedest
thy life's flame with self-substantial fuel."
Shak. [Rare]
Self-subversive (self-sub-v^r'siv), a. Over-
turninLT or subverting itself.

Self-sufficience (self-suf-fi'shens), Ji. Same
as Self-sujficieucy.

Self-sufiBciency (self-suf-fi'shen-si), n. The
state or quality of being self-sufiicient : (ay
inlierent fitness for all ends or purposes;
independence of othei-s; capability of work-
ing out one's own ends. ' The self-sufficiency^

of the Godhead.' Bentley. (6) An over-
weening opinion of one's own endowment*
or worth; excessive confidence in one's own
competence or sufliciency.

Self-su_ff!ciency proceeds from inexperience.
Addison.

Self-sufficient (self-suf-fi'shent), a. 1. Cap-
able of effecting all one's own ends or ful-

filling all one's own desires without the aid
of others.

Neglect of friends can never be proved rational
till we prove the person using it omnipotent and self-

sufficient, and such as can never need mortal assist-

ance. South.

2. Having imdue confidence in one's own

Pate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abtme; J*, Sc. fey.
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strength, ability, or endowments; haughty;
overbearing.
This is not to be done in a rash and self-sM0cUni

manner; but with an humble dependence on divine
grace. Watts.

Self-sustained (self'sus-tand), a. Sustained
by ..lie's ielf.

Self-taught (self't^t), a. Taught by one's
self; us, a ^elf-tauQht genius.

Self-thlnkiiLg (selftlilngk-ing), a- Think-
ing fur one's self; forming one'sown opinions
irrespective of others.

Our self-thinking inhabitants agreed in their ra-

tional estimate of the new family. Mrs. S. C. Mali.

Self-tormenting (self-tor-ment'ing),o. Tor-
menting one's self or itself. ' Self-tonnent-
iiui am.' Ci-aihaw.

Seif-tormentor (self-tor-ment'6r), n. One
Willi t'lriiieiits himself.

Self-torture (self-tor'tur). n. Pain or tor-

ture inflicted on one's self; as, the self-tor-

ture of the heathen.
Self-trust (self'trust). n. Trust or faith in
one's self; self-reliance. Shak.
Self-View (self'vu), n. 1. A view of one's
self or of one's own actions and character.
2. Ke;.'anl or care for one's personal interests.

Self-violence (self-vio-lens), n. Violence
ti> ones self. Yoxnig.

Self-will (seU'wil), n. One's own will;

obstinacy.

In their anger they slew a man, and in their self-will
they diy^ed down a wall. Gen, xlix. 6.

Self-Willed (self 'wild), a. Governed by
one's own will ; not jielding to the will or
wishes of others; not accommodating or
compliant; obstinate.

Presumptuous are they, self-willed, a Pet. ij. lo.

Self-worship (self-w^r'shipX n. The idol-
izing (if une's self.

Self-worshipper (self-w6r'Bhip-6r), n. One
will, iii.ili/es himself.
Self-wrong (selfrong), n. Wrong done by
a person to himself.

But lest m^lf be guilty of stlf-wrimf
I'll stop mine ears against the mermaid's s(Hig. Skak.

Selion (sel'i-on), n. [L.L. gelio, selionis ; Fr.
jtiUoH. a ridge, a furrow.] A ridge of land
rising between two furrows, of a breadth
sometimes greater, sometimes leaa.

8«11 1 (sel), n. [Also selle, from Fr. telle, L.
teila, a seat, a saddle.] 1. A saddle.

What mighty warrior that mote be
Who rode in golden sell with single speare. Sficnstr,

Some commentators on Shakspere think
that the well-known passage in Macbeth,
act L scene 7,

I have no spur
To prick the sides of my intent, but only
Vaulting ambition whicn o'erleaps itself
And falJ^ on the other.

should read, ' Vaulting ambition which o'er-
leaps its kII.'—I. A throne; a seat.

A tyrant proud frowned from his lofty sell. Fairfax.

Sell (sel), v.t pret. A pp. aold; ppr. selliruf.

[A. .Sax. nellan, gylUtn, to give, to deUver up;
I ,• ...//.,„ icel. 9etja, to sell, to deUver;

i
. to offer, to sacrifice. The ori-
iig would seem to have been to
-fer in a solemn manner] 1. To
property, or the exclusive right
1. to another for an etjuivalent;

i-.,..v ..p i-^'r a consideration; t^j dispose of
fnr something else, especially for money. It
is cnn-elative to buy, as one party buys what
the other sells, and is now usually distin-
guished from exchange or barter, in which
onecommodityisgivenfor another; whereas
in selling the consideration is generally
money or its representative in current
notes.

If thou wilt be perfect go and sell that thou hast, and
give to the poor. Mat. xir. 21.

2. To make a matter of bargain and sale of;
to accept a price or reward for, as for a
breach of duty, trust, or the like; to ti^e a
bribe for; to betray.

You would have sold your king to slaughter. Shai.

& To Impose apon; to cheat; to deceive; to
befool. [Slang.]

We could not but laugh quietly at the complete suc-
cess of the Rajah's scheme ; we were, lo use a vulgar
phrase, 'regularly i^/rf.* fV. H. Russell.

—To sell one's life dearly, to cause great loss
to those who t^e one's life; to do great in-
jury U) the enemy before one is killed.

—

To
sell one up, to sell a debtor's goods to pay his
creditors.

Sell (sel). V. i. 1. To have commerce; to prac-
tise selling.

I will buy with you, stli with yoo ; but I vU) not eat
with you. SkaJk.

2. To be sold; as, com sells at a good price.

Few writings sell which are not filled with great
names. Addison.

—To sell out, (a) to sell one's commission in
the army and retire from the service. (&) To
dispose of all one's shares in a company.

Sell (sel), n. An imposition; a cheat; a
deception; a trick successfully played at
another's expense. [Slang.]

Sellanders. Sellenders (sellan-d^rz, seV-
len-derz), n. [Fr. solandres. Comp. malan-
ders.] A skin disease in a horse's hough or
pastern owing to a want of cleanliness.
Sella Turcica (sel 'la tur'si-ka), n. [So
named from its supposed resemblance to a
Turkish saddle.] A cavity in the sphenoid
bone, containing the pituitary gland, and
surrounded by the four clinoid processes.

Selle.t n. A cell. Chaucer.
Selle,t n. A sill; a door-sill or threshold.
Chaiicer.

Sellet (sel). n. [Written also Sell (which
see).] 1. A seat; a settle; a throne.

Many a yeoman, bold and free,
Revell'd as merrily and well
As those that sat m lordly selie. Sir JF. Scott.

2. A saddle.

Seller (sel'er), 71. One who sells; a vender.
To things of sale a sellers praise belongs. Skak.

Selters-water (selt'^rzwa-t^r), n. A highly-
prized medicinal mineral water found at
Nieder-.Sei(er« in the valley of the Lahn.
Nassau, Germany. It contains chloride of
sodium, carbonates of magnesium, sodium,
and calcium, and a large quantity of free
carbonic acid. Called less correctly 5«/(^«r-
ipfff^r.

Seltzogene (selt'zo-ien), n. Same as Qazo-
'jfiie.

Selvage (sel'vaj), n. See Selvedge.
Selvagee (sel-va-je'), «. Xaut. a skein or
hank of rope-yam wound round with yams
or marline, used for stoppers, straps, &c.
Selve t (selv). a. Self; same; very. Chaucer.
Selvedge (sel'vej). n. [Selfand edge ; lit. an
edge formed of the stutf itself, in opposition
toonesewedon. Comp. D. zelfkant, ze^egge,
zel/einde, L.G. selfkant, sel/ende.G. seWende,
lit. self-edge, self-end] I. The edge of cloth
where it is closed by complicating the
threads; a woven border or border of close
work on a fabric; Ust.

Meditation is like the selvedge, which keeps the cloth
from ravelling. Echard.

2. A'o ut. same as Selmpee.—3. The edge-plate
i)f a lock through which the l>olt shoots.
Selvedged, Selvaged (sel'vejd. sel'vajd). a.
Havinu' a selvedge.

Selves (selvz), pL of se{f. ' Our paat selves.'

Locke.

Sely t (seli). a. Same as Seely.
Selynesst (seTi-nes), n. [From sely or seely,
j>n»sperou8 ] Happiness. Chaucer.
Semaphore (sem'a-for), n. [Gr. sema, a
sign, and phero, to l>ear.] A kind of tele-
graph or apparatus for conveying informa-
tion by signals visible at a distance, such as
oscillating arms or flags by daylight and lan-
terns at night. Many kinds of semaphores
were in use before the invention of the elec-
tric telegraph, and a simple form is still

employed on railways to regulate traffic—
Semaphore plant, a name given to Desmo-
dium gyrang, frt.»m tlie peculiar movements
of its leaves. See I)Ksmoi.il'.m.

Semaphoric. Semaphorical (sem-a-for'lk,
sem-a-for'ik-al), a. Relating tti a semaphore
or to .semaphores; telegr;ii>hic.

Semaphorically ( sem - a - for ' ik - al - li ),

adv. By means of a semaphore.
Semaphorlst (se-mafor-ist), ?». One who
has charge of a semaphore.
SematolOgy (se-ma-tol'o-ji), 71. [Gr. sema,
s^matos, a sign, and logos, discourse.] The
doctrineof signs, particularly of verbal signs,
in the operations of thinking and reasoning;
the science of language as expressed by signs.
Smart. [Rare.]
Se2nblablet(sem'bla-bl), a. [Fr. ] Like;
similar; resembling.

It is a wonderful thing to see the semblable coher-
ence lA his men's spirits and his. Shai.

Semblablet (sem1>Ia-bl),n. Likeness; repre-
sentation; that which is like or represents.

His semblable is his mirror. Shak.
His semblable, yea, himself Timon disdains. Shak.

Semblabljr t (sem'bla-bli), adv. In a similar
manner; similarly.

A gallant knight he was, hif name was Blunt

;

Semblably fumish'd like the kii^ himself. Shak.

Semblance (semldans), n. [Fr. sejnblance,
from setnbler, to seem, to appear, from L.

-> •^

similare, simulare, to make like, from sUni-
lis, like. Root saihe as that of E. same.]
1. Similarity ; resemblance ; hence, mere
show or make-believe. ' High words that
bore semblance of worth.' Milton.~2, Ex-
ternal figure or appearance; exterior; show;
fonn.
Their sentblance kind, and mild their gestures were.

Fairfax.
He made his Masque what it ought to be, essentially

lyrical, and dramatic only in semblance. Macanlay.

3. A form or figure representing something;
likeness; image.
No more than wax shall be accounted evil
Wherein is stamp'd the semblance of a devil. Shak.

Semblantt (sem'blant), n. Show; figure;
resemblance. Spenaer.
Semblant (sem'blant), a. l.flike; resem-
bling. Prior.—2. Appearing; seeming rather
than real; specious.

Thou art not true ; thou art not extant—only sem-
blant. Carlyle.

Semblative t (sem'bla-tiv), a. Itesembling;
seeming.

And all is semblative a woman's part. Shak.

Semblaunt.t Semblant, t ;i. {¥t.semblant.}
Seeming; appearance. Chaucer.
Semble (sem'bl). I'.t. [Fr. sembler, to
unitate. See Semblance.] l.t To imitate;
to represent or to make similar; to make a
likeness. ' Where sembling art may carve
the fair effect' Prior.— 2. In laic, used
impersonally, generally under the abbrevia-
tion sem. or iemb. for it seems, and com-

monly prefixed to a point
of law (not necessarj' to be
decided in the case) which
has not been directly
settled, but on which the
court indicates its opin-
ion.

Sem6 (sem'a), a. [Fr.,
sown] In Aer. a term em-
ployed to describe a field

Semtf of fleur-de-lis. or charge powdered or
strewed over with figures,

as stars, billets, crosses, &c. It is also called
Poicdered.
SemecarpUS (se-me-kttr'pus), n. [Or.
semeion, a mark, and karpos, fruit.*] A
small genus of Asiatic and Australian trees.

nat. order Anacardiaceaj, so named from the
remarkable property possessed by the juice
of the fruit, whence it is commonly called
marking nut. They have alternate, simi>le,

leathery leaves, and terminal or lateral pam-
cles of small white flowers. & Auacardiuni
has long been known for the corrosive re-
sinous juice contained in the nut. This juice
is at first of a pale milk colour, but when the
fruit is perfectly ripe it is of a pure black
colour, and very acrid. It is employed in
medicine by the natives of India and to mark
all kinds of cotton cloth. The bark is as-
tringent,and yields various shades of abrown
dye. A soft, tasteless, brownish-coloured
gum exudes from the bark. See Malacca.
Semeiography (se-mi-og'ra-fi), n. [Gr.
semeion, a mark, a sign, and grapho. to
write. ] The doctrine of signs; specifically,

in pathol. a description of the marks or
symptoms of diseases.

Semeiological (se'mi-6-loj"ik-al), a. Relat-
ing to semeiology or the doctrine of signs;
specifically, pertaining to the symptoms of
diseases.

Semeiology (se-mi-ol'o-ji), 7i. [Gr. se-

mfion, a mark, a sign, and logos, discourse.)
The doctrine of signs; semeiotics.

SemeioUc (se-mi-ot'ik). a. Relating to se-
meiotics

; pertaining to signs ; specifically,

relating to the symptoms of diseases; symp-
tomatic.
Semeiotics (se-mi-ot'iks), n. [Gr. semeion,
a mark, a sign.] 1. The doctrine or science
of signs; the language of signs.—2. In pathol.
that branch which teaches how to judge of
all the symptoms in the human body,
whether healthy or diseased; symptoma-
toloiiy; semeiology.
Semeliche,t Semely,t a.

Chaucer.
Semelyhede,t n. Seemliness; comeliness.
Romaunt of the Rose.
Semen (se'men), n. [L., from root of scro,

to sow.] 1. The seed or prolific fiuid of male
animals; the secretion of a testicle; sperm.
2. The seed of plants, or the matured ovule.—
Se^nen contra. See SEMENCINE.
Semen<dne (se'men-sin). n. A strong aro-
matic, bitter drug, which has long been in
much repute as an anthelmintic. It con-
sists of the dried flower-buds of a number

Seemly; comely.

ch, cAain; 6h, 3c. locfc; g, go; i,joh; ft, Fr. ton-: ng. MXng; th. tAen; th, Uun; w, idg; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Kbt.
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of species of Artemisia. Called also Satonici
Semen, Semen Contra, Wonnseed, &c.
Semese (sem-es'), a. [L. semi, half, and
esvs, eaten, from edo, esum, to eat.] Half-
eaten. [Rare.]

No; they're sons ofgyps, and that kind ofthing, who
feed on the senuse fragments of the high table.

Farrar.
Semester (se-mes't6r), n. [L. semestris,
half-yearly—sex, six, and nunsis, month.] A
period or term of six months.
Seml (sem'i). [L. semi, Gr. hemi.'\ A prefix
signifying half; half of; in part; partially.

The compounds are generally of very obvious
meaning if the latter parts be known, and
we give only a certain number of them be-
low.

Semi-acld (seni'i-aS'id), n. and a. Half-acid;
sub-acid,
Semi-amplexicaiil (sem'i-am-plek"si-kal),

a. [L. semi, half, amplector, amplexiis, to
embrace, and caulis, stem.] In bot. par-
tially amplexicaul; embracing the stem half
around, as a leaf.

Semi-angle (sem'i-ang-gl), n. The half of a
given or measuring angle.

Semi-annual (sem-i-au'nu-al), a. Half-
yearly; occurring every half year.

Semi-annular (sem-i-an'Du-16r), a. [L.

semi, half, and annulus, a ring.] Having
tlie figure of half a ring; forming a semi-
circle. N. Grew.
Semi-Arian (sem-i-a'ri-an), n. [See
Arian.] a member of a branch of the
Arians, who in appearance condemned the
errors of Arius but acquiesced in some of
his principles, disguising them under more
moderate terms. They did not acknowledge
the Son to be consubstantial with the Father,
that is, of the same substance, but admitted
him to be of a like substance with the Father,
not by nature, but by a peculiar privilege.

Semi-Arian (sem-i-a'ri-an), a. Pertaining to
Semi-Arianism.
Semi-Arianism (sem-l-a'ri-an-izm), n. The
doctrines or tenets of the Semi-Arians.
Semi-attached (sem'i-at-tacht"),a. Partially
attached or united; partially bound by affec-

tion, interest, or special preference of any
kind.

We would have been ser>ii-attached as it were. We
would have locked up that room in either heart where
the skeleton was, and said nothing about it.

Thackeray.—Semi-attacked house, one of two houses
joined together, but both standing apart
from others.

Semi -barbarian ( sem ' i -bar -ba " ri - an ), a.

Half savage; partially civilized.

Semi -barbarian (sem'i-bar-ba"ri-an), n.
One who is but partially civilized.

Semi-barbaric (sem'i-bar-bai-"ik), a. Half
barbarous; partly civilized; as, semi-bar-
baric display.

Semi -barbarism ( sem-i-barHjar-izm ), n.
The state or quality of being serai- bar-
barous or half civilized.

Semi -barbarous (sem-i-bar'ba-rus), a.
Half civilized ; semi-barbarian ; semi-bar-
baric.

Semibreve (sem'i-brev), n. In music, a note
of half the duration or time of
the breve. The semibreve is

the measure note by which all

others are now regulated. It
is equivalent in time to two Semibreve.

minims, or four crotchets, or
eight quavers, or sixteen semiquavers, or
thirty-two derai-semiquavers.
Semlbrief t (sem'i-bref), n. Same as Semi-
breve.

Semi-bull (sem'i-bul), n. Eccles. a hull
issued by a pope between the time of his
election and that of his coronation. A semi-
bull has only an impression on one side of
the seal- After the consecration the name of
the pope and date are stamped on the re-
verse, thus constituting a double bull.

Semi-calcined (sem-i-kal'sind), a. Half
calcined; as, semi-calcined iron.

Semi-castrate (sem-i-kas'trat), v.t. To
de|)rive nf one testicle.

Semi -castration (sem'i-kas-tra"shon), n.
Half castration ; deprivation of one tes-
ticle. Sir T. Browne.
Semi-chorus (sem-i-ko'rus), n. A chorus,
usually sliort, or part of a chorus, performed
by a few singers.

Semicircle (sem'i-s6r-kl), n. 1. The half of
a circle ; the part of a circle comprehended
between its diameter and half of its circum-
ference. —2. An instrument for measuring
angles; a graphometer.—3. Any body in the
form of a half circle.

Semicircled (sem'i-sfir-kld), a. Same as

Semicircular. 'A semicircled farthingale.'
Shak.
Semicircular (9em-i-s6r'ku-16r), a. Having
the form of a half circle. — Semicircular
canals, in anat. the name given, from their
figure, to three canals belonging to the organ
of hearing, situated in the petrous portion
of the temporal bone, and opening into the
vestibule-

Semi - circumference ( 8era'i-s6r-kum"f6r-
ens). n. Half tlie circumference.
Semicirque (sem'i-s6rk), n. A semicircle; a
semicircular hollow. 'The semicirque of
wooded hills.' Fraser's Mag.

Upon a semicirque of turf-clad ground.
The hidden nook discovered to our view
A mass of rock. If'ordrvjorth.

Semicolon (sem'i-ko-lon), n. In gram, and
punctuation, the point ( ;

), the mark of a
pause to be observed in reading or speak-
ing, of less duration than the colon, and
more than that of the comma. It is used
to distinguish the conjunct members of a
sentence.

Semi-column (sem'i-kol-um), n. A half co-
lumn.
Semi-columnar (8em'i-ko-lum"n6r),a. Like
a half column ; flat on one side and round
on the other: a botanical term, applied to
a stem, leaf, or petiole.

Semi - conscious (sem-i-kon'shus), a. Im-
perfectly conscious, De Quincey.
Semicopet (sem'i-kop), n. An ancient cleri-

cal garment, being a half or short cloak.
Chaucer.
Semi-crystalline (8em.i-kris'tal-in),a. Half
or imperfectly crystallized.

Semicubical (sem-i-kub'ik-al), a. In conic
sections, applied to a species of parabola
defined by this property, that the cubes of
the ordinates are proportional to the squares
of the corresponding abscissas. This curve
is the evolute of the common parabola.
Semicubium, Semicupium (sem-i-kuT)!-
um, sem-i-ku'pi-um), n. [L.L., from semi,
half, and cupa, a tun, a cask.] A half-bath,
or one that covers only the lower extremi-
ties and hips. [Rare.]

Semicyltnder (sem-i-sil'in-dfer), n. Half a
cylinder.

Semi-cvMndrlc, Semi-cylindrical (sem'i-
si-lin"(lrik, sem'i-si-lin"diik-al), a. HaU-
cylindncaX. — Semi-cylindrical leaf, in bot.

one that is elongated, fiat on one side, round
on the other.

Semi - deml - semiguaver ( sem ' i - dem-i-
8em"i-kwa-v6r), n. In music, a note
of half the duration of a demi-semi- ~^
quaver; the sixty-fourth part of a ->p-
semibreve.
Semi-detacbed (sem'i- de-tacht"). a. Partly
separated : applied to one of two houses
which are detached from other buildings,
and joined together by a single party-wall;
as, a semi-detached villa.

Semi-diameter (sem'i-di-ara"et-6r), ?i- Half
a diameter; a radius.

Semi - diapason (sem'i-di-a-pa"zon), n. In
music, an imperfect octave, or an octave
diminished by a lesser semitone.
Semi - diapente (sem'i-dl-a-pen"te), n. In
music, an imperfect or diminished fifth.

Semi-diaphaneity (sem'i-dl-a-fa-ne"i-ti), ?i.

Half or imperfect transparency. Boyle.

Semi - diaphanous (sem'i-di-af"an-us), a.

Half or imperfectly transparent. *A semi-
diaphanous ^^rey.' Woodicard.

Semi-diatessaron(sem'i-di-a-tes"sa-ron),n.
In iitusir, an imperfect or diminished fourth.

Semi-ditone (aeml-di-tOn), n. In music, a
minor third.

Semi-diurnal (sem'i-dT-6r"nal), a. l. Per-
taining to or accomplished in half a day or
twelve hours; continuing half a day. —2. Per-
taining to or accomplished in six hours.

—

Semi-diurnal arc, in astro7i. the arc de-
scribed by a heavenly body in half the time
between its rising and setting.

Semi -dome (sem'i-dom), n. Half a dome,
especially as formed by a vertical section.

Semi-double (sem-i-du'bl), n. An inferior
or secondary ecclesiastical festival, ranking
next above a simple feast or bare commemo-
ration, liev. F. G. Lee.

Semi-double (sem-i-du'bl), a. In bot. having
the outermost stamens converted into petals
while the inner ones remain perfect: said
of a flower.

Semi -fable (sem'i-fa-bl), n. A mixture of
trutl: antl fable; a narrative partly fabulous
and partly true. De Quincey. [Rare.]
Semi-flexed (sem'i-Hekst), a. Half-bent.

Semi-floscular (sem-i-ttos'ku-16r), a. Same
as Semi-jiosculous.

Semi-flosculous, Semi-floscuJose (sem-i-
flos'ku-lu5, sem-i-flus'ku-16s), a. [Semi, and
L. jlosculus, a little flower] In bot. having
the corolla split and turned to one side, as
in the ligule of composites.
Semi 'fluid ( sem-i-flu'id ), a. Imperfectly
fluid.

Semi-formed (sem'i-formd),«. Half-formed;
imperfectly formed; as, a semi-formed crys-
tal.

Semi-horal (sem-i-ho'ral), a. Half-hourly.
Seml-llgneous (semilig'ne-us), a. Half or
partially ligneous or woody. In bot. applied
to a stem which is woody at the base and
herbaceous at the top, as the common rue,
sage, and thyme.
Semi-Hquid (sem-i-lik'wid), a. Half-liquid;
semi-fluid.

Semi-liauidity (8em'i-lik-wid"i-ti), n. The
state of being semi-liquid; partial liquidity.

Semilor (sem'i-lor), n. [Prefix semi, half,
and Fr. I'or, gold.] An alloy, consisting of
five parts of copper and one of zinc, used
for manufacturing cheap jeweliy, &c.
Semilunar (8em-i-lu'n6r), a. [Fr. shniXu-
luiire^L. semi, half, and luna, the moon.]
Resembling in form a half-moon. 'A semi-
lunar ridge.' N. Grew.—Semilunar carti-
lages, in anat. two fibro-cartilages which
exist between the condyles of the os femoria
and the articulate surfaces of the tibia.—
Semilunar ganglia, in anat. the ganglia
formed by the great sympathetic nerve on
its entrance into the abdomen, from which
nerves are sent to all the viscera.—Semi-
lunar notch, in aimt. an indentation in the
form of a half-moon between the coraccdd
process and the superior l>order of the
scapula.

—

Semilunar valves, in anat. the
three valves at the beginning of the pul-
monary artery and aorta; so named from
their half-moon shape.

Semlluuary, Semilunate (sem-i-Iu'na-ri),

sem-i-lu'nat), a. Semilunar. 'A semilunary
form.' Sir T. Herbert.
Semi-membranous(sem-i-mem'bra-nu8),o.
Half or partially membranous. In anat.
applied to a muscle of the thigh, from the
long flat membrane-like tendon at its upper
part. It serves to bend the leg.

Semi-menstrual (sem-i-men'strb-al), a. [L.

semi, half,and menstnialis.montMy.] Half-
monthly; specifically, applied to an inequa-
lity of the tide which goes through its

changes every half-month.
Semi-metal (sem'i-met-al), ?i. In old chem.
a metal that is not malleable, as bismuth,
arsenic, nickel, cobalt, antimony, manga-
nese, tic.

Semi - metallic (sem'i-me-tal"ik), a. Per-
taining to a semi-metal

;
partially metallic

in character.

Semi-minim (sem'i-min-im), n. In mugic,
a half minim or crotchet.

Semi-mute (sem'i-mut), a. Applied to a per-
son who, owing to losing the sense of hear-
ing, has lost also to a great extent the
faculty of speech, or who, owing to congeni-
tal deafness, has never perfectly acquired
that faculty.

Semi -mute (sem'i-mut), n. A serai-mute
pereon.
Seminal (sem'in-al), a. [L. seminalis. from
semen, seed- See Semen.] 1. Pertaining to
seed or semen, or to the elements of repro-
duction. —2. Contained in seed; germinal;
rudimental; original.

These are very imperfect rudiments of ' Paradise
Lost

;

' but it is pleasant to see great works in their
semirta/ state, pregnant with latent possibilities of
excellence. yohnson.

—Seminal leaf, the same as Seed-leaf.

Semlnalt (sem'in-al), ». Seminal state. 'The
seminals of other iniquities.' Sir T. Browne.
Seminality (sem-i-nal'i-ti), n. The state of
being semiiml; the power of being produced.
Sir T. Browne.
Seminarian. Seminarist (sem-i-na'ri-an,

sem'in-a-rist), n. A member of a seminary;
specifically, an English Roman Catholic

priest educated in a foreign seminary.

Seminarists now come from Rome to per\ert souls.

Sheldon.

Seminary (sem'i-na-ri), 7*. [Fr. s^minaire;
L. seminarium, from semen, seminis, seed,

from root of sero. satum, to sow.] l.t A
seed-plot; groimd where seed is sown for
producing plants for transplantation; a
nursery; as, to transplant trees from a semi-
na}-y. Mortimer.—2.\ The place or original

stock whence anything is brought.

This stratum, . . . being the seminary or promp-
tuary, that furnishes forth matter for the fonnation
and increment of animal and vegetable bodies.

Woodward.
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3. A place of education; any school, academy,
college, or university in which young per-

sons are instructed in the sever^ branches
of learning which may qualify them for

their future employments.— 4. f A seminary
priest : a Roinau Catholic priest educated
in a seminary; a seminarist.

A while acone. they made me, yea nie, to mistake
an honest zealous pursuivant for a seminary.

J>. yonson.

Seminary (sem'i-na-ri). « l. Seminal ; be-

longing to seed. 'S^muuzri/ vessels.' Dr.
John Smith —1. Trained or educated in a

foreign seminary: said of a Roman Catholic
priest. 'All Jesuits, seuiiimry priests, and
other priests.' Hallaui.

Seminatet (sem'i-nat), v.t. pret. & pp. wjni-
nated; ppr. tseininating. (L. seniino, semi-
nattim, to sow. See Semen.] To sow; to

spread ; to propagate. ' Doctors, who first

tteininafed learning.' Waterhouse.
Semination (sem-f-na'shon^ n. [L. semina-
tio, iteiiiitiationU, from setnijio. See Semen.]
1. 1 The act of sowing: the act of disseminat-
ing. Svelyn. —2. In bot the natural disper-

sion of seeds ; the process of seeding. The
seeds of plants are dispersed in various waj's.

Some are heavy enough to fall directly to
the ground ; others are furnished with a
pappus or down, by means of which they
are dispersed by the wind; while others are
contained in elastic capsules, which, burst-
ing open with considerable force, scatter
the seeils.

Seminedt (se'mind), a. Thick covered, as
with seeds. 'Her garments blue, and se-

mined with stars.' B. Jonton.
Seminiferous (sem-i-nif6r-us), a. [L. semen.
KeimHi*; seed, and /ero, to produce.] Seed-
bearing: prtHluriiig seed.

Seminific, Seminiflcal (sem-i-nifik. sem-i-
nif'ik-al). a. [L. semen, seminis, seed, and
/acio, to make.] Forming or producing
seed or semen.
Semlniflcation(8em'in-if-i-ka"shon), n. Pro-
pauatiim from the seed or seminal parts.
Sir .\f Il'ile. [Rare.]

Seminole (sem'i-nol), n. and a. [Amer. In-
dian, wild, reckless] One of, or belonging
to, a tnl»e of American Indians, originally
a vagrant offshoot from the Creeks. They
gave great trouble to the settlers in Georgia
and Florida, and after a tedioos war the
remains of the tril>e were removed to the
Indian territory beyond the Mississippi.

Semi-nude (sem'i-nud), a. Partially nude;
half naked.
Seml-nympll (sem'i-nimf), n. In entmn. the
nympti of insects which undergo a slight
chuitue only in passing to a perfect state.

Semio^aphy ( se-ml-og'ra-flX n. Same aa
S'.-infio-irapfiif.

Semiologicai (s^mI-d-loj"ik-al). a. Same
us S'lio indnjical.

Semiology (se-ml-ol'o-JiX n. [Gr. timeion,
a sign, and logos, discourse.] Same aa Se-
meititicn.

Semi-opacouB t (sem'i-d-pa'TtuB), a. Seml-
opaijue. Boyle.

Semi -opal (iem-l-ypalX n, A variety of
ojiul not posoessing opalescence.
Semi-opaque (sem'i-d-pak"), a. Half trana-
p.iittit Miiiv; h.'df opaque.
Semi-orbicular (8em'i-or-bik''u-16r),a. Hav-
iny the shape of a half orb or sphere.

Seml-ordinate(sem-i-or'din-at),7i. Inconie
sectioitn. Bee ORDINATE.
SemlotiC (se-ml-ot'ikV a. ^me Bi Semeiotie.
Semiotics (se-mi-ot'lks), n. See Skmkio-
TltS.

Semi - palmate, Semi-palmated (sem-l-
pal'miit, seiri-i-parmat-eil). a. In Z'>id. hav-
ing the feet webbed only partly down the
toes.

Semi - parabola (ftem'i-pa-rab"6-la). n. In
nutth. a curve of such a nature that the
powers of its ordinates are to each other as
the next lower powers of its abacissaa.
Semlped (sem'i-ped). n. [Semi, and L. pes,
I'dix, a foot] In pros, a half-foot
Semipedal (Bemi-pe'dal), a. Id pros, con-
lainin;^' a half-foot.

Semi - Pelagian ( sera'ipd-la"jf-an ). n. In
ecdeif. hi>it a follower of John Cassianus, a
monk who, about the year 430, modified
the doctrines of Felagius. by maintaining
that grace was necessary to salvation, but
that, on the other hand, our natural facul-
ties were sufficient for the commencement
of repentance and amendment; that Christ
died Uiv all men; that his grace was equally
offered to all men: that man was bom free,
and therefore capable of receiving its in-

fluences or resisting them.

Semiqua^ ers.

To sound or sing in, or

Semi-Pela«ian (sem'i-pe-la"ji-an), a. Per-
taining to the Semi-Pelagians or their tenets.

Semi - Pela^anism (sem'i-pe-Ia"ji-an-izm),
n. The doctrines or tenets of the Semi-
Pelagians.

Semi-pellucid (sem'i-pel-lu"3id), a. Par-
tially pellucid ; imperfectly transparent

;

as, a semi-pellucid gem.
Semi-plantigrade (sem-i-plan'ti-grad), a.

In zuol. applied to certain families of mam-
mals, as the Viverrida; or civets, and the
Mustelidie or weasels, in which a portion
of ttie sole of the hind-feet at least is ap-
plied to the gi'ound in walking.
Semi - quadrate, Semi - quartUe (sem'i-
kwod-rat, sem'i-kwar-til), n. [L. xemi, and

?uadrat\is, quadrate, or quartus, fourth.]
n astrol. an aspect of two planets when

distant from each other the half of a quad-
rant, or 45 degrees.

Semiquaver (sem'i-kwa-v^r), n. In mxisic,
a note of half
the duration of
the quaver; the
sixteenth of the
semibreve.

Semiquaver
(sem'i-kwa-v6r), v.t.

as in, semiquavers.
With wire and catgut he concludes the day,
^uav'rintf and sentiqnavrin^^ care away. Cowfitr.

Semi-Quletlst (sem-i-kwi'et-ist), n. One of
a sect of mystics who, while maintaining
with the Quietists that the most perfect
state of the soul is passive contemplation,
yet maintains the incompatibility of this
state with any external sinful or sensual
action.

Semlquintile (sem'i-kwin-til). n. In ctstrol.

an aspect of two planets when distant from
each other half of the quintile, or 36 degrees.
Semi-recondite (sem-i-rek'on-dit), a. Half-
hidden or concealed ; specifically, in zovl.

applied Ut the head of an insect half con-
cealed within the shield of the thorax.
Semi-septate (sem-i-sep'tat), a. In bot. half-
partitioned : having a dissepiment which
does not project into the cavity to which it

belongs sufficiently to cut it off into two
separate cells.

Seml-seztUe (sem'i-^eks-tll). n. In astrol.

an aspect of two planets when they are dis-

tant from each other the half of a sextile,

or 30 degrees,

Semi-sniile (sem'i-smn), n. A half laugh;
a forced grin. ' A doleful and doubtful se^ni-

xmile of welcome.* Lord Lytton.
Semlsoun,t n. A half-sound; alow orbroken
tone. Chaucer.
Seml-Bpheric,Semi-spherical fsem-i-sfer'-

ik. semi-sfer'ik-al), a. Having the figure of
a half sphere.

Semi-spinal (semispinal), a. In anat. ap-
plied to two muscles connected with the
transverse and spinous processes of the ver-
tebne.

Semi-steel (sem'i-stel), n. A name given in
the I'nited States to puddled steel.

Semi-tangent (sem'i-tan-jent), n. In math.
the taiik'eiit of half an arc.

Semite (sem'it), n. A descendant of Shem;
one of the Semitic race. See under Semitic.
Written also Shemite.
Semite (sem'itX a. Of or belonging to Shem
or his descendants. Written k\%o Shemite.

Semltendinose (sem-i-ten'din-dz), a. In
aiuxt. applied to a muscle situated obliquely
along the back part of the thigh. It assists

in bending the leg. and at the same time
draws it a little inwards.

Semitertian (sem-i-t^r'shi-an), a. In med.
applied to a fever possessing both the char-
acters of the tertian and quotidian inter-
mittent. Jhingliiton.

Semitertian (sem-i-t^r'shi-anX n. A semi-
tertian fever.

Semitic (se-mit'ik), a. Relating to Shem or
his reputed descendants; pertaining to the
Hebrew race or any of those kindred to it,

as the Arabians, the ancient Phoenicians,
and the Assyrians. —5emiftc or Shemitie
languages, an important group or family of
languages distinguished by triliteral verbal
rootsand vowel inflection. It comprises three
branches—Xorthem. Aramasan, Aramaic or
Chaldean ; Central orCanaanitish; and South-
em or Arabic. These have been subdivided
asfollowH :—(l).i4ra»wean,including Eastern
and Western Arama;an ; the Eastern em-
braces the Assyrian, the Babylonian, from
which several dialects originated, as the
Chalflaic, the Syro-Cbaldaic ; and the Sa-

maritan- The Western Aramiean includes
the Syriac dialect, the Palmyrene. and the

,

Sabiau idiom, a corrupted Syriac dialect.

(2) Canaanitish comprises the Phcenician
language, with its dialect the Punic or Car-
thaginian, and the Hebrew with the Rab-
binic dialect. (3) A rabic proper, from which
originated the Ethiopian or Abyssinian.
Semltlsm (sem'it-izm). n. A Semitic idiom
or word; the adoption of what is peculiarly
Semitic.

Semitone (sem'i-ton), n. In 7nusic, half a
tone; an interval of sound, as between mi
and /a in the diatonic scale, which is only
half the distance of the interval between
ut (do) and re, or sol and la. A semitone,
strictly speaking, is not half a tone, as there
are three kinds of semitones—greater, lesser,
and natural.

SemitoniC (sem-i-ton'ik), a. Pertaining to
a semitone ; consisting of a semitone or of
semitones.

Semi - transept (sem'i-tran-sept), n. The
half of a transept or cross aisle.

Senii-transparency(sem'i-trans-pa"ren-si),
n. Imperfect transparency; partial opaque-
ness.

Semi-transparent (sem'i-trans-pa"rent), a.

Half or imi>erfectly transparent.
Semi-vltrification(sem-i-vit'ri-fi-ka"shon),
n. 1. The state of being imperfectly vitri-

fied.— 2. A substance imperfectly vitrified.

Semi-Vitrified (sem-i-vit'ri-fid), a. Half or
imperfectly vitrified; partially converted
into glass.

Semi -vocal (sem'i-vo-kal), a. Pertaining
to a semi-vowel; half-vocal; imperfectly
sounding.
Semi-vowel (sem'l-vou-el), n. A half-vowel;
a sound partaking of the nature of both a
vowel and a consonant : an articulation
which is accompanied with an imperfect
sound, which may be continued at pleasure,
as the sounds of I, m, r. Also, the sign re-
presenting such a sound.
Semmit (sem'mit), n. [Perhaps a contr.
of Fr. chemisette. ] An undershirt, generally
woollen. [Scotch.]

Semnopitliecus (sem'n6-pi-the"ku8),7i. [Gr.
semnos, august, venerable, and pithekos, an
ape.] A genus of catarhine or Old World
apes, having long slender tails, well-devel-
oped canine teeth, and tulierculate molars.
One of the most familiar species, 5. Entellus,
the sacred monkey of the Hindus, is of a
grayish or grayish-brown colour, with black
hands, feet, and face. All the species are
natives of Asia and Asiatic islands.

Semola, Semolella (sem'o-m, sem-o-leFla),
n. Same as Semolina.
Semolina (sem-O-li'na), n. [It. semoUno.']
A name given to the large hard grains re-

tained in the bolting-machine after the fine-

fiour has been passed through it. It is of
various degrees of fineness, and is often
made intentionally in considerable quanti-
ties, being a favourite food in France, and
to some extent used in firitain for making
puddings. See Manna-croiI'.
Semoule (sa-molO, n. [Fr.] Same as Semo-
lina.

Sempervirent (sem-p6r-vi'rent), a. [L. sem-
per, always, and viretis, virentis, flourish-
ing] Always fresh; evergreen.
Sempervive (sem'p^r-viv). n. The house-
leek Bacon. See SEMI'ERVIVUM.
Sempervivum(sem-p6r-vi'vum),n. [L. .from
«ej;i/*er. always, and vivux, living] A genus
of plants which includes the house-leek. See
HoUSE-LEEK.
Sempiternal (sem-pi-t^r'nal), a. [Fr. sem-
piternel; L. nempiternus— nemper, always,
and etemus, eternal.] 1. Eternal in futu-
rity; everlasting; endless; having beginning,
but no end.

Those, though they suppose the world not to be
eternal. ' a parte ante,* are not contented to suppose
ft to be sefftPitcrnai, or eternal, *a parte post.'

Sir M. Hale.

2. Eternal ; everlasting ; without beginning
or end.

Sempitemity (sem-pi-t^r'ni-ti), n. [L. sem-
piiernitan. See SEMPITERNAL.] Future
duration without end. ' The future eternity
or gempiteniity of the world.' Sir M. Hale.

Semple (sem'pl), a. Simple; low-born; of
mean birth: opposed iu gentle. [Scotch.]

Sempre (sem'pra). [It.] In muaic, always
or throughout-
Sempster (semp'st^r), n. A seamster (which
see).

He supposed that Walton had given up his busi-
ness as a Unen-draper and sempuer. Bosweil.

Sempstress (semp'stres), n. [A. Sax. seame-
stre, a sempstress, with term, -ess.) A wo-
man who lives by needle-work. Swij't.

ch, cJialn; th, Sc. locA; g, yo; J, ^b; A, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, then; th, thin; w, toig; wb. wAig; zh, aziu*e.—See K.EY.
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Sempstressy (semp'stres-i), n. See Seam-
stressy.
Semuncia (se-mun'si-a), n. [L. semi, half,

and uHcia, the twelfth part of an eis.] A
small Roman coin of the weight of four
drachms, being the twenty-fourth pai't of

the Roman pound.
Sent (sen), adv. Since.

Senary (sen'a-ri), a. [L. senaritis, from seni,

six each, from «ea;, six.] Of six; belonging
to six; containing six.

Senate (aen'at),7i. [Ft. sMat,fTOTaL. seiiatris,

from senex, senis, old, aged; Gr. heiios, Skr.
satias, old.] 1. An assembly or council of
citizens invested with a share in the govern-
ment of a state; as, (a) originally, in ancient
Rome, a body of elderly citizens appointed
or elected from among the nobles of the
state, and having supreme legislative power.
The number of senators during the best
period of theRoman republic was 300. (b)The
upper or less numerous branch of a legisla-

ture in various countries, as in France, in the
United States, in most of the separate states
of the Union, and in some Swiss cantons.
Hence, (c) in general, a legislative body ; a
state council; the legislative department of
a government. ' The crown, the senate, and
the bench.' A. Fonhlaiique. — 2. The gov-
erning body of the University of Cambridge.
It is divided into two houses, named regents
and non-regents. The former consists of
]^Iasters of Arts of less than five years' stand-
ing, and doctors of less than two, and is

called the upper house or white-hood house,
from its members wearing hoods lined with
whitesilk. All othermasters and doctorswho
keep their names on the college books are
non-regents, and compose the lower house
or black-hood house, from its members wear-
ing black hoods.
Senate - chamber (sen'at-cham-b6r), n. A
chamber or hall in wliich a senate assem-
bles.

Senate-house (sen'at-hous), ji. a house in
which a senate meets, or a place of public
council. Shak.
Senator (sen'at-or), 71. 1. A member of a
senate. In Scotland the lords of session
are called senators of the college of justice.

2. In old English law, a member of the king's
couuL-il; a king's councillor. Burrill.

Senatorial (sen-a-to'ri-al), ft. 1. Pertaining to
a senate; becoming a senator; as, senatorial
robes; senatorial eloquence.
Go on, brave youths, till, in some future age,
Whips shall become the senatorial badge.

r. IVharton.

2, In the United States, entitled to elect a
senator; as, a senatorial district.

Senatorlally (sen-a-to'ri-al-li), adv. In a
senatorial manner; in a way becoming a
senator; with dignity or solemnity.

The mother was cheerful ; the father senaforiaZ/jy
grave. v4. Drurninond.

Senatorian (sen-a-to'ri-an), a. Same as
Senatorial.

Propose your schemes, ye senatorian band.
Whose ways and meeins support the sinking land.

yohiison.

Senatoriouat (sen-a-to'ri-us), a. Senatorial.

Senatorship (sen'at-or-ship), n. ' The office

or dit,aiity of a senator. Richard Carew.
Senatus (se-na'tus), ?i. [L.] A senate; a
governing body in certain universities.—
Senattis acadeynicus, one of the governing
bodies in Scotch universities, consisting of
the principal and professors, and charged
with the superintendence and regulation of
discipline, the administration of the uni-
versity property and revenues, subject to the
control and review of the university court,
and the conferring of degrees through the
chancellor or vice-chancellor.—Se7i«(i«co?i-
sultuin, a decree of the ancient Roman
senate, pronounced on some question or
point of law.

Sencet (sens), n. Sense; feeling; sympathy.
Spenser.

Send (send), v.t. pret. & pp. sent; ppr. send-
ing. [A. Sax. sendan, to send, pret. ic sende,
I sent; O.Fris., Icel. senda, ]5an. sende, D.
zenden, G. senden, Goth, sandjan, to send,
lit. to make to go ; Goth, sinthan, to go,
from sinths, A. Sax. stth, a path; cog. Skr.
sadh, to go.] 1. To cause to go or pass from
one place to another; to despatch.

God
Thither will send his winfjed messengers
On errands of supernal grace. Milton.

2. To procure the going, carrjing, transmis-
sion, (tc, of; to cause to be conveyed or
transmitted.

(He) stnt letters by posts on horseback.
Est, viii. 10.

3. To impel ; to propel ; to throw ; to cast

;

to hurl; as, this gun sends a ball 2000 yards.

In his right hand he held a trembling dart
Whose fellow he before had sent apart. Spenser.

4. To commission, authorize, or direct to go
and act.

I have not sent these prophets, yet they ran.

Jcr. xxiii. 21.

5. To cause to take place; to cause to come;
to bestow; to indict.

He . . . sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust.
Mat, V. 43.

The Lord shall send upon thee cursing, vexation,
and rebuke. Deut. xxviii. 20.

6. To cause to he. ' God send him welL

'

Shak.
Send her victorious,
Happy and glorious. National Anthem.

7. Before certain verbs of motion, to cause
to do the act indicated by the principal verb.
It always, however, implies impulsion or
propulsion; as, to sei\d one packing.

He flung him out into the opon air with a violence
whicli setit him staggering several yards. Warren.
Shall we be at once split asunder into innumerable

fragments, and sent drifting through indefinite
space. iVarren.

The royal troops instantly fired such a volley of
musketry as sent the rebel iiotsejlyittg in all direc-
tions. Macaiday.

~-To send forth or out, (a) to produce ; to
put or bring forth ; as, a tree sends forth
branches. (6) To emit; as, flowers send
forth tlieir fragrance.

Send (send), v.i. 1. To despatch a message;
to despatch an agent or messenger for some
purpose.
See ye how this son of a murderer hath sent to

take away mine head! 2 Ki. vi. 32.

2. Naut. to pitch precipitately into the hol-
low or interval between two waves : with
sended as pret.

She j-<r«rf/rf forward heavily and sickly on the long
swell. She never rose to the opposite heave of the
sea again. Mich. Scott.

—To send for, to request or require by mes-
sage to come or be brought; as, to send for
a physician; to send for a coach.
Send (send), n. The motion of the waves,
or the Impetus given by their motion.
Sendal (sen'dal), n, [O.Fr. and Sp. cendal,
sendal; L.L. cendalum, usually derived from
Gr. situion, a fine Indian cloth, from Sindhu,
the Sanskrit name of the river Indus, whence
the name Indiu is derived,] A light thin
stuff of silk or thread.

Sails of silk and ropes of sendal.
Such as gleam in ancient lore. Longfellow.

Sender (send'Sr), ?i. One that sends. Shak.
Senehlera (8en'e-bi-e"ra), n. [In honour of
John de Senebisr, of Geneva, a vegetable
physiologist.] A genus of plants, nat, order
Cruciferie; sometimes called Coronopus. S.
Coronopus (common wart-cress) is a native
of Europe and North America, and was for-

merly eaten as a salad. S. didynm is a
native of Great Britain, growing on waste
ground near the sea. S. nilotica is eaten as
a salad in Egypt. They are insignificant
weeds with prostrate diffuse stems, finely

divided leaves, and small white flowers.

Seneca (seu'e-ka), n. See Senega.
Seneca-oil (sen'e-ka-oil), n. A name for

petroleum or naphtha, from its having ori-

ginally been collected and sold by the
Seneca Indians.

Seneca-root (sen'e-ka-rot), n. See Senega.
SeneciO (se-ne'shi-o), n. [From L. senex, an
old man ; the receptacle is naked and re-

sembles a bald head.] A genus of plants,
known by the common names of groimdsel
and ragwort. See Groundsel, Ragwort.
Senectitude (se-nek'ti-tud). n. [L. senectus,

old age, from senex, old.] Old age. 'Senec-
titude, weary of its toils.' H. Miller. [Rare.]

Senega, Seneka (sen'e-ga, sen'e-ka), n. A
druji consistintr of the root of a plant called
also seneca and rattlesnake-root, belonging
to the genus Polygala, J*. Senega, a native
of the United States. The drug is said to
have been used as an antidote to the effects

of the bite of the rattlesnake. It is now
almost exclusively used in cough mixtures,
being similar in Its effects to squilL See
Polygala.
Senegal (sen'e-gal). See Gum-senegal.
Senescence (se-nes'sens), 71. [L. senesco.
from senex, old.] The state of growing old;

decay by time.

The earth and all things will continue in the state
wherein they now are, without the least senescence or
decay. If^oodinard.

Senescent(8e-ne5'sent),a. Beginning togrow
old. ' Now as the night was senescent7 E.
A. Poe.

Seneschal (sen'es-shal), n. [Fr. sin^ehal,
O.Fr. seneschal, L.L. senescallus, senescal-
ciis, O.G. eenescalh—sene, oId = L. senex, and
scale, scalh, a servant (seen also in mar-
shal).] An officer in the houses of princei
and dignitaries, who has the superintend-
ence of feasts and domestic ceremonies; a
steward. In some instances the seneschal
was an officer who had the dispensing of gu&-
tice.

Seneschal is a word rarely used except by person*
who affect a kind of refinement of style, which they
think is attained by using words of exotic growth
rather than words the natural growth of their own
soil. In poetry and romance writing it is sometimes
used for a pnncipal officer in the household of dis-
tinguished persons, when it is thought that the word
steward would be too familiar. Penny Cyclopedia.

Seneschalship (sen'es-shal-ship), n. The
oflice of seneschal.

Senge»t v.t. To singe. Chaucer.
Sengreen (sen'gren), n. [G. singriin, a
plant, as periwinkle

—

sin, a root, signifying
strength, force, duration, and griin, green.]
A plant, the house-leek, of the genus Sem-
pervivum.
Senile (se'nil), a. [L. senilis, from senex,
old. See Senate.] Pertaining to old age;
proceeding from age; especially pertaining
to or proceeding from the weaknesses usu-
ally accompanying old age ; as, senile gar-
rulity; senile driveL 'Senile maturity of
judgment.' Boyle.

Loss of colour of the hair may be accidental, pre-
mature, or senile. Copland.

Senility (se-nil'i-ti), n. The state of being
senile; old age. Boswell.

Senior (se'ni-6r), a. [L. senior, compar. of
senex, old.] 1. More advanced in age; older;
elder: when following a personal name,
as John Smith, senior (usually contracted
senr. or sen.), it denotes the elder of
two persons in one family or community of
that name. —2. Higher or more advanced
in rank, office, or the like ; as, a senior pas-
tor, officer, member of parliament, <fcc.—
Senior wrangler. See Wrangler.
Senior (se'ni-^r), n. 1. A person who is

older than another; one more advanced in
life.

He (Pope) died in May, 1744. about a year and a
half before his friend Swift, who, more than twenty
years his senior, had naturally anticipated that he
should be the first to depart. Craii.

2. One that is older in ofiice, or whose first

entrance upon an office was anterior to that
of another; one prior or superior in rank or
office.~3. A student in the fourth year of
the curriculum in American colleges; also,

one in the third year in certain professional
seminaries.—4. An aged person; one of the
oldest inhabitants. ' A senior of the place
replies. ' Dryden.
Seniority (se-ni-or'i-ti), n. 1. State of l>eing

senior; superior age; priority of biith; as,

he is the elder brother, and entitled to the
place by seniority.— 2. Priority or superi-
ority in rank or office ; as, the seniority of

a pastor or an officer.— 3, An assembly or
court consisting of the senior fellows of a
college.

The dons were not slow to hear of what had hap-
pened, and they regarded the matter in so serious a
li^ht, that they summoned a seniority for its imme-
diate investigation. Farrar.

Seniorizet (sen'i-6r-iz), v.i. To exercise
lordly authority; to lord it; to rule. Fair-
fax.
Senioryt (sen'y6r-i), n. Same as Seniority.

If ancient sorrow be most reverent.
Give mine the benefit of senu*ry. Shak.

Senna (sen'na), n. [Ar. send, senna.] The
leaves of various species of Cassia, the best
of which are natives of the East. The Brit-

ish Pharmacopoeia recognizes two kinds of
senna, the Alexandrian and the llnnevelly.
Alexandrian senna {Senna A lexa ndrina)
consists of the lance-shaped leaflets of C.

lanceolata and the obovate ones of C. obo-

rata, carefully freed from the flowers, pods,
and leaf-stalks. It is grown in Nubia and
Upper Egypt, and imported in large bales
from Alexandria. It is liable to be adulter-
ated by an admixture of the leaves, flowers,

and fruit of the argel {Solenostemma Argel).
Tinnevelly or East Indian senna {Senna
Indica) is a very fine kind, and consists of

the large lance-shaped leaflets of C.elonga la.

The leaflets of C. obovata are from their
shape called also blunt-leaved senna, and
from their place of export Aleppo senna.
The true senna leaves are distinctly ribbed
and thin, and generally pointed, and are
readily distinguished from the leaves of
argel by their unequally oblique base and

F&te, fftr, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^ll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, So. fey.
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J lanceolata).

their freedom from bitteniess. Senna is a
general and efficient laxative in cases of
occasional or habitual constipation. Given
alone it occasions
gripingand nausea;
it is therefore best
administered with
aromatics or with
neutral laxative
salts, which at the
same time increase
its activity. It is

used in dyspepsia
and in febrile and
intlammatory dis-
eases; but, as it is

sometimes drastic.

It must be avoided
when the alimen-
tary canal is much
affected.— Bladder
senna, the Cotittea
Grhorescetis, a na-
tive of the south
of Europe, and em- Senna (G
ployed to adulter-
ate blunt-leaved senna. Scorpion senna.the
Corouilla Emerus, a native of the south of
Europe. The leaves are purgative and dras-
tic, but are inconvenient on account of their
griping effects.

Sennachy (sen'na-ehiX n. Same as Sean-
nachie.

Sennet t (sen'net), n. [Probably from L.
si'jnum, a signal J A particular set of notes
on a trumpet or comet, different from a
flourish. The word occurs chiefly in the
stage directions of old plays. Variously
written Sennit, Senet, Synnet, Cynet, Sig-
net, and Si'jnate.

Se'nnlght (sen'nitX n. [Contr. from seven-
ni'jht, HB /'jrtni^ht from /ourteenniffht.] The
space of seven nights and days; a weelc
If the interim be but a sennight. Time's pace is $o

hard
That it seems the length of seven year. Shak.
My love for Nature is as old as I

;

But thirty moons, one honeymoon to that.
And three nch sennights more, my love for her,

Tennyson.
Sennit (sen'nit), n. [From ««en and knit.^
Saut. a sort of flat braided cordage used
for various purposes, and formed by plait-
ing rope-yarns or spun-yam t<^rether.

Senocular (se-nok'u-lSr), a. {L. mni, six
each, from mx, six, and ocuhu, the eye.]
Having six eyes.

-M'jst animals are binocular, spiders octonocular,
and some stftocutar. Dtrhatn.

Sehor (sen-yorO, n. A Spanish title or form
of address, corresponding to the English
Mr or sir; a gentleman.
Senora (sen-yd'ra). n. The feminine of
>i<:uur; maclame or Mrs. ; a lady.

Sensate,t Sensatedt (sens'at, aens'at-ed),a.
I'<iitivcci Ity the senses.

Sensatet (sens'at), v.t. To have perception
'I', as an object of the senses; to apprehend
by tlte senses or understanding.
Sensation (sen-sa'shon), n. [Fr. sensation,
from L L. sensatio, sensationis, from L. «en-
tio, ^ntttm, to feel, hear, see, Ac, to per-
ceive. See SENSE] 1. The effect produced on
the sensorium by something acting on the
bodily organs; an impression made upon
the mind through the medium of one of the
organs of sense; feeling produced by exter-
nal objects, or by some change in the inter-
nal state of the body; a feeling; as, a wn-
Mtion of light, heat, heaviness, Ac Sensa-
tions are conveyed by means of nerves to
the brain or sensorium. An impression pro-
duced by something extemal to the body is
sometimes spoken of as an extemal gerua-
tinn; when it proceeds from some change
taking place within the living system, and
an-.iiiir from it.s own actions, it is feeraied an
int'/nal st-mation; thus the Impression
communicated to the mind by the effect of
light on the retina, and the painful sensa-
tion produced by a blow, are external gen-
^itiom; the feeling of hunger and of rest-
iKssness are internal genaatum*. The exter-
nal organs by which those Imprewlons which
cause sensations are primarily received are
tailed the organs of the senses; these are
the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, pa-
late, &<:., which constitute the organ of
taste, and the extremities of nenes. dis-
r>ersed under the common integuments,
which give rise to the common sensation,
feeling or touch In addition to these, ac-
cording to Professor Bain. ' the feelings con-
nectc'i with the movements of body, or the
action of the muscles, have come to be re-

cognized as a distinct class, differing mate-
rially from the sensations of the five senses.
They have been regarded by some metaphy-
sicians as proceeding from a sense apart, a
sixth or muscular sense, and have accord-
ingly been enrolled tinder the general head
of sensations. That they are to be dealt
with as a class by themselves, as much so as
sounds or sights, the feelings of affection,
or the emotions of the ludicrous, is now
pretty well admitted on all hands.'—2. The
power of feeling or receiving impressions
through organs of sense; as, inorganic
bodies are devoid of senmtion.
This great source of most of the ideas we have,

depending wholly upon our senses, and derived by
them to the understanding, I call sensation. Locke.

3. Agreeable or disagreeable feelings occa-
sioned by causes that are not corporeal or
mateiial; purely spiritual or psychical affec-
tions; as, sensations of awe, sublimity, ridi-
cule, novelty, &c.—4. A state of excited In-
terest or feeling; as, to create a sensation.

The sensation caused by the appearance of that
work is still remembered by tuany Brougham.

5. That which produces sensation or excited
interest or feeling. * The greatest sensation
of the day ; the grand incantation scene of
the Freischiitz. ' Tiuies newspaper. —6. Only
as much of anything as can be perceived by
the senses; a very small quantity; as, a sen-
sation of brandy. [Slang.]— The word is

often used as an adjective in the sense of
causing excited interest or feeling; as, sen-
sation novels, drama, oratorj*, &c.~Sensa-
tion novels, novels that produce their effect
by exciting and often improbable situa-
tions, by taking as their groundwork some
dreadful secret, some atrocious crime, or
the like, and painting scenes of extreme
peril, high-wrought passion, &c.
Sensational (sensa'shon-al), a. 1. Having
sensation; serving to convey sensation; sen-
tient. J)unfflison.—2. Relating to or imply-
ing sensation or perception by the senses.

that he
outline of

purest of the seftsa-
F II' Robertson.

He whose eye is so refined by discipline
n repose with pleasure upon the serene oi
lautiiul form has reached the purest of thi

can
beautil

tu>nal raptures.

3. Producing sensation or excited interest or
emotion; as, a sensational novel. — 4. Per-
taining to sensationalism.

Are we then obliged to give in our adherence to
the sensatii^nal philosophy? Farrar.

Sensationallam (sen-sa'shon-al-izm), n. In
metaph. the theory or doctrine that all our
ideas are solely derived through our senses
or sensati'ins; sensualism.
Sensationalist (sen-sashon-al-ist), n. In
nietaph. a believer in or upholder of the
doctrine of sensationalism or sensualism.
Sometimes used adjectivally.

Accordingly we are not surprised to find that Locke
was claimedas the founder of a sensationaiitt school,
whose ultimate conclusions his calm and pious mind
would have indignantly repudiated. . . . We con-
sider this on the whole a less objectionable term than
* sensualist * or ' sensuist; ' the laner word is uncouth,
and the former, from the thmgs which it connotes, is
hardly fair. Farrar

Sensatlonary (sen-sa'shon-a-ri). n. PosseBB-
ing or relating to sensation; sensationaL
Sense (sensXn. [L.««/L«u#, sensation, a sense,
from sentio, sensum, to perceive by the
senses (whence sentence, content, dissent,
assent,&c.\] 1 One of the faculties by which
man and the higher animals perceive exter-
nal objects by means of impressions made on
certain organs of the body. The senses enable
us to become acquainted with some of the
conditions of our own bodies, and with cer-
tain properties and states of extemal things,
such as their colour, taste, odour, size, form,
density, motion. Ac. A sense is exercised
through a specialized i>ortion of the ner-
vous system, capable of receiving only one
series or kind of impressions. The senses
are usually spoken of as being five in num-
ber, namely, sight, hearing, taste, smell,
and touch; and each of them is exercised in
the recognition of an impression conveyed
along some nerve to the brain. Some phy-
siologists, however, recognize a sixth or
muscular sense arising from the sensitive
department of the fifth pair and the com-
pound spinal nerves. (See under Sensa-
tion.) Others again treat of a seventh or
visceral sense, a term which they apply to
the instinctive sensations arising from the
ganglionic department of the nervous sys-
tem.—2. Perception by the senses or Iwdily
organs; sensation; feeling. 'Bum out the
sense and virtue of mjne eye.' Shak.

In a living creature, though never so great, the I

sense and the affects of any one part of the body in-
stantly make a transcursioii throughout the whole.

Bitton.

3. Perception by the mind ; apprehension
through the intellect; recognition; under-
standing; discernment; appreciation; feel-
ing. 'Basilius, having the quick sense of a
lover." Sir P. Sidney. 'Having sense of
beauty.' Shak.
Have they any sense of what they singT Tennyson.

4. iloral perception; consciousness; convic-
tion; as, to have a sense of wrong, a sense of
shame. Tennyson.
Some are so hardened in wickedness as to have no

sense of the most friendly offices. SirJi. L'Estrange.

5. Sound perception and reasoning; correct
reason; good mental capacity; understand-
ing; as, a man of sense. 'Lost the soise
that handles daily life.' Tennyson.
Immodest words admit of no defence,
For want of decency is want of sense. Roscommon.
Yet, if he has sense but to balance a straw.
He will sure take the hint from the picture I draw.

Smoilftt.
6. Perceptive faculties in the aggregate;
faculty of thinking and feeling; mind. 'Did
all confound her sense.' Tennyson.
Are you a man? have you a soul or sense t Shak.

7. That which is felt or is held as a sentiment,
view, or opinion; judgment; notion ; opinion.
The municipal council of the city had ceased to

speak the sense of the citizens. Macaitiny.

8. Meaning; import; signification; as, the
tme seiise of a word or phrase; a literal or
figurative sense.

When a word has been used in two or three senses,
and has made a great inroad for error, drop one or
two of those senses, and leave it only one remainii^.

If'atts.

—Common sense. See under Common.
Senset(sens),i7.t To perceive by the senses.

Is he sure that objects are not otherwise sensed by
others than they are by him? Glanvitle.

SensefOlt (sens'f^ii), a. Reasonable; judi-
cious. ' Hearkening to his sense/ul speech.

'

Spenser.

Srasele8S(8en8les),a. 1. Destitute of sense;
having no power of sensation or perception;
incapable of sensation or feeling; insens-
ible; as, the body when dead is senseless;
but a limb or other part of the body may be
senseless when the rest of the body enjoys
its usual sensibility.

The ears are senseless that should give us hearing.
Shak.

2. Wanting feeling, sympathy, or apprecia-
tion; without sensibility.

The senseless grave feels not your pious sorrows.
Rovje.

3. Contrary to reason or sound judgment;
ill-judged; unwise; foolish; nonsensical.
They would repent this X\\^\t senseless perverse-

ness when it would be too late. Clarendon.

4. Wanting understanding; acting without
sense or judgment; foolish; stupid.

They were a senseless stupid race. Swi/i.

Senselessly (sensles-li), adv. In a sense-
less manner; stupidly; unreasonably; as, a
man senselessly arrogant. Locke.
Senselessness (sens'les-nes), n. The state
or quality of being senseless ; as, (a) w:\iit

of sensation, perception, or feeling. 'A gulf,
a void, a sense of senselessness.' Shelley.
(b) Want of judgment or good sense; un-
reasonableness; folly; stupidity: absurdity.
' Stupidity and senselesKiiess. ' Hales.

Sensibility (sensi-bil'i-ti), n. [Fr. sensi^
bililt-, from sensible. ] 1. The state or quality
of being sensible or capable of sensation

;

that power which any organ or tissue of the
body has of causing changes inherent in or
excited in it to be perceived and recognized
by the mind; as, a frozen limb loses its

sensibility.— 2. Capacity to feel or perceive
in general ; specifically, the capacity of the
soul to exercise or t(» l>e the subject of emo-
tion or feeling, as distinguished from the
intellect and the will; the capacity of being
impressed with such sentiments as those of
sublimity, awe, wonder, Ac.— 3. Peculiar
susceptibility of impression, pleasurable or
painful ;delicacyor keenness of feeling; quick
emotion or sympatliy ; as, sensibility to
praise or blame ; a man of exquisite sensi-
hUity.

Modesty is a kind of quick and delicate feeling in
the soul : it is such an exquisite sensibility as warns
a woman to shun the first appearance of everything
hurtful. AiidtsoH.

The true lawgiver ought to have a heart full of
sensibility. Burke.

In this sense used frequently in the pIuraL
'Twere better to be l»om a stone.

Of ruder shape, and fueling none.
Than with a tenderness like mine
And sensibilities so fine. Cinuptr.

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. locA; g, go; JJob; h, Fr. ton; ng, ^ngx th, tAen; th, tkm\ w, w\%\ wh, icAig; zh. azure.—See KEY.
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4. Experience of sensations ; actual feeling.

Burke. ~ 5. That quality of an instrument
which makes it indicate very slight changes
of condition; delicacy; sensitiveness; as, the
sensilnlihj of a balance or of a thermometer.
Sensible (sens'i-bl), a. tf'r. sensible, from
L. ttcntiibilis, from setunis. See SENSE.]
1. Capable of being perceived by the senses;

apprehensible through the bodily organs;
capable of exciting sensation.

Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible

To feeling as to si^ht? Or art thou but
A dagger of the mind, a false creation? Sftak.

Air is sensible to xyielouchhy its motion. Arbttthnot.

2. Perceptible to the mind ; making an im-
pression on the reason or understanding;
keenly felt.

The disgrace was more sensible than the pain.
Sir W. Temple.

3. Capable of sensation; having the capacity

of receiving impressions from external ob-

jects ; capable of perceiving by the senses

or bodily organs; as, the eye is sensible to

light.
I would that your cambric were as sensible as your

finger, that you might leave pricking it for pity. S/ta<t.

4. Capable of emotional influences; emo-
tionally affected. ' If thou wert sensible of

courtesy.' Skak. 'Seyisible of v/rong.' Dry-
den. — 5. Very liable to impression from
without ; easily affected ; sensitive. ' With
affection wondrous sensible.' Shak.—Q. Per-

ceiving or having perception either by the

senses or the intellect; perceiving so clearly

as to be convinced; cognizant; satisfied;

persuaded.
I do not say there is no soul in man because he is not

««j-iW«ofit in his sleep; but I do say he cannot think

at any time, waking or sleeping, without hcvi^sensible
of ir. Locke.

They were now sensible it would have been better to

comply than to refuse. Addison.

7. Easily or readily moved or affected by
natural agents; capable of indicating slight

changes of condition; sensitive; as, a sen-

sible thermometer or balance.— 8. Possess-

ing or containing sense, judgment, or rea-

son; endowed with or characterized by good
or common sense; intelligent; understand-
ing; reasonable; judicious; as, a sensible

man; a sensible proposal. *To be now a
se>isible man, by and by a fool.' Shak.—
Sensible note or tone, in rmisic, the seventh
note of any diatonic scale : so termed because,
being but a semitone below the octave or

key-note, and naturally leading up to that,

it makes the ear sensible of its approaching
sound. Called also the Leading Note.

Sensible t (sens'i-bl), n. 1. Sensation; sensi-

bility.

Our torments also may in length of time
Become our elements; these piercing fires

As soft as now severe, our temper changed
Into their temper ; which must needs remove
The sensible of pain. Milton.

2. That which produces sensation; that
which impresses itself on the senses; some-
thing perceptible ; a material substance.
Dr. H. More.—Z. That which possesses sen-

8il)ility or capability of feeling; sensitive

being.

Tliis melancholy extends itself not to men only, but
even to vegeials and sensibles. Burton.

Sensibleness (sens'i-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being sensible; sensibility; as,

(a) capability of sensation; as, the sensible-

ness of the eye to light. (&) Possibility of
being perceived by the senses, (c) Sensitive-
ness; keenness of feeUng. ' This feeling and
sensibleness and sorrow for sin." Hammond.
(rf) Good sense; intelligence; reasonableness;
as, the se}isibleness of hiB conduct orremarks.
Sensibly (sens'i-bli), adv. In a sensible
maimer; as, (a) in a manner perceived by
the senses; perceptibly to the senses; as,

pain sensibly increased; motion sensibhj
accelerated. (6) With perception, either of

mind or body; sensitively; feelingly; as, he
feels his loss very sensibly.

What remains past cure
Bear not too sensibly. Milton.

(c) With intelligence or good sense; judi-

ciously; as, the man converses \cvy sensibly

on all common topics.

Sensiferous (sen-sif'fir-us), a. Producing
sensation. [Rare.]

Sensiflc (sen-sif'ik), a. [L. sensxis, sense,

and/acio, to make.] Producing sensation.

Senslsm (sens'izm), n. In metaph. same as
S-)i>!Halism.

Sensist (sens'ist), n. Same as Sensationalist.

Sensitive (sens'i-tiv), a. [Fr. sensitif, L.L.
scnsitiims. See SENSE.] 1. Having sense or
feeling, or having the capacity of receiving
impressions from external objects. 'The

sensitive appetite. ' Dryden. ' The sensitive

faculty.' Ray.— 2. Having feelings easily

excited ; having feelings keenly susceptible

of external impressions; readily and acutely
affected ; of keen sensibility ; as, the most
sensible men are the least sensitive.

She was too sensitive to abuse and calumny.
Maaiulay.

3. In physics, easily affected or moved; as, a
sensitive balance ; a sensitive thermometer.
4. In ckem. and photog. readily affected by
the action of appropriate agents; as, iodized
paper is sensitive to the action of light.—
5. Serving to affect the senses ; sensible. ' A
love of some sensitive object.' Hammond.
[Rare.]—6. Pertaining to the senses or to
sensation; depending on sensation; as, sen-
sitiveTansculuT motions excited by irritation.

Sensitive flames, Hames which are easily

affected by sounds, being made to lengthen
out or contract, or change their form in
various ways. The most sensitive flame
is produced in burning gas issuing from a
small taper jet. Such a flame will be affected
by very small noises, as the ticking of a
watch held near it or the clinking of coins
100 feet off. The gas must be turned on so
that the flame is just at the point of roaring.
—Sensitive plant. See Sensitive-pi.ant.
Sensitive t (sens'i-tiv), n. Something that
feels; sensorium.
Sensitively (sens'i-tiv-li), adv. In a sensi-
tive manner. Hamm,ond.
Sensitiveness (sens'i-tiv-nes), n. The state
of being sensitive or easily affected by ex-

ternal objects, events, or representations;
the state of having quick and acute sensi-

bility to impressions upon the mind and
feelings.

Sensitive -plant (sens'i-tiv-plant), n. A
name given to several plants which display
movements of their leaves in a remarkable
degree, not only under the influence of light

and darkness, but also undermechanical and
other stimuli. The common sensitive plant
is a tropical American leguminous annual
of the genus
ilimosa (Jtf . pu-
dica). It is a
low plant, with
white flowers
disposed in
heads,which are
rendered some-
what conspicu-
ous by the
length of the
stamens ; the
leaves are com-
pound, consist-

ing of four
leaves, them-
selves pinnated,
united upon a
common foot-

stalk. At the ap-
proach of night
the leaflets all

fold together;
the same takes
place with the
partial leaves,

and, finally, the common footstalk bends
towards the stem ; at sunrise the leaves
generally unfold. The same phenomena
take place on the plant being roughly
touched or irritated, only that it recovers
itself in a short period. The same property
belongs to other species of Mimosa, and to

species of other genera, as the Hedysarum
gyrans, the teniate and pinnate species of

dxalis, the Dioncea miisci2nila, Ac.

Sensitivity (sens-i-tiv'i-ti), n. The state of

being sensitive ; specifically, (a) in chem.
and photog. readily affected by the action of

appropriate agents ; as, the sensitivity of

prepared paper. (&) In physiol. that pro-
perty of living parts by which they are cap-
able of receiving impressions by means of

the nervous system; sensibility.

Sensitize (sens'i-tiz), v.t. pret. & pp. sensi-

tized; ppr. seiisitizing. To render sensitive

or capable of being acted on by the actinic

rays of the sun; as, sensitized paper or a sen-

sitized plate: a term in photography, &c.

Sensitory (sens'i-to-ri), n. Same as Sen-
sory. See Sensorium.
Sensivet (sen'siv), a. Possessing sense or

feeling; sensitive. Sir P. Sidney.

Sensor (sen'sor), a. Sensory. [Rare.]

Sensorial (sen-so'ri-al), a. Pertaining to

the sensory or sensorium; as, sensorial

faculties; sensorial motions or powers.

Sensorium (sen-s6'ri-um), n. [From L.

Sensitive-plant {Afimosa
pndica).

sensus, sense. ] 1. A general name given to
the brain or to any series of nerve-centrea
in which impressions derived from the ex-
ternal world become localized, transformed
into sensations, and thereafter transferred
by reflex action to other parts of the body.
The term has been sometimes specially ap-
plied to denote the series of organs in the
brain connected with the reception of spe-
cial impressions derived from the organs of
sense. Thus the olfactory and optic lobes,
the auditory and gustatory ganglia, &c.,
form parts of the typical sensorium in this,

latter sense. The older physiologists held
the theory of a sensorium commtme which
extended throughout the whole nervous-
system. — 2. The term formerly applied to
an ideal point in the brain where the soul
was supposed to be more especially located
or centralized ; according to Descartes a
small body near the base of the brain called
the pineal gland.
Sensory (sen'so-ri). a. Relating to the sen-
sorium; as, seJi«ory ganglia; sensory nerves.

Sensory (sen'so-ri;, n. 1. Same as Senso-
rium, 1.

Is not the sensory of animals the place to which the
sensitive substance is present, and mto which the sen-
sible species ofthings are carried through the nerves of
the brain, that there they may be perceived by their im-
mediate presence to that substance. Sir I. Xaolon.

2.t One of the organs of sense.

That we all have double sensories,two eyes,two ears,
is an effectual confutation of this atheistical sophism.

Ben/ley.

Sensual (sen'sii-al), a. [L. sensualis, from
sentio, sensum, to perceive by the senses.

See Sense.] l. Peri;aining to, consisting in,

or affecting the senses or bodily organs of
perception.

Far as creation's ample range extends
The scale of sensual, mental pow'rs ascends. Pope.

2. Relating to or concerning the body, in dis-

tinction from the spirit; not spiritual or
intellectual; carnal; fleshly. Jas. iii. 15;
Jude 19.

The greatest part ofmen are such as prefer. . . that
good which is sensual before whatsoever is divine.

Hooker.

3. Pertaining to or consisting in the gratifi-

cation of sense or the indulgence of appe-
tite; luxurious; lewd; voluptuous; devoted
to the pleasures of sense and appetite.

No small part of virtue consists in abstaining from
that in which sensual men place their felicity.

AIterbury.

4. Pertaining, relating, or peculiar to sensu-
alism as a philosophical doctrine.

Sensualism (sen'su-al-izm), n. 1. In metaph.
that theory which bases all our mental acta
and intellectual powers upon sensation

;

sensationalism. The theory opposed to it

is intellectualism.—2.. A state of subjection
to sensual feelings and appetites; sensuality;

lewdness.
Tyrants, by the sale of human life.

Heap luxuries to their sensualism. Shelley.

Sensualist (sen'su-al-ist), n. 1. A person
given to the indulgence of the appetites or
senses ; one who places his nhief happiness
in carnal pleasures.—2. One who holds the
sensual theory in philosophy; a sensational-

ist.

Sensualistlc (sen'sii-al-isfik), a. 1. Up-
holding the doctrine of sensualism.—2. Sen-
sual.

Sensuality (sen-su-al'i-ti), n. [Fr. sensu-

aliti. See Sensual.] The quality of being
sensual; (a) devotedness to the gratiflcatiun

of the bodily appetites ; free indulgence in

carnal or sensual pleasures. ' Those pam-
per'd animals that rage in savage sensuality.

Shak.
They avoid dress, lest they should have affectioni

tainteu by any sensuality. Addison.

(6) Carnality; fleshliness. Daniel Rogers.

Sensualization (sen'su-al-iz-a"Ehon), n.

The act of sensualizing ; the state of being
sensualized.

Sensualize (sen'su-al-iz), v.t. pret. & pp.
sensualized; ppr. sensualizing. To make
sensual ; to subject to the love of sensual
pleasure; to debase by carnal gratifications.
' Sensualized by pleasure, like those who
were changed into brutes by Circe.' Pope.

Sensually (sen'su-al-li), adv. In a sensual
manner.
Sensualness ( sen'su-al-nes ), n. The qua-
lity of l)eing sensual; sensuality.

Sensuism (sen'su-izni), n. The same as
Sensualism.
Sensuosity (sen-su-os'i-ti), n. The state

of being sensuous.

Sensuous (sen'su-us). a. 1. Pertaining to the
senses; connected with sensible objects; ap-

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc, abune; y, Sc. fey.
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pealing to or addressing the senses; abound-
iug in or suggesting sensible images.

To this poetry would be made precedent, as beinj'

less subtle and fine, but more simple, sensuous, and
passionate. MiUan.

To express in one word all that appertains to the

perception, considered as passive and merely recipi-

ent, I have adopted from our elder classics the word
sensuous. Coleridge.

2. Reailily affected through the senses; alive

to the pleasure to be received through the

senses.

Too soft and sfftsuous by nature to be exhilar-

ated by the conflict of modern opinions, he (Keats)

f.-und at once food for his love of beauty, and an
cpiate for his despondency in the remote tales of

Greek inytholojfy. Quart. Rev.

Sensuously (sen'su-us-li), adc. In a sensu-

ous iiiaiiner Coleridge.

Sensuausness ( sen'su-us-nes ), n. Quality

of bt'iuL; sensuous, in both its meanings.

There is a suggestion of easy-goine sensuousuess
in the lower part of the face, especially in tlie fulness

of the chin. EdOt. Rri'.

Sentt (sent), n. Scent; sensation; percep-
tion. Sj)enyer.

Sent (sent), pret. & pp. of send.

Sentence (sen'tens), n. [Fr; L. sen^nHa,
from stentio, to perceive by the senses. See
Sex^E ] 1. An expressed or pronounced
opinion; judgment; a decision. Acts xv. 19.

My sentence is for open war. Milton.

The sentence of the early writers, including the
fifth and sixth centuries, if it did not pass for mfal-

lible, was of prodigious weight in controversy.
Hallam.

2. In laic, a definitive judgment pronounced
by a court or judge upon a criminal; a
judicial decision publicly and officially de-

clared in a criminal prosecution. In techni-

cal language nentence is U9e<l only for the
declaration of judgment against one con-
victed of a crime. In civil cases the decision

of a court is called a jwdgrmi-jtr In criminal
cases sentence is a judgment pronounced;
doom —3 A determination ordecision given,

particularly a decision that condemns, or
an unfavourable determination.

Let him set out some of Luther's works, that by
them wc may pass sentence upon his doctrines.

j^t/er/'ury.

4 A maxim ; an axiom ; a short saying con-
taining moral instruction.

Who fears a seftteftce or an old man's saw
Shall by a painted cloth be kept in awe. Skak.

6. In gram, a period ; a number of words
containing complete sense or a sentiment,
and followed l>y a full point; a fonn uf
words in wliich a complete thought or pro-
position is expressed. Sentences may be
divided into t-imple, compound, and compUx.
A simple mntence consists of one subject
and one finite verb; as, *the Lord reigns.'

A compomul sentence contains two or more
subjects and finite verbs, as in this verse—
*He fills, he bounds, connects and ei|uals

all.' J''/pe. A complex sentence consists of
one principal sentence together with one
or more tlependent sentences; as, 'the man,
who cauK* yesterday, went away to-day.' It
differs from th • comprnmd sentence in hav-
ing one or more clauses subordinate to a
principal clause, whereas in the compound
the clauses are co-ordinate, or on the same
footing.—6 t Sense; meaning; significance.
'The (liscourse itself, voluble enough, and
full of xentence.' Milton.

Sentence (sen'tens), v.t pret <t pp. sen-
fenced; ppr. sentencing. 1. To pass or pro-
nounce sentence or judgment on ; to con-
demn; to doom to punishment-
Nature herself is sentenced in your doom. Dryden.
Sentencing^ an officer of rank and family to the

pillory in the regular course of judicial proceedings,
gave general dis^st. Brougham.

2.t To pronounce as judgment: to express
as a decision ur determination; to decree.

Let them . . . enforce the present execution
Of what wc chance to sentence. Shnk.

3 t To express in a short energetic manner.
Let me hear one wise man sentence it. rather than

twenty fools, garrulous in their lengthened title.

FelcMafn.

Sentencer (sen'tens-dr), n. One who pro-
nounces a sentence. Southey.
Sentential (sen ten'ahal), a. 1. Comprising
sentences. —2. Pertaining to a sentence or
fiili jieriod; as, & sentential 1*^X19,^.

Sententially (sen ten'shal-li ). adv. In a sen-
tenlial manner; by means of sentences.
Sententlarian, Sententiary (senten-shi-
iVri-an, ^enteIl'shi a-ri). a, F»»rmerly. one
who read lectures or commented on the
Liher sententiarum of Peter Lombard, a
school divine of the twelfth century. Iliia

manual consisted of an arr ,nged collection

of sentences from Augustine and other
fathers on points of Christian doctrine, with
objections and replies, also collected from
authors of repute.

Sententiosity I (sen-ten'shi-os"i-ti), 7i. Sen-
tentiousness. Sir T. Browne.
Sententious (sen-ten'shus), a. [L. sen-

tentioHUS, Fr. sententieux. See SENTENCE.]
1. Abounding with sentences, axioms, and
maxims; rich in judicious observations;
pithy; terse; as, a xententiotis style or dis-

course; sententious truth.

How he apes his sire.

Ambitiously sententious! Addison.

2 Comprising sentences; sentential; as, 'sen-

teniiuiis marks.' S. Grew.
Sententiously (sen-ten'shus-li), adv. In
a sententious manner ; in short expressive
periods; with striking brevity.

N'ausicaa delivers her judgment sententiously, to

give it more weight. //'. Broome.

SententiOUSness (sen-ten'shus-nes), n. The
quality of being sententious or short and
energetic in expression ; pithiness of sen-

tences; brevity of expression combined with
strength.

The Medea I esteem for the gravity and senteu-

tiousness of it. Dryden.

Sentery + (sen't^r-i), n. A sentinel. See Sen-
TI'.Y. MiUnn.
Sentience, Sentiency (sen'shi-ens, sen'shi-

en-si), n. The state of being sentient; the
faculty of perception; feeling. 'Sentience
or feeling.' yatitre.

Sentient (sen'ahi-ent), a. [L. sentiens, sen-
tientig, ppr. of sentio, to perceive by the
senses. See Sense] 1. Capable of perceiving
or feeling; having the faculty of perpoption;
as, man is a sentient being ; he possesses a
sentient faculty. ' The series of mental states
which constituted his sentient existence.'

J. S. Mill.—2. In physiol. a term applied to
those parts which are more susceptible of
feeling than others; as, the sentient extre-
mities of the nerves, Ac.
Sentient (sen'shi-ent). n. One who has the
faculty of perception; a perceiving being.
Glanville.

Sentiently (sen'shi-ent-li), adv. In a sen-
tient or perceptive manner.
Sentiment (sen'ti-ment), n. [Fr.; L.L. sen-
timentmn. from L sentio, to perceive by
the senses, to feel. See SENSE.] 1. A thought
prompted by passion or feeling; a feeling
toward or respecting some perstm or thing;
a particular disposition of mind in view of
some subject.

We Hieak of sentiments of respect, of esteem, of
gratitude ; but I never heard the pain of the gout, or
any other feeling, called a sentiment. Reid.

2 Tendency to be swayed by feeling; tender
susceptibility; feeling; emotion; sensibility.

I am apt to suspect . , . that reason and senti-
ment ronciir in almost all moral determinations and
conclusions. Hunu.

Less of sentiment thao sense
Had Katie. Tennyson.

3. Thought; opinion; notion; judgment;
the decision of the mind formed by deliber-
ation or reasoning; as, to express one's «/*-
thr^nts on a subject.

On questions of feeUng. taste, observation, or re-
port, we define our sentiments. On questions of
science, argument, or metaphysical abstraction, we
define our opinions. ft-'. Taylor

4. The sense. th<iught, or opinion contained
in words, but considered as distinct from
them; as, we may like the sentiment, when
we dislike the language Hence—6. In the
fine arts, the leading idea which has gov-
enied the general conception of a work of
art, or which makes itself visible to the eye
and mind of the spectator through the work
of the artist. Fairholt ~G A thought ex-

pressed in striking words; a sentence ex-
pressive of a wish or desire ; a toast, gener-
ally couched in proverbial or epigrammatic
language ; as, ' More friends and less need
of them.'

Ill give you a sentiment. Here's success to usury.
S/teridan.

7 In phren. a term employed to designate
the second division of the moral or affective

faeulties of the mind, the first being termed
pi "j'^nirities. See Phrenology.
SenitmentaKsen-ti-ment'al), a. 1. Having
sentiment; apt to be swayed by sentiment;
indulging in sensibility; manifesting an ex-
cess of sentiment ; affecting sentiment or
sensibility; artificially or mawkishly tender.

A sentimental mind is rather prone to overwrought
feeling and exaggerated tenderness. ff'Aately.

2. Exciting sensibility; appealing to senti-
ment or feeling rather than to reason.

Perhaps there is no less danger in works called
sentimental. They attack the heart more success-
fully because more cautiously. Dr. k'nox.

— Romantic, Sentimental. See under Ro-
mantic.
Sentimentalism (sen-ti-ment'al-izm), «.

The quality of being sentimental or having
an excess of sensibility; affectation of senti-

nientorsensihility; sentimentality. 'Kscliew
political senti)nentalism.' Disraeli.

Sentimentalist (sen-ti-ment'al-ist), n. One
who affects sentiment, fine feeling, or ex-
(luisite sensibility.

Sentimentality (sen'ti-ment-al"j-ti), n. Af-
fectation of fine feeling or exquisite sensi-
bility: sentimentalism. 'The false pity and
sentimentality of many modem ladles.' T.
Warton.

Sentimentalize (sen-ti-ment'al-iz), v.i. pret.
& pp. sentimentalized; ppr. sentimentaliz-
ing. To affect extjuisite sensibility; to play
the sentimentalist.

Sentimentally (sen-ti-ment'aMi), adv. In
a sentimental manner; as, to speak senti-

mentally
Sentinet (sen'tin), 7i. [L sentina, a sink.]

A place into wliich dregs, dirt, Ac, are
thrown ; a sink. 'A stinking sentine of all

vices.' Latimer.
Sentinel (sen'ti-nel), n. [Fr. sentinelle; It.

sentinella ; orfgin doubtful; by some re-

garded as from L. sentio, to perceive.] l.One
who watches or keeps guard to prevent sur-
prise; especially (milit.), a soldier set to
watch or guard an army, camp, or other
place from surprise, to observe the approach
of danger and give notice of it.

The fix'd sentinels almost receive
The secret whispers of each other's watch. Skak

Where Love reig^n?, disturbing Jealousy
Doth call himself Atf*ction*s sentinel. Shak.

2.t The watch, guard, or duty of a sentinel.
' 'That princes do keep due sentinel. ' Bacon.
Used adjectively.

The sentinel stars set their watch in the sky.
CamfiMl.

Sentinel (sen'ti-nel), r.f. 1. To watch over as
a sentinel. 'To sentinel enchanted ground.'
Sir W. Scott.—2. To furnish with a sentinel
or sentinels ; to place under the guard of
sentinels. It. Pollok.

Sentiy (sen'tri). n. [Corruption of sen tinel. ]

1. A soldier placed on guard; a sentinel.—
2. Guard; watch; duty of a sentinel. O'er
my slumlters sentry keep.' Sir T. Browne.
Sentry-box (sen'tri-boks), n. A small shed
to cover a sentinel at his post, and shelter
him from the weather.
Senza (sant'za). [It., without] In music, a
term signifying without; as, nenza stromen-
ti, without instruments. —SfHZrt sordini,

without the dampers; in pianoforte playing,
meaning that the dampers are to be raised
front the &iriu^&.—Senza sordino, in violin

or violoncello playing, signifies tliat the
mute is to be removed.
Sepahl (sep'a-hi), n. A sipahi; a sepoy.

Sepal (se'pal), n. [Fr. s^pale, an invented
term made to re-

^-^ semble j>^tate, a

s /|'' V petal] In 6of. one of
^ theseparatedivisions

of a calyx when that
organ is made up of
various leaves. When
it consists of but one
part it is said to be
monosepalmis ; when
of two or more parts,

St. Sepals. itissaid toberf/-, rrt-,

tetra-,pentasepaloti8,
A'c. When of a variable and indefinite num-
ber of parts, it is said to be polysepalous.

Sepaline (sep'al-in), a. In bot. relating to

a sepal or sepals ; having the nature of a
sepal,

Sepaloid (sep'al-oid), a. Like a sepal, or
di-stinct jiart of a perianth.

SepalOUS (sep''al-us), a. Relating to or hav-
in;; sepals-

Separabillty (sep'a-ra-bil"i-ti), n. The qua-
lity of being separable, or of admitting sep-
aration or disunion; divisibility.

Separability is the greatest argument of real dis-

tintliun. Clanville.

Separable (sep'a-ra-bl), a. [L. separabilis.

See Separate. ] Capable of being separated,
disjoined, disunited, or rent; divisible; as.

the separable parts of plants; qualities not
separable from the substance in which they
exist.

eh, cAain;

Vol. IV.

th, Sc. locA; g, go; }. joh; t, Fr. ton; ng, aing; th, (Aen; tli, (Ain; w, trig; wh, trAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Sdparableuess (sep'a-ra-bl-nea), n. The
quality of being separable, or capable of

separatiun ur disuniou.

Trials permit me not to doubt of the scparahUness
of a yellow tincture from gold. Boyle.

Separably (sep'a-ra-bli), adv. In a separ-

able inauuer.

Separate (sep'a-rat), M.i. pret. & pp. se^a-

raUd; ppr. separating. [L. separo, separa-
tum—se, aside, undparo, to put, set. or plaoe
in order (whence prepare, ttc.).] 1. To dis-

unite; to divide; to sever; to part, in almost
any manner, either things naturally or
casually joined; as, the parts of a solid

substance may be separated by breaking,
cutting, or splitting, or by fusion, decom-
position, or natui'al dissolution; acompounil
body may be separated into its constituent

parts ; friends may be separated by neces-

sity, and must be separated by death ; the
prism separates the several kinds of coloured
rays; a riddle separates the chaff from the

grain.—2, To set apart from a number, as

For a particular service.

Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work
whereuiuo I have called them. Acts xiu. a.

8. To make a space between; to sever, as by
an intervening space ; to lie between ; as,

theAtlantic separates Europe from America.
Separate (sep'a-rat), v.l 1. To part; to be
disunited; to be disconnected; to withdraw
from each other.

When there was not room enough for their herds
to feed, they by consent separated, and enlar^red

their pasture. Locke.

2. To cleave; to open ; as, the parts of a
substance separate by drying.

Separate (sep'a-rat), a. [L. separatus, pp.

ofseparo. See the verb.] 1. Divided from
the rest ; being parted from another ; dis-

joined; disconnected: used of things that

have been united or connected.

Come out from among them, and be ye separate,

saith the Lord. a Cor. vi. 17.

2. Unconnected; not united; distinct: used

of things that have not been connected.

Such an high priest became us, who is holy, harm-
less, undefiled, and separate from sinners.

Heb. vii, 26.

3. Alone; withdrawn; without company.

Beyond his hope. Eve separate he spies. MiUon.

4. Disunited from the body; incorporeal;

as, a separate spirit ; the separate state of

souls. Locke. Separate estate, the property

of a married woman, which she holds inde-

pendently of her husband's interference and
control. —Separate j/iai»(eHa?ice, a provision

made by a husband for the sustenance of

his wife, where they have come to a reso-

lution to live separately.

Separately (sep'a-rat-li), adv. In a separate

or unconnected state; apart; distinctly;

singly; as, the opinions of the council were
separately taken.

Conceive the whole toeether, and not everything
separately and in particular. Dryden.

Separateness (sep'a-rat-nes), n. The state

of being separate.

Separatical (sep-a-rat'ik-al), a. Pertaining
to separation in religion ; schismatical.
Dioight [Rare.]

Separation (sep-a-ra'shon), 7i. [L. separatio,

separationis. See Separate.] 1. The act of

separating, severing, or disconnecting; dis-

junction; as, the separation of the soul from
the body.— 2. The state of being separate;
disunion ; disconnection.

As the confusion of tongues was a mark of separa-
tion, so the being of one language was a mark of

union. Bacon.

3. The operation of disuniting or decompos-
ing substances; chemical analysis. Bacon.
4. Divorce ; disunion of married persons

;

cessation of conjugal cohabitation of man
and wife. ' A separation between the king
a.ndK&t\ia.Thie.' Shak.—Judicial separation,
the separation of a husband and wife by
decree of the Court of Divorce. It may be
obtained by a husband or by a wife on the
ground of adultery, cruelty, or desertion
without cause for two years and upwards.
The parties, not being divorced, cannot
marry again ; but there is no longer the
duty of cohabiting. Other effects of a judi-

cial separation depend on the terms of the
order, the judge having considerable dis-

cretion, so as to deal with each case accord-
ing to its merits. The Scottish law nearly
coincides with the English, the Court of

Session having jurisdiction. Neither in

England nor in Scotland are husband and
wife entitled to live apart unless bycommon

consent, or by decree of a court of law. See
Divorce, Mess a. I

Separatism (sep'a-rat-izm), 71. The state of

being a separatist; the opinions or practice
of separatists; disposition to withdraw from

j

a church; dissent.
I

Separatist (sep'a-rat-ist), 71. [Er, si^para- ;

tiate. See SEPARATE.] 1. One who with-
'

draws or separates himself; especially, one
,

who withdraws from a particular church; a
dissenter; aseceder; aschismatic; asectary.

After a faint struggle he yielded, and parsed, with
the show of alacrity, a series of odious acts against
the separatists. Macau/ay.

2. One who advocates separation, especially
the separation of Ireland from Britain.

Separatlstic (sep'a-rat-ist"ik), a. Relating
to or characterized by separatism ; schis-
matical.
Separative (sep'a-rat-iv), a. Tending to
separate; promoting separation. Boyle.

Separator (scp'a-rat-6r), n. One who or
that which separates, divides, or disjoins;

a divider.

Separatory (sep'a-ra-to-ri), a. Causing or
used in separation; separative; as, separa-
tor;/ ducts. Cheyne.
Separatory (sep'a-ra-to-ri), n. 1. A chemi-
cal vessel for separating liquors.—2. A sur-
gical instrument for separating the peri-

cranium from the cranium.
Sepawn (se-p^n'), 71. A species of food
consisting of meal of maize boiled in water.
[United StAtes.] Written also Sepon.
Sepeliblet (sep'e-li-bl),a. [L. sepeUbUis, from
sepelio, to bury. ] Fit for, admitting of, or
intended for burial; that may be buried.
Sepelitiont (sep-i-li'shon), 71. [See above.]
Burial; interment. Bj). Hall.

Sepia (se'pi-a), n. [L., from Gr. sepia, the
cuttle-fish or squid.] 1. The cuttle-fish, a \

genus of cephalopodous molluscs, order Di-

branchiata. See Cuttle. — 2. In the fine
arts, a species of pigment prepared from
a black juice secreted by certain glands of
the sepia or cuttle-fish. The Sepia qffi.ci~

nalis, so common in the Mediterranean, is

chiefly sought after on account of the pro-
fusion of colour which it affords. The se-

cretion, which is insoluble in water, but
extremely diffusible through it, is agitated
in water to wash it, and then allowed slowly
to subside, after which the water is poured
off, and the black sediment is formed into
cakes or sticks. In this form it i.s used as a
common writing ink in China, Japan, and
India. When prepared with caustic lye it

forms a beautiful brown colour, with a fine

grain, and lias given name to a species of
monochrome drawing now extensively cul-

tivated.

Sepiadse (se'pi-a-de), n. [See Sepia.] A
family of ceplialopods, including those forms
which are popularly called cuttle-fishes.

See Cuttle.
SeplC (se'pik), a. 1. Pertaining to sepia.—
2. Done in sepia, as a drawing.
Sepicolous (se-pik'o-lus), a. [L. sepes, a
hedge, and colo. to inhabit.] In bot. in-

habiting or growing in hedgerows.
Sepldaceous (se-pi-da'shus), a. In zool. of

or relating to molluscs of the genus Sepia.

Sepiment (sep'i-ment), n. [L. sepimentum,
from sepio, to inclose.] A hedge; a fence;
something that separates.

SepiOllte (se'pi-o-lit), n. [Gr. sepion, the
bone of the cuttle-fish, and lithos, a stone.]

See Magnesite.
Sepiostaire (se-pi-os'tar), n. [Gr. sejiia, a
cuttle-fish, and osteon, a bone.] In zool. the
internal shell of the cuttle-fish, conmionly
known as the cuttle-bone. H.A. Nicholson.

Sepometer (se-pom'et-6r), 71. [Gr. sepo, to

putrefy, and metron, a measure.] An instru-

ment for determining, by means of the de-

coloration and decomposition produced in

permanganate of soda, the amount of or-

ganic impurity existing in the atmosphere.

Sepon (se-pon'), n. Same as Sepawn.
Seposet (se-p6z'), v.t. pret. & pp. seposed;
ppr. deposing. [L. sepono, sepositum — se,

apart, and pono, to place.] To set apart.

God seposed a seventh of our time for his exterior

worship, Donne.

Seposit t (se-poz'it), v. t. To set aside. Fel-
tharn.

Sepositiont (sep-o-zi'shon), n. The act of

setting apart; segregation. Jer. Taylor.

Sepoy (se'poi), n. [Per. sipahi, a soldier.]

1. A name given in Hindustan to the native

soldiers in the British service.—2. In Bom-
bay, a foot messenger. Stocqueler.

Seps (seps), 71. [Gr. seps, a small lizard,

the bite of which causes putrefaction, from

sepo, to make putrid.] The name of a genus
of scincoid saurian reptiles, sometimes
called serpent-lizards. They are found in
the East Indies, the Cape of Good Hope,
and on tlie coasts of the Mediten-anean.
These animals have elongated bodies, short
and indistinct feet, non-extensile tongues,
and scales covering their bodies like tiles.

Sepsidse (sep'si-de), 71. pi. A family of liz-

ards, of which the type is the genus Seps.
See Sei>s.

Sept (sept), 71. [Probably a corruption of
sect] A clan, a branch of a race or family:
used particularly of the races or families in
Ireland.

The terms ' tribe ' and ' sept' are indifferently used
by many writers on Irish antiquities; but Sir Henry
Maine thinks the first applies to the larger unit of
the above description, and the second to the minor
groujifi it includes. , . . The sept was known by a
second name, the Fine or Family, and it was evi-
dently a distinct organic group in the main connected
by the ties of blood, and claiming descent from a
common ancestor, yet certainly containing other ele-
ments introduced by adoption and like processes. la
this respect it had much affinity with the Roman
"Gens" and the Hellenic ' House'; and it was singu-
larly Hke the Hindoo 'Joint Family' united in kin-
dred, worship, and estate, and one of the earliest
monads of Aryan life. Edin. Rev.

Sept (sept), n. [L. septum, an inclosure.}
In arch, a railing. Britton.

Septa (sep'ta), pi. of septum (which see).

Septsemia, n. See Seiticj.mia.
Septal (sep'tal), a. Of or belonging to a
septum.
Septangle (sep'tang-gl),n. [L. «ep(fi7n, seven,
and anyulus, an angle.] In geom. a figure
having seven sides and seven angles; a hept-
agon.

Septangular (sep-tang'gQ-lfer), a. Having
seven angles.

Septaria (sep-ta'ri-a). 71. [From L. septum,
an inclosure, from sepio, to inclose.] 1. A
genus of acephalous molluscs belonging to
the family Tubicolidte of Lamarck.—2. In boL
a genus of fungi.

Septarium (sep-ta'ri-um), 71. pi. Septa-
ria (sep-ta'ri-a). a name given to spheroidal
masses of calcareous marl, ironstone, or
other matter, whose interior presents nu-
merous flssiu'es or seams of some crystal-
lized substance which divide the mass.
Septate (sep'tat), a. Partitioned off or di-

videil into compartments by septa.

Septeml>er (sep-tem'b6r), n. [L., from sep-
tem, seven.] The ninth month of the year,
so called from being the seventh month from
March, which was formerly tlie first month
of the year,

Septembrist (sep-temljrist), n. [Fr. $eptem-
brijste, scptembrixeur.] The name given to
one of the authors or agents of the dreadful
massacre of prisoners which took place in
Paris on September 2d and 3d, 1792, in the
first French revolution; hence, a malignant
or bloodthirsty person.

Septemfluous (sep-tem'flO-us), a. [L. eep-

tem, seven, andy^uo, to flow.] Divided into
seven streams or currents ; having seven
mouths, as a river. 'The main streams of
thi^scptemjlvmisrivev.' Dr.U.More. [Rare.]

Septempartite (sep-tem'par-tU),a. Divided
nearly to tlie base into seven parts.

Septemvir (sep-tem'v6r), n. pi. Septem-
Viri (sep-tem'vi-ri). [L. septevi, seven, and
vir, a man, pi. viri, men.] One of seven men
joined in any office or commission ; as, the
septetnviri epulones, one of the four great
religious corporations at Rome.
Septemvlrate (sep-tem'v6r-at),7i. The office

of a septemvir; a government of seven per-
sons.

Septenary (sep'ten-a-ri), a. [L. septetiarius,

from septeni, seven each, from septem,
seven. ] 1. Consisting of or relating to seven;

as, a septenary number—2. Lasting seven
years; occurring once in seven years.

Septenary (sep'ten-a-ri), 71. The number
seven. Burnet. [Rare. ]

Septenate (sep'ten-at), a. In bot. applied
to an organ having seven parts, as a com-
pound leaf with seven leaflets coming off

from one point.

Septennate (sep-ten'at), n. [L. septem,
seven, and annus, a year.] A period of

seven years.

Septennial (sep-teu'ni-al), a. [L. septennis—
septejn, seven, anda7i7tt<#, ayear.] 1. Lasting
or continuing seven years; as. septennial
parliaments. —2. Happening or returning
once in every seven years; as, septennial
elections.

Being once dispensed with for his se/tennia/ visit

... he resolved to govern them by suDaltem minis-

ters. HoTfelL

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not. nidve; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sa abune; y, Sc fey.
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Septennlally (sep-ten'ni-al-li), adv. Once in

sevt'ii veiii'S-

Septerinluni (sep-ten'ni-um), n. [L.] A
pt-riH(l .if seven years.

Septentriai (sep-teu'tri-al). a. Of or per-

tainiii^'ti'the north; septentrional. Drayton.

SeptentriO (sep-ten tri-o), n. In astron. the

cuustellatinn I'r&i Major or Great Bear.

Septentrion (sep-teu'tri-on), n. [Fr. septen-

trioii, L. f!€i>t£ntrio, neptentrionis, the north,

from feptentnones, the seven stars near the

north pole belonging to the constellation

calleil the Wain or the Great Benvsepte7n,
seven, and trioneg, ploughing oxen.] The
ni-irth or northern regions.

Thou art as opposite to every good
As the south to the sefitentrion. Shak.

Septentrion (sep-tentri-onX a. Xorthem.
CoUU<!i>rt/irriou blasts.' ilUton. [Rare.]

Septentrional (sep-ten'tri-on-al),«. [L. sep-

tenfrionnlis. See above,] Northern; per-

taining to the north. ' The Gotlis and other

gepteiitiiotiai nations.* Howell.

Septentrionality (sep-ten'tri-o-nal"i-ti), n.

state of lieiii^' northern; northerlinesa.

Septentrionally ( sep-ten'tri-on-al-li ).arfc.

Northerly ; towjinls the north. Sir T.

Drotcae.

Septentrionate (sep-ten'tri-on-at), v.i.

pret. .t pp. neptfiitrionated; ppr. septentri-

onatiifj. To tend toward the north. Sir T.

Uioiae. [Rare.]

Septet, Septette (sep-tef), " [L septem,

sevL-n j In iiimic, a composition for aeveu

voiies or instruments.

Sept-foil (sept'foil), n, [L- sepUm, seven.

aud>/iwr»- a leaf] 1. A British plant, the

Potentilla TormeniiUa. See POTENTILLA.—
2. A figure of seven ecjual segments of a

circle used in the Roman Catliolic Church
ad a symiK)! of the seven sacraments, aeren

gifts of the llolv Spirit. &c.

Septic, 3©ptical(8ep'tik, sep'tik-al), a. [Or.

dptikoi, from >>ei*o, to pntrtfy.] Having
power to promote putrefaction ; causing

putrefaction ; as. septic poisons, which are

tiiose furnislied by the animal kingdom.

Septic (sep'tik), a. A substance that pro-

motes or jiroduces the putrefaction of bodies;

a substance tluit eats away the flesh witliout

causing nuich pain. DuivjUmn.
Septicaemia, Septseinia(sep-tiee'mi-a. sep-

te'mi-a), n. [(iv. ^fptikos. ttepton. putrefying,

from sepo, to putrefy, and haimn, bh»o(i.]

fil IK>d-poisoning by absorption into the cir-

calation of poisonous or putrid matter
through any surface. Pysemia is a sub-

variety.

SepticaUy (sep'tik-al-li).

adv. In a septic man-
ner; by means of sep-

tics

Septlcidal (sep-ti-si'dal),

a. [L. »eptiiin, a parti-

tion, and ctedo, to cut or
divide. See SEPrUM.]
Dividing at the septa or
partitions; in bot. said of

a mode of dehiscing in

which the fruit is re-

solved into its ctmipo-
nent carpels, which split

asunder through the dis-

sepiments. Treag. o/ Septlcidal Dehiscence.

Botany. v. Valves, rf, Dis-

SeptlCity(sep-tis'i-ti), n. sepiments. c. Axis

The liuality of t>eing

septic; tendency to promote putrefaction.

SeptifarlOUS (sep-ti-fa'ri-na), a. [L. septi/a-

ruiui, sevenfold, from septem, seven.] In
hot. turned seven diiferent ways. Asa Gray.
Septiferous (sep-tlf'^r-ns), a. [L. septum,
an inclo=ure, and fero, to bear.] In bot.

bearing .septa. See Septum.
Septlfluous (sep-tlf1u-us). a. [L. septem,
seven, AmXjirw, to flow] Flowing in seven
streams.

SeptlfoUous (sep-ti-foli-ns). a. [L. septem,
seven, and folium, a leaf.] Having seven
leaves.

Septiform (sep'tl-form), a. [L. septxim, a
partition, and /f/rma. shape] Resembling
a septum or partition.

SeptiAra^gal (sep-tifra-gal), a. [L. septum,
a partition, and framjv, to break.] In bot.

literally l>reaking from the partitions: ap-

plied to a mode of dehiscing in which the
backs of the carpels separate from the dis-

sepiments whether formed by their sides or
by expansions of the placenta.

Septilateral (sep-ti-lat'6r-al), a. [L. teptem,
seven, and latwf, laterU, a side.] Having
seven sides; as, a septilateral figure.
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Septile (sep'til), a. In bot. of or belonging
to septa or dissepiments.
SeptilUon (sep-til'li-ou), n. [L. septem,
seven.] In Emj. notation, a million raised

to the seventh power; a number consisting

of a unit followed by forty-two ciphers. In
French am\ Italian notation, a unit followed
by twenty-four ciphers.

Septimal (sep'ti-mal), a. [L. septimus,

seventh, from septem, seven. ] Relating to

the number seven.
Septlmanarian(sep'ti-ma-na"ri-an),?i. [L. L.

iirjitiinaua, a week, from L. se2)tem, seven.]

A nionk on duty for a week in a monastery.

Septimole (sep'ti-mol), n. In mu»>c. a group
of seven notes to be played in the time of

four or si.t.

SeptisyllalDle (sep'ti-sil-a-bl), n. (L. sep-
t'.in, seven, and K. syllable.} A word of seven
syllables.

Septuagenarian (8ep'tu-a-je-na"ri-an), n.

[See SKi'TLAUENAKV.] A persou seventy
years of ayre; a [lerson between seventy and
eighty yeai-s of age.

Septuagenary (sep-tu-aj'en-a-ri),a. (L. sep~

tmi'jenarius. consisting of seventy, septtia-

(jeni, seventy each, from septem, seven.]
Consisting of seventy or of seventy years;
pertaining to a person seventy years old.
' Moses's fieptuagetutry determination.' Sir
T. Browne.
Septuagenary (sep-tn-aj'en-a-ri), «. A sep-
tuagenarian.
Septtia^sima (sep'tu-a-jes"i-may n. [L.

septua'jef^unus, seventieth.] The tninl Sun-
day before Lent or before Quadragesima
Sunday, so called because it is about seventy
days before Easter.

Septuagesimal (sep'tu-a-jes"i-mal). a. [See
ai)ove. ] Consisting of seventy or of seventy
years. ' Our abridged and aeptuagesimal
age.' Sir T. Browne.
Septuagint (sep'tii-a-jint), n. [L. septua-
ginta, seventy, from septem, seven.) A
Greek version of the Old Testament, usually
expressed by the symbol LXX., so called
either Iwcause it was approved and sanc-
tioned by the sanhedrim, or supreme coun-
cil of the Jewish nation, which consisted of
about seventy members, or because, accord-
ing to tradition, about seventy men were
employed on the translation. It is reported
by Josephus to have been made in the reign

and by the order of Ptolemy Philadelphus,
king of Egypt, a!>out 270 or 280 years before
the birth of Christ. It is supposed, how*
ever, by modern critics that this version of
the several books is the work, not only of
different hands, but of separate times. It

is pi-obable that at ttrst only the Pentateuch
was translated, and the remaining books
gradually. The Septuagint came to be very
widely used, even among the Jews, and is

the source fnun which most of the citations

in the Xew Testament from the Old are

taken. It is an invaluable help to the riglit

understanding of the Hebrew Scriptures.

8eptuairlnt(8ep'tu-a-jlnt). a. Pertaining to

Uie Septuagint; contained in the Greek copy
of the (^Id IVstament.
The Stptuagint chronology makes fifteen hundred

years citore from the creation to Abraham, than the
present Hebrew copies of the Bible. Encyc. Brit.

Saptuaryt(8ep'tu-a ri),n. [L. septem, %tyva.]
Something couijKised of seven; a week. Ai^,
Septulate (sep'tu-lat), a. In hot. applied
to fruits having imperfect or false septa.

Septum (sep'tum), n. pi. Septa (sep'ta).

[L.. a partition, from sepio. to hedge in. to
fence.] A partition; a wall se|>arating two
cavities; specifically, (a) in hot. the x>&rtition

of an ovary or fruit pro-

duce4l by the sides of the
carpels brought together
and consolidated, {h) In
anaL the plate or wall
which separates from each
other two adjoining cavi-

ties, or which divides a
principal cavity into sev-

eral secondar>' ones; as,

the septum of the nose.

—

Septum cordis, the parti

tion between the two ventricles of the heart.

C&\lei\aUo Septtnni'entrietilonnH.—Septum
aitriculanim, the partition which separates
the right from tlie left auricle of the heart.

—Septum lucidttm, the metlullary substance
which separates the two lateral ventricles

of the brain. —Septum tran»ver»um. the
diaphragm. — Septum nasi, the partition

between the nostrils.

Septuor (sep'tu-or), 7k. [Fr, a somewhat
buarre form, compounded of L. septem.

s s. Septa.

SEQUEL

seven, and the term, of quatuor, four, in
music a quartette.] Same as Septet (which
see).

Septuple (sep'tu-pl), ft. [L. septuplun, from
septem, seven.] Sevenfold; seven times as
much.
Septuple (sep'tu-pl), v.t. To make seven-
fold.

Let any one figure to himself the condition of our
globe, were the sun to be septttpied.

Sir y. Herschet.

Sepulcliral (se-pul'kral), a. [L. sepxdchralis,
h'omsepulchnun. See SEPULCHRE.] 1. Per-
taining to burial, to the grave, or to monu-
ments erected to the memory of the dead

;

as, a sepulchral stone; a sepulchral statue.

Our wasted oil unprofitably burns.
Like iiidden lamps in old sepulchral urns. Cmvper.

2. Suggestive of a sepulchre ; hence, deep

;

grave; hollow in tone; as, a sepulchral tone
of voice. 'The solemn sepulchral piety of
certain North - Eastern gospellers.' Pro/.
Black'ic. —Sepulchral mmmd. See Barrow,
Sepulchralize (sepul'kral-iz), v. t. To ren-
(it-r sepuUhral or solemn. [Rare]
Sepulchre (sep'ul-ker), n. [L. sepidchrum,
from sep€lio,sepultwn, to bury.] 1. A tomb;
a building, cave, &c., for interment; a burial
vault.

He rolled a great stone to tlie door of the sepulchre,
and depaned. Mat. xxvii. 6o.

2. In eccles. arch, a recess for the reception
of the holy elements consecrated on Maun-
day Thureday till high-mass on Easter-day.

Sepulchre (sep'ul-k^r, fonnerly also se-pul'-

k6r), v.t. pret. & pp. sepidchred; ppr. se-

pulchring. To bury; to inter; to entomb.
'Obscurely sepidchred.' Prior. 'Where
merit is not sepidchered alive.' B. Jonson.

And so sepulchertd in such poitip dost lie.

That kings for such a tomb would wish to die.
Milton.

An earthquake's spoil is sfpu/c/tered helovt. Byron.

Sepulture (sep'ul-tiir),)i. [L.sepxdtura, from
sepelio, sepultum, to bury.] 1. Burial; in-

terment ; the act of depositing the dead
body of a human being in a burial-place.

'Where we may royal sepulture prepare.*

J)rifden.—2. Grave; burial-place; sepulchre.
Lamb; Cardinal Wiseman.

Wlien ye comen by my sffinlture
Rcmembrcth tliat your fellow resteth there,

Chaucer.

Sepulture (sep'ul-tur), v.t. To bury; to en-
tomb; to sepulchre. Coieper. [Rw"e.]

Sequacious (sekwa'shus), a. [L. seqtuux,

se'ptacis, from sequor, to follow.] 1. Follow-
ing ; attendant ; not moving on indepen-
dently; disposed or tending to follow a
leader. ' The fond sequacious herd. ' Thorn-
son.

Trees uprooted left their place.
Sequacious of the lyre. Drydfn.

2.t Ductile; pliant; manageable. 'The mat-
ter being ductile and sequacious.' Bay.^
3. Logically consistent and rigorous ; con-
secutive in development or transition of

thought. ' The sequacious thinkers of the
day.' Sir W. Hamilton.
The motions of his mind were slow, solemn, and

stquacious. De Quincey.

SecLuaciOUsness (se-kwa'shus-nes), n. State
of l>eing sequacious; disposition to follow.
' The servility and seqtiaciousness of con-
science.' Jer. Taylor.

Sequadty (.^e-kwas'i-ti), ti, [L. sequacitas,

from sequax. See above.] 1. A following

or disposition to follow. 'Blind sequacity
of other men's votes.' Whitlock.

It proved them to be hypotheses, on which the
credulous sequacity of philosophers had bestowed
the prescriptive authority of self-evident truths.

Sir If. HamilloH.
2. t Ductility; pliableness. Bacon.

Sequarious (se-kwa'ri-us), a. Following;
8e«iuacious. Hoget. [Rare.]

Sequel (se'kwel), n. [Fr. s^quelle; L. sequela,

se(|ueU result, consequence, from sequor, to

follow.] I. That which follows and forms
a continuation; a succeeding part; as, the
sequel of a man's adventures or history.
* The sequel of the tale.' Tennyson.

O, let me say no more 1

Gather the sequel by what went before. ShaA.

2. Consequence; result; event.

The sequel of to-day unsolders all

The goodliest fellowship of famous knights
Whereof this world holds record. Tennyson.

3. Consequence inferred; consequentlalness.

[Rare. J

What sequet Is there in this argument? An arch-

deacon is the chief deacon : erf^o, he is only a deacort
U'h:

4. In ^ois law, see under THERLAOB.
thiteifi.

eh, cAain; 6li, Sc. locA; g, tfo; J. job; fi» Fr. ton; ng. si/jj; IH, ty«*n; th, (Ain; w, irig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Sequela (se-kwe'la),n. pi. SequelSB (se-kwe'-
le). [L. .from se^Hor, to follow. See Sequel.]
Oue who or that which follows; as, (a) an ad-
Iierent or baud of adherents. 'Coleridge
and his sequela.' G. P. Marsh. (6) An in-

ference ; a conclusion ; that which follows
as the result of a course of reasoning. 'Se-

quelm, or thoughts suggested by the pre-
ceding aphorisms.' Coleridge. (c)lnpathol.
the consequent of a disease; a morbid affec-

tion which follows another, as anasarca
after scarlatina, Ac—Sf^weia curi€e,in law,
a suit of court. ^Sequela causce, the process
and depending issue of a cause for trial.

Sequence (se'kwens), ». [Fr. sequence, L.L.
seqttentia, from L. seqiiens, sequeiitis, ppr.
of sequur, secutus, to follow.] 1. The state
of being sequent ; a following or coming
after; succession.

How art thou a kin^
But by fair sequence and succession T Shak.

2. A particular order of succession or follow-
ing; arrangement; order.

Tlie cause proceedeth from a precedent sequence
and series of the seasons of the year. Bacon.

3. Invariable order of succession ; an ob-
served instance of uniformity in following:
used frequently in this sense by metaphy-
sical writers in opposition to effect as fol-

lowing a cause.

He who sees in the person of his Redeemer a fact
more stupendous and more majestic than all those
observed sequences which men endow with an tina>;i-

nary omnipotence, and worship under the name of
Law—to him at least there will be neither difficulty
nor hesitation in supposing that Christ . . . did utter
his mandate, and that the wind and the sea obeyed,

Farrar.
4. A series of things following in a certain
order; specifically, a set of cards immediately
following each other in tlie same suit, as
king, queen, knave, Ac; thus we say a se-

quence of three, four, or five cards.—5. In
music, the recurrence of a harmonic pro-
gression or melodic figure at a different
Ditch or in a different key to that in which
It was first given. ~6. In the R. Cath. Ch. a
hymn introduced into the mass on certain
festival days, and recited or sung imme-
diately before the gospel and after the gra-
dual, whence the name.
Bsauent (se'kwent), a. [L. sequens, se-

ifuentis, following. See above.] I. Con-
tiiming in the same course or order; fol-

lowing; succeeding. 'Immediate sentence,
then, and sequent death.' Shak. 'Many
sequent hours.' Keats.—2. Following by lo-

gical consequence.
Sequent (se'kwent), n. l.t A follower.

He hath framed a letter to a j^?/««^ of the stranger
queen's. Shak.

2. A secpience or sequel; that which follows
as a result. [Rare.]

Sequential (se-kwen'shal), a. Being in
successiDu; succeeding; following.

Sequentially (se-kwen'shaldi), adv. By
setiiience or succession.

Sequester (se-kwes't6r), v. t. [Fr. s4questrer,
L. sequestra, to put into the hands of an in-

different person, as a deposit; from sequester,
a trustee, a depositary or pei-son intrusted
with a thing claimed by litigants.] 1. In
law, (rt) to separate from the owner for a
time ; to seize or take possession of, as the
property and income of a debtor, until the
claims of creditors be satisfied. (6) To set
aside from the power of either party, as a
matter at issue, by order of a court of law.
In Scots law, see Sequestrate. See also
Sequestration.

Formerly the goods of a defendant in chancery
r/ere, in the last resort, sequestered and detained to
enforce tlie decrees of the court. And now the pro-
tits of a benefice are sequestered to pay the debts of
ecclesiastics. Blackstone.

2- To put aside; to remove; to separate from
other things. ' To sepiester his mind from
all respect to an ensuing reward.' South.

I had wholly sequestered iny civil affairs. Bacon.

3. To cause to retire or withdraw into ob-
ssurity; to seclude; to withdraw.
Why are you sequester'd from all your train? Shak.

It was his tailor and his cook, his fine fashions
and his French ragouts, which sequestered him.

South.
In this sense often used reflexively with
one's self, themselves, and the like. 'When
men most sequester themselves from action.'
Hooker.
Sequester (se-kwes'tSr). v.i. l.f To with-
draw. ' To seq\iester out of the world into
Atlantick and Utopian politicks.' Milton.^
2. In law, to renounce or <lecline, as a widow,
any concern with the estate of her husband.
Sequester ( se-kwes't6r ), n. 1. 1 The act of

sequestering; sequestration; separation; se-

clusion.
This hand of yours requires

A sequester from liberty. Shak.

2. In law, a person with whom two or more
parties to a suit or controversy deposit the
subject of controversy ; a mediator or re-

feree between two parties; an umpire. Bou-
vier.

Sequestered (se-kwes't6rd), p. and a. 1. In
la w, seized and detained for a time to satisfy
ademand.—2. Secluded; private; retired; as,

a sequestered situation.

Along the cool sequester'd vale of life

They kept the noiseless tenor of their way. Gray.

3. Separated from others; being sent or hav-
ing gone into retirement.

To the wlitch place a poor sequester'd stag.
That from the hunter's aim had ta'en a hurt.
Did come to languish. S/utk.

Sequestrable (se-kwes'tra-bl), a. Capable
of Iteitiu' sequestered or separated; subject
or liable to sequestration.

Sequestrate (se-kwes'trat), v.t. pret. &
pp. sequestrated; ppr. sequestrating. 1. In
law, to sequester; especially in Scots law, to
take possession of for behoof of creditors;
to take possession of, as of the estate of a
bankrupt, with the view of realizing it and
distributing it equitably among the credi-
tors.—2. t To set apart from others; to se-

clude.
In general contagions more perish for want of ne-

cessaries than by the malignity of the disease, they
being sequestrated from mankind. Arbitlhuot.

Sequestration (sek-wes-tra'shon), n. l. In
law, (a) the separation of a thing in contro-
versy from tlie possession of those who con-
tend for it. (t) The setting apart of the goods
and chattels of a deceased person to whom
no one was willing to take out administra-
tion, (c) A writ directed by the Court of
Chancery to commissioners commanding
them to enter the lands and seize the goods
of the pel-son against whom it is directed.
It may be issued against a defendant who is

in contempt by reason of neglect or refusal
to appear or answer or to obey a decree of
court, ((f) The act of taking property from
the owner for a time till the rents, issues,

and profits satisfy a demand ; especially, in
eccies.^rac^ice.aspeciesof execution for debt
in the case of a beneficed clergyman issued
by the bishop of the diocese on the receipt
of a writ to that effect. The profits of the
benefice are paid over to the creditor until
his claim is satisfied, (e) The gathering of
the fruits of a vacant benefice for the use of
the next incumbent. (/) The seizure of the
property of an individual for the use of the
state; particularly applied to the seizure by
a belligerent power of debts due by its sub-
jects to the enemy. (<;) In Scots law, the
seizing of a bankrupt's estate, by decree of a
competent court, for behoof of the creditors.

2. The act of sequestering or the state of
being sequestered or set aside; separation;
retirement; seclusion from society.

When Squire and Priest and they who round them
dwelt

In rustic sequestration—all dependent
Upon the Pedlar's toil—supplied their wants
Or pleased their fancies with the wares he brought.

IVords^oorth.

3. t Disunion; disjunction; division; rupture.
'Without any sequestration of elementary
principles. ' Boyle.

It was a violent commencement, and thou shalt see
an answerable sequestration. Shak.

Sequestrator (sek'wes-trat-6r), n. l. One
who sequesters property or takes the posses-
sion of it for a time to satisfy a demand out
of its rents or profits.—2. One to whom the
keeping of sequestered property is com-
mitted.
Sequestrum (se-kwes'tnmi), n. [L. se-

questra, to sever.] In pathol. the portion of
bone which is detachedin necrosis.

Sequin (se'kwin), n. [Fr. sequin, from It.

zecchino, from zecca, the mint, from Ar. sik-

kah, sekkah, a stamp, a die.] A gold coin
fli-st struck at Venice about the end of the
thirteenth century. In size it resembled a
ducat, and in value was equivalent to about
9s. 4d. sterling. Coins of the same name
but varying in value were issued by other
states.

Sequoia (se-kwoi'a) n. [From Sequoyah, who
invented tlie Cherokee alphabet. J A genus of
conifers, otherwise called Wellingtonia, con-
sisting of two species only—S. setnpervirens,

the red-wood of the timber trade, and S. gi-

gantea, the Wellingtonia of our gardens and
the big or niammotli tree of the Americans.
Both attain gigantic dimensions, reaching a

height of upwards of 300 feet. See Red-
wood. ilAMMoTH-TREE.
Seraglio (se-ral'yo), 7i. (It. serrag'io, an in-

closure, a palace, the sultan's harem, from
Turk, serai. Per. sarai, a palace The senge
of the Italian fonn has been influenced by
serrare, to inclose, to shut, to shut up.]
1. A palace; specifically, the palace of the Sul-
tan of Turkey at Constantinople. It is of im-
mense size, and contains government buihl-
ings, mosques, «fcc., as well as the sultan's
harem. Hence— 2. A harem; a place for
keeping wives or concubines; and hence, a
house of debauchery; a place of licentious
pleasure.
We've here no gaudy feminines to show.
As you have had in that great seraglio. IV. Broome.

3. t An inclosure; a place to which certain
persons are confined or limited.

I went to Ghetto, where the Jews dwell as in a suburb
by themselves. I passed by ttie piazza J udea. where
their seraglio begins. Evelyn.

Serai (se-ra'), n. [Per. serai, a palace.] In
Eastern countries, a place for the accom-
modation of travellers; a caravansary; a
khan.
My boat on shore, r-y galley on the sea;
Uli, more than cities and serais to me. Byron.

Serai (se'ral), a. [L. sero, late] Lit. late;
applied to the last of Prof. H. Rogers' fifteen
divisions of the palfeozoic strata in the Ap-
palachian chain of North America.
Seralbumen (se'ral -l)u-ni en), n. [Serum and
albiimen.] Albumen of the blood: so called
to distinguish it from ovalbumen, or the
albumen of the white of an egg. from which
it somewhat differs in its chemical reaction.

Serang (se-rang'), n. An East Indian name
for the I)oatswain of a vessel.

Serape (se-ra'pa), ii. A blanket or shawl
worn as an outer garment by the Mexicans
and other natives of Spanish North America.
Seraph (ser'af), n. pi. Seraphs; but some-
times the Hebrew plural Serapnim is used.
[Fi'om Heb. saraph, to burn, to be eminent
or noble.] An angel of the highest order.

As full, as perfect in vile man that mourns
As the rapt serafh that adores and burns. Pope.

Seraphic, Seraphical (se-rafik, se-raf'ik-

al), a. 1. Pertaining to a seraph ; angelic

;

sublime; as, seraphic purity; seraphic fer-

vour.—2. Pure; refined from sensuality.

He at last descends
To like with less seraphic ends. Swi/t.

3. Burning or inflamed with love or zeal.

Love is curious of little things, desiring to be of
angelical purity, of perfect innocence, and serafih-
iWj/ fervour. jfer. Taylor.

Seraphically (se-rafik-al-li^ adv. In the
manner nf a seraph; angelically.

Seraphicalness (se-rafik-al-nes), n. The
state or quality of being seraphic. [Rare.]
Seraphicism t (se-raf'is-izm), n. The qua-
lity (if being seraphic. Cudworth.
Seraphim (ser'a-fim), n.pl. See Seraph.
Seraphina, Seraphine ( ser-a-fi'na, ser'a-

fen), 11. [Frt>m seraph.] A keyed wind-
instrument the tones of which are generated
by the play of wind upon metallic reeds, as
in the accordion. It was the precursor of
the harmonium.
Serapis (se-ra'pis), n. The Greek name of a
deity whose worship was Introduced into
Egypt in the reign of Ptolemy I. He was
considered as a combination of Osiris and
Apis. His worship extended into Asia Minor
and Greece, and was introduced int<j Rome.
Seraskier, Serasquier(seras'ker), n. [Fr.

seranquier, from Per. serasker— ser. seri,

head, chief, and askcr, an army.] A Turk-
ish general or commander of land forces.

This title is given by the Turks to every
general having command of a separate
army, but especially to the commander-in-
chief and minister at war.

SerasMerate (se-rasTcer-at), n. The office

of a seraskier.

Serb (s^rb), n. [Native form. ] A native or
inhabitant of Servia.

Serbonian (s6r-bo'ni-an), a. Applied to a
large bog or lake in Egypt surrounded by
hills of loose sand, which, being blown into

it, afforded a treacherous footing, whole
armies attempting to cross it having been
swallowed up. Hence the phrase Serbonimi
hcj has passed Into a proverb, signifi'ing

a difficult or complicated situation from
which it is almost impossible to extricate

one's self ; a mess ; a confused condition of

affairs. ' No Serbonian bog deeper than a
£5 rating would prove to be.' Disraeli.

A gulf profound as that Serbonian bog.

Betwixt Damiata and Mount Casius old.

Where armies whole have sunk. Milton.

Fate, far. fat, fall; me. met. hSr; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; U. Sc. almne; f, Sc. ley.
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Sercel (ser'sel), n. See Sarcel.
Sere (ser), a. Dry; withered; sear. 'One
sick willow sere antl small.' Tennyson.

Ssre t (ser), n. [Fr. serre, a claw.] A claw
nr talon. Chapman.
Serein (se-raft), n. [Fr. serein, night dew,
from L- serum, a late hour, but affected by
L. serenus, serene] A mist or excessively

fine rain which falls from a cloudless sky. a
phenomenon u()t unusual in tropical cli-

mates. Prof. Tyndall.

Serenade (ser-e-nad'), «. [Fr. s^r^na4e,

frnm It. gerenata. a serenade, night-music,

clear iuid fine weather at night, from L.

serenus, clear, fair, bright.] Music per-

formed in the open air at night; usually,

an entertainment of music given in the
night liy a lover to his mistress under her
window. Such music is sometimes performed
as a mark of esteem and good-will towards
distinguished persons. The name is also

given to a piece of music characterized by
the soft repose which is supposed to be in

harmony with the stillness of night. See
Ser EN.VTA.
Shrill I the neighbours' nigh'ly rest invade
At her deaf doors with some vile serenade 1 Dryden.

Serenade (ser-e-nad'), v.t. pret. «& pp. sere-

naded; ppr. serenading. To entertain with
a serenade or nocturnal mhsic.

He continued to seyenadf her every morning till

the queen was charmed with his harmony.
Spectator.

Serenade (ser-e-nad'), v.i. To perform ser-

enades or nocturnal music.

A man might as well serenade in Greenland as in

our region. Tatler.

Serenader (ser-e-nad'6r), n. One who ser-

enades or performs nocturnal music.

Serenata (ser-e-na'ta), n. In music, ori-

ginally a serenade, but latterly applied to a

cantata having a pastoral subject, and to a
work of large proportions, in the form, to

some extent, of a symphony.
Serenatet(ser-e-nat'),rt A serenade. Milton.

Serene (se-ren'), a. (L. serenus, serene;

allied by ('iirtiua with Gr. setrinos, hot,

scorching, said of summer heat, Seirios, Si-

nus, and Skr. stcar, heaven, *wri/a, thesun.]
1. Clear or fair, and calm; placid; quiet;

as, a serene sky; a serene air.

Spirits live inspired

In regions mild, of calm and serene air. Milton.

The moon, serene in ^\oxy. mounts the sky. Pope.

2. Calm ; unruffled ; undisturbed ; &a, Sk se-

rene aspect; a serene soul.

Hard by
Stood serene Cupids watching silently. Keats.

3. An epithet or form of address restricted to

the sovereign princes of Germany, and the
memlfers of their families; as, his serene
highness prince so and so. 'To the most
serene Prince Leopold, Archduke of Austria,'

Milton. -Drop serene, the disease of the eye
known as gutta serena; amaurosis or black
cataract. Hilton.

Serene (se-ren'), n. 1. Clearness.

No mist obscures, nor cloud, nor speck, nor stain.

Breaks the serene of heaven. Southey.

2. Serenity; tranqnillity; calmness. [Poeti-

cal.]
To their master is denied
To share their sweet serene. Young.

3. The cold damp of evening; blight or un-
wholesome air.

Some serene blast me, or dire lightning strike

This my offending face. B. jfonson.

[In this sense the same as Serein (which
see).]

Serene (se-ren'), v.t. pret. & pp. serened;
ppr serening. To make clear and calm; to
quiet.

Heaven and earth, as if contending, vie
To raise his being and serene his soul. Thomson.

2. To clear; to brighten. [Rare.]

Take care
Thy muddy beverage to ftreue and drive
Precipitant the baser ropy lees. y. Philips.

Serenely (serenlfX adw- l- Calmly; quietly.

Th<: setting sun now shone serenely bright. Pope.

3. With unruffled temper; coolly; deliber-
ately. 'That men would, without shame or
fear, confidently and serenely break a rule."

Locke
Sereneness (sc-ren'nes). n. The state of

heinji serene; serenity. ' The «ffrctt</w«» of
a lie;iUiiful conscience.' Feltham.
Serenitudet (sc-ren'i-tud).n. Calmness. IToC-
ton.

Serenity (se-ren'i-ti), n, [Fr. s^rMit^, L.

srrpnitas. See Sekenk. ] 1. The quality or
condition of being serene; clearness; calm-

ness; quietness; stillness; peace; as, the se-

renity of the air or sky.

.\ j,'t;neral peace and serenity newly succeeded a
general trouble. Sir JK Temple.

2. Calmness of mind; evenness of temper;
undisturbed state; coolness.

I cannot see how any men should transgress those
moral rules with confidence and serenity. Locke.

3. A title of respect or courtesy; serene
highness. * The sentence of that court now
sent to your serenity.' Milton.
Serf (s^rf), n. [Fr., from L. serviis. a slave,
front servio, to be a slave. ] A villein ; one
of those who in the middle ages were in-

capable of holding property, were attached
to the land and transferred with it, and
liable to feudal services of the lowest de-
scription; a forced labourer attached to an
estate, as formerly in Russia.
Serfage, Serfdom <s6rf'aj, s6rf'dom),7i. The
state or condition of a serf.

Serfliood, Serfism (s6rf'hud, sSrf'izm), n.
Same as Serfage.
Sei^e (s6rj), n. [Fr. serge. It. sargia, a
coverlet, sargano, serge; origin doubtful.
Diez suggests L. sericum. silk. See SILK.]
A kind of twilled worsted cloth of inferior
quality.— SiYAr serge, a twilled silken stuff

used by tailors for lining garments.
Serge (serj), ?i. [Fr. cierge, a wax taper; L.

cereus, waxed, cera, wax.] In the H. Cath.
01. a name given to the large wax candles,
sometimes weighing several pounds, buraed
before the altar.

Sergeancy (sar'jan-si), n. The office of a
sergeant or serjeant-at-law.

Sergeancy, Sergeantcy (sar'jan-si, sar'-

jant-si), n. Same as Se rjeantship.
Sergeant (sar'jant), n. [Also written Ser-
jeant. From Fr. sergent, O, Fr. serjent, ori-

ginally a servant, a servitor, from hserviens,
servientis, ppr. of servio, to serve (servient-,
servient-, serjent. See ABRIDGE).] l.t A
sfiniro, attendant upon a prince or noble-
man. —2. A sheriff's officer; a bailiff. See
Serjeant.

This fell ser^-eant, death.
Is strict in his arrest. Shak.

3. A non-commissioned officer in the army
in the grade next above coi-poral. He is

appointed to see discipline observed, to
teach the soldiers their drill, and also to
command small bodies of men as escorts
and the like. Every company has four ser-

geants, of whom the senior is the colotir-

sergeant (which see). A superior cla.s8 are
the staff-sergeants (see Staff-seroeant);
and above all is the sergeant-major (which
see).— Covering sergeant, a sergeant who,
during the exercise of a battalion, stands
or moves behind each officer commanding
or acting with a platoon or company.—
Lance kergeant, a corporal acting as a ser-

geant in a company.—Pag sergeant, a ser-

geant appointed to pay the men and to ac-
count for all disbursements. — White ser-

geant, a term of ridicule for a lady who in-

terferes in military matters. See also Drill-
sergeant. Quartermaster -sergeant.—
4. A lawyer of the highest rank in England.
See SERJEANT.— 5. A title given to certain
of the sovereign's servants. See Serjeant.
6. A police-officer of superior rank. (The
two orthographies afri(7ca«( and Serjeant are
both well authorized, but in the legal sense,
and as applied to certain officers of the royal
household, of municipal and le^slatlve
bodies, the latter spelling is the one usually
adopted ]

Sergeant-major (sar'jant-ma-jSr). n. In
the army, the highest non-commissioned
officer in a regiment. He acts as assistant

to the adjutant.

Sergeantry, Sergeanty (sar-jant-ri, siir'-

jant-i). n. Same a.i Serji'antry.

Etergeantship (sjir'jantship). n. The office

of a serueant.

Serial (st'ri-al). a. 1. Pertaining to a series;

consi.sting of, constituted by. or having the
nature of a series. - 2. In bot. of or pertain-
im; to ri>w3. Asa Oray. —Serial homology,
ill zoot. the homology or similarity exhibited
!>y organs or structures following each other
in a straight line or series in certain animals
(eg. the joints of a lobster's body).

Sierlal (se'ri-al), n. 1. A tale or other com-
position commenced in one number of a
periodical work, and continued in succes-
sive numbers. —2. A work or publication
issued in successive numbers; a perio<licaI.

Sertality (se-ri-al'i-ti). ?». The state or con-
dition of following in successive order; se-

quence.
When we interrogate consciousness, we find that

though the general seriality of the changes is obvi-
ous, there are many experiences which make us hesi-
tate to assert complete seriality. H. Spencer.

Serially (se'ri-al-li), adv. in a series or
in regular order; as, arranged serially.

Seriate (se'ri-at), a. Arranged in a series or
succession; pertaining to a series.

Seriately (se'ri-at-li), adv. In a regular
series.

Seriatim (se-ri-a'tim), adv. [L] In regular
order; one after the other.

Sericeous (se-rish'us), a. [L. sericeus, from
sericum, silk.] 1, Pertaining to silk; con-
sisting of silk; silky. — 2. In bot. covered
with very soft hairs pressed close to the sur-
face; as, a sericeous leaf.

Sericulture (se'ri-kul-tur), n. [L. sericum-,
silk, and cultura, cultivation] The breed-
ing and treatment of silkworms. Tomlinson.
SeriCUlturist(se-ri-kurtu-rist), n. A culti-
vator of silkworms.
SeriCUlus (se-rik'u-lus), n. [From L. seri-

cum, silk, from its glossy plumage] A
genus of Australian insessorial birds belong-
ing to the family of the orioles. S. chryso-
cephabis is known by the name of the Ite-

gent'bird. See Regent-bird.
Serie.t n. Series. Chaucer.
Seriema (ser-i-e'ma), n. [The Brazilian
name.] The Dickolophiis cristattis of Illiger,

a grallatorial bird of the size of a heron,
inhabiting the great mountain plains of
Brazil, where itssonorousvoiceoften breaks
the silence of the desert. It is a bird of
retired habits. It is protected on account
of its serpent-killing habits. Written also
(^ariama and Ceriema.

Series (se'rez or se'ri-ez), n. sing, and pi.

[L., same root as sero, to join, to weave to-

gether; Gr. seira, a cord; Skr. sarat, sarit, a
thread.] 1. A continued succession of similar
things, or of things bearing a similar re-

lation to each other; an extended order,
line, or course; sequence; succession ; as, a
series of kings ; a series of calamitous
events.

During some years his life was a series of triumphs.
Macduiay.

2. In geol. a set of strata possessing some
common mineral or fossil characteristic; as,

the greensand series; the Wenlock series,

&c. — 3. In chem. a group of compounds,
each containing the same radical. — 4. In
arith. and alg. a number of terms in suc-
cession, increasing or diminishing according
to a certain law. The usual form of a scries

is a set of terms connected by the signs -t-

or —.—Arithmetical series, a series in which
each term differs from the preceding by
the addition or subtraction of a constant
number or quantity; or it is a series in
which the terms increase or decrease by a
common difference, as 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, Ac,
or 10, 8. 6, 4, 2, 0, -2, -4, -6, &c. Alge-
braically, a, a-i-d, a-f 2d, a-|-3d, a-f-4d. »&c.;

or z, z-d, z— 2d, z-Zd, z~4d, &c.; where
a represents the least term, z the greatest,

and d the common difference,— .4 circular
series, one whose terms depend on circular
functions, as aines, cosines, Ac.

—

A converg-
ing series is one in which the successive
tenns become less and less.—^ diverging
series, one in which any term is greater
than the preceding.— .4 n exponential series,

one whose terms depend on exponential
quantities.— TAe general term of a series is

a function of some indeterminate quantity
X, which, on substituting successively the
numbers 1, 2, 3, Ac, for x, produces the
terms of the ser\eE.—Geometrical series, a
series in wliich the terms increase or de-
crease by a conmion multiplier or common
divisor, termed the common ratio. See
VROORES^-iWy. — Indeterminate series, one
whose terms proceed by the powers of an
indeterminateqnantity.—When the ntmiber
of terms is greater than any assignable nimi-

ber, the series is said to be infinite. — Law
of a series, that relation which subsists be-

tween the successive terms of a series, and
by which their general term may be denoted.
—A logarithmic series, one whose terms de-

pend on logarithms. — .<4 recurring series,

one in which each term is a certain constant
function of two or more of the preceding
terms; as, 1 -t-3x -h 4z2-+-7x* -t- llx^ Ac—
Summation of series, the method of finding

the sum of a series whether the number at

terms be finite or infinite. See Progres-
sion.

Serifonn (ser'i-fomi), a. [L. Seres, the Chi-

nese, and forma, form] Applied to a sec-

tion of the Altaic fannly of languages, com-
prising the Chinese, Siamese, Burmese, Ac.

ch. cAain; 6h. 3c. locA; g, go\ J, 70b; b, Fr. ton; ng, Ung; TH. Men; th, CAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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Serin (ser'in), ?*. [Kr.] A soug-bini of the
fiiK'ii tribe (Frinffilla seri)ta), found in the
central parts of Em-ope. It has a small,
homy, and short bill; and its habits are
uinstly similar to those of the canary bird.

Serinffue (se-rin^ga). n, [Pg. seringa, a sy-

ringe, caoutchouc having been first used to
make syringes.] A South American name
for the caoutchouc-tree, a species of Si-

ptionia.

Serio-comic, Serlo-comlcal (se'rio-kom"-
ik. se'ri-6-kom"ik-a]), a. Having a mixture
of seriousness and comicality.

Serious (se'ri-us), a. [Fr. s^rieux, L. serius,
serious, earnest.] 1. Grave in manner or
disposition; solemn; not light, gay, or vola-
tile; as, a serious man; a serious Iiabit or
disposition. ' A weighty and a seWous brow.'
Shak.
He is always seriaits, yet there is about his manner

a graceful ease. Macaulay.

2. Really intending what is said ; being in
earnest; not jesting or making a false pre-
tence.

I hear of peace and war in newspapers; but I am
never alarmed, except when I am informed that the
sovereigns want treasure : then I know that the mo»-
archs are serious. Disraeli.

8. Important; weighty; not trifling.

I'll hence to London on a serious ms.X.teT. Shak.

4. Attended with danger; giving rise to ap-
prehension; as, a serums illness.—5. Deeply
impressed with the importance of religion.

Seriously (se'ri-us-li), adv. In a serious
manner

; gravely ; solemnly ; in earnest

;

without levity; as, to think seriously of
amending one's life.

Juno and Ceres whisper seriously. Shak.

Seriousness (se'ri-us-nes), n. 1. The con-
dition or quality of being serious; gravity
of mannei* or of mind ; solemnity; as, he
8I>oke with great senoiisness, or with an air

of seriousness.— 2. Earnest attention, par-
ticularly to religious concerns.
That spirit of religion and seriousness vanished all

at once, Atterdury.

Serjania(ser-ja'ni-a), 71. [In honour of Paul
Serjeant, a French friar and botanist] An
entirely tropical South American and West
Indian genus of plants, nat. order Sapinda-
ceffi. The species are climbing or twining
shrubs with tendriis, with divided leaves
and white flowers arranged in racemes.
Some of them possess very poisonous pro-
perties. S. triteniata is acrid and narcotic,

and employed for the purpose of stupefying
fish.

Serjeant (sar'jant), ?i. [Fr. sergent. See
Skrgeant.) 1. Formerly, an officer in Eng-
land, nearly answering to the more modern
bailiff of the hundred; also, an officer whose
duty was to attend on the sovereign, and
on the lord high steward in court, to arrest
traitors and other offenders. This officer is

now called serjeant-at-arms. A similar offi-

cer, tenned a serjeant-at-arms, attends the
lord-chancellor; another, the speaker of the
House of Commons, and another the Lord-
mayor of London on solemn occasions.

—

Common Serjeant, an officer of the city of

London who attends the lord -mayor and
court of aldermen on court days, and is in
council with them on all occasions.—2. J/iYi(.

see Sergeant, which for this sense is the
usual spelling.—3. In England, formerly, a
barrister of the highest rank. The Serjeants
formed a special order or brotherhood, and
tnok precedence overall the other barristers.

They were appointed by the crown, and were
selected from barristers of not less than six-

teen years' standing. The common law
judges used always to belong to the order
of Serjeants.

—

Serjeants of the household,
officers wlio execute several functions with-
in the royal household, as the serjeant-snr-
geon, <fec.

—

Inferior Serjeants, Serjeants of
the mace in corporations, officers of the
county, &c. There are also Serjeants of
manors, &c. SeeSerqea^t.—Serjeants' iyui,

a society or corporation which consisted of
the entire body of serjeants-at-law. See
under Isy. — Kinifs or queen's serjeant, the
name given to one or more of the serjeants-
at-law, whose presumed duty was to plead
fill- the sovereign in causesof a public nature,
as indictments for treason. &c.
Serjeant-at-arms(sar'jant-at-armz), n. See
SKRJEANT.
Serjeant-counter (sar'jant-kount-or), 7i. A
serjeant-at-law.

Serjeantship (sar'jant-ship), 7i. The office

of a se!'jeant-at-law. Called also Scrjeancy.
Serjeantci/.

Serjeanty, Serjeantry (siii-'jant-i, aar'jant-

ri). 71. An honorary kind of English tenure,
on condition of service due, not to any lord,
but to the king only. Serjeanty is of two
kinds, grand serjeanty and petit sergeanty.
Grand serjeanty is a particular kind of
knight service, a tenure by which the ten-
ant was bound to attend on the king in per-
son, not merely in war, but in hie court,
and at all times when summoned. Petit
serjeanty was a tenure in wliich the services
stipulated for bore some relation to war,
but were not required to be executed per-
sonally by the tenant, or to be performed
to the person of the king, as the payment
of rent in implements of war, as a bow, a
l)air of spurs, a sword, a lance, or the like.

Sermocination t (s^r-mo ' si-na"siion ), n.

[L. seruwcinatio, from sennocinarl, to dis-

course. See Sermon.] Speech-making. 'Ser-
inocinations of ironmongers, felt-makei-s,
cobblers, broom-men.' Bp. Hall.
Sermocinator t (86r-mo'8i-na"tor), 7i. [See
above.] <.)ne that makes sermons or speeches.
' Obstreperous sermocinators. ' Howell.
Sermon (s6i''mon), n. [L. sermo, sermonis,
speech, discourse, connected discourse, from
sero, to join together.] l.t A speech, dis-

course, or writing.— 2. A discourse delivered
in public, especially by a clergyman or
preacher, for the purpose of religious in-

struction or the inculcation of morality,
and grounded on some text or passage of
Scripture; a similar discourse written or
printed, whether delivered or not; a homily.
His preaching much, but more his practice wrought,
A living sermon of the truths he taught. Dryden,

3. A serious exhortation, rebuke, or reproof;
an address on one's conduct or duty.
[Colloq.]

Sermon (s^r'mon), v.t. 1. 1 To discourse of,

;-.s in a sennon. Spenser.—% To tutor; to
lesson : to lecture. ' Come, sermon me no
further' Shak.
Sermon (s6r'mon), tj.t. To compose or de-
liver a sermon. Milton.

Sermoneer (s^r-moner*), n. A preacher of
sermons; a sermonizer; a semionist. B. Jon-
son; Thackeray.
Sermonlc, Sermonical (sfir-mon'ik, sSr-

mon'ik-al). a. Like a sermon; hortatory.
'Conversation . . . grave or gay, satirical

or sermonic' Prof. Wilson. [Rare.]
Sermoning (s^r'mon-ing), n. The act of
preaching or teaching; hence, discourse; in-

struction ; advice. 'A weekly charge of
sermoning. ' Milton.

Sermonish (s^i-'mon-ish), a. Resembling a
sermon. [Rare.]

Sermonist (s^i-'mon-ist), n. A writer or de-
liverer of sermons.
Sermonium (s6r-mo'ni-um), n. [L.] An in-

terlude or historical play formerly acted by
the inferior orders of the Catholic clergy,

assisted by youths, in the body of the
church.
Sermonize (s^r'mon-iz), v.i. pret. & pp. ser-

monized; ppr. sermonizing. X. To preach;
to discourse.

In sailor fashion roughly sermonizing
On providence and trust in Heaven. Tennyson.

2. To inculcate rigid rules. ' The dictates
of a morose and sermonizing father.' Ches-

terfield.— Z. To make sermons; to compose
or write a sermon or sermons.
Sermonize (s^r'mon-iz). v.t. pret. *fc pp. ser-

monized; ppr. sermonizing. To preach a
sermon to; to discourse in a sennonizing
way to; to affect or influence, as by a ser-

mon. 'Which of us shall sing or sermonize
the other fast asleep.' Lander.
Sermonizer (86i-'mon-iz-6r), n. One who
sermonizes; a preacher.
Serolin, Seroline (ser'6-lin),n. [L. sentm.]
A peculiar kind of fat contained in the
blood. It is a mixture of several sub-
stances.

Seroon, Seron (se-ron', se-ron'). »• tsp.
seron, a frail or basket.) 1. A weight vary-
ing with the substance which it measures.
Tims a seroon of almonds is the quantity of
87^- lbs.; of anise-seed, from 3 to 4 cwt.~
2. A bale or package made of hide or leather,
or formed of pieces of wood covered or
fastened witli liide, for holding drugs, &c.

;

a ceroon.
Serose t ( se'ros ), a. "Watery ; serous. Dr.
H. More.
Serosity (se-ros'i-ti), n. [Fr. s^rositJ. See
Serum. ] l. The state of being serous.—2. A
serous fluid; serum; the watery part of the
blood which exudes from the serum when
it is coagulated by heat. Dwnglismi.
Serotine (se'ro-tin), Ji, [Fr. sdrotine, L.

serotinus, late.] A species of European bat,

the Vespertilio or Scotophilus serotinus. It
is somewhat rai'e in England, but common
in France, of a chestnut colour, sohtaiy in
its habits, frequenting forests, and of slow
ffigbt.

Serotinous (se-rot'in-us), a. [L serotinus,
from serus, late.] In hot. appearing late in
a season, or later than some other allied
species.

SeroUB (se'rus), a. [FT.s^revx. See Sercm.]
1. Thin; wateiy; like whey: applied to that
part of the blood wliich separates in coagu-
lation from the gnimous or red part ; also
to the fluid which lubricates a serous mem-
brane. — 2. Pertaining to serum. — Serm(s
membrane. See MEMBRANE.
Serpens (s6r'penz), n. [L., a serpent.] A
northern constellation. See Serpent.
Serpent (ser'pent), n. [L. serpens, serpenHs,
from serpo, Gr. herpo, to creep; Skr. sarpa,
a serpent, from srip, to creep, to go,] 1. An
ophidian reptile without feet; a snake. Ser-
pents are extremely elongated in form, and
they move by means of muscular contractions
of their bodies. Their hearts have two auri-
cles and one ventricle. This is the widest use
of the term serpent. This term is likewige ap-
plied to a family of ophidian reptiles which
comprises all the genera without a sternum,
and without any vestige of a shoulder, Ac.
In Cuvier's arrangement serpents constitute
the order Ophidia. See Ophibia. ~2. In
astron. a con.steIlation in the northern hemi-
sphere. SeeOPHiucHUS.—3. A powerful bass
musical instrument, consisting of a long
conical tube of wood covered with leather,
having a mouth-piece, ventages, and keys,
and bent in a serpentine form; hence its

name. Its compass is said to be from B
flat below the bass-staff to C in the third
space of the treble-clef.— 4. Fig. a subtle
or malicious person.—5. A kin*! of firework
having a 8eri>entine motion as it passes
through the air.—Servient stones or miake
stones, populai- names sometimes applied to
the ammonites.
Serpent (ser'pent), v.i. To wind like a ser-
pent ; to meander. 'The serpenting of the
Thames.' Evelyn. [Rare.]

Serpentaria (s^r-pen-ta'ri-a), n. A trivial

name given to several plants that have
been reputed to be remedial of snake bites,

A& Ai-istolochia Serpentaria, &c. See Snake-
ROOT.
Seri)entarluB (s^r-pen-ta'ri-us), n. A con-
stellation in the northern hemisphere.
Called also Ophiuchus.
Serpentary (ser'pen-ta-ri), n. A plant, the
Aristolochia Serpentaria.
Serpentary-root (ser'pen-ta-ri -rot), n. The
root of Aristolochia Serpentaria, a Xorth
American plant used in medicine as a tonic,
stimulant, diaphoretic, and febrifuge.

Serpent-boat (s^r'pent-bot), n. See Pam-
BAN-MAXCIIE.
Serpent - charmer (sei-'pent-charm -6r), «.

One who chaims or professes to chann ser-

pents; onewho makes serpents obey his will.

Serpent-cucumber (ser'pent kii-kum-b6r).
n. A plant of the genus Trichosanthes,
T. colubrina, so called from the remarkable
serpent-like appearance of its fruits.

Serpent - eater (s6i''pent-et-6r), n. A bird
of Africa that devours serpents ; the secre-

tary-bird (Gypogeranus serpentarius). See
Secretary-bird.
Serpent-fence (s6r'pent-fens). n. A zigzag
fence made by placing the ends of the rails

upon each other.

Serpent -fish ( s^r'pent-flsh ), 7i. Same as
Band-fish.
Serpentiform (s^r-penfi-form), a. Ha%ing
the fonu of a serpent; serpentine.

Serpentigenous (ser-pen-tij'enus),a. Bred
of a serpent.

Serpentine (ser'pen-tin),a. [L. serpentinus,
from serpens, serpentis, a serpent] 1. Per-
taining to or resembling a serpent ; having
the qualities of a serpent; subtle. *To free

him from so serpentine a companion.' Sir
P. Sidney —1. Winding or tiiming one way
and the other, like a moving serpent ; an-
fractuous; meandering; spiral; crooked; as,

a serpentine road or course ; a serpentiiie

worm of a still.— 3. In the manege, ajiplied

to a horse's tongue when he is constantly
moving it, and sometimes passing it over
the bit.— Serpentine verse, a verse which
begins and ends with the same word. The
following are examples :—
Crescit amor numnii, quantum ipsa pecunia crescit
Greater grows the love of pelf, as pelf itself grows

greater.
Ambo flOTentes setatibus. Arcades ambo.
Both in the sprti^ of Hfe, Arcadians both.

Fate, fttr, fat, f*ll; me. met. hfer; pine, pin; n6te, not, m5ve; tQbe, ti^, bull; oil. pound; ti. Sc. abune; y, 8c. fey.
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Serpentine (s^r'pen-tin), n. A rock, gene-

rally uustratitled. which iB principally com-
posed of hydrated silicate of magnesia, coni-

mouly occuri'ing associated with altered

limestone. It is usually dark -coloured

green, red, brown, or gray, with shades and
spots resembling a serpent's skin. Its de-

gree of hardness, and the peculiar arrange-

ment of its colours, form the distinctive

characters of serpentine. Serpentine is

often nearly allied to the harder varieties

of steatite and potstone. It presents two
varieties, precious serpentine and common
serpentine. Though soft enough to be easily

cut or turned, serpentine admits of a high

polish, and is much used for the manufac-
ture of various ornamental articles.

Serpentine (s^i-'pen-tiu), v.i. pret. & pp.
gerpen tilled; ppr. serpentining. To wind
like a serpent; to meander.

In these fair vales by nature form'd to please.

Where Guadalquivir serpentints with ease.
H'. Hartt.

Serpentinely (ser'pen-tin-li), ftdp- In a ser-

pentiiit--' niiiiiuer.

Serpentinous (ser'pen-ti-nus). a. Relating

to, Mf the nature of, or resembling serpen-

tine.

Serpentize (sfir'pen-tiz), v.i. pret. & pp. wr-
pentized; ppr. serpentizmif. To wind; to

turn or bend, first in one direction and
then in the opposite ; to meander ; to ser-

pentine. [Rare.]
The river runs before the door, and serfentizes

more than you can conceive. H. it alpoU.

Serpent-like (s^i-'pent-llk), a. Like a ser-

pent, ^hak.
Serpentry (s^r'pent-ri), n. 1. A winding
like that of a s»^rpent.—2. A place infested
by serpents. [Rare in both senses.]

Serpent's-tongne (sei-'pents-tung). n. 1. A
fern of the genus (>phioglossum, so called

from the form of its fronds; adder's-tongue.

2- A name given to the fossil teeth of a spe-

cies of shark, because they resemble tongues
with their roots.

Serpent-wlthe (s^r'pent-with), ». A plant,

Ari^t"!'>chi'.i odoratitinma.
Serpett (stVpet). n. [L. eirpicnlvs, a basket
niadf ' >f rushes, from sirpuif, scirpus, a rush. J

A basket.

SerpiETinoua (a^r-pij'in-us), a. 1. Affected
with serpigo. —2. In ined. applied to certain

affections which creep, as it were, from one
part to another; as, serpiginous erysipelas

Serpigo (s^r-pi'go). n. [L L.. from L gerpo,

t*> creep.] A former name for ringworm.
Shak.
Serplath (ser^plath), n. [Corruption of ear-

2>lar] A weight equal to 80 stones. [Scotch.]

Serpolet (^^er'po-lft), Ji. [Fr.] WiM thyme.
Serpula (s^r'pu-Ia). n. [Dim. from L. serpn,

to creep.] A genua of cephalobranchiate
annelidans belonging to thtM)rderTul>icola,
inhabiting cylindrical and tortuous oalcare-

{
and upon that the more ^ross parts contract and

I serr themselves together. Bacon.

Serra (ser'ra), n. [L., a saw.] In anat. a
dentation, or tooth-like articulating process
of certain bones, as those of the cranium.

Serradilla (ser-ra-dil'la). n. [Pg] A plant,

ijnuthopus mtiims. See Ornithop'"S.

Serranus (>er-ra'nus), n. [From L. serra, a

saw—from the saw-like form of the dorsal

fin.] A genus of teleosteau fishes, included

Serpula. detached and In tube.

OU9 tubes attached to rocks, shells, Ac, in
the sea. The shells or tubes are in general
exfiuisitely coloured. Several species are
conmion on the British coasts, but the
largest are found in tropical seat.

Serpulean (s^r-pu'le-anX » One of the
Serpuhda;.
SerpuLidse (s^r-pu'li-de), n. pi. [Serpula
(whicli see), and Gr. eido8, renemblance.] A
family of tubfcolous annelidans.of which the
genus .St.-rpula is the type. See Serpula.
Serpulldan (s^r-pii'li-dan). n. A memi>er
of the family Serpulida.
SerpuUte (ser'pu-lit), n. Fnasil remains of
the genus Serpula.

Serrt (ser). v.t. [Fr. serrer, to press, to
squeeze, from L. gero. to lock, sera, a bolt
or bar.] To crowd, press, or drive together.

Heat attenuates and sets forth the spirit of a body.

Serranus seriha (Lettered Serranus).

in the family Percidte or perches, but read-

ily distinguished by their possessing only
one dorsal fin and seven branchiostegous
rays. The S. cabrilla and S. Couchii are

found otf the British coast, where they are
known under tlie name <if comber. S. scriba

inlialulA till.' Mediterranean.
Serrate, Serrated (ser'rat.ser'-

rat-ed). a. [L. gerratus, pp. of
serro, to »&w~gerra, a saw.]
Notched on the edge like a saw;
toothed; specifically, in bot.

having sharp notches about
the edge, pointing toward the
extremity; as. a serrate leaf.

When a serrate leaf has small
serratures upon the lai^e ones,

it is said to be doubly serrate,

as in the elm. We say also a
serrate calyx, corolla, or sti-

pule. A gerrate-ciXiate leaf is

one having fine hairs, like the
eye-lashes, on the serratures.

A serrate-dentate leaf has the Serrate Leaf,

serratures toothed.

SerraUon (ser-i-a'shon), n. Fonnation in

the shape of a saw.

Far above, In thunder-blue serration, stand the
eternal ed^es of the anj^ry Apennine, dark with
rolling impendence of volcanic cloud. Rnskin.

Serratula (semt'u-la). n. A genus of com-
posite plants. See Saw-WORT.
Serrature (ser'ra-tur), n. A notching in the
edye of anything, like a saw. Woodward.
Serrlcom (ser'ri-kom), a. Belonging or
pertaining to the family of coleopterous in-

sects Serricornes; having serrated antennaj.

Serrlcom (ser'ri-kom). n. A coleopterous
in.sect of the family Serricornes.

Serricomes (ser-ri-kor'nezX » pl- [L- wro,
a saw, and &jrnu.
a horn.] Cuvier's
third family of
coleopterous in-

sects,comprehend-
Ing those which
have serrated or
saw • shaped an-
tenos, as the Bu-
?resti8. £later, <£c.

he cut shows (1)

the springing-
beetle(Elater).and
the antennae of
(2)PhyIlocerua,(3)
Pftchyderes.

Serried (ser'rid). p. and a. [See Serry]
Crowded; compacted. ' To relax their ser-

ried files.' Milton.

SerroUS (ser'rus), a. Like the teeth of a
saw; irregular. Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]

Serriilate, Serrulated (ser'ru-lat, ser'ru-

lat-ed), a. [ From L. serrtda. dim. otserra. a

saw] Finely sen*ate; having very minute
notches.
Serrulation (ser-ru-Ia'shon), n. A small
notching like the teeth of a saw; an inden-

tation.

Serryt (ser'ri). v.t. [Fr. serrer. See Serr]
To crowd; to press togetlier. [Obsolete,

except in pp. serried]

Sertularia (ser-tfl-la'ri-a), n. [L. sertum,

a gailund.] A genus of Hydrozoa, popu-
larly called, from their resemblance to mini-
ature trees, sea-firg. It is tlte type genus of

the order Sertulartda (which see).

Sertularian (s6r-tu-la ri-an). n. A member
of the order .•<ertularida (which see).

Sertularida (s^T-tula'ri-da). n. pi. An or-

der uf coelenterate animals, class Hydrozoa,

Scrricornes.

comprising those whose hydrosoma (or en-

tire organism) becomes fixed by an adlicrent

base, called a hydrorhiza, developed from
the end of the coenosarc. or the common
medium by which the various polypites con-

stituting the compound animal are united
together. These polypites are invariably

defended by little cup-like expansions called

hydrothecK. The cujnosarc generally con-
sists of a main stem with many branches,
and it is so plant-like in appearance that
the common sertularians are often mistaken
for sea-weed, and are often called sea-firs.

The young sertularian, im escaping from
the ovum, appears as a free-swimming cili-

ated body, which soon loses its cilia, fixes

itself and develops a coenosarc, by budding
from which the branching hydrosoma of the
perfect organism is produced.
Serum (se'rum), n. [L., akin to Gr. oros,

whey, serum; Skr. sdra. water.] 1. The
thiu transparent part of the blood; also, the
lymph-like fiuid secreted by certain mem-
branes in the human body, such as the peri-

cardium, pleura, peritoneum, &c.. which
are thence denominated seroua meinhranes.
The serum of the blood, which separates
from the crassanientnm during the coagu-
lation of that liiiuid, has a pale straw-col-

oured or greenish-yellow colour, is trans-

parent when carefully collected, has a
slightly saline taste, and is somewhat unc-
tuous to the touch. It usually constitutes

about three-fourths of the blood, the pressed
coagulum foi^niing about one-fourth. See
Blood.— 2. The thin part of milk separated
from the curd and oil ; whey. Called also

Serum- Lactis.

Servable (sSrv'a-bl), a. Capable of being
served.

Serva«e,t u. Servitude. Chaucer.
SerPUl (s^r'val). n. A digitigrade carnivor-

ous mammal of the cat genus, the Leopardtis
Serval of Southern Africa. It measures
about 2 feet 10 inches in length, including
the thick bushy taii. which is from 10 to 12

inches long. The ground colour of the fur

is of a bright golden tint, sobered with a
wash of gray, and marked with black spots.

Its food consists of small mammals and
birds- Called also Bunh-cat and Tiger-cat.

Serrand,! pp. oi serve. Serving. Chaucer.

Servant (s^r'vant), n. [Fr., from servir, L.

servire, to serve, whence also sergeant,

which is little else than another fonn of this

word.] 1. One who serves or does services,

voluntarily or involuntarily; a person, male
or female, who is employed by another f^ir

menial offices or other labour, and is subject

to his command; one who exerts himself or

herself or labours for the benefit of a mas-
ter or employer; a subordinate assistant or

helper. The term servant usually implies

the general idea of one who performs service

for another accordii^ to compact; a slave,

on the other hand, is the property of his

master, and is entirely subject to his will.

In a legal sense, stewards, factors, bailiffs,

and other agents, are servants for the time
they are employed in the business of their

principal; so any person may be legally the

servant of another, in whose business or

under whose order, direction, or control he
is acting for the time being. The tenn is

often applied distinctively to domestics or

domestic servants, those who for the time
Iwing f«»rm part of a household ; as. Mrs.

Smith hjia four servants.—Servants' hall, the

room in a liouse set apart for the use of the

servants in common, in which they take

their meals together, Ac—2. One in a state

of subjection.

Remember that thou waSt a servant in Egypt.
Deut. V. 15.

The rich ruleth over the poor, and the borrower ts

servant to the lender. Prov. xxii. 7.

3. An expression of civility used often by
equals ; formerly, also a term of gallantry

denoting nn admirer of a lady.

— Your humble servant, your obedient ser-

vant, phrases of civility used more espe-

cially in closing a letter, and expressing or

understood to express the willingness of the

speaker or writer to do service to the per-

son addressed.

Our betters tell us they are our humble servants.

but understand us to be their slaves. Swijt.

—Servant of servants, (o) one debased to

the lowest condition of servitude. Gen. Ix.

25. (6) A title (servus gervotiim) assumed
by the popes since the time of Gregory the

Great.

ch, cAaia; fth, 9c Unh; g.yo; j.^ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; SH, then; th. (Ain; w. trig; «rb, icAig; zh, onuv.—See K£T.
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Beirantt (sSr'vant), V. t To subject.

My affairs are servan/ed to others. Shak.

Servantesst (s^r'vant-es), n. A female ser-

vant. Wycliffe.

Servant-girl, Servant-maid (s^r'vant-
gt'ii, sSr'vant-mad), n. A female or maid
servant.

Servant-man (s6r'vant-man), n. A male or
man servant.

Servantry (s6r'vant-ri), n. Servants collec-

tively, or l)ody of servants. W. H. Russell.

Servanty (s6i-'vant-i), n. The state or con-
dition of a servant; the privilege of serving;

or acting as a servant. ' God's gift to us of
servanty.' E. B. Browning.
Serve (serv), v.t. pret. & pp. served; ppr.
serving. [Fr. servir, from L. servio, to serve,

from servits, a servant.a slave or serf; by some
supposed to be from same root as G. schwer,
heavy, O.II.G. sioari, burdensome; Lith.

swaras, a weight. It would therefore not be
connected with L. servo, to keep carefully,

to keep unharmed (whence conserve, pre-
serve), this verb being from root of saliis,

safety, salvus, safe. See Safe. ] 1. To work
for; to perform regular or continuous du-
ties in behalf of; to act as servant to; to be
in the employment of, as a domestic, slave,

hired assistant, official helper, or the like.

Jacob loved Rachel ; and said, I will set-ce thee
seven years for Rachel thy younger daughter.

Gen. xxix. i8.

No man can serve two masters. Mat. vi. 24.

2. To render spiritual obedience and wor-
ship to; to conform to the law of, and treat
with due reverence.

And if it seem evil unto yoti to .rerve the Lord,
choose you this day whom ye m ul serve.

Jos. xxiv. 15.

3. To be subordinate or subservient to; to
act an inferior or secondary part under; to
minister to,

Bodies bright and greater should not serve
The less not bright. Milton.

4. To wait on or attend in the services of the
table or at meals; to supply with food.

Others, pamper'd in their shameless pride,
Are served in plate. Drydeit.

5. To bring forward and place or arrange,
as viands or food on a table: generally with
up, rarely with in.

How durst thou bring it from the dresser, ^nAserve
it thus to me that love it not? Skak.

Thy care is, under polished tins,

To serz'e the hot-and-hot. Tennyson.

Some part he roasts, then serves it up so drest.
Dryden.

Soon after our dinner was served in. Bacon.

6. To perform the service of; to perform
the duties required in or for; as, a curate
may serve two churches. — 7. To contribute
or conduce to; to be sufficient for; to pro-
mote; to be of use to. 'Feuds serving his
traitorous end.' Tennyson. ~8. To help by
good offices ; to administer to the wants
of. 'Serve his kind in deed and word.'
Tennyson. —Q. To be in the place or in-

stead of anything to; to be of use to instead
of something else; to be in lieu of; to an-
swer; as, a sofa may serve one for a seat and
for a couch.

The cry of ' Talbot * serves me for a sword. Shai.

10. To regulate one's conduct in accordance
with the fashion, spirit, or demands of; to
comply with; to submit or yield to.

They think herein we serve the time, because
thereby we either hold or seek prefeniient. Hooker.

The man who spoke;
Who never sold the truth to serz-e the hour,
Nor palter'd with Eternal God for power.

Tennyson.
11. To behave towards; to treat; to reciuite;
as, he served me very ungratefully.—12. To
satisfy; to content.

Nothing would serve them then but riding.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

13. To handle; to manipulate; to manage;
to work; as, the guns were well served.—
14. Naut. to protect from friction, »&c., as a
rope by winding something tight round it.

15. In law, to deliver or transmit to; to pre-
sent to in due form: often with on or upon
before the person.
They required that no bookseller should be al-

lowed to unpack a box of books without notice and
a catalogue served upon a judge. Brougham.

— To serve one's se^f "f> to avail one's self of;

to make use of; to use. [A Gallicism.]
If they elevate themselves, 'tis only to fall from a

higher place, because they serve themselves of other
mens wings. Dryden.

—To serve out, to deal out or distribute in
portions; as, to serve out provisions or am-
munition to the soldiers; to serve out gi'og

to the sailors.—To serve one out, to treat one
according to his deserts; to give one what
he richly deserves; to take revenge on one;
to punish one.

The Right Honourable Gentleman had boasted he
had served his country for twenty years—served his
country] He should have said servedher out

!

Lord Lytton.—To serve one right, to treat one as he de-
serves; to let the consequences of one's ac-
tions fall upon him : often used interjec-
tionally. 'Workhouse funeral~«erue him
right!' Dickens.—To serve the turn, to meet
the emergency; to be sufficient for the pur-
pose or occasion; to answer the purpose.

A cloak as long as thine will serve the turn. Shak.

—To serve an attachment, or writ 0/ attach-
ment, in law, to levy it on the person or
goods by seizure, or to seize.

—

To serve an
execution, to levy it on lands, goods, or per-
son, by seizure or taking possession.— To
serve a process, in general to read it so as to
give due notice to the party concerned, or
to leave an attested copy with him or his

attorney, or at his usual place of abode.—
To serve a warrant, to read it, and to seize
the person against whom it is issued.—To
serve a writ, to read it to the defendant, or
to leave an attested copy at his usual place
of abode.—To serve a person heir to a pro-
perty, in Scots law, to take the necessary
legal steps for putting him in possession of
the property. See Service.—To serve an
office, to discharge the duties incident to it.

Serve (s6rv), v.i. l. To be or act as a ser-

vant; to be employed in labour or other
services for another; in more specific senses,
(a) to perform domestic offices to another;
to wait upon one as a servant; to attend.

But Martha was cumbered about much serving,
and came to him, and said. Lord, dost thou not care
that ray sister hath left me to serve alone? Lu. x. 40.

(6) To discharge the requirements of an
office or employment; more especially, to
act as a soldier, seaman, &o.
Many noble gentlemen, . . . who before had been

great commanders, but now served as private gentle-
men without pay. KnoUes.

Likewise had he served a year
On board a merchantman, and made himself
Full sailor. Tennyson.

(c) To be in subjection or slavery.

The Lord shall give thee rest from thy sorrow, and
from thy fear, and from the hard bondage wherein
thou wast made to serve. Is. xiv 3.

2. To answer a pui-pose; to accomplish the
end; to be sufficient; to be of use.

Ro*n. Courage man; the hurt cannot be much.
Mer. No, 'tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as

a church-door; but 'tis enough, 'twill serve. Shak.
Their hall must also serve for kitchen, Tennyson.

3. To suit; to be convenient.
And as occasion sen'es, this noble queen
And prince shall follow with a fresh supply. Shak.

Server (s6rv'6r), n. 1. One who serves.—
Specifically—2. One who assists the priest at
the celebration of the eucharist, by lighting
the altar tapers, arranging the books, bring-
ing in the bread, wine, water, &c., and by
making the appointed responses in behalf
of the congregation. —3. A salver or small
tray.

Service (sSr'vis), n. [Fr., from L. servitium,
slavery, servitude. See Serve.] 1. The act
of serving; the performance of labour or
offices for ahother, or at another's com-
mand ; attendance of an inferior, hired
helper, assistant, slave. Ac. on a superior,
employer, master, or the like; menial du-
ties.

The banished Kent, who in disguise
Followed his enemy king and did him service
Improper for a slave. Shak.

Specifically—2. Spiritual obedience, rever-
ence, and love. * Earnest in the service of
my God. ' Shak.
God requires no man's service upon hard and un-

reasonable terms. Ttlt'otson.

3. Place or position of a servant: employ-
ment as a servant; state of being or acting
as a servant; menial employ or capacity; as,

to be out of service; to be taken into a per-
son's service. ' To leave a rich Jew's ser-
vice.' 'Have got another semce." Shak.
None would go to service that thinks he has enough

to live well of himself. Sir If. TempU.

4. Labour performed for another; assist-

ance or kindness rendered a superior; duty
done or reciuired; office.

As tiiou lovest me, Camillo. wipe not out the rest
of thy sen.iices by leaving me now; the need I have
of thee thine own goodness hath made. Shak.

This poem was the last piece of service I did for
my master. King Charles. Dryden.

5. Duty performed in, or appropriate to,
any office or charge; official function; hence,
specitlcally, military or naval duty; per-
formance of the duties of a soldier or sailor;
as, to see much service abroad.
When he cometh to experience of service abroad,

he maketh a worthy soldier. Shak.

6. Useful office ; advantage conferred or
brought about; benefit or good performed
or caused.

The stork's plea, when taken in a net, was the ser-
vice she did in picking up venomous creatures.

Sir R. L Estrange.
7. Profession of respect uttered or sent.

Pray do my service to his majesty. Shak.

8. Public religious worship or ceremony;
office of devotion; official religious duty
performed; religious rites appropriate to
any event or ceremonial; as, a marriage
service; a burial service.

The congregation was discomposed, and divine
service broken off. it 'atts.

9. A musical composition for use in churches;
specifically, a name of certain musical com-
positions for the canticles in the morning
and evening services of the Book of Com-
mon Prayer. — 10. Things required for use;
furniture; especially, (a) set of dishes or
vessels for the table; as, a tea service, a
dinner service; a service of plate. (6) An
assortment of table-linen.—11. A course or
order of dishes at table.

There was no extraordinary service seen on the
table. Hakeu-itl.

12. That which is served round to a company
at one time; as. a«^rrtce of fruit, and the like.

13 The material used iav serving a rope, as
spun-yarn, twine, canvas, and the like-
ly The duty which a tenant owes to a lord
for his fee; thus, personal service consists in
homage and fealty, &c. ; annual service in
rent, suit to the court of the lord, &c. ;

accidental services in heriots, reliefs, dtc—
Service ofan heir, in Scots law, a proceeding
before a jury for ascertaining and deter-
mining the heir of a person deceased. It is

either general or special. A general service
determines generally who is heir of another;
a special service ascertains who is heir to
particular lands or heritage in which a
I)erson dies miait.— Service of a writ, pro-
cess, Ac, in law, the reading of it to the
person to whom notice ia intended to be
given, or the leaving of an atte8t«d copy
with the person or his attorney or at his
usual place of abode. — Sern"c« of an at-
tachment, the seizing of the person or goods
according to the direction.— The service ofan
execution, the levying of it upon the goods,
estate, or person of the defendant.— Sufr-
stitution of service, in Ireland, a mode of
serving a writ upon the defendant by post-
ing it up in some conspicuous or public
place in the neighbourhood or parish.
This mode is allowed wlien entrance to the
dwelling-place of the defendant cannot be
effected.

Service (s^r'vis), n. Same as Service-tree.

Serviceable (s^i-'vis-a-bl), a. l. Capable of
rendering useful service; pron»oting happi-
ness, interest, advantage, or any good; use-
ful; beneficial; advantageous. 'The most
serviceable tools that he could employ.'
Macaulay.

Religion hath force to qualify all sorts ofmen, and to
make them, in public atlairs, the more serviceable.

Hooker.
2. Doing or ready to do service; active; dili-

gent; officious. ' Seeing her so sweet and
serviceable.' Tennyson.

1 know thee well, a serziceable villain. Shak.

Serviceableness (s^rvis-a-bl-nes), n. l. The
state uf being serviceable; usefulness in pro-
moting good of any kind; beneficialness.

All action being for some end, its aptness to be com-
manded or forbidden must be founded upon its ser-
viceableftess or disserviceableness to some end.

Notris.
2. Officlousness; readiness to do service-

He might continually be in her presence. she«ving
more humble serviceableness and joy to content her
than ever before. Sir P. Sidney.

ServiceaWy (s^-r'vis-a-bliX adv. In a ser-

viceable manner.
Servlceage t (s^r'vis-aj), n. State of senM-
tude. ' Thraldom base and serciceage.'

Fairfax.
Service-berry (s6r'vis-be-ri). ?(. [See Ser-
vice-tree.] 1. A North American wild plant
(Ametaiirhier canadensis) and its fruit, al-

lied to the medlar. The fruit is a good
article of food. Called also Shad-btt^h, June-
berry. —2. A berry of the service-tree.

Fate, fftr, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; xi, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Service-book (s^r'vis-buk), "• A book
used in i-hurch service; a book of devotion;
a prayer-book; a missal. Milton.

Service-money (s^r'vis-raun-ni), n. Money
paid for service 'Secret service-moixey to

Betty." Addi^ofi.

Servlce-plpe(,ser'vis-plp). n. A pipe, usually
of lead or iron, for the supply of water, gas,

and the like from the maiu to a building.

Service-tree (s^r" vls-tre), n. [A corruption of
L- ^"/T'fw.thesorborservice-tree.] The-Pynw
(Sorbus) domestica, a tree of 50 or 60 feet in

height, a rare native of England, yielding a
valuable hard-grained timber and a small
pear-shaped fruit, which, like the medlar, is

only pleasant in an over-ripe condition. The
wild service-tree (Ppnis tonninalix) also

bears a fruit which becomes mellow and
pleasant by keeping, and of which lai^e

<iuantities are sent to the London market
from Hertfordshire,
Servient t (ser'vi-ent), a. [L. 8erme>is^ ser-

cu'ntig, ppr. of servio, to serve.] Sul)ordi-

tijite 'Servient youth and magisterial eld.'

/'/ r. 'A form »eryiVn( and assisting.' Cow-
y —Servient teiiement. in Scots laWthiene-

liiuiit or subject over which a predial servi-

tude is constituted ; an estate in respect of
which a service is owing, the dominant tene-
ment being that to which the service is due.

Serviette (sfir-vl-et'), n. [Fr. ] A toble-
iiiipkin.

Servile (»6r'vil), a. [Fr., from L. gervilis,

from ttercio, to serve.] 1. Pertaining to or
befitting a servant or slave; slavish; mean;
proceeding from dependence; as, serviie fear;
serciU obedience. — 2. Held in subjection;
dependent
Wh.it ! hare we hands, and shall we servile be?
Why were swords made but to preserve men free?

Daniel.

Z. Cringing: fawning; meanly eubmiseive;
as, aerviU flattery.

She must bend the servile knee. Thotnscn.

\. In gram, (a) not belonging to the original
root; as, a gerciU letter - (b) Not itself

sounded; silent, as the final e in servile,

tune. Jkc.

Servile (s^r'vilX n. In gram, a letter which
forms no part of the original root: opposed
^^ radical. Also, a letter of a word which is

not S'luuited, as the final e in peace, plane, Ac.
Servilely (u^r'vil-li), adv. In a servile
manner: (a) meanly; slavishly; with base
submission or obsequiousness.

Who more than thou
Once fawned and cringed, and servilely adored
Heaven's awfut monarch? Milton.

(&) With base deference to another; as, to
adopt opinions itertfUely.

ServilenesB (sc'i^vtl-nes), n. Same u Ser-
vility.

Servility fs^r-viri-ti), n. The state or qua-
lity of being servile: as, (a) the condition of
a slave or bondman; slavery.

To he a queen in bondage is more rile
Than is a slave in base servility. Shai.

(6) Mean submission; baseness; slavishness;
mean obsetjuiousness ; slavisli deference.
' This unhappy servility to custom.' Dr. U.
More.

The very feellne which would have restrained us
oin committine the act would have ted u$, after it had

been committed, to defend it against the ravines of
ier-vUity and superstition.

~
MaeaiUay.

Servlng-I>oard(86i^ving-b6rd), n. Naut a
piece of hanl woo<l flttei! with a handle and
used for serving spun-yam on small ropes.

Serring-maid (serving madX n. A female
servant; a female domestic.
8erving-maUet(86r'vlng-maI-let).n. Saut.
aserni. ylindriral piece of wood, fitted with
a handle, and having a groove on one side
Vt rtt the convexity of a rope which it is

used to serve or wrap round with spun-yam,
(Vr . to prevent chatlng.

Serving-man(8*r'ving-man), n. A male
•i»r\;iiit; a menial Shak.
Servltlum (u^rvish'i-uni). n. [L] In law,
service; servitude.

Servitor (s^r'vi-t^r),/*. [L L,fromL.«frrw>.
to serve.) 1. A male servant or domestic;
an attendant; one who acts under another;
a follower or adherent.

Thu» are poor tervUort.
When others sleep ut>on their quiet beds.
Constrained to watch in darkness,rain,and cold. Skak.
Our Norman conqueror gave away to his servitors

the lands and possessions of such as did oppose his
invasion. Davits.

2. In Oxford University, an undergra<luate
who was partly supported by the college
funds, and whose duty was originally to
wait at table on the fellows antl gentlemen

commoners. The servitors nearly corre-
sponded to the sizars at Cambridge.
That business of toadeater which had been his

calling and livelihood from his very earliest years

—

ever smce he first entered college as a servitor.

Thackeray.
Servltorship ( s6r ' vi - t6r- ship ), n. The
office of a servitor. BoswelL
Servitude (sci-'vi-tud), n. [Vr., from L. ser-

vitiido, servitude. See Serve.] 1. The con-
dition of a slave ; the state of involuntary
subjection to a master; slavery; bondage.

You would have sold your king to slaughter.
His princes and his peers to sen-itude. Hhak.

2. The condition of a menial or underling.
3. Compulsory service or labour, such as a
criminal has to undergo as a punishment; as,

penal«crt'irt/(/*?. See under Penal. —4. A state
of slavish dependence. ' In love with a splen-
did servitude.' South. —5.i Servants, col-

lectively. ' A cumbrous train of herds and
flocks, and numerous «eryt(udc.' Milton.—
6. A term used in civil and Scots law to sig-

nify a right whereby one thing is subject to
another thing or person for use or conven-
ience contrary to common right. Servitudes
are divided into personal and prcediaX. A
personal servitude is a right constituted
over a subject in favour of a person without
reference to possession or property, and now
consists only in liferent or usufruct. A
proedial servitude is a right constituted over
one subject or tenement by the owner of
another subject or tenement. Prsedial ser-
vitudes are either rural or urban, according
as they affect land or houses. The usual
rural servitudes are passage or road, or the
right which a person has ti> walk or drive to
his house over another's land ; pasture, or the
right to send cattle to graze on another's
land; feal and divot, or the right to cut turf
and peats on another's land; aqueduct, or
the right to have a stream of water conveyed
through another's land ; thtrlage. or the right
to have other people's corn sent to one's own
mill to be ground. Urban servitudes con-
sist chiefly in the right to have the rain from
one's roof to drop on another's land or house;
the right to prevent another from building
so ns to obstruct the windows of one's house

:

the right of the owner of the flat above to
have his flat supported by the flat beneath.
Ac—Servitude, Slavery, B<mdage. Servi-
tude is general, and implies either the state
of a voluntary servant or of a slave, but Is

generally useil for the latter. Slavery is in-

voluntary and compulsory servitude. Bond-
age, slavery aggravated by oppression or con-
finement.
Bervltnret (s^r'vi-tur). n. Servants collec-
tively; the whole body of servants in a
family. 'Calling the rest of the servilure.'
Milton.

Sesame (ses'a-mS), n. {Gr. s^sami. sesanwn.
L. sesamum.] An annual herbaceous plant
of the genus Sesamum (which &ee).~Open
Sesame, the charm by which the door of the
robbers' dungeon in the tale of A It Baba and
the Forty Thieves flew open; hence, a speci-
fic for gaining entrance Into any place, or
means of exit from it.

These words were tlic only ' ofen Sesame' to their
feelings and sympatluc^. E. Skelton.

Sesamoid, Sesamoidal (se'sa-moid, se'sa-

moi-dal), a. Resembling the seeds of sesame
in form. —Sesamoid hones, small bones
formed at the articulations of the great toes,

and occasion-
ally at the
Joints of the
thumbs and In
other partsu

SeflamQm(Be8'-
a-mum),n. {See
Sesame. ] A
genus of an-
nual herbace-
ous plants, naL
ortler Pedall-
aceie. The spe-
cies, though
now cultivated
in many coun-
tries, are na-
tives of India.
They have al-

ternate leaves
and axillary
yellow or pink-
ish solitary Sesnmum ortentale {SetAmc).
flowers. S ori-

entale and S. iiutieum are cultivated in
various countries, especially in India, Egypt,
and Syria; they have also been taken to the

West Indies. Sesamum seeds are sometimes
added to broths, frequently to cakes by the
Jews, and likewise in the East. The oil

expressed from them is bland, and of a fine
(juality, and will keep many years without
becoming rancid. It is often used in In-
dia as a salad-oil. The leaves of the plant
are mucilaginous, and are employed for
poultices. Of the seeds two varieties are
known in commerce, the one white and the
other black.

Seslsan (ses'ban), n. A leguminous plant.
See Sesbama.
Sesbania (ses-ba'ni-a), n. [From Sesban, the
Arabic name of S. cegyptiaca.] A genus of
plants, nat. order Leguminosie. There are
about sixteen species of shrubs or herbs
found in the warmer parts of the world.
They have pinnate leaves and lax axillary
racemes, of yellow, scarlet, purple, or white
flowers. 5. cegyptiaca, the Egyptian species,
found also in India, forms a small and very
elegant tree, the wood of which is employed
in making the best charcoal for gunpowder.
S. acxdeata, the dhanchi of Bengal, is cul-
tivated on account of the fibres of the bark,
which are generally employed for the drag-
ropes and other cordage about flshing-nets.

Sesell (ses'e-li), n. [L. and Gr. seselis, seseli.'\

A genus of umbelliferous plants. S. libano-
tis is a British plant, found in chalky pas-
tures in Cambridgeshire. It is known by
the names of mountain meadow-saxifrage
and hartwort.
Seslia (sesh'a),- n. In Hind. myth, the king
of the serpents, with a thousand heads, on
one of which the world rests. Vishnu re-
clines on him in the primeval waters. When
depicted coiled he is the symbol of eter-
nity.

Seslerla (ses-le'ri-a), n. [In honour of M.
Sesler, a physician and botanist of the eigh-
teenth century. ] A genus of grasses belong-
ing to the tribe Festuceic. The inflores-

cence is in simple spikes ; spikelets, two to
six flowered; glumes, two membranaceous,
nearly equal and pointed or nmcronate

;

flowering glumes, three to five toothed; sta-
mens, three; styles, two. Its British repre-
sentative is 5. coenilea or moor-grass
Sesqul (ses'kwi). [L.] a prefix f-i_'nify-

ing one integer or whole and a half; as,

«f»7Kt-granum, a grain and a half, &t:. In
ehem. this term is used to designate com-
pounds in which an equivalent and a half
of one su>)stance are comlnned with one of
another; thus,«e«9ia'oxideof iron is an oxide
containing 1 etjuivalent of iron to 1^ of
oxygen, or 2 of iron to 3 of oxygen. In
vxusic it signifies a whole and a half; joined
with altera, terza, qvarta it is much used
in the Italian music to express a set of
ratios, particularly the several species of
triple time. In gcom. it expresses a ratio in

which the greater term contains the less

once, and leaves a certain aliquot part of
the less over; but such terms are nearly ob-
solete.

Sesqulaltera (ses-kwi-artfir-a), n. The name
of a compound stop on the organ, consisting
of several ranks of pipes sounding high har-
monics, for the purpose of strengthening
the ground tone.

Sesquialteral (ses-kwi-al't^r-al), (I. [L. pre-
fix sestjui. and alter, other ] 1. In math, a
term applied to a ratio where one quantity
or numl)er contains another once and half

as much more ; thus the ratio to 6 is ses-

quialteral.— 2. A sesquialteral Jloret, in bot.

a large fertile floret accompanied with a
small abortive one.

Sesqulalterate (8e8-lEwi-art6r-&t), a. Same
as S''>«iuiiilteral.

Sesqulalterous (ses-kwi-al't^r-usX a. Ses-

<iui.ilt'rid (which see).

Sesqulduple (ses-kwi-dii'pl), a. Same as
Sesqniduplicate.

Sesqulduplicate (ses-kwi-du'pli-kat),a. |L.

prefix sesqui. and duplicatus, double.] De-
signating the ratio of two and a half to one.
or where the greater term contains the
lesser twice and a half, as that of 50 to 20.

SesqulOZide (ses-kwi-oks'id), 7l a com-
pound of oxygen and another element in

the proportion of three equivalents of oxy-
gen to two of the other.

Sesauipedalian, Sesqulpedal (ses'kwi-
pe-da"Ii-an. ses'kwip-e-daf). a. |L. sesqui-

pedalis—sesqui. one an^l a half, an<l pedalis,

from pes.a foot.] Containing nr measuring
a foot and a half; as, a sesquipedalian
pigmy : often humorously applied to lon^
words, as translation of Horace's * sesquv-

pedalia verba.'

ch, e^n; Ah, Sc locA; g, po; \,jo\}\ ft, Pr. t<m; ng. slru;; TH. cAen; th. tAin; w. tirig; wh, wAig; zh. azure.—See KEY.
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Se8auipedality(ses'kwi-pe-dal"i-ti).n.l.The
quality or coiulitiou of being sesquipedalian.

Stenw. — 2. The practice of using long words.

Sesquiplicate (ses-kwlp'li-kat), a. [Prefix

aesqiii, and plicate.] designating the pro-

portion one quantity or uuuiber has to an-

other in the ratio of one and a half to one;

as. the sesquiplicate proportion of the peri-

odical times of the planets.

Sesquisalt (ses-kwi-sslf), n. A salt con-

sisting of three equivalents of one element
to two of another.

Sesquisulpllide (ses-kwi-aul'fid), n. A basic

compound of sulphur with some other ele-

ment, in the proportions of three equiva-

lents of sulphur to two of the other element.

Sesquitertial (ses-kwi-tei-'shi-al), a. Same
as Ses-jultertidii.

Sesquitertian, Sesquitertianal (ses-kwi-

t6i-'8hi-an, ses-kwi-tt.>i-'shi-an-al), a. [L. sen-

qui, one and a half, and tertius, third]
Designating the ratio of one and one-third

to one.

Sesst (ses), v.t. To assess; to tax. NorUi.

Sess t (aes). n. A tax. See Cess.

Sessat (ses'sa), interj. Prol)ably a cry used
by way of exhorting to swift running.

Dolphin, my boy. sessat let him trot by. SAai.

Let the world slide, sessa I Sitak.

Sessile (ses'sTl), a. [L. sessilis, from sedeo,

sessum, to sit] In zool. and bot. attached
without any sensible projecting support

;

sitting directly on the body to which it

belongs without a support ; attache<i by a
base ; as, a sessile leaf, one issuing directly

from the main stem or branch
without a petiole or foot-
stalk ; a sessile flower, one
having no peduncle; s, sessile

Sessile Leaves. Sessile Flower.

gland, one not elevated on a stalk ; a sessile

stigma, one without a style, as in the poppy.
The first figure shows the sessile leaves of

American snake-root(Po^i/i;aio Se)iega), and
the second the sessile 'flower of chicory
(Cichoriam Intybus).

Session (se'shon), n. [Fr., from L. sessio,

seasionis, from sedeo, sessum, to sit] 1. Act
of sitting; state of being seated.

For so much his ascension into heaven and his

session at the right hand of God do import. Hooker.

But Vivian . , . leaped from her session on his lap

and stood. Tennyson.

2. The sitting together of a body of indivi-

duals for the transaction of business ; the
sitting of a court, academic body, council,

legislature, &c. , or the actual assembly of the
members of these or any similar body for

the transaction of business; as, the court is

now in session, that is, the members are
assembled for business.

Summon a session that we may arraign
Our most disloyal lady. Shnk.
His pigeons, who in session on their roofs
Approved him. bowing at their own deserts.

Tennyson.
3. The time, space, or term during which
a court, council, legislature, and the like,

meet daily for business or transact business
regularly without breaking up. Thus a ses-

sion of parliament comprises the time from
its meeting to its prorogation, of whicli
there is in general but one in each year.
The session of a judicial court is called a
term.—^. In law, generally used absolutely
in the plural, a sitting of justices in court
upon commission ; as, the sessions of oyer
and terminer. See under Oyer.
We have had a very heavy sessions, said the judee.

T. Hook.—Sessions of the pmce, the name given to
sessions held by justices of the peace, whe-
ther petty, special, quarter, or general.

—

I'etty sessions, the meeting of two or more
justices for trying offences in a summary
way under various acts of parliament em-
powering them to do io. Special sessions,

sessions held by justices acting for a divi-

sion of a county or riding, or for a burgh,
for the transaction of special business, such
as granting licenses, &c.

—

Quarter-sessions.

See Quarter-sessions.—General session of
the jieace, a meeting of the justices held for
tlie purpose of acting judicially for the
whole district comprised within their com-
mission. The sessions that are held once

I every quarter of the year are called the
!

general quarter-sessions of the peace. —Court
I

of Session, the supreme civil court of Scot-

!
land, having jurisdiction in all civil ques-

( tions of whatever nature. It was instituted
in 1532. The number of juilges is thirteen:
the lord-president, the lord justice-clerk,
and eleven ordinary lords. They sit in two
divisions, the lord-president and three or-
dinary lords forming the Hrst division, and
the lord justice-clerk and other three ordi-
nary lords the second division. The first

and second division form what is called the
inner fioiise. There are live permanent
lords-ordinai'y, each of whom holds a court,
the courts of the lords-ordinary forming
what is called the outer house. The junior
lord-ordinary officiates in the bill-chamber
during session. (See Bill-chamber.) The
judgments of inferior courts, except those
of the small-debts courts, are mostly sub-
ject to tlie review of the Court of Session.
Judgments of the Court of Session may be
appealed against to the House of Lords.
The judges hold their office ad vitavi ant
culpam, and their nomination and appoint-
ment are in the crown.— Clerk of the session.

See under CLERK.—Grcrt( Session of Wales.
a court which was abolished by 1 'VViiliam 1 V.
Ixx. ; the proceedings now issue out of the
courts In London, and two of the judges of
the superior courts hold regular circuits in
Wales and Cheshire as in other Em^lish
counties.—5 In the Church of Scotland, see
KiRK-SHSSION.
Sessional (se'shon-al), a. Relating or be-
longing to a session or sessions. —Sessional
orders, in Parliament, certain orders agreed
to by both Houses of Parliament at the com-
mencement of each session, which are re-

newed from year to year, and not intended
to endure beyond tlie existing session. Sir
E. May.

Session-clerk (se'shon-klark), n. In Scot-
land, one who officially keeps the books and
documents of a kirk-session, makes all en-
tries, and manges the proclamations of
banns for marriages.
Sess-pool (ses'pbl). n. See Cess-pool.
Sesterce, Sestertius (ses't^rs, ses-t^r'she-
us), n. [Fr. st-sterce, L. sestertius, lit what
contains two and a \\B\t—semis, a half, and
tertiiis, a third.] A Roman coin or denomi-
nation of money, in value the fourth part
of a denarius, and originally containing two
asses and a half, about 2d. sterling. The
Romans generally reckoned sums of money
in sestertii, although tlie coin used in mak-
ing payments was commonly the denarius.
Large sums they reckoned by sestertia, that
is, sums of a thousand sestertii.

Several of them »vouId rather chuse a sum in ses-

tenes than in pounds sterling. Addison.

Sestet. SestettO (ses'tet, ses-tet'to). n. [It.

sestetto, from L. *exfH«, sixth, from sex, six.]

In music, a composition for six voices or six

instruments. Written also Sestett.

Sestlne (ses'tin), n. In pros, a stanza of six

lines; a sextain.

Set (set), v.t. pret & pp. set; ppr. setting.

[Causative or factitive of sit; A. Sax. settan,

to set, place, appoint, &c. ; O. Sax. settian,

Icel. setja, Dan. sette, Goth, satjan G. setzen,

to set] 1. To make or cause to sit; to place
in a sitting, standing, or any natural pos-

ture; to place uprieht: as. to set a box on its

end or a table on its feet : often with uj) or
down. 'Sets down her babe.' Shak.

They took Dagon, and sef hini in his place again.
I Sam. V. 3.

Thy grand captain Antony
Shall sei thee on triuiiiphant chariots and
Put garlands on thy head. Shak.

We'll set thy statue in some holy place,

And have thee reverenced like a blessed saint.

Sh^tk.

2. Generally, to put, place, or fix; to put in

a certain place, position, or station.

I do sei my bow in the cloud. Gen. ix. i^.

Where may we set our horsesS S^tak.

More specifically, (a) to arrange; to dispose;
to station; to post.

Set we our squadrons on yond side o' the hill.

In eye of Cresar's battle. Shak.

Am 1 a sea or a whale, that thou settest a watch
over me? Job vii. 12,

{b) To place or plant firmly; as, to set one's
foot upon a person's neck. ' Set him breast
deep in earth.' Shak. (c) To establish in a

certain post or office; to appoint; as, to set
a person over others ; to set a man at the
head of affairs.—3. To make or cause to l>e,

do, or act ; to put from one state into an-
other; as, to 8e( a person right; to set at
ease ; io set in order; to set a man to work.
See also phrases below.

I am come to set a. man at variance against his
father. Mat. x, 35.

I cannot think but in the end the vUlanies of man
will set him clear. Shak.

Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes fiying.

Tennyson.
A. To fix or make immobile ; to render mo-
tionless.
Here comes Baptista; set yoMi countenance, sir.

Skak.
Set are her eyes, and motionless her limbs. Garth.

5. 'i"o fix as regards amount or value; to de-
termine or regulate beforehand ; 3a,%o set
a price on a house, farm, or horse.

And as for these whose ransom we have set.

It is our pleasure one of them depart. Shak.

6. To fix or settle authoritatively or by ar-
rangement ; to prescribe ; to appoint ; to
assign ; to predetermine ; as. to set a time
or place for meeting; ioset an hour or a day
for a journey. 'Set him such a task to be
done in such a time.' Locke.

I am to bruise his heel

;

His seed (when is not set) shall bruise my head.
Shak.

7. To place in estimation; to value; to esti-

mate; to rate; to prize.

Ye have set at nought all my counsel. Prov. i 25.

I do not set my life at a pin's fee. Shak.

8. To regulate or adjust ; as, to set a time-
piece by the sun.
In court they deCeniiiiie the king's good by his de-

sires, which is a kind cA setting the sun by the dial.

Suekling.
9. To fit to music; to adapt with notes; aa,

to set the words of a psalm to music.
Set thy own songs, and sing them to thy lute.

Drydtn.
10. t To pitch ; to lead off, as a tune in sing-
ing.

1 had one day set the hundredth psalm, and was
singing the first line, in order to put the congrega-
tion into tune. Spectator.

11. To plant, as a shnib, tree, or vegetable,
as distinguished from sowing.

Whatsoever fruit useth to be set upon a root or a
slip, if it be sown, will degenerate. Bacon.

I'll not put
The dibble in earth to set one slip of them. Shak.

12. To fix for ornament, as in metal; as, a
diamond set in a ring.

Too rich a jewel to be set

In vulgar metal for a vulgar use. X>ryden.

13. To adorn, as with precious stones; to
Intersperse; to stud; as, to set anything with
diamonds or pearls.

High on their heads, with jewels richly set.

Each lady wore a radiant coronet. DiydeH.

14. To reduce from a dislocated or fractured
state: as. to set a bone or a leg. —15. To fix

mentally; to fix with settled puipose; to
place; to make intent on. as the heart or
affections. 'Minds altogether set on trade
and profit.' Addison.

Set not thy sweet heart on proud array. Shak.

16. To stake at play; to wager; to risk.

I have set my life upon a cast,

And I wilt stand the hazard of the die. Shak.

17. To embarrass ; to pei-plex ; to pose ; to

bring to a mental stand-stilL

They are hard set to represent the bill as a griev-

ance. AddisoH.
Leaniing was pos'd. Philosophic was set,

Sophisters taken in a fisher's net. G. Herbert.

18. To pnt in good order; to put in trim for

use; as, to set a razor, tliat is, to give it a
fine edge; to set a saw, to incline the teeth
laterally to right and left in order that the

kerf may be wider than the thickness of the
blade.—19. To apply or use in action; to em-
ploy: with to; as, to set spurs to one's horse.

'Set the axe to thy usurping root.' Shak.
' That the Lord thy God may bless thee in

all that thou settest thine hand to.' Deut
xxiii. 20.-20. To attach; to add to; to join

with: to impart: with to or on. * Do «et a
scandal 071 my sex.' Shak.

Be Mercury, set feathers to thy heels.

And fly like thought from them to me again. Shak.

21. To incite; to instigate; to encourage; to

spur: often with on. See also below. 'Sets

Thersites to match us in comparisons.*
Sfiak.

Spit and throw stones, cast mire upon me, set

The dogs o' the street to bay me. Shnk.

22. To produce; to contrive.

Most freely I confess, myself and Toby
Set this device against Malvolio here. S^k.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oU, pound; u, 3c. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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23. To offer for a price; to expose for sale.

There is not a more wicked thing than a covetous
man; for such an one setuth his own soul to sale.

l-ccUis. X. 9.

24 To put in opposition; to oppose.

Will you Sit your wit to a fool's? Shak.

25. To let or grant to a tenant.

They care not ... at how unreasonable rates they
set their grounds, Bp. Haii.

2R. To write; to note down: often with
doi''n; as, I have his words all set down
here.

All his faults observed,
S^f in a note-book, leam'd, and connd by rote.

SA4Xjk.

27. In print itig, (a) to place in proper order,

aa types; to compose. (6) To put into type;

as. to get a MS. : usually with up,--2S.yaut.
(a» to loosen and extend ; to spread ; as, to
set the sails of a ship. (6) To observe the
bearings of, aa a distant object by the com-
pass; as, to set the land; to set the sun.—
29. To make stiff or solid ; to convert into

curd; aa, to set milk for cheese.— 30. To
become as to manners, rank, merit ; to be-
come as to dress; to fit; to suit [Scotch.]—To set agai/ist, to oppose; to set in com-
parison, or to oppose as an equivalent in
exchange. * Setting the probabilities of the
story against the uredit of the witnesses.'
Brougham.— To set aside, (a) to omit for the
present: to lay out of the question. 'Setting
aside all other considerations.' TiUotmn.
(6) To reject. Woodward, (c) To abrogate;
to annul ; as, to set Oiside a verdict.—To set
at defiance, to defy; to dare to combat

—

To set at ease, to quiet; to tranquillize; as,
to set the mind at ease.—To set at naught,
to regard as of no value or consideration;
to despise.—To set a trap or snare, to pre-
pare and place itsoasto catch prey; hence,
to lay a plan to deceive and draw into the
power of another.—To set at work, to cause
to enter on work or actioir; to direct how to
enter on work—To set before. (a)to present
to view; to exhibit; to display. 'To set
before your sight your glorious race. ' Dry-
den, (6) To present for choice or consider-
ation.—To set by, to reject; to put aside;
to dismiss; to omit for the present—To set
down, (a) to place upon the groun*! or floor.

(6) To enter in writing; to register. Shak.
(c)t To ordain; to fix; to establish. 'This
law . . . which God hath set down with him-
self.' Hooker. —To set eyes on, to fix the
eyes in looking on; to behold.

No sinRle soul can we setejes on. SJutt.

— To set fire to. to apply fire to; to set on
fire.— 7*0 «( /or(A, (o) to represent by words;
to present to view or consideration ; to
make known fully: to show. (6) To promul-
gate ; to publish: to make appear (c)t To
prepare and send out. * A fleet of sixty gal-
leys set forth by the Venetians.' KnoUes.—
To set fonoard, to advance; to promote; to
further; as, to Kt forward a scheme. ' To
set them forward in the way of life. ' Hotter.
~~To set in, to put in the way to begin; to
give a start to. ' If you please to assist and
set me in.' Jeremy Collier.— To set in order,
to adjust or arrange; to reduce to method.

The rest will I «/ in order when 1 come.
I Cor. xi. 34.

—Toset muck (little, &c.) by,to regard much;
to esteem greatly.

His lUiDe was mucJt set by. i Sam. xriii. 30.

— To get of. (a) to adorn ; to decorate; to em-
bellish. Addiso9i. (6) To show to the best
advantage; to recommend. 'That which
hath no foil to set it of.' Shak. (c) To place
against as an equivalent (rf) To remove.
Shak.—Toset on or upon, (a) to incite; to
instigate; to animate to action.

Thou, traitor, bast stt an thy wife to this. SAnk.

('/) To employ as in a task. ' Set on thy
wife to observe.' Shai. (c) To determine
with settled purpose. *A patch set on
learning.* Shak --To set one's cap at. See
under Cap. — To set one's teeth, to press
them close together — To set on fire, to
kindle; to inflame. • It will set the heart o»»

fire.' Shak.—To get on foot, to start; to set
agoing.—To set out, (a) to assign: to allot;
as. to set out the share of each proprietor or
heir of an estate. (6) To pubbsh, as a pro-
clamation. 'That excellent proclamation
get out by the king.' Bacmi, (c) To mark
by boundaries or distinctions of space.

Determinate portion* of those infinite abysses of
space and duration, set out. or supposed to be dis-
tinguished from all the rest by known boundaries.

Locke.

id) To adorn; to embellish.
An ugly woman in a rich habit, set out with jewels,

nothing can become. Dryden.

(e) To raise, equip, and send forth; to fur-
nish.
The Venetians pretend they could set out, in case

of great necessity, thirty men of war.
Addison.

(/) To show; to display; to recommend; to
set off.

1 could set out that best side of Luther.
Atterbury,

(g) To show; to prove.
Those very reasons set out how heinous his sin

was. Atterbttry.

(A) To recite; to state at lai^e.—To set over,

(a) to appoint or constitute as supervisor,
inspector, governor, or director.

I have set thee over all the land of Egypt.
Gen. xli. 41.

(6) To assign; to transfer; to convey.

—

To set

right, to correct; to put in order.—To set

sail (naut). See under Sail.— 2'o set the
teeth on edge. See under Edge.—To get the
fashion, to establish the mode; to detennine
what shall be the fashion.—To set up, (a)
to erect ; as, to set up a post or a monu-
ment. (&) To begin a new institution; to
institute; to establish; to found; as, toset
up a manufactory ; to set up a school, (c)

To enalde to commence a new business; as,

to set up a son in ti'ade. (d) To raise; to
exalt; to put in power ' I will set up shep-
herds over them.' Jer. xxiii. 4. (e) To place
in view; as, to se^ tip a mark, (f) To raise;

to utter loudly. * III set up such a note as
she shall hear.' Dryden. (g)To advance;
to propose as truth or for reception; as, to
set Hi; a new opinion or doctrine. (A)Torai8e
from depression or to a sufficient fortune;
as. this good fortune quite set him up. {i)

Naut. to extend, as the shrouds, stays, &c.
0) To fix; to establish; as, a resolution.

Here will I set up my everlasting rest. Shat.

(fr)In printing. (1) to put in type; as, to set

up a page of copy. (2) To arrange in words,
lines, (fee; to compose; as. to set up type.—
To set up rigging (naut.), to increase the
tension of the rigging by tackles.

Set (set), v.i. 1. To pass below the horizon;
to sink; to decline.

His smother'd light
Mayx^rat noon and make perpetual niifht. Shai.

My eyes no objca met.
But distant skies that in the ocean set. Dryden.

2. To be fixed hard ; to be close or firm.
' Maketh the teeth to set hard one againi^t

another.' Bacon.— Z. To fit music to words
'Your ladyship can set.' Shak.—4. To con-
geal or concrete; to solidify.

That fluid substance in a few minutes begins to set.

Boyle.

5.t To begin a journey, march, or voyage;
to go forth; to start. ' The king is set from
London.* Shak. [Instead of the simple
verb, we now use set out.]—G. To plant; to
place plants or shouts in the ground ; as,

to sow dry, and to set wet—7. To How; to
have a certain direction in motion; to tend;
as, the tide sets to the east or north; the
current sets westward.
Trust me, cousin, all the current of my being sett to

thee. Tennyson.

8. To point out game, as a sportsman's dog;
to hunt game Ijy the aid of a setter— 9, To
undertake earnestly; to apply one's self.

'If he sets industriously and sincerely to
perform the commands of Christ' Ham-
mond.—10. To face one's partner in dancing.

Out went the boots, first on one side, then on the
other, then cutting, then shuffling, then setli^g to the
Denmark satins. Dickens.

—To set about, to begin; to take the first

steps in; as. to set about a business or en-
terprise.—To set forth or forward, to move
or march; to begin to march; to advance.

It is meet I presently sei/ortk. Shak.
The sons of Gershon and the sons of Merari set

f»r-Uf9rd. Num. X. 17.

—To set in, (a) to begin; as, winter in Eng-
land nsualty sets in alxmt December, (b) To
become nettled in a particular state. * Wlien
the weather was set in to be very bad.' Ad-
dison, (c) To flow towards the shore: as, the
tide sets in. ~To set of. (a) in printing, to de-
face or soil the next sheet: said nf the ink on
a newly-printed sheet, when another sheet
comes in contact withit before it has liad time
to dry. (h) To start; to enter on a jouniey.—To set an or upon, (a) to I>egin a jotimey
or an enterprise. ' He that would seriously
set upon the search of truth.' Locke, (h)

To assault ; to make an attack; as, they all

set upon him at once.

Cassio has been set on in tlte dark. Skat.

-To «e( out, (a) to begin a journey or course;
as, to set out for London or from London;
to set out in business: to set out in life or
the world. (&) To have a beginning.— To set
to, to apply one's self to.— 2*0 set up, (a) to
begin business or a scheme of life; as, to set
up in trade; to set up for one's self.

There is no such thing as a powerful or even dis-
tinguished family, unless in some province, as Egypt,
of which the bashaw has rebelled and set ufifoi him-
self. Brougham.

(b) To profess openly; to make pretensions;
as, he sets up for a man of wit; he sets up to
teach morality.

Set (set), p. and a. 1. Placed; put; located;
fixed, »tc. — 2. Regular; in due form; well-
arranged or put together; as, a set speech or
phrase; a set discourse; a set battle.

Rail'd on Lady Fortune in good terms,
In good set terms and yet a motley fool. Shak.

3. Fixed in opinion; detennined; firm; ob-
stinate ; as, a man set in his opinions or
way.— 4. Established; prescribed; settled;
appointed; as, set forms of prayer.
Set places and set hours are but parts of that wor-

ship we owe. South.

5, Predetermined ; fixed beforehand ; as, a
set purpose.~6. Fixed; immovable.
He saw that Mamcr's eyes were set like a dead

man's. George Eliot.

—Set scene, in theatricals, a scene where
there is a good deal of arrangement for the
pose.—Set speech, (a) a speech carefully pre-
pared beforehand, (b) A formal or methodi-
cal speech.

Set (set), 71. 1. A number or collection of
tilings of the same kind or suited to each
other, or to be used together, of which each
is a necessary complement of all the rest;
a complete suit or assortment; as, a set of
chairs; a set of tea-cups; a net of China or
other ware. [In this sense sometimes incor-
rectly written Sett.]- 2. A number of per-
sons customarily or officially associated; aa,

a set of men; a set of officers; or a number
of persons united by some affinity of taste,
character, or the like, or of tilings which
have some resemblance or relation to each
other.

In men this blunder still you find

All think their little set mankind.
Mrs. H. Afore.

This falls into different divisions or sets of nations
connected under particular religions, &c. R. ll'arel,

3. A numl>er of particular things that are
united in the formation of a whole; as, a set
of features.— 4. A young plant for growth;
aa, sets of white-thorn or other shrub. —Sets
aiid eyes of potatoes, slices of the tul^ers of
the potato for planting, eacli slice having
at least one eye or bud.— 5. The descent of
the sun or other luminary below the hori-
zon; as, the set of the sun. ' Looking at the
set of day.' Tennyson.—Q.^ A wager; a ven-
ture; a stake; hence, a game of chance;
a match.

We will, in France, play a set
Sliall strike his father's crown into the hazard.

Shak,
That was but civil war, an equal set. Dryden,

7. An attitude, position, or posture.
Moneys in possession do give a set to the head

and a confidence to the voice. Comhitl Mag.

8. A permanent change of figure caused
by pressure or being retained long in one
position: aa, the set of a spring. —9. The
lateral deflection of a saw tooth. — 10. In
plastering, the last coat of plaster on walls
for papering.— 11. In music and dancing,
the five figures or movements of a quad-
rille; the music adapted to a quadrille;
and also, the number of couples required to
execute the dance.— 12. In theatres, a set
scene, (See Set, j). and a. , and Scene. )

' An
elaborate set' Comhill Alag—\3. A direc-
tion or course; as, the set of a current.—Se(
or sett of a burgh, in Scots law, tlie consti-
tution of a burgh. The setts are either
established by immemorial usage, or were
at some time or other modelled by the con-
vention of burghs.—^ dead set, (a) the act
of a setter dog when it discovers the game,
and remains intently fixed in pointing it

out. (&) A concerted scheme to defraud a
person by gaming, Groxe. (c) A deter-
mined stand in argument or in movement.
[C'olloq.]— 7'ofrea?arfcarf«cf, tobeinafixed
state or condition which precludes further
progress.— 7*0 make a dead net, to make a
determined onset, or an importunate appli-
cation.

86ta(se'ta), n. pi. Setse (&e'te). [L., abristle.]
A bristle or slurp hair; specifically, in hot.

a bristle of any sort ; a stiff hair; a slender

ch. cAain; 6h, »c locA; g. ^o; j, job; h, Fr ton; ag, sing: th, (Aen; th, «Un; w, trig; wh, icAig; zh, amre.—See KSY.
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straight prickle; also, the stalk that sup-
sports the theca, capsule, or sporangrium of
mosses. In zool. setce are thestitf short hairs
that cover many caterpillars and insects,

the bristles or processes tliat cover the limbs
and ni:m(libles of many crustaceans.

Setaceous (se-ta'shus). rt. [L. sefa, a bristle]
1. Bristly ; set with bristles ; consisting of
bristles; as, a stiff setaceous tail.—2. In hot,

bristle-shaped; having the character of settc;

as, a setaceous leaf or leatlet.

Setaria (se-ta'ri-a), n. [From L. seta, a
bristle. The involucre is bristly.] A genus
of grasses with spikelets in a dense cylin-
drical spikelike panicle, containing a few
species cultivated as corn-grains in some
countries. The species are found in both
the warm and tropical parts of the world.
S. viridis is indigenous in England, S. ger-
manica is cultivated in Hungary as food for
horscs, and iS. italica is cultivated in Italy
and other parts of Europe. (See Millet.)
Tlie genus is sometimes included under
Panicuni.
Set-back (set'bak), n. In arch, a flat plain
set-ntf in a wall.

Set-bolt (set'bolt), n. In ship-building, an
iron bolt for faying planks close to eacli

other, or for forcing another bolt out of its

hole.

Set-down (set'doun), n. A depressing or
humiliating rebuke or reprehension ; a re-

buff ; an unexpected and overwhelming an-
swer or reply.

Setee (set-e'), n. A vessel rigged with lateen
sails; a settee (which see).

Set-fair (set'far), n. Tlie coat of plaster
used after roughing in,and floated,or pricked
up and Hoated.

Set-foil (set'foil), n. See Sept-foil.
Sethe (seTH), n. A name given to the coal-
fish (which see). Written and pronounced
variously Seath, Saith, Seethe, Sey. [Scotch. ]

Sethlc (seth'ik), a. [A corruption of sothiac
(whicli see).] In chroii. applied to a period
of 14C0 years.

Setiferous (se-tif'6r-us), a. [L. se^a, a bristle,

and /i-ro, to bear.] Producing or having
bristles.

Setiform (se'ti-form), a. [L. seta, a bristle,

and fonim, form.] Having the form of a
bristle.

Setlger (set'i-j6r), n. One of the Setigera.

Setigera (se-ti j'6r-a), n. pi. [L. setlger, bristly
—seta, a, bristle, and gero, to carry.] A tribe
of abranchiate annelidans, wliose members,
like the earthworms, are provided with
bristles for locomotion.
Setigerous (se-tii'6r-us),a. [L. seta, a bristle,

ami gero, to bear.] Covered with bristles;

setiferous.

Setireme (se'ti-rem), n. [L. seta, a bristle,

and renins, an oar.] In entom. one of the
leys of some insects, as the diving beetle,
that lias a dense fringe of hairs on the inner
side enabling the animal to move on tlie

water.

Set -line (set'Iin), n. In fishing, a line to
which a numl)er of baited hooks are at-

tached, and which, supported by buoys, i^

extended on the surface of the water, and
may be left unguarded during the absence
of the fisherman.
Setness (set'nes), n. The state or quality
of being set. [Rare.]
Set-off (set'of), n. 1. That which is set off

against another thing; an offset— 2. That
which is used to improve the appearance
of anything; a decoration; an ornament.—
3. A counter-claim or demand; a cross debt;
a counterbalance; an equivalent.

After the cheque is paid into a different bank, it

wilt not be presented for payment, but liquidated
by a set-ojfA^axnst other cheques. y. S. Mill.

An example or two of peace broken by the public
voice is a poor j^Aty?' against the constant outrages
upon humanity and habitual inroads upon the happi-
ness of the country subject to an absolute monarch.

Broiighatn.

4. In laxo, the merging, wholly or partially,

of a claim of one person against another in

a counter-claim by the latter against the
former. Thus a plea of set-off is a plea
whereby a defendant acknowledges the jus-

tice of the plaintiff's demand, but sets up
another demand of his own to counterbal-
ance that of the plaintiff either in whole or
in part— 5. The part of a wall, Ac, which
is exposed horizontally when the portion
above it is reduced in thickness. Also carei
Offset.—6. In printing, the transferred im-
pression from a printed page, the ink on
which is undried, to an opposite page, when
the two leaves are pressed together.

Seton (se'ton), n. [Fr., from L. seta, a

bristle— hair or bristles having been origi-
nally used for the purpose.] Insnrg. a skein
of silk or cotton, or similar material, passed
under the true skin and the cellular tissue
beneath, in order to maintain an artificial

issue. They are inserted by means of a
knife and a probe, or a large needle called
a seton needle, and are applied as counter-
irritants to act as a drain on the system
generally, or to excite inflammation and
adhesion. The name is also given to the
issue itself.

Setose (se'tos), a. [L. setosus, from seta, a
bristle.] In hot. bristly; having the surface
set with bristles; as, a setose leaf or recep-
tacle.

Setous (se'tus), a. Same as Setose.

Set-out (set'out), n. 1. Preparations, as for
beginning a journey, A:c. ' A committee of
ten, to make all the arrangements and
manage the wholefie(-ou(.' Dickens.—2..CoTa-
pany; set; clique.

She must just hate and detest the whole set-out of
us. Dickens.

3. A display, as of plate, &c.; dress and ac-
cessories; equipage; turn-out.

His drag is whisked along rapidly by a brisk chest-
nut pony, well-harnessed ; the whole set-out, \ was
informed, pony included, cost ;^5o when new.

Mayheio.
[Colloq. in all senses.]

Set-screw (set'skrb), n. A screw, as in a
cramp, screwed through one part tightly
upon another to bring pieces of wood, metal,
(tc. , into close contact.
Set -Stitched (set'sticht), a. Stitched ac-
cording to a set pattern. Sterne.

Sett (set), n. 1. A piece placed temporarily
on the head of a pile which cannot be
reached by the monkey or weight but by
means of some intervening matter.— 2. See
Set, 1.— 3. A number of mines taken upon
lease.—5e(( of a burgh. See Set.

Sette.t v.t. [See Set.] To set; to place; to
put; to reckon; to fix.— To eette a man's
cappe, to make a fool of him. Chavcer.
Settee (set-te'), n. l. [From set] A long
seat with a back to it; a large sofa-shaped
seat for several persons to sit in at one
time ; a kind of double arm-chair in which
two persons can sit at once.

Ingenious Fancy, never better pleased
Than when employ'd t' accommodate the fair,

Heard the sweet moan with pity, and devised
The soft settee; one elbow at each end,
And in the midst an elbow it received.
United yet divided, twain at once. Cowper.

2. [Fr. scitie. sHle.'l A vessel with one deck
and a very long sharp prow, carrying two

Settee.

or three masts with lateen sails; used in
the Mediterranean.
Settee -bed (set-te'bed), n. A bed that
turns up ill the form of a settee.

Setter (set'er), n. 1. One who or that which
sets; as, a setter of precious stones, or jewel-
ler; a setter of type, or compositor; a setter
of music to words, a musical composer, and
the like. This word is often compounded
with on, off, up, Ac. ; as, setter-on, setter-off,

and so on. See the separate entries.—2. A
kind of sportsman's dog, which derives its

name from its habit of setting or crouching
when it perceives the scent of game, instead
of standing, like the pointer. Setters are,
however, now trained to adopt the pointer's
mode of standing whilst marking game. It
partakes somewhat of the character and
appearance of the pointer and spaniel, and
is generally regarded as having descended
from the crossing of these two varieties.-
3. A man who performs the office of a set-

ting-dog, or finds persons to be plundered.
Another set of men are the devil's setters, who

continually beat their brains, how to draw in some
innocent unguarded heir into their hellisih net.

South.
4. In gun. a round stick for driving fuses, or
any other compositions, into cases made of
paper.

Setter - forth ( set'^r-forth ), n. One wln>
sets forth or brings into public notice ; a •

proclaimer. 'A setter-forth of strange gods.'
Acts xvli. 18,

Setter-grass (set'fir-gras), n. Same as Set-
ter-wort.

Setter-off (set'6r-of), n. One who or that
which sets off, decorates, adorns, or recom-
mends. 'Gilders, setters-off of thy graces."
Whitlock.

Setter-on (set'^r-on), n. One who sets on ;

an instigator; an inciter.

I could not look upon it but with weeping eyes, in
remembering him who was the only setter on to do
it. ^scAam,

Setter-up (set'6r-up), n. One who sets up,
establishes, makes, or appoints. 'Proud
setter-np and puller down of kings

!

' Shak.
Setter -wort (set'Sr-wSrt), n. A perennial
plant.a species of Hellebonis, the H.fcetidus
(bear's-foot). Called also Setter-grass.

Setting (set'ing), n. l. The act uf one who
or that which sets.

I have touched the highest point of all my greatness.
And from that full meridian of my glory,
I haste now to my setting: Shak.

2. Sporting with a setting-dog. 'When I
go a-hawking or setting.' Boyle.— Z. Some-
thing set in or inserted.

And thou shalt set in it settings of stones, even four
rows of stones. Ex. xxviii. 17.

4. That in which something, as a jewel, is

set; as, a diamond in a gold setting.—5. The
hardening of plaster or cement. Also, same
as Setting-coat.

Setting-coat (set'ing-kot), n. The best sort
of plastering on walls or ceilings ; a finish-
ing-coat uf fine stuff laid by a trowel over
the fioating-coat, which is of coarse stuff.

Setting -dog (set'ing-dog), n. A setter.
Addison.
Setting-pole (set'ing-pol), n. A long pole.
often u-on pointed, used for pushing boats,
(tc, along in shallow water.
Setting- rule (set'ing-rbl), n. Jn printing,
same as Composing-rule.

Setting-stick (set'ing-atik), n. In printing,
a composing-stick.
Settle (set'l), n. [A. Pax. setl, a seat, a stool,

a settle ; from set, sit. Comp. L. sella, a
seat, for sedla, from sedeo, to sit. See Set,
Sit.] 1. A seat or bench ; something to &it

on ; a stool. ' An oaken settle in the hall.'

Tennyson.
The man, their hearty welcome first exprest,
A common settle drew for either guest, Dryden.

2. A part of a platform lower than another
pari.

Settle (set'l), n.t. pret. & pp. settled; ppr.
Sftttimj. [Fiom set; a freq. in form.] 1. To
place in a fixed or permanent position ; to
establish.

And I will multiply upon you man and beast . . .

and I will settle you after your old estates.

Ezek. xxxri. 11.

But I will settle him in mine house, and in my king-
dom for ever. i Chr. xvii. 14.

2. To establish or fix in any way or line of
life; to place or fix in an office, business,
situation, charge, and the like ; as, to settle

a young man in a trade or profession ; to
settle a daughter by marriage ; to settle a
clergyman in a parish.

The father thought the time drew on
Oi settlifig in the world his only son. Dryden.

3. To set or fix, as in purpose or intention.

Exalt your passion by directing and settling it upon
an object. Boyle.

4. To change from a disturbed or troubled
condition to one of quietness, tranquillity,
or the like; to quiet; to still; hence, to calm
the agitation of; to compose; as, to settle

the mmd when disturbed or agitated.

God settled then the huge whale-bearing lake.
Chapman.

5. To clear of dregs, sediment, or impurities,
by causing them to sink; to render pure and
clear, as a liquid ; also, to cause to subside
or sink to the bottom, as dregs, &c. ; as, to
settle coffee grounds. ' So working seas
settle and purge tlie wine.' Sir J. Davies.—
6. To render compact, close, or solid; hence,
to bring to a smooth, dry, passable condi-
tion; as, the fine weather will £etffe the roads.

Cover ant-hills up, that the rain may settle the turf
before the spring. Mortimer.

7. To detemiine, as something which is ex-
posed to doubt or question ; to free from

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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uncertainty or wavering; to make ftmi, sure,

or constant; to ct^iftrm; as, to settle one's

doubts; to settle a question of law.

It will S€(t/e the wavering, and confirm the doubtful.

8. To adjust, as something in discussion or
controversy : to bring to a conclusion ; to

arrange; to finish; to close up ; as, to settle

a dispute by agreement, compromise, or
force. —9. To make sure or certain, or to

make secure by a formal or legal process or
act; as, to settle an annuity on a person; to

settle the succession to the throne.— 10. To
liquidate; to balance; to pay; to adjust; as,

to settle an account, claim, or score.—11. To
plant with inhal)itants: to people; to colo-

nize ; as, the t lench first settled Canada

;

the Puritans settled >'ew England. ' Pro-

vinces first settled after the flood.' Mitford.
— To settle the main -top -sail halyards
(naut), to ease off a small portion of t)iem
so as tt) lower the yard a little.—To settle

tie la}id.to cause it to sink or appear lower
by recedi ig from it.

Settle (set'l), v.i. 1. To become fixed or
permanent; to assume a lasting form or
condition; to t>ecome stationary, from a
temporary or changing state.

And I too dream'd. until at last

Across my fanoy, brooding' warm.
The reflex of a legend past.
And loosely settUd into form. Tennyson.

2. To establish a residence ; to take up a
permanent habitation or place of abode.

The Spinetae, descended from the Pela^i. settled

at the mouth of the river Po. Arbuthnot.

3 To be established in a method of life; to
quit an irregular and desultorj' for a me-
thodical life; to enter the married state, or
the state of a houselioMer; to l>e established
in an employment or profession; as, tosettle
in life; to settle in the ministry.

As people marry now and sftf/e.

Fierce love ab.ites his usual mettle. Prior.

4. To become quiet or clear; to change from
a disturbed or turbid state to the opposite;
to become free from dregs, &c., by their
sinking to the bottom, as liquids; to become
dry and hard, as the ground after rain or
frost; as, wine settles when standing; roads
settle in the spriug.

A government, on such occasions, is always thick
before it settles. Addison.

5. To sink or fall gradually; to subside, as
dregs from a clarifying li(inid ; to become
lowered, as a building, by the sinking of its

foundation or the displacement of the
ground beneath; as, cotfee grounds settle;
the house settles on Us foundation.
That country became a gained ground by the mud

brought down by the NUus, which settled by degrees
into a firm land, Sir T. Brovme.

6. To become calm; to cease from agitation.
Then, till the fury of his highness settle.

Come nut before him. Shak.

7. To adjust differences, claims, or accounts:
to come to an i^creement; as, he has settled
with his creditors. —8. To make a jointure
for a wife

He siifhs with most success that settles well. Garth.

Settle-bed (setl-bed). n. A bed constructed
so as to form a seat; a half-canopy bed.
Settled (set'ld), p. and a. 1. ilxed; estab-
lished; stable.

A land of /rf^/^-i/ government,
A laud of just and old renown.
Where Freedom broadens slowly down

From precedent to precedent. Tennyson.

2 Permanently or deeply fixed; deep-rooted;
firmly seated; unchanging; steady; decided;
as, a settled gloom or melancholy; a settled
conviction. —3. AiTanged or adjusted by
agreement, payment, or otherwise; as, a
settled bai^ain; a*e«/cdaccount.—4. Quiet;
orderly: methodical; as, he now leads a
settled lite. -Settled estat*. in tow, an estate
held by some tenant for life, under condi-
tiuns ni'.if or less strict, defined by thedeed
Settledness (set'ld-nes), u. The state of
beiti- s> tlk'd; confirmed state. ' Settledness
of disposition. Up Hall.
Settlement (»et'i ment), n. l. The act of
setilm^'. or state of being settled : as. spe-
cifically, (a) estiiblishint'nt in life; fixture In
business, condition, or the like; ordination
or installation as pastor.

F.very man living has a design in his head upon
wealth, power, or settlement in the world.

Sir R. LEstranze.
(&) The act of colonizing or peopling; coloni-
zation; as, the settlement of a new country.
The settlement of oriental colonies in Greece pro-

duced no sensible effect on the character either of
the language or the nation. IK Mure.

(c) The act or process of adjusting, deter-
mining, or deciding; the removal or recon-
ciliation of ditferences or doubts; the liqui-

dation of a claim or account ; adjustment

;

arrangement; as, the settlement of a con-
troversy or dispute; the settlement of a debt
or the like, (d) A bestowing or giving pos-
session under legal sanction ; the act of

granting or conferring anything in a formal
and permanent manner.
My flocks, my fields, my woods, my pastures take.
With settlement as good as law can make. Dryden.

2. In law, («) a deed by which property is

settled; the general will or disposition by
which a pei"son regulates the disposal of his
property, usually through the medium of
trustees, and fur the benefit of a wife, chil-

dren, or other relatives; disposition of pro-
perty at marri^e in favour of a wife;
jointure.

He blew a settle>nent along

;

And bravely bore his rivals down
With coach and six, and house in town. Swi/t.

(&) A settled place of abode ; residence ; a
right arising out of residence ; legal resi-

dence or establishment of a person in a par-
ticular parish, town, or locality, which en-
titles him to maintenance if a pauper, and
sul)ject3 the parish or town to his support—
3. A new tract of country peopled or settled;

a colony, especially a colony in its earlier

stages; as, the British settlements in Ameri-
ca or Australia; &hAck settlement.—i.iThRt
which settles or subsides; subsided matter;
sediment: dregs: lees; settlings. ' Fuller's
earth left a thick settlement.' Mortimer.—
5, In the United States, a sum of money or
other property granted to a clergyman on
his ordination, exclusive of his salsiry.~Act
of settlement, in Eng. hist, the act passed in
1702, by which the crown was settled (on
the death of Queen Anne) upon Sophia,
electress of Hanover, and the heirs of her
Ijody (the present royal line), being Pro-
testants.

Settler (setn^r), n. 1. One who settles; par-
ticularly, one who fixes his residence in a
new colony.

You saw the beginninus of cix-ilization as it were;
and the necessity of mutual helpfulness among the
settlers. IP'. Black.

2 That which settles or decides anything
definitely, as a blow that decides a fight.

tCollofil

Settlil^ (setling). n. 1. The act of one who
or that which settles.— 2. pi. Lees; dregs;
sediment.
Settling-back (set'ling-bak). n. A recep-
tacle in which a solution of glue in process
of ninnufactiire is kept warm until the im-
purities have time to settle.

Settling-day (set'ling-da), 71. A day set
apart for the settling of accounts; specifi-

cally, the prompt day in the produce mar-
ket; in the <((ocA: <'XcAaHif<'. the half-monthly
account-day for shares and stocks.

Settlor (set'lor), M. In law, the person who
makes a settlement.

Set-to (sct'tb), n. A sharp contest; a fight
at fisty-cnITs; a pugilistic encounter; a box-
ing match ; any similar contest, as with foils.

[Colloq.]

Setula (set'u-la), ». pi SetuUe (set'u le)

[I>. dim. of seta, a bristle ] In hot. a small
bristle or hair; also, the stipe of certain
fungi.

Setiue (set'ul), n. A small, short bristle or
hair. Dana.
Setulose (set'udds), a. Bearing or provided
with sctiiles. Dana.
Setwall (srt'wftl), n. A species of Valeriana

( V }>iiir)i'i,'ra). Written also Setffwall.

Seurement,t n. Security in a legal sense.
Chancer.

Seuretee, t n. Surety in a legal sense ; se-

curity. Chaxtcer.

Seven (sev'n). a. [A. Sa.x. seofon, seo/an;
common to the Indo-European tongues:
L- (I. seven, D. zeven, O. Sax. Goth, and
ii.H.G. sibun, G. sieben Icel, sjau, Dan. syv
(these being contracted forms). W. mith, Xr.

seacht, Rus. semj, L. septem, Gr. hepta (for
septa). Per. ha/t, Skr. sapta, saptan.] One
more than six or less than eii;ht.~Seven
stars, the Pleiades. See Pleiad. —Seven
leise men, or seven sages of Greece, a name
commonly applied to seven philosophers,
several of whom were legislators, at an early
period of Grecian history. They were Peri-
ander of Corinth, Pittacus of Mitylene,
Thales of Miletus, Solon, Bias of Priene,
Chilo of Sparta, and Cleobulus of Lindus.—
Secen wonders of the world. See Wonder.

Seven (sev'n), n. 1. The number greater by
one than six; a group of things amounting
to this number.

Of every beast and bird, and insect smnll
Came sevens and pairs. Milton.

2. The symbol representing this number, as
7 or vii.

Sevenfold (sev'n-fold), a. 1. Repeated seven
times; multiplied seven times; increased to
seven times the size or amount.
What, if the breath that kindled those grim fires.

Awaked, should blow them into sevenfold rasje.

Milton.
2. Having seven plies or folds; as, the seven-
fiild shield of Ajax.

Sevenfold (sev'n-fold), adv. Seven times as
much or often; in the proportion of seven
to one.

Whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance shall betaken
on him se^-en/old. Gen. iv. 15,

Sevennight (sev'n-nit), n. The period of
seven days and nights; a week, or the time
from one day of the week to the next day of
the same denomination preceding or fol-

lowing. See Se'nnight.
Shining woods, laid in a dry room, within a seren-

fiig^ht, lost their shining. Bacon.

Seven-shooter (sev'n-shot-6r), 71. A re-
volver with seven chambers or barrels.
tColIoq]
Sevensome (sev'n-sum), a. Consisting of
seven things or parts; an*anged by sevens.
A'. Brit. Rev. ' [Rare.]
SevensomenesB (sev'n-sum-nes), n. The
quality of being sevensome; arrangement
or gradation by sevens. A'. Brit. iiev.

[Raie
]

Seventeen (sev'n-ten). a. One more than
sixteen, or less than eighteen; seven and
ten ad(ied; as, seventeen years.

Seventeen (sev'n-ten). n. 1. The number
greater by one than sixteen; the sum of ten
and seven.—2. A symbol representing this
number, as 17 or xvii.

Seventeenth (sev'n-tenth),a. 1. One next in
order after the sixteenth; one coming after
sixteen of the same class; as, the seventeenth
day of the month.—2. Constituting or being
one of seventeen equal parts into which a
thing may be divided.

Seventeenth (sev'n-tenth). n. 1. The next
in order after the sixteenth ; the seventh
after the tenth.—2 The quotient of a unit
divided by seventeen ; one of seventeen
equal parts of a whole.—3. In music, an in-

terval consisting of two octaves and a third.

Seventh (sev'nth), a. 1. Next after the
sixth. - 2. Constituting or being one of seven
equal parts int'» which a whole may be di-

vided; as, the seventh ptirt.

Seventh (sev'nth), «. l.One next in order after
the sixth. —2. The quotient of a unit divided
by seven; one of seven equal parts into
which a whole is divided. —3. In mvsic,
(a) the interval of five tones and a semitone
embracing seven degrees of the (Hatonic
scale, as from C to B, or do to si: called also

a major seventh. An interval one semitone
greater than this, as from C to B, is an
augmented seventh. An interval one semi-
tone less than the major seventh is a minor
seventh, and one a semitone less than tiiis

again is a diminished seventh, {h) The
seventh note of the diatonic scale rcekon-
ing upwards; the B or si of the natural
scale. Called also the leading note.

Seventh-day (sev'nth-da), a. Pertaining or
relating to the seventh day of the week or
the Sabbathof the Jews.—5epen^A-rfa(/ Bap-
tists, a religious sect holding generally the
same doctrinal views as the Baptists, Imt
differing from them in ol)serving tlie seventh
day of the week instead of the first as the
Sabbath. Called also Sabbatarians.
Seventhly (sev'nth-li), adv. In the seventh
place.

Seventieth (sev'n-ti-eth),a. 1. Next in order
after tlie sixty-ninth; as, the seventieth year
of his age.—2. Constituting or being one of

seventy parts into which a whole may be
divided.

Seventieth (sev'n-ti-eth), n. 1. One next in
order after the sixty-ninth; the tenth after

the sixtieth. — 2. The quotient of a unit
divided by seventy; one of seventy equal
parts.

Seventy (sev'n-ti), a. [A. Sax. seofontig—
seoftm, seven, and tig, ten ; but the Anglo-
Saxon writers often prefixed Aunrf, as hiind-

seofontig.] Seven times ten.

Seventy (sev'n-ti), n. 1. The number which
is made up of seven times ten.- 2. A sym-
bol representing this number, as 70 or Ixx.

—The Seventy, a name given to the body of

ch. Main; Ch. Sc. locA; g. go; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, si?*^; TH, then; th, (Ain; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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scholars who first translated the Old Tes-

tament into Greek. So called from their

number or approximate number. See Sep-

TUAGINT.
Sever (sev'er), v.t [O.Fr. sevrer, severer, to

separate; Mod. Fr. sevrer, to wean; from
L. separare, to separate. See Separate.]
1. To part or divide by violence; to separate

by cutting or rending; as, to sever the body
or the arm at a single stroke. -2. To part

from the rest by violence, cutting, or the

like; as, to sever the head from the body.—
3. To separate; to disjoin, referring to things

that are distinct but united by some tie; aa,

the dearest friends severed by cruel neces-

sity. —4. To separate and put in different

orders or places.

The angels shall come forth and sczrr the wicked
from among the just. Mat. xiii. 49.

5. To disjoin ; to disunite : in a general

sense, but usually implying violence.

Our state can not be severed; we are one.

6. To keep distinct or apart.

And I will sez'er in that day the lani of Goshen, in

Tvhtch my people dwell, that no swarm of flies shall

be there. Ex. vjii. 22.

7. In law, to disxmite; to disconnect; to part
possession ; as, to sever an estate in joint-

tenancy. Blackstone.

Sever (sev'fer), v.i. 1. To make a separation

or distinction; to distinguish.

The Lord wilt sever between the cattle of Israel

and the cattle of Egypt. Ex. ix. 4.

2. To suffer disjunction; to be parted or
rent asunder.

Her iips are se^'er'd as to speak. Temiysoit.

Severable (sev'6r-a-bl), a. Capable of being
severed.

Several (sev'6r-al), a. [O.Fr. several, from
severer. See SEVER.] 1. Separate; distinct;

not common to two or more: now mainly
used in legal phraseology; as, a several

fishery; a several estate. A several fishery
is one held by the owner of tlie soil, or by
title derived from the owner. A several

estate is one held by a tenant in his own
right, or a distinct estate unconnected with
any other person.

Each might his several province well command.
Would all but stoop to what they understand.

Pope.
We may assume that the Germans in their own

country had no distinct ideas of several property in

land. Brougham.

2. Single; individual; particular.

Each several ship a victory did gain. Drydeii,

3. Different; diverse; distinct.

Divers sorts of beasts came from several parts to

drink. Bacon.

Four several armies to the field are led. Dryden.

4. Consisting of a number; more than two,
but not very many; divers; as. several per-

sons were present when the event took
place.

—

A joint and several note or bu7id,

one executed by two or more persons, each
of whom is bound to pay the whole amount
named in the document.
Several (sev'6r-al), ?i. 1. A few separately
or individually; a small number, singly
taken: with a plural verb.

Several of them neitlier rose from any conspicuous
family, nor left any behind them. Addison.

2.t A particular person or thing; a particu-
lar.

Not noted is't,

. But of the finer natures? by some severals
Of head-piece extraordinary ? S/tai.

There was not time enough to hear . . .

The severals. S/iai.

3.t An inclosed or separate place; specifi-

cally, a piece of inclosed ground adjoining a
common field; an inclosed pasture or field,

as opposed to an open field or common.
They had their several for heathen nations, their

several for the people of their own nation, their
several for men. their several for women. Hooker.

There is no beast, if you take him from the com-
mon, and put him into the several, but will wax fat.

Bacoii.

—In several,^ in a state of separation or
partition. 'Where pastures in several be.'

Tiisser.

Severality t (sev-6r-ari-ti). n. Each parti-
cular singly taken; distinction. Bp. Hall.

Severalizet (sev'6r-al-iz), v.t. pret. tfe pp.
severalized; ppr. severalizing. To distin-

guish. Bp. Hall.

Severallt (sev'6r-al), adv. Severally; asun-
der. Spenser.

Severally (sev'6r-al-li), adv. Separately:
distinctly; apart from others; as, call the
men severally by name.

Others were so small and close together that I

could not keep my eye steady on thein severally so
as to number them. Neivton.

—To be jointly and severally bound in a
contract, is for each obligor to be liable to

pay the whole demand, in case the other or
others are not alile.

Severalty (sev'er-al-ti), n. A state of sep-
aration from the rest, or from all others.—
Estate in severalty, an estate which the
tenant holds in his own right without being
joined in interest with any other person. It

is distinguished from joint-tenancy, copar-
cenary, and common.
The rest of the land in the country, however, was

not possessed in severalty, but by the inhabitants of
each district in common. Bronghajn.

Severance (sev'6r-ans), n. The act of sever-

ing or state of being severed; separation;
the act of dividing or disuniting; partition.

No established right of primogeniture controlled

the perpetual severance of every icaiiu, at each suc-

cession, into new lines of kings. Miiinan.

—The severance of a jointure, in law, a sev-

erance made by destroying the unity of in-

terest. Thus when tliere are two joint-

tenants for life, and tbe inheritance is pur-
chased by or descends upon either, it is a
Severance. So also when two persons are
joined in a writ and one is non-suited; in

this case severance is permitted, and the
other plaintiff may proceed in the suit.

Severe (se-ver'). « [i^'r. severe, from L.

severiis, serious, severe.] 1. Serious or ear-

nest in feeling or manner; exempt from
levity of appearance ; sedate ; grave ; aus-

tere ; not light, lively, or cheerful. ' With
eyes severe and beard of formal cut.' Shak,

Your looks must alter, as your subject does,

From kind to fierce, from wanton to severe. Waller.

2. Very strict in judgment, discipline, or
government; not mild or indulgent; rigonms;
harsh; rigid; merciless; as, sieKere criticism;

severe pimishment.
Come, you are too severe a moraier. Shak.

Let your zeal, if it nmst be expressed in anger, be
more severe against thyself than against others.

yer. Taylor.

3. Strictly regulated by rule or principle

;

exactly conforming to a standard; rigidly
methodical; hence, not allowing or peimit-
ting unnecessary or florid oniament, ampli-
fication, and the like; not luxuriant; as, a
severe style of writing; the severest style

of Greek architecture; the severe school of
German music. 'Restrained by reason and
severe principles.' Jer. Taylor. 'The Latin,

a most severe and compendious language.'

Z>n/den.—4. Sharp; afflictive; distressing;
violent; extreme; as, seuere pain, anguish,
torture ; severe cold ; a severe winter. —
5. Difficult to be endured; exact; critical;

rigorous; as, a severe test; a severe ex-

amination.
Severely (se-ver'li), adv. In a severe
manner ; gravely ; rigidly ; strictly ; rigor-
ously; painfully; fiercely. 'Kt^t severely
from resort of men.' Shak. 'A peace we
may severely repent.' Swift. 'Fondly or
severely kind.' Savage.
More formidable Hydra stands within.
Whose jaws with iron teeth severely grin. Dryden.

Severeness (se-ver'nes), n. Severity. Sir
W. Temple.

Severian (se-ve'ri-an), n. Eccles. one of
the followers of Severius, a Monophysite,
who held, in opposition to the Julianists,

that the Saviour's body was corruptible.
Severity (se-ver'i-ti), n. [L. severitas.

See Severe. ] The quality or state of being
severe; as, (a) gravity or austerity; extreme
strictness; rigour; harshness; as, the seve-

rity of a reprimand or reproof ; severity of
discipline or training; severity of penalties.
'Strict age and sour severity.' Milton.

It is too general a vice, and severity must cure it.

Shai.

(6) The quality or power of afflicting, dis-

tressing, or paining ; extreme degree ; ex-
tremity; keenness; as, the severity ot pain
or anguish; the severity of cold or heat,
(c) Extreme coldness or inclemency; as, the
severity of the winter, (d) Harshness; cruel
treatment; sharpness of punishment; as,

severity practised on prisoners of war.
(e) Exactness; rigour; niceness; as, the seve-

rity of a test. (/) Strictness; rigid accuracy.
'Confining myself to the severity of truth.*
Dryden.
Severyt (sev'6r-i), n. [Also written civery,

and supposed to be a corruption of ci-

borium.] In arch, a bay or compartment in
a vaulted roof; also, a compartment or di-

vision of scaffolding. Oxford Glossary.

SevocatlOXit (se-vo-ka'shon), n. [From L.
sevoco, sevocatuia— se, apart, and voco, to
call.] A calling aside. Bailey.
Sevoeja (sev-o-a'ha). n. A Mexican plant,
the Stenanthium frlgiduin. It possesses
acrid and poisonous qualities, and is used
as an anthelmintic.
Sevres Ware (sa-vr war), n. A kind of
porcelain ware, unsui-passed for artistic

tlesign and brilliancy of colouring, manu-
factured at Shvres, in France.
Sewt (su). v.t. [See Sue.] 1. To pursue; to
follow. Spenser.— 2.. To bring on and re-
move meat at table ; to assay or taste, as
meats and drinks, before they are seiTcd up,
or in presence at the table.

Sew (so), v.t. [A. Sax. giwian, seowian;
O.H.G. siuwan, Goth, sinjan, O. Fris. sia,
Dan. sye, Icel. s»}ja; cog. L, suo, Skr. siv, to
sew. Seam is from this stem.] To unite or
fasten together with a needle and thread;
to make or work by a needle and thread.
They sewed fig leaves together, and made them-

selves aprons. Gen. iU. 7.

—To seiv up, (a) to inclose by sewing; to
inclose in anything sewed.

Thou sewest up mine iniquity. Job xiv. 17.

If ever I said loose-bodied gown sew me up in
the skirts of it. Shak.

(P) To close or unite by sewing; as, to sew
up a rent.— To be sewed up, (a) navt. to
rest upon the ground, as a ship, when there
is not snfticient depth of water to float her.

A ship thus situated is said to be sewed up
by as much as is the difference between the
suiface of the water and her floating-mark
or line. (&) To be brought to a standstill

;

to be dead beaten; to be ruined or over-
whelmed. Dickens. [CoUoq.] (c) To be in-

toxicated. [Slang. ]

Sew (so), v.i. To practise sewing; to join
things with stitches. ' Or teach the orphan
girl to sew.' Tennyson.
Sew t ( 8U ), r. (. [ O. Fr. essuer, Fr. essuyer,
now to wipe dry, but originally to draw off

moisture or water; from L. exsucare, to ex-
tract the juice—L. ex, out, and sucus, suc-
cus, juice ; hence, sewer, sewage. ] To let

off the water from; to drain a pond for
taking the fish.

Sew (su), v.i. To ooze out. [Provincial.]

Sew,t«. A viand; a kind of pottage. Gower.
Sewage (su'aj), n. [From sew, to drain,
perhaps directly from sewer.] 1. The matter
which passes tln'ough the drains, conduits,
or sewers, leading away from human habita-
tions singly, or from houses collected into
villages, towns, and cities. It is made up
of excreted matter, solid and liquid, the
water necessary to carry such away, and
the waste water of domestic operations,
together with the liquid waste products of
manufacturing operations, and generally
much of the surface drainage water of the
area in which the conveying sewers are
situated.—2. A systematic arrangement of
sewers, drains. &c., in a city, town, &c.; the
general drainage of a city, &c., by sewers;
sewerage (which see).

Sewel (sii'el), n. [Probably for shewell or
showell, from sheio, show.] In Minting, a
scarecrow, generally made of feathers, hung
up to prevent deer from entering a place.

Sewer (su'er), j*. [From sew,to drain ; O. Fr. es-

suier, essuyer, a drain, a conduit.] A subter-
ranean channel or canal foi-med in cities,

towns, and other places to caiTy off super-
fluous water, soil, and other matters. In
Englantl, Courts of Commissioners of Sewers
are temiwrury tribunals with authority over
all defences, whether natm-al or artificial,

situate by the coasts of the sea, all rivers,

water-courses, &c., either navigable or en-
tered by the tide, or which directly or in-

directly communicate with such rivers.

Sewer t (sii'6r), n. [From sew, to follow, to
bring on and remove meats at table; O.Fr.
sewer, squire.] An oflicer who serves up a
feast and arranges the dishes, and who also

provides water for the hands of the guests.

Clap me a clean towel about you, like a sewer,
and bareheaded march afore it with a good con-
fidence. B. Jfonson.

Sewer (so'er), n. One who sews or uses the
needle.
Sewerage (su'6r-aj), 71. 1. The system of
sewers or subterranean conduits for receiv-

ing and carrying off the superfluous water
and filth of a city ; as, the sewerage of the
city of London. See Sewer. — 2. The
matter carried off by sewers. Called also

Sewage.—Sewerage is generally applied to

the system of sewers, and Sewage to the
matter carried off.

Fate, far. fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; S\ So. fey.
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Sewin, Sewen (su'in, su'en). n. Aftshwhii-h
has oft«n been regariieil as a variety of the
sahnon trout, salmon peal, or bnll tront,

tint is rejjiinled by Couch as a distinct spe-

cies, the silver salmon (Salino cambriciia).

Sewing (so'ing). n. 1. The act or occnpa-
tinii of sewing or using the needle.— 2. That
which is sewed by the needle.—3. pi. Com-
pound threads of silk wound, cleaned,
doubled, and thrown, to be used for sewing.

Sewing-machine (so'ing-ma-shen), n. A
machine for sewing or stitching cloth, &c.,
now in extensive use.and largely superseding
sewing l)y hand. Sewiug-machines are of sev-

eral classes; as, («) those in which the needle
is passed completely through the work, as
in hand-sewiug: (b) those making a chain-
stitch, which ia wrought by the crotchet
hook, or by an eye-pointed needle and aux-
iliarj- hook; (c) those making a fair stitch

on one side, the upper thread being inter-

woven by another tliread below; (rf) those
making the lock-ftHeh, the same on both
sides. The modifications, improvements,
and additions matle to the sewing-machine
since its introduction are very numerous.
It has now l»een adapted to pr(»duce almost

:

all kinds uf stitchiu^f whioh-can be done by
the hand.
Sewlxig-needle (s6'ing-ne-dl), n, A needle
used in sewing.

Sewster t (so'st^r), n. A woman that sews;
a seamstress. B. Jonson.
Sex (seks), n. [Fr. sex^, from L. »exus (for

sectua), a sex, from seco, to cut. to separate. ]

1. The distinction between male and female,
or that property or character by which an
animal is niale or female. Sexual distinc-

tions are derived from the presence and de-
velopment of the characteristic generative

,

organs— ^^«<t< and ovary—of the male and
;

female respectively.—2. One of the two divi-
j

sions of animals formed on the distinction
of male and female. ' Which two great nex^is

animate the worUl,' Milton.—Z. in but. the
i

structure of plants which con'esponds to sex
j

in animals, as staminate or pistillate; also, i

one of the groups founded on this distinc-
]

tion. See Sexual.—4. By way of emphasis,
womankinil; females: generally preceded by
the deftnite article the.

Unhappy s€x I who&e beauty is your soare, Drydett.

Shame U hard to be overcome; but if tht sac
once get the better of it, it gives them afterwards
no more trouble. GtirtH.

Sex (seks). A Latin prefix signifying six.

Sexagecuple (sek-saj'e-ku-pl), a. Pro-
ceednig liy sixties; as, a 8exaffee*.ipU ratio.

/'op. Eiu'ij.

Sexagenarian (seks'a-je-na"ri-an), n. [See
Itelow ) A person aged sixty or between
si.vty :iiid seventy.

Sexagenarian (seks'a-je-na"ri-an), a. Sixty
yeai-S'ild; sexagenary.

I count it Strange, and hard to understand.
That nearly all young poeU should write oid

;

That Pope was lex'tgettarian at sixteen.
And beardle^ Byron academical. E. B. Brcwtiit$g.

Sexagenary(sek-saj'eu-a-ri),a. [L.maai0«n-
ariu*. from gexa>jinta sixty, from sex, six.]

Pertaining to the number sixty: coiDpos«4l
of or proceeding by %\tlM^. Sexagenary
arithmetic, that which proceeds according
to the nuudwr sixty. See SEXAQKSiaiAL.
Sexagenary (sek-Baj'en-a-ri), n. l. A sexa-
genarian.

The lad can be as dowffas a/em^mory like myself.
Sir IK Scot:.

2. A thing composed of sixty parts or con-
taining sixty.

Sexagealma (seks-a-Jes'i-ma), n. [L sexa-
tje^iiitus, sixtieth.] The second Sunday lie-

fore Len t.s* > called as being about the sixtieth
day before Easter.

Sexagesimal (seks-a-jes'i-mal), n. A sexa-
;."Miii,dfr;irtir»n. See Under SEXAGESIMAL.a.

Sexagesimal (seks-a-jes'i-mal), a. Sixtieth;
prrtaiiiiiig to the nuni)>er »ixiy.~Sexageti'
uud or sexagenanj arithmetic, a method of
cuniputatiMU by sixties, as that which is

used in dividing minutes into seconds.—
Sexatjeninalfractions, OT sexagegitnaU, frac-
tions whose denominators procetni in the
ratio of sixty; as. „',;.

^,J-^,
7=,?;^^. The de-

nominator is sixty or its niiiitiple. These
fractio?is are calle*l also astronomical frac-
tions. l>ecause formerly there were no others
used in astronomical calculations. They are
still retaineil in the division of the circle,
and of time, where the degree or hour is

divided into sixty minutes, the minutes into
sixty secctiids, and so on.

Sexanary (seks'a-na-ri), a. Consisting of
six or sixes; sixfold. [Rare.]
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Sexangle (seks'ang-gl), n. In geom. a figure
having six angles, and, couse<iueutly, six

sides; a hexagon.
Sexangled, Sexangnlar(sek3'ang-gld, seks-

ang'gu-ler), a. Having six angles; hexa-
gonal.

Sexangularly (seks-ang'gu-16r-li), adv.
With six angles; hexagonally.
Sexdecimal (seks-des'i-mal), a. [L. sex,

six, and decern, ten. 1 In crystal, having
sixteen faces: applied to a crystal when the
prism or middle part has six faces, and the
two summits taken together ten. faces, or
the reverse.

Sexdigitlsm (seks-dij'i-tizm), n. [L. sex. six.

and di'jittis, a finger or toe.] The state of
having six fingers on one hand or si.x toes
on one foot
Sexdigltlst (seks-dij'i-tist), n. One who has
six fingers ou one hand or six toes on one
foot.

Sexduodecimal (seks'du-6des"i-mal), a.

[h. »ex, six, and duodecim, twelve.] In
crystal, having eighteen faces: applied to
a crystal when the prism or middle part has
six faces, and two summits together twelve
faces.

Sexed (sekst). a. Having sex: used in com-
position. 'Gentle sexed.' Beau. <D Fl.

Sexenary (seks'e-na-ri), a. Proceeding by
sixes: applied specifically to an arithmeti-
cal system whose base is six.

Sexennial (sek-sen'ni-al), a. [L. sex, six,

and annus, year.] Lasting six years, or
happening otice in six years.

Sexennially (sek-sen'ni-al li), adv. Once in
six years.

Sexfld, Sexifld (seks'fid, seks'i-fid), a. [L.

xex, SIX, aud findo, fidi. to divide.] In hot.

six-deft: as. a )<exnd calyx or nectary.

Sexfoil (seks'foil).'n. [L. sex, six, and folium,
a leaf.] A plant or flower with six leaves.

Sexhlndman (seks-hlnd'manX » In early
Eng. hixt. one of tlie middle thanes, who
were valued at 600».

SexUUon (sek-silli-on), n. Sextillion.

Sexisyllable (seks'isil-la-bl), n. (L. sex, six,

and E, syllable.] A word having six sylla-

bles.

Sexivalent (sek-Biv'a-lent),a. In chem. hav-
ing an equivalence of six; capable of com-
bining with or becoming exchanged for six

hydrogen atoms.
Sexless (seksTes), a. Having no sex; desti-

tute of the characteristics of sex. Shelley.

SexlOCnlar (aeks-Iok'u-I^r), a. [L. sex. six,

and loculus. a cell.] In bot. six-celled; hav-
ing six cells for seeds; as, a sexlocular peri-
carp.

Sexiyt (seksli). a. Belonging to a charac-
teristic of sex; sexual.

Should I ascribe any of these thin{rs to my Sfx/y
weaknesses I were not worthy to live.

QnetH Elixabtth,

Sext, Sexte (sekst, seks'ti), n. [L. sextvs,
sixth. 1 In the H. Cath. Ch. one of the can-
onical hours of prayer, usually recited at
nr>on; the sixth hour of the day.

Sextain (seks'tan), n. [From L. ««£, six.] A
stanza of six lines.

Sextans (seks'tanz), n. [L] 1. In Horn,
antiq. a coin, the sixth part of an a&—2. In
astron. the sextant.

Sextant (seks'tant), n. [L. wxtoiw, sex-

tantia, a sixth part] 1. In math, the sixth
part of a circle. Hence— 2. An improved
form of quadrant, capable of measuring
angles of 120^ It consists of a frame of
metal, ebony, Ac, stiffened by cross-braces,
and having an arc embracing 60" of a
circle. It has two mirrors, one of which
is fixed to a movable index, antl various
other appendages. It is capable of very gen-
eral application, but it is chiefly employetl
as a nautical instrument for measuring the
altitudes of celestial objects, and their ap-
parent angular distances. The principle of
the sextant, and of reflecting instruments
in general, depends upon an elementary
theorem in optics, viz. if an object be seen
by repeated reflection from two mirrors
which are perpendicular to the same plane,
the angular distance of the object from its

image is double the inclination of the mir-
rors. The annexed figure shows the usual
construction of the sextant. QPisthegrathi-
ated arc, hi the movable index. B mirror
fixed to the index. A mirror (half-silvered,

half-transparent) fixed to the arm, qg' col-

oured glasses, tliat may be interposed to
the sun's rays. To find the angle between
two stars hold the instrument so that the
one is seen directly through telescope T and
the unsilvered portion of the mirror, aud
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move the index arm so that the image of

the other star seen through the telescope by
reflection from B and A is nearly coincident
with the first, the reading on the arc gives the

angle required ; half degrees being marked
as degrees, because what is measured by
the index is the angle between the mirrors
and this is half that between the objects. —
Box sextant, a surveyor's instrument for
measuring angles, and for filling in the de-
tails of a siirvey, when the theodoli te is used
for the long lines, and laying out the larger
triangles. — 3. In astron. a constellation
situated across the equator and south of
the ecliptic.

Sextary (seks'ta-ri), n. [L. sextarius, from
sextns, sixth, from sex, six.] An ancient
Roman dry and liquid measure containing
about a pint.

Sextaxyt (seks'tariX »• The same as Sac-
risty.—Sextary land, land given to a church
or religious house for maintenance of a sex-
ton or sacristan. Also written Sextery.

Sextet, Sextetto (seks'tet, seks-tet'tb), n.

Same as Sestet.

Sextile (8eks'til),a. [L. sextu.s, sixth, from
sex, six.] Denoting the aspect or position of
two planets when distant from each other
60 degrees or two signs. This position is

marked thus >jc

The moon receives the dusky Hpht we discern in
its sextiU aspect from the earth s benignity.

Gianvtlle.

Used also as a noun.
Sextillion (seks-til'Ii-on). n. (From L. sex,

six, and £. million.] According to English
notation, a million raised to the sixth power;
a number represented by a unit with tliirty-

six ciphers annexed ; according to French
notation, by a unit with twenty-one ciphers
annexed. Spelle<l also SexUlion.

Sexto (seks'to). n. pi. Sextos (seks'toz). [L.]

A book formed by folding each sheet into
six leaves.

SextO-declmo (seks-to-des'i-mo), n. [L. sex-
tug decimus, sixteenth —sextus, sixth, and
decimus. tenth.] A book, pamphlet, or the
like, folded so that each sheet makes six-

teen leaves; the size of the book thus folded.
Tsually indicated thus. IGmo, 16°. Used
also adjectively. Called also Sixteenmo.
Sexton (sekaton), n. [Contr. from sacris-
tan (which see) ] An under officer of the
church, whose business, in ancient times,
was to take care of the vessels, vestments,
(fee., belonging to the church. The greater
simplicity of Protestant ceremonies has ren-
dered this duty one of small importance,
and in the Church of Kngland the sexton's
duties now consist in taking care of the
church generally, to which is added the
duty of digging and filling up graves in the
churchyard. The sexton may be at tlie same
time the parish clerk.

Sextonryt (seks'ton-ri), n. Sextonship.
Ilemers.

Sextonabip (seks'ton-ship), n. The office of
a sexton,

Sextry t (seks'tri), n. Same as Sacristy.

Sextuple ( seks'tu-pl ), a. [L.L. sextuphts,
from L. sex, six.] 1. Sixfold; six times as
much.—2. In i»»>f('c,applied to music divided
into bars containing six equal notes or their
equivalents, generally considered a sort of
compound common time.

Sextuplet (seks'tii-plet), n. In imisic, a
double triplet, six notes to be perfonned in
the time of four.

Sexual (sekB'u-al),a. [L. sexualis (Fr. sexueV),

from sexiis, sex. ] Pertaining to sex or the
sexes; distinguishing the sex; denoting
what is peculiar to the distinction and office

of male and female; pertaining to the genital
organs ; as, sexual characteristics ; sexual
diseases; sexual intercoui-se, connection, or
commerce.—Sfxua/ system, in bot. a system
of classification; the method founded on the
distinction of sexes in plants, as male and

ch, c/iain; 6ii, Sc. locA; g. ^ro; j,.;ob; h, Fr. toj*; ng, sing; TH, (Aen; th. lAin; w, icig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KBY.
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female. Called &\so Artificial System, Lin-
ntxan System. See LiNN-EAN.
Sexuallst ( seks'u-al-ist ), n. One who be-
lieves and maintains the doctrine of sexes
in plants; or one who classifies plants by
the sexual system.
Sexuality ( seks-u-al'i-ti ). n. The state or
(juality of being distinguished by sex.

Sexualize (seks'u-al-iz), v.t. To give sex to;

to distinguish into sexes. * Sexualizing. as
it were, all objects of thought.' Whitney.
Sexually (seks'u-aMi),ady. In a sexual man-
ner or relation.

Sey (sy), n. [Fr. 8aye.'\ A sort of woollen
cloth; say. [Scotch.]

Sey (si), n. The opening in a garment
through which the anu passes; the seam in

a coat or gown which runs under the arm.
Same as Scye (which see).

Sey (sy), v.t. [L. G. sijen, A. Sax: stkan,
se6n, to strain; Icel. sia, to filter.] To strain,

as milk. [Scotch.]

levi
, .

'Sfoot (sfut). inter). An imprecation abbre
viated from God's foot.

'S/oot, I'll team to conjure and raise devils. Shak,

Sforzando, Sforzato (sfor-tsan'do, sfor-tsa'-

to). [It., forcing, forced.] In music, a terra

written over a note or notes to signify that
they are to be emphasized more strongly
than they would otherwise be in the course
of the rhythm. Generally contracted sf.

Sfregazzl (sfra-gat'si), n. [It. s/reggare, to
rub— L. ex, mnX/rico, to rub.] In painting.
a mode of glazing ailopted by Titian and
other old masters for soft shadows of flesh,

&c., and which consisted in dipping the
finger in the colour and drawing it once
along the surface to be painted with an
even movement. Fairholt.

SfumatO (sfo-ma'to), rt. [It., smoky.] In
painting, a term applied to that style of

painting wherein the tints are so blended
that the outline is scarcely perceptible, the
whole presenting an indistinct misty ap-
pearance.

Sgraffito (sgraf-fe'to), a. [It., scratched.]
Applied to a species of painting in which
the ground is prepared with dark stucco, on
which a white coat is applied ; this is after-
wards chipped away, so as to form the de-
sign from the dark gi-ound underneath.
Shall t (shab). v.i. [See Shabby.] To play
mean tricks ; to retreat or skulk away
meanly or clandestinely. [Old cant.]

Shab (shab), v.t. [See Shabby.] To rub or
sci'utch, as a dog or cat scratching itself.

Shab (shab), n. [See Shabby.] A disease
incident to sheep ; a kind of itch wliich
makes the wool fall off; scab.

Shabbedt (shab'ed), a. Mean; shabby.

Tliey mostly had short hair, and went in a shabbed
coniHtion, and looked rather like prentices.

A. Wood.

Shabbily (shab'i-li). arfy. in a shabby man-
ner; as,{«) with threadbare orworn clothes;
as, to be clothed shabbily, (6) Meanly; in
a despicable manner.
Shabblness (shab'i-nes), n. The quality
of lieing shabby; the state of being thread-
bare or much worn; meanness; paltriness.

Shabble (shab'l), n. [A form of sabre, D.
sabel. G. sabel, a sabre.] A crooked sword
or hanger; a cutlass. [Scotch]
Shabby (shab'i), a. [A softened form of scab-
by; Prov. E, shabby, itchy, mangy, from shab,
jtch; A. Sax. sceab, a scab, sceabig, scabby,
mangy. See SCAB.] 1. Ragged; threadbare;
ton) or worn. ' The necessity of wearing
sAaftfty coats and dirty shirts.' Maca\day.—
2. Clothed with threadbare or much-worn
garments. 'The dean was s,o shabby.' Swift.
3. Mean; paltry; despicable; as, a shabby
fellow; shabby treatment.

You're shabby fi;llows—true—but poets still.

And duly seated on the immortal liill. Byron.

Shabrack (shal/rak), n. [G. schabracke,
Fr, chabrarjue. Hung, csabrdg, Turk, tshu-
prdk.] The cloth furniture of a cavalry
officer's charger.

Shack (shak), n. [In meanings 1 and 2 from
shake; in 3 more probably a form of shag.]
1. Grain shaken from the ripe ear, eaten by
hogs, &c., after harvest. [Provincial Eng-
I'sh.]—2. Beech, oak, iVc, mast for swine's
food. [Provincial Eni^lish.]—3. A liberty of
winter pasturage.— Com 7non. of shack, the
right of persons occupying lands lying to-

gether in the same common field, to turn
out their cattle after harvest to feed pro-
miscuously in that field.—4. A shiftless fel-

low; a sturdy beggar; a vagabond. [Pro-
vincial English.]

Shack (shak),v.t. [Prov.E. and Sc, tnshake.
See above. ] 1. To be shed or fall, as corn at
harvest. —2. To feed in stubble, or upon the
waste com of the field. —3. To rove about,
as a stroller or t>eggar. [A provincial word.]
Shackatoryt (sliak'a-to-ri), n. [For shake
a Tory.] An Irish hound. TJekker.

Shack-bolt (shak'bolt), n. In her. a fetter
such as might be put on the wrists or ankles
of prisoners.

Shackle (shak'I), n. [Generally used in the
plural.] [A. Sax. scacul, sceactil, a shackle,
from scacan, sceacan, to shake; D. schakel, a
link of a chain. It probal)ly meant origin-
ally a loose, dangling fastening.] 1. A fetter,
gyve, handcuff, or something else tliat con-
fines the limbs so as to restrain the use of
them or prevent free motion. 'Bolts and
shackles.' Shak.~2. That which obstructs
or emitarrasses free action.

The shackles of an old love straiten'd him.
Tennyson.

It is wlien Milton escapes from the shackles of the
dialogue, when he is discharged from the labour nf
uniting two incongruous styles, when he is at liberty
to indulge his choral raptures without reserve, that
he rises even above himself. Macaulay.

Z.Naiit. (a) a link in a chain-cable fitted
with a movable bolt, so tliat the chain can
be separated. (6) A ringon the port through
which the port-bar is passed to close the
port-hole effectually.—4. A link for coupling
railway-carriages, &c. [American.]—5. t A
fetter-like band or chain worn on the legs
or arms for ornament.
He told me . . . that they had all ear-rings made

of gold and gold-shackles about their legs and arms.
Datnpier.

0. The hinged and curved bar of a padlock
Ity which it is hung to the staple.

Shackle (shak'l), v.t. pret. & pp. shackled;
ppr. shackling. 1. To chain; to fetter; to
tie or confine the limbs of, .so aa to prevent
free motion.

To lead him shackled and exposed to scorn
Of gathering crowds. y. Philips.

2. To bind or confine so as to obstruct or
embarrass action.

You must not shackle hiin with rules about indiffer-
ent matters. Locke.

3. To join by a link or chain, as railway-car-
riages. [American.]
Shackle (shak'l),w. [See Shack, n.] Stubble.
[Provincial English.]
Shackle-bar (shack'Mmr), n. The United
States name for the coupling bar or link of
a railway carriage.

Shackle-bolt (shaka-bolt), n. A shackle; a
gyve; a shack-bolt.

' What device does he bear on his shield V asked
Ivanhoe.— ' Something resembling a bar of iron, and
a padlock painted blue on the black shield.'— 'A
fetterlock and shackle-bolt s.z\xrc,' aaiA Ivanhoe; 'I
know not who may bear the device, but well I ween
it might now be nnne own.' Sir If. Scott.

Shackle-bone (shak'l-bon), n. [Lit. the
bone on which shackles are put; L.G. shake-
bein] The wrist. [Scotch.]

ShacklOCk^ (shak'lok). n. A shackle-bolt;
a sort of shackle. W. Browne.
Shackly (shak'l-i), a. Shaky; ricketty.
[United States.]

Shad (shad), 7i. sing, and pi. [Prov. G.
schade, ashad; comp. Arm. sgadan, \V. ysga-
dan, a herring] A teleostean fish of the
genus Alosa, family Clupeida;, which in-

habits the sea near the mouths of large
rivers, and in the spring ascends them to
deposit its spawn. It attains a length of
3 feet, and is distinguished by the absence
of sensible teeth, and by an irregular spot
behind the gills. Two species of shad are
found off the British coast, the Twaite (A.
vulgaris) and the Allice shad (A.finta), Imt
tiieir flesh is dry and not much" esteemed
here. In the United States a species of shad,
plentiful in the H dson, Delaware, Cliesa-

peake, and St. Lawrence, is much esteemed
and is consumed in great quantities in the
fresh state.

Shad-bush (shad 'bush), n. A name of a
shrub or small tree common in the Northern
United States (Amelanchier canadensis), so
called from its flowering in April and May
when the shad ascend the rivers. The fruit

is edible and ripens in June, whence the
name June-berry. Called also Service-berry.

Shaddock (shad'dok), n. [After Captain
S taddock, who first brought it to the West
Indies, early in the eighteenth century.] A
tree and its fruit, which is a large species of
orange, the produce of the Citnis decumana,
a native of China and Japan. The fruit
weighs sometimes from 10 to 20 lbs., is

roundish, with a smooth, pale yellow skin,
and white or reddish pulp. See PoMPEL-
MOOSE.

Shaddock Tree (Citrus decttmatta).

Shade (shad), n. [A. Sax. sceadu, shade, sha-
dow. See Shadow.] l. A comparative ob-
scurity caused by the interception, cutting
off, or interruption of the rays of light; dim-
ness or gloom caused by interception of
light. Shade differs from shadow, as it im-
plies no particular form or definite limit:
whereas a shadow represents in fonn the o?*-

ject which intercepts the light. Hence,
when we say, let us resort to the shade of a
tree, we have no thought of form or size, as
of couree we have when we speak of mea-
suring a pyramid or other object by its sha-
dow.

The fainty knights were scorched, and knew not
where

To run for shelter, for no shade was near. Dryden.

2. Darkness; obscurity. In this sense used
often in the plural. * Solemn shades of end-
less night.' Shak.
The shades of night were falling fast. Lonf/ellirw.

3. A shaded or obscure place; a place shel-
tered from the sun's rays, as a grove or close
wood; hence, a secluded retreat.

Let us seek out some desolate shade, and there
Weep our sad bosoms empty. Shak.

4. A screen ; something that intercepts
light, heat, dust, (fcc. ; as, (a) a coloured
glass in a sextant or other optical instru-
ment for solar observations. (6) A hollow
conic frustum of paper ormetal surrounding
the fiame of a lamp, in order ttj confine the
light within a given area, (c) A hollow
globe of ground glass or other translucent
material, used for diffusing the light of a
lamp, gas jet. Ac. (d) A lioUow cylinder
perforated with holes, used to cover a night-
light.

She had brought a rushlight and shade, which,
with praiseworthy precaution against fire, she bad
stationed in a basin on tlie floor. Dickens.

(e) A hollow glass covering for protecting
ornaments, &c., from dust. 'Spar figures
under glass shades.' Mayhew. (/) A device
for protecting the eyes frfim the direct rays
of the sun or artificial light.— 5. Protection;
shelter; cover. —6. In painting, the dai'k

part of a picture ; deficiency or absence of
illumination.

'Tis everj- painter's art to hide from sight.
And cast in shades, what seen would not delight.

Dryden.
7. Degree or gradation of light.

While, red, yellow, blue, with their several degrees
or shades and mixtures, as green, come only m by
the eyes. Locke.

5. A small or scarcely perceptible degree or
amount: as, coffee is a shade lower. 'Slen-
der shade of doubt.' Teiinysaii.—Q. A sha-
dow. * Since every one hath, every one, one
shade.' Shak. [Poetical.]

Envy will merit, as its shade, pursue. Pf/v.

10, The soul, after its separation from the
body : so called because the ancients sup-
posed it to be perceptible to the sight, not
to the touch; a spirit; a ghost; as, the shades
of departed heroes.

Swift as thought the flitting shade
Through air his momentary journey made.

Dryden.

Fate, far, fat, fall: me. met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abtzne; y, Sc. iey.
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11. pi. The abode of spirits ; the invisible

worlii of the ancients; hades: with the.

\'irgil. who represents him in the ihadfs surrounded
by a crowd of aisciples. It'. Mure.

Shade (shad), v.t. pret. & pp. shaded; ppr.
shading). 1. To shelter or screen from light

by intercepting its rays ; to shelter from
the light and heat of the sun ; as, a large

tree shades the plants nnder its branches;
shaded vegetables rarely come to perfection.

I went to crop the sylvan scenes.
And shade our altars with their leafy greens.

Dryden.
2. To overspread with darkness or obscurity;
to obscure. ' Bright orient pearl, alack, too
timely shaded.' Shak.

Thou shadst
The full blaze of thy beams. Milton,

3. To shelter; to hide. 'Sweet leaves, shade
folly.' Shak, ' Ere in our own house I do
shade my head." Shak. —i. To cover from
injui-j'; to protect; to screen.

Leave not the faithful side
That gave thee being, stitl shades thee and protects.

Afittou.

5. In drawing and painting, (a) to paiut in
obscure colours; to darken. (6) To mark
with gradations of colour. —6. To cover with
a shade or screen; to furnish with a shade
or something that intercepts light, heat,
dust, &c.

He was standing' with some papers in his hand by
a table with shaded candles on it. Dickens.

Shade-fish (shad'flsh). n. See Maigre.
Shadeful ( ^had'ful), a. Shady. Drayton.
Shadeless (-jhad'les), a. Without shade.

A gap in the hills, an opening
Shadeless and shelterless. It'ordsworth.

Shader (shad'^r), n. One who or that which
shades.

Shad-frog (shad'frog). n. A very handsome
speties of American frog, Rana haleeina,
BO named from its making- its appearance
on land at the same time the shads visit

the .-ihore. It is very active and lively, mak-
in;; leaps of from 8 to 10 feet in length.

Shadily (sha'di-li), adv. In a shady man-
ner; nnibrageously.

Shadiness (^)ia'di-nes), n. The state of be-
ing :;li:idy; unilirageousuess; &&, the shadi-
nesK of tlie forest.

Shading (shad'ing), n. 1. The act or pro-
cess of making a shade; interception of
light ; obscuration. — 2 That which repre-
sents the efl'cct of light and shade in a draw-
ing; the filling up of an outline.

Shadoof, Shsuluf (sha-duf), n. A contriv-
ance e.xtensively employed in Egypt for rais-

ing water from the Nile for the purpose of
irrigation. It consists of a long stout rod
suspended on a frame at about one-fifth of

Raising water by Shadoofs.

its length from the end. The short end is

weighted so as to serve as the counterpoise
of a lever, and from the long end a bucket
of leather or earthenware is suspended by
a rope The worker dips the bucket in the
river, and, aided by the counterpoise weight,
empties it into a hole dug on the bank,
from which a runnel conducts the water to
the lan'ls to l»e irrigated. Sometimes two
shadoctfrt are employed side by side. When
the waters of the river are low two (or more)
6hadr>ofs are employed, the one above the
other. The lower lifts tlie water fr^m the

river and empties it into a hole on the
bank, the upper dips into this hole, and emp-
ties the water into a hole at the top of the
bank, whence it is conveyed by a channel to
its destination.

Shadow (shad'6). n. [A. Sax. scadu, sceadu,
a shadow; O.Sax. scado, Goth, skadiis, D.
schaduw. O.H.G. scato, Mod. G. schatten—
shade, shadow, from a root ska, skad, Skr.
chhad, to cover; comp. Gr. skotos, dark-
ness.] 1. Shade witliin defined limits; the
figure of a body projected on the ground,
itc, by the interception of light ; obscurity
or ileprivation of light apparent on a plane,
and representing the form of the body
which intercepts the rays of light; as, the
shadoie of a man, of a tree, of a tower.
Shadow, in optics, may be defined a portion
of space from which liglit is intercepted by
an opaque body. Every opaque object on
which liglit falls is accompanied with a
shadow on the side opposite to the lumin-
ous body, and the shadow appears more in-

tense in proportion as the illumination is

stronger. An opaque object illuminated by
the sun, or any other source of light which
is not a single point, must have an infinite

number of shadows, though not distinguish-
able from each other, and hence the shadow
of an opaque body received on a plane is

always accompanied by a penumbra, or par-
tial shadow, the complete shadow being
called the umbra. See Pencmbra.—2. Dark-
ness; shade; obscurity.

Night's sable shadows from the ocean rise.

Sir y. Denharn,
3. Shade ; the' fainter light and coolness
caused by the interception of the light and
heat of the sun's rays.

In secret shadtrtu from the sunnv ray
On a sweet bed of lilies softly latd. Spenser

A. Shelter; cover; protection; security.

He that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most
High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.

Ps. XCI. I.

5.t Obscure place; secluded retreat. 'To
secret shadows I retire.' Dryden.—6. Dark
part of a picture ; shade ; representation of
comparative deficiency or al^nce of light.

After great lights there must be great shadows.
Dryden.

7. Anything unsubstantial or unreal, though
having the deceptions appearance of reality;

an image produced by the imagination.
' What shadows we aie and what shadows
we pursue.' Burke.

Shadtiws to-night
Have struck more terror to the soul of Richard
Than can the substance of ten thousand soldiers.

Shak.
8. A spirit; a ghost; a shade. ' If we sha-
dows have offended.' Shak. ' A shadow like
an angel.' Shak.-9. An imperfect and faint
representation ; adumbration ; a preflgura-
tion; a foreshowing; a dim bodying forth.

The law having a shadow of good things to come,
and not the very image of the things, can never, &c.

Heb. X. I.

In the glorious light<i of heaven we perceive a sha-
dow of his divine countenance. Raleigh.

10. Inseparable companion; that which fol-

lows or attends a person or thing like a
shadow. ' Sin and her shadow. Death.' Mil-
ton. —11. Type; mystical representation.
'Types and shadows of that destin'd seed.'
Milton. —12. Slight or faint appearance. ' No
variableness, neither shadow of turning.'
Jam. i. 17. —13. A reflected image, as in a
mirror or in water; hence, any image or
portrait.

Narcissus so himself himself forsook.
And died to kiss his shadow in the brook. Shai.

14. An uninvited finest, introduced to a
feast by one who is invited: a translation of
the Latin umbra.

I must not have my board pester'd with shadows.
That under other menS protection break in

Without invitement. Massinger.

—Shadow of death, approach of death or
dire calamity: terrible darkness. Job iii. 5.

Shadow (shad'o), tJ.(. 1. To overspread with
obscurity or shade; to intercept light or
heat from; to shade.

The warlike elf, much wonder'd at this tree,
So fair and great, that shadaw'd ali the ground.

S/vnser.
2. To cloud; to darken; to obscure; to throw
a gl'iom over. ' The shadow'd livery of the
bumish'd sun.' Shak.

I must not see the face I love thus shadow'd.
Bean. &• Fl.

3. To conceal; to hide; to screen. [Rare.]

L«t every soldier hew him down a bough.
And bcar't before him ; thereby shall we shadow
The number of our host. Shak.

4. To protect ; to screen from danger ; to
shroud. ' Shadotcing their right under your
wings of war. ' Shak. —5. To mark with slight
gradations of colour or light ; to shade.
Peacham.—Q. To paint in obscure colours.
' Void spaces which are deeply shadowed.'
Dryden. —7. To represent faintly or imper-
fectly; to body forth.

Augustus is shadowed in the person of -4ineas.
Dryden.

8. To represent typically; as, the healing
power of the brazen serpent shadoweth the
efficacy of Christ's righteousness. In this
sense the word is frequently followed by
forth; as, to shadow forth the gospel dis-
pensation.— 9. To follow closely; to attend
as closely as a shadow, especially in a secret
or unoljserved manner.
Shadowiness (shad'o-i-nes), n. State of be-
ini; shadowy or unsubstantial.
Shadowing (shad'6-ing), n. l. Shade or
gradation of light and colour; shading.
Mor« broken scene made up of an infinite variety

of inequalities and shadowings that naturally arise
from an agreeable mixture of hills, groves, and val-
leys. Addison.

2. In painting, the art of correctly represent-
ing the shadows of objects.

Shadowish (shad'o-ish), a. Shadowy. * Our
religion being that truth whereof theirs
was but a shadowish preflgurative resem-
blance.' Hooker. [Rare.]

Shadowless (shad'o-les), a. Having no
shadow, a. I'ollok.

Shadowy (shad'o-i). a. [A. Sax, sceadwig.
See Shadow.] 1. Full of shade; causing
shade; accompanied by shade; dark; gloomy.
'Shadowy forests.' Shak. 'This shadowy
desert, unfrequented woods.' Shak.

Tell them, that by command, ere yet dim night
Her shadowy cloud withdraws, I am to haste.

Milton.
2. Faintly representative ; typical. ' Those
sAaffotrt/ expiations weak, the Idood of bulls
and goats.' Miltvn.-S. Unsubstantial; un-
real. ' Uis (the goblin's) «/ia(fotrj/ flail.' Mil-
ton.

Milton has brought into his poems two actors of a
slutdtnvy and fictitious nature, in the persons of Sin
and Death. Addison.

4. Dimly seen; obscure; dim.
And summons from the shadoivy past
The forms that once have been. Longfellow.

6. Indulging in fancies or dreamy imagina-
tions.

Wherefore those dim looks of thine.
Shadowy dreaming Adeline? Tennyson.

Shadrach (sha'drak), n. [From Shadrach,
one of the three persons on whose bodies
the fiery furnace had no power, mentioned
in Dan. iii. 2G, 27.] A mass of iron in wliich
the operation of smelting has failed of its

intended effect.

Shady (sha'di), a. 1. Abuunding with shade
or shades; casting or causing shade. 'And
Amaryllis fllls the «Aa(/i/ groves.' Dnjden.
2. Sheltered from the glare of light or sultry
heat.

Cast it also that you may have rooms shady for
summer and warm for winter. Baron.

3. Such as cannot well bear the light; of
doubtful morality or character ; equivocal

;

as, a shady character; a shady transaction.
(Slang.]

Our newspapers have not yet got the length of
sending an emissary to the Treasury to ask Mr. Glad-
stone It he does not think the Ewelme appointment
a shady business. Sat. Rev.

Shafflet (shaf'fl). v.i. [A form of shujte.]
To hobble or limp.

Shaffler t (ahaf'rt-6r), n. A hobbler; one that
limps

8haflite8<8haf'i-its),n.pZ. [From the founder,
called Al'Shafei.] One of the four sects of
the Sunnites or orthoilox Mohamnie^lans.
Shaft (shaft). «. [G. schacht, \)».\\.skakt, the
sliuft of a mine; comp. Sc. sheugh, a trench,
a shaft, as in coa\ sheugh. As to change from
guttural to labial comp. latigh.] In uiining,

a narrow deep pit or opening made into the
earth as the entrance to a mine or coal-fleld,

by which the workers descend, and through
which the mineral is brought to the suriace.
Shafts are also formed to allow the passage
of pure air into a coal-mine, or for drawing
up through them the foul air from the
workings. The former is named a downcast
shaft, the latter an upcast.

Shaft (shaft), 71. [A. Sax. sceaft. a dart, an
arrow, a spear, a pole; Icel. skaft, skapt, an
arrow or dart, a handle; Dan. skaft, a han-
dle or haft, a column; D. and G. schaft, a
shaft, pole, handle. I'sually regarded as
lit. the thing shaped or smoothed by shaving
or scrajting, from A. Sax. scafan, to shave,

cb. cAain; 6h» Sc. locA;

V uL. IV.

S. go; hjoh; h, Fr. ton; ng, tin^; th, fAen; th, thin; w, tcig; wh, whig; zh. azure.—See KE¥.
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to scrape; but this is doubtful. Comp. L.

scapiin, a shaft, scipio, a staff; Gr. skapiron,
skeptron, a staff.] 1. Au arrow; a niiaaile

weapon. ' Shafts of gentle satii'e, kin to cha-
rity.' Tennysoii.

So lofty was the pile, a Parthian bow
With vigour drawn must send the shaft below.

Dryden.
2. Abody of alongcylindrlcal shape; astern,
stalk, trunk, or the like; thecohimnar part
of anything; specifically, in arch, (a) the
body of a colunin between the base and the
capital ; the fust or trunk. It always di-

minishes in diameter, sometimes from the
bottom, sometimes from a quarter, and
sometimes from a third of its height, and
sometimes it has a slight swelling, called
the entasis, in the lower part of its height.
In the Ionic and Corinthian columns the
difference of the upper and lower diameters
of the shaft varies from a fifth to a twelfth
of the lower diameter. See Column, (ft)

The spire of a steeple, (c) The part of a
chimney which rises above the roof, (rf) In
middle-age architecture, tine of those small
columns which are clustered round pillars,

or used in the jambs of doors and windows,
in arcades, &c.—3. The interior space of a
blast-furnace. —4 The stem or stock of a
feather or quill.— 5. The liandle of certain
tools, utensils, instruments, or the like; as,

the shaft of a hammer, axe, whip, &c.—6. A
long lath at each eud of the heddles of a
loom.—7. In mack, (a) a kind of large axle;

as, the shaft of a fly-wheel ; the shaft of a
steamer's screw or puddles; the shaft or
crank-axle of a locomotive. (&) A revolving
bar or connected bars serving to convey the
force which is generated in the engine or
other prime mover to the different working
machines, for which purpose it is provided
with drums and belts, or with cog-wheels.—
8. One of the bars between a pair of which a
horse is harnessed to a vehicle; a thill; also,

the pole or tongue of a carriage, chariot, &c.
—To make a shaft or a bolt on't, a prover-
bial expression put by Shakspere into the
mouth of Slender (Me.ri'y IVives, iii. 4) sig-

nifying to take the risk come what may.
The shaft was the arrow of the long-bow,
the l)olt that of the cross-bow.

Shaft-alley (ahaft'al-li), n. A passage in a
screw steamer between the after bulk-head
of the engine-room and the shaft -pipe
around the propeller shaft, and allowing
airress thereto.

Shaft-bender (shaft'bend-6r), n. A person
wlio bends timber Ity steam or pressure.
Shaft-coupling {shaft'kup-ling), n. A de-
vice fiir connecting two or more lengths of
shafting together. See Coupling.
Shafted (shaft'ed), a. 1. Having shafts; or-
namented with shafts or small clustering
piHare.
The lordly hatl itself is lighted by a fine Gothic

window of snafeed stone at one end. Sir /f, ScoU.

2. Having a handle; a term used in heraldry
to denote that a spear-head lias a handle
to it.

Shaft-horse (shaft'hors), n. The horse that
goes in the shafts or thills of a cart, chaise,
or gig.

Shafting (shaft'ing), n. In mack, the sys-
tem of shafts connecting a machine with
the prin)e mover, and through which mo-
tion is communicated to tlie former by the
latter. See Shaft.
Shaftment, t Shaftnian+(shaft'ment,shaft'-

man), n. [A. Sax. savftmund — savft . a
shaft, and mund, a hand.] A span, a mea-
sure of about 6 inches.

The thrust mist her, and in a tree it strake
And entered in the same a shaftman deepe.

Harrin^on.
Shag (shag), n. [A. Sax. sceacga, a brush
of coarse hair; probably allied to Icel. skeg<j,

Dan. skUvg, a beard, and perhaps connected
with Icel. skaga, to stand out, to be promi-
nent ; skagi, a promontory.] 1. Coarse hair
or nap, or rough woolly hair. 'True Wit-
ney broadcloth, with its shag unshorn.'
Gay. —2. A kind of cloth having a long
coarse nap. — 3. The green cormorant or
crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax crista-

tits). At the commencement of spring there
rises on the middle of the head a flue tuft
of outspread feathers, about 1^ inch high,
capalde of erection, and in that state pre-
senting a toupet or large plume. On the
occiput also are ten or twelve i-ather long
subulate feathers.-4. A kind of tobacco cut
into fine shreds.
Shag (shag), a. Hairy; shaggy. 'Fetlocks
shag and long.' Shak.—Shag tobacco. See
811AG, 4.

8ha€ (shag), v.t. 1. To make rough or
hairy.—2. To make rough or shaggy; to de-
form.

Frigands who live in mountain caverns shagged
with underwood, Fraser's M~x£.

Shag-hark (shag'bark), n. In the United
States, a popular name for Carya alba, a
kind of hickory. Some call it Shell-bark.

Shag-eared (shag'erd), a. Having shaggy
ears.

Thou liest, thou x/k»f-A»r'rf villain: Shak.

[Some editions read here {Macbeth, iv. 2)
shag hair d, au epithet occurring also in
II Henry VI. iii. 1.]

Shagged (shag'ed), a. 1. Rough with long
hair or wool.

Lean are their looks, and shagged is their hair.

Dryden,
2. Rough as with wood; rugged.
ShaggineBS, Shaggedness (shag'i-nes.
shag'etl-nes), ». The state of being shaggy;
roughness with lung loose hair or wool.

Shaggy (shag'i), a. l. Rough with long hair
or wool.

A lion's hide he wears.
About his shoulders hangs the shaggy skin.

Dryden.

2. Rough ; rugged ; as, the shaggy tops of
the hills. Milton.

Shag-hatred (shagTiard), a. Having long
shaugy biiir, Shak.
Shagreen (sha-gren'),'i. [Fr. chagrin, Vene-
tian, sagriii, from Turk, sagri. Per. saghri,
sliagreen.] 1. A species of leather prepared
without tanning, from horse, ass, and camel
skin, its granular appearance being given by
imbedding in it, whilst soft, the seeds of a
species of chenopodium, and afterwards
shaving down the surface, and then by
soaking causing the portions of the skin
which had been indented by the seeds to
swell up into relief. It is dyed with the
green produced by the action of sal ammo-
niac on copper filings. It is also made of the
skins of the shark, sea-otter, seal, &c. It
was formerly much used for watch, spec-
tacle, and instrument cases.— 2. t Chagrin.
See Chagrin.
Shagreen, Shagreened (sha-gren', sha-
grend';, a. ilade of the leather called sha-
green. *A shagreen case of lancets.' T.
Hook.
Shah (sha), n. [Per., a king, a prince (hence
chess). ] 1. A title given by European writers
to the monarch of Persia, but in his own
country he is designated by the compound
appellation of Padishah. — Shah .\ameh
[Per., the Book of Kings.], the title of seve-
ral Eastern works, the most ancient and
celebrated of which is the poem in the mo-
dem Persian language by the poet Firdousi,
It contains the history of the ancient Per-
sian kings. —2. A chieftain or prince.

Shahi (slia'hi), n. A Persian copper coin of
the value of irf.

Shaik (shak), n. See Sheik.
Shailt (shal), v.t. [Allied to L.G. scheUn,
Or. shielen, Dan. skiele, to squint, to be ob-
lique.] To walk sidewise.

You must walk strniglit, without skiewtng and
shatltitg to every step you set. SirR. L'Estrange.

Shake (shak), \>.t pret. shook; pp. shaken
(shook obs. or vulgar); ppr. shaking. [A. Sax.
scacan, sceacan, pret. sc6c.8ce6c, pp. scacen;
Icel. and Sw. skaka, to shake ; allied to D.
schokken, to shake, to jog; G. echaukeln, to

swing. See also Shock.] 1. To cause to

move with quick vibrations; to move ra-

pidly one way and the other ; to make to

tremble, quiver, or shiver; to agitate; as. the
wind shakes a tree; an earthquake shakes
the hills or the earth.

I shoot: my lap, and said, So God shake out every
man from his house and from his labour, that per-
formeth not this promise, even thus be he shaken out
and emptied. Neh. v, 13.

The rapid wheels shake heaven's basis. Milton.

Sound the pipe, and cry the slogan

—

Let the pibroch shakt the air. Aytoun.

2. To move or remove by agitating; to throw
off by a jolting, jerking, or vibrating motion

;

to rid one's self of : generally with an ad-

verb, as away, off, oxU, &c.

Shake off the golden slumber of repose. Shak.

At sight of thee my heart shakes off'Wi sorrows.
Addison.

3. To move from firmness; to weaken the
stability of; to endanger; to threaten to

overthrow.

When his doctrines grew too strong to be shook
by his enemies, they persecuted his reputation.

Atterbury.

4. To cause to %vaver or doubt ; to impair

the resolution of; to depress the courage
of.

His fraud is then thy fear; which plain infers
Thy equal fear, that my firm hope and love
Can by his fraud be shaken or seduced. Milton.

5. To give a tremulous or vibrating sound
to; to trill; as, to shake a note in nnisic.

—

6. To rouse suddenly and with some degree
of violence; as, to shake one from a trance.
Thomson. In this sense usually with up.

The coachman shook up his horses, and carried
them along the side of the school close. Hughes.

—To shake hands, a phrase which, from the
action of friends at meeting and parting,
sometimes signifies, (a) to make an agree-
ment or contract ; to ratify, confirm, or
settle; as, to shake hands over a bargain.
(6) To take leave; to part.

Nor can it be safe for a king to tarry among them
who are shaking hands with tlieir allegiance.

Jiikoit BasHike.—To shake a loose leg, to live a roving, un-
settled life. [Vulgar.]
Shake a loose leg at the world as long as you can.

/r, H. AinsTvorth.

~To shake off the dnstfro)n the feet, to dis-

claim or renounce solemnly all intercourse
with a person or persons.
And whosoever will not receive you, . . . shake

off the T/ery dust from your feet for a testimony
against them. Lu. ix. 5.

— To shake the head, to express disapproba-
tion, reluctance, dissent, refusal, negation,
reproach, disappointment, and the like.

For how often 1 caught her with eyes all wet.
Shaking her head at her son and sighing.

Tennyson.
Shake (shak), v.i. To be agitated with a
waving or vibratory motion; to tremble; to
shiver; to quake; to totter; as, a tree shakes
with the wind; the house shakes in a tempest.

The foundations of the earth do shake. Is. xxiv. 18.

Under his burning wheels
The steadfast empyrean shook throughout.
All but the throne itself of God. Milton.

—To shake down, to occupy an improvised
bed ; to betake one's self to a shake-down.
'An eligible apartment in wliich five or six

of ns shook down for the night.' H'. H. Rus-
sell. [Colloq.]— To shake together, to be on
good terras; to get along smoothly together;
to adapt one's telf to another's habits, way
of working, &c. 'The rest of the men had
shaken wtll togetJter.' Macmillan's Mag.
[Colloq.]— 2*0 shake vp, same as to shake
together.

1 can't shake up along with the rest of you.
IV. Collins.

Shake (shak),7t. 1. A vacillating or wavering
motion ; a rapid motion one way and the
other; a shock or concussion; agitation;
tremor.

The great soldier's honour was composed
Of thicker stuff which could endure a shake.

Herbert.

2. A brief moment; an instant. [CoUoq.]—
3. In viusic, (a) a rapid reiteration of two
notes comprehending an interval not greater
than one whole tone nor less than a semi-
tone; a trill. (6) The sign {tr., abbreviation
of trill) placed over a note indicating that
it is to be shaken or trilled.— 4. A crack or
tissure in timber, produced by great heat,
strain of wind, rapid drying, seasoning, or
the like.— 5. A fissure in the earth. [Provin-

cial. }~6. The staves and heading of a cask,

ready for setting up, and packed in small
l)ulk for convenience of transport —7. pi.

A trembling fit; specifically, ague; inter-

mittent fever.—SAa^eo/ (Tie Aa^tti, a friendly
clasp of another's hand.
Our salutations were very hearty on both sides,

consisting of many kind shakes ofthe hand.
Addison.

—No great shakes, lit. no great windfall;

hence, nothing extraordinary'; of little value;

little worth. [CoUoq.]

I had my hands full, and my head too, just then,

so it (his drama of ' Marino Faliero ') can be no great
shakes. Byron.

Shake-down (shak'doxm), n. A temporary
substitute for a bed, as that formed on
chairs urou the floor. The term is probably

_
derived from straw being
used to form the rough
beds of early times.

Shakee ( shake'). " An
East Indian coin of the
value of about 3d. ster-

ling.

Shake -fork (shak'fork),
n. A fork to toss hay
about. In /ler. the shake-
fork is in form like the

pall, but the ends do not touch the e<'ge8 of

the shiehl, and have points in the same
manner as the pile.

Shake-fork.

Fate, fjir, fat, fall; me. mat, hdr; pine, pin; note, not, mttve; fi&be, tub, b«ll; oil, pound; ii, Sc abuoe; y, Sc. teg.
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Shaken (shiik'n). p. and a. 1. Caused to

shake; agitated.— 2. Cracked or split; as,

shaken timber.

Nor is the wood sftaien nor twisted, as those about
Cape Town. Barrow's Travels.

Shaker (shak'^r), n. 1. A person or thing that
shakes nr agitates; as.Neptune, the «/wiA:erof

the earth.—2. A member of a religious sect

founded ia ilanchester about the middle of

tJie eighteenth century: so called popularly
from tiie a;:itations or movements in danc-
ing which forms part of their ceremonial,
but calling themselves the United Society
of Believers in Clirisfs Second Appearing.
Tlie .Shakers teach a system of doctrine
founded partly on the Bible and partly on
the supposed revelations of Mother Anne
Lee, their first inspired leader, and her suc-
cessors. They lead a celibate life, hold their

property in common, engage in agriculture,
horticulture, and a few simple trades. They
believe the millennium has come, that they
hold communication with the spirits of the
departed, and have the exercise of spiritual

gifts. They wear a i>eculiar dress, and abstain
from the use of pork as food. They teach the
theory of non-resistance as opposed to war
and Idoodshed. They are now mostly con-
fined to the United States ofAmerica. Some-
times called Shaking Quaker.—3. A variety
of pigeon.

Shake-rag (shak'rag), n. A ragged fellow;

a tattenlejnalioii.

He was .1 shake-rtig like fellow, and, he dared to
say. haii gypsy blood in his veins. Sir W. Scvtt.

Shakerlam(shak'6r-izm), ». The principles
i<f thf Shakers.

Shaklness (shak'i-neB), «. State or quality
i<i bi.-Jm; shaky.

Shako (shak'6), n. [Fr. tcha^o, borrowed
from W ung. csdko { nron. tshako ), Pol.

tzako, a shako.] A kind of military head-
dress, in shape somewhat resembling a
truncatetl cone, with a peak in front and
sometimes anttther behind, and generally
ornamented with a splierical orother 6hai>ed
body rising in front of the crown.
Shaksperian, Shakspearlan (shak-spe'-
ri-an ). a. Relating to or like Shakspere.
Spt-Iled variou-jly Shakespearean, Shake-
.•'/";ariitn. Shakgperean, and Shaks]>earean.
Shaky(shak'i),a. 1. Loosely put to(.rether;

rt^-ady to come to pieces. —2. Full of shakes
or cracks; crackeil. split, or cleft, as timber.
3. Disposed to shake or tremble ; shaking

;

as, a i<hak>/ hand. [Colloq. ]— 4. Of (luestion-
able integrity, solvency, or ability. Speci-
fically ajiplied at the universities to one not
likely to pas» his examination. [Collo(i.]

Other cirrumstances occurred . . . which seemed
to show that our director was—what is not to be found
in Johnson's dictionary—rather sAaiy. Thackeray

Shale (shal). n. fA form of &cale or ahell; G.
schaU\ a skin or bark, a aliell, a thin layer.
See SUKLL.] 1. A shell or husk.

Your fair show shall suck away their souls
Leaving them but the shaUs and husks of men.

Shnk.
2. In sr«o/. a species of schist or schistous
clay ; slate clay : generally of a bluish or
yellowish gray colour, more rarely of a dark
blackish or reddish gray. <»r grayish black,
or greenish colour. Its fracture is slaty, ami
in water it moulders int'j powder. It is

often fntnid in strata in coal-mines, ami
conmionly )>ear3 vegetable inipreesions. It
ia generally the ((»rerunner of coal. Bitu-
minous shale is a sub-variety of ai^llaceous
slate, is impregnated with bitumen, and
bums with tlame. It yields, when distilled
at a 1< >w red heat, an oil of great commercial
imijortance, to which, from its being rich in
parattln, the name of paraffin-oil has been
given. The coal-measures of Linlithgow-
shire are specially rich in bituminons shales
of great value. Alum also is largely manu-
factured from the shales of Lancashire.
Yorkshire, aud Lanarksliire. There are
sandy, calcareous, purely argillaceous, and
carbonaceous shales.

Shale (»hal), t.t To peeL
IJfe in its tipper L;radcs was bursting its shell, or

was fAa/iWf offits huik. Is. Taylcr.

Shall (shal), originally r.^, now only auxil-
iar\f. I'res. I ghall, thou fihali, he lihall,

pi. 1, 2, and 3 »haU; iniperf. ghould, nhouldegt
or ghoulfUtt, shtruld, pi. ghouUI. [Kormerly
»ehal. ithal, nhnl. prot. sholde. ghutde; A. Sax.
seal, Hceal, I shall. 1 have to, I ought; pi. #ch-
lon, pret. scrolde. scolde, inf. scidan. This isa
preteritive present, that is a preterite which
lias been transformed intoa present, having
then aojuired a new preterite of its own.

Similar forms occur throughout the Teu-
tonic tongues, all regarded as from a verb
signifying to kill ; so that shall originally
meant I have killed; hence, I have become
liable for tlie wergild, then I owe, I otight,

I shall.] 1. 1 As independent verb: (a) to
owe; to l)e under obligation for. 'By that
faith I s/ta/ to God. ' Chaucer. (6) Have to;

be called upon; be obliged; must. [In this
sense almost the auxiliary.]

First tel me wliider 1 shal {go) and to what man
Citaucer.

Al drery was his chere and his loking
Whan that he sholde out of the chanibre go.

Chancer.
Z As an auxiliary; (a) to express mere fu-
turity, forming the first persons singular aud
plural of the future tense (including the
future perfect), and simply foretelling or
declaring what is to take place =am to, are
to; as, I or we shall ride to town on Mon-
day. This declaration simply informs an-
other of a fact that is to take place. Of course
there may be an intention or determin-
ation in the mind of the speaker, but shall
does not express this in the first person,
though will does, I will go, lieing equivalent
to I am detennined to go, I have made up
my mind to go. Hence, I will l>e obliged,
or we will be forced, to go Is quite wrong.
The rest of the simple future is formed by
the auxiliary will; that is to say, the future
in full is, I shall, thou tctU, he ivUl, we
shall, you icUl, they will. In indirect narra-
tive, however, shall may express mere fu-

turity in the secoud and third persons in
such sentences as, he says or thinks he shall
go. (b) In the second and third persons
shall implies (1) control or authority on the
part of the speaker, and is used to express
a promise, coumiand, or determination; as,

you shall receive your wages ; he shall re-

ceive his wages: these phrases having the
force of a promise in the pereon uttering
them; thou shall not kill; he may refuse to
go. Imt for all that he shall go. (2) Or it

implies necessity or inevitability, futurity
thought certain aud answered for by the
speaker.

Sorrow on love hereafter shall attend. Shai.

He that escapes me without some broken limb
shall acquit him well. Shajt.

(c) Interrogatively, shall I go? shall me go?
shall he go? shall they go? ask for direction
or refer the matter to the deternUuation of
the person asked. But shall you go? asks
rather for information merely as to the
future without referring to another's inten-
tion, (rf) .After conditionals, as »/or whether,
and in dependent clauses generally, shall,

in all the persons, expresses simple futurity;
as,

1 1 skMll say, or we shall say.

If- Thou shall say, ye or you shall say,
( He shall say, they shall say.

Whosoever (^if any one] therefore shall break one
of these least commandments, and shall teach men
so, he shall be called the least, &c. Mat. v. 19.

(«) Should, though in form the past of shall,

is not used to express simple past futiu'ity;

thus,,! shall go. means I am to go. but we
do not say I should go yesterday, for I was
to go or to have gtme yesterday. In the
indirect speech, however, it is so used; as,

I said 1 sh&uUl go; I arranged that he shottld
go
The Parliament resolved that all pictures . . .

should be burned. Macaulay.

Should is very commonly used (1) to express
present duty or obligation, as I, we, they
should (now aud always) practise vii'tue; or
to express past duty or obligation; as,

I should ^ *'"^'*' P^*'* ^^^ '^''^ "" *^^"

•\hmi Mhotildat I
»»ft»^i; it was my duty, your

He «Wrf ;-'>"^>'- *»«^"^>' '" P»y the bill

Yon Zldd
) ^^i,;'""^^°^'

^'"^ *^ ^"^ "^^^

(2) To express a merely hsrpothetical case or
a contingent future event, standing in the
same relation to would that shall does to
will ; thus, as we say I shall )>e glad if you
trill come, so we say I should be glad if you
would come. In such phrases as, if li should
rain to-morrow, if you should go to London
next week, if he shoidd arrive within a
month, it is to be regarded as the future
subjunctive. In Uke manner shotdd is used
after though, grant, admit, allow, Ac. (3) It

is often used in a modest way to soften a
statement ; thus. ' I should not like to say how
many there are,' is nuich the same as I hardly
like, I do not like: so I shmUd not care if I

were at home' = I do not. Similarly, 'It

should seem ' often is nearly the same as

' it seems'—but this expression is now less
common than 'it would seem.'

He is no suitor then t So it should seem.
B. yonsott.

Shall and will are often confounded by in-
accurate speakers or writers, and even
writers such as Addison sometimes make a
slip. In quoting the following lines from a
song in Sir George Etherege's ' She Would if

she Could' (1704), Mr. li. Grant White says,
' I do not know in English literature another
passage in which tlie distinction between
shall and will and would and should is at
once so elegantly, so variously, so precisely,
and 30 compactly illustrated.'

How lon^ I shall love him I can no more »eU,
Thau, had I a fever, when I shou'd be well.
My passion shall kill me before I -will show it.

Ana yet I Ttwi'rfgive aU the world he did know it;
But oh how I sigh, when I think shou'd he woo me,
I cannot refuse what I know icou'd undo me.

See also Will.
Shall! (slial'li), 71. [Connected with shawl;
the same word as challis.] A kind of twilled
cloth, made from the native goats* hair at
Angora. Simmonds.

Shalloon(shal-lon'), n. [Fr. chalon, awooUen
stuft", said to be from Chdlons, in France.]
A slight woollen stuff.

In blue shalloon shall Hannibal be clad. Swift.

Shallop (shal'lop), n. [Fr. chaloupe, French
form of sloop; D. sloep. See Sloop.] I. A
sort of large boat with two masts, aud
usually rigged like a schooner— 2. A small
light vessel with a small mainmast and
foremast, with lug-sails. 'The shallop
flitteth silken-sail'd.* Tennyson.
Shallot (sha-Iof), n. [Abbrev. of eschalot
(which see). See also SCALLION.] A plant,
the Allium ascalonicum, a species of onion,
the mildest cultivated. It grows wild in
many parts of Palestine, especially near
Ascalon, whence it derives its specific name.
The bulb is compound, separating into divi-
sions termed cloves, by which the plant is

propagated. It is sutticiently hardy to en-
dure the severest winters of England. The
shallot is used to season soups and made
dishes, and makes a good addition in sauces,
salads, and pickles.

Shallow (shaHo), a. [Probal)Iy same word
as Icel. skjdlgr, wry, oblique, the water being
shallow where the beach sinks oblitiuely
downward; comp. also shoal, shelf.] 1. Not
deep; having little depth; having the bottom
at no great distance from the surface or edge;
as, fc'ta/^ot^- water; & shallow tieuch; a.shaU<nff
basket.

I had been drowned but that the shore was slwivy
and shallow. Shak.

I ain made a shallow forded stream,
Seen to the bottom. Dryden.

2. Not intellectually deep; not profound;
not penetrating deeply into abstruse sub-
jects; superficial; empty; silly; as, a shal-
low mind or understanding: shallow skill.
' Deep vers'd in books, and shallow in him-
self.' ililton.S. Thin and weak of sound;
not deep, full, or round. 'The sound per-
fecter, and not so shallow or jarring.'
Bacon.
Shallow (shario), n. A place where the
water is not deep ; a ahoal ; a shelf ; a flat

;

a sand-bank.
A swift stream is not heard in the channel, but upon

shallows of gravel. Bacon.
There is a tide in the affairs of men.
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life

U bound in shallows and in miseries. Shak.

Shallow (shal'lo), v.i. To make shallow.

In long process of time the silt and sands shall so
choak and shallow the sea in and about it.

Sir T. Browne.
That thought alone the state impairs.
Thy lofty sinks, and shallows thy profound. Young;.

Shallow (shario), n. A local name for the
fish called also Rudd aud Red-eye. See
KUIH), Yan-ell.

Shallow-brained (shano-braiul), a. Of no
dt'pth of intellect; empty-headed. 'A com-
jiany of lewd, shallow-brained huffs.' South.
Shallow-hearted (shal'Io-hart-ed), a. In-
capable of deep or strong feeling or affec-
tion. 'Ye sanguine, shallow-hearted boys."
Shak.
U my cousin, shal/ow-hearted! O my Amy, mine

no more

!

Tennyson.

Shallowly (shal'lo-li), arfy. In a shallow
manner; as. (a) with little depth. (6) Super-
ficially ; simply ; with()Ut depth of thought
or judgment; not wisely. Shak.
Shallowness (siial'lo-nes), n. The state or
(juality of being shallow; as, (rt) want of
depth ; small depth ; as, the shalloumess of

en. eAahi; Ah, Sc. loch; g, go; j,>ob; t, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th. then; th, thin; w. trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Kkt.
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water, of a river, of a stream. (&) Siiperfi-

cialuess of intellect; want of power to enter
deeply into subjects; emptiness; silliness.
' The shallowness and impertinent zeal of
the vulgar sort.' Howell.
Shallow -pated (shal'lo-pat-ed), a. Of
weak niinu; silly. Ash.
Shalm, Shalmie (sh^m, shftm'i). n. A
nnisical wind-instrument formerly in use;
a shawm (which see).

Shalote (sha-lof), n. See Eschalot and
SHALLOT.
Sbalt (shalt). The second person singular
of shall; as, thou shalt not steal.

Shaly (sha'li), a. Partaking of the qualities
uf shale.

Sham (sham), n. [Perhaps a form of shame;
Prov. E. sham, shame; sham, to blush for
shame; comp., however, Prov. G. schem,
schemen, delusive appearance, phantom

;

scheme, shade, shadow; O.H.G. scimaii, to
^leam.j One who or that which deceives
expectation; any trick, fraud, or device that
deludes and disappoints; delusion; impos-
ture; humbug.
Helieve wlio will tlie solemn sham, not I. Addison.
In that year (1680) our tongue was enriched with two

words. Mob and Sham, remarkable memorials of a
season of tumult and imposture. Macaulay.

Sham (sham), a. False; counterfeit; pre-
tended; as, a sAam fight.

Self-interest and covetousness cannot keep society
orderly and peaceful, let sham philosophers say what
they will. KingsUy.

—Sham plea, in law, a plea entered for the
mere purpose of delay.

Sham (sham), v.t. pret. <t pp. shammed;
ppr. shamming, l.t To deceive; to trick;
to cheat; to delude with false pretences.

They find themselves fooled andshammed into con-
viction. Sir /i. i:Estrange.

2.t To obtrude by fraud or imposition.
We must have a care that we do not . . . jArtwi falla-

cies upon the world for current reason.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

3. To make a pretence of in order to deceive;
to feign; to imitate; to ape; as, to sham \\\-

uess.—Tosham Abraham, a sailor's term for
pretending illness in order to avoid doing
duty in the ship, &c. See Abraham-MAN.
Sham (sham), y.i. Topretend; tomakefalse
pretences.

Then all your wits that fleer and sham,
Down from Don Quixote to Tom Tram,
From whom I jests and puns purloin,
And slily put them off for mine. Prior.

Sham-Abram (sham-a'bram), a. Pre-
tended; mock; sham. Seeunder SHAM, v.t.
' Sham-Abrain saints.' Hood.
Shaman (sham'an), n. A professor or priest
of Sliamanism; a wizard or conjuror, among
those who profess Shamanism.
Shaman (sham'an), a. Relating to Sha-
manism.
Shamanism (sham'an-izm), n. A general
name applied to the idolatrous religions of a
lunnber of barbarous nations, comprehend-
ing those of the Finnish race, as the Ostiaks,
Samoyedes, and other inhabitants of Siberia,
as far as the Pacific Ocean. These nations
generally believe in a Supreme Being, but
to this they add the belief that the govern-
ment of the world is in the hands of a number
of secondary gods both benevolent and mal-
evolent towards man, and that it is absolutely
necessary to avert their malign inlluence by
magic rites and spells. The general belief
respecting another life appears to be that
the conditiou of man will be poorer and
more wretched than the present; hence
death is an object of great dread.
Siiamanist (sham'an- ist), n. A believer in
sliamanism.
Shamble (sbam'bl), n. [A. Sax. scamel, a
stoul, a bench, a form; Dan. skammel. Icel.
skemmUl, a footstool, a bench, a trestle; Sc.
skemmils, shambles; from L. scamellum,
gcamUlus, dims, of scammtm, a stool or
bench.] 1. In mining, a nfche or shelf left
atsuitable distances to receive the ore which
is thrown from one to another, and thus
raised to the top.~2.pl. The tables or stalls
where butchers expose meat for sale; a
slaughter -house; a flesh ntarket : often
treated as a singular. ' To make a shambles
of the parliament house.' Shak.
Whatsoever issold in the x/i*?wW«,that eat. iCor.x.2S.

Hence—3. A place of indiscriminate slaugh-
ter or butchery.
The whole land was converted into a vast human

shambles. Prescott.

Shamble (sham'bl), v.i. pret. & pp. sham-
bled; ppr. shambling. [A form of scamble

(which see). ] To walk awkwardly and un-
steadily, as if the knees were weak.
Shambling(sham'bl-ing),a. [From shamble. ]

Moving with an awkward, irregular, clumsy
pace; as, a shambling trot; shamblijig legs.

Shambling (sham'bl-ing), n. An awkward,
clumsy, irregular pace or gait.

By that shambitug in his walk it should be my rich
banker, Gomez, whom 1 knew at Barcelona, Dryden.

Shame (sham), n. [A. Sax. sceamu, scamu,
Icel. skamm, skomm, Dan. and Sw. skam,
G. scham, O.H.G. scaina, shame; probably
from a root-verb skiman, to redden; seen
also in A. Sax. sclma, a gleam; E. shim-
mer.] 1. A painful sensation excited by a
consciousness of guilt, or of having done
something which injures reputation, or by
the exposure of that which nature or mo-
desty prompts us to conceal. ' Burns with
bashful shame. ' Shak.

Hide, for shame,
Romans, your grandsires' images.
That blush at tneir de^jenerate progeny. Dryden.

Shatne prevails when reason is defeated. Rambler.

2. The cause or reason of shame; that which
brings reproach and degrades a person in
the estimation of others. 'Guides, who are
the shame of religion.' South.

And every woe a tear can claim,.
Except an erring sister's shame. Byron.

3. Reproach; ignominy; dishonour; disgrace;
derision; contempt.

Ye have borne the shame of the heathen.
Ezek. xxxvi. 6.

4. The parts which modesty requires to be
covered. Is. xlvii. 3.— For shame.' an inter-
jectional phrase signifying you should be
ashamed; shame on y<»u I—To put to shame,
to cause to feel shame; to inflict shame, dis-
grace, or dishonour on.

Seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of God
afresh, and /«/ him lo an open shame. Heb, vi. 6.

Shame (sham), v.t. pret. & pp. shamed; ppr.
shaming. 1. To make ashamed; to cause
to blush or to feel degraded, dishonoured,
or disgraced. ' Shame enough to shame thee,
wert thou not shameless.' Shak.
Who shames a scribbler ? Break one cobweb

through.
He spins the slight self-pleasing thread anew. Pofie.

2. To cover with reproach or ignominy ; to
dis^-ace.— 3. To mock at; to deride.

Ye have shamed the counsel of the poor. Ps. xiv. 6.

Shame (sham), v.i. To be ashamed.
To its trunk authors give such a magnitude, as I

shame to repeat. Raleigh.
I do shame to think of it. Shak.

Shamefaced (sham'fast), a. ['Shamefaced
was once shamefast, shamefacedness was
shame/astness, like steadfast and steadfast-
ness; but the ordinaiy manifestations of
shame being by the face, have brought it to
its present orthography. ' Trench. See
Shamefast.] Basliful; easily confused or
put out of countenance.
Conscience is a h\ns\\'mg shamefaced spirit, Shak.
Your shamc/aced y'mue shunn'd the people's praise.

Dryden.
Shamefacedly ( sham'fast-li ), adv. Bash-
fully; with excessive modesty.
Shamefacedness (sham'fast-nes), n. Bash-
fulness; excess of modesty.
Shamefast t (sham'fast), a. [A. Sax. sceam-
fiest.] Shamefaced; modest.
He saw her wise, shamefast and bringing forth

children. North.
It is a pity that shamefast and shamefastness . . .

should have been corrupted in modem use Xoshame-
faced and shamefacedness. The words are properly
of the same formation a& steadfast, steadfastness,
soothfast, soothfistness, and those good old English
words now lost to us, rootfast, rootfastness. As by
rootfast our fathers understood that which was firm
Awdfast by its root, so by shamefast, in like manner,
that which was established and made /hj^ by (an
honourable! shame. To change this mto shame-
faced is to allow all the meanmg and force of the
word to run to the surface, to leave us, ethically, a
far inferior word. Trench.

Shamefastness t (sham'fast-nes). n. Shame-
facedness; <;reat modesty. 'In mannerly
ajjarell with shamfastnes.' Bible, Tyndalc's
trans., 1520.

Shameful (sham'ful), a. 1. Bringing shame
or disgrace; scandalous; disgraceful; injuri-
ous to reputation.

His naval preparations were not more surprising
than his quick and shameful retreat. Arbnthnot.

2. Raising shame in others; indecent. 'Phoe-
bus flyiii;;somosts/jam<'/M/ sight.' Spenser.
Shamefully (sbam'ful-li), adv. In a shame-
ful manner; with indignity or indecency;
disgracefully.

Shamefulness (sham'ful-nes), n. The state

or quality of being shameful ; disgraceful-
ness; disgrace; shame.

The king debated with himself
If Arthur were the child of shamefulness.
Or born the son of Gorlois. Tennyson.

Shameless (sham'Ies), a. 1. Destitute of
shame; wanting modesty; impudent; brazen-
faced

; inmiodest ; audacious ; insensible to
disgrace.

To tell thee whence thou earnest, of whom derived
Were shame enough to shame thee, wert thou not

shameless. shak.

2. Done without shame; indicating want of
shame; as, a shameless disregard of honesty.
The shameless denial hereof by some of their

friends, and the more shameless justification by some
of Uieir flatterers, makes it needful to exemplify

«. ,
Raleigh.

Shamelessly (sham'Ies-li), adv. In a shame-
less manner; without shame; impudently.
He mu.« needs be shamelessly wicked that abhors

not this licentiousness. Sir M. Hale.

Shamelessness (sham'les-nes), n. The state
or quality of being shameless; destitution
of shame; want of sensibility to disgrace or
dishonour; impudence.
He that blushes not at his crime, but adds shame-

lessness to shame, has nothing left to restore him to
virtue. jer. Taylor.

Shame -proof (sham'prbf), a. Callous or
insensible to shame.

They will shame us; let them not approach.—We are shame-froof, my lord. ShaJt.

Shamer (sham'^r). n. One who or that
which makes ashamed. Beau, cfc Fl
Sham-fight (sham'fit), n. A pretended fight
or engagement.
Shammel (sham'l), n. Same as Shamble.
Shammer (sham'^r), n. One that shams;
an impostor.
Shanuny, Shamov (sham'i, sham'oi), n.
[A corruption of chamois, the animal and
its prepared skin.] 1. A species of antelope,
the Antilope rupicapra; the chamois.— 2. A
kind of leather originally prepared from the
skin of this animal, but much of the article
sold under this name is now made of the
skin of the common goat, the kid, and even
the sheep.
Shamols (sham'oi), n. Same as Shammy.
Shamoylng ( sham'oi-ing ), n. A mode of
preparing leather by working oil into the
skin instead of the astringent, or chloride
of ammonium, commonly used in tanning.
Shampoo (sham-po'), v.t. [Hind chdmptid,
to shampoo.] 1. To rub and percuss the
whole surface of the body of, and at the
same time to extend the limbs and rack the
joints, in connection with the hot bath, for
the purpose of restoring tone and vigour^-
a practice introduced from the East.— 2. To
wash thoroughly and rub or brush effec-
tively a person's head, using either soap or
a soapy preparation.
Shampoo (sham-po'), n. The act or opera-
tion of shampooing.
Shamrock (sham'rok), n. [Ir. seamrog, Gael.
seamrag, trefoil, white clover.] The name
commonly given to the national emblem of
Ireland, as the rose is that of England and
the thistle of Scotland. It is a trefoil plant,
generally supposed to be the plant called
white clover {Trifoliutn repens), but some
think it to be rather the wood-soirel {(kcalis
Acetosella)(yi\\\ch see). The plant sold in
Dublin and elsewhere on St. Patrick's Day is

the small yellow trefoil {Trifolium minus).
Shan (shan). n. Same as Shaniiy.
Shan (shan), n. yaut. a defect in spars,
most conmionly from bad collared knots;
an injurious compression of fibres in tim-
ber; the turning out of the cortical layei-s
when the plank has l>een sawed obliquely
to the central axis of the tree.

Shand (shand). a. [0,E. schande, schonde,
A. Sax. scand, sceond, shame, disgrace.]
Worthless. [Scotch- J

Shand (shand), n. Base coin. [Scotch.]
' I doubt Glossin will prove but shand after a', Mis-

tress.' said Jabos. , . .
' but this is a gude half-crown

ony way. Sir Jf. Scott.

Shandry, Shandrydan (shan'dri, shan'dri-
dan), n. A one-horse Irish conveyance.
' An ancient rickety-looking vehicle of the
kind once known as shandrydan.' Cornhill
Mag.
Shaildygaff (shan'di-gaf), n. A mixture of
beer and ginger-beer or lemonade.
(Men) slid into cool oyster cellars for iced ginger-

beer and shandygaff. G. A. Sala.

Shangie, Shangan (shang'i, shang'an), }}.

A shackle ; a stick cleft at one end for put-
ting the tail of a dog in by way of mischief,
or to frighten him away. [Scotch.]

Kite, fir, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; ii, 3c. abune; y, Sc. Uy.
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Shaning (shan'ing), n. Same as Shanny.
Sliank i^shangk), n. [A. Sax. 8canc, sceanc,

scanca, sceanca, the bone of the leg, the
leg, eann-scanca, the arm-bone; Dan. & -Sw.

skank; G. and D. schenkel, the shank. Akin
Sc. skink, a shin of beef, and perhaps »hin/]

1. The whtile leg, or the part of the leg
from the knee to the ankle; the tibia or
shin-bone, ' Crooked crawling shanks.' Spen-
ser.

His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide
For his shrunk s/nttii. Shak.

2- In a horse, the part of the fore-leg be-
tween the knee and the fetlock.—3. That
part of an instrument, tool, or other thing
which connects the acting part with a handle
or other part by which it is held or moved

;

as. specifically, («) the stem of a key between
the Ijow and the bit. (6) The stem of an
anchor connecting the arms and the stock,

(c) The tang or part of a knife, chisel, &c.,
insel-ted in the handle, (d) The straight
portion of a hook, {e) The straight part of

a nail between the head and the taper of

the point. (/) The body of a printing type.

(g) The eye or loop on a button.— 4. That
part of a shoe which connects the broad
part of the sole with the heel.— 5, In metal.
a large ladle to contain molten metals,
managed by a straight bar at one end and
a cross-bar with handles at the other end,
by which it is tipped to pour out the metal
6. Inarch. {a) the shaft of a column. (6) The
plain space between the channels of the tri-

glyph of a Doric frieze.— To ride Shanks'
nag or inare, to perform a journey on foot
or on one's legs or shanks. [Colloq ]

Shank (shangk), v.i. 1. To be affected with
disease of the pedicel or footstalk ; to fall

off by decay of the footstalk: often with
off.

The gerraens of these twelve flowers all swelled,
and ultimately six fine capsules and two poor cap-
sules were produced; only four capsules jAiiwi/w^
c^. DttnviH.

2. To take to one's legs. [Scotch.]

Shank (shangk), V. t [Scotch. ] To send off

without ceremony.

They think they should be tookit after, and some
say ye should baith be shatikif alT till Edinburgh
castle. Sir IV. Scolt.

~To shank one's selfaiea', to take one's self
off quickly. Sir W. Scott.

Shank-beer (shangk'ber),n. SamesaSchenk-
heer.

Shanked (shangkt), p. and a. 1. Having a
shank.— 2. Affected with disease of the
shank or foutstalk.

Shanker (shamik'^r), n. See Chancre.
Shanklln-sand (shangk1ln-sand).n. In^^oi.
another name for lower greensand of the
chalk formation : so called from its )>eing
conspicuously developed atShankUn in the
Isle of Wight
Shank-painter (shangk'pan-t^r), n. Saut
a short rope and chain which sustains the
shank and tlukes of an anchor against the
ship's side, as the stopper fastens the ring
and stock to the cat-head.
Shanny (shan'ni), n. A small flsh allied to
the blenny, and found under stones and sea-
ueeds, where it lurks. It is the Blennixts
pholis of Linnaeus, and the Phnlis Icevis of
modern authors. By means of its pectoral
flns it is able to crawl upon land, and when
the tide ebbs will often creep upon shore
until it flnds a crevice wherein it can hide
until the tide returns.

Shanscrlt (shan'skrit), n. An old spelling
of Saiixcrit.

Sha'nt (^hant). A contraction of Shall Xot
[Colloc,.]

Shanty (shan'ti). a. [A form of jaunty]
Jaunty; n&y; showy. [Provincial.]

Shanty. Shantee ( shan't! ), /t. [From Ir.

sean, old, or from non, weather, and tig, a
house] A hut or mean dwelling; a tempo-
rary building.

Shanty (shan'ti), v.i. To live in a shanty.
[Rare

]

Shanty-man (shan'ti-man), n. One who
lives in a .Hhanty; hence, a backwoodsman;
a lumberer.
Shapahle (shap'a-bl), n. l. Capable of being
shaped; shapeable. — 2. Having a proper
shape or form.

I made things round and shapabU, which before
were filthy things indeed to look upon. Dt Fot.

Shape (shap), t.t. pret. shaped; pp. shaped
or shapen; ppr. shaping. [A. Sax. sc«apan.
seapan, O.Sax. scapan, Goth, skopan, skap-
Jan. Icel. skapa, Dan. skabe, O.H.G. sea/art.

Mod. G. schaffen, to shape, form, create;

perhaps from same root as ship. ] 1. To form
or create; to make.

I was shapen in iniquity. Ps. li. 5.

Costly his garb—his Flemish ruff

Fell o'er his doublet, shaped oihwS. Sir iV. Scott.

2. To mould, cut, or make into a particular
form; to give form or figure to; as, to shape
a garment

Grace shaped hfcr limbs, and beauty deck'd her
face. Prior,

3. To adapt to a purpose; to regulate; to
adjust; to direct.

Chaniied by their eyes, their manners I acquire.
And shape my foolishnesii to their desire. Privr.

To the stream ... he shapes his course.
Sir J. Detiham.

4. To image; to conceive; to call or conjure
up.

Oft my jealousy
Shapes faults that are not. Shak.

Shape (shap), v.i. To square; to suit; to be
adjusted. [Rare.]

Their dear loss
The more of you 'twas felt, the more it shaped
Unto my end of stealing them. Shak.

Shape (shap),n. 1. Character or construction
of an object as determining its external ap-
pearance ; outward aspect; make; figure;
form; guise; as. the shape of the head, the
body, &c. ; the shape of a horse or a tree.
' A charming shape.' Addison.
Take any shape but that, and my firm nerves
Shall never tremble. Sha/k.

2. That which has form or figure; a figure;
an appearance; a being.

The other shape
If shape it might be called that shape had none.
Distinguishable in member, joint, or limb. Milton.

3. A pattern to be followed ; a model ; a
mould; as. to cut shapes for ladies' dresses,
jackets, Ac— 4. In cookery, a dessert dish
made of blanc-mange, rice, corn-flour, Ac,
variously flavoured, or of jelly, cast into a
mould, allowed to stand till it sets or firms,
and then turned out to l>e served.—5. Form
of embodiment, as in wonls; form, as of
thought or conception; concrete embodi-
ment or example, as of some <iuality.

Yet the smooth words took no shape in action.
Proude.

6.t A dress for disguise; a guise.

This Persian shape laid by, and she appearing
In a Grcekish dress. Massin^er.

Shape, t pp. Formed; figured; prepared.
Chaucer.
Shapeable (shap'a-bl). a. l. Capable of being
shaj>ed. ' Soft anri shapeable into love's
syllables.* Itnskin,—2. Shapely. Spelled
ulscr Shapable.
Shapeless (shapTes), a. Destitute of regu-
lar form; wanting symmetry of dimensions.
' The shapeless rock or hanging precipice.'
Pope.

He is deformed ; crooked, old and sere.
Ill-faced, worse bodied, shapeltss everywhere.

Shak.
Shapelessness (shap'Ies-nesX n. The state
of Tteing shapeless; destitution of regular
form.

Shapellche^ta. Shapely; fit; likely. Chau-
cer.

Shapeliness (shap'li-nes), n. The state of
l>eing shapely; beauty or proportion of form.
Shapely (shap'li), a. Well formed; having
a regular and pleasing shape; symmetrical.
'The shapely column." T. Warton.
Shapesmith (shap'smith), n. One that un-
dertakes to improve the form of the body.
[Burlesque ]

No shapesmith yet set up and drove a trade,
To mend the work that Providence had made.

Garth.

Shapoumet (sha-por'net). In her. see Cha-
1*01' RNET.
Shard (shard), ti. [Also sherd; A Sax. sceard,
from sceran, to shear, to separate; cog. Icel.

skard, a notch, a gap; Dan. skaar, an inci-
sion, a sherd; akin share.] 1. A piece or
fragment of an earthen vessel or of any
brittle substance; a pHsherd; a fragment.
'.5/iar<;ji, flints, and i>ebble8.' Shak. 'Dashed
your cities into shards.' Tennyson.
Thus did that poor soul wander in want and cheerless

discomfort.
Bleeding, barefooted, over the shards and thorns

of existence. Long/ellcw.

2. The shell of an egg or of a snail — 3. The
wing-case of a beetle.

They are his shards, and he their beetle. Shak.

4. The leaves of the artichoke and some
other vegetables whitened or blanched.
'5Aarrf« or mallows for the pot' Dryden.
5.t A gap in a fence. Stanihurst. — Q.i A
bourne or boundary; a division. Spenser.

Shard-home (shardTjorn), a. Borne along
by its shards or scaly wing-cases. 'The
shard-borne beetle.' Shak.
Sharded ( shard 'ed). a. Having wings
sheathed with a hard case. ' The sharded
beetle.' Shak.
Shardy (shard'i). a. Consisting of or formed
by a shard or shards; furnished with shards.
The hornet's shardy wings.' J. K. Drake.

Share (shar), n, [A. Sax. scearu, a por-
tion, a shearing, a division ; scear, sajer,

that which divides, the share of a plough,
both from sceran, to cut. Akin shear,
sheer, shire, shore, sharp, short, scaur, skirt.

See Shear.] l. A certain quantity; a part;
a portion; as, a small share uf prudence
or good sense. — 2. A part or portion of
a thing owned by a number in connnon;
that part of an undivided interest which
belongs to each proprietor; as, shares in a
bank; shares in a railway; a ship owned iu
ten shares.—Z. The part of a thing allotted
or distributed to each individual of a num-
ber; portion among others; apportioned lot;

allotment; dividend. 'My «Aar€ of fame.'
Dryden,—^. The broad iron or blade of a
plough which cuts the bottom of the furrow-
blice; ploughshare.

Sharpened shares shall vex the fruitful ground.
Dryiien.

—To go shares, to go share and share, to
partake, to be equally concerned. [Colloq.]

She fondly hoped that lie might be inclined to go
share and share a\i\ie with Twin junior. Thackeray.

Share (shar), v.t. pret. & pp. shared; ppr.
sharing. [From the noun.] 1. To divide in
portions; to part among two or more.

The latest of my wealth I'll share amongst you.
Shak.

Suppose I share my fortune equally between my
children and a stranger. Srviyt,

2. To partake or enjoy with others ; to seize
and possess jointly or in common. ' Who
stay to share the morning feast' Tenny-
son.
Great Jove with C.'esar shares his sov'reign sway.

A/itton.
In vain does valour bleed.

While avarice and rapine share the land. AtiUon.

3. To receive as one's portion; to enjoy or
suffer; to experience. Shak. — ^.^ To cut;
to shear; to cleave.

Scalp, face, and shoulder the keen steel divides.
And the shared visage hangs on equal sides.

Dryden.
Share (shar). t'.t. To have part; to get one's
portion ; to be a sharer.

And think not, Percy,
To share with me in glory any more. Shak.

A right of inheritance gave every one a title to
share in the goods of his father. Locke.

Share-beam (shar'bem), n. That part of a
plough to whith the share is applied.
Share-bone (sliai-'bon). n. The os pubis, the
smallest of the three portions of the os in-

nominatutn, which is placed at the upper
and fore part of the pelvis.

Share-broker (shai-'brok-Sr), n. A dealer
or broker in the shares and securities of
joint-stt»ck companies and the like.

Shareholder (shar'h61d-6r), n. One that
holds or owns a share or shares in a joint-
stock company, in a common fund, or in
some property; as. a shareholder in a rail-

way, mining, or banking company, &c.
Share-line (shar'lin), n. The summit line
of elevated ground; the dividing line.

Share-list (shar'list), n. A list of the prices
of shares of railways, mines, banks, govern-
ment securities, and the tike.

Sharer (shar'^r). n. One who shares; one
who participates in anything with another;
one who enjoys or suH'ers in common with
another or others; a partaker.
People not allowed to be sharers with their com-

E
anions in good fortune will hardly be sharers in

ad. Sir K. L'Estrange.

Shark (shark), n. [Usually derived from L.

carcharias, Gr. karcharias, a shark, fr()m kar-
charos, sharp-pointed, with sharp or jagged
teeth; but the want of intermediate forms
renders this etymology a little doubtful.
Perhaps from A. Sax. sceran, to shear, to cut.
Comp. lcel.8kerthingr,SLshsirk. The noun and
the verb appear to nave been applied to per-
sons as early as to the fish. ] 1. One of a group
of elasmobranchiate fishes, celebrated for
the size and voracity of many of the species.

The form of the body is eloiigateti, and the
tail thick and fleshy. The mouth is large,
and armed with several ruws of compressed,
sharp-edged, and sometimes serrated teetlL
The skin is usually very rough, covered with
a multitude of little osseous tubercles or pla-
coid scales. They are the most formidablo

eh, chain; £b, Sc. \oeh; g, go; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, iing; 1H, then; th, thin; w, wig; wb, whig; zb, azure.—See Krx.
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and voracious of all fishes, pursue other
marine animals, and seem to care little

whether their prey be living or dead. They
often follow vessels for the sake of picking
up any offal which may be thrown over-
board, and man himself often becomes a
victim to their rapacity. The sharks formed
the genus Squalus, Linn., now divided into

White Shark (Carcharias vuigtiris).

several families, as the Carcharidte, or white
sharks, Lamnids, or basking sharks, Scym-
nidse, including the Greenland shark, Scyl-
lidse, or dog-ftshes, Ac. The basking shark
{Selache maxima) is by far the largest species,
sometimes attaining the length of 40 feet,

but it has none of the ferocity of the others.
The white shark {Carcharias vulgaris) is one
of the most formidable and voracious of the
species. It is rare on the British coasts,
but common in many of the warmer seas,

reaching a length of over 30 feet. The ham-
mer-headed sharks (Zygeena), which ai'e

,^~'^,

Hammer-headed Shark {Zygana malleus).

chiefly found in tropical seas, are very vora-

cious, and often attack man. The shark is

ovipai'ous or ovoviviparous, according to cir-

cumstances.—2, A greedy, artful fellow; one
who tills his pockets by sly tricks; a sharper;
acheat. ' Cheaters, 8harks,?i\\A shifting com-
panions.' Bp. liepnolds.—3. Trickery; fraud

;

petty rapine. ' Wretches who live upon the
shark.' South.

Shark (shark), v.i. [Origin doubtful. See
the noun. Shirk appears to be a weakened
form of this.] To play the petty thief, or
rather to live by shifts and petty strata-

gems; to swindle; to cozen; toplayameanly
dishonest or greedy trick. B. Jonson.

That does it fair and above-board without leg:erde-

maiii, and neither sharks for a cup or reckoning,
Bp. Earle.

—To shark out, to slip out or escape by low
artifices. [Vulgar. ]

Shark (shark), v.t. To pick up hastily, silly,

or in small (iiiantities: with tip.

Young Fortinbras, . . .

Hath in the skirts of Norway here and there
Shark d up a list of lawless resolutes. Shak.

Sharker (shark'fir), n. One who lives by
sharking ; an artful fellow. ' A rengado
. . . a dirty sharker.' Wotton.

Shark-ray (shjirk'ra), 7i. SeeRHiNOBATro^.
Sham (sh^rn). n. [A. Sax. scearn, dung,
Icel. ^karn] The dung of cattle. [Scotch.]

Sharock (shar'ok), n. A silver coin in India,

worth about Is. sterling.

Sharp (sharp), a. [A. Sax. scearp, from
the root of sceran, to shear, to cut; L.G.
sekarp, D, scherp. Icel. skarpr, G. scharf.

See Share.] 1. Having a very thin edge or
fine point; keen; acute; not blunt; as, a
sharp knife, or a sharp needle; a sharp
edge easily severs a substance ; a sharp
point is easily made to penetrate it. ' My
eimeter's sharp point ' Shak. —2. Terminat-
ing in a point or edge ; not obtuse ; some-
what pointed or edged; ridged; peaked; as,

a hill terminates in a shai-p peak or a sharp
ridge; a sharp roof. —3. Abruptly turned;
bent at an acute angle ; as, a sharp tmn of
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the road. — 4. Acute of mind ; quick to dis-

cern or distinguish
;
penetrating ; ready at

invention; witty; ingenious; discriminating;
shrewd ; subtle. ' The sharpest witted lover
in Arcadia. ' Sir P. Sidney.

Nothinjf makes men sharper than want. Addison.

Many other things belong to the material world
wherein the sharpest philosophers have not yet ob-
tained clear ideas. Il'atts.

Hence—5. Subtle; nice; witty; acute: said
of things. 'Sharp and subtle discourses.'
Hooker.
He pleaded still not guilty and alleged
Many sharp reasons to defeat the law. Shak.

6. Keen or penetrating as regards the organs
of sense; as, (o) quick or keen in respect of
sight; vigilant; attentive; as, a sharp eye;
sharp sight.

To sharp-eyed reason this would seem untrue.
Drydeii.

(^) Affecting the organs of taste like fine

points; sour; acid; acrid; bitter; as, sharp
vinegar; s/irtr/j-tasted citrons. '5/iarp phy-
sic' Shak. (c) Affecting the oi^ans of hear-
ing like sharp points; piercing; penetrating;
shrill; as, a sharp sound or voice.

The sound strikes so sharp as you can scarce en-
dure it. Baco7i.

7. Keen; acrimonious; severe; harsh* bit-

ing; sarcastic; cutting; as, sharp words;
sharp rebuke.

Be thy words severe.
Sharp as he merits ; but the sword forbear. Drydeti.

8. Severely rigid
;
quick or severe in pun-

ishing; cruel.

To that place the sharp Athenian law
Cannot pursue us. Shak.

9. Eager in pursuit; keen in quest; eager
for food; as, a sharp appetite.

My falcon now is sharp and passing empty. S^tak.

To satisfy the sharp desire 1 had
Of tasting these fair apples, Milton.

10. Fierce; ardent; fiery; violent; impetu-
ous; as, a shaip contest.

A sharp assault already is begun, Dryden.

11. Severe; afflicting; very painful or dis-

tressing ; as, sha^-p tribulation ; a sharp fit

of the gout. 'A sharp torture.' Tillot^on.

Sharp misery had worn him to the bones. Shak.

12. Biting; pinching; piercing; aa, sharp
air; sharp wind or weather. —la Gritty;
hard; as, sharp sand.— 14. Emaciated; lean;
thin; as. a sharp visage.— lb. Keenly alive
to one's own interest; keen and close in

making bargains or in exacting one's dues;
ready to take advantage; barely honest: of
persons; hence, characterized by such keen-
ness: of things.

I will not say he is dishonest, but at any rate he
is sharp. TroUope.

Yet there was a remarkable gentleness and childish-

ness aiiout these people, a special inaptitude for any
kind oi sharp practice. Dickens.

16. \\i phonetics, applied to a consonant pro-

nounced or uttered with breath and not
with voice ; surd ; non-vocal ; as, the shaip
mutea p,t,k. ~17. In imisic, (a) raised a semi-
tone, as a note. (&) Too high; so high as to

be out of tune or above true pitch.—iSAwrp
is often used adverbially. See separate entry.

—To brace sharp (naut), to turn the yards
to the most oblique position possible that

the ship may sail well up to the wind.

—

Sharji is frequently used iu the formation
of compounds, many of which are self-

explanatory ; as, sharp - coiiiered, sharp-
edged, sharp-pointed, sharp-toothed, &c.

Sharp (sharp), n. l. An acute or shrill sound.
• The lark, straining harsh discords and un-
pleasing sharps.' Shak.— 2. In music, (a) a

note artificially raised a semitone. (6) The
sign (J) which, when placed on a line or
space of the staff at the commencement of a
movement, raises all the notes on that line or
space or their octaves a semitone in pitch.

When, in the course of the movement, it pre-

cedes a note, it has the same effect on it or its

repetition, but only within the same bar.—
Double sharp, a character ( x ) used in chro-

matic music, and which raises a note two
semitones above itsnatural pitch. —3. A sharp
consonant. See the adjective. —4. pi. The
hard parts of wheat which require grinding

a second time. Called also Middlings.—5. t A
pointed weapon. Jeremy Collier. —6. A por-

tion of a stream where the water runs very
rapidly. C. Kingsley. [Provincial.]— 7. A
sewing-needle, one of the most pointed of

the three grades— Wunte, betweens, and
sharps.

Sharp (sharp), v.t. 1. To make keen or

acute; to sharpen. 'To sharp ray sense."

Sj)enser.—% To mai'k with a sliai-p, in musi-
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cal composition, or to raise a note a semi-
tone.

Sharp (sharp), v.i. To play tricks In bar-
gaining; to act the sharper.
Your scandalous life is only cheating or sharping

one half of the year and starving the other.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

Sharp (sharp), adv. 1. Sharply.
No marvel, though you bite so sharp at reasons. Shak.
Is a man bound to look out sharp to plague himself?

yeretny CcUier.
2. Exactly; to the moment; not a minute
behind.
Captain Osborne . . , will bring him to the

150th mess at five o'clock sharp. Thackeray.

Sharp-cut (sharp'kut), a. Cut shai-ply and
clearly ; cut so as to present a clear, well-
defined outline, as a figure on a medal or an
engraving; hence, presenting great distinct-
ness; well-defined; clear.

Sharpen (sharp'n), v.t. [From the adjec-
tive, J To make sharp or sharper; as, (a) to
give a keen edge or fine point to; to edge;
to point; as, to sharpen a knife, an axe, or
the teeth of a saw; to sharpen a sword.
AH the Israelites went down to the Philistines to

sharpen every man his share and his coulter, and
his axe and his mattock. i Sam. xiii. 20.

(&) To make more eager or active ; as, to
sharpest the edge of industry. Hooker. —
(c) To make more intense, aa grief, joy,

pain, &c.
It may contribute to his misery, heighten the

anguish, and sharpen the sting of conscience.
South.

(d) To make more quick, acute, or ingenious.
' Quickness of wit, either given by nature or
sharpenedhy %t\i(iy.' Ascham. (e)Torender
quicker or keener of perception.

The air sharpen'd his visual ray
To objects distant far. Milton.

(/) To render more keen ; to make more
eager for food or for any gratification ; as,

tosharpen the appetite; to sharpenOk desire.

Epicurean cooks
Sharpen with cloyless sauce his appetite. Shak.

(g) To make biting, sarcastic, 05 severe.
' S/wrpen each word.' £d. Smith, (h) To
render more shrill or piercing.

Inclosures not only preserve sound, but increase
and sharpen it. Bacon.

(i) To make more tart or acid; to make sour;
as, the rays of the sun sharpen vinegar.—
ij) In inxmic, to raise, as a sound, by means
of a sharp; to apply a sharp to.

Sharpen (sharp'n), v.i. To grow or become
sharp. 'Now sheaAarjwn*.' Shak.
Sharper (sharp'er), n. [See the adjective.]

A shrewd man in making bargains; a tricky
fellow ; a rascal ; a cheat in bargaining or
gaming.

Sharpers, as pikes, prey upon their own kind.
Sir R. UEstrange.

Who proffers his past favours for my virtue
Tries to o'erreach me—is a very sharper.

Coleridge.

Sharp-^OUnd (sharp'ground), a. Whetted
till it IS sharp ; sharpened. ' No sharp-
ground knife.' Shak.
Sharpie (sharp'i), n. Xaut a long, sharp,
fiat-bottomed sail-boat. [United States.]

Sharpling(shai-p'ling),n. A fish, the stickle-

back. [Provincial.]

Sharp-looking (sharp'luk-ing), a. Having
the appearance of sharpness; hungry look-

ing ; emaciated ; lean. * A needy, hollow-
eyed, sharp-looking wretch.' Shak.

Sharply (sharp'li), adv. In a sharp or keen
manner; as, (a) with a keen edge or a fine

point. (6) Severely ; rigorously ; rouglily.

•Rebuke them sharply.' Tit i. 13. {c\

Keenly; acutely; vigorously; as, the mino
and memory sharply exercised, (d) Via
lently; vehemently.
At the arrival of the English ambassadors, the sol

diers were sharply a:isailed with wants. Hayward

ie) With keen perception ; exactly ; min-
utely.
You contract your eye when you would see sharply.

Bacon.

(/) Acutely; wittily; with nice discemiuent
'To this the Panther sAarpiy had replied.'

Dryden. (g)Xhraptly; steeply; as, the bank
rises sharply up.

Sharpness (sharp'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity <»f being sharp; as, (a) keenness of an
edge or point ; as, the sharpness of a razor

or a dart, (b) Pungency; acidity; as, the

sharpness of vinegar, (c) Eagerness of de-

sire or pursuit; keenness of appetite, as for

food, and the like, (d) Pungency of pain;

keenness ; severity of pain or affliction ; as,

I he sharpness of pain, grief, or anguish; the
sharpness of death or calamity.

And the best quarrels in the heat are curst

By those that feel their sharpness, SMai,

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bflll; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc fey.
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(e) Severity of language; pungency; satirical

sarcasm ; aa, the sharpness of satire or re-

buke.
Some did all folly with just sharpness blame.

(/) Acuteness of Intellect; the power of

nice discernment; quickness of understand-

ing; ingenuity; as, sharpness of wit or un-

derstanding, (if) Quickness of sense or per-

ception ; as, the sharpjtesg of sight, (h)

Keenness; severity; as, the sharpness of the

air or weather (i) Keenness and closeness

in transacting business or exacting one's

dues; enuivocal honesty: as, his practice

is charai-'terized by too much sharpness.

Sharp-set (shurp'set), a. 1. Eager in appe-

tite; affected by keen hunger; ravenous.

T!ie sharp-s€t squire resolves at last,

Whatcer befel him not to fast. SomervilU.

2. Eager in desire of gratification. [Familiar

in both senses.]

The town is s^uirfi-set on new plays. Pofie.

Sliaxp-shOOter ( sharp' shot -fer), n. One
skilled in sliootin^? at an object with exact-

ness; one skilled in the use of the rifle. In

miiit a name formerly given to some of the

best shots of a company, who were armed
with rirtes. and took aim in firing. They are

now superseded by the better arms and
organization 4if modem armies.

Sharp - Shooting (sharp'shot-ing), n, A
sln'utink' with great precision and effect, as

riHemen. Applied also to a sharp skirmish

of wit or would- l>e wit.

The frequent repetition of this playful inquirj* on
the part of Mr. Pecksniff, led at last to playful an-

swers on the part of Mr. Montage, but after some
little sharp-shooiing on both sides, Mr. Pecksniff

became grave almost to tears. Di<:k*ns.

Sharp-sighted (sh&rp'sit-ed), o. 1. Having
qui'-K nr :Kut« sight; as, a shaip-si'jhted

eagk- ur li;twk.— 2. Having quick discern-

ment r)r acute understanding; as, a sharp-

sighted opponent; sharp-sighted judgment
' A healthy, perfect, and sharp-gighted

mind.* Sir.J. Davies.

Sharp-tail (sharp'tal). n. A passerine bird

of the suh family Syuallaxinse, family Cer-

thidii' 'T (.TfL-epers.

Sharp-visaged (shaip'vlz-ajd), a. Harlng
a sh.ir|> or thin face.

Tlie Welsh that inhabit the mountains are com-
m'iniy iharf-vii-tged. Sir M. Hait.

Sharp-witted (sharp'wlt-ed). a. Having an
acute or nicely-di.%cemiag mind. ' A num-
b^-r of dull-sighted, very «Aarp-«?t*ted men.'
WiAton.

Shasht (shash). n. l. A sash. Cotton —
2. A turban. Fuller.

8haster,Shastra(shft9't€r,8hfta'tra).n. [Skr.

sh'isfra, from shiis, to teach. ] A law or book
of laws among the Hindus : applied parti-

cularly to a book containing the authorized
iii-stitutes of their religion, and considered

of divine origin. The term is applied, in a
wider sense, to treatises containing the laws

or institutesof the various arts and sciences,

as rhetoric.

Shathmont (shath'montX n. [See Hhaft-
MAN] A measure of (i inches. [Scotch.]

Shatter (shat't^r). v.t. [A softened form of

saltier; to shatter is literally to smash into

small pieces that scatter or fly apart. See
SrATTER.] 1. To break at once into many
pieces; to dash, burst, or part by violence

into fragments; to rend, split, or rive into
splintei-s; as, an explosion of gunpowder
shatters ATOck; lightning «Aa<ter« the sturdy
oak.

He raised a siffh so piteous and profoond.
As it did seem to shatter all his bulk. Skak.

2. To break up; to disorder; to derange ; to

give a destructive shouk to ; to r.verthrow
;

aa, his mind was now quite shatt^ed.
In the strength of this I rode,

SHiUtering all evil customs everywhere. Tent^son.

S.t To scatter; to disperse.

I come to pluck your berries hanh snd cmde.
And with torc'd nnifcrs ruile

Skatttr your leaves beforre the mefiowlBr year.
Afatan.

4.t To dissipate; to make incapable of close

and continued application. ' A man ... of
shattered humour.' Xorris.

Shatter ( shat'ter ), v.t To be broken into
fragments; tu fall or crumble to pieces by
any force applied.

S'Jine shatfer and fly in many places. Bacon.

Shatter (shat'ter), n. One part of many
into which anything is broken; a fragment:
used chiefly in the plural, and in the phrases
ti} break or rend into shatters.

Stick the candle so loose, that it will fall upon the
flasa of the sconce, and break it into thattgrs.

Sivift.

Shatter-l)rain(shat'ter-bran), n. A careless

gidi.lv pL-r-son; a scatter-brain.

Shatter-brained, Shatter-pated (shaf-
ter-brand, shat'ter-pat-ed ), a. Disordered
in intellect ; intellectually weak; scatter-

brained.
You cannot . . . but conclude that religion and

devotion are far from being the mere effects of ig-

norance and imposture, whatever some shatter-

brainedaxx^ debauched persons would fain persuade
themselves and others. Dr. y. Goodman.

Shattery (shat-t6i-'i), o. Brittle; easily fall-

ing into many pieces ; not compact ; loose

of texture.

A coarse grit-stone ... of too shattery a nature
to be used except la ordinary buildings. Pennant,

Shauchle, Shaughle (shaiih'l), v. i. To walk
with a.shuttling or shambling gait [Scotch.]

Shauchle, Shaughle (shjiiih'l), v.t To dis-

tort from the proper shape or right direction

by use or wear.— Shaughled shoon. shoes
trodden down on one side by bad walking;

Jig. ajiplied to a jilted woman. Burns; Sir

W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Shaul (shftl), a. Shallow. 'Duncan deep,
and Peebles shaul.' Burns, [Scotch.]

Shave (shav), v.t. pret. shaved; pp. shaved
or shaven; ppr. shaving. [A. Sax. sca/an, to
shave, to scrape, to smooth, to plane; com-
mon to the Teutonic tongues ; Icel. sca/a,

Dan. skave, Sw. ska/va. D. schaaveti, Goth.
skaban, G. schaben: same root as Or. skaptd,

to dig; L. scabo, to scrape.] 1. To cut or
pare off from the surface of a body by a
razor or other edged instrument; aa, to
shave the beard. Often with o/f.

Neither shall they shave off the comer of their

beard. Lev. xn. 5.

2. To pare close; to make smooth or bare by
cutting or paring from the surface of; espe-
cially, to remove the hair from by a razor
or other sharp instrument; as, to shave the
chin or head; Ui shave hoops or staves.

The bending scythe
Shaves all the surface of the waving green. Gay.

3. To cut in thin slices. ' Plants bruised or
shaven in leaf or root.' Bacon.—4. To skim
along or near the surface of; to sweep along.

He scours the right-hand coast, sometimes the left

;

Now shax-es with level wing the deep. Milton.

5. To strip: to oppress by extortion; to
fleece.

—

To shave a note, to purchase it at a
great discount, or to take interest upon it

much beyond the legal rate. [United States
coUortuialism.]

Shave (shav), v.i. 1. To use the razor; to
remove the beard or other hair with a razor.

2. To be hard and severe in bargains; to
cheat
Shave (shav), n. [See the verb ] 1. The act
or operation of shaving; a cutting off of the
beard.— 2. A thin slice; a shaving.- 3. An
instrument with a long blade and a handle
at each end for shaving hoops, d:c.; also, a
spokeshai'e. —4. The act of passing so closely
as almost to strike or graze; an exceedingly
narrow miss or escape: often with clote or
near. [CoUoq.]

The next instant the bind coach passed my engine
by a shave. Dickens.

' By Jove, that was a near shaz-e I ' This exclama-
tion was drawn from us by a bullet which whistled
within an inch of our heads. If. H. Russtll.

6. A false report or alarm voluntarily pro-
pagated with a view to deceive; a trick.

[Slang]
The deep cloom of apprehension—at first a shave

of old Smith s, then a well-authenticated report.
It' H Russell.

Shave-arrass (shav'gras). n. A plant of the
genus E(|uisetura \E. kyemale) employed
for polishing wood, ivory, and brass. See
Kt^n.^KTl'M.

Shaveling (shav^ing). n. A man shaved;
hence, a friar or religieux. [In contempt.]

By St. George and the Dragon, I am no longer a
shaveling than while niy froclc is on my back.

Sir tV. Scott.

Sliaver (shav'dr), n. 1. One who shaves or
whose occupation is to shave.—2. One who
is close in bargains or a sharp dealer.

This Lewis is a cunning shcti-er Staift.

3. One who fleeces; a pillager; a plunderer.

By these shavers the Turks were stripped of all

they had. KnoUes.

4. A humorous fellow; a wag.—6. A Jocular
name for a young boy; a youngster. [Com-
pare as to this last sense Oypsy chavo, a
child.]

Shavte (shav'i),n. A trick or prank. *Mony
a prank an' rairthfu' shav^.' Blackwood's
Mag. [.Scotch.]

Shaving (shav'ing), n. 1. The act of one
who shaves,-2. A thin slice pared off with

a shave, a knife, a plane, or other cutting
instrument.
Shaving-'brush (8hav'ing-bru8h).n. A brush
used in shaving, for spreading the lather
over the beard.
Shaw (sha), n. [A Scandinavian word; Dan.
skov, Icei. sk6gr, Sw. skog, a wood or grove.]
1. A thicket; a small wood; a shady place.
'This grene shaw.' Chaucer. ' Close hid be-
neath the greenwood shaw.' Fairfax.—% A
stem with the leaves, as of a potato, turnip,
&o. [Xow only Scotch or northern English,
in both senses.]

Shaw (sha). vt. To show. [Scotch.]

Shaw-fowl (sha'foul), n. {Shaw here a
formof sftow.] The representation or image
of a fowl made by fowlers to shoot at.

Shawl (shg,l), n. [Fi. chCile, from Ar. and
Per. shdl, a shawl.] An article of dress,
usually of a square or oblong shape, worn
by persons of both sexes in the East, but in
the west chiefly by females as a loose body
or shoulder covering. Shawls are of seve-
ral sizes and divers materials, as silk, cotton,
hair, or wool; and occasionally they are
formed of a mixture of some or all these
staples. Some of the Eastern shawls, as
those of Cashmere, are very beautiful and
costly fabrics. They are now successfully
imitated in Europe. The use of the shawl
in Europe, at least of a vestment under that
name, belongs almost entirely to the present
century.

"

Shawl (shftl), v.t. To cover with a shawl.

Rebecca was sha-wiing\ient\i in an upper apart*
ment, Thackeray.

Shawm, ShalmCsh^m). n. [O.Fr. chalemel.
Mod. Fr. chalumeau, from calamellus, a
dim. of L. calamus, a reed, a reed-pipe.)
An old wind-instrument similar in form to
the clarionet. Others think it was formed
of pipes made of reed or of wheaten or oaten
sti-aw.

Shay (sha), n. A chaise. Lamb. [Collbq.
vulgarism.]

Shaya (sha'a), n. OldetUandia umbellata.
See Shaya-root.
Shaya -root (sha'a-rbt), n. The root of
the Oldenlandta umbellata, nat. order Cin-
chonacea3 The outer liark of the rootsof this

plant furnishes the colouring matter for the

Shaya {Oldentandia umbtilata).

durable red for which the chintzes of India
are famous. The plant grows wild on the
Coromandel coast, and is also cultivated
there. The leaves are considered by the
native doctors as expectorant Written also

Chaya-root.
She (she), pron.—possessive her or hers, da-
tive her, objective her; nom. pi. they, pos-
sessive their or theirs, dative them, objec-
tive them. [A. Sax. se6, the, that, the nom.
fern, of the def. art. Though now used as
the feminine corresponding to he, it is not
strictly so, having taken the place of he6,

the proper feminine, in the twelfth cen-
tury. It was first used in the northern
dialects as a pronoun in the forms sco, sho.

The possessive her and the later hers are
from the old feminine pronoim he6, genit.

hire; whereas, se6 had genit. thanre.] 1. The
nominative feminine of the pronoun of the
third person, used as a substitute for the
name of a female, or of something personi-

fied in the feminine; the word which refers

to a female mentioned in tlie preceding or
following part of a sentence or discourse.

Then Sarah denied, saying. I laughed not ; for she
was afraid. Gen. xviii. 15.

cb, Main; £h. 3c. locA; g. go:, j, >ob: % Pr. ton; ng. sln^; ra, CAen; th, tAln; w, wig; wb, wAlg; zh, a^ure.—See Key.
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2. She is sometimes used as a noun for wo-
man or female both in the singular and in
the plural, usually in contemptuous or hu-
morous language.

Lady, you are the cruell'st sMe alive. Sha/i.

The shes of Italy should not betray
Mine interest and his honour. Shak.

3. She is used also as a prefix for female; as,

a sAe-bear; a she-caX. 'A s/ie-angel.' Shak.
Shea (she'a), n. The Bassia butyracea of
botanists, a native of tropical Asia and
Africa, and believed to be the fulwa or
fulwara tree of India. The African shea
tree {B. Parkii) resembles the laurel in the
shape and colour of its leaves, but grows
to the height of 30 or 40 feet. The trunk
yields when pierced a copious milky juice.

The shea or vegetable butter is found in
the nut, and is obtained pure by crushing,
boiling, and straining. The nuts grow in
bunches, and are attached to the boughs by
slender iilaments. They are of the shape
and size of a pigeon's egg, of a light drab
when new, but the colour deepens after-
wards to that of chocolate. A good-sized
tree in prolific condition will yield a bushel
of nuts. Called also Butter -tree. See
Bassia.
Sheading (shed'ing), n. [A. Sax. sceddan,
Gotli. skaidan, J), and G. sckeiden, to di-

vide; akin shed, as in loatershed.] In the
Isle of Man, a riding, tithing, or division, in
which there is a coroner or chief constable.
The isle is divided into six sheadings.
Sheaf (shef), 71. pi. Sheaves (shevz). [A. Sax.
seed/, a sheaf, a bundle, as of arrows; L.G.
skqf, schof, D. schoof, Icel. skauf, G. schaub.
The root is that of shove, A. Sax. scHfan, to
shove, thrust, push.] 1. A quantity of the
stalks of wheat, rye, oats, or barley bound
together; a bundle of stalks or straw.

The reaper fills his greedy hands
And binds the golden sheaves in brittle bands.

Drydett.

2. Any bundle or collection; specifically,

twenty-four arrows, or as many as fill the
quiver.

'Farewell!' she said, and vanished from the place;
The sheaf of arrows shook and rattled in the case,

Drydeft.

Sheaf (shef), n. The wheel in the block of a
pulley; asheave. See Sheave.
Sheaf (shef), v.t. To collect and bind; to
make sheaves of.

Sheaf (shef), v.i. To make sheaves.

They that reap, must shea/and bind. Shak.

Sheafy (shef'i), ft. Pertaining to, consisting
of, or resembling sheaves. Gray.
Sheal (shel), n. [A form of shell] A husk
or pod. [Old and provincial.]

Sheal (shel), V. t. To take the husks or pods
off; to shell. 'That's a shealed peascod.'
Shak. [Old and Provincial.]

Sheal (shel), n. [A Scotch word : Icel. skdli,

S. skaale, a hut or shed, from root of skelter,

shield.] 1. A hut or small cottage for shep-
herds, or for fishermen on the shore or on
the banks of rivers; a sheallng.—2. A shed
for sheltering sheep on the hills dui'ing the
night.—3. A summer residence, especially
one erected for those who go to the hills

for sport, &c. Written also Sheel, Shell.

Shealing (shei'ing), n. The outer shell, pod,
or husk of pease, oats, and the like. [Pro-
vincial]

Shealing (shei'ing). 71. Same as S/ieai. Writ-
ten also Sheeling, Skeiling. [Scotch.]

They were considered in some measure as pro-
prietors of the wretched shealittgs which they inhab-
ited. Sir ly. Scott.

Shear (sher). u. t pret. sheared and sh&re; pp.
sheared or shorn; ppr. shearing. [0. E. schere,
shere, A. Sax. sceran, to shear, shave, share,
divide; L.G. scheren, D. scheeren, to sheer,
cut, clip, sheer off; Icel. $kera, to cut, carve,
reap, slaughter; Dan. skcere, to cut or carve;
G. scheren, to shear, shave, cheat. From a
root skar, which appears without the initial

s in Gr. keiro, Skr. kar, to cut. Akin share,
sheer, shire, shore, sharp, skwt, scaur. ] 1. To
cut or clip something from with an instru-
ment of two blades ; to separate anything
from by shears, scissors, or a like instru-
ment ; as, to shear sheep ; to shear cloth.
It is appropriately used for the cutting of
wool from sheep or their skins, and for
clipping the nap from cloth. —2. To separate
by shears; to cut or clip from a surface; as,

to shear a fleece.

But she, the wan sweet maiden, shore away
Clean from her forehead all that wealth ofhair,

Te>i>iysoft.

3. Fig. to strip of property, as by severe
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exaction or excessive sharpness in bargain-
ing; to fleece.

In his speculation he had gone out to shear, and
come home shorn. Mrs. Ricidell.

4. [Old English and Scotch.] To cut down,
as with a sickle; to reap.

Shear (sher), v.i. l. To cut; to penetrate
by cutting.
Many a deep glance, and often with unspeakable

precision, has he cast into mysterious Nature, and
the still more mysterious Life of Man. Wonderful
it is with what cutting words, now and then, he severs
asunder the confusion ; shears down, were it furlongs
deep, into the true centre of the matter: and there
not only hits the nail on the head, but with crushing
force smites it home, and buries it, Carlyle.

2. To turn aside; to deviate ; to sheer. See
Sheer.
Shear (sher), n. l. An instrument to cut
with. Chaucer. [Now exclusively used in
the plural. See Shears]—2. A year as ap-
plied to the age of a sheep, denominated
from the yearly shearing; as, sheep of one
shear, of two shears, &c. [Local.]

Shear-bill (sher'bil), n. A bird, the black
skimmer or cut-water (Rhyncops nigra). See
Skimmer.
Sheard (sh6rd), n. A shard. See Shard.
Shearer (sher'6r), n. l . One that shears; as,

a shearer of sheep.—2. In Scotland, one that
reaps corn with a sickle; a reaper.
Shear-hulk (sher'hulk), n. Same as Sheer-
hulk.

Shearing (sher'ing), n. 1. The act or oper-
ation of clipping or shearing by shears or
by a machine ; as, the shearing of metallic
plates and bars ; the shearing of the wool
from sheep, or the pile, nap, or fluff from
cloth.—2. The proceeds of the operation of
clipping by shears; as, the whole shearing
of a flock ; the shearings from cloth.— 3. A
sheep that has been but once sheared ; a
shearling, Youatt. —4. The act or operation
of reaping. [Scotch.] — 5. In mining, the
making of vertical cuts at the ends of a
portion of an undercut seam of coal, serving
to destroy the continuity of the strata and
facilitate the breaking down of the mass.
Shearing -machine (sher'ing-ma-shen), n.

1. A machine used for cutting plates and
bars of iron and other metals.— 2. A machine
for shearing cloth, &c.
Shearling (sher'ling), n. A sheep that has
been but once sheared.

Shearman (sher'man), n. One whose occu-
pation is to shear cloth. Shak.
Shears (sherz), 7i. pi. [From the verb.]
1. An instrument consisting of two mov-
able blades with bevel edges, used for cut-
ting cloth and other substances by inter-

ception between the two blades. Shears
differ from scissors chiefly in being larger,

and they vary in form according to the dif-

ferent operations they are called on to per-
form. The shears used by farriers, sheep-
shearers, weavers, &c., are made of a single
piece of steel, bent round until the blades
meet, which open of themselves by the elas-

ticity of the metal. — 2. Something in the
form of the blades of shears; as, (a)t a pair
of wings. Spenser. (6) An apparatus for
raising heavy weights. See Sheers. --3. The
ways or track of a lathe, upon which the
lathe head, poppet head, and rest are placed.
Shear-steel (sher'stel), n. [So called from
its applicability to the manufacture of cut-
ting instruments, shears, knives, scythes,

&c.] A kind of steel prepared by laying
several bars of common steel together, and
heating them in a furnace until they ac-

quire the welding temperature. The bars
are then beaten together and drawn out.

The process may be repeated.

—

Single
shear-steel and double shear-steel are terms
indicating the extent to which the process
has been carried.

Shear -tall (shei-'tal), n. A name given to
some species of humming-birds ; as, the
slender shear-tail (Thaumastura eiiicura)

and Cora's shear-tail {Thaumastura Corce):

so called on account of their long and
deeply-forked tail.

Shear-water (sher'wa-ter), n. The name
of several marine birds of the genus Puffinus,
belonging to the petrel family, differing
from the true petrels chiefly in having the
tip of the lower mandible curved down-
ward and the nostrils having separate open-
ings. P. cinereus (the greater shear-water)
is about 18 inches long. It is found on the
south-west coasts of England and Wales.
The Manx or common shear-water (P. an-
glorum) is somewhat less in size, but is more
common on the British coasts. It occurs
also in more northern regions. There are
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several other species. The shear-waters fly
rapidly, skimming over the waves, whence
they pick up small fishes, crustaceans, mol-

Manx Shea: ter {/-'. a/is^iorum).

luscs, &c. The name is sometimes given to
the skimmer {Rhynchops nigra).
Sheat-fish (shet'fish), n. [G. scheid, schaid,
schaidfisch.] One of the fishes of the family
Siluridae (which see).

Sheath (sheth), n. [A. Sax. scoeth, seedtk,
D. and L.G. schede, Dan. skede, Icel. sHtki,
skeithir (pi.), G. scheide, a sheath; generally

referred to same root as shed,
A. Sax. sceddan, to divide.] 1. A
case for the reception of a sword
or other long and slender instru-
ment; a scabbard,—2. Any some-
what similar covering; as, (a) in
hot. a term applied to a petiole
when it embraces the branch
from which it springs, as in
grasses; or to a rudimentary leaf
which wraps round the stem on
which it grows, as in the scape
of many endogenous plants. The
cut shows part of the stem of a
grass ( A nthoxanthxnn Puelii )

a, Sheath, with sheath a. (b) The wing-
case of an insect. —3, A structure

of loose stones for confining a river within
its banks.
Sheath (sheth), v. (. To furnish with a sheath.
Sheath-bill (sheth'bil). n. See Chionii)^.
Sheath -Claw (sheth'kla), n. A kind of
lizard of the genus Thecadactylus. It is

allied to the gecko, and in Jamaica is com-
monly called the croaking lizard, from its
curious call on the approach of night.
Sheathe (sheTH). v.t. pret. &pp. sheathed;
ppr. sheathing. [From the noun, like Icel.

skeitha, to sheathe.] 1. To put into a sheath
or scabbard; to inclose, cover, or hide with a
sheath or case, or as with a sheath or case

;

as, to sheathe a sword or dagger.

The leopard . . , keeps the claws of his fore-feet
turned up from the ground, and sheathed in the skin
of his toes. .V. Grevj.

'Tis in my breast she sheathes her dagger now.
Dryden.

2. To cover up; to hide.

Her eyes, like marigolds, had sheathed their light.

Shak.
3. t To take away sharpness or acridness from

;

to obviate the acridity of; to obtund or
blunt. ' They blunt or sheathe those sharp
salts.' Arbuthnot.—4. To protect byacasing
or covering; to case or cover, as with boards,
iron, or sheets of copper; as, to sheathe a
ship.

It were to be wished, that the whole navy through-
out were sheathed as some are. Kaieigh.

— 3'o sheathe the sword {fig), to put an end
to war or enmity ; to make peace. It cor-
responds to the Indian phrase, to bury the
hatchet.

Sheathed (sheTHd). p. and a. l. Put in a
sheath ; inclosed or covered with a case

;

covered; lined; invested with a membrane.
2. In hot. vaginate ; invested by a sheath or
cylindrical membranous tube, which is the
base of the leaf, as the stalk or culm in
grasses.

Sheather (shein'Sr). n. One who sheathes.

Sheathinff (sheiH'ing), n. l. The act of
one who sneathes. — 2. That which sheathes;
especially, a covering, usually thin plates of
copper or an alloy containing copper, to
protect a wooden ship's bottom from worms.
3. The material with which ships are
sheathed; as, QO'^^er sheathing.

Sheathing-nail (sheTH'ing-nal), n. A cast-

nail of an alloy of copper and tin, used for

nailing on the metallic sheathing of ships.

Sheathless(shethnes), a. Without a sheath
or case for covering; imsheathed.
Sheath-winged (sheth'wingd), a. Having
cases for covering the wings; coleopterous;
as. a shcath-%cinged insect,

Sheathy (sheth'i), a. Forming or resem-
bling a sheath or case. Sir T. Browne.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. iey.
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Sbeave (Bhev). n. [O. D. schijve. Mod. D.

xchijf, G. scheibe, a round slice, a disc. See
Shive, which is a slightly different form of

this word.] 1. A grooved wheel in a block,
mast, yard, Ac, on which a rope works;
the wheel of a pulley; a shiver. —2. A sliding

scutcheon for covering a keyhole.

Sheave (shev), v.t. To bring together into

sheavfs; to collect into a sheaf or into
sheaves-

Sheavedt (shevd), a. Made of straw. Shak.
ati3av3-hole (shev'hol), «. A channel in
uiiiuli ;t shea^'e works.
Shebander (slieb'an-d6r), n. [Per. shiih-i-

bandar, ruler of the port.] A Dutch East
[ndia commercial officer; a port-captain.

Shebeen (she-ben'), n. [Pruoably an Irish
term ] 1. An Irish smuggler's hut.— 2. An
unlicensed house of a low character where
excisable liquors are sold illegally.

Shebeener (she-ben'^r), n. One who keeps
a shebeen.
Shebeening (she-ben'ing), n. The act or
practice of Iteeping a shebeen; as, she was
fined fur shebeening.

Shechinah (she-ki'na), n. [Heb. shekinah,
from shakan, to rest] The Jewish name
for the symbol of the divine presence, which
rested intheshapeof a cloud or visible light
over the mercy-seat. Written also Shekinah.
Shed fshed). v.t. pret. & pp. shed; ppr. shed-
diu'j. [A. Sax. sceddan. seddan, to scatter,
t» sprinkle, to shed (blood), to divide, to
separate, to disperse; probably of same
root as L. scindo, to cut, to split; akin also
to O. Kris, skedda, to push, to shake; G.
schUttea, to shed, to spill, to cast; itchutteln,

to sh;ike; L.G »chudden, to shake, to pour;
akin E. sktidder] I. To cause or suffer to
flow out; to pour out; to let fall: used
especially with regard to blood and tears;
as, to shed tears; to shed blood. ' Shed seas
of tears.' Shak.
This is my blood of the new testament which is

shtd for ntanyfor the remission of sins. Mat.11xvi.28.

He weejjs like a wench that had sH^d her milk.
Shak.

2. To east; to throw off, as a natural cover-
ing ; as, the trees shed their leaves in au-
tumn; serpents shed their skin.—3. To emit;
to give out; to diffuse; as, flowers shed their
sweets or fragrance.

All heaven.
And happy constellations on that hour
ShrH their selectest influence. Afilton.

4. To cause to flow off without penetrating;
as, a roof or a covering of oiled cloth, or the
like, is said to shed water.— 5. To sprinkle;
to intersperse. ' Her hair ... is shed with
gray.' B. Jonson. [Rare]
8ned(8hed), v.i. To let fall seed, a covering
or envelope, &c.
White oats are apt to i/ud most as they lie. and

black as they stand. ytorti>ner.

Shed (shed), ?i. llie act of shedding, or
causing to flow : used only in composition

;

as, blood«Ae^.
Shed (shed), n. [0. E. shodde. shudde, Prov.
K.shoil, shud. a hut, a hovel, probably from
a root meaning to defend or protect; comp.
Sw.«Ary(W,adefence,«fri/rf(/rt,toiIefend;Dan.
skytte. to protect, to shelter; (i. nchiitzen, to
defend. Or the original meaning may have
been a sloping roof or penthouse to tthed off
the rain ] 1. A slight or temporary build-
ing; a penthouse or covering of boards. »fcc.

,

for shelter: a pcx)r house or hovel; a hut; an
outhouse. ' The first Aletes Iwrn in lowly
shed. ' Fairfax.
Here various kinds, by various fortunes led.
Commence acquaintance underneath a jAci Shat.

2. A large open structure for the temporanr
storage of goo<ls. Ac. ; as. a shed on a wharf;
a railway shed.

Shed (shell ). vt. [A. Sax. teeddan, D. and
(j- Kcheiden, Goth, skaidan—to separate, to
diviile. from same TootanL seindc,QT.schiz6,
to eleave. Hence sheading. See also the
other .Shed, v.t] To separate; to divide;
to part; as, to shed the hair. [Provincial
English and Scotch. ]

Shed (shed), n [An old term, but in mean-
ing 1 now only provincial, more especially
Sctch. See Shed, to separate.] I A divi-
sion: a parting; as. the «A^d of the hair; the
water-«A«rf of a district.- 2. In iceacing, the
interstice between the different parts of the
w,irp of a loom through which the shuttle
passes.—3. t The slope of a Idll.

Shedder (shed'^r). n. One who sheds or
auses to flow out; as, & shedder of blood.
Kzek .tviii. 10.

Shedding (shed'ing). n. 1. The act of one
that sheds. —2. That which is shed or cast off.
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Shed-line (sbedlin), n. The summit line

of elevated ground ; the line of the water-
shed.

Shed-roof (shed'rbf). n. The simplest kind
of roof, formed by rafters sloping between a
high and a low wall. Called also a Pent-roof.

Sheel (shel), v.t. To free from husks, &c.;
to sheal. [.Scotch]

Sheel, Sheelin^ (shel, shel'ing), 71. Same
as Shealing (which see).

Sheeling-hill (shel'ing-hil). n. A knoll near
a mill, where the shelled oats were formerly
winnowed in order to free them from the
husks. [Scotch.]

Sheen (shen). a. [A. Sax. fc'me, seine, bright,
clear, beautiful. ¥Tom root of show (which
see).] Bright; shining; glittering; showy.
' By fountain clear, or spangled starlight
sheen.' Shak. [Poetical.]

Sheen (shen), n. Brightness ; splendour.

The shten of their spears was like stars on the sea.
Byron.

Sheen (shen), r.t. To shine; to glisten.
[Poetical and rare.]

This town.
That, shtening far, celestial seems to be. Byron.

Sheenly (shen'li), adv. Brightly. Browning.
Sheeny (shen'i). a. Bright; glittering; shin-
ing; fair. ' SA«cHi/ heaven.' Milton 'The
M^'etii/ summer mom.' Tenjiysoti. (Poetical ]

Sheep (shep), n. sing, and pi. [A. Sax. scedp.
sc^p, L.G. and D. schaap, G. schaf, a sheep.
The word is not found in Scandinavian, and
the origin is uncertain. It has been referred
to Bohem. skopec, a wether, lit. a castrated
sheep, and Diez recognizes a like connection
between Fr. mouton and L. yntitUtis, muti-
lated. The common word for muttoji in

Italy is eastrato. ] 1. A ruminant animal of
the genus Ovis. family Capritiw, nearly
allied to the goat, and which is among the
most useful species of animals to man, as
its wool constitutes a principal material of
warm clothing, and its flesh is a great ar-

ticle of food. TTie skin is made into leather,
which is used for various purposes. The
entrails, properly prepared and twisted,
serve for strings for various musical instru-
ments. The milk is thicker than that of cows,
and consequently yields a greater relative
quantity of butter and cheese. The sheep
is remarkable for its harmles^^ temper and
its timidity. The varieties of the domestic
sheep {Ovis aries) are numerous, but it is

not certainly known from what wild species
these were originally derived. Some at any
rate of the domesticated breeds, more espe-
cially the smaller short-tailed breeds, with
crescent-shaped horns, appear to be de-
scended from the wild species known as the
Motion (which see). The principal varie-

ties of the English sheep are the large Lei-
cester, the Cotswold, the South-down, the
Cheviot, and the blackfaced breeds. The

!

Leicester comes early to maturity, attains a
great size, has a fine full form, and carries
more mutton, though not of finest quality,
in the same apparent dimensions, than any
other; wool not so long as in some, but con-
siderably finer- weight of fleece 7 to 8 lbs.

The Cotswolds have I>een improved by cross-
ing with Leicesters. Their wool is fine, and
mutton fine-grained and full-sized. South-
downs have wool short, close, and curled

;

and their mutton is highly valued for its

flavour. They attain a great size, the quar-
ter often weighing 25 to 30 lbs. ,an<] some-
times reaching to 40or50. All the preceding
require a good climate and rich pasture.
The Cheviot is much hardier than any of
the preceding, and is well adapted for the
green, grassy hills of Highland districts.

SHEEPISHNESS

est of all, and adapted for wild heathery
hills and moors. Its wool is long but coarse,
but its mutton is the very finest. The Welsh
resembles the black-faced, but is less. Its
mutton, too, is delicious, but its fleece
weighs only about 2 lbs. The foreign breeds
of sheep are exceedingly numerous, some of
the more remarkable species being (a) the
broad-tailed sheep (Ovis laticauda). com-
mon in Asia and Egypt, and remarkable for
its large heavy tail, often so loaded with a
mass of fat as to weigh from 70 to 80 lbs.

;

(6) the Iceland sheep, remarkable for Ijav-

ing three, four, or five honis; (c) the fat-

runiped sheep of Tartary, with an accumu-
lation of fat on the rump, which, falling
down in two great masses beliind, often en-
tirely conceals the tail; (d) the Astrakhan
or Bucharian sheep, with the wool twisted in
spiral curls, and of very fine quality; (e) the
Wallachian or Cretan sheep, with very lai^e,
long, and spiral horns, those of the males
being upright and those of the females at

Broad-tailed Sheep {Ovis iaticauda).

The wool is short, thick, and fine. They
possess good fattening qualities, and yield
excellent mutton. The black-faced is hardl-

Rocky Mountain Sheep (Ovis tnotttana).

right angles to the head. The Rocky Moun-
tain sheep, or y)ighom, is the only species
native of the New World. See Bighorn,
and also Mkrino, Argau.—2. In contempt.
asilly fellow.— 3. Fig. God's people, as beinir
under the government an{l protection of
Christ, the great Shepherd. John x. 11.—
4. A congregation considered as under a
spiritual shepherd or pastor. More usually
termed njlock.

Sheep-berry (shep'be-ri), n. A small tree
of tne !_'fmis Viburnum (V. Lentogo). nat.
i>rder Ciiprifidiacete, yielding an edible fniit.
It is a native of North America, and has
been introduced as an ornamental tree Into
British gardens.
Sheep-bite t (shepTjIt), t^.i. To nibble like
a sheep: hence, to practise petty thefts.

Sheep - biter t ( shep' bit - 6r ), n. One who
practises petty thefts. ' The niggardly, ras-
cally sheep-biter.' Shak.

There are political sheef-biters as well as past0r.1l

:

betrayers of public trusts as well as of private.
Sir fi. L'Estrange.

Sheepcot, Sheepcote (shep'kot), 71. 1. a
small inclnsure for sheep; a pen. — 2. The
cottage of a shepherd. Shak.
Sheep-dip (sbep'dip), n. A sheep-wash
(which see).

Sheep-dog (shep'dog). n. A dog for tend-
ing slieep; a collie (which see).

Sheep-faced (shep 'fast), a. Sheepish;
lliLsllflll

Sheepfold (shep 'fold), «. A fold or pen
for Pticep.

Sbeepheaded ( shep - hed ' ed ), a. Dull

;

simile - minded ; silly. ' Simple, sheep

-

headed fools.' John Taylor.
Sheephook (shep'hok). n. A hook fastened
to a pole, by which shepherds lay hohl oi>

the legs of their sheep; a sfaepherd'a
crook.

Thou a sceptre's heir.
That thus affect st a sheephook I Shak.

Sheepish (shep' ish). a. l,t Pertaining to
sheep. 'How to excel] in sheepiMh surgery.*
Stafford.—% Like a sheep; bashful; tim-
orous to excess ; over-modest; meanly ditfl-

dent
Wanting change ofcompany, he will, when he comes

abroad, be a sheepish or conceited creature. J.cck*.

Sheepishly (shep'ishli), adv. In a sheep-
ish manner: bashfully; with mean timidity
or diffiilence.

Sheepishness (shep'ish-nes). n. The qua-
lity of being sheepish ; bashfulness ; exceft-

ch, cAain; Oh, .Sc. locA; g, ^o; j.job; h, Fr, ton; ng, siiiy; TH, <Aen; th, lAin; w, irig; wh, ujAig; zh, anire.—See KKY.
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give modesty or diffidence; mean timoroua-

ues&
She^isftness and ignorance of the world are not

consequences of being bred at home. Locke.

Sheep-laurel (shep'l,a-iel), n. A small

North American evergreen shrub of the

genus Kalmia {K. atignsti/olia), nat. order

Ericacere. Like many otlier plants of tlie

heathwort order, it has been Introduced
into our gardens, and is deser^^edly a fav-

ourite. It has received this name, as well

as that of Lambkill, from its leaves and
shoots being deleterious to cattle.

Sheep-louse (sheplous), n. Same as Sheep-

tick.

Sheep-market (shep'mar-ket), n. A place

wlicre sheep are sold.

Sheep - master (shep'nias-t6r), 71. An
owner of sheep.

I knew a nobleman in England that had the greatest

audits of any man in my time ; a great grazier, a great
sheep'tnaster, a great timber man, &c. Bacon.

Sheep-pen (shep'pen), 71. An inclosure for

slieep; a sheepfuld.

Sheep-run (shep'run), n. A large tract of

grazing country rtt for pasturing sheep. A
sheep-run is properly more extensive than
a slieep-walk. It seems to have been ori-

ghially an Australian term.

Sheep's-bane (slieps'ban), 71. A name given

to the common pennywort {Bydrocotyle

vulgaris), because it was considered a fruit-

ful cause of rot in sheep.

Sheep*s-beard (sheps'berd), n. A name
conunon to all the species of composite
plants of the genus Tragopogon.

Sheep's -hit (slieps' bit), n. A plant of

the genus Jasione, the J. inontaim. See
.Tasione.

Sheep's-eye (sheps'i), n. A modest, diffident

look; a wishful glance; a leer.

Those (eyes) ofan amorous, roguish look derive their

title even from the sheep: and we say such an one has

a sheep's-eye, not so much to denote the innocence as

the simple slyness of the cast. Spectator.

—To cast a sheep's-eye, to direct a wishful

or leering glance.

For your sanctified look I'm afraid

That you cast a sheep's-eye on my ladyship's maid.
Sivt/t.

Sheep-shank (shep'shangk), n. Naut. a

kind of knot or liitch, or bend, made on a
rope to shttrten it temporarily.

Sheep's-head (sheps'hed), n. A fish {Spams
ovis) caught on the shores of Connecticut
and of Long Island, so called from the re-

semblance of its head to that of a sheep.

It is allied to the gilthead and bream, and
esteemed delicious food.

Sheep-shearer (shep'sher-6r), 71. One that

shears or cuts off the wool from sheep.

Gen, xxxviii. 12.

Sheep-shearing (shep'sher-ing). n. 1. The
act of shearing sheep. —2. The time of

shearing sheep ; also, a feast made on that
occasion.

I must go buy spices for our sheep-shearing. Shak.

Sheep-silver (shep'sil-vSr), 71. 1. A sum of

money anciently paid by tenants to be re-

leased from the service of washing the lord's

sheep. —2. The Scotch popular name of mica.

Sheep-skin (shep'skin), n. 1. Tlie skin of a
sheep, or leather prepared from it. — 2. A
diploma, so named because commonly en-
graved on parchment prepared from the
skin of the sheep. [CoUoq.]
Sheep-split (shep'split), n. The skin of a
sheep split by a knife or machine into two
sections.

Sheep's-Borrel (sheps'sor-el), 71. An herb
(ifitmea; Aceio-
sella), growing
naturally on
poor, dry, gra-
velly soil.

Sheep - stealer
{shep'stel-6r), n.

One that steals

sheep.
Sheep- stealing
(sbep'stel-ing),n.

Tlie act of steal-

ing sheep.

Sheep - tick
(shep'tik), 71.

The Melophagtis
ovinus, a well-
known dipter-
ous insect be-
longing to the
family HippoboscidEe, extremely common in

pasture-grounds about the commencement
of summer. The pupro laid by the female

Sheep-tick (natural size and
magnified).

are shining oval bodies, like the pips of

small apples, which are to be seen attached

by the pointed end to the wool of the sheep,

From these issue the tick, which is horny,

bristly, and of a rusty ochre-colour, and
destitute of wings. It ttxes its head in the

skin of the sheep, and extracts the blood,

leaving a large round tumour. Called also

Sheep-louse.

Sheep-walk (shep'w^k), n. A pastnre for

sheep ; a tract of some extent where sheep
feed. See Sheep-run.
Sheep-wash (shep'wosh), 71. A wash or

smearing substance applied to the fleece or

skin of sheep either to kill vermm or to pre-

serve tlie wool.

Sheep - whistling ( shep - whis ' ling ), a.

Whistling after sheep; tending sheep. 'An
old sheep ivhiatling rogue, a i-am-tender.'

Shak.
Sheepy (shep'i), a. Pertaining to or re-

sembling sheep; sheepish. Chaucer.

Sheer (sher), a. [A. Sax_ sclr, pure, clear,

bright, glorious ; Icel. skirr, skcerr, bright,

clear, pure, sk^rr, clear, evident; Goth.
skeirs. beautiful, clear, evident; G. schier,

free from knots; probably from root of shine.

In meaning 4, however, the root is no doubt
that of shear, A. Sax. sceran, to cut, to di-

vide, and this word might even explain the
senses given under 2. Comp. downright, and
Sc. *even down' in such phrases as 'even

doion nonsense,' 'the eveii dowii truth.']

1. Pure; clear; separate from anything for-

eign. ' Thou sheer immaculate and silver

fountain.' Shak. — 2. Being only what it

seems to be; unmingled; simple; mere; down-
right ; as, sheer falsehood, sheer ignorance,

sl^er stupidity, &c.

Here is a necessity, on the one side, that I should do
that which,on the other side.it appears lobe a j/JC^rim-

possibility that I should even attempt. De Quincey.

3. Applied to very thin fabrics of cotton or

muslin; as, sheer muslin. —-4. Straight up
and down; pei-pendicniar; precipitous. 'A
sheer precipice of a thousand feet.' J. D.
Hooker.

It was at tecLSt

Nine roods of sheer ascent. Wordsworth.

Sheer t (sher). adv. [See above; and comp.
G. schier, at once, immediately. ] Clean;

quite; right; at once. 'Sturdiest oaks . . .

torn up sheer.' Milton.

Due entrance he disdain'd. and in contempt.
At one slight bound high overleap'd all bound
Of hill or highest wall, and sheer within
Lights on his feet. Milton.

Sheer t (sher), v.(. To shear. Dryden.
Sheer (sher), v.i. [A form of shear.] To de-

cline or deviate from the line of the proper
course; to slip or nmve aside; as, a ship
sheers from her course. —To sheer along-

side, to come gently alongside any object.

—To sheer of, to turn or move aside to a

distance: to part or separate from; to move
off or away.—To sheer ^ip, to turn and ap-
proach to R place or ship.

Sheer (sher), ?t. 1. The curve which the line

of ports or of the deck presents to the eye
when viewing the side of a ship. When these
lines are straight or the extremities do not
rise, as is most usual, the ship is said to have
a straight sheer.—To quicken the sheer, in

ship-building, to shorten the radius which
strikes out the curve.

—

To straighten the

sheer, to lengthen the radius.—2. The posi-

tion in which a ship is sometimes kept at

single anchor to keep her clear of it.— To
break sheer, to deviate from that position.

Z. The sheer-strake of a vessel.

Sheer-batten (sher'bat-n). n. 1. Xa^it
a batten stretched horizontally along the
shrouds and seized firmly above each of

their dead-eyes, serving to prevent the
dead-eyes from turning at that part. Also
termed a Stretcher. —2. In ship-building,

a strip nailed to the ribs to indicate the
position of the wales or bends preparatory
to those planks being bolted on.

Sheer -draught (sher'draft), n. In ship-

building, the plan of elevation of a ship; a
sheer-plan.

Sheer-hooks (sher'hbks). 71. An instru-

ment with prongs and hooks placed at the

extremities of the yards of fire-ships to en-

tangle the enemy's rigging, &c.

Sheer-hiilk (sher'hulk), n. An old worn-

out ship fitted with sheers or apparatus to
fix or take out the masts of other sliips.

See Sheets.

Sheerly.t (sberli), adv. At once; quite; ab-

solutely. Beau. lI- Fl.

Sheer-mould (sher'mold), 71. In ship-bvild-

ing, a long thin plank for adjusting the
ram-line on the ship's side, in order to form
the sheer of the ship. One of its edges is

curved to the extent of sheer intended to

be given.

Sheer-plan (sher'plan),*;. In shipAmildinff,

same as Sheer-draitght.

^eers (sherz), n. pi. A kind of hoisting

apparatus used in masting or dismasting

ships, putting in or taking out boilers,

monnting or dismounting guns. Arc, and
consisting of two or more pieces of timber
or poles erected in a mutually inclined posi-

tion, and fastened together near the top,

their lower ends being separated to form an
extended base. The legs are steadied by
guys, and from the top depends the neces-

sary tackle for hoisting. Permanent sheers,

in dockyai-ds, &c., are sloped together at

the top, and crowned with an iron cap
bolted thereto. They are now usually

mounted on a wharf, but were formerly

placed on an old ship called a sheer-hulk.

The apparatus is named from its resem-
blance, in form, to a cutting shears.

Sheer-strake (sher'strak), n. In ship-build-

ing, the strake under the gunwale in the

top-side. Called also Paint -strake. See
Strake.
Sheer-water (sher'wa-t6r),7i. SameasSAtfar-
icater.

Sheet (shet), n. [A. Sax. sc^te, a sheet, a

flap or loose portion of a garment, also

scedt, comer, part, region, covering, sheet,

sceata, scyte, the lower part of a sail, a

sheet, all from sce6tan, to shoot, dart, cast,

extend; sceAt corresponds to Icel. skaut,

the corner of a piece of cloth, a skirt,

the sheet of a sail; Goth. ska\its, a border.

a hem. (See Shoot. ) The root-meaning there-

fore is something shot out or extended.]

1. A broad, large, thin piece of anything,

as paper, linen, iron, lead, glass, &c. ; spe-

cifically, (a) a broad and large piece of

cloth, as of linen or cotton, used as part of

the fm-niture of a bed. (&) A broad piece of

paper, either unfolded as it comes from the

manufacturer, or folded into pages; the

quantity or piece of paper which receives

the peculiar folding for being bound in a

book, or for common use as writing paper.

Sheets of paper are of different sizes, as

royal, demy, foolscap, Ac. (c) pi. A book or

pamphlet.
To this the following sheets are intended for a full

and distinct answer. H'ateriand.

(d) A sail. [Poetical.]

Fierce Boreas drove against his flying sails.

And rent the sheets. Dryden.

2. Anything expanded ; a broad expanse or

surface; as, a sheet of water: a sheet of ice.

' Such sheets of fire, such bursts of horrid

thunder.' Shak.— 3. Xaut. a rope fast-

ened to one or both the lower comers of a

sail to extend and retain it in a particular

situation. In the scpiare sails above the

courses the ropes attached to both clues are

called sheets; in all other cases the weather-

Fate, filr, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub. biUl; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J\ Sc. fey.
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most one is called a tack. When a ship sails

with a side-wind the lower comers of the

main and fore sails are fastened with a tack

and a sheet. The stay-sails and studding-

sails have only one tack and one sheet each.

—A sheet in the wind, somewhat tipsy.

[Colloq.]

Though S. mi^ht be a thought tipsy—a sheet or so

in the wind—iic was not more tipsy than was custo-

mary with him, TroUope.

—Three sheets in the ici/w?,tipsy ; intoxicated.

[Colloq.]—/u sheets, lying Hat or expanded;
not folded, or folded but not bound : said

especially of printed pf^es.—SAeef is often

used in composition to denote that the sub-

stance to the name of which it is prefixed is

in the form of sheets or thin plates; as. sheet-

lead, s/(fC^gla9S, *tc.

Sheet <shet), v.t. l. To furnish with sheets.

2. To fold in a sheet; to shroud. 'The
sheeted dead.' Shak.—Z. To cover, as with

a sheet; to cover with something broad and
thin.

Lilce the stajj. when snow the pasture skats.

The bark of trees thou b«owsed*st. Shah.

— To sheet home (iiaut), to haul home a
sheet or extend the sail till the clue is close

to the sheet-block.

Sheet-anchor (shet'ang-k6r), n. [Orijyinally

written Sftotc-anchor, that is, the anchor
shot, or tlirown out for security or preserva-

tion ] 1. The larj^est anchor of a ship, which
is shot out in extreme danger. Hence —
2. Fij. the chief snpport; the last refuge for

safety: as. he dabbled in literature, but law
was his sheet-anchor.

Sheet -cable (shet'ka-bl), ». llie cable

attuihed to the shee^anchor. which is the
stntii;,'est and best in the ship.

Sheet-copper (shet'kop-per), n. Copper in

luMU'I tliin plates.

Sheetful (slict'fiU). n. As much as a sheet
(.niitiiiiis; L-noiit,'h to fill a sheet.

Sheet-glass {sliet'i,'las). n A kind of crown-
glrisa iiiadf at Hi-st in the form of a cylinder,

whJL-h is cut longitudinally and placed in a
furnace, where it opens out into a sheet
under the infiuence of heat.

Sheeting (shet'ing). n. 1. Cloth for sheets.

2 .\ lining of timber or metal for protection
of a river bank.
Sheeting - pile ( shet'ing-pn ), n. Same as

Sheet - iron (shet'i-6m), n. Iron !n sheets
nr l.rnrid thin plates.

Sheet-lead (shet'led), n. Lead formed into
sbuftS-

Sheet- lightning (shenit-ning), n. Light-
ning api>earing in wide expanded flashes, as
opposed to forked li/jhtning. 'Like sheet-

(rjhtniiirj, ever brightening. Tennyson.
Sheet - pile (shet'pil). n. A pile, generally
funned of thick plank, shot or jointed on
the edge, and sometimes grooved and
ton;;ued. driven between the main or gauge
piltjs of a cofferdam or other hydraulic worit,

to inclose the space either to retain or ex-

L-lnde water, as the case may be.

Shefe,^ n. A sheaf; a bundle; a sheaf of
arri'ws. Chaucer.
Sheik (shek or shak), n. [Ar.anold man, an
elder J A title of dignity properly belonging
tothe L-hiefsoftheArabictribesor clans. The
herid.^ oi monasteries are sometimes called
shfiks among tlic ^lohammedaos, and it is

also the title of the higher order of religious
persons who preach in the mosffues. The
sheik-ul'Islani is the chief mufti at Con-
stantinople, The name is now widely used
among Moslems as a title of respect or re-

verence.

Shell, Shelling (shel. sheHng), n. Same as
Sh-tUn.J
Sheildrake (shel'di-ak), n. Same as Shel-
'inikr

Shekarry (she-kai'i), n. A name giren in
Hindustan to a hunter. 8ame as Shikaree.
Shekel (shek'el). n. [Heb., from shakal, to
weigh. 1 An ancient weight and coin among
the Jews and other nations of the same
stock. Dr. Arbuthnot mikes the weight to
have been equal to 9 dwts. 2^ grs. Troy
weight, and the value 2s, 3|d. sterling,

others make its value 2s. Gd. sterling.

The golden shekel was worth £1, 16«. Oa.
sterling. The sliekel of the sanctuaiy was
aaed in calculating the offerings of the
temple, and all sums connected with the
sacred law. It differed from the common
shekel, and is supposed to have been double
its value.

Sheldnah (Hhe-kl'na). n. See Sitechi.vah,
Sheld(sheld),a. Speckled; piebald. [Local]
Sheld,t «. A shield. Chancer.

Sheldafle, Sheldaple (sheld'a-fl, sheld'a-pl),

H. A cliattinch. Also written Shell-apple.

Shelde,t n. A French crown, so called from
having on one side the figure of a shield.

Chaucer.
Sheldrake, Shieldrake (shel'drak, shel'-

drak), n. [O.K. sheld, a shield, and drake;
Icel. skjoldungr, from skjoldr, a shield. There
is a somewhat ^lield-shaped chestnut patch
on tlie breast. But it is not certain that this

is the origin of some of the forms of the name;
thus the Orkney names akeel-dnck, skeel-

gouse, and »/y-goose, lead to Icel. akilja, to

discriminate, to understand ;Sc.i(^cfi*/, wise;

E. skill.] A name given to two species of

British ducks, namely, the conmion shel-

drake (rof/orjia vulpanser or Anas tadonia)
and tJie ruddy sheldrake {Casarka nitUa).

They are handsome birds, and remarkable
for the singular construction of the wind-
pipe, which is expanded just at the junction
of the two bronchial tubes into two very
thin horny globes. They are sometimes
called burrow-ducks, from their habit of

making their nests in rabbit-burrows in

sandy soil. Also written Shelldrake, Sheil-

drake.

Shelduck (shel'duk), n. The female of the
sheldrake. See Sheldrake.
Shelf (shelf), n. pi. Shelves (shelvz). [A.

Sax. scei/e, scyl/e, a shelf; Icel. skjdlf, a
bench; Sc. skelj", a shelf, skelb, skelve, a
splinter, a thin slice, skelve, to separate in

laminiB. The root is probably that of sAeW,

shale, scale. ] 1. A board or platform of boards
elevated above the floor, and fixed horizon-

tally to a wall or on a frame apart, for hold-
ing vessels, books, and the like; a ledge.—
2. A rock or ledge of rocks in the sea, ren-

dering the water shallow and dangerous to

ships; a shoal or sandbank. 'On the tawny
sands and shelves. ' Milton.

God wisheth none should wreck on a stranee she/f.

3. A projecting layer of rock on laud; a
stratum lying horizontal.—4. lu ship-build-

ing, an inner timber following the sheer of

the vessel and bolted to the inner side of

ribs, to strengthen the frame and sustain

the deck-beams.

—

To put or lay on the shelf,

to put aside or out of use; to lay aside, as

from duty or active service.

Shelf(shelf), v.t. To place on a shelf; to fur-

nish witli shelves. More usually written
Shelve (which see).

Shelfy(8helf'i),a. Full of shelves; (a)al>onnd-

ing with san(U>ank8 or rocks lying near the
surface of the water, and rendering naviga-

tion dangerous; as, a shelfy coast (6) Full

of strata of rock; having rocky ledges cTo\i-

ping up. 'So shelfy that the corn hath
much ado to fasten its root.' Rich. Carew.

Shell (shel), n. [A. Sax. seel, scell, Icel

skel, D. scheL, 6. sehale, husk, shell, peel;

Goth, skaljct, a tile; same root as sJuile,

scale, skiU; A. Sax. scylan, Icel. skUja, to

separate. See Scale.] 1. A hard outaide
covering, particularly that serving as the
natural protection of certain plants and
animals; as, (a) the covering or outside

part of a nut. (6) The hard orgauize<l sub- !

stance forming the skeleton of many inver-
;

tabrate animals, which is usually external, ;

as in most molluscs, as the clam, the snail,
i

and the like; but sometimes internal, as in
|

some cephalopodous molluscs, like the Spi-

ruLa. (c) The hard covering of some verte-
j

itrates, as the armadillo, tortoise, and the
'

like ; a carapace, (rf) 'Ilie covering or out-

side layer of an egg.—2. Any framework or
exterior structure regarded as not being
completed or filled in ; as, the shell of a

house —3. Any slight hollow structure or
vessel incapable of sustaining rough hand-
ling; as, that boat is a mere shell.—4. A kind
of rough coiftn ; or a thin interior coflln in-

closed by the more substantial one.—5. Out-
ward show without inward substance. * This
outward shell of religion.' Aylijfe.—Q. The
outer portion or casing of a block which is

mortised for the sheave, and Ixired at right

angles to the mortise for the pin, which
forms the axle of the sheave.—7. The outside
plates of a boiler— 8. A musical instrument
such as a lyre, the first lyre being made, ac-

cording to classic legend, of strings drawn
over a tortoise-shell. 'When Jubal struck
the corded shell.' Dryden.—9. An engraved
copper roller used in calico print-works.

—

10. A hollow projectile containing a bursting
chaise, which is exploded by a time or i>er-

cussiou fuse. Shells are usually made of

cast-iron or steel, and for mortars or smooth-
bore cannon are spherical, but for rifled

ordnance they are, with a few notable ex-
ceptions, made cylindrical with a conoidal
point. See Bomb,
Shell (shel). v.t. 1. To strip or break oflf the
shell of ; to take out of the shell ; as, to
shell nuts or almonds. —2. To separate from
the ear ; as, to shell maize. — 3. To throw
bomb-shells into, upon, or among ; to bom-
bard; as, to shell a fort, a town, &c.

(Sir Colin Campbell) will batter down their mud-
walls and shell their palaces. //'. H. Russell.

Shell (shel). t'.i. 1. To fall oflf, as a shell,

crust, or exterior coat.—2, To cast the shell

or exterior covering ; as, nuts shell in fall-

ing.— To shell out, to give up, hand over
money, &c. ; as, the rogues compelled him
t(j shell out. [Colloq.]

Shellac (shel'lak), n. Same as Shell-lac.

Shell-apple (shel'ap-l). n. 1. A local name
for the common crossbill {Loxia curviros-
tra).—2. The chaftinch.

Shell-hark (shel'bark). n. A species of
hickory {Carya alba), whose bark is loose
and peeling. This species produces a palat-
able nut Called also Shag-bark.

Shell-hit (shel'bit), n. A boring tool used
with the brace in boring wood. It is shaped
like a gouge; that is, its section is the seg-

ment of a circle, and when used it shears
the fibres round the mai^in of the hole, and
removes the wood almost as a solid core.

Shell-board (shel'bord). n. A frame placed
on a wagon or cart for the purpose of car-

rying liay. straw, Ac.
Shell-button (shd'but-n). n. A hollow but-
ton made of two pieces of metal, one for the
front and the other for the back, usually
covered with silk ; also a button formed of

mother-of-pearl shell.

Shell-camep (shel'kam-e-o), n. A cameo cut
on a shell instead of a stone. The shells

used are such as have the ditferent layers of
colour necessary to exhibit the peculiar
effects produced by a cameo.
Shelldrake (shel'drak), n. Same as Shel-

drake.

Shellduc^ (shel'duk), n. Same as Shel-
duck.

Shelled (sheld), p. and a. 1. Deprived ot

the shell; having cast or lost its shelL

For duller than a shelled crab were she.

7. BatlJu.

2. Provided with a shell or sliells.

Sheller (shel'^r), n. A machine for strip-

ping the kernel from the stalk of Indian
corn.

Shell-flsh (shel'flsh), n. A mollusc, whose
external covering consists of a shell, as oys-

ters, clams, Ac; an animal whose outer
covering is a crustaceous shell, as the lob-

ster.

Shell-flower (shel'flou-er), n. A perennial
I»lant of the genus Chelone, formerly re-

garded as a distinct species (C. glabra), but
now recognized as a fonn of C. ohliijua, with
an upright Ijranching stem bearing terminal
spikes of flowers with an inflated tubular
corona. Called also Snake-head and Turtle-

head See Chelonk.
Shelling (shel'ing), ?i. [from shell.} A com-
mercial name for groats. Simmonds.
Shell-gun (shel'gun), n. A gun or cannon
fitted for throwhig bombs or shells.

Shell-Jacket (sherjak-et), n. An undress
militiiry jaiket.

Shell-lac (sheriak), n. Seed-lac melted and
formed into thin cakes. See Lao.

Shell-Ume (shel'lim), n. Lime obtained by
Iturning sea-stiells.

Shell-llniestone (shell!m-ston), n. Musch-
elkalk (which see).

Shell-marl (shermftrl), n. A deposit of

clay and other suljstances mixed witli shells,

which collects at the Iwltom of lakes.

Shell-meat (shel'met), 71. Some kind of

edible provided with a shell. [Rare.]

Shellmeats may be eatea after foul hands without
any luirm. FuiUr.

Shell-proof (shel'prbf), a. Proof against

shells; impenetrable by shells; bomb-proof;
as. a nheU-jfniof luiilding.

Shell-road (sliel'rod), n. A road, the upper
stratum of which is formed of a layer of

broken shells.

Shell-sand (shel'sand), n. Sand abundantly
intermingled with tlie triturated shells of

mollusca, common on beaches in some loca-

lities. Such sand is much prized as a fer-

tilizer.

Shellum (sherum), n. Same as Skellum.

(Old English and Scotch.]

Shell-work (shel'w6rk). n. Work com-
posed of shells or adorned with them.

ch, cAain; Oh, Sc. locA; g, 170; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sinj;; tu. then; th, thin; w, icig; wh, wAig; zh, arure.—See KET.
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Shelly (shel'i), o. 1. Abounding with shells;
covered with shells; as, the shelly shore.

Go to your cave, and see it in its beauty.
The billows else may wash its shelly sides.

J. BaiUii.
2. Consisting of a shell or shells. ' As the
snail . . . shrinks backward in his shelly
cave.* Shak.
Shelter (shel'tSr), n. [From O.E. sheli,
A. Sa.x. sceld, scyld, a shield (whence scyldan,
gescyldan, to protect, to defend). Allied to
Icel. slejol, Dan. and Sw. skjul, a covering, a
shelter; Skr. sA-m, to cover.] 1. That which
covers or defends from injury or annoyance;
a protection ; as, a house is a shelter from
rain ; the foliage of a tree is a shelter from
the rays of the sun.

The healing plant shall aid.
From storms a shelter, and from heat a shade.

2 A place or position affording cover or pro-
tection; protection; security. 'Who into
shelter takes their tender bloom.' Voting.

I will bear thee to some shelUr. Skak.

Shelter (shel'tSr), v.t. 1. To provide shelter
for; to cover from violence, injury, annoy-
ance, or attack; to protect; to harbour; as,
a valley sheltered from the north wind by a
mountain. 'The weeds which his broad-
spreading leaves did shelter.' Shak.

Those ruins sheller'd once his sacred head.

itf L . , ,
Dryden.We besought the deep to shelter us. Miltoit.

2_ To place under cover or shelter; as, we
sheltered our horses below an overhanging
rock: often with the reflexive pronouns; to
betake one's self to cover or a safe place.

They sheltered themselves under a rock.

on, * ^^fi- Abbot.
3. 10 cover from notice; to disguise for pro-
tection.

In vain I strove to check my growing flame.
Or shelter passion under friendship's name. Prior.

Shelter (shel'tSr), v.i. To take shelter.
There the Indian herdsman, shunning heat.
Shelters in cool. Milton.

Shelterless (shel't6r-les), 'a. Destitute of
shelter or protection; without home or
refuge.

Now sad and shelterless perhaps she lies.
Where piercing winds blow sharp. Roive.

Sheltery (shel'tSr-l), a. Affording shelter
' The warm and sheltery shares of Gibraltar '

Gilbert White. [Rare.]
Sheltle (shel'ti), n. A small but strong
horse in Scotland; so called trom Shetland
wliere it is produced.
Shelve (shelv), v.t. pret. & pp. shelved; ppr.
shelving. 1. To place on a shelf or on
shelves; hence, to put aside out of active
employment, or out of use; to dismiss; as,
to shelve a question, a person, or claim —
2. To furnish with shelves.
Shelve (shelv), i).i. [See Shelf.] To slope,
like a shelf or sandbank; to incline; to be
sloping.

We must imagine a precipice of more than a hun-
dred yards high on the side of a mountain, which
shelves away a mile above it. Goldsmith.

Shelve (shelv), ti. A shelf or ledge. ' On a
crash's uneasy sAeiec' Eeati. [Rare.]
Shelving (shelv'ing), p. and a. Inclining;
sloping; having declivity.

Amidst the brake a hollow den was found.
With rocks and shelving arches vaulted round.

— . 11 , , , .
Addison.

Shelving (shelv'mg), n. 1. The operation of
fixing up shelves or of placing upon a shelf
or shelves. —2. Materials for shelves; the
shelves of a room, shop, &e., collectively. —
3. A rook or sandbank lying near the sur-
face of the sea. Dryden.
Shelvy (shelv'i), a. Full of rocks or sand-
banks; shallow. See Shelfy.

I had been drowned but that the shore was shelvy
and shallow. ^hak.

Shemering.t n. [See Shimmer ] An im-
perfect light; a glimmering. Chancer.
Shemlte (shemat), n. A descendant of
Shem, the oldest son of Noah.
Shemltic, Shemitlsh (shem-it'ik, shem-it'-
ish), a. Peitaining to Shem, the son of
Noah. See Semitic.
Shemitlsm (shem'it-izm), n. Same as Semi-
tt.-iin.

Shendt (shend), v.t. pret. & pp. shent. (A.
Sax. scendan, to shame, slander, injure,
from sceond, sceand, scand, shame; G.
schande, Goth, skanda, shame.] 1. To in-
jure, mar, or spoil. 'That much I fear
my body will be shent.' Dryden.— 2. To
put to shame; to blame, reproach, revile,
degrade, disgrace. 'The famous name of

knighthood foully shend.' Spenser.—S. To
overpower or surpass.

She pass'd the rest as Cynthia doth shfnd
The lesser stars. Spenser.

Shendfullyt (shend'ful-i), adv. Ruinously;
disgracefully.

The enemyes of the lande were shendfidly chasyd
and utterly confounded. Fabyiitt.

Shendshlp.t ?i. (See Shend] Ruin; pun-
ishment. Chaucer.
Shene.ta. [See Sheen.] Bright; shining;
fair. Chaucer.
She-oak (she'ok), n. A peculiar jointed,
leafless, tropical or sub-tropical tree, of the
genus Casuarlna (C. quadrimlvis), whose
cones and young shoots, when chewed,
yield a grateful acid to persons and cattle
suffering from thirst.

Sheol ( she'ol ), n. A Hebrew word of fre-
quent occurrence in the Old Testament, and
rendered by the Authorized Version grave,
hell, or pit. The word is generally under-
stood to be derived from a root signifying
hollow, and taken literally it appears to be
represented as a subterranean place of vast
dimensions in which the spirits of the dead
rest. Sometimes the idea of retribution or
punishment is connected with it, but never
that of future happiness.
Shepen,t n. [Prov. E. shippen, shippon, A.
Sax. scypen, a stable, a stall] A stable.
Chancer.
Shepherd (shep'Srd), n. [A. Sax. scedp-hirde
sheep and herd.] 1. A man employed in
tending, feeding, and guarding sheep in the
pasture. — 2. A pastor ; one who exercises
spiritual care over a district or commu-
nity.—SftepAerd kings, the chiefs of a con-
quering nomadic race from the East who
took Memphis, and rendered the whole of
Eg.vpt tributary. The dates of their inva-
sion and conquest have been computed at
from 25B7 to 2500 B.C., and they are stated
by some to have ruled for from 260 to 500
years, when the Egyptians rose and expelled
them. Attempts have been made to con-
nect their expulsion with the narrative in
the book of Exodus. Called also Hycsos or
Hyk-shos. — Shepherd's crook, a long staff
having its upper end curved so to form a
hook, used by shepherds.—SAepAerd's dog,
a variety of dog employed by shepherds to
protect the flocks and control their move-
ments. It is generally of considerable size,
and of powerful lithe build; the hair thick-
set and wavy ; the tail inclined to be long,
and having a bushy fringe ; the muzzle sharp,
the eyes large and bright. The collie or
sheep-dog of Scotland is one of the best
known and most intelligent dogs of this
wide -spread and useful variety. — S*ep-
herd'a (or shepherd) tartan, (a) a kind of
small check pattern in cloth, woven with
black and white warp and weft (6) A kind
of cloth, generally woollen, woven in this
pattern— generally made into shepherd's
plaids, and often into trouserings, &c.
Shepherd (shep'Srd), ii.(. i. To tend or
guide, as a shepherd. [Poetical.]

White, fleecy clouds
Were wandering in thick flocks along the mountains
Shepherded by the slow, unwilhng wind. Shelley.

2. To attend or wait on ; to gallant. 'Shep-
herding a lady. ' Edin. Rev.
Shepherdess (shep'Srd-es), ». A woman
that tends sheep; hence, a rural lass.

she put herself into the garb of a shepherdess.
Sir P. Sidney.

Shepherdia (shep-6r'di-a),)i. [After W. Shep-
herd, a botanist.] A genus of plants, nat.
order Elieagnacea;. The species are small
shrubs, natives of North America, having
opposite deciduous leaves with small flowers
sessile in their axils. S. argentea, which has
an edible scarlet fruit, is known in the
United States as buffalo-berry.
Shepherdlsht (shep'iSrd-ish), a. Resembling
a shepherd ; suiting a shepherd

; pastoral

;

rustic.

She saw walking from her ward a man in shepherd-
tsh apparel. Sir P. Sidney.

Shepherdlsm ( shep'6rd-izm ), n. Pastoral
life or occupation. [Rare.]
Shepherdling (shep'ferd-ling), )i,. A little
shepherd. W. Browne. [Rare]
Shepherdlyt (shep'erd-li), a. Pastoral; rus-
tic.

We read Rebekah, in the primitive plainness and
shepherdly simplicity of those times, accepted brace-
lets and other ornaments, without any disparagement
to her virgin modesty. Jer. Taylor.

Shepherd's - Club (sllep'^rdz klub). n. A
plant of the genus Verbascum, the V. Thap-

Shepherd's-needle (shep'Srdz-ne-dl), n. A
plant of the genus Scandix, the S. PecUn-
Veneris, or Venus's comb. See SCANDIX.

Shepherd's-plald (shep'Srdz-plad), a. Wool-
len with black and white checks, after the
pattern usual for shepherd's plaids ' He
wore shepherd's-plaid inexpressibles.' Dick-
ens.

Shepherd's - purse, Shepherd's - pouch
(shep Crdz-pers, shep'erdz-poucli),?! A iilant
of the genus Capsella, nat order Crucifera;
C. bursa-pastoris is a very common weeil of
world-wide distribution, having simple' or
cut leaves, small white flowers, and some-
what heart-shaped pods.
Shepherd's-rod, Shepherd's-stafT (shep'-
erdz-rod. shep'erdz-staf), n. A plant of the
genus Dipsacus, the D. pilosus.
Shepster t (shep'st^r), ji. One that shapes-
a sempstress. Caxton.
Sherardia (sher-ar'di-a), n. [In honour of
W. Sherard, a consul of Smyrna.] A genus
of humble annuals of the order Rubiacese
distinguished by having a funnel-shaped
corolla, and fruit crowned with the calyx
S. arvensis (fleld-madder) is the only British
species. See Field-madder.
Sherhet (shtr'bet), n. [Ar. sherbet, shorbet
sharbat. This word, as well as simp and
shrub, is from the Ar. sharaba, to drink, to
imbibe.] A favourite cooling drink in the
East, made of fruit juices diluted with
water, and variously sweetened and fla-
voured.
Sherd (sh«rd), n. A fragment; a shard : in
this form now occurring only as a com-
pound; as, potsAerd. 'The thigh ('tis called
the knuckle-bone), which all in sherds it
drove.' Chapman.
Sheret (sher), v.t. To shear; to cut; to
shave. Chaucer.
Sheret (sher), a. [See Sheer.] Clear; pure;
unmingled. Spenser.
Shereef, Sheriff (she-ref, she-rif), n. [At.]
1. A descendant of Mohammed through his
daughter Fatima and Hassan Ibn Ali Writ-
ten variously Scherif, Sherri/e, Cherif.— i. A
prince or ruler; the chief magistrate of
Mecca.
Sherif (she-rif), «. .Same as Shereef.
Sheriff (sher'if), n. [A. Sax, scire-gerffa, a
shire-reeve— scire, a shire, and gerffa a
governor, a reeve. See Shire and Reeve. ]

1. In England, the chief officer of the crown
in every county or shire, who does all the
sovereign's business in the county, the crown
by letters-patent committing the custody
of the county to him alone. Sheriffs are
appointed by the crown upon presentation
of the judges in a manner partly regulated
by law and partly by custom (see Prick-
ing); the citizens of London, however, have
the right of electing the sherifl's for the city
of London and the county of Middlesex.
Those appointed are bound under a penalty
to serve the oftlce, except In specifled cases
of exemption or disability. As keeper of
the queen's peace the sheriff is the first man
in the county, and superior in rank to any
nobleman therein during his office, which
he holds for a year. He is specially intrusted
with the execution of the laws and the pre-
servation of the peace, and for this purpose
he has at his disposal the whole civil force
of the county—in old legal phraseology, the
posse emnitatus. The most ordinary of his
functions, which he universally executes by
a deputy called under-sheriff, consists in the
execution of writs. The sheriff only per-
forms in person such duties as are either
purely honorary—for instance, attendance
upon the judges on circuit— or as are of
some dignity and public importance, such
as the presiding over elections and the hold-
ing of county meetings, which he may call
at any time.— 2. In Scotland, the chief local
judge of a county. There are two grades
of sheriffs, the chief or superior sheriffs and
the sheriffs-substitute (besides the lord-
lieutenant of the county, who has the hon-
orary title of sheriflf-principal). both being
appointed by the crown. The chief sheriff,
usually called simply the sheriff, may have
more than one substitute under him, and
the discharge of the greater part of the
duties of the office now practieallv rests
with the sheriffs-substitute, the sheriff being
(except in one or two cases) a practising
advocate in Edinburgh, while the sheriff-
substitute is prohibited from taking other
employment, and must reside within his
county. The civil jurisdiction of the sheriff
extends to all personal actions on contract,
bond, or obligation without limit, actions

Fate, fiir, fat, f»ll; me, met, hSr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«ll; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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for rent, possessory actions, &c.,ia which
cases there is an appeal from the decision
of the sheriff-substitute to the sheriff, and
from him to the Court of Session. He has
also a summary jiu-isdiction in small debt
cases, where the value is not more than
£12. In criminal cases the sheriff has juris-

diction in alt offences the punishment for

which is not more than two years' imprison-
ment. He has also jurisdiction in bank-
ruptcy cases to any amount.
Sheriffalty (sher'if-al-ti), n. A sheriffship

;

a shrievalty-

Sheriff-Clerk (sher'if-klark). n. In Scotland,
the clerk of the sheriff'scourt, who has charge
of the records of the court. He registers

the judgments of the court, and issues them
to the proper parties.

Sheriff- geld (sher" if-geld), n. A rent for-

merly paid by a sheriff.

Sheriff-officer (sher'if-of-fis-fir). n. In Scot-

l.ind, an officer connected with the sheriff-

court, who is charged with arrests, the serv-

imr of processes, and the like.

Sheriffship ( sher'if-ship ), n. The office or
jurisdiction of a sheriff; a shrievalty.

Sheriff- tooth (sher'if-toth). n. A tenure
by the service of providing entertainment
for the sheriff at his county courts; a com-
mon tax formerly levied for the sheriff's

diet. Wharton.
Sheriffwick (sher'if-wikX Same as Sheriff-
ghip,

Sherris, Sherris-sack t (sher'is, sher'is-

sak), n. Sherry.

Your shirris warms the blood. ShaJk.

But, all his vast heart jA^rrw-warmed.
He ilashcd his random speeches. Tennyton,

Sherry ( sher'ri ), 71. A species of wine, so
called from X€re» in Spain, where it is made.
The highest class of the many varieties are
those that are technically called 'dry,' that
is, free from sweetness, such as the Amon-
tillado. Montilla, Manzanilla. (to. It is much
used in this country, and when pure it agrees
well with m<»st constitutions. Genuine and
unadulterateil sherry, however, brings a
very high price, and is rarely to l)e had,
inferior Cape wines, &q.., being extensively
sold under this name. Written fonnerly
Hhtrns.
Sherry-cobbler (sher-ri-kobl^r), n. Sherry
and iced watt-r sucked up through a straw.
Sherry-vallieS (sher'ri-val-iz), n pi. [Cor-
rupted from Kr. chevalier, a horseman.)
I'antaloons of thick cloth or leather, worn
buttoned round each 1^ over other panta*
loons when ridine. [United States.]

8herte»t n. A shirt; also, a skirt or lap.
Chancer.
She-slip (shS'slip), n. A young female
sci'm, branch, or member. ' The slight she-
glips of loyal blood.' Tennyson.
She-society (she-so-si'e-ti), n. Female so-
ciety, Tennyxun.
Shete.t r.r or t To ^oot. Chaucer.
Shette,t Shet,t v.t. To close or shut.
(.'haneer.

Sheugh (sbui^b or shut>h), n. [See SHAFT (of
aiiiiiR-H -Vfurrow; jiditoh;agulf. (Scotch.]
Shew. Shewed. Shewn (shd, sh6d, shdn).
.Set- sii'Av. ."'Hi'WKD, Shown.
Shew-bread < ^bo'bred). See Show-brkap.
Shewel^t SheweUe,t ». An example; some-
thing held up to give warning of danger
(A'are«) ; a scarecrow {Trench).

So arc these bug-bears of opinions broi^rht byereat
clearkes into the world, to serve as sheuellei, to keep
them from those faults whereto elbe the vanitie of the
world and weaknessc of senses mi^ht puli them

Sir P. Sidtiey.

Shewer (shd'^r), n. One that shows. In
Seot4 law shewers in jur>' causes are the per-
sons named by the court, usually on the
suggestion of the parties, to accompany the
six jurors when a view is allowed. See
VlKWKK.S.
She-world (sh^'wtrld), n. Tlie female in-

hal'it;iiits of the world or of a particular
P'Ttiuii of it. 'Head and heart of all our
f lir "he-world." Tennygon.
Sheytan (sha'tan). n. An Oriental name
iov th<; devil or a devil.

Shlah, n. See SiiIITE

Salbbolethi8hib'l>6 1eth),n. [Heb.astream
or ttiHui. from shabal, to go, to flow copi-
ously ] 1 A word which was made the cri-
terion by which to distinguish the Ephraim-
ites from the tiileadites. The Ephraimttes
not being able ti) pronounce the letter©,
»A. pronounced the w(»rd ribboleth. See
Judg. xii. Hence -2 The criterion, test, or
watchword of a party ; that which distin-
guishes one party from another; usually,

some peculiarity in things of little import-
ance.

But what becomes of Beiitliamism, shorn of its

shibboleth— its pet phrase, 'greatest happiness of
tireatest imniberT" Quart. Rev.

Shidder (shid'6r). See Bidder.
Shide ( shid ), n. [ A. Sax. %(Ade, a billet of
wood ; Icel. BkiOt, G. scheite; from verb to
divide— A. Sax. sceudan, G. gcheidan, Goth.
skaidan (cog. L. scitido, Gr. schizo, to split).

See also SHED, v.t.] A piece split off; a
thin or flat piece ; a plank or boar I ; a billet

of wood ; a splinter. ^Shides of okes, with
wed-^es great they clive.' Phaer. [Old and
provincial English.]

Shie(shi). v.t. To throw; to shy. See SHY,
to throw.
Shiel (shel), v.t To take out of the husk;
to shell ; to husk. AUo written Sheal, Sheel.
[Scotch.]

Shiel (shel), ?i. A sheal or shealing ; a rustic
cottage ; a hut. ' The swallow jinkin' round
my shiel.' Burns. [Scotch.] See SheaL,
SHKALI.NO.
Shield (sheld), n. [A. Sax. scild, scyld, sceld.

a shield, refuge, protection; common to the
Teutonic languages ; Goth, skildxti, Icel.

skjiildr, G. schild, from root seen in Icel.

skjol, Dan. skjid, shelter, protection, Icel.

and Sw. skyl^, Dan. skiiile, to cover, pro-
tect; Skr. sku, to cover. Akin shelter.]

1- A broad piece of defensive armour carried
on the ann ; a buckler, used in war for the
protection of the body. The shields of the
ancients were of different shapes and sizes,

triangular, square, oval, Ac, made of lea-

ther, or wood covered with leather, and
borne on the left arm. This species of
armour was a good defence against arrows,
darts, spears, &c. , but would be no protection
against bullets.— 2. Anything that protects
or defends ; defence ; shelter ; protection.
Oly council is my shield.' Shak.—S. Fig.
the person that defends or protects ; as, a
chief, the ornament and shield of the nation.

Fear not, Abram ; 1 am thy shuid, and thy exceed-
ing great reward. Gen. xv. i.

4. In her. the escutcheon or field on which
are placed the bearings in coats of arms.
The sliape of the shield upon which heraldic
bearings are displaye<l is left a good deal to
fancy ; the form of the lozenge, however, is

1. Lozenge-shield. 3 and j. Fanciful forms. 4. Spade
shield—the best heraldic form.

used only by single ladies and widitwg. Tlie
shield used in funeral prf>cessions is of a
square form, something larger than the
escutcheon, and divided i>er pale, the one
half l)eing sable, or the whole black, as the
case may be, with a scroll lionler around,
and in the centre the arms of the deceased
upon a shieM nf the usual form.—5. In hat.

a little cup with a hard disc, surrounded by
a rim. and containing the fructification of
lichens; an apothecium. — 6. In mining, 9^

framework for protecting a miner in work-
ing an adit, pushed forward as the work pro-
gresses. — 7. t A spot resembling or suggest-
ing a shield.

Bespotted as with xhields of red and black. Spenier.

Shield (sheid). v.t 1. To cover, as with a
shield : to cover or protect from danger or
anything hurtful or disagreeable ; to defend;
to protect ; as, to shield a person or thing
from the sun's rays. 'To shield thee from
diseases of the world.* Shak. 'To see the
son the vanquish'd father shield.' Dryden.
2. To ward off.

They brought with them their usual weeds, fit to
shield the cold, to which they had been inured.

S^tiser.
3. To forfend; to forbid; to avert.

God shield I should di-iturb devotion. Shak.

Shield-drake (sheld'drak), n. Same as
Sheldrake.

Shield-fem(sheld'ftfrn). n. A common name
for ferns of the genus Aspidium, nat. order
I'olypodiaceai, so named from the form of
the indusium of the fructification. The
sori are roundish and scattered or deposited
in ranks ; the indusia solitary, roundly-pel-
tate or kidney-shaped, fixed by the middle
or the edge. The species are numerous and
beautiful. Thirteen are natives of Britain,
among which is the male-fern {A. Filix mas),
the stem of which has been employed us an
anthelmintic and as an emmenagogue and
purgative. The fragrant shield-fern (A.
fragrans) has been employed as a substitute
fur tea.

Shieldless (sheld 'les), a. Destitute of a
shield or of protection. *The shieldless
maid.' Smithey.
Shieldlessly (shebnes-li), adv. In a shield-
lei's niaiiiitr; without protection.

Shieldlessness ( sheld ' les - nes ), n. The
stale ur (jUidity of being shieldless; desti-
tution of a shield or of protection.

Shield-shaped (sheld'shapt), a. Having the
shape of a shield; scutate; as, a shield-shaped
leaf. Liiidle;/.

Shieling, Shlelling (shel'ing), n. Same
jis Shealing.

Shift (Shift), v.t [A. Sax. scyjtan, to divide,
to order, to drive away; L.G. schi/ten, to
divide, to part; Dan. skifte, to change, to
shift, to divide ; Icel. skipta, to divide,
d stribute, also to change. Perhaps from
root of shove. ] 1. To transfer from one place
or position to another; to change; to alter.

Unto Southampton do we shi/i our scene. Shak.

The other impecunious person contrived to make
both ends meet by shifting his lodgings from time to
time. /r. Black.

2. To put off or out of the way by some ex-

pedient. 'I shifted him away.' Shak.—
3. To change, as clothes; as. to shift a coat.

4. To dress in fresh clothes, particularly
fresh linen.

\i> it were, to ride day and night; and . . . not
to have patience to shi/f mc. Shai.

—To shift off, (a) to delay; to defer; as, to
shift off the duties of religion. (6) To put
away ; to disengage or disencumber one's
self of, as of a burden or inconvenience.

Shift (shift), v.i. I. To change; to give place
to other things; to pass into a different form,
state, or the like.

The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and sltjiperM jtantaloon. Shak.

If the ideas . . - constantly change and shift . . .

it would be impossible for a man to think long of any
one thing. Xofke.

2. To move; to change place, position, or
direction. * As winds from all the compass
sh\ft and blow. ' Tennyson.
Here the Baillie skifltd and fidgetted about in his

seat. Sir if. Scott.

3. To change dress, particularly the under
garments.
When from the sheets her lovely form she lifts.

She begs you just would turn y<iu while she shifts.

Young.
4. To resort to expedients; to adopt some
course in a case of difficulty; to contrive; to
manage ; to seize one expedient when an-
other fails.

Men in dis^ess wilt look to themselves and leave
tlieir companions to shift as well as they can.

Sir R. L'Estrange.
5. To practise indirect methods.

All those schoolmen, though they were exceeding
witty, yet better teach all their followers to ^hift than
to resolve by their distinctions. Raleigh.

6.1 To digress.

Thou hast shifted out of thy tale into telling me of
the fashion, Shak.

".tTodivide; to part; todistribute. Chancer.—To tihift about, to turn <juite round to a
contrary side or opposite point; to vacillate.

Shift (shift), n 1. A change; a substitution
of one thing for another.

My going to Oxford was not merely for shift of
air, It'ottafi.

2. A turning fn)m one thing to another;
hence, an expedient tried in difficulty; a
contrivance ; a resource ; one thing tried

when another fails.

rU find a thousand sM0s to get away. Shak.

(Eric) had to nm with his queen Gunnhilda and
seven small children; no other .rA;/r for Eric.

Carlyle.

3. In a bad sense, mean refuge: last resource;
mean or indirect expedient; trick to escape
detection or evil; fraud; artifice.

For little souls on little sAi/is rely. Dryden.

When pious frauds and holy shifts
Are dispensations and gifts. Hudibras.

ch. Main; £h, So. locA; g. ^o; j,)ob« 6, Fr. to7i; ng, sin^; th, (Aen; th, tAin; w, icig, wh, tcAlg- zh, azure.—See Ket.
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4. [Lit. a change of underclothing] A
woman's under garment; n chemise.—5. A
squad of men to take a syell or turn of work
at stated intervals; hence, the working time
of a squad or relay of men; the spell or turn
of work; as, a day t:hi/t; a night xhifL~6. In
mining, a fault or dislocation of a seam or

stratum, accompanied by depression of one
portion, destroying the continuity.—7. In
hnilding, a mode of arranging the tiers of

bricks, timbers, planks, <fec., so that the

joints of atljacent rows shall not coincide.—
8. In imisic, a uhauge of the position of the

left hand in violin playing, by which the

first finger of the player has to temporarily
becomethe nut. Shiftsarecompletechanges
of four notes ; thus, the first shift is when
the first finger is on A of the first string;

the second shift, when it is on D above.—
Shift of crops, in agri. an alteration or
variation in the succession of crops ; rota-

tion of crops; as, a farm is wrought on the

five years' shift, on the six years' shift-
To make shift, or to make a shift, to devise;

to contrive; to use expedients; to find ways
and means to do something or overcome a
difficulty.

I hope I shall make shi/t to go without him.

Slllftable(shift'a-bl), a. Capable of being
shifted or changed.
Shifter (shift'6r), n. 1. One who shifts or

changes; as, scene-shifter.—2. Oiiewho plays

tricks or practises artitlce.

And let those shifters their own judges be.

If they have not been arrant thieves to me.
yohn Taylor.

3. Xant. a person employed to assist the
ship's cook in washing, steeping, and shift-

ing the salt provisions.

Shiftiness (shifti-nes), n. The quality of
Ijein^' shifty in all its senses.

Shifting (shift'ing), p. and a. Changing
place or position; resorting from one expe-
dient to another.—Shifting beach, a beach
of gravel liable to be shifted or moved by
the action of the sea or the current of

n\'er».—Shifting saiul or sands, loose mov-
ing sand; quicksand.
Who stems a stream with shifting sand.
Or fetters flaine with flaxen band. Sir IV, Scott.

—Shifting or secondary use, in law. See
l'sy,.—Sh^ti)ig centre. Same as Metacentre.

Shifting (shift'ing), n. 1. Act of changing;
change. 'The shiftings of ministerial mea-
sures.' Burke.—2. The act of having recourse
to equivocal expedients; evasion; artifice;

shift. 'Subtle shiftings.' Mir. for Mags.
Shiftingly (shift'ing-li), adv. In a shifting
manner; by shifts and changes; deceitfully.

Shiftless (shift'les), a. Destitute of expe-
dients, or not resorting to successful ex-
pedients; wanting'in energy and resource; in-

capable ;helpless;useless;as,as/ii/(ies«fellow.

ShJitlessly (shift'les-li), ado. In a shiftless
niiinner.

Shiftlessness (shift'les-nes), n. A state of
being shiftless.

Shifty (shif'ti), a. 1. Changeable; shifting.

ildin. iiev. [Rare.]— 2. Full of shifts; fer-

tile in expedients; well able to shift for
one's self.

Shifty and thrifty as old Greek or modern Scot,
there were few things he could not invent, and per-
haps nothing he could not endure. Kingsiey.

3. Full of or ready in shifts, in a bad sense;
fertile in evasions; given to tricks and ai-ti-

fices.

Bhiite, Shiah (shi'it, shi'a), n. [Ar. shiai,

sectarian or schismatic; shiah, shiat, a mul-
titude following one another in the pursuit
of some object, hence, the sect of All; from
8hda,io follow.] A memberof one of the two
great sects into which Mohammedans are
divided, the other sect being the Sunnites or
Sunnis. The Shiites consider Ali as being
the only rightful successor of Mohammed.
They tlo not acknowledge the Sunna, or
body of traditions respecting Mohammed,
as any part of the law, and on these ac-
counts are treated as lieretics by the Sun-
nites or orthodox ilohammedans. The
Shiahs are represented by nearly the whole
Persian nation, ami call themselves also el-

Adiligyat. or "tlie I'pright,' while the Sini-

nites are represented by the Ottoman Turks.
Shikaree, Shikarree (shi-kai-'e), n. in the
East Indies, a native attendant hunter;
hence, applied generally to a sportsman.
We came upon the traces of a bear, quite recent,

so much so that the shikaree or huntsman said that
he could not be twenty yards away.

ir. H. Russell.

Shilf (shilf), 71. [The same word as G. schilf^

sedge.] Straw, [Provincial English.]

ShiU (shil), v.t. [Icel. skyla. See SHIELD.]
To put under cover; to sheal. [Provincial
English. ]

Shillalah, Shillaly (shil-lala, shil-lali), n.

Same as ShilleUih (which see).

Shillelah (shil-iel'a), 71. [From Shillelagh, a
barony in Wicklow, famous for its oaks: a
corruption of Siol Klaigh, the descendants
of Elach—atoi (pron. shel), seed, and Elaigh,
Elach.] An Irish name for an oaken sap-
ling or other stick used as a cudgel.
ShiUing(shiring),n. [A. ^a\.8cylling,0.YT\%.

O.Sax. Dan. and Sw. skilling, Goth, skiiliggs,

G. schilling, probably from a root seen in

Icel. and Sw. skilja, Dan. skille, to divide,

the ancient shilling having been divided by
two cross indentations, stamped deeply into

it so as to be easily broken into four parts.

Comp. Dan. skiUemynt, from skille, to sever,

and inynt, coin, and G. scheidemiinze, from
scheiden, to divide, and miinze, coin—both
meaning small change.] A British coin of

currency and account, etjual in value to
twelve pennies, or to one twentieth of a
pound sterling. Previous to the reign of
Edward I. it fluctuated greatly in value,
from fivepence to twentypence, with various
intermediate values. The same name, under
the forms skilling and schilling, is applied
to coins of Germany, Denmark, and Nor-
way. Shilling is also applied to diff^erent

divisions of the dollar in the United States
currency,
Shilli-shalli, Shilly-shally (shilli-shal-i).

v.i. [A reduplication of shall I? and equal
to shall I or shall I not?] To act in an
irresolute or undecided manner; to hesitate;
as, this is not a time to shilly-shally.

Shilli-shalli, Shilly-shally (shil'li-shal-1),

adv. In an irresolute or hesitating manner.
I don't stand shill-l-shall-I then : if I say't. I'll do't.

Coiigre^'e.

Shllli-shiLlli, Shilly-shally (shil'ii-shall),

7i. Foolisli trifiing; irresolution. [Collofj.]

She lost not one of her forty-five minutes in pick-
ing and choobing—no shilly-shally in Kate.

De QtttNcey.

Shilpit (shil'pit). a. 1. Weak; washy and in-

sipid. ' Sherry's but shilpit drink.' Sir W.
Scott. [Scotch.]—2. Of a sickly white colour;
feeble-looking. [Scotch.]

The laird . . . pronounced her to be but a shilpit
thing. Miss Ferrier.

Shily (shi'li). Same as Shyly.

Shim (shim). 7i. 1. In mach. a thin piece of
metal placed between two parts to make a
fit. — 2. A tool, used in tillage, to break
down the land or to cut it up and clear it of
weeds. Called also a Shim-plough.
Shimmer (shim'6r). v.i. [A. Sax. scymrian,
iveq. of scimian, to gleam, from sctina, a
gleam, brightness, splendour; Dan. sktitire,

G. schimmern, to gleam.] To emit a tremu-
lous light; to gleam; to glisten. * The
shimmering glimpses of a stream.' Tenny-
son.

Twinkling faint, and distant far,

Shitnmers through mist each planet star.

Sir ir. Scott.

Shimmer (shim'6r), n. A tremulous gleam
or glistening.
The silver lamps . . . diffused . . a trembling twi-

light or seeming shimmer through the quiet apart-
ment. Sir ly. Scott.

Shim-plough (shim'plou), n. See Shim.
Shin (shin), n. [A. Sax. scin, the shin, scin-

ban, the shin-bone; Dan. skinne, the shin, a
splint; skianebeen. D. scheen, scheenbeen,
the shin-bone; G. schiene. a splint of wood.
schien-bein, tbe shin-bone: so called from its

sharp edge resembling that of a splint of
wood.] 'Ihe forepart of the leg between
the ankle and the knee, particularly of the
human leg; the forepai't of the crural bone,
called tibia.

Shin (shin), v.i. 1. To climb a tree by means
erf the hands and legs alone; to swarm.

Nothing for it but the tree ; so Tom laid his bones
to it. shinning up as fast as he could. T. Hughes.

2. To borrow money. [U.S. See Shinner.]
Shin (shin), v.t. To climb by embracing
with the arms and legs and working or pull-
ing one's self \\\y; as, to skin a tree.

Shin-bone (shin'bon), n. The bone of the
shin; the tibia.

Shindlet (shin'dl). n. 1. A shingle. 'Boards
or shindies of the wild oak.' Holland.—
2. A roofing slate.

Shindlet (shin'dl). u.^. To cover or roof with
shingles. Holland.
Shindy (shin'di), 71. [' A shindy approaches
so nearly in sound to the Gypsy word chin-
garee, which means precisely the same
thing, that the suggestion is at least worth
consideration. And it also greatly resem-

bles ckindi, which may be translated as
'cutting up,' and also "quan-el." 'To cut
up shindies ' was the first form in which thi.s

extraordinary word reached the public' C.
G. Leland.] 1. A row; a spree. [Slang.]—
2. A liking; a fancy. Haliburton. [Ameri-
can.]— 3. A game of ball; shmty. BarUett.
[American.]
Shine (shin), u. I. pret. shone; pp. shone; ppr.
shining; shined, pret. & pp., is now obso-
lete or vulgar. [A. Sax. sctnan, D. echij-

nen, Icel. skina, Dan. skinne, Goth, skeinan.
G. scheinen, to shine. Probablyfrom a root
skan, skand, seen withoutthe « in L. candeo,
toshine; candiduv, white; candor, whiteness
(whence E. candid, candour); Skr. chand, to
be light or clear.] 1. To emit rays of light;

to give light; to beam with steady radiance;
to exhibit brightness or splendour; as, the
sun shines by day; the moon shines hy night.—Shining differs from sparkling, glistening,

glittering, as it iisually implies a steady ra-

diation or emission of light, whereas the
latter words usually imply irregular or in-

terrupted radiation. This distinction is not
always observed, and we may say the fixed
stars shine as well as that they sparkle. But
we never say the sun or the moon sparkles.

2. To be bright ; to glitter ; to be brilliant
'Fish with their fins and shining scales.'

Milton.

His eyes, Uke glow-worms, shine when he doth fret.

Shajk.
Let thine eyes shine forth in their full lustre.

Sir y. Denitam-
3. To be gay or splendid; to be beautiful.

So proud she shinedm. her princely state.

SfittLSer.

Once brightest shin'ditas child of heat and air.

Pope.

4. To be eminent, conspicuous, or distin-

guished; as. to shine in courts. 'Shine in
the dignity of F.R.S.' Pope.

Few are qualified to shine in company. Stof/I.

6. To be noticeably visible; to be prominent.
Man is by nature a cowardly aniinal, and moral

courage shines out as the most rare and the most
noble of virtues. Prof. Blackie.

—To cause the face to shine, to be propitions.

Ps. Ixvii. 1.—Syn. To radiate, beam, gleam.
glare, glisten, glitter, sparkle, coruscate.

Shine ( shin ), v. t. To occasion or make to
shine.

Shinet (shin\ a. Bright or Bhinlng; glitter-

ing. Spenser.

Shine (shin), 11. 1. Fair weather; sunshine.
' Be it fair or foul, rain or shine.' Dryden.
'Shadow and shine is life.' Tennyson.—
2. The state of shining; brilliancy; bright-

ness; splendour; lustre; gloss. ' Tlie glitter-

ing sh ine of gold. ' Dr. H. More. ' Fair open-
ing to some court's propitious shine.' Pope.
3- [In this sense the word may be an abbre-
viation of shindy.] A quarrel; a row.

—

To
kick up a shine, to make a row. [Slang.]—To
take the shine out of, to cast into the shade;
to outshine; to excel; to surpass. [Slang.]

Shiner (shin'^r), n. 1. One who or that which
shines. Hence— 2. A coin, especially a bright
coin; a sovereign. [Slang.]

' And now. Jingo.' asked tbe man of business.
' whcre's the shiners f

'

yerrold.

3. The American popular name applied to
several species of fish, mostly of the family
Cyprinidae ; as, the shining dace {Leudsais
nitidus); the bay shiner {Leueiscus ehry-
sopterus); New York shiner {Leuci^cus or
Stilbe chrysoleucas); and the bluut-uosed
shiner (Vomer Brownii), belonging to the
family Scombridre.
Shiness (shi'ues). See Sht\xss.
Shingle (shing'gl),u. [Formerly also sAmrfie,
which was corrupted to shingle, the word,
like G. schindel, being borrowed from L.

scindula, a shingle, from L. scitido, to 'split.

Shingles.

to divide. In sense 2 the meaning would
be originally fiat pieces of stone. ] 1. A thin

piece of wood, usually having parallel sides

and thicker at one end than the other, so as

Fate, far, fat. fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, poimd; u, Sc. abtme; y. Sc. iey.
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to lap with others, used as a roof-covering
instead of slates or tiles.—2. Round, water-
worn, and loose gravel and pebbles ; the
coarse gravel or accumulation of small
rounded stones found on the shores of rivere
or the sea.

The plain of La Cr; , in France, is composed of
PinifrtcH.

Turning softly like a thief.

Lest the harsh sktngU should grate underfoot.
Ttitnyson.— Shinffle ballast, ballast composed of

shingle or gravel.

BMngle (shing'gl), v.t. pret. & pp. shiiigled;

ppr. nhiiifjUng. 1. To cover with sliingles;

as. to shingle a roof. 'They shingle their
bouses with it.' Evelyn.~% To perform the
process of shingling on; as, to shiiigle iron.

See Shinglixo.
BMnKler {shing'gl-6r), n. One who or that
which shingles; as, (a) one who roofs houses
with shingles. (6) One who or a machine
which cuts and prepares shingles, (c) A
workman who attends a shingling hammer
or machine, (d) A machine for shingling
pnddleil iron or making it into blooms.
Shingle-roofed ^shingrgl-roft), a. Having
a rnof covered with shingles.

BMngles (shing'glz). n. pi [L. cingulum, a
belt, from cingo, to gird. ] A kind of herpes,
viz. herpes zoster, which spreads around the
body like a girdle; au eruptive disease See
Herpes.
Shingling (shlng'gl-ing), n. 1. The act of
co%*ering with shingles, or a covering of
ahingles. - 2. In iron mamif. the process
of expelling the scoriie and other impuri-
ties from the metal in its couversion from
the ca.st to the mallealtle state. This
operation is performed by sul)jecting the
puddled iron either to the blows of a pon-
derous forge hammer, to the action of
sciueezers, or to the pressure of rollers. —
Shingling hammer, a powerful hammer
which acts upon tlie ball from the puddling
furnace, and forces son»e of the remaining
Impurities therefrom.— ;S'Atnfiritnr7»u7f,amill

or forge where puddled iron is hammered.
Ac, to remove the dross, compact the
grain, and turn out malleable iron.

Shingly ( shing'gl-i ), a. Abounding with
fehinutc or gravel.

Shining (shin'ing), p. and a. l. Emitting
litiht; beaming; gleaming.—2. Bright; splen-
did; radiant.— 3. Illustrious; distinguished;
conspicuous; as, a shining example of cha-
rity.— 4. In hot. having a smooth polished
surface, as certain leaves.— Syn. Glistening,
bright, radiant, resplendent, effulgent, lus-

troiis. brilliant, glittering, splendid, illus-

trious.

Shining (shin'ing). n. 1. Effnsion or clear-
ness of light ; brightneas- 'The stars shall
withdraw their «Atut»o.' Joel ii. 10.—2. The
act of making one's self conspicuous by dis-

play of superiority; osteDtatioua display.

Would 3rou both please and t>e instructed too.
Watch well the rage oishinine to subdue.

Shlnlngness Cshin'ing-nes), n. Brightness;
-<pl'.inl(>ur. SjH-nJter.

Shinner (sbin'er), n. [That is, one who
plies his «^»uf or legs quickly.] L A person
whtj goes about among his acquaintances
borrowing money to meet pressing demands
The practice itself is called thinning. [United
States cant.]— 2.t A stocking.
Bhlnney (shin'iX n. Same as Shinty. Halli-

Shin - plaster (shin'plas-t^r), n. [Accord-
\u\t to liartlett from an old soldier of the
Revolutionary period having used a quan-
tity of worthless paper currency as plasters
for a wounded leg.) A bank-note, especially
one of low denomination ; a piece of paper-
money. [I'nited States slang ]

Shinto, ShintOlsm (shin'to, shin'to-izm), n.

[Chinese xhin, god or spirit, and to, way or
law. J One of the two great religions of
Japan. In its origin it was a form of na-
ture worship, the forces of nature being re-
garded as gods, the sun I>eing the supreme
god. The s-iul of the sim-god. when on
earth, founded the reigning house in Japan,
and hence the emperor is worsliipped as of
divine oriijin. Worship is also paid to the
souls of drBtingnished persons. ITie essence
of the religion is now ancestral worship and
sacritlce i*} departed heroes. Written also
Sintu, Sintnisia.

ShlntoUt (shin'to-ist), n. A IwUever in or
supporter of the Shinto religion.

Shinty (shin'ti). n. (Oael. rinf-eag. a nkip. a
I'oimd] 1. In Scotland, an outdoor game in
which a ball and clubs with crooked heads

are employed, the object of each party be-
ing to drive the ball over their opponents'
boundary. The game is called Hockey in
England.—2. The club or stick used in play-
ing tlie game.
Shiny (shin'i), a. l. Characterized by sun-
shine; bright; luminous; clear; unclouded.
' Like distant thunder on a shiny day.' Dry-
den.— 2. Having a glittering appearance;
glossy; brilliant.

•^hlp (ship), n. [A form of shape (which
see); A. Sax. -scipe.] A termination denoting
state, office, dignity, profession, or art; as,

lonlship, friend«A ip, siewardship, horseman-
yhip, &c.
Ship ( ship ), ?k [A. Sax. scip, scyp, a ship

;

cotiimon to the Teutonic languages, L.G.
schipp, D. schip, Icel. and Goth. «A-t^, Dan.
skib, 0. H.G. scif, G. schif. The word passed
into the Romance tongues from the Teu-
tonic, our skif being re-borrowed from the
Fr. esquif; so also equip. Probably con-
nected with shape. Icel. skapa. to shape,
skipa, to arrange, order. Some derive it

from root signifying to dig or hollow out.
whence L. scapha. Gr. skaphe, a bowl, a
Iwat. a skiff; Gr. skapto, to dig.] 1. A ves-
sel of some size adapted to navigation : a
general term for vessels of whatever kind,
excepting boats. Ships are of various sizes
and fttted for various uses, and receive vari-
ous names, according to their rig and the
purposes to which they are applied, as man-
of-war ships, transports, merchantmen,
barques, brigs, schooners, luggers, sloops,
xebecs, galleys, &c. The name, as descrip-
tive of a particular rig, and as roughly im-
plying a certain size, has been used to de-
signate a vessel furnishe<l with a bowsprit
and three masts—a main-mast, a fore-mast,
and a mizzen-mast—each of which is com-
posed of a lower-mast, a top-mast, and a
top-gallant mast, and carries a certain num-
ber of square sails. The s<iuare sails on the
mizzen distinguishes a shipfrom a barque, a
barque haviug only fore-and-aft sails on the
mizzen. But the development of steam navi-
gation, in which the largest vessels have
sometimes only a schooner rig and some-
times four masts, has gone far towards ren-
dering this restricted application of the term
ship of little value, ftwing to increase of
size, and especially increase in length, some
sailing vessels now have four masts, aud
this rig is saitl to have certain advantages.
Up to within recent times wood, such as
oak, pine, Ac, was the material of which
all ships were constructed, but at the pre-
sent day it is being rapidly superseded by
iron and steel; and in IJritain, which is the
chiefship-buildiugcountryin the world, the
tonuage of the wooden vessels constructed
is but a fraction of that of those built of
iron. The first iron vessel classed at Lloyd's
was Imilt at Liverpool in 1838, but iron
barges and small vessels had been con-
structed long before l\\\e,.~Armed ship. See
under Akmki> —Ship's papers, the papers
or documents required for the manifestation
of the property of the ship and cargo. They
are of two sorts, viz. (l) those required by
the law of a particular country, as the cer-
tificate of registry, license, charter-party,
bills of lading, bills of health. &c., required
by the law of England to be on board Brit-
ish ships. (2) Those required by the law of
nations to be on board neutral ships to vin-
dicate their title to that character.—S/it>
qf the line, a man-of-war large enough and
of sufficient force to take its place in a line
of battle.

—

Ship of the desert, a sort of poeti-
cal name for the c&mel. —tiegistry of ships.
See Lloyd's register, under Lloyd's.—2. A
dish or utensil formeil like the hull of a
ship, in which iucense was kept. Tyndale.

Ship (ship), v.t. pret. & pp. shipped; ppr.
shipping. 1. To put on board of a ship or ves-
sel of any kind ; as, to ship goods at Glas-
gow for New York.

The emperor skipfiing his great ordnance, de-
parted down the river. KnoUes.

2. To transport iu a ship; to convey by
water.

This wicked emperor may have jAi>)j>'(/ her hence.
Shak.

3. To engage for service on board a ship or
other vessel ; as, to ship seameu.— 4. To fix

in its proper place; as, to ship the oars, the
tdler, the rudder. —To ship off, to send away
by water. 'Ship off senates to some distant
shore.' Pope. —To ship a sea, to have a
wave come aboard

;

washed by a wave.
to have the deck

Ship (ship), v.i. 1. To go on board a vessel
to make a voyage with it: to embark; as, we
shipped at Glasgow.—2. To engage for ser-
vice on board a ship.

Ship-biscuit (ship'bis-ket), n. Hard coarse
ijiscuit prepared for long keeping, and for
use on board a ship.

Shipboard (ship'bord), n. The deck or side
of a ship : used chiefly or only in the ad-
verbial phrase on shipboard; as, to go on
shipboard or a shipboard.

Let him go an shipboard. Bramhall.
What do'st thou make a shipboard t Dryden.

Ship-boaxd (ship'bord), n. A board or plank
of a ship.

They have made all thy ship-boards of fir-trees of
Senir. Ezek. xxvii. 5.

Ship-boy (ship'boi), ». A boy that serves
on l)oara of a ship.

Ship -breaker (ship^brak-Sr), n. A person
whose occupation is to break up vessels that
are unfit for sea.

Ship-broker (ahip'bro-k6r), n. A mercan-
tile agent who transacts the business for a
siiip when in port, as procuring cargoes, &c.

;

also, an agent engaged iu buying and sell-
ing ships ; likewise, a broker who procures
insurance on ships.

Ship-builder (sbip'bild-6r), n. One whose
occupation is to c(uistruct ships and other
vessels; a mival architect; a shipwright
Ship-buUding (ship'lnld-ing), n. Naval
architecture; the art of constructing vessels
for navigation, particularly ships and other
vessels of a large kind, bearing masts: in
distinction from hoat-huilding.
Ship-canal (ship'ka-nal), n. A canal through
which vessels of large size can pass; a canal
for sea-going vessels.

Ship-captain (ship'kap-tin or ship'kap-tan),
n. Tlie commander or master of a ship. See
Captain.
Ship - carpenter (sbip'kar-pen-t^r), n. A
sliipwri^dit; a carpenter that works at ship-
btiildini;.

Ship-chandler (ship'chand-lSr), n. One
who d».'al8 in cordage, canvas, and other
furnitni-e of ships.

Ship-chandlery (ship'chand-16r-i), n. The
luisinehs and commodities of a ship-chand-
ler.

Ship-fever (ship'fe-v6r). n. A peculiar kind
of typhus fever. Called also Putritl Fever,
Jail/ever, and Hospital Fever.
Shipful (ship'ful), n. As much or many as
a ship will hold; enough to fill a ship.
Ship-holder (sliiphoUl 6r). n. The owner
of a ship or of shipping; a ship-owner.
ShipleBS (shiples), a. Destitute of ships.
Wliile the lone shepherd, near ihc shifUss m.iin.
Sets o'er the hills advance tlie long-drawn funeral

train. Rogers.

Shiplett (ship'letX n. A little ship. Hol-
inshed.

Ship-letter (ship'let-ir). n. A letter sent
by a coMunon shi]), and not by mail.

Shipmant (ship'man), n. 1. A seaman or
sailor.

About midnight the shipment deemed that they
drew near to some country. Acts xxvii. a8.

2, The master of a ship. Chaucer.
Shipmaster (ship'mas-tSr), 71. The cap-
tain, master, or commander of a ship. Jou.
i. 6.

Shipmate (ship'mat), n. One who serves
in the same ship with another; a fellow-
sailor.

Shipment (ship'ment), n. 1. The act of
putting anything on board of a ship or
other vessel ; embarkation ; as, he was en-
gaged iu the shipment of coal for London.
2. The goods or things shipped or put on
board of a ship or other vessel ; as, the
merchants have made large shipments to
the United States.

Ship-money (ship'mun-i), n. In Eng.
hiH. an ancient imposition that was charged
on the ports, towns, cities, boroughs, and
counties of England for providing and fur-

nishing certain ships for the king's service.

Having lain dormant for many years, it was
revived by Charles I., and was met with
strong opposition. The refusal of John
ilampden to pay the tax was one of the
proximate causes of the Great Kebellion.
It was abolished during the same reign.

By the new writs for ship-moriey the sherilTs were
directed to assess every landholder and other in-

habitant accordinK to their judg-ment of his means,
and to force the payment by distress. Hallant.

Ship-owner (ship'6n-6rX n. A person who
has a right of property in a ship or ships, or
any share therein.

oh, cAain; £h, &c. locA; g, gQ\ j.iob; fi, i-'r. ton; , siny; 3U, tAtiu; tb, ^in; w, wi^; wh, whA%\ ' zh, azuie.—See KEY.
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Shipped (shipt), p. and a. 1. Put on hoard
a snip; carried in a ship, as goods. — 2. Fur-
nished with a ship or ships.

Is he welt shipfd^
His bark is stoutly tiinber'ti, and his pilot

Of very expert and approved allowance. Shak.

Shippen, Shippon (ship'en, ship'on), n. [A.

Sax. scypen, gcepen, a stall, a shed.] A sta-

ble; a cow-house. [Local.]

Bessy would either do field-work, or attend to the
cows, the shipfon, or churn or make cheese.

Dickens.

Ship -pendulum (ship-pen'du-lum), n. A
pendulum with a graduated arc, used in

the navy to ascertain the heel of a vessel,

so that allowance may be made in laying a
gun for the inclination of the deck.

Shipper (ship'^r), n. 1. One who places goods
on board a vessel for transportation. —2. tThe
master of a vessel, or skipper; a seaman.
Shipping (ship'ing), n. l. Ships in general;

ships or vessels of any kind for navigation;

the collective body of ships belonging to a
country, port, &c. ; tonnage; as, the shipping
of tl»e English nation exceeds that of any
other.—2. Sailing; navigation. [Rare.]

God send 'em good shipping. Shak.

—Shipping articles, articles of agreement
between the captain of a vessel and the sea-

men on board in respect to the amount of

wages, length of time for which they are
sliipped, &c.^To take shipping, to embark;
to enter on board a ship or vessel for con-
veyance or passage. Jn. vi. 24.

Take, therefore, shipping; post, my lord, to

France. Shak.

Shipping (ship'ing), a. Relating to ships;

as, tifii/'j'i/Kj (.-oncerns.

Shlp-prop'eller (ship'pro-pel-6r), n. See
Screiv-prnpeUi')- under SCUKW.
Shippy (sliip'i), a. Pertaining to ships;
frequented by ships. 'Shippy havens.'
Vicars.

Ship-railway (ship'ral-wa), n. A railway
1 or conveying ships from one place to
;inother, tluis to serve in lieu of a canal.

Ship-rigged (ship'rigd). a. Rigged with
Mjuare sails and spreading yards like a
tliret'-masted ship.

Ship-shape (ship'shap), a. or adv. In a sen-

manlike manner, or after tlie fashion of a

ship; hence,neataud trim; well arranged. 'A
nhip-shape orthodox manner.' De Quincey.

Look to the babes, and till I come again
Keep everylliing ship-shape, for I must go. Tennyson.

Ship's-husband (sliips'huz-band), n. A
person appointed by the owner or owners
of a vessel to look after the repairs, ecjuip-

ment, &c., and provide stores, provisions,

&c., for a ship while in port and prepara-
tory to a voyage.
Ship-tire t (ship'tir), n. A kind of female
head-dress of unknown fashion.

Thou hast the right arched beauty of the brow that
becomes the ship-tire, the tirc-va!i<int, or any tire of
Venetian admittance. Shak.

Ship -worm ( ship ' w^rni ), n. The Teredo
navalis, a testaceous mollusc whtcli is very
destructive to ships, piles, and all submarine
woodworks. See Teredo.
Shipwreck (ship'rek), n. 1. The wreck of a
ship; the destruction or loss at sea of a ship
by foundering, strikhig on rocks or shoals,

or by other means. ' JIade orphan by a
winter ahipwreck.' Tennyson.
We are not to quarrel with the water for inunda-

tions antl shipivrecks. Sir R. VBstrange.

2. Fragments; shattered remains, as of a
vessel which has been wrecked ; wreck.
[Rare.]

They might have it in their own country, and that
by gatlieriiig up the shipivrecks of the Athenian and
Roman theatres. Dryden.

3. Destruction ; miscarriage ; ruin. 1 Tim.
i. 19. Spenser.

Shipwreck (ship'rek). v.t. l. To make to
suffer sliipwrecli. as by running ashore or
on rocks or sandbanks, or by the force of

wind in a tempest; to wreck; as, many vessels

are annually shipwrecked on the British
coasts.

No doubt our state will shi'p^vrecked he
And torn and sunk for ever. Sir y. Davits.

2 To expose to distress, difficulty, or destruc-
tion by the loss of a ship; to cast away.
Shipiv ecked upon a kingdom, where no pity.

No friends, no hope ; no kindred weep for me, Shak.

Shipwright (ship'rit), n. One whose occu-
l>ation is to construct ships; a builder of

ships; a ship-carpenter.

Shipyard (ship'yard), n. A yard or piece
of giound near the water in which ships or
vessels are constructed.

Shlraz (she-raz'), n. A Persian wine from
5/* iraz.

Shire (shir), ?i. [A. Sax. scire, scyre, a di-

vision, from sciran, sceran, to shear, to

divide. Akin share, sheer, &c. See Share,
Shear.] A name applied to the larger
divisions into which Great Britain is di-

vided, and practically corresponding to the
term county, by which it is in many eases
superseded. Some smaller districts in the
north of England retain the provincial ap-
pellation of shires; as, RichmondsAiVe, in

the north riding of Yorkshire, HallamsAirc,
or tile manor of Hallam, in the west riding,

whicJi is nearly coextensive with tlie parish
of Sheffield. The shire was originally a
division of the kingdom under the jurisdic-

tion of an earl or alderman, whose autlio-

rity was intrusted to the sheriff (shire-reeve).

On this officer the government ultimately
devolved. The English county members of
ttie House of Commons are called knights
of the shire. The shires in England were
subdivided into hundreds, and these again
into tithings. In Scotland they were sub-
divided into wards and quarters. — The
shires, a belt of English counties running in

a north-east direction from Devonshire and
Hampshire, tlie names of which terminate
in 'shire,' but applied in a general way to
tlie midland counties; as, he comes from
the shires; he has a seat in the shires.

Shire-cl^k (shii-'klark), n. In England, an
officer appointed liy the sheriff to assist in
keeping the county court; an under-sheriff;

also, a clerk in the old county court who
was deputy to the under-sheriff.

Shire-gemot, Shire-mote (shir'ge-mot,
shir'mot)), n. [A. Sax. scir-gem6t, shire-

meeting—sctre, a shire, and gemdt, a meet-
ing.] Anciently, in England, a court held
twice a year by the bishop of the diocese and
the ealdorman in shires that had ealdor-
men, and in others by the bishop and
sheriffs. Cowell.

Shire-reeve t (shii-'rev), n. A sheriff. See
Sheriff.
Shire-town (shir'toun), n. The chief town
of a sliire; a county town.
Shire-wick t (shir'wik), n. A shire; a
county. Holland.
Shirk (sli6rk), v.i. [Probably a form of
shark.] l.t To shark; to practise mean or
artful tricks; to live by one's wits.— 2. To
avoid or get off unfairly or meanly ; to seek
to avoid the performance of duty.

One of the cities shirked from the league. Byron.

— To shirk off, to sneak away. [Colloq.]

Shirk (sherk), v.t. l.t To procure by mean
tricks; to shark,— 2. To avoid or get off from
unfairly or meanly; to slink away from; as,

to shirk difficulty. [Colloq.]

Shirk (sherk), n. One who seeks to avoid
duty; one who lives by shifts or tricks.

See Shark.
Shirker (sh^rk'er). n. One who shirks duty
or danger. ' A faint-hearted shirker of re-

sponsibilities.' Comhill Mag.
Shirky (sh^rk'i), a. Disposed to shirk;
iharacterized by shirking.

Shirlt (sh6rl). a. Shrill,

Shlrl (sli6rl), ?i. Sliorl. [Rare.]

Shirley (sh^i-'li), n. [Possibly from scarlet]
The American name of a bird, called also the
greater bullfinch, having the upper part of

the body of a dark brown and the throat
and breast red. Perhaps the pine grosbeak
(Pyrrhula enucleato)').

Shirr (sh6r), n. [Comp. O.G. schirren. to pre-

pare.] An insertion of cord, generally elas-

tic, between two pieces of cloth; also, the
cord itself.

Shirred (shfird), a. An epithet applied to ar-

ticles having lines or cords inserted between
two pieces of cloth, as the lines of india-
rubber in men's braces.

Shirt (sh6rt), n. [Icel. skyrta, Dan. skiorte,

a siiirt; Dan. skiort, a shirt, a petticoat; D.

schort, G. schurz, an apron. The original

meaning of shirt is a garment shortened.
Skirt is the same word.] A loose garment
of linen, cotton, or other material, worn by
men and boys under the outer clothes.

Shirt (shfirt), v.t. To put a shirt on; to
cover or clothe with, or as with, a shirt.

Ah ! for so many souls as but this morn
Were clothed with flesh, and warm'd with vital blood.
But naked now, or shirted but with air. Dryden.

Shirt-front (sh6rt'frunt), n. The dressed
part of a shirt which covers the breast; also,

an article of dress made iu imitation of this

part; a dickey.

Shirting (sh^rt'ing), n. Bleached or un-

bleached cotton cloth of a texture, quality,
and wi-^th suitable for shirts.

Shirtless (shdrt'les), a. Wanting a shirt.

I,in&ey-woolsey brothers, . . . sleeveless
Some, and shirtless others. Pope.

Shist (shist), n. The same as Schist (which
see).

Shisticfshist'ik), a. Same as Schistic.

Shistose, Shistous (shistos, shist'us), a.

Same as Schistose, Schistous.

Shittah-tree (shit'ta-tre), n. [Heb, skiitdh,
pi. shitt'iiii.] A tree, generally recognized
as a species of Acacia, probably the A. vera
or A. Seyal, which grows abundantly in
Upper Egypt, in the mountains of Sinai, and
in some other Bible lands. It has small

Shittah-tree (AcacM vera).

pinnate leaves, and in spring is covered
with yellow blossoms in the form of round
balls. It is a gnarled and thorny tree, re-

sembling a hawthorn in manner of growth
but much larger. It yields gum-arabic, and
also a hard close-grained timber, theshittim-
wood of Scripture. Is. xli. 19.

Shlttim-WOOd (shit'tim-wod), n. [See
Shittah-tree.] a sort of precious wood
of which the tables, altars, and boards of
the Jewish tabernacle were made. It h
produced by the shittah-tree (probably the
Acacia vera or A. Seyal), and is hard, tough,
smooth, durable, and very beautiful. Ex.
xxv. 10, 13, 23.

Shlttlet (shit'l), n. A shuttle.

a curious web whose yarn she threw
In with a golden shittle. Chapman.

Shittlet (shit'l), a. Wavering; unsettled.

We passe not what the people say or hate.
Their shittle hate makes none but cowards shake.

Mir.for Mags.
Shittle-COCk t (shit'l-kok), ?i. A shuttle-
cock. "Not worth a skittle-cock.' Skelton.

Shittlenesst (shit'1-nes). n. Vnsettleduess;
inconstancy. *The vain shittleness of an
unconstant head.' Barret.

Shive (shiv), n. [Icel. skifa, a slice, a shav-
ing, skifa, to slice or cut in slices; Dan.
skive, L.G. schieve, D. schijf, G. scheibe. See
Sheave.] l. A slice; a thin cut; as, a shire

of bread. [Old and provincial English. ]

Easy it is

Of a cut loaf to steal a shive we know. Sh.ik.

2. A little piece or fragment; as, the shives

of flax made by breaking.— 3 A name given
by cork-cuttei-8 to the small bungs used to
close wide-mouthed l»ottles, in contradis-
tinction to the phial corks used for narrow-
necked bottles ; also, a thin wooden bung
used by brewers.

Shiver (shiv'6r), v.t. [Same root as above;
comp. G. schiefeni, to splinter; O.D. schev-

eren, to break in pieces; scAere, a fragment, a
shive.] To break into many small pieces or
splinters; to shatter; to dash to pieces by a
blow. 'The ground with shiver'd armour
strown.' Milton.

Shiver (shiv'^r), v.i. To fall at once into
many small pieces or parts.

The natural world, should g^ravity once cease,
would instantly shiier into millions of atoms.

// 'oodivard.

The shattering trumpet shrilleth high.

The hard brands shiver on the steel,

The splinter'd spear-shafts crack and fly.

Tennyson.

Shiver (shiv'6r), n. [From shive, sheave;

comp. G. schiefer, a splinter, slate. See also

the verb. ] 1. A small piece or fragment
into which a thing breaks by any sudden
violence.

He would pound you into shivers with his fist, as
a sailor brealcs a biscuit. Shak.

2.t A thin slice; a shive. 'A shiver of their

own loaf.' Fuller.—Z. In mineral, a species

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mt>ve; tube, tub, byll; oil, pound; u, Sc. abttne; y, Sc. fey.
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of blue slate ; schist ; shale. — 4. Naut a

little wheel; a sheave.

Shiver (shiv'^r), v.i. [O.E. chiver, chever;

comp. Prov. G. schubbem, to shiver; CD.
schoeveren, to shake.] To quiver; to tremble.

as from cold; to shudder; to shake, as with
ague, fear, horror, or excitement.

Any very harsh noise will set the teeth on edge,

and make all the body shiwr. Bacon.

As the dog, withheld

A moment from the vernnn that he sees

Before hira. shivers as he springs and kills.

Tf>inysi^n.

Shiver (shiv'^r). v.t. Xaut. to cause to

flutter or shake in the wind, as a sail, by
trimming the yards or shifting the helm so

that the wind strikes on the edge of the

sail; as. to Mir^r the mizzen-topsail.

Shiver (shi\''^r). n. A shaking fit; a tremu-
lous motion. "Hie skiverof dancing leaves.'

Tennymn.—The skivers, the ague.

Shiverlngly (shiv'fir-ing-li), adv. With
shivering or slight trembling.

Shiver-spar (shiv'6r-spar). n. [G. schie/er-

si>ath ] A carbonate of lime, so called from
its i^Iaty structure. Called also Slate-spar.

Shivery (shiv'6r-i), a. 1. Pertaining to or
resemliling a shiver or shivering; charac-

terized by shivering.
Sad ocean's face

A curling undulation shivery swept
From wave to wave. MalUt.

2. Easily falling into many pieces; not firmly

cohering; incompact * Shivery stone.'

Woodward.
Shoad (shod), n. [ Probably a Cornish word. ]

In mining, a train of metallic st<^)nes or
fragments of ore washed down from a vein

by water, or otherwise separated from it,

which serves to direct explorers in the dis-

covery of the veins from which they are
derived. Woodward. Spelled also Shade.

Bboadin^T (shdd'ing), n. . In mining, the act
of tracing shoads from the valley in which
they may be found to the mineral lode from
which they are derived. See Shoad.
Shoad - pit ( shod ' pit ), n. A pit or trench
formed on shoading, or tracing shoads to

their native vein.

Shoad-stone (shod'stdn), n. A small stone
or frai^nient of ore made smooth by the
action of water passing over it Woodward.
Shoal ( shol ), n. [A. Sax. scolu, $calu, a
crowd, a shoal. Also found in forms scool,

gehool.scuU.] A great multitude assembled;
A crowd ; a throng : as, a shoal of herring

;

shoals of people. ' Shoals of pucker'd faces.'

Tennyson.
The vices of a prince draw shoals of followers.

Dr. H. More.

Shoal (shol). r.i. To crowd; to throng; to

assemble in a multitude. ' Entrail about
which . . . flsh did shoal.' Chapman.
Shoal (shol), n. [Probably from or allied to
shallow. Sc. schaul. See Shallow. ] A place
where the water of a river, lake, or sea is

shallow or of little depth : a sandbank or
bar; a shallow; more particularly, among
seamen, a sandbank which dries at low
water.

Say, Wolsey. that once trod the ways of glory.
And sounded all the depths and skoals o7 honour.

Sha*.

Shoal (shdlX V. i. To become more shallow;
as, the water shoals as we approach the
town.
Shoal (shdl). v.t. Haul, to cause to become
more shallow; to proceed from a greater
into a lesaer depth of ; as, a vessel shoals her
water by sailing from a deep to a shallow
place. Marryat
Shoal ff^hol), a. Shallow; of little depth; as,

aliual water.

Shoallnes8(sh6I'i-ne8),r». The state of being
shoaly, or of abounding with shoals; shallow-
ness; little depth of water; state of abound-
ing with shoals.

ShoaliXLK (shdl'ing), f). and a. Becoming
shallow by being flllea up with shoals.

Had Inveresk been a shoaling estuary as at pre-
sent, it ii difficult to sec how the Komans should
have made choice of it as a port. Sir C. Lyell.

ShoalwlBe (sborwiz), adv. In shoals or
crowds-
When he K<^>es abroad, as he does now sk^atwise,

John Bull 6nds a great host of innkeepers, Sec.

Pro/. BlacJkie.

Shoaly (sbdriX a. Full of shoals or shallow
places.

The tossing vessel sail'd on shoaly ground. DrytUn.

Shoar (ahor), n. A prop; a shore.

Shoat (shot), n. A young h<«. See Shote.
Shock (shok), n. [Same word as D. «cAoifc, a
bounce, a jolt;0. and Prov. O. schock, ashock.
See the verb. ] 1. A violent collision of bodles;

a concussion ; a violent striking or dashing
against.

The strong unshaken mounds resist the shocks
Of tides and seas. Sir R. Blackmore.

2. Violent onset; assault of contending
armies or foes; hostile encounter. 'In this

doubtful shock of arms." Shak.
He stood the shock of a whole host of foes.

Addison.

3. That which surprises or offends the in-

tellect or moral sense; a strong and sudden
agitation ; a blow ; a stroke ; any violent or

sudden impression or sensation. ' The thou-
sand natural shocks that flesh is heir to.'

Shak.
Fewer shocks a statesman gives his friend. Young.

Its draught
Of cool refreshment, drain'd by fever"d lips,

May give a shock of pleasure to the frame.
Talfourd.

4. In eUd. the effect on the animal system
of a discharge of electricity from a charged
body. —0. In med. a violent and sudden or
instantaneous disorganization of the system,
with perturbation of body and mind, conse-

quent upon severe injury, overwhelming
mental excitement, and the like.

Shock (shok), v.t. [Perhaps directly from
Fr. chtMiuer, to knock or jolt against, choc,

a shock, jolt, collision, but this is itself

from the Teutonic; D. schokken, to jog, to

jolt, knock against; O.G. schocken, schoggen.

Akin to shake, chock.] \. To shake by the
sudden collision of a body; to strike against
suddenly.— 2. To meet with hostile force;

to encounter.

Come the three comers of the world in arms
And we will shock them. Shak.

3. To strike, as with horror, fear, or disgust;

to cause to recoil, as from something as-

tounding, odious, appalling, or horrible; to

offend extremely; to disgust; to scandalize.

Advise him not to shock a father's will. Dryden.

Stn. To offend, disgust, disturb, disquiet,

affright, frighten, terrify, appal, dismay.
Shock (shok), v.i. To meet with a shock;
to meet in sudden onset or encounter.
And now with shouts the shocking armies closed.

Pope.
They saw the moment approach, when the two

parties would shack together. De Quincey.

Shock (shok), n. [D. sch<^, G. sehode, Dan.
skok, a heap, a quantity, but now a definite

quantity or number, viz. threescore.] 1. A
pile of sheaves of wheat, rye, &.z. ; a stock.

Job v. 26.

Behind the master walks, builds up the shocks.
Thomson.

Z. In com. a lot of sixty pieces of loose goods,
as staves. '

Shock (shok), v.t To make up into shocks
or stooks; as. to shock com.
8ho<^ (shok), v.i. To collect sheaves into a
pile; to pile sheaves.

Bind fast, shock apace, have an eye to thy corn.
Tusser.

Shock (shok), n. [Modified from shag ] 1. A
dog with long rough hair ; a kind of shaggy
dog.—2. A mass of close matted hair; as, her
head was covered with a shock of coarse red
hair.

Shock (shok), a. Shaggy; baring shaggy
hair.
His red shock peruke . . . was laid aside.

Sir !t\ Scoff.

Shock -doe (shok'dogX n. A dog having
very long snaggy hair; a shock.

Shock - headed. Shock -head (shokTied-
ed. shokTied), a. Having a thick and bushy
head.

The jK)plars. in long order due.
With cypress promenaded.

The shock-head willows two and two
By rivers gallopaded. Tennyson.

Shocking (shok'ing), a. Causing a shock of
horror, ^i^ust, or pain; causing to recoil

with horror or disgust; extremely offensive
or disgusting; very obnoxious or repugnant
'Thenossest and most «AocArt/i^ villanies.'

Abp. Seeker.

The French humour ... is very shocking to the
Italians. Addison.

Syn. Appalling, terrifying, frightful, dread-
ful, terrible, formidable, disgusting, offen-
sive.

Shockingly (shok'ing-li). adv. In a shock-
ing nuuint-r ; itis^'ustingly ; offensively.
' Shanieiefe.>ly and fhockingly corrupt ' Burke.
ShOCkingness (shok'ing-nes), n. The state
of being sbockiiig.

Shod (shod). Pret. & pp. of shoe.

Shoddy (sbod'i), n. [Said to be from shod,
a pr<»vincial pp. of shed — the original
meaning of the word being the flue or
fluff thrown off, or shed, from cloth in the

process of weaving. ] 1. Old woollen or
worsted fabrics torn up or devilled into
fibres by machinery, and mixed with fresh
but inferior wool, to be respun and made
into cheap cloth, table-covers, &c. Shoddy
differs from mungo in being of an inferior

quality. — 2. The coarse inferior cloth made
from this substance.
Shoddy (shod'i). a. l. Made of shoddy; as,

shoddy cloth. Hence— 2. Of a trashy or in-

ferior character; as, shoddy literature.

—

Shoddy fever, the popular name of a species
of bronchitis caused by the irritating effect

of the floating particles of dust upon the
mucous membrane of the trachea and its

ramiflcations. It is of frequent occurrence,
but is easily cured by effervescent saline
draughts, &c.
Shoddy - mill (shod'i-mil), n. A mill em-
ployed in the manufacture of yarn from old
woollen cloths and refuse goods.
Shode t (shod), n. [Lit the place at which
the hair is shed or parted.] The parting of
a person's hair; the temple. Chaxtcer.

Shode (shod), n. Same as Shoad.
Shodelng, Shoding (shod'ing), n. Same aa
Shfxiding.

Shoe (slid), n. pi. Shoes (shoz), old pi.

Shoon (shon). [O.E. scho, schoo, A. Sax.
sc6, sce6, Dan. and Sw. sko, Icel. sk6r, Goth.
skohs, G. sohuh, a shoe. Probably from root
seen in Skr. sku, to cover, L. scutum, a
shield, &c.] 1. A covering for the foot,

usually of leather, composed of a thick
kind for the sole, and a thinner kind for
the upper. ' Over shoes in snow. ' Shak.

The dull swain
Treads on it daily with his clouted shoon. Milton.

And the caked snow is shuffled
From the ploughboy's heavy shoon. Keats.

2. A plate or rim of iron nailed to the hoof
of an animal, as a horse, mule, or other
beast of burden, to defend it from injury.—
3. Anything resembling a shoe in form or
use ; as, (a) a plate of iron or slip of wood
nailed to the bottom of the runner of a
sleigh.or any vehicle that slides on the snow
in winter. (6) The inclined piece at the
bottom of a water-trunk or lead pipe, for
turning the course of the water and dis-

chai^ng it from the wall of a building,
(c) An iron socket used in timber framing
to receive the foot of a rafter or the end of

a strut ill) A drag or sliding piece of wood
or iron placed under the wheel of a loaded
vehicle to retard its motion in going down
a hill, (e) An inclined trough used in an
ore cnishmg-mill. (/)The step of a mast
resting on the keelson, {g) The iron arm-
ing to a handspike, polar pile, and the like.

—Shoe of an anchor, (a) a small block of
wood, convex on the back, with a hole to
receive the point of the anchor fluke, used
to prevent the anchor from tearing the
filanks of the ship's bow when raised or
uwered. (b) A bmad triangular piece of
thick plank fa-stened to the fluke to extend
its area and conse<|uent bearing surface
when sunk in soft ground.
Shoe (shb), v.t. pret. & pp. shod; ppr. shoe-
ing. 1. To furnish with shoes; to put shoes
on; as, to shoe a horse.— 2. To cover at the
bottom. 'The small end of the billiard

stick, which is shod with brass or silver.'

Evelyn.—To shoe an anchor, to place a shoe
on its flukes. See under Shoe, n.

Shoeblack (shololak), ». A person that
cleans shoes.

—

Shoeblack brigade. See BRI-
GADE.
Shoeblacker (shd'blak-6r), n. Same as Shoe-
black.

Shoe -block (shbljlok), n. Naut a block
with two sheaves, one above the other, but
the one horizontal and the other perpen-
dicular.

Shoeboy ( shd'boi ), n. X boy that cleans
shoes.

Shoe - brush ( sho'brush ), n. A brush for
cleaning slioes. For this purpose a set of
three brushes is often employed—one, made
with short hard hair, for removing the dirt;

a second, with soft and longer hair, for
spreading on blacking; and a third, with
hair of medium length and softness, for
polishing.

SttloebUC^e (sho'buk-l), n. a buckle for
fastening the shoe to the foot; an ornament
in the shape of a buckle worn on the upper
of a shoe.

Shoe - factor (sho'fak-ter), n. a factor or
wholesale dealer in shoes.

Shoe -hammer (shb'ham-mer), n. A ham-
mer with a broad slightly convex face for
pounding leather on the lapstone to con-

ch. cAain; 6h, 3c. \och\

Vol. IV.
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dense the pores, and for driving sprigs, pegs,
Ac, and with a wide, thin, rounding peen
used in pressing out the creases incident to
tlie crimping of the leuther.

Shoeing-horn, Shoe -horn (sho'ing-hom,
sho'horn), n. 1. A curved piece of polished
horn (now also of sheet-metal) used to facili-

tiite the entrance of the foot into a tight
shoe.—2. t Anything by which a transaction
is facilitated ; anything used as a medium;
hence, a dangler on young ladies, encouraged
merely to draw on other admirers.

Most of our fine young ladies . . . retain in their
service as great a number as they can of supernunier-
-ary insignificant fellows, which tiiey use like whiftlers,

and commonly call shoeing-hortts. Addison.

S.t An incitement to drinking; something
to draw on another glass or pot.

A slip of bacon ....
Shall serve as a skoHng-horn to draw on two pots of

ale. Bp. Still.

Shoe-knife (sho'nif), n. A knife with a thin
bhide fixed by a tang in a wooden handle,
used by shoemakers for cutting and paring
leather.

Shoe-latchet (sholach-et), n. A shoe-tie.

Shoe-leather (shd'leTH-6r), n. Leather for
singes. Boyle.

Shoeless (s'ho'les), a. Destitute of shoes.

Caltrops very much incommoded the shoeless Moors.
Addison.

Shoemaker (shb'mak-6r), n. Properly, a
maker of shoes, though this name is often
applied to every one connected with the
calliug, as the person who makes boots or
any other article in the trade, and also to
the employing party as well as the em-
ployed.

Shoemaking ( shb'mak-ing ), n. The trade
of making shoes.

Shoe-pack (sho'pak), n. A moccasin made
of tatined leather, with the black side in.

Shoe-peg (shb'peg), n. A small pointed peg
or slip of wood used to fasten the upper to
the sole, and the outer and inner sole toge-
ther. Pegs of compressed leather and metal
rivets are also used for this purpose.
Shoer (shd'6r), n. One that furnishes or
puts on shoes; as, a %hoer of horses.

Shoe-shave (sho'shav), n. An instrument
on the principle of a spokeshave for trim-
ming the soles of boots and shoes.

Shoe - stirrup (shd'st6r-rup), n. A stirrup
liaving a foot-rest shaped like a shoe.

Shoe-stone (shb'ston), n. A whetstone for
a shoe-knife.

Shoe-strap (shb'strap), n. A strap attached
to a shoe for fastening it to the foot.

Shoe-stretcher (shb'strech-6r), n. An ex-
pansible last made in two or more pieces
for distending slioes.

Shoe-string (shb'string), n. A string used
to fasten the shoe to the foot.

Shoe-tie (shb'ti), n. A ribbon or string for
fastening the two sides of the shoe together.
Shofe,t 2Jref. Shoved; thrust. Chaucer.
Shog (shog), n. [A word originating partly
in jog, pai'tly in shock.] A sudden sliake; a
shock; concussion. Dryden; Bentley.
Shog (shog), v.t. To shake; to agitate.

Shojg (shog), v.i. To move off; to be gone;
to jog.

Come, prithee, let us sho^ off.

And browse an hour or two. Beau. & FL
Shogging (shog'ing), n. Concussion.
ShOggle (shog'l), v.t. [Freq. of akog; comp.
Joggle.] To shake; to joggle. [Provincial.]

Shogun (sho'gun), n. The proper name of
the major-domos of the imperial palace
and generalissimos of Japan, who formerly
usurped the governing power. Also called
Tycoon. See Tycoon.
Shola (shola), n. See Sola.
ShOle t (shol), n. [See SHOAL. ] A throng ; a
crowd ; a shoal.

Shole.tft. [See Shoal.] Shallow. Speiiser.

Shole (shol), n. Naut. a piece of plank
placed under the soles of standards, or im-
der the heels of shores, in docks or on slips

where there are no groundways, in order
to enable them to sustain the weight re-
quired without sinking. Also, a piece of
plank fixed under anything by way of pro-
tection, as a piece put on the lower end of
a rudder, which, in case of the ship's strik-

ing the ground, may be knocked off without
injury to the rudder.

Sh01ide,t n. [A. Sax. second. See Shend.]
Harm; injury. Chaucer.
Shone (shon), pret. & pp. of shine.

Shoo (shb), inierj. [Comp. G. sckeuchen, to
scare.] Begone! off! away! used in scaring
away fowls and other animals. Also written
Skough, Shue.

Shook (sh^k), pret. & pp. ot shake.
Shook (shnk), n. [A form of shock, a pile of
sheaves (which see).] A set of staves and
headings sutflcient for one hogshead, barrel,
and the like, prepared for use and bound
up in a compact form for convenience of
transport. Boards for boxes, prepared or
fitted for use and packed in the same way,
bear the same name.
Shook (shiik), v.t. To pack in shooks.
Shool (sIiUI), v.t. To shovel. [Scotch.]
ShOOl (shtil), n. A shovel. [Scotch.]
Shoont (shun), old pi. of shoe (which see).

Shoot (shot), v.t. pret. & pp. shot; ppr.
shootin}j (the participle shottcn is obsolete).
[A. Sax. sceOtan, to shoot, rush, dart ; Icel.

skjdta, to shoot (a weapon), to push, to
shove ; Dan. skyde, to shoot, to push, to
sprout ; so also D. schieten, G. schiessen, to
shoot, dart, &c. Shut is a closely allied
form.] 1. To let fly or cause to be driven
with force; to propel, as from a bow or fire-

arm : followed by a word denoting the mis-
sile as an object ; as, to shoot an arrow, a
ball, or the like. 'A fine volley of words,
and quickly shot off.' Shak.

This murderous shaft that's shot
Is not yet lighted, and our safest way
Is to avoid the aim. Shak.

2. To discharge, causing a missile or charge
to be driven forth ; to let off ; to fii-e off

:

with the weapon as an object, and followed
generally by off. 'Examples, which like a
warning-piece must be shot off to frighten
others.' Dryden.— Z. To strike with any-
thing shot; to hit, wound, or kill with a
missile discharged from a weapon: with the
person or thing struck as the object. ' Love's
bow shoots buck and doe.' Shak. 'Shoot
folly as it files.' Pope.—'i. To send out or
forth with a sudden or violent motion ; to
discharge, propel, expel, or enlpty out with
rapidity or violence. 'A pit into which
the dead-carts had nightly shot corpses by
scores.' Macaulay. 'Open waste spaces,
where rubbish is shot without let or hin-
drance.* W. H. Russell.

Mr. Weller wheeled his masternimbly to the green
hill, shot him dexterously out by the side of the bas-
ket. Dickens.

5. To drive or cast with the hand in work-
ing. 'An honest weaver as ever shot shuttle.

'

B. Jonson. —6. To push or thrust forward

;

to dart forth; to protrude.
All they that see me laugh me to scorn; they shoot

out the lip, they shake the head. Ps. xxii. 7.

Beware the secret snake that sheets a sting.
Dryden.

7. To put forth or extend by way of vege-
table growth. Ezek. xxxi. 14 ; Mark iv. 32.

8. To variegate, as by sprinkling or inter-
mingling different colours; to give a chang-
ing colour to; to colour in spots or patches;
to streak.

The tangled watercourses slept.
Shot over with purple and green and yellow.

Ten»yson.
9. To pass rapidly through, under, or over;
as, to shoot a rapid or a bridge. ' She . . .

shoots the Stygian sound.' Dryden. 'Shoot-
ing Niagara.' CaWf/ie.— 10. In carp, to plane
straight or fit by planing. ' Two pieces of
wood that are shot, that is. planed or pared
with a chisel.' Moxon.— To he shot of, to
get quit of ; to be released from. [Colloq.]

Are you not glad to be shot ^him ! Sir It'. Scott.

— ril be Shot, a mild euphemistic form of
oath.

/'// de shot if it an't very curious. Dickens.

Shoot (shbt), V.i. 1. To perform the act of
discharging a missile from an engine or in-

strument; to fire; as, to shoot at a target or
mark.
The archers have sorely grieved him, and shot at

him. Gen. xlix. 23.

2. To be emitted ; to dart forth ; to rush or
move along rapidly; to dart along. 'And
certain stars shot madly from their spheres.'
Shak.

There shot a streaming lamp along the sky.
Dryden.

3. To be felt as if darting through one ; as,

shooting pains.

Thy words shoot through my heart. Addison.

4. To be affected with sharp darting pains.

These preachers make
His head to shoot and ache. Herbert.

5. To sprout; to germinate; to put forth
buds or shoots. ' Onions, as they hang, will

shoot forth. ' Bacon. — 6. To increase in
growth; to grow taller or larger.

The monarch oak, the patriarch of the trees.

Shoots rising up, and spreads by slow degrees.
Dryden.

7. To make progress; to advance.
Delightful task, to rear the tender thought.
To teach the young idea how to shoot. Thotnson.

8. To take instantaneous and solid shape-
If the menstruum be overcharged metals will shaot

into crystals. Bacon.

9. To push or be pushed out ; to stretch; to
project; to jut.

Its dominions shoot out into several branches
through the breaks of the mountains. Addtson.

—To shoot ahead, to move swiftly away in
front; to outstrip competitors in running,
sailing, swimming, or the like.

Shoot (shot ), n. 1. The act of one who or
tliat which shoots ; the discharge of a mis-
sile; a shot. Shak.

The Turkish bow giveth a very forcible shoot.
Bacon.

The spindle of the shuttle contains enough weft for
several shoots or throws. English Encyc.

2. A young branch which shoots out from
the main stock; hence, an annual growth,
as the annual layer of growth on the shell
of an oyster.— 3. A young swine. [In this
sense written also Shote, Shoat.]— 4. The
thrust of an arch.—5. In mining, a vein run-
ning parallel to the strata in which it occurs.
6. A kind of sloping trough for conveying
coal, grain, &c., into a particular receptacle.
7. A place for shooting rubbish into.

These (refuse bricks) they usually carry to the
shoots. Mayhew.
8. A weft thread in a woven fabric.

The patentee throws in a thick shoot or weft of
woollen or cotton. Ure.

Shoot (shbt), n. [Fr. chute, but the form
has been modified by the verb to shoot]
Same as Chute.
Shooter (shbt'^r), n. 1. One that shoots; an
archer; a gunner.— 2. An implement for
shooting; a gun; as, a pea-shooter; a six-
sAooter.—3.A shooting-star. Herbert. [Rare.]
Shooting (shbt'ing), p. and a. Pertaining to
one who or that which shoots ; especially,
pertaining to or connected with the killing
of game by firearms ; as, a shooting license;
the shooting season.

Shooting (shot'ing), ?*. 1. The act of one
who shoots; the act or practice of discharg-
ing firearms; especially, the act or practice
of killing game with firearms; as, to be
fond of shooting and fishing.—2. A right to
shoot game over a certain district. —3. A
district or defined tract of ground over
which game is shot.—4. Sensation of a quick
glancing pain.

I fancy we shall have some rain by the shooting of
my corns. Goldsmith.

5. In carp, the operation of planing the edge
of a board straight.

Shooting-board (shbt'ing-b6rd),n. A board
or planed metallic slab with a race on which
an oliject is held while its edge is squared
or reduced by a side-plane. It is used by
carpenters and joiners, and also by stereo-
typers in trimming the edges of stereotype
plates.

Shooting-hOZ (shbt'ing-boks), n. A house
for the accommodation of a sportsman dur-
ing the shooting season.

Shooting-coat (shbt'ing-kbt), n. The name
given by tailors to a variety of coat sup-
posed to be suitable for sportsmen.
Shooting-gallery (shbt'ing-gaI-16-ri), n. A
place covered in for the practice of shoot-
ing; a covered shooting range.
Shooting-jacket (shbt'ing-jak-et).n. A name
given by tailors to a kind of jacket supposed
to be suitable for shooting purposes.
Shooting-Star (shbt'ing-star), n. A meteor
in a state uf incandescence seen suddenly
darting along some part of the sky. See
Aekolite, Meteor, 2. and Meteoric.
Shooting-stick (shbt'ing-stik), n. An im-
plement used by printers for tightening or
loosening the coins that wedge up the pages
in a chase. It is in the shape of a wedge
about 1 inch broad and 9 inches long, and is

made of hardwood or iron.

Shooty (shbt'i), a. Of equal growth or size;

coming up regularly in the rows, as pota-
toes. [Local.]

Shop (shop), n. [A. Sax. sceappa, a treasurj'.

a storehouse; O.D. schop, l.G. schvpp, G.
schoppen, schuppen, a shed, booth, A'c] l.A
building or apartment, generally with afront-
age to the street or roadway, and in which
goods are sold by retail. —2. A building in
which workmen or operatives cany on their
occupation; as, a joiner's shop; an engine
shop; a vforkshop.—Z. One's business or pro-
fession: generally used in connection with a
pei'son whose mind is of a limited range and

Fate, far, fat. fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abttne; y, Sc. f«y.
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confined to his own calling. ' The shop sits
heavy on him.' Dickem. [Colloq.]

He thinks he has a soul beyond the sftofi.

ComhUl Mag,
—To talk shop, to speak of one's calling or
profession only.

Shop (shop), v.i. pret. shopped; ppr. shop-
ping. To visit shops for purchasing goods:
used chiefly in the present participle ; as,
the lady is shopping.
Shop-tlll ( shop'bif), n. An advertisement
of a shopkeeper's business or list of his
goods, printed separately for distribution.
Shop-board (shop'bord), n. A bench on
which work is performed.
Nor till the late age was it ever known that any

one served seven years to a smith or tailor, that he
should commence doctor or divine from the shofi-
board or the anvil. South.

Shop-book (shopTjuk), n. A book in which
a tradesman keeps his accounts. Locke.
Shop-boy (shop'boi), n. A boy employed in
a bhup.

Shope.t pret. of shape. Shaped; framed.
Chaucer.

Shop-glTl (shop'girlX n. A girl employed
in a shop.

Shopkeeper (shdp'kep-«r), n. 1. One who
keeps a shop for the retail sale of goods ; a
trader who sells goods in a shop or by re-
tail, in distinction from a merchant, or one
who sells by wholesale; a tradesman.
To found a great empire for the sole purpose of

raising up a people of customers may at first sight
appear a project only for a nation otihopkttperi.

Ad. Smilk.
2. An article that has been long on hand in
a shop; as, that bonnet is an old shopkeeper.
[Familiar]
Shopkeepin^ (shop'kep-ing), n. The busi-
ness 'if keeping a shop.
Shoplifter (shop'lift-er), n. One who steals
anything in a shop or purloins goods from
a shop; particularly, one who under pre-
tence of buying goods takes occasion to
steal Swift.

Shoplifting (shoplift-ing), n. Larceny com-
mitted in a shop; the stealing of anything
from a shop.

Shoplike (shop'lik). a. Low; vulgar. 'Be
she never so shoplike or meretricious.' B.
J'jttson.

Shop-maid (shop'madx n. A young woman
who attL-iids in a shop.
Shopman (shop'mao), >i. 1. A petty trader;
a shopkeeper.

The shttpman sells, and by destraction lives.

• « .
DrydtH.

2. One who aerves in a shop.
My wife . . . could be of much use as a shopman

to me. idUr.

Shopocracy (shop-ok'ra-si), n. The body of
sh"i)keeper8. (Humorous.)
Shopper ( shop'6r), »t. One who shops; one
wiiM fre<|Uent« shops.
Shopplsh (shop'ish). a. Having the habits
ana manners of a shopman.
Shoppy (shoi/i), a. 1. Pertaining to a shop
or shops; abounding with shops: as. a shoppy
neighbourhood. -2. A term applied to aper-
«on full of nothing but bis own calling or
profession. Mrs. Giukell. [Colloq. in both
senses. ]

Shop-8hlftt (shop'shift). n. The shift or
tricK uf a shopkeeper; deception. ' lliere's
a thop-thi.n: plague on 'em.' jB. Jonson.
Shop-walker (shop'wak-tr), n. An attend-
ant or overseer in a large shop who walks
in front of the counter attending to cus-
tomers, directing them to the proper de-
partment for the goods they need, seeing
that they are served, and the like.

Shop-woman (shop'wn-man), u. A woman
wih. scr\fs in a shop.
Shop-worn (shop'wom), a. Somewhat worn
or diiTii;ti;nl by being kept long in a shop.
Shorage (^hor'iij), n. Duty paid for goods
br.iugbt on shore.

Shore (shor), pret. of shear.
This heard Geratnt. and erasping at his sword, . . .

iJi'^rt through the swarthy neck. Tennyson.

Shore (shOr), n. (A. Sax. score, the shore,
from «ceron, «tnran, to shear, to divide; O.D.
schoore, schitor. The shore is therefore the
Hue at which the sea is divided from the
land. See .SHEAR.) 1. l^he coast or land
adjacent to a great body of water, as an
ocean or sea, or to a large lake or river.
'The fruitful shore of muddy Nile.' ,^n-
»er 'The dreadful shore of Styx.' Skak.
* When loud surges lash the sounding shore.

'

Pope.
And two such shorts to two such streams made one.
Two such controlling bounds shall you be, kings.
To these two princes, if you marry them. Sh4th.
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2. In law, the space between ordinary high-
water mark and low- water mark; fore-
shore.

In the Roman law, the s/iore included the land as
high up as the largest wave extended in winter.

BitrriU.
Snore (shor), v. t. To set on shore.

I will brinp these two moles, these blind ones
aboard him, if he thinks it fit to shore them again.

Shore (shor), n. A sewer (which see).
Shore (shor), n. [D. and L.G. schore, schoor,
Icel. skortha, a prop, a shore. The word may
have meant originally a piece or length of
timber, and is thus from A. Sax. sceran, to
shear, and akin to shore, the beach.] A prop;
a piece of timber or iron for the temporary
support of something.
As touching props and shcres to support vines, the

best (as we nave said) are those of the oke or olive
tr«e. Hoiland.

Especially, (a) a prop or oblique timber
acting as a strut on the side of a building,
as when it is in danger of falling, or when
alterations are being made on the lower
part of it, the upper end of the shore rest-
ing against that part of the wall on which
there is the greatest stress. (&) In ship-
building, (1) a prop fixed under a ship's side
or bottom to support her on the stocks, or
when laid on the blocks on the slip. (2) A
timber temporarily placed beneatli a beam
to afford additional support to the deck
when taking in the lower masts. See also the
articles Dog-shore, .Skeg-shore, and Spur.—Dead shore, an upright piece fixed in a
wall that has been cut or broken through
to support the superstructure during the
alterations being made on the building.

Shore (shor), v.t. pret. & pp. shored; ppr.
shoring. To support by a post or shore;
to prop: usually with up; as, to shore up a
building.
The most of his allies rather leaned upon him than

shored him «/, (yollan.

Shore (shorX v.t. To threaten; to offer.
[Scotch.]

A panegyric rhyme. I ween.
Even as I was he shcred me. Bums.

Shorea (shO're-a), n. [Perhaps from some
person of the name of Shore.] A small genus
of Indian plants, nat. order Dipteraceie. One
species (5. robusta) is a lofty and orna-
mental tree with en-
tire leavesand axillary
and terminal panicles
of very sweet yellow
flowers, which are
succeeded by shuttle-
cock-like fruits, the
shape of which is

caused by the ultimate
enlargement of the
sepals into erect leafy
wmga surmounting
the fruit. It yields the
timber called in India
saxU or sal, which is

employed in the
North-west Prcrvinces ^rmt of Sk^rea fv6usia.

in all government
works, house timbers, gun-carriages, Ac.
The wood is of a uniform light-brown col-
our, close-grained and strong. The tree
exudes a resin called by the natives ral or
dhnona. See Sal.
Shoreage (slior'aj), n. Same as Shorage.
Shore-land (shor'land), n. Land bordering
on a shore or sea-beach.
Shoreless (shor'les), a. Having no shore or
coast; of indefinite or unlimited extent.

The short channels of expiring time,
<Jr shsireUss ocean of eternity. Ycung.

Shorellng (shoraing). n. Same as Shorting.
Shoreward (shor'werd), adv. Towards the
shore.

This mounting wave will roll us shorrward soon.

^. Tennyson.
Shoreweed (shoi'wed), n. A British plant
of the genus Littorella. the L. lacustris. See
LlTTOREM.A.
Shoring (shoeing), n. 1. The act of sup-
porting with props or shores.—2. A number
or set of prr>p3 or shores taken collectively.
Shorl. See Schorl.
Shorlaceous (shorda'shus). See Sghorla-
CEol'S.

Shorllng (shorling), n. [From shear, pret.
shore.] 1. Wool shorn from a living sheep,
in opposition to that of a dead sneep or
moriing (which see).—2. A sheep of the first
year's shearing; a shearling; a newly shorn
sheep. — 3 t A shaveling; a contemptuous
name for a priest
ShorUte (shorlit). See Schorlitk.
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Shorn (shorn), pp. of shear. 1. Cut off; as,
a lock of wool shom.~2. Having the hair or
wool cut off; as, a shorn lamb.— 3. Deprived;
as, a prince shorn of his honours. ' Koyalty
. . . not shorn of its dignity.' Quart. Rev.

Nor appeared—angel ruined, and the excess
Of glory obscured: as when the sun, new-risen.

Less than archangel ruined, .

Looks through the horizontal misty air,
Shorn of his beams. MUlou.

Short (short), a. [A. Sax. sceort, scort, short,
from the stem of shear, to cut off ; O. H G
scurz, short, cut off; Icel. skorta, to be short
of, to lack, hence skort, participle, used in
such phrases as to be short, to fall short.}
1. Not long; not having great length or
linear extension; as, a short distance; a
short flight; a short piece of timber.
The bed is shorter than that a man can stretch

himself on it. Is. xxviii. 20.

2. Not extended in time ; not of long dura-
tion.
The triumphing of the wicked is short. Job xx. 5.

3. Not Up to a fixed or certain standafd

;

not reaching a certain point; limited in
quantity; insufficient; inadequate ; scanty;
deficient ; defective ; as, a short supply of
provisions; s/ior( allowance of money or food;
short weight or measure. * Praise too short'
Shak.

I t's not to put off bad money, or to give short mea-
sure or iighfweight. Jerroid.

4. Insufficiently provided; inadequately sup-
plied ; scantily furnished ; not possessed of
a reasonable or usual quantity or amount

:

only used predicatively.and often with of; as,
we have not got our quantity, we are" still
shmt; to be short of money or means. 'Short
(i/" succours, and in deep despair' Druden.
5. Not far in the futtire; not distant in "time;
near at hand. * Sore offended that his de-
parture should be so short' Spenser.
He commanded those who were appointed to at-

tend him to be ready by a short day. Clarendon.

6. Limited in intellectual power or grasp

;

not far-reaching or comprehensive; con-
tracted; narrow; not tenacious; as, tt. short
memory. ' Since their own short understand-
ings reach no further than the present'
iioK'e.—7.Curt;brief; abrupt; pointed;sharp;
petulant; severe; uncivil; as, a short answer.

1 will be bitter with him. and passing short. Shak.

8. Breaking or crumbling readily in the
mouth; crisp; as, the paste is light and Mort

His flesh is not firm, but short and tasteless.

^ Iz. It'alton.
9. Brittle : friable : as, iron is made cold-
short, that is, brittle when cold, by the pre-
sence of phosphorus, and hot-short or red-
short by the presence of sulphur.—10. Not
prolonged in sound; as, a short vowel or
syllable ; the o-sound is long in coat and
short in co<.— 11. Unmixed with water; un-
diluted, as spirits; neat [Slang.]
Come, Jack, let us have a drop of something short,

TroUope.
12. Followed by of, and used predicatively
in comparative statements; (a) less than;
below; inferior to; as, his escape was nothing
short qf a miracle.

Hardly anything short of an invasion could rouse
them to war. Landor.

(6) Inadequate to; not equal to.

Immoderate praises the foolish lover thinks short
of his mistress, though they reach far beyond the
heavens. Sir P. Sidney.

—At short siffht, a term used with reference
to a bill which is payable soon after being
presented to the acceptor or payer.—SAorf
allowance. ]esa than the usual or regularquan-
tity served out, as the allowance to sailors or
soldiers during a protracted voyage, march,
siege, or the like, when the stock of pro-
visions is getting low, with no prospect of
a speedy fresh supply. In the royal navy
officers and men are paid the nominal value
of the provisions so stopped, such sum being
called short allowarice money.—Short is used
in the formation of numerous self-explain-
ing compounds, as short-artned, short-enred,
short-legged, short-tailed, &c.
Short (short), adv. In a short manner: not
long; limitedly; briefly; abruptly; suddenly;
as, to stop short; to run short; to turn short
—To come short, to be unable to fulfil, as
a command, demand, hope, expectation, or
the like ; to be unable to reach, as a certain
necessary point or standard ; to fail in ; to
be deficient in: generally followed by of.

For all have sinned, and come short ofthe ^lory ot
God. Rom. lii. 23.

To attain
The htghth and depth of Thy eternal ways
All human thoughts come short. Milton.

ch,cAain: bh. Sc. lot*; g.jo; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sinjr; IH, tAen; tli, «Ain; w, uiig; wh, isAig; zh, azure.-See KEY
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—To /all short, (a) to be inadequate or in-

sufficient; as, provisions fall short; money
/alls short, {b) To be not equal to ; to be

unable to do or accomplish. ' He /ell much
short of what I had attained to." Newton.

'Their practice fell short of their know-
ledge.' South.~To sell short, in stock-brok-

ing, to sell for future delivery what the

seller does not at the time possess, but hopes

to buy at a lower rate.— 7*0 stop short, (a) to

stop suddenly or abruptly ; to arrest one's

self at once. ' As one condemned to leap a

precipice . . . stops short' Dryden. (&) Not
:to reach the extent or importance of ; not

to go so far as intended or wished ; not to

reach the point indicated. ' Opposition

which stopped short of open rebellion.'

Macaulay.—To take short, to take to task

suddenly; to check abruptly; to reprimand;

to answer curtly or uncivilly: sometimes
with wp.—To turn short, to turn on the spot

occupied; to turn without making a com-

pass; to turn round abruptly. * For turning

short he struck with all his might.' Dryden.

Short (short), n. 1. A summary account;

as, the short of the matter.

The short on't is, 'tis indifferent to your humble
servant whatever your party says. Dryden.

2. In pros, a short syllable ; as, mind your
longs and shorts. [School slang.]—/n short,

in few words; briefly; to sum up in few

words.
In short, she makes a man of him at sixteen, and a

boy all his life after. Sir R. VEstrange.

—The long and the short, a brief summing
up' in decisive, precise, or explicit terms.
* The short and the long is, our play is pre-

ferred. ' Shak.
Short (short), v.t. 1. To shorten. -2.t To
make the time appear short to ; to amuse

;

to divert : used reflexively.

Furth I fure ... to schort me on the sandis.
Sir D. Liftdsay.

Shortt (short), v.i. To fail; to decrease.

His sight wasteth. his wytte mynysheth, his lyf

shorteth. The book of Good Manners, i486.

Shortage (short'aj), n. Amount short or

deficient; often an amount by which a sura

of money is deficient.

Short-billed (short'bild), a. Having a short

bill or beak; brevirostrate; as, short-billed

birds.

Short-bread (short'bred),7i. Same as Short-

cake.

Short-breathed (short'bretht), a. Hav-
ing short breath or quick respiration. Ar-
hxtthnot.

Short-cake (short'kak), ». A sweet and
very brittle cake, in which butter or lard has
been mixed with the flour.

Short-clothes (short'kloTHz), 71. pi. Cover-

ings for the legs of men or boys, consisting

of breeches coming down to the knees, and
long stockings.

Shortcoming (short'kum-ing),n. 1. A failing

of the usual produce, quantity, or amount,
as of a crop.—2. A failure of full perform-

ance, as of duty.

Short-dated (short'dat-ed),a. Having little

time to run. ' The course of thy short-dated

life.' Sandys.
Short-drawn (short'drsn), a. Drawn in

without filling the lungs; imperfectly in-

spired; as, short-drawn hvQa.t\i.

Shorten (short'n), v. t. [From short ] 1. To
make short in measure, extent, or time; as,

to shorten distance ; to shorten a road ; to

shorten days of calamity.—2. To abridge; to

lessen ; to make to appear short ; as, to

shorten labour or work.

We shorten'd days to moments by love's art.
Suckling.

3. To curtail; as, to shorten the hair by clip-

ping. —4. To contract; to lessen; to diminish

in extent or amoimt; as, to shorten sail; to

shorten an allowance of provisions.—5. To
confine; to restrain.

Here where the subject is so fruitful, I am shortened

by my chain. Dryden.

6. To lop; to deprive. 'Spoil'd of his nose,

and shorten'd of his ears.' Dryden.—7. To
make short or friable, as pastry, with butter

or lard.

Shorten (short'n), v.i. 1. To become short

or shorter. ' The sAor(e7mi{; day. ' Swift—
2. To contract; as, a cord shortens by being
wet; a metallic rod shortens by cold.

Shortener <short'n-6r), n. One who or that

which shortens.

Shortening (short'n-ing), n. 1. The act of

making short.—2. Something used in cook-

ery to make paste short or friable, as butter

or lard.

Shorthand (shorfhand), 71. A general term
for any system of contracted writing; a
method of writing by substituting charac-

ters, abbreviations, or symbols for words;
stenography.
In shorthand skilled, where little marks comprise
Whole words, a sentence in a letter lies. Creech.

Short-handed (short'hand-ed), a. Not hav-

ing the necessary or regular number of

hands, servants, or assistants.

Short-head (shorfhed), n. A sailor's term
for a sucking whale under one year old,

which is very fat and yields above thirty

barrels of blubber. Siinmonds.
Short-horn (shorfhom), n. One of a breed
of oxen, having the horns shorter than in

almost any other variety. The breed ori-

ginated in the beginning of this century in

the valley of the Tees, but is now spread over
all the richly pastured districts of Britain.

The cattle are easily fattened, and the flesh

is of excellent quality, but for dairy purposes
they are inferior to some other breeds. The
word is often used adjectively; as, the short-

horn breed.

Short -homed ( short'homd), a. Having
short horns ; as, the short-homed breed of

cattle.

Short-Jointed (short'joint-ed), a. 1. Hay-
ing short intervals between the joints: said

of plants.—2. Having a short pastern: said

of a horse.

Short-laid (short'lad), a. A term in rope-
making for short-twisted.

Short-lived (short'livd), a. Not living or
lasting long; being of short continuance:
as, a short-lived race of beings ; short-lived

pleasure; short-lived passion. 'Short-lived

pride. ' Shak.
Suit lightly won. and short-lived ^ain.
For monarchs seldom sigh in vain. Sir TV, Scott.

Shortly (short'li), adv. In a short or brief

time or manner; as, (a) quickly; soon. 'Did
return to be shortly murdered.' Shak.

The armies came shortly in view of each other.
Clarendon.

(6) In few words; briefly; as, to express
ideas more shortly in verse than in prose.

Shortness (short'nes), n. The quality of

being short ; as, (a) want of length or ex-

tent in space or time; little length or little

duration ; as, the shortness of a journey or
of distance ; the shortness of the days in

winter; the shortness of life.

I'd make a journey twice as far. to enjoy
A second night of such sweet shortness, Shak.

They move strongest in a right line, which is caused
by the shortness of the distance. Bacon.

(&) Fewness of words; brevity; conciseness.

The necessity of shortness causeth men to cut off

impertinent discourses, and to comprise much matter
in a few words. Hooker.

(c) Want of reach or the power of retention;

as, the shortness of the memory, (d) Defi-

ciency; imperfection; limited extent; pov-
erty; as, the shortness of our reason.

Short-rib (short'rib), n. One of the lower
ribs ; a rib shorter than the others, below
the sternum; a false rib. Wiseman.
Shorts (shorts), n. pi. 1. The bran and
coarse part of meal, m mixture.—2. A term
in rope-making for the toppings and tailings

of hemp, which are dressed for bolt-ropes

and whale lines. The term is also employed
to denote the distinction between the long
hemp used in making staple-ropes and in-

ferior hemp.— 3. Small clothes; breeches.

'A little emphatic man, with a bald head
and drab «Aor(5.' Dickens. [Colloq.]

Short - shipped (short'shipt), a. 1. Put on
board ship in deficient quantity.—2. Shut
out from a ship accidentally or for want of

room.
Short-sight (short'sit), n. Near-sighted-
ness; myopia; vision accurate only when
the object is near.

Short-sighted ( short' sit -ed), a. 1. Not
able to see far; having limited vision; my-
opic; near-sighted.

Short-sighted men see remote objects best in old

age. Newton.

2. Not able to look far into futurity; not
able to understand things deep or remote;

of limited intellect.

The foolish and short-sighted die with fear

That they go nowhere. Sir J. Denham.

3. Proceeding from or characterized by a
want of foresight; as, a short-sighted policy.

Short-sightedness (short'sit-eil-nes), n.

The state or quality of being short-sighted

:

(a) A defect in vision, consisting in the in-

ability to see things at a distance or at the

distance to which the sight ordinarily ex-

tends; myopia; near-sightedness. (6) Defec-
tive or limited intellectual sight; inability

to see far into futurity or into things deep
or abstruse.

Cunning is a sort o{ short-sightedness. Addison.

Short-spoken (short'spo-kn), a. Speaking
in a short or quick-tempered manner; sharp
in address.

Short-waisted (short'wast-ed), a. Ha\ing
a short waist or body: said of a person, a
dress, or a ship.

Short-winded (short'wind-ed), a. Affected
with shortness of breath ; having a quick
respiration, as dyspnoic and asthmatic per-
sons.

He sure means brevity in breath, short-winded. Shak.

Short-Witted (short'wit-ed), a. Having
little wit; not wise; of scanty intellect or
judgment.

Piety doth not require at our hands that we should
be either short-ivitted or beggarly. Sir M. Hale.

Shory (shor'i), a. Lying near the shore or
coast. [Rare. ]

Those shory parts are generally but some fathoms
deep. T. Burnet.

Shot (shot), n. [Both Shot and Shots are
used as the plural. ] [From shoot (which see);

A. Sax. gescot, an arrow.] 1. The act of shoot-
ing; discharge of a firearm or other missile
weapon.
He caused twenty shot of his greatest cannon to

be made at the king's army. Clarendon.

Here once the embattled farmers stood
And fired the shot heard round the world. Emerson.

2. A missile, particularly a ball or bullet.

The term shot is generally applied to all

solid projectiles, and also to hollow pro-

jectiles without bursting charges. In heavy
ordnance spheres of stone were originally

used, but lead and iron balls were after-

wards substituted. The introduction of

rifled firearms has led to the almost uni-

versal adoption of elongated shot, and, as

in the case of the Palliser shot, the same
projectile may be used with or without a
bursting charge, as it is cast hollow so as

to answer the functions either of a shot or
shell. Spherical shot of cast-iron are still

retained in use for mortars or smooth-bore
ordnance. Various kinds of shot are or

have been used, and are classified according
to the material, according to form, and ac-

cording to structure and mode of operation;

as, angel-shot, bar-shot, buck-shot, chain-shot,

case-shot, canister, crossbar-shot, grape-shot,

round-shot, sand-shot (which see).— 3. Small
globular masses of lead for use with fowling-

pieces, &c., made by running molten lead
combined with a little arsenic through a
sieve or pouring it from a ladle with a ser-

rated edge from the top of a high tower
(see Shot-tower) into water at the bottom.
The stream of metal breaks into drops which
become spherical. To obviate the use of the

high tower various expedients have been
tried, such as dropping the metal through
a tube up through which a strong current

of air is driven, or dropping the molten
lead through a column of glycerine or oil.

—

4. The flight of a missile, or the range or

distance through which it passes; as, a
musket shot distant.

A how-shot from her bower-eaves
He rode between the barley-sheaves. Tennyson,

Hence—5. Range; reach.

Keep you in the rear of your affection.

Out of the shot and danger of desire. Shak.

6. Anything emitted, cast, or thrown forth.

'Shots of rain.' Ray. —7. In Scotland,

among fishermen, the whole sweep of nets

thrown out at one time; also, the number
of fish caught in one haul of the nets.

—

8. One who shoots; a shooter; a marksman;
as, he is the best shot in the company. * A
little, lean, old, chapt, bald shot' Shak.:

used as a collective noun. 'A guard of

chosen shot' Shak.—9. An inferior animal
taken out of a drove of cattle or flock of

sheep; also, a young hog. See Shote.—
10. In weaving, a single thread of weft car-

ried through the warp at one run of the

shuttle.—11. In blasting, a charge of powder
or other explosive in a blast-hole, usually

fired by a slow match.—SAo( 0/ a cable

(naut), the splicing of two cables together,

or the whole length of two cables thus

united.—^ shot in the locker, money in the

pocket or at one's disposal. [Colloq.]

My wife shall travel like a lady. As long as there's

a shot in the locker she shfiU want for nothing.
Thackeray.

Shot (shot), V.t pret. & pp. shotted; ppr.

shotting. To load with shot over a car-

Fate, f4r, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abttne; y, Sc. fey.
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tridge; as, to shot a gun. [The term is

confined to charging cannon.]

Shot (shot), p. and a. Having a changeable
colour, like that produced in weaving by all

the warp threads being of one colour and all

the weft of another; chatoyant: as, shot-

silk; hence, interwoven; intenningled ; in-

terspersed. 'Black hair a little shot with
grey.' G- A. Sala.

The tangled water-courses slept.

Shot over with purple, and green, andjrellow.
Tifnnyson.

ShOtft pp. of shette. Shut. Chaucer.

BhOtt (shot), a. Advanced in years.

Spenser.

Shot (shot), n. [A corruption of scot (which
see).] A reckoning, or a person's share of a
reckoning; charge; share of expenses, as of

a taveni-bilL

rU to the alehouse with you presently; where for

oneMe/of fivepence thou shalt have five thousand
welcomes, Shak.

As the fund of our pleasure, let us each pay his shot.

B. yonson.

Shot-anchor t (shot'ang-k^r), n. A sheet-
ancJior.

Shot-belt (ahofbelt), n. A leathern belt or
long pouch for shot wore over the shoulder
by sportsmen, and having a charger at tlie

lower end.
Shot-belted (shot'belt-ed), o. Wearing
a shot-belt.

Shot - cartridge (shotTtar-trij), n. A car-

tridge fur use in a fowling-piece, &c., con-
taining small shot instead of a bullet.

Shot - clog t (shot'klog), lu A person who
was a mere clog on a company, but tolerated
because he paid the shot for the rest.

Keep your distance, and be not made a skotelog
any more. B. yansim.

JEUlOte (shot), n. 1. [A.Sax. scedta, a shooting
or darting flsh, from sceotan, to shoot.) A
fiah resembling the trout. Itich. Carew.—
2. A young hog ; a pig partially grown ; a
shoat, shoot, or shot. [Provincial English.]

Shotert (9hot'6r), u. A shooter.

ShOt-free (shot'fre), a. 1. Free from shot
or charge: exempted from any share of ex-

pense; scot-free.

Though I could 'scape shot-frte in London, I fear
the shot here. Skak.

2. Not injured or not to be injured by shot.

*He that believes himself to be shot-free,

and so will run among the hail of a battle.'

FeUham.—S.i Unpunished; uninjured; scot-

free.

Shot-garland (shot'gar-land), n. Naut. a
frame to contain shot secured to the coam-
ings and ledges round the hatchway of a
vessel.

Shot-gauge (shot'g&j), n. An instrument
fur testiii;; cannon projectiles. Shot-gauges
are of two kinds—ring gauges and cylinder
gaugea Two sizes of the first kind are em-
ployed for each calibre. The shot or shell

most pass through the larger but not through
the smaller. It is afterwards rolled through
the cylinder gauge, any jamming or sticking
in which causes the rejection of the pro-
jectile.

Shot-glass (ahot'glas). n. In weaving, same
as Cloth-prover.

Shot-gun (shot'gun), n. A light, smooth-
bored gun, especially designed for firing shot
at short range; a fowling-piece.

Shot-hole (shot'hdl), n. A hole made by a
shut or bullet discharged.
Shot-locker (shot'lok-^rX n. A strongly
constructed compartment in a vessel's bold
for containing shot.

Shot-metal (shot'met-al), n. An alloy of
lead o*i parts, and arsenic 1, used for making
small .sbnt.

Shot-plug (shot'plug), n. A tapered cone
of wood driven into a shot-hole in a vessel's
aide U> prevent leakage.

Shot-pouch (s)iot'pouch), n. A pouch for
carrying >«mall shot. It is usually made
of leatlx-r, the mouthpiece being provided
with a nifitsure having an adjustable cut-off
to dt'tt-Tiiiint; the quantity of the charge.
Shot-proof (.shot'prof). a. Proof against
shot; nicapable of iH-ing damaged by shot.

Shot-prop (shot'prop), n. A wooden prop
or plug cuvered with hemp to stop a shot-
hole in a !ilii]>'s side.

Shot-rack (shotnik). n. A wooden rack in
which a (_-<^Ttain quantity of shot is kept
Shot-silk (shot'silk). n. A silk stuff whose
warpund weft threudsareofditferentcolours
so as to exhil)it changeable tints under vary-
ing circumstances of light

8hotte,t n. An arrow; a dart. Chaucer.
Shotted (shot'ed), p. and a. 1. Loaded with

shot over a cartridge : said of cannon. —
2. Having a shot attached. 'The sei^e
cap and shotted chain of any galley-slave.'

Dickens.
Shotten t (shot'n), a. [Pp. of shoot. ] l. Hav-
ing ejected the spawn; as, a shotten herring.

If manhood, good manhood, be not forgot upon the
face of the earth, then am I a shotten herring. ShaA.

2. Shot out of its socket ; dislocated, as a
bone.—SAo(ten milk, a local term for sour,

curdled milk.

Shot-tower (shot'tou-^r). n. A lofty tower
for making shot by pouring melted lead
through a colander from the sunnnit, which
forms into globules, cools and hardens as it

falls, and is received into water or other
liquid.

Shot-window (shot'win-do), n. 1. A small
window, chiefly filled with a board that
opens and shuts. [Scotch.]

Go to the shot--windo7ti instantly and see how many
there are of them. Sir vy. Scott

2. A window projecting from the wall.

Shough t (shok), n. A kind of shaggy dog;
a shock.

Shoughs. water-rugs, and demi-wolves, are clept
All by the name of dogs. Shak.

Shough (sho). interj. [See Shoo.] Begone;
away; a cry used to scare away fowls, &c.

Shough, shough t up to your coop, peahen.
Beau. Gf Ft.

Should (shyd). The pret of shall. See
Shall.
Shoxilder (shol'dfir), n. [O.E. shulder, Sc
shouther, A. Sax. sculdor, Dan. skulder, Sw.
skuldra, D. schouder, G. schulter, the shoul-
der, the shoulder-blade; from root of shield,

and signifying lit. a broad shield-like bone

;

comp. the other names shield-bone, blade-
bone, 8houlder-6iarf«, and also Sc. spaul,
O.Fr. espaule (Fr. ^ixiule), a shoulder, from
L. spatula, from spatha, a broad wooden
instrument] l.The j(unt by which the arm
of a human !)eing or the foreleg of a quad-
ruped is connected with the body; or in
man, the projection formed by the bones
called scapulie or shoulder-blades, which
extend from the basis of the neck in a hori-

zontal direction ; the bones and muscles of
this part together— 2. The upper joint of
the foreleg of an animal cut for the market;
as, a shoulder of rtwxiio'n.—Shonlder-of-mut-
ton sail, a triangular sail, so calle^I from the
peculiarity of its form. It is chiefly used to

set on a boat's mast. The upper comer is

sometimes converted into a gatf top -sail,

which can be lowered behind the other part
of the sail when required to diminish the

Boat with Shoulder-of-mutton Sail.

quantity of sail aloft—3. pi. The part of the
human body on which the head stands;
the upper part of the back; the part on
which it is most easy to carry burdens.

Thy head stands so tickle on thy shoulders that a
milkntaid. if she be in love, may sigh it off. Shak,

V\\ take that burden from your back.
Or, lay on that shall make your shoulders crack.

Shak.
Adown her shoulders fell her length of hair.

Dryden.
Hence— 4. pi. t'sed as typical of sustaining
power; the emblem of supporting strength.
' Weak shoulders overborne with burthening
grief.' Shak. — 5. That which resembles a
human shoulder; a prominent or projecting
part ; a declination or slope ; as, the shoul-

der of a hiU.

Jasper was coming^ over the shoulder of the Her*
mon-Law. //c^y.

More especially, a projection on an object to

oppose or limit motion or form an abutment;
a horizontal or rectangular projection from

the body of a thing; as, (a) the butting-ring
on the axle of a vehicle. (J>) The contraction
of a lamp-chimney just above the level of
the wick. (c)In carpentry, the square end of
an object at the point where the tenon com-
mences, as of a spoke, the stile of a door,
&c. (d) In printing, the projection at the
top of the shank of a type beyond the face
of the letter, (e) In archery, the broad
part of an arrow-head. —6. In fort, the angle
of a bastion included between the face and
flank.—7. In the leather trade, a name given
to tanned or curried hides and kips, and
also to English and foreign oflaX.—The cold
shoulder, the act of receiving without cor-
diality, especially one with whom we have
been on better temis ; a cold reception ; as,

to give a person the cold shoulder.—To put
one's shoulder to the wheel, to assist in bear-
ing a burden or overcoming a difficulty; to
exert one's self; to give effective help; to
work personally.

—

Shoulder to shoidder, a
phrase expressive of united action and mu-
tual co-operation and support.
Shoulder (shol'dSr), v.t. l.To push or thrust
with the shoulder; to push with violence.

Around her numberless the rabble flow'd
Shouldring each other, crowding for a view.

RoTve.

2. To take upon the shoulder or shoulders;
as, to shoulder a basket —3. Milit. to carry
vertically at the side of the body and rest-

ing against the hollow of the shoulder; as,

to shoulder anns; to shoulder a musket, &c.
'Shoulder'd his crutch and showed how
fields were won.' Goldsmith.
Shoulder (shol'd^r), v.i. To push forward,
as with the shoulder foremost; to force
one's way as through a crowd. * We shoul-
dered throuixii the swarm.* Teniiyson.

Shoulder-loelt (shol'dfir-belt), 7t. A belt
that passes across the shoulder.

Shoulder-blade (shol'd^r-blad), n. The
bone of the shoulder, or blade-lwne, broad
and triany:ular, covering the hind part of
the ribs: called by anatomists scapida and
otnoplate.

I fear, sir, my shoulder-blade is out. . Shak.

Shoulder-block (shol'dSr-blok), »*. Naut. a
large single block having a
projection on the shell to pre-
vent the rope that is rove
through it from becoming
jammed between the block
and the yard.

Shoulder-bone (shSl'd^r-bon),
11. The scapula; the shoulder-
blade. * To see how the bear
tore out his shoulder -bone.'

Shoulder-block. Shak.
Shoulder-clapper (shol'd^r-

klap-6r), n. One that claps another on the
shoulder, as in familiarity or to arrest him;
a bailiff.

A black friend, a shouldtr-elapper, one that coun-
termands

The passages of alleys. Shak.

Shouldered (shol'd^rd), a. Having shoul-
ders. 'Thighed and shouldered like the
billows; footed like their stealing foam.'
Ruskin.
Shoulder-knot (shol'dSr-not), ?i. An orna-
mental knot of ribbon or lace worn on the
shoulder; an epaulet

Before they were a month in town, great shoulder-
knots came up ; straight, all the world was shoulder-
knots. Swift.

Shoulder-pegged (shol'd^r-pegd), a. Ap-
plied to horses that are gourdy, stiff", and
almost without motion.
Shoulder-pitch (shol'dfir-pich), n. The pro-

cess which terminates the spine of the sca-

pula, and is articulated with the clavicle;

the acromion. Cotgrave.

Shoulder- shotten (shol'dSr-shot-n), a.

Spraiufdintheshdulder, as a horse. 'Swayed
in the back and »hoytlder-xhotten.' Shak.
Shoulder-slip (shol'dfer-slip), n. Disloca-

tion of the shoulder or of the humerus.
The horse will take so much care of himself as to

come oir with only a strain or a shoulder-slip, S-wi/t.

Shoulder-splayed (shol'dSr-splad), a. Ap-
plied to a horse when he has given his
shoultlers such a violent shock as to dislo-

cate the shoulder-joint

Shoulder-strap (shol'dAr-strap), n. A strap
worn on or over the shoulder, either to

support the dress or for ornament, or as a
badge of distinction.

Shoulder-wrench (shol'd^r-rensh), n. A
wrench in the shoulder.

Shout (shout), v.i. [Perhaps a softened
form of «cow(, or onomatopoetic ; comp.
shool and hoot.'i To utter a sudden and

cb, Main; Ah, Sc. \oeh\ g, go% i,iob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, aingr; th, CAen; th, tAin; w, uig; wh, uAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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loud outcry, as in joy, triumph, or exulta-

tion, to animate soldiers in an onset, to

draw the attention of some one at a dis-

tance, or the like.

When ye hear the sound of the trumpet, all the

people shall shout with a great shout. Jos. vi. 5.

—To shout at, to deride or revile with
shouts.

That man would be shouUd at that should forth in

his trreat-grandsirc's suit, though not rent, not dis-

coloured. £p Hall.

Shout (shout), 71. A loud burst of voice or

voices; a vehement and sudden outcry, par-

ticulai'ly of a multitude of men, expressing

joy, triumph, exultation, or animated cour-

age, &c. 'Applause and universal shout.'

Shak.
The Rhodians seeing the enemy turn their backs,

gave a great shout m derision, Knolles.

Shout (shout), v.t. To utter with a shoUt:

sometimes with out; as, he shouted out his

name.
Shouter (shout'Sr), n. One that shouts.

D/yden.
ShOUther (shuTH'^r), 71. Shoulder. [Scotch.]

Shouting (shout' ing), ii. The act of a
shouter; a loud outcry expressive of joy or
animation. 2 Sam. vi. 15.

Shove (shuv), v.t. pret. & pp. shoved; ppr.

shoving. [A. Sax. sceCfan, sciifan, O. Fris,

shuva, Icel. skilfa, D. schuiven, O.H.G. and
Goth, skiuban, G. schiehen, to shove. From
this stem comes shovel.] 1. To drive along
by the direct application of strength with-

out a sudden impulse; particularly, to push
so as to make a body slide or move along
the surface of another body, either by the
hand or by an instrument ; as. to shove a
bottle along a table ; to shove a table along
the floor ; to shove a boat into the water.
'Shoving back this earth on which I sit.'

Dryden.
The hand could pluck her back that shoved her

on. Shak.

2. To push aside; to press against; to jostle.

He used to shove and elbow his fellow-servants to

get near his mistress. Arbttthnot.

—To shove away, to push to a distance; to

thrust ott". * Shove away the worthy bidden
guest.' Milton.—To shove by, to push away;
to delay or to reject. ' Offence's gilded hand
may sAove &i/ justice.' Shak.— To shave off,

to thrust or push away; to cause to move
from shore by pushing with poles or oars;

as, to shove off a boat—To shove down, to
overthrow by pushing.

A strong man was going to shove dovn St. Paul's
cupola. j4 rbuthnot.

Shove (shuv), v.i. 1. To push or drive for-

ward; to urge a course.—2. To push off; to
move in a boat by means of a pole or oar
which reaches to the bottom of the water:
often with off or from.

He grasped the oar.
Received his guest on board, and shoved/rom shore.

Garth.

Shove (shuv), n. 1. The act of shoving, push-
ing, or pressing by strength without a sud-
den impulse; a push.

I rested two minutes and then gave the boat an-
other shove. Swift.

2. Tlie central woody portion of the stem of

ilax; the boon.

Shove -hoard (ahuvT^ord), n. A sort of
game playetl by pushing or shoving pieces
of money along a board with the view of

reaching certain marks; also, the board on
which the game was played. At one time
it was played with silver groats, hence the
old name shove-groat. Called ailso Shovel-

board, Shvffie-board.

Shove -groat (shuv'grot), n. See Shove-
board.

Quoit him down, Bardolph, like a shove-groat
shilling. Shak.

Shovel (shuv'el),n. [Yrora shove; A. ^ax.sceofl,

scojl, D. schoffel, L.G. schufel, Dan. skovl, G.

schaiifel, a, shovel. See also Scoop,] An instru-

ment consisting of a broad scoop or hollow
blade with a handle, used for taking up and
removing a quantity of loose substances to-

gether, as coals, sand, loose earth, gravel,

corn, money, &c. The construction of

shovels is necessarily very much varied to
adapt them for their particular purposes.
A Jire shovel is an utensil for taking up coals,

cinders, or ashes. The barn shovel, for lift-

ing and removing grain, has the blade gen-
erally of wood.
Shovel (shuv'el), v.t. pret. & pp. shovelled;

ppr. shovelling. 1. To take up and throw
with a shovel; as, to shovel earth into a

heap or into a cart, or out of a pit.—2. To
gather in great quantities. i

Ducks jAtwiT/ them up as they swim along the waters.
;

Derhatn.
— To shovel up, (a) to throw up with a

'

shovel, (b) To cover up with earth with a ,

spade or shoveL
j

Oh 1 who would fight and march and countermarch,
]

Be shot for sixpence in a battle-field, I

And sho^ell'd up into a bloody trench ? Tennyson.

Shovelardt (shuv'el-ard), n. Same as Sho-
veller, 2.

Shovel-board (shuv'el-bord), n, 1. A kind
of game more common formerly than now

;

shove-board (which see). — 2. A favourite

game aboard ship played by shoving with a
cue wooden discs so that they shall rest in

one of nine squares chalked on the deck.

Shovelful (shuv'el-ful), » As much as a
shovel will hold; enough to fill a shovel.

Shovel - hat (shuv'el-hat), n. A hat with a
broad brim turned up at the sides, and pro-

jecting in front like a shovel, worn by cler-

gymen of the Church of England. ' Walk-
ing, as became a beneficed priest, under the

canopy of a shovel-hat.' C. Bronti.

Shoveller 'shuv'el-6r),n. l.One who shovels.

2. A species of duck (Spatula or Rhynchas-
pis clypeata), remarkable for the length and
terminal expansion of the bill. It is a win-
ter visitant to the British Isles, is altout

20 inches in length, and has beautifully

marked plumage.
Show (Bho), v.t. pret. showed; pp. shown or
showed; ppr. showing. It is also written
Shew. Shewed, Shewn. [A. Sax. scedwian,

D. sckouwen, Dan. skue, G. schauen, Goth.
scavjan, to view, look at, inspect, &c. ; sup-

posed to be from a root skaw or «iay, which
appears without the s in L. caveo, to take
care, caxitus, E. cautious.] 1. To exhibit or
present to Uie view ; to place in sight ; to

display.

Go thy way, shoiv thyself to the priest. Mat. viii. 4.

Not higher that hill, nor wider, looking round.
Whereon for different cause the tempter set

Our second Adam in the wilderness.

To show him all earth's kingdoms and their glory,
Milton.

2. To let be seen ; to disclose ; to discover

;

not to conceal.
AH the more it seeks to hide itself,

The bigger bulk it shows. Shak.

S. To communicate; to reveal; to make
known; to disclose.

I was afraid, and durst not show you mine opinion.
Job xxxii. 6.

O, let me live.

And all the secrets of our camp I'll show. Shak.

Know. 1 am sent

To show thee what shall come in future days.
Milton.

4. To prove; to manifest; to make apparent
or clear by evidence, reasoning, &c. ; to ex-

plain; as, to show a person's error.

His eye, which scornfully glisters like fire.

Shows his hot courage and his high desire. Shak.

I'll show my duty by my timely care. Dryden.

5. To inform; to teach; to instruct.

The time cometh when I shall no more speak unto
you in proverbs, but I shcill sho^ you plainly of the

Father. Jn. xvi. 25.

6. To point out to, as a guide; hence, to

guide or usher; to conduct; as, to show a
person into a room.
Thou shall show them the way in which they must

walk. Ex. xviii. 20.

Come, good sir, will you show me to this house !

Shak.

7. To bestow; to confer; to afford; as, to

show favour or mercy on any person. ' To
iAou) justice.' Shak. ' Felix, willing to sftou?

the Jews a pleasure.' Acts xxiv. 27.

That mercy I to others show.
That mercy show to me. Pope.

8. To explain ; to make clear; to interpret;

to expound. ' Interpreting of dreams, and
showing of hard sentences.' Dan. v. 12.

—

9. To indicate; to point out.

Why stand we longer shivering under fears.

That show no end but death t Milton.

—To show forth, to manifest; to publish; to

proclaim. 1 Pet. ii. 9.—To show off, to set

off; to exhibit in an ostentatious manner;
as, to shoiD off one's accomplishment*.— To
show up, (a) to show the way up or to an
audience of some one ; as, show up that
gentleman, sir (6) To expose ; to hold up
to animadversion, to ridicule, or to con-
tempt; as, the power which public journal-

ists have of showing up private individuals

ought not to be recklessly exercised. [CoUoq. ]

Show (sho), v.i. 1. To appear; to become
visible.

The fire i" the flint

Shows not till it be struck. Shak.

2. To appear; to look ; to be in appearance-
just such she shows before a rising storm. Dryden.
How the birch-trees, clothed with their white and

glistening baric, showed like skeletons.
Cornhill Mag.

3. t To become or suit well or ill.

My lord of York, it belter shaw'd with you. Shak.

—To show off, to make a show; to display
one's self.

Show (sho), n. 1. The act of showing or
exhibiting to the view ; the exposure or ex-
hibition to view or notice.

I love not less, though less the show appear. Shak.

2. Appearance, whether true or false.

Flowers distill'd, though they with winter meet,
Leese but their show; their substance still lives

sweet. Shak.

But now they by their own vsun boasts were ty'd
And forc'd at least in show, to prize it more.

DrydeH.
3. Ostentatious display or parade; pomp.

Nor doth his grandeur and majestic shoiv
Of luxury, though called magnificence,
Allure mine eye. Milton.

I envy none their pageantry and show. Young.

4. An object attracting notice; an aspect
Throng our lai^e temples with the shows of peace.
And not our streets with war. Shak.

The city itself makes the noblest show of any in

the world. Addison.

5. A sight or spectacle ; an exhibition ; a
play ; specifically, that which is shown for
money; as, a travelling show; a flower-sAow;
a cattle-sftoio. ' Tragic «/iowj«. ' Shak.
Some delightful ostentation, or show, or pageant,

or antique, or firework. Shak.

6. Semblance ; likeness. ' In show plebeian
angel militant.' Milton.-". Speciousness

;

plausibility; pretext; hypocritical pretence.
* For a show make long prayers.' Luke xx.

47.
But a short exile must for show precede. Dryden.

8. A mucous discharge, streaked with blood,
which takes place one, two, or three daya
before a woman falls into labour.

—

A show
of hands, a raising of hands, as a means of
indicating the sentiments of a meeting upon
some proposition.

Show-bill (sho'bil), n. A placard or other
advertisement, usually printed, containing
announcements of goods for sale.

Show-box (sho'boks), n. A box containing
some object or objects of curiosity, carried
round as a show.
Show-bread (8h6'bred).n. Among the Jews,
bread of exhibition; the loaves of bread
which the priest of the week placed before-

the Lord on the golden table in the sanctu-

ary. They were made of fine flour unleav-

ened, and changed every Sabbath. The
loaves were twelve in number, and repre-

sented the twelve tribes of Israel. They
were to be eaten by the priest only. Written
also Shew-bread.
Show-card (sholtard), n. A tradesman'a
card making an announcement ; a card on
which patterns are exhibited in a shop.

Show-case (sho'kas), n. A case or box, with
plates of glass on the top or front, within
which delicateorvaluable articles are placed
for exhibition.

Shower ( sho'er ), n. 1. One who shows or
exhibits,—2. That which shows, as a min-or
Wickli^e.

Shower (shou'6r), ?i. [O.E. shoure, schovre^

A.Sax. scfir, Icel. sfrwr, Sw. skur, O.H.G. «ciir,

a shower, a tempest; D. schoer, a great fall

of rain; G. schauer, a shower, a shuddering
fit; Goth, skura, a shower, a gust or blast

of wind; L.G. schuur, a passing fit of ill-

ness; Sc. shoiver, a throe, as in childbirth.

The root-meaning may be in Goth, skjuran,

to move violently.] 1. A fall of rain of

short or not very great duration: this is ita

regular meaning when used alone, but we
may also say a shower of snow.

Fall on me like a silent dew.
Or like those maiden showers.

Which, by the peep of day, do strew

A baptism o'er the flowers. Herrick.

2. A fall of things in thick and fast succes-

sion; as, a shower of darts or arrows; a
shower of stones.—3. A copious supply be-

stowed ; liberal distribution.

Sweet Highland girl ! a ver>- shower
Of beauty is thy earthly dower. Wordsworth.

Shower (shou'6r). v.t. 1. To water with a
shower or with showers; to wet copiously

with rain. ' Dissolve and shower the earth."

Milton.- 2. To pour down copiously and
rapidly; to bestow liberally; to distribute

or scatter in abundance.

On their naked limbs the flowery r^iof

Shower'd roses. .Mtlton.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, hfir; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^ll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J', Sc. fey.
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Cesar's favour,
That show'rs down greatness on his friends.

Addisptt.
He spoke not, only shotver'd

His oriental gifts on every one. Tennyson.

Sbower (shou'er). v.%. To rain in siiowers;
to fall as a shower; as, tears showered down
his cheeks.

Down shcrwer the gambolling waterfalls. Tennyson,

Shower-batZl (shou'6r-bath), n. A bath in
which water is showered upon the person
from above; also, the apparatus for pouring
upon the body a shower of water.
Showeriness (shou'^r-i-nes), n. The state
of l>eins showery.
Showerless (shou'fir-Ies), a. Without
shi 'Wei's. Armstrong.
Showery (shou'6r-i), a. Raining in showers;
abouudinj? with frequent falls of rain. Addi-
son,

Show-glass (sho'glas), n. A glass in or by
means of which anything is seen ; a show-
man's glass; a mirror.

Showily (sho'i-li), adv. In a showy manner;
pompously; with parade.
Showiness (sho'i-nes), n. State of being
showy; pompousness; g^^at parade.
Showing (shd'ing), n. a presentation to
exhibition; representation by words.
The first remark which suggests itself is, that on

this sh<rwing, the notes at least of private banks are
not money, y. S. Mill.

Showlsh (aho'ish), a. Splendid; gaudy;
ostentatious. [Rare. ]

The escutcheons of the company are sJumtisk, and
will look magnificent. S-un/t.

Showman (sho'man), n. One who exhibits
a show, especially the proprietor of a tra-
velling,' exhibition.

Shown (shon), pp. of show.
Show -place (sho'plas), n. 1. A place for
public exhibitions.— 2. A translation by
North {Plutarch's Lives) of the Greek
word gymnasion, gymnasium, adopted by
Shakspere. ' The common show-place where
they exercise.' Ant. & CUop. ill ft. See
GVMNASICM.
Show-room (sho'rom), n I. A room or
apartment In which a show is exhibited.

The dwarf kept the gates of the shaiv-rocm.
A rbutknet

2. A room or apartment, as in a warehouse
or the like, where goods are displayed to
the best advantage to attract purchasers,
or in a hotel an apartment set aside for
the use of commercial men in which they
can exhibit samples to their customers.
Show-stone (sh6'8t6n),n. A glau or crvstal
biill tty means (^f which fortune-tellers nave
professed to show future events.

Showy (sho'i), o. .Making a great show or
appearance; attracting attention; splendid;
gaudy; gay; ostentatious; brilliant.

The men would make a present of everything that
is rich and showy to the women. Addison.
Men of warm imaginations neglect solid and sub-

stantial happiness for what is s)urwy and superficial.

Addison.
Sti?. Splendid, gay. gaudy, gorgeous, fine,
magnificent, grand, stately, sumptuous,
pompous, ostentatious.

Shragt (shrag), n. [Probably a softened
form of scrag, a branch or stump.] A twig
of a tree cut off.

Shrag t (shrag). v.t. To lop. Huloet
Shraggert (shrag'firX n. One who lops;
i-Uf ub') trims trees. Huloet.
Shram t (shram), v.t. To cause to shrink or
shrivel, as with cold; to benumb. [Local]
Shrank (shrangk). pret. of shrink.

His generous nature shran* from the indulgence
of a selfish sorrow. Prtscott.

Henry, proud and self-willed as he was. shrank,
not without re-ison. from a conflict with the roused
si'tril of the n.-\tion. Macauiay.

Shrap.l Shrapet (shrap, shrap). n. A
place baited with chaff to invite birda
/>> BedHl.
Shrapnel-Shell (shrap'nel-shel). n. [After
General Shrapnel, the inventor.) A shell
filled with bullets and a small bursting
charge just sufHcient to split the shell open
and release the bullets at any given point,
generally a!>out 80 yards Ijefore reaching
the object aimed at After opening, the
bullets and fragments fly onwards in a
shower with the remainin^^ velocity of the
shell, and when fired against l>odies of
troops the effect under favourable circum-
st^mces is great Called also Spherical
Canfuhot.
Shread - head (shred 'hed ), n. The same as
Jerkin-head (which see).

Shred (shred), v.t, pret A pp. shred; ppr.
shredding. [A. Sax. screddian, to shred;

Sc. screed, a piece torn off; O.Fris. skrida,
D. schrooden, O. H. G. scrdtan, to tear.
Shroud is from this stem.] 1. To tear or cut
into small pieces, particularly narrow and
long pieces, as of cloth or leather; to tear or
cut into strips; to strip.—2.t To prune; to
lop; to trim.

Shred (shred), n. 1. A long narrow piece
torn or cut off; a strip; any torn fragment
A beggar might patch up a garment with such

shreds as the world throws away. Po^,

2. A fragment; a piece; as, shreds of wit.

His panegyric is made up of half a dozen shreds
like a schoolboy's theme. Swift.

Shredding ( shred 'ing), n. I. A cutting
into shreds. —2. That which is cut off; a
piece. * A number of short cuts or shred-
dings.' Hooker.—Z. pi. In carp, short, light
pieces of timber, fixed as bearers below the
roof, forming a straight line with the upper
side of the raftera
Shreddy (shred'i), a. Ck)nsisting of shreds
or fragments.
Shredless (shredles), a. Having no shreds.
Shreetalum (shre'ta-lum), n. An East
Indian name for the talip<^ palm {Corypha
umbrae idi/era). Cyc. of India.
Shrew (shrb), n. [O.E. shrewe, wicked, evil,

a wicked or evil person (the shrewe was the
devil, the evil one); hence the obsoL shrewe,
shrewen, to curse, to beshrew, whence the
adjective shrewd. The word seems to occur
in A. Sax. only as the name of the mouse,
screatoa, the shrew-mouse, lit the evil or
venomous mouse. It is allied probably to
Dan. skraa, G. schrdg, oblique, awry. ]

1. Originally, a wicked or evil person of
either sex, a malignant, spiteful, or cantan-
kerous person, but now restricted in use to
females; a woman with a vile temper; a
virago; a termagant; a scold.

Come on, fellow; it is told me thou art a shrew.
Bi>. Stiii.

By this reckoning he is more a shrrw than slie. Shak.
The man had got a shreiv for his wife, and there

could be no quiet in the house with her.

Sir R. L'Estrange.
2. A shrew-mouse.
Shrew t (shro), v.t. To beshrew; to curse.

Shreiv me,
If I would lose it for a revenue
Of any king's in Europe. Shak.

Shrew-ash (shro'ash), n. An ash-tree into
a hole in the body of which a shrew-mouse
has t^een plugged alive. Its twigs or
branches, when applied to the limbs of
cattle, were formerly supposed to give them
immediate relief from the pains they en-
dtyed from a shrew-mouse having run over
them. See Ranpike.
Shrewd (shrodX a. [Originally much the
same in sense as cursed or curst, from old
shrewe, to curse, shrewe, evil. See Shrkw.]
1. Having the qualities of a shrew or wicked
person; evil; iniquitous.

Is he threivd &aA unjust in his dealings with others?
Souih-

2. Vixenish; scolding; shrewish.
Whea she's angry she is keen and shrrwd. Shak.

3. Vexatious; troublesome; annoying; pain-
ful; mischievous.

Every of this happy number
That have endured shrewd dAy^ and nignts with us
Shall share the good of our returned fortune. Shak.
No encmv is so despicable but he may do a body a

shrewd lum. Sir R. LEstrange.

4. Sly; cunning; artful; arch. ' That «Ar0Ufr2

and knavish sprite.' Shak.—h. Astute; sa-
gacious; discriminating; discerning; as, a
shrewd man of the world.—6. Invohing or
displaying an astute or sagacious judgment;
as, a nhreipd remark. * Shrewd, keen, prac-
tical estimates of men and things.' W.
Black. [The word is now hardly used ex-
cept in the last two senses.]—Syn. Sly, cun-
ning, arch, subtle, artful, astute, sagacious,
discerning, acute, keen, penetrating.
Shrewdly (8hrbd'H).rtrfp. [SeeSHREWP.] In
a shrewd, manner : (a) in a high or mischiev-
ous degree; mischievously; destructively.

This practice bath most shrewdly passed upon
thee. Shak.

(6> Vexatiously; annoyingly; sharply; some-
what severely.

The obstinate and schismatical are like to think
themselves shrewdly hurt by being cut from that
body they chose not to be of. South.

Yet seem'd she not to wince though shrewdly pain'd.
Dryden.

(c) Sharply; painfully; keenly.

The air bites shrewdly ; it is very cold. Shak.

(d) Astutely; in a discerning or discriminat-
ing manner; sacaciously. ' Any man at first

hearing will shrewdly suspect.' Locke.

Shrewdness (shrbd'nes). ?i. The state or
quality of being shrewd ; as, (a) sly cunning;
archness.

The neighbours round admire his shrewdness
For songs of loyalty and lewdness. Sit/i/t.

(&) Mischievousness ; vexatiousness ; pain*
fulness. (c)t Wickedness; iniquity.

Forsothe the erthe is corupt before God and is ful-
filled with shrewdnes. jyickliffe,

(d) Sagaciousness ; sagacity ; the quality of
nice discernment; as, a man of great shrewd-
ness and penetration.
Shrewish (shrb'ish), a. Having the quali-
ties of a shrew ; given to exhibitions of ill-

temper; vixenish: said of women.
My wife is shrewish when I keep not hours. Shak.

Shrewlshly (shro'ish-li), adv. In a shrew-
ish manner; peevishly; ill-naturedly. 'Hfr
speaks very shrewishly.' Shak.
Shrewishness (shro'ish-nes), n. The state
or quality of being shrewish.

I have no gift in shre7vishness,
I am a right maid for my cowardice. Shak.

Shrew-mole(shro'm6I),7i. An insectivorous-
mammal {Scalops aquaticus) found in North
America. The muzzle is long and cartila-
ginous at its tip, and the nose is proboscis-
like. The claws of the fore-feet are long
and powerful, and well adapted for burrow-
ing. The outer ears are undeveloped, and
the eyes are small. The fur is fine and
closely set. like that of our mole. The
length of the animal is about 7 inches. It
is usually found near rivers and streams,
and burrows much like the common mole.
Shrew-mouse (shro'mous), n. [A. Sax.
scredica, a shrew-mouse. The name is equi-
valent to venomous mouse, their bite hav-
ing been beUeved to be fatal. See SHREW.]
A harmless little animal, resembling a
mouse, but belonging to the genus Sorex,
order Insectivora, while the mice proper
belong to the Rodentia. The common shrew
or shrew-mouse {S. araneus) may be easily

Common Shrew-mouse (Sorex araneus).

distinguished by its prolonged movable
muzzle and its reddish-brown fur. It is

about 4 inches long, the square-shaped tail
taking up half of this measurement It
feeds upon insects and their larvse, and
inhabits dry places, making a nest of leaves
and grasses. These little animals are very
voracious, often killing and devouring each
other. In former times its bite was con-
sidered venomous, while its body, variously
treated, was regarded as a cure for many
complaints. Besides the common shrew-
mouse, two other species, the water-shrew
and the oared-shrew, inhabit this country.
The habits of both are aquatic, as their
names import
ShrlOh,t r.i. To shriek. Chaucer.
Shriek (shrek), v.i. [A softened form of
screak (which see), and parallel with screech,
only in the latter the final guttural is soft^
ened, while in this it is the initial guttural
that is softened.] To utter a sharp shrill
cry; to scream, as in a suddeu fright, in
horror or anguish.

It was the owl that shriek'd. Shak.

At this she shrieked aloud. Dryden.

Shriek (shrek), n. A sharp shrill outcry or
scream, such as is produced by sudden
terror or extreme anguish; a shrill noise.

A solitary shriek, the bubbling cry
Of some strong swimmer in his agony. Byron.

My pulses closed their gates with a shock on
my heart as I heard

The shrill-ed^ed shriek of a mother divide the shud-
dering nignt. Tennyson.

Shriek (shrek). v.t. To utter with a shriek
or with a shrill wild cry.

On top whereof aye dwelt the ghostly owl.
Shrieking his baleful note. Sfenser.

She shrieked his name to the dark woods. Moore.

Shrieker (shrek'6r), n. One who shrieks.

Shriek-owl (shrek'oul), n. Same as Screech-
owl.

ch. cAain; 6h, Sc. loch; g.go; j.>ob; 6, Fr. ton; ng, ting; fH, then; th, thin; "w, trig; wh, wAlg; zh, arure.—See Kbt.
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Bhrievait (shrev'al), a. Pertaining to a
siieriff.

Slirievalty (shrev'al-ti), n. [From shrieve,
a sheriff.] The office or jurisdiction of a
sheriff.

It was ordained by q8 Edw. I. that the people shall

have election of sheriff in every shire, where the
ihricvalty is not of inheritance, Blackstone.

Shrieve t (shrev), n. Sheriff.

Now may'rs and shrieves all hush'd and satiate lay.

Pope.

Slirieve (shrev), v.i. Same as Shrive.

It is the Hermit good !

He'll shrieve my soul, he'll wash away
The albatross's blood. Coleridge.

Shrift (shrift), n. [A. Sax. scri-St, from
scrl/an, to receive confession. See Shrive.]
1. Confession made to a priest ; as, to make
shrift to a priest.

Shrift was no part of the Church of England sys-
tem, yet she gently admonished the dying penitent
to confess his sins to a divine, and empowered her
ministers to soothe the departing soul by an absolu-
tion which breathes the very spirit of the old religion.

Macaulay
2. The priestly act of shriving; absolution.

I will give him a present shrift and advise him for
a better place. Shak.

Shrift-father (shrift'fa-TH6r), n. A father
confessor. Fairfax.
Shrightt (shrit). Shrieked. Spenser.
Shright t (shrit), n. A shriek. Spenser.
Shrike (shrik), n. [From its harsh, shriek-
ing cry.] A general name applied to the
members of a family (Laniidaj) of insessorial
birds belonging to the dentirostral division
of the order. The family is conveniently
divided into two groups, the Laniina?, or
true shrikes, and the Thamnophilinte, or
bush-shrikes. The genus Lanius is distin-

guished by the broad base of the bill, which

Great Gray Shrike (Lanius excubitor)

is hooked at the tip. The nostrils, which
are situated laterally, ai-e surrounded by
bristles. The fourth quill is longest in the
wings, and the tail is of graduated or conical
shape. The great gray shrike {L. excubitor)
makes its appearance in Britain during the
winter. This species is coloured gray on
the upper and white on the under parts;
the quills of the tail being black with white
tips, whilst a band of black crosses the fore-
head, surrounds the eyes, and terminates at
the ear covers. The average length is about
9 or 10 inches. The food consists of mice,
shrew-mice, small birds, frogs, and insects;
and these birds have the habit of impaling
their prey on thonis or suspending it on
the branches of trees, in order to tear it to
pieces with greater ease, a habit which has
obtained for them the name of butcher-
birds. The red-backed shrike {Lanius or
Enneoctonus collurio), a summer visitant to
Britain, is our most common species. Its

Forked-tail Crested Shrike (Dicrurtis cris/aius).

average length is 6 or 7 inches. A popular
name for it (and also for other species) is

the nine-killer, from a belief that it impales

nine creatures together before beginning to
eat them. The woodchat shrike (L. or E.
ri{fu>i) sometimes appears in Britain. In
the Thamnophilina;, or tree-shrikes, the bill

is long and possesses an arched keel, the tip

beinghooked and bristles existing at the base.
Some of the species attain a length of from 12
to 13 inches. They are common in South Ame-
rica. The name of drongos or drongo-shrikes
has been given to certain birds allied to the
shrikes, and forming the family Dicrurinse
(which see). The forked-tail crested shrike,
a bird inhabiting India, about 10 inches in
length, is an example of these.

Shrill (shril), a. [Also by metathesis shirl,

softened from an older skrill; So. skirl, a
screech or shrill sound, to make a shrill

sound ; N. skryla, to cry in a high note

;

L.G. skrell, G. schrill, shrill. Probably ono-
matopoetic in origin. Skill is also a form.]
1. Sharp or acute in tone; having a piercing
sound; as, a shrill voice; shrill echoes. ' The
shrill matin song of birds on every bough.'
Milton.-~% Uttering an acute sound; as, a
shrill trumpet.
Shrill (shril), v.i. [G. schHllen, Sw. skrdlla.
See above.] To utter an acute piercing
sound.
Break we our pipes that shrtlVd as loud as lark.

Spenser
The shattering trumpet shrilleth high. Tennyson.

Shrill (shril), v.t. l. To cause to give a
shrill sound.— 2. To utter in a shrill tone.

The blood-red light of dawn
Flared on her face, she shrilling ' Let me die

!'

Tennyson.
Shrill (shril), n. A shrill sound. Spenser.
Shrill-edged (shril'ejd), a. Acute, sharp, or
piercing in sound. ' The shrill-edged shriek
of a mother.' Tennyson.
Shrill-gorged (shril'gorjd), a. Having a
gorge or tliroat that gives a shrill or acute
sound; having a clear or high-pitched voice
or note. ' The shrill-gorged lark.' Shak.
Shrillness (shril'nes), n. The quality of
being shrill; acuteness of sound; sharpness
or fineness of voice.

Shrill-tongued (shril'tungd), a. Having a
shrill voice. ' When shrill-tongued Fulvia
scolds.' Shak.
Shrill -voiced (shril'voist), a. Having a
shrill or piercing voice.

What shrill-voiced suppliant makes this eager cry?
Shak.

Shrilly (shril'li), adv. In a shrill manner

;

acutely; with a sharp sound or voice.

Mount up aloft, niy muse; and now more shtilly
sing. Dr H. More

Shrilly (shril'i), a. Somewhat shrill.

Some kept up a shrilly mellow sound, Keats.

Shrimp (shrimp), n. [Prov.E. shrimp, any-
thing small ; Sc. scrimp, to deal out spar-
ingly to, to give to in insufficient quan-
tity. The word is allied to A. Sax. scrym-
man, to dry, to wither, G. schrumpfen, to
shrivel; perhaps also toE. cr\nnpleyt>. krim-
pen, to wrinkle, shrink, diminish.] 1. A
small crustacean of the genus Crangon,
order Decapoda, and sub-order ilacroura,
allied to the lobster, crayfish, and prawn.
The form is elongated, tapering, and arched
as if humpbacked. The claws are not large,

the fixed finger being merely a small tooth,
the movable finger hook-shaped; the beak
is very short, which distinguishes it from
the prawn; and the whole structure is deli-

cate, almost translucent. The common
shrimp (C. vulgaris) is abundant on our
sandy beaches; it is about 2 inches long, of
a greenish-gray colour, dotted with brown.
It burrows in the sand, and is taken in large
numbers by a drag-net, being esteemed as
au article of food. Various allied forms
belonging to different genera are also called
by this name.—2. A little wrinkled person;
a dwarfish creatiu'c; a manikin: la con-
tempt.

It cannot be this weak and writhled shrimp
AVould strike such terror to his enemies. Shak.

Shrlmpt (shrimp), v.t. [See the noun.] To
contract; to shrink.

Shrimper (shrimp'er), n. A fisherman who
catches shrimps.
Shrimp -net (shrimp 'net), n. A small-
meshei,! bag-net, mounted on a hoop and
pole, for catching shrimps.
Shrine (shrin), n. [Softened from older
serine (which see).] 1. A reliquaiy or box
for holding the bones or other remains of
departed saints. The primitive form of the
shrine was that of a small church with a
high-ridged roof. (See woodcut) Shrines
were often richly ornamented with gold,

precious stones, and artistic carved work.
They were generally placed near the altar
in churches.—2. A tomb of shrine-hke con-

Portable .'al- .:ry .\bbey.

figuration; the mausoleum of a saint in a
church; as, the shrine of St. Thomas Becket
at Canterbury.

It was a national as well as a religious feeling that
drew multitudes to the shrine of Becket, the first

Englishman who since the Conquest had been ter-
rible to the foreign tyrants. Macaulay.

Hence— 3. Any sacred place or object; an
altar; a place or thing hallowed from its

history or associations; as, a shrine of art.

Shrine of the mighty ! can it be
That this is all remains of thee ! Byron.

Shrine (shrin), v.t. pret. & pp. shrined; ppr.
shrining. To place in a shrine; to enshrine.
'Shrined in his sanctuary.' Milton. 'Me-
thinks my friend is richly shrined.' Tenny-
son.

Shrink (shringk), v.i. pret. shrank and
shrunk; pp. shrunk and shrunken (but the
latter is now rather an adjective); ppr.
shrinking. [A. Sax. scrincan, O.D. schrincken,
Sw.skrynka, to shrink. From root of shrimp,
shrug. The same root non-nasalized is also
seen in D. schrikken, to start back, to startle;

G. schrecken, erschrecken, to be terrified.]

1. To contract spontaneously; to draw or be
drawn into less length, breadth, or compass
by an inherent quality; as, woollen cloth
shrinks in hot water; a flaxen or hempen
line shrinks in a humid atmosphere.

Water, water everywhere,
And aJl the boards did shrink. Coleridge.

2. To shrivel ; to become vrrinkled by con-
traction, as the skin, 'And shrink like

parchment in consuming fire.' Drj/den.—
3. To withdraw, or retire, as from danger;
to decline action from fear; to recoil, as in

fear, horror, or distrust.

Feeble nature now I find

Shrinks back in danger, eind forsakes my mind.
i)ryden.

What happier natures shrink at with affright,

The hard inhabitant contends is right. Pope.

4. To express fear, hoiTor, or pain by shrug-
ging or contracting the body.

ril embrace him with a soldier's arm-
That he shall shrink under my courtesy. Shak.

Enid shrank far back into herself. Tennyson.

Shrink (shringk), v.t. To cause to contract;

as, to shrink flannel by immersing it in boil-

ing water. 'Shrink the com in measure.'
Mortimer.— 2. To withdraw. 'The Lybic
Hamnion sftWnArs his horn.' Milton. [Rare.]
—To shrink on, to fix firmly by causing to

shrink, as the tire of a wheel or a hoop
round a cannon is shrunk on by making it

slightly smaller than the part it is to fit,

expanding by heat till it can be slipped into
place, and then allowing it to cool.

Shrink (shringk), n. 1. The act of shrink-
ing; a spontaneous drawing into less com-
pass; contraction, 'A shrink or contraction

in the body.' Woodward.~2. A withdraw-
ing from fear or horror; recoil,

Not a sigh, a look, or shrink bewrays
The least felt touch of a degenerous fear. Daniel.

Shrinkage (shringk'aj), 7i. 1. The contrac-

tion of a material into less compass, either

by cooling, as metals, after being heated, or

by desiccation or drying, as timber and clay.

2. Diminution in value; as, shrinkage of

real estate.

Shrinker (shringk'er), n. One that shrinks;

one that withdraws from danger.

Shrinking - head (shringk'ing-hed), n. A
mass of molten metal to pour into a mould
to compensate for the shrinkage of the first

casting. Called also Sinking-head.

Shrinkingly ( shringk 'ing-li), adv. In a
shrinking manner; by shrinking.

Shrite (shrit), n. A name of the thrush.

Shrivalty (shriv'al-ti). See Shrievalty.

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^U; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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Shrive (shriv), v.t pret. shrove, shrived; pp.
shriven, skrioed; ppr. shriving. [A. Sax. scri-

/an, gescri/an. to enjoin, to impose a duty
upon, hence to impose penance or rules for

guidance, to shrive; sometimes regarded as

borrowed from L. scribo, to write, but its

early occurrence and distinctive meaning,
as well as the fact of its being originally a
strong verb, render this very doubtful. It

may, however, be from the same ultimate
root, skrabh, whence also Gr. grapho, to

write. The Latin word would aeem, how-
ever, to have had a considerable influence

on the corresponding verb in the allied

tongues ; comp. Icel. skrifa, to scratch, to

paint, to write; Dan. skrive, to write.] 1. To
hear or receive the confession of; to ad-

minister confession to, as a priest does.

'He thrives this woman.' Shak. — 2. To con-
fess and absolve; to grant absolution ta

Let me go hence.
And in some cloister's school of penitence.
Across these stones, that pave the way to heaven,
"Walk barefoot, till my guilty soul is shriven.

Longfellow.

3. To confess : used reflexlvely.

Bid call the ghostly man
Hither, and let me skrive me clean and die.

Tennyson.

Shrive (shriv), v.i. To administer confes-
sion. ' Where holy fathers wont to shrive.'

Spenaer.

Shrivel (shriv'el), v.i. pret <fe pp. shrivelled;

ppr. shrivelling. [Probably based partly
on rivel, to shrink or shrivel, partly on
shrink; comp. Prov. E. shravel, dry wood,
faggots.] To contract; to drawer be drawn
into wrinkles ; to shrink and form corruga-
tions: as, a leaf shrivels in the hot sun; the
skin xhrivels with age.
Shrivel (shriv'el), v.t. To contract into
wrinkles ; to cause to shrink into corruga-
tions.

And shrivefd herbs on withering stems decay.
Dryden.

His eyes, before they had their will.

Were shrivelfd into darkness in his head.
Teftnyson,

Shriven (shriv'n), pp. of shrive.

Shriver (ahriv'6r), n. One who shrives; a
confessor.

When he was made a shriz'er, twas for shrift.

SHak.
Shriving (shriv'ing), n. Shrift; confession
taken Spenser.
Shriving -pew (shriv'ing-pu). n. A term
.sometimes applied to a confessional.

Shroff (shrof), n. In the £a&t Indies, a
banker or money-changer.

Shroffage ( shrof'aj ), n. The examination
of coins, and the separation of the good
from the debased. Simmonds.
Shrood (shrod), v.t. See SHROUD, v.t

Shroud (shroud), n. [A. Sax. scrild, an ar-

ticle of clothing, a garment, a shroud: in
the nautical sense directly from the kindred
Scandinavian form : Icel. ttkrud, shrouds,
tackle, gear, furniture, a kind of stuff; N.
skn'td, shrouds, tackle. From root of shred.]
1. That which clothes, covers, protects, or
conceals; a garment; a covering. 'Swad-
dled, as new-born, in sable shrotids. ' Sandys.
'Jura answers, through her misty shroud.'
Byron. —2. The dress of the dead ; a wind-
ing-sheet. 'The knell, the shroud, the
mattock, and the grave.* Young.— 3.\ A
covered place serving for a retreat or shel-
ter, as a den or cave; also, a vault or crypt,
as that under a church. ' The shroud to
which he won bis fair-eyed oxen." Chapman.
4. A'auL one of a range of large ropes ex-

Sbrouds.

tending from the head of a mast to the
right and left sides of the ship, to support
the mast. Tlie shrouds, as well as the sails,

^c, are denominated from the masts to

which they belong; they are the main, fore,

and mizzen shrouds; the main-top-mast,
foretop-mast, or mizzen-top-mast shrouds

;

and the main-top-galiaut, foretop- gallant,
or mizzen-top-gallant shrouds. There are
also futtock shrouds, bowsprit shrouds, &c.
5. The branching top or foliage of a tree.

Warton.—6. One of the two annular plates
at the periphery of a water-wheel which
form the sides of the buckets. E. H. Knight.
Shroud (shroud), v.t. l. To shelter or con-
ceal with a shroud or covering; to protect
completely; to cover; to hide; to veil; as,
a hill-top shrouded in mist. 'Some tem-
pest rise ... to shroud my shame. ' Dry-
den.

So Venus from prevailing Greeks did shroud
The hope of Rome, and saved him in a cloud.

iValler.
Beneath an abbey's roof

One evening sumptuously lodged ; the next
Humbly, in a religious hospital;
Or haply shrouded in a hermit's cell. IFordsworth.

2. To put a shroud or winding-sheet on; to
dress for the grave ; to cover, as a dead
body.
The ancient Egyptian mummies were shrouded in

several folds of linen besmeared with gums. Bacon.

3. [See Shroud, n. 6.] To lop the branches
from. ' By the time the tree was felled and
shrouded.' T.Hughes. Written also SArood.
(Local.]

Shroud (shroud), v.t. To take shelter or
harbour.

If your stray attendance be yet lodg'd
Or shreud within these limits. Milton.

Shrouding ( shroud'ing ), n. The plates at
the peripliery of water-wheels which form
the sides of the buckets.
Shroudless (shroud'Iesj.a.Without a shroud.
'A mangled corpse . . . shroudless, unen-
tombed.' Dodsley.

Shroud-plate (shroud'plat), n. l. Naut. an
iron plate of a futtock-shroud.—2. In mach.
see Shroud, 6.

Shroud-rope (shroud'rop), n. A finer qua-
lity of liawser-made rope used for shrouds.
Shroud-stopper (sliroud'stop-^r), n. Apiece
of rope made fast alwve and below the
damaged part of a shroud which has been
injured by shot or otherwise, in order to
secure it.

Shroudy ( shroud'i ), a. Affording shelter.
[Rare.]

Shrove t (shrov), v.i. To join in the festivi-

ties of Shrove-ti<le. ' As though he went
a-shroviiig throUi^'h the city.' J. Fletcher.

Shrove-tlde ( .-^hrov'tid ), n. [Shrove, pret.

of shrive. :ind tide, time, season.] Confession
tide or time; specifically, that time when
the people were shriven, preparatory to the
Lenten season ; the period between the
evening of the Saturday before Quinqua-
gesima Sunday and the morning ofAsh-Wed-
nesday. See Shrovk-Tuesday.

"Tis merry in hall when beards wag all.

And welcome merry Shrove-ttde. Shai.

Shrove-Tuesday (shroVtuz-da), n. Confes-
sion-Tuesday ; the Tuesday after Quinqua-
gesima Sunday, or the day immediately pre-
ceding the first of Lent, or Ash-Wednesday,
on which day all the people of England,
when Roman Catholics, were accustomed
to confess their sins to their parish priests,

after which they passed the day in sports
and merry-making, and dined on pancakes
or fritters. The latter practice still con-
tinues, and it has given this day the appel-
lation of Pancake Tuesday. The Monday
preceding was called CoUop Monday, from
the primitive custom of eating eggs on col-

lops or slices of bread. In Scotland Shrove-
Tueaday is called Fastern's E'en or Fasten's
Ken.
Shrovin^ (shrov'ing). n. Performing the
ceremonies or enjoying the sports of Shrove-
Tuesday.

Eating, drinking, merry-making. . . . what else, I

beseech you, was the *hole life of this miserable
man here, but in a manner a perpetual shroz'in^t

Hales.

Shrow t (shrou), n. A shrew; a vixen. 'Be-
shrew all shrovos.' Shak.

Shrub (shrub), n. [A. Sax. scr<^, serobb

;

Dan. (dial.) skrub, a bush; perhaps from
same root as shrivel, shrimp. Scrub, low
shrubby trees, is the same word.] A low
dwarf tree; a woody plant of a size less than
a tree; or more strictly, a plant with several
permanent woody stems dividing from the
bottom, more slender and lower than in

trees. All plants are divided into herbs,

shrubs, and trees. A shrub approaches the
tree in its character, but never attains the
height of a tree, and is generally taller than

the herb. For practical purposes shrubs
are divided into the deciduous and ever-
green kinds. There are many ornamental
flowering shrubs, among the best known of
which are those belonging to the genera
Rosa, Rhododendron, Azalea, Kalmia, Vi-
burnum, Philadelphus, Vaccinium, &c.
Among the evergreen shrubs are the box,
various heaths, &c.
Gooseberries and currants are shrubs; oaks and

cherries are trees. Locke.

Shrub (shrub), v.t. pret. & pp. shrubbed;
ppr. shrubbing. To prune down so as to
preserve a shrubby form. Aiit. Anderson.
Shrub (shrub), n. [At. shurb, drink, any-
thing drunk; allied to syrup and sherbet. ] A
liquor composed of acid, usually the acid of
lemons, and sugar, with spirit (chiefly rum)
to preserve it.

Shrubbery ( shrub'6r-i ), n. l. Shrubs in
general.—2. A plantation of shrubs formed
for the purpose of adorning gardens and
pleasure-grounds.
Shrubblness ( shrub 'i-nes), n. The state
or quality of being shrubby.
Shrubby (shrub'i), a. I. Full of shrubs: as,

a shrxMjy plain. 'Due west it rises from
this shrubby point.' Milton. — 2. Resem-
bling a shrub: specifically applied to peren-
nial plants having several woody stems.—
3. Consisting of shrubs or brush. ' The goats
their shrubby browze gnaw pendant.* J.
Philips.

Shrubless (sh^^b^es), a. Having no shrubs.
Shruff (shruf), n. [A form of scurf or scruf. ]

Refuse; rubbish; dross of metals; light dry
wood used as fuel. [A local word.]
Shrug (shrug), v.t. pret. & pp. shrugged;
ppr. shrugging. [From root of shrink; allied

to D. schrikken, to startle, to tremble.] To
draw up; to contract; as, to shrug the
shoulders: always used with regard to the
shoulders, and to denote a motion intended
to express dislike, dissatisfaction, doubt,
&c.
He shrugs his shoulders when you talk of securi-

ties. Addison.

Shrug (shrug), v.i. To raise or draw tip the
shoulders, as in expressing dissatisfaction,

aversion, &c.
They grin, they shrug.

They bow, they snarl, they scratch, tliey hug,
S7i'i-7.

Shrug (shrug), n. A drawing up of the
shoulders, a motion usually expressing dis-

Uke.
The Spaniards talk in dialogues
Of heads and shoulders, nods, and shrugs.

Hudibras.

Shrunk (shrungk), pret. & pp. of shrink.

His youthful hose well sav'd, a world too wide
For nis shrttnk shank. Shak.

Shrunken (shrungk'n), p. and a. [See
Shrink.] Having shrunk; shrivelled up;
contracted; as, a shrunken limb. ' Shrunken
sinewes.' Spenser.

Shtshob (shchob), n. [Rus.] A machine
used in Russia for making calculations,

something similar to the abacus. It con-
sists of a small wooden box without a lid,

a number of wires being stretched across it,

on each of which wires ten movable wooden
rings are placed.

Shuck (shuk), n. 1. [Perhaps from shock,

shaggy.] A shell or covering; a husk or
pod : especially, the covering of a nut, as a
walnut, chestnut, or the like.— 2. A shock;
a stook. [Provincial in both senses. ]

Shuck (shuk), vX To remove the husks or
shells from, as grain; to shell, as nuts. [Pro-
vincial.]

Shudder (shud'^r), v.i. [L.G. schuddem,
CD. schudderen. G, schUttem, to shake, to
shiver, freq. forms from L.G. and D. schud-
den. G. sckutten, O.H.G. scuttan, to shake;
allied to E. shed, to cast. ] To tremble or
shake with fear, horror, aversion, or cold ; to
shiver; to quiver; to quake. 'The fear
whereof doth make him shake andshudder.*
Shak. ' The shuddering tenant of the frigid

zone.' Goldsmith. 'O ye stars that shud-
der over me.' Tennyson.
Shudder (shud'^r), n. A tremor; a shaking
with fear or horror. 'Into strong shudders
and to heavenly agues.' Shak.
Shuddering (shnd'6r-ing). p. and a. Tremb-
ling or sliaking with fear or horror; quaking;
quivering. ' Shuddering tea.T.' Shak. 'Blows
the «A?/dt/t'nH<7 leaf between his lips.' Hood.
Shudderingly (shud'6r-ingli), adv. With
tremor.
Shude (shud), n. [Perhaps connected with
shoddy, and vert) to shed. ] The husks of rice

and other refuse of rice mills, largely used
to adulterate linseed-cake. Simmonds.

ch, chain; eh, Sc. lo<A; g, yo; i.^ob; fi, Fr. ton; og^ting; TH, <Aen; th, tAln; «, icig; wh, u>Aig; zh, azure.—See ]S:et.
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Shue (shu), interj. See Shoo.
Shuffle (shuM), V. t. pret. & pp. shuffled; ppr.

shufflinij. [A dim. from ghove; cog. L.G.

schuffeln, schii/elii, to shuffle, to shove hither

ami thither. Sci(^ is another form.] 1. Pro-

perly, to shove one way and the other ; to

push from one to another; as, to shuffle

money from hand to hand.—2. To mix by
pushing or shoving; to confuse; to throw
into disorder; specifically, to change the re-

lative positions of, as cards in the pack.

Inmost thinjfs good and evil lie s/tit^eci and thrust

up together in a confused heap. South.

A man may shuffle cards or rattle dice from noon
to midnight, without tracing a new idea in his mind.

Rambler-.

3. To remove or introduce by artificial con-
fusion.

It was contrived by your enemies, and shuffled
into the papers that were seized. Dryden.

—To shuffle off, to push off; to rid one's self

of. 'When we have shuffled off this mortal
coil." Shak.

If, when a child is questioned for anything, he per-

sists to shuffle it ^with a falsehood, he must be
chastised. Lockt.

—To shuffle Up, to throw together in haste;

to make up or form in confusion or with
fraudulent disorder. 'To shuffle up a sum-
mary proceeding by examination, without
trial of jury. ' Bacoii.

Shuffle (shuf'l), v.i. 1. To change the rela-

tive position of cards in a pack by little

shoves. 'A sharper both shuffles and cuts."

Sir R. L'Estrange.— 2. To change the posi-

tion ; to shift ground ; to prevaricate ; to

evade fair questions; to practise shifts to

elude detection.

I myself sometimes, . . - hiding my honour in my
necessity, am fain to shuffle. Shak.

Every one who has seen the consequence of sever-

ity in parents upon the characters of children, and
marked its direct tendency to make them shuffle, and
conceal, and prevaricate, and even lie, will admit
that fear generated by despotic power necessarily

makes its slaves false and base. Brougham,

3. To struggle; to shift.

Your Hfe, good master.
Must shuffle for itself. Shak.

4. To move with an irregular or slovenly

and dragging gait.

The aged creature came
Shuffling fdong with ivory-headed wand. Keats.

5. To shove the feet noisily to and fro on
the floor or gi'ound ; to scrape the floor in

dancing.

—

To shuffle off, to move off with
low, short, irregular steps; to evade.—Syn.
To equivocate, prevaricate, quibble, cavil,

evade, sophisticate.

Shuffle (shuf'l), n. 1. A shoving, pushing,
or jostling; the act of mixing and throwing
into confusion by change of places. ' The
unguided agitation and rude shuffles of mat-
ter.' BenUey.—l. An evasion; a trick; an
artifice.

The gifts of nature are beyond all shams and shuffles.
Sir R. L'Estrange,

3. In dancing, a rapid scraping movement
with the feet ; a compound sort of this is

the double shuffle.

Shuffle-boaxd (shuf l-bord), n. Shovel-
board.
Shuffle-cap (shuf'1-kap), n. A play per-
formed by shaking money in a hat or cap.

He lost his money at chuckfarthing, shuffle-cap,
and all-fours. Arbuthnot.

Shuffler (8huf'l-6r), n. One who shuffles; as,

(a) one who mixes up cards previous to

dealing. (6) One who moves with a dragging
irregular gait, (c) One who prevaricates or
plays evasive mean tricks.

Shuffle-wing (shuf'1-wing), n. A local name
fur tlie hedge-sparrow {Accentor modularis),
from its peculiar flight.

Shuffling (shuf'1-ing), p. and a. 1. Moving
with irregular gait.

Mincing poetry,

'Tis like the forced gait of a shuffling nag. Shak.

2. Evasive; prevaricating; as, a shuffling ex-

cuse.

ShufBlingly (shuf'l-ing-li), adv. In a shuf-

fling manner; with shuffling; prevaricatingly;

evasively; with an irregular gait or pace.

I may go shufflingly, for I was never before

walked in trammels. Dryden.

Shug (shug), V.i. 1. To shrug; to writhe the
liii.lv, as persons with the itch; to scratch.

[i'r.'>vincial.]—2.t To crawl; to sneak.

There I'll shug in and get a noble countenance.
Ford.

Shulde.t Shulden,t Should. Cha-ucer.

Shule(sbul), n. A shovel. (Scotch.]

Shulle, ShuUeiLt Shall. Chaucer.

Shumach (slm'mak). See Sumach.

Shun (shun), V. t. pret. & pp. shunned ; ppr.
shunning. [O.E. shune, shonne, shunen,
schuneiiy sconnen, &c., to shun; A. Sax.

scunian, oJiscunian, to detest, fear, avoid,

shun ; connections doubtful ;
perhaps ulti-

mately from the same root as E. shove or to

shy. Shunt is from shun.] 1. To keep clear

of ; to keep apart from ; to get out of the
way of; to keep from contact with; to

avoid ; to elude ; to eschew.

But shun profane and vain babblings, i Tim. ii. i6.

So chanticleer, who never saw a fox.

Yet shunn'd him, as a sailor shuns the rocks.
Dryden.

Thoult shun misfortunes or thou'lt lejirn to bear
them. Addison.

2. To decline; to neglect.

I have not shunned to declare the whole counsel

of God. Acts XX. 27.

Shimless (shun'les), a. Not to be avoided

;

inevitable; unavoidable. '5A«nk«s destiny.'

Shak.
Shunt (shunt), v.i. [From«A«n. See SHUN.]

l.f To step aside; to step out of the way.

I shunted from a freyke

For I would no wight in the world wist who I were.

Little John Nobody, 1550 (quoted by Halli-well).

2.t To put off; to delay.—3. In rail to turn

from one line of rails into another ; as, we
shunted at the station.

Shunt (shunt), v.t. 1. To shun; to move
from. [Provincial.]— 2. To give a start to;

to shove. [Provincial.]— 3. To move or turn

aside ; as, (a) a railway train, or part of it,

from the main line into a siding ; to switch

off. (&) To shift to another circuit, as an
electric current. Hence—4. To shove off; to

put out of one's way ; to free one's self of,

as of anything disagreeable, by putting it

upon another. 'Shunting your late partner

on to me.' T. Hughes.

It is not wonderful that old-fashioned believers in

'Protestantism' should shunt the subject of Papal
Christianity into the Limbo of unknowable things,

and treat its renascent vitality as a fact of curious

historical reversion. Card. Manning.

[This is an example of a word, which had
become obsolete in cultivated language,

brought again from its provincial obscurity

into general use, probably by railway em-
ployees. ]

Shunt (shunt), n. 1. A turning aside; espe-

cially in raU. a turning off to a siding or

short line of rails that the main line may be

left clear.—2. A wire connected across the

tei-minals of an electric coil, so as to divert

ai portion of tlie current.

Shunter (shunt'6r), n. One who shunts;

specifically, a railway servant whose duty it

is to move the switches which shunt a train

or carriai:re from one line to another.

Shunt-gun (shunt'gun), 71. A rifled cannon
with two sets of grooves, down one of which
the ball passes in loading, passing out by
the other when fired, having been shunted
from one set to the other by turning on its

axis.

Shure (shiir), pret. of shear. [Scotch.]

Robin shure in hairst,

I shure wi' him. Bums.

Shurf (shurf), n. A puny, insignificant per-

son; a dwarf. Hogg. [Scotch.]

Shurkt (sh6rk), v.i. To shark.

Shut (shut), u.(. pret. & pp. sh^U; ppr. shtit-

ting. [0.'E.shutte,shitte,shette,A.Siix.scyttan,

scittan, to bolt, to lock, to shoot the bolt,

from scedtan, to shoot; hence, also scyttel, a

bolt. See Shoot. A shuttle is what is shot

or cast.] 1. To close so as to prevent ingress

or egress; as, to shut a door or gate; to shut

the eyes or mouth. ' His own doors being

«/im( against his enti*ance.' Shak. 'AndsAwi
the gates of mercy on mankind.' Gray.—
2. To close up by bringing the parts together;

as, to shut the hand; to shut a book.—3. To
inclose; to confine; to surround on all sides.

'Shut me round with narrowing nunnery
walls. ' Tennyson.

Is all thy comfort shut in Gloster's tomb! Shak.

4. To forbid entrance into; to prevent access

to; to prohibit; to bar; as, to shut the ports

of a country by a blockade.

Shall that be shut to man which to the beast

Is open? Milton.

5. To preclude; to exclude. 'Shut from
every shore and barred from every coast.'

Dryden.
I will not shut me from my kind. Tennyson.

—To shut in, (a) to inclose; to confine. ' And
the Lord shut him in.' Gen. vii. 16. (&) To
cover or intercept the view of ; as, one point

shuts in another. —To shut off', (a) to exclude

;

to intercept; as, shut ojf from assistance or
supplies. (&) To prevent the passage of, as-

steam to an engine, by closing the throttle-

valve.—To «ft«( ow(,to preclude from enter-
ing; to deny admission to; to exclude; as, a^

tight roof shuts out the rain. 'In such a
night to shut me out.' Shak.—To shut up,
(a) to close ; to make fast the openings or
entrances into ; as, to shut up the house.

(6) To inclose; to confine; to imprison; to-

lock or fasten in ; as, to shut up a prisoner.

'Wretches shut up in dungeons.' Addison,

But before faith came, we were kept under the law,
shut up unto the faith which should afterwards bo-
revealed. Gal. iii. 23.

(c) To bring to an end; to terminate; to con-
clude.

Death ends our woes,
And the kind grave shuts up the mournful scene.

Dryden.

(rf) To unite, as two pieces of metal by weld-
ing, (e) To cause to become silent by argu-
ment, authority, or force ; to put an end to
the action of. [CoUoq.]

It shuts them up; they haven't a word to answer.
Dickens.

Our artillery seemed to shut the hostile guns up^
and to force them back. iV. H. Russell.

Shut (shut), V. I. To close itself; to be closed;
as, the door shuti of itself ; certain flowers-

shut at night and open in the day.—To shut
up, to cease speaking. [Slang.]

On this occasion he seemed to be at some loss for
words: he shut up, as the slang phrase goes.

Trollope.

Shut (shut), a. 1. Not resonant or sonorous;
dull: said of sound.—2. In orthoepy, having
the sound suddenly interrupted or stopped
by a succeeding consonant, as the i in pit,

the in got, &c.—3. Rid; clear; free.

—

To be
shut of, to be cleared or rid of ; to be shot
of. [Colloq.]

Shut (shut), n. 1. The act of closing; close;
as, the shut of a door. 'Just then returned
at shut of evening flowers.' Milton.

Since the shut of evening none had seen him.
Dryden.

It was the custom then to bring away
The bride from.home at blushing shut of day.

jLgats.

2. A small door or cover; a shutter.

At a round hole, . . . made in the jA«/ of a win-
dow, I placed a glass prism. Newton.

3. The line where two pieces of metal aie^

united by welding.

—

Qt^d shut, the imper-
fection of a casting caused by the flowing
of liquid metal on partially chilled metal;
also, the imperfect welding in a foi^ng
caused by the inadequate heat of one sinr-

face under working.
Shutter (shut'6r), n. 1. One who or that-

which shuts or closes.—2. A covering of som&
strength for a window designed to shut out-

the light, prevent spectators from seeing-

the interior, or to act as an additional pro-
tection for the aperture. There are insidfr

and outside shutters; the former are usu-
ally in several hinged pieces which fold
back into a casing in the wall called a box-
ing. The principal piece is called the front
shutter, and the auxiliary piece a back flap.

Some shutters are arranged to be opened
or closed by a sliding movement either hori-

zontally or vertically, and others, particu-

larly those for shops, are made in sections,

so as to be entirely removed from the win-
dow.
Shutting (shut'ing), n. The act of joining:

or welding one piece of iron to another.

Shuttle (shut'l), n. [A. Sax. scedtel, scytel, a
shuttle, from sceOtan, to shoot; so called be-

cause shot to and fro with the thread ia
weaving; so Icel. skutul, Dan. skyttel, D.

schietspoel (schieten, to shoot, and spoel, a-

weaver's quill or reed), shuttle. See Shoot,
Shut.] 1. An instrument used by weavers
for passing or shooting the thread of the
weft from one side of the web to the other
between the threads of the warp. The mo-
dern shuttle is a sort of wooden carriage
tapering at each end and hollowed out in

the middle for the reception of the bobbin
or pirn on which the weft is wound The
weft unwinds from this bobbin as the shut-

tle runs from one side of the web to the
other. It is driven across by a smart blow
from a pin called a picker or driver. There
is one of these pins on each side of the
loom, and they are connected by a cord to

which a handle is attached. Holding this

handle in his right hand, the weaver moves
the two pins together in each direction al-

ternately by a sudden jerk. A shuttle pro-

pelled in this manner is called a fly-shuttle,

and was invented in 1738 by John Kay, a

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. So. abune; y, Sc fey.
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mechanic of Colchester. Before the inven-

tion the weaver took the shuttle between
the finger and thumb of each hand alter-

nately and threw it across, by which much
time was lost in the operation.— 2. In seic-

iwi-machuiee, the sliding thread holder
wiiich carries the lower thread between the

needle and the upper thread to make a

lock-stitch. —3. The gate which opens to

allow the water to flow on to a water-wheel.

4. A small gate or stop through which metal
is allowed to pass from the trough to the

mould.—5. t A shuttle-cock.

Shuttle (shutl), v.i. To scuttle; to hurry.

I harl to fly far and wide, shtt/tlvtg- athwart the big
Biibel. wherever his calls and pauses had to be.

Carlyie.

Shuttle-box (shutl-hoks), n. A case at the
end of a weaver's lay for holding shuttles

so as to facilitate the weaving of cloth com-
posed of yarns of more than one colour.

Shuttle-cock (shut'I-kok), 7i. [Shuttle and
cork.\ A cork stuck with feathers made to

be struck by a battledore in play; also, the
play.

Shuttle-cock (shutl-kok), v.t. To throw or
bandy backwards and forwards like a shnt-
tle-ock. 'If the phrase is to be shuttle-

corked between us,' Thackeray.
Shuttle - cork t (shut'l-kork), n. Same as
Shuttle-cock.

Shuttle-race (shut'l-ras). n, A sort of
smooth shelf in a weaver's lay along which
the shuttle runs in passing the weft.

Shwaupan (shwan'pan).n. A calculating in-

strument of theChinese similar in shape an<l

construction to the Roman abacus, and used
in the same manner.
Kby (shi), a. [Dan. sky, shy, skittish, skye,

to shun, to avoid; IceL skjarr, G. scheu,

shy, timid. There are also similar forms
with final guttural, as O.E. schiech, A. Sax.

sceoh, So. tflciech, Sw. shygg, with similar
meanings. Perhaps allied to sAun.] 1. Fear-
ful of near approach; keeping at a distance
through caution or timidity; timid; readily
frightened; as, a shy bird; a shy horse.

—

2. Sensitively timid; not inclined to be fa-

miliar; retiring; coy; avoiding freedom of
intercourse; reserved. 'As shy, as grave,

as just, as absolute, as Angeto.' Shak, 'A
ghy retiring posture." Addison,

What makes you so sAy, my good friend?
Arbttthnot.

Shy she was, and I thought her cold. Tennyson.

3. Cautious; wary; careful to avoid com-
mitting one's self or adopting measures: fol-

lowed by of.

I am very shy of using corrosive liquors in the pre-
paration of medicines. Bcyte,

We grant, altho' he had much wit.

He was very shy (j/ using it. Hudibras

4. Suspicious; jealous: often with of.

Princes are by wisdom of state somewhat sky of
their successors. H'ott^n.

Shy (shT), c.t. pret A pp. shied; ppr. ikying.
To turn suddenly aside or start away from
any object that causes fear: said of a horse.

This horse don't shy, does he? iniJuircd Mr. Pick-
wick, Shy, sirt He wouldn't shy if he was to meet
a vaggin load of monkeys with their tails burnt off.

Dickens.

Shr Tshi), 71. A sudden start aside made by
aTli'Ji se.

Shy (shi). v.t. [Perlmps akin to shy, a. and
V. above.] To throw, timg, or tou; as, lu
»hy a stone at one. [Colloq. ]

Though the world does take liberties with the
?:ood-tempered fellows, it shies them many a stray
avour Letfr.

ShyfshT), n, A throw; a fling; a hit; a jeer;
a trial; an attempt. [Colloq.]
Had Sir Richard himself been on the spot, Frank

Gresham would •-till, we may say, have had his fine
shift at that unfortunate one Trollope.

Shyly (slii'Ii), adt. In a shy or timid man-
ntr; timidly; coyly; diflidently.

Shyness (ahi'nes), n. The quality or state
of being shy; fear of near approach or of
familiarity; reserve; coyness. 'My«Aj/7i«««
or my self-distrust.' Tennyson.
Si fse). In inuaic, a name given in some sys-
tems to the seventh note of the natural or
normal scale (the scale of C); in others to
the seventh note of any diatonic scale. It
was ixtpularly adopted as a scdfeggio sylla-
ble on the suggestion of Le Maire of Paris
alK.iit vm.
Si-a^ush (si'a-gush), n. A feline quadruped,
tlif Fclis caracal. See Caracal.
Sialagoffue (si-al'a-gogX n. See Sialo-

Sialldae (5!-al'i-de),n. pi. tFrom Sialis, one of
the genera, and Gr. eidos, resemblance.] A
small group of neuropterous insects, having

very lai^e anterior wings. They frequent
the neighbourhood of water, and pass their

larva state in that element. The may-ily
(Sialis Intaria) is a well-known bait with
the angler. See May-fly.
SlalOgOgue (si-al'o-gog), n. [Gr. sialon, sa-

liva, and ayfigos, leading.] A medicine that

promotes the salivary discharge, as pyre-

thrum, the various preparations of mercury,
.tc.

Siamang (si'a-mang), n. The Hylobates
t-ijndactylits, a quadrumanous animal be-

longing to that division of apes called gib-

bo}is. It inhabits Sumatra, and has very
long fore-arms. It is very active among
trees.

Siamese (si-a-mez'), n. I. si7ig.andpl. An in-

habitant or native or inhabitants or natives
ofSiam.—2. sing. The language of the people
of Siam. See MONOSYLLABIC.
Siamese (si-a-mezO. a. Belonging to Siam.
Sibt (sib), n. [A. Sax. sih, peace, alliance,

relation; L.G. Fris. and O.D. sibbe, G. sippe,

siirpschaft, relationship. ITie word is still

retained in English in gossip = God-sib. See
Gossip.] A relation. 'Our puritans very
sibs unto those fathers of the society* (the
Jesuits). Mountagu.
Sib.t Sihbet (sib),a. [See the noun.] Akin;
in affinity; related by consanguinity. [Re-
tained in the Scottish dialect]

Let
The blood of mine that's sid to him. be suck'd
From me with leeches. Beau. & Fl.

Slbary (sib'a-ri), n. Same as Severy.

Slhbaldia (si-bal'di-a). n. [In honour of
Robert Sibbald, a professor of physic at
Edinburgh.] A genus of dwarf evergreen
alpine plants, nat. order Rosacea;. S. pro-
cumbens is a British plant, and found on
the summits of the higher mountains of
Scotland as well as in similar localities in
Europe and America. It has trifoliate leaves
and heads of small yellowish flowers.

Sibhens, Siwens (sib'enz, siv'enz), n. A
disease which is endemic in some of the
western counties of Scotland. It strikingly

resembles the yaws in many respects, but
entirely differs in others. It is propagated
like 8>-philis by the direct application of
contagious matter. This disease has not yet
been thoroughly investigated.

Siberian (si-be'ri-an), a. Pertaining to Si-

beria, a name given to a great and indefinite

extent of Russian territory in the north of
Asia; as, a Siberian winter.—Siberian crab,

a Slljerian tree of the genus Pjxns (P. pru-
ni/olia), havingpink flowers.— Sifiertandogr,
a variety of the dog, distinguished by
having its ears erect, and the hair of its

body and tail very long; it is also distin-

guished for its steadiness, docility, and en-
durance of fatigue when used for the pur-
pose of draught. In many northern couu-

Siberian Dog

tries these dogs are employed In drawing
sledges over the frozen snow.

—

Siberian
pea-tree, a leguminous tree or shrub of the
genus Caragana, growing in Siberia.

Slberite (si-be'rit), n. Red tourmalin or ru-
bellite.

SibilanceCsil/i-lans), n. The quality of being
sibilant; a hissing sound as of s.

Sibllancy (sib'i-Ian-si), n. The character-
istic of l>eing sibilant, or uttered with a
hissing sound, as that of a or z.

Certainly Milton would not have avoided them for

their sifiihiHcy. he who wrote . . . verses that hiss
like Medusa's head in wrath. y R. L<ywell.

Sibilant (sib'i-lant), a. [L. stbilans, sibi-

lantis, ppr. of sibilo, to hiss.] Hissing; mak-
int; a hissing sound; as, s and z are called
ftihilant letters.

Sibilant (sib'i-lant), n. A letter that is ut-

tered with a hissing of the voice, as s and z.

Sibilate (sib'i-lat), v.t. pret. & pp. sibilated;

X>l)T. sibilating. [L. sibilo, sibilatum, to hiss.}

To pronounce with a hissing sound, like that
of the letter s or z; to mark with a character
indicating such a pronunciation.
Sibilat^on (sib-i-la'shon), n. The act of
sibilating or hissing ; also, a hissing sound;
a hiss. ' A long low sibilation.' Tennyson.
Sibllatory (sib'i-la-to-ri), a. Hissing; sibi-

lous.

Sibllous (sib'i-lus), a. Hissing; sibilant.

The grasshopper lark began his sibilous note in
my fields yesterday. G. White.

Sibthorpia (sib-thor'pi-a), n. A genus of
plants, named after Dr. Humphry Sibthorp,
formerly professor of botany at Oxford. It
belongs to the nat. order Scrophulariacefc,
and contains a few species of small, creep-
ing, rooting, hairy herbs, with small alter-

nate uniform leaves, and axillary, solitary,

inconspicuous flowers, natives of Europe,
North Africa, and the Andes. S. europcea
is a native of Europe, and is found in Por-
tugal, Spain, and France, and in some parts
of England, especially in Cornwall, whence
it has received the name of Cornish money-
wort.

Sibyl (9ib'il),n. [L. andGr. «i6t/Wa.] l.Anam©
common to certain women mentioned by
Greek and Roman writei*s, and said to be en-
dowed with a prophetic spirit. Theirnumber

:^^
Sibyl of Delphi.

is variously stated, but is generally given
as ten. Of these the most celebrated was
the Cumwan sibyl (from Cuma; in Italy),

who appeared before Tarquin the Proud
offering him nine books for sale. He refused
to buy them, whereupon she went away,
burned three, and returned offering the re-

maining six at the original price. On being
again refused she destroyed other three,

and offered the remaining three at the price
she had asked for the nine. Tarquin, as-

tonished at this conduct, bought the books,
which were found to contain directions as to
the worship of the gods and the policy of the
Romans. These books, or books professing
tohave this history,were kept with great car©
at Rome, and consulted from time to time
by oracle - keepers under the direction of
the senate. They were destroyed at the
burning of the temple of Jupiter. Fresh
collections were made, which were finally

destroyed by the Christian emperor Hono-
rius. The Sibylline Oracles referred to by
the Christian Fathers belong to early eccle-

siastical literature, and are a curious mix-
ture of Jewish and Christian material, with,
probably, here and there a snatch from the
older pagan source.^2. A prophetess; a sor-

ceress; a fortune-teller; a witch.

A sibyl, that had number'd in the world
The sun to course two hundred compasses. Shak.

A siiyl old, bow-bent with crooked age,
That far events full wisely could presage. Milton.

Sibylline (sib'il-lin), a. Pertaining to the
sibyls; uttered, written, or composed by
sibyls; like the productions of sibyls; pro-

phetical; as, sibylline leaves ; sibylline ora-

cles; sibylline verses.

Some wild prophecies we have, as the Haramel in

the elder Edda ; of a rapt, earnest, sibylline sort.

Carlyie.

— Sibylline books, sibylline oracles. See
Sibyl.
Sibylllst (sib'il-list), n. A devotee of the
sibyls; a believer in the sibylline prophecies.

Celsus charges the Christians with being Sif'yllis/s.

5. Sharpe.

Sic (sik), adv. [L.] Thus, or it is so: a word
often used in quoting within brackets in

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. loc/i; g, ^o; \, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, siri^; th, (Aen; th, tAin; w, t/iig; wh, icMg; zh, a^nre.—See Key.
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order to call attention to the fact that the
quotation is literally given. It is generally
used to suggest that thei'e is or seems some-
thinj; wrong in tlie quotation, to indicate

a difference of opinion, or to express con-
tempt.
Sic (sik), a. [Northern form of such.] Such.
[Scotch. ]

Slcamore (silta-mor), n. More usually writ-
ten Sifcamore (which see). Peacham.
Sicca (sik'ka), n. [Hind.] Au Indian jewel-

ler's weight of about 180 grains Troy.—
Sicca 1-upee, a rupee formerly current in

India, which contained about 176 grains of

pure silver, and was equal to about 2s. 2d.

sterling.

Siccan (sik'an), a. [ = E. such an.] Such
kind of; as, siccan times. 'There's nae
honest men carry siccan tools.' Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch.]

Siccar (sik'ar), a. [See Sicker. Siker.] Se-

cure; safe; cautious; possessing solid judg-
ment

;
precise in speech. Written also

Sikkar. [Scotch. ]

Siccate ( sik'at ), v. t. [L. sicco, siccatum, to

dry.] To dry.

Siccatlon (sik-ka'shon), n. The act or pro-

cess of drying.

Siccative (sik'a-tiv), a. Drying; causing to

dry.

Siccative (sik'a-tiv). n. That which pro-

motes the process of drying, as a varnish
added to an oil-paint to make it dry quickly.

Siccific (sik-sif'ik). a. [L. siccus, dry, and
/acio, to make.] Causing dryness.

Sicclty (sik'si-ti), n. [L. siccitas, from siccus,

dry.] Dryness; aridity; destitution of mois-

ture. 'The siccity and dryness of its flesh.'

They speak much of the elementary quality of

siccity or dryness. Bacon.

Sice (sis), n. [Fr. six. See Six.] The num-
ber six at dice.

My study was to co? the dice.

And dexl'rously to throw the lucky sice. Dryden.

SiCht (sich). Such. Spenser. [Still used by
Cockneys and others.]

Sicilian (si-sil'i-an), a. Of or pertaining to

Sicily or its inhabitants.—5ict^ia»i Vespers,

the name commonly given to the great

massacre of the French in Sicily in the year
1282. The insurrection which led to this

massacre broke out on the evening of Easter

Monday, the signal being the first stroke of

the vesper-bell, whence the name.
Sicilian (si-sil'i-an), n. A native or inhabit-

ant of Sicily.

Siciliana, Siciliano (si-sil'i-a-na, si-sil'i-a"-

no), 71. In music, a composition in measures

of ^ or ^, to be performed in a slow and

graceful manner: so called from a dance
peculiar to the peasantry of Sicily.

Sick (sik), a. [O.E. and Sc. seke, A. Sax. 8e6c,

O.Sax. sioc, sue, Goth, siitks, L.G.seek, siek,

D. ziek, Icel. sjukr, O.H.G. sink, Mod. G.

siech; cog. Armor, seach, sick; Lettish s^ffri,

to fade away.] 1. Affected with nausea; in-

clined to vomit; tending to cause vomiting;
as, sick at the stomach; a sick headache.

If you are sick at sea,

Or stomach-qualiii'd at land, a dram of this

Will drive away distemper. Shak.

2. Disgusted ; having a strong dislike to:

with of; as. to be sick of flattery; to be sick

of a country life.

He was not so sick of his master as of his work.
L'Estrange.

Sick, sick to the heart oj life am I. Tennyson.

3. Affected with disease of any kind; not in

health: ill; as. to fall sick: followed by of;
as, to be sick of & fever.

In poison there is physic; and this news,
That would, had I been well, have made me sick.
Being sick, hath in some measure made me well.

Shak.
Hence—-4- Applied to indispositions of the
mind, or to any irregular, distempered, or
corrupted state; diseased; unsound.

My sick heart commands mine eyes to watch, Shak.
'Tis meet we all go forth

To view the sick and feeble parts of France. Shak.

6. Pining; longing; languishing: with for.

'Sick for breathing and exploit' Shak.—
6. Applied to a place occupied by or set
apart for sick persons; as, a ^c*-room; a
sick-hed. — The sick, persons affected with
disease; as, the sick are healed. 'Cheating
the sick of a few last gasps.' Tennyson.—
Syn. Diseased, ill, disordered, distempered,
indisposed, weak, ailing, feeble, morbid.
Sickt (sik), v.t To make sick.

SiCk^ (sik), v.i. To sicken; to be ill. * Edward
sick'd and died.' Shak.
Sick-bay (sik'ba), n. Naut a portion of the

main deck, usually in the bow, partitioned
off for invalids.

Sick-l[>ed (sik'bed), n. A bed on which one
is contined by sickness.

Sick -berth (sik'btrtli), n. An apartment
for the sick in a ship of war.
Sick-brained (sik'brand), a. Disordered in
the brain; distempered in mind.
Sicken (sik'n), v.t. l. To make sick; to dis-

ease.

Why should one earth, one clime, one stream, one
breath.

Raise this to strength, and sicken that to death ?

Prior.
2. To make squeamish or qualmish ; as, it

sickens the stomach. —3. To disgust; as, it

sickens one to hear the fawning sycophant.
4.t To impair; to weaken. ' So sickened their
estates.' Shak.
Sicken (sik'n), v.i. 1. To become sick; to
fall into disease; to fall ill.

The judges that sat upon the jail, and those that
attended, sickened upon it and died. Bacon.

2. To become qualmish; to feel sick; to be
disgusted ; to be filled with aversion or ab-
horrence; as, he sickened at the sight of
so much human misery. ' That surfeiting,

the appetite may sicken.' Shak.

I hate, abhor, spit, sicken at him. Tennyson.

3. To become distempered; to become weak;
to decay; to languish; as, plants often sicken
and die.

AI) pleasures sicken and all glories sink. Po^.
The toiling pleasure sickens into pain. Gotds^niih.

Sickening (sik'n-ing), a. Making sick; dis-

gusting.

Alp turn'd him from the sickening sight. Byron.

Sicker (sik'Sr), a. [Also siker, sikur, Sc.

siccar, O. Fris. siker, sikur, O. Sax. sikor, D.
zeker, G. sicker, from L. securus, secure.]
Sure; certain; firm. Spenser; Bums. [Old
English and Scotch.]

Sicker t (sik'Sr), adv. Surely; certainly.

Speiuer.
Sickerlyt (sik'6r-li), adv. Surely; certainly;
firmly.

Sickemess (sili'6r-nes), n. The state of
being sicker or secure ; security ; safety.

[Obsolete and Scotch.]

Sick-fallen (sik'fal-n), a. Struck down with
sickness or disease.

Vast confusion watts,

As doth a raven on a sick/aWn beast. Shak.

Sicklsh (sik'ish), a. 1. Somewhat sick or
diseased. HakeiDill.~2. Exciting disgust;
nauseating; as, a sickish taste.

Slckisbly (sik'ish-li), adv. In a sickish man-
ner.

Sickishness (sik'ish-nes), n. Tlie quality of
being sickish, or of exciting disgust.

Sickle (sik'l), 71. [O.E. sikul, A. Sax. sicel,

sicol, D. sikkel, O.H.G. sihhila, G. sichel,

Icel. sigthr, sigth, Dan. segel, a sickle: a
dim. form from a root seen alsoinsc^/^Ae, and
perhaps in saw.] 1. A reaping-hook; an in-

strument used in agriculture for cutting
down grain. It is simply a curved blade or
hook of steel with a handle, and having the
edge of the blade in the interior of the curve.

Thou shalt not move a sickle unto thy neighbour's
standing corn. Deut. xxiii. 25.

In the vast field of criticism on which we are entering
innumerable reapers have put in their sickles.

Atacaulay.

% A group of stars in the constellation Leo
having the form of a sickle.

Sickled (sik'ld), a. Fui-nished with a sickle.

When autumn's yellow lustre gilds the world.
And tempts the sickled swain into the fields.

Thomson.
Sickleman (sik'l-man), n. One that uses a
sickle; areaper. ' YonsunburatsicHe?Hen.'
Shak.
Sickler (sik'l-6r), n. A reaper; a sickleman.
Sandys.
Sickless (sik'les), a. Free from sickness or
disease.

Give me long breath, young beds, and sickless ease.
Marston.

Sickle-wort (sikl-wfert), n. A plant of the
genus Coronilla.

Sickliness (sik'li-nes), n. 1. The state of
being sickly; the state of being in ill health
or indisposed; indisposition.

I do beseech your majesty, impute his words
To wayward sickliness and age in him. Shak.

2. The state of being characterized by much
sickness; prevalence of sickness; as, the
sickliness of a season. ' The sickliness, health-
fulness.and fruitfulness of the several years.

'

Graunt.~Z.The disposition to generate dis-

ease extensively ; as, the sickliiiess of a cli-

mate.

Sick-list (siklist), n. A list containing the
names of the sick.

Sickly (sik'li), a. 1. Somewhat sick or ill;

not healthy; somewhat affected with dis-
ease or habitually indisposed; as, a sickly
person; a sickly plant. ' For he went sickly
forth.' Shak. 'Onethat isstcWw, orinpain.'
X. Grew. 'Another son, 2l sickly one.' J'en-
nyson.—2.Connected with sickness; attended
with or marked by sickness ; often, marked
with much or prevalent sickness; Q.%,a.sickly
time ; a sickly autumn. ' My sickly couch.*
Swift.

Physic but prolongs thy sickly days. Shak.

3. Producing or tending to produce disease;
as, a sickly climate.— 4. Faint; weak; lan-
guid ; unhealthy; appearing as if sick.

The moon grows sickly at the sight of day. Dryden.
Versification in a dead language is an exotic, a far-

fetched, costly, sickly imitation of that which else-
where may be founcf in healthful and spontaneous
perfection. Macau/ay.

Stn. Diseased, ailing, infirm, weakly, un-
healthy, healthless, weak, feeble, languid,
faint.

Sicklvt (sikli), v.U To make sickly or dis-
eased ; to give the appearance of being sick
to. 'Sicklied o'er with the pale cast of
thought. ' Shak.
Sickly (sik'li), adv. In a sick manner or con-
dition; as, (a) unhealthily. 'Who wear
our health but sickly in his life.' Shak.
(6) Reluctantly; with aversion or repug-
nance; languidly. ' Cold and sickly he vented
them. ' Shak.

He sickly guessed
How lone he was once more. Keats.

Sickness (sik'nes), n. 1. The state of being
sick or suffering from some disease; disease;
illness; ill health. 'Serviceable to noble
knights in sickness.' Tennyson.

I do lament the sickness of the king. Shak.
Trust not too much your now resistless charms.
Those age or sickness soon or late disarms. Pope.

2. A disease; a malady.
Himself took our infirmities, and bare our sick-

nesses. Mat. viii. 17.

3. A particular state of the stomach which
occurs under three forms—nausea, retching,
and vomiting. Shak. — 4. Any disordered
state. ' A kind of will or testament which
argues a great sickness in his judgment.'
Shak.

Sick-thoughted (sik-th&t'ed). a. Full of
sick thouglits; love-sick. ' Sick-thoughted
Venus.' Shak.
SiclatOUn,t n. [O.Fr. ciclaton, a word of
uncertain origin. ] A rich kind of stuff which
in ancient times was brought from the East
Written also Syclaton, Siglaion, CiclatouHt
&c.
Siclet (sikl), n. A shekel.

The holy mother brought five sides and a pair ol
turtle-doves to redeem the Lamb of God.

y^er. Taylor.

Siclike (sik'lik), a. Such like; of the same
kind or description; similar. [Scotch.]

Siclike (siklik), adv. In the same manner,
[Scotch.]

Sida (si'da), n. [ Theophrastus gave this
name to an aquatic plant supposed to
be identical with Altha;a.] An extensive
genus of herbs and shrubs, nat. order
Malvacese. The species are very numerous,
and very extensively distributed through-
out the warm parts of the world, and are
abundant in India. They abound in mucil-
age, like all malvaceous plants, and some of
them have tough ligneous fibres, which are
employed for the purposes of cordage iu
different countries, as S. rhomboidea, rhoin-
bifolia, and tilicefolia. S. indica, asiatica,

and populifolia are employed in India as
demulcents. The chewed leaves of S. car-
pinifolia are applied in Brazil to the stings
of wasps and bees. At Rio Janeiro the
straight shoots of S. macrantha are em-
ployed as rocket-sticks.

SiddOW (sid'do), a. Soft; pulpy. 'Eat like
salt sea in his siddow ribs.' Marston. [Old
and provincial.]

Peas which become soft by boiling are said to be
siddow. Halliwell.

Side (sId), 71. [A. Sax. side, a side, sld (ad-
jective), wide, long; Sc. side, long, ample;
Dan. side, a side, sid, long, flowing; Icel.

sida, a side, sidr, long, loose, flowing; G.
seite, a side. The side is the long edge or
border of a thing, as opposed to the end.]
1. The broad and long part or surface of a
solid body, as distinguished from the end,
which is of less extent, and may be a point;
one of the parts of any body that run col-

laterally, or that being opposite to each

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; \\, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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other, are extended in length ; as, the »ide
oi a plank ; the side of a chest ; the side of
a bouse or of a ship.

The tables were written on both their sides; on the
one side and on the other were they written.

Ex. xxxii. 15.

2. Margin; edge; verge; border; the ex-
terior line of anything considered in length:
as. the side of a tract of land or a field, as
distinct from the end; the side of a river;
the side of a road.
Empty it in the muddy ditch close by the Thames

"dt. Shak.
A sylvan scene with various greens was drawn.
Shades on the sides and in the midst a lawn. Dryden.

3. The part of an animal between the hip
and shouhler; one of the halves of the body
lying on either side of a plane passing from
front to back through the spine; one of the
opposite parts fortified by the ribs ; as, the
right side; the left side.

Pinch them, arms, legs, backs, shoulders, sides, and
slims. shak.

Hence—4. The part of persons on the right
handor the left; immediate nearness; prox-
imity; close neighbourhood; vicinity.

The lovely Thais by his side
Sat Ulee a blooming Eastern bride. Dryden.

What love could press Lysanderfrom my side I Shak.

5. The part between the top and bottom;
the slope, declivity, or ascent, as of a hill
or mountain ; as, the side of Mount Etna.
•The side of yon small hill.' Hilton.—
6. One of two principal parts or surfaces
opposed to each other ; one part of a thing
considered apart from and yet in relation
to the rest; a part or position viewed as
opposite or as contrasted with another.
So turns she every man the wrong sieU out SMak.
May that side the sun's upon
Be all that e'er shall meet thy glances. Moore.
We are both of us on the right side of thirty, sir.

_ , ^ IV. CMins.
7. Any part considered in respect to its
direction or its situation as to the points of
the compass ; quarter ; region ; part ; as, to
whichever side we direct our view ; we see
difficulties on every side.

The crimson blood
Circles her body in on every side. Shak.

8. Any party. Interest, or opinion opposed
to another; as, on the same side in politics.

The Lord is on my side: I will not fear.

_. Ps. cxviii. 6.
mere began a sharp and cruel fight, many being

slam and wounded on both sides. Kttoites.
W'ise men and gods are on the strongest side. Sedley.

9. Branch of a family ; separate line of de-
scent traced through one parent as distin-
guished from that traced through another;
as. by the father's side he is descended from'
a noble family; by the mother's side his birtli
18 respectable.

Brother by the mother's side, give roe your hand,
, - . Shak.
1 lancy her sweetness only due

To the sweeter blood by die other side. Tennyson.

10. In geom. any line which forms one of
the boundaries of a right-lined figure; as,
the side of a triangle, s<|uare, <tc. ; also,
any of the bounding surfaces of a solid is
termed a side; as, the wide of a parallelo-
piped, prism, &c.—By the side of, near to;
close at hand.— £r<«rwr side, in fort, see
EXTKRi0R._/nten<«- side, the Une drawn
from the centre of one bastion to that of
the next, or the line of the curtain pro-
duced to the two oblique radii in front —
Side by side, close together and abreast—
Tu chor/se sides, to select parties for compe-
tition in exercises of any kind —ro take a
side, to embrace the opinions or attach
one's self to the interest of a party when in
opposition to another.
Side (Sid), o. [See the noun.] 1. Lateral-
being on the side.

Take of the blood, and strike it on the two side
P"*"- Ex. xii. 7.

2. Being from the side or toward the side

;

oblique
; indirect ; as, a side view ; a side

blow.
The law hath no side respect to their persons.

One mighty squadron with a side wind sped. Dryden.
3 Long; large: extensive; hanging low. as a
garment (Old English and Scotch.]

Had his velvet sleeves.
And his branch'd cassock, a side sweeping gown.
All his formalities. §, Jonsou.

Side (sid), T.i. pret. A pp. tided; ppr. siding.
1 To lean on one side. [Rare. ]— 2. To em-
brace the opinions of one party, or engage
in iu interest, when opposed to another
party; to engage in a faction: often followed

to side with the ministerialby with; as,
party.

The nobility are vexed, whom we see have sided
In his behalf. Shak.
All side in parties and begin th' attack. Po/e.

Side t (sid), V. t. 1. To stand or be at the side
of. Spenser.— 2. To take the part of; to
join ; to attach to a side or party. Shak.—
S. To suit ; to pair ; to match ; to be equal
with.

Thou wilt proportion all thy thoughts to side
Thy equals, if not equal thy superiors, ford.

Side-arms (sid'armz), n. pt. MUit. arms
or weapons carried by the side, as sword,
bayonet, &c.
Side -axe (sid'aks), n. An axe with the
handle bent somewhat askew, to prevent
striking the hand in hewing.
Side - bar (sid'biir), n. In the Conrt of Ses-
sion, the name given to the bar in the outer
parliament-house, at which the lords ordi-
nary were in use to call their hand-rolls.—
Side-bar rule, in Jing. laic, a rule obtained
at chambers without counsel's signature to
a motion paper, on a note of instructions
from an attorney.
Sideboard (sid'bord), n. 1. A piece of fur-
niture or cabinet-work, consisting of a kind
of table or box with drawers or compart-
ments, placed at the side of a room or in a
recess, and used to hold dining utensils, &c.
No sideboards then with gilded plate were dress'd.

n T • . Dryden.
2. In jmnery, the board placed vertically
which forms the side of the bench next to
the workman. It is pierced with holes
ranged at different heights in diagonal di-
rections, so as to admit of pins for holding
up one end of the object to be planed, the
other end being supported by the bench-
screw.

Side - box ( sid'boks ), n. A box or inclosed
seat on the side of a theatre. Pope.
Side-Chain (sid'chan), n. In locomotive en-
gines, one of the chains fixed to the sides of
the tender and engine for safety, should the
central drag-bar give way.
Side-cut (sid'kut), n. 1. An indirect blow or
attack. —2. A canal or road branching out
from the main one. (United States)
Slde-CUttlng (sid'kut-ing), n. In civil engin.
(a) an excavation made along the side of a
canal or railroad in order to obtain material
to form an embankment (6) The formation
of a road or canal along the side of a slope,
where, the centre of the work being nearly
on the surface, the ground requires to be
cut only on the upper side to form one-half
of the work, while the material thrown
down forms the other half.

Sided (sid'ed), a. Having a side: used in com-
position; as, one-sided, two-sided, many-
sided.

Slde-dlsll (sid'dish), n. A dish placed at the
side of a dining-table, instead of at the head
or bottom.
How we dining.out snobs sneer at your cookery

Jmd pooh-pooh your old hock. . . . and know that
the side.dtshes of to-day are rechauffees from the
dinner of yesterday. Thackeray

Slde-glance (sid'glans), n. A glance to one
si<lf; a silk-long glance.
Side-head (sid'hed), n. An auxiliary slide-
rest on a pliining-machine.
Side-hook (sid'hok), n. In carp, a piece of
Wood having projections at the ends, used
for holiling a board fast while being oper-
ated on by the saw or plane.
Side-lever (sid'le-vSr), n. In steam-engines,
a heavy lever, working alongside the steam-
cylinder, and answering in its functions to
the working - beam. —Stdc-fcoer engine, a
marine engine having aide levers instead of
a w(trking-tieam.

Slde-llght (sid'lit), n. Light admitted Into
a building, <tc., laterally; also, a window in
the walls of a building, in contradistinction
to a skylight; also, a plate of glass in a
frame fitted to an air-port in a ship's side,
to aiimit light
Sideling (sid'Iing), adv. (See Siublonq.]
Sidelong; on the side.

A fellow nailed up maps in a gentleman's closet,
some sideling, and others upside down. Swi/t.

Sideling (sidling), a. Inclined; sloping;
oblique; as, sideling ground. [Rare.]
Sideling (sid'Iing), n. The slope of a hill

;

a line of country whose cross-section is in-
clined or sloping. [Local.]
Sidelong (sid'long), adv. [Side, and term
long, -hug. as in headtoii^, duTkling. ] 1. Lat-
erally

; obliquely; in the direction of the
aide. Milton.—2. On the side; with the side

to lay a thing sidelong.

An oblique look

;

ch,(*aln; 4h,Sclo<!A; g,,o; l,Job; fi, ITr. ton; ng, m.^; ih, Uien; th, <Ain;

horizontal

;

Evelyn.
Sidelong (sidaong), a. Lateral; oblique; not
directly in front; as, a sidelong glance. ' An
oblique or stdeioji^ impulse." Locke. 'The
bashful virgin's sidelong looks of love

'

Goldsmith.
Side-look (sidluk), »i.

side-glance.

Slde-plerolng (sid'pers-ing), a. Capable of
piercing the side; hence, affecting severely-
heart-rending.

O thou side-fiiercin^ sight. Shak.

Slde-plpe (sid'pip), n. In the steam-engine,
a steam or exhaust pipe extending between
the opposite steam-chests of a cylinder
Side-plane (sid'plan), n. A plane whose bit
is presented on the side, used to trim the
edges of objects which are held upon a
shooting-board while the plane traverses in
a race.

Side-post (sid'post), n. In carp, one of a
kind of truss-posts placed in pairs, each dis-
posed at the same distance from the middle
of the truss, for the purpose of supporting
the principal rafters, braces, crown or cam-
ber beams, as well as for hanging the tie-
beam below. In extended roofs two or
three pairs of .side-posts are used.
Slder (sid'^r), n. One that sides ; one that
takes a side or joins a party. ' Papists and
their si'rfers." A. Wood.
Slder t (si'd4r), n. Cider.
Slderal (si'dsr-al), a. 1. Relating to the
stars; sidereaL [Bare.]
This would not distinguish his own hypothesis of

the^irfrm/ movements from the self.styled romances
of Descartes. Sir »' Hamilton.
2. Affecting unfavourably by the supposed
influence of the stars; baleful. 'Vernal
nippings and cold sideral blasts. ' J. Philips
Slderatedt (sid'Sr-at-ed), a. [L. siderattts,
pp.otsidera. See SIDERATION.] Blasted

'

planet-struck. Sir T. Browne.
Slderatlon t (sid-^r-a'shon), n. [L. sideratio
siderationis, from sidero, to blast from
sidus, a star.] The state of being planet-
struck; a blasting or blast in plants; a
sudden deprivation of sense ; an apoplexy •

a slight erysipelas. 'A mortification or
sideration' Hay.
Sidereal (sidereal), a. [L. sideralis, sider-
eus, from sidiis, sideris, a star] 1. Pertain-
ing to the stars ; starry; astral ; as, sidereal
light; the sidereal regions. —2. Measured
or marked out by the apparent motions
of the stars; as, a sidereal day.—Sidereal
clock, a clock adapted to measure sidereal
time. It usually numbers the hours from
to H.—Sidereal day, the time in which the

earth makes a complete revolution on its
axis in respect of the fixed stars; or it is the
time which elapses between the instant
when a star is in the meridian of a place
and the instant when it arrives at the meri-
dian again. A sidereal day is the most con-
stant unit of time which we possess. Its
length is 23 hours, fA minutes, 4 092 seconds.
—Sidereal magnetism, according to the be-
lievers in animal magnetism, the influence
of the stars upon patients. -Sidereal system,
the system of stars. The solar system is con-
sidered a member of the sidereal system in
the same sense as the earth with its moon,
and Saturn with its satellites, are considered
members of the solar system. —Sidereal
time, time as reckoned by sidereal days, or
as measured by the apparent motion of the
stars— .S'id«reo( year, the period in which
the fixed stars apparently complete a revo-
lution and come to the same point in the
heavens

; or it is the exact period of the
revolution of the earth round the sun. A
sidereal year contains 366 2663612 sidereal
days.

Sldereous t (si-de're-us), a. Sidereal. ' The
sidereoiis sun." Sir T. Browne.
Slderlsmua (sid-4r-iz'mus), ji. [From Gr.
sidirus, iron.] The name given by the be-
lievers in animal magnetism to the effects
produced by bringing metals and other in-
organic bodies into a magnetic connection
with the tuiman body.

Slderlte (sid'6r-it), n. [L. sideritis, Gr. sider-
ills, from sidiros, iron.] 1. In mineral, a term
applied to (a) magnetic iron ore or load-
stone; (6) native ferrous carbonate or spathic
iron ore; (c) cube-ore; (d) a blue variety of
quartz.— 2. In hot. a plant of the genus Si-
deritis.

Slderltls (sid-4r-i'tis), n. [Gr. sidiros, iron;
80 named from their supposed efficacy in
curing flesh-wounds made with an iron in-
strument] Ironwort, a genus of plants,

w, wig; wh, uiAig; zh, anire.—See KET.
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pat. order Labiate. The species are nu-
meroua, and are inhabitants of Southern
Europe, the northern parts of Asia, and the
Canary Isles. They consist of herbs and
shrubs, with opposite leaves and small yel-

lowish flowers arranged in whorls. S. ca)ia-

riensis (or canary ironwort) and S. nyriaca

(Syrian or sage-leafed ironwort) are culti-

vated in gardens. In both species the leaves

are clothed with a villous wool on both sur-

faces.

Siderodendron (sid'6r-o-den"dron), n. [Gr.

sidi'ros, iron, and dendron, a tree.] The
ironwood tree. See SiDEROXYLON.
Slderographlc, Siderographical (sid'^r-6-

graf'ik, sid'6r-6-graf"ik-al), a. Pertaining to

siderography; performed by engraved plates

of steel; as, siderographicasi; siderographic
impressions.
SiderograpMst (sid-6r-og'ra-flst), n. One
wlio engraves steel plates or performs work
by means of such plates.

Siderography (sid-6r-og^ra-fl),7i. [Gr.mleros,

steel or iron, and grapho, to engrave.] The
art or practice of engraving on steel : par-

ticularly applied to the transfer process of

Perkins" In this process the design is first

engraved on steel blocks, which are after-

wards hardened, and the engraving trans-

ferred to steel rollers under heavy pressure,

the rollers being afterwards hardened and
used as dies to impress the engraving upon
the printing plates.

Siderolite (sid'er-o-lit), n. [Gr. sideros, iron,

and lithos, a stone.] 1. A meteoric stone,

chielly consisting of iron.—2. A nummulite,
a fossil many-chambered organism having
a stellated appearance.
Sideromancy (sid'6r-o-man-si), n. [Gr. si-

derus, iron, and manieia, divination.] A
species of divination performed by burning
straws, &c., upon red-hot iron. By observing
their figures, bendings, sparkling, and burn-
ing, prognostics were obtained.

Sideromelane (sid-er-o'me-lan), n. [Gr.

sideros, iron, and inelas, melanos, black.]

An amorphous ferruginous variety of labra-

dorite. Dana.
Sideroschisolite (sid'er-6-shis"o-lit), n. [Gr.

sideros, iron, schizo, to cleave, and lithos, a
stone.] A velvet -black or dark greenish-

gray mineral which occurs in six-sided
prisms. It consists chiefly of silicate of iron.

Sideroscope (sid'6r-6-sk6p), n. [Gr. sideros,

iron, and skopeo, to view or explore.] An
instrument for detecting small quantities

of iron in any substance by means of a deli-

cate combination of magnetic needles.

Siderostat (sid'6r-6-stat), n. [L. sidus, si-

deris, a star, and Gr. statos, placed, stand-

ing, from hixtemi, to stand.] An apparatus
for observing the light of the stars in pre-

cisely the same way in which the light of

the sun may be studied with the heliostat.

It consists of a mirror moved by clockwork,
and a fixed object-glass for concentrating
the rays into a focus.

Siderotype (sid'6r-6-tip), n. [L. sidiis, si-

deris, a star, and Gr. typos, impression.]
A method of producing sun-pictures by
means of ammonio-ferric citrate. Paper
impregnated with this salt is exposed to

light in the camera, and the picture is de-
veloped with a neutral solution of gold, or,

better, of silver. Weale.

Sideroxylon (sid-6r-ok'sil-on), n. [Gr. si-

deros, iron, and xylon, wood.] A genus of
trees and herbs, nat. order Sapotacese, in-

cludingaboutsixty species, natives of Africa,
America, the East Indies, and Australia.

They are evergreen trees with leathery
leaves, and axillary and lateral fascicles of
flowers. They are remarkable for the hard-
ness and weight of their wood, which sinks
in water, and the genus has hence derived
the name of ironwood. The S. inertJie, or
smooth ironwood, is a native of the Cape
Colony, and has long been cultivated in the
greenhouses of Europe.
Side-saddle (sid'sad-l), n. a saddle for a
woman, in which the feet are both presented
on one side, the right knee being placed
between two horns.

Side-saddle -flower (sid'sad-l-flou-6r), n.

a popular name of the species of Sarracenia,

having hollow, pitcher, or trumpet-shaped
leaves. The flowers are somewhat like a
pillion,whence the name. Called alsoPitcher-

plant and Buntmian'8-cup. See Sarra-
CESIACE.S.
Side-scription (sid'skrip-shon), n. In Scots

law, the mode of subscribing deeds in use
before the introduction of the present sys-

tem of writing them bookwise. The suc-

cessive sheets were pasted together and the
party subscribing, in order to authenticate
them, signed his name on the side at each
junction, half on the one sheet and half on
the other.

Sidesman (sidz'man), n. 1. An assistant to
the churchwarden; a questman.—2. A party
man; a partisan.—3/tifoh.

Side-stick (sid'stik), n. In printing, a ta-

pering stick or bar at the side of a page or
column in a galley, or of a form in a chase.
The matter is locked up by driving quoins
between the stick and the side of the galley
or chase.

Side-stitch (sid'stich), n. A sudden sharp
jtain or stitch in the side. * Side-stiches that
shall pen thy breath up." Shak.
Side-table (sid'ta-bl), n. A table placed
either against the wall or aside from the
principal table.

Sidetaking (sid'tak-ing), n. A taking sides
or eiiLjaging in a party. Bp. Hall.
Side-timber, Side-waver (sid'tim-b6r, sid'-

wav-er), n. In building, same as Purlin
(which see).

Side-view (sid'vii), n. An oblique view; a
side-look.

Side-walk (sid'wftk), n. A raised walk for
foot-passengers by the side of a street or
road ; a footway.

Sideways (sid'waz), adv. Same as Sidewise.
Milton.

Side-wind (sid'wind), n. A wind blowing
laterally; Jip. an indirect influence or means;
as, to get rid of a measure by a side-wind.

I am a straightforward man, I believe, I don't go
beating about for side-wiftds. Dickens.

Sidewise (sid'wiz). adv. l. Toward one side;
inclining; as, to hold the head sidewise.—
2. Laterally; on one side; as, the refraction
of light sidewise.

Siding (sid'ing). n. 1. The attaching of one's
self to a party. 'Discontents drove men
into sidings.' Eikon Basilike.— I. In rail.

a short additional line of rails laid at
the side of a main line, and connected
therewith with points so that a train may
either pass into the siding or continue its

course .along the line.— 3. lucarp. the board-
ing of the sides of a frame building.— 4. In
ship-building, that part of the operation of
forming or trimming ships' timbers, &c.,
which consists in giving them their correct
breadths.
Sidle (sidT), v.i. pret. sidled; ppr. sidling.

1. To go or move side foremost; to move to
one side; as, to sidle through a crowd.
Swift.

He . . then sidled c\oi.& to the astonished girl.

Sir If. Scott.

2. To saunter idly about. [Provincial Eng-
lish.]

Sidling (sid'ling), adv. Sidewise. See Side-
LiNG, Sidelong.

Sie.t For 5'eie, pret. of see. Saw. Chaxicer.

Siege (sej), 71. [Fr. si^ge, a seat or sitting, a
siege, which supposes a Latin form sedium,
sidium, seen in obsidium, the sitting down
before a town, a siege, from sedeo, to sit.]

1. The sitting of an army around or before
a fortified place for the purpose of compel-
ling the garrison to surrender ; the invest-

ment of a place by an army, and attack of

it by passages and advanced works which
cover the besiegers from the enemy's fire.

A sie^e differs from a blockade, as in a siege

the investing army approaches the forti-

fied place to attack and reduce it by force;

but in a blockade the army secures all the
avenues to the place to intercept all sup-
plies, and waits till famine compels the
garrison to surrender. — 2. Any continued
endeavour to gain possession.

Love stood the sie^^'e, and would not yield his breast.
Dryden.

3.t Seat; throne.

Besides, upon the very siege of justice.
Lord Angelo has, to the public ear,

Profess'd the contrary Shak.

4.t Place or situation ; place or position oc-

cupied. ' A hearn put from her sie^re.' Mas-
singer.

Ah traiterous eyes, com out of your shamelesse
siege for ever. Palace ofPleasure, 1579.

5.t Kank; place; class.

I fetch my life and being
From men of royal siege. Shak.

6.t Stool; excrement; fecal matter. 'The
siege of this moon-calf.* Shak.—7. In glass-

making, the floor of a glass-furnace.—8. A
workman's table or bench.
Sieget (sej), v.t. To besiege; to encompass;
to beset. Chapman.

Siege-train (sej'tran), ?i. The artillery, car-
riages, annnuuition, and equipments which
are carried with an army for the purpose of
attacking fortified places.

Slenite (si'en-it). n. Same as Syenite.
Sienitic (si-en-it'ik), a. Same as Syenitic.
Sienna, Sienna-earth (sl-en'na, si-en'na-
erth), n. Terra di Sienna, earth from Si-
enna in Italy, a ferruginous ochreous earth
of a fine yellow colour, used as a pigment
in both oil and water-colour painting. It is

known as raw and bunit sienna according
to the treatment it has received. See Burnt-
sienna.
Sierra (se-er'a), n. [Sp., from L. serra, a
saw.] A chain of hills or mass of moun-
tains with jagged or saw-like ridges.

Siesta (se-es'ta), n. [Sp.] The name given
to the practice indulged in by the Spaniards,
and the inhabitants of hot countries gener-
ally, of resting for a short time in the hot
part of the day, or after dinner.

Siester (ses'tfir), n. A silver coin of Bava-
ria, worth about 8\d. Simmonds.
Sieur (se-6r), n, [Fr., abbrev. from seigneur.\
A title of respect used by the French.
Sieve (siv), 71. [O.E.«iye, seve,sefe, A.Sax.«i/e,
L.G. seve,sef,^.zeef,G. sieb,lce\.sia, ior siva
OTsi/a, a sieve; perhaps so called from being
made originally of rushes (see Seave); or
from same root as Prov. seye, IceL sia, to
strain or filter; Dan. sive, to ooze.] 1. An
instrument for separating the smaller par-
ticles of substances from the grosser, as
flour from bran. Sieves are made of various
forms and sizes to suit the article to be sifted;

but in its most usual form a sieve consists of
a hoop from 2 to 6 inches in depth, forming
a flat cylinder, and having its bottom, which
is stretched tightly over the hoop, consti-
tuted of basket-work, coarse or fine hair,

gut, skin perforated with small holes, can-
vas, muslin, lawn, net-work, or wire, ac-
cording to the use intended. In agriculture
sieves are used for separating corn or other
seed from dust or other extraneous matter.
—Brum sieve, a kind of sieve in extensive
use amongst druggists, drysalters, and con-
fectionei-s, so named from its form. It is

used for sifting very fine powders, and con-
sists of three parts or sections, the top and
bottom sections being covered with parch-
ment or leather, and made to fit over and
under a sieve of the usual form, which is

placed between them. The substance to be
sifted being thus closed in, the operator is

not annoyed by the clouds of powder which
would otherwise be produced by the agita-

tion, and the material under operation is at
the same time saved from waste.—2. A kind
of coarse basket.

Sieves and haif-sieves are baskets to be met with
in every quarter of Covent Garden market. Steez-ens.

3. In calico-printing, a cloth extending over
the vat which contains the colour.

Sifflementt (sifn-ment), n. [Pr., from si^r,
to whistle.] The act of whistling or hiss-

ing; a whistling or a sound resembling a
whistling. 'Uttering nought else but idle

si0ement8.' Ant. Brewer.
Sift (sift), v.t. [A. Sax. si/tan, from sife, a
sieve; L.G. siften, D. zij'ten, to sift. See
Sieve. ] 1. To pass through a sieve ; to

operate on by a sieve ; to separate by a
sieve, as the fine part of a substance from
the coarse; as, to sift meal; to sift powder;
to sift sand or lime ; to sift the bran from
the flour.-2. To part, as by a sieve; to sep-

arate.
When yellow sands are sifted from below.
The glittering billows give a golden show.

Dryden.

3. To examine minutely or critically; to
scrutinize; as, let the principles of the party
be thoroughly sifted.

1 could si/t him on that argument. ShaA.

We have si/ted your objections. Hooker,

HeedfuUy I si^ed all my thought. Tennyson.

Sifter (sift'6r), ?i. One who sifts; that which
sifts; a sieve.

Sig (sig), n. [From root of A. Sax. sthan, to

strain, to filter, to flow down. See Sigger.]
I'rine: stale urine. [ProWncial English.]

Sigaultian (si-gal'shi-an), a. [From Sigavlt,

aFrench physician, who first performed the

operation. ] In obstetrics, applied to an
operation for augmenting the diameter of

the pelvis. See Symphyseotomy.
Sigger (sig'^r), V. i. [Allied to sig (which see);

G. seigen, to filter, seiger, a strainer or fil-

ter. ] In mining, to trickle through a cranny
or crevice; to ooze into a mine.

Sigh (si), v.i. [O.E. syke, A. Sax. slcan, Sc
SIC, sicA, to sigh; Dan. sukke, to sigh; D.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move: tube, tub, b\ill; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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zugt, a sigh, zugten, to sigh; G. seu/zeri. All

probably imitative; comp. sough, noise of

the wind, as among trees, Sc. son/, to breathe
heavily or deeply. ] 1. To make a deep single

respiration, as the result or involuntary
expression of grief, sorrow, or the like

;

hence, to grieve; to mourn; to complain.

He sighed deeply in his spiriL Mark viii. 12.

Tosigk
To the winds whose pity, sighing back again.
Did us but loviny wrong. Shak.

2 To utter or give expression to a sonnd
like, or suggestive of, a sigh. 'Whenever a
March wind sighs.' Tennyson.—To sigh /or,

to long or wish ardently for.

Long have I sighedfor a calm. Tennyson.

Sigh (si), -ct. 1. To emit or exhale in sighs.

'Never man sigh'd truer breath.' Shdk.—
2. To lament; to mourn.

Ages to come and men unborn
Shall bless her name and sigh her fate. Prior.

3. To express by sighs.

The gentle swain sighs back her grief. Hoeie,

4. Used with an adverb or prepositional ex-

pression, to denote an effect.

In such a night
Troilus methmks mounted the Troyan walls
And sigh'd his soul toward the Grecian tents.

Shak.

Sigb (si), n. A single deep involuntary re-

spiration ; the inhaling of a larger quantity
of air than usual and the sudden emission
of it; a simple respiration modified by men-
tal conditions, and giving involuntary ex-
pression of fatigue, or some depressing emo-
tion, as grief, sorrow, anxiety, or the like.

My sighs are many, and my heart is faint.

Lam. i. 33.

SlSher (8i'6r), n. One who sighs. 'A sigher
to be comforted. ' Beau. <t Fl.

SiShingly (si'ing-li), adv. With sighing.

Sight (sit), n. [A. Sax. gUit, gesiht,O.G. siht,

sTjd. G. sickt, Dan. and Sw. sigte; from root
of see.] 1. The act of seeing; perception of
objects by the eye; view; as, to gain sight of
land; to lose sight of a person.

A cloud received him out of their sight. Acts i. 9.

A sight ot yoa, Mr. H., is good for sore eyes.
Tro/io^.

2- The power of seeing; the faculty of vision,
or of perceiving objects by the instrumen-
tallty of the eyes; as, to lose one's sight.

Thy sight is young and thou shalt read. Shai.

O loss of sight, of thee I most complain. Milton.

3 Range of unobstructed vision ; space or
limit to which the power of seeing extends;
<ipen view; visibility.

Hostile Troy was ever full in sight. Pope.

4. Notice, judgment, or opinion from seeing;
knowledge; view; estimation; consideration.

Let my life ... be precious in thy sight.
2 Ki. i. 13.

6. Inspection ; examination ; as, a letter in-
tended for your sight only.— 6. The eye or
•eyes.

From the depth of hell they lift their sight. Dryden.

7. That which is l>eheld; a spectacle; a show;
particularly, something novel and remark-
able; something wonderful or worth seeing;
AS, to see the sights of a town.

They never saw a sight so fair. Spenser.

Moses said, I will now turn aside and see this^eat
sight, why the bush is not burned. Exod. iu. 3.

«. A small aperture through which objects
are to )>e seen, and by which the direction
is settled or ascertained ; as, the sight of a
<iuadrant. —9. A small piece of metal near
the muzzle, or another near the breech, of
a Hrearm, as a rifle, cannon, <&c., to aid the
eye in taking aim.— 10. A great many; a
ni ultitude. [Colloq. ]

Very many colloquialisms current in America but
not now used in England, and generally supposed to
be Americanisms, are, after aU, of good ola British
family, and people from ihe Eastern States, who arc
sometimes ridiculed for talking of a sight of people,
may find comfort in learning that the famous old
Totuance. the prose ' Morte d'Arthur,' uses this word
for multitude, and that the high-bom dame. Juliana
Bcrncrs. lady prioress of the nunnery of Sopwell in

the fifteenth century, infonns us that tn her time a
bomynabU syght of monies was elegant English for
a targe company of friars. G. P. Alarsh.

—At gight,c^ter sight, terms applied to bills

or notes payable on or after presentation.—
To take sight, to take aim ; to look for the
purpose of directing a piece of artillery, &c.
—Field 0/ sight. Same as Field 0/ Vision.
See FlELb.

—

Stn. Vision, view, show, spec-
tacle, representation, exhibition.
Sight (sit), v.t. 1. To get siijht of ; to come
iu sight of; to see; to perceive; as, to sight
the land. —2. To look at or examine through
a sight; to see accurately; as, to sight a star.

3. To give the proper elevation and direction
to by means of a sight; as, to sight a rifle or
cannon.
Sight, + Sighte.t Sighed. Chaucer.
Sight (sit), v.i. To look along or through
the sight or sights of an instrument; to take
aim by means of a sight or sights, as with a
rifle; to take sight.

Sight-draft (sit'draft), n. In com. a draft
payaltle at sight or on presentation.
Sighted (sit'ed), a. 1. Having sight or seeing
in a particular manner : used chiefly or ex-
clusively in composition; as, long-sighted,
seeing at a great distance; short-sighted, able
to see only at a small distance; quick-sighted,
readily seeing, discerning, or understanding;
sharp-sighted, having a keen eye or acute
discernment.—2. Having a sight or sights;
as. a rifle sighted for 1000 yards.
Sightfult (sit'f\U), «. Visible; perspicuous.
Sightfolnesst (sit'ful-nes), n. Clearness of
sight.

Let us not wink, though void of purest sight/ulness.
Sir P. Sidney.

Sight-hole (sifhol), n. A hole to see through.
SlghtlUg-shOt (sit'ing-shot), 71. A shot made
for the puipose of ascertaining if a flrearm
is properly sighted ; a trial shot allowed to
each shooter previous to marking his score.

Sightless (sitQes), a. 1. Wanting sight;
blind. 'Of all who blindly creep, or sight-

less sobt.' Pope. ' Sightless yiilton.' Words-
XBorth.—2.t Offensive or unpleasing to the
eye. 'Full of unpleasing blots, and sightless

stains.' Shak.~Z.\ Not appearing to sight;

invisible.
Heav'n*s cherubim horsed

Upon the sightless coursers of the air. Shak.

Sightlessly (sitTes-liX adv. In a sightless
manner.
Sightlessness (sitles-nes), n. The state of
beiTiu sightless; want of sight.

Sightliness (sitli-nes), ». The state of being
sightly; comeliness; an appearance pleasing
to the sight.

Glass eyes may be used, though not for seeing, for
sightliness. Fuller.

Sightly (sit'li), a. Pleasing to the eye;
striking to the view. 'Many brave sightly
horses. Sir R. UEstrange.

Sight-seeing (sit'se-ing),n. The act of see-

ing sights ; eagerness for novel or curious
sights.

Sight-seer (sit'se-fir), n. One who is fond
of or who goes to see sights or cxiriosities;

as, the streets were crowded with eager
sight-seers.

Sight-shot (sit'shot), n. Distance to which
the sight can reach; range of sight; eye-shot.
Cowleij. [Rare.]

Slghtsman (sits'man), n. In music, one who
reads music readily at first si^ht.

Sigil (sij'il), n. [L. sigillum, dmi. of sigmim,
a sign. ] A seal ; signature ; an occult sign.

'5iflTti# framed in planetary hours.' DryiUn.
Slglllaxia (sij-il-la'ri-a), n. [L. sigUlum, a
seal.) The name given to certain large forma
of plants, discovered in the coal formation,
which have no representatives in present
vegetation. They were so named by M.
Brongniart. from the leaf-scars on their

Anted stems, which resemble so many seal

impressioDB on the raised flutings. The

Sigillaria In a Coal>mine near Liverpool.

stems are of various sizes, from a few inches
to upwards of 3 feet in circumference, and
of great length. Their internal structure
most nearly approaches that of the Cyca-
daceiB. ITieir roots are known by the name
stigmaria, being at first regarded as fossils

belonging to a distinct and separate genus.
Siglllative (sij'il-at-iv), a. [¥t. sigillat^f,

from L. sigillum, a seal.] Fit to seal; be-
longing to a seal ; composed of wax. Cot-
grave.

Sigla(sigla),?i.pi. [L.] Thesigns.characters,
abbreviations, or letters used for words in
ancient manuscripts, printing, coins,medals,
and the like.

Sigma (sig'ma). n. The name of the Greek
letter S, C, a-, s, equivalent to our S.

Sigmodon (sig'mo-don), n. [Gr. sigma, the
letter s, and odous, odontos, a tooth.] A
genus of small rodent mammalsof the family
Murida), and sub-family Arvicolinaj. Only
one species (5. hispidum) is known, about
6 inches long. It is a native of Florida, and
very destructive to the crops.
Sigmoid, Slgmoidal (sig'moid, sig-moi'dal),
a. [Gr. sigma, and eidos, resemblance. ]

Curved like the letter sigma in its ancient
form of C. In anat. a term applied to
several parts, as the valves of the heart, the
semilunar cavities of certain bones, and the
flexure of the colon. The sigmoid jtexttre is

the last curve of the colon, before it termi-
nates in the rectum.
Sign (sin), n. [Fr. sigiie, from L. signum, a
mark, a sign, of which the dim. is sigil-

lum, hence seal. See Seal.] l. That by
which anything is shown, made known, or
represented; any visible thing, any motion,
appearance, or event which indicates the
existence or approach of something else ; a
token; amaflt; an indication ; a proof; as,

signs of fair weather or a storm ; a sign of
rain.

O ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky

;

but can ye not discern the signs of the times?
Mat. xvi, 3,

2. A motion, action, or gesture by which a
thought is expressed, a wish made known,
or a command given ; hence, one of the
natural or conventional gestures by which
intelligence is communicated, or conversa-
tion carried on, as by deaf-mutes.
They made sights to his father, how he would have

him caJled. Luke i. 62.

3. A remarkable event considered by the
ancients as indicating the will of a deity

;

a prodigy; an omen. —4. Any remarkable
transaction, event, or phenomenon regarded
as indicating the divine will, or as manifest-
ing an interposition of the divine power for
some special end; a miracle; a wonder.
Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will not be-

lieve. John iv. 48.

6. Something serving to indicate the exist-
ence or preserve the memory of a thing ; a
meraorifd; a token; a monument.
The fire devoured two hundred and fifty men; and

they became a sign. Num. xxvi. lo.

6. Any symbol or emblem which prefigures,
typifies, or represents an idea; hence, some-
times, a picture.

The holy symbols, or sigfis. are not barely signifi-
cative, but what they represent is as certainly deliv-
ered to us as the symbols themselves. Brerewood.

7. A word regarded as the outward manifes-
tation of thought.
When any one uses any term, he may have in his

mind a determined idea which he make^ it the sign
of. Paeon.

8. A mark of distinction; cognizance.
When the great ensign of Messiah blazed.
Aloft by angels borne, his sign in heaven. Milton.

9. That which, being external, represents or
signifies something internal or spiritual : a
term used in tlie formularies of the English
Church in speaking of an ordinance consid-
ered with reference to that which it repre-
sents.— 10. Something conspicuously hung
or placed over or near a door, as a lettered
board, or carved or painted figure, indicat-
ing the occupation of the tenant of the
premises, or giving notice of what is sold or
made within; a sign-board. *An ale-house'
paltry sign. ' Shak.
The shops were therefore distin^ished by painted

signs, which gave a ^ay and grotesque appearance
to the streets. Macaulay.

11. In astron. a portion of the ecliptic or
zodiac containing 30 degrees, or a twelfth
part of the comiilete circle. The signs are
reckoned from the point of intersection of
the ecliptic and equator at the vernal equi-
nox, and are counted onwards, proceeding
from west to east, according to the annual
course of the sun, all round the ecliptic.

In printing they are represented by the fol-

lowing marks, which are attached to their

respective names :—Aries ty
, Taurus ^ ,

Gemini n. Cancer So, Leo Q^, Virgo nj^.

Libra ^^. Scorpio XY^, Sagittarius ^ , Cap-

ricomus >y , Aquarius ZH!^, Pisces X . The
first six signs, commencing with Aries, are
called northern signs, because they lie on

cti, cAaln; <^, Sc. locA; g, go\ j.job; b, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; 7E» then; th, <Aln; w, uig; wb, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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the north side of the equator; and the other
six, commencing with Libra, are called
southern signs, because they lie on the south
side of the equator. The six beginning with
Capricornus are called ascending signs, be-

cause the sun passes through them while
advancing from the winter to the summer sol-

stice, and is consequently acquiring altitude
with respect to inhabitants of the northern
hemisphere. The other six, beginning with
Cancer, are called descending signs, because
the sun in passing through them diminishes
his altitude with respect to inhabitants of
the northern hemisphere. These names are
borrowed from the constellations of the
zodiac of the same denomination, which
were respectively comprehended within the
foregoing equal divisions of the ecliptic at
the time when those divisions were first

made ; but on account of the precession of
the equinoxes the positions of these con-
stellations in the heavens no longer corre-
spond with the divisions of the ecliptic of

the same name, but are considerably in ad-
vance of them. Thus the constellation
Aries is now in that part of the ecliptic

called Taurus.— 12. In arith. and math, a
character indicating the relation of quan-
tities, or an operation performed by them;
as the sign -f [plus] prefixed to a quantity
indicates that the quantity is to be added;
the sign — [minus] denotes that the quantity
to which it is prefixed is to be subtracted.
The former is prefixed to quantities called
affirmative or positive; the latter to quan-
tities called negative. The sign x [into]

stands for multiplication, -^ [divided by]

for division, V ^^^ t^^ square root, ^ for

the cube root, ^ for the nth root, &c. The
signs denoting a relation are, = equal to,

> greater than, < less than, &c.—13. In
med. an appearance or symptom in the
human body, which indicates its condition
as to health or disease.—14. In mime, any
character, as a flat, sharp, dot, &c. — Syn.
Token, marli, note, symptom, indication,
symbol, type, omen, prognostic, presage,
manifestation.

Sign ( sin ), v. t. 1. To express by a sign ; to
make known in a typical or emblematical
manner, in distinction from speech; to sig-

nify ; as, to sign our acceptance of some-
thing by a gesture.—2. To make a sign upon;
to mark with a sign or symbol.

We receive this child into the congregation of
Christ's flock, and do sig-n him with the sign of the
cross, in tolcen that hereafter he shall not be ashamed
to confess the faith of Christ crucified.

Coittnton Prayer.

3. To affix a signature to, as to a writing or
deed; to mark and ratify by writing one's
name; to subscribe in one's own handwrit-
ing. * To si^n these papers. ' Dryden.

Give him this deed and let him J^^t it. Shak.

4.t To convey formally; to assign.—5. t To
dress or array in insignia. 'Thy hunters
stand signed in thy spoil.' S/iafr. — 6. t To
make known; to betoken; to denote.

You sijs^n your place and calling, in full seeming.
With meekness and humility. Shak.

Sign (sin), v.i. l.t To be a sign or omen.
Shak. — 2. To make a sign or signal ; as, he
signed to me to advance.
Signable (sin'a-bl), a. Capable of being
signed ; requiring to be signed ; as, a deed
signable by A B.

Signal (sig'nal),n. [Fr. signal, L.L. signale,
from L. sigmtm. See SIGN. ] 1. A sign that
gives or is intended to give notice of some-
thing to some person, especially from a dis-

tance. Signals are used to communicate
information, orders, and the like, to persons
at a distance, and by any persons and for any
purpose. A signal may be a motion of the
hand, the raising of a flag, the showing of
lights of various colours, the firing of a gun,
the ringing of a bell, the beating of a drum,
the sounding of a bugle, or anything which
will be understood by the persons intended.

Stir not until the signal. Shak.

2.t Sign; token; indication.

Meantime, in j-i£-/m/ of my love to thee, . . .

Will I upon thy party wear this rose. Shak.

Signal (sig'nal), a. Distinguished from what
is ordinary; eminent; remarkable; notable;
as, a. signal failure; & signal exploit; a signal
service; a signal act of benevolence.

As signal now in low dejected state.

As erst in highest, behold him where he lies.

Milton.

Syn. Eminent, remarkable, memorable, ex-

traordinary, notable, conspicuous.

Sir

Signal (sig'nal), v.t. pret. & pp. signalled;
ppr. signalling. 1. To communicate or make
known by a signal or by signals; as, to sig-

nal orders; a vessel signals its arrival.

—

2. To make signals to ; as, the vessel sig-

nalled the forts. —3. To mark
with a sign. Layard.
Si^al (sig'nal), v.i. 1. To
give a signal or signals.

—

2. To be a sign or omen.
Signal-Tjox (sig'nal-boks), n.

A small house, often of wood,
in which railway signals are
worked.
Slgnal-flre (sig'nal-fir), n.

A fire intended for a signal.

Signalist(sig'nal-ist),«, One
wlio makes signals.

Slgnalityt (sig-nal'i-ti), n.

Quality of being signal or remarkable.
T. Browne.
Signalize (sig'nal- iz), v.t. pret. & pp. signal-

ized; ppr. signalizing. [From signal.] 1. To
make remarkable or eminent; to render
distinguished from what is common : com-
monly used reflexively with the pronouns
myself, himself, themselves, and the like, or
with some noun so closely connected with
the subject as to be almost equivalent to a
reflexive pronoun; as, the soldier signalized
himself; he signalized his reign by many
glorious acts. ' Having signalized his valour
and fortune in defence of his country.'

Swift.

It is this passion which drives men to all the ways
we see in use oi signalizing themselves. Burke.

2. To make signals to ; to indicate by a sig-

nal; to signal. [Not in good use.]

Signal-lamp (sig'nal-lamp), n. A railway
lamp, with a bull's-eye in it, made to give
out light of different colours as signals.

Signal-light (sig'nal-lit), n. A light shown
as a signal.

Signally (sig'nal-li), adv. In a signal man-
ner; eminently; remarkably; memorably;
as, their plot failed signally.

Si^ial-man (sig'nal-man), n. One whose
duty it is to convey intelligence, notice,

warning, &c., by means of signals.

Signalment (sig'nal-ment), n. 1. The act of

signalling. — 2. A description by means of

peculiar or appropriate marks. E. B. Brown-
ing.

Signal-post (sig'nal-post), n. A post or pole
for displaying flags, lamps, &c., as signals.

Signatary (sig'na-ta-ri), n. and a. Same as
Signatory.

Signationt (sig-na'shon), n. Sign given; act
of betokening. Sir T. Browne.
Signatory (sig'na-to-ri), a. 1. Relating to

a seal; used in sealing. — 2. Setting a sig-

nature to a document; signing; speciflcally

applied to the head or representative of a
state who signs a public document, as a
treaty; as, the parties signatory to the Treaty
of Paris. Written also Signatary and Sig-

nitary.

Signatory (sig'na-to-ri), n. One who signs;

speciflcally, the head or representative of a
state who signs a public document, as a
treaty.

If the Grand Duke called upon the signatories of
the treaty to fulfil the guarantee of neutrality con-
tained in it, grave questions would undoubtedly arise.

Titnes neivspaper.

Signature (sig'na-tiir), n. [Fr., L.L. signa-
tura, from L. signo, to sign.] 1. A sign,

stamp, or mark impressed. ' The brain being
well furnished with various traces, signa-

tures, and images.' Watts. 'The natural
and indelible signature of God, stamped on
the human soul.' Bentley.— 2. Especially,

the name of any person written with his own
hand, employed to signify that the writing
which precedes accords with his wishes or
intentions.—3. In oldmed. an external mark
or character on a plant, which was supposed
to indicate its suitableness to cure particu-
lar disease, or diseases of particular parts.

Thus plants with yellow flowers were sup-
posed to be adapted to the cure of jaun-
dice, &c.
Some plants bear a very evident signature of their

nature and use. Br. H. More.

4. In printing, a letter or figure at the bot-
tom of the first page of a sheet or half sheet,

by which the slieets are distinguished and
their order designated, as a direction to the
binder. In older books, when the sheets
are more numerous than tlie letters of the
alphabet, a small letter is added to the capi-

tal one, ^ A a, B b; but afterwards a figure

before the letter came to be used, as lA,
2 A. In modem printing figures only are

very generally used for signatures.—5. Ad
external mark or figure by which physiog-
nomists pretend to discover the temper and
character of persons.— 6. In music, the signs,

placed at the commencement of a piece of

Key and Time Signatures on the Treble and Bass Clefs.

the bar.I. Key of C ; two minims (or their equivalents)
of G; four crotchets in the bar.
bar. 4. Key of F; three minims
three crotchets in the bar.

Key
1 the

5. Key of B flat;

Key of D ; two crotchets^in the
n the bar.

music. There are two kinds of signatures,
the time signature and the key signature.
The key signature, including the clefs, is
usually written on every stave; and the
sharps or fiats there occurring affect all

notes of that degree (with their octaves)
throughout the piece. The time signature
is only placed at the beginning of the first

line and where changes occur. It indicates
the number of aliquot parts into which the
bar is divided.—7. In Scots law, a writing
formerly prepared and presented by a
writer to the signet to the baron of ex-
chequer, as the ground of a royal grant to
the person in whose name it was presented;
which having, in the case of an original
charter, the sign-manual of the sovereign,
and in other cases the cachet, appointed by
the act of union for Scotland, attached to
it, became the warrant of a conveyance
under one or other of the seals, according
to the nature of the subject or the object
in view.

• Signature t (sig'na-tiir), v.t. To mark out;
to distinguish. Dr. G. Cheyne.
Signaturist (sig^na-ttir-ist), n. One who
holds to the doctrine of signatures impressed
upon objects, indicative of character or
qualities. Sir T. Browne.
Sign-board (sinl^ord),?!. A board on which
a man sets a notice of his occupation or of
articles for sale.

Signe t (sin), v.t. To assign; to appoint ; to
allot. Chaucer.
Signer (sin'Sr), n. One who signs, especially
one who signs or subscribes his name; as, a
memorial with 100 signers.

Si^et (sig'net), n. [O.Fr. signet, dim. of
signe, a sign. See Sign.] A seal; particu-
larly, in England, one of the seals for the
authentication of royal grants. The signet,
in Scotland, is a seal by which royal war-
rants for the purpose of justice seem to have
been at one time authenticated. Hence the
title of clerks to the signet or writers to the
signet, a class of legal practitioners in Edin-
burgh who formerly had important privi-

leges, which are now nearly abolished. They
act generally as agents or attorneys in con-
ducting causes before the Court of Session.—Clerk of the signet, an officer in England,
continually in attendance upon the princi-

pal secretary of state, who has the custody
of the privy signet.

Signeted (sig'net-ed), a. Stamped or marked
with a signet.

Signet -ring (sig'net-ring), n. A ring con-
taining a signet or private seal.

Signifer t (sig'ni-f6r), n. [L. signum, a sign,,

and/ero, to bear.] The zodiac. Chaucer.
Signifi.aunce,t n. Signification. Chaucer.
Significt (sig-nif'ik), a. Significant. Chau-
cer.

Significance, Significancy (sig-nif'i-kans,

sig-nif'i-kan-si), n. [See Significant.)
1. Meaning; import; that which is intended
to be expressed.

If he declares he intends it for the honour of an-
other, he takes away by his words the sigftijicance

of his action. Bp. Stillingfieet.

Hence—2. The real import of anything, as
opposed to that which appears; the internal
and true sense, as contradistinguished from
the external and partial.

Our spirits have cHmbed high
By reason of the passion of our ffrief.—
And. from the top of sense. looked over sense,
To the signijieance and heart of things
Rather than things themselves. E. B. Browning..

3. Expressiveness; impressiveness ; force;
power of impressing the mind ; as, a duty
enjoined with particular signijieance.

I have been admiring the wonderful significancy
of that word persecution, and what various interpre-
tations it hath acquired. STtnfl.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, m|^, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bftll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. ab«ne; y, Sc ley.
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4 Importance; moment; weight; cooBe-
quence.

Many a circumstance of less si^^ii^cancy has been
construed into an overt act of high treason.

Slgntficant ( sig-nifi-kant ). a. [L. signifi-

cant, significantis, ppr. of significo. See
Signify.] l. Serving to signify something;
fitted or intended to signify something ; as,

(a) bearing a meaning ; expressing or con-
taining signification or sense ; as, a signifi-

cant word or sound. (6) Expressive in an
eminent degree; forcible.

Common Hfe is full of this kind of sigitijicant ex-

pressions. Holder.

(c) Expressive or suggestive of something
more than what appears; meaning; as, to

give a person a significant look, (d) Be-
tokening something; representative of some-
thing; standing as a sign of something.

It was well said of Plotinus,that the stars were Jijf-

nificant, but not efficient. Raleigh.

To add to relign">is duties such rites and cere-

monies as are signijicant, is to institute new sacra-

ments. Hooker.

2. Important; momentous; as, a ^nifi/^nt
event.

SigDificant t (sig-nifi-kant), n. That which
is significant; a token. Shak.
Significantly ( sig-nif'i-kant-li ). adv. In a
significant manner: (a) so as to convey
meaning or signification; \^) meaningly; ex-

pressively; signifying more than merely ap-
pears.

Slgnificate (sig-nif'i-kat), n. In lo^, one
of several things signified by a common
term. Wluitely.

Signification (sig'ni-fi-ka"8hon), n. [L. svg-

nificatio. See Signify.] 1. The act of sig-

nifying, or of making known by signs or
words, or by anything that is understood.

AU speaking or signification of one's mind implies
at) act or address of one man to another. South.

2. Tliat which is signified or expressed by
signs or words; meaning; import; sense;
that which the person using a sign intends
to convey, or that which men in general who
use it understand it to convey. The signi-

fication of words is dependent on usage; but
when custom has annexed a certain sense
to sound, or to a combination of sounds,
this sense is always to l>e considered the
signification which the person using the
words intends to communicate. So by cus-

tom certain signs or gestures have a deter-
mined signification. Such is the fact also
with figures, algebraic characters, &c.—
3. That which signifies; a sign [Rare.]

Significative (sig-nifi-kat-iv), a. [Fr. »igni-

fimfif. See SIGNIFY.] 1. Betokening or
representing by an external sign; as, the
itgnifieative symbols of the eucharist. —
2. Having signification or meaning ; expres-
sive of a meaning; sometimes strongly ex-
pressive of a certain idea or thing.

There is apparently a significative coincidence
between the establishment of the aristocratic and
oligarchical powers, and the diminution of the pro-
sperity of the state. RHsAin.

Slgnlficatlvely (sig-nifi-kat-iv-ll). adv. In
a significative manner; so as to represent
or express by an external sign.

Bread may be the body of Christ signijictiiivtly.

Zibfi. Ussher.

Slgnlficatlveness (sfg-nifi-kat-iv-nes). n.

'iTie quality of being significative. West.
Jtev.

81gnlficator(8ig-niri-kat-6r), n. One who
or t)mt wliich signifies or makes known by
words, signs, &c.

In this dia^am there was one signitteator which
pressed remarkably upon our astrologer's attention.

Sir W. Scott.

Signlflcatory (sig-nif'i-ka-to-ri), o. Having
siLcniHcation or meaning.
Slgnlficatory ( sig-nifi-ka-to-ri), n. That
which t)etokens, signifies, or represents.

Here is a double significatory of the spirit, a word
and a si^rn. yer. Taylor.

Signlflcavlt(sig'ni-fl-ka"vit),n. (Third pers.
siiig. pret ind. of L. significo, to signify.]

In eeeles. law, a writ, now obsolete, issuing
out of Chancery upon certificate given by
the ordinary of a man's standing excom-
municate by the space of forty days, for the
keeping liim in prison till he submit him-
self to the authority of the church. Whar-
ton.

Signify (sig'ni-fi), v.t. pret. A pp. signified;
ppr. signifying. [Fr. signifier, from L. sig-

nifico—signnm, a sign, and facio, to make]
1. To make known by signs or words ; to
ezpreasor communicate to anotherby words.

gestures, &c. ; as, he signified to me his in-

tention.

Then Paul . . . entered into the temple, to ji^wi/y
the accomplishment of the days of purification.

Acts xxii. 26.

2. To give notice ; to announce ; to impart

;

to declare; to proclaim.

My friend Stephano, signify, I pray you,
Within the house, your mistress is at hand. Shak.

3. To mean; to have or contain a certain
sense; to import; as, in Latin ' amo ' «(/7ii^s
*I love.'—4. To suggest as being intended;
to indicate.

Let him have some plaster, or some loam, or
Some rough-cast about him, to signify wall. Shak.

5. To weigh; to matter: used almost in-

transitively in particular phrases; as, it

signifies much or little; it signifies nothing;
what does it signify t

What signifies the people's consent in making and
repealing taws, if the person who administers hath
no tie! Sivift.

And whether coldness, pride, or virtue dignify
A woman—so she's good, what can it signify t

Byron.
Stn. To express, manifest, declare, utter,
intimate, betoken, denote, imply, mean.
Signify (sig'ni-fi), v.i. To express meaning
with force. 'If the words be but comely
nnd signifying.' B. Jonson. [Rare.]
Slgnlor (sen'yor), 71. An English form of
the Italian Signore, Spanish Sefior, a title of
respect e^iuivalent to the English Sir or Mr.,
the French Monsieur, and the German Herr.
Written al&oSigiU)r, Seignior. SeeSElGNlOR.
Slgnlorlzet (sen'yor-iz), v.t. To exercise do-
minion over; to lord it over. 'He that si-

gnisrizeth hell.' Fairfax.
Signlorizet (sen'yor-Iz). v.i. To exercise do-
minion, or to have dominion.
O'er whom, save heaven, nought could signiortxe.

Kyd.
Sl^niory, Slgnory (sen'yo-ri), n. 1. A prin-
cipality; a province.

Through all the signiories it was the first.

And Prospero the prime duke. Shak.

2. The landed property of a lord; a domain;
an estate; a manor.

Eating the bitter bread of banishment.
Whilst you have fed upon my signiories. Shak.

3. Government; dominion; power; seigniory.
'The inextinguishable thirst for signiory.^

Kyd.— 4. A governing body. 'My services
which I have done the signiory.' Shak.—
6.t Seniority. 'The benefit of signiory.'
Shak.
Slgnltary (sig'ni-ta-ri), a. Same as Signa-
tory.

Sign - manual
{
sin-man'u-al ). n. A signa-

ture; the subscription of one's own name to
a document; specifically, a royal signature,
which must l>e adhibited to all writs which
have to pass the privy seal or great seal.

Slgnor (sen'yor), n. Same as Signior.

Signora (sen-yo'ra), n. An Italian title of
address or respect, equivalent to Madam,
Mrs.
Slgnorlna (sen-yo-re'na), n. An Italian title

of respect, equivalent to the English Miss
an<l the I'^rench Mademoiselle.
Slgnory. Set Signioky.
Sign-painter (sin'pant-6r), n. A painter
of signs fur tradesmen, &c.
Sign-post (sin'post), n. A post on which a
sign hangs.
Slgnum (sig'num), n. [L.] In tow, across
prefixed as a sign of assent and approbation
to a charter or deed.

Slke,t a. Such. Spenser.

Slke (sik), n. [Icel. sik.] A small stream of
water; a rill; a marshy bottom with a small
stream in it [Scotch and Xorth of Eng-
land.]

Sike.t a. Sick. Chancer.
Sike,t 71. Sickness. Chaucer.
Slke,tw.t. To sigh. Chaucer.
Slke,t n. A sigh. Chaucer.
Slkert (sik'^r), a. or adv. Sure; surely. See
Sicker.
Sikerly.t adv. Surely; securely. Chau4xr.
Sikemesst (sik'Sr-nes), n. Sureness; safety.

Slkb (sek), n. One of an Indian commu-
nity, half religious, lialf military (founded
about A. P. 1500), whicli professes the purest
Deism, and is chiefly distinguished from the
Hindus by worsbippiiig one only invisible

God. They founded a state in the Punjaub
about the end of the eighteenth century,
which was annexed to the British Empire in
India in 1849. Written also Seik.

Sllaus (si'la-us), n. [A name given to an
undiclliferous plant by Pliny.] A genus of
plants, nat. order Umbelliferje. They are
tall perennial herbs, with finely divided

leaves and umbels of white or yellowish
flowers, natives of Europe and Asia. S. pra-
tensis (meadow-pepper saxifrage) is found in
damp and moist places in England, other
parts of Europe, and Siberia. The whole
plant has an unpleasant smell when bruised,
and cattle generally avoid it in pastures.

Sile (sil), n. [Sw. stl, a strainer; slla, to
strain, to sift; L.G. sielen, to draw off water;
akin silt.] A sieve; a strainer. [Old and
Provincial English and Scotch.]

Sile (sIl), v.t. To strain, as fresh milk from
the cow. [Old and Provincial English and
Scotch.]

Sile (sil), v.i. To flow down; to drop; to-

fall. [Provincial.]

Silenese (sMe'ne-e), n. plur. [From Silene.'j

A tribe of Caryophyllacea;, the members of
which have a tubular calyx and petals with
claws. See Caryophyllacea.
Silence (si'lens), n. [Fr. silence, from L. si-

lentium, silence, from sileo, to be still, to
be silent; comp. Goth, silan, anasilan, to>

be silent. ] 1. The condition prevailing when.
everything is silent; stillness or entire ab-
sence of sound or noise; as, the silence of
midnight. 'The night's dead silence.' Shak.

There was silence deep as death ;

And the boldest held his breath,
For a time. Catnpbell.

2. The state of holding the peace; forbear-
ance of speech in man or of noise in other
animals; taciturnity; muteness; as, to keep-
silence; to listen in silence.

Be check'd for silence, but never tax'd for speech.
Shak.

3. The refraining from speaking of or mak-
ing known something ; secrecy ; as, to re-
ward a person for his silence.—4. Stillness;
calmness; quiet; cessation of rage, agitation,
or tumult; as, the elements reduced to si-

lence.—5. Absence of mention; oblivion; ob-
scurity.

Eternal silence be their doom. Mil/on.

A few more days, and this essay will follow the-
Defensio Pofnli to the dust and silence of the upper
shelf. Macanlay.

Silence (si'lens), v.i. pret. & pp. sileiiced;

ppr. silencing. To make silent ;. to put
to silence; (a) to oblige to hold the peace;
to cause to cease speaking; as, to silence a
loquacious speaker.

To silence envious tongues : be just, and fear not.

Let aU the ends thou atm'st at be thy country's.
Thy God's and truth's. Shak.

(b) To restrain in reference to liberty of
speech; especially, to restrain from preach-
ing by revoking a license to preach; as, to-

silence a minister of the gospel.

Is it therefore
The ambassador is silenced f Shak.

The sitenc'd preacher yields to potent strain.

Pope.

(c) To cause to cease sounding; to stop the^

noise or sound of; to make to cease.

Silence that dreadful bell. Shak.

It is the little rift within the lute.
That by and by will malce the music mute,
And ever widening slowly silence all.

Tennyson.
(rf) To still; to quiet; to restrain; to ap-
pease. 'Would have silenced their scruples.

'

Dr. J. Rogers.

This would silence a\\ further opposition.
Clarendon.

(e) To stop the noise of firing from; to make-
to cease firing, especially by a vigorous can-
nonade; as, to silence guns or a battery.
Silence (si'lens), interj. Used elliptically for
let there be silence, or keep silence.

Sllene (sT-le'ne), n. [Origin doubtful.] An
extensive genus of plants belonging to the
natural order Caryophyllaceae. The species
are in general herbaceous; the stems are
leafy, jointed, branched, and frequently
glutinous below each joint. The greatest
proportion are inhabitants of the south of
Europe and north of Africa; many occur in
the temperate regions of both hemispheres.
Several species are Uritish, which are known
by the names of campion and catch-fly.

Many are cultivated in gardens as orna-
mental flowers. S. compacta or close-
flowered catch-fly is one of the most beau-
tiful of the genus. S. infiata, or bladder-
campion, is edible. The young shoots boiled
are a good substitute for green peas or as-
paragus.
Silent (silent), a. [L. silens, silentis, ppr.
of sileo. See SILENCE, «.] 1. Not speaking;
mute; dumb; speechless.

O my God, I cry In the daytime, but thou hearest
not ; and in the night season, and am not silent.

Ps. xxii. 2.

Her eyes are homes of silent prayer.
Tennyson.

ch, cAain: 6b, Sc. \och\

Vol. rv.

g> ffo; if i'ob; ft, Fr ton; ng, siny; th, then; th, tAin; w^ wig; wh, tcMg; zh, azure.—See E.EY.
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2. Habitually taciturn; spealcing little; not
inclined to much talking; not loquacious.

Ulysses, he adds, was the most eloquent and the
most silent of men. IP'. Broome.

5. Not mentioning or proclaiming; making
no noise or rumour.

This new created world, of which in hell
Fame is not silent, Milton.

4. Perfectly quiet; still ; free from sound or
noise; having or making no noise; as, the
silent watchesof the night; the silent groves.
'Sparkling in the silent waves.' Spenser.

But thou, most awful form I

Risest from forth thy sile/tt sea of pines,
How silently. Coleridge.

^. Not operative; wanting efficacy. * Causes
. . . silent, virtueless, and dead.* Raleigh.
-6. Not pronounced or expressed ; having no
sound in pronunciation; as,e is silent in/able.—Silent partner. Sume as Dormant Partner.
See under Dorhaht.—Silent system, a sys-
tem of prison discipline which imposes en-
tire silence among the prisoners even when
assembled together. — Syn. Dumb, mute,
speecliless, taciturn, soundless, voiceless,
quiet, still.

'Silent (si'Ient), n. Silence ; silent period.
' Deep night, dark night, the silent of the
night.' Shak.

-Silentiary (si-len'shi-a-ri), n. l. One ap-
pointed to keep silence and order in a court
of justice.—2. A privy-councillor; one sworn
not to divulge secrets of state. Ba)'row.

;Silenti0US (si-len'shus), a. Habitually si-

lent; taciturn; reticent.

JSilently (si'lent-Ii), adv. In a silent man-
ner; as, (a) witliout speech or words.

Each silently
Demands thy grace, and seems to watch thy eye.

Dryden.
(&) Without noise; as, to march silently.

With tiptoe step vice silently succeeds. Cowper.

(c) Without mention.
The difficulties remain still, till he can show who is

meant by ri^ht heir; in all those cases the present
possessor has no son : this he silently passes over.

Locke.

Silentness (silent-nes), n. State of being
silent; stillness; silence.

The moonlight steeped in silentness.
The steady we^ithercock. Coleridge.

Silenus (si-le'nus), n. [Gr. Silenos.] A
Grecian divinity, the foster-father and at-
tendant of Bacchus, and likewise leader of
the satyrs. He was represented as a ro-
bust old man, generally in a state of intoxi-
cation, and riding on an ass carrying a can-
tliarus or bottle.

Slleryt (sil'^r-i), n. In arch, foliage carved
on the tops of pillars.

Silesia (si-le'shi-a), n. A species of linen
cloth, so called from its being manufactured
•originally in Silesia, a province of Prussia;
thin coarse linen.

Bilesian (si-le'shi-an), n. A native or in-
haltitant of Silesia.

Silesian (si-le'shi-an). a. Pertaining to Si-

lesia; made in Silesia; as, Silesian linen.

Silex (si'leks), n. [L.] Same as .Wica (which
see).

Silhouette (sil'd-et), n.

[From Etienne de Sil-

houette, French minister
of finance in 1759, in deri-

sion of his economical at-

tempts to reform the fin-

ancial state of France
while minister. Every-
thing supposed to be ex-
cessively economical was
then characterized as in
the Silhouette style, and
the term has been retained for this sort of
portraitj A name given to the representa-
tion of an object filled in of a black colour,

the inner parts being sometimes indicated
by lines of a lighter colour, and shadows
or extreme depths by the aid of a heighten-
ing of gum or other siiinlng medium.

Silica (siri-ku), n. [L. silex, silicis, a flint.]

(SiOa) Oxide of sihcon. This important sub-
stance constitutes the characteristic ingre-
dient of a great variety of minerals, among
which rock-crystal, quartz, chalcedony, and
flint may be considered as nearly pure silica.

It also predominates in many of the rocky
masses which constitute the crust of our
globe, such as granite, the varieties of sand-
stone, and quartz rock. It is the chief sub-
stance of which glass is made ; also an in-

gi-edient, in a pulverized state, in the manu-
facture of stoneware, and it is essential in
the preparation of tenacious mortar. Silica,

when pure, is a fine powder, hard, insipid,and

Silhouette.

inodorous, rough to the touch, and scratches
and wears away glass. It combines in definite
proportions with many salifiable bases, and
its various compounds are termed silicates.
Plate -glass and window-glass, or, as it is

commonly called, crown-glass, are silicates
of sodium or potassium, and flint-glass is a
similar compound, with a large addition of
silicate of lead. See Silicic.

Silicate (sil'i-kat), n. A salt of silicic
acid. Silicates formed by the union of silicic
acid, or silica, with the bases alumina, lime,
magnesia, potassa, soda, «fcc., constitute the
greater number by far of the hard minerals
which encrust the globe. The silicates of
potash and soda, when heated to redness,
form glass—Sth'cate paint, natural silica,
when dried and forming an almost impalp-
able powder, mixed with colours and oil.

Unlike the ordinary lead paints, all tlie sili-

cate colours are non-poisonous. Silicate
white has great covering power; is not af-

fected by gases; and heat of 500° is suc-
cessfully resisted.

Silicated (sil'i-kat-ed), a. Coated, mixed,
combined, or impregnated with silica. —
Silicated soap, a mixture of silicate of soda
and hard soap.

Sllicatization (siri-kat-Iz-a'^shon), n. The
process of combining with silica so as to
change to a silicate.

Siliceous, Silicious (si-lish'us), a. Per-
taining to silica, containing it, or partaking
of its nature and qualities; as, siliceous
limestone; siliceous slate; siliceous nodules,
&c.—Siliceous cement, a hydraulic cement
containing a certain proportion of a silicate.
—Siliceous earth, silica (which see).— Sili-
ceous waters, such as contain silica in solu-
tion, as many boiling springs.
Silicic (si-lis'ik), a. Of or pertaining to
silica; as, si7tcic ether; silicic acid—Silicic
acid, an acid obtained by decomposing so-
dium silicate with hydrochloric acid and
dialysing the liquid so obtained. Silicic
acid has not been obtained in the pure
form, as it undergoes decomposition into
water and silica when heated. JIany si-

licic acids are believed to exist. The nor-
mal acid is H4Si04.
Silici-calcareous (si-lis'i-kal-ka"re-u8), a.

Consisting of silica and calcareous matter.
Siliciferous (sil-i-sif'6r-us), a. [L. silex,
silicis, silex, and /ero, to produce. ] Pro-
ducing silica, or united with a portion of
silica.

Siliciflcation (si-lis'i-fl-ka"shon), n. Petri-
faction ; the conversion of any substance
into stone by siliceous matter.
Siliclty (si-lis'i-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. silicified;
ppr. silicifying. [L. silex, silicis, flint, and
facio, to make.] To convert into or petrify
by silica.

Silicify (si-lis'i-fi), v.i. To become silica; to
be impregnated with silica.

Silicimuilte (si-lis'i-mu"rit), n. [Z. silex,

flint, and muria, brine.] An earth composed
of silica and magnesia.

SiliCite (sll'i-sit), n. A variety of felspar,
consisting of 50 parts of silicic acid, alu-
mina, lime, soda, and peroxide of iron.
Called also Labrador Spar and Labra-
dorite. Dana.

SlliCited (si-lis'it-ed), a. Impregnated with
silica. Kinvan. [Rare]
Silicium (si-lis'i-um), n. [L. »ilex, flint.]

See Silicon,
Siliciureted, Siliciuretted (si-lis'i-u-ret-

ed), a. In chem. combined or impregnated
with silicon.

—

Siliciureted hydrogen, a gas
composed of silicon and hydrogen, which
takes flre spontaneously when in contact
with air, giving out a brilliant white light.

Silicle (sil'i-kl), 7i. [L. silicula, dim. of
siliqua, a pod. ] In hot a kind of seed-

Silicle or Pouch.

I, Shepherd's -purse {Capsella iursa -pastoris).

2. Do. opened, to show the placenta?, the seeds, and
the two valves. 3,Vernal Whitlow-grass {Draha vemcx
or Erophita vulgaris). 4, Do. opened, to show the
valves, the dissepiment, and the seeds. 5, Penny-
cress { Thlaspi arvense).

vessel, in structure resembling a siliqua.

but differing from it in being as broad as it

is long or broader. Examples of it may be

seen in the whitlow-grass, in the shepherd's-
purse, and in the horse-radish. Among the
alga: the name is given to a similar vessel,
pod-like, oblong, conical, linear, or lanceo-
late, transversely striated, and formed either
of transformed branches or portions of a
branch. It is not quite certain that these
are connected with the reproduction of the
plant. See Siliqua.
Silico - fluoric (sil'i-k6flu-or"ik), a. The
name of an acid, HsSiF'g. When silicic acid
is dissolved by hydrofluoric acid a gas is pro-
duced which is colourless, fuming strongly
in the air. It is absorbed by water and hy-
drated silicic acid is deposited, while an
acid is found in the water which is termed
silico-Jluoric acid, or hydrofiuosilicic acid.
With bases this acid forms salts called silico-

fluorides, which are nearly all insoluble.

Sllico-fluoride(sll'i-k6-flu"or-id),rt.(MoSiF6.)
A salt of silico-fluoric acid. See SlLico-
FLUORIC.
Silicon (sil'i-kon), n. [From L. silex, silicis,

a flint.] Sym. Si. At. wt. 28. The non-
metallic element of which silica is the oxide.
Silicon may be obtained amorphous or crys-
talline. In the latter form it is very hard,
dark-brown, lustrous, and not readily oxid-
ized. It is insoluble in all ordinary acids,
with the exception of hydrofluoric. Silicon
unites with hydrogen, chlorine, <tc., to form
well-marked compounds. In its general
analogies it closely resembles carbon. Called
also Silicium.

Silicula, Silicule (si-lik'Q-la, sil'i-kul), n.
Same as Silicle.

Siliculosa (si-lik'ii-16"8a), n. pi. One of the
two orders into which Linnjeus divided hia
class Tetradynaniia. It comprehends those
plants which have a silicle. See Silicle.
Siliculose, Siliculous (si-lik'u-los, si-lik'u-

lus), o. 1. Having silicles or pertaining to
them.— 2. t Full of or consisting of husks;
husky. Bailey.
Siliginose,t Siligiuoust (si-lij'in-6s, si-lij'-

in-us), a. [L. siligo, ailiginis, a very flne kind
of white wheat. ]

Made of white
wheat. Bailey.

Siling-dlslx (sil'ing-

dish), n. [See Sile.]
A colander ; a
strainer. [ Obsolete
or local.]

Siliqua (siri-kwa),n.
pi. Siliqua (sil'i-

kwe). [L. siliqua, a
pod, also a very
small weight.] 1. In
bot. the long pod-like
fruit of crucifers; a
kind of seed-vessel.
It is characterized
by dehiscing by two
valves which separ-
ate from a central
portion called the
replum. It is lin-

ear in form, and is always superior to the
calyx and corolla. The seeds are attached
to two placentae, which adhere to the re-
plum, and are opposite to the lobes of the
stigma. Examples may be seen in the stock
or wall-flower, and in the cabbage, turnip,
and mustard.— 2. A weight of 4 grains, used
in weighing gold and precious stones; a
carat.

Siliquaria (sil-l-kwa'ri-a), n. A genus of
marine gasteropodous
molluscs, found both fos-

sil and recent. The shell
is tubular, spiral at its

beginning, continued in
an irregular form. divided
laterally through its

whole length by a narrow
slit, and formed into
chambers by entire septa.
Recent siliquariae have
been found in sponges.
Cuvier places the genus
in the order Tnbulibran-
chiata.

Silique (si-lek'), n. Same
as Silimta. Siliquaria anguina.

Siliquella (sil-i-kweHa).
n. In bot. a subordinate part of the fruit

of certain plants, as the poppy, consisting
of a division or carpel and the two pla-

centae.

Sillquiform (si-lik'wi-form), a. Having the
form of a siliqua.

Siliquosa (sil-i-kw6'sa), 7i-pl One of the two
orders into which Linnaeus divided his class

Siliqua or Pod.

I,Mustard. 2,Wall-flower.

3. Do. opened, to show the
valves, replum or dissepi-
ment, and seeds.

F&te, tix, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; ndte, not, m5ve; tube, tub, buH; oil, pound; ii, So. abuue; S, So. fey.
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Tetradynamia. the other being Siliculosa.

It comprehends those plants which have a

aiU(iua, as the cabbage, turnip, mustard, Ac.

Sillquose, Siliq,U0UB(siri-kw6s, sH'i-kwus),

a. I.L. b-iliquoau^, from sUiqua, a pod] In
hot. bearinji siliqua;; having that species of

pericarp called siUqxia; as, siliqiiose plants.

Silk (silk), n. [A. Sax. seoloc, silk, for sertc,

from L. sericitm, Gr. serikon, silk, lit. Seric

Btutf, from Seres, the Greek name of the
Chinese.] 1. The fine, soft thread produced
by the larvse of numerous species belougnig
to the genus Bombyx and other genera of

the family Bombycidie, lepidopterous in-

sects of the section popularly known by the
name moth, the most important of which
is the Boiiibyx mori, or common silkworm, a
native of the northern provinces of China
Silk is the strongest, most lustrous, and
most valuable of textile fabrics, and is a

thread composed of several ttner threads
which the worm draws from two large or-

gans or glands, containing a viscid sub-

stance, which extend along great part of the
body, and terminate in two spinnerets at

the mouth. With this substance the silk-

worm envelops itself, funning what is

called a cocoon. Raw silk is produced by
the operation of winding otf, at the same
time, several of the balls or cocoons (which
are immersed in hot water to soften the
natural gum on the tllament) on a common
reel, thereby forming one smooth even
thread. Before it is fit for weaving it is

converted into one of three forms, viz.

singles, train, or organzine. Singles (a col-

lective noun) is formed of one of the reeled
threads, Ijeing twisted in order to give it

strength and firmness. Tram is formed of
two or more threads twisted together. la
this state it is commonly used in weaving,
as the shoot or weft. Thrown sUk is formed
of one, two, three, or more singles, accord-
ing to the substance required, twisted to-

gether in a contrary direction to that in
which the singles of which it is composed

' are twisted. The silk so twisted is called
organzine. Spun silk is waste silk, pierced
cocoons, floss, &c., dressed, combed, formed
into rovings, and spun by processes and on
machinery analogous to that used in the
worsted manufacture.—TiM^aA sUk, a terra

applied to the raw silk produced by a
variety of moths other than the ordinary
fiilkworm, Bombyx mori.—2. Cloth made of
silk. In this sense the word has a plural,

sUks, denoting different sorts and varieties;

as, black silk, white silk, coloured silks.

tie caused the shore to be covered with Persian
si/i for him to tread upon. KttoU^s

3. A garment made of silk.

She bethought her of a faded silk. TtttnyroM.

A. [United States.] A name given to the flti-

form style of the female flower of maize,
from its resemblance to real silk in fineness
and softness. — V'irginia silk, a climbing
plant of the genus Periploca (/*. gnxca),
having the seed covered with a silky tuft

Silk (silk), a. Made of silk; silken. 'Silk
stockings.' Shak. —Silk gown, the technical
name given to the canonical robe of a
queen's counsel, differing from that of an
ordinary barrister in being made of silk and
not of stuff; hence, the counsel himself.
*Mr. Blowers, the eminent silk-gown.' Dick-
ens. — To take silk, to attain the rank of
queen's counsel.

SUk-COtton (silk'kot-tn), n. A short, silky
and elastic nbre surrounding the seeds of
the genus Bombax, and some other trees.

It is u.sed for stutting mattresses, for cover-
ing hat bodies, A:c.—Silk-cotton tree, a tree
of the genus Bombax (which see).

Silk-dresser (silk'dres-^r), n. One employed
in dres.'iing or stiffening and smoothing silk.

Simmonds.
Silken (silk'n), a. [A. Sax. seolcen.] 1. Made
of silk ; Jis, sUken cloth ; a silken veil. * A
stlken thread ' Shak.—2. Like silk; soft to
the touch; hence, delicate; tender; smooth,
'Silken terms precise.' Shak.— Z. Dressed
in silk. ' A cocker*d silken wanton.' Shak.
Silken (silk'n), v.t. To make like silk; to
render soft or smooth. ' SUkening their
fleeces,' John Dyer.
Silk -fowl (silk'foul), n. A variety of the
domestic fowl with silky plumage.
The silk-fo^vl breeds true, and there is reason to

believe is a very ancient race ; but when I reared a
large number of moni;reU from a sillc-hen by a Span-
ish cock, not one exnibited even a trace of the so-
called silkiiiess, Danuin.

Silk-hen (silklien), n. The female silk-fowl
(which see).

Silktness (silk'i-nes), n. \. The state or qua-
lity of being silky; softness and smoothness
to the feeL—2. Softness; effeminacy; pusil-

lanimity.— 3. Smoothness of taste. ' The
claret had no silkiness.' Chesterfield.

Silkman (silk'man), n. A dealer in silks.
• Master Smooth's the silkman.' Shak.
Silk-mercer (siik'ni6r-s6r), n. A dealer in
silks.

Silk-mill (silk'mil), n. A mill or factory for
reuling, spinning, and manufacturing silk.

Silknesst (silk'nes), n. Silkiness. B.Jonson.
Silk-shag (silk'shag), n. A coarse, rough
woven silk, like plush. Simmonds.
Silk-thrower, Silk-throwster (silk'thrO-
er, silk'thro-ster), n. One who winds, twists,

spins, or tlirows silk, to prepare it for
weaving.
Silk-tree (silk'tre), n. An ornamental de-
ciduous tree, the Acacia Julibrissin, auativQ
of the Levant.
Silk- weaver (8ilk'wev-6r), 7i. One whose
occupation is to weave silk stuff's.

SUk-weed (silk'wed), n. A plant, Asclepias
Cornuti (or syriaca), nat. order Asclepia-
daceoe, the seed-vessels of which contain a
long silky down. Called sX&o Milk-weed and
Wild Cotton.

Silk-worm (ailk'w^rm), n. A worm which
produces silk, the larva of a lepidopterous
insect called the Bombyx mori, and of other
allied insects. (See Bombyx.) The com-
mon silk-worm feeds on the leaves of the
mulberry; the B. Yama-mai of Japan and
B. Pemyi of North China feed on the oak

;

B. Cytithia feeds on the Ailanlhus glandu-
losa; and B. ricini on the cas-

tor-oil plant. A full-grown
Bilk -worm is about 3
inches long. The co-

coon, or case of

Silk-worm—Larva, Chrysalis, and Cocoon.

silky fibre which it spins round its l)ody, is

intended for a receptacle in which it may
change to the chrysalis state, and from
which it will finally emei^e as the perfect
insect. The cocoon is about the size of a
pigeon's egg. See iiiiiK.— Silk-worm gut, a
substance prepared from the silky secre-
tion of the caterpillars of the ordinary silk-

worm, and constituting the lustrou8,exceed-
ingly strong line so well known to anglers
nnder the name of *gut.*—SiMr-wonn rot,

a fungous plant or mould, the Botrytis bas-
siana, which kills silk-worms in great num-
bers; muscardine.
SUky (silk'i). a. 1. Made of silk; consisting
of silk; silken. ' In silky folds each nervous
limb disguise.* Shenstoite. — 2. Like silk;

soft and smooth to the touch; delicate;

tender. — 3, Applied to the surface of a
plant when it is covered with long, very
slender, close - pressed, glistening hairs

;

sericeous.

SHI (sil), n. [A. Sax. syl, syU, a base, foun-
dation, sill; Icel. syll (also svUl), a sill of a
door or window; Sw. syll (also swill), a foun-
dation, a sill; O.H.G. suelli, G. schwelle, a
threshold; Goth.#wi;a, a sole, &fii\\, gasuljan,
to lay a foundation. Perhaps from same
root as L. solum, the ground, a base or
foundation, solidus. solid ; but the forms
with c orio point rather to root swar, seen
in O H.G. swari, G. schwer, heavy; L. servu^,

a slave; Lith. svaras, weight.] 1. A block
forming a basis or foundation ; a stone or
a piece of timber on which a structure rests;

as, the sills of a house, of a bridge, of a
loom, and the like ; more specifically, the
horizontal piece of timber or stone at the
bottom of a framed case, such as that of a
door or window.

—

Ground mills, the timbers
on the gri>und which support the posts and
supei-structure of a timber building.—Siiis

o/ the ports, port-sills, in ship-building, pieces
of timber let in horizontally between the
frames, to form the upper and lower sides

of the ports.—2. In fort, the inner edge of
the bottom or sole of an embrasure.— 3. In
mining, the floor of a gallery or passage in

a mine.~4. The shaft or thill of a carriage.
[Provincial English.]

Sill (sil), n. [Icel. sil, a flsh allied to the
herring.] The young of a herring. [Provin-
cial English.]

SillabuB (siria-bub),7i. [From O. and Prov. E.
sile, syle, to milk a cow (see Sile), and bub,
a kind of liquor.] A dish made by mixing
wine or cider with cream or milk, and thus
forming a soft curd.

Siller (sil'Si-), n. Silver; money. [Scotch.]

Slllery (sil'^r-i), n. [From the village and
commune of Sillery, not far from Bheims
in France.] A non-sparkling champagne
wine, of an esteemed kind.
Sillik (sil'ik), n. See Sillock.
Sillily (sini-li), adv. In a silly manner;
foolishly; without the exercise of good sense
or judgment.
We are caught a.s sillily as the bird in the net.

Sir R. UEstrattj^e.

Sillimanlte (sil'li-man-it), n. A mineral
found in Saybrook in Connecticut, so named
in honour of I*rofessor fi^ii/ima/i, the Ameri-
can savant. It is a silicate of alumina, and
occurs in long, slender, rhombic prisms,
engaged in gneiss. Its colour is dark gray
and brown; lustre shining upon the external
planes, but brilliant and pseudo-metallic
upon those produced by cleavage in a direc-
tion parallel with the longer diagonal of the
prism. It is -identical in composition with
andalusite and kyanite.

Silliness (sirii-nes), n. The quality of l)eing

silly; weakness of understanding; want of
sound sense or judgment; simplicity; folly.

It is silliness to live when to live is torment. Shak.

Sillock (sil'ok), n. [Dim. of prov. sill, a young
herring. See Sill.] The name given in the
Orkney Islands to the fry of the coal-fish, a
congener of the cod. Also spelled Silloc,

Sillik, and Sellok.

Sillon (sil'lon), n. [Fr.] In fort, a work
raised in the middle of a ditch, to defend it

when it is too wide.
Silly (sil'li), a. [0. E. seely, sely, A. Sax. soelig,

,

happy, prosperous, blessed; Icel. scelligr, G.
selig, happy, blessed; from A. Sax. seel, Icel.

scell, Goth, sels, good, prosperous, happy.
The development of meaning— prosperous,
blessed, good, simple, silly—presents no diffi-

culty.] l.t Happy; fortunate. Wickliffe.—
2.1 Plain; simple; rude; rustic.

There was a fourth man, in a silly habit,
That gave the affront with them. Shak.

3. Harmless; simple; guileless; innocent; in-

offensive. [Obsolete or obsolescent.]

But yet he could not keep
Here with the shepherds and the silly sheep.

Matt. Arnold.
4. Weak; impotent; helpless; frail. * My silly

bark.' Spenser. [Obs.orprovincial.]—5,Fool-
ish, as a term of pity, destitute of strength
of mind; weak in intellect; poor; witless;
simple.

The silly queen, with more than love's good will.

Forbade the boy. S/tak.

6. Foolish, as a term of contempt ; charac-
terized by weakness or folly ; proceeding
from want of understanding or common
judgment; showing folly; unwise; stupid;
as, a silly fellow; very silly conduct.

This is the silliest stuff that ever I heard. SAak.

7. Fatuous; imbecile; having weakness of
mind approaching to idiocy. Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch.]— 8. Weak in body; not in good
health. [Scotch,]

SUlyllOW (sil'li-hou), n. [A. Sax. scelig,

happy, prosperous, and hufe, a hood.] The
membrane that covers the head of the
fetus ; a caul. See Caul. [Old English and
Scotch.]
Silphidse (sil'fl-de), n. pi. A family of coleop-
terous insects, belonging to the section Pen-
taniera. and sub-section Necrophaga, having
Ave distinct joints in all the tarsi, and the
mandibles terminated in an entire point,
and not notched, lliese insects subsist
upon putrefying substances. The most in-

teresting genus is Necrophorus, which con-
tains the sexton-beetles or burying-beetles.
The carrion-beetle belongs to the genus Sil-

pha. See Necrophorus.
Silt (silt), n. [From stem of Prov. E. and
Sc. sUe, to strain or filter. See Sile.] A
deposit of mud or fine soil from running or
standing water; fine earthy sediment; as, a
harbour choked up with silt. ' In long pro-
cess of time the silt and sands shall so choak
and shallow tlie sea." Sir T. Browne.
Silt (silt), D.(. To choke, fill, or obstruct
with silt or mud: often with up; as, the
channel got silted up.

ch, cAain; £b, Sc. \Qch\ z,go\ J.iob; li, Fr. ton: ng, %ing\ TH, £Aen; th, f/iin; w, uig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KE7.
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Silt (silt), v.i. To percolate through crevices;

to ooze.

Silty (silt'i), a. Consisting of or resembling
silt; full of silt.

Sllxire (si-luiO. « A fish of the genus Silurus,

the sheat-fish.

Silurian (si-lu'ri-an), a. Of or belonging to

the Silures, an ancient people of South
Wales, or their coimtry.— Silurian rocks,

strata, system, in geol the name given by
Sturchison to a great succession of palaeozoic

strata intervening between the Cambrian
formation and the base of the old red sand-
stone; so called from the district where the
strata were first investigated, the region of

the Silures, a tribe of ancient Britons. The
Silurian rocks in Britain have been divided
hito u-pper, middle, and lower Silurian;
the upper comprising the iMayhill, Wenlouk,
and Ludlow groups ; the middle, the Llan-

dovery rocks ; and the loicer, the Caradoc
and Llandeilo groups. Silurian strata have
been examined in all parts of the world,
and co-related with the British types; and
though the nature of the rocks may differ,

the same facies of life prevails, the fossils

exhibiting most of the forms of Invertebrate
life.

Siluridss (si-lu'ri-de), n. pi. [L. silurus, Gv.
sil&uros, the sheat-fish.] A family of fishes,

of the order Malacopterygii, placed by
Cuvier between the Esocidns or pikes and
the Salmonidae or salmon. The family Silu-

rida; (otherwise named sheat-fishes) consti-
tutes a very extensive section of fishes, the
species of which are, for the most part, con-
fined to the fresh waters of warm climates.
They present great diversity of form, but
their most obvious external characters are
the want of true scales; the skin is generally
naked, but in parts protected by large bony

Sly Silurus {Silurusgiants).

plates ; the foremost ray of the dorsal and
pectoral fins almost always consists of a
strong bony ray, often serrated either in

front or behind, or on both sides. The
mouth is almost always provided with bar-

bales. The only known European species

of Silurus is the SUurus giants, Linn., a fish

of a very lai^e size, which is found in the
lakes of Switzerland, in the Danube, the
Elbe, and all the rivers of Hungary. It

takes its prey by lying In wait for it. The
fiesh, which is fat. is used in some places
for the same purposes as lard.

Siluridan (si-lu'ri-dan), n. A fish of the
family Silurida).

Silurus (si-lu'rus), n. [L.] A genus of ma-
lacopterygioue fl^es, the type of the family
Siluridre. See Silurida.
Sllva (sil'va), n. [L., a wood.] 1. Same as
Sylva.—2. A name given to a woodland plain
of the great Amazonian region of South
America.
Silvan (sil'van), a. [From L. silva, a wood
or grove; hence also savage.] Pertaining
to or composed of woods or groves; sylvan.
See Sylvan.

Sil'van (sil'van), n. An obsolete name for
the element tellurium.. Written also Sylvan.
Silvanite (sil'van-it), n. A mineral com-
posed of tellurium, gold, and silver, called
also Graphic Tellurium., of high value as an
ore of gold. It is very sectile, is sometimes
crystallized, and of a metallic lustre.

Silvanus (sil-va'nus), n. A Roman rural
deity, so called from L. silva, a wood. He
Is usually represented with a sickle in his
right hand and a bough in his left. He is

described as the protector of herds and trees
from wolves and lightning, the god of agri-
culture, or the defender of boundaries.
Silvate (sil'vat), n. See Sylvate.
Silver ^sil'vSr), n. [A. Sax. seolfer, syl/er,

Icel. silfr, D. zilver, Dan. solv, G. silber,

Goth, silvbr; cog. 'Rna. srebro, serebro, Lith.
sidabras, Lett. 8^ldrabs—silver. Koot doubt-
ful.] Sym. Ag. At. wt. 108. 1. A metal
which in its compact state is of a fine white
colour and lively brilliancy. It possesses
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the metallic lustre in a remarkable de-
gree, is capable of being highly polished,
and has neither taste nor smell. Its sp. gr.

is about 10 '53, A cubic foot weighs about
660 lbs. Its ductility is little inferior to
that of gold. It is harder and more elastic
than tin or gold, but less so than copper,
platinum, or iron. It is superior to gold in
lustre, but inferior to it in malleability; it is,

however, so malleable that it may be beaten
into leaves not exceeding the 100,000th part
of an inch in thickness. It is not altered by
air or moisture, but is blackened or tarnished
by sulphuretted hydrogen. The numerous
uses and applications of silver are well
known. lu its pure state it is too soft for
coin, plate, and most ornamental purposes,
and is therefore in such cases alloyed with
copper, by which, in proper proportion, its

colour is not materially impaired, and it is

considerably hardened. The standard silver
of our coin is an alloy 222 parts of pure silver,

and 18 of copper. Native silver occure
abundantly, and is generally alloyed with
gold, platinum, copper, iron, arsenic, cobalt,
&c. .most frequently with platinum. The ores
of silver are numerous, and indeed there are
few metallic ores which do not contain some
traces of it. The principal ores are the
following : Monochloride of silver, or horn-
silver, a soft bluish -gray mineral found
chiefly in Chili and Peru, but also in smaller
quantities in Siberia, the Hartz, Norway,
Saxony, Brittany, and Cornwall; it contains
about 75 per cent of silver. Argentite, vit-

reous sulphide of silver, or silver-glance, a
dark leaden-gray ore, with a metallic lustre
when cut, found in Saxony, Bohemia, Hun-
gary, and Mexico ; it contains about 86 per
cent of silver. Brittle or black sulphide of
silver or stephanite, a brittle, blackish
mineral found at Freiberg, in Peru, and
Mexico; it contains about 67 per cent of sil-

ver. Polybasite, another form of the brittle
sulphide, is of an iron-gray colour, and found
in Mexico. Chili, Nevada, and Idaho; it con-
tains from 64 to 72 per cent of silver. Dark-
red silver ore, ruby-silver, or Pyrargyrite, a
widely disseminated ore, yields about 60 per
cent of silver. Native amalgam, a soft
mineral of a bright silver-white appearance,
is found in many localities, and contains
about 36 per cent of silver. Argentiferous
galena, the sulphide of lead, which yields
a variable amount of silver, is reckoned very
rich when it contains 0005.—Fubninating
silver, a very explosive powder formed by
heating aqueous nitrate of silver with strong
nitric acid and alcohol. See Fulminating.
—German silver, nickel silver. See GERMAN-
SILVER, Nickel-silver.— 2. Money; coin
made of silver. —3. A piece of plate, or uten-
sil for domestic use, made of silver. *Sipt
wine from silver, praising God.' Teiniyson.
4. Anything resembling silver; anything
having a lustre like silver.

Pallas . , . piteous of her plaintive cries,
In slumber clos'd her silver streaming eyes. Pppt.

—Silver is used in the formation of many self-

explanatory compounds ; as, silver-bright,
silver-c\e&T, silver-coated, silver-&weet, sil-

wcr-volced, si^yer-white, &c.
Silver (sil'vSr), a. 1. Made of silver; as, a sil-

ver cup.—2. Resembling silver; having some
of the characteristics of silver; silvery: as,

(a) white like silver; of a shining white hue.
' Shame to thy silver hair.' Shak. (6) Having
a pale lustre; having a soft splendour. 'The
silver moon.' Shak.

Yon silver beams
Sleep they less sweetly on the cottage thatch
Than on the dome of IcingsT Sheliey.

(c) Bright; lustrous; shining; glittering.

Spread o'er the silver waves thv golden hairs.
Shak.

(d) Having a soft and clear tone. * Music
with her silver sound.' Shak. (e) Soft;
gentle; quiet; peaceful. 'Silver slumber.'
Spenser. — Silver age, the second mytholo-
gical period in the history of the world,
following the simple and patriarchal gol-

den age. It is fabled as under the rule of
Jupiter, and was characterized by volup-
tuousness. See Golden age under Golden,
Iron age under IRON. The term silver age
is also applied to a period of Roman litera-

ture subsequent to the most brilliant period,
and extending from about A. D. 14 to ad. 180.

Silver (sil'v^r), v. t. l. To cover superficially
with a coat of silver; as, to silver a pin or a
dial-plate.

On a tribunal silver'd,
Cleopatra and himself in chairs of gold
Were publicly enthroned. Shak.

SILVER-THISTLE

2. To cover with tin-foil amalgamated with
quicksilver; as, to silver glass. —3. To adorn
with mild or silver-like lustre; to give a
silvery sheen to. 'And smiling calmness
silver'd o'er the deep.' Pope.

The loveliest moon that ever silver'd o'er
A shell for Neptune's goblet. Keats.

4. To make hoary ; to tinge with gray. 'A
sable silver'd.' Shak.

His head was silver'd o'er with age. Gay.

Silver-beater (sil'v6r-bet-6r), n. One who
beats silver or fonns it into a thin leaf or
foil.

Silver-bell, Silver-bell Tree (sil'viLr-bei.

sil'v^r-bel tre), n. A name common to the
shrubs or small trees of the genus Halesia,
nat. order Styracacea;; snow-berrj' tree.

Silver-bush (sirv6r-bush), n. An evergreen
leguminous plant, a species of Anthyllis, the
A. harba Joris.

Silver-buskined(silV6r-bus-kind), a. Hav-
ing buskins adorned with silver. ' Fair
silver-buskin'd nymphs.' Milton.
Silver -fir (sil'v6r-f6r), n. A species of flr,

the Abies picea or Picea pectinata,&o called
from two silvery lines on the under side of
the leaves. It is a native of the mountains
of the middle and south of Europe, but has
long been common in Britain. It grows to
the height of 150 to 180 feet, forming a very
fine tree. Its timber is not so much prized
as that of some other species, but is used
for various purposes, and is durable under
water. It yields resin, turpentine, tar, &c..
especially the fine clear turpentine known
as Strasburg turpentine. The American
silver-ilr, the balm of Gilead hr (Abi^s bal-
samea). yields the Canada-balsam used for
optical purposes. Other species of Picea
are also called silver-firs.

Silver - fish ( sil'v6r-fish ), 7i. A fish of the
size of a small carp, having a white colour
striped with silvery lines. It is a variety of
the Cyprinus auratus, or gold-fish.

Silver -fox (sil'vSr-foks), n. A species of
fox, Vulpes argentatus, iniiAhitm^ the north-
em parts of Asia, Europe, and America.

,
and distinguished by its rich and valuable
fur, which is of a shining black colour, hav-
ing a small quantity of white mixed with it

in different proportions.

Silver-glance (sil'v^r-glans), n. A mineral,
a native sulphuret of silver. See under
Silver.
Silver -grain ( sil'v6r-gran ), n. A name
given to the medullary rays, or vertical
plates of cellular tissue which connect the
pith of exogenous plants with the bark.
Silver -gray (sil'v^r-gra), a. Of a colour
resembhng silver. Tennyson.
Silver-haired (sil'v^r-hard), a. Having hair
of the colour of silver; having white or gray
hair.

Silvering (8il'v6r-ing). n. 1. The art. opera-
tion, or practice of covering the surface of
anything with silver, or with an amalgam
of tin and mercury; as, the silvering of cop-
per or brass ; the silvering of mirrors. —
2. The silver or amalgam laid on.

Silverize (sil'vfir-iz), v.t. pret. & pp. silver-

ized; \)pT. sUverizing. To coat or cover with
silver.

Silver-leaf (sil'v^r-lef), n. Silver foliated
or beaten out into a thin leaf.

Silverless (sil'v^r-les), a. Having no silver;
without money; impecunious. Piers Plouh
man.
Silverling (sil'vfer-ling), n. A silver coin.

' A thousand vines at a thousand silverlinga.*

Is. vii, 23.

Silverly (sil'v6r-li), adv. With a bright or
sparkling appearance, like silver.

Let me wipe off this honourable dew
That silverly doth progress on thy cheeks. ShaJt.

This river does not see the naked sky.
Till it begins to progress silverly
Around tne western border of tiic wood. Keats.

Silvern (sil'v^m), a. Made of silver; silver.

[Now archaic or poetical.]

Silver - paper ( sil'v^r-pa-p^r ), n. Tissue-
paper.
Silver-plated (sil'vfir-plat-ed), o. Covered
with a thin coating of silver.

Silversmith (sil'v^r-smith), n. One whose
occupation is to work in silver. Actsxix. 24.

Silver - stick ( sil'v^r-stik ), ?i. The name
given to a fleld-oftlcer of the Life Guards
when on palace duty.

Silver - thistle. Silvery - thistle (sil'v^r-

this-l. sil'v^r-i-this-1), n. A plant of the ge-

nus Acanthus, the A. spinosits, a native of

Southern Europe, but cultivated in this

country. Its leaves are supposed to have

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. So. abune; y, So. ley.
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furnished to Callimachus the model for the
de[.-oration of the capital of the columns in

tlie Corinthian style of architecture.

Silver-tongued (sil'v^r-tungd), a. Having
a smooth tongue or speech.

Silver- tree (sil'vSr-tre), n. A plant of the
genus Ltna-odendron,/,. argenteum, so called

irum the appearance of the leaves, which
are lanceolate and silky. It is a large ever-

green shrub with handsome foliage, a native
of the Cape of Good Hope.
Silver -weed (silver-wed), n- A plant of

the genus Potentilia, the P. aiiseritia.

CiilKd also Goose-grass and Wild Tansy.
See POTENTILLA.
Silvery (sil'v^r-i). a, l. Besprinkled, covered
with, or containing silver.— 2. Like silver;

having the appearance of silver; white; of

ft mild or silver-like lustre.

Of all the enamel'd race whose silvery wing
Waves to the tepid zephyrs of the spring. Po/^.

In the hexameter rises the fountain's silvery colximji.

In the pentameter aye falling in melody back.
Coleridg^e.

3. Clear and soft, as the sound of a silver

bell; as, silvery laughter.—A. In hot, bluish
wliite or gray, with a metallic lustre.

Silybum (sil'i-bum). n. A genus of compo-
site plants belonging to the thistle group.
S. Marianum is the Cardutis Marianus of

Linnaeas, and is popularly known by the
name of milk-thiittle. It is found in waste
places in Great Britain, and is distinguish-
able at once by the milky veins on its leaves,

and the great recurved scales of the invo-
lucre. The white veins on the leaves were
supposed to have been produced by a drop
of the Virgin Mary's milk.

Sima (sl'ma). In arch, same as Cyma (which
set').

Simagret (sim'a-gra), n. [Fr. simagr6e^ a
trrimuce.] .\ grimace. Drydeii. [Rare.]

Simar^t Slmaret (si-mar', si-marO, « [Fr.

siuiarre. It. ziiiiarra.] A woman's robe; a
loose light garment. Written also Cimar,
Cyiiiar, Chimmar. and Simarre. 'Ladies
dressed in rich gimars.' Dryden. 'A si-

ma iTe of the richest Persian silk.' Sir W.
Sc'-ft.

Simaruba (sim-a-ru'ba), n. [The Caribbean
narnf of .S'. qfficijuilis.] A genus of the nat.

onl-.r .SiniarubaceEB. Tliey have compound
leases and small paniculate unisexual flow-

ers. The bark of the root of S. amara or
ojicinalui, a tall tree, a native of Guiana
and of Jamaica, is also called simaruba. It

is a tough, fibrous, bitter bark ; the infu-

sion is occasionally used in medicine as a
tiDic,

Simarubace8e(sira'a-ru-ba"B6-e),n.p£. A nat.

order of usually bitter trees or shrubs, with
simple or compound leaves and regular
unisexual flowers, natives chiefly of the tor-

rid zone.

Simblot (sim'blot). n. The harness of a
we;iM.rs draw-loom. Simmonds.
Simeonlte (sim'e-on-it), ?i. JCccles. a follower
of the Rev. Charles Simeon, a highly evan-
gelical clergyman of the English Church,
who in the end of last century endeavoured
to establish a fund, known as 'the Simeon
trust,' for the purchase of cures, to which
men of similar sentiments with himself
might l>e presented ; hence, a name some-
times given to Low-churchmen. Sometimes
abbreviated into Sim.

' Do you mean to tell me now that you regard
, . .

chapels as anything but an unmitigated nuisance?'
' Most certainly I do mean to tell you so, if you ask
me ' • Ah, I see—a simt' Farrar.

Simia (sira'i-a), n. [L, an ape, from itimui,
flat-nosed] "The generic name applied by
Linnieus to all the f|ua<lrumanous mammals
(monkeys) except the lemurs. The Linnsean
Simifearedivided into numerous sub-genera,
to none of which the name Simia is now
applied, except by some modem naturalists
to the species of the genus Pithecus (which
see)

SiiniadSB(8im'i-a-de), npt. A quadrumanoua
family of mammals now limited to include
the higher apes, such as the orangs, gorilla,
and chimpanzee.
Simian, Simlal (sim'i-an. sim'i-al), o. Of
or pertaining Ut an ape; resembling an ape;
having the character of an ape; ape-like.

We are aware that there may be vuljjar souls who,
judging from their timiai selves, may douht the con-
tinence of Scipio. yerrold.

It is now admitted that the differences between
the brain of the highest races of man and that of
the lowest, though less in degree, are of the same
order as those wtiich separate the simian from the
human brain. Sir C. Lytll.

Similar (sim'i-lSr), a. [Ft. simUaire, from
a hypothetical form simiXaris, from L. simi-
lis, like, from a root seen also in E. same.
See SA.ME.] 1. Like; resembling; having a
like form or appearance ; like in quality.
Similar may signify exactly alike, or having
a general likeness, a likeness in the princi-
pal points. The latter is the ordinary mean-
ing. ' A duty second and similar to that
of the love of God.' Waterland.

There are other collateral manufactures of so Jiwi'-
lar a nature that a workman can easily transfer his
industry from one of them to another. Adatn Smith.

2.t Homogeneous; of like structure or char-
acter throughout. Boyle.—Similar arcs. See
under Arc.—Similar curves, curves whose
equations are of the same form, and the ratio
of tile constants in those equations equal.

—

Similar rectilineal figures, in geom. such as
have their several angles equal each to each,
and the sides about the equal angles propor-
tional. Such figures are to one anotheras the
squares of their homologous sides.—Similar
segments of circles, those which contain
equal angles. Similar solids, such as are
contained by the same number of similar
planes, similarly situated, and having like
inclinations to one another Such solids
are to one another as the cubes of their
homologous sides.

Similar (sim'i-16r), n. That which is simi-
lar; that which resembles something else in
form, appearance, quality, or the like.

The question to be asked is, whether the associa-
tion established between the two feelings results im-
mediately from the cohesion of the one to the other,
or results mediatelv from the cohesion of each feeling
and each relation between them to their respective
similars in experience, H. Spencer.

Similarity (sim-i-lar'i-ti). n. The state of
being similar; close likeness; perfect or
partial resemblance; as, a similarity of fea-

tures.

From the , . similarity it bore to the spruce, I

judged that ... it would make a very wholesome
beer. Cooi.

Similarly (8im'i-l6r-li), adv. In a similar or
like manner; with resemblance in essential
points.

Similaryt (sim'i-lfir-i), a. Similar. 'Rhym-
ing cadences of similary words.' South.

Simile (sim'i-le), n. |L., a like thing, from
similis, like. See Similar.] In rhet. the
likening together of two things which, how-
ever different in other respects, have some
strong point or points of resemblance; a
poetic or imaginative comparison.

O. sir, Lucentio slipped me like his greyhound.
Which runs himself and catches for his master.
—A good swift simile, but something currish. Shall.

Similes are like songs in love ;

They much describe, they nothing prove. Prior.

—Simile, Metaphor, Allegory, Parable, agree
in implying likeness between a primary ob-
ject, or the thing likened, and a secondary,
orthat to which it islikened. Simile asserts
mere resemblance, and states what is liter-

ally true; as, man is like grass. Metaphor
asserts what, taken literally, is not true, af-

ftrmini; th« primary to be the secondary; as,

all flesh is grass. Allegory has been defined
to be a continued metaphor, but improperly.
Metaphor presents always both objects; al-

legory, the secondary only, so that its real

meaning and application are only to be per-
ceived by inference. The most character-
istic feature of allegory is the personifica-

tion of abstract ideas and thin&;s without
life, and the allegory generally forms an in-

dependent whole of some length. Spen-
ser's Faery Queen and Bunyan's Pilgrim's
Progress are the most perfect examples in

modem literature. Parable is usually de-

voted to the inculcation of some truth or
principle by means of an invented case or
incident resembling or parallel to a real

case, the author of the parable being thus
enabled to put prominently and forcibly

forward the essential points intended to be
emi>hasized.
Similiter (si-mil'i-t^r), adv. [L., in like

manner.] In laic, the technical designation
of the form by which either party in plead-
ing accepts the issue tendered by his op-
ponent.

Similitude (si-mil'i-tiid). n. [Fr. simili-

tude, from L. similitudo, from similis, like]

1. Likeness; resemblance; likeness in nature,
qualities, or appearance.

Similitude of substance would cause attraction.
Bacon.

Let us make now man in our image, man
In our similitude. Milton.

Fate some future bard shall join

In sad sitnilitude of griefs to mine. Pope.

2. A comparison; a parable or allegory; a
simile.

Tasso in his similitudes never departed from the
woods, that is, his comparisons were taken from the
country. Dryden.

3. A representation; a facsimile; a portrait.
Similitudinary (si-mil'i-tu"di-nari), a. In-
volving the use of similitudes or similes;
marking similitude. Sir E. Coke.
Slmilor (sim'i-lor), n. A gold-coloured alloy
of copper and zinc. Written also Semilor.
Simious (sim'i-us), a. [L. simia, an ape.]
Pertaining to or like the monkey; monkey-
like. 'That strange simious school- boy
passion of giving pain to others.' Sydney
Smith.
Simitar (sim'i-t^r). See Scimitar.
Simmer (sim'6r), v.i. [O.E. symper, to sim-
mer; probably imitative of the gentle mur-
muring sound made by liquids beginning to
boil or boiling very slowly.] To boil or
bubble gently, or with a gentle hissing.
'Till the spirit simmer or boil a little.'

Boyle.

Simmer (sim'6r), v.t. To cause to boll
gently.

Simnelt (sim'nel).?!. [Formerlyalso «»»««*;,
from O.Fr. simenel. siminel, a cake of fine
fiour; L.L. simenelbts, siminellvs (for simi-
lellus), from L. simila (with change of I to
n), the finest wheat flour.] A cake made of
fine flour; a kind of sweet cake ; a cracknel.
'Not common bread, but wassel bread and
simnels, for his diet.' Fuller.
Sodden bread, which be called simnels or crack-

nels, be verie unwholesome. Bullein (1595).

Slmoniac (si-mo'ni-ak), n. [Fr. simoniaque.
See Simony.] One who practises simony, or
who buys or sells preferment in the church.
Simoniacal (si-mo-ni'ak-al), a. 1. Guilty of
simony.
Add to your criminals the simoniacal ladies who

seduce the sacred order into the difficulty of break,
ing their troth. spectator.

2. Pertaining to, involving, or consisting of
simony, or the crime of buying or selling
ecclesiastical preferment ; as, a simoniacal
presentation.

Simoniacally (si-mo-ni'ak-al-li), adv. In a
simoniacal manner; with the guilt or of-
fence of simony.
Slmonian (simo'ni-an). n. A follower of
Simon Magus, whose system was a species of
gnosticism.

Simonious (si-mo'ni-us), a. Partaking of
simony; given to simony. Milton.
Simonist (sim'on-ist), n. One who practises
or defends simony; a simoniac.
Simony (sim'o-ni), n. [Fr. simonie, L.L. si-

monia, from Simon Jdagus, who wished to
purchase the power of conferring the Holy
Spirit. Ac. viii.] The act or practice of traf-

ficking in sacred things; particularly, the
buying or selling of ecclesiastical prefer-
ment, or the corrupt presentation of any one
to an ecclesiastical benefice for money or
reward.
Simoom (si-mom'). " [Ar. samiiin, from
samma, to poison. ] A hot suffocating wind
that blows occasionally in Africa and Ara-
bia, generated by the extreme heat of the
parched deserts or sandy plains. The air,

heated by contact with the noonday burning
sand, ascends, and the infiux of colder air
from all sides fomis a whirlwind or minia-
ture cyclone, which is borne across the
desert laden with sand and dust. Its in-

tense, dr>'. parching heat, combined with
the cloud of dust and sand which it cairies
with it, has a very destructive effect upon
both vegetable and animal life. The effects

of the simoom are felt in neighbouring re-

gions, where winds owing their origin to
it are known under different names, and it

is subject to important modifications by the
nature of the earth's surface over winch it

passes. It is called Sirocco in South Italy,

Samiel in Turkey. Solano in Spain, Kamsin
in Egypt and Syria, and Harmattan in
Guinea and Senegambia.
Simoon (si-mbn'). n. Same as Simoom.
Simous (si'mus). a. [L. simtis, fiat-nosed;

Gr, simos. ] 1. Having a very flat or snub
nose, with the end turned up.— 2. Concave.
'The simous part of the liver' Sir T.
Broicne.

Simpal (sim'pl), n. A beautiful little mon-
key of Sumatra {Presbytes melalophos), re-

markable for its extremely long and slender
non-prehensile tail, and the black crest that
traverses the crown of the head.
Simper (sim'p^r), v.i. [Probably, as Wedg-
wood thinks, the radical meaning is that of

a conscious restraint of the lips and mouth.

ch, Main; 6h, Sc. lock; g, go; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, a2iu-e.—See KEY.
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as if closing them in the pronunciation of

the sound sipp, this word sipp in L.G. ex-

pressing the gesture of a compressed mouth,
and an affected pronunciation with pointed
lips; comp. mim, mum. Similar words are
Prov. G. zimpern, to be affectedly coy; Dan.
tem.per, simper, coy.] 1. To smile in a silly

manner. 'Behold yond simpering dame.'
jSfAaAr.—2.t To glimmer; to twinkle.

Yet can I mark how stars above
Simper and shine. G. Herbert.

Simper (sim'p^r). n. A smile with an air of

silliness; an affected smile or smirk. 'The
conscious simper and the jealous leer.'

Pope.
Slmperer (sim'p6r-6r), n. One who simpers.
Simperingly(sim'p6r-in^-li), adv. In a sim-
pering^ milliner; with a silly smile.

Simplesometer (sim'pi-ez-om"et-6r). See
SYMI'IESOSIETEK.
Simple (sim'pl). a. [Fr. simple, from L. sim-
plex, simple, from a root sa, sam, meaning
one or unity (also in sincere and in E. same),
and that of ^iica, a fold.] 1. Single; not com-
plex; consisting ofone thing; uncompounded;
unmiugled; uncombined with anything else;

as, a simple substance; a simple idea; a
simple sound.

Among- substances, some are called simple, some
compound, whether taken in a philosophical or vul-

gar sense. IVatts.

2. Not given to design, stratagem, or dupli-
city; undesigning; sincere; harmless. 'Tra-
dition's simple tongue.' Byron.—S. Artless
in manner ; unaffected ; unconstrained ; in-

artificial ; unadorned
;
plain ; as, a simple

style of narration ; a simple dress.

In J-i>«//<f manners all the secret lies. Yoitng^.

4. Mere; pure; being no more and no less;

being nothing else but. *A simple knight
among his knights.' Tennyson.

A medicine . . . whose sttnpie touch
Is powerful to araise king Pepin. Shak.

A heated pulpiteer,

Not preaching sitnple Christ to simple men.
Announced the coming doom. Tennysoit.

h. Not distinguished by any excellence; of an
average quality; common; plain; humble;
lowly.

Great floods have flown
From simple sources. Shak.

Clergy and laity . . . gentle and Jiw//^, made the
fuel of the same nre. Fuller.

6. Not complex or complicated ; as, a ma-
chine of simple construction.— 7- Unmis-
takable ; clear ; intelligible ; as, a simple
statement.—8. Weak in intellect; not wise
or sagacious; silly.

The simple believeth every word ; but the prudent
looketh well to his going. Prov. xiv. 15.

I am ashamed that women are so simple
To offer war where they should kneel for peace.

Shak.

9. In hot. undivided, as a root, stem, or
spike; only one on a petiole; as, a simple
leaf; only one on a peduncle; as, a simple
flower; having only one set of rays, as an
umbel; having only one series of leaflets; as,

a simple calyx; not plumose or feathered, as

a pappus.—10. In chem. applied to a body
that has not been decomposed or separated
into two or more bodies; elementary. See
Elementary substances under Elementary.
11. In mineral, homogeneous.

—

Simple con-

tract, simple equation, simple interest, &c.
See under the nouns.—Syn. Single, uncom-
pounded, unmingled, unmixed, mere, un-
combined, elementary, plain, artless, sin-

cere, harmless, undesigning, frank, open,
unaffected, inartificial, unadorned, credu-
lous, silly, foolish, shallow, unwise.

Simple (sim'pl), n. 1. Something not mixed
or compounded.

It is a melancholy of mine own. compounded of
many simples, extracted from many objects, Shak.

Specifically, a me'^dicinal herb or medicine
obtained from an herb; so called because
each vegetable was supposed to possess its

particular virtue, and therefore to consti-

tute a simple remedy.

We walked into a lar^e garden, esteemed for its

furniture, one of the fairest, especially for simples
and exotics. Evelyn.

2. In the R. Catk. Ch. a feast celebrated
with less ceremony than a double or semi-
double. See Double.
Simple (sim'pl), v.i. pret. & pp. simpled;
ppr. simpling. To gather simples or plants.
* As simpling on the flowery hills he strayed.

'

Garth.
Simple-hearted (sim'pl-hart-ed),a. Having
a simple heart; single-hearted; ingenuous.

Simple-minded (sim'pl-mind-ed), a. Art-
less; undesigning; unsuspecting.

(They) bending oft their sanctimonious eyes
Take homage of the simple-tninded throng.

Akenside.

Simple-mindedness (sim'pl-mind-ed-nes),
n. The state or quality of being simple-
minded; artlessness.

Simpleness (sim'pl-nes),n. 1. The state or
quality of being simple, single, or uncom-
pounded; as, tlie simpleness of the elements.
2. Artlessness; simplicity; innocence; plain-

ness.
For never anything can be amiss
When simpleness and duty tender it. Shak.

3. Weakness of intellect; silliness; folly.

What simpleness is this? Shak.

Simpler (sim'pl-6r), n. One that collects

simples or medicinal plants ; an herbalist

;

a simplist.

An English botanist will not have such satisfaction

in showing it to a simpler. Barrin^on.

Simplesse t (sim'ples), n. [Fr.] Simplicity;
silliness. Chaucer; Spenser.
Simpleton (sim'pl-ton), ?i. [From simple,
with French term, ton; comp. Fr. simplette,

a silly wench. J One who is very simple; a
silly person ; a person of weak intellect ; a
trifler; a foolish person.

A discredit, as lasting as mercenary scribblers or
curious simpletons can make it. Pope.

Simplex (sim'pleks), n. [L.] Simple; single.

Simpliciant (sim-plish'i-an), n. [O.Fr. sim-
plicien.'\ An artless, unskilled, or undesign-
ing person; a simpleton.
Simplicity (sim-piis'i-ti), n. [Fr. simplicity,

1. simplicitus. See Simple.] 1. The state

or quality of being simple, unmixed, or un-
compounded; as, the simplicity of metals
or of earths. ' Discoverable in their sim-
plicity andmixtiwe.' SirT. Browjie.~2. The
state or quality of being not complex, or of

consisting of few parts ; as, the simplicity

of a machine.
We are led to conceive that great machine of the

world to have been once in a state of greater sim-
plicity than it now is, Burnet.

3. Artlessness of mind; freedom from a pro-

pensity to cunning or stratagem ; freedom
from duplicity; sincerity; harmlessness. 'By
the simplicity of Venus' doves.' Shak.

Of manner gentle, of affections mild;
In wit a man, simplicity a child. Pope.

4. Freedom from artificial ornament; plain-

ness; as, the s^implicity of a dress, of style,

of language, &c.
Give me a look, give me a face,

That makes simplicity a grace

;

Robes loosely flowing, hair as free;
Such sweet neglect more taketh me
Than ail th' acTulteries of art. B. yonsen.

5. Freedom from subtlety or abstruseness

;

clearness ; as, the simplicity of Scriptural
doctrines or truth. —6.Weakness of intellect;

silliness; folly.

How long, ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity.
Prov. i. 22.

Simplification (sim'pli-fi-ka"8hon), 71. [Fr.

simplification.] The act of simplifying; the
act of making simple ; the act of reducing
to simplicity, or to a state not complex.

The sifnplification of machines renders them more
and more perfect, but this sitnplijication of the rudi-

ments of languages renders them more and more
imperfect, and less proper for many of the purposes
of language. Adatn Smith.

Simplify (sim'pli-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. simpli-

fied; ppr. simplifying. [Ft. s^implifier, L.L.

simplificare, from L. simplex, simple, and
/ocio, to make.] To make simple; to bring

to greater simplicity; to reduce from t!ie

complex state; to show an easier or shorter

process for doing or making; to make plain

or easy.

Philosophers have generally advised men to shiui

needless occupations, as the certain impediments of

a good and happy Ufe; they bid us endeavour to

simplify ourselves. Barroiv.

The collection of duties is drawn to a point, and so

far simpUJied. A. Hamilton.

Simplist (sim'pl-ist). n. One skilled in

simples or medicinal plants; a simpler.

A plant so unlike a rose, it hath been mistaken by
some good simplists for amomum. .Sir T. Bro^vne.

Simplistic (sim-plis'tik), a. Of or pertain-

ing to simples or a simplist. [Rare.]

Simplityt (sim'pli-ti). n. Simplicity. Piers
Plowman.
Simploce (sim'plo-se), n. Same as Symploce.

Simply (sim'pli). adv. 1. In a simple manner;
without art; without subtlety; artlessly;

plainly.

Subverting worldly strong, and worldly wise
By simply meek, Milton.

2. Without addition; alone; absolutely. *I
were simply the most active fellow In
Europe. ' Shak.
They make that good or evil which otherwise of

itself were not simply the one nor the other.

Hooker.
3. Merely; solely.

Simply the thing I am
Shall make me live, Shak.

4. Weakly; foolishly.

Simulachret (sim'a-la-k6r), n. [L. wmti-
lacrum, a likeness, an image.] An image.
Sir T. Elyot.

Simulart (sim'u-lfer), n, [See Simulate.!
One who simulates or counterfeits some-
thing; onewho pretends to be what he is not.

Christ calleth the Pharisees hypocrites, that is to
say, simulars, and whited sepulchres. Tyndale.

Simulart (sim'u-16r),a. Specious; plausible;
feigned; counterfeit.

I returned with simular proof enough
To make the noble L^onatus mad. Shak.

Simulate (sim'u-lat), r. (. pret. & pp. «imu-
lated; ppr. simulating. [L. simulo, stmtt-
lattim, from similis, like.] To assume the
mere appearance of, without the reality; to
assume the signs or indications of, falsely;
to counterfeit; to feign.

What though the first smooth Cresar's arts caressed
Merit and virtue, sitmUating me ? Thopftson.

The Puritans . . . prayed, and with no simulated
fervour. Afacaulay.

Simulate (sim'u-lat), a. [L. simulattts, pp.
of simulo. See the verb.] Feigned; pre-
tended. ' A simulate chastity.' Bale.

Simulation (sim-u-la'shon), n. [L. simu-
latio. See SIMULATE.] The act of simulat-
ing or of feigning to be that which one is

not ; the assumption of a deceitful appear-
ance or character. Simulation differs from
dissimulation. The former denotes the aa-
suming of a false character; the latter de-
notes the concealment of the true character.

Sitnulation is a pretence of what is not ; dissimu-
lation a concealment of what is. Steele.

Syn. Counterfeiting, feint, pretence.

Simulator (sim'u-lat-6r), n. One who simu-
lates or feigns.

Simulatory (sim'u-la-to-ri), a. Consisting
in or characterized by simulation.

Jehoran wisely suspects the flight of the Syrians to
be but simulatory, . . . only to draw Israel out of
their city. Bp. Hail.

Simulium (si-mu'li-um), n. [L. simulo, to
feign.] A genus of dipterous insects of th©
family Tipulidse. One species is known by
the name of sand-fly; its larvae are found on
the stems of water-plants, and when any-
thing disturbs the water they become per-
fectly still and motionless. The species of
Simulium are small, and often prove very
troublesome from piercing the flesh.

Simultaneity (sim'ul-ta-ne"i-ti), n. State
or quality of "being simultaneous. De Quin-
cey.

Simultaneous (sim-ul-ta'ne-us), a. [Fr.
simitltan^e, L.L. simultaneus, from L. simul,
at the same time.] Taking place or hap-
pening at the same time ; done at the same
time ; as, simultaneous events ; the simtd-
tarieotts eruption of two volcanoes. ' A like

mutual and simxdtaneo^is exchange.' Glan-
ville. — Simultayieous equations, m math.
equations in which the values of the un-
known quantities entering them are the
same in both or in all at the same time.

Simultaneously (sim-ul-ta'ne-us-li), adv.

At a sinmltaneous time ; in a simultaneoua
manner; together; in conjunction.

He introduces the deities of both acting simul*
taneously. Shenstone.

Simultaneousness (sim-ul-ta'ne-us-nes), n.

The state or <iuality of being simidtaneous,
or of happening at the same time, or acting

in conjunction; as, the sim%dta'neous)iess ot
transactions in two different places.

Simultyt (sim'ul-ti), n. [L. simultas, hos-

tile encounter.] Private grudge orquarreL
'To enquire after domestic simulties.' B.

JoiiJion.

Simurg (si-nn^rg'), n. A fabulous monstrou»
I»ird of the Pei-sians. See Roc.

Sin (sin), n. [A. Sax. synn, sin, sin, evil,

wickedness; Icel. and Dan. synd, O.D. sunde,

G. slinde, sin. Origin obscure; perhaps con-
nected with the A. Sax. prefix sin, very, ex-

ceeding, great, or with sunder, asrtnder.'^

1. The voluntary departure of a moral agent
from a known rule of rectitude or duty
prescribed by God; any voluntary trans-

gression of the divine law, or violation of a
divine command; moral depravity; wicked-

ness ; iniquity. Sin is either a positive act

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abttne; y. Sc. fey.
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in which a known divine law is violated, or

it is the voluntary neglect to obey a posi-

tive diWne command, or a rule of duty

clearly implied in such command. Sin com-
prehends not actions only, but neglect of

known duty, all evil thoughts, purposes,

words, and desires, whatever is contrary to

God's commands or law.

Whosoever committelh sin transgresseth also the

law ; for sin is a tran^ression of the law, i Jn. iii, 4.

Therefore to him that knoweth to -do good, and
doeth it not, lo him it is sin. Jas. iv. 17.

AU crimes are indeed sins, but not all sins crimes.

A sin may be in the thought or secret purpose of a

man. of which neither a judge, nor a witness, nor any
man can take notice. Hobbes.

Sin is spoken of in theology as original or

actxial. Actual sin is the act of a moral
agent in violating a known rule of duty.

Original sin, as generally understood, is

native depravity of heart; that want of con-

formity of heart to the divine will, that

corruption of nature or deterioration of the

mural character of man. which is supposed

to be the effect of Adam's apostasy; and
which manifests itself in moral agents by

positive acts of disobedience to the divine

will, or by the voluntary neglect to comply
with the express commandsof God. —Deadly
or mortal Hn, in the R. Cath, Ch. wilful and
deliberate transKressions which take away
divine grace: in distinction from venial gins.

The seven deadly sins are murder, lust,

covetousness, pride, envy, gluttony, idle-

ness.—2. An offence in general; a transgres-

sion; as, a sin against good taste.—3. A sin-

offering; an offering made to atone for sin.

He hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no
sin, 2 Cor. V, 21.

4.t An incarnation or embodiment of sin; a

man enormously wicked.
Thy ambition.

Thou scarlet sin, robbed this bewailing land

Of noble Buckingham. Shai.

Sin (sinX v.i. pret & pp. tinned; ppr. sin-

ning. [See the noun] 1. To commit a sin;

to depart voluntarily from the path of duty
prescribed by God to man ; to violate the

divine law in any particular by actual trans-

gression or by the neglect or non-observance
of its injunctions; to violate any known rule

of duty.
Ml have sinned and come short of the glory of

God. Rom. lii. 23.

Often followed by against

^^ainst thee, thee only, have I sinned. Ps. U. 4.

2. To offend against right, against men,
society, or a principle; to transgress; to

trespass : with against.

I am a man
More sinn'd against than sinning. Shai.

And who but wishes to invert the laws
Of order sins agaittst th" eternal Cause. Pope.

It would be dishonest to shun the reference to

existing circumstances and the established order of

things in explaining the fundamental principles of

sound policy against which the institutions of the

state are found clearly to sin. Brougham.

It is occasionally used transitively, In sense

of to commit, with sin as object. * All Is

past, the sin is sinn'd.' Tennyson.—Sinning
one's mercies, being ungrateful for the gifts

of Providence. [Scotch. 1

I know your good father would term thi^ 'sinning^

my merfus' Sir IV. Scott.

Sin (sin), adv. Since. [Old English and
Scotch. 1

Knowing his vtMce, although not heard long tin.

She sudden was revived therewithall. Spenser.

Slnalc (aina'ik), a. Same as Sinaitic.

SlnaitlC (si-na-it'ik), a. [From Sinai, the
mountHin. ] Pertaining to Mount Sinai;

civcn nr made at Sinai.

Sinamome t (sin'a-mora), n. Cinnaroon.

Slnapine (sin'a-jiin), 71. (CjaH^jNOv ) An
organic base existing as a siUpbocyanate in

white mustard seed.

SlnaplS (si-na'pis), n. [L. sinapis. sinapi,

Gr. tdnapi, mustard.] A genus of herba-

ceous plants of the nat. order Crucifene.

The characteristic features of the species

are : calyx of four spreading sepals ; style

small, short, acute; fruit cylindrical, its

valves traversed by one or more prominent
nerves ; seeds in one row. The see^ls of S.

nigra and S. alba, when freed from the

husks and ground, form the well-known
condiment mustard. See MUSTARD.
Sinapism (sina-pizm), n. [Fr. sinapisme, L.

sinapisuius. See SINAPIS] In pAor. acata-
plasm or poultice composed of pulverized

mustard seed mixed to a proper consistence
with warm water or vinegar. It is used for

exciting redness* and acts as a powerful
counter-irritant

Sln-bom (sinljom), a. Bom of sin; origin-

ating, sprung, or derived from sin. 'The
sin-born monster' (Death). Milton.

Sin-bred (sin 'bred), a. Produced or bred
by sin. 'Honour dishonourable, sin-bred.'

Milton,

Since (sins), adv. [O.E. sins, sinnes, sithens,

sithence, all genitive forms from A. Sax.

sithtkan—sith, after, since, and than, that

time, a dative form of thcet, the, that, de-

monstrative article. Comp. hence, whence.]

1. From that time ; after that time ; from
then till now; in the interval. ' St. George
that swinged the dragon, and e'er since sits

on his horse.' Shak. ' Who since I heard
to be discomfited.' Shak.
I cannot abide the smell of hot meat since. Shak.

2. Before this or now; ago.

The world was very guilty of such a ballad some
three ages since. Shak.

Sometimes it is nearly equal to when.

Do you remember since we lay all night in the

windmill in St. George's field? Shak.

Since (sins), prep. Ever from the time of;

in or during the period subsequent to;

subsequently to ; after : with a past event
or time for the object.

Since his exile she hath despised me most. Shak.

Since the beginning of the world, men have not

heard . . . what he hath prepared for him that

watteth for him. Is. Ixiv. 4.

Since (sins), conj. 1. From the time when.
[Here it may be regarded alternately as a
preposition governing a clause.]

I have been in such a pickle since I saw you last. Shak.

According to the revelation of the mystery which
was kept secret since the world began. Rev. xvi. 25.

2. Because that; seeing that; inasmuch as.

Since truth and constancy are vain.

Since neither love nor sense of pain.

Nor force of reason can p)ersuade.

Then let example be obey'd. GlauvilU.

Sincere (sin-serO, a. [L. sincerus, sincere,

often derived from sine, without, and cera,

wax, as if primarily applied to honey without
admixture of wax, but modem etymologists

do not admit this derivation, and in the

element sin recognize the sim of L. simid,

the sam of Skr. sama, all, E. same, and, in

eer^is, the same root as in IceL skir, Goth.

skeirs, E. sheer, pure, clear, the sense thus
being all or wholly clear.) 1. Pure; un-

mixed. 'A joy which never was sincere till

now." Dryden.
As new-born babes, desire the sincere milk of the

word. I Pet. ii. a.

There is no sincere acid in any animal juice.
Arouthnot.

I would hare all ^lidsms avoided, that our tongue
may be sincere. Felton.

2. t Unhurt; uninjured. ' Th* inviolable body
stood jfiiicerc' Dryden.—3. Being in reality

what it appears to be; notfeigned; not simu-
lated ; not assumed or said for the sake of

appearance ; real ; genuine. ' His love sin-

cere.' Shak—i. Honest; undissembling

;

guileless; frank; truthful; true.

The more sincere you are the better it will fare with

you at thegreat day ofaccount. In the meantime give

us leave to oe sincere too in condemning heartily what
we heartily disapprove. IVaferlaud.

As a preacher Mr. H. was sincere but not earnest.
De Quincty.

— Hearty, Cordial, Sincere. See under
Hearty. —Syn. Honest, unfeigned, unvar-

nished, real, tme. unaffected, inartificial,

frank, upright, undissembling.

Sincerely (sin-ser'li), adv. In a sincere

manner; as, (fi) without alloy or mixture;

perfectly. * Everything that is sincerely

good and perfectly divine.' Milton. (6)
Honestly ; with real purity of heart ; with-

out simul.ition or disguise ; unfeignedly ;

as, to speak one's mind sincerely; to love

virtue sincerely.

Hear me profess sincerely: had I a dozen sons

... I had rather had eleven die nobly for their

country than one voluptuously surfeit out of action.

Slncereness (sln-ser'nesX »• Sincerity.

Sir W. Temple.

Sincerity (sin-ser'i-ti). n. [Fr. sinc^rit4. L.

sinceritas. See SINCERE.] The state or

quality of being sincere ; honesty of mind
or intention: freedom from simulation or

hypocrisy; truthfulness; genuineness; ear-

nestness.
I speak not by commandment, but . . . to prove

the sincerity of your love. 2 Cor. viii. 8.

I should say sincerity, a deep, great, genuine sin-

cerity, is the first characteristic of all men in any way
heroic. Cariyle.

Sincipital (sin-sfp'it-al), a. In anat. of or

pertaining to the sinciput.

The parietal bones have been called sincipital.

Dunglison.

Sinciput (sin'si-put), n. [L. ] The fore-

part of the head from the forehead to the
coronal suture, in contradistinction to the
occiput or back part of the head.

Sindoc, n. See Sintoc.

Slndon t (sin'don), n. [L., a kind of fine tex-

tile fabric; Gr. sindoii, probably from Siv-
dos, the Indus.] 1. A piece of cotton or
linen; a wrapper. 'A book and a letter,

. . . wrapped in siiidons of linen.' Bacon.
2. In svrg. a small piece of rag or round:
pledget introduced into the hole of the cra-

nium made by a trephine. Dunglison.
Sine (sin), n. [L. sinvs, a bending, a curve,,

a bosom.] In trigon. the straight line drawip
from one extremity of an arc perpendicular-

to the diameter pass-
ing through the other
extremity. Thus, in
the circle ach, let

AOH be a diameter,
" and let ce be perpen-

dicular thereto ; then
shall CE be the sine
of the arc ch, or o£
the angle COH, and of

its supplement CO a. The sine of a quad-
rant or of a right angle is equal to the radius^
The sine of any arc is half the chord of twice
that arc.

—

A rtijicial sines, logarithms of the
natural sines, or logarithmic sines. —iV^a(?(rat

sines, sines expressed by natural numbers.
— Versed sine of an arc or angle, the segment
of the diameter intercepted between the sine
and the extremity of the arc ; thus E H is the
versed sine of the arc CH, or of the angle
COH, and of its supplement COA. — ^ri(A-
metic of sines, a term employed to denote.
analytical trigonometry. Its object is to
exhibit the relation of the sines, cosines,

tangents, &c., ot arcs, multiple arcs, &c.—
Line of sines, a line on the sector or Gun-
ter's scale, &c., divided according to the
sines, or expressing the sines.

Sine (si'ne). A Latin preposition signifying
without. See Sine die, Sine qua son.
Sin-eater (sin'et-^r), n. A person hired at
funerals in ancient times to eat a piece of
breail laid upon the chest of a dead person,
and so take his sins on himself, that the soul

of the deceased might rest in peace.

Slnecural (si'ne-ku-ral), a. Of or relating

to a sinecure; of the nature of a sinecure.

Sinecure (si'ne-kur), n. [L. sine, without,
and cura, cure, care. ] 1. Originally and
strictly, an ecclesiastical benefice without
cure of souls. There are three sorts of

ecclesiastical sinecures: (a) where the bene-
fice is a donative, and is committed to the

incumbent by the patron expressly without
cure of souls, the cure either not existing

or being intrusted to a vicar; this is the
strictest sinecure. (6) Certain cathedral
offices, viz. the canonries and prebends, and,
according to some authorities, the deanery,
(c) Wliere a parish is destitute of parishion-

ers, having become depopulated. — 2. Any
office which has revenue without employ-
ment. 'A lucrative sinecure in the excise.'

Macaulay.
Sinecure (si'ne-kiir), v.t. pret. & pp. sine-

cured; ppr. sinecuring. To place in a sine-

cure.

Sinecurlsm (si'ne-kur-izm), n. The state

of holding a sinecure.

Slnecurlst (si'ne-kur-ist), n. 1. One who
holds a sinecure.— 2. An advocate for sine-

cures.

Sine die (si'ne di'e), adv. [L., without day.]

A term used with reference to an adjourn-
ment or prorogation of an assembly or
meeting, as of a court or of parliament,
without any specified day or time for re-

suming the subject or business, or reassem-

bling. When a defendant is suffered to go
sine die he is dismissed the court.

Sine qua non (si'ne kwii non),7i. [t., with-

out which not.] Something absolutely ne-

cessary or indispensable ; an indispensable
condition; as, he made the presence of a
witness a sine qua non.

Sinew (8in'u),n. [A. Sax. sinewe, sinu; 0. H. G.

senewa. Mod. G. sehne, Icel. sin, Dan. sene^

a sinew. Perhaps akin to A. Sax. prefix

sin, very. Comp. Gr. is, inos, fibre, nerve,

strength, force. ] 1. The tough fibrous tissue

which unites a muscle to a bone; a tendon.

2. Muscle; nerve. Sir J. Davies. [Rare.]

3. That which gives strength or vigour; that

In which strength consists. 'The portion

and sinew of her fortune, her marriage
dowry." Shak.

Victuals and ammunition.
And mon^, too, the sinews of the^war.

Are stored up. Beau. 6- Fl,

ch, Main; £h, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; fe. Ft. ton; ng, slrig; TH, «Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.



SINEW SINGLY

Sinew (ain'u), v.t To knit or strengthen,

as by sinews. 'So shalt tliou sinew both
these lands together.' Shak.

We should find that creatures now stuck up for

long tortures , , , might, if properly treated, serve

^o sinew the state in time of danger. Goldsmith,

Sinewed (sin'ud), y. and a. Having sinews;
hence, strong ; fimi ; vigorous ; sinewy.
'Strong sinewed was the youth.' Dryden.
•Until endurance ^ew sinew'd with action.'

Tennyson.
He will the rather do it when he sees
Ourselves well sineTved to our defence. Shai.

SinewinesB (sin'u-i-nes), n. The quality of
being sinewy.
Sinewlsht (sin'u-ish), a. Sinewy. Holin-
shed.

Sinewless (sin'ii-les), a. Having no strength
or vigour.

The arm of the church is now short and siueTvless.

Bp. Hall.

Sinewoust (sin'u-us), a. Sinewy. ' Armes
and other linis more sinewo\is than fleshy.'

Ilolinshed.

Sinew-shrunk (sin'u-shrungk), a. In far-
riery, having the sinews under the belly
shrunk by excess of fatigue: said of a horse.

Sinewy (sin'u-i), a. 1. Pertaining to, con-
sisting of, or resembling a sinew or sinews.

The sinewy thread my brain lets fall. Donne.

2. Well braced with sinews; nervous; strong;

vigorous; firm; as, ih^ sinewy Ajax. Shak.

The northern people are lai^e. fair-complexioned.
strong, sinewy, and courageous. Sir M. Hale.

The smith, a mighty man is he,
With large and sinewy hands. Lon^fellaio.

Sinful (sin'ful), a. l- Tainted with or full

of sin; wicked; iniquitous; criminal; unholy;
as, sinful men.
Ah, sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity 1

Is. i. 4.

A sinful heart makes feeble hand. Sir IV. Scott.

2. Containing sin or consisting in sin ; con-
trary to the laws of God; as, si7\ful actions;

sinful thoughts; sinful words.

Nature herself, though pure of jj'^i/k/ thought.
Wrought in her so, that, seeing me, she turned.

Milton.

—Criminal, Sinful, Wicked, Immoral, De-
praved. See under Criminal.
Sinfully' (sin'ful-li), adv. In a sinful man-
ner; wickedly; iniquitously; criminally.

The humble and contented man pleases himself
innocently and easily, while the ambitious man at-

tempts to please others sinfully and difficultly.

Soutk.

Sinfulness (sin'ful-nes), n. The quality of
being sinful or contrary to the divine will;

wickedness; depravity; moral corruption;
iniquity; criminality; as, the sinfulness of

an action; the sinfulness of thoughts or pur-
poses. ' Supernal grace contending with
sinfulness of men. ' Milton.

Bipk (sing), v.i. pret. saiig, sung (it would be
difficult to say which is the commoner); pp.
sung; ppr. singing. [A. Sax. singan, pret.

sang, pp. sungen; common to the Teutonic
tongues: Icel. singja, Dan. synge, G. singen,
Goth, siggvan, to sing; perhaps onomato-
poetic; comp. Gael. sei7i7i, to ring as a bell,

to play on an instrument, to sing.] 1. To
utter sounds witli musical inflections or
melodious modulations of voice, as fancy
may dictate, or according to the notes of a
song or tune.

The noise of them that sin£^ do I hear. Ex. xxxii. 18.

2. To utter sweet or melodious sounds, as
birds; to produce continuous murmuring,
rhythmical, or pleasing sounds.

When he was by, the birds such pleasure took.
That some would sin£^. Shak.

At eve a dry cicala sung. Tennysott.

3. To give out or cause a small shrill or
humming sound; as, the air sings in passing
through a crevice.

O'er his head the flying spear
Sang innocent, and spent its force in air. Pope.

Dry sang the tackle, sang the sail. Tennyson.

The kettle was singing, and the clock was ticking
steadily towards four o'clock, George Eliot.

4. To tell or relate something in numbers
or verse.

Bid her . . . sing
Of human hope by cross events destroy'd. Prior.

Sing (sing), vX 1. To utter with musical
modulations of voice.

And they sing the song of Moses, the servant of
God, and trie song of the Lamb. Rev. xv. 3,

A merry song we sang with him. Tennyson.

2. To celebrate in song; to give praises to in
verse; torelateorrehearse in numbers,verse,

or poetry. * While stretch'd at ease you
sing your happy loves.' Dryden.

The last, the happiest British king.
Whom thou shalt paint or 1 shall sing, Addison,

Arms and the man I sing. Dryden.

3. To usher, attend on. or celebrate with
song; to accompany or convoy with singing;

as, to sing the old year out and the new
year in.

I heard them singing home the bride {

And as I listened to their song,
I thought my turn would come ere long.

Longfellow.

4. To act or produce an effect on by singing.
'Sing me now asleep.* Shak.
She will sing the savageness out of a bear. ShaA.

Singe (sinj), v.t. pret. & pp. singed; ppr.
siiujeing. [A. Sax. seiigan, to singe, lit. to

cause to siug, a cans, of singan, to sing ; so
also G. sengen, to singe. ] 1. To bum slightly

or superficially ; to burn the surface of ; to

burn the ends or outside of; to scorch; as,

to singe the nap of cloth or the hair of the
head; to singe off the beard.

Thus riding on his curls, he seem'd to pass
A rolling fire along, and singe the grass. Dryden.

Specifically—2. In calico-printing, to remove
the nap from, to prepare the calico for dye-
ing or printing, by passing it over a red-hot
roller, through a gas flame, or the like.

Singe (sinj), 71. A burning of the surface; a
slight burn.
Singeing-machine (sinj'ing-ma-shen), n. A
niacliine in which the fibrous down is re-

moved from cotton cloth by passing it

through a gas flame.

Singer (sing'Sr), n. 1. One who sings.—
2. One whose occupation is to sing; a skilled

or professional vocalist; as, a sol5 singer; a
trained singer.

I gat me •nien-singers and women-singers, and the
delights of the sons of men, as musical instruments.

Eccl. ii. 8.

Singer (sinj'6r), n. One who or that which
singes; specifically, in calico-manuf. (a) a
person employed in singeing the nap off the
cloth, (b) A singeing-machine.
Singeress t (sing'^r-es), n. A female singer.

Wickliffe.

Singhalese (sing-ga-lez'), ». sing, and pi A
native or natives of Ceylon; Cingalese.

Singhara-nut (sing-ha'ra-nut), n. In Hin-
dustan, the name given to the fruit of a
species of Trapa, the T. bispinosa. (See

Trapa.) These nuts are sweet and edible,

and form an extensive article of cultivation
in Cashmere and other parts of the East.

Singing-bird (sing'ing-b^rd), n. A bird that
sings; a song-bird.

Singing - book (sing'ing-buk), ?i. A book
containing music for singing; a song-book.

Singing - bread (sing'ing-bred), n. In the
Ji. Cath. Ch. the larger bread used by the
priest in offering mass : so called because
its manufacture was accompanied by sing-

ing. Called also Singing-cakes and Housel-
ing bread.

Singingly (sing'ing-li), orfu. In a singing
manner; with sounds like singing. 'Speak-
ing lispingly, and answering singingly.'

North.
Singing-man (sing'ing-man), n. A man who
sings or is employed to sing, as in cathe-
drals. Shak.
Singing-master (sing'ing-mas-tfer). n. A
teacher of vocal music or the art of sing-

ing. Addison.
Singing -woman (sing'ing-wix-man), n. A
woman employed to sing.

Single (sing'gl), a. [L. singulus, single, from
root sifi, sim, seen in simple, sincere (which
see).] 1. One only, as distinguished from a
number; consisting of one alone; not double
or more ; as, a single star ; a single city; a
single act. 'A double heart for his single

one. ' Shak. ' Scants us with a single kiss.

'

Shak. It is often emphatic: even one; as,

I shall not give you a single farthing.

O for a single hour of that Dundee
Who on that day the word of onset gave.

fVordsworih.

2. Individual; particular; considered as
apart- ' For my single self, I had as lief not
be.' Shak. 'Trust to thy single virtue.'

Shak.
No single man is bom with a right of controlling

the opinions of alt the rest. Pope.

3. Alone; having no companion or assistant.

'Each man apart, all single and alone.'
Shak.

For what, alas, can these my single arms? Shak.

Well hast thou fought
The better fight, who single hast maintain'd
Against revolted multitudes the cause
Of truth. Millon.

4. Unmarried ; as, a single man ; a single
woman ; a single life. ' So single chose to
live, and shunn'd to wed.' Dryden.—5. Not
twisted, doubled, or combined with others;
as, a single thread. —6. Performed by one
person, or by one person only opposed to
another; as, a single combat. 'In single
opposition, hand to hand.' Shak. 'Thyap-
pellant, who now defies thee thrice to single
fight.' Milton. —I. Kot double or deceit-
ful; simple; honest; unbiassed; sincere. 'I
speak it with a sm<?ie heart.' Shak.—S. Not
compound.
As simple ideas are opposed to complex, and single

to compound, so propositions are distinguished.
IVatts.

9.t Small; weak; silly. 'He utters such
single matter in so infantly a voice.' Beati.
tD Fl.—ia. In boi. applied to a flower when
there is only one on a stem ; in common
usage, applied to a flower not double. —
Single perianth, a perianth of one verticil,

as m the tulip and lily, —Single ale, single
drink, single beer, old terms for small-beer,
as double beer was for strong.

The very smiths . . . drink penitent singU ale.

Beau. &• Fl.
Dawson the butler's dead ; although 1 think
Poets were ne'er infus'd with single drink,
I'll spend a farthing, muse. Bp. Corbet.

—Single blessedness, the unmarried state

;

celibacy. 'Grows, lives, and dies in single
blessedness.' Shak.—Single entry. See Book-
keeping.
Single (sing'gl), v.t. pret. & pp. singled; ppr.
singling. 1. To select individually from
among a number ; to choose out separately
from others : with out or similar words.
' Dogs who can single out their master in
the dark. ' Bacon.

I saw him in the battle range about.
And how he singled Cli^oTdforth. Shak.

2.t To sequester; to withdraw; to retire.

'An agent singling itself from consorts.'
Hooker.— 3.t To take alone or apart.

Many men there are than whom nothing is more
commendable when they are singled. Hooker.

Single-acting (sing'gl-akt-ing), a. A term
applied to a steam-engine in which steam
is admitted to one side only of the piston.

Single-block (sing'gl-blok), n, A block hav-
ing but a single sheave ; a single sheave in
a pair of cheeks.

Single-breasted (sing'gl-brest-ed), a. Ap-
plied to a coat or waistcoat which buttons
only to one side, and has not flaps for over-
lapping.

Below his single-breasted black surtout, which
was buttoned up to his chin, appeared the usual num-
ber of pepper-and-salt-coloured legs, Dickens.

Single-cut (sing'gl-kut), a. A term applied
to a flle which has but a single rank of teeth;
that is, having the teeth cut in one direction
only, and not crossing.

Single-handed (sing'gl-hand-edXa. l. Hav-
ing one hand or workman only.— 2. Unas-
sisted; by one's self; alone; as, to lift a
heavy article single-handed.
Single-hearted (sing'gl-hart-ed), a. Having
a single or honest heart; without duplicity.

Single-minded (sing'gl-mind-ed), a. Having
a single or honest mind or heart; free from
duplicity; ingenuous; guileless.

Singleness (sing'gl-nes), n. ITie state or
quality of being single; (a) the state or con-
dition of being one only or separate from
all others; the opposite of doubleness or
multiplicity. (&) Simplicity; sincerity

; purity
of mind or purpose; freedom from dupli-
city; as, singleness of heart.

It is not the deepness of their knowledge, but the
singleness of their belief, which God accepteth.

Hooker.

Singles (sing'glz), n. The reeled filaments
of silk, twisted into a thread. See Silk.
Single-stick (sing'gl-stik), n. 1. A cudgel,
called also a Backsword. Hence—2. A game
at cudgels, in which he who first brings
blood from his adversary's head is pro-
nounced victor.

Single-thorn (sing'gl-thom). n. The popu-
lar name for a Japanese fish (Monocentris
Japonicus) of the family Berycidie, remark-
able for the size of its head, its strong thorn-
like spines, and its mailed suit of hard pro-
jecting scales. It is of a silvery-white col-

our, and about 6 or 7 inches long. It is the
only known species of the genus.

Slngle-tree(sing'gl-tre),Ji. SameasSwin^/Ic-
tree.

Singlo (sin'glo), n. A sort of fine tea, with
large, flat leaves, and not much rolled. Sim-
monds.
Singly (sing'gli). adv. 1. Individually; par-
ticularly; separately. ' Demand theiasingly.*

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, byll; oil, pound; ii, So. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Shak. 'To make men singly and personally

^ocui.' TUlotson.—2. Only; by ones self.

Look thee, 'tis so, thou singly honest man. Shak.

3. Without partners, companions, or asso-

ciates; as, to attack another singly. 'At
ombre singly to decide their doom,' Pope.
4. Honestly; sincerely.— 5. t Singularly. 'An
edict singly unjust.' Milton.

Sing-song (sing'song), n. A term for bad
sinu'ina: or chanting; a drawling or monoto-
nous tone, or wearying succession of tones

;

repetition of similar words or tones. 'A
lantjuid#in^-«o;ifir of laborious riddles.' CraiA:.

Sing-song (singsong), a. Drawling ; chant-
ing ; monotonous, as sound ; as, a sing-song

tone of voice.

Singstert (sing'ster). n. A female who sings;

a songstress. Wickliffe.

Singlllar (sing'gu-l6r), a. [L. singiilarU,

from singulu.8, single. ] l.t Separate from
others; single. 'To try the matter in a sin-

gular combat.' Holimhed.—2. Belonging to

one; single; individual.

That idea which represents one determinate thing,

is called a singidJar idea, whether simple, complex,
or compound. tt'atts.

3. In gram, denoting one person or thing;
as, the singular number : opposed to dual
and piwrai.—4.Marked as apart from others;
without parallel ; unexampled. ' Some vil-

lain, ay, and singular in his art.' Skak.~
6. Out of the usual course; remarkable; un-
usual : uncommon ; strange ; as, a singular
phenomenon.

So singular a sadness
Must have a cause as strange as the effect.

Denha*n.
6. Above or greater than common; remark-
able; eminent; unusual ; rare; as, a man of
giiigular gravity or singular attainments.
'Men of (finyi/^ar integrity.' Shak.— 7. Xot
complying with common usage or expecta-
tion; hence, peculiar; odd; as, he was very
singular in his behaviour.

His zeal
Kone seconded, as . . . sing^uiar and rash. Milton.

& Being alone ; that o( which there is but
one; unique.

These busts of the emperors and empresses are
scarce, and some of them ahnost stMguiar in their
kind. Addison.

—Singular proposition, in logic, one which
has for its subject either a singular term or
a common term limited to one individual
by a singular sign.—5t>i^»far term, a term
which stands for one individual. See Term.
—Singular successor, in Scots law, a pur-
chaser or other disponee, or acquirer by
titles, whether judicial or voluntary, in con-
tradistinction to the heir, who succeeds by
a general title of succession or univei-sal re-

presentation. —Eccentric , Singular.Strange,
Odd. See under Ecckntric. — Syn. Unex-
ampled, unprecedented, eminent, extraor-
dinary, remarkable, uncommon, rare, un-
usual, peculiar, strange, odd, eccentric,
fantastic.

Singular (sing'gu-Ur), n. 1. A particular
instance. Dr. fl. More. [Rare.]— 2. Ingram,
the singular number.
Slngularlst (sing'gu-l^r-ist), n. One who
affects singularity. 'A clownish singularist,
or nonconformist to ordinary rules.' Bar-
row.

Slnjfularlty (sing-gu-lar'i-ti), n. [Fr. sinau-
larit^.] 1. The state or quality of being
singular; some character or quality of a
thing by which it is distinguished from all,

or from most others; peculiarity.

Plinv addeth this singu/ariiy to that soil, that the
secona year the very falling of the seeds yieldeth
com. Addison.

I took notice of this little figure for the singularity
of the instrument. Addison.

2. Particular privilege, prerogative, or dis-

tinction ; something appertaining to one
only.
No bishop of Rome ever took upon him this name

<A singuiarity (universal bishop). Hooktr.

Catholicism . . . must be understood in opposition
to the lei^ singularity of the Jewish nation.

Pearson.

5. Character or trait of character different
from that of others; eccentricity; strange-
ness; oddity.

The spirit of singularity in a few, ought to give
place to public judgmenL Hooker.

4. Celibacy.

Celibate, like the fly in the heart of an apple, dwells
in a perpetual sweetness, but sits alone, and is con-
fine'! and dies in singularity. y^y- Taylor.

Singiilarlze (sing'gu-16r-Iz), v.i. To make
siii;:u)iLr or single.

Singularly (sing'gii-ier-H), adv. 1. In a sin-

gular manner; peculiarly; in a manner or

degree not common to others. 'The youth
who was singularly handsome." Milman.
'A policy singularly judicious.' Macaulay.
2. Otldly; strangely.~3. So as to express one
or the singular number.
SingUlt t (sin'gult), 11. (L. singultus, a sob
or sigh.] A sigh. Spenser; W. Browne.
SingUltOUS (sin-gult'us), a. In med. relat-
ing to or affected with hiccough. Dunglison.
Singultus (sin-gul'tus), n. [L.] In med.
the hiccough ; a convulsive motion of the
diaphragm and parts adjacent.

Sinlcal (sin'ik-al), a. [From sine.] Pertain-
ing to a sme.—Sinical quadrarU, a quadrant
formerly used for taking the altitude of the
sun. It had lines drawn from each side in-

tersecting each other, with an index divided
by sines, also with 90° on the limb, and
sights at the edge.
Sinister (sin'is-ter), a. [L., left, on the left,

unlucky, inauspicious, bad; origin doubtful. ]

1- On the left hand, or the side of the left

hand; left; opposed to dexter ot right ; as,

the sinister cheek.
My mother's blood

Runs on the dexter cheek, and this sinister
Bounds in my father's. Shak.

In her. the term which denotes the left side
of the escutcheon, as the
sinister chief point, and
the sinister base point.—
2. Evil; bad; wicked; cor-

rupt ; dishonest ; as, sin-

ister means; a sinister ex-
pression of countenance.
'Ill men of a sinister in-

tent and purpose. ' Hooker.
He scorns to undermine an-

other's interest by any sinister
or inferior arts. South.

C I, Sinister side.

C, Sinister chief.

I, Sinister base.

3. Unlucky; inauspicious.

What all the several ills that visit earth.
Brought forth by night, with a sinister birth.
Plagues, famine, fire, could not reach unto.
The sword, nor surfeit, let thy fury do.

S. yonson.—Sinister aspect, in astrol. an appearance
of two planets happening according to the
succession of the signs, as Saturn in Aries.

and Mars in the same degree of Gemini.
[This term, when used in the heraldic sense,
is sometimes accented sinis'ter, aud this was
generally the earlier accentuation, as may be
seen from the above quotations from Shak-
spere and Jonson.]

Sllllsterly (sin'is-tSr-Ii), adv. In a sinister

manner; perversely; unfairly: dishonestly.
'By envious carpers sinisterly suspected.'
Holiushed.
Sinistral (sin'is-tral), a. 1. Belonging to
tlie left hand; inclining to the left hand;
sinistrous.—-2. In conch, applied to shells in
which the turns of the spiral are made to
the left instead of to the right.

SlniStraUy' (sin'is-tral-Ii), adv. On the left

hand; from left to right.

Sinistrorsal (sin-is-trors'al), a. Turned or
twining towards the left; sinistrorse.

Sinifltrorse (sin'is-trors), a. [L. sinistrorsus,

sinistrocersus, from sinister, left, and vorto,

verto, vorsum. versum, to turn.] Directed
to the left ; turning or twining to the left

:

usually said of the stems of plants.

Sinistrous (sin'is-tms). a. (See Sinister.]
1. Being on the left side; inclined to the
left—2. Wrong; absurd; perverse.

A knave or fool can do no harm, even by the most
sinistrous and absurd choice. Bentley.

Sinistrously (sin'is-trus-Ii), adv. 1. In a
sinistrous manner; perversely; wrongly.
'To accuse, calumniate, backbite, or sinis-

trously interpret others.' Sir T. Browne.—
2. With a tendency to use the left as the
stronger hand.
Many in their infancy are sinistrously disposed,

and divers continue all their life ieft-handed.
Sir T. Browne.

Sink (singkX ft- pret. sunk or sank; pp.
sunk or sunken (the second form rare ex-

cept when used as a participial adjective).

[A. Sax. siiuxin, Dan synke, D. zinken, G.
sinken, Goth, siggkvan, to sink ; nasalized
forms corresponding to A. Sax. and O.H.G.
slgan, to sink.] 1. To fall by the force of
gravity; to descend through a medium of
little resisting power, as water, mire, sand,
and the like; to descend below the surface;

to go to the bottom; to become submerged;
to subside.

So eagerly the fiend . . .

With head, hands, wings, or feet, pursues his way.
And swims, or sinks, or wades, or creeps, or flies.

Milton.
In sleep I sank

In cool soA turf upon the bank. Tennyson.

2. To fall slowly or gradually, as from want

of power to keep erect or standing; to fall

slowly to the ground or surface from weak-
ness or the like.

Why, how now, cousin I wherefore sink you down?

He su?tk down in his chariot. 2 Ki. ix. 24.

3. To enter or penetrate into any body.
The stone sunk into his forehead. 1 Sam. xvii. 49.

4. To become hollow from loss of flesh

:

chiefly used in pp. ; as, her cheeks are s^ink.
' A lean cheek, a blue eye and sunken.' Shak.
5. To take or appear to take a lower position;
to decrease in height or to appear to do so;
as, the land sinks when we sail out to sea.
'Full music rose, and sank the sun.' Ten-
nyson.—6. To be overwhelmed or depressed.
'So much the vital spirits sink.' Tennyson,

Our country sinks beneath the yoke. Shak.

7. To enter deeply; to be impressed.
Let these sayings sink down into your ears.

Luke ix. 44.

8. To change from a better to a woi-se state;
to decline in worth, strength, vigour, esti-

mation, and the like; to fall off in value; to
decay; to decrease.

Nor urged the labours of my lord in vain,
A sinking empire longer to sustain. Dryden.

This republic ... is likelier to sink than increase
in its dominions. Addison.

9. To decrease in bulk or volume; to become
less in quantity or amount; as, a river sinks
in dry weather.—10. To fall into rest or indo-
lence.

Wouldst thou have me sink away
In pleasing dreamsl Addisoti.

Stn. To fall, descend, subside, drop, droop,
enter, penetrate, decline, decay, decrease,
lessen.

Sink (singk), v.t. 1. To cause to sink; to
put under water; to immerse in a fluid; as,
to ^;(Jir a ship. 'From these shoulders . . .

taken a load would sink a navy.' Shak.—
2. To bring from a higher to a lower position;
to cause to fall or drop. * She sa^)k her head
upon her arm.' Tennyson.— Z. To make by
tlJgging or delving; as, to sinA: a pit or a
weU.
In this square they sink a pit, and dig for freestone.

Addison.
4. To depress; to degrade.

I raise or sink, imprison, or set free. Prior.

5. To plunge into destruction ; to cause to
jwrish; to ruin.

If I have a conscience, let it sink me. Shak.

6. To bring low; to reduce in quantity.

You sunk the river with repeated draughts.
Addison.

7. To depress; to overbear; to crush.

Thy cruel and unnat'ral lust of power
Has sunk thy father more than all his years.

Rome.
8. To suppress ; to conceal ; to appropriate.
[Rare.]

If sent with ready money to buy anything and you
happen to be out of pocket, sink the money, and
take up the goods on account. Swift.

9. Not to take into account; to lose sight of,

as one's self or one's own interest.

He was sinking self so much, and struggling so
hard towards a noole action, that it was hard to rea-
son with him calmly. F. IV. Robinson.

10. To lower in value or amount; as, great
importations may sink the price of goods.
11. To invest, as money, more or less per-
manently in any undertaking or scheme for
the sake of a profitable return, interest, or
the like.—To «i/iA: tAe shop, to avoid allusion
to one's calling. [Colloq.]

Sink (singk), n. 1. A receptacle for receiv-

ing liquid filth; a kennel; a sewer. Shak.
2. A kind of box or basin-shaped receptacle
connected with an outflow pipe leading into
a drain, used for receiving filthy water, as
in kitchens, &c.—3. Any place where cor-
ruption is gathered.

Our soul, whose country's heav'n, and God her father.
Into this world, corruption's xtw*, is sent. Denne.

Sink-a-pace (singk'a-pas), n. A corruption
of Cin<pie-pace, a kind of dance. Shak.
Siuker (singk'^r), n. One who or that which
sinks; particularly, (a) a weight on some-
thing, as a fish-line, net, or tlie like, to sink it.

(b) One of the thin plates or slips of steel that
aid in forming the loops upon the needles
in knitting machines.
Sink-hole (slngk'hol), n. An orifice in a
sink: a hole for dirty water to pass through.

Sinking ( singk 'ing), p. and a. Falling;

subsiding; depressing; declining.—SwiAruiflr
fund, a fund collected by the government
or other competent authorities for the gra-

dual payment of the debt of a state, cor-

poration, &c. In Britain, the surplusrevenue

ch, cAain; di, 8c. locA; g, go\ \, ;ob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, tAen; tb, thin; w, tcig; wh, whig-, zh, azure.—See Kby.
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of the kingdom beyond the actual expendi-
ture, directed to be applied to the reduc-
tion of the national delft.

SinMng-ripe (singk'ing-rip), a. Heady to
sink; near sinking.

The sailors souifht for safety by our boat
And left the ship, then sinking-ripe to us. Shak,

Sink-trap (singk'trap), n. A trap for a kit-

chen sink so constructed as to allow water
to pass down, but not allow reflow of air or
gases.

Sinless (sin'les), a. 1. Free from sin; pure;
perfect. 'Calm and smiess peace.* Milton.
2. Exempt from sin; innocent; as, a sinless

soul.
Led on, yet sinless, with desire to know
What nearer might concern him. Milton.

Sinlessly (sin'Ies-li), adv. In a sinless man-
ner; innocently.

Sinlessness (sin'les-nes), n. The state of
being sinless; freedom from sin and guilt.

Slnnamine (sin'a-min), n. (CiHgN^.) In
chem. a basic substance obtained indirectly
from oil of mustard.
Sinner (sin'6r), n. 1. One who sins; one who
has voluntarily violated the divine law;
sometimes, in a narrower sense, one who
has not repented of sin; an unregenerate
person. —2. One who fails in any duty or
transgresses any law; an offender; a criminal.

Like one,
Who hewing into truth, by telling of it

Made such a sinner of his memory
To credit his own lie. Shak.

Sinner (sin'6r), v.i. To act as a sinner.
' Whether the charmer sinyier it or saint it.'

Pope. [Humorous. ]

Sinneresst (sin'6r-es), n. A female sinner;
a woman who commits sin. Wickliffe.

Sinnet (sin'et), n. Same as Sennit.
Sin-offering (sin'of-fer-ing), n. A sacrifice

or offering for sin; something offered as an
expiation for sin.

Sinological (sin-o-loj'i-kal), a. Pertaining
to sinology.

Sinologist (si-nol'o-jist). n. A sinologue.

Sinologue (sin'o-log), n. [Fr. sinologue, from
Gr. Sina, China, Sinai, the Chinese, and
logos, discourse.] A student of the Chinese
language, literature, history, &c. ; one versed
in Chinese.

For a long time neither Germany nor England
could hoast of any eminent Chinese scholars, and
the very name of ' Sinologue' which sounds quite na-
tural in French, has remained without a counterpart
in English and German. Times newspaper.

Sinology (si-noro-ji). n. [See Sinologue.]
That branch of knowledge which deals with
the Chinese language and connected sub-
jects.

Sinoper, Sinoplte (si'no-p6r, si'no-pit), n.
Same as Sinople.

Slnopia, Sinopis (si-no'pi-a, sl-no'pis), n.

A pigment of a line red colour prepared
from the earth sinople. See Sinople.
Sinople (si'no-pl), n. [Fr. sinople, from L.L.
sinopis, a red colour, also a green colour

;

L. sinopis, Gr. sinopis, earth of Sinope, red
ochre, from Sinope, a town on the Black
Sea, near which it occurs.] 1. Red ferru-
ginous quartz, of a blood or brownish red
colour, sometimes with a tinge of yellow.
It occurs in small very perfect crystals, and
in masses resembling some varieties of jas-

per. [In this sense written also Sinoper and
Sinopite.]—2. In ker. the Continental desig-
nation for the colour green; by English her-
alds called vert.

Sinquet (singk), n. Same as Cinque. Beau.
<fc Fl.

Sinter (sin't6r),*i. A German name for a rock
precipitated in a crystalline form from min-
eral waters. Calcareous sinter is a variety
of carbonate of lime, composed of a series
of successive layers, concentric, plase or
undulated, and nearly or quite parallel. It
appears under various forms. Siliceous sin-

ter is white or grayish, light, brittle, porous,
and of a fibrous texture. Opaline siliceous
sinter somewhat resembles opal. It is whit-
ish, with brownish, blackish, or bluish
spots, and its fragments present dendritic
appearances. Pearl sinter, or fiorite, occurs
in stalactitic, cylindrical, botryoidal, and
globular masses, white or grayish. It is a
variety of opal. Ceraunian sinter is a variety
of quartz, consisting of siliceous tubes found
in sands, and so named because supposed to
be produced by lightning. Called also Ful-
gurite. Thunder-tube.
Sintoc, Sindoc (sin'tok, sin'dok), n. The
bark of a species of Cinnamomuni, indigen-
ous in the primeval forests of Java. It is in

flattish pieces, of a warm spicy taste, but is

Sinuate Leaf.

seldom seen in this countiy. Written also

Syndoc.
Sintoo, Sintooism (sin'to, sin'to-izm), n.

Same as Shinto, Skintoism. Also written
Sintu, Slntiiisni.

Sinuate (sin'ii-at), v.t. [L. sinuo, to curve,
to bend, to wind.] To bend or curve in and
out; to wind; to turn. Woodward.
Sinuate, Sinuated (sin'u-at, sin'ii-at-ed), a.

1. Bending; winding; sinu-
ous. —2. In hot. a term ap-
plied to a leaf that has large
curved breaks in the margin
resembling bays, as in the
oak; having a wavy margin.
The woodcut shows the leaf
of the common oak (^Quercus
robur).

Sinuation (sin-ii-a'shon), n.

A winding or bending in and
out.

Sinuato-dentate (sin'u-a-
to-den"tat), a. In bot. a term applied to a
leaf which is sinuate and toothed.
Sinuose (sin'u-os), a. Same as Sinuous.
Sinuosity (sin-u-os'i-ti), n. l. The quality
of being sinuous or of bending or curving
in and out.—2. A series of bends and turns
in arches or other irregular figures ; a bend
in such a series; a wave line. 'A line of
coast, certainly amounting with its sinuosi-
ties to more than 700 miles.' S. Smith.
Sinuous (sin'u-us), a. [Fr. sinueux, L. sinu-
osus, from sinus, a bent surface, a curve.]
Bending or curving in and out; of a serpen-
tine or undulating form; winding; crooked.
'Insect or worm . . . streaking the ground
with sinuous trace.' Milton. 'Sinuous viMz.'

Coleridge.

Sinuously (sin'u-us-li), adv. In a sinuous
manner; windingly; crookedly.
Sinupallial (si'nQ-parii-al), a. Of or per-
taining to the Sinupallialia.

Sinupallialia (s!'nu-pal-li-a"li-a), n. pi. [L.

sinus, a bay, a bosom, and pallium, a cover-
ing, a mantle.] A subdivision of the lamel-
libranehiatemolluscs,characterized by large
respiratory siphons and sinuated pallial
line. See Sll'HONlDA.
Sinus (si'nus), n. [L., a bent surface, a
cm've, a fold or hollow, a bosom, a bay,
&c.] 1. An opening; a hollow; a bending; a
sinuosity.—2. A bay of the sea; a recess in
the coast; an opening into the land. 'Some
arms of the sea or sinuses.' T. Burnet—
3. In anat (a) a cavity in a bone or other
part wider at the bottom than at the en-
trance, (b) A venous canal into which
several vessels empty themselves, (c) The
bosom.~4. In surg. a little elongated cavity
in which pus or matter is collected ; an
elongated abscess with only a small orifice;

a fistula.-5. In bot. a hollow of a curved
or rounded figure between two projecting
lobes.—6. In conch, a groove or cavity.

Sin-worn (sin'worn), a. Worn by sin.

I would not soil these pure ambrosial weeds
With the rank vapours of this sin-worn mould.

Milton,

Siogun (slio'gun), n. Same as Shogun.
Sioux (si-b' or so), n. s. and pi. The name
of a race of Indians in North America in-

habiting Nebraska, Wyoming, Dakota, &c.
Sip (sip), v.t. pret. & pp. sipped; ppr. sip-

ping. [A lighter form of sup; D. and L.Gr.

sippen, to sip. See Sup.] 1. To imbibe or
take into the mouth in small quantities by
the lips; as, to sip wine; to sip tea or coifee.

'To sip or touch one drop of it' Shak.
'Sipt wine from silver, praising God.' Ten-
nyson. —2. To drink in or absorb in small
quantities. 'Every herb that sips the dew.'
Milton.—3. To draw into the mouth; to suck
up; to extract; as, a bee sips nectar from the
fiowers.-4. To drink out of.

They skim the floods and si^ the purple flowers.
Dry^gn.

Sip (sip), v.i. To drink a small quantity; to
take a fluid with the lips.

Ridotta sips and dances till she see
The doubling lustres dance as fast as she. Po^e.

Sip (sip), n. 1. The taking of a liquor with
the lips.—2. A small draught taken with the
lips.

One sip of this
Will bathe the drooping spirits in delight.
Beyond the bliss of dreams. Mi/ion.

Slpahi (sip'a-he), n. A sepoy.

Sipe (sip), v.i. [A. Sax. sijKtn, to soak; D.
sijpen, L.G. seipen, to ooze or trickle.] To
ooze; to issue slowly, as a fluid. 'The sip-

ing through of the waters into the house.'
Granger. [Provincial English and Scotch.]

Sipher^t n. A cipher. Chaucer.

SIphilis (siri-lis), ?i. See Syphilis
SipllOld (si'foid), H. [Fr. siphoide.] A vessel
or apparatus of French construction for re-
ceiving and giving out aerated waters.
Siphon, Sjrphon (si'fon), n. [Gr. siphon, a
hollow tube, a reed.] 1. A bent pipe or tube
whose legs are of unequal length, used for
drawing liquid out of a vessel by causing it

to rise in the tube over the rim or top. For
this purpose the shorter leg is inserted in
the liquid, and the air is exhausted by being'
drawn through the longer leg. (See fig. 1.)
The liquid then rises by the weight of the
atmosphere till it reaches the top of the
vessel, and then descends in the lower leg
of the siphon, and continues to flow till

the liquid in the vessel reaches the level
of the end of the shorter leg. The action
of thof siphon depends on the difference
between the lengths of the two legs, esti-

mated in a perpendicular direction, the shor-
ter leg being always inserted in the liquid.
Sometimes an exhausting tube is placed on
the longer leg for exhausting the air by suc-
tion (see fig. 2), and causing the flow to com-
mence, but the more general method is to-

fill the tube in the first place with the li-

quid, and then stopping the mouth of the
longer leg to insert the shorter leg in the
vessel; upon removing the stop the liquid
will immediately begin to flow. The limits-

within which the siphon can act are deter-
mined by the specific gravity of the fluid.

Water cannot be raised by the siphon to a.

1, Common Siphon. 2, Improved Siphon, with
exhausting tube for filling it.

greater height than 32 feet, nor mercury to
a greater height than 29 inches.— ITwrtem-
berg siphon (so called from its having been
first used in that place), a siphon with both,

legs equal, and turned up at the extremities,
in which case so long as the extremities are
kept on the same level, it will continue al-

ways full and ready for use.—2. In zool. (a}
one of the membranous and calcareous tubes
which traverse the septa and the interior of
polythalamous shells. (6) The tubular pro-
longation of the mantle in certain xmivalve
and bivalve molluscs, used for conveying
water to or from the gills. In this sense also,

called Siphuncle.
Siphon (si'fon), v.t. To convey, as water,
by means of a siphon ; to transmit or re-
move by a siphon.

Water may be siphoned over obstacles which are
less than 32 feet higher than the surface of the water.

Pop. Ency.

Siphonage (si'fon-aj),7i. The action or oper-
ation of a siphon.

Siphonal (si'fon-al), a. Pertaining to or
resembling a siphon.

Siphonata (si-fo-na'ta), n. pi. Same as^

Siphonida.
Siphon-barometer (si"fon-ba-rom'et-6r), n.
A barometer in which the lower end of the
tube is bent upward, in the form of a siphon.
There are several varieties of siphon-baro-
meters, but the most convenient is that
invented by Gay-Lussac. The tube is her-
metically sealed at both ends, after having
been filled with mercury, and the commimi-
cation with the atmosphere takes place
through a small capillary hole drilled later-

ally through the short tumed-up branch
near its upper extremity. This orifice is so
small that while it allows the air to pass
freely, it prevents the escape of the mercury.
Tills barometer is very convenient for car-

riage, and is easily brought to a position
proper for observation.

Siphon-l)Ottle(si-fon-bot'l),n. A bottle for
containing aerated waters which may be
discharged through a bent tube by the
pressure of the gas.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, m5ve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Siphon - cup (si'fon-kiip), «. in much, a
form of lubricating apparatus in which the

oil is led over the edge of the vessel by
capillary action, ascending and descending
in a cotton wick, and dropping on the
journal.

Siphonese (si-fo'ne-e), n. pi. A nat. order of

greeu-spored algfe, of which there are two
sub-orders, Caulerpea; and Codieae, the for-

mer all inhabitants of warmer regions, the
latter often found in colder. Some of the
Codieie resemble corallines from the amount
of carbonate of lime which enters into their

composition.
Siphon-gauge (si'fon-gaj). n. An instru-

ment consisting of a glass siphon, partially

filled with mercury, for indicating the de-

gree of rarefaction which has t>een produced
in the receiver of an air-pump. A gauge of

this kind is also used to ascertain the degree
of vacuum in the condenser of a steam-
engine, and to indicate the pressure of a
fluid contained in a vessel, when greater

than the pressure of the external atmo-
sphere, and also the pressure of liquids, as
water in pipes. &c.
Siphonia (si-fo'ni-a). n. [Gr. siphon, a hol-

low tulie, a pipe, from the use made of the
exudation. ] A genus of plants belonging to

the nat. order Euphorbiaceae, consisting of

about half-a-dozen species. They are tall

trees, with leaves composed of three leaflets,

growing in clusters at the ends of the
branches, and small dicecious flowers in lax
panicles. The fruit is a large three-celled

capsule, and the trees abound in a milky
Juice. S. elastica, which yields the true
caoutchouc, is a tree from 50 to 60 feet in

height, common in the forests of Guiana and
Brazil, and which has been introduced into

the West Indies. Caoutchouc is the milky
juice of the tree which exudes on incisions

being made, and solidifies on exposure to

the air.

Slphonic (si-fon'ik), a. Pertaining to a
siphon
Siphonida (si-fon'i-da), n. pi. In zool. one
of the two sections into which the lamelli-

branchiate molluscs are divided, the other
section being the Asiphonida. The Siphon-
ida are furnished with respiratory siphons,
and their mantle- lobes are more or less

united. Two subdinsioDS are comprised
in this section. In theone(Integropaltialia)
the siphons are short, and the pailJal line

simple; the other (Sinupallialia) is charac-
teri7.ed by long respiratory siphons and a
einiiated pallial line.

Sipbonlfer (sl-fon'i-fdr), n. A member of
the Siplionifera.

Siphonifera (si-fo-nif'^r-a), n. pi. M. D'Or-
bignys name for an order of molluscs, in-

cluding the nautilus and all those species
which have a siphon contained within a
many-chambered shell.

Siphonlferous (si-fo-nif6r-U8), a. Siphon-
bearing, as the chambered shells of the
nautilus.

Siphonohranchlata (ri'fon-d-brancrkl-a"-
ta), n. pi. [Gr. np/tdn, a siphon, ana bran-
chia, gills.) Same as Siphmwstomata.
Siphonobranchiate ( si'fon-6-branff"ki-at).
a. (V-rt;iiniTiu' <ir related to the division of

ga-steropMiiou.s niollusca Siphonobranchiata
or sipliutio^toniata; siphonostomatous.
Biphonophora (si-fo-nof6-ra), n. pi. [Gr.

giphOtt, a tul)e. and phero, to carry.] A sub-
class of the Hydrozoa. constituting the so-

called oceanic orpelagic Hydrozoa, and cha-
racterized by a free hydrosoma, consisting
of several poly-pltes united by a flexible, con-
tractile, un))ranched co&nosarc. They are
singularly delicate oi^anisms, found at the
surface of the tropical seas, the Portuguese
man-of-war being the best-known member
of the group. It is divided into two orders,
CaIytoi)horid(e and Physophoridre.
Siphonostomata (si'fon-d-stom"a-ta), n. pi.

Stphonostomata

—

Futus antiquut [Red WhcIIc).

a. Branchial siph-^n. b. Proboscis, c. Operculum.
dd. Tentacles. /, Foot.

[Or. tiphdn, a tube, and stotna, the mouth.]
The division of gasteropodous molluscs in

which the aperture of the shell is not entire,

but possessesa notch or tube for the emission
of the respiratory siphon. The members are
all marine and carnivorous. The common
whelk may be taken as an example.

Siphonostomatous (si'fon-6-stom"a-tu8),a.

Of or pertaining to the Siphonostomata; as,

a siphonostomatous shell. .Nicholson.

Siphonostome (si'fo-nos-tom), n. A gaster-
opodous mollusc of the division Siphon-
ostomata.
Siphon-recorder (si'fon-re-kord-6r). n. An
instrument invented by Sir W. Thomson
for recordin;,' messages sent through long
telegraphic lines, as the Atlantic cables and
the like. See Telegraph.
Siphorhinian (si-fo-rin'i-an), n. [Gr. siphon,
a tube, and rhis, rhinos, a nose.] A name
applied to a tribe of swimming birds, in-

cluding those which have the nostrils pro-
minent and tubular. Brande <!: Cox.

Siphuncle (si'fung-kl), n. [L. siphunculus,
dim, from siphon.] See Siphon, 2.

Siphuncular (si-fung'ku-16r), a. Pertaining
to a siplumcle.

Siphunculated, Siphuncled (si-fung^u-
lat-ed, si'fung-kld), a. Having a siphimcle;
having a little siphon or spout, as a valve.

Sipper (sip'er), n. One that sips.

Sippet t (sip'et), n. A small sop; a small
piece of bread steeped in milk or broth.
'Your sweet sippets in widows' houses.'
3[ilton.

Sipple (sipl), v.i. [A freq. from sip, formed
on type of tipple.] To sip frequently; to
tipple. *A trick of tippling &nd tippling.'
Sir W Scott.

Sipunculoidea (st-pnngTEU-loi"de-a), n. pi.

[From Sipunmilus.] One of the classes
into which the sub-kingdom Annulosa is

divided; the spoon-worms. It includes cer-

tain worm-like animals in which the body
is sometimes obviously anniilated, some-
times not ; but there ar^ no ambulacral
tubes nor foot-tubercles, though there are
sometimes bristles concerned in locomotion.
The nervous system consists of an oesopha-
geal ner\'e-collar, and a cord placed along
the ventral surface of the body. The Sipun-
culus and its allies make up this class, and
from their aftinity to the worm -like holo-
thurians they have often been placed
amongst the Kchinottermata.
Sipunculus (si-puug'ku-lus), n. [L. sipun-
ciilus, sijphunciUus, a little tube, dim. of
8q>fio, a siphon. ] A genus of Annulosa, often
placed among the echinoderms; the spoon-
worm. The species are found in the sands
of the sea-shore, and much sought after by
fishermen, who use them as bait for their
hooks. See SiPUNCULoiDEA.
Si qulB (si kwis). [L., if any one.] Eccles.

a notification by a candidate for orders of
his intention to inquire whether any im-
pediment may be alleged against him.
Sir <8fir), n. [Fr. sire, from L. senior, an
elder or elderly person (see SeniobJ, through
the forms sen r, sendre, sindre, suire, sire.

Brachet] 1. A common complimentary
mode of address now used without consider-
ation of rank or status ; a general title by
which a speaker addresses the person he is

speaking to: usedin thesingulai'and plural.
' Speak on, sir.' Shak. ' But, sirs, be sud-
den in the execution.' Shak. While gene-
rally used as a title of respect, as by servants
to their masters, sons to their fathers,
scholars to their teachers, and the like, it is

frequently employed in phrases expressing
great displeasure, astonishment, doubt, &c.,
or conveying a threat, reproach, or the like.

Thus in The Rivals, by Sheridan, Sir Ant.
Absolute addresses his son, * What's that to
you, sirT 'Odds life, sir! if you have the
estate you must take it with the live stock
on it;' and so on.—2. A title of honour of
knights and baronets ; in this case always
prefixed to the Christian name. ' Noble
captain, your servant— Sir Arthur, your
lave. * Sioift.

Sir Horace Vere, his brother, was the principal in

the active part. Bacon.

8. A title formerly given to clergymen; as
the Shaksperian 'Sir Hugh Evans, a Welsh
parson;' 'Sir Oliver Martext, a vicar."

A title formerly applied to priests and curates in

general ; for this reason : daminus, the academical
title of a bachelor of arts, was usually rendered by
rir in English at the universities. So that a bachelor,
who in the books stood Daminus Brown, was in con-
versation called 5i"r Brown. . . . Therefore, as most
clerical persons had taken that first degree, it became
usual to style them Sir. Nares.

So usual indeed did the practice alluded to

by Xares become that a '5ir John' came to
be a common sobriquet for a priest.

Instead of a faithful and painful teacher, they hire
a Sir John, which hath better skill in playing- at
tables . . . than in God's word. hatitner.

4. Used also as a common noun to signify
(a) lord, master. 'Sole sir o' the world.'
Shak. (&) Gentleman. *A nobler «V ne'er
lived." Shak.
Siraskier (si-rasTcer), n. Same as Seraskwr.
Sircar (s^i^kar), n. 1. A Hindu clerk or
accountant—2. A circar.

Sirdar (s6r'dar), n. [Hind.] A chieftain,
captain, head-man. —SfVdar bearer (fre-

quently contracted sirdar), the chief of the
palankeen bearers, and generally his mas-
ter's valet.

Sire (sir), n. [See Sir.] 1. A respectful title

formerly given to seniors or elders and
others; sir. It is now used only in address-
ing a king or other sovereign prince.—2. A
father; a progenitor. 'Land of my sires,'

Sir W. Scott. [Poetical.]

He, but a duke, would have his son a king,
And raise his issue like a loving sire. Skak.

3. The male parent of a beast: particularly
usedof horses; as, the horse had a good sire,

but a bad dam.—4. Used in composition; aa
in grand«>« for grandfather; great-grand-
sire, great-grandfather.— 5. A maker; an
author; an originator. [Rare.]

He died, who was the sire of an immortal strain,

Poor, old, and blind. SkelUy.

Sire (flir), « t- pret. & pp. sired; ppr. siring.

To beget; to procreate: used now chiefly of
beasts, and especially of stallions.

Cowards father cowards, and base things sire base.
SMai.

Siredon (si-re'dcn), n. [Gr. seirMon, a
siren. ] A generic name applied to the Mexi-
can axolotl, now supposed by eminent zo-

Siredon pisciforme.

ologists to be merely a lan-al salamander.
The cut represents the form with persistent
branchiie or gills, as ordinarily known in its

native country. See Axolotl.
Siren (si'ren), n. [Gr. seirin, a siren, sup-
posed to mean lit. an entangler, from seira,

a cord.) 1. In Greek myth, one of several
(according to some writers, three ^ sea-
nymphs, who by their singing fascinated
those that sailed by their island, and then
destroyed them. In works of art they are

)«essg

Siren.

often represented as having partly the form
of birds, sometimes only the feet of a bird.

Next where the sirens dwell ye plough the seas I

Their song is death, and makes destruction please.
Pofie.

2. A mermaid. ' A mermaid or siren there
buried.' Holland.—3. A charming. alluring,

or enticing woman ; a woman dangerous
from her enticing arts. ' This nymph, this
siren that will charm Rome's Saturnine.'
Shak. - 4. Something insidious or deceptive.
' Consumption is a siren.' W. Irving. ~5. A
genus of perennibranchiate amphibians
which have only one pair of feet, and are

ch, eAain; dh, Sc. lo«A; g. go; UJob; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting', th, then; tb, thin; w, uig; wb, lohig; zb, azure.—See KST.
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supplied both with hings and external gills.

They are peculiar to the soiitheni provhices
of the United .States. Called also Mud-eels.
6- An instrument for producing continuous
or musical sounds, and for measuring the
number of sound waves or vibrations per
second, which produce a note of given pitch.

In its original form it consists of a disc with
a circular row of oblique holes, revolving
close to the top-plate of a wind-chest per-
forated with corresponding holes of a con-
trary obliquity, so that the jets of air from
the latter passing through the former keep
the disc in motion, and produce a note cor-

responding to the rapidity of the cohici-
dences of the holes in the two plates, the
number of coincidences or vibrations to a
given time being shown by indices which
connect by toothed wheels with a screw on
the axis of the disc. From the deep piercing
nature of the sound which the siren emits,
a modified form of the instrument having
two discs rotating with great velocity in
opposite directions is employed as a fog-

signal or alarm. The discs are driven by a
steam-engine, which also forces a blast of
steam through their apertures when those
of the two discs come in opposition. The
device is placed at the smaller extremity of
a large ti-umpet, which greatly intensifies

the sound. Called also Sirene.

Siren (si'ren), a. Pertaining to a siren or
to the dangerous enticements of music; be-
witching; fascinating; as, a siren song.

By the help of the winning; address, the siren mode
or mien, he can inspire poison, whisper in destruction
to the soul. Hammo7id,

Sirene (si'ren), n. [Fr. sirlm^ a siren.]

Same as Siren. 6.

Sirenia (si-re'ni-a), n. pi [From their fan-
cied resemblance to mermaids or sireiis.]

An order of marine herbivorous mammals
allied to the whales, having the posterior
extremities wanting, and the anterior con-
verted into paddles. This order comprises
the manatee and dugong. They ditfer from
the Cetacea in having the nostrils placed at
the anterior part of the head, and in having
molar teeth with flat crowns adapted for a
vegetable diet. They feed chieiiy on sea-
weeds, and frequent the mouths of rivers
and estuaries. Besides these living mem-
bers the Sirenia were represented by a gi-

gantic species 25 feet long and 20 in circum-
ference. It was a native of Behring's Straits,

but is now extinct, no specimen having been
seen for 200 years. The Sirenia have existed
since the miocene period.

Sirenlan ( si-re'ni-an ), a. and n. Of or be-
longing to the order Sirenia; as a noun, one
of the Sirenia.

The known existing^ representatives of the sirentan
order are the dugon^s and the manatees; the latest
extinct form is the edentulous sirenian called
•Steller's sea-cow,* last observed in the arctic seas
off the shores of Behring's Island; the miocene ex-
tinct genus has left its remains in Southern Europe.

Owen.
Sirenlcal ( si-ren'ik-al ), a. Like or appro-
priate to a siren.

Here's a couple of sirenical rascals shall enchant
you. Marston.

Sirenldse ( si-ren'i-de ), n. -pi. A family of
true or perennibranchiate amphibians, com-
prising the sirens and axolotl.

Sirenize (si'ren-iz), v.i. To use the entice-
ments of a siren; to charm. [Rare.]
Slrex (si'reks), n. A genus of hymenopter-
ous insects, called in English Tailed Wasps.
See SiuiciD^.
Siriaais ( si-ri'a-sis ), n. [Gr. seiriasis. See
SiRius.] A disease occasioned by the exces-
sive heat of the sun ; sun-stroke ; coup-de-
aoleil.

Slricidse (si-ris'i-de), n. pi. A family of hy-
menopterous insects of which the genus
Sirex is the type. The members of this
family have a strong ovipositor, with which
they pierce not merely the soft substance of
leaves and young shoots, but hard timber
as well. The larvae produced from the eggs
thus deposited usually reside in the interior
of trees, which they perforate in various
directions, often causing great destruction
in the pine forests, of which the largest
species are inhabitants. When full grown
they form a silken cocoon, in which they
undergo transformation.
Slrlus (sii-'i-us), 71. [L., from Gr. Seirios,
from seirios, seiros, hot, scorching.] The
large and bright star called the Dog-star, in
the mouth of the constellation Canis Major.
Sirloin (ser'loin), n. [Formerly surloin, sur-
loyiie, from Fr. sxirlonge, surlogne, a sirloin—sur, over, and longe, logne, a loin. See

Loin. ] The loin or upper part of the loin of
beef, or part covering either kidney. Popu-
larly, but erroneously, supposed to have re-

ceived this name from having been knighted
by an English king in a fit of good humour.
But, pray, why is it called sirloin f Why, you must

know that our King James I., who loved good eat-
ing, being invited to dinner by one of his nobles, and
seeing a large loin of beef at his table, he drew out
his sword, and in a frolic, knighted it. Sivift.

Slrmark (s^r'mark), n. See Surmark.
Sirname (s6r'nam), n. A surname.
Siroc (si'rok), n. Same 2s. Sirocco. Emer-
son. [Rare and poetical.]

Sirocco (si-rok'ko), n. [It.; from Ar. shoriik,
from shark, the east.] An oppressive relax-
ing wind coming from northern Africa, over
the Mediterranean, to Italy, Sicily, &c.
Written also Sciroeco. See SiMOOM.
Sirrah (sir'a), n. [Often taken from sir and
ha, but this is very improbable; comp. Ir.

sirreach, poor, lean, sorry.] A word of ad-
dress, generally equivalent to fellow, or to
sir, with an angry or contemptuous force
added. It is applied sometimes to children
in a kind of playfulness, or to servants in
hastiness, and formerly it was sometimes
used also to females. ' Sirrah Iris, go. ' Shak.

Go, sirrah, to my ceil. Shak.

Sir-reverence t (s^r-rev'er-ens), n. [A cor-
ruption of save-reverence (L. salvd reveren-
tid), the expression being first contracted
into sa revere^ice, and then corrupted into
sir or sur reverence. ] A kind of apologetical
apostrophe for introducing an indelicate
word or expression, sometimes standing for
the expression itself. Massinger.
Sirtt (s6rt), 71. [L. syrtis.] A quicksand;
a syrt (which see).

Sirup (sir'up), n. Same as Syrup. ' Lucent
simps tinct with cinnamon.' Keats.
Siruped (sir'upt), a. Same as Syruped.
Sirupy (sir'up-!), a. Same as Syrupy.
Sirvente (ser-vght), «. [Fr.; Pr. sirventes;
lit. a poem of service, being originally a
poem in praise of some one, from L. servio,

to serve.] In the literature of the middle
ages, a species of poem in common use
among the Troubadours and Trouveres, usu-
ally satirical, though sometimes devoted to
love or praises, and divided into strophes
of a peculiar construction.

Sis,t n. [Fr. six, pron. sis.] The cast of six;

the highest cast upon a die. Chaucer.
Sisal-grass, Sisal-hemp (si-sal'gras, si-sal'-

hemp), n. The prepared fibre of the Agave
afnericana, or American aloe, used for cord-
age: so called from Sisal, a port in Yucatan.
Siset (siz), n. An assize. 'Where God his
si^es holds.' Sylvester.

Siset (sis), n. Six : a term in games.

In the new casting of a die. when ace is on the top,
sise must needs be at the bottom. Fuller.

Siserara, Siserary (sis'e-ra-ra, sis'e-ra-ri ),

?i. A hai'd blow. [Provincial.]

He attacked it with such a siserary of Latin, as
might have scared the Devil himself. Sir W. Scott.

Siskin (sisTcin), n. [Dan. sisken, Sw. siska,

G. zeisig.\ A well-known song-bird; the aber-
devine {Fringilla spinu^). See ABERDEVINE.
SlSkiWlt (sis'ki-wit), ?i. [Indian name.] A
species of salmon {Salmo siskiwit) found in
Lake Superior. It is broad and very fat,

and has a high flavour.

Sismometer (sis-mom'et-6r), n. Same as
Seii>m&meter.

Sison (sl'son), n. [Gr. mon, one of the spe-
cies of this genus.] A genus of plants, nat.

order tTmhe II ifera?. They are perennial
herbs, with the uppermost leaves narrower
and more divided than the lower, and um-
bels of small white flowers; they are natives
of Europe and Asia. S. Amoynum is com-
mon in Britain in chalk soils in rathermoist
ground, under hedges, &c. The green plant,
when bruised, has a peculiarly nauseous
smell. The seeds are pungent and aroma-
tic, and were formerly celebrated as a diu-
retic.

Siss (sis), v.L [D. sissen, to hiss. From the
sound.] To hiss. [Local in England, but
common in the United States to express
certain inanimate hissing sounds.]
Sissoo, Sissum (sis-so', sis-sumO, n. [Hind. ]

A valuable timber tree of India, the wood of
which somewhat resembles in structure the
finer species of teak, but is toi^her and
more elastic. See Dalbergia.
Sist (sist), v.t. [L. sistere, to stop.] In Scots
taw, (a) to stop; to stay.—To sist proceed-
ings or process, to delay judicial proceed-
ing in a cause: used both in civil and eccle-

siastical courts. (6) To cite or summon; to
bring forward.

Some, however, have preposterously sisted n.iture
as the first or generative principle, and regarded
mind as merely the derivative of corporeal organism.

Sir IV. ffamilton.
—To sist parties, to join other parties in a
suit or action, and serve them with process.
—To sist one's self, to take a place at the
bar of a couit where one's cause is to be
judicially tried and determined.
Sist (sist), n. In Scots law, the act of legally
staying diligence or execution on decrees
for civil debts.

—

Sist on a suspension, in the
Court of Session, the order or injunction of
the lord-ordinary prohibiting diUgence to
proceed, where relevant gi-ounds of suspen-
sion have been stated in the bill of suspen-
sion. See Suspension.
Sister (sis'tfir), n. [O. E. suster, sostre, A. Sax.
siveoster, stcyster, suster, Icel. systir, D. zus-
ter, Goth, swistar, G. schwester, sister. Tlie
word is widely spread, being cog. with Pol.
siostra, Rus. sestra, L. soror. Stir, swasri, the
last two having lost a t. The word means
a woman connected with a person, and con-
sists of the elements st>a-su-tar— sva (L.
suus) his, one's, su, root meaning to pro-
duce (also in son), and tar, denoting an agent
i = ther of father).] 1. A female born of the
same parents as another person: correlative
to brother.—2. A woman of the same faith;
a female fellow-Christian.

If a brother or siiter be naked and destitute o!
daily food, &c. Jam. ii. 15.

3. A female closely allied to or associated
with another; one of the same condition
or belonging to the same society, commu-
nity, or the like, as the nuns in a convent.

He chid the sisters
When first they put the name of King upon me.

SAai.
4. One of the same kind, or of the same con-
dition ; as, si»(er-fruits : generally used ad-
jectively.

Hark: they whisper; angels say.
Sister spirit, come away

!

Pope.

—Sisters of Charity, Sisters of Mercy. See
under Charity, Mercv.
Sister (sis't6r), v.t. To be sister to; to re-
semble closely. [Rare.]

She . . . with her neeld composes
Nature's own shape, of bud. bird, branch or berry.
That even her art sisters the natural roses. SJiai.

Sister - block (sis'tSr-blok), n. Naut. a
turned cylindrical block having two sheave-
holes, one above the other. In the mer-
chant service they are used mostly for the
buntlines and leach-lines of the courses in
large ships ; in ships of war they are seized
between the two foremost shrouds of the
top-mast rigging, for the reef-tackles and
topsail lifts to lead through.
Sisterhood (sis't6r-hud), n. l. The state of
being a sister; the office or duty of a sister.

[Rare.]
She abhorr'd

Her proper blood, and left to do the part
Oi sisterhood, to do that of a wife. Daniel.

2. Sisters collectively, or a society of sisters;

or a society of females united in one faith
or order.

O peaceful sisterhood.
Receive and yield me sanctuary. Tennyson.

Sistering (sis't6r-ing), p. and a. Allied;
contiguous; neighbouring. [Rare.]

A hill whose concave womb reworded
A piaiiitful story from a sistering vale. Shai.

Sister-in-law (sis't^r-in-lft), n. A husband's
or wife's sister; also, a brother's wife.

Sisterless (sis't6r-les), a. Having no sister.

Sisterly (sis't6r-li), a. Like a sister; becom-
ing a sister; affectionate; as. sisterly kind-
ness.

Sistine (sis'tin), a. Of or pertaining to Pope
Sixtus V.

—

Sistine chapel, a
cliapel in theVatican atKoma
SiStnun (sis'trum). n. [L.,
from Gr. seistron, from seio,

to shake.] A kind of rattle

or jingling instrument used
by the ancient Egyptians in
their religious ceremonies,
especially in the worship of
Isis. It consisted of a thin
sometimes lyre-shaped metal
frame, through which passed
a number of metal rods, to
which rings were sometimes
attached. A short handle
was attached, by which it was
shaken.

Sisymbrium (si-sim'i)ri-um), ii. [L. sisyjn-
briurn, Gr. sisymhrixjn, supposed to be wild
thyme or mint] A genus of plants, nat.

^^.

Sistrum.

Fate, far, fat, fjiU; me, met, h^r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, So. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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order Cniciferre. The species, which are
numerous, are mostly perennial or annual
herba, with yellow or white flowers, and
leaves very variable on the same plant. A
few are well known on account of their

uses. S. ojfficinale is our common hedge-
mustard. (See Hedge-mustard.) S. Irio,

or London rocket, is a native of waste
places throughout Europe, and sprung up
in great abundance about London after tlie

Great Fire. The whole plant possesses the
hot biting character of the mustard. S. So-

phia (fine-leaved hedge - mustard, or flix-

weed) is frequent in Great Britain. It was
formerly supposed to have the power of

controlling diarrhcea, dysentery, &c.

Sisyphean (sis-i-fe'an), a. Relating or per-

taining tn Sijii/phus. in Greek myth, a king
of CV'rinth, whose punishment in Tartarus
for his crimes committed on earth consisted
in rolling a huge stone to the top of a hill,

which constantly rolled down again, and
rendered his labour incessant. Hence, re-

curring unceasingly; as, to engage in a. Sisy-

phean task.

Sit (sit), p i. pret & pp. sat; old pp. gitten;

ppr. nittuig. [A. Sax. sittan, for older sitian,

pret. 8(et, pp. geseten; Icel. sitja, D. zitten,

G. sitzen, Goth, sitaii, to sit ; from widely
spread root sad, seen also in L. gedeo, to sit,

sedes, a seat (comp. sedentary, siege, &c.);
Gr. hezoinai, Skr. sad, to sit. Set is the
causative of this verb; comp. drink, drench;
lie, lay; seat is also of this stem. ] 1. To rest

upon the haunches or lower extremity of

the body; to repose on a seat: said of human
beings and sometimes of other animals; as,

to sit on a sofa or on the ground.
The godlike hero sat
On his impenal throne. Dryden.

2. To perch ; to rest on the feet, as birds.—
3. To be or stay or remain in a place.

'Twas in the Bunch of Grapes, where indeed you
have a delight to sit. have you not? Shafc.

4. To rest or remain in any position, situa-

tion, or condition ; to remain in a state of
repose; to rest; to abide.

Shall your brethren go to war, and shall ye sit hereT
Num. xxxti. 6,

Would the tenants sit easier in their rents than now?
Sit/i/t

5. To rest, lie, or bear on; to be felt, as a
weight or burden; as, grief sitg heavy on his
heart

Woe doth the heavier sit

When it perceives it is but faintly borne. Shai.

6. To have a seat; to l)e placed; to dwell; to
settle; to rest; to abide.

Upon thy eye-balls murderous tyranny
Sit* in grim majesty. Shak.

Pale horror sat on each Arcadian face. Dryden.

7. To incubate; to cover and warm eggs for
hatching ; as, the female bird sits for three
weeks.—8. To be suited to one's person ; to
fit, suit, or become when put on; as, a coat
sits well or ill.

Adieu!
Lest our old robes sit easier than our new t Shai.

9. To assume a position in order to have
one's portrait taken, a bust modelled, or
the like; as, to sit for one's picture; to sit

to a painter. Garth—\(i. To occupy a seat
or place in an official capacity; to be in any
assembly or council, as a member ; to have
a seat, as in Parliament ; as, the member
titg for a large constituency.

The scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses' seat.
Mat. xxiJi. 3.

One council sits upon life and death, the other is

for taxes. Addison.

11. To be convened, as an assembly; to hold
a session ; to be ofllcially engaged in public
business, as judges, legislators, or officers of
any kind ; as, the House of Commons some-
times »t/« till far on in the night; the judges
or the courts sat in Westminster Hall : the
commissioners sit every day. — 12. To have
position or direction : said of the wind.

Sits the wind in that corner? Shai.
Like a good miller that knows how to grind which

way soever the wind sits. Stiden.

13. t To be proper or fitting; to beseem.
Chaucer.— To sit at meat, to l>e at table for
eating.—To sit down, (a) to place one's self
on a chair or other seat ; as, to sit down at a
meal. (&) To begin a siege ; as. the enemy
sat down before the town, (c) To settle; to
fix a permanent abode. Spenser, (d) To
rt;&t content; to cease, as being satisfied.

Here we cannot sit dcmn, but still proceed in our
search. Dr. y. Rogtrs.

—To tit out, (a) to sit till all is done, (ft) To
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be without engagement or employment; not
to take part in, as a game. [Rare. ]

They are glad rather than sit cut to play very small
game. £^. Sanderson.

—To sit Up, (a) to rise or be raised from a
recumbent posture.

He that was dead sat up, and began to speak.
Lu. vii. 15.

(6) To refrain from lying down; not to go to
bed; as, to sit up till late at night; also, to
watch; as, to sit up with a sick person.

Let the nurse this night sit up with you. Shak.

(c) To assume or maintain the posture of one
who is seated; as, he is too ill to sit tip.—To
sit for a fellowship, in the universities, to be
examined with a view to gain a fellowship.

Sit (sit), v.t. 1. To keep the seat upon; as, he
sits a horse well.

He could not sit his mule. Shai.

2. To place on a seat : used reflexively, with
one's self, me, thee, &c.

But not at rest or ease of mind.
They sat tke>n down to weep. Milton.

3. To become; to be becoming to; to suit.

Thiennette is this night, she mentions, for the first

time, to put on her morning promenade-dress of white
muslin, as also a satin girdle and steel buckle; but, adds
she, it will not sit her. Carlyte.

Site (sit), n. [L. utus, site, position, situa-
tion.] 1. Situation, especially as regards re-

lation to surroundings ; local position ; as,

the site of a city or of a house ; a beautiful
site for a mansion.—2. A plot of ground set

apart for building.—3. A posture. [Rare.]

The semblance of a lover fix'd

In melancholy site. Thomson.

Sited t (sit'ed), a. Having a site; placed;
situated. Spenser.
Sitfast (sit'fast), a. Stationary; Immovable;
fixed.

'Tis good, when yoxi have crossed the sea and back.
To find the sit/ast acres where you left them.

Emerson.
Sitfast (sit'fast), n. In farriery, an ulcer-
ated, homy sore or tumour growing on a
horse's back under the saddle.

Sitht (sith), conj. [A. Sax. sith. See SINCE.]
Since; seeing that; because. Shak.
Sitht (sith). adv. Since that time. Shak.
Sitht {&\ih).prep. Since; after. 'Things
sith then befallen.' Shak.
Sith.t Sithet (sith, sith), n. [A. Sax. sith,

for sinth, i)ath, way, time; Goth, sinth, sintks,
a way, ocLJisiun.J Time; occasion.

A thousand siiJtes I curse that careful home. Spenser.

Sithe t (sith), n. Same as Scythe. Chaucer.
Sithe (sith), r.i. To sigh. [Provincial]
Slthedt (sithd), a. Armed with scythes;
si-ythed.

Slthemant ( sith'man X n. A mower; a
scytheman.

Sitheii,t Sithencet (sith'en, sith'ens), adv.
[A. Sax. siththan. See SINCE.] Since; in
later times. Chaucer; Shak.
Sithencet (sith'ens), ccmj. Since; seeing
that. Shak.
Sltiology. Sitology (si-ti-ol'o-ji, si-tol'o-Ji),

n. [Gr, Kition, sitos, food,and /or)Fo«.discourse.]

That department of medicine which relates
to the regulation of diet; the doctrine or
consideration of aliments; dietetics.

Sitophobia, Sitomania (si-to-fo'bi-a, si-to-

ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. sitos, food, and phohos,
fear, mania, madness.] Morbid repugnance
to or refusal of food. Sitophobia may con-
sist in repugnance to all food, or merely to
particular viands. It Is a frequent accom-
paniment of insanity.

Sitta (sit'ta), n. [L.] A genus of birds known
by the name of nut-hatches. See Nut-
hatch.

Slttand,* p;w. Sitting; becoming; salting
with. liomaujit of the Rose.

Sitte,t v.i. or (. To sit; to become; to fit;

to suit with. Chaucer.
Sitter (sit'6r).n. 1. One who sits.— 2. A bird
that sits or mcubates.
The oldest hens are reckoned the best sitters.

Mortimer.
3. One who sits for his portrait ; one who is

placed so that an artist may make a like-

ness, bust. &c., of him.
The difficulty of making my «//*»'j keep their heads

still while I paint them. IV. Co/tins.

—A sitter up, one who refrains from lying
down; one who watches or goes not to bed.

They were men of boisterous spirits, sitters up a-

nights. Lamb.

SittinSB (sit-tl'ne), n. pi. The nut-hatches, a
sub-family of insessorial birds, named from
the genus Sitta.

Slttlne (sit'in), a. Pertaining to the Sit-

tina; or nut-hatches.

srvA

Sitting (sit'ing), p. and a. 1. Resting on the
haunches or the lower extremity of the body.
2. Perching or resting on the legs, as birds.
3. Incubating; as, a sittiiig hen.—4. Occupy-
ing a place in an official capacity; holding
a court; as, a. sitting judge.— 5. In bot. ses-
sile, i.e. without petiole, peduncle, or pedi-
cel, &c.
Sitting (sit'ing), n. 1. The act of one who
sits, or the posture of being on a seat —
2. The time during which, or occasion on
which, one sits for an artist to take a por-
trait or model a bust, &c.
Few good pictures have been finished at one sitting:

Dryden.
I was instructed to attend on a certain day . . .

with all my materials ready for taking a first sitting',

it''. Collins.

3. A session; a business meeting; the actual
presence or meeting of any body of men in
their seats for transacting business.

The sitting closed in great agitation. Macatilay.

4. The time during which one sits, as at
books, at cards or dice, at work, or the like.

I shall never see my gold again ; fourscore ducats
at a sitting I fourscore ducats! Shai.
For the understanding of any one of Paul's epistles

I read it through at one sitting. Lode.

5. Incubation ; a resting on eggs for hatch*
Ing, as fowU.
The male bird amuses the female with his songs

during the whole time of her sitting. Addison.

6. The space occupied by one person in a
church or other place of regular meeting.
Sitting-room (sit'ing-rom), ?i. 1. Sufficient
space for sitting in ; as, sitting-room could
not be got in the hall —2. An apartment or
room for sitting In. ' The old lady's ordinary
sitting-room.' Dickens. ' Their little street-
ward sitting-room.' Tennyson.
Situate (sit'u-at), a. [Fr. situ^, situated,
from situer, to place, from L. situs, a site.]

1. Placed, with respect to any other object;
permanently fixed ; situated ; as, a town
situate on a hill or on the sea-shore.

I know where it is situate. Shai.
We found the foUowijig state of the law to prevail

with regard to county franchises derived from pro-
perty situate within the limits of cities and boroughs.

Gladstone.

2. Placed; consisting. 'Pleasure situate in
hill and dale." Milton.

Situated (sit'u-at-ed),a. [A later form of «i7u-
ate. but now more common. See Situate.]
1. Having a situation; seated, placed, or per-
manently fixed with respect to any other
object ; as, a city situated on a declivity or
in front of a lake ; a town well situated for
trade or maimfactures; an observatory well
situated for observation of the stars.

—

2. Placed, or being in any state or condition
with regard to men or things; as, observe
how the executor is situated with respect
to the heirs.

Thus situated we began to clear spaces in the
woods in order to set up the astronomer's observa-
tory. Cooi.

Situation (sit-u-a'shon). n. (Fr. situation,
from situer. See Situate.] 1. Position;
seat; location in respect to something else;

as, the sUiiation of London is more favour-
able for foreign commerce than that of
Paris.— 2. State; condition; position with
resjwct to society or circumstances; as, the
situation of a stranger among people of
haldts differing from his own cannot be plea-
sant. — 3. Circumstances; temporary state
or position ; as, the situation is one of ex-

treme difficulty to the govenmient. Hence,
point or conjuncture in a play; as, the sitxi-

ation at the end of the third act is most
powerful.—4. Place; office; permanent em-
ployment; as, he has a situation in the war
department or under government. —Syn.
Position, seat, site, station, post, place,

office, state, condition, case, plight, predica-
ment.
Situs (si'tus), n. [L., situation.] In bot. the
method in which the parts of a plant are
arranged, including the position of the
parts. Henslow.
Sitz-bath (sits'bath), n. [G. sitz-bad—sitz,

a chair, a seat, and bad, a bath.] A form of
bath in which one can take a bath in a sit-

ting posture; a bath taken in a sitting pos-
ture.

Sium (si'um), n. [Gr. sion, a marsh plant.]

A genus of plants, nat. order UmbelliferiB.
The best known species is S. Sisarum, or
skirret (which see).

Siva (si'va), ». In Hindu, myth, the name of

the third god of the Hindu triad, in which
he represents the principle of destruction.

His emblem is the lingam or phallus, sym-
bolical of creation which follows destruc-

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; s, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, aln^; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcMg; zh, azure.—See Key.
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tion; and he is represented with every hor-
rible sign of human bloodshed, and fre-
quently accompanied by a white bull. The
worshippers of Siva assign to him the first

place in the triad, and to them he is not
only the chief deity, but the deity which
compiises in itself all other deities.

Sivan (si'van), n. The third month of the
Jewish ecclesiastical year, answering to part
of our Jlay and part of June.
Sivatherium (si-va-the'ri-um), n. [Siva, an
Indian deity, and Gr. therion, a wild ani-
mal.] An extinct genus of Ruminantia,
found fossil in the tertiary strata of the Si-

Sivatherium (restored).

valik Sub-Himalayan range. It surpassed
all known ruminants in size. It had four
horns and a proti-uding upper lip, and must
have resembled an immense antelope or
gnu.
Siver (si'ver), n. Same as Syver. [Scotch.]
Slvert (siv'6r), v.i. To simmer. Holland.
Siwens, ?i. See Sibbens.
Six (siks), a. [A. Sax. six, & widely spread
word ; Icel. O. Fris. Dan. and Sw. sex, D.
zes, G. sec?i8, Goth, saihs, L. sex, Gr. hex. Per.
shesh, Skr. shash, six.] Twice three; one
more than five.

Six (siks), »i. 1. The number of six or twice
three.—2. A symbol representing this num-
ber, as 6.

—

At six and seven, or as more gen-
erally used, at sixes and sevens, in disorder
and confusion.

All is uneven,
And everytliing is left at six and seven, Shafc.

Sixain (sik'san), n. A stanza of six verses.

Sixfold (siks'fold), a. Six times repeated;
six times as much or many.
Sixpence (siks'pens), n. 1. An English sil-

ver coin of the value of six pennies; half a
shilling.—2. The value of six pennies or half
a shilling.

Sixpenny (siks'pen-ni), a. Worth sixpence;
costing sixpence; as, a sixpenny los^t—Six-
penny strikers, petty footpads; robbers for
sixpence. Shak.
Six-shooter (siks'shbt-6r), n. A six-cham-
bered revolver-pistol; a pistol capable of
firing six shots in quick succession.

Sixteen (siks'ten), a. [A. Sax. sixtdne, six-

tyne.] Six and ten; consisting of six and
ten.

Sixteen (siks'ten), n. 1. The sum of six and
ten.—2. A symbol representing this sum, as
16.

Sixteenmo (siks'ten-mo), ?i. See Sexto-de-
CIMO.
Sixteenth (siks'tenth),a. [A. Sax. sixteOtha.]

1. Next in order after the fifteenth; the
sixth after the tenth: the ordinal of sixteen.
2. Being one of sixteen equal parts into
which a whole is divided.

Sixteenth (siks'tenth), 71. 1. One of sixteen
equal parts.— 2. In music, the replicate of
the ninth, an interval consisting of two oc-
taves and a second.
Sixth (siksth), a. 1. The first after the fifth:

the ordinal of six.—2. Being one of six equal
parts into which a whole is divided.

Sixth (siksth), n. 1. A sixth part. —2. In
music, a hexachord,an interval of two kinds;
the minor sixth, consisting of three tones
and two semitones major, and the major
sixth, composed of four tones and a major
semitone.
Sixthly (siksthli), adv. In the sixth place.

Sixtieth (siks'ti-eth), a. 1. The ordinal of
sixty; next in order after the fifty-ninth.—
2. Being one of sixty equal parts into which
anything is divided.

Sixtieth (siks'ti-eth), n. One of sixty equal
parts.

Sixty (siks'ti), a. [A. Sax. sixtig.] Ten times
six.
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Sixty fsiks'ti), n. 1. The sum of six times
ten.— 2. A symbol representing sixty units,
as GO.

Sizable (siz'a-bl), a. 1. Of considerable size

or bulk.
j

The whole was drawn out and digested into a si'za-

bU volume. Bp. Httrd.
;

2. Being of reasonable or suitable size; as,
sizable timber.
He should be purjifed, sweated, vomited, and

starved, till he come to a sizable bulk. Arbuthnot.

Sizar (si'zar), n. [From size.^ One of a class
of students in the University of Cambriilge
and at Trinity College, Dublin, who being
of limited means are pecuniarily assisted
from the funds of the colleges to which they
are attached, generally getting also their
commons free. Duties of a somewhat menial
kind were originally required to be per-
formed by the sizars, but these have long
since gone into disuse.

Sizarship (si'zar-ship), n. The rank or sta-
tion of a sizar.

Size (siz), n. [Contr. for assize. ' E. assize,

and corruptly size, was the settlement or
arrangement of the plan on which anything
was to be done. The assize of bread or of
fuel was the ordinance for the sale of bread
or of fuel, laying down price, weight, length,
thickness, &c. . . . The term was then ap-
plied to the specific dimensions laid down in
the regulation, and finally to dimensions of
magnitude in general.' Wedgicood.] 1. Ex-
tent of volume or surface; dimensions great
or small; comparative magnitude; bulk; as,

a man, a tree, a mountain, of a large or of a
small size. 'Shot of every size.' Dryden.
' His double chin, his portly size.' Tennyson.
2. Condition as to position, rank, character,
or the like; standing.
They do not consider the difference between ela-

borate discourses, delivered to princes or parlia-
ments, and a plain sermon, for a middling or lower
size of people. S-wt/t.

3.t Measure, in a figurative sense; amount.
'Our size of sorrow, proportioned to our
cause. ' Shak. ' Clamours of all siz£, both
high and low. ' Shak.

But if there be, or ever were, one such.
It's past the size of dreaming. Shak.

4. A small quantity of anything ; a settled
quantity or allowance; specifically, in Cam-
bridge University, an allowance of victuals
or drink from the buttery, distinct from
the regular dinner at commons.—5. A con-
ventional relative measure of dimension, ap-
plied to a great variety of articles, as shoes,
gloves, and the like.

I am sorry that these shoes are a full size too large.
Di^kem.

6. pi. Assize or assizes. 'A long chaise as sizes.

'

Beau, cfc Fl. [Old English and vulgar mo-
dem English.]-7. An instrument consisting
of thin leaves fastened together at one end
by a rivet, used to measure pearls.-SvN.
Dimensions, bigness, largeness, greatness,
magnitude, bulk.

Size (siz), n. [It. sisa, assisa, a kind of
glue, size; same origin as assize.] 1. A gela-
tinous solution used by painters, paper-
manufacturers, and in many other trades.

It is made of the shreds and parings of
leather, parchment, or vellum, boiled in
water and purified. It is also made from
common glue and from potatoes.—2. Any-
thing resembling size in being glutinous and
viscid ; specifically, a thick tenacious kind
of varnish used by gilders. Called also Gold-
size.—3. In physiol. the buffy coat which ap-
pears on tlie surface of coagulated blood
drawn in inflammation.
Size (siz), v.t. pret. &pp. sized; ppr. sizing.

1. To adjust or arrange according to size or
bulk; specifically, milit. to take the size of
soldiers with the view of placing them in

the ranks according to their sizes; to ar-

range according to sizes or statures. Stoc-
quMer,
Two troops so match'd were never to be found,
Such bodies built for strength, of equal age.
In stature siz'd. Dryden.

2. To fix the standard of; as, to size weights
and measures. Bacon.—Z. To swell; to in-

crease the bulk of.

You're fain
To size your belly out with shoulder fees.

Beau. &• Fl.

[Nares thinks size in the above quotation
means to feed with sizes or small scraps]
4. In mininq, to sift or separate, as pieces
of ore, or the finer from the coarser parts
of a metal, by sifting them through a wire
sieve.

Size (siz), v.i. In Cambridge University, to
order food or drink from the buttery, in ad-
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dition to the regular commons: a word cor-
responding to haiUl at Oxford. See the
noun.
Size (siz), v.t. pret. & pp. sized; ppr. sizing.
To cover with size; to prepare with size.

Size (siz), n. Number six on the dice.

Sizeable (siz'a-bl), a. Same as Sizable.
Sized (sizd), p. and a. Having a particular
magnitude.

And as my love is sized my fear is so. SAa/t.

Commonly used in compounds; as, lai^e-
sized, common-sized, midtWe-sized, &c.
Sizel (si'zel), n. The same as Scissel.

Sizer (8i'zer),7i. 1. Same as Sizar. —2. An in-
strument or contrivance of perforated plates,
wire-work, &c., to sort articles of varying
sizes; a kind of gauge; as, a coffee-siz^r; a
bullet-fiizer, which has holes to determine
the size of bullets.

Size-roll (siz'rol), n. A small piece of parch-
ment added to some part of a roll or re-
cord.

Size-Stick (siz'stik), n. A measuring stick,
used by shoemakers to ascertain the length
of the foot, &c.
Siziness (siz'i-nes), n. The state or quality
of being sizy; glutinousness ; viscousness;
the quality of size; as, the siziness of blood.
Arbuthnot.
Sizing (sizing), n. 1. The act of covering
with size.— 2. The glutinous or viscid ma-
terial used in the operation; size.

Sizing (siz'ing), n. 1. The act of arranging
according to size.—2. In Cambridge Univer-
sity, food or meat ordered by a student from
the buttery; a size.

Sizy (siz'i), a. Containing, consisting of, or
resembling size ; glutinous ; thick and vis-

cous; ropy; having the adhesiveness of size;

as, sizy blood. Arbuthnot.
Sizzle (sizi), v.i. [Imitative] To dry and
shrivel up with hissing by the action of fire.

Forhy. [Provincial English.]
Sizzle (siz'l), 71. A hissing sound. Halli-
ivell.

Skaddle (skadl), n. [From scath or skath,
hurt.] Hurt; damage. Hay. [Provincial
English.]

Skaddle (skadT), a. Hurtful; mischievoua.
Ray. [Provincial English.]
Skaddon t (skad'don), n. The embryo of a
bee.

Skall, Skale (skal), v.t. To disperse; to
scatter; to spill. See Scale, v.t. 4. [Scotch.]
Skail, Skale (skal), v.i. To separate one
from another, as an assembly or congrega-
tion. [Scotch.]

Skain (skan), n. A quantity of yam. See
Skein.
Skain (skan), 71. A kind of dagger. Dray-
ton. See Skean.
Skainsmatet (skanz'mat), n. [Probably
sfrea;i.sfrat«.adagger, and»ia(c. SeeSKEAN.]
A brother in arms; a messmate; a roaring
or swaggering companion.
Scurvy knave! I am none of his flirt-gills; I am

none of nis skainsmates. Shak.

Skaith (skath), n. Hurt; damage; injury;
scathe. Written also Scaith. [Scotch.]

Skald (skald), n. An ancient Scandinavian
poet or bard. See Scald.
SkaldiC (skal'dik), a. Same as Scaldic.

Skallt (skal), v.t. To scale; to mount Chap-
man.
Skar, Skair (skar, skar), v. n. To take fright;

to be scaretl or affrighted. [Scotch.]

Skar, Skair (skar, skar). a. Timorous;
easily affrighted or startled; shy. [Scotch.)

Skar, Skair (skar, skarX n. A fright; a
scare. [Scotch.]

Skart(skart), «.(. To scratch. Written also
Scart. [Scotch.]

Skart (skart). 71. A scratch. Written also
Scart. [Scotch.]

Skat (skat), n. A tax. Same as Scat, Scatt
(which see).

Skate (skat), n. [From D. schaats, a skate,
schaatsen, skates; Dan. skceite, a skate.] A
contrivance consisting of a steel runner or
ridge fixed either to a wooden sole privided
with straps and buckles, or to a light iron
framework having adjustable clamps or
other means of attachment to the boots,
and used to enable a person to glide rapidly
over ice. See also Roller-skate.
Skate ( skat ), v. i. pret. & pp. skated ; ppr.
skatinq. To slide or move on skates.

'Taught me how to skate and row.' Ten-
nyson,
Skate (skat), 71. [Icel skata, a skate; comp.
L. squatina, the angel-fish.] A name popu-
larly applied to several species of the genus
Kaia, with cartilaginous skeletons, Iniving

Fate, far, fat, f^U; me, met, hdr; pine, pin; note, not, mdve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. f«y.
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the body much depressed, and more or less

approaching to a rhomboidal form. The
peculiar fonu of the skate arises chiefly

trom the great size and expansion of the

A kind of knife. See

Gray Skate (Kaia batis)

pectoral fins, which are united with the in-

tegument. Several species of skate or rays

are found on the British coast, among which

are the true skate, called in Scotland blue

»kate or nray skate (Raia batis, of which

the flesh is so commonly used as food), the

long-nosed skate, the sharp-nosed skate, the

thornback, &c.

Skater (skat'ftr), n. One who skates.

Careful of my motion.

I-ike the skater on ice that hardly bears him.
Tennyson.

Skate-sucker (skilt'suk-^r),?!. The common
name of the AVbimvi muricata, an abranchi-

ate annelid closely allied to the leeches, and

so called because it is found adhering to

several flshes, and especially the common
skate. The eyes are six in number. Called

also Sea-leech.

Skating-rink (skat'ing-ringk), n. See

Kink. 2.

Skayle t (skiile), n. ( From kayle, with » pre-

li.xicl.l A skittle orninepin. North.

Skean (sken), n. (Gael, sffian, Ir. scian,

w. MK'jien, a large knife.] A short sword or

a kiiife used by the Irish and Highlanders

of Scotland Spenser; Chapman. Spelled

also Skeen, Skein. Skain, &c.

Skean -dbu (skOn'du), n. [Gael, sgian-

dubh, a black knife.] A knife of some size

used by the Highlanders ; the knife which,

when the Highland costume is worn, is stuck

ill the stocking.

Skeat (ske'at). n. [The Arabic name] In
astmii. the name of the bright star3 PegasL
Sxedaddle (ske-dad'l), v.i. [Said to be
uiigmally an English dialect word meaning
tu spill. Origin unknown.] To betake one's

self to flight ; to run away through fear or

as if in a panic; to withdraw liastily or
secretly ; to scud olf, especially in alarm.

It is used only in a jocular way. The cor-

respf^pndinir noun skedaddle also occurs.

Skeed (sked), n. Same as Skid.

Skeel (skel). n. [Allied U> scale. »A<U.) A
shallow wooden vessel for holding milk or
cream.

Skeel ( skel ), n. Skill -, acquaintance with

;

knowledge of. [.Scotch. ]

Skeely (skel'i), a. Skilful; intelligent: skil-

ful in curing diseases in man or lieast.

[Scotch.]

Skeen (sken), n. A knife or dirk. SeeSKEAX.
Skeet (sket), n. A'aut. a sort of long scoop
usL-d to wet the decks and sides of a ship in

order to keep them cool, and to prevent
them from splitting by the heat of the sun-

It is also employed in small vessels to wet
the sails, in order to render them more effi-

cacious in light breezes.

Skeg (skeg), H [IceL skegg, a beard, tlie

cut-water or beak of a ship.) 1. The after-

part of a ship's keet—Skeg shore, in ship-

buitdintf, one of several pieces of plank put
up endways under the skeg of a heavy ship,

to steady her after-part a little at the mo-
ment of launching.— 2. /)i. A kind of oats.

—

3 \ sort of wild plum.
Skegger (skeg'ir), n. A little salmon.

Lulle salmons, called skeggers, are bred of such
sick salmon that mijjht not go to the sea.

Ix. n-ttlttn.

Skeg-shore (skeg'shdr). n. .See under Skeq.

Skelgh (skeSh), o. [SeeSHT.] Apt to startle;

skittish; coy; somewhat disdainful. Burns.
[Scotch ]

Skein, Skean (skan), n. [Yt. escaigne.] A
<iuantity of thread, yam, or silk put up to-

gether after it is taken off the reel. As a
measure of quantity the skein contains 80
threads, each &4 inches long. Written also

Skain.

Skein (skan), n.

SKEAN.
Skeldert (skel'der), n. [Probably akin to

skellum.] A vagrant. B. Jonson.

Skeldert (skel'diir), v.t. To swindle; to

cheat; to trick.

A man may skelder you now and then of half a
dozen shillings or so. B. Jsnson.

Skelet t (skel'et), n. A mummy. Holland.

Skeletal (skel'e-tal), a. Pertaining to a ske-

leton. Oicen.

Skeletology (skel-e-tol'o-ji), n. The branch
of anatomical science treating of the solid

parts of the body, comprehending osteology

and syiulesmology.
Skeleton (skel'e-ton), n. [Gr. skeletos, dried

up, skeleton, a dried body, a mummy, from
skello, to dry up.] 1. The hard firm pieces

constituting the framework which sustains

the softer parts of any organism, and in most
animals transfers motion. In vertebrates the

skeleton consists of bony matter, and is in-

ternal. In the Crustacea, some fishes and
reptiles, there is a skeleton produced by the

hardening of the external integument, and
consisting of shells, scales, plates, or the

like. The skeleton of leaves consists of

woody tissue. An internal skeleton is called

an eiidfjskeletmi, and an external skeleton,

like that of a tortoise, an exoskeleton. A
prepared skeleton consists of the bones of

an animal body, separated from the flesh

and retained in their natural position or

connections. When the bones are connected
by the natural ligaments it is called a nadt-

ral skeleton ; when by wires or any foreign

substance, an artificial skeleton. Professor

Owen uses the following terms to express

the different modifications of bony matter
in various parts of animals : (1) Neuro-skele-

ton [Gr. neuron, a nerve], the deep-seated

bones in relation to the nervous axis and
locomotion. This is the skeleton proper.

(2) Dermo-skeleton [Gr. deniM, the skin], the

superficial or skin-bones, such as the armour
of the armadillo, the pichiclago, the croco-

dile, and the sturgeon. (3) Splanchiw-skele-

ton [Gr. splangchnon, a viscus orinward part],

the bones connected with the sense-organs

Skeleton—CA/flwy/Aor«j truncatus (Pichiciago).

I, a. Portion ofthebonyor neuro-skeleton. b. Por-

tion of the dermo-skeleton.—a. a. One of the vertebra:

of the neuro-skeleton. b. Section of the denno-skele-

tOD.

and viscera, as in the heart of some large

quadrupeds. (4) Sclero-skelet&yi [Gr. skUros,

hard], the bones developed in tendons,

muscles, &c., as the marsupial bones in the

kangaroo.—2. The supiwrting framework of

anything; the principal parts that support

the rest, but withiuit the appendages. 'The

great skeleton of the world.' Sir M. Hale.—
3. An outline or rough draft of any kind

;

specifically, the heads and outline of a liter-

ary performance ; as, the skeleton of a ser-

mon. —4. A very thin or lean person.—yAare
is a skeleton in every house, there is some-
thing to annoy and to be concealed in every

family.

Skeleton (skel'e-ton), a. Containing mere
outlines or heads ; as, a skeleton sermon or

other discourse. — Skeleton bill, a signed

blank paper stamped with a bill stamp The
subscriber is held the drawer or acceptor,

as it may be, of any bill afterwards written

above his name for any sum which the stamp
will cover.—iSI-efcfonproo/. meiufr. a proof

of a print or engraving with the inscription

outlined in hair-strokes only, such proofs

being earlier tSian oi'hiin.—Skeleton suU, a

suit of clothes consisting of a tight-fitting

jacket and pair of trousers, the trousers

being buttoned to the jacket

A patched and much-soiled skeleton suit; one of

those straight blue cloth cases in which small boys
used to be confined, before belts and tunics had
come in. Dickens.

—A skeleton regiment is one the officers, &c.

,

of which are kept up after the men are dis-

banded, with a view to future service.

Skeletonize (skel'e-ton-lz), v.t. To form
into a skeleton; to make a skeleton of.

Skeleton -key ( skel'e-ton-ke ), n. A thin

light key witli nearly the whole substance
of the bits filed away, so that it may be less

obstructed by the wards of a lock.

Skeleton - screw ( skel'e-ton-skro ), )i. A
popular name for the mantis shrimp {Ca-

prella linearis), from its skeleton-like ap-

pearance.
Skelloch (skel'oa), ji. [Scotch.] 1. A shrill

cry.—2. Wild mustard or wild radish; char-

lock (which see).

Skellum (skel'lum), n. [Dan. skielm, a rogue,

a knave; D. and G. schelm.) A scoundrel;

a worthless fellow. [Old finglish and Scotch.)

He ripped up Hugh Peters (calling him the exe-

crable skeiiiim), his preaching stirred up the maids
of the city to bring their bodkins and thimbles.

Pepys.
She tauld thee weel thou wast a skelUtm,
A blethering, blustering, drunken blellum. Bums.

Skelly (skel'i), v.i. [Dan. skele, Sw. sketa,

tos(iuint.] Tosquint SirW. Scott. [Local.]

Skelly (skel'i), n. A squint. Brockett.

[Local.]

Skelly (skel'i), a. Squinting. [Scotch.]

Skelp(skelp),t!.(. (Probably imitative. Comp.
Gael, sgealb. a slap with the palm of the

hand. ] To thrash ; to strike, especially with
the open haud. [.Scotch.]

Skelp (skelp), n. 1. A stroke; .a blow.—2. A
squall; a heavy fall of rain. [Scotch.)

Skelp (skelp), v.i. To run quickly; to exert

one's self to the utmost. 'Skelping as fast

as his horse could trot' Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch]
Skelp (skelp), n. A strip of iron which is

bent and welded into a tube to form a gun-
barrel or pipe.

Sken (sken), ti.t. To squint HalliveU.
[Local.]

Skene (sken), n. Same as ,St«on. 'Mangled
by the skenes of the Irish clan MacDonough."
Sir W. Scott.

Skeo, Skio (skyo), n. A fisherman's shed
or hut. [Orkney Islands.]

He would substitute better houses for the sieoes,

or sheds, built of dry stones, in which the inhabitants

cured or manufactured their fish. Sir IV. Scott.

Skep (skep), n. [A. Sax. seep, seeop, a bas-

ket, chest, box ; L.G. sehapp, a cupboard, a
chest; IceL skeppa. skjappa, a bushel, a
measure.] 1. A sort of basket, narrow at

the bottom and wide at the top.— 2. lu Scot-

land, a bee-hive.

Skeptic Skeptical, &c. See sceptic, Scep-
TICAI., &C.
Skerry (sker'i), n. (Icel. sker, a rock, and
ey, an island; akinE. «car, scour.] A rocky
isle; an insulated rock; a reef.

Sketcb (skech), n. [O.Fr. esquiche. Mod. Fr.

esquisse, from It. schizzo, a sketch, from L.

schedius, Gr. schedios. offhand, sudden. The
word also passed into Dutch and German

;

D. schets, G. skizze ; and some old forms of

the word in English, such as schetse, schytz,

appear to be directly borrowed from the

Dutch] 1. An outline or general delinea-

tion of anything ; a first rough or incom-
plete draught of a plan or any design ; as,

the sketch of a building ; the sketch of an
essay —2 In art, (a) the first embodiment
of an artist's idea in modelling clay, on
canvas, or on paper, from which he intends

to work to pei^ection his more finished

performance, (b) A copy from nature only

sufficiently finished for the artist to secure

materials for a picture ; an outline of a
building or street view ; a transcript of the
human figure in pencil or chalk, with simple
shades only; or a rough draft of the same iu

colours. Fairholt.

Sketch (skech). v.t. 1 To draw the outline

or general figure of; to make a rough draft

of.
Sketching with her slender pointed foot

Some figure like a wizard's pentagram
On garden gravel. Tennyson.

2. To plan by giving the principal points or

ideas of; to delineate; to depict.

The reader I'll leave ... to contemplate those

ideas which I have only sketched, and which every

man must finish for himself. Dryden.

Syn To delineate, design, draught, depict,

portray, paint
Sketch (skech), v.i. To practise sketching.

Sketcher (skech'tr), 71. One who sketches.
' I was a sketcher then." Tennyson.

Sketchily (skech'i-ll ), adv. In a sketchy

manner. •Sketchily descriptive." Bartlett.

SketchinesB (skech'i-nes), n. State of being

sketchy.

oh, cAaln; tb. So. locA; g,yo; i,job; h, it. ton; ae, ting; IH, tA«n; tta, tAin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, aiure.—See KKI.
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Sketchy (skech'i), a. Possessing the char-

acter of a sketch ; not executed with fluish

or carefulness of detail; rather slim or

slight as regards execution; unfinished.

The anatomy of the whole figure is magnificently

developed, the limbs appearing to be almost am-
mated by muscular action and energy, and yet the
execution is j-t^/fAy throughout; the head, in parti-

cular, is left in the rough; but every stroke of the

chisel has so told, that, excepting on close examina-
tion, it scarcely seems to neea more of finish.

7. 5. Harford.

Skew (sku), a. [Dan. skUv, oblique, askew

;

Icel. skei/r, skd, askew, askance, oblique;

L.G. schewe; closely allied to verb to shy;
comp. also L. sc<evus, Gr. skaios, on the left. ]

Having an oblique position; oblique; turned
or twisted to one side: chiefly used in com-
position ; as, a sAeto-bridge, &c.

Skew ( sku ), adv. Awry ; obliquely. See
Askew.
Skew (sku), v.t. [Dan. skieve, to twist or

distort. See adjective. ] 1. To give an
oblique position to; to put askew.—2. To
throw or hurl obliquely. — 3. To shape or
form in an oblique way.

Windows broad within and narrow without, or
skewed and closed. i Ki. vi. 4 (margin).

Skew (sku), v.i. 1. To walk obliquely. Sir

R. UEstrange. — 2. To start aside, as a
horse; to shy. [Provincial. ]— 3. To look
obliquely; hence, to look slightingly, sus-

piciously, or uncharitably. 'To skew at the

infirmities of others.' Bp. Sanderson.

Neglected, and look'd lamely on, and skeiu'd at

With a few honourable words. Bean. &• Fl.

Skew (sku), n. 1. A piebald horse. [Pro-

vincial.]— 2. In arch, the sloping top of

a buttress where it slants off into a wall

;

the coping of a gable; a stone built into the
bottom of a gable, or other similar situation,

to support the coping above; a summer-
stone; a skew-corbel (which see).

Skew-axch (sku'arch), n. In arch, an arch
which is not at right angles to its abut-

ments.
Skew-back (sku'bak), n. In arch, that part

of a straight or curved arch which recedes
on the springing from the vertical line of

the opening. In bridges it is the course of

masonry forming the abutment for the
voussoirs of a segmental arch ; and in iron

bridges, for the ribs.

Skew-bald (sku'baui), a. Piebald: applied
to horses; or more strictly 7>te&aid is used
of horses spotted with white and black, skew-
baid of such as are spotted with white and
some other colour than black. ' Skew-bald
horse. ' Cleaveland.

Skew -bridge (sku'brij), n. A bridge in

which the passages over and under the
arch intersect each other obliquely; abridge
constructed with a skew-arch, or set ob-

liquely to its abutments.
Skew-corbel (skti'kor-bel), n. In arch.

a stone built into the bottom of a gable

A A, Skew-corbels.

to support the skews or coping above. Called
also Summer-stone, Skew-put, and Skew.

Skewer (sku'6r), ?i. [Prov. E. skiver, a skewer
= shiver, a splinter. A skewer is therefore
originally a sharp splinter.] A pin of wood
or iron for fastening meat to a spit or for

keeping it in form while roasting.

Skewer (sku'6r), v. t. To fasten with skewers;
to pierce or transfix, as with a skewer.

Of duels we have sometimes spoken : how, . . .

messmates, flinging down the wine-cup and weapons
of reason and repartee, met in the measured field;

to part bleeding; or perhaps not to part, but to fall

nmtually skewered through with iron. Carlyle.

Skew-flllet (sku'fil-let), n. A fillet nailed

on a roof along the gable coping to raise

the slates there and throw the water away
from the joining.

Skew-plane (sku'plan), n. In joinery, a
plane m which the mouth and the edge of

the iron are obliquely across the face.

Skew-put (sku'put), n. Same as Skew-
corbel.

Skew-wheel (sku'whel), n. A species of

bevel-wheel having the teeth formed ob-
liquely on the rim. Their purpose is to
transfer motion between shafts whose axes
do not admit of being united in a point.

Skid (skid), n. [A. Sax. scide, a billet of

wood. See Shide.] 1. Naut. (a) a curving
timber to preserve a ship's side from injury
by heavy bodies hoisted or lowered against
it; a slider. (&) A strut or post to sustain a
beam or deck or to throw the weight of a
heavy object upon a part of the structure
able to bear the burden, (c) One of a pair
of timbers in the waist to support the larger
boats when aboard. —2. A log fonning a track
for a heavy moving object; a timber forming
an inclined plane in loading or unloading
heavy articles from trucks, <tc.— 3. One of a
numberoftirabersrestingon blocks on which
a structure is built, such as a boat.~4. A
metal or timber support for a cannon.—
5. One of a pair of parallel timbers for sup-
porting a barrel, a row of casks, &c.—6. The
break of a crane.—7. A shoe or drag used for
preventing the wheels of a wagon or car-

riage from revolving when descending a hill.

Called also Skid-pan. [Skeed is also an
alternative spelling in some of the mean-
ings.]

Skid (skid), v.t. 1. To place on a skid or
skids. —2. To support with skids.— 3. To
check with a skid, as wheels in going down-
hill. Dickens.
Skid-pan (skid'pan), n. Same as Skid, 7.

Skie.t n. [See Sky.] A shadow; a cloud.
Chaucer.
Skiey (ski'i), a. Same as Skyey.
Skiff (8kif),n. [Fr. esquif, from O.G. scif,

Mod. G. schif. See SHIP.] A popular name
for any small boat. In merchant ships' boats
the skiflf is next in size to the launch or long-

boat, and is used for towing, running out a
kedge, &c.
Skiff (skif), V. t. To sail upon or pass over in

a skiff or light boat. 'They have shift tor-

rents.' Beau. & Fl.

Skilder (skil'dSr), v.i. To live by begging or
pilfering; toskelder. Sir W. Scott. [Local.]

Skilful (skil'ful), a. 1. Having skill; skilled;

well versed in any art; hence, dexterous;
able in management; able to perform nicely

any manual operation in the arts or profes-

sions; expert; as, a skilful mechanic; a skil-

ful operator in surgery; a skilful physician:

often followed by at or in; as, skilful at the
organ ; skilful in drawing.

His father was a man of Tyre, skUftil to work in

gold and silver. z Chron. ii. 14.

Thy assailant is quick, skilful and deadly. Shak.

2. Displaying or done with skill; clever;

as, a skilful performance. — 3. t Cunning;
judicious. SAaA;.—4. t Reasonable. Chaucer.
— Syn. Expert, skilled, dexterous, adept,

masterly, adroit, clever.

Skilfully (skil'fttl-U), adv. In a skilful

manner; with skill; with nice art; dexter-

ously; expertly; as, a machine skUfuUy
made; a ship skilfully managed.

Thou art an old love-monger and speakest skilfully.
Shak.

Skilfulness (skil'ful-nes), n. The quality

of being skilful or possessing skill ; dexter-

ousness; expertness; knowledge and ability

derived from experience. Ps. Ixxxviii. 72.

plrin (skil), n. [As a noun this is a Scandi-

navian word : Icel. skil, discernment, know-
ledge, a distinction ; Dan. skial, discrimina-
tion, discernment, a boundary, a limit; from
verbal stem seen in Icel. skilja, to separate,

to divide, A. Sax. scylan, to divide, to sepa-

rate, to distinguish. Scale, shell are from
sameroot.] 1. Discrimination; discernment;
understanding; knowledge; wit.

That by his fellowship he colour might
Both his estate and love from skill of any wight.

Spenser.
For I am mainly ignorant

What place this is ; and all the skill 1 have
Remembers not these garments. Shak.

2. The familiar knowledge of any art or
science, united with readiness and dexterity

in execution or performance, or in the appli-

cation of the art or science to practical pur-
poses ; nice art in the application of know-
ledge of any kind; power to discern and
execute ; ability to perceive and perform

;

dexterity; adroitness; expertness; art; apti-

tude ; as, the skill of a mathematician, of a
surveyor, of a physician or sun?eon, of a
diplomatist or negotiator, of a mechanic or

seam an. —3. t A specific exhibition or exercise

ofartorability. 'Richard . . . byathousand
princely skills, gathering so much corn as if

he meant not to return.' Fuller.—^.i Any

particular art. — 5.t A particular cause or
reason. ' For gret skill ' — for good reason.
Chaucer.

I think you have
As httle skill to fear, as I have purpose
To put you to't. Shak.

Skill t (skil), V.t. To know; to understand.
' To skill the arts of expressing our mind.'
Barroio.

Skill t (skil), V. i. [See the noun. ] 1. To dis-

criminate; to discern; to be knowing in; to
have understanding; to be dexterous.

They that skill not of so heavenly matter.
All that they know not, envy, or admire. Spenser.

2. To differ; to make difference ; to matter
or be of interest. [In this sense used im-
personally.]

Whate'er it be, it skills not much. Shak.

I command thee.
That instantly, on any terms, how poor
Soe'eritJ-tiV/juot, thou desire his pardon, /T^rti/.i&'^i

Skilled (skild), a. Having skill or familiar
knowledge, united with readiness and dex-
terity in the application of it ; familiarly
acquainted with; expert; skilful; as, ^skilled
mechanic: followed by in; as, a professor
skilled in logic or geometry ; one skilled in
the art of engraving. ' Well skilled ia
curses. ' Shak.

Moses in all the Egyptian arts was stilled.

Sir J. Denham.
Skilless (skilles), a. Wanting skill, know-
ledge, or acquaintance; ignorant; inexperi-
enced.
How many features are abroad I'm skilless of. Shak,

Skillet (skil'let). n. [O.Fr. escuelletU, dim.
of escuelle. Mod. Fr. ^cuelle, a porringer,,

basin, from L. scutella, dim. of scutra, &
dish.] A small vessel of iron, copper, or
other metal, with a long handle, used for
heating and boiling water and other culinary
purposes.

There likewise is a copper skillet.

Which runs as fast as you can fill it. S-anft.

Skillful. A spelling of skilful.

Skllllgalee, SkUligolee (skil'i-ga-le", skil'i-

go-le''), n. [Etym. doubtful.] A poor, thin,

watery kind of broth or soup, sometimes con-
sisting of oatmeal and water in which meat
has been boiled; a weak, watery diet served
out to prisoners in the hulks, paupers in

workhouses, and the like ; a drink made of
oatmeal, sugar, and water, formerly served
out to sailors in the navy. Sometimes,
spelled Skillygalee, Skillygolee, and con-
tracted into Skilly.

SkiUlng ( skil' ing ), n. [Probably a form of
shealing or sheeling.] A bay of a barn; also,,

a slight addition to a cottage.

Skilllng (skil'ing), n. Money formerly used
in Scandinavia and North Germany, in some-
places as a coin and in others as a money of
account. It varied in value from id. in Den-
mark to nearly Id. in Hamburg. Written
also Schilling.

Skilly (skil'i), n. See Skilligalee.
Skllt t (skilt), n. [See Skill.] Difference.

Skim (skim), n. [A lighter form of scum.}
Scum ; the thick matter that forms on the
surface of a liquor. [Rare.]

Skim (skim), v.t. pret. & pp. skimmed; ppr.

shimming. [See noun.] 1. To lift the scum
from; to clear, as a liquid, from a substance
floating thereon by an instrument that dips.

under and passes along the surface ; as, to
skim milk by taking off the cream.—2. To
take off by skimming.
Whilome I've seen her skim the clouted cream. Gay.

3. To pass near the surface of ; to brush the-

surface of slightly; to pass over lightly.

The swallow skims the river's wat'ry face. Dryden.

4. To glance over in a slight or superficial

manner; as, to skim a newspaper article.

Skim (skim), v.i. 1. To pass lightly; to glide

along in an even smooth course; as, an eagle

or hawk skiins along the ethereal regions.

Short swallow-flights of son? , that dip

Their wings in tears, and skim away. Tennyson.

2. To glide along near the surface ; to pass.

lightly.

Not so when swift Camilla scours the plain,

Fhes o'er the unbending corn, and skims along the

main. ^"A-

3. To hasten over superficially or with slight

attention.

They skim over a science in a superficial survey.
Hates.

Skimble - scamble, Skimble - skamblft
skim'bl-skam-bl), a. [A reduplication of

scaitible.) Wandering; rambling; confused;

unconnected. [CoUoq.]

Such a deal of skimble-scambte stuff

As puts me from my faith. Skak.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abime; J, Sc. f«y.
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SldmUe - scajnble, Sklmble - skamble
( skim 'bl-skam- 1)1), adv. In a confused
manner.
Skiin-coulter (skim'kol-tir). n. A coulter
for parini; otf the surface of land.
Sklmlngton, Sklmltry (skim'ing-ton.skim'-
it-ri). See .SKIM.MI.NGTON.
Skimmer (skim'er). n. 1. One who or that
which skims; especially, a flat dish or ladle
for skimming liquors. —2. One that skims
over a subject; a superficial student or
reader.

There are different defjrees of skimtners; first, he
who goes no farther than the title-patfe; secondly, he
who proceeds to the contents and index. &c.

Phiiip Skelton.
3. An aquatic natatorial bird of the genus
Khynchops, called also cutwater, shear-
water, and scissor-bill. These birds resemble
the terns in their small feet, long wings, and
forked tail ; but are distinguished from all
birds by their extraordinary bill, the upper
mandible of which is shorter than the under,
both being flattened so as to form simple

Black Skimmer \Rhynihofs nigra).

blades, with sharp cutting edges. They are
said to obtain their aliment, which consists

minations of the nerves, whose sensibilities
would otherwise soon become blunted.—
2. A hide; a pelt; the skin of an animal
separated from the body, whetlier green,
dry, or tanned. In commercial Ian. the
term is applied to the skins of those animals,
as calves, deer, goats, lambs, ijtc., which,
when prepared, are used in the lighter works
of bookbinding, the manufacture of gloves,
parchment, die; while the term hides is
applied to the skins of the ox, horse, &c.,
which, when tanned, are used in the manu-
facture of shoes, harness, and other heavy
and strong articles.—3. The skin of an ani-
mal retaining its shape, used as a vessel.
Skills of wine, and piles of grapes.' Tenny-

son.— i. The body; the pel-son. [Humorous.]
We meet with many of these dangerous civilities,

wherein 'tis hard for a man to save both his siin and
his credit. Sir Jt. VHstrangc.

5. Any external covering resembling skin in
appearance or use ; a filmy or membranous
substance forming on or attached to a sur-
face. — 6. The bark or husk of a plant : the
exterior coat of fruits and plants.—7. Saut.
(a) that part of a sail when furleii which
remains on the outside and covers the whole.
(6) The casing covering the ribs of a ship;
specifically, the iron casing covering the ribs
of an armour-plated ship.
Skin (skin), v.t. pret. & pp. skinned; ppr.
skinning. 1. To strip off the skin or hide; to
flay; to peel —2. To cover with skin, or as
with skin; to cover superflciallj.

It wiU but j.frj>i and fiUn the ulcerous place. SAat.
What I took for solid earth was only heaps of rub-

bish skinned over with a covering of vegetables.

.
Addison.

—To skin up a sail in the hunt (nattt.). to
make that part of the canvas which covers
the sail when furled, smooth aiul neat, by
turning the sail well up on the yards.
Skin (skin), r t. To be covered with skin;

a wound skins over
Of molluscs, crustaceans, Ac. by skimming

i

Skm-bound (skin'bound).a. A term descrip-
with their lower mandible lielow the surface
of the water, which they effect while on the
wing. One of the best known species is R.
nigra, or black skimmer (which is by no
means entirely black) It is found in the
tropical seas of the western hemisphere.
There are two less known species belomnneU the Old World.
Sklmmerton. Same as Skimmington.
Skim-milk (skim'milk), n. Milk from which
the cream has been taken.
Skimming (skim'iug), n. 1. The act of one
»ln. skims. —2. That which is removed by
Bkinimiiii,' from the surface of a liquid-
Scum: chiefly used in the plural.
Sklmmlngly (skim'ing-li), adv. By gliding
along the surface.

Skimmington, Sklmmerton (skim'ing-
tou, skim «r ton) A word of unknown ori-
gin, but probably the name of some notori-
ous but forgotten scold: used only in the
phrase to ride skimmington or tkimmerton,
or to ride the skimmington. This was a
burlesque procession in ridicule of a man
who allowed himself to be l)eaten by his
wife. It consisted in a man riding behind a
woman, holding a distaff in his haml, at
which he seemed to work, the woman all
the while beating him with a ladle They
were accompanied by what is called rough
music, that is. trying- pans, bulls'-homs,m irrow-bones, and cleavers.
Skimp (skimp), a. (Icel «*Yimt. tkamr,
sliiTt, tkemtna, to shorten. See .SCANT ]
Scanty, niggardly, Insutflcient [Provincial
hnu'lish and Scotch.]
Skimp (skimp), r.(. (.See the adjective.] To
give scant, InsufBcient, or illilieral measure
or allowance to ; to treat in a negligent or
niggardly manner; to scrimp. [Provincial
Knglish and Scotch]
Skimp (skimp), D. i. To be parsimonious or
niggardly; to save. (Provincial English and
.Scotch

1

Skin (skin), n. (A Scandinavian word: Icel.
and Sw. tkinn, Dan. tkind, skin; probably
from same root as Skr. sku, to cover] 1. The
external covering or tissue of most animals,
consisting in all vertebrates of two layers,
an outer and an inner. The former, to which
the name epidermis, cuticle, or scarf skin
is given, is destitute of nerves and blood-
vessels, and is thus non-sensitive; the inner
layer, called the dermis, corium, or true
skin, is, on the other hand, highly vascular
and sensitive. (See DERM and Epidermis.)
The skin, besides its use as a covering, per-
forms the functions of perspiration and ab-
sorption. The epidermis protects the ter-

tive of a state in which the skin appears to
be drawn tightly over the flesh.—S«rm-6ot(n<i
disease, a peculiar affection of the skin in
Infancy, originating in chronic inflammation
of tlie cellular membrane. The whole sur-
face of the body is swelled and hard, and
the skin is cold and tight-bound.
Sktncll (skiush). v.t. (A form akin to skimp,
scant ] To stint ; to scrimp ; to give short
allowance. [Local]
Sklndeep (skin'dep), «. Not reaching or
penetrating beyond the skin; supertlclal;
not- deep; slight.

That beauty is only skindttf ' is itself but a siin-
rf«/ observation. // spencer.

Skinflint (skiu'flintX ". A very niggardly
person.

It would have been long, said Mr. Oldbuck. ere
my womenkind could have made such a reasonable
bargain with that old skinflint. Sir tr Scott.

Skinful (skin'ful), n. As much as the stomach
will hold; as, a 8kii\fut of liquor.
Sklnk (ikingk), ». [Gr. skingkot, a kind of

Adda or Common Skink {Sciitcns ojtficinalis).

lizard] The common name of the lizards
belonging to the genus Scincus. They have
a long body entirely covered with rounded
imbricate scales, and are natives of warm
climates. One species, the adda (Scincns
officinalis), is celebrated throughout the East
as being efllcacious in the cure of various
cutaneous diseases, to which the inhabitants
o' Egypt. Arabia, Ac, are subject. It is
about inches in length, has a cylindrical
body and tail, and burrows in the sand
Sklnkt (skingk), n. [A. Sax. «<!«n«, drink.]
Drink.

O-erwhclm me not with sweet* let me not drink
Till my breast burst. O Jove, thy nectar skink.

*,_. . . , . . . MarstoH.
Sklnkt (skingk), r.i. (A. Sax. «c«ncan, to
serve out drink, from scene, drink; Icel.
skenkja. ] To serve drink; to pourout liquor.

Villains, why siink ye not tmto this fellow T
He makes me blythe. Lodge.

Sklnkt (skingk), v. t. To serve out or draw,
as liquor; to pour out for drinking. ' Such
wine as Ganymede doth skink for Jove.'
Shirley.

Skink (skingk), )i. [See Shank.] Ashinbone
of beef ; soup made with a shin of beef or
other sinewy portions. [Scotch.]
Skinkert (skingk'Sr), n. One that serves
liquors; a drawer; a tapster.

Hang up all the poor hop-drinkers.
Cries old Sym, tile king ot skiniers. B. yonson.

Skinless (skinles), a. Having no skin, or
having a thin skin; as, skinless fruit.
Skinner (skin'er), n. l. One who skins.—
2. One who deals in skins, pelts, or hides.
Skiuniness (skin'i-ues), »i. The quality of
being skinny.
Skinny (skin'i), a. Consisting of skin, or of
skin only; wanting flesh; as, & skinny hand.
Coleridge.

Skin-wool (skin'wiil), n. Wool pulled from
the dead skin; felt wool.
Skip (skip), v.i. pret & pp. skipped; ppr.
skipping. [A non-nasalized form correspond-
ing to Sw. skimpa, to run, skumpa, skmnpa,
to skip; comp. also Icel. skoppa, to spin like
a top.] 1. To fetch quick leaps or bounds

;

to leap ; to bound ; to spring ; to jump
lightly
Thave seen Ihe day. with my good biting falchion
I would have made them ski^. S/tak.
The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed to-day.
Had he thy reason, would he ski/> and play? Pofie.

2. To pass without notice; to make omissionsm writing : often followed by over.

A gentleman made it a rule in reading to j*i/ over-
all sentences where he spied a note of admiration at
the end. swifl.
-The reading faculty unhappily broke down, and

had to ski/> largely henceforth, diving here and there
at a venture. Carlyle.

Skip (skip),t).t. To pass with a quick bound;
to pass over or by ; often to pass over in-
tentionally in reading.

Let not thy sword skip one. Shak.
They who have a mind to see the issue may skip

these two chapters. Burnet.

Skip (skip), n. 1. A leap; a bound; a spring.
2. In music, a passage from one sound to
another by more than a degree at one time
Skip (skip), n. [A. Sax. seep, a box, basket,
Ac. SeeSKEP.J 1. A box or basket used in
mines for raising the excavated material to
the surface. - 2. A vehicle consisting of a
large wicker basket mounted on wheels,
such as is used to convey cops, Ac. , about a
factory.

Sklp-^ack (skip'jak), n. 1. An upstart Sir
H. L Estrange.—2. A name givpn to beetles
of the family Elateridaj, from their being
able to spring into the air, and thus regain
their feet when laid on their backs. See
Elaterid.e.
Skip-kennel (skip'ken-el), n. A lackey; a
footboy.

Skipper (skip'Sr), n. [D. schipper, Dan.
skipper, lit a shipper. See Ship] The
master of a small trading or merchant ves-
sel ; a sea captain ; hence, one having the
principal charge in any kind of vessel.
Skipper (skip'ir), n. (From skip.] 1. One
who skips; a dancer— 2. A youngling; a
young thoughtless person.—3. A name some-
times given to the saury pike, Scomberesoz
saurus.—i. The cheese maggot.—6. One of
a family (Hesperiidffi) of lepidopterous in-
sects, so called from its short. Jerking flight.
Sklppet (skip'et), n. It (Dim. from A. Sax.
scip, a ship J A small boat. Spenser. —2. [Dim.
of skip, a box. ) In archaol. a small cylin-
drical turned box with a lid or cover for
keeping records.

ch, cAain; th, Sc. loc*;

Vol IV.

Ancient Sklppet.

Skipping (skip'ing), p. and a. Given to skip;
characterized by skips or bounds; hence,
flighty; wauton; thoughtless. 'Thy skippittg

8. ?o; J.iob; fi, Pr. ton; ng, sin;; TH, tAen; th, (Aln; w. trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.- -See Key.
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spirits.* Shak. ' To make one in so skipping
a dialogue. ' Shak.

The skipping king, he ambled up and down
With shallow jesters and rash bavin wits. Shak.

Skippingly (skip'ing-ll), ady. In a skipping
nijiimer; liy skips or leaps.

Skipping-rope (skip'ing-rop), n. A small
rope used for exercise by young persons
who make short leaps to let it be swung
under their feet and over their heads.

.Skirl (skirl),v.i. [Allied to s/irWi,] To shriek;

to cry with a shrill voice ; to give forth a
sbrill sound. [Scotch.]

He screw'd the pipes and gart them skirl. Bums.

Skirl (skirl), n. A shrill cry or sound.
1 hear the skirl of the bagpipes which announces

that we are not far from the Highlanders.
ly. H. Russeil.

.Skirmish (sk^r'mish), n. [O.E. scarmishe,
skrymishe, Fr. escarmoucke, from O.Fr.
escremir, eskermir, to fence ; It. sckermire;
from O.H.G. skinnan, to fight, to defend
one's self, from ski}in, a shield or protec-
tion.] 1. A slight fight in war, especially
between small parties; a loose, desultory
kind of eng^ement in presence of two
armies, between small detachments sent out
for the purpose either of drawing on a battle,

or of concealing by their fire the movements
of the troops in the rear. Stocqueler.—2. A
contest; a contention.

They never meet but there's a skirmish of wit.

Shak.

Skirmish (skfer'mish), v.i. To fight slightly

or in small parties.

Skirmisher (sk6r'mish-6r), n. One that skir-

mishes.
.Skirr,t Skirt (sker), v.t [A form of scour.]

To scour; to pass over rapidly, as on horse-

back, in order to clear.

Send out more horses, skirr the country round.
Shak.

.Skirr,t Skirt (skfir), v.i. To scour; to scud;
to run hastily. * That in a thought skirr

o'er the fields of com.' Beaxi. 6i Fl. Writ-
ten also Scur.

And make them skirr away, as swift as stones.
Enforced from the old Assyrian slings. Shak.

;Sklrret (skir'et), n. [Contr. for skirwort or
skirroot, which itself is a corruption of su-

gar-wort or sugar-root] A plant, the water-
parsnep (Slum Sisarum), a native of China,
Cochin-China, Corea, Japan, &c. It has long
been cultivated in Eui-ope for the sake of

Skirret {Sium Sisarum).

its esculent tuberous root, which somewhat
resembles the parsnep in flavour. It is eaten
boiled with butter, pepper, &c., or half
boiled and subsequently fried. It was for-

merly much esteemed as a culinary vege-
table, but is now gone greatly into disuse.

*The skirret which some say in sallads stirs

the blood.' Drayton.
SkirrhUS (skir'rus), n. Same as Scirrkxcs.

Skirt (sk6rt), 71. [The older form of shirt
(which see).] 1. The lower and loose part
of a coat or other garment; the part below
the waist; as, the skirt of a coat or mantle.
1 Sam. XV. 27.-2. The edge of any part of
dress. * A small skirt of ruffled linen which
runs along the upper part of the stays before.

'

Addison.—3. Border; edge; margin; extreme
part; as. the skirts of a town. ' Here in the
skirts of the forest.' Shak. 'Brightening
the skirts of a long cloud.' Tennyson.—4. A
woman's garment like a petticoat.—5. The
diaphragm or midriff in animals. — To sit

upon one's skirts, an old phrase for taking
revenge on a person.

Skirt (skSrt), v.t. To border; to form the
border or edge of; or to run along the edge
of; as, a plain skirted by rows of trees. ' A
spacious circuit . . . skirted roimd with
wood.' Addison. 'Oft when sundown skirts

the moor' Tennyson.
Skirt (sk6rt). v.i. To be on the border; to
live near the extremity. ' Savages . . . who
skirt along our western frontiers.' Dr. S. S.

Smith.
Skirting (sk6rt'ing). ?i. 1. Material for mak-
ing skirts.— 2. Same as Skirting-board.

Skirting-board (sk6rt'ing-bord). n. The
narrow vertical board placed round the
bottom of the wall of a room next the floor.

Skit (skit), n. [In meaning 1 from A. Sax.

scyte, lit. a shooting, whence onscyte, an at-

tack or calumny; in meaning 2 from Prov.
£. skit, to slide, also hasty, the ultimate
origin in both cases being A. Sax. sce6tan,
scytan, to shoot] 1. A satirical or sarcastic

attack; a lampoon; a pasquinade; a squib.

2.t A light wanton wench.
{Herod) at the request of a dancing skit stroke off

the head of St. John the Baptist.

Herward {Eari of Northatnpton), 1583.

Skit (skit), V.t. [A. Sax. scytan, to shoot.
See the noun.] To cast reflections on; to
asperse. Grose. [Provincial English.]

Skittish (skit'ish), a. [See above] 1. Easily
frightened; shunning familiarity; shy. 'A
restitl skittish j&de.' Sir li. L'Estrange. 'A
skittish Ally.' Beau, d- Fl.

The skittish mare is all alive to-night Dickens.

2. Wanton; volatile; hasty.

They told Will it was a thousand pities so fine a
lady should have such skittish tricks. Richardson.

3. Changeable ; fickle. ' Skittish fortune.

'

Shak.
Skittishly (skit'ish-li), adv. In a skittish
manner; shyly; wantonly; changeably.
Skittishness (skit'iah-nes), n. The state or
quality of being skittish: (a) shyness; apt-
ness to fear approach; timidity. (6) Fickle-
ness; wantonness.
Skittle-alley (skitl-al-li), n. An oblong
court in which the game of skittles is

played.
Skittle-ball (skitl-bsl), n. A disc of hard-
wood for throwing at the pins in the game
of skittles.

Skittle-ground (skit'l-ground), n. Same as
Skittle-alley. Dickens.
Skittles (skit'lz), n. pi. [From A. Sax. scytan,
to shoot. See Skit, Shoot. Shuttle is a
slightly different form of the same word.]
A game played with nine pins set upright at
one end of a skittle-alley, the object of the
player stationed at the other end being to

knock over the set of pinswith as few throws
as possible of a somewhat flattish-shaped
ball.

Skive (skiv), n. [Same word as Shive. ] The
revolving table or lap used by diamond-
polishers in finishing the facets of the gem.
Skiver (ski'v6r),?i. [Akin shive, shiver (which
see).] 1. An inferior quality of leather made
of split sheep-skin tanned by immersion in
sumac and dyed. It is used for hat-linings,
pocket-books, bookbinding, <tc. — 2. The
knife or cutting-tool used in splitting sheep-
skins. E. H. Knipht.
Sklent (sklent), V.I. To slant; hence, to de-
viate from the truth. Bums. [Scotch.]

Sklere,t v.t. [Comp. G. schleier, a veil.] To
cover; to protect; to take care of.

Skolecite (sko'Ie-sit), n. The mineral now
known generally as Mesotype (which see).

When a small portion of it is placed in the
exterior flame of the blow-pipe, it twists like

a worm (Gr. skolex), becomes opaque, and is

converted into a blebby colotirless glass.

Skonce (skons). See Sconce.
Skorclet (skoi^kl), v.t. To scorch.

Skorodite (skor'6-dit). n. Same as Scoro-
dite.

Skout (skout). n. A popular name for the
guillemot (which see).

Skouth (skouth or skoth), n. [Comp. Icel.

skotha, to look about, to view.] Liberty of
range; free play; scope. Bums. [Scotch.]

Skow (skou), n. Same as Scow.
Skreed (skred), n. Floating ice in small
fragments. Kane.
Skreen (skren). Same as Screen.

Skreigh (skre6h), n. A screech; a loud shrill

cry. [Scotch]
Skreigh (skre<ih), v.t. To screech. [Scotch.]

Skrimmage (skrim'aj), n. Same as Scrim-
mage.
Skrimp (skrimp). See Scrimp.
Skringe (skrinj), v.t. To squeeze violently.

See Scringe.

Skrippe,t n. A scrip, Chaucer,
Skua, Skna-guU (sku'a, sku'a-gul), n. [N.
skua, Icel. sku/r, the skua.] A powerful
bird of the gull family, the Lestris catar-
actes. It is found in the Shetland Islands.
where it is also called botixie. See Lestris.
Skue (sku). See Skew.
Skug, Scoug (skug, skug), n. Same as Scug.
[Scotch.!

Skulduddery (skul-dud'er-i). See Sculdud-
DKRY.
Skulk (skulk), v.i. [Dan. skulke, to sneak,
allied to skiule, Icel. skjol. a cover, a hiding-
place.] IV) lurk; to withdraw into a comer
or into a close place for concealment; to
get out of the way in a sneaking manner;
to lie close from shame, fear of injury or de-
tection; to shun doing one's duty. 'Skuik-
ing in corners. ' Shak.

Discover'd, and defeated of your prey.
You sku/k'd behind the fence, and sneak'd a«ray.

Drydfn.

Skulk (skulk), v. t. To produce or bring for-

ward clandestinely or improperly. Edin.
Rev. [Rare.]

Skull^ Skulker (skulk, skulk'fir), n. A per-
son who skulks or avoids performing duties.

•Here. Brown! East! you cursed young skulks,'
roared out Flashman, coming to his open door. " I

know you're in—no shirking,' Hughes.

Skulkingly (skulk'ing-li), adv. In a skulk-
ing manner.
Skull (skul),Ti. [From the Scandinavian; Sw.
skalle, a skull, skull, skoll, abowl ordrinking-
cup; Dan. skal, a shell, hjemeskal, the skull
(lit. brain-shell, Sc. hartj^pan. See Harns); so
also G. himschale, lit. brain-shelL The skull
was so called from forming a kind of vessel.

Allied to scale (of a balance) and to shell.]

1. The cranium or bony case that forms
the framework of the head and incloses the
brain. It consists of eight bones, namely,
the frontal and occipital bones, upon its

fore and back part ; the two temporal and
parietal bones, forming the temples and
the sides of the skull ; and the sphenoid
and ethmoid bones, concerned in the for-

mation of the orbits and nose. ' Golgotha
and dead men's skuUs.' Shak.— 2. The brain
as the seat of intelligence. 'Skulls that
cannot teach and will not learn.' Cowper.-
3. t A skull-cap.

Let me put on my skull first. Beau. &• Fl.

Skull t ( skul ), n. A shoal or school, as of
fish.

Skull-cap (sknl'kap), n. 1. A cap fitting

closely to the head or skull. The name was

Iron Skull-caps.

formerly given also to an iron defence for

the head, sewed inside of the cap.—2. Tbe
common name of two British species of

plants of the genus Scutellaria. See Scutel-
laria.
Skulless (skul'les), a. Wanting a skull or
cranium; having no skull.

Skull-fish (skul'fish), n. A whaler's techni-

cal name for an old whale, or one more than
two years of age.

Skulpin (skul'pin), n. Same as Sculpin.

Skunk (skungk), n. [Contr. from native
American sega^iku.] A digitigi'ade carnivo-
rous quadruped of the genus Jlephitis, fa-

Common Skunk [Mephitis americana).

mily Mustelidfe, but differing considerably
from the general type of the family, and
approaching in form and general appear-
ance the badger and glutton. The species,
of which there are several, range all over

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; 5*. Sc. fey.
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North and South America, from Hudson's
Bny to the Straits of ilagellau. The com-
mon skunk (M. americana or varlans) may
be taken as the type of the genus. It is

about the size of a cat, of a generally black
or blackish-brown colour, with white streaks

on the back, and the tail is thickly covered
with long coarse hair. This animal has
two glands, near the inferior extremity of

the alimentary canal, which secrete an ex-

tremely fetid fluid, which the animal has
the power of emitting at pleasure as a
means of defence, its intense power and
offensiveness being something almost incon-
ceivable. This fluid possesses valuable
medicinal powers, l)eing used in asthma, «fec.

8tunk-bird, Skunk-blackbird (skungk'-
bt-rd, skuiigk'ljlak-b6rd). n. A name given
to the bobolink or rice-bird, from the re-

semblance of the colours of the male, at

certain periods of the year, to those of the
skunk.
Skunk - cabbage, Skunk-weed (skungk'-

kab-baj, skungk'wed),7j. A Nnrth American
plant of the genus Symplocarpus, the S. fa-
tidKs, so named from its smell. The root
and seeds are said to be antispasmodic, and
have been employed as expectorants, and
as palliatives in paroxysms of asthma.
Bkunkisb ( skungk'ish ), o. Resembling a
skunk: especially, having an offensive odour
like a skunk. [United States.]

Skuny(skur'ri), n. and v. Same as Scurry.

Skute (skut), n. [Icel. skuta, Dan. skitde, a
boat, a small vessel.] A boat. See Scout.

8ky(8ki),n. [A Scandinavian word: Icel. sky,

Dan. & Sw. sku, a 3loud ; Sw. Dan. skyhim-
mel, the heavens, the sky; allied to A. Sax.
$e6a, a shade or shadow; also to-' £. shade,
the root being the same as in Skr. sku, to
cover. See Shade] l.t A cloud.— 2. The
apparent arch or vault of heaven, which in

a clear day is of a blue colour; the Arma-
ment; as, the stars that stud the sky.

Wide is the fronting gate, and raised on high.
With adamantine columns threats the siy. Drytten.

S. That portion of the ethereal region in
which meteorological phenomena take place;
the r^on of clouds. 'Freeze, thou bitter
*ky. ' Shak. ' Heavily the low sky raining.

'

Tennyson. The plural skies is often used
in the same sense.

The jifaff look (grimly.

And threaten present blusters. ShaA.

4. The weather; the climate.—Open sky, sky
with no intervening cover or shelter. ' Un-
der open sky adored.' Milton.

Sky (ski), r. (. pret. & pp. skied; ppr. skying.
To raise aloft or towards the sky: hence, to
hang high on a wall in an exhibition of
paintings; as, his picture was tAied. [Colloq]
Sky (ski), v.t. [A northern form of shy.} To
toss: to shy. [Local.]

Sky (ski), r.i. To shy as horses do. [Local.]

Sky-blue (skiTjlu), a. Of the blue colour
«l the sky.

Sk^-blue (skildu). n. Skimmed milk; poor,
thin, watery milk; milk adulterated with
water: so called jocularly, in allusion to
its colour. 'Strangers teU of three times
skimmed skyMxie.' Bloomjield.
Sky -bom (skibom), a. Bom or produced
in the sky; of heavenly birth. 'Sky-born
messenger, heaven looking through his
eyes.' Carlyle.

Sky -colour (skiTtul-fir), n. The colour of
the sky; a particular species of blue colour;
azure. Boyle.

Sky -coloured ( skiTtul-fird ), a. Like the
sky in cfilour; blue; azure. Addison.
Sky-drain (ski'dran), n. An open drain, or
a drain UJled with loose stones not covered
with earth, round the walls of a building,
to prevent dampness.
Sky -dyed (ski'did). a. Coloured like the
sky.

There figs, sky-4ytd, a ptirple hue disclose. Pope.

S^ed (skidX a. Enveloped by the skies.
'The «A:ycd mountain." Thvmsim. [Rare.]
Skyey (ski'i), a. Like the sky; ethereal
Shelley.

Sky-high (skilil), a. High as the sky; very
high.
Utgard with its sky-high gates . . . bad gone to air.

Carlyle.

Sksrlsh (skl'ish), a. Like the sky. or ap-
proaching the sky. 'The skyiah head of
bluf Olympus.' Shak. [Rare.]
Sky-lark (skn^k), n. A lark that mounts
and sings as it flies, the Alauda arvensis,
or common lark of Britain. See Lakk.
The air was full of happy sounds; overhead the

sky-larks sang in jocund rivalry, mounting higher
and higher, as if they would have beaten their wings
against the sun.

,

Conihttl Mag.

Sky-larking (skl'lark-ing), n. A term which
seems to have been originally used by sea-

men to denote sportive gambols in the rig-

ging or tops, but now applied to frolicking
or tricks of various kinds.

Sky-light (ski'lit)' n. l. A window placed
in and often flush with the roof of a house.
2. A glazed frame in a ship's deck to light a
cabin or other room.
Sky-planted (ski'plant-ed), a. Placed or
planted in the sky. Shak.
Skyrin (ski'rin), a. [Icel. skirr, clear, bright,
hrilliant, nk^rr, evident, manifest.] A term
applied to anything that strongly takes
the eye; flaunting; showy; gaudy. Burns.
[Scotch.]

Sky - rocket (ski'rok-et), n. A rocket that
ascends high and burns as it flies; a species
of firework.

Sky -roofed (ski'rbft), a. Having the sky
f(jr a roof.

Sky-sail (ski'sal), n. A light sail in a square-
rigged vessel, next above the royal. It is

sometimes called a Sky-scraper when it is

triangular. See cut Sail.
Sky-scraper (ski'skriip-fir), n. Same as
Sky -sail.

Skyte (skj't), n. [Scotch. A. Sax. scytan,
to shoot. See Shoot.] 1. The act of squirt-
ing ; a squirt of fluid ; a small quantity, as
of liquor; a smart shower of hail or rain.

—

2. A syringe or stiuirt.~ 3. A contemptible
fellow.

Sky-tinctured (ski'tingk-turd),a. Tinctured
by the sky; of the colour of the sky. Milton.
S^rward (ski'wferd), a. and adv. Toward
the sky.

Slab (slab), a. [Icel. slabb, mud, mire;
comp. Ir. slaib, mud, mire left on the strand
of a river] Thick; viscous. 'Make the
gruel thick and slab.' Shak.
Slab (slab), n. [See Slab, a.] 3Ioist earth;
slime; puddle.
Slab (slab).?t. [Perhaps for sklab, and allied

to Sc. skelb, a thin slice. See SheLP.] 1. A
thin flat regularly shaped piece of anything,
as of marble or other stone.—2. An outside
piece taken from timber in sawing it into
ijoards, planks, &c.Slabs of tin, the lesser

masses of the metal run into moulds of stone.

Slab (slab), v.t To cut slabs or outside
pieces from, as from a log, to square it for
use. or that it may be sawn into boards
with sfiuare edges.

Slabber (slab'6r),tT. I. [D. and L.G. slabberen,
G. schUibbem, to slabber, freqs. of slabben,
scklabben, to lap. Slobber, slubber are also
forms, and slaver is akin.] To let the saliva

or other liquid fall from the mouth care-
lessly; to drivel; to slaver.

Slabber (slab'Sr), v.t. l. To sup op has-
tily, as liquid food. 'To slabber pottage.'
Barret. —2.. To wet and foul by liquids suf-

fered to fall carelessly from the mouth ; to
slaver; to slobber. 'He slabbered me all

over' Arbuihnot.—Z. To cover, as with a
liquid spilled.

The milk-pan and cream-pot so slatber'd and tost.

That butter is wanting, and cheese is half lost.

Tussfr.

Slabber (slab'6r), n. Slimy moisture from
tlif mouth; slaver.

Slabber (slab'6r), n. l. One who or that
which slabs; specifically, a saw for remov-
ing the slabs or outside parts of a log.—2. In
metal working, a machine for dressing the
sides of nuts or heads of bolts,

Slabberer (Blab'6r-6r), n. One that slab-

bers; a driveller.

Slabbery (slab'6r-i), a. Covered with slab-

ber; wet; sloppy.

Our frost is broken since yesterday, and it is very
slabbery. Swift.

Slabblness (slab'i-nes), n. The state of be-
ing thick or slabby; muddiness.
Slabby (slab'i), a. [See Slab, a.] 1. Thick;
viscous. ' Slabby and greasy medicaments-

'

Wiseman.—2. Wet; muddy; slimy; sloppy.

When waggish boys the stunted besom ply.

To rid the slabby pavements, pass not by. Gay.

Slab-line (slablin), n. A line or small rope
by which seamen truss up a sail after haul-
ing upon the leech and bunt lines.

Slab - sided ( slab'sld-ed ), a. Having flat

aides like slabs; hence, tall; lank. [United
States. ]

Slack (slak), a. [A. Sax. slcec, sleac; cog.

0.13. and L.G. slakk, Icel. slakr, Sw. slak,

M.HG, slack. Probably from a root lag
(with s prefixed) seen also in L. languidus,
languid, laxtts, loose, lax.] 1. >'ot tense;
not hard drawn; not firmly extended; loose;

relaxed; as, a slack rope; slack rigging.

—

2. Weak; remiss; not holding fast.

From his slack hand the garland wreathed for Eve
Down dropp'd, and all the fiided roses shed,

Afilton.

3. Remiss; backward; not using due dili-

gence; not eai-nest or eager; as, slack in
duty or service.

The duke shall know how slack thou art. Shak.
Rebellion now began, for lack
Of zeal and plunder, to grow slack. Hudibras.

4. Not violent ; not rapid ; slow. * Caesar
. . . hoisting sail with a slack south-west.'
Milton.

Their pace was formal, grave, and slack. Dryden.

5. Not busy; not fully occupied; dull.

The wrong done by this practice is rendered more
apparent by the conduct of the merchants during
the brisk and slack periods. Mayhem.

—Slack in stays (naut. ), slow in going about,
as a ship.

—

Slack water, the time when the
tide runs slowly, or the water is at rest ; or
the interval between the flux and reflux of
the tide.—Syn. Loose, relaxed, weak, remiss,
backward, abated, diminished, inactive,
slow, tardy.

Slack (slak), adv. In a slack manner; par-
tially; insufficiently; not intensely; as, slack
dried hops; bread slack baked.
Slack ( slak ), n. 1. The part of a rope that
hangs loose^ having no stress upon it. —
2. A dulness or remission, as in trade or
work; a slack period.

When there is a slack, the merchants are all anxious
to get their vessels delivered as fast as they can.

Mayheiv.
3. Small coal screened from household or
furnace coal of good quality.—4. [IceLslakki,
a slope on a mountain.] An opening be-
tween hills; a hollow where no water runs.
[Scotch and provincial English.]

Slack (slak), v.t. and i. Same as Slake
(which see).

Slack, Slacken (slak, slak'n), v.i. [See the
adjective.] 1. To become less tense, flrm,

or rigid ; to decrease in tension ; as, a wet
cord slackens in dry weather.— 2. To. be re-

miss or backward; to neglect.

When thou shalt vow a vow unto the L.ord thy
God, thou shalt not slack to pay it. Deut xxiii. at.

3. To abate; to become less violent
Whence these raging fires

Will slacken if his breath stir not their Aames. Milton.

4. To lose rapidity; to become more slow;
as, a current of water slackens; the tide

slackens.—5. To languish; to fail; to Hag.

You began to change

—

I saw it and grieved

—

Xqslacken and to cool. Tennyson.

Slack, Slacken (slak, slak'n), v.t. l. To
lessen the tension of; to make less tense or
tight; to loosen; to relax; as, to slackens,
rope or a bandage. ' Slack the bolins there.'

Shak. *Our«iacA:e?*'rf sails.' Dryden.
Taught power's due use to people and to kings.
Taught not to slack nor strain its tender strings. Pope.

2. To relax ; to remit for want of eagerness

;

to be remiss in ; to neglect ; as, to sloven
exertion or labour.

Say that they slack their duties.

And pour our treasures into foreign laps. Shak.

3. To mitigate; to diminish in severity; to
make less intense ; to abate ; to remit ; to
relieve; as, to slacken cares; to slacken
pain. Milton,—^ To cause to become more
slow ; to retard ; to lessen rapidity ; as, to
slacken one's pace.

I am nothing slow to slack his h<LSte. Shak.

Well pleased with such delay, they slack their pace.
Milton.

5. To abate; to lower; as, to slacken the heat
of a fire. —6. To withhold; to cause to be
used or applied less liberally ; to cause to
be withheld. Shak. — 7. To repress ; to
check.

I should be grieVd, young prince, to think my
presence

Unbent your thoughts and slackened 'em to arms.
Addison.

Slacken (slak'n),n. Inmini/w?. See Sla kin.
Slack-Jaw (slak'ja), n. impertinent lan-

guage. [Vulgar.]

Slackly (slak'li), adv. In a slack manner; as,

(a) not tightly; loosely. '5tocH(/ braided in

loose negligence.' Shak. (b) Negligently;
remissly; carelessly. ' So atocWy guarded.'
Shak.
Slackness (slak'nes), n. The state of being
slack ; as, (a) looseness ; the state opposite
to tension; want of tightness or rigidness; as,

the slackness of a cord or rope. (6) Remiss-
ness; negligence; inattention; as, the slack-

ness of men in business or duty; slackness in

the performance of engagements.
These thy offices.

So rarely kind, are as interpreters
Of my behind-hand slackness. Shak.

ch, cAain; 6h, 8c. locA; s, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng. siw?: TH. (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See K£7.
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(c) Slowness; tardiness; want of tendency;
as. the slackness of flesh to heal. Sharp.

(d) Weakness; want of intenseness. 'Slack-

ness of motion.' Brerewood.

Slade t (slad), n. [A. Sax. slced.l A little dell

or valley ; a glade ; also, a flat piece of low,

moist ground. 'Satyrs that in slades and
gloomy dimbles dwell.' Drayton.

Slade (slad), pret. [From slide.] Slid;

slipped along. [Scotch.]

Slag (slag), n. [Sw. slagg, G. schlacke, slag;

comp. Icel. slagna, to flow over; slag, slagi,

dampness.] 1. The scoria from a smelting

furnace; a vitreous mineral matter removed
in the reduction of metals. It is utilized in

making cement, artificial stone, &c., and in

the manufacture of alum and crown-glass.

2. In iron-fminding , the fused dross which
accompanies the metal in a furnace, and
which is held back from the ingate. Called

also Cinder, Clinker, and Sconce. —3. The
scoria of a volcano. Dana. 'Foreground
black with stones and slags.' Tennyson.

Slaggy(slag'i),a. Pertaining toorresembling
slag.

Slate (sla), n. A weaver's reed; a sley.

Slain (slan), pp. of slay.

As these projects, however often sinin, always re-

.suscitate, it is not superfluous to examine one or two
of the fallacies by which the schemers impose upon
themselves. 7. S. Mill.

.

—

Letters of slains, in old Scots laic, letters

subscribed by the relations of a person slain

declaring that they had received an assythe-
mentorrecompense.andcontainingan appli-

cation to the crown for a pardon to the mur-
derer.

Slaister (slas'tfir), n. [Scotch.] l. The act
of dabbling in anything moist and unctuous;
the act of bedaubing.—2. A quantity of any-
thing moist and unctuous ; a worthless,
heterogeneous composition. Sir W. Scott.

Slaister(slas't6r),«.<. Tobedaub. [Scotch.]

Slaister (slas't6r), v.i. To do anything in

an awkward and untidy way ; especially, to

dabble in anything moist and pasty. Sir

W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Slaistery (slas't6r-i), n. The offals of a
kitchen, including the mixed refuse of solids

and fluids ; dirty work. Miz. Hamilton.
[Scotch.]

Slake (slak), v.t. pret. & pp. slaked; ppr.

slaking. [Icel. slokva, to slake, to extin-

guish, to quench thirst; Dan. slukke, Sw.
sldckna, to extinguish, to quench thirst;

akin to slack; comp. also slag. ] 1. To quench;
to extinguish; to abate; to decrease; as,

to slake thii-st. 'Slake the heav'nly fire.'

It could not slezike mine ire nor ease my heart. Sfta^.

2. To mix or cause to combine with water so

that a true chemical combination shall take
place; as, to slake quicklime.—S^a^ed lime,
or hydrate of lime, is quicklime reduced to a
state of powder by the action of water upon
it. In this state the lime is combined with
about one -third of its weight of water.
During the process of slaking lime a great
evolution of heat takes i>lace. —Air-slaked
lime, a compound of one equivalent of car-

bonate of lime and one of hydrate of lime
formed by lime when exposed to the air

slowly attracting water and carbonic acid.

As a result of this action it falls to powder.
Slake (slak), v.i. 1. To become mixed with
water so that a true chemical combination
takes place ; as, the lime slakes.— 2. To be
quenched ; to go out ; to become extinct

;

to desist; to fail. 'Hia flame did slake.'

Sir T. Browne.—Z. To abate; to become less

decided; to decrease.

No flood by raining slaketk. Shak.
For how, till a man know, in some measure, at what

point he becomes logically defun ct, can Parliamentary
Business be carried on, and Talk cease or slake.

Carlyle.

Slake (slak), v.i. To slacken; to grow less

tense. ' When the body's strongest sinews
slake.' Sir J. Davies. [Rare.]

Slake (slak), n. A slight bedaubing; a
small quantity of some soft or unctuous
substance applied to something else. ' A
slake o' paint.' Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.}

Slake (slak), v.t. To besmear; to daub.
[Scotch.]

Slakeless (slakles), a. Incapable of being
slaked; quenchless; inextinguishable; in-

satiable. ' Slakeless thirst of change.'
Byron.
SlaMn (slak'in), n. [From slack, slake.] A
spongy, semi-vitrifted substance mixed by
smelters with the ores of metals to prevent
their fusion. It is the scoria or scum sep-

arated from the surface of a former fusion

of the same metal. Spelled also Slacken.

Slam (slam), v.t. pret. & pp. slammed; ppr.

slamming. [Icel. shxma, slainra, to swing,

to slam; comp. Sw. slamra, to jingle.] 1. To
close with force and noise; to shut with
violence; to bang.
Then he disappeared, slamming' the door behind

him. G. A. Sala.

2. To beat; to cuff. [Local.]—3. To strike

down; to slaughter. [Local.]—4. In card-
playing, to beat by winning all the tricks

in a hand.
Slam (slam), V. i. To strike violently or noisily,
as a door, or a moving part of a machine,
&c. ; as, the door slams; a valve slams.

Slam (slam), n. 1. A violent driving and
dashing against; a violent shutting of a
door.
The powdered-headed footman slammed the door

very hard, and scowled very grandly: but both the
slam and the scowl were lost upon Sam. Dickens.

2. The winning of all the tricks in a hand at
whist.—3. The refuse of alum-works.
Slamkln, Slammerkin (slam'kin, alam'6r-

kin), n. [D. slomp, G. schlampe, a slut, a
trollop, and dim. term, -kin; comp. Dan.
slam, mud, mire.] A slut ; a slatternly wo-
man. [Provincial English.]

Slander (slan'der), 71. [O.E. sclaunder, es-

claundre, from Fr. esclandre, from L. scan-
dalum, Gr. skandalon; so that this word is

simply scandal in another form. See SCAN-
DAL.] 1. A false tale or report maliciously
uttered, and tending to injure the reputa-
tion of another; the uttering of such reports;
aspersion; defamation; detraction; as, to
utter slander; to be fond of slander.

The worthiest people are the most injured by
slander. Swift.

Quick-circulating slanders mirth afford ;

And reputation bleeds in every word. Churchill.

2,t An injury or offence done by words.

Do me no slander. D6uglas. Shak.

3.t Disgrace; reproach.

Thou slander of thy mother's heavy womb 1

Thou loathed issue of thy father's loins ! Shak.

4.t 111 name; ill report.

You shall not find me, daughter,
After the slander of most stepmothers,
lli-eyed unto you. Shak.

5. In law, the maliciously defaming of a per-
son in his reputation, profession, or business
by spoken words, as a libel is by writing.

Slander differs from libel in that slander
consists in oral defamation only, whereas a
libel must consist of matter published; also

the scope of the offence of libel is more ex-

tensive than that of slander. A person
guilty of slander can only be proceeded
against civilly, whereas libel may be pun-
ished criminally.

Slander (slan'der), v.t. 1. To defame; to
injure by maliciously uttering a false report
respecting; to tarnish or impair the reputa-
tion of, by false tales maliciously told or
propagated; to calumniate.

O do not slander him, for he is kind. Shak.

Some one, he thought, had slander'd Leolin to him.
Tenjiyson.

2. To detract from; to disparage.

The leaf of eglantine, whom not to slander,
Out-sweeten'd not thy breath. Shak.

3.t To disgrace; to dishonour; to discredit.

Tax not so bad a voice
To slander music any more than once. Shak.

4.t To reproach: followed by toith. 'To
slander Valentine with falsehood.' Shak.
—Asperse, Defame, Calumniate, Slander.

See under Asperse.—Syn. To defame, as-

perse, calumniate, vilify, malign, brand,
traduce, blacken.

Slanderer (slan'd6r-6r), n. One who slan-

ders; a calumniator; adefamer; one who
injures another by maliciously reporting
something to his prejudice. 'Railers or

slanderers, tell-tales, or sowers of dissen-

sion.' Jer. Taylor.

Slanderous (slan'd6r-us), a. 1. Disposed or

given to slander; uttering defamatory words
or tales. 'Slanderous tongues.' Shak.—
2. Containing slander or defamation; calum-
nious ; as, ^anderoits words, speeches, or

reports, false and maliciously uttered.

As by flattery a man opens his bosom to his mortal
enemy, so by detraction and a slanderous misreport

he shuts the same to his best friends. Soiflh.

3.t Scandalous; reproachful; disgraceful;

shameful. ' The vile and slanderous death
of the cross.' Book of Homilies, 1573.

Ugly and slanderous to thy mother's womb.
Full of unpleasing blots and sightless stains.

Shak.

Slanderously (slan'd6r-us-li), adv. In a
slanderous manner; with slander; calumni-
ously; with false and malicious report.

Slanderousness (slan'd^r-us-nes), n. The
state or quality of being slanderous or de-
famatory.
Slang (slang), old pret. of sling.

Slang (slang), n. [Origin uncertain; perhaps
from the language of the Gypsies. Slang is

a word of recent introduction, cant being
its predecessor. ] 1. Colloquial language cur-

rent among a certain class or classes, edu-
cated or uneducated, but having hardly the
stamp of general approval, and often to be
regarded as inelegant, incorrect, or even
vulgar. The term is somewhat loosely ap-
plied to certain familiar words and phrases,
both coarse and refined, which float about
and change with fashion and taste ; such
being now more or less in use among persons
in a variety of walks in life. There is a
slang attached to various professions, occu-
pations, and classes of society; as, the slang
of fashionable life, parliamentary slang,

literary slang, civic slang, and shopkeepers'
slang. Slang is somewhat allied to, thougli

not identical with, cant. The word is often

used adjectively; as, a sla7ig word or ex-

pression.—Bhyming slang, a kind of cant or
secret slang spoken by street vagabonds in

London, consisting of the substitution of

words and sentences which rhyme with other
words or sentences intended to be kept se-

cret. See also Back-slang.— 2. A term used
by London costermongers for counterfeit

weights and measures. Mayhew.— 3. Among
showmen, (a) a perfomiance; (h) a travelling

booth or show. Mayhew.
Slang (slang), v.i. To use slang; to engage
in vulgar, abusive language. ' To slang with
the fishwives.' Mayhew.
Slang (slang), -v.t. To address with slang

or rioaldry; to insult or abuse with vulgar
language.

Every gentleman abused by a cabman or slanged
by a bargee was bound there and then to take off his

coat and challenge him to fisticuff's.

Spectator newspaper.

Slang (slang), n. A fetter worn by convicts:

so called from being slung on their legs by
a string to prevent slipping down.
Slangey, Slangy (slang'i), a. Of or relating

to slang; of the nature of slang; addicted to

the use of slang.

Both were too gaudy, too slangey, too odorous of
cigars, and too much given to horseflesh. Dickens.

Slangular (slang'gu-l6r). a. HaWng the
nature or character of slang; slangy. ' His
strength lying in a slangular direction.*

Dickens. [Rare; humorous.]
Slang-whanger ( slang 'whang-6r), n. A
noisy, frothy demagogue; a turbulent par-

tisan. Irving. [CoUoq.]

Slang-whanging (slang'whang-ing), a. Us-
ing slangy abusive language. ' Billingsgate's

slang-whanging Tartars.' Hood. [Colloq.]

Slank (slangk), pret. of sliiik.

Slant (slant), a. [Sc. sclent, sloping,oblique:

Prov. E. stent, to slope; Sw. stinta, to slide

or glide down; other connections doubtful.]

Sloping; oblique; inclined from a direct

line, whether horizontal or perpendicular.
* The slant lightning.' Milton.

Slant (slant), v.t. 1. To turn from a direct

line; to give an oblique or sloping direction

to.—2. To hold or stretch out in a slanting

direction; with out.

Two noble steeds, and palfreys twain.

Were slanting out their necks with loosen'd rein.

ICeats.

Slant (slant), n. 1. An oblique direction or
plane; a slope. 'It lies on as^ani.' C. Rich-
ardson.~2. An oblique reflection or gibe; a
sarcastic remark.-S/anf of wind (imxtt.), a
transitory breeze of wind, or the period of

its duration.

Slant (slant), r. I. To slope; to lie obliquely.

'On the side of yonder slanting hill.' Dods-
ley.

Slantingly (slant'ing-li). adv. In a slanting

manner: (a) with a slope or inclination;

\b) with an oblique liint or remark. Strype.

Slantly, Slantwise (slantai, slant'wiz),adr.

Obliquely; in an inclined direction.

Slap (slap), n. [L.G. slappe, G. schlappe, a
slap, slappen, schlappen, to slap; probably
from the sound.] 1. A blow given with the

open hand, or with something broad.—2. A
gap ; a breach in a wall or fence. [Provin-

cial English and Scotch.]

Slap (slap), v.t. pret. & pp. slapped; ppr.

slapping. 1. To strike with the open hand
or with something broad. Milton.— 1. In
masonry, to break out an opening in a solid

wall. [Local.]

Slap (slap), adv. 'With a sudden and vio-

lent blow; plumply. [Collog.]

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, byll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. ab.tne; y, Sc. fey.
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Slap-bang (slap'bang), adv. [Said to be
imitative of the discharge of a gun, from
the snap or stroke of the hammer and the
immediately following report.] Violently;
suddenly; in a noisy or outrageous manner;
dashingly. [Slang.]
Slap-bang (slap'bang), a. Violent; dashing.
Slap-dasb (slap'dash), arfy. [Colloq.] 1. All
at once; slap.— 2. In a careless, rash man-
ner; at random.
Slap-dash (slap'dash). n. A provincial term
more commonly called by builders rough-
casting. It is a composition of lime and
coarse sand, reduced to a liquid form, and
applied to the exterior of walls as a pre-
servative-

Slap-dash (slap'dash), v.t 1. To do in a
rough or careless manner.—2. To rough-
cast a wall with mortar.
Slape (slap), a. [Icel. sleipr, slippery.]
Slippery; smooth: hence, crafty; hypocriti-
cal. [Provincial English.]—5iape ale, plain
ale. as opposed to medicated or mixed ale.

—Slapeface, a soft-spoken, crafty hypocrite.
Haliiwell.

Slap-jack (slap'jak), n. Same as Flap-jack.
f.\merican.]

Slapper (slap'er), n. 1. One who or that
which slaps.—2. A person or thing of large
size: a whopper, [Vulgar.]

Slapping (slap'ing), a. Very large; big;
great. [Vulgar.]

Slap-np (^slap'up). a. Excellent: first-rate.
' Sm/>-wp hotel this seems, sir.' Jfr«. H. Wood.
fSlang]

SQash (slash), v.t. [Perhaps an imitative
word, or from lash with prefixed «.] 1. To
cut by striking violently and at random.—
2. To cut with long incisions; to slit; as, to
glash a garment.— 3. To lash. [Rare.]
Daniel, a sprightly swain that used to slash
The vigorous steeds that drew his lord's calash.

Dr. iV. King.
4. To cause to make a sharp sound; to crack
or snap, as a whip.
She j/ajA<rfa whip she had in her hand; the cracks

thereof were loud and dreadful. Dr. H. More.

Slash (slash), v.i. 1. To strike violently and
at random with an edged instrument: to lay
about one with blows. ' Hewing and slash-
ing at their idle shades.' Spenser.— 2. To
cut through rapidly.
The Sybarite slashed through the waves like a

knife through cream-chce&e. Hannay.

Slash (slash), n. 1. A long cut; a cut made
at randnm. ' Cuts and slashes that had
drawn blood.' Clarendon.—2. A large slit
in the thighs and arms of old dresses, such
as those of Queen Elizabeth's days, made to
show a rich coloured lining through the
openings.
Slashed (slasht), p. and a. 1. Cut with a
slash or slashes; deeply gashed.—2. Having
artificial slashes or long narrow openings,
as a sleeve, &c. Sir W. Scott.— s. In hot.
applied to leaves divided into many seg-
ments: lacintate; nmltifld. — 4. In her. the
term employed when the openings or gain-
ings in t!ie sleeves are to be describ^ as
filled with a putting of another tincture.

Slashing (slash'ing), p. and a. 1. Striking
violently and cutting at random.—2. Cutting
up; sarcastic; severe. [Literary slang.]

He was concocting, you could not term it compos-
ing, an article, a very slashing article, which was to
prove, &c. Disraeli.

3. Very large; big: great; slapping. *A
nlaahing fortune.' Dickens. [Vulgar.]
Slashy (slash'i), a. Slushy. [Local]
Slat ( slat), n. [Perhaps akin to or a form of
"/""?] A narrow piece of timber used to
fasten together larger pieces or in various
situations ; a long narrow slip of wood, as
in a Venetian blind.

Slat (slat), v.t [IceL sletta, to strike, to
slap In sense 2 perhaps rather akin to
slate.] 1. To beat; to strike; to slap; to
throw down violently or carelessly.

How did you kill him?
Slatted his brains out. Marston.

2. To split: to crack. [Provincial Enclish.J-
3 To set on; to Incite. [Provincial English.)
SlatCh (slach), n. [A softened form of slack.]
A'aut. (a) the period of a transitory breeze.
(6) An interval of fair weather, (c) The
slack of a rope.

Slate (slat), n. [O E. and Sc. sclate, O.Fr.
eselat. Mod. Fr.^c/a(, a splinter, from esdater
(SIi>d. Fr. ^clater), to shiver or lly in splinters,
from *).H G. skleizan, to break, (i. schleissen,
to split; E. to slit.] 1. A name common to
such rocks as are capable of being split into
an indefinite number of thin laminte in ac-
cordance with the planes of cleavage, often

at right angles to the planes of tme strata
or layers of deposition. True slate is a very
compact rock, little liable to be acted upon
by atmospheric agencies, and chiefiy ob-
tained from palaeozoic strata. It is com-
monly of a bluish or greenish colour, with
a silky lustre. It usually consists of silica,
alimiina, o.\ide of iron, manganese, potash,
carbon, and water. It is opaque, may be
scratched by the knife, and fuses into a
blackish sl&s.—Adhesive slate, a greenish-
gray variety of slate, which absorbs water
rapidly and adheres to the tongue.—.4 i«-
ininous slate contains alumina, and is used
in the manufacture of alum.—Argillaceojis
slate, clay-slate (which &ee).—Bituminous
slate, a soft species, impregnated with bitu-
men. —Drawing slate. Same as Black-chalk
(which see).—Hone or whet slate has much
silica in its composition, and is used for
hones.—Hornbleiide and mica slate contain
the minerals named.— Polishimj slate.a. fine-
grained slate of a yellow colour, found in
Bohemia.—2. A piece of smooth argillaceous
stone, used for covering buildings. Clay-
slate or argillite is most commonly used for
roofing. It is a simple schistose mass of a
bluish gray or grayish black colour, of vari-
ous shades. It is extensively distributed in
Great Britain, being found in Wales, Corn-
wall, the Lake district, Argyleshire, Perth-
shire, and other localities, in geological
horizons not higher than the carboniferous,
and mainly Cambrian and Silurian. Roofing
slates are of various sizes, and are denomi-
nated imperials, queens, princesses, duch-
esses, countesses, ladies, «S:c.— 3. A tablet
for writing upon, formed of slate, or of an
imitation of slate. —4. t A lamina; a thin
plate; a flake. Holland.—5. In the United
States, a list of candidates prepared for
nomination or for election; a preliminary
list of candidates which is liable to revision.
Slate (slat), v.t. pret. & pp. slated; ppr.
slating. To cover with slate or plates of
stone; as, to slate a roof.

Slate (slat), v.t. [Same as Slat] 1. To set
a dog loose at; to bait. [Provincial English.]
2. To hold up to ridicule; to criticise trench-
antly; also, to reprimand severely ; as, the
work was slated in the reviews. [Colloq.]

Slate-axe (slat'aks). n. A mattock with an
axe-end, used in slating.

Slate-Clay (slat'kla), n. Another name for
shale.

Slate-gray (slat'gra), a. Gray, with a bluish
tinge.

Slate-pencil (slat'pen-sil), n. A pencil-
shaped bit of soft slate, used for writing or
figuring on framed pieces of slate in schools,
Ac.
Slater (slat'^r), n. 1. One who lays slates,
or whose occupation is to fix shites on the
roofs of buildings. — 2. A popular name
given to small crustaceous animals of
the order Isopoda; as, the water slaters
(AsellusX the rock slaters (Ligia), the box
daters (Idothea). and the cheliferous slaters
(Tanais).

Slate-spar (slat'spar), 7i. A slaty form of
calcareous spar; shiver-spar.

Slatiness (slat'i-nes), ;i. The quality of be-
ing slaty; slaty character.
Slating (slat'ing), n. 1. The operation of
covering roofs with slates. —2. The cover
thus puton — 3. Slates taken collectively;
the material for slating; as, the whole
slating of a house.
Slating (slat'ing),n. An unsparing criticism;
a severe reprimand. [Colloq.]

Slatter (slat't^r), v.i. [Allied to Dan. slatte,

a slut or slattern, slat, slatten, loose, flabby;
G. schlottem, to hang loosely ; schlotterig,
negligent: D. slodderen, to hang and flap;
sU)dde,AB\\\t. See Slut.] 1. To be careless
of dress and dirty; to be slovenly. 'A
dirty slattering woman.' Iiay.~2. Not to
make a proper and due use of anything; to
waste; to spill carelessly. HalHwell.
Slattern (slat'tfirn), n. [See Slatter. The
n perhaps represents the old fem. term, -en,

as in vizen. ] A woman who is negligent of
her dress, or who suffers her clothes and
furniture to be in disorder; one who is not
neat and nice; a slut.

We may always observe, that a gossip in politics is

a slattern in her family. Addison.

Slattern (slat't^m), v.t. To consume care-
lessly or wastefully; to waste: with avoay.
[Eare]

All that I desire is, that you will never slattern
a-way one minute in idleness. Chester/ield.

Slattern (slat't^m), a. Resembling a slat-

tern ; slovenly ; slatternly. ' The slattern
air. ' Gay.
Slatternliness (slat'tSrn-li-nes), n. State
of being slatternly.

Slatternly (slat't6rn-Ii), adv. In a slovenly
way; awkwardly. Chesterfield.
Slatternly (slat't6rn-li), a. Pertaining to a
slattern; having the habits of a slattern;
sluttish.
A very slatternly, dirty, but at the same time very

genteel French maid is appropriated to the use ofmy daughter. Chesterfield.

Slattery (8lat'6r-i), a. Wet; dirty. [Pro-
vincial English.]
Slaty (slat'i), a. Resembling slate; having
the nature or properties of slate; as a
slaty colour or texture; a slaty feel—Slaty
cleavage, cleavage, as of rocks, into thin
plates or lamina), like those of slate: applied
especially to those cases in which the planes
of cleavage are often oblique to the true
stratification, and perfectly symmetrical and
parallel even when the strata are contorted.
—Slaty gneiss, a variety of gneiss in which
the scales of mica or crystals of hornblende,
which are usually minute, form thin la-
minffi. rendering the rock easily cleavable
Slaughter (sla't^r), ?». [From the stem of
slay; A. Sax. slogan, sledn, to slay; IceL
sldtr, raw flesh, sUitra. to slaughter. See
Slay.] The act of slaying or killing; (a) ap-
plied to men. a violent putting to death;
murder; great destruction of life by violent
means; massacre; carnage; as, the slaughter
of men in battle. ' Friam's slaughter.' $hak.

Great the slaughter is

Here made by the Roman. S/tai.

(&) Applied to beasts, butchery; a killing of
oxen or other beasts for market.—Syn. Car-
nage, massacre, butchery, murder, havoc.
Slaughter (slfi't6r), v.t l. To kill; to slay;
to murder; often to kill in masses; to mas-
sacre; to make great destruction of life; as,
to slaughter men in battle. 'The slaugh-
tered husband.' Shak.— 2. To butcher; to
kill for the market, as beasts.
Slaughterer (slft't6r-6r), n. A person em-
ployed in slaughtering; a butcher.
Thou dost then wrong me as that slaug^hterer doth.
Which giveth many wounds when one will kill.

Shak.
Slaughter-house (sl^'t^r-hous), n. i. A
house where beasts are butchered for the
market; an abattoir.—2. Fig. the scene of a
great destruction of human life ; the scene
of a massacre.

Keep him from the lust of blood
That makes a steaming slaughter-house of Rome.

^, Tennyson.
Slaughterman (slft'ttr-man), n. One em-
ployed in killing; a slayer; a destroyer.
' Herod's bloody - hunting slaughtermen. '

Shak.
Slaughterous (sl^'tfir-us), a. Bent on kill-
ing; dt?.structive; murderous, '^ly slaugh-
terous thoughts.' Shak.
Slaughterously (slii't6r-us-li),adp. Destruc-
tively; murderously.
Slav (Slav). 71. One of a race of peoples
widely spread over Eastern Europe ; a Sla-
vonian or Sclavonian. The Slavic settle-
ments occupy nearly the whole of Eastern
Europe from the Elbe to the Ural, and from
the Arctic Ocean to the Adriatic. The ori-
ginal names of the tribes appear to have
been Wends or Wiiids and Serbs. The group
is divided into two sections— the eastern
and western. The former section comprises
the Russians. Bulgarians, Illyrians (Serbs,
Croats. Winds); the latter the Poles, Silesi-
ans, and Pomeranians, the Bohemians or
Czechs (including the Moravians), and the
Polabians. comprehending the Slavic tribes
of North Germany. The Scythians and Sar-
matians of ancient writers seem to have
been Slavs. Written also Sclav, Sclave,
Slave.

Slave (slav), 71. [Fr. esclave, G. sklave, from
L. Sclavus, Slavus, a Slavonian, fromnvhich
race the German slaves were almost exclu-
sively drawn.] 1. A bond-servant; a person
who is wholly subject to the will of another;
one who has no will of his own, but whose
person and services are wholly under the
control of another. In the early state of
the world prisoners of war were usually con-
sidered and treated as slaves. The slaves
of modem times are more generally pur-
chased like herses and oxen. See Slavery.
2. One who has lost the power of resistance,
or one who surrenders himself to any power
whatever; as, a, slave to passion, to lust, to
ambition.

Give me that man
That is not passion's slave, and I will wear him
In my heart s core. Shak.

ch, cAain; £h, 3c. \och\ g. 9^\ J. job; ft. Ft. ton; ng, %\ng\ th, tAen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, wMg; zh, azure.—-See KKr.
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8. A mean person; one in the lowest state of

life ; an abject wretch. ' An unmannerly
slave that will thrust himself into secrets.*

Shak.—'i. A drudge; one who labours like a
slave.— 5. A Slav; a Slavonian.— Siaue is

used in the formation of numerous com-
pounds, many of which are self-explanatory;

as, slave-breeder, slave-catcher, slave-dealer,

slave-market, slave-merchant, slave-owner,

and the like. — Syn. Bond-servant, bond-
man, bond-slave, captive, vassal, depend-
ant, drudge.
Slave (Slav), v.i. pret. & pp. slaved; ppr.

slaving. To drudge; to toil; to labour as a
slave.

Slavet (Slav), v.(. To enslave. 'But will you
slave me to your tyranny.' Beau, tt Fl.

Slave-born (slavTiorn), a. Born in slavery.

Slave-COffle (slav'kof-l), n. A baud of slaves

for sale; a coffle.

Slave-driver (slav'driv-6r), n. An overseer

of slaves at their work; hence, a severe or

cruel master.
Slave-fork (slav'fork), n. A branch of a

tree of considerable thickness, 4 or 5 feet

long, and forking at the end into two prongs,

employed to inclose the necks of slaves

when on their march from the interior of

Slaves coupled by Slave-forks.

Africa to the coast to prevent their nmning
away. The neck of the slave is fitted into

the cleft and secured there by lashings pass-

ing from one extremity of each prong to the
other, so that the heavy stick hangs down,
or (as is usually the case) is connected with
the fork of another slave.

Slave-grown (slav'gron), a. Grown upon
land cultivated by slaves; produced by
slave-labour.

Slave-^renun will exchangre for fion-slave-grown
coiiiniodities in a less ratio than that of the quantity
of labour required for their production. J. S. Mill.

Slaveholder (slav'h61d-6r), n. One who
owns slaves.

Slaveholdlng (slav'hold-ing), a. Holding
or possessing persons in slavery. ' The slave-

holding states.' Webster.

Slavelike (slavlik), a. Like or becoming a
slave. ' This slave-like habit. ' Shak.
Slaver (sla'vfer), n. l. A person engaged in
the slave-trade ; a slave-trader.

The slaver's hand was on the latch,

He seem'd in haste to go. Longfellow.

2. A vessel engaged in the slave-trade.

Slaver (slav'6r), v.i. [Icel. slafr, slaver,

sla/ra, to slaver; akin to slabber, slobber.]

1. To suffer the spittle to issue from the
mouth.—2. To be besmeared with saliva.

Shak.
Slaver (slav'er), v.t To smear with saliva
issuing from the mouth; to defile with
drivel. ' His gown is slaver'd o'er.' Dryden.
Slaver (slav'er), n. Saliva drivelling from
the mouth; drivel.

Of all mad creatures, if the learned are right.

It is the slaver kills, and not the bite. Pope.

Slaverer (8lav'6r-6r), n. One who slavers; a
driveller; an idiot.

Slaveringly (slav'6r-ing-li),a(i». With slaver
or drivel.

Slavery (sla'v^r-i), n. [See Slave] 1. The
state or condition of a slave; bondage; the
state of entire subjection of one person to

the will of another. Slavery is the obliga-

tion to labour for the benefit of the master,
without the contract or consent of the ser-

vant; or it is the establishment of a right

which gives one person such a power over
another as to make him absolute master of

the other's life and property. But the con-
dition of a slave is susceptible of innumer-

able modifications, and there are few na-

tions, whether of ancient or modern times,

among whom slavery has been long estab-

lished, that have not enacted certain laws
for limiting the power of a master over his

slave. ' To live in slavery to the nobility.'

Shak. ' Taken by the insolent foe and sold

to slavery.' Shak.— 2. The keeping or hold-

ing of slaves; as, the .Southern States of Ame-
rica refused to give up iiayeri/.— 3. The ofhces

of a slave ; exhausting and mean labour

;

drudgery.— Syn. Bondage, servitude, en-

thralment, enslavement, captivity, bond-
service, vassalage.

Slave-ship (slav'ship). ». A vessel em-
ployed in the slave-trade; a slaver.

Slave-trade (slav'trad), 7i. The business or

trade of purchasing men and women, trans-

porting them to a distant country, and sell-

ing them for slaves.

Slave-trader (slav'trad-6r), n. One who
trades in slaves; a slaver.

Slavey (sla'vi), 71. A servant-maid. [CoUoq.
and ludicrous.]

' I called in Goswell Street.' resumed Jackson, ' and
hearing that you were here from the shxvey, took a
coach and came on.' Dickens.

Slavic (slav'ik), a. andn. flameas5iat?o?iic.—
CAurcfcS/amc.anamegiventoanancientdia-
lect of Bulgarian from its still being used as

the sacred language of the Greek Church.
Called also Old Bulgarian. See under Bul-
garian.
Slavish (slav'ish), a. 1. Pertaining to slaves;

servile ; mean ; base ; such as becomes a
slave; as, a slavish dependence on the great.

Fame, like a wayward girl, will still be coy
To those who woo her with too slavish knees.

A'eats.

2. Servile; laborious; consisting in drudgery;
as, a slavish life.

Like your asses and your dpgs and mules.
You use in abject and in slavish parts. Shak.

Slavishly (slav'ish-li), adv. In a slavish

manner; servilely; meanly; basely.

SlavishnesB (slav'ish-nes), n. The state or
quality of being slavish ; servility ; mean-
ness.

Slavocracy (sla-vok'ra-si), n. [Slave, and
-ocracy, as in mobocracy.] A collective name
for slave-ownere ; persons exercising politi-

cal power for the maintenance of slavery.

Slavonic, Slavonian (sla-von'ik, sla-v6'ni-

an), a. Pertaining to the Slavs or Slavonians,

or to their language. See SLAV.
Slavonic (sla-von'ik), n. The language of

the Slavs; a name given to a family of Aryan
tongues spoken by the Slaves or Slavs. The
Slavonic family of tongues is divided into

two branches, the eastern and western—the
eastern comprehending Russian, Polish, Bo-
hemian, Servian, Bulgarian ; the western,
Lithuanian, Lettish, and the extinct old
Prussian.

Slaw (sla), n. [D. sla, slaa, contr. from sa-

lade, a salad. See Salad.] Sliced cabbage,
served cooked or uncooked as a salad.

Slawe,+ pp. of sle {slay). Slain. Chaucer.

Slawm (sl^m), n. In mining, a point in the
stone or ore filled with soft clay. Weale.

Slay (sla), v.t. pret. slew; pp. slain; ppr. slay-

ing. [A. Sax. slahan, sleahan, slagan, or
contr. sledn, to strike, to beat, to slay; D.
slaan, Icel. sld, to smite, to strike, to slay

;

Goth, slahan, to strike through, to kill ; G.

schlagen, to beat, to strike. From this stem
comessied(7e(-hammer), and probably «;i^/jC.]

1. To put to death by a weapon or in any
violent or sudden manner; to kill.

Hast thou slain Tybalt; wilt thou slay thyself?

And slay thy lady too that lives in tlieet Shak.

Let no man stop to plunder.
But slay, and slay, and slay. Macanlay.

[In the latter extract used without an ob-
ject]— 2. To put an end to; to destroy; to
ruin.

Sad souls are slain in merry company. Shak.

For this, being smelt, with that part cheers each
part;

Being tasted, slays all senses with the heart. Shak.

Sys. To kill, murder, assassinate, slaughter,
butcher.

Slay (sla), n. A weaver's reed; a sley.

Slayer (sla'6r), n. One that slays; a killer;

a murderer; an assassin; a destroyer of life.

Slazy (sla'zi), a. Same as Sleazy.

Sle.t Slee.t v.t. To slay; to kill. Chaucer.

Sleave (slev), n. [Origin uncertain ; comp.
G. schleife, a loop, a knot] Soft floss or
unspun silk used for weaving. 'Sleep that
knits up the ravell'd sleave of care.' Shak.

Sleave (slev), v.t. pret. & pp. sleaved; ppr.

sleaving. To separate or tUvide, as a col-

lection^of threads: a word used by weavers.

Sleaved (slevd), a. Raw; not Bpun or
wrought.
Sleave-Silk (slev'silk), 7i. Soft floss or un-
spun silk. ' Immaterial skein of sleave-gilk.*

Shak.
Sleaziness (sle'zi-nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being sleazy.

Sleazy (sle'zi), a. [G. schleiszig, schlissig,

worn out, thread-bare, from schleiszen, to
slit, split, decay.] Thin; flimsy; wanting
firmness of texture or substance ; as, sleazy
silk or muslin.

I cannot well away with such sleazy stuff, with
such cobweb compositions. floTveU.

Sled (sled), 71. [D. slede, sleede, a sledge, a.

sled, a dray; Dan. sleede, Icel. sUdi; from
stem of slide. Sledge, sleigh are closely
akin.] A sledge.

Upon an ivory sled
Thou sheilt be drawn among the frozen poles.

Marlowe.

The word is now little used in England.
In America the name is generally applied
to a carriage or vehicle moved on runners,
much used for conveying heavy loads over
frozen snow or ice ; also to a seat mounted
on runners, used for sliding on snow and
ice.

Sled (sled), v.t. pret & pp. sledded; ppr.
sledding. To convey or transport on a sled;
as, to sled wood or timber.

Sledded (sled'ed), p. and a. Mounted on
or conveyed by a sled.

Sledge (slej), 71. [A. Sax. slecge, from slahan,
slagan, to strike, to slay ; so Icel. sleggia, a
sledge-hammer. See Slay.] A lai^e heavy-
hammer used chiefly by ironsmiths. Called
also a Sledge-hammer.

Week in, week out, from morn till night.

You can hear his bellows blow:
You can hear him swing his heavy sledge.

With measured beat and slow. Long/ellow.

Sledge (slej), n. [A form which has devel-
oped itself from sled, perhaps directly from
sleedje, the Dutch dim. from sleede, a sled or
sledge. See Sled.] 1. A vehicle moved on
runners or on low wheels, or without wheels,
for the conveyance of loads over frozen
snow or ice, or over the bare ground ; a
sled. — 2. A kind of travelling carriage

Russian Sledge.

mounted on runners ; a sleigh : much used
in Russia, Canada, and other northern
countries during winter, instead of wheel-
carriages. See Sleigh.—3. The hurdle on
which traitors were formerly drawn to exe-
cution.

Sledge (slej), v.t. and i. pret. & pp. sledged^

ppr. sledging. To convey or transport in a
sledge or sledges ; to travel in a sledge or
sledges.

Sledge-chair (slej'char), 7i. A kind of chair
mounted on runners and propelled on th©
ice by the hand.

A number ot sledge-chairs , . . were conveyed to-

the place of amusement. Jllust. London Artt'j.

Sledge-lianinier(slejTiani-m6r),n. [A double
term, sZcrff/e meaning itself a hammer.] The
largest hammer used in forges or by smiths-

in beating iron on an anvil. See Sleikjk.

Sleech (slech), n. Same as Sleetck.

Sleek (slek),a. [Icel. sllkr, D. sluik, smooth^
sleek ; connected with Icel. sleikja, Dan.
slikke, to lick ; X. sleikja, to lick, to stroke
with the hand, slikja, to be sleek, to shine.)

1. Smooth; having an even, smooth surface;

whence glossy; as, sleek hair. *So sleek her
skin, so faultless was her make.' Dryden.
2. Not rough or harsh.

Those rugged names to our like mouths grow slaJk,

Milton.

Fato. ^r fat, f^U; , met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, So. abtme; y, Sc. fey.
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SLEEK

Sleek t (slek), n. That which makes sleek or
smooth; varnish.

Sleek (slek). v.t l. To make even and
smooth; as, to sleek the hair.—2. To render
smooth, soft, and glossy.

Genlle. my lord, site* o'er your rugged looks.

Hence— 3. Fig. to soothe: to appease; to

calm. ' To sleek her ruffled peace of mind.'

Tennyson,
Sleek (slek), ado. With ease and dexterity;

with exactness. [Vulgar.]

Sleek-headed (slek'hed-ed), a. Having the

hair smoothed or well combed.
Let rae have men about me that are fat

;

Sieek-fuaded men and such as sleep o' nights.
SfuxM.

Sleeklt (slek'it), a. [Scotch.] 1. Smooth-
haired; having a sleek skin.—2. Fig. smooth
and parasitical in manner and design; flat-

tering; deceitful; siy; cunning.
Sleeklv (slek'ii ). adv. In a sleek manner;
sinnothly; glossily; nicely.

Sleekness (slek'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of l^eing sleek; glossiness or smoothness
of surface.

Sleekstone (slek'ston), n. A sraoothiug-

stone.

Sleeky (slek'i), a. 1. Of a sleek or smooth
api)earance. Thomson. — 2. Sly ; cunning

;

fawning; deceitful. [Scotch.]

Sleep (slep), v.i. pret. & pp. slept; ppr. sleep-

ing. [A. Sax. skepan, also sldpan, O.Fris.

sl^pa. O.Sax. sldpan. D. and L. G. sldpen,

Goth, sldpan, O.G ula/an. Mod. G. schla/en,

to sleep; supposed to be connected with
G. schlaf, loose, relaxed. Does not occur
in Scandinavian.] 1. To take rest by a sus-

pension of the voluntary exercise of the
powers of the body and mind, and an apathy
of the organs of sense. See the noun.

He repents on thorns that sWps on beds of roses.
Quar/gs.

2. To be careless, inattentive, or uncon-
cemed; not to be vigilant; to live thought-
lessly.

We sUefi over our happiness. Atierbury.

3. To be dead; to lie in the grave.

Them also which sterp in Jesus will God bring with
him. 1 Thes. iv. 14.

4. To be in repose or at rest; to be quiet; to

be unemployed, unused, or unagitated; to
be dormant or inactive; as, the question
sleeps for the present ; the sword sUeps In

the sheath.

How sweet the moonlight sUtps upon this bank t

Shak.
The tangled watercourses sU^. Tennyson.

5. To spin so rapidly and smoothly that the
motion cannot be observed : said of a top,

Ac.— 6. To assume a state as regards vege-
table functions analogous to the sleeping
of animals.

In some species, the leaves sleep and not the cotyle-
dons ; in others, the cotyledons and not the leaves.

Ditrjfin.

Sys. To slumber, nap, doze, drowse, rest,

repose.

Sleep (slep). v.t. 1. Only formally transi-

tive, with sleep as object. ' Yet sleeps a
dreamless sleep to me.' Tennyson.—2. To
pass in sleeping; to consume in sleeping:
generally with away; as, to sleep away the
time; to sleep one's We away.—Z. To get rid
of, overcome, or recover from by sleeping

:

usually with off; as, to sleep off one's wine

;

to sleep off a tit of sickness.—4. To afford
sleeping accommodation for; as, this cabin
or car can sleep thirty passengers. [Colloq.]

Sleep (slep), n. [A. Sax. «tep, O.Fris. sl^p,

Goth, sl^ps, G. schlaf. See the verb.] 1. A
natural and healthy, but temporary and peri-

odical suspension of the functions of the or-

gans of the senses, as well as of volition ; that
state of the animal in which the senses are
more or less unafTected by external objects,
and the fancy or imagination only is active.
During sleep the operations of the senses
are entirely suspended as regards the effects
of ordinary impressions, but the purely ani-
mal functions continue in action; the heart
beats and the lungs respire with greater
regularity, but less vigour; the stomach, the
intestines, and their accessory organs digest;
the skin exhales vapour, and the kidneys
excrete urine. With the central nervous
system, however, the case is very different

;

for while some parts may retain the power
of receiving impressions or developing ideas,

others have their actions diminished, ex-

alted, perverted, or altogether arrested. It

is on the nutritive regeneration of the tis-

sues (more especially of the nervous tissue)

which takes place during true healthy sleep
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that its refreshing power and value to the
organism depends. The quantity of sleep
required by different individuals is various,
from six to nine hours being the average
proportion ; but persons of very active dis-

positions and abstemious habits will be satis-

tied with much less, while children and aged
people require much more. The physiologi-
cal causes of sleep are as yet undetermined.
Sometimes used in the plural.

There are a kind of men so loose of soul
That in their sleeps will mutter their afiairs. Shak.

2. Death; rest in the grave.

Here are no storms,
No noise, but silence and eternal sleep. Shak.

—Sleep of plants, a state of plants at night
when their flowers close, the leaves change
their positions, and fold themselves to-

gether, while vitality seems to retire from
the periphery. This is chiefly owing to the
withdrawal of the stimulus of light U> which
they are subjected dming the day. The
name is also given to a similar phenomenon
occurring during the day. See extract.

There is another rlass of movements, dependent
on the action of light. . . . We refer to the move-
ments of leaves and cotyledons which when moder-
ately illuminated are diaheliotropic, but which change
their positions and present their edges to the light,

when the sun shines brightly on them. These nio%-e-

ments have sometimes been called diurnal sleep.

Darwin.
Syn. Slumber, rest, repose.

Sleeper (slep'Sr), 7t. 1. A person that sleeps;
also, a drone or lazy person. —2. t That which
lies dormant, as a law not executed.

Let penal laws, if they have been sleepers of long,
or if grown unfit for the present time, be by wise
Judges confined in the execution. Bacon.

3. An animal that lies dormant in winter,
as the bear, the marmot, &c.— 4. In carp-
a piece of timl)er on which are laid the
ground joists of a floor; a beam on or near
the ground for the support of some super-
structure. —5. In rail, a beam of wood or
wrought iron, a metal casting of a bowl
shape, or now more rarely a stone block
firmly embedded in the ground to sustain the
rails, which are usually fixed to the sleepers
by means of cast-iron supports called chairs.

6. In ship-build itig. a thick piece of timber
placed longitudinally in a ship's hold, oppo-
site the several scarfs of the timbers, for

strengthening the bows and stem-frame

;

a piece of long compass-timl>er fayed and
bolted diagon^ly upon the transoms.-7. In
glass-making, a large iron bar crossing the
smaller ones, hindering the passage of coals,

but leaving room for the ashes.— 8. A plat-

forni —9. A dead person. Shak.—\0. A large
acanthopterygious West Indian fresh-water
fish of the goby family (Oobioidie), Electris

dormairix, occurring in marshes, and con-
cealing itself in the mud.
Sleepful (slep'ful), a. Strongly inclined to
sleep; sleepy. [Rare.]

Sleepfulness (slep'ful-nes), n. Strong in-

clination to sleep. [Rare.]

Sleepily (slep'i-li), adv. In a sleepy manner;
as, (a) drowsily ; with desire to sleep.

(6) Lazily; dully; stupidly. 'To go on
sleepily and safely in the easy ways of

ancient mistakings.' Sir W. Raleigh.

Sleepiness (slep'i-nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being sleepy; drowsiness; inclination

to sleep.

Sleeping (slep'ing). p. and a. 1. Reposing
in sleep.- 2. Occupied in sleep; as, sleeping

hours.—3. t'sed for sleeping in; as,& sleeping

room. —4. Tending to produce sleep; as, a
sleeping dTRUaht. Sleeping partner, a part-

ner engaged in a business in which he has
embarked capital but in the conducting of

which he does not take an active par*t a
silent partner; a dormant partner.

Sleeping (slep'ing), n. 1. The state of rest-

ing insleep —2. The state of being at rest,

or not stirred or agitated. * The sleepim) of

this business.' Shak.—Sleeping of process,

in Scots law, the state of a process in the

outer house of the Court of Session in which
no judicial order or interlocutor has been
pronounced for a year and a day.

Sleeping-carriage (slep'ing-kar-rij), n. A
railway carriage fitted up with berths for

passengers during night travel.

Sleeplsht (slep'ish), a. Disposed to sleep;

sleepy. ' Your sleepish aud more than sleep-

i/h security.' Ford.

Sleepless (slep'les), a. 1. Having no sleep;

without sleep; wakeful. 'Trouble, care, and
sleepless nights. ' Milton. —2. Having no rest;

SLEEVELESS

never resting ; perpetually agitated. ' Bis-
cay's sleepless bay.' Byron.
Sleeplessly (slep'les-li), adv. In a sleepless
manner.
Sleeplessness (sleples-nes), n. The state
of being sleepless; want or deprivation of
sleep.

Sleep-waker (slep'wak-er), n. One in a
state of mesmeric, morbid, or partial sleep.

Poe.
Sleep-waking (slep'wak-ing), n. The state
of one who is mesmerized, or one under-
stood to be at once asleep and awake or in
a partial and morbid sleep.

Sleep-walker (slep'wak-er), n. A somnam-
bulist.

Sleep-walking (slep'wak-ing), n. Somnam-
bulism.
Sleepy (slep'i), a. 1. Drowsy; inclined to or
overcome by sleep.

Go . . . smear
The sleepy grooms with blood. Shak.

A sleepy land, where under the same wheel
The same old rut would deepen year by year.

Tennyson.
2. Tending to induce sleep ; soporiferous ;.

somniferous. ' We will give you sleepy
drinks.' Shak.—3. Dull; lazy; heavy; inac-

tive; sluggish. ' The mildness of your sleepy
thoughts.' Shak.
Sleer.t n. A slayer; a killer. Chaucer.
Sleeress,t Jt A female slayer or killer,

IVicklife.

Sleet (slet), n. [A form akin to Icel. slydda^
Dan. slud, N. sletta, sleet.] 1. Rain mingled
with hail or snow. * Perpetual sleet and
driving snow.' Dryden.~2. Shower of any-
thing falling thick and causing a painful
sensation like sleet. 'Sharp sleet of arrowy
showers. ' Milton.

Sleet (slet), v.i. To snow or hail with a mix-
ture of rain.

Sleet (slet), n. In gun. the part of a mortar
passing from the chamber to the trunnions
for strengthening that part.

Sleetch (slech), n. Tliick mud, as at the
bottom of rivers. See SLUDGE.
Sleel^ess (slet'i-nes), n. The state of being
sleety.

Sleety (slet'i), a. Consisting of sleet ; char-
acterized by sleet. 'The sleety storm.' T.

Warton.
Sleeve (slev), n. [O.E. sieve, A. Sax. sl^fe, a
sleeve; slSfan, to put on; O.H.G. slauf,

clothing. Probably from root of slip. J

1. The part of a garment that is fitted to
cover the arm ; as, the sleeve of a coat or
gown.— 2. In mech. a tube into which a rod
or another tube is inserted. If small it la

often called a thiinble; when fixed and serv-

ing merely to strengthen the object which it

incloses it is a reii^orce. In the majority of

its applications, however, the two parts have
more or less relative circular or longitudinal

motion. F. H. Knight— Z. [Comp. Fr. La
Manehe, the English Channel, manche, a
sleeve.] A narrow channel of the sea; any
narrow channel of water. 'The Celtic Sea,

called oftentimes the Sleeve.' Drayton.—To
laugh in the sleeve, to laugh privately or un-
perceived, that is, perhaps, originally, by
hiding the face behind the wide hanging
sleeves worn in former times.

John laughed heartily in his sleeve at the pride of

the esquire. Arbuthtiot.

— To hang or pin on the sleeve, to be or

make dependent. '\Vhy we should hang
our judgment upon the church's sleeve.'

Hooker.
Sleeve (slev), v.t. pret. & pp. sleeved; ppr.

sleeving. To furnish with sleeves; to put
in sleeves.

Sleeve (slev), n. Same as Sleave.

Sleeve-button (slevlmt-n), n. A button to
fasten the sleeve or wristband.

Sleeve-coupling (slev'kup-ling), 71. A tube
within which the abutting ends of shafting

are coupled together. E. H. Knight.

Sleeved (slevd). a. Having sleeves.

Sleeve-flsh (slev'flsh), n. A species of cuttle-

fish of the genus Lollgo; the squid. See

Syuii).

Sleeve-hand t (slevTiand), n. The cuff at-

tached to a sleeve. Shak.

Sleeve-knot (slev'not), n. A knot or bow
of riblion attached to the sleeve.

Sleeveless (slevnes), a. 1. Having no sleeves;

as, a sleeveless coat. ' Sleeveless his jerkin

was.' D(mne.—2. Wanting a cover, pretext,

or palliation; unreasonable; bootless; as, a

sleeveless errand.

This sleeveless tale of transubstantiation was
brouKht into the world by that other

^^'^'^^^^J^f)^^'
presence. £t. Hall.

ch, cAain; 6h, 8c. locA; g,^^; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, aiiifli; TH, tAen; th, (Ain; w, idg; wh, tc/iig; zh, a2ure.-See KEr.
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Sleeve-link (slev'lingk), n. A contrivance
consisting of two buttons or studs connected
by a link for fastening the sleeve or wrist-

band.
Sleezy (sle'zi), a. See Sleazy.
Sleld (slnd), V. t. [See Sley. ] To prepare for
use in the weaver's sley or slaie.

She weaved the sleided silk

With fingers long. Shak.

Slelg^h (sla), 71. [D. sUS, a contr. form of

sleede, a sled or sledge. (See Sled.) The
word was probably Introduced by the Dutch
into America and thence to England.] A
vehicle mounted on runners for transporting
persons on the snow or ice. It is generally

of a more elegant or ornamental form than
the sledge or sled used for heavy traffic.

You hear the merry tinkle of the little beils which
announce the speeding sleigh. Ec. Rev.

Sleigh-bell (sla'bel). n. A small bell of

globular form attached to a sleigh or its

harness to give notice of the vehicle's ap-

proach.
SlelgMng (sla'ing), n. 1. The state of the
snow which admits of running sleighs.

[United States.]—2. The act of riding in a
sleigh.

Sleighly.t arfy. [See Sleight.] Slily; cun-
ningly. Chaucer.
Sleight (slit), n. [From O.E. sleigh, sligh,

sly, crafty, like height from high; Icel,

slcegth, slyness, cunning, from slcegr, sly.

See Sly.] 1. An artful trick; a trick or feat

so dexterously performed that the manner
of performance escapes observation. 'Lest
our simplicity be overreached by cunning
sleights.' Hooker.— 2..] An art; a skilful

operation. 'Distilled by magic sleights.'

Shak.—3. Dexterous practice; dexterity.

Till what by sleight and what by strength
They had it wonne. Cower.

As lookers on feel most delight
That least perceive the juggler's sleight. Hndibras.

Sleight of hand, legerdemain, prestidigita-

tion. Beau, tt Ft.

Sleight t (slit), a. Deceitful; artful. 'Spells
... of power to cheat the eye with sleight

illusion.' Milton.

Sleightfult (slTt'ful), a. Artful; cimningly
dexterous; crafty. ' Sleightful otters.' W.
Browne.
Slelghtllyt (slit'i-li), adv. Craftily.

Sleighty t (sllt'i), a. Exercising sleight or
craft ; cunning ; crafty ; tricky. 'Men's
sleighty jxxgling and counterfaitcraftes.' £p.
Gardiner.
Slen,t Sleen,t pres. tense pi. or infln. of sle,

to slay.

Slender (slen'd6r), a. [O.D. slinder, thin,
slender. Perhaps the root meaning is pliant,
bending to and fro; comp. D. slinderen,
slidderen, to wriggle, to creep as a serpent;
L.G. slindern, to glide.] 1. Small or narrow
in circumference or width compared with
the length; not thick; slim; thin; as, a
slender stem or stalk of a plant.

Beauteous Helen shines among the rest.

Tall, slender, straight, with altthe graces blest.
Dryden.

2. Not strong; weak; feeble; slight; as,

ilenderhopQ; sie?iiier probabilities; ^slender
constitution.

Mighty hearts are held in slender c)\2ixas. Pope.

It is very slender comfort that relies upon this nice
distinction. Tillotson.

S* Moderate; trivial; inconsiderable.

A slender degree of patience will enable him to
enjoy both the humour and the pathos. Sir IV. Scott.

4. Small; insufficient; inadequate; meagre;
pitiful ; as, slender means. ' A thin and
slender pittance. ' Shak.

Frequent begging makes slender alms. Fuller.

5. Not amply supplied.

The good Ostorius often deign'd
To grace my slender table. A. Philips.

6. Spare; abstemious.
In obstructions inflammatory the aliment ought to

be cool, slender, thin, diluting. Arbuthnot.

Slenderly (slen'd6r-li), adv. In a slender
manner ; slightly ; feebly ; inadequately

;

meagrely; sparely; meanly. 'Like a cob-
web weaving g^endeWy.' Spenser. 'Neither
is it a sum to be slenderly regarded.' Sir
J. Ilayioard.

Slenderness (slen'd6r-nes), n. The state or
qualityof being slender: (a) slimness; small-
ness of diameter In proportion to the length;
as, the slenderness of a hair, {h) Want of
strength; weakness; slightness; feebleness;
a.s, the slenderness of a hope, (c) Want of
plenty: insufficiency; as, the slenderness of
a supply.

Slent t (slent), v.i. [See Slant.] To make
an oblique remark or sarcastic reflection.

Shoot your arrows at nie till your quiver be empty,
but glance not the least slenting insinuation at his
majesty. Fuller.

Slent t (slent), v. t. To cause turn aslant or
aside: to ward oflf.

Slepe, t V. i. To sleep. Chaucer.
Slepez (sle-pets'), n. [Russian name, signi-

fying blind.] A remarkable rodent of the
genus Spalax {S. typhlus), order Rodentia.
Called also the Mole-rat. It is a native of
Southern Russia, Asia Minor, Mesopotamia,
and Syria. Like the mole, to which it bears
considerable resemlilance, it spends most
of its time in the subterranean tunnels ex-
cavated by its powerful paws. It has no
eyes, or rather only rudimentaiy ones, con-
sisting of tiny black specks lying under the
skin; but its organs of hearing are lai^ely
developed. It commits great devastation
in cultivated ground, eating roots of plants.
Slept (slept), pret. and pp. of sleep.

Sleuth (sloth), n. [See Slot.] The track
of man or beast as known by the scent.
[Scotch.]

Sleuth-hound (slbth'hound), n. A blood-
hound. [Scotch and Northern English.]
Slew (slu), pret. of slay.

Slew (slu), v.t. To swing round; to slue.
See Slue.
Slewed (slud), rt. Moderately drunk. [Slang.]
Sley (sla), n. [A Sax sice, a sley; Icel. sld, a
bar, bolt, cross-beam.] A weaver's reed.
Also written Slay.

Sley (sla). v.t. To separate or part into
threads, as weavers do; to prepare for the
sley.

Slibbert (slib'6r), a. Slippery; smooth.
Holland.
Slihowitz (slib'o-vits), n. An ardent spirit,

distilled in Bohemia from the fermented
juice of plums.
Slice (slis), v.t. pret. & pp. sliced; ppr.
slicing. [O.Fr. esclice, from the G.; O.H.G.
skleizan, scltzan, Mod.G. schleiszen,to break,
to split. Akin slate, slit (which see).] 1. To
cut into thin pieces, or to cut oft a thin
broad piece from; as, to slice an apple or a
loaf.—2. To cut into parts ; to cut; to divide.

Princes and tyrants slice the earth among them.
Fiirnet.

3. To cut off in a broad piece; to sever with
a sharp instrument : often with of! ; as, to
slice off a piece.

Slice(sUs),n. [From the verb.] l.Athin broad
piece cut off ; as, a slice of bacon; a slice of
cheese; a. slice oi bread.— 2. That which is

thin and broad like a slice; as, (a) a broad,
thin piece of plaster. (6) An instrument for
clearing the air-spaces between the bars of
furnaces; a fire-shovel; a peel, (c) A salver,
platter, or tray. Pepys. (d) A round-ended
pliable knife, used for spreading plasters; a
spatula, (e) A broad thin knife for serving
fish at table. (/) A kind of paddle used by
printers for spreading ink on the inking
table, ig) A spade -shaped tool used for
flensing whales. (A) A bar with a chisel or
spear-headed end used for stripping off the
sheathing or planking of ships.

Slice-har (slis'bar), n. Same as Slice 2 (&).

Slicer (slis'^r), n. One who or that which
slices; specifically, (a) the slightly concave
circular saw used in gem-cutting. (6) Same
as Slice. 2 (Ji).

Slich, Slick (slich, slik), n. [L.G. slick, G.
schlich, pounded and washed ore.] The ore
of a metal, particularly of gold, when
poxmded and prepared for working.
Slickt (slik), n. [See Sleek.] Sleek; smooth.

' Silver-bow'd Apollo . . . both slicke and
daintie.' Chapman.
Slick (slik), adv. Immediately; thoroughly;
effectually. [American.]
Slick (slik), v.t. To make sleek or smooth.
'Slicked all with sweet oil.' Chapman.
[Obsolete or provincial.]

SliCken (slik'en), a. Sleek; smooth. [Ob-
solete or provincial.]

Slickensided (slik'en-sid-ed). a. In mining,
characterized by having slicken-sides.

Slicken-sides, Sliken-sides (slik'en-sidz),

n. pi. [From forming a sleek or smooth sur-
face on the sides of cavities. ] 1. A variety of
galena in Derbyshire. It occurs lining the
walls of very small rents or fissures.- 2. In
mining, a term applied to the polished stri-

ated surfaces of joints, beds, or fissures of
rocks, glazed over with a film of calcareous
or siliceous matter. Such surfaces are
frequently due to the enormous reciprocal
friction of two contiguous surfaces whose
original relative positions have been altered

by some movement of disturbance. Hence
slicken-sides are found in connection with
faults.

Slicking (slik'ing), n. In mining, a narrow
vein of ore.

Slicknesst (slik'nes), n. State of being
slick; sleekness.

Slid (slid), pret. of slide.

Slid, sudden (slid, slid'n), pp. of slide.

Slidder (slid'er), v.i. [A. Sax. sliderian, slid-
rian. See SLIDE.] To slide with interrup-
tions ; to slip repeatedly. [Old English and
Scotch.]

With that he dragg'd the trembling sire
Slidtfring through clotted blood. Dryden.

Slidder, t Slidderlyt (slid'6r, slid'6r-ll), a.
[See above.] Slippery.

Sliddery (slid'6r-i), a. Slippery. [Old and
provincial.]

Slide (slid), v.i. pret. slid, sometimes slided;

pp. slid, slidden; ppr. sliding. [A. Sax.
slidan, to slide; O.G. sllten. Sledge (the
vehicle) and sled are allied.] 1. To move
along the surface of any body by slipping;
to slip; to glide; as, a sledge slides on snow
or ice ; a snow-slip slides down the moun-
tain's side. Especially—2. To move over the
surface of the snow or ice with a smooth
uninterrupted motion ; to amuse one's self
with gliding over a surface of ice.

They bathe in summer, and in winter slide.

IValUr.
3. To pass inadvertently.

Make a door and a bar for thy mouth: beware thou
slide not by it. Eccius. xxviii. 26.

4. To pass along smoothly ; to move gently
onward; to slip away; to glide onward; as,

a ship or boat slides through the water.
Ages shall slide away without perceiving. Dryden.
Parts answering parts shall slide into a whole. Pope.

5. To be disregarded. ' Let the world slide.'

Shak.— 6. To pass silently and gradually
from one state to another: generally from a
better to a worse. 'Nor could they have
slid into those brutish immoralities.' South.
7. To make a slip ; to commit a fault ; to
backslide. Shak.—8. To go; to move off; to
be gone. [Colloq. ]—9. In music, to pass from
one note to another without any cessation
of sound or apparent distinction between
the intervals.

Slide (slid), v.t. 1. To thrust smoothly along;
to thrust or push forward by slipping; as, to
slide along a log or piece of timber.—2. To
pass or put imperceptibly; to slip. 'Sliding
in or leaving out such words as entirely
change the question.' Watts.
Slide (slid), n. 1. A smooth and easy passage.

Kings that have able men of their nobility shall find
ease m employing them, and a better slide into
business. Bacon.

2. Flow; even course.

There be, whose fortunes are like Homer's verses,
that have a slide and easiness more than the verses
of other poets. Bacon.

3. A prepared smooth surface of ice for
sliding on.

Mr. Pickwick ... at last took another run. and
went slowly and gravely down the slide, with his feet
about a yard ana a quarter apart, amid the gratified
shouts of all the spectators. Dtc&ens.

4. An inclined plane for facilitating the
descent of heavy bodies by the force of
gravity. —5. In music, a grace consisting of
two small notes moving by conjoint degrees,
and leading to a principal note above or
below.— 6. That part of an instrument or
apparatus which slides or is slipped into or
out of place ; as, (a) the glass on which a
microscopic object is mounted, the pictures
shown by the stereoscope, magic-lantern,
and the like. (6) The guide-bars on the
crosshead of a steam-engine; also, the slide-
valve, (c) The sliding tube of a trumpet or
trombone.
Slide-groat (slid'grot), n. Same as Shovt-
groat. Shovel-board.

Slider (slid'^r), n. One who or that which
slides ; specifically, the part of an instru-
ment, apparatus, or machine that slides.

Slide-rail (slid'ral), n. 1. A contrivance for
shunting carriages, wagons, &c., consisting
of a platform on wheels running transversely
across the tracks, and carrying the carriage,

&c., from one line of rails to another with-
out shunting.—2. A switch-rail. See Rail-
way.
Slide-rest (slid'rest), n. An appendage to
the turning-lathe for holding and resting
the cutting-tool, and insuring accuracy in
its motion. The slide-rest imparts motion
to the cutting-tool in two directions, the
one being parallel and the other at right
angles to the axis of the lathe.

Fate, ffU*. fat, f^ll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; t&be, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y» Sc. fey.
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Slide-rod (slid'rod), n. The rod which moves
the slide-vulve in a steam-engine.

Slider-pump (slid'6r-pump). n. A name
common to several pumps of various forms,
but all having a piston which revolves con-
tinuously and forces the water tlirough a
pipe by means of a slide regulated by a
spring, which Intercepts its passage in any
other direction.

SUde-valve (slid'valv), n. A contrivance ex-

tensively employed in regulating the admis-
siou or escape of steam or water in ma-
chinery. A familiar example of the slide-

valve is found in the ordinary steam-valve
of a steam-engine. See D-Valve.
Sliding (slid'ing), a. 1. Fitted for sliding;
apt to slide. —2. Slippery; uncertain; as,

sliding fortune. Chaucer.
Sliding (slid'ing). n. 1. Lapse; falling;
transgression; backalidiug.

You seeni'd of late to make the law a tyrant

;

And rather prov'd the slidittg of your brother
A merriment than a vice. Shak,

2. In mech. the motion of a body along a
plane, when the same face, or surface of the
moving body, keeps in contact with the
surface of the plane ; thus distinguished
from rolling, in which the several pai'ts of
the moving body come successively iu con-
tact witli the plane on which it rolls.

Sliding -baulk ( slid'ing-bak ), n. In ship-
building, one of a set of planks fitted under
the bottom of a ship, to descend with her
up<;)n the Iiilge-ways in launching. Theyare
also teniieil Sliding-planks.

Sliding-gauge (slid'ing-gaj), n. An instru*
ment used by mathematical instrument
makers for measuring and setting off dis-
tances.

Sliding - gunter Mast (slld'ing-gun-tfir
mast), n. In a square-rigged vessel, a spar
upon which a sky-sail is set when the royal
ma.st has no pole. It rests upon the top-
gallant mast-head.
Sliding -keel (slid'ing-kel), n. A narrow
oblong frame ot platfonn let down vertically
through tlie bottom of a small vessel, like
the deei>ening of a keel throughout a portion
of her length. Sliding-keels serve to dimin-
ish the tendency of any vessel having a Hat
bottom or small draught to roll, and to pre-
vent a sailing vessel from falling to leeward
when close-hauled.

Sliding -plank (slid'ing-plangk), n. See
.SLIl>INiMJ.\ULK.

SlidixLg-rule (slid'ing-rol),n. A mathemati-
cal instrument or scale, consisting of two
paiU. one of which slides along the other,
and each having certain sets of numbers
engraved on it, so arranged that when a
given number on the one scale is brought to
coincide with a given number on the other,
the product or some other function of the
two numbers is obtained by inspection. The
Duml>ers may be adapted to answer various
purposes, but the instrument is chiefly used
in gaitgin^^ and for the measuring of timber.

Sllding-scale (slid'ing-skal), n. 1. A scale
ur ratt." of payment which variea under cer-
tain conditions; as. (a) a scale for raising or
lowering imposts In proportion to the fall

and rise in the prices of the goods, yb) A
scale of wages which rises and falls with the
market price of the goods turned out. (c)

The scale of prices for manufactured goods
which is regulated by the rise and fall in
price of the raw material. &c.—2. Same as
Sliding-rxUe.

Slie.t 811gh,t o. Sly; cunning. Chaucer.
Slight (slit), a. [Not found in Anglo-Saxon,
hut in all the other Teutonic tongues. D.
slecht, plain, common, mean; Icel. sUttr
(with loss of the guttural), smooth, even,
common ; G. schlecht, smooth, plain, then
plain as opposed to what is of superior value,
and then bad. The word is supposed to
have meant originally beaten out smooth,
the root being that of slay.] 1. Not de-
cidedly marked; inconsiderable; unimpor-
tant; small; tritling: insignificant; B&,2i.slight

difference. ' In some «i(y/i( measure.' Shak.
2. Not strong or forcible; feeble; weak; gen-
tle; as, a slight impulse, impression, or
effort— 3. Not severe, violent, or very pain-
ful; not dangerou!!; as, a slight pain, illness,

headache, or the like.—4. Not thorough or
exhaustive; superficial; careless: negligent;
as, a slight examination. — 5. Not firm or
enduring; perishable; as, a slight structure.
6. Paltry ; contemptible ; worthless; frivolous.
* Every Wi^rA^ occasion.' Shak. 'Someplease-
man, some slight zany.' Shak. 'A slight un-
meritable maa.' Shak.
I am shamed through all my natare to have loved so

slight a thing. Tennyson.
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7. Not stout or heavy; slim; slender. 'Round
the slight waist.' Byron. ' His own figure,
which was formerly so slight.' Sir W. Scott.

8. Contemptuous; disdainful.

Slight was his answer—Well, I care not.

Tennyson.
9.t Foolish; silly; weak in intellect.

Slight (slit), n. A moderate degree of con-
tempt manifested chiefly by neglect, over-
sight, or inattention ; neglect ; disregard

;

scorn ; as, to suffer many slights at a per-
son's hands.

An iciiage seem'd to pass the door,
To look at her with slight. Tennyson.

Stn. Neglect, disregard, inattention, con-
tempt, disdain, scorn.
Slight (slit), v.t. To treat as of little value
and unworthy of notice; to disregard in-
tentionally; to treat with intentional ne-
glect or superciliousness; as. to slight the
divine commands or the offers of mercy; to
slight a person. ' Puts him off, slights him.'
Shak.—To slight over, to run over in haste

;

to perform superficially; to treat carelessly.

His death and your deHverance
Were themes that ou^ht not to be slighted over.

Dryden.
Slight t (silt), V. t. [From slight in old sense
of smooth, level: L.G. sligten, D. slechten,
to level, to demolish.] 1. To dismantle, as
a fortress ; to overthrow.
The castle was slighted by order of the parliament.

Ciarendon.
2. To throw; to cast.

The rogues slighted me into the river with as little

remorse as they would have drown'd a bitch's blind
puppies. Shak.

Slight t (slit), adv. Slightly.

Is Caesar with Antonius prized so slight i Shak.

Slightt (slitX n. [See Sleight.] Artifice;
dexterity; sleight.

Slightent (slit'n), v.t. To slight or disre-
gard. B. Jonson.
Slighter (slit'^r), n. One who slights or
neglects. Jer. Taylor.

Slightfult (slit'ful), a. Full of cunning.
Wild beasts forsook their dens or woody hills.

And slight/tU otters left the purling rills.

li^. BroTune.

Slightingly (slit'ing-li), adv. In a slighting
manner; with disrespect. Boyle.

Slightly (slit'li). adv. In a slight manner;
as, (a) weakly; superficially; with inconsid-
erable force or effect; in a small degree; as,

a man slightly wounded; an audience slightly

affected with preaching. (&) Negligently

;

without regard; with moderate contempt.
You were to blame

To part so slightly with your wife's first gift. Shak,

Sllghtness (sllt'nes), n. l. The state or
quality of being slight ; weakness ; want of
force or strength ; superflcialness ; as, the
sliqhtness of a wound or an impression.

—

2. Negligence ; want of attention ; want of
vehemence.
How does it reproach the stightness of our sleepy

heartless addresses I Dr, H. More.

Blighty t (slit'i). a. 1. Superficial; slight.—
2ri'rining; Inconsiderable.

Sllke.t rt. Such. Chaucer.
Slikensldes (slik'en-sIdzXn.pZ. See Suceen-
SIDES.

Slily (ali1i). <idv. In a sly or cunning man-
ner; with artful or dexterous secrecy. Writ-
ten also Slyly.

Satan sltly robs us of our grand treasure.
Dr. H. More.

Slim (slim), a. [Same word as D. slim,, L.G.
slimm, Dan. and Sw. slem, Icel. skemr, G.
schlimm, all with the stronger sense of bad.]

1. Slender; of small diameter or thickness
in proportion to the height.

I was jog^'d on the elbow by a s/ifn young girl of
seventeen. At^ison.

2. Weak; slight; unsubstantial. 'A slim
excuse.' Barrow.—S. Slight; not sufficient:

applied to workmanship. — 4. Worthless.
[Provincial and Scotch.]

Slime (slim), n. [A. Sax. slim, Icel. sli7n,

D. slijm, G. schleim, slime, slimy matter,
mucilage. A'c. ; allied to G. schlainin, mud,
mire, perhaps to lime, loam, with prefixed «.]

1. Any soft, ropy, glutinous, or viscous sub-
stance ; as, (a) soft moist earth having an
adhesive quality; viscous mud.

As it (\ilus) ebbs, the seedsman
Upon the slime and ooze scatters his grain, Shak.

(&) Asphalt or bitumen.
She took for him an ark of bulrushes, and daubed

It with slime and with pitch, Ex. ii. 3.

(c) A mucous, viscous substance exuded
from the bodies of certain animals. ' Mixt
with bestial slime.' Milton. — 2. Fig. any-
thing of a clinging and offensive nature;
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cringing or fawning words or actions. * The
slime that sticks on filthy deeds.' Shak.
Slime (slim), v.t. pret. A pp. slimed; ppr.
sliming. To cover as with slime ; to make
slimy. ' Snake-like slimed his victim ere he
gorged.' Tennyson.
Slime-pit (slim'pit), n. An asphalt or bitu-
men pit.

And the vale of Siddim was full of slime-/>its.

Gen. xiv. 10.
In an hour the bitumen was exhausted for the

time, the dense smoke gradually died away, and the
pale light of the moon shone over the black slime-
pits- Layard.

Sliminess (slim'i-nes), n. The quality of
being slimy; viscosity; slime. Floyer.
Sllnmier (slim'Sr), a. [From slim; comp.
G. scklimner, sorry, paltry.] Delicate; easily
hurt. [Provincial.]

Being a gentlewoman both by blood and education,
she's a very slimmer affair to handle in a doing of
this kind. Gal(.

Slimmlsh (slim'ish), a. Somewhat slim.
' He's a slimmish chap.' Jerrold.
Slimness (slim'nes), n. State or quality of
being slim.

Slimsy (slim'zi), a. [From slim.l Flimsy;
frail : most frequently applied to cotton or
other cloth. [American.]
Slimy (slim'i), a. Abounding with slime;
consisting of slime ; overspread with slime;
glutinous; as, a slimy soil.

The very deep did rot ; O Christ I

That ever this should be I

Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs
Upon the slimy sea. Coleridge.

Sliness (sli'nes), n. The state or quality of
being sly. See Slyness.
Sling (sling), n. [A. Sax. slinge, Sc slung, D.
slinger,'&'w . shinga,lcQ\.slanga,(y.G. slinga,Sk
sling. See the verb.] 1. An instrument for
throwing stones or bullets, consisting of a
strap and two strings attached to it. The
stone or bullet is lodged in the strap, and the
ends of the strings being held in the hand
the sling is whirled rapidly round in a circle,

and the missile thrown by letting go one of
the strings. The velocity with which the
projectile is discharged is the same as that
with which it is whirled round in a circle,

having the string for its radius. The sling
was a very general instrument of war among
the ancients. With a sling and a stone
David killed Goliath,—2. A sweep or swing;
a sweeping stroke, as if made in slinging.
' At one sling of thy victorious arm. ' Milton.

As when the air is serene in the sultry solstice of
summer.

Suddenly gathers a storm, and the deadly sling of
the hailstones

Beats down the farmer's corn in the field and shat-
ters his windows, Longfellow.

3. A kind of hanging bandage in which a
wounded limb is sustained.— 4. A device for

holding heavy ar-
ticles, as casks,
bales, <tc,, se-

curely while being
raised or lowered.
A common form
consists of coils of
rope fitted se-

curely round the
object, but fre-

quently a chain
with hooks at its

end, and a ring
through which to
pass the hook of
the hoisting rope,
as shown in the
figure, is employ-
ed. — 5. The strap
by which a rifie

is supported on
the shoulder. —
Boat slings, strong
ropes furnished
with hooks and

iron thimbles, whereby to hook the tackles
in order to hoist the boats in and out of the
ship.Slings of a yard, ropes fixed round
the middle of the yard, serving to suspend
it for the greater ease of working, or for
security in an engagement. This term also
applies to the middle or that part of the
yard on which the slings are placed.
Sling (sling), v.t. pret, & pp. slung; ppr.
slimjing. [A, Sax. slingan, to sling, to swing;
Dan. slynge, to sling, to wind ; Sw, slinga,

to twist; Icel. slyngva, slongva, to sling, to
swing ; G. schlingen, to interlace, to knit.

Probably from a root denoting to make a
winding or serpentine motion; comp, IceL
slangi, G, sehlange, a serpent. Slink may

Sling used in unloving
Vessels.

ch, cAain; th, Sc. locA; g, i/o; j.job; fi, Fr. to/*; ng, 8i7*y; TH, Oteu; th, thiu; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, asure.—See Key.
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be from the 8ame root.] 1. To throw with
a sling.

Every one could slin£ stones at an hairbreadth,
and not miss. Judg. xx. i6.

2. To throw; to hurl. ^Slings a broken rock
aloft in air. ' A ddison. —3. To hang so as to
swing; as, to sliTig a pack.—4. To move or
swing by a rope which suspends the thing;
to place in slings in order to hoist or
lower, as boats, casks, ordnance, or any
other weighty body.
Sling (sling), v.i. To move with long, swing-
ing, elastic steps.

Sllni^ (sling), 7i. [Comp. L.G. slingen, G.
schlitKjen, U> swallow.] An American drink
composed of equal parts of spirit (as rum,
gin, whisky, &c.) and water sweetened.
Sling -cart (sling^art), n. A kind of cart
which conveys cannon and their carriages,

(tc, for short distances, by having them
slung by a chain from the axle-tree.

Slln^-dbg (sling'dog), n. An iron hook for
a shng with a fang at one end and an eye
at the other for a rope, used in pairs, two
being employed together with connecting
tackle.

Slin^er (sling'^r), n. One who slings or uses
a shng. 2 Ki. iii. 25.

Slinging (sling'ing), p. and a. A terra ap-
plied to a long, swinging, elastic pace in
which much ground is covered with appa-
rently little exertion; swinging. [Colloquial. ]

They started off at a long sluigtng trot across the
fields. T. Hughes.

Sling-stone (sling'stou), n. A stone hurled
from a sling.

The arrow cannot make him flee ; sling-stones are
turned with him into stubble. Job xli, 28.

Slink (slingk), v.i. pret. & pp. Bhink (pret.

sometimes slanlc). [A. Sax. slincan, to slink,

to crawl, to creep ; Sw. slinka, to go away
secretly and stealthily

;
perhaps fro*m root

of sling. See SlinG, v.t] 1. To sneak; to
creep away meanly; to steal away.

Nay, we will slini away in supper-time.
Disguise us at my lodgmg and return. Skak.

He would piiich the children in the dark, and then
slink into a corner. Arbuthnot.

There were some few who slank obliquely from
them as they passed. Landor.

2. To miscarry; to cast the young one : said
of a female beast.

Slink (slingk), v.t. To cast prematurely:
said of the female of a beast.

Slink (slingk), a. 1. Produced prematurely;
as, a slink calf. —2. [Comp. D. shmken, gaunt,
thin; G. schlank, slender.] Thin; slender;
lean; starved and hungry. Sir W. Scott.

Slink (slingk), 71. 1. A sneaking fellow; a
greedy starveling ; a cheat. — 2. A calf or
other animal brought forth prematurely

;

the flesh of an animal prematurely brought
forth ; the veal of a calf killed immediately
after being calved. [Provincial English and
Scotch. ]

Slip (slip), v.i. pret. & pp. slipped; ppr. slip-

ping. [A. Sax. slipan, to slip, to glide ; D.
slippen, Dan. slippe, Icel. sleppa, to slip, to
slide, to glide away.] 1. To move along the
surface of a thing without bounding, rolling,

or stepping; to slide; to glide.

They trim their feathers, which makes them oily
and slippery, that the water may slip off them.

Mortimer.
2. To slide; to fall down; not to tread
firmly.

If he should slip, he sees his grave gaping under
him. South.

3. To move or start, as from a socket or the
like. ' The bone slips out again.' Wiseman.
4. To depart or withdraw secretly; to sneak
or slink off : with away.

Thus one tradesman slips away.
To give his partner fairer play. Prior

5. To fall into error or fault; to err.

There is one that slippetk in his speech, but not
from his heart. Ecclus. xix. 16.

If he had been as you
And you as he, you would have slipped like him.

Shak.
6. To pass unexpectedly or imperceptibly

;

to glide.

Thrice the flitting shadow slifip'ei Aviay Dryden.

7. To enter by oversight : with in or into.

Some mistakes may have sUpt into it; but others
will be prevented. Pope.

8. To escape insensibly, especially from the
memory; to be lost.

Use the most proper methods to retain the ideas
you have acquired, for the mind is ready to let many
of them slip. Watts.

—To let slip, to set free from the leash or
noose, as a hound straining after a hare.

'Let slip the dogs of war.' Shak.

Slip (slip), v.t. 1. To convey secretly.

He tried to slip a powder into her drink.
Ar/ruthnot.

2. To lose by negligence; to omit; to allow
to escape. 'Let us not slip the occasion.'
Milton. 'And sij'p no advantage that may
secure you. ' B. Jonson.— 3. To let loose

;

as, to slip the hounds.
Lucentio slipp'd me like his greyhound. Shak.

4. To throw off; to disengage one's self

from.
My horse slipped his bridle and ran away. Swift.

6. To pass over or omit negligently ; as, to
slip over the main points of a subject.

—

6. To suffer abortion of; to miscarry, as a
beast. — 7. To make a slip or slips of for
planting; to cut slips from.
The branches also may be slipped and planted.

Mortimer.
— To slip off, to take off noiselessly or
hastily ; as, to slip off one's shoes or gar-
ments.— To slip on, to put on in haste or
loosely; as, to slip on a gown or coat.— jTo

slip a cable, to veer out and let go the end.—
To slip collar (fig.), to e&cape from restraint;
to withdraw from one's engagements; to
shirk doing one's duty; to back out. [Colloq.]—To slip the leash, to disengage one's self

from a leash or noose, as a dog on sighting
its prey ; hence to free one's self from aU
restraining influences.

If they did terrify the natives by displaying their
fcfl-midable fangs, the time had not yet come when
they were to slip the leash and spring upon their
miserable victims. Prescott.

Slip (slip), n. 1. The act of slipping. 'Slips
in sensual mire.* Tennyson.—% An unin-
tentional error or fault ; a mistake inad-
vertently made ; a blunder ; as, a slip of
the pen or of the tongue. ' A very easy slip

I have made in putting one seemingly in-

different word for another.' Locke.— B. A
departure from rectitude ; a venial trans-
gression ; an indiscretion ; a backsliding.
' Such wanton, wild and usual slips as are
most known to youth and liberty.' Shak.—
4. [Perhaps lit. a twig that can be slipped in. ]

A twig separated from the main stock, espe-
cially for planting or grafting ; a scion ; a
cutting; as, the slip of a vine. 'A native
slip to us from foreign seeds. ' Shak. 'Was
graft with crab tree s^i^s.' Shak. Sometimes
like scion applied to persons; as, a slip of
nobility. 'SUght shG-slips of loyal blood.'
Tennyson.—5. A leash or string by which a
dog is held; so called from its being so made
as to slip or become loose by relaxation of

the hand.
I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips
Straining upon the start, Shak.

6. An escape; a secret or unexpected deser-
tion; commonly with ^iue.

The more shame for her goodyship.
To give so near a friend the slip. Hudibras.

7. A long narrow piece; a strip; a streak;
as, a slip of paper. ' Moonlit slips of silver

clouds.' Tennyson. Hence—8. Inprinting,
a portion of a work or newspaper not yet
formed into pages or columns.—9. Anything
easily slipped off or on; as, (a) a loose kind
of garment worn by a female. (6) A child's

pinafore, (c) A loose covering or case; as, a
piliow-slip.-lO. In pottery, ground flint or
clay mixed in water till of the consistence of
cream for making porcelain.—11. t A coun-
terfeit piece of money, being brass covered
with silver.

There are many slips and counterfeits:
Deceit is fruitfuL S. j^onson.

12. ilatter found in troughs of grindstones
after the grinding of edge-tools. [Local.]

13. A particular quantity of yarn. [Local.]

14. In the United States, an opening be-
tween warves or in a dook.— 15. An inclined
plane upon which a vessel is supported while
building or upon which she is hauled up for
repair; also, a contrivance for hauling vessels

out of the water for repairs, &c. One form
of slip consists of a carriage or cradle with
truck-wheels which run upon rails on an in-

clined plane. The ship is placed on the car-

riage while in the water, and the carriage
together with the ship is drawn up the in-

clined plane by means of wheels and pinions
wrought by men or steam power.- 16. In the
United States, a long seat or narrow pew,
often without any door, in churches.— 17. In
geol. a familiar term for a fault or disloca-
tion, a mass of strata being separated verti-

cally or aslant as if one portion had slipped
from the other. Page.~\^. In insurance,
a note of the contract made out before the
policy is effected for the purpose of asking

the consent of underwriters to the proposed
policy. It is merely a jotting or short
memorandum of the terms to which the un-
derwriters subscribe their initials, with the
sums for which they are willing to engage
It has no force as a contract of insurance.
19. In cricket, one of the fielders who stands
behind the wicket on the off side, and whose-
duty it is to back up the wicket-keeper and
take the latter's place at the wicket when
he runs after the h&W.—Long slip, a fielder
who stands at some distance behind slip to^

catch any balls which the latter misses.—
20. The difference between the speed of a
propeller and that of the steam-ship, being
due to the retreat of the resisting medium
under the impact of the propeller. ITie-

speed of the vessel being deducted from the
spee<l of the propeller gives the slip.

Slip-board (slip'bord), n. A board sliding
in grooves.

I ventured to draw back the slip-board on the-
roof, contrived on purpose to let in air. Swift.

Slip-Clutch Coupling(slip'kluchku'pl-ing),
n. In inach. a form of coupling belong-
ing to the class of friction couplings. It
is represented in its best form by the an-
nexed flcure. On the shaft B is fixed a pul-
ley, which is embraced by a friction-band 2.

Slip-clutch Coupling'.

as tightly as may be required. This band is
provided with projecting ears, with which
the prongs b6 of a fixed cross d on the driv-
ing-shaft A can be shifted into contact.
This cross is free to slide endlong on its-

shaft, but is connected to it by a sunk fea-
ther, so that being thrown forward into
gear with the ears of the friction-band, th&
shaft being in motion, the band slips round
on its pulley until the friction becomes,
equal to the resistance, and the pulley gra-
dually attains the same motion as the
clutch. The arms and sockets c c, which
are keyed fast on the shaft A, are intended
to steady and support the prongs, and to re-
move the strain from the shifting part.

Sllp-COat-Clieese (slip'kotchez), n. A rich
variety of cheese made from milkwarm from
the cow, and resembling butter, but white
Siinnxonds.

Slip-dock (slip'dok), n. A dock whose floor
slopes towards the water, so that its lower
end is in deep water, and its upper end
above high-watermark. It is laid with rails,

to support the cradle. See Slip, 15.

Slip-hook (slip'hbk), n. 2^aut. a hook which
grasps a chain-cable by one of its links, anii
may be disengaged or slipped by the mo-
tion of a trigger, sliding-ring, or the like.

Slip-kiln (slip'kil), ?)s In pottery, an ob-
long trough of stone or brick, bottomed with
fire-tiles, and heated by a furnace beneath,
used for drying slip to a workable consist-
ence. See Slip, 10.

Slip-knot (slip'not), n. A bow-knot; a knot
which will not bear a strain, but slips along
the rope or line around which it is made.
Slip-link (sliplingk), n. In mach. a con-
necting link so arranged as to allow the
parts some play in order to avoid concussion.

Slip-on (slip-on'), n. In the West Uighlands-
of Scotland, a greatcoat thrown over the
shoulders loosely like a cloak.

Slipped (slipt), a. In her. an epithet for a
flower or branch depicted as if torn from the
stalk.

Slipper (slip'fir), n. 1. One who or that
which slips or lets slip; specifically, in cours-
ing, the fimctionary who holds the couple
of hounds in the leash, and lets both slip at
the same instant on a given signal when the
hare is started.—2. [A.Sax. slipper, slypescd^

a slipper.] A loose light shoe into which
the foot may be easily slipped, generally
for household wear; a slip-shoe. —3. A kind
of apron for children, to be slipped over
their other clothes to keep them clean.

Called also a Slip or Pinafore.—^. A kind of

Fate, far, fat, fftll; mS, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, 3c- ahune; y, Sc. fey.
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iron slide or brake shoe acting as a drag on

the wheel of a heavy wagon on descending

an incline.—5. A plant of the genus Pedil-

anthus, so called from the involucres assum-

ing the appearance of a slipper. Known
al^n as supper-plant.

Slippert (slip'i^r). o. Slippery. Spenser.

Slipper-bath (slip'4r-bath), n. A bathing-

l)(i.\. made usually of tinned iron or zinc

plates, shaped like a high shoe, to enable

the bather to take a half-horizontal, half-

vertical position.

Slippered (slip'^rd), o. Wearing slippers.
' 1 he lean and dipper'd pantaloon.' Shak.

Sllpperlly (slip'ir-ili), ado. In a slippery

manner.
Slipperlness (slip'Sr-i-nes), ?i. The state or

quality of being slippery ; as, (a) a state of

surface making it easy to slip ; lubricity

;

smoothness; as, the slipperiness of ice or

snow; the slipperiness of a muddy road.

'The moisture and slipperiness of the way.'

MaundreU. (b) Glibness; readiness to slip.

We do not only fall by the stifftrintsi of our

toneues, but we deliberately discipline them to mis-

chief. '->'' H. Mort.

(c) Uncertainty; mutability; changeable-

ness. (d) Lubricity of character; tendency

to get out of engagements, &c.

Sllpperwort (slip'ir-wirt), 71. A plant of the

genus Calceolaria, so called from the form
of the lower lip of the corolla. See Calceo-
L.KRIA.

Slippery (slip'Sr-i), o. [From the older

slipiier, A. Sax. slipor, slippery. See SLIP.]

1. Allowing or causing anything to slip, slide,

or move smoothly and rapidly on the sur-

face; smooth; glib; as, oily substances ren-

der things slippery.

The maiden dreamt
That some one put this diamond in her hand

;

And that it was too slippery to be held. Tennyson.

2. Not affording firm footing or support.

Hanging them in the «!tj>p<r!/ clouds. ' Shak.
* The slipp'ry tops of human state.' Cowley.

3. 1' sing cunning or artful devices to escape;

liable or apt to slip away ; hence, not to be
trusted to; ready to use evasions or the

like; as, a slippery person to deal with.

The sliff'ry god will try to loose his hold.
Dryden.

4. Liable to slip; not standing Arm. 'SKp-

jKT/ slanders.' Shak. [Rare.]—5. Unstable;
changeable; mutable; uncertain. ' The slip-

pery state of kings.' Sir J. Dertham.

Oh, world, thy Wi/^^ry turns I Sftajt.

6. Xot certain in its effect.

One sure trick is better than a hundred stifpery

ones. Sir R VEstrange.

7 Wanton; unchaste. 'My wife isjKppery.'

Shak.
BlipplnegS (slip'i-nes). n. Slipperiness. "The
«(i^i>ieMof the way.' Sir W. Sailt. [Pro-

vincial.]

Slippy (slip'O. a. [A. Sax. Aipeg, slippery.]

Slippery. [Old and provincial.]

Slip-rope (slip'rop), n. Xaut. a rope used to

trice the bight of the cable into the head.
and also employed in casting off a vessel till

she is got in a tide-way, &c.

SlipBbod (slip'shod), a. 1. Wearing slipprs;
wearing shoes or slippers down at heel.

The shivering urchin . . . with slipshod

heels. ' Coipper. Hence— 2. Appearing or
moving like one in slippers; careless or
slovenly in manners, actions, and the like;

shuftUng; as, a slipshod style of writing.

Thy wit shall not go slipshod. Sftai.

Sllpshoe (slip'sho), n. A slipper.

Slip-skint (slip'skinX o. Slippery; evasive.

ilUton.

Slipslop (slip'slop), n. [A reduplication of

slop] 1. Bad liquor.— 2. Feeble composi-
tion.

Slip-slop (slip'slop), o. Feeble ;
poor ; je-

june.

Slip-string (slip'string), n. One that has
shaken off restraint; a prodigal. Called also

Slip-thrift. 'ilakehell8and«aj7-«trtii^».' Cot-

grave. [Rare.]

Slipt (slipt). pret. & pp. of slip. Tennyson.
Slip-thriftt (slip'thrift), n. A spendthrift;

a prodiKal.

Slisll (alish), n. [A lighter form of slash.] A
cri'ss-cut ' 5^wA and slash.' Shak.
Slit (slit), r. (. pret. & pp. slit or slittcd; ppr.

slitting. [A. Sax. sl'itan. to tear, to rend; to

break through ; Icel. sltta, Dan. slide. Sw.
slita, to tear, to separate by force; O. schUis-

sen, t(> slit, to split; akin state, slice (which
see).] 1. To cut lengthwise; to cut into

long pieces or strips ; as, to slit iron bars
into nail rods.- 2. To cut or make a long
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fissure in or upon ; as, to slit the ear or
tongue, or the nose.

Ml siii the villain's nose that would have sent me
to the gaol. ShaM.

3. To cut in general; to divide by cutting; to

sunder.
Comes the blind Fury, with the abhorred shears.

And slits the thin-spun life. Milton.

Slit (slit), n. [A. Sax. slite, Icel. slit, a rent
or slit. See the verb.] 1. A long cut, or a
narrow opening. 'A slit or oblong hole,

which was narrower than the pupil of my
eye.' Newton.

Where the tender rinds of trees disclose

Their shooting gems, a swelling knot there grows;
Just in that place a narrow slit we make.

Drydtn,
2. A cleft or crack in the breast of cattle.—
Slit planting, a method of planting, which
is performed by making slits in the soil with
a spade, so as to cross each other, and in-

serting the plant at the point where the
slits cross.

Slit-deal (slit' del), n. In carp, a IJ-inch
plank cut into two boards. Simynotids,

Slither (sliTH'6r), v.i. To slide; to move
smoothly; to glide. [Provincial.]

Slithery (sliTH'6r-i), o. Slippery; sliddery.

[Provincial.]

Slitter (slit'er), n. One who or that which
slits.

Slitting -mill (slit'ing-mil), 71. 1. A mill
where iron bars or plates are slit into nail

rods, &c.—2. A machine used by lapidaries

for shtting or cutting gems, stones, &c.,

previous to grinding and polishing. It con-
sists of a very thin sheet-iron disc, the edge
of which is charged with diamond powder
and lubricated with oil, mounted on a stand,

and revolved by a treadle or otherwise.

Slitting-roUer (slit'ing-r6l-16r), n. One of

a pair of eoacting rollers having ribs which
enter intervening spaces on the companion
rollers, and cutting in the manner of shears,

used in slitting-mills for metals, &c.

Slive(sUv), v.i. [Allied to slip; comp. G.

schlet/en, to slide.] To sneak; to skulk; to

proceed in a sly way; to creep; to idle away
time. [Local.]

Slivet (sHv), v.t. [A. Sax. sllfan, to cleave,

to split; hence sliverJl To cleave; to split;

to divide. Holland.
Sliver (sliv'6r or sli'v6r), v.i. [See SLIVE.]

To cut or divide into long thin pieces, or

into very small pieces; to cut or rend length-

wi^; to break or tear off; as, to sliver wood.
Slips of yew,

Slivit'd in the moon's eclipse. Shak.

Silver (sliv'^r or sli'ver), n. \. A long piece

cut or- rent off, or a piece cut or rent length-

wise.— 2. A small branch.
There, on the pendant boughs her coronet weeds
Clambering to hang, an envious sliver broke

;

When down her weedy trophies and herself

Fell in the weeping brook. Shak.

3. In spinning, a continuous strand of wool,

cotton, or other fibre, in a loose untwisted
condition, ready for slubbing or roving.

Slo.t v.t. To slay, liomaunt of the Rose.

Sloak, Sloakan (slok, slok'an), n. See
Slokan.
Sloam (slom), n. In mining, a layer of

earth or clay between coal strata.

Sloat (8l6t), n. [A form of slat, a thin bar;

L.G. uaate, a pole, a stem.] A narrow piece

of timber which holds together larger pieces;

as, the cross sloats in the frame forming the
bottom of a cart.

Slobber (slob'6r), p.i. [A form of slabber.^

To drivel ; to dote ; to be weak or foolish

;

to slabber. Swift.—To slobber over wvrk is

to do it in a slovenly or half-finished manner.
[Pamiliar]
Slobber (slob'6r), v.t. To slaver; to spill

upon; to slabber.

Slobber (slob'6r), n. Slaver; liquor spilled;

slabber.

SlObberer (8lob'6r-6r), n. 1. One who slob-

bers. —2. A slovenly farmer; also, a jobbing

tailor. Grose; HalUwell. [Provincial Eng-
lish.]

Slobbery (slob'6r-i), a. Moist; muddy;
sloppy. ' Slobbery weather.' Swift.

But I will sell my dukedom
To buy a slobbery and dirty farm
In that nook-shotten isle of Albion. Shak,

Slock, Slocken (slok, slok'n), v.t. [A form
of slake. Icel. slokna, to be extinguished.

See Slake.] To quench; to allay; to slake.

[Old English and Scotch.]

Slocldng-Stone (slok'ing-ston), n. In min-
ing, a stone of rich ore extracted, or pro-

fessed to be extracted, from a certain mine,

displayed to Induce persons to take shares

In it.

Sloe [PntHus spinosa).

SLOP

Sloe (slo), n. [A. Sax. slA, sldhe, Sc. slae, D.
and L.G. slee, G. schlehe, from L.G. slee, D.

sleeuw, G. sckleh, sour, astringent.] A Brit-

ish shrub of the
genus Prunus,
the F. spinosa,
called also Black-
thorn. It is a
low shrub or tree,

with irregularly
spreading round
branches; leaves
serrate ; flowers
very numerous
with pure white
petals

;

fruit

black with a blu-

ish bloom, very
austere. It grows
in thickets,

hedges, and on
dry banks, and is

used as stocks on which to engraft the plum
and some other species. See Prunus.
Slogan (slo'gan), n. [Contr. of Gael, shtagh-
ghairm, an army cry.] The war-cry or gather-

ing word or phrase of one of the old High-
land clans ; hence, the watchword used by
soldiers in the field.

Sound the fife and cry the slogan—
Let the pibroch shake the air. Aytoun.

Slogardie.t n. Sloth; sluggishness. Chau-
cer.

Slogger (slog'fir), n. A second-class racing
boat at Cambridge, corresponding to the
torpid of Oxford. [University slang.]

Slokan, Sloke (sloTcan. slok), n. A name
given to species of edible sea-weed belong-
ing to the genera Porphyra and Ulva. Called

also Sloakan, Sloak. See Layer.
Sloken (slok'en), v.t. See Slock. Slocken.
SlOO ( sib), n. A slough. [Old English and
provincial American.]
Sloom (slbm), n. [A. Sax. sluma, slumber;
O.G. sluinen, to sleep. Slumber is from
A. Sax. sluma. ] Slumber. HalliwelL [Ob-

solete or local. ]

Sloomy (sibm'i), o. Sluggish; slow. Ualli-

well. (Obsolete or local.]

Sloop (slop), n. [D. sloep, L.G. sluup, slupe^

a sloop, from root of slip. Akin shallop

(through the French).] A vessel with one
mast, and often with nothing but fore-and-

aft sails, the main-sail being attached to a
gaff above, to a boom below, and to the mast
on its foremost edge. Some sloops have no

Sloop,

gaff top-sail, but a square top-sail and top-

gallant-sail. A sloop is usually said to differ

from a cutter by having a fixed instead of a
running bowsprit ; but the names seem to

be used somewhat indiscriminately. — A
sloop-of-war, in the British navy, was for-

merly a vessel, of whatever rig, between a
corvette and a gun-boat, and ordinarily

constituting the command of a commander.
Sloops-of-war usually carried from ten to

eighteen guns. The name is still retained,

being now applied to certain vessels of no
great size or fighting power.

Slop (slop),r.(. [Probably imitative of sound
made. Comp. Prov. G. schloppen, to lap,

to swallow; E. slobber, slabber. See the

noun.] 1. To spill or cause to overflow, as

a liquid.— 2. To drink greedily and grossly.

[Rare.]— 3. To spill liquid upon, or to soil

by letting a liquid fall upon.

Slop (slop), n. [Comp. Icel. slabb, dirt from
sleet and rain] 1. Water carelessly thrown
about, as on a table or floor ; a puddle ; a

soiled spot.— 2. Mean liquor; mean liquid

food : generally in plural.

The sick husband here wanted for neither slops

nor doctors. Sir R. VEstrange.

ch, cAain; eh, Sc. locA; g, go\ j. job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, tAen; th, «&in; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, anire.—See KET.
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3. pi. The waste dirty water of a house.—
4. In pottery, same as Slip. See under Slip.

Slop (slop), n. [A. Sax. slop, a frock or over-
garment; Icel. dojipr, a wide outer dress, a
gown ; D. slobbe, a pair of slops or loose
bagging trousers. Perhaps from root of slip;

comp. also L.G. slap, G. schlaff, loose.] 1. A
smock-frock.— 2. Any kind of outer garment
made of linen; a night-gown; a kind of cloak
or mantle. [Obsolete or provincial English. ]

3. pi. (a) A loose lower garment ; a sort of
wide breeches. 'From the waist downward
all slops.' Shak.—{b) Ready-made clothing,
(c) In the navy, the clothes and bedding of
a sailor. Within certain limits government,
acting through tlie ship's paymaster, sup-
plies the men with slops at cost price.

Slop (slop), v.i. To be spilled or overflow,
as a liquid, by the motion of the vessel con-
taining it: often with over.

Slop-basin, Slop-bowl (slop'ba'sn, slop'-
bol), n. A vessel or bowl for emptying the
dregs from tea-cups or coffee-cups into at
table.

Slop -book (slop'buk), 71. In the navy, a
register of the slop clothing, soap, and to-
bacco issued to the men; also of the religious
books supplied. Admiral Smyth.
Slope (slop), n. (Perhaps from A. Sax. slopen,
pp. of slupan, to slip, to glide; comp. also
Icel. slapa, to hang loosely.] 1. An ob-
lique direction; obliquity; especially, a di-

rection downward ; as. this piece of timber
has a slight slope in it.— 2. A declivity or
acclivity; any ground whose surface forms
an angle with the plane of the horizon.

The buildings covered the summit and s/o^e of a
hill. Macauiay.

Specifically, (a) in civil engin. an inclined
bank of earth on the sides of a cutting or an
embankment. (6) In milling, the dip or in-
clination of a stratum or vein of ore. (c) In
fort, the inclined surface of the interior,
top, or exterior of a parapet or other portion
of a work.
Slope (slop), a. Inclined or inclining from
a horizontal direction ; forming an angle
with the plane of the horizon, [Rare.]

Murmuring- waters fall

Down the s/o/e hills. Milton.

Slope (slop), v.t. pret. & pp. sloped; ppr.
sloping. 1. To form with a slope; to form
to declivity or obliquity ; as, to slope the
ground in a garden; to slope a piece of cloth
in cutting a garment. — 2. To bend down;
to direct obliquely; to Incline.

Though palaces and pyramids do slope
Their heads to their foundations. Shak.

—Slope arms (milit), a command in manual
exercise to carry the rifle obliquely on the
shoulder.— 7*0 slope the standard (milit), to
dip or lower the standard, a form of salute.

The general in command made the whole army
defile past their guidon, and salute it with sloped
standards. Lawrence.

Slope (slop), t?.i. 1. To take an oblique direc-
tion; to be declivous or inclined; to descend
in a sloping or slanting direction.

Many a night from yonder ivied casement, ere I went
to rest.

Did I look on great Orion, sloping slowly to the west.
Tennyson.

2. To run away; to decamp; to elope; to dis-

appear suddenly. [Slang.]

Slope (slop), adv. Obliquely; not perpen-
dicularly. ' Bore him slope downward to
the sun.' Milton.

Slope (slop), v.t. pret. »fe pp. sloped; ppr.
sloping. To give the slip to; to defraud by
running away; as, to slope a shop. [Vulgar.]

Slopeness(sl6p'nes),n. Declivity; obliquity.
' A graceful pendence of slopeness.' Wotton.
[Rare.]

Slopewise (slop'wlz), adv. Obliquely.
The Wear is a frith, reaching slop-wise through the

Ose. Jiich. Carew.

Sloping (slop'ing), a. Oblique; declivous;
inclining or inclined from a horizontal or
other right line. ' A sioptn^ way.' Dryden.
Slopingly (slop'ing-li), adv. In a sloping
manner; obliquely; with a slope.

Slop-pail (slop'pal), n. A pail or bucket for
rt'i.(;iviiii,' slops, or for chamber use.

Sloppiness (slop'i-nes),«. The state of being
sloppy; wetness of the earth; muddiness.
Sloppy (slop'i), a. [From slop.] Wet, so as
to spatter easily; muddy; plashy.
Slop-room (slop'rom), n. liaut. the place
appointed to keep the slops in for the ship's

company.
Slopseller (slop'sel-6r), n. One who sells

ready-made clothes.

Slopshop (slop'shop), 71. A shop where
ready-made clothes (slops) are sold.

Slop-work (slop'w6rk), n. The manufac-
ture of cheap ready-made clothing.

Slopy (slop'i), a Sloping; inclined; as, slopy
ground. [Rare.]

Slosh (slosh), V. i. To flounder among slosh
or soft mud.
On we went, dripping and sloshing, and looking

very Hke men that have been turned back by the
Royal Humane Society as being thoroughlydrenched.

A'in^la^e.

Slosh (slosh), 71. Same as SiiisA. [Provmcial,]
Sloshy (slosh'i), a. Same as Slushy, Sludgy.
Slot (slot), n. [D. and L.G. slot, a lock; D.
sluiten, to shut, to lock, to close; sluiigat,

a mortise; Dan. slutte, to lock; G. schliessen,

to lock. In meaning 3 it may be rather
connected with slit] 1. The fastening of a
door; a bar; a bolt. [Obsolete or provin-
cial.]—2. A piece of timber which connects
or holds together larger pieces ; a slat or
sloat.—3. In mach. an elongated narrow de-
pression or perforation; a rectangular re-

cess or depression cut partially into the
thickness of any piece of metal for the re-

ception of another piece of similar form, as
a key-seat in the eye of a wheel or pulley;
an oblong hole or aperture formed through-
out the entire thickness of a piece of metal,
as for the reception of an adjusting bolt.—
4. A trap-door in the stage of a theatre. In
this sense written also Slote.

Slot (slot), v.t. pret. & pp. slotted; ppr. slot-

ting. 1. To cut a slot in.- 2. To shut with
violence; to slam. Hay. [Provincial.]

Slot (slot), n. [A form akin to O.E. slogth, a
path; Icel. sldth, a track or trail, as in snow;
Sc. sleuth, a track, whence sleuth-XionnA.]
The track of a deer, as followed by the scent
or by the mark of the foot. 'The hunts-
man by his slot or breaking earth perceives.'
Marston.
He leaves the noisome stench of his rude slot be-

hind him. Milton.

Slot (slot), 71. [Sw. slutt, a slope, a de-
clivity.] Ahollow.—5io( of a hill, a hollow
in a hill or between two ridges.-5/o( of the
breast, the pit of the stomach. [Scotch.]
Slote (slot), 71. A trap-door in the stage of
a theatre. Written also Slot
Sloth (sloth or sloth), n. [Fonnerly slotithe,

slewthe, A. Sax. slcewth, from sldw, slow.
Sloth, therefore, is short for slowth. See
Slow.] l. Slowness; tardiness.

I abhor
This dilatory sloth and tricks of Rome. Shak.

2. Disinclination to action or labour; slug-
gishness; habitual indolence; laziness; idle-

ness. 'Hog in sloth, fox in stealth.' Shak.
They change their course to pleasure, ease, and

sioth. Milton.

Sloth, like rust, consumes faster than labour wears.
Franklin.

3. The popular name of certain edentate
mammals, of which only two species are
known, viz. Bradypus tridactylus or ai, an
inhabitant of South America, about the size

of a common cat, of a gray colour, though
frequently spotted with brown and white,

Two-toed Sloth (Bradypus or Choloepus dtdactylus).

especially when young; and Bradypus or
Choloepus dtdactylus or unau, a native of
the West Indies, about lialf the size of the
former. These animals are so called from
the slowness of their motions on tlie ground,
which is the necessary consequence of their
disproportioned structure, and particularly
from the fact that the feet exhibit a confor-
mation resembling that of clubfoot in man
—a disposition of parts highly useful in
climbing movements. They live on trees,

and never remove from the one they are on
until they have stripped it of every leaf.

The sloths are exceedingly helpless when on
the ground, and seem at home only when
upon trees, resting or moving suspended be-

neath theirbranches.and they aresometimes
observed to travel from tree to tree, and
along branches, with considerable celerity.
The female produces but a single young one
at a birth, which she carries about with her
until it is able to transfer its weight from
its parent to the branches.— S/o^A animal-
cule. See Macrobiotidae. —Australian
sloth, a name given to the koala (which see).
—Sloth bear. See Aswail.
Sloth (sloth), v.i. To be idle. Gower.
SlOtht (sloth), a. Slothful; slow.

God is . . . very sloth to revenge. Latimer.

Slothful (sloth'ful or sloth'ful), a. Inactive;
sluggish; lazy; iudolent; idle.

He also that is slothful in his work, is brother to
him that is a great waster. Prov. xviii. 9.

Slothfully (sloth'ful-li or sloth'ful-li), odti.

In a slothful manner; lazily; sluggishly;
idly.

Slothfulness (sl6th'ful-nes or sloth'fijl-nes),

n. The state or quality of being slothful;
the indulgenceof sloth; inactivity; tlie habit
of idleness; laziness.

Slothfulness casteth into a deep sleep.
Prov, xix. 15.

Slot-hound (slot'hound), 71. A hound that
tracks animals by the slot; a blood-hound;
a sleuth-hound. ' Misfortunes which track
my footsteps like slot-hounds.' Sir W. Scott.
See Sleuth-hound. [Scotch.]

Slotteryt (slot'er-i), a. [Closely allied to
slattern and to L.G. slodderia, loose, sloven;
G. schlotterig, negligent; schlottem, to hang
loosely. See Slattern, Slut.] 1. Squalid;
dirty; sluttish; untrimmed.—2. Foul; weL
Slotting (slot'ing), 71. The operation of
making slots.

Slotting-machlne (slot'ing-ma-shen), n. A
species of self-acting tool or implement em-
ployed in the formation of slots in any
piece of machinery. It is simply a planing
machine, in which the tool is vertically re-

ciprocated while the work is fed beneath it

between cuts.

Slouch (slouch), 71. [Provincial also slotch,

a softened form, corresponding to IceL
sldkr, a slouch, or dull inactive person; Sw.
sloka, to droop. Comp. slug, sluggard.] 1. A
drooping or depression of the bead or of
some other part of the body ; a stoop ; an
ungainly, clownish gait.

Our doctor has every quality which can make a
man useful ; but, alas \ ae hath a sort of slouch in his
walk. Swi/t.

2. An awkward, heavy, clownish fellow.

Begin thy carols, then, thou vaunting slouch;
Be thine the oaken staffor mine the pouch. Gay.

3. A depression or hanging down, as of the
brim of a hat.

Slouch (slouch), v.i. To have a downcast
clownish gait or manner.
Slouch (slouch), v.t. To depress: to cause
to hang down; as, to slouch the hat.

Slouch-hat (slouch'hat), n. A hat with a
hanging brim.
Slouching (slouch'ing), p. and a. 1. Hanging
down.— 2. Walking heavily and awkwardly.
' The awkward, negligent, clumsy, and
»io«cAi7i*; manner of a booby.' Chesterfield.

Slough (slou), 71. [A. Sax. slog, a slough, a
hollow place; cog. G. schlauch, an abyss.]
A place of deep mud or mire; a hole full of
mire. ' Sloughs that swallow common sense.

'

Tennyson.
So soon as I came beyond Eton, they threw me off

from behind one of them in a slough of mire. ShaJk.

Slough (sluf), 71. [Sc. slocK a skin of a ser-

pent or other animal, a husk of a fruit; G.
schlauch, the skin of an animal stripped off

and made into a vessel for holding liquids.

Wedgwood thinks that it means properly
something slipped off, that from which
something hasslipped, being allied to O.H.G.
sllhhan, G. schleichen, to slip, slide, slink.]

1. The skin or cast skin of a serpent.—
2. In surg. the dead part which separates
from the living in mortification, or the part
that separates from a foul sore.

Slough (sluf), v.i. To sep3..'ate from the
sound flesh ; to come off, as the matter
formed over a sore: a term in surgery.

—

To
slough off, to separate from the living parts,

as tlie dead part in mortification.

Sloughy (sluu'i), a. Full of sloughs; miry.
' Low grounds sloughy imderneath.' SwiJ't

Sloughy (sluf'i), a. Of the nature of or
resembling a slough, or tlie dead matter
which separates from flesh; foul; mortified;
suppurated.

Slovalte (slo-vak'). n. One of a Slavic race
inhabiting North Hungary. In the ninth
century they formed an independent king-

fate, fftr, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, byll; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. Uy.
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dora (Moravia), but were gradually subju-
gated by the Magyars, to whom even yet
they bear no friendly feeling.

Slovan (slo'van), n. In mining, a gallery in
a mine; a day level: especially applied to
damp places. Weale.
Sloven (slur'en). n. [Some of the declen-
sional forms of Icel. sljor, slow, come very
close to this word, such as sljdvaii, sljovum;
comp also L.G. sbif, D. slof, careless, negli-

gent; D. slof, an old slipper, «loffen, to trail

one's feet along.] A man careless of his

dress or negligent of cleanliness; a man ha-
bitually negligent of neatness and order; a
slow, lazy fellow. Slut is the correspouding
feminine term.

The neijligent sloven
Had shut out the pasty in shutting his oven.

Goidsmtth.

SlOTenllness (sluv'en-Ii-nes), n. The state

or quality of being slovenly; as, (a) negli-

gence of dress; habitual want of cleanliness.

(6) Neglect of order and neatness; negli-

gence or carelessness generally. ' Sloveiili-

nexs in God's service.* Bp. Hall.

Slovenly (sluv'en-li),a. l. Having the habits
of a sloven; n^ligent of dress or neatness;
lazy ; negligent : of persons ; as, a slovenly
man.

/tsop at last found out a slovenly lary fellow loll-

ing at his ease as tf he had nothing to do.
L'Estrange.

2. Wanting neatness or tidiness ; loose and
careless : of things; as, a slovenly dress.

His (Wicliffe's) style is everywhere coarse and slo-

tfnly. Craik.

Slovenly (sluv'en-li), adv. In a slovenly
manner; negligently; carelessly. 'As I hang
my clotlies on somewhat slovenly.' Pope.
Slovenryt (sluv'en-ri), n. Negligence of
order or neatness; dirtiness. Shak.
Slow (slo), «. [A. 8ax. sldw, slow, lazy; Dan,
slov, Sw. slo, Icel. sljor, blunt, dull, slow

;

O.H.G. sUo, sUwo, slow; allied to Goth.
slavan, to be still or silent. Sloven is pro-
bably of same root.] 1. Moving a small dis-

tance in a long time ; not swift ; not quick
in motion ; not rapid ; as, a slow stream; a
slow motion ; a slow pace. ' Drowsy, slow,

and flagging wings.' Shak.

Me thou think'st not sltnv.

Who since the moming-hour set out from heaven
Where God resides, and ere mid-day arrived
In Eden. Milton.

2. Not happening in a short time ; spread
over a Inng or considerable time; gradual;
as, the slow growth of arts and sciences.

These changes in the heavens, though slow, pro-
duc'd

Like change on sea and land. Milton

8. Not ready; not prompt or quick.

I am slow of speech, and of a slcrw tongue.
Ex. iv. 10.

4. Inactive; tardy; sluggish; dilatory.

The Trojans are not slovf
To guard their shore from an expected foe. Dryden.

6. Not hasty; not precipitate ; acting with
deliberation.

The Lord is merciful, slow to anger.
Comtnon Prayer.

He that is sltrm to wrarti, is of great understanding.
Prov. xiv. 29,

6. Behind in time ; indicating a time later
than the true time ; as, the clock or watch
is slow.—7. Dull; heavy; dead.

Is not lead a metal heavy, dull, and slow I Shak.

8. Exciting contempt on account of dulness
or want of spirit; not lively; stupid: used
of persons or things; as. the entertainment
was very slow. 'The men whom he had de-
spised SA slow.' Farrar. [CoWoq.] ~ Slow
coach, one who is slow in movement; one
who is deficient in quickness or smartness;
a dawdle.
Our present girl is a very slow coach, but we hope

some day to sport a buttons. Dean Ramsay.

Stn. Dilatory, late,delaying, lingering, tardy,
slu^sh, dull, inactive.

Bl0W(9l6),adi?. Slowly. (Poetical or coUoq.]
How slow this old moon wanes I Shak.

Blow (9I6), v.i. 1. To delay; to retard.

I woulfl I knew not why it should be slow'd. Shak,

2. To slacken in speed ; as, to slow a loco-
motive or steamer.
Slow (*\u\ v.i. To slacken in speed; as, the
lucoiiiiitive began to slow.

Slowbackt (slo'bak), n. A Inblwr; an idle
felli»w; a loiterer. ' The «{ouT&acAr« and lazie
bones.' Dr. Favour.
SlOW-gaited (slo'gat-ed), a. Slow in gait;
niovinif slowly. Shak.
Slow -hound (sloliound), n. A sleuth-
hound.

SlOW-lemxir (sl61e-m6r). »i. A species of
lemur, the Lenuir or Nycticebus tardigra-
dus, and Loris stenops of Illiger. It is an
animal of small size, scarcely so large as a

Slow-lemur [L. or Nycticebus tardigradusS.

cat, and has been so named from the slow-
ness of its gait. It inhabits the East Indies,
is nocturnal and arboreal in its habits, and
during the day sleeps clinging to a branch.
During night it prowls about in search of
prey, which consists of insects and occa-
sionally of small birds and quadrupeds.
Also called the Sloth of Bengal and Slow-
paced Lemur.
Slowly (slo'li), adv. In a slow manner:
(a) with moderate motion; not rapidly; not
witli velocity or celerity; as, to walk slowly.

(6) Not soon ; not in a little time ; not with
hasty advance; gradually; tardily; as, the
building proceeds slowly; a country that
riseaslowly into importance, (c) Not hastily;

not rashly ; not with precipitation ; as, he
determines slowly.

Slow-match (slo'mach), n. A match, con-
sisting of some combustibie.as cotton, hemp,
tar, and tlie like, formed into a strand or
rope and steeped in a solution of saltpetre.
Such a match burns slowly and steadily.

and is used for igniting a blast of gunpow-
der and other purposes where the operator
requires time to retire to a place of safety.

Slowness (slo'nes), n. State or quality of
being slow : (a) moderate motion ; want of
speed or velocity.

Swiftness and slcrwuess are relative ideas. IVatts.

(6) Tardy advance ; moderate progression

;

as, the slowness of an operation; slowness of
growth or improvement.
Tyrants use what art they can to increase the sloiu-

ness of death. /looker.

(c) Want of readiness or promptness ; dul-
ness.

Christ would not heal their infirmities because of
the hardness and slowness of their hearts, Betttley.

(cO Deliberation; cooluess; caution in decid-
ing, (e) Dilatoriness ; tardiness; sluggish-
ness.

Slow -paced (slo'past). a. Having a slow
pace or motion ; not swift ; as. a slow-paced
horse. —Slow-paced lemur. See Slow-le-
MtR.
Slows (sloz). n. pi. A name in America for
the disease miHt-sickness (which see).

Slow-wlnged (alo'wingd), a. Flying slowly.
• Sl"u-->riii;ii'd turtle.' Shak.
Slow-worm (slo'wfirm), n. [A. Sax. «M*
wynn, lit. slay-worm (from slahan, to slay),

from its feeding on worms.] The blind-
worm (Anguis /ragilis). See Blinij-wokm.
Sloyd (sloid). n. [Sw. sl6Jd—E. sleight] A
system of manual trainmg in the use of
simple tools, more especiallyin wood-work.
Sluh fslub), 11. A roll of wool drawn out
and slightly twisted; a rove.

Slub (slub). v.t. pret. A pp. slubbed; ppr.
slubbing. To draw out and slightly twist,

as wool; to form into slnbs.

Slubber (slub'tr). n. 1. One who slubs or
who manages a slubbing-machiue. ~ 2. A
slubbing-machine.
Slubber (slub'6r), v.t. [k form of slabber,
slobber.] 1. To daub; to stain; to cover care-
lessly; to obscure.

There is no art that hath been more . . . slubbered
with aphorisming pedantry than the art of policy.

MiltoH,
2. To sully; to soil.

Vou must therefore be content to slubber the gloss
of your new fortunes with this more stubborn and
boisterous expedition. Shak.

3. To do lazily, imperfectly, or with careless
hurry; to slur over. [Rare.]

Slubber not business for my sake. Shak.

Slubber (slub'6r), v.i. To move or act in a
slovenly, hurried manner. Milton. [Rare.]
SlubberdeguUion (slub'6r-de-gul-i-on), n.
[Shibber, and Prov. E. gullimi, E. cuUion, a
low mean wretch.] A dirty mean wretch.
* Base slubberdegullion. ' Hudibras. [Low. ]

Slubberingly ( slub'6r-ing-li ), adv. In a
slovenly or a hurried and imperfect man-
ner. [Rare.]

Slubbing-biUy, Slubbing-machine (slub'-
ing-bil-i, slub'ing-ma-shen), n. A machine
used in spinning factories for drawing out
the rolls of wool and slightly twisting them.
See Slub, v.t.

Slud (slud), n. [Abbrev. from sludge.] In
mining, a term given to the water and mud
mixed together which runs off in washing
some minerals. Weale.
Sludge (sluj), 71. [A form of shitch, slick,

sleeck, softened forms corresponding to L.G.
slick, D. slik, slijk, dirt, mire, allied to
E. sleek. The double forms sludge, slutch
are paralleled by grudge, grutch; smudgCy
smutch.] 1. Mud; mire; soft mud.

A draggled mawkin, thou.
That tends her bristled yrunters in the sludge.

Tennyson.
2. Small floating pieces of ice or snow.
Kane.
Sludge-door, Sludge-hole (sluj'dor, sluj'-

hol), n. A closed opening in a steam-boiler
by which the matter deposited at the bot-
tom can be taken out.

Sludger (sluj '6r), n. An iron instrument
for bitring in sludge or quicksand.
Sludgy (sluj'i), a. Miry; slushy.

Sluds (sludz), n. pi. In mining, half-roasted
ore.

Slue (slu), v.t. pret. & pp. slued; ppr. sluing.
[Perhaps Icel. snua, to turn, to twist, with
change of n to l.) 1. Naut. to turn round,
as a mast or boom about its axis, without
removing it from its place.— 2. To turn or
twist about: often followed by round and
used rettexively. Written also Slew.
They laughed and slued themselz'es round. Dickens.

Slue (slu), v.i. To turn about; to turn or
swing round : often followed by round.
Slue-rope (slu'rop),?*. Naut. a rope applied
for turning a spar or other object in a re-
quired direction.

Slug (slug), n. [Akin to slack or slouch. It
seems to have been originally an adjective
or a verb: O.E. slogge, to linger or fall be-
hind, slugge. slow, sluggish. As the name
of an animal it is represented by D. slak,

slek, a slug or snail] 1. A slow, heavy, lazy
fellow; a sluggard. Shak.— 2.^ A hinder-
ance; obstruction. Bacon.— Z. The popular
name of the molluscs or snails of the family
Limacidae, consisting of shell-less snails very
injurious to the agriculturist and horticul-
turist. Several species inliabit Britain, all

of which subsist on leaves, roots, and vege-
tables. The most common is the Limax
agrestis, or common slug, of which there
are several varieties, which devour the
young shoots of turnips, wheat, and indeed
all kinds of grain and vegetables, frequently
to a ruinous extent. See SEA-si.ua.

Slug ( slug ), n. [Probably from the root of
slay, Prov. E. slog, to strike heavily.] A
cylindrical, cubical, or irregularly shaped
piece of metal used for the charge of a gun.
SlUgt (alug), v.i. To play the sluggard; to
be lazy; to be dull or inert.

Another sleeps and slugs both night and day.
Quaries.

Slug t (slug). t).(. 1. To make sluggish. Mil-
ton.~-2. To retard; to hinder. Bacon.
Slug (slug), v.t. To load with a slug or
slugs, as a gun.
Slugabed (slug'a-bed), n. One who in-
dulges in lying abed; a sluggard. Shak.
Sluggard (slng'ard), n. [O.E. slugge, slow,
lazy, and the suffix -ard. ] A person habitu-
ally lazy, idle, and inactive; a. drone.
Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider her was^s

and be wise. Prov. vi. 6.

Sluggard (slug'ard),a. Sluggish; lazy. Shak.
Sluggardize (slug'ard-iz),v.(. To make lazy.

'DiiUy nh/'/tfardized at home.' Shak. [Rare.]
Sluggardy t (slug'ard-i), n. The state of a
sluggard. Gower.
Sluggish (slug'ish), a. [From slug.] 1. Ha-
bitually idle and lazy; indolent; slothful;
dull; inactive; &a, & sluggish mRn.— 2. Slov;
having little motion ; as, a sluggish river or
stream.—3. Inert; inactive; having no power
to move itself.

Matter being sluggish and inactive hath no power
to stir or move itselT H'oodward.

4. Dull; tame; stupid. ' So «/i'£f^i8A a conceit'
Milton.—Inert, Inactive, Sluggish. See un-

cb, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; 8, go; i,job; b, Fr. ton; ng, slny; iB, then; th, thin; w, tdg; wh. uAig; zh, amre.—See Ket.
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der Inert.—Syn. Idle, lazy, slothful, indo-
lent, dronish, slow, dull, drowsy, inactive,
inert.

Sluggishly (slu^ish-li), adv. In a sluggish
manner; lazily; slothfuUy; drowsily; idly;
slowly. Milton.

Slug^shness (slug'ish-nes), n. State or
quality of being sluggish: (a) natural or
habitual indolence or laziness ; sloth ; dul-
ness: applied to persons. (&) Inertness;
want of power to move : applied to inani-
mate matter, (c) Slowness; as, the sluggish-
ness of a stream.
Sluggy t (slug'i), a. Sluggish.
Slugs (slugz), n. pi. In mining, half-roasted
ore. Written also Studs.
Slug-snail (slug'snal), n. A kind of snail;
a slug.

Sluice (slus), n. [D. sluys, sluis, Dan. sluse, G.
schleuse, from O.Fr. escluse. Ft. icUise; L.L.
ezcliisa, from L. excludo, exclusum, to shut
out, to exclude—fa;, out, and claudo, to shut.
Probably directly from the Dutch.] 1. A
contrivance used for the purpose of closing
or of regulating the passage of a consider-
able body of water from one level to an-
other; a water-way provided with a gate or
other contrivance by which the flow of water
is controlled ; a flood-gate. Sluices are ex-
tensively used in hydraulic works, and ex-
hibit great variety in their construction,
according to the purposes which they are
Intended to serve. They regulate the pass-
age of water into and out of canal locks,
and are much used in the hydraulic arrange-
ments connected with irrigation works,
&c. In mill-streams sluices serve to keep
back the water when the mill is at rest and
to regulate the supply when the mill is going.
2. In steam-engines, the injection-valve by
which the water of condensation is intro-
duced into the condenser.—3. A tubulureor
pipe through which water is directed at will.

E. H. Knight.—^. The stream of water issu-
ing through a flood-gate.— 5. Any vent for
water.

Two other precious drops, that ready stood.
Each in their crystal sluice, he ere they fell

Kiss'd. Milton.

«. An opening; a source of supply; that
through which anything flows.

Each sluice of affluent fortune open'd soon. IV. Harte.

Sluice (slus), ui. pret. & pp. sluiced; ppr.
sluicing. 1. To open a flood-gate or sluice
upon; to let in a copious flow of water on;
as, to sluice a meadow.

A broad canal
From the main river sluiced. Tennyson.

2. To wet or lave abundantly.
He dried his face and neck which he had been

sluicing- with cold water, De Quincey.

3. To scourout orcleanse by meansof sluices;
as, to sluice a harbour.— 4. To emit as by a
sluice; to let gush out. [Rare.] 'Sluiced
out his innocent soul through streams of
blood.' Shak.
Sluice-gate (sms'gat), n. The gate of a
sluice; a water-gate; a flood-gate.

Sluice-way (slus'wa), n. An artificial pas-
sage or channel into which water is let by a
sluice.

Sluicy (sliU'i), a. Falling in streams, as from
a sluice.

And oft whole sheets descend of s/uicy rain. Dryden.

Slum(slum),n. [Comp. s;wnip,boggyground.]
A low, dirty, back street of a city, especially
such a street inhabited by a poor criminal
population; a low neighbourhood; as, the
slrnn^ of Whitechapel and Westminster.

He lives in a dirty slum. Dickens
Close under the Abbey of Westminster there lie

concealed labyrinths of lanes and courts and alleys
and slums. Cardinal IViseman.

Slumber (slum'bSr), v.i. [A. Sax. slumerian,
from sluma, slumber; Dan. shnnre, D. slui-
meren, G. schlummem, to sleep or slumber.
As to insertion of b, comp. nwmfeer, humble.]
1. To sleep lightly; to doze.
He that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber noi

sleep. Ps. cxxi. 4.

2. To sleep. Slumber is used as synonymous
with sleep, particularly in the poetic and
eloquent style.

If Sleep and Death be truly one,
And every spirit's faded bloom
Through all its intervital gloom

In someTong trance should slumber on.
Tennyson.

3. To be in a state of negligence, sloth, su-
pinenesa, or inactivity. Young.

Pent Greek patriotism slumbered for centuries till

it blazed out grandly in the Liberation War of 1821-5.
Pro/. Blackie.

Slumber (slum'bSr), v.t. 1. To lay to sleep.
' To «;u7H&er his conscience.' SirH. Wotton.
2. To stun ; to stupefy. [In both uses rare
or obsolete. ]

Then he took up the slitmber'd senseless corse.
Speytser.

Slumber (slumTj^r), n. 1. Light sleep; sleep
not deep or sound.
From carelessness it shall settle into slumber, and

from slumber it shall settle into a deep and long sleep.
South.

2. Sleep ; repose. ' Rest to my soul, and
slumber to my eyes.' Dryden.
Slumberer (slum'b6r-6r), n. One that slum-
bei-s; a sleeper.

Slumbering (slum'b6r-ing), n. State of
sleep or repose.

In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep
falleth upon men, in slumberiugs upon the bed.

„, Job xxxiii. 15.

Slumberingly (slum'b6r-ing-U), adv. In a
slumbering manner.
Slumberless (slum'b6r-Ies), a. Without
sltimher; sleepless. 'My slumberless liead.'
S/ielley.

Slumberous (slum b6r-us), a. Inviting
or causing sleep; soporiferous. 'While
pensive in the slumberous shade.' Pope.
'The slumberous plashing of the water.'
W. Black. Written also Slumbrous.

Slujnber3r(8lum'b6r-i),a. Slumberous; tak-
ing place in sleep; sleeping, ^'rhii^slumbery
agitation.' Shak.
Slumbrous (slum'brus), a. Same as Slum-
berous.

Soon was he quieted to slumbrous rest. Keats

Slump (slump), v.i. [Perhaps of imitative
origin; but comp. Dan. sVumpe, to stumble
or light upon, slump, chance, hazard.] To
fall or sink suddenly when walking on a sur-
face, as on ice or frozen ground, not strong
enough to bear the person ; to walk with
sinking feet; to sink, as in snow or mud.
' That the man may slump through . . .

where the boy would have skimmed the sur-
face in safety.' J. R. Lowell
The latter walk on a bottomless quag, into which

unawares they may slump. Barrow.
Here (on the snow) is the dainty foot-print of a cat

;

here a dog has looked in on you like an amateur
watchman to see if all is right, slumping clumsily
about in the mealy treachery. y. R. Lowell.

Slump (slump), n. 1. A boggy place; soft
swampy ground; a marsh; aswamp. [Scotch
and provincial English.]— 2. The noise made
by anything falling into a hole or slump.
[Scotch.]

Slump (slump), n. [Dan. slump, a lot,

a number of things indiscriminately; Sw.
shimpa, to buy things in block; D. slomp,
a mass, a heap.] The gross amount; as, to
take things in the slump.
Slump (slump), V. t. To throw together into a
single lot or mass; as, to slump the work or
charges.

The different groups . . . are exclusively j-/«w/^rf
together under that sense. Sir IV. Hamilton.

Slumpy ( slump 'i), a. Marshy; swampy;
easily broken through. [Provincial Eng-
lish and Scotch.]
Slung (slung), pret. and pp. of slhw.
Slung-Shot (slung'shot), 71. A dangerous
weapon, used for striking by rowdies in
America and elsewhere, consisting of a
metal ball slung to a short strap or chain.
Slunk (slungk), pret. and pp. of sliiik.

Slur (sl6r), v.t. pret & pp. slurred; ppr.
slumng. [Prov. E. slur, thin mud, Icel. slor,

filth, the offal of fish; L.G. slurren, to trail
the feet, D. sloren, sleuren, to drag along
the ground, to do negligently or carelessly.]
1. To soil; to sully; to contaminate; to pol-
lute; to tarnish.

They impudently slur the gospel in making it no
better than a romantic legend! Cudworth.

2. To disparage by insinnation or innuendo;
to depreciate; to calumniate; to traduce; to
asperse; to speak slightingly of.

And how men slur him, saying all his force
Is melted into mere effeminancy. Tennyson.

3. To pass lightly over; to conceal; to render
obscure.
With periods, points, and tropes he sltirs his crimes.

Dryden.
4.tTo cheat, originally by slipping orshding
a die in a particular way: an old gambling
term; hence, to trick; to cheat in general
'To slur men of what they fought for.'
Hudibras.—b. To pronounce in an indistinct
or sliding manner.~6. In music, to sing or
perform in a smooth, gliding style; to run
notes into each other. — 7. In printing, to
blur or double, as an impression from type;
to macule.

Slur (sl6r), n. 1. A mark or stain; slight
reproach or disgrace; a stigma.
No one can rely upon such an one, either with

safety to his affairs or without a slur to his reputa-
tion. South.

2.t A trick; an imposition. ' Some flng'ring
trick OT slur.' S. Butler.—Z. In music, the
smooth blending of two or more notes not
on the same degree ; also, a curved mark
(
''~^

) connecting several notes of different
degree, indicating that they are to be played
or sung in a smooth, gUding manner.
Slurred (sl6rd), a. In music, marked with
a slur; performed in a smooth, gliding style,
like notes marked with a slur.

Slurry (slur-i), v.t. [From slur.} To dirty;
to smear. [Provincial. ]

Slush (slush), «. [A form of sludge.]
1. Sludge or watery mire ; soft mud

;

slosh.
We'll soak up all the slush and soil of life
With softened voices ere we come to you.

E. R. Browning.
2. Snow in a state of liquefaction; wet, half-
melted snow.—3. A mixture of grease and
other materials for lubrication. —4. The
refuse fat or grease, especially of salt meat,
skimmed off in cooking, particularly in ships.
5. A mixture of white-lead and lime with
which the bright parts of machinery are
covered to prevent them rusting.
Slusb (slush), v.t. 1. ^aut. to grease with
slush, as a mast.—2. To lave roughly; as, to
slush a floor with water. [Familiar.']—3. To
cover with a mixture of white-lead and lime,
as the bright parts of machinery.
Slush-bucket (slush'buk-et), n. Naut. a
bucket kept in the tops to grease the masts,
sheets, &c., to make all run smoothly.
Slushy (slush'i), a. Consisting of soft mud,
or of snow and water; resembling slush.
Slut (slut), n. [Dan. slutte, slatte, a slut, a
slattern; D. slodde, a slut, a sloven; Prov.
G. schlutte, a slovenly woman; perhaps lit.

a tattered woman, D. slet, a rag, Dan. slat,
loose, flabby. See Slatter.] l. A woman
who is negligent of cleanliness, and who
suffers her person, clothes, furniture, ttc,
to be dirty or in disorder: the correlative of
sloven.—% A name of slight contempt for a
woman.

Hold up you sluts
Your aprons mountant ; you're not oathable.
Although I know you'll swear. Shai.

3. A female dog; a bitch. [United States.]

4.t A servant girl; a drudge.

Our little Susan is a most admirable slut, and
pleases us mightily, doing more service than both
the others. PtPys.

Slutch (sluch), n. Sludge; mire; slush.
[Provincial English.]
Slutchy(sluch'i), a. Miry; slushy. [Provin-
cial English.]

Sluth-hound (sluthliound), n. Same as
Slexith-hound.

Sluttery (slut'Sr-i), 71. The character and
practices of a slut; neglect of cleanliness
and order; dirtiness of clothes, rooms, fur-
niture, or provisions.

Our radiant queen hates sluts and sluttery. Shak.

Sluttish (slut'ish), a. 1. Like a slut or what
is characteristic of a slut; not neat orcleanly

;

dirty; devoid of tidiness or neatness; as, a
siuWisAwoman; a skittish dress.—2. Belong-
ing to a woman of loose behaviour; meretri-
cious. [Rare.]

Sluttishly (slut'ish-li), adv. In a sluttish
m:iiiner; negligently; dirtily.

Sluttishness (slut'ish-nes), n. The qualities
or practice of a slut; negligence or dirtiness
of dress, furniture, and in domestic affairs
generally.

Sly (sli), a. [O.E. slye, site, slee; IceL sl^gr,
sly, cunning; L.G. slou. Dan. slu, G. schlau,
sly. Hence sleight] 1. Meanly artful; in-
sidious; crafty; cunning; proceeding by un-
derhand ways: applied to persons or things;
as, a sly man or boy; a sly trick. 'Sly wiles
and subtile craftiness.' Spenser. 'Silken.
sly, insinuating Jacks.' Shak. —2. Wily;
cautious; slirewd: in a good sense.

Whom graver age
And long experience hath made wise ana sly.

Fair/ax.

3. Using good-humoured and innocent wiles
or stratagems; arch; knowing; as, a sly re-
mark.
The captain (who had heard all about it from his

wife) was wondrous sly, I promise you, inquiring
every time we met at table, as if in foigetfulness.
whether she expected anybody to meet ner at St.
Ixuis. Dickens.

4. t Thin; fine; slight; slender. 'Uds de-
vised of substance sly.' Spenser. —On the

Fate, lar, fat, fftll; in€, met, h6r; pine, pia; note, uot;, mOve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. So. ab«ne; y, Sc. iey.
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^y, or sometimes by the sly, in a sly or secret

manner; secretly.

Her aunt . . . continually gazed at Hetty's charms
iy t/u sly. George Eliot.

—Cttnning. Art/ul, Sly. See under CCN-
NijjG.—Syn. Cunning, crafty, subtle, wily.

:Sly t (sli). For Slyly. Cunningly. Spemer,
.Sly-lK)OtS (sli'bots), n. {Sly, and D. boeUe,

poets, a trick, a prank.] A sly, cunning, or
waggish person. [Colloq.]

The frog called the lazy one several times, but in

vain ; there was no such thin^ as stirring him, though
the sly-doots heard well enough all the while.

Addison.

Slyly (sli'li), adc. In a sly manner; cun-
nmgly; insidiously; wilily; archly. SeeSLiLY.

.S^rness (sli'nes), n. The quality of being
sly; artful secrecy; cunning; craftiuess.

Slype t (slip), 71. [Comp. D. sluipdeur, a
secret door, sluiphol, a comer to creep into,

fromduipen, to sneak.] A passage between
two walls. Britton.

Sma' (sma), a. SmalL [Scotch.]

.Smack (smak), V. i. [O. E. sinaken, to taste, to
savour, to scent; A. Sax. smceccan, to taste,

to smack the lips, from snicec, smack, taste,

savour; D. aniaak, Dan. smog, G. geschmack,
taste, savour, relish; D. sm<Ucen, Dan.
vrnage, G. sckmecken, to taste. In senses 3
and 4 the word seems to be onomatopoetic,
and perhaps its origin in alt senses may be
so explained; comp. D. smak, a smacking
noise such as is made in eating; D. sinakken,
to smack the lips.] 1. To have a taste; to

be tinctured with any particular taste. 'It

smacketh like pepper.' Barret.— "2., To have
a tincture or quality infused ; to show the
presence or influence of any character, qua-
lity, or the like: often followed by of.

All sects, all ages smack'of this vice. Shai.

Strange was the sight and sfttacAiMg of the time.
Tennyson.

%. To make a noise by the separation of the
lips, as after tasting anything.— 4. To kiss

with a close compression of the lips, so as
to make a sound when they separate; to kiss
with violence. ' She kissed with smacking
lip.' Gay.

:Sniack (smak), v.t. 1. To kiss with a tharp
noise.

The curled whirlpools suck, stnaci, and embrace.
Yet drown them. Donne.

2- To make a sharp noise by opening the
mouth. * Smacking his lips with an air of
ineffable relish.' Sir W. Scott.—^ To make
a sharp noise by striking with; to crack; as,

to smack a whip.—1. To give a sharp stroke
to, as with the palm; as, to smack the face.

I'Sinack (smak), n. 1. A slight taste or flavour;
savour; tincture; as, this medicine has a
smack of opium aliout it

Your lordship, though not clean past your youth,
hath yet some smack ol age in you, some relish of
the saltness of time. Shak.

A sfrtack of all Human Life lies in the Tailor ; its

wild struggles towards beauty, dignity, freedom, vic-
tory. Carlyle.

-2. Pleasing taste. Tvsser.—Z. A small quan-
tity; a taste. 'And deals to thirsty servants
but a. smack.' Dryden.—4. A slight or super-
ficial knowledge; a smattering.
Now he hath a smack of all ne^hbouring languages.

5. A loud kiss. — 6. A quick sharp noise, as
after a relished taste or in a hearty kiss ; a
similar noise made by any Instrument, as a
whip.

(He) kiss'd her lips with such a clamorous smack
That at the parting all the church did echo. Shak.

7. A quick smart blow, as with the flat of
the hand; a slap. Johnson.
Smack (smak), adv. In a sudden and direct
manner, as if with a smack or slap.

Give me a man who is always pumping his dissent
to my doctrines smack in my teeth.

Coleman the Younger.
—STnack-smooth, openly; without obstruc-
tion or impediment; also, smoothly level.

Smack (smak), n. [D. and L.G. smak, Dan.
smakke, G. schmacke, a smack, the same
word, with change of n to 7/1, as A. Sax.
snacc, Icel. snekkja, a ship, so called from
its snake-like appearance.] A large sloop,
with a gaff-topsail and a running bowsprit,
used chiefly in the coasting and fishing
trade.

Smacker (smak'Sr), n. 1. One who smacks.
2 A smack or loud kiss. [In both senses
familiar.]

Smackerlngt (8mak'6r-lng),n. [From smack,
t') havu a taste or flavour.] A smattering.

'Smacking (smak'ing), a. Making a sharp
brisk sound ; hence, brisk ; as. a smacking
breeze. ' Then gives a smacking buss, and
cries 'Xo words. Pope.

Smalk (smak), 71. [Icel. smeykr, smeykinn,
mean-spirited, timid.] A puny fellow; a
silly fellow; a paltry rogue. [Scotch.]

SmalkaldiC ( smal-kal'dik ), a. Pertaining
to Snuilkalden in Central Germany.

—

Smal-
kaldic League, a league entered into at Smal-
kalden in 1531 by nine Protestant princes
and eleven free cities for the mutual de-
fence of their faith and political indepen-
dence against the Emperor Charles V, —
Smalkaldic Articles, the articles drawn by
Luther and signed by the theologians pre-

sent at SmalkaUlen in 1537, the principal
object of which was to serve as a represen-
tation of the l*rotestant faith to the council
announced to be held at ilantua.

Small (snijil), a. [A. Sax. smal, sm^el, L.G.

and D. smal, G. schmal, Goth. smaU; Sc.

sma', Dan. and Sw. smart, Icel. 8iiui(r), these
latter being contracted forms. Probably
from root mal (for mar) with strengthen-
ing «, seen also in meal, mellow, mild, &c.]
1. Little in size; not great or large; of minute
dimensions; diminutive; s^, & sitiall hou&e;
a. small horse; a small farm; & small body;
small particles.

The smallest twine may lead me. Shak.

A small drop of ink.

Falling, like dew, upon a thought, produces
That which makes thousands, perhaps milUons.tbink.

Byron.

2. Little in degree, quantity, amount, dura-
tion, or number; as. snwXl improvement;
small acquirements; the trouble is small.
* This «maZZ inheritance. ' Shak. 'Within so
«7mi22 a time. ' Shak.
The army of the Syrians came with a small com-

pany of men. 3 Chr. xxiv. 24.

Tliere arose no small stir about that way.
Acts x«. 23.

3. Being of little moment, weight, or impor-
tance; trivial; insignificant; petty; trifling;

as, it is a small matter or thing ; a small
subject.—4. Of little genius or ability; petty;
insigniflcant.

Small poets, small musicians.
Small painters, and still smaller politicians.

//'. Harte.

6. Containing little of the principal quality,

or little strength; weak; as. small beer.—
6. Applied to the voice: (a) fine; of a clear
and high sound.

Thy small pipe
Is as the maiden's organ, shrill and sound. Shak.

(6) Gentle; soft; faint; not loud. 'After the
flre a still small voice.* 1 Ki. xix. 12.—
7. Characterized by littleness of mind or
character ; evincing little worth ; narrow-
minded; sordid; selfish; ungenerous; mean;
base; unworthy.
A true delineation of the smallest man is capable

of interesting the greatest man. CarlyU.

The great knight
Stept with all grace, and not with half dlsdatn
Hid under grace, as in a smaller time.
But kindly man moving among his kind.

Teftnyson.

—Small debts, in law, in England, such debts
as are usually sued for in tlie county courts.

In Scotland, debts under £12. recoverable
by summary process in the sheriff court—
Small debt court, a court for the recovery
of small debts: in England, the county
courts; in Scotland, the sheriff courts.

—

Small fntits, fruits raised in market gar-
dens, such as strawberries, raspberries, and
the Uke. —Small hours. See under Hour.
Small ( smftl ). n. 1. The small or slender
part of a thing ; as, the smaU of the leg or
of the back- Shak.Small of an ajichor,

that part of the shank immediately under
the stock.—2. pi. Small-clothes; breeches.—
3. pi. [University slang.] The 'little go,' or
previous examination; as, to be plucked
for one's smalls.

' I have been cranrnling for smalls.' Mrs, Dodds
contrived to sigh interrogatively. luJia. who under-
stood her every accent, reminded MX that ' smalls

'

was the new word for ' little go." C. Readt.

Small (smftl), t.t. To make little or less.

Small (sm^l), adt. 1. In a small quantity
or degree; little. ' It smaH avails.' Shak.—
2. With a clear and high sound.

She has brown hair and speaks small like a woman.
Shak.

3. To or in small particles; as, sugar pounded
small.— 4. Timidly; as, to sing small, that
is, speak humbly from fear. [Colloq.)

Smallage (sniiiriij), 71. [Small, and Fr, ache,

smallage, from L. apium, parsley.] A name
for the celery {Apium graveolens).

Small-arms (smiil'armz), 71. pi. A general
name for rifles, carbines, pistols, &c., as
distinguished from cannon.
Small-beer (sni{^rber),7t. A species of weak
beer.

Small-clothes (smjilTtloTHz), n. pi. The
male nether garment, as breeches or trou-
sers; smalls.

Small -coal (smg.l'k61), 71. 1. Little wood
coals that used to be sold to light fires. Gay.
2. Coals not in lumps or large pieces.

Small - craft ( smal'kraft ), n. A vessel, or
vessels in general, of a small size.

Small-fry (smsil'fri), n.pl. Small creatures
collectively; young children; persons of no
importance, [Colloq. ]

Small - hand (smaliiand), n. The hand of
writing used in ordinary coiTespondence, as
distinguished from text or large hand.
Smallish (smal'ish), rt. Somewhat small.

Smallness (sniiU'nes), 71. The state or qua-
lity of being small ; as, (a) littleness of size

or extent; littleness of quantity; as, the
smallness of a fly or of a horse; the small-
tiess of a hill. (6) Littleness in degree ; as,

the smallness of trouble or pain, (c) Little-

ness in force or strength; weakness; as,

smallness of mind or intellectual powers.
(d) Fineness; softness; melodiousness; clear-

ness ; as, the smallness of a female voice.

(e) Littleness in amount or value; as, the
smallness of the sum. (/) Littleness of im-
portance;- inconsiderableness; as, the small-
7tess of an affair.

Small-pica (sniiil-piTva), 71. In printing, a
size of type between long-primer and pica.

Small - pox ( smal'poks ). ;i. An exanthe-
matic disease, consisting of a constitutional

febrile affection and a cutaneous eruption.

The cutaneous eruption is first a papule,
the top of which becomes a vesicle and then
a pustule, and finally forms a thick crust,

which sloughf after a certain time, often
leaving a pit or scar. Tills disease is pro-
pagated exclusively by contagion or infec-

tion, and is very dangerous especially in
subjects that have not been vaccinated. It

is called technically Variola. It is distin-

guished into the discrete and conjtuent, im-
plying that in the former the pustules are
perfectly separate from each other, and that
in the latter they run much into one another.
See Cow-pox, Vaccination.
Small - reed (smftl'red), 71. A British plant
of the genus Aruudo, the A. Calamagrostis,
which grows in marshes and moist woods
and hedges.
Smalls (smalz), n. pi. See under Small, n.

Small - stuff (sniftl'stuf ), 71. Naut. a term
applied to spun-yarn, marline, and the
smallest kind of ropes.

Small-talk (sm^l'tak), n. Light convei-sa-

tion; gossip.
In the tea-room, and hovering round the card-

tables, were a vast number of queer old ladies and
decrepid old gentlemen, discussing all the stnall-

talk and scandal of the day, with a relish and gusto
which sufficiently bespoke tlie intensity of the plea-

sure they derived from the occupation. Dickens.

Small-wares (smal'warz), n. pi. The name
given to textile articles of the tape kind,
narrow bindings of cotton, linen, silk, or
woollen fabric; plaited sash-cord, braid, &c.

;

also, to buttons, hooks, eyes, and other
dress trimmings, &c,

Smally (smftlli), adv. In a little quantity
ordegree; withminuteness. Ascham. [Rare.]

Smalt (smftlt), 71. [It. smalto, a name given
to different bodies which are used as coat-

ings in a melted or liquefied state and sub-

sequently harden, from G. schmelz, enamel,
metallic glass, from schmelzen, to melt, to

smelt. ] Common glass tinged of a fine deep
blue by the protoxide of cobalt. When re-

duced to an impalpable powder it is em-
ployed in painting, and printing upon earth-
enware, and to give a blue tint to writing-

paper and linen, <fec.

Smaltine fsmalt'in), n. Gray cobalt; tin-

white cobalt ; consisting of arsenic and co-

balt.

Smaltz (smfllts), 71. Same as Smalt.

Smaragdt (smar'ag), 71. [Or. smaragdos, an
emerald,a bright green stone.] The emerald.

This name was given by our older writers

to various bright green transparent stones

besides our emerald, as beryl, jasper, mala-
chite, A*c.

Smaragdlne (sma-rag'din), a. [L. snmrag-
dinus/ivom Gr. smaragdos. See Smaraqd.]
Pertaining to emerald; consisting of emer-
ald or resembling it; of an emerald green.

Smaragdite (sma-rag'dit), n. A mineral,

called also green diallage.

Smart (smart), 71. (O.E. smarts, smerU,
noun, adjective, and verb; A. Sax. smeortan,

to smart, to feel pain; D. stnart, smert, L.G.

smart, Dan. smerte, G. schmerz, pain, ache;

allied to Rus. smert, Lith. smertis, death,

being from a root smard, seen In L. mordeo.

ch, cAain; th, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton: ng. sin^r; ta, fAen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh. azure.—See Key.
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to bite (foT smordeo). perhaps a strengthened
form of the root of L. mors, death (whence
mortal).] 1. A sharp, quick, lively pain; a
pricking local pain, as the pain from punc-
ture by nettles. 'A burning smart in our
flesh.' Abp, Tiw^er.— 2. Severe pungent pain
of mind; pungent grief; as, the sTuart of
affliction.

Counsel mitigates the fjreatest smart. Spenser.

3. A contraction of Smart-inmiey; as, to pay
the smart—i. A fellow that affects smart-
ness, briskness, and vivacity. [Cant.]
Smart (smart),v.i. l.To feel a lively pungent
pain; to be the seat of a pungent local
pain, as from some piercing or irritating
application; to be acutely painful.

1 have some wounds upon me, and they smart.
Shak.

2. To feel a pungent pain of mind ; to feel
sharp pain; to suffer evil consequences; to
bear a penalty; as, to s^nart under suffer-
ings.

He that is surety for a strang-er shall smart for it.

Prov. xi. 15.

Smart (smart), a. 1. Causing a keen local
pain; pungent; pricking.
How smart a lash that speech doth give my con-

science ! Shak.
If unawares he gives too sfnart a stroke
He means but to correct, and not provoke.

Gran-ville.

2. Keen; severe; poignant; as, smart pain
or sufferings.—3. Producing any effect with
force and vigour; vigorous; efficient; as, a
smart push; a smart blow.

After showers the stars shine smarter, Dryden.

4. Vigorous; sharp; severe; as, a smart skir-
mish.—5. Brisk; fresh; as, a »)r\art breeze.—
tj. Acute and pertinent; witty; as, a smart
reply; a sinari saying.-?. Brisk; vivacious;
lively; witty; as, a fi?ftar( rhetorician.

Who. for the poor renown of being smart.
Would leave a sting within a brother's heart?

Young.
8. Dressed in a showy manner; spruce.

' I more than half believed, just now. seeing you so
very smart,' said Pinch, 'that you must be going to
be married, Mark.' Dickens.

9. Quick; active; intelligent; clever; as, a
smart business-man. [Colloq.]— 10. Keen,
as in bargain-making; of questionable hon-
esty; well able to take care of one's own
interests ; as, Mr. S. is a very smart man.
[United States.]

Smarten (smart'n), v.t To make smart or
spruce; to render brisk, bright, or lively:
often with up; as, go and smarten yourself
up.

Smartle (smiir'tl), v.i. To waste away.
Halliwell. [Provincial. ]

Smartly (smart'li), adv. In a smart man-
ner ; as, (a) with keen pain ; as, to ache
smartly. (6) Briskly; sharply; wittily. 'Sto-
ries . . . briefly and sTnarUy told.' Craik.
(c) Vigorously; actively.

Short, severe, constant rules were set, and smartly
pursued. Clarendon.

(rf) Showily; in a showy manner; as, smartly
dressed.

Smart-money (smart'mun-i), ?i. 1. Money
paid by a person to buy himself off from
some unpleasant engagement or some pain-
ful situation. Hence, specifically (milit.),
money paid by a recruit before being sworn
in to be free of his engagement.—2. In law,
excessive or vindictive damages; damages
in excess of the injury done. Such damages
are given in cases of gross misconduct or
cruelty on the part of the defendant—
3. Money allowed to soldiei-s and sailors for
wounds and injuries received on service.
Smartness (smart'nes), n. The quality of
being smart; as, (a) acuteness; pungency;
keenness; poignancy; as, the smartness of
pain, (b) Quickness; vigour; as. the smart-
ness of a blow, (c) Liveliness; briskness;
vivacity; wittiness; as, the smartness of a
reply or of a phrase.—Syn. Pungency, poig-
nacy, tartness, sharpness, acuteness, keen-
ness, quickness, vigour, liveliness, brisk-
ness, vivacity, wittiness.

Smart-tlcl£et(sniart'tik-et),n. A certificate
granted to a seaman when hurt, maimed,
or disabled in the service, showing that he
is entitled to smart-money, or an allowance
for wounds or injuries received in the ser-
vice.

Smart-weed (smart'wed). n. A name given
to Polygonum IJydropiper, on account of its

acrimony, which produces smarting if ap-
plied where the skin is tender. It grows on
the sides of lakes and ditches. Called also
A rse-gmart.

Smash (smash), v.t. [Perhaps formed from

j

mask through the influence of smite; comp.
G. sckmiss, Hw. smisk, a dash, a blow. The
word seems to be comparatively modem.]
To break in pieces by violence; to dash to
pieces; to crush.

Here every thing is broken and smashedto pieces.
Btir/ie.

Smash (smash), v.i. 1. To go to pieces; to
be ruined; to fail; to go to utter wreck; to
become bankrupt: often with up. [Colloq.]
2. To utter base coin. [Slang.]

Smash (smash), n. 1. A breaking to pieces.
[Colloq.]—2. Kuin; destruction; hence, fail-

ure; bankruptcy; as. his business has gone
to smash ; he made a smash last settling-
day.—3. Iced brandy-and-water. [Slang.]
Smasher (smash'SrX n. 1. One who or that
which smashes or breaks.— 2. Anything as-
tounding, extraordinary, or very large and
unusual ; anything that decides or settles a
question; a settler. [Slang.]—3. One who
passes bad money. [Slang.]

Smashing - machine (smash'ing-ma-shen),
n. A press used by bookbinders for press-
ing books.
Smatcht (smach), n. [A softened form of
smach.] Taste; tincture.

Thou art a fellow of a good respect.
Thy life hath had some smatch of honour in it.

Shak.
Smatcht (smach), v.i. To have a taste; to
smack.
Smatter(smat'6r),t!. I. [For smacker{whence
the old smackering), from smack, a taste or
small quantity of a thing.] 1. To have a
slight taste, or a slight superflcial know-
ledge. —2. To talk superficially or ignor-
antly.

Of state affairs you cannot smaller Swift.

Smatter (smat'^r), v.t. To talk ignorantly
or superficially about; to use in conversa-
tion or quote in a superficial manner.

In proper terms, such as men smaller.
When they throw out and miss the matter.

Hudibras.
Smatter (smat'6r), n. Slight superficial
knowledge.

All other sciences were extinguished during this
empire, except only a jwaW^r of judicial astrology.

Siriy. Temple.
Smatterer (smat'6r-6r), n. One who has only
a slight superficial knowledge.

'Every smallerer thinks all the circle of arts con-
fined to the closet of his breast. Bp. Hall.

Smattering (smat'6r-ing), n. [Formerly
smackering. See SMATTER.] A slight su-
perficial knowledge; as, to have a fii/iaften'ni;

of Latin or Greek.
A quarrelsome man in a parish, especially if he

have gotten a slight smattering oi law. is like a co-
|!ck in the guts, that tears and torments a whole
township. Bp. Hall.

Smear (smer), v.t. [A. Sax. smerian, from
smeru, grease ; Icel. smyrjan, from smjor,
grease, G. schmieren, to smear, schmeer,
grease.] 1. To overspread with anything
unctuous, viscous, or adhesive; to besmear;
to daub ; as, to smear something with oil,

butter, pitch, (tc. '5mearthesleepygrooms
with blood. ' Shak. ' A vessel of huge bulk,
smeared round with pitch.' Milton. ~2. To
soil; to contaminate; to pollute. 'Smeared
thus and mired with infamy.' Shak.
Smear (smer), n. [A. Sax. srnera, grease.
See the verb.] 1. A fat oily substance; oint-
ment. [Rare.]— 2. A spot made as if by
some unctuous substance; a stain; a blot or
blotch; a patch.

Slow broke the moon,
All damp and rolling vapour, with no sun.
But in its place a moving smear of light.

^lex. Smith.
Smear-case (smer'kas), n. [D. smeer-kaas—
smeer, grease, and kaas, cheese.] A pre-
paration of milk made to be spread on bread

:

otherwise called Cottage-cheese. [American. ]

Smear-dah (smer'dab), n. A species of flat-

fish allied to the flounder and sole; the
Pleuronectes hirtns, or Miiller's top-knot,
found occasionally on our coasts.

Smeanr (smer'i), a. Tending to smear or
soil; viscous; adhesive. 'Smeary foam.'
Howe. [Rare.]
Smeath (smeth), n. Same as Smetc.
Smectite (smek'tit), ji. [From Gr. smektis,
fuller's earth, from sm-echo, to wipe off, to
cleanse.] An argillaceous earth, so called
from its property of taking grease out of
cloth, <tc.

Smeddum (smed'um), n. [A Scotch word.
A. Sax. smcdeme, meal, fine flour.] 1. The
powder or finest part of ground malt; pow-
der of whatever kind.— 2. Sagacity; quick-
ness of apprehension; spirit; mettle; liveli-

ness.

Smee (sme), n. Same as Smew.

Smeetbt (smeth), v.t. To smoke; to rub or
blacken with soot.

Smeeth(5meTH), r.i. To smooth. [Provin
cial English and Scotch.]
Smegmatic (smeg-mat'ik), a. [Gr. smegma,
soap, from smecho, to wash off.] Being of
the nature of soap; soapy; cleansing; de-
tersive.

Smeir (smer), n. [A form of smear.) A kind
of half-glaze on pottery, made by adding-
common salt to the ordinary glazes.
Smelite (sme'Iit),?*. A kind of kaolin or por-
celain clay, found in connection with por-
phyry in Hungary. It is worked into orna-
ments in the lathe and polished. Weale.
Smell (smel), v.t. pret. A- pp. smelled, smelt;
ppr. sinelling. [O.E. smellen, smillen, snniU
len, allied to L.G. smellen, smelen. to bum
slow with a strong smoke, to smoke; D.
smeulen, to smoulder; Dan. smxil, dust,
powder. Comp., as to transference of mean-
ings, G. riechen, to smell, ranch, smoke. |
1. To perceive by the nose, or by the olfac-
tory nerves; to perceive the scent of; as, to
smell a rose; to smell perfumes. (See Smell,
?i.) ' I «meZi the meadow in the street.' Te}i-
nyson.
I smell sweet savours and I feel soft things. Shak.

2. To perceive as if by the smell; to detect
by sagacity; to give heed to. ' Lest she some
subtle practice smell ' Shak.
From that time forward I began to smell the word

of Cod and forsook the school doctors. Latimer.
—To smell out, to find out by sagacity.—To
smell a rat. See under Rat.
Smell (smel), v.i. 1. To give out odour or
perfume; to affect the olfactory nerves; to-

affect the sense of smell.
The king is but a man as I am ; the violet smells

to him as it does to me ; all his senses have but hu-
man conditions. Shak,

2. To have an odour or particular scent: fol-
lowed by of; as, to smell 6/ smoke; to s^ne}t
of musk. Of, however, may be sometimes
omitted. * He smells April and May. '

' She
smells brown bread and garlic' Shak.—Z. To
have a particular tincture or smack of any
quality.

My unsoil'd name, the austereness of my life.

Will so your accusation overweigh.
That you shall stifle in your own report.
And smell of calumny, Shak.

4. To practise smelling; to exercise the sense
of smell. Ex. xxx. 38.

Smell (smel). n. 1. The sense or faculty by
which certain qualities of bodies are per-
ceived through the instrumentality of the
olfactory nerves; the faculty of perceiving
by the nose; one of the five senses. The
essential part of the organ of smell consists-
of the expansion of the olfactory ner^'es,
the first or most anterior pair of the nerves-
issuing from the brain, whose minutest
branches are distributed just beneatii the
mucous membrane of the nose. The air,

passing through the nose, brings the effluvia
or odoriferous particles of bodies into con-
tact with the olfactory nerves, the nerves-
transmit the impression to the brain, by
means of which it is perceived by the mind.
The human organ of smell is less developed
than that of some other mammalia, or even
of birds. In different animals the sense
of smell is adapted chiefly to that class of
substances on which they feed. In the
choice of food, which is the main object of
the sense of smell, man generally, though,
almost unconsciously, and animals always,
exercise the precaution of smelling, and
they instinctively form a judgment ac-
cording to the impression received. In eat-
ing also, much of that which is commonly-
attributed to the sense of taste depends,
upon the odour of the food carried from the
mouth to the nose. —2. The quality of any
thing or substance, or emanation therefrom,
which affects the olfactory oi-gaus ; odour;
scent; perfume; as, the smell of mint; the
smell of geranium. 'The rankest compound
of villanous smell that ever offended nos-
tril.' Shak.
The sweetest smell in the air is the violet, espe-

cially the white double violet, which comes twice a
year. Bacon.

SvN. Scent, odour, perfume, fragrance.

Smeller (smel'^r), n. 1. One who smells,
or perceives by the organs of smell.—2. One
who gives out an odour or smelj. ' Such
WA&iy smellers.' Beau, d: Fl.—3. The nose.
[Pnplistic slang.}

Smell-feast (smerfest). n. 1. One that is apt
to find and frequent good tables; an epicure;
a parasite.

Smellfeast \'iteUio

Smiles on his master for a meal or two. Bp. Hail.

Fate, fftr. fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; nOte, not, mbve; tObe, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. So. abune; y, So. ley.
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2. A feast at which the guests are supposed
to feed upon the odours of the viands-

Smelling (smel'ing), n. 1. The sense by
which odours are perceived. 1 Cor. xii 17.

2. Tlie act of one who smells.

Smelling-bottle (smering-bot-1), n. A bot-
tle containing some agreeable or pungent
scent, either to please or stimulate the sense
of smell.

Smelling-salts (smering-salts). n. ^i. Vola-
tile salts used for exciting the oi^ans of
smell.

Smell-less (smeHes), a. 1. Xot having the
sense of smell. — 2. Scentless ; odourless

;

having no smell. ' Daisies ginell-less, yet
most quaint.* Beau, it- Fl.

Smelt (smelt). A form of the pret. & pp. of
smell; smelled. *A dusky loaf that smelt
of home.' Tennyson.
Smelt (smelt), n. [A. Sax. and Dan.] 1. A
small but delicious European teleostean fish

of the genus Osmerus, the O. eperlamig,
allied to the salmon, inhabiting the salt

water alx)ut the mouths of rivei-s. It is of
a silvery wliite colour, the head and body
being semi-transparent, and is from 4 to 8
inches long. It inhabits fresh water from
August to May, and after spawning returns
to the sea. When first taken out of the
water smelts have a strong smell of cu-
cumber. Called also Spirling, Sparling.
The American smelt is the Osmervs viri-

Sinelt {Ostturus tfer/anuj).

descens, which inhabits the coasts of New
England.—2.t A gull: a simpleton.

Talk what you will, this is a very smrti.
Btau. & Fl.

Smelt (smelt), v.t. [A. Sax. smeltan. D.
giHcUen, Dan. smclte, Icel. smelta, G. sehinel-
zen. See 3IKLT.] To melt or fuse, as ore,
for the purpose of separating the metal from
extraneous substances.
Smelter (smelt'Sr), ti. One who smelts
i.r.-

Smeltery (smelt'^ri), n. A house or place
fi>r smelting ores.

Smeltle (smelt'i), n. A Scotch name of the
fish otherwise called the bib.

Smelting ( smelt 'ingX n. The process of
obtaining metals, as iron, copper, lead, Ac,
from their ores by the combined action of
heat, air, and fluxes. This operation re-
quires to be conducted differently according
to the different metallic ores. In regard to
iron, the ore, after having been roasted or
calcined in a kiln, in order to drive off the
water, sulphur, and arsenic with which it

is more or less combined in its native state,
is subjected to the heat of a blast-furnace,
along with certain proportions of coke and
limestone, which latter serves as a flux.
(See Blast-furnace.) Copper is reduced
at once from its oxides in shaft-furnaces (fur-
naces resembling blast-furnaces); but the
sulphurets nmst first be roasted, then
smelted for matte by reducing in shaft or
reverberatory furnaces, again roasted, and
again smelted, and so on until a matte is

produced rich and pure enough to give raw
copper after another roasting and final re-
ducing smelting. Lead is smelted directly
from very pure galena in one operation by
a blast ou the blast-hearth. It is also some-
times roasted in a reverberatory furnace
and reduced in a shaft funiace.
Smeltlng-fumace fsmelt'ing-f^r'nas). n. A
furnace lu which metals are separated from
their ores. See Blast-flrsace, and Rever-
ht'ratonj furnace under ReverberatOKY.
Smerk t (smerk), v. i. To smirk.
Smerkt (smerk), 7*. a smirk.
Smerlct Smerlcyt (smerk, smfirk'i), a.
Smart; jaimty; spruce.
Smerlin (snK^rlin). n. A fish of the loach
family. Cobitis aculeata, Linn.
Smew(smu), 7t. [Perhaps for ice-T/iew; comp.
the German names ice-diver tai^ metc-dicer.]
A small species of bird of the merganser
family, ifergellus albellus. The head, chin,
and neck of the adult male are white; at
the base of the bill on each side there is a
black patch which surrounds the eye, and

over the back of the head runs a green
streak, forming a kind of crest with some
white elongated feathers. The back is black,

Smew {Mergetlus albeltus),

the tail gray, the wings black and white,
and the under surface pure white, pencilled
with gray on the flanks. The length is from
15 to 18 inches. It is found not only on the
sea-shore but on inland lakes and ponds,
and feeds on small crustaceans, molluscs,
and insects. It is also called the WhiU
Sun, Vare-icidgeon, and Smee. The hooded
mei^anser {Mergus cucullatus) is sometimes
called the hooded smew. See ilERGUS.
Smicker t (smik'fir), o. [A. Sax. smicor,
elegant, neat.] Gay; spruce; fine; amorous;
wanton.

Heigh-ho, a smickef ^viainc
That in his love was wanton faine. Lodge.

Smickert (smik'6r), vi. [From Smicker, a.]
To loi)k amorously or wantonly.
Smickeringt (smik'^r-ing), n. [See Smick-
er, a.] An amorous inclination.

We had a young doctor, who .

a sr»icireri»ig to our young lady.
seemed to have

Dryden.

SmiCkett (smik'et), n. Dim, oi smock.
Smicklyt (smikli), adv. Smugly; trimly:
annuously. ' What's that looks so smickly?'
Ford.
Smiddum-talls (smid'um-talz). n. pi. In
mini}tg, the sludge or slimy portion de-
posited in washing ore. Simmonds.
Smlddy (smid'i), ?*. [See Smithy.] Asmith-
ery or smith's workshop. [Provincial Eng-
lish and Scotch.]

Smift (smif t), n. A match of paper, or other
light combustible substance, for firing a
charge of powder, as in blasting; a fuse.
Smightt (sniit). For Smite. Spenser.
Smilacese (snu-la'se-e),7i,^Z. A small group of
plants, u.sually united with Liliaceo;. from
which they differ in their fruit Iw'ingasmall
l>erry instead of a capsule, and in their
reticulated or net-veined leaves. They are
mostly clinibing plants, with woody stems
and small flowers. They are found in small
quantities in most parts of the world, espe-
cially in Asia and \orth America, and are
best known for the diuretic and demulcent
powers of Smilax Sarsaparilla, which also
exist in other species of the same genus.
Their leaves are usually reticulated in ven-
ation, thus differing from those of mono-
cotyledons in general The vascularbundles
in Uie root are arranged in wedges, whereas
those of the stem ai-e arranged as in other
endogens.
Smilax (smi'laks), n. [L and Gr. smUax,
bindwind.] A genus of plants, type of the
group Smitacew. The species are ever-
green climbing shrubs, of which a few are
found in temperate, but the majority in
warm and tropical regions of both hemi-
spheres. While S. aspera is an inhabitant
of the south of Europe, thfise now most
celebrated for yielding the different kinds
of sarsaparilla are natives of South America.
The S. medica is the Vera Ciniz sarsaparilla;
the S. officinalis, the Jamaica sarsaparilla;
the S. china, China -root, used as sarsapa-
rilla. See Sarsaparilla.
Smile (smil), v.t. pret. &. pp. smiled; ppr.
smiling. [Dan. smile, to smile, smiil, a
smile; Sw. smUa, O.H.G. smielan, to smile

;

from same root as Skr. smi, to laugh, to
smile.] 1. To express pleasure or slight
amusement by a special change of the fea-
tures, especially the mouth; to throw such
an expression into the face: the contrary
of to frown.

Why, I can smiit, and murder whiles I smUe.
Shak.

Nor even the tendcrest heart, and next our own.
Knows half the reasons why we smt/e and sigh.

A'f/>/e.

2. To express slight contempt by a look,
implying sarcasm or pity; to sneer.

'Twas what I said to Craj^rs and Child,
Who prais'd my modesty and smiled. Pope

3. To look gay and joyous; or to have an
appearance such as tends to excite joy ; as,
the smiling spring.

The desert smiled.
And paradise was open'd in the wild. Po/e.

4. To appear propitious or favourable ; to
favour.

Then let me not pass
Occasion which now smiles. Milton.

Smile (smil), v.t. 1. To express by a smile;
as, to smile a welcome; to smile content.—
2. Witli smile, the noun, as object. ' And
smile a hard set smile.' Tennysm\.~-%. To
put an end to, to dispei-se or dispel by
smiling; to exercise infiuence on by smiling:
with away, or a like modifying term. 'And
sharply sm^e thy sorrow dead.' Young.
'The evening beam that smiles \X\^ clouds
away.' Byron.

No fair Hebrew boy
Shall smile away my maiden blame. Tennyson.

4. To smile at; to receive with a smile. [Rare.)
Smile yon my speeches, as I were a fool. Shak.

5. To wrinkle by smiling. [Rare.]
He does smile his face into more lines than are in

the new map. Shak.

Smile (smil), n. [See the verb.] 1. A pecu-
liar contraction of the features of the face,
which naturally expresses pleasure, moder-
ate joy, approbation, or kindness: opposed
to frown. ' Sweet intercourse of looks and
smiles.' Milton.— 2.. (Jay or joyous appear-
ance; as, the smiles oi spring. —3. Favour;
countenance; propitiousness: as. the smiles-
of Providen-ie.—4. A somewhat similar ex-
pression of countenance indicative of satis-
faction, but combined with malevolent
feelings, as contempt, scorn, &c. ; as, a
scornful or derisive smile. 'Silent smUes^
of slow disparagement.' Tenny8(m.~b. A
dram. [American slang]
Smileful (smil'f\U), a. Full of smiles; smil-
ing.

Smileless (smil'les), a. Not having a smile.
Smiler (sniil'^r). ». One who smiles. 'Thou
faint smiler, Adeline. ' Tennyson.
Smilingly (smiling-li), adv. In a smiling
manner; with a smile or look of pleasure.
Shale.

Smilingness (smiring-nes), n. State of
being smiling. 'And made despair a «mi^
ingness assume.' Byron.
Smiltt (sniilt). Smelt; did smell.
Smirch (smirch), v.t. [From the root of
smear.} To stain; to smear; to soil; to
smutch.
I'll . , . with a kind of umber smirch my face. Skak.

Smirk (sm^rk), r.t. [A. Sax. smereian,
smearcian, to smirk or smile; from root of
smile; comp. O.G.smieren. smielen, to smWe.
See Smile.] To smile affectedly or wan-
tonly; to look affectedly soft or kind.
The hostess smiling and stnirking, as each new

guest was presented, was the centre of attraction to-
a host of young dandies. Hook.

Smirk (sm6rk), n. An affected smile; a soft
look. 'A constant smirk upon the face.'
Chesterfield.

The bride, all smirks and blush, had just entered
the room. sir If^. Scott.

Smirk (sm6rk), a. Smart; spruce. Spenser.
[Provincial.]

Smlrky (smOrk'i), a. Same as Smirk. [Pro-
vincial.]

Smit (smit), pp. of smite. Smitten,
To wander where the Muses haunt

Clear sprinjf. or shady (frove, or sunny lilll.

Smil with the love of sacred song. Milton,

Smit (smit), v.t. To infect. [Scotch J

Smite (snnt), v.t. pret. smote; pp. smitten,
smit; ppr. smiting. [A. Sax. smltan, to
smite, to dash, pret. smdt; aUo be-snittan,
to defile, pollute, infect; D. smijten, to beat,
to kick, to cast or throw; Dan. smide, to
fling, to pitch; G. schmeissen, to strike, to
cast Comp. smash. From this stem comes
O.E. smitte7i, to defile, to infect; Sc. gtnit,
Prov. E. smittle, to infect with disease; also
smut.] 1. To strike; to give a blow, as with
the hand, something held in the hand, or
something thrown; to beat; as, to smite one
with the fist; to smite with a rod or with a
stone.

Whosoever shall smi/g thee on the right cheek,
turn to him the other also. Mat. v. 39.

2. To destroy the life of by beating or by-
weapons of any kind; to slay; to kill.

And the men of Ai smote of them about thirty and
six men. josh. vii. 5.

cb, cAain; Mt, Sc. locA;

Vol. IV.

g. ^o; Ujob; h, Fr. ton; ng, sinj/; 1H, then; th. fAln; w, wig; wh, wAlg; zh, azure—See KE£
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8. To blast; to destroy the life or vigour of,

as by a stroke or by some destructive visita-

tion; as, to smite a country with pestilence.

And the flax and the barley was smitten. E.X. ix. 31.

Time has laid his hand
Upon my heart, gently, not sTniime it. Longfelltrw.

4. To afflict; to chasten; to punish.

Let us not mistake God's goodness, nor imagine,
because he smites us, that we are forsaken by him.

Abp. IVake.

6. To strike or affect with passion.

See what the charms that smite the simple heart.
Pope.

Smit with the love of sister arts we came. Pope.

See fllso(iuotations under Smit and Smitten.
Smite (smit), v.i. L To strike; to collide; to
knock.

The heart melteth, and the knees smite together.
Nah. ii. 10.

2. To affect as by a stroke; to enter or pene-
trate with quickness and force; to shoot.

Arthur looking downward as he past
h'elt the light of her eyes into his life

Smite on tlie sudden. Tennyson.

Smite (smit), n. A blow. [Local.]

Smiter (smit'6r), n. Oue who smites or
strikes.

1 gave my back to the smiters. Is, i. 6.

Smith (smith), n. [A. Sax. smith, a crafts-

man, a carpenter, a smith ; Icel. smitkr,

Goth, smitha, an artificer; D. 8mid,G. schmid,
a smith. From the root of smooth rather
than that of smite. ] 1. One who forges with
the hammer; one who works in metals; as,

a t;o\d-smith, silver-&7Ji?'(/i, &c. Often dis-

tinctively applied to a black-smith.

The smith with the tongs both worketh in the coals
and fashioneth it with hammers. Is. xliv. 12,

2.t One that makes or eflfects anything.

'Tis said the doves repented, though too late

Become the smiths of their own foolish fate.

Dryiifn.

Smith (smith), V. t. [A. Sax. smithian, to fab-

ricate out of metal by hammering. See the
noun.] To beat into shape ; to forge.

Smithcraft (smith'kraft), n. The art or
occupation of a smith. 'Inventors of pas-

torage, smithcraft, and musick.' Sir W.
Raleigh. [Rare.]

Smithery (smith'Sr-l), n. l. The workshop
of a smith; a smithy.—2. Work done by a
smith.

The din of all his smithery may some time or
other possibly wake this noble duke. Burke.

3. The act or art of forging or hammering a
mass of iron or other metal into a desired
shape; smithing.
Smithing (smith'ing), n. The act or art of
working a mass of ii-on into the intended
shape.

Smithy (smith'i), n. [A. Sax. smithtke, a
smithy. See Smith.] The workshop of a
smith.

Smitt (smit), n. [L. G. smitte, schmitte; G.
schmitz, schmitze, from smitten, schmitzen,

to besmear.] The finest of the clayey ore
made up into balls, used for marking sheep.

Smitted. t For Smitten, pp. of smite. Chau-
cer.

Smitten (smit'n). pp. of smite. 1. Struck;
killed.—2. Affected with some passion ; ex-

cited by beauty or something impressive.

He was himself no less smitten with Constantia.
j^diiisoH.

Smittle (smit'l), v.t. [From smite.] To in-

fect. [Local]
Smittle. Smittlish (smiti, smit'1-ish), a.

Infectious; contagious. [LocaL]
Smock (smok), n. [A. Sax. smocc; Icel.

smokkr, a smock; Sw. smog, a garment. It

may mean properly a garment one creeps
into or slips over one's head; comp. A. Sax.

smUgan, to creep; Icel. smokka, to put on a
shirt, sleeve, loop, or the like, smjuga, to

creep through or into. See Smuggle.] 1. A
shift; a chemise; a woman's under garment.
*0h ill starr'd wench, pale as thy smock.'
Shak.—2. Smock-frock.

The Swiss stand drawn up, disguised in white
canvas smocks. Carlyle.

Smock was formerly used sometimes adjec-

tively and sometimes in composition, signi-

fying belonging or relating to women; char-
acteristic of women ; female. 'Smock loy-

alty.' Dryden. *5mocAr-treason.' B. Jon-
son.

Smock (smok), v. t To provide with or clothe
in a smock or smock-frock. 'Though
8m,ock'd, or furr'd and purpled, still the
clown.' Tennyson.
Smock-faced (smok'fast), a. Having a femi-
nine countenance or complexion; smooth-
faced; pale-faced. 'Your smooth, smock-
faced boy.* Dryden.

Smock-ftock (smok'frok), n. A garment of

coarse linen, resembling a shirt in shape,
worn by field-labourers over their other
clothes.

Smockless (smok^es), a. Wanting a smock.
Smock-mill (smok'mil). n. A form of wind-
mill, of which the mill-house is fixed, and
the cap only turns round as the wind varies.

It thus differs from the post-mill, of which
the whole fabric is movable round a vertical

axis. It is also called the Dutch mill, as

being that most commonly employed in

Holland for pumping.
Smock-race (smok'ras), n. A race in former
times run by women for the prize of a fine

smock. [North of England.]
Smock-treason (smok'tre-zon), n. Female
treason; treason by a woman.
Smokable (smok'a-bl), a. Capable of being
smoked. [Rare.]

Smoke (smok), n. [A. Sax. smoca, D. and
L.G. smook, Dan. smog, G. schmauch, smoke.
Perhaps same root as smack, taste.] 1. The
exhalation, visible vapour, or substance that
escapes or is expelled in combustion from
the substance burning; applied especially

to the volatile particles expelled from vege-

table matter, or wood, coal, peat, &c.; the
matter expelled from metallic substances
being more generally called /wj/ie orfumes.
In its more extended sense the word smoke
is applied to all the volatile products of

combustion, which consist of gaseous exha-
lations chained with minute portions of

carbonaceous matter or soot ; but, as often

used in reference to what are called smoke-
consuming furnaces, the term is frequently

employed to express merely the carbona-
ceous matter which is held in suspension
by the gases. Various methods have been
devised for the removal of smoke or for the
cure of smoky chimneys, and also for the
consumption and purification of smoke.
The methods employed for the latter pur-
pose all merge into one common principle;

namely, that of mixing air with the combus-
tible vapours and gases generated by the

action of heat on pitcoal, so that they may
be made to bum with flame, and become
entirely converted into incombustible and
transparent invisible vapours and gases.

Laud we the gods

;

^ And let our crooked smokes climb to their nostrils

From our bleat altars. Shak.

2. That which resembles smoke; vapour;
watery exlialations. Hence—3. Something
frivolous or ofno importance orconsequence

;

barrenness of result ; utter failure ; mere
phrases; idle talk; vanity; emptiness; as,

the affair ended in smoke.

The helpless smoke of words doth me no right,

S/tak.

4. The act of drawing in and puffing out the
fumes of burning tobacco. 'Soldiers, loung-
ing about, taking an early smoke.' W. H.
Russell—Like »»(ofre, very rapidly. 'Taking
money like smoke.' Mayhew. [Slang.]

Smoke (smok), v.i. pret. «fc pp. smoked; ppr.

smoking. [A. Sax. s7)iocian. See the noun.]
1. To emit smoke; to throw off volatile mat-
ter in the form of vapour or exhalation ; to

reek. 'Thy falchion smoking in his blood.'

Shak.
To him no temple stood nor altar smoked. Milton.

2. To burn; to be kindled; to rage.

The anger of the Lord and his jealousy shall

smoke against that man. Deut. xxix. 20.

3. To raise a dust or smoke by rapid motion.

Proud of his steeds, he smokes along the field.

Dryden.
4. To smell or hunt out; to suspect. [Rare.]

I began to smoke that they were a parcel of mum-
mers. Addison.

5. To emit fumes of burning tobacco from
a pipe, cigar, or the like. — 6. To suffer as

from over-work or hard treatment; to be
punished.

Some of you shall smoke for it in Rome. Shak.

Smoke (smok), v.t. l. To apply amoke to;

to foul by smoke ; to hang in smoke ; to

medicate or dry by smoke; to fumigate; as,

to mnoke infected clothing; to smoke beef or
hams for preservation.—2. To drive out or
expel by smoke: generally with out.

The king upon that outrage against his person,
smoked the Jesuits out of his nest. Sandys,

3. To draw smoke from into the mouth and
puff it out; to burn or use in smoking; to
inhale the smoke of; as, to smoke tobacco
or opium; to smoke a pipe or cigar.—4. To
smell out ; to find out.

It must be a very plausive invention that carries
it: they begin to smoke me. Shak.

5. t To sneer at ; to quiz ; to ridicule to the
face. Congreve.

Thou'rt very smart, my dear; but see, stnoke the
doctor. Addison.

Smoke-arch (smok'arch), «. The smoke-
box of a locomotive.
Smoke-ball (smok'bal), n. Milit a spherical
case of pasteboard or canvas filled with a
composition which, while burning, emits a
great quantity of smoke. Smoke-balls are
frequently discharged from mortars, in order
to conceal a movement of troops from the
view of the enemy ; they are also occasion-
ally thrown from the hand, either to suffo-

cate the men employed in the galleries of
mines, or to compel them to quit their work.
Smoke-hell (smok'bel), n. A glass bell sus-

pended over a gas-light to intercept the
smoke, and prevent its blackening the ceil-

ing immediately over the jet.

Smoke-hlack (smok'blak), n. Lamp-black,
consisting of the smoke of resinous sub-
stances, especially of pitch, used for various
purposes, as printer's-ink, blacking, &c.
Smoke-board (smok'bord), n. A sliding or
suspended board or metal plate placed be-
fore the upper part of a fire-place to cause
an increased draught, and preventthe smoke
from coming out into the room.
Smoke-hox (smok'boks), n. A compartment
at the off-end of a tubular steam-lwiler, into
which the smoke and other products from
the furnaces are received from the tubes,
preparatory to their passing into the funnel
or chimney.
Smoke-cloud (smokldoud), n. A cloud of
smoke.
Smoke-consumer (smok'kon-sum-fer), n.

An apparatus for consuming or burning all

the smoke from a fire.

Smoke-consuming (smokTion-sum-ing). o.

Tending or serving to consume or bum
smoke; as, a smoke-cmisuming furnace. See
Smoke, n.

Smoke -dry (smok'dri), v.t. To dry by
smoke.
Smoke - farthing ( smok' far -THing), n,

1. Same as Pentecostal. —2. pi. Same as
Hearth-money.
Smoke-house (smokTious), 7i. A building
employed for the purpose of curing flesh

by smoking. It is provided with hooks for

suspending the pieces of meat, which are
hung over a smouldering fire kindled at the
bottom of the apartment.
Smoke-jack (smok'jak), n. A machine for

turning a roasting-spit by means of a fly-

Smoke-jack,

a a. The chimney, contracted in a circular form,

6, Strong bar placed over the fire-place, to support
the jack, c. Wheel with vanes radiating from its

centre, set in motion by the ascent of the heated
air, and communicating, by the pinion d and the
crown-wheel e, with the pulleyy^ from which motion
is transmitted to the spit by the chain passing over

wheel or wheels, set in motion by the cur-

rent of ascending air in a chimney.
Smokeless (smok'les), a. Having no smoke.

Tenants with sighs the smokeless towers survey.
Pope.

Smoke -money, Smoke -penny (smok'-
muu-i, sniok'pen-ui), n. Same as Smoke-
silver.

Smoke -plant ( smok'plant ), n. A much-
cultivated beautiful deciduous South Euro-
pean shrub, Rhus cotinus, nat. order Ana-
cardiacese, yielding the yellow dyewood
called young fustic, and used also in tan-

ning. Called Venus or Vetietian Sumach.
It has simple, smooth, shining, green leaves,

and very remarkable feathery inflorescence.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tab, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Smoker (smok'^r). n. 1. One who dries by
smoke.— 2. Que wlio uses tobacco by inhal-

ing its smoke from a pipe, cigar, &c.

Smoke -sail (smdk'sal), n. A small sail

hoisted against the foremast when a ship

Smoke-sail.

rides head to wind, to give the smoke of
the galley an opportunity of rising, and to
prevent its being blown aft on to the quar-
ter-deck.

Smoke -silver (smok'sil-vSr), n. Money
formerly paid annually to the minister of a
parish as a mndus in lieu of tithe-wood.
Smoke-stack (smok'stak), n. In gteatn
vessels, a name common to the funnel and
the several escape-pipes for steam l)eside it.

Smoke-tight (smok'tit), a. Impervious to
smr>ke; not permitting smoke to enter or
escape.

Smoke-tree (smdk'tre), n. Same as Smoke-
plant
Smokily (smdk'i-li), adv. In a smoky man-
ner.

Smoklness (smok'i-nes), n. The state of
bein:.' smoky.
Smoking (smok'ing), p. and a. l. Emit-
ting smoke; as, a ginotattj^ furnace.—2. Used
for smoking or having its smoke inhaled;
as, a amokinff mixture.—3. Set apart for the
purpose of smoking in, or for being occupied
by smokers; as, a smoking carriage; a smok-
ing room; a smoking saloon, &c.
Smoking (smok'ing), n. The act of one who
or that which smokes ; specifically, the act
or practice of inhaling tobacco smoke from
a pipe or cigar ; as. to be addicted to smok-
ing.

Smoking-cap (smok'ingkap), n. A light
ornamental cap, generally resembling a flat-

tish fez, used by smokers and others for in-
door wear.

Smoky (smfik'i), a. 1. Emitting smoke, es-
pecially much smoke; as, smoky fires.

^

2. Having the appearance or nature of
smoke.

London appears in a mominfj drowned in a blaclt
cloud, and all the day after smothered with smoky
fog. Harvey.

8. Filled with smoke, or with a vapour re-
sembling it; as, a smoky atmosphere.

—

4- Subject to be filled with smoke from the
chimneys or fire-places. 'Worse than a
smoky house.' Snak. — 5- Tarnished with
smoke; noisome with smoke. 'Lowly sheds
vith smoky rsdten,' MUton.~Smoky quartz,
a variety of quartz of a smoky brown colour,
much the same as cairngorm.
Smolder (8m6l'd6r> A spelling of Smoulder
common in America.
Smolt ( smolt ), 71. [OaeL smal. a spot. ] A
salmon when a year or two old, and when
it bas acquired its silvery scales.

When they (salmon) remove to the sea, they assume
a more brilliant dress, and there become tne smoU,
Tarying from four to six inches in lenjfth. Baird.

Smoor (smttr), v.i. [A. Sax. smorian, D. and
L. G. smoren, to suffocate ; perhaps from
same root as smear. See Smother, n.] To
suffocate or smother. [Old English and
Scotch.!

Smoor, Smore (smdr, smor). v.i. To smo-
ther; to suffocate. [Scotch.]

Ilj' this time he was cross the ford.
\\ hare in the snaw the chapman smoor'ei. Bums.

Smooth (smOTH), a. [O.E. smothe, from a
somewhat rare A. Sax. form smoethe or
tm6the (?). the ordinary forms (as O.E.

smeeth, A. Sax. sinStke) having undei^one
umlaut. The root is that of »mi(A. ] 1. Hav-
ing an even surface, or a surface so even
that no roughness or points are perceptible
to the touch; free from asperities or un-
evenness ; not rough ; as, smooth glass ; a
smooth surface. 'My smooth moist hand.'
Shak.
The outlines must be smooth, imperceptible to the

touch, and even without eminences or cavities.
Dryden.

2. Evenly spread; glossy; as, smooth hair.
' Thy sleek smooth head.' Shak.—3. Gently
flowing; not ruffled or undulating.

While smooth Adonis from his native rock
Ran purple to the sea. Milton,

4. Uttered without stops, obstruction, or
hesitation; falling pleasantly on the ear;
even; not harsh; not rugged; hence, using
language not harsh or rugged ; as, smooth
verse; smooth eloquence. 'The only smooth
poet of those times.' MUton.

When sage Minerva rose.
From her sweet lips stnooth elocution flows. Gay.

5. Bland; mild; soothing; insinuating; flat-

tering.

I have been politic with my friend, stnooth with
mine enemy. Shak.

This smooth discourse and mild behaviour ofl

Conceal a traitor. Addison.

6. Free from anything disagreeable or un-
pleasant ; not alloyed with any painful sen-
sation. '5moo(/i and welcome news.' Shak.
' Smooth comforts.' Shak.—7. Without jolt
or shock; equable as to motion.—S^ioo^A is

often used in the formation of self-explain-
ing compounds, as smooth -hsXra^, smooth-
leaved, smooth-shaven, »moo(/i-swarded, itc.

Syn. Even, plain, level. Hat, polished, glossy,
sleek, soft, bland, mild, soothing, voluble,
flattering, adulatory, deceptive.

Smooth (smoiH), n. 1. The act of making
smooth.
In that instant she put a rou^e-pot. a brandy bottle,

and a plate of broken meat mto the bed, ^ave one
smooth to her hair, and finally let in her visitor.

Thackeray.
2. That which is smooth ; the smooth part
of anything. *The smooth of his neck.'
Gen. xxvii. 16.-3. A grass field; a meadow.
[United States.]

Smooth* Smoothe (smoTH), v.t pret. & pp.
smoothed; ppr. smoothing. [Krom the ad-
jective.! 1. To make smooth; to make even
on the surface by any means; as, to smooth
a board with a plane ; to smooth cloth with
an iron. ' To smooth the ice.' Shak. ' And
smooth'd the rufiled seas.' Dryden.—2. To
free from obstruction; to make easy.

Thou, Abelard, the last sad ofSce pay.
And smooth nty passage to the realms ofday. Po^.

3. To free from harshness; to make flowing.

In their motions harmony divine
So smooths her charming tones. Milton.

4. To palliate; to soften. 'To smooth his
fault I should have been more mild.' Shak.
5. To calm; to mollify; to allay. ' Each per-
turbation smooth'd with outward calm.'
Milton.~-Q. To ease; to regulate. ' The dif-

ficulty smooth'd.' Dryden.
Smooth (smbTH), v.i. To use blandishment;
to act the flatterer; to be insinuating.

Because I cannot flatter and look fair.

Smile in men's faces, smooth, deceive, and cog.
Shak.

Smooth-bore (smoTHTior), a. Same as
SutfM-th-bvred.

Smooth-bore (smOTHljor), n. A firearm
with a smooth-bored barrel, in opposition
to a rijle.

Smooth-bored (smoTHl)6rd), a. Having a
smooth bore, as opposed to a rijied barrel.

Smooth-browed (s'moTnljroudXa. Having
a smooth or unwrinkled brow.
Smooth-chinned (sn'OTn'chind), a. Having
a smouth chin; beardless. 'Smooth-chinned
courtiers ' Massinger.
Smooth-dlttied(sm6TH'tlit-tid),a,Smoothly
or swi-etly sung or played; having a flow-

ing, plea-sing melody. 'His soft pipe, and
sm/wth-dittied song.' MUton.
Smoothent (sraoTU'n),v.t. To make smooth;
to smooth.
With edged grooving tools they cut down and

Sfnoothen the extuberances left. Moxoit.

Smoother (smOTH'Sr), n. One who or that
which smooths. ' Smoothers and polishers
of language.' Bp. Percy.

Smooth-fitced (smoTH^fast), a. 1. Having
a smooth face; beardless.—2. Having a mild,
soft, bland, or winning look. 'Smoothfaced
wooers.' 'Smooth-faced peace,' Shak. —
3. Having a fawning insinuating look. ' That

smooth-faced gentleman, tickling Commo-
dity.' Shak.— 4. Having a smooth face or
surface in general.

Smooth-grained (smbTH'grand),a. Smooth
in the grain, as wood or stone. 'Smooth-
grained and proper for the turner's trade.'
Dryden.
Smoothing-iron (smoTH'ing-i-6m), n. An
iron instrument, generally somewhat tri-

angular in sliape, with a flat polished face,
and used when heated for smoothing clothes,
linen, etc. SoUd-bodied smoothing-irons
are heated by being placed near the fire or
over a flame ; hollow irons are heated by
introducing an iron heater, incandescent
charcoal, or a gas flame into tlie body of the
utensil.

Smoothing-plane (smoTH'ing-plan), ?i. in
carp, a small fine plane used for smoothing
and finishing work. See Plane.
Smoothly (smoTHai), adv. In a smooth
manner: (a) evenly; not roughly or harshly:
with even flow or motion. * Whose names
yetrunsmooMii/in . . . a blank verse. 'SAai-.
'Rivers . . . smoothly flow.' Pope. (6) With-
out obstruction ordiflSculty; readily; easily.

Had Joshua been mindful, the fraud of the Gibeon-
ites could not so smoothly have past unespied.

Hooker.
(c) With soft, bland, insinuating language;
as, to speak smoothly, (d) Mildly; inno-
cently; especially, with afl"ected mihlness
and innocence. ' Looking so smoothly and
innocently on it, and so deceiving them.'
Dr. H. More.
Smoothness (smoTH'nes), n. The state or
quality of being sniootli; as, (a) evenness of
surface ; freedom from roughness or asper-
ity; as, the smoothness of a floor or wall, of
the skin, of water, &c. ' The torrent's smooth-
ness ere it dash below.' Campbell, (b) Soft-
ness or mildness to the palate ; as, the
smoothness of wine, (c) Softness and sweet-
ness of numbers; easy flow of words.

Virgil, though smooth where smoothness is re-
quired, is far from affecting it. Dryden.

(rf) Mildness or gentleness of speech; bland-
ness of address; especially, assumed or hypo-
critical mildness.

She is too subtle for thee, and her smoothness.
Her very silence and her patience.
Speak to the people, and they pity her. Shak.

Smooth-paced (smttiu'past), a. Having a
smooth pace; having a gentle, regular, easy
flow. ' In S)nooth-paced verse or hobbling
prose.' Prior.

Smooth-spoken (smoTH'spok-n), a. Speak-
ing .'smoothly; plausible; flattering.

Smooth-tongued (smOTH'tungd), a. Soft
of speech; plausible; flattering; cozening.
Smore. Hee smoor.
Smorzando, Smorzato (amord-zftn'dS,
amord-za'to). [It., dying away.] A word
placed over a passage of music to indicate
that the performer is to gradually decrease
the tone—to make it die away, as it were,
as he proceeds.
Smote, pret. of smite.

Love took up the harp of Life, and smote on all the
chords with might

;

Smote the chord of self, that, trembling, pass'd in
music out of sight. Tennyson.

Smoterllch,t a. Smutty; dirty. Chancer.
Smother (smuTH'er), v.t [Probably from
the noun, and meaning originally to choke
or suffocate with dust. Comp., however,
Prov. E. smother, to daub or smear ; D,
smodderen, to smut, to dirty.] 1. To suffo-
cate or destroy the life of, by causing smoke
or dust to enter the lungs; to stifle; to suf-
focate by closely covering, and by the ex-
clusion of air; as, to smother a child in bed.
' Vi\i\me\y smothered in their dusky graves.'
Shak. 'The helpless traveller . . . smoth-
ered in the dusty whirlwind dies.' Addison.
2. To cover close np, as with ashes, earth,
&c. ; as, to smother a fire.—3. To suppress;
to stifle; to extinguish; to conceal ; to hide
from public view. 'Smothering his passions
for the present.' Shak. 'To smother the
light of natural understanding.' Hooker.
Smother (smuTH'Cr), v.i. l. To be suffo-

cated.— 2. To smoke without vent; to smoul-
der.

A man had better talk to a post than let his thoughts
lie smoking and smothering. Collier.

Smother (smuTH'Sr), n. [Obsolete forms
are smorther, smurther, which may be from
smore, A. ii&x. smorian, to suffocate. Smother
would lit. mean, therefore, stuff that suffo-

cates.] 1. Smoke; thick dust; confusion as
from dust.

Thus must I from the smoke into the smother.
From tyrant duke unto a tyrant brother. Shak.

cb, cAain; <^h. Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; b, Kr. ton; ng, sing; th, tAen; th, thin; , ujig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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For hundreds of acres nothing is to be seen but

sm^jthtrand desolation, tlie whole circuit round look-

ii^ like the ashes of a volcano. Gilbert IVhite.

2.t A state of suppression.

A man were better relate himself to a statue, than

sutfer his thoughts to pass in smother. Bacon.

Smothered (smuTH'6rd), p. and a. Suffo-

cated;stifled; suppressed. —Smo(/i«red mate,
in chess, a form of mate which is only pos-

sible when the king is surrounded by his

own men and check is piven by a knight

Smother -fly (smuTU'er-fli), n. A name
given to the various species of the Aphis,

from the destruction they effect on plants.
' A shower of aphides or smother-jiies.' Gil-

bert White.
Smotherlness (smuTH'6r-i-nes), n. State

of being smothery.
Smotheringly (smuTH'6r-ing-li), adv. Suf-

focatingly; suppressingly.

Smothery (smuTH'Sr-i). a. 1. Tending to

smother ; stifling. — 2. Full of smother or

dust.

Smoucht (smouch), v.t [Allied to smack.]

To kiss; to embrace; to buss. ' What buss-

ing, what smouching and slabbering one of

another
!

' Stubbes.

Smoulder (smol'dSr), v.i. [O.E. mnolder, to

smother ; the word most closely connected
with it is Dan. smuldre, smulre, to crumble,

to moulder, from smul, dust] 1. To burn
and smoke without vent; to bum and smoke
without flame. Hence—-2. To exist in a sup-

pressed state; to burn inwardly, without
outward demonstration, as a thought, pas-

sion, and the like.

A doubt that ever stnoulder'd in the hearts
Of those great lords and barons of his realm
Flash'd forth and into war. Tennyson.

Smouldert (smol'dSr), n. Smoke; smother.
Gascoigne.

Smouldryt (smol'dri). a. [See Smoulder.]
Smothery; suffocating. 'SmoH^tiry cloud of

duskish stinking smoke.' Spenser.

Smudge (smuj), v.t. [A form of smutch,

from smut.] 1. To smear or stain with dirt

or filth; to blacken with smoke. —2. To
stifle; to smother. [Provincial.]

Smudge (smuj), n. l. A foul spot; a stain;

a smear.—2. A suffocating smoke. [Provin-

cial.] —3. A heap of damp combustibles,
partially ignited, placed on the windward
side of a house, tent, &c., so as to raise a

dense smoke to repel mosquitoes. [United

States.]

I have had a smudge made in a chafing-dish at my
bedside. Afrs. Clavers.

Smudge -coal (smuj'kol), n. A miner's

name for coal which has been partially

deprived of its bitumen through coming in

contact with trap-dykes, &c.. in a state of

heat, and so been converted into a kind
of natural coke. Called also Blind-coal,
Stone-coal.

Smug (smug), a. [L.G. smuck, Dan. simik,

G. schmuck, handsome, fine, neat; allied to

amock.] Neat; trim; spruce; fine; affec-

tedly nice in dress. ' The simtg and silver

Trent' Shak. 'Used to come so smug
upon the mart' Shak. 'Twelve sable steeds
smug as the old raven's wing.' Beaumont.
*A smug pert counsellor.' Coicper. * The
smug and scanty draperies of his style.' De
Quincey. The word now conveys a slight

shade of contempt.
Smug (smug), v.t. To make smug or spruce;
to dress with affected neatness.

My men . . . were all . . .

Studiously sweeten'd, s^nug^'d with oile, and deckt.
Chap/nnn.

Smug-boat (smug'bot), n. A contraband
boat on the coast of Ciiina; an opium boat
Smug-faced (smug'faat), a. Having a smug
or precise face; prim-faced.

I once procured for a sjnug-faced client of mine a
good douse o' the chops, which put a couple of hun-
dred pounds into his pocket. y. Baiilie.

Smuggle (sraug'l), V.t. pret. & pp. smug-
gled; ppr. smuggling. [L.G. smuggeln, Dan.
smugle, G. schmuggeln, from root of A. Sax.
smUgan, Icel. smjiiga, to creep ; Dan. i

smug, secretly, underhand. Smock is from
same root] 1. To import or export secretly,

and contrary to law ; to import or export
secretly and without paying the duties im-
posed by law; to run; as, to smuggle a cargo.

Where, tippling punch, grave Cato's self you'll see.

And Amor Patriae vendmg smiif^^lfd tea.. Crabbe.

2. To manage, convey, or introduce clandes-

tinely; as, to smuggle a bill through Parlia-

ment.
Smuggle (smug'l), v.i. To practise smug-
gling.

Now there are plainly but two ways of checlting

this practice—either the temptation to smuggle must
be diminished by lowering the duties, or the difficul-

ties in the way oi smuggling must be increased.
Cyc. of Commerce.

Smuggler (smug'lfer), n. l. One who smug-
gles; one who imports or exports goods
privately and contrary to law, either con-

traband goods or dutiable goods, without
paying the customs.—2. A vessel employed
in running goods.

Smuggling (smug'ling), n. The offence of

importing or exporting prohibited goods or

other goods without paying the customs;

the practice of defrauding the revenue by
the clandestine introduction of articles into

consumption without paying the duties

chargeal)le upon them. It may be com-
mitted indifferently upon the excise or cus-

toms revenue.
Smugly (smug'li), adv. In a smug mamier;
neauy; sprucely.

Lilies and roses will quickly appear.
And her face will look wondrous smugly. Gay.

Smugness (smug'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being smug; neatness; spruceness.

Smulldn (smul'kin), n. An Irish brass coin

current in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, of

the value of \d.

Smulyt (smii'li), a. Looking smoothly
demure.
Smur(smur),7i. Small, thick rain. [Scotch.]

During the afternoon a jwwrof raincame on which
prevented me from going to church again. Gall.

Smut (smut), n. [A parallel form with
Prov. E. smit, a particle of soot, A. Sax.

smitta, a spot a stain, smut; D. smet, a blot,

a stain. From root of smite. Smudge,
smutch,are closely alliedforms. See SMUTCH. ]

1. A spot made with soot or coal ; or the

foul matter itself. — 2. Obscene and filthy

language. 'Will talk smut though a priest

and his mother be in the room.' Addison.

I cannot for my heart conceive the pleasure of
noise, and nonsense, and drunken freaks, and
drunken quarrels, and smut, and blasphemy.

.biV /r. Scott.

3. A disease, also called Dust-brand, inci-

dental to cultivated com, by which the

farina of the grain, together with its proper
integuments, and even part of the husk, is

converted into a black, soot-like powder.
This disease does not affect the whole body
of the crop, but the smutted ears are some-
times very numerously dispersed throughout
it Some attribute the smut to the richness

of the soil, and others consider it as a hered-

itary disease transmitted by one generation

to another through the seed. It is produced
by a minute fungus, UstUago or Uredo se-

getum. Various schemes have been tried

for the prevention of smut, but the safest

mode for the farmer to pursue is never to

sow grain from a field in which the smut
has prevailed.

—

Smut ball, bunt or pepper-
brand, a fungoid disease analogous to smut
It consists of a black powdery matter, having
a disagreeable odour, occupying the interior

of the grain of wheat. This powdery matter
consists of minute balls filled with sporules,

and is caused by the attack of Tilletia caries.

4. Bad soft coal containing much earthy
matter.

Smut (smut), V. t. pret & pp. smutted; ppr.

smutting. 1. To stain or mark with smut;
to blacken with coal, soot, or other dirty

substance.

The inside is so smutted vnkh dust and smoke, that

neither the marble, silver, nor brass works shew them-
selves, j^ddisou.

2. To affect with the disease called smut;
to mildew.

Mildew falleth upon com and synuttetk it. Bacon.

3. To blacken; to tarnish; to taint.

He is far from being smutted with the soil of
atheism. Dr. H. More.

Smut (smut), V.i. 1. To gather smut; to be
converted into smut 'White red -eared
wheat . . . seldom sinuis.' Mortimer.—
2. To give off smut; to crock.

Smut-hall (smut'ba,!), n. The common
name of a fungus, Tilletia or Credo caries,

of the section Coniomycetes, very destruc-

tive to wheat.
Smutch (smuch), v.t. [Closely allied to
smxit, but perhaps directly from the Scan-
dinavian— Sw. smuds, Dan. smuts, filth,

dirt 5imfrf*7e is another form.] To blacken
with smoke, soot, or coal; to smudge.
'What, hast smutched thy nose?' Shak.

Have you seen but a bright Jiiy grow.
Before rude hands have touched itf

Ha' you mark'd but the fall of the snow.
Before the soil hath smutch'd it. B. yonson.

Smutch (amuch), n. A foul spot; smudge;
a black stain.

His milk-white hand ; the palm is hardly clean,
But here and there an ugly smutch appears.

CoTvper.

Smutchin (smuch 'in), n. [A dim. form
from sumitch.] Snuff.

The Spanish and Irish take it most in powder or
smutchin, and it migiitily refreshes the brain.

Howell.

Smuth (smuth), n. A miners' name for
waste, poor, small coal.

Smutn:dll (smut 'mil), n. A machine for
cleansing grain from smut or mildew.
Smuttily (smut'i-li), adv. In a smutty
manner; as, (a) blackly; smokily; foully.

(6) With obscene language. TatUr.
SmuttineSB (smut'i-nes), n. The state or
quality of being smutty; as, (a) the state or
quality of being soiled or smutted; dirt

from smoke, soot, coal, or smut (6) Ob-
sceneness of language.

Smutty (smut'i), a. 1. Soiled with smut,
coal, soot, or the like. 'The smutty air of
London.' Howell. —2. Affected with smut
or mildew. ' Smutty corn.' Locke.— 3. Ob-
scene ; not modest or pure ; as, smutty lan-

guage. 'The smutty joke, ridiculously lewd."
Smollett.

Smymlum (sm6r'ni-um). n. [From L.

smyrmi. myrrh. The plants Iiave the odour
of myrrh. ] A genus of plants, nat order Um-
belliferae. The species are upright, smooth
biennials, with fleshy roots, various leaves,

and terminal umbels of yellow or yellowish-
green flowers. They are natives of Central
and Eastern Europe. S. Olusatrum, or com-
mon alexanders, is found in Britain, most
frequently near the coast. It was formerly
much eaten in Europe, both as a salad and
pot-herb. S. per/oliatum, or perfoliate alex-

anders, is a native of Greece, Spain, Italy, and
Dalmat ia.

Smyterie, Smytrle(smit'ri),?i. A numerous
collection of small individuals. * Asmytrie
o' wee duddie weans.' Burns. [Scotch.]

Snack (snak), n. [O. and Prov. E. snack, to

snatch. A snack is what can be hastily

taken. See Snatch.] 1. A share; now
chiefly used in the phrase, to go snacks,

that is, to have a share. ' They come in for
their *»iacA:.' Sir R. L'Estraiige.

At last he whispers. Do, and wc'llgo snacks. Pope.

2. A portion of food that can be eaten has-
tily; a slight, hasty repast Dicke7is.

Snacket (snak'et), n. See Snecket.
Snacot (snak'ot), n. [Corr. from N. L.

syngnathus, from Gr. syn, with, together,
and gnathos, a jaw, because the jaws are so
joined together that only the point or front
part of the mouth is opened. Mahn. ] A flsh,

the Syngnathus acus of Linmeus, the garfish,

pipe-fish, or sea-needle.

Snaffle (snaf'l), n. [Allied to snuffle, snivel.]

A bridle, consisting of a slender bitmouth,
with a single rein and without a curb; a
snaffle-bit.

In all the northern counties here,
Whose word is snajffie, spur, and spear.
Thou wert the best to follow gear. Sir IV. Scott.

Snaffle (snafl), v.t. pret. & pp. snaffled; ppr.

snaffling. To bridle; to hold or manage
with a bridle. 'Horses snaffled with the
bits. ' Mir. for Mags.
Snaffle-hlt (snaf'l-bit), n. A plain, slender
bit for a horse, having a joint in the middle,
to be placed in the mouth.
Snag (snag), 71. [IceL snagi, a small stake
or peg. Allied perhaps to ^»tcA, «>i€c*.] 1. A
short projecting stump or branch ; the
stumpy base of a branch left in pruning; a
branch broken off from a tree.

The coat of arms.
Now on a naked snag in triumph borne.
Was hung on high. Dryden.

2. A contemptuous term for a long, ugly, or
irregular tooth.

In China none hold women sweet.
Except their snags are black as jet. Prior.

3. In some of the rivers of the United
States, &c., the trunk of a large tree firmly

fixed to the bottom at one end and rising

nearly or quite to the surface at the other
end, by which steamboats, &c., are often
pierced and sunk.

Snag (snag), v.t. pret. & pp. snagged; ppr.
snagging. 1. To trim by lopping branches;
to cut the branches, knots, or protuber-
ances from, as the stem of a tree. — 2. To
injure or destroy by running against the
trunk or branches of a sunken tree, as in

American rivers; as, to SJiay a steamboat
Snag -boat (snag'bot), n. A steamboat
fitted with an apparatus for removing anaga

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«U; oil, pound; u. Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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or other obstacles to navigation from river-

beds. Simmonds. [United States.]

Snagged (snag'ed), a. Full of snags; snaggy.
' Belabouring one another with snagged
sticks.' Dr, H. More.

Snaggy (snag'i), a. Full of snags; full of

short stunips or sharp points; abounding
with knots; as, a siiaggy tree; a snaggy stick.

His weapon was a tall and snaggy oak. Heywood.

Snag-tOOtht (snag'toth), n. A tooth longer

than others or than ordinary.

Snail (snal), n. [A. Sax. snixi, contr. from
siuegel, stuegl; Icel. snigill, Dan. stiegl; dim.

forms from root of snake, sneak, the name
signifying the creeping animal.] 1. A slimy,

slow - creeping, air - breathing, gasteropod
mollusc belonging to the genus Helix of

Linnseus, now raised into the family Heli-

cidaj. and differing from the slugs(Limacidse)

chiefly in being covered with a depressed

spiral shell. The latter are also sometimes
popularly called snails. The shell is com-
posed of carbonate of lime, combined with

coagulated albumen, secreted by the skin.

The head is furnished with four retractile

horns or tentacula; and on the superior pair,

at the extremity, the eyes are placed. The
aexes are united in the same individual, but
the copulation of two such hermaphrodite
individuals is necessary for impregnation.
Tlie common garden snail {Helix aspersa) is

the most familiar species of the typical

genus. The mischief done by it to garden
produce on which it feeds is very extensive.

Nearly equally well known is the edible

snail (H. Pomatia), largely found in France,
and cultivated there and elsewhere for food
purposes. See Slug.—2. A drone; a slow-
moving person. * Droraio, thou drone, thou
gnail, thou slug, thou sot.* Shak.—Z.\ A
tortoise, hence the name of an ancient mili-

tary engine called also a iestudo.

There be also in that country a kind of snail {Us-
tudines), that be so great that many persons raay
lodife them in their shells as men would in a house.

Sir y. Mandrvilie.

4. A piece of spiral machinery somewhat
resembling a snail; specifically, the piece of

metal forming part of the striking work of

a clock.— 5. Snail-clover (which see).

Snail-clover, Snail-trefoil (snal'klo-vSr,
snal'tre-foil ), n. [So called from its pods,
which resemble the shells of snails. ] A
plant of the genus Medicago, the M. scutel-

lata. Called also Snail.

Snail-fisll (snal'flsh). n. A species of liparis,
found in the British Islands, and so called
from it.s soft texture, and its habit of fixmg
itself to rocks by a ventral sucker.
Snail-flower (snallluu-er), n. A leguminous
plant of the genus Phaseolu8(/*. CaracaUa),
allied to the kidney-bean. It is often grown
in the gardens of South America, Southern
Europe, and India for its lai^e, showy,
sweet-scented flowers, under the name of
carncol.

Snail-like (snal'llk), a. Kesembling a snail;
mnviii;; very slowly.

Snail-like (snal'lik), adv. In the manner of
a snail; slowly.

You courtiers move so snail-like in your business,
B. yonson.

Snail-movement (snarmov-ment), n. A
nan)e sometimes given to the eccentric of a
ste.'un-engine.

Snail-paced (snal'past), a. Gloving slow,
as a «inail. ' Impotent and snail-paced beg-
gary. Shak.

Snail-plant (snal'plant). n. A name com-
mon to two papilionaccou.'^ plants of the
genua Medicago (J/, scutellata and M. ilelijr),

whose pods are called snails from their re-
senililance to these animals.
Snail-shell (snal'shel), n. The covering of
the snail.

Snall-slow (snal'sld), a. As slow aa a snail;
extremely slow. ' Snail - slow in profit.'

Shak.
Snail-trefoil (snal'tre-foil). n. Same as
Sit'iilrlov^r.

Snake (snak), n. [A. Sax. snaca. from snican,
to creep, to sneak ; Icel. siuUcr, sn6kr, Sw.
snok. Dan sna{j. Akin snail.] A name com-
monly given to any serpent, but more par-
ticularly used to designate the common
British snake, the Natrix torquata, family
ColubridFe, and belonging to a section of the
family which .some naturalists have raised
into a distinct family under the name Natri-
cidec. It is destitute of i>nison-fangs, and
its food consists of lizards, young birds,

bird's eggs, mice, and more particularly
frogs. Its average length is 3 feet, but it

sometimes attains the length of 4 or 5 feet,

the female, aa in serpents generally, being
larger than the male. It inhabits Europe
from Scotland, and the corresponding lati-

Head and Tail of Common Snake {Natrix torquata).

tude on the Continent, to Italy and Sicily.

The body thickens towards the middle and
tapers towards the tail, which ends in rather
a sharp point. The head is covered with
lai^e plates. The ignorant sometimes mis-
take the harmless snake for the viper. Com-
pare the cut at Viper with the annexed.—
A snake in the grass, a secret or treacherous
enemy.
Snake (snak), v. t. pret. & pp. snaked ; ppr.
snaking. 1. To drag or haul, as a snake from
its hole: often with out. [United States.]—
2. Naut. to wind round spirally, as a large
rope with a smaller one, or with cord, the
small ropes lying in the spaces between the
strands of the large one; to worm.
Snake (snak), v.i. To crawl like a snake.
[United States.]

Snake-bird (snak'bSrd), n. See Darter.
Snake -boat (snak'bdt). See Pamban-
MASCIIE.
Snake-eel (snak'el), n. A popular name of

the fishes which constitute the family Ophi-
surida; of some naturalists, but which others
class with the true eels in the family Murte-
nidae, from the tail tapering to a point like

that of a snake. They are natives of warm
seas. One species {Ophisurus serpens), of

about 6 feet long, is found in the Mediter-
ranean.
Snake-fly (snak'fli), n. The popular name
of neuropterous insects of the group Ra-
phidiadie, and so called from the elongated
form of the head and neck, and the facility

with which they move the front of the body
in different directions. They are mostly to
b^ found in the neighbourhood of woods
and streams. The common species is scien-
tifically known as liaphidia ophiopsis.

Snake-gourd (snak'gbrd). n. [From the re-

markable snake-like appearance of its fruits.

which are frequently 3 feet long. ] The com-
mon name of a cucurbitaceous plant of the
genus Tricosanthes {T. anguina), a native
of India and China.

Snake-head (snakHied), n. 1. A liliaceous

plant of the genus Fritillaria. F. Meleagris.

See Fritillaria.— 2. The American name
of species of the genus Chelone (which see).

3. The end of a flat rail, formerly used on
American railways, which was sometimes
loosened and thrown up by the carriage
wheels, and frequently entered the bodies
of the carriages to the great danger of the
passengers.

Snake-lizard (snak'Iiz-6rd). See Cham^-
sauua.
Snake-moss (snak'mos), n. Common club-
moss (Lycopodiitm clavatn.m).

Snake-nut (snak'nut). n. The fruit of a
Demerara tree, the Ophiocaryon paradoxi-
cum, the large embryo of which resembles
a snake.

Snake-piece (snak'pes), ». Naut. same as
J'ointer.

Snakeroot (snak'rot), n. The popular name
of numerous American plants of different

species and genera, most of which are, or
formerly were, reputed to be efficacious as
remedies for snake bites. Among the best
known i% Aristolochia serpentaria, nat. order
Aristolochiacea;, of which it is the type. It

is a native of Virginia, and is widely diffused
throughout the United States. It has a
fibrous, aromatic, and bitterish root, which
was fonnerly extolled as a cure for the bite

of the rattlesnake and other serpents. The
infusion is occasionally used as a stimulant,
tonic. anddiaphoretic. The Virginian snake-
root is the Polngala Senega.

Snake's-beard (snaks'berd), n. The com-
mon name of plants of the genus Ophiopo-
gon, nat. order Liliacea, belonging to China
aiid Jai)an.

Sxiake's-liead Iris ( snaks^ed i-ris ), n. A
plant, Iris ti^erosa. See IRLS.

Snake-stone (snak'ston), n. 1. A popular
name of those fossils otherwise called Am-
monites. —2. A small rounded piece of stone,
or other hard substance, popularly believed
to be efficacious in curing snake bites.—3. A
kind of hone or whetstone occurring in Scot-
land.

Snakeweed (snak'wed),?!. A plant, bistort
{Polygonuin Bistorta), which grows in pas-
tures. It is astringent and sometimes used
in medicine. See Polygonum.
Snake-wood (snak'wud), n. l. The wood of
the Strychnos colubnna, nat. order Logani-
acefe, a tree growing in the Isle of Timor
and other parts of the East, having a bitter
taste, and supposed to be a certain remedy
for the bite of the hooded serpent. See
Strychnos.—2. The Demerara letter-wood
(Brosimmn A ubletii), a tree of the nat. order
Artocarpaceae. It has this name from the
heart-wood being mottled with irregularly
shaped dark spots. The timber is excess-
ively hard.—3. The common name of plants
of the genus Ophioxylon (dogbanes), from
their twisted roots and stems.
Snakewort (snak'w6rt), n. Same as Sriake-
iceed.

Snakisll (snak'ish), a. Having a snake-like
form, habits, or qualities; snaky.
Snaky (snak'i), a. 1. Pertaining to a snake
or to snakes; resembling a snake; serpentine;
winding.—2. Sly; cunning; insinuating; de-
ceitful.

So to the coast of Jordan he directs
His easy steps, girded with snaky wiles. Milton.

3. Having or consisting of serpents.

In his hand
He took Caduceus, his snaky wand. Spenser.

Snap (snap), v.t. pret. & pp. snapped; ppr.
snapping. {L.G.and \y.snappen,'Q&n.snappe,
G. schnappen, to snap. Snip is a lighter
form of this word, and snub is no doubt con-
nected. See Snub, also Snatch.] l.'Tobreak
instantaneously; to break short; as, to «nap
a piece of brittle wood. 'Breaks the doors
open, snaps the locks.' Prior.—2. To shut
with a sharp sound. 'Then snapt his box.'

Pope. — 3. To bite suddenly; to seize sud-
denly with the teeth.

He. playing too often at the mouth of death, has
been sn.xpped by it at last. South.

He snaps deceitful air with empty jaws. Gay.

4. To snatch suddenly ; to catch unex-
pectedly. ' When you lay snug to «nap
young Damon's goat.' Dryden.

For now you are in no danger to be snapt singing
again. SirH. L'Estrange.

5. To break upon suddenly with sharp,
angry words: often with up, and sometimes
with up short.

A surly ill-bred lord
That chides and snaps her up at every word.

irrantilU.

6. To crack ; to make a sharp sound with

;

as, to sruip a whip.

M'Morlau snapped his fingers repeatedly.
Sir ^y. Scott

7. To cause to spring back or vibrate with
a sudden sound; to twang. 'To snap the
strings of an instrument.' Dwight. — To
snap off", (a) to break suddenly. (6) To bite

off suddenly. * To have had our two noses
snapped off with two old men without teeth.'

Shak.
Snap (snap), v.i. 1. To break short; to part
asunder suddenly; as, a mast or spar snaps;
a needle stui2)s.

If your steel is too hard, that is. too brittle, . . .

with the least bending it will snap. Afoxon.

2. To make an effort to bite; to aim to seize

with the teeth: usually with at; as, a dog
snaps at a passenger; a fish snaps at the
bait.
We snap at the bait without ever dreaming of the

hook that goes along with it. Sir R. L'Estrange.

3. To give a sharp cracking sound, such as
that of the hammer of a firearm when it

descends without exploding the charge; as,

the pistol s)\apped. — \. To utter sharp.

harsh, angry words: usually with at.

With the peremptory Jewish wives, we have snapt
at Cod's nnnisters as they did at the prophet Jere-
miah. Bp. Prideaux.

6. To catch at a proposal or offer eagerly; to

accept gladly and promptly: with at.

To the astonishment of everybody (he) joined the
' Sybarite,' that 'hell afloat." . . . Relden . . . snapped
at him. Hannay.

Snap (snap), n. 1. A sudden breaking or
rupture of any substance. — 2. A sudden,
eager bite; a sudden seizing or effort to

seize, as with the teeth.— 3. A sharp crackin;:

sound, such as the crack of a whip.— 4. A
greedy fellow. Sir li. L'Estrange. —5. That

ch, cAain; 6h, 3c. locA; g, ^o; j, job; b, Fr. ton; ng, &ing; TH, then; th, tAin; w, wig; wh. icAig: zh. a^ure.—See KEr.
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which is caught by a sudden snatch or grasp;
a catch. B. Jonson.—G, A catch or small
lock; tlie spring catch of a purse, reticule,

book-clasp, bracelet, and the like. —7. A
name popularly given to beetles of the fam-
ily Elateridie, from the cricking noise they
niiike in turning. Called also Skip-jack.—
8. A sudden and severe interval: applied to
weather; as. a cold snap. ' A cold snap fol-

lowing eagerly on a thaw.' J. li. Lowell—
9. A crisp kind of gingerbread nut or small
cake.

I might shut up house—if it was the things I lived
be—me that has seen a' our ffcntle-folks' bairns, and
gi'eix them snaps and su^ar biscuit maist o" them wi'

my ain hand. Sir jy. Scott.

Snap-bug (snap'bug), n. A kind of beetle.

See Snap, 7. [United States.]

Snap-dragon (snap'dra-gon), n. 1. A plant
of the genus Antirrhinum (which see).—2. A
play in which raisins are snatched from
burning brandy and put into the mouth.
When they were all tired of blind-man's buff, there

was a great game at snapdragon; and when fingers
enough were burned with that, and all the raisins

were gone, they sat down. Dickens.

3. The thing eaton at snap-dragon. Swift.

Snaphance, Snap-haunce (snapOians), n.

[D. snaphaan—anap, snap, and haan, the
cock of a gun.] 1. Originally and properly, a
spring-lock to a gun or pistol, subseiiueutly
applied to the gun itself, which was a Dutch
firelock in general use in the seventeenth
century. —2. A snappish retort; a curt, sharp
answer; a repartee. Marston. [Rare.]

Snap-lock (snap'lok), n. A lock that shuts
witli a catch or snap.

Snapper (snap'6r), n. 1. One that snaps:
often with tip, one who takes up stealthily
and suddenly; a thief.

Who being, as I am. Uttered under Mercury, was
likewise a snapper up of unconsidered trifles. Shak.

2. The name given in the West Indies to
different fish of the family Serranidte.

Snapping - turtle (snap'ing-t6r-tl), n. A
species of fresh-water tortoise belonging to
the genus Chelydra (C. serpentina^ a very
savage and powerful animal common to all

parts of the United States: so named from
its propensity to snap at everything within
its reach.

Bnappistl (snap'ish), a. 1. Ready or apt to

snap or bite ; as, a stiappisk cur. — 2. Apt
to speak angrily or tartly; tart; crabbed.
'Smart and snappish dialogue.' Cotcper.

Snappishly (snapish-li), adv. In a snap-

pish manner; peevishly; angrily; tartly.
' Kell answered him snappishly.' Prior.

Snapplshness (snap'ish-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being snappish; peevishness; tartness.

Snappy (snap'i), a. Snappish. [Rare.]

Snapsackt (snap'sak), n. [Snap and sack,

Sw. snappsock, G. schnappsack. See Knap-
sack.] A knapsack. South.

Snap-shot (snap'shot), n. l. A shot at an
animal that is only within reach for a
moment—2. An instantaneous photographic
picture taken by a hand camera,
Snapt(snapt). AcontractedformofSnajjped,
the pret. tt pp. of snap.

Snart (snUr), v.i. [L.G. and O.D. snarren,
0. schnarren, to snarl; D. snar, snappish.
Probably imitative and allied to snore.]
To snarl. Spenser.

Snare (snar). n. [A. Sax. snear, a snare, a
noose; Icel. snara, Dan. snare, a snare, a
gin; D. siiaar, O.H.G. snare, a string; Icel.

snara, to turn quickly, to twist.] l. A con-
trivance, consisting often of a noose or set
of nooses of cords, hair, or the like, by which
a bird or other living animal may be en-
tangled; a gin; a net; a noose.—2. Anything
by which one is entangled, entrapped, or
inveigled, and brought into trouble.

A fool's mouth is his destruction, and his lips are
the snare of his soul. Prov. xviii. 7.

3. One of the strings formed of twisted raw
hide strained upon the lower head of a
drum.
Snare (snar), v.t. pret. & pp. snared; ppr.
snaring. [From the noun.] To catch with
a snare; to catch or take by guile; to bring
into unexpected evil, perplexity, or danger;
to entangle.

The wicked is snared in the work of his own hands.
Ps. ix. 16.

Snare -drum (snar'drum), n. A common
military drum furnished with snares, as
opposed to a bass drum. See Snare, 71. 3.

Snarer (snar'Sr), n. One who lays snares or
entangles.

Snarers and smugglers here their gains divide.
Cralibe.

Snarl (snarl), v.i. [A freq. of snar. See
Snar.] 1. To growl, as an angry or surly
dog; to gnarl. 'That I should snarl and
bite and play the dog.' Shak.—% To speak
roughly; to talk in rude, murmuring terms.

It is malicious and unmanly to snarl at the little

lapses of a pen, from which Virgil himself stands not
exempted. Dryden.

Snarl (snarl), n. A quan-el ; an angry con-
test.

Snarl (snarl), V. t. [From snare.] 1. To en-
tangle; to complicate ; to involve in knots;
as, to snarl a skein of thread. 'And from
her head oft rent her snarled hair.' Spen-
ser.— 2. To embarrass; to confuse; to en-
tangle. ' Conf\x&ed snarled consciences.' Dr.
H. More.

This was the question that they would havesnaried
him with, Latimer,

Snarl (snarl), n. Entanglement; a knot or
complication of hair, thread, &c., which it

is difficult to disentangle; hence, intricacy;

complication; embarrassing difficulty.

Snarl (snarl), v.t. To raise or form hollow
work in narrow metal vases. See Snar-
ling. Snarling-iron.
Snarler (snar'16r), ?i. One who snarls; a
surly, growling animal; a grumbling, quar-
relsome fellow. ' The lash otsnarlers' jokes.'

Stci/t.

Snarling (sniir'ling), 3;. and a. Growling;
grumbling angrily; peevish; waspish; snap-
pish.

Snarling (snar^ing), n. A mode of raising
or forming hollow work in sheet metal, such
as narrow vases, by repercussion, where the
hammer, from the narrowness of the vessel,

cannot be applied directly.

Snarling-iron (snar'ling-i-^m), 71. An iron
tool used in the operation of snarling. It

consists of a straight arm with an upturned
end. This is introduced into the vessel to

be operated on with the end bearing upon
the part to be raised or expanded, and blows
struck on the end which is without the
vessel cause the other end to act on it by
repercussion.
Snarl-knot (snarl'not), n. A knot that can-
not be drawn loose. [Provincial.]

Snary (sna'ri), a. [l?'rom snare.] Of the
nature of a snare; entangling; insidious.

Spiders in the vault their snary webs have spread.
Dryden.

Snash (snash), n. [Same word as Sw. sncesa,

to chide sharply; or a form formed by a
mixing up of snap and gnash. Comp. also

Dan. snaske, to champ food with noise.]

Insolent, opprobrious language; impertin-
ent abuse. [Scotch.]

Poor tenant bodies, scant o' cash.
How they maun thole the factor's snash. Bums.

Snastt (snast), n. [From root of A. Sax.
siitthan, to cut, whence snath, sned.] The
snuff of a candle. Bacon.
Snatch (snach), v.t. pret. & pp. snatched or
snatcht. [Softened form of O. and Prov. E.

snack, to snatch; D. and L.G. snakken,
snacken, to snatch: probably a parallel form
of stuxp (which see).] 1. To seize hastily or
abruptly; to seize without permission or
ceremony ; as, to snatch a kiss. ' From my
fyiger snatch'd that ring.' Shak. 'When
half our knowledge we must snatch, not
take.' Pope.

Nay do not snatch it from me. Shai.

From vulgar bounds with brave disorder part,

And snatch a grace beyond the reach of art.

Pope.

2. To seize and transport away. * Snatch
me to heaven.' Thomso7i.—SYS. To twitch,
pluck, pull, catch, grasp, gripe.

Snatch (snach), v.i. To attempt to seize

suddenly; to catch; as, to snatch at a thing.

Nay, the ladies too will be snatching. Shak.

Snatch (snach), n. 1. A hasty catch or
seizing.

Why. then, it seems some certain snatch or so
Would serve your turn. Shak.

2. A catching at or attempt to seize sud-
denly.— 3. A short fit of vigorous action; as,

a simtch at weeding after a shower.—4. A
small piece, fragment, or quantity; a piece
snatched or broken off. 'Snatches of old
tunes.' Shak.

We have often little snatches of sunshine. Spectator.

She chanted snatches of mysterious song.
Tennyson.

5. A shuffling answer. [Rare.]

Come, sir, leave me your snatches and yield me a
direct answer. Shak.

6. A hasty repast; a snack. [Scotch.]

Snatch-block,

Snatch-hlock (snach^blok), n. A particular
kind of block used in sliips, having an oi)en-
ing in one aide to receive the bight of a

rope. It is chiefiy used
for heavy purchases,
where a warp or hawser
is brought to the cap-
stan. Called also a.Yofc^
block.

Snatcher ( snach '6r), n.

One that snatches or
takes abniptly; as, a
hody-snatcher.

SnatChlngly (snach'ing-li), adv. By snatch-
ing; hastily; abruptly.

Snatchy (snach'i), a. Consisting of or cha-
racterized by snatches.
The modern style (of rowing) seems short and

snatchy; it has not the long majestic sweep of former
days. Cambridge Sketches.

Snath, Snathe (snath, snath), n. [A. Sax.
s^ujed, the handle of a scythe, from sntthan^
to cut. There are various other forms of
this word, as sneath, sneethe, sned, &c.]
The handle of a scythe. [Local and United
States.]

Snathe (snaTH), v.t. [A. Sax. snithan, Icel
sneitha, Goth, sneithan, G. schneiden, to
cut. Akin So. »n(Ki, trim, neat. ] To lop; to
prune. [Provincial. ]

SnattOCk (snat'ok), n. [Snathe and dim.
term, -ock.] A chip; a slice. ' Snattocks of
that very cross.' Gayton. [LocaL]
Snaw (snii), n. Snow. [Scotch.]

Snead (sned),n. 1. [Connected with «nood.] A
ligament; a line or string.—2. A handle for
a scythe. See SNATH, SNED. [Both locaL]
Sneak (snek), v.t. [A. Sax. sntcan, to creep,
to sneak ; Dan. snige, to creep or move
softly. See Snake.] 1. To creep or steal

privately ; to go furtively, as if afraid or
ashamed to be seen ; to slink ; as, to siieak

away from company; to sneak into a comer
or behind a screen. 'A poor unminded
outlaw sneaking home.' Shak.

You skulk'd behind the fence, and sneaked away.
Dryden.

2. To behave with meanness and servility;

to crouch; to truckle.

Tora struts a soldier, open, bold and brave

;

Will sneaks a scriv'ner, an exceeding knave. Pope.

Sneak t (snek), v.t. To hide; to conceaL
'(Slander) lurks and «i«oA-« its head.' Ahp.
Wake.
Sneak (snek), n. A mean fellow. ' A set ol
simpletons and superstitious sneaki.' Glanr
ville.

There can be no douht that a sneak is usually looked
upon as very little better than a knave. The word,
like the correlative term 'gentleman,' is one of pecu-
liarly EngUsh growth. , . . To English apprehension
the term denotes that combination of selfishness,

cowardice, and falsehood which is summed up in the
Lexicon definition of a 'mean fellow,* and is directly
opposite to manliness and candour. Sat. Rer.

Sneak-cup (sneklcup), n. A toper who balks
his glass; one who sneaks from his cup;
hence, a puny or paltry fellow.

The prince is a Jack, a sneak-cup. Shak,

He is such a sneak-cup I were he a boy of mettle I
would adopt him. Morton.

Sneaker (snek'^r), n. 1. One who sneaks;
one who wants spirit; a sneak. 'Sneakers
and time-servers.' Waterland.

I am none of those sneakers. Larfti.

2. A small vessel of drink; a kind of punch-
bowl.

1 have just left the right worshipful and his mynni-
dons about a sneaker of five g£tllons. Spectator.

Sneakiness (snek'i-nes), n. Same as Sneak-
ingness.

Sneaking (snek'ing), a. 1. Pertaining to a
sneak ; acting like a sneak : mean ; servile;

crouching. ' The fawning, sneaking, and
flattering hypocrite.' Stillingfieet.—2,. Secret
or clandestine, and somewhat discreditable;
underhand.
When we speak of a 'sneaking regard ' for a per-

son or a principle, we imply that the regard is, or is

felt by those wtio entertain it to be. more or less dis-

creditable, and that they do not venture openly to
profess a feehng of wliich they are ashamed, while
they nevertheless secretly indulge it. Sat. Rev.

Sneakingly (snek'ing-li), adv. In a sneak-
ing manner; meanly.

Dne all thinyrs like a man, not sneakingly;
Think the King sees thee still ; for his King does.

G. Herbert.

SneaMngness (snek'ing-nes), 71. The qua-
lity of being sneaking; meanness.
Sneaksby (sneks'l)i), 71. A paltry fellow.

' A demure sneaksby, a clownish singular-
ist.' Barrow. [Familiar.]

Sneak-up t (snek'up), n. A sneaking, cow-
ardly, insidious fellow. [A corrupted read-
ing of Shakspere for siieak-cnp, }iares.]

fate. far. fat. f^l; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii. Sc. abuue; y. Sc. tey.
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Sneaky (snek'i), a. Same as Sneaking.
Sneapt (snep), v.t. [Allied to snip, snib,
gnub; Icel. sneypa, to disgrace, to chide; D.
snippen, to nip; Dan. snibbe, reproach, re-

primand.] 1. To check; to reprove at>
ruptly; to reprimand. Dr. H. More.—2. To
nip; to bite; to pinch. 'Herbs and fruits
sneaped with cold weather.' Ray.
Sneapt (snep), n. A reprimand; a check.

I MiJl not iirulcr^o this sneap without reply. Shak.

Sneath, Sneathe (sneth, sneTH), n. The
handle of a scythe; a snath.

Snel).t Snebbet (sneb), v.t. [A form of snib.\
To check; to reprimand; to chide; to sueap.
Spenner.
Sneck (snek), 71. [O.E. snek, snekke, snecke,
also snack, prol>ably from snack, old form
of snatch. Comp. catch, a kind of fasten-
ing. ] The latch of a door or other appliance
of similar nature; a door-handle. Written
also Snick. [Obsolete and provincial, espe-
cially Scotch.]
Sneck (snek), v.t. To put the door latch or
catch on; as, to mieck a door. (Scotch. ]

Sneck-drawer (snek'dra-6r). n. A latch-
lifter; a l><ilt-drawer; a aly fellow; a co-
zener; a cheat. Gait. [Scotch.]
Sneck-drawing (snekMrs-ing). a. Crafty;
cozenin;:; cheating. Burns. [Scotch.]
Bneckett (snek'et), ». [Dim.of snccJt.] The
latch of a door; a snacket. Cotgrave.
Bneck-up, Snlck-upt (snek'up. snik'up),
inter). [Probably contr. from his neck up.
Jiares.} Go hang! be hanged!
We did keep time, sir. in our catches. Sww* «A

fined (sned), n. [See Snath. ] The handle of
a scythe; a snead; a snath. [Old and pro-
vincial, especially Scotch.]
Sned (sned), v.t. Same as Snathe.
Snee (8ne),n. [D. sn^S, contr. of sjiede, a cut,
a sharp edge] A knife.

Sneed (sned). n. [A. Sax. snced. See Snath,
Snathe] The handle of a scythe; a sned
or snath.

This is fixed on a loi^ stued. or straight handle.

_ Evtlyn.
Sneer <^sner). c.i. [Origin doubtful. The
original meaning seems to have l»een to
grin, and the word is probably allied to
snar, snarl.), 1. To show contempt by turn-
ing up the nose, or by a particular cast of
countenance —2. To insinuate contempt by
a covert expression; to use words suggestive
rather than expressive of contempt; to
speak derisively: often with at; as, to sneer
at a person for his piety.
Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer.
And, without sneering, teach the rest to s*uer.

Pope.
3. To show mirth awkwardly. Ta^/er.—SYN.
To scoff, gibe, jeer.

Sneer (sner), v.t. l. To treat with sneers;
to treat with a sort of contempt

Not rruered nor bribed from virtue into shame.
Savage

2. To Utter with contemptuous expression
or grimace.

•A ship of foots' he shrieked in spite,
• A ship of fools ' he sneered and wept.

J efmyton.
Sneer (sner), n. 1. A look of contempt, or a
turning up of the nose to manifest contempt;
a look of disdain, derision, or ridicule.

There was a laughing devil in hts SMter. Byron.

2. An expression of contemptuous scorn; in-
direct expression of contempt

Who can refute a tneer t Paley.

Syn. Scoff, gibe, jeer.

Sneerer (sner'er). n. One that sneers.
Sneerful ( sner'ful ), o. Given to sneering.
'The xneerful maid.' Shenstone. [Rare.]
Sneerlngly (sner'ing-li), adv. In a sneer-
ing manner; with a look of contempt or
sconi.

Sneeshin. Sneeshing (sneshin, snesh'ing),
71. [From sneezino] 1. Snuff.—2. A pinch of
snuff. ' Not worth a sneeskin.' W. Meston.
—Sneeshin mill or sneeshing mull, a snuff-
box, generally made of the end of a horn.
[Scotch.

]

Sneeze (snezj. v.i. pret & pp. sneezed; ppr.
sneezing. [O E. and Sc. neese, neeze, with a
prefixed and strengthening s. See N'eese.
Dfiuble forms of words with and without an
initial * are not uncommon. Comp. inelt,
sinelt. plash, splash, snipe, nib or neb, lash,
slash, ,Vc.] To emit air through the nose
audibly and violently by a kind of involun-
tary convulsive force, occasioned tiy irrita-
tion of the inner membrane of the nose.
See Sneezing. — To sneeze at, to show con-
tempt for; to contemn; to despise; to scorn.
My professional reputation is not to be sueetedat.

Sir A. H. Eilon.
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Sneeze (snez),?*. The act of one who sneezes,
or the noise made by sneezing; sudden and
violent ejection of air through the nose with
an audible sound.
Sneeze-weed (snez'wed), n. A plant of the
genus Helenium (ff. autumnale) which
causes sneezing.
Sneeze-wood (snez'w^id), n. A South Afri-
can tree {Pteroxylon utile), nat order Sa-
pindaceie, yielding a solid, strong, durable
timber rivalling mahogany in beauty. Its
dust causes sneezing, so that it is trouble-
some to work.
Sneezewort (snez'wSrt), n. A British com-
posite plant of the genus Achillea, the A.
Ptannica, called also Goose-tongue, with
long narrow serrate leaves, and heads of
white flowers. It is so called because the
dried flowers and roots, when powdered
and applied to the nose, cause sneezing.
Sneezing (snez'ing), n. l. The act of eject-
ing air violently and audibly through the
nose by a sudden and involuntary effort;
sternutation. Sneezing is a convulsive ac-
tion of the respiratory organs brought on
commonly by irritation of the nostrils. It
is preceded by a deep inspiration,which fills

the lungs and then forces tlie air violently
through the nose. Sneezing produced in the
ordinary way is a natural and healthy ac-
tion.intended to throwoff instinctively from
the delicate membrane of the nostrils what-
ever irritable or offensive material may
chance to Ije lodged there. When it becomes
violent, recourse must be had to soothing
the nasal membrane by the application of
warm milk and water, or decoction of
poppies.—2. A medicine to promote sneez-
ing; anerrhiue; a sternutatory. * Sneezings,
masticatories and nasals.' Burton.
Snell (snel), a. [A. Sax. snel. a word com-
mon to the Teutonic tongues with the senses
of sharp, quick, active, &c.] l.t Active;
brisk; nimble. Lye. — 2. Keen; piercing;
sharp; severe; as, & snell fro&t. [Scotch.]

It may be a dead loss !—whate'er anc o" your Lom-
bard Street goldsmiths may say to it, it's a sue// ane
in the Sautinarket o' Glasgow. Sir /K Scaf/.

Snell (snel), n. A short line of horse-hair,
gut, Ac, by which a fish-hook is attached
to a longer line; a snood.
Snet (snet), n. The fat of a deer. [Obsolete
or provincial English.]
Snew (snti). Old and prov. pret. of snow.

If you heerd on't of what passed between Mas'r
Davy and me, th' night when it stieTv so hard, you
know as I have been—whecr not—fur to seek my
dear niece. Dickens.

Snewe.t tJ.t To snow; to fall plenteously;
to be in as great abundance aa snow. Chau-
cer.

Snlbt (snib), v.t. To snub; to reprimand; to
check , to sneap or sneb. ' Them to revile
or snib.' Spenser.

Though the seeds of virtue . . . may be trampled
on. kept under, cropped and snibbtd by the bestial
part. Bp. H'ard.

Snlbt (snib), n. A snub; a reproof; a repri-
mand. Marston.
Snick (snik), n. [Icel. snikka. to cut or work
with a knife; D. snik, a hatchet, a sharp
tool] 1. A small cut or mark. — 2. A knot
or irregularity in yv^nx.—Snick and snee, a
combat with knives. 'Among the Dunkerk-
ers, where snick and snee was in fashion.'
Wiseman.

Snick (snik), n. A latch; a sneck. [Provin-
cial English.]

Snicker (siiik'Sr), v.t. [Probably imitative
of the sound of suppressed laughter. Comp.
Sc. snooker, to breathe loudly through the
nose; nicker, nicher, to neigh] To laugh in
a half-suppressed manner; to laugh with
audible catches of voice, as when one at-
tempts to suppress loud laughter; to giggle;
to snigger.

Snickersnee (snik'^r-sne), n. 1. A combat
with knives. See Snick and snee under
Snick. -2. A large clasp-knife. Thackeray.
Snick-up (snik'up), interj. See Sneck-lp.

Ciive him money. George, and let him go snick'
"/ Beau. *• F/.

Snlff(8ni0, t.i. [A lighter form of snuf]
To draw air audibly up the nose, sometimes
as an expression of scorn; to snuff.

So then you look'd scornful and sn(/t at the dean.
S7vi/f.

Sniff (snif), v.t. 1. To draw in with the
breath through the nose.—2. To perceive as
bysnutling; to snuff; to smell; to scent; as,
to snij" tXanger.

Sniff (snif), 71. 1. The act of snifiQng; percep-
tion by the nose.

SNIPE

Oh, could 1 but have had one single sup.
One single sniff^1. Charlotte's caudle-cup.

T. Ifarton.
2. That which is taken by sniffing; as, a sniff
of fresh air. — 3. The sound produced by
drawing in with the breath through the
nose.

Mrs. Gamp . . . gave a jwr^of uncommon signifi-
cance, and said, it didn't signify, DicJtens.

Snlft (snift), v.i. 1. To make a noise by
drawing breath through the nose; to snort.
'Resentment expressed by sniftitig.' John-
son.—2. To sni£f ; to snuff; to smell. 'Still
snifling and hankering after their old quar-
ters.' Landor.

Snlft (snift), n. 1. A moment. Balliwell.—
2. Slight snow or sleet. Halliioell. [Provin-
cial English in both senses. ]

Snifter (snift'Sr). 7j. [Scotch.] 1. The draw-
ing of the breath up the nostrils noisily ; a
sniff.—2. pi. (a) The stoppage of the nostrils
through cold. (&) A disease of horses.
Snifter (sniffer), v. i. To draw up the breath
thnmgh the nose; to sniff. [Scotch.]
Snlfttng-valve (snift'ing-valv), n. A valve
in the cylinder of a steam-engine for the
escape of air ; so called from the peculiar
noise it makes. Called also Tail-valve, Blow-
valve.

Sulg (snig), n. [See SNAKE] A kind of eeL
[Local.]

Snigger (snig'Sr), v.i. Same as Snicker.-

She . . . J«4x^'''^overthefauUsof theself-styled
righteous with uncommon satisfaction. Thacka-ay.

Snigger (snig'ir), n. A suppressed laugh; a
giggle; a snicker. 'The confiding snigger of
the foolish young butcher.' Dickent.
Sniggle (snig'l), v.i. [From snig, an eel.] To
fish Tor eels, by thrusting the bait into their
holes. Iz. Walton.
Sniggle (snig'l), d.(. pret. & pp. sniggled;
ppr. sniggling. To snare; to catch.

Now. Martell,
Have you remember'd what we thought off
Yes, sir, I have s*ii£gUd hiin. Beau. Gf Ft.

Snip (snip), V.t. pret. & pp. mipped; ppr.
snipping. [Closely allied to map, and to
D. and L.G. stiippen, to snip, to clip, O.
sehnippen, schmp/en, to snip or clip in
pieces.] 1. To clip; to cut off at once with
shears or scissors.

He wore a pair of scissors . . . and would sm/ it

off nicely. Arbuthnot.

2. To snap; to snatch.

The captain seldom ordered anything out of the
ship's stores but 1 snipped some of it lor my own
share. Df/ix.

Snip (snip), n. [See the verb] 1. A clip: a
single cut with shears or scissors.—2. A bit
cut off; a small shred.— 3. Share; a snack.
.Sir R. L'Estrange.—i. A cant name for a
tailor.—5. A small hand shears for cutting
metal.
Snipe (snip), n. [D. snip, L.G. snippe, Dan.
sneppe, O. schnepfe, snipe, a bird distin-
guished by the length of its bill or neb; L.O.
snippe, snibbe, a bill, beak, same word as nib
or 7ieb with s prefixed. See NEB.] 1. The
English name for those grallatorial birds
which form the genus Scolopax. The com-
mon snipe {Scolopax gallinago) is a beauti-
fully marked bird, about 10 or 11 inches
long. It is plentiful in most parts of Bri-

Common Snipe {Scotopaxgallinaeo).

tain, and frequentsmarshyormoist grounds.
It feeds on worms, insects, and small mol-
luscs. It is remarkable for the length of
its bill, its peculiar cry, and the drumming-
like noise it makes in summer. The jack
snipe (Scolopax gallinula) closely resembles
the common snipe in its general habits and
appearance, but is seldom seen in this coun-
try except in the winter.Sea snipe, a name
given to the dunlin (which see).-Summer

ch, cAain; th, 8c. locA; g.go; j.job; h, Ft. ton; ng, Binj; IH, «Aen; th, «Aln; w, wig; wh, mAlg; zh, azure.-See KEY.
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snipe, a name given to the common sand-
piper.—2. A fool; a blockhead; a simple-
ton.

I mine own jjaiii'd knowledge should profane.
If I should time expend with such a snipe.
But for my sport and profit. Skak,

Snipe-bill (snip'bil), n. In carp, a plane
with a sharp arris for forming the quirks of
mouldings.
Snipe-fish (snip'flsh), n. A marine acan-
thopterygious fish of the genus Centriscus
(C. Smlopax), so called from its long snipe-
like beak. Called also Trumpet-fish and
Bellows-fish. See Bellows-Fish.
Snipper (snip'^r), n. One that snips or clips;

a tuilor. Dri/dett.

Snipper-snapper (snip'^r-snap-fer), n. An
effeminate young man; a small insignificant
fellow. [Colloq.]

Snippet (snip'et), n. [Dim. of siiip, a part.]
A small part or share. Hudihras.
Snippety (snip'et-i), a. Insignificant; ridicu-
lously small. 'Snippety facts.' Spectator
newspaper.
Snip-snap (snip'snap), n. [A reduplication
of snap.] A tart dialogue with quick re-
plies.

Snip-snap (snip'snap), a. Short and quick;
smart. Pope.
Snitcher (snich'^r), n. 1. An informer; a
tell-tale; one who turns queen's (king's) evi-
dence.—2. A handcuff. [Low slang in both
senses. ]

Snitet (snit), n. [A. Sax. snite, perhaps con-
nected with snmU, the bird with long snout
or beak.] A snipe. 'The witless woodcock
and his neighbour suite.' Drayton.
Snite (suit), v.t. [A. Sax. snytan, to wipe or
clean the nose; Icel. snyta, to blow the nose;
Dan. snyde, to blow the nose, to snutf a
candle ; D. snuiten, to blow the nose. The
verbs seem to be derived from the noun
snout, or from snot, mucus.] To flip, so as to
strike off; hence, to clean, as the nose; to
snuff, as a candle. 'Nor would any one be
alile to suite his nose.' Grew.
Snithe, Snithy (snith, snith'i), a. [A, Sax.
sntthan, to cut. See Snathe.] Sharp;
piercing; cutting: applied to the wind.
[Provincial. ]

Snivel (sniv'el), n. [A. Sax, snyfel (?), snoffel,
snot ; from the stem of sniff, snuff] Snot

;

mucus running from the nose.

Snivel (sniv'el), u.i. pret. snivelled; ppT. sni-
velling. 1. To run at the nose.—2. To draw
up the mucus audibly through the nose.—
3. To cry, weep, or fret, as children, with
snuffing or snivelling. Sir H. L'Estrange.
Sniveller (sniv'el-6r), n. l. One who snivels,
or who cries with snivelling.—2. One who
weeps for slight causes, or manifests weak-
ness by weeping.

He'd more lament when I was dead.
Than all the snivelers round my bed. Swift.

Snivelling (sniv'el-ing), n. The act or the
noise of one who snivels; a crying or speak-
ing as through the nose.
Snivelly (sniv'el-i), a. Running at the nose

;

pitiful; whining.
Snob (snob), n. [Prov. E. snoh, a vulgar or
contemptible person, also snot or mucus of
the nose. The latter is probably the original
meaning, the word being thus from root of
snuff; comp. G. schnoben, to puff or blow
through the nose. So s7iot is also used as
an opprobrious epithet of persons.] 1. A
trivial name for a shoemaker; a journeyman
shoemaker.—2. In the universities, a towns-
man as opposed to a gownsman. —3. One who
lays strtiria on petty social distinctions and
wishes to appear superior in wealth, posi-
tion, or breeding to others; a vulgar or
underbred person who apes gentility.

A snod is that man or woman who is always pre-
tending to be sometliing better—especially richer or
more fashionable—than they are. Thackeray.
He 7vho meanly admires mean things is a Snob—

perhaps that is a safe definition of the character.
Thackeray.

4. A workman who will not go on strike or
"Who wo^'ks for lower wages than others ; a
Unoh-stick; a rat,.

Snobbery (snob'^r-i), n. The quality of
being snobbish.
Snobbish (snob'ish), a. Belonging to or re-
sembling a snob; vulgarly ostentatious.

That which we call a snob, by any other name
would still be snobbish. Thackeray.

Snobbishly (snob'ish-li), adv. In the man-
ner of a snob.

Snobbishness (snob'ish-nesj, n. The quality
of being a snob. 'Snobbishness Is vulgar.'
Thackeray.

Snobbism (snub'izm), n. The state of being
a snob; the manners of a snob; snobbish-
ness.

Tile snobbism would perish forthwith (if for no
other cause) under public ridicule.

Sir SI-'. Hamilton.

Snobby (8nob'i),a. Of or relating to a snob;
partaking of the character of a snob ; snob-
bish.
And if we can't get in with the nobs, depend upon

it, we will never take up with any society that is de-
cidedly snobby. Dean Ratnsay.

Snobling (snob 'ling), n. A little snob.
Thackeray.
Snobocracy (snob-ok'ra-si), n. [Snob, and
term, -ocracy, as in aristocracy; comp. inob-

ocracy.] Snobs taken collectively. Kings-
ley.

Snod (snod), n. [A. Sax. See Snood.] A
HUet; a headband; a ribbon. Called in Scot-
land a snood. [Obsolete or provincial Eng-
lish.}

Snod (snod), a. [Lit. trimmed by cutting;
Sc. sned, A. Sax. sncedan, to trim, to cut.

SeeSNATHE.] Neat; trim; smooth. [Scotch.]

Snood (snod), n. [A. Sax. sndd, a snood.
Comp. Icel. sjiudr, sm'Uhr, a twirl, a twist,

from snua, to twist.] 1. A fillet witli which
the hair of a young maiden's head is bound
up, emblematic of chastity. [Scotch.]—
2. In angling, a hair-line, gut, or silk cord by
which a fish-hook is fastened to the line; a
snell. [Scotch.]

Snood (snod), v.t. To bind up, as the hair
with a snood.

Snooded (snbd'ed), a. Wearing or having a
snood.

And the snooded daughter
Smiled on him. tVhiitier.

Snookt (snbk),w.i. [O.E. snoke, to smell, to
search out, to pry into ; Sw. snoka, to lurk,

to dog a person,] To lurk; to lie in ambush.
A. Brome.
Snook (snok), n. A name given to the sea-

pike (Centroponius undecimalis).

Snool (snbl), v.t. [Perhaps contr. from a
form snuble, from 87iub.] To subjugate or
govern by authority; to keep under by
tyrannical means. Ramsay. [Scotch.]

Snool (snbl), v.i. To submit tamely. Tan-
nahill. [Scotch.]

Snool (snbl), n. One who meanly subjects
himself to the authority of another. 'Ye
silly snool.' Ramsay. [Scotch.]

Snooze (snoz), n. [Probably imitative of the
sound made in drawing the breath while
asleep.andalliedtoCTiore; comp. s/weze; Dan.
snuse, to snuff or sniff.] A nap or short
sleep. ' Thathe might enjoy his short snooze
in comfort.' Qjtart. Rev. [Familiar.]

Snooze (sndz), v.i. pret. &pp. snoozed; ppr.
snoozing. To slumber; to take a short nap.
[Familiar.]

Snoozer (snbz'6r), n. One who snoozes.

Snore (snor), v.i. pret. & pp. snored; ppr.
snoring. [A. Sax. snora, a snoring; L.G.
snoren,D.snorken,J)&n.S7wrke,G.8ch}iarche7i.
to snore. No doubt an imitative word, and
akin to snar, snarl, s7iort.] To breathe with
a rough hoarse noise in sleep; to breathe
hard through the nose and open mouth
while sleeping.

Weariness
Can snore upon the flint, when resty sloth

rinds the down-pillow hard. Shak.

Snore (snor), n. A breathing with a harsh
noise through the nose and mouth in sleep.

Snorer (snor'Sr), n. One that snores.

Snort (snort), v.i. [From snore. Wedgwood
is probably right in suggesting that the
effect of the final ( is to express abrupt-
ness or discontinuity. ] 1. To force the air

with violence through the nose, so as to

make a noise, as high-spirited horses often
do.
He chafes, he stamps, careers, and turns about:
He foams, snorts, neighs, and lire and smoke breathes

out. Fairfax.

2. To snore. [Rare.]

He found a country fellow dead Arunk. snorting on
a bulk. Burton.

Awake the snorting citizens with the belL Shak.

3. To laugh outright. [Provincial.]

Snort (snort), v.t. 1,+ To turn up, in anger,
scorn, or derision, as the nose. Chaucer.—
2. To expel, or force out. as by a snort.

Fish semblances, of green and aznre hue.
Ready to snort their streams. A'eats,

Snort (snort), n. A loud short sound pro-
duced by forcing the air through the nos-
trils.

Snorter (snort'fir), n. One who snorts; a
snorer.

Snorting (snort'ing),n. 1, The act of forcing
the air through the nose with violence and

nuise; the sound thus made. Jer. viii. 16.

—

•2. Act of snoring. [Rare.]
Snot (snot), n. (A. Sax. snot, Dan. and D.
snot, snot. Akin snite, snout (which see).]
1. Mucus discharged from or secreted in the
nose.— 2. An opprobrious epithet applied to
a person, [Vulgar.]

Snot (snot), v.t. [See the noun.] To free
from snot; to blow or wipe.
Snotter (snot'fir), v.i. [From snot (which
see).] 1. To snivel; to sob. [Local.]—2. To
go loiteringly. [Scotch.]

Snotter (snot'fir), n. Naut a rope going
over a yard-
arm with an
eye forming a
becket to Ijcnd
a tripping-line
to in sending
down top-gal-
lant and royal
yards ; also, a
piece of rope
fitted round a
boat's mast,
having a bight
to fit the lower
end of the
sprit, which it

confines to the
mast.
Snotter (snof-
6r), 71. 1. The
red part of a
turkey - cock's
head.— 2. Snot.
[Scotch.]

Snottery(snot'-
^r-i), n. Filth; abomination. 'To purge
the snottery of our slimy time.' Marston.
Snottily (snot'i-li), adv. In a snotty man-
ner.

Snottiness (snot'i-nes), n. The state of be-
ing snotty.

Snotty (snot'i), a. 1. Foul with snot.—

-

2. Mean ; dirty ; dry ; sneering ; sarcastic.
[CoUoq.]
Snout (snout), n. [Not in A. Sax. or Icel.;

L.G. snute, Sw. snut, Dan. snude, D. snuit, G.
schnautze, a snout. Snite is probably a de-
rivative, and snot is closely akin.] 1. The
long projecting nose of a beast, as that of
swine.-2. The nose of a man: in contempt.
Hudibras.—'i. The nozzle or end of a hollow
pipe.

Snout (snout), v.t. To furnish with a nozzle
or point.

Snouted (snout'ed), a. Having a snout.
Snouty (suout'i), a. Resembling a beast's
snout.

The nose was ugly, long, and big.
Broad and snouty hke a pig. Otway.

Snow (sno), 71. [A very widely spread word,
being found in most of the Indo-European
tongues. A. Sax. sndw, D. sneeuw, h.Q. and
Dan. «n€e, Sw. siw. Icel. sn)6r (also sjicer,

snjdr), G. schnee, Goth, snaivs, L. nix, Gr.
mphas (without initial «); probably from
root seen in Skr. snu, to flow, to drop, to
trickle, to distil.] 1. Frozen vapour; watery
particles congealed into white crystals in
the air, and falling to the earth. Snow is

Sprit-sail.

, Sprit, reeving through the
snotter d.

Crystals of Snow.

formed in the air when the temperature of

the atmosphere sinks below the freezing-

point. The particles of moisture contained
in the atmosphere are then frozen, and forra

flakes, which descend to the earth. Each

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; n6te, not, m&ve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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flake which falls is composed of a number
of minute crystals of ice. which present
countless modifications of the hexfigonal
aystem. They have great diversities of
density, and display innumerahle varieties

of the most beautiful forms. Tliese crystals
adhere together to form an irregular clus-

ter; and consequently the incident rays of
light, which are refracted and reflected so
as to present imUvidually the prismatic
colours, are scattered after reflection in all

directions, and combine to give to the eye
the colour sensation of white. "When suffi-

cient pressure is applied the slightly adher-
ing crystals are brought into true molecular
contact, when the snow, losing its white
colour, assumes the fonn of ice. Suow an-
swers many valuable purposes in the econ-
omy of nature. Accumulated upon higli

regions it serves to feed, by its gradual melt-
ing, streams of running water, whicli a sud-

den increase of water, in the form of rain,

would convert into destructive torrents or
standing pools; and in many countries it

tempers the burning heats i»f summer by
cooling the breezes which pass over it. In
severer climates It serves as a defence
against the rigours of winter by protecting
vegetation from the frost, and by affording

a shelter to animals which bury themselves
under it Even in more temperate climates
It is found that vegetation suffers more from
an open winter than when the fields, during
that season, lie hid beneath a snowy cover-

ing; for as snow is a slow conductor of heat
a coating of it prevents the earth from
parting (juickly with its warmth, and at the
same time protects it from the cold of the
atmospheK.—Red gtwic. See PROTOCoccus.
2. Something that resembles snow, as white
blossoms. ' The scent of the elder bushes
which were spreading their summer snoio

close to the open window opposite.' George
Eliot.—Snow is often used in the fonnation of
compounds, many of whicIi are self-explan-
atory, as «noir-capi>ed, *Hou:-crowned,«now-
mantled, and the like.

Snow (sno), a. [D. snaauw. a kind of boat,
from L.O. ^lau, a snout, a beak.] A vessel
equipped with two masts, resembling the
main and fore masts of a ship, and a third
small mast just abaft and close to the main-
mast, carrying a try-sail. It is identical
with a brig, except that the brig bends her
fore and aft main-sail to the main-mast,
while the snow bends it to the try-sail mast.
Snow (sno), v.i. To fall in snow: used chiefly

impersonally; as, it snows; it gnoweil yester-
day.

Snow (sno), v.t. To scatter or cause to fall

like snow. ' Till age snow white hairs on
thee.' Donne.

Let it thunder to the tune of Green Sleeves, hail
ki&sing-comfitsand SNffw erintfoes. Shak.

Snow -apple (snd'ap-l), "• A species of
apple,

flnow-ball (sno'bftl). n. l. A ball of snow;
a round mass of snow pressed or rolled
together.— 2. In cookery, a kind of pudding
made by putting rice which has been swelled
in milk round a pared and cored apple,
tying up in a cloth, and boiling well.—Snou?-
ball tree, the garden form of a flowering
shrub. Viburnum Opulus, or gelder-rose.
See Gelder-rose, Viburnum.
Snow-ball (suo'bftl), v. t. To pelt with snow-
balls.

Snow-ball (sn6'bsl),p. i. To throw snow-balls.

Snow -berry (sno'be-ri), n. The popular
name of tropical American shrubs of the
genus Chiucocca, nat. order Hubiacese, sub-
order Cinchoneie. Several of the species
possess active medicinal properties. The
fruit consists of snow-white berries. Also,
and in England more usually, applied to
Synipliori'_-arp<^>s (which see).

Snow-bird (sno'btnl), n. A popular name
ajtpliecl to several species of birds, such as
the FringiUa nivalis of Europe, the Frin-
gilla hiemalis of America, and the snow-
bunting (which see).

8now-blanlcet(sno'hlang-ket),n. A fanners'
name fnr such a covering of snow a.s pro-
tects, ur materially contributes to protect,
vegetation from the severity of the wea-
th«r-

Snow- blind (snoljlind), a. Affected with
snow-liliiidness.

Snow-blindness (sno'blind-nes). n. An af-

fection of tliu eyes caused by the reflection
of liiilit from the snow,
Snow-bllnk ( sno'blingk ), n. The peculiar
reflecti<in that arises from flelds of ice or
snow. Called also Snow-light.

Snow-boot (sno'ljot), n. A boot intended
to protect the foot from snow; specifically,

a kind of golosh with an india-rubber sole

and felt uppers covering the boot worn in-

side of it.

Snow-broth (sno'brothl n. Snow and water
mixed: very cold liquor. 'A man whose
lilood is very snoiv-broth.' Shak.
Snow- bunting (sno'bunt-ing), n. The
popular name of Emberiza or Flectrophanes
nivalis, a gregarious passerine bird belong-
ing to the bunting family, a native of the
arctic regions. In winter it visits Bri-
tain and other temperate regions, and is

supposed to be the harbinger of severe
weather. On its first arrival in this country
it is very lean, but quickly grows fat, and is

then excellent eating. It sings very sweetly,
sitting on the ground : and does not perch,
but runs about like the lark. It is about
7 inches in length; the back and part of the
wings are dark black-brown, and the whole
of the remaining feathers are pure snowy
white. They generally congregate in little

flocks, and may be seen scudding over the
snow-clad hills, their black wings and tail

contrasting strangely with the pure white
surface over which they pass. Called also
SnoW'jleck.

Snowd, Snowdlng (snoud, snoud'ing), n.

[Icel. gnudr, a twist, a twirl, siiita, to twist.
See SNooii.] A thin hempen cord having a
hook attached, suspended to deep-sea fish-

ing-lines.

Snow-drift (sno'drift), n. A drift of snow;
snow driven by the wind: also, a bank of
snow driven together by the wind.
Snowdrop (sno'drop), n. A well-known
garden plant of the genus Galanthus, the
O. nivalis, nat. order Amaryllidacese. It
bears solitary, drooping,and elegant flowers,
white, which appear in February. It is

naturalized in Britain, and found in woods,
orchards, meadows, pastures, &c. — Snow-
drop tree, the common name of shrubs of
the genus Ilalesia. They are beautiful
shrubs, with alternate ovate-oblong leaves
anil white drr>i»ping flowers.

Snow - eyes ( sno'iz ), ji. pi. A contrivance
used by the E.s(|uimaux as a preventive to
snow-blindness. They are made of extremely
light wood, with a bridge resting on the
nose like spectacles, and a narrow slit for
the pas.sage of the light.

Snow -fed (sno'fed), a. Originated or aug-
mented by melted snow; as, a snow-Jed
stream.
Snow-field (sno'feld), n. A wide expanse of
snow, especially permanent snow.
Snow-flake (sno'tlak). n. l. a small feathery
mass or flake of falling snow.—2. A British

plant of the genus Leucojum, the L. oesti-

vum, with a bulbous root and white droop-
ing flowers, which appear in May. It grows
in moist meadows. See Leccojum.
Snow -fleck (snd'flek), n. The snow-bunt-
ing.

Snow -flood (suo'flud), n. A flood from
melted snow.
Snow -goose (snd'gOs), ti. A web-footed
bird, the Anser hyperboreus. Inhabiting the
arctic regions. It is of a white colour, ex-
cept the tops of the wing-quills, which are
black, with red legs and bill. Its flesh is

esteemed excellent.

Snow-hut (sno'hut), n. A hut built of snow;
a snow-huuse used by the Esquimaux, &c.
Snowish (sno'ish), a. Resembling snow;
white like snow; snowy. 'Her snowish
net-k. ' Warner. (Rare.]

Snowless (snoles). a. Destitute of snow.
Snow-light (snolit), n. See Snow-blink.

The blink or snoTv-Hgkt of fieid-ke is the most
lucid, and is tinged with yellow; of packed ice it is

pure white ; ice newly formed has a grevish blink:
and a deep yellow tint indicates snow on land. Pa£€.

Snowlike (sno'lik), a. Resembling snow.
Snow-limbed (snd'limd), a. Having limbs
white like snow. 'The siiow-limb'd Eve from
whom she came.' Tennyson.
Snow-line (sno'lin), n. The limit of per-
petual snow, or the line above which moun-
tains are covered with perpetual snow. Since
the temperature of the atmosphere con-
tinually diminishes, as we ascend from the
lower into tiie higher strata, there must be
in every latitude a certain limit of elevation
at which tlie temperature of the air is re-

duced to the freezing-point. This limit Is

called the snow-line, or line of perpetual
congelation, and the mountains which rise

above it are always covereil with snow. The
snow-line varies according to latitude, being
highest near the equator and lowest near

the poles. Local circumstances, however,
aflfect it, as the configuration of the country,
the quantity of snow falling annually, the
nature of the prevalent winds, &c. From
these circumstances the snow-line is at dif-

ferent heights in the same latitude.

Snow -mould (sno'mold). n. A fungous
plant, the Lanosa nivalis, which grows
beneath snow, on grasses and cereal crops.
It is especially injurious to barley and rye.

Snow-plant (sno'plant), ?i. The popular
name of agenus(Protococcu8)of microscopic
algfe, which grow in snow and give it the
appearance of being coloured. See Pro-
TOCOCCUS.
Snow-plough, Snow-plow (sno'plou), n.
An implement for clearing away the snow
from roads, railways, <tc. There are two
kinds: one adapted to be hauled by horses,
oxen, &c., on a common highway; the other
to be placed in front of a locomotive to clear
the rails of snow. A variety of the latter is

adapted to street tramways. The snow-
plough for ordinary country roads usually
consists of boards framed together so as to
form an acute angle in front, and spread
out behind to any required distance. The
angular point or edge is made to enter the
snow, and the machine being propelled by
horses harnesse*! to the centre framework,
the snow is thrown off by the boards to the
sides of the road, and thus a free passage is

opened up for wheel-carriages, &c. For
railway purposes snow-ploughs are of vari-

ous forms, adapted to the character of the
country, the amount of snowfall, the ten-
dency to drift, &c.
Snow-shoe (sno'shb), n. A kind of flat shoe
or racket, either made of wood alone, or
consisting of a light frame crossed and re-

Snow-shoe.

crossed by thongs, the broad surface of
which prevents the wearer from sinking in
the snow. Snow-shoes are usually from 3 to
4 feet in length, and from 1 to 1^ foot broad
across the middle.

Snow-skate (sno'skat), n. A thin, elastic

piece of wood, about 6 feet long, and as
broad as the foot, used by the Lapps for
skating on the snow, and to some extent by
the Swedes and Norwegians.
Snow-slip (sno'slip), n. A large mass of
snow which slips down the side of a moun-
tain.

Snow-storm (sno'stomi), n. A storm with
a heavy, drifting fall of snow.
Snow-water (sno'wft-ter), n. Water pro-
duced from tliu melting of snow.
Snow-white (sno'whit). a. White as snow;
very wliite. ' Your s«otf-u?/ti7e goodly steed.'
Shak. ' A snow-white ram.* Wordsicorth.

Snow - wreath ( sno'reth ), n. An accumu-
lation of snow of some considerable length
and lieight.

Snowy (sno'i), a. 1. White like snow.
So shows a sncmy dove trooping with crows
As yonder lady o'er her fellows shows. Shak.

2.Abounding with snow; covered with snow.
'The snoicy top of cold Olympus.' Milton.
3. White; pure; spotless; unblemished.
There did he lose his sfiony innocence, yohu Hall.

Snub (snub), v.t. pret. & pp. snubbed; ppr.
snubbing. [The first meaning is i>robably
the original, viz. to nip or snap short : ap-
pearing also in Dan. snubbe, to snap or
snip off; Icel. snubb6ttr, nipped or cut short;
Prov. E. snub, a snag, a short stump of wood.
In meaning 2 it may be directly from Icel.

snubba, to snub, to chide, the older E. form
being snib, tniybbe. The root is no doubt
that of 87tap, and snip, snape, sneap, snipe,

are kindred forms.] 1. To nip ; to check in
growth; to stunt.

Trees . . . whose heads and bouehs I have ob-
scrv'd to run out far to landward, but toward the
sea. to be so snubbed by the winds as if their boughs
had been pared or shaven off on that side. Kay.

2. To check ; to reprimand ; to check, stop,

or rebuke with a tart sarcastic reply or
remark.
We frequently see the child ... in spight of being

neglected, snubbed, and thwarted at home, acquire
a behaviour which makes it as agreeable to all the
rest of the world, as, &c. Taller.

ch, c^in; th, Sc. locA; K. ffo; ], job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, theu\ th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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S. To alight designeiUy; to treat with con-
tempt or neglect, as a forward or pretentious
person.—To snub a cable (naw(.), to check
It suddenly in running out.

Snub (snub), n. [See Snub, v.t] 1. A knot
or protuberance in wood ; a snag. — 2. A
check; a rebuke. —3. A nose flat at the
bridge, and broad and somewhat turned up
at the tip.

My father's nose was aquiline, and mine is a s>tud.
Marryatt.

Bnubt (snub), v.i. [Allied to siiob. Comp.
O.G. snuben. Mod. G. schnauben, to pant.]
To sob with convulsions. Bailey.

Snub -nose (suub'noz), «.. A short or flat

nose.

Snub-nosed (snub'nozd), a. Having a short,
Hat nose.

Snub-post (snub'post), n. Naut. a strong
post on a quay or on the shore, around which
a rope is thrown to check the motion of a
vessel.

Snudget (snuj), V. i. [Softened form of snug.
See Snug.] To lie close; to snug. 'Snitdge
in quiet.' G. Herbert.
Snudge t (snuj), n. A miser, or a sneaking
fellow. ' The life of a covetous smidge.'
Ascham.
Snuff(snuf), V. t. [Onomatopoetic, like snore,

sneeze, &c. ; D. stitiffen, snuiven, to snuff, to
BnufF up; SJiuf, a sniffing scent; Dan. stiofte,

to snort, to snuff or sniflf ; G. schnup/en, to
snuff; E. to snift.] 1. To draw in with the
breath; to inhale; as, to snw/" the wind. 'To
snuff the vital air.' Dryden.~2. To scent;
to smell; to perceive by the nose. Dryden.
3. To crop the snuff, as of a candle; to take
off the end of the snuff.— ITo snuff out, to
extinguish by snuffing; to annihilate; to
obliterate.

'Tis strange the mind, that very fiery particle.
Should let itself be snuffed out by an article,

Byron.
Snuff (snuf), vX 1. To snort; to inhale air
with violence or with noise, as dogs and
horses.

The fury fires the pack, they snu^, they vent.
And feed their hungry nostrils with the scent.

Drydtn.
2. To turn up the nose and inhale air in
contempt ; to sniff contemptuously. Mai.
i 13.-3. To take offence.

Do the enemies of the church rage, and snuff, and
breathe nothing but threats and death ? £p. Hall.

Snuff (snuf), n. [From the verb.] 1. Inha-
lation by the nose; a sniff.—2. t Smell; scent;
odour.
The Immortal, the Hternal wants not X\i^ snuff oi

mortal incense for his, but for our sakes. Stukely.

3. Resentment; huff, expressed by a snufllng
of the nose.

Jupiter took, snuff sx the contempt, and punished
him. Sir K. L'Estrange.

—To take a thing in snuff, to be angry at it;

to take offence at it.

For I tell you true, I take it highly in snuff, to
learn how to entertain gentlefolks of you at these
years. B. Jonson.

4. A powdered preparation of tobacco in-
haled through the nose. It is made by
grinding, in mortars or mills, the chopped
leaves and stalks of tobacco in which fer-

mentation has been induced by moisture
and warmth. The tobacco is well dried pre-
vious to grinding, and this is carried some-
times so far as to give to the snuff the
peculiar flavour of the high-dried snuffs,
such as the Irish, Welsh, and Scotch. Some
varieties, as the rappees, are moist. The
admixture of different flavouring agents and
delicate scents has given rise to fanciful
names for snuffs, which, the flavour ex-
cepted, are identical. Dry snuffs are often
adulterated with quicklime, and the moist
kinds with ammonia, hellebore, pearl-ash,
&c.— CTp to snuff, knowing; sharp; wide-
awake ; not likely to be imposed upon.
[Slang.] — 5. The buniing part of a candle
wick, or that which has been charred by the
flame, whether burning or not.

For even at first life's taper is a snuff. Donne.
Lamentable

To hide me from the radiant sun, and solace
I' the dungeon by a snuff. Shak.

Snuff-box (snuf'boks), n. A box for carrying
snuff about the person. Snuff-boxes are
made of every variety of pattern, and of an
endless variety of materials.

Snuff-dipping (snuf'dip-ing), n. A mode of
taking tooacco practised by some of the
lower class of women in the United States
of America, consisting of dipping a sort of
brush among snuff, and rubbing the teeth
and gums with it.
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Snuff-dish, (snuf'dish), n. Among the Jews,
a dish for the snuff of the lamps of the
tabernacle.

The snuff-dishes thereof shall be of pure gold.
Ex. 3CXV. 38.

Snuffer (snuf'Sr), n. 1. One that snuffs

—

2. pi. An instrument for cropping the snuff
of a candle.

Snuffer-dish^ Snuffer-tray (snuf'6r-dish,

snuf '6r-tra), n. A small stand of metal,
papier-m^ch^, &c., for holding snuffers.

Snuffle (snuf'l),?;. i. pret. & pp. snuffled; ppr.
smiffiing. [Freq.of snuff; L.G. snuffeln, D.
snuffelen, Sw. snujla, to snuffle. See SNUFF,
Snivel.] To speak through the nose; to
breathe hard through the nose, or through
the nose when obstructed. ' Sniiffliixg at
nose and croaking in his throat.' Dryden.
Snuffle (snuf'l), n. 1. A sound made by the
passage of air through the nostrils. ' A snort
OT snuffls.' ColeHdge.—2. Speaking through
the nose ; an affected nasal twang ; hence,
cant.

Snuffler (snuf1-6r), n. One who snuffles or
speaks through the nose when obstructed.
Snuffles (snuf'lz), 71. pi Obstruction of the
nose by mucus: a malady of dogs.

Snuff-mill (snuf'mil), n. A mill or machine
for grinding tobacco into the powder known
as snuff.

Snuff-taker (snuftak-6r), n. One who takes
snuff, or inhales it into the nose.

Snuff-taking (snuf'tak-ing), ?t. The act or
practice of taking or inhaling snuff into the
nose.

Snuffy (snuf'i), a. 1. Resembling snuff in
colour.—2. Soiled with snuff, or smelling of
it. [Familiar.] — 3. Offended; displeased.
[Scotch.]

Snug (snug), v.i. pret. & pp. snugged; ppr.
snugging. [Prov. E. sntig, handsome; Icel.

snoggr, short-haired, smooth; O.Dan, snog,
Sw. snygg, neat, elegant. l"he succession of
meanings would seem to be smooth, neat,
compact, lying close. Perhaps from same
root as snag.] To lie close; to snuggle;
as, a child snugs to its mother or nurse.

The loving couple lay snugging together.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

Snug (snug), r. t. To put in a snug position;
to place snugly.

Every woman carries in her hand a stove, which,
when she sits, she snugs under her petticoats.

Goldsmith.

Snug (snug), a. 1. Lying close; closely
pressed; as, an infant lies snug.—% Close;
concealed; not exposed to notice. ' When
you lay snug, to snap yoimg Damon's goat'
Dryden.

At W ill's

Lie snug, and hear what critics say. Swift.

3. Compact, neat, trim, convenient, and
comfortable. 'A country farm, where all

was snug, and clean, and warm.' Prior.

O 'tis a snug little island,

A right little, tight little island. Dibdin.

Snuggery (snug'6r-i), n. A snug, warm
habitation ; a snug, comfortable place. ' In
the snuggery inside the bar (of a public-
house).' Dickens. [CoUoq.]

Here was a nice man to be initiated into the com-
fortable arcana of ecclesiastical snuggeries.

Trotlope.

Snuggle (snugl), r.i. pret. & pp. snuggled;
ppr. snuggling. [A freq. and dim. from
snug.] To move one way and the other to
get a close place; to lie close for convenience
or warmth; to cuddle; to nestle.

Snugify (snug'i-fi), v.t. To make snug.
[Ludicrous. ]

Coleridge, I devoutly wish that Fortune, who has
made sport with you so long, may play one freak
more, throw you into London, or some spot near it,

and there snugify you for life. Lamb.

Snugly (snug^i), adv. In a snug manner;
closely; comfortably.
Snugness (snug'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being snug.
Snusht (snush), n. Same as Snuff.
Sny (sni), n. In ship-building, (a) a gentle
bend in timber curving upward, (b) The
trend of the lines of a ship upward from
amidsbip toward the bow and the stem.
Snying (sni'ing), n. In ship-building, a cir-

cular plank, placed edgewise, to work in
the bows of a ship.

So (so), adv. [A particle common to the Teu-
tonic languages; O.E. and Sc. sa, swa, swo,
A. Sax. siod, so, as; Icel. svd, later svo, so,

Goth, sva, svi, L.G. and G. so, D. zoo. A
word of pronominal origin (comp. A. Sax. se
masc, seofem., the, that), and still retain-
ing somewhat of its pronominal character.
The s of as is this word mutilated. It ap-

SO

pears also in also, whosoever, &c.] 1. In
that manner; to that degi'ee; in such man-
ner or to such degree as indicated in any
way, or as implied, or as supposed to be
known. 'She that you gaze on «o.' Shak.
' Give thanks you have lived so long.' Shak.
Why is his chariot so long in coming? Judg. v. 28.

2. In like manner or degree; in the way
that; for like reason; with equal reason;
thus: used correlative ly, following a« (some-
times inasmuch as), to denote comparison
or resemblance.
As a war should be undertaken upon aJust motive

so a prince should consider the condition he is in
when he enters on it. Swift.

3. In such a manner; to such a degree: used
correlatively with as or that following ; as,
he was so fortunate as to escape; it was so
weak thai it could not support the weight.

So glad of this as they I cannot be. Shak.
So frowned the mighty combatants that hell
Grew darker at their frown. Milton.

Formerly it was often followed by an in-
finitive denoting the effect without as. ' No
woman's heart so big to hold so much." Shak.
4. In such a degree as cannot be very well
expressed; in a high degree; extremely;
very; as, it is so beautiful; you are so kind;
things turned out so well. [Rather coUoq.j
5. As has been said or stated; used pro-
nominally with reflex reference to some-
thing just asserted or implied; implying the
sense of a word or sentence going before or
following, and used to avoid repetition.

Let the waters under the heaven be gathered to-
gether unto one place, and let the dry land appear:
and it was so. Gen, 1, 9,

For he was great ere fortune made him so.

Dryden.
I laugh at every one, said an old cynic, who laughs

at me. Do you so, replied the philosopher?
Addison.

Often with emphatic inversion of the sub-
ject; also; as well; as, you shall go, and «>
shall I.

She is fair, and so is Julia, that I love. Shak.

6. For this reason; on these terms or con-
ditions; on this account; therefore: used
both as an adverb and as a conjunction.

God makes him in his own image an intellectual
creature, and so capable ofdominion. Locke.

Here, then, exchange we mutually forgiveness;
So may the guilt of all my broken vows,
My perjuries to thee be all forgotten. Howe.

7. Be it so; so let it be; it is well; it is good;
it is all right: supplying the place of a whole
sentence, and used to express acquiescence,
assent, or approbation.

And when 'tis writ, for my sake read it over.
And if it please you, so; if not, why, so. Shak.

8. The case being such; accordingly; well:
used as an expletive; as, so you are here
again, are you?

Why, if it please you, take it for your labour

;

Ana so, good morrow, servant Shak.

9. Do you mean what you say? is it thus? as.

he leaves us to-day. So ? [CoUoq. ]— 10, Im-
plying a manner, degree, or quantity, not
expressly mentioned, but hinted at, and left

to guessing; anything like this or that; a
little more or less; somewhere about this:

sometimes used as an expletive. *A grey
eye or so, but not to the purpose.' Shak.

I will take occasion of sending one of my suits to
the tailor's to have the pocket repaired or so.

B. yoHson.
A week or so will probably reconcile us. Gay.

My joints are somewhat stiff or j<j. Tennyson.

11. Often used in wishes and asseverations,,
and frequently with an ellipsis; as, I declare
I did not, so help me Heaven! (That is, may
Heaven so help me as I speak truth).

Never, Paulina; so be blest my spirit! ShaJk.

—So as,\ such as.

Thou art as tyrannous, so as thou art.

As those whose beauties proudly make them crueL.
Shak.

—So far forth,\ to such a degree or extent;
as far. ' Giving commendation to them sofar
forth asthey were worthy to be commended/
The Translators of the Bible to the Reader.
So forth, 80 on, further in the same or a
similar manner; more of the same or a simi-

lar kind; et cetera. 'Manhood, learning, and
soforth.' Sha^.—So vutch as, however much;
whatever the quantity or degree may be.

So much as you admire the beauty of his verse, his
prose is full as good. Pope.

—So SO, indifferent or indifferently; middling
ormiddlingly; mediocre; in an ordinary or
indifferent manner or degree : used adjec-

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc, abune; y, Sc. fey.
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tively as well as adverbially ; as, it was a
very eo so atfair.

His leg is but so so; and yet, 'tis well. Shai.
So so is good, very good, very excellent good, and

yet it is not ; it is but so so. SitaA.

What think'st thou of the rich Mercatio!—
Well of his wealth ; but of himself, so so. Shak.

So, 80, an exclamation implying discovery

or obser^'ation of some effect; ay, ay; well,

welL
I would not have thee linger in thy pain :

S«, so. Shak.

So, so; it works ; now mistress, sit you fast.

Dryden.
So that, (a) to the end that; in order that;

with the purpose or intention that; as. these

measures were taken so that he might es-

cape. (&) With the effect or result that.

And when the ark . . . came into the camp, all

Israel shouted with a great shout, so that the earth

rang again. t Sam. iv. 5.

—So then, thus then it is that; the conse-

quence is; therefore.

To a war are required a just quarrel, sufllcient

forces, and a prudent choice of the designs ; so then.
I will first justify the quarrel, balance the forces, and
propound the designs. Bacon.

80 (so), mnj. Provided that; on condition
that; in case that.

Sc the doctrine be but wholesome and edifying

. . . though there should be a want of exactness in

the manner of speaking and reasoning it may be over-
looked. AtUrbury.

Though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to

iriay upon the earth, so truth be in the field, we do
bijuriousiy. by licensing and prohibiting, to misdoubt
her strength. Milton.

80 (so), inierj. Stand still ! stop] halt! that
wUl do t

Soak (sok), V. t. [A. Sax. socian, to soak
;
pro-

bably from the Celtic, the root being that of

L. ntgo. to suck. Comp. \V. stag, a soaking,
$oeh. a drain.] l.To cause or suffer to lie in

a fluid till the substance has imbibed what it

can contain; to macerate in water or other
fluid ; t4> steep ; as, to soak cloth ; to soak
bread.—2. To drench; to wet thoroughly.

Their land shall be soaked with blood. Is. xxxiv. 7.

5. To draw in by the pores, as the skin.

Suppltngthy stiffened joints with fragrant oil

;

Then in thy spacious garden walk awhile.

To suck the moisture up and soak it in. Dryden.

4. To penetrate, work, or accomplish by
wetting thoroughly: often with tkrmiffh.

The rivulet beneath soaked its way obscurely
lkrou£h wreaths of snow. Sir t^. Scott.

6. To suck; to exhaust; to drain. [Rare.]

His feastit^s, wherein he was only sumptuous,
coald not but soak his exchequer. Ifoeton.

Stn. To Steep, imbrue, drench, wet, macer-
ate, saturate.

8<MUc (sdk),r.i 1. To lie steeped in water or
other fluid: to steep; as, let tiie cloth lie and
$oak. —2. To enter into pores or interstices.

Rain so.iking into the strata . . . bears with it all

such movable matter as occurs. IVoodivard.

8. To drink Intemperately or gluttonously;
to be given to excessive drinking. ' llie idle

chat of a soaking club.' Locke.

IOakag« (aOk'aJX n. Act of soaking; fluid
Imbibed.
Soaker (sdk'6r), n. l. One who or that which
•oaks or macerates in a liquid; that which
wets or drenches thoroughly.—2. A hard
drinker. 'A painful, able, and laborious
maker . . . who owes all his good-nature
to the pot and the pipe.' South.
Soaking (sok'ing). p. and a I. Steeping;
macerating. —2. Imbibing; drinUng Intem-
perately —3. Wetting thoroughly; as^afoaJr-
ing rain.

Soaking (sok'ingX n. A wetting; a drench-
ing.

Few in the ships escaped a good soaking^. Cook.

Soaky, SockT (sdk'i), a. Hoist on the sur-
face; steeped in water; soggy.
Soal (sol), n. Same as Sole. [Rare.]
Bo-and-80 (sd'and-sd). A certain person or
thing, not mentioned by name; an indefi-
nite person or thing; as, I saw Mr. So-and-
•©yesterday; will yoadofo-aruf-fo? [Colloq.]

Soap (sdp), 7t. [O.K. sope. Sc. mip, A. Sax.
$ape, Sw. sopa, L.G. sepe, O.H.G. teifa, from
ame root as L. sebum, tallow; L. sapo, soap,
appears Ut have been borrowed from the old
German.] 1. A chemical compound of com-
mon dninestic use for washing and cleans-
ing, and also used in medicine, li^c. It is a
comp^mnd resulting from the combination
of certain constituents derived from fats.

oils, grease of various kinds both animal
and vegetable, with certain sallflable bases,
which in household soaps are potash and

soda. Chemically speaking soap may be de-
fined as a salt, more especially one of the
alkaline salts of those acids which are
present in the common fats and oils, and
soluble soaps may be regarded as oleates,

stearates, and margarates of sodium and
potassium. There are many different kinds
of soaps, but those commonly employed
may be divided into three classes:— 1. Fine
white soaps, scented soaps, &c. ; 2. Coarse
household soaps; 3. Soft soaps. White soaps
are generally combinations of olive-oil and
carbonate of soda. Perfumes are occasion-
ally added, or various colouring matters
stirred in while the soap is semifluid. Com-
mon household soaps are made chiefly of

soda and tallow. Yellow soap is composed
of tallow, resin, and soda, to which some
palm-oil is occasionally added. Mottled
soap is made by simply adding mineral and
other colours during the manufacture of
ordinary hard soap. Marine soap, which has
the property of dissolving as well in salt-

water as in fresh, is made of cocoa-nut oil,

soda, and water. Soft soaps are generally
made with potash instead of soda, and whale,
seal, or olive oil, or the oils of linseed.hemp-
seed, rape-seed, <fcc., with the addition of a
little tallow. Excellent soaps are made
from palm-oil and soda. Soap is soluble in
pure water and in alcohol; the latter solu-
tion jellies when concentrated, and is known
in medicine under the name of opodeldoc,
and when evaporated to dryness it forms
what is called transparent soap. Medicinal
soap, when pure, is prepared from caustic
soda, and either olive or almond oil. It is

chiefly employed to form pills of a gently
aperient antacid action. —2. Flattery. (Slang. ]

Soap (sop), v.t [From the noun. ] 1. To ni)>

or wash over with soap. —2. To flatter.

(Slang.)

These Dear Jacks soa/ the people shameful, but
we Cheap Jacks don't. We tell 'em the truth about
themselves to their faces, and scorn to court 'em.

Dickens.

Soapberry-tree (86p'be-ri-tre), n. A tree of

the genus Sapindus, the S. Saponaria. See
SAHNDU3.
Soap-boiler (adpTaoil-^r), n. 1. One whose
occupation is to make soap.—2. A soap-pan.
Soap-bOllingfs6p'iK>il-ing), n. The business
<if li'/iliiiL: or manufacturing soap.

Soap-bubble (s6p'bul)-l). n. A thin film of
soap-suds inflated by blowing through a pipe,

and forming a hollow globe with beautiful
iridescent colours.

Soap-cerate (sop'se-rat), n. An ointment
consisting of soap, olive-oil, white wax, and
sub-acetate of lead, applied to allay inflam-
mation.
Soap -engine (sdp'en-Jin), n. A machine
upon wmL-h the slabs of soap are piled to be
cross-cut into bars. WetUe.

*

Soap-house (sop'hous), n. A house or build-
ing in which s<jap is made.
Soap-lock (sop^ok), n. A lock of hair made
to lie sinuoth by soaping it.

Soap-pan (sdp'pan), n. A large pan or vessel,
generally of cast-iron, used in the manufac-
ture of soap to boil the ingredients to the
desired consistency.

Soap-plant (sop'plant), n. A name common
to several plants used in place of soap, as
the Phalangiuin potnaridiauum, a Califor-

nian plant, whose bulb, when rubbed on
wet clothes, raises a lather, its smell some-
what resembling that of new brown soap.

Soapstone (sop'stdnX n< A species of
steatite.

Soap-suds (sop'sudz), n.pl. Suds; water well
impregnated with soap.

Soap-test < sop'test), n. A test for deter-
mining the hardness of water by observing
the quantity of curd thrown up by a solu-
tion of soap of known strength.

SoaiHWork (sop'wtrk), n. A place or build-
ing for the manufacture of soap.

Soapwort (sdp'w6rt), n. A plant of the
genus Saponaria. Common soapwort is S.

i>ffi.cinalis. See SAPONARIA.
Soapy (sop'i), a. l. Resembling soap; having
the qualities of soap; soft and smooth.

Tar water ... as a soapy medicine dissolves the
gnuDous concretions of the fibrous part.

Bp. Berkeley.

2. Smeared with soap.— 3. Fig. flattering;

unctuous; glozing: said of persons, lan-
guage, Ac. [Colloq. or slang.]

Soar (sor), v.i. [Fr. essorer, to expose to the
air, hence to soar into the air as a falcon;
from LL. exarirare, to take to the air— L.

ex, out, and aura, the air.] 1. To fly aloft,

as a bird; to mount upward on wings or as

on wings. ' Soar above the morning lark.'

Shak.
When swallows fleet soar high, and sport in air,

He told us that the welkin would be clear. Ooy.

2. To rise to a height or mount intellectu-

ally; to tower mentally; to rise above what
is prosaic, ordinary, commonplace, &c.; to
be transported with a lofty imagination,
desires, &c.
How high a pitch his resolution soars! Shak.

Valour soars above
What the world calls misfortune. Addison.

Soar (sor), n. A towering flight; ascent.
' Within soar of towering eagles.' Milton.
Soarant (soi^ant), a. In her. flying aloft;

soaring.

Soar-falcon (sor'fa-kn), n. A falcon of the
first year; a sore-falcon.

Soave, Soavenxente (so-a'va, Bo-a'va-men"-
ta). [It., sweet, sweetly, from L. suaviSy
sweet. ] In music, a term signifying that
the piece to which it is prefixed is to be
executed with sweetness.
Sob(sob), v.i. pret. & pp. sobbed; ppr. sobbing.
(An A. Sax. form, seobgende, complaining, is

mentioned, which points to a noun, seob, and
a verb, seobian, akin to sedfian, to sigh, G.
sevfzen, to ^gh, E. sough and Sc. souj, all

imitative words.] To sigh with a sudden
heaving of the breast or a kind of convul-
sive motion; to weep with convulsive catch-
ings of the breath.
She sigh'd. she sobb'd, and furious with despair,
She rent her garments, and she tore her hair.

Dryden.
Sob (sob), n. A modification of the ordinary
movements of breathing excited by ment^
emotion of a painful or sorrowfid nature. It
is the consequence of short convulsive con-
tractions of the diaphragm, usually accom-
panied by a closure of the glottis, tempor-
arily preventing the entrance of ail* into the
lungs; a convulsive sigh.

Break, heart, or choke with sobs my hated breath.
Dryden.

Sobt (sob), v.t. To soak. 'The tree being
sobbed and wet, swells.' Mortimer.
Sobeit (s6-be'it), conj. [So, be, it. ] Provided
that
The heart of his friend cared little whither he went,

sobeit he were not too nmch alone. LongfelloTv.

Sober (so'bfer), a. (Fr. sobre, from L. sobrius,

sober, a word of uncertain origin.] 1. Tem-
perate in the use of intoxicating liquors; ha-
bitually temperate; abstemious; as, a sober
man. ' A s^er, righteous, and godly life.'

Comwion Prai/er.—2. Notintoxicated or over-
powered by spirituous liquors; not drunk; as,

the sot may at times be sober.

He that will go to bed sober
Falls with the leaf stilTin October. Beau. & Ft.

3. Not mad or insane; not wild, visionary, or
heated with passion; having the regular exer-
cise of cool, dispassionate reason.

There was not a sober person to be had : all was
tempestuous and blustering. Dryden.

No sober man would put himself in danger for the
applause of escaping without breaking his neck.

Dryden.
4. Xot proceeding from or attended with
passion orexcitement; regular; calm. ' With
such sober and unnoted passion.' Shak.

I consider biennial elections as a security that the
sober, second thought of the people shall be law.

Antes.

5. Serious; solemn; grave; sedate.

What parts gay France from sober Spain? Prior.

6. Not bright, gay, or brilliant in appear-
ance; dull-looking. ' If I do not put on a
s(^er habit.' Shak.

Twilight prey
Had in her sober livery all things clad. Milton.

Stn. Temperate, abstinent, abstemious,
moderate, regular, steady, calm, cool, col-

lected, dispassionate, unlmpassioned, se-

date, stai(], serious, grave, solemn, sombre.
Sober (so'bfer), v.t. To make sober; as, (a)

to cure of intoxication.

There shallow draughts intoxicate the bratn.
And drinking lai^ely sobers us again. Pope.

(&) To make temperate, calm, or solemn.
'Pathetic eamestnessof supplication sobered
by a profound reverence.' Atacaulay.
Sober (so'bfir), r. t. To become sober, staid,

or sedate: often with doum.
V'iince gradually sobered down. Lord Lytton.

Sober-blooded (86'b6r-blud-ed\ a. Free
from passion or enthusiasm; cola-blooded;
cool; calm.

This same young sober-blooded boy ... a man
cannot make him laugh. Shak,

Soberize (so'Wr-iz), v.i. To become sober.

Soberize (so'b^r-iz), v.i. To make sober.
liichariisim.

ch, cAain; fih, Sc. locA; g, gQ\ \, ^ob; fi, Fr. ton; . ng, sing; th, (Aen; th, tAin; w, «dg; wh. trAig; zh, azrure.—See £KT.
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Soberly (sd'bSr-li), adv. In a Bober
manner; as. (a) without intemperance.
(6) Without enthusiasm; temperately; mod-
erately.

Let any prince think soberly of his forces except
his militia of natives be valiant soldiers. Bacon.

(c) Without intemperate passion ; coolly

;

calmly.
Whenever children are chastised let it be done

without passion and soberly. Locke.

(rf) Gravely; seriously.

Sober-minded (so'b6r-mind-ed), a. Having
a ai8in)sition or temper habitually sober,
calm, and temperate.
Sober-mindedness (aob^r-mind-ed-nes), n.
Cahnness; freedom from inordinate passions;
habitual sobriety.

Soberness (a6'b6r-nes), n. The state or
quality of being sober; as. (a) freedom from
intoxication; temperance. (&) Gravity;
seriousness.
The soberness of Virgil might have shown him the

difference. Dryden.

(c) Freedom from heat and passion ; calm-
ness; coolness.

I am not mad. most noble Festus, but speak forth
the words of truth and soberness. Acts xxvi. 25.

Sober-suited (86'b6r-sfit-ed), a. Clad in
dark or sad-coloured garments; not gaily
dressed. ' Thou sober-suited matron, all in
black.' Shak.
Soboles (sob'o-lez), n. [L.] In bot. a creep-
ing underground stem.
Soboliferous (sob-o-liffir-us), a. [L. soboles,
a young slioot, and fero, to bear.] In bot.

producing young plants from a creeping
stem or soboles underground.
Sobriety ( so - bri ' e - ti ), n. [ Fr. sobrUti ; L.
sobrietas, from sobrius. See .SOBER.] 1. Ha-
bitual soberness or temperance in the use of
intoxicating liquors; abstemiousness; ab-
stinence; as, a man of sobriety.

Sobriety hath obtained to signify temperance in
drinking. 5Vr, Taylor.

Public sobriety is a relative duty, .Blackstone.

2. Freedom from the influence of strong
drink.— 3. Habitual freedom from enthu-
siasm, inordinate passion, or overheated
imagination ; calmness ; coolness * Mild
beliaviour and sobriety. ' Shak. ' The staid-
ness and sobriety of age.' Dryden. 'The
«o6rie(ies of virtue.' South.— 4:. Seriousness;
gravity without sadness or melancholy.

Mirth makes them not mad.
Nor sobriety sad. Denhatn.

Stn. Soberness, temperance, abstinence, ab-
stemiousness, moderation, regularity, steadi-
ness, calmness, coolness, sober-mindedness,
sedateness, staidness, gravity, seriousness,
solemnity.
Sobriquet (so-bre-ka), n. [Fr. ] A nick-
name; a fanciful appellation. Often spelled
according to an old French mode. Soubri-
quet.
The Moriscoes, who understood his character well,

held him in terror, as they proved bv tlie familiar so-
brii/ttel which they gave him of the 'iron-headed
devil." Pnscott.

Soc, Soke (sok, sok), n. [A. Sax. s6c, a soke,
liberty, originally the privilege of holding
a court, from the stem of seek, and there-
fore akin to sake. Comp. Icel. s6kii, an action
at law, an assemblage of people, from soskja,
to seek.] 1. The power or privilege of hold-
ing a court in a district, as in a manor;
jurisdiction of causes, and the limits of that
jurisdiction.—2. Liberty or privilege of ten-
ants excused from customary burdens. —
3. An exclusive privilege claimed by millers
of grinding all the com used within the
manor in which the mill stands, or of being
paid for the same as if actually ground.

—

4. A .shire, circuit, or territory.

Socage, Soccage (sok'aj), ». [L.l. soca-
giuin, socage; lit. the tenure of one over
whom liis lord had a certain jurisdiction,
from soc (which see).] In law, a tenure
of lands in England by the performance
of certain and detenninate service: distin-
guished both from knight-service, in which
the render was uncertain, and from villen-
age, where the service was of the meanest
kind. Socage has generally been distin-
guished into free and villein—̂ free socage,
or common or simple socage, where the ser-
vice was not only certain but honourable,
as by fealty and the payment of a small
sum, as of a few shillings, in name of annual
rent, and villein socaije, where the service,
though certain, was of a baser nature. This
last tenure was the equivalent of what is

now called copyhold tenure.

Common socage is the ordmary tenure in this
country. IVharton.

Socager (sok'aj-6r), n. A tenant by socage;
a socman.
So-called (.so-kald'), a. Called by such a
name; so named.
Soccage, n. See Socage.
Soccager, n. See Socager.
Soccotrine (sok'ot-rlu), a. Same as Socoi-
vine.

Socdolager (sok-dol'a-jSrX n. Same as Sock-
dolager.

Sociability (so'shi-a-bir'i-ti), n. [Fr. socia-
bdiU. from sociable.^ Ttie (piality of being
sociable; sociableness, Warhurton.
Sociable (so'shi-a-bl). a. [Fr. sociable.

L. sociabUis. See RociAL.] 1. Capable of
being conjoined; fit to be united in one
body or company.

Another law toucheth them, as they are sociable
pans united into one body. Hooker.

2. Inclined to associate: ready to unite with
others. 'To make man mild and sociable to
man.' Addison.— 3. Disposed to company;
fond of companions; companionable; con-
versible; social.

Society is no comfort
To one not sociable. S/taJk.

Them thus employ'd beheld
With pity Heaven's high King, and to him call'd
Raphael the sociable spirit, that deign'd

To travel with Tobias. Milton.

4. Affording opportunities for conversation;
as, a. sociable party.—5.t No longer hostile;
friendly.

Is the king sociable.
And bids thee live! Beau. & Fl.

Syn. Social, companionable, conversible,
friendly, familiar, communicative, acces-
sible.

Sociable (so'shi-a-bl), n. 1. An open carriage
with seats facing each other, and thus con-
venient for conversation. — 2. A kind of
couch with a curved S-shaped back for two
persons, who sit partially facing each other.
3. A gathering of people for social purposes;
an informal party. [United States.

|

Sociableness (s6'shi-a-bl-nes). n. The qua-
lity of being sociable ; disposition to associ-
ate ; inclination to company and social in-
tercourse.

Sociably (so'shi-a-bli). adv. In a sociable
manner; with free intercourse; conversibly;
familiarly.

Social (so'shal), a. [Fr. social, from L. sod-
alls, from socius, a companion, from the
root of L. sequor, to follow (whence E. se-

quence, &c.).] 1. Pertaining to society ; re-
lating to men living in society, or to the
public as an aggregate body ; as, social in-

terests or concerns; social duties. 'Social
morality." Locke.

The subject of pauper labour generally is one of
the most difficult topics that the social philosopher
can deal with. Afayhrw.

2. Ready or disposed to mix in friendly con-
verse; companionable; conversible; sociable;
as, a person of social tastes.

Withers, adieu! yet not with thee remove
Thy martial spirit or thy social love. Po^e.

3. Consisting in union or mutual converse.
Thou in thy secrecy, although alone
Best with thyself accompanied, seek'st not
5t>ria/ communication. Milton.

4. In bot growing naturally in large groups
or masses : a name applied to plants which
live in society, occupying exclusively large
tracts of ground, from which they banish
all other vegetables, such as many species
of sea-weed, mosses, ferns.&c—5. In zool. liv-

ing in groups orcommunities, as wolves,deer,
wild cattle, &c. ; or as ants, bees, &c. , which
form co-operative communities. —Social con-
tract or original contract, that imaginary
bond of union which keeps mankind together,
and whichconsists in asense of mutual weak-
ness. It is the solid and natural foundation,
as well as the cement.of civil society.—Social
science, the science of all that relates to the
social condition, the relations, and institu-
tions which are involved in man's existence
and his well-being as a member of an or-
ganized community. It concerns itself more
especially with questions relating to public
health, education, labour, punishment of
crime, reformation of criminals, pauperism,
and the like. It thus deals with the effect
of existing social forces, and their result on
the general well-being of the community,
without directly discussing or expounding
the theories or examining the problems of
sociology, of which it may be considered as
a branch.

—

Social dynamics, that branch of
sociology which treats of the conditions of
the progress of society from one epoch to
another. See Sociology. — 5octai statics,

that branch of sociology which treats of the
conditions of the stability or equilibrium
of the different parts of society, or the
theory of the mutual action and reaction
of contemporaneous social phenomena on
each other, giving rise to wliat is called so-
cial order. — Social war, in Horn. hist, the
name given to the struggle (b.c. 91) in which
the Italian tribes, who were specially termed
the allies of the Roman state, fought for
admission into Roman citizenship, which
would give them among f)ther things the
right to share in the distribution of public
lands. In the end the allies virtually ob-
tained all they strove for, though at the ex-
pense of much bloodshed.

—

The social evil,

a term frequently applied to prostitution.—
SYN. Sociable, companionable, conversible,
friendly, familiar, communicative, convivial,
festive.

Socialism (so'shal-izm), n. The name ap-
plie<i to various theories oi-social organiza-
tion having for their common aim the abo-
lition of that individual action on which
modem societies depend, and the substitu-
tion of the regulated system of co-operative
action. The term, which originated among
the English communists, and was assumed
by them to designate their own doctrine,
is now employed in a larger sense, not ne-
cessarily implying communism, or the entire
abolition of private property, but applied
to any system which requires that the land
and the instruments of production should
be the property, not of individuals, but of
conmiunities or associations, or of the gov-
ernment.
Socialist ( so'shal-ist ), n. One who advo-
cates the doctrines of socialism.

A contest which can do the most for the common
good is not the kind of competition which socialists
repudiate. y. S. Mill.

Socialist, Socialistic (so'shal-ist, so-shal-
ist'ik), a. Pertaining to socialism, or to the
principles of the socialists.

It must be remembered that in a socialist farm or
manufactory, each labourer would be under the eye
not of one master, but of the whole community,

y. S. Mill.
The national or anti-western current of Russian

political thought finds no more quarter in another
paper on tiic socialistic system oi the Russian pea-
sant communities. Sat. Rev.

Sociality (so-shi-ari-ti), n. Socialnesa; the
quality of being social. *A scene of per-
fectly easy sociality.' Boswell.

Socialize (s6'shal-iz), v.t. pret. & pp. social-
ized; ppr. socializing. 1. To render social,

2. To form or regulate according to social-
ism.

Socially (so'shal-li). adv. In a social man-
ner or way; as, to mingle socially with one's
neighbours.
Socialness (s6'shal-nes), n. The quality of
being social.

Sociatet (so'shi-at), n. An associate. 'As
for you, Dr. Reynolds, and your sociatet.'
Fuller
Sociatet (s6'shi-at), v.i. To associate.

Societarian (so-si'e-ta"ri-an), n. Of or
pertaining to society; societary. 'Tlie all-

sweeping besom of societarian reformation.*
Lamb.
Societary < s6-si'e-ta-ri ). a. Pertaining to
society. J. Hutchison Stirling. [Rare.]
Society (sosi'e-ti), n. [Fr. soci^t4; L. socie-

tas, from socius, a companion. See Social.]
1. The relationship of men to one another
when associated in any way; social sym-
pathy ; companionship : fellowship ; com-
pany. ' To abjure tlie society of men.' Shak.

I beseech your society.—And thank you too; for
society, saith the text, is the happiness of life. SJiaJt.

For solitude sometimes is best society.
And short retirement urges sweet return. Milton.

2, Participation; connection. * The meanest
of the people, and such as have least society
with the acts and crimes of kings. ' Jer. Tay-
lor.—3. A number of persons united together
by mutual consent in order to deliberate,
determine, and act jointly for some common
purpose; an association formed for the pro-
motion of some object, either literary, sci-

entific, political, religious, benevolent, con-
vivial, or the like; an association for mutual
profit, pleasure, or usefulness ; a social
union; a partnership; a club.

Marriage is a human society, and ... all human
society must proceed from the mind rather than the
body. Milton.

4. The persons, collectively considered, who
live in any region or at any period ; any
community of individuals united together
by any common bond of nearness or inter-
course ; those who recognize each other as

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note. not. move; tube. tub. bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abwne; S. Sc. fey.
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associates, friends, and acquaintances; spe-

cifically, the more cultivated portion of any
community in its social relations and influ-

ences ; hence, often those who give and re-

ceive formal entertainments mutually: used
without the article.

Society having ordained certain customs, men are
bound to obey tne laws ot society, and conform to its

harmless orders. ... If I should go to one of the
tea-parties in a dressing-gown and slippers, and not

in the usual attire of a gentleman, viz. pumps, a gold
waistcoat, a crush hat, a sham frill, ana a white
choker. I should be insulting society. ... It has its

code and pohce as well as governments, and he must
conform who would profit by the decrees set forth for

their common comfort. Thackeray,

— Society Jmirnal or newspaper, a journal
whose mam object is to chronicle the say-

ings and doings of fashionable society. —
Society verves, verses for the amusement of

polite society; poetry of a light, entertain-
ing, polished character.

Sodnian (s6-sin'i-an), a. [From Lteliua and
Faustiis Sociaus, uncle and nephew, natives
of Sienna, in Tuscany, the founders of the
sect of Socinians in the sixteenth century.)

Pertaining to Ltelius or Faustus Socinus or
their religious creed.

Socinian ( s*5-sin'i-an ). n. One of the fol-

luwtT.^ uf Socinus; a Unitarian.

Sociuiauism (so-sin'i-an-izm), n. The tenets
of the ^jucinians; the teaching or doctrines of
Licliiis and Faustus Socinus (sixteenth cen-
tury).wlfo denied the doctrine of the lYinity,
the deity of Christ, the personality of the
devil, the native and total depravity of man,
the vicarious atttnement, and the eternity of

future punishment. Their theory was that
Christ was a man divinely commissioned,
who had no existence before he was miraco-
lously and sinlessly conceived by the Virgin
Mary: that human sin was the imitation of
Adam's sin, and that human salvation was
the imitation and adoption of Christ's vir-

tue ; that the Bible was to be interpreted
by liuman reason, and that its metaphors
Were nut to be taken literally. The Socini-
ans art' now represented by the Unitarians.

Socinianlze (so-sin'i-an-iz), v.t To cause to
conform or adapt to Socinianism ; to regu-
late by the piiiicipltrs *>( Socinianism.

Soclologlc, Sociological (86'shi-6-loj"ik,

w>'shi-oloj"ilt-al), a. Of or pertaining to
sociolot^y.

Sociologist ( »6-8hi-ol'o-jist ), n. One who
treats of or devotes himself to the study of
s^H-iology. J. S. Mill.

BociOlO^ ( so-shi-oro-ji ), n. [L. socins. a
companion, and Or. logos, discourse.] The
science which investigates the laws or forces
which regulate human society in all its

grades, existing and historical, savage and
civilized; the science which treats of the
general structure of society, the laws of its

development, and the progress of actual
civilization. See also under Social.

The study of sotioio^y. scientifically carried on by
tracing down primary effects to secondary and ter-

tiary effects wfiich multiply as they diffuse, will dissi-

pate the current illusions that social evils admit %i
radical cure. H, Sfiencer,

Sodus criminis (sd'shi-os krim'in-is). [I.]
In law. an accomplice or associate in the
commission of a crime.

Sock (sok), n. [O.K. aok, toeke, A. Sax. goec,

from L. soccus, a kind of light low-heeled
shoe, especially worn by comic actors.]
1 The shoe worn by the ancient actors of
comedy; hence, comedy, in distinction from
tragedy, which is symbolized by the bus-
kin.

Great Fletcher never treads in buskin here.
Nor greater Jonson dares in nKJks appear. Dryden.

He was a critic upon operas too.
And knew all niceties of tlie tock and buskin.

Byron.

2. A knitted or woven covering for the foot,

shorter than a stocking; a stocking reachint;
but a short distance up the leg—3. A warm
inner sole for a shoe.

Socle (sok), n. [Fr. ioc, a ploughshare, from
tlie CfUic: Armor. «oc'/i, Corn. »och, GaeL
*"<- ] A plounhsharf.
Sockdolager, Sockdologer (sok-dora-J^r,
sok-<luro-j6r), n. [\ per^'ersion of doxology. ]

1. A conclusive argtmient; the winding up
of a debate; a settler—2. A knock-down or
decisive blow —3. A patent fish-hook having
two hooked points which close upon each
other as soon as the flsh bites, thus securing
Its victim. Spelled also Socdolager. [A
United States word]
Socket (sok'et), n. [From«oeA:,ashoe.] 1. An
opening or cavity into which anything is

fitted ; any hollow thing or place which re-

ceives and holds something else; aa, the
sockets of the teeth or of the eyes.

His eyeballs in their hollow sockets sink. Dryden.

Goniphosis is the connection of a tooth to its 50<ket.

IVisentaK.

2. Especially, the little hollow tube or place
in which a candle is placed in a candlestick.
*And in the sockets oily bubbles dance.'
Dryden.
Socket -bolt ( sok'et-bolt ), n. In mach. a
bolt that passes through a thimble placed
between the parts connected by the bolt.

Socket-cMsel (sok'et-chiz-el), n. A chisel
made with a socket; a stronger sort of chisel

used by carpenters for mortising.and worked
with a mallet.

Socket-Joint (aok'et-joint), n. A species of
joint in which a ball turns. Called properly
a Ball-and-socket Joint. See under BALL.
Socket-pole (sok'et-pol), n. A pole armed
with an iron socket, and used to propel
boats, &c. [American.]
Sockless (sok'les), a. Destitute of socks or
shoes.
Ynu shall behold one pair of legs, the feet of which

were in times past soc/tiess. Beau. & Fi.

Sock-plate (sok'plat). n. A plate from which
a ploughshare is made.
Socky (sok'i), a. See Soakt.
Socle (so'kl), n. [Fr. socle, L. socculus, dim.
of soccus. See Sock, a shoe.) In arch, a
flat »iuare member of less height than its

horizontal dimension, serving to raise pe-
destals, or to support vases or other orna-
ments. It differs from a pedestal in being
without base or cornice. A continued socle

is one continued round a building.

Socman, (sok'nian), ?i. [Soc and T/ian.] One
who holds lands or tenements by socage.
Socmanry (sok'man-ri),H. Tenure by socage.
Socomet (sok'om). n. A custom of tenants
to vrrind com at the lord's mill,

Socotran, Socotrine{s6'k6-tran,86'k6-trin),
n. A native or inhabitant of Socotra, an
island on the east coast of Africa, near the
mouth of the Gulf of Aden.
Socotrlne (so'ko-trin), a. Of or pertaining
to Socotra, an island in the Indian Ocean
off the east coast of Africa.—5ocofr»i« aloes,

the l>eat kind of aloes, obtained from the
leaves of Aloe socotrina, a native of Socotra
and the Cape of Gi>od Hope, but now com-
monly cultivated in the East Indies. See
Aloe.

SocratiC, Socratlcal (so-krat'ik, so-krat'ik-

al). a. Pertaining to Socrates the Grecian
sage, or to his language or manner of teach-
ing and philosophizing. The Socratic method
of reasoning and instruction was by interro-
gatories. Instead of laying down a propo-
sition authoritatively, this method led the
antagonist or disciple to acknowledge it

himself by dint of a series of questions put
to him. It was not the object of Socrates
10 establish any perfectly evolved system of
doctrine, so much as to awaken by his dis-

courses a new and more comprehensive pur-
suit of science, which should direct itself to

all that is knowable. To him ia ascribed
two of the very first principles of science,
namely, the inductive method and the defi-

nition of ideas.

Socratlcally (so-krat'ik-al-liX adv. In the
.Suiratic manner; by the Socratic method.
Socratlsm (sfik'rat-i/.ni). ?i. The doctrines
or philosophy of Socrates.

SocratiSt (sok'rat-ist), n. A disciple of So-
crates.

Sod (^**i), n [L.G. and O.D. sode. D. zoode,
O-Fris. satha; perhaps from same root as
sad, in the sense of firm.] That stratum of
earth on the surface which is filled with the
roots of grass, or any portion of that sur-

face; turf; sward. 'Turfes and «0(/«.' Hol-
iixshed. 'To rest beneath the clover sod.'

Tennyson. Sometimes used adjectlvely.

Her casement sweet woodbines crept wantonly round.
And deck*d the sod seats at her door.

y. Cunuiue^ham.
Sod (»o^ f-^- pret * PP- sodded; ppr. sod-
ding. To cover with sod; to turf.

Sod (sod), pret. & pp. of seethe.

And Jacob lod potUifc; and Esau came from the
field and he was faint. Gen. xxv. 39.

Soda (sd'da). n. [Sp. Fg. and It. soda, glass-
wort, barilla, from Ar. ««e(f, soda.] (Jfa^O.)

The protoxide of the metal sodium, formerly
called mineral alkali. It has likewise been
called a flxe<l alkali, in contradistinction
from ammonia, which is a volatile alkali.

Soda, or protoxide of sodium, is formed when
sodium ia burned in dry air or oxygen. It

is a white powder, which attracts moisttire
and carbonic acid from the air. When this

protoxide ia dissolved in water, there is

formed the true alkali or hydrate of aodium,
called also caustic alkali, KaHO, which is a
white brittle mass of a fibrous texture, hav-
ing a specific gravity of 1536. Caustic soda
has a most corrosive taste and action upon
animal substances : it dissolves readily both
in water and alcohol, in the solid form it

readily attracts carbonic acid from the at-

mosphere, falling thereby intoan efflorescent
carbonate. It forms aoaps with tallow, oils,

wax, rosin; dissolves wool, hair, silk, bora,
alumina, silica, sulphur, and some metallic
sulphides. With acids soda forms salts
which are soluble in water, and many of
which crystallize. The carbonate of soda,
Xa2Co3l0H2O, is the soda of commerce in
vanous states, either crystallized, in lumps,
or in a crude powder called soda-ash. The
manufacture of carbonate of soda is divided
into three branches. The first process is

the decomposition of sea-salt or common
salt (chloride of aodium) by means <fE sul-

phuric acid ; the second, the conversion of
the sulphide of sodium so produced into
crude carbonate of soda by strongly heating
with chalk and carbonaceous matter; and
third, the purification of this crude carbon-
ate, either into a dry white soda-ash or into
crystals. The chief uses of soda are in the
manufacture of glass and of hard soap. The
carbonate of soda is used in washing, and
is a powerful detergent, although milder
than carbonate of potash. It is also used
in medicine. Sulphate of soda is glauber-
salts. See Sodium. "

Soda-alum (so'da-al-um), 71. A crystalline

mineral, a hydrated double sulphate of
aluminium and sodiinn. found on the Island
of Milo, at Solfatara, and near Mendoza, on
the east of the Andes.
Soda-aah (so'da-aah), n. Dehydrated car-

bonate of soda in the form of powder.
SodaiC (so-da'ik), a. Of. or relating to, or
containing soda; as, sodaic powders.
Soda-lime (s6'du-lim), n. in chein. a mix-
ture of caustic soda and quicklime, used
chiefly for nitrogen determinations in or-

ganic analysis.

Sodallte (so'da-lit). n. [Soda, and Gr. lithos,

a stone. ] A mineral ; so called from the
large portion of soda which enters into its

composition. It is of a bluish-green colour,
and found crystallized or in masses. Besides
soda it contains silica, alumina, and hydro-
chloric acid.

Sodality (so-dal'i-ti), n. [L. sodalitas, from
sodalis, a companion.] A fellowship or fra-

ternity.

A new confraternity was instituted in Spain, of the
slaves of the Blessed Virgin, and this sodality estab-
lished with large indulgencies, Stillingtleet.

Soda-paper (s6'da-pa-p6r), ?i. A paper satu-

rated with carbonate of soda: used as a test-

paper, and also for inclosing powders which
are to be ignited under the blow-pipe, so
that they may not be blown away.
SodA-powder (so'da-pou-d^r), n. Same as
Seidlxiz-poicder.

Soda- Bait (so'da-s^lt), n. In chetn. a salt

liaving soda for its base.

Soda-water (so'da-wft-t^r), n. A refreshing
drink generally consisting of ordinary water
into which carbonic acid has been forced
under pressure. On exposure to the ordinary
atmospheric pressure the excess of carbonic
acid escapes, thus causing effervescence.

It rarely contains aoda in any form. It ia

useful in cases of debility of the stomach,
accompanied with acidity.

Sod-burnin^^ (sod'b6rn-ing), n. In agri.

the burning of the turf of old pasture-lands
for the sake of the ashes, as manure.
Sodden (sod'n), ». i. To be seethed or soaked

;

to settle down, aa if by seething or boiling.

It (avarice) takes as many shapes as Proteus, and
may be called above all the vice of middle life, that
soddens into the gani^rene of old age, gaining strength
by vanquishing all virtues. Mrs. S. C. Hall.

Sodden (sod'n), v.t. To soak; to fill the tis-

sues of with water, aa in the process of seeth-

ing; to saturate. 'Clothes soddened with
wet.' Dickens.

Sodden (sod'n). p. of seethe, and a. 1. Boiled;

seethed.— 2. Soaked and softened, as in

water: applied to bread not well baked;
doughy. I'sed as the first element of a com-
pound. 'Thou sodde7i-witted lord.' Shak.

Soddy (sod'i), a. Consisting of sod; covered
with sod; turfy.

Soden,t « Sudden. Oiaucer.

Sodert (86'd6r), v.t. To solder.

Let him bethink . . . how he will jftiff up the
shifting flaws of his ungirt jjermissions. Milton.

ch, cK&iu; th, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, slw^r; TH, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, trig; wh, whig; zb, azure.—See KEY.
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Sodert (so'dSr), n. Solder.

Sodium (so'di-um), n. [See Soda.] Sym. Na
(from yatrium). At. wt. 23. The metal of
which soda ia the oxide, discovered by Davy
in 1807. He obtained it by a process exactly
similar to that by which he procured potas-
sium, which it strongly resembles in many
properties. Gay-Lussac and Th^nard soon
afterwards procured it in greater quantity
by decomposing soda by means of iron; and
Brunner showed that it may be prepared
with much greater facility by distilling a
mixture of sodic carbonate with charcoal:
it is now prepared by the latter process in

considerable iiuantities. Sodium is a silver-

white metal, having a very high lustre. Its

sp. gr. is 972; it melts at 194° Fahr., and
oxidizes rapidly in the air, though not so
rapidly as potassium. It decomposes water
instantly, but does not spontaneously take
fire when thrown on water, unless the water
be somewhat warm, or the progress of the
globule of sodium upon the surface of the
water be impeded. When heated in air or
oxygen it takes fire and burns with a very
pure and intense yellow flame. It is per-
haps more abundant in our globe than any
other metal. for it constitutes two-flfths of all

the sea-salt existing in sea-water,in the water
of springs, rivers, and lakes, in almost all

soils, and in the form of rock-salt. Sea-salt
is a compound of chlorine with sodium.
Sodium also occurs as oxide of sodium or
soda in a good many minerals ; and more
especially in the fonn of carbonate, nitrate,

and borate of soda. Soda is contained in
sea plants, and in land plants growing near
the sea. It occurs also in most animal fluids.

The only important oxide of sodium is the
protoxide known as soda. See Soda.
Sodom-apple (sod'om-ap-l), n. l. The name
given to the fruit of a species of Solanum
(S. sodomeu7n).—2. A product described by
Strabo, Tacitus, and Josephus. as a fruit

found on the shores of the Dead Sea, beau-
tiful to the sight, but turning to bitter ashes
when eaten, in reality a gall produced on
dwarf-oaks by the puncture of a species of
gall-insect. The Sodoui-apple or apple of
Sodotn is employed as a rhetorical figure to
represent what excites high hopes or expec-
tations, but ultimately produces only bitter
disappointmen t.

Your poor mother's fond wish, gratified at last in

the mofking- way in which overfond wishes are too
often fulfilled

—

sodotn-appUs as they are.
Mrs. Gaskell.

Sodomite (sod'om-it), n. 1. An inhabitant
of Sodom.—2. One guilty of sodomy.
Sodomitical (sod-om-it'ik-al), a. Relating
to sodomy.
Sodomitically (sod-om-it'ik-al-li), ctdu. In
a sodomitical manner.
Sodomy (sod'om-i), n. The crime of Sodom;
a carnal copulation against nature.

Soet (so), n. [Fr. seau, a bucket or pail.] A
large wooden vessel for holding water; a
cowl.

Soefult (so'ful), n. As much as a see will

hold.

A pump grown dry will yield no water ; but pour a
little into it at first, for one bason-full you may fetch
up so many soe-fitUs. Dr. H. More.

Soever (so-ev'Sr). A word compounded of
BO and ever: generally used in composition
to extend or render emphatic the sense of
suchwords as wAo, 7oAa(. Hj/iere,&c. ,asinw/io-
«oeper, whatsoever, wheresoever. (See these
words.) It is sometimes used separate from
the pronoun; as, in what things soever you
undertake, use diligence and fidelity. 'What
love soever by an heir is shown.' Dryden.
Sofa (so'fa), n. [Fr. and Sp. sofa, a sofa,

from Ar. soffah, a bench for resting on before
the house, from saffa, to put in order.] A
long seat with a stuffed bottom, and raised
stufied back and ends.

Thus first Necessity invented stools,
Convenience next suggested elbow-chairs.
And Luxury th' accouiplish'd so/a last. Co7vfier.

Sofa-bed, Sofa-bedstead (so'fa-bed, so'fa-

bed-sted), n. A sofa adapted for use as a
bed when required. ' One of these sofa-beds
common in French houses.' Ltyrd Lytton.
' Innumerable specimens of that imposition
on society— a sofa-bedstead.' Dickens.
Sofett (so-fef), n. A small sofa. [Rare.]
Soffit (soffit), n. [Fr. sojffiU, It. soffi,tta, from
L. siiffigo, to fasten beneath (apparently
through an erroneous form suffi,cta for suf-
fixa)—8ub, under, and^o, to fasten.] 1. In
arch, (a) the lower surface of a vault or
arch, (b) The under horizontal face of an
architrave between columns, (c) The ceil-

ing of an apartment divided by cross-beams
into compartments, (d) The under part of
an overhanging cornice, of a projecting bal-

ss. Soffits.

cony, an entablature, a staircase, &c.—2. In
scene painting, a border. See Scene, 6.

Soft (so'fl), n. [Per. sUJi or s6Ji, probably from
Gr. sophos, wise. Comp. sophi.] One of a
religious order in Persia, otherwise termed
dervishes. See Dervis.
Sofism (so'fizm), n. The mystical doctrines
of the class of Mohammedan religionists
called sojis. Written also Sujisni.

Soft (soft or saft), a. [A. Sax. s6fte, Sc. saft,
O.S&x.sdfti, O.D. saeft, saft; these are con-
tracted forms, having lost an n, seen in G.
sanft, soft; comp. other, tooth, sooth, which
have also lost n.] 1. Easily yielding to pres-
sure; easily penetrated; impressible; yield-
ing: the contrary of hard; as, a soft bed; a
soft peach ; soft earth ; soft wood. So we
speak of a soft stone when it breaks or is

hewed with ease. 'A good«o/( pillow.' Shak.
2. Easily susceptible of change of form;
hence, easily worked; malleable; as, soft
iron.

For spirits, when they please.
Can either sex assume, or both ; so so/i
And unconipounded is their essence pure.

Mt/ion.
3. Delicate; fine; not coarse; hence, femi-
nine; as, the softer sex.

Her heavenly form
Angelic, but more so/i and feminine. Milton.

4. Easily yielding to persuasion or motives;
flexible; impressible; facile; weak. 'A few
divines of so soft and servile tempers.'
Eikon Basilike.

The deceiver soon found this soj? place of Adam's.
Glan-viUe,

6. Tender; timorous; fearful.

However so/t within themselves they are.
To you they will be valiant by despair, Dryden.

6. Mild; gentle; kind; not severe or unfeel-
ing; lenient; easily moved by pity; suscep-
tible of kindness, mercy, or other tender
affections. 'The teai's of soft remorse.'
Shak.
Women are soft, mild, pitiful cind flexible

;

Thou stern, obdurate, flinty, rough, remorseless.
Shak.

Yet so/i his nature, though severe his lay. Pope,

7. Civil; complaisant; courteous; not rough,
rude, or irritating; as, a person of soft man-
ners.

A so/i answer turneth away wrath. Prov. xv. i.

Thou art their soldier, and being bred in broils,
Hast not the so// way, which thou dost confess
Were fit for thee to use, as they to claim.
In asking their good loves. SMai.

8. Affecting the senses in a mild, bland, or
delicate manner; as, (a) smooth; flowing;
not rough or vehement ; not harsh

;
gentle

or melodious to the ear; as, a soft voice; a
soft sound; soft accents; soft whispers.

Her voice was ever so/i.

Gentle, and low; an excellent thing in woman.
Shak.

Soft were my numbers, who could take offence?
Pope.

(6) Not harsh or offensive to the sight; mild
to the eye; not strong or glaring; not ex-
citing by intensity of colour or violent con-
trast; as, soft colours; the soft coloming of
a picture.

The sun shining on the upper part of the clouds,
made . , . the so/test sweetest hghts imaginable.

Sir T. Bromne.
(c) Agreeable to perceive or feeL 'As sweet
as balm, as soft as air.' Shak. (d) Smooth
to the touch; not rough, rugged, or harsh;
delicate; fine; as, soft silk; sqft skin.

Her hand, . . . to whose j^ seizure
The cygnet's down is harsh. Shak.

But what went ye out for to see? A man clothed
in so/J raiment? behold, they that wear sa/i clothing
are in kings' houses. Mat, xi. 8.

Hence, applied to textile fabrics, as opposed
to hardware; as, soft goods. 'The pack-
man, with his bale of soft wares at his back.

'

Mayhew.—Q. Gentle in action or motion;
steady and even.

On her so/l axle while she paces even.
She bears thee soft with the smooth air along.

Milton.
10. Effeminate; not manly or courageous;
viciously nice.

An idle so/t course of life is the source of criminal
pleasures. iv. Brooine.

11. Gentle; easy; quiet; undisturbed; as.
soft slumbers.

Soft stillness and the night
Become the touches of sweetTiarmony. Shak.

12. Foolish; simple; silly.

He made so/t fellows stark noodies. Barton.

13. Readily forming a lather and washing well
with soap ; not hard ; as, soft water is the
best for washing. See Hakd.— 14. In pro-
nuticiation, not pronounced with a hard ex-
plosive utterance, but with more or less of
a sibilant sound, as c in cijider, as opposed
to c in candle; and g in gin, as opposed to g
in gift—Soft money, paper money, as dis-
tinguished from hard cash or coin. —Soft
palate. See under Palate.—So/< sawder^
flatter}', generally with the view of playing
on a person; blarney. [American.]
We trust to so/t sawder Xr> get them into the house,

and to human natur that they never come out of iL
Haliburton.

—Soft soap, (a) a coarse kind of soap. See
under SoAP. (6) As a slaii^ term, flattery;
blarney; soft sawder.
Soft (soft), n. A soft person; a person who
is weak or foolish. [Colloq. or slang.]

It'll do you no good to sit in a spring-cart o' your
own, if you ve got a soft to drive you. George Eliot.

Soft (soft), adv. Softly; gently; quietly.
' Soft whispering thus to Xestor's son. ' Pope.

Soft (soft), interj. Be soft; hold; stop; not
so fast. 'Soft! no haste.' Shak.

But so/i my muse, the world is wide. Suckling:

Softt (soft), v.t. To soften. Spenser.
Softa (softa). 71. [Turk] In Turkey, a pupil
of a mcdrissa or secondary school engaged in
professional studies for offices in the church,
the law, the army, or the state: often re-
stricted to students of the Koran. Written
also Sophia. See Hodja
Soft-conscienced (soft-kon'shenst), a. Hav-
ing a tender conscience. ' Soft-conscieyiced
men.' Shak.
Soften ( sof ' n ), v,<. To make soft or more
soft; as, (a) to make less hard in substance.
"Soften steel and stones.' Shak.
Their arrows' point they so/ten in the flame. Gay.

(6) To mollify; to make less fierce or intrac-
table; to make more susceptible of humane
or flne feelings; as, to soften a hard heart;
to soften savage natures, (c) To make less
harsh or severe, less rude, less offensive or
violent; as, to soften an expression.

He bore his great commission in his look.
But sweetly temper'd awe, and so/ten'd all he spoke.

Dryden.
The flippant put himself to school
And heard thee, and the brazen fool
Was so/tetied, and he knew not why. Tennyson.

(d) To palliate ; to represent as less enor-
mous; as, to soften a fault, (e) To make easy;
to compose; to mitigate; to alleviate.

Music can so/ten pain to ease. Pope.

(/) To make calm and placid.

Bid her be all that cheers or so/tens iife. Pope.

(g) To make less glaring; to tone dovra; as,

to soften the colouring of a picture. (A) To
make tender; to make effeminate; to ener-
vate; as, troops softened by luxury, (i) To
make less strong or intense in sound; to
make less loud; to make smooth to the ear;
as, to soften the voice.

Soften (sof'n), v.i. To become soft or less

hard ; as. (a) to become more pliable and
yielding to pressure.

Many bodies that will hardly melt, will soften.
Bacon.

(b) To become less rude, harsh, or cruel; as,

savage natures soften by civilization, (c) To
become less obstinate or obdurate ; to be-
come more susceptible of humane feelings
and tenderness; to relent.

We do not know
How he may so/ten at the sight of the child. Shak.

(d) To become more mild.

The softening air is balm. Thomson.

(e) To pass by soft imperceptible degrees;
to melt ; to blend. ' Shade unperceiv'd, so
softening into shade.' Thomson.
Softener (sof'n-6r).n. One who or that which
softens. Also written Softner.

Softening (>^of'n-ing),7i. l.'The act of making
soft or softer.—2. In painting, the blending

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; h, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. tey.
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of colours into each other.—3. In pathol. a
diminution of the natural ami healthy ftrm-

ness of organs or parts of organs; moUities.
^Softening of the brain, moUities cerebri,

an affection of the brain, in which it be-
comes pulpy or pasty.

Soft-«yed (soft'id), a. Having soft, gentle,

or tender eyes.

Give virtue scandal, innocence a fear.

Or from the soft-^yed virgin steal a tear. Pope.

Soft-grass (soft'gras), n. The common name
of two British species of plants of the genus
Holcus {H. mollis and H. laiiatm). See HOL-
cus.

Soft-headed (soffhed-ed), a. Of weak or
feeble intellect. [Familiar.]

Soft-hearted (soft'hart-ed). a. Having ten-
(lernessof heart; susceptible of pity or other
kindly affection; gentle; meek.

Thoii art a prating fellow;
One that hath stuaied out a trick to talk
And move so/t-h<arted people. Beau. &• Fl.

Soft-heartedness (softTiart-ed-nes), ?i. The
quality of being soft-hearted orkind-hearted

;

gentleness. " A sort of soft-heartedness to-
wards the sufferings of individuals.' Jef-
frey.

Soft-horn (soffhom), n. A foolish per-
son; one easily imposed upon; a greenhorn.
[r-olloq.]

Softish (soft'ish), a. Somewhat soft; in-

clining' to softness.

Softlingt (soft'ling), n. A sybarite; a volup-
tuary.

Hffeminate men and sqftliHgs cause the stout man
to wax tender. Bf, IVooUon.

Softly (softli), adv. In a soft manner; as,

(a) >tot with force or violence; gently; as,

he softhj pressed my hand. (6) Not loudly;
without noise; as, speak softly; walk softly.
* In this dark silence softly leave the town.'
Dryden. (c) Gently; placidly.

She softly lays him on a flowery bcJ. Dryden,

id) Mildly; tenderly.
The Wing must die

;

Though pity softly pleads within my souL
Dryden.

—To walk or go softly, to express sorrow,
^rief, contrition, and the like, by one's de-
meanour.
And it came to pass when Ahab heard those words,

that he rent his clothes, and put sackcloth upon his
flesti, and fasted, and lay in sackcloth, and "went
softly. I Ki. xjti 27.

Softner (sofn-6r). See Softener.
Softness (sof t'nes), n. The quality of being
soft; as, (a) that quality of bodies which ren-
ders them capable of yielding to pressure,
or of easily receiving impressionsfrom other
bodies: opposed to hardness; as, the $^t-
tiess of butter, of a pillow, &c. (b) Suscepti-
bility of feeling or passion ; easiness to be
affected; hence, facility; simplicity; weak-
ness ; as, the sqftness of the heart or of our
natures; softness of spirit (c) Mildness;
kindness; civility; gentleness; meekness;
as, softness of words or expressions; soft-
•ness of manners.

For contemplation he and valour form'd.
For softness she, and sweet attractive p^ce.

Milton.

id) The acceptableness to the senses, as of
feeling, sight, hearing, Ac, arising from
delicacy, or from the absence of harshness,
violent contrast, roughness, or the like; as,
the softness of a voice, of colours, of air, of
the skin. <tc. (e) Effeminacy; vicious deli-
cacy. ' A satire against the softness of pro-
sperity.' Shak.

He was not delighted with the softness of the court.
Ciarend&n.

if) Timorousness; pusillanimity ; excessive
susceptibility of fear or alarm.
This virtue could not proceed out of fear or soft-

*"ts. Bacon.

ig) In art, the opposite of boldness; In some
instances the term is used to des^nate
agreeable delicacy; at other times, as in-
(lii-ative ..f w:int of power. Fairholt.
Soft-spoken (soft'spo-kn), a. Speaking
softly; having amild or gentle voice; hence,
mil.i; affable.

Softy (sof'ti), n. A soft or silly person.
[Colloq,]

8oget,t n. Subject. Chaucer.
Soggy (sog'i), o. ficel. soggr, damp, wet,
fo-jU'- dampness, moisture; perhaps allied
Xa> sag, to sink.] Wet; soaked with water
ormoistnre; thoroughly wet; &a,soggy land;
soggy timt>er. 'This green and «o^^ mul-
titude. ' B. Jonson.
Soho (so'ho), interj. A word used In calling
from a distant place; a sportsman's halloo.
Soho I jM«/—what seest thou}—Him we eo to find.

Shak.

Sol-disant (swa-de-zsnj, a. [Fr.) Calling
himself; self-styled; pretended; would-be.

Soigne, t n. [Kr.] Care; diligence; anxiety.
Ji'jiiiaunt of the Rose.

Soil (soil), v.t. [O.Fr. soillier (Mod. Fr. sou-
iller), to soil, to cover with filth, lit. to cover
as a pig does by wallowing in mire, from L.

suillus, pertaining to a swine, from sits, a
sow or swine. See also the noun.] 1. To
make dirty on the surface; to dirty; to
defile; to tarnish; to sully; as. to soil a gar-
ment with dust. 'Our wonted ornaments
now soU'd and stain'd.' Milton.

Either I must, or have mine honour soild
With the attainder of his slanderous lips. Shai.

2. To cover or tinge with anything extrane-
ous; as, to soil the earth with blood. Shak.
3. To dung; to manure.
Men . . , J<7i/ their ground; not that they love the

dirt, but that they expect a crop. South.

Syn. To foul, dirt, dirty, begrime, bemire,
bespatter, besmear, daub, bedaub, stain,
tarnish, sully, defile, pollute.

Soil (soil), v.i. To take on dirt; to take a
soil or stain ; to tarnish ; as, silver soils

sooner than gold.

Soil (soil), n. [In meanings 1 and 2 from the
above verb; in 3 directly from Fr. soxiille,

a miry place where a boar wallows; from L.
suillus. See the verb.] 1. Any foul matter
upon another substance; foulness.—2. Stain;
tarnish; spot; defilement or taint. 'Free
from touch or soil.' Shak.

A lady's honour . . . will not bear a soil. Dryden.

3. A marshy or miry place to which a himted
boar resorts for refuge; hence, wet places,
streams, or water sought for by other game,
as deer.

As deer, beinff stuck, fly through many soils.
Yet still the shaft sticks fast. Marston.

—To take soil, to run into the water or a
wet place, as an animal when pursued;
hence, to take refuge or shelter. ' O, sir,

have you t4xken sou here? B. Jonson.—
4. Dung; compost
Improve land by dung and other sort of soils.

Mortimer.
Soil (soil), n. to. Ft. soil, soile, Mod.Fr. sol,

from L. solum, the soil, generally taken
from the root of solidns, solid. ] 1. The upper
stratum of the earth; the mould, or that
compound substance which furnishes nutri-
ment to plants, or which is particularly
adapted to support and nourish them; earth;
ground. Wherever the surface of the earth
is not covered with water, or is not naked
rock, there is a layer of earth more or less

mixed with the remains of animal and vege-
table substances in a state of decomposition,
which is commonly called the soil. Soils
may generally be distinguished from mere
masses of earth by their friable nature and
dark colour, and by the presence of some
vegetable fibre or carlwnaceous matter. In
uncultivated grounds soils generally occupy
only a few inches in depth on the surface;
and in cultivated grounds their depth is

generally the same as that to which the
implements used in cidtivation have pene-
trated. The stratum which lies immediately
under the soil is called the subsoil, which
is comparatively without organized matter.
Soil is composed of certain mixtures or com-
binations of the following substances: the
earths, silica, alumina, lime, magnesia; the
alkalies, potassa, soda, and ammonia, oxide
of iron and small portions of other metallic
oxides, a considerable proportion of mois-
ture, and several gases, as oxygen, hydro-
gen, carbonic acid. Besides these every soil

contains vegetable and animal matters,
either partially or wholly decomposed. The
analysing of soils, in order to ascertain their
C(^>mponent pai*ts and <iualities, and their
adaptation to the growth of various vege-
table productions, as well as the methods
of improving them by means of chendcal
manures, form the subject of agricultural
chemistry.—2. Land; country. 'Leads dis-

contented steps in foreign soil.' Shak.

Must I thus leave thee. Paradise? thus leave
Thee native soil, these happy walks and shadest

Milton.

Soil (soil), v.t. [O.Fr. saotiler, to glut, to
gorge, to satiate, from saoul, ¥t. soUlI; Pt.
sadol; It satollo; L. satullus, full of food,
sated, dim. of satur, sated, full.] To feed
(cattle or horses) in the stalls or stables with
fresh grass daily mowed, instead of putting
out to pasture—which mode of feeding tends
to keep the l>owels lax; hence, to purge by
feeding upon green food; as, to soil a horse.
Shak.

Soil (soil), n. In building, a provincial term
for a principal rafter of a roof. Gwilt.

Soiliness (soil'i-ues), ?i. Stain; foulness.
[Rare.]

Make proof of the incorporation of silver and tin,
whether it yield no soiliness more than silver.

Bacon.
Soilless (soiHes), a. Destitute of soil or
mould. Wright.

Soil-pipe (soil'plp), n. A pipe for conveying
from a dwelling-house, &c., foul or waste
water, night-soil, &c.
Sollure (soil'ur), 71. [Fr. souillure. See
Soil, v.t] Stam; defilement; pollution.
' Not making any scruple of her soilure.'
Shak. [Rare and poetical.]

Then fearing rust or soilure, fashion'd for Jt

A case of silk. Tennyson.

SoUyt (soil'i), a. Dirty; foul; soiled.

Soiree (sw^'ra), n. [Fr.,from soir, evening,
and that from L. senis, late.] Originally, an
evening party held for the sake of conver-
sation only; but the word has since been
introduced into all the languages of modem
Europe, and is now applied to designate
most descriptions of evening parties, in
which ladies and gentlemen are intermixed,
whatever be the amusements introduced.
In this country it is frequently applied to a
reunion of certain bodies or societies, held
for the advancement of their respective ob-
jects, at which tea, coffee, and other refresh-
ments are introduced during the intervals
of music, speech-making, »fec.

Soja (so'ja or so'ya), n. [From the sauce
called soy. ] A genus of leguminous plants,
the only known representative of which is

S. hispida, an erect hairy herb w ith trifolio-

late leaves and axillary racemose flowers, a
native of Japan and the Moluccas, and abun-
dant in the peninsula of India. The seeds
resemble those of the French or kidney
bean, and are used by the Chinese to form
a favourite dish. In Japan they are used in
the preparation of soy. Written also Soya.
Sojonr.t Ji. Sojourn; stay; abode, ^o
niaunt of the Rose.

Sojourn (so'jem), v.i. [O.Fr. sojomer, so-

journer (Mod.Fr. sojourner). It. soggiomare^
from a hypothetical L. form subaiuruare,
from L. sub, under, and diumtis, pertaining
to a day, from dies, a day.] To dwell for a
time ; to dwell or live in a place as a tem-
porary resident, or as a stranger, not con-
sidering the place as his permanent habi-
tation.

Abram went down into Egypt to sojourn there.
Gen. xti. 10.

The soldiers assembled at Newcastle, and there
sojourned t\\TCC days. Sir f. Hayward.

Syn. To tarry, abide, stay, remain, live,

dwell, reside.

Sojourn (so'jSm), n. A temporary residence,
as that of a traveller in a foreign land. 'In
our court have made thy amorous sojourn.*
Shak.

Thee I revisit now, . , . though long detained
In that obscure sojourn. Milton.

SoJOUmer(s6'j6m-6r), n. One who sojourns;
a temporary resident ; a stranger or travel-
ler who dwells in a place for a time.

We are strangers before thee and sojourners, as
all cwr fathers were. i Chr. xxix. 15.

Sojourning (s6'j6m-ing), n. The act of
dwelling in a place for a time; also, the time
of abode.

The sojouminp' ot the children of Israel . . . was
four hundred and thirty years. Ex. xii. 40.

Sojournment (s6'j6m-ment\ n. The act of
sojourning; temporary resiaence, as that of
a stranger or traveller.

God has appointed our sojournment here as a
period of preparation for futurity. PVakefield.

Soke, n. See Soc.

Sokeman ( sok'man ), n. In old Eng. law,
same as Socman.
Sokemanry (s6k'man-rl), n. Socmanry.
Soken, n. [A. Sax. s6cn. See Soc, Soke.]
A district held by tenure of socage.

Soke -reeve (sok'rev), n. A rent-gatherer
in a lord's soke.

Sokingly.t adv. Suckingly; gently. ChaU'
cer.

Soko (soTio), n. The native name for a
quadrumanous mammal closely allied to
the chimi>anzee, discovered by Dr. Living-
stone at Manyuema, near Lake Tanganyika,
in Central Africa. The flesh Is esteemed a
great delicacy by the natives. It feeds on
wild fruits. The soko occasionally kidnaps
children, but is described as otherwise
harmless, unless when attacked.
Sol (sol), n. [L.] 1. The sun. 'And when
Dan Sol to slope his wheels began.' Thorn-

ch, cAain; th. Be. Xoch; g, go; j, job; b, Fr. ton; ug, sinfir; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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son—2. In her. a term implying or, or gold,

in blazoning the arms of emperors, kings,

and princes by planets, instead of metal

and colour.—3. The name given to gold by

the old chemists and alchemists, lima be-

ing used to denote silver.

Sol (sol), n. [See Sou.] In France, a small

bronze coin ; now usually called a sou.

Sol (sol), II. [It] In music, (a) a syllable

applied in solmization to the fifth tone of

the diatonic scale, (b) The tone itself.

Sola (so'la), n. [The name in Bengal.] A
plant of the genus ^schynomene, the AS.

aspera, common in moist places, and in the

rainy season, in many parts of the plains

of India. The name is also given to the

pith-like stem, which is exceedingly light,

and with which the natives of India make
a great variety of useful articles, especially

hats, which are in great request, being very

light and cool. Helmets made of sola are

much used by European troops in India.

Written also Shola.

Solace (sol'fis), v.t. pret. <t pp. solaced: ppr.

solacing. [O.Fr. solmx, solas, from L. sola-

tium, from solor, solatus, to solace, to com-

fort.] 1. To cheer in grief or under calam-

ity; to comfort; to relieve in affliction: to

console: applied to persons; as, to solace

one's self with the hope of future reward.

We will with some strange pastime solace them.
Shak.

2 To allay ; to assuage ; as, to solace grief.

•A little hint to solace woe.' Tennyson.—

3. t To delight; to amuse.
Solacet (sol'as), v.i. 1. To be happy; to

take delight. —2. To take comfort; to be

cheered or relieved in grief.

One poor and loving child,

But one thing to rejoice and solace in,

And cruel death hath catch'd it from my sight.

Shak.

Solace (sol'as), n. [See the verb transitive.]

1 Comfort in grief ; alleviation of grief or

anxiety; also, that which relieves in dis-

tress; recreation.

The proper solaces of age are not music and com-

pliments, but wisdom and devotion. 'yohnson.

2.t Happiness; delight. — Syn. Consolation,

comfort, alleviation, mitigation, relief, re-

creation, diversion, amusement.
Solacement (sol'as-ment), n. Act of Bolac-

nv or comforting; state of being solaced.

Solaoloust (so-la'shus), a. Affording com-

fort or amusement. Bale.

Solanacese (so-la-na'se-e), n. pi. A nat.order

of monopetalous exogenous plants, com-

posed of herbs or. rarely, shrubs, natives

of most parts of the world, and especially

within the tropics. They have alternate

leaves often in pairs, one shorter than the

other, terminal or axillary inflorescence,

and regular, or nearly regular, monopetal-

ous flowers. The nightshade, potato, cap-

sicum, tomato, egg-plant, and tobacco are

all found in this order. The general pro-

perty of the order is narcotic and poisonous.

This prevails to a greater or less degree in

all the plants of the order, although cer-

tain parts of the plants, when cultivated,

are used for food.
,

Solanaceous(so-la-na'8hus),(t. Of, pertain-

ing to, or resembling plants belonging to

the Solanacea).

Boland (so'land), n. Same as Solan-goose

(which see).

Solander (solan'dSr), n. [Fr. soulandres.]

A disease in horses.

Solan-goose (so'lan-gos), n. [Icel. sida, the

solan-goose.] The gannet (which see).

Solanla (so-la'ni-a), n. The active principle

of Solanum Dulcatiiara, or deadly night-

shade. See the next word.

Solanlna, Solanlne (s6'la-ni-na,s6'la-nin),n.

[L. solanum, nightshade.] (Cj, H35 NO, pro-

bably.) A vegetable alkaloid obtained from

various species of Solaniim, as S. Dulca-

mara, S. nigrum, S. tuberosum, *c. It

forms a crystalline powder, very bitter and

acrid, and highly poisonous. It is insoluljle

in water, but soluble in alcohol. With acids

it forms salts, which are uncrystallizable.

Solano (so-la'no), n. [Sp., from L. solanus

(centiis), easterly wind, from sol, the sun.]

A hot oppressive south-east wind in Spain.

It is a modification of the simoom (which

Solanum (so-Ia'num), n. [L.. nightshade.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Solanacea;, of

of which it is the type. It is one of the

most extensive genera of plants, including

from 700 to 900 species. They are shrubs or

herbs, sometimes climbing, either smooth

or hairy, or (both stems and leaves) armed

with sharp thorns, with alternate, entire,

lobed. or piimately cut leaves, and umbel-

late or panicled dichotomous cymes of yel-

low white, violet, or purplish flowers, and

are widely distributed throughout the world.

Solanum tuberosum {Potato Plant).

abounding especially in America. The most
important species are, the .S. tuberosum,

which produces the common potato, a na-

tive (if America (see Potato); S. Dulcamara,

woody nightshade or bitter-sweet ; S. escu-

lentum, egg-plant; S. sodomeum, Sodom egg-

plant, or apple of Sodom. S. esctilentum and
its varieties furnish edible fruits, and the

fruits of many other species are eaten. The
common love-apple or tomato was formerly

included in this genus under the name of

S. Lycopersicum, but is now, along with

several allied species, generally ranked

under a separate genus, Lycopersicum. See

Tomato.
. . , ^.^

Solar (so'lSr), a. [L. solans, from sol, the

sun.] 1. Pertaining to the sun; as. the solar

system; or proceeding from, or produced by

it; as, solar light; solar rays; solar influ-

ence.

His soul proud science never taught to stray.

Far as the solar walk or milky way. Po/e.

2. Bom under the predominant influence of

the sun. according to astrological notions

:

influenced by the sun. 'Proud beside as

solar people are.' Dryden.—S. Jleasured

by the progress of the sun, or by its ap-

parent revolution ; as. the solar year. —
Solar apex, the point in space situated in

the constellation Hercules, towards which

the sun is moving. —Solar camera, in photog.

an instrument for enlarging pictures by

sunlight. — Solar chronometer, a sun-diul

adapted to show mean instead of solar time.

—Solar cycle, a period of twenty-eight years.

See CYCLE. -Soior day. See Day.— Soiar

eclipse. See Eclipse. — Solar entjine, an

engine in which the heat of the solar rays

is concentrated to evaporate water or ex-

pand air, used as a motor for a steam or air

engine. — Solar Jlowers, those which open

and shut daily at certain determinate hours.

— Solar lamp. Same as Argand-lamp
(which see). —Solar microscope,^ microscope

in which the object is illuminated by the

light of the sun concentrated upon it. See

MlCROSCOVK.—Solar month. See MOSTH.—
Solar phosphori, substances which are seen

to be luminous in a dark place after having

been exposed to light, as the diamond,

putrid flsh, calcined oyster shells. &c.

—

Solar plexus, in anat. an assemblage of

ganglia which are distributed to all the

divisions of the aorta.—Soiar prominences,

red flame-like masses seen in the atmo-

sphere of the sun at a total solar eclipse.

--Solar spectrum. See Spectrum.— Sotor

spots, dark spots that appe.ar on the sun s

disc usually visible only by the telescope,

but sometimes so large as to be seen by the

naked eye. They indicate the sun s revolu-

tions on its axis, are very changeable in their

figure and dimensions, and vary in size from

mere points to spaces of 50,000 miles or

more in diameter. The frequency of solar

spots attains a maximum every ten-and-a-

half years, falling oft during the interv.al to

a minimum, from which it recovers gradu-

ally to the next maximum. This periodicity

has been thought to be intimately connected

with meteorological phenomena.—So(arK,i/s-

tem, in astron. that system of which the

sun is the centre. To this system belong

the planets, planetoids, satellites, comets,

and meteorites, which all directly or indi-

rectly revolve round the central sun, the

whole being bound together by the mutual

attractions of the several parts. According

to the Ptolemaic system, framed by the

Greek astronomer Ptolemy, the earth was
an absolutely fixed centre, and the heaven*
were considered as revolving about it from
east to west, and carrying along with them
all the heavenly bodies, the stars and
planets, in the space of twenty-four hours.

The Copemican system, taught by Coper-

nicus in the beginning of the sixteentli cen-

tury, represents the sun to be at rest in the
centre of the universe, and the earth and
the several planets as revolving about him
as a centre, while the moon and the other
satellites revolve about their primaries.

The heavens and fixed stars were supiiosed

to be at rest, and their apparent diurnal

motions were imputed to the earth's motion
from west to east. Notwithstanding the

defects of this system it produced a power-
ful effect, and prepared the way for the dis-

coveries of Galileo, Kepler, and Newton.
The Tychonic system, propounded by Tycho
Brah6, the Danish astronomer, in the latter

part of the sixteenth century, represented

that the earth was fixed in the centre of

the universe, and that round it revolved

the sun and moon, while the planets re-

volved directly round the sun. Brah^'s ob-

servations were of immense service to his

contemporary Kepler in discovering the

famous laws which ultimately led Newton
to the grand theory of universal gravitation.

(See Kepler's Laws.) The Newtonian sys-

tem, so named as being adopted by Sir Isaac

Newton, is the only one admitted in modem
astronomy. It is frequently called the Co-

pemican system, from its rejecting what
Copernicus rejected ; but it is far from re-

ceiving all that Copernicus received. In

this system there is no fixed centre, the sun

only approximating to that character from

its greater magnitude. The orbits of the

planets, which all revolve round the sun,

are ellipses, of which the elements vary.—
Solar telegraph, a telegraph in which the

rays of tlie sun are projected from and upon
mirrors. The duration of the rays makes
the alphabet, after the manner of the dot-

and-dash telegraphic alphabet ; a heliostat

(which see) —Sofar time. The same as Ap-
parent Time. See Time.—Soior year. See

Year.
Solar (soliSr), n. In arch, a sollar; a loft or

upper chamber.
Solarlzation (s6'lSr-iz-a"shon). n. In photog.

the injurious effects produced on a picture

by over-exposing it in the camera to the

light of the sun, as indistinctness of outline,

obliteration of high lights, loss of relief,

&c.
Solarize (so'lSr-lz). v.i. pret. &pp. solarized;

ppr solarizing. In photog. to become in-

jured by too long exposure to the action of

the sun's rays.
., „ ^

Solarize (solSr-iz). r. (. In photog. to affect

injiiiiously by exposing too long to the

sun's rays.

Solary (so'la-ri), a. Solar. [Rare.]

Solas,* ". Solace; recreation; mirth; sport

Chaucer.
Solatium (so-la'shi-um). n. [L.. consolation,

solace. See SOLACE, v.t] 1. Anything that

alleviates or compensates for suffering or

loss ; a compensation ; specifically, in Scots

law a sum of money paid over and above

actual damages, to an injured party, by the

person who inflicted the injury, as a solace

for wounded feelings. In English law, such

compensation is not in strict principle ad-

mitted, but in practice there is no substan-

tial difference. — 2. Eccles. an additional

daily portion of food allotted to the inmate*

of religious houses under exceptional cir-

soid (sold), pret & pp. of sell—Sold note. See

Bought and Sold Xote, under BOUGHT.

Soldt (sold), 71. [Fr. solde, from L. solidut,

a piece of money.] Salary; military pay.

Soldadot (sol-dit'do), n. [Sp.) A soldier.

Soldant (sol'dan). Sultan. Milton.

Soldanel (sol'da-nel), n. A plant of the ge-

nus Soldanella.

Soldanella (sol-da-nella). n. [A dim. of It

soldana, a sultana.] A genus of plants,

nat order PrimulaceBs. The species are

small herbs of graceful haliit natives of

alpine districts of Continental Europe. One

of them. S. alpina, a native of Switzerland,

with lovely blue flowers, is well known .as.

an object of culture.

Soldanelle (solda-nel), n. [Fr] A species

of Convolvulus, the C. Soldanella.

Soldanrle,t Soldanryt (sol'dan-ri). n. 'The

rule or jurisdiction of. or the country ruled.

by a soldan or sultan. Sir W. Scott.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met. hir; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bflll; oU, pound; ii, Sc abtme; y, Sc !<».
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SOldatesque (sol-datesk'). « [f'*. from
goldat. A &oh\ier.] Of or relating to a soldier;

soUiier-Iike.

His cane clanking on ilie pavement or waving
round him in the execution of military cms and sot-

daUigue manceuvres, Thackeray.

Solder (sol'd^r), v.t. [O Fr. solder, solider

(Fr. souder); lit. to make solid, to strengthen,

from L. golidus, solid.] 1. To unite by a
metallic cement ; to join by a metallic sub-

stance In a state of fusion, which hardens in

cooling, and renders the joint solid. Hence
—2. Fig. to unite or combine in general; to

patch up.

At the Restoration the Presbyterians, and other
sects, did all unite and soleiera^ their several schemes,
to join against the church. Su-i/t.

Solder (Bol'd^r), n. 1. Metallic cement: a
metal or metallic composition used in unit-

ing other metallic substances by iieing fused
between them. Hard solders are such as

require a red heat to fuse them ; they are
employed for joining brass, iron, and the
more refractory metals. Soft solders melt
at a comparatively low temperature, and
are used with lead and tin, of which metals
they are wholly or in part composed. See
Soldering. Hence — 2. Fig. that which
unites in any way.

Friendship ! mysterious cement of the soul

!

Sweet'ner of life ! and soldtr of society I Blair.

Solderer (sol'dfer-fir), n. One who or a ma-
chine which solders-

Soldering (sol'der-ing), «. The process of

unitiiiiTtiie surfaces of raetals.by the inter-

venti'»ii cjf a more fusible metal, which being
melted upon each surface, serves, partly by
chemical attraction, and partly by cohesive
force, to bind them together. The alloy

used as a solder must not only be more
fusible than the metal or metals to be united,

but must also have a strong afliutty for

them. The solder usually contains a large

proportion of the metal to which it is to i>e

applied, in combination with some more
easily fusible metal. The surfaces to l>e

united nmst l>e made perfectly clean and
free from oxitle. This is commonly effected

by scraping the surfaces ; and in order that
the formation of any oxide may be prevented
during the process, borax, sal ammoniac, or
rosin is used, either mixed with the solder
or applied to the surfaces.— ..4 u/fw/erto««*or

deriug is the union of two pieces of metal
with<»ut the intervention of any solder, by
fusing them at the point of junction by jets

of fliiiiie from a gas blowpipe or by other
nif:iii*,

Soldering-bolt, Soldering-iron (sol'dfir-

inu'-bolt. sol'd^r-ing-i-ern), /( A tool con-
sisting of a copjier bit or bolt having a
pointeti or wedge-shaped end, fastened to

an inai rod with a wooden handle, and with
whirh solder is melted and applied in the
iiiilinary method of working
Soldier (sol'j^r), n. [O.Fr soldier, soldoier,

from L. L. solaariits. solidaritis, & siddier;

lit one who receives military pay, from L.

ioldns,solidus,mi\iUirypay: lit. a solid piece
of money, (See ik>Litf.) Mod. Fr. soldat, a
soldier, is from a form solidattis. ] 1. A man
engaged in military service; one whose oc-

cupation is military; a man who sen'es in

an army ; one of an organized body of com-
batants.

Then a solditr.

Full of strange oaths and bcirded like the pard.
Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in ciuarrel.

Seeking the bubble reputation
Even m the cannon's mouth

!

Shnk.

Soldier, from the L, solidus, the name of a coin,
meant originally one who performed military service,
not in fulnlmcnt of the obligations of the feudal taw,
but upon constraint, and for stipulated pay. Scldier.

Ihererore.m its primary signification is identical with
hireling or tneranary. G. P. Marsh.

2. A common soldier; a private ; a memlwr
of a militarj' company who is not an officer.

That in the captain's but a choleric word
Which in the soldier is fiat blasphemy. Shak.

3. Kmphatically, a brave warrior ; a man of
militiry experience and skill, or a man of
distinguiMhed valour— 4. A name of certain
ants, beetles. Ac. See TERMITE.—SoWier*
and Sailorff. soldier-beetles.

Soldier-beetle ( &drj6r-be-tl ). n. A name
givtrii to coleopterous insects of the genus
Telephorus, from their reddish colour, or
from their combativeness. They are car-
nivorous and voracious insects.

Soldier-crab (sot'j^r-krab), n. A name given
U} the hermit-crab, from its extreme com-
bativeness.

Soldieress (sol'J^r-es), n. A female soldier.
Beau, dc Fl.

Soldiering fsnl'j0r-in?l n. The state of being
a snMifr; th-- in.-rupati()ii of a soldier.

Soldierlike, Soldierly(sol'jer-lik. sol'jer-li),

((. Like or becoming a soldier; brave; mar-
tial ; heroic ; honourable. 'A soldier-like

word.' Shak.

His own (face) tho' keen and bold and soldierly
Sear'd by the close ecliptic, was not fair.

Tennyson.

Soldiership (s6rj6r-ship),n. Military quali-
ties; military character or state; martial
skill ; I>eliaviour Itecoming a soldier. 'Set-
ting my knighthood and my soldiership

aside.' Shak.

Hunting is the best school oi soldiership.
Pro/. Blackie.

Soldiery (s6rj^r-i).rt. l. Soldiers collectively;

a body of military men.
I charge not the soldiery with ignorance and con-

t oriearning, without exception. Stvi^tempt oflearning, Swift.

2. t Soldiership ; military service. Sir P.
Sidjiey.

Soldiery t (sol'jSr-i), a. Of or relating to sol-

diers; military. 'SoWien/ ballads.' Milton,

Soldo (sol'do). n. (It. - Fr. sol. sou.] A small
Italian coin, the twentieth part of a lira.

Sole (sol), ?i. [Fr. sole, the sole of the foot,

of a shoe, &c., a beam, the fish, from L. solea,

a sandal, a sole, the fish, a sill, of same ori-

gin as solum, the base, the soil, solidus, solid. ]

1. The under side of the foot.

From the crown of his head to the sole of his foot
he is all mirth. ShaA.

2. The foot itself. Spenser. [Rare ]-3. The
bottom of a shoe or boot ; or the piece of
leatherwhich constitutes the bottom. 'Danc-
ing shoes with nimble soles.' Shak.

The caliga was a military shoe with a very thick
sole, tied above the insteiJ. .-Irduthuot.

4. The part of anything that forms the bot-
tom, and on which it stands upon the ground

;

the bottom or lower part of anything ; as,

(a) in agric. the bottom part of a plough, to
the forepart of which is attached the point
or share. (6) In far. the horny substance
under a horse's foot, which protects the
more tender parts, (c) In fori, the bottom
of an eml)rasure or gun-port, (rf) yaut. a
piece of timber attached to the lower part
of a rudder, to render it level with the false

keel, (e) The seat or bottom of a mine: ap-
plied to horizontal veins or lodes. (/) The
floor of a bracket on which a plummer-
block rests, {g) The plate which constitutes
the foundation of a marine steam-engine.
and which is bolted to the keelsons. (A)The
floor or hearth of the metal chamber in a
furnace, (i) In carp, the lower surface of a
plane.— 5. A marine flsh belonging to the
Pleurouectidae or tiat-flshes, of an oblong
form, with a rounded muzzle. It is the P.
solea, Linn , the Solea vulgaris, Q\i\'n:v, and

Sole {Solea vulgaris).

is so called probably from its shape. These
flsh abound on the British coast, and also

on all the coasts of Euroi)e, except the most
northern, where the bottom is sandy. They
furnish a wholesome and delicious article

of food. They sometimes ascend rivers, and
seem to thrive quite well in fresh water.
The sole sometimes grows to the weight of

6 or 7 lbs. The name is also given to certain
other flat-fishes of the genera Monochirus,
Achirus, Brachirus, and Plauusia.

Sole (sol), t'.(. pret. A pp. soled; ppr. soling.

To furnish with a sole; as, to sole a shoe.

Sole (sol), a. [L. solxis, alone; same origin as
L. salvus (whence safe, salvation), Gr. ntUos,

entire, Skr. sarva, the whole.] 1. Single;
being or acting without another; unique;
alone in its kind; individual; only; as, God
is the sole creator and sovereign of the
world. ' The sole inheritor of all perfections."

Shak. —2. In laie, single ; unmarried ; as, a
femme sole. —Sole corporation. See Corpora-
tion So^ under Corporation.—.So/e tenant.

See under Tenant.—Stn. Single, individual,

only, alone, solitary.

Sole (sol), adv. Alone; by itself; singly.

But what the repining enemy commends.
That breath fame blows ; that praise, soU pure, tran-

scends. 5Aa*.

Solea (s6'Ie-a), n. [L., a slipper.] 1. The
under surface of the foot or hoof of an ani-
mal; the sole.—2. Tlie sole; a genus of mala-
copterygious fishes belonging to the Pleuro-
nectidw or flat-fish family. S. n/?£rami8the
common sole. See Sole.
Solecism ( sol' e-sizm), n. [Gr. soloikismos,
said to be derived from Soloi, in Cilicia,

the Athenian colonists of which lost the
purity of their language.] 1. An impro-
priety in the use of language, arising from
ignorance; a gross deviation from the idiom
of a language, or a gross deviation from
the rules of syntax. Among modern gram-
marians the term is often applied to any
word or expression which does not agree
with the established usage of writing or
speaking. As customs change, that which
may be regarded as a solecism at one time
may at another be considered as correct
language. Hence a solecism differs from a
barbarism, which consists in the use of a
word or expression altogether contrary to
the spirit of the language.
There is scarce a solecism in writing which the

best author is not guilty of. Addison.

2. Any unfitness, absurdity, or impropriety,
as in behaviour ; a violation of the rules of
society.

To take
Assay of venison or stale fowl by your nose.
Which is a solecism at another's table. Massiuger.

The idea of having committed the slightest sole-
cistn in politeness was agony to him. Sir ly. Scott,

Soledst (8ore-8ist),7i. [Gr. soloikistes.] One
who is guilty of a solecism in language or
behaviour.
Soleoistic, Solecistical (sol-e-sis'tik, sol-e-
sis'tik-alj, a. Pertaining to or involving a
solecism; incorrect; incongruous.

The use of these combinations, with respect to the
pronouns, is almost always solecistical. Tynvhitt.

Soleci8ticaUy(sol-e-sis'tik-al-li), adv. In a
solecistic manner.
Solecize (sol'e-siz), v.i. [Gr. soloikizo.] To
commit solecisms. Dr. H. More.
Sole-leather (soI'leTH-^r), n. Thick strong
leather used for the soles of shoes.

Solely (sol'li), adv. Singly; alone; only;
without another; as, to rest a cause solely
on one argument; to rely solely on one'sown
strength. 'Me left solely heir to all his

lands.' Shak.
Solemn (sol'em), a. [L. sollemnis, sollennis,

that occurs every year, hence, from the
stated occurrence of religious festivals, re-

ligious, festal, iolemnsollus, all, every, and
L. annus, a year. See SoLIP. ] 1. Marked
by religious rites or ceremonious obser-
vances ; connected with religion ; sacred.
'Before the solemn priest I have sworn.'
Shak. ' Feasts so solemn and so rare. ' Shak.
The worship of this image was advanced and a

solemn supplication observed every year.
Stillingfleet.

2. Fitted to excite or expre.-s awful, rever-

ent, or serious reflections; awe-inspiring;
serious; grave; impressive; as, a solemn
pile of building. 'Suits of solemn black."
Shak. 'With solemn march goes slow and
stately by them.' Shak.

There reign'd a solemn silence over all. Spenser,

3 Accompanied by seriousness or impres-
siveuess in language or demeanour; impres-
sive; earnest; as, to make a solemn promise;
a solemn utterance. ' With a solemn ear-
nestness.' Shak.
Why do you bend such solemn brows on mel Shai,

4. Affectedly grave, serious, or important;
as, to put on a solemn face.

The solemn fop, significant and budge;
A fool with jutlges, amongst fools a Judge.

Cinvper,

5. Accompanied with all due forms or cere-

monies; made in form; formal; regular; now
chiefly a law term ; as, probate iu solemn
form.
Solemness (sol'em-nes), n. The state or
quality of being solemn; solemnity; serious-
ness or gravity of manner.
Prithee, Virgilia. turn thy solemness out o' door and

go along with us. Shak.

Solemnity (so-lem'ni-ti), n. (Fr. solenniU.
See Solemn. ] 1. The state orquality of being
solemn; grave seriousness; gravity; imx)res-

siveness; solemness; as, the solemnity of his

manner: the solemnity of the ceremony.

—

2 Affected or mock gravity or seriousness;

a look of pompous importance or gi-andeur.

Solemnity'^ a cover for a sot. Voung^,

3. Stateliness; dignity. [Rare.]
So my state,

Seldom but sumptuous, showecflike a feast.

And won by rareness such solemnity, Shak.

ch, e&aic; Ah, Sc. locA;
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4. A rite or ceremony performed with re-
ligious reverence ; religious or ritual cere-
mony; aa, the solemnities at a funeral.

Great was the cause; our old solemnities
From no blind zeal or fond tradition rise.
But saved from death, our Arrives yearly pay
These grateful honours to the god of day. Pope.

5. A proceeding adapted to impress awe or
reverence. ' The forms and solemnities of
the last judgment.' Atterbury.— Q. In law, a
solemn or formal observance; the formality
requisite to render a thing done valid.

Solemnizate t (so-lem'uiz-at), v.t. To sol-
emnize.
Solemnization (8orem-mz-a"shon), n. The
act of solemnizing; celebration.

Soon after followed the solemnization of the mar-
riage. Bacon,

Solemnize (sol'em-niz), v.t. pret. & pp. sol-

etnnized; ppr. solemnizing. [O.Fr. solemni-
ter. See Solemn.] 1. To dignify or honour
by ceremonies ; to celebrate ; to do honour
to; as, to solemnize the birth of Christ.

To soUmtiise this day the glorious sun
Stays in his course and plays the alchemist. Shak.
Their choice nobility and flow'r

Met from all parts to sold»i>iize this feast. Milton.

2. To perform with ritual ceremonies and
respect, or according to legal forms : used
especially of marriage. ' Our nuptial rites

be solemnized.' Shak. 'Baptisms to be ad-
ministered in one place, and marriages to be
solemnized in another.' Hooker. — 3. To
make grave, serious, and reverential; as. to
solemnize the mind for the duties of the
sanctuary.
Solemnizer (soreni-niz-6r), ji. One who
solemnizes ; one who performs a solemn
rite.

Solemnly (sol'em-li), adv. In a solemn
manner; as, (a) with religious ceremonies;
reverently; devoutly. (6) With impressive
seriousness.

I do solemnly assure the reader that he is the only
person from whom I have heard that objection.

S7VT/t.

(c) With all due form; ceremoniously; for-

mally; regularly; aa, this question has been
solemnly decided in the highest courts, (d)

With fonual gravity, importance, or state-
liness; with pompous or affected gravity.
Dryden.
Solemnnesa (sorem-nes), n. Same as So-
lemness.

Solempnely,t adv. Solemnly. Chaucer.
Solen (so'Icn), n. [Gr. soleyi, a tube, a kind
of shell-fish.] 1. A genus of lamellibranehi-
ate molluscs, forming the type of the family
Solenidse, and known by the common name
of razor-shell. The species are found in all

parts of the world on sandy beaches or
shoals, where they burrow vei-tically, and
lie concealed at a depth of about 6 inches,
when the tide leaves the beach dry. They
are distinguished by the great length of the
respiratory tubes; hence perhaps the name,
although it may also apply to the shell,

which resemblesa tube. —2. In surg. a semi-
circle of thin wood, or strips of wood, used
for preventing the contact of the bed-clothes
in wounds, fractures, &c.
Solenaceous (so-le-na'shus), a. Relating
to the Solenacea.
Soleness (sol'nes), n. The state of being sole,

alone, or being imconnected with others

;

singleness. Chesterfield.

Solenette (sol-nef), n. [Dim. of sole.] A
small British fish, Monochirus lingulatulus,
closely allied to the sole. It is seldom more
than 5 inches long, and of a reddish-brown
colour.

Solenldse, Solenacea (so-le'ni-de, so-le-na'-

se-a), n. pi. A family of lamellibrauchiate
molluscs, including the genus Solen and
several others.

Solenite (so'le-nit), n. [From Gr. solen, a
pipe or tube.] A finely-leaved fossil plant
from the oolite aeries of the Yorkshire coast,
supposed to belong to the order Marsiliaceie,
and so called from its fistular or pipe-like
shape.

Solenodon (so-le'no-don), n. [Gr. solen, a
tube, and odous, odontos, a tooth.] A genus
of insectivorous mammals of the family
Talpidaj, and of which the agouta of Cuba
and Hayti is the sole member. See AooUTA.
Solenoid (sole-noid), n. [Gr. solen, a tube,
andeirfos, appearance.] In electro-dynamics,
a helix of stout copper wire having the con-
junctive wire turned back along its axis, so
as to neutralize that component of the effect

of the current which is due to the length of
the helix, and reduce the whole effect to
that of a series of equal and parallel circular
currents.

Sole-plate (sol'plat), n. In mach. the bed-
plate; as, the sole-plate of an engine.

Soler.t Soleret (sol'^r, sol'er), n. [From L.

sol, sun. See Sollar.] A loft or gai-ret ; a
sollar.

I thought to have lodged him In the solere chamber.
Sir ly. Scott.

Soleret (8ol'6r-et), n. See Sollerkt.
Solert (sor6rt),a. \L.solers,solertvi.] Crafty;
subtle. 'Because man was the wisest (ctr

most solert and active) of all animals.' Cnd-
icorth.

Solertiousness (so-lfir'shus-nes), n. The
quality of lieing solert; expertness; crafti-
ness; slyness. Hacket.
Soleship (sol'ship), n. Single state; sole-
ness. [Rare. ]

This ambition of a sole power . . . this dangerous
soleship is a fault in our church indeed.

Sir E, Dering.
Soleus (so'le-ua), n. [L., from solea, a sole.]
A muscle of the leg, shaped like the sole-
fish. It serves to extend the foot.

Sol-fa (sol'fa), n. See TONiC SoL-FA.
Sol-fa (sol'fa), v.i. In music, to sing the
notes of the scale in their proper pitch,
using the syllables do (or ut), re, mi, /a, sol,

la, si, which, when applied to the notes of
the natural scale, that of C, are equivalent
to C, D, E. F, G, A, B.

Sol-fa (sol'fa), v.t. To sing, as the notes of
a piece of music, to the syllables do, re, mi,
fa, sol, la, si, instead of to words. See Sol-
siization.

Solfanaria (sol-fa-na'ri-a), n. [It] A sul-
phur mine.
Solfatara (sol-fa-ta'ra), n. [It., name of a
volcano near Naples. ] A volcanic vent emit-
ting sulphureous, muriatic, and acid vapours
or gases.

Sol-fegglare (sol-fej'i-a"re), v.i. [It] To
sol-fa.

Solfeggio (8ol-fej'i-6), n. [It.] In music.
(a) a system of arranging the scale by the
names do (or ut), re, mi, fa, sol, la, si. (&) An
exercise in scale singing. See Solmization.
Soli (so'li). pi. of solo. See Solo.
Solicit (s6-]is'it), v.t. [Fr. solliciter, from L.

soUicito, from sollicitus, agitated, anxious,
solicitous, from solium, whole, and cieo,

citu m, to move, to stir, to agitate. See Solid. ]

1. To ask from with some degree of earnest-
ness; to make petition to; to apply to for
obtaining something.

Did I salieittiisc

From darkness to promote me? Milton.

2. To ask for with some degree of earnest-
ness ; to seek by petition ; as, to solicit an
office; to solicit a favour.

But would you undertake another suit,

1 had rather hear you to solicit that.

Than music from the spheres. Shak.

[1 and 2 are the ordinary meanings of this
verb.]—3. To awake or excite to action; to
summon; to invite.

That fruit solicited her longing eye, Milton.

Sounds and some tangible qualities solicit their

proper senses, and force an entrance to the mind,
I.ocie.

4. To try to acquire; to try to obtain. [Rare.]

To solicit by labour what might be ravished by

5. To disturb; to disquiet; to make anxious:
a Latinism.

Solicit not thy thoughts with matters hid. Milton.

But anxious fears solicit my weak breast.
Dryden.

6.t To enforce the claimsof; to plead; to act
as solicitor for or with reference to.

Should
My brother henceforth study to forget
The vow that he hath made thee, I would ever
Solicit thy desert. Ford.

7. In law, (a) to incite to commit a felony.
(b) To endeavour to bias or influence by
offering a bribe to.

The judge is solicited as a matter of course by the
parties, and they do not approach empty-handed.

Brougham.
Syn. To ask, request, crave, supplicate, en-
treat, beg, beseech, implore, importune.
Solicit (so-lis'it), v.i. To make solicitatiou

for some one or for a tiling.

There are a great number of persons who Jc/iW? for
places. Addison.

Solicitant (so-lis'it-ant), n. One who so-

licits.

Solicitation (s6-Us'i-ta"shon), n. The act of

soliciting; as, (a) an earnest request; a seek-
ing to obtain something from another with
some degree of zeal and earnestness ; as,

the solicitation of a favour. (&) Excitement;
invitation.

Children are surrounded with new things, which.

by a constant solicitatiou of their senses, draw the
mind constantly to them. Locke.

(c) Endeavour to influence to grant some-
thing by bribery.

The practice of judicial solicitation has even pre-
vailed in less despotic countries. Brougham.

(d) The offence of inciting or instigating a
person to commit a febmy. It is an indict-
able offence, although no felony be in fact
conmiitted.—Syn. Request, asking, suppli-
cation, entreaty, importunity.
Solicitor (s6-lis'it-6r), n. [See SOLICIT.}
1. One who solicits; one who asks with ear-
nestness.— 2. An attorney; a law agent; one
who represents another in court.

Be merry, Cassio,
For thy solicitor shall rather die
Than give thy cause away, Shak.

In England the term was formerly applied
distinctively to agents practising before the
courts of chancery, and thus diffeied from
attorney; but by the Judicature Act of 1873
all persons practising before the supreme
courts in London are now called solicitors.
(See Attorney.) In Scotland the term so-
licitor has long been applied to writers or
general legal practitioners. Generally in
the U. States solicitor and attoniey are
synr.nyiiinus, and they alfn not as cnunseL
Solicitor-general (s6-lis'it-6r-jen'6r-al), n.
An officer of the crown, next in rank to the
attorney-general, with whom he is in fact
associated in the management of the legal
business of the crown and public offices.

On him generally devolves the maintenance
of the rights of the crown in revenue cases,
patent causes. &c. The solicitor-general of
Scotland is one of the crown counsel, next
in dignity and importance to the lord-ad-
vocate, to whom he gives his aid iu protect-
ing the interests of the crown, in conducting
prosecutions, »fec.

Solicitorship (so-lis'it-er-ship). n. Rank or
condition of a solicitor, ilavninger.

Solicitous (so-lis' it-US ), a. [L. sollicitus,

anxious, disturbed, uneasy. See Solicit.]
Anxious, whether to obtain, as something
desirable, or to avoid, as something evil

;

eager; concerned; apprehensive; disturbed;
uneasy; restless; careful; followed by about
or /or (rarely o/) before the object ' A
worldly solicitous temper.' Locke.

The tender dame solicitous to know
Whether her child should reach old age or no.

Addison.
No man is solicitous about the event of lliat which

he has in his power to dispose of. South.

He was solicitousfor his advice. Clarendon.

Our hearts are pure when we are not solicitous of
the opinion and censures of men. Jer. Taylor.

Solicitously (so-lis'it-us-li), adv. In a so-
licitous manner ; anxiously ; with care and
concern.
He would surely have as solicifously promoted

their learning as ever he obstructed it.

Dr. H. More.
Solidtousness (so-lis'i^us-nes), n. The
state of being solicitous; solicitude. BoyU.
Solicitress (so-lis'it-res), n. A female who
solicits or petitions.

Beauty is a good solicitress of an equal suit, espe-
cially where youth is to be the judge thereof.

Fuller.

Solicitude (so-lis'i-tudX «. [L soUieitudo.
See Solicit.] The state of being solicitous;
uneasiness of mind occasioned by the fear
of evil or the desire of good ; carefulness;
concern; anxiety. 'The great labours of
worldly men, their solicitude and outward
shows.' Sir If. Raleigh.—Care. Solicitude,
Concern, Anxiety. See under Care.—Syn.
Carefulness, concern, anxiety, care, trouble.

Solicitudinoust (so-lis'i-tiid-inus), a. Full
of solicitude. [Rare.]

Move circumspectly, not meticulously, and rather
carefully sohcitous, than anxiously solicitudinous.

Sir T. Brcrwne.

Solid (sol'id), a. [Fr. solide, from L. solidus,
solid, firm, compact, from same root as so-

lum, the soil (whence E. soiV). soUu», whole
(whence the sol- in solicit, solemn), sah^tis,

safe (E. sa/e), Gr. kolos, whole, Skr, sarva,
whole.] 1. Having the constituent particles
so connected together that their relative
positions cannot be altered without the ap-
plication of sensible force ; possessing the
property of excluding all other bodies from
the space occupied by itself; impenetrable;
hard; ftrm; compact: opposed to iijuid and
gaseous. See the noun.

O. that this too, too solid flesh would melt.
Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew. Shak.

2. Xot hollow; full of matter; as, a solid

globe or cone, as distinguished from a hoU
loio one. —3. Haviug all the geometrical

Fate, Vta, fat, f^ll; me, met, hdr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, So. abune; f. So. f«y.
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dimensions; having length, breadth, and
thickness; cubic; as, a solid foot contains
172Ssolid inches.—4. Firm; compact; strong;

as, a solid pier; a solid pile; a. solid wall.—
6. Sound; not weakly. ' A solid and strong

constitution of body to bear the fatigue.'

Watts.—Q. Substantial, as opposed to frivol-

ous, fallacious, or the like; worthy of credit,

trust, or esteem ; not empty or vain ; real

;

true; just; valid; firm; strong.

If jo/ii/ happiness we prize.

Within our Breast this jewel lies. Cotton.

7. Grave ; profound ; not light, trifling, or
superficial.

These wanting wit, affect gravity, and go by the

name of solid men. Dryden.

8. Financially sound or safe; possessing

plenty of capital; wealthy; well-established;

reli.'ible—a In hoi. of a fleshy, uniform, un-
divided substance, as a bulb or root; not
spongy or hollow within, as a stem.—Soiirf

angle, an angle formed by three or more
plane angles meeting in a point, but whicli

are not in the same plane, as the angle of a
die, the point of a diamond, Ac. See As-
Gh^.—Solid measure. Same as Cubic mea-
sure.—Solid S'iuare (mint.), a square body of

troops; a body in which the ranks and tiles

are equal. —Solid problem, a problem which
cannot be constructed geometrically, that
is by the intersections of straight Hues and
circles, but re<iuire3 the introduction of
some curves of a higher order, as the ellipse,

parabola, and hyperbola, which, being the
sections of solids, give rise to the term solid

problem. The algebraic solution of a solid

problem leads to a cubic or biquadratic equa-
tion. ~Syn. Hard, strong, compact, firm,

dense, impenetrable, cubic, substantial,
stable, sound, valid, true, real, just, weighty,
profound, grave, important.
Solid (sol'id). n. 1. A firm compact body; a
body tlie cohesion of whose particles is so
strong that they move in a combined mass
and retain their relative positions. A solid
is thus distinguished from a liquid, whose
parts or particles yield to the slightest im-
pression, ancl are easily made to move
amongst each other. In soHds the attractive

forces of the particles are greater than the
repulsive, and the particles consequently ad-
here with greater or less force; in liquids the
attractive and repulsive forces are balanced,
and in gases the repulsive forces prevail—
2. In geom. a body or magnitude which has
three dimensions — length, breadth, and
thickness, being thus distinguished from a
surface, which has but two dimensions, and
from a line, which has but one. The boun-
daries of solifis are surfaces. -.Ke^uZar solids

are those which are t»ounded by equal and
regular planes- All other solids are called ir-

regular. —3. In anatomy and medical science
the bimes, flesh, and vessels of animal bodies
are called solids, in distinction from the
Ijlood. chyle, and other fluida

SolidagO (sol-i-da'go). n. [From L. soli-

dn^. s'did, on account of the vulnerary pro-
jwrtie* of the plants] A genus of plants,
nat order Comp«:»sitie, chiefly natives of
Xorth America, and distinguished by the
following characters—florets of the ray alwut
five, yellow, furnished with a hair-like pap-
I>us; anthers without bristles at the base;
involucre much imbricatetl; fruit nearly
cylindrical. Most of the numerous species
have erect rt)d - like, scarcely branched
stems, with alternate serrated leaves, and
terminal spikes or racemes of small yellow
flower'*. S. IVr^aurea (the common golden-
rod) i.-j the only British species, and Is com-
mon ill woods and lieathy thickets.

Solidarot (sol'I-diir), n. [L. solidus. a coin
of varying value.] A small piece of money.

Here*s three SQiidaru for thee; good boy, wiok at
me. aiid say thou saw'st me not. ShaJt.

Solidarity fsol-i-dar'i-ti). n. (Fr. solidarity.]
Hie mutual responsildlity existing between
two oT more persons: communion of in-

terests and responsibilities. * Solidarity, a
word which we owe to the French com-
munists.' Trench.

Every attentive re^arder of the character of St.
Paul, not only as he was before his conversion, but
as he appears to us till his end, must have been struck
with two things: one, the earnest insistence with
which herecomniemts 'bowclsof mercies," as he calls
them, meekness, huiiiblene&s of mind, gentleness,
unvaryinj; forbearance, crowned all of them with that
emotion of charity ' which is the bond of perfectncss;'
the other, the force with which he dwells on tlie W-
idarity (to use the modem phrase) of man; the joint
Interest, that is, which binds humanity together, the
duty of respecting every one's part in it, and of doing
justice to hU efforts to fulfil thai part. Matt. Arnold.

Solldate (sol'i-dat), v.t. [L. solido, solida-

tuui, to make solid. See Solid.] To make
solid or firm. Cowley.

Solidifiable (so-lid'i-fi-a-bl), a. Capable of
l>eiiiu^ solidified or rendered solid.

Solidification (sodid'i-fl-ka"8hon), n. The
act or process of making solid; specifically,

in physics, the passage of bodies from the
liquid or gaseous to the solid state. It is

accompanied by evolution of heat without
the body exhibiting a decrease of tempera-
ture, and in general by change of volume.
Solidify (so-lid'i-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. solidi-

fied; ppr. solidifying. [L. solidxix, solid, and
facio, to make.] To make solid or compact.
Solidify (so-lid'i-fi), u.i. To become solid
or compact ; as, water solidifies into ice

through coUi.

Solidism (sol'id-izm), n. In med. the doc-
trine that refers all diseases to alterations
of the sf>lid parts of the body. It rests on
the opinion that the solids alone are en-
dowed with vital properties, and that they
only can receive the impression of morbific
agents and be the seat of pathological phe-
nomena.
Solidist (sol'id-ist). n. One who believes in
or maintains the doctrine of solidism.

Solidity (so-lid'i-ti), n. [Fr. solidity, L so-

liditas. See SuLiD.] 1. The state or quality
of being solid; (a) that property of bodies
by which the particles cohere with greater
or less force and cannot be made to alter
their relative positions without the applica-
tion of sensible force; firmness; hardness;
density; compactness: opposed to Jluidity.

That which hinders the approach of two bodies
moving one toward another I call solidify. Locke.

(6) Fulness of matter: opposed to hollow-
ness. (c) Strength or stability; massiveness.
(d) Moral firmness; soundness; strength; va-
lidity; truth; certainty; opposed to weakness
OT fallacUmsness ; as, the solidity of argu-
ments or reasoning; the solidity of princi-
ples, truths, or opinions.

His fellow-peers . . . have been convinced by the
solidity of bis reasoning. Prior.

2. In geom. the quantity of space occupied
by a solid body. Called also its Solid or
Cubic Content or Contents. The solidity of a
body is estimated by the number of cubic
inches, feet, yards. &c., which it contains.
3. A solid body or mass.

Heaven's face doth glow;
Yea. this solidity and compound mass,
Wjih tristful visage, as against the doom.
Is thought-sick at the act. Shai.

Stn. SoUdness, flrnmess, density, compact-
nese, hardness, strength, soundness, validity,
weightiness, certainty, certitude.

Solidly (sol'id-Ii), adv. In a solid manner;
as, (a) firndy; densely; compactly; as, the
parts of a pier solidly united. (6) Firmly;
truly; on firm grounds.
A complete brave man ought to know solidly the

main end of his being in the world. Sir A'. Digby.

BoUdnesa (sol'id-nes), n. 1. The quality of
being solid; solidity. 'The closeness and
solidness of the wood.' Bacon.—Z. Sound-
ness; strength; truth; validity, as of aivu-
ments. reasons, principles, &c.
SoUdum (sol'id-um), n. 1. In arch, the die
of a pedestal—2. In Scots law. a complete
sum.- To be bound in solidum, to be bound
for the whole debt though only one of several
obligants. When several debtors are bound
each for his own share they are said to be
Ixiimd pro ratd.

Solidtm^ula (sol-id-ang'gu-la),n.p2. [L. sol-

idiix. .solid, and un-
quUi. ho.if ] The
family of hoofed
quadrupeds, com-
prising the horses,
asses, and zebras,
characterized by
the feet having
only a single i>er-

fect toe, each in-

closed in a single p^ot and Foot-bones of the
broad hoof, with- Ilorie.showingthesinglctoe.
out supplemen-
tary huofs. Called also Equidce (which
see).

Solidangular (sol-id-ung'gO-l^r), a. Same
as Solid u/ujuloua.

Solidungulate (sol-id-ung'gu-liit), a. and ji.

I'ertiiiniiig to, or a (luudruped of, the family
l^>Iidun;:u!a nr Efjuida;.

SoUdungrulous (sol-id -img'gu-lus), a. Per-
tainini: to the family Solidungula; having
hoofs tliat are wliole or not cloven; as, the
horse is a solidungulotts aoimaL Sir T.
Browne.

SolidUB (sol'i-dus), n. [L. ] The name
given after the time of Alexander Severus
to the old Roman coin aureus, equivalent
to £1, Is. IJrf. at the present value of gold.
Its value was subsequently much dimin-
ished. A solidus of silver was also coined,
which also underwent great variations in
weight and fineness. It is historically repre-
sented by the soldo of Italy and the sol or
sou of France.

Solifldiail(sol-i-fid'i-an). 7i. [L. solus, alone,
and fides, faith.] One who maintains that
faith alone, without works, is necessary to
justification. Hammond.
Solifldian (sol-i-fid'i-au), a. Holding the
tenets of Solifidians. Feltham.
SoUfldianism (sol-i-fid'i-an-izm), n. The
tenets of Solifidians.

Soliform (so'li-form), a. [L. sol, solis, the
sun, a.ml forma, shape.] Formed like the
sun. Cudworih. [Rare.]
Soliloquize (so-liro-kwiz), v.i. pret. & pp.
soliloquized; ppr. soliloquizing. To utter a
soliloquy; to talk to one's self.

Soliloquy (so-lil'o-kwi), n. [L. soliloquium
—solus, alone, and loquor, to speak.] 1. A
talking to one's self ; a monologue; a talking
or discourse of a person alone, or not ad-
dressed to another person, even when others
are present. Bp. Ilall.

Lovers are always allowed the comfort of soliloquy.
Spectator.

2. A written composition, reciting what it ia

supposed a person speaks to himself.

The whole poem is a soliloquy. Prior.

Soliped, Sollpede (sol'i-ped, sol'i-ped), n.

[L. solus, alone, single, and pes, pedis, afoot.]
An animal whose hoof is not cloven; one of
the Solidungula. 'The solipedes or firm-
hoofed animals.' Sir T. Browne.
Solipedal, Sollpedous (so-lip'e-dal, 80-11?*-

e-dus). a. Having hoofs which are not cloven;
solidungular.

Soliseauious (so-li-seliwi-us), a. [L. sol,

solis, the sun, and setpior, to follow.] Fol-
lowing the course of the sun; as, the sun-
flower is a soUsequious plant.

Solitaire (soli-tar), n. [Fr. solitaire, from
L. solitarius. See Solitary.] 1. A person
who lives in solitude; a recluse; a hermit.

Often have I been going to take possession of tran-
quillity, when your conversation has spoiled me for a
solitaire. Pope.

% An ornament for the neck or ears; an ar-

ticle of jewelry in which a single precious
stone is set.— 3.A game which one person can
play alone; particularly, a game played on a
board indented with thirty-three or thirty-

seven hemispherical hollows, with an equal
number of balls. One ball is removed from
the board, and the empty hollow thus left

enables pieces to be captured singly as in
draughts. The object of the j'layer is to
take all the pieces except one without mov-
ing diagonally or over more than two spaces
atatime.— 4. A bird of the genus Pezophaps,
belonging to the dodo family, but differing
from the dodo in having a smaller bill and
shorter legs. P. solitarius, the only species
of whose existence there is any evidence, is

now, like the dodo, extinct, and became so
since 1(191, when the island of Rodriguez,
situated about 300 miles to the east of the
Mauritius, where its remains have been
found, was first inhabited.— 5. The name
given in Jamaica to a species of thrush,
the Ptilogonys armillatus. It sings very
sweetly, and is met with among the moun-
tain woods.
Solitarian (sol-i-ta'ri-an), n. A hermit
•The dispersed monks and other«oii(artaw.'
Sir R. Twusden.
Solitarietyt (8ori-ta-ri"e-ti), n. State of
being solitary. Cudworih.
Solitarily (sol'i-ta-ri-li), adv. In a solitary

manner; in solitude; alone; without com-
pany.

Feed thy people with thy rod, the flock of thine
heritage, which dwell solitarily in the wood.

Mic. vii. 14.

Solitariness (sol'i-ta-ri-nes), n. 1. The state
of being solitary or apart from others; re-

tirement, or habitual retirement. 'At home,
in wholesome solitariness.' Donne.— 2. The
state of not being frequented ; solitude

;

loneliness ; applied to place ; as, the solita-

riness of the country or of a wood.
Solitary (soi'i-ta-ri), a. [Fr. solitaire; L. soli-

tarius, from solu^, alone (whence sole).]

1. Living alone; not having company; des-

titute of associates; being by one's self; In-

clined to be alone; as, some of the more
ferocious animals are solitary, seldom or

ch, cAain; ih, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, siiuj; ju, than; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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never being found in flocks or herds. ' Those
rare and solitary, these in flocks. ' Milton.

Hie home unto my chamber,
Wjiere thou shalt find me sad and solitary. Shak.

2. Not much visited or frequented; remote
from society; retired; lonely; as, a solitary

residence or place. -—3. Passed without com-
pany; shared by no companions; lonely. 'In

groves to lead a solitary life.' Dryden. —
4. Free from the sounds of human life; still;

dismal.
Let that night be solitary, let no joyful voice come

ther..-in. Job iii. 7.

5. Single; individual; as, ^solitary instance

of vengeance; a solitary example,

A solitary shriek, the bubbling cry
Of some strong swimmer in his agony. Byron.

6. In hot. separate; one only in a place; as,

a solitary stipule. A flower is said to be
solitary when there is only one to each
peduncle; a seed when there is only one in

a pericarp. —Syn. Sole, only, alone, lonely,

retired, separate, single, individual, deso-

late, desert.

Solitary (sol'i-ta-ri), n. One that lives alone

or in solitude; a hermit; a recluse. 'The
accommodations that befit asoiitarj/. ' Pope.

Solitude (sol'i-tud), n. [Fr. solitude, from
L. solitudo, from solus, alone.] 1. A state of

being alone; a lonely life; loneliness.

Whoever is deliglited with solitude is either a wild

beast or a god. Bacon.

2. Remoteness from society; destitution of

company: applied to place; as, the solitude

of a wood or a valley; the solitude of the
country.
The soliti{de of his httle parish is become matter

of great comfort to liirn. IV. Law.

3. A lonely place; a desert.

In these deep solitudes and awful cells.

Where heavenly, pensive contemplation dwells. Pope.

Syn. loneliness, solitariness, loneness, re-

tiredness, recluseness.

Solivagant, Solivagous (so-Uv'a-gant, so-

liv'a-gus), a. [L. solus, alone, and vagaiis,

vagantis, ppr. of vagor, to wander.] Wan-
dering alone. [K-are.]

SoUve (so-lev'), »i- [Fr.] A joist, rafter, or
piece of wood, either slit or sawed, with
which builders lay their ceilings.

Sollar (sol'ar), ?i. [L. solarium, a gallery or
balcony exposed to the sun, from sol, the
sun] l.t Originally, an open gallery or bal-

cony at the top of a house, exposed to the
sun, but latterly used to signify any upper
room, loft, or garret. —2. In mining, the
entrance to a mine, especially an entrance
of boards.

Sollecito (sol-lech'e-to). [It.] In music, a
term denoting that the music is to be per-
formed with care.

SoUeret (sol'16r-et), n. [Ft.

solleret, soleret, dim. of O.Fr.
soller, EL slipper. ] One of
the overlapping plates that
formed the iron shoe of an
armed knight. See accom-
panying cut, also cut AR-
MOUR.
Sol-lunar (sol-
lu'nar), a. [L.sol,

the sun, and
tuna, the moon.
See Lunar] In
pathol. applied
to the influence
supposed to be
produced on va-

rious diseases when the sun and moon are
in a state of conjunction.
Solmization,Solmisation(sol-mlz-a'shon),
n. [From the syllables sol, mi.] In music,
the act or art of giving to each of the seven
notes of the scale its proper sound or rela-

tive pitch; an exercise for acquiring the
true intonation of the notes of the scale,

first by singing them in regular gradation
upwards and downwards, and then by skips
over wider intervals, an acquirement of the
first importance to the learner of vocal
music. To facilitate this various expedients
have been devised, the most popular being
the association of the several sounds with
certain syllables, such as iit, re, mi, fa, sol.

la, said to have been first used by Guido of

Arezzo in the eleventh century— an addi-
tional syllable, si, for the seventh of the
scale, being introduced at a much later

date. These seven syllables are still used
by the French, but the Italians substituted
do for ut, which wjis objected to as wanting
euphony. According to some musical sys-

tems do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, s-i are respec-

Sollerets {a) and Jambe (b),

fifteenth century.

tively equivalent in absolute pitch to the
notes C, D, E, F, G, A, B of the natural scale

(that of C), but according to others they are
used as the names of the first, second, third,

Ac, note of scales founded on any note, do
being always the first, tonic, or key note.

In the tonic sol-fa method these syllables

are thus modifted— doA, ray, me, fah,soh,
lah, te. See ToNIC Sol-fa.

Solo (so'lo), n. It. pi. Soli (so'le), Eng. pi.

Solos (so'Ioz). [It., from L. solus, alone.]

A tune, air, or strain to be played by a
single instrument or sung by a single voice
without or with an accompaniment, which
should always be strictly subordinate.

SolOgraph (s6'16-graf), n. [L. sol, the sun,

and Gr. grapho, to write.] A name some-
times given to pictures on paper taken by
the talbotype or calotype process. Sim-
monds.
Soloist (so'lo-ist), n. A solo singer or per-

former.
Solomon's Seal (sol'D-monz sel). n. The
common name of the species of Polygona-
tum, a genus of liliaceous but not bulbous
plants, with axillary cylindrical six-cleft

flowers, the stamens inserted in the top of

Solomon's Seal [Polys-onatinit nulgare).

the tube, and the fruit a globose three-

celled berry, with two seeds in each cell.

Species are found in England and Scotland,

as well as on the Continent. They were for-

merly classed under Convallaria.

Solpuga (sol-pu'ga), n. See next article.

Solpllgidse (sol-pu'ji-de), n. pi. A family of

arachnidans, order Adelarthro-^omata, of

which the typical genus is Solpuga or Gale-

odes. See Galeodes.
Solstice (sol'stis), n. [Fr. , from 1. solstitium

—sol, the sun, and stititan, from sto, statum,
to stand,] l.t A stopping or standing still

of the sun. 'The supernatural solstice of

the sun in the days of Joshua.' Sir T.

Browne.—2. In astron. (a) the point in the
ecliptic at the greatest distance from the
equator, at which the sim appears to stop
or cease to recede from the equator, either

north in summer or south in winter; a tro-

pic or tropical point. There are two sol-

stices—the summer solstice, the first degree
of Cancer, which the sun enters about the

21st of June; and the winter solstice, the

first degree of Capricorn, which the sun en-

ters about the 22d of December, (p) The
time at which the sun is at its greatest dis-

tance from the equator, and when its diur-

nal motion in declination ceases, which hap-
pens at midsummer and midwinter.
Solstitial (sol-stish'al). a. 1. Pertaining to

a solstice; as, a solstitial point. The solsti-

tial points, those two points in the ecliptic

which are farthest from the equator, and at

which the sun arrives at the time of the
solstices. They are diametrically opposite

to each other, and the distance of each
from the equator is equal to the obliquity

of the Qclvpiic.— Solstitial colure. See CoL-
u RE. —2. Happening at a solstice; especially,

with reference to the northern hemisphere,
at the summer solstice or midsummer.
'Solstitial summer's heat' Milton.

Solubility (sol-xi-l)iri-ti), 71. 1. The quality

of being soluble; the quality of a body which
renders it susceptible of solution; suscepti-

bility of being dissolved in a fluid.— 2. In
hot a capability of sepaiating easily into

parts, as that of certain legumes to divide

transversely into pieces.— 3. Capability of

being solved, resolved, answered, cleared
up, or disentangled, as a problem, question,

doubt, or the like.

Soluble (sol'u-bl), a. [L. solubilis, from solvo,

to melt.] 1. Susceptible of being dissolved
in a fluid; capable of solution. Sugar is

soluble in water; salt is soluble only to a
certain extent, that is, till the water is

saturated. —2. Fig. capable of being solved
or resolved, as an algebraical equation ; ca-

pable of being disentangled, cleared up, un-
folded, or settled by explanation, as a doubt,
question, &c.
Had he denounced it as a fruitless question, and

(to understanding) soluble by none, the world might
have been spared a large library of resultless dispu-
tation. Sir IV. Hafnilton.

More soluble is this knot
By gentleness than war. Tertnyson.

Solubleness (sol'u-bl-nes), n. The state or
character of being soluble: solubility.

Solum (sO'lum), n. [L., the ground.] In
Scots law, ground; a piece of ground.
Solus (so'lus), a. [L.] Alone: chiefly used
in dramatic directions, and the like ; as,

enter the king solus. Sola is the feminine
form.

Solute (so-luf). a. [L. solutus, pp. of solvo,

solutum, to loose.] l.t Loose; free; discur-
sive; as, a, solute interpretation. Bacon.—
2. Relaxed; hence, joyous; men-y.

Bacchus, purple god of joyous wit,

A brow solute and ever-iaughing eye. Young.

3. In hot. loose; not adhering: opposed to
adnate; as, ?i. solute stipule.— 4. Soluble; as,

B. solute salt.

Solute + (so-luf), v.t. 1. To dissolve.—2. To
absolve.

Solution (s6-lu'shon), Ji. [L. solutio, from
solvo, to loosen, melt, dissolve. See Solve.]
1. The act of separating the parts of any
body ; disruption ; breach ; as, a solution of
continuity. The phrase solution ofcmitinuity
is specifically applied in surgery to the separ-
ation of connection or connected substances
or parts, as by a fracture, laceration, &c.—
2. The transfonnation of matter from either
the solid or the gaseous state to the liquid
state by means of a liquid called the solvent,

or sometimes the menstruum ; the combi-
nation of a liquid with a liquid or a gas to
form a homogeneous liquid; the stat« of
being dissolved. When a liquid adheres to
a solid with sufiicient force to overcome its

cohesion, the solid is said to undergo solu-

tion, or to become dissolved. Thus sugar
or salt are brought to a state of solution by
water, camphor or resin by spirit of wine,
silver or lead by mercury, and so on. Solu-

tion is facilitated by increasing the extent
of surface in a solid, or by reducing it to
powder. Heat also, by diminishing cohe-
sion, favoui's solution; but there are excep-
tions to this rule, as in the case of lime and
its salts, water just above the freezing-point
dissolving nearly twice as much lime as it

does at the boiling-point. If a solid body
be introduced in successive small portions

into a definite quantity of a liquid capable
of dissolving it, the first portions disappear
most rapidly, and each succeeding portion
dissolves less rapidly than its predecessor,
until solution altogether ceases. In such
cases the forces of adhesion and cohesion
balance each other, and the liquid is said

to be saturated. Various solids dissolve in

the same liquid at very different rates; thus
baric sulphate may be said to be insoluble

in water; calcic sulphate requires 700 parts

of water for solution; potassic sulphate, 16;

magnesic sulphate, 1 5. When water is satu-

rated with one salt it will dissolve other
salts without increase of bulk. It some-
times happens that the addition of a second
solid will displace the first already in solu-

tion.— 3. The liquid produced as result of

the process or action above described ; the
preparation made by dissolving a solid in a
liquid; as, a solution of salt; a solution of

salt, soda, or alum; solution of iron, Ac—
Chemical sohttion. a perfect chemical union
of a solid with a liquid, in accordance with
the laws of definite proportions.- JfecftaHi-

cal solution, the mere union of a solid with
a liquid in such a manner that its ag^e-
gate form is changed without any alteration

of the chemical properties of either the

solid or its solvent; thus copper dissolves

in nitric acid, but only after convtrsion by
the acid into nitrate of copper ; sugar dis-

solves in vater without undei-going any
chemical change. — Mineral sobition. See
under MiSERAt.—4. The act of solving, or

the state of being solved, explained, cleared

up, or removed; resolution; explanation;

as, the solution of a ditficult question in

morality; the solution of a doubt in casuistry.

Something yet of doubt remains.
Which only thy solution can resolve. Milton.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, So. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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6.t Release: deliverance; discliaT^e.—6. Dis-

solution; disunion. 'Solutiom of conjugal
society.' Locke. — 7. In math, the method
of resolving a problem, whether algebraical

or geometrical, or of finding that which tlie

problem requires to be found; but the word
is frequently understood to apply to the
answer or result of the operation itself.—

8. In med. the termination of a disease,

especially when accompanied by critical

symptoms; the crisis of a disease.— 9. In

civil law. payment; satisfaction of a creditor.

Solutive (sol'u-tiv), a. 1. Tending to dis-

solve; loosening; laxative. 'Abstersive, open-
in:,', uiiii gol'itive as mead,' Bac<m.—2. Cap-
al)le of heing ciissolved or loosened.

Solvability (sol-va-bil'i-ti). n. 1. Capability
of bfiii;; solved; solubility.— 2. Ability to
pay all just debts.

Solvable (sol'va-bl), a. 1. Capable of being
solved, resolved, or explained.— 2. Capable
of \tK-urj: i>;ud.— 3.t Solvent FuUer.
Solvableness (»orva-bI-nes),n. Solvability.

Solve (solv), v.t, pret & pp. solved; ppr.
solving. [L. solvo, solutum, to loosen, re-

lease, free, for se-luo, from ge, apart, and
Uw, to let go, to set free.] 1. To explain or
clear up the difficulties in ; to resolve ; to
make clear; to remove perplexity regarding;
as, to solve difficulties. ' When God shall
solve the dark decrees of fate.' Tickell.

It is mere trifling to raise objections merely for the
sake of answering and solving them. It'alts.

2. To operate upon by calculation or mathe-
matical processes so as to biing out the
required result; as, to solve a problem.

—

Syn. To explain, resolve, unfold, clear up,
disentangle.

Solve t (solv), n. Solution. Shak.
Solvency (s^l'ven-si), n. [See SOLVENT.]
The state of being solvent; ability to pay
all debts or just claims : as, the solvency of
a mt-rcliant is undoubted.
Solvend (sol vend), n. [L solvendum. See
Solvent] a Bubstauce to be dissolved.

Solutions differ from chemical coinpounds in retain-
ing the properties both of the solvent and of the
solvend. C. TcnliHson.

Solvent (sol'vent), a. [L. solvens, solventis,

ppr. of solvo, to loosen.] 1. Having the
power of dissolving; as, a solvent body.—
2. Able to pay all just debts; as, the merchant
is«oIeent.— 3. Sufficient to pay all just debts;
as. the estate is solvertt.

Solvent (sol'vent), n. Any fluid or substance
that dissolves or renders liquid other bodies;
a menstruum. Water is of all solcenU the
most universal and useful. The solvent of
resinous bodies is alcohol, and of some other
similarly constituted substances. Naphtha,
oil of turpentine, and ether are soloenU of
caoutchouc; chlorine and aqua rcgia, or
nitro-muriatic acid, are «o^c«n<< of gold. In
most cases heat increases the solvent powers
of bodies.

Solver (sol'v^r), n. One who or that which
solve-s or explains.

Solvible {m\'y\-\)\), a. Solvable (which see).

Solyt <s6'ii). adv. Solely. 'Seeing herself
all S'jbj comfortless.' Spenser.
Soma(s6'ma). n. A plant belonging t4) the
nat. order Asclepiadacea;, the Anclepiat
aeida; also an intoxicating drink obtained
from the plant, which played an important
part in the great Vedic sacrifices of the an-
cient Hindus.
Somal (so-maj'), n. [Hind., a church or as-

sembly.] A sect which has spnmg into ex-
istence among the Hindus, professing a pure
theism, and exercising a system of eclecti-

cism in regard to Christianity and other
systems of religion. Brahmo is very fre-

quently prefixed to indicate its monotheistic
character. See Bbahmosomaj.
Somaterla (so-ma-te'ri-a), n. The genus
containing the eider-duck. See ElDER.
Somatic, Somatlcal (so-mat'ik, so-mat'ik-
al), a [lir xnnuitikos, Uomsoma, the body.

J

Corporeal ; pertaining to a body.

It is unquestioned that in many cases genius is

allied with sofruUic imperfection. TemfU Bar.

It was shown that in the British official nosoloey
mental diseases were classified as disorders of tnc
intellect, the idea of tom,ttic disease as associated
with insanity being studiously ignored. Dr. Tukt.

Somatics (so-mat'iks), n. pi. Same as Soma-

Somatlst (so'mat-Ist). n. [See above.] One
who adiiiita the existence of corporeal or
material lieintts only; one who denies the
existence of spiritual substances; a materi-
aUst.

Somatocyst (so'ma-to-sist). n. [Gr. soma.
S'nnnf'iS, a iiody, and kystis, a cavity.] A

peculiar cavity in the coenosarc or connect-
ing medium of the Calycophoridfe (Hydro-
2oa).

Somatology (so-ma-toro-ji), n. [Gr. soma,
somatos, the body, and logos, discourse.]

1. The doctrine of bodies or material sub-
stances; opposed to psychology.— 2. That
branch of physics which treats of matter
and its properties.— 3. A treatise or teaching
regarding the human body.
Somatome (s6'ma-t6m), n. [Gr. soma, body,
and tome, a cutting.] One of the sections
into which certain animal bodies are struc-

turally divided ; one of the ideal sections
into which an animal body may be regarded
as divideii.

Somatotomy (sd-ma-tot'o-mi). n. [Gr. soma,
somatos, body, and tom^., incision.] The dis-

section of the human body; anatomy- [Rare.]

Somber (som'b^r), a. Same as Soinbre: a
spelling confined to America.
Sombre (som'b6r), a. [Fr. sottibre. Accord-
ing to Diez from L. sub, under, and umbra,
a shade.] 1. Dark; dull; dusky; gloomy; as,

a sombre hue; sombre clouds.—2. Dismal;
melancholy; dull; the reverse of cheerful.
'With bloodshot eyes and somln-e mien.'
Grainger.
Sombre (som'bfir), n. Gloom; obscurity;
sombreness.
Sombre (som'bfer), v.t. To make sombre,
dark, or gloomy; to shade.
Sombrely (som'b^r-li). adv. In a sombre
manner; darkly; gloomily.

Sombreness (som1»ir-nes), n. State or qua-
lity of being sombre; darkness; gloominess.
Sombrerlte (som-lira'rit), n. An earthy
mineral consisting mainly of calcic and alu-
minic pliosphates. It forms a large portion
of some small islands in the Antilles, espe-
cially of Sombrero, and has been used as an
artificial manure and for the manufacture
of phosphorus. It is supposed to be the de-
cayed bones of turtles and other marine
animals. Called also Sombrero-guano.
8ombrero(8om-bra'r6), n. [Sp. , from sombra,
a shade. See Sombre.] A broad-brimmed
hat.

Sombrero-fiTuano ( som-bra'ro-gwft'nO ), n.

Same as Sombrerite.

Sombrous (som'brus), a. Sombre; gloomy.
'A certain uniform strain of sombrous gra-
vity.' T. Warton.

Before me rose an avenue
Of tall and sombrous pines. LougftUorw.

Sombrously (somlsrus-li), adv. In a som-
brous manner; gloomily; sombrely.
Sombrousness (som'brus-nes), n. State of
being somltrous.

Some (sum), a. [A. Sax. sum., som, some,
one. a certain, also about, as suyne tin gedr,

about ten years; Goth, stims, some one, Icel.

sumr, some, a certain, Dan. somme (pi.),

some; Dan. and Sw. som, who, which; per-
haps of same origin as same.} 1. Expressing
a certain quantity of a tiling, but indeter-
minate ; consisting of a portion greater or
less ; as, give me some bread ; drink some
wine; bring some water.

It is scnte mercy when men kill with speed. tVttsttr.

2. Expressing a number of persons or things,

greater or less, but indeterminate. 'Bore
us some leagues to sea.' Shak.

Some theoretical writers allege that there was a
time when there was no such thing as society.

Blacislong.

In the above two senses some is also used
without the noun (see also Xo. 8); as, give
me some (bread, money, Ac).
Sornf trust in chariots, and somf in horses. Ps. xx. 7.

3. Indicating a person or thing, but not
known, or not specific and definite: often
almost equivalent to the indefinite article;

as, some person, I know not who, gave me
the information ; some man will direct you
to the house.

Let as slay him, and cast him into somt pit, and
we will say, some evil beast hath devoured him.

Gen. xxxvii. 30.

In this sense often followed by or other, erran-
other. 'By some device or other.' Shak. 'Wor-
shipped smne idol or another.' Thackeray.
4. Expressing indeterminately that a thing
is not very great; a little; moderate; as, the
censure was, to sort^ extent, just.—5. Used
before a word of number, with the sense of

about or -near ; as, a village of some eighty
houses ; some two or three persons ; some
seventy miles distant. 'Some dozen Romans
of us.' Shak.—6. Considerable in number or

auantity, ' When the object is at some good
istance.' Bacon.— 7. Applied to those of

one part or portion; certain ; in distinction

from others; as, some men l)elieve one thing.

and others another. —8. Sotne, in the sense of
a part, a portion, is often used without a
noun, and then is nearly equivalent to a
pronoun : often followed by of; as, we con-
sumed some of our provisions, and the rest
was given to the poor.

Some to the shores do fly,

Some to the woods. Daniel.

Your edicts some reclaim from sin.

But most your life and blest example win. Dryden.

In this sense some is very commonly re-
peated, as above, and formerly other some
was frequently used in the second place.
Some was also frequently used pronominally
as a singular = one. Hence tlie old and
exceedingly common all and «o)/ie = one and
alL We find in Byron even the possessive
smne's. ' Howsoe'er it shock some'* self-love.

'

In Scotland, as well as in the I'nited States,
some is often used by the illiterate in the
sense of somewhat, a little, rather; as, I am
some better; it is some cold.

Some (sum). [A. Sax. -sttm, Icel. -sum, Dan.
•som., D. -zaam, G. -sam, all terminations
denoting likeness, being of same origin as
same. Comp. -ly, which is equivalent to
like.] A tem>ination of certain adjectives;
as in handsoj/ie, mettlesOTne, blithesojHe,
fulsome, lonesome, gladsome, gamesome. It
indicates a considerable degree of the thing
or quantity ; as, metilesoiyie, full of mettle
or spirit; gladsome, very glad or joyous. In
buxom, the termination is somewhat dis-
guised.

Somebody (sumTw-di), n. 1. A person un-
known or uncertain; a person indeterminate.

Jesus said, Sofnef'ody hath touched me.
Luke viii. 46.

We must draw in somebody that may stand
'Twixt us and danger. Sir y. Denham.

Somebody, surely, some kind heart will come.
To bury me. Tennyson.

2. A person of consideration.

Before these days rose up Theudas, boasting him-
self to be somebody. Acts v, 36.

Somedealt (sum'del),a(ftr. In some measure
or degree; somewhat. Spelled also Somedel,
Somedele.
Somegate (sum'gat), acfu. Somehow; some-
where. [Scotch.]

Somehow (sunt'hou), adv. One way or other;
in some way not yet known ; as, the thing
must have happened somehow or other.

It keeps one on, someho-w, and you know it.

Dickens.

Somert (som'^r). n. A sumpter-horse.
Somersault, Somerset (sum't^r-salt, sum'-
6r-set).n. [Corrupted from O.Fr. soubresault;
It soprassallo, lit an overleap; from L,
supra, over, and salio, to leap] A leap by
which a person turns with the heels thrown
over his head, completing a circuit, and
again alights on his feet.

Somerset (sum'^r-set), n. A saddle, the
fiaps of which are stuffed before and behind
the legs of the rider.

SomervUUte (som'^r-vil-it), n. A Vesuvian
mineral, occurring in pale, dull, yellow
crystals, related to gehlenite. It is com-
posed chiefly of silica, alumina, lime, and
magnesia.
Somesuch (sum'such), a. Denoting a person
' or thing of that kind.

Something (sum'thing), n. 1. An indeter-
minate or unknown event; an affair; a mat-
ter ; as, something must have happened to
prevent the arrival of our friends ; I shall

call at two o'clock, unless something should
prevent.—2. A substance or material thing
unknown, indeterminate, or not specified

;

as, a machine stops because something ob-
structs its motion; there must be*ome(Atn^
to support a wall or an arch.

Looking westward. I beheld
A something in the sky. Colet-idge.

rU give you a drop of something to keep the cold
out. T. Hughes.

3. A part; a portion more or less; an indefi-

nite quantity or degree; a little.

Somtthing yet of doubt remains. Atilton.

Still from his little he could something spare.
To feed the hungry and to clothe the bare.

W. Harte.

4. A person or thing meriting consideration;
a person or thing of importance.

If a man think himself to be something, when he
is nothinj;, he deceiveth himself. Oal. vi. 3.

Something (sum'thing), adv. 1. In some
degree or measure ; somewhat ; rather ; a
little. 'He is something peevish that way.'
Shak.
He will hold thee, when his passion shall have spent

its novel force,

Somethittg better than his Ao^, a Uttle dearer than
his horse. Tennyson.

ch. Main; Ch, 8c. locfc; g, yo; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, tAen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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2. At some distance.

It must be done to-night, and something from the

palace. Shak.

Sometime (sum'tim), adv. l. Once; formerly.

'Heme the hunter sometime a keeper here

in Windsor forest' Shak.—t. At one time

or other; now and then.

Nothing in him seem'd inordinate.

Save sometime too much wonder of his eye. Shak.

Sometime (sum'tim), a. Having been for-

merly ; being or existing formerly ; former

;

late; whilnm. 'Our sometime sister, now
our queen.' Shak.

Ion, our sometime darling, whom we prized

As a stray gift, by bounteous Heaven dismissed.
Tai/burd,

Sometimes (sum'timz), adv. 1. At times;

at intervals; not always; now and then; as,

we are sometimes indisposed, sometimes oc-

cupied, som£time8 at leisure; that is, at som-e

times.

It is good that we be sometimes contradicted.
y^er. Tayior.

2. Once ; formerly ; at a past period indefi-

nitely referred to.

That fair and warlike form.
In which the majesty of buried Denmark
Did sometimes march. Shak.

Used adjectively. 'My aomeiimes royal

master's face.' Shak.

Somewhat (sum'whot), n. 1. Something,
though uncertain what.

There's somcrvhat in this world amiss
Shall be unriddled by and by. Tennyson.

' 2. More or less; a certain quantity or degree,
indeterminate; a part, greater or less.

Srme^vhat of his good sense will suffer in this trans-

fusion, and much of the beauty of his thoughts will

be lost. Dryden.

Somewhat (sum'whot), adv. Tn some de-
gree or measure; rather; a little; as, this is

somewhat more or less than was expected

;

he is somewhat aged; he is somewhat disap-
pointed; somewhat disturbed.

Somewhen (sum'when), arfu. At some time,
indefinitely. 'At a later time, somewhen
before the eighth century.' Dr. J. A. H.
Murray. [Rare]
Somewhere (sum'whar), adv. In or to some
place or other unknown or not specified

;

in one place or another; as, he lives some-
where in obscurity. 'Somewhere gone to
dinner.* Shak.
Spmewhile (sum'whil), adv. Once; for a
time. Spenser. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Somewhither (sum'whiTH-6r), adv. To
some indeterminate place.

Sotnewhilher would she have thee go with her.
Sh.tl:.

Somite (so'mit), n. [Gr. soma, a body.] A
single segment in the body of an articulated
animal. H. A. Nicholson.
Somme,t a. Some. Chancer.
Somme.t n. A sum. Chaucer.
Sommeil + ( som-ma-y or som-mal-y ), n.

[Fr., sleep, repose, from L somnus, sleep.]

1. Sleep; slumber.—2. In mime, a grave air

in old serious operas, so named as inducing
sleepiness.

Sommer,t n. Summer. Chaucer.
Sommer (sum'6r), n. In ar<^. same as 5ttm-
iner. Encu. Brit.

Sommering (sum'6r-ing). See Sttmmering.
Sommerset (sum'6r-set), n. Same as
Somersault.
Somnambular (som-nam'bu-lfer), a. Of or
relating; to somnambulism or sleep. 'Som-
na inhiila r repose.' E. B. Browning.
Somnambulate (som-nam'bu-lat), v.i. [L.

somnus, sleep, and amhulo, amhulatiim,, to
walk.] To walk in sleep; to wander in a
dreamy state, as a somnambulist. Carlyle.
SomnamhulatlOU(soni-nam'bu-la"shon),u.
[L. somnus, sleep, and ambulatio, amhula-
tionis, a walking, from am})ttlo, to walk.]
The act of walking in sleep; somnambulism.
Somnambulator (5om-nam'bu-lat-6r), n.

Same as Somnambulist.
Somnamhule (som-nam'biil), n. A som-
nanitmlist; a sleep-walker. Quart. Rev.

Somnamhulic (som-nam'bii-lik), a. Walk-
ing in sleep; pertaining to or practising
somnambulism ; somnambulistic. Quart.
Rev.

Somnambulism (som-nam'bii-Iizra), n. [See
SoMXAMBULATE.] A peculiar perversion of

the mental functions during sleep, in which
the subject acts automatically. The organs
of sense remain torpid and the intellectual
powers are blunted. During this condition
some instinctive excitation may take place,

and there may be the production of im-
pulses, in consequence, of different kinds.

Walking in sleep is the most palpable, but

not the most marvellous characteristic of

this condition. The person affected may
perform many voluntary actions implying
to all appearance a certain degree of per-
ception of the presence of external objects.

The somnambulist gets out of bed, often
dresses himself, goes <»ut of doors, and walks
frequently over very dangerous places in

safety. On awaking in the morning he is

either utterly unconscious of having stirred

during the night, or remembers it as a mere
dream. Sometimes the transactions of the
somnambulist are carried much farther; he
will mount his horse and ride, or go to his

usual occupation. In some cases somnam-
bulists are t;apable of holding conversation.
Somnambulism occurs in the sensitive and
excitable, often in conjunction with other
nervous affections, and is hereditary. Arti-

ficial somnambulism is induced in mesmer-
ism, and tlie consciousness is for the time
entirely absorbed by one set of ideas. See
Mesmerism.
Somnambulist (som-nam'bu-list), n. One
who is subject to somnambulism; a person
who walks in his sleep.

Somnambulistic (som-nam'bu-li8"tik). a.

Relating or pertaining to somnambulism
;

affected by somnambulism.
Sonmert (sum'n6r), ?i. A summoner; an
apparitor.

Somner and Sumner, however, are current as pro-
per names. Another form of this word is Sumtners,
upon which the remark has been made that those
proper names which seem to be derived from the
seasons, are only so in appearance. Spring is a
topographical term, and If- inter same as l^itttner,

..Autumn being non-existent. Latham,

Somnial (som'ni-al). a. [Jj. somnium, a
dream.] Pertaining to or involving dreams;
relating to dreams. ' The sominal magic
superinduced on, without suspending, the
active powers of the mind. ' Coleridge. [ Rare. ]

Sonmiative (som'ni-at-iv), a. Pertaining to

dreaming; relating to or producing dreams.
Coleridge. [Rare.]

Somniculoust (som-nik'u-lus). a. [L. som-
niculosus, drowsy, from somnus, sleep.]

Inclined to sleep; drowsy.
Somniferous (8om-nif'6r-u8),a. [L. somni/er
—somims, sleep, and fero, to bring; Fr.

somniftre.] Causing or inducing sleep; so-

porific; as, a somniferous potion. Burton.
Somnific (som-nif'ik), a. [L. somnus, sleep,

and /acjo, to make. ] Causing sleep; tending
to induce sleep; somniferous; soporific.

Somnifugous(som-nif'u-gus),rt. [L. somnus,
sleep, and fiigo, to put to flight.] Driving
away sleep; preventing sleep.

Somniloquence (som-nil'o-kwens), n. The
act or custom of talking in sleep; somnilo-
(luism.

Somniloquism (som-nil'6-kwizm), 71. Som-
niUxiuence, or sleep-talking.

Somnilociuist (som-nir6-kwist),n. One who
talks in his sleep.

Somnlloquous (som-nil'o-kwus), a. [L.

somnus. sleep, and loquor, to speak.] Apt
to talk in sleep.

Sonmiloquy (som-nil'o-kwi), n. [See alwve.]
A talking in sleep; the talking of one in a
state iif soninii)athy.

Somnipathist (som-nip'a-thist), n. A per-

son in a state of somnipathy.
Sonmipathy (som-nip'a-thi). ?i. [L. somnus,
sleep, and Gr. pathos, suffering.] Sleep
from sympathy or some external influence,

as mesmerism.
Somnium (som'nl-um), n [L., from »07ttnui,

sleep.] A dream.
Somnolence, Somnolency (som 'no-lens,

som'no-len-si), n. [L.L. somnolentia, som-
nulentia, from L sommilentus, sleepy, from
somnus, sleep.] 1. Sleepiness; drowsiness;
inclination to sleep.

On the box sat a fat and red-faced boy in a state of
somnolency. Dickens.

2. In pathol. a state intermediate between
sleeping and waking.
Somnolent (som'no-lent). a. [See above.]
Sleepy; drowsy; inclined to sleep.

He had no eye for such phenomena, because he
had a somnolent want of interest in them.

De Qtu'ncey.

Somnolently(som'n6-lent-li),rtrfy. Drowsily.

Somnolism (som'no-lizm), ji. The state of

being in magnetic sleep; the doctrine of

magnetic sleep.

Somnopathist (som-nop'a-thist), n. Same
as So)itnipathist.

Somnopathy (som-nop'a-thi), n. Same as
Soi/iiiipathii.

Somnus (s()ni'nn8), n. In class, myth, the
personilication and god of sleep, described
as a brotlier of Death (Mors), and as a son

of Night (Nox). In works of art, Sleep and
Death are represented alike as two youths
sleeping or holding inverted torches in their
hands. Dr. W. Smith.
Somone.t v.t. To summon Chaucer. Writ-
ten also Sompne.
Sompne.t f.^ Same as Somo?i«. Chaucer.
Sompnour,t SomnOur,t n. An officer em-
ployed to summon delinquents to appear in
ecclesiastical courts: now called an appar-
itor. Chaucer.
Son (sun), n. [A. Sax. sunu, Icel. gonr, sttnr,

8w. son, Dan. son, Goth, sunus, O.B.G. sunu.
Mod. G. sohn. The word is widely spread,
and the Sanskrit form of it is not very dif-

ferent from the English, viz. siinu, son. The
root meaning is seen in Skr. su, to beget.]
1. A male child; the male issue of a parent,
father or mother; as, Jacob had twelve «on«;
Ishmael was the son of Hagar by Abraham.
It is also used of animals. 'A black bull,

the son of a black cow.' Darwin.— 2. A male
descendant, however distant; hence in the
plural, sons signifies descendants in general,
a sense much used in the Scriptures.

Adam's sons are my brethren. Shak.

3. One adopted into a family; any young
male dependant; any person in which the
relation of a son to a parent ia perceived or
imagined.
The child grew, and she brought him unto Pharaoh's

daughter, and he became her son. Ex. ii. lo,

4. The compellation of an old man to a young
one, of a confessor to his penitent, of a priest
or teacher to hia disciple : a term of affection.

Be plain, good son, and homely in thy drift. Shai.

And Samuel arose and went to Eli, and said. Here
am I ; for thou didst call me. And he answered, I

called not, my son: lie down again, i Sam. iii. 6.

6- A native or inhabitant of a country.

Britain then
Sees arts her savage sons controul. Pofe.

6. The produce of anything.

Earth's tall sons, the cedar, oak, and pine.
Sir R. Blackmore.

7. A person whose character partakes so
strongly of some quality or characteriatic
as to suggest the relationship of son and
parent; as, sons of light; sons of pride.

They are villains, and the so^ts of darkness. Shak.

\\'hen night
Darkens the street, then wander forth the sons
Of Belial. Afilttm.

8. The second person of the Godhead; Jeaus
Christ, the Saviour: called the Son of God,
and Son of Man.
The Father sent the Son to be the Saviour of the

world. I John iv. 14.

The term son of God is also applied in Scrip-
ture to an angel; and also to a true believer,
who is the son of God by adoption,

As many as are led by the Spirit of God they are
the sons of God. Rom. viii. 14.

Sonance (so'nans), n. 1.+ A sound; a tune;
a call. Shak.— 2. Sound; the quality of be-
ing sonant.

Sonant (s6'nant),a. [L. so7mns, ppr. of sono,
to sound.] 1. Pertaining to sound; sound-
ing.—2. In pronunciation, applied to certain
alphabetic sounds, as those of the vowels,
semi-vowels, nasals, and flat mutes, as b, d,

V, z. g, the sound of w^hich is prolonged
or uttered with some degree of resonance
or intonation, in opposition to aspirates, as
s, th, and hard mutes or surds, aa/, p, t.

Sonant (so'nant), n. In pronunciation^ a
sonant letter. See the adjective, Xo. 2.

Sonata (sona'ta), n. [It., from It. and L.

sonare, to sound.] In music, a term origin-

ally applied to any kind of composition for
instruments, in contradistinction to vocal
compositions, which were called cantatas.
The name was subsequently, however, re-

stricted to compositions for solo instru-
ments (generally the pianoforte). Sonatas
are of a certain form, consisting of several
movements— at first, three, the allegro,

adagio, and rondo, to which afterwaids a
fourth was added, the nnnuetto or scherzo
—which differ from each ftther in time and
sentiment, but are held together by the
general character pervading them all.

Sonchus (son'kus), n. [I-., Gr. songchos, the
sow-thistle.] A genus of plants, nat. order
Compositte, sub-order Cichoracew. The spe-

cies are inhabitants of Europe, Asia, Africa,
and America, and four are natives of Great
Britain, where they are known by the name
of sow-thistle. The most common species
is S. oleraceus (the common sow-thistle). It

has downy subumbellate flower -st-alks;

small yellow flowers, and a conical involu-
cre when in seed, and is greedily fed upon

Fate, far. fat, ffiU; me. met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abtme; J\ Sc. fey.
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by many animals. It grows in waste places,

the borders of fleUls, and hedges.

Soncy (son'si), a. 1. Lucky; fortunate. [Old

and provincial.]—2. Plump and full of per-

son. See Sonsy.
8ond,t n. Sand. Chaucer.

Sonde,! 'I. [From send.] A message; a
sending; a visitation; a dispensation. Chau-
cer.

Sondeli (son'de-li), n. A species of shrew or
insectivorous mammal, a native of India.

See MONDJOUROL*.
Sone.t adv. Soon. Chaucer.
8ong (song), n. [A. Sax. sang, song, from
8inga7i, to sing. See SiSG.] 1. That which
is sang or uttered with musical modulations
of the voice, whether of the human voice or
that of a bird ; a singing.— 2. A little poem
to be sung, or uttered with musical modula-
tions; a ballad. The term is applied to either

a short poetical or musical composition, but
most frequently to both in union. As a

poetical composition it may be largely de-

fined a short poem divided into portions of

returning measure, and turning upon some
single thought or feeling. As a union of

poetry and music, it may be defined a very
i

brief IjTical poem, founded commonly upon i

agreeable sut)jects. to whirfi is added a me-
lody for the purpose of singing it. As de-
noting a musical composition, song is used
to signify a vocal melody of any length or
character, and not confined to a single

naovement; but as regards performance, it

is generally confined to an air for a single

voice—airs for more than one voice being,
however, sometimes called part-songs. See
Part-song. —3. A lay: a strain; a poem.
' Nothing but songs of death. ' Shak.
The bard that first adom'd our native tongue,
Tun'd to his British lyre this ancient s^''^-

Dry^ini.

4. Poetry in general; poetical composition:
poeay; verse.

The subject for heroic son^
Pleas'd me. Milton.

5. A mere trifle; something of little or no
value; as, I bought it for a mere song.—An
old song, a trifle; an insignificant sum.
I do not intend to be thus put off with an old song.

Dr. H. More
The cost would be a trifle

—

an old sont^, Byron.

—6vN. Sonnet, ballad, canticle, carol, can-
xonet. ditty, hymn, descant, lay, strain,

poesy, verse.

Song, t pret. of w'jv;. Sung or sang. Spetuer.

Song-bird (song'bferd), n. A bird that sings.

Tht* jinn;r l)ird8 are chiefly confined to cer-
tain families of the order In^essores.

Son^-craft (song'kraf t). n. The art of com-
posing songs; skill in versification. 'Writ-
ten with little skill of song-crafV Longfel-
low.

Songful (song'fiil), a. Disposed or able to
sing: melodious.

Songlsll (song'tsh). a. Consisting of or con-
taining songs. [Rare. ]

The songiih part must abound in the softneiu and
ariety of numbers, its intention being to please the
hearing. Drydeti.

SongleM (BonglesX a. 1. Destitute of the
power of song; as, songless birds.—2. With-
out song; not singing.

Silent rows the songUss gondolier. Byon.

Song-Sparrow (song'spa-raX n. 1. A name
S4jnietime8 given to the hedge-sparrow
(which see). —2. A bird of the finch family,
found in North America; the FringUla me-
lodia.

Songster (ittng'&t&T). n. [A. Sax. sangestre,
a female singer—«a?i^, a song, and fem.
term, -estre. Al>out the fourteenth century
songster l>egan to be applied to males j

1. One who sings; one skilleil in singing: not
often applied U) human beings, or only in
slight contempt.—2, A bird that sings; as,

the little songster \n his cage.

Songstress (song'stres). n [Songster and
tenn -esu. The word has thus a double fem.
termination. See Songster] A female
singer. * The V4dce and skill of a real song-
stress.' T. Wartttn.

Song-thrush (s^ng'thrush). n. The mavis
or tlin'stle {Tunliu musiau). See MAVI8.
Soniferous (.so-nif'er-u8),o [L. sotuu. sound,
Rwi J'ero, to bear.) Conveying sound; pro-
ducing sound. A distinction has been made
between soniferous bodies and gf/noro^ts

Itodies, the latter class being such as produce
or originate sound, and the fnnner such as
convey the sound, or rather the vibrati(»ns
of the latter, to the ear.

Son-in-law (sun'in-Is), n. A man married
to one's daughter.

Sonless(8un'Ies), a. Having no son; without
a son. ' Make her so)dess.' Maraton.
Sonne,t » The sun. Chaucer.
Sonnet (son'et), n. [Fr. sonnet, from It. son-
netto, a dim. from L. sonus, a sound. See
Sound. ] 1. A form of verse of Italian origin,

consisting of a short poem of fourteen lines,

two stanzas of four verses each, called the
octave, and two of three each, called the ses-

tette, the rhymes being adjusted by a particu-
lar rule. The octave of tlie proper sonnet con-
sists of two quatrains, tlie rhymes of which
are restricted to two — one for the first,

fourth, fifth, and eighth lines; the other for
the second, third, sixth, and seventh. In the
sestette, which is commonly made up of two
tercets, the rhymes may be two or three, va-
riously distributed. The sonnet generally
consists of one principal idea, pursued
through the various antitheses of the differ-

ent strophes. The lightness and richness of
the Italian and Spanish languages enable
their poets to express every feeling or fancy
in the sonnet; but with us it has been found
most suitable to grave, dignified, and con-
templative subjects.—2. A short poem; a
ballad; a song. ' And sung hia dying sonnets
to the fiddle.' Dr. Wolcot.

I have a sonnet that wiU serve the turn. Shak.

Sonnet (son'et), v. i. To compose sonnets.

Nor list I sonnet of my mistress' face.
To paint some blowesse with a borrow'd grace.

Bp. Hall.

Sonneteer (sonet-erO, v. i. To compose son-
nets; to rhyme. 'Rhymers sonneteeriv^ in
their sleep.' E. B. Browning.
Sonneteer (son-et-erO, n. [¥t. sonnetier.] A
composer of sonnets or small poems; a small
poet: usually in contempt.

What woful stuff this madrigal would be.
In some starv'd hackney stnnetitr or me. Pofie.

Sonneting (son'et-ing), n. The act of com-
posing sonnets, or the act of singing.

Leavie groves now mainely ring.
With each sweet bird's sonneting. //', Browne.

Sonnetist (son'et-ist), n. A sonneteer. * A
new-fotmd sonnetist.' Bp. Hall.

Sonnetize (son'et-iz), v.i. To compose son-
nets.

Sonnet-writer (son'et-rit-dr), n. A writer
of sonnets; a sonneteer.

Sonnlsh,t a. Like the sun or the beams of
the sun; sunny. Chaucer.
Sonnlte (sunit), n. One of a Mohammedan
sect; a Simnite. See Slnnite, Scnnah.
Sonometer (86-nom'e^6r), n. (L. sotivs,
sound, and Gr. metron, a measure.] 1. An
apparatus for illustrating the phenomena
exhil)it«d by sonorous bodies, and the ratios
of their vibrations, by the transverse vibra-
tions of tense strings or wires. —2. An instru-
ment consisting of a small bell fixed on a
table for testing the effects of treatment for
deafness.—8. In eUct. an apparatus for test-

ing metala by bringing them in contact with
an induction coil, with which is associated
a telephone and microphone. Each metal,
acting differently on the coil, produces a
different sound.
Sonorlflc (so-nd-nfik). a. [L sonus. sound,
and /acio, to make.] Producing sound; as,

the gonorific quality of a body. Watts.

Sonority (sd-no'ri-tiX '^ Sonorousness.
Athen<exim. [Rare]
Sonorous (s6-n6'ru8), a. [L. sonorus, from
*Y/»ni.«, sound. See Sound.] 1. Giving sound,
as when struck ; resonant ; sounding ; as.

metals are sonorous bodies. ' Sonorous metal
blowing martial sounds." 3lUton.~2. Loud
sounding; giving a clear, loud, or full-vol-

umed sound ; as, a sonorous voice, * A deep
sonorous sound,' Longfellow. — 3. Yielding
sound; characterized by sound; sonant; as,

the vowels are soiu>tous.~A. High sounding;
magnificent of sound.
The Italian opera, amidst all the meanness and

familiarity of the thoughts, has something beautiful
aiid sonorous in the expression. Addison.

Sonorous figures, a name given to those
figures which are formed by the vibrations
produced by sound. Thus, when some fine

sand is strewed on a disc of glass or metal,
and a violin-l)ow drawn down on its edge, a
musical note will be heard, and at the same
instant the sand will be in motion, and
gather itself to those parts which continue
at rest, that is, to the nodal lines, forming
what are termed sonorous figures. See Xo-
dal Lines und'-r N'oisal.

Sonorously (so-nO'rus-Ii), adv. In a sonor-
ous manner: with sound; with a high sound.
Sonorousness (sono'rus-nes), n. The state
or quality of being sonorous; as, (a) the

quality of yielding sound when struck, or
coming in collision with another body; as.

the sonorousness of metals, (b) Having or
giving a loud or clear sound; as, the sonor-
ousness of a voice or an instrument, (c) Mag-
nificence of sound.
Sonship (sun'ship), n. The state of being
a son, or of having the relation of a son;
filiation. ' Admission or adoption into son-
ship.' Waterlaitd. 'The badge and cogni-
zance of somhip.' Dr. II. More.
Sonsy, Sonsle (son'si), a. [Gael, and Ir.

sonas, prosperity, happiness.] Lucky; for-

tunate; happy; good-humoured; well-con-
ditioned; plump; thriving; having sweet
engaging looks. [Provincial English and
Scntch.]

Sontiest (son'tiz), n. A corruption perhaps
of sanctity, or of Fr. sant4, health. The
form santy also occurs.

By God's sonties, 'twill be a hard way to hit. Shak.

Soocey (so'se), n. A mixed striped fabric of
silk and cotton in India. Siuunonds.
Soochong (so-shong'). n. Same as Souchong.
Soodra, Sooder (so'dra, sb'd^r), n. The
fourth or lowest caste into which the Hin-
dus are divided. It comprehends the arti-

sans and labourers. Written also Sudra.
See Caste.
Soofee (90-fe'), n. Same aa Sofi, Sufi.

Soofeeism (sb-fe'izm), n. Same as Sofism,
Sujiam.

Sooja (sb'ja), n. The Japanese name of the
sauce known in tliis country by the name of

soy (which see).

Soojee (sb'je), n. in Hijuiustan, a granular
preparation of wheat. It is a kind of semo-
lina.

Soolt (sol), n. A relish eaten with bread.
See Soul.
Soon (sou), adv. [O.E. sone, sune, A. Sax.

sdtM, soon; O.Fris. s6n, Goth. su7is, O.D.
saen, soon, immediately. Probably' from
pronominal root seen in A. Sax. se, Skr. sa,

that.] 1. In a short time; shortly after

any time specified or supposed ; as, soon
after sunrise; goon after dinner; I shall ifooi*

return; we shall soon have clear weather.

Now doth he frown.
And 'gins to chide, but soon she stops his lips.

2. Early; without the usual delay; befdre
any time supposed.
How is it that ye are come so soon to<dayf

Ex.it.i8.

3. Easily; quickly; shortly.

Small lights are soon blown out, huge fires abide.
Shai.

i. Readily; willingly; gladly. In this sense
generally accompanied by would or some
other word expressing will.

1 would as soon see a river winding aming woods
or in meadows, as when it is tossed up in so many
whimsical figures at Versailles. yiddison.

5.t So early as; no later than: used in

several old phrases; as, soon at night, that
is, this very night; this evening.

We'll have a posset for't soon at nigh/, in faith, at
the latter end of a sea-coal fire. Shak.

Similarly, 'soon at five o'clock;' 'soon at
supper-time.' Shak.—Assoonas, sosoonas,
immediately at or after another event; as.

as soon as the mail arrives, I will inform
you.

It rame to pass, as soon as he came nigh unto the
camp, that he saw the calf and the dancing.

Ex. xxxii..i9.

Sooner or later, at a future time, near or
remote.
The estabHshment of limited constitutional govera-

. ment will sooner or later be made universal.
Brougham.

—Early, Soon, Betimes. See under Early.
SVN. Early, betimes, quick, quickly, prompt-
ly, presently.

Soont (son), a. Speedy; quick. ' A soon and
prosperous issue.' Sir P. Sidney. 'Make
your soonest haste.' Shak.
Soondree (sbn'dre), n. The native name of
a tree found on the coasts of India wherever
the tides occasionally rise and inundate the
land. It belongs to the genus Heriteria (H.
robusta), and is said to give name to the
Sonderbunds, or great forest of soondree
trees, a woody tract of country on the Bay
of Bengal, forming the delta of the Ganges.
Written also Sundra-tree.
Soonee (sbn'e), n. One of a Jfohammedan
sect; a Sunnite,

Soonlyt (son'Ii), adv. Quickly; speedily.

A mason meets with a stone that wants no cuttinjf,

and fooniy approving of it, places it in his work.
Dr. H More.

SOOP (sop), v-t- To sweep. [Scotch.]

ch, Main; 6h, 8c. loeA; g, gQ\ ]*>ob; fi. Yx. ton; ng. %\ng\ th, CAen; th, th\xi.\ w, trig; wh, leAig; zh. aziire.—See KET.
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Sooping (sop'ing), n. [Scotch] 1. The act of

sweeping— 2. What is swept together; gen-

erally in the plural.

Soordt (sord), 71. The skin or outside of

bacon. Bp. Hall.

Soorma (so/ma), n. A preparation of anti-

mony with which Indian women anoint the

eyelids. Simmonds.
Soosliong (sb-shong'), ii. A kind of black

tea. See Souchong.
SOOSOO (so'so), n. The Bengalese name of a

cetaceous mammal, the I'UitanMa gangeti-

cm. It resembles the dolphin in form, and
attains a length of about 12 feet. It in-

habits the Ganges ; is most abundant in the

sluggish waters of its delta, but is found also

as far up the river as it is navigable.

S00t(8ot),?i. [A.8ax.8()(,Icel. sd(, Dan.sod.LG.
soW. Comp. Gael, suith, Ir. sulthche, sutkche,

soot] A black substance formed by combus-
tion, or disengaged from fuel in the process

of combustion, rising in flne particles and
adhering to the sides of the chimney or pipe

conveying the smoke. The soot of coal anil

that of wood differ very materially in their

composition, the former containing more
carbonaceous matter than the latter. Coal-

soot contains substances usually derived

from animal matter; also sulphate and hy-

drochlorate of ammonia; and has been used

for the preparation of the carbonate. It

contains likewise an empyreumatic oil; but

its chief basis is charcoal, in a state in which
it is capable of being rendered soluble by
the action of oxygen and moisture; and
hence, combined with the action of the am-
moniacal salts, it is used as a manure, and
acts very powerfully as such. The soot

of wood has been minutely analysed, and
found to consist of fifteen different sub-

stances, of which ulmin, nitrogenous mat-
ter, carbonate of lime, water, acetate anrl

sulphate of lime, acetate of potash, carbon-

aceous matter insoluble in alkalies, are the

principal.

Soot ( sot ), V. t. To cover or foul with soot.

•Sooted o'er with noisome smoke.' Cliap-

inan.

Soote.t Sote.t a. Sweet. Sir K. Dujhy.

Sooterkin (sot'6r-kin), n. (Comp. Prov. E.

and .Sc. sotter, Prov. G. sxUtern. to boil

gently. ] A kind of false birth fabled to be

produced by the Dutch women from sitting

over their stoves ; hence, an abortive pro-

posal or scheme. Swift; Carlyle.

Sootflake (sot'flak), n. A flake or particle

of soot; a smut; a smudge.

The soptfiake of so many a summer still

Clung to their fancies. Tennyson.

Sooth (soth), n. [A. Sax. sdOi, true, truth;

Dan. sand, Icel. mnnr, Goth, swim, true.

This word has lost an n ; comp. tooth, soft.

It would appear to have been originally a

present participle, con-esponding to Skr.

sant, being, and therefore meaning lit. ' be-

ing,' or 'that is.'] 1. Truth; reaUty.

He looks like sooth ; he says he loves my daughter,

1 think so too. Sfiak.

Used frequently in asseverations.

In sootk, I know not why I am so sad. Shak.

2. t Prognostication. Spenser. —3. t Cajolery;

fairness of speech.
That e'er this tongue of mine.

That laid the sentence of dread banishment
On this proud man, should take it off again
With words of JfcrA. Shak.

Sooth (soth). o. l.t True; faithful. Chau-
cer; Spenser.—i. Pleasing; delightful. 'Jel-

lies soother than the creamy curd.' Keats.

[Rare.]

Soothe (BOTH), v.t. pret. & pp. soothed; ppr.

soothing. lA..iiSiX.ges6thian, to confirm, from
s6th, truth. (See SooTH.) The original

meaning would be to assent in a servile

manner to another, to be ready in every

case to assert that what he says is sooth. ]

1. To please with blandishments or soft

words; to cajole; to flatter; to humour.

Is't good to soothe him in these contraries! Shak.

Can I jcoCA^ tyranny! Dryden.

I've tried the force of every reason on him,
Soothd and caress'd, been angry, sooth'd again.

Addison.

2. To soften; to assuage; to mollify; to calm;

as, to soothe one in pain or passion, or to

soothe pain.

Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast.
Con^re^e,

3. To gratify; to please; to delight. 'Sooth'd

with his future fame.' Dryden.— Syn. To
soften, assuage, allay, compose, mollify,

tranquillize, pacify, mitigate.

Soother (soiH'fer), >i. One who or that

which soothes, softens, or assuages ; a flat-

terer.
I do defy

The tongues of soothers. Shat.

Soothfast (sOth'fast), a. [Sooth and fast.

Comp. steadfast.] True; truthful; of scrupu-

lous veracity.

Abandon all affray, be soothfast in your sawes.
Mir.for Mass.

Soothfastness (sbth'fast-nes), n. Truthful-

ness; reality.

Soothing (soTH'ing), p. and a. Flattering

;

softening; assuaging.

Soothingly (soTH'ing-li), adv. In a sooth-

ing manner; with flattery or soft words.

Soothlyf (soth'li), ado. [A. Sax. sOlhlice.

See Sooth. ] In truth ; really. ' Soothly to

tell them I have seen your face.' Sir M.
Hales.

Soothsay (soth'sa), v.l [Sooth and say.]

To foretell; to predict. Acts xvi. 16.

Soothsay t (soth'sa), n. 1. A true saying ; a

prediction. ' In wittie riddles and in wise

sooth^ayes.' Spenser. — 2. A portent; an
omen.
And but that God turne the same to good sooth-say.

The ladie's safetie is sore to be dradd. Spenser.

Soothsayer (soth'sa-6r), n. One who fore-

tells or predicts ; a foreteller ; a prognosti-

cator.

A soothsayer bids you beware the ides of March.
Shak.

Soothsaying (soth'sa-ing), n. 1. A foretell-

ing; a prediction.

Divinations, and soothsayings, and dreams are vain.

Ecdus. xxxiv. 5.

2. t A true saying; truth.

Sootiness (sot'i-nes), n. Th6 quality of be-

ing sooty or foul with soot; fuliginousness.

Sootish (sot'ish), a. Partaking of soot; like

soot; sooty. 'Things become black and
sootish.' Sir T. Browne.

Sooty (sot'i), a. [See Scot.] Pertaining

to, producing, consisting of, covered with,

containing, or resembling soot; fuhgiuous;

dusky; dark. ' By fire of sooty coal. ' Milton.
' Under the sooty flag of Acheron.' Milton.

Sooty t (sot'i), v.t. To black or foul with

soot 'Sootied with noisome smoke.' Chap-
man.
Sop (sop), 71. [Closely connected with sup,

soxip; Icel soppa, sopi, a sop, a sup; Sw.

soppa, broth, soup; D. sop, L.G. soppe,ti sop. ]

1. Anything steeped or dipped and softened

in liquor, but chiefly something thus dipped
in broth or liquid food, and intended to be

eaten. ' The waters . . . should make a

sop of all this solid globe.' Shak.

Sops in wine, quantity for quantity, inebriate more
than wine itself. Bacon.

2. Anything given to pacify: so called from
the sop given to Cerberus to pacify him, in

the ancient story.

To Cerberus they give a j,?^,

His triple barking mouth to stop. S-u'ift.

Sops were given to the congressional watch-dogs
of the free states. To some, promises were made,
by way of opiates; and those whom they could

neither pay nor drug were publicly treated with in-

solence and scorn. IV. Chambers.

3. t A thing of little or no value. Piers Plow-
man.Sop in tcine.^ the clove-pink (Dian-

thus Caryophyllus), probably because it was
dipped in wine to give it flavour. Spenser.

Sop (sop), v.t. pret. & pp. sopped; ppr. sop-

ping. To steep or dip in liquor.

Sopet (sop). Soap.

Soper.t 7>. Supper. Chaucer.

Soph (sof), II. 1. In the University of Cam-
bridge, an abbreviation of the term Sophis-

ter (which see).

Three Cambridge sophs, and three pert Templars
came, . . .

Each prompt to query, answer, and debate. Pope.

2. In the American colleges, abbreviation of

Sophomore.
Spphi (so'fl), n. A title of the king of Per-

sia. Same as Soft.

Sophie, t Sophloalt (sofik, sof'ik-al), a. [Gr.

sirphos, wise, Sophia, wisdom.] Teaching
wisdom. Harris.

Sophime,t 71. A sophism; a subtle fallacy.

Chattcer.

Sophism (sof'izm),7i. [Fr. sophiane, from Gr.

sophisma, a clever or cunning contrivance,

a trick, a quibble such as the sophists used,

a sophism, from sophizomai, to play the

sophist, from sophos, clever, skilful, wise.]

A specious proposition; a specious but falla-

cious argument; a sublety in reasoning; an
argument that is not supported by sound
reasoning, or in which the inference is not

justly deduced from the premises ; any fal-

lacy designed to deceive. 'Full of subtile

sophisms which do play with double senses

and false debate.' Spenser.

When a false argument puts on the appearance of

a true one, then it is properly called a sophism or

fallacy. IVaUs.

If such miserable sophisms were to prevail, there

would never be a good house or a good government
in the world. Macautay.

Sophist (sof'ist), 71. [L. sophista, from Gr.

sophistes, a sophist See SoraisM.] 1. Ori-

ginally, a wise man; a clever man; one who
stood prominently before the public *s dis-

tinguished for intellect or talent of some
kind; specifically, in Greek hist, one of a class

of leading public teachers in ancient Gree ;e

during the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. At
first there were found among this class men
of the highest accomplishments that the

age could furnish, who taught whatever

was known of astronomy, geography, and
physics, as well as the newly started contro-

versial discussions in ethics and metaphy-
sics, and the general public comprehended
under this name Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,

and their disciples and followers. As the

professional teachers, however, unlike the

philosophers named, taught for pay, and
as their ranks became swelled by shallow

and superficial associates, the title sophist

gradually actiuired a predominating bad
sense, coming to mean, in the language

of Aristotle, ' a pretender to knowledge, a

man who employs what he knows to be fal-

lacy, for the purpose of deceit and of getting

money,' and the members of the profession

were publicly condemned as men who spent

their time in verbal niceties, verbal quibbles,

and philosophical enigmas. — 2. A captious

or fallacious reasoner; a quibbler.

Sophlster (sof'ist-er), n. [See SOPHIST]
1. A professional teacher of philosophy ; a
sophist; hence, a quibbling disputant; a
plausible fallacious reasoner.

A subtle traitor needs no sophister. Shak.

Alcidimus the sophister hath arguments to prove
that voluntary and extemporal farexcelleth premetli-

tated speech. Hooker.

2. In the University of Cambridge, a student

advanced beyond the first year of his resi-

dence. The entire university course con-

sists of three years and one term. During
the first year the students have the title of

freshmen, or first -year 7iien; during the

second, second-year men, or junior sophs or

sophisters; during the third year, third-year

men, or senior sophs or sophisters; and in

the last term, questionists, with reference

to the approaching examination. In the

older American colleges the members of

the junior and senior classes were originally

called respectively junior sophisters and
senior sophisters.

Sophister t (sof'ist-4r), v.t. To maintain by

a fallacious argument or sophistry. Foze.

Sophistic, Sophistical (so-fis'tik. so-fls'tik-

al),!i. [Vi. sophistique. See .SOPHISM] Fal-

laciously subtle; containing sophistry; not

sound; quibbling; as, sophistical reasoning

or argument. ' False pretence and sophistic

reasoning. ' Burke.
His argument, though ingenious, is altogether so-

pkistical. Macaulay.

Sophistically (so-fls'tik-al-li), adv. In a so-

phistical manner; fallaciously. ' Bolingbroke

argues most sophistically.' Swift.

Sophisticalness (so-fis'tikal-nes), 71. The
state or ciuality of being sophistical.

Sophisticate (so-fls'tik-at), v. t pret & pp. so-

lihixtieated; ppr. sophisticating. [L.L. so-

phislicare, from L. sophistictis, sophistical;

lit pertaining to a sophist. See Sophist.]

1. To corrupt; to pervert; to wrest from the

truth ; to falsify.

The only persons among the heathens who sophts-

ticatfd nature and philosophy in this particular were

the Stoicks. South.

2. To mislead; to delude; to lead astray.

If the passions of the mind be strong they easily

sophisticate the understanding. Hooker.

3 To adulterate; to render spurious by ad-

mixture; as, to sophisticate liquors.

They purchase but sophisticated ware. Dryden.

4 To deprive of naturalness or simplicity.

Sophisticate (s6-fistik-at), a. Sophistic-

ated; adulterated; not pure; not geiuiine.

So truth, when only one supplied the state.

Grew scarce and dear, and yet sophisticate.
Dryden.

Sophistication (s6-fls'ti-k!i"shon), 71. 1. The
act of adulterating; a counterfeiting or de-

basing the purity of something by a foreign

admixture; adulteration.

The drugs and simples sold in shops generally arc

adulterated by the fraudulent avarice of the sellers,

especially if the preciousness may make their sophis-

tication very beneficial. Boyle.

Fate, far, f it, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. f«y.
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2. The act or art of quibbling or arguing in a
plausible or fallacious manner. ' Skill in spe-

cial pleadingand ingenuity in sop/it«(ica(to/i.'

Mrs. Cowden Clarke. -Z. A fallacious argu-

ment intended to deceive; a quibble.

They are both as rank sophislicatwin as can be;
sheer beggings of the quesiion. L. Hunt.

SophlBticator (86-fis'tik-at-6r), n. One who
sophisticates; one who adulterates; one who
injures the purity and genuineness of any-

thing by foreign admixture. ' That the «o-

phufiicators of wine may suffer punishment
above any ordinary thief.' Tob. Whitaker.

Sophistry (sofist-ri). n. l. Fallacious rea-

soning; reasoning sound in appearance only.

These men have obscured and confounded the na-

ture of things by their false principles and wretched
sophistry. South.

2.t Aixument for exercise merely. Felton,
— Fallacij, Sophistry. See under FALLACY.
Sophomore (sofo-mor), n. [From Gr.

^i,pho>i. wi.se, and iiuiros, foolish.] In Amer-
ican colleges, a student in the second year
of Ilia curriculum; one next above a fresh-

man.
Sophomorlc, Sophomorical (sof-6-mor'ik.

sof-6-mor'ik-aI), a. Pertaining to a sopho-
more; inflated in style or manner. [Ameri-
can.]

Sophora(30-f6'ra), n. [Altered from sophera,
the Arabic name of a papilionaceous tree.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Leguminosse.
The species are ornamental shrubsand trees,

found in central au'i tropical Asia, also in the
warm parts of North America, and the equi-

noctial and sub-tropical parts of South Amer-
ica, lliey have pinnate leaves, and terminal
racemes or panicles of whitish flowers, but
differ greatly in general appearance, some
being trees, others shrubs, and one or two
herbaceous plants. The species best known
in Enj^Iand are S.japonica and S. chinensis.

Sophta (sof'ta). See SOFTA.
Sopite t (soplt), v.t. [L. gopio, sopitiim, to

put to sleep. See Soporiferous,] To lay

asleep; to put to sleep or to rest; to lull.

' Disputes arising concerning religion, which
were not then quite sopited.' A. Wood.
Sopiting (so'plt-ine^, n. Id Scots law,
serting at rest; qu&sEiiig.

What could a woman desire in a match more than
the sopiting of a very dangerous claim and the alli-

ance of a son-in-law noble, brave, well-eifted, and
highly connected. Sir it-'. Scott.

Sopitiont (so-pish'on), n. [See SoPITK.]
The state of being put to sleep; sleep; slum-
ber; dormancy. ' Dementation and sopition

of reason.' Sir T. Browne.
Sopor (sd'por), n. [L.] A deep sleep from
which a person can with difficulty he
awakened. ' To awake the Christian world
out of this deep sopor or lethargy.' Br. U.
More
Soporatet (so'por-at), v.t [L. soporo,
goporatum, to put asleep. See Sopor-
IPEROUS. ] To lay asleep.

Sopoxiferous (s6-po-rif'6r-u8), a. [L. sopo-
r\/er— sopor, goporis, a heavy sleep, and
/ero, to bear, to bring. Sopor is from the
root sop (whence also somriiu, sleep). Skr.
spap, to sleep.] Causing sleep or tending
to produce it; soporific.

While the whole operation was performing I lay in

a profound sleep by the force of that sopori/erous
medicine. Swift.

Soporiferously (sdpd-nr^r-us-Ii), adti. In
a soporiferouB manner; so as to produce
sleep.

Soporiferousness (so-po-rir^r-us-nes). n.
The quality of being soporiferous or of caus-
ing sk-ep.

Soporific (s6-p6-rif'ik). o. [L. aopor, sleep,
and/acjo, to make.] Causing sleep; tending
to cause sleep ; as, the soporific virtues of
opium.

The clear harangue, and cold as it is clear.
Falls soport/ic on the listless ear. CoTt'Ptr.

Soporific (sd-pd-rif'ik), n. A medicine.
drug, plant, or other thing that has the
quality of inducing sleep.

Soporous, Soporose (so'por-us. sd'por-ds),
a. [L goporus, from sopor, sleep.] Caus-
ing sleep; sleepy.

Sopper (sop'er), n. One who sops or dips in
lifiuor something to be eaten.
Soppy (sop'i), a. Sopped or soaked in liquid;
saturated; like a sop.

It (Yarmouth) looked rather spongy and soppy. I

thought. Dickens.

Sopra (so'pra), [It, from L. supra, above.]
In music, a term sometimes used to denote
the upper or higher part; as, nella parte di
sopra, in the upjierpart; di sopra, above.

Sopranist (so-prii'nist), n. A treble singer.

Soprano (so-pra'no). n. It. pi. Soprani (so'-

pra'ne), E. pi. Sopranos (s6-pra'n6z). In
miisic, (a) the highest species of female voice,

whose ordinary easy range is from C below
the treble staff to G or A above it. Highly
trained voices can frequently take four
notes higher, some even reaching to F in

alt. The mezzo-soprano compass is about
a third lower, viz. from A to F. (&) A
singer having such a voice. In both senses
equivalent to Treble, the English term.
wiiich is falling out of use among musicians.
Sorance t (sor'ans), n. Sore; soreness.

Seldom or never complain they of any sorance in

other parts of the body. Holland.

Sorh, Sorh-tree (sorb, sorb'tre), n. [Fr.

gorbe, L. sorbus, the sorb or service-tree. ]

The service-tree {Sorbus domestica) or its

fruit.

Sorb-apple (sorb'ap-l), n. The fruit of the
service- tree.

Sorhate (sor'bat), n. A salt of sorbic acid.

Sorbefacient (sor-be-fa'shi-eut), n. [L. sor-

beo, to absorb, and /acw, to make.] In med.
that which produces at)sorption.

Sorbefacient (sor-be-fa'shi-ent), a. In med.
producing absorption.
Sorbent (sorb'ent). An absorbent. [Rare.]
Sorbet (sor'ijet), 7i. A kind of beverage;
sherbet. Smollett.

Sorbic (sor'bik), a. Pertaining to the sor-

bus or service-tree; as, sorbic acid.

—

Sorbic
acid (CfiHgOa), an acid obtained from mount-
ain-ash berries.

Sorbilet (sor'l>iI), a. [L. sorbeo, to absorb.]
That may lie drank or sipped.
Sorbine, Sorbite (sor'bin. sor'lnt). n. (Ce
HjjOg,) A crystalline, unfermented sugar,
isomeric with grape and milk sugar, existing
in the ripe juice of the mountain-ash berries
(Pyrus A ucupana).
Sorbitiont (sor-bi'shon), n. [L. sorbitio, sor-

bitionis, from sorbeo, to drink.] The act of
drinking or sipping.

Sorbonical (sor-bon'ik-al), a. Belonging to
a Sorbonist.

Sorbonist (sor'bon-ist), n. A doctor of the
Sorbontve, in the University of Paris.

For he a rope of sand could twist
As tough as learned Sorbonist. Hudibras.

Sorbonne (sor-bon'), n. A celebrated insti-

tution founded in connection with the Uni-
versity of Paris in 1252 by Robert de Sorbon,
chaplain and confessor of Louis IX. The
college of the Sorbonne was. one of the four
constituent parts of the faculty of theology
in the University of Paris. It exercised a
high intluence in ecclesiastical affairs and
on the public mind, especially in the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries. It was
suppressed during the revolution and de-
prived of its endowments. At the recon-
struction of the university in 1808 the build-
ing erected furit by Richelieu, and still called
the Sorbonne, was given to the theological
faculty in connection with the faculties of
science and belles-lettres.

Sorbus (sor'bus), n. A Linniean genus of
plants, comprising the mountain-aah.rowan-
tree, and service-tree. See Pyuus, Mount-
Ais-ASH, Service-tree.
Sorcerer (sor'sfir-^r). «. [Fr. sorcier, a sor-

cerer, from L.L. sorttaring, one who throws
a lot or declares a lot, from L. sors, sortis,

a lot (whence also sort). As to the form of
this word comp. frtatereT, Yr. fruitier.] One
who uses magical arts; a diviner; an en-
chanter; a magician. 'Drug-working sor-

cerers that change the mind.' Shak.
The Egyptian sorcerers contended with Moses.

IValts.

Sorceress (sor'a^r-es), n. A female sorcerer.

Bring forth that sorceress condemn'd to bum. Shak.

Sorcerous (sor'sdr-us). a. Pertaining or be-

longing to sorcery. 'Med'cines black and
sorcerous. ' Chapman.
Sorcery (sor's^r-i), n. [O. Fr. sorcerie. See
Sorcerer. ] Divination by the assistance or
supposed assistance of evil spirits, or the
power of commanding evil spirits; magic;
enchantment; witchcraft; charms.
So much of adder's wisdom I have Icarn'd
To fence my ears against thy sorceries. Milton.

Sord t (sord), 71. Sward. * An altar . . .

rustic I'f Krassy sord.' Milton.

Sor<lavaIite (sor'da-val-it), n. A mineral,
so named from Sordavala, in Finland. It is

nearly l>lack, rarely gray or green; and con-
tains silica, alumina, magnesia, and peroxide
of iron.

Sordes (sor'dez). n. [L.] Foul matter; ex-

cretions; dregs; fllthy, useless, or rejected

matter of any kind. 'The soil and sordes
wherein mineral masses were involved and
concealed. ' Woodward.
Sordet (sor'det), n. Same as Sordine.
Sordid (soi-'did), a. [Fr. sordide, from L.
sordidus, from sordeo, to be dirty, foul, fllthy,

from sordes, dirt, fllth. uastiness.] 1. Filthy;
foul; dirty; gross. [Obsolete or poetical.]

There Charon stands, who rules the dreary coast;
A sordid god. Dryden.

2. Vile; base; mean; as, vulgar, sordid mor-
tals.—3. Meanly avaricious; covetous; nig-
gardly.

He may be old
And yet not sordid, who refuses gold.

Sir J. Deuham.
Syn. Filthy, foul, dirty, gross, vile, base,
avaricious, covetous, niggardly.

Sordidityt (sor-did'i-ti), n. Sordidness

;

meanness; abjectness. ' Weary and ashamed
of their own sordidity and manner of life."

Bwrtmx,
Sordidly (sor'did-li), adv. In a sordid man-
ner; meanly; basely; covetously.

Sordidness (sor'did-nes), n. The state or
quality of being sordid; as, (a) fllthtness;

dirtiness.

Providence deters people from sluttishness and
sordidness, and provokes them to cleanliness. Ray.

(&) Meanness; baseness. 'The madnesses of
Caligula's delights, and the execrable sor-
didness of those of Tiberius. ' Cowley,
(c) Niggardliness.
Sordine (sor'den), n. A mute for a musical
instrument. See Mute, 3.

Sordino (sor-de'no), n. [It.] Same as Sor-
dine. — Con sordini, with the mutes on.

—

Senza sordini, with the mutes off.

Sore (sor), a. [A. Sax. sdr, sore, painful,
also a sore, sorrow, pain ; Icel. sdrr, sore,
aching, painful, sdr, a sore, a wound ; Dan.
saar, Goth, sair, a wound; O.H.G. s^r.grief,

a wound; Sc. sair, sare, sore, heavy,- exces-
sive. Of same origin is sorry, while sorrow
is connected.] 1. Painful: being the seat
of pain ; tender and painful from pressure

;

as, a l)oiI, ulcer, or abscess is very sore; a
wounded place is sore; inflammation ren-
ders a part sore. 'A sore eye.' Shak. 'His
wounds will not be sore.' Shak.—2. Tender,
as the mind; easily pained, grieved, or vexed;
feeling aggrieved ; galled ; as, he felt very
sore on the subject of his defeat.

Malice and hatred are very fretting, and apt to
make our minds sore and uneasy. Tillotson.

3. Violent with pain or trouble; severe;
grievous; distressing; as, a gore disease; sore
evil or calamity; a gore night. 'Punished
with sore distraction.' Shak.

My loins are filled with a sore disease.
Comtnon Prayer.

4. Violent; accompanied with great exer-
tion; severe.

Sore hath been their fight

As likeliest was when two such foes met armed.
Milton.

6.t Criminal; evil

To lapse tn fulness is sorer than to lie for need.
Shak.

Sore (sor), n. [See above.] 1. A place in an
animal body where the skin and flesh are
ruptured or bruised, so as to be tender or
painful ; a spot on the surface of the body
where there is pain; a boil, an ulcer, a
wound,»fec. 'A salve for any sore.' Shak.—
2. Grief; affliction; mental pain or trouble.

Sore (sor), arfo. [A. Sax. sAre. See the ad-
jective. ] 1. With painful violence; intensely;
severely; grievously.

Thy hand presseth me sort. Cemmcnt Prayer.

2. Greatly; violently; deeply; as, he was
sore afllicted at the loss of his son.

Sore sigh'd the knight, who this long sermon heard,
Dryden,

3. Sorely; sadly.

That whereas throughout sins and wickedness we
are sort let and hindered in running the race set be-
fore us. Kingsley,

Soret (sor), v.t. To wound; to make sore.

And the wyde wound . . .

Was closed up as it had not been sor'd. Spenser.

Sore,t p.». To soar. Chaticer.

Sore (sor), n. [Fr. saure, sor, sorrel, reddish.
Both bird and quadruped are so called from
their colour.] 1. A hawk of the first year.

2. A buck of the fourth year. See Sorel.
Sorecidse, Soricidsa (so-res'i-de, so-ris'i-de),

n. pi. [L sorez, soricis, a shrew-mouse, and
Gr. eidos, resemblance. ] A family of in-

sectivorous mammals, comprehending the
shrews, shrew-mice, musk-rats, Ac.

Sorediferous (so-re-dif'fir-usV a. [Soredium,
and L. /ero, to bear] In hot. bearing so-

redia.

ch, cAain; 6h, 3c. locA; g, yo; j, »ob; b, Fr, ton; ng, sin^^; TH, then; th, thin; w, t^ig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Soredium ("so-re'di-um), n. pi. Soredia (so-

re'ili-a). [From Gr. soros, a heap.] In hot.

one of the httle mealy patches scattered
over the surface of the thallus in lichens.

Sore-falcon (sor'fft-kn), n. A falcon of the
fii-st year. See SORE, a hawk.
Sorehon (soi-'hon), n. In Ireland, formerly
a tax imposed upon tenants for the main-
tenance of their lord or his men ; a custom
which suhjected a tenant to maintain his

chieftiiin gratuitously, whenever the latter
wished. Spenser.

Sorel (sor'el), n. [Dim. of sore, a buck.] 1. A
buck of the third year, the order being
fawn, pricket, sorel, sore, — 2. The colour
SOlTCl.

Sorel (sor'el), a. Same as Sorrel.

Sorely (sor'li), adv. In a sore manner; griev-

ously; greatly; violently; severely; as, to

be sorely pressed with want; to be sorely

wounded.
Soreness (soi-'nes), ?i. The state of being
sore; as, (a) tenderness; painfulneas; as, the
soreness of a boil, an abscess, or wound.
(6) Tenderness of mind or susceptibility of

mental pain; the state of having the feel-

ings galled. 'The soreness of his late pangs
of conscience.' Dr. H. More.

Sorex (so'reks). n. A genua of insectivorous

mammals, the type of the family Sorecidse,

including the shrew-mice.
Sorghum (soi-'gum), n. [From sorghi, its

Indian mime.] A genus
of grasses, the species
of which are known by
the general name mil-
let. They are tall grasses
with succulent stems,
and are found in the
tropical parts of Asia,
whence they have spread
to the warmer parts of
Europe. S. vidgare is the
largest of the small
cereal grains, and is

called guinea -corn and
Indian millet. The dif-

ferent kinds are called
jowar in India, where
many of the inhabitants
live upon these small dry
grains, as upon rice. It

has been introduced into
the south of Europe,
where it is chiefly used for feeding cattle

an<l poultry, but it is also made into cakes.

Soricldse, n. See Sorecid.^.
Sorites (sd-rT'tez), n. [L., Gr. soreites, from
Soros, a heap.] In logic, an abridged form
of stating a series of syllogisms in a series

of propositions so linked together that the
predicate of each one that precedes forms
the subject of each one that follows, till a
conclusion is formed by bringing together
the subject of the first proposition and the
predicate of the last. Thus :—

Ail men of revenge have their souls often
uneasy.
Uneasy souls are a plague to themselves.
Now to be one's own plague is folly in the

extreme.
Therefore all men of revenge are extreme

fools,

A sorites has as many middle terms as
there are intermediate propositions between
the first and the last ; and, consequently, it

may be drawn out into as many syllogisms.

Soritical (s6-rit'ik-al), a. Pertaining to or
resembling a sorites.

Som (soiTi), V. i. [ Perhaps from O. Fr. sorner,
to play tricks, to jest, to cheat. ] To obtrude
one's self on another for bed and board.
[Scotch.]

Somer (soi-'n^r), n. One who sorns; one who
obtrudes himself on another for bed and
board. In Scots law, one who takes meat
and drink from others by force or menaces
without paying for it. This ofi'ence was
formerly so prevalent in Scotland that the
severest penalties were enacted against it.

and at one period it was punishable with
death.

Sororal (so-ro'ral), a. [L. soror, sister.] Of
or pertaining to a sister or sisters; sisterly.

'The sororal relation.' H. Mann.
Sororlclde (s6-r6'ri-sid), n. [L. soror, sister,

and cmdo, to strike, to kill.] 1. The murder
of a sister— 2. The murderer of a sister.

[Rare.]

Sororize (sor'o-nz), v.i. [L. soror, sister : on
type ot fraternize.] To associate as sisters;

to be in communion or sympathy, as sisters.

[Rare. ]

Sorosis (so-ro'sis), n. [From Gr. soros, a

Sorg-hurn vulgare
(Indian millet).

heap.] In hot. a name applied to a fleshy
mass composed of many Howers, seed-ves-
sels, and receptacles consolidated so as to
form an anthocarpus or compound fruit,

as pine-apple, bread-fruit, mulberry.
Sorraget (soi-'aj), n. [Probably fi om Fr. sur,

above.] The blades of green wheat or bar-

ley.

Sorrancet (sor'ans), n. Same as Sorance.
Sorrel (sor'el), a. [A dim. form from O.Fr.
sor, sore, son-el: origin doubtful.] Of a red-

dish or yellowish brown colour; as, a sorrel

horse.

Sorrel (soi-'el), n. A reddish or yellow brown
colour ; a horse of this colour.

Sorrel (soi-'el), n. [Fr. sitrelle, a species of
sorrel, from O.H.G. sUr, sour. See Sour.]
The popular name of certain species of Ru-
mex, as It. Acetosa, Ji. Acetosella, &c., &>
named from its acid taste. (See Rumex.)
The wood sorrel is Oxalis Acetosella ; the
mountain sorrel is Oxyria renifonnis; the
red or Indian sorrel is Hibiscus Sabdariffa.
—Sorrel tree, a North American tree of the
genus Andromeda, the A. arborea, which
sometimes attains the height of 50 feet. It

is well adapted for an ornamental plant.

—

Salt of sorrel, biiioxalate of potash.

Sorrily (sor'i-li), adv. In a sorry or wretched
manner; meanly; despicably; pitiably.

Thy pipe, O Pan, shall help, though I sing sorrily.
Sir P. S:dney.

Sorriness (soi-'i-nes), n. The state or quality
of being sorry or pitiful ; meanness

;
poor-

ness; despicableness.

Sorrow (sor'o), 7i. [O.E. sorwe, sorewe, A.

Sax. sorg, sork, care, sorrow; Icel. Dan. and
Sw. sorg, G. sorge, Goth, saurga— sorrow.
From same root as sore, sorry.] Tlie un-
easiness or pain of mind which is produced
by the loss of any good, real or supposed, or
by disappointment in the expectation of

good; grief at having suffered or occasioned
evil; regret; sadness; mourning.

Why. I am sorry for thee, gentle Silvius.

—

Wherever sorroiu is relief would be. Skak.

This is truth the poet sings.
That a sorrtnu's crown of sorrirw is remembering

happier things. Tentiyson.

—AJliction, Grief, Sorrow. See under Af-
fliction.— Syn. Affliction, grief, sadness,
mourning.
Sorrow (sor'o). v.i. [See the noun.] To be
aflfected with sorrow; to suffer mental pain
from evil experienced, feared, or done; to
feel sorry; to grieve; to be sad.

Now I rejoice, not that ye were made sorry, but
that ye sorrowed to repentance. 2 Cor. vii. 9.

Fortune had left to both of us alike
What to delight in, what to sorroiv for. SItak.

Syn. To grieve, mourn, weep, lament, be-
wail.

Sorrowed t (soi-'od), pp. Accompanied with
sorrow; full of soitow. Shak.
Sorrowful (sor'6-ful), a. 1. Full of sorrow;
exhibiting sorrow; sad; depressed; dejected.
' A woman of a sorrouful spirit.' 1 Sam. i. 15.
' Old Titus' sorrouful house.' Shak. —2. Pro-
ducing sorrow; exciting grief; mournful; as,

0. sorrowful accident.—3. Expressing grief;

accompanied with grief. ' Sorrowfid \nQAt.'

Job vi. 7.—Syn. Sad, mournful, dismal, dis-

consolate, drear, dreary, grievous, lament-
able, doleful, baleful, distressing.

Sorrowfully (.sor'6-ful-li), adv. In a sorrow-
ful manner; in a manner to produce grief.

Sorrowfulness (sor'o-ful-nes), n. State of
being sorrowful; grief.

Sorrowloss (soi-'o-les). a. Without sorrow.

Sorry (sor'i), a. [A. Sax. sArig, sdri, from
sdr, sore. See Sore.] 1. Grieved for the
loss of some good; pained for some evil ex-

perienced, appreliended. ordone: often used
as expressing slight or transient regret; as,

I am sorry you cannot come; he is sorry he
cannot accommodate you.

I am sorrv for thee, friend; 'tis the duke's pleasure.
Shak.

2.t Melancholy; dismal; mournful; sad. 'A
son-y sight as ever seen with eye.* Spenser.
'The place of death and sorry execution.'
Sftak.—3. Poor; mean; vile; worthless ; as,

a son-y slave; a s&rry excuse. 'Coarse com-
plexions and cheeks of Mn-y grain.' Milton.
'A slight and sorry business.' Bentleif.—
Syn. Afflicted, mortified, vexed, chagrined,
mean, vile, poor, worthless, paltry.

Sort (sort), n. [Fr sorte, sort, kind, species,

from L. sors, sortie, a lot. condition ; also

Fr. sort. lot. fate, from same Latin word.]
1. A kind or species; any number or collec-

tion of individual persons or things charac-
teiized by the same or like qualities; a class

or order; as, a sort of men; a sort of horses;
a sort of trees; a sort of poems or writings.

We are spirits of another sort. Shak.
Things are ranked under names into sorts or spe-

cies only as they agree to certain abstract ideas.
Locke.

2. Manner; form of being or acting.
Flowers, in such sort worn, can neither be smelt

nor seen well by those that wear them. Hooker.

To Adam in what sort shall I appeart Milton.

Is there no jcrt of condoning a mistake in the wor'd!
IV. Black.

3. Degree of any quality.

I shall not be wholly without praise, if in some sort
I have copied his style. Dryden.

4. A number or collection of things which
are of the same kind or suited to each other,
or which are used together; a set; a suit.

Johnson.—b. \ Condition above the vulgar;
rank.

Is signior Montanto returned from the wars?—

I

know none of that name, lady ; there was none such
in the army of any sort. Shak.

6, t A company or knot of people; a flock; a
troop. Spenser.

Some mile o' this town, we were set upon
By a sort of country fellows. B. jfonsou.

7. tLot; chance; fate; destiny. Chaucer.
No, make a lottery.

And by device, let blockish Ajax draw
The sort to fight with Hector. Shak.

—Out of sorts, (a) in printing, out of type
of a particular letter. (6) Out of order;
not in one's usual state of health; unwell
[Colloq.]

Sort (sort), v.t. 1. To separate, as things
having like qualities, from other things, and
place them in distinct classes or divisions;
to assort; to arrange; as, to sort cloths ac-
cording to their colours; to sort wool or
thread according to its fineness.

Shell fish have been by some of the ancients com-
pared and sorted with insects. Bacott.

Rays which differ in refrangibility may be parted
and sorted from one another. ^'evuton.

2. To reduce to order from a state of con-
fusion. ' But God sort all

!

' Shak. —3. To
conjoin; to put together in distribution.
' When she sorts things present with things
past.' Sir J. Davies.—4. To choose from a
number; to select.

Send his mother to his father's house,
That he may sort her out a worthy spouse.

Chapman.
5.f To suit; to render conformable; to con-
form; to accommodate.

I pray thee sort thy heart to patience, Shak.

6.t To assign; to appropriate. Shak.— 7. To
correct by stripes; to punish; to chastise.

[Scotch.]

Sort (sort), v.i. 1. To be joined with others
of the same species.

Nor do metals onlv sort with metals in the earth,
and minerals with minerals. lyootiTvard.

2. To consort; to associate.

The illiberality of parents toward children tnakes
them base, and sort with any company. Bacon.

3. To suit; to fit.

I They are happy whose natures sort with their vo-
cations. Bacon,

4. To terminate; to issue; to have success;

i

to fall out. ' Things sort not to my will.'

I Herbert—5. To agree; to come to an agree-
; ment.
'. SortaWe (sort'a-bl), a. 1. Capable of being

sorted.— 2. t Suitable; befitting. 'Nothing
sortahle either to his disposition or breed-
ing.' Howell.
Sortablyt (sort'a-bli), adv. Suitably; fitly.

Sortal t (sort'al), a. Pertaining to or desig-

, nating a sort. Locke.

i
Sortancet (sort'ans), n. Suitableness; agree-
ment. Shak.
Sorter (sort'6r), n. One who separates and
arranges; as, a letter-sorf^r; a \foo\-sorter.

Sortes (sor'tez), n. pi. [L., pi. of sors, lot,

decision by lot.] A kind of divination by
the chance selection of a passage fn.>m an
author's writings. This was a practice com-
mon in ancient times and in the middle
ages. The method pursued by the ancients
was generally to write a number of verses
of a favourite poet on separate slips, put
tbem in an urn, draw out one at random,
and from its contents infer good or bad for-

i

tune. This means of arriving at a know-
ledge of the future was known as Sortes
Homericce. Sortes Virgiliantw, Ac , according
to the name of the poet from whose works
the lines were chosen. Aniong the Chris-
tians of the middle ages the Bible was used
for a similar pui-pose; the book being opened
by hazard, or a pin stuck between the

Fate, fir, fat, fall; m6, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^U; oil, pound; ii, So. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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leaves, and the first passage catching the

eye was considered as indicating the in-

quirer's fate. Such lots were called Sortev

BiblioT.

Sortie (sor'ti), n. [Fr. , from s&rtir, to issue. ]

The issuing of a body of troops from a be-

sieged place to attack the besiegers; an out-

rush of a beleairuered garrison; a sally.

Sortilege (soi-'ti-lej). n. [Fr, from L. sor-

tUegium—sors, lot, and lego, to select] The
act or practice of drawing lots; divination

by lots. ' A woman infamous for sortileges

and witcheries.' Sir W. Scott.

Sortilegloust (sor-ti-le'jus), a. Pertaining
to sortOt^ge.

Sortilegy (sor'ti-le-ji), n. S&me &s Sortilege.

Even in sortitegies and matters of tfreatest uncer-

tainty there is a settled and preordercd course of

effect. Str T. Brewne.

Sortition (sor-ti'shon), n. [L sortitio, sor-

titioni^. from sortior, to cast or draw lota,

from sors, sortis, a lot.] Selection or ap-
pointment by lot. 'Barbarous sortitions'

Bp. Hall
Sortment (sort'ment). n, 1. The act of sort-

ing; distribution into classes or kinds —
2. A parcel sorted; assortment
Soma (so'rus). n pi Sori (so'ri). [Gr. «drt»,

a heap.] In hot. one of the
small clusters of spore-cases
on the back of the fronds of
ferns, of various forms and
variouflly arranged. In most
instances they are covered
with a peculiar projecting
portion of the epidermis,
which is called the indu-
Hum, and forms an import-
ant characteristic in the
systematic arrangement of
these plants. The woodcut
shows the frond of Trichop-
teris fxeelsa with sori. Frond *ritli Sori.

8orwe,t» Sorrow. Chaucer.
Sory (so'ri), n. [L. snrjf, Or. s6rv.] The
ancient name of sulphate of iron.

Soryt (8or'i).a. Sorry; sorrowful. Chaucer.
Sa-80 (so'sO), a. Neither very good nor very
bad; inditferent; middling; passable.

He (Bums) certainly wrote some so so verses to the
tree of liberty. Pro/, lyi/stm.

Soss (sos). v.i. 1. [Comp. A. Sax. gessian, to
settle. J To fall at once into a chair or seat;
to sit lazily. * Sossing In an easy chair. ' Swift.
2- [See the noun, 3 } To make up or pre-
pare messes or mixed dishes of food. Sir
H' Scott. [Scotch.]

Sosst (bos), r.t. To throw carelessly; to
toss.

Soss (80S), n. 1. A Ia2y fellow.— 2. A heav)'
fall.—3. [Gael. «o«, a coarse mess or mixture]
A heterogeneous mixture; a mess; a dirty
puddle. [All provincial and colloq]
Sostenuto (sos-te-nuto). [It, sustained.]
In UIU4IC, a term implying that the notes of
the movement or passage,or note over which
it is placed, is to be held out Its full length
in an e^jual and steady manner.
8ot (sot), n. [Fr. «<><, a fool, probably from
the Celtic; comp. Ir KUthan, a blockheat),
gotaire, a fop.] 1. A stupid person; a block-
head; a dull fellow; a dolt

Remetnber
First to possess his books ; for without ihem
He's but a sof. as I am. SArt*.

2. A person stupefied by excessive drinking;
an habitual drunkard. Dryden.
Sot (sot), t.t. To stupefy; to infatuate; to
besot [Rare.] Dryden.
Sot (sot), v.i. To tipple to stupidity.

He continued to doze and sot, and tell a tedious
fttory, as most other landlords usually do.

Goidsmilh.
Beyond the few lazy and recklesi vagabonds with

whom he sauntered away his time in the 6eld.s, or
lotted in the ale-house, he had not a single friend or
acquaint.iiice. Duktfis.

Sotadean, Sotadic (s6'ta-d6-an, so-tad'ik),
a. Pertumiiig to or resembling the lascivi-
ous and abusively scurrilous verses of the
Greek poet Sotadei, who lived in the third
century b c.

Sotadic (so-tad'lk), h. A sotadean verse or
poem.

Sote.t a. Sweet Chaucer.
8otel»ta. Subtle; artfully contrived. CAati-
ctr.

SoteriolOgy (s6-te'ri-ol"o-ji). n. [Or. gdU-
rios. saving, salutary, g6Ur, a saviour, and
logos, discourse. 1 1. A discourse on health;
the science of promoting and preserving
health— 2. The doctrine of salvation by
Jesus Christ

Soth.t'^i Sooth; true; certain Chaucer.
Sothem,t a. Southern. Chaucer.

SotMast, t a. [Soth and fast. ] Fast or firm
in truth; true, Chaucer.
Sotbfastness,! n. Steady or firm adherence
to truth; truth. Chaucer.
SotMac, Sothic(8oth'i-ak, 8oth'ik).a. [From
Sothis, the dog-star, at whose heliacal rising

the year was supposed to commence.} Of
or pertaining to the dog-star Sothis.—Sotkic
year, the ancient Egyptian year of 365 days
without any intercalation. It was divided
into twelve months of thirty days each, with
five days added at the end. The period of
1460 Julian years was the Sothiac period.

Sothly.t adv. Truly; certainly. Chaucer.
Sothuess^t n. Truth; reality. Chaucer.
SothsaWjt 71. [Soth, and A. Sax. sagu, a
saying. See Saw.] True saying; veracity.
Chaucer.
Sotnia (sot'ni-a), n. A company or squadron
in a Russian regiment, or more properly in
a Cossack regiment.
Sottish ( sot'ish ), a. Pertaining to a sot;

having the character of a sot; (a) dull;

stupid; senseless; doltish; very foolish.

How ignorant are sottish pretenders to astrology!
StftYt.

(6)Dull withintemperance; given to tippling
and drunkenness; pertaining to drunken-
ness; as, a man of sottish habits.

—

Syn. Dull,
stupid, senseless, doltish, infatuate.

Sottlshly (8ot'i8h-li).rtdy. In a sottish man-
ner; stupidly; senselessly; without reason.
.Superstition sottishly ignorant.' Glanville.

Sottishness (sot'ish-nes), n. The state or
quality of l)eiug sottish; {a) dulness in the
exercise of reason; stupidity.

Few consider into what degree of sottishness and
confirmed ignorance men may sink themselves.

South.

(6) Stupidity from intoxication ; drunken
stupidity; drunken habits generally.

No sober temperate person can look with any com-
pUcencv upon the drunkenness and sottishness of
his aeignbour. South.

Sotto (sot'to). [It . under, below, beneath. ]

In mime, a term signifying below or infe-

rior; as, totto il soggetto. Ijelow the subject;
sotto i^oce.in an undertone; with a restrained
or moderate voice.

Sou (9<i), ". pl. Soils (soz). [Fr., from L.

golidus, a coin, properly a solid or entire
piece.] An old French copper coin, twenty-
four of which made a livre, or shilling. The
present five-centime i)ieces, twenty of which
make a franc, are still popularly called sous;
bnt all regular money accounts in France
are made out in francs and centimes.
Souarl (sou-a're), n. See Saouari.
Soubah (so'ba), n. In India, a grand divi-

sion of the country; a province, such as
Bengal.

SoulMlildar (so'ba-dar), n. 1. In India, the
governc)r of a large province.— 2. A native
sepoy otHcer with the same rank as a cap-
tain.

Sonbrette (sb-bref), n. [Fr] A waiting-
raaid; specifically, in theatricals, K female in

a comedy, &c., generally a servant-glrl, who
act4 the part of an intrigante ; a meddle-
some mischievous young woman.
Souce (sous), n. See SouSE.
Souchet (so-sha), n. [Fr] The pendulous
mucilaginous tul^ersof Cyperus esculentu*,
cultivated in the south of Europe, and eaten
like nuts. They are sold in the bazaars of

Earypt combined with rice In the form of
cakes, and, toasted, have been tried as a
substitute for coffee. They are nutritive
and stimulant.

Souchong (sd-shong^). n. [Chinese, little

sprouts.] A kind of black tea.

Soudan, t n. [Fr. soldan.] A sultan. Chau-
cer.

Soudane8se,t n. A sultaness; the wife of

a sultan. Chaucer.

Soudedft pp. (O.Fr. souder, to solder. See
Solder. ] Consolidated; united; confirmed.
Chaucer.

Souffi^ (soMa), n. [Fr. from souffi^r, to
putf, sou^e, a breath, a puff.] A light dish
composed of white of eggs, flavoured with
chocolate, vanilla, orange-flower, &c., and
baked.
Sough (suf), n. [W. soch, a sink or drain.]

A drain; a sewer; an adit of a mine. Hay.
[Obsolete or local.]

Sough (suf, or with the Scotch pron. su^^h),

V i. [O.E. swough, from A, Sax. swdgan, to
sound, to howl as wind, but modified by
onomatopoiia. ] 1. To emit a rushing or
whistling sound, like that of the wind. [Old
and local Knglish and Scotch. ]—2 To breathe
as in sleep. [Scotch. ]

Sough (such), v.t. To utter in a whining

or monotonous tone. Sir W.Scott. [Scotch.]
See the noun, 4.

Sough (suf, or with the Scotch pron. sych),
n. [A. Sax. sweg, a sound. See the verb.]
1.A murmuringsound; a rushing or whistling
sound, like that of the wind ; a deep sigh.
'Or listen to the whispering leaves or the
solemn sotigh of the forest.' W. Homtt
November chill blaws loud wi' angry sough. Burets.

2. A gentle breeze; a waft; a breath.
A sough of glory shall breathe on you as you come.

/i. B. Broivning.
3. Any rumour that engages general atten-
tion. [Scotch.]

' I hae heard a sough,' said Annie Winnie, ' as if

Lady Ashton was nae cannie body.' Sir W. Scott.

4. A cant or whining mode of speaking, es-
pecially in preaching or praying; the chant
or recitative peculiar to the old Presbyteri-
ans in Scotland. [Scotch.]— 7'o keej) a calm
sough, to keep silence; to be silent [Scotch.]

Hoiit tout, manl keep a cahn sough; better to
fleecii a fool than fight with him. Sir IV. Scott.

Sought (sat), pret. & pp. of seek.

I am found of them who sought me not. Is. Ixv. i.

Soujee (so'je), 7i. Same as Soojee.

Souke,t v.i. or t. To suck. Chaucer.
Sold (sol), n. [O.E. and Sc. saul, A. Sax.
s(iicel,sdiol; a word common to the Teutonic
languages: Icel. sAla, Goth. saivala,G. seele,

the soul. Grimm derives satvala from saivs,
the sea (see Sea), the soul being regarded
as the moving billowy element of man. Ben-
fey connects it with the verb to see. ] 1. The
spiritual, rational, and immortal part in
man which distinguishes him from brutes;
the immaterial part of man ; the immortal
spirit which inhaoits the body; that part of
man which enables him to think and reason,
and which renders him a subject of moral
government; as, the inmiortality of the sotil

is a fundamental article of the Christian
system.

In the same way all the modifications of the think-
ing being—all the sensations, thoughts, and passions
—require to be embraced in some general idea, as
the ultimate ground and possibility for these modifi-
cations, as the noumenon of these phenomena. This
idea is that of an /-go—of a personality—of a soui ia
short. G. H. Lewes.

2. The immaterial part of a beast, when
considered as governed by human affections;

the seat of life in an animal.

To hold opinion with Pythagoras
That sottls of animals infuse themselves
Into the trunks of men. Shah.

3. Tlie moral and emotional part of man's
nature; the seat of the sentiments or feel-

ings, in distinction from intellect.

Hear my soui speak

:

The very instant that I saw you, did
My heart fly to your service. Shiti.

4. The understanding; the intellectual prin-
ciple.—5. The animating or essential part;
the vital principle; the source of action; the
essence; tlie chief part; as, he is the very
soul of honour. ' Tlie very bottom and the
sotU of hope. ' Shak. Hence—6. The insplrer
or leader of any action, or the like ; as, the
soul of an enterprise ; an able commander
is the soul of an army.—7. Spirit; courage;
fire; grandeur of mind or other noble mani-
festation of the heart or moral nature.

That he wants caution he must needs confess.
But not a sou/ to give our arms success. Young.

8. Internal power or principle.

There is some soul of goodness in things evil.

Shak.
9. A spiritual being; a disembodied spirit.

Every soul in heaven shall bend the knee.
Milton.

10. A human being; a person; as, there was
not a soul present.

It is a republic ; there are in it a hundred burgeois,
and about a thousand souls. Addison.

11. A familiar compellation of a person, but
often expressing some qualities of the mind;
as, alas, poor soul; he was a good soul. ' A
poor, mad soul.' Shak.—Cure of souls, in the
Church of England, an ecclesiastical charge,
in which parochial duties and the adminis-
tration of sacraments are included, primar-
ily vested in the bishop of the diocese, the
clergy of each parish acting as his deputies.

—Soul is much used in composition, form-
ing compoimds, many of which are self-

explanatory ; as, «0M^betraying, soul-ctiim-

ing, «oi/i- destroying, soifi- diseased, soul-

entrancing, «0Hi- felt, **>«/- hardened, soul-

refreshing, sot/i-reviving, soul - searching,
swti-stirring, «oti/-8ubduing, sowZ-vexed, and
the like.— Syn. Spirit, life, courage, fire,

ardour.

eh. cAain; 6h, Sc IO0A; %.go\ J* job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, siiij;; IK, then; th, thin; w, tcig; wh. uAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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Soul (sol), v.t. To imbue with a soul or
mind. [Rare.]

Soul (sol or sol), n. (A. Sax. sufol, su/el, sujl,

broth, pottage, a dainty; Icel. suJl, whatever
is eaten with bread; Sw. so/eel, Dan. suul;

from root of sup.] Anything eaten with
bread, as butter, cheese, milk, &c. It is also

written Sool and Sotcle, and corresponds to
the Scottish word kitcheji. Grose, [Provincial
English.]

Soult (sol), v.i. [From the above word, or
from Fr. soUler, to satiate, from L. saUdhis,
satiated.] To afford suitable sustenance.
' Bread and weldings souling well. ' Warner.
Soulamea (so-Ui'me-a), n. [From soulamoe,
the native name, signifying king of bitter-

ness. ] A genus of plants, nat. order Sim-
arubej«. S. amara, the only species, a tree
with simple alternate leaves, small green
flowers in short axillary spikes, and heart-
shaped fruits, is a native of the Moluccas.
It is intensely bitter, and is used medicin-
ally in cases of cholera, pleurisy, and inter-

niittents.

Soul-bell (sol'bel), n. The passing-bell.

We call them soiil-bells. for that they signify the
departure of the soul, not for that they help the pas-
sage of the soul. Bp. Hall,

Soul-curer (sol'kur-fir), n. A physician of

tlie soul; a parson. Skak.
Souldert (sol'd^r), n. Solder.

Souldiert (s6rj6r), n. Same as Soldier.

Souled (sold), a. Furnished with a soul or
mind; instinct with soul or feeling: often in

composition; as. noble-«ouierf, mean-soiiled.
' TheGrecian chiefs, though largely souled.'

Dryden.
Soul-fearing (sol'fer-ing), a. Terrifying the
soul: appaUing.
Till their (cannon's) soul -feariug clamours have

lirawl'd down
The flinty ribs of this contemptuous city. Shak.

Soul-foot (sol'fut), n. Same as Bmil-scoi.

Soulless (sol'les), a. 1. Without a soul; with-
out life; dead. ' A brainless head and soul-

less body. ' Sir E. Sandys. ' Clay not dead,
but soulless.' Byron.—2. Without greatness
or nobleness of mind; mean; spiritless; base.

'Slave, soulless villain.' Shak,
Soul-scot, Soul-shot (sol'skot. sol'shot), n.

In old eccles. law, a kind of heriot or funeral
duty paid to the church; a mortuary. See
Mortuary, 1.

Soul-sick (sol'sik), a. Diseased in mind or
Boul; morally diseased. Beau. & Fl.

Soun,t n. Sound; noise. Chaucer.
Sound (sound), a. [k. Sax. sund, gesund,
sound, healthy; L.G. Dan. and Sw. sund(not
in Icel.), G. gesund, D. zond, gezond; from
root of L. sanus, whole, sound (whence sa7ie,

sanitary); Gr. saos, sos, safe.] 1. Healthy;
not diseased; having all the oi^ans and fa-

culties complete and iu perfect action ; not
being in a morbid state ; as, a sound mind

;

a sound body. —2. Whole; uninjured; un-
hurt; unmutilated; not lacerated or bruised;
as, a sound limb.

Thou dost breathe

;

Hast heavy substance ; bleed'st not : art sound.
Shak.

3. Free from imperfection, defect, or decay;
perfect of the kind; as, sound timber; a
sound ship; sound fruit.

Look that my staves be soiiud and not too heavy.
Shak.

4. Honest; honourable; virtuous; blameless.
In the way of loyalty and truth

Toward the king, my ever royal master.
Dare mate a sounder man than Surrey can be.

Shak.
5. Founded in truth; firm; strong; valid;
solid; that cannot be overthrown or refuted;
as, sound reasoning; a sound argument; a
sound objection ; sound doctrine; sound prin-
ciples.

About him were a press of gaping faces.
Which seem'd to swallow up his sound didxicz.

Shak.
6. Right ; correct; well-founded ; free from
error; orthodox. 2 Tim. i. 13.—7. Founded
in right and law; legal; valid; not defective;
that cannot be overthrown; as, a sound title

to land; smmd justice. Spe7iser.-~8. Fast;
profound; unbroken; undisturbed.

New waked from soundest sleep,
Soft on the flow'ry herb I found me laid
In baliny sweat. Milton.

9. Heavy; laid on with force; lusty; forcible;
severe; as, a sound beating.

The men . . . give sound strokes with their clubs
wherewith they fight. j4bfi. Abbot.

—Sound is sometimes used in the formation
of compoundsof obvious meaning; as, sound-
headed, sound-hearted, sound-timbered, and
the like.

Sound (sound), adv. Soundly; heartily.

'Pinch him so^lnd.' Shak.
So sound he slept that naught might him awake.

Spmser.

Sound (sound), n. [A. Sax. sund, a narrow
sea, a strait, a sound; Icel. sitnd, a strait, a
channel, also a lane or narrow passage, a
defile ; Dan. Sw. and G. sund, a strait or
sound; from root of sunder, a sound being
thewater sundering orseparating two pieces
of land.] A narrow passage of water, as a
strait between the main land and an isle, or
a strait connecting two seas, or connecting
a sea or lake with the ocean; as, the sound
which connects the Baltic with the ocean
between Denmark and Sweden. —Sound
dues, the sea-toil formerly collected at Elsi-

nore on all vessels passing the Sound be-
tween Denmark and Sweden.
Sound (sound), n. [A. Sax. sund, a swim-
ming, from swimman, to swim; Icel. sund-
magi, the swimming bladder, lit. the ' swim-
maw.' from sund, a swimming.] 1. The air-

bladder of a fish.—2, A name for the cuttle-
fish.

Soiind (sound), v.t. [Probably from Fr. Bon-
der, to measure the depth of. to sound,which
is supposed to be from L. sub, under, and
unda, a wave, but may be rather from
the Teutonic; comp. A. Sax. sundgyrd, a
sounding yard or pole, sundline, a sounding-
line. See Sound, a narrow sea.] 1. To mea-
sure the depth of; to fathom; to try or test,

as the depth of water and the quality of the
ground, by sinking a plummet or lead, at-

tached to a line on which are marked the
number of fathoms. A cavity in the lower
end of the lead is partially filled with tallow,
by means of which some portion of the
earth, sand, gravel, shells. &c. , of the bottom
adhere to it and are drawn up. Numerous
devices are in use for testing the nature of
the bottom, as a pair of large forceps or
scoops carried down by a weight, which are
closed when they strike the ground, and so
inclose some of the sand, shells, &c. ; a cup
at the bottom of a long leaden weight, which
is closed by a leathern cover when full, &c.
&o.— 2. In swr^. to examine by means of a
sound; to introduce a sound into the blad-
der of, in order to ascertain whether a stone
is there or not—3. To try; to examine; to
discover or endeavour to discover, as that
which lies concealed in another's breast; to
search out the intention, opinion, will, or
desires of. ' To sound the abyss of science.

'

Tennyson.
I was in jest.

And by that offer meant to sound your breast,
Dryden.

I've sounded my Numidians man by man.
.Addison.

Sound (sound), v.i. To use the line and
lead in searching the depth of water.

The shipmen . . . sounded, and found it twenty
fathoms. Acts xxvii. 27, 2S.

Sound (sound), n. [Fr. sonde, a sounding-
line; a probe. See the verb.] In surg. any
elongated instrument, usually metallic, by
which cavities of the body are sounded or
explored; specifically, an instrument which
surgeonsintroduce into the bladder in search
of stone.

Sound (sound), n. [O.E. sou7i, sowne, from
Fr. son, L. sonus, a sound ; cog. Skr. gvan,
to sound. The d has been added, as in
round (to whisper), lend, hind (a. labourer).]
1. That which is heard; the eneut which is

produced by the vibrations of a l)ody affect-
ing the ear; an impression, or the effect of
an impression, made on the oi^ns of hear-
ing by the vibrations of the air or other
medium with which these organs are in
contact, which vibrations are caused by
the vibrations or tremulous motions of the
sounding body; noise; report; as, the sound
of a trumpet or drum ; the sound of the
human voice; a horrid sound; a charming
sotmd; a sharp sound; a high sound; a loud
sound; a low sound; an acute sound; a
grave sownd. No body can emit a sound
unless it be put into a tremulous or vibra-
tory motion; and hence sound, considered
with respect to the sounding body, consists
of a motion of vibration impressed on the
parts of the body; this motion is communi-
cated to the air which surrounds the body,
and produces in it corresponding undula-
tions, by which the ear lieing nffected tlie

sensation of sound is produced. The propa-
gation of sound is not instantaneous, that is

to say, the sensation is not produced at the
same instant as the motion in the sonorous
body which causes it; for if a gun or a piece
of ordnance be discharged at a considerable

distance the flash will be first seen, and
after some seconds have elapsed the report
will be heard. In like manner lightning
always precedes thunder, and if the thunder
cloud be at a considerable distance several
seconds will elapse before the thunder is

heard. It has been ascertained that the
velocity of sound through air at 0" Centi-
grade is about 1090 feet per second. The
velocity is modified by such causes as the
wind, and is affected by the temperature,
pressure, and humidity of the air at the
time. Sound is propagated or radiates from
the sounding body in all directions and in
straight lines, and diminishes in intensity
as it recedes from the sounding body; so
that at different distances from the body it

isinverselyasthe squares of those distances.
When sound is arrested in its progress Ity a
smooth, hard, or elastic surface, as a rock,
the wall of a house, of a cavern, or of a
vault, it is thrown back or refiected, and
thus forms what is called an echo, the law
of the reflection being that the angle of re-
flection is always equal to the angle of in-
cidence. Sounds are usually classified under
the two heads of noises and musical sounds.
A musical sound Is caused by a regular series
of exactly similar disturbances or pulses suc-
ceeding each other at precisely equal inter-
vals of time. If these conditions are not ful-
filled the sound is a noise. Musical sounds
differ in intensity, in pitch, and in quality:
intensity depends upon the amplitude of the
vibrations; pitch depends upon the number
of vibrations in a stated time (sound is aud-
ible, as a general rule, when the number of
vibrations are more than 16 and less than
36,000 per second); the quality of a sound
depends on the configuration or internal
structure of the individual sound-waves.
See Acoustics.— 2. Noise without significa-
tion; empty noise; noise and nothing else.

Full o( sound anA fury,
Sipiifying nothing. Shak.

Sound (sound), V.i. [See the noun.] 1. To
make a noise; to utter a voice; to make an
impulse of the air that shall strike the organs
of hearing with a particular effect ; as, an
instrument sounds well or ill ; it sounds
shrill; the voice sounds harsh. 'And first

taught speaking trumpets how to sound.'
Z>/T/den.— 2. To seem orappear when uttered;
to appear on narration ; as, this relation
sounds rather like a fiction than a truth.

How oddly will it sound that I

Must ask my child forgiveness. Shak.

3. To be conveyed in sound; to be spread or
published.

From you sounded out the word of the Lord,
1 Thes. i. 8.

4.t To signify; to mean; to import.
The cause of divorce mentioned in the law is trans-

lated 'some tincleanness,' but in Hebrew it sounds
' nakedness of aught, or any real nakedness. ' Milton.

—To sound in damages, in law, to have the
essential quality of damages : said of an
action brought, not for the recovery of a
specific thing, as reple\in, debt, &c., but for
damages only, as trespass, Ac.
Sound (sound), v.t. 1. To cause to make a
noise; to play on; as, to sotind a trumpet
or horn.

Sound all the lofty instruments of war. Shak.

2. To utter audibly; to express; to pro-
nounce; as, to sound a note with the voice.

3. To order or direct by a sound ; to give a
signal for by a certain sound ; as, to sound
a retreat.

To sound a parley to his heartless foe. Shak.

4. To celebrate or honour by sounds; to
spread by sound or report; to publish or
proclaim ; as, to sound the praises or fame
of a great man or a great exploit.

Thou sun. of this great world both eye and soij.

Acknowledge him thy greater, soundhis praise.
Milton.

Soundt (sound), v.i. To swoon. Shak.
SoundaUe (sound'a-bl), a. Capable of being
sounded.
Soundage (sound'aj), 71. Naut. dues for
sounding.
Sound-board (sound'bord), n. See Sound-
ING-BOARD.
Sound-boarding (sound'bord-ing), n. In
carp, short boards which are disposed trans-
versely between the joists, or fixed in a parti-
tion for holding the substance called pug-
ging, intended to prevent sound from being
transmitted from one part of a house to
another.
Sound-bow (soundTjo), n. The part of a

I

bell on which the clapper strikes. The

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, biiU; oil. pound; ii, So. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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aound-bow is the point of greatest thick-

ness, and is considered as unity in stating

the proportions of the bell.

Saunde,^ v.t. [See Sorsi>, a.] To malie

sound; to heal. Chaucer.
Sounder (sound'^r), n. That which sounds;
specifically, in telej. a device, consisting of

an electro-magnet with an armature having
a lever attached thereto, used in lieu of a

registtr, the communications being read by
sound alone.

Sounder t (soun'd^r), n. A herd of wilil

swine. Beau, ct Fl.

Sounding (sound'ing), p. and a. I. Causing
sound; sonorous; making a noise.—2. Hav-
ing a niaL^iiflcent or lofty sound ; bombas-
tic; as. mere «oti»idiM^ phrases.

Sounding (sound'ing), n. 1. The act of one
who or thiit which sounds, in any of the

senses of the verbs. —2. pi. The depths of

water in rivers, harbours, along shores, and
even in the open seas, which are ascertaine<l

in the operation of sounding. The temi is

also used to signify any place or part of the

ocean where a tleep sounding-line will reach
the bottom ; also, the kind of ground or
bottom where the line reaches.—/« soiitid-

ings, so near the land that a deep-sea lead
will reach the bottom.— To strike soundings,

to find bottom with the deep-sea lead.

Sounding-l>oard(sound'ing-b6rd), n. 1. A
canojiy t >ver a pulpit, Ac. , to direct the sound
of a speaker's v<>iee toward the audience.—
2 In buildvig, a board used in the deafening
of floors, partitions, Ac. See SouND-BOAHD-
ING. —3. The upper surface board of a wind-
chest in an organ. — 4. A thin board over
which the strings of a pianoforte, violin,

guitar, Ac, are stretched, and which pro-
pagates and enhances the sound. Called
also Soifud-bfxtrd.

Sounding - lead (sound'ing-led), n. The
weight used at the end of a sounding-line.

Soundlng-Une ( sound'ing-lin ), n. A line

for trying the depth of water.

Sounding-post (sound'ing-post), n. In
uiuitic. a small post In a violin, violoncello,

Ac, set under the bridge for a support, and
frir propagating the sounds to the body of

the instrument.
Sounding-rod (sound'ing-rod). n. A gradu-
ated rod or piece of iron used to ascertain
the depth of water in a ship's hold.

Soundless ( sound 'les), a. Incapable of

being sounded or fathomed; unfathomable.
lie upon your soundness deep doth ride. SHak.

Soundless (soundles), a. Having no sound;
nniselfss; silent: dumb. Shak.

Soundly (sound'Ii). adv. [From sound, en-
tire.] Inasoundmanner; as.(a)thoroughly;
satisfactorily; well.

Good Catcsby, go, effect this business soundly.
Shak,

(6) Healthily; heartily, (c) Severely; lu.stily;

with heavy blows; smartly; as, to beat one
sottiidly. ' I had swinged him soundly.*
Shak. (d) Trnly; without fallacy or error;
as, to Judge or reason soundly, (e) Firmly;
as, a doctrine soundly settled. (/) Fast;
closely: so as not to be easily awakened; as,

to sleep soundly.

Soundness ( sound 'nes), n. The state of
being Bijund; as, (a) freedom from imperfec-
tion, defect, or decay ; wholeness ; entire-

uess: as, the soundness of timber, of fruit,

of the teeth, of a limb, Ac. (6) An unim-
paired state of tlie bodily or mental organs
or faculties; healthiness: as, soundn*»s of
mind; soundness of the body; the sound-
ness of the constitution; the soundfiess of
health.

I would I had that corporal soundtiets now. Shak.

(c) Firmness; validity; strength; solidity;
truth.
This presupposed, it may stand then very well with

streiigtli and soundness of reason even thus to answer.
Hooker.

(d) Truth ; rectitade ; freedom from error
or fallacy ; orthodoxy ; as, mundt\ess fit

faith. —SVN. Firmness, strength, solidity,
validity, sanity, healthiness, truth,rectitude,
orthiiil<>-\y.

Sound-post (sound'post). n. A prop inside
a violin, Ac. See Bounding-post.
Soune.t v.i. To grow sound; to become
whole- Chaucer.
Soime.f v i. To sound; to be consonant to;
to harmonize with: hence, also, to tend
towards: followed by unto, in, or into.

Chaucer.
Soup (sop), n. [Fr. soupe, a word of Ger-
manic origin; O. suppe, D. soep, Dan. suppe,
Icel. stipa -soup, broth, Ac. Akin sup,
sip, sop.] A kind of broth; a sort of food

made generally by boiling flesh of some
kind in water with various other ingre-

dients. Soups are of many different kinds

;

as, brown soup, white soup, hare soup, turtle

soup, pease soup, Ac.

—

Portable soup, a sort

of cake formed of concentrated soup, freed
from fat, and, by long-continued boiling,

from all the putrescible parts.

Soup (soup), n. A sup; admpor small quan-
tity ; a considerable quantity of drink or of

any thin food. [Scotch.]

1 daresay he wad gar them keep hands aff me

—

and he wad gar them gie me my soup porridge and
bit meat. Sir If. Scott.

Soupt (sop), v.t. 1. To breathe out, as
words. Camden.— 2. To sup; to swallow.
Wickliffe.

Soup t ( sop ), V. L To sweep ; to pass with
pomp. 'Souping in side robes of royalty.'

Bp. Hall.

Soup^on (sbpsofi), n. [Fr. , O, Fr. souspegon,
a suspicion. ] A very small quantity ; a
taste; as, water with a so\ip<;on of brandy.
Soupet (sop), v.i. [Fr. souper, to sup. See
Srp.] To sup; to take the evening meal.
Chaucer.
Souper, t n. Supper. Chaucer.
Souper (sop'^r ), n. In Ireland, a name ap-
plied in derision to a Protestant mission-
ary or convert from Popery, from the fact
that the missionaries are said to assist their
work by distributing soxip to their converts.

Soup-kitchen (sopkich-en), n. A public
establishment supported by voluntaiy con-
tributions for preparing and supplying soup
to the poor.

Souple (sb'pl), n. [Scotch.] 1. That part
of a flail that strikes the grain ; the swiple.
2. A piece of wood used as a cudgel. Sir
»'. Scott.

Souple (so'pl), a. Supple; active; subtle;
pliant Chaucer. [Old English and Scotch ]

A soKfU jad she was and Strang. Burns.

Soup-maigre (sop-ma'gr), ?*. [Fr.J Thin
soup made chiefly from vegetables, a little

butter, and s<»me spices.

Soup-ticket (sop'tik-et), n. A ticket given
to the poor to authorize them to receive
soup at a soup-kitchen.

Soupy (sbp'i), a. Like soup; having the
consistence or appearance of soup. 'A
soupy io^i.' Jean Ingelow. [Colloq.]

Sour (sour), a. [A. Sax. sAr, sour, acid;
Icel. surr, Dan. suur, D. zuur, O.H.G. sur.

Mod. G. sauer; also found in Celtic ; W. and
Armor. ««r—sour. Sorrel is from this word
through the French.) 1. Having an acid
taste ; sharp to the taste ; tart ; acid ; as,

vinegar is sour; sour cider; sotir beer.

The mellow plum doth fall, the green sticks fast,

Or t)eing early pluck'd Is sour to taste. ShaJk.

2. Harsh of temper; crabbed; peevish; aus-

tere; morose; as, a man of a sour temper.

I.ofiy, and sour, to them that lov'd him not

;

But to those men that sought him, sweet as summer.
Shat.

3 t Aflllctive: hard to bear; bitter; disagree-
able to the feelings; distasteful in any man-
ner.

Let me embrace thee, scitr adversity. Shitk.

4. Expressing discontent, displeasure, or
peevishness; as, he never uttered a sour
word.
The lord treasurer often looked on me with a saur

countenanoe. Svjift.

5. Gloomy; dismal; sad; as. a smir retreat
from mankind. Addinon. 'iSoHr melancholy.'
Shak.—Q. Spoiled by keeping, as milk;
rancid; musty.

—

Smir grapes. See under
Grape. —Syn. Acid, sharp, tart, acetous,
acetose, harsh,acriraonious,crabbed,dogged,
currish, peevish.

Sour (sour), n. A sour or acid substance.

The sweets we wish for turn to loathed sours.
Shak.

S<rar (sour), v.t. 1. To make acid; to cause
to have a sharp taste.

So the sun's heat, with different pow'rs.
Ripens the grape, the liquor sours. Slv^ft.

2. To make harsh, cold, or unkindly.

Tufts of grass j<J«r land. Mortimer.

3. To make harsh in temper; to make cross,

crabbed, peevish, or discontented; as, mis-
fortunes often «owr the temper.—4. To cause
to gloom; to cloud. [Rare.]

And now Adonis . . .

Souriii£ his cheeks cries. ' Fie, no more of love!'
Shak.

5 To make uneasy or less agreeable; to em-
bitter.

Hail, great king!
To sour your happiness I must report
The queen is dead. ShaJt.

6. To macerate, as lime, aud render fit for
plaster or mortar.
Sour (sour), v.i. 1. To become acid; to ac-
quire the quality of tartness or pungency
to the taste; as, cider sowrs rapidly in the
rays of the sun. —2. To become peevish,
crabbed, or harsh in temper.

What betwixt shame and pride.
New things and old, himself and her, she sour''d
To what she is. Tennyson.

Source (sors), n. [Fr. source, O.Fr. sorce,
for sorse, from sui'sa, a late feminine parti-
cipial form, from L. surgo, to rise, contr.
for surrigo, for sub-rego— sub, under, and
re(7o, to direct. See Regent.] 1. The spring
or fountain-head from which a stream of
water proceeds ; any collection of water
within the earth or upon its surface in which
a stream originates; as, the St. Lawrence
has its source in the great lakes of America.
' The hidden sources of the Nile.' Addison.

Great floods have flown
From simple sources. Shak.

2. First cause; original; one who or that
which originates or gives rise to anything

;

as, ambition, the love of power and of fame,
have been -the sources of half the calamities
of nations ; intemperance is the source of
innumerable evils to individuals.

Famous Greece,
That source of art and cultivated thought. fP'ailer.

Thou source of all my bliss, and all my woe.
That found'st me poor at first, and keep'st me so.

Goldsmith.

Sour-crout (sour'krout), n. Same as Sauer-
kraut.

Sourdet (sord), v.i. [Fr. sourdre, from
L. surpere, to rise. See SOURCE.] To rise;

to spnng or issue; to have or take its source,
as a spring or river.

Sourdet (sbr'det), n. Same as Sourdine, 1.

Sourdine (sbr-den), n. [Fr.] 1. A sordine;
a mute. See Mute, 3—2. A stop on the
harmonium, which, by limiting the supply
of wind to the lower half of the instrument,
enables the performer to play full chords
with softness.

Sour -dock (sour'dok), n. Sorrel {Rumex
Acetosa).

Sour-eyed (soured), a. Having a cross or
sullen look. 'Sour-eyed disdain.' Shak.
Sour-gourd (sour'gdrd), n. A name given
to trees of the geims Adansonia and their
fniit. The Ethiopian sour-gourd is A. digi-

tata, known also as the baobab or monkey-
bread. The sour-gourd is A. Gregorii, or
eream -of-tartar tree. See Adansonia.
Sour-gum (sr»ur'gum). " See Black-ocm.
Souring (souring), n. 1. That which makes
acid. 'A double squeeze of souring in his
aspect.' Smollett.—2. A local name for the
crab-apple.

Soiirish (sour'ish), a. Somewhat sour; mo-
derately acid; as, sourish fruit; a sourish
taste. Boyle.

Sour-krout (som-'krout), n. Same as Sauer-
kraut.

Sourly (sourli), adv. In a sour manner;
as, (a) with acidity; acidly. (6) With peevish-
ness: with acrimony.

And when a woman woos. what woman's son
Wilt sourly leave her till she hath prevailed f Shai.

(c) Discontentedly.

As bad dispositions ma into worser habits, the
evening doth not crown but sourly conclude the day.

Sir T. Browtie.

Sour-milk (8our'milk),n. A name for butter-
milk. [Local.]

Sourness (sour'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being sour; as, (a) acidity; sharpness
to the taste ; tartness ; as, the sourtiess of
vinegar or of fruit (b) Asperity; harshness
of temper.
Take care that no sourness and moroseness mingle

with our seriousness of mind. /i. Nelson.

Sourock (sbr'ok), n. Sorrel. [Scotch. ]

Hegh, gudeman ! but ye hae been eating sourocks
instead o' lang kail. Gait.

Sour-sop (sour'sop), 71. 1. The large succu-
lent fruit of Anona inuricata. It is closely
allied to the custard-apple. It is of consid-
erable size, often weighing upwards of 2 lbs.

It is greenish on the outside, and covered
with prickles ; the pulp is white, with a
pleasant slightly acid flavour. —2. A cross
crabbed person.
Sour-tree (sour'tre), n. Same as Sorrel Tree.

See SoKREL.
Sour-wood (sour'wbd), n. Same as Sorrel
Tree.

Sous (so), n. Properly the plural of sou. a
French coin, but by some writers used with
a singular meaning. 'Not a sous to save me

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, ^o; ], ;ob; fa, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, then; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, ivhig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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from gaol.' Arbuthiiot. ' Would not have
cared a sous.' Sterne.

Boose ( sous ), n. [A form of sauce (which
see).] 1. Pickle made with salt; sauce.—
2. Something kept or steeped in pickle : espe-

cially, the ears, feet, &c., of swine pickled.

And he that can rear up a pig in his house
Hath cheaper his bacon, and sweeter his \ouse.

Tusser.

3. The ear: in contempt. 'With sow«e erect
or pendant, winks or haws, snivelling.' J.

Fletcher.

Souse (sous), v.t. pret. & pp. soused; ppr.
souring. 1. To steep in pickle.

Oil. though it stink, they drop by drop impart;
But souse the cabbage with a bounteous heart.

Pope.

2. To plunge into water.

They soused me over head and ears in water when
I was a boy. Addison.

Souse (sous), v.i. [Comp. G. sausen, to rush.]

To fall suddenly on ; to rush with speed, as
a hawk on its prey.

Jove's bird comes sousi)!^ down from upper air.

Drj'den.

Souse (sous), n. A violent attack, as of a
bird striking its prey; hence, a blow. Spen-
ser.

Souse (sous), v.t. To strike with sudden
violence, as a bird strikes its prey.

The gallant monarch is in arms ;

And like an eagle o'er his airy tow'rs.

To souse aimoyance that comes near his nest. SAai.

Souse (sou§), adv. With sudden violence.

'Run souse against his chaps.' Yoiaig.
[Familiar. ]

Souse, Source (sous, sors), n. [Ft. sous,

under, belt)w. ] In arch, a support or under-
prop. Gwilt.

Souslik (sus'lik), n. A pretty little rodent
quadruped, the Spennophilus citillu^. See
Suslik.
Soustenu, Soutenu (sds'te-no, so'te-nb).

[Fr., sustained.] In her. a term applied
when a chief is, as it were, supported by a
small part of the escutcheon beneath it, of

a different colour or metal from the cliief.

and reaching, as the chief does, from side
to side, being, as it were, a small part of

the cliief of another colour, and supporting
the real chief.

Soutane (so-tan'), n. [Fr, from L.L. sid)-

tana, from L. subtns, beneath.] The French
name for the clerical garment otherwise
called a cassock.

Soutenu. See SousTENTJ.
Souter (so't6r), n. [A. Sax. sutere, from L.

sutor, a shoemaker, from sito, to sew.] A
shoemaker; a cobbler. [Old English and
Scotch.]

A conqueror ! a cobbler 1 hang him souter I

Beau. & Fl.

Souterly (sb't6r-li), a. Like a cobbler; low;
vulgar. [Old English and Scotch.]

You souterly knaves, shew you all your manners at
once? Old play.

Souterraint (sdt'6r-an), ?i. [Fr. See Sub-
terranean,] A grotto or cavern under-
ground.

Defences against extremities of neat, as shade.

South (south), n. [A. Sax. siiih, probably
for sunth, from stiiuie, the sun; Icel. mthr,
sunnr, Dan. syd, 86nden,O.T^.G. sund. Mod.
G. Slid, south.] 1. One of the four cardinal
points of the compass, directly opposite to
the north. The north and south are oppo-
site points in the horizon, each ninety de-
grees, or the quarter of a great circle, dis-

tant from the east and west. The meridian
of every place is a great circle passing
through the north and south points.— 2. The
region, tract, country, or locality lying op-
posite to the north, or situated nearer the
south point than another point of reckon-
ing. 'The queen of the soitiA." Matt. xii. 42.

'The palms and temples of the south.' Ten-
nyson.— H. The wind that blows from the
south.
When tempest of commotion, like the south
Borne with black vapour, doth begin to melt. Skak.

South (south), a. Situated in the south, or
in a southern direction from the point of
observation; lying toward the south; per-
taining to the south; proceeding from the
south. ' When he quieteth the earth by the
south wind.' Job xxxvii. VJ. — The South
Sea, a name formerly applied to the Pacific

Ocean, especially the southern portion of

it.

—

South Sea Bubble or Scheme, a disas-

trous financial speculation which arose in
England in the beginning of last century.
It originated with the directors of a joint-

stock company, which, in consideration of

certain exclusive privileges of trading to the
South Seas, offered the government easier
terms for the advance or negotiation of loans
than could be obtained from the genend
public. In 1720 tlie proposal of the C(^inipany

to take over the entire national debt in con-
sideration of 5 per cent was accepted by the
House of Commons, and possessing other
sources of revenue the directors held out
promises to the public of paying as nmch as
60 per cent on their shares. It became soon
apparent that such magnificent promises
could never be fulfilled, and in a few months'
time the collapse came which ruined thous-
ands, from the chancellor of the exchequer
down to the pettiest speculator.

South (south), ado. Toward the south; from
the south.

His regiment lies half a mile at least
Southixom the mighty power of the king. Skak.

Such fruits as you appoint for long keeping gather
in a fair and dry day, and when the wind bloweth not
south. Bacon.

South (south), v.i. 1. To move or turn to-

wards the south; to veer toward tlie soutli.

2, \nastron. to arrive at or pass the meridian
of a place; as, the moon souths at nine.

Southcottlan (south-kut'i-an), n. One of the
followers of Joanna Southcott, a religious
fanatic, who was born in Devonshire in 1750.

She first pretended to a divine mission, and
held herself out as the woman spoken of in

the book of Revelation. In 1814 she an-
nounced herself as the mother of tlie pro-
mised Shiloh, whose speedy advent she pre-
dicted. Her death, in December of that year,
did not undeceive lier disciples, and the sect
continued to exist for many years.

South-down (south'duun). n. One of a
noted breed of English sheep; mutton from
this sheep. (See Sheep.) 'His curdiest
salmon decUned, his wonderful south-down
sent away scarcely tasted.' Lever.

South-down (south'doun), a. Of or per-
taining to the South -downs of England;
as, South-down sheep.

Southeast (s(juth'est), n. The point of the
compass equally tUstant from the south and
east.

Southeast (south'est), a. In the direction
of, pertaining to, or coming from the south-
east; as, a southeast wind.
Southeaster (south'est-6r), n. A wind from
the southeast.

Southeasterly, Southeastern (south-esf-
6r-li. south-est'6ni), a. Sauie as Southeast.

Souther (sou'Tner), n. Solder. [Scotch.]

Souther (south'6r), n. A wind from the
south.

Southerliness (suTH'^r-li-nes), n. State of
being southerly.

Southerljr (suTH'6r-li), a. 1. Lying in the
south or in a direction neai'ly south; as, a
southerly point.—2. Coming from the south
or a point nearly south.

I am but mad north northwest: when the wind is

southerly
I know a hawk from a handsaw. Shafc.

Southern (suTH' 6m). a. [A. Sax. gUthern,
from sJiMer, »rt(A, south. See SOUTH.] 1. Be-
longing to the south; situated in the south;
lying on the south side of the equator ; as,

the southern hemisphere; soxUhem latitudes;
southern signs ; <tc. — 2. Coming from the
south; as, a southern breeze.

Men's bodies are heavier when southern winds blow
than when northern. Bacon.

Southern (suTH'6rn). n. Same as Southron.

Southern Cross (suTH'Srn kros). ii. In
astron. a small bright constellation (Crux)
in the southern hemisphere, the principal
stars of which are arranged in the form of

a cross.

Southerner (suTH'em-^r), n. An inhabitant
or native of the south, especially of the
southern states of America.
Southemliness (8UTH'6rn-li-nes), n. State
of being soutJierly.

Southemly (suTH'6m-li), adv. Toward the
south.

Southernmost (suTH'6rn-most), a. Furthest
toward the south.

Southernwood (suTH'^rn-w^d), n. A plant
nearly allied to the wormwood, Artemisia
Abrotanum. It is found in almost every
cottage garden, and was formerly employed
in medicine as a stomachic and stimulant.
See Artemisia.
Southing (south'ing), n. 1. Tendency or
motion to the south.—2. The time at which
the moon or other heavenly body passes the
meridian of a place.- 3. In navig. the differ-

ence of latitude made by a ship in sailing to

the southward.

Southly t (south'li), odo. Toward the south;
southerly.

Southmost (south 'most), a. Furthest to-
ward the south.
Southness (south'nes), 71. The name given
to a tendency of a magnetic needle to point
toward the south.
Southron (suTH'ron), n. A native or inhab-
itantof asouthern country or of the southern
part of a country; specifically, a term for-
merly applied in Scotland to a native of
South Britain: an Englishman.
Southsay,t Southsayer.t See Soothsay,
Soothsayer.
Southward (south'w6rd), adv. Toward the
south; as, to qo southward.
Southward (south'w6rd), a. Lying or situ-
ated toward the south; directed towards the
south. * The sun looking with a southward
eye upon him.' Shak.— The southward, the
southern regions or countries.

Countries are more fruitful to the southward than
in the northern parts. Raleigh.

Southwest ( south ' west ), n. The point of
the compass equally distant from the south
and west.

Southwest fsouth'west), a. 1. Lying in the
direction of the southwest; as, a southwest
country. —2. Coming from the southwest; as,
a southwest wind.
Southwester (south-west'6r), n. 1. A
strong, southwest wind. —2. A waterproof
hat with a flap hanging over the neck, worn
in bad weather. Frequently contracted into
Sou'ivester.

Southwesterly (south-west'6r-li), a. 1. In
the direction of southwest or nearly so.—
2. Coming from the southwest or a point
near it; as, a southwesterly wind.
Southwestern (south-west'6m), a. In the
direction of southwest or nearly so; as, to
sail a southwestern course.

Southwestward (south-west'wfird), a. and
ado. Towards the southwest.
Souvenance,+ Sovenancet (so've-nans, so'-

ve-nans), n. [Fr.] Remembrance. Spelled
also Sovenaunce. Spenser.
Souvenir (so-ve-nerO, n. [Fr.] That which
reminds or revives the memory of anything;
a remembrancer; a keepsake; as, a souvenir
of a person; a souvenir of a visit to a place.

Soverainly.t adv. Above all. Chaucer.
Sovereign (sov'^r-in), a. [O.E. soveraine^
souvereyn, from O.Fr. soverain, Mod.Fr.
souverain; It. sovrano, soprano; from L.L.
superaniis, from L. super, above, over. The
g seems to have got into this word from a
fancied connection with reign. See Sov-
ran.] 1. Supreme in power; possessing su-
preme dominion; independent of and xm-
limited by any other; highest in power;
hence royal; princely. 'The remembrance
of his most sovereign name.' Shak.
None of us who now thy grace implore
But held the rank of sovereign queenhefore. Dryden.

And sovereign law,—that states collected will , . ,

Sits empress, crowning good, repressing ill.

Sir If-: Jones.
2. Efficacious in the highest degree; effec-

tual: said especially of medicines. ' A sov-

ereign preservative of God's people. * Uooker.

And telling me. the sovereign'st thing on earth
Was parmacety for an inward bruise. Shak,

3. Supreme; paramount; excellent; com-
manding. 'Amanofsorerei/;?! parts.' Shak.
'Yond same sovereign cruelty.' Shak. —
Sovereigii state, a state having the admin-
istration of its own government, being not
dependent on or subject to another power.
Sovereign (sov'6r-in), n. 1. One who exer-

cises supreme control; a supreme ruler; the
person having the highestpower or authority
in a state or the like, as a king, queen, em-
peror, &c. ; a monarch.

Let nie kiss my sovereign's hand. Shak,

By my sovereign and his fate I swear. Dryden.

2. (a) A gold coin current at 22«. 6d, from
the reign of Henry VIII. to that of James I.

(6) A gold coin of the value of 208., and
weighing 123274 grains Troy, the standard
of the English coinage at the present day.—
Syn. King, prince, monarch, potentate,
ruler.

Sovereignize t (sov'6r-in-iz), v. i. To exer-

cise supreme authority.

Nimrod was the first that sovereigttized over men.
Sir T. Herbert.

Sovereignly (sov'6r-in-li). adv. Supremely;
in the liighest degree. [Rare.]

He was so-zereignly lovely in himself, Boyle,

Sovereignty (soVSr-in-ti), n. 1. The state of

being a sovereign ; the supreme power in a
state ; the possession of the highest power

Fate, f&r, fat^ fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; ii, 3c. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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or of uncontrollable power; monarchical
sway.

Then 'tis most like

The sovereignty will fall upon Macbeth. Shak.

1. Predominant power or character; supre-

macy; supreme excellence. Shak.— Z. Me-
dicinal efficacy. Shale.

Sovran (sov'ran), n. and a. Same as Save-

reign, and etymologically a more correct

spelling. 'Since he who now is sovraii can
dispose and bid what shall be right. ' Milton.

'O Father . . . thy sofran sentence ' Mil-

ton. 'O sovran Blanc . . . sole sovran of

the vale.' Coleridge.

Sow (sou), n. [A. Sax. siigu, L.G. gttge,

O.D. sowe, sogh, Mod.D. zeiig, O.H.G. »m,

Mod.G. sail. Dan. and Sw. so, sow. Cog.

L. «ii«, Gr. hus, sow. Perhaps from root
*.«, Ui bring forth (whence ««»).] 1. The
female of the hog kind or of swine.—2. An
insect; a milleped; the sow-bug.— 3. In
founding, (a) the name given by the work-
men to the main channel in the lloor of

a smelting furnace into which the liquid

metal is first made to enter. The side

channels which branch off from the sow
are termed pigs, while the metal which
fills the sow is called sow-metal, and that
which flUa the pigs pig -metal. (&) The
piece of metal cast in -this channel ; an
"blong mass of metal—4. A militai-y struc-

ture of the nature of a movable covered
shed, anciently used in sieges to cover and
protect men who were employed in sapping
and mining operations.— To have, take, or
get the right (or wrong) sow by the ear, to
pitch upon the right (or wrong) person or
thing; to come to the right (or wrong) con-
clusion.

You have a wrong styw by Ou ear. Hudibrcu.

Sow (90), p. i. pret. sowed; pp. sowed or sown;
ppr. sowing. [A. Sax. sdwan {pret. s€6w; pp.
sdwen; so Sc. saw, soo, sawn); Icel. sd, Dan.
saae, G. men, Goth, saian. From same
root as L. sera, satum, to sow (whence sea-

son). Seed is from this stem.] 1. To scat-

ter, as seed upon the earth, for the purpose
of growth; to plant by strewing; as, to sow
grain ; to soic beans. ' Plant nettles or sow
lettuce.' Shak. ' \Mien to turn the fruitful

soil, and when to sow the com.' Dryden.

Whatsoever a man strwetk that shall he also reap.
Gal. vi 7-

2 To scatter seed over for growth; to sup-
ply or stock with seed.

And s<rw the ficlils and plant vineyards, which may
yield fruits of increase. Ps. cvii. 37.

The intellectual faculty is a goodly field, and it is

the worst husbandry in the world to stnv it with
trilles. Sir M. Hale.

3. To spread abroad; to cause to extend; to
disseminate ; to propagate ; as, to sow dis-

cord.

Bom to afflict my Marcia's family.

And sow dissension in the heans of brothers.
AddisoH.

4- To scatter over; to besprinkle. 'Sowed
with stars the heaven thick as a field.'

Milton.

Sow(sd), v.i. To scatter seed for growth and
the production of a crop.

They that stmi in tears shall reap in joy.
Ps. cxxvi. 5.

Sowt (86). v.t. To sew.

Sowa (so'a), n. An nmbelliferous plant
cultivated in India. His the A netJium Sowa,
the aromatic seed of which is much used by
the natives in cookery as well as for medi-
cinal purposes.
Sowans (^o'anz), n. pi. Same as Sowens.
Sowar (siiu'ar), n. [Hind.] A trooper; a
mounted s<»ldier belonging to the irregular
cavalry
Sowbane (sou'ban), n. Another name for
nettic-lt'aved goosefoot (CAenopodmm mu-
rale). Called a!si» Flog's-bane.

Sow-bread. (»ou'bred),n. Aplantof thegenus
Cyclamen, the C. europceum, so named
from its roots being said to be the principal
food of the wild boars of .Sicily.

Sow-bug (Bou'bug), n. An isopodous cnia-
t;tit'iiis ;tiiimal; a milleped.
Sowce (sous), n. and v.t. Same as Souse.
Sowens (so'enz), n. pi. [Sc. sowen, weaver's
paste, is the singular. Comp. A. Sax. seAw,
glue, paste.] A nutritious article of food
made from the farina remaining among the
husks of oat.s, much user! in Scotlau*!. The
husks (called in S<-otland seedn). after being
separated from the oatmeal t)y the sieve,

still retain a considerable poriion of fari-

naceous matter. A quantity of the husks
is steeped in water till the farinaceous mat-
ter is dissolved, and until the liquid has be-

come sour. The whole is then put into a
sieve, which allows the milky liquid to pass
through into a barrel or other vessel, but
retains the husks. The starchy matter gra-
dually subsides to the bottom of the barrel.

The sour liquor is then decanted off, and
about an eiiual quantity of fresh water
added. This mixture, when boiled, forms
sowens. In England it is more commonly
called jlummery. Written also Sowing.
' These sowins, that is, flummery.' Mortimer.

See where Norah with the sowins comes. Swift,

Sower(86'6r), n. 1. One who sows or scatters
seed.—2. That which sows seed; a sowing-
machine.—3. One who scatters or spreads; a
disseminator; a breeder; a promoter. * Term-
ing Paul. . . A sower oi words, a very babbler
or trifler." Hakewell.
They are the sowers of suits, which make the

court swell, and the country pine. Bacon.

Sower,t n. A sore or buck in its fourth year.
Chancer.
Sowing-maoMne ( sd'ing-ma-shen ), n. A
machine for depositing seeds in the soil,

either equally over its surface or in rows.
Various machines of this kind have been
contrived.

Sowins (so'inz), rt. pi. See Sowens.
Sowl,t Sowlet (soul), v.t. [Prov. E. also sole,

to pull or haul, to pull by the ears; comp.
Prov. G. zaueln, to tug, to drag.] To pull
by the ears; to pull about.

He'll go, he says, and soviU the porter of Rome
gates by the ears. Shak.

Sowlet (soul), n. See Soul.
Sowm (soum). n. and v. See next entry.

Sowminf (soum'ing). \Smiom is probably
the same as sum, Sc. sowrn^ soom, and rowtn,
from A. Sax. rUm. room, space.] A term
used in Scotg law in conjunction with rtrwm-
ing.—Sowming and rowming, the term now
applied to the action whereby the number
of cattle to be brought upon a common by
the persons respectively having a servitude
of pasturage may be ascertained. The cri-

terion is the number of cattle which each of
the dominant proprietors is able to fodder
during winter. A xowm of land is as much
as will pasture one cow or ten sheep, or in

some places one cow and five sheep ; and,
strictly speaking, iosowhi the common is to
ascertain the several sowms it may hold,
and to rowm it is to portion it out amongst
the dominant proprietors.

Sown (son), pp. of sow.

Sowtert (s(m't^r), n. Same as Souter.

Sow-tMstle (sou'this-l), n. The common
name of several British species of plants of

the genus Sonchus. said to be eaten by swine
and some other animals. See Sonchus.
Soy (soi), n. 1. A kind of sauce prepared in
China and Japan from a small bean, the
fruit of the So^a kispitia. It is eaten with
fish, cold meat, <tc. There are two or three
qualities of soy, but the Japan soy is reck-
oned the best.—2. The plant from the seeds
of which the sauce is prepared. See SOJA.

Soya (soi'a), n. Same as Sowa.
Soylet (soil), V. t. To solve.

Likewise mayest thou sayte all other texts.
Tyndate.

Soylet (soil), n. 1. Soil.— 2. In hunting, the
mire in which a l>ea8t of the chase wallows;
the prey. Spenser.

Soyled (soiUl). p. and a. [See Soil, v.t., to
feed.) High-fed; pampered. 'The fitchew
and the soyled horse.' Shak.
Soymlda (soi-ini'da), n. [Telugu name.] A
genus of plants, nat. order Meliaceie, pecu-
liar to the East Indies. The bark of S.febri-

fuga, the rohuna of Hindustan, is a useful
tonic in India in intermittent fevers, and
has been employed successfully in this

country in cases of typhus. It is a tall tree

with paripinnate leaves and large pajiioles

of flowers, and yields a. strong timber. Called
also Redwood.
Soynedt (soind), p. and a. [Fr. soigner, to
care for] Filled with care; alarmed.
Sozzle (so/l), tf. (. [From soss.] 1. To mingle
c(mfusedly. [Local.]— 2. To spill or wet
tlirough carelessness; to move about con-
fusedly or carelessly. [United States.]

Spa (apA). n- -^ general name for a mineral
spring, or the locality in which such springs
exist; from Spa, a celebrated watering-
place in Belgium.

She has been as healthy as the Cemian s/a.
Sheridan.

Spaad (spad), n. [D. spaath, G. apath, spar. ]

A kind of mineral; spar.

Space (spas), n. [Fr. eitpace,from L. spatium,
space, from root spa, to stretch ; comp.

span.] 1. Extension, considered indepen^
dently of anything which it may contain;
extension in all directions; extension con-
sidered in its own nature without regard to
anything external, or that which always re-
mains the same and is infinite and immov-
able; room: iu this sense called absolute
space.

Pure space is capable neither of resistance nor mo-
tion. Locke.

Making no attempt to analyse the notion oi space.
... it will be sufficient for present purposes to say
that we know space as an ability to contain bodies. I

am aware that this is no definition properly so called,
seeing that as the words ' contain ' and ' bodies ' both
imply ideas of space, the definition involves the thing
to be defined. But leaving out as irrelevant all con-
siderations of the mode in which we come by our
ideas of space, and of bodies as occupyinjj space, it

will I think be admitted that the antithesis between
bodies and an ability to contain bodies truly repre-
sents the contrast in our conceptions of the sensible
non-ego (matter) and the insensible non-ego (space).

H. Spencer.

2. Any quantity or portion of extension; the
interval between any two or more objects;
as, the space between two hills or two stars:
in this sense called relative space.

A heavy balustrade, ornamented from s/ace to
sface with huge grotesque figures of animals.

Sir IV. Scott.

3. Quantity of time; duration; also, the in-

terval between two points of time. 'Nine
times the space that measures day and
night.' Milton.

God may defer his judgment for a time, and give a
people a longer space for repentance. Tiiiotson,

4. A short time ; a while. ' To stay your
deadly strife a *ipacc.' Spenser. [Rare.]— 5. In
printing, (a) the interval between words in
printed matter. (6) A kind of blank type,
with a shorter shank than the letter types,
for separating words.— 6. In music, one of
the four intervals between the five lines of a
staff^. Spaces are named from the notes that
occupy them; thus, the spaces of the bass
staff counting upwards are known as A, C,,

E, and G; those of the trebJe staff, F, A, C,
and E.

'

Space t (spas), v.i. To rove; to pace; to
roam about. 'And loved iu forests wild to
space.' Spenser.

Space (spas), v.t. pret. & pp. spaced; ppr.
spacing. To arrange at proper intervals;
to arrange the spaces in ; specifically, in
printing, to arrange the spaces and inter-
vals in or between so that there may be no
glai-iug disproportion; as, to space a para-
graph; to space words, lines, or letters.—
To space oitt, to widen the intervals between
words or lines in a page for printing.

Spacefolt (spas'ful), a. Wide; extensive.

Spaceless (spas'les), a. Destitute of space.
Coleridge.

Space-Une (spaslin), n. in printing, a thin
piece of type-metal, not bo high as type, to
put between and increase the width of the
lines, and for other purposes: generally
called a Lead.
Space-mle (spas'rol), n. In printing, a fine

line cast type high, and to any length re-

quired, used for printing the lines in tabular
matter.
Spaclally (spa'shi-al-Ii), adv. As regards
or with reference to space. Written also
Spatially.

Things, sfaciatly, are cither inclusive or co-exclusive.
Sir ;*'. Hamilton.

Spacious (spa'shus), a. [Fr. »pacievz; L.
spatiosus. See Si*ACE] 1. Inclosing an ex-

tended space; vast in extent; wide extended.
'A spacious plain outstretched in ciicuit'
MUtmi.

The spacious firmament on high.
With all the blue ethereal sky. Addison.

2. Having large or ample room; not con-
tracted or narrow ; roomy ; as, a spacious
church, hall, or the like.— Syn. Wide, ex-

tensive, ample, capacious, roomy.
Spaciously (spa'shus-li), adv. In a spa-
cious manner; widely; extensively.

Spaciousness (spa'shus-nes), n. The qua-
lity of beiiii; spacious; largeness of extent

;

extensiveue;^s; roominess.

The spaciousness of house was such that it had
three galleries, each of them a mile long, HakevjiU.

SpadaSBln (spa-das'in), n. [Fr. , from It.

spada, a sword, from L. spatha, a broad flat

instrument, a broad pointless sword.] A
swordsman; a bravo; a bully.

Bully swordsmen, 'spadassins' of that party, go
swaggering ; or indeed they can be had for a trifle of
money. CarlyU.

Spaddle (spadl), n. [Dim. of «pade.] AUttle
spade.

Others destroy moles with a x/urfrf/^, waiting in the
mornings and evenings for them. Mortimer.

cb, cAain; 6h, 8c. locA; g, yo; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, 9\ng\ th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, if/iig; zh, amre.—See KEY.
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Spade (spad), n. [A. Sax. spadu; L.G. D.

Dan. and Sw, spade, Icel. ttpadi, G. spaten,

borrowed from L. gpatha ^Gr. spathe, any
broad blade of wood or metal. From the
Latin come also It. spada, Sp. espada, Fr.

Sp^e, a sword.] 1. An instrument for dig-

ging or cutting the ground, provided with
a broad blade of iron, with a cutting edge,

and having a stout handle, adapted to be
used with both hands and one foot.

—

To call

a spade a spade, to call things by their

proper names even though these may seem
a little coarse; to speak plainly and without
mincing matters. * To call a spade a spade,

a bawd a bawd.' John Taylor.

I have learned to call wickedness by its own terms

:

a fig a fin. and a s/'ade a spade. yohn Knox.

2. One of the four suits of cards, from the
spade-like rtgures on each of the cards of

the suit: in this sense used in the plural,

though the singular may be used for a single

card of the suit; as, to lead spades, or to lead

a itjmde. ' The figure was originally designed
to represent the head of a pike; but the
name is, perhaps, derived directly from
Spanish espada, sword—these cards among
the Spanish bearing the figure of a sword.'
Goodrich.

Spade (spad). v.t. To dig with a spade ; or

to pare off the sward of land with a spade.

Spade (spad), jl A hart three years old.

Written also Spaid.

Spade (spad),n. [L. spado, a eunuch.] 1. A
eunuch.— '2. A gelded beast.

Spade-bayonet (spad'ba-on-et), n. Abroad-
blailed bayonet which may be used for dig-

ging shelter holes or rifle-pits.

Spade-bone (spad'bon), n. The shoulder-

blade; the scapula.

Spadeful (si»ad'fu!), n. As much as a spade
will hold.

Spade-guinea ( spad'gi-ne ), n. A guinea
with a spade-formed sliield bearing the coat
of arms on the. reverse.

Spade-handle'' (spad-han'dl), n. In niach.

a pin lield at both ends by the forked end
of a coTinecting-rod. Goodrich.

Spade-huBbandry (spad'huz-band-ri). n.

A mode of cultivating the soil and improv-
ing it hy means of deep digging with the

spade instead of the sul)soil-plough.

Spade-iron (spad'i-6rn), n. In her. the term
used to denote the iron part or shoeing of a
spade.
Spadiceous (spa-dish'us), a. [L. spadiceus,

from spadix, a spadix, also brownish-red

like a palm spadix. ] 1. Of the colour usually

denominated bay. Sir T. Browne.—2. In

bot. said of a sort of aggregate flower, hav-

ing a receptacle common to many florets,

within a spathe, as in palms, &c. See Spadix.

Spadicose (spa'di-kos), a. In bot. growing
on tlie sjiadix.

Spadille, Spadilio (spa-dil', spa-dil'yo), n.

[Fr. spadille, Sp. espadilla, dim. of espada.

See Spade.] The ace of spades at ombre
and quadrille.

Spading (spad'ing), n. The operation of

digging witli a spade; the operation of par-

ing off the surface or
sward of grass laud
by means of the paring
spade with an intent to

burn it. and thus im-
prove the land.

Spadix (spa'diks), n.

[L.] In hot. a form of

the inflorescence of

plants, in which the
flowers are closely ar-

ranged round a fleshy

radius, and the whole
surroimded by a large

leaf or bract called a

spathe, as in palms and
arums. See cut Inflor-
escence.
Spado (spa'do), n. [L,]

1. A castrated animal

;

a gelding. — 2. In civil

law, one who from any cause has not the
power of procreation; an impotent person.
Spadroont (spa-drdn'), n. [Fr. and Sp. es-

padon. It. spadone. See Spade.] A cut-and-
thrust sword, lighter than a broadsword.

Spae (spa), V. i. and t. [A Scandinavian word

:

Icel. spa, Dan. spaae. to foretell; comp. G.
spiihen, to look; L. specio, to see.] To fore-

tell; to divine; to forbode; as, to spae one's
fortune. [Scotch.]

Spae-man (spa'man), n. A prophet; a di-

viner; a soothsayer. [Scotch.]

Spaer (spa'6r), n. One who apaes; a fortune-

a, Spathe, and b, Spa-
dix of Arutn macula'
turn.

teller. 'A frpoer o' poor folk's fortunes.'
Blackwood's Mag.
Spae-Wife (spa'wif), n. A female fortune-
teller. [Scotch,]

Many remembered that Annaple Bailyon wandered
through the country as a beggar and fortune-teller,

or spae-ivife. Sir iV. Scott.

Spagyric.t Spagyrlcalt (spa-jii^ik,spa-jii-'-

iK-al), a. [Fr. spagiri<jue, formed from Gr.
spao, to draw, to separate, and ageiro, to
assemble, to bring together.] Chemical or
alchemical.
SpagyriCt (spa-jii-'ik), n. A chemist, espe-
cially one devoted to alchemical pursuits.

SpagyriBtt (spaj'ir-ist), n. 1. A chemist or
alchemist.—2. One of a sect of physicians
who pretended to account for the changes
which occur in the human body in health
and disease, in the same manner as the
chemists of their day explained those of the
inorganic kiiigilom.

Spahee, Spahi (spa'he, spa'hi), n. [Turk.
sipahi; Per. xlpahee. See SEPOY.] 1. One
of the Turkish cavalry. The Spahis were
disbanded, along with the Janissaries, in
1826.— 2. A native Algerian ca^alrj -soldier

in the French army.
Spaid (spiid), n. A hart three years old.

Spail (spal), v.t. [See Spale.] In mining,
to break up, as ore, into small pieces for the
purpose of easily separating it from the
rock. Written also Spale.

Spail (spal), 71. A chip. See Spale.
Spalrge (sparj), v.t. [Fr. asperger, from L.

spargo, to scatter, to besprinkle.] To dash;
as, to spalrge water; to bespatter by dashing
any liquid; to sully by reproach. [Scotch.]

Spait (spat), n. See SPATE. .

Spake (spak). One of the forms of the pre-
terite of speak, the other, and more com-
monly used form, being spoke.

Still she spake on, and still she sfiake of power.
TeJiftyson.

Spake-net (spak'net), n. A net for catching
crabs.

Spalacotberium (8para-ko-the"ri-um). n.

[Gr. spalax, spalakos, mole, and therion, a
wild beast.] An extinct genus of mole-like
insectivorous marsupials, founded by Owen
on the teeth and jaw-bones found in the
dirt-beds of Purbeck. Dorsetshire.

SpaJax (spal'aks), n. [Gr.. a mole.] A genus
of rodent animals of which the Spalax
typhlns or slepez may be taken as the type.

See Slepez.
Spale (spal), n. [D. spell, a chip ; O. and
Prov. G. spellen, to split. Akin epelk, spalt,

split] A chip or splinter of wood. [Scotch.]

Spale (spiil). v.t. In mining, (a) to inflict a
flne upon for breach of some rule of the
mine, (b) Same as Spail.

Spall (spftl), v.t. To split; to splinter. See
Spale, Spail.

Spall (spal). ii- In masonry, a chip driven
off by the hammer.
Spall, Spalle (sps^l), n. [O.Fr. espaule. It.

spalla, the shoulder, from L. spathtila,

spatula, a dim. of spatha, a broad flat

wooden instrument. See SPADE. ] The
shoulder. Spenser. (Old English and Scotch.]

Spalt (spalt), n. [See Spale.] A whitish
scaly mineral, used to promote the fusion
of metals.

Spalt (spslt), a. [Akin to split, spelk, A'c]
1. 1 Brittle; liable to break or split. [Local. ]

Of all oke growing in England, the park oke is the
softest, and far more spalt and brickie than the hedge
oke. Holinshed.

2. Frail; clumsy; heedless; pert. [Local.

Spalt (8PHJt),u.(. and 1. [Dan. spa^fe, tospUt.
See Spale.] To split off. as chips from tim-

ber. [Provincial English.]

Span (span), n. [A. Sax. span, sponn, a span
(the measure); Icel. sponn, Dan. spand, D
span, G. spanne, the measure of a span, all

from verb signifying to extend, to stretch,

to measure, seen in A. Sax. and O.H.G. span-
nan, to clasp, join, measure, span^ probably
also in L. spatiuni, space; Gr. spao, to draw.
In sense 5 the word seems to come directly

from the D. span, a span or yoke, the origin

being the same. ] 1. The space from the end
of the thumb to the end of the little flnger

when extended ; nine inches ; the eighth of

a fathom.—2. A short space of time.

Life's but a spafi ; I'll every inch enjoy, Farquhar.

For. indeed, 't is a sweet and peculiar plea-sure

To possess but a span of the hour of leisure

In elegant pure and aerial minds. A'eafs.

3. In arch, an imaginary line across the
opening of an arch or roof by which its ex-

tent is estimated ; the spread or extent of

an arch between its abutments.—4. Naut. a

rope fastened at both ends so that a pur-
chase may be hooked to its bight. Also, a
double rope, having thimbles attached be-
twixt its two parts, and used as a fair-leader
for ropes.—5. A pair of horses; a >oke of
animals; a team. It is generally applied in
America to a pair of horses of nearly the
same colour, and otherwise nearly alike,
which are usually harnessed side by side.
In South Africa it is applied generally to
other animals than horses, as to a yoke of
oxen.

Span (span), v.t. pret. & pp. spanned; ppr.
spanning. 1. To measure by the hand with
the flngers extended, or with the fingers
encompassing the object; as, to span a space
or distance; to span a cylinder.— 2. To mea-
sure or reach from one side of to the other;
as, a bridge spans the river.

This soul doth span the world. Herbert.

The rivers were spatmed by arches of solid ma-
sonry. Prescott.

3. Naut. to confine with ropes; as, to span
the booms.— 4. To sliackle the legs of , as a
horse; to hobble. [Local.]

Span (span), v.i. To be well matched for
running in harness; as, the horses span welL
[United States.]

Span (span), pret. of spin.

Spanaemia (spa-ne'mi-a), ji. [Gr. spanis,
scarcity, and haima, blood.] In pathol.
poverty of blood ; that condition of the blood
in which its solid constituents are dimin-
ished. Written also Spanemy.
Spanaemic, Spanemlc (spa-ne'mik), a. In
1/ied. relating to spanaemia ; having the
quality of inipoverisliing the blood.
Spansemlc, Spanemic (spa-ne'mik), n. A
medicine iiaving the power, real or fancied,
of impoverishing the blood.
Spancel (span'sel), n. [A. Sax. spannan, to
join, and sdl, a rope, a fastening.] A rope
to tie a cow or a horse's hind-legs. [Local.]
Spancel (span'sel), v.t. pret. & pp. span-

celled; ppr. spancelling.
To tie the legs of a horse

,*^ or cow with a rope.

5V [Local.]

I'^Tn^ Spancelled (spau'seid),
pp. In her. an epithet
for a horse that has the
fore and hind leg of the
near side fettered by
means of fetterlocks fas-

tened to the ends of a
stick.

Spancelled.

Span-counter (span'koun-t^r), n. An old
game thus played : one threw a counter on
the ground, and another tried to hit it with
his counter, or to get it near enough for him
to span the space between them and touch
both the counters. In either case he won;
if not, his counter remained where it fell,

and became a mark for the first player, and
so alternately till the game was won. Called
also Span-farthing. Span-feather.

Tell the king, from me, that for his father's sake,
Henry the Fiftli, in whose time boys went to span-
counter for French crowns, I am content he shall
reign. Shak.

Span-dogs (span'dogz), n. pi. A pair of iron
hooks or bars, with sharp claws at one end.
linked together and used to grapple timber,
the fangs of the extended ends being driven
into the log.

Spandrel (span'drel), n. [Old forms spaun-
aere, splaundrel, from O.Fr. esplanader, to
level, plane, lay even. See Esplanahe.]
In arch, the irregular triangular space com-
prehended between the outer cxarve or ex-

trados of an arch, a horizontal line drawn
from its apex, and a perpendicular line from
its springing; also, a space on a wall, between
the outer mouldings of two arches, and a

horizontal line, or string-course, above them;
likewise l)etween similar mouldings and the

line of another arch rising above, and in-

closing the two. In Gothic architecture the

spandrels are usually ornamented with tra-

cery, foliage, *c. Britton.—Spandrel icall,

a wall built on the extrados of an arch fill-

ing in the spandrels.
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Spane (span), v.t. [A. Sax. spanu, tpana,
Prov.E. »pean, spene, a teat. Lit. to teat,
that is, to deprive of the pap.] To wean.
(Provincial English and Scotch.]
Spanemy (spa-ne'mi), n. Same as Spance-
mia.

Span-fartMng, Span-feather (spanfar-
THiii:;. span'feIH-4r). n. See SPAS-COUXTER.

Spa]lgt(spaiig),n. [See Spangle.] A spangle
or shining ornament ; a thin piece of metal
or other shining material ' Glittering
»pangs. ' Spenser.
Spangt (spang), v. t. To spangle; to set with
spangles. 'Crimson velvet spaitg'd with
stars of gold.' Bamjietd.
Spang (spang), c.i. [Akin to span.] To leap;
tci spring. [Scotch.]
Spang (spang), r. (. To cause to spring; also
to span or measure by the hand. [Scotch. ]

Spang (spang), 71. 1. A spring; the act of
spriniiiTig. -2. A span. [.Scotch.)

Spangle (spang'gl), n. (Dim. of spang, a
spangle; A. Sax. tpange. a buckle, a clasp,
probably also a brooch, a stud, and the like;
1). spang, Icel. spiing, a spangle, a stud;
perhaps from root of span.] 1. A small
plate or boss of shining metal; a small cir-
cular ornament of metal stitched on an
article of dress.— 2. Any little thing spark-
ling and brilliant, like pieces of metal ; a
small sparkling object The rich spangles
that adorn the sky ' Waller.

They would pelt me with starry spanztes and shells.

Tennyson.

S. A spongy excrescence on the leaves and
tender branches of oak; an oak-apple.
Spangle (spang'gl). v.t. pret. <t pp. spangled;
Plir spangling. To set or sprinkle with
spanglus; to adorn with'small distinct bril-
liant bodies; as, a spangled breastplate.

What stars do spangle heaven with such beauty?
Shit.

Let the splendour fall

To sfiangle all the happy shores. Tennyson.

Spangle (spang'gl), c.i To glitter; to glisten.
(Itale.J

Spangler (spang'glSr), n. One who or that
whii.h spangles. Keats.
Spangly (spang'gl!), a. Of or pertaining to
a spangle or spangles ; resembling or con-
sisting of spangles; glittering; glistening.
' Btirsts of spangly light ' Keats.
Spsmlard (span'ytrd). n. A native of Spain.
Spaniel (8pan'yel),ii (<J.Fr. espameul. Mod.
Pr. ^pagneiU. lit a little Spanish dog, from
New L. Uispaniolus, Spanish, from L. Ilu-
pania, Spain. ] 1 The name given to several
varieties or distinct breeils of the canine
race, all more or less elegant. Their distin-
guishing characteristics are a rather broad
muzzle, remarkably long and full ears, hair
plentiful and beautifully waved, particu-
larly that of the ears, tail, and hinder parts

Spaniel,

of the thighs and leg». The prevailing col-
our is liver and white, sometimes red and
white or black and white, and sometimes
deep brown, or black on the face and breast,
with a tan spot over each eye. The English
spaniel is a superior and very pure breed;
and. although the name spaniel would seem
to indicate a Spanish origin, it It most pro-
bably Indigenous. It was much used in the
days of falconry to start the game. ITie
smaller spaniel or King Charles's dog (Conui
brevipUis, Linn ) is a small variety of the
spaniel used as a lap<log. The Maltese dog
and the lion-dog (Cants leonimu) are also
small species of spaniel. The water-spaniels,
large and small, differ from the common
spaniel only in the roughness of their coats.
and in uniting the ai|uatic propen.sities of
the Newfoimilland dog with the fine hunting
qualities of their own race. Spaniels possess
a great share of intelligence, affection, and
obedience, which qualities, combined with
much beauty, make them highly prized as
companiona.— 2. Used as an emblem of
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fawning submlssiveness ; hence, a mean,
cringing, fawning person.

1 am your sfaniet; and, Demetrius.
The more you beat me I will fawn on you. Shak.

Spaniel (span'yel), a. Like a spaniel; fawn-
ingly submissive ; mean ; servile ; cringing.
* Low-crooked courtesies, and base spaniel
fawning.' Shalt.

Spaniel (span'yel), ivi. To fawn; to cringe;
to be obsequious. Churchill.

Spaniel (span'yel), v.l. To follow like a
spaniel. 'The hearts ibntspanieVd me at
heels. ' Shak.
Spaniel-like (span'yel-lik),a. Like a spaniel.

S/'anUl.iiie, the more she spurns my tove,
The more it grows and fawneth on her sull. Shak.

Spanish (Spanish), a. Pertaining to .Spain.

Spanish (Spanish), n. The language of
.<pain.

Spanish - bayonet (spau'lsh-ba-on-et). n.
'I'he popular name of a species of Yucca,
growing in Central America, having very
sharp-pointed rigid leaves.

Spanish-hlack (span'ish-blak), n. A soft
black, prepared by burning cork, used in
painting.

Spanish-broom (span'i3h-brbm),n. A plant
of the genus Spartium, the .S. junceum. It
has been cultivated in British gardens for
upwards of 300 years. A good fibre is ob-
tained from the macerated twigs, which is

made into thread in Languedoc, and into
cord and a coarse sort of cloth in Dalmatia.
Spanish-brown (span'ish-broun), ji. A spe-
cies of earth used in painting, having a dark
reddish-brown colour, which depends upon
the sesc[Uioxide of iron.

Spanish-burton (span'ish-b«r-ton), n. See
BURTOS.
Spanish-chalk (span'ish-ch»k).n. A variety
of steatite or soap-stone, obtained from
Arragon in Spain.
Spanish-cress (span'ish-kres). n. A species
of pepperwort, of the genus Lepidium (i.
Cardaiiiines). London.
Spanlsh-elni (span'ish-elm), n. An ever-
green tree of Mexico and the West Indies,
yielding a tough elastic wood of a fine grain
(C'lrdin 'j^niitacanthus).

Spanish-Ferreto (span'ish-fer-ri'ta), n. A
rich reddish brown, obtained by calcining
copper and sulphur together in closed cru-
cibles. H'eale.

Spanish-fly (span'ish-lli), n. A coleopterous
insect, the Cantharis vesieatoria, about
J inehlong.andofa bright green colour, with
bluish-black legs and antennse, used in vesi-
catories or compositions for raising blisters.
.See Ca.n'THAris.

Spanish-grass (span'ish-gras), n. Same as
KKjMrto (jrdM. See Esparto.
Spanish -Juice (span'ishjus), n. The ex-
tract ut the root of the liquorice, Glyeyr-
rhiza glabra.

Spanish-moss (span'ish-mos), n. See Bar-
baHispanica.
Spanish-nut (span'ish-nut). n. A bulbous
plant, the ilorcea Sisyrinchium of the south
iff p;nrope.

Spanish-potato (span'ish-po-ti^tS), n. The
sweet-potato {Convolvulus Batatas).
Spanish-red (span'ish-red). n. An ochre,
resembling Venetian red, but slightly yel-
lower and warmer.
Spani8h-soap(span'ish-66p).n. SeeCASTILE-
SOAP.

Spanish-White (span'Ish-whtt). n. Origin-
ally, a white earth from Spain, used in
painting; at present, a pigment prepared
from chalk which has been separated in an
impalpable fonn by washing.
Spanish -Windlass (span'ish-wind-las), n.
An apparatus used in ships for setting up
rigging, ifec. It consists of a wooden roller,
about which a rope is wound, having an
iron bolt inserted in its bight for heaving
the roller round.
Spank (spangk), v.t (Probably from span.

< "inp .Sc. spang for «pon.) To strike with
the open hanil or something flat; to slap.
Spank (spangk). n. A sounding blow with
the open hand or something flat.

Spank (spangk). v. i. (From »pan (which see);
conip Sc. spang, to leap] To move with
a <(uick lively step between a trot and a
gallop; to move quickly and with elasti-
city.
Here a gentleman in a natty gig. with a high-trot-

tmu horse^ came spanking towards us over the com-
"'"" Thackeray.

Spanker (spang 'k«r), n. [From spang, a
spangle. SeeSPANOLE] 1. 1 A small copper
coin. Sir J. Denham. — Z A gold coin.
(Provincial English]

SPAR

Spanker (spang'kSr), n. [From spank, to go.
quickly] 1. One that takes long strides in
walking; a fast-going or fleet horse. (Colloq. J
2. Xaut. a ship's driver: a large fore-and-

ch, chain; *h, Sc. Io<A; g, go;

Vol. IV.

s s. Spanker.

aft sail set upon the mizzen-mast of a ship
or barque', the top extended by a gaff, the
foot by a boom. It is also called the Mizzen.
3. A tall person; anything larger than com-
mon. [Colloq.]

Spanking (spangk'ing), p. and a. [Colloq. J
1. Moving with a quick lively pace; dashing;
freegoing. — 2. Stout ; large ; considerable

;

solid. [Colloq]
He sent the governess away with a first-rate char*

acler and a spanking present. IV. Cottins,

—Spanking breeze, a strong breeze.
Spanless (span'les), a. Incapable of being
spanned or measured.
Span-long (spanlong), a. Of the length of
a span. Span-long elves.' B. Jonson.
Spanner (span't'i). n. 1. One that -spans.

—

2 t The lock of a fusee or carbine, or the-
fusee itself. -3. A screw-key; an iron instru-
ment used in the manner of a lever for
tightening up the nuts upon screws.— 4. A
cross brace. —5. In a marine steam-engine,
the lever of parallel motion or rod which
connects the jointed rods with the radius-
bar -Also, in some of the earlier engines,
the hand-bar or lever by which the valves
were moved for the admission and shuttiug-
off of the steam.
Span-new (span'nu), a. (O.E. spanneute,
sjmnnewe, Icel. «prf>i-nyr, span-new, lit
chip-new, splinter-new, from span or span,
A. Sax. spdn, a chip or splinter; Icel. sjuinn^
a. span, a chip. In allusion to work fresli
from the hands of the workman ; so Dan.
splintemy, lit. splinter-new. See also Spick-
and-span. ] Quite new; bran-new; fire-new.

Am I not totally a span-nen gallant.
Fit for the choicest eyel Beau. & Ft.

Spannishing.t n. [O.Fr. espanmiissement,
Fr. i<i>anouissement, from L. expando—ex,
out. and pando. to spread. ] The blow of a
flower Rmnaunt 0/ the Rose.
Span-piece (span 'pes), n. In arcA. the
CMlIarltealn of a roof.

Span-roof (span'raf), n. In arch, a name
soniutiines given to the most common roof-
ing which is formed by two inclined planes
or sides, in contradistinction to a shed or
lean-to roof.

Span-saw (span'ss), n. A frame-saw.
Span-worm (span'wSrm), n. A name fre-
quently given in the United States to cater-
pillars of moths of the family Oeometridse,
of which the canker-worm is an example,
from their appearing to measure the ground
step by step as they proceed. Called also
Looper.
Spar (spiir), n. [A. Sax. spcer, speerstAn, a
kind of stone] In mineral, a term em-
ployed to include a great number of crys-
tallized, earthy, and some metallic sub-
stances, which easily break into rliomboidal,
cubical, or laminated fragments with pol-
ished surfaces, but without regaril to the
Ingredients of which they are composed.
Hence, a specific epithet must be employed
to express the' constituent parts as well as
the figure; as, for instance, calcareous spar,
Jiuor-spar, gypseous sjmr. adamantine spar,
Iceland-spar, Ac. Among miners, the term
spar Is frequently used alone to express any
bright crystalline substance, but in miner-
alogy, strictly speaking. It is never so em-
ployed.

Spar (spar), n. [O.E. sparre, Icel. sparri,
sperra, a spar, a rafter; Dan. sparre, a rafter;
O.H.O. sparro, Mod. O. sparren, a beam, a
bar.] A long piece of timber of no great

S.job; b. Ft. ton; ng, sit^r; IB, (Aen; tb, (Ain; w, wig; wh, irAIg; zh, azore.—See KEY
lis
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thickness; a piece of sawed timber; a pole

:

now chiefly technical or local; as, (a) a com-
mon rafter of a rouf, as distinguished from
the principal rafters. (6) Naut. a long beam:
a general term for masts, yards, booms, and
g^s. (c) The mast or jib of a derrick; one
of the elevated inclined timbers which form
sheers for the masting and dismasting of

vessels, (rf) The bar of a gate.

Spart (spar), v.t. pret. <& pp. sparred; ppr.

gparring. [A. Sax. sparran, sparrian, to

bar, to shut, lit. to shut mth a spar. See
the noun. Sperr is another form.] To bar;

to shut, close, or fasten with a bar.

Calk your windows, sfiar up all your doors.
B. yofison.

Spax (spar), v.i. pret. & pp. sparred; ppr.

Starring. [O. Fr. esparer (It. sparare), to

ing out the hind -legs, to kick, from L.

<x, out, and Fr. purer, to ward off, to parry
<which see). Tlie word was originally used
in cock-figliting, sparring being the com-
mencement of a cock-fight.] 1. To rise and
strike with the feet or spurs: said of cocks.

A young cock: will spar at his adversary before his

spurs are grown. Gilbert IVhite.

"2. To move or flourish the fists in front of
the body, as in Ijoxing; to move the arms in

a way suital)le for immediate attack or de-
fence ; to figlit with boxing-gloves; to box.

'Come on," said the cab-driver, sparring away
like clockwork. Dickens.

S. To quarrel in words; to dispute; to wran-
gle. [Colloq.]

Spar (spar), 71. In boxing, (a) a preliminary
motion or flourish of the partially bent arms
in front of the body; a movement in which
the boxer is prepared to act offensively or
defensively, (b) A boxing-match; a contest
with boxing-gloves.

' Oh, oh !
' cried out Murray, entering the room at

the moment, and Ruby faced out and had a spar
with him. Mrs. RiddeU.

Sparable (spar'a-ld), n. [Corruption of spar-
row-hill, from the shape.] A kind of nail
driven into the soles of shoes and boots.

—

Sparable tin, a Cornish name for small crys-

tals of tin-stone, from their imaginary re-

semblance to this species of nail.

Sparadrap (spai-'a-drap), n. [Fr.] A cere-
cloth.

Sparage, Sparagus (spar'aj, spar'a-gus), n.

Asparaiiiis. [Ohsclute or vulgar.]

Sparbie+ (spui-'l'l), nt. [O.Fr. esparpiller, to
scatter.] To disperse; to scatter; to rout.
Fnhyan.

Spar-deck (spai*'dek),7i. Naut. a term some-
what loosely applied, though properly sig-

nifying a temporary deck, consisting of spars
supported on beams, laid in any part of a
vessel. It also means the quarter-deck,
gangways, and forecastle of a deep-waisted
vessel, and is api)lied to the upper entire
deck of a double-banked vessel without an
open waist.

Spare (spar), v.t. pret. & pp. spared; ppr.
sparing. [A. Sax. spaj-ian, Icel. and Sw.
spara, Dan. spare, G. and D. sparen, to
spare. Same root as L. parco (for sparco),
to spare.] 1. To use frugally: not to be pro-
fuse of; not to waste; to dispense cautiously.

The rather will I spare my praises towards him;
knowing him is enough. Shak.

Thou thy Father's thunder didst not spare.
Milton.

2. To part with without inconvenience ; to
do without; to dispense with. 'Nor can we
xpare you long. ' Dryden.

I could have better sfiareda. better man. Shak.

3. To omit; to forbear; to withhold; to re-

frain from; as, we might have spared this
toll and expense.

Be pleased your politics to spare. Dryden.

In this sense often with an infinitive as ob-
ject.

To pluck and eat my fill I scared not. Milton,
But, if thou spare to fling Excalibur,
I will arise and slay thee with my hands.

Tennyson.

4. To use tenderly; to treat with pity, mercy,
or forbearance; to forbear to afflict, punish,
or destroy. 'Spare us, good Lord.' Cmn,
Prayer.

My husbetnd is thy friend ; for hts sake spare me.
Shak.

5. To hold in reserve for the use of another;
to give; to afford; to grant; to allow.

My youth can better spare my blood than you.
Shak.

Where angry Jove did never spare
One breath of kind and temp'rate air.

Roscomtnem.

6. To forbear to inflict or impose upon; to
withhold from.

spare my sight the pain
Of seeing what a world of tears it cost you.

Dryden.

7. To save, withhold, or gain, as from some
engrossing occupation or pressing necessity.

All the time he could spare from the necessary
cares of his weighty charge he bestowed on prayer
and serving of God. KnoUes.

Spare (spar), v.i. 1. To live frugally; to be
parsimonious or frugal; not to be liberal or
profuse. ' A niggardly host and more spar-
ing guest.' Shak.
Who at some times spend, at others spare.
Divided between carelessness and care. Pope.

2. To use mercy or forbearance; to forgive;
to lie tender; as, strike and do not spare.

Spare (spar), a. [A. Sax. spcer, moderate,
spare; Icel. sj^ari (in compounds), spare, re-

served. See the verb.] 1. Scanty; not plen-
tiful or abundant; as, a sjmre diet.—2. Par-
simonious; chary; sparing.

He was spare but discreet of speech. Care7u.

3. Over and above what is necessary; which
may be dispensed with; not wanted; super-
fluous; as, I liave no spare time on my
hands. ' If that no spare clothes he had to

give.' Spenser. — ^. Held in reserve; not
required for present use ; used in an emer-
gency; as, a spare anchor; a spare bed.

—

5. Lean; wanting flesh; meagre; thin. 'Too
spare of flesh.' Tennyson.

O give me the spare men, and spare me the great
ones. Shak.

6. Slow. [Provincial English. ]—Syn. Scanty,
parsimonious, superfluous, lean, meagre,
thin.

Sparet (spar), n. 1. Moderation; restraint.
' Killing for sacrifice without any spare.'

Holtand.-~2. Parsimony; frugal use; econ-
omy.
Our victuals failed us though we made good spare

of them. Bacon.

3. An opening in a gown or petticoat; a
placket. Skelton.

Sparefillt (spar'ful), a. Sparing; chary.

Fairfax.
Sparefulnesst (spar'ful-nes), n. The quality
of being spareful; sparingness. Sir P. Sid-
ney.

Sparely (spai-'li), adv. In a spare manner;
sparingly. Milton.

Spareness (spar'nes), n. State of being lean
or thin; leanness.

Sparer (spar'^r), n. One that spares; one
tJiat avoids unnecessary expense.

By nature far from profusion, and yet a greater
sparer than a saver. Walton.

Sparerib (spar'rib), n. [Spare, lean, and
n6.] The piece of a hog taken from the
side, consisting of the ribs with little flesh

on them.
Sparganium (spar-ga'ni-um), n. [From Gr.
sparganon, a flUet, because of the ribbon-
like leaves ] A genus of plants, nat. order
Typhaceie. The species are monoecious, and
the flowers are arranged in dense spherical

heads; the leaves are linear. These plants
are found commonly in ditches and marshes
of the northern hemisphere. Three of them
are common in Great Britain, where they
are known by the name of Bur-reed.
SparganoslS (spar'gan-6-sis), n. [This
word should be spargosis, from Gr. spargao,
to swell to bursting. Sparganosis properly
means a wrapping in swaddling-clothes.]
In pathol. extreme distension of the breasts
l)y milk. Dunglison.
Sparge (sparj), v.i. [L. spargo, to sprinkle.

See Asperse.] Todash or sprinkle; to throw
water upon in a shower of small drops. See
Sparger.
Spargefaction t (spar-je-fak'shon), n. [L.

spargo, to sprinkle, and facio, to make.]
The act of sprinkling.

The operation was performed hy spargefaction in

a proper time of the moon. Swift.

Sparger (sparj'6r), n. A sprinkler; usually,

a cup with a perforated lid, or a pipe with a
perforated nozzle: used for damping paper,
clothes, Ac. ; specifically, a copper cylinder
used by brewers for dashing or sprinkling.
Sininmnds.
Spar-hawk (spar'hfik), n. A sparrow-hawk.

Sometimes the spar-hawk wheel'd along. Tennyson.

Spar-bung (spar'hung), a. Hung with spar,

as a cave.

Sparidse (spa'ri-de), n. pi. [1. spams, the
gilt-head, and Gr. eidos, likeness.] A family
of acanthopterygious, teleostean fishes, of

which the genus Sparus is tlie type. They

somewhat resemble the perches in form, the
body being generally of an ovate form and
covered with large scales. The dorsal fln is

single, is not protected by any scales, and
its anterior rays are not spinous. The pec-
toral and ventral fins are sharp-pointed; the
tail-fin notched. The gill-cover is shining,
and has no proper spines or denticulations.

Gilthead {Chrysophrys aurata).

The teeth are sometimes acutfi, and some-
times broad and rounded, and adapted for
crushing the shells of MoHusca and Crus-
tacea, upon which these fishes chiefly feed.
The palate is toothless, and the mouth not
protractile. The Sparida; are mostly inbabi-
tantsof warm climates. They are edible, and
some of them highly esteemed. British ex-
amples are the gilthead {Chrysophrys au-
rata) and the sea-bream {Pagrus Centra-
dontus). The sargus of the Romans (Sargus
liondeieiii) and the sheep's-head of North
America {S. ovis) belong to this family.

Sparing (spar'ing), a. 1. Scanty; little.

Of this there is with you sparing memory or none.
Bacon.

2. Spare; not abundant; abstemious.

Good air, solitary groves, and sparing diet, suffi-

cient to make you fancy yourself one of the fathers
of the desert. Pope.

3. Saving; parsimonious; chary.

Vii^l being so very sparing of his words, and leav-
ing so much to be imagined by the reader, can never
be translated as he ought in any modem tongue.

Dryden,
4. Willing to pity and spare; merciful.

Their king . . . was sparing and compassionate
towards his subjects. Bacon.

Sparingly (spar'ing-li), ade. In a sparing
manner; as, (a)not abundantly. (&) Frugally;
parsimoniously; not lavishly.

Commend but sparingly whom thou dost love.

Sir J. Denkam.
(c) Abstinently; moderately.

Christians are obliged to taste even the innocent
pleasures of life but sparingly. Atterbury.

(d) Seldom; not frequently.

The morality ofa grave sentence affected by Lucan
is more sparingly used by Virgil. Dryden.

(e) Cautiously; tenderly; with forbearance.

Touch this sparingly, as 'twere far off. Shak.

Sparingness (spar'ing-nes), n. The quality
of being sparing; as, (a) parsimony; want
of liberality. * The sparingness of our alms.'

Dr. H. More. (6) Caution; wariness.

Spark (spark). 71. [A. Sax. spearca, L.G.
sparke, D. spark, sperk, also sprank, a spark.

From the same root as S2)ri7ig, sprinkle,

and probably as L. spargo, to scatter, to
sprinkle. In meanings 4 and 5 the origin

may be different; conip. Icel. sparkr, lively,

sprightly.] 1. A small particle of fire or

ignited substance which is emitted from
bodies in combustion.

Man is born unto trouble as the sparks fly upward.
Job V. 7.

2. A small shining body or transient light; a
sparkle.

All the haft twinkled with diamond sparks. Tennyson.

3. A small portion of anything activeorvivid;

that which, like a spark, may be kindled into

fiame or action. 'If any spark of life be yet
remaining.' Shak.
We have here and there a little clear light, and

some sparks of bright knowledge. Locke.

4. A brisk, showy, gay man. 'The finest

sparks and cleanest beaux.' Prior.—b. .A.

lover; a gallant; a beau.—£tec(nc spark.

See under Electric.
Spark (spark), v.i. 1. To emit particles of

fire; to sparkle. 'Her eyes do s^iark as

stars.' P. Fletcher. —2. To play the spark
or gallant. ' A sure sign that his master
was courting, or, as it is termed, sparking,
within.' W. Irving.

Spark-condenser (spark'kon-den-s^r). 7i.

1. In elect, an instrument having a glass cage
in which a spark may be passed between tlie

battery connections. It is used for burning

F&te, tta, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc iey.
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metals or obtaining the spectra of gases, and
is designed to isolate the atmosphere in

which the experiment is conducted; also to

enable the experiment to take place in an
atmosphere of any required condensation or
tenuity. —2. A means of carrying away sparks
from a locomotive chimney to a chamber
where they are extinguished.

Sparker (spark'^r), n. A contrivance, used
chierty in the chimneys of locomotives fired

with wood, to arrest sparks, while allowing
the passage of sraoke. Called also Spark-
arrester. [American. ]

Sparkfal (spark'fnl). a. Lively; brisk; gay.
* Our sparkftU youth. ' Camden.
flpaxkUh (spark'ish), a. 1. Airy; gay.

Is anything/ more sparkisk and better-humoured
than \ enus' accostinjf her son in the deserts of

Ubyal iValsh.

2. Showy; well dressed; fine.

A daw. to be spa rkisk. tricked himselfup wHth all the
gay feathers he could muster. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Sparkle (sparTtl), « * pret. & pp. sparkled;

ppr. gparkliivj. (Fre»i. from spark (which
8ee).J 1. To emit sparks; to send off small
ignited particles, as l>uming fuel, ifcc.—

2. To shine as if giving out sparks ; to glit-

ter ; to glisten ; to Hash with small flashes

;

to twinkle; as, abrilliant sparkles; sparkling

stars.

But their eyes, especially those of the women, are
full of expression, sometimes sfiarAJing- with fire, and
sometimes melting with softness. Cooi.

3. To emit little bubbles; as. sparkling wine.
Sys. To shine. flasK, glitter, glisten, gleam,
scintillate, radiate, coruscate.

Sparkle (spai^kl), r.(. [Meaning 2 seems to
have arisen from a confusion with sparpU
(which see).] 1. To emit with coruscations;

to throw out; to shine with. 'Eyes that
sparkle fire.' Dryden.—1.\ To scatter; to

disperse.
Tis now scarce honour

For you that never knew to light but conquer.
To sparkle such poor people. Beau. & Fl.

The Danes had prepared a navy to come to rob in

England, but it was sparkled. Ltland.

Sparkle (sp&rOcl), n. 1. A spark; a luminous
particle; a scintillation. 'Home sparkles of
his fiery temper.' I'reseott. 'Sent a blast

of sparkles up the flue.' Tennyson.—% Lu-
minosity; lustre.

I hold my beauty,
Wash but these sorrows from it. <m a sparkle
As nglit and rich as hers. Beat*. & Fl.

Sparkler (spiSrklfir), n. One who or that
which sparkles; one whose eyes sparkle.
Aildbfon.

Sparklet (spark 'let), n. A small spark.
• Heaven's twinkling sparklets.' Cotton.

Sparklinesst ( spRrk lines ), n. Vivacity.
A ubifji.

Sparkling (sparkling), p. and a. Emitting
sparks; glittering; brilliant; lively; as,

sparkling wines; sparkling eyes. 'A mix-
ture of s'>me bright sparkling colours.'
Lffcke. 'Oemmed with sparkling, descrip-
tive verse.' Edin. Rev.

Sparklingly (spark'Iing-U). ado. in a
sparkling manner; with twinkling or vivid
brilliancy.

Sparkliiurness (spiirk'ling-nesX n. The
quality of being sparkling; vivid and twink-
ling lustre

Sparling (spar'ling), n. [G. spierling, a
Bparling. ] A smelt.

Sparlyret (spar'lir), n. [A. Sax. spcer-lira.]

The calf of the leg. Wickliffe.

Sparotd (spa'roid), a. and n. [L. spants, the
gilthead, and Gr. eidos, likeness.) (it or
l>elonging to the Sparidte; one of tlie Hparidic.

Spar-plece (sp^'pes), n. in arch, the
collar-beam of a roof; span-piece. Gftod-
rich.

Sparpil,tSpan>oUt(Bpai^pil, spiir'poiO.r.r
[O.Fr. etrparpiller, to scatter.] To scatter;
to sj^read abroad; to disperse. Wickliffe.

8parret(sparXp.(. [Same as *par.«per.] To
bar; to bolt; to shut. Spenser,
Sparre t (sparX n. A spar ; a wooden bar.
Chaucer.
Sparrow (spa'roX n. [O.E. sparwe, A. Sax.
spearwa, Goth, sparwa, Dan. spurv, Icel.
sp^jrr, G. spar, sperliiuj, sparrow.] A small
insessorial bird of the genas Pyrgita (P. do-
mestica), family Fringillldre. and sub-order
Conirostres. This well-known bird is the
constant attendant on man wherever it

is found. It inhabits the British Islands
and other parts of Europe, and has been in-
troduced into North America and Austra-
lia, The habits of the common sparrows,
their amazing fecundity, their strong attach-
ment to their young, the truculent battles

in which they will occasionally engage in

troops when excited upon some ditfereuce
of opinion arising out of questions of love
or nest-property, their familiarity, not to

say impudence, and their voracity, are fa-

miliar to all. They often do great injury to
the cornfields, but they also do great ser-

vice to the farmer in destroying grubs,
caterpillars, &c., in spring and in the early
part of sunnner. The tree-sparrow (i*. mon-
tana), the only other British species, is also

very widely distributed. It very closely re-

sembles the common sparrow, but is of

smaller size. See also HEDGE - sparrow,
Reed-sparrow.
Sparrow-bilKspa'ro bil), n. See SPARABLE.
Sparrow-grass (spa'ro-gras), n. A corrup-
tion of Asparagus.
Sparrow-hawk (spa'ro-hftk), n. [So named
from its beingdestructive to sparrows.] The
common name of a hawk well known in

Britain. Only one species belongs to Britain,
the Accipiter nisxts, A. or Nisus /riwjilla-

rius, a small hawk, about 12 inches in length.
It is a bold, active bird, very destructive to

C^^^Ti^

Spairow-ha»k {Accipiter nisus).

pigeons and small birds. The sparrow-hawk
of Australia (-4. torquatus) is marked by a
collar of numerous bars of white. Its habits
are very similar to those of the European
sparrow-hawk. The American sparrow-hawk
is the Falco Kparreriutt, Linn. It is sin'ilar

in size to the spanowhawk, but ratherallied
to tlie kestrel.

Sparrow-wort (spa'r6-w6rt), n. The com-
mon name of plants of the genus Passerina.
Sparry (spftr'iX a. Resembling spar or con-
sisting of spsr; spathose; abounding with
spar.

As the rude cavern's sparry sides
When past the miner's taper glides. y. Sat/lie.

—Sparry anhydrite. Same as Cube-spar, a
sub-species of prismatic gypsum found in
the salt-mines of Halle, &c.—Sparry iron.

Starry iron ore, a carbonate of iron. Called
ao Spathic or Spathose Iron^SideriU. The

clay ironstones, or the clay-bands and black-
bands of the coal and other formations, be-
long to this family of iron ores.

Sparse (spftrs).a. [L. sparsus, pp. of spargo,
to strew, to scatter, to l>e8trew, sprinkle,
akin to Gr. speiro, to sow] 1. Thinly scat-
tered ; set or planted here and there ; not
dense; as, a sparse population.—2. In hot.

not opposite, nor alternate, nor in any ap-
parent regular order : applied to branches,
leaves, peduncles, &c.
Sparset (spjirs), v.t To disperse; to scatter.

As when the hollow flood of air in Zephire's cheek
doth swell

And sparsetH all the gathered clouds. Chapman.

Sparsedly (spara'ed-liX adv. In a scattered
manner; ilispersedly.

Sparsely (spars'Ii). o.dv. In a scattered or
sparse manner; thinly.

Sparseness (spiirs'nes), n. The state of
Iwing sjmrse; thinness; scattered state; as,

spar»enfss of population.
Sparslm (spar'sim), (Wio. [L] Scatteredly;
here and there.

Spartan (spar'tan). a. Pertaining to ancient
Sparta; hence, hardy; undaunted; as, Spar-
tan w:i\3\%; Spartan bravery; Spartan sim-
plicity of manners.—S;>ar(an dog, a blood-
hound; hence.a cruel or bloodthirsty person.

O spartan dog.
More fell than anguish, hunger, or the sea. Shak.

Sparterie (spai^t^r-i), «. (Sp. esparteria, a
place for making articles of esparto. See
Esparto.] A collective name for the vari-
ous kind of articles manufactured from ea-
parto-graas, as mats, nets, cordage, ropes,
Ac.

Sparthe^t n. [Icel. spartha.] An axe or
haU)ert. Romaunt of the Rose.

Spartina (spar-ti'na),«. [From Gv.spartine,Si.

rope made from broom. ] A genus of grasses.
Two species. S.s(rtc(a and S.altenii/olia, htq
British plants known by the name of cord-
grass. The first is a remarkably stiff and
rigid plant, growing in muddy salt marshes
on the east and south-east coasts of Eng-
land.

Spartium (spar'shi-um). n. [From Gr. spar-
ton, cordage, the use made of the plant in
early ages.] A genus of ornamental plants,
nat. order Legumiuosa?, which differs from
the common broom (Sarothamnus) in the
calyx being split above, and thus one in-

stead of two lipped. S. jtmcetiiii (Spanish-
broom) inhabits the south of Europe. It
has yellow sweet-scented fiowers, and green
rush-like twigs. Its seeds are emetic, pur-
gative, diuretic, and tonic, and are employed
medicinally in cases of dropsy. See Spanish-
BKOOM.
Spar-torpedo (spar-tor-pe'do). n. A torpedo
carried on the end of a spar rigged over-
board from the bows of a vessel, and fired

either by contact or by electricity.

Spams (spaVus), n. [L., the gilthead.] A
genus of acanthopterygious fislies belonging
to the family Sparidre. The species are
chiefly known in England by the name of
gilthead, though that name should properly
be restricted to the Chrysophrys aurata, a
fish of an allied genus found plentifully in
the Mediterranean, and which at times
visits the coasts of Great Britain. See Spa-
BID^.
Sparvert (spar'vOr), «. The canopy of a bed.
See SpERVER.
Spary (spa'ri), a. Sparing; parsimonious.
Uulland.
Spasm (spazm), n. [Fr. spasme, L. spasmus,
from Gr. spasnios, from sjxto, to draw, to
pull, to wrench.] 1. In med. an abnormad,
sudden, and more or less violent contrac-
tion of one or more muscles or muscular
fibres. Spasm la either clonic or tonic. In
clonic spasm the muscles or muscular fibres
contract and relax alternately in very quick
succession, producing the appearance of
agitation, as in ejiilepsy. In tonic spasm the
muscles or muscular fibres contract in a
steady and uniform manner, and remain
contracted for a comparatively long time,
as in tetanus. Some cases of spasm appear
to be intermediate between these two varie-
ties. — 2. A sudden, violent, and generally
fruitless effort; as, a spasm of repentance.

Spasmatical (spaz-mat'ik-al), a. Relating
to spasms; spasmodical.
Spasmodic (spaz-mod'ik), a. [Ft. sjMXstno-
aitpie; Gr, xpanmos, spasm, and eidos, like-

ness] 1. Relating to spasm; consisting in
spasm; convulsive; as, a s2>afnnodic affec-
tion; Kjmvmodic asthma; spattmwlic cholera.
2. ^larked by strong effort, but of brief du-
ration; violentand short-lived; as, spasmodic
efforts ; spatnnodic industry. — Spasmodic
school, a name given in ridicule to certain
authors, including Philip Bailey, Gilflllan,

Alexander Smith, &C., whose writings were
considered to be distinguished, to a greater
or less degree, by an overstrained and un-
natural style.

Spasmodic (spaz-mod'ik), n. A medicine
good fom-iiioving spasm; an antispasmodic.
Spasmodical (spaz-mod'ik -a 1), a. Relating
toK]>asiM; spasmodic.
Spasmodically (spaz-mod'ik -al-li), adv. In
a spasmodic manner.
Spasmolocy (spaz-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. spasmos,
spasm, and logos, discourse.] The doctrine
of spasms.
Spastic (spas'tik), a. (Gr. spastikos. See
Si'AS.M ] Relating to spasm; spasmodic.
Spasticity (spas-tis'i-ti). n. l. A state of
spasm.— 2. The tendency to or capability of
suffering spasm.
Spat (spat), pret. of spit.

Spat (spat), n. [Possibly from root of «pif,

that which is ejected.] The spawn of shell-

fish; specifically, the name given to the de-
veloping spawn of the oyster.

Spat (spat), n. 1. A blow. [Local.]—2. A
petty combat; a little quarrel or dissension.
[I'nited States.]

Sjpat (spat), v.i. To dispute; to quarrel
Smart.
Spatt (spat), v.t. To spatter; to defUe.

Thy mind is spotted, spatted, spilt.

Thy soule is soyld with stnne. Kendall.

Spat. Spatt (spat), 11. A short spatterdash,
reaching to a little above the ankle. [Scotch.]

ch. e/iain; &^ Sc \oek\ g, j/o; J, ^b; fi. Fr. ton; ng, tXng\ th, tAen; th, th\u\ w, tdg; wh, loAig; zh, azure.—See KST.



Violet Spatanffus (S. fiur-
fureus). One half shown with
Its spines removed.

SPATANGID^

Spatangidse (spa-tan'ji-de), n. pL A tribe
of fossil echinites or sea-urchins peculiar to
the chalk and greensand. See next article.

SpatangTiS (spa-tang'gus), n. [L., from Or.
spatan'ji>», a sea-
urchin.] A genus
of Echinoidea or
sea-urchins, fa-

mily Echinidte,
otherwise called
' heart - urchins

'

from their shape,
characterized by
the bilabiated
mouth being in
the third region
of the axis of the
base, and the
anus in the side
of the truncated
extremity. The
species are nu-
merous. They are generally of an oval or
cordate form, with very slender spines.

Spatcll-COCk ( spach'liok ). n. [Probably
Kitchen Englisli for despatch-cock.] A fowl
killed, and immediately broiled, for some
sudden occasion.

Spate (spat), n. [Perhaps of same root aa
speiv. Levins (1570) gives spate as an Eng-
lish word meaning a torrent.] In Scotland,
a sudden heavy flood, especially in mountain
streams, caused by heavy rainfalls; an in-

undation; a great torrent of rain. Written
also Sjyait.

Spatha (spa'tha), n. In bot same as Spathe.
Spathaceous (spa-tha'shus), a. In bot.

having that sort of calyx called a spathe

;

resembling a spathe; spathal.

Spathal (spa'thal), a. In &o<. furnished with
11 spatlie; as, spathal flowers.

Spathe (spath), n. [L. spatha. Or. spathe,
a broad blade, the spathe
of a flower.] In6o(. alarge
membranaceous bract
situated at the base of a
spadix, which it incloses
as a sheath. It is seen in
the greatest perfection in
tlie palms and arums.
Spathed (spathd), a. In
bot. having a spathe or
calyx like a sheath.
Spathella (spa-thel'la). n.

[Dim. of L. spatha,fi blade. ]

In bot. another name for
the Glui7ieUa,0TinTitiV husk
of grasses.

SpatMc (spath'ik), a. [Fr. spathique, from
spath; G. spath, spar.] In miVi^raf. applied
to minerals having an even lamellar or flatly

foliated structure.

—

Spathic tro7i, carbonate
of iron; an ore of iron of a foliated structure,
and a yellowish or brownish colour. See
Sparry Iron under Sparry.
SpatMform (spath'i-form), a. Resembling
spar in form ; as, the ochreous, spathi/orm,
and mineralized forms of uranite.

8patllllla(spa-thiria),7i. A secondary spathe
in a spathaceous inflorescence, as in palms.
Spathodea (spa-tho'de-aX n. [Gr. spathe, a
broad blade, and eidos, likeness, in reference
to the form of the calyx.] A geuusof plants,
uat. order Bignoniacese. The species are
truly splendid plants when in flower, the
flowers being orange-coloured, yellow, or
purple. They are inhabitants of tropical
Asia and Africa.

Spathose (spath'os), a. l. In lot. relating
to or formed like a spathe ; spathaceous.

—

2. In mineral, sparry; of the nature of spar;
occurring in broad plates or lamella) ; foli-

ated in texture. —5pa(Ao«e iron. Same aa
Spathic Iron.

SpathOUS (spath'us). a. In bot. same as
Spathose.

Spathulate (spath'u-lat). Same as Spatu-
Cat^.

Spatial (spa'shi-al), a. Of or pertaining to
space.

Spatially (spa'shi-al-liX adv. Having refer-
ence to or as regards space. Written also
Spacially (which see).

Sl}atiatet (spa'shi-at), v.i. [L. spatior, spa-
tiatws, from spatium, space. See SPACE.]
To rove; to ramble.
Confined to a narrow chamber he could spatiate

at large through the whole universe. Benttey.

Spatter (spat't6r), v.t. [Freq. from old vrpat,

akin to spit, spot, spout, and spew; comp.
sputter.] 1. To scatter a liquid substance
on ; to sprinkle with anythiiig liquid or
aemi-liquid that befouls; to bespatter; as,

to spatter a coat; to spatter the boots with

spathe—Flower of
Cocoa Palm.
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mud; to spatter the floor. [This word is

applied always to fluid or moist substances.
We say, to spatter with water, mud, blood,
or gravy.]

The pavement swam in blood, the walls around
Were spatter'd o'er with brains. Addison.

2. Fig. to asperse; to defame.—3. To scatter
about; as, to «pa((er water here and there.—
4. To throw out anything offensive ; as, to
spatter foul speeches.
Spatter (spat'tSr), v.i. To throw out of the
mouth in a scattered manner; to sputter.
See Sputter.
Spatterdash ( spat't6r-dash ), n. [Spatter
and dash.] A covering of cloth or leather
for the leg, fitting upon the shoe ; a gaiter

;

a legging.

Spatterdashed (spat't^r-dasht), a. Wear-
ing spatterdashes. Thackeray.
Spattlet (spat'l), n. Spittle. Bale.
Spattle (spat'l), n. [See Spatula.] 1. A
spatula.— 2. In pottery, a tool for mottling
a moulded article with colouring matter.
Spattling-poppy (spat'Iing pop-pi), n. The
bladder-campion (5iie;ieinrifl?a),aperennial
which grows in cornfields and dry pastures,
and near the sea-shore, the young shoots of
which are sometimes used like asparagus.
Spatula (spat'u-la), n. [L., dim. of spatha,
Gr. spathe, a broad flat instrument. See
Spade.] 1. A flat sort of knife with a thin
flexible blade, used by druggists, painters,
&c., for spreading plasters, working pig-
ments, &c.— 2. In surg. a flat instrument,
angular or straight, for depressing the
tongue and keeping it out of the way in
operations about the throat or larynx.
Spatularla (spat-u-la'ri-a), n. [From the
form of the snout. See Spatula.) A genus
of fishes belonging to the sturgeon tribe.

Spatularla, upper (i) and under (2) view.

They are remarkable for the form of their
snouts, which are enormously long and
leaf-like in form. The type of the genus is

the paddle-fish of the Mississippi.

Spatiilaridse (spat-u-lar'i-de), n. pi. A small
family of ganoid fishes, nearly allied to the
sturgeons, of which Spatularla is the type.
See Spatularia.
Spatulate (spat'u-lat), a.

Shaped like a spatula ; resem-
bling a spatula in shape ; spe-
cifically, in bot. applied to a
leaf having a linear form en-
larging suddenly into a round-
ed extremity.
SpaTild, Spawld (spftld), n.

[O.Fr. espaule, Fr. ipaule, the
shoulder, from L. spatula,
spathula, dim. of spatha, a
broad, flat instrument.] The
shoulder. [Scotch.]

Spavin (spav'in), n. [O.Fr. espavent ('a
spaven in a horse.' Cotgrave), also espar-
vain, Mod. Fr. ^parvin. It. spavenio. Ori-
gin doubtful.] A disease of horses affect-

ing the hock-joint, or joint of the hind-leg,
between the knee and the fetlock. It oc-
curs in two forms : (a) bog or blood spavin,
in which the joint is distended by synovia
or joint oil. (&) Bone spavin, or spavin
proper, where there is a morbid deposition
of bony substance, such as to unite separate
bones— a form which is sometimes incur-

able.

Spavined (spav'ind), a. Affected with
spavin. 'A blind, spavined, galled hack,
that was only fit to be cut up for a dog-
kennel.' Goldsmith.
Spaw (spa), n. Same as Spa.
Spawder (spa'dSr), n. An injury arising
from the legs of animals being forced too
far asunder on ice or slippery roads. [Pro-
vincial.]

Spawl (spftl), v.i. [Contr.from A. Sax. spadl,
spatl, spittle, from spcetan, spatan, to spit.

See Spit. ] To throw aaliva from the mouth
in a scattering form ; to disperse spittle in
a careless dirty manner.
Why must he sputter, spaivl, and slaver it? Stvift.

Spawl (spftl). n. Saliva or spittle thrown
out carelessly. Dryden.

SPEAK

Spawl (spftl), n. [See Spale.] A fragment
of stone; a spall.

Spawling (spftl'ing), n. Saliva thrown out
carelessly ; spawl. ' Marble floors with
drunken spawlings shine. ' Congreve.

Spawn(spftn),Jt. (Ithasnoplural.) [Perhaps
from A. Sax. splwan, to spew or spit out; or
from A. Sax. spana, spanu, Prov. E. spean,
spane, a teat The term sjmt, young oys-
ters, gives some support to the former ety-
mology. ] 1. The eggs or ova of fishes, frogs,
&c., from which, when fertilized by the
males, a new progeny arises that continues
the species. In the oviparous fishes with
distinct sexes the eggs are impregnated
externally, and arrive at maturity without
the aid of the mother. The spawn being
deposited by the female, the male then
pours upon it the impregnating fluid. In
the ovoviviparous fishes sexual intercourse
takes place, and the eggs are hatched in
the uterus. Fishes exhibit a great variety
in regard to the number of their eggs. In
some the number is small, while in others
it is prodigiously great. In the spawn of a
cod-fish, for example, no fewer than three
and a half millions of eggs have been found.
In general, before spawning, fish forsake the
deepwater and approach the shore.and some
fish leave the salt water and ascend the
rivers before spawning, and then return
again.—2. Any product or offspring : an ex-
pression of contempt. 'Slander, meanest
spawn of hell.' Tennyson.
'Twas not the spawn of such as these
That dyed with Punic blood the conquered seas.

KOSCOfMfnoM.
3. A name given to the buds or branches
whiah are produced from underground
stems of plants.-4. The white fibrous mat-
ter forming the matrix from which fungi are
produced; the mycelium of fungi.

Spawn (span',, v.t. 1. To produce or deposit,
as fishes do their e^'s.— 2. To bring forth;
to generate : in contempt.
What practices such principles as these may

spatun, when they are laid out to the sun, you may
determine. Locke.

Spawn (span), v.i. 1. To deposit eggs, aa fish

or frogs.— 2. To issue, as offspring: in con-
tempt.

It is so ill a quality, and the mother of so many ill

ones that spawn from it, that a child should be
brought up in the greatest abhorrence of it. Locke.

Spawner (span'6r), n. The female fish.

The barbel . . . both the .r^aww^y and the melter
cover their spawn with sand. Iz. If'alton.

Spay (spa), v.?. [A Celtic word: Manxspoiy,
Gael, spoth, to castrate ; same root as L.
spado, Gr. spaddn, a eunuch.] To extirpate
the ovaries of; a process applied to female
animals, to incapacitate them for producing
young. The operation is performed gen-
erally when the animal is young,and ismeant
to prevent conception and promote fatten-
ing.

Spay (spa), n. [Other forms are spaie, spaid,
spade, spayade; origin unknown,] The male
of the red-deer in his third year.

Spayade (spa'ad), n. [See above.] In her.

a stag in his third year.

Speak (spek), V. i. pret spoke (spake archaic,
poetical) ; pp. spoken (spoke obs. or vulgar);
ppr. speaking. [O.E. speken, A. Sax. S]}ecan,

sprecan, D. and L.G. spreken, G. sprechen,
to speak. Wedgwood connects it with L.G.
spaken, to crack with drought, comparing
Sc. crack, familiar talk, conversation, with
E. crack, a fissure. As to the omission of

the r comp. speckled, Sc. spreckled, A. Sax.

weccan, icreccan,io rouse.] 1. To utterwords
or articulate sounds; to express thoughts by
words; as, man everywhere is able to speak.

speak. Lord, for thy servant hccireth. i Sam. iii. 9.

2. To Utter a speech, discourse, or harangue;
to express thoughts in more formal language
than in ordinary talk or conversation; to

utter thoughts in a public assembly.

Many of the nobility made themselves popular bv
speaking in parliament against those thmgs which
were most grateful to his majesty. Clarendon.

The man seemed to be able to speak in no other

way ; and. I have little doubt, spoke as bombastically

as he talked. G- ^- -Sa^**-

3. To talk; to express opinions; to dispute.

We must speak by the card, or equivocation will

undo us. Shak.

4. To discourse; to make mention; to tell by
writing.

Lucan speaks of a part of Cassar's army that came
to him from the Leman lake. Addison.

The Scripture speaks only of those to whom it

speaks. Hatnmond.

Fate, fir, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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6. To give sound; to sound.

Make all your trumpets speak. Shak.

6. To communicate ideas in any manner; to

express thought generally; to be expressive.

There's language in her eye, her cheek, her lip

;

Nay, her foot sftaks. Shak.

Abate the stride which speaks of man. Tennyson.

— To speak for, to argue in favour of ; to

plead the cause of; to intercede for; to urge

the claims of; to defend the cause of; to be

the representative or spokesman of; to ex-

press the opinions of.

The general and his wife are talking of it;

And she speaks for you stoutly. Shak.

An honest man, sir. is able to speak /or himself,

when a knave is not. Shak.

Surely I shall be allowed to speak for mine own self.

Tennyson.

— To gpeaJc out, to speak loud or louder;

hence, to speak boldly or unreservedly ; to

disclose or tell aloud what one knows or

thinks about a subject : to disclose what is

hidden orconcealed.—ro speak w^), to apeak

in a loud or louder tone ; to express one's

thoughts freely, boldly, or unreservedly; to

speak out—To speak well for, to lie a com-
mendatory or favourable indication of; as,

his eagerness speaks well for his success.

—

To speak with, to converse with; as, let me
speak with my son.—Speak, Talk. Speak is

more general in meaning than talk. Thus
a man may speak by uttering a single word,

whereas t<) talk is to utter sentiments con-

secutively; so, a man may l>e able to speak

though he is not able to talk. Speak is also

more formal in meaning; as, to speak before

a brilliant audience; while talk implies a
conversational manner of speaking.—Syn.
To say, tell, talk, converse, discourse, articu-

late, pronounce.
SpeaJ£ (spek), v.t. I. To utter with the

mouth; to pronounce; to utter articulately.

Thcv sal down with him upon the ground seven

days and seven nights, and none spakt a word unto

him. Jobii. 13.

2. To tell; to say; to make known orally; to

declare; to announce; as. to speak the tmth;
to speak one's mind. 'Speak to me who
thou art.' Shak.—3. To proclaim; to cele-

brate.
It is my father s music

To speak your deeds. Shak.

Report speaks thee a bonny monk. Sir *f. Scott.

4. To talk or converse in ; to utter or pro-

nounce, as in conversation ; as. a man may
know how to read and to understand a lan-

guage which he cannot speak.— 5. To ad-

dress ; to accost.

He will smile upon thee, put thee in hop*, znd
speak thee fair. Ecctus. xiii. 6.

6. To exhibit ; to make known ; to declare

;

to express in any way.
Let heaven's wide circuit speak

The Maker's high magnificence. MiUan.

Till back the maiden fell, and lay.

Speaking a still good-morrow with her eyes.
Tennyion.

—To speak a ship, to hail and speak to her
captain or commander.—Say, Speak, Tell.

See SaV-
Speakable (spek'a-bl), a. I. Capable of or
fit for being spoken. 'Oaths . . . most hor-
rible, and not speakable.' Shak.—2. Having
the i>ower of speech. [Rare.]

Say
How earnest thou speakaNe of mute. Milton.

Speaker (spek'fer), rt. 1. One who speaka
£ One who proclaims or celebrates.

After my death I wish no other herald.
No other speaker of my living actions. Shak.

8. One that utters or pronounces a discourse;
tisually, one that utters a speech in public,

crone that practises public speaking; as.

he is a good or fluent public speaker.—
4. Oite who is the mouthpiece or spokesman
of another ; especially, one who presides
over a delil)erative assembly, preserving
order, and regulating the debates ; as, the
sjieakerm th** Housesof Lords andCoramonB
in Britain; the speaker of the House of Re-
presentatives in America; the speaker of
the parliamentary bodies of many of the
British colonies, *tc. The speaker of the
British Huuse of Commons is anieml>erof
the hou.st!. elected by desire of and with the
approbation of the crown to act as chairman
or president, in putting questions, reading
bills, keeping order, controlling the debates
of the house, «fcc. He is not to deliver his sen-
timents upon any question, or give his vote,
except in a committee or in case of an equal-
ity of votes, when he has the privilege of

Sving a casting-vote. It is also the duty of
A speaker to interrupt a member whose
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language is indecorous, orwho wanders from
the suljject of debate ; he may also stop a
debate to remind the house of any standing

order or established mode of proceeding
which he sees about to be violated. He,
however, submits everything to the decision

of the house. He is a member of the privy-

council, and ranks after the barons. He has
a salary of £6000 a year, with a free resi-

dence. On vacating his otlice he is made a
peer, and receives a pension of £4000. The
lord chancellor, or the keeper of the great

seal, is speaker of the House of Lords ex
o^cio. He can speak and vote on any
question.
Speakership (spek'^r-ship), n. The office

of speaker.

Speak - house (spek'houa), n. See Spekk-
HOUSE.
Speaking (spek'ing), a. 1. Csed for the pur-
pose of conveying speech or the sounds of

the voice; as, a 8peaking-tr\XQy^t.—2.. Ani-
mated ; forcibly expressive ; as, a speaking
portrait; a speaking likeness.

A representation, borrowed, indeed, from the ac-

tual worldi but closer to thought, more speaking and
significant, more true than nature and life itself.

Dr. Cairet.

—Speaking acquaintance, an acquaintance
of a slight or not very intimate nature, the

parties concerned generally limiting them-
selves to the interchange of mere phrases of

courtesy on meetiug or the like.

I hive the honour of a speaking acquaintance
with such a patriarch as you describe. Dickens.

—To he on speaking terms, to be slightly

acquainted, as from occasional or frequent
meeting, and interchanging terms of civil-

ity, Ac.
Speaking-trumpet (spek'ing-trum-pet). ?i.

A trumpet-shaped instrument l>y which the
sound of the human voice may be reinforced

so that it may be heard at a great distance.

Speaking-tube (spCk'ing-tub), n. A tube of

gutta percha or other material for commu-
nicating orally from one room to another.

Spear (sper), n. [A. Sax. spere, D. and O.

speer, Dan. sper, Icel. spjor; comp. L. sparus,

a hunting spear. Probably akin to spar, a
beam or rafter, and to spire.] 1. A long
pointed weapon used in war and hunting,

Ancient Spears.

a. Time of Edward IV. (a spetum). A, Time of
Tames I. (a partisan), c. Time of Cromwell (a pike).

d. Time of Henry VII. /, Time of Henry VIII.

by thrusting or throwing; a lance. — 2. A
man armed with a spear; a spearman.
'Flesh and winett> feed his spears.' Temiy-
son.—Z. A sharp-pointed instrument with
barbs, used for 8tab)>ing flsh and other ani-

mals.—4. A shoot, as of grass: more com-
monly called a spire.—5. The feather of a
horse : called also the streak of the spear.

It is a mark in the neck, or near the shoulder
of some barbs, which is reckoned a sure sign

of a good horse. —Spear side, sometimes
spear half, a term occasionally used for the
male line of a family, in contradistinction
to spindle side (or spindle half), the female
line.

Spear (sper). v.t. To pierce with, or as with,
a spear; to kill with, or as with, a spear;
as. to sj)ear a fish. * The sparrow spear'd
by the shrike.* Tennyson.
Spear (sper), v.i. To shoot into a long stem.
See Spikk.
Spearer (sper'Sr), n. 1. One who spears.-—

2. t A spearman.
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Spear -foot (sper'fut), n. The off foot be-

hind of a horse.

Spear-grass (sper'gras), n. A name applied
to various long sharp-leaved grasses. ' Tickle

our noses with spear-grass.' Shak.

Spear-hand (spei^hand), n. In the manege,
a horseman's right hand, that being the

hand in which the spear is held.

Spear-head (sperTied), 71. The metal point
of a spear.

Spearman (sper'man), n. One who is armed
with a spear, Ps. Ixviii. 30.

Spearmint (sper'mint), n. A plant of the
genus ilentha, the J/, viridis. See Mint.
Spear -thistle (sper'this-l), n. A plant of

uie genus Cuicus, the C. lanceolatus. It

grows on waysides and in pastures. The
leaves are downy beneath, and their points

long and very sharp, and it has handsome
heads of purple flowers.

Spearwort (spei-'wSrt). 71. A plant of the

genus Ranunculus. The great spearwort
is the R. Lingua, and the lesser spearwort
is the R. flximmula. Both are British planta
See Ranunculus.
Spec (spek), 71. A colloquial abbreviation of

Speculation; as, this is a good spec.

They said what a wery gen'rous thine o' them to

have taken up the case on spec, and to charge noth-
ing at all for costs, unless they got 'em out of Mr.
Rckwick. Dickens.

Speces,t n. pi. Species; sorts or kinds.

Chaiicer.

Specht, Speight (spekt, spat), n. [G. specht,

the woodpecker; Icel. spcetr, Dan. spette;

probably allied to L. pietis.] A woodpecker.
[Obsolete or local.]

Special (si)esh'al), a. [Fr. special, from L.

specialis, from species, kind (which see). J

1. Pertaining to, constituting, or designating
a species or sort.

A special idea is called by the schools a species.'^
li^atts.

2. Particular; peculiar; differing from others;
extraordinary; uncommon.

Can such things be.
And overcome us like a summer's cloud.
Without our special wonderT Shak.

Our Saviour is represented everywhere in Scripture

as the special patron of the poor and afflicted.

^aerdury.
3. Designed for a particular piu-pose or occa-
sion ; affecting a particular person ; as, a
special constable; t^ special correspondent;
a special act of Parliament

There is a special providence in the fall of a spar-
row. Shak.

4. Confined to some particular class of sub-
jects; devoted to a distinct field or range;
as, a special dictionary, as one of medicine
or law.—5. Chief in excellence.

The king hath drawn
The special head of all the land together. Shak.

—Special administration. See under X\>-

MINISTBATION.— Speci'ai agent, an agent
authorized to transact only a particular
business for his principal, as distinguished
from a general &fiGnt. — Special bail. See
under Bail.—Special ftdtiyf, a person named
by a party in a civil suit for the purpose of
executing some particular process therein,

and appointed by the sheriff on the applica-

tion of such i>&Tty. — Special bastard, one
bom of parents before marriage, the parents
afterwards intermarrying.—5pecm? case, a
statement of facts agreed to on behalf of

two or more litigant parties, and submitted
for the opinion of a court of justice as to
the law bearing on the facts so stated. In
Scots taw, in civil jury causes, a special case
differs from a special verdict only in this,

that the special verdict is returned by the
jury, whereas the special case is adjusted
by the parties themselves, or by their coun-
sel, and sets forth the special facts on which
they are agreed without the evidence.

—

Special constable, a person sworn to aid the
constituted authorities, military or civil, in

maintaining the public peace on occasions
of exigency, as to quell a riot.—Special con-

tract. See >>PECiAi.TY. Special correspond-
ent. See under COKREfU'OSDE^T.^Special
demurrer, one in which the cause of demur-
rer is particuliirly stated. ^-S/wctai impar-
lance, one in which there is a saving of all

exceptions to the writ or count, or of all

exceptions whats<tever. — Special injunc-

tions, those prohibitory writs or interdicts

against acts of parties, such as waste, nuis-

ance, piracy, &,c.—Special jury. See under
JVRY.—Special license, a license obtained
from the Archbishop of Canterbury, which
enables a priest to marry the parties with-

out the publication of bans, and also at any
time or place other than those necessary in

ch, cAain; fih, Sc. locA; g, 50; j,>ob; ft, Fr. to**; ng, sijj^; TH, fAen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, uAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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ordinary cn&es. Special occupancy, where
an estate is granted to a man and his heirs

during the life of cestui que vie, and the

grantee dies without alienation, and while

the life for which he held continues the

heir will succeed, and is called a special oc-

cupant— Special paper, a list kept in court

for putting down demurrei-s, Ac, to be ar-

gued. —Spectai plea, a plea in bar in a crim-

inal matter, not being a plea of the general

issue. Such pleas are of four kinds—a former
acquittal, a former conviction, a former at-

tainder, or a pardon.— Special pleader, a
meml>er of one of the Inns of Court whose
professional occupation it is to give verbal

or written opinions on matters submitted
to him, and to draw pleadings, civil and
criminal, and such practical proceedings

as may be out of the usual coiiTse.—Special

pleading, (a) the allegation of special or new
matter as distinguished from a direct denial

of matter previously alleged on the other

side, (b) The science of pleading, which,

until the passing of an act in 1852, consti-

tuted a distinct branch of the law, having
the merit of developing the points in con-

troversy with great precision. Its strictness

and subtlety were frequently a subject of

complaint, and one of the objects of the act

was to relax and simplify its rules, (c) A
popular term for the specious but unsound
or unfair argumentation of one whose aim
was victory rather than truth.—Special pro-

perty, a qualified or limited property, as the

property which a man aquires in wild ani-

mals by reclaiming them.—Special tail is

where a gift is restrained to certain heirs of

the donee's body, and does not descend to

the heirs in general.—Special verdict is a

verdict in which the jury find the facts and
state them as proved, but leave the law
arising from the facts to be determined by
the court.

Special (spesh'al), n. 1. A particular; a spe-

cial or particular thing or person. 'Pro-

mises of long life annexed to some specials

of his service.' Hammond.—2. Any person

or thing appointed for a special purpose or

occasion, as a constable, a railway train,&c.

;

as. they travelled by special to Edinburgh;
the riot was so great that the specials were
called out.

Specialist (spesh'al -ist), n. A person who
devotes himself to a particular branch of a
profession, art. or science; a person who
has studied and ac(iuired a special know-
ledge of some particular subject. Thus
oculists and aurists are specialists as re-

gards surgery.

Speciality (spesh-i-ai'i-ti),n. 1. A particular

matter or point; a specialty. Sir M. Hale.

2. That property by which a person or thing

is specially characterized; that in which one
is specially versed; that l>ranch of science

or art to which one specially devotes him-
self; as, he has a wide knowledge of science,

but botany is his speciality.

It is in this way that you escape from the wretched
narrow-mindedness which is the characteristic of
every one who cultivates his speciality alone.

Lord Lytton.

S. A quality or attribute peculiar to a spe-

cies.

Specialization (spe8h'al-Iz-a"shon). n. The
act of specializing; the act of devoting to a
particular use or function, as the setting

apart of a particular organ for the perform-
ance of a particular function; special deter-

mination.

It is proved experimentally that every bundle of
nerve-fibres, and ever^ ganglion, has a special duty;
and that each part of every such bundle, and every
such ganghon, has a duty still more special. Can it

be, then, that in the great hemispherical gangha
alone this specialization of duty does not hold ?

Herbert Spencer.

Specialize (spesh'al-iz), v.t. pret. & pp, ^e-
cialized ; ppr. specializing. 1. To mention
specially. —2. To assign a specific use or pur-
pose to; to devote or apply to a specific use

or function.

It is useless to speculate upon the use of these
rude yet venerable weapons. Almost as well might
we asii to what purpose could they tiot be applied?
Numerous and specialized as are our modern instru-

ments, who would care to describe the exact use of a
knife? £d. Rev.

Specially (spesh'al-li), adv. 1. In a special

manner; particularly; especially. —2. For a
particular purpose; as, a meeting of the
legislature is specially summoned.
Specialty (spesh'al-ti). n. 1. A particular
matter or thing; a particular point.

The specialty of rule hath been neglected. Shak.

On these two general heads all other specialties

arc dependent. Hooker.
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2. A special term or article in a contract.

Let specialties be therefore drawn between us.

Shak.

[Now little used in the senses above, its com-
mon acceptations being the following.]—
3. That property by which a person or thing

is characterized ; that in which one is spe-

cially versed ; that branch of science or art

to which one specially devotes himself. See
Speciality, 2.—4. In iaw, a special contract;

an obligation or bond; the evidence of a
debt by deed or instrument under seal. Such
a debt is called a debt by sj^ecialty in dis-

tinction from simple contract. — Specialty

debts, in law, bonds, mortgages, debts se-

cured by writing under seal.

Specie (spe'shi), n. [The ablative form of

L. species, and so used as an English word
probably from its occurrence in the fre-

quent phrase ' paid in specie.' See SPECIES.]
Gold, silver, &c., coined, and used as a cir-

culating medium of commerce; hard money;
coin : in contradistinction to paper-money,
as bank-notes, bills, &c.

Species (spe'shez), 71. sing, and pi. [L., a see-

ing, that which is seen, appearadce, shape,

a peculiar sort, kind, or quality, from L.

specio, to look at, to behold: Gr. skepto, skep-

tomai; 8kr. pash, to see; akin sjnte. spice,

spy, despise, respect, spectacle, &c. Meaning
6 is derived from the fact that in L. Latin
species (both in sing, and pi.) came from
having tlie meaning of wares m general to

have the meaning of valuables, precious
goods. In French it is the plural esp^ces

that is used for specie.] 1. Visible or sens-

ible representation; appearance to the senses

or the mind; sensible or intellectual repre-

sentation; an image. [Rare.]

An apparent diversity between the species yisible

and audible is that the visible doth not mingle in the

medium, but the audible doth. Bacon.

Wit ... is no other than the faculty of imagina-
tion in the writer which searches overall the memory
for the species or ideas of those things which it de-

signs to represent. Dryden.

2.t A public spectacleorexhibition;ashow.

Shows and species serve best with the people.
Bacon.

3. A class, collection, orassemblage of things

or beings classified or associated according
to attributes or properties which are deter-

mined by scientific observation; as, (a) a
group of animals or plants which generally

bear a close resemblance to each other in the

more essential features of their organization,

which produce fertile progeny, and which
may, in the generality of cases, produce indi-

viduals varying from the general type of the

gi'oup, the variation, however, being in all

cases of a limited kind. Under this definition

the various species, 'kinds* of animals and
plants, and their included varieties may be
comprehended; and this mode of stating

the idea of species at the same time leaves

the great question of the 'origin of species,'

raised chiefly by Darwin and his followers,

an open one. and one which must be left

for future observers to settle. Up till a
recent time naturalists regarded species as

unchanging throughout the longest succes-

sion of ages, except within narrow and
marked limits. Thus Buffon defines a spe-

cies as ' a constant succession of individuals

similar to, and capable of reproducing each
other;' and Cuvier as 'a succession of indi-

viduals wbicli reproduces and perpetuates it-

self.' (&) In nnneralogy, chemistry, andsuch
sciences as relate to inorganic substances,

species is regarded by some writers as being
(letermined by identity of physical proper-

ties, as specific gravity, hardness, &c. ; and
by others, as constituted by chemical com-
position, the natural properties going for

nothing. In scientific classification species

unite to form groups called genera, which
are included in orders, the orders forming
classes, and so on.— 4. In logic, a group of

individuals agreeing in common attributes

and designated by a common name; a con-

ception subordinated to another conception,

called a genus or generic conception, from
which it differs in containing or compre-
hending more attributes, and -extending to

fewer individuals; thus 'man' is a species

under 'animal' as ft. genus, and 'man' in its

turn may be regarded as a genus with re-

spect to European, Asiatic, and the like.—

5. Kind; sort; variety; description: as, a

coaree species of wit ; a species of low cun-

ning; a fine species of cloth : a rare species

of generosity.—6. t Metal coined into a cir-

culating medium; coin; specie.

Rome possessed a much greater proportion of the
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circulating species of its time than any European
city. Arbuthnot.

Species, your honour knows, is of easier conveyance.
Garrick.

7.t In ined. {a) a component part of a com-
pound medicine; a simple. (6) A compound
powder of any kind. Qwmcej/.— S. In civiZ

law, the form or shape given to materials;
fashion or shape: form; figure. BurriU.
Specific (spe-sif'ik). a. [Fr. spreifique, from
L. species, and /acto, to make.] 1. Pertain-
ing to, characterizing, or constituting a spe-

cies :
possessing the peculiar property or

properties which constitute somethinga spe-
cies and distinguish it from other things; aa,

the specific form of an animal or a plant; the
sjyecific qualities of a plant or a drug ; the
specific difference between an acid and an
alkali; the specific distinction between vir-

tue and vice.

Specijic difference is that primary attribute which
distinguishes each species from one another. H-'atts.

2. Tending to specify or particularize ; defi-

nite; precise; as. a specific statement.—3. In
med. acting upon some particular organ
more than upon others ;

possessed of pecu-
liar efficacy in the cure of a particular dis-

ease. See the noun.— 4. In law, having a
certain form or designation; observing a
certain form; \ir^{:\f,e.— Specific centre, the
point or locality where any species of ani-

mals or plants had its origin, and from which
its individuals became diffused.— Specific

character, that which distinguishes one spe-

cies from every other species of the same
genus ; the essential character of a species.

—Specific gi-avity. See under Gravity.—
Specific heat. See llEAt. — Specific legacy,

in law, a bequest of a particular thing, as
of a particular piece of furniture, specified

and distinguished from all others. —6i>eci/ic

name, the name which, appended to tne
name of the genus, constitutes the distinc-

tive name of the species: originally applied
byLinnaius to the essential character of the
species, or the essential difference. The
present specific name he at first called the
trivial name.
Specific (spe-sif'ik), 7i. l. In med. a remedy
which exerts a special action in the preven-
tion or cure of a disease ; an infallible, or
supposed infallible remedy.

If she would drink a good decoction of sarsa. with
the usual specifics, she might enjoy a good health.

H'iseyrtan.

2. Something certain to effect the purpose
for which it is used ; an unfailing agent
'The most approved specific for getting out
the stain of red wine.' Vr. H. More.

Specifical (spe-sifik-al), a. Same as Spe-
cific. Blacksto)ie.

Specifically (spe-sif'ik-al-li). adv. In a spe-
cific manner; according to the nature of the
species; definitely; particularly. 'Those
several virtues that are specifically requisite

to a due performance of this duty.' Smith.

But it is rather manifest that the essence of spirits

is a substance specifically distinct from a!l corporeal
matter whatsoever. />r. H. More.

Specificalness <spe-sifik-al-nes), n. State
of Itciti^' specifical.

Specificatet (spe-sif'ik-at). v.t. pret. & pp.
specificated; ppr. specificating. [L. species,

form, and /aci'o, to make] To show, mark.
or designate the species or the distinguish-

ing particulars of a thing; to specify. Sir
31. Hale.
Specificatipn (spes'ifi-ka"shon), n. 1. The
act of specifying or determining by a mark
or limit; notation of limits.

This specification or limitation of the question hin-

ders the disputers from wandering away from the
precise point of inquiry. Watts.

2. The designation of particulars; particular

mention; as, the speeificxition of a charge
against a military or naval officer.-3. A par-

ticular and detailed account or description

of a thing : specifically, a statement of par-

ticulars, describing the dimensions, details,

peculiarities, &c., of any work about to be
undertaken, as in architecture, building,

engineering, &c. It is a condition in patents

that the inventor should give a specification

of his invention, in which the nature of the
invention must be particularly described
and ascertained. — 4. An article, item, or
particular specified. —5. In Scots law, the
formation of a new property from materials
Ijelongiucr to another.

Speclficness (spe-sif'ik-nes), ?i. The state

or character of being specific.

Specify (spes'i-fi), v.t. pret. * pp. specified;

ppr. specifying. [Fr. specifier, as if from a
L. specifico— species, and facio. to make.]
To mention or name distinctively; to desig-

nate, far, fat. fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; «. Sc abune; S* Sc- '«V-
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nate in words, so as to distinguish a thing
from every other; as, to specify the uses of
a plant; to specify the articles one wants
to purchase.

He has there given us an exact geography of
Greece, where the countries and the uses of their
soils are specified. Pope.

Specimen (spes'i-men), 71. [L. specimen, lit.

that l)y which a thing is seen and recognized,
a mark or token, an example or specimen,
from »pecio, to look, to behold. See -Species.]

One of a class or number of similar things,
as representative of the others not exhibit-
ed; a portion shown; a sample; as, a sped-
7n«nof painting or composition; aspecini^n
of one's art or skill—5pe«»n*», Sample. A
specimen is a portion of a larger whole em-
ployed to exhibit the nature or kind of that
of which it forms a part, without reference
to the relative quality of individu^ por-
tions; thus a cabinet of mineralogical speci-
mens exhibits the nature of the rocks from
which they are broken. A sample is a por-
tion taken out of a quantity, and implies that
the quality of the whole is to be judged by
it, and not rarely that it is to be used as a
standard for testing the goodness, genuine-
ness, purity of the whole, and the like. In
many cases, however, the words are used
indifferently.

Spedology (spe-shi-ol'o-ji), n. The doctrine
of speoie*.

Speciosity (spe-shi-os'l-tiX n. The state of
being specious; a specious show; a specious
person or thing. ' Professions built so
largelyon speciosity instead of performance.

'

Carlyle.

Specioas (spe'shus), a. [Fr. sp^eiexix; L.
speciosus. showy, beautiful, plausible, from
species, look, show, appearance. See Spe-
cies] l.t Pleasing to the eye; outwardly
pleasing; showy; beautiful; fair, 'A vii^ne
ful specious, and semely of stature.' Metri-
cal Homaiice of fourteenth century. 'As
sweet to the smell as specious to the sight'
FulUr.

^
The rest, far j^eatcr part.

Will deem in outward rites and 3fieciet*s forms
Religion satisfied. Milton.

2. Apparently right; Bupeiflcially fair, Just,
or correct; plausible; appearing well at first
view ; as, fpeciout reasoning ; a gpecioitg ar-
gument ; a upecimu objection. 'And count
thy ipedoiu gifts no gifts, but guiles.' Mil-
ton.
A mail's acts are slavish, not true but tf^cieus; his

»ery thoughts are false, he thinks too as a slave and
coward, till he have got Fear under his feet.

OirtyU.
—OiteiuMe.ColmirabU, Speciout, PlaiuMt.
See under Ostessiblb.—Sys. Showy, plaus-
ible, ostensible, colourable, feasible.

Speciously (jipe'shus-liX adv. In a specious
mamuT; with a fair appearance; with show
of right; as, to reason tpecioutly. 'That
personated devotion under which any kind
of impiety is wont to be disguised and put
ofl more tf€Cioiuly^' Hammond.
Spedonsness (sne'shus-nes), n. The qua-
lity of being specious; plausible appearance;
fair external show; as, the spectotvness of
an argument
Speck (spek), n. (A, Sax. tptcea, L.O. tpcmk,
a speck ; perhaps from root of tpew; comp
tpot and xpU.] 1. .\. gjiot; a stain; a blemish;
a small place in anything that is discoloured
by foreign matter, or is of a colour dilferent
from that of the main substance; as,a «pecA;
on paper or cloth.

The little rift within the lover's lute.
Or little pitted spfci in gamerd fruit.
That rotting inward slowly moulders all

„ , „ Tennyiim.
2. A small particle or patch ; as, a tpeck of
snow on a hill. ' Ilie bottom consisting of
gray sand with black tpeckt.' Amnn'i
Voyaget.-Siil. Spot, stain, flaw, blemish.

Speck (spek). V. t To spot; to mark or stain
in spots or drops. 'Sj>«*'d with gold.' Mil-
ton.

Speck (spek), n. [D. tpek. fat : A. Sax. ipie.
bacon.) 1. Blubber, the fat of whales and
other mammalia. In S<iuth Africa, the fat
flesh of the hippopotamus is so called by the
Dutch,—2 t Bacon.—Spec* /oU», in KhaU-
fiihing, falls or ropes rove through blocks
for hoisting the blabber and bono oB the
whale.

Speckle (spckl), n. [Dim.of jjwc*.] A little
spot in anything, of a different substance or
colour from that of the thing itself; a speck
Speckle (spek'l). v.t. prct. * pp f]teckUd;
ppr tptckling. To mark with small spots
of a different colour from the ground or
•nrface.

Speckled (spekad), p. and a. 1. Marked
with specks or speckles; variegated with
spots of a different colour from the ground
or surface of the object; as, the speckled
breast <»f a bird; a speckled serpent. Dryden.
2. In her. spotted over with another tincture.
Speckledness (spekld-nes), n. The state of
beini: speckled.

Specksloneer(8pek.shon-er^,7i. (See Speck,
blubber.] In whale-Jishing, the chief har-
pooner ; he also directs the cutting opera-
tions in clearing the whale of its blubber
and bones.
Speckt (spekt), n. [See Specht.) A wood-
pecker. Written also Speight. [Obsolete
or local.]

Specs, Specks (speks), n. pi. A vulgar ab-
breviiition fur Spectacles.

Spectacle (spek'ta-kl), n. [Fr. from L, spec-
(oeK(um,from»j)«c((/, to behold.freg. ofspecie,
to see. See Species] i. A show; agazing-
stock; something exhibited to \iew; usually,
something presented to view as extraordi-
nary, or something that is beheld as unusual
and worthy of special notice; specifically, a
pageant ; a gorgeous or splendid show ; an
exhibition which is mainly attractive to the
eye; as, a dramatic spectacle.

We are made a sptctacie unto the world, and to
angels, and to men. i Cor. iv. 9.

In open market-place produced they me.
To lie a public specUtcU to alL Shak.

2. Anything seen; a sight 'The dreadful
spectacle of that sad house of pride.' Spen-
ser. —3. pi. A well-known and invaluable
optical instrument u.sed to assist or correct
some defect in the organs of vision. Spec-
tacles consist of two oval or circular lenses
mounted in a light metal frame which is

madeup of the ' bows, ' bridge, ' and ' sides ' or
'temples.' 'I'he frame is so constructed as
to adhere to the nose and temgdes, and keep
the lenses in the proper position. Spectacles
which are merely fixed on the nose are usu-
ally called eye-glasses. Spectacles with
convex lenses are used to aid the sight of
the aged, or those who are temn-d long or
far sighted; and spectacles with concave
lenses are used to assist the vision of those
who are near-sighted In long-sighted per-
sons the refractive powers of the eye are
too feeble, or the cornea is too much flat-
tenM; hence, the rays of light coming from
an object after entering the eye do not con-
verge sufflciently soon to be brought to a
focus, and form a perfect image of the ob-
ject on the retina. The convex lens coun-
teracts this defect by increasing the con-
vergence of the rays, and causing them to
meet at the retina. Short-sightedness is a
defect the very reverse of that which has
been stated, and hence must be corrected
by opposite means, namely, by concave
lenses. In both cases the value of spectacles
dependsupontheirbeingaccuratelyadapted
to the state of the eye. Spectacles with col-
oured lenses, as green, blue, neutral-tint,
smoke-colour, Ac, are used to protect the
eyes from a glare of light Divided spec-
tacles have each lens composed of two semi-
circles of dilferent foci neatly united ; one
half for looking at distant objects, and the
other for examining things near the eye
Another kind, called periscopic spectacles,
has l>een contrived in order to allow con-
siderable latitude of motion to the eyes
without fatigue. The lenses employed in
this case are either of a meniscus or con-
cavo-convex form, the concave side being
turned to the eye. Spectacles with glazed
wings or frames partly fllled with crape or
wire-gauie are used to shield the eyes from
dust, (fee. .Spectacles as they form an in-
strument of binocular power, are usually
designated a poiV o/tpectatles.— 4. t The eye;
the organ of visioa
And bid mine eyes l>e packing with my heart
And called them blind and dusky ipeaacUs,
For losing ken of Albion's wished coast. SHak.

8. jrf. Fig. something which aids the intel-
lectual sight
Shakespeare . . . needed not the {^rr^ir^kr ofbooks

to read nature. Dryden.
Syn, Show, sight, exhibition, representation,
pageant
Spectacled (spek'ta-kUl), a. Furnished with
or wearing spectacles. 'As spectacled she
sits in chimney nook.' Keats -Spectacled
bear, a liear of the genus Tremarctos, the
sole representative of the Irsidie In South
America. So called from the light-coloured
rings round the eyes having exactly the ap-
pearance of a pair of spectacles; the rest of
the face and body Ijeing black.

Spectacular (spek-tak'u-ISr), a. 1. Pertain-
ing to or of the nature of a show or spectacle;
as, a spectacular drama. * Spectacular
sports. ' Hickes.—i. Pertaining to spectacles
or glasses for assisting vision.

Spectant (spek 'taut), ppr. [L. spectam,
spectantis, ppr. of specto, to behold.] In
her. a term applied to an animal at gaze, or
looking forward ; sometimes termed in/«ii
aspect. The term is likewise applied to any
animal looking upwards with the nose bend-
wise.

Spectationt (spek-ta'shon),n. [L. spectatio,
spectationis, tTom specto. See SPECTACLE.)
Regard; look; aspect; appearance.
This simple sfifftation of the lungs is differenced

from that which concomitates a pleurisy. Harvey,

Spectator (spek-ta'tor), n. [L , from specto,
freq. of specie, to look, to behold. See Spe-
cies.] One who looks on; one that sees or
beholds; a beholder; one who is present at a
play or spectacle ; as, the spectators of a
show; the spectators were numerous.
There be of them that will themselves laugh to set

on some quatitity of barren spectators to laugh too.

Shak.
Syn. Looker-on. beholder, observer, witness
Spectatorlal (spek-ta-to'ri-al), a. Pertain-
ing.' to a spectator. Addison.
Spectatorslilp(8pek-ta'tor-8hip),n. i,t The
act of beholding. 'Some death more long
in sjieetalorthip.' .Shak. —2. The otBce or
quality of a spectator. /Spectator. [Rare.)
Spectatress,Spectatrli(spek-ta'tres,8pek-
ta'triks), ?i. (L. spectatrix. See SPECTATOR.

)

A female beholder or looker on. Rome;
Jeffrey.

Spectral (spek'tral). a. 1. Pertaining to a
spectre; ghostlike; ghostly.
Some of the spectral appearances which he had

been told of in a winter's evening. Sir It^. Scott.

i. Pertaining to ocular spectra
; pertaining

to the solar or prismatic spectrum; exhibit-
ing the hues of the prismatic spectrum

;

produced by the aid of the spectrum ; as,
spectral colours; spectral analysis.
Spectrally (spek'tral-li), adv. In a spectral
manner; like a ghost or spectre, Whittier.
Spectre (spek't^r), n. (Fr. spectre; from L.
spectrum, an appearance, an apparition,
from (pecto, to behold. .See .Species] 1. An
apparition; the appearance of a person who
is dead; a ghost; a spirit; a phantom.
The ghosts of traitors from the bridge descend.
With bold fanatic spectres to rejoice. Dryden.
Lest the spectre of indefeasible right should stand

once more in arms on the tomb of the house of York,
the two houses of parliament showed an earnest de-
sire for the king's marriage with the daughter of E<1-
ward IV. Hallam.
2. In zool. (a) one of a family of orthopterons
Insects. See PhasmiD;E. (!») A species of
quadrumanous mammal (tetntir spectrum,
Linn.), so called on account of its nocturnal
habits, attenuated frame, long and skeleton-
like limbs, and the gliding, stealthy, noise-
less motion by which it surprises a sleeping
prey. Owen.
Spectre-bat (spek't*r-bat), n. See Phyllo-
ST0MII1.E,

Spectrologlcal (spek-tro-loj'ik-al), a. Of or
pertainintr to spectrology; performed or de-
termined by spectrology ; as, spectrological
analysis.

Spectrology (spek-trol'o-Ji), n. ISpeetrttm,
and Or logos, discourse. ] That branch of
science which determines the constituent
elements and other conditions of bodies by
examination of their spectra.
Spectrometer (spek-trom'et-6r), n, [Spec-
tnnii. anil lir m«(ron, a measure] An ap-
paratus attached to a spectroscope for pur-
poses of measurement, consisting of a tube
containing an engraved or photographed
scale, the image of which is transmitted so
as to appear side by side with the spectrum.
Spectroscope (spek'trO-skop), ». [Sp«c-
tntin, anil (ir. skoped, to look at.) The in-
strument employed in spectrum analysis.
It usually consists of a tube with a slit at
one end, and a convex lens called a colli-
mator &t the other, from which parallel rays
of light proceeil; a prism, or train <»f prisms,
to separate the differently refrangible rays;
and a telescope to view a magnified image
of the spectrtini pro.lucfil.

Spectroscopic, Spectroscoplcal (spek-tro-
sknp'ik. spik-tro-skop'ik-al), a. Of or per-
taining to tin* .i^pectroscope or spectroscopy.
Spectroscoplcally (spek-tro-skop'ik-al-ii ),
adv. In a spectroscopic manner; by the use
of the spectroscope.

Spectroscoplst (spek'tro-skop-ist), n. One
who uses the spectroscope ; one skilled in
spectroscopy.

ch.cAain: th.Se.locA; g, go; IJob; h, Fr. ton; ng, sinj; IH, <A«n; th, (Ain; w, trig; wh, t«Aig; xh, azure,-See KEY.
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Spectroscopy (spek'tro-skop-i), n. That
branch of scit-uce, more particularly of
chemical science, which is concerned with
the use of the spectroscope and with spec-
trum analysis.

Spectnim(spek'trum), n. pi. Spectra (spek'-

tra). l.t A spectre; an apparition.
Lavater puts solitariness a inain cause of such

spectmrns or apparitions. Burton.

2. An image of something seen, continuing
after the eyes are closed, covered, or turned
away. If, for example, we look intensely with
one eye upon any coloured object, such as a
wafer placed on a sheet of white paper, and
immediately afterwards turn the same eye
to another part of the paper, we shall see a
similar spot, but of a different colour. Thus,
if the wafer be red, the seeming spot will be
green; if black.it will be changed into white.
Tliese images are also termed ocular spectra.

3. The oblong figure or stripe formed on a
wall or screen by a beam of light, as of the
sun, received through a small hole or slit

and refracted by being passed through a
firism. This stripe is coloured throughout
ts length, the colours shading insensibly
into one another fi'om red at the one end,
through orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,
to violet at the other. This analysis is due
to the different refrangibilities of the com-
ponent rays, the violet being the most re-

frangible and red the least. Besides the
coloured rays, the spectrum contains ther-

mal or heating rays, and chemical rays. The
heatingeffectof the solar spectrum increases
in going from the violet to the red, and still

continues to increase for a certain distance
beyond the visible spectrum at the red end,
while the chemical action is very faint in
the red, strong in the blue and violet, and
sensible to a considerable distance beyond
the violet end. The actinic rays, or those
beyond the violet, may be rendered visible

by throwing them upon a surface treated
with some fluorescent substance. (See Ac-
tinism.) A pure spectrum of solar light ia

crossed at right angles by numerous dark
lines, called Fraunhofer's lines (which see),

each dark line marking the absorption of a
particular elementary ray. By means of
these dark lines and certain bright lines

analogous to them, to be referred to, facts
of the highest importance, especially in

chemistry, have been ascertained. For the
proper understanding of the import of these
lines, five principles require to be kept in
view. First, an incandescent solid or liquid
body gives out a contimiotts spectrum.
Second, an incandescent gaseous body gives
out a discontinuous spectrum, consisting of
bright lines. Third, each element when in
the state of an incandescent gas gives out
lines peculiar to itself. Fourth, if the light

of an incandescent solid or liquid passes
through a gaseous body, certain of its rays
are absorbed, and black lines in the spec-
trum indicate the nature of the substance
which absorbed the ray. Fifth, each ele-

ment, when gaseous and incandescent, emits
bright rays identical in colour and position
on the spectrum with those wliich it absorbs
from light transmitted through it. Now,
applying these principles to the solar spec-
trum, we find, from the nature and position
of the rays absorbed, that its light passes
through hydrogen, potassium, sodium, cal-

cium, barium, magnesium, zinc, iron, chro-
mium, cobalt, nickel, copper, and manganese,
all in a state of gas, and constituting part
of the solar envelope, whence we conclude
that these bodies are present in the substance
of the sun itself, from which they have been
volatilized by heat. The moon and planojts
have spectra like that of the sun, because
they shine by its reflected light, while, on
the other Iiand, each fixed star has a spec-
trum peculiar to itself. It has been already
said that the incandescent vapour of each
elementary substance has a characteristic
spectrum, consisting of fixed lines, which
never changes. This furnishes the chemist
with a test of an exquisitely delicate nature
for the detection of the presence of very
minute quantities of elementary bodies.
Thus, by heating any substance till it be-
comes gaseous and incandescent and then
taking its spectrum, he is al)le by the lines

to read off, as it were, from the spectrum
the various elements present in the vapour.
Four new elements, viz. rubidium, caisium,
indium, and thallium, have thus been de-
tected. The employment of the spectrum
for the detection of the presence of ele-

mentary bodies, whether by observing the

rays they absorb or those they emit, is called
spectruin or spectral analysis, and the in-

strument employed a spectroscope (which
see).

Specular (spek'u-ler), a. [L. specularis,

from speculum, a mirror, from sjyecio, to
see. See Specirs.] 1. Having the qualities
of amirroror looking-glass; having a smooth,
reflecting surface ; as, a specular metal ; a
specular surface. ' The skill of specular
stone. ' Donne. —2. t Assisting sight by means
of optical properties.

Thy spfcular orb
Apply to well-dissected kernels. J. Philips.

3.t Affording view.

Look once more ere we leave this specular mount.
Milton.

—Specular iron ore, a hard, crystallized va-
riety of hjeniatite. consisting of anhydrous
ferric oxide of a dark-red colour, inclining
to black.

Specularia (spek-u-la'ri-a), n. A genus of
plants, nat. order Campanulaceaj. The spe-
cies are small annual plants, with alternate,
entire, or toothed leaves, and sessile, axil-

lary, or shortly-stalked blue, white, or violet
llowers. S. hybrida is a native of the corn-
fields of Great Britain. S. speculum is a
pretty annual, commonly cultivated under
tlie name of Venus's looking-glass.

Speculate (spek'u-Iat), v.i. pret. tt pp. s]>ecu-

Uited; ppr. speculating. [L. speciilor, specu-
latus, to view, to contemplate, troio. specula,
a lookout, from specio, to see. See Species,
&c.] 1. To meditate; to revolve in the mind;
to consider a subject by turning it in the
mind and viewing it in its different aspects
and relations ; to theorize ; as, to speculate
on political events; to speculate on the pro-
bable results of a discovery. —2. In com. to
purchase goods, stock, or other things with
the expectation of an advance in price and
of selling the articles with a profit by means
of such advance; to engage in speculation;
frequently applied to unsound business
transactions; as, to speculate in coffee, or iu
sugar, or in bank stock.

Speculate (spek'u-lat), v.t. To consider at-

tentively; to examine; as, to speculate the
nature of a thing. [Rare.]

We conceit ourselves that we contemplate absolute
existence when we only speculate absolute privation.

Sir If'. Hamilton.

Speculation (spek-u-la'shon). n. l.t The act
oflookingon; examination by the eye; view.

Though we upon this mountain's basis by
Took stand for idle speculation. Shak.

2. Mental view of anything in its various as-

pects and relations; contemplation; intellec-

tual examination; as, the events of the day
afford matter of serious speculation to the
friends of Christianity.

Thenceforth to speculations high or deep
I turn'd my thoughts. Milton.

3. Train of thoughts formed by meditation;
a theory or theoretical view.

From him Socrates derived the principles of mo-
rality and most part of his natural speculations.

Sir If. Temple.

4. That part of philosophy which is neither
practical nor experimental. Fleming. —
6.t Power of sight; vision.

Thou hast no speculation in those eyes
Which thou dost glare with, Shak.

6. In com. (a) the act or practice of laying
out money or of incurring extensive risks
with a view to more than the usual success
in trade; the buying of articles of merchan-
dise, shares, stocks, or any purchasable com-
modities whatever in expectation of a rise of
price, and thereupon a gain to the buyer; an
anticipation on the part of a trader that de-
mand will be excessive or that supply will be
deficient: the term is generally used with
some slight meaning of disapprobation, (t)

A single act of speculation ; a hazardous com-
mercial or other business transaction entered
into in the hope of large profits. 'A vast
speculation had failed.' Tennyson.

The establishment of any new manufacture, of any
new branch of commerce, or of any new practice of
agricultdre, is always a speatlation, from which the
projector promises himself extraordinary profits.

Ada*n Smith.
7. A game at cards, the leading principle of
which is the purchase of an unknown card
on the calculation of its probable value, or
of a known card on the chance of no better
appearing during the game, a portion of the
pack not being dealt. Latham.
Speculatist (spek'u-lat-ist), n. One who
speculates or forms theories; a speculator;
a theorist. ' The very ingenious speculatist,

Mr. Hume.' Dr. Knox.

Speculative (spek'u-lat-iv), a. [Fr. »p4cw-
latif. See SPECULATE.] 1. Given to specu-
lation ; contemplative. 'The mind of man
being by nature speculative.' Hooker.—
2. Pertaining to, involving, or formed by
speculation; theoretical; ideal; not verified
by fact, experiment, or practice; as, ascheme
merely speculative.

The speculative part of philosophy is metaphysics.
1\\Q speculative part of mathematics is that which has
no application to the arts. Fletning.

For they were discussing not a speculative matter,
but a matter which had a direct and practical connec-
tion with the most momentous and exciting disputes of
their own day. Macatilay.

3. Pertaining to or affording sight. ' Posted
on his speculative height.' Coicper. —
4. t Watching; prying. ' My speculative and
officed instruments.' Shak.

Counsellors should not be too speculative into their
sovereign's person. Bacon.

5. Pertaining to, or given to, speculation in
trade; engaged in speculation or precarious
ventures for the chance of large profits.

The speculative merchant exercises no one regular,
established, or well-known branch of business.

Adam Smith.
Speculatively (spek'u-lat-iv-li), adv. In a
speculative manner; as, («) contemplatively;
with meditation, (ft) Ideally; theoretically;
in theory only, not in practice; as, proposi-
tions seem often to be speculatively true
which experience does not verify.

It is possible that a man may speculatively prefer
the constitution of another country , . . before that
of the nation where he is borr Siuift.

(c) In the way of speculation in trade, &c.
Speculativeness (spek'u-lat-iv-nes), n.
ITie state of being speculative, or of con-
sisting iu speculation only.

Speculator (spek'u-lat-6r), n. 1. One who
speculates or foi-ms theories; a theorizer.—
2.t An observer; a contemplator; a spy; a
watcher. Sir T. Bromne.

All the boats had one speculator to give notice when
the fish approached. Broome.

3. In com. one who speculates in trade; one
who buys goods or other things with the ex-
pectation of a rise of price and of deriving
profit from such advance.
Speculatorialt (spek'u-la-t6"'ri-al),a. Specu-
latory.

Speculatory (spek'u-la-to-ri), a. 1. Exer-
cising speculation; speculative. Careic.^
2. Intended or adapted for viewing or espying.
Both these were nothing more than speculatory out-

posts to the Akeman-street. T. M'arton.

SpecullSt (spek'ii-list), n. An observer; a
speculator. Goldsmith. [Rare.]
Speculum (spek'u-lum), n. [L., a mirror,
from specio, to look, to behold.] 1. A mirror
or looking-glass.—2. In optics aad astron. a
reflecting surface, such as is used in reflect-

ing telescopes, usually made of an alloy of
copper and tin (see Specxdum Metal below),
but frequently now of glass. Those of glass
are covered with a film of silver on the side
turned toward the object, and must not be
confounded with mirroi-s, which are coated
with tin-amalgam on the posterior side.

—

3. In »urg. an instrument used for dilating
any passage, as the ear, or parts about the
uterus, with a reflecting body at the end,
upon which a light being thrown the condi-
tion of the parts is shown.— 4. In zool. a
bright spot on animals, often iridescent, as
upon the wing of a duck, tail of a peacock,
&Q.—Speculum metal, metal used for mak-
ing the specula of reflecting telescopes. It

is an alloy of two parts of copper and one
of tin, its whiteness being improved by the
addition of a little arsenic.

Sped (sped), pret. and pp. of speed.

Spede.ti'^ To speed; to despatch. Chaucer.
Spedeful.ta. Kftectual; successful. Chaucsr.
Speecet(spes), n. Kind; species. B. Jonson.
Speech (specli), n. [A, Sax. spcec, speech.
See Speak.] 1. The faculty of uttering ar-

ticulate sounds or words, as in human beings;
the faculty of expressing thoughts by words
or articulate sounds; the power of speaking.

God's great gift of speech abused
Makes thy memory confused. Tennyson.

2. That which is spoken; language; words
as expressing ideas.

My father's of a better nature, sir,

Than he appears by speech. Shai.

Thought is deeper than all speech :

Feeling deeper than all thought. C. P. Cranch.

3. A particular language, as distinct from
others; a dialect.

I am the best of them that speak this speech. Shak.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; note, not. move; tube, tub, byll; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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4. The act of speaking with another; conver-
sation; talk.

I would by and by have some speech with you, Shak.

Look lo it that none have speech of her. Sir W. Scott.

5. Anything said or spoken; an observation
expressed in words; talk; mention; common
flaying.

The duke . , . did of me demand
What was the speech among the Londoners
Concerning the French journey. Shak.

€. Formal discourse in public ; oration

;

harangue ; as, the member has made his

ilrst speech in Parliament. — 7. Speaking

;

utterance of thoughts. ' I with leave of
^eech implor'd, replied.' Milton.—-lieported
or oblique speech. See OBLIiiVE.— Speech,
Marai^ue, Oration. Speech is generic, and
applies to any kind of address ; it is the
thing spoken without reference to the man-
ner of speaking it. Harangue is a noisy
speech, usually unstudied and unpolished,
addressed to a large audience, and specially

intended to rouse the passions. Oration is

a formal, impressive, studied, and elabor-
ately polished address.

Speech t (spech), v.i. To make a speech; to
harangue.
Speech-crler (spech'kri-6r), «. One who
hawks about printed accounts of the exe-
[ utiiii) and confessions of criminals, t&c.

Speech-day (spech'da), n. The closing day
at a school, when speeches are made and
prizes presented.

I have still thegold^/Miyourpapagareraewhenhe
came to our speech-day a: Kensington. Thackeray.

Speechful (spech'ful), a. Full of talk ; lotjua-
ciinis, [Kare.]

Speechiflcation{8pech'i-fl-ka""shon). n. The
act of making speeches or of haranguing.
(Humorous or contemptuous.}

Speechlfler ( spech' i-fi-^r), n. One who
speechifies; one who is fond of making
speeches; a habitual speech-maker. George
Eliot. [Humorous or contemptuous.]

Speechify ( spech 'i-fi). v.i. pret. & pp.
ifpeechified; ppr. gpeechtfying. To make a
speech ; to harangue. [Humorous or con-
t^niptuoui* ]

Speechingt (spech'ing), ". The act of mak-
in_: a spet-M/b.

Speechless (spechles). a. 1. Destitute or de-
prived of the faculty of speech; dumb; mute.
He that never hears a word spoken, it is no wonder

he remain speedtUss. Haider.

2. Not speaking for a time; silent; tempor-
arily dumb. ' Speechless with wonder, and
half dead with fear.' Addison.
Speechlessness (si>ech'les-ne8),7L The state
of tjfin>; siH-filiKss; muteness.
Speech-maker {spech'mak-*r). n. One who
iiiiikfs speeches; one who speaks much in
puMic assemblies.

Speed (sped), v.i. pret. & pp. sped, speeded;
ppr. speeding. [A. Sax. tptdan^ to nsstea,
to prosper; L.O. tpoden, gpuden, spSden,
D. spoeden, G. spiUen, to hasten, to advance
quickly; from an older strong verb; A. Sax.
wdwan, to succeed, to prosper, to thrive;
O.H.G. spuoan, spudn, to succeed. See also
the noun.] 1. To make haste; to move with
celerity.

If prayers
Could alter high decrees, I to that place
Would speed before thee, and be louder heard.

Mi/t^H.
2. To advance in one's enterprise ; to have
success; to prosper; to succeed.
An honest tale speeds best being plainly told, Sha^.

3. To have any condition or fortune, good
or ill; to fare.
Come you to me at night

; you shall know how I
J/^'-rf Sha*.

Ships heretofore in seas like fishes s/ed.
The m^htiest still upon the smallest fed. H^ailtr.

Speed (sped), v.t. 1. To despatch; to send
away r)uickly; to send away in haste.
He sped him thence home to his habitation. Fairfax.

2- To hasten; to hurry; to put in quick mo-
tion; to accelerate; to expedite. * But tped
his steps along the hoarse resounding shore.'
J>ryden.

It shall be speeded wea Shak.

3. To hasten to a conclusion; to carry
thiough; to execute; to despatch; as, to
speed judicial acts. Ayliffe.— k. To assist;
to help forward ; to hasten. ' With rising
gales that »ped their happy flight.' Dryden.
6. To favour; to make prosperous; to cause
to succeed.

Heaven so speed me in my time to come. Shak.

6. To dismiss with good wishes or friendly
services.
For I, who hold sage Homer's nile the best.
Welcome the coming, speed the going guest. Pope.

7. t To make to be versed; to acquaint. ' In
Chaucer I am sped.' Skelton.~S. To bring
to destruction; to despatch; to kill; to ruin;
to destroy.

A plague o' both your houses I I am sped. Shak.

A dire dilemma ! either way Tm sped I

If foes, they write, if friends, they read me dead.
Pape.

Kote.—The phrase ' God-speed ' is now gene-
rally considered as equivalent to 'may God
give you success." But probably it was ori-

ginally 'good-speed,' good in Anglo-Saxon
being written n6d: ' I bid you or wish you
good speed,' that is, good success. See
Speed, n. 1.

Speed (sped), n. [A. Sax. spM, haste, dili-

gence, success, prosperity, wealth, from
spMcan, to succeed (seethe verb); O.H.G.
spuot, prosperity, haste.] 1. Success; for-
tune; prosperity in an undertaking. ' Happy
be thy speed.' Shak.

Lord God of my master Abraham. I pray thee,
send me good speed this day. Gen. xxiv. 12,

The prince, your son, with mere conceit and fear
Of the queen's speed, is gone. Shak.

2. Swiftness; quickness; celerity; haste; de-
spatch ; rapid pace or rate ; as, a man or a
horse runs or travels with speed; a bird flies

with speed; to execute an order with speed;
the steamer went full speed. 'Rides at
high speed.' Shak.S. Imi)etuosity; head-
long violence.

1 pray you. have a continent forbearance till the
speed of his rage goes slower. Shak.

4. A protecting and assisting power. ' Saint
Nicholas be thy fpeed.' Shak.—Srs. Swift-
ness, celerity, quickness, haste, despatch,
expedition, hurry, acceleration.
Speeder (sped'^r), n. 1. One who speeds.—
2. A kind of machine for forwarding things
in manufacture.
Speedful (sped'ful), a. 1. Full of speed;
hasty.— 2. Successful; prosperous; advan-
tageous.
And this thing he sayth shall be more speedful and

effectual in the matter. Sir T. More.

Speedfolly (sped'fuMi). adv. In a speedful
manner; speedily; quickly; successfully.
Speedily (sped'i-Ii), adv. In a speedy man-
ner; quickly; with haste; in a short time.
'Haste you speedily to Angelo.' Shak.
' Send speedily to Bertran." Dryden.
Speedtness (spSd'i-nes), n. The quality of
being speedy; quickness; celerity; haste;
desjmtch Shak.
Speedless (sped'les), a. 1. Having no speed.
2. Not prosperous; unfortunate; unsuccess-
ful. 'Speedless wooers.' Chapman.
Speedwell (sped'wel), n. [Probably from
growing on roadsides, and, as it were, plea-
santly saluting travellers, or from cheering
them on their way.] The common name of
plautsof the genus Veronica, nat. orderScro-
phularlaceK. lliespeciesconsist of herbs. un-
der shmbs, or shrubs, with opposite* ^ter-

Germander Speedwell {Veronica Chamadfys).

nate.or verticillate leaves. The flowers are
of a blue, white, or red colour, having two
stamens, and are arranged in axillary or
terminal spikes or racemes. The species
are numerous, and many of them ornamen-
tal ; they are distributed over all parts of
the world, and are especially abundant in the
temperate climates. The number of British
species is considerable. V. ojfflcinalia, or com-
mon speedwell, was once extensively used as
a substitute for tea, and also as a tonic and
diuretic. V. Teucrium, or germander-leaved
speedwell, has much the same properties as
common speedwell, and atone time entered
into the composition of several esteemed

diet-drinks. V. Chamcedrys, or germander
speedwell, is a very general favourite, on
account of its being among the very first

that opens its flowers in the early spring. It
is sometimes known by the name of bird's-
eye and forget-me-not.
Speedy (sped'i), a. 1. Quick; swift; nimble;
hasty; rapid in motion; as, a speedy flight.

How near's the other army?

—

Near, and on speedy foot. Shak.

2. Quick in performance; not dilatory or
slow; as, a speedy despatch of business.—
3. Near; quickly approaching; soon to be
expected.

I will wish her speedy strength. Shak.

Speel (spel), V.t. and i. [Etym. doubtful]
To climb; to clamber. [Scotch.] Written
also Siieil.

Speelken (spel'ken), n. Same as Spellken.
Speer (si-er), v.t. To ask. See SPEIR.
Speering, Spelling (sper'ing), n. [Scotch.
See Speir.] Inquiry; investigation; infor-
mation got by asking questions ; as, to get
speerings of a person's whereabouts.
Speet t (spet). v. t. To stab.

Speeton-clay (spe'ton-kla), n. A dark blue
laminated bed of clay, containing nodules of
clay ironstone, found at Speeton, near Scar-
borough, and supposed from its fossils to
represent the lower greensand.
Speight (spat), n. [.see Specht.] A wood-
pecker. [Obsolete or local. ]

Spell (spel), v.t. and i. Same as Speel.

Spelr (sper), v.t. and i. [A. Sax. spyrian, Icel.
spyrja. to search out by the track or trace,
to inquire, from spor, D. spoer, G. spur, a
track.] To make diligent inquiry; to ask;
to inquire. [Scotch.] Written also Speer,
Spere, Spier.

SpelSS (spis), n. [G.] A residue, consisting
of nickel, arsenic, sulphur, with traces of
cobalt, copper, and antimony, found in the
bottoms of crucibles in which smalts or co-
balt-glass has l)een melted.
Speke-hOUSe (spek'lious). n. The room in
a convent in which the inmates were allowed
to speak with their friends. Written also
Speak-fiouse.

Spektakelft 71. An optical glass. Chaucer.
Spelsean ( spe-Ie'an ), a. [L. spekeum, Gr.
ap'^laion, a cave.] Of or pertaining to a cave
or caves; dwelling in a cave or caves. ' Those
primitive spelcean people who contended
against and trapped the mammoth. ' Eraser's
Man.
Spelding. SpeldroXL (spel'ding, spel'dron),
n. [Sc. smla, to spread out, to expand, from
root of G. spalten; Sw. spjdla, to cleave, to
divide. See Spale. Spall.] A small flsh
split and dried in the sun. [Scotch.] '

SpeleaxctOS (spe-le-ftrk'tos),7i. {GT.spelaion,
a cave, and arktos, a bear.] A genus of fossil
mammalia t»elonging to the orderCamivora
and family Trsidie or t)ear8.

Spelful {spel'fHl),a. Having spells or charms.
Spelk (spelk). n. [A. Sax. spelc, from same
root as spelding (which see).] A splinter; a
small stick or rod used in thatching. [Pro-
vincial.]

Spell (8pel), n. [A. Sax. speU. a saying,
speech, tale, charm, incantation; IceVspjaU,
a saying, story, discourse; 0.0. spel, a his-
tory, fable, incantation ; Goth, spill, a say-
ing, tradition. This word forms the latter
part of gospel] l.t A story; a tale. Chau-
cer.—2. A charm consisting of some words
of occult power; any form of words, whether
written or spoken, supposed to be endowed
with magical virtues; an incantation; hence,
any charm.

Never harm.
Nor speii, nor charm
Come oar lovely lady nigh. Shak.

Spell (s^l), v.t. pret. <t pp. spelled or spelt;
"ituj. [A. Sax. spellian, to say, speak,ppr. J , .

tell, from spell, a saying, speech; D. speUen,
to spell (a word); Goth, gpillon, to declare,
narrate, to relate; O.Fr. esjyeler. Mod. Fr.
ipeler, to spell, is from the Germanic]
l.t To tell; to relate; tt) teach; to disclose.

Mijiht I that holy legend find.

By fairies spelt in mystic rhymes. tt^arfon.

2. To repeat, point out, write or print the
proper letters of in their regular order; to
form by letters.

Yes, yes; he teaches boys the hom-book. What
is a, b, speU backward, with the horn on his head t

Shak.
Rural carvers, who with knives deface

The panels, leaving an obscure, rude name
In characters uncouth, and spelt amiss. Ccrtvper.

3. To read; to read with labour or difficulty;
to discover by characters or marks : often
with out; as, to spell out the sense of an
author. ' To spell out a God in the works of

ch. cAain; dh, Sc. locA; g, go; J,^b; fi, Fr. ton; ng, i\ng; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, a2ure.—See Kbt.
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creation,' South.—i. To act as a spell upon;
to fascinate; to charm. 'SpelVd withwonls
of power.' Dryden. ' Such tales as needs
TOURt with amsaement spell you.' Keats.—
6. To make up ; to constitute, as the letters

constitute a word. [Rare.]

The Stxon heptarchy, when seven king^ put to-
gether did s^U but one in effect. Fuller.

Spell (spel), v.i. 1. To form words with the
proper letters, either in reading or writing.
' Read by rote and could not ^eW Shak.—
2. To read.

Where I may sit and rightly s/^ll
Of every star that heaven doth shew.
And every herb that sips the dew. Afz'lton.

Spell (spel), V. t. [A. Sax. spelian, to supply
tne room of another ; speling, spelling, a
turn, a change. Connections doubtful. ] To
supply the place of ; to take the turn of at
work; to help; to relieve.

Spell (spel), 71. [See the above verb.] 1. A
piece of work done by one person in relief

of another; a turn of work; a single period
of labour.

Their toil is so extreme, that they can not endure
it above four hours in a day, but are succeeded by
spells. CarcTv.

2. A short period; a brief unbroken time;
a while or season ; as, we have had a long
spell of wet weather.—3. Gratuitous helping
forward of another's work; as, a wood-spell.
[United States]
Spell-bound (spel'bound), a. Bound as by
a spell or charm; as, he stood as if spell-
bound.
Speller (spel'6r), n. 1. One that spells; one
skilled in spelling.— 2. A book containing
exercises or instructions in spelling; a spell-
ing-book.—3. In her. a branch shooting out
from the flat part of a buck's horn at the
top.

Spellful (spel'fHl), a. Full of spells or
charms. ' Each spellful mystery.' Hoole.
[Rare.]

Spelling (spel'ing), 7i. The act of one who
spells; the manner of forming words with
letters; orthography.

False spelling is only excusable in a chamber-maid.
S-wift.

Spelling-bee (spel'ing-be), n. See under
Bee. 2.

Spelling-book (spel'ing-buk), n. A book for
teaching children to spell and read.

Spellken (spel'ken), n. [D. speel, G. ^iel,
a play, and E. ken.\ A play-house; a theatre.
[Low slang.]

Who in a row, like Tom, could lead the van,
Booze in the ken, or at the spellken hustle?

Byron.
Spell-stopped (spel'stopt), a. Stt^ped by
a spell or spells; spell-bound. Shak.
Spell-work (spel'w^rk), n. Tliat which is

worked by spells or charms; power of magic;
enchantment. 'Those Peri isles of light
that hang by spell-work in the air.' Moore.
Spelt (spelt). A preterite and past partici-
pial form of spell.

Spelt (spelt), 71. [A. Sax. spelt, L. G. and D.
spelt, G. S2>elz, from root of split] An in-

ferior kindofwheat, TriticttmSpelta. Called
also Gennaji Wheat
Speltt (spelt), v.t. [G. spalten; akin speld-
iiig, spelk.] To split; to break. ' Feed geese
with oats, spelted beans.' Mortimer.
Spelt (spelt), n. See Spalt.
Spelter (spel't6r),«. [L.G. spialter, G. andD.
spiauter, spelter, zinc; akin pewter. Kindred
forms, the one with and the other without
an initial «, are not uncommon. Comp. spike,
pike, sneeze, neeze.] A name often ap-
plied in commerce ta zinc.

Spelunct (spe-lungk'), n. [L. spelunca.) A
cave; a cavern.

Spence (spens), ?i. [O.Fr. despense, a but-
tery, from despendre, L. dispendere, dvipen-
sum, to weigh out, to distribute, to dis-

pense— dis, distributive, and pendo, to
weigh.] 1. A buttery; a larder; a place
where provisions are kept.

Ere yet in scorn of Peter's-pence,
And nnmber'd bead and shrift.

Bluff Harry broke into the spence.
And turn'd the cowls adrift. Tennyson.

2. In Scotland, the apartment of a house
where tlie family sit and eat.

Spencer (spen's^r), n. One who has the care
of the spence or buttery.

Spencer (spen's6r), n. An outer coat or
jacket without skirts, named from an Earl
Spencer, who, it is said, cut in joke the tails

from his coat, and declared a garment of the
resulting shape would become fashionable.

Spencer (spen's6r), n. Naut. a fore-and-aft
Bail set abaft the fore and main masts ; a

tTysail.— Spencer -mast, a small mast on
which a spencer is hoisted.

Spend (spend), V. t pret. & pp. spent; ppr.
spending. [A. Sax. spendan, dspendan, bor-
rowed from L. expendo or dis2>endo, to weigh
out, to dispense.] 1. To lay out; to dispose
of; to part with; as, to «pc7id money for cloth-
ing.

Wherefore do ye spotd money for that which is not
bread? Is. Iv. z.

2. To consume; to exhaust: to waste; to
squander; as, to spend an estate in gaming
or other vices.—3.t To bestow; to devote; to
employ.

I . . . am never loth
To spend my judgment. G. Herbert.

4. To pass, as time; to suffer to pass away.
They spend their days in wealth, and in a moment

go down to the grave. job xxi. 13.

The lamplighter . was dressed to spend the
evening somewhere. Dickens.

5. To exhaust of force or strength; to waste;
to wear away; as, a ball had spent its force.

'Their bodies spent with long labour and
thirst. ' KnoUes. ' The storm, its burst of pas-
sion«^en(.' Tennyson.—To spend a mast, to
break a mast in foul weather.
Spend (spend), v.i. 1. To make expense; to
make disposition of money.
He spends as a person who knows that he must

come to a reckoning. South.

2. To be lost or wasted; to vanish; to be dis-

sipated ; to be consumed ; to dissipate or
spread ; aa, caudles spend fast in a current
of air.

The vines they use for wine are so often cut that
their sap spendeth into the grapes. Bacon.

The sound spendeth and is dissipated in the open
air. Bacon.

Spend-all (spend'al). n. A spendthrift ; a
prodigal. Old play (1609) quoted by Nares.
Spender (spend'^r), n. 1. One that spends.

Let not your recreations be lavish spenders of your
time ; but hecilthful, short, and apt to refresh you.

yer. Taylor.

2. A prodigal; alavisher. Bacon.
Spendthrift (spend'thrift), n. One who
spends his means lavishly, profusely, or im-
providently; an improvident person; a pro-
digal.

The son, bred in sloth, becomes a spendthrift, a
profligate, and goes out of the world a beggar.

South.
Often used as an adjective ; as, spendthrift
ways.
Spendthriftyt (spend'thrift-i), a. Prodigal;
lavish; extravagant.
Spenserian (apen-se'ri-an), a. Of or relating
to the poet Spenser; specifically, applied to
the style of versification adopted by Spenser
in his Faery Queen. It consists of a strophe
of eight decasyllabic lines, and an Alexan-
drine, and has a threefold rhyme, the first

and third lines forming one, the second,
fourth, fifth, and seventh another, and the
sixth, eighth, and ninth the third. It is the
stateliest of English measures, and was
adopted by Byron in his Childe Harold.
Spent (spent), pret. & pp. of spend. 1. Worn
out; wearied; exhausted.

—

Spent ball, a can-
non or rifle ball, which reaches an object
without sufficient force to pass through it,

or to wound otherwise than by a contusion.
2. Having deposited the spawn; specifically,

said of a herring which has spawned.
Sper.t Sperrt (sp6r),u.(. tlcel.5perra.Dan.
sperre, G. sperren, A. Sax. sparrian (whence
spar, v.t.] To shut in; to bolt in; to fasten
or secure.

With massy staples.
And corresponding and fulnlling bolts,
Sperrs up tqc sons of Troy. Shak.

Sperablet (spe'ra-bl), a. (L. sperabilis. from
spero, to hope. Capable of being hoped for;

within the bounds of hope. Bacon.
Sperable. Sperrable (sp6r'a-bl), ». Same
as Sparable.

Cob clouts his shoes, and, as the story tells.

His thunib-nailes paired afford him sperrahles.
Herrick.

Speraget (spfer'aj), ?i. Asparagus. 'The
sperage and the rush.* Sylvester, Du Bar-
tas.

Speratet (spe'rat), a. [L. speratus.] Hoped
for.

Spere (sper), v.t. and i. Same as Speir.

Spere (sper), n. In arch, an old term for
the screen across the lower end of a dining-
hall to shelter the entrance.
Spere,t n. A sphere. Chaucer.
Spere,+ n. A spear. Chaucer.
Spergula (sp^r'gu-la), n. [From L. spargo,
to scatter, ])ecause it expels its seeds.] A
genus of plants, nat. order Caryophyllaceaj.
The species are found in fields and culti-

vated ground, especially on sandy soils, all
over the world. They have slender stems,
vei^ narrow often whorled leaves, and small
white fine petalled flowers. S. arvensi»
(com-spurrey or yarr) is a well-known plant,
growing in cornfields. In some parts of the
Continent it is sown as fodder. Cattle and
sheep are fond of it; hens also eat it, and
are said to lay a greater number of eggs in
consequence.
Sperm (sp6rm), n. [Fr. sperme, from L. and
Gr. sperma, a seed, from Gr. speiro, to sow.)
1. The seminal fluid of animals; semen.
Bacon.~2. A common and colloquial con-
traction for Spermaceti.—3. Spawn of fishea
or frogs.

Spermaceti (sp6r-ma-se'ti), 71. [L. sperma,
sperm, and cetus, a whale. ] A fatty ma-
terial obtained chiefly from cavities in the
skull of the Physeter or Catodmi inacro-
cephalus, a species of whale generally met
with in the South Seas, but occasionally
also on the coasts of Greenland. (See Cach-
alot. ) The spermaceti is also found dif-
fused through the blubber. During the
life of the animal the spermaceti is in a
fluid state, and on the head being opened

Spermaceti Whale {Physeter macrocephalus).

has the appearance of an oily white liquid.
On exposure to the air the spermaceti con-
cretes, and deposits from the oil. They are
then separated and put into different bar-
rels. Some of the larger whales have been
known to yield 24 barrels of spermaceti, and
from 70 to 100 barrels of oil. After bein^
purified by an elaborate process the sper-
maceti concretes into a white, crystallized,
brittle, semitransparent unctuous substance
nearly inodorous and insipid. It dissolves
in boiling alcohol, and as the solution coola
it is deposited in perfectly pure lamellated
crystals. It is then called cetin. Sperma-
ceti is a mixture of various fatty acids, and
derivatives of the acids. It is bland and de-
mulcent, with consideral)]e nutritive qua-
lities when taken internally. It is chiefly
employed externally as an ingredient in
ointments and cerates. It is also largely
used to form candles.

Spermaceti (sp^r-ma-se'ti), a. Relating to
or made of spermaceti.
Spermaceti-Oil (spfir-ma-se'ti-oil), n. Sam©
as Sperm-oil.

Spermaceti-whale (sp^r-ma-se'ti-whal), n.
The Physeter macrocephalus. See SPER-
MACETI.
Spermacoce (sp6r-ma-k6'se), n. [From Gr.
spenna, seed, and akoke, a point—in allusion
to the capsule being crowned by the calycine
points.] A genus of plants, the button-
weed, nat. order Rubiaceai. They are usu-
ally annual herbs, sometimes undershrubs^
with opposite sessile or sub-sessile leaves,
and usually small densely-whorled or capi-
tate hermaphrodite flowers in terminal and
axillary clusters. The species are abimdant
in tropical parts of the world. The roots
of S. Poaya and ferruginea form substitutes
for ipecacuanha.
Spermagone (spSr'ma-gon), n. [Gr. sperma,
a seed, gone, generation.] In bot one of
the thalline capsules or cysts in lichens con-
taining spermatia. Cooke.
Spermagonium (sp6r-ma-g6'ni-um), n. pL
Spermagonia (sp6r-ma-go'ni-a). [See Sper-
MAr.i)NK ] In bot. a spermagone.
Spermarium, Spermary (sper-ma'ri-um,
sp6i-'ma-ri), n. The organ in male animals
in which spermatozoa are produced ; the
spermatic gland or glands (testes) of the
male.
Spermatheca ( sper* ma - the - ka ), n. [Gr.
sperma, seed, and th^ke, case.] A cavity in
certain female insects {e.g. queen-bees) in
which the sperm of the male is received.
Spermatia (sp^r-mat'i-a), n. pi [A dim.
from Gr. sperma, spermatos, a seed.] In bot.

linear bodies found in the spermagones of
lichens, supposed to be possessed of a fer-
tilizing power.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, m&ve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. So. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Spermatic (sper-mat'ik), a. 1. Consisting
ofseed; seminal.— 2. Pertaining to thesemen,
or conveying it; as, K/Jcrmafic vessels; sper-

VMtic artery, cord, and veins.

Spermatical (sp^r-mat'ik-al), a. Spermatic.
Bacon.
Spermatism (sp^r'ma-tizm), n. [Gr. sper-

matiz''; to Ijear or produce seed.] 1. The
emissi(.in of sperm or seed.— 2. The theory
tliat the germ in animals is produced by
spermatic animalcules.
Spermatizet (sp6r'ma-tiz), v.i. To yield

seed; to emit seed or sperm. Sir T. Brotcne.

Spermatoblast (sp6r'nia-to-blast), n. [Gr.

gpenna, spermatos, seed, and blastos,& germ. ]

Certain stalk-like fllanieuts in the seminal
ducts upon which the spermatozoa are de-
veloped.

Spermatocele (sp^r'ma-to-seD.n. [Gr. sper-

ma. i-pennatos, seed, and kele, a tumour]
A swelling of the spermatic vessels, or ves-

sels of the testicles.

Spermato-cystidlum (apSr'ma-to-sis-tid'i-

um). i\. [Gr. sperma, a seed, and kystis, a
bladder] A name given to the supposed
male oi^an of mosses.
Spermatogenous (spSr-ma-toj'en-us), a.

(Gr speriiia, gpennatos, seed, and gennao,
to pr»'du<e ] Sperm-producing.
Spermatoid (sp6r'ma-toid), a. [Gr. spenna,
g^ieniiat"/<. seed, and eidos, form.] Sperm-
Iike; resembling sperm or semen.
Spermatolo^ ( sp^r-ma-tol'o-ji ). n. (Gr.

g^penna. ifperm^tm, seed, and logog, dis-

course, i Scientific facts regarding sperm.
Spermatoon (spt^r'ma-to-on), n. pi. Sper-
matoa (sp6r'ma-t6-a> [Gr. 9p*rma, sper-
inatotf. seed, and oon, egg. ] A cell constitut-

ing a nucleus of a sperm-cell.

Spermatophore (sp^r'ma-to-for), n. [Gr.

gpfnna, fipennatos, seed, and pkoreO. to
bear.] One of the cylindrical capsules or
tubular sheaths which in some animals
carry or surrrmnd the spermatozoa. Some-
times called the Moving FUainents of Meed-
ham.
Spermatophorous (sp^r-ma-tofo-rus), a.

Bearing or producing sperm or seed; sem-
iniferous

Spermatorrhea (sp6r'ma-td-re"a), n. [Gr.

gpertfut, mpennatos, seed, and rhed, to flow.]

Emi.ssion of the semen without copulation.

Spermatozold (8p6r'ma-t6-z6"id), n. [Gr.
spenna, gpennatos, seed, zoon, a living crea-
ture, and eidog, resemblance.] A minute
ciliated thread-like body, exhibiting very
active spontaneous motion, found in the
antheridia of cryptogamic plants, and re-

garded as analogous to the spermatozoon of
animals, as possessing fecundative power.
Spermatozoon ( sper'ma-to-26"on ), n. pi.

Spermatozoa (sp^'r'ma-to-z<>"a). [Gr. iq)er-

vui.tipernta ttut, see<i,and zdon, a living being. ]

One of the microscopic animalcular-Iike
bodies develope<l in the semen of animals,
each consisting of a body and a vibratile
filamentary tail, exliibiting active move-
ments comparable to those of the ciliated
zoospores of the algie, or the ciliated epi-
thelial cells of animals. Spermatozoa are
essential to impregnation.
Sperm-cell (sp^nn'sel), n. A cell contained
jn the li<|uor seminis, in which are developed
the spermatoa or nuclei from which the
tpermatuzoa originate.

Spermlc (sp^r'mik), a. Of or pertaining to
sperm or seed.

Sjwrmldlum (sp^r-mid'i-um), n. [From Gr.
gpenna, seed, and eidog, resemblance] In
hot a small seed-vessel, more commonly
called an Achene.
Spermoderm (spfer'mo-dfirm). n. [Gr. gper-
ma. seed, and derma, skin.) In bot. the
whole integuments of a seed in the aggre-
gate: properly, the testa, primine, or exter-
nal iM'-nibrane of the seed of plants.
Spermogonia (sp6r-mo-g6'ni-a), n.pi. Same
a.s Spermafjonia. Treas. qf Bot.
Sperm -oil (sp^rm'oil), n. The oil of the
iperniaeeti-whale, which is separated from
the spermaceti and the blubber. This kind
of oil is much purer than train-oil, and
bums away without leaving any charcoal
on the wicks of lamps. In composition it

differs but slightly from common whale-oil.

Spermologlst (sp^r-moro-jist). n. [See
Spermatolckjt.] One who treats of sperm
or seeds.

Spermology (sp^r-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. sperma,
•eeil. I'/'jox, discourse. ] That branch of
Bcienre which investigates sperm or seeds;
a treatise on sperm or seeds.

Sl>ermopllllus(sper-mof'i-lu8),n. [Gr. sper-
ma, seed, and phiUo, to love.] Cuvier's

name for a genus of Bodentia, that of the
marmots that have cheek-pouches. The
superior lightness of their structure has
caused them to be called Groimd-squiirels.
Eastern Europe produces one species. S.
citiUug, called also the mMik or zizel.

Several species are found in North America.
Spermophomim ( sp6r-mof'o-runi ), n. In
bot. a cord which bears the seeds of some
plants; also, the placenta itself.

Spermotheca (sper'mo-the-ka), n. [Gr. spcr-
via, seed, and theke, case. ] In hot. the seed-
vessel; the case in which seeds are con-
tained.

Sperm-whale (spfirm'whal), n. See Sper-
maceti and Cachalot.
Sperr, v.t. See Sper.
Sperset (sp^rs), t;.<. To disperse. Spenser.
Sperver (sper'vfer), n 1. In arch, an old
name for the wooden frame at the top of a
bed or canopy. Sometimes the term in-

cludes the tester OT head-piece.—2. In her.

a tent. Written also Sparver.
Spett (spet), v.t. To spit; to throw out.

' When the dragon womb of Stygian dark-
ness sjyets her thickest gloom.' Milton.
Spet t (spet), n. Spittle. Lovelace.
Spetches (spech'ez), }i. pi. A name for the
otfal of skin and hides, from which glue is

made.
Spetum (spe'tum), n. A kind of spear used
in the lifteenth century. See cut Spear.

Spew(spu),o.(. (Spelled also Spu«.] [A. Sax.
»piwan, to spit, to spew; cog. D. spouwen,
spiiwen, to vomit; G. speien, O.G. spiwan,
Icel. spyja, Goth, epeiwan, to vomit, to spit

;

these Teutonic forms l>eing cognate further
with L. spuo, to vomit, which appears to
have given rise to the spelling spue. Spit
is from same root] 1. To vomit; to puke;
to eject from the stomach.—2. To eject; to
cast forth. ' Hollow places spew their watery
store." Dryden.—Z. To cast out with abhor-
rence.

Spew (spu), ri. To vomit; to discharge the
contents of the stomach. 'Better 'twas
that they should sleep or sveic.' B. Jonson.
Spewer (spu'^r). n. One who spewa
Spewiness (spui-nes), n. The state of be-
ing si»ewy, moist, or damp. 'The coldness
and spewinegg of the soil.' Bp. Gauden.
Spewy (spu'i), a. Wet; boggy; moist; damp.

The lower valleys in wet winters are so sfrwy, that
they know not how to feed them. Mortimer.

Sphacel (sfas'el), n. Gangrene. See Spha-
celus.
Sphacelate (sfas'e-Iat), v.t. [See Sphace-
lus.] 1. To mortify; to become gangren-
ous, as flesh.- 2. To decay or become cari-
ous, as a l>one.

Sphacelate (sfas'e-lat), v.i. To affect with
gangrene.
Sphacelate, Sphacelated (sfas'e-Iat, sfas'-

e-Iat-ed), a. In bot. decayed, withered, or
dead.

Sphacelation (sfas-e-Ia'shon). 71. The pro-
cess of l>ecoming or making gangrenous;
mortification.

Sphacelism, Sphacelismus ( sfas'e-lizm,

sfas-e-liz'iiuis), n. A gangrene; an inflam-
mation uf the brain.

SphacelUB (sfas'e-lus), n. [Gr. sphakelos,
from sphaz6. to kill.] In ined. and surg.

(a) gangrene; mortification of the flesh of a
living animal (&) Death or caries of a bone.
Sphseralcea (sfe-ral sea), n. [Gr. sphaira,
a glol)e, and alkea, marsh-mallow. The car-
pels are disposed in a round head.] A genus
of plants, nat order Malvacea;. much resem-
bling Malva in habit The species are trees

or shrubs, with toothed or three to five lobed
leaves.and flowersofareddish or flesh colour.
With the exception of one or two natives of
the Cape of Good Hope, they are confined
to tropical America. They are all of them
elegant (lowers, and thrive welt in gardens
in this country. 5. cigjtlatina is used medi-
cinally in Brazil as a demulcent, in the same
manner as marsh-mallnws are in Europe.
Sph8BranthUS(sferan'thu8), n. [From Gr.
gphaira, a globe, and anfhos, a flower— in

allusion to the gIo)»ular heads of the flowers.]

A genus of much-branclied, glutinous,
smooth, ordowny aimual weeds with winged
stems,oblong or lanceolate decurrent leaves,

and flower-heads in dense spherical clusters,

nat order Compositw. They are common
in tropical parts of the Old World. Some
of them are bitter and aromatic.
Sphaereda (sfe-re'da), n. [Gr. sphaira. a
sphere, and eidos, resemblance—in allusion
to the globular berry-like bodies terminat-
ing the branchlets. ] A name applied to cer-

tain vegetable oi^^anisnis, consisting of a

striated stem with numerous small branches,
occurring in the oolite. Page.
Sphserenchyma (sfe-reng'ki-ma), n. [Gr.
sphaira, a sphere, and eiichyma, anything
poured out.] A name given "to spherical or
spheroidal cellular tissue, such as is found
in the pulp of fruits. Treas. of Bot.

Sphseria ( sfe'ri-a ), n. [From Gr. sphaira,
a globe— from their shape.] A genus of
fungi, nat. order Sphreriacei, of very large
extent and various habit. The species are
generally found upon decaying vegetable
matter, as on the bark of the stem and
branches of decayed trees, and also on de-
caying leaves, on the stems of grasses, and
on the surface of decaying wood. The spe-
cies are very numerous.
Sphsrlacei (sfe-ri-a'se-i). n. pi. A lai^e
order of sporidiferous fungi, mostly of
minute dimensions, abundant on decayed
wood, herbaceous stems, marine algie, dung,
and sometimes parasitic on the bodies of
insects.

Sphseridium (sfe-rid'i-um), n. pi. Sph89-
ridla (sfe-rid'i-a). [Gr. sphaira, a sphere,
and eidos, resemblance.] In zool. one of
the curious stalked appendages with button-
like heads, covered with cilia, carried on
the tests of almost all sea-urchins (Echin-
oidea). These sphreridia are supposed to
be organs of sense, probably of tas^. H. A.
Nicholson.

SphSBrlsterium ( sfe-ris-te'ri-um ), n. [L.,

from Gr. sphairisierion, from sphairistes, a
ball-player, from sphaira, a globe, a ball.]

In anc. arch, a building for the exercise of
the ball: a tennis-court.

Sphfflroblastus (sfe-ro-blas'tus), n. [Gr.
sphaira, a sphere, and blastos, a sprout]
In bot. a cotyledon which rises above-ground,
bearing at its end a spheroid tumour.
Sph88rococcoidea(8fe'r6-ko-koi"de-a), n. pi.

[Gr. sphaira, a sphere, kokkos, a benV, and
eidos, resemblance.] A natural order of
rose-spored alga?, with spores contained in
necklace-like strings, comprising several of
our most beautiful species belonging to the
genera Delesseria and Nitophyllum. Its
members are found In most parts of the
world.

SphSBrodos (sfe'ro-dus). n. [Gr. sphaira, a
globe, and odous. a tooth.] A fossil genus
of fishes from the oolitic and cretaceous
strata.

Sphserogastra (sfe-ro-gas'tra). n. pi. [Gr.
«7;/i«i>a, sphere, and j/a^^i^r, belly.] The true
spiders. Called also Araneidce (which see).

Sphserosiderite (8fe'r6-8id"6r-it> See Sphe-
KOSIDERITE.
Sphserospore (sfe'ro-spor), n. In bot. the
quadruple spore of some algals.

Sphserularia (sfe-ru-la'ri-a), n. A nematode
or round parasitic worm existing in certain
species of bees. The female is nearly an
inch in length, and consists of little else

than a mass of fatty tissue with reproductive
on?an8, neither mouth, oesophagus, intes-

tine, nor anus being present. The male is

only about the 28,o6oth part the size of the
female.

Sphserulite (sfe'ru-llt). See Spherulfte.
Sphagnei. Sphagnaceae (sfag'ne-i. sfag-na'-

se-e), n. pi. A family of cladocarpous
mosses,of peculiar habit,dis-
tinguished especially by the
mode of branching, the struc-
ture of the leaves, sporanges,
and antheridia, and by the
absence of roots, except in
the early stages of growth.
See Sphagnum.
Sphagnous(sfag'nus),a. [See
below.] Pertaining to bog-
moss; mossy.
Sphagniun (sfag'num), n.

[Gr.sphagnos,&\imA of moss. ]

A genus of mosses, the only
one of the nat. order Sphag-
nei. The plants of this genus
are widely diffused over the
surface of the earth in tem-
perate climates, readily re-

cognized by their pale tint,

fasciculate l)ranchlets, and
apparently sessile globose
capsules. They are aquatic
plants, and constitute the
great mass of our bogs in

swampy and moory districts.

Sphagnum. The formation of peat in

such situations is often
owing, in a great measure, to these planta
Sphalero-carpium (sfarer-6-kar"pi-um), n.

[Gr. sphalerog, delusive, and karpos, fruit]

ch, cAain; 6h, 3c. locA; g, go\ ], job; U, Tt. ton; ng, sinj?; th, thew, th, thin; w, wig; wh, trAig; zh, azure.—See KxT.



SPHECID^ 156 SPHEROID

In bot. the collective fruit of the yew,
blitum, <fcc.

Sphecidse. Sphegldse (sfe'si-de,sfe'jl-de),n.

pi A family of hyineiiopterous insectsof the
section Fossores. Several speciea are found
in England, where they are known as sand-
wasps. They usually make burrows in the
sand for nldification.

Sphenacanthus (sfe-na-kan'thus), n. [Gr.

sph^n, a wedge, and akantha, a spine.] A
genus of fossil fishes from the coal-fomia-

tion of Scotland.

Sphene (sfen), n. [Fr. sphhne, from Gr.

sphen, a wedge.] A mineral composed of

silicic acid, titanic acid, and lime. Its col-

oui-s are dull yellow, green, gray, brown,
and black. It is found amorphous and in

crystals. The primary form of its crystal is

an oblique rhombic prism,

Spheniscidse (sfe-nis'i-de), n. pi The pen-
guins, a section of birds of tlie family Bre-
vipennatre, order Natatores, in which the
wings are completely rudimentary, without
quills, and covered with a scaly skin. See
Penguin.
Splienocephalus (sfe-no-sefal-us), n. [Gr.

sphen, spneiws, a wedj^e, and kephale, the

head.] Inanat. a malformation of the head
by which the upper part of the cranium has
a wedge-like appearance.
Sphenodon ( sfe'no-don ), n. [Gr. sphen,
spAe/ios, awedge, and orfow8,odon(os, a tooth.]
A peciUiar genus of lizards, regarded as

forming a family by itself. The only known
species (S. punctatxnn) is a native of Xew
Zealand, and, although once abundant, is

now being rapidly thinned. Of late it has
become the favourite food of the pig, and is

eaten by man. It frequents rocky islets,

living in holes in the sand or amongst stones.

It is also called Hatteria ptinctata.

Sphenogram (sfe'no-gram), n. [Gr. sphen,
sphenos, a wedge, and gramma, a letter.!

A cuneiform or arrow-headed character.

See Cuneiform.
Spheno^aplier (sfe-nog'raf-6r), 71. One
versed m sphenography or in deciphering
cuneiform inscriptions.

Sphenographlc (sfe-no-grafik), a. Of or
pertaining to sphenography.
SphenograpMst (sfe-nog'raf-ist), n. Same
as Sphenographer.
Sphenography (sfe-nog'ra-fi).n. [Gr. sphen,
sphenos, a wedge, and grapho, to write. ]

The art of writing in wedge-shaped and
arrow-headed characters ; the art of deci-

phering cuneiform writings; that branch of

philological science which concerns itself

with such writings.

Sphenoid, Sphenoidal (sfe'noid, sfe-noid'-

al),a. [Gr, sphen, a. wedge, and ew?o«,form.]
Resembling a wedge.—Sphenoid bone, the
pterygoid bone of the basis of the skull, so
named because it is wedged in amidst the
other bones of the head.
Sphenoid (sfe'noid). n. 1. In cri/stal a
wedge-shaped crystal contained under four
equal isosceles triangles.—2. In anal, the
sphenoid bone.
Spheno-maxlllary (sfe-no-mak'sil-la-ri), a.

Relating to the sphenoid and maxillary
bones.
Spheno-orbitar ( sfe-no-or'bi-tar ), a. In
a7iat. a term applied to the anterior part of
the body of the sphenoid bone, which is de-

veloped by a variable number of points of
ossification.

Spheno-palatinate (sfe'no-pa-lat"in-at), a,

Relating to the sphenoid and palate bones.
Spheno-palatine (sfe-no-pal'a-tin), a. Per-
taining to the sphenoid and palate bones.

—

Sphewj-palatine ganglion, the largest of the
cranial ganglia.

Spheno-parietal (sfe'no-pa-ri"et-al), a. Re-
lating to the sphenoid and parietal bones.

Sphenophyllum (sfe-no-fll'lum). n. [Gr.
sphen, tiphUnof:, a wedge, and phyllo7i,a, leaf.]

A fossil genus of plants from the coal-mea-
sures, held by some to have represented the
pine in the ancient world. Brongniart, on
the other hand, regards the species as her-
baceous plants allied to the pepper.
Sphenopteris (sfe-nop't6r-is), ?i. [Gr. sphen,
sphenos, a wedge, and pteris, a kind of fern,

from pteron, a wing, a leaf.] A genus of
fossil ferns, remarkable for the wedge-shaped
divisions of their fronds. They occur pro-
fusely in the carboniferous system, less so
in the new red sandstone, and scarcely at
all in the greensand.
Spheno-temporal (sfe-no-tem'po-ral), a.

Relating to the spnenoid and temporal
bones.

Spheral (sfe'ral), a. 1. Of or pertaining to

the spheres or heavenly bodies ; inhabiting
the spheres. ' The spheral souls that move
through the ancient heaven of song-illu-

mined air.' Swinburne,—2. Rounded like a
sphere; sphere-shaped; hence, symmetrical;
perfect.

Sphere (sfer), n.. [L. sphcera, from Gr.
sphaira,a ball, a globe. ] 1. In geom. a solid

body contained undi^r a single surface, which
in every part is eqnally distant from a point
called its centre. It may be conceived to be
generated by the revolution of a semicircle
about its diameter, which remains fixed, and
which is hence called the axis of the sphere.

A section of a sphere made by a plane passing
through its centre is called a ^reat circle of

the sphere; and when the cuttmg plane does
not pass tiirough the centre the section is

called a small circle of the sphere. A sphere
is two-thirds of its circumscribing cylinder.

Spheres are to one another as tlie cubes of

their diameters. The surface of a sphere
is equal to four times the area of one of its

great circles, and the solidity is found by
multiplying the cube of the diameter by
5236 or § of -7854; or by multiplying the
area of a great circle by | of the diameter.
2. An orb or globe, as the sun. the earth, the
stars, or planets; one of the heavenly bodies.

First the sun. a mighty sphere, he fram'd. Milton.

3. A circular body; a disc. [Rare.]

With a broader sphere the inoon looks down. Hood.

4. An orbicular body representing the earth
or the apparent heavens; a celestial or ter-

restrial globe. — 6. In astron. (a) the con-
cave expanse of the heavens, which appears
to the eye as the interior surface of a hol-

low sphere inclosing the earth, which is

placed at its centre. In this sphere-all the
heavenly bodies appear to be fixed, and at

equal distances from the eye. It is also

called the Celestial Sphere. The equator,
ecliptic, meridians, &c., are circles of the
celestial sphere, (b) One of the supposed
concentric and eccentric revolving trans-

parent shells in which, according to the old
astronomers, the stars, sun, moon, and
planets were set, and by which they were
carried in such a manner as to produce their

apparent motions.—6. In logic, the extension
of a general conception, or the totality of

the individuals or species to which it may
be applied.—7. Circuit or range of action,

knowledge, or influence; compass; province;
employment.
Every man, versed in any particular business, finds

fault with these authors, so far as they treat of mat-
ters within his sphere. Addison.

8. Rank; order of society.

Like some poor girl whose heart is set

On one whose rank exceeds her own.
He mixine with his proper sphere.

She finds the baseness of Iier lot. Tennyson.

9.t An orbit; a socket.

I could a tale unfold whose lightest word
Would harrow up thy soul, freeze thy youn^ blood.

Make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres.
Shak.

—Armillary sphere, an artificial represen-
tation of the circles of the sphere, by means
of rings. See Armillary.—Oblique sphere,

that in which the circles of daily motion are
oblique to the horizon, as is the case to a
spectator at any point between the equator
and either p6\e.—Parallel sphere, that in

which the circles of daily motion are paral-

lel to the horizon. A spectator at either of

the poles would view a parallel sphere.—
liight sphere, that aspect of the heavens in

which the circles of daily motion of the
heavenly bodies are perpendicular to the
horizon. A spectator at the equator views
a right sphere.

—

Harmony or nutsic of the

spheres. See under Karuo^Y.—Projection
of the sphere. See Projection.
Sphere (sfer), v.t. pret. & pp. sphered; ppr.

sphering. 1, To place in a sphere or among
the spheres.

And therefore is the glorious planet, Sol,

In noble eminence enthron'd, and sphered
Amidst the other. Shak.

Because I would have reached you, had you been
sphered up with Cassiopeia. Tennyson,

2. To form into roundness; to round; hence,
to give perfect or complete form to.

Light from her native east

To journey throu>jh the airy ijloom began.
Sphered in a radiant cloud ; tor yet the sun
Was not. Milton.

Not vassals to be beat, nor pretty babes
To be dandled ; no, but living wills and sphered
Whole in ourselves, and owed to none. Tennyson.

Sphere-horn (sfer'bom), a. Born among
wie spheres. Milton.

Sphere-melody (sfer'mel-o-di), n. Melody
or harmony of the spheres. See under Hab-
MOSY.
Sphere-music (sfer'mu-zik), n. The music
or harmony of the spheres. See under Hab^
MONY.
Sphereotype (sfer'e-o-tlp), n. [Gr. sphaira,
sphere, and (i/j)o«, a type or figure.] A posi-

tive collodion photograph taken on glass by
placing a mat before the plate, so as to give
a distinct margin to the picture. Ji. H.
Knight.
Spheric (sfer'ik), a. Same as Spherical. E.
B. Browning.
Spherical (sfer'ik-al), a. [Fr. sph^ru^ue ; L.

sphcericus. See Sphere. ] 1. Having the
form of a sphere; globular; orbicular; as, a
spherical body.
We must know the reason of the spherical figures

of the drops. Glanvil.

2. Pertaining to a sphere ; belonging to a
sphere. — 3. Relating to the orbs of the
planets; planetai'y.

We make guilty of our disasters the sun, the moon
and the stars, as if we were villains by necessity:
fools by heavenly compulsion; knaves, thieves, and
treachers by spherical predominance. Shak.

—Spherical aberration. See ABERRATION.
—Spherical an^le, an angle formed on the
surface of a sphere by the intersection of

two great circles.

—

Spherical excess, the ex-

cess of the sum of the three angles of a
spherical triangle above two right angles or
180^ the three angles of every spherical tri-

angle being greater than two right angles.

—Spherical geometry, that branch of geom-
etry which treats of spherical magnitudes;
as, spherical triangles, arcs, and angles.—
Spherical tune, a projection of the surface
of a sphere included between two great
semicircles having a common diameter.

—

Spherical polygon, a portion of the surface
of a sphere bounded by the arcs of three or
more great c\rc\e%.—Spherical or globular
projections, the projections of the circles of

a sphere upon a ^^Xdcae. —Spherical triangle,

a triangle formed on the surface of a sphere
by the mutual intersection of three great
circles. Spherical triangles are divided into
right - angled, oblique - angled, equilateral,

isosceles, &c. , as plane triangles are. -Spher-
ical trigonometry, that branch of trigonom-
etry which teaches to compute the sides

and angles of spherical triangles. See Tri-
gonometry.—SpAertcai bracketing, in arch.

brackets so formed that the surface of the
lath-and-plaster work which they support
forms a spherical surface.

Spherically (sfei-'ik-al-li), adv. In the form
of a sjiliL-re. Wotton.

Spherlcalness (sfer'ik-al-nes), n. The state

or quality of being spherical; sphericity.

Sphericity (sfe-ris'i-ti), n. The state or qua-
lity of being spherical or orbicular

;
globu-

larity; roundness.
Water consists of small, smooth, spherical parti-

cles; their smoothness makes them slip easily upon
one another: the sphericity keeps them from touch-
ing one another m more points than one. Cheyne.

Sphericle (sfer'i-kl), n. A small sphere.

Spherics (sfei-'iks), n. In geom. the doctrine

of the properties of the sphere considered as

a geometrical body, and in particular of the
different circles described on its surface,

with the method of projecting the same on
a plane ; spherical geometry and trigono-

metry.
Spherograph (sfe'ro-graf), n. [Gr. sphaira^

a sphere, and grapho, to write, to descrilw.]

A nautical instrument consisting of a stereo-

graphic projection of the sphere upon a tlisc

of pasteboard, in which the meridians and
parallels of lirtitude are laid down to single

degrees. By the aid of this projection, and
a ruler and index, the angular position of a
ship at any place, and the distance sailed,

may be readily and accurately determined
on the principle of great circle sailing.

Spheroid (sfer'oid), 7i. [Gr. sphaira,^ a^here^

and eidos, form.] A body or figin-e approach-
ing to a sphere, but not perfectly sphericaL

In geom. a solid generated by the revolu-

tion of an ellipse about one of its axes. When
the generating ellipse revolves about its

longer or major axis, the spheroid is oblong

or prolate; when about its less or minor
axis, the spheroid is oblate. The earth is an
oblate spiieroid, that is. flattened at the

poles, so that its polar diameter is shorter

than its equatorial diameter. (See Earth.)
The same figure is assnmed by the other
planets; hence, the properties of the oblate

spheroid are of great impedance in geodesy
and astronomy.

Fate, far. fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^U; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. So. fey.



SPHEROIDAL

Spheroidal ( sfe-roid'al ), a. 1. Having the
iTirm of a spheroid. —2. In crystal, bounded
by several convex faces.

—

Spheroidalbracket-
ing, in arch, bracketing which has a sphe-
roidal surface.

—

Spheroidal condition, the
condition of a liquid when, on l)eing placed
on a highly heated surface, as red hot metal,
it assumes the form of a more or less flat-

tened spheroid, and evaporates without
ebullition. The spheroid in this condition
does not touch the surface of the metal, but
floats on a layer of its own vapour, and
evaporates rapidly from its exposed surface.

It is heated mainly by radiation from the
hot surface, because conduction is impos-
sible since the layer ol intervening vapour
conducts heat very feebly. The formation
of a layer of non-conducting vapour explains
wliy it is possible to dip the wetted hand
int.) molten iron with impunity.
Spheroldic, Spheroidical (sfe-roid'ik, sfe-

r*>iil ik-al), a. Sjiuk' as Spheroidal.

Spheroidicity, Spheroidity(sfe-ro!-di8'i-ti.
sfe-iMi di-ti). It. The state or quality of
beitm spheroidal.
Spherometer(sfe-rom'et-6r),n. [Qr.sphaira,
A !-i'lure, and metron, a measure.] An in-

strument for measuring the thickness of
small bodies when great accuracy is required,
as the curvature of optical glasses, d:c.

Spherosiderlte (sfe-ro-sid'fir-it). ti. [Or.
spliaira. a sphere, and gidiros, iron.] A sub-
staiirt- found in spheroidal masses in the
b;i.-i:tUic compact lava of Stelnhelm. Called
alsii aiass Lava or Hyalite.

Sphenila(sfer'u-la). n. [L. spAffruZo, a little

spli>-ri> J A spherule: a term applied to the
j;ji.ini^e peridium of some plants.

Spherulate (sfer'u-lat), a. Covered or
.stii'litcd with spherules; having one or more
mus nf minute tubercles.

Spherule (.sfer'ul). n. (See Sphkrula] A
Uttle sphere or spherical body. Mercury or
quicksilver, when poured upon a plane, di*

vides itself into a great number of minute
spheniles
Spherulite (sfer'fi-Iit), n. [Gr. gphaira, a
g]>ti»'re, and lithot,^ stone.] 1. A variety of
t'li-jiliitn or pearl-stone, found in rounded
uT^iiu-s —2- Hee Ramolite.
Sphery (sfer'i), a. l. Belonging to the
spheres.

She can teach je how to climb
Higher than the tfhery chime. Milton.

2. Resembling a sphere or star in roundness,
brightness, or the like. 'Hermia's ttpkery
eyne.' Sfuxk.

Sphex (sfeks). n. (Or. »ph^, a wasp] A
tr- nis of ins^^ Bame as Ammophila.
Sphincter (sflngk'tftr), n. [Or. gphimjktir,
from gphingd, to coostrain, to draw close.]
In anat. a name applied generally to a kind
of circular muscles, or muscles in rings,
which serve to close the external orifices of
organs, as the sphincter of the mouth, of the
eyes, jx.. and more particularly to those
among them which, like the sphincter ani.
have the peculiarity of being in a state of
permanent contraction, independently of
the will, and of relaxing only when it is re-

quired that the contents of the organs which
they close should Ije evacuated.
Sphinx <Bf)nKks), n pi. Sphinxes (sflngks'-
ez) [(;r. gphingx. L. tphtnz.] 1. In Greek
myth, a she-monster, said to have propoied
a riddle to the Xbebana and to have killed
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those with the head of a ram criosphinxes.
and those with the head of a hawk hieraco-
sphinxes. The Egyptian sphinx was proba-
bly a purely symbolical figure, having no

Greek Sphinx, from a fctttptnre In British Mmcnm.

all who were not able to guess It It was
at last solved by (Kdipus. whereup^in the
sphinx slew herself. In art this monster is

often represented with the winged body of
a lion with the breasts and head of a wo-
man.—2. Ini^Typfianan/hj.aflgure of some-
what similar shape, having the body of a
Hon (seldom winged), and a human (male or
female) or animal head. The human-headed
figures have been called amlrosphiuxes;

Egyptian Sphinx, from the Louvre Mi

historical connection with the Greek fable,
and the Greeks may have applied the term
sphinx to the Egyptian statues merely on
account of an accidental external resem-
blance between them and their own figures
of the sphinx.—3. A person who proposes
riddles, puts puzzling or obscure questions,
or who talks enigmatically.—4. A genus of
lepidopterous insects, section Crepuscularia;
the hawk-moths. They receive their generic
name from the attitude of several of the ca-
terpillars, which resembles that of the
fabled monster so called. See Sphingid^.
5. The Cynocephaltu pasgio, or Guinea ba-
boon.

Sphingldsa (sfiu'ji-de), «. pi A family of lepi-
dopterous insects, section Crepuscularia.
The insects belonging to this division gen-
erally fly in tlie evening or early in the
morning, but there are many which fly in
the daytime. Tliis family embraces some
of the largest European Lepidoptera, as the
death's-head hawk-moth,the ^j>Atna;a2ropo«,
Linn., the privet hawk-moth {Sphinx ligua-
tri).

Sphragide (sfra'jid). n. [Fr gphragide. from
L. sphra'jis, gphrayidis, a kind of stone used
for seals; Lemnian earth; from Gr. tphragis,
$phraffido», a seat The earth is said to have
l>een aocalledbecause sold in sealed packets. ]

A species of ochreous clay, which falls to
pieces in water with the emission of many
bubbles. Called also Earth of Lemnoa.
Sphragistics (sfra-Jis'tiks), n. [Gr. spkra-
ffistikoi. of or for sealing, from gphraffis, a
seal.] The science of seals, their history,
peculiarities, and distinctions. The chief
object of this science is to ascertain the
age and genuineness of the documents to
which seali are affixed.

SphrigOSls (sfri-g6'8is),n. [Or.sphrigad, tobe
full of health and strength.] Over-rankness,
a disease in fruit-trees and other plants, as
turnips, in which the plant tends to grow to
wood or stem and leaves in place of fruit or
bulb. Ac. , or to grow so luxuriantly that the
nutritious qualities of the plant are injured,
as in the potato. Sphrigosis is sometimes
due to over-manuring.
Sphygmlc (stlg'mik). a. [Gr. tphymnoi, the
pulse ] Of or jK-rtaining to the poise.

Sphygmograph(8flg'md-graf),«. [Or.JpAyj-
moif, a puUe, and grapho, to write.] An in-

strument which, when applied over an ar-
tery, indicates the character of the pulse as
to the force and extent of undulations, re-

gistering them on a strip of paper moved by
watch-work. It reveals in a very delicate
and beautiful manner, by the tracing of a
pencil on the paper, the force of the heart
beats, and in making experiments with dif-

ferent kinds of medicines it shows their
effect on the nervous system.
Spbygmosrraphlc (sflg-mo-graTikX a Of
or p'Ttaining to the sphygmograph; regis-
tered or traced by the sphygmograph.
* Sphygmograph ic tracing of the cardiac
movement of (the) arterial pulse.' Dr. Car-
venter.

Sphygmometer (sfig-mom'et-6r), n. [Gr.
sphygmos, a pulse, and inftron, measure. ] An
instrument for counting the arterial pulsa-
tions; a sphygmograph.
BphyrSBnidffl (sfi-re'ni-de), n. pi [Gr.
sphyraitia. the hammer -fish.] A family
of acanthopterygiouB (teleostean) fishes,

nearly allie<l to the perches. The species
are elongated, active, predaceous fishes,

SPICOSB

having the jaws armed with formidable
teeth. They live principally in tropical seas,

although one or two species are found in
the Mediterranean. The barracuda of the
West Indies {Sphyrcena picitda) is a large
and powerful fish, as much dreaded as the
white shark.

Spialt (spl'al), n. A spy; a scout. 'The
prince's spials have informed me.' Shak.
Spica (spi'ka), n. [L., an ear of corn.] In
surg. a bandage so named from its turns
being thought to resemble the rows of an
ear of corn.Spica descendens. the uniting
bandage used in rectilinear wounds. It con-
sists of a double-headed roller with a longi-
tudinal slit in the middle, 3 or 4 inches long.
Spicate, Spicated (spi'kat, spl'kat-ed), a.

[L- npicatus, pp. of ifpico, to furnish with
spikes, from spica, a spike.] In hot. having
a spike or ear; eared like com.
SpiccatO (spik-ka'to). [It., divided.] In
music, a term which indicates that every
note is to have a distinct and detached
sound, and in regard to instruments played
with a bow it denotes that every note is to
have a distinct bow.
Spice (spis), n. [O.Fr. espice, Mod. Fr. ^pice,
Sp. especia. It. spezie, from L. Sfiecies, ap-
pearance, species, kind, sort, in late Latin,
goods, wares, assorted goods, especially
spices, drugs, &c., of the same sort. See
Species.] 1. A vegetable production, fra-
grant or aromatic to the smell and pungent
to the taste, such as pepper, nutmeg, ginger,
cinnamon, and cloves, used in sauces and in
cookery.—2. A small quantity, giving a sea-
soning to a greater; something that en-
riches or alters the quality of a thing in a
small degree, as spice alters the tiste of a
thing; a small admixture ; a flavouring; a
smack; as, there's a spice of conceit about
him.

Variety's the very spice of life

That gives it all its flavour. Cvwfer.

Spicet (spis), n. [Fr. espice. a kind or spe-
cies; L. species, a species. It is thus really

the same word as above.] A sample; a spe-
cies.

J ustice. althoueh it be but one entire virtue, yet is

described in two Icinds of slices. Sir T. Elyot.

Bplce (spis), v.t. pret. <fe pp. spiced; ppr.
spicing. 1. To season with spice; to mix
aromatic substances with; to season, literally
or figuratively ; as, to spice wine ; to spice
one's conversation with scandal.—2. To im-
fregnate with a spicy odour. 'In the spiced
udian air.' Shak.—Z.^ Torendernice; to

season with scruplea
Take it, 'tis yours

;

Be not so spiced; it is good gold. Beau. Gr Ft.

Spice-apple (sp!s'ap-l), n. A kind of apple.

Spice-bush (splsliush), n. Same as Spice-
tcood.

Spice-nut (spIs'nutX n. A gingerbread nut.

Spicer (spis'^r), n. 1. One that seasons with
spice.— 2. One who deals in spice.

8picery(spIs'6r-I), n. [O.Fr, espicerie. Mod.
Fr. (*pwen«. See Spice. ] 1. Spices in gen-
eral; fragrant and aromatic vegetable sub-
stances used in seasoning.

Their camels were loaden with s/icfry and balm
and myrrh. Raleigh.

2. A repository of spices. 'The spicery, the
cellar, anil its furniture.' Addison.
SplCe-WOOd (spis'w^id). ** Lindera benzoin

( La u ru.t be nzoin, Linn. ), an American shrub,
the wild-allspice or benjamin-tree.
Spidferous ( spi-aif'fir-us X a. [L. spici/er,

bearing spikes or ears, from spica, an ear,

antl /ero, to bear.] Bearing ears, as com;
producing spikes; spicated; eared.

Spiclform (spi'si-form), o. In bot. spike-
shapfd.

Spicily (sp!s'i-li). adv. In a spicy manner;
jtungently; with flavour.

Spicinesa (spis'i-ues), n. Quality of being
spicy.

Splckt (^pik), n. A spike; a tenter.

Spick-and-Span (spik'and-span), a. or adv.
[Spick, a spike, and sixin, a chip, a splinter.

(See Span-hew.) Spickand-ftpan new means
therefore nail and chip new, newly shaped
and put together. Comp. D. spiksjtelder-

nieuw, speldemieuio (irpeld, spelde, a pin),

spiksplinteniieuw.} In full used adverbi-
ally with tiew = quite new ; bran-new ; also

used adjectively ; as, a spick-and-ipan suit

of clothes.

I keep no antiquated stufT;

Hut spKh-anH-sfan I have enough. Httdibras.

Spicknel (spik'nel). See SPIGNEL.
Splcose (spik'os), a. [From L. «pi'ca, a spike
or ear.] Having spikes or ears; eared like

coru. Written also Spicmis.

oh, cAaiu; £b, So. lecA; g, go; j,>ob; h. Fr. ton; ng. ting; ?H, then; tb» thin; w, wig; wh, tpAig; zh, azure.—See KXT.
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SpiCOSity (spi-kos'i-ti), ji. The state of

being spicose, or of having or being full of

ears, like corn.

SpiCOUS (spik'us), a. Same as Spicose.

Spicula (spik'u-la), n. pi. Spiculse (spik'u-

le). [L.] In hot (a) a small spike or spike-

let. (&) A pointed, fleshy, superficial ap-

pendage.
SplCUlar(8pik'u-l6r).a. [L. »piculum, adart.]

Resembling a dart; having sharp points.

Spiculate {8pik'u-lat),vJ. [L. spiculo, spicu-

ihtum, to sharpen, from spiculum, dim. of

spicum, (or spica, a point.] To sharpen to

a point. ' Spiculated paling.' W. Mason.

Spiculate (spik'u-lat), a. [L. spictdatus, pp.

of spiculo. to sharpen to a point, from spicu-

lum, a point] Covered with or divided into

fine points; specifically, in hot. (a) covered
with pointed fleshy appendages, as a surface.

(6) Applied to a spike composed of several

smaller spikes crowded together.

Spicule (spik'Ol), n. [L. sptcuZa.] 1. In
bot. a spikelet. —2. In zool. one of the minute
limy or flinty particles found in sponges,

and also in the tissues of some ccelenterate

animals.
SpiCuUform (spik'ul-i-form), a. Having the

form of a spicule.

Spiculigenous (spik-u-lij'en-us), a. [L.

spiculum, a dart, and gigno, genui, to pro-

duce.] Containing or producing spicules.

Spicy (spis'i), a. [From spice.] 1. I^oducing
spice; abounding with spices.

As . . . off at sea north-east winds blow
Sabsean odours from the spicy shore
Of Araby the bless'd. Milton.

2. Having the qualities of spice; flavoured

with spice ; fragrant ; aromatic ; as, spicy

plants. ' The spicy nut-brown ale.' Milton.
* Spicy gales. ' Pope. —3. Having a sharp fla-

vour; pungent; pointed; keen; as, a spicy

debate.— 4. Showy; handsome; smart; as, a
^icy garment. [Colloq.]

Spider (8pi'd6r),n. [For spinder for spinuer,

one that spins, formerly a spider; so G.

spinne, a spider, from spinnen, to spin. As to

the omission of n, conip. other, tooth, &c.]

1. The common name of animals of the Lin-

najan genus Aranea, now divided not only
into many genera, but into many families,

constituting a section (Araneida)of the class

Arachnida, order Pulmonaria. The head and
ciiest are united to form a segment known as

a cephalothorax ; no wings are developed,
and breathing is effected by means of pul-

monary or lung sacs. Spiders ai'e remark-
able for spinning webs for taking their prey
and forming a convenient habitation. The
abdomen of the spiders is unjointed, and
is furnished with from four to six cylindri-

cal or conical mammillse or processes, with
fleshy extremities, which are perforated with
numberless small orifices for the passage of

silky filaments of extreme tenuity, with
which they form their webs, and which pro-

ceed from internal reservoirs. The legs

number four pairs, and no antenna; are de-

veloped. Their mandibles are terminated
by a movable hook, flexed inferiorly, under-
neath which, and near its extremity, which
is always pointed, is a little opening that
allows a passage to a venomous fluid con-
tained in a gland of the preceding joint.

After wounding their prey with their hooked
mandibles, they inject this poison into the
wound, which suddenly destroys the victim.

A very great diversity exists in the modes
in which spiders construct their webs, and
in the situations in which they are placed.

S<mie spiders do not catch their prey by
entangling them in their webs, but roam
abroad in search of them.

My brain more busy than the labouring spider
Weaves tedious snares to trap mine enemies.

Shak.
The spider's touch, how exquisitely fine

!

Feels at each thread, and lives along the line.

Pope.

2. Something resembling or supposed to

resemble a spider, as a kind of gridiron, or
a trivet to support vessels over a fire. —
3. In mach. (a) a skeleton of radiating
spokes, as a rag-wheel (which see). (&) The
internal frame or skeleton of a gear-wheel,

for instance, on which a cogged rim may be
bolted, shrunk, or cast, (c) The solid in-

terior portion of a piston to which the pack-
ing is attached, and to whose axis the piston-

rod is secured. E. H. Knigkt~4,. Naiit. (a)

an iron outrigger to keep a block clear of

the ship's side. (6) An iron hoop round the

mast for the attachment of the futtock-

Bhrouds; also, a hoop round a mast provided
with belaying pins.

'iK-'r.

Coaita or Spider-monkey.

Spider-catcher (spi'd6r-kach-6r), n. One
who or that which catches spiders; specifi-

cally, a bird, the wall-creeper (Tichodroina
imiraria), found in southern Europe. Also,

a genus of birds (Arachnothera) inhabiting

the Indian Archipelago, whose favourite

food is spiders.

Spider-crab (spi'd6r-krab), n. Same as

Sea-spider.

Spider-fly (spi'd6r-fli), n. A dipterous insect

of the family Pupipara. There are many
species of these found parasitic on birds and
quadrupeds. They belong to the genera
Hippobosca and Nycterobia.

Spiderlike (si)i'dcr-lik), a. Resembling a
spider. Shak.
Spider-line (spi'dcr-lin), n. One of the
threads of a spider's web ingeniously sub-

stituted for wires in micrometer scales, in-

tended for

delicate as-

tronomical
o b 8 e r V a-
tions.

Spider-mite
(spi'der-mit),

n. One of a
family of
mites (Gana-
8id£e) found
upon plants.

Spider-mon-
Key (spi'd^r-

niung-ki), n.

A name given
to many spe-

cies of pla-

tyrhine or
N ew World
monkeys,but

more especially to members of the genus
Ateles, which are distinguished by the great
relative length, slenderness, and flexibility

of their limbs, and by the prehensile power
of their tails.

Spider-orchis (spi'dSr-or-kis), n. The com-
mon name of two British species of Ophrys,
O. arachnites (late spider-orchis), and 0.

arrtH(/<;/« (early spider-orchis). See 0PHKY8.
Spider-shell (spi'd^r-shelX n. A species of

uie genus Murex.
Spiderwort (spi'd6r-w6rt), n. The common
name of plants of the genus Tradescantia,
one species of which, T. virginica, is culti-

vated in gardens.

Spie^eleisen (spe'gel-i-sen), n. [G.—spiegel,

a mirror, and eisen, iron: named from its

fracture showing large smooth shining sur-

faces.] A peculiar kind of cast-iron made
from specular iron ore, or hsematite, con-

taining a large percentage of carbon and
manganese. Being remarkably free from
impurities, as phosphorus, sulphur, silica,

&c. , it is largely used in the Bessemer pro-

cess of steel-making for the purpose of re-

introducing carlion.

Spiegelerz (spe'gel-ferz), n. [G. spiegel, a
mirror, and erz, ore.] Specular ironstone;

a variety of hoematite.

Spier (sper). v.t. and i. To ask; to inquire.

Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.] See Speir.

Splfty (spif'i). «- Spruce; well-dressed.

[Slang.]

Spigelia (spi-je'li-a).7i. [In honour of Adrian
van der Spiegel, latterly professor of medi-
cine at Padua, and a botanical author, who
died 1625.] Worm-seed or worm-grass, a
genus of plants, nat. order Loganiacea). It

consists of annual and perennial herbs, with
opposite or wliorled ovate or lance-shaped
leaves, and carmine, blue, or purple flowers.

They are natives of North and South Ame-
rica. The root of S. rnarylandica is used in

America as a vermifuge; and if administered
in large doses it acts powerfully as a cath-

artic. S. Anthelmia -pos&essea powerful nar-

cotic properties, and is used in the same
manner as the last.

Spigelian (spl-je'li-an). a. [See Spigelia]
III anat. applied to one of the lobes or divi-

sions of the mammalian liver (Lo&whw
Spigelii).

Spightt (spit), n. Spite; grudge; reluctance.

Spetiser.

Spightt (spit), v.t. To spite. Spenser.

Spightt (spit), n. [See Specht.] A wood-
pecker. Holland.
Spignel (spig'nel), n. [A contr. of spike-

nail.] The common name of plants of the
genus Athamanta.
Spignet (spig'net), n. [Corrupted from
spikenard] A plant of the genus Aralia

(-4. racemosa). Asa Qray. See SPIKENARD.

Spigot (spig'ot), ?i. [O.E. spigotte, speget,

spykette, dim. foTia&tTotxi spick = spike. See
Spike.] A pin or peg used to stop a faucet,
or to stop a small hole in a cask of liquor;

a spile.

Take out the spigot and clap the point in your
mouth. Swift.

Spigumel (spi-gur'nel), n. In law, a name
formerly given to the sealer of the writs in
Chancery.
Spike (spik), n. [Same word as pike with
initial s\ Icel. spik, Sw. spi^, a spike. Cog.

L. spica, a sharp point, an ear of com; W.
y«pijr, a spike. (See Pick, Pike.) Meanings
5 and 6 are drectly from the Latin. As to

kindred forms with and without initial «,

see Sneeze.] l. A large nail or pin, gener-
ally of iron, but sometimes of wood.— 2. A
piece of pointed iron like a long nail, in-

serted with the point outwards, as on the
top of walls, gates, <fcc., to prevent people
from passing over them. —3. A nail or instru-

ment with which the vents of cannon are
filled up.—4. Something of similar shape to

the above articles.

He wears on his head the corona radiata, another
type of his divinity: the spikes that shoot out repre-
sent the rays of the sun. Addison.

5. An ear of com or grain.—6. In hot. a spe-

cies of inflorescence in which the flowen

a, Spilte of Plantago major, b. Section of it to
show the sessile flowers, c. Spike ofLoiium perettne.

d, Spikelet of do.

are sessile along a common axis, as in the
Plantago, or common plantain.

Spike (spTk). n. A species of lavender, La-
vandula Spica; spike-lavender.

Spike ( spik ), V. t. pret. & pp. spiked; ppr.
spiking. 1. To fasten with spikes or long
and large nails; as, tospi^edown the planka
of a floor or bridge.— 2. To set with spikes;
to furnish with spikes.— 3. To fix upon a
spike.—4. To make sharp at the end. John-
son.—5. To stop the vent of with a spike.

—

To spike a gun or cannon, to fill up the
touch-hole by driving a nail or spike forcibly

into it, in order to render it unserviceable.

Spike-lavender (spikla-ven-dfir),;!. a kind
of lavender, Lavandula Spica, from which

spike-oil is ob-
tained.

Spikelet (spik'-

let), n. In bot.

a small spike
makingapaitof
a large one; ora
subdivision of a
spike ; as, the
spikelets of
grasses.

Spike - nail
(spik'nal), 7i. A
nail of 3 inches
in length and
upwards. See
Spike.
Spikenard
(spik'nard), n,

[Fr. spicanard.
See Spike,
NARD. 1 1. A
highly aroma-
tic herbaceous
plantgrowingin
the East Indies.
the Na rdo-

stachys Jata-
7na7i«i, nat. order Valerianacea). The root has
a strong smell and a sharp bitterish taste.

This is the true spikenard of the ancients,

and it has enjoyed celebrity from the earliest

period, on account of the valuable extract

or perfume obtained from its roots, which
was used at the ancient baths and at

feasts. It is called jatamansi or balchur by
the Hindus, and sumbxU or eunbul by the

spikenard {Nardostachys
yatanuttisi).

Fate, far, fat. fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Arabians. Differences of opinion exist re-
specting tile nature of the fragrance of tile
jatamansi. It is, iiowever, highly esteemed
in the East as a perfume, and is used to
scent oils and unguents. The name spike-
nard is applied to various other plants, as
to Valeriana celtica, Andropogon ^'ardiis,
Lavandula Spica. In the United States it

is applied to Aralia racemosa.—l. A name
given to various fragrant essential oils.

—

Ploughman'8 »pikeiiard. See under PLOCGH-
M.\N.

Spike-Oil (spik'oil), n. A volatile oil ob-
tained by distilling Lamndxda Spica with
water. It has a less agreeable odour than
true lavender-oil. and is specifically heavier.
It is obtained from the leaves and stalks,
true lavender-oil from the flowers, of several
species of Lavandula.

SpUte-plank (spik'plangk), n. [Comp. tpike-
tiih.] Saut. iu Polar voyages, a platform
projecting across the vessel before the
mizzen-niast, to enable the ice-master to
cross over and see ahead, and so pilot her
clear of the ice. Admiral Smyth.
Spike -rush (spikrush). ii. The common
name of several British plants of the genus
Kl'M.charis. See Eleooharis.
Spike-team (spik'tem), n. A wagon drawn
i)y three horses, or by two oxen and a horse
Hartletl. [United States.]

Spike-tub (spik'tub), n. [A. Sax. tpic, fat;
Uel spii, blubber: G. speck, fat, bacon.]
A vessel in which the fat of bears, seals,
and minor quarrj' is set aside till a 'making
off • gives an opportunity for adding it to the
blubber in the hold. Admiral Smyth.
Spiky (spik'i), a. l. In the shape of a spike;
li-iving a sharp point or points.—2. Set with
spikes.

The sfiiiy wheels through heaps of aunaj^e tore.
Pffig

Spllantbes (spilan'thez). n. [Or. tpilos, a
spot, and anthos, a flower— in allusion to i

the original species having yellow flowers
and a brown disc] A genus of plants, nat.
order Conipositre. They are tropical,8mooth,
annual, branching weeds, with opposite
lance-shaped or ovate leaves, and stalked,
terminal, solitary, yellow flower-heads. The
involucre and receptacle of S. oleracea are
said to act as a powerful stimulant of the
salivary organs.

Spile (spil), n. [D. tpijl, L.G. spile, a bar, a
stake; G. speil, a skewer. See Spill, n.]
1. .A. small peg or wooden pin used to stop a
spilehole in a cask or barrel.— 2. A stake
dnven into the ground to protect a bank,
form wharfs, abutments, &c. ; a pile.

Spile (spil), v.t. pret. & pp. spiled: ppr. spU-
'itg- [.See above.] To supply with a faucet
and spigot, as a cask of liquor.
You must not suppose, your highness, that I nc-

Klcctcd to avail myself (unknown to the Aga) of the
pecuhar proi>erties of the wine which those casks
contained, I had them x/t7^ underneath, and ron-
stantly runnmg off the wine from them, filled them
up afresh. .Uarryal.

Spile-hole (spilTiol), n. a small aperture
made in a cask, usually near the bunghole,
to afford access to the air, in order to per-
mit the coiitaine<l liquor to flow freely

Spillkin (spil'ikin), n. [Dim. ot spill, spile a
splinter

] 1. A peg of wood. bone, ivory, <fec ,
for making the score at cribbage and other
games —2 pi. A game played with such in-
struments; pushpin.

Spill (spil), >i (In some of the senses pro-
bably the same a«»pifc,a peg; D. spil, a pin,
a pivot, a spindle. G. spiUe, a spindle a
peg; in others rather allied to sptiU, spell
ipale, a chip, spall, to chip or break] 1 A
small peg or pin for stopping a cask ; a spi-
got; a spile

; a«, a vent-hole stopped with a
fl"" —2 » A piece broken off; a splinter.

What to reserve their reliclts many yeares
Their silver spurs, or ifiiij of broken speares.

3.
J
A little bar or pin of iron. Ricli. Careu>.

4.t A little sum of money. Aylife—b A
strip of paper rolled up, or a small slip of
wood, used to light a lamp, a cigar, Ac

Spill (spil). v.t. pret * pp. spUled or spilt:
ppr spilling. [A. Sax. spilla/i, to spill, to
ruin, to waste, to destroy ; L. G and D
spulen. to waste, to spend ; Icel spilla to
spoil, to destroy; Dan. spilde, to spill, to lose
to waste Perhaps from same root as sjiall,
Jpofe and split.] i To suffer to fall or run
out of a vessel ; to lose or suffer to be scat-
tered: applied only to fluids and to sub-
stances whose iiarticles are small and loose;
«». to spill water from a pail; to spill spirit
or 01 from a bottle ; to spiU quicksilver or
powders from a vessel or a paper ; to spill

159 SPINDLE

sand or flour. Spill differs from pour in
expressing accidental loss; a loss or waste
not designed, or contrary to purpose. —2. To
suffer or to cause to flow out or lose; to
shed: used especially with regard to blood,
as in cases of murder or wilful slaughter

;

as, a man spills another's blood. ' To revenge
his blood so justly spilt.' Dryden.

They have taken the child
To J-/I7/ his blood and heal the land. Tennyson.

3.f To injure; to destroy; to ruin. 'To
spill and spoil thy house with fire.' Turber-
vilte.

Sofullofartless jealousy is guilt.
It j/r7/j itself in fearing to be sfii/f. SAai.

i.Naut. to discharge the wind from, as from
the belly of a sail, in order to furl or reef it.

5. To throw, as from a horse or carriage
[Colloq. or slang.]-6.t [In this sense from
noun spill, a piece. ] To piece or diversify
with spills or small pieces; to inlay. ' Pave-
ment . . . with ivory spilt.' Spenser.
Spill (spil), v.i. It To waste; to be prodi-
gal. Sir P. Sidney.— 2. To be shed; to be
suffered to fall, be lost, or wasted.
He was so topfuU of himself, that he let it j*r// on

all the company. Wa:ts

SpUler (spil'Sr). ». i. One that spills or
sheds.—2. A kind of fishing-line. See Bol-
ter.
SpiUet-flshing, Spllllard-flshing (spii'et-
flsh-mg, spiryard-tish-ing), n. A name given
to the method of fishing in the west of Ire-
land, in which a number of hooks are set
on snoods, all on one line. Called also Bul-
tmc, Bnltow.fishing.
SpUllken (spil'i-ken), n. . Same as Spiliken
SpUling-line (spiring-lin), n. Saut a line
flxe.l .iicasionally to the main and fore sails
of a ship in tempestuous weather, to spill
them, in order that they may be reefed or
furled more conveniently.
SpUt (spilt), pret. & pp of spill.

Spilth (spilth), n. (From spill: comp. tilth
from till, stealth horn steal] Spilling; that
which is spilt; that which is poured out
with lavish profusioa ' With drunken «Bt/(A
of wine.' Shak.
But when one comes to transcribe such nassatres

the pen drives heavily amid the radiant riot offloirer.
soft speech, and the supreme jr/r/M of starry svl-
'»'''«» £d. Di^in
Spllus (spllus), n. (Or. spilos, a spot] In
pathol. same as A'<Bvtis (which see).
Spin (spin), ti.(. pret »piHi (span is now oli-
soleteor provincial); pp.spun; ppr.apinning
(A. Sax. spinnan, pret span, pp. spunnen-
common to the Teutonic tongues: D and
O. spinnen, OHO and Goth, spinnan, Dan
ipinde, Icel and Sw. spinna— to spin. Sup-
posed to be of same root as span and Gr
•pao, to draw. Hence spindle, spinster
mider] 1 To draw out and twist into
threads, either by the hand or machinery •

as, to spin wool, cotton, or flax; to spin
goats hair 'Beholding how the thrids ofme they spari. ' Spenser.

All the yam she (Penelope) t*un in Ulysses* ab--- - j.i.i, .«it iicticioper ijTMt _
sence, did but fill Ithaca with moths. Skab.
2. To make or work on as if by spinning; to
draw out tediously; to extend to a great
length.

I passed lightly over many particulars on which
learned and witty men might tfin out large volumes.

.,.. ,. Sir R. L'Bstrangt.
1 he lines are weak, another's pleased to say;
Lord Fanny s^ns a thousand sucil a day. Poft.

3. To protract; to spend by delays; as, to
spin out the day in idleness.
By one delay after another they sfiin out their

whole lives. Sir R. LEstmnei.
4. To whirl rapidly; to cause to turn with
great speed; as, to spin a top; to spin a coin
on a table —6. To form, as a flianient or
thread, by the extrusion of a viscid fluid,
which hardens on coming into contact with
the air

:
said of spiders, silk-worms, and the

like; as, a spicier spins a web—To tjyin hay
(tnilit.), to twist it into ropes for convenient
carriage on an expedition —To spin a yam,
to tell a long story: originally a seaman's
phrase. (Colloq)
Spin (spin), ti t. 1. To perform the act of
making threads; to work at drawing and
twisting threails; as, the woman knows how
to spin; a machine or mule spins with
great exactness.
They neither know to r/m nor care to toil. Prior
He jfiins and weaves, and weaves and i^ins.

Camper.
2. To revolve ; to move round rapidly; to
whirl, as a top or a spindle.
Let the great world spin for ever down the ringing

grooves of change. Tennyson.

ch, cAaln; Ch. Sc. locA; g,.(,o; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ng. sIth;;

3. To stream or issue in a thread or small
current; as, blood spins from a vein.

Make incision in their hides.
That their hot blood may spin in English eyes

, „. ,
SJt,ii.

4. 10 run or drive with great rapidity; to go
quickly; as, to spin along the road. [Colloq.]

While the money lasts make it spin. IV. Collins.

Spin (spin), n. The act of spinning; a rapid
unintermitted action ; a single effort, as in
a race; as, a rapid spin along the road.
[Colloq.]

Teetotums we've for patriots got.
Who court the mob with antics humble;

Like theirs the patriot's dizzy lot,
A glorious spin, and then—a tumble. Moore.

Spina (spi'na), ji. pi. Spinse (spi'ne). [L]
A thorn; a prickle; the backbone or spine.
Splnaceous (spi-nii'shus), a. Relating to
spinach, or the class of plants to which it
belongs.

Spinach, Splnage (spin'aj), n. [O.Fr. es-
pinoche, expinace. It spinace, Sp. espinaca,
D. spinazie, from L. spina, a spine— being
named from the prickles on its fruit ] Spi-
nacia, a genus of plants, nat. order Cheno-
podiacea;. There is only one species, S. oler.
aeea (common' spinach), well known on ac-
count of its use in the kitchen. It is eaten
sometimes in salads, but more frequently
cooked in various ways. It is wholesome and
agreeable, but contains little nutriment
There are two principal varieties cultivated
in gardens— the prickly -fruited and the
smooth-fruited.—A'em^eaiand spinach, Te-
tragonia expansa, used instead of common
spinach,
Splnacla (spi-na'si-a), n. A genus of plants.
See Spinach.
Spinacidss (spi-nas'i-de), n. pi. Picked dog-
flshes, a family of small 8hark3,distiiiguished
by having the dorsal fins furnished witli a
strong spine, which they are said to employ
as a weapon, bending tlieniselves into the
form of a bow, and then striking with great
force. The type-genus is Spinax.
Spinal (spinal), o. [L. »ptna(t». See Spink.)
Pertaining to the spine or backbone of an
animal; as, the spinal cord; spinal muscles;
spinal arteries. — S^iiiai column, the con-
nected vertebrae of the back; a bony column
situate at the posterior and central part of
the trunk, extending from the head to the
sacrum; the spine; the backbone. See Spink.
—Spinal cord or spinal marrow, the elon-
gated mass of nervous matter contained in
the osseous canal of the spine. It gives rise
to thirty-one pairs of nerves, being the origin
of most of the nerves of the trunk of the
Iiody.

Spindle (spin'dl),n. (A. Sax. spindel, spindl,
spinl, lit. the instrument for spinning,
from spinnan, to spin ; so also 6. Sw.
and Dan. spindel. (See Spin.) The d has
intruded into the word the same way as
in gender, thunder. ] 1. In spinning, (a) a
pendent piece of wood for twisting and
winding the fibres drawn from the distaff,
(6) The pin used in spinning-wheels for
twisting the thread, and on which the
thread, when twisted, is wound, (c) One of
the skewers or axes of a spinning-machine
upon which a bobbin is placed to wind the
yam as it is spun.—2. Any slender pointed
rod or pin which turns round, or on which
anything turns; as, the spindle of a vane;
the spimlU of the fusee of a watch; a small
axle or axis, in contradistinction to a sha/t
or large axle, as the arbor or mandrel in
a lathe.— Z.ic« spindle, the revolving ai--

bor of a machine tool—Dead spindle, the
arlwr of a machine tool which does not
revolve. —3. A vertical shaft supporting
the upper stone or runner of a pair in
a flour-miU — 4. In vehicles, the tapering
end or arm on the end of an axle-tree —
6. In weaving, the skewer in a shuttle on
which a bobbin or cop of yam is fixed.—
6. The stem of a door knob, which actuates
the latch. —7. In ship-building, (a) the upper
main piece of a made mast (b) An iron
axle fitted into a block of wood, which is

fixed securely between two of the ship's
beams, and whereon the capstan turns.—
8. \n founding, the pin on which the pattern
of .' mould is formed.—9. In building, the
same as Newel.— 10. A long slender stalk.
Mortimer. — u. In geom. a solid generated
by the revolution of the arc of a curve-line
about its chord, in opposition to a conoid,
which is a solid generated by the revolution
of a curve about its axis. The spindle is
denominated circular, elliptic, hyperbolic,
or parabolic, according to the figure of its

TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Kkt.
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generating curve. —12. A name given to the
shells of certain molluscs, from their re-

semblance to a spindle, as in species of the
genera Kusus and Rostellaria. Called also

Spindle'Shell.— IB. A measure of yam: in

cotton a spindle of 18 hanks is 15,120 yards;
in linen a spindle of 24 heers is 14,400 yards.

Spindle (spin'dl), v.i. pret. & pp. spindled;
ppr. (tpiiidling. To shoot or grow in a long,

slender stalk or body. ' When the flowers

begin to spindle.' Mortimer.
Spindle-legged (spin'dl-legd), a. Having
long, slender legs.

Many jjreat families are insensibly fallen off from
the athletic constitution of their progenitors, and are
dwindled away into a pale, sickly, spindle-legged

generation of valetudinarians. TatUr.

Spindle-legs, Spindle -shanks (spin'dl-
legz, spin'iTUslianjj;ks). n. A tall, slender
person: use<l liuinorously or in contempt.
Snlndle -shanked ( spin ' dl - shangkt ), a.

Having long, slender legs.

Her lawyer is a little, shrivelled, spittdle-shanked
gentleman. Addison.

Spindle-shaped (spin'dl-shapt), a. Having
tlie sliape of a spindle; fusiform.

Spindle - sheU. .(spin'dl-shel), n. See
Sl'INl>LE, 12.

Spindle-side (spin'dl-sid), n. The female
side in descent. 'King Lycaon, grandson
by the sjnndle-side of Oceanus.' J. R.
Lowell.

Spindle-tree (spin'dl-tre), n. A shrub of

uie genus Euonymns, E. europcetis. The
wood is hard and flue-grained, and is used
for the finer articles of turnery and for

spindles. See Euonymus.
Spindle-worm (spin'dl-w6rm). n. The
caterpillar of a lepidopterous insect {Got-

tyna Zeae) which injures maize plants.

[American.]
Spindling (spin'dl-ing), n. Same as Spindle-
trce.

Spindrift (spin'drift). n. [A form of spoon-

drift (which see).] Nmit. the blinding haze
of salt water which is blown from the sur-

face of the sea in hurricanes.
Spine (spin), n. [L. spina, a thorn, the spine,
from root seen also in spike. From the
Latin word come also (through the French)
spinach, spinel, spinet, spinney. ] 1. The
backbone of a vertebrated animal, so called

from the thorn-like processes of the ver-

tebrae. In reference to man it is the articu-

lated bony column, consisting of thirty-

three vertebrae, and reaching from the head
down the back, including the os sacrum and
coccyx, being the series or assemblage of

vertebra) which sustains the rest of the
body, contains the spinal marrow, and to

which the ribs are connected. See Verte-
bra. —2. A thorn; a sharp process from the
woody part of a plant. It differs from a
prickle, which proceeds from the bark. A
spine sometimes terminates a branch, and
sometimes is axillary, growing at the angle
formed by the branch or leaf with the stem.
The wild apple and pear are armed with
spines; the rose, bramble, gooseberry, &c.,

are armed with prickles.

Some leaves which do not freely develop in the
usual manner assume a dry, hcirdened appearance,
and pass into spines. Henslow.

Z. In anat. a sharp process of a bone. Dm?i-
glison. —4. In zool. properly a stout, rigid, and
pointed process of the integument of an
animal, formed externally by the epidermis
and internally of a portion of the cutis or
corresponding structure. The term is fre-

quently applied to a stout, rigid, and pointed
process of the epidermis only.— 5. A ridge
of mountains, especially a central ridge.

Spinel (spi-nel'), n,. [Fr. spinelle. It. spinella.

Proljably applied originally to a mineral
with spine-shaped crystals, from L. spina,
a spine.] A precious stone, often of a red
colour, like the ruby, but less hard. Be-
sides red its colours are black, blue, green,
brown, and yellow. It consists chiefly
of alumina, with smaller proportions of
magnesia, silica, and protoxide of Iron.
Clear and finely-coloured red varieties are
highly prized as ornamental stones in jew-
elry. The red varieties are known as spinel
ruby or balas ruby, while those of a darker
colour are called Ceylonite or Pleonaat. It

is found in the beds of rivers in Ceylon and
Siam, and embedded in carbonate of lime in
North America and Sweden. Written also
Spinelle.

Splnellane (spi-neVan), n. A blue variety
of nosean occurring in small crystalline
masses and in minute crystals, found near
Andeniach, on the Rhine.

Spinelle (spi-nen, » Same as Spinel.

Spinescent (spi-nes'ent), a. [L. spinescens,
bpinescentis, ppr. of spinesco, to grow thorny,
from spina, a thorn.] In bot. becoming hard
and thorny, terminating in a spine, or some-
what spinose.

Spinet (spin'et). n. [O.Fr. espinette, Fr.

epinette. It. spinetta, from L. spina, athorn,
because its quills resemble thorns. See
Spine.] A stringed musical instrument,
which differed from the virginal only in
being of a triangular form. See Virginal.
—Du mb spinet. Same as Manichord.
Spinet t (spin'et), n. [L. spinetum, from
spina, a thorn.] A small wood or place
where briers and thorns grow; a spinney.
* A satyr, lodged in a little spinet.' B. Jon-
son.

Spinetedt (spin'et-ed), a. [See Spinet, the
instrument.] Cleft; opened; split. 'A goose
quill spineted.' Ascham.
Spiniferlte (spi-nif'6r-it), n. [L. spina, a
spine, and fcro, to bear.] A name given to
certain minute organisms beset with spines
occurring in the chalk flints. Their real

nature is unascertained, but they have been
supposed to be the ^emmules of sponges.

Spiniferous (spi-nif'6r-us), a. [L. spina,

spine, and /pro, to bear.] Producing spines;

bearing thorns; thorny.
Spiniform (spin'i-form), a. [L. spina, a
spine, and/on/wr, form.] Having the form
of a spine or thorn.

Spinigerous (spi-nij'Sr-us), a. [L. spina,
spine, and gero, to bear.] Bearing a spine
or spines.

Spilldness ( spin'i-nes ), n. The quality of

being spiny.

Spink (spingk), n. [Sw. spink; allied to

finch.] A finch, especially the chafllnch.

[Provincial.]

The spiHjk chants sweetest in a hedge of thorns.
tr. HarU.

Spinnaker (spin'ak-6r), n. [From spin, in
sense of to go rapidly. ] A jib-headed racing
sail carried by yachts, set when running
before the wind on the opposite side to the
main-sail.

Spinner (spin'6r), n. 1. One who or that
which spins; one skilled in spinning.—
2. A spider; specifically, the garden spider
with long jointed legs. ' Her waggon-spokes
made of long spinners' legs.' Shak.—3. A
spinneret.

Spinneret (spin'fer-et), n. One of the
nipple-like organs with which spiders and
some insects, as the silk-worm, form their

weljs or silk.

Spinnerule ^spin'^r-iil), ?i. One of the
numerous mniute tubes with which each
spinneret of the spider is studded, every
one of which emits a thread of inconceivable
fineness.

Spinnery (spin'fir-i), n. A spinning-mill.

Spinney, Spinny(8pin'i).7i. [CPY. espinaye,
a thorny plot, a place full of briers, from
espine, a brier or bramble, from L. spina,

a thorn, the spine.] A small wood with
undergrowth ; a clump of trees ; a small
grove or shrubbery. 'Black fir spinnies.'

Kingsley. ' A land . . . covered with
. . . timber, with here and there a nice
little gorse or spinney. ' T. Hughes.
Spinnj&ig-Jenny (spin'ing-jen-ni), ?i. The
name given to the first spinning-machine by
means of which a number of threads could
be spun at once. It was invented about
1767 by James Hargreaves, a Lancashire
weaver, and consisted of a number of spin-

dles turned by a common wheel or cylinder
worked by hand.
Spinning-mill (spin'ing-mil), n. A mill or
nictory where spinning is carried on.

Spinning-wheel (spin'ing-whel), n. A ma-
chine for spinning wool, cotton, or flax into

threads by the hand. It consists of a wheel,
band, and spindle, and is driven by foot or
by hand. Before the introduction of ma-
chinery for spinning there were two kinds
of spinning-wheels in common use, the large

wheel for spinning wool and cotton, and the
small or Saxon wheel for spinning flax.

Splnny (spin'i). n. See Spinney.
Spinose (spin'os), a. Spinous.

Spinosity (spi-nos'i-ti), n. 1. The state of

being spinous or spinose.— 2. Fig. thoTixy;

also something thorny or crabbed. Dr. H.
More.
Spinoso- dentate (spi-n6'86-den"tat), a.

In bot. having teeth tipped with spines.

Spinous (spin 'us), a. [L. spinostis, from
spina, a spine or thorn,] 1. Full of spines;

armed with thorns: thorny, as a plant.—
Spinotis leaf, a leaf having its margin beset

with spines, as in thistles.—2. In anat ap-
plied to certain processes of bones.
Spinozism (spi-no zizm). n. The system of
philosophy of Baruch Spinoza, who waa
bom in Amsterdam in 1632 of a Jewish
Portuguese family, and died at the Hague
in 1677. This system is based on the idea
of an original substance embracing all ex-
istence, substance in this sense meaning
something very different from what we usu-
ally understand by the word. This original
substance, in which all antagonism between
mind and matter, liberty and necessity, &c.,
ceases, all subjects of finite consciousness
disappear, he called God; by which he un-
derstood that which has an independent
existence, and the understanding of which
does not require the idea of anything else.

This substance is infinite, and nought else
exists; it is incapable of creating anything
material or intellectual, for all matter and
mind are comprehended in itself; its attri-

butes are infinite thought and infinite ex-
tension. God, this all-embracing being, can
act only in accordance with the established
order, for otherwise we must suppose him
capable of a change of nature, or that
there exists a nature different from his own.
Thought and extension, spirit and matter,
finite and infinite, motion and repose, good
and evil, causes and effects, are attribute*
of this sole substance, which produces noth-
ing but modifications of itself. All that
exists is only a necessary succession of
modes of being in a substance for ever the
same.
Spinozist (spi'no-zist), n. A believer in the
doctrines of Spinoza.

Spinster (spin'st6r),?i. [Spin, and fern. term.
-titer. See -Ster. ] 1. A woman who spins or
whose occupation is to spin : formerly also

applied sometimes to a man. ' The spinsters,

carders, fullers, weavers.' Shak. Hence—
2. In law, the common title by which an
unmarried woman, from a viscount's daugh-
ter downward, is designated in England. It
may be used adjectively.

Here the spinster aunt uttered a loud shriek, and
became senseless. Dickens.

3. t A woman of an ill life or character: so
called from being forced to spin in the
house of correction. Beati. 6: FL
Splnstryt (spin'stri), n. The business or
work of spinning. MUton.
Spinthere (spin'ther), n. [Fr. spinthPre,

from Gr. spinther, a spark.] A mineral of a
greenish-gray colour. It is a variety of
sphene.
Spinule (spin'iil), n. [L. spinula, dim. of
njiina, a spine.] A minute spine.

Spinulescent ( spin-u-les'ent ), a. In hot
having a tendency to produce small spines;
somewhat thorny.
Spinnlose, Spinnlous (spin'O-los. spin'ii-

lus), a. In bot. covered with small sphies.

Splnulosq-clUate (spin'u-lo-s6-sil"i-atX o.

In bot. ciliated with fine spines.

Spiny (spin'i), a. 1. Full of spines; thorny;
as, a spiny tree.—2. Like a spine; slender.
* Spini/ grasshoppers. ' Chapman. —3. Thorny;
perplexed; diflicult; troublesome. 'The
«pi/iy deserts of scholastic philosophy.' War-
burton.

Spiny (spin'i), n. Same as Spinney.
Spiont (spi'on), n. [Fr. espion, a spy.] A
spy. ' Captain of the spioyis.' HeywooiL
Spira (spi'ra), n. [L] In arch, the base of
a column. This member did not exist in the

Doric order of architecture, but is always
present in the Ionic and Corinthian.

Spirablet (spir'a-bl), a. Capable of being
breathed; respirable.

Spiracle (spir'a-kl). n. [L. spiraculum^
from spiro, to breathe.] Any small hole,

aperture, orifice, or vent in animal or veget-

able bodies by which air or other fluid is

exhaled or inhaled; specifically, the breath-

ing-pores or apertures of the breathing-tubea

of insects; also, the single nostril of the hag-

fishes, the blow-hole of the cetaceans, Ac.

Sptrsea (spi-re'a). n. [Gr. speiraia. from
speira, a spire, something twisted, in allu-

sion to the flexile branches being suitable

for twisting into garlands. ] A genus of
plants, nat. order Kosacea;. The species,

which are diffused through the temperate
parts of the northern hemisphere, consist of

small unarmed shrubs or perennial herbs,

with simple or compound leaves and raceme*
or corymbs of white or reddish flowers.

Several Xorth American, Indian, and Ja-

panese shrubby species are in cultivation,

and are deservedly esteemed for their orna-

mental flowers. Two species are British,

Fate, fir, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. So. abune; y. So. fey.
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Spiral Vessels.

and are known by the name of meadow-
sweet (which see).

Spiral (spiral), a. [Fr. spiral, from L. spira,

a coil, a spire. See Spire.] 1. Winding
round a fixed point or centre, and continu-
ally receding from it, like a watch-spring.
See the noun.— 2. Winding round a cylin-

der or other round body and at the same
time rising or advancing forward, like a
cork-screw; as, the column in the Place Ven-
dome at Paris is divided by a spiral line

into compartments; a whirlwiml is so named
from the spiral motion of the air.

Where upward, in the mellow blush of day.
The noisy bittern wheeled hi^ spiral way.

LoM^fetloTv.

3, Pointed or shaped like a spire.—5ptVoi
pump, a form of the Archimedean screw
water elevator. See Archimedean acrew un-
der ARCHIMEDEAN.—.Sptrai screic, a screw
formed upon a conical or conoidal core.

—

Spiral spring, a coil whose rounds have the
same diameter, and which is generally util-

ized by compression or extension in the line
of its axis. —Spiral vessels, in vegetable a nat.
fine transparent membranous tubes, with one
or more spiral fibres ^
coiled up in their inte-
rior. They are gener-
ally present among the
other vessels of plants,
and in trees are f(»tuid

chiefiy in the medullary
slieath surrouniling the
pith. The tibre coils

eitherfrom right to left,

or the reverse, some-
what in the manner of

a corkscrew. The fibre

may be single or double,
or it may be composed
of numerous threads.
Their function is sup-
posed to be that of
the conveyance of air.

They are very seldom found in the root
or bark of wood, but are frequently abun-
dant in the other parts, especially in the
leaves and finwers. They are easily discov-
ered on breaking asunder the leaves and
stalks of many plants, when the fibres may
be unrolled, and present themselves as deli-
cate filaments like the threads of a cobweb.
The woodcut shows (1) a compound spiral
vessel; (2) three simple spiral vessels —
Spiral wheels, in niach. a species of gear-
ing which serves the same purpose as bevel-
wheels, and is better
adapted for light ma-
chinery The teeth are
formed upon the cir-

cumference of cylin-
ders of the required
diameter, at an angle
with their respective
axes, when the direc-
tion of the motion is to
be changed. By this
construction the teeth

j | (

become in fact small
portions of screws or
spirals winding round
the cylinders, wlience
the name. Wheels of this kind are used
when the two shafts require to pass each
other; when the shafts are in the same
plane bevel-wlieels are employed.
Spiral (Bpi'ral), u. l. In neom. the name
given to a class of curves distinguished by
this property, that they continually recede
from a centre or fixed point, while they con-
tinue to revolve alxtut it. The moving point
is the geiu-ratrix of the spiral, the fixed
point i3 the pfAe of the spiral, and the dis-
tance from the pole to any position of the
generatrix is the radius vector of that point
Spirals receive different names from the
properties by which they are characterized,
or from their inventors; as. the spiral of
Archimedes (see ARCHIMEDEAN); the hijiter-

holic spiral (see HYPERBOLIC); the logarith-
mic spiral (see I/xjarithmic); the loxo-
dromic spiral (see LOXODROXIC); the para-
bolic spiral (see Parabouc); Ac— 2. A helix
or curve which winds round a cylinder like
a wrew.
Spirality (spi'ral-i-tiX "- The state of being
spintl

Spirally (spi'ral li), adv. In a spiral form
or dirertion; in the manner of a screw.
Spirant (spi'rant). n. A consonant in the ar-
ticulation of which the breath is not wholly
stopped, the articulating oncans being so
modified as to allow the sound to be pro-

Spiral Wheels.

longed ; a continuous consonant. Spirants
are such as h, th, /, s, Ac.
Spiranthy (spi-ran'thi), n. [Gr. speira, a
twist, and anthos, a flower.] In bot. the oc-

casional twisted growth of the parts of a
flower.

Spirationt (spi-ra'shon), n. [L. spiratio,

spirationis, from L. spiro, to breathe.] A
breathing.

God did by a kind of sfiimCi'on produce them.
BarrcTV.

Spire (spir), n. [ In senses 1 and 2 from L.

spira. a spiral, the base of a column, from
Gr. speira, a spiral line, sometliing twisted.
The word in the other senses (which are the
oldest senses in £ngUsh) seems to be of
different origin ; comp. L. G. spier, a little

point or sharp end; D. spier, a spire or blade
of grass; Dan. spire, a germ, a sprout; spitr,

a spire (in arch.); Icel. spira, a spar. These
words may be connected with spear and
spar. The architectural meaning may be
due partly to the Classic partly to the Teu-
tonic.) 1. A winding line like the threads
of a screw ; a spiral ; anything wreathed or
contorted; a curl; a twist; a wreath.

His head . . .

With burnish'd neck of verdant gold erect
Amidst his circHni; spires, that on the grass
Floated redundant. MiUon.

2. A term applied collectively to the convo-
lutions of a spiral shell, which are placed
above the lowest or body whorl, whatever
shape it may assume.— 3. A body that shoots
up to a point; a tapering body; a conical or
pyramidical body; specifically, the tapering
portion of a steeple rising above the tower

;

a steeple. ' With glist'ring spires and pin-
nacles adorn 'd. ' Miiton.

Utter your jubilee, steeple and sfirtl Tennyson

The earliest spires, in the architectural
sense, were merely pyramidal or conical
roofs, specimens of which still exist in
Norman buildings. These roofs, becoming
gradually elongated and more and more
acute, resulted at length in the elegant
tapering spire; among the many existing
examples of which, probably that of Salis-

bury is the finest. The spires of mediaeval
architecture (to which alone sjiires are ap-
propriate) are generally s<|uare,octagonal.or
circular in plan ; they are sometimes solid,
more frequently hollow, and are variously
ornamented with bands encircling them,
with panels more or less enriched, and witli

spire tights, which are of infinite variety.
Their angles are sometimes crocketted. and
they are almost invariably tenninated by a
flnial. In the later styles the general pyra-
midal outline is obtained by diminishing
the <lian)eter of the building in successive
stages, and this has been imitateil in modem
spires, in which the forms and details of
classic architecture have been applied to
structures essentially mediieval. The term
spire is sometimes restricted to signify such
tapering buildings, crowning towers or tur-
rets, as have parapets at their base. When
the spire rises from the exterior of the wall
of the tower without the intervention of a
parapet It Is called a frroarA (which see).—
4. A stalk or blade of grass or other plant.

He cannot make one spire of grass more or less
than he bath made. Sir Al. Hate.

B. The top or uppermost point of a thing:
the summit. 'The spire and top of praises.'

Shak.—6. In mining, the tube carrying the
train to the charge in the blast-bole; so
called from the spires of grass or rushes
t>eing used for the purpose.

Splret (spir). v.t. To shoot forth. Spenser.
Spire (spir), V i. 1. To shoot; to shoot up
pyramidically. 'Or point their spiring tops
to heaven.' Southey.

She spired into a yellow Same. Emerson.

2. To sprout, as grain in malting.
Splret (spir). vA. [L. spiro, to breathe.) To
breathe. Vicars.

Spired (spird), a. Having a spire.

Spire-light (spii^it), n. The window of a
spire.

Spire-Steeple (spir'step-l), n. Tlie portion
of a steeple formed by the spire. [Rare.]
Spirlfer (spi'ri-f^r), « [L. spira, a spire,

and/^To, to bear.) A fossil genus of brachio-
poda, having a shell with two internal, cal-
r;\re<iua, spiral appendages, the 'carriage-
sprin.' aitparatus.'

Splrlferldse (.spi-ri-fer'i-de), n. pi. An ex-
tinct family of motluscoids, of the class
Brachiopoda, of which the genus Spirifer is

the type.

Spirit (spir'it), n. [L. spiritus, breath, cour-
age, vigour, the soul, life, from spiro, to blow,
to breathe. In poetry this word often oc-
curs as if it were pronounced monosyllabi-
caily {sprit); hence the contracted forms
sprite, «/>ri^A<.] l.t Breath; the breath of life;

hence, life itself; vital power. 'The breath
of heaven hath blown his (the coal's) spirit
out/ 5/iaA:.—2.t A breathof air; air; wind.
*A TSiVf spirit or wind which is the princi-
pal cause of tension in the stomach.' Bacon.
'Tlie mild air . . . breathed forth sweet
spirit.' 6'pe/tser.—3. Immaterial intelligence;
an intelligence conceived of apart from any
physical organization or material embodi-
ment.

If we seclude space there will remain in the world
but matter and mind, body and spirit. If^'atts.

4. The intelligent, immaterial, and immortal
part of man; the soul, as dlstinguislied from
the body which it occupies.

But there is a spirif in man ; and the inspiration of
the Almighty giveth them understanding. Jobxxxii. 8.

As the body without the spirit is dead, so faith with,
out works is dead also. James ii. 26.

5. A disembodied soul; the human soul after
it has quitted,tlie body.
Then shall the dust return to theearth as it was : and

the spirit shall return unto God who gave it.

Eccles. xii. 7.
By which also he went and preached unto the spirits

in prison. i Pet. iii. 19.

6. An apparition; a spectre; a ghost.
Whilst young preserve his tender mind from all im-

pressions of spirits and goblins in the dark, Locke.

7. A supernatural being; an angel, fairy, elf,

sprite, demon, or the like.

I am a spirit of no common rate . . ,

And I will purge thy mortal grossness so
That thou shalt like an airy spirit go. SAak.

Next him Moloch, scepter'd king,
Stood up, the strongest and the fiercest spirit
That fought in heaven. Sfi/ton.

8. Vivacity, animation, ardour, enthusiasm,
courage, vigour, and the like ; as, a lad of
great spirit: often in tlie plural.

The King's party, called the Cavaliers, began to
recover their spirits. Swi/t.

The Atlantic was roused. Mrs. Partington's spirit
was up; but I need not tell you the contest was un-
equal. S. Smith.

9. A person considered with respect to his
peculiar characteristics of mind or temper;
especially, a man of life, fire, or enterprise.
'The choice and master spiiits of this age."

Shak.
Oft-pitying God did well-formed spirits raise.

Fit for the toilsome business of their days.
To free the groaning nation. CoTt-ley.

10. Temper or disposition of mind; mental
condition, character, nature, or tendency;
intellectual, moral, or emotional state;
mood; humour: often used in the plural;

as, to be in high or low spirits.

God has . . . made a spirit of building succeed a
spirit of pulling down. South.

A perfect judge will read each work of wit
With the same spirit that its author writ. Pope.

11. That which pen'ades and tempers the
whole nature of a thing; the active, vital,

or essential part of anything; inspiring or
actuating principle; chief part, property, or
quality; quintessence; essence. 'When
April . . . hath put a spirit of youth in
everj'thing,' Sfiak.

O spirit of love, how quick and fresh art thou I Shak.

12. Real meaning; intent, as opposed to the
letter or formal statement.

Who also hath made us able ministers of the new
testament ; not of the letter, but of the spirit: for the
letter kilieth, but the spirit giveth Ufe. 2 Cor. iii. 6.

13. Tenuous, volatile, airy, or vapoury sub-
stance of active qualities. ' Alt bodies have
spirits and pneumatical parts within them.'
Bacon.^li. A liquid obtained by distillation,

especially alcohol, the spirit or spirits of
wine, from which it was originally distilled.

15. pi Brandy, gin, rum, whisky, and other
distilled li'tuors containing much alcohol, as
distinguished from wine and malt liquors.

16. A solution of tin in an acid used in dye-
ing.—17. t An aspirate; a breathing, as the
letter h. ' The unnecessary and troublesome
luggage of spirits and accents.' Dalgarno.
Be it letter or spirit, we have great use for it in our

tongue. J9. Sanson.

—Animal spirits, (a) liveliness of disposi-

tion; constitutional briskness and gaiety:
as. to be full of animal spirits, (b) An old
name for nervous force, or the fluid sup-
posed to circulate through the nerves, and
regarded as the agent of sensation and mo-
tion.—Holy Spirit, or the Spirit, the Spirit of

God, or the third person of the Trinity; the

ch, cAain; th, Sc. loeh;

Vol. IV.

8»ffo; UJo^'t A, Fr. ton; ng. sin^; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KST.
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Holy Ghost.

—

Medicinal spirits, medicines
prepared either by macerating the bruised
seeds, flowers, herbs, <tc., in alcohol or
spirit for two or three days before distilla-

tion, and then drawing it off by a iientle

heat, or extemporaneously by adding a
proper proportion of essential oil to pure
spirit of the prescribed strength. In this

way are prepared spirit of aniseed, of cassia,

cinnamon, juniper, lavender, peppermint,
rosemary, *c. They are principally used
as aromatics and stinuilants. — Recti./ied

spirit, proof spirit made pure by distilla-

tion.

—

Spirit of hartshorn, salt, turpentine,

&c. See under Hartshorn. Salt, Turpen-
tine, Ac—Syn. Life, ardour, tire, courage,
animation, cheerfulness, vivacity, enter-

prise.

Spirit (apir'it), v.t 1. To animate with vig-

our; to excite; to encourage; as, civil dissen-

sions spirit the ambition of private men. It

is sometimes followed by up. ' We spirited

him up to combining.' MacinUlan's Mag.
Shall our quick blood, spirUed viilti wine.
ijeem frosty ? SAai.

2. To convey away rapidly and secretly, as if

by the agency of a spirit; to kidnap.

The ministry had him spirited away and carried

abroad as a dangerous person. Arbuthnot.

I felt as if I had been spirited into some castle of
antiquity. .A''. P. Willis.

Spirltally t (spli-'it-al-li). adx). By means of

the breath; as a spirant non-vocal sound.

Conceive one of each pronounced spiritally, the
other vocally. Holder.

Spirit-colour (spir'it-kul-6r), n. A mixture
of dye-extracts with an acid solution of tin

(called technically spirit). Such colours are
used in calico-printing, and are brilliant but
fugitive.

Spirit-duck (spir'it-duk), n. A name given
m the United States to Clangula albeola from
its expertness in diving and its sudden ap-
pearances and disappearances. See Buffel.
Spirited (spii-'it-ed), a. 1. Animated; full

of life ; lively ; full of spirit or fire ; as,

a spirited address or oration ; a spirited

answer.

Dryden's translation of Vir^l is noble and spirited.
Pope.

2. Having a spirit of a certain character:
used in composition, as in \i\^- spirited,
'iow-spirited, mean-spirited. — 3. Possessed
by a spirit. [Rare.]

So talk'd the spirited, sly snake. Milton.

Syn. Lively, vivacious, animated, ardent,
active, bold, courageous.

Spiritedly (spii-'it-ed-li), adv. In a spirited

or lively manner; with spirit; with strength;
with animation.
Splritedness (spir'it-ed-nes), n. 1. The state

of being spirited; liveliness; life; animation.
2. Disposition or character of mind : used
in compounds ; as, high-»pin(edness, low-
spintedness, mean - spiritedness, narrow -

spiritedjiess.

Spiritful (spir'it-ful), «• Lively; full of

spirit. [Rare.]

The man, so late so spiril/td.

Fell now quite spiritless to earth. Chapman.

Splritfully (spir'it-ful-li), adv. In a lively

manner. [Rare.]

Spiritfulness (spir'it-fyl-nes), n. Liveli-

ness; sprightliness. [Rare.]

A cock's crowing is a tone that corresponds to

sintjin^, attesting his mirth and spirit/uhtess.
Hanty.

Spiriting (spir'it-ing), n. The business,

work, or service of a spirit; hence, work
quickly and quietly done, as if by a spirit.

Ariel. I will be correspondent to command,
And do my spiriting gently, Shak.

Spiritism (spir'it-izm), n. Same as Spiritxi-

alijon, 3.

Spiritist (spii-'it-ist), n. Same as Spiritu-

alixt, 3.

Spirit-lamp (spir'it-lamp), n. A lamp in

which alcohol is used instead of oil.

Spiritless (spir'it-les), a. 1. Destitute of

spirits; having lost one's vivacity; wanting
cheerfulness; dejected; depressed. ~2. Des-
titute of vigour, life, courage, or fire. ' De-
graded, spiritless ontcti^i. ' Canning.—B.Hav-
ing no breath; extinct; dead. * The spiritless

body.' Grcenhill.

Spiritlessly (spir'it-les-li), adv. In a spirit-

less manner; without spirit; without exer-

tion. Dr. H. More.

SplritlessneSB (spir'it-les-nes), n. The
state or quality of being spiritless; dulness;
want of life or vigour.

Spirit-level (spir'it-lev-el), n. An instru-

ment employed for determining a line or

plane parallel to the horizon, and also the
relative heights of ground at two or more
stations. It consists of a tube of glass nearly
filled with spirit of wine, and hermetically
sealed at both ends, so that when held with
its axis in a horizontal position the bubble
of air which occupies the part not filled with
the liquid rises to the upper surface and
stands exactly in the middle of the tul>e.

The tube is placed within a brass or wooden
case, which is laid on the surface to be tested,

and the slightest deviation from the hori-
zontal is indicated by the l>uhV)le rising to-

wards the higher end of the tube. It is used
in vai'ious trades for ascertaining whether
the upper suriace of any work be horizontal.
When employed in surveying it is attached
to a telescope or theodolite to indicate when
these instrumeuts are bi'ought to ahorizontal
position.

Spirit-merchant (spir'it-mfer-chant), n.

One who is licensed to sell spirituous liquors,

as brandy, rum, whisky, tfec.

Spiritoso (spir-i-to'so). [It., spirited.] In
music, a term denoting that the movement
to which it is prefixed is to be performed in

a spirited manner.
SpiritOUS (spii-'it-ns), a. l. Having the qua-
lity of spirit; resembling spirit; defecated;
pure. ' More refined, more sjnritotis and
pure.' MUton.~2.\ Ardent; active.

Spiritousness (spir'it-us-nes), n. The state

of being spiritous; a refined state; fineness

and activity of parts ; as, the thinness and
sijirito\isness of liquor.

Spirit-rapper (spii-'it-rap-6r), 7i. One who
believes or professes to Ixilieve that he can
evoke spirits of deceased persons and hold
intercourse with them by raps made by
them upon a table in answer to questions,
or by their causing the table to tilt up.

Spirit-rapping (spir'it-rap-ing), n. The
general name given to certain so-called
spiritualistic manifestations, as audible raps
or knocks on tal>les, table-turning, and kin-

dred demonstrations. See Spiritualism, 3.

Spirit-room (spii-'it-rom), n. A department
of tlie hold of a sliip in which the spirits

and wines are kept.

Spirit-stirring (spir'it-st6r-ing).a. Stirring,

rousing, or animating the spirit. ' The
spirit-stirring drum.' Shak.
Spiritual (spii''it-u-al), a. [L. spiritualis,

Fr. spirituel. See SPIRIT.] 1. Pertaining to

or consisting of spirit ; not material ; exist-

ing imperceptibly to the oi^aus of sense;
incorporeal; as, a spiritual substance or be-

ing. 'AH creatures, as well spiritual as

corporeal. ' Bentley.

Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth,
Unseen, both when we wake, and when we sleep,

Milton.

2. Pertaining to the intellectual and higher
endowments of the mind; mental; intellec-

tual.— 3. Pertaining or relating to the moral
feelings or states of the soul, as distinguished
from the external actions; reaching and
aifecting the spirit.

God's law is spiritual: it is a transcript of the
divine nature, and extends its authority to the acts

of the soul of man. Sir T. Browne.

4. Pertaining to the soul or its aflfections as

influenced by the Divine Spirit; proceeding
from or controlled and inspired by the Holy
Spirit; pure; holy; sacred; divine. Rom. i.

11; Eph. i. 3; Gal. vi. 1.—5. Relating to sacred
things; not lay or temporal; pertaining or
belonging to the church; ecclesiastical; as,

the spiritual functions of the clergy; the

lords temporal and spiritual; a spiritual

coiporation. —Spiritual corporations, cor-

porations where the members are entirely

spiritual persons, and incorporated as such,

for the furtherance of religion and perpetu-
ating the rights of the church. They are

either soie, as bishops, certain deans, parsons,

and vicars; ovaggregate, as deans and chap-
ters, prior and convent, abbot and monk.—
Spiritual courts, courts having jurisdiction

over matters appertaining or annexed to

ecclesiastical affairs.

Spiritualism (spir'it-u-al-izm), n. 1. The
stai^e of being spiritual; spiritual character.

Milman.—2. In philos. the doctrine of the

existence of spirits as distinct from matter.
Spiritualism, as distinguished from matei-i-

alism, maintains the existence of spirit,

which materialism denies or ignores, but it

does not necessarily deny the existence of

matter. Sometimes, however, the name is

applied specifically to that system accord-

ing to which all that is real is spirit, soul,

or self ; that which is called matter, or the

external world, being either a succession of

notions impressed on the mind by the Deity,
or else a mere e<luct of the mind itself.

—

3.The belief that communication can be held
with departed spirits by means of phe-
nomena manifested through a person of
special susceptibility, called a medium;
spiritism. These communications may be
made by the agency of raps, through writ-
ing by impression, through direct spirit-

writing, and through spirit-touciies. Spirit-
ualists also believe in manifestations through
outward voices and appearances, through
warning and prophetic dreams, and through
inward spiritual impressions. They also
believe in apparitions of materialized spirit

forms which can be felt, embraced, an<l
even photographed. Asa system spiritual-

ism (^iriginated in America in 1848.

Spiritualist (spir'it-u-al-ist). n. 1. One who
professes a regard for spiritual things only;
one whose employment is spiritual.

May not he that lives in a small thatched house
. . . preach as loud, and to as much purpose, as one
of those high and mighty spiritualists f Echard.

2. One who admits the reality of an intelli-

gent being, distinct from the perceptible
universe; one who maintains that all which
is real is spirit. See Spiritualism, 2.

—

3. One who believes that intercourse may
be held with departed spirits through the
agency of a medium; one who pretends to
h(dd such intercourse; a spiritist.

Spiritualistic (si>ir'it-u-al-ist"ik), a. Of or
relating to spiritualism; produced or sup-
posed to be due to the agency of spirits; as,

spiritualistic manifestations.

Spirituality (spir'it-u-al"i-ti), 71. 1. The
state or quality of l>eing spiritual ; spiritual

character; immateriality; as, the spiritual-

ity of the soul. South.

If this light be not spiritual, it approacheth near-
est to spirituality. Raleigh.

2. The state of having the thoughts turned
to spiritual things. * That we may pray with
more spirituality.' Jer. Taylor.

Much of our spirituality and comfort in public
worship depend on the state of mind in which we
come. Bickerstetk.

3. That which belongs to the church, or to

a persf)n as an ecclesiastic, or to religion,

as distinct from temporalities: generally in

plural.
During the vacancy of a see, the archbishop is

guardian of the spiritualities thereof. Blackstotu.

4. t An ecclesiastical body.
Five entire subsidies were granted to the king by

the spirituality. Puller.

—Spirituality ofbenejices, the tithes of land,

*c.
Spiritualization (spir'it-ual-iz-a"shon), n.

The act of spiritualizing. In old chem. the
operation of extracting spirit from natural
bodies.

Spiritualize (spir'it-u-al-izV v.t. pret. & pp.
spiritualized; ppr. spiritualizing. [Ft. spir-

itualiser.] 1. To make spiritual or more
spiritual; to refine intellectually or morally;

to purify from the corrupting influences of

the flesh.the grosser senses, or of the world;

as, to spiritualize the soul or the earthly

affections. 'Our bodies in some spii-itual-

ized form which we understand not' W.
Gilpin.—2. To infuse spirituaUty or life into;

to inform with spirit or life.

This seen in the clear air. and the whole spiritu*

alized by endless recollections, fills the eye and the
heart more forcibly than I can express. Carlyle.

3. To convert to a spiritual meaning; to

draw a spiritual meaning from; as, to spir-

itualize a text of Scripture.—4. In chem. (o)

to extract spirit from, as certain natural

bodies, (b) To convert into spirit, or to im-
part the properties of spirit to.

SpirituaHzer (spir'it-u-al iz-6r). n. One who
spiritualizes. 'The most licentious of the

allegorists, or the wildest of the spiritual-

izers.' Warburton.
Spiritually (spir'it-u-al-li), adv. In a spir-

itual manner; without corporeal grossness

or sensuality; with purity of spirit or heart
Spiritual-minded (spir'it-u-almind-ed), a.

Having tlie mind set on spiritual things;

having holy atfcrtions.

Spiritual - mindedness ( spir'it-ii-al-mind-

ed-nes). n. The state of being spiritual-

minded.
Spiritualness (spir'it^u-al-nes),?i. The state

or (luality of being spiritual; spirituality.

Spiritualtyt (spii-'it-u-al-ti), n. An eccleaiaa-

ticiil body. Shak.

Spirltuosity (spir'it-u-os"i-ti). n. Spuita-

ousness: ethereality. Cudxoorth.

SpilitUOUS (spir'it-u-us), a. [Fr. spirUueux,

from L. spiriius, spirit] 1. Ckmtaining

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me. met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oU, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc ffijfc
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spirit as the characteristic iugredieiit; con-
sisting of refined spirit; alcoholic; anient;
as, spiritHouti liquors.— 2. Having the qua-
lity of spirit; ethereal; immaterial; intan-
gible. • Impure souls . . . iu tlieir gpiritu-
oiw, vaporous, and air>- body.' Cudworth.—
3.t Lively; active; gay; cheerful.
The mind of man is of that ipiritiwus, stirrine

nature, that it is perpetually at work. South.
He was to the last but of a thin and spare consti-

tution; yet otherwise exceedingly lively and ipiri>u.
""• iy<trd.

4. t Enlivening; cheerful; not dull: of things
Wotlan.

Splrituousness (spir'it-u-us-nes), ?i. The
quality of lieing spirituous. 'The spiritu-
otunesg of the liquor.' Boyle.
Splrltus (spir'it-us), u. [L] A breathing;
an aspirate. --Sp!>rtK» asper {lit.), a roufh
brea thing; in GrceA- (7ra m. the marlt (') placed
before certain words commencing with a
vowel, to indicate tliat it should be pro-
nounced with a sound lilic words beginning
with an aspirate.l h in English; also placed
over », the Greelc equivalent of r.—SpirUtis
leni.i. a s..ft Ijre.ithiiig; the mark ('), denot-

the ;th.seiice of the rough breathing.••" "- .^iivi. VI Lii,^ ii^uj^ii oieawi
Splrkettlng (spSr'lset-ing), ». in ship-
biiMiiig. the strake wrought on the ends of
the beams; or where there are ports, it is
the two strakes worked up to the port-sills
SpirUng ( .'sper'ling X n. Another name of
tin- .v',/,r(f.

Splrolobew ( spi-rO-lo'be-e % n. pi. One of
the iliviaionsof the Cruciferae, distinguished
by having the cotyledons inctunbent and
spimlly twiste4l.

Spirometer (sid-rom'et-ir), n. (L. tpiro. to
briatlie, and Gr. inetron, a measure.] A
contrivance for determining the capacity of
tlie liumau luni-s. The instrument most
commonly employed consists of an inverted
chandler submerged In a watei-bath. The
breatli is conducted by a Hexible pipe and
internal tube, so as to collect in the cham-
ber, wliich rises in the water, and is fitted
with an index which marks the cubic inches
of air expired after a forced inspiration
Spirorbis (spirr.i^bis), n. [L spira, a coil,
a spire, and orf/w, a globe.] A genus of
parasitic sliells lielonging to the family of
the .SerpuIidK. This little white shell is
coiled round into a spiral dise-like form,
and is common on the shells of lolisters.

Spirt (spirt), v.t. [The same word (witli
metatliesis) as Icel. tpretta, 8w. spritla, O.
tpnUeii, to sciuirt, to spirt; A. Sax. spry-
Ian, to sprout. Spurt is another form, and
tprout is little ebe. The root is that of
tpnmj.] To throw or force out in a jet or
stream; as, to tpirt water from the mouth
or other liquid from a tube.

Oft the loose stones ifiirt up a muddy tide
Beneath thy careless foot. Cy,.

Split (spirt), PI. 1. To gnsh or issne oat
in a strvam, as liquor from a cask ; to rush
from a coufincd phice in a small jet or
stream.
Thus the small jet. which hasty hands milock,
Sfitrlt in the Kard'ner's eyes wlio turns the cock.

2 To make a short and rapid effort, as in
running or boat-racing; to spurt; to put on
a spirt or spurt. T. Umjhfs. [Colloq ]
Spirt (spArt), n. 1. A sudden or violent
ejection or gushing of a liquid snl»stance
from a tube, orifice, or otlier confined place-
a Jet.
But while the two were sleepinff, a fuB tide
Rose withaerouiul swell, which.onthcforemojt rocks
rouchinjf, upjetted in ifiru of wild sea-sinoke.

a a - . _ . Tennyson.
2. A sudden effort; a spnrt [Collori. 1

SplrUe (spir-tl), r.f. [Freq. of »ptr<.] To
spirt in a scattering manner.
The brains and mingled blood were iflrthd on the"'" Draylon.

Sptrola (spirfl-la). n. [I-., dim. of tpira a
spire 1 A genus of cephalopoda havin' a
discoid multilocular shell, and forming the
type of till- family Spirulida>. .SeeSPiRiLiDj

SplrulldS8(spi-ru'li de),iipi. [6>tVu(a(which

I, Spirula auttratii. a. The shell shown sepvaldy

see), and Or. tidot, Ukeness.) A small family
of cuttle-fishes or cephalopods, comprising

ch. cAain; th, Sc. locA; g, j,o; J,>b; 4, Fr. ton;

only three known species, so named from
their very delicate shell being rolled into a
spiral form. Tlie sliells are very numerous
on tlie shores of New Zealand, and are
sometimes brought to England by the Gulf-
stream; but the animal forming them is
extremely rare, being seldom found except
in a fragmentary state. '

Splmlite (spi'rulit), II. A fossil spirula.
Splry (spi'ri), a. [From sptre.] 1. Of a spiral
form; wreathed; culled. • Hid in the spii-i/
volumes of the snake.' Dryden.—2. Having
the form of a spire or pyramiil; tapering like
aspire. ' Spin/ tmveta.' J'upe.

So the pine.
iToin Taurus hewn, mature in s/iry pride.
Is seen to rise. GUrver.

3. Alioiindiag in spires or steeples; iLi,nnrv
towns. Thamion.
Spiss t (spis), a. [L. «pw»u», thick.] Thick;
clo.se; dense. Brerewood.
Splssated ( spis'at-ed ), o. (I- «pt««o, tpig.
mtum. to thicken, from epitsta, thick ]
Inspissated; thickened, as by evaporation
'Tlie gpinsated Juice of the poppy.' ITor-
bvrtoii. [Kare.]
SpUsltude (spis'i-tad). n. [h. spiMittido,
ironi spusiu, thick] Thickness o( soft sub-
stances; the denseness or compactness which
belongs to substances not perfectly liquitl
nor perfectly solid; as, the sitiimtude of
coagulated blood or of any coagulum.
SpissitwU is subdued by acrid things, and acrimony

by inspissating. Arbuthaot.

Spit (spit), 71. (A. Sax. ttpilu. a spit ; D. tpU
ipel, a spit ; Icel. «yj>(o, a spit, a wooden
peg; G. »pi««», a spit, a pike; spitz, pointed,
ironi a root spi, to be pointed; seen also in
spike.] 1. A long pointed spike, prong, or
bar, usually of metal, on which meat is
roasted. 'Like a rabbit on a »//i(.' Shalt.—
2. A small point of land miming into the
sea, or a long narrow shoal extending from
the shore into the sea; as, a tpit of sand —
3. In printing, the mark ( t ) ; the olielisk ordi^r Bp. Hall.^i. A spade; hence, such
a depth of earth as is pierced by the spade
at once; a spadeful. [Provincial.]
Spit (spit), v.t. pret A pp. spitted; ppr. «pif-
tiiig. (From the noun ) I. To thrust a spit
through; to put u|)on a spit; aa, to tpit a
lorn of veal. - 2. To thrust through ; to
pierce. ' Infants tpitteii upon pikesT Shak.

I s/ituj frogs, I cnisli'd a heap of emmets.
« ,., " , . .. Drytttti.
3. lo spade; to dig. [Provincial.]
Spltt (spit), v.i. To roast anything on a
spit; to attend to a spit; to use a spit

Splt<;8pit), v.t. pret. * pp. spat or spit; ppr
spittuig. [A. Sax sinttan, Dan. tpytte, Icel.
sp!/ta, to spit out ; same root as spew. See
Spew.] l. To eject from the mouth; to
thrust out, as saliva or other matter from
the mouth ; as, to spit blood.

_.. ,
A large mouth, indeed.

That j/i/j forth death and mountains. SAa4.

2. To eject or throw out with violence; to
belch. 'To tpit forth their iron indigna-
tion (of cannons).' Shat.
Spit (spit), r.i. 1. To throw out saliva from
the moutiL ' And like a free American upon
the floor he «pa(.' Bon Oaultier Balladi.
When he had thus spoken, he jfat on the ground

and made cUy of the spittle. Jo. ix. 6.

A maid came from her father's house tooneofihe
tribunals of the Gentiles, and declaring herself a
<-hristian tfii/ in the judge's face. Sou/A.

2. To mizzle ; to rain slightly. 'Our com-
mon expression "it <ipif« with rain." H.
Spencer —To tpit on or upon, to treat with
gross insult or contempt. 'Spitting on all
antiquity before them.' South.
Spit (spit), n. 1. What is ejected from the
mouth; saliva.—2. The spawn or eggs of cer-
tain insects: as, cuckoo-»pi(.
Spltalt (spit'al), n. [Corrupted from hot-
jntal] An hospital. Spelled also .S/nfffr
Spltal-houset (spit'al-hous), n. A hospital
Spltbox (sjiit'lKiks), n. A vessel to receive
discliarges of spittle.

Spltchcock (spich'kok), D.t. To split an eel
lengtliwise and broil it.

If you chance to be partial to eels,
Then—credc experto—trust one who has tried-
Have them ifUclteocti or steWd— they're too oily
when frle,l. BarHa,H.

Spltchcock (spich'kok), n. An eel split and
broiled.

Spite (spit), 11. [An abbreviated form of
despite, O.Fr. despit, L. despeclui, from
despicio, to look down upon— ifc. down, and
fpecto, to behold See SHBCIKS. ) 1. A dis-
position to thwart and disappoint the
wishes of another; ill-will, malice, hatred.

malevolence, or malignity. • The ragged'st
hour that time and spite can bring.' Shak.

Be pone, ye critics, and restrain your spite,
Codrus writes on, and will for ever write. Pope.

2. A manifestation of malevolence or malig-
nity; that which is done to mortify another.

Ill find Demetrius and revenge this spite. S/itti.

a Chagrin; mortification; vexation; trouble.
The time is out of joint. O cursed spite.
That ever I was born to set it right : Shai.

—In spite of, lit. in defiance or contempt
of; in opposition to all efforts of; hence
simply notwithstanding. Sometimes spite
0/ is used without in. 'Since, spite of
nim, I'll live in this poor rhyme.' Shak.
Whom Cod made use of to speak a word in seasonand saved me in spile of the world, the devil, and

"y^'f- South.
In spite o/aW applications, the patient grew worse

every day. Arbuthnol.

—Notwithstanding, In spite of. See under
NOTWITHSTAXWXG.—SVN. Rancour, ill-will
hatred, malignity, malice, malevolence
pique, grudge, chagrin, mortification.
Spite (spit), v.t. pret. & pp. spited; ppr
spttwg. 1. To mortify; to treat maliciously:
to thwart malignantly.

ril sacrifice the Iamb that I do love.
To iptte a raven's heart within a dove. SAaA.

2. To fill with spite or vexation ; to offend

;

to annoy.
Darius, j/*j< at the Magi, endeavoured to abolish

not only tlieir learning but their language.

, , ~„ .
,

SirfK Temple.
3 1 10 be angry or vexed at.
The Danes, then generally pagans, j/.&rf places of""*•'»"

fi.tter.

Spiteful (spit'ful), a. Filled with spite;
liaving a malicious disposition; malignant-
malicious. 'A wayward son, spiteful and
wrathful.' Shak.

Spitefully (spit'ful-li), adv. In a spiteful
manner; malignantly; maliciously.

At last she spitefully was bent
To try their wisdom's full extent. Sivi/t.

Spltefolness (spit'fiil-nes), n. The state or
quality of being spiteful; the desire to vex
annoy, or do mischief, proceeding from irri-
tation; malice; malignity.

It looks more like spUe/ulness and ill nature than
a diligent search after truth. Keitl.

Spltllre (spit'fir), n. A violent or passionate
person; one who is irascible or fiery. 'The
little ™i//ir<!«.' Carlyle. [Familiar]

Spilful (spit'fHl), n. A spadeful. [Local ]
Spltous, t 11. Spiteful ; angry. Chaucer.
SpltOusly,tarfi). Angrily; spitefully. Chau-
cer.

Splt-poUon (spit'poi-zn), «. A venomous
or malicious person; one given to calumny
' The scourge of society, a spit-poison, a
viper. Sotith,

Spitted (spit'ed), p. and a. I. Put upon a
spit; pierced, as if by a spit.—2. Shot out
into length: said of the horns of a deer
Bacon.
Spltten (spit'n), pp. The obsolescent pp. of
spit.

Bpltter (spit'ir), n. L One that puts meat
on a spit. — 2 A young deer whose bonis
begin to shoot or become sharp; a brocket
or pricket.

Spltter (spit'ArX n. One who spits or ejects
saliva from the mouth.
Spittle (spitl), n. (From tpit; A. Sax. spatl
rtl, LG. spittel, tpedel, spittle] Saliva-

thick moist matter which is secreted by
the salivary glands; saliva ejected from the
mouth.

His heart too great, though fortune little.
To hck a rascal statesnian-s spittle. Swift.

Spittle (spitl), n. (Dim. of sitit, a spade.]
A small sort of spade.
Spittle (spitl), v.t. To dig or stir with a
small spade. (Local.)
Spittle (spitl). See Spital.
Spittle-sermon ( (spitl-sir-mon), n. A ser-
mon jireaclicd at or for behoof of a spital or
hospital. B. Jonson.
Spittly (spit'l-i), a. Resembling spittle:
slimy; full of spittle.

Spittoon (spit-ten'), n. A spitbox 'Spit-
ting alternately into the spittoon on the
right hand side of the stove, and ttxetpUtoon
on the left.' Dickens.
Spltvenom (spit'ven-om), n. Poison ejected
from the mouth.
The spittenom of their poisoned hearts breaketh

out to the annr.yance of others. llookei

Splaohnel, Splaclmace8B(splak'ne-i, splak-
na'se-e), n. pi. A nat. order of acrocarpous
mosses, of which the genus Splachnum is
the type. See SfLACHSUM.

ng. ling; IH. fA«n: th, ttin; w, itig; wh, »Aig; zh, arare.-See KEY.
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Splaclllliun(splak'num),7i. [FromGr.ifpiacA-

non, a word used by Dioscorides to desig-

nate liclieus and mosses. ] A genus of cryp-

togamic plants belonging to the Musci or
mosses. The species are remarkable amongst
their tribe for their size and beauty, as well

as singularity. Several species are British.

The most common in England is the S.

ampullaceum, purple gland -moss, found
growing chiefly on rotten cow-dung.
Splaie.t y.(. (See Display.] To display; to

unfold; to expand; to extend. Ckmicer.

Splanchnic (splangk'nik), rt. [Gr. splanch-
na. the bowels.] Belonging to the entrails;

as, the f'jilnnchnic nerve.

Splanchnography (splangk-nog'ra-fl). ji.

[Gr. splancnna, the bowels, and grapho, to

write.] An anatomical description of the
viscera.

Splanclinology (splangk-nol'o-ji), n. [Gr.

splanchna, bowels, and logos, discourse.]

1. The doctrine of the viscera, or a treatise

or description of the viscera.—2. The doc-

trine of diseases of the internal parts of tlie

body.
Splanctmo - skeleton ( splangk ' no-skel-e-

ton), u. See Skeleton.
Splanclinotoniy (splangk-not'o-mi), u. [Gr.

aplanduia, the bowels, and tome, a cutting,

from temno, to cut.] In aimt. the dissec-

tion of the viscera.

Splash (splash), v.t. [A form of plash, with
mtens. s prefixed. For kindred forms with
and without initial s, see Sneeze.] 1. To
spatter with water, or with water and mud;
to dash a liquid upon or over, especially

muddy water or mud ; as, he got splashed
in the puddle. — 2. To dash or spatter; to

cast or dash in drops; as, to splash dirty

water on one's clothes.

Splash (splash), v.i. To strike and dash
about water, or something liquid.

Splash (splash), ji. 1. Water, or water and
dirt, thrown upon anything, or thrown from
a puddle and the like.—2. A noise or effect,

as from water or mud thrown up or dashed
about.

The splash and stir

Of fountains spouted up and showering down.
Tennyson.

3 A spot of dirt or other discolouring or

disflguring matter; a blot; a daub.

Rahel's . . . very mode of writing is complex, nay,
is careless, incondite; with dashes and j^/(»j-A«, , , .

with involutions, abruptness, whirls, and tortuosities.

CarlyU.

4. A complexion powder used by ladies to

whiten their necks and faces, generally the
finest rice floiu'.

Splash-looard (splash'bord), n. A guard in

n'ont of a wheeled vehicle, to prevent the
driver or occupants from being splashed by
mud from the horses' heels.

Splasher (splash'^r). n. 1. One who or that
which splashes. Specifically-2. A screen
or guard placed over locomotive wheels to

prevent persons on the engine coming in

contact with the wheels, and also to protect
the machinery from any wet or dirt thrown
up by the wlieels.

Splash-wing (splash' wing), n. Same as
Spiash-hoara.
Splashy (splash'i), a. Full of dirty water

;

wet; wet and muddy.
Splatter (splat'Sr), v.i. [Pi-obably formed
ixo\\\ spatter, W\iQ splutter ivQxwsputter'.coxxi^.

also splotch, spot. For the presence or ab-
sence of a liquid after a mute in kindred
forms, see Speak.] To make a noise, as in

water.
Splatter-dash (splat'<^r-dash), n. An up-
roar; a bustle, [Colloq.]

Splay (spla), v.t. [Abbrev, from display.]

l.f To display; to unfold; to spread. ' Each
bush a bar, each spray a hanuer splayed.'

Mir. for Mags.~2. To dislocate or break a
horse's shoulder-bone.—3. In arch, to slope;

to form with an oblique angle, as the jambs
or sides of a window. See the noun.
Splay (spla), n. In arch, a sloped surface,

or a surface which makes an oblique angle

Horizontal Section of Window,
internal Splay.

A A, The

with another, as when the opening through
a wall for a door, window, Ac, widens in-

wards. A large chamfer is called a splay.

Splay (spla). a. Spreading out; turned out-
ward; wide; as, a s^toy-foot; a splay-mouth.
Splay, Splae (spla), v.t. After two pieces
of cloth liuve been run up in a seam, to sew
down the etiges somewhat in the form of a
hem. [Scotch.]

Splay, Splae (spla), n. The hem made as
described under above verb.

Splayfoot, Splayfooted (spla'fut, spla'fut-

ed), rt. Having the feet turned outward

;

haviTig fiat feet.

Splay-fOOt(spla'fut),n. A foot turning out-
ward and with a Hat under surface; a flat

foot.

Splay-mouth (spla'mouth), ?». A wide
mouth; a mouth stretched by design. ' To
see the people when splay-mouths they
make.' Dryden.
Splay-mouthed (spla'mouiHd), a. Having
a wide or splay mouth.
Spleen (splen), n. [L. sjden, Gr. splen, the
spleen.] 1. The milt; a spongy glandular
organ situated in tlie upper part of the ab-
domen, near the cardiac or gullet end of the
stomach. It has an oval figure, and forms
one of the ductless glands concerned in the
elaboration of the blood. The ancients
supposed this to be the seat of melancholy,
anger, or vexation, and sometimes of per-
verse mirth. Hence— 2. Anger; latent spite;

ill-humour; malice; as, to vent one's spleen.

Ill noble minds some drees remain,
Not yet purged otf, oi spleen and sour disdain.

Pope.

3 A fit of anger. Bhak. — ^. Melancholy;
hypochondria; low spirits; vapours.

There is a luxurj' in self-dispraise

;

And inward selrdispara^ement aflbrds
To meditative spleen a grateful feast.

Wordsworth.

5.t A sudden fancy; a caprice; a whim.
Beau. <£ Fl.—Q.\ A sudden motion or im-
pulse. 'With swifter spleen than powder
can enforce.' Shak.

Brief as the liKhtnin^ in the colly'd night.

That in a spleen unfolds both heav'n and earth.
Sha^.

7.t A fit of laughter; immoderate merri-
ment. ' Abate their over-merry spleen. ' Shak.

Spleen (splen), v. (. To deprive of the spleen.

Animals spleened ^row salacious. Arbuthnot.

Spleenative.f Spleenitlvet (splen'a-tiv),a.

S;une as Splenitive.

Spleenful (splen'ful), «. Full of or dis-

playing spleen; angry; peevish; fretful;

melancholy ; hypochondriacal. ' Spleenful
speeches.' Hood.
Myself have calni'd their spleenful mutiny. Shak.
1 hen rode Geraint a little spleenful yet.

Tennyson.

Spleenfully (splen'fuMi), adv. In a spleen-

ful manner.
Spleenish (splen'ish), a. Spleeny; affected
witli spleen.

Spleenishly (splen'ish-Ii), adv. In a spleen-
ish nnuincr.

Spleenishness (splen'ish-nea), n. State of

being spleenish.

Spleenless (splen'les),a. Havingno spleen;

hence, kind; gentle; mild. 'A spleenless

wind so stretcht her winga to waft us.'

Chapman.
Spleenwort (splen 'w6rt), n. [Spleen, and
wort, a plant.] The common name of va-

rious British ferns of the genus Asplenium.
These plants were so named because they
were supposed to remove disorders of the
spleen. They grow upon rocks and old
walls. See Asplenium.
Spleeny ( splen'i ), a. Full of or character-
ized by spleen; (a) angry; peevish ; fretful;

ill-tempered; irritable.

Vet I know her for

A spleeny Lutheran ; and not wholesome to

Our cause. Shak.

(6) Melancholy; affected with nervous com-
plaints.

Spleget (splej'et), H. [Probably an errone-
ous form of pledget. ] A wet cloth for wash-
ing a sore,

Splenalgia, Splenalgy (sple-nal'ji-a, sple-

narji), n. (Gr. spli'n, the spleen, and algos,

pain.] A pain in the spleen or its region.

Splendent (splen'dent), a. [L. splendens,
splendentis, ppr. of splendeo, to shine.]

1. Shining; resplendent; beaming with light;

&.%, splendent planets.- 2. Very conspicuous;
illustrious. Sir H. Wotton.—S. A term ap-
plied to minerals to indicate their degree
of lustre. See LUSTKE.
Splendid (splen'did), rt. [Fr. splendide, L.

splendidus, irom splendeo, to shine.] 1. Mag-
nificent ; gorgeous ; dazzling ; sumptuous

;

as, a sple)idid palace; a splendid procession;

a splendid equipage; a splendid feast or

Sun in splendour.

entertainment. ' Our state of splendid vas-
salage.' Milton.

Neighbours look aside as the carriage passes in

which she is so splendid and lonely. Thackeray.

2. Illustrious; grand; heroic; brilliant; noble;
glorious; as, a splendid victor>'; a splendid
reputation. 'So splendid in his acts and
his attire.' Tennyson. ' Such splendid pur-
pnse in his eyes.' Tennyson.
Splendidioust (splen-did'i-us), rt. Splendid:
magnificent. ' His brows encircled with
splendidimis rays.' Drayton.
Splendidly (splen'did-li), adv. In a splen-
did manner ; brilliantly ; gorgeously; mag-
nificently ; sumptuously; showily; gloriously.

Though it look splendidly ... it will prick your
fingers. yer. Taylor.

Vou will not admit you live splendidly.
Dr. Hellore.

Splendidness (splen'did-nes), n. The qua-
lity of being splendid; splendour; magnifi-
cence. ' Liveries whose gaudiness evinces
not the footman's deserts, but his lord's

splendidness. ' Boyle.

Splendor (splen'd6r), n. Same as Splen-
dour.

Splendour (splen'dSr). n. [Fr. splendeur,
L. splendor, from splendeo, to shine, to be
bright.] 1. Great brightness; brilliant lustre;

as, the splendour of the sun.

A sudden splendour from behind
Flush'd all the leaves with rich gold green.

Tenttyson.

2. Great show of richness and elegance; mag-
nificence; pomp; parade; as, the splendour
of equipage or of royal robes; the splendour
of a procession or of ceremonies. 'Splen-

dour of hahit and retinue.' South.—Z. Bril-

liance; glory; grandeur; eminence; as, the
splendour of a victory.

—

4. In her. the term used of

the sun when represented
with a human face and en-
vironed with rays. — Syn.
Lustre, brilliance, magni-
ficence, gorgeousuess. dis-

play, showiness, pomp,
parade, grandeur, glory,
renown,
SplendrouB.t Splendor-

oust (splen'drus, splen'dor-us), a. Having
splendour. ' Whose splendrous arms shone
like a mighty flame.' Drayton.
Splenetic (sple-net'ik or splen'e-tik). a. [L.

spleneticus, from splen, the spleen.] Af-
fected with spleen; peevish; fretful.

You humour me when I am sick

;

Why not when I am splenetict Pope.

Syn. Morose, gloomy, sullen, peevish, fret-

ful.

Splenetic (sple-net'ik), n. A person affected

with spleen.

This daughter silently lours; the other steals a
kind look at you ; a third is exactly wcU-behaved ; and
a fourth a splenetic. Taller.

Splenetlcal (sple-net'ik-al). a. Splenetic

;

affected with or relating to the spleen.

I have received much benefit touching my splene-

ileal infirmity. if'otton.

Splenetically(sple-net'ik-aMi), adv. In a
morose or splenetic manner.
Splenetivet (splen'et-iv), a. Same as Splen-

itive.

Splenic, Splenical (splen'ik, splen'ik-al). a.

[Fr. splenique, L. splenicus, from splen, the

spleen.] Belonging to the spleen; as, the

splenic vein.

Splenisht (sple'nish),o. Affected with spleen

;

peevish; fretfuL_

Splenitis (sple-m'tis), ?i. [Gr. splen, spleen,

and term. -i7«. signifying inflammation.] In-

llannnation of the spleen.

Splenitivet (splen'it-iv), rt. Splenetic; fler>';

passionate; irritable. 'Though I am not
splenitive and rash.' Shak.

SpleniUS (sple'ni-us), n. A fiat muscle, situ-

ated between the back of the ear and pos-

terior part of the neck.

Splenization (splen-iz-a'shon),Ji. Itipathol.

a change produced in the lungs by inflam-

mation, in which they resemble the sub-

stance of the spleen.

Splenocele (splen'o-sel), n. [Gr. splen. sple-

noii, spleen, and kele, a tumour.] A hernia
of the spleen.

Splenography (sple-nog'ra-fi),n. [Gr. splen,

splenos, the spleen, and grapho, to describe, ]

An anatomical description of the spleen.

Splenoid (sple'uoid). a. [Gr. splen. spleen,

and eidos, resemblance.] Spleen-like; hav-

ing the appearance of the spleen.

Spienology (sple-nol'o-ji), n. [Gr. splen,

splenos, spleen, and logos, discourse.] A
treatise on the spleen.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Splenotomy (sple-not'o-mi), it. [Gr. splen,
spf-'^nos. Spleen, and tome, a cutting.] Ana-
toiniral dissection of the spleen.

Splent (spleut), n. 1. A form of Splint—
J Same as Sptent-coal.

Splent-coal (splent'kol), n. A Scotch term
for a hard laminated variety of bituminous
coal, intermediate in texture between can-
nel and common pit coal.

Splenule (splen'ul), n. A small or rudi-
mentary spleen. Owen.
Spleuchan, Spleughan (spia't^han), n.

(Gael, spliuchan.] A tobacco pouch; hence,
a pouch or pocket generally.

But I was saying there's some siller in this spUu-
chan that's hke the Captain's ain, for we've aye
counted it such, baith Ailie and me. Sir IV. Scott.

Splice (splis), v.t pret. & pp. spliced; ppr.
^jdiciu'i. [Dan. spliase, splidse, D. splitgen,
•<\v. itplism, to splice; 0. splisnen, to splice,

^pleixnen, to split, to cleave. Closely akin to
8plit (which see). The ends of the rope are
gplit in splicing] l.Touniteor Join together,
as two ropes or the parts of a rope by inter-
weaving the strands of the ends; also, to
unite or join together by overlapping, as
two pieces of timber, metal, or the like. See
the noun.— 2. To marry: said of the clei^y-
man or person who performs the ceremony.
[Slang.]—To splice the main brace, in sea-
men's phrase, is to give each person on
board an extra glass of grog in cases of cold,
wet. Ac. ; to take a dram.
Splice (splis). n. 1. The union or joining
totretber of two rope« or parts of a rope by
a particular manner of interweaving part of
the untwisted strands. The loitg splice oc-

cupies a great extent of rope, but by the
three joinings being fixed ata distance from
one another, the increase of bulk is dimin-

liable to be struck into and drawn off by
the martel-de-fer of an antagonist. Men-

Splices of Ropes.

a. Short Splice. *. LonR Splice, c. Eye Splice.

ished. hence it is adapted to run through
tlie sheave-liole of a block, &<;. The short
splice is used upon cables, slings, and all
ropes in general which are not intended to
run through blocks. The eye splice forms a
sort of eye i»r circle at tlie end of a rope, and
is used for splicing in thimbles, <tc.—2. The
junction of two pieces of wood or metal by
overlapping and bolting or otherwise fasten-
ing the en<ls; a scarf (which see), —3. Mar-
riaife. 'Till the itplice is made, she has a
riv'Iit to please herself. ' Cmmhill Mag. (Slang. ]

Spline (splin), n. In mach. a rectangular
piece or key fitting into a groove in the hub
of a wheel, and a similar groove in a shaft,
m that, while the wheel may slide end-ways
nn ttie shaft, both must revolve together.
Splining-machine (splining-ma-shen). n.
A mailime-tool for cutting grooves.
Splint (splint), n. [A nasalized form of split;
Dan Sw. and O splint, a splinter. Splinter
is a derivative form. See SI'LINTER. ] 1. A
piece of wood or other substance split off;
a splinter—2. In nurg. a
thin piece of wood or other
substance, used to hold or
conflnu a broken bone
wlien set, or to maintain
any part of the l>ody in a
fixed position.—3 In /sr-
riery. (a) the splint-bone.
''') A disease affecting the
I'lint-bone. as a callosity sptints (Armour).
r excrescence.—4 One of

I lie overlapping plates used in the manufac-
ture of splint armour, particularly at the
bend of the arm. in order to allow freedom
of motion. .See Sflixt-armour
Splint (splint), v.t. 1. To splinter; to shiver.
Florin. [Rare ]—2 To join together, con-
fine, or support by means of splints, as a
broken limb.

Splint-armour (splint'Aj-m^r), n. A name
given to that kind of armour which is made
of several overlapping plates. Itnevercarae
into very general us*e. Wcause the convexity
of the breast -plate would not allow the Iwdy
to bend, unless the plates were made to
overlap upwards, and this rendered them

Splint-annour.

tion of splint-armour first occurs about the
reign of Henry VIII.
Splint-bone (splinfbon), n. One of the two
small bones extending from the knee to the
fetlock of a horse, behind the canon or
shank-bone.
Splint-coal (spUnfkoI), n. Same as Splent-
coat.

Splinter (splin't^r), n. [A nasalized form
from split; D. and G. splinter, a splinter;
G. also splitter. See Splint.] A fragment
of anything split or shivered off more or
less in the direction of its length ; a thin
piece (in proportion to its length or thick-
ness) of wood or other solid substance rent
from the main body; a splint ; as, splinters
of a ship's side or mast rent off by a shot.
'Not worth the splinter of a lance.' Shak.
'Into fiery splinters leapt the lance.' Ten-
nyson.
Splinter (splin't^r). v. t. [ D. splinteren, Dan.
spUntre, to splinter, to slaver. See above.]
1. To split or rend into long thin pieces; to
shiver; as, the lightning splintered the tree.

'The postern gate shakes,' continued Rebecca;
'it crashes—it is splittttred by his blows.'

Sir W. Scott.

2. To splint ; to support by a splint, as a
broken limb.

This broken joint entreat her to splinter, and this
crack of your love shall grow stronger than it was
before. Shak.

Splinter (splin't^r), r.i". To be split or rent
into Innt; pieces; to shiver. 'A lance that
splinter d like an icicle.' Tennyson.
Splinter-bar (splin't^r-biir). n. A cross-bar
in front of a vehicle to which the traces of
the horses are attached; also, the cross-bar
which supports the springs.

You might have got a hearse up that staircase, and
taken it broadwise, with the splinter-bar towards the
wall, and the door towards the balustrades, and done
it easy. Dickens.

Splinter-proof (splin't^r-prof). a. Proof
against the splinters of bursting shells.

Splintery (si>lin'teri), a. 1 Consisting of
or resembling splinters.—2. In mineral, a
term applieil to a fracture of minerals when
the surface produced by breaking is nearly
even, but exhibits httle splinters or scales,
somewhat thicker at one extremity than
the other, and still adhering to the surface
by their thicker extremities.

Split (split), v.t. pret. & pp. s]}lit (sometimes
splitted); ppr. splitting. [Sot in A. Sax. or
Icel. ; splat is an O.K. form; L.O. tplitten,
spliten, O.D. splitten, spUtten, Dan. splitte,

Q.spleiszen,O.B..(}. spltzan. AWied to spalt.
an<f more closely to splice. Splint, splinter
are derivative fonns.] 1. To divide longi-
tudinally or lengthwise; to separate or part
in two from end to end by force; to rive ; to
cleave; as, to split a piece of timber; to
split a board. 'Made of splitted quills.'
Chapman.

Do'l. and thou hast the one half of my heart

;

Do't not, thou splUfst thine own. Shak.

2. To tear asunder by \iolence; to burst; to
rend; as, to »pl\t a rock or a sail. 'And
when cold winter split the rocks in twain.'
Dry^n.

Our ship was splitted in the midst. Shak.

3. To divide or break into parts as by dis-
cord

; to separate into parts or parties.
'Shem being yet alive and his family not
split Into its branches.' Bp. BorsUy.

In states notoriously irreligious, a secret and ir-

resistible power splits their counsels, and smites their
most refined policies with frustration and a curse.

South.
4. To cause to ache or throb. 'To splii the
ears of the groundlings." Shak.— To split
hairs, to make too nice distinctions.—To
split the suien, to burst with laugliter. —To
split a vote, in parliamentary and other elec-
tions when a voter divides his vote among
the numl>er of candidates to be elected, he
is said to split his vote; on the other hand.

when he gives his vote to one candidate
only, he is said to plump his vote.

Split ( split X v.i. 1. To part asunder; to
suffer disruption; to burst; as, ves&els split
by the freezing of water in them. —2. To
burst with laughter.

Each had a gravity would make you split. Pope.

3. To throb painfully, as if like to burst.
'Pale men with splitting heads ... on the
morning after a heavy drink.' Lawrence.—
4. To be broken ; to be dashed to pieces.

The seamen spied a rock, and the wind was so
strong that they were driven directly upon it, and
immediately split. Sn-ift.

5. To differ in opinion; to separate. ' Struck
upon the corn-laws, where vtQ split.' Ten-
nyson.— Q. To infonn, as upon one's accom-
plices; to betray confidence; to divulge a
secret. [Low.]
Where a gentleman acts like a gentleman, I'm not

the man to go and split upon him for a word.
Thackeray.

7. To run with long strides ; to run with
speed. [Colloq.] 'To see him splitting at
that pace, and cutting round the corners.'
Dickens.— To split on a rock, to fail ; to err
fatally; to have the hopes and designs frus-
trated.

These are the rocks on which the sanguine tribe of
lovers daily split. Addison.

Split (split), n, X. A crack, rent, or longi-
tudinal fissure.—2. A division or separation,
as in a political party; a breach; as, there
i&ti split in the cabinet— 3. t A splinter; a
fragment. 'Be crushed to splits.' Ford.—
4. One of the short flat strips of steel, cane.
Ac, placed in vertical parallel order at
small distances from each other in a frame
to form the reed of a loom. The threads of
the web are passed through the splits, which
beat up the weft to compact the fabric—
5. One of the cleft twigs of willow, Ac, Hsed
in basket-weaving — e. -pi A term used in
the leather trade for divided skins which
have lieen separated into two sections by
the cutting machine.
Split (split), p. and a. 1. Divided; separated;
rent; fractured.— 2. In hot. deeply divided
into segments; cleft

SpUt-ClOtb (split'kloth). n. In mrg. a band-
age which consists of a central portion and
six or eight tails. It is chiefly used for the
head.
Split-pease (split'pez), n. Husked pease,
split for making pease-soup or pease-pud-
ding.

Splitter (8plit'6r). n. One who or that which
splits. ' Those splitters of parsons in sunder.*
Swt/t.

Splore (splor), n. A frolic; a noise; a quar-
rel; a row; a riot. Burns. [Scotch]
Splotch (sploch). n. [From spot, with in-
serted I, as in spatter, splatter, sputter,
splutter, and term, borrowed from Uotch.]
A spot : stain ; a daub ; a smear. ' A great
splotch of sunshine.' Keble.
The leaves were crumpled, and smeared with stains

and splotches of grease. Miss Braddon.

Splotchy (sploch'i),a. Marked with splotches
or daubs.

There were splotchy engraving scattered here and
there through tne pagesoi Monsieur Frfval's romance.

Miss Braddon.
Splutter (splut'fer), n. [From sputter, with
inserted I. See SPLOTCH.] A bustle; a stir.
[Colloq.]

Bull-hearted M. de Malseigne draws his sword;
and will force egress. Confused splutter. Carlyle.

Splutter (splut'^r), v.i. To speak hastily
and coiifu.'iedly; to sputter. [ColIw|.j
Splutterer (splut'^r-ferX » One who splut-
ters.

Spodomancv(8pod'6-man-8i), n. [Or. spodos,
a cinder, ami vianteia, divination. ] Divina-
tion by ashes.

SpOdomantiC (spod-6-man'tik), a. Relating
to spodomancy, or divination by means of
ashes, Kingsley.

Spodumene (8pod'u-men),n. [Tr.spodwn^ne,
(ir fpndoumenoK, part, passive of jrowfotJ, to
reduce to ashes, from spodos, ashes. ] A
mineral, hard, brittle.and translucent.called
by Haiiy triphane. It occurs in laminated
masses, easily divisible into prisms with
rhomU)idal bases; the lateral faces smooth,
shining, and pearly; the cross fracture un-
even and splintery. Before the blowpipe
it exfoliates into little yellowisli or grayish
scales: whence its name. It is found at I"to
in Sweden, in the Tyrol, in Ireland, and
North America. It consists of silica and
alumina, with 8 to 10 per cent of lithia, and
a little protoxide of iron.

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. loeh; g. go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, «Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure—See Key.
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Spoffisll. SpofiV (spof'ish, spof'i), a Bust-

ling ; deuioustratively smai't ; officious.

[Colloq.]

He invariably spoke with astonishing rapidity;
was smart, spoffish, and eight-and-twenty.

Dickens.

Spoil (spoil), v.t. pret. <fc pp. spoiled, fre-

quently contracted, especially when used
adjectivally, to spoilt; ppr. spoiling. [¥r.

tpolier, to spoil, to despoil, to strip, from L.

nioliare, to plunder, from apoUum, plunder.
Despoil is the same word with prefix de. This
word has to some extent borrowed its mean-
ings from the verb to spill, from the simi-

larity in form. The case is the same with
the intransitive verb and the nouu.] 1. To
plunder; to strip by violence; to rob: with
a person or thing as object, and of before

that which Is taken ; as, to spoil one of his

goods or possessions. 'To spoil the city and
your royal court.' Shak,
My sons their old unhappy sire despise,

Sfoil'd of his kingdom, and depriv'd of eyes. Pope.

The Heathen of the Northern Sea,
Lured by the crimes and frailties of the court,

Begin to slay the folk, and spoil the land.
Tennyson.

2. To seize by violence; to take by force; as,

to spoil one's goods. 'This mount with all

his verdure spoil'd.' Milton. —3. To cor-

rupt; to vitiate; to mar; as, to spoil a child

by over-indulgence.

Spiritual pride spoiis many graces, ^er. Taylor.
I must not spoil the force of the Italian superlative

by translating it. Ruskin.

4 To render useless by injury; to injure

fatally; to ruin; to destroy; as, to spoil paper
by wetting it; to spoil the eyes by too much
reading.

Thou hast spoilt the purpose of my life. Tennyson.

Spoil (spoil), v.i. 1. To practise plunder or

robbery. ' Outlaws, which lurking in woods,
used to break forth to rob and spoil.' Spen-
9er.—2. To decay; to lose the valuable quali-

ties ; to be corrupted ; as, fruit will soon
spoil in warm weather.

Spoil (spoil), n. [See the verb.] 1. That
which is taken from others by violence or
without license; particularly in war. the
plunder taken from an enemy; pillage;

booty. 'The spoil got on the Autiates.'

Shak.
Now gentle gales,

Fanning their odoriferous wings, dispense
Native perfumes, and whisper whence they stole

Those balmy spoils. Milton.

% That which is gained by strength or eiTort.

' Each science and each art his spoil.' Bent-

ley.—B. The act or practice of plundering;
robbery; waste.

The man that hath no music in himself.

Nor is not mov'd with concord of sweet sounds.

Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils. Skak.

4. The slough or cast skin of a serpent or

other animal. —5. The surplus excavated
material which is laid down by the side of a

line of railway, canal, or other work, or at

the mouth of a pit or mine, to save the ex-

pense of removal.— 6. Corruption; cause of

coiTuption; ruin.

Villanous company hath been the spoil of me.
Shak.

SpoUable (spoil'a-bl), a. Capable of being
spoiled.

Spoil-bank (spoil'bangk), n. A mass of ex-

cavated material, as in making a railway.

See Spoil. 5.

Spoiled, Spoilt (spoild, spoilt), p. and a.

Deprived of its valuable qualities; cor-

rupted; marred; vitiated; destroyed; ruined.

—Spoiled or spoilt child, a child ruined by
being petted or over-indulged; hence, a

person who has had more of his own way
than was good for him ; as, a spoiled child

of fortune.

Spoiler (spoil'fir), n. One that spoils; as,

(a) a phniderer; a pillager; a robber, (b) 4Jne

that corrupts, mars, or rendera useless.

Spoil -five (spoirflvY n. A round game of

cards played with the whole pack, and by
any number of persons up to ten, each player

receiving five cards. Three tricks make the

game, and when no one can take so many
the game is said to be spoiled.

Spoilful (spoil'ful), a. Wasteful; rapacious.

Spenser. [Poetical and rare.]

Spoil-sport (spoil'sport), n. One who spoils

or mars sport or enjoyment.
Mike Lambourne was nevera make-bate oraspoil-

sport or the like. E'en live and let others live, that

is my motto. Sir JV. Scott.

Spoke (spok), pret. of speak.

Spoke (siiok), n. [A. Sax. spdca, Icel. 8p6ki,

a spoke; cog. D. speek, L.G. speke, G. speiche.

Same root as spike, spigot, pike.] 1. The ra-

dius or ray of a wheel; one of the small bars
which are inserted in the hub or nave, and
which serve to support the rim or felly.—
2. The round of a ladder. — 3. One of the
handles jutting from the circumference of

the steering-wheel of a vessel. — 4. A con-

trivance for fastening the wheel of a vehicle

in order to prevent its turning when going
down a hill.— To put a spoke in one's wheel,

to put an impediment in one's way; to thwart
one's purpose or design. De Quincey.

Spoke (siKJk), v.t. To fit or furnish with
spokes.

Spoken (spo'kn). pp. of speak: used adjec-

tivally for oral, as opposed to ivritten. Also
used as if instead of the present participle

speaking in such colloquial compounds as,

a c\\'\\-spoken gentleman. 'The pleasantest-
spoken gentleman ever you heard.' Dickens.

Spoke-ahave (apok'shav), n. A sort of small
plane used for dressing the spokes of wheels
and other curved work, where the common
plane cannot be applied.

Spokesman (spoks'man), n. One who speaks
for another or others.

He shall be thy spokesman unto the people.
Exod. iv. i5.

Spolia Opima (spo'li-a o-pl'ma), n. pi. [L.]

ni ancient Rome, the most selei^t spoil taken
from an enemy; hence, any valuable booty
or pillage.

Spoliary (spo'li-a-ri), n. [L. spoliarium.']

The place in the Roman amphitheatres
where the slaughtered gladiators were
dragged, and where their clothes were
stripped from their bodies.

Spoliate (spo'li-at), v. t. pret. & pp. spoliated;

ppr. spoliating. [L. spoliOy spoliatiim, to

plunder. See Spoil.] To plunder; to pil-

lage; to despoil. 'The other great "VSTiig

families who had done something more for

it than spoliate their church and betray
their king.* Disraeli.

Spoliate (sp61i-at), v.i. To practise plun-
der; to connnit robbery.

Spoliation (spo-li-a'shon), n. 1. The act of

plundering; robbery; plunder. * A system
of legal spolia tion. ' .Sir G. C. Lewis. —2. The
act or practice of plundering in time of war,
especially of plundering neutrals at sea un-
der authority.—3. Bccles. the act of an in-

cumbent in taking the fruits of his benefice

without right, but under a pretended title.

— Writ of spoliatimi, a writ obtained by one
of the parties to a suit in the ecclesiastical

courts, suggesting tliat his adversary has
wasted the fruits of a benefice, or received

them to Ills prejudice.

Spoliative (sp6'li-at-iv), a. Tending to take
away or diminish; specifically, in ined. less-

ening tlie mass of the blood.

Spoliator (spo'li-at-6r), n. One who commits
spoliation.

Spoliatory (spo'Ii-a-to-ri), a. Consisting in

spoliation; causing spoliation; destructive.
' Sometimes not a whit more unjust or spoli-

a7ort/ measures.' Quart. Rev.

Spondaic (spon-da'ik). a. 1. Pertaining to

H spondee; denoting two long feet in poetry.

2. Composed of spondees in excess; as, a
spondaic hexameter, which has a spondee
in the fifth foot instead of the regtUar dactyl.

Spondalcal (spon-da'ik-al), a. Spondaic.

Spondal (spon'dal), 71. [Cormption for

spondyl.) A joint or joining of two pieces.

Jer. Taylor. [Rare.]

Spondee (spon'de), n. [Fr. spondee, from
L. spondeiis. Or. spondeios, from Gr. sponde,

a solemn libation, because such liliations

were accompanied by a slow and solemn
melody. ] A poetic foot of two long syllables,

used in Greek and Latin poetry.

Spondiaceae.Spondlel(spon-iU-a'se-e,spon'-
di-e-i), *i. pi. A tiibe of Auacardiaceae,

raised by some botanists into a distinct or-

der, distinguished from the other tribes of

Anacanliacea; by the ovary l)eing two to five

celled instead of single-celled. The fruits of

some of the species are known as ho^'-plums
(see Hog-plum), and the fruit of Spmidias
didcis, of the Society Isles, has been com-
pared to the pine-apple. The bark, fruit,

seetls. and leaves of some species are used
medicinally.

Spondlas ( spon'di-as ). n. [Gr. spondias,

spodias, a kind of plum-tree.] A genus of

plants belonging to the nat. order Anacar-
diace», or, accorfling to some botiinists, to

a small order called Spondiacete. See HOG-
PLUM.
Spondyl, Spondvle (spon'dil), n. [L. spon-
dylus; Gr. sponaylos, a joint of the back-
bone.] lu anat. a joint of the backbone; a
vertei)ra. Sir T. Browne.

Spondylidaa (spon-dil'i-de), n. pi. A family
of marine conchifers, named from the genus
Spondylus (which see).

Spondylus (spon'di-lusX n. [L., a joint of
the backbone.] A genus of inequivalved
lamellibranchiate molluscs with unequal
beaks, the hinge with two recurved teeth,
separated by a small hollow. Spondyli are
found only in the ocean, attached to rocks,
corals, &c. They are remarkable for their
spines, and the richness of colouring of the
sliells. The spring oysters, water-clam, &c.,
belong to this genus. It is made the type
of a family, Spondylidae.

Spone.t n. A spoon. Chaucer.
Spong (spong), n. A projection of land; an
irregular, narrow, projecting part of a field.

Fnller. [Obsolete or provincial English.]
Sponge (spunj). n. [O.Ft. esponge. Mod. Fr.
Sponge, from L. spongia, Gr. spongia, spon-
gos, a sponge.] 1. A name given by natur-
alists to the animals of the class Spongida,
sub-kingdom Protozoa. Sponges are com-
pound Protozoa, their living parts consisting
of an aggregation of protoplasmic units.

The skelet^jn may be homy, flinty, or limy.
(See Spongida.) In common usage the
term is employed to designate the fil)rous

framework of sponges, as sold in our shops.
This framework is soft, light, an<l porous,
easily compressible, readily imbibing fluids,

and thereby distending, and as readily giv-
ing them out %'ain upon compression. The
domestic uses of sponge are familiar to alL
It is indispensable to the surgeon. Burnt
sponge was formerly a valued remedy for
scrofulous diseases and goitre ; but Iodine
and bromine, from which it derived all its

value, are now administered in other forms.
Mattresses, &e., are stuffed with sponge;
and it is also employed as a filter and as a
polishing material for fine surfaces. Sponges
are usually prepared before they come into
the market, by being beaten and soaked in
dilute muriatic acid, with a view to bleach
them and dissolve any adherent portions of
carbonate of lime. The kinds fit for use are
found in the seas of warm climates. Two
species are chiefly brought from tlie Levant,
and a coarse one from tlie West Indies and
the coast of Florida.— 2. One who pertina-
ciously lives upon others ; a sycophantic or
cringing dependant; a parasite; a sponger.

—

3. In gun. a kind of mop for cleaning cannon
after a discharge. It consists of a cylinder
of wood covered with sheep-skin or with a
carpet-like fal)ric. For rifled guns a brush-
top is used. For small guns it is conmionly
fixed to one end of the handle of the ram-
mer. — 4. In the manege, the extremity or
point of a horseshoe, answering to the heeL
6. Any sponge -like substance; as, (a) in
bakitig, dougii before it is kneaded and
formed, when full of globules of carbonic
acid, generated by the yeast or leaven. (6)In
metal, iron in a soft or pasty condition, as
delivered in a ball from the puddling fur-

nace.

—

Platinum sponge, spongy platmum.
See Platinum.—Pyrotechnical spotige. See
AMADOU.— Waxed sponge. Same as Sponge-
tent.—To set a sponge, in coiikery, to leaven
a small mass of dough to be used in leaven-
ing a larger quantity.— To throw up the

sponge, to acknowledge that one is con-
quered or beaten; to submit; to give up the
contest or struggle : a phrase borrowed
from the practice of the defeated party in a
pugilistic encounter tossing up the siH)nge
used to freshen their champion, in token of
his defeat. [Slang.]

Sponge (spunj). v.t. pret & pp. sponged;
l)pr. sponging. 1. To cleanse or wipe with
a sponge ; as, to sjtonge tlie body; to sponge
a slate or a cannon.— 2. To wipe out with a
sponge, as letters or writing; to efface; to
destroy all traces of.

God hath now
Sponged and made blank of ctiineful record all

My mortal archives. Tennyson.

3. To drain; to harass by extortion; to

squeeze; to plunder.
How came such multitudes of our nation ... to

be sponged of their plate and money T South.

4. To gain by sycophantic or mean arts. ' To
sponge a breakfast once a week.' Swift.

[Sponge, except in the noun sense, is fre-

quently spelled Spunge, especially by the
older writers.]

Sponge (spunj). v. j". l.To suck in or imbibe,

as a sponge.— 2. To live by or practise mean
arts ; as, an idler who sponges on Ids neigh-

bour.
Bull passes the season in London, spon^'tt£ for

dinners, and steeping in a garret near his club.
Thackeray.

Fate, far, fat, full; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; J*. Sc. teff.
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Sponge-cake (spunj'kak). n. Asweet-cake:
>'• I ;ill(--l ffwm its lit'Iit make.
Sponge-crab (spunj'krab). n. A name given
tocrustaceous anhnalsof the genus Dromia.

Spongelet(.spui)j'Iet), n. A spongiole (which

Spongeous (spunj'us), a. Resembling a
sijoii^'e; of the uatiire of sponge; full of small
pnlTS.

Sponger (spnnj'er), n. 1. One who uses a
spoii-e. — 2. A parasitical dependant; a
lian:,'t'r-on for a maintenance. ^i> R. L'Ets-

tntn.je.

Sponge-tent (spunj'tent), n. In mrg. a
X»rep;uiiti<)u of sponge, formed by dipping
it into hot melted wax plaster and pressing'

till cold between two iron plates; used for

dilating wounds, tistulous cancers, &.c.

Sponge-tree (spnnj'tre), n. An evergreen
trte i.f the genus Acacia (.1. Farnesiaiia),

found in St. Domingo, the flowers of which
yield a delicious perfume,
Spongla (si>on'jl-:i), u. IL., a sponge. See
Sp<_iN(;b. ] The generic name under which
Linmcus and many subsec^uent naturalists

have ranked the verj' numerous forms of or-

ganization analogous to the spuugea of com-
merce, and embracing what is now included
in the order Spungida. The term Spongia
is now restricted to a genus of that order.

Spongida, Spongtdae (spon'ji-da. spon'ji-

de), (( />/. An order of Protozoa or lowest
animaU, class Khizopoda, sometimes ele-

vated into a distinct class. The mem))ers
are composed of two elements, an Internal

supporting framework or skeleton, and a
soft gelatinous investing substance called
sarcode, or ' fleali.' The framework consi'^ts

of the horny, reticulated, elastic fibres of a
substance called keratode. which interlace

in every direction, strengthened by calcare-

ous, or, more generally, liy siliceous spicula.

This framework is the sponge of commerce.
On examining it we And it filled with pores,
having lai^er openings or canals at wider
distances, called oscuia or vents. The
sponge -Hesh investing this framework is

composed of an aggregation of organlesa,

prot4;ipta£mic, and amcebiform bodies, some
ciliated and others capable of emitting
pseudopodin. A constant circulation of
water goes on in the living sponge, the cur-

rents l>eing drawn in by the pores and ex-

pelled by the oscuia by means of vibratile

cilia lodged in celts or chambers situatetl

beneath the superficial layer, and by this

circulation the animal ianouriRhf-t R-t.>..-

duction takes place both bygeniii

true ova. In the skeletons of t!i

careous and siliceous spoiv_"= "

is awanting. Sponges h;i\

into three groups: (n)Myx

-

no skeleton of any K'" '

- ' .». .

spoDgia;, or limy s; u iiave no
homy skeleton, bin -l v( limy
spicules, (c) Fibi..„i,.,.,..,^, ..v those in
whii lin fibrous skeleton exists.strengtbened
usuidly by flinty spicules.

Spongiform (spunj'i-formV " w..'."...Hiin|j

a .-i.-.tiye; soft and jKirous.
;

ngi-
j

fuiiii 'juartz, float-sti>ne (ui
I

Sponginess (spunj'i nes). u. ...- ...... .ty or
Stat.- Mf being spfmgy or porous. like sponge.

Sponging - house (spunj'ing-hous). n. A
victualling-house, or tavern, where persons
arrested for ciebt were kept by a bailiff for

twenty-four hours before being lodged in

pri*jn, in ortier that their frfcnds might
nave an opportunity of settling the debt
Sponginghonses were usually the private
dwellings of bailiffs, and were so named
from the extortionate charges made upon
prisoners for their accommodation therein.

Spongiole (spiinj'i-61), n. [Kr. apoiwioie, L.

sponijioUi. dim. of ipoiujia. See SPOHQK.]
In hot. the extremity of the
fibre of a root, which wu
formerly erroneously sap-
posed to be destitute of ejS-
derniis. presenting an open
spf>ng> character, and there-
fore capable of al>sorbing
moisture from the surround-
ing medium; a spongelet.
The woodcut shows a highly
magnified vertical section of
an orchis root, tp the spong-
iole

Spongiollte (8pon'JI-6-lit), n, Spongiole.

[(>r gpoiujion, a sp*mu'e. and
lithoH. a stone

I One of the minute sllfceons
spicules, or needles, found in large numl>ers
in the skeletons of sponges, as also fossil In
flints.

Sponglopillne (spun-ji-op'il-in), ?i. [Gr.
spomjiiin, a sponge, and pilos, felt] In
snrg, a substitute for a poultice, made of an
absorl)ent stratum of sponge and fibre on an
india-rubber backing.
Spongiose, Spongious (spunj'i-os, spuuj'i-
us), a. Spouge-Uke; full of small cavities,

like sponge; somewhat spongy; as, apongi-
ous bones.

Spongite (spon'jlt), n. A term applied to a
fi'ssil apparently identical iu structure with
sifouge.

Spongoid ( spong'goid ). a. [Gr. spongos, a
sponge, and eitlos, form. ] Kesembllng
sponge; sponge-like; spongy.
Spongy (spunj'i), a. 1. Resembling a sponge;
stjft and full of cavities; of an open, loose,
easily compressible texture; as, a epoigy ex-
crescence; »poitgfj earth; spoiigy cake. ' That
sad breath his ep^jagy lungs bestowed.

'

Shak. —2. Wet; rainy. ' Spongy April.' Shak.
3. Having the quality of imbibing like a
spouge ; hence, drenched; soaked. 'His
spongy officers.' Shak.

There is no lady of more softer bowels.
More spoitgy to suck in the sense of fear, Shak.

— Spongy platinum. See PLATINUM.—
Spongy «tem, in tot. a stem internally com-
posed of elastic cellular tissue.

Sponne.tpretof «irt«nfi(i(^i/i). spun. Chatt-
eer.

Spousal (spon'sal). a. [L. spomalia. See
.SPOUSE. j Relating to marriage or to a
spouse.

Sponsible (apon'si-blX a. [Scotch.] 1. Cap-
able of discharging an obligation ; respon-
sible. Lockhart.—2. Respectable; creditable;
becoming one's station.

Spousing (.tpon'singX n. Same as Spons&n.
Sponsion (spon'shon), n. [L. sponew. spon-
siontja, asolemn promiseorengagement. from
tpondeo, gponsiim, to promise solemnly. See
Spouse.] 1. The act of becoming surety for
another—2. In intenuttional law, an act or
engagement made on behalf of a state by
an agent not specially authorized. Such
conventions must be confirmed by express
or tacit ratification.

Sponslonal (spon'shnn-al). a. Responsible;
implying a pledge. [Rare.]

He is righteous even tn that representative and
sponsiL>nai person he put on. Abf. Leighton.

Sponson (spon'son), n. Saut. the curve of
the timbers and planking towards the outer

part of the wing, before and a

the paddle-boxes of a steanu i

beam, one of the two projectintr f>e;ims

uniting the paddle-box beam with the side
of a steamer.
Sponsor (spon'sor), n. [See Sponsion] l. A
isurety; one who binds himself to answer for
another, and is responsible for his default.
2. One who Is surety for an infant at bap-
tism, professing the Thristian faith in its

name, and guarantefing its religious edu-
cation : a godfather or godmother. See
GoUFATHEU
Sponsorial (spon-so'rial), a. Pertaining to
a 8pons'>r

Sponaorsbip (spon'sor-ship), n. State of
lieiuff a s)»oiisor.

Spontaneity (spon-ta-ne'i-ti), n [Fr. «pon-
tan^it'^.] 1 The state or quality of being
spontaneous, or of actincr from native feel-

ing, inclination. t>r temperament, without
constraint orextemal force.—2 The doctrine
that there is a tendency, for the various
muscular movements called voluntary, to
b^n without reference t(j any puri>oae or
end, being prompted simply by the<)ischarge
of power from the brain, and being entirely
in(lependent of the stimulus of sensations.
The great activity of young animals, as
puppies and kittens, after refreshment and
repose, is a good example of spontaneity—
3. In bwl. the tendency to change in animals

and plants, which is not repressed by en-
vironment.
Spontaneous (spon-ta'ne-us), a. [L. spon-
taneus, from aponte, of free mil.] 1. Pro-
ceeding from natural inclination, disposi-
tion, or tendency, without constraint or
external force; impulsive; as, a spontaneous
gift or offer—2. Acting by its own impulse,
energy, or natural law, without external
force; as, spontaneous motion; spontaneous
growth; spontaneous combustion.
Those operations of the mind which are conttnually

going on without any effort or intention on our part
are spontaneous. Fletning.

3. Produced without being planted, or with-
out human labour; as, a spontaneous growth
of wood. — Spontaneous combustion. See
Com bustion.—Spontaneous generation. See
Okneration. —Spontaneous rotation. See
KOTATION.
Spontaneously (spon-ta'ne-us-li), adv. In
a spontaneous manner; as, (a) of one's own
internal or native feeling; of one's own
impulse ; of oue's own will or accord ; as,

he acts spontaneously. (6) By inherent or
natural force or energy; without the im-
pulse of a foreign cause: used of things.

Whey turns spcntamotisly acid. Arbuthnot.
It is to be remarked that some objects exist or

prow up spontaneously, of a kind suited to the supply
of human wants. y. S. Mia.

Spontaneousness (spon-ta'ne-us-nes), -n.

The state or quality of being spontaneous;
spontaneity. 'The spontaneousness of many
of their animal motions. ' Sir M. Hale.
8pontOOn(spon-tbn'), n. [Fr. sponton, espon-
tvn, It. gpontone, spuntone, spontoon, from
punto, L. puiictutn, a point. See Point.]
A kind of half pike; a military weapon for-

merly borne by officers of infantr}', and used
as a medium for signalling orders to the
regiment
Spook (spok), n. [IVirrowed from the Dutch
or German; D. spot'k, L-G. »pok. G. spuk, a
hobgobtiu.] A ghost; a hobgoblin. [Ameri-
can]
Spool (spolX n. [D. spoel, Dan. and Sw.
»pole, G. sjmle, spool.] A piece of cane or
reed, or a hollow cylinder of wood, d*c., used
to wind thread or yam on. See IIobbin.
Spool (8i>ol). v.t. To wind on spools.

Spooler (3i>or6r), n. One who uses a spool.

Spool-holder (spblliol-d^r), n. l. A stand
fur a spcjol or spools of sewing-thread ; a
spool-stand.— 2. In warping, a creel on which
spools are placed on skewers.—8. A skewer
on a sewing-machine to hold a spool of
thread.

Spool -stand (sporatand). n. A frame for
holding spools of tine thread, turning on
pins, use^l by ladies at their work.
Spoom (spbm), t!.». [Prol>abIy from spume,
foam, to go foaming through the sea; comp.
shim, scum.] A'aut. to sail steadily and ra-

pidly before the wind. Written also Spooti.

When virtue sfvoms before a pro&perous gale.
My heaving wishes help to fill the sail. Prydeti.

Spoon t (spon), v.i. [See above] To run
before the wind; to spoora.
We might have spooned before the wind as well as

they. Ptpys.

Spoon (spttn), n. [A. Sax. irprtji, Icel. sjxSnn,
rpthin. Dan. and D. sjman, G. span, a chip,
a splinter, the meaning being originally a
chip of wood for supping up liquids. Hence
span-new] 1. A small domestic utensil,

with a bowl or concave part and a handle,
used at table for taking up and conveying
t4)themouthliquid8and liquid food, .spoons
are made of various materials, sizes, and
shapes, and for different purposes, as for
ciH>king, serving food, for soup, tea, eggs,
mustard, Ac. Spoons, when made of silver

or plated n]etal, are generally formed by
stamping with dies, with more or less of
ornamenting and finishing by hand. Spoons
of Britamiia metal and similar fusible alloys

are formed by casting in l)ra8s moulda
Spoons for the administration of medicine
to iuvalids in a recumbent posture and for

the use of the nioustached are made with a
cover or shield which converts the pointed
end into a funnel.
He must have a long tfoon that must eat with the

devil. Shak.

2 A foolish fellow; a simpleton; a spooney.
[Slang.]

The man that's fond [.recociously of stirrine

Must be a spoon. Hood.

— Apostle^ tpoon. See under APOSTLE.—
Wooden moon, in Cambridge University, a
term applied to the student last ou the Utt

of mathematical honours.

We sulimit that a -woo-itn spoon of our day would

ch. cAain; Ah. Sc. locA; g. go, J, ^b; &. Fr. tun; ng. %\ng\ TH, Men; th. th\u\ w, tcig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KXT.
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not be justified in calling Galileo and Napier block-
heads because they never heard of the ditferential
calculus. Macaulay.

— To be born with a silver spoon in one's
mouth. See under Born.
Spoon (spoil), v.t. To take up or out with a
spifon or ladle.

Spoon-bill (spon'bil), n. l . The popular name
of the birds of the genus Flatalea belonging

White Spoon-bill (PlataUa Uucorodia).

to the heron family (Ardeidre), order Gralla-
tores, from the shape of the bill, which is

somewhat like a spoon or spatula. They
live in society in wooded marshes, generally
not far from the mouths of rivers, and on
the sea-shore. The white spoon-bill (P.
teHcororfta) inhabits Europe generally, being
r^re, however, in England, although com-
mon in Holland in summer. As winter
approaches it migrates to more southern
regions, particularly the salt marshes on
the coast of Italy, till the milder weather
recalls it. The roseate spoon-bill {P. ajaja)
is an American species, with the plumage
of a fine rose colour.—2. A name given to a
kind of sturgeon (Folyodon spatula) found
in the Ohio, Mississippi, <tc. It is remark-
able for the uncommonly elongated and
flattened snout, which it uses for digging in
the mud in search of food, and for wanting
those bony plates which generally form so
characteristic an adornment of thesturgeon.
Spoon-Wt (spon'bit), n. In carp, a hollow
hit with a taper point for boring wood.
Spoon-drift (spon'drift), n. [For spoom-
drift See Spoom. ] Nant. a showery
sprinkling of sea-water or fine spray swept
from the tops of the waves by the violence
of the wind in a tempest, and driven along
before it, covering the surface of the sea.
Written sometimes Spindrift.

Spooney (spdn'i), n. A stupid or silly fellow;
a noodle; a ninny; a spoon. [Slang.]

There is no doubt whatever that I was a lackadai-
sical young spooney. Dickens.

Spooney, a. See Spoony.
Spoonful (spbn'fiil), n. 1. As much as
a spoon contains or is able to contain; as,

a i<&K-spoonSul.—%. A small quantity. Ar-
buthnot
Spoon -gouge (spon'gouj), n. In carp, a
gouge with a crooked end used in hollowing
out deep parts of wood.
Spoonlly (spon'i-li), adv. In a weak or
spoony manner.
Spoon-meat (spon'met), n. Food that is or
must be taken with a spoon; liquid food.
' Diet most upon spoon-meats.' Harvey.
Spoon-worm (spon'w6rm), n. A radiated
animal of tlie class Echinodemiata and
genus Thalassema (T. Xeptuni), so called
on account of the spoon-like appendage to
the proboscis. All the species are remark-
able for the wonderful power of contraction
and expansion possessed by the skin and
the extraordinary manner in which they
can alter their shape. See SlPUNCULOl-
DEA.
Spoonwort (spon'w6rt), n. A plant,
Cochleaiia officinalis. See Scurvy-grass.
Spoony, Spooney (spbn'i), a. Soft; silly;
vveak-miiufed; specifically, weakly or fool-
ishly fond; showing calf love. ' Not actually
in love, but only spoony.' Lever.

His prandson was not to his taste; amiable no
doubt, but spoony. Disraeli.

Spoor (spor), ?i. [Borrowed from D. spoor,

G. sfnir, a track; the same word as A. Sax.
and Icel. wpor, a track.] The track or trail

of a wild animal or animals, especially such
as are pursued as game: used originally by
travellers in South Africa.

Sporangia.

Sporades (spo'ra-dez), n. pj. [Gr. SeeSPO-
RAPic. ] 1. A group of scattered islands;
especially applied to a cluster of islands in
the Archipelago.—2. In anc. astron. a name
given to stars which were not included in
any constellation. They are now distin-
guished by the name of Unformed Stars.

Sporadlal (sp6-ra'di-al), a. Scattered; spo-
radic. [Hare.]
Sporadic, Sporadical (sp6 rad'ik, spo-rad'-
ik-ai). a. [¥r. sporadigue, from Gr. sporadi-
kos, from sporas, dispersed, from speiro, to
sow, to scatter.] Separate; single; scattered;
occun-ing singly or apart from other things
of the same kind.—Sporadic disease, in med.
adisease which occurs in single and scattered
cases, in distinction from epidemic and en-
demic, which affect many persons at the same
t\mQ.—Sporadicplants, mbot. species which
occur in more than one of the separate dis-
tricts assigned to particular floras. Henslow.
Sporadically (sp6-rad'ik-al-li), adv. In a
spnradic or scattered manner; separately;
singly; disj)er5f-'dly.

SporangiopUorum (sp6-ran'ji-of"o-nnn), n.

[L. sporangium, and Gr. phoreo, to Itear.]

In bot. the axis or columella on which are
borne the spore-cases of
some ferns.

^

Sporangium ( spo-ran ' ji-

uni ), n. pi. Sporangia
(sp6-ran'ji-a). [Gr. spora,
a seed, and angos, a ves-
sel.] In bot. the case in
which the spores or repro-
ductive germs of crypto-
gams are formed. The woodcut shows (1) the
sporangium of the male-fern, (2) sporangium
burst and the spores escaping.

Spore (spor), n. [Gr. sporos, spora, seed.]
1. In bot. the reproductii'e body of a cryp-
togam. As this body does not contain an
embryo, but consists merely of one or more
cells variously combined together, it is called
a spore to distinguish it from a true seed.

Amongst fungi the name is

a restricted to those reproduc-
tive bodies which aie pro-
duced either singly or in
little chains at the tips of the
fruit -bearing threads. See
Sporule. The woodcut shows
(a) spores of Agaricus gram-
mocephalus, ib) sporophores
or stalks supporting spores of

ditto, (c) sterigmata or spi-

cules of ditto, id) trama (net-
work) of spawn of ditto.—
2. In zool. a term applied to

one of the germs of many of

the lower animals, such as Infusoria, which
may be borne in immense quantities by the
atmosphere.
Spore.t n. [See Spur.] A spur. Chaucer.

Spore-case (spor'kas), n. In bot. the spo-
rangium t»r immediate covering of the spores
of (M-yptoganis.

SpOrid (spO'rid), n. In bot. same as Spore.
Lindley.

Sporidiferous, Sporidilferous (spo-rid-if-

er-us, sp6-rid'i-if 6r-us), a. In bot bearing
sporidia.

Sporidiola (sp6-rid'i-6-la), n. pi. [Dim. from
sporidium.] In bot. the spores or sporules
of thallogens and acrogens.

Sporidium (spo-rid'i-um), a a
n. pi. Sporidia (sp6-rid'i-a).

In bot. a name given to the
spores of fungi and lichens
when they are contained in

asci. Sporidia, like spores,
may consist of one or more
cells, and these may be
covered with a distinctly
organized cuticle, as in

many truffles, a shows
asci of Peziza, b sporidium
from ditto, c sporidium of
Spheeria palustris, d ditto
of Sphceria siparia.

SpoiiferoU8(sp6rif'6r-us),a. In6o(. bearing
spores.

Spome.t v.t. To spurn; to strike at; to
strike the foot against anything. Chaucer.

Spqrocarp, Sporocarpium (spo'ro-karp,
spo-ro-kjtr'pi-um), n. [Gr. spora, a seed,

and karpos, fruit.] In bot. a term used
almost synonymously with sporangium
(which see). It is used of a combination
of sporangia when placed near together,
especially when any number of sporangia
are inclosed in a common membrane.
Sporocladlum (spo-ro-kla'di-um). n. [Gr.

sporos, seed, and klados, a branch.] In bot

spores.

Sporidia.

a branch on which the reproductive lx>dies
of some algals are found.
Sporocyst (spo'ro-sist), n. In bot. the spore-
case of algala.

Sporoderm (sp6'r6-d6rm), n. In bot. the
skin of a spore.

Sporogen (spo'ro-jen), n. [Gr. spm'os, seed,
and gennao, I produce.] In bot. a plant
Iiroducing spores instead of seed.
Sporophore (sp6'r6-f6r),»i. [Gr. sjioros, seed,
and phoros, bearing.] In bot. (a) a name
given to the fertile cells in the naked-spored
fungi, (b) A filamentous process supporting
a spore.

Sporophyllum (spo-rof'il-um), n. [Gr.
uporos, seed, and phyllon, a leaf. ] In bot. the
little leaflet or leaf-like receptacle which in
some alga; bears the tetraspores.

Sporosac (spo'ro-sak), n. [Gr. sporos, seed,
and sakkos, a bag.] In zool. the simple
generative buds of certain hydrozoa on
which the medusoid structure is not devel-
oped. //. A. Sicholson.
Sporozoid (spo-ro zo'id), n. In physiol. a
moving spore furnished with cilia or vibra-
tile processes.

Sporran, Sporan(spor'an),7i. [Gael,«poran.]
The poucli or large purse worn by High-
landers in full dress, usually made of the

Sporrans.

1, Fancy dress Sporran. 2, Sporran eis worn by
the 93d Regiment.

skin of some animal with the hair on, and
often ornamented with silver and stones.
It is worn in front of the kilt or philibeg.

* Bring me my sporran.

'

—The person he addressed
. . . brought ... a large leathern pouch, such as
Highlanders of rank wear before them when in full

dress, made of the skin of the sea-otter, richly gar-
nished with silver ornaments and studs. Sir If '. Scott.

Sport (sport), n. [An abbrev. of disport;
O.Fr. desport. See Disport.] 1. A pas-
time or anmsement in which a person en-
gages; a play; a game; a diversion; a
merry-making; a mirthful proceeding; as,

the sports of which children are so fond.
'Think it but a minute spent in sport'
Shak.
Her sports were such as carried riches ofknowledge

upon the stream of delight. Sir P. Sidney.

2. Amusement or entertainment which a
person receives from something ; fun or
enjoyment experienced; diversion.

They called for Samson out of the prison-house;
and he made them sport. J"dg. xvi. 25.

For 'tis the sport to have the engineer
Hoist with his own petar. Shak.

3. In a restricted sense, an out-of-door recrea-
tion such asgrown men indulge in,more espe-

cially hunting or fishing, also horse-racing,

Ac: often such amusements collectively;

as, to be very fond of sport. 'The king, who
was excessively affected to hunting and the
sports of the field.' Clarendon. —4. Jest, as
opposed to earnest; a joke.

In a merry sport, ... let the forfeit

Be nominated for an equal pound
Of your fair flesh. SAai.

5. Mockery; mock; contemptuousorderisive
mirth; ridicule; dei'ision.

They made a spot of his prophets, i Esdras i. 51.

6. That with which one plays, or which is

driven about; a toy; a plaything. 'Flitting

leaves, the sport of every wind.' Dryden.

Men are sport of circumstances, when
The circumstances seem the sport of men.

B^'ron.

7. Play; idle jingle.

An author who should introduce such a sport of

words upon our stage, would meet with small ap-
plause. If'- Broome.

8. Any oi^ranism deviating from the normal
or natural condition; an aberrant natural

production; a monstrosity; a lusus natune.

Yes— I nursed thee, . . . thou monstrous j/it/ of
nature. Byron.

Specifically, in hot. a plant that assumes a
character and appearance distinct from the
normal type ; a bud or portion of a plant

Fate, far, fat, f^ll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; ttibe, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; 5'. Sc- ^fV-
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that assumes such a form.—9. Amorous dal-
lying; wantonness. Shak,—In sport, iu jest;

for play or diversion.

So is the man that deceiveth his neighbour, and
saith, Am not I tn sport f Prov. xxvi, 19.

Syn. Play, game, diversion, amusement,
frolic, mock, mockery, mirth, jest, joke.

Sport (sport), vX 1. To divert; to make
merry: used with the refle.xive pronoun.

Against whom do ye sport yoursel-ves i Is. Ivii. 4.

2. To represent by any kind of play. * Xow
gporthig on thy lyre the love of youth.'
Dryden.—3. To exhibit or bring out in pub-
lic ; to wear ; as, to »port a new etiuipage

;

to sport a new hat. [Colloq.]

A man could not go about his duties in a natural
way. and take every one as he came, but was obliged
to take part in questions, . . , and must sport an
opinion when he really had none to give,

^. H. Nrju>nan.
—To »port off, to utter sportively; to tlirow
off with easy and playful copiouftness.

He thus sports ajfa^ dozen epigrams. Addison.

—To eport one's oak, to keep the outer door
of one's chambers, rooms, or apartments
shut : a slang phrase much used by barris-
ters of the Temple or Inns of Court and
e^ttiilents at the universities.

Sport (sport), V. i. 1. To play ; to frolic ; to
wanton: to make merry.

If all the year were playing holidays.
To sport would be as tedious as to work. SAai.

2. To trifle.

If any man turn religion into raillery, by bold jest^,
he renders himself ridiculous, because he sports witli
his own life. Adp. lUlotson.

3. To practise the diversions of the field.—
4. In hot. to assume a character different
from the specific or varietal type : said of a
plant, bud. or shoot— SvN. To play, frolic,
game, wanton.
Sportabllity (sport-a-biri-ti), n. Frolic-
^'>in'Ut;AS- Sterne. [Rare.]
Sportal (sport'al), a. Of or pertaining to
spurts; used in sports. * Sportal arms.'
hn/'len. [Rare.J

Sporter (sport'er), n. One who sports; a
spMiUman. 'As this gentleman and I have
hft'U old fellrnv sporters.' Goldsmith.
Sportful (sportful), a. 1. Full of 8pc»rt; fro-
licsome; full of jesting; indulging in mirth
or play; as, a sport/ul companion.
Down he alights among the sportful herd. Milton.

2. Sportive ; done in jest or for mere play,
'A sportful combat' Shak.—Z.\ Amorous;
wanton.

Let Kate be chaste and Dian sportful. Shak.

Sportfully (8p6rt'fnMi).(Kfp. in a sportful
manner; in mirth; in jest; for the sake of
diversiun; playfully; wantonly.
Sportfulness (sport'ful-nes). n. Tlie state
of being sportful or playful ; a pla}'ful dis-
po:sition; playfulness; as, the sportfulness
of ki'l-i and lambs. Donne.
Sporting (sport'ing). p. and a. 1. Relating
to ..r practi.sing sport or sports.- 2. In hot.
assuming the character of a sport Dar-
icin. See Sport, n. 8. —Sporting book, a book
in which bets. Ac, are recorded.— 5/Jor*t»j7

house, a house frequented by sportsmen,
betting men. gamblers, and the like —SjMfrt-
in{j man. one who practises field-sports;
also, a horse-racer, a pugilist, a gambler, a
bettor, and the like.

Sporting (sport'ing). n. The act of engag-
ini,' ill sjiorts. diversions of the field, &c.
Sportlngly (sport'ing-li). adv. In a sport-
ive III inner; sportively; in jest Hammond.
Sportive (spOrt'iv), a. l. Tending to or en-
gaL'iiiir in sport; gay; merry; frolicsome;
playful.

Is it I

That drive thee from the sportive courtt SMak.
I am not in a sportrvt humour now. Shak.

2 Amorous; wanton: sportful. 'My sportive
blood/ .SAa*. — SvN. Gay, playfiil, merry,
spriyhtly. jocund, jesting, want<m,Iudicrou8.
Sportively (sp6rt'iv-Ii), ade. la a sportive
or i)l;i>fiil uiunner.
Sportiveness (sport'iv-nes), n. The state of
beini: H])ortive: disposition to mirth; play-
fulnes.^; mirth; gaiety; frolicsomeness; as,
the s/iort ice n^HH <.f one's humour, fz Walton.
Sportlesat (sport'les), a. Without sport or
iiiirth; joyless. ' Sportless ni^hU.^ Ph.
FU'trfii't.

SportUng (sportling). n. A little person or
creature that sports or plays. [Rare.]

\VJi(!n again the lambkins play

—

Pretty sportlings, full of .May. y. Philips.

Sportsman (spdrts'man), n. One who pur-
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sues the sports of the field ; one skilleil in
hunting, shooting, fishing, &c.
Gray dawn appears ; the sportsinan and his train
Speckle the bosom of the distant plain. Co7iper.

Sportsmanship (spdrts'man-ship). n. The
practice of sportsmen; skill in field-sports.
Sportularyt (spoi-'tu-la-ri), a. [See Sport-
UI.K-] Subsisting on alms or charitable con-
tributions. 'Tliese sportularu preachers.'
Jip. Hall.

Sportulet (spor'tul), ». [L. sportula. a little
liasket. dim. of sporta, a wicker basket ] An
alms ; a dole ; a charitable gift or contribu-
tion; a largess, either of meat or money,
given by princes or great men to the poor
people. Ayliffe.

Sporule (spor'ul), »i. tAdini.from*;jore.] In
hot. a little spore. The word is sometimes
used generally in the same sense &a spore,
sometimes to denote a distinct granule
witliin a spore. Treas. of Bot.

Sporuliferous (spor-u-lif'^r-us), a. [E. spo-
rule, and L.fero, to produce.] In bot. bear-
ing sporules.

Spot (spot), 71. [The same word as D. spat,
A spot, a speckle; Dan. spcette, a spot, a fleck;
Icel. spotti, spottr, a bit, a small piece. Per-
haps from same root as spit, spatter.] 1. A
mark on a substance made by foreign mat-
ter ; a speck ; a blot ; a place discoloured

;

as, the least spot is visible on white paper.
Out, damned spot! out, I say; SMtii.

2. A stain on character or reputation; some-
thing that soils purity; disgrace; reproach;
fault; blemish. Eph. v. 27.

Vet Chloe sure was form'd without a spot. Pope.
They will have it (our character) free from spot and

speck. ^
Dickens.

3. A small extent of space; a place; a locality;
any particular place. 'Fix'd to one spot.'
Otway.

The spot to which I point is paradise. Mi/ton.
' A Jolly place," said he. * in times of old !

But something ails it now; the spot is cursed.'
U'ordsTi'orth.

4. A small part of a different colour from
the ground on which it is; as, the spots on
cards; the spots of a leopard. * The drowsy
east with spots of gray.' Shak—b. A variety
of the common domestic pigeon, so called
from a spot on its head just above its beak.
6. A dark place on the disc or face of the
sun or of a planet See Solar, Sun,— Upfm
the spot, immediately; before moving; with-
out changing place.

It was determined upon the spot. Swift.

Syn. Stain, flaw, speck, blot, disgrace, re-
proach, fault, blemish, place, site, locality.
Spot (spot), v.t. pret *fe pp. spotted; ppr. spot-
tiiuj. 1. To make a sp<jt, speck, or fleck
upon; to discolour; to stain; as, to spot a
garment; to spot paper— 2. To mark with
a colour different from the ground. 'A
handkerchief spotted with strawberries.'
Shak— 3 To put a patch or patches on (the
face) by way of ornament 'Faces spotted
after the Whiggish manner.* Addison.—
4. To stain; to blemish; to disgrace; to tar-
nish, as reputation.

My virgin life no spotted thoughts shall stain.
Sir P. Sidney

Shame
Which, like a canker in the fragrant rose.
Doth spot the beauty of thy budding name. Shnk.

5. To mark, as with n spot; to mark as of
suspicious or doubtful character; to mark
or note, so as to ensure recognition; to note
something as peculiar to, in order to lilen-

tify; hence, to catch with the eye; to recog-
nize. [Colloq ]

A person has spotted another through the blinds.
O. iV. Holmes.

, jd
victcd. Mayhrw.

6. In horse-racing, to indicate, give a hint
as to, or name ; as, to spot the winner of a
future race.—To spot timber, to cut or chip
it, in preparation for hewing.
Spot-lens (.Hpot'lenz), n. In optics, a con-
densing It'U!* in a microscope, in which the
light is confined to an annular opening, the
circular nii<ldle portion being obstructed Ijy

a spot, which forms the dark Itackground
behind the semi-translucent illuminated ob-
ject.

Spotless (spotles). a. I. Free from spots,
foul matter, or discoloration. 'This pal-
liament of white and spotless hue.' Shak.—
2. Free from stain or impurity; pure; im-
maculate; B»,KspoUess mind; spotless beha-
viour. 'A spotless virgin and a faultless
wife.' Waller.—Hyji. Unspotted, blameless,

At lenffth he became spotted. The police eot to
know him. and he was apprehended, tned. and con'
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unblemished, pure, immaculate, irreproach-
able.

Spotlessly (spot'les-li), adv. In a spotless
manner.
Spotlessness (spotles-nes). n. The state or
(juality of being spotless; freedom from spot
or stain; freedom from reproach.
Spotted (spot'ed), p. and a. Marked with
spots or places of a different colour from
the ground; as, a spotted garment 'The
spotted panther.' Spenser —Spotted fever,
the name given to a species of typhus fever
accompanied by a rash or eruption of red
spots.

Spottedness (spot'ed-ues), n. The state or
(|uality of being spotted.
Spotter (spot'6r), 71. One that makes spots.
Spottiness (spot'i-nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being spotty.
Spotty (spot'i), a. Full of spots; marked
with discoloured places; spotted. ' To descry
new lands, rivers or mountains in her (the
moon's) spotty globe.' Milton.
Spousaget (spouz'aj).7i. [See spouse.] The
act of espousing. Wheatley.
Spousal (sponz'al), a. [From spouse. ] Per-
taining to espousal or marriage; nuptial;
matrimonial; conjugal; connubial; bridal;
as. spousal rites; *po«^fliornaments. ' WouM
chant, in lonely peace, the spousal verse."
Wordsworth.

Spousal (spouz'al). n. Espousal; marriage;
nuptials: generally used in the plural; as,
the kpousals of Hippolita. •

The amorous bird of night
Sung spousal, and bid haste the eveniny star

Milton.
Spouse (spouz), n. [O.Fr. espouse; Mod. Fr.
tpoux (masc), ^pmtse (fern.), from h. spon-
sHs, betrothed, pp. of spondeo, to promise
solemnly, to engage one's self; akin to Gr.
spendo, to pour out a libation, libations
being often made in solemn engagements.]
One engaged or joined in wedlock; a mar-
ried person, husband or wife. * That I that
lady to my spouse had won." Spenser.

I-adies. even of the most uneasy virtue.
Prefer a spouse whose age is short of thirty.

Byroit.
Say ... if ever maid or spouse.
As fair as my Olivia, came
To rest beneath thy boughs. Tennyson.

[Formerly spouse was sometimes used dis-
tinctively for a bridegroom or husband,
Kpousess for a bride or wife.]

Spouset (spouz), r.t pret & pp. spoused; ppr.
I'pountiyj. To wed ; to espouse. Milton.
See K.<i'«>usE.

Spouse-breach t ( spouzTjrech ), n. Adul-
tery.

Spouseless (spouz'Ies). a. Destitute of a
husband or of a wife; unmarried; as, a
spouseless king or queen.

The spouseless Adriatic mourns her lord. Byron.

Spousesst (spouz'es), n. A bride or wife; a
married woman. Fahyan.
Spout (spout), 71. [A word from root of spit,
speic. perhaps directly from D. spuit. a spout,
spuiten, to spout] 1. A nozzle or a pro-
jecting mouth of a vessel, used in directing
the stream of a liquid poured out; an ajut-
age; as, the spout of a pitcher, of a tea-pot
or water-pot * A fountain with a hundred
spouts.' .S'Aafr.—2. Apipeorconduit; a pipe
for conducting water as from a roof.

In this single cathedral the very spouts are loaded
with ornaments. Addtson.

3. A kind of sloping trough for conveying
coal, grain, Ac, into a particular receptacle;
a shoot; specifically, the lift or shoot in a
pawnbroker's shop; and hence, vulgarly, the
pawnbroker's 8lK)p itself.— Up the spout, at
the pawnbroker's. [Slang 1

— 4. A water-
spout. ' The dreadful spout wliich shlpmen
do the hurricane call.' Shak.
Spout (spout), v.t. 1. To pour out in a jet
and with some force; to throw out tlirough
a spout or pipe; a.«, an elephant spouts water
from his trunk. ' Vour stsiUiespoutiny blood
in many pipes.' Shak.— 2. To utter or de-
liver for effect in the manner of a mouthing
actor or orator; to speak with some pom-
posity; to mouth.

Pray, spout some French, son. Beau. & Fl.

3. To pawn; to pledge. [Vulgar]
Spout (spout), v.i. \. To issue with violence,
as a liquid through a narrow orifice, orfrom
a spout; to spurt: as, water spouts from a
cask or a spring; blood spouts from a vein.
'Spmiting rills.' Thomson.

She made her blood in sight of Collatine . .

Spout from the maiden fountain in her heart.
TetiUysOft.

eh, cAain; Ch, So. locA; g, go; j. ;ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng. %lng: th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, arure.—See Kkt.
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2. To make a speech, especially in a pom-
pous manner. [Colloq.]

SpOUter (spout'Sr), n. One who spouts; one
who makes speeches in a pompous or affected
manner; a speechifler; hence, a meau actor.

The quoters imitate parrots or professed spottters,
in committinjf words only to memory, purposely for
the sake of ostentation. Dr. Knox.

Spout-fish (spout'flsh), n. A fish or marine
animal that spouts water; si>ecifically. a
name given to several species of bivalve
mollusca, especially 3f(/a ore«aria, M. trun-
cata, and Solen HUqua, because on retiring
into tlieir holes they squirt out water.
Spout-hole (spout'hol), n. An orifice for
the (lischiir^'e of water.
Spoutless (spout'les), a. Having no spout.
'The upoutless tea-pot.' Cowper.

Spout-shell(spout'shel), n. A name some-
times given to the pelican's foot {Aporrkaia
pes-jiclicani), a British mollusc : so called
from the manner in which the aperture of
the shell is lengthened into a kind of spout
in frr)nt. See also Spout-FISH.
Sprack (si)rak), a. [Icel. sprcekr, brisk,
spriglitly, also sparkr, brisk, lively. Comp.
also Ir. and Gael, spraic, strength, vigour,
«2>raiceacA, vigorous, strong; E. spree.] Vig-
orous; sprightly; spruce; lively; animated;
quick; alert. [Old and provincial Enghsh.j
[Shakspere has it in the form sprag, behig
put into the mouth of Sir Hugh Evans, a
Welshman, who pronounces Ate, hxc, hoc,
as ki^hceg, hog]

If your Royal Hijfhness had seen him dreaming
and dozing about the banks of TiiUy Veolan like an
hypochondriac person, you would wonder where he
hath sae suddenly acquired all this fine sprack fes-

tivity and jocularity. Sir If. Scott.

Sprag (spi-ag), n. [Comp. Icel. spraka, a
small flounder.] A young salmon. [Local.

]

Sprag (sprag), n. [Allied to spW^f.] A billet

of wood; specifically, in mining, a diagonal
prop or stay for preventing the roof of a
mine from sinking in, Ediii. Rev.
Sprag (sprag), v.t. pret. & pp. spragged; ppr.
spragrjing. To prop by a sprag; also to stop,
as a caniage, on a steep gradient, by putting
a sprag in the spokes of the wheel.
Spralch (sprafih), n. l. A cry; a shriek.—
2. A collection; a multitude, from the idea
of the noise made; a-;, a spraich of bairns.
Jamieson. [Scotch. ]

Spralch (spraih), v.i. To cry; to shriek.
[Scotch. ]

Spralckle, Sprackle (sprak'l, sprakl), v.i.

[Icel. sprokla. See Spuawl.] To clamber;
to get on with difficulty. Sir W. Scott; Burns.
[Scotch.] Written also Sprachle.
Sprain (apran). v.t. [O.Fr. espreindre, to
force out, to strain, from L. exprim-ere. See
ExPRE.s.s.] To overstrain, as the muscles or
ligaments of a joint so as to injure them,
hut without luxation or dislocation.

Sprain (spran). 11. A violent straining or
twisting of the soft parts surroundiuga joint,
without dislocation. The ordinaiy conse-
quence of a sprain is to produce some de-
gree of swelling and inflammation in the in-
jured part.

SpraintS (sprants), n. pi [O. Fr. espraintes,
Slod. Fr. &preintes, lit. outpressings, from
O.Fr. espreindre. See Sprain.] The dung
of an otter. Kingsley.

Sprang (sprang), pret. of spring.
Sprat (si>rat), n. [Formerly also sprot, from
D. and L.G. sprot, G. sprotte, sprat, from
root of verb to sprout] A small fish, Har-

. engula (Clupea) sprattiis, family Clupeidse.
At one time the sprat was thought to be
the young of the herring, pilchard, or shad;
but it can be easily distinguished from the
young of either of these fishes bymeans of the
sharply notched edge of the abdomen. It is

also distinguishable by the ventral fins begin-
ning beneath the first ray of the dorsal fin, and
not beneath the middle of it, and by the
want of axillary scales to the ventral fins.

It is found in the North Atlantic and Medi-
teiTanean. It is also found in great abund-
ance on many parts of the British coasts. It
is generally considered as a delicious, well-
flavoured, and wholesome flsh. It is known
in Scotland by the name of garvie, or garvie
herring.

Sprat (sprat), n. [Also called sprot; the
same word as sprout.] The name given in
Scotland to a coarse rush (Juncus articii-

latus) which grows on marshy ground. It
is useil for fodder and for thatch.
Sprattle (sprat'l), v.i. [See SPRA^^•L.] To
scram ble. [Scotch. ]

Sprattle (sprat'l),n. A scramble; a struggle;
a sprawl. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Sprawl (sprfil), v.i. [Probablv a contr.
word allied to Sc. sprattle, sprackle, sprachle,
to scramble, Dan. spralle, sprdlde, to sprawl;
Sw. sprattla, to palpitate; IceL sprokla,
spraukla, to kick with the feet; sprathka,
to sprawl.] 1. To spread and stretch the
body carelessly in a horizontal position; t*)

lie with the liniljs stretched out or strug-
gling; hence, to struggle in the agonies of
death; as, a person sprawls on a bed or on
the ground.

First hang the child that he may see it sprawl.
Skak.

Some lie spraiuling on the ground.
With many a gash and bloody wound.

Hitdibras.

2. To progress when lying down with awk-
ward extension and motions of the limbs;
to scramble in creeping.

The birds were not fledged; but in sprawling and
strugghn^ to get clear of the flame, down they timi-
tiletl. Sir R. L'Estrange.

3. To spread irregularly, as vines, plants,
or trees; to spread ungracefully, as hand-
writing.— 4. To widen or open irregularly,
as a body of cavalry.
Sprawl (sprftl), n. A small twig or branch
of a tree; a spray. [Local.]
Spray (spra), n. [A. Sax. spree, a spray, a
branch; Icel. a^ek, a twig; O.G. spraiok,
twigs; allied to «/)W</ (which see).] l.A small
shoot or branch; the extremity of a branch;
a twig. 'Two fast-growing sprays' Shak.
'The blue-bird balanced on sonle topmost
spray.' Longfellow.—2. The small branches
of a tree collectively ; as, tlie tree lias a
beautiful spray.
Spray (spra), n. [From A. Sax. spr^gan, to
pour; D. spreijen, to spread, to scatter;
from root of spring, spriiikle.] 1. Water
flying in small drops or particles, as by the
force of wind, or the dashing of waves, or
from a waterfall and the like.

Winds raise some of the salt with the spray.
A rbtfthnot.

Down a little freshet sprang
From mossy trough

And splashed into a rain olspray.
Jean Ingelffw.

2. The vapour from an atomizer.
Spray (spra). v.t. To let fall in the form of
spray. Matt. Arnold. [Poetical.]

Spray-draln(spra'dran), u. Iwagrl a drain
formed by burying the spray of trees in the
earth, which serves to keep open a channel.
Drains of this sort are much in use in grass
lauds.

Sprayey (spra'i). a. Full of or laden with
sprays or twigs; consisting of sprays; bushy.

Heaths and ferns that would have overtopped a
tall horseman mingled their sprayey leaves with the
wild myrtle and the arbutus. Lever.

Spreacherie, Spreachery (sprech'er-i), n.

Same as Spreagnerie. Sir W. Scott.

Spread (spred), v.t. pret. * pp. spread; ppr.
spreading. [A. Sax. sproidan, L.G. spreden,
D. spreiden (and spreijen), Dan. sprede, G.
spreiten, to spread, to scatter, &c.\ not im-
probably from same root as broad, with pre-
fixed s.] 1. To extend in length and breadth,
or in breadth only; to stretch or expand to
a broader surface ; as, to spread a carpet
or a table-cloth ; to spread a sheet on the
ground.

Silver spread into plates is brought from Tarshish
and gold from Uphaz. Jer. x. 9.

2. To open; to unfold; to unfurl; to stretch;
as, to spread the sails of a ship. ' A parcel
of land where he had spread his tent.' Geu.
xxxiiL 19.

Love, free as air, at sight of human ties.

Spreads hts light wings, and in a moment flies.

Pope.

3. To cover by extending something; to
cover; to extend over; to overspread.

The workman melteth a graven image, and the
goldsmith spreadeth it over with gold. Is. xt. 19.

And an unusual paleness spreads her face.
Grant/ilie.

4. To extend; to shoot to a greater length in
every direction; to reach out; to put forth;
as, to spread one's arms.

Rose, as in dance, the stately trees, and spread
Their branches hung with copious fruit. Milton.

5. To divulge; to publish, as news or fame;
to cause to be more extensively known; as,

to spread a report.

They, when they were departed, spread abroad
his fame in all that country. Mat. ix. 31.

Great fear of my name 'mongst them was spread.
Shak.

6. To propagate; to cause to affect greater
numbers ; as, to spread a disease. — 7. To
emit; to diffuse, aa emanations or effiuvia;

as, odoriferous plants, spread their fra-
grance.

They with speed
Their course through thickest constellations held.
Spreading their bane. Miltmi.

8. To disperse; to scatter over a larger sur-
face; as, to spread manure; to spread plas-
ter or lime on the ground.— 9. To set and
furnish with provisions; as, to spread a
table. — Syn. To stretch, extend, unfold,
diffuse, propagate, disperse, publish, distri-
bute, scatter, circulate, disseminate.
Spread (spred), v.i. 1. To extend itself in
length and breadth, in all directions, or in
breadth only ; to be expanded to a broader
surface or extent ; to Ije extended or
stretched; as, the larger elms spread over a
space of 40 or 50 yards in diameter; or the
shade of the larger elms spreads over that
space. ' Jove's »^readi/j^ tree.' Shak.
Plants, if they spread much, are seldom tall. Bacon.

My Eustace might have sat for Hercules;
So muscular he spread, so broad of breast.

Tennyson.
2. To be propagated or made known more
extensively; as, ill reports sometimes spread
with wonderful rapidity— 3. To be propa-
gated from one to another; as, a disease
spreads into all parts of a city.

I.est his infection, being of catching nature,
Spread further. Shak.

Spread (spred), 71. 1. The act of spreading
or state of being spread; extent; compass.

I have a fine spread of improvable land. Addison.
The hnes which bound the spread of particular

vegetable productions do not coincide with any of
the separate meteorological boundaries. IVkeweii,

2. Expansion of parts.

No flower has that spread of the woodbind. Bacoft.

3. A cloth used as a cover; as, a bed spread.
[Cnited States.]— 4. A table, as spread or
furnished with a meal ; a feast. ' To judge
from the spread on the board.' R. H. Bar-
ham. [Collocj.]—5.The privilege of demand-
ing shares of stock at a certain price, or of

delivering shares of
stock at another price,
within a certain time
agreed on.

Spread-eagle (spred'e-
gl), n. In her. same as
an eagle displayed, or an
eagle having the wings
and legs extended on
each side of the body.
Spread -eagle (spred'-
e-gl). a. Pretentious;

boastful; defiantly bombastic; as, a. spread-
eagle style; a spread-eagle oration.
Spreader (spred'^r), n. 1. One who or that
wMch spi-eads, extends, expands, or propa-
gates; as, a spreader of disease.—2. One who
divulges; one who causes to be more gener-
ally known; a publisher.

If it be a mistake. I desire I may not be accused
for a spreader of false news. Swift.

Spreadingly (spred'ing-li), adv. In a spread-
ing manner; increasingly. Milton.
Spreagh, Spreath (spre(^h, spreth). n. [Ir.
and Gael, spreidh, cattle.] Prey, booty;
lit. cattle. Written also Spreith. [Scotch.]
Spreagherie, Sprechery (spreih'er-i), n.
Cattk-liftiug; prey-driving; also.small spoil;
paltrj' booty of small articles. Sir W. Scott.
[Scotch.] Written also Spreachery, Spreach-
erie.

Spree (spre), n. [Ir. spre, a spark, anima-
tion, spirit, vigour; comp.ft^racA-.] A merry
fri>lic; especially, a drinking frolic; a drink-
ing bout: a carousal. Sir W. Scott. [Colloq.]
Sprenget (sprenj), v.t. [A. Sax. sprengan,
sprcengan, to sprinkle.] To sprinkle; to
scatter; to disperse. Chaucer.
Sprent. + Spreintt (sprent), pp. [See above. ]

Sprinkled ; spread over. ' Otherwhere the
snowy substance sprent with vermeil.'
Spenser.

Sprew (sprb), n. [D. sprouw, spruw, Sc.
sproo, the disease called thrush. ] The name
given in America to a disease of the mucous
membrane; thrush (which see).

Sprey (spra), a. Spruce; spry. [Local.]
Sprig (sprig), n. [A. Sax. spree; Sw. spricka,
to sprout; from same root as s%m>tg, but
non-nasalized. Allied also to spray, a twig.)
1. A small shoot or twig of a tree or other
plant; a spray; as, a s-prig of laurel or of
parsley. '5pnps of rosemary.' Shak. — 2. An
offshoot; a slip; a scion; a youth: a lad:
used as a term of slight disparagement ; as,
a sprig of nobility. ' A sprig whom I remem-
ber with a whey-face and a satchel not so
many years ago.' Sir W. Scott.—3. The re-
presentation of a small ornament of the

spread-eagle.

Fate, far, fat. fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b\|ll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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ijature of a branch in embroidery, orwoven
or printed on textile fabrics. — 4. A small
stjuare brad or nail without a head.— 5. A
triangularpiece of tin-plate, to confine a pane
of glass iu a sash until the putty dries.—

6. yaut. a small eye-bolt ragged at the point.

Sprig (sprig), v.t 1. To mark or ad*>rn with

the representation of small branrhes; to

work with sprigs; as, to fprig muslin.—
2. To drive sprigs into.

Sprig-bolt (sprit-^bolt). n. See Rag-bolt.
Sprtg-cryBtal(sprig'kri5-tal),n InmiMral.
a crystal or cluster of prismatic cr>'stals of

quartz, adherinj.' to the stone at one end,

and terminating at the other end in a point.

Wo'Kiicard.

Sprlggy (sprig'i), a. Full of sprigs or small
branclies.

Sprlght (sprit), n. [Coutr. for spirit, and
spelTed erroneously, sprite being the better

spelling.] 1. A spirit or sprite; a shade; a

soul ; au incorporeal agent ; an apparition

;

a gho3t 'Legions of spri^ftfs' Spenser.

'And gaping graves receiv'd the guilty

spriijh t. ' Dryde n.

The ideas of goblins and sprigkts have no more to

do with darkness than li^ht; yet let but a foolish maid
inculcate these often on the mind of a child, possibly

he shall never be able to separate them a^fain.

Locke.

The word now usually means a kind of elf,

goblin, or fairy, and the spelling spright

may he regarded as obsolete or obsolescent.

Sprightly and not spritely, however, is still

the common spelling. — 2- 1 Power which
gives cheerfulness .>r courage; that which
produces mental excitement; spirit.

Hold thou ray heart, esublish thou my sfri^hts.
Sir P. Sidney.

3. t Mood ; mental disposition or condition

;

temper or state of mind. * Weariness with
heavy spriyht.' Shak.—i.i An arrow.

We had in use for sea fight short arrows called

sfrighis, without any other heads save wood sharp-
ened; wtiich were discharged out of muskets, and
would pierce through the sides of ships where a bullet

would not. Bacon.

Spliglltt (sprit), v.t. To haunt, as a spright.
' I am gprighted with a fool.' Shak.

Bprlglltfult(sprit'ful), a. Sprightlv; lively;

brisk; nimble; vigorous; gay. 'Spoke like a
spri'jhtfvl noble gentleman. ' Shak. ' Steeds
spii'jhffvl as the light.' Cowley.

SpriightflLUyt (sprit'ful Ii).rt</p. in a spright-

ly maimer; briskly; vigorously, with great
spirit. Shnk.
SprlghtfulnesBt (spriffnlnes), n. Spright-
liuess; briskness; liveliness; vivacity.

Bprlghtless t (spril'les), a. Destitute of life

or spirit; dull; stuggiah; as. virtue's spright-

lesg lold-' Surrey.

SprightllZiesa (spritTi-nes), n. The state

or quality of being sprightly; liveliness;

life; Imsknebs; viguur; activity; gaiety; vi-

vacity.
In dreams it is wonderful to observe with what a

sprt^htJimss and alacrity she (the soul) exerts her-

self! AiidtsoH.

Sprlglltly f»prit1i),n. fAlso written s^ritety.

See .Si'KiGHT. 1 1. Having the quality of a
spirit or .spright Shak.—i. Lively; splriteil;

brisk; animated; vi[;orous; airy; gay; as, a
sprightly yiutti; a spriaht Iy air; a sprightly

dance. "And sprightly wit and love in-

spires.' Dryden.
The tfiri£hf/jr Sylvia trips along the green. Po/e.

Used adverbially.
See your guests approach.

Address yourself to entertain theut tprigluty.
And let's be red with mirth. Shak.

Syn. Lively, brisk, animated, \'igoroU8, airy,

gay. active, agile, assiduous, alert.

Spring (spring), r.i. pret. sprung, sprang;

pp. fpruiig; ppr. springing. [A. Sax, spring-
an, pret. sjtrang, pi. sjtningon, pp, sprung-
en; common to the Teuttmic languages:
I), and G. springen, Sw. and Icel. springa,
Dan. springe. J-'rora a root seen also in
sprinkle, sprig, spray ] 1. To rise or come
forth, as out of the ground; to shoot up. out.

orforth;tolK:giut<j appear: to come to light;

to emerge; to come into existence; to issue

into sight or knowledge : used of auy man-
ner of growing, rising, or appearing, as a
plant from its seed, rivers from their source,
and the like: often or usually followed by
up, forth, or (ml. 'Cause the bud of the
tender herb to^prinj^/or^Vi* Jobxxxviii. 27.
' Whep the day begun to spring.' Judg.
xix. 25. ' The teeth of the young not sprung '

Hay. 'And the blood spraiijto her face.'

Tennyson.
Hadst thou sway'd as kln^ should do, . . .

Giving no ground unto the house of York,
They never then had sprunp like summer flies.

Shak.
O ifring to light ! auspicious babe, be born. Pof<.

2. To issue, proceed, or originate, as from
parents, ancestors, or from a country; as,

sprung from a noble family. 'Our Lord
sprang out of Juda.' Heb. vii. 1-1. —3. To
result, as from a cause, motive, reason, prin-

ciple, or the like ; as, the noblest title

springs from virtue. ' My only love sprung
from my only hate.' Shak.
Strength added from above ; new hope to spring
Out of despair. Milton.

4. To grow; to thrive.

What makes all this but Jupiter the king.
At whose command we perish and we spring.

Dryden.
5. To leap; to bound; to jump.
Away he springs and hasteth to his horse. Shak.

The mountain stag that springs
From height to height, and bounds along the plains.

J. Philips.

To the altar-stone she sprang alone. Tennyson.

6. To fly back; to start; as, a bow, when
bent, springs back by its elastic power.—
7. To start or rise suddenly, as from a covert.

'A covey of pai-tridges springing in our
front' Addison. 'Watchful as fowlers when
theirgame will gpn/i^.' Ohpay.—a.To8hoot;
to issue with speed and violence.

And sudden light

Sprung through the vaulted roof. Dryden.

9. To warp or become warped ; to bend or
wind fnun a straight or plane surface, as a
piece of timber or plank in seasoning.— To
spring at, to leap toward ; to attempt to
reach by a leap. —To spring forth, to leap
out ; to rush ovii.— To spring in, to rush in

;

to enter with a leap or in haste.—To spring
on or u2>on, to leap on ; to rush on with
haste or violence; to assault
Spring (spring), v.t. l. To start or rouse,
as game : to cause to rise from the earth or
from a covert; as. to spring a pheasant
The scent gro«-s warm ; he stops, he springs the

prey. Oay.

2. To produce quickly or unexpectedly.

The nurse, . , . surprised with fright.

Starts up and leaves her bed, and springs a light.

Dryden.
3. To contrive, produce, or propose on a
sudden; to produce unexpectedly; to start

or set on foot.

The friends to the cause sprang tt new project.

Swifi.

4. To cause to explode ; to discbarge; as, to
spring a mine.

I sprung a mine, whereby the whole nest was over-
thro*r/i. Addison.

5. To cause to open ; as, to spring a leak.—
6. To crack ; to bend or strain so as to
weaken ; as, t«> spring a mast or a yard.—
7. To cause to close suddenly or come to-

gether violently, as the parts of au instru-

ment which are acted upon by a spring; as,

to spring a rattle; to spring a trap.—8- To
bend by force, as something stiff or strong;

to insert, as a l>eam in a place too short for

it, by 1>ending it so as to bring the ends
nearer together,and allowing it to straighten
when in place: usually with iti; as, to spring
in a slat or bar. Goodrich.—9. In arcA. to

commence from an abutment or pier; as, to

spring an arch. — 10. To pass by leaping; to

jump; to leap. 'To*^rt?i*/ the fence.' Thom-
son.—To spriti^ a butt (navt), to loosen the
endofaplaukin a ship's bottom.— To irpriVi^

the luf {naut.), to yield to the helm and
sail nearer to t^e wind than before: said of

a ship.

Sprlllg (spring), n. 1. A leap; a bouud ; a
violent etiort; a sudden strug^^e.

The pris'ner with a spring from prison broke.
Dryden.

2. A flying hark ; the resilience of a body
recovering its former state by its elasticity;

as. theffpriH*/of a bgw.— 3. Elastic power or
ftjrce.

Heav'ns ! what a spring was in his arm. Dryden.

The soul is gathered within herself and recovers
that sfrine which is weakened when she operates
more in concert with the body. Adatsan.

4. An elastic body, made of various materials,

as a strip or wire of steel coiled spirally, a
steel rod or plate, strips of steel suitably
joined together, a mass or strip of india-

rubber, A'c. which, when bent or forced

from its natural state, has the power of

recovering it again iu virtue of its elas-

ticity. Springs are used for various pur-
poses—diminishing concussion, as in car-

riages: for motive power, acting through
the tendency of a metallic coil to unwind
itself, as in clocks and watches ; or to com-
munionte motion by sudden release from a
state of tension, as the bow to the arrow,
the spring of a gun-lock. Ac. ; others arc em-
ployed to measure weight and other force,

as in the spring-balance, as regulators to
control the movement of wheel-works, ttc.

0. Any active power; that by which action
or motion is produced or propagated.

Our author shuns by vulgar springs to move
The heros glory. Pope.

These are tlie daily causes of war and springs of
negotiation with absolute princes. Bronghafn.

6. A natural fountain of water ; an issue of
water from the earth, or tlie basin of water
at the place of its issue. Springs have their
origin in the water which falls upon the earth,
and sinks through porous soils till it arrives
at a stratum impervious to water, where it

forms subterranean reservoirs at various
depths. AVhen confined in this manner it is

subject to the pressure of the water which
Alls the channels tlirough which it has de-
scended, and when this pressure is sufticient

to overcome the resistance of the superin-
cumbent mass of earth the water breaks
through the superficial strata, and gtishes
forth in a spring. In descending downwards
and rising upwards thnmgh various mineral
masses the water of springs becomes impreg-
nated with gaseous, saline, earthy, or metal-
lic adnnxtures. as carbonic acid gas, sulphur-
etted hydrogen gas, nitrogen, carbonate of
lime, silica, carbonate of iron. A'c. When
these substances are present in consider-
able quantity the springs become what are
known as mineral springs, acquiring the
peculiar properties which give them their
medicinal value. Warm and hot springs are
common, especially in volcanic countries,

where they are sometimes distinguished by
violent ebullitions. (See Geyser.) As a
general rule springs are peniianent in pro-
portion to the depth to which the water
which supplies them has descended from
the surface. Some springs run for a time
and then stop altogether, and after a time
run again, and again stop; these are called
intenmittent springs. (See under INTER-
MITTENT.) Others do not cease to flow, but
only dischai'ge a much smaller quantity of
water for a certain time, and then give out
a greater quantity; these are called variable
or reciprocating springs.

His steeds to water at those springs
Or chaliced flowers that lies. Shak.

Used adjectively.

He bathed himself in cold spring water in the
midst of winter. Locke.

7. Any source of supply; that from which
supplies are drawn; as, the real Christian
has in his own breast a perpetual and inex-
haustible spring of joy. * The feacred spring
whence right and honour stream.' Sir J.
Varies.— S. One of the four seasons of the
year; the season in which plants begin to
vegetate and rise ; the vernal season. For
the northern hemisphere the spring season
commences when the sun enters Aries, or
about the 2l8t of March, and ends at the
time of the summer solstice, or about the
22d of June. In common language, spring
commences in February or Slarch and ends
in April or May. Hence— fi. The early part;

the first and freshest part of any state or
time ; as, tlie spring of one's life. ' Love's
gentle spnng.' Shak. —10. JS'avt. (o) the
start, as of a plauk ; an opening in a seam

;

a leak.
How to shift his sails

;

Where her springs are, her leaks, aod how to stop
'em. B. yonsott.

(&) A crack in a mast or yard, running
obliquely or transversely, (c) A rope passed
out of a ship's stem, and attached to a cable
proceeding from her bow, when she is at
anchor. It is intended to bring her broad-
side to bearuimn some oljject. (d) A rope
extending diag(»nally from the steni of one
ship to the head of another, to make one
ship sheer off to a greater distance.— 11. t A
plant ; a shoot ; a young tree ; also, a grove
of trees; a small shrubbery. 'When the
spring is of two years' growth.' Evelyn.
Time's glory is ... ,

To dry the old oak's sap and cherish springs. Shak.

Yonder spring of roses intermix'd
With myrtle. Atilton.

12.t A youth; a springal. Spenser.—IS.f A
race. * Who on all the human spring con-
ferred confusion.' Chapman. —H. That
which causes one to spring; specifically, a
quick and cheerful tune. Beau, tt Fl.

[Old English and Scotch.]- Spring o/ pork,

the lower part of the fore-<iuarter, which is

divided from the neck, and has tlie leg and
foot, without the shoulder.

Can you be such an ass, tny reverend master.
To tnink these springs ofpork will shoot up Caesars.

Beau. & Fi.

ch. cAain; £h, Sc. locA; g, ]?o: j,iob; ft, Fr. »oti; ng. sln^; IH, (Aen; th, ttin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, a«ire.—See KBT.
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—Spring of day, the dawn ; the dayspring.
'Came to pass about the fpring of the day.'
1 Sam. ix. 20.

SprlngaJ,t Sprlngaldt (spring'ivl, spring'-
Sld), II. [Perhaps from spriiuj. the season,
and ft ^(?, old. ] An active young man; a youth.
Sprlngal (spring'ivl), Ji. [O.Fr. espringale,
iromG. *;/>rt«(;en, to spring.] An ancient war-
like engine, used for shooting large arrows,
pieces of iron, &c. It is supposed to have
resembled the cross-bow in its construction.
Written also Spriiigald.

Spring-back (spring'bak), n. In book-hind-
ing, a curved or semicircular false back,
made of thin sheet-iron or of stiff paste-
board fastened to the under side of the true
back, and causing the leaves of a book thus
bound to spring up and lie flat: commonly
used in binding ledgers and other blank
books.

Spring-balance (spring'bal-ans), n. A con-
trivance for determining the weight of any
article by observing the amount of deflection
or compression which it produces upon a
helical steel spring properly adjusted and
fitted with an index working against a gra-
duated scale. Another form of spring-
balance is made in the shape of the letter
C, the upper end being suspended by a ring,
and the lower end affording attachment for
the hook whereby the object is suspended.
As the bow opens a finger traverses a gra-
duated arc and registers tlie weight.
Spring-beetle (spring-be-tl), n. In entom.
an insect of the family Elateridse. See
Elate EiDiE.

Spring -block (spring' blok), n. Naut. a
common block or dead-eye connected to a
ring-bolt by a spiral spring. It is attaclied
to the sheets, so as to give a certain amount
of elasticity.

Spring-board (sprlng'hord), n. An elastic
board used in vaulting, Ac.
Spring-bok, Spring-boc (spring'bok), n.
{p., lit. the springing buck.) Antilope eu-
chore, a species of antelope, nearly allied to
the gazelle, very abundant in South Africa.
It is a very beautiful animal, of graceful
form and fine colours— fulvous brown on

Spring-bok i,Anlilope euclt,

the upper parts, pure white beneath, with
a broad band of deep vinous red where the
colours me.t on the flanks. It is larger
than the roebuck, and its neck and limbs
much longer and more delicate. It receives
its name from its singular habit of leaping
peri)endicularly when alarmed, or as it

scours the plain, to the height of several
feet.

Spring-box (spring'boks), n. The box which
coTitains the mainspring of a watch or other
nieclianism.

Spriuk-buck (spring'buk), n. Springbok
(which see).

Spring-carriage (spring'kar-rij),)i. A wheel
carriage mounted upon springs.
Spring-cart (spring'kart), n. A light cart
mounted upon springs.
Spring-crocus (springkro-kus), n. A spring
flowering plant, the Crocus vermis.
Springe (sprinj), n. [From spring; comp.
D. spniuj-net, a net to catch birds; O.E.
sprmrjle, G. sprinkel, a springe.] A noose.
which being fastened to an elastic body is

drawn close with a sudden spring, by which
means it catches a bird or other animal; a
gin; a snare. 'A woodcock to my own
springe.' Shak.

For the wild bird the busy sfiriiif^es set,
Or spread beneath the sun tile dripping net.

« -J .... Byron.
Springe (sprmj), v.t. pret. & pp. springed;
ppr. sprimjeing. To catch in a springe; to
ensnare.

We ^frringe ourselves, we sink in our own bogs.
Beau. 6- Ft.

Springer (spnng'Sr), n. 1. One who springs;
one that rouses game.—2. In arch, (a) the

impost or place where the vertical support
to an arch terminates and the curve of the
arch begins, (i) The lowest voussoir or
bottom stone of an arch which lies imme-
diately upon the impost, (c) The bottom
stone of the coping of a gable, (d) The rib
of a groined roof or vault.—3. A name given
to various animals; as, (a) a variety of dog
nearly allied to and resembling the setter;
(d) the grampus; (c) the spring-bok. —4 A
young plant. Evelyn.
Springer-antelope (spring'Sr-an-te-lop), n.
The spiing-bok (which see).

Spring-feed (spring'fed), n. In agn. herb-
age i)rnduced in the spring.
Spring-garden* ( spring 'gar-dn), n. A gar-
den where concealed springs were made to
spout jets of water upon the visitors.

Like a spring.garden shoot his scornful blood
Into their eyes durst come to tread on him.

Btau. & Fl.
Spring-grass (spnng'gras), n. A British
grass, of the genus Anthoxanthum, the A.
odoradim.which grows in pastures and mea-
dows. It is one of the most early grasses,
flowering early in April, hence the name.
The sweet scent of new-made hay is in a
great measure owing to this plant. It is
one of the sweetest as well as one of the
most useful of our pasture grasses.
Spring-gun (spring'gun), n. A gun which
is discharged by the stumbling of a tres-
passer upon it or against a wire connected
with tlie trigger.

Spring-haas (springTiiis), n. [D, lit. spring-
hare.] A siiecies of jerboa found in South
Africa. Called also Cape Leaping Uare. It
is remarkable for its jumping powers.
Spring-halt (spring'hBlt),«. .same as Striiui-
halt. Shak.

^

Spring-head (springTied), n. A fountain or
source ; an originating source ; a fountain-
head. Sir T. Herbert; Bolingbroke.
Spring-beaded (spring'hed ed), a. Having
heads tliat spring afresh. ' Spring-headed
Hydres. ' Spender.
Spring-hook (spring'hok), n. In locomotiees,
a hook fixing the driving-wheel spring to
the frame.
Springiness (spring'i-nes), n. 1. The state
of being springy; elasticity.
The air is a thin riuid body endowed with elasticity

and spritigiitess, capable of condensation and rare-
faction. BrnlUy.
2. The State of abounding with springs; wet-
ness; sponginess, as of land.
Springing (spring'ing), p. and a. Arising;
shooting up; leaping; proceeding; rousing.
In her. a term applicable to beasts of chase
in the same sense as salient to beasts of
prey. It is also applied to flsh when placed
in bem\. — Springing course, in arch, the
liorizontal course of stones from which an
arch springs or rises.

Springing (spring'ing), n. 1. The act or pro-
cess of leaping, arising, issuing, or proceed-
ing.—2. Growth; increase. Ps. Ixv. 10.—
3. In arch, the pouit from which an arch
springs or rises; a springer.
Spring-latch (spring'lach), n. A latch that
snaps into the keeper after yielding to the
pressure against it.

Sprlnglet (springa), n. A springe; a noose.
liich. Carew.
Sprlnglet (spring'let), n. A little spring; a
small stream.

But yet from out the little hill
Oozes the slender sfringUt still. Sir W. Scott.

Spring-line (spring'lin), n. In militani
engin. a line passing diagonally from one
pontoon of a bridge to another.
Spring-lock (spring'lok), n. A lock that
fastens with a spring.

Springoldt (spring'gold),?!. SamesLsSprlng-
atd.

Spring-pin (spring'pin), n. In loco7notives,
an iron rod fitted between the springs and
the axle-boxes to sustain and regulate the
pressure of the axles. Weale.
Spring-rye (spring-ri), n. Rye that is sown
in the spring.

Spring-stay (spring'sta), n. A'atit. a smaller
stay used to assist the regular one.
Spring-tall (spring'tiil), n. An insect of the
family Podurid.-e (which see).

Spring-tide (spring'tid), n. i. The tide
which hapiiens at or soon after the new and
full moon, which rises higher than connnon
tides. At these times the sun and moon are
in a straight line with the earth, and their
combined influence in raising the waters of
the ocean is the greatest, consequently the
tides thus produced are the highest. See
Tide. — 2. The time or season of spring;
spring-time. Thomson.

Spring-time (spring'tim), n. The spring.
'In the spring-time, the only pretty ring
tnne.' ,^hak.

Spring-water (sprin^wft-t«r), n. Water is-
suing from a spring: in contradistinction to
river mater, rain water, &c.
Spring-Wheat (spring'whet), n. A species
of wheat to be sown in the spring: so calledm distinction from winter-wheat.
Springy (spring'i), a. [Vrom spring.] i.Hav-
mg elasticity like that of a spring; elastic;
light; as, springy steel; a springy step.
Though her little frame was light, it was firm and

spniigy. Sir If. Scott.

2. Aboimding with springs or fountains;
wet; spongy; as, springy land.
Sprinkle (spring'kl), v. t. pret.

*

pp.sprinkled;
ppr. sprinkling. [A dim. form from O.E.
sprinke, A. Sax. sprencan, for sprengan, to
sprinkle, to scatter, cans, of springan to
spring; comp. D. sprenkelen, to sprinkle;
G. sprenketn, to speckle, to spot. See
Spring.] 1. To scatter in drops or particles;
to cast or let fall in flue separate particles;
to strew. Ex. ix. 8; Num. viii. 7.

Upon the heat and flame of thy distemper
Sprinkle cool patience. Shak.

2. To besprinkle; to bestrew; to bedrop; as,
to sprinkle the earth with water; to sprinkle
a floor with sand.

Wings he wore
Of many a coloured plume spriiiiicii with gold.

Mtttoii.
3. To wash; to cleanse ; to purify. 'Having
our hearts sprijitfed from an evil conscience '

Heb. X. 22.

Sprinkle (spring'kl), v. i. 1. To perform the
act of scattering a liquid or any flne sub-
stance so that it may fall in small particles.
The priest . . . shall sprinkle of the oil with his

•"g"- Lev. xiv. i6.

2. To rain moderately or with drops falling
infrequently; as, it began to sprinkle.— i. To
fly in small drops or sprinkles.

It will make the -kai^x sprinkle up in a fine dew.
Bacon,

Sprinkle (springTcl), n. 1. A small quantity
scattered; a sprinkling. —2. A utensil to
sprinkle with; a sprinkler, as a loose brush
for sprinkling holy water. 'An holy water
sprinkle, dipt in dew.' .Spenser.—3. A tink-
ling sound; a tinkle. [Rare]
At Sorrento you hear nothing but the light surges

of the sea and the sweet sprinkles of the guitar.

« ... Landor.
Sprinkler (springklSr), n. One who or that
wliich sprinkles.

Sprinkling (springkling), n. 1. The act of
scattering in small drops or particles. —2. A
small quantity falling in distinct drops or
parts, or coming moderately; as, a sprink-
ling of rain or snow. Hence-3 A small or
a moderate number or quantity distributed
like separate drops, or as if scattered like
drops.

In none of these languages (Italian. French and
Spanish) is there more than a mere sprinkling of the
modern element. Craik.

Sprintt (sprint), pp. of old springen, to
sprinkle. .Sprinkled; spreut. 'The leaf well
.':print with honey-dew.' iirj. Harington.
Sprint-race (sprint'ras), ii. A short race
run at full sjieed.

Sprint-runner (sprint'run-6r), n. One w ho
runs sprint-races.

Spritt (sprit), t.t. [A form of spirt, sptirt]
To throw out with force from a narrow ori-
fice; to eject; to spirt. Sir T. Browne.
Sprit (sprit), v.i. [A. Sax. spryttan, to sprout,
to bud; a form closely allied to sprotit
(which see).] To sprout; to hud; to germi-
nate, as barley steeped for malt.
Sprit (sprit), n. [In meaning 1 from A. Sax.

Sprit-sail rigged Boat.

spredt, a sprout, a shoot, spryttan, to sprout;
in meaning 2 from D. spriet, a sprit, boeg-

Fate, liir, fat, f»ll; me, met, h6r; pine. pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; li, Sc. abiine; y, Sc. fey.
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fprit, the bowsprit ; but the two words are
really the same.) l.t A shoot; a sprout—
2. Xatit. (a) a small boom, pole, or spar
which crosses the sail of a boat diagonally
from the mast to the upper aftmost comer,
which it is used to extend and elevate. The
lower end of the sprit rests in a sort of
wreath, called the snotter, which encircles
the mast at that place. (6) The bowsprit.
Sprite (sprit), H. The same as Spright, but
in modem usage the common meaning is a
kind of fairy, elf, or goblin, and in this sense
the spelling sprite is much more common
than epright. See Spright.
Of these am I. who thy protection claim,
A watchful t/rite, and Ariel is my name. Pif/e.

Sprlteful* (sprit'ful). Same as Sprightful.
Sprltefullyt (sprit'ful-li). .Same as Spright-
fully.

Sprltelesst (sprit'les), a. Same as Spright-
less.

Spritellness (sprltli-nes). Same as Spright-

Sprltely (sprifli) .Same us Sprightly (which
is now tlie more common spelling).
Sprlting (s.iirit'inK), ii. Same as Spiriting.
Sprit-sail (sprit'sal), 71. Xaxit. (o) the sail
extended by a sprit, chiefly oaed In small

Sprit-sails.

a. Sprit-sail. A, Sprit-sail topsail c, Sprit-saH top.
gallant sail.

boats. See under Sheit. ft) A sail, now
disused, attached to a yard which hangs
under the Ijowsprit of large ressels. It was
furnished with a large hole at each of its
lower comers, to evacuate the water with
which thecavityor liellyof it was frequently
filled bj the surges of the sea when the ship
pitclied. -Sprit-mil lap-mils ami tpril-mil
tiip-ijallant tails were also formerly used
but not now. —Sprit-sail yard, a yard slung
across the Iwwsprit. A sprit-sail used to be
rigged on it. .See cut Jib-boom.
Sprocket-Wlieel(Bprok'et-whel),n. In macA
* ui].' as Rag-ivheel.
Sprod (sppod), ?i. A salmon in its second
,v.ar (Provincial English

]

Sprongf (sprong), old pret. of tpring.
Sprot (spnjt). 11. The .Scotch name for a
liindofmsh. .See SpKAT.
Sprout (sprout), p i. (O E sproulen, sprutm,
in form more closely connected with LO.
tpriilten, D. tpniiten, to sprout, than with
A. Sai. ipredtan (sprjftttn), to sprout, to
sprit, from tpredt, a sprout, a sprit. .See
the noun. Akin spirt, sprit, spurt ] 1. To
shoot, as the seed of a plant; to germinate-
to liegin to grow ; to push out new shoote'
' But the young buds sprouUd on.' Baeon
'Sproutitig with sudden leaves of sprightly
green.' Dryden. —2. To shoot into tamlflca-
tions.

\'itriol is apt to sprotil witli moisture. Bat»n,

3 To grow, like shoota of planto; as, a deer's
burn liegins to >prou(.
Sprout (sprout), 11. [A. Sax. tprUe, Icel
sprulK D. spruit, a sprout, a sprig: A Sax
also tpre6t. .See the verb ] 1. The shoot or
bud of a plant ; a shoot from the seed, or from
the stump, or from the nwt of a plant or
tree; a shoot from the end of a branch 'The
tender »proi/(» of shrabs.' Ray.
Stumps of trees lying out of the ground. wUI put

forth Ifrants for a time. Bacon.

2. pi Young coleworts.
Spruce (spros), a. [According to some
autliorities corrupted from PruM, that is.
Pru.ssian. the form spruce leather, as well
as pruee leather being found, and this lea-
ther having been regarded as particularly
nne and elegant. Others prefer O. E. prous
preiu. O.Frprni. XFr.preux, brave,valiant
I erhaps rather akin to ivrug. tprack, or to
spmnt, sprout] l.f Briak; dashing; active.
Now my ifruce companisiis, is all ready, and all

Ihuigs nealt '
shak.

2. Trim; neat without elegance or dignity;
smug; dandilied: formerly applied to things
with a serious meaning; now chietly applied
to persons with a slight degree of contempt.
'The s^jnice and jocund spring.' Milton.
He is so sfriice, that he never can be genteel. .

„ TatUr.
Spruce (spros), n.f. pret. & pp. spruced: ppr.
sprucing. To trim or dress in a spruce
manner, or with affected or finical neatness;
to prink. ' To spruce his plumes ' Dr. H. \

More.
Spruce (spros). c. i. To dress one's self with
affected neatness.—To spruce up, to dress
one's self sprucely or neatly. 'Till slie had
spruced vp herself first' Burton.
Spruce, Spruce-flr (sprijs, spros'fir), n.
[According to one view from O.K. Spruce,
Pruce, Prussian, because the tree was first
known as a native of Prussia. Hut comp.
G. tprossen-fichte, the spruce-flr, lit. sprout-
flr. from sprossen, young sprouts, spriessen,
to sprout According to Wedgwood the
tree was called the sprout -fir from its
sprouts lieing used in making beer, spruce-
beer (that is (tprouf-beer).] The name given
to several species of trees of the genus Abies
llie Norway spruce-fir is A. excelsa, which
yields the valualile timber known under the
name of white or Christiana deal. The white
sprace is the A alba, which grows in the
coMer regions of North America. The black
spruce-flr is the A. nigra, which is a native
of the most inclement regions of North
America, and attains the height of 70 or SO
feet, with a diameter of from 15 to 20 inches.
Its timber is of great value on account of
its strength, lightness, and elasticity. It is
employed for the yards of ships, and from
the young branches is extracted the essence
o.f spruce, so well known as a useful anti-
scorbutic. Thered spruce is,4.ri(6rn. The
hemlock sprnce-flr is the A. canadensis, a
noble species, rising to the height of 70 or
80 feet, and measuring from 2 to 3 feet in
diameter. It grows abundantly near Quebec,
in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Veraiont
and the upper parts of New Hampshire.
The wood is employed for laths, and for

metal cast in the ingate; hence, ilross; scoria,
(c) A piece of metal or wood used by a
moulder in making the ingate through the
sand.—2. In med. same as Sprew.
Sprugt (sprug), v.t. [Comp. sprack, quick,
lively, active, and spruce.] To make smart
—To sprug up, to dress neatly. [Provincial.]
Sprug (sprug), n. [Perhaps from ts liveli-
ness. See Sprug, v.] A sparrow, [.scotch.]

John Wilson was a blustering fellow, without the
heart of a tpri,^. Sir If. ScM.

Sprung (sprung), pret. & pp. of spri'ii^;.

Spruntt (sprunt), u. i. [From root of sprout
witli insertion of nasal. Compare Hitter,
flinder; split,splint; strut, S,c. stnint; spreckle,
sprinkle.

] 1. To spring up; to germinate.—
2. To spring forward or outward. Somer-
ville.~To sprunt up, to bristle up; to show
sudden resentment. [Colloq. United States ]
Sprunt (sprunt), n. l.t A leap; a spring.—
2. A steep ascent in a road. [Local]—
3 t Anything short and not easily lient.
Spruntt (sprunt).a. Active; vigorous; strong-
lively; brisk. E. Phillips.
Spruntlyt (sprunt'li). adv. 1 Vigorously;
youthfully; like a young man.— 2! Neatly

-

gayly; bravely.

How do I look to-day? Am I not drest sfruntly t

_ B. Jonstin.
Spry (spri), a. [Allied to xprce, sprack (which
see).] Having great power of leaping or
running; nimble; active; vigorous; lively
[Provincial English; United States colloq]

If I'm not as large as you.
You are not so small as I,

And not half so J-/ry. Hmersan.

Norway Spruce iAbici txalsa).

coarse indoor work. Tlie bark is exceed-
ingly valuable for tanning.
Spruce-beer (spros'lier), ». [See SPRl-CE, n )

^ fermented liquor made from the leaves
and small branches of the spruce-rtr or from
the essence of spruce, boiled with sugar or
molasses, and fermented with yeast. There
are two kimls. the brown ami the white, of
which the latter is considered the best as
being made from white sugar instead of
molasaes. Spruce-beer fomis an agreeable
and wholesome beverage, and is useful as
an antiscorbutic.

Spruce-leathert (sprosleTH-6r). n. \Pruce
or Prussian leather. See SPRUCE, a. and «.]
A corruption of Prussian leather; pruce.
Sprucely (sprOs'li), ado. In a spruce man-
ner; with extreme or affected neatness.
SprucenesB (sprbs'nes), 71, The state or
quality of lieing spruce; neatness without
taste or elegance; trimne^s; fineness.
Spruce-ochre (spros'o-k^r), 71. Brown or
yt-I!i.w odire.
Sprue (sprO), 71. 1. \n founding, (a) the in-
gate through which melted metal is poured
Into the mould, (h) I'he waste piece of

ch, cAain: eh. Sc. locA; g,

Spud (spud), 71. [Perhaps a form of spade ,-

but comp. Dan. sipyd, Icel. spjot, a spear, E a
spit] l.t A short knife. 'A spud or dagger.'
Holland.— i. Any short and thick thing- in
contempt; specifically, (n) a piece of tlough
boiled in fat [United .States] (6) A potato
[.Scotch slang. ]-3. A sharp, straight, narrow
spade with a long handle used for digging
out heavy rooted weeils, Ac. —4. A kind
of small spade with a short handle for using
with one hand.
Spue (spu), v.t. and ». Same as Spew. Rev.
iii. 10.

Spullzle, Spulzle (spul'ye), 71. [Fr. spoiler,
from L. fpoliare, to strip, to plunder See
Spoil] .spoil; booty. In Scots law, the
taking away of movable goods in the posses-
sion of another, against the declared will of
the person, or without the order of law
Written also Spulyie.

Spullzle, Spulzle (spiil'ye), v.t. and i. To
carry off a prey ; to spoil ; to plunder Sir
W. Scott.

Spuke (apuk), 71. [.See SPOOK] A spirit or
sjiectre; a spook.
Spule-bane (spul'biin), n. [O.Fr espaule;
fr..';)«»;e. the shoulder. See Spaui.d.] The
shoulder-bone. [Scotch.]
Spoiler (spul'ir). 71. [For spooler, from
spool] One employed to inspect yarn, to
see that it is well spun and fit for the loom
[Local]
Spume (spum), II. [L. spunia, from spuo, to
spit out See SPEW] Froth; foam; scum;
frothy matter raised on liquors or fluid siili-

stances by boiling, effervescence, or agita-
tion. 'Afroth and Kpume.' Sir T. Browne.

The billows green
Toss'd up the silrer sfitime against the clouds.

Spume (spum), t! i'. 1. To froth; to foanL—
2. Same as Spoom.
SpumeousI (spu'me-us), a. [L. spumeut,
from spuma, spume] Foamy; spumous;
sijuniy

Spumescence (spfl-mes'ens), 11. Frothinesa;
the state of foaming or being foamy.
Spumescent (spti-mesent), a. [L. spumes-
cem, ppr. of spumesco, to grow foamy, from
spuwa, foam] Resembling froth or foam;
foaltiiiiL.'.

Spumidt (spa'inid), a. Spumous; frothy.
Spumlferous (spu-raif'4r-us), a. [L smtma.
foam, and fero, to produce. ] Producing
foam.
Spiunlness (spu'ini-nes), 71. Quality of being
spumy.
Spumous, Spiuny (spu'mus, spfl'ml), a.
(L. spumosus, from sptmui, spume or froth.]
Consisting of froth or scum ; foamy. 'The
spumous and florid state of the blood.' Ar-
buthnot.

The ifiumy waves proclaim the wat'ry war.
Dryden.

Spun (spun), pret & pp. of «ptu.
Spunge (spunj), n., v.t., and r.i. Same aa
Sponge.
Spunger (spunj'^r), 11. Same as Sponger.

i.joh; 6, Fr. ton; n%.t\ng; IH, «Aen; th, tAln; w. wig; wh, wAlg; zh, anu«.-See Kki.
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Spungln^-house (apunj'ing-houa), n. Same
as SpoiKjing-hou^c.

Spun-gold (spun'gold), n. Flattened pold,

or silver-gilt wire wound on a thread of

yellow silk.

Spunk (spungk), ?i. [Ir. sponc. tinder, touch-
wood, sponge, Gael, spoiuj; from L. spougia,

a sponge.] 1. Touchwood; tinder; a kind of

tinder made from a species of fungus; ama-
dou. 'Spwjwfc, or touchwood prepared.' Sir

T. Browtie. —2. A quick, ardent temper;
mettle; spirit; pluck. 'Thy girl, perhaps a
lass of sptink. ' Wolcot. ' ilen of apunk, and
spirit, and power, both of mind and body,*

Prof. Wil»on.—S. A very small fire; a fiery

spark or small flame; also, a lucifer-match.

[Scotch. ]

Spunkie ( spungk 'i), n. [From spunk.]
[Scotch.] 1. The ignis fatuua, or WiU-with-
a-wisp. liur)is.—± A person of a fiery or
irritable temper. Gait.

Spunky, Spunkie (spungk'i), a. [Scotch.]

1. Spirited; fiery; irritable; brisk.—2. An
epithet applied to a place supposed to be
haunted, from the frequent appearance of

the ignis fatuua. 'The spunArie howe.' Taii-

iiahill.

Spun-Silk (spun'silk), n. See under Silk.

Spun -silver ( spun' sit -v6r), n. Flattened
silver wire wound round a thread of coarae
silk.

Spun-yarn (spun'yam), n. Naut. a line or
cord formed of two, three, ormore rope-yams
twisted together. The yarns are usually
drawn out of the strands of old cables and
knotted together. Spun-yarn is used for

various pui'poses, as serving ropes, weaving
mats, &c.

Spur (sp6r). n. [A. Sax. spura. spor, spora, a
spuT;Ice\.8pori,J)a.n.spore,O.G. spor, Mod. G.

sporn; probably of same root as spear.

Spurn is a derivative form.] 1. An instru-

ment having a rowel or little wheel with
sharp points, worn on horsemen's heels to

prick the horses for hastening their pace.

In early times it took the simple form of a

Ancient Spurs.

a. Prankish Spur {tenth cent.). *, Brass Spur
(tenip. Henry IV.). c, Long--spi!ced rowel Spur
(temp. Edw. IV.). d. Long -necked brass Spur
(temp. Henry VII.). g, Steel Spur (temp. Henry

sharp-pointed goad, the rowel first appearing
in the end of the thirteenth century. Spurs
were especially the badge of knighthood.
Hence, to win one'sspurs, to become a knight;
to achieve the utmost one can in any line or
profession; to become especiallyand notably
distinguished. —2. That which goads, impels,
or urges to action; incitement; instigation;
incentive; stimulus.

What need we any spur but our own cause
To prick us to redress? Shak.

3. The largest or principal root of a tree.
• By the spurs plucked up the pine and ce-

dar. ' SAafc.
My chestnut-woods

Of Vallombrosa. cleaving by the spurs
To the precipices. E. B. Brirwnin^.

4. Something that projects; a snag.—5. The
hard-pointed projection on a cock's leg which
servesasan instrument of defence and annoy-
ance. —6. In fjeog. a mountain, or mountain
mass, that shoots from a range of mountains
or from aiiotlier mountain and extends for
some distance in a lateral or rectangular
direction.— 7. A spiked iron worn by sailfirs

upon the bottom i)f their boots to help them
wlien standing upon the carcass of a whale,
and stripping off the bluhlter.~8. In carp, a
brace connecting orstrengthening a postand
some other part, as a rafter or cross-beam.

—

9. A sea-s^vallow. [Provincial.]—10, In hot.

(a) any projecting appendage of a flower re-
sembling a spur. (6) A seed of rye affected
with some species of fungus and assuming

theappearanceof aspur;ei^ot.— 11- In/or(. a
wall that crosses a part of the rampart and
joins it to an interior work. — 12. In ship-
buiiding. (a) a shore or piece of timber ex-
tending from the bilge-way, and fayed and
bolted to the bottom of the ship on the stocks.
{b) A curved piece of timber serving as a half-

beam to support the deck where a whole
beam cannot be placed.— 13. In med.the angle
at which the arteries leave a cavity or trunk.
Duiigluion.

Spur (sper), v.t. pret. & pp. spurred; ppr.
spurriwj. 1. To prick with spurs; to incite

to a more hasty pace; as, to spur a horse.—
2. To urge or encourage to action or to a
more vigorous pursuit of an object; to incite

;

to instigate; to impel; to drive; to stimulate.
' ITiat affection may spur them to their duty.

'

Locke.

Love will not be spnrr'd to what it loathes. Shak.

3. To put spurs on; to furnish with spurs;
as, a traveller booted and spurred.

Spur (sper), v.i. 1. To spur one's horse to
make it go fast; to ride fast.

Now sfurs the 'lated traveller apace
To gam the timely inn. Shak.

The roads leading to the capital were covered with
multitudes of yeomen J/Hm«^ hard to Westminster.

Macatilay.

2. To press forward.

Some bold men, by spitrrin^ on. refine themselves.
Gmv.

Spurgall (spfer'gsl), V.t. To gall or wound
with a spur. Shak.
Spurgali (spfir'gftl), n. A place galled or
excoriated by much using of the spur.

Spurge (sp^rj). n. [O.Fr. espurge, spurge,
from L. expurgare, to purge— ea;. out of,

and piirgo, to purge.] The common name
of the different species of British plants of

the genus Euphorbia They abound with
an acrid, milky juice. The caper-spurge is

the E. Latk}/ris, the oil of the seeds of which
is a substitute for croton-oil ; the cypress
spurge is the E. Cyparissias, a virulent

poison; the petty spurge is the E. Peplus,
once used as a powerful purgative. See
Euphorbia.
Spur-gear, Spur-gearlng (sp^r'ger, sp^r'-

ger-ing), n. Gearing in which spur-wheels
are employed.
Spurge -flax (sp^rj'flaks), n. A plant.
Daphne GniUium, a native of Spain.

Spurge - laurel (sp^rj'lft-relj, it. The
Daphne Laureola, a shrub, a native of
Britain, possessing acrid properties. See
Daphne.
Spurgewort (sp6rj'w6rt), n. Spurge (which
se^).

Spurgingt (sp6rj'ing), n. Purging. B.
Junnun.
Spurious (spu'ri-us). a. [L. spurius. bastard,
from same root as Gr. speiro, to sow seed.]

,

1. Notlegitimate; bastard; &s, spuriou^is&ue. i

Your Scipios, Caesars. Pompeys, and your Catos,
These gods on earth, are all the spurious brood
Of violated maids. Addison.

2. Not proceeding from the tnie source or
from the source pretended; not being what
it pretends or appeai-s to be; not genuine;
counterfeit; false; adulterate.

I never could be imposed nn .to take your
genuine poetry for their spurious productions.

Drydett.
A London minister could still (circa 1650) undertake

to prove the doctrine of the Trinity by a syllogism
supported by a spurious text :

' There are three that
bear record ia heaven, the Father, the Word, and
the Holy Ghost, and these three are one.'

Etlice Hopkins.
—Spurious disease, a disease commonly mis-
taken for and called by the name of some-
thing which it is not; as. spurious pleurisy,

i.e. rheumatism of the intercostal muscles.
—Spunous icing, inoniith. three orflveipiill-

like feathers placed at a small joint risin.i at
the middle part of the wing ; the bastard
wing. Swainsoji.—Syn. Counterfeit, false,

adulterate, supposititious, fictitious, bastard.

Spuriously (spu'rl-usdi), adv. In a spurious
manner; counterfeitly; falsely.

Spuriousness (spu'ri-us-nes), «. 1. The
state or quality of being spurious, coun-
terfeit, false, or not genuine; as, the spuri-
ojisness of drugs, of coin, or of wTitings.

—

2. Illegitimacy; the state of being bastard
or not of legitimate biith; as, the spurious-
ncss of issue.

Spurless (sper^es). a. Having no spurs.

Spurling (sper'ling). n. A smelt or spirting.

Spurling-line (spt^r'ling-lin), n. Xaut.
the line which forms the communication
between the wheel and the tell-tale.

Spurn (spern), v.t. [A derivative of spur;
A. Sax. spuryian, to spurn; Icel. spor}ia,

spyma, to kick, to spui-n; O.H.G. spurnan.

spornan, to kick.] 1. To drive back or away,
as with the foot; to kick. ' And foot me as
you spurn a stranger cur' Shak.—% To re-
ject with disdain; to scorn to receive or ac-
cept; to treat with contempt.

Domestics will pay a more cheerful ser%'ice when
they find themselves not spumed because fortune
has laid tliem at their masters' feet. Locke.

Spurn (sp6rn), v.i. 1. To kick or toss up
the heels.

The drunken chairman in the kenne! spurns. Gay.

2. To dash the foot against something; to
strike with the foot; to stumble.
The niaid . , . ran upstairs, but, spurning &%. the

dead body, fell upon it in a swoon.
Pope Gr Arbuthnot.

3. To manifest disdain or contempt in reject-
ing anything; to make contemptuous oppo-
sition; to manifest contempt or disdain in
resistance. 'Xay more, to spurn at your
most royal image.' Shak.
Spurn (8p6rnX n. 1. A blow with the foot;
a kick. [Kare. ]

What defence can properly be used in such a des-
picable encounter as this but either the slap or the
spurn. Milton.

2. Disdainful rejection; contemptuous treat-
ment.

The insolence of office, and the spurns
That patient merit of tlie unworthy takes. Shak.

Spume t (sp6rn), v.t. To spur. Spenser.

Spumer (sp6ru'6r), n. One who spurns.

Spurney (sp^r'ni), n. A plant : probably a
corruption of spxaiey.

Spur-pruning (sper'prbn-ing), n. A mode
of pruning trees by which one or two eyes
of last year's wood are left and the rest cut
off, so as to leave short rods.

Spurre (sp^r), n. A name of the sea-swallow.
Spurred (sp6rd), a. 1. Wearing spurs; as, a
spurred horseman. —2. Having prolongations
or shoots like spurs. — Spurred corolla, a
corolla which has at its base a hollow pro-
longation like a horn, as in antirrhinum.

—

—Spurred rye, rye affected with ergot. See
Ergot.
Spurrer (sp^i-'^r), n. 1. One who uses spurs.
2. Something that incites or ui^es on ; as. a
spurrer to exercise and amusement. Sw^ft.

Spurrey (sp^r'ri), n. [P. and O.Fr. spttrrie,

G. spurrey, spurre.] The common name of
plants of the genus Spergula. See Spek-
QULA.
Spur-rial, Spur-ryal (sper'ri-al), n. See
Spuh-kuyal.
Spurrier (sper'ri-Sr), n. One whose occu-
pation is to make spurs. Macaulay.
Spur-royal (sper'roi-al), ?i. A gold coin, first

made in the reign of Edward IV. In the
reign of James I. its value was lbs. It was
so named from having on the reverse a sun
with the four cardinal rays issuing from it

so as to suggest a resemblance to the rowel
of a spur. Sometimes written Spur-rial or
Spur-ryal.

Spurry (sp^r'ri), «. Same as Spurrey.
Spurt (spert), v.t. [A form of spirt (which
see).] To throw out in a stream or jet, as
water ; to drive or force out with violence

;

to spout; to stjuirt; as, to spurt water from
the mouth or from a tube.

Spurt (sp6rt). v.i. 1. To gush out in a small
stream sudttenly and forcibly, or at inter-

vals, as l)lood from an artery; to spirt.—
2. To make a short extraordinary effort, as
in running, *fcc.; to spirt.

Spurt (sp6rt), n. 1. A forcible gush of liquid

^om a confined place; a jet— 2. t A shoot; a
bud.—3. A short sudden outbreak.

A sudden spurt of woman's jealousy. Tmnyson,

4. A sudden extraordinary effort for an emer-
gency; a short sudden act
The long, steady sweep of the so-called 'paddle*

tried him almost as much as the breathless strain of

the spurt. T. Hughes.

Spurtle (sp^r'tl), v.t. [Freq. from spurt]
To shoot in a scatter-

ing manner. Drayton.
Spur-way (sp^r'wa), n.

A horse-path ; a nar-
row way ; a bridle
road ; away for a single
beast.

Spur - wheel ( sp6r'-

9m '//// \^ ^ whel). 71. In mach. a

yWm /.^ wheel in which the

7 ^^^"^S^ teeth are peri>endicu-
^ "^

lar to the axis, and in

the direction of radii.

A train of such wheels
working into each

other is called spur-gear.

Spur-wing (bp^r'vring), n. 1. The English
name for a species of wading birds of the

spur-wheel.

Fate, far, fat, fjiU; me. met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bwll; oil, pound; \i, Sc. abune; y, Sc. f«y.
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genus Parra, having the wing armed with a

bony spur. They inhabit Africa and South
America.— 2. The name yiven to tlie species

of geeae of the genus Fleetropterus. Tliey

are natives of Africa, and have two strong:

spurs on the shoulder of the wing.

Spurwort (sper'w^rt), n. A British plant
*if the genus Sherardia, the S. arveiisis,

called also Field-ituidder. See FlELD-MAD-
ItKK.

SpUtation (spu-ta'shon), n [L. gputo,
.spiifatam, to spit] The act of spitting;

that which is spit up. ' A moist ^putation

or txpectoration.' Haroey.
Sputative (spu'ta-tlv), a. [See above.]

Sijjuiug much; inclined to spit. Wotton.

Sputet (spilt), v.t. To dispute. WickUffe.

Sputter (sput'er), v.i. [From root of spout

and f^pit. and closely akin to spatter; X.G.
gputtern, to sputter.] 1. To spit, or to emit
saliva from the mouth in small or scattered
portions, as in rapid speaking; to speak ao

rapidly as to emit saliva.

They could neither of thera speak their rage ; and
so fell a spuUtring at one another, like two roasting
apples. Consrtve.

2. To throw out moisture in small detached
parts.

Like the green wood.
That, spHttertHs in the flame, works outward into

tears. Drydeti.

3. To fly off in small particles with some
crackling or noise. 'When sparkling lamps
their sputtering lights advance.' Dryden.
Sputter (sput'er), v.t. To utter rapidly
and with indistinctness; to jabber. 'In the
niid.st of caresses . . . t/> sputter out the
basest accusations. ' Swift.

Sputter (sput'er). n. 1. Moist matter thrown
out in small particles.—2. A noise: a bustle;

an ui>n-»ar.

Sputterer (sput'&r-^r), n. One Uiat sput-
ters.

Sputum ( spu'tum \ n. [L. , from gpuo, to
spit out] 1. Spittle; salival discharges
from the mouth.— 2. In ?;ic(i. that which is

expectorated or ejected from tlie lungs.

Spy (spi). n. [O.Fr. espie, a spy. a scout,
from the verb (which see).] 1. A iterson
who keeps a constant watch on the actions.
niotiniis, conduct, Ac, of others; one who
secretly watches what is going on. Shak.
Every corner was poMessed by diligent sfiits upon

their master and mistress. Ci-xrftidt>ii.

2. A secret emissary sent into the enemy's
camp or temtory to inspect their works,
ascertain their strength and their inten-
tions, to watch their movements, and report
thereon to the proper officer. By the laws
of war among all civilized nations a spy is

subjected to capital punishment— 3. t The
pilot of a vessel.

Spy (*pi), V t. pret A pp. spied; ppr. spjfing.

[0-Fr. espier. to spy or espy, from O.H (J.

8peh6n, spiohfin, to search out, examine, in-

vestigate—the root being the same as in L.

specif), to see, Skr. »pa^, to look See SPE-
CIES.] 1. To gain sight of; to discover at a
distance, or ta a state of concealment; to
see; to espy; as, to «py land from the mast-
head of a ship.

As a tiger, who by chance hath spied
In some purlieu two gentle fawns at pUy.
Straight crouches close. Milton.

One. in reading, skipped over all sentences where
he spied A noic of admiration. Sw/t.

2. To gain a knowledge of by artiflce; to dis-
cover by close search or examination.

Look about with your eyes; j^^ what things arc
to be reformed in the Church of England. Latitntr.

3. To explore; to view, inspect, and examine
secretly, as a country: usually with out
Moses sent to spy out Jaazer, and they t'>ok the

villages thereof. N'uio. x%\. :ja.

Spy (spi), r i. To tearch narrowly; to icru-
tinize; to pry.

It fs my nature's plague
To spy into abuses. Shak.

Spyal t (spi'al). n. A spy. SpenMer.
Spyboat (spi'lwt). n. A l>oat sent to make
disciiveries and bring Intelligence.

Givini; the colour of the sea to their spyboats. to
kcc;j them from being discovered, came from the
^'ci-cti. Arbuthnot.

Spycraft (spiTcraft). n. The art or practices
of a spy; the act or practice of spying.

All attempts to plot affainst the Governinent were
rendered i mpracticaMe by a system of vig-ilance,
Jealousy, f/v< riij'l, sudden arrest, and summary pun-
ishment. Brougham.

Spy- glass (.spl'glas). n. A telescope, espe-
cially a small telescope.
Spylsm (spi'ism). n. The act or business of
spying; the system of employing spies.

Spy-money (spi'raun-i), n. Money paid to

a si\v; a reward for secret intelligence. Ad-
di^vii.

Sp3n*et (spir), r.L [See Spire.] To shoot
forth. Spenser.

Spy - Wednesday (spi-wens'da), n. An old
name givi-n to the Wednesday immediately
preceding Easter, in allusion to the betrayal
of Christ by Judas Iscariot.

Squab (skwob), a. [A word which also oc-
curs without the s. According to Wedg-
wood, from the sound made by a soft lump
falling.] 1. Fat; short and stout; plump;
l)ulky. — 2. Unfledged; unfeathered; as, a
gquab pigeon.

Why must old pigeons, and they stale, be drest.
When there's so many s^uab ones in the nest?

Vr. If. King.

Squab (skwob), n. l. A young pigeon or
dove.— 2. A short fat person.

Gorgonius sits abdominous and wan,
Like a fat squab upon a Chinese fan. Cou-per.

3. A kind of sofa or couch; a stuffed cushion.
' Punching the squab of chaira and sofas
with tlieir dirty flats.' Dickens.

On a large squab you find her spread. Pope.

Squab (skwob), adv. Striking at once; with
a heavy fall; plump. [Colloq.]

The eagle took the tortoise up into the air and
dropt him, squab, upon a rock. Sir R. I'Estrange.

Squab (skwob), v.i. To fall plump.
Squabash (skwa-bash'), v.t. To crush; to
(luash. [Colloq.]

His (Gilford's) satire of the Baviad and Maeviad
squabasPied. at one blow, a set of coxcombs who
might have humbugged the world long enough.

Sir jr. Scott.

Squabblsh. Squabby (skwob'ish, skwob*!),
a. Tiiick; fat; hea*^-

Diet renders them of a squabbish or lardy habit of
body. Ha* vey.

Squabble (skwobn),p.i. ^tei.&^^.sqimhhled;
ppr. squahbUng. [Perhaps imitative of con-
fused sound; comp. Sw. kiibbla, to quarrel;
D. kibbelen, to wrangle, kabbclen, to dash as
waves; L.G. kabbeln, to quarrel; G. quab-
beln, to vibrate.] 1. To engage in a low
noisy quarrel or row; to quarrel and fight

noisily; to brawl; to scuffle; to wrangle.

Drunk? and speak parrot! and squabble f swaggert
swear? and discourse fustian with one's owashaoow?

Sha*.
2. To debate peevishly; to dispute.

The sense of these propositions is very plain,
thougMogicians mitiht squabb/e a whole day whether
they should rank themselves under negative or
affirmative. If'aits.

SVN. To dispute, contend, scuffle, wrangle,
ijuarrel, brawl.

Squabble (skwob'l), v.t. in typog. to put
awry; to disarrange or knock off the straight
Uue. as types that have been set up. A page
is said to l>e squabbled when the letters

stand much awry, and require painstaking
readjust uR'iit.

Squabble ^skwoblXn- a scuffle; a wrangle;
a brawl; a petty quarrel.

Pragmatic fools commonly begin the s^uaMU, and
crafty knaves reap the benefit. Sir R. VEstrange.

Squabbler (skwobltr), n. One who squab-
Itlfs; a contentious person; a brawler; a
niti(4y disputant
Squabby, see Sqcabbish.
Squab-cliick(skwob'chik),fi. A chicken not
fully feathered. [Ix)cal.]

Squab -pie (skwob'pi), n. A pie made of

s^tuahs or young pigeons ; also, a pie made
of meat, apples, and onions.

Sauacco (skwak'd), u. A species of heron,
Ardea camata.
Squad (skwod), n. [Abbrev. of squadron, or
mrectly from Fr. escouade] I. MUit. any
small number of men assembled for drill or
inspection.— Awkhoard squad, the body of
recruits not yet fitted to take their place in

the regimental line.—2. Any small party of

men; as. a squad of navvies; a set of people
in general
SqiUlddy (skwod'i), a. Squabby. ' A fatte

jsquaddy nionke that had beene well fedde
Id some cloyster.' Qreene. [Old English
and Ameiican.]
Squadron (!*kwod'ron), n. [O.Fr. esquadron.
Mod. Fr. encadron, from It. squadrone, a
s<luadron. from squadra, a square— L. ex,

and quadra, a ajuare. from 7t/a(tfor, four]
1. In its primary sense, a 8((uare or square
form ; and hence, a square body of troops;
a body drawn up in a square. [Rare.]

Those half-round injT [fuards

Just met, and closing; stood in squadron Join'd.
Aft/ton.

2. The principal division of a regiment of
cavalry. The actual strength of a squadron

varies with that of the component troops,
but it ranges from 120 to 200 sabres. A
squadron is divided into two troops, each
of which is commanded by its captain, as-

sisted by a lieutenant and sub-lieutenant.
Each regiment of cavalry consists of three
or four 8(iuadrons.— 3. A division of a fleet;

a detachment of ships of war employed ou
a particular service or station, and under
the command of a commodore or junior
flag-officer.

Squadroned (skwod'rond), a. Formed into
squadrons or squares. Milton.
Squalid (skwol'id), a. [L. squalidus, stiff

with dirt, filthy, squalid, from squaleo, to
be foul or filthy.] Foul; filthy; extremely
dirty; as, asqt'olid beggar; a squalid house.
* Uncomb'd his locks, and squalid his attire.

'

Dryden.
Sqiialidae (akwu'li-de), n. pi. [L. sqnalus, a
fish of the shark or dog-fish family, and Gr.
eidos, resemblance.] A family of elasmo-
branchiate fishes, which includes the vari-
ous species of sharks. The type of this
family is the Linna?an genus Squalus. See
Shark,
Squalidity (skwo-lid'i-ti), n. The state of
being squalid; foulness; fllthiness.

Squalidly (sk^'olid-li), adv. In a squalid,
filthy maimer.
Squalidness (skwol'id-nes), n. Same as
Squalidity.

Squall (skwal), r.i. [An imitative word:
Icel. skval, a squall or scream, skvala, to
scream. Akin squeal.] To cry out; to scream
or cry violently, as a woman frightened or
a child in anger or distress ; as, the infant
squalled.

I put five (of the Lilliputians) into my coat pocket;
and as to the fifth. I made a countenance as if I

would eat him alive. The poor man squa/ied ter-
ribly. Swift.

Squall (8kw$^l),n. l. A loud scream; a harsh
cry. The short, thick sob, loud scream,
and shriller squall.' Pope.— 2. A sudden
gust of wind, frequently occasioned by the
interruption and reverberation of the wind
from high mountains: a sudden and vehe-
ment succession of gusts, often accompanied
by rain, snow, or aleet; a flaw.

A lowering squall obscures the northern sky.
Falconer.

—A black squall, one attended mth a dark
cloud, diminishing the usual quantity of
light—^ thick squall, one Rccompanied with
hail, sleet, Ax.— .-1 white squall, one which
produces no diminution of light.

—

To look
out for squalls, to be on one's guard ; to be
on the watch. [Colloq.]

Squaller (skwfll'Sr), n. One who squalls;
one that shrieks or cries loud.

Squally (skw^l'l), a. l. Abounding with
8<|ualls; disturbed often with sudden and
violent gusts of wind; as, squally weather.
2. Having unproductive spots interspersed
throughont: said of a field of turnips or
com. [Provincial.]— 3. In weaving, faulty
or uneven, as cloth.

Squaloid(skwH'loid).a. (L. status, a eAiaxk,

and Gr. eidos, likeness.] Like a shark, or
resembling a shark.

Squalor (skwol'fir or skwalor), n. [See
Squalid.] Foulness; fllthiness; coarseness.
'Nastiness, squalor, ugliness, hunger.' Bur-
ton.

Sir Leicester's gallantry concedes the point, though
he still feels that to bring this sort of squalor among
the upper clas.ses is really— really—

.

Dickens.

—Squalor carceris, in Scots law. a term
meaning merely the strictness of imprison-
ment which a creditor was entitled to en-
force, with the view of con)pelling the
debtor to pay the debt, or disclose any
funds which he might have concealed.

Squalus (skwa'Ius). «. [L., a fish of the
shark or dog-fish family. ] 'The generic name
given by Linnrcus to the sharks. See Shark.
Squama (skwa'ma). ». pi. SquamsB (skwa'-

me). [L, a scale. See SyUAMOU;^.] 1. In6o(.

one of the bractero <»f an amentum or catkin;

one of those parts which are arranged upon
a plant in the same manner as the scales of

fishes and other animals, a.s the undeveloped
external leaves of the bmls of most plants.

2. In anat. an opa<iue and thickened lamina
of the cuticle; a horny scale.

Squamaceous (skwa-ma'shus), a. Same as
Sqi/ftiiiose.

Squamata (skwa-ma'ta). n. pi. [L. See
SijUAMA. ] The division of reptiles compris-
ing the Ophidia (snakes) and Lacertiiia

(lizards), in which the integument develops
homy scales, but there are no dermal ossifi-

cations.

eh, cftain; Ch, Sc. loch; g. go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng. sinj; TH, (Aen; th, thia; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KBT.
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Squamate, Squamated (skwa'mat. skwa'-

niat-ed), a. Squamose; covered with sniall

scale-like bodies.

Squame.t » [L. squamu, a. scale.] A scale.

Chaucer.
Squamella (skwa-mel'la). n. [L., dim, of

squama, a scale.] In bot. a membranous
scale-like bract, common on the receptacle

of the species of Composita?.

Squamellate, Squamulose (skwa-mel'lat,

skwam'u-los), a. In bot. furnished with

little scales.

Sqiiamiform (skwa'mi-form),a. [L. squama.
a scale, and/oj//J«, form.] Having the form

or shape of scales.

Squamigerous (sk\va-mij'6r-u8), a. [L.

tiquamifjer^squama, a scale, and gero, to

bear.] Bearing or having scales.

Squamipen (skwa'mi-pen), n. One of the

Squamipennes.
Squamipennes(skwa'mi-pen-ne2), n.pl. [L.

nquaina, a scale, and ^enna, a wing or fin.]

A family of acantliopterygious (teleostean)

fishes, so named on account of their flns

being covered with scales, not only on the

parts which have soft rays, but frequently

also on those that have spinous ones. They
were all included by Linnreus in the genus
Chwtodon. They are chiefly small fishes,

abundant in the seas of hot climates, and
of the most beautiful colours. They frequent
rocky shores, and their flesh is, generally

speaking, very wholesome and palatable.

Called also Chcetoduntidce,

Squamoid (skwa'moid), a. [L. squama, a

scale, and Gr. eidog, form.] Resembling a

scale or scales; also covered with scales or

scale-like integuments; scaly.

Squamosal(sk\va*mo'sal), a. Inana^ Same
as Squamoux. II. Spencer.

Squamous, Squamoae (skwa'-mus, skwa-

mos'), a. [L. squamosus, from squama, a

scale, from a root skad, Skr. chhad, to cover,

to conceal.] Covered with or consisting of

scales; resembling scales; scaly; as, the

squamous cones of the pine.—Sqiiamous
bulb, a bulb in which the outer scales are

distinct, fleshy, and imbricated, like the

inner scales, as in the white and orange
liliea.—Squamous boties, in anat. the bones

of the skull behind the ear, so called be-

cause they lie over each other like scales.~
Squamous suture, the suture which con-

nects the squamous portion of the temporal

bone with the parietal.

Squamule (skwam'ul), n. [L. squamula,
dim. of squama, a scale] In bot. a minute
scale, as in tlie flower of a grass.

Squamulose, a. See Squamellate.
Squander (ekwon'd6r), v.t. [From A. Sax.

(

sivindan. swand, swunden, to waste away,

vanish; O.H.G. stiandian, G. schwinden. to

vanish; (ver)schwenden, to squander. The
q has been inserted as in 0,E. squelter for

swelter, squete forswete (sweet), vulgar squim
tor swim, &c. See SyuEAMISH.J 1. To spend
lavishly or profusely; to spend prodigally;

to dissipate ; to waste without economy or

judgment; as, to squander one's money or

an estate.
Tlie crime of squandertitg^ health is equal to the

folly. Rambler.

2.t To scatter; to disperse. ' In many thou-

sand islands that lie squandered in the vast

ocean.' Howell.
Our sqtiandered troops he rallies. Dryden.

Syn. To spend, expend, waste, lavish, dissi-

pate.

Squander (skwon'der), n. Act of squander-

ing, [Rare.]

Squanderer (skwon'd6r-6r), 7t. One who
squanders; one who spends his money pro-

digally, without necessity or use; a spend-

thrift; a prodigal; a waster; alavisher.

Plenty in their own keepin^r teaches them from the

beginning to be squanderers and wasters. Locke.

Squanderlngly (skwon'd6r-ing-li), ady. In
a 8(tuandering manner; by squandering; pro-

digally; lavishly.

Square (skwar), a. [O.Fr. e«7«arr«, a square;

It. squadra; from L. ex, and quadra, a
square, fromquadrus, square, quattior, four.

See Squadron, Quarry.] 1. Having four

equal sides and four right angles; as, a
square room; & square figure.—2. Forming
a right angle; as, a square corner.—3. Hav-
ing a shape broad for the height, with recti-

lineal and angular rather than curved out-

lines ; as, a man of a square frame. ' My
queen's square brows' (that is forehead).

Shak. —4. Exactly suitable or correspondent;

true; just.

She's a most triumphant lady, if report be square

to her. Shak.

5. Rendering equal justice; exact; fair;

honest.
Let's have fair play;

Square dealing I would wish you. Beau. & Fl.

6. Even; leaving no balance; as, to make or
leave the accounts square. —7. Leaving
nothing; hearty; vigorous.

Ily Heaven, square eaters

!

More meat, 1 say. Beau. & Fl.

8. Complete; satisfying; as, a square meal.
[CoUoq.]—9. jya«(. at right angles with the
mast or the keel, and parallel to the horizon.

—Three square. Jive square, having three or
five equal sides, Ac: an old and unwarrant-
able use of square.—Square measures, the
squares of lineal measures, as a, square inch,

a square foot, a square yard, &c.—S(^uare
number, the product of a number multiplied

into itself. Thus the squares of the natural

numbers. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Ac, are respectively

1, 4, 9, 10, 25, &<i.—Square root, in aritk. and
aig. that root which being multiplied into

itself produces the given number or quan-
tity. Thus 8 is the square root of 64, for

8x8 = 64; I is the square root of %, for ^ x 5
= |. Also x^ is the square root of a;*, for

X- XX'' = x* ; a-\-x is the square rootof a2+2
ax-\-x^, for (a -fa;) x (a-f a;)= a^-|-2 ax-^z'^.

When a given number or quantity is not an
exact square, its square root can only be
found by approximation. Thus the square
root of 2 is 1-41421, &c.~All square, all ar-

ranged; all right. Dickens.

Square (skwar), n. [See the adjective.] 1. In
geom. a four-sided plane rectilineal figure,

having all its sides equal, and all its angles
right angles; a rectangular figure formed
from any given line as the side.— 2. What
nearly approaches this shape ; a square
piece or square surface. ' He bolted his food
down his capacious throat in squares of 3
inches.' Sir W. Scott. Hence-;<a) a pane of

glass. (6) In printing, a certain number of

lines forming a portion of a column nearly
square: used chiefly in reckoning the prices

of newspaper advertisements.— 3. An area
of four sides with houses on each side; some-
times a square lilock of houses; also, some-
times an area formed by the meeting or in-

tersection of two or more streets.

The statue of Alexander VII. stands in the large
square of the town, Addison.

4. An instrument used by artificers, draughts-
men, and others for trying or describing

right angles. It consists of two rules or

branches fastened perpendicularly at one
end of their extremities so as to fonn a right

angle. When one ruler joins the other in

the middle in the form of a T, it is called a
T-sqxtare. Hence—5. A measure, standard,
pattern, or model.
Those that affect antiquity will follow the square

thereof. Milton.

6. In arith. and alg. the number or quan-
tity produced Ity multiplying a number or

(luantity by itself. Thus 64 is the square of

8, for 8x8 = 64.— 7.t Rule; regularity; exact
proportion ;

justness of workmanship and
conduct. ' Corinth many ways reproved,

they of Galatia nmch more out of square.'

Hooker.

I have not kept my square; but that to come
Shall alt be done by the rule. S?iak.

8. A square body of troops. 'The brave

squares of war.' Shak. Specifically, milit.

a body of infantry formed into a rectangu-

lar figure with several ranks or rows of

men facing on each side, with officers, horses,

colours, &c., in the centre. The front rank
kneels, the second and third stoop, and the

remaining ranks (generally two) stand. This

formation is usually employed to resist a

cavalry charge. Hollow squares are fre-

quently formed with the faces fronting in-

wards when orders and instructions, &c.,

are to be read and the like. —9. t Extent equal

on all sides; compass or extent. [But the

meaning in the extract is doubtful.]

I profess
Myself an enemy to an other joys
Which the most precious square of sense possesses,

And find 1 am alone felicitate

In your hijjhness' dear love. Shak.

10. Level; equality; generally with the.

We live not on the square with such as these.

Such are our betters. Dryden.

11. In astrol. quartile; the position of planets

distant 90 degrees from each other. ' Their

planetary motions and aspect, in sextile,

square, and time.' Milton.^l2.i A quarrel.

See Square, v.t., 2.—13.t The front part of

the female dress near the bosom, generally

worked or embroidered.

Between her breasts, the cruel weapon rives

Her curious square, emboss'd with swelling gold.
Fattyax.

--Geometrical square, a quadrant (which
&ee).—Magic square. See :MAGIC.—Srjuare

of an anchor, the upper part of the shank
of an anchor. —Square ofRoaring or roofing,

a measure of 100 superficial feet.—To see

how the squares go, to see how the game
proceeds, how matters are going on ; a
phrase taken from the game of chess, the
chess-board being formed with squares.

One frog looked about him to see hoiv squares
went with their new king. Sir K. VEstrange.

—Method of least squares, the method of

finding the probable error in assuming the
mean of a number of discordant observa-

tions of a phenomenon. In the application
of this method, the rule in all cases is the
same ; namely, that that result has the
greatest probability in its favour, the as-

sumption of which makes the sum of the

stiuares of the errors the least possible, pro-

vided that all the observations are equally
worthy of confidence. The method of least

squares is now universally used in as-

tronomy.—Ow or upon the square, all right;

so as not to be objectionable ; fair and
strictly honest; as, to play tipon the square;

to act on the square.

Anionyst known cheats, to play u/o» the square
You'll be undone. Rochester.

I must keep things on the square if I can. sir. . . .

I must preserve peace among them. Dickens.

— To break squares, to depart from an ac-

customed order.— To break iio squares, to

make no difference; to give no offence.

I wilt break no squares whether it l>e so or not.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Square (skwar), v.t. pret. & pp. squared;
ppr. squaring. 1. To form with four equal
sides and four right angles. ^2. To reduce or

bring accurately to right angles and straight

lines ; as, to square masons' or carpenters'

work.— 3. To reduce to any given measure
or standard; to compare with a given stan-

dard.
Stubborn critics, apt, without a theme
For depravation, to square the general sex

By Cressid's rule. Shak.

4. To adjust; to regulate; to mould; to

shape; to accommodate; to fit.

O, that ever I had squared me to tliy counsel. Shak.

Eye me, blest Providence, and square my trial

To my proportioned strength. Mi/ton.

5. To hold a quartile position respecting.

O'er Libra's sign a crowd of foes prevails,

The icy Goat and Crab that square the scales.
Creech.

6. To make even so as to leave no differ-

ence or balance; as, to square accounts.—
7. In math, to multiply by itself; as, to

square a number. —8. XatU. to place at

right angles with the mast or keel ; as, to

square the yards.—9. To induce to join or

acquiesce in someiniquitous plan, by bribery
or otherwise. [Slang.]—To square the circle.

See Quadrature.— To «(/w«re thenhmdders,
to elevate them so as to give them a square
or angular appearance, showing determina-
tion or other feeling. Sir W. Scott.

Square (skwar), v.i. 1. To suit; to fit; to

accord or agree; as, his opinions do not
square with the doctrines of philosophers.

If we bring in our minds this conception of design,

nothing can more fully sqttare with and fit in than

such instances as these. /' heu^ell.

2.t To quarrel; to go to opposite sides; to

take an attitude of oflfence or defence.

Are you such fools

To square for this? Shak.

3. To take the attitudes of a boxer; to spar:

often followed by up. [Colloq.J

Here Zack came in with the gloves on, squaring
on the most approved prize-fighter principles as he
advanced. "'. Collins.

Square-built (skwarOiilt), a. Of a square

build; having a shape broad for the height

and bounded by rectilineal rather than by
curved lines; as, a square-built man.
Square-coupling (sKwar'ku-pling), n. In
mill-work, a Kind of permanent coupling, of

Square-coupling.

which the coupling-box is made in halves

and square, corresponding to the form of the

two connected ends of the shafts. The two

Fate, tar, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub. buU; oU, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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halves of the box are bolted together on the

opposite sides as represented by the an-

nexed figure.

Square-flle (skwar-fil), n. A file which is

square in its transverse section; it is usu-

ally tapering, and has one smooth side.

Squaxe-fi^lJned(skwar'framd),a. Injoinery,
applied to a work when the framing has all

the angles of its styles, rails, and mount-
ings square without being moulded.
Square-Joint (skwar'jolnt). n. A joint in

wooden stuff in which the edges are brought
squarely together without rabbeting, tongue,
or feather.

Squarely (skwar'li), adv. 1. In a square
form; as, squarely built. — 2. In a square
manner ; suitably ; honestly. ' To deal
squarely and openly.' Sterne.

Squareness (skwar'nes), n. l. The state of

being square.—2. Suitableness; fairness in

dealing.

Squarer (skwaK^r), n. 1. One who squares;
as, a squarer of the circle.— 2.t One who
quarrels; a hot-headed contentious fellow.

Is there no young sguarer now tliat will make a
Toyage with him to the devil! Shak.

3. One who spars; a sparrer.

Square-rig (skwar'rig), n. Naut that rig

in which the lower sails are suspended from
horizontal yards. See next entry.

Square-rlgged{skwar'rigd),a. Saxtt. a term
applied tn ii vessel whose principal sails are
extended by yards suspended by the middle,
and not by stays, gaffs, booms, and lateen
yards. Thus a ship and a brig are square-
ritffjed vessels.

Square-roof (skwar'rbf), n. A roof in which
ttR- ]irincii»:il rafters meet at a right angle.

Square-sail (skwar'sal), n. A sail ex-
tended on a yard suspended by the middle
and hangiii;,' horizontally, as distinguished
from otlier sails which are extended ob-
liquely.

Square-toed (skwar'tod), a 1. Haring the
toes or end sijuare. 'Obsolete as fardin-
gales, ruffs, and square-toed shoes.' Dr. W.
Knox.—2 Formal; precise; finical; puncti-
lious; prim.
Have we not almost all learnt these expressions of

old foozles, and uttered them when in the sguare-iotd
state? Thackeray.

Square-toes (skwar'tSz), n. A precise, for-
mal, old-fashioned personage, llie term
arose from the wearing by gentlemen of the
old school of tlie s([Uiire-toed boots or eJioes
fashionable in their younger days.

Lewis XIV the old squarttoet, the Idol of
t>>gwi|£gery, was in my miad an undoubted and royal
snob. Thackeray.

Now, don't you be jawing away about young
Sqttaretoei. tie's no end of a sucking wiseacre.

T. Hughes.
Squarish (skwar'ish), a. Nearly square.
Squarrose, Squarrous (akw&r'dfl, skw&r'-
us),(i. [1. ^'/'(a/T.,^ris, rough, gcurfy, scabby.]
In hut. (Mtvirtd with processes spreading at
right aii;:k-s or in a greater ilegree,

Sqxiarrose-slashed (skwar'osslasht), a. In
t"j(. slajthed with minor divisions at right
angles to the others; squarroso-laciniate.
hindley.

Squarrose - dentate (skwftr-ro's6-den"tat),
«. lu hot bearing teeth on the margin not
lying in the plane of the leaf, but forming
an angle with it.

Squarroso-laciniate (skwiir-rd'sd-la-Bin"!-
at), a \x\ hoi. liicerated or slashed in a
squarrose way, as a leaf; squarrose-slashed.
Squarroso-pinnatipartite (skwar-ro'sd-
lMri-ii.'it-i-part"it>, a. In hoi. deeply pinna-
tifi'i with wjuarrose divisions, as the leaf of
Achillea millefolium.

Squarroso-pinnatisect (skwar-rd'&o pin-
nat'i sekt), a. In hot. pinnatifld with the
segments so straggling as to appear on dif-
ferent planes, as a leaf.

SquamilOBe (skwftr'ru-losX a. In hot. some-
what squ.-irrose; slightly squarrose.
Squash (skwosh). p ( \0 Esquacchen, from
U. Ir. esuuachier, esquacher. escacher, Mod.
¥r. teacher, to crush, to squash, from L, ex.
out, entirely, and coaciare. to constrain,
from coactus, pp. of cogo, coactuin, to force
(whence cogent). As regards the noun, per-
ikaps onomatopHceia has nad some influence
in attaching the particular meanings to this
word. See also Squat] To crush; to beat
or press into pulp or a flat mass.
Bqua&h (skwosh). n. 1. Something soft and
easily crushed; something unripe and soft;
especially, an unripe pea-pod.

Not yet old enough for a man, nor young enough
for a boy; as a tquash is before 'ti» a peascod.

Shak.

2. A sudden fall of a heavy soft body; a shock
of soft bodies.

Since they will overload my shoulders, I shall throw
down the burden with a sgiinsh among them.

Arbttthnot.
My fall was stopped by a terrible sqiutsh, that

sounded louder than the cataract of Niagara. Swift.

Squash (skwosh), n. [From American In-
dian name ; 'Ankuiasquash, . . . which the
English from them call squashes.' Roger
Williams. From asquash (pi.), raw, green.]
A plant of the genus Cucurbita, C. Melopepo,
and its fruit, cultivated in America as an
article of food. See Gourd.
Squash is an Indian kind of pumpion that grows

apace. BoyU.

Squash (skwash), «. [Comp. musquash.^
'ihe American name for a species of weasel.

The smell of our weasels, and ermines, and pole-
cats is fragrance itself, when compared to that of
the squash and the skunk. Goldstnith.

Squash-bug (skwosh'bug), n. A name given
in the United States to insects well known
for their destructive ravages upon squash
and pumpkin plants.

Squasher (skwoshY-r), n. One who squashes.
Squash-gourd» Squaah-melon (skwosh'-
gord, skwosh'mel-on), n. The Cucurbita
Mel'ipepo. See Squash.
Squashlness (skwosh'i-nes), n. The state
of being Sfiuashy, soft, or miry. [CoUoq.]
'Give a trifle of strength and austerity to
the squashinesa of our friend's poetry, and
reduce in almost every piece its quantity to
half." Landor.
Squash -Vine (skwosh'vin), n. Same as
Squash or Squash-gourd.
Squashy (8kwosh'i).a. Soft and wet; miry;
muddy; pulpy. [CoUoq.]
Squat (skwot), v.i. pret. & pp. squatted; ppr.
squatting. {Vrora Prov. E. quat, to stjuat or
cower down ; 0. Fr. ^tmfir.to duck.to bend; It.

quattire, quaitare, to squat or cower down,
to lie close; same origin &s squash, v.t.] l.To
sit down upon the hams or heels, as a
human being; to sit close to the ground; to
cower, as an animal ; as, to squat down on
one's hams.—2. To settle on land, especially
public or new lands, without any title or
right; as, to squat upon a piece of common.
Maeaulay. See Squatter.
Squat (skwot), v.t. l.f To bniise or make
flat by a fall. —2. To put on the hams or
heels ; to cause to cower or lie close to the
ground: used reflexively. 'Then squatted
himseif down with his legs twisted under
him' Marryat.
Squat (Hkwot), a. (See the verb.] 1. Sitting
on the hams or heels; sitting close to the
ground; cowering.

Him there they found,
Squat like a toad, close at the ear of Eve. Milton.

2. Short and thick, like the figure of an ani-
mal s(tuatting. 'The body sqxuii or tall."

Prior.

Squat (skwot), n. 1. The posture of one
who sits on his hams, or close to the ground.

She sits at squat and scrubs her leathern face.
Dryden.

2. t A sudden or crushing fall. 'Bruises,
S'/ua(«, and falls ' G. Herbert— S Inminiiig,
(a) A flat bed of ore extending but a little

fiistance. (6) A sort of mineral wliich con-
sists of tin ore and spar.

Squaterole (skwat'^r-ol), n. A name some-
tunes given to the gray plover or sandpiper.
It is an English form given to the generic
name Squaterola.

Squatink (skwa-tr'na), n. [L , a kind of
flsh, a skate] A genus of cartilaginous
fishes somewhat akin to the rays, belonging
to the family Squatinida:. The S. angelus
is the angel-Dsh or monk-fish. See Anoel-
Fisn
SquatinidSB (skwa-tin'i-de). n. pi. A family
of sharks in which the body is depressed,
and the pectoral and ventral fins large and
broad, so that the members somewhat re-

semble the rays. The genus Squatina is the
type.

Squatter (skwot'^r), n. l. One that squats
or sits close. — 2. One that settles on new
land, particularly on public lan<1, without a
title. In Australia the term is also applied
to one who occupies an unsettled tract of
land as a sheep-farm under lease from gov-
ernment at a nominal rent. The word is

sometimes used in a looser and wider sense.

We then discover that the effect, if not the object,
of the Bill would be to overturn the parochial system
on which the Church (of England) is established, and
to throw open the services and representative author-
ity of the Church to any squatters who could coax or
bully the bishop into granting them a licence.

Sat. Rev.

Squatting (skwot'ing), a. Adapted or used
for settling or squatting on ; occupied by
squatters.
Wodgate was the sort of j^wa^rtw^ district of the

great mining region. Disraeli.

Squaw (skwa). 71. [Amer. Indian.] Among
American Indians, a female or wife.

Squawk (skw^k), v.i. [See Squeak.] To
cry with a loud harsh voice.

Your peacock perch, pet post
To strut and spread the tail, and squa-wk upon.

Brotuniftg.

Squawl (skwfil), v.i. To squall.
Squaw-root (skwa'rbt), n. A singular scaly
plant ( Conopholis americana, nat. order
Orobancheaj), a native of America, found
growing in clusters among fallen leaves in
oak woods.
Squaw-weed (skw^'wed), n. A medicinal
plant, the Seneeio aureus, used in diseases
of the skin.

Squeak (skwek), v.i. [Imitative; comp.
squaiok; G. quieken, to squeak; Sw. sqvdka,
to cry like a frog.] 1. To utter a sharp,
shrill cry, usually of short duration ; to cry
with an acute tone, as a fretful child, a pig,
a mouse, or the like ; or to make a sharp
noise, as a pipe or reed, a wheel, a door,
and the like. 'And the sheeted dead did
squeak and gibber.' Shak. 'As naturally
as pigs squeak.' Hudibras.
Who can endure to hear one of the rough old

Romans squeaking through the mouth of an eunuch f

Addison.
2. To break silence or secrecy; to confess;
to speak.

If he be obstinate, put a civil question to him upon
the rack, and he squeaks, I warrant him. Dryden.

Squeak (skwek), n. A sharp shrill sound
suddenly uttered, either of the human voice
or of any animal or instrument, such as a
child utters in acute pain, or as pigs utter,
or as is made by carriage wheels when dry,
or by a pipe or reed. ' Many a dreadful
grunt and doleful squeak.' Dryden. 'The
coquette . . . with a great many skittish
notes, affected squeaks.' Addison.
Squeaker (skwek'6r), n. 1. One that squeaks
or utters a sharp shrill sound. 'Mimical
squeakers and bawlers.* Echard.—2,. A pi-
geon under six months of age.

Squeaklngly (skwek'ing-li), adv. In a
Sfiueaking manner.
Squeal (skwel). v.i. [A thin form of squall
(which see). It implies a shriller sound.]
To give a more or less prolonged cry with a
sharp shrill voice, as certain animals do, in-
dicating want, displeasiu'e, or pain.
She pinched me, and called me a squealing chit.

Steele.

Squeal (skwel), n. A shrill sharp cry; a
s(]ueak.

Squeamish (8kwe'mish),a. [Prov. E. sweam-
ijih; 0. and Prov. sweam, an attack of sick-
ness, from A. Sax. swima, a swimming or
giddiness. The q has been inserted partly
perhaps through the influence of qualmish,
the meaning being similar ; but see Squan-
der] Having a stomach that is easily
turned, or that readily nauseates anything;
hence, nice to excess in taste ; fastidious

;

easily disgusted; apt to be offended at
trifling improprieties; scrupulous.

?uoth he, that honour's very squeamish
hat takes a basting for a blemish. Hudibras.

True humanity consists not in a squeamish ear;
it consists not in starting or shrinking at tales of
misery. C. y. Fox.

Stn. Qualmish, fastidious, dainty, ovemice,
scrupulous, straitlaced.

Squeamishly (skwe'mish-li), adv. In a
squeamish or fastidious manner; with too
much niceness. T. }Yarton.

Squeamishness (skwe'mish-nes), n. The
state or ijuality of being squeamish ; exces-
sive niceness; fastidiousness; excessive scru-
pulousness.
The thorough-paced politician must presently laugh

at the squeamishneis of his conscience. South.

Squeamous t (skwe'mus), a. Squeamish.
Squeasinesst (skwe'zi-nes),n. Nausea; quea-
sniess. ' A squeasiness and rising up of the
heart against any mean, vulgar, or mechani-
cal condition of men.' Hammond.
Squeasyt (skwe'zi), a. Queasy; nice; squeam-
ish; scrupulous.
Squeezability ( skwez-a-biri-ti ), n. The
state or quality of being squeezable. Spec-
tator newspaper.
Squeezable (skwez'a-bl), a. 1. Capable or
admitting of being squeezed.— 2. Fig. cap-
able of being constrained ; as, a squeezable
government. [Colloq. ]

Squeeze (skwez), v.t. pret. & pp. squeezed;
ppr. squeezing. (Formerly squise, squize.

ch, cAain; eh, Sc. locA;
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from A. Sa:^. ctttsan, ctvysan, to cniah, to
squeeze; with the common addition of ini-

tial s; cog. with L.G. quese, a bruise; Sw.
qvdwi, to crush; G. qvetschen, to stiuash, to
bruise.] 1. To press between two bodies;
to press closely; to crush; as, to squeeze an
orange with the fingers or with an instrn-
raeut; to be squeezed in a crowd : often to
press so as to expel juice or moisture. Shah.
2. To clasp closely; to press lovingly.

When Florio speaks, what vii^in could withstand,
If gentle Damon did not squeeze her hand. Pope.

3. To oppress so as to make to give money;
to harass by extortion.— 4. To force by pres-
sure; to compel or cause to pass; as, to
squeeze water through felt: often with out;
as, to squeeze out a tear.— Svs. To press,
crush, compress, clasp, hug, crowd.
Squeeze <sk,wez), v.i. l. To press; to press
among a number of persons; to urge one's
way; to pass by pressing.

Many a public minister comes empty in; but when
he has crammed his guts, he is fain to squeeze hard
before he can get off. SirK. L'Hstrange.

2. To pass through a body on pressure being
applied, inewton.—To squeeze through, to
pass through by pressing and urging for-

ward; as, to squeeze through a crowd.
Squeeze (skwez). n. 1. Pressure; compres-
sion between bodies.—2. A hugorembrace.
Squeezer (skwez'6r). n, l. One who or that
wliicli s(iueezes.—2. pi. In iron-working, a
machine sometimes employed for shingling,
or expressing the seorite from the puddled
bnlls. Its action resembles that of a huge
pair of pliers worked by machinery.
Squeezing (skwez'ing), n. 1. The act of
pressing; compression; oppression.—2. That
which is forced out by pressure. ' The dregs
and squeezings of the brain.' Pope.
Squelch (9kwelch),u.^ [From Pro v. E. quelch,
a blow (with jtreflxed s through influence of
squash, Ac); allied perhaps to quell.} To
crush; to destroy. [Colloq.]

He has almost trod my guts out,

—

O, 'twas your lugk and mine to be sguelch'd
Beau. & Ft.

Squelch fskwelch), v.i. To be crushed.
Squelch (skwelch), n. A flat heavy fall.

[Colloq.]

So soon as the poor devil had recovered the
squelch, away he scampers, bawlinjj like mad.

Sir R. L'F.ii>-auge.

Squencht (skwensh), v.t. To quench.
Squeteague (skwe-teg'), n. An American
flsh, the Labrifs squeteague of ilitchell, the
Otolith us regalis of Cuvier, very common in
the waters of Long Island Sound and adja-
cent bays, where it is captured in large
quantities for the table. It produces a dull
sound like that of a drum.
Squih (skwib), 71. [From O.E. squippe, for
swippe (comp. squeamish for similar letter

change), to move along swiftly, to sweep
along; Icel. svipa, to flash, to dart, svipr, a
swift movement; allied to siveep and sicoop.

Skeat.] 1. A little pipe or hollow cylinder
of paper filled with gunpowder or other
combustible matter which being ignited it

flies along, throwing out a train of fiery

sparks, and bursting with a crack. ' Hung
up by tlie heels like meteors, with squibs
in their tails.' B. Jmison.

Lampoons, like squibs, may make a present blaze.
H'uiler.

2. A sarcastic speech or little censorious
writing published; a petty lampoon; as, an
election squib; a squib upon a rival.— 3, t A
petty satirist.

The squids are those who. in the common phrase
of the word, are called libellers, lampooners, and
pamphleteers. Stee/f.

Squib (skwib). V.i. pret. & pp. squihbed; ppr.
sguibbing. To use squibs or sarcastic or
severe reflections; to contend in petty dis-

fiute; as, two members of a society squib a
ittle in debate. [Colloq. United States.]

Squid (skwid),n. [Probablyfromsguid.from
its squirting out black matter.] A popular
name of certain cuttle-fishes belonging to
the dibrancliinte group of the class Cepha-
lopoda, and included in several genera, of
which the most familiar is that of the cala-
maries. See Calamary.
Squier, t ?i. and u. Same as S^tuVp. Chaucer.
Squlerie,t n. A company or number of
squires. Chaxicer.

Squiggle (skwig'l), v.i. [Probably for swig-
'jte (cump. , as to letter change, sqnib above),

this being a non-nasalized and dim form
akin to swing, sway, swag. See those words. ]

1. Xo shake a fluid about in the mouth with
tlie lips closed. [Provincial.]—2. To move

Squill {Scilla tnaritinut).

about like an eel; to squirm. [Vulgar,
1,'nited States]
Squill (skwil),Ji. [Yr.squille; fromL. squUla,
scilla, Gr skilla, a squill.] A plant of the
genus Scilla, nat. order Liliaceie, nearly
allied to the hyacinths, onions, &c., having
a spreading perianth, stamens shorter than
the perianth, smooth filaments, a three-
parted ovary, and
a three-cornered
capsule with three
many - seeded
cells. Two spe-
cies are indigen-
ous to Britain—
S. verna, very
abundant on tlie

cliffs of Cornwall,
and frequent
also in the Ork-
ney and Shetland
Isles, and S. au-
tnmnalis, which
grows also in
Cornwall and in
other pai'ts of
England, not being confined to the sea-

shore. The term squill is more particu-
larly api>lied to the Scilla maritiina (ITr-

ginea Scilla), ofllcinal squill or sea-onion,
which has a large acrid bulbous root like

an onion. It is a native of the sajidy shores
of the Mediterranean. The bulb has been
known as a medicine from the earliest ages,

and is still used as a diuretic and expector-
ant. In large doses it causes vomiting,
purging, and may even prove fatally poison-
ous. S. Pancrateun (Urginea Pancrateon),
paiicratie squill, inhabits the Mediterranean
coast, and is used in the same way as the
officinal squill, but is said to be milder in
its effects.

Squill (skwil), n. [L. squilla, scilla, a small
fish of tlie lobster kind.] 1. A stomapodous
crustaceous animal of the genus Squilla.

SeeSQUiLLA.— 2. An insect, called also Svi((7i

Insect, from its resemblance to the preced-
ing, having a long body covered with a crust,

the head broad and squat.

Squilla (skwil'la),?*. A genusof crustaceans,
onler Stumapoda, the type of the family
Squillidfe, having the body long and senii-

cylindric, somewhat resembling that of a
lobster. The shell consists of a single shield

of au elongated quadrilateral form, covering
the liead, the antennte and eyes excepted,
which are placed on a common anterior
articulation. The eyes are placed on very
short footstalks. The species are chiefly

inhabitants of the seas of warm climates.

The best known of the numerous species is

the locust shrimp, mantis-crab, or mantis-
shrimp (i>. mantis) of the Mediterranean.

Squillagee, Squilgee (skwii'a-je, skwil'je).

n. Xaut. ((()asnialTswahniadeofuntwisted
yara. (b) An instrument in the form of a
hoe, covered with leather, used to rub the
decks after washing.
Squillidse (skwil'li-de), n. pi. [L. squilla,

sciuill, and Gr. eidos. resemblance.] A family

of stomapod crustaceans, of which the genus
Squilla is the type. See Squilla.
SquilUtic (skwil-lit'ik), a. Of, pertaining

to, orol»tained from squills. ' SquUUticvine-
gar' Holland.
Squinancet (skwi'nans), ti. Same as Squi-
tia?icy, 1.

Squinancy (skwi'uan-si)n. [Fr. sguinancie.
See Quinsy.]
l.t The quinsy
(which see).—
2. A British

plant of the
genus Aspeiiila,

the A. cyiian-

chica, called
also Sgtiinanca
Wort and Small
Woodruff, It

is a perennial
plant withwhite
flowers in ter-

minal panicles,

and grows on
chalky downs in

many parts of
Britain. See
Woodruff.

Squincht Sconce (skwinsh, skons), n. [See

Sconce.] In arch, a small pendentive arch
(or several combined) formed across an
angle, as in a square tower to support the
side of a superimposed octagon. The appli-

cation of the term may have been suggested

Squinch. Maxstoke Priory,

Weirwickshire.

by this structure resembling a comer cup-
board, which was also called a squinch or
sconce.

Squinsyt (skwin'zi), n. Same as Qttinsy.

Squint (skwint), a. [Comp. O. and Prov. E.
squinny, squiny, to squint; allied to D.
schuinte, a slope, «cA«?», schuinsch, sloping,
oblique ; perhaps connected with askant,
but the history of the word is somewhat ob-
scure.] 1. Looking obliquely; looking not
directly; looking askance. 'Banish squint
suspicion. ' Milton. —2. Not having the optic
axes coincident; said of the eyes; a defect
occasioned by a permanent shortening of
one of the lateral straight muscles, and a
permanent elongation of its antagonist.—
Squint quoin, in arch, an external oblique
angle.

Squint (skwint), y.i. l. To look with the eyes
differently directed.

Some can squint when they will. Bacon.

2. To have the axes of the eyes not coinci-
dent; to be affected with strabismus; as, a
person squints badly.— 3. To run or be di-

rected obliquely; to have an indirect refer-
ence or bearing.

Not a period of this epistle but squints towards
another over a^nst it. Pop^.

In prudence, too, you think my rhymes
Should never squint at courtiers' crimes. Gay

Squint (skwint), v.t. l. To turn (the eye) to
au oblique position.

Perkin began already to squint one eye upon the
crown and another upon the sanctuary. Bacott.

2. To cause to look with non -coincident op-
tic axes; to form to oblique vision.

He gives the web and the pin, squints the eye, and
makes the hare-lip. Skak.

Squint (skwint), n. 1. The act or habit of
squinting; an oblique look.— 2. An affection
of the eyes in which the optic axes do not
coincide; as, one that has a squint.— Z. In
arch, au oblique opening passing through

Squint, Minster-Lovell Church. Oxfordshire. A A,
Squints. BE. Trausepts. C, Chancel. D, Altar,

the walls of many old churches, usually
constructed for the purpose of enabling a
person in the transepts or aisles to see the
elevation of the host at the high altar. The
usual situation for a squint is on one or
both sides of the chancel arch; but they are
also found in other positions though always
directed to an altar. Generally they are not
above a yard high, and 2 feet wide, but
sometimes they form narrow arches 10 or

12 feet in height, as at Minster-Lovell, Ox-
fordshire. The name Hagioscope is some-
times applied to them.
Squint -eye (skwintl), n. An eye that
Siiuints.

Squint-eyed (skwintld), a. l. Having eyes
that squint; having eyes with non-coincident
axes. —2. Oblique; indirect; malignant.
'False and squint-eyed praise.' Sir J. Den-
ham.— Z. Looking obliquely or by side

glances; as, squint-eyed jealousy or envy.

Squintifego (skwint-i-fs'go), a. [A fanciful

formation from«gtmi(.] Squinting. 'The
timl>rel and the S7(ii)i(i/(?5'omaid.' Dryden.
[Obsolete and low]
Squinting (skwint'ing), n. Tlie act or habit
of looking squint; strabismus (which see).

Squintingly (skwint'ing-li), adv. With
squint look: by side glances.

Squiny, Squinny (skwin'i),|tj.i. To look
squint. [Old aiKi provincial.]

I remember thine eyes well enough. Dost thou
squiny at me? SMaA.

Saulr,+ Squirrt (skwfer), v.t. and i. [Proba-
bly imitative of the sound of a body passing
rapidly through the air; comp. whirr, whiz]
To throw with a jerk; to cause to cut along;
to move, as anything cutting through the

Fate, far, fat, f^U: me, met. h6r: pine, pin; note. not. move: tube. tub. bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; 5'. 3c fey.



SQUTRALTY

Squlralty (skwir'al-ti), n. Same as Squire-

archil. [Rare]
Squirarcliy (skwii-^ar-kiXn. Sameaa5g«»rc-
arrliu

Squire (skwir), n. [A contr. of esquire. See
EayL IRK.] 1. The title of a gentleman next
in rank to a knight.

The rest are princes, barons, knights, squiret.

And gentlemen of blood, Shak.

2. An attentiant ou a knight; the knight's

shield or armour bearer.

Then lending her rough lord tho* all unask'd
In silence did him service as a squire. Tennyson.

Hence—3. An attendant on a great warrior,

a notile or royal personage, or the like; also,

in cuUoiiuial lan^rua^'e, a devoted male at-

tendant ou a lady ; a male companion ; a
beau; a gallant

Marry, there I'm called

The squire of dames, or servaot of the sex.
Massiuger.

4. A title popularly given to a country gen-
tleman.— 5 In the United States, a title of

magistrates and lawyers. In Xew England
it is given particularly to justices of the
peace and judges; in Pennsylvania to jus-

tices of the peace only.

Squire (skwir), i'.(. pret A pp. squired; ppr.
gguiri)oj. 1. To attend, as a squire.— 2. To
attend, as a beau or gallant; to escort; as, to
squire a lady to the gardens. [CoUoq. ]

He (a Frenchman) squires her to everyplace she
visits, either on pleasure or business. /'

'. Gu/Arie.

Squlret (skwir),n. [O.fr. esqttierre, a square.
See SQUARE.] A rule; a foot-rule; a square.

.Vot the worst of the three hut jumps twdve fool

and a half by the squire. Sha^.

Sqolrearch (skwii^ark). n. .A member of
tfiL* squirearchy. Ld. Lytton.
Squirearchal (skwir-ftrk'al), a. Of or per-
taiiuiiL.' t'l a squirearchy.

Squirearchy (skwir'ark-i), n. The squires
or gt.-iitU'ineiiofa country taken collectively;
the domination or political influence exer-
cised iiy squires considered as a body.
Written also S'fuirarchy.

Squireen (skwi-ren'), n. A small or petty
Sfiuiiv; a haif-8(iuire, half-farmer. 'Ignonint
and worthIes5«7iu>ee;u(.' Macaulay. [Irish]

Squirehood (skwir'b\)d). n. The rank and
state vf a squire. Swi/t.

SquirellUg (akwirling), n. A small or petty
squire, 2^eiinyson. [Used In contempt.]
Squirely (skwir^li), a. Becoming a stiuire.

Siieltoii.

Squireship (skwir 'ship), n. Squirehood.
Sh'-ltnn.

Squirm (skw^rm), t.t. or L [Perhaps a
niodilication of swarm, to wriggle up a
tree, the q being inserted as in Kquattder,
squt'dinish. Some connect it with Lith.kirm,
Skr- fcrimi, a worm. ] 1. To move like a worm
or eel, with writhing or contortions. [Local.]
2. To climb by embracing aud clinging with
the hands and feet, as to a tree without
brandies. [United States.]

SquirnKskwerm). n. 1. A wriggling motion,
like that of a Worm or eel.—2. yaut. a twist
in a rujie.

Squlrr. See Squir.
Squirrel (skwir'rel), n. [O.Fr. esquirel, e$-

curel, Mod.Fr. ^cureuil, from L.L seiuri-
ttliu, dim. of L. gciurus, Gr, skiouros, a squir-
rel— tf^ta, a shadow, and oura, a tail. Lit.

the animal that shades itseU with Its tail]

ComiDun Squirrel {Sciurm vuigarit)

\ small rodent mammal of the family
-^ iurida;, the type of which is the genus
•ciinus. or true squirrels. This fatnily c<»m-
preheuds three groups— the tnie squirrels
(Sciurus), theifround-squirrelsCI'aniias), and
the flying-squirrels (Ptcromys and Sciurop-
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terus). The tnie scjuirrels are distinguished
by their stronglycompressed inferior incisors

and by their long bushy tail. They have four
toes before and five behind. The thumb of

the fore-foot is sometimes marked by a tu-

bercle. They have in all four grindere, vari-

ously tuberculated, aud a very small addi-

tional one above in front, which very soon
falls. The head is large, and the eyes pro-
jecting and lively. Several species are enu-
merated, as the common squirrel, which in-

habits Europe and the north of Asia, the
cat-squirrel and gray squirrel, both Amer-
ican species. The common British squirrel

{Sciunix vulgarig) and several other species
are remarkably nimble, running up trees

and leaping from branch to branch with
surprising agility. They subsist ou nuts,

acorns, seeds. Ac, of which they lay up a
store for winter, some of them in hollow
trees, others in the earth. The fur of some
of the American species is an article of com-
merce. See also (iROUND-squiuuEL aud
Ptekomys.

Squirrel-C0m(skwir'rel-kom),7i. The Amer-
ican name for a fragrant plant of the genua
Diceutra(Z>. canadensis), u&t order Fumari-
aceie.

Squlrrel-flsh (skwir'rel-flfili), n. A sort of

perch.
Squlnrel-monkey (skwir'rel-mung-ki), n.

A platyrhine monkey of the genus Calli-

thrix. inhabiting Brazil, resembling in gen-
eral appearance aud size the familiar squir-
rel. See SagoIN.
Squirrel-tail ( skwir' rel-tal), n. A name
fur a species of wild barley, IJordeum
Tnaritimum.
Squirt (skw^rt). v.t. [Prov.E. smrt, L.O.
swirtjen, to squirt, the </ being inserted as
in squander, s^ueatnish. Comp. also Icel.

firetto. to squirt] To eject or drive out
of a narrow pipe or orifice in a stream; as,

to squirt water.

The hard-featured miscreant C'K>Ily rolled his to-

bacco in iiis check and squirted the juice into the
fire-grate. Sir //-'. Scott.

Squirt (skw&rt), v.i. l. To be thrown out
or ejected from a narrow orifice in a rapid
stream; as, water »</«»r^a from a pipe.—2. To
throw out words. [01*1 slang. J

You are so given to squirting up and down, and
chattering, that the world would say. I had chosen a
jack-puduingforaprimeminiiiter. StrR. VEstrange.

Squirt (skw6rt), n. 1. An instrument with
which a liquid is ejected in a stream with
force; a syringe.

His weapoDs are a pin to scratch and a squirt to
bespatter. Pope.

2. A small jet; as. a squirt of wat«r — 3. A
foppish young fellow; a whipper-snapper.
[CoUoq. United Statesj

Squirter (skw6rf6r), n. One who or that
which squirts.

Squirting-cucumber (skwfirt'ing-ku-kum-
b^r). n. One of the popular names of

the fruit of Ecballium agregte, which, when
nearly ripe, separates suddenly from its

peduncle, at the same time ejecting its

juices and seeds.

Squiry \ (skwiri), n. The body of squires;
tlie scuiirearchy.

Sradlia, Shraddha (sradlia, shriid'ha), n.

A funeral ceremony paid by the Hindus to
the manes of deceased ancestors, to effect,

by means of oblations, the re-embodying of
the soul of the deceasetl after burning his

corpse, and to raise his shade from this Worlcl

up to heaven among the manes of departed
ancestors.

Sr&vaka (sra'va-ka or shrii'va-ka), n. [Skr.
sru, to hear.] A name given to those dis-

ciples of Buddha who through the practice
of the four great truths attain the dignity
of saints.

Stab (stab), v.t. pret. A pp. stabbed; ppr.
i-tahhing. [A word allied to Uaff, though
its liistory is uncertain. Probably directly
fnim the Celtic ; comp. GaeL stob, Ir.

gttibuiin, to stab, to thrust or drive into
something; Gael, stob, a stake; 8a stob, a
stake, a prickle, a small instrument for
boring holes ; also Goth, stabs, a rod ; G.
stab, a staff. Comp. alsti stub.) \. To pierce
or wound with a pointed weapon; to kill by
a pointed weapon; as. to be stabbed by a
dagger or spear; to stab fish or eels. ' Whose
damirers have stabbed Cseaar.' Shak.~-2. To
drive, thrust, or plunge, as a pointed wea-
pon. ' Stab poniards in our flesh' Shak.~
3. To pierce in a figurative sense; to injure
secretly or by malicious falsehood or slan-

der; to inflict keen or severe pain ou.

STABLE

'Stabbed through the heart's affections.'

Tennyso7i.
I aaistabded with laughter. Shai.

Stab (stab), v.i. 1. To give a wound with a
pointed weapon; to aim a blow with a
pointed weapon ; as, to stab at a person.

None shall dare
With shorten'd sword to stad in closer war. Dryden.

2. To give a mortal wound; to mortify; to
be extremely cutting.

She speaks poniards, and every word stabs. Shak.

Stab (stab), 71. 1. The thrust of a pointed
weapon. *To fall beneath a base assassin's
stab.' Rowe. —2. A wound with a sharp-
pointed weapon. 'His gashed ii(a6s.' Shak.
3 An injury given in the dark; a sly mis-
chief ; keen, poignant pain. ' This sudden
stab of rancour.' Shak.
'Stab (stab), H. An abbreviation employed
by workmen for established wages, as op-
posed to piece-work.

Stalsat Mater (sta'bat ma'tSr). [L.. the
mother stood.] The first words, and hence
the name, of a medieeval hymn still sung in
the ecclesiastical services of the Koman
Catholic Church during Holy Week, It haa
been set to music by Pergolesi, Rossini, and
other famous composera
Stabber (stab'^r), n. l. One that stabs; a
privy murderer. ' A lurking, waylaying
coward, aud ^ stabber in the dark.' Pope.
2. Naut. a small marline-spike to make
holes witli; a pricker.

Stabbingly (stab'ing-li), adv. In a stabbing^
manner; with intent to do a secret act
maliciously. Bp. Parker.
StabiUfy (sta-bil'i-fi), r. (. To render stable,
fixed, or tirm; to estMblish. 'Render solid
and stabili/y mankind.' lirownitig.

Stabiliment (sta-biri-ment), n. [L. stabili-

mentum, from stabilio, to make firm. See
Stable. ] Act of making firm ; fiim sup-
port. [Rare. ]

They serve forj-Ai*i/im«i/, propagation, and shade.
VerkafK.

Stabilltatet (sta-bil'i-tat), v.t. To make
stable: to establish. Dr. U. More.
Stability (ata-bil'i-ti), 71. [L. stabilitas, from
stabUis. stable. See Stable.] 1. The state
or quality of being stable or firm ; stableness;
firmness; strength to stand without being
moved or overthrown ; as, the stability of
an edifice or other erection; the stability of
a system; the stability of a throne; the sta-
bility of a constitution or government —
2. Steadiness or flrniuess of character; firm-
ness of resolution or purpose; the qualities
opposite to fickleness, irresolution, or in-
constancy; as. a man of little stability or of
unusual stability. — 3. t Fixedness, as op-
fosed to fiuidity. 'Since fluldness and sta-
ility are contrary qualities.' Boyle.~S>W.

Steadiness, stableness, constancy, immova-
bility, flnnness.

Stable (sta'l)l), a. [L. stabilis, fiom sto, to
stand, a widely-spread root, being also seen
in £. stand (which see).] 1. Firmly estab-
lished ; not to l)e easily moved, sltakeu, or
overthrown; firmly fixeil or settled; as, a
stable government; a stable structure.

If the world be in the middle of the heart it will be
often shaken . . . but God in it keeps it stable.

Abp. Leighton.
2. In physics, a term applied to that condi-
tion of a body in which, if its equilibrium
be disturbed, it is immediately restored, as
in the case when the centre of gravity la
below the point of support. — 5(a6/e and
unstable equilibrium. See Eqiilibriuu.—
3. Steady in purpose; constant; firm In
resolution ; not easily diverted from a pur-
pose ; not fickle or wavering ; as, a stable
man; a, stable chartkCieT.

Ev'n the perfect ansjels were not stable.

But liad afail more (Asperate than we. Siry. Davies.

4. Abiding; durable; not subject to be over-
thrown or changed; as. thislifei8not«(rt6/«.
Syn. Fixed, established, immovable, steady,
constant, abiding, strong.

Stable t (sUi'bl). v.t. To fix; to establish.

Stryve.

Stable (sta'l)!), n. [L. stabulvm, a standing-
place, a stage, a stable, from »to, to stand.
See the adjective.] A building constructed
for horses to lodge and feed in, and fur-

nished with stalls, and proper contrivances
to contain their food, aud necessary equip-
ments.

If your husband have stables enough, you'll look
he shall lack no bants. SMai.

This is now the regular use of the word,
but it has been, and in America !>.till is, used
in a wider sense, equivalent to a house,
shed, or building for beasts generally to

ch. cAiUn; th, Sc. loefc; g, go; ], ^b; tx, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TU. then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, u-Aig; zh. a2ure.—See Ket.
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lodge aud feed in, as a cow-house or the
Uke.
And I will make Rabbah a stable for camels.

Ezek. XXV, 5.

Stable (sta'bl). V t. pret. A pp. stabled; ppr.
stabliixg. To put or keep in a stable.

Stable (sta'bl), v.i. To dwell or lodge in a
stable; to dwell, as beasts; to kennel.

In their palaces,
Where luxury late rcign'd, sea monsters whelp'd
And stabled. Milton.

Stable-boy (sta'bl-boi), n. A boy who at-

tends at a stable. Swift.

Stable-man (sta'bl-man), n. A man who
attends in a stable ; a groom ; an ostler.

Swift.

Stableness (sta'bl-nes), n. The state or
quality of being stable; stability; as, (a)

Itxedness and steadiness as regards position;
firmness of position ; strength to stand or
remain unchanged ; as. the stableness of a
throne or of a system of laws, (b) Steadiness;
constancy; firmness of purpose; as, stable-

ness of character, of mind, of principles
or opinions. 'Justice, verity, temperance,
stableness.' Skak.
Stabler (sta'l)l-er), n. A stable-keeper; one
who staldes horses. [Local.]

Stable-room (sta'bl-rbm), n. Room in a
stable; room for stables.

Stable-stand (sta'bl-stand), n. In old Eng.
law, the position of a man who is found
at his standing in the forest with a cross-
bow bent, ready to shoot at a deer, or with
a long-bow ; or standing close by a tree with
greyhounds in a leash ready to slip. This
is one of the four presumptions that a man
intends stealing the king's deer.

Stabling (sta'bl-hig), «- 1. The act or prac-
tice of keeping in a stable.—2. A house, shed,
or room for keeping horses; also, in a wider
sense, a house, shed, or place of shelter for
other beasts. 'A stabling now for wolves.'
Thomson.

fitabllsbt (stab'Ilsh), v.(. [O.Fr estaUir,
establissant. Mod. Fr. itablir; from L. sta-

bilio, to cause anything to stand firmly. See
Stable] To settle in a state for perma-
nence; to make firm; to fix; to establish.

His covenant sworn
To David, stablish'd as the days of Heaven.

Milton.

Stablishment t (stab'lish-ment), 71. Estab-
lishment.

Stably (sta'bli), adv. In a stable manner;
firmly; fixedly; steadily; as, a government
stably settled.

Stabulationt (stab-u-la'shon), n. [L. stabu-
latio. See Stable, n.] 1. Act of housing
beasts. — 2. A place or room for housing
beasts.

Staccato (stak-ka'to). [Tt., pp. of staccare,
for distaccare, to separate = Fr. di'-tacker, to
separate. See Detach.] In mtisic, discon-
nected; separated; distinct: a direction to
perform the notes of a passage in a crisp,

detached, distinct, or pointed manner. It

is generally indicated by dots or dashes
placed over the notes, the dash implying
tlie strongest or most marked degree of stac-

cato or crispness. A certain amount of time
is subtracted from the nominal value of any
note performed staccato.

Stacher (sta6h'6r), v.i. [An allied form of
stagger.] To stagger. [Scotch.]

Stacbys (sta'kis), 7i. [Gr., an ear of com,
from the mode of flowering.] A genus of
plants belonging to the nat. order Labiata;.

Tlie species are very numerous. They are
herbsor undershrubs with entire or toothed
leaves, and sessile or very shortly stalked
purple, scarlet, yellow, or white floweri
arranged in whorls. They are widely dis-

tribute 1 through the temperate regions of
tlie globe. Four species are British, and are
known under the name of woundwort. The
most beautiful species of the genus is S.

coccinea, a native of Chili and Peru. It has
large dark scarlet flowers an inch in length.

Stachsrtarpha, Stacbj^arpbeta (stak-i-

tar'fa, stak-i-tar'fe-ta). ?i. pi. [Or. stackgs,

an ear of corn, and tarpheios, thick, from
its method of flowering.] A genus of aro-
matic flowering plants, nat. order Verbe-
nacea), natives, for the most part, of tropical

or sub-tropical America. S. jamaice7isis is

held in high esteem in Brazil for its medi-
cinal (lualities, and its leaves are used to
adulterate tea. In Austria it is sold under
the name of Brazilian tea.

Stack ( stak ), n. [A Scandinavian word
;

Icel. stakk(r), Sw. stack, Dan. stak, a stack,

a pile of hay ; Prov. G. stock, hetistock, a
stack, a hay-stack. From the same root as
stake, stick, stock.] 1. Com in the sheaf.

hay, pease, straw. &c. ,
piled up in a circular

or rectangular form, coming to a point or
ridge at the top, and tliatclied to protect it

from the influence of the weather. — 2. A
pile of wood containing 108 cubic feet; also,

a pile of poles or wood of indefinite quantity.
Against every pillar was a staci of billets above a

man's height. Bacon.

3. A number of funnels or chimneys standing
together.—4. A single chinniey or passage-
way for smoke; the chimney or funnel of a
locomotive or steam-vessel. ~5. A high rock
detached ; a columnar rock ; a precipitous
rock rising out of the sea. Sir W. Scott.
^Stack of arms, a number of muskets or
rifles placed together with their breeches
on the ground, and the bayonets crossing
each other, so as to form a conical pile.

Stack (stak), v.t. To pile or build into the
form of a stack; to make into a large pile;

as, to stack hay or grain. — To stack arms
(inilit.), to set up muskets, rifles, or carbines
together, with the bayonets crossing each
other orunitedbymeansof ramrods orhooks
attached to the upper band of the weapon,
so as to form a sort of conical pile.

Stackage (stak'aj), 71. 1. Hay, grain, and
the like, put up in stacks. [Kare.]—2. A tax
on things stacked.
Stack-borer (5tak'b6r-6r),7i. An instrument
for piercing stacks of hay, to admit air,

where the hay has acquired a dangerous
degree of lieat.

Stack-cover (stak'kuv-6r), 71. a cloth or
canvas covering for suspending over stacks
during the time of their being built, to pro-
tect them from rain.

Stacket (stak'et),7i. A stockade. Sir W. Scott.

Stack-funnel (stak'fun-nel),7i. A pyramidal
open frame of wood in the centre of a stack.
Its object is to allow the air' to circulate
through the stack, and prevent the heating
of the grain. See Stack-stand
Stack -guard (stak'gard), n. A canvas
covering for a hay or other stack; a stack-
cover.

StackbOUSiacese (staknious-i-a"se-e), 71. pi.

[In honour of ilr. Stackhoiise, a British bo-
tanist.] A family of dicotyledonous poly-
petalous plants allied to Celastracece, con-
sisting of about twenty species, all herba-
ceous, with a perennial and often a woody
stock, simple erect stems, alternate small
narrow leaves, and terminal racemes of
small white or yellow flowers. With the
exception of two, they are all Australian,
and are of no special interest.

Stacklng-band, Stacking-belt (stak'ing-

band, stak'ing-belt), 7i. A band or rope used
in binding thatch or straw upon a stack.

Stacking-stage (stak'ing-staj), n. A scaf-

fold or stage used in building stacks.

Stack -stand (stak'staud), n. A basement
of timber or masonry, sometimes of iron,

raised on props and placed in a stack-yard.

Stack-stand with Stack-funnel

on which to build the stack. Its object is

to keep the lower part of the stack dry, and
exclude vermin.
Stack-yard (stak'yard). n. A yard or lu-

closure for stacks of hay or ^ain.
Stacte (stak'te), n. [Gr. stakte, the oil that
drops from myrrh, from stazo, to drop, to

distil.] One of the sweet spices which com-
posed the holy incense of tlie ancient Jews.
Two kinds liave been described, one the fresh

fum of tbe myrrh tree (Balsamodoidron
tyrrha), mixed with water; the other, the

resin of the storax {Styrax oj/icinale), mixed
with wax and fat. Exod. xxx. 34.

Stactometer. See staktometer.
Staddle (stad'l), n. [A. Sax. stathol, staihel, a
foundation, a basis, firm seat; from root of

stead, steady, stand.] l.f A prop or support;

a staff; a crutch. Spenser. — 2. The frame
or support of a stack of hay or grain ; a
stack-stand.— 3. A young or small tiee left
uncut when others are cut down.
If you leave your staddUs too thick you shall never
have clean underwood, but shrubs and bushes,

Racon.
4, In agri. one of the separate plots into
which a cock of hay is shaken out for the
purpose of drying.
Staddle (stad'l), v.t. 1. To leave the staddles
in, as a wood when It is cut. Tvsser.—I. To
form into staddles, as hay.
Staddle -roof (stad'l-rof), n. The roof or
covering of a stack.

Stade (stad), n. A furlong; a stadium (which
see). Donne.
Stade (stad), n. Same as Staith.
Stadium (sta'di-um), n. [L., from Gr. sta-
dion.] 1. A Greek measure of 125 geometri-
cal paces, or 625 Koman feet, equal to 606
feet 9 inches English ; consequently the
Greek stadium was somewhat less than our
furlong. It was the principal Greek mea-
sure of length.—2. The course for foot-races
at Olympia in Greece, which was exactly a
stadium in length. The name was also given
to all other places throughout Greece
wherever games were celebrated. — 3. In
med. the stage or period of a disease, espe-
cially of an intermittent disease.

Stadlet (stad'l), 71. Same as Staddle.
Stadtbolder (stat'h61d-6r), 71. [D. stadkou-
der- stad, a city, and houder, holder] For-
merly, the chief magistrate of the United
Provinces of Holland; or the governor or
lieutenant-governor of a province.

Stadtbolderate. Stadtboldershlp (staf-
hold-er-at, stat'h61d-6r-slnp), 7(. 'J'he office

of a stadtholder.

Staff (staf), n. pi. Staves, Staffs (stavz,
stafs), (in last two senses always the latter).

[A. Sax. stcef, a stick, a staff, a support; D.
and L.G. staf, a staff, a sceptre; Icel. «(<y>.
a staff, a post, a stick; G. stab, a staff. From
same root as stab, and Skr. stabk, stambh,
to make firm] 1. A stick carried in the
hand for support; a walking-stick. Hence—
2. A support; that which props or upholds.
The boy was the very staffoi my age, my very prop.

Shak.
Thou trustest in the rfii^of this broken reed.

Is. xxxvi. 6.

Bread is the jAi^of life. Swift.

3. A stick used as a weapon ; a club ; a cud-
gel; as. the stick used at quarter -atajT.
' With forks and sta,ves the felon to pursue.'
Dryden.—4. A long piece of wood used for
many purposes; as, (rt)t a pole; a stake.
* The rampant bear chain'd to the ragged
staff.' Shak. (6) Tlie long handle of an in-

strument or weapon, as the stxiff of a spear;
the spear itself.

There stuck no plume in any English crest
That is removed by a staffoi France. Shak.

Hence, to break a staff, to tilt; to combat with
a spear. 'A puisny tilter, that . . . breaks
his staff like a noble goose.' Shak. (c) A
straight-edge for testing or truing a line or
surface ; as, the proof staff used in testing
the face of the stone in a grist-mill, (d) In
surv. a graduated stick, used in levelling.

See also Cross-staff, J acob's-staff. (e) In
ship-building, a name given to several meas-
uring and spacing rules. (/) Naut. a light
pole erected in different parts of a ship on
which to hoist and display the colours ; as,

the ensign-staff for displaying the ensign;
the yZa^-i-^ajT for displaying the flag, and the
jack-staff for extending the jack.— 5. t The
round of a ladder.

Descending and ascending by ladders, I ascended
at one of six hundred and thirty-nine staves.

Dr. y. Campbell.

6. In surg. a grooved steel instrument hav-
ing a curvature, used to guide the knife or
gorget through the urethra into the bladder
in the operation of lithotomy.— 7. The name
of several instruments formerly used In

taking the sun's altitude at sea; as, the fore-

staff, \iQ.c\i-staff, cross-staff, &c. (See these
terms).—8. t A stanza; a stave.

Cowley found out that no kind of staff is proper
for a heroic poem, as being all too lyrical. Dryden.

9. The five parallel lines, and the four spaces

Treble Staff.

between them, on which notes and other
musical characters are placed.—10. Inarch.
same as Rudenture.~\l. An ensign of au-
thority ; a badge of office ; as, a constable's

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«ll; oil. pound; ii. So. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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iUjkff.
' This s(a/r, mine office-badge.* Bh^k.

See PASTORAL-STAFF, CROZIER.
The Earl of Worcester

Hath broke his staff, resigned his stewardship.
Shak.

12. [From &taff, as an ensign of authority.]

UUit. a body of officers whose duties refer

to an army or regiment as a whole, and who
are not attached to particular subdivisions.

The stall of the British army includes the

general officers commanding divisions, dis-

trict brigades, Ac. ;— the officers of the quar-
termaster-general's and the adjutant-gener-

al's departments; called the Geiieral StaJ";

—officers attached to commanding general

officers as military secretaries and aides-de-

camp ; called the Personal Staff;—officers

employed in connection with the civil de-

partments at the war office ; and those en
gaged in recruiting and garrison work. A
regimental staff, consisting of adjutant,

quartermaster, paymaster, ttc, is attached
to each regiment— 13. A body of e.\ecutive

officers attached to any establishment for

the carrying out of its designs, or a number
of persons, considered as one body, intrusted

with the execution of any undertaking ; as,

the editorial and reporting staff of a news-
paper; the staff of the Geological Survey; a
hospital staff, &c.

The college staffs have not yet broken up,
Macmiilan's Mag:

Staff-angle (stafang-gl), n. In plastering,

a s<tuare rod of wood, standing flush with
the wall on each of its sides, at the external

angles of plastering, to prevent their being
damaged.
Staff-Bead (stafued), n. In arch, see Anole-
BE.\I>.

Staff-hole (stafliol). n. In metal, a small
hule in the puddling-funiace through which
the puddler heats his staff. Weale.

Staffiert (staf'i-er). «. An attendant bearing
a statf 'Staffiers on foot." Hiidibras.

Stafflsllt (staf'ish), a. Stiff; harsh. Ascham.

Staff-man (staf'man), n. A workman em-
ploved in silk-throwing.

Stair-officer (>itaf'of-tl8-er),n. J/i7(7.an officer

upon the statf uf an army or regiment. See
STAFF.
Staff-sergeant (staf'sar-jant), n. One of a
superior class of non-commissioned officers

belonging to the staff of a regiment, as the
quartennaster-sergeant, armourer-sergeant,
hospital-sergeant. &c.
Staff-sling (staf'sling). n. A leatheni sling

fixed oi) to one end of a shaft about a yard
in length. The slinger held it with both
hands, and couM hurl stones with great
violence. It was subsequently employed to

throw grenades. Chaucer.
Staff-Striker t (staf'stn-kfer), n. A sturdy
l)ei.'t,'ar; a tramp.
Staff-tree (staf^tre), n. Celastrus. a genus
of plants allied to the genera Euonymus
and Catha. The species are evergreen
Bhrut>3 and climbers, and are found in the
temperate regions of tropical countries, ap-

pearing in greatest number in the Hima-
layas.

Stag (stag), n. [From the root of A. .Sax.

gtUjan, Icel. stiga, G. steigen, to mount; lit

the mounter (.See Stair.) The name, un-
der slightly different forms, is given to male
animals of very different species; IcuVsteggr,

a male fox, a gander, a drake, also the male
of several wild animals; Sc. staig, a stallion;

O.E. stag, a castrated bull, a young horse, a
cock-turkey; staggard, a hart in its fourth
year] 1. The male red-deer or a generic
name of the red-deer (Cervus elaphiis); the
male of the Idnd; a hart: sometimes applied
particularly to a hart in its fifth year. The
stag is a native of Europe and Northern
Asia. In Britain it is now found wild only
in the Highlands of Scotland. It is called
the red-deer from the reddish-brown colour
of the upper parts in sunnner, the colour in

winter being rather grayish-brown. A full-

sized stag with his antlers well-developed
U a magnificent animal, standing about
4 feet high at the shoulder, and having horns
3 feet in length. (SeeANTLER) The females
are quite homleu, and smaller These
animals feed on grass, buds, and young
shoots of trees. &c. In wint(--r they associ-

ate In herds. (See cut Dkeh ) In Americtf
the stag is represented by the wapiti (C.

canadeiuU). ~2, A colt or filly; also, a romp-
ing girl; a hoyden. [Provincial.]— 3. The
male of the ox kin<l. castrated at such an
age that he never gains the full size of a
bull; a bull-stag. Called also in some parts
uf England and Scotland BuUsegg. —4 In

commercial slang, (a) an outside irregular

dealer in stocks, not a member of the ex-

change. (6) A person who applies for the

allotment of shares in a joint-stock com-
pany, not because he wishes to hold the

shares, but because he hopes to sell the

allotment at a premium. If he fails in this

he forbears to pay the deposit, and the al-

lotment is forfeited.

Stag (stag), v.i. In com. to act as a stag on
the stock exchange. See STAG.
Stag-beetle (stag'be-tl), n. A name of

beetles of the genus Lucanus, a genus of

lamellicorn coleopterous insects, fam. Lu-
canida;. The common stag-beetle (Lucanus
cervu^) is one of the largest of British in-

sects, distinguished by the enormous size

Stag-beetle {Lucanus cert-us)

of the horny and toothed mandibles in the
males, and by the rather long elbowed an-

tennae, which are terminated by a perfoli-

ated club, and are composed of ten joints,

the first being very long. It is common in

some localities in the neighbourhood of

London, and is often 2 inches long, of a black
colour See Lucanid*.
Stag-dance (stag'dans). n A dance per-

formed by malesonlv; abuU-dance. [United
States. ]

Stage (staj), n. [0. Fr estage. Mod. Fr. ^tage,

Pr. estatpe, a stage, a story of a house, from
a hypothetical L. form staticum, from sto,

statum, to stand (whence station, &c.).]

l.t A floor or story of a house. Wickliffe.—-

2. A floor or platform of any kind elevated
above the ground or common surface, as for

an exhibition of something to public view;
as. a stage for a mountebank; a stage for

speakers in public. ' High on a stage be
placed to the view.' Shak.

We princes are set on stages in the sight and
view of all the world. Queen EUgabetk.

3. A floor elevated for the convenience o'

performing mechanical work and the like

;

a scaffold; a staging; as, seamen use floating

stages, and stages suspended by the side of

a ship, for caulking and repairing. —4. The
raised platform on which theatrical per-

formances are exhibited; the flooring in a
theatre on which the actors perfonn; hence,
the stage, the theatre ; the profession of

representing dramatic compositions; the
drama, as acted or exhibited; as, to take to

the stage; to regard the stage as a school of

elocution.
All the world's a stage.

And all the men and women merely players. SAak.

I.o ! where the stage, the poor depaded stage.

Holds its warped mirror to a gaptnf age.
S/rague.

5. A place where anything is publicly exhib-
ited ; a field for action ; the scene of any
noted action or career; the spot where any
remarkable affair occurs.

When we arc t>oni, we cry that we are come
To this great stage of fools. Shak.

6. A place of rest on a journey, or where a
relay of horses is taken, or where a stage-

coach changes horses ; a station ; as, when
we arrive at the next stage we will take
8ome refreshment. Hence— 7. The distanci?

between two places of rest on a road ; as, a
stage of 15 miles. * Performing the journey
by easy stages.' SmUes.

Brother, you err, 'tis fifteen miles a day.
His stage is ten. Beau. & Fl.

8. A single step of a gradual process; de-

gree of advance; degree of progression, either

m increase or decrease, in rising or falling,

or in any change of state; as. the several

stages of a war; the stages of civilization or
improvement; stages oi growth in an animal
or plant ; stages of a disease, of decline or
recovery.

Such a polity is suited only to a particular stage in

the progress of society. Macaulay.

9. A coach or other carringe running regu-
larly from one place to another for the con-

veyance of passengers, &c.\ a stage-coach.
'A parcel sent by the stage.' Cowper.

I went in the six-penny stage. Swift.

10. In arch, the part between one splayed
projection and another in a Gothic buttress;
also, the horizontal division of a window
separated by transoms.— 11. A wooden struc-
ture on a beach to assist in landing; a land-
ing-place at a quay or pier. It sometimes
rises and subsides with the tide, or is lowered
or raised to suit the varying height of water.
12. In optics, the platform on which an ob-
ject is placed to be viewed by a microscope.

.

Stage (staj), V t. To put on the stage; to
exhibit publicly, as in a theatre. Shak
Stage -box (staj'boks), n. A box in a the-
atre close to the stage. Sinunonds.
Stage - carriage (staj'kar-rij), ?(. A stage-
coach.

Stage - COacll (staj'koch), n. A coach that
runs by stages; or a coach that runs regu-
larly every day or on stated days between
two places.for the conveyance of passengers.

Stage - coacliman ( staj'koclx-man ), n. A
dri\er of a stage-coach.

Stage - direction (staj-di-rek'shon), n. A
written or printed instruction as to action
or the like, which accompanies the text of

a play. ' Like the barbarous monsters in

the stage-direction in King Lear." Thack-
eray.

Stage -door (staj'dor), n. The door giving
access to the stage and the parts behind it

in a theatre ; the actors' and workmen's
entrance to a theatre.

Stage - driver (staj'driv-6r), n. One who
drives a stage-coach.

Stage -effect (staj'ef-fekt), n. Theatrical
effect; effect produced artificially and de-
signedly.

Stagely t (staj'Ii), a. Pertaining to a stage;

becoming the theatre; theatrical. Jer,
Taylor.

Stage - manager (staj-mau'aj-6r), n. In
theatres, one who superintends the produc-
tion au<l performance of a play, and who
regulates all matters behind the scenes.

Stage-play (staj'pla), n. A theatrical enter-
taiimient; a play adapted for representation
on the stage.

The clause . . distinguishes satire properly from
stage-plays which are all of one action, and one con-
tinued scries of action. Dryden.

Stage-player (staj'pla-6r), n. An actor on
the stage; one whose occupation is to repre-

sent characters on tlie stage. * Stage-players
or actors.' Arbuthnot.
Stager (staj'Sr), n. 1. 1 A player. B. Jonson.
[Rare.]- 2. One that has long acted on the
stage of life; a person of experience, or of

skill derived from long experience.

One experienced stager, that had batfled twenty
traps and tricks before, discovered the plot.

Sir R. VEstrange.
You will find most of the old stagers still stationary

there. Sir IV. Scott.

3. A horse employed in drawing a stage-

coach.
Stagery (staj'^r-i), n. Exhibition on the
stixge. 'A piece of stagery, or scene-work.'
Milton.

Stage-struck (staj'stmk), a. Smitten with
a love for the stage; possessed by a passion

for the drama; seized by a passionate desire

to become an actor.

'You are a precious fool. Jack Bunce,' said Cleve-
land, half angry, and, in despite of himself, half

diverted by the false tones and exaggerated gesture
of the stage-struck pirate. Sir tV. Scott.

Stag-evil (stag'e-vil), n. A disease in horses.

tetiinus (ir lock-jaw.

Stage-wagon (stajwag-on), n. 1. A wagoa
for conveying goods and passengers, by
stages, at regularly appointed times.-2.t A
stage-coach.
Stage-whisper (staj'whis-pSr), n. A loud
whisper, as by an actor in a theatre, meant
to be heard by those to whom it is not pro-

fessedly addressed; an aside.

This was conveyed in the tone in which ladies usu-
ally give admonitions to servants in company, that is

to say, a low one; but which, hlec a stage-whisper,
from its peculiar emphasis, is most distinctly heard,

by evt-rybody present. Dickens.

Sta£e- Wright (staj'rit), n. A dramatic
author; a playwright. ' Your stagers and
your stage-wrights too.' B. Jonson.

Stagey (staj'i), a. Of or pertaining to the
stage; resembling the manner of dramatic
performers; theatrical, in a depreciatory

sense; as, to have a very stagey manner.
Staggard (stag'ard), n. [From stag.] A
stag four years old.

Stagger (stag'er), v.i. [From old (and prov.)

if(oXer,to stagger, from rootof stake, comp. to

eh, cAain; 6h, 3c. \och\ g, go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, siny; TH, (Aen; th, (Aln; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See KBT.
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Mick fast; O.D. staggeren, Dan. dial, staggre,

Sc. stacker, stacker, Icel. stakra, to stagger,

to totter.] 1. To reel; to move to one side

and the otlier in standing or walking ; not
to stand or walk with steadiness.

Deep was the wound ; he sti^ger'd with the blow,
DrydtH.

2. To fail ; to cease to stand Arm ; to begin
to give way. 'The enemy staggers.' Addi-
son.—S. To hesitate ; to begin to doubt and
waver in purpose; to become less confident
or determined.
He (AVirahaiii) sta^^ered not at the promise of

God through unbeUef. Rom. iv. 20,

Stagger(stag'6r).v.t l. To cause to reel. SAa^.
2- Tt.1 cause to doubt and waver; to make to

hesitate; to make less steady or confident

;

to shock. 'The question did at first so

stagger me.' Shak. * To stagF^'er credibility.'

Burke.
When a prince fails in honour and justice, it is

enough to stagger his people in their allegiance.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

Stagger (stag'fir), n. 1. A sudden swing or

reel of the body, as if the person were about
to fall.

The individual . . . advanced with a motion that

alternated between a reel and a stagger.
G. A. Sala.

2. pit A sensation which causes reeling.

Shak.~%. •pl.\ Perplexity; bewilderment;
confusion.

I will throw thee from my care for ever
Into the staggers, and the careless lapse
Of youtli and ignorance. Shak.

4. pi. A disease of horses and cattle attended
with reeling or giddiness. In the horse it

appears in two forms—iwad or sleepy stag-

gers and grass or stomach staggers; the for-

mer of which arises from innammation of

the brain, the latter being due to acute in-

digestion.

Stagger-toush (stag'6r-bush), n. An Ameri-
can plant, Andromeda mariana, growing
in low sandy places near the coast, having
lai^e white nodding flowers and leathery
leaves. It is said to be poisonous to sheep
that eat it.

Staggeringly (8tag'6r-ing-li), adv. In a

staggering or reeling manner ; with hesita-

tion or doubt.
Stagger - wort (stag'6r-w6rt), n. Same as
Ragwort.
Stag-hound (stag'hound), n. A large and
powerful kind of hound used in hunting the
stag or red-deer.
Staging (staj'ing), n. l. A temporary struc-

ture of posts and boards for support, as for

building; scaffolding. —2. The business of

running or managing, or the act of travel-

ling in stage-coaches.

Stagirite (staj'i-rit), n. See Stagyrite.
Stagnajicy (stag'nan-si), n. [See Stagnant. ]

1. The state of being stagnant or without
motion, flow, or circulation, as in a fluid;

stagnation. —2. Anything stagnant; a stag-

nant pool. ' Stagnancies left by the flood.'

Cottvii.

Stagnant (stag'nant), a. [L. stagnans, stag-

nanlis, ppr. of stagno, to stagnate. See
Staunate.] 1. Not flowing; not running in

a current or stream; motionless; standing;
hence, impure from want of motion ; as, a

stagnant lake or pond ; stagnant blood in

the veins. —2. Inert; inactive; sluggish; tor-

pid ; dull ; not brisk ; as, business is stag-

nant ' The gloomy slumber of the stagnant
Boul. ' Johnson.

For him a stagnant life was not worth living.

Pa/Jrey.

Stagnantly ( stag'nant-li ), adv. In a stag-

nant or still, motionless, inactive manner.
Stagnate (stag'nat), v.i. pret. & pp. stag-

nated; ppr. stagnating. [L. stagno, stagna-

ttim, to stagnate; stagnum, a piece of stand-

ing water, a pool (whence stank and iau/r).]

1. To cease to run or flow; to be motion-
less; to have no current; as, water that

stagnates in a pool or reservoir soon be-

comes foul.
I am fifty winters old;

Blood then stagnates and grows cold. Cotton.

2. To cease to be brisk or active; to become
dull, quiet, or inactive ; as, commerce stag-

nates; business stagnates.

Ready-wilted tenderness . . . never stagnates in

vain lamentations while there is room for hope.
Sir ly. Scott.

Stagnate! (stag'nat), a. Stagnant. 'A
stagnate mass of vapour.' Young.
Stagnation (stag-na'shon), n. l. The con-
dition of being stagnant ; the cessation of

flowing or circulation of a fluid; or the state

of being without flow or circulation; the

state of being motionless; as, the stagnation

of the blood; the stagnation of water or air;

the stagnation of vapours.~2. The cessation

of action or of brisk action; the state of be-

ing dull; as, the stagnation of business.

A spot of dull stagnation, without light

Or power of movement, seem'd my soul. Tennyson.

Stag-worm (stag'wSrm), n. An insect that
is troublesome to deer.

Stagyrite (staj'i-rit), n. An appellation
given to Aristotle from the place of his

birth, Stagira, in Macedonia.
Stahlian (stal'i-an). ?i. A believer in or sup-
porter of Stahlianism.

Stahlianlsm, Stallli8m(stari-an-izni, stal'-

izm), 71. The doctrine of Stakl, a German
physician, who held the theory of a vital

force or aninia residing in the body, whose
motions it directed. See also PHLOGISTON.
Staid (stad), pret. & pp. of stay.

Staid (stad), a. [From «toy, to stop.] Sober;
grave; steady; sedate; regular; not wild,

volatile, flighty, or fanciful; as, a staid

elderly person. ' My staider senses.' Shak.
'Staid wisdom.' Milton,

The doctor, who was what is called a staid, dis-

creet personage, appeared somewhat unwilling to

gratify our curiosity. T. Hook.

Staidly (stadli), adv. In a staid manner;
calmly; soberly.

Staidness (stad'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being staid; sobriety; gravity; sedate-

ness; steadiness; regularity. 'The s(atd»ies8

and sobriety of age.' Dryden,
Staig (stag), n. [See Stag. ] A young horse
not yet broken in for work or riding; a
stallion. [Scotch.]

Stain (stan), v.t. [An abbrev. of distain

(whichsee);comp. 8por(, from di#por«.] 1. To
discolour by the application of foreign mat-
ter ; to make foul ; to spot ; as, to stain the
hand with dye ; to staiii clothes with vege-

table juice. 'An image like thyself, all stain'd

with gore.' Shak.— 2. To colour, as wood,
glass, or the like, by a chemical or other
process; to tinge with colours which chemi-
cally combine with, or which penetrate, the
substance of; as, to stai?i wood; to stain

glass, 'Tunied-up bedsteads made of

stained wood.* Dickens. — 3. To dye ; to

tinge with a different colour; as, to stain

cloth. — 4. To impress with figures or pat-

terns in colours different from the ground;
as, to stain paper for hangings.— 6. To soil

or sully with guilt or infamy; to tarnish; to

bring reproach on; as, to «(at7t the character;
stained with guilt.—6.t To darken; to dim;
to obscure; to eclipse.

She stains the ripest virgins of her age.
Beau. &• Ft.

Clouds and eclipses stain both moon and sun.
Shak.

7.t To deface; to disfigure; to impair, as

shape, l)eauty, excellence, or the like. 'And
but he's something stained with grief. ' Shak.

I'll corrupt her manners, stain her beauty. Shak.

8. t To corrupt; to pervert; to deprave. Shak.
—Syn. To spot, blot, soil, dye, sully, dis-

colour, disgrace, taint.

Stain (Stan), n. 1. A spot; discoloration from
foreign matter; as, a stain on a garment or

cloth.—2. A natural spot of a colour differ-

ent from the gi-onnd. ' Swift trouts, diver-

sified with crimson stains.' Pope.

Under her breast . . . lies a mole
. . . You do remember

This stain upon her? Shak.

3.t A slight taste or quality; a tincture; a

tinge.

You have some stain of soldier in you; let me ask
you a question. Shak.

4. Taint of guilt or evil; tarnish; disgrace;
reproach; as, the stain of sin. ' Some stain
or blemish in a name of note.' Tennyso7i.

Our opinion is, I hope, without any blemish or jftit«

of heresy. Hooker.

5. Cause of reproach; shame; disgrace.

Hereby I will lead her that is the praise and yet
the stain of all womankind. Sir P. Sidney.

Syn. Blot, spot, taint, pollution, sully, blem-
ish, tarnish, disgrace, infamy, shame.
Stain (stan), v.i. To take stains; to become
stained or soiled; to grow dim; to be ob-

scured. 'If virtue's gloss will stain with
any soil.* Shak.
Stainand ( stan'and), a. In her. a term ap-

plied to the coloui-s sanguine and tenn6
when used in the figures called abatements
or marks of disgrace.

Stained (stand), p. and a. 1. Having a stain

or stains; discoloured; spotted: dyed; blot-

ted ; tarnished. — 2. Produced by staining.

'Wash away thy country's stained spot-s.*

Shak.Stained glass, glass painted with me-

tallic oxides or chlorides, ground up with
proper fiuxes, and fused into its surface at
a moderate lieat. Stained glass is employed
in ornamenting the windows of churches as
well as of other public and private build-
ings. The colours produced are all trans-
parent, and therefore can be \iewed only by
transmitted light.

Stainer (stan'tr), n. l. One wlio stains,

blots, or tarnishes.— 2. A workman engaged
in staining: often used as the second ele-

ment of a compound, as in paper-s(amer.
Stainless (stau'les), a. l. Free from stains
or spots. ' Faultless length and stainless
hue. ' Sir P. Sidiiey. —2. Free from the re-

proach of guilt; free from sin; immaculfVte.
' A stainless wife.' Tennyson.

Stainlessly (stan'les-li). adv. In a stainless
manner; witli freedom from stain.

Stair (star), n. [O. E. stayre, steyer, lit. that
by which a person sties or mounts (see STY);
A. Sax. stagger, from sttgan, Icel. stiga, G.
stmgen, to ascend, to climb, whence also
stile (on a fence), and the first part of stir-

rup.] Originally, any succession of steps
to mount by. ' Cords made like a tackled
stair.' Shak. Now, usually a succession of

steps rising one above the other arranged
as a way between two points at different

, heights in a building, &c. : used often in
plural in same sense, while the singular la

also employed to mean a single step. ' A
winding staire.' Chaucer. 'On the highest
stayre of the honourable stage of woman-
head.' Spenser. ' Up stairs and down stairs.'

Shak. 'Up the cork-screw «^air.' Tennyson.
' Up a flight of stairs into the hall.' Tenny-
son.

The stairs, as he treads on them, kiss his feet.

Shak.
Satan, . . . now on the lower stair
That scaled by steps of gold to heaven gate.

Afitton.

—Pair of stairs, a set or flight of steps or
stairs (see Pair); more properly perhaps
two flights. See extract.

It is usual to divide the stair, when the height of
the stories is considerable, into flights or sections
separated by landing-places, and each flight might
not improperly be considered an independent stair.

Now, in the great majority of stairs, there was but one
intermediate landing-place, and of course the whole
ascent from floor to floor was divided into two Sights
or stairs, and thus formed a. pair 0/ stairs.

G. P. Afarsh.—Flight of stairs, a succession of steps in a
continuous line or from one landing to an-
other. — Down stairs, below stairs, in the
basement or lower part of a house.— f^
stairs, in the upper part of a house.

Stair-ca):i>et (atarTi&r-pet), n. A carpet for

covering stairs.

Staircase (star'kas), n. The part of a build-

ing whicli contains the stairs. Staircases are
straight or winding. The straight are called

fliers or direct fliers.-5(atrca»e shells, shells

of the genus Solarium.
Stair-foot (star'fut), n. The bottom of a
stair. Bacon.
Stairhead (starched), n. The top of a stair-

case.

Stair-rod (star'rod), n. A metallic rod for
holding a stair-carpet to its place.

Stairway (star'wa), n. A staircase. Moore.
Stalr-wfre (star'wir), n. A stair-rod.

The very stair-wires made your eyes wink, they
were so glittering. Dickens.

Stalth (stath), n. [A. Sax. sttxth, a shore,
bank, a landing-place, station; Icel. «(ott, a
harbour, astation, fromrootof 8(ead,s(a7id.]

An elevated wharf with a chute for shipping
coal, Ac. [North of England.]
Staithman (statb'man), n. A man engaged
in wtigliin^' and shipping coals at a staith.

Staithwort (stath'wert), n. Another name
for Colexmrt.

Stake (stak), n. [A. Sax. staca, L.G. stake,

D. staak, Dan. stage; from the root of stick,

stock.] 1. A piece of wood or timber sharp-
ened at one end and set in the ground, or
prepared for setting, as a support to some-
thing, as part of a fence, cfcc. Thus stakes

are used to support vines, to support hedges,
salmon nets, Ac.

Sharp stakes, pluckt out of hedges
They pitched in the ground. S»ak.

"Was never salmon yet that shone so fair

Among the stakes of Dee. KingsUy.

2. A post to wliich a bear was tied to be
baited.

Have you not set mine honour at the stake.

And baited it with all the unmuzzled thoughts
That tyrannous heart can think? Shak.

3. The post to which one condemned to die

by fire was fastened; as, to suffer at th^

stake, that is, to suffer death,often a mart>T's

Fate, fftr, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, So. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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death, by burning.—4.That which is pledged
or wagered ; that which ia laid down to

abide the issue of a contest, to he gained
by victory or lost by defeat : something
hazarded. ' Whose game was empires, and
whose tstakes were tlirones.' Byron. 'One
who had a atake in the county." Dickens.

The eame was so contrived that one particul.ir

cast tooK up the whole stake, and when some others

came up, you laid down. Arbuthnot.

5. The state of being hiid or pledged as a
wager; the state of Ijeing put at hazard: pre-

ceded by at; as, his honour is at stake.

Hath any of you great interest al stake in a distant

part of tlie worldl Hath he ventured a good share of

his fortunet Bfi. Atterbury.

6. A small anvil to straighten cold work, or

to cut and punch upon. Moxon.—l. \w.»hiy-

buildiii'j, one in the regular ranges of planks
on the Iwttom and sides of a ship reaching
from the stem to the stem. M'eale.

Stake (stak). v.t. pret. <fc pp staked; ppr.

staking. 1. To set and plant like a stake; to

fasten, support, or defend with stakes; as,

to stake viiie« or other plants.

I have a soul of lead
So stakes me lo the ground I cannot move. Shak.

2. To mark the limits of by stakes: with otd;

as, to stake out land; to utake mil a new
roa<lor the groui»d for a canal.— 3. To wager;
to pledge; to put hazard np<in the issue of
competition, or upon a future contingency.

m stake yon lamb that near the fountain plays.
Pope.

Thus in our country the dearest interests of parties
have frequently been staked on the results of the re-

searches of antiqL.aries. Macasiiay.

4. To pierce with a stake. Spectator.

Stake-fellow (stak'fel-lo), n. One tied or
burnt,'-! at the stake with another. Suuthey.
Stake-hea4 (stak'he<r), n. in roj>e-maki}Uj,

a stake witti wuoden pins to keepttie strands
apart
Stake-holder (stak'hold-^r), n. l. One who
ht'UU stakes, or with whom the bets are de-
posited when a wager is laid.—2. In law.
one with whom a dejiosit is made by two or
more who lay claim to it.

Stake-net (stak net), n. A form of net for
catching salmon, consistuig of a sheet of
net-work stretched upon stakes fixed into
the gruund, geiieraljy in rivers or friths,

where the sea eltt)3 and Hows, with contriv-
ances for entniiuling and securing the ^i.
Staker.t y.i. To btaggor. Chaucer.
Staktometer <stak-tom'et-^r). n. [Gr. gtak-
tiM, fulling by drops, and rnetron, a mea-
sure j Lit. a drop uieasnre. A glass tube
having a bulb in the middle, and tapering
to a tine orifice at one enti, used for ascer-
Uiiniug the numl>er of drops in equal bulks
of different liquids. Called aUo Stalag-
mometer.

Stalactic, Stalactical (sta-lak'tik. sta-lak'-
tik-alj, a. [hrmn fitaiactite ] Pertaining to
stalactite; re.seiubling a stalactite. 'This
sparry, ftatacticul sulistauce.' Derhain.
Stalactiform (sta-lak'ti-form), a. Having
the form of a stalactite; like stalactite; sta-
lactical

Stalactite (sta-Iak'tit). n. [From Gr Mtalak-
tos. iritkling or dropping, from stalasso or
staiazo, to let fail drop by drop. ] A mass of

Cave with Stalactites and Stalagmites.

calcareous matter, usually in a conical or
cylindrical form, pendent from the roofs of
caTems, and produced by the filtration of

water containing particles of carbonate of
lime through fissures and pores of rocks.
Similar masses are frequently to be seen
also depending from stone bridges or else-

where. The water being evaporated leaves
a deposit of lime behind it, which, by the
continued trickling of the water, gradually
increases in size. As some of tlie water
often drops to the floor also, a mass of the
same kind is formed below, called a stalag-
mite. See Stalagmite. [The plural is regu-
lar, sta-lak'tUs,_ but Byron unwarrantably
uses sta-lak'ti-tez.]

Stalactitest (sta-lak-ti'tez), n. A stalactite.
; M'<...dicar<i.

]
Stalactitic, Stalactitical (sta-lak-tit'ik,
sta-lak-tit'ik-al), a. Having the form or
character of stalactite; containing stalac-

tites.

Stalactitlform (sta-lak-tit'i-form), a. Same
as St'.ilactifonn.

Stalagmite (sta-lag'mit), n. [Gr. stalagmos,
a dropping, from stalazo, to drop. See Sta-
lactite. 1 A deposit of stalactitic matter on
the floor of a cavern. Simultaneously with
the formation of the stalactite a similar but
upward growth takes place at the spot ver-
tically below where the successive di-ops of
water fall and evaporate. This sometimes
forma continuous sheets over the surface,
sometimes rises luito columns, which meet
and blend with the stalactites above. See
stalactite.
Stalagmitic, StalagmitlcaKsta-lag-mit'ik,
sta-laL'-niit'ikal), a. Kelating to or having
the form »'f stalagmite.

Stalagmitlcally (sta-lag-mit'ik-al-li), adv.
In the form or manner of stalagmite.

Stalagmometer (sta-lag-mom'et-fir), n.

Same as Staktometer.
Staldert (stftl'dt^r), n. [From 8(aW, to set or
place] A wooden frame to set casks on.

Stalding (st?>Id'ing), «. A counterfeit coin
of the reign of Edward I., worth about Jrf.

,

manufactured abroa<i and Biu-reptitiously

introduced into England.
Stale (stal), a. [From same root as stall,

the meaning being from standing long

;

comp. O.D. 8tel, that remains standing,
quiet, ancient See Stall, n.] 1. Vapid or
tasteless from age; having lost its life,

spirit, and flavour from t>eing long kept;
as, stale beer. ' That stale, old, mouse-
eaten, dry cheese,' Sliak.~2. Not new; not
freshly niade; as, stale bread, or that which
has been baked at least twenty-four hours.
3. Having lost the life or graces of youth

;

long past prime ; decayed.

A stit/e viixin sets up a shop in a place where she
is not known. Spectator.

4. Ont of regard from use or long familiarity:
trite; common; having lost its novelty and
power of pleasing; musty; as, a stale remark.
*A proverb never stale in thrifty mind.'
Shak. 'Within a duU, stale, tired bed.*
Shak.
They reason and conclude by precedent.
And own sta^e nons«ns« which tliey ne'er invent. Pope.

Stale (stal). n. [From Stalk, a.] l.t That
which has become vapid and tasteless or is

worn out by use, as old, vapid beer, beer
kept until flat. Hence—2. t A prostitute.

I stand dishonour'd that have gone about
To link my dear friend to a common sta/e. Shak.

Stale (stal), t.t. pret & pp. staled; ppr.
ttaling. To make vapid, useless, cheap, or
worthless; to destroy the life, beauty, or use
of; to wear out

Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale
Her infinite variety. Shak.

Stale (stal), n. [O.Fr. estal. Mod.Fr. ^tal,

place, stall, market, from O.H.G. «/a^ stall.]

l.t Something set or offered to view as an
allurement to draw others to any place or
purpose; a bait; a decoy; a stool-pigeon;
specifically, the form of a bird sot up to
allure a hawk or other bird of prey. Mir. /or
Mags.
Still as he went he crafty stales did lay, Spenser.

A pretence of kindness is the universal state to all

base projects. Dr. H. More.

2. t A stalking-horse.

Dull, stupid Lentulus,
My stale with whom I stalk. B. yonson.

8. In chesg-playi}ig. stale-mate. ' A stale at
chess.' Bacon. — i.f A laughing-stock; a
dupe ; an object of ridicule.

I pray you, sir, is it your will

To make a stale of me amongst these matesT Shak.

5.t [See Stale, f.t.] Urine, as of horses and
cattle.

Stale (stal), v.i. [D. and G. staUen, Dau.
stalle, Sw. staUa, to make water, from

O.H.G. stal, A. Sax. stall, a stable; or from
O.Fr. estal, a standing still, estaler, to come
to a stand, the ultimate origin being the
same.] To make water; to dischai-ge urine,
as horses and cattle. Hudibras.
Stale (stal). n. [A. Sax. stel, stela. L.G. and
D. steel, G. stiel, a stalk, stock, handle, pro-
bably from root of stalk.] A long handle;
as, the stale of a rake.

Stalely (stal'li), adv. 1. In a stale man-
ner.—2. t Of old ; of a long time.

All your promised mountains
And seas 1 am so stalely acquainted with. B. yonson.

Stale-mate (stal'mat), n. in chess-playing,
the position of the king when stalled or set,
that is, when so situated that, though not
in check, he cannot move without being
placed in check, there being no other avail-
able move. In this case the game is drawn.
Stale-mate (stal'mat), v.t. To subject to
a stale-mate in chess ; hence, to put in a
corner; to put or bring to a stand; to per-
ple.x completely ; to nonplus. * I stale-
viated him.' Macmillaii's Mag.
Staleness (stal'nes), n. The state of being
stale ; as, (a) vapidness; the state of having
lost the life or flavour; oldness; as, Uie
staleness of beer or other liquors; the state-
ness of .provisions. (&) The state of being
out of regard; triteness; commonness; as,

the staleness of an observation.
Stalk (stnk), n. [Probably from Dan. stiOc,

Icel. stilicr, a stalk, and akin to E. stale, a
handle, the vowel being modified by the
influence of the verb to stalk or other
words.] 1. The stem or nuuu axis of a
plant; that part of a plant which rises im-
mediately from the root, and which usually
supports the leaves, flowers, and fruit; as,

a stalk of wheat, rye, or oats; the stalks of
hemp.—2. Tlie pedicel of a flo\ver, the pe-
duncle that supports the fructiflcation of a
plant, or some similar pait; any part of an
animal resembling this; a peduncle, or the
like.—3. Anything resembling the stalk or
stem of a plant; as, the stalk of a tobacco*
pipe, &c.—4. A tall detached chimney; a
chimney-stalk. Sir W. Scott.—5 Inarch an
ornament in the Corinthian caiiital which
resembles the stalk of a plant, and from
which the volutes and helices spring.—
6. t One of the two upright pieces of a
ladder.

Stalk (stftk), v.i. [A. Sax. stwlcan, to
go softly or warily; Dan. stalke, to stalk;
from stem of steal, meaning literally to
walk in a stealthy manner. As to form of
word comp. talk (and tell), loalk.] 1. To
walk softly and warily; to walk in a sly or
stealthy manner.

Bertram
Stalks close behind her like a witch's fiend.

Pressing* to be employed. Dryden.

2. To pursue game by approaching stealthily

or warily; to hunt by making use of a stalk-

ing-horse or other cover.

The king crept under the shoulder of his led horse
and said, Imusl stalk. Bacon.

3. To walk in a lofty or dignified manner; to
pace slowly or majestically.

With manly mien he stalk'daXon^ the ground. Dryden.

Then stalking through the deep
He fordb the ocean. Addison.

Stalk (stftk), v.t. In sporting, to pursue
stealthily; to pursue by making careful use
of cover ; to watch and follow warily for
the purpose of killing.

As for shooting a man from behind a wall, it is

cruelty Uke to stalking a deer. Sir /f. Scott.

When a lion is very hungry, and lying in wait, the
sight of an animal may make him commence stalk-

ing it. Dr. Livingstone.

Stalk (stftk), n. [From above verb.] 1. A
high, proud, stately step or walk. 'With
la&YtiaX stalk.' Shak.
The which with monstrous stalk behind him stept.

And ever as he went due watch upon him kept.
Spenser.

2. Pursuit or hunting by stealthy approach;
a stalking of deer.

Stalked (st?ikt), a. Having a stalk or stem.

Stalker (st^k'^r). n. 1. One who stalks.—
2 A kind of fishing-net

Stalk-eyed (st^kld), a. In zool. applied to

certain Crustacea named Podophthalniata,
which have the eyes set at the end of foot-

stalks of variable length. The lobster,

shrimp, and crab are examples of this

grnnp.

Stalking (st?ik'ing). n. In sporting, the act
of approaching game softly and warily, tak-

ing advantage of the inequalities of the
ground, tfec, as in deer-stalking or as in

fowling.

ch. c/ialn; ih, Sc. \och; K.go; J, ;ob; h, Fr. tow; ng, sin^; TH, thtm; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Stalking-horse (st^k'ing-hors), n. i. a
horse, or figure made like a horse, behind
which a fowler conceals himself from the
sight of the game which he is filming to kill.

Hence — 2. Anything thrust forward to
conceal a more important object; a mask;
a pretence.

Hypocrisy is the devil's stalking-horse under an af-

fectation ofsimplicity and religion. SirR. L'Estrange.

Stalklesa (st^k'les), a. Having no stalk.

Stalklet (sti|k'let), n. In hoi. a secondary
petiole; a petiolule; the stalk of a leaflet.

Stalky (stiik'i), a. Hard as a stalk ; resem-
bling a stalk. 'At the top bears a great
stalky head.' Mortimer.
Stall (sti^l), n. [A. Sax. steall, stall, place,
station, stall, stable; Icel. stallr, a shelf or
other support, a stall; D. stal, G. stall,

Dan. staid, a stall, a stable, &c. ; O.H.G.
stallan, G. siellen, to place. The ultimate
root is that of stand. ] l.The stand or place
where a horse or an ox is kept and fed ; the
division of a stable, or the apartment for

one horse or ox; as, the stable contains eight
or ten stalls.— 2. A stable; a place for horses
or cattle.

At last he found a sta/t where oxen stood. Dryden.

3. A bench, fonn, or kind of table in the
open air. where anything is exposed to sale.

'Nature's coarser wares that lie on the stall,

exposed to the transient view of every com-
mon eye.' Glanville.— 4. A small house or
shed, either in the open air or within a large
building, in wliich merchandise is exposed
for sale, or in which an occupation is carried
on; as, a butcher's stall.— o. A fixed seat
inclosed, either wholly or partially, at the

Stalls, Higham Ferrers Church, Northamptonshire.

back and sides, in the choir or chancel of
a cathedral, collegiate church, (fee, and
mostly appropriated to some dignitary of
such churches. — 6. The chief seat on the
dais in a domestic hall. Lydgate.—I. A high-
class seat in a theatre.— 8. In mining, an
opening made between pillars in the direc-

tion that the work is progressing or trans-
versely. —9. The name given by garotters and
pocket-pickers to the parties who walk be-
fore {fore-stall) and behind (back-stall) the
person who is to operate and his victim, so
as to conceal the crime, make off with the
booty, and otherwise assist the escape of
the actual robber.

Stall (stal), V. t. 1. To put into a stall or stable,
or to keep in a stall ; as, to stall a horse.
'Where king Latinus then his oxen stall'd.'

Dryden.—2. \ To fix or fasten so as to pre-
vent escape; to secure.

When as thine eye hath chose the d,ime.
And stall'd the deer that thou shouldst strike.

Shak.
S.t To install; to place in an office with the
customary formalities.

And see another as I see thee now,
Declc'd in thy rights, as thou art stall'd in mine.

Shak.
4. To plunge into mire, so as not to be able
to proceed; as. to stall horses or a carriage.
Burton.— b.\ To place and keep securely.
'Stall this in your breast.' Shak.—Q.\ To
forestall.

That is not to be stalfd by my report,
This only must be told, Massinger

7. To satiate; to fatten. [Provincial English.]

Stall (stftl), v.i. l.t To live as in a stall; to
dwell; to inhabit.

We could not stall together
In the whole world. Shak.

2. To kennel, as dogs. Johnson.— 3. To be
tired of eating, as cattle.—4. To be set fast,

as in mire.

Stallage ( stal'aj ), n. 1. The right of erect-
ing stalls in fairs, or rent paid for a stall.—
2. t Laystall; dung; compost.
StaUation t (st^l-a'shon), 7i. Installation.

' Ilis StaUation drew near,' Ld. Herbert
Stall-board (stal'bord), n. One of a series
of floors on to which soil or ore is pitched
successively in excavating.

Stallert (star6r), n. A standard-bearer.
Fuller.

Stall-feed (stal'fed), v.t. To feed and fatten
in a stall or stable, or on dry fodder; as, to
stall-feed an ox.

Stalling (staling), n. Stabling.

Hire us some fair chamber for the night.
And stalling for the horses. Tennyson.

Stallinger (stal'in-j^r), n. One who keeps
a stall. [Local.]

Stalllng-ken (st^l'ing-ken), n. A house for
receiving stolen goods. Dekker. [Old slang]
Stallion (star yun), n. [O.E. stalon, stal-

lant, O.Fr. estalon (Mod. Fr. Halon), a stal-

lion; It. Stallone; from O U.G. stal, E. stall;

lit. the horse kept in the stall. See Stall.]
A horse not castrated ; an entire horse ; a
horse kept for breeding purposes.
StaUman (stg,rman), n. A man who keeps
a stall.

The stalhnan saw my father had {a strong fancy)
for the book the moment he laid his hands upon it.

Sterne.

Stall-reader (stal'red-fer), n. One who reads
books at the stall where they are sold.

Cries the stall-reader, ' Bless us, what a word on
A title page is tliisl' Milton.

Stalwart, Stalworth (starw6rt,stal'w6rth),
a. [O.E. stalword, stallworth, from A. Sax.
stcelweorth, lit. worthy of place, from steel,

stall, place, position; hence estimable, l)rave.

See Stall.] l. Brave; bold; redoubted;
daring. 'A stalwart tiller of the soil.' Prof.
Wilson.

Well by his visage you might know
He was a stalworth knight, and keen.

Sir IV. Scott.

2. Tall and strong; large and strong in frame.
[The spelling stalworth is now obsolete or
f)hsolescent.]

Stalwartht (starw6rth),n. Same as 5(aiit'ar(.

Stalwartness (stal'w^rt-nes), n. The state
or quality of being stalwart.

Stalworthness (stal'wSrth-nes), n. Same
as Stalwartness.

Stambha (stamb'ha), n. See Lat.
Stamen (sta'men), n. pi. Stamens (sta'menz)
(only in the fourth sense) or (in the other
three senses) Stamina (stam'i-na). [L. stu-

men,ii\.stamina, the warpof aweb, athread,
the fibre of wood ; Gr. stemon, the warp
of a web, from root sta, to stand.] 1. A
thread, especially a thread of the warp; the
warp in the ancient upright loom at which
the weaver stood upright instead of sitting.

2. [Probably only used in the plural.] The
fixed, firm part of a body, which supports
it or gives it its strength and solidity; as,

the bones are the stamina of animal bodies;
the ligneous parts of trees are the stamina
which constitute their strength. Hence —
3. pi. Whatever constitutes the principal
strength or support of anything; power tif

endurance ; staying power ; long lasting

strength or vigour ; backbone ; as. the sta-

mina of a constitution or of life; the stamina
of a state.
He succeeded to great captains who had sapped

the whole stamina and resistance of the contest.
De Quincey.

The tea (in coffee-houses) is usually of the weakest,
its constitution is delicate, it wants stamina .md
vitality. Afrs. Riddell.

4. In bot. the male organ of fructification in

plants, formed principally of cellular tissue.

It is situated im-
mediately within
the petals, and
is composed, in

most cases, of

three parts, the '

filament, the an-
'

ther, and the
pollen, of which
the two latter

are essential, the
other not. The
stamens and pis-

tils constitute
the sexual or reproductive organs of plants.
Generally they both exist in the same

a a. Stamens s. Stigma.

flower, which is thus said to be herma-
phrodite or perfect. The number of sta-
mens varies in different plants, from one to
a hundred or more. With respect to their
directions they are named erect, injlexed,
rejlexed, spreading, ascending, declinate;
and their insertions with regard to the ovary
are said to be hypogynoxis, epigynous, or
perigynmis. (See these terms.) It was on
the number of stamens and their arrange-
ments and relations, that Linnseus founded
the classes of his sexual system of plants.
Stament (sta'men),n. SeeSTAMiN. Chancer.
Stamened (sta'mend), a. Eumished with
stamens.
Stanifortis t (stam-for'tis), 7i. Same as Sta-
ninm.
Stamlnt (sta'min), n. [O.Fr. estamine, Fr.
Uamine, a light kind of stuff, a bolting cloth,
from O.Fr. estame. It. stame, yarn, worsted,
from L. stamen, a fibre. See Stamen.
Stammel.] a slight woollen stuflf; linsey-
woolsey. Chaucer.
Stamina (stam'i-na), n. Plural of stainen
(which see).

Stamijial (stam'i-nal), a. Pertaining to
stamens or stamina ; consisting in stamens
or stamina. Balfour.
Staminate (stam'i-nat), a. Furnished with
stamens.
Staminate (stam'i-nat), v.t. pret. & pp.
staminated ; ppr. staminating. To endue
with stamina.
Stamineal (sta-min'e-al), a. Same as Sta-
miiieous.

Stamineous (sta-min'e-us), a. [L. stamin-
eus, consisting of threads, from stamen, a
fibre.] 1. Consisting of stamens.—2. Possess-
ing stamens. —3. Pertaining to the stamen
or attached to it; as, a stamineo\i8 nectary.
Staminidlum (sta-mi-nid'i-um), 7i. pi. Sta-
minidla (sta-mi-nid'i-a). [L. stamen, sta-
minis, a stamen, and Gr. eidos, resemblance. ]

The antheridium, an organ in cryptogamic
plants efjuivaleut to a stamen.
Staminiferous (sta-mi-nifer-us), a. [L.

stamen, staminis, a stamen, and fero, to
bear.] Bearing or having stamens.—^ sta-

miniferous Jlower is one which has stamens
without a pistil.

—

A staminiferous nectary
is one that has stamens growing on it.

Staminode, Staminodium (stam'inod,
stam-i-no'di-um), n. [L. stamen, and Gr.
eidos, shape.] An abortive stamen, or an
organ resembling an abortive stamen.
Stammel t (stam'el), n. [O.Fr. estamet, a
coarse woollen cloth ; estavie, a woollen
stuff ; from L. stamen, a thread. See Sta-
MIN.] 1. A kind of woollen cloth, which
seems to have been often of a re<l colour.
Hence— 2. A coarse kind of red, inferior to
fine scarlet. B. Jonson.
Stammel t (stam'el), a. Of a reddish colour;
pertaining to the cloth called stammeL
And see to yon pretty wench. Adam, who comes

tripping through them all with her milkpeil. She
has a j/uwwirt waistcoat, like your favourite Cissly
Sutherland. Sir W. Scott.

Stammer (stam'6r), r.i. [A freq. form from
a root slam; A. Sax. stamor, stamer, Icel.

stamr, stammr, stammering, speaking with
difficulty; O.E. stameren, stamper, to stam-
mer; Sc. stammer, to stumble; L.G. stam-
tnem, D. stameren, stamelen, G. stammeln,
Icel. stamma, to stammer. Allied to
stumble.] To make involuntary breaks or
pauses in speaking ; to hesitate or falter in

speaking ; and hence, to speak with stops
and difficulty; to stutter. 'The new strong
wine of love that made my tongue so stam-
mer and trip.' Tennyson.

Your hearers would rather you should be less cor-

rect than perpetually stammering, which is one of
the worst solecisms in rhetoric. Swift.

Stammer (stam'fer), r.t. To utter or pro-
nounce with hesitation or imperfectly: fre-

quently with out. 'His pale lips faintly

stammered out a ' No." Dickens.

Stammer (stam'Sr), n. Defective utterance;
a stutter; as, to be troubled with a stam-
mer. See Stammering.
Stammerer (stam'er-6r), n. One that stam-
mers, stutters, or hesitates in speaking.

Stammering ( stam'6r-ing ), n. The act of

stopping or hesitating in speaking; an affec-

tion of the faculty of speech characterized
by irreguIar,imperfect,or spasmodic actions
of the muscles concerned in articulation.

It manifests itself in a difllculty in begin-
ning the enunciation of wfirds, especially

such as begin with an explosive consonant,
or in a spasmodic and for a time an incou-
trollable reiteration of the same syllable

after the word is begun ; this latter defect

Fate, fftr, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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being also called stuttering. Stammering is

always Increased by emotional disturbance,

and is much mitigated, and often cured, by
the patient acquiring confidence in himself,

never attempting to speak in a hurry or

when the chest is empty of air, or by read-

ing measured sentences slowly and with de-

liberation.

Stammering ( stam'er-ing ), a. Character-

ized by spasmodic or defective speech; hesi-

tating in speech ; apt to stamnrer ; sttitter-

ing. 'StaiHinering tong\ies.' Dryden. 'Stam-

mering accents." Dr. Caird.

Stammeringly (stam'^r-ing-li). adv. With
stammering; with stops or hesitation in

speaking.
Stamp (stamp), v.t. [Icel. stampa, Dan.
stampe, Sw. gtampa, D. stampen, G. stamp-
fen, to stamp with the feet, nasalized forms

from 8tap. stem of D. gtappen. Icel. stappa,

G. stap/en, to step, to set down the feet, to

stamp. Akin step. The Germanic word
passed into the Romance languages; O.Fr.

estamper. Mod. Fr etamper. It. stampare,
Sp. estampar.] 1. To strike, l>eat. or press

forcibly with the bf)ttom of the foot, or by
thrusting the foot downward.

Under my feet I stamp thy cardinal's hat. 5Aa*.

He frets, he fumes, he stares, he statnps the ground.
Dryden.

2. To impress with some mark or figure ; to

mark with an impression; as. to istauxp a
plate with arms or initials. 'Stamped coin.'

Shak. —3. To impress; to imprint; to fix

deeply; as, to stamp virtuous principles on
the heart. 'Wax . , . wherein is stamj^ed

the semblance of a devil.' Shak.

God has stamped no original characters on our
minds, wherein wc may read his being. Locke.

Stamps God's own name upon a lie just made.
To turn a penny in the way of trade. Cffwfier.

4. To coin; to mint; to make current. Shak.
5. To affix a stamp (as a postage or receipt
stamp) to; as. to «(a;yrj:> a letter or newspaper.
6. To cut into various fnmis with a stamp.
7. To crush by the downward action of a
kind of pestle, as ore in a stamping-mill—
To stamp out, to extinguish, as fire, by
stamping with the foot on ; hence, to extir-

pate, as a disease which has broken out in

a herd of cattle, by destroying the animal
or animals affected; hence, to extirpate
generally; to eradicate ; to extenninate ; to

suppress.

A capital thini; were these proverbs and sayings
for stumping out what were called notions of ' up-
pishness in children, or hopes of having everything
their own way, IV. Chamoers.

Stamp (stamp), v.i. To strike the foot forci-

bly thjwnward. 'A ramping fool to brag
and stamp and swear.' Shak.

Stamp (stamp), n. 1. The act of stamping;
as, a stamp of the foot. ' And, at our sta mp,
here o'er and o'er one falls.' Shak.~2. Any
instrument for making impressions on other
iKHlies; an engraved block, or the like, by
which a mark may be delivered by pressure.

'Tis gold so pure.

It cannot bear the stamp without alloy. Drydtn.

3. A mark imprinted; an impression. 'The
rank is but the guinea utamp.' Bums.

That &acrcd name gives ornament and grace.
And, like his stamp, makes basest metals pass.

Dryden.

4. That which is marked ; a thing stamped.
* Hanging a golden stamp about their necks.'

Shak.^b-i [Fr. estampe.] A picture cut in

wood or metal, or made by impression; an
engraving; a plate.

At Venice they put out very curious stamps of the
several edifices which are most famous for their

beauty and magnificence, Addiscn.

6. An official mark set upon things cliarge-

able with some duty or tax showing that

the duty is paid; the impression of a pub-
lic mark or seal made by the government
or its officers upon paper or parchment
whereon private deeds or other legal in-

struments are written, for the purposes of

revenue; as, the stamp upon a bond or in-

denture. Hence, pi. Stamps = Stamp-duties.
See STAMP-Pi'TY— 7- A small piece of paper
having a certain figure impressed by go-

vernment, sold to the puhlic to be attached
to a paper, letter, or document liable to

duty, in order to show that such has been
paid; as, a postage stamp; a receipt stamp.
8. An instrument for cutting out materials
(as paper, leather. Ac) into various forms
by a downward pres-iure.— 9. Acharacteror
reputation, grKnI or bad, fixed on anything.

The persons here reflected upon are of such a
peculi.ir stamp of impiety, that they seem formed
mto a kind of diabolical society for the finding out
new experiments in vice. South,

10. Currency; value derived from suffrage or
attestation; authority.

The common people do not judge of vice or virtue

by morality or immorality, so much as by the stamp
that is set upon it by men of figure.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

11. Make; cast; form; character; as, a man
of the same stamp, or of a different stamp.
' A soldier of this season's stamp.' Shak.-~
12. In metal, a kind of hammer or pestle
raised by steam or water power for crushing
or beating ores to powder ; anything like

a pestle used for pounding or beating.

Stamp-act (stamp'akt), ji. An act for regu-
lating the imposition of stamp-duties; espe-
cially, an act passed by the British parlia-

ment in 1765. imposing a duty on all paper,
vellum, and parchment used in the Ameri-
can colonies, and declaring all writings on
unstamped materials to be null and void.

This act roused a general opposition in the
colonies, and was one cause of the revolu-
tion.

Stamp - collector ( stamp 'kol-lek-t6r), n.

1. A collector or receiver of stamp duties.

—

2. One who collects rare or foreign stamps
as articles of curiosity or the like.

Stamp - distributor (stamp'dis-tri-but-6r),

n. An official wlio issues or distributes
government stamps.
Stamp-duty (stamp'dO-ti), n. A tax or
duty imposed on pieces of parchment or
paper, on which many species of legal in-

struments are written. Stamp-duties on
legal instruments, such as conveyances,
deeds, legacies, &c., are chiefly secured by
prohibiting the reception of them in evi-

dence unless they bear the stamp required
by the law.

Stampede (stam-ped'), n. [Amer. Sp. es-

tampida, a stampede, ] A sudden fright seiz-

ing upon large bodies of cattle or horses, in

droves or encampments on the prairies, and
causing them to run for long distances;

a sudden scattering of a herd of cattle or
horses; hence, any sudden flight, as of an
army, in consequence of a panic.

The panic flight of the Federals at Bull Run. near
the Potomac, U.S., in i86i, vas a stampede.

Brewer.

Stampede (stam-pedO. P. t. pret & pp. stam-
peded; ppr. stampedinff. To join in a stam-
pede; to take sudden flight, as if under the
influence of panic terror.

Stampede (stam-peif), v.t. To cause to
break off in a stampede; to cause to take to
panic flight.

Horses on their first few days' journey are easily

stampeded, and will sometimes stray home again.
Capt. Mayne Reid.

Stampede (stam-pe'do). n. Same as Stam-
pede. 'A sudden stampedo or rush of

horses.' W. Irring. [Rare]
Stamper (stamp'^r), n. 1. One who stamps;
as, a stamper in the post-office.— 2. An in-

strument for stamping; a stamp.

Stamp -hammer (stampTiam-m^r), n. A
direct-acting hammer where the hammer-
block is lifted verticnlly, either by cams or
friction-rollers, or, as is more commonly the
case, by steam or water pressure acting on
a piston in a closed cylinder. Percy.

Stamp -head (stamp'hed), n. The heavy
metal block furming the heail or lower end
of a bar which is lifted and let fall verti-

cally, as in a stampinu'-mill

Stamping-machine (stamp'ingma-shen),
n. A iiiiiehine for stamping; a machine for

manufjuturiiig articles from sheet-metal by
means of blocks, dit-s, and heavy pressure.

Stamping-mill i.8tii'»pi"K-'"'0. '^- Astamp-
mill.

Stamping-press (stamp'ing-pres), n. Same
as Staiiipiiuj-inachine.

Stamp-mill (stamp'mil), n. A mill for

pounding or crushing ores or rock, used
very commonly in gold-mining, the material
being subjected to the action of heavy stamps
which are made to rise and fall by the action

of cams fixed on a revolving shaft, the motive
power being water or steam.

Stamp-note (stamp'not), n. In com. a note
stamped by a customs-house officer and
serving as a warrant for receiving goods on
board a ship.

Stamp-office (stamp'of-fis), n. An office

where government stamps are issued, and
stamp-duties and taxes may be received.

Stance(stans), n. [O. Kr. stance, estance, from
L.«to,«eare, to stand ] A site; a station; an
area for building; a position. [Scotch.]

The boy . . danced down from his stance with a
galliard sort of step. Sir IV. Scott.

Stanch (stknsh), v.t. [O.Fr. estancher. Mod.
Fr. itar^Jier, to stopfrom running, to stanch.

supposed to be from a L.L. stancare, for L.

stagnare, to make or be stagnant. See Stag-
nate.] 1. To prevent the flow of, as blood;
to stop the flow of blood from, as from a
wound; to stop; to dry up.

Iron or stone laid to the neck, doth stanch the
bleeding of the nose. Bacon.

Then came the hermit out and bare him in.

There stanch'd his wound. Tennyson.

2.t To quench, as fire or as thirst; to allay

the craving of. ' Covetise of men that may
not be stanched.' Chaucer. ' To stanch his
thrust (thirst).' Gower.
Stanch (stansh), v.i. To stop, as blood; to
cease to flow.

Immediately her issue of blood stanched,
Luke viii. 44.

Stanch (stansh), a, [From the above verb,
the literal meaning being stopped, tight,

and, as applied to a ship, not leaky. See
theverb.] [Written also 5faw«cA.] 1. Strong
and tight; not leaky; soimd; firm; as, a
stanch ship. 'Stancher vessels, and more
sunny days.' Boyle.— 2. Firm in principle

;

steady; constant and zealous; hearty; loyal;

as, a stanch republican ; a stanch friend or
adherent. * A sfa«cA churchman.' Addison.

In politics I hear you're stanch. Prior,

3.t Close; secret; private.

This is to be kept stanch and carefully watched.
Lode.

Stanchel (stan'shel), 71. In arch, a stan-
chion.

Stancher (stansh'^r), n. One who or that
which stanches or stops the flowing of blood.

StancMon (stan'shon), n. [O.Fr. estanson,
estan^-on, from estance, that which sup-
ports, from a L.L. form «(an(ia, from L. sto,

to stand. ] 1. A prop or support; a post, pillar,

beam, or the like, used for a support, as a
piece of timber supporting one of the main
parts of a roof.— 2. In ship-building, an up-
right post or beam of different forms, used
to support the deck, the quarter-rails, the
nettings, awnings, and the like.

Stanchion-gun (stan'shon-gun).n. A pivot-
gun; a hoiit gun for wild-duck shooting.

StanchleB8(8tansh1es),a. Incapable of being
stiitulied or stopped; unquenchable; insati-

able. ' A f:tanchless avarice. ' Shak.
Stanchness (stansh'nes), n. The state or
quality of being stanch; as. (a) the state of

being strong, sound, firm, or not leaky. 'To
try the stanchnessof the phial.* Boyle. (6)

Fimmess in principle ; closeness of adher-
ence.

Stanck.t Stankt.(stangk), a. [O.Fr. estanc.

It, ^frtaco, tired, wearied.] Exhausted; faint;

weak; worn out; weary. Spenser.

Stand (stand), v.i. pret. & pp. stood; ppr.

standing. [A. Sax. staridan, pret. st6d. pp.
standen, Icel. standa, O.H.G. standan, stan-
tan, Goth, standan, D. staan, G. atehen;

from a root common to the Indo-European
languages, being seen also in L. sto, Gr.
(hijstanai, Skr. sthd. Stand is a nasalized
form of a stem stad, and is akin to stead.

Stall, still, stool, (fee, are from the same root,

and through the French and Latin come
stage, state, station, stable, drc. ] 1. To be sta-

tionary or at rest in an erect or upright
position ; to be set in an upright position ; as,

(o) to rest on the feet in an erect position,

as opposed to sitting, lying, or kneeling:
said of men or beasts. 'Stands he, sits he?
or does he walk?* Shak. (6) To be on end; to
continue upright; as, a beam stands on end.
* A field of standing com." Drayton.— 2. To
be as regards position or situation ; to oc-

cupy a permanent place; to have its site or
situation; to hold a place; to be situated or
located; as, London stands on the Thames.
'Where thy nose stands.' Shak. 'Seeing
those beads of sorrow s(a«d in thine (eyes).'

Shak.
Stands Scotland where it did! Shait.

3. To cease from progress; not to proceed:
to come to a state of rest; to cease moving
in any direction ; to stop action or move-
ment; to stop; to pause; to halt.

I will tell you who time ambles withal, who time
gallops withal, and who he stands still withal, Shak.

I charge thee stand,
And tell thy name. Dryden.

4. To continue or remain without ruin or

Injury; to hold out against or withstand
tendencies to impair, injure, or decay; to

be permanent; to last; to endure: to abide.

'While England «(anrf«.' Shak. 'Our peace
shall Mtand as firm.' Shak. ' A living tem-
ple, built by faith to stand.' Miltvn.—b. To
maintain one's ground or position; not to

fall or fail ; to be acquitted or saved.
' Readers by whose judgment I would stand

ch, cAain; fib, Sc. locA; g, gQ\ J, iob; fi, Fr. ton; Dg» w^\ th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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or fall." Adduwn.^G. To maintain a fixed.

firm, or steady attitude ; to take up a fixed

position, as of opposition, resistance, or de-

fence. 'And when they stami against you,
may they fall.' Shak.

The king g-r^nt«<^ ^he Jews which were in every
city to gather themselves together, and to stand for

their lifc. Est. viii. ii.

7. To persevere; to peraist.

Never stand in a lie when thou art accused, but

a^ pardon and make amends. J^er. Taylor.

The emperor, standing upon the advantage he
had got by the seizure of their fieet, obUged them to

deliver. Sivift.

8. To be pertinacious, unyielding, or obsti-

nate ; to insist, as, not to staiid on cere-

monies. See also phrases below.

stand not upon the order of your goinp.

But go at once. ^hak,

9. To be placed with regard to relative posi-

tion, rank, or order.

Among liquids endued with this quality of relaxing,
warm water stands first. Arbuthnct.

Theology would truly enlarge the mind were it

studied with that freeciom and that sacred charity

which it teaches; let this therefore stand always
chief. Watts.

10. To be in a particular state or condition;

to be; as, how stands the matter with you?
I hope you will stand my friend. 'Thus it

stands with me.' Shak. 'For my wife, I

know not how it stands.' Shak.

I stand resigned and am prepared to go,
Drydefi.

11. To be consistent; to agree; as, it stands

to reason. See also phrases below.

His faithful people, whatsoever they rightly ask,

the same shall they receive, so far as may stand with

the glory of God, and their own everl^lstlng good.
Moo/(^er.

Doubt me not; by heaven 1 will do nothing
But what may stand with honour, Massinger.

12. To be in the place ; to represent; to be
equivalent.

Their language being scanty, had no words in it to

stand for a thousand. Locke.

13. To become a candidate for an office or
the like; as, he stood for the borough at last

election. ' How many stand for consul-
ships?' SAafr.— 14. To hold a certain course,

as a ship ; to be directed towards any local

point; as, to stand for the harbour.

From the same parts of heaven his navy stands.
Dryden.

15. To measure, as from the feet to the
head, or from bottom to top. ' He stood four
feet six inches and three quarters in his

socks.' hicfcens.—lQ. To stagnate; not to
flow; as, a «(anrfin3' pool. ' The black water
of Pomptina stands.' Dryden.—17. To be
valid ; to continue in force ; to have effi-

cacy; not to be void. 'No conditions of our
peace can stand.' Shak.

God was not ignorant that the judges, whose sen-

tence in matters of controversy he ordained should
stand, would be deceived. Hooker.

\Noie. Stand with many adverbs receives

the sense of motion as previous to coming
to rest, or of a state caused by previous
motion, and becomes equivalent to to step,

to go, to come ; as, to stand aloof; to 8ta7id

apart; to stand aside; to stand back; to stand
forth, and the like.]— To stand against, to

resist; to oppose; as, one candidate stands
against another at an election.— 3'o stand by,

(a), with bjt the adverb. (1) to be present
without taking an active part; to be a spec-

tator; to be near.

Now Margaret's curse is fallen upon our heads,
For standing by when Richard stabbed her sou.

Shak.

(2) To be placed or left aside ; to be ne-

glected or disregarded
In the meantime we let the command stand by ne-

glected. Dr. H. More.

(b) With by the preposition, (1) to support

;

to defend; to assist; not to desert.

The ass hoped the dog would stand by him if set

upon by the wolf. Sir Ji.. L'Estrange.

(2) To rest in; to repose on.

(This reply standeth all by conjectures. JVhitgift.

(3) Naut. to attend to and be prepared for

action ; thus to stand by a rope is to take
hold of it; to stand by the anchor, to pre-
pare to let it ^o. —To stand fast, to be fixed;

to be unshaken, unwavering, or immovable.

My covenant shall standfast with htm.
Ps. Ixxxix. 28.—To stand for, (a) to espouse the cause of;

to side with ; to maintain ; to support ; to

defend. 'Freedom we all stand for.' B.
Jonson.

I'll stand to-dayJor thee and me and Troy. Shak.

{b) To represent; to take the place of.

A face, a leg, a head stood/or the whole. Shak.

My will shaU standfor law, Shak.

(c) To offer one's self as a candidate.

I heard him swear.
Were he to standfor consul ne'er would he
Appear i' the market-place, Shak.

(d)Naut. to direct the course towards; as, the
enemy stood for the shore. —7*0 staiid from
Ouiut.), to direct the course from.—To stand
in, OT stand in for, to direct a course toward
land or a harbour.— 2'o stand in hand, to

be conducive to one's interest; to be ser-

viceable or advantageous,— To stand off, (a)

to keep at a distance, (d) Not to comply.
Stand no more off.

But give thyself unto my sick desires, Shak.

(c) To keep at a distance in friendship or
social intercourse; to forbear intimacy.

Though nothing can be more honourable than an
acquaintance with God, we stand o^ixom it.

Atterbury.

{d) To appear prominent; to have relief.

Picture is best when it standeth off as if it were
carved. IVotton.

— To stand off and on {naitt ), to sail toward
land and then from it.—To stand or stand
in (with personal oi>jects, the person being
really in the dative), to cost ; as, that coat
stood him four pounds.
These wars— I mean the Punic wars—could not

have stood the human race in less than three millions

of the species. Burke.

— To stand on. (a) See To stand upon, (b)

Naut. to continue in the same course or
tack.

—

To stand out, (a) to project; to be
prominent. 'Stood out the breasts, the
breasts of Helen.' Teymyson.

Their eyes stand ottt with fatness. Ps. Ixxiii, 7.

(6) To persist in opposition or resistance;
nut to yield or comply; not to give way or
recede.

His spirit is come in.

That so stood out against the holy church, Shak.

—To stand to, (a) to ply; to apply one's
self to.

stand to your tackles, mates, and stretch V'^u'' oars,
Dryden.

(b) To remain fixed in a purpose or opinion.

I will stand to it, that this is his sense,
SmUng/Teet.

(c) To abide by; to adhere, as to a contract,
assertion, promise, <fec.; as, to stand to an
award; to stand to one's word, (d) Not to
yield; not to fly; tamaiutain the ground.

Their lives and fortunes were put in safety, whether
they stood to it or ran away. Bacon.

ie) To be consistent, or tally with; as, it

stands to reason he could not have done so.

—To stand t'tgether, to be consistent; to
agree.

—

To stand to sea {naut.), to direct
the course from land.—To stand under, to

undergo; to sustain.—To sta}td up, (a) to

rise from sitting ; to rise to one's feet ; to
assume an erect position. (6) To arise in
order to gain notice.

Against whom when the accusers stood up. they
brought none accusation of such things as I sup-
posea. Acts xxv. 18.

(c) To rise to make a claim or a declaration;

to rise in opposition, revolt, or the like.
' We all stand up against the spirit of

Crosar.' ' Once we stood up about the corn.'

Shak. (d) To rise and stand on end; as, his

hair stood up with fear. —To staiid up
against, to place one's self in opposition to;

to resist.

He called into his civil pursuits the same energy
which enabled him to stand up against so many
years of constant, and, to but his own mind, hopeWss
defeat in the field. Brougham.

—To stand up for, to rise in defence of; to
defend; to justify; to support or attempt to
support; as, to stand up for the adminis-
tration.-To stand upon, {a)\ to concern; to

interest.

Does it not stand them upon, to examine upon
what grounds they presume it to be a revelation from
God? Locke.

(&) To value; to pride.

We highly esteem and stand mac)x upon our birth.

Ray.
(c) To insist on ; to attach a high value to ;

to make much of. * You stand upon your
honour! '

' This fellow doth not stand upon
points.' Shak. (d) To depend on. ' It stood

upon the choice of friends.' 'Your fortune
stood upon the casket there.' Shak.— To
stand with, to be consistent.

It stood with reason that ihey should be rewarded
liberally. Sir y. Davies.

Stand (strind), v.t 1. To place or set in an
erect position; to set up. [CoUoq,]

' And as concerning the nests and the drawers,' said

Sloppy, after measuring the handle on his sleeve,
and softly standing the stick aside against the wall,
* why, it would be a real pleasure to me.' Dickens.

2. To endure; to sustain; to bear; as, I can-
not stand the cold or the heat. Hence, to

stand it, to be able to endure or bear
something, or to maintain one's ground or
state ; as, the expense is so great that we
cannot sta7id it; she screamed so loud that
he could not stand it.—Z. To resist without
yielding or receding; to withstand.

He stood the furious foe. Pope.

4. To await; to suffer; to abide by.

Bid him disband his legions, . . .

And stand the judgment of a Roman senate.
Addison.

5. To be at the expense of; to pay for; as, to
stand treat. [CoUoq.]
Asked whether he would stand a bottle of cham-

pagne for the company, he consented. Thackeray.

—To stand one's ground, to keep the ground
or station one has taken: to maintain one's
position, in a literal or figurative sense; aa,

an army stands its grmind when it is not
compelled to retreat; a man stands hi9
ground in an argument when he is able to
maintain it, or is not refuted.

Peasants and burghers, however brave, are unable
to stand theirground against veteran soldiers.

Macaulay.
^To stand fire, to remain while being shot
at by an enemy without giving way.— To
stand trial, to sustain the trial or examina-
tion of a cause; not to give up without trial.

Stand (stand), n. [From the verb.] 1. The
state of standing ; a cessation of progress,
motion, or activity; a stop; a halt; as, to
make a stand; to come to a stand, either in
walking or in any progressive business.-
2. A point or condition beyond which no
further progress is made.
Vice is at stand, and at the highest flow. Drydtn.

The sea, since the memory of all ages, hath con-
tinued at a stand, without considerable variation,

Bentley.

3. A state of hesitation, embarrassment,
difficulty, or perplexity.

A fool may so far imitate the mien of a wise man
as at first to put a body at a stand what to make of
him. Sir R. L'Estrange.

4. A place or post where one stands, or a
place convenient for persons to remain for
any purpose; a station; as, his stand was on
the top of a hill. —5. Bank; post; station;
standing. [Rare.]

Father, since your fortune did attain

So high a stand, I mean not to descend. Daniel.

6. A halt made for the purpose of resisting

an attack; the act of opposing or resisting;

as, the little party made a gallant stajid.

AVe are come off
Like Romans, neither foolish in our stands.
Nor cowardly in retire. Shak.

7. A young tree, usually reserved when the
other trees are cut ; also, a tree growing or
standing upon its own root, in distinction
from one produced from a scion set in a
stock, either of the same or another kind of
tree.—8. A small table or frame, on or in
which articles may be put for support; as, a
camWe stand; an umbrella stand; or on which
goods may be exposed for sale; a stall; as, a
fruit stand.—9. In com. a weight of from

2i cwt. to 3 cwt. of pitch. —10. A place or
station in a town where can-iages. cabs, and
the like stand ready for hire.— 11. The place
where a witness stands to testify in court.

—

12. An erection or raised platform for spec-
tators at open-air gatherings, such as horse-
races, cricket matches, and the like.— 13. A
beer barrel standing on end. ' This stand
of royal blood shall be abroach, atilt.' Beau.
(£: FL—Stand of arms (milit.), a musket or
rifle with its usual appendages, as a bayonet,
cartridge-box, Ac— Syn. A stop, halt, stay.

rest, station, position, interruption, obstruc-
tion, perplexity, difficulty, embarrassment,
hesitation, support, table, frame,

Standage (stand'aj), n. In mining, a space
for retaining water in shafts.

Standard (stand'ard),n. [From O.Fr.estand-
art, estcndart, Mod. Fr. Uendard, It. sten-

dardo, Sp. estandarte, Pr. estandart, these
forms, according to littr^. being from the
Teutonic verb to stand, the old standard
being a pole or mast set up during a battle;

according to Diez, Brachet, &c.. from L. ex-

tendere, to extend, to spread out, to display.

There is no doubt that in the Teutonic lan-

guages the word was looked upon as con-
nected with stand, and several of the mean-
ings in English (as 6 and 8 below) have
arisen in this way. Comp. also D. standaard,

I

U.B..G. stanthart,'Si.od.G.staudart^.] 1. In
I its widest sense, a flag or ensign round which

Fate, far, fat, fflll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc abune; J, Sc tey.
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men rally, or under which they unite for a
common puipose ; a flag or carved 8jTnl>oli-

cal figure, itc, erected on a long pole or
staff, serving as a rallying-point or the like.

In a more strict sense the term is applied
to a tlag whicii bears the arms, device, or
motto of the owner, long in proportion to

it3 depth, tapering towards the Hy, and, ex-

cept when belonging to princes of the blood-

royal, slit at the end. The so-called British

royal standard Is more correctly a banner,
being a square flag.and having its whole field

covered solely by the national arms. The
cavalry standards are also, properly speak-
ing, banners, and are of small size, of a col-

our corresponding to the regimental facings,

and charged with the cipher, number, in-

signia, an<l honours of the regiment. The
ii:5antry corresponding flags are called col-

ours. —'2. That which is capable of satisfy-

ing certain defined conditions fixed by the
proper authorities; especially that which is

est:it)lished by competent authority as a rule

or measure of (juantity; the original weight
or measure sanctioned by government,
and connuitted to the keeping of a magis-
trate, or deposited in some public place, to

regulate, atljust, and try weights and mea-
sures used by particular persons in traffic;

as, by the burning of the House of Commons
in 1834 the tstandards were destroyed ; the
imperial yard is the standard of lineal mea-
sure in Britain ; the jKmnd troy is the gtan-
dard of weight. See MEASURE, WEIGHT.—
3. That which is established as a rule or
model, by the authorityof public opinion, or
by respectable opinions, or by custom or gen-
eral consent ; that which serves as a test or
measure; as. writings which are admitted to
be the uta nda rd of style and taste ; to have a
low standard by which to judge of morality.
'The court, which used to be the 8ta7idard
of propriety and correctness of speech.'
Swi/t-

Vt'hen people have hrouglit right and wronc to a
false itandartl, there foUows an envious m.'tlevcucnce.

Sir R. L'Estrange.
A disposition to preserve, and an aljility to improve,

taken together would be my staudara oi a states-

man. Burke.

4. In coinage, the proportion of weight of
fine metal and alloy established by autho-
rity.

That precise weight and fineness, by law appro-
priated to the pieces of each denomination, is caJled
the standard. Locke.

The standard of gold coins in Britain is

at present 22 carats, that is. 22 parts of
fine gold and 2 of alloy; and the sovereign
should weigh 123"274 grains troy. The
standard uf silver coins is 11 ounces 2 dwts.
of pure silvei' and 18 dwts. of alloy, making
together 1 lb, troy; and the shilling should
weigh 87 272 grains.— 5. In schools, one of
the ranks or grades of attainment according
to which pupils are classed and taught.—
6- In Aor(. a tree which stands singly, without
Iwing attached to any support; also, a shrub,
as a rose, grafted on an upright stem. ' The
espaliers and the standards.' Tennt/son.—
7. In hot. the upper petal or banner nf a pa-
pilionaceous condla. 8. An upright piece in
various articles and structures; in carp, any
upright in a framing, as in the frame of a
door—9. A brancheii candlestick of large
size, standing on the ground ; r similar
article for gas or other illuminant.
Standard (stand'ard), a. I. Having a per-
manent 'luulity; capableof satisfying certain
coiuliti'His ttxed by competent authority;
fixed; settled; a&. & standard wotk; & stand-
ard measure; standard weight, Ac.

In comely rank call evcrj- merit forth;
Imprint on every act its standard worth. Priar.

% In hort. not trained on a wall, »tc. ; stand-
ing by itself; as, a standard pear-tree;
standard rose&. ~ Standard stars, a name
given by astronomers to those stars which
are best known and best adapted for ob-
servation.

Standard-bearer (stand'4rd-bar-6rX n. An
oTttct-r uf :tn army, company, or troop that
bears a standard.

And if my ttaftdard-Aearer fall, as fall full wctl he
may . . .

Press where ye see my white plume shine, amidst the
ranks of war. MacnuJajf.

Standardize (stand'iird-iz), v.t. To bring
up to or to recognize as a standard.
Stand - crop (standlcrop), 7i. A plant, the
r,,is^ulfi minor.
Standel t ( stand'el ), n. 1. A tree of long
standing. Fuller.— 2. In law, a young store
oak-tree, twelve of which were to Ik; left in
every acre of wood at the felling thereof.

Btander (stand'^r), n. l. One who stands. —
2. In the early church, one of the third or
highest class of penitents. See CONSIS-
TK.NTE:^.—o.t A tree that has stood long.

Stander-by (stand'6r-bi),ji. One that stands
near; one that is present; a mere spectator;
a bystander.

When a gentleman is disposed to swear, it is not
for any standers-i'y to curtail his oaths. S/tak.

Stander-grass, Standard-grass (stand'-

er-gras, stand'ard-gras), n. A name given
by the old botanists to some species of
Orchis, as O. masaila.
Stander-up (stand'er-up), ». One who takes
a siile.

Statiders-up for their country, and for the liberties

. . . of the subject. South.

Standing (standing), p. and a. 1. Estab-
lished, either bylaw or by custom, Ac; con-
tinually existing; permanent; not tempo-
rary; as, a standing army, that is, a regular
army in constant service, as distinct from the
militia.—2. Lasting; not transitory; not lia-

ble to fade or vanish ; as, a standing colour.
3. Stagnant; not flowing; as, staiidini^ water.
4. Fixed ; not movable ; as, a standitig bed

:

distinguished from a truckle bed.— 5. Ke-
maining erect ; not cut down ; as. standing
cora. —- Standing orders, the orders made
by either house of parliament, or other
deliberative assembly, respecting the man-
ner in which business shall be conducted
in ii.~Standing rigging {naut), the cord-
age or ropes which sustain the masts and
remain fixed in their position. Such are
the shrouds and stays.

Standing (standing), n, l. The act of stop-

ping or coming to a stand ; the state of be-

ing erect upon the feet; stand.—2. Continu-
ance; duration or existence; as, a custom of
long standing.— 3. Posaession of an ofhce,

character, or place. ' A patron of long
sta nding. ' Dryden.

I wish your fortune had enabled yoo to have con-
tinued longer in the univenjty, till you were of ten
year^' standing. Swi/t.

4. Station; place to stand in.

I will provide you with a good stantHng to see his

entry. Boom.

5. Power to stand.

[ sink in deep mire. ^ 'here Acre is no standing.
Ps. Ixix

6. Condition in society ; relative position

;

rank; reputation ; as, a man of good staiui-

ing or of high standing among his friends.

StaJldish (stan'dish). n. [Stand and dish.]

A case for pen and ink. ' A standish, steel
and golden pen.' Pope.
Stand-pipe (stand'pip),n. 1. A vertical pipe
erected at a well or reservoir, into which
water is forced by mechanical means, in or-

der to obtain a head pressure sufficient tu
convey it to a distance. —2. Also,a small pipe
inserted into an o{>ening in the water-main
in a street-

stand-point (stand'point), n. [A modem
word probal>ly based on G. staiidpunkt.) A
fixed point or station;

a basis or fundamen-
tal principle; a posi-

tion from which
things are viewed,
and in relation to
which they are com-
pared and judged; as,

he looked at every-
thing from the stand-
point of a philoso-
pher.

Stand-rest (stand'-
rest), n. A kind of
st-tol which supports
a person l)ehin"l while
standing almost in an
upright position at a st.-intlrest.

desk, an easel. &c
Stand-still (stand'stil), n. Act of stopping;
state uf rest; a stop; as, to come to a stand-
stai.

stand-up (stand 'up), a. In p^tmlism, a
term applied to a fair boxing-match, where
the combatants stand manfully to each
other, without sham or false falls; as, a fair
stand-up fight.

If it should be pitted ... for a stand-up fight, . . .

its best friends would have most reason to deplore
the inevitable results. Times nrrtispaper.

Stane (stan), 7i. A stone. [Scotch.]

Stane-raw, Stan^-rag (stan'r^, stan'i-

rag), Ji. [Scotch. Perhaps = i?(^/ in- ra^.] A
foliaceous lichen of the genus I'annelia (/*.

saxatili»), used by Highland peasants to
make a brown dye for domestic purposes.

Called also Black Crottles, and in Shetland
Scrottyle.

Stang (stang), n. [A. Sax. stceng, steng, a
pole; D. steng, stang, G. stange, stenge, Dan.
stang, Icel. stong, bar, l)eam, pole; from root
of sting, stick] l.t A pole, rod, or perch; a
measure of land.—2. Along bar; a pole; a
shaft—To J^rf« the stang, to be carried on a
pole on men's shoulders, in derision : a pun-
ishment indicted informer times on wife or
husband beaters and the like. [Provincial.]

Stang (stang), n. A sting. [Scotch.!

Stang (stang), «.«. To sting. [Scotch.]

Stang (stang), v.i To shoot with pain.
[Local.]

Stang-ball (stang'bal), n. A projectile con-
sisting of two half-balls connected by a bar;
a bar-shot.

Stanhope (stanliop), n. A light two-wheeled
carriage without a top: so called from the
gentlemaii Stanhope, for whom it was con-
trived.

The vehicle was not actually a gig, neither was it

a stanhope. Dickens.

Stanhope - lens (stan'hop-lenz), n. A lens
of small diameter with two convex faces of
different radii, and inclosed in a metallic
tube.

Stanhope-press (stanTiop-pres), n. [After
the inventor, the Earl of Stanhope.] A kind
of printing-press.

Staniel (stan'yel), n. Same as Stannel.

Stanielry (stan'yel-ri), n. The act or prac-
tice of hawking with staniels; ignoble fal-

conry.

Stanium ( sta'ni-um ), ti. A strong cloth of
a superior quality worn during the Anglo-
Norman period. Also called Stan^fortis.

Stank, t a. See Stanck.
Stank (stangk), v.i. [Sw. stanka, to sigh.]

I'o sigh. [Trovincial.]

Stank (stangk), old pret. of stink. Stunk is

now used.

Stank (stangk), ?i. [O. Fr. esta7ig, Pr. estanc,
It. stagno, from L. etagnum, a piece of stand-
ing water, a pool. See Stagnate.] A pool;
a pond; a ditch.

Stannary (stan'a-ri), a. [L. stannum, tin.

See Stannum.] Relating to the tin-works;
as, the sta7inary courts m Devonshire and
Cornwall, for the administration of justice
among those connected with the tin-mines.
Staiinaiy (stan'a-ri). n. [See the adjective.]
A tin-mme ; tin-works. The term is now
used as including by one general designa-
tion the tin-mines within a particular dis-

trict, the tinners employed In working them,
and the customs and privileges attached to
the mines and to those employed in them.
The great stannaries of England are those
of Devon and Cornwall.
Stannate (stan'at), n. [L. stannum, tin.

See Stannary, a.] A salt of stannic acid.

Stannel (stan'el), n. [I*robaldy a con"uption
of stand-gale, which name the bird has from
its habit of sustaining itself in one position,
always with its head to the wind, by a rapid
motion of its wings. From this peculiarity
it has its synonym wind-hover.] llie kes-
trel, a species of hawk, called also Stone-gall.
Written a\^o Staniel, Stangel, Stannyel. See
Kestrel.
Stannic (stan'ik), o. [l.. stannum, tin] Per-
taining to tin: procured from tin; as, the
stannic acid (SnUoO^), a hydrate obtained
from stannous oxide, which unites with bases
to form the salts called stannates.

Stanniferous (3tan-if'6r-u8),«. [L. stannum,
tin.ani1/(?ro, Ibear] Containing or affording
tin.

Stannlne (stan'in), n. [L. stannum, tin.]

A brittle, steel-gray or iron-black ore of tin,

of uietallie lustre, consisting of tin and sul-

phur, with some copper and iron, and gener-
ally zinc, found in Cornwall; tin pyrites.
Called also from its colour Bell-metal Ore.

Stannotype (stan'd-tip), n. [L. stannnvi,
tin, andGr. typos, impression.] In photog. a
picture taken on a tin plate.

Stannous (stan'us). a. Of, or pertaining to,

or containing tin ; as. stannous oxide, or
protoxide of tin (Sn 0).

Stannum(stan'um), n. [Originally >.-fa^nwm,

a mixture of silver and lead. This word was
probably influenced in i its ultimate form
(stannum) and sense of tin (which it assumed
about the fourth century) by the Cornish
word staen, tin ] Tin.

Stannyel t (stan'yel), n. Same as Statmel.
Stant.t For Standeth. Chaucer.
Stantientt (stan'shent), n. A stanchion.
Stantion (stan'shun), n. Same as Stemson.
Stanza (stan'za). n. [It., a stanza; properly
an abode, a lodging, a stop, a stanza, from ll

ch, c*ain; *h, Sc. locA; g, ffo; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, fAen; th, tAiu; v, irig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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$tan8,stantis,pT;tr. of s(o, to stand. Thestanza
has its name from its being, as it were, a com-
plete period at the end of which a stop or
pause in the versification is made.] 1. In
poetry, a number of lines or verses connected
with eacli other, and properly ending in a full

point or pause; a part of a poem containing
every variation of measure in that poem. A
stanza presents in metre, rhymes, and the
number of its lines a combination which re-

peats itself several times in the course of the
samepoem. Astanzaisvariously termed ter-

zina, qttartetto, sestina, ottava, &c., accord-
ing as it consists of three, four, six, or eight
lines.
Horace confines himself to one sort of verse or

stanza in every ode. Dryden.

t.lnarch. an apartment or division in abuild-
ing; a room or chamber.
Staiizaic (stan-zfi'ik), a. Consisting of or re-

lating to stanzas; arranged as a stanza.

Stanze.t Stanzot (stanz, stan'zo), n. A
stanza. Hhak.
Stapedial (stape'di-al), a. [See below.]
Stirrup-shaped; as, the stapedial bones of
the ear.

Stapedius (sta-pe'di-us), n. [From L. stapes,

a stirrup.] A small muscle of the internal
ear inserted into the neck of the stapes or
stirrup, whicli it draws obliquely upwards.
Stapelia (sta-pe'li-a), 71. [Named by Linnfeus
after Boderus Stapel, a physician of Amster-
dam, and commentator on Theophrastus.]
An extensive and curious genus of plants,
nat. order Asclepiadaceaj, or milk-weeds.
Most of tlie species are natives of the Cape
of Good Hope. They are succulent plants,
without leaves, frequently covered over with
dark tubercles, giving them a very grotesque
appearance. In most instances the flowers
give off a very unpleasant odour, like that

Stapelia variegata.

of rotten flesh, insomuch that the name of
carrion-flower has been given to some of
tliese plants. They are, nevertheless, culti-

vated on account of their singular and beau-
tiful flowers.

Stapes (sta'pez), n. [L. , a stirrup.] In anat.
the innermost of the small bones of the ear;

so called from its form resembling a stirrup.

Staphisagria (staf-i-sa'gri-a), n. [L. and Gr.
staphis, stavesacre, and Gr. agria, fern, of
agrios, wild.] Stavesacre (^Delphinium Sta-
pht/sagria).

Staphyle (staf'i-le), n. [Gr. staphyU, a bunch
of grapes.] In anat. the uvula.
Stapliylea (staf-i-le'a), 71. [From Gr. sta-

phyle, a bunch, the flowers and fruits being
disposed in clusters. The Greek name was
staphylodendron. ] Bladder-nut, a genus of
plants, group Staphyleaceaj. 'I'he species,
which are few. are dispersed over the tem-
perate regions of the northern hemisphere.
S. pinnata, or common bladder-nut, is a
native of central and eastern Europe, and is

sometimes cultivated in shrubberies. It has
pinnate leaves, white pendulous racemose
flowers, and large inflated capsules. The
wood is used for various kinds of turning.
Staphyleacese (sta-flre-a"se-e),7i.^;. A small
group of plants belonging to the nat. order
Sapiudaceic. The species are shrubs, with
opposite pinnate leaves, and small white
stipulate flowers, arranged in panicles or
racemes. There are only three genera be-
longing to the group, which inhabit the
warmer and temperate parts of the earth.
Only one species is found in Europe, the Sta-
pkylea pinnata. The seeds of all contain a
mild oil, which may be expressed.

Staphyllne (stafi-lin), a. [Gr. StaphyU, a
bunch of grapes.] In mineral, having the
form of a bnmh of grapes; botryoidal.

Staphylinldse (staf-i-lin'i-de),7i.jai. A family
of coleopteious insects, of which the genus
Stapliyliiius is the type.

Staphyliiius ole>ts (Fetid
Rove-beetle).

Staphyllnus (staf-i-li'nus), n. A genus
oi c()leo])terous insects, with short wing-
sheaths, the type of the family Staphy-
linidre; the
rove - beetles.
The species are
usually found
under dead
leaves, stones,
dung, Ac. The
S. oletis, com-
mon in this
country, has
received the
name of the
cock-tail beetle
or devil's coach-
horse. It is of
a dead black, thickly punctured,and covered
with short hairs.

Staphyloma (staf-i-16'ma). n. [Gr. sta-
phyle, a grape.] A name given to different
tumours of the anterior surface of the globe
of tlie eye. Dxinglison. Called also Staphy-
lonis.

Staphyloplastic (staf'il-6-plas"tik), a. Of
or relating to stapliyloplasty.

Staphyloplasty (stafil-o-plas-ti), n. [Gr.
staphyle, the uvula, and plasso, to fonn.]
In tiiirg. the operation for replacing the soft
palate when it has been lost.

Staphyloraphy (staf-i-lor'a-fi), ?i. [Gr. sta-
phyle, the uvula, and raphe, a suture, from
rapto, to join by sewing.] In &iirg. the oper-
ation iif uniting a cleft palate.
Staphylosis (staf-i-lo'sis), ji. Same as &(«-
phyluma.
Staphylotome (staf'il-o-tom), n. [See Sta-
ph vlotomy] In snrg. a knife for operating
upon the uvula or i)alate.

Staphylotomy (staf-i-lot'o-mi), n. [Gr. sta-
phyle, the uvula, and tome, a cutting, from
temnu, to cut.] In stirg. amputation of the
uvula.

Staple (sta'pl), n. [A. Sax. stapel, a prop,
trestle, also a step; D. stapel, a stem, sup-
port, the stocks for a ship, heap, staple; G.
stapel, a post, prop, stocks, heap, emporium;
so also Sw. stapel, Dan. stabei. The root is

that of stamp and step. The development
of meanings, that which stands or rests
firmly, prop, support, heap, wares heaped
up or accumulaied, &c., does not present
much difficulty. In some of the above mean-
ings it resembles stock; comp. the stocks of
a ship, a stock of goods. In meaning (j it

may be rather from stop; comp. stopple.]
1. According to old usage, a settled mart or
market ; an emporium ; a town where cer-
tain commodities are chiefly taken for sale.
In England, formerly, the king's staple was
established in certain ports or towns, and
certain goods could not be exported without
being first brought to these ports to be rated
and charged with the duty payable to the
king or public. The principal commodities
on which customs were levied were wool,
skins, and leather, and these were originally
the staple commodities.
Bruges . . . was the great staple for both Mediter-

ranean and northern merchandise. Hallani.

Hence—2.The principal commoditygrown or
nninufactured in a country, district, or town,
either for exportation or home consumption,
that is, originally, the merchandise whicli
was sold at a staple or mart; as, cotton is the
staple of several of the southern states of
America.
As I told you before, the virhale is the staple of this

island. Marryatt.

3. The principal element of or ingredient in
anything; the chief constituent; the chief
item; as, politics were the staple of his con-
versation.
He has two very great faults, which are the staple

of his bad side. Dickens.

4. The material or substance of anything; raw
or unmanufactured material.—5. The thread
or pile of wool, cotton, or flax; Jis, wool of a
coarse«(a2Jieoraflne»(<i^/e; cotton of a short
staple, long staple, f\nestaple, &c.— 6. A loop
of iron, or a bar or wire bent and formed with
two points to be driven into wood to hold a
hook, pin, bolt. Ac. * Massy staples, and cor-

responsiveandfulflllingbolts.' Shak.—I. In
coal-mining, a small underground pit sunk
from the workings on an upper seam to those
of a lower one for the purpose of promot-
ing ventilation. Tomlinsmi.^^.\ A district

granted to an abbey. Camden.—Staple o/
land, the particular nature and quality of

land.

Staple (sta'pl), a. 1. Pertaining to or being
a mart or staple for commodities ; as, a staple

town.— 2. Mainly occupying commercial en-
terprise; established in commerce; as,a«ro2)^e
trade. — 3. According to the laws of com-
merce; marketable; fit to be sold. ' Will take
off their ware at their own rates, and trouble
not themselves to examine whether it be sta-
j)leovr\o.' Swift. [Rare.]—4. Chief; principal;
regularly produced or made for market; as,

staple commodities.
Staple (sta'pl), v.t. pret. & pp. stapled;
ppr. stapling. To sort or adjust the different
staples of, as wool.

Stapler (sta'pl-6r). n. l. A dealer in staple
connnodities. ' The staplers of Hamburgh.

'

IIowell.~2. One employed in assorting wool
according to its staple.

Star (star), 71. [A word common to all the
Indo-European languages. A. Sax. steorra,
Sc. starn, Icel. stjarna, Goth, staimo, D.
ster, O.D. steme, G. stern; cog. L. stella

(for sterula, also astrnm), Gr. aster. Armor,
and Corn, steren, Per. satarah, Skr. tdrd (for
stdrd), Vedic Skr. stri, pi. «(ara«—star. Pro-
bably from root of E. streio. Skr. stri, to
strew, from the heavenly bodies scattering or
sprinkling light] 1. In a popular sense, any
celestial body whatever except the sun and
moon; but, in astron. tlie term is usually re-
stricted to one of those self-shining bodies
constituted like the sun. situated at im-
mense distances from us, and doubtless, like
our sun. the centres of systems similar to our
own. Stars are distinguished from planets
i)y remaining apparently immovable with
respect to one another, and hence they were
called fixed stars, although their fixity has
been disproved in numerous cases, and is no
longer believed in regard to any. The prin-
cipal points which form the subjects of as-

tronomical inquiries regarding the stars are
theirapparent and relative magnitudes, their
distribution, their number, their distances,
motions, and nature. In order to distinguish
the stars one from another the ancients di-

vided theheavensintodifferentspaces called
constellations, which they supposed to be
occupied by the figures of animals and other
objects, as a lion, a bear, a man, a lyre, &c.
(See Constellation.) Thestarsare divided,
according to their brightness, into stars of
the first, second, third, Ac, magnitudes; but
no magnitude, in the proper sense of the
word, has yet been observed in any star. All
the stars beyond the sixth or seventh magni-
tude are called telescopic stars, as they cannot
be seen without the aid of the telescope.
The gradations of magnitude among the tele-

scopic stars are continued by astronomers
from the eighth down to the sixteenth.
The stars are very irregularly distributed
over the celestial sphere. In some regions
scarcely a star is to be seen, while in others
they seem crowded together, especially in
the ililky Way, where they appear, when
viewed through a powerful telescope, to be
crowded almost beyond imagination. Of the
stars visible to the naked eye at any one time
the number probably does not exceed a few
thousands, but in the telescope theirnumber
is so great as to defy all calculation ; and, be-
sides, there is every reason to believe that
there are countless hosts which lie beyond
the reach of the most powerful telescopes.
The distances of the fixed stars from the
earth are very great. The nearest yet found,
that of et Centauri, a double star in the south-
ern hemisphere, being calculated at 20 bil-

lions of miles, so that light takes 3J years to
travel from it to our earth. Many stars have
been observed whose light appears to un-
dei^o a regular periodic increase and diminu-
tion of brightness, amounting, in some in-

stances, to a complete extinction and revival.

These are called variab!e and periodic stars.

It is found that some stars, formerly distin-

guished by their splendour, have entirely
disappeared, others have shone forth with
extraordinary brilliancy, and, after a longer
or shorter period, Iiave gradually died away
and become extinct. These are called tem-
porary stars. Many of the stars are found,
when observed with telescopes of high mag-
nifying power, to be composed of two, and
some of them of three or more stars in close
juxtaposition. These are termed double and
multiple stars. The appearances known as
nebulfe are, in many cases at least, agglom-
erations of stars, separated from our system
and from one another by unfathomable star-

less intervals. See Nebula.— £/»arj/ stars,

sidereal systems composed of two stars re-

volving about each other in regular orbits.—Falling or shootitig stars. See FALLING-
STAR.—Poie-«tor, a bright star in the tail of

Fate, far, fat, (^11; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, byll; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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Ursa Minor, so called from being near the
north poU—Parallax stars, those having a
sensible parallax, as Arcturus, Capella, Pol-

aris.<fec —The watery star, the moon. 'Nine
changes of the watery star.' Shak.—2. In
astnd. a heavenly body supposed to have in-

tluence over a person's life; a configuration
of the planets supposed to influence fortune.
Hence the expression, ' You may thank your
stars for such and such an event.'

Let those who arc in favour with their stars
Of public honour and proud titles boast. Shak,

3 That which resembles a star; specifically,

(a) an ornamental figure rayed like a star
worn upon the breast to indicate rank nr
honour.

A little dry old man, without a star.
Not like a king. Shak.

(6) A radiated mark in writing or printing;
an asterisk: thus, *: used as a reference to
a note in the margin or to fill a blank in
writing or printing where letters or words
are omitted, (c) In pyrotechny, a small piece
of inflammable composition, which burns
high in air with a coloured flame, de|>ending
on the characterof the ingredients employed,
and presents the appearance of a star. —4. A
person of brilliant and attractive qualities,
especially in a public capacity, as a distin-
guished and brilliant
theatrical performer. —
5- In her. the estoile, a
charge frequently borne
on the shield, which dif-

fers from the mullet in
having its rays or points
waved instead of straight,
and in having usually
six of these points, while star of ei^jht points.

the mullet has only five.

and these straight. When the number is

greater the points are waved and straight
alternately.— 0. In/ori. a small fort having
fiveorniore points, orsalient and re-entering
angles flanking one another. Called also

Star Forts.

HezafTonal Star Fort. Octagonal Star Fort.

Star-fort. — Star of Bethlehem, a plant
of the genus Omithogalum (O. umbel-
latum), growing in pastures and woods.
— Star of the earth. Plantago Coronopus,
growing in dry, sandy places.—Orrfcr of the
Star, an order of knighthood formerly ex-
isting in France, founded in 1350, in imita-
tion of the order of the Garter in England,
which was then recently instituted.—5(ar
of Imiia. an order of knighthood instituted
in liifll to commemorate the direct assump-
tion of the government of India by Queen
Victc»ria. There are three classes of knights
— Knights Grand Commanders (G.C.S.I. ),

Knights Commanders, (K.C.3.I.). and Com-
panions (C.S.I. ). The insignia of the order
are a collar, badge, and s'ar. The collar

Itu^ia of the Order of the Sur of India.

consisU of a double chain of gold, bearing
the heraldic rose of England, palm-branches,
and lotuft-flowcrii, with an imperial crown at
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the lower part of the collar. The badge is a
five-pointed star, suspended from the crown,
with an oval medallion attached containing
au onyx cameo profile bust of Queen Victoria
and the motto. The star of the order is a five-

pointed star of diamonds, surrounded by an
azure belt bearing the motto in diamonds,
and having wavy rays of gold all round it.—
Star is frequently used in the formation of
compounds of very obvious signification; as,

star -aspiring, star-beam, star -bespangled,
star-bestxidded, star-bright, star -broidered,
star - crowned, star -directed, star-led, star-
paved, star-roofed, star-sprinkled, and the
like.

Star (star), v.t. pret. & pp. starred; ppr.
starring. To set or adorn with stars or
bright radiating bodies; to bespangle; as, a
robe starred with gems. 'Shall star the
black earth with brilliance." Tennyson.
Star (star), v.i. To shine as a star; to be
brilliant orprominent ; to shine above others,
as an eminent theatrical performer; to ap-
pear as an actor in a provincial theatre
among inferior players.

Star (star), n. [Heb. shetar, shtar, a deed
or contract.] An ancient name for all deeds.
releases, or obligations of the Jews, and
also for a schedule or inventory. See Star-
chamber.
Star-anise (staKan-is), n. llUcium anisa-
tum. a plant inhabiting China, nat. order
Magnoliaceje. It derives its name from the
stellate form of its fruit, which is about
1 inch in diameter. This fruit forms a con-
siderable article of commerce amongst
Asiatic nations. It is commonly used as a
condiment in the preparation of food, and
native physicians prescribe it as a stomachic
and carminative, while Europeans employ
it to aromatize
certain liquors.

Star-apple(star'-
ap-l). n. The
popular name of
several species of
Chrysophyllum.
whose fruit is

esculent. Chryso-
phyllum Cainito
is the most im-
portant species.

It is a native of
the West Indies.
The fruit resem-
bles a large
apple, which in

the inside is di-

vided into ten
cells, each con-
taining a black
seed, surrounded
by a gelatinous
pulp. It is eaten
in the warm climates of America by way of
dessert.

Star-blaatlng (star'blast-ing), n. The per-
nicious influence of the stars

Bless thee from whirlwinds, star-blasting, and tak-
i'>K- Shak.

Star-blind (star'blind). a. [A. Sax. atare-
blind. Dan. starblind, sttrrblind, D, sterblind,
G. staarblind; Dan. star, D. and G. «faar,
cataract, glaucoma; from same root t^stare. ]

Purblind ; seeing obscurely, as from cata-
ract; blinking.

Starboard (starTjord). n. [A. Sax. stedrbord;
that is, steer-board, from stedran. to steer,
the old rudder being a kind of large oar
used on the right side of the slijp. See
Steer.] Xaut. the right hand side of a
•hip or boat when a spectator stands with
his face towards the head, stem, or prow:
opposed to port or old larboard. See Port.
Starboard (star'bord). a. Saut. pertaining
to the right hand side of a ship; being or
lying on the right side ; as, the starboard
shrouds; starboard quaTter; starboard tack.
Starcb (starch), t». [From starch (adjective),
a softened form of stark, stiff, strong; A.
Sax. stearc, rigid, stiff; G. starke, strength,
starch. «farA:, strong. See Stark.] (CeHioO,
or CijHsoOio.) A proximate principle of

Elants. universally diffused in the vegetable
ingdom, and of very great importance. It

occurs in seeds, as in those of wheat and
otiier cereal grains, and also in legimiinous
plants; in roots, as in the tubers of the po-
tato; in the stem and pith of many plants,
as in the sago plant ; in some barks, as in
that of cinnamon; and in pulpy fruits, such
as the apple. Finally, it is contained in the
expressed juice of most vegetables, such as

i

the carrot, in a state of suspension, being ,

Star-apple {Chrysophytlum
Cainito).

Starch Granules in
Potato.

STARCHY

deposited on standing. The starch of com-
merce is chiefly extracted from wheat flour.
When pure, it is a snow-white powder of

a glistening appear-
ance, which makes a
craf;kling noise when
pressed with the An-
ger. It is composed
of transparent round-
ed grains, the size of
which varies in differ-

ent plants, those of the
potato being among
the largest, and those
of wheat and rice the
smallest. It is insolu-
ble in cold water, alco-
hol, and ether; but
when heated with
water it is converted
into a kind of solu-
tion,which,on cooling,

forms a stiff semi-opaque jelly. If dried up,
this yields a translucent mass, which softens
and swells into a jelly with water. It is em-
ployed for stiffening linen and other cloth.
When roasted at a moderate heat in an oven
it is converted into a species of gum em-
ployed by calico-printers; potato starch
answers best for this purpose. (See Dex-
trine.) .Starch is convertible into sugar by
dilute sulphuric acid. Starch forms the
greatest portion of all farinaceous sub-
stances, particularly of wheat flour, and it

is the chief ingredient of bread. The wood-
cut shows the cells of the common potato
{Solanum tuberosum) fllled with starch
granules, aa. — 2. A stiff formal manner;
starchedneas ; as, to take the starch out of
a person.

This professor is to infuse into their manners that
beautiful political starch which may qualify them for
levees, conferences, visits, &c, Addisoft.

Starcht (stiirch), a. (See the noun.] Stiff;

precise; rigid. 'Misrepresenting sobriety
as a starch and formal thing.' Killingbeck.
Starcb (starch), v.t. 'Vo stiffen with starch.

' With kerchief starch'd and pinners clean.'
Gay.
Star-chamber (star'cham-b^r), n. [Said to
be so called because the roof was orna-
mented with stars, or from certain Jewish
contracts and obligations, called «farr«(Heb.
shetar. pronounced shtar), preserved in it.]

Formerly, a court of civil and criminal juris-
diction at Westminster. It consisted ori-
ginally of a connnittee of the privy-council,
and was remodelled during the reign of
Henry VTJ., when it ctmsisted of four high
officers of state, with power to add to their
number a bishop and temporal lord of the
council, and two justices of the courts of
Westminster. It had jurisdiction of for-
gery, perjury, riots, maintenance, fraud,
libel, and conspiracy, and in general of
every misdemeanour, especially those of
public importance; it was exempt from the
intervention of a jury, and could inflict any
punishment short of death. VnderCliarles
I. the scope of the Star-chamber was ex-
tended to cases properly belonging to the
courts of common law, solely for the pur-
pose of levying fines. Its process was sum-
mary, and often iniquitous, and the punish-
ment it inflicted often arbitrary and cruel.
This court was abolished by statute 16
Charles I.

Starched (starcht), p. and a. 1. Stiffened
with starch. 'The «(arc/t'(f beard.' JJ. Jon-
son.— 2. Stiff; precise; formal. ' A starched
squeezed countenance, a stiff formal gait.'

Swift.

Stafchedness (starcht'nes). n. The state
of being starched; stiffness in manners; for-
mality. ' The starchedness of his own na-
tion.' L. Addison.
Starcher (starcher), n. One who starches,
iir whose "c<_upation is to starch.

Starch-hyacinth (starchhi-a-ainth), n. A
plant, the Muscari racemosum, of the same
nat. order with the liyacinth, and named
from the smell of the flower. Called also
Musk-hyacinth and Grajte-hyacinth.

Starchily, Starchly (starch'i-li, starch'li),

adv. In a starchy manner; with stiffness of
manner; formally. ' Talk «(arc/i/i/, and affect

ignorance.' Swift.

Starchiness, Starchness ( sturch ' i - nes,

starch'nes), n. Stiffness of manner.
Starch-sugar (starch'shn-g^r), n. See Glu-
cuyE.

Starchy (starch'i), a. l. Consisting of starch;
resembling starch.— 2. Stiff; precise; formal
in manner; as, a starchy personage.

ch. cAain; £h, Sc. loch; g. j, job; b, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.



STAR-CONNER

Star-connert (atar'kon-fer), n. A star-gazer.
Gascoignc-
Star-crossed (stiir^ost), a. Not favoured
by the stars ; ill-fated. ' A pair of star-

erosa'd lovers.' ShcUc.

Stare (star), n. [A. Sax. steer, Icel. siari,

Sw. stare, G. staar, stahr, same origin as L.

stnrntts, a starling. The root is possibly
that of star, from the speckled coat of the
binl. Starling is a diminutive.] A starling:

a common name in various localities. Sir
T. Elyot; Pennant; Selby; F. 0. Morris.
Stare (star), v.i. pret. stared; ppr. staring.

[A. Sax. stari<in, to stare, to gaze; D. and
L.G. staren, G. starren, Icel. stara. The
literal meaning is to look fixedly, the root
being that of G. and Sw. starr, stiff, rigid,

fixed, K. stark, stiff, strong. Stent and
starve are also akin, and so are L. steriiis,

barren; Gr. stereos, firm. See also Star-
blind.] 1. To look with fixed eyes wide
open ; to fasten an earnest look on some
object ; to gaze, as in admiration, wonder,
surprise, stupidity, horror, fright, impu-
dence, ttc.

Look not bi^, nor stare, nor fret. Skak.

2. To stand out stiffly, as hair; to be promi-
nent; to be stiff; to stand on end; to bristle.

'The staring straws and jaggs in the hive.'
Mortimer
Art thou some god, some angel, or some devil.

That makest my blood cold, and my hair to stare 1

Ska^.
Stare (star), v.t. To affect or influence by
staring, as to drive away or aliash; to look
earnestly or fixedly at; to look at with either
a bold or vacant expression.

I will stare him out of his wits. Skak.

The wit at his elbow gave him a touch upon the
shoulder, and stored him in the face with so bewitch-
ingf ^ grin that the whistler relaxed his fibres.

Spectator.

—To stare m the face, fig. to be before the
eyes, or undeniably evident. 'The law . . .

that stares them in the face, whilst they are
breaking it.' Locke.

Stare (star), n. The act of one who stares;

a fixed look with eyes wide open. 'A va-
cant stare.' Tennyson.
Starer (star'6r), n. One who stares or gazes.

' Stupid starers.' Pope.
Starfe,+ pret. of starve. Died; perished.
Chaucer.

Star-flncll (star'ftnsh), n. A name given to
tlie redstart.

Star-fish (star'flsb), n. A term in its widest
application embracing all the echiuoderms

I, Sun Star-fish {Solaster papposa). 2, Butthom Star-
fish {Asterias aiiratitiaca),

comprised in the ordera Ophiuroidea and
Asteroidea, but more commonly restricted

to the members of the latter order, of which
the common genus Asterias may be taken as
the type. It is covered with a tough leathery
skin beset with prickles, and has the form
of a star, with five or more rays radiating
from a central disc. In the middle of the
under surface of tlie disc is situated the
mouth, opening into a digestive system
which sends prolongations into each ray.

If the prickly skin be removed it will be
seen to be supported by a series of plates
beautifully ioiiite<i together. On the un<ler
surface of eacli ray the plates exhiliit a series

of perforations, through which, in the living

state, the ambulacra or tubular feet can be
protruded so as to effect locomotion. Star-

fi.shes are found in almost all tropical and
European seas, and some species are found
as far north as Greenland. 'Tlie cut shows
two common British species, the one be-
longing to the flve-rayed stars, the otlier to
the sun-stars, with many rays. The latter

has the rays twelve to fifteen in number.
Star-fort (stiir'fort), n. See Star, 6.

Star-fruit (stiir'frot), n. See Actinocarpus.
Stargazer (star'gaz-er), n. 1. One who gazes
at tiie stars; a term of contempt for an as-

trologer, sometimes used humorously for an
astron<tmer. Is. .\lvii. 13. — 2. A species of

acanthopterygious fishes of the Percidse
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family, the Uranosco-pus scaber. inhabiting
the Mediterranean, and so called because
the eyes are situated on the top of the nearly
cubical head, and directed towards the
heavens.
Stargazing (stiir'gaz-ing), n. The act or
practice of oltservhig the stars with atten-
tion; astrology. Sioift.

Stargazing (stilr'gaz-ing), a. Looking at or
admiring the stars.

Star-grass (star'graa),n. 1. Star-wort(which
see). —2. Hypoxia erecta, a small grass-like
plant, having star-shaped yellow flowers.--
3. A smooth, steniless, very bitter plant, of
tlie getuis Aletris, liaving fibrous roots, and
small flowers in a wand-like spiked raceme.
Star-hawk (star'hj^k), n. [Perhaps for
sparha^ck. ] A species of hawk. Ainsioo7-th.

Staring (star'ing), a. I. Gazing fixedly; look-
ing with fixed gaze; fixed. 'Staring eyes.'

Spenser. ' A staring look.' Surrey. —
2.t Stamling stiffly up; bristling.

Staring (star'ing), adv. Staringly; so as to
stare wildly. ' Squire South, stark, staring
mad.' Arbuthnot.
Staringly (star'ing-li), adv. In a staring
manner; with fixed look.

Star-jelly (stiir'jel-li), n. Star-shoot (which
see).

Stark (stark), a. [A. Sax. stearc, stiff, hard,
rough; G. and Sw. stark, D. sterk, Icel.

sterkr. The root is that of G. «(arr, stiff.

It is also in E. stare, stern. Starch is a
softened form.] 1. Stiff; rigid, as in death.

Many a nobleman lies stark and stiff,

Under the hoofs of vaunting enemies. Shak.

2. Strong; rugged; powerful.

A stark moss-trnnpint; Scot was he
As e'er couched Bonier lance by knee.

Sir ir. Scott.

3.t Entire; perfect; profound; absolute.

Consider the stark security
The commonwealth is in now. B. Jonson.

4. Mere; gross; pure; downright. 'Pro-
nounces the citation stark nonsense. ' Collier.

Stark (stark), adv. Wholly; entirely; abso-
lutely; as, stark mad; stark blind; stark
naked. ' Held him strangled in his arms
till he was stark dead.' Fuller.

Starklyt (stark'li), ado. In a stark manner;
stiffly; strongly.

As fast lock'd up in sleep, as guiltless labour
Wiien it lies starkly in the traveller's bones. Skak.

Starless (star'les). a. Having no stars vis-

ible or no starlight; as. a starless niglit.

Starlet (starlet), n. A small star.

Nebuloe mrty be comparatively near, though the
starlets of which tliey are made up appear extremely
minute. H. Spencer.

Starlight (starTit), n. The light proceeding
from tlie stars.

Nor walk by moon
Or glittering starlight, without thee is sweet.

.Milton.

Starlight (star'Iit), a. Lighted by the stars,

or by the stars only. 'A starlight evening
and a morning fair.' D-ryden.

Starlike (star'lik), a. 1. Kesembling a star;

stellated; radiated like a star; as, starlike

flowers.— 2. Bright; lustrous; shining; lumi-
nous. 'The star-like sorrows of immortal
eyes.' Tennyson.
The having turned many to righteousness shall

confer a starlike and inunortal brightness. Boyle.

Starling (star'ling), n. [Dim. of stare, a
starling. See Stake.] A bird belonging to
tlie conirostral section of the order Passeres,
genus Sturnus ami family Sturnidse, a family
of birds widely distributed throughout the
world, and allied to the crows. The common
%i?C[:\\\\^,Stumus vulgaris, is found in almost
all parts of Europe; it is between 8 and
9 inches in length. Tlie colour is blackish,
with blue, purphsh, or cupreous reflections,

Starling (Sttirtins vulgaris).

and each feather is marked at the extrem-
ity with a whitish triangular speck, giving
the bird a speckled appearance. Starlings
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live much about buildings, and nestle in
holes of walls, crannies of rocks, and open-
ings in hollow trees. They are often kept
in cages, and may Ije taught to whistle some
tunes, and even to pronounce words and
sentences. Called also Stare.
Starling (stai^ling),7i. l. in hydraulic engin.
one of a number of piles driven in outside
the foundations of the piers of a bridge, to
break the force of the water. Written also
Sterling. ~2.i A penny of sterling money.
Chaucer.
Starlit (star'Iit), a. Lighted by stars; as, a
starlit night.

Star-monger (star'mung-g6r), n. An astrol-
ogei"; a quack. Swift.
Star-nose (star'noz), n. A North American
genus (Condylura) of moles (TaJpidro), dis-
tinguislied )iy bearing at the extremity of
its muzzle a remarkable structiue of fleshy
and somewhat cartilaginous rays disposed
in the form of a star.

Starost (star'ost), n. In Poland, a nobleman
posses.sed of a castle or domain, called a
starvsty.

S'tarosty (stai-'os-ti), n. [See above.] In
Poland, a name given to castles and do-
mains conferred on noblemen for life by the
crown.
Star-pagoda (stai-'pa-go-da), n. A gold coin
of the East Indies. lu Madras its value is

78. C(?.

Star-proof (star'prbf), a. Impervious to the
light of the stars. 'Branching elm star-
proof.' Milton.

Star-read,t Star-redet (st!ir'red),n. [Star,
and rede, counsel.] Knowledge of the stars;
astronomy. 'Who in «(ar-rcarf were wont
have best insight.' Spenser.
Starred (stanl), p. and a. l. Studded, de-
corated, or adorned with stars. Miiton.—
2. Influenced by the stars: usually in com-
position; as, iW-starred. ' Starr'd most un-
luckily.' Shak. — Z. Cracked, witii many
rays proceeding from a central p<^)int ; as, a
statred pane of glass; a starred mirror.
Star-reed (star'red), n. A Peruvian plant
of the genus Aristolochia, the A. fragrant-
issiitia.the root of which is highly esteemed
in Peru as a remedy against dysenteries,
malignant inflammatory fevers, colds, rheu-
matic pains, Ac. Lindley.
Starriness (star'i-nes), n. The state of being
starry.

Stany (star'i), a. [From star.] 1. Abounding
with stars; adorned with stars. ' Above the
starry sky. ' Pope. —2. Consisting of or pro-
ceeding from stars; stellar; stellary; as,

starry light; starry flame. 'The stany in-
fluences.' Sir W. Scott.— 3. Shining like
stars; re8eml)ling stars; as, starry eyes.
'Garlands pied and starry sea-flower
crowns.' Shelley—A. Having rays arranged
like those of a star; shaped like a star; stel-
late ; stelliforra. — 5. Connected with the
stars. 'The starry Galileo.' Byron.
Star-shake (star'shak), n. A defect in tim-
ber, consi?ting in clefts radiating from the
pith to the circumference.
Star-Shine (star'shin), n. Ilie shine or light
of a star or stars; starlight. ' By star-shine
aud by mocmlight.' Tennyson.
Star-shoot, Star-shot(star'8hot, star'shot),

II. A gelatinous substance often found m
wet meadows, and formerly supposed to be
the extinguished residuum of a shooting-
star. It is. however, of vegetable origin,
being the common nostoc. See NOSTOC.

I have seen a good quantity of that jelly, by the
vulgar called a star-shoot, as if it remained upon the
extmction of a falling star. Bacon.

Star-shooter (star'shbt-6r), n. A contemp-
tuous term for the early observers of the
heavens.
Star-shot, n. See Star-shoot.
Star-sloilgh (stiir'sluf), n. Same as Star^
shoot.

Star-spangled (star'spang-gld). a. Spotted
with stars; as, the star-npangled banner, or
national Hag of the United States.

Star-spotted (slar'spot-ed), a. Spotted or
studded with stars.

Star-stone (star'ston), n. l. A rare variety
of sapphire. When cut, and viewed in a
direction perpendicular to the axis, it pre-
sents a peculiar reflection of light in the
form of a star.—2. Same as Psarolite.

Start (start), v.i. [O.E. sterte, stnrte,stirte;

not in A. Sax. or Icel.; allied to D. storten,

Dan. styrte, G. stiirzen, to precipitate, to
rush or hurl headlong. From root of stir.]

1. To move suddenly and spasmodically; to
move as if by a twitch ; to make a sudden
and involuntary motion of the body, caused

Fate, ffLr, fat, fgll; me, met, hSr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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by surprise, pain, or any sudden feeling or
emotion.

I start as from some dreadful dream.
And often ast myself if yet awake. Dryden.

2. To shrink; to wince.

With trial fire touch me his finger-end;

. . . but if lie start.

It is the flesh of a corrupted heart. Shak.

3. To make a sudden or unexpected change
of plac-e; to rise or otherwise move quickly;

to spring from a place or position; to dart;

as, to btarl from one's seat ; X-O start aside ;

to start out of the way of something. ' ilake
thy two eyes, like stars, start from their

spheres. ' Shak.

Out into the road I started. Tenuyson.

4. To change condition at once; to make a
sudden or instantaneous change.

Our long wax candles with short cotton wicks, . . .

Start into liglit, and make the lighter start.

James Smtth.

5. To set out ; to commence a course, as a
race, a journey, or the like; to begin or en-
ter any career or pursuit.

At once they start, advancing in a line. Dryden.

6. To be moved from a fixed position; to lose

its hold ; to be dislocated ; as. the nail has
started; the stave started.—To start a/ter,

to set out in pursuit of; to follow.—To start

ajaimt,io become a candidate in opposition
to; to oppose.— 7*0 start /or, to become a
candidate for. as for some office.—To start

up. to rise suddenly, as from a seat or
couch; to come suddenly into notice or
importance.
The mind often works in search of some hidden

idea, though sometimes they start up in our minds
of their own accord. Locke.

Start (sUlrt). v.t, 1. To alarm; to disturb
suddenly; to startle. ' Every feather starts

you." Shak.
Upon malicious bravery do»fr thou come,
To start my quiet? Shak.

% To rouse suddenly from concealment; to

cause to tlee or fly: as. to start a hare or a

woodcock; to start game. —3. To produce
suddenly t« view; to conjure up.

Brutus will start a spirit as soon as Cesar. ShaM.

4. To invent or discover; to bring within
pursuit

Sensual men agree in the pursuit of everypleasure
they can start. Sir IV. Temple.

6. To begin; to commence; to set agoing; to

originate; as, to start an enterprise; to start

a newspaper.
I wasengaieed in conversation upon a subject which

Ae pc-tple love to start in discourse. Addison.

6. To move suddenly from its place; to make
to lose its hold; to dislocate; as, to start a
nail; Xa st(%rt a bone. —7. iVati*. to empty,
as liquor from a cask: Ui pour out; as, to
start wine into another cask.—To start an
anchor, to make it lose it» hold of the
ground. —To start a tack or a sheet, to slack
it off a little.

Start (start), n. 1. A sudden involuntary
twitch, spring, or motion, caused by sur-

prise, fear, pain, or the like ; as. a start of
surprise.

The friyht aw.-»lcen'd Arctte with a start. Dryden.

t. A sudden voluntary movement or a change
of place.— 3- A quick movement, as the re-

coil of an elastic body: a shoot or spring:.

Bacon; N. Grew. —4. A biirstint; forth; a
sally; as, starts of fancy. Sir R. L"Estrange.

To check the starts and sallies of the soul.

Addisott.

5. A sudden fit ; sudden action follower! by
intennission; a Bpasmo<lic effort; a hasty or
oapricious impulse; as, to work by fits and
starts.

For she did speak in starts distractedly. Shak.

Nature does nothing by starts and lea^ or in a
hurry. Sir Jt. UEstrange.

0. A sudden beginning of action or motion;
a sudden musing Ui action ; the setting of

something agoing.

How much I had to do to calm his rafrc !

Now fear 1 this will give it start again. Shak.

1. First motion from a place; act of setting
out; first motion in a nice; the outset.

The start of first performance is all. Bacan.

Tou stand like greyhounds in the slips.

Straining upon ilie start. Shak.

—To get or have the start, to be beforehand
with another; to gain the advantage in a
similar umlfrtaking; to get ahead: with of.

'Should get tht start of the majestic world."
Shak.

SUc loiKbt have forsaken htm, if he had neAgPtthe
start tf her, Dryden.
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Start (start), n. [A. Sax. steort, a tail, an
extremity: L.G. stert, D. staart, Icel. stertr,

G. sterz. tlie tail of an animal.] The tail of
an animal; something like a tail; hence, a
ploush-tail : a handle. Hence the name of
the bird redstart; that is, red tail. [Obsolete
or provincial. ]

Starter (start'6r), n. One who starts; as,

(a) one who sets out on a race, a journey, a
pursuit, or the like, (b) One who or that
which sets persons or things in motion, as a
person who gives the signal for the begin-
ning of a race, a lever or rod for setting an
engine in motion, or the like, (c) One who
shrinks from his purpose; one who suddenly
moves or suggests a question or an objec-
tion, (d) A dog that rouses game.
Startfol (start'ful), a. Apt to start; skit-
tish. [Kare.]

Startflllnesa (start'ful-nes), n. Aptness to
start. [Rare.]

Star-thistle (star'this-l), n. A plant of the
genus Cetitaurea, the C. Calcitrapa, which
grows in gravelly, sandy, and waste places
in the middle and south of England, espe-
cially near the sea, and is remarkable for
its long spreading spiny bracts. — Yellow
star-ttiUtle, the Centaurea solstitialis, occa-
sionally seen in fields and waste places,
principally in the east and south of Eng-
land, and near Dublin. It is also called St.

liamaby's Thistle. ^Jersey star-thistle, the
Centaurea Isnardi, which grows in pastures
in Jersey and Guernsey.

Startingf-lJar (start'ing-btir), n. A hand
lever for moving the valves so as to start a
steam-engine
Starting-hole t (start'ing-hol), n. A loop-
hole; evasion; a subterfuge. Shak; Br. H.
More.
Startingly (sUirt'ing-li). adv. By sudden
fits or starts; spasmodically.

Why do ycu speak so startingly and rashf Shak.

Startlug-place (start'ingplas), n. A place
at which a start or beginning is made. Sir

I J. Denham.
Starting-point (start'ing point), n. The

< point from which anything starts; the point
of departure.
Starting-post (start'ing-post), n. A post,

I
stake, barrier, or place from which conipe-

j

titors in a race start or begin the race.

I

Startish (start'ish), a. Apt to start ; skit-
tish; shy: said of horses. [Colloq.l

Startle (startl). v.i. pret. & pp. startled;

ppr. startling. [Dim. of start.] To move
spasmodically or abruptly, as on feeling a
sudden alarm; to start ' At last she startled

up.' ' Hood.
Why shrinks the soul

Back on herself, and startles at destruction T

Addise»t.

Startle (stftr'tl), v.t 1. To excite by sudden
alann, surprise, or apprehension; to shock;
to alann; to fright.

The supposition at least that angels assume bodies
need not startle us. Lo<ke.

2. To deter; to cause to deviate. [Bare.]
They would find occasions enough, upon the ac-

count of his known alfections to the king's service,
from which it was not possible to remove or startle
him. Clarendon.

Stn. To Start, shock, fright, frighten, alarm,
sarprise.

Startle (star'tl), n. A sudden motion or
shock occasioned by an unexpected alarm,
surprise, or apprehension of danger; a start.

After having recovered from ray first startle, I was
well pleased with the accident. Spectator.

Startllng(i«tikrt'Iing). p. and a. Impressing
suddenly with fear or surprise; strongly ex-

citing or surprising; shocking; as. a#(art-
ling discovery.

Startllngly (start'ling-li), adv. In a start-

linii manner.
StartUah (stitrt'Iish), a. Apt to start;

htarti.'*h [Colloq]
Start-upt (stiirfup), n. 1. One that comes
suddenly into notice; an upstart.

That young start-up hath all the glory of my over-
throw. Shak.

2. A kind of rustic shoe with a high top or
half gaiter. ' His hose about his heels, and
huge start-ups upon his feet' Sir W. Scvtt.

Start-up t (start up), a. Suddenly coming
into notice or importance; upstart ' A new
start-up sect' Bp. irar6ttr(o;L

Whoever weds Isabella it shall not he Father Fal-
conara's sfart-up son. /i. IVatpole.

Starvation (stilr-va'shon). n. [This is one
of those words which have a Latin termi-
nation tacked on t^^i an Anglo-Haxon base;
comp. yfir(a(to/i, talkative, readable, &c. It
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was first used, according to Horace Walpole,
by Henry Dundas, the first Lord Melville, in
a speech on American affaii-s in 1775. which
obtained for him the nickname of Starva-
tion Dundas. It is now in perfectly good
use. ] The state of starving or being starved;
a suffering extremely from cold or want of
food.

Starvation, we are also told, belongs to the class
of 'vile compounds,' from being a mongrel; as if

English were not full of mongrels, and as if it would
not be in distressing straits without them.

Fitzedivard Hall.

Starve (starv). vi. pret & pp. starved; ppr.
starving. [.\. Sax. steor/an. pret stearf, to
perish of hunger or cold; L.G. starven. D.
sterven, G. sterben, to die. The root is pro-
bably the same as in G. starr, stiff: E. to
stare. See Stare. v.i.] l.t To die; to perish;
to be destroyed.

For our redemcioun he starfupon the rood.
Lyi^ate.

2. To perish with or suffer extremely from
hunger ; to suffer extreme poverty or want;
to be very indigent.

Sometimes virtue starves, while vice is fed. Pope.

3. To perish or die with cold; to suffer ex-
tremely from cold. 'Starving with cold as
well as hunger.' Irving.—^. To be hard put
to it through want of anything.

The pens o£ historians, writing thereof, seemed
sta} veaior matter, in an age so fruitful of memorable
actions. Fuller.

Starve (starv), v.t. pret A pp. starved; -p^pr.

starving. 1. To kill or distress with hunger;
to distress or subdue by famine; as, to starve
a garrison into a surrender. 'Give them
life whom hunger starved half dead.' Shak.

Attains endeavoured to starve Italy by stopping
their convoys of provisions from Africa.

Ar/iufhnot.

2. To destroy by want; as, to starve plants
by the want of nutriment-3. To kill, artlict,

or destroy with cold. 'Comfortless, as
frozen water to a starved snake. ' Shak.

From beds of raging fire to starve in ice

Their soft ethereal warmth. Aft/tan,

4. To deprive of force or vigour.

The powers of their minds are starved by disuse.
Locke.

Starveling (stjirvling), a. Hungry; lean;
pining witii want.

Poor starveling bard, how small Ihy gains! Swift,

Starveling (starv'ling). n. An animal or
plant that is made thin, lean, and weak
through want of nutriment ' And thy poor
starveling bountifully fed.' Donne.
Starwort (stiir'wtrrt), n. 1. The popular
name of plants of the genus Callitriche;
known also by the name of water startcort.

They are obscure floating plants of no known
use.—2. A small plant of the genus Stellaria,

having star -shaped flowers; duckweed,—
Sea starwort, a liritish herbaceous plant of
the genus Aster, the A. Tripolimn. It has
pale blue Howers with a yellow disc, and
grows in salt marshes.
Stasis (stas'is), n. [Gr., a stationary pos-
ture.] In med. a stagiuition of tlie blood or
other fluids in the body.
Statal (8tat'al),a. Of or relathi:r to a state,

as distinguished from
^ -y the general government

in* C* Statant (sta'tant), a.

WG^r:^^ [From L. sto, to stand.]
ly^J^^A In her. a term for beasts
td/a ^ ^ when borne in a stand-

ing position with all

four legs upon the
ground
Statarlant (sta-ta'ri-
an), a. Steady; well-dis-

'A detachment of your statarian
Ahr. Tucker.

Lion statant.

cipKned.
soldiera'

Statartanly t (sta-ta'ri-an-li). adv. In a sta-

tarian manner. ' My statarianly disciplined
battalion.' Abr. Tucker.

Stataryt (sta'ta-ri), a. [L. statarius. See
Statb.J Fixed: settled. 'The set and sta-

tary times of paring nails and cutting of
hair.' Sir T. Browne.
State (Stat). 71. [U.Fr. estat, state, case, con-
dition, circumstances, Ac.; Mod. Fr. itat;

L. status, state, position, standing, from
sto, to stand. See Stand.] 1- Condition as
determined by whatever circumstances; the
condition or circumstances of a being or
thingatany given time: situation; position;

as, the state of one's health; the state of

public affairs; tlie roads are in a wretched
state; to be in a state of uncertainty. ' Nor
laugh with his companions at thy state.'

oh. cAain; £h, 9c. locA: g. go: J.^ob; ft. Fr. ton; ng, iino; la, then; th. thin; w. wis; wh, urAig; zh. azure.—See KXT.
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Shak, ' The past and present state of things.

'

Dryden. * The «(a(e of the question.' Boyle.
2. Kank; condition; quality.

Fair dame, I am not to you known,
Though in your state of honour I am perfect. ShaJir.

3. Royal or gorgeous pomp; appearance of
greatness.

In state the monarchs march'd. Dryden.
Where least of state there most of love is shown.

Dryden.
4. Dignity; grandeur.
She instructed him how he should keep state, yet

with a modest sense of his misfortunes. Bacon.

5.t A person of high rank. 'She is a
duchess, a great state.' Latimer.

The bold design
Pleas'd highly those infernal states. Milton.

0. Any body of men constituting a commu-
nity of a particular character in virtue of
certain political privileges, who partake
either directly or by representation in the
government of their country; an estate; as,

the states of the realm in Great Britain are
the Lords, spiritual and temporal, and the
Commons. See ESTATE.—7. A whole people
united into one body politic; a civil and
self-governing community; a common-
wealth : often with the, and 8i<;nifying tlie

body politic to which the party speaking
belongs.

In Aleppo once,
Where a malignant and a turoan'd Turk
Beat a Venetian and traduc'd the state. Shak.

Municipal law is a rule of conduct prescribed by the
supreme power in a state. Blackstone.

8. The power wielded by the government of
a country ; the civil power, often as con-
trasted with ecclesiastical ; as, the union
of church and siate.— 'd. One of the com-
monwealths or bodies politic which to-

gether make up a federal republic, which
stand in certain specified relations with the
central or national government, and as re-

gards Internal affairs are more or less inde-
pendent.— 10. t A republic, as opposed to a
monarchy. i>ryde?i.—ll.f A seat of dignity;
a throne.

This chair shall be my state. Shak.

12. t A canopy; a covering of dignity. ' His
high throne, under state of richest texture
spread.' J/t/(ort.—13.t Estate; possession.

Strong was their plot.

Their states far otf, and they of wary wit. Daniel.

14. t The highest and stationary condition
or point, as tliat of maturity between growth
and decline, or as that of crisis between tlie

increase and the abating of a disease. Wise-
man. — 15. Tliat which is stated or expressed
in writing or in words or figures ; a state-
ment; a document containing a statement.

He sat down to examine Mr. Owen's states.

Sir ir. Scott.

[When state is used adjectivally, or as the
first element in a compound, it denotes pub-
lic, or what belongs to the community or
body politic; as, state affairs; state policy.]

State (stat), v.t. pret. t&pp. stated; ppr. stat-

ing. 1. To set; to settle; to establish. [Rare. ]

Who calls the council states the day. Pope.

2. To express the particulars of; to set down
in detail or in gross; to represent fully in
words; to make known specifically; to ex-
plain particularly; to narrate; to recite; as,

to state an opinion; to state the particulars
of a case.

I pretended not fully to state, much less demon-
strate, the truth contained in the text. Atterbury.

—To state it,\ to assume state or dignity; to
act or conduct one's self pompously. ' Rarely
dressed up, and taught to state it' Beau.
& Fi.

State t (stat), a. Stately. * So stiffe and so
state.' Spenser.
State-ball (stafl^iil), n. A ball given by a
sovereign; a ball at a palace.

State-barge (stat'barj), n. A royal barge,
or one belonging to some civil government.
State-bed (stat'bed), n. An elaborately
carved or decorated bed.
State-carriage (stat'kar-rij),n. The carriage
of a prince or sovereign, used when he ap-
pears publicly in state.

State-craft (stat'kraft). n. The art of
conducting state affairs; state management;
statesmanship.
The Normans were contentious in the extreme.

They were unscrupulous in state-craft. Sir E. Creasy.

State-criminal (stat'krim-in-al), n. One
who commits an offence against the state,

as treason; a political offender.

Stated (stat'ed), a. 1. Settled; established;
regular; occurring at regular intervals; not
occasional; as. stated hours of business.

—

2. Fixed ; established ; as, a stated salary.
' The stated and unquestionable fee of his
office.' Addison.
Statedly (stat'ed-li),arfB. Atstatedorsettled
times ; regularly ; at certain intervals ; not
occasionally.

Stateful t (stat'ful). a- Eull of state; stately;
'A state/id silence.' Marston.
State-house (stat'hous), n. The building in
which tlie legislature of a state holds its sit-

tings; the capitol of a state. [United States.]

Stateless (stat'les), a. Without pomp.
Statelily(stat'li-li).arfy. In a stately manner.
'Thou steppest statelily.' Sir II. Taylor.
[Rare.]

StatelinesB (statli-nes). n. The condition
or quality of being stately; loftiness of mien
or manner; majestic appearance; dignity;
grandeur.

For stateliness and majesty what is comparable to
a horse? Dr. H. More.

It is a poor error to figure them as wrapped up in
ceremonial stateliness, avoiding the most gifted men
of a lower station. Carlyle.

Stately (stat'li), a. 1. August; grand; lofty;

majestic; magnificent. 'High cedars and
other stately trees.' Raleigh.—2. Elevated;
dignified ; magisterial. ' A stately style.'

Shak. ' Think I am grown on the sudden
wonderfully stately and reserved.' Swift.
Stately (stat'li), adv. Majestically; loftily.

' Stately tread, or lowly creep." Milton.
Statement (stat'ment), n. 1. The act of
stating, reciting, or presenting verbally or
on paper. —2. That which is stated; a formal
embodiment in language of facts or opin-
ions; a narrative; a recital; the expression
of a fact or of an opinion ; as, a verbal
statement; a written statement.

State-monger (stat'numg-g6r), n. One
versed in politics, or one who dabbles in
state affairs.

State-paper (stat'pa-p6r), n. A paper re-

lating to the political interests or govern-
ment of a state.

State-prison (stat'pri-zon). n. 1. A jail for

political offenders only.—2. A public prison
or penitentiary. [United States.]

State - prisoner (stat'pri-zon-6r), n. One
confined for a political offence.

Stater (stat'Sr), n. One who states.

Stater (sta'ter), n. [Gr.stater.] Thenameof
certain coins current in ancient Greece and
Persia. A gold stater of Athens was worth
about IQs.; a silver stater about 3s. 6rf. ; a
Persian gold stater, £1, Is.

State-room (stat'rom), n. 1. A magnificent
room in a palace or great house. —2. A
small, elegantly fitted up cabin, generally
for two persons, in a steamer.—3. An apart-
ment in a railway sleeping-carriage.

States-general (stats'jen-6r-al). 7t. pi. The
bodies tliat constitute the legislature of a
country, in contradistinction to the assem-
blies of provinces ; specifically, the name
given to the legislative assemblies of France
before the revolution of 1789, and to those
of the Netherlands.
Statesman (stats'man), n. 1. A man versed
in the arts of government ; usually, one
eminent for political abilities; a politician.

The corruption of a poet is the generation of a
statestHiin. Pope.

2. One employed in connection with the ad-
ministration of the affairs of government.

It is a weakness which attends high and low; the
statesman who holds tlie helm, as well as the peasant
who holds the plough. South.

3- A small landholder, as in Cumberland.
[Provincial.]

Statesmanlike (stats'man-llk), a. Having
the manner or wisdom of statesmen ; worthy
of or becoming a statesman ; as, a states-

manlike measure.
Statesmanly (stats'man-li), adv. Relating
to or befitting a statesman; statesmanlike.
De Qiiincey.

Statesmanship (stats'manship), n. The
qualifications or employments of a states-
man; political skill.

Statesworaan (stats'wu-nian), n. A woman
who meddles in public affairs. B. Jonson.
State-sword (stat'sord). n. A sword used on
state occasions, being borne before a sove-
reign Ijy a person of high rank.
State-trial (stat'tri-al), n. A trial of a per-
son or persons for political offences.

Static (stat'ik). a. Same as Statical.

Statical (stat'ik-al), a. [SeeSTATICS.J 1. Per-
taining to bodies at rest or in equilibrium.
2. Acting by mere weight without producing
motion; as, statical pressure.—S(a(icaieiec-
tricity, electricity produced by friction. See
Galvanism.

Statically (stat'ik-al-Ii), adv. In a statical
manner; according to statics.

Statlce (stat'i-se), n. [L. statics, from Gr.
statike, an astringent herb, from statikos,
making to stop—in allusion to the powerful
astringency of some of the species.] A ge-
nus of herbaceous or subshrubby plants,
nat. order Plumbaginacese, characterized
by the flowers being spiked or panicled; the
calyx funnel-shaped, of one piece, plaited,
and somewhat scaiious; the petals five,

Statice lati folia.

slightly connate; the stamens attached to
the base of the petals; and the nut one-
seeded, inclosed in the calyx. Several spe-
cies are natives of Britain, growing near the
sea, most of them on muddy shores and in
salt marshes. A number are cultivated in
Britain, among them being S. lati/olia, a
Siberian species with blue flowers. The root
of one species, S. caroliniana, a very power-
ful astringent, is used in North America for
all the purposes of kino and catechit
Statics (stat'iks), n. [Fr. statique, from Gr.
statike, the science which ascertains the pro-
perties of bodies at rest, statics, from stati-

kos, causing to stop or stand. Same root as
stand. ] That branch ofdynamics which treats
of the properties and relations of forces in
equilibrium—equilibrium meaning that the
forces are in perfect balance, so that the body
upon which they act is in a state of rest.

According to the classification still employed
by many writers on the subject the word
statics is used in opposition to dynamics,
the former being the science of equilibrium
or rest, and the latter of motion, both toge-
ther constituting mechanics. But among
more recent authors mechanics is used to
express not the theory of force and motion,
but rather its application to the arts. The
word dynamics is employed as expressing
the science which treats of the laws of force
or power, thus corresponding closely to the
old use of the term mechanics; and this
science is divided into statics and kinetics,

the first being the science which treats of
forces considered as producing rest, and the
second as treating of forces considered as
producing motion. The two great propo-
sitions in statics are that of the lever and
that of the composition of forces ; but it

also comprehends all the doctrines of the
excitement and propagation of forces or
pressures through the parts of solid bodies
by which the energies of machines are pro-
duced.— Social statics, that branch of soci-

ology which treats of the forces which con-
stitute or regulate society as it exists for

the time being.

Station (sta'shon), n, [L. static, stationis,

from «/o, to stand; Fr. station. See Stand.]
1. 1 The act or manner of standing; attitude;
posture; pose.

An eye like Mars to threaten and command

;

A station like the herald Mercury,
New-lighted on a heaven-kissing hill. Shak.

2.t A state of rest; a standing.

Her motion and her station all are one, Shak.

All progression is performed by drawing on or
impelling mrward what was before in station or at
quiet. Sir T. Broivne.

3. The spot or place where anything stands,
particularly where a person habitually
stands or is appointed to remain for a time;
post assigned; as, the statioji of a sentinel.

'The cherubim taking their «fflfifl?ifi to guard
the place.' MUton.—i. Situation; position.

The fig and date, why love they to remain
In middle station and an even piaf Prior.

5. Employment; occupation ;busine5S; sphere
or department of duty.

No member of a political body so mean, but it may
be used in some station or other. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Pate, far, fat, fiiU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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6. Condition of life ; social position ; rank

;

state. * They in France of the best rank and
station.' Shak.

When vice prevails, and impious men bear sway.
The post of honour is a private station. Addison.

7- In practical geom. the place selected for

planting the instrument with which un ob-

servation i3 to be made, an angle taken, or

such like.aa in surveying, levelling, nieasur-

iiii; lieights and distances, etc.—8. The place

where the police force of any district is

assembled when not on duty; a district or

branch police-office.—9. A building or build-

ings erected for the reception of passengers

and goods intended to be conveyed by rail-

way; a place where railway trains regularly

stop for the taking on of passengersor goods.
10. Eccles. (a) the fast of the fourth and
sixth days of the week. Wednesday and
Friday,- in memory of the council which
condemned Christ, and of his passion. (&) A
church, among Roman Catholics, where in-

dulgences are to be had on certain days,

(c) One of the places at which ecclesiastical

processions pause for the performance of an
act of devotion ; formerly, the tomb of a
martyr or some similar sacred spot; now,
one of those representations of the sticces-

sive stages of our Lord's passion which are
often placed round the naves of lai^e

churches, and by the side of the way lead-

ing to sacred edifices, and which are visited

in rotation.—11. la zool. and 6o(. the pecu-
liar locality where each species naturally
occiiTS.— Military station, a place where
troops are regularly kept in garrison.—
yaval station, a safe and commodious shel-

ter or harbour for the warlike or commer-
cial ships of a nation, where there is a dock-
yard and everything requisite for the repair

of ships-

Station (sta'shon), v. t. To assign a station

or position to; to appoint to the occupation
of a p<jst. place, or office; as, to station

troops on the right or left of an army ; to

station a sentinel on a rampart : to station

ships on the coast of Africa or in the West
Indies; to station a man at the head of the
department of finance : often with reflexive

pronouns; as, to station one's self at a door;
hence, «toCioned=: having taken up a station.

Not less one j^Iance he caught
Thro' open doors of Ida slatiou'd there,
L'ribhaken, clintiin^ to her purpose. Tennyson.

Stational (sta'ahon-al), a. Pertaining to a
statiiin.

Stationariness (sta'shon-a-ri-nesX n- The
(iu:ility of being stationary; fixity.

Stationary (sta'shon-a-ri). a. fL. station-
arius.] 1. Remaining in the same station
or place; not moving; not appearing to
move ; stable ; fixed ; as, the sun becomes
stationary in Cancer in its advance into the
northern signs.

In astronomy a planet is said to be at its station.
or to be stationary, when its motion in ri);ht ascen-
sion ceases, or its apparent place in the ecliptic re-
mains for a few days uiultereid. Brande 6* Cox.

2. Remaining in the same state or condition;
neither improving nor getting worse; not
growing greater or less. — 5(a(io7mn/ dis-

eases, a name given by some authorities to
certain diseases which depend upon a par-
ticular state of the atmosphere, and which
prevail in a district for a certain number of
years, and then give way to others. D\u\r-

gli^on.— Stationary engine, a steam-engine
in a fixed position, which <Iraw8 loads on a
railway by means of a rope or other means
of communication, extending from the sta-
tion of the engine along the line of road.

Station-bill Ota'shon-bil), n. Naut. a list

c'liitiiiiiini; the appointeii posts of the ship's
coinpariy when navigating the ship.

Station-Clerk (sta'shon-klark), n. A clerk
at :i niilway station.

Stationer (sta'shon-6r), n. [Probably the
Uiime was first given to persons selling
l)ook.s, relics, Ac, in connection with some
station in the ecclesia.'^tical sense; comp.
' I only say, that your standing stationers,
:iiid assistants at your miracle-markets and
miracle-forges, are for the most part of
lewdest life.' Sheldon. Or simply from
booksellers originally having a station or
stall (L.L. statio) at fairs or in market-
places.] l.f A bookseller or publisher.
Some modem tra&fediesare beautiful on the stage,

and yet Tryphon the statiotur complains they are
seldom askea for in his shop. Dryaen.

2. One who sells paper, pens, pencils, ink,
and various other materials connected with
writing.

Stationery (sta'shon-^r-i), n. The articles

usually sold by stationers, as the various
materials employed in connection with
writing, such as paper, account-books, pens,
pencils, ink. and even writing-cases, port-

folios, pocket-books, albums, inkstands, and
the like.

—

Stationery ojfice, an office in Lon-
don which is the medium through which
all government offices, both at home and
abroad, are supplied with writing materials.
It also contracts for the printing of reports,
&c.
Stationery (sta'shon-6r-i). a. Belonging to
a st;iti(jner; as, stationery goods.
Station-house (stii'shon-hous), n. A place
of arrest ur tempoi'ary confinement; a police-
station.

Station-master (sta'shon-mas-t6r), n. The
official in charge of a station ; specifically,

tlie person in charge of a railway station.

Station-pointer (sta'shon-point-er), n. In
surv. an instrument for expeditiously laying
down on a chart the position of a place
from which the angles subtended by three
distant objects, whose positions ai'e known,
have l)een measured.
Station-staff (sta'shon-staf), n. An instru-
ment for taking angles in surveying.
Statism (stat'izm), n. The art of govern-
ment; hence, in a depreciative sense, policy.

Hence it is that the enemies of God take occasion
to blaspheme, and call our religion stattsm. South.

Statist (stat'ist), 71. 1. 1 A statesman; a poli-

tician: one skilled in government. 'Statists

indeed, and lovers of their country.' Milton.
2. A statistician. [As in this meaning the
word is derived from statistics, when so used
it seems better to pronounce it stat'ist]

Statistic (sti-tis'tik). a. Same as Statistical.

Statistical (sta-tis'tik-al), a. Of or relating
to statistics ; as, the statistical department
of the British Association; statistical re-

ports; statistical in(iuiries.

Statistically (sta-tis'tik-al li). adv In a
statistical manner; by the use of statistics.

Statistician (stat-is-tisli'anj, n. One versed
in statistics ; one who collects, classifies, or
arranges facts, especially numerical facts,

relating to the condition of a community or
state, with respect to extent, population,
wealth, &c.
Statistics (sta-tis'tiks), n. [Fr. statistique,

from *Jr. status, fixed, settled, from stem
sta-. to stand. See Stand.] 1. A collection

of facts relating to a part or the whole of a
country or people, or of facts relating to
classes of individuals or interests in differ-

ent countries; especially, those facts which
illustrate the physical, social, moral, intel-

lectual, political, industrial, and economical
condition or changes of condition, and wliich
admit of numerical statement and of ar-

rangement in tables. —2. That department of
political science which classifies, arranges,
and di.scusses statistical facts.

Statistology (stat-is-tol'o-ji). n. [Statistics,

and Gr. loyos, discourse] A discourse or
treatise on statistics.

StatiTd (sta'tiv), a. [L. statimis, stationary,
stativa, a sUitionary camp, from sto, to
8tan<l.} Pertaining to a flxed camp or mili-
tary j^osts or (luarters-

Statoblast (stat'o-blast), ?». [Gr. statos.sta-
tionary. and blastos, a bud.] A peculiar in-

ternal bud developed in the body cavity of
some of the moUuscoid Polyzoa, and which,
on being liberated on the death of the pa-
rent organism, rtiptures and gives exit to
a young polyzoon of essentially the same
structure as the adult. This mode of repro-
duction is called reproduction by internal
geutnuttion. The fact that those stato-
blasts contain no germinal vesicle nor ger-
minal spot, and never exhibit the phenom-
enon of yolk cleavage, as well as the con-
clusive fact that true ova an<l ovary occur
elsewhere in the same individual, are quite
decisive against their l)eing eggs. They are
therefore simply internal genimie or buds.
Statnat (stat'u-a), H. [L.] A statue. 'Even
at thebaseof rompey'ss/rt^wa.' Skak. 'Like
t\um\t Stat uas or breathing stones.' Shak.
Statuary (stat'u-a-ri), ji. [Fr. statuaire,
from L- statuaritis. from statua. a statue]
1. The art of carving or making statues; the
art of modelling or cirving figures repre-
senting persons, animals, &c.: a branch of
sculpture. ' Architecture and statuary.'
Sir W. Temple.—2. Statues regarded collec-

tively.— 3. One that professes or practises
the art of carving or making statues.

On other occasions the statuaries took their sub-
jects from the poets. Addison.

Statue (stat'ii), n. [Fr. statue, L. statua,
from statuo, to set, to place, from stem of

sto, to stand.] 1. A lifelike representation
of a human figure or animal in some solid
substance, as marble, bronze, iron, wood,
A'c, or in some apparently solid substance;
a sculptured, cast, or moulded figure of
some size an<l in the round.—2. A picture.
Massinger. [Obsolete and VRTe.]—Eipiestrian
statue, a statue in which the figure is repre-
sented as seated on horseback.
Statue (stat'u), v.t. To place, as a statue;
to form a statue of.

The whole man becomes as if statued into stone
and earth. Feltham.

Statued(stat'ud), a. Furnished with statues.
'Pacing in sable robes the statued hall.'

Longfellow.
Statuesaue (stat-ii-esk'), a. Partaking of or
having the character of a statue.

In such statuesque, taper -holding attitude, one-
fancies De Launay might have left Thuriot, the red
clerks of the Bassoche. Cur^ of Saint-Stephen, and
all the tag-rag-and-bobtail of the world to work their
will. Carlyle.

Statuesquely(8tat-u-e8k0i), adv. In a stat-
uesque manner; in the manner of a statue.
* Statuesquely ^\xx\^\^.' J. R. Lowell.
Statuette (stat-O-ef), n. [Fr.] A small
statue; a statue smaller than nature.
Statuminatet (sta-tu'min-at), v. t. [L. statu-
inino, statuminatum, iviMwstatuinen, a sup-
port, a prop, from statuo, to pl^ce.] Ta
prop; to support as with a pole or prop. U.
Jonson. .

Stature (stat'ur). n. [Fr.. L. statura, from
sto, ii^rt^nn. to stand.] 1. The natural height
of ail animal body; bodily tallness: gener-
ally used of the human body. 'Foreign
men of mighty stature.' Dryden.—2.\ A
statue. Drayton. [An erroneous usage.]
Statured (stat'urd), a. Arrived at full stat-
ure. [Rare.]

Status (sta'tus), n. [L.] 1. Standing or posi-
tion as regards rank or condition. ' A phrase-
. . . decisiveof a man's social «(a(tM.' O. W.
Holmes.— 2. Position of affairs.—Sto<t/« quo,
the condition in which the thing or things,
were at first ; as, a treaty between belliger-
ents, which leaves each party iii stattt quo
ante belbim, that is, with the same posses-
sion and rights they had before the war-
began.
Statutable (stat'u t-a-bl), a. [From statute, f
1. ilade or introduced by statute; proceed-
ing from an act of the legislature; as, a
statutable provision or remedy.—2. Slade or
being in conformity to statute; standard.

I met with one who was three inches above five feet,.

the iiatutable measure of that club. Addison.

Statutably (stat'ut-a-bli). adv. In a man-
ner agreeable to statute.

Statute (stat'ut). n. [Fr. staiut, L. statutum,
from statuo, to set up, to fix, to determine.
See Stank.] 1. A law proceeding from the
government of a state; an enactment of the
legislature of a state ; a written law ; in
Britain, an act of parliament made by the
sovereign by and with the advice of the-
Lorda and Commons. Some ancient statutes-
are in the form of charters or ordinances,
proceeding from the crown, the consent of
the Lords and Commons not being expressed.
Statutes are either public or private (in
the latter case affecting an individual or a
company); but the term is usually restricted
to public acts of a general and permanent
character. Statutes are said to be declara-
tory of the law as it stood before their pass-
ing; remedial, to correct defects in the
common law, and penal, imposing prohibi-
tions and penalties. Statute is commonly
applied to the acts of a legislative body
consisting of representatives. In monarchies-
not having representative bodies, the laws-
of the sovereign are called edicts, decrees^
ordinances, rescripts, &c. — 2. The act of a.

corporation or of its founder, intended as a
permanent rule or law; as, the statutes of a
university.— 3. In foreign and civil law, any
particular municipal law or usage, though
not resting for its authority on judicial de-
cisions or the practice of nations. Burrill;
Worcester. — 4. A statute-fair. [Provincial
English.]—S(a(wte labour, in Scotland, the
amoufitof work appointed by law to lie fur-
nished annually for the repair of highways
not turnpike.—5(a(M(e law, a law or rule of
action prescribed or enacted by the legisla-
tive power, and promulgated and recorded
in writing; also, collectively, the enactments
of a legislative assembly, in contradistinc-
tion to common law.

Statute-book (stat'ut-Imk), n. A register
of statutes, laws, or legislative acts.

This, however, does not appear in the statute-book.
Hallatn.

ch, cAaln; 6b, Sc. locA;

Vou IV.

8* Q^\ ]• i^b; ft, Fr. ton; ng. sin^; TH, tAen; th, tAfn; w. wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure—See KBT.
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Statute-cap (stat'ut-kap), n. A woollen cap
enjoined to be worn by a statute passed in

1571 in the interest of the cap-makers.
* Plain statute-caps. ' Shak,

Statute-fair (stat'Cit-far), n. A fair held by
re<,'ular legal appointment, in oontradis-

tini'tion to one authorized only by use and
JViUlt.

Statute-mercliant (stat'ut-mSr-chant), n.

In laio, a bond of record, now obsolete, ac-

knowledged before the chief magistrate of

some trading town, on which, if not paid at
the day, an execution might be awarded
against the body, lands, and goods of the
ol)ligor.

Statute-roll (stat'ut-rol), n. An enrolled
statute. Hallain.

Statute-staple (stat'ut-sta-pl), n. In laio,

a Ifond of record, now obsolete, acknow-
iodged before the mayor of the staple, by
virtue of which the creditor might forthwith
have execution against the body, lands, and
goods of the debtor on non-payment.
Statutory (stat'u-to-ri), a. Enacted by
statute; depending on statute for its autho-
rity; as, a statutory provision or remedy.

—

Statutory law. Same a3iS(a(w(e Law. See
under Statute.
Staunch (stiinsh). See Stanch.
Staurolite (sta'ro-lit), n. [Gr. stauros, a
cross, and Uthos, a stone.] See Cross-stone.
Called also Staurotide.

Stauropus (sta'r<»-pu8), n. [Gr. stauros, a
cross, and pons, the foot] A genus of noc-
turnal lepidopterous insects. S, /arji is

known by the name of the lobster-moth. It

varies from 2 to 3 inches in expanse, and is

curiously marked. It is found in various
parts of the south of England, but is a rare
species.

Stauroscope (sta'rO-skop), n. [Gr. staui-os,

a cross, and shaped, to see.] An optical in-

strument, invented by Von Kol)ell of Ba-
varia, for examining the polarizing struc-
ture of crystalline bodies.

Staurotide (sta'ro-tui), n. [Gr. stauros, a
cross, and cidos, form.] Same as Stauro-
lite.

Staurot5T)OUS (stii-rot'i-pus).a. [Gr. stauros,

a cross, and typos, form.] In mineral, hav-
ing its macles or spots in the form of a cross.

Stave (stav), n. (From staff; Icel. stef, a re-

frain or burden.] 1. A pole or piece of^

wood of some length; specifically, (a) one
of the thin narrow pieces of timber of which
casks, tubs, buckets, ifec, are made. (&)One
of the boards joined laterally to form a
hollow cylinder, a curb for a well or shaft,

the curved bed for the intrados of an arch,
&c. (c) One of the spars or rounds of a rack
to contain hay in stables for feeding horses;
of a ladder; of a lantern wheel, &c.—2. A
atanza; a verse; a metrical portion.

Chant me now some wicked sta-ve. Tennyson.

A stave is a portion of a song or poem, containing
a given number of verses, arranged according to

some given law, and ending with a period, or at least

with some important division of a sentence. (juest.

3. In music, the five horizontal or parallel
lines, and the spaces, on which the notes,
Ac, of tunes are written or printed; the
staff—Staves of a carbitncle, in her. the eight
rays which issue from its centre.

Stave (stav), v.t. pret. & pp.siove andstaved;
ppr. staving. 1. To break in a stave or
staves of; to break a hole in; to break; to
burst; as. our boat is stove; to stave a cask.
2. To suffer to be lost by breaking the cask;
to pour out.

All the wine in the city hath been staved.
Sir E. Sandys.

3. To push, as with a staff; hence, to put off;

to delay: often with off.

The condition of a servant staves him ^^to a dis-
tance. South.

Answer'd with such craft as women use,
Guilty or guiltless, to stave offa. chance
That breaks upon them perilously, Tennyson.

4. To furnish with staves or rundles.—5. To
make firm by compression; to shorten or
compact, as a heated rod or bar by endwise
blows, or as lead in the socket-joints of
pipes.

—

To stave and tail, a phrase current
in bear-baiting; to stave being to check the
bear with a staff, and to tail to hold back
the dog by the tail; hence, to cause a cessa-

tion or stoppage. Uudihras. — To stave it

out, to fight it out with staves; to fight till

a decisive result is attained. Hudibras.
Staves ( stavz ), n. The plural of staff and
stave.

Stavesacre (stavz'a-ker). n. [A corruption
of Gr. stnphisagria (which see).] Lark-spur
(Delphinium Staphysagria), the seeds of

which are emetic, purgative, acrid, and nar-

cotic, and are xised for destroying vermin,
for curing the itch, and in the Levant for
intoxicating fish. See Delphinilm.
StavewOOd (atav'wud), n. A tall West
Indian tree, Simaruba amara. It yields
the drug known as simaruba-bark, which is

employed as a bitter tonic in diarrhcea and
dysentery, as well as in various forms of in-
digestion.

Staw (stft). v.i. [Dan. staae, Sw. staa, to
stand. See Stand.] To be fixed or set; to
stand still, as a cart. [North of England.]
Staw (stft), v.t. To put to a stand; to sur-
feit; to glut; to clog; to disgust. Burns.
[Scotch.]

Stay (sta), v.i. pret. staid, stayed; ppr. stay-
ing. (Derived by some from O.Fr. esteir,

ester, to be, remain, continue, from L. stare,

to stand. (See Stand.) But the transitive
sense seems to occur fully as early in Eng-
lish, and it is hardly possible that the ahove
French verb could have given such a form as
stay, with its various meanings, intransitive
and transitive. The origin, therefore, is

probably different. See Stay, v.t] 1. To
remain in a place ; to be or continue in a
place ; to abide for any indefinite time ; to
dwell; hence, to delay; to be long; to tarry;
as, do you stay here, while I go to the next
house; sfai/ here a week.

But where is Katet I stav too long from her.
S/iaJk.

2. To take a position in resistance or oppo-
sition; to be fixed, steady, or firm.

I stay here on my bond. Shak.

3. To continue in a state; to remain.
The flames augment, and stay

At their full height ; then languish to decay.
Dryden.

4. To wait; to attend; to forbear to act. *I
stay for Turnus.' D)'yden.

Would ye stay for them from having husbands?
Ruth i. 13.

5. To stop; to stand still.

She would command the hasty sun to stay.
Spenser.

6. To have an end; to cease.

An't please your grace, here my commission stays.

Shak.
7. To dwell in thought or speech; to linger.

I must stay a little on one action. Dryden.

8. To rest; to rely; to confide in; to trust.

Because ye despise this word, and trust in oppres-
sion and perverseness, and stay thereon.

Is. XXX. 12.

9. To wait ; to give ceremonious or submis-
sive attendance ; with on or upon.

Our throats are sentenced and stay upon execution.
Shak.

I have a servant comes with me along.
That stays upon me. Shak.

10. Naut. to change tack; to be in stays, as
a ship.

Stay (sta), v.t. pret. & pp. staid, stayed; ppr.
staying. [In meaning 6, and probably in all

others, the origin is O.Fr. estayer, to prop,
support, keep steady, from O. D. or Fl. staeye,

staede, a prop, staeden, to establish; akin to
E. stead, steady. See also Stay, v.i] 1. To
make to stand ; to stop ; to hold from pro-
ceeding; to withhold; to retard; to put off.

'To stay the judgement o' the divorce.'

Shak. 'To stay these sudden gusts of pas-

sion.' Jioice. ' With a finger i'iayeti Ixlon's

wheel' Keats.

All that may stay the mind from thinking that true
which they heartily wish were false. Hooker.

2. To cause to cease; to finish; to end.

Now stay your strife; what shall be is dispatch'd.
Shak.

3. To delay ; to obstruct ; to hinder from
proceeding; to keep back.

Y'our ships are staid at Venice. Shak.

I was willing to stay my reader on an argument
that appeared to me to be new. Locke.

4. To abide; to undergo; to meet; to stand.

She will not stay the siege of loving terms.
Nor bide the encounter of assailing eyes, Shak.

5. To remain for the purpose of; to wait for,

or till the period of, or in order to partake
of or be benefited by ; as, my father stays
his coming. Shak.

Arming myself with patience
To stay the providence of those high powers
That govern us below. Shak.

Mr. M, . . . came to breakfast and j^iiy^rf dinner.
Charlotte Bront/.

6. To prop; to hold up; to support. Ex.
xvii. 12.

He that stands upon a slippery place
Makes nice of no vile hold to stay nim up. Shak.

Sallows and reeds for vineyards useful found
To stay thy vines. Dryden,

7. Naut. to tack ; to arrange the sails and
move the rudder so as to bring the ship's

head to the direction of the wind.—To stay
a mast (naut.), to incline it forward or aft,
or to one side, by the stays and back-stays.
—To stay the stomach, (a) to satisfy hunger;
to stop the cravings of hunger.
He has devoured a whole loaf of bread and butter,

and it has not staid his stotnach for a minute.
Sir IV. ScoU.

(6) To satisfy or restrain a strong desire.

False knight, thou com'st to see thy ladye love.
And can'st not stay thy stomach for an hour.

Sir H. Taylor.
Stay (sta), n. [From the verb; but as mean-
ing a certain rope in a vessel the origin is

ditferent, viz. A. Sax. stmg, Icel. Dan. 8w.
D. and G. stag, a stay.] 1. "Continuance in a
place ; abode for a time indefinite ; as, you
make a short stay in the city.

Your stay with him may not be long. Shak,

2. A lingering; delay; tarrying.—3. Continu-
ance in a state or condition.

The conceit of this inconstant stay
Sets you most rich in youth before my sight Shak.

4. Stand ; stop ; cessation of motion or pro-
gression.

Works adjourned have TtiKny stays

:

Long demurs breed long delays. South-welt.

5. Stop; obstacle; check; obstruction; hin-
derance from progress. ' Griev'd with each
step, tormented with each stay.' Fairfax.
6. t Restraint of passion; prudence; moder-
ation; caution; steadiness; sobriety.

With prudent stay he long deferr'd
The rough contention. Philips.

7. A fixed state; fixedness; stability; per-
manence.
Alas ! what stay is there in human state ! Dryden.

8.t A hook or clasp. Cotgrave.— ^.\ A sta-

tion or fixed anchorage for vessels. Sir P.
Sidney.—10. That which supports or extends
anything, or keeps it m a particular posi-
tion ; a prop ; support. ' My only strength
and stay!' Milton. 'The Lord was my
stay.' Ps. xviii. 18.

Trees serve as so many stays for their vines.
Addison.

Specifically, (a) in building, a piece per-
forming the offtce of a brace, to prevent the
swerving or lateral deviation of the piece
to which it is applied. (&) In steajn-engines,

(1) a rod, bar, bolt, or gusset in a boiler, to
hold two parts together against the pressure
of steam; as, a tube stay; a water-space stay,
(tc. (2) One of the sling-rods connecting a
locomotive boiler to its frame. (3) A rod
beneath the boiler supporting the inside
bearings of the crank-axle of a locomotive.
(c) In mining, a piece of wood used to secure
the pump to an engine-shaft, (d) Xaut. a
strong rope used to support a mast, and
leading from the head of one mast down
to some other, or to some part of the vesseL

Stays and Stay-sails.

1, Fore-topmast stay-sail.

2, Main-topmast stay^sail.

3, Main -topgallant stay-
sail.

4, Main-royal stay-sail.

5, Mizzen stay-sail.

6, Mizzen-topmast stay-
sail.

7, 8, Fore, main, and miz-
zen topmast and top-
gallant - mast back-
stays,

9, Fore-stay.
10, Main-stay.
11, Mizzen-stay.

Those stays which lead forward are called
fore-and-aft stays; and those which lead
down to the vessel's sides, back-stays. —
Sprifig-stays. a kind of assistant stays ex-
tending in a direction neai'ly parallel to the
principal stays.—/n stays, or hove in stays,

the situation of a vessel when she is staying,

or going about from one tack to the otlier.

— To miss stays, to fail in the attempt to

tack about.

—

Slack m stays, the situation of

a ship when she works slowly in tacking.
(e) A rope used for similar purposes ; a guy
supporting the mast of a derrick, Ac. —
11. pi. (In composition the singular is always

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J, Sc. fey.
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used: as, staylace, staymaker.) A kind of

waistcoat, stifteiied with whalebone or other

material, worn by females, sometimes by

men; a bodice; a corset : so called from the

support it gives to the body. The original

stays were in two pieces with a lacing before

and behind; hence the plural designation.

So stubborn stays her yielding shape embrace.
Oay.

Stay-bar (staliar), n. 1. In arch, the hori-

zontal iron bar which extends in one piece

along the top of the muUions of a traceried

window.— 2. Same as Stay-rod.

Stay-bolt (sta'bolt), n. In mach. a bolt or

roLl binding together opposite plates.

Stay -busk (sta'busk). 7i. A stiflf piece of

wood, steel, or whalebone for the front

support of a woman's stays.

Stayedt (stad), p. and a. Staid (which see).

Butler-

Stayedly t (stad'Ii), adv. staidly.

Stayednesst (stad'nes), n. I. Staidness.

Camden.—2- Solidity; weight.

Stayer (sta'^r). n. 1. One who or that which
stays: one that stops or restrains ; one who
upholds or supports; that which props.—
2. A man or horse able to hold on for a long

course. [Colloq. ]

Stay-hole (staTiol). n. a hole in a stay-sail

through which it is seized to the hanks of

the stay.

Staylace (sta'las), «- a lace for fastening

the stays or bodice in female dress.

Stayless (stanes). a. Without stop or delay.

Mir for Mags. [Rare.]

Stasrmaker (sta'mak-^r), n. One whose oc-

cupation is to make stays.

Our ladies choose to be shaped by the staymaker.
Jos. Sptnce.

Stay -plough (sta'plon). » A plant, same
as ileatharroic.

Stay-rod (sta'rod). n. 1. In steam-engines,

(o)one of the rods supporting the boiler-plate

which forma the top of the fire-box, to keep

the top from being bulged down by the pres-

sure of steam. (6) Any rod in a boiler which
supports plates by connecting parts exposed

to rupture in contrary directions, (c) A
tension-rod in a marine steam engine.— 2. A
tie-rod in a buihling. Ac. which prevenU
the spreading asunder of the parts con-

nected.

Stay-sail (sta'sal). n. Any sail which hoists

upon a stay. See under Stay.

Stay -tackle (sta'tak-l), n. A large tackle

attached to the main-stay by means of a
pendant, and us«d to hoist heavy bodies, as

b"rit.<i. butts of water, and the like.

Stay-wedge (sta'wej), n. In locomotives,

a wedge fitted to the inside bearings of the

driving axles to keep them in their proper
position.

Stead (sted), n. (A. Sax. stede, styde, D.

and L.G. stede, Dan. sted, IceL stadr, Goth.

staths, G statt. place, stead; from root of

stand (which see). Hence steady, $tead-

/ast, sUading.] l.t Place, in general.

Fly. therefore, fly this fearful sefad. S/ntser.

2. Place or room which another had or might
have: preceded by in; as, David died, and
Solomon reigned in hts stead: hence instead.

Now cold desp>atr succeedini; tn her sttad.

To livid paleness turns the giowinu red. Drydtn.

3. The frame on which a bed is laid: now
rarely used except with hed prefixed.

The genial bed.
Sallow the feet, the border*, and the stead. Drydtn.

4. A steading (which see).— To ttami in
stead, to be of use or advantage.

The smallest act of charity shall stand us m great
sttad. Attertmry.

—To do Stead, to do service to. [Rare.)

Here thy sword can (A> thee little stead. MiUott.

—Stead is common as the second element in

topographical names, and occurs as second
element in roadstead, homestead, Ac.

Stead (sted), v.t. 1. To stand in stead to; to

be of use to; to assist; to benefit

For lo.

My intercession likewise steads my foe. Shak.

How hath it steaded man to pray and pay
Tithes of the com and oil. £dwi>* Arnold,

2. f To fill the place of another; to replftce:

with vp.

We shall advise this wTon(fed maid to stead ut your
appointment, go in your place. Skak.

Steadfitst (s^d7ast), a. [Stead and/a«(.]
1. fast fixed ; firm ; firmly fixed or estab-
lished. * By its own weight made steadfast
and immovable.' Congreve.— 2. Constant;
firm ; resolute ; nnt fickle or wavering.
*SUad/ast In the faith.' 1 Pet. v. 9.—

3. Steady; unwavering. 'With a steadfast

eye.' Shak. ' Unconcern'd, with steadfast

sight' Dryden. Written also Stedfast.

Steadfastly (sted'fast-li), adv. In a stead-

fast manner: (a) with fixed eyes. 'She

looks so steadfastly.' Skak. {b) Firmly;
with constancy or steadiness of mind.

Steadfastly believe that whatever God has revealed

is infallibly true. Wake.

Steadfastness (sted'fast-nes). n. The state

of bciii^ sttiuifast: (a) firmness of standing;

fixedness in place. (6) Firmness of mind or

purpose; fixedness in principle; constancy;

resolution; as, the steadfastness of a person's

faith; he adhered to his opinions with «tead-

/rt«(/if^s. —Syn. Constancy, resolution, im-

mutability, unchangeableness.

Steadily (sted'i-li), adv. In a steady manner:
(o> with flmmess of standing or position;

without tottering, shaking, or leaning; as,

he kept his arm steadily directed to the

object. (6) Without wavering, inconstancy,

or irregularity; without deviating; as, he
steadily pursues his studies.

Steadilie8S(sted'i-nt8), n. The state of being
steady: {a) lirmnessof standing or position;

a state of being not tottering or easily moved
or shaken; as, a man stands with steadiness;

he walks with steadiness. (6) Fimmess of

mind or purpose: constancy; resolution; as.

a man has steadiness of mind, steadiness in

opinion, steadiness in the parsuit of objects.

(c) Consistent, uniform conduct
Steadiness is a point of prudence as well as of

courage. Sir R. VEstrange.

Steading (sted'ing), n. [See Stead. ] A
farm-houseand oftices. that is, bams, stables,

cattle-yards, Ac. ; a farmstead : a homestead.
[Northern English and Scotch.]

Steady (sted'i), a. [A. Sax. stedig, from stede,

place (see STEAD); D. stadig, steady; G.

stdtig, constant] 1. Firm in standing or

position; firmly fixed; not tottering or shak-

ing.
I'll see if his head will stand steadier on a pole

or no, SMak.

2. Constant in mind, purpose, or pnrsult;

not fickle, changeable, or wavering; not
easily moved or persuaded to alter a pur-

pose; as, a man steady in his principles,

steady in his purpose, steady in me pursuit
of an object

A dear sight keepw the understanding steady. Locke.

3. B^^lar; constant; undeviating; uniform;
u, the steady course of the sun; steer the

wip a steady course ; a large river runs with
a steady stream; a steady breeze of wind.—
SVN. Fixed, steadfast, firm, regular, unde-
viating, unremitting, constant, uniform. In-

variable.

Steady (sted'i), v.t. pret & pp. steadied;
ppr. steadying. To make steady; to hold
or keep from shaking, reeling, or falling;

to support; to make or keep firm; as,

steady my hand.

The bird . . . thus steadied . . . works and
plasters the materials into the face of the brick or
stone. Gilbert tVhit*.

Steady (sted'i), v.i. To become steady; to
regain or maintain an upright position; to
move steadily. * She steadies with upright
keel.' Coleridge.

Stea<!^-re8t (sted'i-rest), n. Same as Back-
rest.

Steak (st&k), n. [A Scandinavian word:
IceL steUc, Sw. stik, a steak, from steikja,

Dan. stige, Sw. stikct, to roast. ] A slice of

beef, pork, venison, Ac, broiled or cut for

broiling. 'To feast on ale and steaks.'

Swift.
Steal (stSI), v.t. pret stole; pp. stolen, stole;

ppr. stealino. [A. .Sax. stceMn, steUtn, pret.

steel, pp. stolen, to steal, to move in a stealthy
manner, to insinuate one's self ; D. stelen,

IceL stela, Goth, stilan, O. stehlen, to steal.

Same root as Or. ^(^Teo. to deprive,Skr. stenas,

a thief. Hence stealth, stalk, v. ] 1. To take
and carry away feloniously; to take clandes-
tinely without right or leave, as the personal
goods of another. See THEFT.
How then should we steal out of thy lord's house

silver or gold? Gen. xliv. 8.

2. To take or assume hypocritically.

Oh, that deceit should steal such gentle shapes.
And with a virtuous vizard hide foul guile 1 Skak.

3. To withdraw clandestinely ; to creep; to
slink furtively: used reflexively.

He will steal hifnsrlfmxo a man's favour and for a
week escape a great dsal of discoveries. Shak.

4. To gain or win by address or gradual and
imperceptible means.
How many a holy and obseauious tear

Hath dear religious love stol'H from mine eye. Shak,

So Absalom stole the hearts of the men of IsraeL
2 Sam. XV. 6.

5. To do or effect so as to escape observation

;

to perform secretly; to try to accomplish
clandestinely; as. to steal a look. ''Twere

good, methinks, to steal our marriage.' ShaJc.

Therefore, always, when thou changest thine

opinion or course, profess it plainly, and declare it,

together with the reasons that move thee to change,
and do not think to steal it. Bacon.

—To steal a march, to march secretly; to

gain an aiivantage stealthily.

To tell the truth. Mr. Harding had made up his

mind to steal a march upon the archdeacon.
Trollo/^.

SVN. To filch, pilfer, purloin, cabbage.
Steal (stel), v.i. 1. To practise or be guilty
of tiieft

Thou shalt not steal. Ex. xx. 15.

2. To withdraw or pass privily; to slip along
or away unperceived ; to go or come fur-

tively. ' From whom you now must steal

and take no leave.' Shak.
Fix'dofmind . . . to fly all company, one night

she stole away. Sir P. Sidney.

A soft and solemn breathing' sound
Rose like a steam of rich distiU'd perfumes.
And stole upon the air. Milton.

Steal (stel), 71. The handle of any imple-
ment; a haft or helve. Written also Stale,

Steel, Stele. See Stale. [Provincial.]

Stealer (stel'^r), n. One that steals; a thief.

The transgression is in the stealer. Shak.

Stealer (stel'^r). n. In ship-building, same as
Steele r.

Stealing (atel'ing), n. 1. The act of one who
steals; theft. —2. That which is stolen;
stolen property: used chiefly in the plural.

Stealingly (stel'ing-li), adv. By stealing;
slily; privately; imperceptibly. [Rare.]

Stealth (steith), n, [From steal; comp.
heal, health; tUl. tilth. ) 1. 1 The act of steal-

ing; theft
The owner proveth the stealth to have -been com-

mitted on him Dy such an outlaw. Spefiser.

2.t The thing stolen. Spenser.-^. A secret
or clandestine method of procedure; a pro-
ceeding by secrecy; means unperceived era-

ployed to gain an object ; way or manner
not perceived : used in a good or bad sense.

Do good by stealth, and blush to find it fame. Po^.
The monarch blinded with desire of wealth.
With steel invades the brother's life by stealth.

Dryden.

4.t A going secretly. * Your «(eoi(A unto this
wo<)d.' Shak.
Stealthful t (stelth'f«1), a. Given to stealth;
stiiiltliv Chapman.
Stealthfullyt (stelth'fMl-li},orfp. Stealthily.

Stealthfulness t (steith'ful-nes), ?i. Stealth-
iness.

Stealthily (stelth'i-li), adv. In a stealthy
manner; oy stealth.

Some cold night
The coming husbandman comes stealthily.

And there is fire and brimstone for my lords.

Sir H. Taylor

Stealthiness (stelth'i-nes), n. The state,

quality, or character of being stealthy.

Stealthy ( steith 'i), a. Done by stealth;
accomplished clandestinely; accompanied
by efforts at concealment ; done furtively

;

furtive ; sly ; as, a stealthy movement ; a
stealthy glance. 'Murder . . . with his
steaithy pace. * Shak.
Steam (stem), n. [A. Sax. sUm, stedm,
steam, vapour, smoke; D stoom, Fris. stoavie,

steam; L.G. stiim, drift of snow or rain.

Perhaps from a root stam, signifying dark,
seen without the s in Skr. tamas, darkness.
timira, dark.] 1. The vaporous substance
into which water is converted under certain
circumstances of heat and pressure ; water
in a gaseous state. Water gives off vapour
or steam at every temperature—a low tem-
perature not preventing the fonnation of
steam, but only decreasing its density. The
term, however, is strictly applied to the
elastic aeriform fluid generated by heating
water to the boiling-point. When water
in an open vessel is heated to the tempera-
ture of 212' F., or to the boiling-point, glo-

bules of steam are formed at the bottom,
and rise to the surface ; and the continued
application of heat, even though increased
indefinitely, will only cause a more copious
and rapid formation of steam, and will fin-

ally evaporate the whole of the water with-

out raising the temperature of either. In
this case all the heat whicli enters into tlio

water is solely employed in converting it

into steam of the temperature of boiling
water. But if the water be confined in a
strong close vessel, both it and the steam,
which it produces may be brought to any

cb, cAain; £h, Sc. loeA; g, go\ \,jo\i\ b, Fr. ton; ng, alny; th, fAen; th, ^in; w, wig; wh, uAig; zh, azure.—See Ket*
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temperature; and as steam at 212° occupies
nearly 1700 times the space of the water
from which it is generated, it follows that,

when thus couttned, it must exercise an
enormous elastic or expansive force, which
may also be shown to be proportional to its

temperature. Steam which has received
additional heat apart from water is called
superheated steam, and approximates to the
condition of a perfect gas. Steam, however,
as used in the steam-engine holds water in
suspension mechanically, and differs sen-
sibly from the condition of a perfect gas.

It is called saturated or loet steam. When
the temperature of saturated steam is con-
siderably above 212° F. the steam formed
under such circumstances is tenned high-
pressure steam; at 212' F. it is termed low-

pressure steain, and its pressure is equal to
that of one atmosphere, or 14*7 lbs. on the
square inch. Steam in its perfect state is

transparent, colourless, and invisible; but
when it has been deprived of part of its

heat by coming into contact with cold air,

it suddenly assumes a cloudy appearance,
and is condensed into water. Hence ap-
pears another important property of steam,
its condensibility; so that whenever cold is

applied to it it suddenly returns to the
liquid state, and thus can be employed to
produce a vacuum. From the properties
above briefly adverted to, steam constitutes
an invaluable agent for the production
of mechanical force, as exemplified in the
vast and multiplied uses of the steam-
engine. Steam is also employed as an agent
in distributing the heat used for warming
buildings, in heating baths, evaporating
solutions, distilling, brewing, drying.dyeing,
and even for cookery.—2. In popular usage,

the visible moist vapour which rises from
water, and from all moist and liquid bodies,
when subjected to the action of heat ; as,

the steam of boiling water, of malt, of a tan-

bed, &c. This is properly water in a minute
state of subdivision arising from the con-

densation of steam. Hence a haze caused
by the sun's heat. Wordsworth.~Z. Any ex-

halation. 'A steam of rich, distilled per-
fumes.' Milton.

Steam (stem), v.i. 1. To give out a steam or
vapour; to give out any fume or exhala-
tion. ' Ye mists that rise from steaming
lake.'^ Milton.

Let the crude humours dance
In heated brass, steafnin^ v/\x\\ fire inteuse.

Philips.

2. To rise in a vaporous form ; to pass off in
visible vapour. 'When the last deadly
smoke aloft did steam,' Speuser.

The dissolved amber . . . steamed away into the
air. Boyle.

3. To move or travel by the agency of steam.
•The vessel steamed out of port.' N. P.
Willis.

Steam (stem), v.t. l. To exhale; to evapor-
ate. ' In slouthful sleepe his molten heart
to steam.' Spenser. [Rare.]— 2. To expose
to steam; to apply steam to for softening,

dressing, or preparing; as, to stea7n cloth;

to steam potatoes instead of boiling them;
to steam food for cattle.

Steam-boat (stem'bot), n. A vessel moved
by tlie pcwer of a steam-engine acting upon
paddle-wheels, a screw-propeller, or other
mechanism for propelling it through the
water.
Steam-boiler (stem'boiI-6r), n. A strong
metallic vessel, usually of wrought-iron
plates rivetted together, in which water is

converted into steam for the purpose of

supplying steam-engines, or for any of the
other purposes for which steam is used in

the arts, or in domestic economy; a steam
generator. See Boiler, 3.

Steam-brake (stem'brak), n. In rail, a
brake made by steam to act upon the car-

riage wheels and stop their motion.
Steam -car (stem'kar), 71. A car drawn or
driven by steam-power.
Steam-carriage (stem'kar-rij), n. A loco-

motive engine .adapted to work on common
roads; a road-steamer.

Steam-casing (stem'kas-ing), n. A vacuity
surroundinganyvessel, pipe, Ac, into which
steam may be admitted, in order to prevent
the loss of heat by radiation; asteam-jacket.

Steam - chamber (stem'cham-ber), n. A
division or compartment in the boiler of a
steam-engine above the water,whence steam
is conducted to the engine. Called also

Steam-room and Steam-donie.

Steam- chest (stem'chest). n. 1. A box or
chamber above a steam-boiler to form a

reservoir for the steam, and from whence it

passes to the engine; in locomotive engines,
a box attached to the cylinders, into which
the steam is admitted by the regulator.
The slide-valve works in this box over the
steam-ports, which open into it from the
cylinder.— 2. In calico-printing, a form of
steam apparatus in which steam is applied
to cloth in order to fix the colours. ^3. A
chamber heated by steam, and used for
softening timber which is to be bent to a
curved form, as ships' planking. Called also
a Steamer.
Steam-chimney (stem'chim-ni), n. An
annular chamber around the chimney of a
boiler-furnace for superheating steam.
Steam -cock (stem'kok), n. A faucet or
valve in a steam-pipe.

Steam - coil (stem'koil), 71. A steam-pipe
used in malt vats, vacuum-pans &c., bent

provements from the hands of Newcomen,
Beighton, Blakey, and others. Still, how-
ever, it was imperfect and rude in its con-
struction, and was chiefly applied to the
draining of mines or the raising of water.
Up to this time it was properly an atmo-
spheric engine, as the actual moving power
was the pressure of the atmosphere, the
steam only producing a vacuum under the
piston. The steam-engine was brought to a
high state of perfection by the celebrated
James Watt about the year 1782. The nu-
merous and vital improvements introduced
by him, both in the combination of its me-
chanism and in the economy of its manage-
ment, have rendered the steam-engine at
once the most powerful, the most easily ap-
plied and regulated, and generally speaking
the least expensive of all prime movers for
impelling machinery of every description.

i^3m^&
Condensing STEAM-ENcnrB.

a. The steam-cylinder; *, the piston; c. the upper steam-port or passaee; d. the lower
steam-port; ee. the parallel motion; yV", the beam; g^, the connecting-rod; h. the crank;
it, the fiy-wheel; i i, the eccentric and its rod for working the steam-valve; /, the steam-
valve and valve-casing; w, the throttle-valve; w, the condenser; u, the injection-cock ;/. the
air-pump; f, the hot-well; r, the snifting-valve for creating a vacuum in the condenser pre-

vious to startingf the engine; s, the feeti-pump for supplymg the boilers; t, the cold-water

pump for supplymg the condenser cistern ; u, the governor.

into a shape to occupy the bottom or sides,

so as to have a large surface in compact
apace.

Steam-colours (stem'kul-6rz), n. pi. In
calico-printing, a mixture of dye extracts
and mordants in which the chemical re-

action fixing the colouring matter to the
fibre is produced by steam.
Steam -crane (stem'kran), n. A crane
worked by steam, frequently carrying the
steam-engine upon the same frame.

Steam-cylinder (stem'si-Un-d6r), ?i. The
cylinder of a steam-engine.
Steam-dome (stem'dom), 71. In s(ea»i-

cngines, same as Steam-chamber.
Steam - dre(^er (stem'drej-6r), n. See
DREDGINa-MACHINB.
steam-engine (stem'en-jin), n. An engine
worked by steam, or an engine in which the
mechanical force arising from the elas-

ticity and expansive action of steam, or
from its property of rapid condensation, or
from the combination of these principles, is

made available as a source of motive power
in the arts and manufactures, and in loco-

motion. The invention of the steam-engine
has been ascribed by the English to the
Marquis of Worcester, who published an ac-

count of it about the middle of the seven-

teenth century. By the French the inven-

tion has been ascribed to Papin towards the

close of the same century. Papin's plan
contained the earliest suggestion of a va-

cuum under a piston by the agency of steam.
The first actual working steam-engine of

which there is any record was invented and
constructed by Captain Savery, an English-

man, to whom a patent was granted for it

in 1698. This engine was employed to raise

water by the expansion and condensation of

steam. The steam-engine received great im-

Steam-engines vary much in ms^nitude,
form, and proportions, as well as in the de-
tails of the machinery by which the power
of the steam is applied, but all work upon
substantially the same principles which
were embodied in Watt's steam-engine, and
to understand one is to understand all. The
above illustration represents a sectional

elevation of a Condensing Steam-engine.
The construction and action of the steam-
engine will be readily understood from this

illustration. The pipe which conveys the
steam from the boiler opens into the part
marked I, which incloses a movable valve
by means of which the steam may be alter-

nately admitted into the cylinder a by the
upper port c and lower d ; between these
points the piston b works steam-tight. The
valve I is so contrived that while it allows
steam to pass into the cylinder through one
of the ports, it shall at the same time open
a communication between the opposite side

of the piston and the condenser n, which is

a hollow vessel kept constantly immersed
in cold water, a portion of which is admitted
into it by the injection-cock 0; conse-

quently, the steam thus admitted is in-

stantly deprived of its heat, and reconverted
into its original form of water, thereby
forming a vacuum. Thus it will be seen
that, on the communication being opened
up between the boiler and either side of the
piston, the latter will ascend or descend in

the cylinder unimpeded by the resistance of

the atmosphere against the other side, and
with a force proportional to the pressure of

the steam; and as the motions of the steam-
valve I are regulated by the engine itself,

the above action is kept up continuously.

The alternating rectilinear motion thus
generated within the cylinder is transmit-

Fate, fir, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; ii. So. abuue; y, Sc. fey.
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ted, by means of a rod attached to the pis-

ton, to a strong beam //, movable upon a
central axis, a system of jointed rods e e,

called the parallel motion, being interposed
for the purpose of neutralizing the disturb-

ing action which the circular path of the
beam would otherwise exert upon the pis-

ton. The reciprocating motion of the beam
is now, through the intervention of the con-
necting-rod g and crank h, converted into

a circiUar or rotatory motion, which is ren-

dered continuous and uniform by the fly-

wheel t, to the axis of which the machinery
to be impelled is connected. The air-pump
p for withdrawing the vapour and water
from the condenser, the feed-pump « for

supplying the boilers, and cold-water pump
t for supplying the condenser cistern, are

all worked by rods from the beam; and the
governor w, for maintaining uniformity of

motion, is driven by a band from the crank-
shaft. The above description refers more
immediately to that class of steam-engines
called loic-pressitre or condensing engines,

in which the power derived from the rapid
condensation of the steam is made available

in comldnation with that due to its elasti-

city; but if we suppose the condensing ap-
paratus removed, and the waste steam al-

lowed to escape into the atmosphere, it will

then be equally applical)le to that kind
called high-premure or non-condensing en-

gines, which employ the elastic action of

the steam alone. Steam-engines are classi-

fied in various ways, as portable, marine, lo-

comotive, ptimping, blovnng, winding, &c.
According to the arrangement of the chief

parts they are classed as beam, ogciUating-
eylinder, horizontal, vertical, t&c. The me*
cnanical energy of a steam-engine is usually
estimated in horse -power. See Horse-
power.
Steamer (8tem'6r),n. l. A vessel propelled
by steam; a steam-ship. — 2. A flre-engine

the pumps of which are worked by steam.
3. A vessel in which articles are subjected
to the action of steam, as in washing or
cookery. See Steam-chest. —4. In paper-
making, a vessel in which old paper, fibre,

Ac., is treated in order to soften it— 6. An
apparatus for steaming grain preparatory
to grinding.—6. A locomotive for roads. See
Ri>AI)-STEAMER.
steamer - duck (stera'fir-duk), n. A lai^e
BiHjcies of duck of the genus Micropterus
(itf. braehyptenm), distinguislied by its small
short wings, and the swiftness with which
it paddles over the water. Called also
Race-horse.

Steam - sas (stem'gas). n. Same as Super-
heated Steam. See under Steam.

Steam-gauge (st^m'gaj). n. An attachment
to a boiler to indicate the pressure of steam;
a pressure-gauge. There are many forms.
One of the older is a bent tube partially filled

with mercury, one end of which springs
from the boiler, so that the steam raises the
mercury according to the amount of pres-
sure. A very common form of gauge is that
known as Bourdon's, which consiste essen-
tially of a flattened metal tube, closed at
one end and bent circularly, into which the
steam is admitted. As such a tube tends to
straighten itself out by the force of the
steam the amount of pressure can easily be
ascertained by an attached index apparatus.
Steam - governor ( 8tem'gu-v6m-6r ). See

Steam-gun (stem'gun). n A gun the pro-
jectile force of which is derived from the
expansion of steam issuing through a shotted
tube.

Steam-hammer fstemliam-^r). n. A form
of ht-avy fori^c hainmer operated by steam,
consistiiiu' usually of a steam cylinder and
piston, with metal striker attached, placed
vertically over the anvil There are two
principal varieties: in one the cylinder is

fixed, and the hammer is attache<l to the
piston-rod, and is operated by the direct
action of the steam in the cylinder; in the
other the pintonis fixed, and the hammer is

attached to the lower end of the cylinder,
which similarly rises and falls by the action
of the steam in the cylinder. The former is

known as Xasmyth's, and the latter as Con-
die's hammer, which is shown in the cut at-
tached. In the entablature of the figure is a
steam and exhaust valve, and attached to it

a hollow piston-rod. acting as steam and
exhaust pipe, to which the piston is attached
as a fixture. The steam, Iteing introduced
into the cylinder or hammer immediately
above the piston, presses the cylinder cover.

and raises the hammer between the guides
to the required height. The steam being
then cut off, and the exhaust-valve opened,

Steam-hammer.

the hammer falls, not only with the velocity
of gravity, but with the additional velocity
produced by the compression of the air un-
der the piston during the latter portion of
the hammer's ascent, which, acting as a
recoil, adds considerably to the etfect of
the blow. With the most powerful ham-
mers steam is also introduced on the under
side of the piston, so as to augment still

further the speed and force of the blow.
The valves and valve-gearing are so arranged
that the person in charge of the machine
can arrest the motion of the hammer while
falling, or cause it to fall at any moment
while ascending. In Ramsbottom's ham-
mer two hammer cylinders move horizon-
tally in the same line, but in opposite direc-
tions, and the piece to be forged is placed
between the two. There are some other
kinds of steam-hammers suitable for light
work, in most of which the liammer-head
is attached to the end of a horizontal shaft
which acts as a lever, the fulcrum of which
is nearer the free end of the shaft than the
end bearing the hammer. The hammer is

raised by cams attached to a revolving
drum, and falls when by the revolution of
the drum the shaft is freed from one of the
cams. These are often called Steam-tilts.

Steamlness ( stem'i-nes ), n. The state or
(juality of being steamy or vaporous; vapor-
ousness; mistiness.

Steam-jacket (stem'Jak-et), n. Same as
Steain-caHinij.

Steam -kitchen (stem'kich-en), n. An ap-
paratus for cooking by steam.
Steam - launch ( stem'lansh ), n. A large
kind of bu;it prupL-Ued by steam.
Steam-navigation (stemnav-i-ga-shon), n.

The art of applying the power of steam to
the propulsion of boats and vessels; the art
of navigating steam-vessels.

Steam-packet (stem'pak-et), n. A packet
<ir ves-el jirupelled by steam, and running
peritnlically lictween certain ports.

Steam - pipe (stem'plp), n. Any pipe used
for conveying steam from a boiler to a
steam-engine, or through a workshop for
the purpose of heating, or for any other
purpose.
Steam - plough ( stem'plou ), n. A plough
or gang of [doughs worked by a steam-engine
instead of horses.

Steam- port (stem'port). n. in locomotive
engines, the name given to two oblong pass-
ages from the sttam-chest to the inside of
the cylinder, t)y which the steam enters and
returns, above and below the piston. Known
as the induction port or the eduction port
respectively, according to the course of the
steam.
Steam-power (stem'pou-6r), 7i. The power
of steam applied to move machinery or pro-
duce any results.

Steam -press (stem'pres), n. A press ac-
tuated by steam-power acting directly or
intenne'liatcly: specifically, a printing-press
wnikeil Ijy steam.

Steam-propeller (8tem'prd-pel-6r),n. Same
aw Sn-fv iniipeller. See under SCREW.
Steam-ram (stem'ram), n. See Ram, 3.

Steam-room (stem'riim), n. Same i&Steam-
chamber.

Steam-ship (stem'ship), n. A ship propelled
by steam.
Steam-tight (stem'tit), a. Capable of re-
sisting tlie passage of steam.
Steam-tilt (stem'tilt), n. See Steam-ham-
mer.
Steam-trai) (stem'trap), n. A contrivance
for permitting the passage of water while
preventing that of steam.
Steam-ttig (stem-tug), n. A steamer used
for towing ships.

Steam -vessel ( stem'ves-el ). n. Same as
Steamship.
Steam-Wheel (stem'whel), n. Another name
for a rotatory steam-engine. See under Ro-
tatory.
Steam-whistle (stem'whis-l), n. A sound-
ing device connected with the boiler of a
steam-engine, either stationary, locomotive,
or marine, for the purpose of announcing
hours of work, signalling, &c. The annexed
figure represents a section of a locomotive
steam-whistle ; a a is a tube fixed to the
top of the boiler, and opening into its inte-
rior; it is commanded by a stop-cock e ; the
tube is surmounted by a hollow piece 6, per-
forated with holes, and surrounded l)y a
thin brass cup cc; the respective diameters
of the piece b and cup c being so adjusted
as to leave a very narrow orifice all round.
Another thin brass cup d is fixed in an in-
verted position at a short distance above
the upper surface of the parts b and c, so
as to present a sharp edge exactly opposite
the orifice above mentioned. On opening
the stop-cock e the steam, rushing with

great violence through
the circular orifice, en-
counters the edge of
the cup c, and thereby
produces a loud and
shrill sound which may
be heard at the dis-

tance of several miles.
Steam - whistles are
made to give musical
tones varying in pitch
by graduating the
length of the pipe or
cup, and a series of
whistles tuned to dif-

ferent notes and oper-
ated by keys forms the
musical instmment
called the calliope.

Steam -Winch (stem'winsh), n. A form of
winch or hoisting apparatus in which rota-
tory motion is imparted to the winding axle
from the piston-rod of a steam-engine, di-
rectly, or indirectly by means of bevel-gear-
ing, the direct action giving most rapidity,
the indirect most power.
Steamy (stem'i), a. Consisting of or abound*
ing in steam; resembling steam; vaporous;
misty.

Stean (sten), n. and v. See Steen.

Stearate (ste'a-rat), 71. A salt of stearic
acid. The neutral stearates of the alkalies
are perfect soaps.

Stearic (ste-ar'ik), a. Of, pertaining to, or
obtained from stearinc—S^^artc acid (Cig
HgcO^), a monobasic acid, jierhaps the most
important and most abundant of the fatty
acids. It exists in combination with gly-
cerine, as stearine, in l>eef and mutton fat,

and in several vegetable fats, such as the
butter of cacao. It is obtained from stear-
ine by saponification, and also from mutton
suet by a similar process. Stearic acid is

in the form of brilliant white scaly crystals;
it is inodorous, tasteless, insolul>le in water,
but soluble in alcohol and ether. It burns
like wax, and Is used in the formation of
candles. It fonns compounds with the
alkalies, earths, and metallic oxides, which
are called stearates.

Stearine, Stearin (ste'a-rin), n. (Gr. stear,

suet.] (Cj-HnnOe) 1. The chief ingredient
of suet ana tallow, or the harder ingredient
of animal fats, olelne l>eing the softer one.
It is obtained from mutton suet by repeated
solution in ether and crystallization. It

may also be obtained by pressing tallow be-
tween hot plates, and afterwartis dissolving
in hot ether, which on cooling deposits the
stearine. It has a pearly lustre, is soft to

the touch, but not greasy. It is insoluble
in water, but soluble in hot alcohol and
ether. When treated with superheated
steam it is separated into stearic acid and
glycerine, and when boiled with alkalies is

saponified, that is, the stearic acid combines
with the alkali, forming soap, and glycerine
is separated. When melted it resembles

Steam-whistle.

ch, cAain; dh, Sc. locA; g, f^o; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng. siw?; TH, tten; th, «Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure. —See KKr.
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wax. There are three stearines, which may
be all regarded as derivatives of glycerine
in which one, two, or three O H groups are
replaced by the radical stearyl. Xatnral
Btearine is the tristearyl derivative of gly-
cerine.— 2. A pojmlar name for stearic acid
as used in making candles.

Stearinery (ste'ar-in-6r-i), 71. The process
of making stearine from animal or vegetable
fats: the manufacture of stearine or stearine
products.
Stearone (ste'a-ron), n. (C35H70O.) A sub-
stance ol)tained by the partial decomposi-
tion of stearic acid. It is a volatile liquid,
and seems to be stearic acid deprived of two
equivalents of carbonic acid.

Stearoptene (ste-a-rop'ten). Ji. A crystal-
line substance contained in many essential
oils. See J:l^01'TENE.
Stearyl (ste'ar-il). n. (C18H35O.) The radi-
cal of stearic acid.

Steatite (ste'a-tit), n. [Fr. sUatite, from
Gr. stear, steatos, fat, tallow.] Soapstone;
80 called from its smooth or unctuous feel;

a sub-species of rhomboidal mica. It is of
two kinds, the common and the pagodite or
lardstone. It is sometimesconfounded with
talc, to which it is allied. It is a compact
stone, white, green of all shades, gray,
brown or marbled, and sometimes herbor-
ized by black dendrites. It is found in me-
talliferous veins, with the ores of copper,
lead, zinc, silver, and tin. It is a hydrated

' silicate of magnesia and alumina. It is used
in the manufacture of porcelain, in polish-
ing marble, tfcc. ; as the basis of rouge and
other cosmetic powders; in the composition
of crayons, Ac.
Steatitic (ste-a-tit'ik), a. Pertaining to
steatite or soapstone; of the nature of stea-

tite or resembling it.

Steatocele (ste-at'6-sel), n. [Gr. stear, fat,

kele, a tumour.] A tumour of the scrotum,
containing fat.

Steatoma (ste-a-to'ma), n. [Gr., from stear,

fat.] A lupia or wen, i.e. an encysted tu-
mour, containing matter like suet.

Steatomatous (ste-a-tom'at-us), a. Of the
nature uf a steatoma.
Steatopyga (ste-a-top'i-ga),7i. [Gr. stear,ste-

atos, fat, and/>i/g'e,buttocks, ] The name given
to a remarkable accumulation of fat on the
buttocks of certain Africans, especially of
female lldttentots.

SteatopygOUS (ste-a-top'i-gus), a. Relating
to or charactei-ized by steatopyga; having
fat l)utt()cks-

Stedfast (sted'fast). See STEADFAST.
St©d,t Stedet (sted),7t. [See Stead.] Place
or station. Spenser.
Steet (ste), n. [A. Sax. sttgan, to mount.
See Stair.] A ladder.

Steed (sted),7i- [A. Sax. stid, stSda, a steed;
perhaps from stem of stand, a horse kept
standing in the stable ; comp. stallion, a
stall-horsQ.) A horse; especially, a spirited
horse for state or war: used chiefly in poe-
try and poetical or picturesque prose.
' Mounted upon a hot and fiery steed. ' Shak.
' Like a steed that knows his rider.' Byron,

Stout are our men, and warlike are our steeds.

IfnlUr.

Steek, Steik (stek), v.t. [A Scotch word;
A. Sax. sticitni, to pierce, to stick, to stick
in. See Stick, Stitch.] 1. To pierce with
a sharp-pointed instrument; to stitch or
sew with a needle.—2. To close or shut; as,

to steek a door.

Steek, Steik (stek). n. The act of stitching
with a needle; a stitch. [Scotch.]

Steel (stel), n, [A. Sax. sWZ, L.G. D. and Dan.
staal,lce\. stdl,G. stahl.O.G. stahal. "Wach-
ter and Adelung connect the word with O.
stachel, a prick, from stechen, to stick, to
prick, on type of Fr. acicr, steel, from L.

acies, a point, an edge.] 1. Iron combined
with a small portion of carbon. Steel usu-
ally contains also small quantities of sili-

con, phosphorus, manganese, and sulphur,
but iron and carbon appear to be its only
essential constituents. The relative pro-
portions of iron and carbon vary in steel
of different qualities; but in that used
for ordinary purposes the carbon amounts
from about 5 to 1-5 per cent, tiie tough-
ness, tenacity, and hardness increasing with
the increase of the carbon, the elasticity di-

minishing as the hardness increases, and
vice versa. At a red heat steel is malleable
and maybe welded. The colour is a bright
grayisli white, the texture closely granular,
the specific gravity varying from "62to7'yl.
Steel formed from bar-iron by cementation
is called blistered steel, from its surface ac-

quiring a blistered character in the process.
(See Cementation.) When blistered steel

is rolled or beaten down into bars, it is

called shear-steel, and if it be melted, cast
into ingots, and again rolled out into bars,
it forms cast-steel. Cast-steel is now largely
manufactured by what is known as Besse-
mer's process. (See Bessemer's Process.)
Natural or German steel is an impure
and variable kind of steel procured from
cast-iron, or obtained at once from the ore.

The natural steel yielded by cast-iron, manu-
factured in the refining houses, is known by
the general name of funuice steel, and that
which has only l)een once treated with a re-

fining furnace is particularly called rmigh
steel. The peculiarity of steel, upon which
its high value in the arts in a great measure
depends, is its property of becoming hard
after being heated to redness and then sud-
denly cooled by being plunged into cold
water, and of being again softened down to
any requisite degree by the application of a
certain temperature. This process is called
tempering. It is found that the higher the
temperature to which steel is raised, and the
more sudden the cooling, the greater is the
hardness; and hence, any degree of hard-
ness can be given to steel which is required
for the various purposes to which it is ap-
plied. According to the degree of hardness
to which steel is tempered it assumes
various colours, and formerly these colours
served as guides to the workman. Now,
however, a thermometer, with a bath of
mercury or oil, is employed, and the opera-
tion of tempering is performed with a much
greater degree of certainty. The uses of
steel in forming various kinds of instru-
ments, edge-tools, springs, &c., are well
known.—J7idia7), steel. SeeWooTZ.—2. Fig.
a weapon; particularly, an offensive wea-
pon, as a sword, spear, and the like.

Shall I Sir Pandarus of Troy become.
And by my side wear steel f Shak.

While doubting: thus he stood,
Receiv'd the steel bath'd in his brother's blood.

Dryden.
3. A kind of steel file for sharpening knives.
4. A piece of steel for striking sparks from
flint to ignite tinder or match. —5. Anything
of extreme hardness; hardness; sternness;
rigour. 'Hands of «(eei.' Johnson. 'Man-
hood's heart of steel.' Byron.
Steel (stel), a. 1. Made of steel; as, a steel

plate or buckle. — 2. Resembling steel in
hardness; hence, unfeeling; rigorous. 'Thy
steel bosom.' Shak. 'The fiinty and steel

couch of war.' Shak.—Steel toys, the manu-
facturing term for such small articles as
cork-screws, buckles, button -hooks, boot-
hooks, &c., wlien made of polished steel.

Steel (stel), v.t. 1. To overlay, point, or
edge with steel ; as, to steel the point of a
sword; to steel a razor; to steel an axe.— 2. To
fortify as with steel; to make hard or stub-
born; to render insensible or obdurate; as, to
steel one's heart against mercy. 'Lies well
s^ee-rrf with weighty arguments.' Shak. 'An
aged knight, to danger steel'd.' Sir W. Scott.

O God of battles, steel my soldiers' hearts. S/iai.

3. To cause to resemble steel, as in smooth-
ness, polish, or other qualities.

These waters, steel'd

By breezeless air to smoothest polish. IVordsTvorth.

Steel-bow (stelljou), a. A term in Scots
law, steel-bow goods consisting in corn, cattle,

straw, implements of husbandry, delivered
by the landlord to his tenant, by means of
which the tenant is enabled to stock and
labour the farm, and in consideration of
which he becomes bound to return articles

equal in quantity and quality at the expira-
tion of the lease. The origin of the term is

uncertain. Bell's Diet.

Steel-bronze (stel'bronz), n. A very hard
and tenacious alloy, composed of about iX»

parts copper to 10 parts tin, used as a sub-
stitute for steel, especially in the manufac-
ture of cannon.
Steel-cap (stel'kap), Ji. A cap or head-piece
of steel; armour for the head.
Steel-Clad (stel'klad), a. Clad with steel

mail or armour; as, steel-clad warriors.

Steel-engraving(stel'en-grav-ing),n. 1. The
art of engraving upon steel-plates for the
purpose of producing prints or impressions
in ink, upon paper and other substances.

—

2. The design engraved upon the steel-plate.

3. An impression or print taken from the
engraved steel-plate.

Steeler (stel'^r), n. In shij>-building , the
foremost or aftmost plank in a strake, which

is dropped short of the stem or stem post.
Spelled also Stealer.

Steeliness (stel'i-nes), n. The state of being
steely; great hardness.
Steeling (stering),n. 1. The process of weld-
ing a piece of steel on that part of a cutting
instrument which is to receive the edge.

—

2. The process of covering a raetal-plato
with steel by voltaic electricity for the pur-
pose of rendering it more durable. It is ap-
plied to stereotype and engraved copper-
plates.

Steeling-strake (stel'ing-strak), n. Same
as Steeler (wJiich see).

Steel-pen (stel'pen), n. A pen made of
steel.

Steel-plate (stel'plat), n. 1. A piece of steel
flattened or extended to an even surface, and
of uniform thickness. Such plates are used
as armour for the sides of war-ships, and
for other purposes.—2. A plate of polished
steel on which a design is engraved for the
purpose of transfemng it to paper by im-
pressing or printing.—3. The impression or
print taken from the engraved plate.

Steel-trap (stel'trap), n. A trap for catch-
ing wild animals, consisting of two iron-
toothed jaws, which close by means of a
powerful steel spring, when the animal dis-

turbs the catch or tongue by which they are
kept open.
Steel-Wine (stel'win), n. Wine in which
steel filings have been placed for some time:
used medicinally. Simmonds.
Steely (stel'i), a. 1. Made of steel; consist-
ing of steel. 'The steely point of Clifford's

lance.' Shak.
Around his shop the steely sparkles flew. Cay.

2. Resembling steel in hardness; hard; firm;
stubborn.
That she would unarm her noble heart of that

steely resistance against the sweet blows of love.

Sir P. Sidney.

3. Resembling the surface of polished steeL
Steelyard (stel'yard), n. [Steel and yard.]
An instrument for weighing bodies, consist-
ing essentially of a rod or bar a b marked
with notches designating the numberof tons,
hundredweights, jiounds. «fcc., and a weight
E which is movable along this bar, and
which is made to balance the weight of the
body D by being removed at a proper dis-

tance from the fulcrum. The principle of

Steelj-ard.

the steelyard is that of the lever, where an
equilibrium is produced when the products
of the weights on opposite sides into their
respective distances from the fulcrum are
equal to one another. Hence a less weight
is made to indicate a greater by being re-

moved to a greater distance from the ful-

crum. For weighing heavy loads the steel-

yard is a convenient instniment, but for

smaller weights it is less accurate than the
common balance.

Steen^t Steant (sten), n. [A. Sax. st^iena, a
kind of drinking vesseL] A vessel of clay
or stone.

Steen, Stean (sten). v. t. To line with stone
or brick, as a well, cesspool, &c. ; to mend
with stones, as a road. [Provincial.]

Steenbok (sten'bok or stanTiok), n. [D.

steen, stone, and bok, a buck.] A species
of antelope, the AntUope (Nanatragus) tra-

gulu-s, which derives its name from inhabit-

ing the stony plains and rocky hifis of South
Africa. Its flesh is esteemed excellent veni-

son. Spelled also Steinbok.

Steening, Steaning (sten'ing), n. In arch.

the brick or stone wall or lining of a well
or cesspool, tlie use of which is to prevent
the irruption of tlie surrounding soil.

Steenkirk, Steinkirk (sten'k^rk), n. A
name brought into fashion, after the battle

of Steenkirk, for several articles, especially

of dress, as wigs, buckles, powder, &c., and
especially large, elaborately ornamented
neck-ties. Macanlay.
Steep (step), a. [A. Sax. steCip, high, lofty;

Icel. steypthr, steep, rising high; probably
allied to stoop, and signifying literally sink-

ing down abruptly; comp. L. altus, high or
deep. Steeple seems a derivative form.]

Fate, far. fat, fall; me, met, h^r; pine, pin; note, not, mtive; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, 3c. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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1. Making a large angle with the plane of

the horizon ; ascending or descending with
great inclination; precipitous; as, a steep

ill or mountain ; a steep roof ; a steep

ascent; a steep declivity. — 2. t Not easily

accessible; lofty; elevated; high.

To a room they came,
Stee/ and of state. Chapman.

3. High-priced; dear. [Slang.]

Steep (step), n. A precipitous place; a rock
or liill which slopes with a large angle to

the plane of the horizon; a precipice. ' On
Sunium's marbled steep.' Byron.

We had on each side rocks and mountains broken
into a thousand irregular steeps and precipices.

Addisim.

Steep (step), v.t. [D. and G. stippen, Fris.

atiepen, to dip. to steep. Perhaps connected
with steep, adjective, and literally meaning
to dip down abruptly. ] To soak in a liquid; to

macerate; to extract the essence of by soak-

ing; as, cloth is steeped in lye or other liquid

in bleachuig or dyeing; plants and drugs are

steeped in water, wine, and the like, for the
purpose of tincturing the liquid with their

qualities. Often used figuratively. 'My sense

in Lethe steep. ' Shak. ' (A heart) steeped in

selfishness- ' Thackeray. ' Steeped to the lips

in misery.' Longfellow.
Steep (step), n. 1. Something that is steeped
or used in steeping; a fertilizing liquid in

which seeds are steeped to quicken germin-
ation.—2. A rennet-bag.

Steei}-dOWn (step'doun), a. Having steep
descent. 'Steep-down gulfs of liquid fire.'

Shak.
Steepen (step'n) v.i. To become steep.

As the way steepened. ... I could detect in the
hollow of the hill some traces of the old path.

Hugh Miller.

Steeper Cstep'^-r), n. A vessel, vat, or cistern

in whjeli thinL's are steeped.

Steeplness (step'ines), n. The state or
quality of being steepy or steep; steepness.

'The cractriness and siee-gint^ of places.'

Howell. [Rare.J

Steeping (step'ing), n. A counterfeit of the
reiirri of Edward I., of the value of about a
halfpenny, coined abroad and smuggled into

En^'Iand-

Steeple (ste'pl), n. [A. Sax. st^pel, stppel, a
steeple, a tower: L.G. stipel, a pillar, a sup-
porter, a pillar attached to a great building;

IceL stopull, a steeple, a pillar; allied to

$teep (which see). ] A lofty erection attached
to a church, town-house, or other public
ediflce, and generally intended to contain
its bells. Steeple is a general term applied
to every appendage of this description,

whether in the form of a tower or a spire,

or, as is usual, a tower surmounted by a
spire. A weather-cock on a steeple. ' Shak.
•Far from steeples and their sacred sound.'
Drjfden.

Steeple - Toush ( ste'pl - bqsh ), n. A plant,

hai'l-liack (wliicli see).

Steeple-chase (ste'pl-chaa), n. A kind of
horserace across a difficult tract of country
in wliich ditches, hedges, fences, and otiier

obstacles have U> be jumped as they come in

the way. It is said that the name is derived
from the fact that originally any conspicu-
ous object, such aa a church-steeple, was
chosen as a goal, towards which those taking
part in the race were allowed to take any
course they chose. The steeple-chase course
of the present day is marked out by flags,

between which the rider must pass before
he can win the race.

Steeple-chaser (ste'pl-chas-^r). n. One who
riilt-s in stet-iile-chases: a horse engaged in

a steeple-chase; a horse trained for running
steeple-chases.

Steepled (ste'pld), a. Furnished with a
sUit'ple ; adonied with, or as with, steeples
or towers ; towering up.

A tUepled turbant on her head she wore. Fairfax.

Steeple-house t (ste'pl-hous), n. A church:
a ti-riii "f rniitempt. Ballywell.

Steeply (stepli), n<fp. in a steep manner;
with steepness; with precipitous declivity;

as, a height rising steeply up.

Steepness (step'nes), n. 'i'he state of being
steep; precipitousness; as, the steepness of a
hill, a bank, or a roof. * The barrenness of
the rock, or the steepness of the ascent.'
Addin'iii.

Steepy ( step'i ), o. Having a steep or pre-
cipitous declivity; as, steepy crags: a poeti-
cal word "The «(«;«/ cliffs.' Dryden.
Steer (ster), n. [A. Sax. stedr, D. and G.

stier, Icel. stj6rr, Goth, stiur, a steer, a bull.

Probably from same root as Skr. stk^ra,
strong, and cognate with L. taunts, Qt.

taiiros, a bull, these words having lost the
s. For loss or retention of initial s see

Sneeze.] a young male of the common
ox or ox kind. ' With solemn pomp then
sacrific'd a steer.' Dryden. See Ox.
Steer (ster), v.t. [A. Sax. stedran, stp-an, to

rule, govern, direct, steer; Dan. styre, Icel.

styra, G. steitern, to steer; Goth, stuirjan,

to establish, to settle. Pi'obably from same
root as Gr. stauros, a stake ; Skr. sthdvira,

firm.] 1. To direct and govern the course
of, by the movements of the helm. ' Boats
that are not steered.' Shak. Hence—2. To
control or govern the course of ; to direct

;

to guide. ' That with a staff his feeble steps

did steer.' Spenser.
A rarer spirit never

Did s/eer humanity. Shak.

Steer (stert, v.i. 1. To direct and govern a
ship or other vessel in its course ; as, for-

merly seamen «*eered by the stars; they now
steer by the compass. —2. To direct one's

course at sea ; to sail ; to take a course at

the direction of the helm ; as, a ship steers

for Liverpool. ' Steering . . . towards the
isle of Rhodes.' Shak.^3. To have a certain

character as regards answering the helm

;

as, a ship steers with ease. — 4. Fig. to con-
duct one's self; to take or pursue a course
or way.

Steer t (ster), n. A rudder or helm.
Steer (ster), v.t. To stir; to touch; to meddle
with so as to injure. [Scotch.]

Steerage (ster'aj), ?i. l. The act or practice

of directing and governing in a course ; as,

the steerage of a ship.

He left the city, and, in a most tempestuous season,

forsook the helm and steerage of the commonwealth.
MilfOH.

2. Naut. the effect of a helm on the ship;

the peculiar manner in which an individual

ship is atfected by the helm.— 3. An apart-
ment in the after-part of a ship ; an apart-
ment on or under the main deck or under
the saloon ; or more generally, the quarters
allotted to the passengers paying the lowest
rate of fares, often in the forepart of the ship.

It bcine necessary for me to observe strict econo-
my, I took my passage in the steerage. DicAens.

By some the steerage of a ship is apparently con-
sidered to be wherever her steerage passengers are
lodged. Py. ClarJk Russell.

4. The part of a ship where the tiller tra-

verses; the hinder or stern part.— 5. Direc-
tion; regulation: management. [Rare.]

But He that hath the steerage of my course
Direct my sail- Shak,

6. Thatby which acourse is directed. [Rare.]

Inscribed to Phcebus here he hung on high.
The steerage of his wings. Dfyden.

Steerage-way (ster'aj-wa), n. Naut. that
degree of progressive movement of a ship
which renders her governable by the helm.

Steerer(ster'er),n. One that steers; a steers-

man, lip. Pearson.
Steering - sail (ster'ing-sal), n. A sail to
assist 'n steering a vessel.

Steering-wheel (stei^ing-whel). n. The
wheel by which the rudder of a ship is

turned and the ship is steered.

Steerless t (aterHes), a. Having no rudder.

Steerllng (sterling), n. A young steer or
bullock.

Steersman (sterz'man), n. One that steers;

the helmsman of a ship. ' A ship by skilful

steersman wrought.' MUton.
The joyful steersman clears his way

And comes to anchor m his inmost bay. Dryden.

Steersmatet (sterz'mat),n. One who steers;

a steersman or helmsman. 'Such a steers-

mate at the helm.' Milton.

Steeve (stev). v.i. [Akin to stif, and per-
haps directly from the Dutch ; comp. J).stevig,

stiff, firm. A steeving bowsprit has its name
from the lower end ^ing fixed stiff or firmly

and immovably in the vessel, a horizontal
one being movable] Naut. to project from
the I)ows at an angle instead of horizontally:

said of a bowsprit.

Steeve (st^v). v.t pret. A pp. steeved; ppr.

steering. Naut. to give a certain angle of
elevation to: said of the bowsprit.

Steeve (stev). n. Naut. (a) the angle which
the Ixtwsprit makes with the horizon. (6) A
long heavy spar, with a place to fix a block
at one end. and used in stowing certain
kinds of cargo, which need to be driven in

close.

Steeve (stev), a. [A form of stiff.] Firm;
compacted; not easily bent or broken.
[Scotch.]

Steevely (8t6v1i),adv. [See STEEVE.] Firmly;
stoutly. (Scotch.]

Steeving (stev'iug), n. Na^it. the angle of
elevation which a ship's bowsprit makes
with the horizon.

Steg (steg), ;i. [Icel. steggr, the male of
several animals. See Stag.] A gander.
[Local. ]

SteganograpMst (steg-a-nog'ra-fist). n. [Gr.
steganos, secret, and grapho, to write.] One
who practises the art of writing in cipher.
Steganography (steg-a-nog'ra-fi), n. The
art of writing in cipher, or in characters
which are not intelligible except to the per-
sons who correspond with each other; cryp-
tography. ' Octult notes, steganography^
polygraphy. ' Bu rton.

Steganophthalmata ( steg'an-of-thal-ma"-
ta), n. pi. [Gr. steganos, covered, and oph-
thalmos, the eye.] A term applied to cer-
tain ('hidden-eyed') Medusa;, in which the
sense-organs ('marginal bodies') are pro-
tected by a sort of hood. The Steganoph-
thalmata are now separated from the true
Medusidje, and placed in a separate divi-

sion under the name of Lncernarida. See
LUCERNARIDA. H. A. NicholsoH.
Steganophthalmate(steg'an-of-tharmat).
a. and n. Belonging to or one of the Steg-
anophthalmata.
Steganopod (steg'an-o-pod), n. [Gr. stega-

jio.s', covered, and ^oKS. ^odos, afoot.] One
of a family of swimming-birda with the four
toes connected by the same web, as the
pelicans.

Stegnosls (steg-no'sis), n. [Gr] Constipa-
tion.

StegnotiC (steg-not'ik), a. [Gr. stegnotikos.l
Tending to render costive, or to diminish
excretions or discharges generally.

Stenotic (steg-not'ik), n. A medicine
which tends to produce costiveness ; one
that diminishes excretions or discharges
generally.

Stein (steu), v.t. [A. Sax. st<e^nan, to stone.]
To line with stone and brick, as a well.
Loudon.
SteinbOCk (stin'bok).n. l.The German name
of the ibex, an animal inhabiting the moun-
tainous regions of southern Europe.—2. Same
as Steenhok.

Steinheilite ( stinTiil-it ). n. [From Coimt
67etJiA('i7. a governor of Finland.] A mineral
of a blue colour, a variety of iolite.

Stela, Stele ( ste'la, ste'le ), n. [Gr. st£le, a
post or slab, an upright stone, from stem sta^

to stand.] 1. In arch, a small column with-
out base or capital, serving as a monument,
a milestone, and the like.^2. In archmol. a
sepulchral slab or colimin, which in ancient
times answered the purpose of a gravestone.
Stele t (stel), 71. A stale or handle ; a stalk.

Stelechite (stele-kit), 7i. [Fr. steUchite,

from Gr. stelechos, the crown of the root, the
stem or trunk.] A fine kind of storax, in
larger pieces than the calamite.

Stelene (ste'len), a. [See Stela.] Resem-
bling or used as a stela; columnar.
Stell (stel). n. [Allied to stall. See below.}
A sort of fenced in inclosure forming a shel-

ter for cattle or sheep. [Northern EngUsh.)
Stell (stel). v.t. [D. and G. stellen, to set,

to place; akin stall. ] To fix; to set; to place
in a permanent manner; to place against a
fixed support ; as, to stell his foot against
the wall. [Old English and Scotch.]

Mine eye hath played the painter and hath stel'd

Thy beauty's form in table of my heart. Shak.

Stella (Stella), n. [L., a star.] In surg. a
bandage so named because it makes a cross
or star on the back. It is a roller applied
so as to keep back the shoulders, and has
been often employed in cases of fracture of
the clavicle, sternum, and scapula.

Stellar (sten^r), «. [L. stellaris, from Stella^

a star.] 1. Pertaining to stars; astral; as, a
stellar figure. ' (The stars) shed down their
stellar virtue.' Milton.^ 2. Starry; full of
stars; set with stars; as, stellar regions.

Stellaria ( stel-Ia'ri-a ), n. [From L. Stella,

a star—the flowers are star-like.] A genus
of plants, nat. order Caryophyllacea), section
Alsineo} ; stitch-wort. Most of the species
are weeds, which are distributed over the
temperate and cold regions of the world.
They are slender, usually smooth herbs,with
broad or grassy leaves and white flowers in
dicbctomous cymes. Several species are
f(-und in Britain. They possess no active
properties, and few of them are thought
worthy of cultivation. S. Holostea, a British
species, called great stitch-wort, is a hand-
some plant. S. media is the common chick-
weed.
Stellary (stensrd), a. Same as Stellar.

Stellatss (stel-la'te), n. See GALIACE.S.

eh» cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KST.
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Stellate Leaves.

Stellate (steHat), a. [L. stellatus, pp. of

stello, to set with stars, from Stella, a star.]

1. Resembling a star; radiated.— 2. In hot.

arranged in the fomi
of a stAT. — Stellate

or verticillate leaves

are when more leaves
than two surround
the stem in a whorl,
or when they radiate
like the spokes of a
wheel, or like a star.

—A stellate bi-istle

or hair is a bristle or
hair which branches
at the end in a star-

shaped manner. — J^ stellate /lower is a
r;uliate flower.

Stellated (stel'lat-ed), a. Same as Stellate.

Stellationt (stel-la'shon), n. [L. stella, a
star.] Radiation of light.

Stelledt (steld), a. [A. Sax. st<xl, a place,

post; G. stelleii, to place. See Stell, v.L]

Fixed.

The sea with such a storm, as his bare head
In hell-black night endur'd, would have buoy'd up.

And quench'd the stelled fires. Shak.

[Some commentators define the word as

'stellated,' 'starry.']

Stelleridse (ste-ler'i-de), n. [L. stella, a star. ]

Same as Asteriadce.

Stellerine (stel'l^r-in), n. The Rhytina
Stelleri. See Rhytina.

Stelliferous (stel-lif'6r-u8), a. [L. stella, a
star, and fero, to produce.] Having or
abounding with stars.

Stelliform (stel'li-form). a. [L. stella, star,

and forma, form.] Like a star; radiated.

Steliify+ (stel'li-fi), v.t. To turn into or

make to resemble a star ; to make glorious

;

to glorify. ' By him who seeks to stellify

her name.' Drayton.

Methought I saw him sMliJfed in heaven. Rowley.

StelliO (stel'li-o). n. [L., a lizard.] A genus
of Iguanidffi or lizards having the tail sur-

rounded by rings, composed of great scales

which are often spiny.

StelliOH (stel'li-on), 71. [L. stellio, stellionis.]

A newt spotted with stars, called also the
Star-lizard ; a species of the genus Stellio.

Stellionate (stel'li-on-at), n. [L. stelliona-

tus, cosenage, from stellio, a lizard, and, flg.

,

a crafty, knavish person.] In Scots and
Jiom. law, a term used to denote all such
crimes in which fraud is an ingredient as
have no special names to distinguish them,
and are not defined by any written law, as
when one sells the same thing to two pur-
chasers, when a debtor pledges to his credi-

tors what does not belong to him, substi-

tuting base for precious metals, dealing in
counterfeit or adulterated goods, <fec.

It discerneth of crimes of stellionate, and the in-

choatioiis towards crimes capital, not actually com-
mitted. Bacon.

Stellite (stel'it), 71. [L. Stella, a star, and Gr.

lithos, a stone.] Same as Pectolite.

Stellular (stel'u-ler), a. [From L. stellula,

dim. of Stella, a star.] 1. Having the appear-
ance of little stars.—2. In ixat. hist, having
marks resembling stellae or stars. The sur-

face of the tubipora or organ-pipe coral is

covered with a green fleshy substance,
studded with stellular polypi.

Stellulate (stel'u-lat), a. Resembling little

stars.

Stelochite (ste'lo-kit), n. [See Stelechite.]
A name given to osteocoUa.

Stelography (ste-log'ra-fi), n. [Gr. stelo-

orapTua—stele., a pillar.and grapho, to write. ]

The art of writing or inscribing characters
on pillars. Stackhouse.

Stem (stem), 71. [A. Sax. stemn, for ste/n,

stte/n, the stem of a tree; Icel. stofn, stomn,
the stem or trunk of a tree ; Dan. stamme,
I), stain, G. stainm: same root as L. stipes,

the trunk of a tree. The root is ultimately
tliat of stand. Stem, of a ship, is closely

allied.] 1. The principal body of a tree,

shrub, or plant of any kind ; the firm part
which supports the branches; the ascending
axis, which grows in an opposite direction
to the root or descending axis; the stalk.

The stem is composed of fibrous, spiral, and
cellular tissues, arranged in various ways,
mostly assuming a cylindrical form and
having a perpendicular direction, and bear-
ing upon it the various parts of the plant.

Its form and direction, however, are subject
to much variation in particular cases. In
regard to internal structure tliere are three
principal modifications of stems character-
istic of the three great natural classes into

which the vegetable kingdom is divided,
namely, exogens, eudogens, and acrogens.
Stems are herbaceous or woody, solid or
hollow, jointed or unjointed, branched or
simple. Sometimes they are so weak as to
be procumbent, although more generally
firm and erect ; sometimes weak stems are
twining, or are upheld in various ways by
the climbing habit of the plant. In some
plants the stem is so short as to seem to be
wanting, the leaves and flower-stalks appear-
ing to spring from the top of the root. There
are also stems, such as the rhizoma and
tuber, which, being subterranean, have been
mistaken for roots. —2. The peduncle of the
fructiflcation, or the pedicel of a flower

;

that which supports the flower or the fruit

of a plant; the petiole or leaf-stem. ' Two
lovely berries moulded on one stem.'— 3. The
stock of a family ; a race or generation of
progenitors. 'AH that are of noble stem.'

Milton.—^. A branch; a branch of a family.

This is a sfe>n

Of that victorious stock. Shak.

5. Anything resembling the stem of a plant;
as, the stem or tube of a hydrometer or ther-
mometer ; the stem or stalk of a tobacco-
pipe, Ac. -—6. In music,
the upright or downright
line added to the head
of a note; thus:

Stem (stem), 71. [Probably directly from the
Scandinavian; Icel. stemni, stamn, ste/ni,

stafn, the stem of a ship; A. Sax. stefn, D.
Steven, a prow. The origin is the same as
that of stem, a trunk.] 1. A curved piece of

timber or combination of timber to which
the two sides of a ship are united at the
fore end. The lower end of it is scarfed to

the keel, and the bowsprit rests upon its

upper end. This is frequently called the
main stem to distinguish it from the false

stem or cutwater. The outside of the stem
is usually marked with a scale of feet show-
ing the peiijendicular height from the keel.

The use of tliis is to ascertain the draught of

water at the fore part. Hence— 2. The for-

ward part of a vessel; and fig. an advanced
or leading position; a look-out. -/^rOT/i stem
to stem, is from one end of the ship to the
other, or through the whole length.

Stem (stem), v.t. pret. & pp. stemmed; ppr.

stemming. [From the above noun. Stem,
to dam up, is of different origin.] 1. To
make progress against, as a tide or a current;

to make way against by sailing or swimming;
to press forward through; as, the ship was
not able with all her sails to stem the tide.
* Ere sharp-keel'd boats to stem the flood

did learn.' Dryden.

As doth a sail, fill'd with a fretting gust,
Command an argosy to stem the waves. Shak.

2. To dash against with the stem; to cut as
with the stem; as, the vessels stemmed each
other.

Stem (stem), v.i. To make way in opposi-
tion to some obstruction, as a current of
water, the wind, and the like.

They on the trading flood.

Through the wide Ethiopian to the Cape
Ply stemming nightly toward the pole. Milton.

Stem (stem), v.t. [Icel. stemma, Sw. stmnma,
to stem, stop, or dam up; G. stemmen, to

dam, to bank up; perhaps allied to stamp.]
To dam up ; to stop ; to check, as a stream
or moving force.

At length Erasmus, that great injured name,
The glory of tiie priesthood and the shame,
St€Nim'd the wild torrent of a barb'rous age,
And drove those holy Vandals off the stage. Pope.

Stem- clasping (stem'klasp-ing), a. Em-
bracing the stem with its base; amplexicaul,
as a leaf or petiole.

Stemet (stem), v.t. [See Steam.] To ex-

hale; to evaporate. Spenser.

Stem-leaf (stem'lef), 7*. A leaf growing
from the stem.

StemleSB (stem'les), a. Having no stem;
having the stem so little developed as to
apjtear to be wanting; acaulescent.

Stemlet (stem'let), n. A small or young
stem.
Stemmata (stem'a-ta), n.pl. [Gr. stemma,
stemmatos, a wreath, a garland, from stephO,

to surround, to encircle.] The visual organs,

ocelli, or simple eyes of certain animals,
as insects, spidei*s, and crustaceans.
Stemmatopus(stem-at'6-pus), n. [Gr.stetn-

7na, stemmatos, a crown or garland, and
potts, the foot] Cuvier's name for a genus
of seals, containing the hooded seal. See
Seal.
Stemmer (stem'^r), n. In milling, a piece

of iron with which clay is rammed into the
blasting-holes to make thetn water-tiirht.

Stemple (stem'pl), n. [G. stempel; akin E.
step, stamp.] In mining, one of the cross
bars of wood in a shaft, serving as ladders.

Stemson (stem'son), 71. In ship-building, a
piece of curved timber fixed on the after
part of the apron inside. The lower end is

scarfed into the keelson, and receives the
scarf of the stem, through which it is bolted.

Stem-Winder (stem'win-d6r), n. A watch
whicii is wound up or regulated by means of
a contrivance connected with the stem, and
not by a key.

Stench (stensh), 71. [A softened form of
A. Sax. stenc, E. stink (which see).] An ill

smell; offensive odour.
{In Cologne)

I counted two-and-seventy stenches.
All well defined and several stinks. CoUridge.

Stencht (stensh), v.t. To cause to emit a
hateful smell. 'Dead bards stench every
coast.' Young.
Stench t (stensh), v.t. To stanch; to stop.

' Restringents to stench and incrassatives to
thicken the blood.' Harvey.
Stench-trap (stensh'trap), 71. Same as
Stink-trap.

Stenchyt (stensh'i), a. Having an offensive
smell. ' Stenchy vapours.' John Dyer.
Stencil (sten'sil), n. [Perhaps from O.Fr. es-

(a/ice, asupport,e«(a7i«er,tosupport(whence
stanchion), a stencil forming a guide or sup-
port in making letters, <tc., from L. sto, to
stand.] A thin plate of metal, leather, or
other material, used in painting, marking,
&c. The pattern is cut through the material
composing the stencil, which is applied to
the surface to be painted. The brush then
being brought over the stencil, only the in-

terstices representing the pattern receive
the colours. Sometimes the stencil has the
pattern pricked in outline only; in this case
it is struck with a small bag containing pow-
dered chalk, and the pattern so outlined is

afterwards painted in.

Stencil (sten'sil), v.t. To form by means ol
a stencil; to paint or colour with stencils.
' A sentence which is stencilled in black . . .

on the whitewashed walls of nearly every
other house in the street.' Ruskin. ^
Stenciller (sten'sil-6r). n. One who works
or paints in figures with a stencil.

Stencil-plate (sten'sil-plat), n. A stencil.

Stend (stend), v.i. [From O.Fr. estendre, to
lengthen, widen, extend. ] To leap; to
spring ; to walk with a long step or stride.

[Scotch.]

Stend (stend), n. A leap; a spring; a long
step or stride. [Scotch.]

Stenograph (sten'6-graf), v.i. To write or
represent by stenography. III. LondonSews.
[Rare.]

Stenograph (sten'o-graf), n. A production
of stenography; any writing in shorthand.

I saw the reporters' room, in which they redact
their hasty stenographs. Emerson.

Stenographer(sten-og'ra-f6r), 71. [Gr. stenos,
close, narrow, and grapho. to write.] One
who is skilled in the art of shorthand writ-
ing.

Stenographic, Stenographical (sten-6-
graf'iK, sten-6-graf 'ik-al), n. [See above.]
Pertaining to stenography or the art of writ-
ing in shoitliand; expressed in shorthand.
Stenographist (ste-nog'ra-fist), n. A sten-
ographer; a shorthand writer.

Stenography (ste-nog'ra-fi), n. [See Sten-
ographer. ] A generic term which embraces
every system of shorthand, whether based
upon alphabetic, phonetic, or hieroglyphic
principles. To those systems, however,
which are based upon the phonetic principle
the name phonography is generally given.
See Phonography.

Mr. Pickwick was sufficiently versed in the stran-
ger's system of stenography to infer from this rapid
and disjointed communication that he had contracted
an acquaintance with the All-Muggletons. Dickens.

Stenophyllous (ste-nof'il-us or sten-o-fil'us),

ft. [Gr. stenos, narrow, and phyllon, a leaf.]

In hot. having narrow leaves.

Stent (stent), v.t. To keep within limits; to
restrain; to stint. Spenser.
Stent, t v.i. To stint; to cease; to desist.
Chaucer.
Stent (stent), 71. [O.E. and Sc. ea;(e7i(, valu-
ation; L.L. extenta, valuation, from exten-
dere, O.Fr. estendre, to estimate.] 1. lu Scots
law. a valuation of property in order to
taxation; a taxation; a i&x.~Stent master^
a person appointed to allocate the stent or
tax on the persons liable.—S^e/jt i-oll, the
cess-roll. —2.An allotted portion or quantity;

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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a task; a piece of work to be performed in a
determined time; stint. [Scotch.]

Stent (stent), v.t. [See the noun.] In Scota
law, to assess; to tax at a certain rate.

Stent (stent), n. In ininiiiy. the rubbish con-
stitutinff the waste heaps at mines. Called
als.. Trade, Deads, Attal, Stuff.

Stentlng (stent'ing), n. An opening in a
wall in a coal-mine. [Provincial English.]

Stentor (sten'tor), 7t. 1. The name of a
Greek herald in the Trojan war, who, ac-
cording to Homer, had a voice as loud as
that of fifty other men together ; hence, a
person having a very powerful voice.—2. A
genus of infusorial animalcules, so named
from the trumpet-like shape of the body.
They are among the largest of the Infusoria,
and are usually found adhering to the stems
and leaves of aquatic plants.

Stentorian (sten-to'ri-an), a. [From Sten-
tor.] 1. Extremely loud or powerful.—
'SttfH^crianclamours.' Sir T. Herbert.

At that moment the waiter entered the room, and,
in a stentorian voice, said, ' Gentlemen, is eith«r of
your names Gurneyt' T. Hook.

2. Able to utter a very loud sound; as, »Un-
torian lungs.

Stentorloust (sten-to'ri-us), a. Stentorian.
'The loudness of his tstentorious voice.'
Fuller
Stentoronict (sten-to-ron'ik), a. Very loud;
stentorian. Warburtoji.

Stentorophonlc (sten't6-r6-fon"ik), a.
[From 5(^H/or, and Gr.pAo^i^, voice.] Speak-
ing or sounding very loud. ' Stentrophonic
voice.* Butler.

Of this stentorophonu horn of Alexander there is a
figure preserved in the Vatican, Derkam.

Step (step), v.i. pret & pp. stepped; ppr.
tupping. [A. Sax. gteppan, stapan, to step;
O.Fris. gteppa, gtapa, O.Sax. stapan, D. and
L.G. stappen; c<^. Gr. steibo, to step, to
tread. Stamp is an allied form with nasal,
and staple i^iTom the same root] 1.To move
the leg and foot in walking; to advance or
recede by a movement of the foot or feet;
as, to step forward or to step backward.

He pays you as surely as your feet hit the ground
they sUf on, ShaA.

2. To go; to walk; to march; especially, to
go a little distance, and with a limited pur-
pose; as, to step to one of the neighbours.

SUfi into the chamber. Sir John. Shak.

My judgement is, we should not tUpXoo far
Till we had his a^istaiice by the hand. Shak.

3. To advance or come as it were by chance
or suddenly. ' By whow death he's stepp'd
into a great estate.' Shak.
The old poets jfr/ in to the assistance of the med-

allist. AdHiton.

A. To walk gravely, Blowly, or resolutely.

Home the swain retreats.
His flock before him sieffing to the fold.

Thomson.

6. To go in imagination; to move mentally.

They are sttpping almost three thousand years
back into the remotest antiquity. Popt.

—To step aside, (a) to walk to a little dis-
tance; to retire from company, (b) To de-
viate from the right path; to err.

To step asu^ is human. Bums.
—To step out, to increase the length, but
not the rapidity of the step.—To step short
(milit.), to diminish the length or rapidity
of the step, according t« the established
rules.

Step (step), r. ^ 1. To set, as the foot 'Sir,
step your foot, give answer' SkaJc. 'When
llir^m stepped toot in the Metropolis.' II.

ii. Kimball. ~'l. Saut. to fix tlie foot of , as
a mast in its step ; to erect in readiness for
setting sail.

Step (stepX n. [A. Sax. «(<ep, stap, O. Fria.
and D. atap. See the verb ] 1. A pace; an
advance or movement made by one removal
of the foot, as in walking. 'To measure
kingdoms with his feeble steps.' Shak.

(Life's) checkered paths ofjoy and woe
with cautious sups we'll tread, .Vat. Cotton.

Hence, inpl. walk; passage; course in which
one goes.

Conduct my steps to find the fatal tree
In this deep forcitt. S>ryd«n.

But not by thee my sUpt shall be.
For ever and fur ever. Tennyson.

% One remove in ascending or descending
a stair; one of the gradients in a staircase,
which is composed of two parts, the tread,
or horizontal part, and the riser or vertical

part ' Down the steps and through the
court.' Tennyson,
The breadth of every single step or stair should be

never less than one foot. l^otton.

3. The space passed over or measured by
one removal of the foot; the distance be-
tween the feet in walking or running.
The gradus, a Roman measure, may be translated

a step, or the half of a passus or pace. Arbuthnot.

4. A small space or distance.

There is but a step between me and death.
I Sam. XX. 3.

It is but a step to the Wells, and we can walk there.
Thackeray.

5. Gradation; degree.
The same sin . . . hath sundry steps and degrees.

Perkins.
6. Degree or grade in progress or rank; par-
ticularly, a forward move ; decisive gain or
advantage; a higher grade of rank; promo-
tion. ''Where you got your step,' said
George' (that is. rise in rank). Thackeray.
' To earn a garter or a step in the peerage.

'

Macaulay.
To derive two or three general principles of motion

from phenomena, and afterward to tell us how the
properties and actions of alt corporeal things follow
from those manifest principles, would be a great step
in philosophy. Newton.

7. Footstep; print or impression of the foot;
track; footprint—8. Gait; manner of walk-
ing ; sound of the step or setting down the
fwjt; footfall; as, the approach of a man is

often known by his step. ' A step of lightest
echo.' Tenny8on.~9. A proceeding; one of
a series of proceedings ; measure ; action.
'No unchaste action or dishououred step.'
Shak.

The reputation of a man depends on the first steps
he makes in the world. Pope.

Beware of desperate steps. The darkest day.
Live till to-morrow, will have pass'd away.

Cojvper.
10. The round of a ladder.— 11. pi. A self-

supporting ladder with flat steps, much used
indoors in reaching to a high position. Called
also a Set of Steps, a Step-ladder.

A pretty portable set of steps in one comer of the
room showed that those even in the higher shelves
were intended for use. Troltope.

12. "Saut a block of wood, or in lan;e ships,
a solid platform upon the keelson, support-
ing the heel of the mast—13. In carp, any
piece of timber having the foot of anoUier
fixed upright in it— 14. In vehicles, a foot-
piece for ascending or descending from a
carriage.—15. In mach. (a) the lower brass
of a, journal-box or pillow-block. (6) A
socket or kind of bearing for the lower pivot
of a spindle or vertical shaft— 16. In 7»w*ic,
a term often applied to one of the larger
diatonic degrees or intervals of the scale,
as between one and two.— To take a step or
steps, to make a movement in a certain
direction, either actually or as beginning
any business. ' I should take no step with-
out atlvice.' Sir H. Taylor.

They have religion enough to be afraid of damna-
tion, though not enough to take the proper steps to
avoid it. /f", CUpin.

^Step by step, (a) by a gradual and regular
process. 'Step by step show it another.'
Locke. (&) Moving as fast; keeping pace.

Lingering perdition . . . shall step by step attend
You and your ways, Shak.

Step- (stepX [A. Sax. stedv; common to the
Teutonic tongues; origin doubtful. ] A prefix
used in com^>aition before father, mother,
stm, daughter, brother, sister, child, &c., to
indicate that the person spoken of is a rela-

tive only by the marriage of a parent; as,

a stepmother is a father's wife, when the
real mother is dead.
Stepbrother (step'bruTH-^r), n. A step-
father or stepmother's son by a former wife
or husband.
StepcMld (step'chlld), n. The child of a
husband or wife by a former wife or husband.
Stepdame (step'damX »*• A stepmother.
Shak.
Stepdaughter (step'da-t^r), n. The daugh-
ter of a husband or wife by a former wife or
husband.
Stepe^t a. Bright; glittering: said of eyes.
Chaucer.
Stepfather (step'fa-THfir), n. A mother's
second <.>r subsequent husband.
Step-^rate (step'grat), n. In mach. a form
of grate for fuel, in which the bars rise above
each other like steps in a stair.

Stephanite (stefan-it), n. [After the Aus-
trian Archduke Stephen.] Native sulphide
of silver and antimony. Called also Black-
silver.

Step-ladder (step'lad-6r), n. A portable
ladder usually having fiat steps, and its own
means of support by struts or posts.

Stepmother (step'muTH-6r), n. A father's
second or subsequent wife.

Step-parent (step'pa-rent), n. A stepfather
or stepmother. Brande a; Cox.
Steppe (step), n. [G. steppe, Rus. stepy', a
steppe.] A Russian name applied to those
extensive plains which, with the occasional
interpolation of low ranges of hills, stretch
from the Dnieper across the south-east of
European Russia, round the shores of the
Caspian and Aral Seas, between the Altai
and Ural chains, and occupy the low lands
of Siberia. In spring they are covered with
verdure, but for most of the year they are
dry and barren.—.Sicppe murrain, rinder-
pest (which see).

Stepper (step'6r), n. One who steps; one
that has a gait good or bad : often applied
to a horse in reference to his trotting qua-
lities. 'My horse is a good stepper.' W.
Collins.

Stepping-stone (step'ing-ston), n. 1. A
raised stone in a stream or in a swampy
place to save the feet in walking.

The tall flag-flowers when they sprung
Below the range oi stepfing-stones. Tennyson.

2. An aid or means by which an end may be
accomplished or an object gained; au assist-
ance to progress.

These obstacles his genius had turned into j-Z^-^/m^-
stones. Alacauiay.

Stepsister (step'sis-tSr), n. A stepfather's
or stepmother's daughter by a former wife
or husband.
Stepson (step'sun), n. The son of a husband
or wife by a former wife or husband.

-Ster. A termination as in ynaitster, game-
ster, spinster, songster, denoting occupation.
In the earliest times, and up to about the
end of the thirteenth century, it was gene-
rally the sign of the feminine gender, cor-
responding to the masculine -ere or -er. In
the fourteenth century it began to give place
as a feminine termination to the Norman
-ess. In modern literary English there is

now only one feminine word with this suffix,

viz. spinster, but huckster was used very
late as a feminine; and in Scotch and pro-
vincial English sewster is still used. When
the suffix -ster was felt no longer to mark
the feminine distinctively, some new feml-
nines were formed by the addition of the
termination -ess to the -ster, as songstress
and seamstress.

The suffix -ster now often marks the agent with
more or less a sense of contempt and depreciation,
a% punster, trickster, gamester. Dr. Morris.

But we cannot recognize the termination -ster as
being, or as having been at some time past, a femi-
nine formative in every instance. Not only does the
present use of such old words as Baxster, huckster,
maltster, songster, H'ebster, not to urge the more
recent oldster, youngster, roadster, make it hard to
prove them all feminines ; but even if we push our
inquiries further back we nowhere find the group
clearly defined as such except in modern Dutch.
There was in Anglo-Saxon **rc^r^and bacistre, and
yet Pharaoh's baker in Genesis xl. is bucistre. Grimtn
conjectured that these nouns in -eslre are all that is

left of an older pair of declensions, whereof one waa
masculine in -estra, the other feminine in -estre.

y. Earle.

Stercoraceous(st6r-k6-ra'8hu8),a. [L. ster-

cus, dung] Pertaining to dung, or partak-
ing of its nature. ' A putrid, stercoraceous
taste.' Arbuthnot.
Stercoranlsm (st6:^k6-ran-izm),n. Ineccles.
hist, the doctrine or belief of the Stercoran-
ista.

Stercoranlst, Stercorarian (st^t'ko-ran-
ist, st6r-ko-ra'ri-an), n. [Fr. stercoraniste,
L. stercus, stercoris, <lung.] In eccles. hist.

one of a party in the fifth and sixth centuries
who held that the consecrated elements in
the eucharist underiio the process of diges-
tion, so that the divine l>ody, if materially
present, must be changed into the fecal sub-
stance : so called in contempt
Stercorary (st6r'k6-ra-ri), Jt. [L.L. ster-

corariuia. See above.) A place properly
secured from the weather for containing
dung.
Stercorate t (stOr'ko-rat), n. Dung ; excre-
ment.
Stercoration (8t6r-ko-ra'shon), ?i. [L. ster-

coratio, stercorationis, from stercoro, to dung,
froiii stercus. stercoris, dung.] The act of
manuring with dung. BacoJ^.

Stercorlanlsm (ster-ko'ri-an-izm), n. Doc-
trine of the Stercoranists.
Stercorist (st^r'ko-rist), n. A Stercoranlst

Stercoryt (8t6r^6-ri), 71. Excrement; dung.
Skelton.

ch, cAain; 6b, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, then; th, thia; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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Sterculia (stSr-ku'li-a). n. [From L. Stercu-
lius, a ileity presiding over manure, from
stercus. dung. The flowers and leaves of
some of the species are foetid.] A genus of
plants wliich gives its name to the nat. order
Sterculiacere. The species consist of various
sized trees with soft timber, which are found
in tropical parts of the world, with simple

Sterculia Ciiicha.

or compound leaves and axillary panicles or
racemes of flowers. Several of them are
mucilaginous, and others yield fibre which
is converted into ropes, as the bark of 5.

guttata. The seeds of S. (now Cola) acumi-
nata afford the cola-nut (which see). The
seeds of S. Chicha are eaten as nuts by the
Brazilians, and the seeds of all the genus are
filled witii an oil, which may be expressed

. and used for lamps.
StercuUaceSB (st6r-ku'li-a"se-e), n.pl. A nat.

order of polypetalous exogeus, allied to
Malvaceje, but differing from them in
having always two -celled anthers. I'he
plants of this order are trees or shrubs,
with alternate, stipulate, simple, and often
tootJied leaves, with a variable inflorescence
and a stellate pubescence. They are na-
tives of tropical and sub-tropical regions.
The species are chiefly remarkable for the
abundance of mucilage they contain, and
are stimulant and emetic. The principal
genera are Helicteres, Sterculia, Bombax,
Dombeya, Byttneria, Lasiopetalum, and
Hermannia. The most important member
of the order is the cocoa-tree (Theobroma
Cacao).

St6re (star), n. [Fr. stire, from Gr. stereos,

solid.] The French unit for solid measure,
equal to a cubic metre, or 35 "3156 cubic feet.

Stere,t n. A pilot; a helmsman; a rudder
or helm. Chaucer.
Stere.t v.t. ovi. To stir. Chaucer.
Stereless,t a. Without a rudder. Chaucer.
Sterelmintha (ste-rel-min'tha), n. pi. [Gr.

stereos, solid, and helmiiis, helminthos, an
intestinal worm. ] A primary division of
Entozoa, comprising those intestinal worms
which have no true abdominal cavity, as
the tape-worm and treniatode woims. See
Trematoda.
Stereobate (ster'e-6-bat), 7i. [Fr. st^rio-

hate, from Gr. stereos, solid, and basis, a
base.] In arch, the lower part or basement
of a building; a kind of continuous pedestal
under a plain wall : distinguished from a
stylobate, under a series of columns or
pilasters.

Stereochrome (ster'e-o-krom), n. A stereo-
chromic I'icture. See 8TEREOCHR03IY.
Stereochromic (stei''e-6-krom"ik), a. Of or
pertaining to stereochromy

;
produced by

stereoclu'umy.

Stereochromy (ster-e-ok'ro-mi), n. [Gr.
stereos, solid, hard, and chroma, colour.) A
method of wall-painting invented by Pro-
fessor von Fuchs of Munich, by which the
colours are covered with a varnish of water-
glass.

Stereo-electric (ster'e-o-e-lek"trik), a. A
term .sometimes applied to the electric

current which ensues when two solids,

especially two metals, as bismuth and anti-

mony, are brought together at different

temperatures. The stereo-electric current
is thus distinguished from voltaic or hydro-
electric, lor which the presence of fluids is

necessary.

Stereognathus (ster-e-og'na-thus), n. [Gr.

stereos, solid, and gimthos, a jaw.] Same as
Microlestes (which see).

Stereogram, Stereograph (ster'e-6-gram,
ster'e-6-graf), it. [Gr. stereos, solid, and
grapho, to write.] A diagram or picture
which represents objects in such a way as
to give the impression of relief or solidity;
specifically, a double photographic picture
or pair of pictures on a slide for the stereo-
scope.

Stereographlc, Stereographical (ster'e-6-

graf'ik, ster'e-6-graf "ik-al), a. [From
stereograph}/.] Made or done according to
the rules of stereography; delineated on a
plane; as, a stereographic chart of the earth.—Stereographic projection, that projection
of the sphere which is represented upon
the plane of one of its great circles, the eye
being situated at the pole of that great circle.

See under Projection.
Stereographlcally ( ster'e-o-praf'ik-al-li),

adv. In a stereographic manner; by de-
lineation on a plane.

Stereography (ster-e-og'ra-fl), n. [Gr.
stereos, firm, and grapho, to write.] The
art of delineating the forms of solid bodies on
a plane ; a branch of solid geometry which
demonstrates the properties and shows the
construction of all solids which are regularly
<lefined.

Stereometer (ster-e-om'et-^r), 7i. [Gr.
stereos, solid, and metron, a measure. ]

1. An instrument for measuring the solid
or liquid contents or the capacity of a
vessel.— 2. An instrument for determining
the specific gravity of liquids, porous bodies,
and powders, &c.
Stereometric, Stereometrical (ster'e-o-
mef'rik, ster'e-6-met"rik-al), a. Pertaining
to or performed by stereometry.
Stereometry (ster-e-om'et-ri), n. [Gr.
stereos, firm, fixed, and lyietron, a mea-
sure.] 1. The art of measuring solid bodies
and finding their solid contents.—2. The art
or process of determining the specific gra-
vity of liquids, porous bodies, Ac.
Stereomonoscope (ster'e-o-mon"o-sk6p), n.

[Gr. stereos, solid, monos, alone, single, and
skopeo, to see. ] An instrument with two
lenses for exhibiting on a screen of ground
glass a single picture so as to give it all the
effect of solidity.

Stereoptlcon (ster-e-op'ti-kon), 7i. [Gr.
stereos, solid, and optikon, relating to sight.]

An instrument, consisting of a sort of double
magic lantern, for exhibiting photographic
pictures greatly magnified upon a wall or
screen with stereoscopic effect.

Stereoscope (ster'e-o-skop), n. [Gr. stereos,

solid, and skopeo, to view. ] An optical instru-
ment to illustrate the phenomena of binocu-
lar vision. An object viewed by both eyes does
not appear to each under the same angle;
hence whatever we look upon is apprehended
by the sense of vision through the medium of
two distinct images which unite in the sen-
sorium of the brain and give us the idea of
substance and solidity. The stereoscope is

an optical apparatus which enables us to look
upon two pictures taken under a small differ-

ence of angular view, each eye looking upon
one picture only; and thus, as in ordinary
vision, two images are conveyed to the brain
which unite into one. exhibiting the objects
represented under a high degree of relief.

A reflecthig form of stereoscope wasinvented

Stereoscope.

by Sir C. Wheatstone in 1S38. It is so con-
structed that the two pictures are reflected

to the eyes from two small plane mirrors
placed at right angles the faces being towards
the observer. Subsequently Sir D. Brewster
invented the lenticular or refracting stereo-

scope, based on the refractive properties of

semi-double convex lenses. Tliis is the on©
now in general use. There are many form*
of it, one of which is sliown in the figure.
a a are tubes containing the two halves of &
len3;6&i8aglassslideon which the two view*
are depicted by the photographic process; cis
a flap, covered with a light-coloured paper to
receive the light and reflect it upon the slide,
the lid on the top admitting light when the
pictures are opaqne. When the tubes a a a,r&
adjusted to suit the eye the observer takes the
one picture into the right eye and the other
into the left eye, but the perceptive faculty
apprehends only one iniage. and tJiat in bold
substantial relief and intensitv.

Stereoscopic, Stereoscopical (ster'e-6-
skop"ik, ster'e-o-skop'ik-al). a. Pertaining
to the stereoscope; adapted to the stereo-
scope

;
produced by the stereoscope ; as^

stereoscopic pictures; stereoscopic views.
Stereoscopically ( ster ' e - 6 skop" ik-al-li),

adv. In a stereoscopic manner; by meansof
tlie stereoscoiie.

Stereoscopist (ster-e-os'ko-pist), n. One
vei-sed in the use or manufacture of stereo-
scopes.

StereosCOpy ( ster-e-os'ko-pi ), n. The art
of using or manufacturing stereoscopes or
stereoscopic pictures.

Stereotomic, Stereotomical (ster'e-6-
tom"ik, stei''e-o-tom"ik-al), a. Pertaining
to or performed by stereotomy.
Stereotomy (ster-e-ot'o-mi), n. [Gr.
stereos, fixed, and tome, a cutting, from
temno, to cut] The science or art of cut-
ting solids into certain figures or sections.

Stereotrope (ster'e-o-trop), n. [Gr. stereos,
solid, and trope, a turning, from trepo, to
turn.] An instrument by which an object
is perceived as if in motion and with an ap-
pearance of solidity or relief as in nature.
Itconsistsof a seriesof stereoscopic pictures,
generally eight, of an object in the successive
positions it assumes in completing any mo-
tion, affixed to an octagonal drum revolving
underan ordinary lenticular stereoscope.and
viewed through a solid cylinder pierced in its

entire length by two apertures, which makes
four revolutions for one of the picture-drum.
The observer thus sees the object constantly
in one place, but its parts apparently in mo-
tion and in solid and natural relief.

Stereotype (stei-'e-d-tip), n. [Gr. stereos,
fixed, and tgpos, type, form.] 1. Lit. fixed
metal type; hence, a plate cast from a stucco
or papier-mach^ mould, on which is a fac-
simile of the superficies of arranged types,
which plate lieing fitted to a block may be
used under tlie press exactly as movable
types are used, and being retained may serve
at any time to throw off an additional im-
pression. The plates are composed of an
alloy similar to ordinary type-metal. The
original process, invented by Mr. William
Ged, a goldsmith of Edinburgh, consisted in
taking a stuccocast of a form of type, which,
after being subjected to a gradual baking,
was used as a mould to obtain the fac-simile
of the form of type. This process has been
greatly supplanted by what is known as the
papier-mach^ process. This generally con-
sists in covering the form, the face of which
is oiled, with a soft, moist matrix of several
sheets of tissue, blotting, and lirown paper,
stuck together by a mixture of glue, paste,
and powdered French chalk. the tissue paper
being next the type. A wet linen cloth is laid
over the paper, and the matrix is dabbed by
a beating-brush so as to drive the soft paper
into all the interstices between the letters

of the form. The hollows which now ap-
pear in the back are filled up by a smooth
coat of stucco; and the matrix, after being
backed up by a sheet of strong paper, is

next subjected to a heavy pressure over a
steam-chest and thoroughly dried while still

connected with the type. It is then removed
and placed in a casting-box, into which
molten metal is poured, so as to produce
from the matrix a plate with the type in
relief. When the metal is set the mould is

opened, the matrix removed, and the plate
trimmed and prepared for use. For rotary
printing-machines both matrix and plate
form the segment of a circle to enable the
plate to fit on to the impression cylinder.

For printing the finer class of illustrated

books, Ac, plates are produced by the pro-
cess of electrotyping. See Electrotype.—
Stereotype block, a block of wood on which a
stereotype is mounted to make it type high.

2. The art of making plates of fixed metallic
types ; the process of producing printed
work in such a manner.

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me, met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mSve; tube, tub, b«ll; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y. So. fey.
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Stereotype (ster'e-o-tip), a. 1. Relating to

the art of stereotyping ;
pertaining to fixed

metallic types.— 2. Done by fixed metallic

types or plates of fixed types; as, stereotype

work; stereotype printing; a stereotype copy
of the Bible.

Stereotype (ster'e-o-tip), v.t. pret. & pp.

stereotyped; ppr. stereotyping. \. To cast,

as a stereotype plate. —2. To prepare for

printing by means of stereotype plates; as,

to stereotf/pe the New Testament; certain

societies have stereotyped the Bible.—3. To
fix or establish firmly or unchangeably.

He throws the whole of his heart into eloquent

descriptions of places that have stereotyped them-
selves in his memory in their most minute details.

Edin. Rev.

Stereotyped (st«r'e-6-tipt), p. and a.

1. Made or printed from stereotype-plates.

2. Formed in a fixed unchangeable manner

;

as. stereotyped opinions.

From 1797 to the present hour, the amount of the

land-tax remains stereotyped. Eciec. Rev.

Stereotype-plate (ster'e-6-tip-plat), n. A
sheet i>r metal taking the place of type or
woodcuts for printing, usually mounted on
blocks of wood to the height of type. Sbn-
mondit.

Stereotyper (steKe-o-tip-fir), n. One who
stert-otyiii-s or who makes stereotype.

Stereotypery (ster'e-6-tip"er-i), n. 1. The
art or work of making stereotype-plates.—

2. The place where stereotype -plates are

made; a stereotype foundry.

Stereotypic ( stei-'eo-tip'ik ), a. Of or re-

lating' t" stereotype or stereotype-plates.

Stereotypist (stei-'eo-tip-ist), n. One who
makes st'.-reotype-plates; a stereotyper.

Stereotypogriapher(stei^e-o-ti-pog"ra-f6r),
71. A stt-rL-iitvpe printer.

Stereotypography (8ter'e-6-ti-pog"ra-fi), it.

The art or practice of printing from stereo-

type.

Stereotypy (ster'e-o-tip-i). n. The art or

bu^iiie^s of making stereotype-plates.
• Sterll-coalister'il-kol). li. In mijim^, black

clay or shale at the head of a coal-seam.

Sterile (ster'il), a [Fr. sterile, from L.

sterilis, barren, unfruitful, unproductive;
cog. Gr. steiros, barren, stereos, stiff, hard

;

Skr. stari,tL barren cow; O. starr, stiff, rigid;

E. to stare.] 1. Barren; unfruitful; not fer-

tile; producing little or no crop; as, sterile

land; a steriU desert; a sterile year.

This goodly frame, the earth, seems to me a sterile

promontory. Shak.

2. Barren; producing no young; or, of seeds
or plants, not germinating ; not producing
other plants.

She is prown sifrile and barren, and her births of
animals are now very inconsiderable. Dr. H. More.

3. Barren of ideas ; destitute of sentiment

;

2A,9, sterile production or author.—i. In hot.

bearing only stamens; staminate; as, a«<eri/e

flower or plant.

Sterility (ste-riri-ti), n. [L. sterUitas; Fr.

stiriiitf. See STERILE.] The state of being
sterile: (a) barrenness; unproductiveness;
unfruitfulness; the quality or state of pro-

ducing little or nothing ; as, the sterility of

land or soil, (b) Barrenness; unfruitfulness;

the state of not producing young, as of ani-

mals, (c) Want of the power of producing
anything; barrenness of ideas or sentiments;
want of fertility or the power of producing
sentiment ; as, the sterility of an author or
of his mind.
He had more frequent occasion for repetition than

any poet ; yet one cannot ascribe this to any sterility

of exiirtrvbion. but to the genius of his times, which
delit;tite<i in these reiterated verses. Pope.

Sterilize ( ster'il-iz ), v.t. pret & pp. steril-

ized; ppr. sieriUzing. 1. To make sterile or

barren ; to impoverish, as land ; to exhaust
of fertility; as. to sterilize soil or land.

[Rare )— 2. To deprive of fecundity, or the
power of producing young.
Sterlet (starlet), n. [Ros. iterliad.^ A

Sterlet (j4ci'penser rH/Jtenus).

ganoid fish of the Caspian and of various
rivers in Russia, the Acijyentier rutfienus,

highly esteemed for its flavour, and from

whose roe is made the finest caviare. It is

a small species of sturgeon.

Sterling (ster'ling), a. [Said to be from the
EsterliiKjs or Easterlings, the old popular
name in England of traders from the north
of Germany (east from England), whose
money was of peculiar purity, and who in

tlie reign of King John first stamped pure
coin in England. But this origin is doubt-
ful. According to Wedgwood sterling was
originally the name of the English penny,
the standard coin in which it was stipulated

that payment should be made ; it was sub-
sequently applied to the coinage of England
in general.] 1. An epithet by which English
money of account is distinguislied. signify-

ing that it is of the fixed or standard national
value; as. a pound sterling; a shilling ster-

ling; a i>euny sterling. — 2. According to a
fixed standard ; having a fixed and perma-
nent value. * If my word be sterling yet
in England.* Shak.~Z. Genuine; pure; of
excellent quality; as, a work of sterling

merit ; a man of sterling wit or sense.

Do these foreign contemporaries of ours still exhi-

bit, in their characters as men, something of that
sterling nobleness, that union of majesty with meek-
ness, which we must ever venerate in those our spiri-

tual fathers? CarlyU.

Sterling (sterling), n. l.f An old name in

England for a penny.— 2. English money.
'And Roman wealth in English sterling

view.' Arbiithnot. [Rare.]— 3. Standard;
rate. [Rare]
Sterling (sterling), n. A series of piles to
defend a pter, &c. See Starling.
Stem (st6rn), a. [A. Sax. sterne, styme,
stern, severe; same root as to stare; Sw.
stirna, to look at with fixed eyes; G. starr,

stiff, rigid; O.H.G. storn^n, to be stiff or
astonished ; also connected with E. stark. ]

1. Severe, as regards facial expression ; aus-
tere : gloomy ; rigid ;

grim ; fixed with an
aspect of severity and authority; as, a stem
look; a stern countenance; a stern frown.

I would outstare the sternest eyes that look. S/tak.

2. Severe of manner; pitiless; unkind; rigid;

harsh: said of persons or things. 'Stem as
tutors, and as uncles hard.' Dryden.
When that the poor have cried Caesar hath wept:
Ambition should be made o( stertter utufT. Shak.

3. Fierce and rude; cruel; ferocious. 'The
stem tyrant war.' Shak.
How many Iambs might the stem wolf betray.
If like a lamb he could his looks translate ! Shak.

4. Rigidly steadfast; immovable; as, stem
virtue; «(ern honesty. —Syn. Severe, austere,

rigid, rigorous, harsh, cruel, unrelenting.

Stem ( 8t6m \ «. [O. E. steome, either from
A. Sax. ste6ran, to steer, and ern, a place;

or from A. Sax. steorn. a helm (also from
ste^ran).] 1. The hind part of a ship or
other vessel, or of a boat; the part opposite
to the stem or prow. —2. t The helm of a
vessel.—3.t Post of management; direction.

•And sit at chiefest stem of public weal."

SAa*.— 4.t The tail of an animal. 'And
then his sides he swinges with his sterne.'

Chapinan.~Dy the stem, a phrase which is

used of a ship when it is more deeply laden
abaft than forward.
Sterna (st^i-'na), n. The generic name of

tiie terns or sea-swallows. See TERN.
Stemage t (st^rn'aj), n. steerage or stern.

Shak.
Sternal (st^r'nal), a. 1. Pertaining to the
sternum or breast-lwne. — 2. On the same
side with the breast-bone; in front; anterior.

Huxley.
StemaJgia (st^r-nal'ji-a), n. [Gr. stemon,
the breast-btjiie. and nlgos, pain.] 1. Pain
about the sternum or breast-bone. — 2. A
name of the pectoral angina; angina pecto-
ris. Dvnglinon.
Stembergia (st^m'b^r-ji-a), n. A fossil

plant, probably monocotyledonous, allied

to the Pandanacete, occurring in the sand-
stones of the coal-measures.

Stembergite (st^'rn'b6rg-It),n. [From Count
Sternberg] A foliated ore of silver, consist-

ing of silver, iron, and sulphur.

Stem -board (stfim'bord), n. Naut. the
backward motion of a vessel ; hence, a loss

of way in making a tack.— I'd make a stem-
board, to fall back from the point gained in

the last taek ; also, to set the sails so as the
vessel may be impelled stem foremost.

Stem - cbase ( stem'chas ), n. A cha.se in

which two vessels sail on one and the same
course, one following in the wake of the
other; as, a stern-chase is a long chase.

Stem-chaser (st6rn'chas-6r), n. A cannon
pluced in a sliip's stem, pointing backward,

and intended to annoy a ship that is in pur-
suit of her.

Stemed (st^md), a. Having a stem : used
in composition ; as, sqaaTe-stemed, pink-
sterned, (tc.

Sterner t (st6ra'6r), ?i. A director. [Rare.]
Stem-fast (stSm'fast), n. A rope or cliain
used to confine the stern of a ship or other
vessel to a wharf or quay.
Stem-frame (stfim'fram), n. The several
pieces of timber which form the stern of a
ship- tlie stern-post, transoms, and fashion-
pieces.

Stemids (st^r'ni-de). n. pi. A family of
web-footed long-winged birds, conmionly
known as Sea-swallows and Teriw. See
Tern.
Stem-knee (st^m'ne), n. The continuation
of a vessel's keelson, to which the stern-post
is secured by bolts. Called also Stemson
and Stenison-kiiee.

Day by day the vessel grew,
With timbers fashioned strong and true,

Sternsou and keelson and sternson-knee.
Longfellow.

Sternly (st^rali), adv. In a stem manner;
with an austere or stem countenance; with
an air of authority.

Sternly he pronounced
The rigid irterdiction. Milton.

Stemmost (st^rn'most), a. Farthest in the
rear; farthest astern; as, the stentmosi ship
in a convoy.

Sternness (st^m'nes), n. The state or
quality of being stern : (a) severity of look

;

a look of austerity, rigour, or severe author-
ity. 'The sternness of his presence.' Shak.
(6) Severity or harshness of manner; rigour.

I have sternness in my soul enough
To hear of soldiers' work. Dryden.

Stemo- (st^r'no). A frequent element in
anatomical terms, denoting some relation to
the sternum or breast-bone ; as, stemo-cla-
vicular articxdation, ligaments extending
from the sternum to the clavicle ; sterno-

costal, relating to the ribs and breast-bone

;

stemo-hyoideua, a muscle arising from the
sternum and inserted into the os hyt>ideus

:

it depresses the larynx; stemo-thyroidexts,

a muscle arising from the sternum and in-

serted into the thyroid cartilage ; it draws
the larynx downwards.
Stemon (st^r'non), n. [Gr.] The breast-
bone; the sternum.
Stem-port (st^m'port), n. A port or open-
ing in the stern of a ship.

Stem-post (st^'rn'post), n. The principal
piece of timber in a vessel's stern-frame.

Its lower end is tenoned into the keel, and
to it the rudder is hung and the transoms
are bolted.
Stem-sheets (stSrn'shets), n. That part of

a boat which is between the stem and the
aftmost seat of the rowers, usually furnished
with seats for passengers.

He has no objection to boat-service, as he sits

down always in the stern-sheets, which i<i not fatigu-

ing. Marryatt.

Stemsman t (st^mz'man), n. A steersman;
a pilot.

Stemson (st^m'son), 71. See Stern-knee.
Sternum (stSr'num), n. [L., Gr. stemon, the
breast-bone.] The breast-bone; the bone
which forms the front of the human chest
from the neck to the stomach.
Sternutation (st6r-nu-ta'shon), n. [L. «fer-

nxitatio, stemutationis, from stemuto, to
sneeze, freq. of stemuo, to sneeze.] The act
of sneezing.

Sternutative (8t6r-nu'ta-tiv), a. [L. ster-

71110, to sneeze.] Having the quality of pro-
voking to sneeze.

Sternutatory (st6r-nii'ta-to-ri), a. [Fr. ster-

nutatoire, frum L. stemuo, to sneeze.] Hav-
ing the (luality of exciting to sneeze.

Sternutatory (stt!tr-nu'ta-to-ri), n. A sub-

stance that provokes sneezing. Tlie most
familiar sternutatories are snuffs of different

kinds. They are chiefly employed to occa-
sion a violent succussiou of the frame, either

to restore suspended respiration, as in some
cases of fainting, or to dislodge some foreign

body from the iinsal passages or windpipe.

Stem-way (stern'wa), n. The movement of

a ship backward, or with her stern fore-

most—To fetch stern-way, to acquire mo-
tion astern.

Sterquilinous (st^r-kwil'in-us), a. [L.

sterqniliniurn, a dunghill, from stercus,

dung] Pertaining to a dunghill; mean;
dirty; paltry.

Any sterqutltnous rascal is licensed to throw dirt in

the faces of sovereign princes in open printed lan-

guage. Howell.

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. locA; g, ?o; j.^'ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, siri.^; th. Men; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Sterre,t n. A star. Chaucer.
Stertt, n. A start; a leap.—J( a stert, im-
mediately Chaucer.
Sterte.t v.i. Tu start; to pass away; to rise
quickly. Chaucer.
Stertorioust (stfir-to'ri-ua), a. Same as
Stertorous.

Stertorous (st^r'tor-us), a. [L. sterto, to
snore.] Characterized by a deep snoring,
such as frequently accompanies certain
diseases, as ai)oplexy ; hoarsely breathing

;

snoring accompanied by a loud and labori-
ous breathing. * Tliat stertorous last fever-
sleep.' Carlyle.

The day has ebbed away, and it is nifj^ht in his
room, before the stertorattsoxcdX\im^ lulls.

Dickens.

Sterve,t Sterven,t v.i. To starve; to die;
to perish. Chaucer.
Sterve,t v.t. To cause to perish; to starve.
Spenser.
Stet (stet). [L., let it stand.] In printing,
a word written upon proofs to signify that
something which has been deleted is after
all to remain. It is often used as a verb;
as, the passage was stetted.

Stethometer (ste-thom'et-6r), n. [Gr. ste-

thos, the breast, and nietron, a measure. ] An
instrument for measuring the external
movement in the walls of the chest during
ordinary or tidal respiration. In one form
a cord or band is extended round the chest,
and its extension as the thorax is expanded
works an index figure on a dial-plate.

Stethoscope (steth'o-skop), n. [Gr. stethos.
the breast, and skopeo, to examine.] An in-

strument used by medical men for distin-
guishing sounds within the thorax and other
cavities of the body. In its simplest and
most common form it consists of a simple
hollow cylinder of some fine-grained light
wood, as cedar or maple, with one extremity

1^
Stethoscope.

funnel-shaped and furnished with a conical
plug; the other with a comparatively large
orbicular ivory plate, fastened by a screw.
In using it the funnel-shaped extremity,
either with or without the plug, is placed
upon the body, and the ivory plate to the
ear of the listener. Flexible instruments
of rubber are also used, and are provided
with one or two ear-tubes, in the latter case
the sounds being appreciable by both ears.
See AUSCULTATION.
Stethoscopic, Stethoscopical (steth-o-
skop'ik, steth-o-skop'ik-al), a. Of or per-
taining to a stethoscope; obtained or made
by means of a stethoscope ; as, a stethosco-
pic examination.
Steth08COpicallyCsteth-o-8kop'ik-aMi),adu.
In a stethoscopic manner; by means of a
stethoscope.

Stethoscopist (steth'o-skop-ist), 71. One
versed in tlie use of the stethoscope.
StethOSCopy (ste-thos'ko-pi), 71. The art of
stethoscopic examination.

Steve(stev),i?.i. [From stevedore.] To stow,
as cotton or wool in a ship's hold. [Local.)
Stevedore (ste've-dor), 71. [Sp. estivador, a
packer of wool, &c., from estivar, to stow,
to ram tight, L. stipo, stipare, to cram, to
stuff.] One whose occupation is to stow
goods, packages, Ac, in a ship's hold; one
who loads or unloads vessels.

Stevent (stev'en),n. [_A.SsLX.stefn,lcel.8te/7ia,

the voice, a cry.] An outcry; a loud call; a
clamour; voice ; sound ; noise ; instituted,
announced, or appointed time; hence, ap-
pointment. Cka ucer,

Stew(stu). v.t. [O.E. stue, s(«we, from O. Fr.
estuver (Mod. Fr. ^tuver), to stew, to bathe,
from estuve, a stove, a hot room, from L.L.
gtuba, from O.H.G. stiipa, a stove. See
Stove.] To boil slowly in a moderate man-
ner or with a simmering heat ; to cook or
prepare, as meat or fruit, by putting it into
cold water, and bringing it very gradually
to a low boiling-point; as, to stew meat; to
stew apples; to stew prunes.
Stew (stu), v.i. To be boiled in a slow gen-
tle manner, or in heat and moisture.
Stew (stu),?i. [O.Fr. estuve, a stove, a sweat-
ing-house. In last three meanings from
stew, v.t. See above.] l.t A hot or heated
place; a house or place furnished with warm
water or vapour baths; a bagnio.

The Lydians were inhibited by Cjmis to use any
armour, and give themselves to baths and stews.

Abbot.
2. A house of prostitution; a brothel: gene-
rally in the plural form, though with a sin-
gular meaning- ' Making his own house a
stewes, a bordel, and a school of lewdness.'
South. ' In a taveni or a stewes he and his
wild associates spend their hours.' B. Jon-
son.
There be that hate harlots and were never at the

strws. Ascham.

3. f A prostitute. In this sense also the plural
form has been used in the singular sense.

And shall Cassandra now be turned, in common
speeche, a steives f It'hetstone (quoted by Nares).

4. A dish that has been cooked by stewing;
meat stewed; as, a stew of pigeons.—6. A
stew-pan.— 6. A state of agitation, confu-
sion, or excitement. [Colloq.]

He, though naturally bold and stout.

In short was in a most tremendous sUw.
R. H. Barhatn.

Stew (stu), n. [Perhaps connected with
stow.] A small pond where fish are kept
for table; a store pond.

I made a triangular pond or little stew with an ar-
tificial rock, Evelyn.

Steward (stu'6rd), n. [O.E. styward, A. Sax.
stiweard, stigeweard, a steward, lit. a sty-
ward, from stige. a sty, a pen for cattle, and
weard, ward, a keeper. The original sense
is one who took charge of the cattle, which
constituted the chief wealth of a household. ]

1. A man employed on a lai^e estate or estab-
lishment, or in a family of consequence or
wealth to manage the domestic concerns,
superintend the other servants, collect the
rents or income, keep the accounts, &c.—
2. An ofllcer of state; as, lord high steward;
steward of the household, &c. The lord
high steward of England was one of the an-
cient great officers of state, the greatest
under the crown. This office was anciently
the inheritance of the Earls of Leicester,
till forfeited by Simon de Montfort, to
Henry III., at the close of whose reign it

was abolished as a permanent dignity. A
lord higli steward is now made only for par-
ticular occasions, namely, a coronation or
the trial of a peer, the oftice to cease when
the business requiring it is ended. In the
former case the lord high steward is com-
missioned to settle matters of precedence,
&c. ; in the latter, to preside in the House
of Lords. The lord steward of the household
is an officer of the royal household, who is

head of the court called the Board of Green
Cloth, which has the supervision of the
household expenses and accounts, the pur-
veyance of the provisions, and theirpayment,
(fee. He selects and has authority over the
officers and servants of the household, ex-
cept those of the chamber, chapel, and
stables, and he appoints the royal trades-
men.—3. In Scotland, an officer appointed
by the king over special lands belonging to
himself, having the same proper jurisdiction
as that of a regality; also, the deputy of a
lord of regality.—5(€warrf, or high steward
of Scotland, an ancient chief officer of the
crown of the highest dignity and trust. He
had not only the administration of the crown
revenues, but the chief oversight of all the
affairs of the household, and the privilege
of the first place in the army, next to the
king, in the day of battle.—4. An officer iu a
college who provides food for the students
and superintends the concerns of the kit-
chen.—5. An officer On a vessel whose duty
is to distribute provisions to the officers and
crew. In passenger ships, a man who su-
perintends the provisions and liquors, waits
at table, ttc-6. A fiscal agent of certain
bodies; as, the steward of a congregation of
Methodists, &c.
Steward (stu'fird), v.t. To manage as a
steward.

Did he thus requite his mother's care in sirtt'ard-
i'lg^ the estate! Fuller.

Stewardess (stu'6rd-es), n. A female stew-
ard; specifically, a female who waits upon
la<lies in passenger vessels, &c.
Stewardly (stu'6rd-li), arfr. With the care
of a steward. [Rare. ]

It is with a provident deliberation, not a rash and
prodigal hand, to be dealt ; and to be stewardly dis-
pensed, not wastefuUy spent. Canon Tooker,

Stewardry (stu'6rd-ri), n. Office of stew-
ard; superintendence.
StewardsMp (stu'Srd-ship), n. The office or
functions of a steward.

Give an account of thy stewardship, for thou
mayest no longer be steward. Luke xvi. z.

Stewartry (stu'6rt-ri), 71. i.f stewardship;
superintendence. Byrom.—I. In Scotland,

a

jurisdiction over a certain extent of terri-
tory, nearly the same with that of a regality;
also, the territory over which this jurisdic-
tion extends. Most stewartries consisted of
small parcels of land which were only parts
of a county; but the stewartry of Kirkcud-
bright, and that of Orkney and Zetland,
make counties by themselves.
Stewlsht (stu'ish), a. Suiting a brothel

' Stewiah ribaldry.' Bp. Hall.
Stew-pan (stu 'pan), n. A pan in which
meat and vegetables are stewed.
Stew-pot (stu'pot), 71. A pot used for
stewing.

Steye.t Styet (sti), v.i. [A. Sax. stlgan, to
ascend, to mount up, a word which appears
also in stair, stirrup, stile.] To ascend; to
soar. Chaucer.
Steyere.t n. a stair. Chaucer.
Sthenic (sthen'ik), a. [Gr. sthenos, strength.]
In med. attended with an unnatural and
morbid increase of vital enei^y and strength
of action in the heart and arteries

; phlogistic.
Sthenic diseases are opposed to diseases of
debility or asthenic diseases.

StlacolatO (ste-at-cha'to), n. [It . crushed,
flat, from stiacciare, to crush, stiacciata, a
cake.] In theyine arts, a style of sculpture
in very low relief, adopted for works which
can be allowed little projection from the tur-
face or base-line chosen.
Stian, Styan (sti'an), n. A humour in the
eyelid; a sty (which see).

Stibble (stibi), n. stubble. [Scotch.]
Stibbler (stibler). n. A ludicrous designa-
tion for a clerical probationer. [Scotch.]
StibbomeUstib'born),a. Stubborn. Chaucer.
Stibial (stib'i-al). a. [L. stibium, antimony.]
Like or having the qualities of antimony;
antimonial.
Stiblallsm (stib'i-al -izm), n. Antimonial
intoxication or poisoning. Dunglison.

Stibiated(stib'i-at-ed), a. Impregnated with
antimony.
Stlbic (stib'ik). a. Same as Antimonic.
Stiblous (stib'i-us), a. Same as A7itiinoni-
ous.

stibium (stib'i-um), 71. [L] Antimony.
Stibnite (stib'nit), n. [L. stibimn, anti-
mony. ] Trisulphide of antimony, consisting
of 72'88 antimony and 27 12 sulphur. This
ore usually occurs crystallized in variously
modified and terminated rhombic prisms.
The colour is lead-gray; it is sometimes
blackish and dull externally, and with an
iridescent tarnish. Stibnite is very brittle,

yielding to the pressure of the nail. This
ore is the source of most of the antimony of
commerce. Called also Antimony-glance.
StiCCadO (stik-ka'do), n. [It] A musical
instrument, the sounds of which are pro-
duced by striking on little bars of wood,
which are tuned to the notes of the diatonic
scale, and struck with a little ball at the
end of a stick.

Sticb (stik), n. [Gr. stichos, a line, a verse.]

1. A verse, of whatever measure or number
of feet.— 2. A line iu the Scriptures.~3. A
row or rank of trees.

Stichlc (stik'ik), a. Relating to or consisting
of lines or verses.

Stichidium (sti-kid'i-um), 7i. [Gr. stichos, a
rank, a line, and eidos, appearance, resem-
blance.] A peculiar kind of lance-shaped,
pod-like receptacle in the algae, coutaining
tetraspores.

Stichomanoy (stik'6-man-si), n. [Gr. stichos,

a line or verse, and manteia, divination.)
Divination by lines or passages iu books
taken at hazard; bibliomancy.
StiCbometrical (stik-6-met'rik-al), a. Of
cr jierliiining to stichometry; characterized
l)y stichs or lines.

Stichometry (sti-kom'et-ri), 7t. [Gr. stichos,

a verse, and inetron. measure.] 1. Measure-
ment or length of hooks as ascertained by
the number of vei-ses which each book con-
tains.—2. A division of the text of books into
lines accommodated to the sense: a practice
followed before punctuation was adopted.
Prof. W. n. Smith.
Stick (stik). 71. [A. Sax. sticca, a stick, a staff.

astake.aspike; Icel. stika, a stick, as for fuel,
a yard measure; from the root seen in verb to
stick (which see), and akin to stake, stock. In
meaning 6 from the verb to stick.] 1. A piece
of wood of indefinite size aud shape, gener-
ally long and rather slender; a branch of a
tree or shrub cut or broken off; a piece of
wood chopped for burning or cut for any
purpose; as, to gather sticks in a wood. "He
that breaksa«'^»<?Arof Gloster's grove.* Shak,

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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And while the children of Israel were in the wilder-

ness they found a man that gathered sticks upon the
Sabbath day. Num. xv. 33.

2. A rod or wand; a staff; a walking-stick;
as, he never goes out without hia stick.—
S. Anything shaped like a stick; as. Aisiick

of sejiiing-wax.—4. A contemptuous term ap-
plied to an awkward or incompetent person.
*He is a gtick Ski letters.' Cornhill Mag.—
5. In printiwj, an instrument in which
types are composed in words, and the words
arranged to the required length of the lines.

Called also Composing -stick (which see).

—

6. A thrust with a pointed instrument that
penetrates a body; a ^i9.h.—Gold-stick, Sil-

ver-mtick. See under those headings. —7. The
number of twenty-five eels. Called also a
Strike. A bind contains ten sticks.

Stick (stik), r.(. pret & pp. stuck; ppr.
stickitvj. [X. Sax. siician, to stab, to pierce,

to adhere, to cleave to; Dan. stikke, D. steken,

to tlirust, to pierce, to stick ; G. stecken, to

stick or he stuck, to thrust, to stand fast

;

also stechen, to puncture, to sting; from a
root stig, seen also in L. stingtio, to quench,
ttimulug (for stigmultis), Gr. Hizo, to prick,

and in E. sting. Stitch (Sc. steek) is a soft-

ened form from this.] 1. To pierce with a
sharp instrument ; to stab with a weapon.
•To stick the heart of falsehood ' Shak.
[Not used in this sense now except in the
Scotch and other dialects, in which to stick

a beast is to slaughter it with the knife; so
to stick a man, to kill him with a knife or
sword. ]— 2. To thrust so as to wound; to
cause to penetrate.

Thou sticJtest a da^er in me Shak.

3. To fasten or cause to remain by piercing:
to thrust in; as, to stick a pin on the sleeve.

4. To fasten or attach by causing to adhere
to the surface ; as. to stick on a patch or
plaster; to stixk on a thing with paste or
glue. —5. To attach or fasten in any manner;
to place in a firm position; to fix; to settle.
' With two pitch-balls stuck in her face for
eyes. ' Shak. ' I stuck my choice upon her.

'

Shttk.—6. To set; to fix in; as, to stick card
teeth; hence, to set with something pointed
or with what is stuck in; to furnish by in-

serting in the surface: as, to stick a cushion
full of pins. 'A lemon stttck with cloves/
Shak. ' My shroud of white stu^ all with
yew ' Shak.-~7. To fix on a pointed instru-

ment; as, to stick an apple on a fork.—8. In
printijig, to compose or arrange in a com-
posing-stick; as, to stick type.—To stick out.

to project; to cause to be prominent.—ro
stick one's self up, to put on grand airs ; to

conduct one's self proudly or haughtily; to
ape the griindee.

Stick (stik). v.i. 1. To cleave to tile surface,
as by tenacity or attraction ; to adhere ; as,

glue sticks to the fingers; paste sticks to the
wall, and causes paper to stick.

I will cause the fish of thy rivers to sfi^jt unto thy
scales. Ezek. xxix 4.

2. To be fastened or fixed by insertion or by
piercing or being thrust in: as. the dagger
sticks in the wound. ' Lucretia's glove,
wherein lier needle sticks.' 5Aa*. — 3. To
remain where placed ; to become attached

;

to hold fiist to any position ; to adhere ; to
cling; to abide: to unite closely. 'A bom
devil, on whose nature nurture can never
stick.' Shak.
If on your fame our sex a blot has thrown.
Twill ever sfici. through malice ofyour own. VintHg:

A. To l>e hindered from proceeding or mak-
ing progress ; to be restrained from moving
onward or from action of any kind ; to be
arrested in a course, career, or the like ; to
stop; as, the carriage sticks in the mire.

I had most need of blessin|£, and ' amen

'

Sfui* in ray throat. SMaJt.

They never doubted the Commons ; but heard all

ttutk m the Lords' house. ClitrmdcH.

h. To l)e brought to a standstill; to be em-
barrassed or puzzled.
They will stuk long at part of a demonstration for

want of pcrcetvini^ the connection between two ideas.
Lockt.

6. To scruple; to hesitate: often with fU.
' To stick at nothing for the public interest

'

Addison.
Rather than impute our miscarriages to our own

corruption, we do not sfid to arraign pfovidcnce
itself. Sir R L'Estranse.

1. To adhere closely in friendship and affec-

tion.
There is a friend that sticketJi closer than a brother

Prov. xviii. 24.

—To stick by, (a) to adhere closely to; to be
constant to; to t>e firm in supporting.
We are your only friends ; tticM i-y us and we will

tticJt by you. Davenaut.
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(&) To be troublesome by adhering.

I am satisfied to trifle away my time rather than let

it stick by me. Pope.

—To stick out, (a) to project; to be pro-
minent.
His bones that were not seen, stick out. Job xxxiii. 21.

(6) To refuse to treat, to surrender, or to
comply ; to hold out ; as, to stick out for
more favourable terms.— To stick to, to be
persevering in holding to ; to abide firmly
and faithfully by; as, if you have given a
promise, stick to it 'Being so convinced,
pursue it and stick to it' Tillotson.~To
stick up (up being the adverb), to assume a
stiff, upright i>osition; to stand on end ; as,

his hair sticks up; the collar is sticking up.—To stick up {up being the preposition), to
put a stop to ; to cause to fail ; as. to stick

up a game; the concern was stuck up.

[ Colloq. ] — To stick up /or, to espouse or
maintain the cause of; to fight or act in de-
fence of ; to defend ; as, to stick up for an
absent and slandered friend: to stick upfor
the truth or one's rights.-To stick upon, to
dwell upon; not to give up.

If the matter be knotty the mind must stop and
buckle to it, and stick upon it with labour and
thought. Locke.

Stlck-chlnmey(stik'chim-niX«- A chimney
made with sticks laid crosswise and plas-

tered with clay inside and out. They are
common in the log-cabins of the western
United States.

Sticker (stik'tr). n. 1. One who or that which
sticks or causes to adhere; as, a bi 11 -^ftaker.

2. One who or that which sticks or stabs; as,

a pig-«(u;*cr.—3. An article of merchandise
which sticks by the dealer and does not
meet with a ready sale. [United States. J—
4. A rod connecting the far end of the key
of an organ-manual with the lever by which
the valve is opened to allow the wind to pass
from the chest to the appropriate reed or
pipeof theoi^n. —^ pi Thearmsof a crank-
axis employed to change the plane and direc-

tion of a reciprocating motion. For distinc-

tion the arms are thus named when they act
by compression and trackers when they act
by tension. Theaxisistermedarofter.—6. A
sharp remark, very pointedly made, and cal-

culated to silence a person or put him com-
pletely down. Thackeray. (CoIIoq.J

Stickful (stik'ful), n. In printinq, as much
arranged type as can be coutainea in a com-
posing-stick.

StldcUiess (stik'i-nes), n. The quality of
being sticky ; adhesiveness : viscousness

;

glutinousness; tenacity; as, the stickiness of
glue or paste.

Stlcklng-plece (stik'ing-pes), n. a joint of
beef cut from the neck of the ox; it is con-
sidered coarse meat only fit for gravy beef
or family pies.

SUckinf-place (stik'ing-plas), 71. Point of
determuiation.

But screw your courage to the ^icktHg-^aa
And well not fail Shak

StlcUng-plaster (stiklng-plas-t^r), n. Ad
adhesive plaster for closing wounds; court-
plaster.

StlCk-lnsect (stfk'in-sekt), n. A popular
name given to certain insects of the family
I'hasmidrc. Called also WaXki^sUiA. See
Ph.ksmida.

Stlck-lac (stiklak). See Lac
Stickle (sulci), v.i. pret. & pp. stickled; ppr
stickling. [ Modified by influence of stick

from Ok. stihtte, stightle. stifle, to rule, di-

rect, hold sway or government, from A. Sax.
stihtan, to onJer, to dispose, to govern.)
l.t To interpose between combatants and
separate them; to arbitrate.

The same angel (in Tasso). when half of the Chris-
tians are already killed, and all the rest arc in a fair

way of being routed, stickles betwixt the remainders
of Cod's hosts and tlte race of fiends; pulls the devils
backwards by the tails, and drives them from their
quarry. Dryden-

2. To take part with one side or other.

Fortune, as she wont, tum'd fickle.

And for the foe began to stickle. Hudibras

3. To contend, contest, or altercate in a
pertinacious manneron insufficient grounds;
to pertinaciously stick up for some trifle.

'The olratinacy with which he stickles for
the wrong.' Ilazlitt.—'L To play fast and
lof>se ; to pass from one side to the other

;

to trim.

Stickle* (»tikn),t?7. To intervene in; topart
the combatants in ; to arbitrate between or
in. Drayton.
They ran to him, and pulling him back by force.

sticklei/ that unnatural fray. Sir P. Sidney.
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Stickle (stikT), n. A rapid shallow in a
stream. [Obsolete or provincial.]

Patient anglers, standing all the day
Near to some shallow stickle, or deep bay.

IV. Bra7vne.

Stickleback (stika-bak), n. [O.E. stickle,

a prickle, a sting, a spine, and hack; comp.
D. stekelvischje. G. stachelfisch, that is,

stickle- or prickle-fish. ] The popular name
for certain small teleostean fishes which
constitute the genus Gasterosteus. This
genus is arranged by Cuvier with the mail-
cheeked acanthopterygians, but by other
naturalists it is referred to a distinct family
Gasterosteidie. The species are found in
the ponds and streams of this country, as
well as in salt-water ; they are very active
and voracious, and live upon aquatic insects
and worms. The sticklebacks are among
the very few fishes which build nests for their
young, and they were the first fishes in
which this habit was observed. The most
common species is the three-spined stickle-

back, banstitkle, or tittlebat (G'. acnleatus,
or trackuru^), which is distinguished by the
body being protected at the sides with
shield-like plates, and by the possession of
three spines on the back. It is of an olive
colour above and silvery white beneath, and
varies from 2 to 3 inches in length.

Stlckle-bag (stik'l-bag), n. Same as Stickle-
back. Iz. Walton.

Stickler (stik'ler), n. l.t A person who at-
tended upon combatants in a trial of skill

to part them when they had fought enough,
and to see fair play: a second to a duellist;
one who stands to judge a combat: an arbi-
trator or umpire, as of a duel. ' XnCi stickler-

like the armies separates.' Shak.
Basilius the judge appointed j/ir*/^rrand trumpets

whom the others should obey. Sir P. Sidney.

2. An obstinate contender about anything,
often about a thing of little consequence;
as, a stickler for the church or for liberty.

The tory or high church clergy were the greatest
sticklers against the exorbitant proceedings of King
James. S7L'i/t.

Sticky (stik'i), a. Having the quality of
adhering to a surface; inclining to stick;
adhesive: gluey; viscous: viscid; glutinous;
tenacious; as. gums and resins are sticky
substtnces. Bacon.
Stlcta(stik'taX n. [From Or. stiktos, dotted,
in allusion to the little pits on the under
surface of the fronds. ] Lungwort, a genus
of lichens found growing upon trees. See
LCNQWORT, 2.

Stlddy (stid'i), n. [See Stitut.] An anvil;
a stithy.

Stlet (sti). v.i. [A. Sax. sttgan, to mount
See Steve.] To soar; to ascend.

From this lower track he dared to stie

l.'p to the clowdes. Sfienser.

Stleve (stev), a. Same as Steeve. [Scotch.]

Stievely (stev'li), adv. Same as Steeveb/.

Stiff (slif). a. [A. Sax. stff, but this form
seems to be extremely rare, the regular form
being stith, showing a similar interchange of

/ and th as is shown by strife, A. Sax. strith;

ujar(A. icAarXariverbank. llie word occurs
with/in some of the otherTeutonic tongues:
O. Fm.stef, D. Htiif, L G. stirf, G. steif. Root
in stand, Skr. stfiii, to stand,] 1. Not easily
bent; not fiexible or pliant; not flaccid;
rigid ; as. stiff wood ; stiff paper ; cloth stiff

with starch; a limb *fi/?" with frost 'Rising
on stiff pinions ' Milton. ' Stood stiff as a
viper frozen.' Tennyson.— 2. Not liquid or
fluid: thick and tenacious; inspissated; not
soft nor hard; as, stiff paste. ' I grow stiff

as cotding metals do.' Dryden.-^X Drawn
very tight: tense; as. the cord wasquite stiff.

4. Not easily moved; not to be moved with-
out great friction or exertion ; not working
smoothly or easily. ' My joints are some-
what stiff.' Tennyson.— h. Not natural and
easy ; not flowing or graceful ; not easy in
action or movement; cramped; constrained;
as, a«ftjf style of writing or speaking.—6. Ri-
gidly ceremonious; haughty and mibend-
ing ; formal in manner : constrained ; af-

fected; starched; as, sti/T behaviour.

The French are open, familiar, and talkative; the
Italians sti_ff'. ceremonious, and reserved. Addison.

7. Impetuous in motion; strong; violent; as,

a stiff breeze. ' A stiff gale.' Sir J. Den-
ham.— a. Strong; afl,a«fi/tumbler of punch.
9. Not easily subilued; firm in resistance or
perseverance; obstinate; stubborn; pertina-
cious.

It is a shame to stand stijfin a foolish argument.
7er. Taylor.

The Cretans own their cause,

Stiffto defend their hospitable laws. Dryde*t.

oh, cAain; dh, 3c. toeA; g, go; jt Job; &, Fr. ton; ng. sin^; TU, then; th, tAin; w, tdg; wb, loAig; zh. azure.—See KET.
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10. Harsh; grating;disagreeable;unp]ea8ant;
Unpalatable. 'This is «((/?" news.' Shak.—
11. Naut bearing a. press of canvas without
careening much; as, a sdj?" vessel : opposed
to crank.—Syn. Rigid, inflexible, firm, solid,

strong, stubborn, obstinate, pertinacious,
harsh, formal, constrained, cramped, af-

fected, starched.

Stiff- bit (stif'bit), n. A bit for a horse's
mouth, consisting of a stiff bar witli rings
at the ends, and differing from the snaffle,

in which the bar is jointed, and from the
curb-bit, which has branches.
Stiff-borne (stifborn), a. Carried on with
unyielding constancy or perseverance.
' None of this . . . could restrain the stij"-

borne action.' Shak.
Stiffen (8tif'n),u.(. [See the adjective.] 1. To
make stiff ; to make less pliant or flexible

;

as, to stiffen cloth with starch. ' Stiffen the
sinews, summon up the blood/ Shak.—
2. To make torpid. 'Stiffening grief.' Dry-
den,~-Z. To inspissate; to make more thick
or viscous; as, to stiffen paste.
Stiffen (stif'n). v.i. l. To become stiff; to
become more rigid or less flexible.

Like bristles rose my stiffening hair. Dryden.

2. To become more thick or less soft; to be
inspissated; to approach to hardness; as,

melted substances stiffen as they cool. ' The
tender soil theu stiff'ning by degrees.'
Dryden.—3. To become violent, strong, or
impetuous; as, a stiffening breeze. —4. To
become less susceptible of impression ; to
become less tender or yielding; to grow
more obstinate.

Some souls we see
Grow hard and stiffen with adversity. Dryden.

Stiffener (stif'n-6r), n. One who or that
wliicli stiffens ; specifically, a piece of stiff

material inside a neckcloth. * Many other
anomalies now obsolete, besides short-
waisted coats and broad stiffeners.' George
Eliot.

Stiffening (stifn-ing), n. l. The act or pro-
cess of making stiff.—2. Something tliat is

used to make a substance more stiff or less
soft.

Stiffening-order (stifn-ing-or-d6r), n. A
custom-house warrant by which ballast or
heavy goods may be taken on board before
the whole inward cargo is discharged, to pre-
vent the vessel getting too light.

Stiff-hearted (stif'hart-ed), a. Obstinate;
stubborn; contumacious.

They are impudent children and stiff-hearted.
Ezek. ii. 4-

Stlfflsh (stif'ish), a. Somewhat stiff; pretty
strong; as, a stijish glass of grog. [Colloq.]

Stiffly (stif'li), adv. lu a stiff manner; as,

(a) rigidly; unbendingly; strongly; firmly.

And you, my sinews, grow not instant old.
But bear me stiffiy up. Shak.

{b) Rigorously; obstinately; stubbornly; un-
yieldingly. 'If any man shall say, swear,
and sti_0y maintain.' Burton, (c) In a
cramped, constrained, or affected manner;
formally; as, to write stiffly.

Stiff-neck (stifnek), n. A condition of the
neck in which every movement of the head
causes extreme pain. It is due to rheumat-
ism of the muscles lying on the side of the
neck. Usually only one side of the neck is

affected, the head being drawn more or less
obliquely towards that side, but occasion-
ally botii sides are attacked, in which case
the head is kept rigidly erect.

Stiff-necked (stifnekt), a. Stubborn; in-
flexibly obstinate; contumacious; as, a stiff-

necked people.

This stiff-necked pride nor art nor force can bend,
_ ,

Sir y. Denham.
Stiff- neckedness (stif'nekt-nes), n. The
quality of being stiff-necked; stubbornness.
Stiffness (stifnes), n. The state or quality
of being stiff; as, (a) want of pliableness or
flexibility; the firm texture or state of a
substance which renders it difficult to bend
it; as, the stiffness of iron or wood; the stiff-
neas of a frozen limb.

An icy stiffness
Benumbs my blood. Sir y. Denham.

(ft) A state between softness and hardness;
viscidness; spissitude; as, the stiffness of
syrup, paste, size, or starch, (c) The state
of being difficult to move, or of not moving
or working easily or smoothly, (rf) Tension;
,as, the stiffness of a cord, (e) Obstinacy;
stubbornness; contuniaciousness.

The vices of old age have the stiffness of it too.
South.

Stiffness of mind is not from adherence to truth,
but submission to prejudice. Locke.

if) Formalityof manner;constraint; affected
precision.

All this religion sat easily upon him, without stiff-

ness and constraint. Atterbury.

iff) Affected or constrained manner of ex-
pression or writing ; want of natural sim-
])licity and ease; as, stiffness of style.

Stifle (stT'fl), v.t. pret. & pp. stijled; ppr.
stifling. [From Prov. E. stije, a suffocating
vapour, or from Icel. stijia, to dam up, the
sense being influenced by stive, to stuff up
close.] 1. To kill by impeding respiration,
as by covering the mouth or nose, by in-
troducing an irrespirable substance into the
lungs, or by other means ; to suffocate or
greatly oppress by foul air or otherwise; to
smother.
So he wrapped them and entangled them, keepinff

down by force the feather bed and pillows unto their
mouths, tliiit within awhile smored and stijled, their
breath failing, they gave up to God their innocent
souls. Sir T. More.
Stifled with kisses, a sweet death he dies. Dryden.
I took my leave, being half stifled with the close-

ness of the room. Swift.

2. To stop the passage of; to arrest the fpee
action of; to stop; to extinguish; to deaden;
to quench; as, to stifi.e the breath; to stijle

flame; to stiffs sound.
But sighs were stifled in the cries of blood. Dryden.
They (coloured bodies) stop and stifle in themselves

the rays which they do not reflect or transmit.
NeTtiton.

3. To suppress ; to keep from any active
manifestation; to keep from public notice;
to conceal ; to repress ; to destroy ; as, to
stifle inquiry; to stifle a report; t<> stiJU
passion; to «((/ie convictions.

You excel intheartof jAy/i^^p-and concealing your
resentment. Sttiift,

Every reasonable man will pay a tax with cheerful-
ness for stifling a civil war in its birth. Addison.

Stifle (strfl), v.i. To suffocate; to perish by
suffocation or strangulation. Shak.

Stifle (sti'fl), n. [PerhapsfromsfijT-l 1. The
joint of a horse next to the buttock, and
corresponding to the knee in man. Called
also the Stifle-joint. —2. A disease in the
knee-pan of "a horse or other animal.
Stifl.e-bone (sti'fl-bon), n. A bone in the
leg of a horse, corresponding to the knee-
pan in man.
Stifle-joint (sti'fl-joiut), n. Same as Stifle, 1.

Stigma (stig'ma), n. E. pi. Stigmas (stig'-

maz). used chiefly in flrst three senses; h.

pi. Stigmata (stig'ma-ta), used in all the
senses/but chiefly in last three. [L., from
Gr. stigma, literally a prick with a pointed
instrument, from stizo, to prick. See Sting.]
1. A mark made with a red-hot iron; a brand
impressed on slaves and others. —2. Any
mark of infamy, slur, or disgrace which at-

taches to a person on account of evil con-
duct.

Happy is it for him. that the blackest stigtna that
can be fastened upon iiirn is that his robes were
whiter than his bretnren's. Bp. Hall.

3. In tot. the upper extremity of the style,

and the part which in impregnation receives

the pollen. It is

composed of cell-

ular tissue, and
has its surface
destitute of true
epidermis, and is

usually moist.
When the style

is wanting, the
stigma is said to
be sessile, as in

the poppy and
tulip. Tn many Section of Flower, j. Stigma,
plants there is

only one stigma, while in others there are
two, three, five, or many, the number of
stigmas being determined by that of the
styles. The stigma is generally terminal,
or placed at the end of the style; but
it is sometimes lateral, or occupying its

side, as in Ranunculus. — 4. One of the
apertures in the bodies of insects and ar-
achnida communicating with the trachete
or air-vessels. — 5. A small red speck on
the human skin, causing no elevation of
the cuticle ; a natural mark or spot on the
skin. —6- pi. In the H. Cath. Ch. marks
said to have been supematurally impressed
upon the bodies of certain persons in imita-
tion of the wounds on the crucified body of
Christ; as. the stigmata of St. Francis.
Stigmaria (stig-ma'ri-a), n. [From Gr. stig-

ma, a mark.] A fossil of the coal forma-
tion, now ascertained to be the root of the
Sigillaria (which see).

Stlgmatic (stig-mat'ik), a. 1. Marked with
a stigma— 2. Having the character of a
stigma.— 3. In hot. belonging or relating to
tlie stigma.
Stigmatic (stig-mat'ik). n. 1. A notorioas
profligate or criminal who has been branded;
one who bears about him tlie marks of in-
famy or punishment.— 2. One on whom na-
ture has set a mark of deformity.

But like a foul, misshapen stig^natic.
Mark'd by the destinies to be avoided. Shak.

Stigmatical (stig-mat'ik-al), a. Same as
Stigmatic. 'That apish and stigmatical
friar.' Bp. Hall.
Stigmatically (stig-mat'ik-al-li), adv. With

!i iii;irk of infamy or deformity.
Stigmatlst (stig'ma-tist), n. One on whom
the marks of Christ's wounds, or stigmata,
are said to lie supematurally impressed
Stigmatization, Stigmatisation (stig'ma-
tiz-a"shon), n. The name applied to the sup-
posed miraculous impression on the twadies
of certain individuals of the marks of Christ's
wounds.
Stigmatize (stig'mat-iz), v.t. pret. & pp.
stigmatized; ppr. stigmatizing. [Fr. stig-
matiser; Gr. stigmatizo, to brand. See
Stigma.] l. To mark with a stigma or brand;
as, the ancients stigmatized their slaves and
soldiers.

That . . . hold out both their ears with such de-
light and ravishment, to be stigmatized and bored
through in witness of their own voluntary and beloved
baseness. Mtlton.

2. To set a mark of disgrace on; to disgrace
with some mark or tei-m of reproach or in-
famy. 'The gentleman whom he stigmatizes
as a 'duffer." Cambridge Sketches.

Sour enthusiasts affect to stigmatize the finest and
most elegant authors, ancient and modern, as dan-
gerous to religion. Addison.

Stigmatized (stig'mat-izd),!?. anda. l. Marked
with a stigma; branded with disgrace.—
2. Kesemlding stigmata; as. the stigmatised
dots on the skin in measles. See Stigma, 5.

Stigmatose ( stig'ma-tos ), a. In bot. of or
relating to the stigma; stigmatic.

Stilar (stil'6r), a. Pertaining to the stile of
a dial. Moxon.

Stiltoite (stil'bit), n. [Gr. stilbo, to shine.]
A mineral of a shining pearly lustre, of a
white colour, or white shaded with gray,
yellow, or red. It has been associated with
zeolite, and called foliated zeolite and radi-
ated zeolite. Werner and the French miner-
alogists divide zeolite into two kinds, meso-
type and stilhite; the latter is distinguishcKi
by its lamellar structure.

Stile (stil), n. [See Style.] A pin set on
the face of a dial to form a shadow.

Erect the stiie perpendicularly over the sub-stilar
line, so as to make an angle with the dial-plane equal
to the elevation of the pole of your place. Moxon.

Stile (stil), n. [A. Sax. stigel, a step, a lad-
der, from stlgan, to mount, which appears
also in stair, stirrxip, being the same verb
as Icel. stiga, G. steigen, Goth, steigan, to
climb, to ascend; Skr. stigh, to ascend.] 1. A
step or series of steps, or a frame of bars
and steps, for ascending and descending in
getting over a fence or wall. ' Ever bided
tryst at village stUe.' Tennyson.

Jog on, jog on, the footpath way.
And merrily hent the stile-A. Shak.

2. In carp, the vertical part of a piece of
framing, into which timber the ends of the
rails are fixed by mortises and tenons.
Stiletto (sti-let'to), n. [It, dim. of stilo, a
dagger, from L. stilus, a pointed instrument,
a style, Gr. stylos, a column, a pillar.] 1. A
small dagger with a round pointed blade
about 6 inches long.— 2. A pointed instru-
ment for making eyelet-holes in working
muslin.—3. t A beard trimmed into a sharp-
pointed form. 'He that wears a stiletto on
his chin.' Ford.
Stiletto (sti-let'to), v.t. To stab or pierce
with a stiletto. ' A crowd, which, if it had
its vnW, would stiletto every soldier that
pipes to it.' Jiiiskin.

StUl (stil), a. [A. Sax. stille, still, quiet,

firm, fixed; D. stil, silent, peaceable, calm;
Dan. stille, G. still, calm, tranquil. stilL

From root of stand, seen also in stall, G.
stellen, to place, Ac. See Stand.] 1. Silent;

uttering no sound; noiseless.

The sea that roared at thy command.
At thy command was stiU. Addison.

2. Not loud; gentle; soft; low. 'Still mu-
sick. ' Carew.

A still small voice spake unto me.
Thou art so full of misery.
Were it not better not to be? Tennysotu

Fate, fiir, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; u» Sc abune; y, So. fey.
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3. Quiet; calm; not disturbed by noise or
agitation; as. a stUl atmosphere; a still

evening- ' In the calmest and moat stillest

night' Shak.— A. Motionless; as, to stand
still; to lie or sit still.

Beneath this starry arch
Naught resteth or is iti//. H. Martitteau.

6. Not sparkling or effervescing; as, stUl
hock.—6. t Continual; constant.

But I of these will wrest an alphabet.
And, by stiii practice, learn to know the meaning.

Shai.
Stn. Silent, noiseless, gentle, soft, low, quiet,
calm, serene, motionless, stagnant.

Still (stil), v.t. [A. Sax. siUlan. See the ad-
jective.] 1. To bring to silence; to silence.

With his name the mothers stiil their babes. Shak.

If any friend
Cave way to words of pity or complaint.
He stilled them with a prompt reproof.

// 'ordsTvortk.

2- To make quiet; to stop, as motion or agi-

tation ; to check or restrain : as, to stUX the
raging sea. — 3. To api>ea3e ; to calm ; to
quiet, as tumult, agitation, or excitement

;

as, to still the passions. ' To still my beat-
ing mind." Shak. — Syn. To silence, quiet,
calm, allay, lull, pacify, appease, suppress,
stop, check, restrain.

Still (stil), n. Calm; silence; freedom from
noise.

He had never any jealousy with his father, which
might ^ve occasion of altering court or council upon
the ch^ige ; but all things passed in a still. Bacon.

Still (stil), adt. 1. To this time: till now; now
no less than before; yet. 'To hearken if

his foes pursue him iiill. ' Shak.
It hath been anciently reported, and is still received.

Sacan.
2. In future no less than formerly; for ever.

Honour, riches, marriage-blessing',
Long continuance, ana increasii^,
Hourly joys be still upon you, SMaJk.

3. Nevertheless ; notwithstanding what has
happened ur been done ; in spite of what
has occurred; all the same; sometimes used
as a conjunction.

Though thou repent, yet I have still the loss. ShaM.
The desire of fame betrays an ambitious man into

indecencies that lessen his reputation; he is still

afraid lest any of his actions should be Uirown away
in private. Addison.

4. In an increasing degree; with repeated
and added efforts; even yet : very common
with comparatives ; as. still more, still bet-
ter, still gi-eater; a stUl further aidvance of
prices may be expected.
The guilt being great, the fear doth stUiexcecd.

SkaM.
The moral perfections of the Deity, the more atten-

tively we consider, the more perfectly stUl shall we
know them. Addison.

b. Always; ever; continually; habitually.
And still they dreara that they shall stilt succeed.
And sttil are disappointed. Cewper.
Trade begets trade, and people go much where

many people have already gone ; so men run stUt to
a crowd in the streets, though only to see.

Sir IV Temple.
«. After that ; after what is stated ; in con-
tinuance.

In the primitive church, such as by fear were com-
pelled to sacrifice to strange gods, after repented,
and kept stiU the office of preaching the gosi>cI.

iVkLtgifU.—StUl and anon, at intervals and repeat-
edly; continually.

And. like the watchful minutes of the hour,
Still and anan cheered up the heavy time. SkaJk.

Still (stil). n. [Abbrev. from dwtii.) LAn
apparatus for separating, by means of heat,
volatile matters from 8ut)Stance8 contaiuing
them, and re-condensing them into the
liquid form. It assumes many forms accord-
ing to the purposes for wliich it is used ; l^ut
it consists essentially of two parts, a vessel

of Still.

in which the substance to be distilled is
heated,an<l one in which the vapour is cooled
and condensed. The most important use of
stilLs is in distilling spirituous liquors. (See
Distillation.) In the illustration a is the
body or boiler which contains the substance

whose vapours are to be distilled; b the head
in which the vapour is collected, and from
which it is conveyed to the worm, a coiled
tube which is packed in the refrigerator E,

the cold water in which exercises a condens-
ing action upon the vapour. The vapour thus
condensed makes its exit in ilrops or in a
small stream into a vessel called a recipient.
2. The house or works in which liquors are
distilled; a distillery.

Still (stil). v.t. [Abbrev. from distU.] l.t To
cause to fall in drops. Dryden.—2. To expel
spirit from liquor by heat and condense it in
a refrigerator; to distil. See Distil.
Stmt (stil), v.i. To drop; to fall in drops.
Spemer. See Distil.
Stillatltious (stil-a-tish'us), a. [L. stilla-

titius, from stillo, stillatum, to drop, from
stilla. a drop. ] Falling in drops; drawn by
a still. [Rare.]
StiUatOiy (stil'a-to-ri). n. 1. An alembic; a
vessel for distillation; a still. Bacon.—2. A
laboratory; a place or room in which distil-

lation is performed; a still-room. Wotton.
Stm-birth (stil'bCrth), n. State of being
still-bom; birth of a lifeless thing.

Still-bom (stil'bom), a. l. Dead at the birth;
bom lifeless; as, a stilt-bom child. ~2. Abor-
tive; unsuccessful; as, a stiH-born poem.

My first essays dropped still-bom from the press.
Hume.

Still-breeding (stil'bred-ing), a. Continu-
ally propajjatmg. 'A generation of stiU-
breediiuj thoughts.' Shak.
SttU-bum (stil'bom), V t. To bum in the
process of distillation ; as, to stUl-lnim
brandy.
Still-closing (stilTcloz-ing), o. Always imit-
ing or coalescing again. 'The still-closing
waters.' Shak.

Stiller (stil'^r), n. One who stilla or quiets.
Still-gazing(stirgaz-ing). a. Silently or con-
tinually gazing. 'Silent wonder of stUl-
{inziiiff eyes.' Shak.
Stlll-iiouse (stilTious), n. A distillery; or,
rather, the part containing the still.

Stillicide (stil'i-sid). n. (L. atUlicidium—
stilla, a drop, and eado, to falL] Lf A con-
tinual falling or succession of drops.

The stillicides of water, if there be water enough
to follow, will draw themselves into a small thread,
because they will not discontinue. Bacon.

2. In late, the right to have the rain from
one's nxjf to drop on another's laud or roof.

Stillicldioua (stil-i-sid'i-us), a. Falling in
drops. .S'iV T. Browne.
Stilliform (stil'i-forai), a. [L. stilla, nArop,
ami forma, form.) Drop-shaped.
Stilling (stinng). n. [L.G. steUing, from G.
stellen, to set, to place.] A stand for casks.
Written also Stillion.

StiUingla (siiMin'jl-a), n. [In honour of
Dr. Benjamin StUlingfleet. an eminent Eng-
lish botanist] A genus of plants, nat. order
Euphorbiaces, one of the species being the
famous tallow-tree of China (S. sehifera).
The species consist for the most part of
shrubs with stipulate alternate leaves and
flowers in spikes, the upper being male and
the lower female, found in the warmer parts
of both hemispheres. The tallow-tree of
China grows to the heiglit of a pear-tree,
having a trunk and branches like the cherry,
and foliage like the black poplar. Its fruits,
which are about half an inch in diameter,
contain three seeds thickly coated with a
fatty sulwtance which fumishes the Chinese
with candles and oil for their lamps. The
tallow obtained from the fruit is also em-
ployed in medicine instead of lard.

Stillion (stil'yon), n. Same as Staling.
Stlllitory (stinto-ri), ii. Same as StUla-
t<ir>i. shak.

StlU-life (stil'llf), n. Inanimate objects,
such as dead animals, furniture, fruits, Ac.,
represented by the painter's art.

Even that, which according to a term of art, we
commonly call stili-li/e, must have its superiority and
just preference in a tablature of its own species.

Skaftesbury.
Stillness (stirnes). n. The state or quality
of being still : (a) freedom from noise or mo-
tion; calmneiis: quiet; silence; as, the still-

ness of the night, the air, or the sea. (6)
Freedom from agitation or excitement; as,
the stilliuss of the passions, (c) HabiUial
silence; taciturnity. Shak.
Still-peering (stil'per-ingV a. Appearing
still 'The still peering tar. Shak. [Adoubt-
fnl word

]

Still-room (stil'rom). »i. 1. An apartment for
distillinti ; a domestic laboratory. — 2. An
apartment where liquors, preserves, and the
like are kept.

StiU-stand (stil'stand), n. A stand-still; a
halt; a stop. [Rare.]

The tide, swell'd up unto his height.
Then makes a still-staud. running neither way.

Skai.
Stilly (stil'i), a. Still; quiet. *Oft in the
stilly night.' Moore.
Stilly (stil'U), adv. 1. Silently; without
noise.

From camp to camp, through the foul womb of night.
The hum of either army s/illy sounds. Skai.

2. Calmly; quietly; without tumult. 'He
. . . stilly goes his way.' Dr. H. More.
Stilpnomelane (stilp-no'me-lan), n. [Gr.
stilpnos, shining, and melas, melanos, black.]
A black or greenish-black mineral found in
Silesia and other places, and consisting
chiefly of silica, oxide of iron, alumina, and
water.
Stilpnosiderite (stilp-n6-sid'6r-it), ;*. [Or.
stilpnos. shining, and sideros, iron.] A min-
eral of a brownish black colour, massive, in
curving concretions, splendent and resin-
ous. It is an hydrated peroxide of iron.

Stilt (stilt), 71. [Prov. E. stUt, a crutch, a
plough-handle; Dan. stylte, Sw. stylta, L.G.
and D. stelt, G. stelze, a stilt. The root is

probably that of stand.] 1. A long piece of
wood with a rest for the foot, used in pairs
for walking with the feet raised above the
ground.

Men must not walk upon stilts.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. A root which rises above the surface of
the ground supporting a tree above it, as in
the mangrove. Dampier. —3. In arch, a
starling.— 4. The stilt-bird (which see).

Stilt (stilt), V. t. To raise on stilts, or as if on
stilts.

Stilt-bird, Stilt-plover (stilt'bdrd, stilt'-

pluv-^r), n. A wading bird having remark-

Stilt-plover (f/imanfo/us melanopterus).

ably long slender legs, a feature from which !t

derives its common name. The stilt-binl of
this country is the IlimantopuH melanop-
terus of naturalists. It has a long straight
bill, also very long wings for its size. It is

a bird of rare occurrence in Britain. It
exliibits a general white colour, the back
and wings in the male being deep black,
whilst those of the females are of a brown-
ish-black hue. T'he average length of the
stilt -bird is about 12 or 13 inches. The
legs, which are of a red colour, measure
from 18 to 20 inches. They are destitute of
a hind toe, and the three front ones are
united by a membrane at their bases. Other
species are found in America and Australia.
See HiMANToPug.
Stilted (stilt'ud), p. and a. Elevated, as if

on stilts; hence, pompous; inflated; stiff and
bombastic: said of language; as, a stilted
mode of expression; a stilted style.Stilted
arch, a term applied to a forai of the arch

which does not
spring immedi-
ately from the
imposts, but
from a vertical
piece of ma-
sonry resting
on them so as
to give to the
arch an ap-
pearance of

being on stilts. Arches of this kind occur
frequently in all the mediaeval styles, espe-
cially as a means of maintaining a uniform
height when arches of different widths were
used in the same range.

Stiltliy (stUt'l-H), v.t. To raise as on stUta.
Byron.

Stilted Arch.

ch, cAain; Ch, 3c. locA; g, ^o; j,;ob; h. Fr. Uyn; ng, sinj/; th, «ien; th, «Ain; , wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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StUton (stil'ton), a. Applied to a well-
known and highly esteemed solid, rich,

white cheese, originally made at Stilton,

Huntingdonshire, but now chiefly made in
Leicestershh-e.

Stilton (stil'ton), 71. Stilton cheese. See
tlie adjective.

Stilt-plover, n. See Stilt-bird.
Stilty (stilt'i), a. Inflated; pompous; stilted.

Quart. Rev.

Stime (stim), n. [A. Sax. scima, a gleam,
brightness.] A glimpse; a glimmer; the
faintest form of any object; the slightest
degree perceptible or imaginable. [Scotcli.]

Stimpart (stim'part), n. The eighth part of
a Wincliester bushel. [Scotch.]

Stimulant (stim'u-lant), a. [L. stimulans,
stimulantis, ppr. of stimjilo. See Stimu-
late.] Serving to stimulate; provocative;
inciting ; specifically, in med. producing a
quickly diffused and transient increase of
vit il energy and strength of action in the
heart and arteries.

Stimulant (stim'u-lant), n. 1. That which
stimulates, provokes, or incites; a stimulus;
a spur.
The sttmuiant used to attract at first must be not

only continued, but heightened to keep up the at-
traction. Dr. H. More.

2. In med. an agent which produces a quickly
diffused and transient increase of vital
energy in the organism or some part of it.

Stimulants are of two classes : the former
comprises medicinal substances; the latter
warmth, cold, electricity, galvanism, and
mental agents such as music, joy, hope,
&c. Ammonia, alcohol, and sulphuric ether
are commonly employed as stimulants.
Stimulants have also been divided into gen-
eral and topical, according as they affect
the whole system or a particular part.

Stimulate (stim'u-lat), v.t. pret. & pp. stim-
ulated; ppr. stimulating. [L. stimulo, stim-
ulatum, to prick with a goad, to urge on,
from stimulus, a goad. Root stig, Gr. stizo,

to prick; allied to stick, sting (which see).]

1. Lit. to prick or goad. Hence—2. To ex-

cite, rouse, or animate to action or more
vigorous exertion by some pungent motive
or by persuasion; to spur on; to incite; as,

to stimulate one by the hope of reward, or
by the prospect of glory.

I am certain that rapid travelling' is a great aid to
mental activity. It rouses, excites, quickens, and
stitnulates the soul. Comhili Mag,

3. To excite greater vitality or keenness
in ; in merf. to produce a quickly diffused
and transient increase of vital energy and
strength of action in; to excite the organic
action of, as any part of the animal economy.
' A dull and sluggish sense, a flat and insipid
taste of good, unless it be quickened and
stimulated,' Cudworth.—^Y'S. To animate,
incite, encourage, impel, urge, instigate,

rouse, spur.

Stimulate (stim'u-lat), v.i. To act as a
stimulus. ' Urged by the stimulating goad.'
Gay,

Extreme cold stimulates, producing- first a rigour,
and then a glowing heat: those things which stimu-
late in the extreme excite pain. Arbuthnol.

Stimulation (stim-u-la'shon), n. l. The act
of stimulating or exciting; the effect pro-
duced. ' The providential stimulations and
excitations of the conscience.' Bp, Ward.—
2. In med. a quickly diffused and transient
increase of vital energy.
Stimulative (stim'a-lat-iv), a. Having the
quality of stimulating.

In his translation of the Scriptures he left out the
Book of Kings, as too congenial and too itimnlatizie
to their warlike propensities, Milman.

Stimulative (stim'u-lat-iv), n. That which
stimulates ; that which rouses into more
vigorous action.

The grief which the loss of friends occasioned
Johnson seems to have been a frequent stimulati-ve
with him to composition. Sir J. Hatukins.

Stimulator (stim'u-lat-fir), n. One that
stimulates.

Stimulatress (stim'u-lat-res), n. A female
who stimulates or animates.
Stimulose (stim'u-los), a. In hot. covered
with stings or stimuli.

Stimulus (stim'u-lus). n. pi. Stimuli (stim'-
ti-U). [L. See Stimulate.] 1. Z.i(, agoad;
hence, something that excites or rouses the
mind or spirits; something that incites to
action or exertion; an incitement; as. the
hope of gain is a powerful stimulus to labour
and action.—2. In med. that which produces
a quickly diffused or transient increase of
vital energy and strength of action.— 3. In
hot a sting; as, the nettle is furnished with
stirmUi.

Sting (sting), v.t, pret. & pp. stung (stang is
obsolete); ppr. stinging. [A. Sax. stingan,
to thrust, to stab, to pierce, to sting; Icel.
stinga, Sw. stinga, Dan. stinge (and stikke),
O.H.G. stingan, Goth, stiggan. A nasalized
foi-m corresponding to stick, stitch; akin
also to 8th^. The same root is also in stim-
ulate (which see).] 1. To pierce or wound
with the sharp-pointed organ with which
certain animals and plants are furnished;
to poison or goad with a sting ; thus a bee,
a scorpion, or a nettle may sting a person.
Also said of serpents ami other animals (as
sea-nettles). 'Those thorns that in her
bosom lodge to prick and sting her.* Shak,
What, wouldst thou have a serpent j-^i'w^thee twice!

Shak.
2. To pain acutely, as if with a sting; as, the
conscience is stung with remorse.

Slander stirtgs the brave. Pofie.

3. To stimulate; to goad.
She was trying to task herself up to her duty. At

last she stung herself into its performance by a suspi-
cion. Mrs. Gaskeii.

Sting (sting), v.i. To use a sting; to practise
stinging, as bees: used also of serpents
biting.

At the last it (wine) biteth like a serpent, and
stingeth like an adder, Prov. xxiii. 3:;.

Sting (Sting), n. [A. Sax. sting, Icel.
siiwjr. See the verb.] 1. A sharp-pointed
weapon or instrument with which certain
insects are armed by nature for their
defence, and which they thrust from the
hinder part of the body to pierce any animal
that annoys or provokes them. In most
instances this instrument is a tube, through
which a poisonous matter is discharged,
which inflames the flesh, and in some
instances proves fatal to life. Also applied
indiscriminately to such organsas the poisfjn-
fangs or teeth of serpents or the poison-fangs
in the mouths of spiders.—2. The thrust of a
stinginto the flesh. 'Sraartaslizards'sim^rs.'
Shak,—3. Anythingthatgives acute pain; as,

the stings of remorse; the stings of reproach.
' Slander, whose sting is sharper than the
sword's.' Shak,-~4. The biting, sarcastic,
or cutting effect of words ; the point, as in
an epigram.

It is not the jerk or sting of an epigram, nor the
seeming contradiction of a poor antithesis, Dryden.

5. That which gives the principal pain or
constitutes the principal terror.

The sting of death is sin. i Cor. xv, 56.

6. An impulse ; an incitement ; a stimulus,
* The wanton stings and motions of the sense.

'

Shak.—7. In&o(. anamegiventoasortof hair
with which many plants are furnished, which
secretes apoisonous fluid, which, when intro-

duced under the skin of animals, produces
pain. The stinging nettles are provided with
thiskind of weapon, and also several species
of the nat. order MalphigiacejB.

Sting-and-ling(sting'and-ling), adv. [Sting,
a pole, and ling, a rope.] [Scotch.] 1. By
force; vi et armis.—2. Entirely; completely.
Sir W. Scott.

Stingaree (sting-ga-re'), n. Same as Sting-
ray.

Sting-bull (sting'bi)]), n. A fish of the genus
Trachinus {T. draco). See Weever.
Stinger (sting'^r), n. He who or that which
stings, vexes, or gives acute pain.

Sting-flsh (sting'ftsh), n. The Trachinus
vipera. See Weever.
Stingily (»tin'ji-li),nrfy. In a stingy manner;
with mean covetousness ; in a niggardly
manner.
Stinginess (stin'ji-nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being stingy; extreme avarice; mean
covetousness; niggardliness.

Stinging (sting'ing), p. and a. 1. Piercing
with, or as with, a sting; goading; causing
acute pain; sharp; keen; pungent; as, a
stinging blow; a stinging reproof.

He wrapped her warm in his seaman's coat.
Against the stinging blast. Longfelttnv.

2. In hot. applied to aplant covered with rigid,

sharp-pointed, bristly hairs which emit an
irritating fluid when touched, as the nettle.

Stingingly (sting'ing-li), adv. With stinging.

Stinglesa (stingQes), a. Having no sting.

Shak.
Stingo (sting'go), 71. [From sting, alluding
to the sharpness of the taste.] Pungent or
strong ale; rare good liquor. ' A cup of old
stingo.' Addison. [CoUoq.]
Sting-ray (sting'ra), n. A fish belonging to
the genus Trygon,nat. order Elasmobranchii,
family Trygonidaj. It is remarkable for its

long flexible, whip-like, and smooth tail,

which is armed with a projecting bony spine.

very sharp at the point, and furnished along
both edges with sharp cutting teeth. Only
one species (2*. pastinaca) occurs in the
British seas, and is popularly known as the

Jire-Jiaire.

Sting-winlde (sting'wing-kl), n. The
fishermen's name for a common species of
shell, Murex erinaceus. It is so named by
them from its making round holes in the
other shell-flsh with its beak.
Stingy (sting'i), a. Having power to sting or
producepain; stinging, as, a«(tn^V criticism.
Stingy (stin'ji), a. [I'erhaps from sting:
comp. spring, springe; swing, swinge. But
more probably for ekingy, skinchy, from
Prov. E. skinch, to give scant measure, to
pinch. (See Skinch.) The change of sk to
St is exemplified by Sc. stime, from A. Sax.
scima, a gleam.] 1. Extremely close-fisted
and covetous; meanly avaricious; niggardly;
narrow-hearted; as, a *(iH/;y churl. 'Asti7igy
old dog he is.' Dickens.
He (Harold) gained a reputation which clung to all

his descendants of l)eing rather near and stincy to liis

retainers in the matter of meat and drink. Edtn. Rev.

2. Scanty; notfullorplentiful. 'Whenyour
teams drag home the stingy harvest." L&ng-
.fellow.

Stink (stingk), v.i. pret. & pp. stunk (stank
obsnles.): ppr. stinking. [A. Sax, stinca-^.
to give out an odour good or bad, D. and G.
stinken, Dan. stinke, to stink. Closely allied
to sting, and therefore to stick. Stench is a
derivative and softened form.] To emit &
strong offensive smell ; to send out a disgust-
ing odour; hence, ^jr. to be in bad odour; to
have a bad reputation.

When the children of Ammon saw that they stank
before David, the children of Ammon sent and hired
the Syrians of Bethrehob. 2 Sam. x. 6.

Stink (stingk), r. t. To annoy with an offen-
sive smell.

Stink (stingk), n. 1. A strong offensive smell;
a disgusting odour; a stench.— 2. A dis-
agreeable exposure. [Slang.]

Stinkard (stingk'ard), n. 1. A mean, stink-
ing, paltry fellow.

You perpetual stinkard, go; talk to tapsters and
ostlers, you slave. B. yonson.

2. A name given to the teledu (Mydaus
mHiccps). See Teledu.
Stink-ball (stingk'bal), n. A preparation
of pitch, rosin, nitre, gunpowder, colo-
phony, asafcetida, and other oftensive and
suffocating ingredients, placed in earthen,
jars, formerly used for throwing on to an
enemy's decks at close quarters, and still in
use with Eastern pirates.

Stinker (stingk'6r), n. One who orthat which
stinks; something intended to offend by the
smell; a stinkpot. Harvey.
Stinkhom (stingk'hom), n. A species of
fungus, Phallus impudicus.
Stinkingly (stingk'ing-li), adv. In a stink-
ing manner; disgustingly; with an offensive
smell.

Stinlqjot (stingk 'pot), n. 1. A pot or
jar of stinking materials; a chamber-pot.
Smollett.—% A disinfectant. Harvey. See
Stinker.—3. A stink-ball (which see).

Stinkstone(stingk'st6n),n. Sameas.k7i{Ara-
conite.

Stinktrap (stingk'trap), n. A contrivance
to prevent the escape of effluvia from the
openings of drains; a stench-trap.

Stinkwood ( stingk 'wyd), n. See Oreo-
daphne.
Stint (stint), v.t. [A. Sax. styntan, etintan,
to blunt or dull, from stunt, blunt, dull,

stupid; Sw. stunta, to shorten; Icel. siuttr
(without the n), short, stytta. to shorten.
See Stunt.] 1. To restrain within certain
limits ; to bound ; to confine ; to limit ; to
restrict to a scanty allowance; as, to stint
the mind in knowledge; to stint a person in
his meals.

Nature wisely stints our appetite. Dryden.

2.t To put an end to; to cause to cease; ta
stop entirely. ' Make war breed peace,
make peace stint war.' Shak. 'Stint thy
babbling tongue.' B. Jonson.—S. To assign
a certain task in labour, which being per-
formed the person is excused from further
labour for the day or for a certain time.

—

4. To spare; to slacken: Math an inflnitire.

Spare not to spur, nor stint to ride.

Lntil thou come to fair Tweedside. Sir l-V. Scott.

Stint(stint), v.i. Tocease; tostop; todesist
*And swears she'll never «^>if.' Shak.

Stint (stint), 71. 1. Limit; bound; restraint.
'To sacrifice without stint your thought,
your time, your money.' Kingsley.—2. A
quantity assigned; proportion allotted; an

Fate, far, fat, fall; rag, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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allotted task or performance; as, a certain

gtint of work.
He lives very mucli like other men in the House-

hold Brigade; plays heavily, though not regularly;

but he always has two affaires de ccritr, at least, on
hand at once ; that's his stint. Laivreucf.

i

3. A name given to certain species of birds
!

of the genus Tringa. family Scolopacid«, as
|

T. minuta and T. Temmiiickii. !

Stintance t (stint'aus), n. Restraint; stop- .

page; stint.
'

Stintedness (stint'ed-ues). n. State of being

stinte.l.

Stinter (stint'er), n. One who or that which
stints. South.

Stipa (sti'pa), n. A genus of grasses. See
Feather-grass.
Stipe (stip), n. [U stipes, a stock, a trunk.]

In hot (a) the petiole of the fronds of ferns.

(6) The stem of tree-ferns. (r> The stem
which carries the pileus of such fungi as the

agarics.

Stipel (sti'pel). n. In hot. a secondary stip-

ule situated at the base of the leaflets of a
compound leaf.

Stipend (sti'pend), n. [L. »tipendium—8tipg,

a (Tonation. andpe/irfo, to weigh out] Any
periodical payment for services; an annual
salary or allowance: especially, the income
of an ecclesiastical living. In Scotland, a

tenn applied specifically to the provision

made fur the support of the parochial min-
isters of the Established Church. It consists

of payments made in money or grain, or

both, "varying in amount according to the

extent of the parish and the state of the

free teinds. or of any other fund specially

set apart for the purpose.

Stipend (sti'pend), t.t To pay by settled

stipend or wages. Skelton. [Rare.]

Stipendaxian (sti-pen-da'ri-an), a. Mer-
cenary; hired ; acting from mercenary con-

siderations; stipendiacy. 'Stipendarian ra-

pacity.' Anna .Seward.

Stipendiarian (sti-pen'di-a"ri-an), a. Act-

ing from mercenary considerations ; hired;
stipt-'ndiary.

Stipendiary (»ti-pen'di-a-ri). a. [L. stipen-

diariua. See StM'ESD] Receiving wages
or salar>'; performing 8er\'ice8 for a stated

price or compensation.
His great stipendiary prelate came with troops of

evil appointed norscmen not half full. Knolus.

—Stipendiary estate, in laiB. & feud or estate

granted in return for services, generally of

a militar)' kind. — Stipendiary magistrate,

in Britain, a paid magistrate acting in large

towns under an appointnient by the home-
secretary on l>ehalf of the crown.
Stipendiary (sti-pen'di-ari), n. l. One who
performs services for a settled payment,
salary, or stipend.

If thou an become
A tyrant's vile stipendiary, Oiertr.

^. A stipendiary magistrate. See the adjec-
tive.— 3. In late, a feudatory who owed ser-

vices to his lord.

Stipendiate (stI-pen'di-atX v.t. To endow
with a stipend or salary.

It is ^Qod to endow colleges, and found chairs, and
t'l stipfiidtate professors. Is. Taylor.

Stipendless (sti'pend-les), a. Without a
stipend or compensation.
Stipes fati'i>ez), n. In hot same as Siipe.

Stipifonn(rttip'i-fonn),a. (L. stipes, a trunk,
and j'ljnna, form.] In hot. having the ap-
pearance of the tnink of an endogenous tree,

as the papaw and other simple -stemmed
exogens.
Stipltate (stip'i-tat). a. In hot. elevated on
a stalk which is neither a petiole nor a pe-
duncle, as, for example, some kinds of car-

I«;ls.

Stipple (stipH), v.t. [D stippelen, dim. and
frtM of D. and O. stippen, to make dots or
points; D. stip, L.G. stippe, a dot. a point.)
To engrave by means of dots, in distinction
from engraving in Unee; as, to stipple a
head.
The interlaying of small pieces can not altogether

avoid a broken, stippied, spotty effect. Milman.

Stipple, Stippling (stlp'l, stipl-ingX n In
enijr a mode of producing the desired effect
by means of dots; also called the dotted
style, in contradistinction to engramng in
lines By this method the resemblance to
chalk drawings is produced. Few plates in
stipple are now produced without a large
;ninu\ture of line in all parts, llesh excepted.
StiptlC (atip'tik), n and a. See Stvitic.
Stlpula (stip'u-Ia), n. pi. Stipulse (stip'u-
le) Same as Stifoile.

Stlpulaceoua, StipiUar (stip-u-la'shus,
stip'u-ltr), o. In oot. of, or lielonging to,

or standing in the place of stipules ;
grow-

ing on stipules, or close to them; as, stipu-

lar glands.—S^ipwior buds, such as are en-

veloped by the stipules, as in the tulip-tree.

Stipulary (stip'ii-la-ri), a. In hot. relating

to stipules; stipular

Stipulate (stip'u-liit), v.i. pret. & pp. stipu-

lated; ppr. stipulating. [L. stipulor, stipu-

latus, to covenant, to stipulate; origin doubt-
ful; comp. O.L. stipulm, firm.] To make
an agreement or covenant with any person
or persous to do or forbear anything; to

contract; to settle terms; to bargain; as, A
has stipulated to build a bridge within a
given time; B hsA stipulated not to annoy
or interdict our trade ; A has stipulated to

deliver me his horse for fifty guineas.

The Romans . . . stipulated with the Carthagini-
ans to furnish them with ships for transport and war.

Artulhnot.

Stipulate (stip'u-lat). a. In hot. having
stipules on it; as, a stipulate stalk.

Stipulated (stip'u-lat-ed), p. and a. Agreed
on; contracted; covenanted; determined by
stipulation. ' The prelates might send their

stipulated proportion of vassals into the
field.' Ilallam.

Stipulation ( stip-u-la'shon X n. [L »*ipu-

latio.xtipiilationis. See STIPULATE.] 1. The
act of stipulating, agi-eeing, or covenanting;
a contracting or liargaining.—2. That which
is stipulated or agreed upon ; a contract or
bargain, or a particular article or item in a
contract; as, the stipulations ot the allied
powers to furnish each his contingent of
troops; a contract containing so nmny stipu-

lations.~S. In law, an undertakinij: in the
nature of bail taken in the admiralty courts.

4. In hot. the situation and structure of the
stipules.

Stipulator (stip'u-liit-^r), 71. One who stipu-

lates, contracts, or covenants.
Stipule (stip'ul), n. [L. stipula, a stalk,

a straw, dim. of stipes, a trunk] In hot. a
small leaf-like appendage to the leaf. Stip-

ules are commonly situated
at the base of the petiole in

pairs, either adhering to it

or standing separate. They
are usually of a more deli-

cate texture than the leaf,

but vary in this respect as
well as in form and colour.

In describing them the terms
iised for the leaf are em-
ployed, lliey are generally
considered as analogous to
the leaves, or accessory to
them, and are sometimes
transformed into leaflets-

Stipules are not of constant
occurrence, not being found
in all plants ; but where
they occur they frequently characterize a
whole family, as in Leguminosie, Rosaces,
Malvacea;, ttc.

Stipuled (stip'uld), a. In hot. famished tvith

stipules or leafy appendages.
Stir (st^r), v.t. pret. * pp. stirred; ppr stir-

ring. (A. Sax. styrian, stirian, to stir, to
move, to agitate; allied to D. storen, Sw.
stora, O. stijren, to disturb ; the root lieing

probably seen also in start, storm.] 1. To
move; to change in place in any manner.
My foot I had never yet in five days been able to

stir. Sir If. Temple.

2. To agitate; to cause the particles of, as of
a liquid, to change places by passing some-
thing through it; to disturb.

My mind is troubled, like a fountain stirred. Shak.

3. To agitate; to bring into debate; to moot;
to start.

stir not questions of jurisdiction. Bacon,

4,To incite to action; to instigate; to prompt.
'An Ate stirring him to blood and strife.'

Shak. — 6. To excite; to raise; to put into
motion. 'And for her sake some mutiny
will stir.' Dryden.~Q.To awaken; to rouse,
as from sleep.

Nay, then, 'tis time to stir him from hJs trance.
Shak.

—To stir vp, (a) to incite: to animate; to
instigate by inflaming passions; as, to stir

up a nation to rebellion.

The words of Judas were very good, and able to
stir them «/ to valour. 2 Mac. xiv. 17,

(6) To excite ; to put Into action ; to begin

;

as, to «/iV up a mutiny or insurrection ; to
stir up strife, (c) To quicken ; to enliven

;

to make more lively or vigorous ; as, to stir

up the mind, id) To disturb ; as, to stir up
the sediment of liquor.— Myn. To move, in-

cite, awaken, rouse, animate, stimulate, ex-

cite, provoke.

Stir ( st6r), v.i. 1. To make a disturbing or
agitating motion, as in a liquid by passing
something through it.

The more you stir in it the more it stinks.

Lord Lytton.

2. To move one's self; to go or be carrie<I in

any manner; to change place ; to pass from
inactivity to motion ; as, he is not able to

stir from home, or to stir abroad.

I will not let him stir
Till I have used the approved means I have. Shak.

3. To be in motion ; not to be still ; to be
enlivened; as, he is continually stirring.

'AH hell shall «((> for this.* Shak. 'Such
a merry, nimble, stirring spirit' Shak.—
4. To become the object of notice or conver-
sation; to be on foot. ' What wisdom stirs

amongst you ?
' Shak.

They fancy they have a right to talk freely upon
everything that stirs or appears, fratts.

5. To be roused; to be excited.

You show too much of that
For which the people stir. Shak.

6. To be already out of bed in the morning.
If the gentlewoman that attends the general's wife

be stirring-, tell her, there's one Cassio entreats of
her a little favour of speech. Shak.

Stir (st^r), n. [Icel. styrr, a stir, tumult,
brawl, disturbance. See the verb.] 1. The
state of being in motion or in action; agita-

tion; tumult; bustle; noise or various move-
ments.
Why all these words, this clamour and this stir t

Sir y. Denhatn.
Consider, after so much stir about the genus and

species, how fe* words have yet settled definitions.

Locke.

2. Public disturbance or commotion; tumul-
tuous disorder; seditious uproar.

Being advertised of some stirs raised by his un-
naturafsons in England, he departed from Ireland
without a blow. Sir y, Davies.

3. Agitation of thoughts; conflicting pas-
sions; excitement. 'The fits and stirs of's

mind.' Shak,
Stir (stir). ?i. Sir. Sir W. Scott. [Scottish
vulgarism ]

Stlra'bOUt (st^r'a-bout), n. A dish formed
of oatmeal boiled in water to a certain con-
sistency, or of oatmeal and dripping mixed
together and stirred about in a frying-pan.

Stiriated (stii-'i-at-ed), a. [L. stiria, an
icicle.] Adorned with pendants like icicles.

StlrlOUSt (stii-'i-us), a. (See above.] Re-
sembling icicles. Sir T. Browne.
SUrk (sterk), 71. [A. Sax. styrc, styric, a
dim. from steor, a steer ] A bullock or heifer
between one and two years old. [Scotch.]

Stlrless (st^i-'les), a. Still without stirring;

very quiet.

Stirp t (stt;rp), n. (L. sUrps, a stock.] Stock;
race ; family. ' So is she sprong of noble
stirpe.' Chaucer. 'Divers great families and
stiips.' Spenser,
Stirpiculture(st6r'pi-kul-tur),n. [L. stirps,

a stijck. and cultura, culture.] The breed-
ing of special stocks or races.

Stirps (stirps), n. pi. Stirpes (stfer'pez).

[L. ] In law, the person from whom a family
is descended; family; kindred. See Per
stirpes, under Per.
Storage t (st^r'aj), n. The act of stirring;
stir ; conuuotion. ' Every small stirrage
waketh them.' Granger.
Stirrer (st^r'^r), n. 1. One who stirs or is

in motion.— 2. One who or that which puts
in motion; especially, an instniment to keep
a solution or the like from settling, or to
mix more completely the components of a
mixture.— 3. A riser in the morning.

Come on ; give me your hand, sir ; an early stirrer
Shak.

4. An inciter or exciter; an instigator,

—

Stirrer up, an exciter; an instigator. 'A
stirrer up of quarrels betwixt thy neigh-
bours. ' A rhuth not.

Stirring (staving). ;>. and a. 1. Being con-
stantly in motion ; characterized by stir or
bustle; active in business; habitually em-
ployed in some kind of business; accus-
tomed to a busy life. ' A more stirring and
intellectual age than any which has gone
before it' Southey.— 2. Animating; rousing;

awakening; stimulating; exciting; as, a stir-

ring oraticm.

Stirrup (st^i'rup), n. [A. Sax. stigerOp, sttg-

rdp, stlrtip. a stirrup, from stigan, to mount
or ascend (O.K. steye, stye), and rdp, a rope;

Icel. stigreip. The first part of this word also

occurs in stile, stair] 1. A strap or some-
thing similar hanging from a saddle, and
having at its lower end a suital)le appli-

ance for receiving the foot of the rider, used
to assist persons in mounting a horse, and

ch, chain;

Vol.

th. Be. loch; g. ^0; j. job; b, Ft. ton; ng, ^ng; IB, then; tb, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure. —See Ksr.
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to enable them to sit steadily In riding,

as well as to relieve them by supporting a

part of the weight of the body.—2. Harit. a

rope with an eye at its end, through which

a foot-rope is rove, and by which it is sup-

ported The ends of stirrups are nailed to

the yard, and they steady the men when
reefing or furling sails— 8. In mach. any

piece resembling in shape and functions the

stirrup of a saddle.

Stirrup-cup (st«r'nip-kup), n. A cup of

liquor presented to a rider on having

mounted his horse at parting. Sir W. Scott

Stirrup -Iron (st4r'rap-i-4ru), n. The iron

pi.nion of a stirrup.

Stirrup-leather (stir-rup-leTH-ir), n. The
leatlier portion of a stirrup.

Stlrrup-plece(st6r'rup-pes),n. Anamegiven
to a piece of wood or iron in framing, by

which any part is suspended ; a vertical or

inclined tie.

Stirrup-Strap (stSi-'rup-strap), n. A stirrup-

leather.
, , ...

Stitch (stich), v.t. (Softened form of stick,

Sc fteke, A. Sax. stician, to pierce; G.e«tcJ-<-«,

to embroider, to stitch. Comp. kirk, church;

dike.ditch.&c. SeeSTICK.] 1. To form stitches

in; to sew in such a manner as to show on

the surface of the fabric a continuous line

of stitches ; as, to stitch a collar or a shirt-

tront.— 2. To unite together by sewing; as,

to stitch the leaves of a book.—3. In agn.

to form into ridges.—To stitch up, to mend
or unite with a needle and thread ; as, to

stitch up a rent; to stitch up an artery.

Stitch (stich), v.i. To practise stitching; to

practise needlework. Hood.

Stitch (stich), ». 1. A single pass of a needle

in sewing. — 2. A single turn of the thread

round a needle in knitting ; a link of yarn

;

as, to let down a stitch; to take up a stuch.

3 In acjri. a space between two double fur-

rows in plouglied ground; a furrow or ridge.

And many men at plough he made, that drove earth

here and there, ^, .,

And turned up stitches orderly. Lliafntan.

4. A local Sharp pain ; a sharp spasmodic

pain in the intercostal muscles, like the

piercing of a needle; as, a stitch in the side.

The entrance of Mrs. Wilfer. majestically faint, and

with a condescending stitch in her side, winch was

her company manner. Dtckens.

6. A contortion or twist of the face. Ittxr-

ttan.—M Space passed over at one time;

distance; way.
You have gone a good stitch: you may well be

aweary. Bmiyan.

Stltchel (stieh'el), ii. A kind of hairy wool.

[Local ]

Stitcher (stich'Sr), n. One that stitches.

Stitchery ( stich'er-i ), «. needlework: in

contempt. ,..,,,.
Come, lay aside your stitchtry: P'ay «he idle house-

wife with me this afternoon. Shttk.

StltchfaUen t (stich'fivl-n), a. Fallen, as a

stitcli in knitting. Dryden.

Stitching (stich'ing),)!. 1. The act of stitch-

ing. — 2. Work done by sewing In such a

manner that a continuous line of stitches is

shown on the surface of the fabric—8. t llie

forming of land into ridges or divisions.

Stitohwort (stich'wSrt), n. [From one of

the species being supposed to be an effectual

cure for stitch in the side.] The English

name of the British species of plants belong-

ing to the genus Stellaria. See STELLAKIA.

Stilh.t Stlthet (stith), n. An anvil. 'The
smitli that forgeth sharp swerdes on his

stith.' Chaucer.

Stith,t Stlthet (stith), o. [SeeSxiFF.] Stiff;

strung; rigid.

Stithy (stiTH'i), n. [Also stiddy, Sc. stnddy,

Icel. stethi, an anvil ; from same root as E.

steady, stead.] An anvil.

' Let me sleep on that hard point." said Varney; ' I

cannot else perfect the device 1 have on the stithy.'

Sir It'. Scott.

Stithy (StiTH'i), V.t. To forge on an anvil.

'The forge that stithied Mars his helm.'

SiMk.
Stive (stiv), v.t. pret. & pp. sHved; ppr. stiv-

ing. (Probably from an O.Fr. estiver, cor-

responding to It. stivare, 8p. estivar, to

stuff, to stow, from L. stipare, to cram. In

meaning 2 rather a form of stetc. Comp.
al8os(i/!c,] l.t To stuff; to cram: to crowd;
hence.'to make hot, sultry, and close. ' His
chamrier being commonlysKrcd with friends

or suitors of one kind or other.' Sir H.
H'of(o».—2. To stew, as meat.

Stive (stIv), ti. i. To be stilled ; to stew, as

in a close atmosphere.

I sh.ill go out in a boat. One can get rid of a few

hours in that way instead of stivin^ in a wretched

hotel. Gnrge Eltol.

Stive (stiv), n. (Comp. G. staub. Dan. stoev,

dust.) The floating dust in flour-mills dur-

ing the operation of grinding. Sitrmwnds.

Stive.t «. A brothel; a stews. Chaucer.

Stiver (sti'ver), n. [U. stuiver, Dan. «(;/tier.]

1 An old Dutch coin and money of account,

worth about Id. sterling. Hence—2. Any-

thing of little value ; a liutton ; a straw ; a

flg. ' I care not a stiver for popularity.

Lord Lyttou.

Stiver t (sti'ver), n. An inhabitant of the

stews; a harlot. Beau. <fc Fl.

Stoa (sto'a), n. (Or., a porch.] In Greek

arch, a term corresponding with the Latin

porticus, the Italian portico, and the English

porch.

Stoalc(stok), v.i. [Comp. O. stocken, to stop.]

't'o stop up; to choke. [Local.]

Stoat (slot), )i. (Probably from Armor. sWt,

staot, urine of animals; staoterez, that can-

not retain its urine; from the fetid odour

given out by the fluid secreted by the anal

glands. ] ITie ermine, an animal of the genus

Mustela, the M. Erminea. See ERMINE.

StOblet (sto'lil), «. Stubble.

Stocah t (sto'ka), n. [Ir. and Gael, stocach,

a kitchen-lounger.] An attendant; a hanger-

on : an old Irish term. Spemer.

Stoocade, Stoccado (stok-kail', 8tok-ka'd6),

n. [Fr. estoccade, Sp. estocada. It. stoccata,

a thrust with a weapon, from Fr. estoc, Sp.

estonue. It stoeco, a rapier, from G. «(oci, a

stick. See STOCK.] 1. A stab; a thrust with

a rapier.

In these times you stand on distance, your passes,

sttjccados, and 1 know not what. Shitt.

2 A stockade. See STOCKADE.
Stoccade (stok-kad'), v. t. Same as Stockade.

Stochastic t (sto-kas'tik), a. (Gr. stochaa-

likus, conjectural, from stochazomai. to aim
at a mark, to conjecture, from stochos, a

mark.] Conjectural; able to conjecture.

iSiV T. Browne.
Stock (stok), n. [A. Sax. stoc, stocc, a stem,

stick, block; D. and Dan. stok, Icel. stokkr,

G. stock, stick, stock, block, &c., in the

plural stocks (of a vessel). The root is that

of stick, V. and n. ; the primary notion seems

to be that which sticks or pierces, or that

which is stuck in and remains fast, and
thence a trunk or stem. The derivative

meanings ai'e generally not difficult to fol-

low out.] 1. The stem or main body of a

tree or other plant ; the fixed, strong, firm

part; the trunk. Job xiv. 8.-2. The stem

in which a graft is inserted, and which is its

support; also, the stem or tree that furnishes

slips or cuttings (hence meaning 6). 'A

gentler scion to the wildest stock.' Shak.

'Fair slips of such a «(ocfc' Shak.

The scion overruleth the stcci quite. Bacon.

3 Something fixed and solid; a block; a post;

a pillar ; hence, what is lifeless and sense-

less 'When all our fathers worshipp'd

stocks and stones.' .l/ii(oii.—4. Aperson who
is as lifeless, dull, and senseless as a post or

block.
Let's be no stoics, nor no stocks. Shak.

6. The principal supporting or holding part;

the part in wllich others are inserteii or to

which they are attached in order to give a

Arm support or hold; specifically, (a) the

wooden support to which the barrel, *c., of

a rifle or like firearm is attached. (6) The

handle by which a boring-bit is held and

rotated; a bit stock; a brace (which see),

(c) The block of wood wliich constitutes the

body of a plai,e and in which the cutting

iron is fitted, (li) The support of the block

oil which an anvil is fitted, or of the anvil

itself (e) The bar or cross-piece at the

upper end of the shank of an anchor cross-

ing the direction of the fiukes transversely

so as to cause the points of the flukes to

enter the ground. (/) An adjustable wrench

for holding screw-cutting dies.— e. The origi-

nal race or line of a family; the progenitors

of a family and their direct descendants;

lineage; family. ' Children of the stock of

Abraham,' Ac. xiii. 28.

Thv mother was no goddess, nor thy stock

From Dardanus. Sir y. Denhmn.

1. The property which a merchant, a trades-

man or a company has invested in any

Inisiness. including merchandise, money,

and credits: more particularly, the goods

kept on hand by a commercial house for the

supply of its customers.

who trades without a stock has naught to fe.ir.

Ciht'r.

8 Capital invested, having been contributed

by individuals jointly ; as, (a) a fund em-

ployed in the carrying on of some business

or enterprise, divided into shares and owned
by individuals who jointly form a corpora-

tion: shares; as, bank stock; railway tiock.

(In Englanil stuck is distinctively used for

shares of .£100 each.] (6) A fund consisting

of a capital delit due by government to In-

dividual holders, who receive a fixed rate

of interest; money funded in government
securities; as, 3 per cent stttck. The various

kinds of stocks are called also the j/wJlfc

funds.
Here stocks, the state-barometers we view
That rise or fall by causes known to few. Crabbe.

9. Supply provided; store; accumulation;
provision; fund; hoard.

Each by a native stock of honour gr«at.

May dart strong influence. Prior.

He proposes to himself no small stock of fame in

future ages in being the first who has undertaken this

design. Arbuthnot.

10. In agri. (a) the collective animals used
or reared on a farm : called also hive Stock;

as, the farm carries a great deal of stock;

to be a rearer of stcjck. See under LIVE. a.

(b) The implements of husliandry and pro-

duce stored for use. Called also Dead
Stock.—U. That portion of a pack of cards

not dealt tmt at certain games, but whicli

are left on the table, and may Iw drawn
from as occasion requires. — 12. t A cover-

ing for the leg ; a stocking. ' A linen stock

on one leg, and a kersey boot-hose on the

other.' Sliak.—lS. A kind of stiff wide band

or cravat worn round the neck.— 14. t That
part of the tally which the creditor took

away as the evidence of the king's debt; the

part retained in the exchequer being called

the counter-foil. — 15. Rags and other ma-
terial used for making paper— 16. Liquor in

which meat, bones, vegetables, &c., have

been boiled, used to form a foundation for

soups and gravies —17. A good kind of red

and gray lirick, used for the exterior of walls

and the front of buildings —18. A name ori-

ginally applied to a cruciferous garden plant,

MatthiuUi iiicana (called more fully stock-

gillyfiuwer), but now extended to the vari-

ous species of ilatthiola, and to certain

allied plants of the same order. (See Mat-
THIOLA.) M. iiicana is probably the parent

of the greater number of the hoary- leaved

varieties cultivated in Britain, and known
as Brompton stock, queen stock, &c. if. si-

nuata is another British variety with large

purple flowers, it. annua is the source of

the common or ten weeks' stocks, and M.

gi-ceca of the smooth-leaved annual stocks.

They are all exceedingly fragrant, but many
only so during the night. The Virginia

stock (jVafcodm'o maritima) has been intro-

duced from the Mediterranean, and like the

species already mentioned is a great fa-

vourite in the flower-garden on account of

its beauty and fragrance. —19. pi. See sepa-

rate entry. —Stock in trade, the goods kept

for sale by a shopkeeper; the tools, fittings,

and appliances of a workman ; hence, a per-

son's mental resources or capabilities.—T'o

take stock, to make an inventory of stock or

goods on hand; hence, to make an estimate,

set a value generally; to observe particu-

larly or to investigate for the purpose of

fonning an opinion. ' His father's spies

taking stock of every incident, and possibly

reporting it at head quarters.' F. W. Robin-

son. , , .

Stock t (stok), n. [See Stoccade] 1. A
thrust with a rapier.— 2. A long rapier.

Stock (stok), v.t. 1. To lay up in store; to

put aside or accumulate for future use; as,

to stock goods.- 2. To provide or furnish

with stock ; to supply with stock ; to store

;

to fill ; to supply ; as, to stock a warehouse,

that is, to fill it with goods; to stock a farm,

that is, to supply it with cattle, or in some

uses of the phrase, to supply it with do-

mestic animals, seed, implements, Ac. ;
to

stock land, to occupy it with a permanent

growth, especially of grass. — 3 To put in

the stocks. Shak.—i. To put into a pack:

as, to stock cards.—5. To suffer cows to re-

tain their milk for twenty -four hours or

more previous to sale.—6. To attach to or

to supply with a stock handle or the like

;

as, to stock an anchor.-To stock up, to ex-

tirpate; to dig up.

The wild boar not only spoils her branches, but

sleets up her roots. Dr. H. Merc.

Stock (stok), a. Kept in stock; constantly

ready for service; habitually used; standtog;

permanent ; as, a «(oc*: play ; a stock jest

;

a stock subject; a stock sermon. 'A stock

charge aganist Raleigh.' C. Kingsley. 'The

Fate, fiU', fat, foil; m6, met, hSr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. ab«n«; J, Sc. fty.
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master of the house who was burning to tell

one of his seven utock stories.' Dickens.
Stock (stok), v.i. 1. To branch out into va-

rious shoots immediately above ground; to
tiller: applied to grasses, grains, or flowers.

About two months ago broad blanks were to be
seen on many oatfields, and though they have slocked
a little, the ciop is yet far too thin.

Scots fnan newspaper.
2. To send out sprouts, as from a stem which
has been cut over; said of a tree or plant
Stock-account (stok'jik-konnt), n. In com.
the account in a ledger showing on one side
the amount of the original stock with accu-
mulations, and on the other the amount of
what is withdrawn.
Stockade (atok-ad'), n. [From %tocl:, a stem
or stake.] 1. In /or(. a fence or barrier con-
structed by planting upright in the ground

trunks of trees or rough piles of timber so
as to inclose an area "which is to be de-
fended.—2. An inclosure or pen made with
posts and stakes.

Stockade (stok-ailO. v.(. pret. & pp. stock-
aded; ppr. stockading. To surround or for-
tify with sharpened posts fixed in the
ground.
Stock-breeder (stok'bred-^r), «. A person
who chielly devote-s liis attention to the
breeding uf live stuck or domestic animals,
as oxen or horses.

Stockbroker (st<>k'br6-k6r), n. A broker
who deals in the purchase and sale of stocks
or shares
Stock-dove (stok'duv), n. The wild pigeon
of Europe (Coluniba tetuis), so called accor-
ding to some writers because it was at one
time believed to be the stock of the many
varieties of the domestic pigeon, but ac-
cording U> others from Its breeding in the
stocks of trees.

Stocker (stc^k'^r). n. A man engaged in
makirii,' .'^tn(k-^^cks. Simmondx.
Stock-exchange (stok'eks-chanj), it. 1. The
building. ]>I;iee, or mart where stocks or
slmres are bought and soUl.— 2. An associa-
tion of brokers and dealers or jobbers fn
stocks, bonds, and other securities created
under state or municipal authority, or by
corporations concenied in the business con-
nected with the carrying on of railways,
niine^, manufactures, banks, or other com-
mercial or indu:<tnal pursuits.

Stock-farmer (stokfar-mSr), ft. A farmer
who devotes himself tr) the breeding and
rearing of ditferent kiiidsof live stock, espe-
cially horses and cattle.

Stock-feeder {8tok'fC'd*>r). n. One who de-
votes himself to the feeding or fattening of
live sti^xk; a stock-farmer.

Stock-fish (stok'ilsh), 7*. Fish, as cod. ling,
hake, torsk, split open and dried in the sun
without Plaiting.

8tock-glilyflower(8tok'jil-li-flou-6r), n. See
STo-'k, is

stock-gold (stok'gold). n. Gold hoarded or
accumulated so as to form a stock. (Rare ]

stockholder (stok'liold-^r), n. One who is

a proprietor of stock in the public funds, or
in the funds of a bank or other company.
Stockinet (st4ik'in-et), n. An elastic, knit,
textile fabric, of which stockings, under-
ganneiit.-i, Ac. are made. Goodrich.
Stocking (stok'iug), n. [From stock, in sense
of st'K-king or leg covering. 'The clothing
of the legs and lower part of the body for-
merly consisted of a single garment called
hose, in French chausses. It was afterwanU
cut in two at tlie knees, leaving two pieces
of dress, viz., knee-breeches, or, as they were
then called, uirperHucks. or in French haul
de cha\isses. and the netherstoeks or iftoek-
ings. In French has de chaiisses. and tlien
simply b<fs. In these terms the element
stock is to l>e understood in tlie sense of
stump or tnmk, the part of a body left when
the limbs are cut off.' Wedj/wood] A close-
fitting covering for the foot and leg. Stock-

i

ings were anciently made of cloth or milled
stuff, sewed together, but they are now
usually knitted by tlie hand or woven in a
frame, the material being wool, cotton, or
silk.

Stocking (stok'ing). v.t. To dress in stock-
ings; to cover as with stockings.

SlocAiug'd with loads of fat town-dirt he groes.
Drydeit.

Stockinger (stok'ing-6r), n. One who knits
or weaves stockings.

Stocking-frame (stok'ing-fram), n. A ma-
chine fur weaving or knitting stockings or
other hosiery goods.
Stocking-loom (stok'ing-lbm), n. A stock-
ing-frame.

Stocking-weaver (stok'iug-wev-6r), n. One
wiiu wtjaves stockings.

Stockish (stok'ish), «. Like a stock or block;
stupid; blockish. [Rare.]

Since naug'ht so stockish, hard, and full of ra^je,
But music for the time doth change his nature.

ShaJk.

Stock-jobber (stok'job-6r), n. One who
speculates in stocks for gain; one whose oc-
cupation is to buy and sell stocks or Glares.
Stock-jobbery (stok'job-^r-i). n. The prac-
tice or business of dealing in stocks or
shares : used in a disparaging sense.
Stock-Jobbing (atok'job-ing), n. Theact
or art of dealing in stocks or shares.
Stock-list (stok'list). n. A list published
daily or periodically in coimection with a
stock-e.xeluinge, enumerating tlie leading
stocks dealt in, the prices curi'ent, the actual
transactions, Ac.
Stock- lock (stokaok). n. A large inferior
kind of lock fitted into an outer wooden
case or frame, such as is used in doors of
outhouses and the like.

Stock-man (stok'man). n. One having the
charge of stock; a herdsman. [Australian.]
Stock-market (stok'mar-ket), u. l. A mar-
ket where stocks are sold; a stock-exchange.
2. \ cattle-market
Stock -pot (stok'pot). M. In cookery, a pot
in which stock for soups or gravies is boiled.
Stock - punished (stok'pun-isht), a. Pun-
ished by being contlneil in the stocks.
'Whipped from tithing to tithing, and
stftck-pu ni/'hi.'d. ' Shak.
Stock -purse (stok'pSrs), n. 1. A common
purse.— 2 MUit. savings made in the outlay
of a corps, and applied to regimental pur-

StOCks (stoks), 71. pi I. An apparatus for-
merly used for tlie punishment of petty
offenders, as vagrants, trespassers, and the
like. It usually consisted of a frame of

:^fMiibi.kLiJilL.

Punished in the Stocki.

timber with holes in which the ankles, and
sometimes both the ankles and wrists, of
the offenders were confined.— 2. The frame
or timbers on which a ship rests while
bull ting.

Stock-station (stok'sta-sbon). n. A station
or district where cattle are reared. [Aus-
traltan.]

Stock - still (stok'stil), a. Still as a fixed
post; perfectly still. 'Stood stock-still for
sheer amazement.' Tennyson.
Our preachers siand stock-sttU in the pulpit, and

will not so much as move a finger to set off tnc best
Addison.

Stock-taking (stok'tak-ing), n. A periodi-
cal examination, inventorj\ and valuation
of the stork or goods in a shop, warehouse,
or other business premises.
Stock -work (stok'w^rk), n. In mining, a
metliod of working ore where, instead of
lying in veins or strata, it is found in solicl
masHes. so that it is worked in chambers
and stories.

Stocky (stok'i), a. Stout of person ; rather
tliick than tall or corpulent.
They had no titles of honour among thein, but such

as denoted some bodily strength or perfection; as.
such an one the tall, such an one tlie stocky, such an
one the gruff. Addison.

Stock - yard ( stok'yard ), n. A yard or in-
closure in which live stock is temporarily
kept, as on the way to or from market.
StCBChiolOgy (ste-ki-ol'o-ji), n. Same as
Stoic/iiolo'j!/.

Stoechiometrical (ste'ki-6 met'rik-al), a.

Same as Stoichiometrical.

Stoechiometry (ste-ki-om'et-ri), n. Same as
Stoichiometiy.

Stoic (sto'ik), 11. [Gr. Stoikos. from Stoa, a
porch in Athens where the philosopher Zeno
taught.] 1. A disciple of the philosopher
Zeuo. who founded a sect about 308 B.C. He
taught that men should be free from pas-
sion, unmoved by joy or grief, and submit
without complaint to the unavoidable neces-
sity by which all things are governed. The
Stoics are proverbially known for the stern-
ness and austerity of their ethical doctrines,
and for the influence which their tenets
exercised over some of the noblest spirits
of antiquity, especially among the Romans.
Their system appears to have been an
attempt to reconcile a theological panthe-
ism and a materialist psychology with a
logic which seeks the foundations of know-
ledge in the representations or perceptions
of the senses, and a morality which claims
as its first principle the absolute freedom
of the human will. The Stoics teach that
whatever is real is material ; matter and
force are the two ultimate principles ; mat-
ter is of itself motionless and unformed,
though capable of receiving all motions and
all forms. Force is the active, moving, and
moulding principle,and is inseparably joined
with matter; the working force in the uni-
verse is God, whose existence as a wise
thinking l>eing is proved by the beauty and
adaptation of the world. The supreme end
of life, or the highest good, is virtue, that
is, a life conformed to nature, the agree-
ment of human conduct with the all-cou-
trolling law of nature, or of the human with
the divine will ; not contemplation, but ac-
tion, is the supreme problem for man ; vir-
tue is sufllcient for happiness, but happi-
ness or pleasure should never be made the
end of human endeavour. The wise man
alone attains to the complete perfonnance
of his duty; he is without passion, although
not without feeling; he is not indulgent,
but just toward himself and others; he alone
is free ; he is king and lord, and is inferior
in inner worth to no other rational being,
not even to Zeus hnnself. Hence—2 A per-
son not easily excited; an apathetic person,
or one who appears or professes to be indif-
ferent to pleasure or pain. 'A Stoic of the
woods, a man without a tear.' Campbell.
Stoic ( sto'ik ), a. Pertaining to the Stoics
i'V t.» their teaching; as, a Stoic philosopher;
tlie Stoic doctrine.
Stoical (sto'ik-al). a. I. Pertaining to the
Stoics or to their doctrines ~2 Not affected
by passion; able completely to repress feel-
ing; manifesting or maintaining hiditterence
to pleasure or pain. 'The happiness of a
stoical disposition.' Dr. Knox. 'A stoical
contemjit of riches.' Tatler.
Stoically (sto'ik-al-Ii), adv. In the manner
of the Stoics or of a Stoic (in sense 2); with-
out apparent feeling or sensibility; with in-
dilfereiice to pleasure or pain; as, stoicaUy
to bear pain.

Stoicalness (sto'ik-al-nes), n. The state of
being stoical; indifference to pleasure or
pain.

StolchlolOgy (stoi-ki-ol'o-ji). n. [Gr atoi-
cheion, an element or first principle, and
iofloi.discourse.] 1. That branch of physiology
which treats of the elements or proximate
principles of which the body is constituted.
2, The doctrine of the elementary requisites
of mere thought. Sir W. Hamilton.
Stoichiometrical ( stoiTii-o-mefrik-al ), a.
iVitaininu^ to stoichiometry.

Stoichiometry (stoi-ki-om'et-ri). n. [Gr.
stoicheion, element, and metron, measure.]
In ehem. the science of atomic proportions
or chemical equivalents.
Stolciam ( sto'i-sizm ), n. l. The opinions
and maxims of the Stoics.— 2. A real or pre-
tended indifference to pleasure or pain; the
bearing of pain without betraying feeling;
insensibility.

Fichte's metaphysical theory may be called in
aucstion. and readily enouf^h misapprcliended; but
le sublime stoicism of his senttmenis must find some

response in many a heart. Cariyit.

Stoldtyt (8t6-is'i-ti), 71. stoicalness. B,
Jonson.

Ch, Main; fih, 3c locA; g. go; j, job; £i, Fr. to»; ng. aitig; th, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh. m/iig; zh. arure.-See Kky.
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Stoit, Stoiter (stoit, stoit'er), v.i. [Comp.
Icel. steyta, to push, to cast, Sw. stoeta, to
dash one thinj; ft)rcibly against another.]
[Scotch.] To walk in a staggering way ; to
totter; to stumble on any ot)ject.

Stoke (stok). v.t. pret. & pp. stoked; ppr.
stok'ing. [Akin to stick, utock. Prov. E.

stoke, a stick or stake.] To poke, stir up,
supply a fire with fuel, and attend to its

combustion: applied chiefly to furnaces,
such as the furnaces of steam-engines.

Much skill is needed to stoke the furnace of a
steam-boiler successfully; and one stoker will often
be able to keep the steam well up when another of
equal strength and dilifjence will fail altojiether.

Bra tide.

Stoke (stok), V. i. To attend to and supply a
furnace with fuel; to act as a stoker.

Stoke-hole (stok'hol). n. The mouth to the
^rate of a furnace ; also, the space in front
of the furnace where the stoker stands.

Stoker (st6k'6r), n. [See Stoke, r.(.] 1. One
w ho feeds and trims a furnace or large fire;

especially, one employed to tend the fur-
nace of a locomotive or marine engine. —2. A
poker. [Rare.]

Stokin, Stoken (stok'in, stok'en),7i. A kind
of apple : possibly from Stoke in Hereford-
shire.

Stola (sto'la), n. [L., from Gr. stole, equip-
ment, a woman's robe, clothing, from stello,

Roman Matron attired in the Stola.

to array, to equip, to send.] A garment
worn by the Roman women over the tunic

;

it came as low as the ankles or feet, and
was fastened round the body by a girdle,
leaving broad folds above the breast, and
had a flounce sewed to the bottom. It was
the characteristic dress of the Roman ma-
trons, as the toga was of the men, and was
not allowed to be worn by women divorced
from their husbands, or by courtesans.
Stole (stol), pret. of A(e«;.

Stole (stol), n. [O.Fr. estole, L. stola. See
Stola.] l. A garment resembling the stola;
a long robe or garment worn by ladies, and
reaching to the ankles or lieels. Speiiser.—
2. A long nan'ow band or scarf with fringed

I. Stole. 2, Priest wearing the Stole, A A.

ends, worn by ecclesia-stics of the Roman
and Eni;lish churches, by deacons over the
left shoulder, being fastened under the right
arm; by bishops round the neck, with both

ends pendent in front to the knees; and by
priests similarly, but with the ends crossed
over the breast at inass,.~Groom of the stole,

the first lord of the bed-chamber in the
household of the English kings.

Stole (stol), n. Same as Stolon, 1.

Stolet (stol), 11. A 8t<iol. Chaucer.
Stoled (stold), a. Wearing a stole or long
robe; robed like an antique statue. 'Pro-
phets brightly stoled in shining lawn.' G.
Fletcher. [Poetical. ]

Stolen (sto'ln), pp. The passive participle
of steal.

Stolen waters are sweet. Prov ix, 17.

Stolid (stol'id), a. [L. stolidus, dull, doltish;

probably from root of L. sto, E. stand.] Dull
or slow of intellect; blockisli; stupid; unim-
pressionable; without feeling or emotion.

Scolidlty (sto-lid'i-ti), n. The state or qua-
lity of being stolid; dulness of intellect;
stupidity.

These certainly are the fools in the text, indocile,
intractable fools, whose stolidity can baffle all argu-
ments, and be proof against demonstration itself.

Bentley.

StoUdness (stol'id-nes), n. Same as StoUd-
itij (whicli see).

Stolon (sto'lon), n. [L. stolo, stolonis.]

1. In hot. a sucker which at first appears
at the surface of the ground and then
strikes downwards, piercing the soil or root-
ing into it. Treas. of Bot.—Z In zool. the
connecting processes of sarcode in the For-
aminifera; the connecting tube in the social
ascidians ; the processes sent out by the
ca'uosarc of certain Actinozoa.
Stoloniferous (sto-lon-ifer-us), a. [L. stolo,

stolonis, a sucker, and fero, to produce.]
Producing suckers; putting forth suckers;
a.»,!istoloniferoxtsiitem; stoloniferous ev3.sses.

Stoma (sto'ma). n. pi. Stomata (sto'ma-ta).
[Gr.] 1. In bot. (a) a minute orifice or pore
in the epidermis of leaves, &c., which opens
directly into the air cavities pervading the

a, Stomata— i, Strobilanthes snbiniana
,, 2, Croton vnrifgattttn.

,, 3, Limnocharis plitfttieri.

parenchyma, and through which exhalation
takes place; a breathing-pore; a stomatium.
{b) The opening provided on the side of the
spore-case of ferns, through which dehis-
cence takes place, (c) The ostiolum of cer-
tain fungals, or the orifice through which
their spores are discharged.—2. In zool. one
of the breathing-holes of insects or similar
animals. They are situated along the sides
of the body in insects.

Stomacace (sto-mak'a-se), n. [Gr. stoma-
kake— stoma, the mouth, and kakos, evil,

bad.] A foetor in the mouth, with bloody
discharge from the gums, which are ulcer-

ated along their edges.

Stomach (stum'ak), n. [L. stomachus, the
gullet, cesophagus, stomach, from Gr. sto-

machos, the throat, the gullet, from stoma,
a mouth.] 1. A membranous receptacle,

the principal organ of digestion, in which
food is prepared for nourishing the body.
The human stomach is of an iiregularly

conical or pear-shaped form; it is situated
in the epigastric region, lying almost trans-

versely across the upper and left portion
of the abdominal cavity. Its largest ex-

tremity is directed to the left, its smaller
to the right. Its superior orifice, where the
oesophagus terminates, is called the cardia;
the inferior orifice, where the intestine be-
gins, the pylorus. The stomach is composed
of three coats or membranes, cotniected by
a firm but very extensive cellular tissue.

The external or peritoneal coat is a dense
firm membrane; the Internal or mucous coat
is soft and vascular; the central coat is

muscular. The glands of the stomach are
situated in the mucous coat. The arteries

of the stomach come chiefiy from the coe*

liac artery, and are accompanied by veins
which terminate in the vena portce, or veins
conveying venous blood to the liver for the
purpose of secreting bile. The nerves of
the stomach are very numerous, and come
from the eighth pair and the sympathetic
nerve. The lymphatic vessels are distri-

buted throughout the whole substance, and
proceed immediately to the thoracic duct.
The stomach owes its digestive powers
chiefiy to the gastric juice, an acid liquid
which is secreted by innumerable follicles
in the mucous coat, and the action of which
upon various elements of food is somewhat
similar to that of prolonged boiling in water.
Digestion is also aided by the performance of
certain well-defined stomachic movements,
which are well calculated to mix and thor-
oughly combine the food particles with its

contained finids. In mammals there are
three kinds of stomachs, simple, complex,
and compound. In the simple it consists of
a single cavity, as in man and the Carnivora,
&c. This is the most common form. The
complex has two or more compartments
communicating with each other, with no
marked difference of structure, as in the
kangaroo, squirrel, porcupine, &c. The
Cetacea have from five to seven such com-
partments. The compound stomach is pe-
culiar to the ruminants. It consists of
four compartments, differing materially in
size and in the structure of the lining
mucous membrane. The first and largest
cavity is the paunch or rumen, into which
the food is first received; the second, the
honeycomb or reticulum, so named from its

lining membrane forming deep polygonal
cells; the third, the psalterium or omasum,
called 'manyplies' or 'moniplies'(Scottish),
from its foliated structure. All these three
compartments are merely useful in the pre-
paring the food for the fourth or true stom-
ach, called also reed or abomasum, where
the gastric juice is secreted and food finally

digested. See RuMiNANTi.v — 2. Any spe-
cialized cavity for the digestion of food, such
as the digestive cavity in Hydrozoa, &c.—
3. The desire of food caused by hunger;
appetite; as, a good stomach for roast beef.

As appetite or stomach to meat is a sign of health
in the body, so is this hunger in the soul a vital qua*
lity. Hantfnond.

4. Inclination; liking.

He which hath no stomach to this fight

Let him depart. Shak.

5.t Violence of temper; anger.

Stern was his look, and full ai stomach vain.
Spctiser.

e.tSullenness; resentment; wilful obstinacy;
stubbornness.
This sort of crying proceeding from pride, obstio-

acy, and stomach, the will, where the fault lies, must
be bent. Locke,

7.t Pride; haughtiness.

He was a man
Of an unbounded stomach, ever ranking
Himself with princes, Shak.

8. t The throat; the gorge; the gullet. ' Spite-

ful tongues in cankered stomachs placed.'
Raleigh.

Stomach (stum'ak), v.t. l.t To resent; to
remember with anger.

The lion began to show his teeth, and to stomach
the affront. Sir R. VEstrange.

2. To bearwithoutopen resentment or with-
out opposition; to brook; as, to stomach an
affront. [Coiloq.]

Stomach t (stum'ak), v.i. To be angry.
' What one among them commonly doth not
stomach at such contradiction.' Hooker.
Stomachal (stnm'ak-al), a. [Fr. stomacal.]
Cordial: stomachic.
Stomacher (stum'ak-6r), 71. 1. An onia-
iMcntal covering for the breast, forming pai-t

of a lady's dress. *A stately lady in a dia-

mond stomacher and a long black hood.'
Johnson.—2. One who stomachs.
Stomachfolt (stum'ak-fnl). a. Wilfully ob-

stinate; stubborn; perverse. ' A stomach/ul
boy put to school.' Sir Jt. L'Estrange.

Stomachfullyt (stum'ak-ful-li), adv. In an
angry nKinntr. Bp. Uall.

Stomachfulness + ( stum ' ak - ful - nes ). n.

Stubbornness; sullenness; perverse obsti-

nacy. Granger.
Stomachic (stO-mak'ik). a. 1 Pertaining
to the stomach; as, stomachic vessels.

—

2. Strengthening to the stomach; exciting

the action of the stomach. ' Gluttonously
fond of whatever would yield him a little

solacenient, were it only of a stomachic cha-
racter.' Carlyle.

Stomachic (sto-mak'ik). n. A medicine that
strengthens the stomach and excites its

action.

Stomachical (sto-mak'ik-al), a. Same as

Stuiimchic. Wiseman.
Stomachlngt (stum'ak-ing), n. Resentment.

'Tis not a time for private stofMachiug Shak

Fate, far. fat. fftll; me, met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, byll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abtine; y, So. fey.
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Stomachless (stum'ak-les). a. Being with-

out a stomach or appetite. 'Thy sleeps

broken, thy mt^nH stomachless.' Bp. Hall.

StomachOUSt (stum'ak-us),a. Stout; sullen;

obstinate. ' .Stem looks and stomachous iW^-

dain ' Spe)iser.

Stomach-piece (stum'ak-pes), n. Xaut. the
same as Apron (which see).

Stomach-pump (stum'ak-pump),rt. A small
pump or syrinjjie used in medical practice,

for the purpose of emptying the stomach
and introducing cleansing or other liquids.

It resembles the common syringe, except
that it has two apertures near the end, in-

stead of one, in which the valves open differ-

ent ways, so as to constitute a sucking and
a forcing passage. When the object is to

extract from the stomach, the pump is

worked while its sucking orifice is in con-

nection with a flexible tube passed into the
stomach; and the extracted matter escapes
by the forcing orifice. When it is desired,

on the contrary, to throw cleansing water
or other liquid into the stomach, the tube
is connected with the forcing orifice, by
which the action of the pump is reversed.

Stomach -staggers (sium'ak-stag-erz). n.

A disease in horses, deiK-nding on a para-

lytic affection of the st<jmach. In this dis-

ease the animal dozes in the stable and rests

his head in the manger; he then wakes up,
and falls to eating, which lie continues to do
till the stomach swells to an enormous ex-

tent, an<t the animal at last dies of apoplexy
or his stomach bursts.

Stomachyt (stum'a-ki), a. Obstinate; sullen.

Stomapod (sto'ma-podX n. A member of

the r>r'KT st<>mapoda
Stomapoda (sto-map'd-da), n. (Or stoma,
a mouth, mulpous, podos, a foot] An order
of malaco^tracous cnistaceans, having six

to tjight pairs of legs, mostly near the mouth
(hence the name); eyes pedunculate; bran-
chiie when present &U8i>ended beneath the

Stomapoda.

I, Squiiia slyli/tra. a, Phyttosoma commutu.

abdomen, or attached to the thoracic legs.

They are found chiefly in intertropical

climates, and are almost without exception
marine. The order includes the locust
shrimps (Squilla). the glass shrimps (Krich-
thya). and the opos-sum shrimps (MysisX
Stomapodous (sto-map'o-dus), a. Pertain-
in;: or litl^'ii^ring to the .Stomapoda.

Stomata (>toin;i-ta). See Stoma.
Stomate(-'to'mat),a \\\hoi. having stomata.
S't.- ST"M.V.

Stomate, Stomatlum (std'mat, stoma'shi-
um), n. In boL see Stoma, 1 (a).

Stom&tlC (stomat'ik), /i. A medicine for
disea-ses of the mouth.
Stomatlc (.ito-mat'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to ;i ^toiii:i or to stomata.
Stomatiferous (stom-a-tif'6r-u8),a. In hot.

beariii;.' stomates.
Stomatitis (stom-a-tl'tis). n. [Or. stoma,
the ni'iittb.] In pathoi inflammation of the
mouth
StomatOda (stom'a-to-da), n. pi. A division
of the Protozoa, including those forms which
possess a mouth. See Htomatode.
StomatOde (stom'a-tddX a. [Or. stoma, nto-

matos. a mouth ] Possessing a mouth; spe-
cifically applied to a divtsioD of the Proto-
zoa
As regards the classification of the Protozo.i, a

roiitrh anl useful division \% into mouth-bearint; or
stmnatoHe Trotozoa. in which there is a distinct nioulh;
an<I mraitiile^s or 'astoinatou^' Protozoa, in which
there ii no mouth. //. A. KichaUon.

Stomato - gastric ( stom ' a- to - gas " trik ), rt.

of or piMtiiiiiinu' to the mouth and stomach.
Stomatomorphous (stom'a-to-moi^'fus), a,

[Or, ftoina. stomatos, a mouth, and morphi,
a form

j Uxbot mouth-shaped.
8tomatoplastlc(stom'a-t6-pla«"tlk). a. [Or.
*t'nna.iit'iniati>it,ii\n()\\i\\.i\.\\\pla*Sf'i.XotoTm.'\

In sunj applied to the operation of forming
a mouth where the aperture has been con-
tracted fr<jm any cause. Dunglison.

Stomatoscope ( stom ' a - to - skop ). n. [ Gr.

fi^oma,«fo»ia(o«,araouth,and«A-oj:>e(;,to view.]

Any instrument for keeping the mouth open
so as to permit the parts within to be in-

spected. Dunglison.
Stomatous (stom'a-tus), a. Furnished with
stomata.
Stomp (stomp), V. i. To stamp with the foot
[Vulgar]
Stoadt (stond), n. [Yor stand.] 1. A stand;
a post; a station. Spenser.—2. A stop; an
impediment or hinderance. ' When there
be not stands nor restiveness in a man's
nature.' Bacon.
Stonden,t pp. of stonde {stand). Stood.
Chaucer.
Stone (st6n),n. [A. Sax. «((l7i,ast<jne,arock—

a

word common to all the Teutonic languages:
D. L-G. and Dan. steen, Sw. gtin, Icel. steinn,

G. stein, Goth, stains, stone. Cog. Slav.

stjena, Gr. stia, stion, a small stone, a pebble.
Probably from root sta, seen in E. to stand.]

I. A hard concretion of some species of earth,
as lime, silex, clay, and the like; a hard, com-
pact mineral body of any form and size,

usually composed of various simple min-
erals. The principal component parts of
stones are silex, alumina, zirconia, glucina,
lime, and magnesia; sometimes the oxides
of iron, manganese, nickel, chromium, and
copper are also found to enter into their

composition. As distinguished from a rock

a ttone is usually a mass of no great size.

generally such as can be lifted or moved
about, whereas a rock is a solid and immov-
able portion of the earth's crust. Stones
are of various degrees of hardness and
weight ; they are brittle and fusible, but
not malleable, ductile, or soluble in water.
Stones are of extensive use for a great va-
riety of purposes— for building, paving,
grinding, ornamental purposes, Ac—2. The
material of which stones or rocks consist;
the substance belonging to stones; as, a
house buitt of a hard stone; a wall of stone;
a quarry producing fine, close-grained stone.

8. A gem ; a precious stone. ' Two stmies,

tworicliandprecious«(t»«e«.' 5AaJt.— 4. What
is made of stone; as, (a) a monument erected
to preserve the memory of the dead.

Should some relentless eye
Glance on the s/one where our cold relics lie. Pa/f.

(b) A gun-flint

Where's the f/*»«^ of this piecct
Thedruniiner toulc it out to li^ht tobacco. Beau.G'Fl.

6. What resembles a stone; as, (a) a calcu-
loas concretion in the kidneys or bladder;
hence the disease arising from a calculus.

(6)A testicle. Shak. (c) The nut of a drupe or
stone fruit, or the hard covering inclosing
the kernel, and itself inclosed l)y the pulpy
pericarp. 'Cracking the stones of the fore-

said prunes.' Shak.—Q. A common measure
of weight in use throughout the north-west
and central countries of Kurope, hut varying
much in different countries. The English im-
perial standard stone is 14 lbs avoinlupois,
but other values are in regular use, varying
with the article weighed; thus, the stone of
butcher's meat or fish is 8 lbs., of cheese
16 tbs . of hemp 32 lbs., of glass 6 lbs.

—

7. Symbol of hardness, torpidness, and insen-
sibility; as, a heart of stone.

He is a ttone. a %'ery pebble stone, and has no mort
pity in him than a dc^. Shat.

8. In printing, same as Imposing-stone. -

9. A hailstone.
Let heaven engender hail.

And poison it in the source, and the first t/one
Drop in my neck. Shak,

10. t A thunderbolt
Are there no stones in heaven

But what serve for the thunder? Shai.

II. A term applied to the glass of a mirror;
a mirror.

Lend me a looking-glass.
If that her bre.ith will mist or stain the stone.

Why then she lives. Shitk.

—Artificial stone, a concreted material ap-

f>lled to numerous purposes, aamakingbuild-
n^ blocks, flagstones, tiles, statuary, vases,

grindstones, sewer -pipes, Ax. There are
many varieties, most of which have a base
of hydraulic mortar, with which sand and
pulverized stone of different kinds are mi xed.

—Meteoric stone. See AEROLITE —/'/!i7ow-
pher's stone. See under Philosofhek — To
leave no stone unturned, to do everything
that can be done ; to use all practicable
means to effect an object; to spare no exer-

tions.

He crimes invented, /e/t unturti'd no stone
To make my guilt appear and hide his own. Dryden.

Stone (ston), a. Made of stone or like stone;
as, a sfo/ie jug.—S(o;w age. See under Age.
Stone (ston), I', t. pret. »S: pp. stoned; ppr. ston-
ing. [See the noun.] 1. To pelt, beat, or
kill with stones.

And they stoned Stephen, calling upon God, and
saying, Lord Jesus, receive my spirit. Acts vii. 59.

2. To make like stone; to harden. [Rare.]

O perjur'd woman, thou dost stone my heart. SAttk,

3. To free from stones; as, to stojie raisins.—
4. To wall or face with stones; to line or for-

tify with stones; as, to stone a well; to stone
a cellar.

Stone-axe (stdn'aks).7i. 1. An axe with two
somewhat obtuse edges used in hewing
stone.— 2. A kind of axe made of stone, such
as are used among some savage tril>e3.

Stone-hlind (ston'blind), a. Blind as a
stone; perfectly blind.

Stone-blue (ston'blu). n. A compound of
indigo and starch or whiting.

Stone-borer (st6n'b6r-er), n. One who or
that which bores stones; specifically, a term
applied to certain lamellibranchiate mol-
luscs, which by means of rasp-like imbrica-
tions with which their shell is armed per-
forate or bore into rocks. &c. See Pholas.
Stone-bow (stou'bo), n. a cross-bow for
shooting stones.

Whoever will hit the mark of profit must, like

those that shoot with siortebovs, wink with one eye.
Afarston.

Stone-bramble (ston'bram-bl), n. A plant,
the Hubus Cham<vmorus. Called also
Cloudberry and Roebuck-bernt.
Stone-brash (ston'brash), ». In agri. a
subsoil composed of shattered rock or stone.

Stone-break (ston'brak), ft. A plant, saxi-

frage.

Stone-buck (stonlauk), n. The steenbok,
an aniniiil of the antelope kind.

Stone - butter ( ston ' but • 6r ), n. A sort of
alum.
Stone-cast (ston'kast), n. The distance
which a stone may be thrown by the hand;
a stone's-cast; a stone's-throw.

About a sfone-cast from the wall
A sluice with blacken'd water slept. Tetmyson.

Stone -chat, Stone - chatter (ston 'chat,
ston'chat-6r), n [Stone and chatter.] An
insessorial bird of the family of warblers,
Saxicola rubicola. The stone -chat is com-
mon in Europe, and frequents moors and
other open wastes. It nins with much
celerity, and its food consists of insectf
and worms. In Scotland the wheat-ear (S
oenanthe) is often named stone -chat 01
stane-chack. Called also yfoor-titling.

8tone-COal(ston'k61), n. Hard coal; anthra-
cite.

Stone-cold (ston'kold), a. Cold as a stone.

At last as marble rock he standeth still.

SloneioAi wiihoiit. within burnt with love's flame.
Dryden.

Stone-colour (stonTtul-Sr). n. The colour
of stone; a grayish colour.

Stone-coral (stoaTco-ral), n. Coral which
is in ma.sses, in distinction from that which
is in the form of branches.
Stone-cray (ston'kra), n. A distemper in
hawks.
Stone-crop (ston'krop), n. [A. Sax. stdn-
crop, crop having the sense of a bunch or
cluster. The plants grow on rocks] The
common name of various British species of
plants of the genus Sedunt. See Sedum.
Stone-crush (ston'krush), ;i. A sore on the
foot occasioned by a bruise. [Local.]

Stone-curlew Cst6n'k6r-lu), n. See Stonk-
I'l.oVKH and WILLET.
Stone-cutter (stOn'kut-fer), n. One whose
occupatinn is to hew or cut stones for build-
ing, (inianit-ntal, or other purposes.
Stone-cutting (ston'kut-ing). n. The busi-
ness rif cutting or hewing stones for walls,

monuments. Ac.

Stone-dead (ston'ded), a. As lifeless as a
stone.

Stone-deaf (ston'deO, a- I>eaf as a stone;
totally deaf.

Stone-deaf, that sort of deafness which prevents a
man from hearing his own voice. W. Collins.

Stone-dresser (8t6n'dres-6r), n. One who
tools, smooths, and shapes stone for build-

ing purposes. Simmonds.
Stone -eater (st6n'et-6r), «. Same as
Stone-borer.

Stone-falcon (ston'fa-kn), n. See Merlin.
Stone-fern (ston'f^rn), n. A native British
fern (Allosorus crisptis).

Stone-fly (ston'fli), n. a species of neurop-
terous insect {Perla bicaudata), much used
as a bait in trout-fishing.

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. locA; g. 30; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, siii^; TH, f/ien; th, (Aln; w, it^ig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Key.



STONE-FRUIT 314 STOOP

Stone-ftuit (stou'frdt), 71. Fruit whose
seeds are covered with a hard shell envel-
oped in the pulp, as peaches, cherries,
phims, &c. ; a drupe.
Stone-gall (ston'p^l), n. 1. The name given
to a roundish mass of clay often occurring in
variegated sandstone.—2. Same as Stannel.
Stone-grig (.ston'grig). n. The pride or
mud -lamprey {Ammoccetes branchialis).
See AMMOriKTES.
Stone-hammer (stonTiam-Sr),?!. Ahammer
for breaking or rough-dressing stones.

Stone-hard (stou'hard), a. Hard as a stone

;

nnfeuling. ' Thy stone-hard heart.' Shak.
Stone-hawk (ston'hak), n. Same as Stane-
falcon. St'c Merlin.
Stone -hearted (ston'hart-ed), a. Hard-
hearted; cruel; pitiless; uufeeliug; stony-
liearted.

Weep, ye stone - hearted men; Oh, read and
pity

!

//^. Browne.

Stone-horse (ston'hors), n. A horse not
castrated.

Stone-house (ston'hons), n. A house built
of stone.

Stone-Illy (ston'Ii-li), n. A popular name
for fossil crinoideans or encrinites, espe-
cially for Encrinitis moniliformis, from the
resemblance of their rayed receptacles and
slender columns to the flower and stalk of
the lily.

Stone-marten (ston'mar-ten), n. See
Marten.
Stone-mason (ston'ma-sn), n. One who
dresses stones for building, or builds with
them; a builder in stone.

Stone-merchant (ston'm6r-chant), n. A
dealer in building, paving, or other stones.

Stone-mortar (stou'mor-tar), n. A large
mortar used in sieges for throwing a mass
of small stones or hand-grenades upon the
heads of an enemy.
Stone-ochre (st6n'6-k6r),?i. An earthy oxide
of iron which forms a yellow pigment of
considerable permanence in oil or water
colours.

Stone-oll (ston'oil), n. Rock-oil or petro-
leum.
Stone-parsley (ston'pars-li), n. a British
plant of the genus Sison, the S. Amomxmi.
Called also Hedge Stonewort See SisON.
Stone-pine (st6rrpin),7i. a tree of the genus
Finns, the P. Pinea, common in the south
of Italy. See Pine.
Stone-pit (ston'pit), 7». A pit or quarry
where stones are dug.

Stone-pitch (stou'pich), n. Hard inspis-
sated pitch.

Stone-plover (8t6n'pl6-v6r), 71. A large
species of plover, the (Edicnemvs crepitans.
It is pretty generally distributed through-
out Europe; in some parts, as in Britain and
Germany, it is migratory; but it is seldom

Stone-plover ((Edicnemus crepitans).

seen in the north of England, and scarcely
ever in Scotland. It appears in England
at the latter end of April, frequents open
liilly situations; makes no nest, but lays
two eggs on the bare ground, and emigrates
in small flocks about the end of September.
Called also Stone-curlew, Thick-kneed PUh
ver or Bustard, and simply Thick-k}iee.

Stone-pock (stou'pok), n. An acrid and
hard pimple which suppurates.
Stone7quarry(at^n'kwo-ri), 71. A pit or ex-
cavation out of which stones are dug,
Btoner (ston'er), n. One who beats or kills
with stones. Barroio.

Stone-root (ston'rot), n. Tlie popular name
in North America of a medicinal plant, the
ColUiiHonia canadensis. It possesses diu-
retic and stomachic properties.

Stone'S-cast (stouz'kast), n. A stone-cast.

A iTiadder tiling to see them ride, though not half
a stone's-cast. Sir T. Herbert.

Stone-seed (ston'sed), ». A perennial plant
(Lithospermum ojlcinale). See Oromwell.

Stonesfleld Slate (stonz'feld slat), n. in
geol. a slaty calcareous limestone, forming
a constituent portion of the lower oolite
formation, and abounding in organic re-

mains. In it was first detected mammalian
remains of the secondary epoch.
Stone-shot (st6n'shot),7i. 1. An early form of
projectile for a cannon, consisting of a lump
or bullet of stone, afterwards superseded by
iron shot.—2. The distance a stone can be
shot or thrown.

He show'd a tent
A stone-shot off, Tennyson.

Stonesmlckle, Stonesmitch (stouz'mik-l,
stonz'niich), n. The stone-chat.
Stone-snipe (ston'snip), n. A larce North
American snipe, Gambella melanoleuca.
Stone-squarer(8ton'8kwar-6r), 71. One who
forms stones into square shapes; a stone-
cutter. 1 Ki. v. 18.

Stone's-throw (stonz'thro), n. A stone-
cast.

Stone-still (ston'stil), a. Still as a stone;
perfectly still or motionless.

I will not strufff^r'e ; I will stand stone-still. Shak.

Stone-wall (stou'wal), n. A wall built of
stones.

Stone-ware (ston'war), n. A species of pot-
tei-'s ware made from a composition of clay
and flint. The clay is beaten in water and
purified, and the flint is calcined, ground,
and suspended in water, and then mixed (iu

various proportions for various wares) with
the former liquor. The mixture is then dried
in a kiln, and being afterwards beaten to a
proper temper, it becomes fit for being
formed at the wheel into dishes, plates,
bowls, Ac. These are baked in a furaace
and glazed by common salt. The salt being
thrown into the funiace is volatilized by heat,
becomes attached to the surface of the ware,
and is decomposed, the muriatic acid flying
off and leaving the soda behind it to form a
fine thin glaze on the ware, which resists or-
dinary acids.

Stone-work (ston'w6rk), n. Work consist-
ing of stone; mason's work of stone.

Stonewort (ston'w^rt), n. The common
w^xa^oi Simn Amomxim; stone-parsley. (See
Si:50N.) The same name is also given to
plants of the genus Chara.
Stonily (ston'i-li), ad-o. With stony cold-
ness or unimpressiveness; in a manner sug-
gestive of the qualities of a stone; inflexi-

bly; harshly.

Stoniness (ston'i-nes), 71. [From &iony.'\

1. The quality of being stony or abounding
with stones; as, the stoniness of ground ren-
ders it difficult to till — 2. Harduess of
heart.

He hath some stoniness a.x. the bottom.
Nnmmottd.

Stent t For Stondeth. Standeth. Chau-
cer.

Stony (ston'i), a. [A. Sax. stdnig. See
Stone.] 1. Pertaining to, made or consist-
ing of, abounding in, or resembling stone;
as, a stony tower; stony ground. ' Sparry or
stony icicles. ' Woodioard.

With love's light wings did I o'er-perch these walls

;

For stony limits cannot hold love out. Shak.

2. Petrifying; converting to stone. 'The
stony dart of senseless cold.' Spenser.^
3. Hard; cruel; unrelenting; pitiless.

1 will clear their senses dark.
What may suffice, and soften stony hearts
To pray, repent, and bring obedience due.

Aftitan.
4. Obdurate; perverse; morally hard. 'Every
glance of tlieir young eyes full of desper-
ation and stont/ dejiravity.' Ritskin.

Stony-hearted (stOn'i-hart-ed), a. Hard-
hearted; insensible to feeling; unfeeling;
obdurate.
Stood (stud), pret and pp. of stand.
Stook (stuk), n. [L.G. strike, Q. stauch, a
heap.] A shock of corn, consisting, when
of full size, of twelve sheaves. [Uaiuly a
Scotch or Northern English word.]

Thus she stood amid the steaks.
Praising God with sweetest looks. Mood.

Stook (stuk), v.t. To set up, as sheaves of
grain, in stooks or shocks. [Scotch.]

Stooker (styk'Sr), n. One who sets up
sheaves in stooks or shocks in the harvest-
field. Prof. Wilson.
Stool (stol), 71. [A. Sax. stdl, a stool, chair,
throne, seat; D. stoel, Sw. and Dan. stol,

Icel. stdll, Q. sttihl, Goth. stoUs, a seat, a
throne: cog. Slav, stul, stol. The root is that
of stand, stall, still, G. stellen, to place, &c.]
1. A seat without a back, often consisting
of a circular or quadrilateral block with
three or four legs, iutended as a seat for one

person. They are known by purpose, as a
foot-stool, a piano-stool, &c. ; or by construc-
tion, as &folding-stool, &c.

If a chair be defined a seat for a single person,
with a back belonging to it, then a staoi is a seat for
a single person without a back. IVnXts.

2. The seat used in evacuating the bowels;
hence, an evacuation; a discliarge from the
bowels.— 3. The root or stump of a timber-
tree which tlirows up shoots; also, the set
or cluster of shoots thus produced.—4. The
mother plant from which young plants are
propagated by the process of layering.
Lindley.~5. Naut. a small channel in the
side of a vessel for the dead-eyes of the baclc-
stays; also, a piece of plank fastened to a
ship's side to receive the birthing of the gal-
lery.—6. [See Stale in this sense.] An arti-
ficial duck or other water-fowl used as a
decoy. [Local, United States.]— Stooi of
repentance, in Scotland, an elevated seat in
the church on whicli persons in former times
were made to sit during divine service as a
punishment for fornication aud adultery,
i^QtCVTZY-^TOOl^.—Stoolofa window, OTICiiu
dow-stool, in arch, the fiat piece upon which
the window shuts down, corresponding to
the sill of a door.
Stool (stol), v.i. In agri. to tiller, as grain;
to shoot out stems from the root.

St00l-l)aU (stbl'biil), n. A play at ball for-
merly in vogue, especially among young
women. Chapman; Prior.
Stool-end (stol'end), n. In mining, a por-
tion of the rock left unworked for the pur-
pose of supporting the rest
Stool-piireon (stol'pij-on), n. [Probably for
^(a^e-pigeon. See Stale, a decoy.] A pigeon
used as a decoy to draw others within a net;
hence, a person used as a decoy for others.
Stoom (stom), v.L [See Stum.] To stum
(which see).

Stoop (stop), v.i. [A. Sax. st&pian, O.D.
stoepen,stuipen, to %iooi>,iohov/\ IceLsticpcL,
to stoop ; N. stupa, to fall, stoypa, to
cast down, stup, a steep cliff; Sw. sttipa, to
incline, to lower, to fall; probably akin to
steep.] 1. To bend the body downward and
forward; to bend down the head and upper
half of the body; as, to stoop to pick up a
book.

So stooping^ down, as needs he must.
Who cannot sit upright. Cowper,

2. To bend or lean forward with the head
and shoulders; to have the back bowed or
bent ; to get the habit of bending ; to be-
come crooked; as, men sio(^ in standing or
walking, either from habit or from age.

A good leg will fall; a straight back will stoop; a
black beard will turn white. Shak.

3. To yield; to submit; to bend by compul-
sion

; to take an inferior or subordinate
position.

Death his death's wound shall then receive, and .f^do/

Inglorious. Milton.

Mighty in her ships stood Carth^e long.
Yet stoop'd to Rome, less wealthj', but more strong.

Dryden.
4. To descend from rank or dignity; to con-
descend ; to humble or lower one's self.
' When lovely woman stoops to folly.* GoW-
smith.

Where men of great wealth stoop to husbandry, it

multiplieth riches exceedingly. Bacon.

5. To come down on prey, as a hawk; to
pounce; to make a swoop.

The holy eagle
Stoap'd, as to foot us. Shak,

The bird of Jove stoop'd from his aery tour,
Two birds of gayest plume before hira drove.

Milton.
6. To sink when on the wing; to alight * And
stoop with closing pinions from above.' Dry-
den.

Cowering low
With blandishments, each bird stoop'd on his wing-.

Milton.
^V'isdora is often nearer when we stoop than when

we soar, It'ordsTvorth.

Syn. To bend, bow, yield, submit, conde-
scend, descend.
Stoop ( stop ), v.t. \. To bend or bow down-
ward and forward; to bow down; to abase.
' Have stooped my neck under your Injuries.*

Sliak.
The king before the Douglas' rage

Stoop'd his anointed head as low as death. ShaA,

2. To cause to incline downward ; to bend
forward; as, to stoop a cask of liquor.—
3. t To cause to submit; to overcome; to
prostrate.

Many of those whose states so tempt thine can
Are stooped by death, and many left alive.

Chafmtan.

4t To debase; to subject, with degradation
or infamy. Shak.

Fate, fttr, fat, f»ll; me, met, h6r; pine, ptn; ndte. not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sa abune; 5*, Sc icy.



STOOP

Stoop (stop), n. 1. The act of stooping or
bending the body forward; a habitual l>end

of the back or shouldei-s; as, to walk with a
gtoop. — 2. Descent from di^juity or superi-

ority; condescension.

Can any loyal subject see
With patience such a seoi}fi from sovereigntyt

3. Fall of a bird on his prey; swoop. 'An
eagle made a stoop at him.' Sir if. L'Es-
trange.

Stoop (stop), ?i. [A. Sax. stoppa, IceL stanp,

a cup. a drinking vessel; D.«toop, a measure
of about two quarts; Sw. gtop, a measure
of about three pints.] A vessel of liquor;

as, a stoop of wine or ale. 'A stoop of wine.'

Shak See Stoup.
Stoop (stop), n. [D. gtoep (pron. stoop); the
word was brought to America by the Dutch
colouists. ] A raised platform at the en-

trance of a house with steps in front; also,

a porch with a balustrade and seats ou the

sides. [United States.]

Nearly alt the houses were built with their gables
to the street, and each had heavy wooden Dutch
stoops. w[tli seats at the door. y. F. Cooptr.

StOOp-and-roop (stup-and-mp). adv. Com-
pletely; altogether, that is, stump- and-
rump. 'We are ruined stoop- and -roop.'

Sir W. Scott. Written also Stmip-ayid-roup.

[.Scotch. ]

Stooper (stop'fer), n. One who stoops or
bends the Itody forward.

Stoopingly (stop'ing-ii), adv. In a stooping
manner i>r position ; with a bending of the
body forwanl.

Stoor, n. See Stour.
StOOthing (stdth'ingX'n. In arch, a pro-
vincial term for battening.

Stop (stop), v.t. pret. & pp. stopped; ppr.

gtopping. [A. Sax stoppian, /orstoppian,
to stop up; O. Sax. stuppon^ D. and L.G.
ttoppen, Dan. stopjM, Sw. Mtoppa, Icel.«toppa,

all to stop up; probably borrowed from L.L.

$Htppo, stuppare, to stop up with tow, from
L. gtuppa, tow, whence also come It. »top-

pare, O. Sp. estopar, Fr. Houper, to stop
with tow,] 1. To close up by filling, stnfHng,
or otherwise obstructing ; also to fill up a
cavity or cavities in; as, to stop a vent; to
stop the ears; to stop a rotten tooth.

Imperious Caesar dead and turned to clay,

Miifht stop a hole to keep the wind away. Shai.

2. To stanch orpreventfrom bleeding ; hence,
to make whole: to heal: applied to wounds
or hurts. ' And stop those maims of shame.'
Shak.
Have by some sun^eon, Shylock, on your charge.
To itap his wounds, lest he should bleed to death.

Shak.
Z- To obstruct; to render impassable; as, to
stop a way, road, or passage.

Mountains of ice. that tlof the imairined way
Beyond Petsora eastwara to the rich
Cathaian coast. Milton,

4 To check, stay, arrest, keep back. In a
variety of usi^ces; as. (a) to impede; to stand
in the way of ; to arrest the progress of

;

as, to stop a passenger in the road ; to stop
the course of a stream ; to stop the ap-
proaches of old age or infirmity.

Can any dresses find a way
To stop the appro.iches of decay? SacJkvUU.

{h) To restrain; to hinder; to suspend; as,

ittsVip the e.xecntion of a <lecree. (c) To re-

press; t^> supprt'ss; to finish; to put an end
to; as, to stop the progi-ess of vice. 'And
tUtp the rage betime.' Shak. 'To stop effu-

sion of oar Christian blood.' Shak. (d) To
hinder from action or practice.

No man shall stop me of this lioastini;. 2 Cor. xL lo.

Whose di<>poHtion, all the world well knows.
AViU not be rubb'd nor stopp'd. Shak.

e)To check in utterance; to silence. 'The
arrief . . . that «to^ his answer so." Shak.
C^lTokeep back and refuse to pay; to keep
off.

Do you niean to stop any of Wiiliam's waees about
tt)e sack he Io»t the other day at Hinckley fair t

Shak.
6. To regulate the sounds of with the fingers
or otherwise ; as, to sti>p a string.— 6. Saut.
to make fast; to stopper —7. To point, a.'i a
written composition; to pimctuate. * If his
sentences were itntperly sto]/ped.' Laiulor.

Syn. To stuff, obstruct, chock, stay, arrest,

keep back, hinder. Impede, delay, inter-

rupt, restrain, repress, suppress, finish, end.
Stop (stop), v.i. 1. To cease to go forward

;

to stand stilL
Some stranjfe commotion

Is in his brain; he bites his lip, and starts;
Stops on a sudden, looks upon the ground. Shak.

% To cease from any motion, habit, practice,
or course of action; to check one's self; as,
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when you are accustonie*:l to a course of
vice it is very dilficult to stop.

You have often
Bej^un to tell me what I am, but stopp'd
And left me to a bootless inquisition. Shai.

The swallow siopt as he hunted the bee. Tf»Mys<>n.

3. To remain; to stay; to reside temporarily;
to have lodgings; to tarry; as, when you
come to town,«(t>p with me instead of going
to a hotel. [Colloq.]

Stop (stop), n. 1. The act of stopping or the
state of being stopi>ed; cessation of progres-
sive motion; hinderauce of progress, jiction,

or operation; interruption ; pause: termin-
ation; as, a stop in speaking, writing, walk-
ing; to put a stop to a noise or a quaiTeL
'Martius was a little at a stop.' Bacon.
Occult qualities put a stop to the ioiprovement of

natural philosophy. Nciftott.

It is a great step toward the mastery of our desires,
to give this stop to them. Locke.

2. The act of filling np or closing, as an
aperture. 'A breach that craves a quick
expedient sttrp.' Siiak. — Z. That which
stops, hinders, or obstructs; obstacle; im-
pediment; liiuderauce. 'The sto^ that
hinder study quite.' Shak.

Blessed be that God who casts rubs, stofs and
hindrances in my way, when I am attempting the
commission of such a sin. Sottth.

A fatal stop travers'd their headlooe course.
Daniel.

4. In music, (a) the closing of an aperture in
the air-passageof an instrument, or pressure
of the finger upon the string so as to modify
the sounds. (&) That by which the sounds of
musical instnmients are regulated, as one
of the vent holes of a wind-instrument, or the
place in a stringed instrument pressed on for
the production of a nmsical sound. The stops
of an organ are a collection of pii>es similar
in tone and quality, which run through the
whole or a great part of the compass of the
instrument. By means of a variety of stops
the organist can change the quality of tone,

the power of sound, and the compass of the
instrument. In great organs the stops are
numerous and multifarious; but t)ie princi-

pal ones are the two diapasons, the pritwi-
ptil, the ticel/th, the ji/teenth, the sesquial-
(era, the mixture or/((r»i(ure,the trumpet,
the clarion, and the coriiet. The choir-organ
usually contains the stopt diapamn, the
dulciana, theprincipal, tlmjlute, thetwel/th,
tiie bassoon, and the vox httinana. The stops
of an organ are so arranged, that by means
of rasters the air proceeding from the
bellows may be admitted to supply each
stop or series of pipes, or excluded fnmi it

at pleasure: and a valve is opened when the
proper key is touched which causes all the
pipes belonging to the note, in those series

of which the reis'isters are open, to sound at
once. Several t»f the stops are designed to
produce imitations of diff^erent musical in-

struments, as the trumpet, clarion, comet.
and^it<e stops.— 5. A point or mark in writ-
ing, intended to distinguish tlie sentences,
parts of a sentence or clauses, and to show
tlie proper pauses in reading; a punctuation
mark. The 8to])8 generally used are the
comma, semicolon, colon, and period. To
these may be adde«l the marks ol interroga-
tion and exclamation.—6. InjoiHer;/, one of
the pieces of wood nailed on the frame of a
door to form the recess or rebate into which
the door shuts. — 7. yaut. a projection at
the upper part of a mast, outside of the
cheeks.— 8. In o}>fte«,ai^terforated diaphragm
between two lenses, to intercept the exti'eme
rays that niiglit disturb the perfection of
the image.
Stop-cock (stop'kok), n. An instrument
used to turn off or regulate the supply of
water, gas, Ac., which flows through pipes.

See Ball-cock.
Stope (stdpX v.t. and t. [From step. Comp.
stick, stoke.) In mining, (a) to cut away
the ore so that the upper or under surface
presents the form of a series of steps, (h) To
fill in with rubbish, as a space from which
the lode has been worked out.

Stope (st6i>), n. In mining, a horizontal
layer of ore fonning one of a series of stops
into which it has been excavated.

St0peii,t pp. ot steppe. Stepped; advanced.
Chaucf^r.

Stop-gap (stop'gap), n. 1. That which closes

or fills up a gap or other opening. — 2. A
temporary expedient ; as, he pretended ill-

ness as a stoj>-^p.

Stoplllg(stop'ing), n. In mining, the act of
cutting mineral ground with a pick, work-
ing downwards; the act of foiming into
stopes.

STORAX

Stopless (stop'les). a. Xot to l>e stopped.
'Stoj/lessAs a running multitude.' Sir W.
Daienant.
Stop-motion (stop'mo-shon), n. An ar-
rangement in a machine by which the break-
age of material in transitu, or the failure of
supply of the material imder treatment,
causes an arrest of the motion.
Stoppage (stop'aj), n. 1. The act of stop-
]iing or arresting progress or motion; or
tlie state of being stopped; as, the stoppage
of the circulation of the blood; the stoppage
of commerce.
We were tripping away . . . when we came upon

my lady in a street steppage in her chair.
Thackeray.

2. A deduction made from pay or allowances
to Te-pay advances, &c.—Stop2>age in tran-
situ, in laip, the right which an unpaid ven-
dor of goods has, on hearing that the vendee
is iusolvent, to stop and reclaim the goods
while in their transit and not yet delivered
to the vendee.

Stopper (stop'^r), n. 1. One who stops,
closes, shuts, or hinders; that which stops
or obstructs; that which closes or fills a
vent or hole in a vessel.—2. Naut. a stout
rope with a knot at one end, and sometimes
a hook at the other, used for various pur-
poses, as for checking and holding fast a
rope cable, &c. Stoppers for chain cables
are of vaiious kinds, such as an irou clamp
with a lever, a double claw of iron with a
rope attached, &c.
Stopper (stop'er), r. (. To close or secure
witli a stopper. — To stopper the cable, to
I)ut stoppei-s on it to prevent it from run-
ning out of the ship when riding at anchor.
Stopper -bolt (stop'er-bolt), n, A'aut. a
large ring-bnlt driven into the deck before
the nmin hatch, tfcc, for securing the stop-
pers to.

Stopper-hole (stop'^r-hol). n. In iron-pud-
iiliiKj, a hole in the door of the furnace
through which the iron is stirred, and the
operation observed.
Stopping (stop'ing), n. l. The act of one
who stops. — 2. Something tliat stops ; as,

(a) in miiiijig. a door or screen in a gallery
wliich stops the passage of air at a certain
point. (6) In dental surg. material for filling

carious toeth. (c) In farriery, a ball or pad
for stuffing the space ou a horse's foot within
the inner edge of the shoe.-3. In etdiing,
see STOI'FINQ-01'T.

Stopplng-brusli (stop'ing-brush). n. I. In
ho (-/nulling, a brusli used to sprinkle boiling
water upon the napping and the hat body
to assist in uniting them.—2. In etching, a
camel's-hair brush, used in stopping out
portions of etched plates.

Stopplng-OUt (st4)p'ing-out), n. In etching,
a mt'tliod of covering certain parts of the
I)late with a composition impervious to acid,

to protect them from the action of the acid,
either totally or for a time, so as to give
effect to lines varying in darkness and
l)reudth.

Stop - plank (stop'plangk), 71. One of the
plunks employed to form a sort of dam In
some hydraulic works. They generally oc-

cupy vertical grooves in the wing wales of

a lock or weir, to hold back water in case of
temporary disorder of the lock-gates.

Stopple (stop'l), n. [Dim. of stop; L.G.
st}}ppel, G. stop/el, stripsel, a stopple.] That
which stops or closes the mouth of a vessel;

as, a glass stogie; a cork stopple.

Stopple (stopl), v.t. pret. d£ pp. stoppled;
ppr. stoppling. To stop or close with a
stopple.

Stop-valve (stop'valv). ti. l. In hydraidics,
a valve which closes a pipe against tlie pass-
age of fluid. It is usually a disc which occu-
pies a chamber above the pipe when the
passage-way through the latter is open, and
is driven down by a screw to stop the aper-
ture. —2. In steam-engines, a valve fitted

to tlie steam-pipes where they leave the
several boilers, in such a way tliat any
boiler may be shut off from the others and
from the engines.

Stop-watch (stop'woch), n. A watoh used
in Tiorse-racing, ttc, in which one of the
hands can be stopped on the completion of
the race, so as to mark with accuracy the
time occupied in rimning it.

Storage (Btoi-'aj), n. l. The act of storing;

the act of depositing In a store or ware-
house for safe-keeping; the safe-keeping of

goods in a warehouse.— 2. The price charged
or paid for keeping goods in a store.

Storaz (sto'raks), n. [L. storax, styrax, from
Gr. styrax, storai.] A resinous and odor-

ch, cAain; dh, Sc. locA; g. go; j,joh; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sinff; IH, (Aen; th, iAln; w, icig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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iferous balsam. It is obtained by incisions

made in the branches of tlie Styrax ojicin-

ai?>,asmall tree which grows in the Levant,
and also known by the name of storax. The
best is imported in red tears, but the com-
mon sort In large cakes. This last is tlie

most fragrant, though very impure. Storax
has an agreeable, sliglitly pungent, and aro-

matic taste; it is stimulant, and in some
degree expectorant. Formerly it was much
employed in medicine, but it is now little

used, except in perfumes. Another kind of
storax, called benjamin storax, is obtained
from the Styrax Benzoin,a native of Sumatra
and Java. See Styrax.—Ligwirf storax is

obtained from Liquidambar styracijliia, a
tree which grows in V^irginia. and other spe-
cies. It is greenish, of an agreeable taste
and aromatic smell.

Store (stor), n. [O.E. stoor, store, store,

farm-stock, from O.Fr. estor, store, provi-
sions, from estorer, to erect, furnish, equip,
store, from a verb stauro, staurare, seen in
L. instauro, to repair, to restore, erect, from
the root of sto, stare, E. to stand.] 1. That
which is collected, accumulated, hoarded,
or massed together; a stock accumulated
as for future use; a supply; a hoard; speci-

fically, in the pi. articles, particularly of
food, accumulated for some specific object;
supplies, as of provisions, anniiunition.amis,
clothing, and the like, for an army, a ship,

Ac; as, military or naval stores; the winter
stores of a community or family.

Until her fruits come in, ye shall eat of the old store.

Lev, XXV. 22.

Supine amidst our flowing store,

"We slept securely, and we dreamt of more.
Drydeti.

Hence — 2. A great quantity; a large num-
ber; abundance; plenty. ' Years good s(o*e

heap on my bending back.' Dryden, 'Store
of happy days.' Tennyson.

With store of ladies whose bright eyes
Rain influence and judge the prize. Milton.

3. A place where supplies, as provisions,
ammunition, arms, clothing, and the like,

are kept for future use ; a storehouse ; a
warehouse; a magazine. Milton. Hence

—

4. A place where goods are kept for sale

either by wholesale or retail ; a shop ; as, a
book-«(ore; a dry-goods *fore. [American;
common also in British colonies. J—/71 store,

in a state of accumulation; on hand; ready
to be produced. 'And I have better news
in store for you.' Shak.—To set store by, to
have a high opinion of; to set a great value
on; to appreciate highly.

It appears therefore the more strange that he
should set so much itore by proving that there are
fundamental rights of the people as well as of the
crown in Russia. Brougham.

Store (stor), a. 1. Hoarded; laid up; as,

store treasure, store fruit, &c.

Of this treasure the gold was accumulate and store
treasure ; but the silver is still growing. Bacou.

2. Containing stores; set apart for receiving
stores or supplies of food-stuffs, &c., for
future use. ' All the store cities that Solo-

mon had.' 2 Chr. viii. 4.-3. Obtained at a
store or shop ;

purchased or purchasable at
a shop or store; as, store clothes, that is,

ready-made clothes, as distinguished from
clothes made to order. [American ]

Store (stor), v.t. pret. & pp. stored; ppr.
storing. 1. To collect or accumulate in, as
a supply for future use ; to furnish ; to sup-
ply; to replenish. *Her mind with thou-
sand virtues stored.' Prior.

Wise Plato said the world with men was stor'd.

Siry. Denham.
2. To stock against a future time ; as, a for-

tress well stored with provisions. 'Having
stored a pond of four acres with carp, tench.
and other fish.' Sir M. llale.~Z. To deposit
in a store or warehouse for preservation

;

to warehouse: as, to store goods.

Store-fexmer (st6r'far-m6r), n. A farmer
who devotes himself chiefly to the breeding
of sheep and cattle.

Storehouse (stor'hous), n. 1. A house in

which things are stored ; a building for keep-
ing grain, food-stuffs, or goods of any kind;
a magazine; a repository; a warehouse.

They ne'er cared for us yet; sufl'er us to famish,

and their storehouses crammed with grain. Shai.

The Scripture of God is a storehouse abounding
with inestimable treasures of wisdom and knowledge.

Nooier.

2.1 A store; a great quantity. Spenser.

Store-keeper (stoj-'kep-6r),n. One who has
the care of stores or of a store or warehouse

;

a shopkeeper. See STOKE, 4.

Store-master (stor'mas-tsr), n. The tenant
of a sheep-farm. [Scotch.]

Store-pay (stor'pa), n. Payment for goods
or work m articles from a store or shop in-

stead of cash: a common way of buying pro-
duce in rural districts. [I'nited States. ]

Storer (stoi-'er), ?i.. One who lays up or
forms a store.

Store-room (stor'rom), n. A room set apart
for the reception of stores or supplies.

Store-ship (stor'shlp). 11. a vessel employed
to carry stores for the use of a fleet, for-

tress, or garrison.

Storey (sto'ri), n. A stage or floor of a
buildmg. See Story.
Storge (stor'ge), n. [Gr. storge, from stergo,

to love.] That strong instinctive affection
which animals have for their young; paren-
tal affection; tender love.

Storial.t a. Historical; true. Chaucer.
Storied (sto'rid), «. [From story.) 1. Painted
with scenes from stories or history; adorned
with historical paintings.

started windows, richly dight.
Casting a dim religious light, Milton.

And foremost in thy various gallery
Place it where sweetest sunlight falls

Upon the storied v/aXXs. Tennyson.

2. Related, referred to, or celebrated in

story or history; having connected stories,

tales, or legends.

To-morrow hurry through the fields

Of Flanders to the storied Rhine. Matt. Arnold.

Storied (sto'rid), a. Having stories or stages;
as, a iovS'Storied building.

Storiert (st6'ri-6r), 71. A relater of stories

;

an historian.

Storify t (sto'ri-fi), v. t. To form or tell stories

of.

Stork (stork), n. [A. Sax. store, D. Dan. and
Sw. stork, Icel. «^or^r. O.H.G. storh. Mod.
G. storch, stork; root meaning doubtful. ] A
name given to the birds of the genus Cieo-
nia and of the sul)-family Ciconinje, but es-

pecially to C. alba (the common or white
stork). They are tall and stately birds, and
easily distinguished from the herons by their
small mouth, the beak being moderately
cleft and des-

titute of the
nasal furrow.
Most of them
inhabit Eu-
rope. Their
food consists

of fish, rep-
tiles, small
quadrupeds,
worms, and
insects. The
common stork
{Ciconia al-

ba) is found
throughout
the greater
part of Eu-
rope (being a
very rare visi-

tant of Bri-

tain), but
passes the win-
ter in Africa
and Asia. The adult is pure white, with
the exception of the black quill feathers of

the wings, the scapularies, and greater

wing-coverts, and the red beak, legs, and
toes. It is about 3 feet 6 inches in length,

and when erect its head is about 4 feet from
the ground. It is remarkable for its great

affection towards its young, and, according
to popular belief, for its attention towards
its parents in old age. The black stork

{C. nigra) occurs in Poland and Prussia, and
in tlie sequestered parts of the Alps. The
American stork is the C. Maquari; and the

gigantic stork, or adjutant of Bengal, is the

C. argala.—\n her. the stork, as an emblem
of piety and gratitude, is a frequent bearing
in coat-armour.

Stork's -hill (storks'bil), n. The common
name of British plants of the genus Ero-

dium; also applied to plants of the genus
Pelargonium, nat. order Geraniaceaj: so

called from the beak of the fruit resembling
in form the bill of a stork.

Storm (storm), n. [A. Sax. D. L.G. Dan. Sw.

Icel. storm, G. sttirm, storm, tempest, tu-

mult. The word passed into the Romance
languages, whence It. stormo, O.Fr. estour,

bustle, fight, O.E. stotir. The same root is

seen in stir, strew, L. sterno, Skr. stri, to

strew.] 1. A violent commotion or disturb-

ance of the atmosphere producing or accom-
panied by wind, rain, snow, hail, or thunder

White Stork (Ciconii alba).

and lightning; a tempest; often also a heavy
fall of rain or snow.

beat those storms and roll the seas in vain. Pofie.

2. A violent disturbance or agitation of hu-
man society; a civil, political, or domestic
commotion; a tumult; a clamour.
1 will stir up in England some black storfns. Shab.
Mark'd you not how her sister
Began to scold and raise up such a storm. Shai.

3. A violent or destructive calamity ; distress-
ful state of matters; extreme distress; adver-
sity. 'A brave man struggling in the storms
of fate. ' Poj)e. —4. MUil. a violent assault on
a fortified place or strong position; a furi-
ous attempt by troops to capture a fortified
place by scaling the walls, forcing the gates,
and the like.

How by storm the walls were won.
Or how the victor sacked and burnt the town.

Dryden.
—Magnetic storm, a violent and unusual dis-
turbance of the magnetism of the earth
over a wide area, as indicated by changes
in the deviation of the needle and the in-
tensity of tlie magnetic force.

Storm (storm), v.t. To attack and attempt
to take by scaling the walls, forcing gates or
breaches, and the like; to assault; as, to
storm a fortified town. 'There the brazen
tower was storm'd of old.* Pope.
Storm (storm), v.i. 1. To raise a tempest.
Spenser— '2. To blow with violence; also, to
rain, hail, snow, and the like, especially with
violence; used impersonally; as, it storms.
3. To rage; to be in a violent agitation or
passion; to fume.

Wherefore storm you so? Shai.

When you return, the master storms, the lady scolds.
S-wt/t.

Storm-heat, Storm-heaten (storm'bet,
storm' bet- n), a. Beaten or impaired by
storms. Spenser. 'My storm-beaten face.'

Shak.
Storm-hird (stormTj^rd), n. The storm-
petrel.

Storm-hlast (storm'blast), n. The blast of
a tempest.

Wraihful he (Thor) ' blows in his red beard ;' that
is the rustling sform.'blast before the thunder begin.

Carlyle.

Storm- cock (storm'kok), n. The missel-
tlirush.

Storm-cone (storm'kon), n. A cone con-
sisting of tarred canvas extended on a frame
3 feet high and 3 feet wide at liase, used
either alone or along with the drum as a
storm-signal. See Storm-signal.
Storm-door (storm'dor), 7J. An outer or ad-
ditional <Ioor for protecting against storms
or the inclemency of the weather.

Storm-drum (storm'drum). n. A cylinder
of tarred canvas extended on a hoop 3 feet
high and 3 feet wide, and showing as a
square, hoisted in conjunction with the
cone as a stnrm-signal. See Storm-SIGNAL.
Storm-finch (storm'finsh), n. The storm-
l)etrfl.

Stormful (storm'fyl), a. Abounding with
storms.

Nature, too. is putting forth her green hopes under
bright sunshine defaced by the storm/uI east,

Carlyle.

Stormfolness (storm'ful-nes), n. The state

of being stormful ; abundance of storais.

Coleridge.

Storm-glass (storm'glas), n. A weather-
glass consisting of a tube containing a
chemical solution sensible to atmospheric
changes. In fine weather the substances in

solution are said to settle at the bottom of

the tube, leaving the liquid comparatively
clear ; previous to a storm the substances
rise, and the liquid assumes a turbid and
flocculent appearance.
Storminess (stor'mi-nes), n. The state of

being stormy or of being agitated or visited

by violent winds; tempestuousness; impet-
uousn ess.

Storming-party (storm'ing-par-ti),?*. Milit.

the party to whom the duty of making the

fii-st assault is assigned in storming a for-

tress.

Stormless (storm'les), a Free from storms.

Storm-petrel (storm'pe-trel), n. See PK-
TKKI-.

Storm-proof (stonn'prbf), a. Proof against
stunns or biul weather.
Storm-sail (storm'sal), n. A sail made of

very stout canvas, of smaller size than a
sail in ordinary use, employed in violent

gales of wind.
Storm-signal (storm'sig-nal). n. A signal

fur iiulkiiting to mariners and fishermen

tlie probable approach of a storm by means

Fate, far, fat, f»U; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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of a cone and drum. (See Storm-CONE,
STORM-DRUM.) The cone exhibited alone
with its apex down portends a south gale;

with its apex
up a north
gale. The cone
with the apex
down and the
drum over it

portends dan-
gerous winds
fromthesouth;
with the apcT
up and tht

drum under
dangerous
winds from the
north. Storm

-

signals are ex-

hibited at all

coast - guard
stations and
at many ports.

Storm-Stayed.
Storm -stead
(storm' St ad,
Btorm'sted), a-

Prevented
from proceed- Storm-sif^al. indicating danger-

ina on or in- °"* winds from Uic south.

ternipted dur-
ing the course of a journey or voyage by
the inclemency of the weather.
8torm-wlnd(storm'wind). H. The wind or

blast of a storm or tempest; a hurricane.

And now the storfn-tfitid came, and it

Was terrible and stroni;. Coleridge.

Storm-window {storm'win-d6),n. An outer
window to protect the inner from the ef-

fects of storms or the inclemency of the

weather; also, in some localities, a window
raised from the roof and slated above and
on each side.

Stormy (stor'mi), a 1. Characterized by
storm or tempest ; tempestuous ; accom-
panied with furious win<U; boisterous; as,

a Htormy season ; a stormy day or week.
'Stormy blustering weather.' Skak.

The stormy March has come at last.

With wind and clouds and changing skies.

Bryant.

2- Violent; passionate: rough; easily roused
to strife. *His «^ormy passion.* Shdk. 'The
stormy chiefs of a desert but extensive do-

main.' Sir W. Seott.— SUfrmy petrel. See
Petrkl.
Storthing (stor'ting), n. [Dan. stor, great,

and thiny. court] The parliament or su-

preme legislative assembly of Norway; the
great court or representative of the sov-

ereign people. It is elected triennially, and
holds annual sessions. When assembled the
storthing ilivides itself into two houses, one
fourth of the members constituting the lag-

thing, and the remaining three-fourths the
odetsthing.

Storven,* pret pi. o{ sterve (starve). Chatt-

cer.

Story (Bto'ri). n. [A shorter form of history

(which see).] 1. A narrative or recital of

that which has occurred ; an account of

past events or transactions; history.

The four great monarchies malce the subject of an-
cient Jtffry. Sir If. Ttmpie.

Till in all lands, and thro' all human story

The path of duty be the way to glory.
Teftnyson.

2. A narrative or account of an incident or
event; a short narrative; au account given
about a matter or a person.

Story. God bless you I I have none to tell, sir.

Only last night, a drinking at * The Chequers,"
This poor old \\a\ and breeches, as you see. were

Toru ill a scuffle. Canning.

3. A fictitious narrative less elaborate than
a novel ; a short imaginative tale ; a short
romance.

Voltaire has a curious essay to show that most of
cor Iwst modern stories and piots originally belonged
to the eastern nations. /. u Israeli.

4. A lie; a falsehood. [Euphemistic and
colloq. ]

I wrote the lines ; claimed them : he told stories.

R. H. Barham.
Story (sto'ri), p (. pret. A pp. storied; ppr.
gtftrying. To tell in historical relation; to

make the subject of a story, narrative, or
account; to narrate.

How worthy he Is, I will leave to appear hereafter,
rather than story him in his own hearing. Shak.

What the sage poets taught by the heavenly Muse,
Storied of old in high immortal verse.

Of dite chimeras, and enchanted isles. Milton.

Btory (sto'ri), n. [Probably aa Wedgwood
Uiinics from O. Fr. estorer, to build. (See

Store.) Or perhaps directly from E. store:

a story would then be a place for containing
a store.] A stf^e or floor of a building; a
subdivision of the height of a house; a set

of rooms on the same floor or level. A story

comprehends the distance from one floor to

another; as, a story of nine, ten, twelve, or

sixteen feet elevation. Hence each floor ter-

minating the space is called a story; as, a
house of one story, of two stories, of five

stories. Spelled also Storey.

Story (sto'ri), v.t. pret. & pp. storied; ppr.
storying. To arrange under one another; to

arrange in stories; to build in stories. [This

verb is rarely used except in the passive
participle.]

Because all the parts of an undisturbed fluid are of
equal gravity, or gradually placed or storied accord-
ing to the difference of it. etc. Bentley.

Story-book (sto'ri-buk), n. A book con-
tainmg one or more stories or tales; a book
consisting of a collection of short tales.

Story-post (sto'ri-post). n. An upright post
to support a floor or superincumbent wall.

Story-posts are chiefly used in sheds, work-
shops, and wooden houses.

StOiy-rod ( sto ' ri - rod ), n. In <^rp. a rod
used in setting up a staircase, equal in

length to the height of a story of a house,
and divided into as many parts as there are
intended to be steps in the stair so that the
steps may be measured and distributed with
accuracy.
Story-teller (st6'ri-tel-6r), n. 1. One who
tells stories, true or fictitious ; a writer of

stories.—2. Anhistorian:in contempt Swijt.
3. A cujihemism for a liar. {Colloq.]

Story-telling (sto'ri-tel-ing), n. The act of
relutiiiu' stories, tme or fictitious; lying.

Story-writer (sto'ri-rit-6rX »i. I. A writer
of stories. —2. t A historian; a chronicler.

1 Esdras ii. 17.

Stot (stot), }t. [A. Sax. stotte. a hack, poor
horse, Sw stut, a bull.] 1. 1 A horse.

This revc s^te upon a right good stot. Chaucer.

2. A young bullock or steer. [Scotch.)

StOte (stot). .See Stoat.
Stonndt (stound), r». [A. Sax. Icel. Dan.
and Sw. stund, a space of time, an hour, D.

siofid, G. stnnde. It ultimately came to

mean a brief space, an instant, then a throb
of pain, a brief pang.) 1. A moment; an
instant; a short space of time; hour; time;
season. — 2. A shooting pain ; a pang. ~
3. Sorrow; grief.— 4. Astonishment; amaze-
ment. 'We stood as in a stotmd.' Gay.
Stoundt (st<3und), V i. To be in pain or
surrow.

StOlind t (stound), pp. Stunned. Spenser.

StOUnd (stound), n. [0.£. stonde, a stand.]

A vessel Ut put small beer in. [Provincial]

Stoundemele, t adv. [Stotind, an instant,

and term -meal, -rixMe, as in piecemeal;
A. Sax. stundinalum..] Momentarily; every
moment. Chaucer.
StOUP (stop), Ii. [Icel. staitp. A. Sax. gtoppa,
a pot, a vessel, a cup. See STOOP.] 1. A
basin for holy water, usually placed in a

niche at the entrance of Roman Catholic
churches. Called alw) Aspersi>riuin, B^nitier
(which see).— 2. [In this sense usually pro-
nounced stoup.] A deep and narrow vessel

fur hobling liquids ; a flagon ; also, a vessel

used asameasure; as,apint stoup; amutch-
kin stoup; a gill stoup. Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch.]

StOtl];>en.t For Stopen,^ pp. of step. Ad-
vanced; as, stoupen in age. Chancer.
Stour (stiir), n. (O.Fr. estour. See STORM.]
l.t A battle or tumult; encounter; passion.

'In every warlike stour.' Fairfax.

The dreadful stour
None could escape, nor aught its force assuage.

Southey.
2. Dust, more particularly dust in motion.
Bums. [Scotch.]

Stour, StOOr (stor), rt. [A. Sax. stOr, great,
vast. Common also to Sw. Dan. and Icel.]

Tall; large; strong; stern. —Stour-looking,
grutfdnoking. [Scotch]
Stourbridge -Clay (stour'brij-kla), n. A
variety of clay from Stourbridge, in Wor-
cestershire, resembling potter's clay, but of
a dark colour. It is employed in the manu-
facture of crucibles.

Stoure.t Stowre.t H. [SeeSTOUR.] Afight;
a battle; tumult; passion; danger; misfor-
tune. Spenser.
Stout (stout), a. [O.E. stoute, stowte, from
O.Fr. estout, estot, bold, from the Teutonic;
L.G. stolt, D. stout, G. stolz, bold, stout,
haughty. The word is perhaps from same
root as siUt, L. stolidus, stolid, this root
being that of stand, L. stare, Skr. sthd,

to stand, and the primary sense standing
boldly up or forward. ] 1. Strong ; lusty

;

vigorous; robust.

A stouter champion never handled sword. Shai.

2. Bold; intrepid; valiant; brave.

He lost the character ofa bold, stout, magnanimous
man. Clarendon.

3. Proud; resolute; obstinate.

The lords all stand to clear their cause
Most resolutely stout. Daniel.

4. Strong; firm.

The stoutest vessel to the storm gave way. Dryden.

5. Rather corpulent, or fat and fleshy in
propttrtion to size; bulky or thickset; obese.
[A modern meaning.]
Stout (stout), n. The strongest kind of
porter. There are several varieties of it, as
orovin stout, doubh etout.

Or kindly, when his credit's out,

Sur|irise him with a pint of tt''ut. Swift.

StOUtb-and-routh (stoutKand-routh), n.

[Stouth, what u stowed or hoarded up, and
roufA, plenty.] Plenty ;abundance. [Scotch.)

It is easy for your honour and the like of you gentle
folks to say sae, that hae stouth-and-rotttk, and fire

and fending, and meat and claith, and sit dry and
canny by the fireside. Sir If. Siott.

Stout-hearted (stout'hart-ed), a. Having
a stnut "1- lirave heart. Ps. Ix.xvi. 5.

StOUtlirief (stoutb'ref), n. [Sc. stouth. that
wliicli is stowed or laid up, and rief, the
carrying off by force] In Scots law, theft,

accompanied by violence ; robbery. The
term is usually applied in cases in which
roblwry is committed within a dwelling-
house.
Stoutly (stoutli), adv. In a stout manner;
lustily; boldly; obstinately. 'She speaks
for you stoutly. ' Shak.

The cock, with lively din. . . .

Stoutly struts his dames before. Milton.

Stoutness, (stout'ues). n. The state or
quality of being stout; as, (a) vlgorous-
ness; robustness; sturdiness; lustiness. (&)

Boldness; courageouaness ; valour. 'The
very true sign of his virtue and stoutness.'

Ascham. (c)0b8tinacy; stubbornness; pride.
' His >itoutness, when he did stand for consul,
which he lost for want of stooping.' Shak.
(d) Fulness and fleshiness; corpulence;
obesity.

Stove (9tov), n. [A. Sax. stofa, stofe, a bath-
rotjni, a Iiot chamber, Icel. stofa, older «( (//a,

a bathing-room with a stove, a chamber, D.
stoof, a stove, a furnace, L O. stove, stave, G.
siuhe, a room. The word passed from the
Germanic into the Romance tongues, hence
O.VT.estuve,li.stufa,&ii. SeeSTEW] l.fA
hothouse ; a house or room artificially

warmed.
When a certain Frenchman came to visit Melanch*

thon he found him in his siove, with one hand dandling
his child in the swaddling clouts and the other holding
a book and reading it. Fuller.

2. A small box with an iron pan used for hold-
ing coals to warm the feet.~3. An apparatus
in which a fire is made for warming a room
or house, or for cooking or other purposes.
It usually consists of an inclosure of metal,
brick, or earthenware, which is heated by
burning a fire, generally excluded from sight,

within it, which gives out its heat to the air by
contact, and to sun-ounding ol)jects by radia-

tion. The heating medium may be burning
wood. coal, petroleum, or gas. The simplest,

most effective, and economical of all forms is

the old familiar Dutch stove, a hollow cyl-

inder or otlier form of iron, standing on the
floor, close at top, with bottom bars on which
the coals, Ac, rest. The door by which the

ch. oftain; 6h, Sc. locA; g. go; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, Kvng\ th, then; th, thin; w, u*ig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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coals are put in being kept shut the air for

combustion enters below the bars, and a pipe
issuing near the top carries the smoke into a
flue in the wall. But as this form of store
was found objectionable from tlie metal be-

coming overheated and the aiv in the apart-

ment becoming unwholesomely dry, many
kinds of improved stoves have now taken its

place.—4. In hort. a hothouse or structure in

wliich artiflcial heat is maintained at a con-

stantly high temperature. Such structures
may be heated by smoke flues, or by hot-
water or steam-pipes, or by fermenting bark.

The temperature should never be lower than
(iO° Fahr. See Bark-bed.
Stove (stov), V. t. pret. & pp. stoved; ppr. stov-

ing. 1. To keep warm in a house or room by
artiflcial heat; as, to stove orange trees and
myrtles.— 2. To heat, as in a stove ; as, to stove

feathers. —3. To cook in a close vessel ; to

stew. [Scotch.]

Stove (stov), pret. of stave.

Stove-bouse (st6v'hous),n. Same as Stove, 4.

Stover (sto'vi^r), n. [A contr. of estover.]

Fodder and provision of all sorts for cattle.

Where live nibbling sheep.
And flat meads thatch'd witn stover them to keep.

Shak.

Stow (sto), y. (. [Lit. to put into its place , from
O.E. and A. Sax. stow, a place; comp. D.
stoMwen, G. stauen, Dan. stave, to stow, to
pack.] 1. To put in a suitable place or posi-

tion; to put in a convenient, concealed, or
out-of-the-way place; to lay up; to put up;
to pack; as, to stow bags, bales, orcasks in a
ship's hold; to stoio hay in a mow; to stow
siieaves.

Foul thief! where hast thou stowedmy daughter?
SHak.

2. To accumulate or compactly arrange any-
thing in ; to All by packing closely; as, to stow
a box or the hold of a sliip.

StO'W(8tou), B (. [Comp. L.G.«(uH!, aremnant,
stitf, blunt, stumpy.] To cut off; to crop:
to lop. Sir W. Scott. [Provincial English
and Scotch.]

Stowage (sto'aj), 71. 1. The act or operation of
stowing or placing in a suitable place or
receptacle. — 2. Room for the reception of

things to be stowed.

In every vessel there is sloivage for immense trea-

sures. Addison.

3. The state of being stowed away or laid up;
as, I am anxious to have the plate and jewels
in safe stowage. Skak.—4. Money paid for

stowing goods. — 5. That which is stowed.
IRare. ]

We ha' ne'er better luck
When we ha' such sloivage as these trinkets with us.

Beau. &• Fl.

Stowaway (sto'a-wa), n. One who conceals
himself aboard a vessel when she is about to
leave port, and who does not mean to dis-

cover himself until too far from the shore to

be sent back, for the purpose of obtaining a
free passage.

Stowce, n. Same as Sto(ie.

Stowre (stour), a. Strong. Q. Herbert. [Old
English and Scotch.]

StOW-wood (sto'wyd), 71. Naut. billets of
wood used as chocks for steadying casks in

a vessel's hold.

Strabism (stra bizm), n. Same as Stra-
bismus.
Strabismus (9tra-l)is'mu8), n. [Gr. stra-

bismo.^, from strablz'l, to squint, strabos,

strabim, twisted, squinting, fi-om strepho, to
turn.] A non-coincidence of the optic axes
of the eyes upon an object, occasioned by a
permanent lengthening of one of the lateral

muscles of the ball of the eye and a permanent
ahorteningof its antagonist; squinting. This
disorder may often be to a great extent over-
come, especially in children, by blindfolding
the sound eye, presuming one only to be af-

fected. In very bad cases, especially those
of squinting inwards, the deformity may be
greatly relieved by an operation, which con-
sists in dividing the internal rectus muscle
of the eyeball.

Strabotomy (stra-bot'o-mi), n. [Gr. strabos,

squinting, and tome, cutting.] In sitrg. the
operation for the cure of squinting by cutting
the muscle or muscles that distort the eye-

ball. Dunglison.
Strachy,! n. A name or title of doubtful
meaning used once by Shakspere.

There is example for't ; the lady of the strachy mar-
ried the yeouian of the wardrobe. Shak.

Stiraclceilft pp. ot strike. Stricken. Chau-
cer.

Straddle (strad'l), v.i. pret. tt pp. straddled;
ppr. straddlituf. [A freii. form from A. Sax.

stridan, to stride.] To part the legs wide;

to stand or walk with the legs far apart; to

sit astride.

Down in the cellars merry bloated things
Sliouiderd the spigot, straddling on the butts
White the wine ran. Tennyson.

Straddle (stradi), v.t. To place one leg on
one side and the other on the other side of;

to stand or sit astride of ; as, to straddle a
fence or a horse.

Straddle (strad'l), n. 1. The act of standing
or sitting with tlie legs far apart.—2. The
distance between the feet or legs of one who
straddles.—3. On the stock-exchange, a con-
tract giving the holder the privilege of call-

ing for the stock at a Hxed price, or of
delivering it at the same price to the party
wlio signs tlie contract.

Straddle-legged (strad'l-legd), a. Having
the legft wide iipart; with the legs astride of
an object. W. //. liussell.

Strae (stra), n. iitraw.—Strae-death, a nat-
ural death on one's bed (straw), as opposed
to a violent or accidental death. Burns.
[Scotch ]

Straggle (straga), v.i. pret. & pp. straggled;

ppr. straggliiig. [Freq. from Q.'E^.strake, to
wander, to stray, A. Sax. strican, to go, or
from A. Sax. strcegan, to scatter, to spread. ]

1. To wander from the direct course or way;
to rove; as, when troops are on the march,
the men should not be allowed to straggle.—
2. To wander at lan^e without any certain
direction or object; to ramble.

The wolf spied a straggling kid.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

3. To escape or stretch beyond proper limits;

to spread widely apart to shoot too far in

growth.

Trim off the small, superfluous branches on each
side of the hedge that straggle out too far.

Mortimer.

4. To be dispersed ; to be apart from any
main body ; to stand alone ; to be isolated

;

to occur at intervals or apart from one an-
other; to occur here and there; as, the
houses straggle all over the district. See
also Straggling.
Straggler (strag'I6r), n. l. One who strag-

gles; one who has deserted or has been left

behind by his fellows; one that departs
from the direct or proper course ; one that
rambles without any settled direction; as,

stragglers from the main body of the anny.
2. A vf^abond; a wandering, shiftless fellow.

'Let's whip these stragglers o'er the seas

again.' Shak.—^. Sometliing that shoots
beyond the rest or too far ; an exuberant
gi'owth.

Let thy hand supply the pruning-knife
And crop luxuriant stragglers. Dryden.

4. Something that stands apart from others.

Straggling (strag'Iing), p. and a, 1. Wan-
dering ; roving ; ranging loose ; separated
from the main body; spreading or stretching
out irregularly.

They found in Burford some of the straggling
soldiers, who, out of weariness, stayed behind.

Lord Clarendon.
To our feelings, this entire episode runs hke strag-

gling bindweed through the whole growth of the

piece, not so much uniting, as encumbering and
choking up what it meets wjth. Carlyle.

2. Scattered; dispei-sed;. standing apart

Wide was his parish, not contracted close in streets,

but here and there, a straggling house ;
yet still he

wab at hand. Dryden.

Straggling (strag'lfng).n. A mode of dress-

ing the surfaces of grindstones.

Stragglingly (strag'ling-li), adv. In a
straggling manner.
Straggling-money (strag'ling-mun-ni), n.

In the navy, (a) money given to those who
appreiiend' deserters or others who have
overstayed their leave of absence or strag-

gled. (6) Money deducted from the wages
of a man absent from duty without leave.

Strahl-steln ( stral'stin ), n. [G. strahl, a
beam or gleam, and stein, stone.] Another
name of actinolite.

Straight (strat). a. [O.E. streght, streight,

Sc. Htraught, straight, streight, straxtghte,

stretched, from O. E. strecche, streke, A. Sax.

streccan, to stretch (see Stretch). L. G.

and D. strak, G. strack, straight, are from
same stem. This word is distinct in origin

from strait, though they have often been
confoinided in spelling.] 1. Passing from
one point to another by the nearest course;

right, in a mathematical sense; not bent or
crooked; direct; not deviating; as, & straight

line ; a straight piece of timber ; a straight

course.

There is no moe such Caesars; other of them may
have crooked noses, but to owe such straight anns,
none. SMak.

2. Upright; according with justice and rec-
titude; not deviating from truth or fairness.

3. In card-playing, of a regularly graduated
value, as the ace, king, queen, knave, &c.:
a term used in the game of h\n(f.^Straight

arch, in arch, the arch
over an apertui-e in
which the intrados is

straight, oran arch con-
sisting of straight lines
and a pointed top, com-
prising two sides of an
equilateral triangle. Its
form may be considered
as intermediate be-

tween the semicircular and the pointed
arch.

Straight (strat), adv. 1. Immediately ; di-
rectly; in the shortest time.

I know thy generous temper well

;

Fling hut the .ippearance of dishonour on it.

It straight takes fire, and mounts into a blaze.
•tddisoH.

Straight Arch.

She saw it waxing very pale and dead.
And straight all flush'd. Keats.

2. Directly; in a straight line, 'floating
straight obedient to the stream.' Shak.
Straight (strat), n. Straight part; straight
direction; as, the straight of a piece of tim-
ber.

Straight (strat), v. t. To make straight ; to
straighten. [Bare.]

The old gypsy in the meantime set about arranging
the dead body, composing its limbs, and straighting
the arms by its side Sir IK Scott.

Straight (strat), a. Narrow. See Strait.
Straight-edge (strat'ej), n. A slip of wood
or metal made perfectly straight on the
edge, and used to ascertain whether a sur-
face is exactly even, or for drawing straight
lines.

Straighten (strat'n), v.t. To make straight;
to reduce from a crooked to a straight form.
A crooked stick is not straightened except it be as

far bent on the clean contrary side. Hooker.

The farmer was full of his subject ; he straightened
himself up, adjusted his cravat.

Harper's Monthly Mag.
Straighten (strat'n), v.t. See Straiten.
Straightener (strat'n-6r), n. One who or
tliat wliicii strait,'htens.

Straightfortht (strat'forth), adv. Directly;
struiulituay. Spenser.

Straightforward (strat'for-w6rd), a. 1. Pro-
ceeding in a straight course; not deviating.
2. Upright; honest; open; undeviating; as,

a straightforward character.

A secure, universal, slra.'ght/orjvard business, to
be conducted in the gross, by proper mechanism,
with such intellect as comes to hand. Carlyle.

Stiuightforward. Straightforwards
(strnt'fdr-wt'-ni, strat'for-w6rdz ), adv. Di-
rectly forward.

Straightforwardly fstraffor-werd-li), adv.
In a ^tr;u^'lUfor\viU(I manner.
Straightforwardness (strat'for-werd-nes),

n. The state or quality of being straight-
forward; direction in a straight course; tm-
devtating rectitude; as, a man of remarkable
st ra igh t/o rtca rdness.

Straight-joint (strat'joint), a. A term ap-
plied to a Jloor the boards constituting
which are so laid that the joints form a con-
tinuous line thrcmghout the length.

Straightly (strat'li), adv. In a straight line;

not crookedly; directly; as, to run straightly

on.

Straightly (strat^i). adv. See Straitlt.
Straightness (strat'nes), n. The quality or
state of being straight; as, the straightness

of a line.

Straight-pight t (strat'pit), a. Straight-

fixed; erect. 'Straight-pight Minerva.'
Shak.
Straightway (strat'wa),a(?y. Immediately;
forthwith; without loss of time; without
delay.

And straightway the damsel arose and walked.
Mark v. 42,

Straightwayst (strat'waz), adv. Straight-

way.
As soon as iron is out of the fire, it deadeth straight'

ways. Bacon.

Straii (strak), 71. A stroke; a blow. [Scotch.]

Straik (strak), n. Same as Strake.

Strain (stran). v.t. [Fi-om O.Fr. estraindre,
(J8Creindre,»(r(?mrfre, to strain,wring,8queeze,
&c.. Mod. Fr. etreindre, from L. stringo,

stringere, to strain, to draw tight, pp. stric-

tu8. Strict, strait, stringent are from this

verb ; so constrain, restrain, restrict, can-

striction, &c.] 1. To stretch ; to draw with
force ; to extend with yi-eat effort ; as, to

strain a rope; to strain the shrouds of a
ship; to strain the strings of an instrument

F&te, far, fat, f^ll; me, met, her; pine, piu; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, poimd; ii, Sc. abune; y. Sc. iey.
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' A bigger string more strained, and a lesser
string less strained.' Sir T. Browne.~2. To
make tighter: to bind closer. 'To strain
his fetters with a stricter care.' Dryden.—
3. To injure or weaken by stretching or
overtasking ; to suljject to too great stress
or exertion ; to hami by a twist or wrench

;

hence, to sprain; as, to strain a horse by
overwork; to strain tlie arm or the muscles.

Prudes decay'd about may tack.
Strain their necks with looking back. S-atiJi.

L To exert to the utmost ; to ply hard ; to
put to the utmost strength or exertion; as,
men in desperate cases will strain them-
selves for relief. 'He sweats, strains his
young nenes.' Shak.

They strain their warbling throats
To weicome in the spring. Drydtn.

6, To press or squeeze in an embrace.
Our king has all the Indies in his arms.
And more and richer, when he strains that lady.

, ,. Shai.
I would have strained him with a strict embrace.

Dryden.
6. To push beyond the proper extent or
limit; to carry too far; to do violence to.

strain not the laws to make their torture grievous.
Aiitiisfti.

Your way is to wrest and strain some principles
maintained both by them and me, to a sense repug-
nant with their other known doctrines. IVaUrland.

1. To force ; to constrain ; to make uneasy
or unnatural.

The quality ot mercy is not strain'd. SJka*.
His mirth is forced and strained. Sir y. Datham.
8 To urge; to press.

Note, if your lady strain his entertainment
with any strong or vehement importunity. Shak.

9. To press or cause to pass through some
porous substance, originally by s<|ueeiing;
to purify or separate from extrane.ius mat-
ter by nitration: to filter; as, to strain milk;
water may be strained through sauiL

I at each sad strain will strain a tear. ShaA.

—To strain courtesy, to use ceremony; to
stand upon form or ceremony ; to Insist on
the precetlence of others. Shak.—To strain
a point, (a) to make a special, and often in-
convenient, effort ; to do something incon-
renient or dlstastefiU.

Would it not be worth your while to strain a
/»!»/ to oblige uncle! Mrs /Uddelt.

(b) To exceed one's duty ; to overstep one's
commission.
We've not quite so much proof as I could wish. It

would be straininga point to arrest him, as it stands.
-_. . , . . , . _ LaTvrence.
Strain (stran), c. t. 1. To exert one's self ; to
make violent efforts. •Straining with too
weak a wing. ' Pope.

To build his fortune I will strain a little. Shak.

2. To he filtered: as, water sfromiiig through
sand becomes pure.
Strain (stran), >i. 1. A violent effort; an ex-
cessive stretching or exertion of the limbs
or muscles, or of the mind. ' Whether any
poet

. . has exerted a greater variety of
powers with less strain and less ostenta-
tion.' Landor. — 2. An injury by excessive
exertion, drawing, or stretching ; an injuri-
ous stretching of the muscles or tendons.—
5. Tendency; motion of the mind; impulse;
xeeling; mood.
If it did infect my blood with joy.
Or swell my thoughts to any strain of pride. Shak.
i A continued course of action ; manner or
style of conduct; bearing; conduct 'A
Wroin of gallantry.' Sir W. Scott.

Such take too high a strain at first. Saeon.

6. A poem; a song; a lay, 'All unworthy of
thy nobler strain.' Sir W. Scott.— a. In
miMic. ((I) in a general sense, a tune; a
melody or part of a melody.

Their heavenly harps a lower strain began.
Dryden.

. J . ,
' *as all ear.

And tot* in strains that might create a soul
Under the nbs of death. MUlon.

(6) In a stricter sense, a section of a melmly
ending with a cndence -7. The subject or
theme of a poem, discourse, Ac ; manner
of speaking . .r writing; style. • The genius
and strniii of the book of IToverbs' Tillot-
«m. — 8. In i/iecA. the force which acts on
any material, and which tends to disanange
Its coniiiunent parts or destroy their cohe-
sion

; also, any definite altcnitioii in the
form or dimensions of a given portion of
matter. In soliil bodies strain is always ac-
companied with internal stress, and this
property of exerting stress when strained is
cailed elasticity.

Strain (stran), n. [0. E. strene, streen, stren,
.\. Sax. strynd. stock, race, from strfnan,
stre6nan, to produce.] 1. Kace; stock; gen-
eration: descent: hence, family blood; qua-
lity or line in regard to breeding. 'If thou
wert the noblest of thy strain.' Shak. 'Ani-
mals aud plants ... of the same variety
but of another strain.' Darwin.—2. HeretU-
tary or natural disposition; turn; tendency.
'Have shewn to-day your valiant strain.'
Shak.

Intemperance and lust breed diseases which, pro-
pagated, spoil the strain of a nation. TiUotsoH.

3. Bank; character; kind; sort.

But thou who, lately of the common strain,
Wert one of us. Dryden.

Stralnable (stran'a-bl), o. Capable of being
strained or pushed beyond the proper ex-
tent. Bacon.
Strainer (stran'Sr), n. I. One who strains.

'2. That through which any liquid passes for
puriflcatioii; an instnimeiit for filtration.

Straining-piece (stnin'ing-pes), n. In carp.
a beam placed between two opposite beams
to prevent their nearer approach, as rafters,
braces, struts, &c. ; a strutting-piece. If
such a piece performs also the office of a
sill it is called a straining sill.

Straint t (strant), n. A violent stretching
or tension: a strain. Spenser.
Strait (strat), a. [O.E. streyt, streit, strayt,
from O.Fr. estreit, estroit. Mod. Fr. itroit,
narrow, from L. strictus, pp. of stringo, to
draw tight. See Steaim, i-.f] 1. Narrow;
not wide.

strait is the gate, and narrow is the way that lead-
eth to life, and few there be that find it. Mat. vii. 14,

I 2. t Tight; close. 'In your sfrai'f strossers.'
SAaA*.—3. t Close ; familiar; near; intimate.
'A strait degree of favour.' Sir P. Sidney.
4.t Strict: rigorous. 'Whom I believe to be
most «fratlin virtue.' Shak.

He now. forsooth, takes on him to reform
Some certain edicts, and some slrait decrees.

Shak.
5. Difficult ; distressful. 'To make your
strait circumstances yet straiter.' Seeker.—
at Stingy; avaricious.

I do not ask you much,
I beg cold comfort ; and you are so strtut.
And so ingrateful, you deny nie that. ShaJt.

Strait (strat), n. 1. A narrow pass or pass-
age.

Honour travels in a strait so narrow.
Where one but goes abreast. Shak.

2. A strip of land between two waters ; an
isthmus. 'A dark strait of barren land.'
Tennyson. (Rare. ]—3. A narrow passage of
water Ijetween two seas or oceans: often
used in the plural ; as, the Stmit or Straits
of Gibraltar; the Straits of Magellan; the
Straits of Dover.—4. Distress; difficulty; dis-
tressing necessity. ' I'll serve you better in
& strait.' Tennyson.

Let no man who owns a Providence, become de-
sperate under any calamity or strait whatsoever.

Simth.
Strait t (strat), r.t. To put to dUBcolties.

Ifyourlaas
Interpretation should abuse ; and call this
Your lack of Idve, or bounty; you were stmited
For a reply. shak.

Strait t (strat), o. Straight; not crooked.
Strait t (striit), ado. Straightway.
Straiten (strat'n), v.t. l. To make strait; to
contract; to confine; to hem in; to narrow.
' In narrow circuit straiten'd by a foe

'

ifi«o>i.
Waters, when straitened, as at the falls of bridges,

give a roaring noise. Bacon.
The causes which straiten the British commerce,

will enlarge the French. Addison.

2. To make tense or tight. ' Oaspi as they
straiten at each end the cord.' Pope.—3.'£o
distress : to perplex ; to press with poverty
or other necessity; to put in pecuniary diffi-

culties; as, a man straitened in his circum-
stances, or in straitened circumstances
Straltforward (strat'for-wSrd), o. straight-
forward.

Strait - banded (strafhand-ed), a. Parsi-
monious; niggardly; close-fisted. [Rare.]
Stralt-liandednesa (strifhand-ed-nes), n.
Nigk-:inlliii.«; paisiniony. Bp. Hall. [Rare.]

Strait -Jacket (stiat'jak-et). See Strait-
WAIM'i D.IT,

strait-laced (stratlast), a. 1. Having the
stays or bodice tightly laced.
We have few well-shaped that are strait-laced.

2. Stiff ; constrained. Hence— 3. Rigid In
opinion: strict in manners or morals.

.Men of a more sangume and cheerful temper arc
not so strait.tated in their principles.

Dr. y. Goodman.

Strait-laced, but all-too-full in bud
For Puritanic stays. Tennyson.

Straitly (stratlll. adv. In a strait manner:
(a) narrowly; closely, ((y) Strictly ; rigor-
ously.

Those laws be straitly required to be observed
without breach or blame. Hooker.

(c) Closely; intimately.
Straitness (strat'nes), n. Tlie state or qua-
lity of being strait: (a) narrowness. 'By
reason of the straitness of all the places

'

2 Mac. xii. 21. (4) Sti-ictness ; rigour. ' If
his own life answer the straitness of his
proceeding.' Shak. (c) Distress; difficulty;
pressure from necessity of any kind, par-
ticularly from poverty, (d) Want; scarcity.
' The straitness of the conveniences of life
amongst them. ' Locke.
Strait -waistcoat (strat'wastkot), n. A
gai-ment made of some strong material,
with long sleeves, which are tied behind
the body so that the arms cannot be ex-
tracted, used to restrain a lunatic person or
one labouring under violent delirium. Called
also Strait-jacket.

Strake t (strak), pret. of strike. See Strike.
Strake.t v.i. To proceed directly; to go.
Chaucer.
Strake (striik), 71. [See Streak.] l.t A
8ti«ak.— 2.t A narrow board.— 3. A band
on the fellies of a wheel ; in sections, and
not continuous like a tire.—4. In ship-buitd-
ing, a continuous line of planking or plates
on a vessel's side, reaching from stem to
stem.— 6. In mining, an inclined trough for
separating groimd ore by means of a flow of
water.

Stralet (stral), n. [Corap. A. Sax. strcel, an
arrow. ] The pupil of the eye. Withals.
Stram (stram), v.i. [L.G. s(ranim«i. Dan.
stramme, to strain, to stretch; L.d. stratum,
Dan. stram, stretched] 1. To spring or re-
coil with violence. Halliwell. [Provincial
English. ]— 2. To spread out the limbs; to
walk with long ungraceful strides. Good-
rich. [Vulgar.

]

Stram (stram), v. t. To dash down violently;
to beat. HalliwelL [Provincial English.]
Stramash (stra-mash'), n. [Fr. estrama^on,
a blow-, a cuff, from It. stramazmre, to
knock down, from vtazza, a club, a mace.
See Mack ] A tumult; fray: fight; struggle.
[Scotch and Provincial English.)

They had a noble stramash at Folly Bridge.
Macfntllan's Mag'.

Stramastl (stramash'), v. t. [See the noun. ]
To strike, beat, or bang: to break; to de-
stroy. [Scotch and Provincial English.)
Stramazotmt ( stram'a-zon ), n. [It. stra-
ma:z,,ne, a cut, a slash, from stramazzare, to
knoik down. See Stramash.) A descend-
ing blow or cut with a sword, in opposition
to a utoccade or thrust. B. Jonson.
Stramineous (stra-min'e-us), a. [L. stra-
milieus, from stramen, straw.) 1. Strawy;
consisting of straw.—2. Chaffy; like straw;
light. Burton.
Strammelt (stram'el), n. [See .stramfne-
ol's

] .\cant Word for straw. Sir H'. Scott.
Stramonium, Stramony (stramonium,
strain'o-ni), ji. [Origin doubtful.) A narcotic
plant, the Datura Stramonium; the thorn-
apple. See Datura.
Strand ( strand ),n. [A. Sax. D. Dan. Sw.
imd G. strand, Icel. striind, strand, shore,
coast; root meaning doubtful.] 1. The shore
or beach of the sea or ocean, or of a large
lake, and perhaps of a navigable river.
'Kissed the Cretan strand.' Shak.— 2. A
small brook or rivulet : also, a passage for
water: a gutter. [Old English and Scotch.]
Strand (strand), v. i. 1. To drift or be driven
on shore: to rmi aground: as, a ship strands
at high water, '.stranding on an isle at
mom.' Tennyson.—2. To have progress in-
terrupted; to come to a stand-still.

There is litde harm in their (Claude and Pousfln's)
works being purchased at high prices; their real in-
fluence IS very slight, and they may be left without
§ravc indignation to their poor mission of furnishing
rawing-rooms and assistmg stranded conversation.

Ruskin.
Strand (strand), v.t. To drive ornni aground
on the sea-shore; as, the captain stranded
his sitip.

Strand (strand), n. [D. streen, O. strahne,
a skein, a hank, a strand of a rope.) One
of the twists or parts of wliich a rope is

composed. ' The dusky stratid of death in-
woven here.' Tennyson.
Strand ( strand ), t>. (. To break one of the
strands of, as a rope,
Strang (Strang), a. Strong. (North English
and Scotch. ]
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Strange (stranj), a. [O.Fr. estrange. Mod.
fr. strange, from L. extranexis, that is with-

out, from extra, on the outside—ca;, out of,

and affix -tra. See CoNTRA.] 1. Foreign;
belonging to another country. 'One of the
strange queen's lords.' Shak.

I do not contemn the knowledge of strange and
divers tongues. Aschatn.

2. Not one's own; not pertaining to one's

self or one's belongings; belonging to others.

strange fowl light upon neiglibouring ponds.
Shak.

So she, impatient her own faults to see.

Turns from herself, and in strange things delights.
Sir y. Davies.

3. New; unused before; not before known,
heard, or seen; as, the former custom was
familiar, the latter was strange to them.

Our strange garments, cleave not to their mould
But with the aid of use. Shak.

4. Wonderful ; causing surprise ; exciting

curiosity; extraordinary; remarkable; singu-

lar. ' I might perceive strange alteration in

me. ' Milton.

'Tis strange, but true ; for truth is always strange,—
Stranger than fiction. Byron.

5. Odd; unusual; irregular; not according
to the common way.

He's strange and peevish. Shak.

6. Reserved; distant; estranged; not fami-
liar.

Why do you look so strange upon your wife?
Shak.

7. Unacquainted; not knowing. 'Joseph
. . . made himself strange unto them.' Gen.
xlii. 7.

I know thee well

;

But in thy fortunes am unlearn'd and strange. Shak.

8.t Backward; slow.

Who, loving the effect, would not be strange
In favouring the cause. Beau. & Ft.

—To make strange, to seem to be shocked;
to look astonished.

She makes it strange; but she would be best pleased
To be so anger'd with another letter, Shak.

Strange is sometimes uttered by way of ex-

clamation.
Strange! what extremes should thus preserve the

snow.
High on the Alps, or in deep caves below, IValler.

Strange sail (naut.), an unknown vessel.

—Eccentric, Singular, Strange, Odd. See
under ECCENTRIC.— Wondei^ul, Strange,
Surprising, Curious. See under WONDER-
FUL.—SvN. Foreign, outlandish, unfamiliar,
new, wonderful, astonishing, marvellous,
remarkable, unusual, odd, uncommon, ir-

regular, peculiar, queer, eccentric.

Strange t (stranj), v.L To alienate; to
estrange.

Stran^ret (stranj). v,i. 1. To wonder; to be
astonished. Fuller.—2. To be estranged or
alienated.

Strange -achieved (stranj'a-chevd), a.

Acquired in strange ways, or from foreign
sources.

For this

The cai

lis they have engrossed and piled up
aiikerd heaps ^ strange-achieved vt.gold.

Strange-disposed (stranj-dis-pozd'), a. Of
a remarkable disposition or nature. ' A
stra nge-disposed time. ' Shak.
Strangefult (stranj'fiil), a. Strange; won-
ilerfui. ' Strange/ull signes.' Sylvester.

Strangely (stranj'li), adv. l. In a strange
manner ; in a manner or degree to excite
surprise or wonder ; wonderfully ; remark-
ably. 'Woven so strangely in one piece.'
Shak.
How strangely active are the arts of peace.

Dryden.
2. In a distant and reserved manner; in the
manner of one who does not know another
or pretends not to know him. 'You all

look strangely on me.' Shak.

Against that time when thou shalt strangely pass,
And scarcely greet me with that sun, thiue eye, Shak.

3. With some relation to foreigners; foreign-
wise; inaforeign place; at or to a distance.
[Rare.]

I do in justice charge thee
That thou commend it strangely to some place
Where chance may uursc or end it. Shak.

Strangeness (stranj'nes), n. The state or
character of being strange; (a) the state of
being foreign; foreignness; the state of be-
longing to another country.

If I will obey the gospel, no distance of place, no
strangeness of country can make any man a stranger
to tne. Bj>. Sprat.

(b) Distance in behaviour; reserve; coldness;
forbidding manner.

Will vou not observe
The strangeness of his alter'd countenance? Shak.

(c) Remoteness from common manners or
notions; uncouthness; oddness; singularity.

Worthier than himself
Here tend the savage strangeness he puts on. Shak.

(ff) Alienation of mind; estrangement; mu-
tual dislike.

This might seem a means to continue a strange-
ness between the two nations. Bacon.

(e) Wonderfulness ; the power of exciting
surprise and wonder; uncommonness that
raises wonder by novelty.

This raised greater tumults in the hearts of men
than the strangeness and seeming unreasonableness
of all the former articles. South.

Stranger (stran'j6r), «. [O.Fr. estranger.

See Strange.] 1 A foreigner; one who be-

longs to another country.

I am a most poor woman and a stranger
Born out of your dominions. Shak,

2. One of another place, in the same coun-
try; one whose home is at a distance from
where he is.—3. One unknown or at least

not familiar; as, the gentleman is a stran-
ger to me. ' The writings of his friends and
strangers.' Bp. Fell.

I do desire we may be better strangers, Shak.

4. One not knowing; one ignorant or unac-
quainted.

My child is yet a stranger in the world. Shak.

I was no stranger to the original, Dryden.

5. A guest; a visitor; one not belonging t'>

the house.
Fit to honour and receive
Our heavenly stranger. Milton.

6. One not admitted to any communication
or fellowship; one having no community.

I unspeak my detraction; here abjure
The taints and blames I laid upon myself.
For strangers to my nature. Shak.

7. In law, one not privy or party to an act
It is often used adjectively. ' The stranger
queen.' Shak. 'The stranger guest.' Pope,
Strangert (stran'j^r), v.t. To estrange; to

alienate. Shak.
Strangle (strang'gl), v.t. pret. & pp. stran-
gled; ppr. strangling. [O.Fr. estrangler, Fr.

Hrangler, from L, strangulo, to strangle;

Gr. stranggalao, stranggaloo, to twist up, to

knot, from stranggo, to draw tight, to bind
or tie tight. Same root probably as E. string. ]

1. To destroy the life of by compressing tne
windpipe; to choke.
Our Saxon ancestors compelled the adulteress to

strangle herself Ayliffe

2. To suppress; to hinder from birth or ap-
pearance ; to stifle. ' Stra ngle such thoughts.

'

Shak.
By the clock, tis rl.Ty;

And yet dark night strangles the travelling lamp,
Shak.

3. + To suffocate by drowning Z)e/oe.—Syn.
To choke, suffocate.smothei-, stifle, suppress.

Strangle t (strang'gl), n. Strangulation.
Chaucer.
Strangleable (strang'gl-a-bl), a. Capable
of being strangled, Chesterfield. [Rare.]
Strangler (strang'gl6r), n. One who or that
which strangles or destroys,

Tlie baud that seems to tie their friendship to-
gether will be tlie very strangler of their amity.

Shak.
Strangles (strang'glz), n. pi. In farriery, a
disorder which attacks horses, and generally
between the ages of three and five years. It

consists of an abscess which occurs between
the branches of the lower jaw. The disease
is considered contagious. There is a similar
infectious disease of swine called also
strangles.

Strangulate (strang'gu-lat), a. In but.

Same ;i.s Strangulated.

Strangulated (strang'gu-Iat-ed), a. 1, In
tiurg. having tJie circulation stopped in any
part by compression; as, a hernia is said to
be strangulated when it is so compressed
as to obstruct the circulation in the part
and cause dangerous symptoms.— 2. In hot.

contracted and expanded in an iiTegular
manner.
Strangulation (strang-gu-la'shon), n. [L.

strangulatio, strangulationis. See STRAN-
GLE.] 1. The act of strangling; a sudden
and violent compression of the windpipe,
constriction being applied directly to the
neck, either around it or in the fore part,
so as to prevent the passage of air, and
thereby suspend respiration and life.— 2. In
med. the state of a part too closely con-
stricted, as the throat in liysterics or the in-

testines in hernia.

StranguriouB (strang-gu'ri-us), a. Labour-
ing unikr strangury; of the nature of stran-
gury; denoting the pain of strangury.

Strangury (strang'gu-ri), n. [L. stranguria,
Gr. strangouria—stranx, strangos, a drop,
and ouron, urine,] 1. A disease in which
there is pain in passing the urine, which is

excreted by drops.— 2. lu hot. a disease in
plants produced by tight ligatures.

Strap (strap), n. [A collateral foi-m of strop,
from root of stripe, strip (which see). ] 1. A
long narrow slip of cloth or leather or
other substance of various forms and for
various uses, and often provided with a
buckle : as, the strap of a shoe or boot

;

straps for fastening trunks or other baggage,
for stretching limbs in surgery, for connect-
ing the separate parts of a set of harness to-
gether, Ac— 2. In hot. the flat part of the
corollet in ligulate florets; also, the leaf ex-
clusive of its sheath in some grasses.—3. In
carp, an iron plate for connecting two or
more timbers, to which it is bolted or
screwed. —4. In mach. a band or strip of
metal, usually curved, to clasp and hold
other parts.— 5, Naut. a piece of rope, gen-
erally spliced into a circular wreath, and
used to surround the body of a block so that
the latter may be hung to any particular
station about the masts, yards, or rigging.
Sometimes a hoop of iron is used instead of
rope.

—

d.Milit. a strip of worsted, silk, gold,
or silver, worn on the shoulder that has no
epaulette.—7. A piece of leather prepared
for sharpening a razor, usually written
Strop.

Strap (strap), v.t. pret, & pp. strapped; ppr.
strapping. 1. To beat or chastise with a
strap,- 2. To fasten or bind with a strap.—
3, To sharpen with a strap; to strop, as a
razor.—4. To hang. 'Mony a pretty man
has been strapped for it' Sir W. Scott.
[Scotch.]

Strap-head (strapTied), n. In mach. a jour-
nal-box formed at the end of a connecting-
rod.

Strappado (strap-pa'do), ?i. [O.Fr. strap-
ade, Sp, estrapada. It. strappata. a pull,
strappado; from strappare, to pull.] A
military punishment formerly practised. It
consisted in having the hands of the of-

fender tied behind his back, drawing him
up by them to a certain elevation by a rope,
and then suddenly letting him drop to within
a certain distance of the gi-ound.

Would you have him tortured?— 1 would have him
proved,

—

Best try him then with goads, or burning irons

;

Put him to tlie strappado. B. Jonson.

Strappado (strap-pa'do), v. t. To torture by
tlie strappado. Milton.

Strapper (strap'6r), n. 1. One who uses a
strap.— 2, Anything bulky; a large tall per-
son. [Local]
Strapping (strap'lng), a, [Comp. whacking,
thuuiping, bouncing, thundering. The idea
of large size is connected with that of vio-

lent action.] Tall; lusty; handsome. [Colloq.]

Sir, we'll maintain you no longer.— Then your
wives shall, old Actieoh, There are five-and -thirty
strapping officers gone this morning to live at free
quarters in the city. Farguhar.

Strapplet (strap'l), v. t. To bind with a strap;
to strap; to entangle. 'And the reins strap-
pled liis fellows,' Chapman.
Strap-shaped ( strap 'sliapt), a. In hot.

ligulate (which see).—Strap-shaped corolla,

a corolla which is tubular at the base, then
slit on one side, so that the limb becomes
flat, as in the dandelion.
Strap-work ( strap'w^rk), ?i. A style of
nrcliitectural ornamentation or enrichment
general in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
turies, but of which specimens exist exe-
cuted as far back as the eleventh century,
consisting of a narrow fillet or band folded
and crossed, and occasionally interlaced
with another,
Strapwort (strap'wSrt), n. A British plant
of the genus Corrigiola. the C, littorali^, nat,

order lUecebracefe or knot-grass tribe. It

is an annual with spreading stems, leaves
between lance-shaped and linear, and nu-
merous white flowers. It grows on the east-
ern coast of England.
StraSB (stras), n. [From the name of its

German inventor.] A variety of flint-glass,

but containing more lead, and, in some
cases, a smaller proportion of borax, used in
the manufacture of artificial gems.
Strata. See Stratum,
Stratagem (strat'a-jem), n. [Fr. strataghne,
fritui L. strategema, Gr. strategema, apiece
of generalship, a stratagem, from strateged,

to lead an army, from s^ra^^^^o*, a general-
strates, an army, and ago, to lead.] 1. An
artifice, particularly in war; aplauorscheme

Fate, far, fat, fall; m6, met. h^r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. So. fey.
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for deceiving an enemy. 'To tutor thee in

stratagemsof war.' Shak.—'2. Anyartitlce; a

trick by which some advantage is intended
to be obtained.
Those ofl are stratagems which errors seem. Pof'e.

3.t A dreadful deed; anything amazing and
appalling.
The man that hath no music in himself,

Nor is no: moved with concord of sweet sounds.

Is fit for treasons, stratagems and spoils, ithak.

Stn. Artifice, finesse, trick, deception, delu-
sion, wile, snare.

Stratagemic,Stratagemical(strat-a-jem'-
ik, strat-a-jeni'ik-al), a. Containing strata-

gem or artifice. [Rare. J

His wife, to gain entirely his affections, sent him
this stratiigefnicai epistle. Stvift.

Stratarithmetry ( strat-a-rith'raet-ri ), n.

(Gr. xtratos, an army, arithmos, a number,
and metron, measure. ] MUii. the art of
drawing up an army or bmiy of men in a
geometrical fignre, or of estimating or ex-

pressing the number of men in such a flgnre.

Strategetic, Strategetlcal (strat-e-jet'ik,

strut r*-j'tikal), a. :Sanif as Strategic.

Strategetlcally (strat-e-jetik-aMi), adv.
In a strategetical manner.

Strategetics (strat-e-jet'iks), n. Same aa
Strati-fjji.

Strategic, Strate0cal(stra-tej'ik, stra-tej'-

ik-al). a. I't'ilaimiii,' to strategy; effected
by strategy; "f the nature of strategy or
artifice.-- 5(ra/«(/it;>&m/,anypoint or region
in the tlieatre of warlike operations which
affords to its possessor an advantage over
his o\i\i'n\eni.— Strategic line, a line joining
strategic points.

Strategically (stra-tej'ik-alli), adv. In a
strategic manner.
Strategics (stra-tej'iks), n. pi. Same as
Stratfif}/ (which see).

Strategist (strat'e-jist), n. One skilled in
stnitruy.

StrategUS (stra-te'gws), n, [Gr. fitrat^gos.

See Stratagem. ] An Athenian general
officer.

Strategy (strat'e-jl), n. 1. Properly, the
science of combining and employing the
means which the different branches 4»f the
art of war affonl, for the purpose of fonuing
projectsof operations, and of directing great
military niovementa; generalship. Strategy
may be defined as the art of moving troops
so as to be enabled either t4> dispense with
a battle, or to deliver one with the greatest
advantage and with the most decisive re-

sults. Tactics is the art of handling troops
when in actual contact with the enemy.—
2, The use of artifice, finesse, or stratagem
in carrying out any project.

Strath (strathV n. [Gael, gratk; W. ygtrad,
a valley or valley bottom ] In Scotland, a
valley of considerable size, often having a
river running through it and giving it its dis-

tinctive appellation; as. Strathspey, Strath-
don. Strathearn, Ac; Strathinore, or the
great valley.

Strathspey (strath-Kpa'). n. 1 In Scotland,
a species uf dance in duple time, supposed
to nave been first practised in the district

from which it received its name. It resem-
bles the reel (which see), but moves slower.
2. A species of dance music used in this
dance.
Stratlflcatlon (strat'ifika"shon), n [From
gtrati/y. ] 1. The process l»y which substances
in the earth have been formed into strata
or layers. -2. The state of being stratified

;

the arrangement of substances in strata or
layers, one upon another, like the leaves of
a liook; as, the stratification of rocks. 'A
mass in which there is no utratifieation.'

Dr. Hutton.S. In physiol. the tliickening
of a cell-wall by the deposition of successive
layers of thin membrane; also, the arrange-
ment of the layers so depositeil.

Stratified (strati-fid), p. and a. Arranged
or disposed in layers or strata; as, stratified
rocks.

Stratiform (strat'i-form), a. In the form
of strata: applied to rock masses, whether
a/iueoiis or igneous, having more or less a
stratified appearance.
Stratify (strat'i-fi), v.t. pret <k pp. stratified;
ppT- stratifying. [Fr 8tratifier—L. stratum,
aml/acio, to make. See Stratlm ) To form
into a layer or layers, as substances in the
eaith; to lay or arrange in strata.

Stratigraphic, Stratigraphical (strat-i-

graf'ik, strat-i-grafik-al), a. <Jf (tr relating
to strata (*r their arrangement ; having re-

gard Ut the manner in which strata are dis-

posed in nature.
S!;ratlgraphically(8trat-l-graf'ik-al-li),at2v.

In a stratigraphical manner; as regards
stratigrapliy or the disposition of strata.

Stratigraphy (stra-tig'ra-fi),?i. [L. stratum,
astratuni. amiOr. grapho, to describe.] That
department of geology which treats of the
arrangement of strata, or the order iu which
they succeed each other.

StratioinyidaB(strat'i-6-mi"i-d5),ji.pi. [From
genus Stratiomys — Gr. strativs, warlike,
Diyia, a fly.] A family of dipterous insects.

They are mostly small . but gaily coloured
insects, most numerous in moist situations,

while others live in decomposing matter c-r

in decayed wood. Ihere are a considerable
number of British species. The larvci of
Stratiomys chamceleon are completely aqua-
tic.

Stratiotes (strat-i-o'tez), n. [Gr. stratiotes,

a sohiier, a kind of water plant, from strat-

ios, an army, from the long sword -like

leaves.] A genus of aquatic plants, nat, order
Hydrocharidaceai. There isonly one species
a native of Britain, the S. aloide^ or water-
soldier, which grows in lakes, jwols, and
ditches. It is a singular plant, with nume-
rous sword-shaped leaves and white flowei-s,

from a compressed two-leaved spathe.

Stratocracy (stra-tok'ra-si). n. [Gr. stratos,

an army, and krateO, to hold.] A military
government; government by military chiefs
and an army.

Ever since the invasion of Kouii Khan, Indostan,
from IJeing a well-regulated government, became a
scene of mere anarchy or stratocracy : every ^reat
man protecting himself in his tyraimy by his soldiers.

//'. Guthrie.

Stratographic, Stratographical (strat-o-

graf'ik. strat-o.-rafik-al), a. 01 or relating
to strat<'!_'iui>liy.

StratographicaUy ( strat-o-graf ' ik-al-li ),

adv. In a siratograjdiic manner.
StratOgraphy (stra-toy'ra-fi).n. [Gr.stratos,

an army, and grapho, to describe. ] De-
scription of armies, or what belongs to an
army.
Stratometer (strii-tom'it^r). n. An instni-

ment for detennining in what manner geo-
logical strata press upon each other.

Stratonlc (stra-tonik), a. [Gr. stratos, an
army ] Pertaining to an army. [Rare.]

StratOtlC (stra-tot'ik). a. Warlike; mili-

tary [Rare.]

Stratum (stra'tum), n. pi. Strata (strata).

[L. what is spread or stretched out, from
i^enu>,«frafum. to strew (whence also <fr«ef);

the root is that of £ to strew. ] 1. In geol.

a layer of any deposited substance, as sand,
clay, limestone, ttc. which is spread out
over a certain surface by the action of water,
or in some cases by wind, especially such a
layer when forming one of a number super-
posed. The deposition of successive layers
of sand and gravel in the bed of a river, or
in a canal, affords an illustration buth of the
form and origin of strata. Geologists gene-
rally make a distinction t>etween a stratum
and a bed. restricting the latter term to the
thicker kind of strata; others, however, use
the terms synonymously. Strata may be
said to vary in thickness from a few inches
to several feet. A single stratum again is

often seen to be made up of thinner layers,

called lamiiue. Strata are separated from
each other by seams or parallel planes,
and sometimes by joints or fissures, fonning
some angle with the planes. When strata
do not lie horizontally i»ut are inclined, they
are said to dip towanis some point of the
compass, and the angle they make with the
hitrizon is called the angle of dip or inclina-

tion. The direction or striJce <if the strata

is indicated by a horizontal line at right
angles to the dip. When strata protrude
above the surface, or appear uncovered,
they are said to crop out. They are saiil to

be cmiformable when their planes are paral-

lel, wliatever their dip may be; and uncon-
formable when a set of them are connected
with another, so that the planes of stratifi-

cation of the one series have a different di-

rection from that of the other series. On
examining the crust of the earth we find

that it consists chiefly of distinct strata of
different materials. These differ in depth
and extent, but they are found to follow
each other on the large scale, as masses in

an apparently regular and uniform succes-
sion, in all places, districts, and countries,
where they admit of examination, and have
been attentively studied. They appear in

most instances to rest upon, and are l)lended
with, invaded, and, in some few instances,
overflowed, as it were,by unstratified rocks.

See GEoLoov.— 2. A l)ed or layer artificially

made of some material

Stratus (stra'tus), n. [L., a strewing, a
covering, a coverlet. See Stratum. ] A
form of cloud. See under Cloud.
Straucht, Straught(stratMit). v.t. To make
straight; to stretch. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]
Strailghte.t pp. oistrecche. Stretched.
Stravaig (stra-vag'),v.i. [From O.Fr. estra-
vaguer, It. stravagare, from L. extravagare
—extra, beyond, and vagar, to wander.] To
stroll; to wander; togo about idly. [Scotch.]
Stravaiger (stra-vag'6r), n. One who wan-
ders about idly; a stroller; a wanderer.
[Scotch.]

Straw(stnv), n. [A. Sax. streaw, straw, hay,
a bed, from stem of streutcian, stre6ician, to
strew; Icel. strd, Dan straa, D. stroo, G.
stroh, straw, litter; cog. L. strameii, stramen-
turn, straw, litter, from sterno, utratum, to
strew. See STREW.] 1. The stalk or stem
of certain species of grain, pulse, Ac, chiefly
of wheat, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat, and
pease ; as, the wheat is short in the straw

;

or a piece of such a stem. ' When shepherds
pipe on oaten straws.' Sfiak. 'Start at
wagging of a straw.' Shak.—2. A mass of
the stalks of certain species of grain when
cut, and after being thrashed ; as, a bundle
or a load of straiv. [In this sense tlie word
is used as a collective noun and does not
admitofaplural.]—3. Anything proverbially
worthless; the least possible thing.

I don't care a straw for Mrs. Botibol. Thackeray.

—Man of straw, the figure of a man formed
of a suit of old clothes stuffed with straw

;

hence, the mere resemldance of a man; an
inefficient person ; a person of little or no
means or substance ; an imaginary person

;

as. to fight with a tnan of straw.—In the
straw, lying in. as a mother; in child-lied.—
Straw frequently forms the first element In
compounds, many of which are self-explana-
tory: as straw-crowned, «(raw-roo'fed, stratc-

stuffed, and the like.

Straw! (stra). v.t. To spread or scatter.

See Strew and Strow.
He took the calf which they had made, and burnt

it in the fire, and ground it to powder, and straived
it upon the water, and made the children of Israel
drink of it. Ex. xxxii. 20.

Strawberry (straTie-ri), n. [A. Sax. stravi-

berie. streow-berie, strawbeiry. from its habit
of spreading or strewing itself along the
ground. ] The English name of the fruit

and plant of the genus Fragaria, nat. order
Rosacece. It is remarkable for the manner
in which the receptacle, contmonly called
the fruit, increases and becomes succulent;
the proper fruit being the small achenia
which it Ix'ars upon its surface. The species
are perennial plants, throwing out runners;
the leaves are trifoliate, each leaflet being
coarsely toothed. Tlie receptacle is round,
and assumes a variety of colours, from a
scarcely perceptible pink to a dark red.

All the species are natives of temperate or
cold climates, and are found in Europe,
America, and the mountains of Asia. The
following species afford the varieties of
cultivated strawberries: (1) Wood straw-
l>erry (F. resca), found wild in woods and
on hillsides throughout Europe, and abun-
dant in Great Britain. Of this species
there are several varieties cultivated in gar-
dens, as the red, the white, the American,
and Danish Alpine strawberries; the red

Perpetual Alpine Strawberry {Fragaria coiiiita).

wood strawberry, the white wood straw-

berry, and the red and white Alpine bush
strawberry. (2) The Alpine strawberry {F.

collina), a native of Switzerland and Ger-
many. The varieties of strawberries called

green are the produce of this species. (3)

Uautbols strawberry (F. elatior), a native of

ch, cAain; £h, Sc. locA; g, ^o; j. >ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, ^ng; IB, CAen; tb, thin; w, loig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KST.
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North America. It is the parent of a great
number of sorts known in jjardens. most of

which are much prized, as the black, brown,
and common hautbois, the globe, the larjce

flat hautbois, the long-fruited muscatella,

and Sir Joseph Banks. (4) Virginian straw-

berry (F. virginiana or caroliniana), anative

of Virginia. To this species belongs the
great list of sorts cultivated in gardens, and
known by the name of scarlet and black
strawberries. The various kinds of scarlet,

globe, cone, and some pine strawberries,

are produced from this species. (5) Large-
flowered strawberry (i^.i/rrt?K?i^ora) is sup-

posed to be a native of Surinam, and to

have furnished our gardens with the sorts

called pine strawberries. (6) Chill straw-

berry {F. chUensis), a native of Chili and
Peru, and the parent of a number of mostly
inferior strawberries. Strawberries are

much valued for dessert, and are of very

general use in confectionery. —S(mw&erry
leaves (from the coronet of a duke being
adorned with eight strawberry leaves), a
symbolical expression for a dukedom.
The king- invested the fortunate husband with the

stratuhei-ry leaves, and he might have twined them
round a less worthy brow. Cornhill Mag.

Strawberry-blite (strja'be-ri-bllt), n. See
Bmtum.
Strawberry-bush (stra'be-rl-bush), n. A
low, upright or straggling American shrub
of the genus Euonyuius (E. americamis),
allied to the burning bush, having rough
scarlet pods.

Strawberry -pear (stra'be-ri-par). ji. A
plant of the genus Cereus, the C. triangu-

laris, nat. order Cactacese, which grows iu

Strawberry-pear (Cereus triangularis).

the West India Islands. It bears the best

flavoured fruit of any of the order. It is

sweetish, slightly acid, pleasant, and cool-

ing.

Strawberry-tomato (strii'be-ri-to-ma-to),

n. The name of a plant of the genus Phy-
salis (/*. Alkekengi). nat. order Solanacere,

known also as IKi/i(cr-c/iem/, cultivated for

its fruit, which is of a bright red colour, of

the size of a small cherry, and makes a deli-

cate sweetmeat.
Strawberry -tree (stra'be-ri-tre), n. An
evergreen tree of the genus Arbutus, the A.
(Tnedo, a native of the south of Europe, and
found in a wild state near Killarney in Ire-

land; the fruit is of a fleshy substance, like

a strawberry, and is edible, though not
agreeable. In Spain both a sugar and spirit

are extracted from it.

Straw-board (stra'bord), n. Thick paper-
board made altogether or principally from
straw, and used in bookbinding, button-
making, paper-box manufacture, &c.
Straw-bonnet <stra'bon-net), ji. A bonnet
for females, made of plaited straw.

Straw-braid (str^'brad), n. Same as Straw-
plait.

Straw -built (stra'bilt). a. Built or con-
structeil of straw. 'The suburb of their

etraw-built citadel.' Milton.

Straw-colour (str^'kul-^r), n. Tlie colour

of dry straw; a beautiful yellowish colour.

Straw-colour, Straw-coloured (stra'kul-

6r, stnv'kul-erd), a. Of a light yellow, the

colour of dry straw. 'Your straio-colour

beard.' Shak.
Straw-cutter (stra'kut-6r), n. An instru-

ment to cut straw for fodder or for other
purposes.

Straw-drain (stra'dran), n. A drain filled

with straw.

Straw -hat (str^'hat), n. A hat made of

plaited straw.

Straw-house (str^'hous), n. A house for

holding straw after the grain has been
thrasJied out.

Straw-paper (stra'pa-pt^r), n. Paper made
either wholly t-r principally from straw.

Straw-plait, Straw-plat (str^i'plat, stra'-

plat), n. A plait or braid formed of sti-aws,

generally wheat or rye, plaited t-igether,

from ^ inch to 1 inch broad. Such plaits

when sewed together, according to fancy or

fashion, fonn different descriptions of ladies'

bonnets or men's hats. There are various

kinds of plait in general use, some of which
are composed of entire straws and others of

split straws. The Ilnest plait is made in the
neighbourhood of Leghorn, and the Dun-
stable manufactures in Bedfordshire are
also of a tine quality.

Straw-rope (striv'rop). n. A rope made of

straw twisted, and used to secure the thatch
of corn ricks and stacks, and also the thatch
of the poorer description of cottages.

Straw-worm (stra'w^rm), n. A worm bred
in straw; the caddis-worm.
Strawy (8trn.'i), a. Pertaining to, made of,

or like straw; consisting of straw ; resembling
straw.

There the straivy Greeks, ripe for his edj^e,

Fall down before htm Uke a mower's swath.

Stray (stra), v.i. [O.Fr. estrayer, estraier,

Pr. estradier, to waiider, to ramble; from
O.Fr. entri^e. Pi-, estrada. It. strada, a road
or street; from L.L. strata, a street. (See

Street.) Or the word may be derived di-

rectly from L. extra. See Stray, h.] 1. To
wander, as from a direct course; to deviate

or go out of the way or from the proper
limits; to go astray; as, a sheep s(r«i/« from
the flock; a horse strays from an inclosure.

bideed, a sheep Ao*\\ very often stray.

An if the shepherd be a while away. Shak.

2. Fig. to wander from the path of duty or
rectitude; to err; to deviate; as, to pardon
one who strays. ' Win straying souls with
modesty.' Skak.—Z. To move about at large,

or without settled purpose or direction; to

roam; to rove.

Lo, the glad gales o'er all her beauties stray.

Breathe on her lips and in her bosom play. /'c/e.

Yea, but here
Thy feet have strayed in after hours
With thy lost friend amonij the bowers.

7'enuysoH.

4. To run in a serpentine course; to wind.

My eye, descending from the htil, surveys
Where Thames among the wanton valleys strays.

Deithatn.

SVN. To deviate, wander, err, swerve, rove,

roam, ramble, wind.

Stray t (stra), v.t. To cause to stray; to mis-

lead; to seduce. Shak.

Stray (stra), a. Having gone astray; strayed;

wandering; stniggling; as, a stray sheep or
bullock. ' Picking off stray fellows on shore
with a main-deck thirty-two.' Hannay.
Stray (stra), n. [O.Fr. estrayer, a waif, a
stray, a chattel or beast unowned, from
estrayer. to stray. Or according to Wedg-
wood, from L. extra, witliout, through L.L.

extrarius, a stray beast, a stranger.] 1. Any
domestic animal that has left an inclosure

or its proper place and company, and wan-
ders at large or is lost; an estray. 'Im-
pounded as a stray the King of Scots.' Shak.

Seeing him wander about, I took him up for a
stray. Dryden.

2. The act of wandering. [Rare.]

I would not from your love make such a stray.

To match you where I hate. Shak.

Strayer (atra'fer), n. One who strays; a wan-
derer.

Stre,t 11. straw. Chaucer.

Streak (strek), n. [A. Sax. strica, a line, a
stroke; Icel. stryk, a stroke with a pen: Dan.
streg, L.G. and D. streek, a stroke, a streak,

a line; from stem of strike.] 1. A line or

long mark of a different colour from the
ground; a stripe. * Chequering the eastern

clouds with streaks of light.' Shak.

What mean those colour'd streaks in heaven*
Afi/fofi.

2. Naut same as Strake.—Z. In mineral, the

colour an<l appearance of a mineral which
arises from its being scratched.— 4. t The
rung of a ladder. ' Putting a streak in your
ladder, when you was on the last step of it.'

Citniberland.

Streak (strek), y. (. [See the noun.] To form
streaks or stripes in; to stripe; to variegate

witli lines of a different colour or of differ-

ent colours. 'Amuleadnurablys^rfjffA-crf and
dappled with white and black' Sandys.

' Now streaked and glowing with the morn-
ing red.' Prior.

Streak (strek). v.t. [Old and northern form
of stretch. See STRETCH.] l.t To stretch;
to extend.

Down
He rushed, and streaked him. Chaptnan.

2. To lay out, as a dead body. Spelled also
Streik. Streek. [Provincial and Scotch.]
Streak (strek), r.t. [O.K. streke, A. Sax.
strlcan, to go; G. streichen, to run, to rush]
'I'o run swiftly. [Now local or vulgar.]

Streaky (strek'i), a. Havingstreaksorstripes;
striped; variegated with lines of a different
colour.

Stream (strem), n. [A. Sax. «(re(i»i, a stream,
a river; D. stroom, Icel. stranmr, Dan. and
Sw. Strom, G. strora; probably from root of
strew, though some take it from root seen
iu Skr. SYu, to flow, in which case the (

would be non-radical ; comp. Ir. sreamh, a
stream, a rill, a spring. ] 1. Any river, brook,
rivulet, or course of running water; as, a
country which has numerous streams, large
and small.

He brought streams also out of the rock, and
caused waters to run down like rivers. Ps. bcxviii. i6.

2. A flow of any fluid or liquid substance, as
of blood, melted metal, A-c. ; a gush; an out-
flow; also, a steady flow of air or gas. 'Like
two «(rea ni« of incense free.' Tennyson.—
3. A steady current in the sea or in a river

;

especially, the middle or most rapid part of
a tide or current; as, to float with the stream;
the Gulf Stream.—4. An issuing in beams or
rays ; steady flow of light ; as, a stream of
light. — 5. Anything issuing from a source
and moving with a continued succession of
parts; as, a stream of words; a stream of
sand. 'A«freff7«of beneflcence.' Atterbury.
6. A continued current or course; the course
or current of affairs or events; current;
drift. ' The very streajii of his life.' Shak.
'Which way the stream of time doth run.'
Shak.—7. A multitude or numl>er of indi-

viduals moving uniformly forward without
interval ; as, a stream of people.

Stream (strem), v.i. l. To flow in a stream;
to move or run in a continuous current.
' Within those banks where rivers now
stream.' Milton.

On all sides round
Streams the black blood. Pope.

2. To pour out or emit an abundant stream,
as of tears. 'Grateful Greece with stream-
ing eyes.' Pope. —3. To issue with continue

ance, not by fits.

And to imuerial Love, that God most high
Do my signs stream. SMak.

4. To issue or shoot in streaks or beamB,
as, l^ht streaming from the east.

From op'ning skies may streaming %\one% shine.
Pope.

5. To stretch in a long line; to hang or float

at full length. 'Standards and gonfalona
. . . stream in the air.' Milton. 'AH her
bright hair streaming down." Tennyson.
Stream (strem), v.t. l. To send forth in a
cuiTent or stream; to cause to flow; to pour.

i

'As fast as they stream forth thy blood.*
! Shak. — 2. To mark with colours or em-

broidery in long tracts.

I

The herald's mantle is streamed with gold. Bacon.

I

—To stream a buoy, to let it drop into the
water previously to casting anchor.

Stream-anclior (strem'ang-kfer). n. Natit.

an anchor of a size intermediate between
the small bower-anchor and the kedge. It

is used for warping and like purposes.

Stream-cable. See Cable.
Streamer (strem'^r), n. 1. A long narrow
flag ; a pennon extended or flowing in the
wind.

Brave Rupert from afar appears.
Whose waving streamers the glad general knows,

I}rydeH.

2. A stream or column of light shooting up-
ward from the horizon, as in some forms of

the aurora borealis. ' Shot like a streamer
of the northern mom.' Tennyson.

And red and bright the streamers light

AVere dancing in the glowing north. Sir If-'. Scott.

3. In mining, a person who works in search
of stream-tin.

Streamful (strem'ful), a. Full of streams
or of water. "VhQ streamful tide.' Dray-
ton.

Stream - ice ( strem'is ), n. A collection of

pieces of drift or bay ice joining each other
in a ridge, following in the line of current.

Streamliag (strem'ing), n. In tin mining,
the management of a stream-work or of

stream-tin during the process of refinement.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, niGve; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; u, Sc. almne; y, Sc. fey.
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Streamlet (stremlet), n. A small stream

;

a rivulet ; a rill. ' I'nnumber'd glittering

gtreamlets.' Thomson
Stream - measurer (strem'mezh-ur-6r). n.

An instrument for measuriug the velocity

of a stream of water at different depths.

Stream-tin (strem'tin), n. In minin//, tin

ore or native oxide of tin. found beneath
the surface of alluvial ground, in rounded
particles and masses, mixed with other

alluvial matters. It is separated from the

earthy matters by passing a stream of water
over it; hence the name.
Stream-work (strem'w6rk), n. An estab-

lishment where tin ore is worked in tlie

open air by means of a stream of water.

Streamwort (strem'w^rt). n. A name
sometimes given to plants of the order Ha-
lorau'acea;.

Streamy (str$m'i), o. l. Abounding with
running water.

Arcadia
However itreatny now, adust and dry.

Denied the goddess water. Prior.

2. Having the form of a stream or beam of

light.
His nodding helm emits a streamy ray. Pope.

Strecche.t v.t. or i. To stretch. Chaucer.

Streek, StreUc (strek), v.t. To stretch; to

l;iv uut, as a dead body. See Streak.
Streel (strel). v.i. [1>. streelen, to sweep
lightly; comp. A.Sax.«fr<p^8trawlaiddown.]
To trail; to drag; to stream. ' A yellow satin

train that atreelea after her like the tail of

a comet,' Thackeray. [Rare.]

Street (stret), n. [A. Sax. street, strete. a
street, from L. strata (via), a paved way,
from sterno, stratum, to spread out, to
strew, to pave. (See Stratum. Strew.)
This is one of six words recognized as in-

herited directly from the Roman invaders,
the others being eeaster (Chester), coin (Lin-
coln), foss, port, and loail.] l.t A highway
or road. Coverdale —2. A way or road in a
city having houses on one or both sides,

chiefly a main way, in distinction fn>m a
lane or alley; the houses as well as the open
way; as, a well-built street; a handsome
street.

O. how it yearn 'd my heart when I beheld
In Lon'lon streets tliat coronation day. Shak.

Street-arab (str6t'ar-ab), u. See Arab, 2.

Street - car (stret'kar). n. A tramway-car
whirh runs in a city or town.
Street - door (stret'ddr). n. The door of a
house or rither building which opens upon a
street.

Street-orderly (stret'or-dfir-li), »*. One who
cleans the streets; a scavenger.

Street-sweeper (stret'swyp-^r), n. One who
or that wliicli swevp.s the streets; specifi-

cally, a machine provided with long brushes
an<l scrapers, and drawn by horses, for re-
moving clust, mud, Ac, from the streets.

Street-walker (strSfw^k-^r), n. \. a com-
mon prostitute: from her walking the streets
at nitrht. -2 .\n idler.

Street - walking (stret'wftkdng). n. The
practice of a street-walker; public proatitu-
tioii-

Street-ward (strefw^rd), n. Formerly, an
otJIi-er who liad the care of the streets.

Streetward (stret'wfird), a. Adjoining the
street; looking out on the street. 'Their
little streetward sitting-room.* Tennyson.
Streetway (stret'wa), n. The open space
of a street,

Streightt (strat). n. l. A narrow; a strait.

2 l>ilhcul*y; distress —3. An old cant name
for a narrow alley fn London frequented by
loose persons. B. Jon»m\.
Streightt (strat), a. Narrow; strait. See
Strait.
Streight + fstrat). arfu. Strictly. See Strait.
Strelghtent (strat'u),t).C. Sameas5frat<«n,
Jjra'fton.

Streine, t v. L To constrain ; to preas closely.
Chaucer.

Streite.t a. Strait. Chaucer.
Strelitz (strel 'its), n. [Rus. strUlUtz, an
archer, a shooter, strield, an arrow.] A sol-

dier of the ancient Muscovite guards, abol-
ished by Peter the Great.

Strellt2da(8trfdit'zi-a), n. [N'amed byAiton
in honour of the queen of George III., from
the house of Slecklenburg-.S/re/i^r. ] A genus
of plants, nat. order Musacejc. growing in
Cape Colony, having rigid glaucous leaves,
and singularly irregular and gorgeous flow-
ers of a yellow, blue, or white colour.

Streme t ( strem ), v.i. To stream ; to flow.

Chancer.

Streme, t n. A stream ; a ray of the sun.
OMucer.

Stremma (strem'ma), n. [Gr., a twist, a
wrench, a strain, from strepho, to twist, to

turn.] In pathol. a strain or sprain of the
parts about a joint.

Strene t (stren), n. [O.E. stren, strend,

A. Sax. «(ry/ui.stock, race, generation, tribe,

strytuin, strednan, to beget, procreate,
breed.] 1. Race; offspring. — 2. Descent;
lineaire, Spejiser. See Strain.
Strengest.t a. superl. Strongest. Chaucer.

Strength (strength), n. [A. Sax. strengthu,

strength, from Strang, strong; comp. length

and long. See STRONG.] 1. That property,
attribute, or quality of an animal body by
which it is enabled to move itself or other
bodies. The strength of animals is the
muscular force or energy which they are
capable of exerting; as, not to have strength

enough to lift the arm or to walk. In order
to compare the effects produced by differ-

ent animals, or the same animal under dif-

erent circumstances, it is usual to estimate
the force re*iuired to raise or transport 1 lb.

through 1 foot of space in 1 minute of time,
which force is called the dymtmic unit.

Hence, if an animal, as a horse, for ex-

ample, is capable of raising 33,000 lbs. 1

foot high in a minute, he must exert a
force 33,000 times greater than that required
to raise 1 lb. through the same space in the
same time. Of the different modes of esti-

mating human strength the most practically

useful is the observation of the average
effect produced daily by a labourer who
continues his exertions for a number of suc-

cessive days, as in transporting materials in

a wheel-barrow, carrying or dragging a load,

working a pump, turning a winch, rowing a
Ixrnt. Ac—2. The quality of botlies by which
they sustain the application of force with-
out breaking or yielding; solidity or tough-
ness; as. the Ktrength of a bone; the strength

of a beam ; the strength of a wall; the strength

of a rope. The conditions which determine
the strength of solid bodies, and their power
to resist forces tending to protluce fracture,

are found by experiment. A force acting
on solid bodies may tend to separate its

parts in different ways. Thus a body may
Ije torn asunder by a stretching or tensile

force or direct pull applied in the direction
of its fibres, as in the case of ropes, «tc. ; or
it may be broken across by a transverse
strain, crushed by a pressure exerted in the
direction of its length, twisted, shorn across,

Ac.—3. Power or vigour of any kind; ability

to do or bear; capacity for exertion, whether
physical, intellectual, or moral; ba, strength

of mind, memory, or judgment; strength of

evidence, argument, or persuasion; strength

of feeling, affection, and the like.

This act

Shall bruise the head of Satan, crush his strtngth.
Milton.

Aristotle s laree views, acuteness and penetration
of thouijhi, and strength of iudgntent. few have
equalled. Locke.

4 Power of resisting attacks; as, the strength

of a castle or fort.
Our castle's strtttgth

Will laugh a siege to scorn. SkMk.

5. One who or that which is regarded as
embodying force, strength, or firmness;
that on which contldeuce or reliance is

filaced ; support ; security. ' My only strength

and stay. ' Milton.

God is our refuge and slrenffth. Ps. xlvi. i,

6. Force or power in expressing meaning by
words; vigour of stylo; nervous diction; as,

a writer of great strength. The strength
consists in the full and forcible exhibition
of ideas, by which a sensible or deep im-
pressicm is made on the mind of a hearer or
readier.

And praise the easy vigour of a line.

Where Denhank's strength and Waller's sweetness
join, Pofie.

7. Vividness; intensity: brightness; clearness;

brilliance; as, strength of colour or light.

His countenance was as the sun shineth in his

strength. Rev, i. 16.

8. Intensity or degree of the distinguishing or
essential element or constituent; the quality
of producing sensible effects on other bodies;
potency: said of li(iuorsand the like; as, the
streniUi of wine or spirits; the strength of

a potion or a poison; the strength of an acid.

0, That quality which tends to secure results;

the effective power in an institution or what
is established ; legal or moral force ; the
quality of binding, influencing, or constrain-
ing; as, the utrengtli of social or legal ob-
ligations; the strength of law; the strength
of public ODfnion or custom.— 10. Force as

measured or stated in figures ; amount or
numbers of any body, as of an army, fieet,

or the like. 'Of what strength are they
a-foot?' Shak. ' To descry the strength of
the enemy.' Shak. ~ll. Force proceeding
from motion and proportioned to it; vehe-
mence; impetuosity; as, the strength of a
current of air or water.—12.t Fortification;
fortress; stronghold. ' Fenced in by certain
strengths.' B. Jonson.

This inaccessible high strength, the seat
Of Deity supreme, us dispossessed.
He trusted to have seized. Miiton.

13. In the jitu arts, boldness of conception
or treatment. ' Caracci's strength, Correg-
gio's softer line.' Pope. — On or upon the
strength of, in reliance upon the value of;

on the faith of; as, to do something on the
strength of another's promise. 'The allies,

after a successful summer, are too apt. upon
the strength of it, to neglect preparation for
the ensuing campaign.' Addison. ~Hys.
Force, power, robustness, toughness, stout-
ness, brawniness, lustiness, firmness, so-

lidity, puissance, efficiency, energy, vehe-
mence.
Strength + (strength), v.t. To strengthen.
Daniel.

Strengthen (strength'en), v.t. To make
strong or stronger ; (o) to add strength to,

either physical, legal, or moral; to confirm;
to establish ; as. to strengthen a limb ; to-

strengthen an o>)ligation; to strengthen au-
thority. (6)Toanimate; toencourage; tofix
in resolution.

Charge Joshua, tnd encourage him, and strengthen
hira. Dcut. iii. 28.

(c) To make greater; to add intensity to.

"To «(re«^(Af?i. that impatience.* Shak. (d)
To cause to increase in power or security.

I,et noble Warwick, Cobham, and the rest, . . .

With powerful policy strengthen themselves. Shak.

Sys. To invigorate, confirm, establish, for-

tify, animate, encourage, intensify,heighten.
Strengthen (strength'en), v.i. To grow
strong or stronger.

The young disease that must subdue at length.
Grows with his growth, and strengthens with his

strength. Pof>e.

Strengthener (strength'en-6r), ?i. One who
or that which strengthens; one who or that
which increases strength, physical or moral;
specifically, in \ned. something which, taken
into the system, increases vital energy and
strength of action.

Strengthful ( strength ' fill ), a. Abounding
in stii'iigtli; strong. Marnton.
Strengthfulness (strength'f^jl-nes). n. The
state or (luality of being strengthful or
strong; fulness of strength.

Strenigthless (strengtli'les). a. Wanting
strength, in any sense of the word; destitute
of power, potency,eflicacy,<tc. 'Two strength-
less i\ove&-' Shak. 'Liquor . . . strengthless
or insipid.' Boyle.

Strengthner (strength'u-6r), n. Same as
Strengthener.

8trengtliyt(strength'i),a, Havingstrength;
strong.

Strenuity t (stre-nu'i-ti),n. Sanieas Strenu-
onsnetis.

Strenuous (stren'u-us), a. [L. strenuus, vig-
orous, strenuous; allied toGr. strenes, strong,
hard, and perhaps to E. strong. ] 1. Eagerly
pressing or urgent; zealous; ardent; bold;
earnest; valiant; intrepid; as, a strenuous
advocate for national rights; a titremious
opposer of African slavery; a stremwus de-
fender of his country. " A man who was a
strenuous royalist till after tlie battle of
Naseby. ' Macaulay.
This convention met with strenuous opposition in

France. Hallatn.

2. Necessitating vigour or energy; accom-
panied by labour or exertion.

Nations grown corrupt
Love bondage more than liberty ;

Bondage with ease than strenuous liberty. Afiitan.

Strenuously (stren'ii-us-li). adv. In a stren-
uous manner; with eager and pressing zeal;
ardently: boldly; vigorously; actively.

Strenuousness ( stren ' u - us - nes ), n. The
state or <|uality of being strenuous; eager-
ness ; earnestness ; active zeal ; ardour in
pursuit of an object or in opposition to a
measure.
Strepe,tv.(. To strip. Chancer.
Strepent (strep'ent). a. [L. strepens, stre-

pentis, ppr. otstrepo,to make a noise. ] Noisy;
loud. 'The strepent horn.' Shenstone.
[Rare. ]

Streperous ( strep '6r- us), a. [L. strepo.]

Loud; boisterous. ' A streperous evnption.'
Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]

ch. «A«in; Hh. Be. loeh; g, go; j* job; h, Fr. ton; ng, siTi^;; th. then; th, thin; w, wig; wb, whig; zh, azure,—See £KT.
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Strephon (sti-e'fun), ». The name of a shep-
herd in Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia in love
with a shepherdess named Chloe. Hence,
sometimes apiilied as a generic epithet to a
sentimental or languishing lover. ' Turn
their attention away while Strephon and
Chloe were billing and cooing.' Thackeray.
StrepitOBO (strep-i-t6's6), [It, noisy.] In
imtsic, a term denoting that the part to
which it is prefixed is to be i)erformed in an
impetuous and boisterous style.

Strepsicere (.strep'si-ser), n. A member of
the StrepsicereiC.

Strepsicerese (strep-si-se're-e), n. pi. [Gr.
strepho, strepso, to twist, and keras, a horn.]
A subdivision of the Bovidro or hollow-
horned ruminants, characterized by horns
generally subangular, with a more or less

distinct ridge or keel on the front angle, and
twisting in a direction contrary to those of
the sheep. The genus Strepsiceros is the
type. The species are Asiatic and African.
Strepsiceros (strep-sis'e-ros), n. (See above. ]

A genus of hollow-horned ruminants, the
type of the subdivision Strepsicerese (which
see). The S. koodoo or koodoo is the best-
known species. See Koodoo.

Strepsipter (strep-sip't6r), n. An insect of
the order Strepsiptera.

Strepsiptera (strep-sip't^r-a). n. pi. [Gr.
strepho, stiepso, to twist, BWilpteron, awing.]
A small order of parasitic insects, having the
front pair of wings in the form of twisted
filaments, the posterior pair fan-shaped,

Strepsiptera.—<7, Sty.'ops Daiii. b. Do. ma^ified.
c, Pseudelytra. d. Double antennae.

whence the name Rkipiptera also given to
the order. The females are apterous, and
never leave the abdomen of the wasp or bee
to which they are attached. Naturalists now
very generally regard the Strepsiptera as an
anomalous and degraded group of parasitic
coleoptera.

Strepsipteran (strep-sip't6r-an), n. Same
as Stn-j>.^i/>t<'>:

Strepsipterous (strep-8ip't6r-us), a. Of or
belonu'iii;,' to the Strepsiptera.

Strepsirhina ( strep - si -ri'na), n. pi. [Gr.
strepho, strepso, to twist, and rhis, rhinos,
the nose.] A section of Quadrumana in
Owen's system, characterized by the nostrils
being curved or twisted, whilst the second
digit of the hind limb has a claw. This sec-
tion is often called Prosimia;, and it includes
several families, of which the aye-ayes, loris,

and true lemurs are the most important. It
is chiefly referrible to Madagascar as its

geographical centre, but it spreads west-
wards into Africa and eastwards into the
Indian Archipelago. In many works the
Galeopithecus is also placed in this section.
Streptospondylus (strep-to-spon'dil-us), n.
[Gr. streptos, turned back or reversed, and
spondylos, vertebra.] A fossil crocodilian
reptile the vertebraj of which have a ball-and-
socket articulation in a position the reverse
of the ordinary type, whence the name. It
occui"s in the Wealden of Sussex and the Isle
of Wight.
Stress (stres), n. [O.Fr. estrecer, estrecier,
Mod.Fr. Hrecir, to straiten, to narrow, from
a hypothetical L.L. form strictiare, from L.
a(nc(u«, pp. of«(riH(7o,s(ric(ttj», to draw tight,
to compress. Distress is from the same verb,
with prefix dis. (See also Strain.) In the
sense of distress it is simply an abbrev. of
that word.] 1. Constraining, urging, or im-
pelling force; constraining power or influ-
ence ; pressure ; urgency ; violence. * By
stress of weather driven.' Dryden.

Shall they, who by the stress of f;frindinff toil
Wrest from the unwilling earth his luxuries.
Perish for crime? Shelley.

2. Effort or exertion made; strain.

Though the faculties of the mind are improved by
exercise, yet they must not be put to a stress beyond
their strength. Locke.

3. Weight, importance, or influence, im-
puted or ascribed; important part. 'This,
on which the great stress of the business
depends.' Locke.

Consider how great a sti-ess he laid upon this duty
. . . and how earnestly he recommended It.

Atterbm-y.
4. In mech. force exerted in any direction or
manner between contiguous bodies or parts
of bodies, and taking specific names accord-
ing to its direction or mode of action; as. (a)
tensile stress, tending to draw or pull the
parts of a body asunder; (&) compressive
stress, tending to crush a body; (c) tracts-

verse or lateral stress, tending to bend it

and break it across, the force being applied
laterally, and acting with leverage; (d) tor-

sional stress, tending to twist it asunder, the
force acting with leverage: and (e) shearing
stress, tending to cut it through. —5. Ac-
cent; emphasis; as, the stress on a particu-
lar syllable or word. — 6. t Distress. ' Sad
herself of his heavy stress.' Spenser.—7. In
Scots law, (a) the act of distraining; dis-
tress, (b) An ancient mode of taking up
indictments for circuit courts.
Stress (stres), v.t. 1. To press; to urge; to
distress; to put to difiiculties. 'If the
magistrate be so stressed that he cannot
protect those that are pious and peaceable.'
Waterhouse. [Rare.]— 2. To subject to stress
or force. ' Those portions of ice which are
most stressed.' Prof. Everett.

Stretch (8trech),u.«. [O.E.«(reccAe,a softened
form of old streke, Sc. or Northern E. streek,
streik, A. Sax. streccan, D. strekken, G.
strecken, Dan. strdJcke, to draw straight, to
stretch. Straight is a derivative, and strake,
streak, strike, stroke, string, strong are more
or less closely connected, as is L. stringo,
to draw tight.] 1. To draw .out; to extend
in length; as. to stretch a cord or rope be-
tween two points; often to draw tight; to
make tense.—2. To extend In any direction;
to spread ; to expand ; as, to stretch cloth

;

to stretch the wings; to stretch one's self.

What more iikely to strecck forth the heavens, and
lay the foundations of the earth, than infinite power?

Abp. TilloCson.

3. To reach out; to put forth; to hold out.

stretch thine hand unto the poor. Ecclus. vii. 32.

4. To strain by the exercise of force; to ap-
ply stress or effort to; to extend or distend
forcibly. '(Groans) did stretch his leathern
coat almost to bursting.' Shak. 'Stretch
thy chest. ' Shak.

The ox hath stretched his yoke in vain. Shak.

5. To exaggerate; to extend too far; as, to
stretch the truth; to stretch one's credit.

They take up, one day, the most violent and
stretched prerogative. Bitrke.

—To stretch a point. 'Same as To strain a
point. (See under STRAIN, v.t.) Sir W.
Scott.

Stretch (strech), v.i. 1. To extend; to reach;
to be continuous over a distance ; to be
drawn out in length or in breadth, or both;
to spread ; as, a line that stretches between
two points; a lake stretches over a hundred
miles. —2. To be extended or to bear ex-
tension without breaking, as elastic sub-
stances; to attain greater length.

The inner membrane . . . because it would stretch

and yield, remained unbroken. Boyle,

3. To sally beyond the truth; to exaggerate;
as, a man who is apt to stretch has less

credit than others. [CoUoq.]

What an allay do we find to the credit of the most
probable event, that is reported by one who uses to
stretch t Dr. H. More.

4. Haut. to sail under a great spread of can-
vas. In this it differs from stand, which
implies no press of sail; as, we were stand-
ing to the east when we saw a ship stretch-

ing to the southward.— 5. To make violent
efforts in running.

—

Tc stretch out, to give
a long pull in rowing. Dickens. —Stretch
out! an order to a boat's crew to pull strong.

Stretch (strech), n. 1. The act of stretch-
ing or the state of being stretched; reacli;

effort; struggle; strain. ' A great and sud-
den stretch or contortion." liay. Often in
the phrase on or tipon the stretch.

Those put lawful authority upon the stretch to the
abuse of power, under colour of prerogative.

Sir R. L'Jistraui^e.
I had to watch signals all the way, one every two

miles, so that me and my stoker were 07i the stretch
all the time, doing two things at once—attending to
the engine and looking out. Dickens.

Similarly at or on a stretch, at one effort

;

at one time. ' Could not entertain the child
long on a stretch.' Lord Lytton. —'2. The
extent to which anything may be stretched;
hence, the utmost extent or reach of mean-
ing, power, or the like. ' The utmost stretch
that nature can.' Granville.

At all their stretch her little wings she spread.
Dryden.

Quotations in their utmost stretch can signify no
more than that Luther lay under severe agunies of
mind. Atterbury.

3. A continued surface; an extended por-
tion; as, a great stretch of grassy land; a
stretch of mountainous country.^4. Naut.
the reach or extent of progress on one tack;
a tack— 5. Course; direction; as, the stretch
of seams of coal.

Stretcher (strech'Sr), n. 1. One who or that
which stretches or expands; specifically, (a)
an instrument for expanding gloves, (b) An
expanding last for distending boots or shoes,
(c) A frame for expanding a canvas for paint-
ing, (d) One of the rods in an umbrella
attached at one end to one of the ribs, and
at the other to the tube sliding upon the
handle. —2. In masonry, a brick or stone
laid horizontally with its length in the di-
rection of the face of the wall. It is thus
distinguished from a header, which is laid
lengthwise across the thickness of the wall,
so that its small head or end is seen in the
external face of the wall. —3. In carp, a
tie-timber in a frame.—4. Xaut. a narrow
piece of plank placed across a boat for the
rowers to set their feet against; also, a
cross piece placed between a boat's sides
to keep them apart when hoisted up and
griped.—5. A flat board on which corpses
are stretched or laid out previously to cof-
fining. —6. A litter or frame for carrying sick,
wounded, or dead persons; also, a wooden
frame on which violent persons are strapped
in order to transport them from one place
to another.
The senseless body was lifted and carried into the

nearest chemist's shop, and thence borne on a
stretcher to the hospital. Mrs. Rtddell.

7.A statement which overstretches the truth

;

a lie. [Colloq.]

Stretching-course (strech'ing-kors), n. In
rnasoiir>/, a course of stretchers.

Stretching-machine (strech'ing-ma-shen),
n. A machine in which cotton goods and
other textile fabrics are stretched, by which
means all their wai-p and woof yams are
laid in truly parallel directions.

Stretching-piece (strech'ing-pes), n. See
Stkct.
Stretta (stret'ta). 71. [It.] In music, a coda
or final passage taken in quicker time than
the preceding movements.
Stretto (stret'to). n. [It., from L. stric-

tus, narrow, strait, from stringo, to draw
tight.] In vntsic, the special passage in a
figure in which the whole of the parts, or as
many as possible, take up the subject at as
short an interval of time as possible.

Stretto (stret'to), a. In music, a term which
signifies that the movement towhichit is

prefixed is to be performed in a quick, con-
cise manner: opposed to largo.

Strew (strb or stro), v.t. pret. strewed; pp.
strewed or strewn; ppr. strewing. (A. Sax.
stredwian, streAwian, strewian, to strew, to
scatter; Goth, straujan, D. strooijen, G.
streuen, Icel. strd, Dan. it Sw. stro; same
root as straw, star, and also as L. sterna,
stratum (whence E. strattnn), Gr. stronymi,
Skr. stri, to spread out, to strew. This verb
is also written strow or straw, but the last
form is obsolete.] 1. To scatter; to spread
by scattering; always applied to dry sub-
stances separable into parts or particles;
as, to strew seed in beds; to strew sand on
or over a floor ; to strew flowers over a
grave. — 2. To cover by scattering or being
scattered over. 'The snow which does the
top of Pindus strew.' Spenser. 'Every stone
that strews the ground." Dickens —3. To
scatter, cast, or throw loosely apart. ' And
strew'd his mangled lindjs about the field/

Dryden.— 4. To spread abroad; to give cur-
rency to. ' I have streic'd it in the conmion
ear.' Shak. ' She may strew dangerous con-
jectures. ' Shak.
Strewing (stro'ing or stro'ing), n. 1. The
act of scattering or spreading over.— 2. Any-
thing strewed or tit to be strewed.

The herbs that have on them the cold dew o" the
night

Are stre7viu£s fitt'st for graves. Shak.

Strewmentt (stro'ment), n. Anything scat-

tered in decoration. Shak.
Stria (stri'a), n. pi. Striae (stri'e). [L.] 1. A
technical term for a slight superficial furrow
or a fine thread-like line or streak seen on the
surface of a shell, mineral, plant, or other
object, longitudinal, transverse, or oblique.

2. In arch, a fillet between the chaimels or
flutes of columns, pilasters, and the like.—
3. In med. a large purple spot, like the mark
produceti by the stroke t>f a whip, appearing
under the skin in certain malignant fevers.

Fate, fiir, fat, fftll; me, met. h6r; pine, pin; nSte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Striate, Striated (stii'at. stri'at-ed), a. [L.

striatits, pp. of strio, to streak, from stria,

a atreak.] 1. Marked with striae; marked
or scored with superficial or very slender
lines; marked with fine parallel lines.—
2. Arranged in ornamental lines, parallel or
wavy— 3. Having a thread-like form. Bay.—Striated jibre , in atiat. the fibre of the vol-

untary muscles, or those that the will can
affect. See Non-striatei>.
Striate (stn'at), v.t pret. & pp. striated;

ppr. i(triati)ig. To mark with striae. 'Stri-

ated longitudinally.' Owen.
Striation (stri-a'shon), n. The state of being
striated, or marked with fine parallel lines.

Specifically, (a) in anat, and physiol. the
grooved appearance of cell walls caused by
the deposition of lamella; or layers of dif-

ferent refractive powers on the inner side
of the cell membrane. (6) In geol. the
grooving or channelling of rock surface by
masses of ice having stones frozen into their
under surfaces passing over them.
Striature (stri'at-ur), n. Disposition of
striae; striation.

Stricht (strik), n. [L. strix, a screech-owl.]
A bird of ill omeu. Spenser.
Stricken (strik'n), pp. of strike: generally
used as an adjective. 1. Struck; smitten; as,

the stricken deer. See STRIKE.
When I first saw her I was presently j/ni-^^H (with

love). Sir P. Sidney.

2. Advanced; worn; far gone.
Abraham and Sarah were old and well stricken in

age. Gen. xviu. ii,

3. Whole; entire: said of an hour asmarked
by the striking of the clock.

He persevered for a stricken hour in such a tor-
rent of unnecessary tattle. Sir IV. Scott.

Strickle (strikT), «. [From «(rijt«.] 1. A
strike; an instrument to strike grain to a
level with the measure.—2. An instrument
for whetting scythes. —3. An instrument
used in nK>uldiii;.' jiipes

Strlckler. Strickless (8trik'l^r,8trik'Ies), tx.

A Strickle ur strike. [Local.]

Strict (strikt), a. (L. strietttg, pp. of stringo,

to draw tight, compress; whence also strain,
8tret(8.] l.t Strained; drawn close; tight.

'To strain her in a strict embrace.' Dn/-
den. ' With most »(ric( ligature,' ArbtUh-
no(. —2.t Tense; not relaxeii; as, a strict or
lax fibre. -3. Exact; accurate: careful;
ri'.;oroiialy nice. ' He observed strict silence.

'

Macaulay.
And fall into deception unaware.
Not keeping strictest watch. MiKon.

4. Regulated by exact rules; observing exact
rules ; rigorous ; severe ; as. to be strict in
observing the Sabbath 'Fate inextricable
or strict necessity.' Milton.

If a strict hand be kept orer children from the be
ginning, they will in that age be tractable. Lode.

5. Positive; definite as to terms; stringent;
as, a strict injunction to do something.—
6. Rigidly interpreted; confined; limited;
not with latitude; as, to understand words
in a strict sense —Strict settlement, in law,
a settlement by which land is settled to the
parent for life, and after his death to his
first and other sons in tail, trustees being
interposed to preserve the contingent re-
niiiiiiders.—SYS. Kxact, accurate, nice, close,
riu'^nius, severe, stringent.

Strictly (striktli), adv. In a strict man-
ner ; as, (a) exactly; with nice or rigorous
accuracy. ' Not only water, strictly so called,
but the whole mass of liijuid bodies.' T.
Burnet. (6) Positively; definitely. 'Chaise
him strictly not to proceed.' Dryden. (c)

Rigorously; severely; without remission or
indulgence.

Examine thyself strtctly. whether thou didst not
best at first. Bacon.

Strictness (strikt'nes), «. The state or
'(uality of being strict: as, (a) exactness
in the observance of rules, laws, rites, and
the like; rigorous accuracy; nice regularity
or precision.

I could not grant too much or distrust too little, to
men that pretended singular piety and religious
strictHfis. Gauden.

(6) Rigour; severity; stringency.

These coniini$sioQers proceeded with such strict-

ness and severity as did much obscure the king's
mercy Bacan.

Stricture (strik'tur). n. (Fr ; L. strictura.
\

from gtriwjo, strictnm, to draw tight. See
Strict. 1 it Strictness. 'A man of stric-

ture and firm abstinence.' Shak.—2.\ A
stroke; a glance; a touch. Sir At. Hale.—
8. A touch of sharp criticism ; critical re-

mark; censure; as, to p&aa strictures on one's
conduct.
Thus have I past through all your letter, and given

myself the liberty of these strictures by way of re-
flection on all and every passage. Hammond.
4. In med. a morbid contraction of some
mucous canal or duct of the body, as the
oesophagus, intestines, urethra, vagina, &c.
Strictured (strik'turd), a. Affected with
stricture; as, a strictured duct.
Stride (strid), v.i. pret. strode; pp. stridden;
ppr. striding. [A. Sax. stridan, pret. strdd,

pp. xtrideji, to stride, to walk, bestridan,
to bestride: L.G. strtden; conip. Dan. stritte,

to straddle; also G. streiten, to contend.]
1. To walk with long steps. 'Hell trembled
as he utrode.' Milton.

Mars in the middle of the shining shield
Is grav'd, and strides along the field. Dryden.

2. To stand with the feet far apart; to
straddle.

Stride (strid), v. t. l. To pass over at a step;
as, to stride a ditch.—2. To sit astride on;
to bestride; to ride upon. 'Striding the
blast." Shak.

I mean to stride your steed. Shai.

Stride (strid). n. [From the verb.] 1. A
step, especially one that is long, measured,
or pompous; a wide stretch of the legs.

Her voice theatrically loud.
And masculine her stride. Swift.

2 The space measured by the legs far apart;
the ground covered by a long step; hence, a
short distance.

Betwixt them both was but a little stride.

That did the house of richesse from hell-mouth divide.
Spenser.

Strident (stri'dent), a. [L. stridens, striden-
tuf, ppr. of strideo, to creak. ] Creaking

;

harsh; gratuig.

Brava! brava! old Steyne's strident voice was
heard roaring over all the rest. Thackeray.

Stridor (stri'dor), n. [L. See Strident.] A
harsh creaking noise or a crack. —S(ridar
dentium [L.], grinding of the teeth; a com-
mon symptom during sleep in children
affected with worms or other intestinal irri-

tation. It occurs also in fevers as asymptom
of irritation of the brain.

Stridulate ( strid'u-lat ), vi. [See Stridu-
Lous. ] To make a small, harsh, creaking
noise, as some insects.

Strldulation (strid-ula'shon), ?i. The act
of making a small, harsh, creaking noise;
specifically, the power possessed by certain
male insects of producing a shrill grating
noise by friction between a serrated part of
the body and a hard part, with the view of
attnicting the females.

Strldulator (strid'u-la-tor). 7t. That which
stridulatcs or makes a harsh creaking noise.
Jfancin.

Stridulatory(8trid'u-la-to-ri),a. Harsh and
creaking; stridulous. JJanein.
Stridulous (strid'u-lus), a. [L. stridulus,
from atrideo. to creak, to rattle,] Making
a small harsh sound or a creaking ; having
a thin squeaky sound.

A thin thread of water trickling through a leaden
tube yields a stridulous and plaintive sound com>
pared with the full volume of sound corresponding
to the full volume of water. De Quincey.

Strife (strif), n. [O.E. strxif, striif, strife,

trouble, apparently the direct descendant
of A. Sax. strlth, strife, contest, Icel. strlth,

affliction, calamity, war, strife, the th Iteing

changed to/ by the influence of «f?u'e, O Fr.

estricer, to strive, estrif, strife, which itself,

however, is probably from the Icelandic or
Norse. See Strive, and also Stiff for

similar interchange of sounds ] 1. 1 The act
of striving or doing one's best; earnest at-

tempt or endeavour. ' With strife to please
you.' Shak.—2. Exertion or contention for
superiority; contest of emulation, either by
intellectual or physical efforts ; emulation.
' Weep with equal strife who should weep
most. ' Shak.
Thus gods contended, noble strife.

Who most should ease the wants of life. Congreve.

3. Contention in anger or enmity ; discord;
contest; combat; quarrel or war.

Twenty of them fought in this black strife. Shak.
These vows thus granted, raised a strife above.
Betwixt the god of war and queen of love. Dryden.

4. t Opposition; contrariety; contrast. SAaJt.

5 t That which is contended against ; occa-
sion of contest, S-penser.

StrifefxU (strifful), a. Full of strife ; con-
tentious; discordant.

The ape was strifeful, and ambitious. Spenser.

Strlga (stri'ga). n. pi. StrigSB (stri'je). [L]
1. In hot. a straight, hair-Uke scale, consti-

tuting a species of pubescence in plants.—
2. In arch, the fluting of a column,
Strigidae (strij'i-de), «. yl. [Gr. strix, strigos,

an owl, and eidos, likeness.] A family of
nocturnal birds of prey, comprehending the
owls.

Strigil ( strij'il ), n. [ L, strigiUs, a strigil,

from stringo, to draw tight, to graze, to
scrape.] An instrument of metal, ivory, or
horn, used by the ancients for scraping the
skin at the bath.

Strigilose (strij'il-6s), a. [Dim. of strigose.]

In hot. set with stiff, slender bristles.

Strigmentt (strig'ment), n. [L. strigmen-
tum, from stri)igo, to draw tight, to graze.]
Scraping; that which is scraped ort". 'The
strigments and sudoriferous adhesions from
men's hands.' Sir T. Browne.
Strigocephalus (stri-go-sef'al-us), n. [Gr.
strix, strigos, an owl, and kephale, the head. ]

A genus of fossil brachiopoda, from the De-
vonian strata of Plymouth, the Eifel, Ac.
Strigops (stri'gops), 71. [Gr. strijc, strigos,

an owl, and ops, the eye, countenance.] A
curious genus of birds of the parrot family,
so called from its having some resemblance
toanowL 0nespecies(5. habroptylus),c&.\\td
the kakapo, is known, of a greenish and
mottled hue. It is a native of New Zealand.
See Kakapo.
Strigose, Strigous (stri'gos, stri'gus), a. In
6o(. naving strigie; hispid; a. strigous leaf is

one set with stiff lanceolate bristles.

Strike (strik). v.t pret. struck; pp. struck,
stricken (but the latter is now commonly an
adjective); ppr. Hriking. Strook, au old past
participle, is wholly obsolete, as also stntcken
in English, though in common use in Scot-
land. [The literal meaning is to draw a
stroke or streak upon ; A. Sax. strica, a stroke
or line, a course or line of motion; stricau,
to rub or wipe, to go rapidly; D. sirijken,
to sweep, to rub, to spread over, to stroke;
O. streichen, Icel. strykja, to stroke, to flog.
See also Stketch, Strip] 1. To touch or
hit with some force, either with the hand
or an instrument; to smite; to give a blow
to, as with the hand, a stick, a whip, a
ball, or an arrow; as, an arrow struck the
shield ; a ball strikes a ship between wind
and water. Often with down, off, up, &c.
See phrases below. Similarly to strike a
person dead, to kill him with a blow or
blows.
The servants did strike him with the palms of their

hands. Mark xiv. 65.

He at Philippi kept
His sword e'en like a dancer, while I struck
The lean and wrinkled Cassius. SAak.

2. To give, deal, or inflict: with blow or
similar word as object. 'Him that struck
more blows for Rome.' Shak.
Who would be free, themselves must strike the Wow.

Byron.
3. To dash; to knock; to throw with a quick
motion : with the instrument as object; as,

to strike one's foot against a stone. 'Struck
his hand upon his breast. ' Shak.
They shall take of the blood, and strike it on the

two side posts. Ex. xii. 7.

4. To produce by a blow or blows ; as, to
strike fire; to strike a light— 5. To stamp
with a stroke; to impress; hence, to mint; to
coin; as, to strike coin at the mint; to strike
sovereigns.
This is given as the reason for not striking silver

money. Broughafn.

6. To lig'ht upon; to hit.

A iudicious friend . . . presses the advantage and
strikes the critical minute. Jeremy Collier.

7. To prostrate; to blast; to confound, as
by superhuman power or the influence of
planets; as, to be moon-8(rucA^.

The red pestilence strike ail trades m Rome. Shak.
If I do wake, some planet strike me down.
That I may slumber in eternal sleep. Shak.

8. To make to disappear; to erase; to efface;
to blot: with out, away, Ac; as, to strike

out an item in an account.
That thou didst love her, strikes some scores arniiy
From the great compt. Shiuk.

9. To thrust in ; to cause to enter or pene-
trate; as, a tree strikes its root deep. —10. To
punish; to afflict: as smite is also used.
To punish the just is not good, nor to strike princes

for equity. Prov. xvii, 26,

11- To cause to sound ; to notify by sound

;

as, the clock strikes twelve; hence, to begin
to l>eat, as a drum; to begin to sing or play,
as a song or tune: often with up. 'Strike

«p the drums.' Shak. ' Strike a free march
to Troy.' Shak.
That heaven and earth may strike their sounds to-

gether
Applauding our approach. Shak.
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STRIKE STRING

12. To Impress strongly; to affect sensibly
with strong emotion; as, to strike the mind
Mrlth surprise; to strike with wonder, alarm,
dread, or horror; the spectacle «(/wcA: him
greatly.

I am struck with sorrow. Shak,
Nice works of art strike and surprise us most on

the first view. Atterbury.

13. To produce by a sudden action ; to effect

at once.
It cannot be this weak and writhled shrimp
Should strike such terror to his enemies. Shak.

Waving wide her myrtle wand.
She strikes a universal peace through sea and land.

Milton.

14. To affect in some particular manner by
a sudden impression or impulse; as, the
plan proposed strikes me favourably ; to
strike one blind; to strike one dumb.— 16. To
make and ratify; as, to Hrike a bargain. 'To
strike perpetual leagues.' Philips. [Comp.
L. foedus /erire, to strike a treaty; also the
phrase to strike hands, below.]—16. To level,

as a measure of grsiin, salt, or the like, by
scraping off with a atraiglit instrument what
is above the level of the top.—17. To lower,
as the yards of a vessel ; to let down, as a
sail or flag, in token of submission or sur-
render; to take or bring down, as a tent.

See also phrases below.
Now Margaret

Must strike her sail, and learn awhile to serve
When kings command. Shak.

18. t To take forcibly or fraudulently; as,

to strike money. Goodrich. — 19. To lade
into a cooler, as the cane-juice in sugar-
making. —20. t To stroke; to pass lightly,

as with the hand. 'Strike his hand over
the place, and recover the leper.' 2 Ki. v.

11. — Well struck or stricken in years, of
an advanced age. 'His noble queen, well
struck in years.' Shak.~To strike a balance,
in book-keeping, to bring out the amount
due on one or other of the sides of a debtor
and creditor account; hence, in general, to
ascertain on which side the preponderance
is.

The decision in its favour is formed by striking a
balance of good and evil, in which the advantages
are found upon the whole to preponderate against
election and for inheritance. Brougham.
—To strike a centre or centering, in arch.
see Centering.—To strike down, to pros-
trate by a blow or blows; to fell.^To strike
hands with, (a) to sh.tke hands with. (6) To
make a compact or agreement with; to agi'ee

•with.—To strike a jury, in law, to constitute
a special jury ordered by a court, by each
party striking out a certain number of names
from a prepared list of jurors, so as to re-

duce it to the number of persons required
by l&w.—Strike me luck, strike me lucky, an
expression used by the lower orders when
making a bargain, derived from the old cus-
tom of striking hands together as a ratifica-

tion of the bargain, when the buyer left in
the hand of the seller an earnest penny.
Come, strike me luck with earnest, and draw the

writings. Beau. & Fl.
But. if that's all you stand upon,
Here, strike me luck, it shall be done. Hudibras.

—To strike off, (a) to erase from an account;
to deduct ; as. to strike off the interest of a
debt, {b) To impress; to print; as, to strike

off a thousand copies of a book, (c) To sepa-
rate by a blow or any sudden action ; as, to
strike off a man's head with a scimitar ; to
strike off what is superfluous or corrupt.—
To strike oil, to find petroleum when boring
for it; hence, to make a lucky hit, especially
financially.— To strike out, (a) to produce by
collision; to force out; as, to strike out
sparks with steel.

My pride struck out new sparkles of her own.
Drydcft.

(&) To blot out; to efface; to erase.
To methodise is as necessary as to strike out.

Pope.
(c) To plan or excogitate by a quick effort

;

to devise; to invent; to contrive; as, to
strike out a new plan of finance.—To strike
sail, to lower or take in sail; hence, to cease
to make progress; to stop.—To strike sotmd-
ings (naut), to ascertain the depth of water
with the hand-lead, &c.~To strike a tent,

to loosen the cords and pegs of a tent for
the purpose of removing it.—To strike up,
(a) to drive up with a blow, (b) To begin to
play or sing; as, to strike up a merry air.—
To strike work, to cease work, especially till

some dispute between employers and em-
ployed is settled. See verb intransitive.

Strike (strik), v.i. l. To make a quick blow
or thrust. ' Willing to wound and yet afraid
to strike.' Pope.

It plcas'd t.'ie king
To strike at me upon his misconstruction. Shak.

2. To use one's weapons; to be active in
fight or on any occasion of employing force;

to fight; as, to strike for one's country.
'God's arm strike with us.' Shak. — 3. To
hit; to collide; to dash; to clash; as, a ham-
mer strikes against the bell of a clock.—
4. To sound by percussion, with blows, or
as with blows ; to be struck ; as, the clock
6trikes.

A deep sound strikes like a rising knell. Byron.

5. To hit; to touch; to glance; to graze; to
act on by appulse.

Hinder light from striking on it, and its colours
vanish. Locke.

6. To run or dash upon the shore, a rock, or
bank; to be stranded; as, the ship struck at
twelve, and remained fast.—7. To pass with
a quick or strong effect; to dart: to pene-
trate. 'Till a dai't st)ike through his liver.'

Prov. vii. 23.

Now and then a beam of wit or passion strikes
through the obscurity of the poem. Dryden.

8. To lower a sail, a flag, or colours in token
of respect, or to signify a surrender of the
ship to an enemy; to yield.

The interest of our kingdom is ready to strike to
that of your poorest fishing towns. S-wift.

9. To quit work in order to compel an in-

crease or prevent a reduction of wages.—
To strike at, to make or aim a blow at ; to
attempt to strike; to attack 'To sti-ike at
power which for themselves tliey sought.'
Dnjden.— To strike home, to give an effective
blow. 'Who may, in the ambush of my
name, strike home.' Shak. — To strike in,

(a) to go in suddenly; to disappear from the
surface, with internal consequences, as an
eruption on the skin. (&) To put in one's
word suddenly; to interpose; to interrupt.

I proposed the embassy of Constantinople for Mr.
Henshaw, but my Lord Winchelsea struck in.

Evelyn.—To strike into, (a) to be put by some sud-
den act or motion into any state ; to break
forth into ; to commence suddenly ; as, to
strike into a run. 'It struck on a sudden
m(o such reputation that,'&c. Dr. II . More.
(&) To turn into quickly or abruptly; to be-
take one's self speedily Into.

It began raining, and I struck into Mrs. Vanbom-
righ's, and dined. Swift.

— To strike in with, to conform to ; to suit
itself to; to join with at once.—To «(nA:eow^
(a) in boxing, to deliver a blow directly from
the shoulder, {b) To direct one's course in
swimming ; as, to strike out for a buoy,
(c) To wander; to make a sudden excursion;
as, to strike out into an irregular course of
life.—To strike up, to begin to play or sing

;

to begin to perform miisic ; as, being asked
to play he immediately stmck up. 'Come,
harper, strike up.' Swift.

Strike (strik), n. l. An instrument with a
straight edge for levelling a measure of
grain, salt, and the like, for scraping off

what is above the level of the top; a strickle.

2. A bushel; four pecks. Tusser. [Provin-
cial English.]— 3. A measure of four bushels
or half a quarter. [Provincial English.]

What dowry has she?—Some two hundred bottles.

And twenty j^/nie of oats. Beau & Fl.

4. Full measure ; hence, excellence of qual-
ity. ' Three hogsheads of ale of the first

strike.' Sir W. Scott. —S. The act of work-
men in any particular branch of industry
discontinuing work with the object of com-
pelling their employer to concede certain
demands made by them: distinguished from
a lock-out, which is the retaliatory measure
adopted by the employers to resist such
action by stopping their works. — 6. In
sugar-making, the quantity of syrup, the
contents of the last pan, emptied at once
into the coolers.—7. Injlax-working, a hand-
ful of flax that may be heckled at once. —
5. In metal-working, (a) a hook in a foundry
to hoist the metal ; (6) a puddler's stirrer

;

arabble.— 9.t The iron stanchel inagateor
palisade. — 10. In gcol. the horizontal direc-
tion of the outcropping edgesof tilted strata.

It is at right angles to the dip. See Stratum.
—By the strike, by measure not heaped up,
as is usually done with potatoes, apples, <fec.,

but having what was above the level of the
measure scraped off with a strike. —Strike
of day, the dawn or break of day. ' If I was
to speak till strike o' day.' Dickens. [As to
this phrase comp. Sc. screigh of day, also
A. Sax. strtcan, to go.]

Strike -block (strikldok), n. In carp, a
plane shorter than a jointer, used for shoot-
ing a short joint.

Striker (strik'6r), n. l. One who strikes;
one who is ready to use force; hence, a rob-
ber. Shak.—2. In Scrip, a quarrtdsome man.
Tit. i. 7.-3. That which strikes; specifically,
(a) a species of tilt-hammer operated di-
rectly from the engine; {b) a hardened mould
upon which a softened steel block is struck,
to receive a concave impression

; (c) a har-
poon.—4. t A wencher. Massinger.
Striking (strik'ing), a. [For association of
size or impressiveuess with blows, see under
Whopper, Strapping.] Affecting with
strong emotions; surprising; forcible; im-
pressive ; as, a striking representation or
image; a striking resemblance of features.

The image is striking and the observation just
/. Disraeli.

Striking (strik'ing), n. The act of one who
strikes. — Striking distance, the distance
through which a given effort or iustrumen-
tality will be effective.

Strikingly (strik'ing-li), adv. In a striking
manner ; in such a manner as to affect or
surprise; forcibly; strongly; impressively.
' ilany strikingly poetic passages. ' T. War-
ton.

Striklngness (strlk'ing-nes), n. The quality
of being striking, or of affecting or surpris-
ing.

Strikle (strika), n. Same as Strickle.

String (string), n. [A. Sax. streng, string;
D. streng, Icel. strengr, Dan. and Sw. strong,
G. Strang, string, line, cord; from a root
meaning to strain, to draw tight; akin to
L. stringo, to draw tight (whence strain,
strict); strangulo, to strangle; and seen also
in E. strong, and perhaps in stretch, strike.'\

1. A small rope, line, or cord, or a slender
strip of leather or other like substance, used
for fastening or tying things.

I'll knit it up in silken strings
With twenty odd-conceited true-love knots. ShaM.

2. A ribbon.

Round Ormond's knee thou ty'st the mystic striitg.

Prior.
3. A thread on which anything is filed; and
hence, a set of things filed on a line ; a suc-
cession of things extending in a line ; as, a
string of shells or beads.

A long sea-coast indented with capacious harbours,
covered with a string of islands. Gibbon.

4. A strip of leather or the like, by which
the covers of a book are held together.

I know many of those that pretend to be great
rabbies in these studies have scarce saiuted them
from the strings and the title-page. Milton.

5. The chord of a musical instrument, as of
a pianoforte, harp, or violin ; as, an instru-
ment of ten strings.

There's not a string attuned to mirth
But has its chord in melancholy. Hood.

Hence, pi. The stringed instruments of an
orchestra, as distinguished from the brasses
and other wind-instruments ; as, a fine vol-
ume of sound from the strings. The word
is often used adjectively.

There is not one stt ing instrument that seems
comparable to our violins. Addison.

6. A fibre, as of a plant.

Duck weed putteth forth a little string into the
water from the bottom. Bacon.

7. A nerve or tendon of an animal body.
' Heart with strings of steel.' Shak.
The string of his tongue was loosed. Mark vU. 35.

8. Tlie line or cord of a bow.
The wicked bend their bow, they make ready

their arrow upon the string. Ps. xi, 3.

9. A series of things connected or following
in succession; any concatenation of things;
as, a string of arguments; a string of pro-
positions. —10. In ship-btiilding, the highest
range of planks in a ship's ceiling, or that
between the gunwale and the upper edge of
the upper deck ports.— 11. The tough sub-
stance that unites the two parts of the
pericarp of leguminous plants; as, the
strings of beans. — 12. In mining, a small
filamentous ramification of a metalUc vein.
13. In arch, a string-course (which see).—
14. In billiards, the number of points made
in a game.

—

To have two strings to the bow,
to have two expedients for executing a pro-
ject or gaining a purpose, the one in case
the other fails; to have two objects in view
or ends to be attained. [Colloq.]— To harp
upon one string, to talk incessantly about
one thing or one subject. [Colloq.]

String (string), v.t pret. & pp. struytg; ppr.
stringing. 1. To furnish with strings.

Orpheus' lute was strung with poets' sinews. Shak.

Has not wise nature strung the legs and feet
With firmest nerves? Gay.

Fate, Or, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, b«ll; oU, pound; u, Sc abune; y, Sc. ley.
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S. To put in tane the strings of, aa of a
Btringed instrument.

For here the muse so oft her harp has strung;
That not a moimtain rears its head unsung.

8. To put on a string; as, to string beads or

pearls.— 4. To make tense; to impart vigour
to; to tone.

Toil sirune tiie nerres and purified the blood.
Dryden.

5. To deprive of strings; to atrip the strings

from; as, to string beans.

String - l>aild (string'band), n. A band of
musicians who play only or principally on
Btrinsred instruments : opposed to a brats-

band.
String - bark ( string ' bark ), n. Same as
Stringii-fMirk--

Stllng - l>eans (atring'benz), n. pi. The
common name in the United States for

French beans, from the string-like substance
stripped from the siile of the pod in prepar-
ing it for the tatde.

String-board (string^ordX n. In carp, a
board that supports any important part of

a framework or structure ; especially, a
board which sustains the ends of the steps

in a wooden staircase. Called also a String-
piece or Stringer.

Stiring- course (stringl^drs), n. In arch, a
narrow moulding.' or projecting course con-
tinued liurizoittally along the face of a build-
ing, frequently under windows. It Is some-
times merely a flat band.
Stringed (stringd), a. 1. Having strings;

as, Siittringed instrument. -^2. Produced by
Btrincs. 'Answering the stringed noise.'

Milton.

Stringency (strin'jen-si). n. State or char-
acter of beint; stringent ; strictness; as, the
8trinffe)u-y ot regulations.

Strlngendo (strin-jen'do), H. [It] In mime,
a direction t<> accelerate the time.

Stringent (strin'jent). a. [L. stringeng.
Mtringentin. ppr. of striwjo, to draw tipht.

See .STiacT.] l.t Binding tightly; drawing
tight. Thoingon.~2- Making strict claims or
requirements; strict; rigid; binding strong-
ly: as, to make stringent regulatfouB against
some practice.

They must be subject to a sharper penal code, and
to a more sfrtM^tnt code of procedure, than are ad-

jy die ordinary tribunals.minisicrcd by uie ordinary t Macaulay.

Stringently (strin'jent-li), adv. In a strin-

gent manner.
Stringentness (strin'Jent-ne&X n- Strin-

gency.

Stringer (string'Ar), n. 1. One who strings;

as, (a) one who makes or furnishes strings
for a bow. 'The fletcher, who made the
arrows; and the stringer, who made the
strings.' A'ares. (6) One who arranges on a
string; as, a bead or pearl stringer.—2. in
rail, enffin. a longitudinal timber on which
a rail is fastened, and which rests on trans-
verse sleepers. ~3. In ship-buUding, an in-

side strake of plank or of plates, secured to
the ribs an<l supporting the ends of the
beams; a shelf. —4. In carp, see String
BOARD.— 5. t A fornicator; a wencher. Beau.
Ji Fl.

String-halt(string'hivlt),». A suddeu twitch-
ingoftlie hinder leg of a horse, or an invol-
untary or convulsive motion of the muscles
that extend or bend the bough. Written
sometimes Spring-halt.

Strlnglness ( stnng'i-nes), n. The state of
beiiii; ^tnii;;y: (liirousness.

Stringlesa (strimf'les),a. Having no strings.
'A xfri/ujipsx instrument' Shak.

String -piece (string'pes), n. l. That part
uf a tUi^Ui of stairs which forms its ceiling
or sottit —2 See STRiNa-B0ABI».~3. A long
piece of tbnber, especially one used to sup-
port a floor.

Stringy (string'!), o. l. Consisting of strings
or small threads; fibrous; fllamentotis; as,

Kttringy root. 'The tough and stringy coat
of the areca nut' Coofr — 2. Ropy; viscid;
gluey; that may be drawn into a thread.—
8- Sinewy; wiry. 'A stringy little man of
about fifty ' JerroUl.

Stringy-bark (string'! bark), n. A name
given to several Australian trees of the
genus Eucalyptus, from the character of
weir bark, as to .K robusta, the bark of
which is used by the aborigines to make
cordage and canvas.

" "e (stringk'l), v.t. and i. [Comp.
apriTikle and strew.] To strew or sprinkle
sparingly. [Old Knglish and Scotch.]
Strlnkling (strinKkUng), n. [Old and
Scotch. ] I. The act of one who strinkles.—
2. That which is strinkled.

Men whose brains were seasoned with saancstriHJt-
li*tgs at least of madness and phrensy.

Dr. H. More.

Strip (strip), V.t. pret. & pp. stripped; ppr.
stripjnng. [O.K. stripe, stryppe, strepe,

A. Sax. strypan, as seen in oestr'^an, to

strip, to spoil; cog. L.G. strippen, stripen,

strepen, D. stroopen, G. strei/en, to strip off,

to take the akin or covering from ; closely
akin to stripe, strap, strop; not improbably
from a stem which may be regarded as a
varying form of the stem of strike. ] 1. To
pull or tear off, as a covering ; as, to strip

the skin from a beast; to strip the bark from
a tree ; to strip the clothes from a man's
back : sometimes emphasized with off.

And he strippid off his clothes also, i Sam. xix. 24.

She strifp^d it from her arm. Shak.

2. To deprive of a covering; to skin; to peel:
usually with of before the thing taken away;
as, to strip a beast of his skin ; to strip a
tree q/" its bark; to strip a man of his
clothes. Hence, absolutely, to strip one's

self, to take off one's clothes.— 3. To deprive;
to bereave ; to make destitute ; to despoil

;

to divest : usually with of before the thing
taken away; as, to strip a man of his posses-
sions ; to strip a tree of its fruit. ' If such
tricks strip you out of your lieutenancy.'
Shak. ' That which lays a man open to an
enemy, and that which strips him of a
friend.' South.—4. To tear off the thread
of: said of a screw or bolt; as, the screw
was stripped.—5. To uncover; to unsheathe.
'Strip your sword stark naked.' Shak.—
6.t To pass rapidly; to run or sail past; to
outrun ; to outstrip. ' Wlien first they
stripped the Malean promontory.' Chap-
man.

Before he reached it he was out of breath,
And then the other stripped him. Beau. A- Fl.

7. To presB out the last milk of, at a milk-
ing ; to milk dry ; as, to strip a cow. —
8. To unrig ; as, to strip a ship.~ 9. In agri.

to pare off the surface in strips, and turn
over the strips upon the adjoining surface.
10. t To separate ; to put away : with from.
'His unkindness that stripi her frmn his
benediction.' ^\ak.
Strip (strip), u.i. 1. To take off the cover-
iug or clothes; to imcover; to undress.—
2. To loose the thread or have the screw
stripped off: said of a screw or bolt; aa, the
screw strips.

Strip (strip), n. [See STRIP, v t. . and Stripe. ]

1. A narrow piece, comparatively long ; as,

a strip of cloth. ' Lawny strips thy naked
bosom grace.' Bp. Hall.—2. In mining, an
inclined trough in which ores are separated
by being disturbed wh iie covered by a stream
of water descending thestrip.—3.Injoirt«ry,
a narrow piece of boanl nailed over a crack
or joint between planks.

Strip (strip), iL [Norm, estripve, waste.]
Waste; destruction of fences, buildJjigs, tim-
ber, &c. [American law term.

J

Stripe (strip), n. [FYom the stem of verb to
strip; Lo. stripe, D. streep, Dan. stripe, G.
streif, a stripe.] 1. A line or long narrow
division of anything of a different colour
from the ground; as. a stripe of red on a green
ground; hence, any linear vai'iation of colour.

2. A strip or long narrow piece attached to
something of a different colour; as, a long
stripe sewed upon a garment —3. The wale
or long narrow mark discoloured by a lash

or rod. —4. A stroke made with a lash, whip,
ro*i, strap, or scourge.

Forty stripts may he give him, and not exceed.
Deut. XXV. 3.

With his stripts we are healed. Is. Uii. 5.

6. Colour as the badge of a party or faction;

hence, distinguishing characteristic ; char-

acter; feature; as. persons of the same poli-

tical stripe. Goodrich. [United States.]

8tril)e (atrip), v.t. pret A pp. striped; ppr.
striping. I. To make strijies upon; to form
with lines of different colours; to variegate
with stripes.—2 To strike; to lash. [Rare.]

Stripe, t f.'. To strip. Chaucer.
Striped ( stript ), a. Having stripes of dif-

ferent colours.

8trii>-leaf (8triplef),n. Tobacco from which
the stalks liave been removed before pack-
ing. Siiinnonds.

Stripling (stripling), n. [From strip, stripe;

IceL strtpr, a stripling; primarily, a tall

slender youth, one that shoots up suddenly;
comp. slip, scion.] A youth in the state of

adolescence, or just passing from boyhood
to manhood; a lad.

And the Icing said. Inquire thou whose son the
stripling is. i Sam. xvii. 56.

Used adjectively.

And now a stripling cherub he appears. Milton.

Stripper (strip'6r), n. One that strips.

Strlppett (strip'et), n. [A dim. from strip
or stripe; comp. Sc. stripe, a small stream.]
A small brook ; a rivulet. ' A little brooke
or strippet.' Holinshed.
Stritchel (strich'el), n. A strickle. [Local.]

Strive ( striv ), v. i. pret. strove ; pp. striven
(rarely strove); ppr. striving. [O. Fr. estriver,
to strive, to contend, derived by some from
O.H.G. streban, 6. streben, Dan. strcebe, D.
streven, to strive, to be eager, to endeavour;
but perhaps ratherfromlcel.sirf^A.strife.the
word being introduced from tlieOld Norse, j

l.To make efforts; to use exertions; to endea-
vour with earnestness; to labour hard; to do
one's best; to try: applicable to exertions of
body or mind; thus, a workman strives to
perform his task before another; a student
strives to excel his fellows in improvement
'Having strove in vain to restore it' Sir
W. Scott.

I'll striTK to take a nap. Shak.
Strive to enter in at the strait gate. Luke xiii. 24.

Was it for this that his ambition strove
To equal Cesar first, and after Jove! Cowley.

2. To contend; to struggle in opposition; to
battle; to fight: followed by against or with
before the person or thing opposed; as, strive
against temptation ; strive for the truth.

My spirit shall not always strive -with man.
Gen. vi. 3.

So those great lords
Drew back In wrath, and Arthur strove vith Rome.

TenuysoH.
3. To quarrel or contend with each other;
to be at variance one with another, or come
to be so ; to be in contention, dispute, or
altercation. 'And still they strove and
wrangled. ' Tennyson.

Do as adversaries do in law,
Strive mightily, but eat and driak as friends. Shak.

4. To oppose by contrariety of qualities.

Now private pity strove with public hate,
Reason with rage, and eloquence with fate.

Derham.
b. To vie; to be comparable to; to emulate;
to contend in excellence.

Not that sweet grove
Of Daphne by Orontcs. and the inspir'd
Castalian sprm^, might with this Paradise
Of Eden strive. Milton.

Stn. To labour, endeavour, try, contend,
struggle, aim, quarrel, dispute, wrangle,
contest, vie, emulate.
Strive (striv), n. A striving; an effort; a
strife. [Old English and Scotch.]

Striver (striv'er), n. one that strives or
contends; one who makes efforts of body
or mind.
An imperfect striver may overcome sin in some

instances. Glanville.

Strivingly (striv'ing-li). adv. In a striving
manner; with earnest efforts; with struggles.

Strix (striksX n. [L, an owl.] A genus of
nocturnal birds of the order Raptores, com-
£rehending, as originally constituted by
innffUB. all the birds now included in the

family Strigida:, but by later naturalists re-

stricted to a few members of that family,
the best known of which is S. jiammea (the
white-owl, barn-owl, or screech-owl). See
Owl.
Stroamt (strom), v.i. [Perhaps allied to
stream. ] 1. 1 To wander about idly and
vacantly. —2. To walk with long strides.

[Provincial English.]

Strobila (stro-bila), n. [Gr. strobUos, a top
or fir-cone.] In zool. the adult tape-worm
with its generative segments or proglottides;
also applied to one of the stages in the life-

history uf the Lucemarida.
Strol3ilaceous (stro-bi-la'shus), a. Same as
Strobilifonn.

StroMle (stro'bil), n.

Strobile. Section of Strobile.

[Or. strobllos, a pine-
cone.] l.In hot.

a

catkin the car-

pels of which are
scale-like, spread
open, and bear
naked seedL as
in the fruit of the
pines; a cone.>-
2. Same as Stro-

bila.

StrobilifOTxn
(stro-biri-form.),

a. Shaped like a
strobile.

Pertaining to aStrobiline (stro-bi'lin), a.

strobile; cone-shaped.
Strobillte (stro-bi'lit), n. [Gr. strobilot, a
pine-cone, and liOtos, a. stone.] A generic

term for certain fossil coniferous cones, with

1
ch, cAaiu; 6h, Sc. loc/i; g, go; J, ;ob; ft, Fr. ton; sg. ai)v; TH. (Aen; th, «Ain; w, wig; wh, wAlg; zh, azure.—See KKT.
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tapering truncated scales, occurring in the
coal, lias, ami other formations. Page.
Strobilus (stro-bi'Ius), 71. Same as Strobile.

Strocal, Strode (stro'kal, stro'kl), n. An
instrument used by glass-makers to empty
the metal from one pot to auother. Spelled
also Strokal, Strokle.

Strode (strod), n. Same as Strude.
Strof,t pret. of strive. Strove; contended.
Chaucer.
Strokal (stro'kal). n. See Strocal.
Stroke.t Strookt (strok, strok), pret. of
striJce. Struck.

Stroke (strok), n. [From strike, but in last

meaning from the verb to stroke. ] 1. A blow;
a knock ; the striking of one body against
auother; the act of one body upon another
when brought suddenly into contact with it;

the sudden effect of forcible contact ; as, a
piece of timber falling may kill a man by
its stroke; more specifically, a blow stnick
by means of the human arm; a hostile blow;
a blow with a weapon; as, a man, when
whipped, can hardly fail to flinch or wince
at every stroke. ' Struck for himself an evil

stroke. ' Tennyson.
How now ! what noiset That spirit's possessed with

haste
That wounds the unresisting postern with these

strokes. ShaA'.

He entered and won the whole kingdom of Naples
without striking a stroke. Bacon.

2. The agency of any hostile and pernicious
power ; fatal assault or attack ; as, the
stroke of death. 'The stroke of war.' Shak.
'The most terrible and nimble stroke of
quick, cross lightning.' Shak.^S. A sudden
attack of disease or affliction; calamity; mis-
hap. ' Some distressful stroke that my youth
suffered.' Shak.

At this one stroke the man look'd dead in law.
ir. Harte.

4. The moment of striking: applied to a
clock; the sound of a clock, &c., announc-
ing the time.

What is't o'clock?
Upon the stroke of four. Shak.

5. A dash in writing or printing; a line; the
touch of a pen or pencil; as, a hsXr-stroke.

O, lasting as those colours may they shine.
Free as thy stroke, yet faultless as thy line. Fope.

6. A touch; a masterly effort; a successful
attempt; as, a stroke of genius. 'A notable
stroke of good-breeding ' Sir R. L'Estrange.
'The boldest strokes of poetry.' jbryden.

He will give one of the finishing strokes to it.

.^titiison.

7. A sudden burst or flash. 'A stroke of cruel
sunshine on the cliff. ' Tennyson. —8. t Power;
etficacy; influence.

He has a great stroke with the reader, when he
condemns any of my poems, to make the world have
a better opinion of theiu, Dryden.

9. Series of operations; as, to do a great
stroke of business. [Familiar.]— 10. A throb;
a pulsation; a beat. 'Twenty strokes of the
blood.' Tennyson.~\\. The sweep of an oar;
as, to row with a long stroke.—\% The stroke-
oar or strokesman. 'Pulls stroke in the
Boniface boat.' Thackeray.— 13. In steam
engin. the entire movement of the piston
from one end to the other of the cylinder.—
14. A caress; a gentle rubbing with the hand,
expressive of kindness.

His white-man 'd steeds that bow'd beneath the yoke.
He cheer'd to courage with a gentle stroke. Dryden.

—A stroke above, a degree above, higher or
better than. ' She was a stroke above the
other girls.' Dickens. [This phrase is bor-
rowed from the strokes or lines marking the
degrees on a scale.]

Stroke (strok), v.t. pret. & pp. stroked; ppr.
stroking. [A. Sax. strdcan, strucian, D.
strooken, loel. strjuka, strykja, Dan. stryge,
G. streichen, to stroke, to touch lightly.
From stem of strike, streak.] 1. To rub
gently with the hand by way of expressing
kindness or tenderness ; especially, to rub
gently in one direction; to soothe.

He dried the falling drops, and. yet more kind.
He strok'd her cheeks. Drydeti.

Hence, to stroke the wrong way of the hair
i.s ifig.) to ruffle; to annoy. [Colloq.]

Somebody's been stroking him the wrong way of
the hair. TroUope.

2. To make smooth.—3. In masonry, to work
the face of a stone in such a manner as to
j)roduce a sort of fluted surface.

Stroke-oax (strok'or), n. The aftmost oar
of a boat or the man that uses it; the strokes-
man.
A great deal of changing and fidgeting, conse-

quent upon the election ofa sCroke-^ar. Dickens.

Stroker(8tr6k'6r),n. 1. One who strokes; one
who pretends to cure by stroking. * Cures
worked by Greatrix the sirofrer.' Warburton.
2. A flatterer. ' Dame Polish, my lady's
stroker.' B. Jonson.

Strokesman (stroks'man), n. In rowing, the
man who rows the aftmost oar, and whose
stroke is to be followed by the rest; stroke-
oar.

Strokle (stro'kl), n. See Strocal.
Stroll (strol), v.i. [A word of doubtful ori-

gin. Wedgwood quotes an old form stroyle

(1652), and adduces several somewhat simi-
lar Teutonic forms, as Prov. G. strolen, strol-

chen, stniolen, strielen, to rove, to stroll.]

To rove; to wander on foot; to ramble idly

or leisurely.
These mothers stroll to beg sustenance for their

helpless infants. S-wiJt.
Then we strolFd

For half the day thro' stately theatres. Tennyson.

—Strolling player, an inferior actor or stage-
player who goes about from place to place,
and performs wherever an audience can be
obtained. — Syn. To rove, roam, ramble,
saunter, range, stray.

Stroll (strol), n. A wandering on foot; a
walking idly and leisurely; a ramble.
Stroller (strol'er), n. One who strolls; a
vagabond; a vagrant; an itinerant player.

Such a scenic exhibition, to which the Coliseum
\ amphitheatre was but a stroller's barn, as this old
globe of ours had never or hardly ever beheld.

Carlyle.

Stroma (stro'ma). n [Or. stroma, a bed,
from stronnymi, to spread out, to strew.]
1, In anat. the bed or foundation texture of
an oi^an, or of any deposit; as, the amor-
phous stroma of scrofulous deposits.— 2. In
hot. the fleshy substance in some fungous
plants in Mhich the perithecia are immersed.
StromatiC (stro-mat'ik), a. [Gr. stromatett^,
a coverlet, pl. stromateis, patchwork, from
stroma, a bed, from stronnymi, to strew.]
Miscellaneous; composed of different kinds.
[Rare.]

Stromatology (stro-ma-toro-ji), n. [Gr.

stroma, a bed, a stratum, and logos, dis-

course. See Stroma.] That branch of geo-
logy which treats of the formation of strati-

fied rocks, their succession and organic re-

mains. [Rare]
Stromb (strom), n. A mollusc of the genus
Strombus.
Strombldse (strom'bi-de), n.pl. A family of

marine testaceous gasteropods, of which the
genus Stronibus is the type.
Strombin3e(strom-bi'ne).n. pl. A sub-family
of the Strcmibidie, consisting of the true
wing-shells, in which the outer lip is greatly
dilated, with a lobe at the base.

Strombite (strom'bit), n. A fossil shell of
the genus Strombns.
Strombullform (strom -bu'li-form),a. [From
a modern strombxdus, formed as a dim. of
L. stronibus (which see).] In geol. formed
like a top.

Strombus (strom'bus), 7i- [L. stronibus, a
spiral shell, from Gr. stroinbos, anything
twisted or turned, a spiral shell, a top.]

The name given by Linna;us to a genus
of gasteropodous shells. The aperture is

much dilated, the lip expanding and pro-
duced into a groove. In some of the shells

of this genus the spines are of great length,

Winged Strombus (5. tricomis).

and are arranged round the circumference
of the base, being at first tubular, and after-

wards solid, according to the period of
growth. Only two species have been found
in the seas of this country. Cuvier places
this genus under his pectinibranchiate gas-
teropods, and Lamarck divides it into two
snb-geuera, Strombus proper, and Ptero-
L-eras.

Stromeyerite (stro-mi'^r-It), n. [After the
cliemist Stromeyer.] A steel-gray ore of
silver, consisting of sulphur, silver, and
copper.
Stromnlte (strom'nit), 71. A mineral. See
Hauystrontianjte.

Stronde.t n. A strand; a shore; a beach.
Chaucer.

Strong (strong), a. [A. Sax. Strang, strong,
strong, robust, powerful; Icel. strangr,
strong, strict, severe, Dan. and D. streng,
O.H.G. strangi, strong, robust, holding fast;
Mod. G. streng, strenge, severe, strict, rig-
orous; from same root as string, and L.
stringo, to draw tight (whence strict).
Strength is a derivative.] 1. Having physi-
cal active power, or physical power to act;
especially, having the power of exerting
great bodily force ; vigorous ; robust; mus-
cular; as, a patient is recovering from sick-
ness, but is not yet strong enough to walk

;

a strong man will lift twice his own weight.
' That our oxen may be strong to labour.'
Ps. cxliv. 14.

Orses the strong to greater strength must yield.

Drydttt.
2. Having physical or mental passive power;
having ability to bear or endure.

Know how sublime a thing it is to suffer and be
strong. Longfellow.

3. Naturally sound or healthy; not readily
affected by disease; hale; as, a strong con-
stitution. —4. Firm; solid; compact; not
easily broken. ' Strong as the axle-trte on
which heaven rides.' Shak. 'Burst the
strong nerves and crushed to solid bone.'
Pope.-b. Well fortified; able to sustain
attacks; not easily subdued or taken; as, a
strong fortress or town.

The hilly or strong country extended in those parts
to no great distance from the towns. Brougham.

6. Having great military or naval force;
powerful ; as, a strong army or fleet ; a
strong nation; a nation strong at sea.—
7. Having great wealth, means, or resources;
as, a strong house or company of merchants.
8. Having force from moving with rapidity;
violent ; forcible ; impetuous ; as, a strong
current of water or wind; the wind was tstrong

from the north-east ; we had a strong tide

against us. —9. Powerful; forcible; cogent;
adapted to make a deep or effectual impres-
sion on the mind or imagination; working
forcibly; effectual; as, a strong ai^ument;
strong reasons ; strong evidence ; a strong
example or instance; he used strong lan-
guage.

strong reasons make strong actions. Shak.

10. Ardent; eager; zealous; earnestly en-
gaged; as, a strong partisan; a strong Whig
or Tory. ' Her mother, ever strong against
that match.' Shak.~\\. Having virtues of
great efficacy, or having a particular quality
in a great degree; as, a strong powder or
tincture ; a strong decoction ; strong tea;

strong coffee.— 12. Full of spirit; intoxicat-
ing; as, strong liquors.— 13. Affecting the
senses forcibly; as, (a) affecting the sight
forcibly; bright; glaring; vivid; as, a strong
light. * A strong and full white.' Newton.
(6) Affecting the taste forcibly; as, the
strong flavour of onions, (c) Affecting the
smell powerfully; as, a stro7}g scent. ' Poor
suitors ha\e strong breaths." i'/iaA:.—14. Sub-
stantial; solid, but not of easy digestion.

Hut strong meat belongeth to them that are of full

a«e. Heb. v. 14.

Id Well established; valid; confirmed; firm;
not easily overthrown or altered.

In process of time, an ungodly custom grown
strong was kept as law Wisdom of Solomon xtv. 16.

16. In a high degree; great; violent; vehe-
ment; earnest. 'With strong crying and
tears.' Heb. v. 7.

Is it possible . . . you should fall into so strong a
liking with old Sir Roland's second soni Shak.

17. Having great power to act; furnished
with abilities; having great resources; able;
powerful; mighty.
His mother was a witch, and one so strong
That could control the moon, make flows and ebbs,

Shak.
I was stronger in prophecy than in criticism.

18. Having great force, vigour, power, and
the like, as of the mind, intellect, or any
faculty; as, a man of strong powers of mind;
a man of a strong mind or intellect; a man
of strong memory, judgment, or imagina-
tion. ' Divert strong minds to the course of

altering things.' Shak.—\Q. Having great
force; comprising much in few words; for-

cibly expressed.

Uke her sweet voice is thy harmonious song.
As high, as sweet, as Ccisy, and as strong.

Fd. Smith.

20. In a relative sense, when preceded by
numerals, amounting to; powerful to the
extent of; as, an army 10,000 strong.

First demand of him how many horse the duke is

strong. Shak.

Fate, far. fat, t^\\ me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; it, Sc. abune; 5*i ^- ^^'
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21. Acting by physical force ; effected by
strength.

If. CoUatine, thine honour lay in me.
From me by str&ng assault it is bereft, Skak.

I wot not by what strong escape
He broke from those that had the guard of him.

Shak.

22. In com. tending upwards in price; rising;

as, a Btrong market.—23. In gram, applied

to inflected words when inflection is ef-

fected by internal vowel change and not by

adding syllables; thus, suaim, swam, suntm

is a strong verb. See Weak. — jTo go or

cotne it strong, to do a tiling with energy

and perseverance, [iil&ng.]—Strong is used

as an element in many self-explanatory com-
pounds; as, >itrong-baiCked, «(ro/i^- fisted,

«(ro;ij;-bodied^(ro»w/-smelling,«(ro/y-voice.i,

and the like. — Syn. Vigorous, powerful.

stout, robust, solid, firm, hardy, muscular,

forcible, cogent, valid, tainte*!.

Strong t (strong), pp. of utring. Strung.

Spetuer.

Strong-barred (strong^ard), a. Shut with
stroni; bolts. ' Strong-barred g&tes.' Shak.

SU'Ong- based (strong'bazd), a. Standing

on a firm foundation, 'The strong-based

promontory. ' Shak.

Strong-besieged (strongT>e-sejd), a. Hard
beset; besieged by a strong force. 'Strong-

besieged Troy,' Shak. [Rare. J

Strong - bonded ( strong'bond-ed ), a. Im-
posing a strong i»l)ligation. * That strong-

bonded oath." Shak. [Rare.]

Strong-fixed (9trongftkst),a. Firndy estab-

lisheX ' Strong-fixed is the house of Lan-
caster.' Shak.

Strong - framed ( strong'framd ), a. Of a
strong make.

I am strong-framed; he cannot prcvaU with me.
SkaJi.

Stronghand (strongTiand), n. Violence;
force; power.

It was their meaning to take what they needed by
stronghand. KaUigh.

Stronghold (strongTioId), n. A fastness; a
fort ; a fortified place ; a place of security.

'Officers intrusted by Edward with the
keeping of this renowned stronghold.' Sir

W. Scott. 'Strongholds of truth.' Locke.

Strongish (strong'ishXa. Somewhat strong.

liynm. [O.lluq.J

Strong-knlt (strong'nit), a. Firmly joined
oroinpacted. ' Strong-knit anew&.' Shak.

Strongly (strong'ti), adv. In a strong man-
ner . With strength ; with great force or
power : (a) with parts strong and well put
together; as, a strongly built man; a strongly

constructed ship. (6) In a high degree;
much; violently. 'Some passion that works
him strongly.' Shak. (c) Firmly; in such
a manner as not easily to be shaken or
removed. ' You are so strongly in my pur-
pose bred.' Shak. (tf) In a manner suitable
for resisting attack; as, a tov/n strongly for-

tified, (e) Vehemently ; forcibly ; eagerly

;

with energy; as, the evils of this measure
were strongly represented to the govern-
ment; to object strongly. 'So strongly urged
past my defence.' Shak.
Strong-minded (strong'mind-ed), a. 1. Hav-
ing a strong or vigorous mind.—2. Xot ac-

cording to the female character or manners;
unfeminine : applied ironically to women
daimint.' e'luality with man.
Strong-room (strong'rOm), n. A flre-proof

and burglarpniof apartment in which valu-

ables are kept
He would hand the diamonds orer in safety to the

banker's stnmg-room. Thackeray.

Strong - set ( strong'set ), a. Firmly set or
compacted.
Strong-tempered (stmngtem'p^rdXa. Very
h;»ni. ' Sti<>ifjt.uii>ered'i\Aii\.' Shak. [Rare.)

Strong-water( strong'wft-t6r). n. Distilled

or rtriifiit spirits. Bacon. [Obsolete aa a
sin^'uliir. but still sometimes used in plural. ]

Strongylidaa (stron-jil'i-de), n. pi. [Gr. stron-

?yloK. round, and eidos, resemblance. ] A
amily of nemat^ide worms of which the ge-

nus Strongylus is the type. See Strosgy-
LUS.

Strongylua (stron'ji-lus). n. [Gr. strongy-
los, round, circular ) A genus of intestinal
wonna in Rudolphi's classification, charac-
terized by having a cylindrical bixly, the
anal extremity of which, in the mate, is

surrnimded by a kind of pouch of a varied
shape, from which is protruded a small fibv

ment or spicnlum. S annatus infests the
mesenteric arteries of the horse and ass,

produc-iiig aneurisms. S. gigas is the largest

nematode worm at present known to infest

man or any other animal, the male measur-

ing from 1,0 inches to 1 foot in length, whilst

the female is said to attain a length of over
3 feet.

Strontia (stron'shi-a), n. (SrO.) An oxide
of strontium occurring in a crystalline

state, aa a carbonate, in the lead -mines of

Strontian, in Argyleshire, whence its name.
It was discovered by Dr. Hope in 1792. It

has subsequently been found in England,
America, and France; but strontitic min-
erals are rather rare. The pure earth to

which the name of strontia is given is

prepared from the carbonate exactly like

barytiL It is a grayish-white powder, in-

fusible in the furnace; of a specific gravity
approaching that of baryta, having an acrid

burning taste, but not so corrosive as baryta,
though sharper than lime, and an alkaline
reaction. It becomes hot when moistened,
and slakes into a pulverulent hydrate
(Sr(H0>2), dissolves in 150 parts of water
at 60', and in much less at the boiling-point,

forming an alkaline solution called strontia

wat^r, which deposits crystals in four-sided

tables as it cools. These crystals have the
composition Sr(HO)2.8H20. It is readily
distinguished from baryta by forming with
hydrochloric acid a chloride which crystal-

lizes in needles, and is very deUquescent,
and soluble in alcohol, to which it gives the
property of burning with a crimson fiame.

The sulphate of strontia is found native,

and some of the native varieties have a pale
blue tint, whence the term ccelextin (which
see). The nitrate of strontia is used in

making fireworks, as it communicates a
magnificent red colour to flame.

Strontlan (stron'shi-an), n. A name some-
times given to strontia.

Strontlan (stron'shi-an), a. Pertaining to

strontia; containing strontia. —5(ron(ian
yellow, a solution of strontia added to chro-

mate of potash. It is a pale canary-yellow,
and is a permanent colour.

StrontlaJlite ( stron'shi-an-it ). n. Native
carbonate of strontia, a mineral that occurs
massive, fibrous, stellated, and crystallized

in the form of a hexabedral prism, modified
on the edges, or terminated by a pyramid.
It was first discovered in the lead-mines of

Strontian, in Argyleshire.

Strontltes (8tron-ti'tez),n. Tlie name given
to strontia by Dr. Hope, who first obtained
this earth from strontianite, or native car-

bonate of strontia. This name was modified
into strontia by Klaproth.
Strontitic (stron-tit'ik), a. Pertaining to

strontia or strontium.
Strontium (stron'ahi-um), n. [From Stron-
tian, in Argyleshire, where its carbonate
occurs.] Sym. Sr; at. wt. 175. The metal
of which strontia is the oxide, procured
from the carbonate of strontia by Davy in

1808. It is a dark yellow substance, less

lustrous than barium; sp. gr 2 54: it la dif-

ficultly fusible, and not volatile. When ex-

posed to the air it attracts oxygen, and be-

comes converted into strontia, or protoxide
of strontium ; when thrown Into water it

decomposes it with great violence, produc-
ing hydrogen gas, and forming with the
water a solution of strontia. Strontium is

harmless, while barium and all its cum-
poands are poisonous.

Strook (strok), old pret. of strike. Dryden.

Stroott (atrot), v.i. To swell out; to stmt.
' The mizzens strooted with the gale.' Chap-
man.
Strop (strop), n. A strap. (See Strap.)
This orthography is particularly used for a
strip of leather, or a strip of wood covered
with leather or other suitable material, used
for shari>ening razors and giving them a fine

smooth edge; a razor-strop.

Strop (strop), v-t. pret. A pp. stropped; ppr.

stropping. To sharpen with a strop or strap;

as, he stropped his razor.

Strop (strop), n. [O.Fr. strope. the loop
whereby the oar of a akilT hangs to the thowle

;

Fr. Hrope, estrope, a strop ; from L. strop-

pus, struppns, a band] 1. Saxit. a piece

of rope, spliced generally into a circular

wreath, used to surround the body of a
block, so that it may be hung to any par-

ticular situation about the masts, yards, or
rigging. It is also uaed for other purposes.

2. In rope -making, a rope with an eye at

each end, used in twisting strands.

Strophe (stro'fe), n. [Gr. strophi, a turn,

from strepho, to turn. ] In the Greek drama,
that part of a choral ode sung in turning
from the right tn the left of the orchestra,
antistrophe being the reverse. Hence, in

ancient lyric poetry, a term for the former

of two corresponding stanzas, the latter

being the antistrophe. The term is some-
times used in regard to modern poetry.

StropMc (stro'fik), a. Relating to or con-
sisting of strophes.

Strophiolate, Strophiolated (stro'fi-o-lat,

stro'tl-o-lat-ed), a. In hoi. having strophioles
or caruncles, as seeds.

Strophlole (stro'fi-61), n. [L. stropkioUim,
a garland.] In bot. a little tubercular part
near the base or hilum of some seeds, par-
ticularly those of the papilionaceous order;
a caruncle.

Strophulus (strof'u-lus), n. [L., dim. of
strophus, from Gr. strophos, a bandlet, from
strepho, to turn.] A papular eruption upon
the skin peculiar to infants, and exhibiting

a variety of forms known popularly as red-

gum, ichite-mini, tooth-rash, &c.

^rosserst (stros'6rz), n. pi. A kind of cov-

ering for the leg : supposed by some com-
mentators to be the same as Trousers.

Shak.
Stroud (stroud), n. A kind of coarse blan-

ket or garment made of strouding, worn by
North American Indians.

Strouding (stroud'ing), n. A coarse kind
of cloth employed in the trade with the
North American Indians; material for

strouds.

Stroutt (strout), v.i. [See Strut.] To
swell ; to puff out ; to strut. ' Mustachios
str&uting long, and chin close - shaved.

'

Fair/ax.
Stroutt (strout). v.t. To swell or puff out;
to enlarge by affectation.

I will make a brief list of the particulars in an his-

torical truth nowise strouted, nor made greater by
lang uage. Bacon.

Strove (strov). pret. of strive.

Strow (stro). \>.t. pret. strowed; pp. strowed
or strown; ppr. strowing. Same as Strew.

'Since the Hebrides were strown with the
wrecks of the Armada.' Macaulay.

All heaven bursts her starry flowers.

And straws her lights below. Tennyson.

Strowt (8tr6),a. (From strow, strew. ] Loose;

scattered.

Strowlt (strol). v.i. To stroll.

Stroy t (stroi), v.t. To destroy.

Stinick (struk), pret. & pp. of strike. See
Strike.
Strucken ( struk 'n). pp. of strike. 'The
strucken deer.' Shak. [Old English and
Scotch. ]

Structural (struk'tur-al), a. Pertaining to

structure; as, structural peculiarities in an
animal.
Structure (struk'tur), n. [L str\tctura, from
struo, stnictxim, to build; whence construct,

instruct, destruction.] 1. Act of building;

practice of erecting buildings. [Rare.]

His Vjn buiids on and never is content.

Till the last farthing is in structure spent. Dryden.

2. A building of any kind, but chiefly a build-

ing ofsome size or of magnificence; an edifice.

There stands a strnclure of majestic frame. Pope.

3. Manner of building; form; make; con-

struction. ' Want of insight into the struc-

ture and constitution of the terraqueous

globe.' Woodward.—A. The arrangement of

the parts in a whole, aa of the elements of a

sentence or paragraph; the arrangement of

the constituent particles of a substance or

body; aa, the structure of a rock or mineral.

Change the structure of the sentence; substitute

one synonyme for another and the whole effect is de-

stroyed. Macaulay.

5. Manner of organization ; mode in which
different organa or pai'ts are arranged ; as,

the structure of animals or vegetables or

any of their parts. Sometimes nearly equi-

valent to organization, as in extract under
Structured. — S(n(c(Hre of rocks, in geol.

the arrangement of their parts, viewed on
a larger scale than that of their texture.

Thus, a rock is said to have a massive struc-

ture when it is of a uniform texture over a
great extent and presents no intenial divi-

sion into strata, columns, &c. ; so when it Is

internally divided by fissures into column-

like masses of various sizes and forma it ia

said to have a columnar structure; when
composed of parallel plates a ta.bular struc-

ture.

Structured (struk'turd), a. In biol. possess-

ing a regular organic structure ; exhibiting

differentiation of parta for vital functions.

Since the passing from a structureless state to a

structured state is itself a vital process, it follows

that vital activity must have existed while there was
yet no structure. ^- Spencer.
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Structureless (struk'tur-les), a. Devoid of

structure. 8ee extract under STRUCTURED.
Structmlst (struk'tur-ist), n. One who
makes structures; a builder. [Rare,]

Strude f (strud), 71. A stock of breeding
mares; a stud. Bailey.

Struggle (strugl), v.i. pret. &pp. struggled;

ppr. struggling. [Fonuerly straggle, strogle,

meaning to sti-uggle, and also to complain
or grumble. Of doubtful origm. Comp.
O. Sw. Strug, a quaiTel. ScruggU, scriggle ai'e

also found. ] 1. To make efforts with a twist-

ing or with contortions of the body.

So sayingr he took the boy, that cried aloud
And strusgUd hard. Tennyson.

2. To use great efforts; to labour hard; to

strive ; to contend ; as, to struggle to save
life; to struggle with the waves; to struggle

against the stream. — 3. To lal>our in pain
or anguish; to be in agony; to labour in any
kind of difficulty or distress.

'Tis wisdom to beware.
And better shun the bait than struggle in the snare.

Dryd^n.

Syn.To writhe, twist, 8trive,contend, labour,
endeavour.
Struggle (strug'l), n. l. A violent effort with
contortions of the body; a contortion of dis-

tress; agonized effort; agony; as, thedeath-
struggle. ' The uneasy struggles of aman fast

bound and fettered.' Wateriand. 'What
convulsive struggles he may make to cast

the torture off from him?' Carlyle.— 2.. A
forcible effort to obtain an oliject or to avoid
an evil; an effort to get on in the world; as, a
man's early struggles with poverty.—3. Con-
test; contention ; strife ; as, a struggle formas-
tery; a struggle between bodies of troops.

Stru^ler (strug'lSr), n. One who struggles,

strives, or contends.
Strull (strul), n. A bar so placed as to resist

weight.
Strum (strum), v.i. [An imitative word.]
To play unskilfully and coarsely on a stringed
instrument; to thrum; as, why do you keep
strumming in that way?
Strum (strum), v.t To play, as a stringed
instrument, unskilfully or noisily; as, to
strum a piano.

Struma (strb'ma), n. pi. Strumse (stro'me).

[L., from strues, a pile, a heap, from struo,

to build. ] 1. A term frequently used as equi-

valent to scrofula, and sometimes to bron-
chocele or goitre. See Scrofula and Goitre.
2. In bat. a swelling in some leaves at the
extremity of the petiole, where it is con-
nected to the lamina, as in Mimosa sensi-

Hva. Also, in mosses, a dilatation or swell-

ing which is sometimes present upon one
side of the base of the theca.

StrumatiC (stro-mat'ik), a. Same as Stru-
mose.
Strumlform (strb'mi-form), a. In bot.

having tlie appearance of a struma.
Strumose, Strumous (strb'mos, strb'mus),

a. 1. Scrofulous.—2. In bot. having struma;.
See Struma.
Stnunousness (stro'mus-nes), n. The state
or quality of being strumose.
Strumpet (strum'pet), n. [Origin doubtful,
butprobably from the Romance. Wedgwood
takes it from O.Fr. strvpre, stupre, L. stu,p-

rxtm, fornication, debauchery. It inay per-
haps rather be a nasalized form from O.Fr.
stropier, estropier. It. stroppiare, Sp. estro-

pear, to lame, to maim, in allusion to the
effects of venereal diseases.] A prostitute;
a harlot.

Strumpet (strum'pet), a. Like a strumpet;
false; inconstant. *Beggar'dbythes(;n*m;?e(
wind. ' Skak.
Strumpet (strum'pet), v.t. l. To debauch.
Shak. ; Massinger. — 2. To call or give the
reputation of a strumpet; hence, to belie;

to slander. ' With his untrue reports strum-
pet your fame.' Masninger.
Strumstrtunt (strum 'strum), n. A rude
musical instrument of the nature of a cittern
or guitar. Dampier.
Strumulose (stro'mu-Ios), a. [Dim. of stru-

mose.] Inbot. furnished with a small struma.
Strung (strung), pret, of string.

Strunt (strunt), v. i. [A nasal form of strut. ]

To walk sturdUy; to walk with state; to
strut. [Scotch.]

Strunt (strunt). ?». 1. Spirituous liquor of
any kind. Burns. — 2. A pet ; a sullen fit.

Ramsay. [Scotch.]

Struse (stro'se), n. A long, burdensome
craft used for transport ou the inland waters
of Russia.

Strut (strut), v.i. pret. <fc pp. strutted;

ppr. strutting. [O.E. strut, stroxit, to swell
or bulge, to strut; Dan. strutte, to strut,

to stick out; L.G. strutt, stiff, sticking

out; G. strotzen, to teem, superabound.]
1. To walk with a lofty, proud gait and
erect head ; to walk with affected dignity or
pompousness.
Does he not hold up his head and sirui in his gait?

SAaA.

2.t To swell; to protuberate.

The bellying canvas slrtttied with the gale. Dryden.

Strut (strut), n. 1. A lofty, proud step or
walk with the head erect; affectation of dig-

nity in walking. ' An ungainly strut in their

walk." Swift.—2. In carp, (a) a piece of timber
obliquely placed from a king or queen post
to support or strengthen a rafter or a hori-

zontal piece ; a brace ; a sti-etching-piece.

(&) Any piece of timber in a system of fram-
ing which is pressed or crushed in the direc-

tion of its length, and whose principal func-
tion is to hold things apart; as, the struts of

a roof or a gate.

Stirut t (strut), a. Swelling out; protuberant.

He beginiieth now to return with his belly strut
and full. Holland.

StruthiO (stro'thi-o), n. [L. ; Gr. struthion,

a sparrow, an ostrich.] A genus of birds of
the order Grallatores of Cuvier or Cursores
of others. See Ostrich.
Struthiola (stro'thi-o-la), n. [Dim. of

Gr. stnithion, a spaiTow, from the re-

semblance of the seeds to a beak.] A genus
of heath-like shrubs from the Cape of Good
Hope, nat. order Thymelacese.
Struthionidsa (strb-thi-on'i-de), n. pi. [Gr.

s?rw(Aiort,ano8trich,andej^os, resemblance.]
A family of terrestrial birds incapable of

flight, the wings being, in the majority of
instances, merely rudimentary, but having
long and strong legs, which enable them to

run with great rapidity. This family in-

cludes the ostrich, cassowary, emu, &c.,

and is equivalent to the Brevipennes of

Cuvier and the Ratitseof Huxley. See Bre-
vipennes, Ratit^.
StruthiOUS (strb'thi-us), a. [L. siruthio, an
ostrich.] Pertaining to or like the ostrich;

belonging to the ostrich tribe.

Strutter ( strut '6r), n. One who struts; a
pompous fellow.

Strutting (strut'ing), n. In carp, diagonal
braces between joists to prevent side de-

flection.

Strutting-beam, Strut-beam(strut'ing-
bem, strut'bem), n. An old term for a collar-

beam.
Struttingly (strut'ing-li), adv. In a strutting

manner; withaprond, lofty step; boastingly.

Strutting-piece (strut'ing-pes), n. Same as

Slrainiivj'piece (which see).

Stryclinia, Strychnine (strik'ni-a, strik'-

nin), n. [Gr. strychnos, a name of several

plants of the nightshade order.] (C21H22N2
O2.) A vegetable alkaloid, the sole active

principle of Strychnos TieuU, the most active

of the Java poisons, and one of the active

principles of S. Igiuitii, S. nux-vomica,
S. colubrina, &c. It is usually obtained
from the seeds of 5. nux-vomica. It is col-

ourless, inodorous, crystalline, unalterable
by exposure to the air, and extremely bitter.

It is very insoluble, requiring 7000 parts of

water for solution. It dissolves in hot al-

cohol, although sparingly, if the alcohol be
pure and not diluted. It forms cn'stallizable

salts, which are intensely bitter. Strychnine
and its salts, especially the latter from their

solubility, are most energetic poisons. They
produce lock-jaw and other tetanic affec-

tions, and are used in very small doses as

remedies in paralysis.

Strychnlc (strik'nik), a. Of, pertaining to,

obtained from, or including strychnine; as,

strychnic acid.

Strychnina (strik-ni'na), n. Same ^sStrych-
nia.

Strychnos (strik'nos), n. [Gr. See Strych-
nia.] A genus of plants, nat. order Logani-
acea'. It is comiwsed of trees or shrubs
which do not yield a milky juice, and hare
opposite, usually nerved leaves and corym-
bose flowers; some of the species are pos-

sessed of tendrils, and are climbing plants.

They are found principally in the tropical

parts of Asia and America. Among the

species ai'e S. nux-vomica, poison-nut or

ratsbane (see Nux-vomica), and S. potato-

rum, or clearing-nut, an abundant plant in

the woods and mountains of the East Indies.

The seeds, when dried, are sold by the na-

tives for the purpose of clearing muddy
water. The St. Ignatius* bean is a native

of Cochin-China, the Philippine Islands, and
other parts of Asia; but the exact species

so called is not known. (See St. Ignatius'

bean, under Saint.) S. colubrina, snake-
wood or snake-poison nut, is a native of the
coasts of Coromandel and of Silhet. It is

considered by the Indian doctors as an effec-

tual remedy for the bite of the cobra da
capello. (See Snake -wood.) S. toxifera,
wooraly or poison-plant of Guiana, is used
bythe natives as an aiTow-poison; S. Pseudo-
quina is a native of Brazil. Its bark is said
to be fully equal to cinchona in curing in-
termittent fevers. The fruit of this species
is eaten by the native children.

Stryfull,t«. For Stryfefull.f Full of strife;

contentious. Spenser.
Stuh (stub), 71. [Probably directly from the
Scandinavian ; Icel. stubbi, stubbr, stobbi,

a stub, a stump; Dan. stub, stubble, a stump;
L.G. stubbe, D. stobbe, the stump of a tree;
A. Sax. styb, steb, a stock, a tree trunk.
Wedgwood is probably right In connecting
it with stab and stamp. He thinks the I'adi-

cal idea is a sharp, abrupt thrust, whence
the meaning of a body l)y which such a
thrust can be made, any abrupt projection
or object standing out of the surrounding
surface. Stumj> is a nasalized form of this

word, and stubble is closely connected.]
1. The stump of a tree ; tliat part of the
stem of a tree which remains fixed in the
earth when the tree is cut down. 'Low
stubs gored his feet.' Coleridge.

Upon cutting down of an old timber tree, the stub
hath put out sometimes a tree of another kind.

Bacon.

2.t A log; a block; a dolt; a dullard. ' Our
dullest and laziest youth, our stocks and
stubs.' Milton.~Z. A stub-nail; iron made
therefrom; stub-iron. E. H. Knipht.

Stub (stub), v.t. pret. ct pp. stitbbed; ppr.
stubbing. 1. To grub up by the roots; to

extirpate ; as, to stub up edible roots ; to
stub a tree. Swift.—± To clear of roots; as,

to stxib laud. Tennyson.~Z. To strike the
toes against a stump, stone, or other fixed

object. [United States.]

Stubbed (stub'ed), a. [From stub; comp.
Dan. stubbe, to dock, to curtail.] 1. Short
and thick like something truncated; blunt;
obtuse. ' Stabbed horns.' B. Jonson.—
2. t Hardy; not nice or delicate. 'Stubbed,
vulgar constitutions.' Berkeley.

Stubbedness (stub'ed-nes), n. Bluntnese;
obtuseness.

Stubbiness (stub'i-nes), n. 1. The state of
being stubby.—2. S&me as Stubbedness.

Stubble (Btub'l),n. [A dim. fonn from stub;

Dan. & Sw. stub, stubble.] The stumps of

wheat, rye, barley, oats, or buckwheat, left

in the ground ; the part of the stalk left in

the gromid by the scythe or sickle-

After the first crop is off, they plough in the wheat
stubble. Mortiiner.

Stubbled (stub'ld), a. 1. Covered with
stubble. 'The stubbled plain.' Gay.—
2.t Stubbed.
Stubble-fed (stubl-fed), a. Fed, as cows
or geese, on the fine natural gi-ass that grows
among stubble.

Stubbie-goose (stubl-gbs), n. A goose fed
iniioni,' stnhijle.

Stubble-plough (stubl-plou), n. A plough
fur turning up ground on which stubble is

left.

Stubble-rake (stub'lrak), n. A rake with
long teeth for raking together stubble.

Stubbly (stub'li),a. 1. Covered with stubble;

having stubble; stubbled; as, stubbly fields.

2. Resembling stubble; short and stiff; as,

a stubbly beard.
Stubbom(stub'om),a. [O.E. stubbome,stub-
orne, stoburn, stiboriie, &c., froms/«&,A.Sax.
styb, lit. like a stub, stockish, blockisli, hence
obstinate. The termination seemstopointto
an A. Sax. adjective styhor (from styb), with
common term, -or, to wliich the term, -n or

-en was added.] 1. Unreasonably obstinate;

inflexibly fixed in opinion; not to be moved
or persuaded by reasons; inflexible; refrac-

tory; as, diStubborn son; a stubborn mind or

soul. ' Obstinate, stubborn to justice.' Shak.

2. Persevering; persisting; steady; constant.
' Stubborn attention and more than common
application.' Locke.—3. Stiflf; not flexible;

as, a stubborn bow. 'Stop their mouths
with s(tf66or« bits.' Shak. ' A plant of 4m6-
born oak-' Dryden. —4. Hardy; firm; en-

during without complaint.

Patience under torturing pain.

Where stubborn Stoics would complain. STfifi.

5.t Harsh; rough; rugged. ' Yowr stubb&nx

usage of the Pope.' Shak. ' Though autho-

rity be a stubborn bear.' Shak.

We will not oppose anything that is hard and s(u6-

born, but by a soft answer deaden their force.
Bumet.

Fate, far, fat. fftll; me, met, hfer; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; li, Sc. abune; J, Sa fcjf.
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6. Xot easily melted or worked ; as, a stub-

born ore or metal; Tetr^ctory,—Obstinate,
Stubborn. See under OitSTiNATE —Syn. Ob-
stinate, inflexible. refracti»ry. intractable,

obdurate, headstrong, contuntacious, steady,
constant. Imrdy.
Stubbornly (atub'oru-li). adv. In a stubborn
manner; obstinately; inflexibly; contuma-
ciously. ' When gtubbornly he did repugn
the truth.' Shak.
Stubbornness (stub'orn-nea). n. The state

of beini; 8tubl>«»rn; as, (a) perverse and un-
reasonable obstinacy; intlexibility ; contu-
macy.
Studtomness and obstinate disobedicQce must be

mastered with blows. Locke.

(&) Stiffness; want of pliancy, (c) Refrac-
toriness, as of ores. ((f)t R<^)Ui:hness; harsh-
ness; ruggedness, 5Aa«.—Syn. Inflexibility,

pertinacity, obdurateness. contumacy, per-
verseness, persistency, refractoriness.

Stubborn - shafted (stub'orn-shaft-ed), a.

Having a stubborn, stiff, or unbended shaft

or trunk. ' Stubborn-sha/ted oaks.' Tenny-
son.

Stubby (stnb'i), a. 1. Abounding with stubs.

2. Short and thick; short and strong; as.

stubby bristles-

Stub-end (stub'end), n. In mack, the en-
larged end of a connectin;,;-rod, to which
the strap is fastened. Goodrich.

Stub-Iron (stubl-^m). n. Irt)n formed from
stub-nails, used principally for making gun-
barrels of superior fiuality. E. II. Knight.

Stub-mortise (stub'mor-tis). n. A mortise
passing thruii:{h only a part of the timber
in which it is formed.
Stub-nail {.stub'nal), n. A nail broken off;

a stinrt tliick nail.

Stucco (stuk'koj.n. [It, from O.H.G. stucchi,

a crust! 1. Fine pkister, used as a coat-

ing for walls, and to give them a finished
sarface. Stucco for internal decorative pur-
poses, such as the ooniioes and mouldings
of rooms and the enrichment of ceilings, is

a composition of very tine sand, pulverized
marble, and gypsum, mixed with water till

it is of a proper consistency. Within a short
time after )>eing first applied it begins to
Bet or gradually harden, in which state it

is moulded, and may at length be finished

up with metal tools. The stucco employed
for external purposes is of a coarser kinc!,

and v:irinusly prepared, the different Horts
)>eing generally distinguished by the name
of cements. Some of these take a surface
and polish almost e^itial to that of the finest

marble. The third coat of three-coat piaster
is termed stucco, consisting of fine lime and
sand. There is a species called baxtard
»tucco, in wliich a small i>ortion of hait is

used. Rough stucco Is merely floated
brushed with water, but the best kind
trowelled.— 2. Work made of stucco.— 3. A
popular name for plaster of Paris or gypaani.
Stucco (stuk'ko). v.t. To plaster; to over-
lay with fine plaster. 'Stuccoed hulls,'
Wartoti.

StuOCOer (stuk'k6-*r), n. One who stuccoes;
one who applies stucco to walls, dtc.; one
who Wfirks or deals in stucco.

Stucco-work (stuk'kd-w^rkX n. Orna-
mental work composed of stucco, such as
cornices, mouhtings, and other ornamenta
in the ceilings of rooms.
Stuck (sink), pret and pp. of stick.

Stuck t (stuk^ n. .Stucco.

Stuckt (stuk), Ik A thrust.

I h-id n pass with a rapier, scabbard and all ; and
he ){ives riic the stud in with such a mortal motion,
that it is incvit ible. Shai.

Stuckle (stukl), n. A Dunit>er of sheaves
set tuL'pther in the field; a stook. [Local.]
Stuckling (stuk'ling). n. An apple pasty.
thin. A'miewhat half circular Ju sliape, and
not made in a dish. [Local. ]

Stuck-up (stuk'up). a. Giving one's self
airs ')f inip(»rtance; unreasonably puffed up;
affecte<lly self-important or vain; exclu-sive,
from an uudue sense of one's own imi>ort-
ance or position in society; aping tlie man-
ners or assuming the dignity, iiearing. or
fmpfirtance of one's superiors. [CoUoq.]
The airs of suiall. ttutk-up men are amazingly

ridiculous. A. K.H. Boyd,

Stud (stud), n. [A. Sax. siudu., a prop, a
support, a nail ; Icel. stod, a post, a prop

;

D. ttut, a stay, prop, support ; Sc. sixti. a
prop; probably from stem of steady (which
seeX As t*j meaning 5 comp. G. ntaude, a
stmib, a perennial plant] 1. A nail with a
large head, inserted in work chiefly for or-
nament; an ornamental kooh.

A belt of straw, and ivy buds.
With coral clasps and amber studs. Raleigh.

Crystal and myrrhine cups, emboss'd with gems
And studs of pearl. Milton.

2. An ornamental button or catch for a
shirt front, held in its place by being in-

serted in a hole worked for it, and admitting
of being transferred from one shirt to an-
other.— 3. A supporting beam; a piece of tim-
ber inserted in a •eill to support a beam; a
post or prop. Jet. Taylor; Mortimer. —
4. In mach. (a) a short rod fixed in and pro-
jecting from something, sometimes forming
a journal, (b) A stud-l>olt. ~5.t A stem; a
tmnk. Speiifter.

Stud ( stud ), V. t pret. & pp. studded; ppr.
studding. 1. To adorn with shining studs
or knobs.

Thy horses shall be trapp'd.
Their harness studded all with ^old and pearl.

Shai.

2. To set with detached ornaments or pro-
minent objects; to set thickly, as with studs.
'Heaven's ebon vault studded with stars.'

Shdleif.

Stud (stud), n. [A. Sax. «(orf, astud of breed-
ing horses, especially mares, stddhors, a
stallion; G. stute, a mare; akin «(eed (which
see).] A collection of breeding horses and
mares, or the place where they are kept.

In the studs of Ireland, where care is taken, we see
horses bred of excellent shape. Sir H^. Tetnple.

Stud-bolt (studl>61t). 71. In mach. a bolt
with a thread at either end, to be screwed
into a fixed part at one end, and have a nut
screwed on it at the other.

Stud-book (fttud'buk), n. A book containing
a genealogy or register of horses or cattle
of particular breeds, especially of the off-

spring of famous thoroughbred aireB or
dams.
Studderyt (stud'6r-i), n. A place for keep-
ing a stutl of horses. ' For whose breede
and maintenance . . . King Henry the Eight
erected a nolile studdery.' llolinshed.

Studding (stud'ing), n. In carp, studs or
joists collectively, or material for studs or
joista

Stnddlng-Sail(stud'ing-sal), 71. [From $tud,
a support, or altered from steadying-saU.]
Xaut. asailsetheyond the skirts of the prin-
cipal sails during a light wind.—LowwrW?/^-
diiuj-suils are set beyond the leeches of the
mainsail and foresail, and fixed nearly in
thesamemanner.— ro/^j/i/ivif and top-gaUant
studding-sail* are set on the outside of the
top-sails and top-gallant sails; they are
spread at the foot by booms, which slide

out from the extremities of the main and
fore yards, and have their heads or uj^er
edges attached to small yards, which are
hoisted up to the topsail and top- gallant
iotd-trma.—Studding-sail bomns, long poles

Studding-sails.

o. Royal studding-sail: *, Top-gallant studding-
sail, c, Topmast studding-sail. d. e. Studding-sail
booms.

sliding through hoom-irons at the extremi-
ties of the yards and from the vessel's sides,

used to spread the studding-sails.

Student (stuMent). n. [L. stxtdens, stu-
dentis, ppr, of studco, to study.] 1. A per-
son enga^d in study; one who is devoted
to learning; a scholar; as, the students of
nn academy, of a college or university ; a
medical student; a la.w student—2. A man
devoted to books; a bookish man; as, a
hard stiddent; a close student.

Keep a gamester from dice, and a good student
from his book, and it is wonderful. Shak.

3. One wlio studies or examines; as, a stu-
dent of nature's works.
Studentship (stu'dent-ship), n. The state
of \m\vj: a student.

Stud-iiorse (stud'hors), n. [See Stcd.] A
tireeding horse; a hoi-se kept for propagat-
ing his kind.

Studied (stud'id), p. and a. 1. Made the
subject of study; closely examined; read
with diligence and attention; well con-
sidered

; as, the book has been studied; the
subject has been well studied.— 2. Well
versed in any branch of leaniing; qualified
by study; learned; as, a man well studied in
geometry, or in law or medical science.

I shrewdly suspect that he is little studied in the
theory of moral proportions. Burke.

3. Premeditated ; deliberate ; carefully and
studiously contrived or thought out ; as, a
studied insult.

The flattering senate
Decrees him divine honours, and to cross it

Were death with studied torments. Massingtr.

4.t Having a particular inclination.

A prince should not be so loosely studied as to re-
member so weak a composition. Shak.

Studiedly (stud'id-li), ado. In a studied
manner.
Studier (stud'i-fir), n. One who studies; a
student.

You are a professed studier of human nature—it is

the book you love to read. Mrs. S. C. Hall.

Studio (stu'di-6), n. [It] The working
room of a painter or sculptor.

Studious (stu'di-us), a. [Fr. stitdieux, L.

studiosus. See STUDY.] 1. Given to study:
devoted to the acquisition of knowledge
from books; as, a studious scholar. 'The
studious unfversities.' Shak.— 2. Given to
thought or to the examination of subjects
by contemplation ; contemplative.— 3. Ear-
nest; eager to discoversomething or to effect
some object; busy; diligent; as, to t>e studi-
ous to please. ' Wary in thy stttdious care.'

Shak. 'Studious to find new friends and
new allies.' Tickell.—4. Attentive to; care-
ful: with of.

You that are so studious
Ofwpf affairs, wholly neglect your own.

Massinger.
6. Planned with study; deliberate; studied.

For the frigid villany ol studious lewdness, for the
calm malignity of laboured impiety, what a|>ol<^y
can be invented? Rambler,

6. Favourable to study; suitable for thought
and conternplatiim. [Poetical.]

But let my due feet never fail.

To walk the studious cloisters pale. Milton.

Studiously (stu'di-ns-Ii), adv. In a studious
manner; as. (a) with study; with close at-

tention to books ; as, he is stvdimtsly in-

clined, {b) With diligence; with zeal and
earnestness; diligently; carefully; atten-
tively.

Acts of outrage and tumultuous excesses in a free
state are blazoned in minute detail, and descend to
posterity: the deeds of tyranny are studiously and
perpetually suppressed. Hallam.

Studiousness (stu'di-us-nes). n. The qua-
lity of iK'ing Rtudions ; the habit or practice
of study; addictedness to books; thought-
fulness; diligence.

Men are sometimes addicted to studiousness aXiA
learning, sometimes to ease and ignorance.

Ha kerfill.

Studwork (stud'w^rk), n. A wall of brick-
work l)ujlt between studs.

Study (stud'i), n. [L. studinm, a busying
one's self about a thing, zeal, study, applica-
tion to learning, from stvdeo, to busy one's
self about, to apply one's self to, to study.]
1. A setting of the mind or thoughts upon
a subject; hence, application of mind to
books, to arts or science, or to any subject
for the purpose of learning what is not be-
fore known; as, to be fond of study.

By labour and intent study (which I take to be my
portion in this life), joined with the strong prepense
of nature. I mi^ht perhaps leave something so writ-

ten to aftertimes as they should not willingly let it

die. Milton.

Study gives strength to the mind; conversation,
grace. Sir H'. Tetnple.

2. Earnest mental endeavour ; absorbed or
thoughtful attention; earnestness; diligence;

eagerness.

It is my study to seem despiteful and ungentle to
you. Shak.

Jiist men they seem'd. and all their study bent
To worship God aright and know his works.

Milton.

3. Any particular branch of learning that la

studied; any object of study.

studies serve for delight, for ornament, and for
ability. Baeon.

The proper study of mankind Is man. Pope.

ch, cAain; £h. 3c. loeJ^ g. vo; j, job; b, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, CJten; th, ikm\ w, upig; wh. u>Mg; sh, amre.—See Kit.
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4. A building or an apartment devoted to

study or to literary employment; the room
or apartment in which a person studies.

Get me a taper in my study, Lucius. Shak,

5. Deep cogitation; a fit of thought; reverie.

The king of Castile, a little confused, and in a study
said. That I cannot do with my honour. Bacon.

6. In the fine arts, («) a work undertaken
for improvement in the art and often left

incomplete. (6) A preparatory sketch from
nature to be used in the composition of

other larger and more finished works. Thus,
entire figures in some instances; in others,

human heads, hands, or feet, animals, trees,

plants, flowers, and in short anything de-

signed from nature, receive the general

name of studies.—7. In music, a piece of in-

strumentiil music composed for the purpose
of familiarizing the player with the diffi-

culties of his instrument.

Study (stud'i). v.i. pret. & pp. studied; ppr.

studying. [See the noun.] 1. To apply the

mind to books or learning ; as, he studies

eight hours in the day.—2. To fix the mind
closely upon a subject; to think seriously

or earnestly; to dwell in thought; to ponder.
'To study where I well may dine.' Shak.

I found a moral first, and then studiediox a fable.

Swift.

3. To endeavour diligently; to be zealous.

We beseech you . . . that ye study to be quiet,

and to do your own business. i Thes. iv. lo, ii.

Study (stud'i), v.t. 1. To apply the mind to

for the purpose of learning; to read and
examine for the purpose of learning and
understanding; as, to study law or theology;
to study languages.— 2. To consider atten-

tively; to examine closely; as, study the
works of nature.

study thyself; what rank: or what degree
Thy wise Creator has ordain'd for thee. Dryden.

3. To form or arrange by previous thought;
to devise; to think intently on. 'To study
fashions to adorn my body.' Shak. — -1. To
con over, or to commit to memory.
Where did you study all this goodly speech ? Shak.

5. To have careful regard to ; to be zealous
for; to be solicitous for the good of; as, to

study one's own interests; to study one per-
son and neglect another.

Study, Studdie (stud'i), n. [See Stithy.]
A smith's anvil or forge. [Scotch.]

Stufa (sto'fa), n. [It.] A jet of steam issu-

ing from a fissure of the earth in volcanic
regions.

Stuff (stuf), n. [O.Fr. estoffe, Fr. itoffe, stuff,

matter, substance, material, according to

Littr^ from G. stoff, stuff, which he derives
directly from L. stuppa, stupa, tow, oakum,
whence also G. stop/en, to stop or stuff up.]

1. In its widest sense substance or matter
indefinitely ; more particularly, the matter
of which anything is formed; material to be
worked up in any process of manufacture.

When that the poor have cried, Caesar hath wept

:

Ambition should be made of sterner stuff". Shak.
Degrading prose explains his meaning ill.

And shows the siu_^, and not the workman's skill.

Roseaffttnou

.

Do not squander time ; for that is the stu_^ which
life is made of. Franklin.

2. Furniture; goods. 'If a man deliver

money or stuff.' Ex. xxil 7.

He took away locks, and gave away the king's

stuS^. Hayward.
The farmer vext packs up his beds and chairs.

And all his household stuff. Tennyson.

3. Essence; elemental part.

Yet do I hold it very stuff o' the conscience
To do no contrived murder. Shak.

4. A medicine or mixture; a potion.

I did compound for her
A certain sttiff, which, being ta'en, would seize
The present power of life. Shak.

5. In com. (a) a general name for all kinds
of fabrics, of silk, wool, hair, cotton, or
thread manufactured on the loom ; as, silk

stuffs; woollen stuffs. (&) Particularly, wool-
len cloth of slight texture, for linings and
women's apparel and the like. —6. Refuse or
worthless matter; anything worthless or
trifiing; hence, foolish or irrational lan-

guage; nonsense; trash; as, you are talking

stuff.
Anger would indite

Such woful stuff as I or ShadweU write. Dryden.

Stuff (stuf), V.t. 1. To fill by packing or
crowding material into; to cram full; to

load to excess; to crowd.

I will stuffyour purses full of crowns. Shak.

This crook drew hazel boughs adown.
And stuff'd her apron wide with nuts so brown.

Gay.

2. To fill or pack with material necessary to

make complete ; as, to stuff a bed-tick or a
cushion. —3. To cause to swell out. 'Lest

the Gods . . . should with a dropsy stuff Wy^
skin.' Dryden.—4. To fill the skin of, as a

dead animal, for presenting and preserving

its form; as, to stuff a bird.— 5. To form or
fashion by stuffing.

An eastern king put a judge to death for an iniqui-

tous sentence, and ordered his hide to be stuffd into

a cushion, and placed upon the tribunal. S-wift.

6. To crowd with facts ; to cram the mind
of; sometimes, to crowd or fill with false or

idle tales or fancies.

For thee I dim these eyes, and j/wjTthis head
With all such reading as was never read. Pope.

7. To fill by being put into anything.

With inward arms the dire machine they load.

And iron bowels j/«j?^the dark abode. Dryden.

8. To thrust in; to crowd; to press; to pack
firmly.

Put roses into a glass with a narrow mouth, stuff-

ing 'Cn^m. close together. Bacon.

9. To fill with seasoning; as, to stuff a leg of

veal.

Stuff (stuf), v.i. To feed gluttonously.

'Taught harmless man to cram and stuff.'

Swift.

Stuffed (stuft), p. and a. Having the nose
obstructed, as during a cold.

I'm stuff'd, cousin ; I cannot smell. Shak.

Stuffer (stuf'6r), n. 1. One who stuffs; speci-

fically, one who stuffs the skins of animals
for the purpose of preserving -as specimens,
tfec. ; as, a hiTd-stuffer.—2. That which stuffs;

specifically, a machine or instrument for

filling in stufling or seasoning; as, a sausage-

stuffer.

Stuff- gown (stuf'goun), n. A gown made
of stuff; hence, metonyniically, a junior bar-

rister, or one under the rank of queen's
counsel, and therefore not entitled to wear
a silk gown.
Stuffiness (stuf'i-nes), 7i. The state or qua-
lity of being stuffy, close, or musty; as, the

stuffiness of a room.
Stuifflng (stufing), n. 1. That which is used
for filling anything; as, the stuffing of a
saddle or cushion.— 2. Seasoning for meat;
that which is put into meat to give it a
higher relish.

Arrach leaves are very good in pottage and stuff-

ings. Mortimer.

Stuffing-box (stuf'ing-boks), n. In mach.
a contrivance for securing a ateam, air, or

water tight joint when
it is required to pass
a movable rod out of

a vessel or into it. It

consists of a close box
cast round the hole
through which the rod
passes, in which is laid,

around the rod and in

contact with it,a quan-
tity of hemp or india-

rubber packing. This
packing is lubricated
with oily matter, and
a ring, as shown in the
annexed figure, is then
placed on the top of it

and pressed down by p^^ of Steam-engine
screws, so as to squeeze Cylinder. .r.r,Stuffing-

the packing into every box.
crevice. The stuffing-

box is used in steam-engines, pumps, on the
shaft of a screw-steamer where it passes
through the stern, &c.

Stuffy (stuf'i), a. [Comp. stive.] 1. Difficult

to breathe in; close; musty: said of a room.
' The salon was beginning to get st\iffy and
hot.' Sunday at Home.— 2. Stout; mettle-
some; resolute. [Scotch.]—3. Angry; sulky;
obstinate. [United States.]

Stuke t (stiik), n. Stucco.

Stull (stul), n. [Perhaps connected with
stool; comp. G. stollen, a stand, a support.]

In mining, (a) an arching of boards serving

to protect the workmen from stones falling

from the roof, (b) Same as Bunning.
Stulm (stulm), n. [Comp. Sw. stoll, G. stol-

len, a gallery.] A shaft to draw water out
of a mine. [Local or obsolete.]

Stulp (stulp), Ji. [Icel. st6lpi, a post, a pil-

lar; Dan. Sw. and O.D. stolpe.^ A short

stout post driven into the ground for any
purpose. [Provincial English.]

Stultification (sturti-fi-ka"shon), n. The
act of stultifying or state of being stultified.

Stultifler (sturti-fi-6r), n. One who stulti-

Stultify (stul'ti-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. stulti-

fied; ppr. stultifying. [L. stultus, foolish,
and/acio, to make.) 1. To make foolish; to
make a fool of. Burke.—2. To look upon as
a fool or as foolish.

The modern sciolist stultifies all understandings
but his own, and that which he regards as his own.

Hazliit.

3. In law, to allege or prove to be insane,
for avoiding some act. ^ To stultify one's

self, to unsay, directly or by implication,
what one has already asserted ; to lay one's
self open to an accusation of self-contradic-
tion.

Stultiloquence (stul-til'o-kwens), n. [L.

stulti's, foolish, and loqxientia, a talking,
from loquor, to speak.] roolish talk; a
babljling.

Stultilociuent (stul-til'o-kwent), a. Given
to stultiloquence, or foolish talk.

Stultiloquently (stul-tiro-kwent-h), adv.
In a stultiloquent manner; with foolibli

talk.

Stultlloquy (stul-til'o-kwi), n. [L. stultl-

loquium. See Stultiloquence. ] Foolish
talk ; silly discourse ; babbling. ' A mere
stultiloquy, or talking like a fool.' Jer.
Taylor.

Stum (stum), 71. [D. stom, unfermented
wine, must, wine that has not worked, from
stom, G. stumm, Dan. and Sw. stum, diunb,
mute.] 1. Unfermented grape-juice; must
or new wine, often mixed with dead or vapid
wine to raise a new fermentation.
Let our wines, without mixture or stum, be all fine.

Or call up the master, and break his dull noddle.
B. yonson.

2. Wine revived by being made by must to
ferment anew. Hudibras.
Stum (stum), v.t. pret. & pp. stummed; ppr.
stumming. 1. To renew by mixing with
must and fermenting anew. * We stum our
wines to renew their spirits.' Sir J. Floyer.
2. To fume a cask with brimstone. [Pro-
vincial. ]

Stumble (stum'bl), v.i. pret. & pp. stumbled;
ppr. stumbling. [O.E, stomhle, stomel, a
form allied to Prov. E. stummer, Sc. stam-
mer, Icel. stitmra, to stumble, to walk with
uncertain steps ; Dan. dial, stumle, stumre,
to stamp, to totter; E. stump; L.G. stum-
peln, stumpern, to walk with heavy steps

;

N. stumble, to totter. Allied also probably
to step and stamp.] 1. To trip in walking
or moving in any way upon the legs; to
strike the foot so as to fall or to endanger a
fall; to stagger after a false step.

The way of the wicked is as darkness ; they know
not at what they stumd/e. Prov. iv. 19.

My mind
StunMes, and all my faculties are lamed.

Tennyson.
2. To walk in a bungling, noisy, and un-
steady manner. ' He stumbled up the dark
avenue.' Sir ir. Scott.—B. To fall into crime
or error; to err.

He that loveth his brother, abideth in the light, and
there is none occasion of stumbling in him.

I Jn, ii. 10.

4. To strike upon without design; to fall on;
to light on by chance: with on or upon.
Ovid stumbled by some inadvertence ufan Livia

in a bath. Drydett.

Many of the greatest inventions have been acci-

dentally stumbled upon by men busy and inquisitive.

Ray.

Stumble (stum'bl), v.t. 1. To cause to stum-
ble ; to cause to trip or stagger; to trip up.
'False and dazzling fires to stumble men.'
Milton.— 2. To confound; to puzzle ; to put
to a nonplus; to perplex; to embarrass.
One thing more stumbles me in the very foundation

of this hypothesis. Locke.

Stumble (stum'bl), n. 1. The act of stum-
bling; a trip in walking or running.— 2. A
blunder; a failure.

One stumble is enough to deface the character of
an honourable life. Sir R. VEstrange.

Stumbler (stum'bl^r), n. One that stumbles
or makes a blunder.

A stumbler stumbles least in rugged way.
G. Herbert.

Stumbling-block (stum'bling-blok),7i. Any
cause of stumbling; that which forms a dif-

ficulty in one's way ; that which causes of-

fence : generally used in figurative sense.

We preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a stum-
bling-block, and unto the Greeks foolishness.

1 Cor. i, 23.

Stumbllngly (stum'bling-li), adv. In a

stiunbling manner. Sir P. Sidney.
Stumblini-stone(stum'tding-ston),H.Same
as Stumbling-block. T. Burnet.

Stump (stump), n. [A nasalized form of

stub; Dan. stump, a fragment, a stump,
stump, blunt, dull; D. stomp, a stump,
stomp, blunt, dull ; G. stumpf, a stump, a

Fate, far, fat, fftll; mg, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tijbe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc ley.
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Bhort end, shortened, docked, blunt. See
Stub.] 1. The fixed or rooted part of any-
thing remaining after another part has been
lopped off, destroyed, or the like; as, (a) the

stub of a tree : the part of a tree remaining
in the earth after the tree is cut down, or

the part of any plant left in the earth after

it is cut down. (6) The part of a limb or
other body remaining after a part is am-
putated or destroyed ; as, the stump of a
leg, of a finger, or a tooth.—2. pi. Legs; as.

to stir one's gtumps. [CoUoq.]— 3. One of

the three posts constituting the wicket at

the game of cricket. Their lower ends are
pointed so as to be easily driven into the
ground, and the height at which they stand
when fixed is 27 inches ; the space between
them must not allow of the ball passing
through. The top of each stump is grooved,
and in the grooves the small pieces of wood
called hailg are laid, from stump to stump.
4. A siiort thick roll of leather or paper cut
to a point, and used to rub down the harsh
or strong lines of a crayon or pencil draw-
ing, for shading it, or for rubbing solid tints

on paper from colours in powder.—O/i the

stump, in the course of itinerating through
a district or country and making speeches
at different places, for political or other
purposes. Saturdai/ liev. [Originally United
Slate*. The word had its origin in the prac-

tice of itmerant orators using the stump of

a tree to speak fiom in lately cleared dis-

tricts. ]

Stump (stump), v. i. 1. To cut off a part of;

to reduce to a stump; to lop.

Around the stumped top Soft moss did grow.
Dr. H. More.

2. To strike, as anything fixed and hard,
with the toe. [Vulgar.]— 3. To challenge;
to defy ; to puzzle ; to confound. [Colloq.

and low. United States. ]~4. To make a tour
through or to travel over, making speeches
for political or personal purposes. Satur-
day Rev. See the noun. —5. In cricket, (a) to
knock down a stump or stumps of.

A herd of boys with clamour bowl'd
And stufnp'd the wicket. Tennyson.

(b) To put out of play by knocking down the
wicket wliich the player or batsman is try-

ing to defend, when he is off the ground
allotted to him by the laws of the game:
sometimes with out; as, he was gtumjied, or
Humped out. T. Hughes. Hence—6. To de-
feat, impoverish, or rutn.

Don't you know our historyT—haven't you he.ird,

my dear fellow, wc are stumfxdt T. Hook.

fftmnp (stump), v.i. l. To walk stiffly,

heavily, or noisily. —2. To make electioneer-

ing or other such speeches from the stump
of a tree or othtr elevatiou : in a contemp-
tuous sense. [American.] — To stump it,

(a) to make an escape ; to take to flight ; to

run off. [Slang,]

Stump it, tuy cove; that's a Bow-sireet runner.
Lord Lytton.

(6) To travel about making stump-speeches.
—To stump up, to pay or hand over money;
as, I will make him stump up for my lost

time. [Colloq.

)

Stumper (stump'fer), n. 1. One who stumps.
2. A boaster. — 3. A story that puzzles or
creates incredulity. [Colloq. United States.)

Stump-orator (8tump'<jr-a-t6r), ?i. A man
who harangues the populace from the stump
of a tree or other elevation ; a frothy or
bomtjastic speaker.

Stump-oratory (stump'or-a-to-ri). n. Ora-
tory -luh ;is tli;it of a stump-orator.
Stump-speaker (stump'spek-fer). n. A pop-
ular political speaker. [United States.]

Stump-speech (stump'spech), n. A speech
made from the stump of a tree or other im-
ftrovised platform; an electioneering speech
n favour of one's self or some other politi-

cal candidate ; a loud, frothy, bragging, or
bombastic haran^e. [United States.]

Stumpy (stump'i). a. 1. Full of stumps

—

2. Short; stubby. [Colloq.]

Stun (stun), v.t. pret. & pp. stttnned; ppr.
stunning. [A. Sax. «funian, to stun, to make
stupid with a noise; 0. stminen, to be aston-
ished, to be stupefied. Perliaps from same
root as L. tono, to thunder, with prefixed «.]

1. To overpower the sense of hearing of; to
blunt or stupefy the organs of hearing of;
to confound or make dizzy by loud noise or
•ound.
Still shall I hear, and never quit the score.
Stunned with hoarse Codrus Theseid o'crand o'erT

Dryden.
2. To render insensible or dizzy by force or
violence ; to render senseless by a blow.

One hung a pole-ax at his saddle-bow.
And one a heavy mace to stun the foe. Dryden.

3. To surprise completely; to overpower.
William was quite stunned at my discourse, and

held his peace. De Foe.

Stung (stung), pret. & pp. of sting.

Stunk (stungk), pret. of stink.

Stunner (stun'^r), n. l. One who or that
which stuns. —2. Anything that stuns or
astonishes by its appearance or other quali-

ties; anything wonderfully or extraordinar-
ily good; something first-rate: often applied
to a person or thing of verj* showy appear-
ance. [Slang.]

I am busy workinija cai> for you, dear aunty, . . .

and 1 think when finished it will be quite a stunner.
Dean Rantsny.

Stunning (stun'ing), a. Of unusual quality

or qualities; first-rate; excellent; very good;
as, ix stunning girl; stunning cigars; stun-

ning wine. [Slang.]

Stunt (stunt), v.t. [A form of stint; A. Sax.

stintan, to be weary, stunt, blunt, stupid

;

Icel. (non-nasalized) stuttr, short, stunted;
O.Sw. stutt, stunt, docked, short; G. Uutzen,
to dock, to shorten.] To hinder from free

growth; to shorten or check in growth; to
dwarf; as, to stunt a child; to stunt a plant.

When, by a cold penury, I blast the abilities of a
nation, and sttipit the growth of its active energies,

the ill 1 may do is beyond all calculation. Burke.

Stunt (stunt), n. 1. A check in growth.—
2. That which has been checked in its

growth; a stunted animal or thing; a young
whale two years old.

Stunted (stunt'ed), p. and a. Checked or
dwarfed in growth; undersized.
Stuntedness (stunt'ed-nes), n. The state
of heint; stunted.

Stuntinessi (stunfi-nes),?!. Same &&Sinnted-
ness.

Stuntness (stunt'nes), n. Shortness; ab-
ruptness. [Rare.]

Short sentences are prevalent in our language, as
long ones are in German. In all things we mchne to
curlness and stuntness. y. EarU.

Stupa (sto'pa). n. [Skr. stUpa, an accumu-
lation, a mount, a stupa or tope.] The name
given by Buddhists to certain sacred monu-
mental structures. As distinguished from
the dagoba, the true stupa commemorates
some event, or marks some spot, held dear
by the followers of Buddha; while tlie dago-
ba contains relics of that deity. The names,
however, are sometimes confounded.
Stupa, Stupe (stu'pa, stup), n. [L. stupa,
tow. J

I'lannt'l, flax, or other such articles

wrung out of hot water, plain or medicated,
applieti to a wound or sore.

Stupe (stup), v.t. To apply a stupa or stupe;
to foment. Wiseman.

StU];>e t (stup). n. A stupid or foolish per-
Sftn. Bickerstaff.

Stupefadent (stu-pe-fa'shi-ent), a. [L. stv^

pe/aciens, stupe/acientis, ppr. of stupe/acio.

See Stupefaction.] Having a stupefying
power.
Stupefaclent (stu-pe-fa'shi-ent), n. A medi-
cine which produces stupor or insensibility;

a narcotic.

Stupefaction (stu-pe-fak'shon), n. [L. stu-

pefitcio. .See .STLi'EKY.] 1. The act of Stupe-
fying or state of lieiu}^ stupefied.—2. A stolid

or senseless state; mseusibility ; dulness;
torpor; stupidity.

Resistance of the dictates of conscience brings a
hardness and stupefaction upon it. South.

StupeCactive (stu-pe-fak'tiv), a. Causing
insensibility: deadening or blunting the
sense of feeling or understanding; narcotic.

Stupefactive (stu-pe-fak'tiv),n. That which
stui>efleB ; specifically, a medicine that pro-
duces stupor; a stupefaclent. 'Teaching
us to refuse any anodynes or siupefactives'
Bp. R'-ynolds.

StupeflednesB (stu'pefid-nes), n. The state
of t)eing .stupefied; stupefaction; Insensi-

bility. ' The deadness and stupeftedness of

the part.' Boyle.

Stuf^efler (stu'pe-fi-6r), n. One who or that
which stupefies, or makes dull or stupid.

Stupefy(stii'pe-fl). ».(. pret. <Sc pp. stupefied;
ppr. stupefying. [Fr. stup^fier, from L. stu-

pefacere—stuj}eo, to l>e struck senseless, and
facie, to make] 1. To blunt the faculty of
perception or undei'standing in ; to deprive
of sensibility; to make dull or dead to ex-
ternal influences; to make torpid; as,*(upf-

fied by narcotics or by a blow on the head.
' As the fumes of drink discompose and stu-

pefy the brain of a man overchai^ed with
it' South.— 'i.\ To deprive of material mo-
bility.

It is not malleable; but yet it is not fluent, but
stupefied. Bacon.

[Sometimes incorrectly written 8tup\fy.]

Stupendt(stu-pend'), a. Stupendous. 'Stu-
pend and admirable conclusions.' Burton.
Stupendioust (stu-pen'di-us), a. Stupend-
ous. ' At sight of that stupendious bridge
his joy increased.' Milton.

Stupendioualyt (stu-pen'di-us-li), adv. Stu-
pendously. Sandys.
Stupendous (stii-pen'dus), a. [L. stupendus,
wonderful, amazing, astonishing; from stu-
peo, to be struck senseless, to be ast<tnished. ]

Striking dumb by magnitude; hence, aston-
ishing; great and wonderful; of astonishing
magnitude or elevation ;

grand ; as, a stupen-
dous pile; a stupendous edifice; a stupendous
mountain.

All are but parts of one stupendous whole. Pope.

Those temples, palaces, and piles stupendous,
Of which the very ruins are tremendous. H. SmitA.

Stupendously (stu-pen'dus-li), adv. In a
stupendous manner.
Stupendousness (stii-pen'dus-nes), n. The
quality or state of being stupendous.
Stupent (stii'peut),a. [L. stupens, stupentie,
ppr. of stupeo, to be stupefied. ] Confounded;
astounded;- stimned into silence. [Rare.]

We will say moiimfully, in the presence of Heaven
and Earth, that we stand speechless, stupent, and
know not what to say I Carlyle.

StupeOUS (stu'pe-us), n. [L. stupa, tow.]
Resembling tow; covered with long loose
hairs or filaments like low; stupose.

Stupid (stu'pid), a. (L. stupidus, from stu-
peo, to be astonished, to be struck sense-
less. ] 1. Deprived temporarily or perma-
nently of the pel ceptive, thinking, or reason-
ing faculties ; bereft of feeling ; in a state
of stupor; dull as regards the faculties;
deadened; Insensible; stupefied. 'Stupid
with age.' Shak.

With wild surprise,

A moment stupid, motionless he stood. Thomson.

And Enid could not say one tender word
She felt so blunt and stupid at the heart.

Tennyson.
2. Devoid of understanding; possessed of
dull gross folly.

No man who knows aught can be so stupid to deny
that all men naturally were born free. Milton.

3. Characterized by or resulting from stu-
pidity; formed without skill or genius;
senseless; nousensical.

Observe what loads of stupid rhymes
Oppress us in corrupted times. Swift.

Stupidity (stu-pid'iti), n. [Fr. stupidiU,
L. stupiditas. See Stupip] The state or
quality of being stupid ; as, («) insensibility
to external imi)ressions ; numbness of feel-

ing; stupor; astonishment.

A stupidity
Past admiralioD strikes me. joined with fear.

Chap^nan.
(b) Extreme dulness of perception or under-
standing; dull foolishness.

Pure stupidity is of a quiet nature, and content to
be merely stupid. Carlyle.

Syn. Insensibility, torpidness, deadness.
sluggishness, sfittislniess, doltishness, block-
islmess. senselessness.

Stupidly (stfi'pid-li), adv. In a stupid man-
ner; as, (n) with suspension or inactivity of
understanding or perception. (6) Without
the exercise of reason or judgment ; with
dull folly.

Stupldnesa (stn'pid-nes), n. Stupidity.
Stuplfler (f-tu'pi-fi-6r). n. Same as Stujjefier.

Stupify (stu'pi-fi), v.t. Same as Stupefy.
Stupor (stu'poi). n. [L.J 1. Great diminu-
tion or suspension of sensibility ; suppres-
sion of sense; a state in which the faculties
are deadened or dazed; as, the patient is In
a stupor. 'A stupor or dull pain in the
thigh.' Arbvthuot.—2. Intellectual insensi-
bility ; moral deadness ; heedlessness or in-
attention to one's interests.

Our church stands haltered, dumb, like a dumb
ox ; lowing only for provender {of tithes) ; content, if

it can have that ; or. with dumb stupor, expecting its

further doom. Carlyle.

Stupose (stu'po8).a. [From L. stupa, tow.]
In hot. having a tuft of hairs; composed of

matted filaments like tow.
Stuprat€(stu'prat).r.t. pret.A•pp.«(t/p^a(e{f;

ppr. stuprating. [L. stupro, stupratum, to
defile, from ft'fM;>n/)/(. defilement. ] To ravish;
to debauch. Heywood.
Stupration (stiipra'shon), n. Rape; vio-

lation of chastity by force. .Sir T. Browne.
Stuprum (stu'prum), n. [L.] 1. Forcible
violation of the person ; rape. —2. In civil

law, every union of the sexes forbidden by
morality.

Stupulose (stu'pu-los), a. [Dim. of stupose.}

Inbot. covered with coarse, decumbent hairs.

cb, cAain; 6h, 3c. \oeh\ g, go; j,jo\>; t, Fr. ton; ng, ang; th. then; th, tAin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, a^rure.—See Ket.
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Sturdied (stSr'did). a. Affected with the
di&ease called sturdy; as, 'sturdied sheep.*

Sir W. Scott.

Sturdily (st^r'di-li), adv. In a sturdy man-
ner; stoutly; lustily. ' Toiighly chew and
sturdily digest.' Doniie.

Sturdiness (stfir'di-nes), n. The state or
quality of being sturdy; stoutness; lustiness;

vigorousness.

Sturdy (stSr'di), a. [Commonly derived from
O.Fr.e*"(owrdi, Mod.Fr.^/o«r(ii,stupid,giddy,
inconsiderate; like It. titordire, to deafen,
to stupefy, possibly, according to Diez, from
a form extordire, for extorpidire—L. ex, and
/orpitiiw, stupefied, fromtorpeo, to benumb.
But more probably from Icel. stirdr, hard,
stiff, unbending, harsh

;
perhaps from root

of stark, stare.] l.f Foolishly obstinate;
stupidly hardened; stubborn; stiff-necked.

A shtrdy hardened sinner advances to the utmost
pitch of impiety with less reluctance than he took
the first step. Atterbury.

2. Stiff; stout; strong; as, a sfurdy oak.

He was not of a delicate contexture, his limbs
rather sturdy than dainty. IVotton.

8. Exhibiting strength or force; forcible;

lusty; violent; vigorous. 'A few sturdy
steps.' Sir W. Scott.

How bowed the woods beneath their sturdy stroke I

Gray.

4. Robust in body; strong; stout; vigorous
and hardy; as, a sturdy ploughman.
The men of the north, for the sake of material in-

terests, succumbed to a course of treatment which
their more sturdy ancestors would not have endured
from an English ministry. IV. Chambers.

Sturdy (stSr'di), n. [Gael, stxdrd, stuirdean,
vertigo, drunkenness, sturdy.] A disease in

sheep, marked by a disposition to stagger,

sit on the rump, turn towards one side,

stupor, (fee. It is caused by the presence
within the brain of the cystic form (Coenu-

rus) or immature embrj'o of a particular
species of tape-worm {T<£nia Ccemirus),va.Ty'

ing in size from that of a pea to that of a
pigeon's egg. The sheep attacked ai'e gene-

rally under two years old, and a radical cure
is rarely effected, puncturing and trephining
the head over the injured part giving but
temporary relief.

SturgeOU (stSr'jon). n. [Fr. esturgeoii, from
L.L. sturio, from O.H.G. sturio, A. Sax.

styria, Mod. G. Sw. and Dan. stor, sturgeon.]

Sturgeon {Acipenser sturio).

A ganoid fish of the genus Acipenser, family
Sturionidaj, the members of which family
are popularly included uutler the name
sturgeon. The general form of the sturgeon
is similar to that of the shark, but the body
is covered with numerous bony plates in
longitudinal rows; the exterior portion ot
the head is also well mailed ; the mouth
placed under the snout is small and eden-
tated; the palatal bones, soldered to the
maxillaries, convert them iuto the upper
jaw. The mouth, placed on a pedicel that
has three articulations, is more protractile
than that of a shark. The eyes and nostrils
are on the side of the head, and cirri are
inserted under the snout On the back is a
single dorsal fln, and the tail is forked. The
sturgeons ascend the larger rivers of Europe
in great abundance, and are the objects of
important fisheries. The flesh of most of
the species is wholesome and agreeable food;
their roe is converted into caviare, and their
air-bladder affords the finest isinglass. The
common %i\xv^eon(^Acipeiiser sturio) isfound
in most of the large rivers of Europe. Its
flesh is delicate and well-flavoured, some-
what resembling veal. When caught in the
Thames, within the jurisdiction of the Lord-
mayor of London, it is a royal fish, reserved
for the sovereign. The sterlet (<i. ruthenus)
is found in the Volga and the Danube. (See
Sterlet.) The great or white sturgeon, or
beluga {A. hu»o), is found in the Danube,
the Volga, and other rivers running into
the Black and Caspian Seas. It frequently
exceeds 12 and 15 feet in length, and weighs

above 1200 pounds. The flesh is not much
esteemed, hut the finest isinglass is made
from its air-bladder. There are several spe-
cies peculiar to North America.
Sturiones, Sturionid^e (sturi-o'nez, stu-ri-

on'i-de), n. pi. A family of ganoid fishes, of
which the common sturgeon {Acipenser
sturio) is the type. See Sturgeon.
Sturlonlau (stu-ri-o'ni-an), n. A member
of the family Sturiones or Sturionidaj.

Sturk (st6rk), n. A young ox or heifer. See
Stirk. [Local.]

Sturuidse (stei-'ni-de), n. pi. The starlings,

a family of insessorial birds, of which Stur-
nus is the type genus.
Stumus (stfer'nus), n. [L., a starling.] A
genus of insessorial birds, of which the com-
mon starling (Sturyiu^ vulgaris) is a familiar
example. See Starling.
Sturt (sturt), v.t. [Sw. stortUy to vex. to dis-

turb; G. storen, to disturb; akin stir.] To
vex; to trouble. [Old and provincial.]

Sturt (sturt), v.t. To startle; to be afraid.

Burns. [Scotch.]

Sturt (sturt), Ji. Trouble; disturbance;
vexation; wratli; heat of temper. [Scotch.]

Sturt (stert), 71. In 7>tt;uHy, an extraordinary
profit made by a tributer by taking the ex-
cavation or cutting of a course of ore at a
high price.

Stutt (stut), v.t. To stutter.

Nay, he hath Albano's imperfection too.
And stitts when he is violently moved. Marston.

Stutter (stut'6r), v.i. [D. stotteren, L.G.
stutern, G. stotteni, to stutter ; freq. forms
corresponding to O. and Pi'Dv. E. stut, to
stutter, to stagger; Sc. stot, to rebound; L.G.
stolen, to knock; Icel. stauta, to strike.] To
stammer; to hesitate in uttering words.

When I want to apologize I always stutter.

'Lord Lytton.

Stutter (stut'^r), n. 1. A stammer; a hesi-

tation in speaking; as, to be troubled with
as(«e(er. See Stammer.—2.t A stutterer.
'Many stutters (we find) are choleric men.'
Ba.con.

Stutterer (8tut'6r-6r), n. One who stutters;

a stammerer.
Stuttering (stut'f-r-ing), n. A hesitation in

8pt;aking, in which there is a spasmodic and
uncontroUalde reiteration of the same syl-

lable. See Stammering.
Stutteringly (stnt't:r-ing-li), adv. In a stut-
tering manner; with stammering.
Sty (sti), n, [A. Sax. s({^e, Icel. stia, Dan.
sti, Sw. stla, O.H.G. stiga, a sty, a swine's
sty. The first part of steward is this word.]
1. A pen or inclosure for swine. Hence

—

2. Any filthy hovel or place ; a place of bes-
tial debauchery. * To roll with pleasure in

a sensual sty.' Milton.

Sty (sti), V. t. pret. & pp. stied; ppr. styiiig.

To shut up in a sty.

Styt (sti), v.i. [A. Sax. stigan, to mount, to
ascend. See Steye.] To soar; to ascend.
' With bolder wing shall dare aloft to sty.'

Speiiser.

Sty, Styan (sti, sti'an), n. Same as Stye.

There is a sty grown o'er the eye o' th' Bull,
Which will go near to blind the constellation.

Beau. & Fl.

Styan (sti'an), n. Same as Stye.

the eye could be easily re-

De Quincey.

Styca (sti'ka), n. [A. Sax. stic, stye; comp.
A. Sax. sticce, G. stuck, apiece.] An Anglo-
Saxon copper coin of the value of half a far-

thing. It seems to have been principally, if

not wholly, coined in the kingdom of Nor-

I knew that a styan c

duced.

Styca of Eanrcd, King of Northumberland.

thumberland. It bore the king's name on
one side and the coiner's on the other.

Stye (sti), n. [A. Sax. stlgend, a tumour on
the eye, from stigan, to rise.] A small in-

flammatory tumour of the nature of a boil

on the edge of the eyelid, particularly near
the inner angle of the eye ; hordeolum.
Written also Sty and Styan.
Styet (sti), v.i. Same as Sty.

Stygian (stij'i-an), a. (L. stygius, from Styx,
Gr. Styx, Stygos. the Styx, said to mean lit-

erally the Hateful, from stygeo, to hate.]
Pertaining to Styx, fabled by the ancients
to be a river of hell over which the shades

of the dead passed; hence, bellisb; infer-
nal.

At that so sudden blaze, the Stygian throng
Bent their aspect. MuUn.

Stylagalmaic (8tna-gal-ma"ik), n. or a.

[Gr. stylos, a pillar, and agalma, an image.]
In arch, performing the office of a column;
as, stylagalmaic figures or images.
Stylar (stil'^r), a. Pertaming to a style;
stilar.

Stylate (sti'lat), a. In bot. having a per-
sistent style.

Style (stil), n. [Fr. style, from L. stilus, stylus,
a stake, a pale, a pointed instrument, a style
for writing on waxen tablets, hence mode of
expression; from root of stimulus, Gr. stizo,

to prick, E. stick, sting (which see).] 1. A
pointed instrument or iron bodkin used by
the ancients for writing by scratching on
wax tablets. While the pointed end was used
to form the letters, the other end, which
was made blunt and smooth, was used for
making erasures. From the instrument of
writing the word came to signify a particular
manner of writing. -See 3 below. —2. Any-
thing resemltling a style in being pointed ; as,

(a) a pointed tool used in graving; a graver.
(b) A pointed surgical instrument; a prolje.

(c) The pin or gnomon of a sun-dial, which
projects the shadow on the plane of the dial.

(d) In bot. the prolongation of tlie summit
of the ovary which sup-
ports the stigma. Some-
times it is entirely want-
ing, and then the stigma
is sessile, as in tlie poppy
and tulip. When the
ovary is composed of a
single carpel, the style
is also single, and the
number of styles varies
according to the number
of carpels, though when
the carpels are numerous
the styles may be united.

Considered in reference to its direction or
position, the style may be lateral, basal, ver-
tical, included, protruded, ascending, or de-
dinate. Viewed in reference to its form, it

may be jili/orm, subulate, trigonal, clavi-

form, or petaloid. Viewed with reference
to its divisions, it may be simple or divided;
when the divisifns do not extend far, it is

slit; when more prolonged, partite. Thus
it may be bijid or bipartite, trifid or tripar-
tite, &c. After fecundation the style gen-
erally falls off, when it is said to be cadu-
cous; but wlien it remains, it is said to be
persistent. —Z. Manner of writing with re-

gard to language; the peculiar manner in
which a person expresses his conceptions;
the particular mode or form of exi)re8sing
ideas in language which distinguishes one
writer or speaker from another; the dis-

tinctive manner of writing wliich belongs to
each author, and also to each body of
authors, allied as belonging to the same
school, country, or epoch.

Proper words in proper places make the true de-
linition of a style. S'wifi.

Yet let some lord but own the happy lines.

How the wit brightens and the style refines? Pope.

The style which deals in long sentences or in short
sentences, or indeed which has an^ trick in it, is a
bad style. . , . The best thing which, to my mind,
has been ever said about st^de was said in a meta-
phorical way, the writer declaring that the styU

fl, Style; b. Stigma.

should, as it were, involve and display the subject-
matter, as the drapery in a consummate statue lokls
over and around tne hgure. Sir A. Helps.

4. Mode of presentation, especially in music
or any of the fine arts; characteristic or pe-
culiar mode of developing an idea or accom-
plishing a result. Style in the arts depends
on the character of the artist, the sulijects,

the art itself, the materials used, the object
aimed at, A-c. The style varies in different

periods, and is also influenced >>y differences

of national character. The various branches
of an art, too, have each its peculiar style.

Thus in poetry there are the epic, lyric, and
dramatic styles; in music, the sacred, opera,
and concert styles, the vocal and instru-

mental styles, the sonata and sj-mphony
styles, &c. ; in painting there are the histori-

cal, landscape, &c..styles.~5. External man-
ner or fashion ; often, manner deemed ele-

gant and appropriate in social demeanour;
fashion; as, the entertainment was got up
in excellent style,—6. Phrase of address or
appellation; formal or official designation;
title; as. any one having the style of majesty
'One style to a gracious benefactor, another
to a proud insulting foe.' Burke.— 7. In
arch, a particular character as to the gen-

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, ijot, move; tube, tub, hxOX; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J, Sc. fey.
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eral artistic idea pervading a building; as,

the Gothic style, the Grecian style, the
iloorish style, the Norman styU, &c.—8. In
chron. a mode of reckoning time with re-

gard to the Julian and Gregorian calendar.
(See Gregorian, Julian.) Style is Old or
Xetc. The Old Style follows the Julian man-
ner of comijuting the months and days, in

which the year consists of 365 days and 6
hours- This is something more than 11

minutes too much, and in the course of time,
l>etween Caesar and Pope Gregorj- XIIL,
this accumulated error amountetl to 10 days.

Gregory reformed the calendar by retrench-
ing 10 days, and fixing the ordinary length
of the civil year at 365 days; and to make
np for the mid hours it was ordained that
every fourth year (which we call leap-year)
should consist of 3G6 days. But the true
length of the solar year is only 865 days 5

hours 48 minutes 61-6 seconds; hence, four
solar years would fall short of four years of

365 days ^ hours each, or of four Julian
years, three of 365 days and one of 3<J6

days, by 44 minutes 336 seconds, and 400
solar years would fall short of 400 Julian
years by 74 hours 16 minutes, or by a little

more than three days. This error it was or-

dained should be rectified by omitting three
days in three of the four years which com-
pleted centuries; or. in other words, that
the centuries divisible without remainder
by 400, should alone of the centuries be ac-

counted leap-years. Thus lUOO, 2000. 2400
would be leap-years, but not 1700, 1800,

1900. 2100. 2200, 2300. This mode of cor-

recting the calendar has been adopted at
different times in almost all civilized na-
tions with the exception of Russia and
those countries where the Greek Church
is predominant, which still adliere to the
Old Style. In England the Gregorian or
New Style was adopted by act of parlia-

ment in 1752, and as one of the years con-
cluding a century in which the additional
or intercalary day was to be omitted (the
year 1700) had elapsed since the correction
by Pope Gregory, it was necessary to omit
11 instead of 10 days in the current year.
Accordingly U days in September. 1752, were
retrenched, and the 3d day was reckoned
the 14th. Tlie difierence between the Old and
New Styles is now 12 day*.—Style ofa court,

in law, the practice obtenred by any court
in its way of proceeding. —Juridical styles, in
Scots law, the particular forms of expres-
sion and arrangement necetuiry to be ob-
served in fonnal deeds and iostrumenta—
Dictwn, Phraneoiwjy, Style. See under
Diction.
Style (^til), v.t. pret A pp. styled; ppr. styl-

iiig. To entitle; to term, name, or call; to
denominate.
Th« chancellor of the exchequer they had no miod

should be styled a. knight CtarettdoM.

He who first made use of that conteraptfUe mia-
era! (iron) majr be tniljr ttytad die lather of arts.

Lock*.
Stn. To call, name, deaomliiate, inrigiwtff,
term, characterize.

Stylet ^(^ti'Itt), n. In m,ra. a probe.
Stylidiaoeae (sti-Iid'i.a"ie-e), n. pi. Style-
worts, a nat. order of monopetalous dicotyle-
dons, cliiefiy containing plants belonq^ng to
the genus Stylidlum (which see).

Stylidlam (stl-Ud'i-om), n. [Gr. a^tot, a

Stylidium laridloUuaL

colnmn, and eidm, likeness i A genus of
Australian plants, nat. order Stylidiacee,
remarkable for the peculiarly irritable col-

umn which bears both the stamens and
pistil. This column is jointed, and when
touched at a particular point it throws itself

with force from one side of the flower to the
other, bursting the anther-lobes and scat-

tering the pollen on the stigma. The spe-

cies are herbaceous plants or small shrubs,
with scattered entire, sometimes whorled
leaves, and pink, wliite, or violet, rarely
yellow flowers. Some are very ornamental.
Stylifonn (sti'li-form), a. [L. stylus, style,

and forma, form.] Having the shape of or
resembling a style, pin, or pen; styloid.

Styline (stilin), a. In hot. of or pertaining
t(j the style.

Styliscus (stl-lis'kus), n. In hot. the channel
which passes from the stigma of a plant
through the style into the ovary.

Stylish ( stU'ish ), a. Being in fashionable
form, or in high style; being quite in the
motie or fashion; showy; as, a stylish house,
dress, manner, and the like. [Colloq.]

Stylishly (stil'ish-li), adv. In a stylish man-
ner; fasnionaldy; showily. [CoUoq.]
Stylishness ( »«tirish-nes ), n. The state or
quaUty of being stylish, fashionable, or
showy; showiness; as, the«(yiu(/Hie««of dress
or of an equipage. [Colloq.]

Stylist (sti'list), n. A writer or speaker
who is careful of his style; a master of style;

a critic of style.

Stylistic (sti-lis'tikX n. 1. The art of form-
ing a good style in writing. —2. A treatise on
style. (Rare.]
Stylistic ( sti-lis'tik ), a. Of or relating to
style.

Still, the extreme uncertainty of the evidence which
identi^es any existing oianuscript as an actual pro-
duction of the translator WycUffe, and the great
styifstic differences between the works usually as-
cribed to him, require us to use great caution in

speaking of the characteristics of his diction.

O. P. Marsh.
Stylite (stilit), n. [Gr. stylltes, from stylos,

a pillar.] In eccles. hist, a pillar-saint; one
of those ascetics who, by way of penance,
passed the greater part of their lives on
the top of high columns or pillars. This
mode of self-torture was practised among
the monks of the East from the fifth to the
twelfth century. Perhaps the most cele-

brated was SL Simeon the Stylite, who
lived in the fifth century, and is the sub-
ject of one of Tennyson's shorter poems.
S^J^l0-(Btn6). A frequent prefix in anato-
mical terms applying to muscles which are
attached to the styloid process of the tem-
poral bone; as, stylo-^^los&UB, x^y/o-hyuideus,
«t(/^o-ma8toid foramen, stylo-^haryngeus.
Stylobate (stild-bat), n. [L. stylobates, sty-

Iwata, from Gr. stylobatis— stylos, a pU-

S, Stylobate.

lar, and bates, one that treads, from baino,
to go.] In arch, generally, any sort of base-
ment upon which columns are placed to
raise them above the level of the ground or
floor; but. technically, a continuous un-
broken pedestal upon which an entire range
of columns stands, contradistinguished from
pedestals, which are merely detached frag-
ments of a stylobate placed beneath each
column.
Stylobatlon (sti-16-ba'shon), n. In arcA. the
{MMJestal of a column.
Stylohite (sti'lobU), n. Gehlenite (which
see).

Stylographlc. StylograpMcal(8ti-l6graf-
ik, sti-16-graf'ik-ai). a. Pertaining to or use*!

in stylography ; as, stylographic cards, or
such as may be written on with a style.

—

StyUigraph ic pencU, a pencil or style for this
kind of writing.

Stylography ( sti-log'ra-fl ), n. [Gr. stylos,

a style, and rfraphO, to write] Art of trac-

ing with a style ; a method of drawing and
engraving with a style on cards or tablets.

Stylohyoid (sti-I6-hi'oid), a. In anat per-
taining to the styloid and hyoid processes.
'The it}tlo-hyoid ligament.' Dunglison.

Styloid (sti'loid), a [Gr stylos, a style, and
eidos, likeness.] Having some resemblance
to a style or pen ; as, the styloid process of
the temporal bone.

Stylospores.

Stylomastoid (sti-l6-mas'toid), a. In anat.
pertaining to the styloid and mastoid pro-
cesses. 'The stylomastoid artery.' Dun-
glison.

Stilomaxillary (sti-lo-niak'sil-la-ri),a. [Sty-
loid (process) and maxillary.] In anat. of
or pertaining to the styloid processes and
the jaw; as the stylomnxillary ligament.
Stylometer (8ti-lom'et-6r), n. [Gr. stylos, a
column, and metron, a measure.] An in-

strument for measuring columns.
Stylopod, Stylopodium (stilo-pod, sti-lo-

po'di-imi), n. [Gr. stylos, a pillar, a style,
and pons, podos, a foot.] In hot. one of the
doulile fleshy discs from which the styles in
the l'm})eniferse arise.

StylOps (sti'lops), n. [Gr. stylos, a pillar,

and <'ps, the eye.] A genus of insects the
members of which are the chief representa-
tives of the order Strepsiptera. The females
are wingless and footless grub-like crea-
tures, living as parasites on the bodies of
bees, wasps, Arc.

Stylospore (sti'lo-spor), 7*. In hot. a name
given to naked spores
in certain genera of
Fungi from their
beingproduced at the
tips of short thread-
like cells, or more
rarely on branched
threads. In some
genera, as iu Tym-
panis, naked spores
and asci are produced
from the same hy-
menium. — Treas. of
Bot. The cut shows
(6) ascusof Tympanit

saligna; a a, stylospores of do.; c, stylo-
spores of Cenangiuin fraxini.
Stylostegiiim (sti-los-te'ji-um), n. [Gr.
stylos, a style, and stego, to cover closely.]

In but. the saiue as Corona iu stapelias and
similar plants.

Stylus (sti'lus), n. [L.] See Style, 1. Writ-
ten also Stilus.

Stymphalides (stim-fa'Ii-dez), n. pi. In
Greek myth, certain foul birds of prey—so
niinicd from frequenting,^ the lake .SVi/j^jiAa-

lus in Arcadia, or from a hero Styinphalus,
whose daughters they were supposed to be

—

having iron wings, beaks, and claws. They
could shoot their feathers like arrows, and
thus kill man and beast. Eurystheus im-
posed on Hercules the labour «f driving
them from their al>ode.

Styptic (stip'tik), a. [Fr. styptique; L styp-
ticus; iiv.styptikos, from stypho, to contract.]

l.t Astringent; producing contraction.

Fruits of treet and shrubs contain phlegm, oil, and
an essential salt, by which they are sharp, sweet, sour,
or styptic. Arbuthnot.

2. Having the quality of restraining hemor-
rhage; stopping the bleeding of a wound.
StjrptiC (stip'tik), n. l.t An astringent.—
2. A medicament employed for the purjiose
of checking a flow of blood by application
to the bleeding orifice or surface.

Styptlcal (stij/tik-al). a. Same as Styptic.

StyptiCity (stip-tis'i-ti). n. The quality of
bfiiig styptic. Sir J. Floyer.
StyracesB, Styracaceae ( sti-ra'se-g. sti-ra-

ka'sc-e), n. pi. [From styraz. ] A small nat
order of plants belonging to the polycarpous
group of monopetalous exogens. The spe-
cies are trees or shrubs with alternate leaves
without stipules. The fiowers are usually
axillary, and are either solitary or clustered
with membranaceous bracts ; the fruit is a
drupe, the seeds few or solitary, with the
emljryo lying in the midst of albumen. The
species are found in the temperate and tro-

pical parts of North and South America,
and also in Nepaul and China. The order
is chiefly remarkable for furnishing the sto-

rax and benzoin of commerce. Some of the
species are used for dyeing yellow. The
order includes the snowdrop tree of North
America, lialeaia tetraptera.

Stjrnicine. Styracln (sti'ra-sin), n. (C,8H,«
Oj.) A cr>-8talJine substance extracted from
storax. It is neutral, and has the proper-
ties of a resin.

Stjrrax (sti'raks), n. [L. and Gr. styrax or
storax. ] A genus of plant.s, nat. order Sty-

racefp, of which it is the type. The species
are elegant trees and shrubs, mostly covered
with stellate hairs, with entire leaves and
white or cream-coloured racemose flowers.

They are principally natives of America and
Asia ; one is found in Europe, and one in
Africa. S. oMcinalis, or officinal storax, is

a native of Syria, Italy, and most parts of

ch, Main; 6h, Sc locA; g, go\ \, M>; % Vr. ton; ng, abt^; fH, thai; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zb, anire.—See KzT.
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the Levant. It yields the storax of com-
merce, and which is used in medicine. S,

Benzoin (gum-benjamin tree) is a native of

Styrax Benzoin.

Sumatra and Java. It yields the gum ben-
zoin or benjamin of commerce, also used
in medicine. (See Storax, Benzoin.) The
hardy species of Styrax are well adapted
for shrubberies, on account of their foliage
and handsome flowers.

Styrian (stii-'i-an), n. A native of Styria, a
province of Austria.

Styiian (stir'i-an), a. Of or belonging to
Styria.

Styrole, StjrroKsti'roI). 71. (CgHg.) Oil of
storax, obtained from styracine by distilling
it with hydrate of lime.

Stythe (stith), n. [Perhaps allied to stijle.]

In miniiiif, a miner's term for the suffocating
odour of choke-damp which follows an ex-
plosion of fire-damp in a mine.
Styx (stiks), n. In class, myth, the prin-
cipal river of the lower world, round which
it passed seven times, and which had to be
crossed in passing to the regions of disem-
bodied souls.

Suability (sii-a-biri-ti), n. Liability to be
sued ; tlie state of being subject by law to
civil process.

Suable (sO'a-bl), a. Capable of being or
liable to be sued; subject by law to be called
to answer in court.

Suadet (swad), v.t To persuade.
Suaget (swaj), v.t. To assuage.
Suant (su'ant), a. [O.Fr. snant, suiant, ppr.
of suire, to follow. See SUE] Even; uni-
form ; spread equally over the surface.
Written also Suent. [United States, local.]

Suantly (su'ant-li), adv. Evenly; smoothly;
regularly. [United States, local.]

Suasible (swa'zi-bl), a. [From L. suadeo,
suasum, to advise, to persuade.] Capable
of being persuaded; easily persuaded. [Kare.]
Suasion (swa'zhon), n. The act of persuad-
ing; us, moral siiasion. ' The subtle suasioii
of the devil.' Sir T. More.
Suasive (swa'ziv), a. [From L. suadeo, &ita-

sum, to advise, persuade.] Having power
to persuade. South.
Suasively ( swa'ziv-li ), adv. In a manner
tending to persuade. 'Let a true tale . . .

be suasively told them.' Carlyle.

Suasory (swa'zo-ri). a. [L. suasorius, from
suadeo, suasum, to advise, persuade. ] Tend-
ing to persuade ; having the quality of con-
vincing and drawing by argument or rea-
son. 'A suasory or enticing temptation.'
Bp. Hopkins.
Suave (swav), a. [Ft. suave, sweet, pleas-
ant, from L. suavis, sweet. See Suavity. ]

Gracious or agreeable in manner ; blandly
polite; bland; pleasant. 'A slight disturb-
ance of his ordinary siiave and well-bred
equanimity.' Ld. Lytton.
Suavely (swav'li), adv. In a suave manner;
blandly; with a pleasant manner of address;
as, to speak suavely.

Suavifyt (swav'i-fi), v.t [L. suavii; sweet,
and /acio, to make.] To make affable.

Suaviloquentt (swa-vil'o-kwent), a. Speak-
ing suavely or blandly; using soft and agree-
able speech.

Suaviloquy t (swa-vil'o-kwi). n. [L. suavis,
sweet, and loquor, to speak ] Sweetness of
speech.
Suavity (swav'i-ti), n. [Fr. stmvite, L.
tfuavitas, from suavis, sweet, from the same
root as suadeo, to persuade, and as E. sweet.]

1. The state or quality of being suave
;
gra-

ciousness and politeness of address; agree-
ableness; pleasantness; as, suavity of man-
ners; suavity of language, conversation, or
address. 'All that grace, that nobleness,

that suavity, under which lay ... a seared
conscience and a remorseless heart* Mac-
ow/aj/.—2. t Sweetness to the taste. Sir T.

Browne.~S. t What is pleasant or agreeable.
'Some sauvities and pleasant fancies within
ourselves.' Glanville.

Sub- (sub). [A particle which in origin is the
same as E. up. ] A Latin preposition, denoting
lit. umler or below, used in English as a prefix
to express an inferior position or intention,
and also a subordinate degree, or some
degree, and sometimes the least sensible
degree, of that which the word to which it

is prefixed expresses. The last letter of
this prefix is often changed into the letter

which begins the next syllable, as in S'^ccinct,

suffeT, sM(7gest, SJ^i/mion, suppress, (tc. In
chemical uomericlature, when sub is prefixed
to the name of a salt it denotes a deficiency
of acid and an excess of base.

Sub (sub), n. A colloquial contraction for
a subordinate; an inferior officer, function-
ary, or the like.

Subacetate (sub-as'e-tat), n. An acetate
having an excess of the Iiase; as, subacetate
of lead; s^ibacetate of copper or verdigris.

Subacid (sub-as'id), a. Moderately acid or
sour; as, a subacid juice. Arbuthnot.
Subacid (sub-as'id), n. A substance moder-
ately acid.

Subacrid (sub-ak'rld), a. Moderately sharp,
pungent, or acrid. Sir J. Flower.
Subactt (sub-akf), v.t. [L. subigo, suhactum
—sub, under, and ago, to lead, to bring. ] To
reduce; to subdue. Bacon.
Subactlont (suh-ak'shon), n. [See above.]
The act of reducing to any state, as of mix-
ing two bodies completely or of beating them
to a powder. Bacon.
Subacute (sub-a-kuf), a. Acute in a modi-
fied degree.

Subadar (so-ba-darO- See Soubahdar.
Sub-aerial (snb-a-e'ri-al), a. Under the
air or sky; specifically, in geol. used of phe-
nomena taking place on the earth's surface
under the open air: opposed to subaqueous.

Long before the eruptions began the Silurian rocks
had been sculptured into hills and valleys by the action
chiefly of the sub'Ofrial forces. James Geikie.

The term sub-aerial is intended to apply to those
materials which are derived from atinospneric waste
but have not been reasserted in water. Prof. Young.

Sub-agency (sub-a'jen-si), n. A subordinate
agency.
Sub-agent (sub-a'jeut), n. In laxc, the agent
of an agent.

Subab (sb'ba), n. (Per. and Hind.] In
India, a province or viceroyship.

Subabdar (sb-ba-dar'), n. See Soubahdar.
Subaidt (sub-ad'), 'v. t To give secret or pri-

vate aid. ' Subaiding such, who else could
not subsist.' Daniel.
Subalate (sub-a'lat), a. In hot. slightly

alate or alated.

Sub-almoner (sub-al'mon-fir), n. A subor-
dinate ahnoner. Wood.
Sub-alpine (sub-al'pin). a. Of or belonging
to a region on lofty mountains immediately
below the Alpine.

Subaltern (sub'3l-tt>m or sub-ftl'tSm, the
former always in the logical sense), a.

[Fr. subalterne, from L. subalternus, sub-
ordinate—«u&, under, and alter, another.]
Holding an inferior or subordinate position

;

specifically, in the army, below the rank of
a captain; as, a subaltern officer. Swift.—
Subaltern or suhaltenutting propositions,
in logic, universal and particular proposi-
tions which agree in quality but not in quan-
tity; as, 'every vine is a tree ;' 'some vine is a
tree.'

—

Subaltern species or genus, in logic,

that which is both a species of some higher
genus and a genus in respect of the species
into which it is divUXed.— Subaltern opposi-
tion is between a universal and a particular
of the same quality.

Subaltern (sul)'nl-t6m or sub-al'tfirn), n.

One who holds a subordinate position; spe-

cifically, a conmiissioned military officer

below the rank of captain.

Subaltemant (sub-jil-tfir'nant), n. In
logic, a universal, as opposed to a parti-

cular.

Subaltemate (sub-fll-t6r'nat), a. 1. Succes-
sive; succeeding by turns.—2. Subordinate;
subaltern; inferior.

' Subalteriiate orsubor-
dinate one to the other.' Canon Tooker.

Subalternate (sul)-ftl-t6r'nat), n. in logic,

a particular, as opposed to a universal.

Subalternating (sub-ftl-t6r'nat-ing), a.

Succeeding by turns.

Subaltemation (sub-al't6r-na"shon). n.

State of inferiority or subjection ; being
subaltemate. Hooker.

Sub-angular (sub-ang'gu-16r), a. Slightly
angular.

Subapennine (sub-ap'en-nin), a. Under
or at the foot of the Apennine mountains;
specifically, in geol. a term applied to a
series of strata of the older and newer
pliocene period. These strata rest uncon-
formably upon the inclined beds of the Ap-
ennine range, and are composed of sand,
clay, marl, and calcareous tufa.

Sub-apical (sub-ap'ik-al), a. Under the
apex ; of or pertaining to the part just
below the apex.
Sub-aquaneoust (sub-a-kwa'ne-us), a.
Being or living underwater; subaqueous;
subaquatic. Blount.
Subaduatic, Subaqueous (sub-a-kwat'ik,
sub-ak'we-us). a. [L. sub, under, and aqua,
water.] 1. Being under water or beneath
the surface of water. —2. In geol. formed
under water; deposited under water; as,
subaqueous formations.
Sub-arachnoid (sub-a-rak'noid), a. In
anat. applied to the space between the
arachnoid membrane and the pia mater.
Sub -arborescent (sub-ar'bor-e8"ent), a.
Having a somewhat tree-like aspect.
Sub-arctic ( sub-ark'tik ), a. Applied to a
region or climate next to the arctic ; ap-
proximately arctic.

Subarcuated (sub-a^'k^-a^ed), a. Having
a form resembling that of a bow; somewhat
arcuated or incurved.
Subarration (subar a'shon), n. [L. sub.
under, and arrha, earnest-money. ] The
ancient custom of betrothing by the be-
stowal, on the part of the man. of marriage
gifts or tokens, as money, rings, or other
articles, upon the woman.
Subastral (sub-as'tral), a. [L. sub, under,
and astrum, a constellation. ] Beneath the
stars or heavens ; terrestrial.

Subastringent (sub-as-trin'jent), a. As-
tringent in a small degree.
Subaud (sub-ad'), r.(. [L. stibattdio.) T..

supply mentally, as a word or an ellipsis
[Rare. ]

Subaudition (sub-a-dishon), n. [L. sub-
auditio, suhauditionis, from suhaudio, t<i

understand or supply a word omitted— St///,

under, and audio, to hear.] The act or
understanding something not expressed

;

that which is understood or implied from
that which is expressed; understood mean-
ing.

On this subject oi sudaitdition I will at present
exercise your patience no farther. Home Tooke.

Subaxlllary (sub-aks'il-lari), a. [L. mh,
under, and axilla, the armpit.] 1. Under the
armpit or the cavity of the wing. 'Subaxil-
lary feathers.' Pennant. ~2. In bot. placed
u luler the axil or angle formed by the branch
of a plant with the stem or by a leaf with
the branch.
Sub-base, Sub-bass (sub'bas, subijas), n.

In music, tlie deepest pedal stop or the lowest
notes of an organ. Called also Sub-bourdon.
Sub-beadle (sub'be-dl), n. An inferior or
mider beadle. 'Simple messengers or «-m6-

beadles.' Ayliffe.

Sub-bourdon (sub-bor'don), n. [Prefix suh,
and Fr. bourdon, a bass.] Same as Sttb-base.

Sub-brachial (sub-braTci-al), a. Relating
or belonging to the order of subbrachians.
Sub-bracliiales ( sub-bra 'ki-a-lez), n. pi.

A group of nialacopterygious fishes. See
Malacuptkrygii.
Subbrachian (sub-braTii-an), 7i. and a. One
of or belonging to the group Sub-brachiales.
Sub-breed (sub'bred).)i. A distinctly marked
subdivisicn of a breed. Daricin.

Subcalcareous (sub-kal-ka're-us), a. Some-
what calcareous.

Sub - cartilaginous (sub-kai-'ti-lai"in-us),

a. 1. Situated under or beneath cartilage.
2. Partially gristly.

Subcaudal (sub-kji'dal),n. Lying or situated
beneath the tail.

Subcelestial (sub-se-les'ti-al), a. Being be-
neath the heavens; as, sub-celestial glories.
Glanville.

Subcentral (sub-sen'tral), a. 1. Being under
the centre.— 2. Nearly central, but not quite.

Sub-chanter (sub'chant er), 7i. An under
chanter; a deputy of the precentor of a ca-
thedral. 'Sub-chanters of Heaven's har-
mony.' Sir J. Davies.

Subcircular (snb-s6r'ku-16r), a. Somewhat
or nearly circular. Owen.
Sub-class (sub'klas), n. A subdivision of a
class, consisting of orders allied to a certain
extent.

Subclavian (sub-kla'vi-an).fl. [L. jri/ft. under,
and clavis, a key, used in sense of Of. kleis.

Fate, fiir, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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the collar-bone.] Situated under the clav-

icle or collar-bone; as, the subclavian veins
and arteries. See THORAX.
Sub-columnax (sub-ko-luin'nSr), a. la geol.

approximately columnar.
Sub-conunitte6 ( sub-kom-mife ), n. An
under committee ; a part or division of a
committee.
Sub-compressed (sub-kom-presf), a. Par-
tially or somewliat compressed; uot fully

compressed.
Sub-concave (sub-konTtav), a- Slightly con-
cave. Owen.
Sub-confomiable (sub-kon-form'a-bl), a.

Partially conformable.
Sub-conical (sub-kon'ik-alXa. Slightly coni-
cal.

Sub-conscious (sub-kon'shus), a. 1. Par-
tially or feebly conscious. —2. Occurring with-
out an attendant cousciousaess : said of
states uf the soul.

Sub-constellation (sub'kon-stel-la"8hon),n.

A .subordinate or secondary constellation.

Sub-contract (sub'kon-trakt), n. A con-
tract under a previous contract.

Sub-contracted (sub-kon-trakt'ed), a. Con-
tracted after a former contract; betrothed
for the second time.

*Tis she is suii-coHtracted to this lord.

And I, her husband, contradict your bans. Skak.

Sub-contractor (sub-kon-trakt'Sr). n. One
who takes a portion of a contract, as for
work, from the principal contractor.

Sub-contrary(9ub-kon'tra-ri),a. 1. Contrarj*
in an inferior degree. In geom. when two
similar triangles are so placed as to have a
common angle at tlieir vertex, and yet their
bases not parallel, they are said to be sxih-

contrary, as the triangles ACB, CDE. In such
trian^'les the angles at the bases are equal,
but on the contrary %\Aq^.— Sub-omtrary
section, in geom, the sec-

tion of an oblique cone C
with a circular base, cut
by a plane not parallel to

the base, but inclined to

the axis so that the section
is a circle. In this case
the plane of the section,

and the section of the
base, are equally inclined
to the axis, but the in- O/s^ ^B
clinatif^ms are in opposite
directions.— 2. lnlogic(a),

applied to the particular A E
affirmative proposition
and the particular negative proposition,with
relation to the universal affirmative proposi-
tion and the universal negative proposition
al>ove them, which have the same subject
and predicate; thus, 'some man is mortal,*
and 'some man is not mortal,' are axt)}-con-

trary propositions, with relation to 'every
man is mortal.' and ' no man is mortal,' which
are contraries, (fc) Applied to the relation be-
tween two attributes which co-exist in the
same substance, yet in sucli a way that the
more there is of one the less there is of the
other.

Sub-contrary (sub-kon'tra-ri), n. In logic, a
sul>-contrary proposition.

Sub-cordate (sub-kor'dat). a. Somewhat
cordatt*: in shape somewhat like a heart; as,

a ifuh-crdate leaf.

Sub-costal (subkos'tal). a. [L. sub. under,
and co)ita,&nh.] Situated under or between
the ribs. Suh-costal mu*cU», the internal
intercostal muscles.

Subcranial (sub-kra'ni-al), a. Under the
cranium or skull.

Sub-crystalline (sub-kris'tal-in), a. Imper-
feitly cryatalHzed.

Subcutaneous (sub-kuta'ne-us), a. Situ-
ated under the skin. In anat. a term ap-
plied to the platysma niyoides muscle, and
to some nerves, vessels, glands, «&c., which
are very %n\ie\-fi\:'\a.V Subcutaneous saw, a
surgical instrument by which bony sections
may be made without large incisions in the
flesh.

—

Subcutaneous syringe, an instrument
for injecting medicinal solutions beneath
the skin.

Subcuticular (sub-ku-tik'uR'r), a. Being
under tlie cuticle or scarf-skin.

Sub-cylindrical (sub-si-lin'drik-al), a. Ap-
proximately or imperfectly cylindrical.
SubdeaconCsub'de kn), 7». A*cc^« the lowest
of the greater orders in the Roman Catholic
Church. His office is to assist the deacon
at mas!^.

Subdeaconry, Bubdeaconship (sub'de-kn-
ri, sub'de-kn-ship), n. The order and office

of suMeacon In the Roman Catholic
Church.

Subdean (sub'den), n. An under dean; a
dean's substitute or vicegerent.

Subdeanery (sub'den-6r-i), n. The office

and rank of subdean.
Subdecanal (sub-dek'an-al), a. Relating to
a subdean or subdeanery.
Subdecuple (sub-dek'u-pl), a. Containing
one part of ten. Johiuon.
Subdelegate (sub'del-e-gat), n. A subor-
dinate deb^i^ate.

Subdelegate (sub-del'e-gat), v.t. To appoint
to act as subdelegate or under another.
Subdented (sub-denfed), a. Indented be-
neath.
Subdeposit (sub'de-poz-it), n. That which
is deposited beneath something else.

Subderlsorious t ( sub ' der-i-so "ri-us ), a.

[L. prefix sub, and derisoriug, serving for
laughter, ridiculous. See Derision. ] Ri-
diculing with moderation or delicacy. Dr.
H More.
Subderivative (sub'de-riv-a-tiv), ji. A word
following another in immediate grammati-
cal derivation, or a word derived from a
derivative, and not directly from the root.

Subdial (eub-di'al). a. [L. subdialis, in the
open air.] Of or pertaining to the open air;

being under the open sky. [Rare.)
Sub^alect (sub'di a-lekt), n. An inferior
dialect; a subordinate or less important or
prominent dialect.

Subdichotomy (sub-di-kot'om-i). n. A sub-
ordinate or inferior dichotomy or division
into pairs: a subdivision. 'Many subdickot-
amies of petty schisms.' Milton. [Rare.]
Sub-dilated (sub-di-lat'ed), a. Partially di-

lated.

Subdistinction (sub-dis-tingk'shon). n. A
subordinate distinction. 'Needless distinc-
tions and subdistinctiotis.' Sir M. Hale.
Subdititious (sub-di-tish'us), a. [L. sub-
dititius, from subdo, subditum, to substitute
—sub, under, and do. to give.] Put secretly
in the place of something else ; foisted in.

{Rare.]

Subdiversify (sub-di-v6r'sifl). v.t To di-

versify agaiu what is already diversified.

[Rare]
Subdivide (Bub-di-vidO. v.t. pret & pp. sub-
divided ; ppr. subdividing. [L. subdivido.
See Divide.] To divide the parts of into
more parts; to part into subdivisions; to
divide again, as what has already been di-

vided. Iz. Walton.
The progenies of Chani and Japhet swarmed inta

colonies, and those colonies were sutiiitvided into
many others. Dryden.

Subdivide (sulvdi-vid'), r.i. To be subdi-
vided ; to separate or go apart into subdi-
visions, t

Amongst some men a sect is sufficiently thought
to be reproved, if it subdividts and breaks into little

fractions, or changes its own opinions. Jer, Taylor.

Subdivine (sub-di-vin'), a. Divine in a par-
tial or lower degree.
Subdivisible (sub-di-viz'i-bl), o. Susceptl-
blt- of subdivision.

Subdivision (sub-di-vi'zhonXn. l.The act of
subdividing or separating a part into smaller
parts.

When any of the parts of any idea are farther di-

vided, in order to a clear explication of the whole,
this is called a subdn'iston. H'atts.

2. The part of a thing made by subdividing;
the part of a larger part.

In the dccuual table, the subdivisions of the cubit,
as span, palm, and digit, are deduced from the
shorter cubit. Arbuthnot.

Subdolous (sub'dodus), a. [L. subdolus.
cunning, sly— *tt6, and dolus, deceit] Some-
what crafty; sly; cunning: artful; deceit-
ful. ' Illusive simulations and subdolous ar-

tifices. ' Barrow. 'His svbdolous serenity
and treacherous calni.as of a faithless sum-
mer sea.' West. Rev.
Subdomlnant(8ub-dom'in-ant),»i. In music.
the fourth note of the diatonic scale lying a
tone under the dominant or fifth of the scale.

Thus in the scale of C, F is the subdominant,
and G the dominant; when G is the tonic or
key-note, C is the sub<lominant, and D the
dominant, when D is the tonic G is the sub-
dondnant and A the dominant, and so on
pri)ceedinK tjy fifths.

Subduable (8ub-du'a-bl),a. Capable of being
subdued; conquerable.
Subdual (8ub-<lu'al). n. The act of subdu-
ing'

'

'V\\& subdual oi the passions.' War-
burton.

Subduce, Subduct (sub-dus', sub-dukt'). v.t.

pr^'t, & pp. subduced, subducted; ppr. sub-
dwiing, subducting. [L. stibduco, subdue-
tuvi^sub. under, and duco, to draw, to
lead.] 1- To withdraw; to take away. ' Pur-

chased with money subducted from the shop.

'

Idler.

How well might you have thought, our master is

not subduced, but risen. Bp. Hall.

2. To subtract by aritlimetical operation.

If out of that supposed infinite multitude of ante-
cedent generation we should by the operation of the
understanding subduce ten, whether we subduct that
number of ten,' &c. Sir M. Hale.

Subduction (sub-duk'shon), n. 1. The act
of subducting, taking away, or withdrawing.
Bp. Hall.—2. Arithmetical subtraction. Sir
M. Hale.
Subdue (sub-duO, v.t. pret. & pp. subdued;
ppr. subduing. [O.Fr. subduzer, to subdue,
from L. «£6, under, and duco^io lead.] l.To
conquer and bring into permanent subjec-
tion ; to reduce under dominion ; as, Caesar
subdued the Gauls ; Augustus subdued
Egypt. In this sense the word implies con-
quest or vanquishing, but it implies also
more permanence of subjection to the con-
quering power than either of these words.
'John of Gaunt which did subdue the great-
est part of Spain.' Skak.—2. To overpower
by superioi- force; to gain the victory over;
to bring under; to vanquish. 'Tugged for
life and was by strength subdued.' Skak.

Lay hold upon him ; if he do resist
Subdue him at his peril, SJiak.

3. To overcome by discipline; to bring un-
der, as what is refractory ; to tame ; as, to
subdue the passions; to SH^dwe a stubborn
child.— 4. To prevail over by some mild or
softening influence ; to overcome, as by
kindness, persuasion, entreaties, or other
mild means ; to gain complete sway over

;

to melt ; to soften ; as, to subdue one by ar
gument or entreaties.

My heart's subdued
Even to the very quality of my lord. _ Shak.

IfauKht
Therein enjoy'd were worthy to subdue
The soul oi man. Milton.

Claspt hands and that petitionary grace
Of sweet seventeen subdued me ere she spake.

Tenttyson.

5. To bring down; to reduce.

Nothinjt could have subdu'd nature
To such a lowness, but his unkind daughters.

Shak.
6. To tone down ; to soften ; to make less

glaring in tone or colour: in this sense gen-
erally a past participle; as, subdued colours;
a subdued light.— 7. To improve by cultiva-
tion; to make mellow.

Nor is't unwholesome to subdue the land
By often exercise. May.

—Cotujuer,Vanquish,Sttbdue,&c. See under
Conquer. — Syn. To conquer, overpower,
overcome, vancjinsli, crush, tame, reduce,
sulijugate, oppress, soften, melt.

Subduement (sub-dii'nient), n. Conquest.
Shak-
Subduer (Bub-du'6r), n. One who or that
which subdues; one who conquers and brings
into subjection; a conqueror; a tamer.
SubdulCid (sub-dul'sid). a. [L. prefix *u6,
and t/i//ci>, sweet.] Somewhat sweet; sweet-
ish. Evelyn. [Rare.]

Subduple (sub-du'pl), a. [L. sub, and du-
plus, cbiuble.] Containing one part of two.
—Subduple ratio, in math, the ratio of 1 to
2 ; thus 3 to 6 is a subduj^e ratio, as (t to 3
is a duple ratio.

Subduplicate (8ul)-du'pli-kat), a. [Sub and
duplicate] In j/mM. expressed by thestjuare
root ; as. the st(bdvplicate ratio of two
quantities, that is, the ratio of their siiuare

roots. Thus the subduplicate ratio of a

to 6 is the ratio of V« to \/b, or it is the
ratio whose duplicate is that of a to b. The
term is little used by modem mathemati-
cians.

Sub-dural (sub-du'ral), a. In anat. applied
to a sjtace between the dura mater and the
subjacent arachnoid membrane.
Sub - editor (sub-ed'it-6r), n. An assistant
editor of a periodical or other publication.

Subelongate (sub-e-long'gat), a. Not fully

eloni^'ati-d; somewhat elongated.
Sub-epidermal (8ub-e-pi-der'nial),o. Lying
immudiately under the epidermis, or scarf-

skin or outer bark; as, sub-epidermal layers
of cellular tissue.

Subequal (sub-e'kwal), a. Nearly equal.

Suberate (su'b6r-at), n. [L. suber, cork.]

(C^HiaMjOi.) A salt of suberic acid.

Subereous (su-be're-us), a. Of the nattu'e

of cork ; suberose.

Suberic (8U-b6r'ik), a. [Fr. sub^rique. See
.suberatp:.] Pertaining to cor^.—Suberic
acid (CgHnO^), an acid substance produced
by treating rasped cork with nitric acid. It

is also produced when nitric acid acts on

ch, Main; th. Be. loch; g, go; J, job; t, Fr ton; ng, ainp; 7U, then; ih, CAin; w, icig; wb, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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stearic acid, mai^aric acid, oleic acid, and
other fatty bodies. It forms small granular

crystals ; its acid powers are but feeble ; it

is very soluble in boiling water, in alcohol,

and ether ; it fuses at about 300^ and sub-

limes in aciculiir crystals.

Suberin, Suberlne (sulj^r-in), n. [L. stiber,

the cork-tree.] The name given to the cel-

lular tissue of cork after the various soluble

matters have been removed by the action

of water and alcohol. It is a fonn of cellu-

lose.

SulDerOSe (sub'e-ros). a. [L. nub, and erosvs,

gnawed.] In bat. having the appearance of

being gnawed; appearing as if a little eaten

or gnawed.
Suberose, Suberous (su'bSr-os, su'b6r-us),

a. [From L. suber, cork.] Of the nature

or texture of cork; corky; soft and elastic.

Sub-family ( sub'fa-mi-li ), n. In iiat. hist.

a subdivision of a family ; a subordinate

family.
Sub-feudation (sub-fu-da'shon), n. Same
as Sub4n/eudation.

It seems most probable that this practice, which is

called sub-feudation or sub-infeudation. began while

the feud was only for life. Brougham.

Sub-feudatory (sub-fud'a-to-ri), 71. An in-

ferior tenant who held a feud from a feuda-

tory of the crown or other superior.

The smaller proprietors or feudatories of the prince

had, of course, proportionably few inferior vassals,

or suh-feudatories. Brougham.

SubfibrouB (sub-fi'brus), a. Somewhat or

sli^'htly fibrous.

SubfossU (sub-fos'sil), a. Applied to re-

mains only partially fossilized.

Subfumigatlon {3ub'fu-mi-ga"shon), n. [L.

subfamigatio] A species of charm by
smoke. See Suffumigation.
Subfusk, Subfuscous (sub-fusk', sub-fus'-

kus), a. [L. sub/usciis—snb, slightly, and
fitsciis, dark, dusky, gloomy.] Duskish; mo-
derately dark; brownish; tawny. 'Curtains
sub/u^k. ' She nstone. [Rare. ]

Subgelatinous (sub-je-lat'in-us), a. Imper-
fectly or partially gelatinous.

Subgeneric (sub-je-ner'ik), a. Pertaining
to a subgenus.
Subgenus (sul/je-uus), n. A subdivision of

a Ktnius comprising one or more species.

Subget.t a. Subject. Chaucer.
Subglacial (sul)-gla'8hi-al), a. Belonging to

the under side of a glacier; under a glacier;

as, a subglacial stream.

Sub -globose (sub-glob'os), a. Xot quite
gloljose.

Subglobular (suh-glob'ii-16r), a. Having a
fonn approaching to globular.

Subglumaceous ( sub - glQ - ma' shus ), a.

Somewlijit ghnnaceous.
Sub-governor (sub'guv-6m-6r), n. An un-
der or subordinate governor.

Subgranular (sub-gran'ii-16r), a. Somewhat
granular.

Sub-group (sub'grop), n. In scientific classi-

fications, the subdivision of a group. Dar-
win.

Subhastatlon (snb-has-ta'shon), n. [L. sub-
hasfatto, subhastationin, from subhasto. to
sell by public auction—irttft.under, and hasta,
a spear.] A public sale of property to the
highest bidder; a sale by auction : so called
from the Roman practice of planting a spear
on the spot where a public sale was to take
place. Bp. Burnet.

Subbomblendic (sub-horn-blend'ik), a. In
geol.A term applied to rocks containing dis-

seminated hornblende.
Subbumerate t (sub-hii'm6r-at), v.t. [L.

prefix sub, and humerus, the shoulder.] To
bear by placing a shoulder under; to take
on one's shoulders. Feltham.
Subincusation t (sub-in'ku-za"shon), n. [L.

sub, under, and incusatio, accusation.] A
slight charge or accusation. Bp. Hall.

Subindlcate (sub-in'di-kat), v.t To indi-
cate by signs ; to indicate in a less degree.
[Rare].

Sublndicatlou (8ub-in'di-ka"8hon), n. The
actof indicating by signs; a slight indication.

The types of Christ serve to the sudtruitcatiofi and
shadowing of heavenly things. Barrow.

Sublnducet (sub-in-dusO, v.t. To insinuate;
to suggest ; to offer or bring into consider-
ation imperfectly or Indirectly. Sir E.
Deri/ig.

Sublniert (8ub-in-f6r0, v.t. and i. To infer
or de<luce from an inference already made.
Bp. HaU.
Subinfeudation (Bub-hi'fii-da"shon), n.

In law, (a) the act of enfeoflSng by a tenant
or feoffee out of lands which he holds of the
crown or other superior; the act of a greater

baron who grants land or a smaller manor
to an inferior person ; a feudal subletting.

(6) Under tenancy.

The widow is immediate tenant to the heir, by a
kind of sui>in/euda.tion or under tenancy.

BlacJistotu.

Subingressiont (sub-in-gre'shon), n. Secret

entrance. Buyle.

Subitane t (sub'i-tan), n. A sudden. Milton.

SubitaneOUSt (sub-i-ta'ne-us), a. [L. subi-

taneus, sudden, from subitus, sudden. See
Sudden.] Sudden; hasty.

Subltaneousness t (sub-i-ta'ne-us-nes), n.

Suddenness.
Subitanyt (sub'it-a-ni), a. Sudden.
SubitO (au'bi-to). [It. See SUBITANE0U9.]
In music, quickly; suddenly: a tenn of direc-

tion; as, volti subito, turn (the leaf) quickly.

Subjacent ( sub-ja'aent ), a. [L. subjacens,

subjacentis, from subjaceo, to lie under— swti,

under, and jaceo, to lie.] 1. Lying under or
below; ingeol. a term applied to rocks, beds,

or strata which lie under or are covered by
others.—2. Being in a lower situation,though
not directly beneath.

The superficial parts of mountains are washed
away by rains, and borne down upon the subjacent
plains. IP'oodward.

Subject (sub'jekt), a. [L, suhjectus, pp. of

subjicio, to throw, place, or bring under—
sub, under, and jacio, to throw (whence ob-

ject, eject, inject, &c.).] 1. Placed or situate

under. * Above the subject plain. ' Spemer.
2. Being under the power an(J dominion of

another.
Esau was never subject to Jacob. Locke.

Scotland, thou>;h in name an independent kine-
dom, was during more than a century really treated,

in many respects, as a sztbject province. Afacaulay.

3. Exposed ; liable, from extraneous or in-

herent causes ; as, a country subject to ex-

treme heat or cold; a person subject to

attacks of fever.

Most subject is the fattest soil to weeds. SHoM.

All human things are subject to decay, Dryden.

4. Being that on which anything operates,

whether intellectual or material ; as, the
subject matter of a discourse.—S.Submisalve;
obedient. Tit. iii. 1.— Syn. Liable, exposed,
obnoxious, subordinate, subservient, infe-

rior.

Subject (sub'jekt), n. [See the adjective.]

1. One who is placed under the authority,

dominion, or influence of some one else

;

specifically, one that owes allegiance to a
sovereign and is governed by his laws ; one
who lives under the protection of, and owes
allegiance to, a government; as, the natives

of Great Britain are subjects of the British

government; the natives of the United States

and naturalized foreigners are subjects of

the federal government; men in free govern-
ments are subjects as well as citizens; as

citizens they enjoy rights and franchises, as
subjects they are bound to obey the laws.

'My subject with my subjects under him.'

Tennyson.
The subject must obey his prince, because God

commands it, and human laws require it. Swift.

2. A person as the recipient of certain treat-

ment ; one who or that which is exposed or
liable to something.

Alack, alack, that heaven should practise stratagems
Upon so soft a subject as myself. Shak.

What, have I 'scaped love-letters in the holiday-

time of my beauty, and am now a subject for them?
Shak.

3. One who or that which is the cause or
occasion of something.

I am the unhappy subject of these quarrels. Shak.

4. That which is brought under or submitted
to any physical operation or process ; spe-

cifically, a dead body for the purposes of

dissection.— 5. That on which any mental
operation is performed ; that which is spoken
of, thought of, or treated of or handled

;

as, a subject of discussion before the legis-

lature ; a siibject of negotiation.

O sure I am, the wits of former days
To subjects worse have given admiring praise.

Shak.
This subject for heroic song pleased me. Milton.

6. The hero of a piece ; the person who is

treated of; the principal character.-7. In
logic, that term of a proposition of which
the other is aftirmed or denied. Thus in

the proposition ' Plato was a philosopher,'
Plato is the subject, philosopher being its

predicate, or that which is affirmed of the
subject. Also in the proposition, ' Xo man
living on earth can be completely happy,'
man living on earth is the subject, can be

is the affirmative particle or copulative, and
completely happy is the predicate, or that

which is denied of the subject. —8. In gram.
that which is spoken of; that of which any-
thing is afiirnifcjd; the nominative of a verb.

9. In philos. (a) the mind, soul, or personality
of the thinker—the £go; the thinking agent
or principle. The object is its correlative,
and uniformly expresses anything or every-
thing external to the mind ; everything or
anything distinct from it— the non-Ego.
The universe itself, when considered as a
unique existence, is an object to the thinker,
and the very subject itself (the mind) can
become an object by being psychologically
considered. These conelatives, subject and
object, correspond to the first most import-
ant distinction in philosophy, viz. the ori-

ginal antithesis of self and not-self.

You think, and what does thinking include! Mani-
festly a subject anA an object—a tlnnking being and
thought itself. y. D. Moreli.

(b) That in which any quality, attribute, or
relation inheres, or to which any of these
appertains; substance; substratum.

That which manifests its qualities—in other words,
that in which the appearing causes inhere, that to
which they belong—is called their subject, or sub-
stance, or substratum. Sir IV. Hafnilton.

10. In music, the principal phrase or theme
of a movement, from which all the subor-
dinate ideas spring or are developed.—11. In
the fine arts, the incident chosen by an ar-

tist; the design of a composition or picture;
anything which constitutes tlie object or
aim of any work of art.—SYN. Matter, ma-
terials, theme, topic.

Subject (sub-jekf), v.t. 1. To bring under
power or dominion ; to subdue ; to bring
under sway; as, Alexander *ti6;ected a great
part of the civilized world to his dominion.

{He confederates to)

Subject his coronet to his crown and bend
The dukedom yet unbow'd. Shak.

In this and other meanings seldom used ab-
solutely, that is, without words expressive
of the thing to which another is made sub-
ject.—2. To put under; to lay under.

In one short view subjected \o our eye,
Gods, emperors, heroes, sages, beauties lie. Pop*.

3. To expose; to make liable or obnoxious;
as, credulity subjects a person to impositions.

if the vessels yield, it subjects the person to all the
inconveniences of an erroneous circulation.

Arbuthnot.

4. To submit; to make accountable.

God is not bound to subject his ways of operation
to the scrutiny of our thoughts. Locke.

5. To make subsenient. ' Subjected to his
service angel wings.* Milton.—6. To cause
to undergo ; to expose, as in chemical or
other operations ; as, to subject a substance
to a white beat; to subject it to a rigid test

Subjected (sub-jekt'ed), p. and a. 1. Sub-
jacent. ' Down the cliff as fast to the sub-
jected plain.' Milton.—2.i Having the qua-
lities of a subject as opposed to a sovereign.

Subjected thus.
How can you say to rae I am a king! Shak,

3.t Becoming a subject; due from a subject.
Shak. — 4. Reduced to the dominion of an-
other; enslaved.

He is the most subjected, the most enslaved, who is

so in his understanding. Locke.

Subjection (sub-jek'shon), n. 1. The act of
subjecting or subduing; the act of vanquish-
ing and bringing under the dominion of
another. * The conquest of the kingdom and
the subjection of the rebels.' Sir. M. HaU.
2. The state of beuig under the power, con-
trol, and government of another; service.
' Both in subjection now to sensual appetite.'
Milton.

Because the subjection of the body is by natural
necessity the subjectio'i of the will unto God volun-

tary, we stand in need of direction after what sort

our wills may be conformed to his. Hooker.

Subjectlst (sub'jekt-ist), n. One versed in

subjectivism; a subjectivist. Eclec. Rev.

Subjective (sub-jek'tiv), a. 1. Relating to

a subject in a political sense. ' All subjective

duty.' Sir J. Da vies. [Rare.]— 2. Relating
to the subject, as opposed to the object.—
Subjective and objective, in philos. express
the distinction which in analysing every in-

tellectual act we necessarily make between
ourselves, the conscious subject, and that of

which we are conscious, the object. Sub-
jective applies to the manner in which an
object is conceived of by an individual sub-

ject, and objective is expressive of that which
truly belongs to an object, which forms
part of its character for people at large.—
Subjective truth or reality is that which is

verified by consciousness; objective truth or

Fate, fir, fat, fflll; me, met, h6r; pine, jhu; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^ll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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reality is that which resnlte from the nature
and relation of thin^.
Certainty is distinguished into objective and sui-

jectnt: objective is when the proposition is certainly

true of itself; and subjective is when we are certain

of the truth of it. IVaUs.

3. Applied, in literature and art, to a pro-

duction characterized by the prouiinence
given to the individuality of the author or
artist : as. the subjective school of painting;

the writings of Shelley and Byron are essen-

tially tiibjectice; the dramas of Shakspere
and the novels of Scott objective.

They (the ' Iliad" and * Odyssey ') are so purely ob-
jective that they seem projected, as it were, into this

visil'ie diurnal sphere with \iAtii\y a. subjective trace
adhering to them, and are silent as the stars con-
cerning their own eenesis and mutual relation.

Prof. G*d^s.

SuTjJectlvely (sub-jek'tiv-li), adv. In a sub-
jective luaunar; in relation to the subject;
as existing in a subject or mind.
Subjectivenesa (sub-jek'tiv-nes), n. State

of iieiiig aubjective; subjectivity.

Subjectivlam (sub-jek'tiv-izm), n. 1. In
inetaph. the doctrineof Kant that all human
knowledge is merely relative, or that we
cannot prove it to be absolute; the doctrine
that we cannot prove that what appears
true to us must in like manner appear true

to all intelligent beings; the doctrine which
refers all knowledge to subjective states or
impressions. Fleming. —2. Same as Subjec-
tivity, 3. -

Subjectivist (sub-jek'tiv-istXn. Imnetaph.
one who liolds the doctrine or doctrines of

subjectivism.

Subjectivity (sub-jek-tiv'i-ti), n. 1. The
state of l>eing subjective. —2. That which is

treated subjectively; that which relates or

pertains to self, or to impressions made upon
the mind—3. The individuality of an author
or artist as exliihited in his works.

Subjectless (sub'jekt-les), a. Uaving no
subjects.
The sutiject without the kin^ can do DOthlng; the

suhjectUss king can do soinethtng. Cariyle.

Subject-matter (sub'jekt-mat-6r), n. The
matter or thought preseuted for consider-
ation in some statement or discussion. ' The
style and subject-matter of most comical
theatrical interludes.' Prynne. 'The sub-

jeet-tnatter of my discourse.' Dryden.
As to the subjed-tnaUer, words are always to be

understood as haviuf; a regard thereto. Blackstane.

Subjectness (sub'jekt-nes), n. Tlie state or
condition of being subject; subjection.
[Rare.]

Subjee (sub-jeO. n. Au Indian name for the
leaves <ir capsules of the Indian hemp.
Subjlciblet (sub-jis'i-bl), o. Capable of
beintj suljjected. Jer. Taylor.
Subjoin (subjoin'), tj. To add at the end;
to add after something else has been said
or written; as, to subjoin an argument or
reason.—Syn. To affix, annex, attach, con-
nect
SubJ|0inder (sub-joindfer), n. A remark fol-

lowing or subjoined to another; a rejoinder.
Lamb.
Sub Judice (sub ]u'dI-8«). [L.] Before the
juduu; not decided; under judicial con-
side r;ition.

Subju^rate (sub'ju-gat), v.t pret & pp. sub-
ju'jatt'd; ppr. subjugating. [L. tubjugo, $ub-
jugatuiiisub. under, and tugum, a yoke.]
To Bulnl lie and bring under tne yoke of power
or doniiniuii; to conquer by force, and com-
pel to submit to the government or absolute
control of anotlier.

He subjugated a Icinf, and called him his vassal.
BaJter.

In a few months Cromwell subjugated Ireland as It

had iiev-r been sutJitgaUd ^\xt\n^ the five centuries
of si.iu.:h'tT whith had elapsed since the landing of
the lirst .N'l^nnan settlers. Macaulay.

—CoH'/ner. Vanquish, Subdue, Subjugate.
See f'ostjUER.

Subjujratlon (sub-jQ-ga'8hon),n. The act of
8ubjui;;iting or bringiii;; under the power or
absfilute control of another; subjection.
Subjugator (Bnb'ju-gat-*r), n. One who
sulfjuj^ates or enslaves; a conqueror. Cole-
ridge.

Subjunctlon (sub-jungk'shon), n. The act
of subjoining, or state of being subjoined.
SubJimctiTe (subjungk'tiv). a. [L. nibjunc-

Itieus,

from subjntujo, subjunctum, to join or
yoke to — sub, under, and jungo, to join.]

1-t Subjoined or added to something before
aid or written.
A few things more, rub/unctrve to the former, were

thought meet to be cashgated in preachers of that
time. */. Hacbet.

2. In grQ,r^. deiignatinff a mood or form of
expressing condition, hypothesis, or

contingency, generally subjoined or subor-
dinate to another clause or verb, and pre-

ceded by a conjunction; as in the sentence,
' If that be the case then I am wrong.'

Subjunctive (sub-jungk'tiv), n. In gram.
the subjunctive mood.
The subjunctive (in English) is evidently passing

out of use, and there is good reason to suppose that

it will soon become obsolete altogether.
G. P. Marsh.

Silb-kingdom (sub'king-dum), n. A subor-
dinate kingdom.—SuA-At/i^domao/animaZa,
the great primary groups into which the
animal kingdom is divided, viz. Protozoa,
Ccelenterata, Annuloida, Annulosa, Mollus-
ca, and Vertebrata
Sub-lauate (snb'Ia-nat), a. In &o(.somewhat
lanate or woolly.

Sublapsari£Ui(sub-lap-sa'ri-an), n. [L. sub,

under, and lapsus, a sliding, a fall] One
who niaintidns the doctrine that the decrees
of election and reprobation were made by
God in foresight of and regard to the fall

of Adam and the sin imputed to all his

posterity, wherefore, in compassion, he de-

creed to send his Son to rescue a great num-
ber from their lost state, and to accept his

obedience and death on their account. The
decree of reprobation, according to theSub-
lapsarians, is nothing but a pretention or
non-ekctiun of persons, whom God left as

he found, involved in the guilt of Adam's
transgrei^sion.when he withdrew some others
as guilty as they. Sublapsarian is opposed
to tfitj/ralajmarian.

Sublapsarian (sub-Iap-sa'ri-an), a. Relat-
ing to the .Sublapsarians or to their opinions.
'According to the sublapsarian doctrine.'
Hammond. See the noun.
Sublapsarlanlsm (sub-lap-sa'ri-an-izm), n.

The doctrine of the Sublapsarians.
Sublapsary (sub-lap'sa-ri), n. and a. Sub-
lapsarian.

Sublate (sut/lat). v.t. [L. gublatum, supine
of tollo, to take away, to remove—*«6, un-
der, and tollo, to raise.] To take or cany
away; to remoTC. 'Sublated and plucked
away. ' Hail [Rare. ]

Where the prepositional lines are of uniform
breadth, it is hereby shewn, that all such opposition
is sublated. Sir ly. Hamilton.

Sublatlon (sub-Ia'shon). n. [See Scblatb.]
The act of taking or carrying away. Bp,
Hall. [Rare.]

Sublatlve (sublat-lv), a. [See Scblation.]
Of depriving power; tending to take away.
Sublease (sub'les), n. in law, an under
lease ; a lease of a farm, a house, Ac. , granted
by the original tenant or leaseholder.

Sub-lessee (sub-les-se'), n. The receiver or
holder of a sublease.

Sublet (sub-letO. p ( To underlet; to lease

to another person, the party letting being
himself lessee of the subject.

Subleyatlon (sub-le-va'shon), n. [L. tuble-
vatio, subUvationis, from subievo, tubUva~
tuin, to lift up from below, to raise np~«u&,
under, below, and levo, to lift, to raise.]

1. The act of raising on high; elevation.—
2. A rising or insurrection. ' Any general
commotion or sublevation of the people.'
Sir W. Temple.
Sul>-librarian (subli-bra-ri-an). n. An un-
der lilirarian: an assistant librarian.

Sub-lieutenant (sub^ef-ten-ant), n. An in-

ferior or second lieutenant.

Subllgatlon ( sub-li ga'shon ), n. [L. mbli-
natio, Kuhli'jatinnis. from subline, to bind
below— *»/». under, below, and fiyo, to bind.

]

The act of binding underneath.
SubUmable ( sub-lim'a-bl ). a. [Trom sub-
lime.] C;ip:ilile of bei'ig sublimated. See
SUBl.IMATIeN
Sublinmbleness (sub-limVbl-nes), n. Tlie
<iuality of being sublimable.
Subllmary(sub-lim'ari),a. Elevated. 'Each
snhlimary guest. ' Drome. [Rare, J

Sublimate (sub'li-mat), v.t. pret. & pp. gub-
limated; ppr. sttblimating. [L. subUmo, sub-
limatum, to raise, elevate. See SUBLIME.]
1. To bring (a solid substance, such as cam-
phor or sulphur) by heat into the state of
vapour, which on cooling returns again to
the solid state. See Sublimation.—2. Fig.
To reflne and exalt; to heighten; to elevate.

And as his actions rose, so raise they still their vein.
In words whose weight best suits a sublimated SItwx.

Dryden.

Sublimate (snbli-mat), n. Anything which
is sublimed ; the result of a process of sub-
limation. —Corrosive sublimate. See CORRO-
Siv^.—Blue sublimate is a preparation of
merctiry with flowers of sulphur and sal
ammonlacum, used in painting.

Sublimate (sub'li-mat), a. Brought into a
state of vapour by heat, and again con-
densed, as solid substances.

Sublimation (sub-li-ma'shon), n. 1. In chem.
the act or process of sublimating; a process
by which solid substances are, by the aid

of heat, converted into vapour, which is

again condensed into the solid state by the
application of cold. Sublimation bears the
same relation to a solid that distillation

does to a liquid. Both processes purify the
substances to which they are severally ap-
plied, by separating them from the fixed

and grosser matters with which they are
connected. Sublimation is usually con-
ducted in one vessel, the product being de-
posited in the upper part of the vessel in
a solid state, and often in the ciystalline

form, while the impurity remains in the
lower part. If iodine, for example, be heated
in a Florence flask a purple vapour rises^

which almost immediately condenses in

small brilliant, dark -coloured crystals in

the upper part of the flask, the impurity
remaining m the lower. The vapour of
some substances which undergo the process
of sublimation condenses in the form of a
fine i>owder called Jlowers; such are the
jlowers of sulphur, jlowers of benzoin, and
others of the same kind. Other sublimates
require tfi be in a solid and compact form,
as camphor, hydrochlorate of ammonia, and
all the sublimates of mercury.— 2. Act of
heightening or improving ; what is highly
refined or purified. 'Religion, the perfec-

tion, refinement, and sublimatioJi of moral-
ity.' South. Used adjectively: Sublimation
theory, in geol. and mining, the theory that
the matter of mineral veins was introduced
as vapour and afterwards condensed.
Subllmatory (sub'li-ma-to-ri), n. A vessel

used in the process of sublimation.

Subllmatory (sub'li-ma-to-ri), a. Tending
to sublimate; used in sublimation.

Sublime (sub-lim'), a. [L. sublimis, elevated,

exalted, lofty, sublime ; origin doubtful,
usuidly supposed to be from subievo, to lift

up from I)eneath— fu6, under, and leva, to

lift] 1. High in place; exalted aloft; ele-

vated.
Sublimt on these a tow't of steel is rear'd.

Dryden.

2. High in excellence; exalted by nature;
elevated far above men in general by lofty

or noble traits : said of persons.

The age was fruitful in great men, but if we except
xticsiibtttne Julian leader, none, as regards splendour
of endowments, stood upon the same level as Cicero,

De Quincey.

3. Striking the mind with a sense of gran-
deur or power, physical or moral; calculated
to awaken, or expressive of, awe, veneration,
heroic or lofty feeling, and the like; lofty;

grand; noble: said of a natural object or of

scenery, of an action or conduct, of a dis-

course, of a work of man's himds, of a spec-

tacle, and the like ; as, sublime scenery ; a
sublime deed. * Easy in style thy work, in

sense sublime.' Prior, 'How sublime a
thing it is to suffer and be strong.' Long-
feliow.— 4.t Elevated by joy; elate; lifted

up. 'Sublime with expectation." Milton.—
5. Lofty of mien ; elevated in manner or ex-

pression.

His fair large ffX>ot and eye sublime dcclar'd
Absolute rule. AtiltoH.

Shakspeare, on whose forehead climb
Th? crowns o' the world : O eyes sublitne
With tears and laughters for all time.

E. B. Browning.
6.t Haughty. Spenser.—Sublime geometry,
a name given by the older mathematicians
to the higher parts of geometry, in which
the infinitesimal calculus, or something
equivalent, was employed. — 7'Ae sublime,
what is sublime ; sublimity ; as, (a) what is

grand or lofty in style.

The sublime rises from the nobleness of thouf^hts,

the magnificence of words, or the harmonious and
lively (urn of the phrase. Addison.

The sublinu of Homer, in the hands of Pope, be-
comes bloated and tumid, and his description tawdry.

Coiufier.

(6) The grand in the works of nature or art,

as distinguished from the beautiful : occa-
sionally with the indefinite article, to ex-

press a particular character or variety of

sublimity.

There is a sublime in nature, as in the ocean or
the thunder—in moral action, as in deeds of daring
and <ietf-denial—and in art, as in statuary and paint-

ing, by which what is sublime in nature and in moral
character is represented and idealized. Fleming.

Stn. Exalted, elevated, high, mighty, lofty,

grand, noble, majestic.

Sublime (sub-lim'), v. t pret. & pp. sublimed;
ppr. subliming. l.t To raise on high. Sir

ch, cAain; ^h, 8c. locA; g, go; j,>ob; U, ¥r. ton; ng, %\ng\ th, (Aen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; rh, anure.—See KBT.
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J. Denham.—2. To exalt; to heighten; to

improve.
The sun . . .

Which not alone the southern wit suMinus,
But ripens spirits in cold northern climes. Po^.

3. To digiiify; to ennoble.

An ordinary gift can not sublime a person to a
supernatural employment. yer. Taylor.

4. To sublimate (which see).

Sublime (sub-lim'), v.i. To be susceptible

of sublimation ; to be brought or changed
iuto a state of vapour by heat, and then
condensed by cold, as a solid substance.
' Particles of antimony which will not sub-

lime alone.' Jfewton.

Sublimely (sub-lim'li), adv. In a sublime
manner; witli elevated conceptions; loftily;

as, to express one's self sublimely.

In English lays, and all sublimely great.

Thy Homer charms with all his ancient heat.
Parnell.

Sublimeness (sub-lim'nes), n. The condi-

tion or quality of being sublime ; loftiness

of style or sentiment; sublimity.

Sublimificationt (8ub-lim'i-fi-ka"shon), n.

Act of making sublime, or the state of being
made sublime.
Sublimitation (sub-lim'it-a"shon), n. A
subordinate or secondary limitation.

When you attempt to read an Act of Parliament,

where the exceptions, the secondary exceptions to

the exceptions, the limitations and the sublimita-

tioHS, descend, seriatim, by a vast scale of depen-

dencies, the mind finds itself overtasked.
De Quincey.

Sublimity (sub-lim'i-ti), n. [Fr. sublimit^;

L. sublimitas, from sublimis, elevated. See

Sublime.] 1. The state of being sublime;

that character or quality of anything which
marks it as sublime ; grandeur ; especially,

(a) height in excellence ; loftiness of nature

or character; moral grandeur; as, God's in-

comprehensible sublimity; the sublimity of

an action.
The sublimity of the character of Christ owes

nothing to his historians. Buckminster.

(&) Loftiness of conception; loftiness of sen-

timent or style.

Milton's distinguishing excellence lies in the sub-

limity of his thoughts. Addison.

(c) Grandeur; vastness; elevation, whether
exhibited in the works of nature or of art;

as, the sublimity of a scene or of a building.

2. The emotion produced by what is sub-

lime; a feeling produced by the contempla-
tion of great scenes and objects, or of ex-

alted excellence. Note. The true nature of

sublimity, whether of the emotion or that

which causes it, is a subject of great interest

and importance in mental philosophy, and
it has always been a favourite subject of

speculation. The invariable condition of

sublimity in objects, either material or

moral, is vastness, power, or intensity. The
invariable condition of the emotion of sub-

limity—that which distinguishes this emo-
tion from every other emotion—is a com-
prehension of this vastness or power, with
a simultaneous feeling of our own compara-
tive insiguiflcance. The antithesis to the
emotion of sublimity is the emotion of con-

tempt. In every case of sublimity in ma-
terial objects, whatever feelings may simul-
taneously concur, vastness will be found to

be an invariable condition—vastness either

of form or of power, as in the violent dash-

ing of a cataract, in the roar of the ocean,

in the violence of the storm, in the majestic
quiet of Mount Blanc, preserving its calm
amidst all the storms that play around it.

In the moral world the invariable condition
of sublimity is intensity. Mere intensity is

sufficient to produce the sublime. Lear, who
appeals to tbe heavens, 'for they are old
like him,' is sublime from the very intensity
of his sufferings and his passions. Lady
Macbeth is sublime from the intensity of

her will, which crushes every female feel-

ing for the attainment of her object. Scee-

vola. with his hand in the burning coals,

exhibits an intensity of will which is sub-

lime. In all the cases above mentioned we
are moved l)y a vivid feeling of some greater
power than our own, or some will more ca-

pable of suffering, more vast in its strength,

than our feeble vacillating will.— 3.t The
sublimest or highest degree of anything;
the height.
The sublimity of wisdom is to do those things liv-

ing, which are to be desired when dying.
yer. Taylor.

Sublineatlon (8ub-lin'e-a"shon), n. Mark
of a line or lines under a word or words in

A sentence or under another line.

Sublingual (sub-ling'grt-al), a. Situated

under the tongue; as, the sublingual glands.

Sublition (sub-li'shon), n. [L. sublino, sub-

litum, to smear, to lay on as a ground col-

our—ititb, under, and lino, to daub, to be-

smear.] lu painting, the act or ai't of lay-

ing the ground colour under the perfect
colour.

Subllttoral (sub-lit'to-ral), a. [L. sub, under,
and litttts, littoris, the sea-shore.] Under the
shore. Smart.
Sublobular (sub-lob'u-16r), a. Situated
under a lobe or lobule ; as, the sublobular
veins of the liver. Dungligon.

Sublunar (sub-lu'n6r), a. Situated beneath
the moon. 'This vast ««WwHar vault.' Mil-

ton.
The city's moonlit spires and myriad lamps
Like stars in a sublunar sky di'd glow. Shelley.

Sublunary (sub'lu-na-ri), a. 1. Situated
under the moon. Hence—2. Pertaining to

this world; terrestrial; mundane; earthly;
worldly; as, sublunary affairs.

All things sublunary are subject to change.
Dryden.

All sublunary comforts imitate the changeable-
ness as well as feel the influence of the planet they
are under. South.

Sublunaryt (sub'Iu-na-ri), n. Any worldly
thing.

That these sublunaries have their greatest fresh-

ness placed only in hope, it is a conviction unde-
niable (as) that upon enjoyment all our joys do
vanish. Feltham.

Sub-luxation (sub-luk-sa'shon), n. In surg.

an incomplete luxation or dislocation ; a
spntin.

Submammary (sub-mam'ma-ri). n. Situated
under the mamma; or paps; as, siibmammary
inilammation, that is, inflammation of the
areolar tissue beneath the pap.

Submarginal (sub-mar'jin-al), o. In bot.

situated n*;ar the margin.
Submarine (sub-ma-ren'), a. [L. sttb, and
maHnus, belonging to the sea, from mare,
the sea.] Situated, existing, acting, or
growing at some depth in the waters of the
sea; remaining at the bottom or under the
surface of the sea ; as, sub^maHne plants;

submarine navigation;s»&mari7ie telegraph.
—Submarine forests, a geological term ap-

plied to beds of impure peat, consisting of

roots, stems, and branches of trees, tfec, oc-

cupying the sites on which they grew, but
which by change of level are now submerged
by tiie sea. Such submarine forests do not
contain any trees that are not found grow-
ing at the present time. They belong to the

recent or quaternary period, and occur
above the boulder- clay. They have been
traced for several miles along the margins
of the estuaries on the north and south
shores of the county of Fife.

Submarine (sub-ma-ren'), n. A submarine
plant.

Sub-marshal (sub'mar-shal), n. A subor-

dinate or ile]»uty marshal.
Submaxillary (sub-maks'il-la-ri), a. Situ-

ated under the JAsv.—Submaxillar!/ glands,

two salivary glands situated, one on either

side, immediately within the angle of the

lower jaw.

Submedial (sub-me'di-al), a. I. Lying under
the middle.—2. In geol. a term synonymous
with Transition, and applied to the lower
secondary rocks, which bear a close resem-
blance to some of the primary rocks, though
differing in being often fragmentary, and
containing organic remains.

Submedian (sub-me'di-an), a. Same as Sub-

medial.
Submediant (sub-me'di-ant), n. In mu^ic,

the sixth note of the diatonic scale, or mid-
dle note between the octave and subdomin-
ant. In the scale of C, A is the submedi-
ant.

Submental (sub-men'tal), a. [L. sub, under,

and mentum, the chin] In anat. under the

chin; as, the subme7ital artery or vein.

Dun(jlison.

Submerge (sub-m6rj'). v.t pret. & pp. sub-

merged; ppr. submerging. [L. submergo—
sub, under, and mergo, to plunge.] 1. To
put under water; to plunge. —2. To cover
or overflow with water; to drown.

So half my Egypt were submerg'd and made
A cistern for scaled snakes

!

Shak.

Submerge (sub-mSrj'), v.i. To plunge under
water; to be buried or covered, as by a
fluid ; to sink out of sight.

There is ... a plot, which emerges more than
once, for carrying the king to Rouen; plot after plot,

emerging and submerging, like ignes fatui in foul

weatlier, which lead nowhither. Carlyle.

Submergence (sub-mSrj'ens), n. Act of

submerging or plunging under water.

Submerse (sub-m6rs'), v.t. pret. & pp. *ud-
mersed; ppr, submersing. [L. submergo, sub-
ificrsum—sub, under, and mergo, to plunge.]
To submerge; to put under water; to drown.
[Rare. ]

Submerse, Submersed (sub-mfers', sub-
m6rst'), a. In bot. being or growing under
water, as the leaves of aquatic plants.

Submersion (sub-m^r'shon), n. (L tnibmer-
sio, submersionis.] 1. The act of submerging
or putting under water or other fluid, or of
causing to be overflowed ; the act of plung-
ing under water or of drowning. - 2. The
state of being put under water or other
fluid, or of being overflowed or drowned.
Sir M. Hale.
SubmetalUc (sub-me-tal'ik), a. Imperfectly
or partially metallic ; as, a submetallic
lustre.

Subminister (sub-min'is-t^r), v.t. [L. sub-
rninistro — sub, and ministro, to attend,
serve.] To supply; to afford.

Even the inferior animals have subministered unto
man the invention of many things natural, artificial,

and medicinal. Sir Ai. Hale.

Subminister (sub-min'i8-t6r), v.i. To sub-
serve; to be usefuL

Passions, as fire and water, are good servants but
bad masters, and subtninisUr to tne best and worst
of purposes. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Subministrant (sub-min'is-trant), a. See
Subminister.] Subservient; subordinate.
•That which is subservient and subminis-
trant' Bacon.
Subministrate (sub-min'is-trat), v.t. Same
as Subminister.

Nothing subministrates apter matter to be con-
verted into pestilent seminaries than steams of nasty
folks. Jlarz/ey.

Subministration (sub-min'is-tra"shon), n.

The act of furnishing or supplying. Wot-
ton.

SubmiSSt (sub-mis'), a. [L. subtnissus, pp.
olsubmitto,submiss^lVl. SeeSCBMIT.] l.Sub-
missive; humble; obsequious.

Nearer his presence—Adam, though not awed.
Yet with submtss approach, and reverence meek.
As to a superior nature, bowing low. Milton.

2. Low; soft; gentle. 'The voices of them
more submiss.' Dr. John Smith-
Submission (sub-mi'shon), n. [L. submis-
sio. stibmissioni£, from submitto, submiasum.
See Submit.] 1. The act of submitting; the
act of yielding to power; surrender of the
person and power to the control or govern-
ment of another.

Submission, dauphtn ! 'tis a mere French word

;

We Eniflish warriors wot not what it means.
Shai.

2. The state of being submissive ; acknow-
ledgment of inferiority or dependence

;

humble or suppliant behaviour ; meekness:
resignation.

In all submission and humility,
York doth present himself unto your highness.

Shak.

3. Acknowledgment of a fault ; confession

of error.

Be not as extreme in submission, as in offence.
Shak.

4. Compliance with the commands or laws
of a superior; obedience; as, the submission
of children to their parents is an indispens-

able duty.— 5. In Caw, an agreement by
which parties agree to submit a disputed
point to arbitration.

Submissive (sub-mis'iv), a. 1. Inclined, dis-

posed, or ready to submit; yielding to power
or authority; obedient; humble.

Her at his feet submissive in distress.

He thus with peaceful words uprais'd. Milton.

2. Testifying or showing submission; per-

taining to submission ; of things.

On what submissive message art thou sent? Shak.

He. in delight.

Both of her beauty and submissive charms
Smiled with superior love.

*'""''

Syn. Obedient, compliant, yielding, obse-

quious, subservient, humble, modest, pas-

sive.

Submissively (sub-mi s'ivli), adv. In a sub-

missive manner; with submission: with ac-

knowledgment of inferiority; humbly.

But speech even there submissively withdraws.

From rights of subjects and the poor man's cause.
*^

Pope.

Submissiveness (sub-mis'iv-nes), n. 1. The
state or quality of being submissive; a sub-

missive temper or disposition.— '2. Humble-
ness ; acknowledgment of inferiority. —
3 Confession of fault; penitence.

Frailty gets pardon by submissiveness.
G. Herbert.

Milton.

Fate. far. fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tiibe, tub, buU; oil, pound; u, 8c. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Sabmisslyt (sub-mis'Iij, adv. Humbly; with
submissiuu.

H umility consists not in wearing mean clothes, and
gnin;^ softly and siibmissly, but in mean opinion of

tliyself. jfer. Taylor.

Submlssnes&t (sub-mis'nes), 7i. Submissive-

ness; humbleness; obedience.

I honour your names and persons, and with all

submissness prostrate myself to your censure and
service. Burton.

Submit {5ul)-mit'),P *- pret. A pp. submitted;

ppr. submitting. (L. xubmitto^sub, under,

and mitto, to send,] l.t To let down; to

cause to sink; to lower.

Sometimes the hiU subrnits itself a while. D'yden.

2.t To put or place under.

The bristled throat
Of the submitted sacrifice with ruthless steel he cut.

Chap*ruin.

3. To yield, resign, or surrender to the
power, will, or authority of another : with
the reflexive pronoun.
Return to thy mistress, and submit thyself mtiMx

her hands. Gen. xvi. 9.

Wives, submityourselves unto your own husbands.
Eph. V. 22.

4. To place under the control of another; to

subject; to surrender.

She sets her forward countenance
And leaps into the future chance
Sub^nitting' all things to desire. Tennyson.

5. To leave or commit to the discretion or
judgment of another; to refer; as. to sub-

mit a controversy to arbitrators; Ui submit
a qiicstiini to the court.

Submit ( sub-niif), v.i. \. To yield one's per-

son to the power of another; to give up re-

sistance; to surrender; as, the enemy sub-

mitted. ' Courage never io submit or yield.'

Milton.

In the summer of 1647. about twelve months after

the last fortress of the Cavaliers had submitted to the
parliament, the parliament was compelled to submit
to its own soldiers. Maeaulay.

2. To yield one's opinion to the opinion or
authority of another; as, on hearing the
opinion uf tlie court the counsel submitted
without further argument.—3. To be 8ul»-

Ject; to acquiesce in the authority of an-
other.

To thy husband's will

Thine shM submit. Mi/ton.

4. To be submissive; to yield without mur-
muring; as. religion requires us to submit
to pain, disgrace, and even death.—Syn. To
yield, surrender, bend, stoop, acquiesce,
comply.
Subznitter (sub-mit'er), n. One who 8ul>-

ntit.'i, ' Contlileiit submitters of themselves
to this enipirick's cast of the dye." Whit-
lf>ck.

Submonisht (8ul)-mon'iah), v t. [L. sub-
moneo—sub, under, slightly, and moiieo, to
remind, to admonish.] To suggest; to
pn>mpt. ' Tbe submoniskiiig inclinations of
my senses. ' Granger.
Submonitiont (sub-mo-ni'shon), n. Sug-
gestion 'Tbe snbmonitions of his own con-
science.' Gra tiger.

Submucous (sub-mu'kus). a. In anat lying
or [Miitaining to the parts under a mucous
nieinbriiiif; as, tiie subtnucotis tissue.

Submultiple (.sui>-murti-pl). n. A numt»er
or qujtiitity wliich is contained in another
a ce. tain number of tinier, or is an aliquot
part of it. Tbu.^ 7 is the nuhmultipU of 66,
)>ein;; contained in it eiuht times.

Submultiple (sub-mul'ti-pl), a. An obso-
lescent t«nn applied to a numl>er or quan-
tity which is exactly contained in another
numi)er or quantity a certain numl)er of
times: as. a submultiple ii\im\}CT. —Submul-
tiple ratUi. the ratio which exists Ijetween
an alicpiot part of any number or quantity
and the numt>er or quantity itself: thus,
the ratio of 3 to 21 is submultiple, 21 being
a multiple of 3.

Submuscular (8ub-mu8'ku-16r).a. In anat.
lying or pt-Tlaining to the parts under a
nmscb- or muscles.
Sabnarcotic (subniir-kot'ik), a. .Moderately
iiarrotic

Subliascent(.-tub-na8'ent).a. [L subnascens,
suJjiiaxcentis, ppr, of subnascor, to grow
under— «»i, under, and iiascor, to grow.]
Growing underneath. ' Subnascent young
treen ' Kveltjn.

Subnectt (sub-nekf), v.t. [L. subnecto—
*«'-;. under, and n«cfo, to tie.] To tie, buckle,
or fasltrii beneath.
Subnezt (sub-neks' t, v. e. To subjoin: to add.
Hoi and.
Subnormal (sub-nor'mal), n. In conic sec-
tions, a sub-perpemlicular, or the portion

of a diameter intercepted between the ordi-

nate and the nonnal. In all curves the
subnormal is a third proportional to the
subtangent and the ordinate. See NORMAL,
0RI)IN.\TE, Subtangent.
Subnotation (sub-no-ta'shon), n. [L. sub-
notatio, subnotationis, from siibnoto—s^ib,
under, and noto. to mark, to note.] Same
as Jiescript (which see).

Subnude (sub-niid'), a. In bot. almost naked
or bare of leaves.

Subnuvolar (sub-nu'vo-16r), a. [A sort of

hybrid word between Latin and Italian : L.

8ub7iubilus, somewhat cloudy, It nuvola,
cloud.] Somewhat cloudy; partially cov-

ered or obscured by clouds. 'Subnuvolar
lights of evening.' Lord Houghton. [Per-

haps the only instance of the use of this

word. ]

Subobscurely (sub-ob-skur^iX adv. Some-
wliat obscurely or darkly. 'The book of

Nature, where, thougli subobscurely and in

shadows, Thou hast expressed Thine own
image.' Donne.
Subobtuse (sul>-ob- tils'), a. Somewhat or
partially ulituse.

Suboccipital (sub-ok-sip'it-al), a. Being
under tJie occiput ; as, the suboccipital

nerves.

Suboctave (sub-ok'tav), n. An eighth part
or octave, 'Our gallon, which has the pint
for its suboctave.' Arbuthnot.
Suboctuple ( sub-ok'tu-pl ), a. Containing
one part of eight. Bp. WUkins.
Subocular (sub-ok'u-16r).a. [L. suhoeularis.'l

Being under the eye. Ban-ow.
Sub-oflBcer ( sub'of-fls-6r ), »». An under-
otticcr.

Subopercular (sub-6-p6r'ku-16r), a. Of or
pertaining to the subopercuhmi.
SuboperciQum (sub-6-p6r'ku-lum), n. The
lower part or section of the gill-covers of a
fish. See (M'EKri'i.UM. 3.

Suborbicular, Suborbiculate (sub-or-bik'-

u-ler. sub or-bik'u-lat), a. Almost orbicu-
late <»r orl)icular; nearly circular.

Suborbital ( sub-or'bi-tal ), a. Seated be-
neath ttie orbital cavity; infra-orbital; as,

the suborbital artery.

Suborbitar (sub-or'bi-t^r), a. Same as Sub-
orbital.

Sub-order (subor'der). n. A subdivision of
an order in classiflcations ; a group of ani-

mals or plants greater than a genus and
less than an order ; thus, the Conirostres
are a sub-order of the Passeres; the Tapilio-

nacea; of tbe Leguminosaj.
Subordinacy (sub-or'din-a-si), n. [See SuB-
ORMXATE ] The state of l>eing subordinate
or subject to control. ' Witli due subjec-
tion and subordinacy of constituent parts.'
Sha/ttsbury.

Pursuing the imagination through all its extrava-
gancies, is no improper method of correcting, and
Bringing it to act m subordinacy to reason.

Spectator.

Subordinance (sub-or'di-nans), n. Same
as Siihunliiiiic\f

Subordinancyt (sub-or'din-an-Bi), n. 1. Sul>-

ordinacy. -2, Suliordinat* places or offices

collectively. ' Tlie subordinancy of the gov-
ernment changing hands so often.' Sir W.
Temple.
Subordinary (sub-or'din-a-ri), n. In her. a
figure l)onie in charges in coat-armour, not
considered to l)e so honourable as an ordi-

nary, to which it gives place and cedes the
principal points of the shield. According
to some writers, an ordinary, when it com-
prises less than one-fifth of the whole shield.
Is termed a subordinary.
Subordinate (sub-or'din-at), a. [L sub,
under, ami ordinatus, pp. of ordino, to set
ill order, from ordo, order] 1, I'laced in a
lower order, class, or rank; occupying a
lower position in a descending scale.

These carry such plain characters of disagreement
or affinity that the several kinds and subordinate
species of each are easily distinguished. If'oodTvard.

2. Inferior In order, in nature, in dignity,
in power, importance, Ac. ' Any operation
of subordinate spirits.' Addison.

It was subordinate, not enslaved, to the under-
'.t.^Tll!il!g. South.

Subordinate (sub-or'din-at), r.(. pret & pp.
subordinated ; j)pr. subordinating. 1, To
place in an order <ir rank below something
else; to make or consider as of less value or
importance; as, to subordinate one creature
to another ; to subordinate temporal to
spiritual things.

All that is merely circumstantial shall be subor-
dinated to and in keeping with what is essential.

Dr. Catrd.

2. To make subject ; as, to subordinate the
passions to reason.

The stars fight in their courses under his banner,
and subordinate their powers to the dictates of his

will. South.

Subordinate (sub-or'din-at),?!. One inferior
in power, order, rank, dignity, office, &c.

;

one who stands in order or rank below an-
other; often one below and under the orders
of another.

His next subordinate
Awakening, thus to him in secret spake. Milton.

Subordinately (sub-or'din-at-li), adv. In a
subonliiiate manner; in a lower order, class.

rank, diijiiity, or tbe like; of inferior im-
portance. ' Tbe highest step of ill, to which
all others subordinately tend.' Dr. II.

More.
Subordinateness (sub-or'din-at-nes), n.

state of iitin^' subordinate or inferior.

Subordination (sub-oi-'din-a"8honV n. [See
.Slburih.nate.] 1. The act of subordinat-
ing, subjecting, or placing in a lower order,
rank, or position. — 2. The state of being
subordinate or inferior to another; inferior-

ity of rank or dignity.— 3. Place of rank
among inferiors. 'Persons who. in their
several subordiiMtio)ts, would be obliged to
follow the example of tlieir superiors.'
Swi/t.—i. The state of being under control
or government; subjection to rule; as, a
victory would be a calamity if purchased at
the expense of habits of subordination.
Subordinative (sub-or'din-at-iv), a. Tend-
ing to subordiuitte; causing or implying
subordination or dependence; employed to
introduce a subordinate clause in a sentence;
as, & subordinative conjunction.
Suborn (sub-orn'). v.t. [Ft. suborner, to
suborn, to bribe, from L. suborno, to equip
or prepare, properly, to equip or prepare
secretly, to instigate secretly, to suborn—
sub, under, and omo, to equip, to prepare
(whence adorn).] 1. In law, to procure or
cause to take such a false oath as consti-
tutes perjury. ~ 2. To bribe or otherwise
induce to give false testimony or do some
otlier wickedness. 'Or else thou art sub-
orn'd against his honour.' Shak. — 3.i To
procure by indirect means.

So men oppress'd, when weary of their breath
Throw on the burthen, and suborn their death.

Dryden.
Subornation (sub-orna'shon). n. 1. In law,
tlie crime of suborning; a secret or under-
hand preparing, instructing, and bringing
forwai'd a witness to give false testimony;
any act that allures or disposes to ]>erjury.
- Subomatioti of perjury, the wilfully pro-
curing of any person to take a false oath
amounting to perjury. It is essential to
this offence that the false oath should be
actually taken. The same punishment is

assigned to subornation as to perjury.

—

2. The act of procuring one by persuasion,
bribery, Ac, to do a criminal or bad action.

I-oul subornation is predominant. Shak.

Suborner (sub-om'^r), n. One who suborns;
one wbo procures anotlier to take a false
oath, or to do a bad action. Bactm.
Suboval (subo'val), a. Somewliat oval.

Subovate, Subovated (sub-o'viit. sub-o'-
vat-ed), a. Almost ovate; nearly in the
form of an egg, but having the inferior ex-
tremity broadest.

Suboxide (sub'oks-idl n. An oxide which
contains less oxygen than the normal oxide.
[Not now much used.]

Subpedunculate (sub pe-dung'ku-lat), a.

In zool. and bot. 8iiiti)orted on a very short
stem; liavini,' a short peduncle.
Subpellucid (sub pellfi'sid), a. Nearly or
almost pellucid; somewhat pellucid or clear.

Subpentangular (sub pen-tang'gu-l^r), a.
Nearly or almost pentangular; not qiiite

pentaii^rnlar.

Subperitoneal (8ub-pei^ito-ne"al), a. In
anat. situated under the peritoneum; per-
taining to the parts under the peritoneum.
Dunglison
Subperpendlcular(sub-p6r'pen-dik"u-16r),
7i. A subnormal (which see).

Subpetiolate (sub-pet'i-6-lat), a. In hot.

liaviii- a very short petiole.

Subplinth (snb'plinth), n. In arch, a second
anii lower jilinth placed under the principal
one in columns and pedestals.

Subpoena (sulvpe'na), n. [L. «»?>, and poena,
pain, jienalty.] In law, a writ or process
commanding tbe attendance in a court of
justice of the witness on whom it is sen'ed
under a penalty. The writ commands the
person to lay aside business and all excuses,
and to present himself at the time and place

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA;

Vol. IV.
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Bpeoifled under penalty of £100. If the wit-

ness is required to bring writings, books,

or the lilce with Mm, the writ is called a
subpaina duces teoum. If the witness does
not attend, and has no legal excuse, such as

serious illness, he may be sued in an action

of damages or imprisoned for contempt of

court; hut his travelling expenses must
have been paid beforehand.

Subpoena (sub-pe'na), v.t. To serve with a
writ of subpoena; to command attendance
in court by a legal writ; as, to subpoena a

witness.

I was lately subfomaed by a card to a general as-

sembly. Lord Chesterjield.

Subpolar (sub-pol'fir), a. Under or below
the poles of the earth; adjacent to the
poles.

Subpol^onal (sub-po-lig'on-al), a. Nearly
polygonal ; imperfectly polygonal ; somewhat
polygonal.

Sub-porpliyrltic(sub.por'ft-rit"ik),rt. Allied

to porpliyry, but containing smaller and less

distinctly nuirked points or crystsils.

Subprefect (sub-pre'fekt), n. A subordinate,

under assistant, or deputy prefect. 'Every
prefect, every subpre/cct . . . might be
equally despotic in his own department.'

S. Shttrpe.

Subprehensile (sub-pre-hen'sil), a. Imper-
fectly or partially prehensile; prehensile in

an inferior degree.

Subprincipal (sub'prin-si-pal), n. 1. An
unikr principal.—2. In carp, an auxiliai^

rafter or principal brace.

Subprior (sub'pri-or), n. Ecclea. the vice-

gerent of a prior; a claustral officer who
assists the prior.

Subpubic (sub-pu'bik). a. Situated under
the i)ubes or pubis; as, the pubic arch; the
pubic memlirane, &c. Dunglison.

Subpurchaser (sub'p6r-cha8-6r), 7i. A pur-
chaser who buys from a purchaser.

Subquadrate (sub-kwod'rat), a. Nearly
(iuadr:ite or stpiare.

Subquadruple (sub-kwod'rd-pl), a. Con-
tainnig one part of four; as, subquadruple
proportion. Bp. Wilkuis.

Subquinquefid (sub-kwin'kwe-fid), a. Al-
most qiiiiKiuclid.

Subquintuple (sub-kwin'tu-pl). a. Contain-
ing one part of five ; in the ratio of one to

five; as, subquintuple proportion. Bp. Wil-

ki)is.

Subrameal (sub-ra'me-al), a. [Prefix sub,

and L. ramus, a branch.] Growing on a
branch below a leaf.

Subramose, Subramous (sub-ra'mos. sub-
ra'muri), a. In bot. slightly ramose; having
few brant-lies.

Sub-reader (sub'red-6r), n. An under reader
in tlie inns of court.

Sub-rector (sul/rek-tSr), n. A rector's de-

jjuty or substitute.

Subreglon (sub-re'jun). n. A subdivision,
section, or part of a region.

No family of birds peculiar to the region is found
in all the sul>rf^ions. J-ncy. Brit.

Sttb-religion (sub-re-lij'on), n. A faith, doc-
trine, or belief approaching the sacredness
of religion; an inferior religion. [Kare.]

Loyalty is in the English a sttb-religion. Eviersan.

Subreption (sub-rep'ahou), «. [L. sitbreptio,

from aubripio, subreptum, to snatch or take
away secretly — sub. under, secretly, and
rapio, to snatch away.] 1. The act of ob-
taining a favour by surprise or unfair repre-
sentation, that is, by suppression or fraudu-
lent concealment of facts. 'Lest there
should be any subreption in this sacred
business.' Bp. Hall— 2. In Scots law, the
obtaining gifts of escheat, &c., by conceal-
ing the truth. Obreption signifies obtaining
such gifts Ijy telling a falsehood.
Subreptitlous t (sub-rep-tish'us), a. [L.
stirreptitiu^. See SUBREITION.] Falsely
crejJt in; fraudulently obtained. See SUR-
REI'TITIOUS.

Subreptitiously t (sub-rep-tish'us-li), adv.
Surreptitiously; by stealth.

Subreptivet (sub-rep'tiv), a. Surreptitious.
Sub-resin (aub'rez-in), n. That portion of a
resin soluble only in boiling alcohol, and
precipitated again as the alcohol cools,

forming a kind of seeming crystallization.

Subrlgid (sub-rij'id), a. Somewhat rigid or
stilf.

SubrlSTUOUS (sub-rig'u-us), a. [L. subrigwts—sub, under, and riguits, watered, from
rigo, to water.] Watered or wet beneath;
well-watered. Blount.

Subrogate (sub'ro-gat), v.t. [L, subrogo,
g^ubroyatuui, to cause to be chosen in i>lace

of another, to substitute—»«&, and ropo, to
ask, to propose for election.] To put m the
place of another; to substitute. Barrow.
See SURKOGATE.
Subrogation (snb-ro-ga'shou). n. In civil

law, the substituting of one person in the
place of another, and giving him his rights;

but, in its general sense, the tenii implies a
succession of any kind, whether of a pei-son

to a person, or of a person to a thing.

Subrotund(wub-ro-tund'),«. Almost rotund
or nmnil; almost orbicular.

Subsallne (snb-sa-lin'), a. Moderately saline

oj' suit.

Subsalt (sub'aa.lt), n. In chem. (a) an oxy-
salt having two or more equivalents of base
to one of acid, (b) An oxysalt having a sub-
oxide for its base, as subacetate of mercury,
wliich consists of one equivalent of acetic
acid and one of suboxide of mercury, (c) A
haloid or analogous salt, containing fewer
equivalents of the electro-negative Uiaii of
the electro-positive component, as subchlo-
ride of copper or subcyanide of copper.
Worcester.

Subsannationt (sub-san-a'shon), n. [From
L. sub.^iamio, subsaiinare, to insult by de-
risive gestures

—

sub, and sanna, a grimace,
a mocking.] Derision; scorn; mockery; dis-

honour.
Idolatry is fts absolute a SMbsannation and vilifica-

tion of God as malice could invent. Dr. H. More.

Subsaturated ( sub-sat 'u-rat-ed), a. Not
completely saturated.

It must be either perfectly dry, or at the least sub-
saturated. D. K. Clark.

Subsaturatlon (8ub-8at'ii-ra"shon), n. The
condition of being sul^saturated. 'The con-
dition of subsaturation of the air.' D. K.
Clark.

Subscapular (sub-skap'u-16r), a. Beneath
the scapula or shoulder-blade.—SubscapxUar
artery, the large branch of the axillary ar-

tery, which rises near the lowest margin of
the scapula.

—

Subscaptilar imiscle, a tendin-
ous and fleshy muscle situated under the
shoulder-blade, adhering to the capsular
ligament, and inserted into the upper part
of the lesser tuberosity, at the head of the
08 humeri. Its principal office is to roll the
arm inwards. It likewise serves to bring it

close to the ribs.

Subscapulary (sub-Bkap'u-la-ri), a. Same
as Subgcajniiar.

Subscribable (sub-skrlb'a-bl), a. Capable
of lieing subscribed. Coleridge.

Subscribe (sub-skrib'). v.t. pret. & pp. sub-
scribed; ppr. subscribing. [L. subscribo—
sub, under, and scribe, to write.] 1. Lit. to

write beneath; hence, to sign with one's

own hand ; to give consent to, as to some-
thing written, or to bind one's self to by
writing one's name beneath; as, pai"ties sub-

scribe a covenant or contract ; a man sub-

scribes a bond or articles of agreement.

AH the bishops subscribed the sentence. Milmau.

2. To attest by writing one's name beneath;
as, officers subscribe their official acts ; and
secretaries and clerks subscribe copies of

records.—3. To promise to give by wTiting
one's name ; as, each man subscribed ten
pounds or ten shillings.—4. t To submit; to

lay down.
The king- goat to-night ! subscr&ed his power

!

Sftak.

5. t To write down or characterize as.

Claudio undergoes my challenge; and either I must
shortly hear from him, or I will subscribe him a cow-
ard. Shak.

Subscribe ( sub-skrlb'), v.i. 1. To promise
with others a certain sum for the promotion
of an undertaking by setting one's name to

a paper.
This prints my letters, that expects a bribe.

And others roar aloud, 'Subscribe, subscribe.'
Pope.

2. To give consent; to assent.

We will all sitbcribe to thy advice. Shak.

So spake much humbled Eve; but Fate
Subscribed not. Milton.

3. To enter one's name for a newspaper, a
book, and thelike.—4.t To yield; to submit.

For Hector, in his blaze of wrath, subscribes

To tender objects. Shak.

Subscriber (sub-skrib'^r), n. One who sub-

scribes : one who signs an announcement,
acknowledgment, &c.; one who admits, con-

firms, or binds himself to a promise or obli-

gation by signing his name; specifically,

(a) one who contributes to an undertaking
by paying or promising to pay a stated sum.
(&) One who enters his name for a news-
paper, periodical, book, or the like.

Subscript (sub'skript), a. I'nderwritten

;

as, the Greek iota (/) subscript; thus, y,
which is equivalent to oji.

Subscript (sub-skripf), n. Something un-
derwritten. 'Be they postscripts or sub-
scrijits.' Bentley. [Rare.]
Subscription (sub-bkrip'shon), n. [L. sub-
scriptio, from subscribo, subscriptum. See
Subscribe.] l. 'ITie act of subscribing, writ-
ing under, or signing; the act of formally
biiuling one's self to fulfil a promise or obli-
gation, or of formally acknowledging, attest-
ing, or assenting, by signing one's name.—
2. That which is subscribed; as, (a) anytliing
underwritten. ' The cross we liad seen in
the subscription.' Bacon. (6) The signature
attached to a i)aper. (c) Consent, agreement,
or attestation given by signature, (rf) A sum
subscribed; the amount of sums subscribed;
as, an individual subscription, or the whole
subscription to a fund.

Subsection (sub'sek-shon), n. The part or
division of a section; a subdivision or sec-
tion of a section.

Subsecutet (sub'se-kut), v.t. [L. subsequor,
subsecutus, to follow close after, from sub,
and sequor, to follow.] To follow so as to
overtake; to follow closely; to pursue. 'To
follow and detain him, if by any possibilityhe
could be subsecuted and overtaken.' Hall.
Subsecutive (sub-sek'u-tiv), a. [Ft. subsS-
cutif, from L. subsequor, subsecutv^. See
SuBSECUTE.] Following in a train or suc-
cession. [Rare.]

Subaellium (sub senium), n. pi. Subsellia
(sub-sel'li-a). [L subucllimn, a bench or
seat—«w6, under, and sella, a seat.] A small
shelving seat in the stalls of churches or

Subsellia, All Souls, Oxford (the Seat turned up).

cathedrals, made to turn up upon lunges,
so as to serve either as a seat or to lean
against in kneeling, as occasion requires.

Subsellia are still inconstant use on the Con-
tinent, though comparatively seldom used
in England. Called also Miserere.

Subsemitone (sub'sem-i-ton), n. In mitsie,

the seventh note «tf the diatonic scale. Thus
B is the subsemitone in the scale of C, ¥%
in that of G, E in that of F, and so on.

C'alled also the Subtonic and the Leading or
Sensible Xote.

Subsensible (sub-sens'i-bl), a. Deeper than
the range uf the senses; too profound for

the senses to reach or grasp.

Through scientific insight we are enabled to enter

and explain that subseusibU world into which all

natural phenomena strike their roots. Pro/. Tyndall.

Subseptuple (sub-sep'tu-nl). a. Containing
one of seven parts. Bp. Wilkins.

Subsequence, Subsequencyisub'se-kwens.
sui"'se-kwfn-si). a. 1. The state of being sub-

sequent or of ctmiing after something. ' By
which faculty (reminiscence) we can notice

of the order of precedence ami subsequence

in which they are past.' Is. Grew.—2.i The
act of following. 'The heliotrojw's srtbse-

•[uency to the course of the sun.' Greenhili.

Subsequent (suVse-kwent), a. [h. subse-

quens, subsequentis. ppr. of sxibsequw, to

follow close after— s«?>, under, close, be-

hind, and sequor, to follow.] 1. Following
in time ; coming or l>eing after something
else at any time, indefinitely; as,subseque^it

events; subsequent ages or years ; a period

long subsequent to the foundation of Rome.
This article is introduced as subsequent to the

treaty of Munster. Srviji.

2. Following in the order of place or succes-

sion; succeeding; as, a subsequent clause in

a treaty.

The subsequent words come on before the prece-

dent vanish. Bacon.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met. her: pine, pin; note, not, move: tiibe. tub. buli; oil. pound: d. Sc. abi/ne; V, Sc. f*y.
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Syn. Succeeding, following, later, poste-
rior.

Subsequently (sub'se-kwent-li), adv. In a
subsequent manuer, time, position, or the
like; at a later time; in time, place, or order
after something else.

SubBeroUB (sub-se'rus), a. In anat situated
under a serous membrane; of or pertaining
to parts so situated.

Subserve {sub-serv'), v.t. pret. & pp. sub-
served; ppr. subserving. [L. siibservio—snb,
uu»ier, and servw, to serve. See SERVE]
To serve in subordination orinstrumeutally;
to be subservient or instrumental to; to

promote.
It is a greater credit to know the ways of captivat-

inff Nature, and making her suhser-ve our purposes,
than to have learned all the intrigues of pcArcy.

GianvilU.

Subserve (sul>-s6rv'), v.i. To serve in an
inferior capacity; to be subservient or sub-
ordinate.

Not made to rule,

But to subserve where wisdom bears command.
MUtoH.

Subservience. Subserviency (sub-ser'vi-

ens, sub-feer'vi-en-si), *i. Ttit- state of being
subservient: use or ui>eratiun that promotes
some purpose.
There is an immediate and agile subservience of

the spirits to the empire of the soul. Sir M. Hale.

Arrangement, disposition of parts, subsenrifHcy of
means to an end . . . imply the presence of intelli-

gence and mind. PaUy.

Subservient (subs^r'vi-ent), a. [L. stibser-

vieiis. subtiervu' litis, ppr. of tnibservio. See
SCBSERVE-J 1. Useful as an iuatniment to
promote a purpose ; serving to promote
Bome end.
Hammond had an incredible dexterity, scarcely

ever reading an>thing which he did not make sub-
set~z-ient in one kind or other, Bf. Fell.

2. Acting as a subordinate instrument; Atted
or disposed to serve in an inferior capacity;
subordinate.

These ranks of creatures are snbservieni one to
another. Ray.
The foreigoer came here poor, beg^rly, cringing,

and subserrient, ready todoffhU cap to the meanest
native of the household. Sir IV. Scott.

Subserviently (sub-sfir'vi-ent-li), adv. In a
subservient manner.
The worst of all evils were made to contribute sub'

servitHtly to the good and perfection of the whole.
Ciutwvrth.

SubBesquKsubsesTcwl) [L. «t/6, inider. and
\ tesqui. one half more] In diem, a prefix

to chemical words denoting that the ele-
ments are combined in tlie proportion of
two to three; specifically, that two electro-
negatives are combined with tliree electro-
positive e(|uivalents; as, »wfcv*(?*7(((-acetate,

a salt containing two e'luivaleuts of acetic
acid for every three of the base.

Subsesslle (sub-ses'sil), a. In bat. almost
sesHil*-: liaviiig very short footstalks.

Subsextuple (sub seks'tu-pl). a. Contain-
ing r.iie part in six. lip. WtUcUxs,
Subside (sub-sid'). vi pret A pp subsided;
ppr 'ubxidinj. [L stibsido—gitb. muler. and
sido. to settle, from root of sedeo. to sit, and
of E. sit ] 1. To sink or fall to the Iwttom;
to settle, as lees.— 2. To fall into a state of
quiet; to cease to rage; to Ijo calmed: to
Jwcome trancjuil; to abate; as, thu tumults
of war will subtiide.—S. To tend downward;
to sink.

With terror trembled heaven s subsidtHp- hill.

Drykfft,
Syn. To sink, settle, fall, abate, intermit,
cea«c. rt-tire, ebb.

Subsidence (sub-sid'ens). n. l. The act or
{>rocfss of snbsiiling. sinking, (»r failing, as
n the case of lees of lifpiors.— 2. The act of
sinking or gradually settling lower; a sink-
ing into the ground ; as. the sitbsulence of
ground or a building. —3. The act »>t calm-
ing down or heeornfng tnunjuil. ' The sub-
dual or iodmdence of the more violent pas-
sions.' iyurburton.
Subsidencyt (sul»-9id'en-si).7L Subsidence.
'This gradual subsidency of the abyss.' T.
Unmet
Subsidiarily (su))-8id'i-o.ri-H), adv. In a
subsiliary manner.
Subsidiary (»ul»-sid'i-a-ri). o. [L. mhnidi-
arms, bee Sii(.siM-.] 1. Lending some aid
or assistance; aiding: assistant; furnishing
help. ' To supply that defect with some
tubsidiary supposition.' Sir M. Hale.
They constituted a useful subsidiary testimony of

•nothcr state of existence. CcrUrid^e.

2 Furnishing additional supplies; as, a sub-
sidiary stream,— 3. Relating or pertaining
to a subsidy; founded on or connected witli

a subsidy or subsidies ; as, a subsidiary
trenty. Subsidiary quantity or symbol, in
math, a quantity or symbol which is not es-

sentially a part of a problem, but is intro-
duced to help in the solution. The term is

particularly applied to angles in trigono-
metrical investigations. —Subsidiary troops.
troops of one nation hired by another for
military service.

Subsidiary (sub-sid'i-a-ri), n. One who or
that whic*ti contributes aid or additional
supplies; an auxiliary; an assistant. Ham-
mond.
Subsidize ( sub'si-diz ), v.t. pret. & pp. sub-
sidized; ppr. subsidizing. [From subsidy.]
To furnish with a sul>sidy; to purchase the
assistance of by the payment of a subsidy
to.

He employed the remittances from Spain to subsi-
dize a large body of German mercenaries. Prescotl.

Subsidy (sub'si-di), n. [L. subsidium, from
#1*6, under or beneath, and sedeo, to sit;

lit. that which is placed beneath as a sup-
port, hence support, assistance, reserve
troops.] A pecuniary aid; an aid in money;
especially, («) in Eng. hist, an aid or tax
formerly granted Ijy parliament to the
crown for the urgent occasions of the realm,
and levied on every subject of ability ac-
cording to the value of his lands or goods

;

a tax levied on a particular occasion. 'That
made us pay . . . one shilling to the jwund
the last subsidy.' S/iak.

In this yeare ... a subsidie was granted to the
king of the forteth part of everie man^ goods.

Jidinshed.
A', f/en. I have not been desirous of their wealth,
Nor much oppressed tliem with great subsidies.

Shak.
(ft) A sum paid, often according to treaty,
by one govtrnnient to another, sometimes to
secure its neutrality, but more frequently
to meet the expenses of carrying on a war.
The continental allien of England were eager for

her subsidies, and lukewarm as regarded operations
against the common enemy. Sir E. Creasy.

Subslgn (sub-sin'), v.t. To sign under; to
write l>eneath; to subscribe. 'Subsiffned
with crosses and single names without sur-
names.' Camden.
Subsl^nation (sub-sig-na'shon), n. The act
of -writing the name under something for
attestation. 'The epistle with mtbsignation
of the scrilje and notary.* Sheldon.
Subsist (sub-sisf), vi [Vt. eubsister, from
L. subMisto—sub, under, and sisto, to stand.
to i>e fixed, from sto, to st^nd.] 1. To exist;
to have continued existence. 'Those ideas
which Plato sometimes maintains to I>e sub-
stances, and to subsi^ alone by themselves.'
Cudworth.—2. To continue; to alride; to re-
tain the present state; to remain.

Firm we subiist, but possible to swerve. Milton.

The land subsists, and the land is almost the only
thing that subsists. Everything which is produced
perishes, and most things very quickly, y. S. Mill.

3. To be maintained with food and clothing;
to \tt supported; to live. * Had it been our
sad lot to subsiMt on other men's charity.'
Atterbury. ~4. To inhere; to have existence
by means of something else.

Though the general natures of these qualities are
sntficicnily distant from one another, yet when they
come to subsist in particulars, and to be clothed
with several accidents, then the discernment is not
so easy. South.

Subsist (sub-sisf). v.t. To feed; to main-
tain; to support with provisions.

It would 1)C impossible to subsist a large force
marching on a single road. Sat. Rev.

Subsistence (sut>-6ls'tens>. n. [Fr. subgisi-
ance. See Subsist.} 1. Real being; actual
existence.

Not only the things had subsisfettce. but the very
images were of some creatures existing.

.Slillin/^eet.

2. That which furnishes support to animal
life; means of support; support; livelihood.
The labour employed in producing the stock of

subsistence forms a great and important part of the
past labour whiih has been necessary to en.ib!e pre-
sent labour to be carried on. y. S. Mill.

8. The state of being subsistent ; inherence
in something else; as, the subsistence of qua-
lities in bodies. —Syn. Living, livelihood,
supiwrt, sustenance, maintenance, compe-
tence.

Subsistency (sub-sis'ten-si), »i. l. Subsist-
ence: Hnpitort for life. [Eai'e.]—2.t Continu-
ance; CfUtintied life.

A great part of antiquity contented their hopes of
subststency with a transmigration of their souls.

Sir T. BroTvne.
Subsistent (snb-sis'tent), a. [L. stibsistens.
Kuf'.'<i^tfntis, ppr. of subsisto. See SUHSIST, ]

1. Having existence; continuing to exist.

ch. cAaln; fih, Sc. lock; g. go; i,j6b; t, Fr. ton;

'Such as deny there ai'e spirits subsistent
without bodies.' Sir T. Browne.~1. Inhe-
rent; as, qualities subsistent in matter.
These qualities are not subsistent in those bodies,

but are operations of fancy begotten in something
else. Bentley.

Sub-sizar (sub-sl zar), n. In Cambridge
I'niversity. an uuder-sizar; a student of
lower rank than a sizar.

A sub'Sizar means merely a poor scholar, for whom
tlie college has set apart certam means of assistance.

Farrar.
Subsoil (sub'soil), n. The under-soil; the
bed or stratum of earth or eaithy matter
which lies inuneiliately under the surface
soil. In agriculture a great deal depends
on the character of the subsoil, more espe-
cially as to whetlier it does or does not per-
mit water to pass through \t.-— Subsoil
plough, a form of plough adapted to follow
the common plough, and loosen tlie subsoil
at the bottom of the furrow, without rais-
ing it to the surface, so as to form a porous
foundation for the mould which will be
turned upon it by the ordijiary plough in
its next furrow.
Subsoil (sul)'soil), v.t. In agri. to employ
the subsoil plough upon; to turn upas deeply
as into the subsoil.

The farmer drains, irrigates, or subsoils portions
of it. y.S.Mtll.

Subsolar, Subsolary (sul>-86'16r, 8ui)-86'la-
ri). rt. [L. xub, under, and sol, the sun.)
Being under the sun; terrestrial. 'Thissi(&-
svlary ball.' Brtme,
Sub-species ( sul)'spe-shez ), n. A subordl-
n:itf speries; a division of a species.
Subspherical (sub-sfer'ik-al), a. Partially
or impirfectly spherical; of a form approach-
ing a sphere.
Substance (sub'stans), n. [Fr. substance,
from L- stdjstantia, from substans, substat^
tis, ppr. of subtito— sub, under, and sto, to
stand.) 1. Body; matter; material; that of
which a thing consists or is made up; also,
kind or character of matter; as, a light ;u&-
stancf; a stdid substance; to discover a «t(6-
stance of a peculiar character. 'All of one
nature, of one subistance bred.' Shak. 'As
thin of substance as the air.' Shak.—2. That
which is real; that which makes a thing ac-
tual ; that which constitutes a thing really
a thing, and not a semblance or imaginary
existence.

If aught within that little seeming substana
. . . ni.ty fitly like your grace.
She's there and she is yours. Shak.

He the substance, not the appearance, chose.
Drydem.

3. The most important elements in any ex-
istence; the characteristic constituents col-
lectively ; the essential, main, or material
part; the purport; as, in this epitome we
have the substance of the whole book. * The
substance of a hundred pages.' Addison.

Unto your grace do I in chief address
The substance of oiy speech. SMaM.

This edition is the same in substana with the
Latin. Burnet.

4. Solidity; firmness; substantiality; as, a
thing with little substance in it.— 5. Good.-*

;

material means and resources; riches;
estate; means of living.

His (lob's) substance also was seven th<Hisand
sheep, three thousand camels, &c. Job i. 2.

We are . . . exhausting out substance, but not for
our own interest. Swi/t.

6. In philos. that which underlies or is the
permanent subject or cause of all phenom-
ena, whether material or spiritual; the sub-
ject which we imngiuu to underlie the attri-
butes or qualities by which alone we are
conscious of existences; that wldch exists
independently and unchangeably, in con-
tradistinction to accident, which denotes
any of the changeable phenomena in sub-
stance, whether these phenomena are ne-
cessary or casual, in wliich latter ease they
are called accidents in a narrower sense.
The relation of accident to substance is

called the relation of inherence, and corre-
sponds to the logical relation of subject and
predicate, because the Bul)stance is the sub-
ject to which are assigned the qualities,
states, and relations as predicates; substance
Itself is tlie essence which is cajialdeof these
phenomena, and iu si>ite of these changes
remains the same. Substance is. with re-

spect to the iuim\, a merely logical distinc-
tion from Its attributes. We can never
imagine it, but we are compelled to assume
it. We cannot conceive sul)6tance shorn
of its attributes, because those attributes
are the sole staple of our conceptions; but
we must assume that substance is some-

ng. iing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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thing different from its attributes. Sub-
stance is the unknown, unknowable sub-

stratum on wliich rests all that we experi-

ence of the external world.—7. In theol. that

which forms the (iivine essence or being;
that in wliich the divine attributes inhere.

The Son is said to be the same sitbstance as the

Father— that is, truly and essentially God as the

Father is. £tid>i.

Substance t (sub'stans), v.t To furnish
witli substance or property; to enrich.

Chapman.
Substant (sub'stant), a. Substantial. J. E.
lieade. [Rare.]

Substantia (sub-stan'shi-a), n. [L.] Ulti-

mate substance upon whicli the properties

of matter rest.

Substantial (sub-stan'shal). a. 1. Belong-
ing to substance; real; actually existing.

If this atheist would have his chance to be a real

and substantial agent, he is more stupid than the

vulgar. Bentley.

2. Real; solid; true; not seeming or imagi-

nary: not illusive. 'If happiness be a sub-

8(ff?((iai good.' Sir J. Denham. 'The sub-

stantial ornaments of virtue.' Sir Ji.

L'Estrange.
All this is but a dream.

Too flattering-sweet to be substantial. Shak.

3. Corporeal; material.

The sun appears flat like a plate of silver, the moon
as bi(j as the sun. and the rainbow a large substan-
tial arch in the sky, all which are gross falsehoods.

Watts.

4- Having finn or good substance ; strong

;

stout; solid; as, substantial cloth; a sub-

stantial fence or gate. ' ilost ponderous
and sitbstantial things.' Shak. 'Substantial
doors.' Milton.— 5. Possessed of considei--

able substance, goods, or estate; moderately
wealthy; as, a substantial freeliolder or far-

mer; a substantial citizen. 'Substantial
yeomen and burghers.' Sir W. Scott.—Sy^s.
Real, actual, corporeal, material, solid, true,

strong, stout.

SubStantlalia (snb-stan'shi-a"li-a), n. pi.

[L] In Scots laic, those parts of a deed
which are essential to its validity as a for-

mal instrument.
Substantiality(sub-stan'shi-al"i-ti),7i.l.The
state of being substantial, or liaving real

existence. 'Substantialitij of the soul.' War-
burton.~-2. Corporeity; materiality.

The soul is a stranger to such gross substantiality.
Granville.

Substantialize (sub-stan'shal-iz), v.t. To
r.^iuier substantial.

Substantially (sub-stan'shal-li), adv. 1. In
the manner of a substance; with reality of
existence.

In him all his Father shone
Substantially express'd. Milton.

2, In a substantial manner; strongly; solid-

ly.—3. Truly; really; effectually.

The laws of this religion would make men, if they
would truly observe them, substantially religious
towards God, chaste and temperate. Tillotson.

4. In substance; in the main; essentially;

by including the material or essential part;
as, this answer is substantially the same as
that beforegiveii.--5.With competent goods
or estate.

Substantialness (sub-stan'shal-nes), n.
The state or quality of being substantial;
firmness; strength; power of holding or
lasting; substantiality; as, the substantial-
ness of a wall or column.
Substantials (sub-stan'shalz), n. pi. Essen-
tiiil p;irts. Aylijfe.

Substantiate (sub-stan'shi-at), v.t. pret. &
pp. substantiated; ppr. substantiating. 1. To
make to exist ; to make real or actual.

The accidental of any act is said to be whatever
advenes to the act itself already substantiated.

Ayliffe.

2. To establish by proof or competent evi-
dence; to verify; to make good; as, to «h6-
stantiate a charge or allegation; to sxibstan-
tiate a declaration.

Observation is in turn wanted to direct and sub'
stantiate the course of experiment. Coleridge.

Every word of these very critics, who would lead
all into issues absolutely antagonistic, . , . will be
foimd thoroughly and completely to substantiate
this. y, Hutchison Stirling:

Substantiation (8ub-stan'shi-a"shon), 7i.

Tlie act of substantiating or proving; evi-
dence; proof.

Substantival (sub'stan-tl-val), a. Relating
to or like a substantive.
Substantive (sub'stan-tiv), a. [L. snbstan-
tivus, substantive, self-existent; substanti-
vum verbum, the substantive verb.] 1. Be-
tokening or expressing existence; as, the

substantive verb to be. —2. Depending on
itself; independent.

He considered how sufficient and substantive this

l.md was to maintain itself without any aid of the
foreigner. Bacon.

Reasoners have set up the rights of rulers as having
a substantive and separate existence. Brougham.

3. Solid; enduring; firm. [Rare.]

Strength and magnitude are qualities which im-

press the imagination in a powerful and substantive
manner. Hazlitt.

—Substantive colours, those which, in tlie

process of dyeing, remain fixed or perman-
ent without the intei-vention of other sub-
stances, in distinction from adjective colours,

whicli require the aid of mordants to fix

them.
Substantive (sub'stan-tiv), n. In gram, a
noun; the part of speech which expresses
something that exists, either material or
immaterial. See XocN.
Substantive (sub'stan-tiv), v.t. To convert
into or use as a substantive. 'An adjective
sitbstaiitived.' Cudworth. [Rare.]

Substantively (sub'stan-tiv-li), adv. i. In
a suljstantive manner; in substance; essen-
tially; as, a thing may be apparently one
thing and substantively another. —2. In
gram, as a substantive or noun; as, an adjec-
tive or pronoun may be used substantively.

Substantiveness (sub'stan-tiv-nes), 7i. The
state of being substantive. J. U. Newman.
[Rare.]

Substernal (sub-st6r'nal), a. In anat. situ-

ated beneath the sternum; as, the subster-
nal lymphatics.
Substile (sub'stil), n. See SuBSTYLE.
Substitute (sub'sti-tut), v.t. pret. & pp.
substituted; p^v. substituting, [h. substituo,

snbstitutum—sub, under, and statuo, to

place, to set (whence statute, ic.).] 1. To
put in the place of another ; to i>ut in ex-

change.
Some few verses are inserted or substituted in the

room of others. Congreve.

2.t To appoint; to invest with delegated
authority.

But who is substituted 'gainst the French,
I have no certain notice. Shak.

Substitute (sub'sti-tut), n. 1. One person
put in the place of another to answer the
same purpose; one acting for or put in the
room of another; as, a person may be a sub-
stitute witli full powers to act for another
in an office; the orthodox creed of Christians
is that Christ died as the substitute of sin-

ners; specifically (milit.), one who for a con-
sideration serves in an army in the place of

a conscript.—2. One thing put in the place
of another ; one thing serving the purix>se
of another. ' Substitutes and shadows of

things more higli in substance and efficacy.'

Barrow. ' Masks as the sole substitute for

the modern parasol.' De Quincey.—Sttbsti-
tutes in an entail, in law, those lieirs who
are called to the succession on the failure of

others.—Syn. A deputy, secondary, proxy.

Substitution (sub-sti-tu'shon). n. 1. The
act of substituting or putting one person or
thing in the place of another; as, the substi-

tution of an agent, attorney, or representa-
tive to act for one in his absence; the sub-

stitution of bank-notes for gold and silver as

a circulating medium.—2. State of being put
in the place of another. —3. The office of a sub-
stitute; delegated authority. Shak. [Rare.]

4. In gram, syllepsis, or the use of one word
for another.— 5. In law, (a) in the civil law,

a conditional appointment of an heir, (b) In
Scots law, the enumeration or designation of

the heirs in a settlement of property. ~6. In
chem. a teim applied to a wide range of phe-
nomena or transformations. The simplest
cases are those in which one element pre-

sented to a compound of another, under
appropriate conditions, expels or eliminates
that other in the elementary form, taking its

place in the new compound formed. It is one
of the three principal methods employed in

examining the chemical composition of or-

ganic bodies, the two other methods being
oxidation and reduction. Called also Meta-
lepsy.—l. In alg. the putting of one quantity
in the place of another, to which it is equal
but differently expressed.—8. In theol. the
doctrine that Christ suffered vicariously,

being substituted, as it were, for the sinner,

and that his sufferings were expiatory.

Substitutional (suli-sti-tu'slion-al), a. Per-
taining to or implying substitution; supply-
ing the place of another.
Substitutionally (sub - sti - to 'shon - al - li),

adv. In a substitutional manner; by way
of substitution. Eclec. Rev.

Substitutionary (sub-sti-tu'shon-a-ri), a.
Relating to or making substitution; substi-
tutional.

Substitutive (sub'sti-tut-iv), a. Tending to
afford or furnish a substitute; making sub-
stitution; capable of being substituted.

Those substitutive particles, which serve to supply
the room of some sentence or complex part of it, are
stiled interjections. Bfi. If'ilkins.

Substraott (sub-strakf), v.t To subtract
Suh^tfuct was formerly used in (erroneous)
analogy with abstract.

Substractiont (sub-strak'shon), n. Sub-
tractii'U,

Substractort (sub-strak'ter), n. One who
subtracts; a subtracter; hence, a detractor;
a slanderer. Shak.
Substratet (sub'strat). n. A substratum.
SubStratet (sub-straf), v.t [L. substenw,
substratum— sub, under, and sterna, to
strew.] To strew or lay under anything.
'The melted glass being supported by the
yuhtttrated sand.' Boyle.

Substratum (sub-stra'tum). n. [L. substra-
tus, spread under. See Stratum.] l. That
which is laid or spread under; a stratum of
earth lying under another; hence, in agri.

the subsoil. —2. In metaph. the matter or
substance supposed to furnish the basis in
which the perceptible qualities inhere. See
Substance.
When Berkeley denied the existence of matter, he

meant by 'matter' that unknown substratum, the
existence of which I,ocke had declared to be a ne-
cessary inference from our knowledge of qualities,

but the nature of which must ever be altogether
hidden from us. G. //. Lewes.

Substruct (sub-strukt), v.t. [See below.]
To lay as the foundation of; to build be-
neath. [Rare.]

He substructs \\\^ region of Asia as the base.
Emerson.

Substruction (sub-struk'shon), n. [L. i\0>-

structio, substructionis. from substruo, sub-
structum—sub, under, and utruxt, to build.]

An under-building; a mass of building be-
low another; a foundation.

It is a magnificent strong building, with a sub-
structioit very remarkable. E-velyn.

Substructure (sub-struk'tur), n. An under
stiucture; a foumlation.
Substylar (sub-sti'ler), a. Of or pertaining
to or consisting of the substyle.—5»^6Yi/tar
line, in dialling, a right line on which the
gnomon or style is erected at riglit angles
with the plane.

Substyle (sub'stn), n. In dialling, the line

on which the style or gnomon stands,formed
by the intersection of the face of the dial

with the plane which passes through the
gnomon. Written also Substile.

Subsultive, Subsultory (sub-sul'tiv, sub-
snl'to-ri), a. [From L. fubsilio, substtltum,
to leap up—»(/b, under, and salio, to leap.]

Moving by sudden leaps or starts; making
short bounds; having a spasmodic charac-
ter.
The earth, I was told, moved up and down like the

boiling ofa pot, . . . This sort of subsultiz-e motion
is ever accounted the most dangerous. £^. Berkeley.

In reality this invaluable merit tends to an excess,
and the 'style cou//,' as opposed to the 'style sou-
te'tue,' flippancy opposed to solemnity, the subsul-
tory to the contmuous, these are the two frequent ex-
tremities to which the French manner betrays men.

De Quincey.

SubSUltorily(subsul'to-ri-li),adc. In a sub-
sultory or boundingmanner; by leaps, starts,

or twitches. Bacon.
Subsultus (sub-sul'tus), n. [From L. sub-
silio, subsiiltum—sub, under, and salio. to
leap.] In med. a starting, twitching, or con-
vulsive motion; as, subsultus of the ten-
dons.

Subsume (sub-sum'), v.t. [L. sub, under,
and sumo, to take.] To include under a
more general class or category ; to place
under and as being comjuehended in a
wider notion: mainly a logical terra,

St. Paul who cannot name that word "sinners,' but
must straight subsume in a parenthesis. ' of whom I

am the chief.' Hammond.
To subsume is to place any one cognition under

another as belonging to it. In the judgment 'aU
horses are animals' the conception 'horses' is sub-
sumed xxndex that of animals. Fleming,

Subsumption (sub-sum'shon), n. 1. The act
of subsuming; the act of including iiuder
something more general, as a particular
under a universal, a species under a genus,
and the like.

The first act of consciousness was a subsumption
of that of which we were conscious under this no-
tion. Sir if. Hamilta*t.

2. That which is subsumed; the minor
clause or pi-emiss of a syllogism.

Thus, if one were to say, *\o man is wise in all

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; n6te. not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, So. ab«ne; y, Sc. f*fy.
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things,' and another to respond, ' But you are a man,'
this proposition is a sitbsuntptioH under the former.

—Subsumption of the libel, in Scots law, a

narrative of the alleged criminal act, which
must specify the manner, place, ami time

of the crime libelled, the person injured,&c.

SubSlimptive (sub-snm'tiv), a. Of or re-

luting tu a subsumption; of the nature of a

subsumption.
Sub-tack (sub'tak), n. In Scots law, an

under lease; a lease of a farm, a tenement,

etc-, granted by the principal tenant or

leaseholder.

Subtangent (sub'tan-jent), n. In conic sec-

tions, tl»e segment of a produced diameter

or proiiuced axis, intercepted between an
ordinate and a tangent, both drawn from
the same point in the cun'e. Thus, let c A
be part of a parabola. A G its axis, C T a tan-

gent to the curve at the point C, meeting
the axis produced in T, and c D an ordinate

I

to the axis, drawn from the point c; then

the segment d t of the produced axis inter-

cepted between c T and c d is called the sxth-

tangent. Also, if C G be drawn from the

point c, perpendicular to the tangent c T

and meeting the axis in G. then C G is called

the normal; and DO, the part of the axis

intercepted between the ordinate C D and
the normal, is called the subnonnal.

Subtartarean. (sub-tar-ta're-an), a. Being
or living under Tartarus. 'Subtartarean
towers' Pope.

Subtegulaneous (8ub-teg'Q-la"ne-us).a. (L
mbt'.-<juUiiieu^— sub. under, and tegulte,

tiles, a ro'if] Under the eaves or roof;

within doors. [Rare.]

Subtenant (sub-ten'ant), n. The tenant
under a tenant; one who rents land or

houses from a tenant.

Subtend (subtend'), vt [L. subtendo—
sub. under, and tendo, to stretch J To ex-

tend under or be opposite to: a geometrical

term; as, the side of a triangle which sub-

tends the right angle.

Subtense (sub-tens'), n. [L. subtendo. titb-

tentum, si^tensum, to stretch underneath.]
In geotn. the line subtending or stretching
across; the chord of an arc; a line or angle
opposite to a line or angle spoken of.

Subtepid (subtep'id). a. Slightly tepid;
vt-ry nil Kk-ratfly warm.
Subter (sub't^r). a Latin preposition signi-

fying under, used as a prefix in English with
the same meaning as sub, but less general
ill its application.

Subterfluent, Subterfluous (sub-t^r'flu-

eiit. sub-tt-i^Mii-us^ a. [L. subterftuens. sub-

terjluentis. jipr. of Knbterjtuo, to tlow l>eneath
—subter. under, beneath, Andjtuo, to flow.]

Running under or beneath.
Subterfuge (sub'terfuj), n. [Fr subterfuge,
L.L. subterjuginm, from L. subter, under,
and fugia, to Hee. J That to which a person
resorts for escape or concealment ; a shift ;

an evasion; an artifice employed to escape
censure or the force of an argument, or to
justify opinions or conduct.

Affect not little shifts and subterfuges to avoid the
force of an argument If'aits.

Sys. Evasion, elusion, shift, quirk, escape,
prevarication.

Subterposltlon(sub't6r-p6-zi"shon). n. The
state of lying or being situated und^er some-
thing else; specifically, in geol. the order or
arrangement in which strata are situated
below each other.
8ubterrane(sub'ter-ran).n. [See below.] A
cave or room under ground. [Poetical and
rare ]

Subterraneal t (sub-ter-ra'ne-al), a. Same
as Suht'.rritnean. Boyle.

Subterranean (sub-ter-ra'ne-an), a. [L.
subterraneus— sub, under, and terra, the
earth ] Being or lying at some <iepth in
the earth; situated within the earth or un-
der ground; as, n(&terran«aH springs; a sub-
terranean pass&ge—Subterranean forest, a
forest or considerable number of trees lying
below the surface of the earth, and generally
covered with peat to a greater or less depth

Such forests are found in various parts of

Scotland, England, Ireland, and elsewhere.

Subterraneous (sub-ter-ra'ne-us), a. Same
as Subterranean, but now much less com-
mon.
Subterraneously (sub-ter-ra'ne-us-li), adv.

In a subterraneous manner; after the man-
ner of a mine in war; hence, secretly; im-
perceptibly. Is. D'Israeli.

Subterranityt (snb-ter-ran'i-ti), n. A place
under ground.

We commonly consider stibUrranities not in con-
templations sufficiently respective unto the creation.

Sir T Brffivne.

Subterrany t (sub'ter-ra-ni), «. That which
lies under ground. Bacon.
Subterrany t (sub t6r-ra-ni), a. Subter-
ranean.

Metals are wholly subterrany, whereas plants are
part above earth and part under. Bacon.

Subterrene (sub-ter-ren'),a. Subterraneous.
Jer. Taylor.

Subtile (sub'til or sut'l), a. [O.E. sotel, sotil,

subtil; O.Fr. sutil, soutil, subtil. Mod. Fr.

subtil, from L. subtilis, slender, fine, deli-

cate, subtile, for subtelis, from sub. under,
and tela, for texela, a web, from texo, to
weave (whence texture). This spelling of
the word (as well as of subtilty, &c.) has been
all but abandoned in favour of Subtle.]

1. Subtle ; thin ; not dense or gross ; ex-
tremely fine. 'A much »u&(iter medium than
air' Sewton.—2.. Delicately constituted or
constructed ; nice ; fine ; delicate. ' More
subtile web Arachne cannot spin.' Spenser.

I do distinffuish plain
Each subtile line of her immortal face.

Sir y. Ditvies.

3- Penetrating; acute; piercing. 'Slow dis-

ease and subtile pain.' Prior.— A. Charac-
terized by acuteness of mind; refined;
shrewd; di8cemtng;as, a su&fi/e understand-
ing or argument.— 5. .Sly; artful; cunning;
crafty; insinuating: deceitful. ' A woman,
an harlot, and subtile of heart.* Prov. vii. 10.

Subtllely (sub'til-li or sutO-lI). adt>. In a
subtile manner; thinly; finely; not grossly;

artfully; subtly.

Subtileness(sub'til-nes orsutl-nes). n. The
(|uality or state of being subtile: (a) thin-

ness; rareness; as, the subtileness of air.

(&) fineness ; acuteness ; as, the subtileness

of an ai^ument. (c) Cunning; artfulness;

as, the ifubtiUness of a foe.

Subtillatet (sub-til'i-at). vt. [See Subtile]
To make subtile; to make rare or thin.

M.-itter, however subtiiialed, is matter still. Boyle.

Subtlllatlont (sub-tiri-a"shon), n. The act
of making thin or subtile. ' By subtiliation
and rarefaction.' Boyle.

Subtlllsm (sub'til-izm or snt'l-izm). n. The
quality of being subtle; subtlety. * The high
orthodox#t(/Vi7wfmof DunsScotus.' MUman.
SubtlUty (sub-til'i-ti), n. The quality of
beini: subtile; fineness; subtileness. iRare.]
Subtilization (sul/til-iz a"shon). n. 1. The
at-t of making subtile, fine, or thin.~2. In
chetn. the operation of making so volatile as
to rise In steam or vapour.— 3. Refinement
in drawing distinctions. &c.
Subtilize (aub'til-iz), r.^ pret & pp. sub-
tilized; ppr. subtilizing. [Fr, subtiliser, from
L. gubtilis. See SCBTILE.] 1. To make thin
or fine; to make less gross or coarse.— 2. To
refine; to spin into niceties; as, to subtilize

arguments. ' In agitating and subtilizing
(juestions of faith.' Warburton.
Subtilize (sub'til-iz), v.i. To refine in argu-
ment; to make very nice distinctions.

Ouatities and moods some modem philosophers
have subtUised on. Sir K. Digby.

Subtilty (sub'tilti or sntl-ti), n. (Fr. sub-

tHit^., L. subtilitas. See SUBTILE.] I. The
state or quality of being subtile ; thinness

;

fineness ; tenuity; as, the subtilty of air or
light; the subtilty ot sounds.—2-t An intri-

cate or quaint device, symbol, or emblem.
Leland.S. Refinement in drawing distinc-

tions or the like; extreme niceness or acute-
ness.

Intelligible discourses arc spoiled by too much sub-
tilty in nice divisions. Lode.

4. Slyness in design; cunning; artifice. {In
the two last senses usually v/niien Subtlety.]

Subtle (suti). a. [See SUBTILE] 1. Thin;
fine; nice; delicate in texture. 'A point as
subtle as Arachne's broken woof.' Shak.—
2. Sly in design; artful; cunning: Insinuating:
applied to persons; as, a subtle foe. 'The
serpent, siibtlent beast of all the field.' Mil-
ton.— Z. Cunningly devised; as, a subtle
stratagem. —4. t Being other than in seem-

ing; acting under the cover of a false ap-
pearance; deceptive; treacherous.

The subtle traitor
This day had plotted in the council-house
To murder me. Shak.

5. Characterized by acuteness or delicacy,
as of thought, mind, workmanship, and the
like; acute of intellect; disceniing; refined;
nicely perceptive or capable of fine execu-
tion.

Praised be the Art whose subtle power could stay
yon cloud. It'ordrworth.

Xear him stood the Lady of the Lake,
Who knows a subtler magic than his own.

Temiyson.

6.t Made level or smooth by careful labour;
even. * Like to a l»owlupona«?/&(ie ground.'
5AaAr.—Sys. Artful, crafty, cunning, insinu-
ating, wily.

Subtleness (sut'l-nes), n. The quality of
being subtle; artfulness; cunning.
Subtlety (sut1-ti), n. l. The quality of being
subtle or sly; cunning; craftiness; artful-

ness; wiliness.
For in the wily snake

Whatever sleights, none would suspicious mark,
As from his wit and native subtlety
Proceeding. Milton.

2. Acuteness of intellect; nicety of discrimi-
nation.—3.t False appearance; deception;
illusion. ' Cnlearned in the world's false

subtleties.' Shak.
Subtle-wltted (sut'l-wit-ed), a. sharp-
witted; crafty. 'The subtle-witted French
conjurers.' Shak.
Subtly (sut'li). adv. In a subtle manner:
(a) slily; artfully; cunningly.

Thou seest
How subtly to detain thee t devise. Milton.

(&) Nicely; delicately. 'Substance and ex-
pression subtly interblended.' Dr. Caird,

In the nice bee, what sense so subtly true.

From poisonous herbs extracts the healing dew I

Po^.
(c) Deceitfully; delusively.

Thou proud dream.
That play'd so subtly with a king's repose. Shak.

Subtonlc ( sub-ton 'ik), n. 1. In pron. an
elementary sound or element of speech hav-
ing a partial vocality; a vocal or sonant
consonant. Goodrich.— 2. In 7/iw<ic, the semi-
tone or note next below the tonic; the lead-
ing note of the scale. Called also Sub^
semitone.

Sub-torrld (sub-tor'id), a. Approximately
torrid ; applied to a region or climate bor-
dering on the torrid.

Subtract (sub-trakf). vt. [L. subtraho, sitb-

tractum- mib, under, beneath, behind, and
traho, to draw. See TRACT, n] To withdraw
or take from a number or quantity; to de-

duct; as, to subtract 4 from 8.

AH materi.il products consumed by any one, while
he produces nothing, are so much subtracted for the
time, from the material products which society would
otherwise have possessed. y. S. Mill.

Subtracter (stib-trak't6r). n. 1. One who
subtracts. --2. t The number to be taken from
a larger nunil>er; the subtrahend.
Subtraction (sub-trak'shon), n. [L. stib-

trac(io,tiuhfractifmis. SeeSUBTRACT] 1. The
act or operation of taking a part from the
rest. —2. In arith. the taking of a lesser

number from a greater of the same kind or
denomination; the operation of finding the
diflference between one number and another^
the less being subtracted from the greater.

In alg. the operation of subtraction is in-

cluded under addition, the rule being ta
change the sign and add.~3. In laiv, a with-

drawing or neglecting, as when a person
who owes any suit, duty, custom, or service
to another, withdraws it, or neglects to per-
form it.

Subtractive (sub-trak'tiv), a. 1. Tending or
having power to subtract— 2, In math, hav-

ing the mtiius sign (— ) placed before it.

Subtrahend (sub'tra-hend). n. [L. stibtra^

hendux, that nmst be subtracted, fut. part.

pass, of gfibtrahosub, under, and traho, to-

draw.] In math, the sum or number to be
subtracted or taken from another, which ia

called the minuend.

I

Subtranslucent (sub-trans-lu'sent), a. Ira-

! perftitly translucent.
' Subtransparent (sub-trans-pa'reut), a.

j

Imperfectly transparent.
' Subtriangular (sub-tri ang'gu-16r), a.

I

Nearly but not perfectly triangular. Dar-
1 inn,

Subtrlfld (sub-tri'fid). a. Slightly trifld.

Subtrlhedral (sub-tri-he'dral), a. Shaped
i somewhat like a three-sided pyramid; as.

I
the subtrihedral crown of a tooth. Owen.

ch, cAain; eb, Sc. locA; g. f^o; j.iob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sinj?; th, tAen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, urAig; zh. azure.—See KET.
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Snbtrlple (sub-tri'pl), o. Containing a third

or one of three parts, as 3 is subtriple of 9.

—Subti-iple ratio, the ratio of 1 to 3.

SubtrlpUcate (sub-trip'li kat). a. In the

ratio of the cube roots; thus v^ to v^ & is

the subtriplicate ratio of a to 6.

Sub-tropical (sub-trop'i-kal), a. Adjoining
the tropics; indigenous to or characteristic

of the regions lying near the tropics.

SubtTUde (sub-trod'), v.t. pret. <fe pp. sub-

truded; ppr. subtrudiiig. (L. sub, under, and
tnuio, to thrust.] To insert or place under.

[Kare.l
Subturrlculate (sub-tur-rik'ii-lat), o. In
conch, slightly turriculate.

Subtutor (snb'tu-tor), n. An under tutor.

Sub-tJTllcal (sub-tip' i-kal), a. Not quite

true to the type; slightly abeiTant; ex-

pressing a condition between typical and
aberrant.

Subularla (sil-bfl-la'ri-a), n. [L. subvla. an
awl, from suo, to sew, from the shape of the

leaves.) A genus of plants, nat. order Cru-

cifera;, found in the gravelly bottoms of

lakes, nsually in shallow water, in North and
Central Europe. North Asia, and the Nor-
thern United States. S. aipmUca, or awl-

wort, the only sx)ecie8, consists merely of a
tuft of white fibrous roots, narrow awl-

shaped leaves, and a leafless stalk, bearing

a few small white flowers. It is indigenous

to Scotland and the Nortli of England and
Ireland. See Awi.woRT.
Subulate, Subulated (su'liu-liit, su'bu-lat-

ed), a. [From L. subula, an awl.] Shaped
like an awl; awl-sliaped. (a) In bot. a sub^i-

late leaf is linear at the bottom, and gradu-
ally tapering toward the end. Applied also

to filaments, styles, or stigmas, (b) In conch.

applied to shells tapering to a point, (c) In
etitom. an epithet given to a long thin cone,

softly bent throughout its whole course.

Subulloomes (su-bu'li-kor"ne2), n. pi. [ L.

subxila, an awl, and cornu, a horn.] A divi-

"•^

SubuUcornes

—

/igrion puiUa.

a. Head. b. Antenna.

sion of nenropterous insects, having awl-
shaped antentiJu. It inchides the dragon-
flies, and Ephemera; or may-flies.

Subuliform (su'hxi-li-formX «- Same as

Subulipalp (su'hQ-li-palp), n. [L. subtila,

an awl, and palp^ls, a feeler] One of a
section of caraboid beetles, including those
which have the exterior palps or feelers awl-
shaped. Brande A Cox.

Subumbonal (snb-um-bo'nal), a. In conch.

under or beneath the umbo in bivalves.

Subundationt (sub-un-da'shon), n. [L. sub,

under, and unda, a wave.] Flood; deluge.
Hulwt.
Subungual, Subunguial (sub-nng'gwal,
sul)-un>^gwi-ul),a. [L. sub,under,and uiiguis,

a nail.] Under the nail.

Suburb (sub'6rb), n. [L. suburhmm—sub,
under, near, and urbs, a city.] 1. An out-

lying part of a city or town; a part without
the city boundaries but in the vicinity of a
city; as, Hampstead is a siiburb of London:
often used in the plural to signify loosely

some part near a city; as, a house stands in

the suburbs; a garden is situated in the
stiburbs of Londoner Paris.—2. The confines;

the out part. 'The suburb of their straw-

built citadel.' Milton.

Suburban (sub-6r'ban), a. [L- svburbanus.
See Suburb.] Pertaining to, inhabiting, or
being in the suburbs of a city. 'Suburban
villas.' Cowper.
Suburban (sub-6r^an), n. One who dwells

in the suburbs of a city.

Suburbed (sub'6rbd), a. Having under the

walls. ' Bottreaux Castle . . . suburbed with
a poor market town.' Carcw. [Rare.]

Suburbial, Suburbian (sub-fer'bi-al, aub-

ei-'bi-an). a. Suburban. ' Stt6ur&iaZ fields.

'

T. Warton.
Poor clinches the sudnrbiafi muse affords.

And Paiitoii waging harmless war with words.

Suburblcarian, Suburbicary (sub-6rTji-

ka"ri-an, sub-iSr'bi-ka-ri), a. [L.L. suburbi-
carms. See Suburb.] Being in the suburbs:
an epithet applied to the provinces of Italy

which composed the ancient diocese of

Rome. 'The pope having stretched his

authority beyond the bounds of his suburbi-

carian precincts.' Harrow.
Sub-variety (sub'va-ri-e-ti), n. A subordi-
nate variety or division of a variety.

Subvene (sub- ven'),u.i. pret. & pp. stt&yencd;

ppv.subieniiig. [See Subvention.] To come
under, as a support or stay; to arrive or
happen so as to obviate something.

A future state must needs sitb-vene to prevent the
whole edifice from falling; into ruin, IVarburton.

Subventaneoust (sub-ven-ta'ne-us), a. [L.

subwnta,neus—sub,nndex,2A\dvenlus,y!\nd.\
Effected by means of wind. Sir T. Browiie.

Subvention (sub-ven'shon), n. [From L.

subveiiio, subventum, to come to, to come to

one's assistance— sub, under, and venio,

ventum, to come.] 1. The act of coming
under. 'The subvention of a cloud which
raised him from the ground.' Stackhouse.
2. The act of coming to relief; support; aid.

3. A government grant or aid; pecuniary aid

granted.
Subverset (sub-v^rs'), v.t. To subvert.
Spender.

Subversion (sub-v^r'shon), n. [L. subversio,

suhversionis, from subverto, subverstim. See
Subvert.] The act of subverting or over-

throwing, or the state of being overthrown

;

entire overthrow ; utter ruin ; destruction

;

as, the subversion of a government or state;

the subversion of despotic power; the *it&-

version of the constitution or laws; the sub-

version of an empire. 'Subversion of thy
harmless life.' Shak. 'The subversion (by

a storm) of woods and timber.' Evelyn.—
Syn. Destruction, ruin, overturning, down-
fall, extinction, suppression.

Subversionary (sub-v^i-'shon-a-ri), a. De-
structive; subversive.

Subversive (sub-v6rs'iv), a. Tending to

subvert; having a tendency to overthrow
and ruin. 'Utterly subversive of liberty'

Abr. Tucker.
Subvert (sub-v^rf), v.t [L. subverto—sub,
and verto, to turn.] 1. To overthrow from
the foundation; toovertum; to ruin utterly;

to destroy. 'Razeth your cities and subverts

your towns.' Shak.

This would sitbvert the principles of all knowledge.
Lockt.

If the government were siibuerted by physical

force, all this moveable wealth would be exposed to

imminent risk of spoliation and destruction.
Macaulay,

2. To corrupt; to confound; to pervert, as

the mind, and turn from the truth. 2 Tim.
ii.l4.—Syn. To overthrow, overturn,destroy,

ruin, reverse, extinguish, suppress.

Subvertant, Subverted (sub-v6rt'ant, sub-

vert'eil), p. and a. In her reversed; turned
upside down or contrary to the natural po-
sition or usual way of bearing.

Subverter (sub-v6rt'6r), n. One who sub-

verts; an overthrower. Waierland.
Subvertible (sub-v6rt'i-bl), a. Capable of

being su))verted.

Subway (sub'wa). n. An underground way;
an accessible underground passage contain-

ing gas and water mains, telegraph wires,

&c.. all of which may be readily examined,
altered, or repaired, without disturbing the

street surface and obstructing traffic.

SubW0rker(sub'werk-6r), t^. A subordinate
worker or helper. 'A subworker to grace.'

South.
Succades (suklcadz), n.pl. [L. sucetisJnice.]

A commercial name sometimes given to

green fruits and citron, candied and pre-

served in syrup; sweetmeats. Defoe; Sim-
mon ds.

Succedaneous (suk-se-da'ne-us). a. [L. suc-

cedaiu-us, supplying the place of something
— sub, under, and cedo, to give way, to yield.]

Pertaining to or acting as a succedaneum;
supplying the place of something else; being
or employed as a substitute.

Succedaneuni(suk-3e-da'ne-ura). «.pl. Suc-
cedanea (suk-se-da'ne-a). [See above.] One
who or that which supplies the place of

another ; that which is used for something
else; a substitute.

In lieu of me you will have a very charming' succe-

damum. Lady Harriet Stanhope. H. IValpoU.

It is your souls that lie dead, . . . and are not

souls at all, but mere succedanea for salt to keep
your bodies and their appetites from putrefying.

CarJyU.

Succeed (suk-sedO, v.t. [Fr. succider, from
L. succedo. successum—sub, under, in place
of, and cedo, to go. See Cede.] 1. To take
the place of; to be heir or successor to; as,

the king's eldest son succeeds his father on
the throne.

Not Amurath an Anmrath succeeds,
But Harry Harry. Shai.

2. To fall heir to; to inherit. [Rare. ]

Else let my brother die.
If not a feodary, but only he
Owe eind succeed thy weakness. Skai.

3. To follow; to come after; to be subsequent
or consequent to.

The curse of heaven and men succeed their evils.

Those destructive effects . . . succeeded the curse.
Sir T. Brentme.

4.t To prosper; to make successful.

God was pleased to succeed their endeavours. *

Stilliugfleet.

—Follow, Succeed, Ensue. See under Fol-
low.
Succeed (suk-sed'), v.i. 1. To follow; to be
subsequent; to come after; to come next;
to come in the place of another or of that
which has preceded; as, day succeeds to
night, and night to day.

Enjoy till I return
Short pleasures ; for long woes are to succeed.

Milton.
Revenge succeeds to love, and rage to grief.

Dryden.
2. To become heir; to take the place of one
whohasdied; specifically, to ascend a throne
after the removal or death of the occu-
pant.
No woman shall succeed \n Salique land. Shak.

If the father left only daughters, they equally suc-
ceeded to him. Sir M. HaU.

St. Elmo consoled the mariner for the loss of Castor
and Pollux. The Virgin Mother and Cecilia suc-
ceeded to Venus and the Muses. Macaulay.

3. To come down by order of succession; to

descend; to devolve.
A ring the county wears

That downward hath succeeded in his house
From son to son, some four or five descents.

Shab.

4. To be successful in any endeavour; to

obtain the object desired; to accompliab
what is attempted or intended.

It is almost impossible for poets to succeed without
ambition. Dryden.

The surest way not to fail is to determine to suc'

ceed. Sheridan.

5. To terminate according to desire; to turn
out successfully; to have the desired result;

as, his plan succeeded admirably. —6. t To
go under cover.

Or will you to the cooler cave succeed/ Dryden.

7.t To approach. Spenser.

Succeedant (suk-sed'ant), ppr. In her. suc-
ceeding or following one another.

Succeeder (suk-sed'6r), ?i. One who suc-

ceeds; one who follows or comes in the place
of another; a successor. 'Richmond and
Elizabeth, the true succeeders of each royal
house.' Shak. 'The sole sttcceeder to their

wealth.' Tennyson.
Succeeding (suk-sed'ing), n. 1. The act ol

one who succeeds. —2. t Consequence ; result.

Is it not a language which I speak?—A most harsh
one ; and not to be understood without bloody sue-

ceedtng, Shak.

Succentor (suk-sen'tor), n. 1. In a church
choir or concert, one who sings the bass or
lowest harmonized part.— 2. In cathedral
cA«rcAcs,aprecentor's deputy; a sub-chanter.

3.t An inciter. 'The prompter and sticceii-

tor of these cruell enterludes.' Holland.
Success (suk-ses'). n. [L. successtif, from
succedo. See Succeed.] 1. The termination
of any affair, whether happy or unhappy

;

the issue; the result; more especially (when
unaccompanied by a qualifying epithet), a
favourable or prosperous termination of

anything attempted; a termination which
answei-s the purpose intended. 'Fear of

bad success in a bad cause. * Shak. ' Tickled
with good success.' Shak.

Go bid the priests do present sacrifice.

And bring nie their opinions of success. Shai.

Or teach with more suecess her son,

The vices of the time to shun. Waller.

Every reasonable man cannot but wish me success

in this attempt. TUlotson,

Military successes, above all others, elCTate the

minds of a people. Atterbury.

2. t Succession ; order following one another.

Spenmr; Shak.

Successary (suk-ses'a-ri),«. Derived or ob-

tained by succession, as honours. Beau, da

Fl.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc abune; y, Sc. tey.
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Successful (suk-se3'f«l). a. Having or re-

sulting i" success; obtaining or terminating

in the accomplishment of what is wislietl or

iiitemled; hence, prosperous; fortunate;

happy; as, a gucces^/ul application of medi-

cine; a auccessfid experiment in chemistry

or in agriculture ; a auccesiiful enterprise; a

succesn/iU merchant. Welcome nephews
fr< .ni sticce>ss/ul wars. ' Shak. ' The rage of

a mccesn/til rival.' Dryden. — Fortunate,

Successful. ProKperoitg. See FORTUNATE.
Successfully (suk-ses'fuMi), adv. In a suc-

cessful manner; with a favouraljle termina-

tion t)f what is attempted; prosperously;

favourably. ' A reformation 8Ucees>'fuUy

carried on.' Siol/t.

Successfulness (suk-ses'ful-nes), n. The
condition «»f being successful; prosperous
conclusion; favourable event; succeaa.

Succession (suk-se'shon), «. [L. mtccessw,

»ucce)i.sionis. from succedo, succes»um, to

cume in the place of. See SUCCEED.] 1. A
following of things in order; consecution;

series of thintrs following one another, eitlier

in time or pface ; as, a sttccesnion of events

in chronology; a succession' of kings or bish-

ops ; his fortune was lost by a succession of

commercial disasters.

The peculiar art which he (Milton) possessed of

commuuicatintf his meanine circuitoiisiy through a
long sHCiession of associated ideas, and of intinuitiiig

more thiin he expressed, enables him to express

those incongruities which he could not avoid.
Macaidlay.

2. The act of succeeding or coming in the

place of another; aa. this happened after

the Hiiccessioa of that prince to the throne ;

ihemcceiiswaot heirs to the estates of their

ancestors; collateral sxtccesgimi. —3. An order
or series u( descendants; lineage; succea-

aors collectively; heirs.

Cassibelan ... for him
And his succession granted Rome a tribute,

Yearly three thousand poundii. Shak.

4- The act or right of succeeding or coming
to an inlieritance; the act or right of en-

tering upijn an orttce, rank, Ac., held by

another; as. he holds the property by the

title of succession.

You have the voice of the king himself for your
SJtccessioH in Denmark. SkoM.

What people is so void of common sense.

To vote siueessioH from a native prince? DrydeH.

5. t That which is to corae; futurity. —6. t The
person succeeding to rank. oiHce, or the
like. Milton.—7. In mttsic,(a) tlie order in

which the notes of a melody pruceed. (6)

Same aa Scijuence.— Law o/ succession, or
Uiic of descent (which is the more correct
term in English law), the law or rule accord-

ing to which the succession to the property
of deceased iufiiviiluals is regulated. In

general this law obtains only in cases where
a decea!*ed party has riied intestate, or in

cases where the power of bequeathing pro-

perty by will is limited by the legislature.

In England prim(»geuiture is the general
rule in uases of real estate, the eldest son
and his is^iue taking the whole freehold pro-

perty ; failing which stock the next eldest

sun. and so on. When males fail the daugh-
ters succeed, who take not in order of seni-

ority, but all togetht-r. When there are no
lineal descentiants the nearest lineal ances-

tor sncceeils. In regard to movable property
no right of primogeniture.nor any preference
of males to fern;iles. is recognized, the pro-

perty being divide<l in erpial portions among
the children or kinsmen of the deceased,with-
out respect to sex or seniority.—.S'(*««««io»
duty, a tax imposed on every succession to

property, according to Its value and the re-

lation of the person who succee^Js to the
previous owner. —Apost'iUcal succession, in

theol. the transmission, through the epis-

copate (Idshops), of the pt^iwer and authority
committed by Christ to his apostles for the
guidance and goverament of the church.

—

Succession "/ crops, in agri. the rotation of
crops. See KoT.VTios.

Successional (suk se'shon-al), a. Relating
to succe.^sioii; implying succession; existing
in suiM.ession ; consecutive. 'Successional
teeth," Owen.
Successionally (suk-se'shon-al-li), adv. In
a succeasional manner; by way of aucces-
8ir>n.

Successlonlst (suk-se'shon-lst), n. One who
a^lheres to succession, especially apostolical
succession.

Successive (suk-ses'iv), a. [L. successivus,
following, successive, from succedo, succes-

sutn, to follow after, to come in the place.

See .ScrrRKU.) 1. Following in order or un-
interrupted coarse, as a series of persons or

things, and either in time or place; consecu-
tive; as, the «itcces«tue revolutions of years

or ages; the successive kings of Egypt; seven
successive pages or chapters. ' Send the
successive ills through ages down.' Prior.—
2.t Inherited by succession; having or giv-

ing the right of succeeding to an inheri-

tance; hereditary.

And, countrymen, ray loving followers.

Plead my successive title with your swords. Sltai.

Successively (suk-ses'iv-Ii), adv. l. In a suc-

cessive manner; in a series or uninterrupted
order, one following another ; .as, he left

three sons, who all reigned successively.

The whiteness at length changed successi-vely into

bhie, indigo and violet. iWrivtaii.

2. By order of succession and inheritimce.

But as successix'ely from blood to blood,
Your right of birth, your empery, your own. Shak.

3. t ^iccessfully; fully; completely; entirely.

Fairfax.
Successiveness (snk-ses'iv-nes),n. The state
of beiU'.; successive.

Successless (suk-ses'les), a. Having no suc-

cess; uii prosperous; unfortunate; failing to

accomplish what was intended.

Successless all her soft caresses prove. Pope.

I speak not to implore your g^ce,
\Vell know I for one moment s space
Successless might I sue. Sir W. Scott.

Successlessly (auk-sesles-Ii), adv. In a suc-
cessitss iiianiier; without success.

Successlessness (suk-ses'Ies-nes), n. The
state or iiuality of being successless; unsuc-
cest-fulness; nnpmsperous conclusion.

Successor (suk-ses'or), n. [L.] One that
succeeds or follows ; one that takes the
place which another has left, and sustains
the like part or character: correlative to

predecessor; as, the «iicc««Kor of a deceased
king ; the successor of a president or gover-
nor; a man's son and successor.

I here declare you rightful successor
And heir immediate to my crown. Drydetu

Succlduous (suk-sid'ii-us), a. [X. succiduus,
sinking, falling, from succido. to fall under,
to sink down—»«&, under, and cado, to fall.]

Ready to fall; falling. [Rare.]

Succlferous (suk-sif'^r-us), a. (L. succus,
juice, and fero, to bear.) Producing or con-
veying sap.

Sucdnate (suk'sin-at), n. A salt of succinic
aci' I.

Succinated ( suk'sin-at-ed ), a. Combined
with ur containing succinic acid.

Succinct (suk-singkt'). o. [L. suecinetus—
sub, up, and cinyo, cinctum, to gird. ]

l.t Tucked up; girded up; drawn up to

permit the legs to Ije free. 'His habit fit

for speed succinct.' Milton 'His vest suc-

cinct' /*ope. —2. Compressed into few words;
characterized by verbal brevity; short; brief;

concise ; as, a succinct account of the pro-
ceedings of Uie council

A strict and succinct stile is that where you can
take nothing away without loss, and that loss to be
manifest. B. yonson.

A ule should be Judicious, clear, succinct:

The language plain, and incidents well link'd.

Cou'per.

— Concise, Succinct, Condensed. See under
C0NCi.SE.— Syn. Short, brief, concise, com-
pendi»ms. sununary, laconic.

Succinctly (fiuk-siugktii), adv. In a suc-

cinct manner; brietly; concisely; as, the

facta Were succinctly stated.

Succinctness (suksingkt'nes), n. The state

or.iualityuf being succinct; brevity; con-
ciseness; as, the succinctness of a narration.

Succinic (suk-sin'ik). a. [L. succinum, am-
ber. ] Pertainmg to amlwr ; obtained from
amb^r.—Succinic acid (C4Hfl04),an acid ob-

tained from aral)er by distilling it. It is

also one of the products of the oxidation of

stearic and margaric aciils. When pure it

is a white crystalline substance. It was
formerly employed in medicine under the

name of salt of amber, but it is now chieHy
used in coml)ination with ammonia, furm-
ing succinate of ammonia, in chemical in-

vestigations, especially in precipitating iron

from solution. It is a dibasic acid.

SuccinitO (suk'sin-it), n. [L. succinum, am-
ber. ] An amber-coloured variety of lime-

garnet.

Succlnous (suk'sin-us), a. [See SUCCINIC]
Pertaining to or resembling amber.
Succlsiont ( suk-si'zhon ), n. [1.. succisio]

The act of cutting otf or down. 'lu the
succij<ion of trees.' Bacon.

Succory (suk'ko-ri), n. [A corruption of

chicory (which see).] A plant of the genus
Cichorium, the C. Intybus, found growing

wild on calcareous soils in England, and in
most countries of Europe. See Chicory.
Succose (suk'kos). a. Full of juice.

Succotasll (suk'ko-tash), n. [From Ameri-
can Indian name.] Green maize and beans
boiled together, originally a North Ameri-
can Indian disli. [United States.]

The wise Huron is welcome ; he is come to eat his
siiccotiish with Ills brothers of the lakes.

y. F. Cooper.

Succour (8uk'6r), v.t. [O.Fr. sucurre, sou-
courre. Mod. Fr. secourir, from L. succurro,
to rim up to the aid ot— sub, under, and
curro, to run.] Lit. to run up to the aid of;

hence, to help or relieve when in difficulty,

want, or distress; to assist and deliver from
suffering; as, to succour a besieged city; to
succour prisoners. ' To succour the weak
state of sad afflicted Troy.* Spenser.

He is able to succour them that are tempted,
Heb. ii. i8.

Syn. To aid, assist, help, relieve, cherish,
comfort.
Succour (suk'6r), n, 1. Aid; help; assist-

ance ; particularly, assistance that relieves

and delivers from ditficulty, want, or dis-

tress. ' My father flying for succour to his

servant.' Shak.— 2. The person or thing
that brings relief ; troops serving as an aid

or assistance. "The levied succours that
should lend him aid.' Shak.

Our watchful general had discerned from far

The mighty succour which made glad the foe.

Drydftt.

Succourable (suk'er-a-bl), a. 1. Capable of
being succouied or relieved; admitting of
succour.- 2. t Affording auccour or relief;

helpful; helping.

The goodness of God, which is very succourabie,
serveth for feet and wiu^ to his servants that are
wrongfully traduced. Cleaver.

Succourer (suk'6r-6r), n. One whosucconrs
or atfords assistance or relief; a helper; a
deliverer.

She hath been a succourer of Yaa.ny , and of myself
also. Rom. xvi. a.

Succourless (8uk'6r-les), a. Destitute of
succour, help, or relief. ' Leave them slaves

and succourless.' Beau, d- Fl.

Succuba (suk'ku-ba), n. pi. Succubse (suk'-

ku-be). [L. succuba, one who lies under an-

other— »ii6, under, and cubo, to lie.] A kind
of female demon formerly believed in. Such
demons were fabled to have connection with
men in their sleep.

SuccubOUS (suk'ku-bus), a. [See SCCCUBA.]
In bot. a term applied to the leaves of cer-

tain of the Jungermanniacete, intimating
that the anterior margin of the one passes
beneath the posterior margin of that suc-

ceeding it: opposed to incubotis.

SuCCUbus (suk'ku-bua). n. [See Succuba.]
A kind of male demon formerly believed

in. ' A churchyard carcass raised and set

a-strutting by the inllation of some hellish

succubus within.' Warbvrtoti.

SuCCUla Csuk'ku-Ia), n. [L. sucida, a winch.]

A bare axis or cylinder with staves on it to

move it round, but no drum.
Succulence, SucciQency(suk'kii-len8, euk'-

ku-len-si), n. The state or character of

being succulent; juiciness; aa, the succulence
of a peach-
Succulent (suk'ku-lent), a. [L. succulentu^,

from succus, juice.] Full of juice; juicy.

'Succulent herbage.* Dr. H. More. 'As
the leaves are not succulent.' Cook.Suc-
culent plants, plants remarkable for the
tiiick and fleshy nature of their stems and
leaves. This character prevails in the na-

tural ordei-s Cactacea;, Crassulacew, and Jle-

sembryacea;, but often occurs also in genera
of other orders, as in aloes and several other
Liliaceae. It consists in a peculiar develop-

ment of cellular tissue, and the plants live

in great part by nourishment derived from
the atmosphere rather than from the soil.

SuCCUlentse (suk-ku-len'te), n. pi. A nat.

order of plants in the r,inna?an system. It in-

cludes those families which are remarkable
for the succulent character of their leaves,

as Saxifragaceie, Crassulacese, Ficoideffi, &c.

Succulently (suk'ku-lent-li), adv. In a suc-

culent manner; juicily.

Succulous (suk'ku-lus), a. Succulent.

Succumb (suk-kumO. v.i. [L, sticcumbo—
sub. under, and cumbo, to lie down.] To
sink or give way without resistance; to

yield; to submit.

To their wills we must sucatmb. Hudibras.

He (Vercingctorix), too, had finally succumbtd,
had been led captive in Catsar's triumph.

Sir E. Creasy.

Succursal (suk-kfir'sal), a. [Fr ««curwi«,
supplementing a pariah church, iglise sttc-

ch, chain; 6h, 8c. locA; g, ffo; j.job; tx, Fr. ton; ng, iing; TH» then; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, aarure.—See Kht.
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eurgale, a chapel of ease, from L.L. succur-
»uSy succour. See Succour.] Serving as a
chapel of ease: said of a church attached by
way of succour to a parish church.

Not a city was without its cathedral, surrounded
by its sitccursai churches, its monasteries and con-
vents. Mihnan,

SUCCUS (suk'kus), n. [L.] In vaed. a term
frequently employed to denote theextracted
juice of different plants; as, swccta ii^uort-

ticB, Spanish liquorice, ttc.

SuCCUSSation ( suk-kus-a'shon ), n. [L. ««c-

ciism. succumare, a freq. from sticcutio, suc-

cussjuti, to ttiug or toss up— sub, from be-
neath, up, and quatio, to shake.] 1. A trot

or trotting. 'Or lift one foot before and
the cross foot behind, which is succus&ation
or trotting.' SirT. Browtie. [Rare.]—2. A
shaking; succussion.

Succussion (suk-ku'shon), n. [L. succussio,

succusnionis, a shaking, from succutio, sue-

cussuin, to fling or toss up. See SUCCUSSA-
TION.] 1. The act of shaking; a violent
shock—2. In med. (a) an ague; (6) a shaking,
particularly of the nervous parts by medi-
cal stimulants; (c) a mode of ascertaining the
existence of a liquid in the thorax by
slightly shaking the patient's body and lis-

tening to the sounds thereby produced.
Succusslve (suk-kus'iv), a. [See above.]
Characterized by a shaking motion, espe-
cially an up and down movement, and not
merely tremulous oscillation ; as, the &uc-

cusaive motion in earthquakes. Dana.
Such (such), a. [O.E. suicke, swiche, swilcke,

swilk, A. Sax. swilc, swylc, from swd — so, and
lic = like; the word is therefore literally so-

like, like that. Corresponding forms occur in

theotherTeutonic tongues. So which^who-
like; O.E. tkUk, Prov. E. (At'cA: = that-like.]

1. Of that or the like kind or degree; simi-

lar; like; as, we never saw such a day: fol-

lowed by as before the thing which is the
subject of comparison; as, we have never
had suck a time as the present; give your
children such precepts as tend to make
them wiser and better. It is to be noted
that the indefinite article a or an never
immediately precedes such, but la placed
between it and the noun to which it refers,

or such comes after the noun preceded by
the article; as, s^ich a man; such an honour;
I never saw a man such as lie. Adjectives
may come between the indefinite article and
the noun; as, such a good man; so also an-
other. Such comes directly before nouns
without the article; as, such weather; such
men. —2. The same as mentioned or spe-

cified ; in this condition ; so ; not other or
different.

That thou art happy, owe to God

;

That thou continu st such, owe to thyself.

MiUon.
3. Belonging to that class.

In it lie melted lead for bullets

To shoot at foes and sometimes pullets.

To whom he bore so fell a griitcn.

He ne'er gave quarter t'any sitc/t. Hudibras.

4. Certain: used to indicate or suggest in a
general and indefinite manner persons or
things already named or pointed out, or
which could have been named or pointed
out had the speaker pleased.

When in rushed one, and tells him such a knight
Is new arrived. Daniel.

5. Used emphatically without the correla-

tive = extraordinary; very great; very much;
very considerable; so good; so bad. 'Could
come to such honour.' Shak.

I shall have such a life 1 Shak.

Sttch is often used adverbially with the
sense of so; to so great a degree; so greatly;

as, such terrible enemies ; sxich different

Ideas.—Swc^ and such, or such or such, cer-

tain ; some : used to represent the object
generally or indefinitely, as particularized
in one way or another, or one and another
not then mentioned or pointed out.

I have appointed my servants to such and such a
place. 1 Sam. xxi. a.

I saw him yesterday, or t'other day

;

Or then, or then; with such or suck. Shak.

The same sovereign authority may enact a law,
commanding such or such an action. South,

—Such like, (a) of the like kind; of the same
sort; similar. 'Plate, jewels, and such like

trifles.' Shak. (i/) Similar persons or things;
so forth; et cetera: used at the close of
enumerations. 'Virtue, youth, liberality,

and such like.' Shak.
Buchwise (such'wiz), adv.. In such a man-
ner; so.

Suck (suk). u. (. [O.E. 8ouke,suke, «oA:e, A.Sax.
sdcan, 8'dgan, Q. saiigen, Icel. sjuga, siiga,

Dan. suge; cog. L. sttgo, Gael, sugaidh, Ir.

suigiin, to suck.] 1. To draw into the mouth
by the action of the lips and tongue, which
serves to produce a vacuum ; as, to suck
water into the mouth. ' The milk thou
sucked'st from her.' Shak. See Suction.—
2. To draw something from with the mouth;
specifically, to draw milk from; as, the
young of an animal sucks the mother ordam
or the breast.

I can stick melancholy out of a song as a weasel
sticks eggs. Shak.

Did a child suck every day a new nurse, it would
be no more affrighted with the change of faces at

six months old than at sixty. Locke.

3. To draw in or imbibe by any process re-

sembling sucking; to inhale; to absorb; as, to
suck in air; a sponge sucks in water: usually
with in, out, aioay, &c.— 4. To draw or drain.
' Old ocean suck'd through the porous globe.'
Thomson. —5. To draw in, as a whirlpool;
to swallow up; to ingulf. ' As waters are by
whirlpools sucked and drawn.' Dryden.—
To suck ill, (a) to draw into the mouth; to
imbibe; to absorb. (?») To cheat; to deceive;
to take in. [CoUoq. and low.]

—

To suck up,
to draw into the mouth —To suck the mon-
key (naut), to suck spirits surreptitiously
from a cask by means of a straw; hence, to
take spirits in any underhand way.
Suck (suk), v.i. I. To draw fluid into the
mouth; to draw by exhausting the air, as
with a tube.

Where the bee sucks, there suck I, Shak.

2. To draw milk from the breast; as, a child
or the young of a manmial is first nourished
by sticking.

Suck (suk), 71. 1. The act of drawing with
the mouth.—2. Milk drawn from the breast
by the mouth.

I have.given stick, and know
How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me.

Shak.

3.t Juice; succulence.—4. A small draught.
[Colloq.]

No bouse? nor no tobacco?—Not a suck, sir

;

Nor the remainder of a single can. Massin^er.

Suckatash (suk'a-tash), n. Same as Suc-
cotash.

Sucken (suk'n), n. [A. Sax. socn, privilege,

jurisdiction, from soc, a soke, liberty, privi-

lege. See Soc] In Scots law, the district

attached to a mill, or the whole lands as-

tricted to a mill, the tenants of which are
bound to bring their grain to the mill to

be ground. The tenants subjected to this

astriction are called su/ikeners. See Thirl-
AGE.
Suckeuer (suk'n-6r), n. A tenant bound
to bring his grain to a certain mill to be
ground. See Suck EN.

Sucker (suk'6r), n. 1. One who or that which
sucks or draws with the mouth.—2. The pis-

ton of a suction-pump.

Oil must be poured into the cylinder that the
sucker may slip up and down in it more easily.

Boyle.

3. A pipe or tube through which anything
is drawn. —4. In6o(. a shoot or branch which
proceeds from the roots or lower part of tlie

stem of a plant, as in many roses and in

various trees: so called perhaps from its

drawing its nourishment from the root or
stem.— 5. A name of certain fishes; as, (a)

the sucking-fish. (6) The lump-fish or lump-
sucker, (c) A common river fish in New
England, a species of the genus Catastomus.
6. A small piece of leather having a string
attached to the centre of it, used by children
as a plaything by being rendered flexible

by wetting and pressed firmly down on a
smooth object, as a stone, when the adhesion
of the two surfaces, owing to atmospheric
pressure, enables the stone, even though of
considerable weight, to be lifted by pulling
the string. —7. t A parasite; a sponger.—
8. A cant name for an inhabitant of Illinois.

[United States.]—9. One who extorts money
from a candidate. [T'nited States.]—10. A
hard drinker; a soaker.

Sucker (suk'6r), v.t. To strip off shoots; to

deprive of suckers ; as, to sucker maize.
[United States.]

Sucket (suk'et), n. A sweetmeat for suck-
ing or dissolving In the mouth.
Brintr hither suckets, candied delicates,

We'll taste some sweetmeats, gallants, ere we sleep.
Oldplay, quoted by Nares.

Suckin (suk'in). n. See Sucken.
Sucking (suk'ing), p. and a. 1. Drawing or
deriving nourishment from the mother's
breast ; as, a sucking child ; a sticking cub.

Hence— 2. Fig. very young and inexperi-

enced ; undergoing training ; in the early

stage of a career; in leading-strings. ' No end
of a «t(c*in^ wiseacre.' T. Hughes. [Colloq. J

The curates . . . she . . . looked upon as suck-
tng saints. Charlotte Bronti.

Sucking-bottle (suk'ing-bot-1), n. A bottle
to be filled with milk fur infants to suck in-
stead of tbe pap; a feeding-bottle.
Sucking-fish (suk'ing-flsh), n. A fish of the
genus Echineis, the E. reynora. placed by
Cuvier among the Discoboli, but by Midler
assigned to the Anacanthini. It inhabits
the Mediterranean Sea, the Indian Ocean,
&c. See Remor,\.
Sucking-pump (suk'ing-pump), n. Tlie
conini'in or suction pump. See Pump.
Suckiny,t n. [O.Fr. souguenie.] A loose
frock worn over other clothes. Bomaunt o/
the Rose.

Suckle (suki), V. t. pret. & pp. suckled; ppr.
suckling. [Freq. from suck.] To give suck
to; to nurse at the breast.

She was a wight, if ever such wight were.
To stickle fools and chronicle small beer. Shak.

Suckle t (suk'l), n. A teat. *Two paps,
which are not only suckles, but serve for
stilts to creep ashore upon.' Sir T. Herbert,
Suckler (8uk'l-6r), n. An animal that suckles
its young; a mammal. Whewell.
Suckling (sukiing), n. l. A young child or
animal nursed at the breast. • Babes and
sucklings.' Ps. viii. 2. ''Rwma.n sucklings.'
Tennyson.— 1. A sort of white clover.
Sucrose (su'kros), n. A general name for
the sugars identical in composition and in
many properties with cane-sugar, but de-
rived from different sources, as beet, tur-
nip, carrot, maple, birch, &c. The formula
of the sucroses is nQ,i2B.^0ii.

Suction (suk'shon), n. [O.Fr. suction, from
L. sugo, sxictum, to suck.] The act of suck-
ing ; the removal of atmospheric pressure
from any interior space so as to allow atmo-
spheric pressure to act externally; thus,
when water is sucked up through a tube, the
air is exhausted from the latter by the mouth,
and then the pressure of the external air on
the fluid forces it up through the tube. See
Pump.
Suction-chamber (suk'shon-chamb6r), n.
The chamber, barrel, or cylinder of a pump
into which the water or other fluid is deliv-
ered from the suction-pipe.

Suction-pipe (suk'shon-pip), n. The pipe
leading from the bottom of a pump barrel
or cylinder to the well, cistern, or reservoir
from which the water or other liquid is to
be drawn up. See Pus!P.
Suction-pump ( suk'shon-pump ), n. The
common House or sucking pump. See PUMP.
Suctoria (suk-to'ri-a), n. pi. [L. sugo, suc-
tum, to suck.] A zoological term applied
in classification to various groups of animals;
as, (fl) an order of infusoria in which the
body is generally provided with a number
of radiating filamentous tubes which are
furnished at their extremities with suctorial
discs, and which are capable of exsertion
and retraction; these tubes both seizing the
prey, and serving as vehicles for ingesting
the food. (&) That order of parasitic insects
which contains the fleas, and which live by
sucking the blood of men and some species
of quadrupeds and birds, (c) An order of
Annelida, containing the leeches, which are
provided with a sucking disc at both ex-
tremities of the body, (rf) A group of lower
fishes comprehending those which have a
circular mouth adapted for suction, as the
lamprey.
Suctorial (suk-to'ri-al), a. 1. Adapted for

sucking; as, a suctorial mouth, disc, &c.—
2. Living by sucking; as, the humming-birds
are suctorial birds.— 3. Capable of adhering
by sucking ; as, the lamprey is a suctorial

fish.

Suctorian (suk-to'ri-an), n. An animal be-
longing to one of the groups of Suctoria.

SuctorloUB (suk-to'ri-us), a. Same as Suc-
torial.

Sud (sud), v.t. To cover with drift-sand by
a flood.

Sudak (su'dak). n, [Rus.] A fish, a species
of Perca {P. Sandra).

Sudamina (su-dam'i-na), n. pi. [From L.

sudor, sweat] In pathol. vesicles resem-
bling millet-seeds in form and magnitude,
appearing in puerperal fever, typhus, &c
Sudaryt (su'da-ri), n. [L. sudarinm, from
sudo, to sweat.] A napkin or handkerchief.

Sudation (sii-da'shon),7i. (L. sudatio. suda-
tionif;. from sudo, to sweat.] A sweating.

Sudatorium ( sfi-da-to'ri-um ). n. [L.] A
hot-air bath for producing perspiration.

Fate, fftr, fat, fftU; m6, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. So. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Sudatory (suda-to-ri), n. [L. sudatorium,
from 8nao, to sweat] A hot-house; a sweat-
ing liath. Evelyn.

Sudatory ( su'da to-ri ), a. Sweating; per-
spiring.

Sudden (sud'en), a. [O. E. soden. sodeyn,
O.Fr. sodain, sudain, soubdain. Mod. Fr.

soudain; from L.L. sitbitanus, from L. *t/&t-

taneng, from subitus, sudden, from «ti6eo,

subitum, to come or go under, to come on
secretly, to steal upon— gub, under, and
eo. to go.] 1. Happening without or with
scarcely a moment's notice ; coming on in-

stantaneously; coming unexpectedly or with-
out the common preparatives.

Siidiien fear troiibleth thee. Job xxix. lo.

For when they shall say. Peace and safety, then
siiddtn destruction cometh upon them, i Thes. v. 3,

2. Hastily put in use, employed, or prepared;
quick; rapid. 'The applea of Asphaltis ap-

pearing goodly to the sudden eye.' Milton.

Xever was such a sudden scholar made. Shak.

3. Hasty; violent; rash: precipitate; pas-

sionate. Shak. 'Somewhat choleric and
sudden.' Byron.—On a sudden, of a sudden.
sooner than was expected; without the usual
preparatives; all at once and without pre-

paration; hastily; unexpectedly.
How art thou lost, how an a sudden lost ! MiUon.

When you have a mind to leave your master, grow
rude and saucy of a sudden. Swift.

On the sudden is also used, and in Shak-
spere we find * Oji such a sudden. '—Syn. Un-
expected, unanticipated, quick, rapid, hasty,
atirupt, unlooked-for.

Suddenly (sud'en-Ii). adv. In a sudden or
unexpected manner; unexpectedly; hastily;

without preparation or premeditation.
Therefore shall his calamity come suddenly.

Prov. vi. 15,

If thou canst accuse, . . .

Do it without invention sudden/y. Shak.

Suddenness (sud'en-nes), }t. State of }>eing

sudden ; a coming or happening without
previous notice.

The rage of the people is like that of the sea,

which, once breaking bounds, overflows a country
with that suddenntss aod violence as leaves no hope
of flying. Sir tV. Temple.

Suddenty (sud'en-ti). n. Suddenness.—Ok
a guddentu. on a sudden; without premedi-
tation. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Sudder (sud'^r). /(. In India, the chief seat
or headijuarters of government, as distin-

guished from the moffussU or interior of the
country.
Sudor (su'dor), ?t. [L] Sweat or perspira-
tion. —^if^or^ »^2(canu«, sweating-sickness.

Sudoriferous (su-do-rif'6r-u8), a. [L. sudor,
sweat, and /ero, to bear, to produce] Pro-
ducing sweat; secreting perspiration; as,

the sudoriferous canals of the skin.

Sudorific (su-do-rifik), a. [Fr. gudorifique—
L. sudor, sweat, and /acio, to make ] Caus-
ing sweat. ' A decoction of sudorijic herbs.'
Bacon.
Sudorific (su-<lo-rif'ik). n. A medicine that
produLTCs sweat; a diaphoretic. Arbuthnot.
Sudoriparous (su-do-rip'a-ru8),a. [L sudor,
sweat, iitid iMtrio, to produce ) Sweat-pro-
ducing; specifically, applied to the glands
which secrete perspiration. They are em-
bedded in the subcutaneous fat, ami open
into a spiral duct terminating by a pore on
the surface of the epidermis, through which
the sweat exmles.
Sudoroust (su'dor-us). a. (L. sudortis, from
sudor, sweat, from sudo. to sweat] Con-
sisting of sweat. Sir T. Browne.
Sudra (soMra). n. [Hind. sAdra; Skr. fudra.]
A member of the lowest of the four great
castes among the Hindus.
Suds (sudz), rt. pi. [From the stem of seethe;
c<imp. G. sud, a seething, from sieden, to
seethe. ] A lixivium of soap and water, or
water impregnated with soap, and forming
a frothy mass, — To be in the s%tds, to be in
tnrnioii or difficulty. [Familiar]
Will you forsake me now and leave me t the suds.

Beau. & Ft.

Sue (sQ), V. t. pret. & pp. sxted ; ppr. suin^.
(<J.E. suwe. setce, from O.Fr. suir, sewir,
sitir, Mod. Fr. suiure, from a form sequere,
for L. sequi, to follow, which is akin to Gr.
hepo, hepomai, Ui follow, being from a root
sale, which appears in Skr. sakis, L. socius,

a friend, and is perhaps the root of seek.

This verb appears also in pursue, ensue,
suit, suite. ] 1. To follow up; to seek after;
to try to win; to ply with love; to seek in
marriage.

I wai t>e]oved of many a gentle knight.
And sued ARii sought with all the service due.

Si4e me, and woo me. and flatter me.
Spenser

Tennysoft.

2. To seek justice or right from by legal

process; to institute process in law against;
to prosecute in a civil action for the recovery
of a real or supposed right; as, to sue one
for debt; to sue one for damages in trespass.

3. To gain by legal process.

I am denied to sue my livery here. Shak.

4. In falconry, to clean the beak.— 5. Naut.
to heave high and dry on a shore; as, to sue
a ship. R. U. Dana.—To sweoM(, to petition
for and take out; or to apply for and obtain;
as, to 5i(eoM« a writ in Chancery; iosue out a
pardon for a criminal.
Sue (su), V. i. 1. To prosecute; to make legal
claim; to seek for something in law; as, to
sue for damages.—2. To seek by request; to
make application; to petition; to entreat;
to plead.

By adverse destiny constrain'd to sue
For counsel and redress, he sues to you. Pofe.

3. To pay court or pay one's addresses as a
suitor or lover; to play the lover; to woo or
be a wooer.

Has she no suitors? . . . Such as sue and send.
And send and sut again but to no purpose.

Masiinger.
4. Saut. to be left high and dry on the
shore, as a ship. R. H. Dana.
Suent (su'ent), a. [See Scant.] Even;
sinootli; plain; regular. [Local.]

Suently (su'eut-li). adv. Evenly; smoothly;
regularly. [Local]
Suer (sO'er), n. One who sues; a suitor.

Suet (suet), n. [Probably from O.Fr. seu,
sieu. Mod. Fr. stdf, L. »ebum, tallow, grease.

It is difficult to account for the adding of
the ^] The fatty tissue situated about the
loins and kidneys of certain animals, and
which is harder and less fusible than the
fat from other parts of the same animals.
There are several kinds of it, according to

the species of animal from which it is pro-
cured, as tliat of the hart, the goat, the ox.

and the sheep. That of the ox and sheep
is chiefly used, and when melted out of its

containing membranes it forms tallow.

Mutton suet is used as an ingredient in
cerates, plasters, and ointments; beef suet,

and also mutton suet, are used in cookery.

Sue^ (su'et-i), a. Consisting of suet or re-

sembling it; as, a stiety substance.

SuflbCtt (suf-fekf), V t. [L. su^cio, suffec-

turn, to supply, to suffice. See SUFFICE.]
To substitute.

The question was of snjfecting Amadeus, Duke of
Savoy, a married man, in the room of Eugenius.

Sp. Hall.

Suffer (suffer), v.t. (O.Fr. suffrir, soffrir,

sofferre. Mod. rr. souffrir, from a L.L. form
sujferrere. for stifferre, inf. of L. suffero, to

suffer, to endure— ifu6, under, and/ero = Gr.

pAerfi, Skr. 6Art, tocarry.tobear. See BEAR.]
1. To feel or bear what is painful, disagree-

able, or distressing; to submit to with dis-

tress or grief; to undergo; a**, to suffer acute
bodily pain; to sniffer grief of mind.

K man of great wrath shall suffer punishment.
Prov. xix, 19.

Shall we then live thus vile, the race of heaven.
Thus trampled, thus expelled, to suffer here.

Chains ana these torments? MiUon.

Each had suffered some exceeding wrong.
TennyscM.

2. To endure without sinking; to suppoit
bravely or unflinchingly; to sustain; not to

sink under.
Our spirit and strength entire.

Strongly to suffer and support our pains. Milton.

3. To be affected by; to undei^o; to be acted
on or influenced by; to sustain; to pass
through. • When all that seems shall suffer

shock. ' Tennyson.
Nothing of him that doth fade
But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange. Shak.

4. Not to forbid or hinder; to allow; to per-

mit; to tolerate.

Suffer the little children to come unto me, and for-

bid them not. Mark x. 14.

Thou wilt not leave me in the loathsome grave
His prey, nnr suffer my unspotted soul

For ever with corruption there to dwell. Atiltort.

—Allow, Permit, Suffer, Tolerate. See AL-
LOW.—SVN. To undei^o, endure, support,
sustain, feel, bear, permit, admit, allow,

tolerate.

Suflier (suffer), vi. 1. To feel or undergo
pain of body or mind; to bear what is incon-
venient.

O well for him whose will is strong

!

He suffers, but he will not suffer long. Tennyson.

2. To undergo punishment; to be executed.

The father w:»<i first condemned to suffer on a day
appointed, and the son afterward, the (tay following.

Clarendon.

3. To be injured; to sustain loss or damage.
Public business suffers by private infirmities.

Sir ;r. Temple.

SufferaWe (suf'f6r-a-bl), a. 1. Capable of
being tolerated or permitted; allowable.

It is sufferahle in any to use what liberty they list

in their own writing. Sir H. ll'otton.

2. Capable of being endured or borne.
It scha! be more suffrahle to the lond of men of

Sodom and Gomor in the dale of judgement than to
thiike citee. IVickliffe.

3.t Capable of suffering or enduring; toler-
ant.
The people are thus inclined, religious, franke.

amourous, trefull, sufferable of infinit paines.
Holinshed.

Sufferableness (suf'f6r-a-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being sufferable or en-
durable; tolerableness.

Sufferably (suffer- a- bli), adv. In a suffer-
able manner; tolerably.

Yet sufferably bright, the eye might bear
The ungrown glories of his beamy hair. Addison.

Sufferance (puffer-ans), n. 1. The state of
suffering ; the bearing of pain ; endurance

;

pain endured; misery.

He must not only die.
But thyunkindness shall the death draw out
To ling'ring sufferance. Shak.

2. Submission under difficult or oppressive
circumstances; patient endurance. 'But
hasty heat temp'ring with s«jfera«ce wise.*
Spenser.— 3. Negative consent by not for-

bidding or hindering; toleration; allowance;
permission.

In their beginning, they are weak and wan,
But soon through sufferance grow to fearful end.

Spenser.
In process of time, somewhiles by sufferance, some-

whiles by special leave and favour, they erected to
themselves oratories. Hooker.

4. In customs, a permission granted for the
shipment of certain goods. — Sufferance
wharf, a wharf on which goods may be
landed before any duty is paid. Such wharves
are appointed by the commissioners of the
customs.—On sufferance, by passive allow-
ance, permission, or consent; without being
actively interfered with or prevented; with-
out lieing positively forbidden.

Indeed it begins to grow upon me that we are in

India rather on sufferafue, and by force, than by
affection. ly. H. Russell.

—An estate at sufferance, in law, the hold-
ing by a person, who comes into possession
of land by lawful title, but keeps it after

the title ceases, without positive leave of
the owner. Such person is called a tenant
at sufferance.

Sufferer (suf'f6r-^r), n. l. One who suffers;

one who endures or undergoes pain, either

of body or mind ; one who sustains incon-
venience or loss; as, sufferers by poverty
or sickness ; men are sufferers by fire or
losses at sea.

The best of men
That e'er wore earth about him was a sufferer—
A soft, meek, patient, humble, tranquil spirit

—

The first true gentleman that ever breathed.
Dekker.

2. One that permits or allows.

Suffering (suff^r-ing). n. The bearing of
pain, inconvenience, or loss; pain endured

;

distress, loss, or injury incurred; as, suffer-

ings by pain or sorrow ; sufferings by want
or by wrongs.

To each his sufferings : all are men
Condemned alike to groan. Gray.

It would be bold to say how much the Crusades, .it

such a time, enhanced the mass of human suffering.
Milman.

Sufferingly (suf'f6r-ing-li), adv. With suf-

fering or pain.

Suffice (suf-fis'), tJ. i. pret. <t pp. sufficed; ppr.

sufficing. [O, E. suffise. suffyse, from Fr.

tuffre, svffisant. to suffice, L. sufficio, to be
sutftcient, to suffice—»w6, under, and faeio,

to make.] To be enough or sufficient; to be
equal to the end proposed.

To recount aimighty works
What words or tongue of scrapii can suffice.

Or heart of man s^ice to comprehend I Stilton.

May not that earthly chastisement sufficed
Longfellow.

Suffice (suf-fisO. vt. 1. To satisfy; to con-

tent; to be equal to the wants or demands
of.

Let it suffice thee; speak no more unto me of this

matter. Deut iii. 26.

For why? The good old rule

Sufficeth them; the simple plan.

That they should take who have the power
And they should keep who can.

IVords-worth.

2.t To afford; to supply.

The pow'r appeas'd, with wind ji<^c'rf the sail.

Dryden.

eh, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, ^; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, »i»iff; TH, Men; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, arure.—See KKT.
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Sufficieucet (snf-fl'shens), n. Sufficiency.

Sufficiency (suf-fl'sheu-si), n. 1. The state of

being svifflcieut or adequate to the end pro-

posed.
His sufficiency is such, that he bestows and pos*

sesses, his plenty being unexhausted, Boyle.

2. Qualification for any purpose ; ability

;

capacity. 'A substitute of most allowed
su^cienct/.' Shak.

The wisest princes need not tliink it any . . . dero-

gation to their sufficiency to rely upon counsel.
Bacon.

De Wit was a minister of the greatest authority and
sufficiency ever known in their state.

Sif IV. Temple.

3. Adequate substance or means; compe-
tence. ' An elegant sufficiency, content, re-

tirement, rural quietness, friendship, books.'

Thomson.— i. Supply equal to wants; ample
stockor fund.—5. Conceit; self-confidence;

self-sufficiency.

Sufficiency is a compound of vanity and ignorance.
Sir IV. Temple.

Sufficient (suf-fl'shent), ». [L. sufficiens,

sufflcientiSy ppr. of siifficio, to suffice. See

StJPFiCE.] 1. Equal to the end proposed;

adequate to wants; competent; enough; as,

provision sufficient for the family; water

sufficient for the voyage; an army sufficient

to defend the country.

My grace is sufficient for thee. 2 Cor. xii. 9.

2. Possessing adequate talents or accom-
plishments; of competent power or ability;

qualified; fit; competent; capable.

Who is sufficient for these things ? 2 Cor. ii. 16.

My meaning in saying he is a good man is to have
you understand nie that he is sufficient. Shak.

3. Self-sufficient; self-satistied; content.

Thou art the most sii^cient (I'll say for thee),

Not to believe a thing. Beau. &• Fl.

—Sufficient reason, according to the philo-

sophical system of Leibnitz, a principle

which admits nothing to exist without a
sufficient reason of its existence, though that

reason may not be known to us. Of con-

tingent truths or facts, a sufficient reason

must be found which may be traced up
through a series of preceding contingencies

till they ultimately terminate in a necessary
substance, which is a sufficient reason of

tlie whole series of changes, and with which
tlie wliole series is connected. In this way
Leibnitz demonstrated the being of God.
The same principle has been employed in

mathematics to prove tlie equality of sym-
metrical solids or magnitudes which cannot
be made to coincide or to fill the same
space. Playfair, in his notes to his edition

of Euclid's Elements, has expressed this

principle as a general axiom, thus: 'Things
of which the magnitude is determined by
conditions that are exactly the same, are

equal to one another; or two magnitudes
A and B are equal, when there is no reason

that A should exceed B. rather than that B
should exceed A.' By the aid of the prin-

ciple of sufficient reason we can compare
geometrical quantities, whether they be of

one, of two, or of three dimensions, nor is

there any danger of being misled by this

principle so long as it is confined to the ob-

jects of mathematical investigation; but in

physical and metaphysical questions it can-

not be applied with equal safety, because in

such cases we have seldom a complete de-

finition of the thing which we reason about,
or one which includes all its properties.—
Syn. Enough, adequate, competent, full,

satisfactory, ample, abundant.
Sufficiently (suf-fi'shent-li), adv. 1. To a
sufticient degree; to a degree that answers
the purpose or gives content ; as, we are

diffidently supplied with food and clothing;

a man sufficiently qualified for the discharge
of his official duties.

If religion did possess sincerely and sufficiently

the hearts of all men, there would be need of no
other restraint. Hooker.

2. To a considerable degree; as, he went
away sufficiently discontented.

Sufficingness (suf-fis'ing-nes), n. The qua-
lity of sufficing. [Rare.]

SuffisancCjt it. Sufficiency; plenty; satis-

faction.

Suffisant,t a. Sufficient. Gower.
Suffix (sufflks), n. [L. suffixu-s, pp. of suffigo,

suffitxurn, to fasten beneath, to fasten or fix

to, to affix—SW&, under, and Jigo, fixuin, to

fix.] 1. A letter or syllable added or an-
nexed to the end of a word; an affix; a post-

fix.—2. In math, a term used to denote the
indices which are written under letters, as

iCo. X\, ^, %» &c-

Suffix (sufflks), v.t. To add or annex a let-

ter or syllable to a word.
Suffixlon (suf-flk'shon), n. The act of suf-

tixing. ur the state of being suffixed.

Sufflaminatet (suf-flam'in-at), v.t. [L. s^if-

jhuniao, suffiaminatum, to check or clog,

fromstf^awie/i, a drag-chain, a brake] 1. To
retard the motion of, as a carriage, by pre-

venting one or more of its wheels from re-

volving, either by a chain or otherwise.

—

2. To stop; to impede.
God could anywhere suffianiinate and subvert the

beginnings of wicked designs. Barroiu.

Sufflate (suf-fiaf), '^'t. [L. suffio, sujlatum
—sub, under, and^o, to blow.] To blow up;
to inflate. Bailey. [Rare.]

Suffiation (suf-fia'shon), n. [L. suffiatio.]

The act of blowing up or inflating. [Rare.]

Suffocate (suffo-kat), v. t. pret. & pp. suffo-

cated; ppr. sxiffocating. [L. suffoco, suffo-

catum— sub, under, and faux, faucis, the

throat, the gullet] 1. To choke or kill by
stopping respiration, as by hanging, drown-
ing, or respiring carbonic acid gas; to stifle,

as by depriving of air.

The theatre, too small, shall suffocate

Its squeezed contents. Copper.

2. To impede respiration in; to compress so

aa to prevent respiration.

And let not hemp his windpipe suffocate. Shak.

3. To stifle; to smother; to extinguish; as,

to suffocate fire or live coals.

So intense and ardent was the fire of his mind, that

it not only was not siiffocated beneath the weight of

fuel, but penetrated the whole superincumbent mass
with its own heat and radiance. Macaulay.

Suffocate (suf'f6-kat),u.L To become choked,
stifled, or smothered; as, we are suffocatiiig

in this close room.
Suffocate (suffo-kat), a. Suffocated. Shak.
Suffocatingly (suffo-kat-ing-li), adv. In a
suffocating manner ; so as to suffocate ; aa,

suffocatingly hot.

Suffocation (suf-fo-ka'shon), n. 1. The act

of suffocating, choking, or stifling.—2. The
condition of being suffocated, choked, or
stifled.

It was a miracle to scape suffocation. Sk>ik.

Suffocative (suffo-kat-iv), a. Tending or
able to choke or stifle. ' Suffocative catarrhs.'

Arhuthnot.
Suffolk Crag (suffok krag), n. In geol. a
marine deposit of the older pliocene period.

It consists of beds of sand and gravel,

abounding in shells and corals. This deposit
is so named from its being found in Suffolk,

crag being a local name for gravel.

Suffolk-punch (suffok-punsh), n. A variety

of English horse, strongly built, of a stout
round shape, with a low heavy shoulder,
excellent for pulling heavy weights.

SuffOSSion (suf-fos'shon), n. [L. suffossio,

suffossionis, from suffodio, to dig under—
sub, under, and fodio, to dig.] A digging
under; an undermining. ' Those suffossioiis

of walls, those powder-trains.' Bp. Hall.

Suffragan (suffra-gan), a. [Fr. s^iffragant,

L. suffragans, suffrayantis, ppr. of suffragor,

to vote for, from suffragium, a voting tab-

let, a vote. See SUFFR.iGE.] Assisting; as,

a suffragan bishop. In ecclesiastical usage
every bishop is said to be suffragan rela-

tively to the archbishop of his province.

Suffragan (suffra-gan). n. 1. A bishop who
has been consecrated to assist the ordinary
bishop of a see in a particular portion of his

diocese.— 2. A term of relation applied to

every ordinary bishop with respect to the
archbishop who is liis superior.

SuffragansMp (suffra-gan-ship), n. The
stfitidii r.f suffragan.

Suffragantt (suffra-gant), n. An assistant;

a favourer; one who concurs with; a suffra-

gan. 'More friends and suffragants to the

virtues and modesty of sober women, than
enemies to their beauty.' Jer. Taylor.

Suffragant (suffra-gant), a. Assisting.
* Chief ruler and principal ruler everywhere,
and not suffragant and subsidiary.' Florio.

Suffragatet (suffra-gat), v.t. [L. suffragor,

suffragatus, to vote for. See Suffrage.]
To vote with. Sir M. Hale.

Suffragatort (suffra-gat -or), n. [L.] One
who assists or favours by his vote.

Suffrage (suffraj), n. [¥v. suffrage, L. suf-

fragium, a vote. Origin doubtful.] 1. A
vote or voice given in deciding a controverted
question, or in the choice of a man for an
office or trust; the fonnal expression of an
opinion on some doubtful question; consent;
approval.

Lactantius and St. Austin confirm by their suf-

frages the observation made by heathen writers.
Atterbury.

By the general suffrage of the civilized world, his

place has been assigned among the greatest masters
of the art. Macaulay.

2. Testimony; attestation; witness.

Every miracle is the suffrage of Heaven to the
truth of a doctrine. South.

3. Eccles. (a) a short petition, such as those
after the creed in matins and even-song.

(&) Prayer in general, as those offered for
the faithful departed.— 4.t Aid; assistance:
a Latinism.
Sufftaginoust ( suf-fraj'in-us ), a. [L. suf-
frago, the pastern or hough.] Pertaining
to the knee-joint of a beast.

Suffrutescent (suf-frb-tes'ent), a. Moder-
ately frutescent.

Suffrutex (suffro-teks), ?(.. [See SrFFRrTi-
COSE.] An undershrub or shrub of a small
size, herbaceous at the ends of the shoots,
but woody at the base.

Suffiruticose (suf-fro'ti-kos), a. [L. s^rb, and
fruticosus, fvom/rutex, a shrub.] In bot. un-
der-shrubby or part shrubby; permanent or
woody at the base, but the yearly branchcB
decaying, as sage, thyme, hyssop, &c.

Suff!ruticous (suf-frd'ti-kus), a. Same as
Suffruticose.

Suffumigate ( suf-fu'mi-gat ), v.t. [L. svf-
fuuiigo, suffutnigare— sub, under, and /w-
miyo, to smoke, from fumus, smoke.] To
apply fumes or smoke to the parts of, as to
the body in medical treatment.

Suffumigation (suf-fu'nii-ga"shon),7i. l.The
operation of applying fumes to the parts
of the body; fumigation. —2. The a«t of burn-
ing of perfumes : one of the ceremonies in
Incantation. ' A simple suffumiyation . . ,

accompanied by availing ourselves of the
suitable planetary hour.* Sir W. Scott.

Suffuniige+ (suf-fti'mij), n. A medical fume.
Suffuse (suf-fuz'), v.t. pret. & pp. suffused;
ppr. suffusing. [L. s^tffundo, siiffiisxnn^sxib,

and /wndo, to pour, to pour out] To over-
spread, as with a fluid or tincture; to fill or
cover, as with something fluid; as. eyes suf-
fused with tears. ' When purple light shall

next sw/w«c the skies.' Pope. 'She looked;
but all suffused with blushes.' Tennyson.

To feel at least a patriot's shame,
Even as I sing, suffuse niy face, Byron.

Suffusion (suf-fu'zhon), n. [L. suffusio, suf-
fusioni^, from siiffundo. See SUFFUSK.]
1. 'J'he act or operation of suffusing or over-
spreading, as with a fluid or with a colour.

2. The state of being suffused or spread
over.

To those that have the jaundice or like sitffusioti

of eyes, objects appear of that colour. Ray.

3. That which is suffused or spread over, as

cataract on the eye, or an extravasation of

some humoui*.

So thick a drop serene hath quench'd their oit)S,

Or dim suffusion veii'd. Milton.

Sufi (su'fi), n. See SOFI.

Suflsm (su'fizm), n. See Sofi^h.

Sug (sug), n. [Origin doubtful.] Some kind

of parasite on trout. /. Walton.

Sugar (shu'ger), n. [Fr. sucre. It. zncchero,

not from L. saccharum, Gr. sakcharon. sugar,

but from the Ar. sukkar, sugar, which has
also produced the Sp. and Pg. azucar. Sugar
was little known in Europe till the time of

the crusades. The Greek and Arabic words
are from Per. shakkara, Prakrit sakkara,
Skr. garkard, sugar. The Sansknt form sig-

nified originally grains of sand, and was
transferred to sugar which resembles such
grains. The root is Skr. gri, to break into

fragments,] 1. A well-known sweet granu-
lar substance, prepared chiefly from the ex-

pressed juice of the sugar-cane (Saccharum
officinarum^, but obtained also from a great
variety of other plants, as maple, beet-root,

birch, parsnip. &c. The process of manu-
facturing cane-sugar consists, generally, in

pressing out the juice of the canes by pass-

ing them between the rollers of a rolling-

mill. (See Sugar -MILL.) The juice is

received in a shallow trough placed be-

neath the rollers. This saccharine liquor

is concentrated by boiling, which expels the
water; lime is added to neutralize the acid

that is usually present; the grosser impuri-

ties rise to the surface, and are separated
in the form of scum. When duly concen-
trated the syrup is run off into shallow

wooden coolers, where it concretes; it is

then put into hogsheads with holes in the
bottom, through which the molasses drain

off into cisterns below, leaving the sugar in

the state known in commerce by the name
of raw or muscovado sugar. This is further

Fate, f&r, fat, IftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc, abune; y, Sc tey.
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purified by solution in water and filtration,

first through cotton ba^. then through
layers of animal charcoal, boiling down un-
der diniinishe<l pressure, and crystallization.

Thus clarified it takes the names of Itnnp,

loaf, reined, &c., according to the different

degrees of purification. The manufacture
of sugar from beet-root is carried on to a
verj' considerable extent in France, Ger-
many, Austria. Belgium, Holland, Russia,

Ac. in the I'ntted States and in Canada great
quantities of sugar are obtained from the sap

of the sn^nr-m&ple (Acer mcekariniim)- Su-

gar is a proximate element of the vegetable
kingdom, antl is found in most ripe fruits and
many farinaceous roots. By fermentation
sugar is converted into alcohol, and hence
forms the basis of those substances, as mo-
lasses, grapes, apples, malt, itc, which are
used for making intoxicating lienors. The
West Indies, lirazJl^British Guiana, and Java
are the principal sources whence our sup-
plies of cane-sugar are derived ; the sugar
used on the Continent is ehiefiy obtained
from the beet. Sugar was only vaguely knovrn
to the Greeks and Romans; it seems to have
been introduced into Europe during the
time of the crusades. The cane was grown
about tlie middle of the twelfth century in

Cyprus, whence.some time later, it was trans-

planted into Madeira, and about the begin-
ning of the sixteenth century it was thence
carried to the N'ew World. Of all vegetable
principles it is considered by many eminent
physicians as the most wholes«>me aud nu-
tritious. Chemically, sugar is the represen-
tative of a cla-fs to which the name of sucrose
or saccharose is given. Besides the sucroses
the chemist is acijuainted with another
group of bodies represented by the sugar
of most fruits, which he calls glucoses. The
sacroaes have the general formula uCijHja
On ; the glucoses, the general formula
nCflHijOe (ft being a whole number, whether
unity or greater than unity is not aa yet
certainly known). When comjdetely oxi-

dized all sugars yield carbon dioxide and
water; mucli heat is evolved during the
oxidation. — 2. That which resembles sugar
in any of its properties ; aa, sugar of lead,

the acetate of leatl.called jtaccAaru//i.«a£»rni

by the older chemists, from a supposed re-

semblance in its crystals to sugar, or from
their having a slight sweetness in the
mouth. Sugar of lead, though poisonous,
is useful in medicine, liaviiig w strongly de-
tersive ijuality; and it is much employed in

calico-printing. —3. Fig. sweet, hoiieyed. or
soothing words; flattery employed to dis-

gui.'ie something distasteful. —Sugar of milk,
lactine (which see).—6'Ui/ar of aconu, quer-
cite (which see).

Sugar (shii'g^r), a. Made of sugar.

Sugar (sh^'gferX v.t. 1. To impregnate, sea-
son, cover, sprinkle, or mix wiUi sugar. —
2. Fio- to cover, as with sugar; to sweeten:
to disguise, so as to render acceptable what
is otherwise distasteful. ' We do sugar (»'er

the devil himself.' Sfuik. ' But flattery still

in vugar'd words betrays' Sir J. DeiJtam.
Sugar-baker (sh«ger-hak-«rx a One who
rellnes su'.;ar.

Sugar-bean (shu'g6r-ben). n. In bot (a) the
Fhasetdns gaccharatUH, a sweet and nutri-
tious pulse cultivated in the West Indies.
(6)'nie acimitar-podded kidney-bean {P. lu-

tuttuA), a native of Kasteni India.

Sugar-beet (shu'ger-I>et). n. A species ":

l>et:t, particularly Beta atva, or Silesiai,

beet, from whose root sugar is obtained.
The yellow beet (B, major), U»e red {B. ro-

vuDia), and the common or held beet (B. vul-
garis), are all used for the manufacture of
sugar.

Sugar-berry fshu'g6r!>erl), n. A smallish
American tree {Celtic occidentalis), bearing
a sweet edible drupe which is sometimes
administered in the United States in dysen-
tery.

Sugar -bush ( sha'g£r-bqsh ), ti. Same as
Sugar-orchard.
Sugar-camp (shu'gfer-kamp). n A place in
or near a maple forest or orchard where the
sap from the trees is collected aurl manu-
factured into sugar. [American/]
Sugar - candian t (shii-g^r-kan'di-an), n.

Sugar-eaniiy. Up. HiUl.
Sugar -candy (shn'grT-kan-di), n. Sugar
clanlled ainl cnTirret'-d or crystallized.

Sugar-cane Mnr;,'- i-kan), n. The cane or
plant from whose juice sugar is obtained

;

Saccharuin ufficinaruia It is a tall hand-
some grass. 18 to 20 feet high, with jointed
stems, large flnn, thin leaves, and rery

numerous flowers arranged in a regular
ample panicle, and each enveloped iua dense
tuft of silky hairs.

See S.vcciiARUM.
Sugar-house(shu'g6r-
hous), ft. A building
in which sugar is re-

fined.

Sugariness (shu'ger-
i-iKS), n. The state or*

quali ty of being sugary
or sweet.

Sugaring (shu' gor-
ing), n. 1. The act
of sweetening with
sugar. ~ 2. The sugar
used for sweetening.
3, The process of mak-
ing sugar.

Sugar -kettle (shu'-
ger-ket-l), n. A boiler
used for boiling down
saccharine Juice.

Sugarless (shii ser-
ies), a. i'ree from su-
gar.

Sugar-loaf ( sh^'g^r-
lof), 71. 1. A conical Sujfar-cane {S.^nrAnrwrn

mass of refined sugar. officinarum).

2. A high -crowned
conical hat, shaped like a sugar-loaf.

Do I not know you. erannam, and that suzar-loa/i
y iVebster.

Sugar-maple (shu'g^r-ma-pl). n. A tree of

the genus Acer, the A. saccharinum, a na-
tive of North America, where it is also

kno^vn under the name of rock-maple. Its

average height is from 50 to 60 feet, with a
diameter of from 12 to 18 inches. From its

sap sugar is manufactured in considerable
quantities in the I'nited States and Canada
As the ascending sap is richest in sugar the
trees are tapped in the early spring Two
holes about 20 inches from the ground are
bored in the tree, and wooden spouts are
driven into them, which convey the sap into
troughs or pails place*! on the ground. From
the troughs it is conveyed to boilers, and
manufactured into sugar on the spot. See
Maple.
Sugar-mill (shi('g6r-mil). n. A machine for

pressing out the juice of the sugai'-caue. It

consists usually of three heavy rollers,

placed horizontally and parallel to each
other, one above and between the other
two. These are driven by a steam-engine, l>y

water, or by animal power. The canes are
made to pass between the roUere, by which
means they are crushed, and the juice ex-

Sugar-intll at work.

pressed from them. The annexed illustra-

tion represents a form of sugar-mill in com-
mon use. The motive power is applied direct-

ly to the upper roller, and is conminnicated
with an e<iual velocity, by means of spur
pinions, to the two lower rollers, which are
brought nearly into contact with the upper,
and the extremities of the axes of which are
seen in the cut. The canes are spread uptm
the feeding-table regularly, and as nearly as
jwssible at right angles to the axes of the
rollers, and are first drawn downward be-

tween the upper and first lower roller, then
upwards between the upper and second
lower roller, being thus crushed so as to

separate the liquor, which flows downwards
into the hollow bed of the mill, and is then
drawn off by a spout, while the empty canes
are detached from the rollers, and guided to

the floor of the mill by the delivering board.

Sugar-mite (sh^'g^r-mit). «. a species of

Acarina or mite. Acanis sacchari, found in

raw or unrefined sugar. The insect, which

is so small as to be hardly discernible by the
naked eye, has an oval-shaped body, the
mandibles are scissor-like, and the feet have
suckers. Grocer's itch is probably caused
by these creatures.

Sugar-mould (shu'g6r-m6ld), n. A conical
mould in wliich sugar-loaves are formed in
the process of refining. (Ire.

Sugar-nippers (shu'g6r-nip-6rz), n, pi. A
tool for cutting loaf-sugar into small lumps.
Si>n}nond>s.

Sugar - orchard (shi('gi^r-or-ch6rd), 7i. A
collection or small plantation of maples
u.sed for making sugar. Called also Sugar-
bush. [American.]
Sugar-planter (shu'g^r-plant-^r), n. One
whi> owns or manages land devoted to the
cultivation of the sugar-cane.

Sugar-plum (shu'g6r-plum), n. A species
of sweetmeat made of boiled sugar and
various flavouring and colouring ingredients
into a round shape, or into the shape of
flattened balls or discs. * If a child must
have sugar-plums when he has a mind.'
Locke.
Sugar-refiner (shT^gSr-re-fin-^r), n. One
who reflnes sugar.

Sugar-refinery (shu'g6r-re-fin-6r-i). n. An
establishment where sugar is refined ; a
sugar-house.

Sugar-tongs (shn'gtlr-tongz), n. pi. A small
instrument, generally made of silver or
plated metal, used for lifting small lumps
of sugar at table.

Sugar-tree (shn'gfir-tre), n. The sugar-
maple (which see).

Sultry (shu'g6r-i), a. 1. Resembling, con-
taining, or composed of sugar; sweet. 'With
the sugary sweet thereof allure.' Spetiser.

2. Fond of sugar or of sweet things; as,

I

s\tgary palates.

Sugescent (su-jes'ent), a. [L. sugens, suck-
ing.] Relating to sucking. Paley.
Suggest (su-jesf or sud-jest'; some say sug-
jesv), v.t. [L. suggero. suggestum, to put
under, to offer, to furnish, to suggest— «f6,

under, and gero, to carry, to bring.] 1. To
introduce indirectly to the mind or thoughts;
to call up to the mind ; to cause to be
thought of by the agency of other objects.

Fie. fie, Master Fordi are you not ashamed? What
spirit, what devil suggtsts this imagination? Shak.

Some ideas are suggested to the mind by all the
ways of sensation and reflection. Locke.

The jfrowjnff seeds of wisdom that suggest.
By every pIcAsing image they present.
Redecuons such as nicTiorate tlie heart Caitper.

2. To propose with diffidence or modesty; to
put before the mind indirectly or guardedly;
to hint; as, to suggest a different plan; to
suggest a new mode of cultivation.—3. t To
seduce ; to tempt. ' Knowing that tender
youth is soon suggested.' Shak. — 4. t To
inform secretly.

We must suggest the people in what hatred
He still hath held them. Shak.

—Suggest, Hint. See HINT.—Stn. Hint, al

hide, intimate, insinuate.

Suggest (su-jesf or sud-jesf), v.L To make
su ;:.,'Lstions of evil; to present evil thoughts
til thu mind. Tennyson.
Suggester (su-jest'^r or sud-jest'^r), n. One
tb;it suggests. 'Some unborn suggester of
tiidSL- treasons.' Beau, tt Fl.

Suggestion (su-jest'yon or sud-jest'yon), n.

1. I he act of suggesting, or that which is

ti.ll; a hint; a first intimation or pro-
:i3, the measure was adopted at the

'ioH of an eminent philosopher.

Une slitjht suggn/ioit of a senseless fear.

Infus'd with cunning, serves to ruin me. Dryden

2. A prompting, especially a prompting to
do evil ; a secret incitement ; temptation

;

seduction.

Why do I yield to that suggestion i Shak.

For all the rest,

Theyll take suggestion as a cat laps milk. Shak.

3. Presentation of an idea to the mind ; as,

the sitg^estions of fancy or imagination; the
suggestions of conscience. —4. In metaph.
same as Association.—Principle of suggeS'

tioriy association of ide&».~Jiclative sugges-
tion, judgment. See Association.— 5.t A
crafty device. Holinshed. — 6. In law, in-

formation without oath; as, (a^ an informa-
tion drawn in writing, showing cause to

have a prohibition, {b) A surmise or repre-

sentation of something, enrolled upon the
record of a suit or action at the instance of

a party thereto.

Suggestive (au-jest'ivorsud-jeat'iv),a. Con-
tannng a suggestion or hint; calculated to

suggest thoughts or ideas; suggesting what

ch, cAaln; Ch, Sc. locA; g, flo; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, fing\ th, «Aen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zfa, azure.—See Kby.
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doea not appear on the surface. 'A . . .

suggestive memoir of their author.' Edin.
Rev.
He (Bacon) is throughout, and especially in his

essays, one of the most suggestive writers that ever
wrote. Whately.

Suggestively (su-jest'iv-li or sinl-jest'iv-li),

adi\ In a suggestive manner; by way of
sugj^estion.

Suggestlveness (su-jest'iv-nes or sud-jest'-

iv-nes). n. The state or quality of being
su^'gestive.

Suggestment (su-jest'ment or sud-jest'-

nieut). n. Suggestion. [Rare.]

Suggestress (su-jeat'res or sud-jest'res), n.

A female who suggests. ' The sitggestress of
suicides.' De QuUicey.

Sugffllt (sug'jil), u.(. [SeeSUGGlLATE.] 1. To
make livid by bruises.— 2. To defame; to

sully; to blacken. 'Openly impugned or
secretly suggilled.' Strype.

Suggilatet (sug'jil-at), v.t [L. suggillo, sug-
giUatuin, to beat black and blue, to insult,

tn revile.] To beat livid or black and blue.
Wiacman.

Suggilation (sug-jil-a'shon), n. A livid or
black and blue mark; a blow; a bruise;
ecchymosis: also applied to the spots which
occur in disease and in incipient putrefac-
tion.

Suicidal (su-i-sid'al), a. Partaking or of the
nature of the crime of suicide; as, suicidal
mania.
Suicidally (su-i-sid'al-li), adv. In a suicidal
maiiTier.

Suicide (sii'i-sid), n. [Fr. suicide, suicide,
the crime and the person; in first sense from
L.L. suicidium, from L. sxti, of himself, and
cidium, as in homicidium, parricidium,
from ccedo, to kill. lu second sense, as if

from a form suicida, corresponding to L.

homicida, a homicide, parricida, a parri-
cide ; the last part of the word being like-

wise from ccedo, to kill.] 1. Self-murder;
the act of designedly destroying one's own
life. To constitute suicide, in a legal sense,
the person must be of years of discretion
and of sound mind. By the common law
the consequences of suicide were the de-
privation of Christian burial rites, and the
forfeiture to the crown of all the personal
property which the party had at the time
he committed the act by which the death
was caused, including debts due to him,
but it was not attended with forfeiture of
freehold or corruption of blood. The statute
33 and 34 Vict, xxiii. abolished forfeiture
to the crown.— 2. One guilty of self-murder;
a felo de se, or a person who, being of the
years of discretion and in his senses, destroys
himself.

If fate forbears us, fancy strikes the blow.
We make misfortune, suicides in woe. Young.

Suicidical (su-i-sid'ik-al),a. Suicidal. [Rare.]

Suicidism (su'i-sid-izm), n. A disposition
to suicide.

Suicismt (sii'i-sizm), n. Selfishness; egotism.
Whitlock.

SuidSQ (su'i-de), n. pi. [L. su4,sui8, a sow, and
Gr. eidoH, resemblance.] The swine, a fam-
ily of ungulate (artiodactyle or ' even-toed ')

mammalia, of high importance to man for
economical purposes. The animals com-

Characters of Suidse.

a. Skull of Wild Boar. b. Teeth of the upper jaw.
c. Teeth of lower jaw. d. Foot, e. Bones of foot.

posing this family are characterized by hav-
ing on each foot two large principal toes,

shod with stout hoofs, and two lateral toes,

which are much shorter and hardly touch

the earth. The incisor teeth are variable
in number, but the lower incisors are all

levelled forwards; the canines are projected
from the mouth and recurved upwards.

wad Boar {Sits scrofa).

The muzzle is terminated by a truncated
snout, fitted for turning up theground. The
family includes the domestic hog, of which
there is an endless variety of breeds ; the
wild boar (5us scrofa, Linn.), which is the
parent stock of our domestic hog; the
masked boar of Africa, or wart-hog {Phaco-
ckaerus); the babyroussa, a native of Asia;
and the peccary (Dicotyles, Cuv.), a native
of America.
Sui generis (su'i jen'^r-is). [L.] Of his or
its own or peculiar kind; singular.

Suillaget (sii'il-aj), n. [Fr. souillage, from
souiller, to sully, to soil. Sep Soil.] Same
as Sullage.

Suilline (sii'iMm). a. [L. sus, suis, a sow.]
Of or pertaining to the SuidBe, or hog family.

Suing t (su'ing), 71. [Fr. suer, to sweat, L.

sudo.] The process of soaking through any-
thing. Bacon.
Suist (su'ist), n. [L. sutts, one's own.] One
who merely seeks to gratify himself; a self-

ish person; a self-seeker; an egotist. Whit-
lock.

Suit (sut), n. [Norm, suit, a suit; Fr. suite,

succession, following, train, attendants, set.

&c. See Sue.] 1. Lit. a following; the act of
pursuing, as game; pursuit: and so used in
the old English statutes, <fec.^2.t Consecu-
tion; succession; series; regular order.

They say it is observed in the Low Countries . . .

that every five and thirty years the same kind and
suit of years and weathers comes about again,

Biicon.

3. The act of suing; an attempt to attain a
certain result; a seeking for something by
petition or application ; an address of en-
treaty ; a petition ; a request ; a prayer.
' Many shall make suit unto thee. ' Job xi. 19.

Lord, prant me one suit, which is this: deny me all

suits which are bad for me. Fuller.

Especially, (a) a petition made to any one
of exalted station, as a monarch or great
prince; a court solicitation.

Good lords, although my will to give is living.

The suit which you demand is gone and dead.
Shiik.

(6) Amorous solicitation; courtship; an at-

tempt to win a woman in marriage; a pro-
posal of marriage. 'Each rival s«t( suspend.'
Pope,

I hope my master's suit will be but cold. Shak.

Since many a wooer doth commence his suit
To her he thinks not worthy. Shak.

4. A set; a number of things used together,
and in a degree necessary to be united, in

order to answer the purpose ; as, a suit of
curtains; a suit of armour; a suit of sails

for a ship: sometimes with less dependence
of the particular parts on each other, but
still united in use; as, a stiit of clothes.

'Some four suits of peach-coloured satin.'

Shak. ' Three horses and three goodly suits

of arms.' Te7iuyson.~5. Things that follow
in a series or succession; the collective num-
ber of individuals composing a series; a set

of things of the same kind or stamp; as, a
suit (OT suite) of rooms, &c. Specifically, one
of the four sets or classes into which playing
cards are divided; as, to play a card of the
wrong suit.

To deal and shuffle, to divide and sort
Her mingled suits. Ccnvper.

6. Retinue; a company or number of attend-
ants or followers; attendance; train ; as, a
nobleman and his suit. [In this sense the
word is usually written suite (which see).]—
7. In Uxw, (a) an action or process for the
recovery of a right or claim; legal applica-
tion to a court for justice; prosecution of
right before any tribunal; as, a civil suit; a
criminal suit; a suit in chancery. Where
the remedy is sought in a court of law the

term suit is synonymous with action; but
when the proceeding is in a court of equity
the term suit alone is used. The term is also
applied to proceedings in the ecclesiastical
and admiralty courts.

In England the several suits or remedial instru.
ments of justice are distinguished into three kinds,
actions personal, real, and mixed. Blackstone.

(6) The witnesses or followers of the plain-
tiff in an action at law.— 8. In feudal law, a
following or attendance; as, (a) attendance
by a tenant on his lord, especially at hia
court; (6) attendance for the purpose of
performing some service; (c) the retinue,
chattels, ofi'sprlng, and appurtenances of a
\'\\\em.—To follow suit, to play a card of the
same suit; hence, to do as another does; to
follow the lead or example of another or
others.— Om( of suits, no more in service
and attendance; having no con*espondence;
at discord or out of harmony.
Wear this for me ; one out of suits with fortune.
That would give more, but that her hand lacJcs means.

Shak.
Suit (sut), V.t. 1. To adapt; to accommo-
date; to fit or make suitable; as, to «t(( one's
self to one's circumstances.

Suit the action to the word, the word to the action.
Shak.

2. To become; to be adapted or fitted to; to
be suitable to. ' Such furniture as suit^ the
greatness of his person.' Shak.

The duke is humorous ; what he is indeed.
More sjiits you to conceive than I to speak of.

Shak.
Raise her notes to that sublime degree,
Which suits a song of piety and thee. Prior.

3. To fit; to be adapted to; to be in proper
position or condition for.

Perhaps
She could not fix the glass to suit her eye.

Teuuyson.
4. To be agreeable to ; to fall in with the
wishes or convenience of; as, that arrange-
ment did not suit him at all; to suit one's
tastes.-5.t To dress; to clothe.

I'll disrobe nie
Of these Italian weeds, and j»i/ myself
As does a Briton peasant. Shak,

Such a Sebastian was my brother too.
So went he suited to his watery tomb. Shak.

Suit (Slit), p.i. To agree; to accord; to cor-
respond : generally followed by with or to.

'Something made to suit with time and
place. ' Tennyson.

The place itself was suiting to his care.
Dryden.

Give me not an office

That suits with me so ill. Addison,

Sy\. To agree, accord, comport, tally, cor-
respond, match, answer.
Suitability (sut-a-bil'i-ti). n. The quality
of being suitable; suitableness.

Suitable (sut'a-bl), a. Capable of suiting;
suiting or being in accordance; fitting; ac-
cordant; agreeable; proper; becoming; as,

ornaments suitable to one's character and
station ; language suitable to the subject.
' Making suitable returns in acts of charity.'

Atterbury. 'Some course suitable to thy
rank.' Massinger.
What is amiss in them, you gods, make suitable

for destruction. Shak.

Suitableness fsut'a-bl-nes), n. The state or
quality of being suitable, fitted, or adapted;
fitness; propriety; agreeableness. 'Those
sympathies and suitablenesses of nature
that are the foundation of all true friend-

ship.' South. — ^xy.. Fitness, propriety,
agreeableness, correspondence, congruity,
compataliility, consistency, consonance.
Suitably (sut'a-bli), adv. In a suitable man-
ner; fitly; agreeably; with propriety.

Whosoever speaks upon an occasion may take any
text suitable thereto, and ought to speak suitably
to that text. South.

Suit-broker (sut'brok-6r), ?i. One who made
a regular trade of obtaining favours for
court petitioners. Massinger.

Suite (swet). n. [Fr. See Suit.] 1. A com-
pany Or number of attendants or followers;

retinue; train; as, a nobleman and his suite.
' Had there not come in Tydeus and Telenor
with fifty in their sxtite to his defence.' Sir
P. Sidney. —2. A number of things having
a connection together, spoken of as a whole;
a collection of things of the same kind; a
series; as, to occupy a suite of rooms.

Suiter (siit'Sr), n, A suitor. Hooker.

Suithold (sut'hold), n. In feudal law, a
tenure in consideration of certain services

to n superior lord.

Suiting (-fut'lng), n. Cloth for making a
suit of clothes: a tailor's term.

Fate, fir, fat, Xftll; m€, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Suitor (sut'ur), n. 1. In law, a party to a
suit or litii,'ation.— 2. A petitiuiier; an appli-
cant; one who sues, petitions, or entreats.

She hath been z suitor to me for her brother.
Sha/t.

3. One who solicits a woman in marriage; a
wooer; a lover.

He passed a year under the counsels of his mother,
and then became a suitor to Sir Kt^er Ashton's
daughter. Ji'otton.

Suitress (sut'res), n. A female supplicant.
Roice.

Sulcate, Sulcated (sul'kat. sul'kat-ed), a.

[L sulcat'oi. pp. of sulco, to furrow, from
suloDi. a furrow.] Furrowed ; grooved

;

having longitudinal furrows, grooves, or
channels: applied more especially to stems,
leaves, seeds, &c., of plants; the surfaces of
various molluscous shells, &c.
Sulcation (sul-ka'shon), n. A channel or
furrnw.

Sulcus (Aulltus), n. pi. Sulci(sul'si). [L ] A
groove orfurrow; a tt-rni apidiud in anatomy
to grooves on the surface of bones and other
organs.

Sulk (sulkX v.i. [From sulhy.] To indulge
in a sullen or sulky fit or mood; as, to sulk
at not getting one's own way. [Colloq.]

I left him as I found him. Xosuik. T. Hook.

Sulkily (sul'kili). adv. In a sulky manner;
sullenly: morosely.
Sulklness (sul'ki hes), n. The state or qua-
lity uf being sulky; sulleimess; sourness;
moroseness.
Sulks (sulks), n. pi State of sulkiness;
sulky fit or mood; as, to be in the sulks; to
have a fit of the sulks. [Familiar]
Sulky (sul'ki), a. [A. Sax. solcen, sluggish,
sulky; dsealcnn, to depress, to make dull or
dispirited; seolcan, to languish] Sullen;
sour; morose; doggedly keeping up ill-feel-

iug and repelling advances.
It is surely better to be even weak than mali^ant

or luiky. Dr. Knox.

Sulky (sul'ki), n. [So called from accom-
nioiiating only one person, who may be re-
ganled as sulkily desiring to be left alone.]
A liglit two-wheeled carriage for a single
person, drawn by one horse, used as a plea-
eure-carriage and for trials of speed between
tr-'tiiiiii-horses.

,

Sullt (sill). H. [A. Sax. s^Uhl A pinngh.
Sullage^sul'aj), n. [See Suillage. The word
has no doubt been affected by the verb to
sttlly.] l.t A drain; filthy water; sewage.

The streets were exceedingly large, well paved,
having many vaults and conveniences under them for

suW^^e. Evtlyn.

2.t That which BUlliea or defiles 'No tinc-

ture, suUage, or defilement' South.—Z. In
foxindinff, the scoria which rises to the sur-
face of the molten metal in tlie ladle, and
which is held back when pouring to pre-
vent porous and rough casting. —4. .Silt and
mud deposited by water.
8ullen(suren), a. [O E. soUin^solain.O.Yr.
solain. \'\. solan, from L L. solanug, fromL.
solus, alone, sole. See SoLE.] 1. Gloomily
angry and silent ; cross ; sour ; morose

;

atfected with ill-humour. 'Our sulky <M/^n
dame.' Burns. '5u2fen as a beast new-caged.'
Tenni/son.

Siill is he suliejt, still he lours and freti. Shak.

2. 3[ischievous ; malignant; unpropltious;
foreboding ill; baleful

Such suUett planets at my birth did shine.
They threaten every fortune mixt with mine.

Dryden.
3. Obstmate; intractable.

Things are as siiUtn as we are. Tiiiotson.

A Gloomy; dark; dismal; sombre. * Night
with \\GT sullen wings.' Milton.

Why are thine eyes fix'd to the iiiilen earthf Skak.
The dull mom a sulUn aspect wears. Crabbe.

5 Sorrowful; aad; melancholy; dismal. 'Sul-
Un dirges.' Shak.

Be thou the trumpet of our wrath.
And suIUh presage of your own decay. Shak.

6 Slow-moving; sluggish; dull.—T.f Lonely;
isolated; Sfditarj*. Gower.
SoUent (sul'en), v.t To make sullen, mo-
rose, or obstinate.

In the body of the world, when members are sul-
Un'd. and snarl one at another, down falls the frame
fi^^ll Feltham.

StlUeuly (sul'en-li), adv. In a sullen man-
ner; gfmjmily; intractably; with morose-
ness.
He iulienly replied, he could not make
These offers now. Dryden.

Sulleimess (sul'ennes), n The state or
quality of l>eing sullen; ill nature with ai- !

lence; silent moroseness; gloominess; sour-
ness; intractableness.

Sullens (sul'enz), n.pl. A morose temper;
gloominess; a fit of sullenness; the sulks.
'Let them die that age and sulle}i8 have.'
Shak.
Sulleryt (sul'6r-i), n. [See Scll.] A plough-
land.

Sullevatet (sul'ie-vat), v.t. {'L.mhlevo,8ub-
levatum, to lift up from beneath.] To cause
to make an insurrection ; to excite, as to
sedition.

How he his subjects sought to sullevate
And brealte the league with France. Daniel.

Sulliage (sul'i-aj), ?i. Same as Sullaae.
Sully (sul'i), V. t. pret. & pp. sullied; ppr.
sullying. [O. E. solien, A. Sax. solian, to
soil or sully; Goth, bi-sauljan, to sully or be-
foul; further connections doubtful.] 1. To
soil; to dirty; to spot; to tarnish. 'And
statues sullied yet with sacrilegious smoke.'
Roscommon.—2. To dim; to darken.
Let there be no spots to suUy the brightness of

this solemnity. Attcrbury.

3. Fig. to stain ; to tarnish ; as, character
sullied by infamous vices. * Weakened our
national strength, and sullied our glory
abroad. ' Bolingbroke.
SuUy (sul'i), r.i. To be soiled or tarnished.

Silvering will sully and canker more than gilding.
Bacon.

Sully (sul'i), n. Soil; tarnish; spot.

A noble and triumphant merit breaks through little

spots and suUits on his reputation. Sptctator

Sulphadd (sulf'as-id), n. An acid in which
sulphur takes the place of oxygen; a sulpho-
acid.

Sulphamate (surfa-mat), n. See SCLPHA-
MIC.

Sulphamlc (sul-fam'ik), n. Having sul-
phur and ammonium as the characteristic
constituents. —SwipAamic acid, an acid,
the ammonium salt of which is produced
by the action of dry ammonia on dry sul-
phur trioxide. It may be regarded as sul-
phuric acid in which one O H group is re-

placed by NHj; thus, SOaj ^^ . It is a

monobasic acid, fonning salts called sul-
phamates ; of these ammonium sulphamate,

^^% \ v'w ^ '8 one of the best known.

Sulphamide (sul'fa-niid), n. (N2H..SO2,) A
compound which may be regardeu as two
molecules of ammonia in which two hydro-
gen atoms are replaced l>y the group SO3.
Sulpliate (sul'fat), n. (I-Yom sulphur.\ A
salt of sulphuric acid. Sulphuric acid is
dibasic, forming two classes of sulphates,
viz. neutral sulphates, in which the two
hydrogen atoms of the acid are replaced
by metal, and acid sulphates, in which one
hydrogen atom only is so replaced. The
general formula of the former class is MjSOi,
and of the latter MHSO. (>I represents a
monovalent metal.) Of tlie sulphates, some
are found native; some are very soluble,
some sparingly soluble, and some insoluble.
All those that are soluble are recogni2ed in
solution by the test of nitrate or chloride of
barium, which causes a white precipitate of
sulphate of barium, insoluble in acids. All
the insoluble sulphates, when fuseil with
carbonate of soda, yield sulphate of soda,
wJiich may be recognized as above. Some
neutral sulphates occur in the anhydrous
state, and others occur coml)ined with
water The most important sulphates are-
sulphate of aluminium and potassium, or
alum; sulphate of ammonium, employed for
making carbonate of ammonia; sulphate of
copper, or blue vitriol, much used as an
escharotic in surgery, and also used in dye-
ing and for preparing ceitain green pig-
ments; sulphate of iron, or green vitriol.
used in making ink, and very extensively in
dyeing and culico-i)rinttng; it is also muci»
used in medicine; sulphate of calcium, or
gypsum: sulj)hate of magnesium, or Epsom
salts; sulphate of manganese, used in calico-
printing; sulphate of mercury, used in the
preparation of corrosive sublimate and of
calomel; bisulphate of potash, much used
as a flux in mineral analysis; sulphate of
sodium, or Glauber's salts; sulphate of quin-
ine, much used in medicine; sulphate of
zinc, or white vitriol, used in surgery, also
in the preparation of drying oils for var-
nishes, and in the reserve or resist pastes of
the calico-printer. Many double sulphates
are known.
Sulphatic (sul-fat'ik), a. Relating to, con-
taining, or resembling a sulphate.

Sulphide (surfid), n. a combination of sul-
phur with any other element, or with a body
which can take the place of an element; u
sulphuret.

The sulphides are, for the most part, analogous in
composition to the oxides, and like the latter may be
divided into acid and basic sulphides, or sulphur
acids and sulphur bases, which are capable of unit-
ing together and forming sulphur salts. DoubU sul-
phide, a compound of two sulphides, as sulpharseni-
ate of sodium, which is a compound of sulpharsenic
acid, or pentasulphide of arsenic, and sulphide of so-
dium.— Metallic sulphide, a compound of sulphur
and metal. //'. Allen Miller.

Sulphindlgotlc (suU'in-di-got"ik), a. See
SULPHOINDIGOTIC.
Sulplllon (sul'fi-on), n. A term applied to
a hypothetical body consisting of one equi-
valent of sulphur and four equivalents of
oxygen: so called in reference to the binary
theory of salts. Graham.
Sulphiouide (sul'fi-on-id), n. A name given
in the binary theory of salts to a compound
of sulpbion with a metal, or with a l)ody
representing a metal ; as, sulphiouide of
sodium, otherwise called sulphate of soda.
Graham.
Sulphite (sul'fit), ?i. [From sulphur.] A
salt of sulphurous acid. The sulphites are
recognized by giving off the suffocating
smell of sulphurous acid when acted on by
a stronger acid. A very close analogy exists
between them and the carbonates.
Sulpho-add ( sul'fo-as-id ), n. An acid in
which sulpliur takes the place of oxygen:
thus we have sulpho-acetic acid, sulpho-
cyanic acid, &c., which may be regarded as
the oxyacid in which the oxygen of the
group OH is replaced by S ; these acids are
formulated as containing the group SH.
SiQphocyanate, Sulphocyanide (sul-f6-
si'an-at, suI-fo-si'an-id),n. A salt of sulpho-
cyanic acid.

Sulphocyanic (surfo-si-an-ik), a. Of, per-
taining to, or containing sulphur and cyano-
gen, or derived from sulphocyanogen.

—

Sulphocyanic acid (CNHS), an acid occur-
ring in the seeds and blossoms of cruciferous
plants.and in the salivaofman and the sheep.
It is a colourless liquid of a pure acid taste,
and smells somewhat like vinegar. It col-
ours the salts of peroxide of iron blood-i-ed.
It yields salts called sulphocyanates, or
sometimes sulphocyanides.
Sulphocyanogen (8urf6-si-an"o-jen), n.
(((

' X>3 S. ) A compound of sulphur and cyano-
gen, called also sulphocyanic anhydride. It
is obtained in the form of a deep yellow
amorphous powder, insoluble in water, al-
cohol, and ether, but is dissolved by strong
sulphuric acid.

Sulphoindlgotic (surfo-iu-di-got"ik). a.

Pertaining to. derived from, or containing
sulphuric acid and indigo. Written also
Sulphindi^otic. — Sulphoindiyotic or stil-

phindinottc acid ( Cg H5NO. SO3). an acid
formed by the action of sulphuric acid on
indigo. "When 1 part of pure indigo is added
to 8 parts of sulphuric acid, the aihlition of
water causes the deposition of a purple
powder called sulphopurpuric acid, while
a blue solution is obtained. The blue solu-
tion contains two acids, sulphoindigotic
acid and byfio-sulphoindigotic acid.

Sulphopurpuric Acid (sul'fo p6r-pu"rik
as'id), n. See under Sllphoindigotic.
Sulpho-salt, Sulphosel (suifo-snlt, sul'fd-
sel). n. A salt in wbith oxygen is replaced
by suli.hur. Called also Sulphur-salt.
Sulphovinate (sul-fo-vi'natX n. A salt of
sulpluiviiiic acid.

Sulphovlnic (sul-fo-vin'ik), a. [From sul-
phur, and L vinum, wine.] In chem. con-
taining sulphuric acid and spirits of wine or
Alcohol. —Sulphoinnic acid ((C.,Hs)HS04),
an acid produced by the action of sulplmric
acid upon alcohol, and called also acid sul-
phate of ethyl, or ethylic bisulphate. It has
a very sour taste, and cannot be concen-
trated by evaporation without being decom-
posed into alcohol and sulphuric acid. It
forms with most bases crystallizable salts,
called sulphovinates, which are all soluble.
Sulphur (sul'f6r), n. [L. sul/ur. mlphur.]
1. Syin. S. At. wt. 32 Brimstone, an ele-
mentary non- metallic combustible sub-
stance, which has been known from the
earliest ages of the world. It occurs in
great abundance in the mineral, sparingly
in the vegetable, and still more sparingly
in the animal kingdom. It occurs some-
times pure or merely mixed, and sometimes
in chemical combination with oxygen and
various metals, forming sulphates and sul-

phides. It is found in greatest abundance

ch, cAain; Ch, 8c. locft; g,flro; IJoh; fi, Fr. ton; Dg, sin^; th, tAen; th, <Ain; w, tdg; wh, irAig; zh, a^ure.—See Kltr.
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and purity in the neij^hbourhood of vol-

canoes, modern or extinct, as in Sicily; and,
as an article of commerce, is chiefly im-
ported from the Mediterranean. That which
is manufactured in this country is obtained
by tjie roasting of iron pyrites. It is com-
monly met with in two forms ; that of a
compact, brittle solid, and a fine powder.
It is nearly tasteless, of a greenish yellow
colour, and when rubbed or melted emits a
peculiar odour. Its specific gravity is 1-99;

it is insoluble in water, and not very readily

soluble in alcohol, but is tukeu up by spirits

of turpentine, by many oils, and by carbon
disulphide. It is a non-conductor of elec-

tricity. It is readily melted and volatilized.

It fuses at 232° Fahr., and between 232° and
280° it possesses the greatest degree of

fluidity, and wlien cast into cylindrical

moulds forms tlie common roll-sulphur of

commerce. It jiossessea the peculiar pro-

perty of solidifying at a higher degree, or
when raised to 320". Between 430° and iSO"

it is very tenacious. From 480° to its boil-

ing-point (792°) it again becomes liquid. At
792" it rises in vapour, and in close vessels

condenses in tlie form of a fine yellow pow-
der, called jlowers of tsiUphur. When sul-

phur is lieated to at least 430°, and then
poured into water, it becomes a ductile

mass, and may be employed for taking the
impressions of seals and medals. Sulpliur

exists hi two distinct crystalline fonns, and
also as an amorplious variety: these modifl-

eations are cliaracterized ))y differences in

specific gravity, in solubility in various
liquids, and in many otlier points. Sulphur
combines witli oxyf^en. hydrogen, chlorine,

Ac, forming various important compounds.
It unites also with the metals, forming sul-

phides. It is of great importance in the

arts, being employed in the manufacture of

gunpowder, lucifer-matches, vulcanite, and
sulpliurous and sulphuric acids. It is also

employed hi medicine, and for various other
purposes.—C''»de sulphur, the result of the
distillation of native sulphur. —5i(?pAur
group, the elementary substances sulphur,

selenium, and tellurium; all having a strong
attraction for oxygen. —Roll or stick sul-

phur, sulphur refined and cast into wooden
moulds.— 2. t Considered as that of which
lightning consists.

To tear with thunder the wide cheeks o* the air.

And yet to charge thy sulphur with a boit

That should but rive an oak. Shak.

Stones of sulphur, thunderbolts. Shak.

Sulphurate (sul'fu-rat), a. Belonging to

sulphur; of the colour of sulphur. 'A pale
sulphurate ct)lour.' Dr. II. More. [Rare.]

Sulphurate (surfu-rat), v.t. To impregnate
or i-oniliiue with sulphur; to subject to the

action of snlpluir.

Sulphuratiou (sul-fu-ra'shon), 7i. 1. Act of

dressing or anointing with sulphur. Bentley.

2. The su])jection of a substance, such as

straw-j>lait, silks, woollens, &c. , to the action

of sulphur for the purpose of bleaching.

Sulphurator (surfu-ra-t6r), n. An appara-
tus fur impregnating with or exposmg to

the action of sulphur ; especially, an appa-
ratus for fumigating or bleaching by means
of the fume-; of burning sulphur.

Sulphureity (sul-fer-e'i-ti), n. The state

of l)eing sulpliureous. B. Jonson. [Rare.]

Sulphureous (sul-fu're-us), a. Consisting
of sulpliur ; having the qualities of sulphur
or brilnstone; inji)regnated with sulphur;
sulphm'ous. 'lltna vomiting sulphureous
fire.' Drydeii.

Sulphureously (sul-fu're-us-li), adv. In a
sulphureous manner. Sir T. Herbert.

Sulphureousness (sul-fii're-ns-nes). n. The
stale or quality <»f being sulphureous.
Sulphuret (sui'ffi-ret). n. Same as Sulphide.
Sulphuretted (surfii-ret-ed), a. Applied to
bodies havin^i sulphur in combination.—
Sulphuretted hydrogen (H28), a compound
formed when hydrogen and sulphur come
in contact in the nascent state. It is a
transparent colourless gas, recognized by
its peculiar fetid odour, resembling that of

putrid eggs. It is very deleterious to animal
life, and is often formed where animal
matters or excrements putrefy. It is the
active constituent of sulphureous mineral
watei-s. It is also known by the name of
Hydrosulphuric Acid, Sulphydric Acid, and
Hydruthionic Acid. It is usually prepared
by decomposing a metallic sulphide, espe-
cially sulphide of iron or of antimony, by
means of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid.

Sulphuric (sul-fu'rik), a. Pertaining to or
obtained from Bulphnr.—Sulphuric acid, oil

of vitriol, a most important acid, discovered
by Basil Valentine towards the close of the
fifteenth century. It was formerly procured
by the distillation of dried sulphate of iron,

called greeu vitriol, whence the corrosive
liquid which came over in the distillation,

having an oily consistence, was called oil of
vitriol. It is now prepared in this and most
other countries by burning 8uli)hur, or more
frequently iron pyrites, in closed furnaces,

and leading the fumes, mixed with oxides
of nitrogen, into large leaden chambers,
into which jets of steam are continuously
sent. The oxides of nitrogen are i^roduced
by the action of sulphuric acid upon nitre

contained in pots, which are placed between
the sulphur ovens and the chambers. The
sulphur dioxide takes away part of the oxy-
gen from the oxides of nitrogen, which are

again oxidized by the air in the chambers.
The sulphur trioxide produced unites with
the steam to form sulphuric acid. The acid
produced in the chamber is condensed in

leaden vessels until it reaches a certain
gravity, when it is run into glass, or some-
times into platinum vessels, where the con-
densation is continued. Pure sulphuric
acid is a dense, oily, colourless fluid, hav-
ing, when strongly concentrated, a specific

gravity of about 18. It is exceedingly acid
and corrosive, decomposing all animal and
vegetable substances by the aid of heat. It

unites with alkaline substances, and sepa-

rates most of the other acids from their

combinations with the alkalies. It has a
very Ljreat affinity for water, and unites with
it in every proportion, producing great heat;
it attracts moisture strongly from the atmo-
sphere, becoming rapidly weaker if exposed.
The suli)huric acid of commerce is never
pure, but it may be purified by distillation.

Witli bases sulphuric acid forms salts called
sulphates, some of which are neutral and
others acid. By concentrating sulphuric
acid as far as is possible without decompo-
sition, and cooling the liquid so obtained,
crystals of the true acid, H2SO4, are fonned.
The ordinary acid is a hytlrate of H2'S04 of

varying composition. A form of sulphuric
acid known as Nvrdhausen acid is prepared
by heating green vitriol in closed vessels; it

is a solution of sulphur trioxide in sulphuric
acid (H2S04SOa), or it may be regarded as

pyrosidphuric acid (H2S2OJ). The best test

of the presence of sulphuric acid, whether
free or combined, is a soluble compound of

barium. Thus, when a solution of chloride
of barium is added to a liquid containing
sulphuric acid it causes a white precipitate,

viz. sulphate of barium, which is not only
insoluble in water, but in the strongest
acids. Of all the acids the sulphuric is the
most extensively used in the arts, and is in

fact the primary agent for obtaining almost
all tlie others by disengaging them from
their saline combinations. Its uses to the
scientific chemist are innumerable. In
medicine it is used in a diluted state as a
refrigerant. See SULPHATE. — Sulphuric
ether, ethylic, vinic, or ordinary ether—
(C2Hs)20—a colourless transparent liquid,

of"a pleasant smell and a pungent taste, ex-

tremely exhilarating, and producing a de-

gree of intoxication when its vapour is in-

haled by the nostrils. It is produced by
distilling a mixture of equal weights of sul-

phuric acid and alcohol, and by various other
means. Its specific gravity is 0720, It is

extremely volatile and highly infiammable;
and its vapour, mixed with oxygen or atmo-
spheric air, forms a very dangerous explo-

sive mixture. It dissolves in 10 parts of

water, and is miscible with alcohol and the

fatty and volatile oils in all proportions. It

is employed in medicine as a stimulant and
antispasmodic. The vapour of ether has
been administered with success to patients

when about to undei^o surgical operations,

but it is now to a great extent superseded by
chloroform. True sulphuric ether, known
also as sidphate of ethyl~(C2RsyS0i~i& an
oilv liquid, of burning taste and ethereal
odour, resembling that of peppermint, of

sp. gr. 1120, and almost incapable of being
distilled without decomposition, as at a
temperature of about 280° it resolves itself

into alcohol, sulphurous acid, and olefiant

gas.

—

Sulphuric oxide, or sulphur trioxide

(SOa), is a white crystalline body produced
by the oxidation of sulphurous oxide (which
see). When this oxide is thrown into water
it combines rapidly with the latter to form
sulphuric acid.

Sulphurine ( sul'f6r-in ), a. Pertaining to

or resembling sulphur; sulphureous. Bailey.

I
Rare.

)

Sulphuring (sul'f^r-ing), n. 1. In bleach-
iit'j, a process of bleaching by exposure to
the fumes of sulphur, or by means of sul-

phuric acid.—2, In ealico-printiuff, the pro-
cess of exposing printed calicoes to sulphnr-
ous acid fumes in the operation of fixing
steam-colours.
Sulphur-ore (sul'ffer-or), 71. The commer-
cial name of iron pyrites, from the fact that
sulphur and sulphuric acid are obtained
from it.

Sulphurous (sul'f^r-us), a. Made or im-
pregnated with sulpliur; like sulphur; con-
t;iiniiig sulphur. 'There's the sulphurous
I>it.' Shak.—Sulphurous oxid^, a gas formed
by the combustion of sulphur in air or dry
oxygen. It is transparent and colourless,
of a disagreeable taste, a pungent and suffo-

cating odour, is fatal to life, and very inju-
rious to vegetation. At 45°, under the pres-
sure of two atmospheres, it becomes liquid,

and also at 0° under the pressure of one at-

mosphere. It extinguishes flame, but is not
itself inflammable. It has considerable
bleaching properties, so that the fumes of
burning sulphur are often used to whiten
straw, and silk and cotton goods. This gas
is also called Sulphur Dioxide; wlien led
into water it forms sulphurous add (HoSOj).
This acid readily takes up oxygen, passing
into sulphuric acid ; it is dibasic, forming
salts called sulphites.

Sulphur - salt ( sul'f6r-salt). See Sulpho-
i<A I,T,

Sulphur - wort (suTf6r-w6rt). n. A pluit,
hogs fennel, of the genus Peucedanum, the
P. ojficinale. See PEUCEDANUM.
Sulphury (surfer-i), a. Partaking of sul-

phur; having the quahties of sulphur.
'Death rides upon the sidphury siroc*
Byron.
Sulphydric (sulf-i'drik), a. See under SCL-
I'llUHKTTKI*.

Sulpltian («ul-pi'shi-an), n. In the R. Cath.
Ch. one of an order of priests established in

France in 1642 for the purpose of training

young men for the clerical office : so called

from the parish of St. Sulpice, Paris, where
they were first organized.

Sultan (sul'tan), )i. [Ar. sidtdn; Chal. shiU
ton, one in power, a ruler, magistrate, from
shdlat, to exercise or have dominion.] The
ordinary title of Mohammedan sovereigns;
as, the Sultan of Zanzibar or of Marocco

;

by way of eminence, the appellation given
to tlie ruler of Turkey, who assumes the
title of Sultan of sultans.

Sultana ( sul-ta'na ), n. 1. The queen of a
sultan; the empress of the Turks; a sul-

taness. — 2. A name given to birds of the
genus Porijhyrio, family Rallidse. The F.

X >.^N -^^f

Sultana [Porfhjirio -tnartinica).

iTuirtinica is a magnificent species of marsh-
bird found in the West Indies and the
southern United States. Like its congeners,
it has long toes which support it on the

aquatic herbage which often covers the
places of its resort.

Sultana-hird (sul-ta'na-b6rd), n. See Sul-
tana.
Sultanate ( suTtan-at ), n. Tlie rule or do-
minion of a sultan; sultanship.

Sultaness (sul'tan-es). n. A sultana.

Sultan-flower (surtan-flou-6r). «. A name
given to two species of composite plants of

the genus Amberboa~..-l. odorata, called

also Street Sultan, and A. mmchata, called
also Purple Sultan.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, btjU; oil, pound; U, Sc. abwue; 5\ Sc. fey.
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Sultanlc (sul-tan'ik), a. Of or belonging to

a sultan; imperial.

Sultanlzi (sul'tan-in), n. l. A former Turk-
ish money of account, worth 120 asj^rs;
also, a gold coin worth 10*.— 2. The Vene-
tian ij'old sequin. Simmonds.
SultaJiry (sul'tan -ri), n. The dominions of

a sultau. ' The siUtanry of the Mamelukes.'
Baron.
SultansMp (sul'tan-ship), n. The office or
statt^ i'f a sultan.

Sultany t (sul'tan-i), n. Same as Sidtanry.

Sultriness (sul'tri-nes), n. The state of

l>fiiitc sultry; heat with a moist or close air.

Sultry (aul'tri). o. [A form of sweltry, O.E.
suelirie, sultry, from mvelter, which ayaiu is

from gwelt, to faint, to be oppressed with
heat. See SWELT.j 1- Very hot, biu-niag,

and oppressive. "Libya's *wZiry deserts*
Addison. ' The burning? aky and sultry sun.'

J>ryden,—Z Ver>' hot and moist, or hot,

close, stagnant, and heavy, as air cr the at-

mosphere.
Bum (sum), n. [O.Fr. gitme, some. Mod. Fr.

somiite, from L. gumma, a sum, fern, of sum-
vitis. hijithest. superl. of evperuH, that is

above, from siif)€r. above.] 1. The aggre-

gate of two or more numbers, magnitudes,
quantities, or particulars: the amount or
whole of any number of individuals or par-

ticulars added; as, the stun of 5 and 7 id 12;

the sum of a and b iia + b.

How fffccious also are thy thoughts to me. O God

:

how K^eAt is ihr si4m of them I Ps. cxxxix. 17.

You know how much the gross smn of deucc-ace
amounts to. 5Atf*.

Hence—2. The whole number or quantity.

The stretching of a span
Buckles in his sum of ane. Shafc.

The glory of the sum of things
Will llash along the chords and go. Tennyscn.

8. A quantity of money or currency; any
amount indefinitely; aa, I §ent him a s\m\
of money, a small *Hm, ora large »t/ni; I re-

ceived a large f^^nn in bank-noten. 'Cer-
tain ¥i\imn of t'old ' Shak. — i. The whole
abstracted; the principal points or thoughts
when view* dtf'^'ether; the amount; the sub-
stance ; as, this is the mnn of all the evidence
in the case; this is the sxtm and substance
of all his objections: the snui of all I have
said is this. 'Tills is the very mm of all'
ShaM.

The iutn of duty let two words contain
:

O may they graven on thy heart remain :

be humble and l>e just. Prior.

— In gmn, in short; in briet
In sum. no roan can have a greater veneration for

Chaucer than tnyself. DfytUn.

&. Height; completion.
Thus have I told thee all my state, and brought
My story to the sutn oi earthly blks. Miltan.

6. An arithmetical problem to be solved, or
example of a rule to be wrought out: such
a pro))lem worked out and the various steps
shown.
He took out of it a lai^e &heet of paper, fotded

small, and c]uite covered with long sums carefully
worked. From the glimpse 1 had of them. I should
say that I never saw such sums out of a school
cipVieriiig-book. Dickens.

Bum ( sum X f . (. pret. & pp. sMmmed ; ppr.
siiinmintj 1. To atld into one whole; to add
together and find what the whole amount is;

to ( arit up; to ascertain the totality of: often
followed by up; as, to »um or to turn up a
column of flgores. ' Summed the account
of chance.' Shak.
The hour doth rather rum up the moments than

divide the day. Bacon.
Sutn uf at night what thou hast done by day,
And in the morning what thou hitst to rio.

Georc^e Herbert.

2. Tu bring or collect Intti a small compaas;
to comprise in a few words: usually with up;
as, to jfur/i up evideuce; he summed up his
arguments at the close of his speech with
great force and effect.

' CmO to the ant. thou sluggard.' in few words, sums
*r/ the moral of this fable. Sir Ji. L'Hstratt£e.

S-t In falconry, to have (the feathers) full
grown iiud in full number. With prosperous
wing full summ'd. ' Milton.

Feather'd soon and fledge
Their pens ihey sitmm'd. Milion.

Hence— 4 t To supply with full clothing.
Beau. <fr Ft.—To tntm up evidence, to reca-
pitulate to the jury, in a clear and suc-
cinct manner, the different facts and cir-
cun)fttance8 which have been adduced in
evidence in the rase l>efore the court, giving
at the same time an exposition of the law
where it appears necessary: said of the pre-
atding judge in a jury court It may also be

Sumbul {Euryan-
gintn SHfnbui).

said of a counsel summing up his own case
at the close of the evideuce wliich he has
adduced.
Sumac, Sumach (su'mak), n. [Fr. sumac,
from Ar. summitk, sumach, from sumalca,
to be tall.] 1. A genus of plants (Rhus),
of many species, some of which are used
in tanning, some in dyeing, and some in

medicine.— 2. Tlie powdered leaves, pedun-
cles, and young branches of certain spe-
cies of Rhus used in tanning and dyeing.
The sumac of commerce is

chiefly obtained from the
HhusCoriaria. (See RHUS.)
Written also Shumaeh.
Sumafe. t Summage f

(sunriij), n. A toll for
carriage on horsei)ack ; a
horse-load.

Sumatran (sb-mfi'tran), n.

A native or inhabitant of
Sumatra.
Sumatran (so-ma'tran). a.

Of or relating tu Sumatra
or its inhabitants.

Sumbul (sum'bul), n. An
Eastern name for the root
of an umbelliferous plant,
Enryanijiuin Huinbitl. It
cont^ns a strongly odor-
ous principle, like that of
muak, aud is regarded as an
antispasmodic and stimu-
lating tonic. Also an East-
ern (Arabic) name of spike-
nard (which see).

SumleSS (sum'Ies), a. Not
to be summed up or com-
puted; of which the amount cannot be as-
certained; incalculable; inestimable.

As rich with praise
As is the ooze and bottom of tiie sea
With sunken wreck and sumless treasuries. Shak.

Summarily (sum''ari-Il), adv. 1. In a sum-
mar}' manner; briefly; concisely: in a nar-
row compass or in few words; as, the Lord's
l*rayer teaches us summarily the things we
are to ask for. —2. lu a short way or method;
without delay.

When the parties proceed summarily, and they
choose the ordinary way of proceeding, the cause is

made plenary. Aylijf^.

Summarize, SummariBe (sum'a-riz), v.t.

pret. &\)\i.iitniuiitirize(t; ppr. summarizing.
To make a summajy or ;tl>stract of; to reduce
to or express iu a summary; to represent
briefly.

Summary (sum'a-ri). a. [Fr. sommaire,
summary, compendious. See Sum.] 1. Re-
duced int^> a narrow compass or into few
words; short; brief: concise; compendious;
as, a summarif statement of arguments or
objections.— 2. Rapidly performed; quickly
executed; effected by a short way or method
He cleared the table by the summary process of

tilting everything upon it into the Replace. Dtciens.

3. In law, said of proceedings carried on by
methods intended to facilitate tlie despatch
of business; thus, a summary conviction is a
conviction before magistrates without the
intervention of a jur)-; such also is the ci»m-
mittal of an offender by a judge for con-
tempt of court —Syn. Short, brief, concise,
compendious, succinct, prompt, rapid.

Summary (sum'a-ri), n. [L. sttminarium,
a summary, from summa, a sum. See SCM. ]

1. An abridged or condensed statement or
account: an nltstract. abridgment, nr com-
pendium, containing the sum or substance
of a fuller statement; as, the comprehen-
sive summary of our duty to Ood in the
first talde of the law.

And have the summary of all our griefs.
When time shall serve, to show in articles. Shak,

2. In la\c. a short application to a court or
judge without the formality of a full pro-
ceeding.

Summation (sum-a'shon). n, 1. The act of
forming a sum or total amount.
Of this series no tummatien is possible to a finite

intellect. De Quiiicey.

2. An aggregate. ~£iutnntaf»on 0/ series, in
uiath. see SERIES.
Summer (sum'^r), n. One who sums ; one
who casts up an account.
Summer (suni'6r), ji. [A. Sax. sximor, smner;
common to the Teutonic languages; O H.G.
and Icel. sumar, tl. an<l Dan. sommer. Sw.
sommar, D. somer, zmner. The origin is

doubtful, though probably the root is that
of sun.] 1. Tliat season of the year when
the sun shines most directly upon any re-
gion; the warmestseason of the year. North

of the equator it may be roughly said to in-

clude the months of June, July, and August.
Astronomically considered, summer begins
in the northern hemisphere when the sun
enters Cancer, about the 2l8t of June, and
coTitinues for three nitjntlis, till September
23d,duringwhiehtiniethesuu,beingnorthof
the equator, sliines more directly upon this
part of the earth, which renders this the
hottest period of the year. In latitudes south
of the equator just the opposite takes place,
or it is summer there when it is winter here.
The entire year is also sometimes divided
into summer and winter, the former signi-

fying the warmer and the latter tiie colder
piirt of the year.— 2. A whole year; a twelve-
month.
Five summers have I spent in furthest Greece. Shak.

-^Itidian summer. See under Indian.—St
Martin'/! summer, a period of fine weather
after winter has set in, occurring about St.

Martin's day, November 11th; hence, pros-
perity after misfortune.

Kxpect Satnt'Afartin s sumnter, halcyon days,
Since 1 have entered into these wars. Shak.
Those last few years were her summer of St.

Martift. Latvrertce.

Summer (sum'fer), a. Relating to summer;
as, summer heat.

He was sitting in a summer parlour. Judg. iii. ao.

Summer (snm'^r), v.i. To pass the summer
or warm season. 'The fowls shall summer
upon them.* Is. xviii. 6.

And thou shalt walk in soft white hght with kings
and priests abroad.

And thou stiait summer high in bliss upon the hills
of God. Air^.

Stmxmer (sum'^r), v. t. 1. To keep or carry
through the summer. [Rare.]

Maids well summered and warm kept are. like flies

at Bartholomew-tide, blind, though they have their
eyes. Shak.

2. To feed during the summer, as cattle.
[Scotch.l

Summer (sum'er). n. [Fr. sommier, a pack-
horse, a rafter, from L. sagmarius. from L.
and Gr. sagma, a pack-saddle.] In building,
(a) a lai^e stone, the first that is laid over
columns and pilasters, beginning to make a
cross vault, or a stone laid over a column
and hollowed to receive the first haunch of
a platband, (b) A lintel, (c) A large timber
or beam laid as a bearing beam, (d) A girder,
(e) A brest-summer.
Summer-colts (sumY-r-kolts), 71. pi A pro-
vincial term for the quivering, vaporous aiv
pe.-tranee of tlie air near the surface of the
ground when heated in stnnmer.
Summer -cypress (sum'er-sipres), n, A
plant, a siKxies of Kochia. K. scoparia.

Summer-duck (sum'er-duk). n. A very
beautiful North Americau migratory spe-
cies of duck {Dendronesm sponsa or Aix
spo7isa), belonging to the section having the
hind toe destitute of membrane, very similar
to the mandarin ducK of the Chinese. It
has been found capable of domestication.
Ciilled :ils<. WtMUluck.
Summer-fallow (suniVr-fal-lo), n. [See
Fallow.] Naked fallow; land lying bare
of cropsin summer, l)UtfrequentIyploughed,
harrowed, and rolled so as to pulverize it

and clean it of weeds.
Summer-fallow (sum'Sr-faMo), a. Lying
fallow during' the summer.
Summer-fallow (sum'^r-fal-lo), v.t To
ploii'^Ii and It't lie fallow; to plough and
work repeateiliy in summer to prepare for
whe;it or other crop.

Summer-house (sum'6r-hous), n. 1. A
house or apartment in a garden to be used
iu sunnner.—2. A house for summer resid-
ence.

Summering (sum'^r-ing). n. 1. In arch, in
cylindrical vaulting, the two surfaces inter-
secting the intrados of a vault in lines parallel
to the axis 1 if the cylinder. In conic vaulting,
where the axis is horizontal, the two surfaces
which, if produced, would intersect the axis
ofthecone. Gicilt. 'Written a.l&oSomiiteri7ig.

2. A kind of early apple.— 3. t Rural merry-
making at midsummer; a summer holiday.
y^ares.

Summerllness (sum'^r-li-nes), n. The state
of having a mild or summer-like tempera-
ture. Fuller. [Rare.]

Summersault (sum'^r-sslt), n. See Somer-
sault.

O'er each hillock it will vault.

And nimbly do the summersault. Drayton.

Summer-seeming (sum'^r-scm-ing). a.

Appearing like summer; full-blowu; rank
or luxuriant. ' Summer -seeming lust'
Shak.

ch.cAajn; ^h. 8c. loeA; g, ^o; j,>ob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, 8i»t£r; TH, (Aen; th, (Ain; w. wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure. -See KKY.
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Summerset (sum 6r-setX n- Same as

Someri>ault.
Summer-stir(sum'6r-atei),y.(. Tosummer-
fallow.
Summer-stone(suni'^r-st6ii), n. See Skew-
OOKHEL.
Summer -swelling (sum 6r-swel-iiig), a.

Orowing up iu summer, 'The mimriier-

swellhtg flower. ' Shak.
Summer-tlme(suni'6r-tim), n. Thesummer
seasou. 'The genial suminer-time.' Long-
fellow.

Summer-tree (sum'er-tre), n. A beam full

of mortises for the reception of the ends of

j I lists.

Summer-wheat (sum'6r-whet), 71. wheat
S(jwn in spring, as opposed to winter-wheat

or that wliiiih is sown in autumn.
Summery (sum'6r-i), a. Of or pertaining to

summer; like summer. [Rare.]

Summist (sum'ist), n. One who forms an
abridgment or summary. [Rare.]

A book entitled The Tax of the Apostolical

Chamber or Chancery, whereby may be learned

more sorts of wickedness than from all the sum-
mists and the summaries of all vices. Bp. Bull.

Summit (sum'it), n. [Fr. sonnnet, dim. of

O.Fr. som, a summit, from L. summum,
highest part. See SUM.] 1. The top; the

highest point; as, the «umj/ii« of a mountain.
' Fixed on the summit of the highest mount.

'

Shak.~2. The highest point or degree; ut-

most elevation ; as, the summit of human
fame.— 3. In conch, the most elevated point

of the shell where the hinge is placed.

Suramitless (sum'it-les), a. Having no
summit. Sir H. Taylor.

Summit-level (sxmi'it-lev-el), n. The
highest level; the highest of a series of

elevations ()ver which a canal, watercourse,

railway, or the like is carried.

Summityt (sum'it-i), 7i. [L. summitas, from
suiiimm, highest.] 1. The height or top of

anything. Sw{ft.—± The utmost degree;

perfection. Jer. Taylor.

Summon (sum'on), v.t. [O.E. somonc,
somne,somjme, from O.Fr.somoner,sumuner, 1

semoner, Mod. Fr. semondre, to move, from
L. summonere, submonere—sub, under, pri-

I

vately, and moneo, to remind (whence moni-

tion, monitor, &c.).'\ 1. To call, cite, or notify

by authority to appear at a place specified, or

to attend in person to some public duty, or

both ; especially, to command to appear in

court; as, to summon a jury; to summon
witnesses. ' Nor trumpets summon him to

war.' Bryden.
The parliament is summoned by the king's writ or

letter. Blackstone.

2. To call; to send for; to ask the attendance
of.

Then summofi'd to the porch we went. Tennyson.

3. To call on ; to warn ; especially, to call

upon to surrender ; as, to suimrwn a fort.

^Summon the town.' Shak.

Coal-black clouds that shadow heaven's light

Do summon us to part and bid good night. Sknk.

. 4. To call up ; to excite into action or exer-

tion; to rouse; to raise: with up; as, summon
up all your strength or courage.

Stiffen the sinews, sunitnon up the blood. Shak.

—Call, Convoke, Summon. See CALL.—Syn.
To call, cite, notify, convene, convoke, in-

vite, bid, warn, rouse, excite.

Summoner (sum'on-6r), n. One who sum-
mons i.r cites by authority; especially, one
emjiloyed to warn persons to appear in

court; also, a former name for an apparitor.

Summons (sum'onz), ?i.; apparently plural
but really singular and used as such, the
plural being summonses. (Fielding, how-
ever, has the erroneous expression: *all

these summons proving ineffectual.') [O.E.

somom, somounce, O.Fr. semonce, sevionse,

a summons, fem. forms of semons, pp. of se-

mondre. See Summon.] 1. A call by autho-
rity or the command of a superior to appear
at a place named, or to attend to some pub-
lic duty.

This summons he resolved not to disobey.
Sp. Fell.

He sent to summon the seditious and to offer par-

don; but neither sutnmons nor pardon was regarded.
Nayward.

2. An invitation or asking to go to, or appear
at, some place; a call, with more or less

earnestness or insistence.

Then flew in a dove
And brought a summons from the sea. Tennyson.

3. In law, a call by authority to appear in a
court; also, the written or printed document
by which such call is given; a citation to

appear before a judge or magistrate; spe-

cifically, (a) a writ calling on a defendant
to cause an appearance to the action to be
entered for him within a certain time after

service, in default whereof the plaintiff may
proceed to judgment and execution, (h) An
application to a judge at chambers, whether
at law or in equity, (c) A citation summon-
ing a person to appear before a police magis-

trate ur bench of justices, (d) In Scots law,

a writ issuing from the Court of Session in

the sovereign's name, or. if in a sheriff court,

in the name of the sheriff, setting forth the

grounds and conclusions of an action, and
containing a warrant or mandate to messen-
gers-at-arnis or sheriff-officers to cite the
defender to appear in court.—4. MiUt. a call

to surrender.
Summons (sum'onz), v.t. To serve with a

summons; to summon. Swift. [Obsolete

and Scotch]
Summum Bonum (sum'mum bo'imm). [L.]

'J'lic chief g(jod.

Sumnert (sum'n^r), n. A summoner. Mil-

ton.

Sumoom (su-mbm'), " Same as Simoom.
Sump (sump), n. [L.G. Sw. and Dan. sump,
D. sump, ti. sum]}/, a swamp, mai'sh, pool.]

1. A puddle or pool of dirty water. [Pro-

vincial.]— 2. A pond of water reserved for

salt-works.—3. A round pit of stone, lined

with clay, for receiving the metal on its first

fusion.—4. The cistern or reservoir made at

the lowest point of a mine, from which is

pumped the water which accumulates there.

Sumph (sumf), n. [A nasalized form of Sc.

sou/, a stupid person, a sumph, correspond-
ing to D. su/, dull, melancholy, doting.] A
dunce; a blockhead; a soft dull fellow.

[Scotch.]
A more than nsual sumph produced an avenging

epigram upon him and two other traitors.

Pro/. Wilson.

Sumphish (sumf'ish), a. Like a sumph;
characteristic of a sumph; stupid. 'The
sumphish mob.' Ramsay. [Scotch.]

Sumpit (sum'pit), n. A small poisoned dart

or arrow, thrown by means of a sumpitan
(which see).

Sumpitan (sum'pit-an), n. A long straight

cane tube or blowpipe, in which a poisoned
dart is placed and expelled by the breath.

It is used by the natives of Borneo and
other islands in the Eastern Archipelago.

Sumpter (sump'ter), n. [Sommetier, driver

of a pack-horse, from a (hypothetical) L.L. i

saginatarius, from L. sagma, Gr. sagma,
sagniatvs, a pack or burden. See Summer
(building term) ] l.t Tlie driver of a pack-

horse.— 2. A horse or other animal that car-

ries goods; a baggage-horse; a pack-horse.

With full force his deadly bow he bent.

And feaiher'd fates among the mules and sumtters
sent. Dryden.

3. A porter. Shak. [Rare.]—4. A pack; a

burden. Beau, and Fl. [Rare.]

Sumpter (sump'ter), a. Applied to an ani-

mal, as a horse or mule, that carries neces-

saries, as of an ai-niy ; as, a sumpter horse

;

a sumpter nmle.
Sumpter - saddle (sump't^r-sad-l), n. A
l>iu-k-saddle.

Sumption t (sum'shon), n. [L. sumptio,
suiiiptionis, from sumo, sumptum, to take.]

Tlie act of taking. Jer. Taylor.

Sumptuary (sunip'tu-a-ri), a. [L. sumptu-
arius, from sitmptus, expense, from mww,
sumptuvi, to take up, use, spend—*ru&, and
emo, to buy, originally to spend.] Relating

to expense ; regulating expense or expendi-

ture.—S«wj^(«arj/ laics, laws made to re-

strain excess in apparel, food, or any hixu-

ries. Such laws at one time or another

have been in force in many states.

It is the highest impertinence and presumption,

therefore, in kmgs and ministers, to pretend to watch
over the economy of private people, and to restrain

their expense, either by sumptuary laivs or by pro-

hibiting the importation of foreign luxuries.
Adam Smith,

Sumptuosltyt (sump-tu-os'i-ti), n. [From
sumptuous. ] Expensiveness ; costliness.

linleiqh.

Sumptuous (sump'tu-us), a. fL. sumptu-
oxns, from sumptu.s. cost, expense. See

Sumptuary.] Costly; expensive; hence,

splendid ; magnificent ; as, a sumptuous
house or table; stimptuous apparel.

We are too magnificent and sumptuous in our

tables and attendance. Atterbury.

She spoke and turned he^i sumptuousYiaA, with eyes
Of shming expectation fixed on mine. Tennyson.

SVN. Costly, expensive, splendid, magnifi-

cent, lordly, princely.

Sumptuously (sump'tu-us-li), adv In a
sumptuous manner;expensively; splendidly;

with great magnificence.

Sumptuousness (sump'tu-us-nes), n. The
state of being sumptuous; costliness; ex
pensiveness; splendour; magnificence.

I will not fall out with those who can reconcile
sutnptuotisness and charity. Boyle.

Sumpturet (sump'tur), n. Sumptuousness;
magnificence. Chapman.
Sun (sun), n. [A. Sax. sunne (fem.), Icel.

O.H.G. and Goth, sunna (Goth, also sunno),
G. Sonne, L.G. sitnne, D. zon. There are kin-
dred forms with final I, Icel. s6l, Dan. and Sw
sol, also mrely A. Sax. s6l; these forms coin-
ciding with I., sol; also (with common inter-

cliange of s and h) Gr. helios, W. haul. Com
houl, Armor, heol. From a root meaning to
shine.] 1. The splendid orb or luminary
which, being in or near the centre of our sys-

tem of worlds, gives light and heat to all the
planets, and is therefore the primary cause
of all the motions and changes effected on
the surface of our globe by tliose mighty
agents. All the planets and comets of our
system revolve round the sun as a common
centre, at different distances and in ditt^erent

periods of time. Itsmean apparent diameter
is about 32 minutes, and its mean distance
from the earth about 9-2,000.000 of miles.
Its real diameter is 800,000 miles, and hence
its voUmie is equivalent to about 1^ million
times the volume of our earth; but its mean
density is only a fourth of that of the earth.
It revolves on its axis from west to east in

Hd^ of our mean solar days, the axis being
inclined at an angle of 82° 40' to the plane
of the ecliptic. When viewed through
powerful telescopes the sun's disc is observed
to have large and perfectly black spots upon
it, several of which are usually visible at
once. These spots present the appearance
of lilack in-egular patches, and have been
proved to be hollows in the luminous sur-

face of the sun. (See Solar spots under
Solar.) These spots appear and disappear
very irregularly, some lasting for weeks and
months, others only a day. Aroimd the
spots, and on other places, there are often
masses brighter than the general surface,

called /aculce or torches, the general sur-

face itself is not uniform, but appears mot-
tled, and made up of bright roundish patches,
with soft edges, sprinkled irregularly on a
less luminous background. The luminous
surface of the sun is called the photosphere.

The photosphere is overlaid by an atmo-
sphere which is invisible under ordinary cir-

cumstances, but reveals itself to the spectro-

scope, and at a total eclipse fonns the white
halo or corona which is seen surrounding the
moon. Within the corona are seen oddly
shaped masses of a red colour,projecting con-
siderably at various points beyond the moon's
edge, and these projections are united by a
continuous belt of similar, though less vivid

colour. This belt is called iUe^ chromosphere,
and these reddish masses are great clouds
or flames of incandescent hydrogen. The
spectroscope has shown the sun to be com-
posed of substances identical, partly at

least, with those composing the earth, as

hydrogen, sodium, iron, magnesium. The
matter is so intensely hot as to be largely

in the state of vapour. The amount of light

sent forth by the sun is not exactly measur-
able, but the amount of heat has been pretty
accurately computed, and it is certainly

enonuous. It is equivalent in mechanical
effect to the action of 7000 horse-power on
every square foot of the sular surface, or to

the combustion on every square foot of up-
wards of 13i cwts. of coal per hour.—2. In
popular usage, the sunshine; a sunny place;

a place where the beams of the sun fall ; as,

to stand in the sun, that is, to stand where
the dii-ect rays of the sun fall.— 3. Anything
eminently splendid or luminous; that which
is the chief source of light, honour, glory,

or prosperity.
The sun of Rome is set. Shak.

i will never consent to put out the sun of sover-

eignty to posterity. Eikon Basilike.

4. The luminary or orb which constitutes

the centre of any system of w orlds ; as, the

fixed stars are suns in their respective sys-

tems. --5. A revolution of the earth round
the sun; a year.

Vile it were
For some three suns to store and hoard mj-self.

Tennyson.
— Under the sun, in the world; on earth: a

proverbial expression.

There is no new thing under the sun. Eccles. i. 9

—Sun 0/ righteousness, in Scrip. Christ, as

being the source of light, animation, and
comfort to his disciples.~5wn and planet

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abt^ne; V, Sc. fey
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wheels, an ingenious contrivance adopted
by Watt in the early history of the steam-

engine, for converting the reciprocating

Sun and PUnet Wheels.

motion of the beam into a rotatory mo-
tion. In the annexed figure the sun wheel
a, is a toothed wheel fixed fast tu the axis

of the fly-wheel, and the planet wheel 6 is a
similar wheel bolted to the lower end of the
connecting-rod c ; it is retained in its orbit

by a link at the back of both wheels. By
the reciprocating motion of the connecting-
rod the wheel b is compelled to circulate
round the wheel a. and in so doing carries
the latter along witli it, communicating to
the fly-wheel a velocity double of its own.~
Sun forms the first element of many self-

explanatory compounds; as ffitii-bright, sun-
clad, sun- dried, siiti • like, sun - lit> sun-
scorched, «fec.

Sun (sun), v.t. pret. & pp. Simned; ppr.
sunning. To expose to the sun's rays; to
warm or dry in the light of the sun ; to in-

solate; as, to sttn cloth; to sun grain. * To
sun thyself in open air.' Dryden.

Like morning doves
That sun their milky bo&oms od the thatch.

TcnnysoH.
Sun, Suu-bemp (sun, sun^emp), n. See
-SINS.

Sunl)eani (sun'bem). n. A ray of the sun.
*Tlie gay motes that people the sunbeams.'
Milton.

Tliis was a truth wrote with a sunbeam, lopble to
all in.inlcind. South,

Sun-bear (sun'bar), n. The name given,
from their habit of basking in the sun, to

a group of bears with short fur. generally
dark, and with a large white or yellow patch
on the breast. They are found in Central
Asia, in Java, and other East Indian islands.

The species climb cocoa-trees and destroy
the fruit. They form the genus Helarctos.
// malayanus is the bruang or Malayan
sun-bear. See Brl'aso.
Sun-blrd (sun'btrd), Ti. A bird of the genus
Cinnyris or Xectarinia. family Cinnyridie or
Nechuriuiadse, found principally in the tropi-

cal parts of Africa and Asia, and in the ad-
jacent islands. They are small birds, with
plumage approaching in splendour to that

Sun-birds (0'«'ii>i'.r afro), male and female.

of the humming-birds, which in many re-

spects they resemble. They live on insects
and the juices of flowers ; their nature iH

gay, and their song agreeal>le. They hold
the same place in the Old World that hum-
ming-birds do in the New. They build in

the hollows of trees or in thick bushes.
Some of them, however, make dome-like
nesti. which they suspend at the extremi-
ties of twigs or branches.
Snn-bllnkCsun'bUngkXn. A flash or glimpse
of sunshine. Sir W. Seott. [Scotch.]

Sun-lsonnet (sun'bon-net), n. A lady's bon-
net having a shade as a protection from the
sun.

Sun-bow (sun'bo), n. An iris formed by the
refraction of light on the spray of cataracts,

or on any rising vapour.
The sun-b<nv's rays still arch

The torrent with the many hues of heaven. Byron.

Sun-bright (sun'brit), a. Bright as the sun;

like the sun in brightness; as, a sun-bright

shield. ' Her mn-bright eye.' Shak.

Sun-bum (sun'bern), v.t. To discolour or
scorch by the sun; to tan.

Sun-burn, Sun-buming (sun'bSm, sun'-

b6m-ing), n. The burning or tan occasioned

by the rays of the sun on the skin.

Sun -burner (sun'bern-6r), n. See Sus-
LIilHT.

Sunburnt (sun'b*^rnt), a. 1. Discoloured
by the heat or rays of the sun ; tanned

;

darkened in hue ; as, a sunburnt skin.

'Sunburnt and swarthy though she be.'

Dryden.— 2. Scorched by the sun's rays; as,

* the sunburnt soil.' Sir Jt. Blackmore.

Sun-burst (sun'h6rst), n. A sudden flash of

sun-light. Moore.
Sun-clad (sun'klad), a. Clothed in radiance;

bright. 'The sun-clad power of Chastity.'

Milton.

Sundanesfi, Sundanes1aT> (sun'dan-ez, sun-
dan-ez'yan), n. One of a section of the
Malay nice inhaliitinti Malacca, the Sunda
Archipelago, ami tlie Philippines.

Sundajiese, Sundanesian(»un'dan-ez, sun-
dan-ez'yan), a. Of or belonging to the Sun-
da Archipelago, or the nativesor inhabitants.
See the noun.
Sundart (sun'dart). n. A ray of the sun.
Hemans.
Sunday (sun'da), n. [A. Sax. sunnan-deeg,
that is, day of the sun ; G. sonntag. Dan.
sondag, D. zondag; so called because this

day was anciently dedicated to the sun or
Its worship. J The first day of the week; the
Christian Sabbath; the Lord's -day. See
Sabbatu.
Father, and wife, and gentlemen, adieu;
I will to Venice ; Sunday comes apace

:

We will have riiig^ and things and tine array

;

And kiss mc, Kate, we will be married o' Sunday.
Shak.

E'en Sunday shines no Sabbath-day to me. Pofi€.

Sunday (sun'da),a. Belonging to the Lord's-
day. or Christian Sabbath,
Sunday-letter (sun'da-let-6r). n. The do-
minical letter. See under DoMINICAL.
Sunday-school (sun'da-skbl), n. A school
for the reliRious instruction of children and
youth on the Lord's-day.

Sunder (sun'd^r), v.t [A. Sax. sunderian,
aundrian, gyndrian, from sundor. sunder,
asunder, separate, apart; similarly Icel. sun-
dra, Dan. sondre, D. zotideren, O. sondern,
to separate. A. Sax. sundor, Icel. sundr,
Sw. Dan. sonder, G. sonder, Goth, sundro,
asunder, apart, appear to be comparative
forms. Hence sundry, asuruier. Sound, a
channel, is of closely allied origin.] To
part; to separate; to keep apart; to divide;
to disunite in almost any manner, as by
rending, cutting, or breaking; as, to sunder
a rope or cord ; to sttnder a limb or joint

;

to sunder friends or the ties of friendsliip.

'The sea that sunders him from thence.'
Shak. 'Crantor's body sutuU^d at the
waist.' Dryden.
This man with lime and rough-cast doth present
Wall, that vile Wall which did these lovers sunder.

Sha*.
As he sat

In hall at old Carleon. the high doors
Were softly sunder d, and ihro' these a youth
Past. Tennyson,

Bunder (sun'd^r), v.i. To part; to be sepa-
rated; to quit each other.

Even as a splitted bark, so swrtter we. Shak.

Sunder (sun'd6r), n. [See above.] A separ-
ation or severance : used in the now archaic
adverl>ial phrase mjfK«dtrr, in two; asunder.
'Gnawing with my teeth my bonds in sun-
der. ' Shak.
He breaketh the tow, and cutteth the spear tft

sunder ps. xlvi. 9.

Sunder (aun'dfir). v.t. To expose to, or dry
in, the sun. [Provincial.]

Sun-dew (sun'du). n. A genus of plants
(bntsera), nat. order Droseraceee, of which
it is the type. See Droseka.

Sun-dlal (sun'di-al), n. An instrument to
show the time of day by means of a shadow
cast by the sun. A sun-dial consists of two
parts—the style, usually the edge of a plate
of metal or a small rod. always made paral-
lel to the axis of the earth, and pointing to
the north pole; and the dial-face, on wUch

are marked the directions of the shadow for
the several hours of the day, their halves,

quarters, »&c. But the forms which may be

Sun-dial.—Face of Horizontal Dial, shadow pointing
to one o'clock.

given to dials are almost inflnite. Th^nost
common form is the horizontal dial, having
the plane of the dial parallel to the horizon,
and consequently making with the style an
angle equal to the latitude of the place,
since the style must always point to the-

north pole. The hour lines intersect each
other at the point where the style intersects
the dial plane, and the angles they make-
with one "another and with the meridian
line, or line for twelve o'clock, depend on
the latitude. In vertical dials the positioa
of these lines depends on the latitude and
the aspect of the face.

Sun-dog (sun'dog), n. A luminous spot oc-
casiunaUy seen a few degrees from the sun,
supposed to be formed by the intersection
of two or more haloes. Sometimes the spot
appears when the haloes themselves are
invisible.

Sundown (sun'doun), n. Sunset; sunsetting.
*Oft when sundown skirts the moor,' Ten-
nyson. This word seems not older than the-

present century. Though in good usage-
the equally appropriate sunup is as. yet only
an Americanism.
Sundra-tree (sun'dra-tre), n. Same as Soon-^

dree.

Sun-dried (sun'drid), a. Dried in the rays-

of the sun.

The building is oi sun-dried brick. Sir T. Herbert.

Sundries (sun'driz). n. pi. Various small
things, or miscellaneous matters, too minute
or numerous to be individually specified.

They were recruiting themselves after the fati^es
and terrors of the night, with tea and sundries.

Dickens.

Sundrlly (sun'dri-li), adv. In sundry ways;
variously. Fabyan.
Sundry (sun'dri), a. [A, Sax. sundrig, syn-
drig, from sundor, separate. See Sunder.)'
Several; divers; more than one or two;
various. ' For sundry weighty reasons.'

Shak.
I have composed sundry collects. Sanderson.

Sundry foes the rural realm surround. Dryden.

—All and sundry, all both collectively and
imlividually ; as, be it known to all and-
sttndry whom it may concern.

Sundry-man (sun'dri-man), n. A dealer in
sundries, or a variety of different articles.

Sunfish (sun'ftshV 7t. 1. The name of flshea-

uf the genus Ortliagoriscus, a genus of tele-

ostean fishes belonging to the family Dio-
dontidie, and so named on account of the
almost circular form and shining surface of

the typical species. The sunflsh ai)pearB
like the head of a lar^e flsh separated from
the body. While swimming it turns upon,
itself like a wheel. It grows to a large size„

Short Sunfish {Orthafforiscus mola).

often attaining a diameter of 4 feet and
sometimes even that of 12 feet. It is found
in all seas from the Arctic to the Antarctic
circle. Its liver yields a large quantity of
oil, which is in repute among sailors as an
external application for the cure of sprains,

rheumatism, &c. Two or three species are
known.— 2. The basking-shark.— 3. A small
fresh-water flsh of the perch family, belong-
ing to the genus I'omotis. Also called Pond-
perch. [I'nited States.]

Sunflower (sun'Mou-6r), n. The English
name of a genus of plants called Helianthus,
so named from the form and colour of the

ch, cAain; £h, Sc. locA;

Vol. IV. •

g. tfo; J*iol>; ^. ^f ^*; °&' ""i'; '''" "*en; th, thin; w, u-ig; wh, tcAIg; zh, azure.—See KET.
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flower, or from its habit of turning to the
sun. See Helianthus.
Sung (sung), pret. & pp. of sing. ' While to

his harp divine Amphion sung.' Pope.
'Died round the bulbul ashe sw?i^.' Ten-
nyson.

Many a noble war-song had he sung: Tennyson.

Sunk (sungk), pret. & pp. of zink. ' Or tossed

by hope, or sunk by care/ Prior.

Sunken (sungk'n), a. Lying on the bottom
of the sea or other water; fallen or pressed
do\vn; low. 'Stinken wreck and suniless

treasuries.' Shak.
Sunkets (sungk'ets), n. pi. Provision of

whatever kind. [Scotch.]

Sunk-fence (sungk'fens), n. A kind of fence
no part of which projects above the general
level of the ground. It is usually a ditch

with a retaining wall on one side, and is

used upon the edge of a garden bordering
on a park, so as to give an apparently greater

extent to the grounds.
Sunkie (sungk'i), n. A low stool. Sir W.
Scott. [Scotch.]

Sunless (sun'les), a. Destitute of the sun
or its rays; shaded.

Where Alph. the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea. CoUridge.

Sun-light (sunlit), n. l. The light of the
sun. [In this sense perhaps more frequently
written Sunlight.]—2. A large reflecting clus-

ter of gas-burners placed beneath an open-
ing in a ceiling, for lighting and ventilating

a large room. Called also Sun-burner.

Sunlit (sun'lit), a. Lit or lighted by the
sun.

Sunn, Sunn-hemp (sun, sunTiemp), n. A
material similar to hemp, imported from
the East Indies, and extensively used in the
manufacture of cordage, canvas, &c. It is

obtained from the stem of the Crotalaria

Sunn (CrotalariaJ;

Juncea, a shrubby leguminous plant, 8 to

12 feet high, ^vith a branching stem, lance-

shaped silvery leaves, and long racemes of

bright yellow flowers. Called also Bombay
Hemp, Madras Hemp, Sun, Sun-hemp, Su7i-

plant.

Sunna, Sunnah (sun'a), «. The name given
by Mohammedans to the traditionary por-

tion of their law, which was not, like the
Koran, committed to writing by Moham-
med, but preserved from his lips by his im-
mediate disciples, or founded on the autho-
rity of his actions. The orthodox Moham-
medans who receive the Sunnah call them-
selves Sunnites, in distinction to the various
sects comprehended under the name of
Rhiites. See Shiite.

Sunniah (sun'i-a), n. The sect of Sunnites.
See Sunna.
Sunniness (sun'i-nes), n. State of being
sunny.
Sunnite, Sunni (sun'It, siin'i), n. One of

the so-calle(i orthodox Mohammedans who
receive tlie Sunnah as of equal importance
with the Koran. See Sunna and Shiite.

Sunnud (sun'nud), n. In India, a patent,
charter, or written authority.

Sunny (sun'i), a. l. Like the sun ; shining
or dazzling with light, lustre, or splendour;
radiant; bright.

Her sttnny locks
Hang on her temples like a golden fleece. Sha&.

2. Proceeding from the sun ; as, sunny
beams.—3. Exposed to the, rays of the sun

;

lighted up, brightened, or wanned by the
direct rays of the sun; as, the sunny side of
a hill or building. ' Her blooming moun-
tains and her sunny shores.' Addison.
Sunny - sweet ( sun'i-swet ). a. Rendered
sweet or pleasantly bright by the sun. Ten-
nyson.

Sunny -warm ( sun'i-wjirm ), a. Warmed
with sunshine; sunny and wai-m. Tenny-
son.

Sun -opal (sun'6-pal), n. A variety or spe-
cies of opal displaying bright yellow and
red reflections. Called also Fire-opal. See
GiRASOLE, 2.

Sun -pan (sun'pan), n. A pan or tank in

which clay was formerly left to lie until fit

to use in making pottery.

Sun -picture (sun'pik-turV n. A picture
taken by means of the sun s rays; a photo-
graph.
Sun-plant (sun'plant), n. See Sunn.
Sunproof (sun'prof), a. Impervious to the
rays of the sun. 'Thick arms of darksome
yew, sun-proof.' Marston.
Sunrise (sun'riz), n. 1. The rise or first ap-
pearance of the sun above the horizon in
the morning, or the atmospheric phenomena
accompanying the rising of the sun ; the
time of such appearance, whether in fair or
cloudy weather; morning; as, a beautiful
sunrise.—2. The region or place where the
sun rises; the east; as, to travel towards the
sunrise.

Sun - rising ( sun'riz-ing ), ?i. 1. The rising

or first appearance of the sun above the
horizon; sunrise. ' Bid him bring his power
before sun-rising.' Shak.~2: The place or
quai'ter where the sun rises; the east.

The giants of Libanus mastered all nations from
the sun-rising to the sunset. Raleigh.

Sunset (sun'set), n. l. The descent of the
sun below the horizon; the atmospheric
phenomena accompanying the setting of the
sun ; the time when the sun sets ; evening.

'Tlie twilight of such day as after sunset
fadeth in the west.' Shak. Hence—2. Fig.

the close or decline.

"Tis the sunset of life gives me mystical lore.

Campbell.

3. The region or quarter where the suu seta;

the west. See Sun-rising, 2.

Sun-setting (sun'set-ing),n. Same as Sunset.

Sun-shade (sun'shad), n. Something used
as a protection from the rays of the sun; as,

(a) a small umbrella or parasol, {b) A small
framework covered with silk, tfec, in front

of a lady's bonnet, (c) A kind of awning
projecting from the top of a shop window.
Sunshine (sun'shin), n. l. The light of the
sun, or the space where it shines; tlie direct

rays of the sun, or the place where they
fall.

But all sunshine, as when his beams at noon
Culminate from th' equator, Milton.

2. Fig. the state of being cheered by an
influence acting like the rays of the sun

;

warmth; illumination; pleasantness; any-
thing having a genial or beneficial influence

;

brightness; cheerfulness.

The man that sits within a monarch's heart,
And ripens in the sunshine of his favour. Shak.

Nothing earthly gives or can destroy
The soul's cahu sunshine and the heartfelt joy.

Ape.
Sunshine (sun'shin), a. Same as Siaishiny.

' Send him many years of sunshine days.'

Shak.
Sunshiny (sun'shin-i), a. 1. Bright with
the rays of the sun ; having the sky un-
clouded in the daytime ; as, sunshiny wea-
ther.
We have had nothinjj hut sunshiny d^ys, and daily

walks from eight to twenty miles a day. Lamb.

2. Bright like the sim. ' Flashing beams of

that suJishiny shield.' Spenser.

Sun-smitten (sun'smit-n), p. and a. Smit-
ten or lighted by the rays of the sun. 'Sun-
smitten Alps.' Tennyson.
Sun - spurge ( sun'sp6rj ), n. A plant. Eu-
phorbia helioscopia. Called also Cat's-milk
and Wartwort.
Sun-star (sun'star), 7i. A star-flsh of a scar-

let colour, the Solaster papposa or an allied

species, having a large number of rays.

Sunstone (smi'ston), n. A popular name
given to various minerals, as (a) a very hard
and semitransparent variety of quartz, called
also Cat's-eye (which see). (6) A variety of

oligoclase or soda-felspar containing minute
particles of specular iron.

Sun-stricken (sun'strik-n),;). and a. Stricken
by the sun ; aifected by sun-stroke. Ten-
nyson.

Sunstroke (sun'strok),n. A sudden affection

of the human body caused by the sun or his

heat; specifically, a very fatal affection of
the nervous system of frequent occurrence
in tropical climates, especially among the
white races, and in temperate regions dur-
ing very warm summers. It has been de-
scribed as acute poisoning of the nerve-
centres with superheated blood, the result-
ing phenomena being acute paralysis of the
nerve-centres, principally the centres of re-

spiration and heart movements. It is gen-
erally caused by exposure of the head and
neck to the direct rays of the sun, but is

not infrequently brought on by intense tro-
jiical heat, the contamination of the air, as
from overcrowding in barracks and on ship-
board, prolonged marches or other over-
exertion, intemperate habits, and the like.

Called also Ictus Solis, Coup de Soleil, and
Insolation.

Sunup (sun'up), n. [Formed on the model
of sundown, and equally appropriate. See
SuNi>oWN.] Sunrise. [UuitedStates.]
Such a horse as that might get over a good deal

of ground atwixt sunup and sundown. ^. P. Cooper.

Sunward (sun'w6rd), adv. Toward the sun.

Sunwise (sun'wiz), adv. In the direction of
tlie sun's course; in the direction of the
hands of a watch lying with its face up.
Sun-worship (sun'wer-ship), n. The wor-
sliijj or adoration of the sun as the symbol
of the deity, as the most glorious object in

nature, or as the source of light and heat
See Fire-worship.
Sun-worshipper (sun'wer-ship-6r), n. A
worshipper of the sun; a fire-worshipper.
See Fire-worship.
Sun-year (sun'yer), n, A solar year.

Sup (sup), v.t. pret. & pp. supped; ppr. sup-
jnng. [A. Sax. s&pan, to sup, to drink; Icel.

supa, L.G. supen, D. zuipen, O.G. sufan,
G. sau/en, to sip or sup. Sip ia a lighter
form of this, and soup, sujiper are of same
origin, but come to us directly from the
French.] 1. To take into the mouth with
the lips, as a liquid ; to take or drink by a
little at a time; to sip.

There I'll sup
Balm and nectar in my cup. Crashaw.

2. To have as one's lot; to be afllicted with;
as, to sup sorrow.— 3. To eat with a spoon.
[Scotch.]

Sup (sup), v.i. 1. To eat the evening meal.
When they had supped, they brought Tobias in.

Tobit viii. i.

Where sups he to-night? Shak.

2. To take in liquid with the lips; to sip.

Nor, therefore, could we sup or swallow without it

{the tongue). A'. Grew.

Supt (sup), V.t. To treat with supper.
Sup thera well, and look unto them all. Shak.
Let what you have within be brought abroad.
To sup the stranger. Chapman.

Sup (sup), n. A small mouthful, as of liquor
or broth; a little taken with the lips; a sip.

Tom Thumb got a little sup.
And Tomalin scarce kist the cup, Drayton.

Supawn (su-panO, «. In the United Spates,

an Indian name for boiled Indian meaL
Super- (su'per). [L.; cog. Gr. hyper, Skr.

upari, E. over, G. iiber.} A Latin preposi-
tion much used in composition as a prefix,

having (a) a prepositional meaning = over
or above, in place or position, as in stiper-

structure; (6) an adverbial meaning^over,
above, or beyond, in manner, degree, mea-
sure, or the like, as in swperexcellent. In
chem. it is used similarly toper.
Super (su'per), n. A contraction used col-

loquially for certain words of which it is

the prefix; as, (a) a supernumerary; specifi-

cally, a theatrical supernumerary, (b) A
super-hive.

Superable (su'per-a-bl), a. [L. superabilis,
from supero, to overcome.] Capable of be-
ing overcome or conquered.

Antipathies are generally superable by a single

effort. yohnson.

Superahleness (sii'p6r-a-bl-nes), n. The
(juality <^f being superable or surmountable.
Superahly ( su'per-a-bli ), adv. So as may
lie overcome.
Superabound (su'p^r-a-bound"), v.i. To
abuund :i)jove or beyond measure; to be very
abiuuluut or exuberant; to be more than
sufficient

"^'ou superabound with fancy ;
you have more of

mind than of body. Hotvell.

Superabundance (su'p6r-a-bnn"dans), n.

The state of being superabundant; more
than enough; excessive abundance.
The one (manufacture) is in an advancing state,

and has therefore a continual demand for new hands;

Fate, far, fat, fall; ' jne, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sa abune; y, Sc. iey.
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the other is in a declining state, and the superabuft'
fiance of hands is continually increasing.

Ada*n Smith.

Superabundant (su'p6r-a-bun"dant). a.

Abouiuliiijj to excess ; being more than is

sufficient. 'Superabundant zeal.' Swi/t.

Superabundantly ( su'p6r-a-bun"dant-li ),

adv. In a superabundant manner; more
than sufficiently.

Nothing but the uncreated infinite can adequately
fill and sHperabjtndantly satisfy the desire. Cheyne.

Superacidulated (su'p6r-a-8id"u-lat-ed), a.

Acidulated tu excess.

Superadd (su-per-adO, v.t. To add over and
above; tu add or join in addition.

The peacock laid it extremely to heart that he
had not the nijjhtingaJe's voice suptradded to the
beauty of his plumes. Sir R. L'Estrange.

The strength of a living creature, in those external
motions, is something distiact from and superadded
to its iiacur.il gravity. Bp. lyUfcins.

Superaddition(su'p6r-ad-di"shon),n. l.The
act of superai Iding or adding something over
and above.—2. That which is superadded.

Let the same animal continue long in rest, it will

perhaps double its weight and bulk ; this superaddi'
tion is nothing Lut fat. ArbtUhnot.

Superadvenient (su'per-ad-ve"ni-ent), a.

[Prefix super, and adventent] 1. Coming
upon; coming to the increase or assistance
of something.
The soul of man may have matter of triumph vhen

he has done bravely by a superadvenient assistance
of his God. Dr. H. More.

2. Coming unejtpectedly. [Rare.]
Superaltar (su'per-ftl-t6r), n. a ledge or
shelf over or at the back of an altar for sup-
porting the altar-cross, vase and flower8,&c.
Called aUa Retable.

Superangelic ( 5u'p6r-an-jel"ik ), a. More
than aiiselic ; superior in nature or rank to
the angel-s ; relating to or connected with a
world or state of existence higher than that
of the angels. MUinan.
Superannuate (su-p6r-an'nu-at), v.t. [See
below] 1 To impair or disqualify by old age
Hud iritlrmity : as, a superannuated m^is-
trate. —2. To allow to retire from service on
a pension, on account of old age or inllr-

mity : to give a retiring pension to; to pen-
sion; as. to ifuperannuaU a seaman.
Sui>erannuate t (su-pSr-an'nu-at), v. i. [Pre-
fix super, above, beyond, and L. annus, a
year.] 1. To last beyond the year.

The dying in the winter of the roots of plants that
are annual secmeth to be partly caused by the over-
expence of the sap into stalk and leaves, which being
prevented, they will superannuate. Bacon.

2. To become impaired or disabled by length
of years; to live until weakened or useless.
'9ome superannuated virgin that hath lust
her lover. ' Howell.
Superannuation (8u-p6r-an'nu-a"8honX n.
1. The statu of being too old for office or
business, or of being distjualifled by old age;
senility; dt;cropitude. ' The mere doting of
superannuatum.' Pomnall. ' Slyness blink-
ing through the watery eye of superannua-
tion.' Coleridge.— 2. The state of being su-
perannuated or removed from office.employ-
ment, or the like, and receiving an annual
allowance on account of old age, long ser-
vice, or infirmity.—3. The pension or annual
allowance granted on account of long ser-
vice, old age, and the like.

Superb (su-ptrb'), « [Fr. supevlfe; L.
superlius, proud, from su}>er (which see).]
l.Orand; magnificent; august; stately; splen-
did ; as, a superb edifice ; a superb colon-
nade.—2. Rich; elegant; sumptuous; showy;
as, tttverb furniture or decorations. ' In a
»upcro and feather'd hearse.' Churchill.

~

3. Very fine ; first-rate ; as, a superb exhibi-
tion.

Superblpartlent (sii'psr-bl-pttr^shi-ent), n.
[L. super, over, bis, twice, and jjartiens,
partientis, ppr. of partio. to divide] A
number which divides another number
nearly, but not exactly, into two parts,
leaving the one part somewhat larger than
the other.

Superbly (su-pirb'li), adv. In a superb,
magnilicent, or splendid manner; richly;
elegantly; as, a book superbly hound.
Superbness (su-perb'nes). «. The state of
t)emg superl); magnificence.
Supercargo (su-per-kar'go), n. Lit. a
person over the cargo; a person in a mer-
chant ship whose business is to manage
the sales and superintend all the commer-
cial concerns of the voyage.
Supercelestlal (8u'piftr-8e-le8"ti-al), a.
Situated above the firmament or great vault
of heaven ' Any supercelestlal heaven.'
JiaU'i'jh.

Supercharge (su'p^r-charj), v.t In her. to
plat-e one Itearing on another.
Supercharge (su'p^r-charj), n. In her. one
fiyiue liunie upon another.
Superchery (su-p6rch'e-ri), n. [Fr. su-
percherie.] Deceit; cheating; fraud.
Superciliary (su-p6r-sil'i-a-ri), a. [L. super-
cilium, the eyehrow -— super, above, and
cilium, an eyelid.] Pertaining to the eye-
brow; situated or being above the eyelid.—
Superciliart/ arch, the bouy superior arch
of the orbit.

Supercilious (su-p^r-sil'i-us), a. [L. super-
cUiosus. See above.] 1. Lofty with pride;
haughty ; dictatorial ; overbearing ; as, a
supercilious officer.

They (school-boys) would be glad to learn that a
man is called supercilious because haughtiness with
contempt of others is expressed by the raising of the
eyebrows or supercilium. Trench.

2. Manifesting haughtiness, or proceeding
from it; overbearing; arrogant; as, a«/^er-
cilious air; supercilious behaviour. 'The
deadliest sin. I say, that same supercilious
consciousness of no sin.' Carhjle.

Superciliously (su-p^r-sil'i-us-li), adv. In
a supercilious manner ; haughtily ; with an
air of contempt.

Frederick superciliously replied that he could
dispense with the assent of the Patriarch. Milman.

Sui)ercillotisness (su-p^r-sil'i-us-nes), n.
The state or quality of being supercilious;
haughtiness; an overbearing temper or
manner. Boyle.

Supercilium (su-p6r-sil'i-um), n. pi. Super-
CUia (su-p6r-8iri-a). [L., an eyebrow.]
1. In anal, the eyebrow; the projecting
arch, covered with short hairs, above tlie

eyelid.— 2. In anc. arch, the upper member
of a cornice. It is also applied to the small
fillets on each side of the scotia of the Ionic
base.

Supercolumnlation ( su'p6r-ko-lum-ni-a"-
shon), n. In arch, the placing of one order
above another.

Superconception (su'per-kon-8ep"8hon), n.

A conception after a former conception;
superfetati'ju.

Superconsequence t (su-pSr-kon'se-kwens),
n. Remote consequence. Sir T. Browne.
Supercrescence (su-p^r-kres'ensy n. [L.
super, and crescejis, growing. ] That which
grows upon another growing thing; a para-
site. Sir T. Broicne. [Rare.]

Supercrescent (8U-p6r-kres'ent), a. Grow-
Im? on some other growing thing. [Rare.]
Super-cretaceous (8u'p^r-kre-ta"8hu8), a.

See Sri'HA-CKKT.VCEOUS.
Supercurious (su-p6r-ku'ri-us), a. Ex-
tremely or excessively curious or inquisitive.
Evelyn.
Superdomlnant (8U-p6r-dom'In-ant), n.

In uuutic, the note above the dominant; the
sixth note of the diatonic scale; thus, A is

the avperdomiiiant in the scale of C, E in
thtr scale of U. and so on.

Supereminence (su-p6r-em'in-ens), n.
The state of being supereminent; eminence
superior to what is common; distinguished
eminence; as, the supereminence of Cicero
as an orator.

He was not for ever beset with the consciousness
of his own supereminence. Pro/, fyilson.

Supereminency t (su-pfir-em'in-en-si), n.
Siiin-t as S'>jn'reini)Lence.

Supereminent ( su - p6r - em ' in - ent ), a.

Eminent in a sui>erior degree ; surpassing
others in excellence, power, authority, and
the like. ' Revealing to us his superemi}ient,
sovereign authority, uncontrollable domin-
ion, and unquestionable authority 0eT us.'

Barrow.
Few of that profession have here grown up to any

supereminetU height of learning, hvetihood, or au-
thority. Fuller.

Supereminently (su-p^r-em'in-ent-li), adv.
In a supereminent manner; in a superior
de^^ree of excellence; with unusual distinc-
tion, liarruw.

Supererogant (su-p^r-er'o-gant), a. Super-
erotiiitory (which see).

Supererogate (su-p6r-er'6-gat). v.i. [L. su-
perer'xjo, xftpererogatum, to pay over and
ahove — xuper, over, above, and erogo, to
spend or pay out after asking the consent
of the people— e, ex. out, and rogo, to ask.]
To do more than duty requires; to make up
for some deficiency in another by extraordi-
nary exertion.

The fervency of one man in prayer can not super-
erogate for the coldness of another. Milton.

It was their (the Crusaders') very judgment that
hereby they did both merit and supererogate : and
bydymg for the cross, cross the score of their own
sms. score up God as their debtor. Fuller.

Supererogation (su'p6r-er-6-ga"shon), n.
The act of one who supererogates

; per-
formance of more than duty requires. —
Works of supererogation, in the R. Catk. Ch.
a class of good works which are considered
as not absolutely required of each individual
as conditions to salvation. Such good deeds,
it is believed, God may accept in atonement

.

for the defective service of another.
There is no such thing as 7vorks of superero^a-

tion; no man can do more than needs and is his duty
to do, by way of preparation for another world.

Tillotsoti.

Supererogative (su-p6r-er'o-gat-iv), a. Su-
pererogatory. [Rare.]
Supererogatory (su'p6r-e-rog"a-to-ri), a.

Partaking of supererogation; performed Ui
an extent not enjoined or not required by
duty; as, supererogatory services. Hoteell.

Superessential {su'p6r-e8-sen"8hal), a.
Essential above others, or above the consti-
tution of a thing.

Superethical (sa-p6r-eth'ik-al), a. Trans-
cending the ordinary rules of ethics; more
than ethical.

Mora! theology contains a superethical doctrine,
as some grave divines have ridiculously called it.

Rolingbroke.

Superexalt (su'p6r-egz-ftlt"), v.t. To exalt
to a superior degree.

God having superexalted our Lord ... is there-
fore said to have seated hiin at his right hand.

Barroiv.

Superexaltation (su'p6r-egz-alt-a"shon), n.
Elevation above the common degree.
Superexcellence (8xi-p6r-ek'sel-len8), n. Su-
perior excellence.

Superexcellent (su-p^r-ek'sel-lent), a. Ex-
cellent in an uncommon degree ; very ex-
cellent

Suffer him to persuade us that we are as gods,
something so sitperexcellent, that all must reverence
and adore. Dr. H. More.

Superexcrescence (su'p6r-ek8-kres"en8), jl
Something superfluously growing.
Superfecundation(8u'p6r-fe-kun-da"8hon),
n. [L. super, over, and/ecundM«, fruitful.]
The impregnation of a female already preg-
nant; auperfetation; superconception. See
SUPEKFETATION.
Superfecundity (su'p6r-fe-kund"i-ti ), n.
Superabundant fecundity or multiplication
of the species.

Superfetate (su-p6r-fe'tat), v.i. [L. super-
/eto—super, over, after, and/e(o, to breed.]
To conceive after a prior conception.

The female brings forth twice in one month, and so
is said to x«*c»^if/a/e. which . . . is because her eggs
are hatched in her one after another. jV. Grew.

Superfetation, Superfoetation (su'p^r-fe-
ta"slion), n. [See above,] 1. A second con-
ception after a prior one, and before the
birth of the first, by which two fetuses aie
growing at once in the same womb; super-
conception. The possibility of superfetation
in the human female has been vigorously
opposed by some eminent physicians and as
vigorously defended by others. Some believe
that up to the third month of gestation a
second conception may follow the first, and
that this will satisfactorily account for all

the cases of superfetation on record.—2. An
excrescent growth. [Rare. ]

It then became a superjetation upon, and not a;t

ingredient in, the national character. Coleridge.

Superfete t (su'pfir-fet), v. i. To superfetate.
ifowell.

Superfete t (su'p6r-fet), v.t. To conceive
after a former conception. Howell.
Superfice t (su'pfir-fls), n. Superficies;
surface. Dryden. See SUPERFICIES.

Superficial (su-p6r-flsh'al), a. [L. super-
ficialis, from superficies, a surface. See Su-
perficies.] 1. Lying on or pertaining to
the superficies or surface ; not penetrating
the substance of a thing; not sinking deep;
as, a superficial colour; a superficial cover-
ing.
From these phsenomena several have concluded

some general rupture in the st4per_ficial oarts of the
earth. /. Burnet.

2. Reaching or comprehending only what is

apparent or obvious; not deep or profound;
not learned or thorough ; not comprehending
or connected with the essential nature or
cause of things. 'A very «Mj:>er;!cta/, ignorant.
unweighing fellow. ' Shak. ' A vain, super-

ficial writer, who prided himself in leading
the way on more topics than the present.'

Disraeli.

Their knowledg'e is so very superficial, and so ill-

grounded, that it IS impossible for them to describe in

what consists the beauty of these wgrks. Dryden.

SuperfiCiallBt (sii-per-fish'al-ist), n. One
who attends to anything superficially: one

ch. cAain; fih. 8c. locA; g, yo; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, %\i\^\ th, (Aen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure—See KET.
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of Buperflcial attainments; a sciolist; a
smatttrer.

Superficiality (8u-p6r-flsh'i-al"i-ti), n.

1. The quality of being superficial; want of

depth or thoroughness; shallowness.

She despised superficiality, and looked deeper
than the colours of things. Latno.

2. That which is superficial or shallow; a
superficial person or thing. 'Purchasing
aciiuittal by a still harder penalty, that of

being a triviality, superficiality, self-adver-

tiser, Ac' Carlyle.

Superficialize ( sii-p6r-fish'al-iz ), v. t. To
trejit or regard in a superficial, shallow, or
slight manner.
Superficially (su-p6r-fish'al-li), adv. In a
superficial manner; as, (a) on the surface
only ; as, a body superficially coloured.

(6) Without close attention ; without going
deep; witliout penetration; without search-
ing to the bottom of things ; slightly ; not
thoroughly.

You have both said well,

And on the cause and question now in hand
Have ylozed, but superficially. Shak.

Superficlalness (su-pSr-flsh'al-nes), n.

Tlie state of being superficial; as, (a) shal-

lowness
;

position on the surface. ( 6

)

Slight knowledge; shallowness of observa-
tion or learning; show without substance.

Superficiary (su-p6r-fish'i-a-ri), a. [L. »u-

perficiarius.] In law, situated on another's
land. W. Smith.
Superficiary (su-p6r-fish'i-a-ri), n. In law,
one to whom a right of surface is granted;
one who pays the quit-rent of a house built

on another man's ground.
Superficies (su-pfir-fish'ez), n. [L., from
sxiper, upon, and fades, face.] 1. The sur-
face; the exterior part or face of a thing.

A superficies consists of length and breadth
witliout thickness, and therefore forms uo
part of the substance or solid content of a
body ; as, the superficies of a plate or of a
sphere. Superficies is rectilinear, curvilinear,

plane, convex, or concave.—2. In law, every-
thing on the surface of a piece of ground or
of a building, which is so closely connected
with it by art or nature as to constitute a
part of the same, as houses, trees, and the
like; particularly, everything connected with
another's ground, and especially a real right
that is granted to a person, Burrill.

Superfine (su-p6r-fin0, a- 1. Very fine or
most fine; surpassing others in fineness; as,

superfine cloth.—2. Excessively or faultily

subtle ; over-subtle ; as, the superfine dis-

tinctions of the schools. Locke.

Superfineness (sii p6r-fin'nes), n. Quality
of l>eing superfine.

Superfiuence (su-p6r'flu-ens), 71. [L. super,
and fiuo, to fiow.] Superfluity; more than
is necessary. Hammond. [Rare.]

Superflultance t (su-p6r-flu'it-ans), 7i. [L.

super, ami Jiuito, to float.] The act of float-

ing above or on the sui-face; that which
floats on the surface. ' Spermaceti, which
is a superjluitance on the sea.' Sir T. Browne.
Superfluitantt (su-p6r-flu'it-ant), a. Float-
ing above or on the surface.

Superfluity (su-p6r-fiu'i-ti), n. [Fr. sitper-

fiuit^, L. superfiuitas, from superfiuus, su-
perfluous—imper, and ^wo, to flow.] 1. A
quantity that is superfluous or in excess; a
greater quantity than is wanted ; super-
abundance; redundancy; as, a superfiuity
of water or provisions. 'Superjluity of
naughtiness.' Jam. i. 21.

There is a superfluity of erudition in his novels that
verges upon pedantry, Edin, Rev.

2. Something that is beyond what is wanted;
something used for show or luxury rather
than for comfort or from necessity; some-
thing that could be easily dispensed with;
as, the luxuries and superfluities of modem
life.

Superfluous (BU-p6r'fiu-us), a. [L. super-

fiuus, overflowing—««i>er, and fiuo, to flow.]

1. ilore than is wanted or sufficient; un-
necessary from being in excess of what is

needed; excessive; redundant; as, a compo-
sition abounding with superfiuous words.

Superjluous branches
We lop away, that bearing boughs may live.

Shak.
2. t Supplied with superfluities; having some-
what beyond necessaries. ' The sxiperfiuous

and lust-dieted man.' Shak.—Z.\ Unneces-
sarily concerned about anything.

1 see no reason why thou shouldst be so superflu-
ous to demand the time of the day. Shak.

—Superfiuous interval, in music, an interval

that exceeds a true diatonic inten'al by a
semitone minor. —Superfiuous polygamy

(Polygamia superfiua), a kind of inflores-

cence or compound flower, in which the
florets of the disc are hermaphrodite and
fertile, and those of the ray, though female
or pistilliferous only, are also fertile. —Stn.
Unnecessary, useless, exuberant, redundant,
needless.

Superfluously (su-p6r'flu-us-Ii), adv. In a
superfluous manner; with excess; in a de-
gree beyond what is necessary. * Doing no-
thing superfluously or in vain.' Dr. H.
More.
Superfluousness (su-pfer'flu-us-nes), n. The
state of being superfluous or beyond what
is wanted.
Superflux (su'pfir-fluks), n. [Prefix super,

and fi^lx.'\ That which is more than is

wanted; a superabundance or superfluity.

Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel,

That thou mayst shake the superflux to them.
Shak.

Let him lay down his brothers, and 'tis odds but
we will cast him in a pair of ours (we have a super-
flitx) to balance the concession. Lamb.

Superfoetation, n. See Superfetation.
Superfoliation (8u'p6r-fo-li-a"shon), n. Ex-
cess cf foliation. 'The disease of super-
foliation . . . whereby the fructifying juice

is starved by the excess of leaves, ' Sir T.

Browne.
Superfrontal ( su - p6r-front'al ), n. Eccles.

the part of an altar-cloth that covers the
top, as distinguished from Xhaantependium,
or part which hangs down in front.

Superheat (su'per-het), v.t. To heat to an
extreme degree or to a very high tempera-
ture; specifically, to heat, as steam, apart
from contact with water until it resembles a
perfect gas.

Superheater (su'p6r-het-6r), n. in steam
engin. a contrivance for increasing the tem-
perature of the steam to the amount it

would lose on its way from the boiler until

exhausted from the cylinder. This end is

frequently attained by making the steam
travel through a number of small tubes
several times across the uptake or foot of

the chimney before it enters the steam-
pipe.

Super-hive (su'p6r-hiv), n. A kind of upper
story to a hive, removable at pleasure.

Superhuman (su-p6r-hu'man), a. Above or
beyond what is human; hence, sometimes,
divine.

It is easy for one who has taken an exaggerated
view of his powers to invest himself with a superhu-
man authority. Dr. Mozley.

Superhumeral (su-p6r-hu'm6r-al), n. [L.

super, above, and humerus, the shoulder.]

Eccles. a term of no very definite applica-

tion, being sometimes applied to an arch-

bishop's pallium and sometimes to an amice.
Pugin.
Superimpose (su'p6r-im-poz"), v.t. pret. &
pp. superimposed; ppr. superimposing. To
lay or impose on something else; as, a stra-

tum of earth superimposed on a different

stratum.
Superlmposltlon (su-p6r-im'p6-zi"shon), ti.

The act of suiierimposing or the state of

being supcrimixised on something else.

Superlmpregnation ( su ' pt;r - im-preg-na"-
shon), n. liie act of impregnating upon
a prior impregnation ; impregnation when
previously impregnated; superfetation.

Superincumbence, Superlncumhency
(8ii'pev-in-kum"bens. su'p6r-in-kum"ben-si),
n. State of lying upon something.
Superincumbent (su'p6r-in-kum"bent), a.

Lying or resting on something else ; as, a
superincumbent bed or stratum. Woodward.
SupdCknclUce (su'ptr-in-dus"). v.t. pret. &
pp. superinduced; ppr. superinducing. To
bring in or upon as an addition to some-
thing.
Long custom of sinning superinduces upon the

soul new and absurd desires. South.

Superinducement (3u'p6r-in-dus"ment), n.

The art nf supfriiiducing.

Superlnductlon (su'p6r-in-duk"shon), n.

The act of superinducing.

A good inclination is but the first rude draught of
virtue; the superinduction of ill habits quickly de-

faces it. Sctith.

Superlnfuse (sii'p6r-in-fuz"), v.t. To infuse

over.

Superinjection (8u'pt>r-in-jek"shon), n. An
injection sut-t-eeding another.

Superlnspect (su'p6r-in-spekt"). v.t. To
oversee; to superintend by inspection.

Superinstltutlon (su'p6r-in-sti-tu"shon), n.

One institution upon another, as when A. is

instituted and admitted to a benefice upon
a title, and B. is instituted and admitted
upon the presentation of another.

Superlntellectual(8U'p6r-in-tel-lek"tu-al),
fl. lieing above intellect.

Superintend (su'p6r-in-tend"), v.t. [L. «u-
perintendo, to have the oversight of.] To
have or exercise the charge and oversight of;

to oversee with the power of direction ; to
take care of with authority; as, an officer

superintends the building of a ship or the
construction of a fort.

The king will appoint a council, who may super-
intend the works of this nature, and regulate what
concerns the colonies. Bacon.

Syn. To oversee, overlook, supervise, over-
rule, guide, regulate, control.

Superintendence (su'p6r-in-ten"den8). ji.

The act of superintending ; care and over-
sight for the purpose of direction, and with
authority to direct. 'An admirable indica-
tion of the divine superintendence and
management.' Sir J. Derhain.—SYH. In-
spection, oversight, supervision, care, direc-
tion, control, guidance.
Superlntendency (8u'p6r-in-ten"d en-si), n.
Same as Superintendence. 'Such an uni-
versal superlntendency has the eye and
hand of Providence over all.' South.

Superintendent (su'p6r-in-ten"dent), n.

1. One who superintends or has the over-
sight and charge of something with the
power of direction ; as, the superintendent
of an almshouse or workhouse; the superin-
tendent of public works; the superintend-
ent of customs or flnance.—2. A clergyman
exercising supervision over the church and
clergy of a district, but without claiming
episcopal authority. Goodrich.— Syn. In-
spector, overseer, supervisor, manager, di-

rector, curator.

Superintendent (su'p6r-in-ten"dent), a.

Overlooking others with authority ; over-
seeing. ' The superintendent deity who
hath many more under him.' Stillingfieet.

Superintender (su'per-in-ten"d6r), n. One
who superintends or who exercises over-
sight; a superintendent.

We are thus led to see that our relation to the Su-
perintendtr of otir moral being, to the Depositary of
the supreme law of just and right, is a relation of in-

calculable consequence. H'heweU.

Superlnvestiture (su'p6r-in-vest"i-tur), n.

An upper vest or garment. [Rare.]

Superior (su-pe'ri-6r), a. [L. compar. of
superus, upper, high, from super, above.
See Super.] 1. More elevated in place;
higher; upper; as, the superior limb of the
sun; thesitpenor part ofan image.— 2.Higher
in rank or office ; more exalted in dignity;

as, a sxiperior officer ; a superior degree of
nobility.

Tyrants are upon their behaviour to a superior
power. Sir R. VEstrange.

3. Higher or greater in excellence; surpass-
ing others in the greatness, goodness, ex-

tent, or value of any quality; as, a man of
superior merit, of superior bravery, of «*-
perior talents or understanding.

He laughs at men of far superior understandii^s
to liis for not being so well dressed as himself.

Stci^.

4. Being beyond the power or influence of;

too great or firm to be subdued or affected

by; as, a man superior to revenge:j used only
predicatively.

There is not on earth a spectacle more worthy than
a great man superior to his sufferings. .Addison.

5. In logic, greater in extension or compre-
hension; more comprehensive; wider.

Biped is a genus with reference to man and bird,

but a species with respect to the superior genus
animal. y. S. MM.
6. In hot. (a) growing above anything; thus,
a calyx is said to be superior when it appears
to grow from the top of an ovary, and the
ovary is superior when growing above the
origin of the calyx. (6) Next the axis; be-
longing to the part of an axillary flower
which is toward the main stem. Called
also Posterior, (c) Pointing toward the apex
of the fruit; ascending: said of the radicle.

—Superior court^Sy the highest courts in a
state; in England, a name given to the
courts of Chancery, Queen's Bench, common
pleas, and exchequer held in London. In
Scotland the superior courts are the Court
of Session, Court of Justiciary, and court
of exchequer. — Superior planets, those
planets which are more distant from the
sun than the earth, as Mars. Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and 'S^Yitnn^.— Superior conjunc-
tion, in astron. see Conjunction.
Superior (su-pe'ri-er), n. 1. One who is

superior to or above another ; one who is

higher or greater than another in social

Fate, far. fat, fftU; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, byll; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J, Sc ley.
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station, rank, office, dignity, power, excel-

lence, ability, or qualities of any kind.

Behold him humbly criiig-ing wait

Upon the minister of state:

View him soon after to inferiors

Aping the conduct of suptriors. Coldsmith.

Speciflcally—2. The chief of a monastery, con-
vent, or abbey.—3. In Scots law, one who or

whose predecessor has made an original

grant of heritable property on condition

that the grantee, termed the vassal, shall

annually pay to him a certain sura (com-
monly called feu-duty) or perform certain

services.— 4. In printing, a small letter or

figure used as amarkof reference orfor other
purposes; thus, a" or x^: so called from its

position, standing above or near the top of

the line.

Superioress (su-pe'ri-^r-es), n. A woman
who acts as chief in a convent, abbey, nun-
nery, and the like; a female superior; a lady
superior.

Superiority (sii-pe'ri-or"i-ti), n. l. The state

orquality of ))eing superior; the condition of

one who or that which is superior, more ad-

vanced or higher, greater or more excellent

than another in any respect; as, superiority

in age, rank, ordignity; to attain giiperiority

over a people.

The person who advises does in that particular ex-

ercise a superiority over us, thinkinj; us defective in

our conduct or understandmg. Atidison.

2. In Scots late, the right which the superior

enjoys in the land held by the vassal. (See

Superior, 3.) The superiority of all the

lands in the kingdom was originally in the
sovereign.—Syn. Pre-eniinence, excellence,

predominancy, prevalency, ascendency,
odds, advantage.
Superiorly (su-pe'ri-^r-li), adv. l. In a su-

perior manner.—2. In a superior position.

Superjacent (sii-p6r-ja'8ent), a. [L. super,

above, and jacens, jaeentis, ppr. of jaceo, to

lie.] Lying above or upon. 'The inclined

broken edges of a certain formation covered
with their own fragments beneath super-
jacent horizontal deposits." Whewell.

Superlationt (su-per-la'shou), n. (L. super-
latio. See .Slpeklative.] Exaltation of

anything beyond truth or propriety.

There are words that as much raise a style as others

can depress it; superlation and ovemiuchness am-
plifies- B. yonson.

Superlative (su-pfir'la-tiv), a. [L. ntpev'

lativus, from superlatus, pp. of super/ero.

to carry over or beyond

—

super, over, and
/era, to carry.) 1. Raised to or occupying
the highest pitch, position, or degree; most
eminent; surpassing all other; supreme; as,

a man of superlative wis<lom or prudence,
of sttperlative worth ; a woman of superlative

beauty. 'Superlative and admirable holi-

ness.' Bacon.
Ingratitude and compassion never cohabit in the

same breast, which shows the tuperiativt malignity

of this vice. Sotttk.

2. In grara. applied to that form of an ad-
jective or adverb which expresses the high-

est or utmost degree of the quality or man-
ner; a*. the*t(pcr!a<ipe degree of comparison.

SuperliaLtlve(8U-p6r'Ia-tiv). n. l. That which
isnightst orof most eminence.— 2. Iwgram.
(o) the 8U|>erlatlve «iegree of adjectives or
adverbs, which is formed by the termination
-«(, as mean«•«^ high^j*^. brave«(; or by the
use of most, as nvosi high, most brave; or by
lea*U aa '^t^' amiable. (6) A word in the
superlative degree ; as, to make much use
of superlatives.

Some have a violent and turgid manner of talking

and thinking ; they are always in extremes, and pro-

nounce concerning everything in the superlatixt.
tVatts.

Superlatively (sa-perHa-tiv-li), adv. \. In
a superlative manner or manner expressing
the utmost degree.

I shall not speak superlatively of them, but that I

may truly say, they are second to none in the Chris-
tian world. Bacon.

2. In the highest or utmost degree.

The Supreme Being is a spirit most excellently
glorious, superlatively powerful, wise, and good.

Bentley.

Sui>erlatlvene88(9u-p^rla-tiv-ne5), n. The
8tat<? of being superlative or in the highest
degree.

Superlunar, Superlunary (8u-p6r-lu'n6r,

au-IMJr-lu'na-ri). a. \Super, and lunar, lun-
ary ] Being above the moon; not subhuiary
or of this world. 'The head that turns at
sup'-rbinnr things.' Pupe. ' Superlunary
felii ities ' Yt>ung.

Supermedlal (su-p^r-me'di-al), a. Lying or
being alK>ve the middle.

Superznolecule (su-p6r-mol'e-kul), n. A
compounded molecule or combination of
two molecules of different substances.
Supermundane (su-p6r-mun'dan), a. Being
above tlie world.

Supemacular (sii-p^r-nak'u-lSr), a. Having
the quality of supernaculum ; of first-rate

quality; very good: said of liquor.

Some white hermitage at the Haws (by the way,
the butler only gave me half a glass each time) was
supemacular. Thackeray.

Supernaculum (su-p6r-nak'u-lum), n.

[L. h.tupernaculuin—super, above, over, and
G. nagel, a nail. The term was borrowed
from the Continent.] l.t A kind of mock
Latin term intended to mean upon the nail,

used fonneriy by topers. Nares.

To drink supernaculum was an ancient custom
not only in En;i;land, but also in several other parts

of Europe, of emptying the cup or glass, and then
pouring the drop or two that remained at the bottom
upon the person's nail that drank it. to show that he
was no flincher. Braud.

2. Good liquor, such as one will drink till

not enough is left to wet one's nail.

For the cup's sake I'll bear the cupbearer.—
Tis here, the supernaculum! twenty years
Of age, if "tis a day. Byron.

Supernal (sii-pfir'nalX a. [L. supepius,
from super, 9.ho\Q. See SUPER.] 1. Being in

a higher or upper place or region; situated

above us ; as, supenuil regions. ' All the
heavens and orbs supernal.' Raleigh.—
2. Relating to things above; celestial; hea-
venly. ' That supernal Judge that stirs good
thoughts." Skak. 'Errands of supernal
grace.' Miltmi.

Supernatant (su-p^r-na'tant). a. [L. super-
Platans, supernatantis, ppr. of supemato—
super, above, over, and nato, to swim.]
Swimming above ; floating on the surface

;

as, oil supernatant on water; supernatant
leave.s. lioyle.

Supematation (su'p6r-na-ta"8hon), n. The
act of fioiiting on the surface of a fluid.

Bacon; Sir T. Browne.
Supernatural (su-p6r-nat'u-ral), a. Being
beyond or exceeding the powers or laws of

nature ; not occurring through the operation
of merely physical laws, but by an agency
above and separate from these. It is stronger
than preternatural, and is often equivalent

to miraculous.
No man can give any rational account how it is

possible that such a general flood should come by
any natural means. And if it be supernatural, that

grants the thing I am proving, namely, such a Su-
preme Being as can alter the course of nature.

Bp. tyutins.
Cures wrought by medicines are natural operations;

but the miraculous ones wrought by Chri.<t and his

apostles were supernatural. Boyle.

—The supernatural, that which is above
or beyond the established course or laws of

nature; that which transcends nature; super-
natural agencies, influence, phenomena, and
so forth ; as. to laugh at a belief in the

supernatural.
Supematurallsm f8u-p6r-nat'u-ral-izm), n.

1. The state of being supernatural.— 2. A
term used chiefly in theology, in contradis-
tinction to rationalism. In its widest extent
supematurallsm is the doctrine that religion

and the knowledge of God require a revela-

tion from God. It considers the Christian

religion as an extraordinary phenomenon,
out of the circle of iiatural events, and as

communicating truths above the compre-
hension of human reason. See Rational-
lym.

Supematuralist (su-pSr-nat'u-ral-ist), n.

One who upholds the principles of super-
niituralism, .See Sipernatukallsm, 2.

Supematurali8tic(supemat'u-ral-i8t"ik),
«. KfliUing to supernaturalism.

Supematurality (sd-ixr nat'u-ral"i-ti), n.

The state «>r quality of being supernatural.

Supematuralize (su-per-nat'ural-iz), v.t.

To treat or consider an belonging or pertain-

ing to a supernatural state; to elevate into

the region of the supernatural; to render
supernatural.
He (P'^ntc) would typify the grace of God in that

Beatrice he had already supernaturalized into some-
thing which passcth all understanding.

y. B. Lowell.

Supematmrally (sii-p^r-nat'u-ral-li), adv.

In a supernatural manner; in a manner ex-

ceeding the establislied course or laws of

nature.
The Son of God came to do everything in miracles,

to \ovii supernaturally, and to pardon infinitely.

South.

Supematuralnesa (su-p^r-nat'u-ral-nesl.n.

Tlie state or quality of being supernatural.

Supernumerary (su-pt^rnu'me-ra-ri), a.

{h. super, above, beyond, and numerus, a

number.] 1. Exceeding a number stated or
prescribed ; as, a supernumerary otticer in
a regiment. 'The odd or supernumerary
six hours.' Holder.—2. Exceeding a neces-
sary or usual number.
The additional tax is proportioned to the super-

numerary expense this year. j-iddison.

Supernumerary (su-p6r-nii'm6r-a-ri), 7i. A
person or thing beyond the number stated,
or beyond what is necessary or usual; espe-
cially, a person not formally a member of

an ordinary or regular body or staff of otfl-

cials or employes, but retained or employed
to act as an assistant or substitute in case
of absence, death, or the like; as, thes«;;er-
numerary took the wounded officer's place
during the fight; a supernumerary who can
play U-ading actor's parts at an hom-'s notice.

Superordination (su'p6r-or-di-na"shon), n.

The ordination of a person to fill an office

still occupied, as the ordination by an eccle-

siastic of one to fill his office when it be-
coraea vacant by his own death or otherwise.

After the death of Augustine, Laurentius, a Roman,
succeeded bim, whom Augustine, in his lifetime, not
only designed for, but ordained in that place. . . .

Such a superordination in such cases was canonical,

it l>eing a tradition that St. Peter in like manner
consecrated Clement his successor in the Church of
Rome. Fuller.

Superparticulart (sii'p6r-par-tik"u-16r), a.

A term applied to a ratio when the excess of

the greater term is a unit, as the ratio of
1 to 2, or of 3 to 4.

Superpartient t (su-p^r-par'shi-ent), a. [L.

superpartiens, superjiartientis—super, over,
and partiens, ppr. of partio, to divide.] A
term applied to a ratio when the excess of
the greater term is more than a unit, as
that of 3 to 5. or of 7 to 10.

Superphosphate (8u-p6r-fos'fat), n. A phos-
phate containing the greatest amount of
phosphoric acid that can combine with the
base. Superphosphate of lime, fonued by
treating ground bones, bone-black, or phos-
phorite with sulphuric acid, is much used
in agriculture as a fertilizer.

Superplantt (au'p6r-plant), n. A plant
growing on another plant ; a parasite ; an
epiphyte.
No sitperplant is a formed plant but mistletoe.

Bacon.

Superpleaset (su-p^r-plez'), v. t. To please
exceedingly.

He is confident it shall superplease
Judicious spectators. B. yonson,

Superplust (su'pfir-plus). Same as Surplus.
Guldiimiih.

Superplusage t (su'p6r-plus-aj), n. That
which is more than enough; excess; sur-

plusage.
Superpolitlc (su-p6rpori-tik),a. More than
politic. ' Siiperpolitic design.' Jer. Taylor.

Superponderatet (8U-p6r-pon'd6r-at), v.L
To weigli over and above.

Superpose (su-p^r-pfiz'), v.t. pret. & pp.
superposed; ppr. superposing. [Fr. super-
poser, from prefix super, and poser, to lay.

See Pose] To lay upon, as one kind of
roirk on another.

Superposition (su'p6r-po-zish"on),ii. 1. The
act of superposing; a placing above; a lying

or being situated above or upon something.
2. In geol. the order in which mineral masses
are placed upon or above each other, as

more recent strata upon those that are
older, secondary rocks upon primary, ter-

tiary upon secondary, Ac—3. In geom. the
process by which one magnitude may be con-
ceived to be placed upon another, so as

exactly to cover it, or so that every part of

each shall exactly coincide with every part
of the other. Magnitudes which thus coin-

cide must be equal.

Supeirpraise (su-p^r-prazO, v.i. To praise

to excess. ' To vow. and swear, and super-
praine my parts.' Shak.
Superproportion (su'p6r-pr6-p6r"8hon), n.

K.vcess of proportion.

Superpurgation (su'p6r-p6r-ga"shon), n.

MorepiUL^atioii than is sufficient. Wiseman.
Superreflection (su'per-re-flek"shon). n.

The ivllection of an image reflected. Bacon.

Super-re^al (sup6r-re'gal), a. More than
regal. II arhurton.

Superreward (su'p^r-re-wftrd"), v.t. To re-

ward to excess. ' Superrewarded by your
Majesty's benefits which you heaped upon
me.' Bacon.
Super-royal (su-pSr-roi'al), a. Larger than
royal, the name of a large species of printing

paper.
Supersaliency (su-pSr-sa'li-en-si), n. [See

below.] The act of leaping on anything.

Sir T. Browne. (Rare.)

cb, c/iain; 6h, Sc. locA; g. yo; j.iob; t, It. ton; ng, sin^; th. (Aen; th, iAiu; w, wig; wh, loAig; zh, ajure.—See KEY.
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Supersalient (su-p6r-sa1i-ent), a. [Prefix
super, jiiui L. saliens, leapiiiff, ppr. of salio,

to leap] Leaping upon. [Hare.]

Bupersadt (su'p^r-sftlt), n. An obsolete
chemical term for a salt with a greaternum-
ber of ecinivalents of acid than base: opposed
to subsalt.

Supersaturate ( 8u-p6r-sat'u-rat ), v.t. To
saturate to excess; to add to beyond satu-
ration.

Supersaturation (8u'p6r-8at-u-ra"shou), n.

Tlie operation of saturating to excess, or of
abiding beyond saturation; the state of be-
ing thus supersaturated.
Superscapular (su-p^r-skap'u-ierX a. Situ-
ated aln)ve the scapula or shoulder-blade;
as. the superscapular muscles.
Superscribe (su-p6r-skrib'), v,t. pret. & pp.
superscribed; ppr. superscribing. [L. stiper-

scribo—super, over or above, and scribo, to
write.] 1. To write or engrave on the top,
outside, or surface ; to inscribe ; to put an
inscription on. 'An ancient monument,
superscribed.' Addison. — 2. To write the
name or address of one on the outside or
cover of; as, to superscribe a letter.

Superscript t (sii'p6r-skript), n. The ad-
dress of a letter; superscription. Shak.
Superscription (su-p6r-skrip'8hon),/i. l.The
act of superscribing.—2. That which is writ-
tea or engraved on the outside or above
something else ; especially, an address on a
letter.
The siipct-scription of his accusation was written

over. THE KI.\'G OF THE JEWS. Mark xv. 26.

Supersecular (8iVp6r-sek'u-16r), a. Being
above the world or secular things. ' Cele-
brate this feast . . . not in a worldly but
supersecular manner.' Bp. Hall.
Supersede (su-p6r-8ed'), v.t pret. & pp.
superseded; ppr. superseding. [L. super-
sedeo, to sit over, to be superior to, to re-
frain, to omit — super, and sedeo, to sit]
1. To make void, inefficacious, or useless by
superior power, or by coming in the place
of ; to set aside ; to render unnecessary ; to
suspend.

In this genuine acceptation of chance, nothing is

supposed that can supersede the known laws of natU'
,11 "ral motion. BetUley.

2. To come or be placed in the room of;
to displace ; to replace ; as, an officer is «m-
perseded by the appointment of another
person.— Stn. To suspend, set aside, replace,
displace, overrule, succeed.

Supersedeas (su-per-se'de-as), n. [L, 2d
pers. sing, pres, subj. of supersedeo. See
Supersede.] In law, a writ having in gen-
eral the effect of a command to stay, on
good cause shown, some ordinary proceed-
ings which ought otherwise to have pro-
ceeded.
Supersedere (su'p6r-se-de"re), ?i. In Scots
law, (a) a private agreement amongst credi-
tors, under a trust-deed and accession, that
they will ^»j:;cr;*erfe orsist diligence for a cer-
tain period, (b) A judicial act by which the
court, where it sees cause, gi-ants a debtor
protectictn against diligence, without con-
sent of the creditors.

Supersedure (su-p6r se'dOr), n. The act of
sui)erseding ; supersession; as, the super-
sedure of trial by jury.

Superseminatet (su-p6r-sem'i-nat), v.t. To
scatter seed over or above; to disseminate.
That cannot be done with joy, when it shall be

indifferent to any man to supersefninate what he
pleases. yer. Taylor.

Supersensible (su-p^r-sen'si-bl), a. Beyond
the reach of tlie senses ; above the natural
powers of i)erception; supersensual.—rAc
supersensible ,X\\?^X which is above the senses;
that which is supersensual. 'The felt pre-
sence of the supersensible.' Brit. Quart. Mev.
Supersensitiveness (su-p6r-sen'si-tiv-nes),
11. Morbid sensibility; excessive sensitive-
ness.

Supersensual (su-p6r-sen'su-al), a. Above
ui- beyond the reach of the senses.

Supersensuous (sup6r-sen'su-us). a. 1. Su-
pt'rsensil)le ; supersensual. —2. Extremely
SL-nsuou.s; niort.' than sensuous.
Superserviceable t (su-p6r-ser'visa-bl), a.
Over serviceable or officious; doing more
than is required or desired. '

' A . . . super-
servi^'eable, finical rogue.' Shak.
Supersession (su-p6r-se'shon), n. The act
of superseding or setting aside ; superse-
dure.
The jijeneral law of diminishing return from land

would have undergone, to that extent, a temporary
supersession. y. S. Aim.

Supersolar (8U-p6r-86'16r}, a. Above the
Bun. "file «uper«o2ar -blaze.' Emerson.
[Rare]

Superstition (su-pfir-sti'shon), n. [L. super-
stitio, superstitionis, originally a standing
still at, a standing in fear or amazement,
hence excessive religious fear, superstition,
from sxijK'rsto, to 8*-aud over — #u^r, over,
and sto, to stand.] i. A belief or system of
beliefs by wiiich religious veneration is at-

tached to what is altogether unworthy of it;

belief in and reverence of things which are
no proper objects of worship; a faith or ar-
ticle of faith based on ignorance of or on
unworthy ideas regarding the Deity. See
extracts.

(Teachers who shall) the truth
With superstitions and traditions taint. Milton.
Superstition (is) any misdirection of religious feel-

ing; manifested either in showing religious venera-
tion or regard to objects which deserve none ; that
is, properly speaking, the worship of false gods; or,
in the assignment of such a degree, or such a kind
of religious veneration to any object, as that object,
though worthy of some reverence, does not deserve

;

or in the worsliip of the true God through the medium
of improper rites and ceremonies. Wkately.
As a rii\e superstition is to be regarded as a parody

of faith, the latter being a belief founded on credible
authority or other sufficient evidence, while supersti-
tion is a belief on insufficient evidence or on no evi-
dence at all. y. H. Blunt.

2. A practice or observance founded on such
a belief; a rite or practice proceeding from
excess of scruples in religion ; excess or ex-
travagance in religion ; the doing of things
not reiiuired by God, or abstaining from
things not forbidden.—3. Credulity regard-
ing the supernatural, or regarding matters
beyond human powers ; beUef in the direct
agency of superior powers in certain events,
as a belief in witchcraft, magic, and appa-
ritions, or that the divine will is declared
by omens or augury; that the fortune of in-
dividuals can be affected by things indiffer-
ent, by things deemed lucky or unlucky; or
that diseases can be cured by words, charms,
or incantations.

Sir, your queen must overboard; the sea works
high, the wind is loud, and will not lie till the ship
be cleared of the dead.

That's j'our superstition. Shak.

4. Excessive nicety; scrupulous exactness.
Superstitionlst t (su-p^r-sti'shon-ist), n.

One addicted to superstition. Dr. H. More.
Superstitious (sO-per-sti'shus), a. 1. Be-
lieving superstitions; holding superstitions;
addicted to superstition ; over-scrupulous
and rigid in religious observances; full of
idle fancies and scruples in regard to reli-

gion; as, superstitious people.— 2. Pertain-
ing to, partaking of, or proceeding from su-
perstition ; as, superstitious rites ; supersti-
tious observances.

The noblest of you will take the staff and sandal
in superstitious penance, and walk afoot to visit the
graves of dead men. Sir If. Scott.

3. Over -exact; scrupulous beyond need;
idolatrously devoted.
Have I with all my full affections
Still met the king? loved him next heavenT obeyed

himT
Been out of fondness superstitious to him I Shai.

—Stiperstitioits use, in law, the use of land,
Ac, for the propagation of the rites of a re-
ligion not tolerated by the law.

Superstitious, Credulous, Bigoted. The supersti-
tious are too ceremonious or scrupulous in matters
of religious worship; the credulous are too easy of
beUef; the bigoted are blindly obstinate in their
creed. The opposite extreme of superstition is ir-

reverence ; of credulity, scepticism. Credulity is the
most inconsistent, and fanaticism the most intolerant,
of the religious affections. Angus.

Superstitiously (sil-p^r-sti'shus-li), adn.
In a superstitious manner: {a) with exces-
sive regard to uncommanded rites or unes-
sential opinions and forms in religion.

You are like one that superstitiously
Doth swear to the gods. Shak.

(&) With too much care ; with excessive ex-
actness or scruple. ' Too scrupulously and
superstitiously pursued.' Watta. (c) With
extreme credulity in regard to the agency
of superior beings in extraordinary events.
SuperStitiousness (su-p^r-sti'shus-nes), n.
The state or quality of being superstitious

;

superstition.

Superstrain ( sii-p^r-stran'). v.t. To over-
strain or stretch. Bacon. [Rare.]
Superstratum (sxi-p^r-stra'tum), ii. A stra-
tum or layer above another, or resting on
something else. Byron.
Superstruct (su-p^r-strukf), v.t. [L. super-
struo. superstructum—jfMper.over.and struo,
to build.] To build upon; to erect. [Rare.]

This is the only proper basis on which to super.
struct first innocence and then virtue. Dr. H. More,

Superstruction (sii-p^r-struk'shon), n. l. The
act of erecting or building upon.-—2. That

which is erected on something else; a saper-
structure.
My own profession hath taught me not to erect

new superstructions on an old ruin.

Siry. Denham.
Superstructive (su-p6r-struk'tiv), a. Built
or erected on something else. Hamvioiui.
Superstructxire(su-p6r-struk'tur),n. l. Any
structure or edifice built on something else;
particularly, the building raised on a foun-
dation. This word is used to distinguish
what is erected on a wall or foundation
from the foundation Itself. — 2. Anything
erected on a foundation or basis; as, in edu-
cation we begin with teaching languages as
the foundation, and proceed to erect on that
foundation the superstructure of science.

—

3. In railway engin. the sleepers, rails, and
fastenings of a railway, in contradistinction
from a road-bed.

Supersubstantial (su'pSr-sub-stan'shalX
a. More than substantial; beyond the do-
main of matter; being more than substance.
'Heavenly supersubstantial bread.' Jer.
Taylor.

Supersubtle (su-pSr-sutI), a. Over-subtle;
cunning; crafty in an excessive degree. 'An
en-ing barbarian and a supersubtle Vene-
tian." Shak.
Supertemporal (su-p6r-tem'p6-ral). a. and
n. Transcending time, or independent of
time; what is independent of time.

Plotinus and Numenius, explaining Plato's sense,
declare him to have asserted tliree supertetnporals
or eternals, good, mind or intellect, and the soul of
the universe. Cudworlh.

Superterrene ( 8u'p6r-te-ren" ), a. Being
above ground or above the earth; superter-
restrial.

Superterrestrial (sii'p6r-te-re8"tri-al), a.
Being above the earth, or above what be-
longs to the earth,

Supertonic (su-p^r-ton'ik), n. In iwh*w,
the note next above the key-note; the second
note of the diatonic scale; thus, D is the
sitpertonic of the scale of C ; A the «/jjcr-
tonic of the scale of G ; and so on.
Super-tOtUS (su'p6r-t6-tus), n. [L. , over all.

)

\wanc.costuyiie,%?<m%^i3,BaUi-ndrai\a. Strutt.

Supertraglcal(su-p6r-traj'ik-al),a. Tragical
to excess.

Supertuberation (su'p6r-tu-b6r-a"shon), «.
Tile production of young tubers, as potatoes,
from tlie old ones while still growing.
Super-tunic ( su'p6r-tu-nik ), n. An upper
tunic or i,'own.

Supervacaneous t (su'p6r-va-ka"ne-us), o.
[L. supervacaneu^—super, over, above, and
I'aco, to make void.] Superfluous; unneces-
sary; needless; serving no purpose.

I held it not altogether j-;//<T&<7m«fo«j to take a
review of iheiii. Hoitell.

Supervacaneou8ly+(su'p6r-va-ka"ne-us-li),
adv. In a superfiuous manner; needlessly.
Supervacaneousnesst(su'p6r-va-ka"jie-u»-
nes), n. Needlessness; superfluousuess.
Supervene ( su-per-ven' ), v.i. pret. super-
vened; ppr. superveni}ig. (L. stipervenio—
super, above, over, and venio, to come. ]

1. To come upon as something extraneous;
to be added or joined.

Such a mutual gravitation can never supervene to
matter, unless impressed by divine power. Bentity.

2. To take place; to happen.
A tyranny immediately superx^ened. Burke.

Supervenient (sup6r-ve'ni-ent), a. 1. Com-
ing upon a.*; S' >me thing additional or extrane-
ous; superadveuient; added; additional.

That branch of belief was in him supervenient to
Christian practice. Hammond.
1. Arising or coming afterwards. Black-
stone.

Supervention ( su-p6r-ven'shon ), n. The
act of supervening.
Supervisal (su-p^r-vlz'al), n. The act of
sui)ervising; overseeing; Inspection; super-
intendence.

Supervise (sii-p^r-vizO, v. t. pret. & pp. s^tper-
vised; ppr. supervising. [L. super, over,
above, and viso, to look at attentively, from
video, visum, to see.] 1. To oversee for di-
rection ; to superintend ; to inspect ; as, to
stiperHse the making of a railway.—2.t To
look over so as to peruse ; to read ; to read
over.
You find not the apostrophes, and so miss the ac-

cent : let me superrise the canzonet. Shak,

Supervlset (su'p6r-viz), n. Inspection.—On
the supervise, at sight. Shak.
Supervision (su-p^r-vi'zhon), n. The act of
supervising; superintendence; direction; as,

to have the supervision of a coal-mine.
Supervisor (su-p^r-viz'6r), n. l. One who
supervises ; an overseer ; an inspector ; a

Fftte, Ox, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oU, pound; u, Sc. abune; S. Sc- f«y.
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superintendent; as, the supervisor of a
coal-mine ; a supervisor of the customs or of
the excise.—2. t A spectator; a looker-on.
Shak.—S, t One who reads over, as for correc-
tion- ' The author and supervisors of this

pamphlet. ' Dryden.
Supervisory (su-p6r-vi'zo-ri),a. Pertaining
to or liaving supervision.

Supervive (8U-p6r- viv'), v. t [L. super, over,

above, and vim, to live.] To live beyond;
to outlive; to survive; as, the soul will

supervive all the revolutions of nature.
[Rare.]

Supex^Olute (9u'p6r-v6-lut"), a. [L. siiper,

up<Mj, and volutus, rolled.] In hot. having
one edge rolled inwards, and enveloped by
the opposite edge, also rolled inwards, as
the leaves of an apricot-tree.

Supervolutlve (su-p6r-voru-tiv), a. In bot.

applied to an aestivation or vernation in
whirli the leaves are supervolute.
Supination (sQpi-na'shon), n. [L. supinatio,
/(uj/huttionis, front supino, to bend back-
ward. See SCI*INE.] ]. The act of lying or
state of being laid with the face upward.—
2. The movement in which the forearm and
hand are carried outwards, so that the an-
terior surface of the latter becomes superior;
or the position of the hand extended out-
wards with the palm upwards.
Supinator (su-pin'at-6r), n. (See SUPTNA-
TiuN.] In ajuit. a name given to those
muscles which turn the hand upwards, as
the supinator lojiyus and- the supitiator bre-
vin.

Supine (su-pin'). a. [L. supinus. bent back-
w;iid3. lying on the back, sloping. negligent,
connected with sub, and Or. hypo, under]
1. Lying on the back or with the face up-
ward: opposed to prone,—2. Leaning back-
ward; inclined; sloping: said of localities.

If the vine
On risinif ground be plac <1, or bills sufiine.
Extend thy loose battalions. Drydtn.

3. Negligent; listless; heedless; indolent;
thoughtless; inattentive; careless.

I!': became pusillanimous and sufine, and openly
exp'>sed to any temptation. It'oodward.

Supine (su'pin), n. [L. supinum (verbum).
from srtpinus, lying on the back, bent or
thrown backwards- Why the part of the
verb has this name is not obvious. ] A part
of the Latin verb, really a verl^al noun,
simitar to our verbals in -ino, with two
cases. One of these, usually called the flrst

supine, ends in um. and Is the accusative
case. It always follows a verb of motion;
as. ahiit deainbulatum, he has gone to walk,
or he has gone a-walking. The other, called
the second supine, ends in u of the ablative
case, and is governed l!y substantives or ad-
jectives; HA, facile dicta, easy to be told,
literally, easy in the telling.

Supinely (au-piuli). adv. In a supine man-
ner: (a^ with the face upward, (ft) Care-
lessly; indolently; listlessly; drowsily; in a
heedless, thoughtless state.

Bencith a rcrdant laurel's ample shade, . . .

Horace, immortal bard! supine/y laid. Prior.

Suplneness (su-pln'nes). n. The state of
being supine : (a) a lying with the f.ice up-
wanl. {b) Indolence; listlessness; drowsi-
ness; heedlessness; as, many of the evils of
lift* are owing to our omti s^tpineness.

Suplnityt (su-pin'i-ti), n. Supineness. '.\

sttpiiUty or neglect of enquiry.' Sir T.
Browne.
Suppaget (anp'aj), n. [From sup.] ^\^lat
may be supped; pottage. Hooker.
Suppalpation (sup-pal-pa'shon), n. [From
L. tnitfHttiKfr, to caress a little—«f/ft, under,
indicating a Uttle. and palpo, to caress]
The act of enticing by soft words. JUp.
IJall.

Supparasitatlont (sup-paKa-si-ta'^shon). n.
[L niipparajtitorsub, and parasitus, a pa-
rujiite. J The act of flattering merely to gain
fav..ur Bp. Hall.
Supparaaltet (sup-par'a-sit), v.t [See
above.) To Hatter; to cajole. Clarke.
Suppawn (su-pan')- 'iee Sehawn.
Suppedaneous (sup-pe-da'ne-us), a. [L.
suppedniu-inn. a ffx>tstool—*hA, under, and
pe", pedix, the foot.J Beiqg umler the feet.
Sir T. liri/icne.

Suppedltatet (sup-ped'i-tat). v.t. [L. sttp-
pedito, )iuppeditatum—suh. under, &ndpes,
pedin, tha foot.] To supply; to furnish. Bp.
Pearstm.
Suppedltationt (sup-ped'i-ta"shon), n. [L.
siij/j/erlttntio, Kitppeditationis. See above.]
Supply ; jiiil atf(»rded. llacon.

8up];>er (sup'fir), n. [O.E. soper, O.Fr. «o-

per, super. Mod. Fr. souper. See Sup] The
evening meal; the last repast of the day.

I have drunk too much sack at supper. Shak.

Your supper is like a Hidalgo's dinner; very tittle

meat and a great deal of table-cloth. Lotigfellow.

—Lord's supper. See under LoRI».

Supper (sup'6r), v.i. To take supper; to
sup.

Supperless (sup'6r-le8),a. Wanting supper;
being without supper; as, to qq supperless
to bed.

Swearing and supperless the hero sate. Pope.

Supper-time (sup'^r-tlm), 71. The time
when supper is taken; evening.

It is now high supper-time, and the night grows to
waste. Shak.

Supplant (sup-planf), v.t. [Fr. supplanter,
from I^ }iupptantare, to trip up one's heels,
to throw to the ground, to overthrow—«ii6,

under, and plania, the sole of the foot. ]

l.t To trip up, as the heels. 'Supplanted
down he fell.' Stilton.—%^ To overthrow;
to cause the downfall of. Massinger.—
3.t To remove; to displace; to drive or
force away. * Lest . . . the people . . . gup-
plant you for ingratitude.' Sfuik.

I will supplant some of your teeth. ShaM.

\\*e must supplant those rough rug-headed kerns.
Shak.

4. To remove or displace by stratagem ; or
to displace and take the place of; as, a rival

supplants another in the affections of his
mistress, or in the favour of his prince.
5. To displace ; to uproot. * Supplant the
received ideas of God.' Landor.—fiYti. To
remove, displace, supersede, undermine.
Supplantation (sup-plan-ta'shon), n. The
act of supplanting. Coleridge.

Supplanter ( sup-plant'fir ), n. One who
supplants or displaces. Smith.
Supple (sup'l), a. [Fr souple, from L. sup-
plcx, suppliant, bending the knee — *uft,

under, and j>lico, to fold. See PLY, v.t]
1. Pliant; flexible; easily bent; as, supple
joints; supple fingers. ' That are of siu-^pler

joints.' Shak. 'The mppte knee.' Milton.
2. Yielding; compliant; not obstinate.

If punishment . . . makes not the will supple, it

hardens the offender. Locke.

3. Capable of moulding one's self to suit a
purpose; bending to the humour of others;
flattering; fawning. 'Having been supple
and courteous to the peojile.' Shak. —
Syn. Pliant, flexible, yielding. limt>er, lithe,

flexile, compliant, bending, flattering, fawn-
ing, servile.

Supple (sup^X V'^- pret. A pp. suppled; ppr,
suppling. 1. To make soft and pliant; to
render flexible ; as, to supple leather.

To supple a carcass, drench it in water, .^rbuthnot.

2. To train, as a horse for military purposes.
3. To make compliant, submissive, humble,
or yielding. *A mother persisting till she
had bent her daughter's mind, and suppled
her will.' Locke.

Supple (sup'l), v.t. To become soft and
pliant. 'The stones . . . ^uppfetZ into soft-

ness.* Dryden.
Supple-Chappedt (supa-chapt). a. Having
a supple jaw; having an oily tongue. 'A
suppU-chajtped flatterer.' Marston.
Supple-jack fsui/l-jak), n. A popular name
given to various strong twining and climb-
ing shrubs. The supple-jack imported into
Europe from the West Indies for walking-
sticks is the barked branches of one or more
species of Paullinia. nat. order Sapindacew.
The name is also given to a rhamnaceous
twiner (Berchemia vohiljUis), found in the
Southern States of America.
He was in form and spirit like a suppU'jack. , . ,

yielding but tough ; though he bent he never broke.
IV. Irving.

Supplely (supldi), adv. Softly; pliantly;
mildly. Cotfjrave.

Supplement ( suple-ment). n, [L. supple-
mentuiii, from siippleo, to fill up, to make
full— «iift. and pteo, to All. See SUPPLY.]
1. An addition to anything, by which its

defects are supplied, and it is made more
full and complete. The word is particularly
used of an addition to a book or paper.—
2.t Store; supply.

We had not spent
Our ruddie wine a ship-board ; supplement
Of large sort each man to his vessel drew.

Chaptnan.
3. In trigon. the quantity by which an arc
or an angle falls short of ISO degrees or a
semicircle ; or it is what must be added to
an arc or angle in order to make a semi-
circle or two right angles. Hence, two
angles which are together equal to two
right angles, or two arcs which are together

equal to a semicircle, are the supplements
of each other. Thus, in the figure, the angle
BC£ is the supplement of the angle boa,

and BCA is the supjde-
ment of iicE; also, the
arc E B is the supjde-
nient of the arc B A
and B A is the supple-
ment of EB. Hence,
when an angle is ex-
pressed in degrees.min-
utes, and seconds, its

supplement is found
by subtracting the degrees, minutes, and
seconds from 1S0\—Letters 0/ supplement,
in Scots law, letters obtained on a warrant
from the Court of Session, where a party is

to be sued before an inferior court, and
does not reside within its jurisdiction. In
virtue of these letters the party may be
cited to appear before the inferior judge.—
Oath in tfU2>plement, in Scots law, an oath
allowed to be given by a party in his own
favour, in order to turn the semiplena pro-
batio, which consists in the testimony of
but one witness, into the plena probatio,
afforded by the testimony of two witnesses.

Supplement (sup'le-ment), v.t. To flU up
or sujjply by adtlitions; to add something to,

as a writing, &,c.

Causes ofone kind must be supplemented by bring-
ing to bear upon tliem a causation of another kind.

/s. Taylor.

Supplemental, Supplementary (sup-ie-
meu'tal, sup-le-inen'ta-ri), a. Of the nature
of a supplement; serving to supplement; ad-
ditional; added to supply what is wanted; as,

a supplemental law or hiW. —Sxipplejnental
air. h&Ti\efi& iiesidiialAir. i^ee nnA&r Kssi-
T>VAL.—Suppleinentalarcs,intrigon.&TCBof&
circle or other curve which have a common
extremity, and together subtend an angle of
18<r or two right angles at the centre. Thus
in the figure under Supplement, a b and
B E are supplemental arcs. Also the chords
of such arcs are termed supplemental
chords.—Supplemental triangle, a spherical
triangle, formed by joining the poles of
three great circles.— Supplemental versed
sine.in trigon. the subversed sine or the differ-

ence between the versed sine and the dia-
meter.
Supplementation (8up'le-men-ta"shon), n.
The act of supplementing, filling up, or add-
ing to. Kimjsley.

Suppleness (sup'l-nesV n. 1. The quality of
being supple oreasily bent; pliancy; pliable-
ness; flexibility; as, the suppleness of the
joints. — 2. Readiness of compliance; the
quality of easily yielding; facility; as, the
suppleness of the will.—Sys. Pliancy, pli-

ableneas, flexibility, limbemess, litheness,
facility, compliance.
Suppletlve (sup'Ie-tiv), a. Supplying; sup-
pietory.

SuppletOl^ (suple-to-ri), a. [From L. sup-
pleo, Kup/tiettt)ii. to supply.] Supplying de-
ficiencies; supplemental.—.SMj^pfp^ori/ oath.
Same as Oath in Supplement. See under
Supplement.
Suppletory (sup1e-to-ri), n. That which is

to supply what is wanted. Jer. Taylor.
Suppllal (sup-pli'al), n. The act of supply-
ing or the thing supplied. ' The supplial of
our imaginary and therefore endless wants.'
Warburton.

It contains the choicest sentiments of English wis-
dom, poetry, and eloquence; it may be deemed a
supplial odn^ny books. C. Kichardion.

Suppllance (sup-plI'ansX n. 1. The act of
supplying; assistance. —2. That which fills

up or occupies; that which gives satisfac-
tion or gratification; pastime; diversion.

A violet in the youth of primy nature.
Forward, not permanent, sweet, not lasting.

The perfume and suppliante of a minute. Shak.

Suppllance (sup'li-ans), n. The act of sup-
plicating; supplication; entreaty. 'When
Greece her knee in suppllance bent.' Hal-
leek.

Suppliant (supli-ant), a. [Fr. suppliant,
ppr. of supplier, to entreat, from L. tnipplico,

to supplicate (which see).) 1. Entreating

;

beseeching; supplicating; asking earnestly
and submissively.

The rich grow suppliant, and the poor grow proud.
Dryden.

2. Manifesting entreaty; expressive of huni'
ble supplication. 'To bow and sue for
grace with suppliant knee.' Milton.

Suppliant (sup'li-ant), n. A humble peti-

tioner; one who entreats submissively.

Spare this life, and hear thy suppliant's prayer.
Dryden.

ch, chain; th,Se,\oeh; 8, go; IJob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sui^; ZH, CAen; th. tAin; w, wig; wb, wAig; zh, azure —See K£Y.
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Suppliantly (sup'li-ant-li). adv. In a sup-
plijiut manner; as a suppliant.

Suppliantness (sup'li-ant-ues), n. Quality
of bt'inii suppliant.

Supplicancy (sup'li-kan-sl), n. The act of

supplicating; supplication; suppliance.

Supplicant (sup'li-kant), a. [L. siipplicans.

See SUPPLICATE.] Entreating; asking sub-
mis-sivi'ly. Bp. Bull.

Supplicant (sup'li-kant), n. One who sup-
plicates or humbly entreats ; a petitioner

who asks earnestly and submissively; a sup-
pliant. Atterbury.

Suppllcantly (sup'li-kant-li), adv. In a
supplicant manner.
Supplicat (sup'li-kat),n. [L.,hesupplicates.]

In Englisli universities, a petition; particu-

larly, a written application with a certificate

that the requisite conditions have been com-
plied with.

Supplicate (sup'likat), v.t. pret & pp. sup-

plicated; ppr. supplicating. [L. supplico,

supplicatitm, from supplex, humbly beg-

ging, suppliant— SW&, under, and plico, to

fold. See Ply, v.t] 1. To entreat for; to

seek by earnest prayer; as, to sitpplicate

blessings on Christian efforts to spread the
gospel.—2. To address in prayer; as, to sup-
plicate the throne of gi-ace. ' Shall I brook
to be mtpplicatedV Tennyson.—^\'S. To en-

treat, beg, petition, beseech, implore, im-
portune, solicit, crave.

Supplicate (sup'li-kat), v. i. To petition with
earnestness and submission; to implore; to

beseech.
A man cannot brook to supplicate or beg. Bacon.

Did they hear me, would they listen, did they pity me
supplicating f Tennyson.

Suppllcatingly (supli-kat-ing-li), advi. In
a supplicating manner; by way of supplica-
tion.

Supplication (sup-U-ka'shon), n. [L. sxip-

plicatio. 8ee Supplicate.] 1. The act of

supplicating; entreaty; humble and earnest
prayer in worship.

Now therefore bend thine ear
To supplication; hear his siglis, though mute.

A/t/tan.

2. Petition; earnest request.

Are your supplications to his lordship? Let me
see them. Shai.

3. In ancient Rome, a religious solemnity or
thanksgiving to the gods decreed when a
great victory had been gained, or in times
of public danger or distress.

—

Supplicatiojis
in the quill, written supplications. Shak.
[Other explanations are also given.]—Syn.
Entreaty, prayer, petition, solicitation, crav-
ing.

Supplicator (sup'H-kat-6r). n. One who
supplicates; a supplicant. Bp. Hall.

Supplicatorj^ (sup'li-ka-to-ri), a. Contain-
ing supplication; humble; submissive; pe-
titionary. 'A more exquisite model of sup-
plicatory devotion.' Bp. Hall.

Supplicavlt (sup-li-ka'vit). [L.] In law, a
writ formerly issuing out of the King's
(Queen's) Bench or Chancery for taking tlie

surety of the peace against a man.
Supplie.t v.t. To supplicate. Chaucer.
Supplier (sup-pli'6r), n. One who supplies.

Supply (sup-pli'), v.t. pret. & pp. supplied;
ppr. supplying. [Fr. siqtpl^er, to supply, to
fill up, from L. supplere, to fill up— «(6,
under, and vleo, to fill, whence also supple-
ment, complete, replete, accomplish, replen-
ish, plenary, Ac, the root being that of E.

full.] 1. To furnish with what is wanted;
to afford or furnish a sufficiency for ; to
make provision for; to provide: with with
before that which is provided; as, to supjyly
the daily wants of nature; to supply the
poor with bread and clothing; to supply the
navy with masts and spars ; to supply the
treasury with money; the city is well sup-
plied with water.

Yet, to supply the ripe wants of my friend
I'll break a custom. Shak.

Clouds, dissolved, the thirsty ground supply.
Dryden. •

2, To serve instead of; to take the place of;

to fill: especially applied to places that have
become vacant ; to fill up. ' When these
sovereign thrones are all supplied.' Shak.
' The chairs of justice supplied with worthy
men.' Shak.

In the world I fill up a place which may be better
supplied when I have made it empty. Shak.

Burning ships the banish'd sun supply. Waller.

The sun was set, and Vesper, to supply
His absent beams, had lighted up the sky.

Dryden.
3. To give; to grant; "to afford; to bring or
furnish in general.

I wanted nothing fortune could supply. Dryden.

Nearer care , . . supplies
Sighs to my breast, and sorrow to my eyes. Prior.

4. To gratify the desire of; to content. Shak.
5. To fill up as any deficiency occurs; to
strengthen with additional troops; to rein-

force. Spenser; 5/iaA:. —Syn, To furnish,

provide, afford, administer, minister, con-
tribute, accommodate, fill up.

Supply (sup-pli'), n. 1. The act of supply-
ing; a furnishing with what is wanted; re-

lief of want; cure of deficiencies.

That, now at this time your abundance may be a
supply for their want, that their abundance also may
be a supply fur your want. 2 Cor. viii. 14.

2. That which is supplied; sufficiency of
things for use or want; a quantity of some-
thing furnished or on hand; a stock; a store;

as, a siipply of food, fuel, clothes, or liquor;

a supply of cotton.—3. Especially, the pro-

vision necessary to meet the wants of an
army or other great body of people; neces-
saries collected; stores: used chiefly in the
plural; as, the army lost its supplies.—4. A
grant of money provided by a national as-

sembly to meet the expenses of government.
The right of voting supplies in Britain is

vested in the House of Commons, and the
exercise of this right is practically a law for

the annual meeting of Parliament for re-

dress of grievances. But a grant from the
Commons is not effectual in law without the
ultimate assent of the sovereign and the
House of Lords. Sir E. May. — 5.^ Addi-
tional troops ; reinforcements ; succours

:

used both in singular and in plural in this

sense. Shak. — Commissioners of supply.
See Commissioner.
Supplyant t (sup-pli'ant), a. Auxiliary;
suppletory; furnishing a supply.

With those legions
Which I have spoke of, whereunto your levy
Must be supplyant. Shak.

Supplymentt (sup-pli'ment), 71. A furnish-
ing an additional assistance or a continu-
ance of supply.

I will never fail

Beginning or supply>nent. Shak.

Support (sup-p6rt'\ V.t. [Fr. supporter, to

support, bear, endure, &c., from L. sup-
porto, to carry, bring, convey— ««&, under,
and porto, to carry, whence export, import,
report, &c.] 1. To bear; to sustain; to up-
hold ; to prop up ; to keep from falling or
sinking; as, a prop or pillar supports a struc-

ture; an abutment supports an arch; the
stem of a tree supports the branches.

The palace built by Picus, vast and proud.
Supported by a hundred pillars stood. Dryden.

2. To endure without being overcome; to
bear; to endure; to undergo; as, to support
pain, distress, or misfortunes.

I a heavy interim shall support
By his dear absence. Shak.

This fierce demeanour and his insolence.

The patience of a God could not support,
Dryden.

3. To uphold by aid, encouragement, or
countenance; to keep from fainting, sink-

ing, failing, or declining ; as, to support the
courage or spirits. —4. To represent in acting
on the stage; to act; as, to support the char-

acter of King Lear ; to support the part as-

signed.—5. To be able to supply funds for

or the means of continuing ; as, to support
the annual expenses of government.—6. To
be able to carry on ; to be able to continue;

as, to supjwrt a war or a contest; to support
an argument or debate.—7. To maintain with
the necessary means of living; to provide
for; to supply a livelihood to; as, to stipport

a family; to support a son at college; to sup-

port the ministers of the gospel. -8- To keep
up by nutriment; to sustain ; to keep from
failing; as. to support life; to support the
strength by nourishment.—9. To keep up in

reputation ; to maintain ; as, to support a
good character. *In the most exact regard
support the worships of their name.' Shak.
10. To verify; to make good: to substantiate;

as, the testimony is not sufficient to support

the charges ; the evidence will not support

the statements or allegations.— 11. To assist;

to further; to forward; to second; to aid; to

help; as, to support a friend or a party.—
12. To vindicate ; to maintain ; to defend
successfully; as, to be able to support one's

own cause.—13. To accompany as an honor-
ary assistant; to act as the aid or attendant
of; as, the chairman of the meeting was
supported by, &c,— 14. To second, as a pro-

posal or motion at a public meeting; as. the
amendment was strongly supported by other
speakers. — To stipport arms (milit. ), to

carry the rifle vertically at the left shoulder,

supported by having the hammer rest on
the left forearm, which is passed across the
breast.—SVN. To bear, bear up, uphold, sus-
tain, prop, endure, undergo, maintain, veri-
fy, substantiate, countenance, patronize,
help, assist, back, second, succour, favour,
nourish, cherish, shield, defend, protect.
Support (sup-porf), n. 1. The act orojiera-
tion of -supporting, upholding, sustaining, or
keeping from falling; sustaining effect or
power.

Two massy pillars

That to the roof gave main support. Milton.

2, That which upholds, sustains, or keeps
from falling; that upon which another thing
is placed; abase; a basis; a prop, a pillar,

a foundation of any kind.— 3. That which
maintains life; sustenance; the necessaries
of life.

Clinging infants ask support in vain. Sheftsrone.

4. Maintenance; subsistence; livelihood.

A thousand pound a year, annual support.
Out of his grace he adds. Shak.

5. The act of forwarding, assisting, main-
taining, vindicating, &c. ; as, to speak in
support of one's opinion.—6. The mainten-
ance, keeping up. or sustaining of any-
thing without suffering it to fail, decline,
or terminate; as, the support of health,
spirits, strength, or courage; the support
of reputation, credit, »fcc. — 7. That which
upholds or relieves; aid; help; succour;
assistance. —8. In law, the right of a person
to have his buildings or other landed pro-
perty supported by his neighbour's house
or land.— Points of support, in arch, see
Point.—Stn. Prop, stay, strut, maintenance,
subsistence, assistance, favour, countenance,
encouragement, aid, help, succour, susten-
ance, food.

Supportable (sup-port'a-bl), a. 1. Capable
of being supported, upheld, or sustained.

—

2. Capable of being borne, endured, or tol-

erated ; bearable ; endurable ; as, the pain
is supportable, or not supportable; patience
renders evils supportable; such insults are
not supportable.

A healthy, rich, jolly, country gentleman, if miser-
able, has a very supportable misery, Thackeray

3. Capable of being supported, maintained,
or defended; as, the cause or opinion Is

supportable.

SupportaWeness (sup-p6rt'a-bl-nes), n.

Tlie state of Iteing supportable.
Supportably (sup-port'a-bli), adv. In a sup-
pi'rtiible manner.
Supportance (sup-p6rt'ans), n. l.f That
which keeps from falling or sinking; a prop;
a support. 'Somesi/ppor^ancf to the bending
twigs. ' Shak. —2. t That which keeps up and
preserves from failing; an upholding. * The
supportance of his vow.' Shak.—3. In Scots
law, assistance rendered to enable a person,
who is otherwise incapable, to go to kirk or
market, so as to render valid a conveyance
of heritage made within sixty days before

death.

Supportation t (sup-
por-ta'shon), n. Main-
tenance; support. 'The
firm promises and sup-
portations of a faithful
God.' Bp. Hall.

Supported (sup - port'-

ed), p. and a. In her. a
term ajiplied to an ordi-

nary that has another
under it by way of sup-

port: as. a chief supported.

Supporter (sup-port'^r), n. 1. One who sup-

ports or maintains; as,(a)one who givesaid or
helpsto carry on; a defender; an advocate; a
vindicator; as, the supporters of the war; the
supporters of religion, morality, justice, &c.
* Worthy supporters of such a reigning im-
piety.' Sotith. (6) An adherent; one who
takes part ; as, the supporter of a party or

faction, (c) One who accompanies another

on some public occasion as an aid or attend-

ant; one who seconds or strengthens by aid

orcountenance. (rf)Asustainer; a comforter.

The saints have a companion and supporter in all

their miseries. South.

2. That which supports or upholds; that

upon which anything is placed; a support,

a prop, a pillar, «tc. ' A building set upon
supporters.' J/orf?"m«r.—Specifically, (a) in

ship-building, a knee placed under the

cat -head. Also, same as Bibb. (6) In her.

a figure on each side of a shield of arms,

appearing to support the shield. They
consist usually of animals real or fabulous,

as the lion and the unicorn in the arms of

A, A chief. B, A bar
supporting it.

Pate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. ahune; y. So. fey.
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Britain ; also, of men in armour, and some-
times of naked men. The origin of sup-
porters is not well ascertained, but the
most probable opinion seems to be that
they are a comparatively modern inven-
tion or ornamental addition by painters and
limners. Supporters are used by all peers of

the realm, knights of the Garter, knights
grand crosses of the Bath, by many Nova
ticotia bai'onets, and the chiefs of Scottish

clans. Theyhavebeen granted also to muni-
cipalities, and to the principal mercantile
companies of the city of London, (c) In surg.

a brnad, elastic, or cushioned band or truss
for the support of any part or oi^an, as the
abdomen.
Supportful f (sup-port'fHl), a. Abounding
with support.

Upon the EoHan gods' sufportft<t winjfS,

With chearful shouts they parted from the shore.
Mir./or Mags.

Supportless (sup-portles), a. Having no
support.
Supportment t (sup-port'ment), n. Support.
MiUun.
Supposable (sup-poz'a-bl), a. Capable of
being supposed or imagined to exist; as,

that is nut giipposable.

Supposal (sup-poz'al), n. The supposing of

something to exist ; supposition ; belief:

opinion. ' Holding a weak gnppo$al of our
worth. ' Shak.

Interest with a Jew never proceeds but upon sitfi-

posal at least of a firm and sufficient bottom. Soiah.

Suppose (sup-poz'), v.t pret & pp. tup-
posed ; ppr. supposing. [ Fr. aupposer—
prefix 8up for gub, under, and poser, to
place. (See Pose.) In last meaning from L.

suppono, suppositimi. See SUPPOSITIOUS.]
1. To lay down without proof, or state as a
proposition i>r fact that may exist or be
true, though not known or believed to !«
true or to exist; or to imagine or admit to
exist for the sake of argument or illustra-

tion; to assume to be true; to assume hypo-
thetically; to advance by way of argument
or illustration; as, let us suppose the earth
to be the centre of the system, what would
be the consequence?
When we have as great assurance that a thing Is,

as we could possibly, supposing it were, we ought
not to doubt of its existence. Titlotson.

2. To imagine; to be of opinion; to presume;
to think to be the caae; to surmise.

L^t not my lord suppose that they have slain all the
young men, the king s sons ; for Amnon only is dead.

3 Sam. xiii. 33.
I suppose your nephew fights

In next day's tourney, Ttfinyson.

3. Toim^ine; to form In the mind; to figure
to one's self.

More rancorous spite, more furious ragtng broils.
Than yet can be imagined or supposed. ShaA.

4. To require to exist or be true: to imply;
to involve by inference; as, the existence of
things supposes the existence of a caoBti of
the things.

This stipposeth something without evident ground.
Sir if. Hale.

One falsehood supp<tses another, and renders all

you say suspected. Charlotte Lennox.

h.\ To put, as one thing by fraud in the
place of another— Syn. To imagine, think,
believe, conclude, judge, consider, view, re-

^rd. conjecture, surmise, gueas, presume,
imply, involve.

Suppose (sup-poz'). r.i. To make or form
a supposition; to think; to imagine.

For these are not drunken, as ye suppose.
Acts ii. 15.

Supposet (sup-poz'), 71. Supposition; posi-
tion without proof; i>resumption; opinion.
' We come short of our suppose.' Sfuik.

Supposed (sup-pozd'), p. and a. Laid down
or imagined as true; imagined; believed;
received as true.—5Mppo#«d bass, in mwtic,
any bass note in an inverted chord, as con-
tradistinguished from the real bass. root, or
generator, as the bass notes E or G in the
inverted conunon chord of C.

Suppo8er(Aupp6z'6r), n. One who supposes.
Supposition (sup-po-zish'on). «. l. The
act of supposing; the act of laying down a
hypothesis; reasoning by hypothesis; as, to
argue by suppositum. — 2. That which is

supposed or assumed hypothetically ; an
assumption; hypothesis.

This is only an tnfallil'ility upon supposition, that
if a thing be true it is impossible to be laliie.

Tillatson.

8. A surraiae ; a conjecture ; a guess ; an
opinion; as, I thought it was he, but that
was a mere supposition.—4. An imagination;
a conceit. Srtak.

Suppositional ( sup - po - zish ' on - al ), o.

Founded or based on supposition ; hypo-
thetical; supposed. ' Knowledge of future
things . . . not absolute but only supposi-
tional.' South.
Supposititious ( sup - poz ' 1 - tish " us ), a.

[L. supposititius, false, fraudulently sub-
stituted, from stippotw, suppositum, to
place under, to substitute fraudulently—
sub, under, and pono, to place. In mean-
ing 2 the word has been influenced by sup-
p(jse.'\ 1. Put by trick in the place or char-
acter belonging to another; not genuine;
counterfeit; as, & supposititious chi\di\ sisup-
posititious writing.

There is a Ljitin treatise among the supposititious
pieces ascribed to Alhanasius. Sp. IS'ateriand.

2. t Founded on supposition; hypothetical;
supposed.
Some alterations in the globe tend rather to the

benefit of the earth and its productions than their
<lestruction. as all these supposititious ones mani-
festly wuuld do. U'oadivard.

Supposititiously(sup-poz'i-ti8h"us-li), arfy.

1. In a supposititious manner; spuriously.
2. Hypothetically ; by supposition. Sir T.
Herbert.

Supposititlousness(suppoz'i-tish"us-ne8),
n. Thf state of beini: supposititious.

Suppositive (sup-poz'i-tiv), a. Supposed;
including or implying supposition. * A
suppositive intimation and an express pre-
diction.' Bp. Pearson.
Suppositive (sup-poz'i-tiv), n. A word
denoting or implying supposition, as \f,

granted, provided, and such like.

The suppositives denote connexion, but assert not
actual existence. Harris.

Suppositively(Bup-poz'i-tiv-liXadi;. With,
by, or upon supposition.

The unreformed sinner may have some hope sup-
posttirtly if he do change and repent ; the honest
penitent may hope positively. //ammond.

Suppository (sup-poz'i-to-ri), n. In med.
(a) a body introduced into the rectum, there
to remain and dissolve gradually in order
to procure stools when clysters cannot be
administered, {b) A plug to hold back
ha;morrhoidal protrusions.

Supposuret (sup-poz'ur), n. Supposition;
hypijthesis. Hudibras.
Suppress (sup-pres'), v.t. [L. gupprimo,
suppresgum—sub, under, and premo, pres-
sum, to press.] 1. To overpower and crush;
to subdue ; to put down ; to quell ; to de-
stroy; as, to suppress a revolt, mutiny, or
riot; to suppress opposition.

Every rebellion, when it is suppressed, makes the
subject weaker and the government stronger.

Sir J. Davits.
2. To keep in; to restrain from utterance or
vent; as, to suppress sighs.

Well didst thou, Richard, to suppress thy voice.
5Aa-fr.

3. To retain without disclosure; to conceal;
nottotellorreveal; as, to «u|);nvM evidence.
She suppresses the name, and this keeps him in a

pleasing suspense. tf^. Browne.

4. To retain without communication or mak-
ingpublic;as, io suppress A\etieT; ioguppress
amauuscript.—5.To hinder from circulation

;

to stop; to stifle; as, to suppress a report.

—

6. To stop by remedial means; to restrain; as,

to suppress a diarrhoea, a hemorrhage, and
the like.—Syn. To repress, crush, subdue,
quell, put down, overthrow, overpower.over-
whelni, restrain, retain, conceal, stifle, stop,
smother.
Suppresser (sup-pres'firX n. One that sup-
presses; !i suppressor.
Suppressible (sup-presl-bl), a. Capable of
beinu' suppressed or concealed.
Suppression (.sup-pre'shon). n. [L. suppres-
sio, suppressionis. See SUPPRESS.] 1. The
act of suppressing, crushing, or destroying,
or the state of being suppressed, destroyed,
quelled, and the like; as, the suppression of
a riot, insurrection, or tumult 'A magnifi-
cent society for the gupjiression of vice.'

Carlyle. —2. The act of retaining from utter-
ance, vent, or disclosure; concealment; as,

the guppreggion of truth, of reports, of evi-

dence, and the like. ' The stippresgion or
subtle hinting of minor details. Dr. Caird.
3. The retaining of anytliing from public
notice ; as, the guppreggion of a letter or
any writing.

You may diepend upon a suppression of these verses.
Pope.

4. The stoppage, obstruction, or morbid re-
tention of dischai^es; as, the suppression of
urine, of diarrhoea, or other discharge- —
6. In gram, or composition, omission ; ellip-

sis; as, the suppression of a word or words

in a sentence, as when a person says, ' This
is my book,' instead of saying * This book is

my book.'

Suppressive (sup-pres'iv), a. Tending to
suppress; subduing; concealing.
Johnson gives us expressive and oppressive, but

neither impressive nor suppressive, though proceed-
ing as obviously from their respective sources.

Seivard.

Suppressor (sup-pres'^r), n. [L.] One who
suppresses; one who subdues; one who pre-
vents utterance, disclosure, or communica-
tion.

Suppurate (sup'pu-rat), v.i. pret. & pp. sup-
purated; ppr. suppurating. [L. suppiiro,
suppuratum—sub, and pus, puris, matter.]
To generate pus ; as, a boil or abscess sup-
purates.

Suppurate (sup'pu-rat), v.(. To cause to
suppurate. A rb uihnot. [Rare. ]

Suppuration (sup-pu-ra'shon), n. L. sup-
puratio. See SUPPURATE.] 1. The process
of producing purulent matter, or of forming
pus, as in a wound or abscess.—2. The mat-
ter produced by suppuration.
Suppurative ( sup'pu-rat-iv ), a. [Fr. sup-
puratif. See Suppurate.] Tending to sup-
purate; promoting suppuration.

In different cases, inflammation will bear to be
called adhesive, or serous, or lismorrhagic, or sup*
purati-ve. Dr. P. M.L.athatn.

Suppurative (sup'pu-rat-iv). n. A medi-
cine that promotes suppuration.

If the infiammattc n be gone too far towards a sup-
puration, then it must be promoted with suppura-
tives, and opened by incision. IViseman.

Supputatet (sup'pu-tat), v.t. [See below.]
To reckon ; to compute.
Supputationt (sup-pu-ta'shon), n. [L.sup-
putatio, supputationis, from supputo, to
reckon— *«6, under, and puto, to reckon.]
Keckoning; account; computation. 'The
supputation of time.* Holder.
Supputet (sup-puf), v.t. [Fr. stipputer.
See above.] To reckon ; to compute; to im-
pute. 'Stand free from this supputed shame.'
Drayton.
Supra- (su'pra). A Latin preposition signi-

fying al)Ove, over, or beyond, and used as a
prefix much in the same way as super.

Supra-axillary (su-pra-aks'il-la-ri), a. In
bot. growing above the axil; inserted above
the axil, as a peduncle. See Suprafolia-
CEOUS.
Supraciliary (su-pra-sil'i-a-ri), a. (L. supra.
above, over, and ciliuin, eyebrow.] Situated
above the eyebrow.
Supra-costal (su-pra-ko8'tal),a. [Prefix su-
pra, and costal.] Lying above or upon the
ribs ; as, the supracostal muscles, which
raise the ribs.

Supra-cretaceous (su'pra-kre-ta"shu8), a.

In gfol. a term applied to certain deposits
lying al)ove the cretaceous formation, or of
more recent origin than the chalk.
Supra - decompound ( sO ' pra - de - kom"-
pound), a. More than decompound; thrice
compound.

—

A supra-decmnpound leaf, in
bot a leaf in which a petiole, divided
several times, connects many leaflets, each
part f<>rining a decompound leaf.

Suprafoliaceous (8u'pra-f6-li-a"5hus), a.

[L. supra, above, over, and folium, a leaf.]

In bot. inserted into the stem above the
leaf or petiole, or axil, as a peduncle or
flower.

Suprafoliar (sO-pra-fo'Ii-fir), a. [L. supra,
above, -dml foliutn, a leaf.] In bot, growing
upon a leaf.

Supralapsarlan (8u'pra-lap-8a"ri-an), n.
[L. supra, above, over, and lapsus, a fall.]

In tkeol. one who maintains that God, an-
tecedent to the fall of man or any know-
ledge of it, decreed the apostasy and all its

consequences, determining to save somo
and condemn others, and that in all he does
he cipusidcrs his own glory only.

Supralapsarlan (8u'pra-lap-sa"ri-an), o.
of or pertaining to the Supralapsarians or
to their doctrines.

Supralapsarianlsm (su'pra-lap-sa"ri-an-
izni), ". The lioctriue or system of the Su-
pralapsarians.

Supralapsary (su-pra-lap'sa-ri), n. and o.

Supr;tlitp.s;triiin.

Supralunar (su-pra-lu'nfir), a. [L. supra^
above, and luna, the moon.] Lit. beyond
the moon ; hence, very lofty ; of very great
height.

Supramundane (sii-pra-mun'dan), a. [L,

supra, above, and mundus, the world. ]

Being or situated above the world or above
our system; celestial. ' In the form of God,
clothed with all the majesty and glory of
the sttpramundane life.' HallyweU.

di, c^n; 6h, 3c. looA; g, go; Ujob; li» Fr. ton; ng, ain^r; lu, then; Xii, thin; w, wig; wb, toAig; zb, azure.—See Key.
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BupranaturallHtn (nH pmnnt'O ml l/m).
MiM« Ml'l'I'IUNATt'llAMNM.

BuprunaturallBt (NO-pi-ii-tiat'Q-ral>Ut). Bee
HircKllNATIHAMMT.
Bupniocclpltal (MU'i>nniU-Hli)"it-ttl), a. In
iuiitl iihiivo till' <irrl|nit,

Bupra-orbltal (Mil pm oi-'lilt-iil), a. lunnat
ItuTiiK (ilmvo tin! oi'lill. i)f tlm vyvi. Supra-
orbHal artery, an iirtrry nciit nlf t»y thd
oplitlintinld, iiIddk Uki mipoilnr w»U of tliu

orlilt.

Bupra-orbltary, Bupra-orbitar (no pm-
nrhil ii rl. HU-pm-nr'lill'i'u-), a. Hiunu iii Su-
pra orhititt.

Bupraproteat (hO pm-T>r6'toiit). n, In law,
nil luTi'ptimiu' of II 1)111 liy ii tiilrd m^rHoii,

iiftnr protcRt for MiiiMiuroptiiiiou \>y tlm
(Iriiwcr

Buprarenal ( tO-prii rfi'nnl ), a. [L. mtpm.
nlM>v<<, over, nnil rm, tfitutu, tho kliltifyn

I

In tinitt. MitiiuttMl iihovo the kldnuyn, .s'lr-

vrareniU mpHulvH. two nitnutu, yollowluli,

IrlaMKUlitr, utiindiiliir IhmUch wlilrli cxInL

imo nt thn n-ont pnrtluii of ttio iipprr onii

of ouoh kttliipy. 'Ihtilr uxricl funutimiH iiro

M yol nui'ortiiln,

Bupraioapulary, Buprasoapular (HOjira-

nkHp'O'lii-rl, Nil pni Hkiip'ii li>n,a. [I< itunra.

nixivo. over, riihl Hiui/nila, lliu Nhoulitvr.
]

Iti'tnu iihdvi* Mm< Ht'iipulit.

Bupranplnal (nO pm KpVunl). a. in amtf.
(ff) Hn.iiiit4'<l iihovn tlut Nplric. (h) Aliovr ibn
Nphii* or rUluu of ilio Hrdpulit or Hhouldnr-
Idiitlo,

BupravUlont (Nn-pnivlV.hon). n. Hiipi^r-

vUlon. ' A Hcvm-o nupravlHion, luid milniitd-

vnrnlon,' Jrr. Tafftur,

Bupravulgar (hO pmvnl'if^r). a. ncln«
iiliuvo thn vulKHt'or cotniiioii jiropliv rHitnv)

Buprtmaoy (Hapronrii-Nj ), n. |M(m< md.

PKIMK.) Tint Ntuto of hchiu HUproi)i« or In

the hlgnoRt Ktiitlon of puwrr; IHuhrKt uu
thority or powi-r; iw. tlio HuprPimiq/ of llio

kliitf of Onmt Ih'itain; tltu vnprttmacy of
plirlllUIKMlt,

Hut mt we, tiiiiirr lirrivrii, nrr •iiiprcttio liond,

Ho iiiKirr illitl tliDl kTRul AM/'tftH.irv,

Wlmro we tin rclt(» wc will itloiio njtiiolil. .S'AtiA,

I nut nith«iueil llint wntnoii nrv ito ithii|il« . , ,

To Mck fur rule, tM^rtmacy, adiI awny,
Sviiaii thoy ar« bound to «srva, love, amt nbny.

SHak.
-^Papal Kuprfimaq/, tlio nnthorlty, U'ulnln-

tlve, Judlclni, and rxdcuttvo, wlilcli tho iiopo

exerutiiod ovr^r tlio rlnn-rticN ttt Ktiufiiiid.

Bcotlitnd, and Tndtnid until ihx ndddlc of
ttu> fdxtot'ntli rcniury, wlirii It wiin iiIhiI

IhIkmI, itnd which Htill roiittnui'N to ho inoro
or IrHH rorounlxod in ii)l roniitrloH whoNt> hi-

hnbltiintN nrr hironnntniloi) with thiM'huivh
of Uonx'. lit'ifal HUfirrmac}/, thn nuthorlty
nnd Jurlndh'tton wtdch th<< NovnrclKU of Kn^-
Innd rxcri'lMnN ovnr tho Chtuvh of Knuhinil.
lu Ik'Imu; tho Hiiproinc hnid on narlti of thnt
ohurrli. TIiIh inithorliy In not hiKlHJtitlvo,

but Judlrliil Itnd nxroutlvo only, itnd tho
nioftt fninlllnr form In whh-h It iipponm U
In the iir>nilnntlon to liJHhoprli'H nnd nrrh-
blHhoprlcH. Ilnin-y VIII, wiih llrNt iiokiiow-

ledifnd mipi'iMun hond of thn rluirch In Ifi'JH;

Ami IhlH miprniimny wiih rontlnnnd hy piir-

llnnmnt to liiin, IiIm linlrH. nnd MurnnNHom.
khiuN of thU ronlni. In ir>:il <htth tif uu-

mviimojl. in (Irnnt llrltnhi, nn onth dnnylnn
tho unproninny of thn potin In nntdnnlnntlrul

or if^nipornl nlfnli-K hi thm rnnlni, It uim hy
nniiiy HttttiitnN riMinliTd to hn tuknii, rtlontf

with thu onth of nih'ulnni'o nnd of nlilurn-

tlon, hy pcMMotiN In ordor to <|iiiitlfy thniii-

otvrN for olllcn. tVi\; but n Kft^utly niudlflml
nnd nlinplnr form i>f onlh linn now KUpor-
vdcd tlinm.

Supreme (hU prnm'), (T, ll,. Hvprriinmjrom
ituiH-riiH. nliMvn. ui)piT. Inifhnr. from nvprr.
Hi<nSti|>KU

I
1, llluhnHt ill nuthorlty;ho1d-

InK thn hltflh'Kt nlnco In Kovcrmuniit or
nownr. 'Mhi which 1h thn hiKliCHt di'Krcn i»f

trt<niion nuiilnitt thn xtf/drfxr- (Juldn nnd Mun-
Hrch of tho wholo wiirld* //(toAvr.

My koiil AklicN
To know, when two (nitfuirltlc* nrr itp,

Ndlllior xHftrtHf, how mood i mifu^lcn
Mfly outer 'IwlHt tlir ^n\i .if Imih. S>i<ik.

1 HlfthoRt or nioiit nxtrnnm. ns to dotiroe;
grOKtoit poMlhln; utnioHt: dh, jtrf;irTMi(i lovn
or wlldoni: HomnthunR Joined to wordH with
a bad eeniiu: im, tiuprfmf folly or hiuunoM.

Tlie lower ntlll I rnltt only Mufrtm*
\\\ mUory. MiitvH.

Nn ilnKla virtue we could inmt ronimend,
Whotlter tlir wife, the mother, nr tlio friend t

Tor atie wnit nil In thnt jmPrtmf i\*)inti.

1'hiit. m.% no one prevallwl, to nil wM »h«. Dry^itH.

8. In brif. Nliimtmt at ^e highoit pnrt or
point- TAa Sitpr^^m,m nioit exalted of

hchlk'H; thn hovcIi'IkII of (lie imU( tr, CmiI
- Supri'iiir Vfiurt <i/ JuUiaitiar.iu Knutund,
thn court cotmtltutud In tN7r> hy thn union
nnd (^oimolldntlon toKnthnr of thn followlntf
uotntH.vl/., thoCourtwof Chnncory.of (Junnn'H
Hi'itch. of <;<uninon I'lnnH, of cxchn(picr, of
iidmlrnlty, prolmtn, nnd of divon'n nnd nuit-

rlnionlnl cnNnH minh Htiprnmn court uon-
HlHtinu of two pnrninnniit dlvlHlonii, cnlind
thn Ilitj/i Court i(f JuMtiff luid tho Court lif

Appnil.
Supremely (hO prOm'il), adv. l. With tho
hlghnut authority; an, hn rnlnii«/7jrpmr/;/.—
'Z. In thn hlvchnKt dnurnn ; to thu ntniiml ox-

tent. 'Thn Ntarvhitf chnndNt In hU Kohlnn
vliiWR nvprnnrlj/ hInHt,' I^nvr,

Bur- (b^t). a jirnllx from tlm KnMii'Ii. ron-
triMd.nd rroni I,, niiprr, and HlKiilfylnu ovnr,
nhovn. hnyond, upon, It 1h Homutlinutt
ninrnlv IuUuirIvo. Hnti HlJl'KH,

Sura (MO'ru), ». [Ar 1 A chapter of the
Konui.

I'lirno chfliitorn wore, It la ttwerted. K'von fortli

ninolliiieii tin n whole, noinctiiuei In dhhieli, mid
nrien In ninule ver<iaii, Such drlhlctn Mohttiiinird, It

1*1 Niild, djrn trd lilt iiiimiiiiennlii to enter 'in the sum
whli h trcofii ..r Mil h .iimI mi. Ii n Mihject,' If thin
tMdIlloii ).<• aiithnitl. . ll w.itild Indktito t)mt Mf>liiiMi-

nird witlicil lli(! Kiiniti (o tie i(rrnnt{od ncLordin^i tu
Ito iiuilirr, iind not i lirniinlii[;Unlly ; nnd hence (he
tllllu iilty iif ninlunliitt diitrv to ei4c h sum, or jiortlon

of <i tttrii, Ir tndalililtcly liiireHKcd. Ur,iH(i4 i.^ Cox.

Buradannl (nh rn-dnn'nl), n A vnliinhin

kind of wood ^rowliiK In DuMHuatn, iintch

UMnd for timhnrit. railn, nnvuii and futlloH of
wlioniM, nnd thn likn,

Suraddltlon t (unrnd-drnhonV n. (Prnnx
mil*, oil or upon, nnd adiiUinn.] HomuthliiK
added or appondnd. nn to n nnniu,

He tervtrt with if'nrv nnd ndnilred mu-ccin,
So ifAlned the tttrm/Mfu'H I .connttiii. Sfi-i*

Sural (•Q'ral), n. |I.. »ura, thuonlf of tho
Intl.] tielntf In or portiihihig to thu cnlf of
thn h^tt; m, tho »ural artery. If^man.
Buranoet (•hOr'Aui). n.
AMKurnnco. Shak.
Bur-anor^e (R^r-itn'krfl).

ll'r. j In hrr. ii torin ap-
pllnd to n croHH with
dtuihln niichor llukoi at
rnch termination.
Burat(HO rnt').>» Conrao
nhiirt cotUui ^rowu tu

thu nulKhhourhood of
Svrat, In thu llonibiiy

prnHldmicy,

Blirbase (H^r'hnit), ii, [Prolix nur, nml hntir.]

liidirA, thn crowninu niouldlnu or curnlcu
of n podnHlat ; a iMudnr or mouVdllltf above
tho hnHn. UN tbn inonldlnKR Inimedlatoly
nhovi< tbn baiin of a room. Laiiahomt.
Burbaied (HcVr'hnNt). a. In am, havlns a
NiirhnHn. or mouhlluK above the baae.—iSifr-

htiHf'd arffi, nn iirch whoso rlH la leii than
half tbn Npan.

Burbatet (m'^r hftt'),«.(. prot, it pp: »urbatf^d;

npr. turbatint;. (Fr. aolbattra, iih »iUhatu,

from §oU, L. $oUa, a aole, and ft. battrn, to

boat) 1. To make aore the aolei by walk-
ing; to brutao or batter by travel.

Chalky IaiuI .im*Ai/^.( nnd HpolU oxen'* feet.

JUifftimff.

2. To fntlKUu by nmruhlntf.

Dielr innrch thny toiitlnned nil thnt nlifht, thr
lti>r%c'nicn otleii Hlliilitlnti that the foDt niluht rtde.

nnd othcrKliiklim niAiiv ot them l)ohtnd llieiit : hoW'
ever, they toulif not but
i M rKtttti.

STTKCOAT

CroM mir-nncriic.

but i>e extremely wenry and

Burbeatt (e^r-bAt'), vX Same n* SurfMitr.

Burbad (lAr-bed'X V.t. prot <t i>p nurhrddrd;

Pl>r. tmrMttditiff. [Prtdlx Hur, and Imi. ] To
not odffpwtRO, na a itonu ; thnt Im, in n poHl-

tloii dfiforniit friuu thnt which it had In tho
(|uarry.

Burbett (tdrbuf), pp. and a. Snrbatud:
brulHod. *A traveflvr wttli fout tturbrt.

Spfntier,

BurOMJO (aAritt^R'). f > prot irtiriv^a«c(/; ppr.
Murctating. I Ktu-mnrly wiitton nurcvuiif.

vurMOM, and itiuod dlrt>ctly on Kr. svrKroir.

ftp
$ur»it, 'to *urc4a»«, jmwRo. intorinlt

eavQ off' (Cotgrav9)t from prtdlx nur, lunt
»9oir, to lit, from L. Ndeo. to ntt: whnnco
kIro ffttrMnnM, n RuroeuinK. n ulvhiK un
Hut tho Inttor porthuiof tbn WiU-dwuR nariy
confoundod with ctu$iti*, Kr. emufr, to conw ;

hnnco tho nuidnrn N|Mdlhiti 1 Tocohhc; to
Rtop; to ho nt an nnd; ti» Inavn olT; to rofraln
liimlly. (OhHoU'tu or ponlloiil]

To fly nlto^rlher frttni ilod . . , under thnt pre-
tence Ut Mt»\fii.\f rvom prnycm, A« hootlcm or fnilt-

le** "flues, were lu him no lewt Injn'lon" Ihmi nerid-
clous to mir own %im\%, //(('«»'.

Nor dill the ItrliUh atiOAdronii now stiriYitst

To unit their foen ii'crwhehnetl, ^. fAi/i^.

Surceaset (h/t kCh). r r To Htop; to pnt an
untl to; to onuRu to ruiiRo,

All iiuln hnth end, nnd every wiir hath pcAce
Hut miiio iKir prkc nor poiycr niiiy surtntse.

S/^tntrr.

Suroeaae (R/^r-RfiR'). n. (VHRatlon; itop.
'Tlinn thnt tburo wuru nn end nnd uurotaa*
nindo id thU IniniodoHt . , . inniiner of
writhm ' llaam. (OhRolntn or poutlual]
I-:nt{er1y I wUhcd the morrow

t
vnlnly 1 had MH^tiT

to borrow
I'rom my l>ookt twxHt*t of eorrow—Mrrow for th»

lokt Lcnore. ptt,

Buroharge (R^rchJirJO. »'«. prot, & pp imt'
rhiinjiul; pi»r Hurc/iarj/ini/. j I'rctlx *((M-,ovur»

nnd rhiui/f
| 1. To (tvorlond; to uvnrhurdon;.

aw, to nuii'harijf n hniiHt or n Rhip; to «ur-
chni'ijc a <'aniion.

V.Hir li.-a'l r'-ciinr.l, n« liidloK urlrf from view,
DroiipH like a tout' j((»-.A.r»yf./ with mnriilni; dew.

2, In law. (rt) to ovorRtock ; vRpnclidly, ta
put more calthi Into, iir n coininon. thnn the
fiurHon linH n rl^bt to do, or morn than the
iiirlintfn will Mimlnlit. C>) ''> f/tfiff/, to hIiow
an oinlNRlon In, nH In nn ncconnt, for which
urndit oilKbt to havu boon kIvcii. Stury.—
3. To ovurchnrK*' : to innku an extra charge
n|MU).

Surcharge (H^iAblkrl), n. l, A charKO or
lond nhovn nnothnr charKo; honcn, an oxooe-
rIvo loatl or hnrdun; a lond ureator than caa
be woll borno.

I'or that the nir, nfter it lintli recelve<l a chnrtfe,
doth not receive i\SNtr/tnri'f,iit ^ renter cimnfe, wltn
like n|i|ietUo i\% It dolli tlio llr<>t, Rttc9H.

% In law, {a) nn oxtrn rhnrgo made by aaiea-
tutrH upon Hucb nn nn^lnct to nmko n due
return of thn tiixcN to which thny am llnhlu,

{!>) In tifuitf/, thu nbowhiK of nn omlRHion i»
nn nc<-ount for which crndll oiiKht to linvo
bociiKlvnn, fiurchariirauil/ahificatum. In
takliiK iicriiuiitH In tlin Court of Cliancrry
a nurchanji' in applind (o tbn bnlancu of the
wbolu nccotirit, nnd HUppoKCR crndllH to be
(unltlnd which ouubt to hn nllownd ; nnd a
fahiftcatutn np])linN to Moinn Item in the
dnbllH.niiil mippoHCH that thn Hnm U wholly
(aUn iw In Rnnu- part nrroncoUR 3, An <ivrr-

cbarKO bnyotid what Ik JiiNt and riuht. -^Swr-

chitnjr 1}/ /nrrxt, tbn pnttliiK of more cnttlo
Into a foroNt, by a cnminoiinr, thnn he haa a
rlKbtto do.

Buroharger (w*-!' cbHrJ'iM), ti l. Onu that
ovcrloadH or ovcr»tockR, '2. Murchnrgo of
f(UURt (which Run),

Surcingle (H^r^Mlng gl). ». lO. Kr. »ur»angU,
prclUi(tfr( I,. jtir7»ff',upon),nnd \..cingu{mn,
a bolt] 1. A belt, band, or girth which
paatea over n Hnddln, or ovnr nnylblng Inid

on a horae'a bnck, to Mini It fn»t. ',* The-
glrdln with which ninruymnii of tho Church
of Knuland hind thnir naHitiK-kH.

Burclnglo (KOr Ring'gl), v.t. To fiirnlRh with
n Kurctngic ; to bind or nttnch with n Hur-

cingln. ' Knell bnmely gn)om . . . ifiir-

ciniflfd to u gnllod bncknuy'R liido.' lip^

ttiiU.

Burclet (Rt'^r'kl). n. (L, $urculuK, a young
twltf or brnnch ] A Ilttlu Rhoot; a twig; a
ucKor. 'ItougliH nnd nircln of the aanift

ahape.' Sir T. Jimtvnf.

BurOOat (lAl'kOt), n. iProflx inir-L. miper,
ovur, ami K.
cttat.] 1. The
niuno givnn to
nn onmr g»r-
mont worn Itk

thn thirtnnntb
and fourtnniitb
enntuiicH, nnd
ovnn bitnr, by
litdh HoxoH, nnd
flhowing n grunt
vHrlctyofforniR,
Rhort lu- long —
8. A kind of
iooRo RU'ovelo»a
wrnnpor f*>r-

nmriy worn over
a coat of mnll to
protect it from
wot ItwaHi.pcu
in front, UNually
reacbetl to the
mid leg.niidwna
girt to the walHt
by tbn RWonU
hvH. lu Into ox-
nniploHRnreonta
worn often cm-
bin/oncd with

tho wearer's nrniR. but wore originally of
one ctdour, or slmidy variegated.

SHfiv^tfs seem to hnve origluAted with tht em>

•^««^=

Surcont.— Muiiunient of Wil-
liAm 1 -oniieap^c, SAllilmry i.'a-

Ihedral.

FAte, fUr. fat. fftU; int^, met, hdr; plnn. jdn; ntHe, not inUvo; tftbo, tub, bull; oil. ptmnd; tt, Ho. abtmo; y, Sc f«y.
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vadrrt. partly for the purpote of ctltttnetiUhinir the
niiiiiv 'li'f^'rcut imtloui serving under the Iwuiicr of

the- ir.'NN. ,l/<.v*i'*.

Suroroaso t (w^r'kiH>(i), «. [O. Kr. *Mrpr«.
giircrnL'it. un nvnvi'iwtii ptvllx nur, nvor.

aikI I, rivMM, c'»c.v<'./v. to urow.l Abumlunt
or t'xrciwlvt' nrt»wth or iiu-ix*asu.

Ihcir fhK'-f.iir i;rc« .!« i; tf.it..>* forcctl them at Intt

i\v \eck .mnllicr soil. ,is Un'i .In when ihfV ta*[.

Pnt,rtk>n.

Surcrewt (Rt^r'krii). n [rrcOx hui; over,

aii'l Kr rc/i.', rt growth ) .\il<litltinnl colloe-

tioii ; iiu^iiirnttttioi). 'Kotuniinu with H
uui--r<w of tlifHo Hplonctlu vnpiiut-R ttmt arc
iii!li<l Ii>|>-tcli»uiilrim'iil,' Wotttm.

Surculatet twri-'ku hU). t'7. [l4.*urculo,»ur-
ciiliifinii, fnim miiruttiH, i\ yuutit( twin or
nh.n.t 1 T't pnimv
Surculatlon t (m^r kiVlt'iMtDii), n. Act of
pnmiiiu' Ni'" 7' ltruu>nf.

SurculOBO, Surculoxu (nAr'kfllftn. R^i^kQ-
lils), '( {Si'd lii'litVV.

I In tnit. boilltf full of
HllontM III- twi^il

Burculua t^^r'kft lun). n. pi Burcull (s^r'kO.

It) |L
I

In hut uny Uttlt- hrnnrli or twl^;
Hppltnl hy l.innnMiti pnrtlcultirly to thostt^ni

of iMMrtHi'N. or tliu HhiMit whiiii buam tho
1,-iivrH

Surcurrent (««''r ku'rciit). n In but n t«?rm
iipplii il toll Irufv * \i>:uiHi<in nitmlim up tho
Rtrin: tht' tippiiMitc .if lirurtvnt.

Surd (-'•r.h, 'f |i ^N-.^^^. .lonf I l.t Not
h:niii;; 111.- snwr mI" In ii Hi^; iloiif. ' A nuitt

Itll'l CUll.-'s i;.'ll' latliill I'f UKMl. HtUpIll unto
ull InHtrii.tli.ii .su 7' Hr.nvnr '.'

f Tn-
hciirii. 'Sur\i imimIi-h nf iirtuuhitloji ' Ken-
rick 'A In )/i(ir/i not ritpitlilo i>f tiling ux-
pn^Motl in rtittoniil numlH'i-*. a-*, n m(h7 ox-
|)rrH8lni),t(unntlty,ornurn)><'r Si" tlicnnnn.
4 In ;>/t'»M(>riV/'. iittni'l wiili liM'Jith itiiil not
with viil.c; 'i I..'!- v.K-iillty; nt»t

•onnnt; tntx li '\.x\ trrni iipnllod
to the hiinl TIM , iiiU ot tht* ruphu-
ln't He.' the n>'iiii

8linl(-<« r<l). I) 1 In umth nnlrrHtlonnltiunn-
titv , 11 iiuiiiiMty whU'li Im inroiitmcnKurulilr
i*> unity. Or. ft mtrxi .Icnott-H tho ri>ot of
ftiiy iiuftntlty, when that (lUauMty ! not a
coinpk'tr jiitwcr of tlu' dinirnsion rtt(|Ulri>*l

liy the lixlox of tho root lli<nn<, tho n>otii

of Hiii-h tpKtiitlttoH niniicit ho expreftiod hy
rntlonnl nninbeni. 'Ihiu the mpiAro nM>t of

2 (or \Jt). the cube root of 4(^4), tho fourth

root of 7 ii^l), tVc, ftru nnr»l«. for thoy can-
ti'-t )>- <\|'ir.iw,| hy nitinnnl nunibora.

—

'.; I II j'lt. u- firs, II I'ohHoniintnl Round ulturod
Miili )>i':t(li jinti not with voico ^ u nnn-
Rotiiiiit i 'iriKtinftiit; n hnr>l chock; m, ;»./. #,

t. k, liM tippuHod to h, V. X, d. 1/. which »ro
nilli-il Noft chockH. IhitK, or muiantt.
Surdalt <«. rdiil). a Hunt
Burclliiy I (Hor'dl-nl), ii, A ourrupt form uf

Bur(Utas(>i«r'<litftii).n. (L. Sn8VU>.] D«af-
rit", biir.hii'M of huiuinfc.
Sin ii; . < iitl), Ik 0Mfn«H.
8 u I Kr, #dr, 0. Fr. wur. $eiir, Pr
>

' "treiiriM, unconcomod, wcure
»•, iip;nt. luid eura. cure. Thin In thore-

foro tho Nanui wnrd u »ecurf.] 1 IVrfootly
ciMilMont or undt>nbtl)iu'. inliiinly knowing
ftud liolb-vinK; inipli i<.-; nnttuoii-
tloiiirit;; ImvluK n<> i iloccivod,
dlH:i|.|.Mii,t.,I. or of I ,1 Ht fault;
" ' ' II' '« facts, positiun. or tho Itko;
f'; I.. I.

I tllAt It W
'ti,{\%.

A...1

r.-ft

2 CfTtaln to find or rotaiii; ii^, (., i,r .../,r of
•U.i<'m; t.p lio m/r/t of Uf lic;tltli \\. Kit
or w.iiiliN t.. I... .l-i-iMlrd on. .aniilib. of
pr.Mlii.in;: ().. '\^ 01. .1 . ii.-rt, ..r nf fulIUIInu
Ibo ir.)msit inhlli-in. cortiiln not to dli-
apputiit .-xp. , iitiMti. not liiililo to fuiluro.
1"HH. .,1 rli ui^i'

, unfailing; firm; »tul)lo

;

•ti'iidy; »<_riir«\ iiitalu; tnfulllble.

The lettimriny of ih« 1 .orr) It turt. Pi. xlx. 7.

t with your horM« twlft «ncl surt of foot. Shak,
Virtue, <\cAt frlrml, need* no dtfencc:
The iurttt^},\M*\ \\ liinocino, Kfifomnton.

4. Out of (IfinKor; iiocure; safe.

I>*r tu.t : the fnro«t It not thfM lMrU«t off;
i( mr. fiHi.vrr ihnt. w« w* #NfV anoutch. AA.I*.

6.t Hotrothod; rnf(ag«d to mMTjr.
Th<^ kiti^' wii% ntrt to Omq* BttMbtth Lyey. whI

Iwr h.i%tM.i.l i,*fnr« CoA Sir T. AfrfW.
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—Ttt frf niir or h* mrt. without douht; cor-

tfttnly; tnt. will you ki*? To hf Hinr, 1 Mlnill.

[CoUoti. ] '/'oimiAvxiifv. (fi) toumkocertulu;
to Bocuri* so thftt thoro cuu hv no fiiUuro of
tho purpoao or olijoct.

(tivc ^lihKonce to m,titt your culUnu aikI election
JH^V. J I'ct. I. lx>.

H« twde m« MM^4knr of tho bcnr, l<ci'(>rc I ncU
hlt»kln. Sir /i. /.'ii.ifriiM^'r.

A pence cannot fnll. provided wr m»,i*<- ihtr of
S|>4iln, .Sir »'. Itmfit.

(f'>t To nmko fntit by liotntthnl : to lK>trt>th,

'She that's m(ifff> »\\re to him sho Iovor not
well" f'ofr/miv. .S'tnr nii(f f/Kfi, unfatltiiKly

or ftlmolutoly ocrtaln (Colloii ) SVN. (Vr-
tHin.unfuillitK. hifftlliblctlrni.Htnblo.stoudy,

Bocuro. Hrtfo, conlMcnt. poMtivo.

8ur« ()du>r),(i(/i'. (Vrtalnly; without doubt;
doubtloH.
Shh wynn the whole, n bad Author dwtrvts bttttr

uftjt^c ttiitn n Iwtd critic. /y^.
'Tin pIcAKrtnt. surt, to tee one'i neine In print.

Borebyt (Rhor'bl). tt. Same M SureiSy,

BurefOOtod (Hhbr'fut>ed), a. Not lUblo to
atuinblc. Kltdo. or fftll : hnvliiK a tLnu, SdOUro
tn-uil; n*. n nuff/tHitnt homo. *9ur^fooi«d
(rrlofn, Kolld cfthunltlos.' O. Shrbtt
Burely (iihoKII).a(iv. 1. Certainly; tnfiiUlbly;

untloubtodly.

Ill the (Uy that thou eatett thereof, thou thalt
/Mrv<y die. (ten. tl. 17.

And turtty ak I live. I am n maid. Sftitk.

He Ihnt rrcMted it«niethlnii out of nothlntf, surtiy
can raive icreat llili)|[« out of urtAll. Sifuth.

4, Klrnily; utably; wifoly: iocuroly. 'That
1 niny iturtlit koop initio oath.' Shak.

He that widkcttl iipriifhtly wnlketh nHrfly.
I'rriv, %, o.

Surfly In ofton tiaotl with n cortalti Intoiiaivo

forvo not uniiy to doflno. but Hoinctlnios

nearly oi|tiivHtont to nn IntorroKntlve cIhunc;
n»,inirfl)/ von do not think «o (~'y^>u do not
think HO, do youT); or cxproiwlim a <loubt In

tho niliul of tho Nponkcr; iim, unrrl}/ ho cMi-
not havo been no wlckot) It In oftuu uoarly
•qulvalent to vorlly, of a truth.

Surfly, 1 think you have Llinrmi. SkmM,

SHrtly, ihrriy, tlumbcr l« iitoic nweet than toll, the
Oli-rr

ThAu l.)t«'iiT in the tlerp nild-ocean, wln<l and wave
mid 11,1 r, TtHHysfiM.

Burement^t n. Socurity for payment Chau-
tvr.

BoroneM (»bUr'n«B). n. Tho Rtitto of being
uro or certain: certainty.

He dlvcried lilni«elf with the ipeculatlon of the
teed of coml; and for more tuttHtu he repeali It.

Bureibyt (iliOrx'bl), n. (Knun jrtfre.on type
of rtutethy.] One who may lio vurely de-
pended <m. 'Old irurMbyM to lervo for all

turna ' Corpat.

Bur«ttShlp(ihOr'tl-ehtp). n. HaiiioaaSiirefi/-

*'")'
Mr that lialelh turflithif It ture. Prov. ai 15.

Surety (hor'tl), » | Kr mrtt*. Bm Bcki.]
1, Certainty; Indubltablenoat.

Know of a xurHy. ilint thy teed tliall be a ttranifer

In a land that I* not thclri. Oen. av. ij.

2. Hocurlty; ufoty.

Yet for the niore turtiy they looked round atwtit.
Sir t*. Si%iHfy.

'^. Tlnit which makoH aure, ftrni, or cortitin

;

foundation of atablllty: ifround of aoourlty.

Myself mid .ill (he Aiiifrlk li««t . . . our linpliy »tata
Mold. <!< ynii yoiir«. wltllo our ol'edivnco h<'l<U:

«>n other lUfHy none. Miltcn,

4. Kvldomo; rntincatlon; uonnrmatlon.
Slir cnli'd the aalntt to tMrtty

Th.it «hf would never put It fruiii her Antfer,

Ulllrkt ftlir tf.iv-r it to ygurtclf. SkaH.

r> Hocurlty nKainxt Iohk oi damage; wcuHty
for payment.

There icnutiii* unpaid
A hun<lrrd thoiuniHl more. In mrtty of the which
One part of AipillaUi U bound to u>. SHai.

fl In ^Ilp, one bound with and for annthor
who la primarily llaMo, and who U called

tho principal ; (mo who entora Into a bond
or rocounizanco to anawer for anotln^r'n ap-
pearance In court, or for hia payment of a
debt or for tho porformnnco of aomo act.

and who. In ratin of tho prlnclpara fallnro,

Ifl conipollablo to pay the debt or damatfea;
a iKindaman; a ball.

He (hut I* \t4frty for a ttranifer «hnll "inifirl for it,

I'foy %\ I,

Iloiice 7. A auhitituto; a hoetago Surftj/

tiS thu prncr, tho aoknowlcdunuuit of a biuid
to the Kovcroli^n. tnkon by a competent
Judifo of record, for koopln^ tho potvce. A
maulxtrnte or a Juntloe of tho puaoe may
bind alt thoM to kavp the peace who make
airnty, or contend together with hot and

BTTXtrAOB

ftngry wordii. or go about with unlawful
weapoiiH or attendance to the terror of tho
]u<oplc. So If n private mitn has JUHt oauBo
to four that tinoUter will burn hia Inmie, or
di> him a corptu'al injtny. or will procure
otliera to i\o ao. he may ileniand aurety uf
the peace a>{aliml HUch pecHon, and every
Juatlce of the peace 1m bound to (inint it If

aatlfttled that the perMon baH good groundti
for tho appUcalbui.
Surety (HhtU'tl). e f. To guiu'imteo ; to be
biUl or aecurlty for.

'llir lewrllrr tliiit owe* thr rlni; 1* «rnt tor

Andlic vludl xutHymc. .sA.i*.

Suretyship (Hbiir'tlabip). n. The ataie of
being ain'oly : the obligation itf a peraon to
aiiawer ftu- the debt, fault. i>r non-perform-
anco of anttther. and to nutke gootl any lou
oeeaalont»<I thereby.

Bxirf (Ht^rf). n. (Origin doubtful, l'crlu»pi

fi*om O.Kr. nurjluf, tho rlaliigof billow upon
billow Ktir, iiImvo. and Jtitt, n wave In
meaning 2 tho origin la no ilotibt dlireront |

1. Tho KWell oi tho nea which breaka upon
the ah«»ro, or upon nnndbankR lU' rockM, —
*2. Ill ai/ii tho bottom or coiulult of a drain.

I
Local.)

Surffcoe (mVfftB). n. [Kr iftfr/(ir#-, fnuu Hur,
u|M)n. and /tier, oi- directly fnun I., nu/ifilt-

(•UK j l.Tho exterior partofiinytbinK that baa
length anil biTikdth; one ttf the llniita that
tormlnated a Kolld: the anperOclea; ontaidu;
aa, tho Hui/acr of tho earth; th(< Kuifitff of
tho aea; the itut/ttct of a dlamonil; tlu' ««r-
face of the botly; the nur/ticf of a eylliuler;

an oven or an uneven mn/in'r. i'opniarly,

unr/dcc la often uaed to alKtiify, not nu'rely
tho outalde or exterior bonndarv of any aub-
tanco, but alao a certain thlckneaa of .the
exterior material part In thU way wo
Rpeak i>f the iturjdci* of the earth, tho *»»-

/rtcc <if tho aoll. of taking otT tho mn/itiH' of
anything. iVc '2 In ifrmn. n auperflcloa;
that which hna length and breadth only,
and aodiatinguinhed from a iiu0. which haa
longth only, itnil from a mttitt. which lias

length. bretuUh, and thi<>kueHN, Tho ex-
tremltioH of a aurfnce are linen, and tlu>

Intoraoctlonaof one aurfnce with anotherare
alao linen.- A plant* nur/atY la tluit In which
any two pointa being taken the atralvht lino
between them Ilea wholly in that anrfaco.
~A anrfai-e which nniy be cut by a plane
throiiub any uiven jioint, ao that tite line of
common aectlon of tho plane and Nurfaca
may bo a curve, la calletl a I'lirvnl mo/iicv;
aa tho anrfaco of a aphcre. cylliidor. or cono.
Hurfacoa are dlatliiKniahod alKcbralcally by
tho nnturu and order of their eiiuntlona.
Thua. wo have aurfacea of tho Mrat onler. or
jilane aurfacea. and aurfacea of tlio aecond
order, or curved aurfacea. Hiu'faceaiire tilao

diatlngniahed by tbelr motlo of generation;
thua the aurfa<'e of a apherti la ueiiorated by
tho revolution of a aemletrcular arc about
tho diainoter, which remaina Hxeil. In
;>/iV*icj(, li anrfaco la auppoaotl to bo coni-

poaed of a number of nHttorlat tiartldoa,

placed together aide by aide, without any
oponlnif tu' Intoratlce between them Such
a anrfaco, therefore, cannot be anbl to 1>o

abaidutely deatitutu of thlcknoaa, but may
bo rogimlod aa a Dim of nnitter wboae thick*
neaa la Imletlnttely anntll. Tahularinn/iief,
a aurface ueneratod by a circle of a Klven
radliia, which niovea with Ita centre on a
given curve, and Ita piano at rluht anulea to
till' tannent of that curve Kuli'il itur/arr, a
anrfaco deacribed by the motion ofaatraluht
line, which neither ronialna parallel to a
given line noralwaya paaaea throuub a ulvoii

point, aa comddal aurfacea Itrvrln/nthh
Mur/arf. a anrfaco that can be uuwra|ipe(l
In a jdane without any doubliiiK of parta
over one another, or Hepiiration, aa the aur-
facea of the cyliudor and cone Ifnifri'rtoo-

ahte $urfHCi\ a aurface that cannot bo do-
vtdMp4-d hitbe plane. :i Outward ort^xtornal
appearan<'o; what iippcara on a alight or
caaiial view or without examination: ita,

thla arranuemeiit. on tho Hur/acv, waa very
advantnucuuH 4. In furi. that part of tho
aide which la teriulnateil by tho llniik pro-
loiiucd. and (he anulo of tho neareat baatlon,

Burftioe (Ner'faa), ri Of or pertnlninu to tho
aurfnce: external; hence, au^iertlchil : apo-
eiona; liiNlncerc: aa, mere nurjucr polltenoaa
or loyalty,

Surfl&oe (ai^r'faa), v.f. pret tV pp. nurfapfd;
ppr. tiiif/aeini/. 1. To put (i aurfnce on. or
uive a anrfaco to; a]M<clflcatly, to ^Ive a lltio

anrfaco to; to nmko plain or amooth. - 2, To
work over the aurxaoo of, a» ground. In
earohlng (or gold.

oh, c/ialu; 6h, He. lucA; g, yo; J, job; fl, Kr. tun; ng, tiny; ril. fAun; th, (Aln; w, tiilg; wh, wAlg; ih, aiure.—Bee KlT.
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Surface - chuck (sfei-Tas-chuk), n. A face-

plate chuck in a lathe to which an object is

fixed for turning.

Surface-condenser (sSr'fas-kon-den-serXn.

In steam-eiifjine^, an apparatus by which
steam from the cylinder is condensed. It

usually consists of a large number of brass

tubes united at their ends by means of a
pair of flat steam-tight vessels, or of two
sets of-radiating tubes. This set of tubes is

inclosed in a casing, through which a suffi-

cient quantity of cold water is ilriven. The
steam from the exhaust pipe is condensed
as it passes tlirough these tubes, and the

condensed water is returned to the boiler.

Surface-gau^e (s^i-'fas-gaj), n. An instru-

ment for testing the accuracy of plane sur-

faces.

Surface-grub (sSr'fas-grub), n. The cater-

pillar of the great yellow underwing moth
{Triphcena pronuba). When full grown it

is nearly IJ inch long, pale green with a
brownish tinge, black dots, three pale lines

down the back. It is frequently destructive

to the roots of grass, cabbages, and turnips.

Surface-joint (s^r'fas-joint), yi. A joint

uniting tlie ends or edges of metallic sheets

or plates. They are generally formed by
laps or flanges, soldered or riveted. £. H.
Knight.
Surfaceman (sfir'fas-man), n. In rail, a
person wliose duty it is to keep the perma-
nent way in order.

Surface - printing (s^r'fas-print-ing), n.

Printing from an inked surface, in contra-

distinction to plate-pHnting, in which the
lines are ttlled with ink, the surface cleaned,

and the ink absorbed from the lines by pres-

sure on the plate. Books, newspapers,
woodcuts, and lithographs are examples of

surface-printing. E. H. Knight.

Surfacer (s6r'fas-6r), n. 1. A machine for

planing and giving a surface to wood.—
2. One who digs for gold in the surface soil.

Surface-roller (s6r'fas-r61-6r), n. The en-

gi-aved cylinder used in calico-printing. K.
H. Knight.
Surface-water (sSr'fas-wa-tSr), n. Water
which collects on the surface of the ground,
and usually runs off into drains, sewers, and
the like.

Surface-working (s6r'fas-w6rk-ing),n. The
operation of diggnig for gold or other min-
erals on the top soil.

Surf-boat (s6rf'b6t), n. A peculiarly strong

and buoyant boat capable of passing with
safety through surf.

Surf-duck (sSrfduk), n. A species of scoter

{Oidfmia perspicillata), about the size of a
mallard, rarely seen on the British coasts,

but fre(iuent on the coasts of Labrador,
Hudson's Bay, and other parts of North
America. It dives so swiftly that it is ex-

tremely difficult to shoot except when on
the wing. Called also Surf-scoter.

Surfeit (sfei-'flt), n. [O.Fr. surfait, excess—
awr, over, and /ai(, pp. otfaire, 1. facere, to

do. See FACT, Feat.] 1. Excess in eating

and drinking: a gluttonous meal by which
the stomach is overloaded and the digestion

deranged.

Now comes the sick hour that his surfeit made.
Skak.

2. Fulness and oppression of the system,

occasioned by excessive eating and drink-

ing.

Too much a surfeit breeds, and may our child annoy;
These fat and luscious meats do but our stomachs

cloy. Drayton,

8. Disgust caused by excess; satiety; nausea.

Matter and argument have been supplied abun-
dantly, and even to surfeit, on the excellency of our
own government. Burke.

Surfeit (s6r'flt), v.t. [From the noun.] 1. To
feed so as to oppress the stomach and de-

range the functions of the system; to over-

feed so as to produce sickness or uneasiness;
to overload the stomach of.

The surfeited grooms
Do mock their charge with snores. Shak.

2. To fill to satiety and disgust; to cloy; as,

he surfeits us with his eulogies.

Surfeit (sSr'ftt), v.i. To he fed till the system
is oppressed, and sickness or uneasiness
ensues.
They are as sick that surfeit with too much, as

they that starve with nothing. Shai.

Surfeiter (s^i-'flt-^r), n. One who surfeits

or riots; a glutton; a reveller. 'This amor-
ous surfeiter.' Shak.
Surfeit-swelled (sfir'fltsweld), a. Swelled
or tumerted with a surfeit or excessive eating

and drinking or other overindulgence. Shak.

Surfeit-water (s^r'flt-wa-tfir), n. Water for

the cure of surfeits. Locke.

Surfel.t Surflet (s^r'fl), v. t. To wash, as the
face, with a cosmetic supposed to have been
prepared from sulphur.

She shall no oftencr powder her hair, surfie her
cheeks . . . but she shall as often gaze on my pic-

ture. Ford.

Surf-scoter (86rf'skd-t6r), n. See Surf-
duck.
Surfy (s6r'fl), a. Consisting in or abounding
with surf; resembling surf; foaming.

Scarce had they cleared the surfy waves
That foam around those frightful caves.

Moore.

Surge (s6rj), n. [O.Fr. mvrgeon, so^irgeon, a
spnng, a spouting up. from L. surgere, to

rise. See SOURCE.] l.t A spring; a foun-
tain; a source of water— 2. A large wave or
billow; a great rolling swell of water.

He flies aloft, and with impetuous roar.

Pursues the foaming surges to the shore. Dryden.

3. A swelling or rolling prominence; an un-
dulation.

At what seemed its northern extremity, the hills of
Arqua rose in a dark cluster of purple pyramids
. , . two or three smooth surges of inferior hill ex-

tended themselves about their roots. Ruskin.

4. The act of surging, or of heaving in an
undulatory manner. — 5. In ship-building,

the tapered part in front of the whelps,
between the chocks of a capstan, on which
the messenger may surge.

Surge (s6rj), v.t. Naut. to let go a portion

of a rope suddenly; to slack a rope up sud-

denly when it renders round a pin, a winch,
windlass, or capstan.

Surge (sSrj), v.i. pret. surged; ppr. surgbig.

[See the noun.] 1. To swell; to rise high
and roll, as waves.

The surging waters like a mountain rise. Spenser.

2. A'awt. to slip back; as, the cable surges.

Surgeful (86rj'ful). a. Full of surges. ' The
surgeful tides.' Drayton.
Surgeless (s^rj'les), a. Free from surges;
smooth; calm.
Surgent (s6r'jent),a. [L. surgem, surgentis,

ppr. of surgo, to arise, to mount up.] Lit.

mounting up. In geol. appellative of the
fifth of Prof. H. Roger's divisions of the
palseozoic strata in the Appalachian chain,

corresponding to a certain extent with the
middle Silurian.

Surgeon (ser'jun), n. [O.Fr. surgien, contr.

for chirurgien, O.E. chirurgeon, from L.chir-

urgus, Gr. cheirourgos, a surgeon, an oper-

ating medical man—Gr. cheir, the hand, and
ergon, work.] One who practises surgery;

in a limited sense, one whose profession or
occupation is to cure diseases or injuries of

the body by manual operation. In a more
general sense, one whose occupation is to

cure disease or injury, whether by manual
operation or by medical appliances em-
ployed externally or internally. See 9,VK-

QERY.—Royal College of Surgeons of Eng-
land, an institution for the training, exam-
ination, and licensing of practitioners of

medicine, dating its origin from the year
1460. The buildings of the college, which
include a museum, library, and lecture

theatre, are situated in Lincoln's Inn Fields,

London.
Surgeon-apothecary (s6r'jun-a-poth"e-ka-

ri), n. One wlio is both surgeon and apothe-
cary.

Surgeoncy (s6r'jun-ai), n. The oflSce of

surgenn. as in the army or navy.

Surgeon-dentist (s6i-'jnn-den-tist), n. A
(k'litnl sur;.'eon; a qualified dentist.

Surgeon-fish (8'5r'jun-fish),»i. An acanthop-
terygious or spine-finned fish of the genus
Acanthurus {A. chirurgus), so called from
a lance-like spine on each side near the tail.

Surgeonryt (sfir'jun-ri), n. The practice of

a surgeon; snidery; a surgery.

Surgery (ser'j6r-i), n. [For surgeonry.]

1. The operative branch of medicine; that

branch of medical science and practice

which involves the performance of opera-

ations on the himian subject, whether with

or without instruments, as in the curing of

wounds or lesions, the removal of injured

parts or morbid growths, the reducing of

dislocations, &c. The department of sur-

gery is distinguished from that of physic

inasmuch as the latter is concenied mainly
with the treatment of disease by the ad-

ministration of drugs or other substances;

but the two departments are apt to run to-

gether at certain points, and a strict line of

demarcation between surgery and physic

cannot be easily traced. They are based on
the same ultimate principles, and the exer-

cise of their different branches requires the
same fundamental knowledge.—2. A place
where surgical operations are performed, or
where medicines are prepared.
Surgiant (s6r'ji-ant), a. In her. the same as
Housant or Rising (which see).

Surgical (s^Kjik-al), a. Pertaining to sur-

geons or su^ery; done bymeansof surgery;
as, surgical instruments; surgical operation.

Surgy (ser'ji), a. Rising in surges or billows;

full of surges
; produced by surges. ' O'er

the stirgy main.' Pope. 'The «wr^ mur-
murs of the lonely sea.' Keats.

Sliricate (su'ri-kat), n. [Native South Af-
rican name.] The Ryzaena Capensis, or
Suricata Zenik, a carnivorous animal found
in South Africa, bearing some resemblance
to the common polecat and ferret. It is

somewhat smaller than the domestic cat,

and when tamed is a useful inmate of a
house, extirpating rats, mice, and other
vermin. C;illed also Zenik.

Surinam Bark (so-re-nara' bark), n. The
bark of the Andira inermis, or cabbage-
bark tree, a leguminous plant of the West

Surinam Bark (Andira inermis).

Indies, with alteniate pinnate leaves and
terminal panicles of reddish lilac flowers.

It is also called Worm-bark, and is used in

medicine, especially as an anthelmintic.

Surinamlne (s6-re-nam'iu), n. An alkaloid

obtained from Surinam bark. It is crj-stal-

lizable. and forms crystallizable salts.

Surinam-toad (so-re-nam'tod), n. A very

ugly batrachian reptile of the section Pi-

pidffi, infesting houses in Guiana and Suri-

nam. See PiPA.

Surintendant (s6rin-ten'dant), n. A su-

perintendent. C. Richardson. [Rare.]

Surlily (s6rai-li), adv. In a surly morose
manner.
Surliness (sSr'li-nes), n. The state or qua-

lity of being surly; gloomy moroseness;
crabbed ill-nature; as, the surliness of a
dog. ' To prepare and mollify the Spartan
surliness with his smooth songs and odes.'

Milton.

Surlingt (s^rling), n. A sour morose fel-

low. ' These sour surlings.' Camden.
Surloin (s6r'loin). See Sirloin.

Surly (s^r'li), a. [Old form sirly or syrly:

probably, as Wedgwood thinks, for sir-like

= magisterial, arrogant.] l.t Arrogant;

haughty. ' To grow proud, to take a mrly
state upon him.' Cotgrave. — 2. Gloomily
morose; crabbed; snarling; sternly sour;

with churlish ill-nature; cross and rude; as.

a surly fellow; a surly dog.

It would have galled his suriy nature. Shak.

3. Ungracious; churlish: said of things.

It (Judea) would have lain in exile from the great

human community, had not the circulation of com-
merce embraced it, and self-interest secured it a suriy
and contemptuous regard. y. Martineau.

4. Rough ; dark ; tempestuous. ' Xow soften'd

into joy the surly storm.' Thomson.^
5. Gloomy; dismal. 'That surly spirit, Me-
lancholy.' Shak.

When I am dead
Then you shall hear the suriy sullen bell. SkaJk.

Surmark (s^r'mark), n. In ship-building,

(a) one of the stations of the rib-bands and
harpings which are marked on the timbers.

See RiBBAND-UNE. (6) A cleat temporarily

placed on the outside of a rib to give a hold

Fate, far. fat, f»U; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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to the rib-band by which, through the
shores, it is supported ou the slip-way.

Surmlsalt (ser-mi'zal). n. Surmise. ' This
iit-etlless surmigal.' Milton.

Surmise (s6r-miz'), n. [O.Fr. mnnise, ac-

cusation, from sunnettre, pp. surmix, gur-

mine, to impose, to accuse, from prefix sur,

L. guper, upon, above, and mettre, L. mit-

tere. to send, to let go, to put forth.] 1. The
thoui^ht or imagination that something may
be, of which however there is no certain or

stroiiij evidence ; speculation ; conjecture

;

as, the gurmiseg of jealousy or of envy.

Function
Is sinother*d in surmise, and nothing is

But what is not, 5Aa*.

Silent we with blind surmise
Regarding, while she read. Tennysoi*.

2. t Thought; reflection.

Being from the feeling of her own grief brought
By deep surmise of others' detriment. SMai.

Stn Conjecture, guess, supposition, hypo-
thesis, speculation.

Surmise (s^r-miz'). r.^ pret. »fc pp. mr-
mvsed; ppr. surmising. [See the noun.] To
guess to be the case with but little ground
to go upon ; to imagine; to entertain in

thought upon slightevidence; to conjecture;
to suspect.

It wafted nearer yet, and then she knew
Thai what before she but surmis'd, was true.

Dryd^n.
This change was not wrought by altering liie form

or position of the earth, as was surtHtseahy a very
learned man. but by dissolving it. Woodward.

SunuiBer (s^r-miz'^r), n. 'One who sur-

mises. Bp. FeU.
Surmising (s6r-miz'ing), n. The act of sus-

]>ecting; surmise; as, evil jmnnmHyit. iTim.
vi. 4.

Surmount (s^r-mounf), v.t. (F*"- ntrmon-
ter—mtr, over, alK>ve, and monter, to mouut.]
1. To mount or rise above.

The mountains of Olympus, Athos, and Atlas, sur-
ftwuiti all winds and clouds. Raleigh.

2- To conquer; to overcome; as, to »ur-
mount (litticulties or obstacles. *To gur-

mount the natural difficulties of the place.'

Sir J. Uayward.—Z. To surpass; tu exceed.
* What nir;nounf« the reach of human sense.*

Milton.
This Hector far surmounttd Hannibal, SkaJt.

St.v. To overtop, conquer, overcome, sur-
pass, exceed, excel, vanquish, subdue.
Surmoimtable (s^r-mount'a-bl), a. Capable
of being surmounted or overcome; conquer-
able; supefjible. 'Several arguments hardly
sunnuiiiitahle.' Stackhouse.
Surmountableness (ser-mount'a-bl-nesX n.

The state of being surmountable.
Surmounted (ser-mount'ed), p. and a.

1. (Jverconie; conquered; surpassed-—2 In
her. tlie term used of a charge when it has
another charge of a different metal or colour
laid over it. \Mien it is an animal that
has a charge placed over it debruised is the
term used. See DEBKUISEa—Swrmouii/ed
arch ur dome, an arch or dome that rises

higher than a semicircle.

Surmounter (s^r-niount'6rX n. One who or
tii.it ^vlui h surmounts.
Surmullet (3er'mul-et).n. [Fr. »urmuZe(, the
red mullet, for gormtUet, from O.t'r.Mor, Mod.
Fr mur, reddish-brown, sorrel, and mtUet,
a mullet See SoRF, a hawk, a deer] The
common name for fishes of the family Mul-
lidie, formerly included in the perch family,
but distinguished by having two dorsal fins

placed at a very wide interval, the first

being spinous. Two long barbels hang from
the untCer jaw, or, when not in use, are folded
Qp against it. The typical genus is Mullus.
The red or plain sunnullet (if. barbatug or
ruber) inha))its the Mediterranean, and at-

tains a length of about 1^ inches. Its flesh

is esteemed very delicious, and was extra-
vagantly prized by the IComans. It is re-

markable for the brilliancy of its colours.

Plain Surmullet {.\tullut barhatm)-

The striped or common surmullet (3/. sur-
muleiug) is somewhat larger, but equal to
the red surmullet in delicacy. It is pretty

common on the southern and south-western
shores of England.
SurmulOt (ser'mu-lot), n. [Fr., from «a«r,

O.Fr. tsor, reddish-brown, sorrel, and inulot,

a field-mouse. ] A name given by Buffon to
the brown rat (3fiw deciunanus).

Surname (s6r'nani), n. [Prefix sur, over and
above, and name.] 1. An additional name;
a name or appellation added to the bap-
tismal or Christian name, and which be-

comes a family name. Surnames with us
originally designated occupation, estate,

place of residence, or some particular thing
or event that related to the person. Thus
William Rit/iis or red; Edmund Irongides;

Robert Smith, or the gmith; William Tur-
ner. Surnames seem to have been formed
at first by adding the name of the father to

that of the son, and in this manner several

of our surnames were produced. Thus from
Thomas William's son we have Thomas Wil-

liamson; from John's sou we have Johnson,
&c.
There still, however, wanted something to ascer-

tain gentility of blood, where it was not marked by
the actual tenure of land. This was supplied by two
innovations, devised in the eleventh and twelfth cen-
turies, the adoption of surnames and of armorial
bearings. Hallam.

2. An appellation added to the original

name. ' My gitniame Coriolanus. ' Shxik.

Surname <s6r'nam), v.t. pret & pp. «ur-

named; ppr. surnaming. To name or call

by an appellation added to the original

name; to give a surname to.

Another shajl subscribe with his hand to the Lord,
and surname himself by the name of Israel.

Is. xltv. S-

And Simon he surttatned Petez Mark iii. i6.

Sumominal (s6r-nom'in-al), a. [Preflx gur,

over, above, and L. no?n€n,fK>7nmu,analne.]
Relating to surnamea
Surpass (s^r-pasO, v.t (Ft. surpag»er—sur
and twwfer, to pass beyond. ] To exceed; to

excel; to go beyond in anything good or bad;
as. Homer gurpai»e» modern poets in sub-
limity; Pope *urj«w«tf« many poets in smooth-
ness of versification; Achilles gurpagged the
other Greeks in strength and courage.

She as far surfasseth Sycorax
As great'st docs least. ShaA.

A nyioph of late there was.
Whose heav'nly form her fellows did surpass.

Dryden.

8yn. To exceed, excel, outdo, outstrip.

Surpassable (s^r-pas'a-bl), a. Capable of
beiiiu' sui piissed or exceeded.
Surpassing (s^r-pas'ing), p. and a. Excel-
lent in an eminent degree; exceeding others.
' O thou that with gurpagging glory crown'd."
Milton.

Surpassingly (»*r-

pju>'ing-li), adv. In
a very excellent
manner, or in a
degree surpassing
others.

Suri>a8singnes8
(ser-pas'ing-nes), n.

The state of sur-
passing.

Surplice (sfer'plis),

n. [¥r.>ntrpliji,O.VT

gurpeliz. Pr. gotn'e-

pelitz, L.L. super-
pelliciuTn, L. guper,
over,and pellicium ,

a coat, a tunic, lit.

a skin coat, from
pelliciug, made of

skins, from peUig, a
skin.) A white gar-
ment worn by
priests, deacons,
and choristers in

the Church of Eng-
land and the Ro-
man Catholic
Church over their
other dress during
the performance of
religious services. It is a loose, flowing
vestment of linen, reaching almost to the
feet, having sleeves broad and full, and
differs from the alb only in being fuller and
having no girdle nor embroidery at the foot
Surpliced (stVpIist), a. Wearing a surplice.

* The nurpUced train.' Mallet.

Surplice-fee (s^r'plis-fe), n. a fee paid to

the clei-gy for occasional duties, as on bap-
tisms, marriages, funerals, ttc. T. Warton.
8urplis,t II. [Fr] A surjdice. Chaucer.
Surplus (sfir'plus), n. [Fr. gtirphia, from
gur, L.*WT>er,overand above, andptiw, more.]
1. Overplus; that which remains when use

Surplice, Brass of Prior Ne-
lond, Cowfold, Sussex.

is satisfied ; excess beyond what is pre-
scribed or wanted; more than suffices. The
word is often used adjectively ; as, surplus
labour; surplug population^ itc.

It is a surplus of your grace, which never
My life may last to answer. S?tak,

2. In law, the residuum of an estate after

the debts and legacies are paid.

Surplusage (s6r'plus-aj), n. 1. Surplus; as,

surplusage of grain or goods beyond what is

wanted.—2. In law, something in the plead-
ings or proceedings not necessary or rele-

vant to the case, and which may be re-

jected.—3. In accounts, a greater disburse-
ment than the charge of the accountant
amounteth to.

Surprisal(86r-pri2'al), n. [See Surprise]
Tlie act of surprising or coming upon sud-
denly and unexpectedly,or the state of being
taken unawares; a surprise.

This strange surjirisal put the knight
And wrathful squire into a fright. Hudibras.

Surprise (s^r-ftriz'), n. [Fr. s\{rpri&e, from
surprig, pp. of surprendre, to take by sur-

prise, to surprise—preflx *ur,over,above,and
prendre = L. prendere, for prehendere, to lay
nold of, to seize (as in apprehend, compre-
hend, »tc. ) ] 1. The act of coming upon una-
wares,or of taking suddenly and without pre-

paration; as. the fort was taken by surprige.

2. Tlie state of being seized with astonish-
ment; an emotion excited by something hap-
pening suddenly and unexpectedly, as some-
thing novel told or presented to view; won-
der; astonishment; amazement; as, nothing
could exceed his surprige at the narration
of these adventures.

Never was heard such a terrible curse 1 .

But what gave rise

To no little surprise,
Nobody seemed one penny the worse I

H. H. Barham.
3.t A dish covered with a crust of raised
paste, but with no other contents. ' That
fantastic dish some call surprise.' Dr. W.
King. — Surprise cadence, in music, same
as Interrupted or Deceptive Cadence. See
under Cadence.—5urpmc party, a party
of persons who assemble by mutual agree-
ment, but without invitation, at the house
of a common friend. [I'uited States.]

Aunt Pardon wisely said no more of the coming
surprtit party. Bayard Taylor.

Surprise (s6r-priz'), v.t. pret. & pp. sur-
prised; ppr surjnriging. [See SURPRISE, Ji.]

1. To come or fall upon suddenly and unex-
pectedly; to assail unexpectedly; to attack
or take unawares. "By his foe surprised at
unawares.' Shak. 'When subtle Greeks
gurprised King Priam's Troy.' Shak.

The castle of MacdutT I will surprise. Shak,

Who can speak
The mingled passions that surpris'd his heartt

Thomson.
One visitor, described as a distinguished man of

tetters, thinks M. le Goupils has surprised the se-

cret of the sculptors of the sixteenth century.
Fraser s Mag,

2.t To seize suddenly; to take prisoner.

Is the traitor Cade surfrisedf Shak.

3. To confuse; to perplex; to confound. 'The
ear-deafening voice o' the oracle so surprised
my sense. ' Shak.

I am surprised with an uncouth fear. Shai.

4. To strike with wonder or astonishment
by something sudden, unexpected, or re-

markable either in conduct, words, or story,

or by the appearance of something unusual;
as, we are gurprised at desperate acts of

heroism. — 5. To lead, bring, or betray un-
awares. *If by chance he has been gur-
prised into a short nap at sermon.' Addi-
son.—6.t To hold possession of; to hold.

Not with me
That in my hands surprise the sovereignty.

tf'ebsfer.

Surpriser (86r-priz'6r), n. One who sur-

prises.

Surprising (s^r-priz'ing), p. and a. Exciting
surprise; wonderful; astonishing; extraor-

dinary; of a nature to excite wonder and
astonishment ; as, surprising bravery ; sur-

prising patience ; a surprising escape from
danger. — lFond«r/i/i, Strange, Surprising,

Curious. See under Wonuerful.
Surprisingly ( s^r-priz'ing-Ii ). adv. In a

, surprising manner or degree; as, he exerted

himself surjtrisingly to save the life of his

companion.
SurprlsingnesB (sfir-priz'ing-nes), n. State
of being suri)rising.

Surprize t (s^r-prTzO, v.t. [See SURPRISE.]
To seize; to surprise. Spenser.

1
ebjCAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, jo; J, job; 6, Kr. ton; ng, siny; TU, I/ien; th, lAiu; w, wig; wh, uiAig; zli, azure—See Ket.
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SurquedouBti Surquedrous t (sSr'kwed-

us. ser'kwfd-rus), a. [.See below.] Con-
ceited; proud; arrogant.

Surquedrie.t Surquedryt (sSrTiwed-ri), «.

[O.Fr. surcuider, to presume, surcuidance,

arrogance, presumption, disdain—st^r, over,

above, and cinder, to think, from L. cogito,

cogitate, to think, to cogitate. Comp. outre-

(niidance.] Overweening pride; an'ogance.
'\Vitliout suspect of surquedry.' Donne.
Surquedyt (s^r'kwed-i), n. [See Surqued-
RiE. ] Presumption; insolence. Sir W. Scott

Surrebut (sfer-re-Vmf), v.i. [Prefix swr, and
rebut.] In late, to reply, as a plaintiff, to a
defendant's rebutter.

Surrebutter (s6r-re-but'6r), n. The plain-

tiff's reply in pleading to a defendant's re-

butter.

Surreinedt (s6r-rand'), «. [Prefix ««?•, and
rein.] Overridden or injured; exhausted
by riding too hard; knocked up. *A drench
for snrreuied jades.' Shak.

Surrejoin (s6r-re-join'), v.i. [Prefix sur,

and rejoin.] In law, to reply, as a plaintiif,

to a defendant's rejoinder.

Surrejoinder (s6r-re-join'd6r), n. The an-
swer of a plaintiff to a defendant's rejoinder.

Sur-renaJ (s6r-re'nal), a. In anat same as
SuiJrarenal.
Surrender (s6r-ren'd6r), v.t. [Fr. surren-
dre, to deliver up~eur, over, and rendre,

to render. See Render.] 1. To yield to
the power of another; to give or deliver up
possession of upon compulsion or demand;
as, to surrender one's person to an enemy

;

to surrender a fort or a ship.— 2. To yield

in favour of another; to resign in favour of
another; to cease to claim or use; as, to
sttrrender & right or privilege; to surrender
a place or an oflSce.— 3. To relinquish; to
let be taken away.

Ripe age bade him surrettder late
His life and long good fortune unto final fate \

Fair/ax.

4. In law, to make sun-ender of. See the
noun.— 5. To yield to any influence, passion,
or power : with reflexive pronouns ; as, to
sxirrender one's self to grief, to despair-, to
indolence, or to sleep.

Surrender ( 86r-ren'd6r ), v. i. To yield ; to
give up one's self into the power of another;
as, tlie enemy, seeing no way of escape, sur-
rendered at the first summons.

This mighty Archimedes too surreneierx now.
Glamjille.

Surrender (s6r-ren'd6r), n. l. The act of
surrendering ; the act of yielding or resign-

ing one's person or the possession of some-
thing into the power of another ; a yield-

ing or giving up ; as, the surrender of a
castle to an enemy; the surrender of a
right or of claims. — 2. In insurance, the
abandonment of an assurance policy by the
party assured on receiving a portion of the
premiums paid. The amount payable on
sun-ender of a policy, called surrender value,
depends on the number of years elapsed
from the commencement of the risk.—3. In
law, (a) the yielding up of an estate for life,

or for years, to him that has the immediate
estate in reversion or remainder, and is

either iji fact or in laxo. A surrender in
fact must be made by deed, which is the
allowable evidence. Surreaider in laio is

one which may be implied, and generally
has reference to estates or tenancies from
year to year, &c. (6) The giving up of a
principal into lawful custody by his bail.

(c) The delivery up of fugitives from justice
by a foreign state; extradition.

—

Sxirrender
of copyholds, in law, the yielding up of the
estate by the tenant into the lord's hands,
for such purpose as is expressed in such
surrender. It is the mode of conveying
copyhold.
Surrenderee (s6r-ren'd6r-e'0, n. In law, a
person to whom the lord grants surrendered
land ; the cestui que use ; one to whom a
surrender is made.
Surrenderor ( s6r-ren'd6r-or ), n. In law,
the tenant who surrenders an estate into
the hands of his lord; one who makes a sur-
render.
Surrendryt ( sfer-ren'dri ), n. A surrender.
'An eutire surrendry of ourselves to God.'
Dr. H. More.
Surreptlon (sSr-rep'shon), 71. [L. surreptio,
aurreptionis, from surripio, surreptum, to
snatch or take away secretly—8w&, under,
secretly, and rapio, to snatch. In meaning
2 from L. sun-epo, to creep or steail^sub,
under, and repo, to creep.] 1. The act or
process of getting in a surreptitious manner,
or l)y stealth or craft.

Fame by s^trreption got
May stead us for tlic time, but lasterh not.

B. yonson.
2. A coming unperceived ; a stealing upon
insensibly. 'Sins of a sudden surreption.'
Hammond. [Rare.]
Surreptitious (s^r-rep-tish'us), a. [L. sur-
reptitins. See above.] Done by stealth or
without proper authority; made or jtro-

duced fraudulently; accompanied by under-
hand dealing. 'Surreptitious practices."
Dr. H. More.
All the other editions are stolen and stirreptitious.

Pope.
O ladies! how many of you have surreptttious

milliners' bills? Thackeray.

Surreptitiously (s6r-rep-tish'us-li), adv.
In a surreptitious manner; by stealth; in an
inulerliand way; fraudulently.

Surrogate (sui-'ro-gat), n. [L. surrogatus,
substituted, pp. of surrogo, surrogatum, to
put in another's place—«ui>, under, and rogo,
to ask.] 1. In a general sense, a deputy; a
delegate; a substitute; a person appointed
to act for another, particularly the deputy of
an ecclesiastical judge, most commonly of a
bishop or his chancellor.—2. In some of the
American states, an officer who presides
over the probate of wills and testaments,
and the settlement of estates.

Surrogate (sur'ro-gat),u.(. [See above] To
put in the place of another. [Rare.]

StirrogatesMp (sur'ro-gat-ship), ji. The
ottice of surrogate.

Surrogation (sur-ro-ga'shon), n. The act of
substituting one person in the place of an-
other. Bj^. Hall. [Rare.]

Surrogatum (sur-ro-ga'tura), n. (L. See
SuRHOGATE, n.] In Scots law, that which
conies in place of something else.

Surround (s6r-round'), v.t. [From O. Fr.
suronder, to overflow, inundate.—L. super
above, and unda, a wave.] 1. To encompass;
to environ; to inclose on all sides; to inclose,

as a body of troops, between hostile forces;
to invest, as a city; as, to surround a city;

they mirroxmded a body of the enemy. —
2. To lie or be on all sides of; to form an in-

closure round; to environ; to encircle; as,

a wall or ditch surrounds the city.

But cloud instead, and ever-during dark
Surrounds me, Miltott.

3. To pass round; to travel about; to cir-

cumnavigate ; as, to surround the globe.
Sir W. Temple. — Syn. To encompass, en-
circle, environ, inclose, invest, hem in, fence
about.
Surround (sfir-roundO.w. A method of hunt-
ing some animals, such as buffaloes, by sur-
rounding them and driving them over a
precipice or into a deep ravine or other
place from which they cannot escape.
Surrounding (s^r-round'ing), n. l. An en-
compassing. —2. Something belonging to
those things that surround or environ ; an
external or accompanying circumstance

;

one of the conditions environing one: gener-
ally in the plural; as, a dwelling and its

surroundings.
Did the sensitive, shy genius feel that in the pro-

duction dated from each scene there would be some
trace of what Yankees call the surroundifigs amid
wliich it was produced. A. A'. H. Boyd.

[But the word is not specially an Ameri-
canism.]
Surroy (sSr'roi). See Clarenceux.
Sur-royal (sfer-roi'al), n. The crown antler
of a stag. See Antler.
Sursanure, t n. [Fr. sur, and sain, L. sanus,
sane, sound.] A wound healed outwardly
only. Chaucer.
Surseancet (s6r-se'ans), n. [Fr. See Sur-
cease.] Subsidence; quiet. 'Peace, silence,

and surseance.' Bacon.
Sursolid ( s^r-sol'id ), n. [Prefix sur, and
solid.] In math, a name given to the fifth

power of a number; or the product of the
fourth multiplication of a number con-
sidered as the root. Thus 3x3-9, the square
of 3, and 9 X 3 =^ 27, the third power or cube,
and 27 X 3 = 81, the fourth power, and
81 X 3 = 243, which is the sursolid of 3.

Sursolid (s6r-sorid), a. Of, pertaining to,

or involving the fifth povfeT.Sursolid pro-
blem, in math, a problem which cannot be
resolved but by curves of a higher kind than
the conic sections.

Surtax (sSr'taks), n. [Prefix sur, and tax.]

A tax heightened for a particular purpose

;

an extra tax.

SurtOUt (s6r-t6'), n. [Fr. sur-tout, over all
—sur— Jj. sttper, over, and tout= 'L. totus,

whole.] 1. Originally, a man's coat to be
worn over his other garments; but in mo-
dem usage, an upper coat with long wide

skirts ; a frock-coat. —2. An epe^fne or other
ornamental i>iece, or a set of pieces, used to
decorate a table.
Snrturbrand (sSr'ter-brand), n. [Icel. sur-
tarbrandr—svartr, black, and brandr, a fire-

brand.] Fibrous brown coal or bituminous
wood found in the north of Iceland. It has
a great resemblance to the black oak found
in bogs, is used for fuel, and is capable of
being made into articles of furniture.

Surveance.t n. [Fr.] Surveyance; super-
intendence. Chaucer.
Surveillance (ser-val'yans),n. [Fr. See be-
low.] Watch; inspection; oversight; super-
intendence.
That sort of surveillance of which, in all ages, the

young have accused the old. Sir If. ScoU.

Surveillant (s6r-val'yant), n. [Fr., from
surveiller, to watch over, from L. super,
over, and vigilare, to watch.] One who
watches over; a spy; a supervisor or over-
seer. [Rare.]

Surveillant (ser-val'yant), a. Watching
over another or others; overseeing; observ-
ant; watchful. [Rare.]

Survenet (&^r-ven'), v.t. [Fr. survenir—sur,
and uenir, to come.] Tosupervene; tocome
as an addition. * A suppuration that sur-
venes lethargies.' Harvey.
Survenue t (ser've-nu), n. The act of step-
ping or coming in suddenly or unexpectedly.
Nor did the fundamentals (of government) alter

either by the diversity and mixture of people of seve-
ral nations in the first entrance, nor from the Danes
or Normans in their suruenue. i\'. Bacon.

Survey (sSr-va'), v.t. [O.Fr. surveer, sur-
veeir, surveoir— sur, over, and veer, veeir,

veoir, Mod. Fr. voir, L. videre, to see.] 1. To
inspect or take a view of; to overlook; to
view with attention, as from a high place;
as. to stand on a hill and survey the sur-
rounding country.
Far as the breeze can bear, the billows foam.
Survey our empire, and behold our home. Byron.

2. To view with a scrutinizing eye ; to exa-
mine.

With such alter'd looks,
All pale and speechless, he sur^ey'd me round.

Dryden.
3. To examine with reference to condition,
situation, and value ; to inspect carefully
with a view to discover the real state of; as,

to survey a building to determine its value,
&c.

I am come to surzey the tower this day. Skak.

4. To determine the boundaries, form, ex-

tent, position, &c., of, as of any portion of the
earth's surface by means of linear and angu-
lar measurements, and the application of
the principles of geometry and trigonome-
try; to determine the form, dimensions, &c.,
of tracts of ground, coasts, harbours, <fec.,

so as to be able to delineate their several
dimensions, positions. Arc, on paper. See
Surveying.— 5. To examine and ascertain,

as the boundaries and royalties of a manor,
the tenure of the tenants, and the rent and
value of the same.—6.t To see; to perceive.

The Norwegian lord Ji/rr-rr/xf vantage.
With furbish'd arms and new supplies of men
Began a fresh assault. Shak.

Survey (sSr'va or s6r-va', the Iatt«r the ori-

ginal pronunciation), n. 1. A general view;
a sight; a prospect; as, he took a survey of
the whole landscape. ' Time, that takes
survey of all the world.' Shak.

Under his proud survey the city lies.

Sir y. Denham.
2. A particular view; an examination or in-

spection of all the parts or particulars of a
thing, with a design to ascertain the condi-
tion, quantity, or quality ; as, a survey of
the stores, provisions, or munitions of a
ship; a. survej/ of roads and bridges: a«"ur-

vey of buildings intended to ascertain their

condition, value, and exposure to fire.

O that you could turn your eyes toward the napes
of your necks, and make but an interior surz'ey of
your good selves. Shak.

3. The operation of finding the contour,
dimensions, position, or other particulars of
any part of the earth's surface, tract of
country, coast, harbour. Ac, and represent-
ing the same on paper; also, the measured
plan, account, or exposition of such an ope-
ration. See Surveying, and Ordixan^ Sur-
vey under Ordnance.— 4. A district for the
collection of the customs, under the inspec-
tion and authority of a particular officer.

[United '&XdX%%.]— Trigonometrical survey.

See underTrigonometrical. -SYN.Review,
examination, inspection, retrospect, pro-
spect.

Surveyal, t Surveyance t (s6r-va'al, s6r-va'-

ans), n. Survey; a viewing-

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Surveying (sSr-va'ing), n. The act of de-
termining the boundaries and area of a por-
tion of the earth's surface by means of
measurements taken on the spot; the art of
determining the form, area, surface contour,
Ac., of any portion of the earth's surface,
and delineating the same on a map or plan.—Land surveying, where the object to be
attained is the determination of the area,
shape, etc., of a tract of laud, usually of no
very great extent. —J/rtmie or hydrfifjraphi-
<-al surveying consists in detenuining the
forms of coasts and harboui-s, the positions
and distances of objects on the shore, of
islands, rocks, and shoals, the entrances of
rivers, the depth of water, nature of tlie
bottom. &c.—MUitary sttrveying. See Re-
CO.NNAI.SSANCE.—Jfmtn^ surveying may be
either for the purpose of determining the
situation and position of the shafts, gal-
leries, and un(lerground excavations of a
mine already in existence; or for determin-
ing the proper positions for the shafts, gal-
leries, &c., of a mine yet to be opened.—
Pla)ie surveying, where no account is taken
of the curvature of the earth, in opposition
to geodetic surveying. ^Railway surveying,
where the object is to ascertain the best
line of communication, whether by rail-
ways, common roads, or canals, between two
given points; it also includes all surveys for
the construction of aqueducts for supplying
water to towns, &c.— Topographical survey-
ing, the determination not only of the direc-
tions and lengths of the principal lines of a
tract to be surveyed, but also of the undu-
lations of the surface, the directions and
locations of its watercourses, and all the
accidents, whether natural or artificial, that
distinguish it from the level plain— Those
extensive operations which have for their
object the determination of the latitude and
longitude of places, and the length of ter-
restrial arcs In different latitudes, also fall
under the general term rurveying, though
they are frequently called trigonomttrical
surveys, or geodetic operation!, and the sci-
ence itself geodesy.

Surveyor (sSr-va'^r), n. 1. An overseer; one
lilaced to superintend others. Shak. —2. One
that views and examines for the purpose of
ascertaining the condition, quantity, or qua-
lity of anything; aa, a surveyor of roads and
bridges ; a surveyor of shipping ; surveyors
of ordnance —3 One who measures land, or
practises the art of surveying.

Surveyor -general (sAr-Ta'6r-fen"6r-al), n.
1. A principal surveyor; as, the surveyor,
general of the king's manors, or of woods
and parks in England.— 2. The chief sur-
veyor of landa ; aa, the surveyorneneral ut
the Tnited States, or of a particular state
United .states.)

Surveyorshlp (s«r-vS'4r-8hip), n. Tlie office
of a surveyor.
Survlewt (s4r-vu'), p.(. To survey. Spenser
Survlewt <s«r'vu), n. Survey
Surviset (sSr-TizO, c.f. [Ft. mr=h. super,
over, aliove. and viser, to loot

J To look
over; to supervise. B. Jonson.

Survival ( sir-viv'al ), n. [See Survive.]
1 The act of surviving or outliving; a living
beyond the life of another person; the out-
living of anything or event. —2. In archteol.
any habit, usage, or belief remaining from
ancient times whose origin is often un-
known or Imperfectly known; the continued
<xistence of some custom, or the like, which
bas lost the special significance and impor-
tance that formerly lielongcd to it; thus
the habit of wearing finger-rings may be
said to be a survival from less civilized times;
so the bonfires still kindled at certain times
in some parts are a »i<n;i'iw( from sun or
fire worship. — .Siirn'raf of the attest. See
\ntiiral Srler.tion under SELECTION.

Survlvance, Survlvancy (sSr-viv'ans, str-
viv'an-si), it. Survivorship. Burnet. [Rare 1

Survive (6«r-Tiv'), v.t. pret. itpp. mrvived;
ppr mrviving. [Vr. sxtrvivre, L. supervivo
—super, over, beyond, and vivo, to live 1

1. To outlive; to live beyond the life of; as
the wife survives her husband, or a husband
survives his wife.

„ , ,
ru assure her of

Her widowhood, be it tliat slie surTjivt me.
In all my lands and leases whatsoever. SfMi.

1 To outlive anything else ; to live beyond
any event; as, many men survive their use-
fulness or the regular exercise of their rea-
wm.
Survive (B^r-vIvO, v.i. To remain alive; to
Uve after the death of another or after any-
thing else that has happened.

Yea, though I die, the scandal will survive. SJtai.

Try pleasure,
Which when no other enemy survt-vts.
Still conquers all the conquerors. Sirjf. Dmham.

Survlvency (si^r-viv'en-si), n. A surviving;
survivorsliip. [Rare.]
Survlver (ser-viv'er). n. One who survives
or outlives; a survivor.
Surviving (s4r-viv'ing), p. and o. Remaining
alive; yet living; as, surviving friends or
relatives.

Survivor (sSr-viv'Sr), n. l. One who lives
after the death of another, or after some
event or time.
Death is what man should wish. But. ohi what fate
Shall on thy wife, thy sad sur~uivor, wait. Rtrwe.
The sur^vors might well apprehend that they had

escaped the shot and the sword only to perish by
famine, Ahcautay.

2. In law, the longer liver of two joint ten-
ants, or of any two persons who have a joint
interest in anything.
Survivorsliip (ser-viv'6r-ship), n. i. The
state of outliving another, or of living after
some event or time; survival.
We are now going into the country together, with

only one hope for malting this life agreeable sur-
mvcrshif. 5^,^
2. In law. the right of a joint tenant or other
person who has a joint interest in an estate
to take the whole estate upon the death of
the other. When there are more than two
Joint tenants the whole estate remains to
the last survivor by right of survivorship.
—Chance of sttrvioorship, the chance that a
person of one age has of outliving a person
of a different age Thus, according to the
Carlisle tables of mortality, the chance of
survivorship for two persons aged twenty-
five and si.xty-five are eighty-nine and eleven
respectively, or about eight to one that the
younger will survive the older.
Stlrya (sor'ya), n. In Hindu myth, the god
of the sun.
Su8(su8), n. [L] A genus of pachydermat-
ous animals, which includes the domestic
hog. .See Sfii).B.

Susceptibility (sus-sep'ti-bil"i-ti). n 1. The
state or quality of being susceptible; espe-
cially, the capability of receiving impres-
sions or change, or of being influenced or
affected; sensitiveness.-2. Capacity for feel-
ing or emotional excitement; sensibility.

His character seems full oi susc€ptit-itity; perhaps
too much so for its natural vigour. His novels ac-
cordingly . . . verge towards the sentimental.

Stn. Capability, sensibility, feeling, emotion
Susceptible (sus-sep'ti-bl), a. (Fr. suscep-
tible, from L suscipio, s%isceptum—sus for
subs, a form of suh, under, and eapio, to
take 1 1. Capable of admitting anything
additional, or any change, affection, or in-
fluence; as. a body susceptible of colour or
of alteration; a body susceptible of pain.

It sheds on souls rusce/tifi/f of light.
The glorious dawn of an eternal day. Youn^.

2. Capable of emotional impression; readily
impressed; impressible; sensitive. 'The
jealousy of a vain and susceptible child.'
Ld. Lytton.

Susceptlbleness (sus-sep'ti-bl-nes), n. Sus-
ceptiljility.

Stuceptlbly (sus-sep'tl-bUX adv. In a sus-
ceptilile manner.
SuBceptlon t (sus-sep'shon), n. The act of
taking.

They confessed their sins to John in the itttception
ofbapllsni. y„. Tnylor.

Susceptive (sus-sep'tiv), o. Capable of ad-
mitting; readily admitting; susceptible.
The more susceptive of good impressions.'

Barrotc.

8u8ceptlveness(su8 sep'tiv-nes), n. Quality
of heiii;: siisci-j.tive; susceptibility.
Susceptlvlty (sus-septiVi-ti), n. Capacity
of admitting; susceptibility.

Nor can we have any idea of matter, which does
not imply a natural discerptibility. and susceptivity
of various shapes and modifications. tt^ottaston.

Susceptor (sus-sep'tor), n. (L.J One who
undertakes; a godfather. Dr. Puller.
Susclplency (sussip'i-en-si), n. Reception;
a(lini.ssi'>n.

Susclplent (sus-slp'i-ent), a. Receiving;
admitting. Barrow.
Susclplent (sus-sip'i-ent), n. One who takes
or admits; one that receives.
The sacraments and ceremonies of the Gospel ope-

rate not without the concurrent actions, and moral
influences of the suscipunt. Jtr Taylor

Susoltate t (sus'i-tat), v.t. pret. & pp. suscU
tated; ppr. suscltating. [L, suscito, susci-
latum, to rouse, to excite—sus for subs, un-
der, and dto, to incite, to rouse. See Cite 1To rouse; to excite; to call into life and
action.

He shall suicitale or raise the courage of all men
inclined to virtue. Sir J. Elytit.

Suscltatlont (sus-i-ta'shon), n. The act of
raising or exciting. Bp. Pearson.
Suslik (sus'lik), n. [Rus.] A pretty little
animal of the marmot kind, Spennophilus
citulus, of a grayish brown, waved or spotted

Suslilc {Sfermophitus citUlus).

with white. It is found in Bohemia, and as
far north as Siberia, and has a particuhir
taste for Hesh, not sparing even its own
species. It is named also the earless mar-
mot.
Suspect (sus-pektO, »«. [L. suapicio, sus-
pectum—sxis for subs, a form of sub, under
and specio, to look, to look at. .See Species.)
1. To imagine to exist; to have a vague or
slight opinion of the existence of, often on
weak evidence or on no evidence at all • to
mistrust.

I am surprised with an uncouth fear

:

A chilling sweat o'erruns my trembling joints:My heart susf€cts more than mine eyes can see.

^ t L J . Shak.
hrom her hand I could suspect no ill. Miltan.

2. To imagine to be guilty, but upon slight
evidence or without proof; as, we often
suspect a person who is innocent of the
crime.

I do suspect thee very grievously. Shak.

3. To hold to be uncertain ; to doubt to
mistrust

I cannot forbear a story which is so well attested,
that I have no manner of reason to suspect the truth.

. . ~, . .
AdctisO}t.

4.t lo respect; to esteem. ' Not suspecting
the dignity of an ambassador, nor of hia
country." \orth. [A Latinism.]—Syn. To
mistrust, distrust, surmise, doubt.
Suspectt (sus-pekf), V. i. To imagine guilt
danger, or the like.

But. oh! what damned minutes tells he o'er
^V ho dotes, yet doubts; suspects, yet strongly loves.

Suspectt (sus-pekt'l, a. 1. Doubtful; uncer-
tain. GlanviUe.—2. Suspected. Chaucer.

\\'hat I can do or offer is suspect. Milton.

Suspect (sus-pekf), n. 1. 1 Suspicion.
And draw within the compass oi suspect
Th' unviolated honour of your wife. Shak.

Busdtabllltyt (sus'sit-a-binti), n. The
state or quality of being readily roused
raised, or excited; excitability. B. Jonson.

2. t Something suspicious; somethingcausing
suspicion. 'And lastly that the novelty,
though it be not rejected, yet be held for a
suspect.' Bacon.—3. A suspected person;
one suspected of a crime, offence, or the
like.

Whose case in no sort I do forejudge, being igno-
rant of the secrets of the cause, but take him as the
law takes him, hitherto for a suspect.

„ . j^rlh. It'i/sttu.

Snspecta (sus-pek'ta), 11. pi. [L pp. pi. neut.
of suspicio, suspectum, to suspect. ) One of
the three sections into which the colubrine
snakes are divided according as they are
venomous or otherwise, the other two being
Innocua and Venenosa. In this section
there are canaliculated fangs placed in front
of the superior maxilla; with smaller solid
teeth in front of them. The Suspecta com-
prise certain unimportant snakes, partly
aquatic and partly terrestrial in their habits,
and all belonging to the Old World.
Suspectable (sus-pekt'a-bl), a. Liable to be
suspected. [Rare.]

It is an old remark, that he who labours hard to
clear himself of a crime he is not charged with, ren-
ders himself suspectabU.

Quot./rom neuispaper by Nares.

Sospectant, Spectant(suspekt'ant, spekt'-
ant), a. In her. looking upwards, the cose
bendways.
Suspectedly (sus-pekt'ed-li), adv. In a sus-
pecteil manner; so as to excite suspicion;
so as to be suspected. Jer. Taylor.

ch. chain: ai.8c.lodi; g,goi i.job; ft. ft. ton; ng, sliv; M, tten; th, tAin; w, idg; wh, »Aig; zb.lLZuie.-See KEi.
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SuspectednesB (sus-pekt'ed-nes), n. State
of being suspected or doubted.
Suspecter (su8-pekt'6r), 7t. One who sus-

pects. ' A base stispecter of a virgin's hon-
our.' Beau, <fc Fl.

Suspectful (sus-pekt'ful). a. 1. Apt to sus-

pect or mistrust. — 2. Exciting suspicion.

'The dangerous and sitspectful translations

of the apostate Aquila.' Milton.

Suspectiont (sus-pek'shon), n. Suspicion.

Suspectless (sus-pekt'les), a. 1. Not sus-

pecting; having no suspicion. 'Eighty of

theiu being assembled and suspectless of

harm.' Sir T. Herbert.—2. Not suspected

;

not mistrusted.

Sitsfieciiess have I travelled all the town through,
And in this merchant's shape won much acquaintance.

Beau. & Fi.

Suspend (sus-pend'), v. t. [L. suspendo—siis,
from subs, collateral form of sub, under, and
pendo, to hang, to cause to hang down.]
1. To cause to hang; to make to depeiul
from anything; to hang; as, to suspend a
ball by a thread ; to sitspend a body by a
cord or by hooks.—2. To make to depend
on.
God hath . . . sHsfended the promise of eternal

life upon this condition, that without obedience and
holiness of life no man shall ever see the Lord.

TilloCson.

3. To cause to cease for a time ; to hinder
from proceeding; to interrupt; to stay; to
delay.

If it shall please you to suspend your indignation
against my brother till you can derive from him belter
testimony of his intent, you shall run a certain course.

The guard nor fights nor flies ; their fate so near
At once suspends their courage and their fear.

Sir y. Denhatn.
4. To hold in a state undetermined; as, to
suspend one's judgment or opinion.

A man may sitspend his choice from being deter-
Dined for or against the thing proposed, tiU he has
examined whether it be really of a nature to make

5. To debar, usually for a time, from any
privilege, from the execution of an office, or
from the enjoyment of income.
Good men should not be suspended from the exer-

cise of their ministry and deprived of their livelihood,
for ceremonies which are acknowledged indifferent.

Bp. Sanderson.
6. To cause to cease for a time from opera-
tion or effect; as, to suspend the Habeas
Corpus Act.

—

Suspended anUnation, a tem-
porary cessation of animation; especially,
SAp\\yya?k.—Suspended cadence, in music, an
interrupted cadence. See Cadence.—Sus-
pended note, in music, a note continued from
one chord to another to which it does not
properly belong, and to a proper interval
of which it must eventually give way. See
Suspension.—Syn. To hang, interrupt, in-

termit, stay, delay, hinder, debar.

Suspend (sus-pend'), v.i. To cease from
operation; to desist from active employ-
ment ; specifically, to stop payment, or be
unalile to meet one's engagements.
Suspender (sus-pend'6r), n. 1. One that
8usi>ends.— 2. One of the two straps worn
for holding up trousers, &c. ; one of a pair
of braces.

Suspensation (sus-pen-sa'shon), n. A tem-
porary cessation.

Suspense (sus-pensO, n. [From L. suspen-
stis, suspended. See Suspend, ] 1. The state
of having the mind or thoughts suspended

;

especially, a state of uncertainty, usually
with more or less apprehension or anxiety

;

indetermination; indecision.

Sttspense in news is torture, speak them out.
Miltott.

Long and sharp was the suspense. Day after day
the folks of Clovemook would call to know the best
or the worst. D. Jerrold.

2. Cessation for a time ; stop. 'A cool ms-
pense from pleasure or from pain.' Pope —
3. In law, suspension; a temporary cessation
of a man's right, as when the rent or other
profits of land cease by unity of possession
of land and rent.—Sttspense account, in hook-
keeping, Siw account in which sums received
or disbursed are temporarily entered, until
their proper place in the books isdeterrained.
Suspense! (sus-pensO, a. 1. Held or lifted
up; suspended. ' The great light of day . . .

suspense in heaven.' Milton.—% Held in
doubt or expectation. —3. Expressing or pro-
ceeding from suspense or doubt. 'Looks
suHpeiue.' Milton.

Buspensibility (sua-pen'ai-biri-ti), n. The
capacity of being suspended or sustained
from sinking; as, the suspensibility of in-

durated clay in water.
Suspenslble (sus-pen'si-hl), a. Capable of
being suspended or held from sinking.

Suspension (sus-pen'shon), n. [L. suspensio,
suspensionis. See SUSPEND. ] 1. The act
of suspending, hanging up. or of causing
to hang by being attached to something
above. ~ 2. The act of holding over, delay-
ing, interrupting, ceasing, or stopping for
a time ; the state of being delayed, inter-

rupted, <fcc.; as with reference (a) to labour,
study, pain, and the like ; as, a susperision
of hostilities. (&) To decision, determina-
tion, and the like; as, to plead for a suspen-
sion of judgment or opinion until fresh evi-

dence is brought forward, (c) To tiie pay-
ment of claims; as, the suspension of a bank
or commercial house, (d) To punishment
or sentence of punishment, (e) To the hold-
ing of office, power, prerogative, and the
like ; as, the suspension of an officer or of a
clergyman. (/) To the action, operation,
or execution of law, or the like; as, the sus-
pension of the Habeas Corpus Act.—3. In
rhet. a keeping of the hearer in doubt and
in attentive expectation of what is to follow,
or what is to be the inference or conclusion
from the arguments or observations.— 4. In
law, the temporary stop of a man's right, as
when a seignory, rent, or other profit out
of land, by reason of the unity of possession
of the seignory, rent, &c., and of the land
out of which they issue, lies dormant for a
time.—5. In Scots law, a process in the su-
preme civil or criminal court, by which exe-
cution or diligence on a sentence or decree
is stayed until the judgment of the supreme
court is obtained on the point.—6. In mu^ic,
the holding or prolongation of a note or
tone in any chord which follows, by which
a discord is frequently produced. The first

appearance of the note to be suspended is

termed its preparation (a, in example); its

ii ^^'^
4-

-g--

Suspension (i) from above
; (2) from below.

presence as a discord, its percussion (6); its

removal to a note of concord or rest in key,
or some legitimate sound of a sequence, its

resolution (c). Percussion usually occurs in
the strong accent of a bar. When the sus-
pension is from above, as at (1), a descent
is necessary for its resolution ; when from
below, as at (2), the resolution is by ascent.
7. The state of solid bodies, the particles of
which are held undissolved in a fluid and
may be separated from it again by filtration.—Points 0/ suspension, in mech. the points,
as in the axis of a beam or balance, at which
the weights act, or from which they are sus-
pended.

—

Suspension bridge. See BRIDGE.—Suspension railway, a railway in which
the body of the carriage is suspended from
an elevated track or tracks on which the
wheels Twn. — Suspension of arms, a short
truce or cessation of operations agreed on by
the commanders of the contending parties,

as for burying the dead, making proposals
for surrender or for peace, &c.

—

S\tspension
and interdict, in Scots law, a judicial remedy
competent in the bill chamber of the Court
of Session, where the object is to stop or
interdict some act or to prevent some en-
croachment on property or possession, or
in general to stay any unlawful proceeding.
The remedy is applied for by a note of sus-

pension and interdict. See Interdict. —
Pleas in suspension, in law, those pleas
which show some matter of temporary inca-

pacity to proceed with the action or suit.

—

Syn. Delay, interruption, intermission, stop,

withholding.
Suspensive (sus-pens'iv), a. Tending to
suspend or to keep in suspense ; uncertain;
doubtful. * Psyche ... in stispensive

thoughts awhile doth hover.' Beaumont.—
Suspensive conditions, in Scots law, condi-
tions precedent, or conditions without the
purification of which the contract cannot
be completed.
Suspensor (sus-pens'or), n. Something
which suspends; a3,(a) in surgr. abagattached
to a strap or belt, used to support the scro-

tum, as in hernia, &c. (&) In hot. a celluhir

cord by which the embryo of some plants is

suspended from the foramen or opening of

the seed, (c) The longitudinal ligament of
the liver.

Su^pensozy (sus-pen'so-ri), a. 1. Sus-
pended ; hanging ; depending. — 2. That
suspends ; suspending; as, a suspensory
muscle.

Suspensory (sus-pen'so-ri), n. See Suspkk-
SOK.

Susplcablet (sus'pi-ka-bl), a. [L. suspica^
bills, from suspicor, to suspect See Sus-
pect. ] That may be suspected ; liable to
suspicion. 'Siwpicafeie principles and . . .

extravagant objects.' Dr. II. More.
Suspicion (sus-pi'shon), 71. [L. stispido,
suspicionis. See Suspect.] 1. The act of
suspecting; the feeling of one who suspects;
the sentiment or passion which is excited
by signs of evil, danger, or the like, without
sufficient proof; the imagination of the ex-
istence of something, especially something
wrong, without or with slight proof.
Suspicion always haunts the guilty mind;
The thief doth fear each bush an officer. Sh(^.
Suspicions among thoughts are like bats among^

birds, they ever fly by twihght. Bacon.
And oft, though wisdom wake, suspicion sleeps
At wisdom's gate, and to simplicity
Resigns her charge, while goodness thinks no ill

Where no ill seems. Milton.

2,t Regard; consideration. 'Without the
suspicion of expected reward.' Milton.—
Syn. Jealousy, distrust, mistrust, doubts
fear.

Susplciont (sus-pi'shon), v. t. To regard with
suspicion; to suspect; to mistrust; to doubt.
South.

Suspicious (su8-pish'us), a. [L. suspiciosus.
See Suspicion.] 1. Inclined to suspect; apt
to imagine without proof.

Nature itself, after it has done an injury, will ever
be suspicions, and no man can love the person he
suspects. South.

2. Indicating suspicion or fear.

A wise man will find us to be rogues by our faces;
we have a suspicious, fearful, constrained counten-
ance. Sivift.

3. Liable to cause suspicion; adapted to raise
suspicion; giving reason to imagine ill; as,,

an author of suspicious innovations; a per-
son met under su^piciotis circumstances.

I spy a black, suspicious, thrcat'ning clcud. Shak.

4. Entertaining suspicion; cherishing suspi-
cion; distrustful: with 0/ before the object.

Many mischievous insects are daily at work to
make men of merit suspicious c/'each other. Pope.

Syn. Distrustful, mistrustful, jealous,doubt-
ful, dubious, questionable.
Suspiciously (sus-pish'us-li), adv. 1. In a
suspicious manner; with suspicion. —2. Sa
as to excite suspicion.

Suspiciousness (sus-pish'us-nes), n. The
state or (luality of being suspicious; as, (o>
the being liable to suspicion or liable to be
suspected; as, the suspiciousness of a man's-
appearance, of his weapons, or of his ac-
tions. (6) The quality or state of being apt
to suspect; as, the suspiciousness of a man's-
temper or mind.

Suspicioitsness is as great an enemy to wisdom as
too much credulity, it doing oftentimes as hurtful
wrongs to friends. FulUr.

Suspiral (sus-pir'al), n. [See Scspire.1
1. A breathing-hole; a vent or ventiduct.—
2. A spring of water passing underground
toward a cistern or conduit. [Rare in both
senses. ]

Suspiration (sus-pir-a'shon), n. [L. suspir-

atio, sttspirationis. See SUSPIRE.] The act
of sighing or fetching a long and deep breath

;

a sigh. ' Windy suspiration of forced breath.

'

Shak.
Suspire (sus-pirO, v.i. [L. suspiro, tobreathe
out, to sigh

—

s^is for subs, collateral form of
sub, under, and spiro, to breathe (whence
expire, inspire, respire, Ac.).] 1. To fetch

a long, deep breath; to sigh. Skak.—%\ To
breathe.

Did he suspire.

That light and weightless down perforce must move.
Skat.

Suspire t (sus-pir'), n. A deep breath; a.

sigh.

Or if you cannot spare one sad suspire

It does not bid you laugh them to their graves.
Masstng^er.

Suspired t (sus-pirdO. a. Earnestly longed
for; ardently wished or desired.

O glorious morning, wherein was bom the expecta-

tion of nations; and wherein the long suspired Re-
deemer of the world did, as his prophets had cried,

rend the heavens, and come down in the vesture of
humanity: H'otton.

Sussex MarWe (sus'seks m&r'bl), n. la
geol. a fresh-water deposit which consti-

tutes a member of the Wealden group. It

occurs in layers varying from a few inches-

to upwards of a foot in thickness, the layers

being separated by seams of clay or loose

friable limestone. It occurs in great abund-
ance in Sussex, hence the name. It is of

various shades of gray and bluish -gray»

Fate, far, fat, f^U; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J', Sc. fey.
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mottled with green and yellow. It bears a
high polish, and is extensively used for
architectural and ornamental purposes.
Sustain (sus-tan"), v.t. (O.Fr. mstenir, sos-
tenir {Mod. Ft. soutenir), from L. sustUieo—
sus for subs, a collateral form of sxib, under,
and teiieo, to hold (whence contain, retain,
<tc.).] 1. To bear up; to uphold; to sup-
port

; as, a foundation sustains the super-
structure ; a beast suMaiits a load. * The
prop that doth sttstain my house.' Skak.
' To crush the pillars that the pile mstain.'
I>ryden.—2. To hold suspended; to keep
from falling; as, a rope stcstains a weight.
3. To keep from sinking in despondence; to
support.

If he have no comfortable expectations of another
life to sustain him under the evils in this world he is
of all creatures the most miserable. Tittotson.

4. To maintain ; to keep alive ; to support

;

to subsist; to nourish; as, provisions to
Kuttain a family or an army; food insufficient
to tustain life.—5. To support In any con-
dition by aid; to vindicate, comfort, assist,
or relieve. ' His sons, who seek the tyrant
to mttain: Dryden—a. To endure without
failing or yielding ; to bear up against ; as.
able to sustain a shock. — 7. To suffer; to
have to submit to; to bear; to undergo.
You shall sustain more new disgraces. Shai.

8. To allow to proceed before a court; to
hold as well based; to continue; not to dis-
miss or abate; as, the court sustained the
action or suit—o. To establish by evidence;
to bear out; to prove; to confirm; to make
good ; to corrolwrate ; as. such facts sus-
tain the statement; the evidence is not suffl-
clent to switain the charge —10. In mu»ic,
to give the full length or time value to; to
continue, as the sound of notes through
their whole length.— Syn. To bear, support,
uphold, prop, subsist, nourish, assist, re-
lieve, suffer, undergo, endure.
Sustain t (sus-tanO. n. That which upholds.

' My sustain was the Lord.' Mitton.
Sustainable (sus-tan'abl), a. Capable of
being sustained or maintained; as, the
action is not sustainable.
Sustained (sus-tand'), p. and a. Kept up
to one pitch or level, especially a high pitch.
'The sustained melody of his verse.' Craik.
'Sustained thought.' A'tfin. Rea.
No other means can be devised of malting the

councils consistent and sustaintd. Brougham.
—Sustained note or toi\t, in music, a note
prolonged through several bars while other
parts are ascending ordescending It differs
from organ or pedal point only in its occur-
ring in the upper or middle parts.organ-point
licing in the bass.

Sustalner (sus-tan'Sr), n. One who or that
which sustains; as. (a) a supporter, maiu-
tainer, or upholder. 'The first founder.
«tMfotn«r. and continuer thereof.' Dr. H.
Mare (6) A sufferer. ' Hast a »t««oin«r
been of much aftlictiiju.' Chapman.
Sustainment (sustAn'mcnt). n The act
of sustaining; support. 'Hunting, which
was their only sustainment.' Milton.
Siutenance (Bus'ten-ansX n. VO.Vr. susten-
aiux. .See Sustain. ] 1. The act of sus-
taining; suppfirt; maintenance; subsistence;
as, the susteiuitux of life. 'For the »i«-
tsnance of our bodies many kinds of food.'
Hooker.—2. That which supports lite; food;
victuals; provisions; as. to refuse to take any
sustenance. 'Gained for her a scanty fus-
teiui7ice.' Tennyson.

SuBtentacle t ( sus - ten ' ta - kl ), n. [ L. »im-
tentarulum.] Support; sustenance. Dr.
H. Mure.
Sustentation (susten-ta'shon), n. [L. tus-
tentatio, susUntationis, from sustento, to
hold up, intens. of snstineo. See Sustain.]
1. Support; preservation from falling. ' As-
cent and sustentation aloft. ' Hmjle. —2. I'se
of food. Sir T. Browne. S. Maintenance;
support of life. ' Means of life and susten-
tation.' liacon.—Sttstentation fund, a fund
accumulated by certain religious bodies (or
the maintenance of the clergy, especially
by the Free Church of .Scotland, from which
each minister in charge of a congregation is
paid an enual sum annually.
Susumitlon ( su-sir-ra'shon ), n. [L. su-
sjtrratio. susurrationis. from s%tsurro, to
whisper

J A whispering; a soft murmur.
Ilowetl.

Susurrous (susur'nis). o. [L tusurrus,
a whisper) Whispering; full of sounds
resembling whispers; rustling.

Hitch up on the same end of the wall there were
eye* peering through, and a gentle, susurrous
•hnpering. ii'. h. Russell.

Susurrus (su-sur'rus), n. [L. ] A soft,
humming, murmuring, sound; a whisper.

All the halls will be overflowing and buzzing with
the matin susurrus of courtiers. De QuiHcey.

Sutlle (su'til), a. (L. sutUis, from too,
sutum, to sew. ] Done by stitching. • The
fame of her needle work, • the sutile pic-
tures.' mentioned by Johnson.' Boswell.
Sutler (sut'14r). n. (O. D. soeteler, I), zoe-
telaar, a sutler, from soetelen, to perform
menial offices or dirty work. Allied to O.
sudler, a dabbler, a scullion, from sudeln,
to splash or puddle about, to soil, to do
dirty work.] A person who follows an
army and sells to the troops provisions,
liquors, or the like.

Sutllng (sut'ling). a. Belonging to sutlers;
engaged in the occupation of a sutler.
Sutor (su'tor). n. A syrup made by the
Indians of the river Gila, In the Vnited
States (Arizona), from tlie fruit of the Cactus
pittahaya.
Slitra (so'tra). n. [Skr.. a thread, a string.
The sfltras are leaves held togetherby strings
passed throuj-h holes in them.] The name
given to certain collections or books of
aphorisms in Sanskrit literature, forming
the Vedangas. or si.x members of the Veda.
See Vedanqa.
Suttee (sut-te'). n. [Skr. salt, from «o(, good,
pure; properly, a chaste and virtuous wife.]
1. A Hindu widow who immolates herself
on the funeral pile, either with the body of
her husband, or separately, if he died at a
distance. —2. The voluntary self-immolation
of Hindu widows on the funeral pile of their
husbands. The origin of this horrid custom
is uncertain. It isnotahsolutely commanded
in the sacred books of the Hindus, but they
speak of it as highly meritorious, and the
means of obtaining eternal beatitude. Tlie
practice is now abolished in British India.
and is all but extinct in the native states.
Sutteeism (sut-te'izm). n. The practice of
self-immolation among Hindu widows.
Suttle (sut'l). ji. In com. a term applied to
weight when the tare has been deducted and
the tret has yet to be allowed.
Sutural (su'tu-ralX " 1 Helating to a su-
ture or seam —2 In bot. taking place at a
suture; as, the sutural dehiscence of a peri-
carp.

Suttirate (su'tur-at), v.t. To Join or unite
by a suture; to sew or knit together. ' Six
several bones . . . suturated among them-
selves.' Dr. John Smith.
Suture (sii'tiir). n. (L. sutura, from ruo, to
sew ] 1. The act of sewing; also, the line
along which two things or parts are joined,
united, or sewed together so as to form a
seam, or something resembling a seam.

—

2. In sura, the uniting of the lips or edges of
a wound by stitching. —
S.lnanat. the seam or joint
which unites the bones of
the skull, or the peculiar
articulation or connection
of those bones ; as. the
coronal suture; the sagit-
tal suture. — 4. In bat. the
seam of a dehiscent peri-
carp where the valves
unite. — 5. In entom. the
line at which the elytra
meet, and are sometimes
confluent—6. Inconch. the
line of junction in the whorls of spiral shells,
or that line by which two parts join or fit

into each other,

Sutured(su'turd),o. Havingsutures; united.
Suversed (su'vSrst). n. A mathematical
term applieil to the supplement of a versed
sine, or the ditTerence of a versed sine from
the diameter of the circle. See SINE.
Suwarrow-nut(su-war'6-nut), n. The large
flat fruit of a tree of the genus Caryocar, the
C. nticiferum, nat. oriler Khizobolacese.
Written also Saauari- and Souari-nut. See
Carvocar.
Suzerain (so'ze-ran), ii. (Fr . formed from
prefix sus, above, over, L. sursum, on type
of souverain. from L. super, above.] A feu-
dal lord or baron; a lord paramount.
Suzerainty ( so 'ze-r&n-ti ). n. [Fr. suzer-
ainti, from suzerain, a lord paramount.]
The office or dignity of a suzerain; para-
mount authority or command.
When ['hilip Augustus began his reign his do-

minions were much less extensive than those of the
English king, over whom his suttrainty was merely
nominal. Brougham.

I hold my kingdom of God and the sword, and will
acknowledge no suzerainty beyond that.

F.. A. Free^nan.
8wa,t otfD. (A. Sax] So. Chaucer.

w/. Ventral Suture.
d s. Dorsal Suture.

Swab (swob), n. [Same word as Sw. «wa66,
swab, a swab; kindred forms are D. zwabber,
G. schwabber, Dan. svabre, a swab, a mop;
probably from a verb signifying to splash or
dash among water; comp. Prov. E. swab,
to splash; G. schicabbeln, schwappeln, to
splash; perhaps from the root of sweep
(which see).] 1. A mop for cleaning floors,
ships decks, and the like. — 2. A bit of
sponge, cloth, or the like, fastened to a
handle for cleansing the mouth of the sick,,
or for giving them nourishment. —3. In
founding, a small tapering tuft of hemp,
charged with water, for touching up the
edges of moulds —4. A cleaner or sponge-
for the bore of a cannon.— 5. t A cod or pod,,
as of beans, pease, and the like. —8. An epau-
let, being humorously compared to a swab'
or mop. [Colloq.]
Swab (swob), v.t. pret. & pp. swabbed; ppr.
swabbing. To apply a swab to; to clean with
a swab or mop; to wipe when wet or after
washing; as. to sioab the deck of a ship.
Swabber (swob'Sr). n. One who uses a swab-
to clean a floor or deck ; on board of ships of
war, an inferior officer, whose business is to
see that the ship is kept clean.
Swad (swod). n. [Perhaps a sort of hybrid,
form based upon squash (peascod) and cod.
As to similarity in meanings, comp. squash.
In meaning 4 a form of squad.] A pod. as.
of beans or pease. [Local. 1—2. t A short fat
person.—3. A silly orcoarse fellow; a country
bumpkin.

There was one busy fellow was their leader.
A blunt, squat sTvad, but lower than yourself.

B. yonson.
4. A lump. mass, or bunch; also, a crowd; a.
sc|uad. [Vulgar.]
Swaddle (swod'l). v.t. pret &PP stoaddled;
ppr swaddling. [O.E. swadil, swadel, swath-
ele, to bind, from A. Sax. swaithil, swethel,
a swaddling -band; same origin as swathe,
swath. See Swathe.] 1. To bind, as with
a bandage; to bind tight with clothes; to
swathe: used generally of Infants; as, to-
swaddle a child.

They sToadiiled me up in my night-gown with long
pieces of Unen till they had wrapped me in about a.
hundred yards of swathe. AJdison.

2 t To beat; to cudgel. Beau. Jc PI.
Swaddle (swod'l), n. A cloth or band bound
tight round the body of an infant. • Put to-
bed ill all my swaddles.' Addison.
Swaddleband ( swod'l-band ). n. Same as
SwaddUng-band. Massinger.
Swaddler (swodlSr), 71. A contemptuous-
epithet applied by Roman Catholics in Ire-
land to Protestants, especially to the more
evangelical and active sects, as the Method-
ists.

Swaddling - band. Swaddling - cloth
(swoiiling-band. swodling-kloth).n. A band-
er cloth wrapped round an infant. Job-
ixiviii. 9; Luke ii. ?.

Swaddling-clout (swod'llng-klout). n. A.
swaddling-band. Spenser.
Swag (swag), v.i. [A form allied to swing,
swag, and perhaps influenced to some ex-
tent by sag and wag; comp. Icel. svegja, to
make to sway; sueigja, to sway; G. schwan-
ken, to sway; hence swagger.] 1. To sink
down by its w-^eight ; to lean ; to sag. N.
Grew.— 2. To move as something heavy and
pendent; to sway.
Swag (swag), n. 1. An unequal hobbling-
motion. [Local.]— 2. A large quantity; a.
lot; hence, plundered property; booty^
[Slang.)

Swag-bellled (swag-bel-lid), a. Having a-,

prominent overhanging belly.

Your Dane, your German, and your STuag-hellietti
Hollander are nothing to your English. Shat.

Swag-belly (swag'bel-li). n. I. A prominent
or projecting belly; a swag-bellied person.

Great overgrown dignitaries and rectors, with rubi-
cund noses and gouty ancles, or broad bloated faces,
dragging along great s-wag-iellies ; the emblems of
sloth and indigestion. Smollett.

2. A large tumour developed in the abdo-
men, and which is neither fluctuating nor
sonorous. Ditnglison.
Swage (swaj), v.t. [An abbrev. of assuage-
(which see).] To ease; to soften; to miti-
gate.

Apt words have power to svMsge
The tumours of a troubled mind. Milton.

Swaget (swiij), v.i. To abate; to assuage.
Swage (swaj). n. [Fr. suage, a similar tool,
from suer, L. sudare, to sweat.) A tool used
by blacksmiths and others, having a face of
given shape, the counterpart of which is
imparted to heated metal by forcible pres-
sure, as by hammering, &c.

ch. cAAin; Cb, Sc. UmA;

Vol. IV.

S. po; J. job; fi, **. ton; ng, siny; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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SwagB (swaj). "' To shape by means of a

swage; to fashion by hammering in a groove

or mould, having the required shape.

£wagger (swag'Ar), v.i. [A freq from swag
(whicli see). Comp. Swiss schmaggeln, to

stroll about.] 1. To boast or brag noisily;

to bluster; to bully; to hector. 'A rascal

that swaggered with me last night (that is

tried to bully me).' Shah.

Drunk? squabble T Jtvd^.ff*'! and discourse fustian

with one's own shadow? O thou invisible spirit of

wine I
Shak.

It was something to swagger about when they

were together after their second bottle of claret.

Disrcieli.

2. To Strut with a defiant or insolent air; to

^strut with an oljtrusive affectation of su-

periority; as, he went swaggering down the

street.

Swagger (swag'fir), v.t. To influence by
lilustering or threats; to bully; as, to swag-

ger one out of countenance. Swi/t.

Swagger (swag'Sr), ?i. A piece of bluster;

boasttulness, bravado, or insolence in man-
ner; an insolent strut. 'An impudent swag-

ger.' Marryat.
He gave a half swagger, half leer, as he stepped

forth to receive us. Irving.

Swaggerer (swag'6r-6r), n. One who swag-

gers; a blusterer; a bully; a boastful noisy

fellow. Shak.
Swaggy (swagi), «. [Fromsioay.] Sinking,

hanging, or leaning by its weight. 'His

sioaggy and prominent belly.' Sir T. Browne.

Bwalil ( swan ), n. [A. Sax. swein, swfin, a

herdsman, a swain; Icel. sveinn, a boy, a

youth, a servant; 0. Sax. sioin, Dan. svend,

a journeyman; probably allied in origin to

son.] 1. A young man dwelling in the coun-

try; a country servant employed in hus-

bandry; a rustic.

Behold the cot 1 where thrives the industrious sTuain.
Cyahde.

Hence— 2. A country gallant; a lover or

sweetheart generally: in poetry and pic-

turesque prose.

Blest STvainsl whose nymphs in every grace excel

Syn. Countryman, peasant, hind, clown,

rustic.

Swaililsll (swiin'ish), a. Rustic; boorish.

An ungentle and sicainish breast.' Milton.

Swainmote, Swelnmote (swan'mot, swin'-

mot), n. [Swain, and jiwte, meeting. ] An
old English forest court, held Ijefore the

verderors as judges, the swains or free-

holders within the forest constituting the

jury. Its principal jurisdiction was to in-

quire into the oppressions and grievances
committed by the oHicers of the forest.

Swalp (swap), v.i. [Form of sweep.] To
walk proudly ; to sweep. [Local.]

Swal.t pret. of sicell. Swelled.

Swale (swiil), )i. 1. A shade or shady spot.

2. A valley; a low place; a moor.— 3. [See

SwEAi..] A gutter in a candle. [Provincial

English in all senses.]

Swile (swal), v.i. To waste; to consume.
Spp SWKAL
Swale (swai), v.t. [See Sweal.] To dress,

as a hog for bacon, by singeing or burning
otf his hair. [Provincial Eiighsh.]

Swallet (swftl'et), n. [Possibly from swell;

comp. G. schwall, a swell of the sea, a bil-

low, from schicellen, to swell.] In tin min-
ing, water breaking in upon the miners at

their work.
Swallow (swol'Io), 71. [A. Sax. swalewe,

swealwe, D. zioalmo, Icel. and Sw. svala, Dan.
svale, O.H.G. sualawa, Mod. G. schwalbe,

swallow.] A common name of a number of

insessorial birds of the fissirostral section of

the order, several species of which are well-

known in this country. They are remark-
able for their dense plumage, extreme
length of wing, and velocity of flight, while
their feet and legs are comparatively weak.
Their food consists of insects, which they

catch in the air, and thus they pass more of

their time upon the wing than most other

birds. Their l>ill is short and very broad
at the base, so that the gape is remarkably
wide. They are found almost all over the

world. In temperate climates the swallows

are migratory birds, marking the arrival of

spring by their coming, and giving notice

that summer is over by their departure to

warmer regions. The common species in

Britain are the chimney swallow (Hirundo
rustica), the house-martin (//. tirbica), and
the sand-martin (ff. riparia). The chimney
swallow has the tail very deeply forked, the

two outside feathers being far longer than
any of the others. It is about 8^ Inches

in length. The upper parts and a broad

bar across the breast are bluish black, the

forehead and throat chestnut, the under
surface white. The nest is cup-shaped.

Chimney Swallow {Hirundo rustica).

made of mud, and placed in chimneys,
under open roofs, or in similar situations.

The house -martin is glossy black above,

whitish below and on the rump, and the

tail is not so markedly forked. It builds a
hemispherical nest of mud or clay under
eaves, &c., with the entrance on one side.

The sand-martin is smaller than either of

the above, brownish on the upper parts,

white below, with the tail moderately
forked. It makes its nest in steep sandy
banks, excavating by means of ,its bill a gal-

lery 18 inches or more in depth for the pur-

pose. The purple martin (//. purpurea) is

a very common species in North America,
and ia a great favourite in the northern
parts, where, like the British species, it

serves as a herald of spring. Several other
species belong to America.

Swallow (swol'Io). v.t. (A. Sax. sicelgan,

swilgan, to swallow; L.G. swalgen, D. 2'Wel-

gen, Dan. sviilge, Icel. sveloja, O.G. swelhan,

Mod. G. schwelgen, to swallow, to gulp down;
from same stem O.E. swolgh, swalgh, Icel.

svelgr, Dan. svdlg, Sw. svalg, G. schwalg, a
gulf or abyss, a whirlpool, the gullet.] 1. To
take into the stomach ; to receive through the

gullet or oesophagus into the stomach ; as,

to swallow food or drink.— 2. To draw into

an abyss or gulf; to ingulf; to overwhelm;
to absorb: usually followed by up. 'In bogs
swallow'd up and lost.' Milton.

The earth opened her mouth and swallmved them
up. Num. xvi. 32.

3. To take into the mind readily; to receive

or embrace, as opinions or belief, without
examination or scruple ; to receive impli-

citly; to drink in. 'With open mouth »wal-

lowhuj a tailor's news.' Skak. 'Though
that story ... be not so readily swallowed.'

Sir T. Browne.
Here he delights the weekly news to con.

And rainyle comments as he blunders on

;

To STvaUoui all their varying autliors teach.
Crabbe.

4. To engross to one's self; to appropriate.

Homer , , , has iTca/Zoiy^rf up the honour of those

who succeeded him. Pope.

6. To occupy; to employ; to take up.

The necessary provision of Ufa swallo-ws the great-

est part of their time. Locke.

6. To seize and waste ; to exhaust ; to con-

sume. 'For swallowing the treasure of the

realm.' Shak.
Corruption sivallow'd what the liberal hand
Of bounty scattered. Thomson.

7. To engross the faculties of; to engage
completely.

The priest and the prophet have erred through

strong drink, they are swallowed up of wine.
Is. xxviii. 7.

5. To put up with; to bear; to take patiently;

as. to swallow an affront—9. To retract; to

recant. 'Swallowed his vows whole.' Shak.

Swallow (swol'Io), n. 1. The gullet or oeso-

phagus; the throat.— 2. Capacity for swal-

lowing; voracity. ' There being nothing too

gross for the sicallow of political raucour.'

Prof. Wilson.—3. Taste; relish; inclination;

liking. ' I have no swallow for it.' Massin-

ger.—i. As much as is swallowed at once.

Swallower (swol'16-6r), n. One who swal-

lows; also, a glutton, Tatler.

SwallOW-flsh (swol'16-fish), n. A aea-flsh of

the genus 'J'rigla, the T. hirundo, remark-
able for the size of its gill fins. Called also

the Sapphirine Gurnard.
Swallow-Stone (swol'lo-ston), n. Chelido-

niub lapis, a stone which Pliny and other

authors affirm to be found in the stomachs
of young swallows.
Swallow-tail (swoHo-tal). n. 1. A plant, a
species of willow. 'The shining willow they
caXX swallow-tail.' Bacon.—2. In joinery, the
same as Dove-tail.— 3. In fort, an outwork
composed of two redans, and called also

Queue d'Hyronde. See Redan.— 4. A swal-

low-tailed coat. Lord Lytton. —5.The points

of a burgee.
Swallow-tailed (swol'lo-tald), a. 1. Of the

form of a swallow's tail; having tapering or
pointed skirts; as, & swallow-tailed coat.

—

2. In joinery, dove-tailed.

—

Swallow-tailed

butterjly, swallow-tailed moth, names given
to the Papilio machaon, a large and beauti-

ful species of buttei-flies; and to the Durap-
teryx Sambucaria, a common British moth:
so called because in both insects the hinder
wings are prolonged to form pointed tails

or projections.

—

Swallow-tailed hawk, a spe-

cies of hawk, Nauclerus furcatus, found in

the Southern States of America.
Swallow-wort (swol'lo-wert), n. The Eng-
lish name of various species of plants of the
genus Asclepias, nat. order Asclepiadacew

;

also, a name given to the common celandine
{Chelidoniutn majus).

Swam (swam), pret. of swim.
Swamp (swomp), n. [Closely akin to sump,
a pond, and also to A. Sax. swamin, Dan.
and Sw. stamp, Icel. svoppr, G. sckwamm.
a sponge; from root of swim.] A piece of

spongy land; low ground saturated with
water; soft wet ground which may have a
growth of certain kinds of trees, but is unfit

for agricultural or pastoral purposes, being
thus distinguished from bog or j/iars/t,though
often used as s>'nonynious with those words,

as also with /en and morass.

Swamp (swomp), v.t. 1. To plunge, whelm,
or sink in a swamp, or as in a swamp.-—2.To
plunge into inextricable difficulties. ' Hav-
ing swamped himself in following the ignis

fatuus of a theory." Sir W. Hamilton.—
3. Nmtt. to overset, sink, or cause to become
filled, as a lioat, in water; to whelm.
Swamp-cabbage (swomp'kab-baj), ft. Same
as Skunk-aibbage.
Swamp-hare (swomp'har). n. Same as

Water-rabbit.

Swamp-hickory (swomp'hik-o-ri), n. See
HirKuKV.
Swamp-locustTree (swomp'lo-kust tre), n.

A thorny leguminous tree {Gleditschia tnvno-

sperma) inhabiting the Southern States of

America. Called also Water-locust.

Swamp -oak (swomp'ok), n. A species of

oak {Quercus bicolor) common on low ground
in Canada and the United States.

Swamp-ore (swomp'or), n. Same as Bog
Iron-ore (which see).

Swamp-pink (swomp'pingk), n. The popu-
lar name of the wild honey-suckle (Azalea
viJicosa). [United States.]

Swamp - sassafras (swomp-sas'sa-fras), n.

See Sassafras.
Swamp-wood (swomp'wud). See RoPE-
BARK.
Swampy (swomp'i). a. Consisting of swamp;
like a swamp; low, wet, and spongy; as,

swampy land.

Swan (swon), n. [A. Sax. swan; common
to the Teutonic languages: D. zwaan, IceL

svanr, Sw. svan, Dan. svane, O.G. suan,

suano, G. schwan; probably from same root

as Skr. svan, L. sono, to sound. See SOUND. ]

A natatorial bird of the genus Cygnus and
family Anatidffi. They are found upon rivers

and small pools of fresh water, rather than

wild Swan or Hooper {Cygnus /erus).

the sea or the larger lakes. They are among
the most ornamental of all the water-binls,

on account of their great size, the graceful-

ness of their forms and motions, and the

snowy whiteness of the plumage of those

species with which we are most familiar.

Fate, ar, fat. t»U; me, met, htr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«U; oU, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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The species which inhabit or visit Britain
are the nmte or tame swan {Cygniis olor),

the wild swan or hooper (C /enns), and the
Bewick swan (C Beictchii), The black swan
(C. atratus) is an Australian species, about

BUcli Swan [Cyg^nus atratus).

the size of the tame swan. Like the white
swan, it is frequently kept as an ornament
in parks in this country. Other species are
the Polish swan (C. inimitabilis), the Amer-
ican swan (C. ainericanug), the trumpeter
»wan (C. buccinator), also an American
form, and the black-necked swan (C. nigri-

coUis) of South America. In England the
swan is said to be a bird-royal, in which no
subject can have property, save by special
permission of the crown. A mark or badge
was granted to those who enjoyed this right,

and the ceremony of gwan-itpphu/, sivan-

hopping, or 8wan-v\arking is yet annually
carried out on the Thames on behalf of the
crown, of the University of Oxford, and sev-

eral of the London companies or guilds.

The swan-marks are made upon the upper
mandible with a knife or other sharp instru-
ment.
Swan-down (8won'doun),n. Same aa Siroru-
d'licn.

Swan - flower (swon'flou-6r), n. A name
given to orchids of the genus Cycnoches, in
allusion to the column, which is long and
graiefuUy curved, like the neck of a swan.
Swang (swang), n. [X form of swamp (which
see). 1 A piece of low land or green sward
liable to be covered with water; also, a
swamp or bog. [Provincial English.]

Swanlierd (swou'ht^rd), n. One who tends
swans.

No person having swans could appoint a XTr'^nA^n^
withuut the icing's ru'anhtr(Ci license. Yarrtll,

Swanhopplng (swonTiop-ing). n. [A cor-
ruption offfU'a/i-uppino.] Seeunder Swan.
r. Umk.
Swank (swangk), a. [Allied to G. Bchwank,
pliant, flexible, supple.] Thin; slender;
pliant: agile. [Scotch.]

Swankle, Swanky (swangk'i), n. An active
nr clever ymng fellow. Skinner. [Scotch.]

fwanking (swangk ing), a. Supple; active.
Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Swan-like (swonlik), a. Resembling a swan.
'A Kwan-like end.' Shak.
Swan-mark (swon'mark), n. A mark indi-
cating the ownership of a swan.
The jnviin-marJt, called by Sir Edward Coke,

cig'mnota, was cut in the skin of the beak of the swan
with a sharp knife or other instrument. Varreli.

Swan -neck (swon'nek). n. The end of a
pil»e curved or arched like the neck of a
6 wan.
Swannery ( 8won'6r-i ), n. A place where
swans are bred and reared.

Swanpan (swan'pan), n. Same asSAtcan-
pan.
Swans-down (swonz'doun). n. l. The down
flf the Hwan.— 2. A fine, soft, thick woollen
cloth; also, a thick cotton cloth with a soft
pile ornap on one side.

Swan-shot (swon'shot), n. A large kind of
shot used for swan-shooting.

I made him take the two fowl in j{- pieces, which we
always carried, and loaded them with large rwan-
thot, as bi^ as small pi 'stol-bullets. Dtfoe.

Swanskin (swon'skin), n. 1. The skin of a
bwan with the feathers on.— 2. A kind of
fine twilled flannel ; also, a kind of woollen
blanketing used by letterpress printers and
engravers.
8wap(8wop).a(fp. [CompO. «cAirap/>, ablow,
aUo as interj. slap! smack! perhaps from
ft"> ind of a hasty blow or smack.] Hastily;
at a snatch ; with hasty violence. [Provin-
cial Knglish.]

Swap (swop), ts.t. pret. & pp. swapped;
ppr. swapping. [Allied probably to Kweep
and swoop; comp. G. schwappen, to strike,
to swap. The sense of barter may come
from the habit of striking hands on a bar-
gain. Comp. to strike a bargain. See Swap,
adv.] 1. To strike with a sweeping stroke;
to knock down. [Old and provincial.]—
2. To swop; to barter; to exchange. [CoUoq.]
Swap (swop), v.i. 1. To fall completely
down.—2. To ply the wings with a sweeping
noise.—3. To swop.
Swap (swop), n. 1. A blow; a stroke. Beau.
<t Fl. [Old and provincial ]—2. A barter;
an exchange. Sir W. Scott. [Colloq.]

Swape (swap),n. [Collateral form of sweep,
swipe.] 1. A machine for raising water, con-
sisting of a bucket hung to the end of a
counterpoised lever; a sweep or swipe.

—

2. A sconce or light-holder.— 3. A pump-
handle.

—

i. A long oar; a sweep.
Swappet (swap), v.t, and i. To swap; to
throw down; to strike off. Chaucer.
Sward (sw^rd), n. [A. Sax sweard, O.D.
swaerde. Mod. D. zwoord, Dan. svcer, Icel.
svordr, G. schwarte, all signifying the skin
of bacon, and then sward or surface of the
earth.] 1. A akin; a covering. Ualliwell.
[Provincial English.]— S'ward pork, bacon
cured in large flitches, Halliwell.—^. The
grassy surface of land; turf; that part of
the soil which is filled with the roots of
grass, forming a kind of mat. When covered
with green grass it is called green-sward.
Sward (sw^rd), v.t. To produce sward on;
to cover with sward. Mortimer.
Sward-cutter (swftrd'kut-6r), n. l. A form
*){ plough for turning over grass land8.—2. A
lawn-mower.
Swarded (sward'ed), a. Covered with sward.

' The awarded lea.' J. BailUe.
Swardy (sward'l), a. Covered with sward
or grass; as, swardy land.

Sware (awar), old pret. of swear.
Cophetua sware a royal oath

;

* This beggar maid shall be my queen !

' Tennyson.

Swarf (swarf), v.i. [Akin to sicerve (which
see).] To faint; to swoon. Sir W. Scott.

Swarf (swarf), n. Stupor; a fainting fit; a
swoon. [Scotch.)

Swarf (swarf), n. 1. Iron-filings. E. H.
Knight; Simtnonds.—2. The grit worn away
from grindstones used in grinding cutlery
wet. HaUiicell. [Provincial English. ]

Swarf-money t (swarfmun-i), n. In/extdal
law, money paid in lieu of the service of
caatleward.

Swarm (sw^rm), n. [.\. Sax. sweann, a
swami ; Icel. svannr, a tumult ; O. H. G.
swarm. Mod. G. schtoarm, noisy revelry, a
swarm, schwiirmen, to buzz, to riot, to
swarm, Bavar. schwurm, confusion in the
head, throng, swann. The root meaning is

seen iu (i. schtcirren, to whirr, to whizz, to
chirp, &c. ; Skr. svar, to sound. See the
verb, also Swear] 1. A lai^e numl>eror
body of small animals or insects, particu-
larly when moving in a confused mass. * A
swann of Hies in vintage time.' Milton.—
2. Especially, the cluster or great number of
honey-l>ees which emigrate from a hive at
once, and seek new lodgings under the direc-

tion of a queen ; or a like body of bees united
and settled permanently in a hive. — 3. A
great number or multitude; particularly, a
multitude of people in motion : used some-
times of inanimate objects. 'This swarm
i>i fair advantages.' Shak.

Her men.
Seeing the mighty swarm about their walls,

Left her and fled. Tennyson.

Stn. Multitude, crowd, throng, cluster.

Swarm (swjjmi). v.i. [A. Sax. sweannian,
L.G. swarmen, G. schwdnnen, Dan. svdrme,
Sw. scdrma. to swarm, to rove, to wander,
to revel. See the noun.] 1. To collect and
depart from a hive by flight in a body, as
bees; as, bees swann in warm, clear days in
summer.—2. To appear or collect in acrowd;
to congregate or throng in multitudes ; to
crowd together with confused movements.

In crowds around the stifarming- people join,

DrydcH.
O, what a multitude of thoughts at once
Awaken'd in me swarm. Milton.

3. To be crowded ; to be overrun ; to be
thronged with a multitude of animals in

motion; to abound: to be filled with a num-
ber or crowd of objects. 'Swarming with
caterpillars.' Shak.

Every place sTvartns with soldiers. Spenser.

4. To breed multitudes.

Not so thick sTvartn'd once the soil

Bedropt with blood of Gorgon. Milton.

Swarmt (sw^rm), v.t. To crowd or throng.
'To swarm us round about.' Sackville.

Swarm (swarm),i?.i. [Perhaps akin to yit'erue,

but more probably to sqiUnn, which may
either be derived from this or the origin of
this. See Squirm.] To climb a tree, pole,
or the like by embracing it with the arms
and legs, and scrambling; to shin.

At the top was placed a piece of money, as a prize
for those who could swartn up and sci^e it. Coxe.

Swarming (swar'ming), n. 1. The act of
coming olf in swarms as bees—2. In bot. a
method of reproduction observed in some
of the Confervacese and Desmidiaceae, in
which the granules constituting the green
matter become detached from each other
and move about in their cells ; then the ex-
ternal membrane swells and bursts, and the
granules issue forth into the water to become
new plants
Swart, Swarth (swart, swfirth), a. [A. Sax.
swart, sweart; common to all the Teutonic
tongues ; Goth, svarts, 0. Sax. O. Fris. and
L.G. swart, Icel. svartr, G. sckwarz, D. ztcart
-black, dark. Grimm allies swart with L.
sitrdus, deaf, dull, indistinct, as if the ori-
ginal meaning is of a colour not to be per-
ceived.] Being of a dark hue; moderately
black; swarthy: said especially of the skin.
*A nation strange with visage swart.' Spen-
ser. 'Lame, foolish, crooked, «war(.' Shak.
* Your swarth Cimmerian.' Shak.
Swart (swart), v.t. To make tawny. Sir
T. Broicne.

Swart-back (swarfbak), 7i. The great black-
backed gull {Lanis marinus). [Scotch.]
Swarth (swarth), n. An apparition of a per-
son about to die; called in Scotland a wraith.
[Provincial English.]

These apparitions are called fetches, and in CtUD-
berland swarths. . Grose,

Swarth (aw^rth), n. Sward ; turf.

Groans are heard on the mountain swarth. Hozg,

Swarth (swarth), n. A swath ; one of the
bands or ridges of grass, hay, &c.

,
produced

by mowing with the scythe.

An afl^ectioned ass, that cons state without book
and utters it by great swarths. Shak.

Swarthily (swarth'i-li), adv. Withaswarthy
hue.

Swarthiness, Swarthness (swfirth'i-nes,
swjirth'nes), 71. The state of being swarthy;
tawniness; a dusky or dark complexion.
Swarthy (swarth'!), a. [Erom swa rth, swart.
See Swart.] Being of a dark hue or dusky
complexion; tawny or black; as, the Moors,
Spaniards, and Italians are more stcarthy
than the French, Germans, and English. 'A
swarthy Ethiope.' Shak. 'Hard coila of
cordage, swarthy fishing-nets.' Tennyson.
Their S7varthy hosts would darken all our plains.

j^ddison.

Swarthy t (swftrth'i), v.t. To blacken ; to
make swarthy.
Now will ! and my man John sTvarthy our faces

over as if that country's heal had made 'em so,

Ccivley.

Swartiness (swart'i-nes), n. The state of
being swart or swarthy; a tawny colour.

Swartish (swart'ish), a. Somewhat swart,
dark, or tawny.
Swartness (swart'nes), n. Swarthiness.
Sir ir. Scott.

Swart-Star (swart'star), n. The Dog-star:
BO called because it appears in the heat of
summer which darkens or makes swart the
complexion.
Shades, and wanton winds, and gushing brooks.
On whose fresh lap the swart-star sparely looks.

Milton.

Swartyt (sw^rt'l), a. Swarthy; tawny. Shak.;
Burton.
Swartzia (sw^rfzi-a), n. [In honour of Olof
Swartz, M.D., a long time resident in the
West Indies, and author of a work on the
botany of these islands.] A genus of legu-

minous trees, the species of which are na-
tives of South America and the West India
Islands. They are mostly large forest trees
yielding a hard durable timber.havingsimple
or pinnate leaves, and axillary racemes of
flowers. The S. tom^entosa is a high thick
tree growing in Guiana. It has a fine red-

dish-coloured wood, which becomes black
by age, and is considered very indestructible.

The bark is very bitter, and is used as a
medicine in Guiana.
Swarve (swarv), v.i. To swerve; to incline

to one side. Spenser; Sir W. Scott. [Old
English and Scotch.]

S^ash (8wosh),7j. [Probably from sound of

splashing water; comp. Sw. swassa, to blus-

ter, to bully, to swagger. Akin swish.) 1. A
blustering noise; a vapouring. [Slang.]

—

ch, cAaln; eh, 8c. locA; g, go; j,;ob; ii. Fr. ton; ng, sin^; IH, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, icig; wh, uAig; zh, azure —See Kkx.
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2. Impulse of water flowing with violence;

a dashing or splash of water. Coles.—S. A
narrow sound or channel of water lying

within a sandbank, or between that and
the shore. [United States.]--4. A roaring

blade; a swaggerer; a swasher.—5. Liquid

filth; wash; hogwash. Tyndale.

Swash (swosh), v.i. 1. To bluster; to make
a great noise; to make a show of valour; to

vapour or brag.—2. To spill or splash water

about ; to dash or flow noisily ; to splash

;

as, water swashing on a shallow place.

—

3.t To fall violently or noisily.

They offered to kiss her and rwasked down upon
her bed. Holimhed.

Bwasht (swosh), n. In arch, an oval figure,

whose mouldings are oblique to the axis of

the work. Jos. Moxon.
Swash (swosh), a. [A form akin to squash.]

Soft, like fruit too ripe ; swashy. [Provin-

cial Ens^lish.]

Swash-hank (swoah'bangk), n. The crown-
ing portion of a sea-embankment. £!. H.
Knujht.
Swash-hUCket (swoshTjuk-et), n. The com-
mon receptacle of the washings of the scul-

lery ; hence, a mean slatternly woman. [Pro-

vincial English.]

Swash - buckler ( swosh 'buk-16r), n. A
swaggering blade; a bravo; a bully or brag-

gadocio.

A bravo, a swash-buckler, one that for money and
good cheere will follow any man to defend him ; but

if any danger come he runs away the first, and leaves

him m the lurch. Florio.

Swasher (swosh'6r), n. One who swashes
or makes a blustering show of valour or

force of arms; a braggart; a bully.

I have observed these three swashers . . . three

such antics do not amount to a man. Shak.

Swashing (swosh'ing), p. and a. 1. Having
the character of a swasher; swaggering;
slashing; dashing.

We'll have a STvashiftF and a martial outside.
Shak.

2. Having great force; crushing.

Gregory, remember thy swashing blow. Shak.

Swash-letter (swoshnet-^r), n. In printitig,

a name common to letters whose termina-
tions project considerably beyond the shank,
thus K, Q, R, &c.
Swash-plate (swosh'plat), n. In mech. a
disc B, fixed on
a revolving axis

A in an inclined
position, for the
purpose of com-
municating a re-

ciprocating mo-
tion to a bare, in

the direction of

its length. The
excursion of the
bar ovaries with
the inclination

of the plate to

the axis, accord-
ing to a very ob-
vious law.

Swash-way (swosh'wa), n. Same aaSwash, 3.

Swashy (swosh'i), a. Same as Swash.
Swat (swat), old and prov. (Scotch) pret. of

sweat.

Swatch (sw^ch), n. [From swath, a band
or fillet. See below.] l.t A swath. Tvsser.
2. A small piece of cloth cut off as a sample;
a specimen of any kind.

Swath (sw^th), 71. [A. Sax. swathe, swceth,

a track, a way, a path, a swath ; D. zwaad,
G. schwaden, a swath, a row of mown grass.

The original meaning is probacy a long
fillet or band, aa a swaddling-band. See
Swaddle.] 1. A line or ridge of grass or
corn cut and thrown together by a scythe
or mowing-machine. —2. The whole reach
or sweep of a scythe or mowing-machine

;

as, a wide swath. —3. A band or fillet; a band-
age: a swathe. Shak.
Swath-bondt (swftth'bond),»i. Aswaddling-
bamt.
Swathe (swaTH), v.t. pret. & pp. swathed;
ppr. swathing. [Icel. svatha, to swathe;
A. Sax. gwethian, to bind. See Swath,
SWADbLE.] 1. To bind with a band, band-
age, or roller; as, to swathe a child.

Their children are never swathed or bound about
with anything when first born. Abp. Abbot.

2. To make a bundle of; to tie up in bundles
or sheaves, as com. 'Swathed or made into

sheaves.' Cotgrave.—Z. To bind about; to
inclose; to confine. *Who hath swathed in

the great and proud ocean with a girdle of
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sand.' Bp. Hopkins. — i. To wind or fold

together; to bind; to wrap.

Last night the gifted seer did view

A wet shroud swathed round iadye gay.
Sir IV. Scott.

Swathe (swaTH), n. A bandage ; a band or

fillet. Young.
Swathey ( swath'i ), a. Of or pertaining to

a swath ; consisting of or lying in swaths.

'And lays the grass in many a^wai/iey line.'

J. Baillie.

Swathing-clothes (swaTH'ing-kloTHz), n.pl.

Swaddling-clothes. Shak.
Swats (swats), n. pi. [A. Sax. swate, swatan,

beer, ale.] Ale or beer. 'Reaming swats,

that drank divinely.' Burm. [Scotch.]

Swatte,t pret. of swete (sweat). Sweated.
Chaucer.
Swatter (swat'6r), v.i. [Comp. Bav. schwad-
dern, to splash, to spill ; Sw. squattra, to

chatter] To splutter; to fiounce; to move
rapidly in any fluid, generally in an undu-
lating way. Sir D. Lyndsay. [Scotch.]

Sway (swa), v.i. [Prov. E. sweg, sweigh,

sway, to swing, to sway ; perhaps from the

Scandinavian; Icel. sveggja, to make to sway,

to veer; sveigja, to bend, to yield, to swerve;

Dan. ^aie, to swing, sveie, to bend; L.G.

swajeJi, to waver in the wind, D. swaeijen,

to swing. Same root as swing, swag, wag.]

1. To swing backwards and forwards.—2. To
hang in a heavy, unsteady manner; to lean;

to swag; as, a wall sways to the west.

The balance sways on our part. Bacon,

3. To move or advance to one side; to in-

cline to on& side ; hence, to have the judg-

ment or feelings inclining one way.

This battle fares Uke to the morning's war . . .

Now sways it this way. like a mighty sea. . . .

Now sways it that way. Shak.

4, To have weight or influence.

The example of sundry churches . . . doth sway
much. Hooker.

b To bear rule; to govern. 'Hadst thou
sway'd aa kings should do.' Shak.—Q.^ To
advance steadily onwards.

Let us sTvay on and meet them in the field. Shak.

— To sway up (naut), to swing up by pull-

ing a rope ; to throw a strain on a mast-
rope, in order to start the mast upwards,
so that the fld may be taken out previously

to lowering the mast.

Sway (swa), v.t. [See the verb intransitive.]

1. To move backwards and forwards; to

wave or swing; to wield with the hand; as,

to sway the sceptre. — 2. To bias literally

or figuratively; to cause to lean or incline to

one side ; to prejudice ; aa, the king was
swayed by his council from the course he
intended to pursue.

God forgive them that so much have sivay^d

Your majesty's good thoughts away from me. Shak.

As bowls run true by being made
On purpose false, and to be sway'd. Hudibras.

3. To rule; to govern; to influence or direct

by power and authority, or by moral force;

to manage.
She could not s^vay her house. Shak.

This was the race
To sway the world, and land and sea subdue.

Dryden.
Take heed lest passion sway

Thy judgment to do aught, which else free will

Would not admit. Milton.

4. l^aut. to hoist; to raise: particularly ap-

plied to the lower yards and to the topmasts.

—Guide, Direct, Sway. See under Guide.
Syn. To wield, swing, move, wave, bias, rule,

govern, direct, influence.

Sway (swa), n. 1. The swing or sweep of a
weapon.

"With huge two-handed sway
Brandish'd aloft, the horrid edge came down
Wide-wasting. Afillon.

2. The motion of a thing moving heavily.

Are not you moved when all the sway of earth

Shakes like a thing ur.firmT Shak.

[The sway of earth, according to Craik. may
be explained a^Uxq balanced swing of earth.]

3. Preponderance ; turn or cast of the bal-

ance.
Expert

When to advance, or stand, or turn the snvay
Of battel. Milton.

4. Power exerted in governing; rule; do-

minion; control.

When vice prevails and impious men bear sway.
The post of honour is a private station. Addison.

5. Influence ; weight or authority that in-

clines to one aide ; as. the sway of desires

;

all the world is subject to the sway of

fashion —6. A switch used by thatchers to

bind their work.—Syn. Swing, sweep, rule,
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dominion, control, influence, direction, pre-
ponderance, ascendency.
Sway-hacked(swa'bakt),a. Same aaSwayed,
p. and a.

Sway-bracing (swa'bras-ing), 7i. The hori-

zontal bracing of a bridge, to prevent lateral

swaying.
Swayed ( swad ), p. and a. Strained and
weakened in the hinder parts of the body

:

applied to overworked horses. 'Swayed in

the back and shoulder-ahotten.' Shak.
Swayful (swa'fiil), a. Able to sway ; sway-
ing; powerful. 'Cytheria's swa(//ui power.'
Fawkes. [Rare.]

Sweal (swel), v.i. (A. Sax. sw€lan, to bum
slowly without flame, from sw6l, heat; cog.

L.G. swelen, G. schwelen, to burn slowly, to
sweal ; Icel. svmla. thick choking smoke.
Swelt, sultry are from this stem.] 1. To
blaze away; to swale.—2. To melt and run
down, as the tallow of a candle ; to waste
away without feeding the fiame.

Sweal (swel), v.t. To dress, as a hog, by
Ijurning or singeing; to swale.

Swear (swar), v.i. pret. swore (formerly
sware); pp. sworn; ppr. swearing. [A. Sax.

swerian, to swear, pret. sw6r, pp. sworen;
same as the sicer of answer; common to the
Teutonic tongues ; D. zweren, G. schworen,
O.G. sweran, swerjan, Goth, svaran, IceL
sverja, Sw. swdrja, Dan. svdrge, to swear.

Probably from same root as in swarm, and
Skr. svar, to sound.] 1. To affirm or utter
a solemn declaration, with an appeal to God
for the truth of what is affirmed; to declare
or affirm in a solemn manner.
Ye shall not swear by my name falsely. Lev. xix. 12.

But I say to you. Swear not at all. Mat v. 34-

2. To promise upon oath; to vow; to promise
in a solemn manner.
Jacob said. Swear to rae this day; and he sware

unto him. Gen. xxv. 33.

3. To give evidence on oath; aa, to swear to

the truth of a statement.
At what ease

Might corrupt minds procure knaves as corrupt
To swear against you. Shak.

4. To use profane language; to be profane;

to practise profaneness; to use the name or

names of God irreverently in common con-

versation; to utter profane oaths.

If I do not put on a sober habit,

Talk with respect and swear but now and then.
Shak.

The swearer continues to nvear; tell him of his

wickedness ; he allows it is great, but he continues to

swear on. /*"' Gilpin.

—To swear off, to swear out, to renounce
solemnly; as, to swear ojT drinking.

I hear your grace hath sworn out housekeeping.

Swear (swar). v.t 1. To utter or affirm with
a solemn appeal to God for the truth of the
declaration; as, to swear an oath.

And Galahad sware the vow.
And good Sir Bors, our Lancelot's cousin, sware.

Tennyson.

2. To promise in a solemn manner; to vow.

Well, tell me now what lady is the same
To whom you swore a secret pilgrimage. Shak.

3. To put to an oath; to cause to take an
oath; to bind by an oath; as, to swear wit-

nesses in court; to swear a jury; the witness
has been sworn; the judges are sworri into

ot&ce. ' I dare be sworn for hira.' Shak.

Let me s7vear you all to secrecy. Dryden.

She called Mary, a thousand times, the most cruel

of trirls. and swore her to secrecy by a hundred oaths.^
Trollope.

4. To declare or charge upon oath; as, to

swear treason against a man.— 5. To appeal

to by an oath; to call to witness. [Raie.]

Now by Apollo, king, thou swear'st thy gods in vain.
Shak.

6. To utter in a profane manner, or by using

the name or names of God irreverently.

Being thus frighted swears a prayer or two
And sleeps again. Shak.

—To swear the peace against one, to make
oath that one is under the actual fear of

death or bodily harm from some pers(\n, in

which case the person must find sureties of

the peace. See Surety.
Swear (swer), a. Lazy; indolent [Scotch.]

See SWEEK.
Swearer (swar'^r), n. 1. One who swears;

one who calls God to witness for the truth

of his declaration. — 2. A profane person

;

one who habitually utters profane oaths.
' And make our swearers priests." Shak.

Sweat (swet), n. [O.E. swet, swat, swote,

A. Sax. swdt, sweat. The A. Sax. regularly

Hate, far, fat. fftU; me, met, h^r; pine, prn; note, uut, move; lube, tub, bHll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; >*» Sc. fey.
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produced ewote, and the form sweat comes
rather from the verb, or from the Scandin-
avian forms: Icel. sveiti, Sw, gvett, D&n.sved;
comp. also L.G. sweet, D. zweet, G. sckweias.

from a root seen also in L. sxulor, sweat

;

Gr. hidros, sweat, hydor, water (where h = #);

Skr. svedas, sweat.] 1. The fluid or sensible
moisture which is excreted from the skin of

an animal. See Perspiration.
In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread.

Gen. iii. 19.

2. The State of one who sweats.

Soft on the tlowcry herb I found me laid

In balmy STueat. Milton.

3. That which causes sweat; labour; toil;

drudgery.
This painful labour of abridging was not easy, but

a matter of sweat and watching. 3 Maccab. ii. z6,

4. Moisture exuded from any substance;
as, the sweat of hay or grain in a mow or
stack.— 5.t Sweating sickness.

Thus, what with the war. what with the sweat,
what with the gallows, and what with poverty. I am
custom -shruak. SMaA.

Sweat (swet), v.i. pret. & pp. sweat or
sweated. [A. Sax. swtetan, Icel. sveita, L.G.
sweten, D. zweeten, G. schtoitzen. See the
noun. ] 1. To excrete sensible moisture from
the skin. ' Mistress Pa^^e at the door, sweat-
ing and blowing.' Shak. ~2. To toil; to
labour; to drudge. ' If you do sweat to put
a tyrant down. ' Shak.

Shall I rtveat lot you ? ShaJb.

He'd have the poets rweat. ff'a/ter.

8. To emit moisture, as green plants in a
heap.—4. To lose or squander money freely;

to bleed. Ld. Lytton. [Slang.]

Sweat (swet), v.t. 1. To cause to excrete
moisture from the skin ; as, his physicians
attempted to sweat him by the most power-
ful sudoritlcs.—2. To emit or suffer to flow
from the pores ; to exude ; to shed. ' To
make mine eyes to sweat compassion.' Shak.
Foi him the rich Arabia raieati her gums. Dryden.

8. To extort or extract money from ; to fleece;

to sponge on; to bleed. Ld. Lytton. [Slang.]—To sweat coins, more especially gold coins,
to shake a number of them together in a
bag, BO that a portion of the metal is worn
off and kept, yet the diminution of the value
is not readily perceived. Ii. Cobden,
Sweater (swet'^r), n. 1. One who sweats.—
2. One who or that which causes to sweat;
specifically, (a) a sudorific ; (6) a grinding
employer; one who sweats his workpeople;
especially, one who employs working tailors
at low wages.
The Ftveater is the greatest evil in the trade ; as

the sweating system increases the number of hands
to an almost incredible extent—wives, sons, daugh-
ters, and extra women all working long days.

AfjyArtu.

Sweath-bandt (swaiH'band), n. A swad-
dling'band. Spenser.
Sweatily (swet'i-li), adv. In a sweaty man-
ner; so as to be moist with sweat.

Sweatlness (swet'i-nes). t*. The state of
bfciiii; swt-aty or moist with sweat.
Sweating -bath (swet'ing-hath). n. A su-
datory; a bath for producing sensible sweat;
a stove.

Sweating - house (swet'ing-hous). n. A
hou.se for sweating persons in sickness.

Sweating-iron (8wet'ing-i-6rn), n. A kind
of knife or scraper to remove sweat from
horses.

Sweating-room (swet'lng-rOm), n. 1. A
room for sweating persons. — 2. In dairy
business, a roimi for sweating cheese and
carrying off the superfluous juices.

Sweating - sickness (sweting-sik-nes), n.

Sudor anglicanus, ephemera sudatoria* or
«>hemera maligna; an extremely fatal, feb-
rile epidemic disease which niatle its appear-
ance in England in August, 1485, and at
different periods up till 1551, and which
spread very extensively on the Continent.
It was characterized by profuse sweating,
and was frequently fatal in a few hours.—
Malwak moeating-sickness, a disease occur-
ring in India, which appears to be allied to
the worst form of cholera, and to bear a
close relation to malignant congestive fever.
Duniflition.

Sweating-system (swet'ing-sis-tem), n. A
term rti)jilied, particularly in the tailoring
trade, to the practice of emi>!oying men,
women, and children to make up clothes in
their own houses at very low wages. See
SWKATEH.
Sweaty (swet'i), a. I. Moist with sweat; as,

a ncenty skin; a sweaty garment. 'Their
sweaty night- caps.' Skak. 'A sweaty
reaper' Milton. — 2. Consisting of sweat.

' No noisy whiffs or sweaty streams.' Swift
3. Laborious; toilsome. 'This sweaty haste.'
Shak. ' The sweaty forge.' Prior.
Swede (swed), n. 1. A native of Sweden.—
2. A Swedish turnip.

Swedenborgian (swe-den-bor'ji-an), a. Re-
lating to Emanuel SwedeiU/org, or to the
doctrines taught by him.
Swedenborgian (swe-den-bor'ji-an), n. One
who holds the doctrines of the New Jeru-
salem Church as taught by Emanuel Swe-
denhorg, a Swedish nobleman, born at Stock-
holm in 1689. He professed himself to be
the founder of the New Jerusalem Church,
alluding to the^New Jerusalem spoken of
in the book of the Revelation, and conceived
that the members of this church were gifted
with peculiar insight into spiritual things.
The Swedenborgians believe that the regen-
erate man is in direct communication with
angels and with heaven. They maintain
that the sacred Scriptures contain three
distinct senses, called celestial, spiritual,
and natural, which are united by corres-
pondences, and are accommodated respec-
tively to particular classes, both of men and
angels. They hold that there have been
various general judgments ending particu-
lar dispensations of divine revelation. The
last was in 1757, when Swedenborg received
the ofllce of teaching the doctrines of the
new church promised in the Apocalypse.
As this church is to be eternal there will be
no other general judgment, but each indi-
vidual is judged soon after death. There
are numerous societies of them both in
Great Britain and America.
Swedenborgianlsm (swe-den-bor'ji-an-
izm), n. The doctrines and practice of the
Swedenborgians.
Swedish (swed'ish), a. Pertaining to Sweden
or its inhabitants. —£^tr«t2wA turnip, the
Brassica campestris rutabaga, a hard sort of
turnip, known by its glaucous leaves and
its somewhat elongated bulb. See Tdrnip.
Swedish (swed'ish), n. The language of the
Swedes.
Sweep (swep), v.t. pret. & pp. swept; ppr.
sweeping. [There seem to be two allied
verbs under this form, the one denoting
chiefly to clear or brush away, the other to
move rapidly. A. Sax. swdpan, swoppest,
tufctpth, pret. swedp, phswedpon, pp.swdpen,
IceL sopa, O.Fris. svipa, to sweep with a
besom, (fee. ; also Icel. sveipa, to stroke, to
brush, to sweep. to swoop,and«i*t^a, toswoop,
to dart, to go swiftly; Goth, sveipan, to flow
swiftly, to sweep; G. schweifen, to roam, to
drag,to sweep along. Swoop, «wrip« are differ-
ent forms of this word.] 1. To brush or rub
over with a brush, broom, or besom, for re-
moving loose dirt; to clean by brushing; as,

to sweep a chimney or a floor. * The Iwsom
that Tamtsweep the court clean of such fllth.'

Shak. ' Ears that sweep away the morning
dew.* Shak.— 2. To drive or carry along or
off by a long brushing stroke or force, or
by flowing on the earth; as, the wind sweeps
the snow from the tops of the hills; a river
sweeps away a dam, timber, or rubbish; a
flood sweeps away a bridge or a house.

You seem d that wave about to break upon me
And sweep me from my hold upon the world.

Tennysort.
Hence— 3. To drive, destroy, or carry off

many at a stroke, or with celerity and vio-
lence; as, a pestilence sweeps off multitudes
in a few days; the conflagration swept away
whole streets of houses.

With equal speed the torrent flows
To sweep fame, oower, and wealth away.

/'euton.

4. To rub over; to touch in passing; to graze.
' Whose garments sweep the ground.* Pope.

Their lon^ descending train.

With rubies edg'd and sapphires, suv/t the plain.
Dryden.

5. To carry with a long swinging or dragging
motion; to carry with pomp. 'And like a
peacock sweep along his tail. ' Shak.—6. To
pass over so as to clear; to clear.

But first seven ships from Rochester are sent
The narrow seas of all the French to sweep.

Drayton,
7. To strike with a long stroke; to brush or
traverse quickly with the flngers.

Wake into voice each silent string.

And sioeep the soundinK lyre. Pope.

8. To move swiftly over or along; as, the
wind sxcept the surface of the sea. ' As
choughs . . . madly sweep the sky.' Shak.—
9. To carry the eye over; to view with pro-
gressive rapidity; as, to sweep the heavens
with a telescope.

Here let us sweep the boundless landscape.
ThatHsoH.

10. To draw or drag something over ; as, to
sweep the bottom of a river with a net, or
with the bight of a rope to hook an anchor.
H. To propel by means of a sweep or long
oar.

Brigs of 386 tons have been swept at three knots or
more. Admiral Smyth.

Sweep (swep), V.I. [See Sweep, v.<.] 1. To
pass with swiftness and violence, as some-
thing broad or brushing the surface of any-
thing ; as, a sweeping flood. * A sweeping
rain which leaveth no food.' Prov. xxviii. 3.

2. To pass over or brush along with-celerity
and force; as,the wind sweeps along the plain.
' The sweeping whirlwind's sway Gray,—
3. To pass with pomp; as, a pei-son sweeps
along with a train: sometimes with an inde-
finite t(.

She sweeps it through the court with troops of ladies.
SMai.

4. To move with a long reach; to move with
a swinging motion; as, a sweeping stroke.
Stars sliogting through the darkness, gild the night
With sweeping glories and long trails of light.

Dryden.
5. To take in a view with progressive ra-
pidity; to range, as the eye or a telescope.

Far as the ranging eye can sweep,
A dazzling deluge reigns. Thomson.

Sweep (swep), n. 1. The act of sweeping.—
2. The compass, reach, or range of a con-
tinued motion or stroke; as, a long sweep.—
3. The compass of any turning body or mo-
tion; as, the hwetp of a door. — 4. The com-
pass of anything flowing or brushing; as,
the flood carried away everything within its
sweep.~h. Violent and general destruction;
as, the sweep of an epidemic disease.— 6. Di-
rection of any motion not rectilinear ; as,
the sweep of a compass. —7. The direction or
turn of a curve, as of a road, an arch, and
the like. * The road which makes a small
sweep.' Sir W. Scott. Hence, a circular
or semicircular or curved carriage- drive
through the lawn in front of a house.

Dr. and Mrs. Grantly were disturbed in their
sweet discourse by the quick rattle of a carriage and
pair of horses on the gravel sitvep. Troilope.

8. Compass or extent of excursion ; range.
• Beyond the farthest sweep of the telescope.

'

CraiAr. — 9. A rapid survey with the eye.—
10. In shipbuilding, the mould of a ship
when she begins to compass in at the rung-
heads; also, any part of a ship shaped by the
segment of a circle; as, a fioor-sweep; a back
sweep, Ac—11. Naxit. a large oar. used in
small vessels sometimes to assist the rudder
in turning a ship in a calm, but usually to
assist the motion of the ship.—12. In metal
rc;fHt>i^,an old name for the almond-furnace.
13. t The balista or engine anciently used in
war for throwing stones into fortresses. [The
term is still used in heraldry.]-14. One who
sweeps; a sweeper; specifically, a chimney-
sweeper. —15. An engine for drawing up
water from a well; a swape. Written also
Swipe. Swepe. — 16. In lixim moulding, a
pattern shape consisting of a board.of which
the edge is cut to the form of the cross-
sectional outline of the article to be moulded.
The surface of the mould or core is formed
by moving the sweep parallel to the axis at
right angles to its length. For hollow ar-
ticles, as pipes, sweeps are made in pairs.

Moulding Sweeps.

one for 'running up' the core, and the other
for forming the interior of the mould. They
are consequently the reverse of eacli other,
and the radii differ by a quantity equal to
the thickness of the metal of the piiie to be
cast. Thus, supposing the internal diame-
ter of the pipe to be 24 inches, and the
thickness of the metal 1 inch, the diameter
a of each core and sweep will be 12 inches,
and the diameter 6 of the mould-sweep 13
inches. Sweeps are employed for many
other symmetrical forms besides cylinders.
17. In card-playing (a) in tlie game of cas-

sino, a pairing or combining all the cards
on the board and so removing them all. (6)

In whist, the winning of all the tricks In a
hand.—18. Same as Sweepstakes. [Colloq.J

—Sweep of the tiller (>!««(.), acircular frame
on which the tiller traverses in lai^e ships.

Sweep-har (swep'bar), n. The bar of a wa-
gon which is fixed on the hind part of the

ch, cAain; £h, Sc. locA; g, yo; i.job; fi, fr. ujm; ng, siriy; TH, fAeu; th, {Ain; w, wig; wh, w/tig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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fore-guide, and passes under the hind-pole,
which slides upon it.

Sweeper (swep'er), n. One who or that
which sweeps.
Sweeping (swep'ing), p. and a. Including
or comprehending many individuals or par-
ticulars in a single act or assertion; as, a
sweeping chaise; a sweeping declaration; or
the like.

We have not a single person we can depend upon
for the sweeping and convincing answer we ought to
make. Lord Lytton.

Sweeping (swep'ing), n. 1. The act of one
who or that which sweeps; also, the result of
such act. ' A sweeping of the arm.' Tenny-
son.—2. pi. Things collected by sweeping;
rubbish. ' The sioeepings of the finest lady's
chamber.' Swi/t.

Slaves, the chance nveepings of every conquered
country. . . . made up the bulk of the population of
the Italian peninsula. Creasy.

Sweepingly (swep'ing-li), arfy. In a sweep-
ing manner.
Now I say boldly and sweepingly, that this is not

the fact. Gladstone.

Sweepin^ess (swep'ing-nes), n. The qua-
lity of bemg sweeping or comprehensive; as,

the nweepingnees of a charge.
Sweep-net (swep'net), n. A large net for
drawing over a wide compass.
Sweepstake (swep'stak), n. i. a mode of
playing by which all the tricks are taken.
* To play at sweepstake and take all to-

gether.' neylin.~1. ^im\& sa Sweepstakes.
Sweepstakes (swep'staks), n. sing, or pi.

1. A gaming transaction, in which a num-
ber of persons join in contributing a certain
stake, which becomes the property of one or
of several of the contributors under certain
conditions. Thus, in horse-racing each of
the contributors has a horse assigned to him
(usually by lot), and the person to whom
the winning horse is assigned gains tlie

whole stakes, or the stakes may be divided
between two or three who get the two or
three horses first in the race.—2. A prize in
a horse-race or the like made up of several
stakes.—3. A sweepstake.
Sweep-washer (swep'wosh-6r), n. In gold
and silver refmin(/, the person who extracts
from the sweepings, potsherds, <tc., the
small particles of those metals which are
contained in them.
Sweepy (swep'i), «. l. Passing with speed
and violence over a great compass at once;
sweeping.

The branches bend before their sweepy sway.
Dryden.

2. Strutting. 'His sweepy train.' Watts.—
3. Wavy.
And its fair river gleaming in the light,
With all its sweepy windings. y. Baillie.

Sweer, Sweir (swer). a. [A. Sax. sxvcer,

swere, heavy, lazy, idle; G. schioer, heavy.]
1. Lazy; indolent.—2. Reluctant; unwilling.
[Scotch.]

Sweet (swet), ff. [A. Sax. swSte, swH, O.Fris.
swHe, D. zoet, O.H.G. suozi. Mod. G. siiss,

Icel. scBtr, sotr, Goth, sutis, for svotis. From
a mdely spread root, seen also in L. suavis,
for suadvis, sweet ; Gr. hedys, agreeable

;

handano, to please; Skr. svddiis, sweet, svad,
to taste. Siuive, assuage, are from the L.

siiavis, through the French.] 1. Having a
pleasant or agreeable taste or flavour like
that of sugar or honey: opposed to sour and
bitter.

Bacchus, that first from out the purple grape
Crushed the siveet poison of niisusea wine. Milton.

2. Pleasing to the smell ; fragrant. ' Burn
sweet wood to make the lodging sweet'
Shak.—3. Pleasing to the ear; making ex-
cellent music; soft; melodious; harmoni-
ous.

Her speech is graced with sweeter soun(\
Than in another's song is found. Waller.

4. Pleasing to the eye; beautiful.

Thou hast the siveetest face I ever look'd on.
Shak.

5. Pleasing, agreeable, or grateful to the
mind; exciting pleasant or agreeable feel-
ings.

'Tis sweet to hear the watch-dog's honest bark
Bay deep-mouth'd welcome as we draw near home

:

*Tis sit/eet to know there is an eye will mark
Our coming, and look brighter when we come.

Jiyron.

6. Mild; soft; gentle.

Canst thou bind the snoeet influences of Pleiades.
Job xxxviii. 31.

7. Kind; obliging; mild; soft; bland; as,

&weet manners.
Since his ways are sweet

And theirs are bestial, they hold hira less than man.
Tennyson.

8. Fresh; not salt or salted.

The sails are drunk with showers, and drop with rain.
Sweet waters mingle with the briny main. Dryden.

9. Not changed from a sound or wholesome
state ; as, (a) not stale ; as, sweet butter.

(6) Not sour; as, sweet milk or bread, (c) Not
putrescent or putrid ; as, sweet meat. —Sweet
herbs, fragrant herbs cultivated for culinary
purposes.— .4 sweet tooth, a great liking for
sweet things or sweetmeats. — To be sweet
upon, to be in love with; to have an especial
fondness for. [Colloq.]

* I think he is siceet upon your daughter,'—' Tut,
my good sir, . . . young people, young people. No
more sweetness than is in that." Dickens.

—Sweet is often used in the formation of self-

explaining compounds; as. swee(-flavoured,
sweet-tem-percii, sweet-toned, and the like.—
Syn. Dulcet, luscious, fragrant, melodious,
harmonious, pleasant, agreeable, grateful,
mild, bland, fresh.

Sweet (swet). n. l. That which is sweet to
the taste: used chiefly in the plural; as, (a)
sweetmeats; confectionery;preserves;8ugar;
honey, &o. (&) Home-made wines, meads,
metheglin, &c.—2. That which is pleasant
to the sense of smell; a perfume. 'Odori-
ferous sweets.' Prior.~Z. Something pleas-
ing or grateful to the mind; as. the sweets
of domestic life; the sweets of office.

Sweets grown common lose their dear delight.

.Shak.
4. A word of endearment. 'Whereforefrowns
my sioeetV li. Jonson.
Sweet-apple (swet'ap-l), n. Same as Sweet-
sop.

Sweet-bay (swet'ba), n. A plant of the
genus Laurus (L. nobilis). See Laurel.
Sweet-bread (swet'bred), n. The pancreas
of an animal, as of a calf or sheep, used as
food.

Sweet-breasted (swefbrest-ed), a. Sweet-
voiued: from breast, in the old sense of mu-
sical voice. ' Sweet-breasted as the night-
ingale or thrush.' Beau, it Fl.

Sweet-brier, Sweet-briar (swefbri-fir), ?i.

itosa mbiginosa, a bushy species of rose
with small leaves and flowers, a native of
Britain, growing in open bushy places, and
remarkable for the sweet balsamic smell of
its leaves, on account of which it is often
planted in hedges and shrubberies.
Sweet-calabash (swet-kal'a-bash), n. A
West Indian species of passion-flower (Pas-
sijlora niali^ormis), producing large flowers
and a round edible fruit.

Sweet -calamus, Sweet-cane (swet-kal'a-
nms, swet'kun), n. An aromatic plant,
sometimes called Lemon-grass and Spike-
nard.
Sweet-cicely (swet-sls'fe-li), n. A plant of
the genus Myrrhis (M. odorata). See Myr-
RHIS.

Sweet-cistus (swet-sis'tus), n. A shrub of
the genus Cistus (C villosus).

Sweet-corn (swet'koru), n. A variety of
maize, of a sweet taste.

Sweeten (swet'n), v.t. [Sweet, and verb-
forming suftix -en, to make.] 1. To make
sweet to the taste.

S^ueeten your tea, and watch your toast. Stoift.

2. To make pleasing or grateful to the mind;
as, to sweeten liie; to sweeten friendship.

—

3. To make mild or kind.
Devotion softens his heart, enlightens his mind,

sweetens his temper. IV. Law.

4. To make less painful.

And she thy cares will sweeten with her charms,
Dryden.

5. To increase the agreeable qualities of; as,

to sweeten the joys or pleasures of life. —
6. To soften to the eye; to make delicate.

Corregjjio has made his name immortal by the
strength he has given to his figures, and by sxveeten-

ing his lights and shades. Dryden.

7. To make pure and wholesome by destroy-
ing noxious matter; as, to sweeten rooms or
apartments that have been infected ; to
sweeten the air.—8. To make mellow and fer-

tile; as, to dry and sweeten soils.—9. To re-

store to purity; as, to sweeten water, butter,
or meat.
Sweeten (swet'n). v.i. To become sweet.

Where a wasp hath bitten in a grape, or any fruit.

it will sweeten hastily. Bucon.

Sweetener (swet'n-6r), n. One who or that
wliich sweetens; one who palliates; that
which moderates acrimony.

But you who. till your fortune's made.
Must be n sveeterier by your trade,
Must swear he never meant us ill. Sivi/t.

Powder of crab's eyes and claws, and burnt egg-
shells, are prescribed as sweeteners of any sharp
humours. Sir U'. Temple.

Sweetening (swet'n-ing), n. l. The act of
one who sweetens.— 2. That which sweetens.
Sweet-fern (swet'f^m), n. A small North
American shrub, having sweet-scented or
aromatic leaves resembling fern - leave»
(Cotnptonia aspleni/olia). Goodrich.
Sweet-flag (swet'flag). n. A plant of the
genus Acorus {A. Calamus). See Sweet-
RUSH.
Sweet-gale (swet'gal), n. A plant of the
genus Myrica {M. Gale), called also Ifutch
Myrtle (which see).

Sweet-grass (swet'gras), n. The English
name of various species of plants ot the
genus Glyceria (which seej.

Sweet-gum (swet'gum). n. A tree of the
genus Liquidamltar, the L. styracijlua.

Sweetheart (swet'hart), n. (.Said by some to
be from sweet, and ang. personal suttix -art,
-ard. as in braggart, drunkard, laggard, but
there seems to be no foundation f<ir this
statement. It used formerly to be written
as two words, and was so written in tlie end
of the thirteenth century.] A lover male
or female.

Mistress, . , , you must retire yourself
Into some covert ; take your sweetheart's hat
And pluck it o'er your brows, Shak.

Sweetheart (swet'hart), v.t. To act the
part of a lover to; to pay court to; to gaJ-
lant; as. to sweetheart a lady. [Colloq.]

Sweetheart (swetTiart), v.i. To perform the
part vi a lover; to act the gallant; to play
the wooer; as, he is going a sweethearting.
Sweeting (swet'ing), n. l. A sweet apple.—
2. A term of endearment. 'Trip no further,
pretty sweeting.' Shak.
Sweetish (sw et'ish), a. Somewhat sweet or
grateful to the taste.

Sweetlshness (swet'ish-nes), n. The quality
of being sweetish.

Sweet-john (swet'jon), n. A name some-
times given to a vai-iety of pink (Dianthus)^
generally to narrow-leaved varieties of Z>.

ha rba tus.

Sweet-leaf (swet'lef), n. A small evergreea
tree or shrub (Symplocos tinctoria) growing
in Georgia and Carolina, the leaves of which
are used for dyeing silk a bright yellow
colour. They have a sweetish taste, and
are much relished by cattle. Called also
Horse-sugar.

Sweetly (swetli), adv. In a sweet nmnner;
.

gratefully; agreeably; harmoniously. 'Smell-
iug so sweetly.' Shak. MValk softly and
look sweetly.' Shak. ' The Holy Spirit who
sweetly and mightily ordereth all things/
Card. Manning.

He sweetly temper'd awe. Dryden,

No poet ever sweetly sung
Unless he was, hke Phoebus, young. Swi/t.

Sweet-marjoram (swet-mar'jo-ram), n. A
very fragrant plant, of the genus Origanum,
the 0. Majurana. See Marjoram.
Sweet-maudlin (swet-mad'lin), n. A spe-
cies of Achillea, the A. Ageratum.
Sweetmeat (swet'met), n. An article of
confectionery made wholly or principally of
sugar; fruit preserved with sugar.as peaches,
pears, melons, nuts, orange-peel, and the
like.

Sweetness (swet'nes), n. The quality of be-
ing sweet, in any of its senses; as, {a) grate-
fulness to the taste or to the smell ; fra-

grance; agreeableness to the ear; melody;
as, sweetness of taste; siceetness of the voice.

(6) Delightful character possessed liy pol-
ished and poetical language, usually con-
trasted with strength.

Keats, enchanted with the study of the Elizabethan
poets, revived in his ' Endymion' the over-luxuriant
sweetness of Marlowe's ' Sestiad.' Quart. Rev.

(c) Agreeableness of manners ; gentleness

;

mildness; obliging civility ; as, sweetness of
behaviom*. (rf) Softness; mildness; amiabil-
ity. 'A most amiable sweetness of temper.*
Swi/t.

Sweet-oil (swet'oilX n. Olive-oil.

Sweet-pea (swet'pe). n. Lathyms odorattis,

an annual much cultivated In our gardens
on account of its showy sweet-scented
flowers, two or rarely three being together
on one peduncle.
Sweet - potato (swet'po-ta-to), n. A plant
of the genus Batatas (/>'. edulis). nat. order
Convolvulaceffi. The leaves are smooth,
usually hastate or three-lobed ; the flowers
are white externally and purplish within,

disposed in clusters upon axillary foot-

stalks. The roots are fleshy and spindle-
shaped, and were formerly imported into
England by way of Spain from the West
Indies, and sold as a delicacy, which is the

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. Sc. iey.
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potato of Shakspere and contemporary
writers, the common potato being then
scarcely known in Europe. See Batatas.

Sweet-potato {Batatas editlis).

Sweet -root (swet'rot). n. The liquorice
{Glycyrrhiza glabra).

Sweet-nish (swet'rush), n. A plant of the
^enus Acoru3(/I. Calamus), found growing
in ponds, by the banks of rivers, and other
wet places in England, and in the cooler
parts of the Continent, of India, and of
North America. Frum the lower part of
the thick jointed rhizorae or root-stock nu-
merous roots are thrown down, while from
the upper surface arise a numl)er of sword-
8hai>ed leaves, from 2 to 3 feet in length,
stieathing at the base, also a long leaf-like

stalk from which issues a spike of densely-
packed greenish flowers. Ail parts of the
plant, but especially the perennial rhizome
(known as calamus-root), have a strong
aromatic and slightly acrid taste; and hence
tlie rhizome is used in medicine as a stimu-
lant and tonic in some kinds of indigestion,
and it is said to be useful in ague. It la also

Sweet-rush {Acerus Calamus).

used by confectioners as a candy ; by per-
fumers in the preparation of aromatic vine-
gar and other perfumed articles, as hair-
powtlers ; and hy manufacturers of beer and
gin afl a flavouring ingredient.

Sweet-scented 4 swet'»ent-ed), a. Having
a sweet smell; fT9^r%nt. — Sweet - $cenUd
grass, s plant of the genus Anthoxanthum
(A. (HloTatum). See Sprinq-gra.ss.
Sweet -sop (swet'sop), n. An eve^reen
slirul) or tree, Anoiui squamosa, allied to
the custard-apple. It grows in the West
Indies, and bears a greenish fruit, sweet
and pulpy, covered with scales like a pine-
apple.

Sweet - sultan (swet-sul'tan), n. See Sul-
TAN-FI,"WEK
Sweet-Violet (swet-vi'6-let). n. A plant of
the genus Viola, the V. txlorata, a favourite
flower, and a native of England.
Sweet -water (swefw^-t^r), n. A variety
of white grafw containing a sweet watery
juice. Simttwnds.
Sweet-william (awet-wiryam), n. A plant
of the genus Dianthus, the D. barbatiis. a
species of pink of many varieties, cultivated
in flower-gardens.

Sweet-willow (swet-wil'o), n. Same as
Sice ct-<jflie.

Sweet -wood (swet'w^d). n. 1 Another
name for the Laurtin nobilis, or sweet-bay.
See Laurel —2. Thetiral»erof Oreodaphru
escfiltata. a tree growing in Jamaica.
Sweetwort (sw^fw6rt), n. Any plant of a
sweet taste.

Sweet-wort (swet'wert), n. A sweet infu-
sion of malt for brewing; the saccharine in-
fusion produced by mashing.
Swegll,t n. [See Sway.] A violent motion.
Chaucer.
Swelnmote, n. See Swainmote.
Swell (swel), v.i. pret. swelled; pp. swelled
or swollen. Swollen is now more frequently
used as an adjective. [A. Sax. swellan,
pret. 8weal,8ioeoll, pp. swollen, to swell, to be
tumid; Icel. svelUi, to swell, to grow wrath-
ful; D. zwellen, G. schwellen, to swell, dilate,

&c. Origin doubtful; perhaps same word
as well, to bubble up, with an intens. s.

Some connect it with L. salum, the sea.]

1. To grow bulkier ; to dilate or extend the
exterior surface or dimensions by matter
added within, or by expansion of the in-
closed substance; Rs,the legs swell in dropsy;
a bruised part swells; a tumour swells; a
bladder sicells by inflation.— 2. To increase
in size or extent by any addition; as, a river
swells and overflows its banks.— 3. To rise
or be driven into waves or billows ; as, in a
tempest, the ocean swells into waves. *The
swellinf} Adriatic seas.' Shak.—4. To be in-
flated; to belly, as sails.— 5. To protuberate;
to bulge out; as. a cask swells in the middle.
6. To rise in altitude ; as, land sicells into
hills.—7. To be putfed up with some feeling;
to show outwardly elation or excitement

;

hence, to strut; to look big; as, to stoell with
pride, anger, rage, or the like.

Here he comes sweilin^ like a turkey cock. Shai.
Your equal mind yet swells not into state. Dryden.
You swell at the tartan, as the bull is said to do at

scarlet. Sir IV. Scott,

8. To rise and gather; to well up. 'The
tears that swell in me." Shak.--^. To grow
and increase in the mind. 'The unseen
grief that swells with silence in the tortured
soul." Shak. — 10. To become larger in
amount ; as, many little debts added swell
to a great sum.—11. To gain or increase in
intensity, strength, or volume, as sound.
Swell ( swel ). v.i. l. To increase the size,

bulk, or dimensions of; to cause to rise,

dilate, or increase; as, rains and dissolving
snow swell the rivers in spring, and cause
floods. *Tlie water swells a man.' Shak.—
2. To aggravate; to heighten.

It is low ebb with the accuser, when such pecca-
dillos are put to swell the charge. Attcrbury.

3. To inflate ; to puff up ; to raise to arro-
gance. 'If it did swell my thoughts to any
strain of pride. ' Shak.

The kinff of men, who, rwoln with pride.
Refused his presents, and his prayers denied.

Dryden.
i. To increase gradually the intensity, force,

or volume of; as, to swell a t<^ne.

Swell (swel), ?k 1. The act of swelling; rise;

gradual increase ; as. (a) augmentation in
bulk ; a dilating or bulging. (6) Elevation

;

rise: referring to height, (c) Increase of
strength, intensity, or volume : referring to
sound. 'And when music arose with its vo-
Iuptuous«u?«2^' Byron. (ff)Increa8eofpower
in style ; increase of rhetorical force. 'The
swell and subsidence of his periods. ' Laiuior.
2. An elevation of land; a rounded height;
an undulation; as, a wide plain abound-
ing with little sicells. — 3. A succession of
long unbroken waves setting in one direc-
tion, as after a storm ; the waves or fluc-

tuations of the sea after a storm ; a bil-

low; a surge; as, a heavy swell Is settiug
into the harbour. — 4. In mtmc, (a) a gra-

dual increase and decrease in the volume
of sound; the crescendo and diminuendo

combined. (&) The sign -=d2 1^^^^^^^=")

which indicates increase and decrease in the
volume of sound, (c) An arrangement in an
organ (and in some harmoniums) whereby
the player can increase or diminish the in-

tensity of the sound at will In the organ
it consists of a series of pipes with a sepa-

rate key-board, and forming a separate de-

pulment (called the swell - organ). The
loudness or softness of the tone is regulated
by opening or shutting, by means of a pedal,

a set of slats like a Venetian blind, which
forms part of the frame in which the pipes
are inclosed.—5. A slang word applied some-
times in a laudatory sense to a person of

high standing or of great mark or impor-
tance, but more generally in a depreciatory
sense to a showy, dashing, assuming person,
as a fashionable person, a dandy, a fop, or
the like.

Bruce can't be such a swell as one fancied. He's
only taken a second. Farrar,

Swell (swel), a. Pertaining to a swell or
swells; characterized by more or less showi-

ness in dress; showily or assumingly gen-
teel; dandified. [Slang.]

We don't know many people here yet, 'Tis rather
a swell neighbourhood. Deait Ramsay.

Swelling (swel'ing), n. l. A tumour, or any
morbid enlargement of the natural size; as,
a swelling on the hand or leg.—2. Protuber-
ance; prominence.
The superficies of such plates are not even, but

have many cavities and s^vellings. Newtoii.

3. A rising or inflation, as by passion or
other powerful emotion; as, the swellings of
auger, grief, or pride.

Wherefore more proudly does the gentle knight
Rein in the S7vellin£' of his ample might? A'eats.

4. An overflow; an inundation.
Behold, he shall come up like a lion from the swell-

'"^ of Jordan. Jer. xlix. 19.

Swelling (swel'ing), p. and a. 1. Turgid; in-

flated ; Ijombastic ; as, sioelling words ; a
swelling ^ly\e.—2. Grand; pompous; niagni-
ficetit. *A more swelling port than my faint
means would grant continuance.' Shak.
SweUish (-swerish). a. Pertaining to or
characteristic of a swell or dandy; foppish;,
dandified; stylish; would-be fashionable or
aristocratic ; as, he puts on swellish airs.

[CoUoq. or slang.]

Swell-mob (swel 'mob), n. The class of
pickpockets who go about genteelly dressed
in order to mix in crowds, &c., with less
suspicion or chance of recognition. [Slang. >

He is renowned for his acquaintance with the
swell-mob. Dickens.

Swell-mobsman (swel-mobz'man), n. A
member of the swell-mob; a genteelly-clad
pickpocket. Mayhew. [Slang.]

Swell-organ (swel'or-gan), n. See SWELL,
n. 4, (c).

Swelt t (swelt), pret. & pp. of sivell.

'

Swelt t (swelt), v.i. [A. Sax. sweltan, Goth.
stoiltan, ga-swUtan, to perish, to die ; Icel.

svelta, Sw. sviilta, Dan. suite, to die, to starve;
lit. to perish from heat, the root being seen
in A. Sax. swelan, to burn. (See Sweal.)
Hence swelter, sweltiy, sultry.] 1, To die;
to perish. ~2. To faint; to swoon, as by ex-
cess of heat; to broil with heat.

No wonder is though that I swelte and swete.
Chaucer,

Niyh she swelt for passing joy. Spenser.

Swelt t (swelt), V. t. To overpower, as with
heat; to cause to faint; to swelter.

Is the sun to be blamed that the traveller's cloak
swells him with heatt £/>. Hall.

Swelter (swel't^r), v.i. [From sivelt (which
see).] 1. To be overcome and faint with
heat; to be ready to perish with heat.

—

2.t To welter; to soak; as, knights sweltered
in their gore. Drayton.
Swelter (swel't6r), v.t. 1. To oppress with
heat. ' One climate would be scorched
and siceltered with everlasting dog-days.'
Bentley.— 2.i To accumulate by internal
heat.

Toad, that under cold stone
Days and nights hast thirty-one,
S-wfUer'd venom sleeping got. Shak.

['Sweltered venom' is also explained a.%

venom moistened with the animal's sweat. ]

Sweltryt (swel'tri), a. [O.E. sueltrie, from
swelter (y/hich sen); hence, sultry, a slightly

modified form] SuH'ocating with heat; op-
pressive with heat; sultry.

Swepe (swep), n. A large kind of oar. See
Sweep.
Swept (swept), pret. & pp. of sweep.
Swerd t (sw6rd), n. Sward.
SwenLt ForS'«7cre7i,tpres. tense pi. of Ulcere

(swear ). Chaucer.
Swertia (sw^r'ti-a), n. [In honour of Imaa
Swert, a famous cultivator of bulbs and
flowers in Holland.] A genus of perennial
herbs, nat. order Gentianacece. They have
radical, nerved, ovate leaves, attenuated at
each extremity, and usually pui-ple, star-

shaped flowers. They are natives of Central
Europe and Asia, occurring also in Northeiii
India. The Tartars apply the leaves to
wounds, and the Russians use an infusion
of them medicinally.

Swerve (sw6rv), v.i. pret. swerved; ppr.

swerving. [O.E. swarve, A. Sax. sweor/an;
same word as Icel. svarfa, to swerve, to
sweep aside, D. zwerven, to swerve, to rove,

to wander, L.G. swarven, to swerve, O.H.G.
and O.Sax. suerban, Goth, svairban, to wipe
or whisk away. According to Wedgwood
the radical image is a hum or confused
noise, whence we get that of whirling, turn-

ing aside, &c.: so that it may be connected
with swarm. In sense 4 it corresponds with

ch. cAaln; Ch, Sc. locA; g, go; i,joh; ft, Fr. ton; ng, aing; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure. -See Key.
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moarm, to climb.] 1. To wander; to rove;

to stray; to roam; to ramble.
A maid thitherward did run

To caich her sparrow which from her did swerve.
Sir P. Sidney.

2. To wander from any line prescribed or
from a rule of duty; to depart from what
is established by law, duty, or custom ; to
deviate.

Nor number, nor example with him wrought
To rwerve from truth or change his constant mind.

Miiton.
In the execution of their trusts ihcy s-zt^etve from

the strict letter of the law. Clarendon.

Many who, through the contagion of evil example,
Fwerve exceedingly from the rules of their holy reli-

gfion. AtUrbury.

8. To turn to one side; to bend; to incline;

to waver. 'The battle sioerved.' Milton.
' Pastoral rivulet that swerves to left and
right thro' meadowy curves.' Tennyson.—
4. To climb or move upward by winding or
turning.

The tree was high,
Yet nimbly up from bough to bough I swerv'd,

Dryden.

Swet (swet), pret. & pp. of sweat. [Rare.]

Swete.tu.t. To sweat. Chaucer.
Sweveiljt n. [A. Sax. swe/en, from sioefan,

to fall asleep, to sleep; Icel. sve/n, sleep.

Same root as L. soimius, Gr. hypnos, sleep,

Skr. 8vap, to sleep.] A dream. Chaucer.
Dan Cupido

Sure sent thyike siveven to mine head. Oldplay.

Swlch,t Swilket (swich, swilk), a. [See
Such.] Such.
Swldder (swid'6r), 71. and v.i. See Swither.
Swletenia (swe-e-te'ui-a), n. [In honour of

Gerard Van Swieten, a Dutch botanist and
author. ] A genus of plants, nat. order
Cedrelacea), found in the hot parts of the
world, forming large trees, and yielding

valuable timber. See Mahogany.
Swift (swift), a. [A. Sax. sioift, from the
stem of swl/an, to move quickly, to turn
round, to revolve; Icel. svi/a, to be carried,

to glide, »m/, sudden movement; D. zweven,
G. schweben, Dan. svoeve, to wave, to float,

to hover; same root as E. sweep and swoop.]
1. Moving with great speed, celerity, velo-

city, or rapidity; fleet; rapid; quick; speedy.

The race is not to the swi/t, nor the battle to the
strong. Eccles. ix. 11.

True hope is swiji, and files with swallow's wings;
Kings it makes gods, and meaner creatures kings.

Shak.

2. Ready; prompt; quick. ' Having so swi;ft

and excellent a wit' Shak.
Let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak,

slow to wrath. Jam. i. 19.

3. Coming suddenly, without delay.

There shall be false teachers amongyou, who privily

shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the
Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves
jTf//? destruction. 3 Pet. ii. 2.

4. Of short continuance; rapidly passing.
' Make swift the pangs of my queen's tra-

vails.' Shak.
Swift (swift), adv. In a swift or rapid
manner; swiftly. 'Light boats sail swift'
Shak.
Swift (swift), n. 1. The current of a stream.

* He can live in the strongest swifts of the wa-
ter.' Iz. Walton. [Rare.]—2.A reel or turning
instrument for winding yarn.—3. The com-
mon name of birds of the genus Cypselus,

Common Swifi {Cypselus apus\

family Cypselidro. They have an outward re-
semblance to the swallows, but differ much
from them in various structural points. The
common swift (C. apus) has the greatest
powersof fiiglit of any bird that visits Britain.
Its colour is in general a sombre or sooty
black, with a grayish-white patch under the

chin. The beak is black, shorter than that
of the swallow, and without the lateral
bristles. The wings are even longer than
those of the swallow, and are sickle-shaped.
The tarsi are short, and feathered to the
toes, which are all directed forwards. The
swifts pass most of their time in the air,

where they pursue their insect prey. Their
flight is swift and shooting, and their scream
very ditferent from the twittering of the
swallow. They build their nests in holes
in the walls of houses, in rocks, and some-
times in hollow trees. The swift reaches its

summer ([uarters later, and leaves earlier
than the swallows. Another species, the
white-bellied or Alpine swift (C alpinus), is

known in this country, but it is only a rare
straggler. The weight of the swift is most
disproportionately small to its extent of
wing, the fonner being scarcely an ounce,
the latter 18 inches, the length of the body
being near 8 inches. The swift is widely
spread through Europe, Asia, and Africa.
The American swift (Chcetura pelasgia) is

smaller, has the hind-toe directed back-
wards, and the tail-feathers stiff as in wood-
peckers. It is commonly called the chim-
ney sicallow. — 4. The common newt or eft,

a species of lizard.

Swifter(swift'6r), n. [lce\. sviptingr.] Naut.
a rope used to confine the bars of the capstan
in their sockets while men are turning it;

also, a rope used to encircle a boat longitu-
dinally to strengthen and defend her sides in
collision. Swifters also are two shrouds fixed
on the starboard and larboard sides of the
lower masts, above all the other shrouds, to
give the masts additional security.

Swifter (swift'6r), v.t. Naut. to stretch, as
shrouds, by tackles.

Swiftfoot (swift'fut), a. Swift of foot;
nimble. 'The swiftfoot hare.' Mir. for

Swift-footed (swift'fut-ed), a. Fleet; swift
in running.
The sTuiftfooted martin pursued him. Arbuthnot.

Swift-handed (swift'hand-ed), a. Prompt
of action; ready to draw the aword. 'A
swift-handed, deep-hearted race of men.'
Carlyle.

Swift-heeled (swiffheld), a. Swift of foot.

She takes delight
The sivift-heel'd horse to praise. Congrrve.

Swiftly (swift'li), adv. In a swift or rapid
manner; fleetly; rapidly; with celerity; with
quick motion or velocity.

Pleas'd with the passage we slide swiftly on. Drydeti.

Swiftness (swift'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being swift; speed; rapid motion;
quickness; celerity; velocity; rapidity; ex-
pedition : a word of general import, appli-

cable to every kind of motion and to every-
thing that moves; as, the swiftness of a
bird; the swiftness of a stream; swiftness of

descent in a falling body; swiftness of

thought; (fee.

Enforced she was to wed him in her tears
And with a shameful swifhtess. Tennyson.

Swift-winged (swift'wingd), a. Rapid in

flight. ' Nor staying longer than one swift-

winged night.' Prior.

Swig (swig), v.t. [A. Sax. swilgan, swelgan,
to swallow, to devour. The change sioilg,

swig, is similar to that in balg, bag. See
Swill, Swallow.] 1. To drink by large
draughts; to drink off rapidly and greedily;
as, to swig one's liquor. [CoUoq.]—2.t To
suck greedfily. ' The lambkins swig the teat.

'

Creech.

Swig (swig), v.l. To take a swig or deep
draught ; as, he swigged at the bottle.

[Colloq.]

Swig (swig), 71. 1. A large draught. *The
sailor having taken a stvig at the bottle.'

Marryat. [Colloq.]— 2. Ale and toasted
bread. Latham.—Z. Naut. a pulley with
ropes which are not parallel.

Swig (swig), V. t. [Comp. A. Sax. swtgan, to be
silent.] To castrate, as a ram, by binding
the testicles tight with a string so that they
mortify and slough off. [Local.]

Swill (swil), v.t. [From A. Sax. swilian, Sc.

gioeel, to wash; partly influenced by the allied

A. Sax. sicilgan, sioelgan, to swullow, G.
schwelgen, to drink hard, to revel. See Swal-
low, Swig.] 1. To wash; to drench. [Old
English and Scotch.]

As fearfully as doth a galled rock
O'erhiiUg and jutty his confounded base,
SwiJl'dvfith the wild and wasteful ocean. Shak.

2. To drink grossly or greedily. ' Devouring
sliced beef and swUling port and punch.'
Smollett.

The wretched bloody and usurping boar . . .

STvills your warm blood like wash. Shak.

3. To inebriate; to swell with fulness.

I should be loth
To meet the rudeness and sivill'd insolence
Of such late wassailers. Milten.

Swill (swil), v.i. 1. To drink greedily; to
drink to excess. South.— "2..^ To be intoxi-
cated.

Swill (swil),n. 1. Large draughts of liquor;
or drink taken in excessive quantities.

—

2. The wash or mixture of liquid substances,
given to swine. Called also Swillings.

Give swine such swill as you have.' Mortimer.

Swiller (swil'fir), n. One who swills; one
who drinks voraciously.
Swilley ( swil'li ), n. [In meaning 1 from
swill; in meaning 2 doubtful.] 1. An eddy
or whirlpool. [Provincial.]—2. A coal-field
of small extent. [Provincial.]
Swillings (swil'ingz), n. pi. Swill.
Swim (swim), v.i. pret. swam or swum; pp.
swum; ppr. swimming. [A. Sax. swimman,
pret. swam, pi. swummon, pp. swummen;
L.G. swimmen, D. ztvemmen, Icel. svimma,
Dan. svomme, Sw. simma, G. schwimmen—
to swim; connected with swamp. In sense
of being dizzy it is of different origin, viz.

Icel. svima,to be giddy, A. Sax. swlma, Icel.
svimi, dizziness, stupor. See Squeamish.]
1. To be supported on water or other fluid ;

to float; not to sink; as, any substance will
swim whose speeific gravity is less than that
of the fluid in which it is immersed.—2. To
move progressively in water by means of
the motion of the hands and feet, or of fins.

Leap in with me into this angry flood.
And siLi>n to yonder point. Shak.

3. To glide with a smooth motion.
A hov'ring mist came swimming o'er his sight.

Dryden.
4. To be flooded ; to be overflowed ordrenched;
as, the earth swims in rain.

All the night make I my bed to swim; I water my
couch with my tears. Ps. vi. 6.

Sudden the ditches swell, the meadows snim.
Thotnson.

5. To overflow ; to abound ; to have abund-
ance. 'They now «w)i7/i in joy.' Milton.—
6. To be dizzy or vertiginous; to have giddi-
ness; to have a sensation as if the head
were turning round. 'Which oftentime I
read, till my head swims.' Tennyson.
Swim (swim), v.t. 1. To pass or cross by
swimming; to move on or in by swimming;
as, to sxcim a stream.
Sometimes he thought to swim the stormy main.

Dryden.
2. To immerse in water that the lighter
parts may swim; as, to swim wheat for
seed.—3. To cause to swim or float; as, to
sivim a horse across a river.

Swim (swim), n. 1. The act of swimming;
period or extent of swimming; as, to take a
long 8un/m.—%. A smooth, gliding motion.

Both the swim and the trip are properly mine;
everybody will affirm it that has any judgment in
dancing, 1 assure you. £. jfonson.

3. The air-bladder or sound of fishes.

Swimmer (swim'6r), n. 1. One who swims.
A solitary shriek, the bubbling cry
Of some strong swiinmer in his agony. Byron.

2. A bird that swims, as the duck and goose;
specifically (pi.), an order of birds. See
Natatores.—3. pi. A tribe of spiders (Ara-
neidre natantes) which live in water, and
there spin their webs to entrap their prey.—
4. A protuberance on the leg of a horse.

Swimmeret (swim'6r-et), n. In zool. the
hinder limb or abdominal appendage of
crustaceans (lobsters), in which the endo-
podite and exopodite are well developed.
The swimmerets are used by these animals
for the purpose of bearing the eggs.

Swimming (swim'ing),n. 1. The act or art of
sustaining and propelling the body in water.
A great proportion of the animal tribes are
furnished with a greater or less capacity for
fiwimniiug either in water or on its sm-face,

but man is unqualified for swimming with-
out learning to do so as an art, owing to the
structure of his body. The head by its gra-
vity naturally sinks in water, and thus causes
drowning, unless it, or at least the mouth,
can be kept above the surface by art. The
art of swimming chiefly consists in keeping
the head above water, and using the handi
and feet as oars and helm.— 2. Dizziness.

'Taken with a grievous swimming in my
head.' Dryden.
Swimming-bath (swim'ing-bath), n. A
bath large enough for swimming in.

Swimming-bell (swim'ing-bel), n. In zoot
same as Sectocalyx (which see).

Fate, fiir, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, poimd; ii, Sc. abuue; y, Sc. tey.
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Swimming-belt (swim'ing-belt), n. An air-

inflated belt, worn round the person as a
sui>port in tlie water. Simmomis.
Swimmingly (swim'ing-li), adv. In an easy,

gliding manner, as if swimming; smoothly;
without obstruction ; with great success.

[CoUoq.]

The Bill went Twimming-!y through the Commons,
the majority of two gradually swelhng into eleven.

Disraeli.

Swinuningnesa (swim'ing-nes), n. The
state of swimming; an appearance of swim-
ming. 'A swimming}ie88 in the eyes.' Con-
ffreve.

Swimming-pond (swlm'ing-pond), ?i. An
artificial pond, generally with a sloping bot-

tom, in which the art of swimming is learned
or practised.

Swimming-stone (swim'ing-ston), n. A
light spongy kind of quartz. Called also

Flijating-gtoiie.

Swindle (swin'dl), r. t pret. A pp. swiixdled;

ppr. swindling. [A word introduced during
last century ; G. schwindeln, to act giddily,

to cheat, sckwindelei, fraud, schwindler, a
swindler, from schwindel, dizziness, infatu-

ation; from same root as swoon, and A. Sax.

sw indan, to langui sh. ] To cheat and defraud
grossly, or with deliberate artifice ; as, to

swindle a man out of his property.

Lamotte. . . . under pretext of finding a treasure,

had rwinditd one of them out of three hundred
livres. Carlyle.

Swindle (swin'dl), n. The act or process of

swindling; a fraudulent scheme intended to

dupe people out of money ; an act of cheat-

ery; an imposition.

Swindler (swin'dl6r), 7*. One who swindles;

one who defrauds grossly, or one who makes
a practice of defrauding others by imposi-

tion or deliberate artifice; a cheat; a rogue.

We affix to the term the character of premeditated
Imposition; so that a rwindter comes under the
criuitnal code, and may be prosecuted accordingly.

jfames. Military Dictionary.

Swine (swin), n. «u«/. and pi. [A. Sax. jwrfn,

a widely spread word; D. zwijn, G. schwein,

Dan. sviin, Icel.«rfri,Goth.«i'«?iH,PoI. swinia,
Bohem. swine; same root as sow, L- sus. See
Sow. J An ungulate mammal of the genus
Sus, which furnishes man with a large por-
tion of his most nourishing food; a nog.

The fat or lard of this animal enters into

various dishes in cookery. The numerous
varieties of the hog or swine bred in Britain

are partly the result of climate and keep in

the European variety, and partly the effects

of crossing with the Chinese hog.

Swine -bread (swin 'bred), n. A kind of
piiiut, truffle.

Swine-case, Swlne-crue (swin'kas, swin'-

kro), n- A hog-sty; a pen for swine. Called
also a Swine-cot. [Local.]

Swine-drunk (swin'drungk), a. In a state

of beastly intoxication ; beastly drunk.
Skak.
Swine-grasB (swin'gras). n. A plant, knot-
grass. Polygonum aciciilare.

Swineherd (gwln'h6rd), n. A herd or keeper
of swine.

Swine-oat (swin'dt), n. A kind of oats cul-

tivated for the use of pigs, as in Cornwall

;

the Aveiut nuda of botanists.

Swine-pipe (swin'plp), n. A local name of
the reuvv-ing thrush (Turdtu iliacxts).

Swine-pox (swin'poka), n. A variety of the
chicken-pox, with acuminated vesicles con-
taining a watery fluid: the water-pox.

Swine's-oress (swinz'kres), 71. A plant of

the genus Senebiera. the S. Coronopua, called
also Wart-cress. See Sene-
BIEUA
Swine'8-featber (swinz'fere-
6rj. n. A small spear about
6 inches long, called also a
Hog's Bristle, anciently used
as a bayonet. The name was
afterwards, in the seven*
teenth century, applied to a
similar spear fitted into the
musket rest in order to render
it a defence against cavalry.

Swine-stone (swin'ston), n.

A name given to those kinds
of limestone which, when
rubbed, emit a fetid odour,
resembling that of naphtha
combined with sulphuretted
hydrogen. See AnthracoN- SwineVfeather.

ITE.

Swine-Sty (swin'sti), n. A sty or pen for
swine.

Swine-thistle (swin'this-1), n. A plant, the
sow-thistle {Sonckits oleraceus).

Swing (swing), v.i. pret. & pp. swung; ppr.
swinging. [A.Sux.swingan, pret. swang, pp.
swungen, to beat, to dash, to scourge, whence
*u;e7^yan,toshake, to vibrate; cog. h.G.swing-
en, Dan. svinge, Sw. swinga, G, schwingen.
Swinge is a somewhat modified form, swingle
is a derivative, and twink, swcry, swag con-
nected forms.) 1. To move to and fro, as a
body suspended in the air ; to wave ; to vi-

brate; to oscillate.

I tried if a pendulum would rwing faster, or con-
tinue STvinging^ longer in our receiver, if exhausted.

Boyle.

2. To practise swinging; to fly backward
and forward, as on a suspended rope ; as, a
man swings for health or pleasure. —3. Xaut.
to move or float round with the wind or
tide, as a ship riding at a single anchor.—
4. To be hanged; to be suspended by the
neck. [Colloq.J

I prophesy that before long you and your nasty
cur will both STtnng^ together. Marryat.

Swliu: (swing), v.t. 1. To make to sway or
oscillate loosely: to cause to vibrate orwave,
as a body suspended in the air.

They get on ropes, as you must have seen the
children, and are swung by their men visitants.

SUeU.
2. To whirl round in the air ; to wave ; to
move to and fro ; to brandish ; to flourish

;

as, a man swings his arms when he walks.
'SiPing thee in the air, then dash thee
down. Milton.

The fiery Tybalt, with his sword prepared.
Which, as he breathed defiance to my ears.

He nvung about his head and cut the winds.
Shak.

He nvings his tail, and swiftly turns him round.
Dryden.—To swing a skip, to bring the ship's head

to each point of the compass in succession,
in order to correct the compass by ascer-
taining the amount of local deviation.

Swing (swing), 71. 1. The act of swinging;
a waving or vibratory motion of a thing sus-

pended and hanging loose; oscillation; mo-
tion from one side to the other ; the sweep
of a moving body; as, some people walk
with a swing; the swing of a pendulum.—
2. A line, cord, Ac, suspended and hanging
loose, and on which something may swing
or oscillate; also, an apparatus suspended
for persons to swing in, generally consist-
ing of a seat suspended in the loop of a
rope, the two ends of which are attached
overhead.
Some set up rwin^s in the streets, and get money

of those who will swing in them. Vatnpier.

3. Influence or power of a body to which is

given a swajflng motion.

The ram that batters down the wall.

For the great rtuing and rudeness of his poise.
They place before his hand that made the engine.

Shak.
4. Free course; abandonment to any motive;
unrestrained liberty or license. ' Take thy
fwing' Dryden.

Let them all take their rwin^
To pillage the king. Sivi/t.

5. Unrestrained tendency; natural bent ; as,

the swing of propensities.

Were it not for these, civil governments were not
able to stand before the prevailing rwing of corrupt
nature, which would know no honesty but advantage.

South.

6. In inack. the distance from the head-
centre of a lathe to the bed or ways, or to
the rest.—7. Invehicles, the tip or projection
of the top of a wheel outward from the
vehicle.

Swing-beam. (8wingT)em), n. In railway
mach. a cross-piece sustaining the body of

the carriage, and so suspended from the
framing of a truck that it may have an
independent lateral motion. Goodrich.

Swing-boat (swingTiot), a. A boat-shaped
carriage slung from a frame, swinging in

which is a favourite amusement with young
people at fairs, &c.

All the caravans and sTving'boats, and what not,

used to assemble there. Mayhew.

Swing -bridge (swing^rij), n. A form of

bridge that may be moved by swinging, so

as to afford passage for ships on a river,

canal, at the mouth of docks, &c. A usual
form consists of two sections, each of which,
when opened, is landed on its own side of

the water, the extended ends of the two
meeting in the middle and affording a bridge
across. Another form is when the whole
bridge is swung to one side ; and a third,

where the whole bridge rotates from its

centre on a pier in the middle of the water-
way, so as to make a passage on each side

of it. Called also Swivel -bridge. Pivot-

bridge.

Swinge (swinj), v.t. pret. & pp. swinged;
ppr. swingeing. [A. Sax. swingan, to swing,
to whip. See Swing.] 1. To beat soundly;
to whip; to chastise; to punish. 'And
swinges his own vices in his son." Dryden.
Now will he be swinged for reading my letter.

ShaH.
2.t To move, as a lash; to lash.

He, wroth to see his kingdom fail,

Swinges the scaly horror of his folded tail. Milton.

Swinget (swinj), n. l.Asway. 'Thatwhilom
here bare sicinge among the beat. ' Mir, for
Mags.— 2. A swing; the sweep of anything
in motion.

The shallow water doth her force infringe.
And renders vain her tail's impetuous swinge.

Haller.
Swinget (swinj), u.(. To singe. Spenser.
Swinge t (swinj), n. A singe. Beau. & Fl.

Swinee - buckler t (Bwinj'buk-I6r), n. A
swash-buckler; a riotous fellow; a roisterer.

You had not four such swingebucAlers in all the
inns of court again. Skak.

Swingeing (swinj'ing), a. [It is customary
to associate the idea of greatness or size
with that ot a heavy blow. See Whopi'ER.]
Great; huge. *A swingeing sum.' Arbuth-
not. ' A swingeing recompense.' Byron,
[Colloq.]

Swingeingly (swinj'ing-li), adv. Hugely;
vastly; greatly. [Colloq.]

Swingel ( swing'el ), n. That part of a flail

that fails upon the grain in threshing; a
awiple. [Local.]

Swinger (swing'Sr in meaning 1, swinj'6r in
2 and 3), 71. 1. One who swings ; one who
hurls.— 2. One who swinges.-3. t Anything
very great or astonishing ; a stunner. ' To
make the wassaile a swinger.' Herrick.
Swinging (swing'ing), p. and a. 1. Moving
to and fro; oscillating; waving; brandishing.
2. Huge; very large; swingeing. [Colloq.]

Swinging-boom (swing'ing-bom), n. Naut
the span which distends the foot of a lower
studding-sail.

Swlngingly (swing'ing-Ii), adv. Vastly;
hugely. [Colloq.]

Swinging - saw (swing'ing-sa), n, A saw
swinging in an arc from an axis overhead.
Swingism (awing'izm), 71. The practices of
those agitatrtrs who. from 1830 to 1833, were
in the habit of sending threatening letters

signed ' Sicing' or 'Captain Swing' to far-

mers, landed proprietors, &c., commanding
them to give up the use of the thrashing-
machine, to pay a higher wage to their em-
ployees, and the like, and in case of non-
compliance threatening the destruction of
the obnoxious person's property; incendiar-
ism in the fancied promotion of the interests

of agricultural labourers.

Thus, at one time, wc have burking—at another,
STJuingis*n—now suicide is in vogue, &c.

Ld. Lytton.

Swing-knife (8wing'nif),n. %Kai^K%SwingU-
staff.

Swulgle (swing'gl), v.i. [A freq. from swin^.'\

To dangle; to wave hanging.—2. f To swing
for pleasure.

Swingle (swing'gl), v. t. pret. & pp. swingled;
ppr. swingling. [A freq. of swing, A, Sax.
swingan, to swing, to swinge.] 1. To beat;
to scutch or clean, as flax, by beating it with
a wooden instrument resembling a large
knife. [Provincial. ]~2. To cut off the tops
of without pulling up the roots, as weeds.
Swingle (swing'gl), 71. 1. A scutcher; a
swingle-staff.—2. In wire-working, a wooden
spoke fixed to the barrel that draws the
wire.—3. One of the spokes in the roller of
a plate-press.— 4. Same as Swingel.

Swingle-Staff, Swingllng-knife (swing'gl-
staf. swing'gling-nif), n. Different names
of an instrument formerly used for beating
flax or hemp, in order to separate the shives
or woody part from the fibres ; a scutcher.
This is effected now by machinery. Called
also Swingle, Swing-tni/e, Swingling-staff,
Swingling-wand.
Swingle -tree (swing'gl-tre), n. Same as
Swing-tree.

Swingle - wand ( swing ' gl - wond ), n. A
swingle-statf,

Swingling - machine ( swing ' gling - ma-
shen^). 71. A machine for swingling flax.

Swingling-staff (swing'gling-staf), n. See
SWINdLK-STAFF.
Swingling - tow (swing'gling-to), n. The
coarse part of flax separated from the finer

l)y swingling and hatcheling.

Swing-plough (swing'plou), n. Any plough
without wheels.

Swing -tree (swing'tre), n. A cross-bar by
which a horse is yoked to a carriage, plough,

ch. eAaln; £h, 8c. lo«A; g, go\ J, joh\ h, Fr. ton; ng, lin^; TH, tAen; th, CAiu; w, uig; wh, u/iig; zh, axure.—See Ket.
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Ac. and to which the traces are fastened.

Called also Single-tree, Swingle-tree.

Swing -wheel (swing'whel), n. The wheel
in a timepiece which drives the pendulum.
In a watch or balance-clock it is called tlie

balance-wheel.

Swinisll (swin'ish), a. Befitting swine; like

swine; gross; hoggish; brutal; as, a sw?i«i«A

drunkard or sot. 'Swinish gluttony.' Mil-
ton.

Learning- will be cast into the mire and trodden
down under the hoofs of a swinish multitude.

Burke.

Swinishly (swin'ish-li), adv. In a swinish
manner.
Swinishness (swin'ish-nes), n. Quality of
bein^ swinish.

Swlnkt (swingk), y.i. [A. Sax. swincan, to
labour; a slightly different form of swingany
to beat, to labour. See Swing.] To labour;
to toil; to drudge. 'They do swink and
sweat' Spenser.

Swlnkt (swingk), v.t. To overlabour; to
cause to toil <ir drudge; to tire with labour.

The sivi7tk'd hedger at his supper sat. Milton.

Swlnkt (swingk),?!. Labour; toil; drudg-
ery. Spemer.
Swlnkert (swingk'^r), n. A labourer; a
ploughman.
Swipe (swip), n. [Also written swape, sioeep;

from stem of sweep, swoop; comp. Icel. svipa,
& whip. ] Same as Swape.
Swipe (swip), v.t. and i. pret. A pp. swiped;
ppr. swiping. [See above.] To strike with
a long or wide sweeping blow ; to deliver a
hard blow or stroke with the full swing of
the arms; to strike or drive with great force.

The first ball of the over, Jack steps out and meets.
swiping- with all his force. T. Httghes.

Swipes (swips), n. pi. [O.E. swipe, to drink
off hastily; Dan. svip, thin and tasteless

beer, swipes ; G. schwappen, schweppen, to
splash, diinnes geschwepe, thin watery beer.]
Poor washy beer; a kind of small-beer; tap-
lash. Written also Swypes. [Vulgar]

The twopenny is undeniable ; but it is small siuipes
—small swipes—more of hop than malt—with your
leave I'll try your black bottle. 5"i>- IV. Scott.

Swlpey (swi'pi), a. Drunk; intoxicated.
Uunsi^hold Words. [Slang.]

Swlple (swip'l), n. [Vrom ^wipe. See SwiPE,
n. and v.t.] The effective end-piece of a flail;

a swingel : called in Scotland a souple.

Swlpper (swip'6r), a. [Icel. svipal, svipull,

agile, from svipe, to move quickly; same
stem a.s sweep, swoop.] Nimble; quick. [Pro-
vincial English.]

Swire (swir), n. [A. Sax. swtra, swpra, sxcura,
sweora, the neck; Icel. sviri, the neck.]
1. The neck.—2. The declination of a moun-
tain or hill near the summit ; a hollow be-
tween two hills. Also written Sivyre. [Old
English and Scotch in both senses.]

Swirl (swferl), v.i. [Dan. svirre, to whirl, to
turn round ; the root may be the same as
that of swerve. Whirl probably has had
some influence on the form.] To form
eddies; to whirl in eddies.

The river swirled along, glassy no more, but dingy
^ay with autumn rains ana rottm^ leaves.

Kingsley.

Swirl (sw6rl), n. A whirling motion; an
eddy, as of water

;
gyration ; whirl ; a twist

or contortion in the grain of wood; a curl.

'The swirl of those spumy and hissing
waves.' Farrar.

The silent swirl
Of bats that seem to follow in the air
Some grand circumference of a shadowy dome,

E. B. Broivning.

Swlrlie (awir'Ii), a. 1. Full of contortions
or twists; entangled: applied to grass, Ac.
2. Full of knots ; knaggy. ' A swirlie, auld
moss-oak.' Burns. [Scotch.]

Swish (swish), v.t. [Allied to switch.] To
flog ; to lash ; as, he was most deservedly
swished. [Slang.]

Swiss (swis), n. 1. A native or inhabitant
of Switzerland.—2. The language of Switzer-
land.

Swiss (swis), a. Of or belonging to Switzer-
land or the S^viss.

—

Swiss muslin, a fine,

open, transparent cotton fabric.

Switch (swich), n. [Comp. L.G. zimikse,
swutsche, a switch, according to Wedgwood
from the swishing sound made by a pliant
rod in passing rapidly through the air.

Rather the same word as Icel. svigi, sveigr,

a switch—from root of swing, swinge.] 1. A
small flexible twig or rod.

On the medal, Mauritania leads a horse by a thread
with one hand, and in the other holds a switch.

Addison.

2. In rail, a contrivance for transferring

a railway train or part of it from one line

of rails to another. Switches are pieces
of railway bars movable upon joints at
one end, and applied at the points of
junction between two lines of rails, for the
purpose of guiding the wheels of the car-
riages from the one to the other. They
are susceptible of considerable variety of
form and application. They may be either
single or double, self-acting or worked by
hand, &c. The annexed woodcut at once
illustrates the principle and gives an ex-
ample of a very common arrangement of
single switch; a a is the straight, and && tlie

diverging line of rails; c the switch, laid
upon broad flat chairs, and turning on a
joint at one extremity; cd, a rod joining the
end of the switch to the switch handle in
the box d, from which the switch is moved,
the wheels being guided by such movement
upon the diverging line, as may be required;
ae is the point (not movable) ou the other
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Single Switch.

side of the way; // the guard-rail for guid-
ing the wheels. SeeKAiLWAY.—3. In teleg.

a device for connecting one circuit with
another, or for dividing a circuit into two
parts, or for altering any of the connections
of a line or circuit; a shunt-4. A cue of

false hair, or of some substance made to

resemble hair, fastened together at one end
and woni by ladies.

Switch (swich), v.t. 1. To strike with a
small twig or rod; to beat; to lash.— 2. In
rail, to transfer by a switch; to transfer

from one line of rails to another. — 3. In
elect, to shift to another circuit; to shunt.

Switch t (swich), v.i. To walk with a jerk.

Switchel (swich'el),7i. A beverage made of
molasses and water. [United States.]

Switching (swich'ing), n. l. Shunting.—
2. A beating with a switch.— SuJi^cAi'nf/ of
hedges, the cutting off of the one year's

growth which protrudes from the sides of

the hedges.
Swltchlng-bill (swich'ing-bil), n. An in-

strument used in pruning hedges.

Switchman (swich'man). n. One who has
charge of the switches on a railway; a points-
man.
Swith, Swithe (swith), adv. [A. Sax. swith,

strong,very, very much; IcQl.svithr, prompt,
quick; Goth, swinths, strong.] Instantly;
quickly; speedily; promptly. [Old English
and Scotch.]

My Ladye reads you swith return. Sir ly. Scott.

Swith (swith), inter). Begone; be off.

[Scotch.]

Swlther (swiTH'er), v.i. [A. Sax. swithrian,

to subside, abate.] To hesitate; to be ir-

resolute. [Scotch.] Written also Swidder.
Swlther (swiTH'er), n. [From above verb.]

Hesitation ; perplexity ; state of irreso-

lution. 'A hank'ring swither.' Jitmis.

[Scotch.]

Swlther swiTH'6r), v.i. To emit a whirring
sound; to whiz. [Scotch.] Hogg.
Swltzert (swit'z6r), n. A native of Switzer-

land; a Swiss; specifically, in hist, one of a
hired body-guard attendant on a king.

Where are my Sifitzers t Let them guard the door,
Shai.

Swlve t (swiv), V. t and i. [A. Sax. sw^an.

Swivel.

to move quickly] To perfonn the act of
copulation with; to have sexual intercourse.
Chaucer.
Swivel (swiv'el), n. [A freq. form, fron>
A. Sax. swl/an, to move quickly, to b&
turned round, to revolve; O.Fris. swtva. to-

be unsteady, to move about; Icel. svif, a.

quick turn, sveijla, to set in circular motion;
M.H.G. swlfen, O.H.G. suifan, to be turned
round. Akin sweep, swift.] I. A fastening-

so contrived as to allow
the thing fastened to turn
freely round on its axis; a
piece fixed to a similar
piece, or to any body, by
a pin, or otherwise, so as
to revolve or turn freely

in any direction; a twisting link in a chaia
consisting of a ring or hook ending in a
headed pin which turns in a link of the
chain so as to prevent kinking.—2. Jl/i7j(. a
small cannon or piece of artillery, fixed in
a swivel in such a manner as to be turned
in any direction.—3. In saddlery, a loop or
runner through which the check-rein passes.
E. U. Knight.
Swivel (swiv'el), v.i. To turn on a staple,
pin, or pivot.

Swivel-eye (swiv'el-i), n. a squint-eye.

She foun<i herself possessed of what is coUoquially^
termed a swivel-eye. Dickens.

Swivel-eyed (swiv'el-id), a. Squint-eyed,
Swivel -gun (swiv'el -gun), n. Same as
Swivel, 2.

Swivel-hook (swiv'el-hok), n. A hook that
tunis in the end of a block strap, for readily-
taking the turns out of a tackle.—Swivel-
hook block, a pulley block in which the sus-
pending hook is swivelled to the block so
that the latter may turn to present th&
sheave in any direction.

Swivel -Joint (swiv'el-joint), n. A secticm
in a chain or a joint on a rod, which allowa
the parts to twist without distortion or
kinking.

Swivel -loom (swiv'el-lbm), n. A kind of
loom formerlyused for the weaving of tapes
and narrow goods.
Swizzle (swizT), n. [Connected with swi^
or swill] 1. A beverage made of ale and
beer mixed. Wright. [Local English.]—2. A.

colloquial term applied to drink generally;
tipple. Hannay.
Swizzle (swiz'l), v.t. To drink; to swill.

[Colloq.]

Swob (swob), n. A mop. See SWAB.
Swob (swob), v.t. To clean or wipe with a
swob. See Swab.
Swobber (swob'6r). 71. 1. One who swabs or
cleans with a mop; a swabber.— 2. pi. Four
privileged cards, only used incidentally ia
betting at the game of whist.

The clergyman used to play at whist and swobbersi
playing now and then a sober game at whist for
pastime, it might be pardoned ; but he could not
digest those wicked swobbers. Sivi/t.

Swollen, Swoln (swoln). p. and a. Swelled;
as. a swollen river.

Swolowe.t » [See Swallow.] A whirlpool;
a cavern in the earth. Chaucer.
Swolwe.t v.t. To swallow. Chaucer.
Swom (swom), old pret. of swim (which see).

Swonken,t pp. of swink. Laboured. Chau-
cer.

Swoon (swbn), V. i. [Formerly swownen^
swowenen, swoghenen, &c., a lengthened
form of swoghen, sivowen, to swoon, origi-

nally to sigh, from A. Sax. sw6gaH, to sound,
to swoon. See SwocoH.] To faint; to sink
into a fainting fit, in which there is an
appiirent suspension of the vital function*
and mental powers.

I swoon almost with fear. Shak.
The most in years swoon'd first away for pain,

Dryden.
Feeling all along the garden-wall.

Lest he sho\i\a stvooh and tumble. 7'ennyson.

Swoon (swbn), n. The act of swooning, or
the state of one who has swooned ; a faint-

ing fit; syncope; leipothymia.
Swooning (swon'ing). n. The act of faint-

ing: synctipe. * Thence faintings, ^looo^u'/ii;*

of desj)air.' Milton.

Swooningly (swon'ing-li), adv. In a swoon-
ing manner.
Swoop (swop), v.t. [A form of sweep; A. Sax.
swdpan, to sweep.] 1. To fall on at once and
seize; to dash upon while on the wing; as, a
hawk swoops a chicken ; a kite swoops up a
mouse.— 2. To seize; to catch up; to take
with a sweep.

The physician looks with another eye on the medi>
cinal hern than the grazing ox which swoops it in
with the common grass. Glanvili*.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Swoop (swop), v.i. It To pass with pomp;
to sweep.

Proud Tamer sivocps with such, a lusty train.

As fits so brave a flood, Drayton.

2. To descend upon prey suddenly from a
height, as a hawk; to stoop.

Like the kine of birds sTi'ooping oxi his prey, he
fell on some galleys separated by a considerable in-

terval from their companions. Prescott.

Swoop (swop), n- The sudden pouncing of

a rapacious bird on its prey ; a falling on
and seizing, as of a bird on its prey.

O hell-kite! All!
What, alt my pretty chickens and their dam
At one fell nvoop t Shak.

The eagle fell into the fox's quarters and carried
airay a whole litter of cubs at a swoop.

Sir R. L'Estrattge.

Swoopstaket (swop'stak), n. Same as

Swop (swop), v.t. To exchange ; to barter

;

tc f-wap- 'Would have swoppd youth for
oM age.' Dryden. [CoUoq.J See SWAP.
Swop (swop), ft. An exchange; a barter.

These had made a foolish swop between a couple
of thick bandy legs and two long trapsticks.

Addison.

Sword (sord), n. [A. Sax. noeord, swurd,
gword. O.Sax. gwerd.D. zwaard, L.G. sweerd,
Dan. zttprd, Icel. sverth, G. sckwert, OG.
twert, sword. Origin uncertain ; perhaps
fr4>ra same root as Skr. gvar, to shine] 1. An
offensive weapon having a long strong blade
(usually of finepolishe<l steel), eitherstraight
and with a sharp point for thrusting, as the
modern rapier; with a sharp point and one
or two cutting edges for thrusting and strik-

ing, as the broadsword; or curved, and with
a sharp convex edge for striking, as the
eastern scimitar. &c. The blade is fixed
by a tang into the handle, which is fur-
nished with a guurd ancl guard-plate or
basket for protecting the hand, and ametal
knob called the ponnnel; these together
constituting the hilt. The half of the blade
nearest tlie point is known as the foible or
faiiile; that nearest the hilt, the forte. The
swdrd is usually suspended from the waist
by a sword-belt, and worn in a sheath called
the 8calil)ard. —2. The emblem or symbol of
(a) justice, judicial vengeance or punish-
ment; or (6) of power or authority.

She quits the balance, and resigns the sTvord.
Dryden,

For he (the ruler) bearelh not the stuord in vain.
Kom. xiti. 4.

8. Destmction by the sword or in battle;
war; diasenalon.

I came not to send peace but a nvcrd. Mat. x, 34.

4, The military profession ; the profession
of anus; arms generally.

It hath been told him that he hath no more autho-
rity over the sword than over the law, Milton.

6. In wtavinq, one of the arms by which
the lay of a loom is supported. ^ Sword of
state, the sword which is lx>me before the
king, lords, and governors of counties, cities,

or boroughs. &,c. Four swords are used at
the coronation of a British sovereign, viz.

the sword of state, properly so called; the
sword of mercy, which is pointless; the
sword of spiritual justice, and the sword of
tentporal justice.

Sword-arm (sord'arm), n. The right arm;
tht^ ;inii tliJit wields the sword.
Sword-bayonet (aord'ba-on-et), n. .\ short
swi.ril wliicJi can be attached t*» a rifle by a
ring formed in the guard, and a spring along
the grips. See cut under BAYONET.
Sword-bearer (sord'bar-gr), n. An attend-
ant who bears or carries hfs master's sword;
specifically, a state official such as he who
Ciirriea a sword as an emblem of iustice
before the Lord-mayor of London when he
goes abroad on ceremonial occasions.
Sword-belt (s^rd'ljelt), n. A belt by which
a sword is suspended and borne by the side.

Sword-blade (sord'blad). n. The blade or
cutting part of a swonl
Sword-breaker (swrd'hrak-^r), n. A sword-
sbiiped u Kiipf.n formerly used, much broader
than an ordinary sword, and having long
teetJi on <>ne e<lge intended to catch and
break an enemy's sword.
Sword-cane (sord'kan), n. A cane or walk-
ing stick containing a long pointed blade,
as in a scabliard. or from which a shorter
blade is made to dart out on the touch of a
spring.

Swordcut (sord'kut). n. A cut or wound
made with a sword. ' Seam'd with an ancient
twordcnt on the cheek.' Tennygon.
Sword-cutler (s6rd'kut-16r). n. One who
makes or mounts swords.

Sword-dance (sord'dans), n. 1. A dance in
which swords are brandished or clashed to-

gether by the dancers.— 2. A dance peculiar
to the Scotch Highlanders, in which two
swords are laid crosswise on the ground, the
skill of the dancer being shown in never
touching the swords with his feet while
dancing over them with various intricate
steps or motions.
Sworded (sord'ed), a. Girded with a sword;
wearing a sword. ' The sworded seraphim.'
Milton.

Swordert (s6rd'6r), n. One who uses or
tights with a sword ; one skilled in the use
of the sword; a gladiator; a swordsman; in
contempt, a cut-throat.

A Roman s^vorder and bcUldilto slave
Murther'd sweet Tully. Shak.

Sword-fiffht (sord'fit). n. Fencing; a com-
bat or trial of skill with swords.

Some they set to light with beasts, some with one
another; these they called gladiatores,jTc<»-rf-//a>'f»'j;

and this spectacle munusgladiatorum.a jwtJrrf-j^^A/.

Hakewiii.

Sword-fish (sord'flsh). n. An acanthop-
terygious (teleostean) fish of the genus
Xiphias, family Xiphiidce. which is closely
allied to the Scomberidie. or mackerel tribe.

The single known species (X. gladixts) is an
inhabitant of the Mediterranean and At-
lantic, and occasionally visits our coasts.

It is remarkable for its elongated upper jaw,
which forms a sword-like weapon, whence
the name. It measures from 10 to 15 and

Sword-fish {A'iphiasgtadiut).

even sometimes 20 feet in length. The body
is covere<l with minute scales, the sword
forming three-tenths of its length. On the
back it has a single long elevated dorsal fin,

but it is destitute of ventral fins. The
sword-fish attacks other fishes with its jaw,
and it sometimes perforates the planks of

ships with the same powerful weapon, parts
of which have been left sticking in the tim-
ber. The flesh is very palatable and nutri-
tious.

Sword-grass (sord'gras), n. Ageneral name
for sedgy plants, on account of their sword-
shaped It-aves.

Sword-hand (s6rd'hand),7i. The righthand;
the hand wliich holds the sword.

Sword-knot (sord'not), n. A ribbon or
tfissei tied to the hilt of a swonl. Pope.
Sword-law (sord'lft). n. Government by the
sword or by force; violence.

So violence
Proceeded, and oppression, and sTvord-law.
Through all the plain, and refuge none was found,

Milton.

Swordless (sord^les). a. Destitute of a
sword. * With fwordtesg belt and fetter'd

hand." lijfron.

Sword-lily (sordlil-i), n. The English name
of plants of the genus Gladiolus (which see).

Swordman (sord'mau), n. A soldier; a
swordsman.
KsscK was made lieutenant-general of the army,

the darlinj; of the swordmgtt. darendon.

Swordmansblp t ( sord 'man - ship ), n.

Swordsmanship.
Sword-mat (sord'mat), n. Naxit. a mat
woven l)y means of a piece of wood, resem-
bling a sword-
Sword-play (sord'pla), n. A combat of
gladiators; a sword-light.

Sword-player (s0rd'pla-6r), n. One who
exhibits his skill in the use of the sword; a
fencer; a gladiator. See quotation under
SWOKD-FIOHT.
Sword-shaped (sord'shapt), a. Shaped like

a sword; inmUtvm. — Stcord- shaped leaf, a
leaf that is laterally flattened, erect, and
resembling the blade of a sword, as in Iris.

Swordsman (sordz'man), n. 1. A man who
carries a sword ; a fighting man; a soldier.
Written also Swordman.—2. One skilled in
the use of the sword; a fencing-master.

I was the best swordsman in the garrison. Dickens.

Swordsmanship (sordz'man-ship). n. The
state of being a swordsman ; skilful use of
the sword.
Swore (swor), pret. of swear.
Sworn (sworn), pp. of swear.— Sworn bro-
thers, brothers or companions in arms, who
according to the laws of chivalry vowed to
share their dangers or success with each
other; hence, a close intimate or companion.

I am sworn brother, sweet,
To grim necessity; and he and I

Will keep a league till death. Skak.

—Sworn enemies, enemies who have taken
an oath or vow of mutual hatred ; hence,
determined or irreconcilable enemies. —
Sworn friends, friends bound to be true to
each other by oath; hence, close or firm
friends.

Swough,t n. [A. Sax. swdgan, to make a
sighing noise ; Goth, ga-swogjan, to sigh

;

allied to A. Sax. sw^g, a sound.] 1. A sigh;
a sound; a noise, Chaucer.—2. Loss of
sensation or consciousness; stupor; stupe-
faction; swoon. Chaucer.
Swough.t n. ' Same as Sough.
Swound (swound), v.i. To swoon. Shak.
[Old or poetical and provincial.]

Swound (swound). n. A swoon. [Poetical and
provincial.]

It flung the blood into my head, and I fell into a
swound. CoUrid^e.

The landlord stirred
As one awaking from Asiuound. Lons/ellow.

'Swouns (swonz), interj. A corruption or
abbreviation of G.^tf's loownds; used as a sort
of oath of confirmation,

'Swouns I 1 shall never survive the idea.
Sir ly. Scott.

S-wrench (es'rensh). ti. A wrench or span-
ner of an S-shape with an adjustable jaw at
each end and at different angles. The Shape
enables it to reach parts not so readily ap-
proached by the ordinary wrench.
Swum (swum), pret. & pp. of swim. 'An
eye that swum in thanks.' Tennyson.
Swung (swung), pret. & pp. of swing. ' Bells
that surung, moved of themselves.' Tenny-
son.

Swypes (swips). Same as Swipes.
Swyre (swir). Same as Swire.
S^alite (si'al-it), n. A plant, DUlenia spe-
ciosa.

Syb (sib), a. Related by blood. [Old Eng-
lish and Scotch. ] See Sib.

Sybarite (sib'a-rit). ?*. [¥r. Sybarite, from
L. Sybarita, Gr. Sybarites, an inhabitant of
Sybaris, an ancient Greek city of southern
Italy proverbial for the effeminacy and
voluptuousness of its inhabitants.} A per-
son devoted to luxury and pleasure.

All is calm as would delight the heart
Of Sybarite of old. Thomson.
The hardy warrior of the mountains degenerated

into a vulgar Sybarite. His manliness became effem-
inacy; his piety a ritual of priests; himself a liar, a
coward, and a slave. y. A. Froitde.

Sybaritic, Sybarltical (sib-a-rit'ik, sib-a-
rit'ik-al), a. Luxurious; wanton.

Dine with me on a single dish, to atone to philoso-
phy for the sybaritic dinners of Prior Park.

Bp. IVarburten.

Sybaritism (sib'a-nt-izm), n. The practices
of the Sybarites: voluptuous effeminacy.
Sybo (si'bo), n. pi. Syboes (si'boz). [Fr. ei-

Soule, L. cejnda, dim. of cepa, an onion.]
An onion that does not fonn a bulb; a young
onion drawn from the bed before the bulb
has been formed ; a common ingredient in
soups and sauces. [Scotch.]

Sycamine (sik'a-mln), n. [Gr. sykaminos.^
The mulberry.

If ye had faith as a grain of mustard-seed, ye might
say unto this sycamine tree. Be thou plucked up oy
the root, and be thou planted in the sea,

Luke xvii. 6.

Sycamore (sik'a-mor), n. [Fr. sycomore, L.

sycomorus. from Gr. sykomoros, the flg-mul-
l»erry

—

sykon, a fig, and moron, the black
mulberrj'.] 1. A tree of the genus Ficus, the
F. Sycomonis, or sycamore of Scripture. It
is very common in Palestine, Arabia, and
Egypt, growing large and to a great height,
and though the grain is coarse, much used
in building, and very durable. Its wida-
spreading branches aifford a grateful shade
in those hot climates, and its fruit, which is

produced in clustered racemes upon the
trunk and the old limbs, is sweetand delicate.

Also written Sycomore. — 2. Acer Pseiido-

platanus, or sycamore-maple, a well-known
large timber-tree, long naturalized in Eng-
land, and much used in ornamental plant-

ing. The timber is used for certain parts of

musical instruments, and various other pur-
poses. There are several varieties. Usually
called Pla)ie-tree in Scotland.—3. A name

ch, oAain; ih. So. loeh; g, yo; j,.^>b; fi, Fr. ton; ug, wiy; ?u, then; th, thin; w, toig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KBT.
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frequently given in America to the plane-

tree (I'latamis occidentalism Also called
BxUton-wood or Cotton-wood.

Sycamore {Fi'cus Sycofncrus).

Sycamore-moth (sik'a-mor-moth), n. A
lai^e and beautiful moth, whose caterpillar
feeds on the leaves of the sycamore.
Syce (sis), n. A native groom in India.

Sycee, Sycee-sUver (si-se', si-se'sil-v6r), n.
The fine silver of China cast into ingots in
shape resembling a native shoe, and weigh-
ing commonly rather more than a pound
troy. These ingots are marked with the seal

of the banker or assayer as a guarantee of
their purity.

Sychee (si-cheO, n. The Chinese name for
black tea.

Sychnocarpous (sik-no-kar'pus), a. [Gr.

sychnos, frequent, and karpos, fruit.] In bot
having the power of bearing fruit many
times without perishing; as, sychnocarpous
plants.

Sycite (si'sit), n. [Gr. sykites, fig-like, from
sykon, a fig.] A name which some authors
give to nodules of flint or pebbles which
resemble a fig.

Sycoma (si-ko'ma), 71. [Gr. 8yk6ma,tTom
sykon, a fig.] In med. a wart or excrescence
resembling a fig, on the eyelid, the anus, or
any other part.

Sycomore (sik'o-mor). Same as Sycamore, 1.

Syconus (si-ko'nus), n. [Gr. sykon, a fig.]

In bvt a fleshy, hollow receptacle, contain-
ing numerous flowers which are combined
in the fruit, as iu the fig. Called also Sy-
conium.
Sycophancy (sik'o-fan-si), ?i. [L. sycophan-
tia. See Sycophant.] The character or
characteristic of a sycophant; hence, mean
tale-bearing; obsequious flattery; servility.

Warhurton.
Sycophant (sik'o-fant), n. [Gr. sykophantes,
a common informer, a false accuser, a slan-
derer, a backbiter—ii/Aro», a fig, and phaind,
to show; lit. a flg-shower or an informer
about flgs ; but there is no historic know-
ledge how the name arose. The old statement
that the sycophant was one who infonned
on others for exporting figs from Attica or
plundering sacred flg-trees, may have been
a mere invention to explain the term, which
does not occur with such a literal meaning.]
l.f A tale-bearer or informer in general.

The poor man that hath naught to lose is not afraid
of the sycophant. Holland.

2. A parasite; a mean flatterer; especially, a
flatterer of princes and great men.
A sycophant will everything admire

:

Each verse, each sentence, sets his soul on fire:
All is divine I there's not a word amiss I Dryden.

Sycophant (sik'o-fant), v.e. 1. To play the
sycophant toward; to flatter meanly and
officiously.— 2. t To inform or tell tales of to
gain favour; to calumniate.
He makes it his business to tamper with his reader

by sycophanting and misnaming the work of his
enemy, Milton.

Sycophant, Sycophantize (sik'o-fant. sik'-

o-fant-Iz), v.i. To play the sycophant. [Rare.]
Sycophantic (sik-o-fan'tik), a. Belonging
to a sycophant ; resembling a sycophant or
what belongs to one; obsequiously flatter-
ing; parasitic; courting favour by mean adu-
lation.

'Tis well known that in these times the illiberal
sycophantic manner of devotion was by the wiser
sort contenmed. Shaftesbttty,

—Sycophantic plants, or parasites, such as
adhere to other plants and depend on them
for support.
Sycophantical (sik-6-fan'tik-al), a. Syco-
phantic. ' A sycophantical parasite.* Mil-
ton.

Sycophantlsh (sik'6-fant-ish), a. Like a
sycoiibiiiit; i)arasitical; sycophantic.
Sycophantism (sik'6-fant-izra), n. Syco-
phancy. 'Servile sycophantism.' Dr. V.

Knox.
Sycophantize, v.i. See Sycophant.
Sycophantryt (sik'o-fant-ri), n. Mean and
otticious tale-l>earing or adulation. Barrow.
Sycosis (5i-kd'sis),?i. [Gr. sykosis, from sykon,
a fig.] A cutaneous disease, which consists
of an eruption of inflamed but not very hard
tubercles, occurring on the bearded portion
of the face, and on the scalp, and usually
clustering together in irregular patches.

SyderoUte (8id'er-6-lit),n. A kind of earthen-
ware made in Bohemia, resembling Wedg-
wood-ware. Simmojids.
Syenite (si'en-it), n. A compound rock com-
posed of quartz, hornblende, and felspar,

of a grayish colour; so called because abun-
dant near Syene in Upper Egypt, and much
quarried here by the ancient Egyptians for
monumental purposes. Syenite often bears
the general aspect of a granite, but it is the
presence of hornblende as a constituent part
which distinguishes this rock from certain
granites that accidentally contain horn-
blende. It frequently contains mica, and
occasionally epidote. The structure of syen-
ite is commonly granular, but the grains
are sometimes coarse and sometimes very
fine.

Syenitlc (si-en-it'ik), a. Containing syenite;

resembling syenite or possessing some of its

properties.—Syenitic granite, granite which
contains horn)Aende. — Syenitic porphyry,
fine-grained syenite containing lai^e crys-
tals of felspar.

Syk,t Sylce.t a. Sick. Chaucer.
Syke,t v.i. (A. Sax. sica^i, to sigh.] To sigh.

Chaucer.
Syke.t n. A sigh. Chaucer.
Syke, Slke (sik), ji. [Icel. sik, a ditch, a
trench.] A small brook or rill inlowground;
a marshy b(tttom with a small stream in it

without sand or gravel. [Provincial Eng-
lish and Scotch.]

Syl-. The form of the Greek prefix syji when
preceding a component commencing with I,

as in syllable.

Syle (sil), n. [Also in form sill; Icel. sU, sili,

any fish of the herring kind.] The young of
heiTing. [Provincial English.]

But our folk calls them sy/e, and nought but sy/f.

And when they're grown, why then we call them
herring, ^'ntt higeloiu.

Syllaharlum (8ina-ba"ri-um), n. pi. Sylla-
oarla (sil'la-biVri-a). [L.L., from L. syl-

laba, Gr. syllabe, a syllable.] A catalogue
of the primitive syllables of a language.
Syllabary (sii'la-ba-ri), n. Same as Sylla-
harium.
Syllabe (sil'ab), n. A syllable. B. Jonson.
Syllabic, Syllabical (sil-lab'ik. sildab'ik-alX
a. [¥r. syllabvjue, from L. syllaba, a syl-

lable.] 1. Pertaining to a syllable or syl-

lables; as, syllabic accent.—2. Consisting of a
syllable or syllables; as, a syllabic augment.
—Syllabic tune, a tune in which but one note
is allotted to one syllable of the words, and
hence containing no slui"s. The grandest of
our psalm and hymn tunes, as French and
Old Hundredth, are of this character.

Syllabically (sil-lab'ik-al-li), adv. In a syl-

labic manner.
Syllabicate (sil-lab'i-kat), v. t. To form into
syllables.

Syllabication (8il-lab'i-ka"shon), n. The act
of foiming syllables; the actor method of
dividing words into syllables.

Syllabification (siMab'i-fi-ka"shon),n. Same
as Sifllithication.

Syllabify (sil-lab'i-fi), v.t. To form into syl-

lables.

Syllabist (sil1ab-ist), n. One versed in di-

viding words into syllables.

Syllable (sil'la-bl), n. [Fr. syllabe, L. syl-

laba, from Gr. syllabe—syl forsyn, together,
and lambanO (2d aorist elaboyi), to take; Skr.

labh, to get, to obtain. As to the termina-
tion in the English word comp. participle,

principle.] 1. A sound or a combination of
sounds uttered together, or at a single
effort or impulse of the voice, and consti-
tuting a word or part of a word. A syllable

may consist of a vowel by itself, as a in
amen, in over, and the like ; of a vowel
and one consonant, as in go, do, in, at;
or of a combination of consonants, with
one vowel or diphthong, as strong, shout,

camp, strands. A syllable usually contains
at least one vowel or open sound, but in

English there are one or two consonantal
sounds each of which may form a syllable

by itself; thus, in tickle, reckon, the final

syllable is really I and n. A word is called
according to the number of syllables it

contains; a monosyllable, or a word of one
syllable; a dissyllable, or a word of two syl-

lables; trisyllable, a word of three syllables;
polysyllable, aword of many syllables. —2. In
writing and printing, a section or part of a
word divided from the rest, and capable of
being pronounced at one impulse of the
voice. It may or may not correspond to
the syllable of the spoken language. ~3. The
least expression of language or thought ; a
particle. ' So many melancholy stories with-
out one syllable of truth.' South.
Syllable (sil1a-bl). v.t. pret. & pp. syllabled;
ppr. syllabling. To utter; to articulate.

Aery tongues that syllable men's names
On sands, and shores, and desert wildernesses.

AfiUopt.

Syllabub (sil'la-bub), n. Same as Sillabub.

Syllabus (sil'la-bus), n. [L., from the same
source AS syllable.] 1. A compendium con-
taining the heads of a discourse, of a course
of lectures, &c.; an abstract; a table of con-
tents, of a scheme of lessons, &c. 'Turning
something difficult in his mind that was not
in t\\e scholastic syllabus.' Dickens. ~2. 8\te-

cifically, in the Bom. Cath. Ch. a summary
enumeration of the points decided by an
act or decree of ecclesiastical authority

;

more especially a document issued by Pope
Pius IX. in 1864 in which eighty current
doctrines, institutions, &c., of the age are
condemned as here8ies,including pantheism,
rationalism, socialism, Bible societies, &c.
Syllepsis (sil-lep'sis), n. [Gr. syllepsis, a
taking together, from syllambaiio, to take
together, to lay hold of. ] In rhet. and gram.
(a) a figure by which we conceive the sense
of words otherwise than the words import,
and construe them according to the inten-
tion of the author ; the taking of words in
two senses at once, the literal and meta-
phorical, as in the following passage, where
the word 'sweeter' is used in both senses.

The judgments of the Lord are true and righteous
altogetner ; . . . sweeter also than honey and the
honey-comb. Ps. xix. 9, 10.

(b) A figure by which one word is referred
to another in the sentence to which it does
not grammatically belong, as the agreement
of a verb or adjective witli one rather than
another of two nouns with either of which
it might agree; as, rex et regina beati.

Sylleptic, Sylleptical (sil-lep'tik, sil-lep'-

tik-al), a. Relating to or implying syllep-
sis.

Sylleptically (sil-lep'tik-al-li), adv. By way
of syfiepsis.

Syllogism (sil'Io-jizm), n. [Fr. syllogisme,

L. syXlogismus, from Gr. syllogismos, a syllo-

gism, from syllogizomai, to reckon all to-

gether— «i/i for syn, with, together, and
logizomai, to reckon, to conclude by reason-
ing, from logos, word, reason, <fcc., from
lego, to gather, to collect, to reckon all to-

gether.] 1. In logic, a form of reasoning
or argument, consisting of three proposi-
tions, of which the two first are called the
premises, and the last the conclu4>ion. In
this argument the conclusion necessarily
follows from the premises; so that if the
two first propositions are true the conclusion
must be true, and the argument amounts to

demonstration. Thus, a plant has not the
power of locomotion ; an oak is a plant

;

therefore an oak has not the power of loco-

motion. These propositions are denomi-
nated the major, the minor, and the con-
clusion. Tlie three propositions of a syllo-

gism are made up of three ideas or terms,
and these terms are called the major, the
minor, and the middle. The subject of the
conclusion is called the minor term ; its

predicate is the major term, and the middle
term is that which shows the connection
between the major and minor term in the
conclusion; or it is that with which the major
and minor terms are respectively compared.
Syllogisms are divided by some into single,

complex, conjunctive, Ac, and by others

into categorical, hypothetical, conditional,

*&c. What is called the jigure of a syllogism

is the proper disposition of the middle tenn
with reference to the majorand minortenus.
The figures are by many logicians reckoned
four, but the fourth is now usually consid-

ered as both unnatural and unnecessary,
being only an awkward inversion of the first,

to forms of which, indeed, all the other
figures are held to be reducible. The mood
of a syllogism is the designation of its three
propositions, according to their quantity

Fate, i&r, fat, f§ll; me, met, h^r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, buU; oil. pouua; u, Sc. abune; f, S& fey.
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and quality. The quantity and quality of
propositions, in logic, are marked by arbi-
trary symbols, as A, E, I, O. Every asser-
tion may be reduced to one of four forms—
the universal afflrmative, marked by A; the
universal negative, marked by E ; the par-
ticular affirmative, marked by I ; and the
particular negative, marked by O. From
these, by combination, all syllogisms are
derived. In order to remember the figures,
certain mnemonic words have been long
used by writers on logic ; thus, under the
first figure, we have Barbara, Celarent, Darii,
J'erio; under the second, Cesare. Camestres,
Eestino, Baroko: under the third. Danipti,
Disamis. Datisi. Felapton, Bocardo, Eeriso;
and under the fourth. Bramautip. Camenes.
Dimaris, Fesapo, Fresison. (See these
words.) Each of these words designates a
particular mood. The rules of syllogism
may be thus briefly expressed: (a) one at
least of the premises must be afflrmative,
and one at least universal ; (b) the middle
term must enter universally in one of the
premises ; and (c) the conclusion must not
speiik of any term in a wider sense than it

was spoken of in the premise in which it

entered. A tenn universally spoken of is

either the subject of a universal afflrmative,
or the predicate of any negative. Syllo-
gisms are nothing else than reasoning re-
duL-ed to form and method, and it is well to
know, when an argument is presented in a
puzzling or perplexing form, with perhaps
a suppression of one of its essential propo-
sitions, how to supply the suppressed pre-
mises and put the argument into regular
order; the truth or fallacy of the reasoning
then become apparent at a glance— 2. The
art or act of sylldgizing or of reasoning syl-
logistically. Locke. [Rare.]
SyilogiatlC (sil-lo-jis'tik), a. Pertaining to
a syllogism; consisting of a syllogism; or of
the form of reasoning by syllogisms ; as,
iyllogUtic ai^uments or reasoning. 'That
class of persons who do not recognize the
gyUoyUtic method as the chief organ for in-
vestigating truth.' CarlyU.
Syllogtstlcal (sil-ia-jis'tik-al), a. Same as
SiiUo'jUtic- Sir M. Hale.

Sylloglatically (sil-lo-jis'tik-al-li), adv. In
a tt>llogi:itic manner; in the form of a syllo-
gism; by means of syllogisms; as, to rea«on
or prove syUogUtically.

A man knows first, and then he is able to prove
tyUogisUcally; so that syUo(^sm comes after know
ledife, when a man has no need of it. Locke.

Sylloglzation (Hiri6-jiz-a"shon), n. A rea-
S'Miiii^' liy syllogisms.

Syllogize ( sil'lo-jiz), v.i. pret. syllogized; ppr.
tylUjijiziiig. To reason by syllogisms.
Men have endeayoured . . . to teach lioys to J-^/-

togix;, or to frame argumenu and refute them, with-
out real knowledge. tt'atrs,

SyllOSlze (siHo-jiz). v-t. To frame or put
into the form of a syllogism ; to express in
syllogistic form.
He was an a priori logician, not unwilljne to sytlo-

gixe invidious verities wfiercvcr they mi);htlead him.
^ „ . 7 R Ltnvtll.

SyllOfflaier (sin6-jiz-6r), n. One who syllo-
gizes or reasons by syllogisms. Sir E. Der-

Sylph (silf). n. [Fr. sylphe, a sylph; accord-
ing to Littr6 from an old Gaulish (Celtic)
word found on inscriptions, which after
having disappeared, at least from written
works, was revived by Paracelsus.] An im-
aginary being inhabiting the air; an ele-
mental spirit of the air, according to the
system of Paracelsus, holding an interme-
diate place between material and immaterial
beings- They are male and female, have
many human characteristics, and are mortal,
but have no soul. The term in ordinary
language is used as feminine, and often ap-
plied figuratively to a woman of graceful
and slender proportions.

I should as soon expect to meet a nymph or a
sylfih for a wife or a mistress. Sir It'. TtmpU.
She pos&cssed the form and hue of a wood-nymph,

with the beauty of a tyiph. Sir IV. Scott.

Sylphld (sil'fld), n. A diminutive of sylph.
Ve syiph* and tylphids. to your chief give ear.
Fays, fairies, genii, eivcs, and demons, hear. Pope.

Sylya (sil'va). n. [L, a wood or forest.] The
forest trees of any region or country. Writ-
ten also Silva.

SylTan (sil'van), a. l. Of or pertaining to a
wood or forest; forest-like; hence, rural;
rustic.

Enough for me that to the listening swains.^^m FirH in thete fields. 1 sanp the ^ivan strains.

I

2. Abounding with woods; woody; sliadjr.

Cedar and pine, and fir and branching palm.
A syivan scene. Miiton.

Sylvan (sil'van), n. [L. Sitvanus, Sylmnus.]
A fabled deity of the wood; a satyr; a faun;
sometimes, a rustic.

Her private orchards, wall'd on ev'ry side.
To lawless syivans all access deny'd. Pofie.

Sylvanite (sil'van-it), n. A telluride of gold
and silver discovered in Transylvania. See
SiLVANITE.
Sylvatlc (sil-vat'ik), a. Sylvan; relating to
woods. [Rare.]
Sylvestrlan (sil-ves'tri-au), a. Sylvan; in-
habiting the woods. [Bare. ]

Sylvia (sil'vi-a), n. [From L. sylva. a wood.]
A genus of insessorial birds of tha dentiros-
tral tribe and family .Sylviada:, of which S.
sylricola (wood-warbler or wood-wren), S.
trochilus (the willow-warbler), S. korteims
(the garden-warbler), and S. rubecula or
ErytlMca rubecMla (the redbreast), are com-
mon British examples.
SylvladSB (sil-vi'a-de), n. pi. A family of
dentirostral birds comprehending the black-
cap, nightingale, hedge-sparrcw. redbreast,
redstart, stonechat, wheatear, whitethroat,
and those birds popularly known as war-
blers. See Silvia.
Sylviculture (sU-vl-kul'tur), n. [L. eylm,
a wood or forest, and ctiiet/ra, culture.] The
culture of forest trees ; arboriculture ; for-
estry.

Sym-, prefix. See Syn.
Symar (si-marO, n. Same as Simar.
Symbal (sim'bal). n. Same as Cymbal
Symbol (sira'bol), n. [L. tymbolum, from
Gr. mimholon, a sign by which one knows or
infers a thing, a symbol, from symballo, to
infer, conclude—sym for «j/ft, with, together,
and ballo, to throw, bring, or put. In Chris-
tian writers it came to mean a creed or con-
fession, lit. their watchword or sign. In B
and 6 the word is rather taken from L »ym-
bola, Gr. »ymboU, a contribution to a com-
mon fund, the elements of the word being
the same] 1. An object animate or inani-
mate standing for or calling up something
moral or intellectual ; an emblem ; a repre-
sentation

; a figure ; a type ; as, the lion is
the symbol of courage; the lamb is the sym-
bol of meekness or patience; the olive branch
is th« symbol of peace, the sceptre of power.

Were't to renounce his baptism,
AU seals and lymbols of redeemed sin.
His soul is so enfetter'd to her love.
That she may make, unmake, do what she list

. . .
Shat.

A symbol is a sijfn mcluded in the idea which it
f«P'e*ents, t.g. an actual part chosen to represent
the whole, or a lower form or species used as the rc-
presenutive of a higher in the same kind. Coierid^t.

2. A letter or character which is significant;
a sign; as, the letters and marks represent-
ing things and operations in chemistry,
mathematics, astronomy,&c. —3. That which
specially distinguishes one regarded in a
particular character or as occupying a par-
ticular office and fulfilling its duties; a figure
marking the individuality of some being or
thing; as. a trident is the symbol of Neptune,
the peacock of Juno, &c.~i. In Iheol. an ab-
stract or compendium

; the creed or a sum-
mary of the articlesof religion —6. t Contri-
bution to a common stock; share.
There (in Westminster Abbey) the warlike and the

peaceful, the fortunate and the miserable, the beloved
and the despised princes, mingle their dust and pay
down their symbol of mortality. ytr. Taylor.
They do their work in the days of peace and a

wealthy fortune, and come to pay their symbol in a
war or in a pla£ue. Jer. Taylor.

6. t Lot; sentence of adjudication.
The rich and the poor, -he prevailing tyrant and

the oppressed party, shall all appear to receive their
symbol. y„ Taylor.

—Chemicaltymbols. See under Chemical.—
Jfo(A«<ia(ico(»ym6o(«,letter8 and characters
which represent quantities or magnitudes,
and point out their relations. The symbols
generally recognized by mathematicians
consist of the capitals of the Roman alpha-
bet and the small letters of the Italic ; the
small letters of the Greek alphaljet and such
capitals as are distinguishable from the cor-
responding Roman ones; the Arabic nu-
merals and occasionally the Roman ones;
accents, figures, and letters superflxed and
suffixed; as, a", o„; o», n,; a; a.; the
signs, +, -, X, -V-, :, V,/ =, <. >, &c.
SymboKsim'liol). !).(. To 8,vmbolize. 'The
liviii;; piiHhion *i/m6ord there.' Tfrmysun.
Symbolaaograpliy (8im-bore-og"ra-fi). n.
(Gr symboUiion, a mark or sign from which
one concludes anything, a contract (see

Symbol), and grapho. to write. ] In taw, the
art or cunning rightly to form and make
written instruments. It is either judicial
or extra-judicial, the latter being wholly
occupied with such instruments as concern
matters not yet judicially in controversy,
such as instruments of agreements or con-
tracts, and testaments or last wills. Whar-
ton.

Symbolatrous ( sim - bol ' at - riis ), o. [ ,See
below.] Apt or inclined to worship, rever-
ence, or overestimate symbols or types.
Baring-Goidd.
Symbolatry ( sim-bol'at-ri ), n. [Gr. sym-
Oolou, a symbol, and (afreia, service or wor-
ship. ] The worship, reverence, or overesti-
mation of symbols or types. Baring-Gould.
Note. According to correct etymological con-
struction this and the preceding word should
be written Symbololatry and Si/mbololatroua.
Symbolic (sim-bol'ik), n. Same as Sym-
bolics.

SymboUc, Symbolical (sim-bol'ik, sim-bol'-
ik-al), a. 1. Pertaining to a symbol or sym-
bols; of the nature of a symbol; standing or
serving as a symbol; representative; as, the
figure of an eye is symbolical of sight and
knowledge.
The sacrament is a representation of Christ's

death, by such symbolical actions as he appointed.

„ , 7'r. Taylor.
2. In gram, said of a class of words which
by themselves present no meaning to the
mind, and which depend for their intelligi-
bility on a relation to some preseutive word
or words. Pronouns, prepositions, conjunc-
tions, and the auxiliary verbs are symbolic
words. SeePRESE-NTiVE.—Symdodcoi attri.
butes, in the fine arts, certain figures or
symbols usually introduced in representa-
tions of the evangehsts, apostles, saints, Ac
as the keys of St Peter, the Iamb of St.
Agnes. — Symbolical books, such books as
contain the fundamental doctrines.or creeds
and confessions, of the different churches,
as the Confession of Augsburg received by
the Lutherans, the Thirty-nine Articles of
the Church of England, &c.—Symbolical de-
livery, in law, the delivery of property sold
or resigned, by delivering something else as
a symbol, token, or representative of it—
Syfnbolical philosophy, the philosophy ex-
pressed hv hieroglyphics.
Symbolically ( sim-bol'ik-al-li ). adv. In a
symbolic manner; by signs; typically; as,
courage is ni/tnbolicatly represented by a lion.
Symbolicalness (sim-bol'ik-al-nes), n. The
state or <|uality of lieing symbolical.
Symbolics (sim-bol'iks), n. l. The study of
the symbols and mysterious rites of anti-
quity.—2. The study of the history and con-
tents of Christian creeds and confessions of
faith.

Symbolism (8im1)ol-izm). «. l.The investing
of things, as certain practices in ritual, with
a symbolic meaning; the regarding of out-
ward things as having an inner and symbolic
meaning.—2. An exposition or comparison
ofsjmbolsorcreeds.-3. Symboliccharacter;
specifically, inpram. the character or quality
of those words which present no meaning
to the mind, and which depend for their
intelligibility on a relation to some preseu-
tive word or words, or which express rela-
tion between presentive words. See Sym-
BOLic— 4. In chem. a combining together or
consent of parts or ingredients.
Symbolist (sim'bol-ist), n. One who sym-
bolizes; one who employs symbols.
Symbolistic, Symbollstlcal (sim-bol-ist'-
ik, sim-bol-ist'ik-al ), a. Characterized by
the use of symbols; as, symbolistic poetry.
Symbollzatlon (sim'bol-iz a"shon), n. The
act of symbolizing; resemblance iu proper-
ties. Sir T. Browne.
Symbolize (simbol-iz), v.t. pret. & pp. sym-
bolized; ppr. symbolizing. 1. To represent
by a symbol or by symbols.

Dragons, and serpents, and ravening beasts of
prey, and graceful birds that in the midst of them
drink from running fountains and feed from vases
of crystal: the passions and the pleasures of human
life symbolUed together, and the mystery of its re-
demption. Rusktn.

2. To regard or treat as symbolic ; to make
representative of something.
We reade in Pierius that an apple was the hiero-

glyphick of love . . . and there want not some who
have symbolized the apple of Paradise into such con-
structions. Sir T. BroTune.

3. t To make to agree in properties.
Symbolize ( sim'bol-iz ), v.i. 1. To express
or represent in symbols or symbolically ; to
use symbols.

In later centuries, I suppose, they would go on in

th,cAain; fth, Sc. locA; g, jo; j,job; t, iY ton; ng, si.isr; th, Wen; th, tAln; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure. -See KEY.
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singing-, poetically -fj'»i*(?//>i«^, as our modern paint-

ers paint, when it was no lonjjer from the innermost

heart, or not from the heart at all. CarlyU.

2. To agree ; to hold the same faith or reli-

gious belief. [Rare.]

The believers in pretended miracles have always

previously symbolized with the performers of them.
G. 5. Faber,

3.+ To harmonize; to have a resemblance of

qualities or properties.

The pleasing of colour symbolizeth with the pleas-

ing of a single tone to the ear; but the pleasing of

order doth symbolixe with harmony. Bacon.

They both symbolize in this, that they love to look

upon themselves through multiplying glasses. Howell.

SymbolOgical (sim-bo-lo]'ik-al),a. Pertain-

lUK t() syinbiilo^'y. See Symboloqy.
SjTnbolOgist (sim-bol'o-jist), n. One versed

in synibuTo^'y. See Symbology.
SymbOlogy (aim-boro-ji). n. [Gr. sym-
Solon, symbol, and logos, discourse.] The
art of expressing by symbols. De Quincey.

Note. According to correct etymological
construction this and the two preceding
words should be written Syinbolology, Sytn-

bolological, and Symbolologist.

Symbranchidse (sim-brang'ki-de), n. pi.

IGr. sijn, together, and branchia, gills.] A
family of teleostean or bony fresh-water

fishes, belonging to the group Physostomi,
in which the gill-pas-sages unite so as to

open externally by a single orifice on the
lower surface of the neck. The species are

all tropical.

Sjrmmetral (sim'met-ral), a. Commensur-
able; symmetrical. Dr. ff. More.

Symmetrian (sim-me'tri-an), n. One emi-
nently studious of proportion or symmetry
of parts.
His face was a thought longer than the exact sym-

m^trians would allow. Sir P. Sidney.

Symmetric (sim-met'rik), a. Same as Syrrh-

metrical, but used chiefly in mathematics.
Symmetrical (sim-met'rik-al), a. Possess-

ing, exhibiting, or involving symmetry; as,

(a) well-proportioned in its parts; having its

parts in due proportion as to dimensions;
as, a symmetrical building; his form was
very syminetrical. (&) In bot. having the

number of parts of one series corresponding
with that of the other series; as, for ex-

ample, when a flower with Ave sepals has
five petals, and five, or ten, or fifteen sta-

mens, (c) In math, having corresponding
parts or relations. Thus two curves or two
plane figures are symmetrical with respect
to a given line when fin- each point on one
side of the line there is a corresponding
point on the other side, similarly situated,

and equally distant from it. Two solids are
symmetrical when they are so situated with
respect to an intervening plane that the
several points of their surfaces thus corre-

spond to each other in position and dis-

tance. Similarly a figure and its reflected

im^e are symmetrical with respect to the
plane of a mirror. In analysis, an expres-
sion is symmetrical with respect to several

letters when any two of them may change
position and not affect the expression ; as,

the expression ab + ac + ad + ae + bc+bd-i-
be+cd+ce+de is symmetrical, for there is

no interchange of any two letters that will

alter the function.

Symmetrically (sim-met'rik-al-li), adv. In
a symmetrical manner; with due propor-
tion of parts.

Symmetrlcalness (sim-met'rik-al-nes), n.

The state or (|uality of being symmetrical.
Symonetrician (sim-me-tri'shi-an), n. Same
as Symnu'trian.
Symmetrist (sim'me-trist), n. One very
studious or observant of symmetry or due
proportion; a symmetrian.
Some exact symmel»-ists have been blamed for

being too true. IVoiton.

Symmetrize (sim'me-triz). v.t pret. & pp.
ayimiutrized; ppr. symmetrizing. To make
proportional in its parts; to reduce to sym-
metry.
He would soon have supplied every deficiency,

and syntfnetrized every disproportion. Burke.

Symmetry (sim'me-tri), n, [Gr. symm£tri.a—
sym for syn, with, together, and metron,
measure; Fr. symhrie.] 1. A due propor-
tion of the several parts of a body to each
other; adajitation of the dimensions of the
several parts of a thing to each other, or
the union and conformity of the members
of a work to the whole; as, the symmetry of

the human body; the symmetry of a column
or of a church tower.

He . . . long desired
A certain miracle ot symmetry.
A miniature of loveliness, all grace,
Suinm'd up and closed in little Juliet. Tennyson.

2. In hot. the orderly and similar distribu-

tion of a certain number of parts in plants;

correspondence as regards numerical rela-

tionship between sepals, petals, and sta-

mens. See Symmetrical.— 3. In zool. (a)

the general plan or type of arrangement of

the elements of form of the animal frame.

It is of three kinds: zmml symmetry, as in

Annulosa, where the merosomes or elements
of form are arranged in a zonal manner, one
after the other, in a longitudinal axis ; bi-

lateral symmetry, as in vertebrates, (tc, in

which the body can be divided into symmet-
rical halves by a line passing down through
the median vertical plane; and radial sym-
metry, as in Coelenterata and Echinozoa. in

which the parts of the body are disposed in

a radial manner around a central point,

which is generally the mouth. (6) The dis-

position of such organs in vertebrates as

are disposed symmetrically in the body, as,

for example, the luugB.— Uniform symme-
try, in arch, that disposition of parts in

which the same ordonnance reigns through-
out the whole.

Sympathetic (sim-pa-thet'ik), a. [Fr. sym-
pathique. See Sympathy.] 1. Pertaining
to, expressive of, produced by, or exhibiting
sympathy.

Thine, too, these golden keys, immortal boy

!

"
"

ic the gates of joy;
Of Horror that, and ihrilling Fears,
Thisc

Or ape the sacred source oi sympathetic Tears.
Gray.

2. Having sympathy or common feeling

with another; susceptible of being att'ected

by feelings like those of another, or of feel-

ings in consequence of what another feels.

Your sympathetic heart she hopes to move. Prior.

And wiser he whose sympathetic vnvnA

Exults in all the good of all mankind. Goldsmith.

3. In physiol. and pathol. produced by sym-
pathy. Bee Sympathy, 3.—Sympathetic ink.

See ISK.—Sympathetic nervous system, a
set of nerves in vertebrate animals, forming
a nervous system distinct from and yet con-

nected with the chief nerve-centres or cere-

bro-spinal nervous system. The sympathe-
tic system consists of a series of ganglia

or nervous masses connected together by
nerve -cords, the ganglia being disposed
along the spine from the base of the skull

to their termination in the coccyx. The
name sympathetic nerve was formerly given
to this system from a belief that it formed
the means whereby the sympathies between
different organs and parts were exhibited.

The chief duties of these nerves appear to

consist in the regulation of processes of in-

voluntary motion, of secretion, and of nu-
trition.— Sj/mpa(fte(ic powder, an alchemic
preparation, said to be composed of cal-

cined sulphate of iron prepared in a parti-

cular manner, and to have the wonderful
property of curing a wound if applied to the

weapon that inflicted it, or to a cloth

dipped in the blood which flowed from it,

although the patient was at a distance.—
Sympathetic sounds, sounds produced from
solid bodies by means of vibrations caused
by the vibrations of some sounding body,
these vibrations being communicated by
means of the air or some intervening solid

body.
Sympathetical(sim-pa-thet'jk-al), a. Same
as Sympathetic. ' Sympathetical and vital

passions.' Bentley.

Sympathetically (sini-pa-thet'ik-al-li),adu.

In a sympathetic manner; with sympathy
or common feeling; in consequence of sym-
pathy; by communication from something
else.
He seems to ha.vsca.uz^Xsympathetici.tllySATiAys's

sudden impulse to break forth into a devout song at

the awful and inspiring spectacle. T. IVarton.

Sympathise, y.t.andr. Ba.Tne»s Sympathize.

Sympathist (sim'pa-thist), n. One who feels

synipatJiy; a sympathizer. Coleridge.

Sympathize, Sympathise (sim'pa-thiz),

v.i. pret. t.t pp. sympathized, sympathised;
ppr. sympathizing, sympathising. [Fr. sym-
pathiser. See Sympathy.] 1. To have a

common feeling, as of bodily pleasure or
pain.
The mind will sympathize eo much with the an-

guish and debility of tne body, that it will be too dis-

tracted to fix itself in meditation. Bttckmtnster.

2. To feel in consequence of what another
feels ; to be affected by feelings similar to

those of another, in consequence of know-
ing the person to be thus affected.

Common experience is my guide, and that must
Jiave informed everybody how much we continually

sympathize with the sentiments and affections of the
company among whom we converse. Abr. Tucker.

3. To express sympathy; to condole. [Colloq.)

4. To agree; to fit; to harmonize.
Green is a pleasing colour, from a blue and a yel-

low mixed together, and bv consequence blue and
yellow are two colours whicii sym.pathize. Dryden.

Thou shalt lower to his level day by day.
What is fine within thee growing coarse to sympa-

thise with clay. Tennyson.

Sympathizet (sim'pa-thiz), v.t. l. To have
sympathy for; to share in; to participate in.

All that are assembled in this place.
That by this sympathized one day's error.
Have suffered wrong, go keep us company. ^AaA.

2. To form with suitable adaptation; to con-
trive witli congruity or consistency of parts;
to match in all the concomitants of; to har-
monize in all the parts of.

Arm. Fetch hither the swain ; he must carry me a
letter.

Moth. A message well sympathized: a horse to be
ambassador for an ass. ShaH.

Sympathizer (sim'pa-thiz-6r), n. One who
sympathizes with or feels for another; one
who has a common feeling with others, or
takes common action with them in any
cause or pursuit.

Sympathy (sim'pa-thi), n. [Fr. sympathie,
L. syuipaihia, from Gr. sympatheia— syn,
with, and pathos, suffering.] 1. Feeling cor-

responding to that which another feels; the
quality or state of being affected by the
affection of another, with feelings corre-
spondent in kind, if not in degree; compas-
sion ; commiseration : in this sense fol-

lowed by /or; as, to have sympathy /or a
person in distress.

It is always thought a difficult problem to account
for the pleasure received from the tears, and grief,

and sympathy of tragedy, which would not be the
case if all sympathy was agreeable. An hospital
would be a more entertaining place than a ball.

/Yutm.

2. An agreement of affections or inclina-

tions, or a conformity of natural tempera-
ment, which makes two persons pleased
with each other; mutual or reciprocal affec-

tion or passion : in this sense followed by
with; as, to have sympathy mth a persr)n in

his hopes, aspirations, aims, and the like.

To cultivate sympathy, you must be among living

creatures, and thinking about them. Ruskin.

3. In physiol. and pathol. (a) that state of

an organ or texture having a certain rela-

tion to the condition of another organ or
texture in health and disease ; a related
state of the vital manifestations or ac-

tions in different organs or textures, such
that when one part is excited or affected,

others are also affected or disordered; that
relation of the organs and parts of a living

body to each other, whereby a disordered
condition of one part induces more or less

disorder in another part; as, for example,
the pain in the brow caused by taking a
draught of cold water into the stomach, the
pain in the right shoulder arising from
disease of the liver; the irritation and vo-
miting produced by a tumour of the brain,

and the like, {b) The influence which the
physiological or pathological state of one
nidividual has in producing the same or an
analogous state in another at the same time
or in rapid succession, as exemplified in the
hysterical convulsions which affect a imm-
ber of females on seeing one of their com-
panions suffering from hysteria; the tick-

ling in the throat caused by the coughing of

another person ; the yawning produced by
seeing another yawn, and tlie like. —4. A
tendency of certain inanimate things to

unite or to act on each other; as, the sympa-
thy between the loadstone and iron.—Syn.
Fellow-feeling, compassion, commiseration,
pity, tenderness, condolence, agreement.
Sympepsis (sim-pep'sis), n. [Gr. syn, to-

gether, and pepsiii, a ripening.] In med. a
ripening of intlammatory humours.
Symphenomena (sim-fe-nom'e-na), n. pL
[Gr. ayn, together, and phenomena (which
see).] 2<atural sounds or appearances of a
kind or character similar to others ex-

pressed or exhibited by the same object.

Stor))umth.

Symphenomenal (sim-fe-nom'e-nal), a. Of
or pertaining to symphenomena; designat-

ing significant words imitative of natural
sounds or phenomena. Stormonth.
Symphonia (sim-fo'ni-a), n. [L. See Sym-
phony.] A symphony.
Symphonic (sim-fon'ik), a. I. Same as

Symphonious.~~2. In music, pertaining or

relating to or characteristic of a symphony;
as, a composition in symphonic form.

SymphOlUous (sim-fo'ni-us), a. 1. Agree-
ing in sound ; accordant ; harmonious.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J', So. Uy.
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* Soundasymphonious often thousand harps.

'

Milton.—2. In music, same as Symphonic,
Symphoiliat (sim'fo-nist), n. A composer
vf symphonies; as, Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven are the greatest of the earlier
yy}itphoiiist8.

Symphonize t (sim'fo-niz), v.i. pret. sym-
ph'iiiized; ppr. symphomzing. To agree
witlr. to harmonize. 'The law and the pro-

phets symphonizinff with the gospel.' Boyle.

Symphony (sim'fo-ni), n. [Fr. symphonie;
L. symphonia, from Gr. sympkonia^ syn,

with, and phone, voice.] 1. A consonance
or harmony of sounds agreeable to the ear,

whether the sounds are vocal or instrumen-
tal, or both.

The trumpets sound.
And warlike symphony is heard around. Drydett.

2. In myixic, (a) a name formerly given to an
overture or any long composition after that
manner. (6) A short introductory, inter-

mediate, or concluding instrumental part in
a composition predominantly vocal; a ritor-

nelle or ritornello. Most commonly, (c) an
«laborate composition for a full orchestra,
consisting usually, like the sonata, of three
•or four contrasted but intimately related
movements, as an andante followed by an
allegro, another andante varied or an adagio,
a minuet with Its trio or a scherzo, the
whole closing with a lively rondo or rapid
finale. (d)A name formerly applied to vari-
ous instruments, as the virginal and the
bagpipe.

Symphoricarpos* Symphoria (sim'fo-ri-
kaK pos, sim-fo'ri-a), n. (Krom Gr. sympho-
reo, to accumulate, and karpos, fruit^ in
allusion to its clustered Imnches of fruit.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Caprifoliaceaj,

the species of which are natives of North
and South America. They are elegant bushy
shrubs, with small white or rose-coloured
flowers. S. racemomu is the snowberry,
which has become very common in our gar-
dens, and has large globular white fruits.

Symphyllous (sim-fll'lus). a. [Or. syn, to-
getht;r, and phyllon, a leaf.] In bot. gamo-
phyllous (which see).

Symphysieal (sim-fiz'e-al), a. Relating to
symphysis.
Symphyseotomy (sira'fl-se-ot"o-mi), n. [Gr.
symphysis, and tome, a cutting.] In turg.
the operation of dividing the sjrmphysis
pubis for the purpose of facilitating labour.

Sympliysls (sim'ft-sis), 7i. [Gr. gymphygig,
from gymphyo, to grow together. See Svm-
PHYTISM. ] In aiiat. {a) the union of bones
by cartilage; a connection of bones without
a movable joint. (6) A coalescence of a nat-
ural passage, (c) The point of anion be-
tween two parts; a commissure, (d) At-
tachment of one part to another; insertion.

Symphytism (sim'tl tizm), n. [Gr, gym^
phyo, to grow together—**/n, together, and
phy6. to grow] In aram. the name given
by Karle to that tendency or habit, in that
class of words termed by him symbolic,
of coalescing with a principal word so that
the resulting compound either is really one
word or has the appearance of being one
word. Symphytism is of two kind9-(l) Par-
ticle-composition, or the coalescence of a
particle with a principal word,asm7( for n«
tuilt; nat for ne wat, not to know; aboard for
*m board, <tc. (2) Flexion, when a coalition
of this kind gives any word a grammatical
flexibility and a faculty of indicating rela-
tion, time, <fec., as in Gr. didOmi, I give,
where mi = I. didog, where »=»«, thou, &c.;
O.E. theech, thee ich (so may I prosper),
.\. Sax. the6n, to prosper, and ich, I; O.E.
nhalhe for shall be.

Symphytum (sim'ft-tum). n. [Gr. symphyo,
to grow together—*yn, together, aud phyo,
to grow -in reference to the healing quali-
ties of the plantfl.] A genus of plants, nat.
order BoraginacesB. The species are rough
herbaceous plants, with broad leaves and
terminal twin racemes of (yellowish, blue,
or purple) flowers. They inhabit chiefly
Europe and Asia. S. officinalvf. or common
«)mfrey, is found in Britain on the banks of
rivers and ditches. Its root abounds in a
mucilage which is useful in irritations of
the throat, intestines, and bladder. There
are several other species, one of which. S.
asperrimum, has lately been much advo-
cated as a de»iral)le green fodder plant for
cattle

S3rmplesometer(8im'pi-ez-om"et-6r),n. [Or.
tympiexis, compression, from sympiezo, to
press together — syn, tf>gether. piezo, to
preas. and metron. a measure] A kind of
barometer, contrived by Mr. Adie of Edin-

burgh, for measuring the weight of the at-

mosphere l>y the compression of a column
of ^as. It consists of a glass tube about
18 inches long, having the lower end bent
up like the tube of the wheel-barometer,
each end being terminated by an elongated
bulb. The upper end is hermetically sealed,
but the lower end is left open. The upper
part of the tube is filled with hydrogen gas,
aud the lower part witli some fixed oil.

The pressure of the atmosphere is exerted
upon the surface of the oil, which is exposed
to it in the turned-up open end of the tube.
This pressure causes the oil to stand at a
certain height in the tube, and to produce
a certain compression in the column of
hydrogen gas. As the atmospheric pressure
becomes greater the oil will rise and the
gas will be compressed into less space. The
change in the bulk of the gas caused by a
change in the atmospheric pressure is mea-
sured by a scale. The sympiesometer is

sensitive, but inferior in accuracy to the
common barometer. Written also Sitnpie-
xomefer.

Sympleslte (sim'ple-sit), n. A mineral of
an indigo colour, supposed to be an arseni-
ale of tlie protoxide of iron.

SymplocarpuB (sim-plo-kar'pus), n. [Gr.
fiymploke, connection, and karpos, fruit.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Oroutiaceae.
The S. fcetvdus is the 8kunk-cal)bage of
Xorth America. See Skunk-cabbaoe.
Symploce (sim'plo-se), n. [Gr. symploke,
from syn, together, and ploke, a twisting or
folding.] In rhet the repetition of a word
at the beginning and another at the end of
successive clauses, as in the sentence, 'JIferci/

descended from heaven to dwell on the
earth; Mercy fled back to heaven and left

the earth.' spelled also Simploce.
SymploCOS (sim'plo-kos), n. [From Gr. sym-
ploke (see Symplckte)— the stamens l>eing

united at the base.] A genus of plants, by
some considered as the type of a nat order
S3mipIocace(e, by others referred to Styra-
caceie. The species are trees inhabiting
North and South America and tropical Asia,
having simple (usually toothed) leaves, and
small yellowish flowers in axillary clusters
or racemes. They all possess an astringent
principle in their leaves, and some, as S.
Hnctf/ria (sweet-leaf), are used in dyeing.
Symposiac (sim-po'zi-ak), a. Pertaining to
symposia or compotations and merry-mak-
ing; happening where company is drinking
together; as, symposiac meetings. 'Sympo-
siac disputations amongst my acquaintance.'
Arbnthnot.
Symposiac (sim-po'zi-ak), n. A conference
or conversation of philosophers at a ban-
quet.

SympOSlarch (siro-po'zi-ark), n. [Gr. sym-
posia rches— sffmposion, a feast, and arche,
rule.) In Greek antiq. the president, direc-
tor, or manager of a feast.

As Alexander and Caesar were born for conquest,
so was Johnson for the office of a symposiarch, to
preside in all conversations. Sir y. HatulliHS.

Symposiast (sim-po'zi-ast). n. One engaged
with others at a symposium, convivial meet-
ing, banquet, or the like. Scotsman news-
jxiper.
Symposium (sim-po'zi-um), n. pi. Sympo-
sia (»im-po'zi-a). [L. symposium, from Gr.
symposion, a drinking party, a feast, from
ff^H, with, and posis, a drinkhig, from j:>i/io,

to drink-] A drinking Utgether; a merry
feast; a convivial meeting.

In these sytnposia the pleasures of the table were
iin|.>rovcd by lively and liberal conversation. Gibbon.

Symptom (sim'tom), n. (Fr. symptome,
from ijT.symptOtna—ey»i, together,and pipto,
to fall. Properly, something that happens
in concurrence with another thing, as its

concomitant. ] 1. In med. any affection
which accompanies disease; a perceptible
change in the body or its functions which
indicates disease; one of the phenomena
from which the existence and nature of a
disease may be inferred.—2. A sign or token;
that which indicates the existence of some-
thing else; as, open murmurs of the people
are a symptom of disaffection to law or gov-
ernment

It has become almost fashionable to stigmatize
such sentiments as no better than empty declama-
tion; but it is an ill sytnptom, and peculiar to modern
times. Ctrwper.

Syn. Token, indication, mark, note, sign.

Symptomatic, Syniptomatical (sim-to-
mat'ik. siin-to-mat'ik-al), a. I. Pertaining
to symptoms. — 2. Beinu' or serving as a
symptom; indicating the existence of some-

thing else. 'Symptomatic of a shallow un-
derstanding and an unamiable temper.'
Macaulay.—Z. According to symptoms ; as,

a symptomatical classification of diseases.

—

Symptomatic disease, in med.a disease which
proceeds from some prior disorder in some
part of the body. Thus a symptomatic
fever may proceed from local injury or local
inflammation: opposed to idiopathic disease.

Symptomatically (sim-to-mat'ik-al-li), adv.
In a symptomatic manner; by means of
symptoms; in the nature of symptoms.
Symptomatology (sim'to-ma-toro-ji), n.

[Gr. symptOma, t;ympti}niatos, a symptom,
and logos, discourse.] In med, the doctrine
of symptoms; that part of the science of
medicine which treats of the symptoms of
diseases, including diagnosis, or the deter-
mination of diseases from their symptoms,
aud prognosis, or the determination of their
probable course and event.
Syn-. A Greek preposition and common
prefix, corresponding to the Latin prefix
con, and signifying with, together, along
with, &c. Before certain consonants it is

changed intc syl, sym, sys, and sometimes
the final consonant is dropped.
SynssreslS (si-ne're-sis), n. [Gr. synairesis—
syn, together, and hairo, to take. ] In gram.
the contraction of two syllables or two
vowels into one, by suppressing one of the
syllables or by the formation of a diphthong,
a.s ne'er for never, Atreides for Atreides.
SynagOgal (sin-a-gog'al), a. Synagogical.
SynagOglcal (sin a-goj'ik-al), a. Pertaining
or rehitinij: to a synagogue.
SyBagOgue (sin'a-gog),n. [Fr.synagogue,GT.
nynaguye—syn, together, and ago, to bring.]
1. A congregation or assembly of Jews met for
the purpose of worship or the performance of
religions rites.—2. The house appropriated
to the religious worship of the Jews. Tra-
dition traces back the origin of the syna-
gogue to patriarchal times, but it more pro-
bably dates from the Babylonish captivity,
when the temple worship was necessarily
in abeyance- Synagogues were erected not
only in towns and cities but also in the
country, especially near rivers, that they
might have water for their purifications
and ceremonies. At the extreme east end
of the building was the holy ark, containing
copies of the Pentateuch ; in front of this
was a raised platform for the reader or
preacher. The men sat on one side of the
synagogue, the women on the other, a par-
tition 5 or C feet high dividing them. The
chief seats for which the scribes and Phari-
sees strove were situated near the east end.
The synagogue was governed by a council
or college of elders, over whom was a presi-
dent called the ruler of the synagogue. The
service consisted of prayers, reading the
Scriptures, and prea<-hing and expounding
of them. The chief ruler or one of the
council might call upon any one present to
address the people, or even a stranger might
volunteer to speak. The synagogue service
was at first confined to the Sabbath-days
and festivals, but was latterly extended to
Mondays and Thursdays. The modern syna-
gogue differs little from the ancient, but
the women are now x>rovided with seats in a
low latticed gallery.—TAe Great Synayogue,
an assembly or council of 120 members said
to have been founded and presided over by
Ezra after the return from the captivity.
Their duties are supposed to have been the
remodelling of the religious life of the jteo-

ple, and the collecting and redacting of the
sacred ijooksof former times. Hence—3.Any
assembly of men, "A synagogue of Jesuits.'
Milton. [Rare.]

Synalepha, Synalcepha (sin-a-le'fa), n.

[Or. synaloiphe, a melting together, from
synaleipho, to melt together— »!/», together,
and aleipho, to smear.) In gram, a contrac-
tion of syllables by suppressing some vowel
or diphthong at the end of a word before
another vowel or diphthong, as th' enemy
for the enemy. Dryden.
SsmallagmatlC (sin-al'lag-mafik), o. [Gr.

synaild'jinatikos, from synallagma, a mutual
agreement, a contract, from synallasso, to
exchange, to negotiate with— «i/», with, and
allassO, to change.] In civil law, an epithet
applied to a contract or treaty imposing
reciprocal obligations.

The other Communes will enter the confederation
bjr 3 iynaliagmatic treaty. Pall Mail Gaxette.

Synantherse (sin-an'the-re), n. pi. [See be-
low,] inhnf. same as C""fjw«t(te (which see).

Syiiantherous (sin-an'thfer-us), a. [Prefix

syn, with, together, and anther.] In bot. a

ch, cAain; £h, Sc. locA; g, po; j.job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sln^; IH, (Aen; th, <Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure,—See KKY.
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term applied to composite plants in which
the anthers are united so as to form a tube
round the style.

Synanthous (sin-an'thus), a. [Gr. syn, with,
together, and anthos, a flower.] In bot. ex-
hibiting a union of several usually distinct
flowers,

Synanthy (sin-an'thi),n. [See Synanthous.]
In hot. the more or less complete union of
several flowers that are usually distinct.

Synapta (ain-ap'ta), 11. A genus of echino-
dernis, belonging to the order Holothuri-
dffi. The body is covered with a coriaceous,
sometimes soft integument, containing mi-
nute anchor-shaped spicules, by means of
which the animal moves. The mouth is

surrounded by tentacles. These animals
sometimes break tliemselves into pieces
when in ill healtli or put into impure water.
Synaptase (sin'ap-tas), n. In chem. same
as E)nulsin.
SynapticulsB (sin-ap-tik'u-le), n. pi. [Gr.
synapto, to fasten together—«j/rt, together,
and hapto, to fasten.] In zool. transverse
props sometimes found in corals, extending
across the loculi like the bars of a grate.

Synarchy (sin'ar-ki),?i. [Gr. synarchia—syn,
with, and arche, rule.] Joint rule or sove-
reignty. ' The sy)iarchi€8 or joint reigns of
father and son.' Stackhouse.
Synartesis (ain-ar-te'sis), n. [Gr., a fasten-
ing together—si/?i, together, and artao, to
fasten.] A fastening or knitting together;
the state of being closely united; close or
intimate union. Coleridge.

Synarthrodia! (sin-ar-thr6'di-al),a. Of, per-
taining to, or in the nature of synarthrosis.
D^ltlglison.

Ssmartlirosis (sin-ar-thro'sis), n. [Gr. syn-
arthrosis—syn, with, and artkroo, to articu-
late, from arthron, a joint.] In anat. union
of bones without motion; close union, as in
sutures, symphysis, and the like. Wiseman.
Synastry (sin'as-tri), n. [Gr. 8y7i, together,
with, and aster, a star.] Coincidence as re-

gards stellar influence ; the state of having
similar starry influences presiding over one's
fortune, as determined by astrological cal-
culation. J.L.Motley. [Rare.]

Synaxis (ain-ak'sis), n. [Gr.. from synago,
to bring together—*i/n, together, and agd,
to lead, to drive.] A congregation; also, a
term formerly used for the Lord's supper.
Jer. Taylor.

Syncarpium (sin-kar'pi-um), n. [Gr. sj/n,

together, and karpos, fruit.] In bot. an ag-

Syncarpium.—Fruit of the Anona squamosa.

gregate fruit in which the ovaries cohere
into a solid mass, with a slender receptacle,
as in magnolia, anona, &c.
Syncarpous (sin-kar'pus). a. [Gr. syn. to-
gether, and karpos, fruit.] In bot. having
the carpels of a compound fruit completely
united, as in the apple and pear.

Syncategoreinatic(siu-kat'e-go-re-mat"ik),
n. [Gr. syn, together, and kategorema, a
predicate.] In logic, a word which cannot
be used as a term by itself, as an adverb or
preposition.

Syncategorematlc(Bin-kat'e-go-re-mat"ik),
a. In logic, applied to words which cannot
singly exjjress a term, but only a part of a
term, as adverbs, prepoBitions, &c.
Synchondrosis (sin-kon-dro'sis), n. [Gr.
synchondrosis—syn, together, and chojidros,
a cartilage.] In anat. the connection of
bones by means of cartilage or gristle, aa in
the vertebra;. Wiseman.
Synchondrotomy (sin-kon-drot'o-mi), n.
In surg. symphyseotomy (which see).

SjTichoresis (sin-ko-re'sis), n. [Gr. syn-
cAdre«w, concession, from synchoreo, to come
together, to meet.] In rket. a concession
made for the purpose of retorting more
pointedly.

Synchronal (sin'kron-al), a. (Gr. syn. with,
and chronog, time.] Happening at the same
time ; simultaneous. ' That glorious state
of the church which is synchronal to the
second and third thunder.' Dr. H. More.
Synchronal (sin'kron-al), n. That which
happens at the same time with something

else, or pertains to the same time. * Those
seven synchronals that are contemporary to
the six first trumpets.' Dr. H. More.
Synchronical (sin-kron'ik-al), a. [See Syn-
chronism.] Happening at the same time;
simultaneous. Boyle.
SynchronlcaUy (ain-kron'ik-al-li), adv. In
a synchronical manner. ' Either synchron-
ically or successively, according to the order
of impression.' Belsham.
Sjrnchronism (sin'kron-izm), n. [Fr. syn-
ckronisme, Gr. synch ronismos, from syn-
chronizo, to be contemporary, from syn-
chro}io8, synchronous— «2/tt, with, and chron-
OS, time.] 1. Concurrence of two or more
events in time; simultaneousness. 'The
coherence and synchronism of all the parts
of the Mosaical chronology.' Sir M. Hale.
2. A tabular arrangement of historical events
and personages, grouped together according
to their dates.—3. In paint, the represent-
ation of several events happening at difl'er-

ent times, or of the same event at different
moments of its progress, in the same pic-
ture.

S3mchronl8tlO (sin-kron-ist'ik). a. Pertain-
ing to synchronism; as, synchronistic tables.

Synchronization (sin'kron-iz-a"shon), n.

1. The act of syncln-onizing,—2. The concur-
rence of events in respect of time.
Synchronize (sin'kron-iz), v.i. pret. &pp.
synchronized; ppr. synchronizing. To con-
cur at the same time; to agree in time.

The path of this great empire, through its arch of
progress. synchroHixed with that of Christianity.

De Quincey.

Synchronize (sin'kron-iz), v.t. To make to
agree in time; to cause to indicate the same
time, as one time-piece with another; to
regulate or control, as a clock, by a standard
time-piece, such as the chief clock in an ob-
servatory; as, all the clocks within this
circuit were electrically sy7ichronized by the
observatory clock.

Synchroniser (sin'kron-iz-Sr), n. One who
or that which synchronizes ; a contrivance
for synchronizing clocks.

Synchronology (sin-kro-nol'o-ji), n. Chro-
nological arrangement side by side.

Ssmchronous (sin'kron-us), a. [See Syn-
chronism.] Happening at the same time;
simultaneous.
Here the murmur, which is one to the ear, may be

two in fact. The two are made one by being syrt-
chronous with the systole of the ventricle.

Dr. P. M. Latham.
Synchronously (sin'kron-us-li), adv. In a
synchronous manner; at the same time.

Synchrony (ain'kro-ni), n. [See Synchron-
ism.] Identity or contemporaneity in time.

The second assumption is that geological contem-
poraneity is the same thing as chronological syn-
chrony. Hiixiey.

SynchysiS (sin'ki-sis), n. [Gr., from syn,
together, and chysis, a pouring, from cheo,

to pour.] Confusion or derangement; spe-
cifically, (a) in rhet. a confused arrangement
of words in a sentence which obscures the
sense. (6) In med. a morbid state of the
vitreous body of the eye, in which it is re-

duced to a diffluent condition. Dunglison.
Syncladei (siu-kla'de-i), n. pi. a section of
mosses, containing only the nat. order
Sphagnei (which see).

Sjmcllnal (sin-klin'al), a, [Gr. synklino, to
incline together—»i/n, together, and klino,

to incline.] 1. Sloping downward in oppo-
site directions so as to meet in a common
point or line.—2. In geol, dipping toward a
common line or plane; as, synclinal strata;

formed by or pertaining to strata dipping
in such a manner; as, a synclinal valley; a
synclinal line or axis. See Anticlinal.
Synclinal (sin-klin'al), n. A synclinal line

or axis.

Synclinical (sin-klin'ik-al), a. Same as
Synclinal. [Rare.]

Syncopal (ain'ko-pal), a. Pertaining to or
resembling syncope.
Ssmcopate (sin'ko-pat), v.t. pret. & pp. syn-
copated; ppr. syncopating. [See Syncope.]
1. To contract, as a word, by taking one or
more letters or syllables from the middle,
tiS exemplified in Gloster for Gloucester, &c.
2. In nntsic, to commence, as a tone or note,
on an unaccented part of a bar, and con-
tinue into the following accented part. See
Syncopation.
Syncopation (sin-ko-pa'shon), n. [See Syn-
cope.] 1. The contraction of a word by
taking a letter, letters, or a syllable from
the middle, as in the seaman's foctle for

forecastle, and the like.

The time has long past for such synco^aticns and
compressions as gave us 'arbalist.' 'governor,' 'pe-

dant.* and ' proctor.' from ' arcubalista.' ' gubernator,'
' psdagogans," and 'procurator.'

Fitzedward Hall.

2. In music, the suspension or alteration of
rhythm by driving the accent to that part
of a bar not usually accented, the accented
part of a bar being usually occupied by the
first note, and the unaccented by the last
note. Syncopation may be completed in a
bar as shown at (a), or it may extend over
several, as shown at (b).

Syncopation.

Syncope (ain'kS-pe), n. [Gr. synkope, a cut-
ting snort, a striking together, from eyn,
together, and kopto, to strike, to cut off]
1. The contraction of a word by elision; an
elision or retrenchment of one or more let-
ters or a syllable from the middle of a word,
as in ne'er for never, ev'ry tor every, &c. See
also Syncopation, Synco'pate.—2. Inmusic,
the same as Syncopation. — 3. In med. a
fainting or swooning; a diminution or in-
terruption of the motion of the heart, and
of respiration, accompanied with a suspen-
sion of the action of the brain and a tempo-
rary loss of sensation, volition, and other
faculties.— 4. A sudden pause or cessation;
a suspension; temporary stop or inability to
go on.

Revelry, and dance, and show.
Suffer a syncope and solemn pause:
While God performs upon the trembling stage
Of his own works his dreadful part alone.

C(nL'per.

Syncopist (sin'ko-pist), n. One who con-
tracts words by syncope.
Syncopize (siu'ko-piz), v.t. pret. & pp. «yn-
copized; ppr. syncopizing. To contract by
the omission of a letter or syllable; to syn-
copate.

Syncratism (sinltrat-izm), n. Syncretism
(which see).

Syncretic (sin-kret'ik), n. A syncretist.

SjrncretiC (sin-kret'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to syncretism; characterized by syncretism.
Syncretism (sin'kret-izm), n. [Fr. syncri-
tis^me, from Gr. synkretismos, the union of
two parties against a third, from synktet-
izo, to make two parties join against a third
—syn, witli, together, and kretizo, to behave
like a Cretan, that is, to lie. ] The attempted
reconciliation or union of irreconcilable
principles or parties, as in philosophy or
religion; the jumbling together of different
philosophical or theological systems, with
the view of their becoming one, without
due regard to their consistency: opposed to
eclecticism.

He is plotting a carnal syncretism, and attempting"
the reconcilement of Christ and Belial. Baxter.

And even so, German Protestantism is a mere syn-
cretism of various opinions, which entirely denies-
the divine origin of Christianity. Edin. Rev.

Syncretist (sin'kret-ist), n. One who at-

tempts to blend incongruous tenets or doc-
trines of different schools or churches into
a system; especially, a follower of Calliitus,

aLutheran divine, and professor of theology
at Helmstadt, who, about the beginning of
the seventeenth century, endeavoured to
frame a religious system which should unite
together the different professors of Chris-
tianity.

Syncretistic (sin-kre-tist'ik), a. Pertaining
to the Syucretists.

Syncrisis (sin'kri-sis), n. [Gr, a compari-
son, from syn, together, and krisis, a de-
cision, a choosing, from krino, to decide, to
judge. 1 In rhet. a figure by which opposite
things or persona are compared.
Synd (s5'nd), v.t. [Perhaps same word as

feel, synda. to swim.] To rinse. [Scotch.],

Syndactyl (sin-dak'til). n. One of a group
of insessorial birds. See Synpactyli.
Syndactyli (sin-dak'ti-li), n. pi. [Gr. syn,

together, and daktylos, a finger or toe.] A
group of insessorial birds, including thos&
which have the external toe nearly as long
as the middle one, and united to it as far as

the second joint. This group contains the
bee-eaters, motmots. kingfishers, todies, and
hornbilia.

Syndactylic, Syndactylous (sin-dak-til'-

ik, sin-dak'til-us), a. Having the charac-
terislics of the syndactyli.

Syndesmograpliy (sin-des-mog'ra-fl), n.

[Gr. syndesmos, a ligament, and graphe, a
description.] In anat. a description or ac-

count of the ligaments of the body.

Fate, fiir, fat, fftU; mfi, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«ll; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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SyndesmolOgy (sin-des-moro-ji), n. [From
Gr. xi/ndenuios, a ligament {syn, together,

and demnos, a band), and logos, discourse. ]

la anat. a treatise on or st-ieutific facts re-

garding the ligaments that connect the
parts of the skeleton.

Syndesmosis (sin-des-mo'sis), n. [Gr. syn-

aestfios. a ligament. See above.] In anat.

a species uf symphysis, or mediate connec-
tion of bones, in which they are united by
ligament, as the radius with the ulna.

Syndesmotomy (sin-des-mot'o-mi), n. [Gr.

synde^utos, a ligament (see above), and tome,

a cutting, from tenuw. to cut] lu anat. the
dissection of the ligaments.

Syndic (sin'dik), it. [L. hyndicus. from Gr.
syndikos, helping in a court of justice, an
advocate— ifi//i, with, and dike, justice.] An
officer of government, invested with differ-

ent powers in different countries; a kind of

magistrate intrusted with the atfaira of a
city or community; also, one chosen to
transact buaiueas for others. In Geneva the
syndic was the chief magistrate. Almost
all the companies in Paris, the university,

&c., had their syndics. The University of
Cambridge has its syndics, chosen from the
senate to transact special business, as the
regulation of fees, forming of laws, and the
like.

Syndicate (sin'dik-at), n. 1. A council, or
body of syndics; the office, state, or juris-

diction of a syndic.

A syndicate has just been appointed at Cambridge
to consider a memorial presenleU by tutors of col-

leges. Athenautn.

2. An association of persons formed with the
view of promoting some particular enter-
prise, discharging some trust, or the like.

Syndicatet (sia'dik-at), t?'- To judge; to
censure.

An.-.l'<ile undertook to censure and synditate his
master. Hud all law-makers before hira. Hak€U-ill.

Syndrome (sin'dro-mfi). n. [Gr. syndrome,
a running together—*yH, together, and dro-
mos, a running, a course.] 1. Concurrence.
GlanEille. —2. In med. the concourse or
combination of symptoms in a disease.

Syne (syn). adv. [Scotch] 1. Since; ago.—
2- Afterwards; then; next; as, he did that
and Kj/ne something else. — Lanf/ syne or
auld tang syne, long ago. the days of long
ago, syne being in this phrase a sort of noun.—Soon or syne, sooner or later.

Sjrnecdoclie (si-nek'doke). n. [Gr, from
synekdeehomai,to receive jointly—«j/n, with,
an<l ekdeehomai. to receive. ] In rhet a flgme
or trope by which the whole of a thing is

put for a part, or a part for the whole, as
the genus for the species, or the species for
the genus, Ac; as for example; a fleet of

ten sail (for ships); a master employing new
hands (u'orh-jnen), and the like.

SynecdocMcal (sin-ek-dok'ik-al), a. Ex-
presr-ed liy synecdoche; implying a synec-
doche.

Ists is used for Thetnesis by a synecdochictxt kind ol
speech, or a poetical bberiy, in using one for another.

Drayton.

Synecdochically (sin-ek-dok'ik-al-li), adv.
Accof'ling to the synecdocbical mode of
speaking. Uii- Pearson.
Synechia (sin-eki'a), ti. [Gr. synecheia, con-
tinuity, adherence, from synecho. to hold
together- *fi/». with, t<)gether, and echo, to
have, to hoM. ] A disease of the eye in
wluch the iris adheres to the cornea, or to
the capsule of the crystalline lens.

Svnecpbonesis (si-nek'fd-ne"sis), n. [Gr.,

from synekpht'ineo, to utter together- xyw,
with, and ekphoneO, to cry out—ek. out. anil

phOneo, Ui sound, to call, from p/iwi^.s^jund,
voice.) In yram. a contraction of two syl-

lables into one; syna^resis.

Synedrous (si-ne'drus). a. [Gr. syn, toge-
ther, and hedra, an angle ] In bot a t*rm
applied to leaves or other parts growing t»n

tht angle of a stem.
Synema (si-nema). n. [Gr. syn, with, neina.
a thread.] In bot. the column of united
filaments in nionadelphous flowers.

Synepy (sin'e-pi), n. (Gr. synepeia, union
of »oundS"-*,v". with, together, and epos, a
Wold] In rhet. the interjunctlon of words
in uttering the clauses of sentences.
Syneresis (si-ne're sis), n. Same as Synte-
resis.

Synergetlc (sin-6r-jet'ik). a. [Gr mjnerueti-
kos See synergist] Working U)gether;
co-operating.

Synergism ( sin-^r'jizm ), n. The doctrine
of the Synergists, See Synergist
Synergist (sin^r'jlst), n [Fr, synergiste,
from Gr. synerg/i, to work together— »yn,

with, together, and ergon, work.] In eccles.

hist, one of a party in the Lutheran Church,
who, about the end of the sixteenth century,
denied that God was the sole agent in the
conversion of sinners, and affirmed that
man co-operated with divine grace in the
accomplishment of this work. UalLani.

Synergistic, Synergistical (sin-er-jist'ik,

sin-er-jist'ik-al). a. 1. Of or relating to the
Synergists or their doctrines.— 2. Working
together; co-operating.

Synergy (sin'«ir-ji), n. [Gr. syn, together,
and ergon, work. ] A correlation or con-
course of action between different lu-gans in

health, and, according to some, in disease.
DungUson.
Syngenesia (sin-je-ne'si-a), n. pi. [Gr. syn,
with, and goiesis. generation.] The name
of the nineteenth class of plants in the
sexual system of Linnfeus, consisting of

those x>Iants of which the anthers are united

Syngenesia

—

Stneciojacobaa.

1, Floret magnified. 2, Section of floret magnified.

into a tube, the filaments on which they are
supported l>eing mostly separate and dis-

tinct. The flowers are compound. There
are five orders, namely Polygamia cequalis,

Polygam ia sitpe rfiua Polygam ia/rustra nea,
Polygainia ntcessaria, and Polyga ntia negre-

gata. The thistle, tansy, daisy, southern-
wood, sunflower, and marigold are exam-
ples.

Syngenesian, Syngenesious (sin-je-ne'si-
'

an, sin-je-ne'si-us), a. In bot. pertaining to •

the class Syngenesia ; having the anthers
|

united at the edges so as to form a tu))e. 1

SyngnathidSB (siu-uath'i-de), n. pi. [Gr.
I

»t/»,with,^/i«fAoji, a jaw.] A familyof lopho-
I

branchiate fishes, including the pipe-flsli
j

(which see). They are named from their

jaws being united and elongated to form a
tubular snout.

Syngnathus (sin'na-tlnis), n. [Seealmve.]
A genus of lophobranchiate fishes; the pipe-
flshes. See I'ii'E-yi.sH,

Syngraph (sin'graf), 71. [Fr. gyugraphe;
from L. syngrapha. Gr. syngraphe — syn,
with, and grapho. to write. ] A writing
signed by both or all the parties to « contract
or bond.
SynlzesiS (8in-i-?e'si8), n. [Or. , from ttynizo,

to sit with or together— in/n, with, and hizo,

to sit. to sit ilown, to seat] 1. In med. a
closed pupil; an obliteration of the pupi. of

the eye. cau.-^ing a total loss of vision.—^. In
gram, the contraction of two syllables, as
tw(» vowels, into one; synecphonesis.

Synneurosis (sin-nu-ro'sis), n. (Gr. syn,
with, and »i€»/oH,anerveorsinew.) In anat.

the connection of parts by meauL of liga-

ments, as in the movable joints.

Synoc^ba (sin'o-ka). ». [Gr. synochfi., from
^yuechi'i, to hold together. ] /_ species of

continued fever characterized oy increased
heat, by quick, strong, and hard pulse, by
the urine being highly coloured, and by the
slight disturbance of the mind. iJunglison.

Synochal (sin'o-kal), a. lu .ned. pertaining
to synoclia.

Synochus (sin'o-kus), ». [Gr. synochos,
joined together, from synecho, to hold to-

gether—x;/H, together, and echo, to have, to

hold. ] Continued fever compounded of

synocha nntl typhus, :n its commencement
often resemiiling the former, and in its pro-
gress tlie latter. Dungliison.

Ssmocreate (sin-ok're-at),a. [Gr. syn, toge-

tber, and L. ocrea, p greave, a boot. ] In bot.

said of stipules uniting together on the
opposite siile of uhe stem from the leaf, and
inclosing it in -c. sheath.

Synod (sin'od), n. [Fr. synode, L. ftynodus,

from Gr. synodos—syn, and hodos, a way, a
journeying. • 1. In eccles. hist, a council or

meeting of ecclesiastics to consult on mat-
ters of religion. Synods are of four kinds

:

(1) General or ecumenical, which are com-
posed of bishops and delegated clergy from
ditferent nations. (2) National, in which
the bishops and delegated clergy of one
nation meet, to determine points of doctrine
or discipline. (3) Provincial, in which the
bishops and delegated clergy of one pro-
vince only meet. This is called a convoca-
tion. (4) Diocesan, in which the bishop and
delegated clergy of a particular diocese meet.
In the Established Church of Scotland, a
provincial synod is one of the church courts,
composed of the several presbyteries within
the bounds prescribed by the General As-
sembly, or of the ministers and elders wlio
stand on the roll as constituent members of
such presbyteries. The synod is a court of
review immediately above the presbytery,
but its judgments may be brought under
thereviewof the General Assembly by refer-
ence, complaint, or appeal. Other presby-
terian bodies have synods, which are simi-
larly constituted. —2. A meeting, convention,
or council.

Well haver ye judged, well ended long debate.
Synod of gods

!

Mi/ton.

3. A conjunction of two or more planets or
stars.

To the blank moon
Her office they prescribed ; to the other five

Their planetary motions and aspects.
In sextile, square, or trine, and opposite,
Of noxious efficacy, and when co join
In synod unbeiiigii. Milton.

Ssrnodal (sin'od-al), n. 1. A tribute or pay-
ment in money paid to a bishop on his Easter
visitation, by liis clergy in virtue of his
holding a synod. —2. A name sometimes
given to constitutions uiade in provincial or
diocesan synods.

Synodal (5in'od-al\ a. Pertaining to or
occasioned by a synod; synodical. 'The
authoiity of some synodal canons.' Milton.
[Rare]
Synodic, Synodical (si-nod'ik, si-nod'ik-al),

o. 1. I'L-rtiiining to a synod; transacted in a
synod; as, synodical proceedings or forms.

St, Athanasius v/rites a synodical epistle to those
of Antioch, to compose the differences among them
upon the ordinatiim of Paulinus. Stillin^tet.

2. In astron. pertaining to a conjunction or
two successive conjunctions of the heavenly
bodies. -Synodical month, the period from
one conjunction of the moon with the snn
to another. This is called also a lunation,
because in the course of it the moon ex-

hibits ml its pliases. This month consists

of 29 days, 12 hours. 44 minutes, 2 37 seconds.
—Synodic revolittionfff a planet. withrespect
to the sun, the [leriod which elapses between
twt consecutive conjunctionsor oppositions.

Th;_ duration of this period is easily deter-
n..ned when the difference between the
ii.ean motion of the planet and sun, in a
given interval of time, is known; for this

difference is to 300° as the given interval to

the synodic revolution.

Synodically (si-nod'ik-al-li), adv. By the
authority of a synod.

The alterations made by the commissioners were
brought to tlie convocation, then sitting, where tliey

were synodically agreed upon. d\Wson.

Ssmodist (sin'od-ist), n. One who adheres
to a synod.

These synodists thought fit in Latin as yet to vail

their decrees from vulgar eyes. Fuller.

SynoecioUB (si-ne'shus), a. [Gr. syn, with,

together, and oikos,^ house.] In bot. having
male and female organs on the same head.

Synomosy (si-no'mo-si), n. [Gr. synomosia
— syn, with, and omnymi, to swear] Swoni
brotherhood : also, a society in ancient

Greece, nearly resembling a modern political

club.

Synonjrm (sin'6-nim). n. [Fr. synonyme,
Gr. synnnymos, liaving the same signification

—syn, with, together, and onoma, a name.]
A word having the same, or m arly the same,
signification as another; one of two or more
words which have the same meaning. See

extract.

Properly defined, synonyms are words of the same
language and the same grammatical class, identical

in meaning ; or. more generally, synonyms are words
of the same language which are the precise equiva-

lents of each other. And if a definition of the word
in the singular be insisted on, we may say that a noun
or other part of speerh. identical in meaning with

another word of the same language and the same
grammatical class, is the synonym of that word; or,

less specifically, a synonym is a word identical in

meaning with another word of the same language
and the same grammatical class. But though this is

the proper definition of true synonyms, it is by ne
means the ordinary use of the term, which is gener-

ch, cAaIn; th, Sc. loch; g, go;

Vol. IV,

j, ;ob; f», Fr. to- jg, sing; TU, l/ten; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure. —See Key.
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ally applied to words not identical, but similar, in

meanine. Both in popular literary acceptation, and
as employed in special dictionaries of such words,
synonyms are words sufficiently alike in general sig-

nification to be liable to be confounded, but yet so

different in special definition as to require to be dis-

tinguished, (j. P- Afiirsh.

Synonymalt (si-non'i-mal), a. Synonymous.
Synonymally t (si-uou'i-mal-li), adv. Syn-
onjini'U-^ly.

SynonyTne(sin'6-nim),ii. Same as Synonym.
Syiion3anlc, Synouymical ( sin-o-nim'ik,

sin-u-nim'ik-al), a. .synonymous.

Synonymicon (sin-o-nim'ik-on), n. A dic-

tionary of synonymous words. W. Taylor.

Syuonymist (si-non'im-ist), n. 1. One who
collects and explains synonyms.—2. In hot.

a person who collects the different names
or synonyms of plants, and reduces them to

one another.
Synonymize (si-non'im-iz), v.t. pret. & pp.

synonymized ; ppr. synonymizing. To ex-

press by words of the same meaning; to ex-

press the ipeaning of by a synonym.

This word 'fortis" we may synonymize after all

these fashions; stout, hardy, valiant, doughty, cour-

ageous, adventurous, brave, bold, daring, intrepid.
Camden.

Synonymous (si-non'im-us), a. Having the
character of a synonym; expressing the

same thing; conveying the same idea.

These words consist of two propositions, which are

not distinct in sense, but one and the same thing vari-

ously expressed; for wisdom and understanding are
synonymous words here. Tillotson.

Synonymously (si-non'im-ns-li), adv. In a
synonymous manner; in tlie same sense; with
the same meaning.
Synonymy (si-non'i-mi), n. l. The quality

of being synonymous or of expressing the

same meaning by different words.— 2. In
rhei. a figure by which synonymous words
are used to amplify a discourse. —3. A sys-

tem of synonyms.
Synopsis (si-nop'sis), n. pi. Synopses (si-

nop'sez). [Gr., from «i/?i, with, together, and
oysis, a sight, view.] A kind of summary or

brief statement giving a general view of

some subject; a collection of heads or short

paragraphs so arranged as to exhibit the
whole in a general view; a conspectus.

That the reader may see in one view the exactness

of the method, as well as force of the argument, 1

shall here draw up a short synopsis of this epistle.

]i-'arb%trton.

Synoptic (si-nop'tik), n. One of the synop-
tic gospels. See the adjective.

Yet the Tubingen professors and our Liberal

newspapers must surety have something to go upon,
when they declare that the Jesus of the Fourth Gos-
pel speaks quite differently from the Jesus of the

Synoptics, and propound their theory of the Gnostic

artist inventing, with profoundly calculated art, his

fancy Gospel. Matt. Arnold.

Synoptic, SsmopticaJ (si-nop'tik, si-nop'-

tik-af), a. Affording a synopsis or general

view of the whole or of the principal parts of

a thing; as, asi/Hojj(ic table.—Syuopiic go»-

pels, a term applied to the gospels of Saints

Matthew, Mark, and Luke, because they pre-

sent a synopsis or general view of the same
series of events, whereas in the fourth or

St. John's gospel the narrative and dis-

courses are different. The synoptic gospels

present more of the human side of Christ's

life, St. John's gospel more of the divine.

Synoptically (si-nop'tik-al-li), ado. In a
synoptical manner; in such a manner as to

present a general view in a short compass.
Sir W. Pettle.

Synoptist (si-nop'tist), n. One of the writers

of the synoptic gospels—Matthew, Mark, or
Luke.
Synorhizous (sin-6-ri'zus), a. [Gr. syn, with,

and rhiza, a root] In hot. a term applied
to plants whose seeds have the point of the
radicle incorporated with the albumen, as

the pines, firs, Couiferro, and other polycoty-
ledonous plants.

Synosteography (si-nos'te-og"ra-fi), n. [Gr.

8yn, with, osteon, a bone, and grapho, to

describe] In anat. a description of the
joints.

Synosteolo&y (si-nos'te-ol"o-ii). n. [Gr. syn,

with, osteon, a bone, and lo<^og, a discourse.]

In anat. a treatise upon joints. Dunglison.

SynOSteosiS <si-nos'te-6"8is), n. [Gr. syn,

with, and osteon, a bone.] In anat unity

by means of bone. Dunglison.

Synosteotomy (si-nos'te-ofom-i), 7i. [Or.

syn, with, 0!itcon,& bone, and temno, to cut.]

In anat. dissection of the joints. Dungli-
son.

Synovia (si-nO'vi-a), n. [Gr. syn, with, and
oon, L. ovum, an egg. ' A word invented

by Paracelsus.' Littr^.] A thick, viscid,

yellowish-white fluid, somewhat resembling

white of egg in appearance, secreted for the
puipose of lubricating the various joints of

the body by a membrane which lines the
cavities of the articulations.

Synovial (si-no'vi-al), a. Pertaining to or
consisting of synovia; secreting a lubricat-

ing fluid ; as, the synovial membrane; syno-
vial gland.

SjTlovltis (sin-o-vi'tis), n. [Synovia, and
term. -itis. denoting; inllammation.] Inflam-
mation of the syimvistl nienihrane.

Syntactic, Syntactical (sin-tak'tik, sin-

tak'tik-al), a. [See Syntax.] 1. Conjoined;
fitted to each other. Johnson.— 2. Ingram.
pertaining or according to the rules of syn-
tax or construction. ' The various syntac-
tical structures occurring in the examples.'
Johnson.
Syntactically (sin-tak'tik-al-li), adv. In a
syntactical manner; as regards syntax; iu
confonnity to syntax.

Sjnitax (sin'taks), n. [Gr. syntaxis, arrange-
ment, disposition, from syntasso, to put to-

gether in order—syn, with, together, and
tasso, tazo, to put in order.] 1. In gram.
the construction of sentences ; the due ar-

rangement of words or members of sen-

tences in their mutual relations according
to established usage. Syntax includes con-
cord and government and the order of words,
or collocation. — £. t Connected system or
order; union of tilings.

They owe no other dependence to the first than
what is conmion to the whole syntax of beings.

Glan-vitU.

Syntaxis (sin-tak'sis), n. Same as Syntax.
Syntectic, Syntectical(sin-tek'tik, sin-tek'-

tik-al), a. llelating to syntexis; wasting,

Synteresis (sin-te-re'sis), ?i. [Gr., a watch-
ing closely, from syntereo, to watch closely

together—*yn, with, together, and tereo, to

watch, to guard.] 1. In med. preservative
or preventive treatment; prophylaxis.—
2. Conscience regarded as the internal re-

pository of the laws of right and wrong. Bp.
Ward; Whewell.

Synteretic (sin-te-ret'ik), a. In med. per-

taining to synteresis; preserving health;
prophylactic.

Syntexis (8in-tek'sis),n. [Gr. syntezis,from
synteko, to melt or waste away— si/«, with,

and teko, to melt.] In med. a wasting of
the body; a deep consumption.
Synthermal (sin-th6r'mal), a. [Gr. syn, to-

gether, and thenne, heat.] Having the
same degree of heat. Smart.
Synthesis (sin'the-sis), ?i. pi. Syntheses
(sin'the-sez). [Gr. synthesis, a putting or
placing together, from syntithemi, to place
or put together—s(/7i, with, and tithemi, to

place.] 1. Composition, or the putting of two
or more things together, as in compound
medicines.- 2. In logic, the combination of

separate elements of thought into a whole,
as of simple into compound or complex con-
ceptions, species into genera, individual
propositions into a system, and the like;

that process of reasoning in which we ad-

vance by a regular chain from principles

before established or assumed, and proposi-

tions already proved, till we arrive at the
conclusion. Synthesis is also called tlie

Direct Method or Composition, and is tlie

reverse of analysis or resolution. See An-
alysis.

Analysis and synthesis, though commonly treated

as two different methods, are, if properly understood,
only the two necessary parts of the same method.
Each is the relative and correlative of the other.

Sir jr. Hamilton.

3. In snrg. the operation by which divided

parts are united.— 4. In chem. the uniting

of elements into a compound; composition
or combination : the opposite of analysis,

which is the separation of a compound into

its constituent parts. That water is com-
posed of oxygen and hydrogen is proved
both by analysis and synthesis.

Synthesise (sin'the-slz), v.t. To combine or

bring together, as two or more things ; to

unite in one.

That yellow is but little different from white is

illustrated in the beautiful experiment of Xewton's
of synthesising the colours of the spectrum by re-

flection from seven moveable mirrors.
C. Woodivard.

Synthesist (sin'the-sist), n. One who em-
ploys synthesis, or who follows synthetic

metliods.

Sjmthetic, Synthetical (sin-thet'ik, sin-

Ihet'ik-al), a. Pertaining to synthesis; con-

sisting iu synthesis or composition ; as, the
synthetic method of reasoning, as opposed
to the analytical.

Philosophers hasten too much from the analytic to

the synthetical method; that is, they draw general

conclusions fmm too small a number of particular
observations and experiments. Bolingbrolu.

Ssmthetically (sin-thetik-al-li), adv. In a
synthetical manner; by synthesis; by com-
position.

Synthetizet (sin'thet-iz). v.t. pret. & pp.
synthetized; ppr. synthetizing. To unite in
regular structure.

Svntomy (sin'to-mi), n. [Gr. syntomia,
from syntemno, to cut short—staji, together,
with, and temno, to cut] Brevity; concise-
ness. [Rare.]

Syntonln (sin'to-nin). n. [Gr. si/ntein6, to
render tense.] An albuminous substance
allied to fibrin; the principal ctmstituentof
the contractile tissues, consisting of carbon
5-i-06, nitrogen 1(>'05, oxygen 2r50,hydrogen
7 28. and sulphur 111. It is most readily
obtained from muscle, but exists in all pro-
teid substances. Called also Musculine.
Synzygia (sin-zij'i-a), n. In hot. the point
of junction of opposite cotyledons.

Sypher-Joint (si'fcr-joint), n. In carp, a
lai»-joiiit for tiie edges of boai'ds, leaving a
flush surface.

Syphilis (sif'i-lis), n. [A name invented by
tiie Italian Fracastoro, who wrote a cele-

brated Latin poem on thisdisease ('Syphilis,

sive Morbi Gallici libri tres"), published in

1530. The name was derived directly from
Sy2)hihis, a character in the poem, the origin
of whose own appellation is doubtful ; per-
haps Gr. syn, with, antX philos, love.] A con-
tagious and hereditary venereal disease,

characterized in its primary stage by chan-
cres or ulcers of a peculiar character on
the genitals, succeeded by inguinal buboes.
So far the disease is local. The indications

of a secondary or constitutional affection

are ulcers in the throat, copper -coloured
eruptions on the skin, pains in the bones,
nodes, Ac.
Syphilitic (sif-i-lit'ik), a. Pertaining to or
of the nature of syphilis; infected with
syphilis.

S5T)hilization, Ssrphilisation ( sif'il-i-za"-

shon). n. A saturation of the system with
sypiijlis by means of repeated inoculations:

a mode of treatment suggested not only for

the cure of syphilis, but also as rendering
the body insusceptible of future attacks.

Syphilize, Syphilise (sif'il-iz), r.f. To in-

oculate or saturate, as the system, with
syphilis.

Syphiloid (sif'i-loid), a. [SyphiUs, and Gr.
eidos, form. ] Resembling or having tlie char-
acter of syphilis; as. syphiloid affections.

Syphon, n. See Siphon.
SjrphoniC (si-fon'ik), a. See SiPHONIC.
Syren (si'ren). See Siren.
SjTiac (sir'i-ak), a. [L. Syriacus.] Pertain-

ing to Syria or its language ; as, the Syriac
version of the Pentateuch; Syriac Bible.

Syriac <sir'i-ak), n. The language of Syria,

especially the ancient language of that
country. It differs very little from the
Chaldee or Eastern Aramaic, and belongs
to the Semitic famjly of languages.

Syrlacism (sir'i-a-sizm). n. A Syrian idiom.

The New Testament, though it be said oripinally

writ in Greek, yet hath nothing near so many Atti-

cisms as Hebraisms and Syriacisms. Miiton.

Syrian (sii^i-an), a. Pertaining to Syria.

Syrian (sir'i-an), «. A native or inhabitant
of Syria.

Syrianism (sir'i-an-izm), n. A Syrian idiom,
or a peculiarity in the Syrian language.

Syriasm (sii-'i-azm), n. The same as S'lfri-

anisni.

The Scripture Greek is observed to be full of Syri-

asms and Hebraisms. li'arburton.

Syrinsra (si-ring'ga), n. [Gr. syrinx, syringes,

a pipe, a tube. The name is said to have
been given in both cases from the use of the

plants formakiug pipes or pipe-stems. Hence
also pipe, pipe-tree were former names for

the lilac] 1. A genus of plants, nat. order
Olcaccie; the lilacs. The species are decidu-

ous shrubs, natives of Europe and the colder

parts of Asia. The leaves are simple ; the

flowers are purple or white, veiy fragrant,

and arranged in thyrsoid terminal panicles.

S. vulgaris (the common lilac) is one of the

commonest ornaments of our shrubberies,

blossoming together with the laburnum in

May. (See Lilac.) Other species are, S.

Josikea, a native of Transylvania; S. persica,

the Persian lilac; S. chinensis, the Chinese
lilac— 2. The name applied by Tournefort
to the genus Philadelphus, and still popu-
larly given to the mock-orange {Philadtl-

phns coronarius). Its stems are straight

and filled with medulla, so that they have
been used as pipe-stems.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, miive; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Syringe (sir'inj), n. [Gr. sirrinx, syringos, a
pipe, a tulje, from si/rizO, U) pipe or wliistle ]

A portable hydraulic instrument of thepump
kindj-oinmunly employed to draw in a quan-
tity of water or other fluid, and to stiuirt or
eject the same with violence. In its simplest
form it consists of a small cylindrical tube
with an air-tight piston fitted witli a rod
and handle. The lower end of the cylinder
terminates in a small tube, which being
immersed in any fluid, and the piston then
drawn up. the fluid is forced into the body
of the cylinder by the atmospheric pressure.

By pushing back the piston to the bottom
of the cylinder the contained fluid is ex-

pelled in a small jet. The syringe acta on
the principle of the sucking-pump, and is

used by surgeons, ic. for washing wounds,
for injecting fluids into animal bodies, and
other purposes. A larger form is used for
watering plants, trees, &c. The syringe is

also used as a pneumatic machine for con-
densing or exhausting the air in a close

vessel, but for this purpose two valves are
necessaiy.

Ssnlnge (sir'inj), v.t pret. & pp. tyritiged;

ppr. ifyriufjifuj. To inject by means of a
pipe or syringe; to wash and cleanse by in-

jections from a syringe. Wineiiian.

Syringe (sir'inj), v.i. To make u»e of a
syringe ; to inject wat«r with a Bjrringe.

I'rwr.

Syringin, Syringlne (si-rinjin, si-rin'jin).

It. (I VjH.jJ »i,.U-' » ) The bitter principle of
the Sifiht'ia vuhjaris. It is crystalline aud
soluble in alcnhol.

Syringodendron (ai-ring*g6-den"dron), n.

tGr xyriitjc. )i;frin<jog. a pipe, and dendron,
a tree.] The name formerly given to many
species of Sigillaria (a genus of e.xtlnct fossil

tree»)on account of the piu'allel pipe-shaped
flutiiigs wliich extend from the top to the
bottcim of their trunks,

SyriUgopora (si-ringgop'6-ra), n. pi [Gr.

gyrittx, tiyriii'jiix. a pipe, and pora, a pore ]

A genus of pal:et7Zoic corals, abouudii^ in

the carboniferous limestone, and closely

akin to the organ-pipe coral of Australian
seas.

Syrlngotomy (si-ring-got'o-nii), n. [Fr. gy-
rintjototuie ~Gr. Myriiix, gyrimjos, a pipe or
tube, a flstula, and temno, to cut.J The
operation of cutting for fistula.

Syrinx (si'ringks), n. [Gr. ityrinx, a pipe.

See SYKINOE] 1. In gifry. a fistula.— 2. In
mut(ic. a wind-instrument composed of reeds
of different len;;ths tied together. It is also
known by tlie name of I'andean Pipes or
J'titi'a Pipett, its invention having been as-

cribed to Pan, the Greek sylvan deity.

Ssrrxna (ser'ma), n [Gr, from ayrO. to drag,
to trail ] In anWi. a long dress reaching to
the ground, worn l)y tragic actors.

Syrop (^rr'op). n. Same as Syrup.
SjrrpnidSd (ser'ft-de), n pi. [Gr. tyrphos,
gerp/wf, a small winged insect] A family
of dipterous insects mnne of which have
larvie that feed on the larvic of Ijees and
wasps, the insects themselves bearing a
most striking resemblance to these insects.

The genus Syrphus is the type of the ftimUy.

Syrrhaptes (sir-rap'tcz), ». [Hr. ttya, to-

getiier. and ihapfo, to sew—from the union
of the toes.] A genus of grouse, of which
only one species. .S- paradoxun or S. PaUasii
(the three-toed sand-grouse, called also
from its peculiarities hcteroclite yrotute), is

known. It is a native of the steppes of Cen-
tral Asia, but sometimes occurs in Europe,
aud has even been shot in Britain, It has
long pohited wings and tail aiitl only three
toes, the tarsi being feathered and the toes
united for the greater part of their length.

Syrt (sert), n. [Fr, syrt'-. L. tiyrtis, Gr, t<yr-

tt^, a sandbank, especially a name apj>lied

to two on the north coast of Africa, from
aifrC, to draw along.] A ijuicksaud.

The shattcr'd mast.
The syrf, the wliirlpoul and the rock. Youn^,

SyrtlC (s^r'tikXn. Relating to a syrt orquick-
sand. Ed. l<ev.

SyrtlB (s^r'tis), rt. pi. Syrtea (ser'tez). [L.

See SYRT] A quicksand.

Quenched in a boe^y syrtis, ncitlier sea
S'or K'x:^ dry land. MiUon,

Symp (slr'up), 71. [Fr- ^Ttyp, It. tiroppo,
from Ar. sharab, drink, l>everage. syrup,
from gfKtraba, isharih, to drink, whence also
sherbet and ghrtib. ] 1. In med. a saturated
or nearly saturated stdution of sugar in
water, either simple, flavoured, or medi-
cated with »«)me special therapeutic or
compound. —2- The uncrystaUizable fluid

finally separated from crystallized sugar in

the refining process, either by the draining
of sugar in loaves, or by being forcibly
ejected by the centrifugal apparatus in pre-
paring moist sugar. This is the ordinary or
*golden syrup' of the grocers, but in tlie

sugar manufacture the term syrup is ap-
plied to all strong saccharine solutions
which contain sugar in a condition capable
of being crystallized out, the ultimate un-
crystaUizable fluid being distinguished as
molasses or treacle.

Ssrruped (sir'upt). p. and a. Sweetened by
or as by moistening or mixing with syrup.

We'll lick the symfif leaves,

And tell the bees that theirs is gall. Drayioti.

Syrupy (sii-'up-i), a. Like syrup or partak-
mg of its iiualities; sirupy.

Syssarcosis (sis-ar-ko'sis), n. [Gr, from
t^yMUikoo, to unite by flesh—*r?/H, with, and
sarx, sarkos, flesh.] In anat. a species of
union of bones, in which one bone is united
to another by means of an intervening
muscle.
Systaltic (sis-tal'tik), a. [Gr. gystaltikog,

drawing together, from vysteUO, to draw to-

gether— #j/rt, with, together, and stello, to
send.] In med. having alternate contrac-
tion and dilatation; taking place by alter-

nate contraction and dilatation; as, the gys-

taltic action of the lieart.

Systasis (sis'ta-sis), n. [Gr. systasis, from
syni-gtemi. See Syste.m.] A setting toge-
ther; a union; a political uuion; a political

constitution. [Rare. ]

It is a worse preservative of a general constitution
than the systasis of Crete, or the Confederation of
Poland, or any other ill*dcvised corrective which has
yet been imagined in the necessities produced by an
ill-constructed system of government, Burkt.

System (sis'tem), n. (Fr. gygttme, L. gyg-

tema. Or. systeina, from syniatemi, to place
together— »(/«, with, together, and kigtemi,
to set.] 1. Any combination or assemblage
of things adjusted into a regular and con-
nected whole ; a nundier of things or parts
so connected as to make one complex thing;
things connected according to a scheme; as,

a sygtem of canals for irrigation; a gygUm
of pulleys; a gygteia of forces actiug on a
body.
Every work, both of nature and art, is a system ;

and, as every particular thing, both natural and arti-

flcial. is for some use or purpose out of and l>eyond
itself, one may add to what has already been brought
•

' " o tTiis

SutUr.
ne or more ends.

jysft

Let us instance in a watch.

Hence, more specifically, (n) a number of

heavenly bodies connected together and
acting on eacli otlier according to certain

laws; as, the solar gystem; the gygtem of

Jupiter and his satellites. ' Star and gyg-

tem rolling past' Tennyson.
Who sees with equal eye, as God of all,

A hero perish or a sparrow fall.

Atoms or systems into ruin hurled.
And now a bubble burst and now a world. Pof^.

(ft) An assemblage of parts or organs in an
animal body which are composed of the same
tissues or are essentially necessary to the
perfonnance of some functi'in ; as, the ab-
sorbent Mygtetn, the nervous gystem, the vas-

cular system ; hence, also, the b<Kly itself as

a fimctional unity or whole; as, to take poi-

son into the tfygtein.^% A plan or scheme
according to which things are connectetl

into a whole ; a regular union of principles
or facts fonning one entire whole ; an as-

semblage of facts, or of principles and con-
clusions sc-ientitlcally arranged, or <lisposed

according to certain mutual relations so

as to form a complete whole ; a connected
view of all the truths or principles of some
department of knowledge ; as, a sygtem of
philosophy; a sygtem of government; a gys-

teui of divinity; a gygtem of botany or of
cliemistry.— 3. R^ular method or order; as,

to have no gygtem in one's business or study;
to work acctirding to a gygtem. --4. In agtron.

any hypothesis or theory of the disposition

and arrangements of the heavenly bodies
by which their phenomena, their motions,
changes, ttc- ,are exjilained; as, the Ptolemaic
gygtem; the Copernican gyxtem; a gygtem of

the universe, or of the world. See Soi,AR. —
5. In fine arts, a collection of the rules

and principles upon which an artist works.

6. In anc. music, an interval compounded
or supposed to be compounded of several

lesser intervals, as the octave, the elements
of which are called diastems.

Systematic, Systematical (sis-te-mat'ik,

sis-te-nmt'ik-al). a. 1. I'ertaining to system;
consisting in system; meth<idical; formed
with regular coiniection and adaptation or

subordination of parts to each other, and
to the design of the whole; as, a syststnatic
arrangement of plants or animals; a syg-
tematic course of study.

Now we deal much in essays, and unreasonably
despise systematical learning; whereas our fathers
had a great value for regularity and system. It'atts

2. Proceeding according to system or regu-
lar method; as, a systematic writer.—3. Of
or pertaining to the system of the universe;
cosmical. ' Upon which accounts these
ends may be called cosmical or systemati-
cal. ' Boyle.

Systematlcally(sis-te-niat'ik-al-li), adv. In
a systematic manner; in the form of a sys-
tem; methodically.
Systematism (sis'tem-at-izm), n. Reduc-
tion of facts to a system.
Systematist (sis'tem-at-ist), n. 1. One who
forms ii system or reduces to system.—2. One
who adheres to a system. Ilenslow.

Systematization (sis'tem-at-iz-a"shon), n.

The act of systematizing; the act or pi'ocess
of reducing to systen;, or of forming into a
system. 'The sygteinatization and deliber-
ate carrying out of mental operations.' II.

Spencer.

Systematize (sis'tem-at-iz), v.t. pret. & pp.
systematized ; ppr. systematizing. [Fr. sys-
tematiser, from Gr. gygtema, gystematos. See
System.] To reduce to system or regular
method; as, to systematize tlie principles of
moral philosophy. 'Before medicine and
architecture were systematized into arts.'

Hari'is.

The Goths had some general notions of the feudal
natizetf.

Ld. Lyttellon.

ime gei
^radiiapolicy, which were gradually systetnatized.

Systematizer (sis'tem-at-iz-6r), n. One who
reduces things to system.

Aristotle \\\-.\y be called the systematizer of his
master's doctrines, Harris.

Sy^tematology (8is'tem-a-tol"o-ji), n. [Gr.
gystema, systematog, system, and logos, dis-

course. ] Knowledge or information regard-
ing systems.

Systemic (sis-tem'ik), a. 1. Pertaining to a
system. — 2. In physiol. pertaining to the
body as a whole; common to a general sys-

tem; as, systemic circulation; that is, the
circulation of the blood through the body
generally, as distinguished from that other
circulation which is couflned to the respir-

atory organs and the heart, or the pulmon-
ary or respiratory circulation.

The blood of reptiles is cold— that is to say,
slightly warmer than the external medium—owing
mainly to the fact that the pulmonary and systetnic
circulations are always directly; connected together,
either within the heart or in its immediate neiglibour-
hood, so that the body is suppUed with a mixture of
venous and arterial blood in place of arterial blood
alone. H. A. Nicholson.

Systemlzation (si8'tem-i-za"shon), n. Same
as S'lstfinatization. X. Webster.

Systemize (sis'tem-lz), v.t. Same as Sys-
tematize. A'. Webster.

Systemlzer (sis'tcm-iz-6r), n. Same as Sys-
teinatizer. A'. Webster.

Systemless (sis'tem-les), a. l. Without
system. —2. In bivl. not exhibiting any of
the distinct systems or types of structure
characteristic of organic life, that is the
radiate ui the vegetable kingdom, and the
vertebrate, t&c, in the animal kingdom;
thus in the vegetable kingdom the Algie and
in the animal kingdom the Protozoa are
gystemless.

System-maker (sis'tem-mak-^r), ?i. One
who makes or constructs a system or sys-

tems: generally used with a sense of slight

contempt.
We systetn-tnakers can sustain
The thesis which you grant was plain. Prior.

Sy8tem-monger(sis'tem-mung-g6r), n. One
excessively fond of making or framing sys-

tems.

A system-monger, who without knowing anything
of the world by experience, has formed a system of
it in his dusty cell, lays it down that flattery is pleas-

ing. Chesterfield.

Systole (sis'to-le), n. [Gr sygtole, from gyg-

tello, to contract— «iyrt, together, and stello,

to send.] 1. In gram, the shortening of a
long syllable.—2. In physiol. the contrac-

tion of the heart and arteries for expelling
the l)lood and carrying on the circulation.

See DlA-STOlvK.

Systolic (sis-tol'ik), a. Relating to systole;

contracting.

Systyle (sis'til), a. [Or. eygtylos—syn, with
oi- together, and stylos, a colunni ] In arch.

having columns standing close: (a) having
colunnis placed in such a manner that they
are two diameters of a column apart, {b)

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j,.?ob; U, Fr. ton; ng. si/iff; TH, tAen; th. thin; w, tcig; wh, wAig; zh, a^ure.-^See KEY.
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Having a row of columns set close together
all round, as the Parthenon at Athens.

Syte t (sit), n. Site; situation. Spenner.

Sythe (siTu). See Scythe.
Syver (si'ver), n. [Of same origin as sewer.]

A covered drain; a sewer; a gutter; also, the
grating or trap of a street drain. Written
also Steer. [Scotch]

Syzygluni(si-zi'ji-ur.i),n. [FroniGr. syzygos,

coupled—jft/'i, together, and zygon, a yoke
—in allusion to the manner in which the
branches and leaves are united by paii-s.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Myrtacese.

The species inhabit tropical countries; they
are trees or shrubs of a highly ornamental
appearance, from their smooth shining
leaves, which are opposite and entire : the
flowers are in cymes or corymbs. S. guine-
ense, which grows on the coast of Guinea
and Senegal, has been employed as a remedy
in rheumatism. S. Jamholanum is exten-
sively cultivated in the East Indies on ac-

count of its edible fruit, sometimes called
Java plum by Europeans, but jamoon by
the natives. It is of a rich purplish colour,
and of a subastringent sweetish taste, which

is more agreealjle to the native than to the
European palate. 'J'be bark is astringent,
and dyes a brown colour; the wood is hard
and durable, and much employed.
Syzygy (si'zi-ji), n. [Gr. syztfgia- syn, to-
gether, and zygon, a yoke.] 1. In aatron. the
conjunction or opposition of a planet with
the sun, or of any two of the heavenly
bodies. On the phenomena and circum-
stances of the syzygiesdepends a great part
of the lunar theory.— 2. In ^o«. the coupling
of different feet together in Greek or Latin
verse.

T.

T is the twentieth letter of the English
alphabet, a sharp mute consonant, closely

allied to d, both being dentals. In forming
it the tip of the tongue is pressed close to

the root of the upper teeth, as may be per-

ceived in uttering the syllables at, ta, ot, to.

This is also the position of the tongue for

the letter d, as in the syllables ad, da, od,

do ; but rf is uttered with voice, whereas t

is entirely non-vocal. In reality. ( can be
hardly said to have any sound at all, its use,

like that of the other sharp mutes k and p,
being merely to modify the manner of utter-

ing the vocal sound which precedes or fol-

lows it. When t is followed by h in the

same syllable, as in think, that, with, the
combination forms two distinct sounds-
surd or breathed, as in think, and sonant or

vocal, as in that. These sounds were repre-

sented by two characters in Anglo-Saxon
and Old English, and it is a pity the old

letters were given up. The letters ti before

a vowel, and unaccented, usually pass into

the sound of ah, as in nation, motion, par-
tial, whicli are pronounced nashon, moshon,
parshal. In this case ( loses entirely its

proper sound or use, and being blended with
the subsequent letter a new sound results

from the combination, which is in fact a
simple sound. If s or x precede ti (as in

mixtion, question), t retains its own sound,
though in this case many speakers soften

it to ch as in church, as they also do in

such words as mixture, posture. In com-
paring words common to the Indo-Euro-
pean tongues we find that (as formulated
by Grimm's law) t in English (as also in

Dutch, Icelandic, Gothic, &c) corresponds
to d in Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit, and
to s or z in German. Thus E. tooth=
L dens, dentis, Gr. (o)dou8, (o)dontos, Skr.

dant, G. zahn; E. foot = L. pes (peds). pedis,

Gr. pons, podos, Skr. pada, G. fuss; E. two
= L. duo, Gr. dyo, Skr. dva, G. zwei; E. to

eat~h. edo, Gr. edo, Skr. ad, G. essen, and
so on. An s before t, however, hinders this

change from taking place, and hence the (

in E. stand appears also in L. sto, Gr. hi^-

temi, and G. stehen. The English th, on the
other hand, answers to t in Latin, Greek,
and Sanskrit, and to d in German; thus E.

thou = L. and Gr. tu, Skr. tvam, G. du; E.

three = L. tres, Gr. treis, Skr, tri, G. drei.

Hence it comes that G. tag= E. day; gut=
good, ioasser= water, and zahm = ta}ne. In
some Latin words d has been changed to I.

hence ( in E. tear{n.)=l in L. lacrima (for

dacrima), Fr. larme, a tear. A final t has
become attached to many English words to
which it does not properly belong, this being
particularly the case after ii and s, as in
tyrant, pheasant, ancient, amidst, whilst,

against,&c. It has sometimes dropped out,

as in best, last; so th has disappeared from
worship. This letter is often doubled in the
middle of words, seldom at the end, as in
butt. mitt. T is often used to denote things
of this form, as the T-palace in Mantua. See
T-BANDAGE, T-BEARD, T-CLOTH, T-IRON, T-
JOINT, T-SQUARE.— 7*0 a T, exactly, with the
utmost exactness ; as, to suit or fit to a T.

The allusion is to a mechanic's T-square, by
which accuracy in making angles, &c., is

secured. [Familiar. ]

We coukl manage this matter to a T. Sterne.

Tab (tal)), 71. [In some of the senses perhaps
altered from tag. ] 1. The latchet of a shoe or
half-boot, fastened with a string or buckle.
2. The metallic binding on the end of a boot
or corset lace.— 3. A lace or other border.

resembling that of a cap, woni on the inner
front edges of ladies' bonnets.— 4. The hang-
ing sleeve of a chihi's garment.—5. One of
the revolving arms which lift the beaters of
a fulling-mill. [Local or technical in all

senses. ]

Tabaccot (ta-bak'k6),)i. Tobacco. Minshew.
Tabachir ( tab-a-sher'), n. Same as 2'aba-
)ihecr.

Tabanidde (ta-ban'i-de),n. ji>;. [See Tabanu.s. ]

A family of dipterous insects, of which Ta-
banus is the typical genus. They are popu-
larly known by the names breeze, cleg, or
gadfly, and are particularly annoying to
cattle, the skins of which are often streaked
with blood from their bites.

Tabanus (ta-ba'nus), n. [L., ahorse-fly.] A
genus of dipterous insects, family Tabanidse,
of which T. bovitius, or gadfly, is the largest
British species. It is extremely troublesome
to cattle.

Tabard (tab'ard), n. [Fr. tabard, Sp. and
Pg. tabardo. It. tabarro, L.L. tabarrus, ta-

bardus, a cloak. Origin doubtful] An
ancient close-fitting garment, open at the
sides, with wide sleeves, or flaps, reaching
to the elbows. It was worn over the body
armour, and was generally emblazoned with
the arms of the wearer or of his lord. At
first the tal>ard was very long, reaching to

the mid-leg, but it was afterwards made

Tabard, Sir John Cnrnwall. AmpthiU Church, Beds.

shorter. It was at fii-st chiefly worn by the
military, but afterwards became an ordinary
article of dress among other classes in

France and England in the middle ages.

In this country the tabard is now only worn
by heralds and pursuivants of arms, and is

embroidered with the arms of the sovereign.
This garment gave name to the ancient hos-
telry from which Chaucer's Canterbury pil-

grims started. Written also Taberd, Tabert.

Tabarder (tab'ard-6r), n. One who wears a
tabard; specifically, a scholar belonging to

the foundation of Queen's College, Oxford,
whose original dress was a tabard. Often
written in this sense Tabardeer.
Tabaret (tab'a-ret), n. [Probably connected
with tabby.] A stout satin - striped silk,

used for furniture.

Tabasheer (tab-a-sher'). «.. [Ar. tabdshlr.]

A concretion found in the joints of the bam-
boo and other large grasses. It consists of

silica mixed with a little lime and vegetable
matter, and is formed probably by extrava-

sation of the juices in consequence of a
morbid state of the plant. It is highly
valued in the East Indies as a tunic, and as
such is often chewed along with l)etel. It
is used also in cases of bilious vomitings,
bloody flux, piles. &c. Its optical profterties
are peculiar, inasmuch as it exhibits the
lowest refracting power of all known sub-
stances. The sweet juice of the bamboo
stalks has also been called tabasheer.
Tabbinet (tab'i-net), n. Same as Tabinet.
Tabby (tab'i), ». [Fr. tabis, Sp. Pg. and it.

tabi. L.L. attabi, from XY.'attdbi, a rich kind
of watered silk, from el 'Attabiya, a quarter
of Bagdad where this stuff was manufac-
tured, so named after a prince cMtdAttab.
In meaning 2 the origin is doubtful.] 1. The
name given to a kind of lich silk and other
stuffs watered or figured by being passed
through a calender, the rollers of which are
variously engraved. The engraved parts,

pressing unequally upon the stuff, renders
the surface unequal so as to reflect the rays
of light differently, and produce the appear-
ance of waves. ' Brocadoes, and laces, and
tabbies, and gauzes.' Swi/t.~2. A mixture
of lime with shells, gravel, or stones in

equal proportions, with an equal pn iportion

of water, forming a mass which, when dry,

becomes as hard as rock. This is used in

Morocco as a substitute for bricks or stone
in building. Weale.^B. A cat of a mixed or
brindled colour; also, distinctively, a female
cat. [CoUoq.]—4. An old maiden lady; an
ancient spinster; a gossip. [Colloq.]

Upon the rest 'tis not worth whilo to dwell,

Such tales being for the tea-hours of some tabby.

Byron.

Tabby (tab'i), ct. [See the noun.] 1. Havhig
a wavy or watered appearance. * My false

taby wastecoate with gold lace." Pepys.
Written also Tafti/.- 2. Brinded; brindled;
diversified in colour; as, a tabby cat.

Tabby (tab'i). v.t. pret. & pp. tabbied; ppr.
tabbying. To calender so as to give a
tabby or w^avy appearance to, as stuffs ; to

water or cause to look wa^-j; as, to tabby
silk, mohair, ribbon. <tc. This is done by a
calender without water.

Tabby-cat (tab'i-kat), n. A brinded cat.

Tabbying (tab'i-ing). n. The art or oper-
ation of passing stuffs between engra\'ed
rollers to give them a wavy appearance:
called also Watering.
Talaet (tab), n. A wasting of the body; taljes.

Tabefaction (ta-be-fak'shon), n. [See Ta-
BEFY.] A wasting away; a gradual losing
of flesh by disease; emaciation.
Tabefy (tab'e-fi), t\t. pret. & pp. tahefied;

ppr. tabe/ying. [L. tabes, a wasting away,
and /acio. to make. ] To cause to consume
or waste away; to emaciate. [Rare.]

Meat eaten in greater quantity than is convenient
tabejit-s the flesh. Harvey.

Tabellion (ta-bel'li-on), n. [L. tabellio. from
tabella. a tablet, dim. of tabula, a tablet.]

A kind of secretary or notary; a scrivener.

Such a functionary existed under the Roman
Empire, and during the old monarchy in

France. Cotgrave.

Taber (ta'b^r), v.i. Same as Tabor.

Her maids shall lead her as with the voice of do%cs,
tcibering upon their breasts. Nahum ii. 7.

Taberd (ta1)6rd). Same as Tabard.

Tabem (tab'ern), n. [L. taberna. a tavern.]

A cellar. Halliwell. [Provincial English-]

Tabernacle (tab'6r-na-kl). ?i. [L. tabema-
culitm, a tent, a dim. from taberna, a hut,

a shed, a taveni, from root of tabula, a
board, a tablet, a table.] 1. A slightly con-

Fate, i&T, fat, fall; me, met, h^r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fejf.
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gtructed temporary habitation ; especially,

a tent or pavilion.

How goodly are thy tents, O Jacob, and thy taber-
nacles, O Israel! Num. xxiv. 5.

Pavilions numberless and sudden rear'd.
Celestial tabernacUs, where they slept. MUtoH.

2. In Jewish antiq. a movable building, so
contrived as to be taken to pieces with ease
and reconstructed, for the convenience of
bein? carried during the wanderings of the
Israelites in the wilderness. It was of a

rectangular figure, 45 ft-et by 15, and 15 feet

in height. The interior was divided into
two rooms or compartments by a vail or
curtain, and it was covered with four differ-

ent spreads or carpets. The outer or lai^er
compartment was called the holy place,
being that in which incense was burned
and the show-bread exhibited ; and the
inner the most holy place, or holy of holies,

in which was deposited the ark of the coven-
ant. It was situated in a court 150 feet by 75,

surrounded by screens 1^ feet high. — 3. A
temple; a place of worship: a sacred place;
Bpeciftcally, the temple of Solomon. Ps. xv. 1.

4- Any small cell or repository in which holy
or precious things are deposited, as an orna-
mented chest placed on Roman Catholic
altars as a receptacle of the ciborium and
pyx; or, a relujuary or small box for the
presentation of relics and the like.—5. The
human frame.
Yea I think it meet as long as I am in this fabef'

ft'tcle, to stir you up by putting you in remembrance;
knowing that shortly I must put off this my tuber.
nacU, even as our Lord Jesus Christ hath showed
me. I Pet- i. 13, 14.

6. In Gaih. arch, a canopied stall or niche; a
cabinet or shrine ornamented with open-
worked tracerj', &c. ; an arched canopy over
a tomb; also, a tomb or monument.

—

7. Xaut. an elevated socket for a Iwat's
mast, or a projecting post to which a mast
may l>e hinged when it is fitted for lowering
to pass beneath bridges. — Feant 0/ taber-
nacles, the last of the three great annual
festivals of the Israelites, which required
the presence of all th.- people in Jerusalem.
Its object was to commemorate the dwelling
of the people in tents during their journeys
in the wilderness; and it was also a feast of
thanksgiving for the harvest and vintage.
It was celebrated in autumn, at the conclu-
sion of the vintage, and lasted eight days,
during which the people dwelt in booths
made in the streets, in courts, or on the
t<jp8 of their houses, of the le^y branches
of certain trees. These booths were intended
to represent the teuta in which the Israelites
dwelt in the wilderness. See Lev. xxiii.

Tabernacle (tiib'^r-nakl), r.t. pret. &. pp.
tabernacled; ppr. tabernacling. To sojourn;
to reside for a time; to be boused.
H e assumed our nature, and tabtmacled among us

in the flesh. Dr. y. Scott.

Tabernacle (tab'6r-na-kl), a. In ardi. same
as T'lhfinacular.

Tabemacular (tab-6r-nak'u-16r). a. Sculp-
tured with delicate tracery or open work;
latticed.

The sides of every street were covered, the clois-
ter*, crowned with ricn and lofty pinnacles, anci fronted
with ludernacular or open work. T. It'arton.

Tabenuemontana (ta-b^r'ne-mon-ta"na),
n. [In honour of James Theodore Taber-
n^rmoutamis, a celebrated physician and
botanist- ] A large tropical genus of glabrous
trees or shrubs (nat. order Apocynacere),
with opposite leaves, and cymose, white or
yellowish, often rather large (towers. They
poBsessamilkyjuice, which is not poisonous,
as in many allied genera, but perfectly
wholesome. T. utiliM is the hyahya or cow-
tree of Demerara, the thick juice of which
is used as milk.

Tabea (ta'lwz). n. (L., from tabeo, to waste
away.] A dysthetic or cachectic disease,
characterized Ijy a gradually progressive
emaciation of the whole body, accompanied
with languor, depressed spirits, and, for
the most part, imperfect or obscure hectic,
without any topical atrection of any of the
viscera of the head, chest, or hv\ly.—Tabes
m^genterica, that wa.'iting of the body which
follows .scrofulous inflammation of the me-
senteric glands — Tahfit donalis. an impair-
ment of general health, attended by ema-
ciation. mu.qcnlar debility, and signs of ner-
vous exhaustion, occasioned by an inordi-
nate indulgene of the sexual appetite. It
is so called from the weakness which it

causes in the back and loins. [Taben dorsalis
ha^Wen used by s-mie writers of eminence as
iynonymous with tabe» mesenterica]

Tabetic (ta-bet'ik). a. Of or pertaining to
tabes; of the nature of tabes; affected with
tabes; tabid.

Tabid (tab'id), a. [L. tabidus, from tabeo,
to waste.] Relating to tabes; wasted by
disease; tabetic.

In tabid persons milk is the best restorative.
^rbitChnot.

Tabidly (tab'id-li), adv. In a tabid manner;
wastingly; consumptively.
Tabidness (tab'id-nes), n. State of being
tabid or wasted by disease; emaciation;
tabes.

Tabific (ta-bif'ik), a. [Tabes, and L. facio,
to make, to cause.] Causing consumption;
wasting.

Tablnet (tab'i-net), n. [According to Trench
from a French Protestant refugee of this
name who first made tabinet in Dublin.] A
name applied to one or two fabrics: (a) a
kind of taffety or tabby; (&) a fabric of silk
and wool used for curtains.
Tabitude (tab'i-tud). Ji. [L. tabitudo.] The
state of one affected with tabes.

Tablature (tab'la-tur). n [Fr. tablature.
See Table.] 1. A painting on a wall or
ceiling; a single piece comprehended in
one view, and formed according to one
design. Sha/tesbun/.—2. In mtmc, the ex-
pression of sounds or notes of composition
by letters of the alphabet or ciphers, or
other characters not used in modem music.
In a stricter sense, the manner of writing a
piece for the lute, theorbo, guitar, bass-viol,
or the like, which is done by writing on
several parallel lines (each of which repre-
sents a string of the instrument) certain
letters of the alphabet, referring t<> the frets
on the neck of the instrument, the time
value of the notes being indicated by various
arbitrary signs written over the lines. This
mode of writing music has long been disused.
3. In anat. a division or parting of the skull
into two tables.

Table (ta'bl). n. [Fr. table, a table for taking
food, fare or viands, a tJiblet, a list, a kind
of game, &c. , from L. tab ula,& board, a pain t-

ing, a tablet, a table of laws, or the like,

from a root ta. to extend, and suffix bula.
Comp. /abula, a fable, from /ari, to speak.
Of allied origin also rarer;*, tabernacle. The
same root is in thin (which see).] 1. A flat

surface of some extent; a flat smooth piece;
a tiiblet ; a slab. ' A bagnio paved with
fair tables of marble.' Sandys.—2. An ar-
ticle of furniture, consisting usually of a
frame with a flat surface or top of boards or
other material, supported by legs, and used
for a great variety of purposes, as for holding
dishes of meat, for writing on, <&«.

Curteys he was. lowely. and servysable
And carf byforn his fadur at the rab/e. Chaucer.

3. Fare or entertainment of provisions; as,

he keeps a good ^16;^. — 4. The persons sitting
at table or partaking of entertainment. ' To
set the table on a roar.' Shak.

I drink to the general joy o' the whole table. Shak.

6. A thin piece of something for writing on;
a tablet; hence (in pi.) a memorandum
book. Ex. xxxii. 15. ' Written . . . not on
tables of stone, but on fleshly tables of the
heart.* 2 Cor. iii. 3, 'In the midst of the
sermon, pulls out his tables in haste, as if

lie feared to lose that note.' Bp. Hall.—
(i. t A iiicture; a painting; also, a surface to
be drawn or painted on. 'To sit and draw
his arched brows . . . in our heart's (a6ie.'

Shak.
Learning flourished yet in the city of Sicyon, and

they esteemed the painting of tables in that city to
be the perfectest for true colours and fine drawing of
all other places. North.

7. That part of a machine-tool on which work
is placed to be operated upon. —8. The board
or bar in a draw-loom to which the tails of
the harness are attached.— 9. In arch, (a) a
tablet; a flat surface, generally rectangular,
charged with some ornamental figure. When
it projects from the naked of the wall it is

termed a raised or projecting table; when
it is not perpendicular to the horizon it is

called a raking table; and when the surface
is rough, frosted, or venniculated it iscalleil

tLnistie table. Gwilt. (6)A horizontal mouM-
ing on the exterior or interior face of a wall,
placed at different levels, which form base-
ments, separate the stories of a l»uilding, and
crown its upper portions; a string-course.
Oxford GloHsar;/.—10. In ]H;rnp. name &9 Per-
spective Plane. See I'EKSPECTIVE. — 11. In
anat. one of the two bony plates or laniinre,

which, with a cellular structure between
them, form the bones of the skull.— 12. In

glass manuf. (a) a circular sheet of ' crown'
glass, usually about 4 feet in diameter.
Twenty-four tables make a case. (6) The
flat plate with a raised rim on which plate-
glass is formed.— 13. In palmistry, the whole
collection of lines on the palm of the hand.

Mistress of a fairer table
Hath not history nor fable. B. yousou.

14. pi. The game of draughts orbackgammon,
so called from the small tablets used in play-
ing these games.

Monsieur the nice
That when he plays at tables chides the dice. Shak.
We are in the world like men playing at tables,

yer. Taylor.

15. A presentation of many items or par-
ticulars in one connected group ; especially
when the items are in lists or columns; as,
(rt) a collection of heads or principal matters
contained in a book, with reference to the
pages where each may be found; an index;
as, a toWe of contents. (6) \\\maih.,astron.,
&c., an arranged collection of many par-
ticulars, data, or values; a system of num-
bers calculated for expediting operations, or
for exhibiting the measuresorvalues of some
property common to a number of different
bodies in reference to some common stand-
ard ; also, a series of numbers which pro-
ceed according to some given law expressed
by a formula; as, tables of logarithms, tables
of annuities, tables of rhumbs, tables of the
powers or roots of the different numbers,
tables of multiplication, tables of specific
gravity, of refractive powers, of the expan-
sions of bodies by heat, &c. ; tables of ab-
erration, of refraction, and the like.— 16. In
jewelry, the upper and fiat surface of a dia-
mond or other precious stone which has
the sides only cut in angles. —17. pi. In
Scotch eccles. hi^t. the designation given to
the permanent council held in Edinbui^h
for managing the affairs of the Covenanters
during the reign of Charles I. This council
is said to have been so named from a green
table at which the members sat. — The
Lord's table, the sacrament or holy com-
munion of the Lord's supper.—Hound table.
See Roi-yi>— Tables Toletanes, the Alphon-
sine astronomical tables, so called from their
being adapted to the city of Toledo. Chaucer.— Ttcelve tables, the tables containing a
celebrated body of ancient Roman laws.
These laws were drawn up by the decemvirs,
B.C. 451, and hence tliey were at first called
the laws of the decern virs. They were origin-
ally only ten in number, but two more were
added to them B.C. 450. The twelve tables
are called by Livy the source of public and
private law; and the text of them was pre-
served down to the latest age of Roman
literature. They formed the basis of the
greater part of Roman jurisprudence.-To
lay on the table, in parliamentary practice
and in the usage of corporate and other
bodies, to receive any document, as a re-
port, motion, or the like, but to agree to
postpone its consideration indefinitely. —
To turn the tables, to change the condition
or fortune of contending parties; a meta-
phorical expression taken from the vicissi-
tudes of fortune in gaming.—To serve tables,
in Scrip, to administer the alms of the
church. Acts vi. 2.

Table (ta'bl), v.t. pret. & pp. tabled; ppr.
tabling. 1. To form into a table or catalogue;
to tabulate; as, to table fines.

Though the catalogue of his endowments had
been tabled by his side and I to peruse him hv items.

Shak.

2.t To represent, as in a picture or paint-
ing ; to ilelineate, as on a tablet. * Tabled
and pictured in the chambers of meditation.

'

Bacon.—3. t To board; to supply with food.

When he himself tabled the lews from heaven, that
omer, which was every man's daily portion of manna,
is computed to have been more than might well have
suflficed the heartiest feeders thrice as many meals.

Miltoti.

4. To lay or place upon a table.

Forty thousand francs; to such length will the
father-m-law . . , table ready-money. Carlyle.

5. To lay on the table in business meetings,
whether public or private; to enter upon the
record; as, to fa&^e charges against some one;
to table a motion to be considered at a subse-
quent meeting,—6Tn carjj. to let,as one piece
of timber into another, by alternate scores
or projections on each to prevent the pieces
from drawing asunder or slipping upon one
another.—7. ISaut. to make liroad hems in
the skirts and bottoms of (sails) in order
to strengthen them in the part attached to
the bolt-rope. R. H. Dana.

ch, chain; th, Sc. loM; g, gQ\ J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Table (ta'bl), v.i. To board ; to diet or live

at the table of another.

He (Xebuchadnezzar) w-as driven from the society
of men to /af>/f with the beasts. South.

Table (ta'bl), a. Appertaining to or pro-
vided for a table; aa, table renufsites.

Tableau (tab -16'), n. pi. Tableaux (tab-

loz')- [Pr.] 1. A picture; a strikini,^ and vivid

representation. — 2. Performers grouped in

a dramatic scene, or any persons regarded
as forming a dramatic group ; especially, a
group of persons so dressed and placed as to

represent some interesting scene by way of

amusement. In this sense called also a
Tableau Vivant.

Table-beer (ta'bl-ber), n. Beer for the table
or for common use ; a kind of beer of no
great strength.

Table-bell (ta'bl-bel), n. A small bell to be
used at table for calling servants.

Table-booll (ta'bl-ljuk), n. 1. A book on
wliich anything is engraved or written with-
out ink; tablets. ' If I liad played the desk or
table-book.' Shah.

Put into your tabi^book whatever y6u judg'e wor-
thy. Dryden.

2. A book, generally handsomely bound, and
illustrated and intended to lie on a table
for the amusement of visitors, &c.
Table-cloth (t;Vbl-kloth), 71. A cloth for

covering a table, particularly for spreading
on a table before the dishes are set for

meals.
Table-clothing (ta'bl-kloTH-ing), n. Table
linen.

I've ^ot lots o" sheeting, and table-clothinfr, and
towelling. George Eliol.

Table-cover (tal3l-kuv-6r), n. A cloth made
of wool, flax, cotton, Ac, usually woven or
stamped with a pattern, and laid on a table
between meal-times.

Table d'hote (ta'bl-dot). [Fr.] A common
table for uuests at a hotel; an ordinary.

Table-diamond (ta'bl-di-a-mond), n. A dia-

mond whose upper surface is quite flat, the
sides only being cut in angles.

Table-knife (ta'bl-nif), n. Au ordinary knife

used at table, as distinct from a fruit-knife,

(fee.

Table-land (ta'ld-land), n. A stretch of

elevated Hat land; a plateau; a plain ele-

vated considerably above the level of the
sea, and having more or less steep acclivities

on every side. The chief table-lands are
those among the Andes, those of Mexico,
and those of Central Asia.

The toppling crags of Duty scaled,

Are close upon the shining tabU-lands
To which our God himself is moon and sun,

Teitnyson.

Table-layers(ta'bMa-6rz),ji.j)r \\\geol. that
peculiar structure in certain granites, green-
stones, and other igneous rocks, which gives

to their sections tlie appearance of stratifi-

cation. Page. Called also Pseudo-strata.

Table-linen (ta'bl-lin-en), n. The linen
used for and at the table, such as table-
cloths, napkins, &c. ; napery.

Table-man (ta'bl-man), n. A man or piece
at dnumhts, Bficon.

Tablenient^ (ta'bl-ment), n. In arch, a flat

surface; a table. ' ra6ie?/i*7i(« and chapters
of pillai-s.' Holland.
Table-money ( ta'bl-mun-I ), n. An allow-

ance to general-officers in the army and
flag-officers in the navy in addition to their

pay as a compensation for tlie necessary ex-

penses which they are put to in fulfilling

the duties of hospitality within their re-

spective commands.
Table-moving (ta'bl-mbv-ing), n. Same as
Table-t.un}i)uj.

Tabler (ta'bl-6r), n. 1. One who tables.—
2. One who boards others for hire.

But he is now to come
To be the music-master, tabler, too.

He is, or would be. B. yonson.

Table-rent (ta'bl-rent), n. In old Eng. law,
rent paid to a bishop, Ac. , reserved and ap-
propriated to his table or housekeeping.
Table-shore (ta'td-shor), n. NajU. a. low
level shore.

Table-spar (ta'bl-spiir). See Tabtdar Spar
nniier 'J akllar.
Table-spoon (ta'l^l-spon), n. The ordinary
Luxe spoon used at table.

Table-spoonful (ta'l)l-spon-ful),n. The full

or once filling of a table-spoon; as much aa

a table-spoon will hold.

Table-sportt (ta'bl-sport), ». Theobjectof
amujiement at table; a butt.

If I find not what I seek, show no colour for my ex-

tremity ; let me for ever be your tablt'Sport. Skak.

Tablet (tab'let), n. [Fr. tablette, dim. of
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table.] 1. A small table or flat sui-face.—
2. A small fiat piece of wood, metal, ivory,

&c., prepared to write, paint, draw, or en-
grave upon. Anciently, tablets covered with
wax, paper, or parchment were used as or-

dinary writing materials. Tablets of ivory,

metal, stone, or other substance were also
usedin judiciary proceedings, and all public
acta and monuments were in early ages pre-
served on sucli materials.—3. A slab of wood,
stone, &c., or a plate of metal on which
anything is painted, engraved, or the like.

'The pillar'd marble, and the tablet brass.'

Prior.
Through all Greece the young gentlemen learned

... to design on tablets of boxeu wood, Drydeit.

In the dark church like a ghost
Thy tablet glimmers to the dawn. Tennyson.

4. pi A kind of pocket memorandum-book.
5. A small fiattisli cake, as of soap.

It hath been anciently in use to wear tablet! of ar-
senick, or preservatives, against the plague. Bacon.

6. In med. a solid kind of electuary or con-
fection made of dry ingredients, usually
with sugar, and formed into little flat

squares. Called also Lozenge and Troche.—
7. In arch. Same as Table, 9.

Table-talk (ta'i)l-tfik), n. Conver-cation at
table or at meals; familiar conversation.

He improves by the fable-talk. Guardian.

I see myself an honour'd guest.
Thy partner in the flowery walk
Of letters, genial table-talk.

Or deep dispute, and graceful jest. Tennyson.

Table-talker (ta'bl-tok-6r), n. A conversa-
tionist; one who stuciies to lead or outshine
others \\\ table-talk; a verbal monopolist.
Table-turning (ta'bl-t6m-ing), n, one of
the alleged phenomena of spiritualism, con-
sisting of certain movements of tables at-

tributed to an exertion of power of departed
spirits, or to the development of latent, vital,

or spiritual forces: generally considered,
however, to l)e the resultof simple pliysical

causes. Called also Table -vioving. Table-
tipping.

Tabling (ta'bling), n. 1. A forming into
tables. ^2. In carp, the letting of one timber
into another by alternate scores or projec-
tions, as in ship-building.— 3. In sail-mak-
ing, a broad hem made on the skirts of sails

by turning over the edge of the canvas and
sewing it down.— 4.t The act of playing at
tables.—5. t Board; maintenance.
My daughter hath there already now of me ten

poiuides which I account to be given for her tablOig^:

after this ten poundes will follow another for her ap-
parel. Ji. Bernard.

^Tabling of fines, in law, the forming into

a talde or catalogue the fines for every
county, giving the contents of each fine

passed in any one term. This was done by
the chirograpiier of fines of the Common
Pleas.

Tabling -house t (ta'bling-hous), n. l. A
house where gaming-tablea were kept.

They allege that there is none but common ?ame-
houses and tabling-hottses that are condemned, and
not the playing sometimes in their own private
houses. Northbrooke.

2. A l)oarding-house.

Tabllniim (tab-li'num), n. [L.] In Rom.
antifj. an apartment in a Roman house in

which records were kept and the hereditjiry

statues placed. It was situated at the fur-

ther end of the atrium opposite the door
leading into the hall.

Taboo (tft-bb'), n. The setting of something
apart, either as consecrated or accnrsed, the
idea of prohibition being conveyed in either

sense; the state of being so set apart: the

name of an institution which was formerly
in existence throughout Polynesia and \ew
Zealand, but has now to a large extent dis-

appeared ; hence, a total prohibition of in-

tercourse witii or approach to anything; as,

to put sometliing under taboo. ' South-sea
isle taboo.' Tennyson.

Taboo (ta-bo'). v.t. To put under taboo; to

forbid, or to forbid the use of; to interdict

approach to or contact or intercourse with,

as for religious reasons; as, to taboo the

ground set apart as a sanctuary for crimi-

nals; a tfibooed subject is one not to be dis-

cussed.

Tabor (talior), n. [O.Fr. tabmir, Mod. Fr.

tambonr, Sp. and Pg. tambor, probably from
Per. tabtr, a tabor.] A small drum beaten
with one stick, used as an accompaniment
to a pipe or fife. Written also Tabour.

If you did but hear the pedlar at door, you would
never dance again after a tabor and pipe. S/iak.

Tabor (ta'bor), v.i. I. To play upon a tabor.

2. To strike lightly and frequently. Nah. ii. 7.

TABTILAR

Tabor (ta'bor), v.t. To sound by Ideating a
tailor. Chancer.
Taborer (ta'bor-6r), n. One who beats the
tabor.

I would I could see this taborer. Skak.

Taboret (ta'bor-et), n. [From tabor.'\ A
small tabor. Written also Tabmiret.
Taborine (ta'bo-ren), n. [Fr. tabourin. See
Tabor.] l. A tabor; a small drum in form
of a sieve; a tambourine. Also written
Tabourine.'-2. A common side drum.
Taborlte (ta'bor-it), n. A name given to
certain Hussites, or Bohemian reformers, in
the fifteenth century, from Tabor, a hill-

fort which was their stronghold, called after
Mount Tabor in Palestine.

Tabour (ta'bor), n. and v. Same as Tabor.
Tabourer (ta'bor-6r), n. Same as Taborer.

Tabouret ( tiiljo-ret ), n. [Ft., a dim. of
O. Fr. tabour, a tabor. Meaninga 2 and 3 are
from its shape.] 1. Same as Taboret.

They shall depart the manor before him, with
trumpets, tabourets, and other minstrelsy. Spectator,

2. A seat without arms or back; a stool —
3. A frame for embroidery. —i^/flfA? of the

tabouret (droit de tabotiret), a privilege for-

merly enjoyed l)y ladies of the highest rank
at the French court of sitting on a tabouret
in the presence of the queen: corresponding
to droit de fanteuU enjoyed by gentlemen.
Tabourlne (taljo-rSnXn. Same as Taborine.

Beat loud the tabourines, let the trumpets blow.
Shak.

Tabreret (ta'brer), n. A taborer. Spenser.

Tabret (ta'bret), n. [A dim. fonn. See Ta-
bor.] A tabor. 1 Sam. xviii. 6.

Tabu (ta-bb'), n. Same as Taboo.

Tabula (tab'ii-la), n. [L.] A table; a tablet;

a flat surface ; specifically, in zool. the hori-

zontal plate or floor found in some sclero-

dermic corals, extending across the cavity
of the theca from side to side— TabH/rt rasa^

a smoothed tablet : applied figuratively to
any object on which no impression has been
made, as the mind of an infant, and the
like.

Tabular (tab'fi-16r), a. [L. tabnlaris, from
tabula, a tai)le.] 1. In the form of a table

;

having aflat surface; as, a tabular rock.~
2. Having the form of lamina; or plates. ' All

the nodules . . . except those that are (afiit-

;ar and plated.' IToorfwarrf. —3. Set down in

or forming a table, list, or schedule; as, a tab-

ular catalogue of substances.— 4. Derived
from or computed by the use of tables ; as,

tabular right ascension.— yafeT/iar crystal,

one in which the prism is very short.—
Tabular spar, in mineral, a silicate of lime,

generally of a grayish-white colour. It oc-

curs either massive or crystallized, in rec-

tangular four-sided tables. Tabular spar
is the scliaalstein of Wenjer, and the pris-

matic augite of Jameson. Called also Wol-
lastonite. — Tabular structure, in nmieral.

a form of structure consisting of parallel

plates separated by regular seams. It is

the consequence of crystallization, and is

not imcommonly confounded with stratifi-

cation.—Ta&if/flr differences, in logarithmic
tables of numbers, a column of uambers
marked D, consisting of the differences of

the logarithms taken in succession, each
number being the difference between the
successive logarithms in the same line mth
it, Wlien the difference is not the same
between all the logarithms in the same line

the numlter wldeh answers most nearly to

it, one part taken with another, is inserted.

In the common tables of logarithms the
logarithms of all numbers from 1 to 10,000

can be found by inspection, but by the aid

of the tabular differences the logai-ithms

of numbers between 10,000 and 1,000,000

may be found. Also, by the aid of the same
differences the number corresponding to

any given logarithm can be found to five or
six places. In logarithmic tables of sines,

tangents, secants, cosines, cotangents, and
cosecants tliere are three columns of tabu-

lar differences in each page. Tlie fii-st of

these is placed between the sines and co-

secants, the second between the tangenta

and cotangents, and the third between the

secants and cosines. These numbers are

the differences between the logarithms ou
the left hand, against which they are placed,

and the next lower, increased in the pro-

portion of 100 to 60. The use of tliese dif-

ferences is to facilitate the finding of the
logarithmic sine, tangent, secant. Ac. for

any given degrees, minutes, and seconds, or

the degrees, minutes, and seconds corre-

sponding to any given logarithmic sine,

tangent, secant, &c.

Fate» tat, fat, h\\\ m&, met, Hfer; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube. tub. bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abtine; y, Sc ley.
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Ta>bularizatioii (tab'u-16r-i2-a"shon), n. The
act uf tabularizing or forming into tables

;

tal'ulatiim.

Tabularlze (tab'u-16r-iz), v. t To make tables
of; to form into or reduce to tables; to tabu-
late.

Tabulata (tab-O-Ia'ta). n. pi. [From tabula.]

A group of sclerodermatous zoantharia in

which the septa or partitions are rudimen-
tary or entirely aljseut, the tabulie, or hori-

zontal transverse plates, well developed,
dinding the visceral chamber into a series

of stories.

Tabulate (tab'u lat), v.t. pret. & pp. tabu-
lated; ppr. tabxdating. 1. To reduce to
tables or synopses.

A philosophy is not worth the having, uole^ its

results may lie tabtilaUd, and put in figures.

Is. Taylor,

2. To shape with a flat surface.

Tabulate (tab'ulat), a. Table-shaped; tab-

ulated ; specitically, of or pertaining to the
group of corals Tabulata. ' The so-called
'iabnlaie QiiT?ii%." H. A. NichoUon.

Tabulation (tab-u-la'shon). n. The art or
act of tabulating or forming tables, or throw-
ing data into a tabular form; data put into
a tabular form.

The value of such a/aiu/aiiffn was immense at the
time, and is even still very g:reat, fVheweU.

Tact (tak), n. [A form of ta^k.] In law, a
kind of customary payment by a tenaut.

TacallOUt(tuk'a-liat). u. [Ar] The native
name of the small gall formed on the tama-
risk-tret.* (TitiiuirU iiidica). See ilAHEE.
Tacama2iac,.Tacainahaca (tak'a-ma-hak.
tak'a-nia-lm 'ka), it. 1. The popular name of
Icica Tacauuihaca, a tree of South America;
also of the form of CalophtjUum f/u/phfjl-

luui occurring in Madagascar and the Isle

of Bi>urbon, and of Populm baUami/era, a
tree of North America.—2. A resin, the pro-
duce of CaViphyllum liufphylhtiii and of
EUtphriuin tuiiientoium, a tree of Mexico
and the West Indies. It occurs in yellow-
ish pieces, of a strong smell and a bitterish
aromatic taste.

Tacca (tak'ka). ?*. [Malay.] A genus of
plants, the type of the nat. order Taccaceie,
containing six or seven species, natives "f
tropical Africa and America, the hotter parts
of India, and the South Sva Islatuls. It

Tacca pinnatifida.

consists of perennial, often large herbs with
tut>erous roots, simple or pinnate radical
leaves, aud greenish or brown flowers ar-

ranged in Uii urabul at the top of a leafless

acaiHi. and surrounded by an involucre of
simple bracts. Fr«>m the tubers of some
species, especially T. pinnatifida, a white,
lughly nutritious substance, like arrow-root,
is separated, which isenii)Ii»yi!d as an article

of diet by the inhabitants of the ilalayan
Peninsula and the M'>liii

and stalk.i nf T. pinn itijhin.

tin>e, are also enipl'-ye*! as
iu China and Cocliiu-Cliina.

T^ce (ta'cha). In mtufic, a dire^
particular voice, instrument,
be silent for a certain speciftet

Taces (tas'ez), n. pi. Armour
See Tas.^ks.

Taoet (ta'set). 17. [L. , it Im silejit ; third pers.

slug. pres. ind. of taceo, to ^e silent] In
mimic, same as Tace.
Tac-h'ee (tak'fre), a. l^old law, exempt
fr'-m rents, payments,
Tach, Taclie (tach), a^ [A softened form
of tack. See TackJ^ Something use<l for

taking hold or holding; a small hook; a
catch; a loop; a button.
Make fifty taches of gold, and couple the curtains

togetiier with the (aches. Ex, xxvi. 6.

Tachet (tash), n. [Fr.] A spot or blemish.
Chaucer.

First Jupiter that did
Usurp his father's throne.

Of whom e'en his adorers write
Evil laches many a one. fl^arner.

Tacheograpby (tak-e-og'ra-fl), n. Same as
Tachyjraphy.
Tachometer (ta-kom'et-6r), n. [Gr. tachos,
speed, and metran, measure.] An instru-
meut for measuring velocity ; especially,
(o) a contrivance for the purpose of indicat-
ing small variations iu the velocity of ma-
chines, one form of which consists of a cup
and a tube opening into its centre, boUi
being partly filled with mercury or a col-
oured tJuid,and attached to a spindle. This
apparat IS is whirled round by the machine,
and the centrifugal force produced by this
whirling causes the mercury to recede from
the centre and rise upon the sides of the
cup. The mercury in the tube descends at
the same time, and the degree of this de-
scent is measured by a scale attached to the
tul>e. On the velocity of the machine I>eing

lessened the mercury rises in the centre,
causing a proportionate rise in the tube,—
(&) An instrument for measuring the velocity
of running water iu rivera, &c., as by means
of its action on a flat surface connected
with a lever above the surface carrying a
movable counterpoise, or by its action on
the vanes of a wheel, whose revolutions are
registered by a train of wlieelwork.

Tachydidaxy(tak'i-di-dak"si),». [Grtachys,
(luii.K, and did'ixis, teaching.] A short roe-
tlKKl of imparting knowledge. [Rare.]

Tachydroiuian ( tak-i-dro'mi-an ), n. l, A
bird of tlie genus Tachydromus.— 2. One of
a tribe of saurians of the same name. —
3, One of a family of dipterous insects.

TachydroinU8(ta-kid'ro-nms),n. [Gr,(acAi/s,

quick, ami drumos, a running] 1. .Accord-
ing to Illiger, a genus of wading birds, the
Cursorius of Lac(!'pede. — 2. A sub-genus of
saurian reptiles found in the Indian Islands

|

and China. i

Tachygraphic, Tachygrapbical (tak-i-
|

graf'ik, tak-i-graCik-al), a. Of or pertaining
j

to ta<hyKi"J»ldiy; written in shorthand.
Tachygrapby (ta-kig'ra-fi), 7i. [Gr tackys,
quick, and ijiapho. to write.] The art or
practice of quick writing; shorthand; sten-
tm^phy. Sometimes written Tacheography.
[Rare. ]

Tachylite (tak'i-lit), n. [Gr. tachyg, quick,
and lithos, a stone. The name has reference
to the facility with which it fuses under the
blow-pipe.] A black vitreous mineral of the
hornblende family, occurring in amorphous
fragments in the softer trap-rocks, and
nearly allied to obsidian and isopyre.

TtLChypetes (ta-kip'e-tez), n. [Gr. tachys,

quick, and petoinai, to fly] Vieillot's ge-

neric name for the frigate-bird.

Tadt (tas'it), a. [L. tacitug, silent, from
taceo, to be silent. J 1. Silent; giving no
sound.—2. Not uttered iu words; implied

but not expressed ; silent; &&, tacit consent.

'A natural and tacit confederation amongst
all men, against the enemy of human
society, pirates." Bacon.

In elective governments there is a faci't covenant,
that the kin|f of their own niakiii}?^ shall loakc his

makers princes. Sir K. UEstrange.

—Tacit relocation. See Relocation.
Tacitly (tas'it-li), adv. In a tacit manner;
sileutly: by implicr.tion, without words; as,

he tacitly assented.

While they are exposing another's weaknesses,
they are tacitly aiming at their own commendations.

Addison.

TadtUTU (tas'i-t^m), a, [L. tacitumus,
from Uicitug, silent, from taceo. to be silent.]

Habitually silent; not given readily to con-
verse; not apt to talk or speak.

Grieve was very submissive, respectful, and ro-

m.irkably taciturn. StHollett,

TadtunUty ( taa-i-t^m'i-ti ), n. [Fr. taei-

turnitfi, L. taciturnitas.] 1. The state or
quality of being taciturn ; habitual silence

or reserve in speaking. 'Too great loqua-

city, and too great taciturnity by fits.' ..-ir-

buthnot. —2. In Scots law. a mode of extin-

guishing an obligation in a shorter period
than b>^ the forty years' prescription. This
mode of extinguishing obligations is by the
silence of the creditor, and arises from a

presumption that, in the relative situations

of himself and creditor, he would not have

been so long silent if the debt had not been
paid or the obligation implemented.
Taciturnly (tas'i-t6ni-li), adv. In a taciturn
manner; silently; without conversation.
Tack (tak), u. [Probably of Celtic origin;
Ir. taca, a pin, a nail, a fastening; Gael.
tacaid, a tack, a peg; Armor, tach, a small
nail; comp. also B, tak, Dan, takke, G.
zacke, a prong, a jag, &c. This word also
appears iu attach, attack (which see).] 1. A
small, short, sharp-pointed nail, usually
having a broad head. Tacks are used for
various purposes, as for stretching cloth
upon a board, and fastening slightly any
covering. — 2. A hook or clasp ; a stitch
or similar slight fastening connecting two
pieces. [Provincial English and Scotch.] —
3. Saut. (a) a rope used to confine the fore-
moat lower corners of the courses and stay-
sails, when the wiud crosses the ship's
course obliquely; also, a rope employed to
pull the lower corner of a studding-sail to
the boom. (6) The part of a sail to which
the tack is usually fastened ; the foremost
lower corner of the courses. Hence, (c) the
course of a ship in regard to the position
of her sails ; as, the starboard tack, or port
tack; the former when she is close-hauled
witii the wind on her starboard, the latter
when close-hauled with the wind on her
port side.—4. t That which is attached; an
appendix; a supplement; addition.

Some tacJis had been made to money-bills in King
Charles's reign. Burnet.

5. In Scotg law, a contract by which the use
of a thing is set, or let, for hire; a lease; as,

a tack of land. — Hard tack. See Hard-
tack. (Toofr here may be the same as tack,
touch, taste, flavour. See separate entry,]—To bear or to hold tack, an old phrase sig-

nifying to last or hold out.

Mcirtihiias becfe doth tear good tacke
When countrey folke do dainties lacke. Tusser.

If this twig be made of wood
That will hold tack. Hudibras.

—Tack of a flag, a line spliced into the eye
at the bottom of the tabling, for securing
the rtag to the halliards.

Tack (tak), v.t. [See the noun.] 1. To fasten;
to attach. " In hopes of getting commendam
tacked to their sees.' Swift. 'And tack the
centre to the sphere.' G. Herbert. ~2. To
attach, secure, or unite together in a slight

or hasty manner; to fix or join together, as
by tacks or stitches; as, to tack together the
sheets of a book.

There's but a shirt and a half in all my company;
and the half shirt is two napkins tacked together and
thrown over the shoulders like an herald's coat with-
out sleeves. Shak.

3. To add as a supplement to, as to a bill in

its progress through parliament; to append.
Let them take care that they do not provoke us to

tack in earnest. How would they like to have bills

of supply with bills of attainder tacked to them.
Macaiilay,

Tack (tak), w i. To change the course of a
ship by shifting the tacks and position of
the sails from one side to the other; to alter

its course through the shifting of the tacks
and sails. Tacking is an operation l)y which,
when a ship is proceeding in a course mak-
ing any acute angle with the direction of
the wind on one oi her bows, her head is

turned towards the wind, so that she may
sail on a course making nearly the same
an^le with its direction on the other bow.
This is effected by means of the rudder and
sails. ' As when a boat tacks, aud the slack-

en'd sails flap.' Tennyson.
Monk, , . . when he wanted his ship to tack to

larboard, moved the mirth of his crew by calling out,
' Wheel to the left.* Macaulay,

Tack (tak), n. A shelf on which cheese is

dried. [Local.]

Tackt (tak), n. [Perhaps literally something
tacked on or attached to one.] A stain; a
blemish; a spot.

You do not the thing that you would ; that is per-

haps perfectly, purely, without some lack or mixture.
Hammond.

Tackt (tak),»i. [A corruption of toc^.] Touch;
feeling; flavour; taste.

Or cheese, which our fat soil to every quarter sends,
Whose tuck the hungry clown and plowman So com-

mends. Draytcn.

Tack-duty (tak'du-ti), n. In Scots law, rent
reserved on a tack or lease.

Tacker (tak'^r), n. One who tacks or mak^
an addition.

Tacket(tak'et), n. [From (acfr] A short nail

with a large prominent head, worn in the
soles of strong shoes; a clout-nail or hob-
nail. [Scotch.]

ch, cAain; eh, Sc locA; g, go; j,>ob; h. Fr. ion; ng, %ing; IH, £Aen; th, (Mn; w, «;ig; wh, u>Aig; zh, aatuye.—See KBr.
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TflftWng (tak'iug), n. In taw, a union of

securities, given at different times, all of

which must be redeemed before an inter-

mediate purchaser can interpose his claim.

Tackle (tak'l), n. [From the stem of tack

and take; in the naut. sense perhaps di-

rectly from L, G. and D. takel, Dan. takkel,

tackle, the tackle of a vessel.] 1. An appara-
tus or that part of an apparatus by which
an object is grasped, fastened, moved, or
operated; especially, one or more pulleys or
blocks rove with a single rope or fall, used
for raising and lowering heavy weights and
the like.— 2. Instruments of action; gear;
appliances; equipments; weapons.

She 10 her faci/e fell. Hudibras.

3 t An arrow. Chancer. -~\. All the ropes
of a ship and other furniture of the masts.

Warm broke the breeze against the brow.
Dry sang the tackle, sang the sail. Toiiiyson.

See also such compounds as Fishing-
tackle, FfSH- TACKLE, Ground -TACKLE,
Gun-tackle, Tack-tackle, &c.
Tackle (tak'l), v.t. pret. <& pp. tackled; ppr.
tackling. 1. To supply with tackle.

My ships ride in the bay.
Ready to disembogue, tackled an<A mann'd,
Ev'n to my wishes. Beau. & Fl.

2. To operate, move, fasten, or the like, by
means of tackle. —3. To set vigorously to
work upon ; to attack for the purpose of
controlling or mastering.

The greatest poetess of our day has wasted her
time and strength in tackling windmills under con-
ditions the most fitted to insure her defeat,

Dublin Univ. Mag.
Tackle (tak'l),tJ.i. To go vigorously to work;
to make a bold attack : followed by to; as,

they tackled to bravely. [CoUoq.]
The old woman . . , tackled to for a fight in right

earnest. 5. Lover.

Tackled (tak'ld), p. and a. %Iade of ropes
tacked or looped together.

My man shall
Bring the cords, made like a tackled stair. Shak.

Tackling (tak'1-ing), n. 1. Furniture of the
masts and yards of a ship, as cordage, sails,

&c.— 2. Instruments of action; as, fishing
tackliiM.

I will furnish him with a rod, if you will furnish him
with the rest of the tackling, and make him a fisher.

Iz. Walton.
3. Cordage, straps, or other means of attach-
ing an animal to a carriage; harness, or the
like.

Tacksman (taks'man). n. In Scots law, one
who holds a tack or lease of land from an-
other; a tenant or lessee. [Scotch.]

Tacks-pins (taks'pinz), n. ^i. Naut. pins in-

serted into holes in various parts of a vessel
for belaying running gear to. Also called
Belay ing-jyins.

Tack-tackle (tak'tak-l), n. Naut. a small
tackle for pulling down the tacks of the
principal sails.

Taconic System (ta-kon'ik sis'tem), n. In
geol. a system of upper Cariibrian or lower
Silurian rocks lying in the United States to
the east of the Hudson, and so named from
the Taconic range in the western slope of
tlie Green Mountains. The system consists
of slates, quartz-rock, and limestone.
Tact (takt), n. [Fr. tact, touch, feeling, tact,

from L. tactus, from tango, tactian, to touch,
from which stem also tactile, tangible, con-
tact, contagion, &c. See also Taste, Tax.]
1. Touch; feeling.

Did you suppose that I could not make myself sen-
sible to tact as well as sight, and assume corporeality
as well as form. Southey.

2. Peculiar skill or faculty; nice perception
or discernment; skill or adroitness in doing
or saying exactly what is required by cir-

cumstances; as, to be gifted with feminine
tact.
And loved them more, that they were thine.
The graceful tact, the Christian art. Tennyson.
He had formed plans not inferior in grandeur and

boldness to those of Richelieu, and haa carried them
into effect with a tact and wariness worthy of Ma-
zarin. Macaulay.

3. The stroke in beating time in music.
Tactable (tak'ta-bl), a. [See Tact.] Capa-
ble fif being touched or felt by the sense of
touch. ' They (women) being created to be
both tractable and tactable.' Massinger.
Tactic (tak'tik), ?i. System of tactics.

It seems more important to keep in view the gen-
eral tactic on which its leader was prepared with
confidence to meet so unequal a force. It was the
same that Wallace had practically taught, and it had
just recently helped the Flemings to their victory
of Courtrai. ^. H. Burton.

Tactic, Tactical (tak'tik, tak'tik-al),a. [See
Tactics.] Pertaining to the art of military
and naval dispositions for battle, evolutions.

&c.—Tactical point (milit.), any point of a
field of battle which may impede the ad-
vance of an enemy to one's attack, or may
facilitate the advance of one's army to at-

tack the enemy.
Tactically (tak'tik-al-li), ado. In a tactical

manner; according to tactics.

Tactician (tak-tish'an), n. One versed in
tactics; an adroit manager or contriver.

Tactics (tak'tiks), n. [Fr. tactique, Gr. tak-
tikos, fit for ordering or arranging, he tak-
tike {techne. art), the art of drawing up sol-

diers in array, from tasao, taxo, to arrange,
put in order.] 1. The science and art of
disposing military and naval forces in order
for battle, of manoeuvring them in presence
of the enemy or within the range of his
fire, and performing militaiy and naval
evolutions. That branch which relates to
land forces is termed military tactics, and
that which relates to naval forces, naval
tactics. The fii-st treats of the mode of dis-

posing troops for battle, of directing them
during its continuance, the conduct of a
retreat, and the exercises, arms, Ac, , neces-
sary to fit troops for action; and the latter
treats of the art of arranging fieets or squad-
rons in such an order or disposition as may
be most convenient for attacking the enemy,
defending themselves, or of retreating with
the greatest advantage. See Strategy.—
Grand (acfics comprehends everything that
relates to the order, formation, and dispo-
sition of ai'mies, their encampments, &c.—
Elementary tacticx comprehends the drill-

ing and formation of soldiers, and all the
modes of training them for action.— 2. t The
art of inventing and making machines for
throwing darts, arrows, stones, and other
missile weapons.
Tactile (tak'til), a. [Fr. tactile, from L. tac-
(iZt«, from (a?i^o, to touch. See Tact.] Per-
taining to touch; perceptible by touch;
tangible; sensible to touch; tactual.

At this proud yielding word.
She on the scene her tactile sweets presented.

Bean. & Fl.
All tactile resistances are unconditionally known as

co-existent with some extension. H. Spencer.

Tactility (tak-til'i-ti), n. 1. The state of
being tactile ; tangibleness

; perceptibility
by touch. —2. Touchiness. Sydney Smith.
[Rare.]

Tactinvariant(tak-tin-va'ri-ant), n. In alg.

the invariant which, equated to zero, ex-
presses the condition that two quantic
curves or surfaces touch each other.

Taction (tak'shon), n. {L. tactio, tactitUmis,
from tango, to touch.] 1. The act of touch-
ing; touch.

They neither can speak, or attend to the discourses
of others, without being roused by some external
taction. Chesterfield.

2. In geom. the same as Tangency or ToucJi-
ing.

Tactless (taktles), a. Destitute of tact.

Tactual (tak'tO-al), a. Pertaining to the
sense or the organs of touch; consisting in
or derived from touch.

Whether visual or tactual, every perception of the
space-attributes of bod>^ is decomposable into per-
ceptions of relative position. H. Spencer.

In the lowest organisms we have a kind of tactual
sense diffused over the entire body; then, through
impressions from without and their corresponding
adjustments, special portions of the surface become
more responsive to stimuli than others^

Pro/. Tvndall.

Tade, Tald, Ted (tad, ted), ?i. A toad.
[Scotch.]

Tadoma (ta-dor'na), n, [Etym. unknown.]
A genus of ducks, which includes the shel-

drake (2*. vnlpanser).

Tadpole (tad'pol), n. [O.E. tadde, Prov. E.
and Sc. tade, A. Sax. tadde, a toad, and pole,

poll, the head. Comp. Prov. E. polUicig,

polliivog, pollhead, Sc. jwiohead, a tadpole.]
The young of a batrachian animal, especially
of a frog in its first state from the spawn;
a porwigle. See Frog.
Tadpoledom(tad-p6rdum), n. The tadpole
state. Kiii'/sley.

Tadpole-fisn (tad'i)61-fish), n. A somewhat
rare telecstean fish, of the genus Raniceps,
the li. trifurcatus, belonging to the family
Gadidse. It is al)out 1 foot in length, and
in its general form and colour bears some
resemblance to the imperfect animal from
wliich it derives its name. It has been
taken on the Scottish coast, and also on the
Cornish and Devon coasts.

Tae (ta), n. A toe. [Scotch.]

Tae (ta), a, [Scotch: = ae, one, with the
t of the old neuter article that, the.] One;
as, the tae half and the tither=the one half
and the other (O.E. that one, that other).

Tae (ta), pre^. To. [Scotch]
Tffldium (te'di-um), 7i. [L] Weariness;
irksomeness. See TEhiva.—Tcedium vitm,
weariness of life; ennui: a mental disorder.

Tael (tal), n. In China, a denomination of
money worth about 3k. sterling; also, a
weight of IJ oz.

Ta'en (tan). The poetical contraction ol
Taken.

Taenia (te'ni-a),n. [L. taenia,from Gx. tainia,
a fillet or ribbon.] 1. The tapeworm, a genus
of internal parasites (Entozoa). See Tape-
worm. ~2. In arch, the fillet or band whicli
separates the Doric frieze from the archi-
trave. —3. In stirg. a ligature; a long and nar-
row ribbon. —7(^en«i hippocampi, in anat.
the plaited edges of the processes of the
fornix, which pass into the inferior comua
of the ventricles of the hr-Ain. —Tcenia semi-
circnlan's, awhite line running in the groove
between the optic thalanii and corpora
striata.

Tseniada (te'ui-a-da), n. jfl- An order of in-

ternal parasites (Entozoa), sub-kingdom An-
nuloida, class Scolecida, and division Platy-
elmia; the tapeworms. Called also Ces-
toidea. See Tapeworm.
Tseniold (te'ni-oid). a. Ribbon-shaped; re-
sembling or related to the tapeworm or the
Ta>niada
TseniOidea (te-ni-oi'de-a), n. pi. A family of
intestinal worms, in Cuvier's classification,
of which the genus Taenia is the type.

TsenioidesB (te-ni-oi'de-e), n.pl. Same as
CepoUdte.

Taeniopteris (te-ni-op't6r-is), n. [Gr. tainia,
a ribbon, and pterin, a fern. ) A genus of fossil

ferns, with liroad ribbon-like leaves, found
in the oolitic series of Yorkshire and Scania.

Tae-ping (tae-ping^, n. [Chinese, I'niver-
sal Peace.] One of a body of verj- formid-
able rebels who first appeared in China in
1850. The tae-pings were not suppressed
till 1866. and their suppression was effected
with English assistance.

Tafelspath(ta'fel-spath).7i. [G.,fromta/e?,
a table, and y^a^A, spar. ] A lamellar mineral
of a yeHowish-gray or rose-white, forming
masses of prisms interlaced in the gang,
chiefiy lime and silex.

Taffata (taffa-ta). n. Same as Taffeta.
Tafferel, n. See Taffrail.
Taffeta, Taffety (taffeta, taf'fe-ti). n. [Fr.

taffetas, It. taffetd, from Per. tOftah, pp. of
verb to/tan, to weave. ] A name given
originally to all plain silk goods, but now
become a generic name for plain silk, gros
de Naples, shot silk, glace, and others. The
term has also been applied to mixed fabrics
of silk and wool. — Taffeta phrases, fine,

smooth, or soft phrases or speech, as op-
posed to homespun, blunt, plain phrases or
speech. Shak.

Taffrail, Tafferel (taf'riil, taf:e-rel), n. [D.
taj'ereel, a panel, a picture, from ta/el, a
table, a picture, from L. tabula, a table.]
Naut. the rail over the heads of the stem-
timbers, extending across tlie stern from one
quarter-stanchion to the other. The word
seems also to have originally meant the
upper flat part of a ship's stern, and to have
been so applied because this part is often
ornamented with caning or a painting.
Young's Nautical Dictionary gives tafferel-

rail as equivalent to taffrail.

A ball of blue flame pitched upon the knight heads,
and then came bounding and dancing aft to the taj^-

rail. Marryat.

TafEy ( taf'i ), n. A kind of candy made of
sugar or mola.sses boiled down and poured
out in shallow pans. Writter also Toffy.

Taffy (taf'i), n. [Welsh pron. of Davy, the
familiar form of David ] A Welshman.
Tafia (tii'fi-a), n. [Fr., from Malay td/ fa. a
spirit distilled from molasses] A variety
of rum distilled from molasses.

Tafilet (taf'i-let). n. A fig or date of superior
quality imported from Tafilelt, a principa-
lity of Marocco.
Tag (tag), n. [A word which appears to be
a Teutonic form of tack ; Dan. tag, a grasp,

a handle; Sw. tagg, a point; Icel. taug, a
string, a cord. See Tack.] 1. A metallic
point to put to the end of a string: as, the
tag of a lace.—2. Anything hanging loosely

attached or affixed to another; any small
appendage, as to an article of dress; a direc-

tion-card or label. ' Footmen in their tags
and trimming." Dickens. —3. The end or
catchword of an actor's speech.— 4. Some-
thing mean and paltry, as the rabble.

Will you hence
Before the tag return? Shab.

Fate, far, fat. fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. iey.
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5. A young sheep of the first year. Also
written Teg.—6. A kind of child's play in

which one of the players is at first pitched
upon to run after the others and endeavour
to Umch or tag one of tliem, on which the
player tagged takes his place in chasing
him and the others. Spelled also Tagg. In
Scotland it is called Tig-tag or Tig.

They alt played ta^^ till they were well warmed.
Henry Brooke.

Tag (tag), x.t. pret. & pp. tagged; ppr. tag-

ging. 1. To fit with a point; as, to tag lace.

Ail my beard
Was tag:g'd with icy fringes. Teittiyson.

2. To fit one thing to another; to append; to

tack or join on.
His courteous host

Ta^s every sentence with some fawning word.
Drydeu.

I have DO other moral than this to ta£ to the pre-
sent story, Thackeray.

3. To join or fasten.—4. To tip or touch, as
in the game of tag.

Tag ( t^ ), V. i. To follow closely or as an
appendiifc'e ; generally with after.

Tag-belt, n. See Tag-sore.
Tagetes (taj'et-ez), n. [From Tages. an
Etruscan god, usually represented as a beau-
tiful y<juth : the allusion is to the beatity of
the ilowei"s.] A genus of showy annuals
cultivated under the names of French and
African marigolds, and characterized by
compound flowers, involucre simple, com-
posed of five bracts, which are united into
a tube; florets of tlie ray, five (in some cases
three to four), persistent ; pappus of five

erect bristles. T patula is the French
marigold, of which many varieties are cul-

tivated, some with double flowers variegated
with gold and orange-brown. T. ereeta, the
African marigold, is a larger plant with
double yellow fiowers.

TSLgger (tag't>r). n. 1. One who tags or at-

taches one thing to auother ; as. a tagger of
verges. [Familiar ] —2. Anything pointed
like a tag. 'Porcupines' small taggers.' Cot-
ton. — 3. A very thin kind of tin-plate used
for coffin-plate inscriptions and tops of um-
lirellus.

Taghalrm (ta'ya-rem). n. [Gael., an echo]
A mode of divination practised among the
Highlanders. A person wrapped in a fresh
bullock's skin was hiid down alone at the
bottom of a waterfall or precipice, or other
wild pliice. Here he revolved any question
proposed ; and whatever his exalted imagi-
nation suggested was accepted as the re-

sponse inspired by the spirits of the place.

I^st evening-tide
Brian an augury hath triea,
Of tli.it dread kind which must not be
L'nies'. in dread extremity.
The r,ft:h,itrm called; by which, afar.

Our sires foresaw the events of war. Sir II', Scott.

Taglet (taglet), n. A little tag.

Ts^lia (tal'ya), ?i. [It.] A particular com-
bination of pulleys, consisting of a set of
sheaves in a fixed idock and another set in
a movalile block to which the weight is

attached.

Tagllacotian (tal'i-a-k6"shi-an). See Tali-
ACOTIAN.
Taglionl (tal-y6'n6), n. An overcoat: so
named from a celebrated Italian family of
professional <lancers. * His taglioni or com-
fortable greatcoat.' Sir W. Scott.

Tag-lock t (tagni>k). ». An entangled lock;
an elf-lock. Sares.
Tag-rag (tag'rag), »i, A term applied to the
lowest class of people; the rabble: often
amplihcd into tag-rag and bobtail. Called
also Hag- tag.

If the ta^rag people did not clap him. and hiss
him, according as he pleased and displeased them.
. . , I am no true man. Shak.

Tag-sore. Tag-belt (tag'sor. tag1>elt), n. A
di^ta.se in sheep in which the tail becomes
excoriated and adheres to the wool in con-
sequt-'nce uf diarrh<ea.

Ta^-tail (tag'talj, «. l. A worm having its

tad of a different colour from the lM)dy.

Iz. Walttm. -% An onhanger; a parasite; a
sycophant; a dependant.
Tagua (tag'u-a). n. PbytHephas macro-
carpa; the Panama name for tlie palm which
yields tlie vegetable ivory. See IVOKY-Nt'T,
Taguan 'tag'u-an). *i. Pteromyjt jtetaurista,
the Ityirm s(tuirrel of India. See Ptekomys.
Tagulcatl (tag-we-ka'te), 7i The white-
lipped peccary (Dicotyles Uibiatus), a mam-
mal of the order I'ngulata, family Suida?,
inhabiting Paraguay and adjacent <li8trict8.

It is most destructive to the maize crops
and cultivated grass See PECCARY.

Taigle (ta'gl), r. t [Scotch. Allied to tag ]

1. To detain; to impede; to hinder.—2. To
fatigue; to weary. Sir W. Scott.

Tail (tal), 71. [A. Sax. ttsgel, tcegl, Icel. ta<jl,

L.G. and Sw. tagel, O.H.G. zagal. Theori-
ginal meaning was hair, as seen from Goth.
tagl, hair.] 1. That part of an animal con-
sisting of the termination of the spinal or
vertebral column, and terminating its body
behind, the term including also any natural
covering or appendage of this part, as hair
or feathers. In many quadrupeds the tail

is a muscular shoot or projection covered
with skin and hair hanging loose from the
extremity of the vertebra. In birds the tail

consists of feathers or is covered with them,
and serves to a.ssist in directing their fiiglit.

In fishes the tail is usually formed by a gra-
dual tapering of the body, ending in a flu

called the caudal fin, which is always set
vertically at the extremity of the spine, so
as to work from side to side, forming the
chief organ of progression. —2. The tall of a
horse mounted on a lance, and used as a
standard of rank and honour among the
Turks and other eastern nations. The three
grades of pashas are distinguished by the
numl>er of tails borne on their standards,
three being allotted to the highest digni-
taries or viziers, two to the governors of
the more important provinces, and one to
the sanjaks or governors of less important
provinces —3. The hinder, lower, back, or
inferior part of a thing, as opposed to the
head, the chief or superior part.

And the Lord shall make tliee the head and not
the tii:/. Deut. xxviii. 13.

4. Any long terminal appendage; anything
that from its shape or position resem-
bles the tail of an animal, as (a) in bot.

a downy or feathery appendage to certain
Beeds, formed of the permanent elongated
style; also, any elongated flexible terminal
part, as a peduncle or petiole, (h) That ten-
don of a nnistde which is fixed to the movable
part, (c) The part of a musical note, as a
minim or crotchet, which runs perpendicu-
larly upward or downward from the head
or body; the stem, (d) Naut. a strap con-
nected with a block, by which it may be
secured t«i a rope, spar, or the like, (e) In
arch, the bottom or luwer part of a member
or part, as a slate or tile. (/) In astron. a
luniin<^>us train extending from the nucleus
or body of a comet often to a great dis-

tance, and usually in a direction opposite
to the sun.—5. A train or body of followers
or attendants. B. Jinuon.
'Ah! , . . ifyou Saxon Duinh^-wassel {Ene^Hsh gentle-

men) saw but the Chief with his toi/oni MVith his
tiiii on!' echoed Edward in some surprise. 'Yes

—

that is with all his usual followers when lie visits those
of the same rank.' Sir IV. Scott.

6. The side of a coin opposite to that which
bears the head or etflgy ; the reverse : used
chiefly in the expression 'beaxls or taiU,'
when a coin is tossed up or spun round for

the purpose of deciding some point by the
side turned up when it falls.— 7. The final

portion of what takes place or has duration;
as, to come in at the tail of an entertain-
ment; the faij of a storm. [Collo(i.]—8. In
giirg. a portion of an incision at its begin-
ning or end, which does not go through the
whole thickness of the skin, and is more
painful than a complete incision. Called
also Tailing—9. pi. Tailings. See Tailing,
4— Tail of the eye, the outer corner of the
eye; use<i generally when referring to a
stolen secret glance. [Colloq.]

Miss L. noticed this out of the tail ofher eye.

Dickens.
—Tail of a lock, on a canal, the lower end
or entrance into the lower pond.— Tail of
the trenches, in fort, tlie post where the
besiegers begin to break ground and cover
themselves from the fire of the defenders of
the place in advancing the lines of approach.
—To turn tail, to run away; to flee; to shirk
an encounter.
Would she fitrti tail to the heron, and fTy quite

out another way; but all was to return in a higher
pitch. Sir P. Sidney.

— With one's tail between oiie's legu, with a
cowed or abject air or look, like that of a
beaten cur; having a humiliated appear-
pearance. [Colloq. J

He came out -with his tail between his legs.

CoTHhill Mag.
Tall (tal), vi. To follow, droop, or hang
like a tail.— To tail up and down the stream
{naut.), to swing up and down with the tide:

said of a ship at anchor in a river— To tail

of, to fall behind, as In the hunting field.

[Sporting slang. 1

Tail (tal), v.t. 1. To pull by the tail.

The conquering foe tliey soon assailed.
First Trulla staved and CerdoR tailed.

Until their mastitfs loosed their hold. Hndibras.

2.t To follow or hang to, like a tail; to be
intimately attached to, as something which
cannot be easily got quit of.

Nevertheless his bond of two thousand pounds
wherewith he was tailed continued uncancelled, and
was called on the next Parliament. Fuller.

—To tail in, in carp, to fasten by one of
the ends into a wall or any support; as, to
tail in a timber.

Tall (tal), n. [O.Fr, a cutting, from Fr
tailler, to cut. Seen also in entail, detail,

retail.] In late, limitation; abridgment.

—

Estate tail, or estate in tail, a freehold of

inheritance limited to a person and the
heirs of his body, general or special, male
or female. See Estail.
Tallage.t TaUlaget (tal'aj, tal'i-aj). «.

[Fr taillage, from tailler, to cut off. See
Retail.] Lit. aportion cut out of a whole;
a share; a share of a man's substance paid
away by way of tribute; hence, a tax or toll.

Tall-block (tarblok),7j, J\'aw(. a single block
having a sliort piece of rope attached to it

by which it may be fastened to any object
at pleasure.

Tall-board (talljord). n. The board at the
hinder end of a cart or wagon which can
be removed or let down for convenience in

unloading.
Tail-coat (tal'kdt), n. A coat with tails ; a
dress-coat.

Tall-drain (tal'dran). n. A drain forming
a receptacle for all the water that runs out
of the other drains of a field or meadow.
Tailed (tald), a. Having a tail; as, snouted
and tailed like a boar. Frequently treed in
forming compounds; as, long-tailed crusta-
ceans; fAi-tatled sheep.

Tall-end (tal'end), ?i. The latter end; the
termination. 'The tail-end of a shower."
W. Black.

Tailing (taring).?!. 1. In building, the part of
a projecting stone or brick inserted into a
wall.— 2. In sura, sameas 2'rti7. 8.—3. pi. The
lighter parts of grain blown to one end of
the heap in winnowing. [Local.]— 4. >^ The
refuse part of the stamped ore thrown behind
the tail of the huddle or washing apparatus,
and which is dressed a second time to secure
whatever metal might still remain in it

Called also TaiU.
Talllagert (tal'aj-fir). n. [See Taille, Tal-
lage.] A collector of taxes. Chaucer,

Taille (tal), n. [Fr , from tailler, to cut See
Tailor] l.t a tally; an account scored on
a piece of wood. Chaucer.—% In old French
law. a tax, tallage, or subsidy ; any imposi-
tion levied by the king or any other lord
on his subjects.— 3, In Eng. laic, the fee or
holding which is opposite to fee simple.

Taille is thus called because it is so minced or
pared that it is not in his free power to be disposed
of who owns it ; but it is by the first ;,'iver cut or divided
from all other and tied to the issue of the donee.

Ccncell.

Tailless (talles), a. Having no tail; desti-

tute of a tail.

In the Isle of Man we have a tailless kind of cat.

//. S^eticer.

Talllle (tal'e), «. Same as Tailzie.

Tailor (ta'16r), n. [Fr tailleur, from tailler,

to cut, from a L. form taleare, to cut, from
talea, a rod. See Retail.) 1. One whose
occupation is to cut out and make chiefly

men's outer clothing, as coats, vests, trou-

sers, Ac, but sometimes also to fashion the
heavier and stronger female outer pamienta,
as jackets, Ac. Formerly the tailor seems
to have been more extensively employed in

making female articles of dress.

Come, tailor, let us see these ornaments,
l.ay fiirth the gown. S/tak.

2. A name given in the I'nited States to a

fish resembling the shad, but inferior to it

in size and flavour.

Tailor (ta'l^r), I'.t. 1. To practise making
men's clothes.— 2. To deal with tailors, as

for clothing.

You have not hunted or p^ambled or tailored much.
Macf/tillan's Atag.

Tailor-bird (tii'l^r-b^rd), n. A bird <.f the

geiuis Drtbotomus (O. longicaudus), family

Sylviad.T, having a long, graduated tail, the

feathers of which are narrow. These birds

construct their nests at the extremity of a
twig, taking one large or two small leaves

and sewing their edges together, using the
bill as a needle and vegetable fibre as

thread. Within the hollow thus made a
downy substance, sometimes mixed with
feathers, is placed to receive the eggs. They

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, ^o; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sinj; TH, ^Aen; th, (Ain; w, trig; wh, tt-Aig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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are natives of India and the Indian Archi-
pelago. Tlie Sylvia cisticola, common in

various parts of Italy, constructs its nest in

a similar manner, and is also called the
tailor-bird.

Tailoress (ta'16r-es), n. A female who makes
garments for men.
Tail -piece (tal'pes), n. A piece forming a
tail ; a piece -at the end ; an appendage

;

specifically, (a) a small cut or ornamental
design placed at the end of a chapter or
section in a book as an ornamental ending
of a page, (b) A somewhat triangular-shaped
piece of wood (generally ebony) attached to

the lower end of the body of an instrument
of the violin kind. The broad end is pierced
with holes, in which the strings are fas-

tened.

Tail-race (tal'ras), n. The stream of water
which runs fi-om the mill after it has been
applied to produce the motion of the wheel.

Tails -common (talz'kom-mon), n. In
mining, washeil lead ore.

Tail-stock (tal'stok), n. The support, in a
lathe, bearing up the tail-screw and adjust-
able centre, in contradistinction to the head-
stock, which supports the mandrel.
Tail-trimjner (tartrim-6r), n. In buUdiyig,

a trimmer next to tbe wall into which the
ends of joists are fastened to avoid flues.

Tail-valve (tal'valv), n. Same as Snifting-
valve (which see).

Tail-vice (tal'vis), n. A small hand-vice
with a tail or handle to hold it by.

Tail-water (tai'wa-t6r), n. The water flow-

ing from the buckets of a water-wheel in
motion.

Tailzie, Tailyie (tal'ye). n. [Fr. tailler, to

cut off. See Tailor.] In Scots law, an old
term to denote a deed creating an entailed
estate.

Tailzie, Tailye (tal'ye), v.t. To entail; as,

to tailzie an estate or lands. [Scotch.]

Tain (tan), n. [O.K. teine, teyne, a thin
plate, L. tcenia, a band, a fillet.] A thin
tin-plate; tin-foil for mirrors. Simmonds.
Taint (tant), v.t [O.Fr. taindre, pp. taint;

ilod.Fr. teindre, teint; from L. tingere, to
wet or moisten, whence also tinge, attaint,
tincture, tint.] 1. To imbue or impregnate
with something odious, noxious, or poison-
ous; to infect; to poison; as, putrid sub-
stances taint the air. 'And human carnage
taints the dreadful shore.' Pope.— 2. To
corrupt, as by incipient putrefaction; as,

tainted meat. —3. To sUiiu; to sully; to
pollute; to tarnish. 'Tainted with the said
murder.' Uolland.
We come not by the way of accusation
To iiii/it that honour every good tongue blesses.

S/iai.

4.t To attaint. See ATTAINT. — SYN. To
corrupt, infect, contaminate, defile, pol-
lute, vitiate, poison.

Taint (tant), v.i. 1. To be infected or cor-
rupted; to be touched with something cor-
rupting.

I cannot taiiii with fear, ShaJb.

2. To be affected with incipient putrefac-
tion; as, meat soon taints in warm weather.
Taint (tant). n. 1. Something that infects
or contaminates; vitiating or corrupting in-

fluence; infection; corruption.

If this be a /aznt which so universally infects man-
kind the greater care should be taken to Jay it open
under its own name. Locke.

He had inherited from his parents a scrofulous
taint, which it was beyond the power of medicine to
remove. Macaulay.

2. A stain; a spot; a blemish on reputation.

Nor I

Unspeak mine own. detraction ; here abjure
The taints and blames I laid upon myself. SHa&.

Z.\ Colour; hue; tinge. 'Face rose-hued.
cherry-red, with a silver taint hke a lily.'

Greene.—'^. A kind of spider of a red colour
common in summer. Sir T. Browne.
Taintt (tant), a. Tainted; touched; imbued.

A pure unspotted heart.
Never yet taint with love, I send the king. Shai.

Taint t (tant), n. [Perhaps from Fr. tenter,

L. tentare, to try. See Tempt.] 1. Trial;
proof.— 2. A trial of a lance; an injury to a
lance without breaking it.— 3, A thrust of a
lance which fails of its effect; a breaking a
lance in an encounter in an unknightly or
unscientific manner.
This taint he followed with his sword drawn from

a siiver sheath. ChaptKan.

Taintt (tant), V.t. [See above.] To make
an ineffectual thrust with a lance.

Taintt (tant), v.t. 1. To injure, as a lance,
without breaking.—2. To break, as a lance.

' in an unknightly or unskilful manner; to
make trial or proof, as of a lance or staff.

I have
A staff to taint, and bravely save the splinters.

If it break in the encounter. Massinger.

Taintless (tant'les), a. Free from taint or
infection; pure. SwiSt.
Taintlessly (taut'les-li), adv. Without
taint.

Tainture (tau'tur), n. [Fr. taintxire, L. tinc-

tura. See TAINT.] Taint; tinge; defile-

ment; staiu; spot. [Rare.]

Peace, if it may be.
Without the too nmch tainture of the honour.

Beau. & Ft.

Taint-worm (tant'w6rm), ?i. A worm that
taints; a destructive parasitic woim.
As killing as the canker to the rose
Or taint-worm to the weanling herds that graze.

Milton.

Tairge (tarj), v.t. [Scotch.] A targe.

Taim (tarn), n. A tarn. Coleridge.

Taisch (tasCh), ?*. [Gael.] The voice of a
person about to die heard in the pereon's
absence.
Some women . . . said to him they had heard

two taischs. that is, two voices of persons about to
die ; and what was remarkable, one of them was an
English taisch, which they never heard before.

Sosu'tll.

Tait (tat), n. [Icel. tceta, shreds, t^ta, to
tease or pick wool; Sw. taatte, a portion of
lint or wool.] A small portion of anything
consisting of fibres or the like ; as, a tait of
wool; a tait of hay. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]
Written also Tate.

Taivert (ta'vert), a. See Tavert.
Tajacu, Taja^su (ta-ja'so, tajas'o), n.

Dicotyles torquatim, or peccary, a species of
pig inhabiting the eastern side of South
America. See Peccart.

Take(tak), v.t. pret. took; ppr. taking; pp.
taken. [ A Scandinavian word : Icel. (pret.

tdk, pp. tekinn) and 0. Sw. taka. Mod. Sw.
toga, Dan. tage, to take, to seize, Ac. ; allied
to Goth, tikan, to touch ; tackle is from
same stem. The Anglo-Saxon word to take
was ninian. According to some authorities
from a root tag, seen in L. tango, tactum, to

touch (whence tangible, tact, &c.).] 1. To
receive or accept, as something offered: cor-
relative to give, and opposed to refuse or
reject.

Take what lie gives, since to rebel is vain. Dryden.

Ah, take the imperfect gift I bring. Tennyson.

2. To grasp with the hand or with any instru-
ment; to get into one's hold or possession;
to acquire or assume possession of; to lay
hold of; to seize; to grasp.

I took by the throat the cireumcised dog.
And smote him, thus. Shak.

3. To seize or lay hold of and remove; to
carry off; to remove in general; to abstract;
to transfer; with /ro?;i, off. ttec, when the
person or place is mentioned ; as, to take a
l>erson's goods from him.
Then shall two be in the field; the one shall be

taken, and the other left. Mat. xxiv. 40.

You take my house when you do take the prop
That doth sustain my house. Shak.
Those we love first are taken first. Tennyson.

4. To catch suddenly, as by artifice or sur-
prise; to catch in a trap, snare, or the like;

to entrap; to ensnare; hence, to come sud-
denly or unexpectedly upon; to circumvent;
to surprise.

I have ta'en you napping. Shai.

Take us the foxes, the little foxes that spoil the
vines. Cant ii. 15.

Men in their loose unguarded hours they take.

Not that themselves are wise, but others weak. Pope.

5. To take prisoner; to capture; to catch.

Valentine, if he be ta'en, must die. Shak.

They entering ... on every side slew and took
three hundred Janizaries. Knoltes.

G. To obtain possession of by force of arms;
to cause to surrender or capitulate ; to con-
quer. ' And.IikeaSiiion. (aA-eanotherTroy.'
Shak,—7. To gain or secure the interest or
affection of; to captivate; to charm; to de-
light; to please; to attract; to allure.

Lust not after her beauty in thine heart ; neither let

her take thee with her eyelids. Prov, vi. 25.

The harmony . . .

Suspended hell, and took with ravishment
The thronging audience. Miltofi.

There was a something in those half-seen features
—a charm in the very »tadow that hung over their
imagined beautv—which took me more than all the
outshining loveliness of her companions. Moore.

S. To understand in any particular sense or
manner; to comprehend; to apprehend.
Why, now you take me ; these are rites

That grace love's days and crown his nights:
These are the motions I would see. B. yottson.

Give them one simple idea, and see that they take
it right and perfectly comprehend it. Locke.

9. To receive with good or ill will; to be
affected favourably or unfavourably by; to
feel concerning. ' Unless 1 took all patiently
I should not live.' Shak. ' How takes he my
death?" Shak. 'You must not take my
former sharpness ill.' Shak.~lO. To receive
in thought; to entertain in opinion; to look
upon as; to suppose; to regard; to consider;
as, this I take to be his motive : often wiUi
/or.
He was deceived, and i,o took that yiir virtue and

affection which was nothing but vice in disguise.

South.
So soft his tresses, fill'd with trickling pearl.
You'd doubt his sex, and take him/or a girl. Tate.

11. To avail one's self of; to employ; to use;
to occupy; as, to take precaution; to take
proper measures; to take tlie necessary steps
to secure success; to take counsel or advice;
to take warning.

Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat or
what ye shall drink. Mat. vi. 25.

This man always takes time, and ponders things
maturely before he passes his judgment. Watts.

12. To render necessary; to demand; to re-
quire: frequently used impersonally with it;

as, it takes three feet to make a yard; it takes
long study to make a ripe scholar; it takes so
much clath to make a coat.—13. To seize on;
tocatch; nottoletslip; nottoneglect. * We
must take the current when it serves.' Shak.
'Let's take the instant by the forward top.'

Shak. 'The next advantage will we take
throughly. ' Shak. —14. To choose and make
one's own; to select; to be in favour of; as,

to take a wife; to take a side. ' I take thee
for wife.' Shak.
The nicest eye could no distinction make
Where lay the advantage, or what side to take.

Dryden.
15. To have recourse to; to betake one's self
to; to turn to; as, to take shelter; to take a
different course.

Tigers and lions are not apt to take the water.
Sir M. Hale.

Observing still the motions of their flight.

What course they took. nryden.
He alone

To find where Adam sheltered, took his way. Milton.

16. To accept the promise, declaration, con-
ditions, &c., of; toclosewith; to hold respon-
sible.

Old as I am, I take thee at thy word,
And will to-morrow thank thee with my sword.

Dryden.
17. To form; to fix; to adopt. 'Kesolutiona
taken upon full debate. ' Clarendon. —18. To
put on; to assume; to pass into.

Take any shape but that, and my firm nen'es
Shall never tremble. Shak.

19. To receive and swallow, as food or drink;
as, he ^nA-esa heai'ty meal; will you take wine
with me? to take a pill or draught.
This is the fourteenth day that j-e have tarried and

continued fasting, having taken nothing. Wherefore
I pray you to take some meat. Acts xxvii. 33, 34,

20. To copy; to delineate; to draw; as, the por-
trait or landscape was beautifully takttt.

Onr phoenix queen was pourtrayed too so bright
Beauty alone could beauty take so right. Dryden.

21. To put into wiiting; to make a mark or
observation 01; memorandum of; to note
down; as. to take the prisoner's confession
or declaration ; the reporters took the speech

;

to take an inventory; to take a note.—22. To
seize; to attack; to fasten on; to smite; to
blast; to injure: said of a disease, malignant
influence, or the like. Shakspere has ' A fit

of madness ?ooA: him.' 'Being (aAr^u with the
cramp.' 'Old John of Gaunt is giievous
sick, suddenly taken.'— '^. To catch; to be
infected or seized with; as, to take a cold, a
fever, etc. 'As men ^afrediseasesoneof an-
other. ' Shak. —24. To receive, as any temper
or disposition of mind; to experience; to in-

dulge; to feel; to enjoy; as, (Shak.) 'Take
thou no scorn to wear the horn.' * Take pa-
tience.' 'Xow I have taken heart thou van-
isbest.' 'Take mercy on the poor souls.'

'Take comfort.' '1 should take a displea-

sure against you.'

Few are so wicked as to take delight

In crimes improfitable. Dryden.

Children . . . take a pride to behave themselves
prettily, perceiving themselves esteemed. Locke.

25. To bear or submit to without ill-will or
resentment; to endure; to tolerate; to put
up with. 'Won't you, then, take a jest?'

Spectator.

He met with such a reception as those 6nly descnre
who are content to take it. Sttii^.

26. To draw; to derive; to deduce.
The firm belief of a future judgment is the rao;t

Fate, far. fat,, fall; me. met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc- abune; y, Sc^f«y.
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forcible motive to a g;ood life, because taken from
this conskleration of the most lasting ha0jiness and
misery. Tillotson.

27. To enter into possession of by liiring,

renting, or leasing ; as, to take a house ; to

take a pew or a box for the year; to take a
farm.— -28. To conduct; to lead; to convey;
to transport; to carry; as, to take one home;
he was taken to prison; to be taken by rail-

way or steamer to London. ' Take the
stranger to my house, and with you take
the chain.' S/uxA:. — 29. Not to refuse or
balk at; to leap; toclear; as. that horse takes
hisfencesorhisditchesgallantly. 'Tocudgel
you and make you take the hatch.' SJiak.—
30. To place one's self in; to occupy: to sit

or stand in; as, take your places; take your
seats; the president took the chair at eight.

31. To deal; to give; to strike; te deliver,

as a cuff or blow. ' I will take thee a box
on the ear.' Shak.—Take, with the sense
of do, make, produce, obtain, use. Ac, is

often coupled with a noun, so that both
are equivalent to a single verb; as, to
take breath ; to take effect ; to take hold

;

to take leave ; to take the lil>erty ; to take
notice; and the like. —To take aback, to
surprise or astonish, especially in an abrupt,
disappointing, and unjileasaut way; to con-
fouud; as. his impudence took me fairly

aback. — To take advantage of, (a) to use
any advantage ottered by; to maife oppor-
tune use of and profit or benefit by; as,

to take advantage of the favouring breeze
or of the fine weather. (6) To catch or
seize by sui-prise or cunning ; to make use
of favourable circumstances to the preju-
dice of; as, to take the advantage of a per-
son's good-nature, weakness, contldence, or
the like. — To take adieu, to bid adieu or
farewell; to take leave. 'We took our last

arfifw.* Tennynon.—To take aim, to direct
the eye or weapon; to aim.

Cupid all ann'd ; a certain aim he tooJk

At a fair vestal throned by the west. Shai.

—To £aA:« air, to be divulged or made public;
to become known ; to be disclosed, as asecret
The cabal, however, began to take air from the

premature mutinous language of those concerned.
.Sir II'. Scot/.—To take the air, to take an airing, to walk,

drive, or stay in the open air for the sake of
the health— 7*0 take arms, or take upamu,
to commence war or hostilities. 'To take
anns against a sea of troubles, and,hy oppos-
ing, end them." Shak. — To take away, to
remove; to set aside; to make an end of.

If vre t'tkt aioay consciousness of pleasure and pain
it will be hard to Icnow wherein to place personal idea*
tity. Lockt.

By your own law I take your life envay. DryeUn.

—To take a ball, in cricket, to strike ordrire a
ball with the bat, au opposed to blockings or
stopping it, or the like

He blocked the doubtful lialls, mined the bad one*,
taak the j^ood ones, and sent them Dying to all pans of
the field. Dicktus,

—To take breath, to stop, as from labour or
exertion, in order to breathe or rest; to rest,

refresh, or recruit one's self after fatigue.

Before 1 proceed 1 would take&ome breath. Bacon.

—To take care, to be watchful, vigilant, or
careful; to be wary; to be thoughtful or cau-
tious; as, toAre care and l»e not deceived.

—

To
take care of, to hare the charge or care of; to
superintend; to keep wat4:h over; BA,iotake
care of ttne's health, property, or children.

. ies. thcfainnussecretaryofthe Trea-
I-. of King William, Queen Ann. and
sed to iay. /rt-tiffiir^iy the pence and

rnke care c/ \\\tmse\vc^ Ckesterjiel-i.

—T'l take chance, ot one's chance, toaubmitto
hazard; tu run the risk. ' You must take your
chance.' Shak. ' Wilt take thy chance with
me ?' Shak.—To take down. («) to bring or
remove from a higher to a lower place orposi-
tion; hence, to conquer; tohumble; t<^>abase.

Take dirwn their mettle, keep them lean and bare.
Drydeti.

Lacqueys were never so saacyand prajpnalical as
now, and fic should be glad lo see them taken <iirwn.

Addiion.
W) To swallow; as, to take down medicine.
(c) To pull down; to pull to pieces; U* re-

duce to separate parts ; as, to take down a
house, a clock, or the like, (d) To put in
miting; to write down; to record; as, to
take down a sermon in shorthand ; to take
down a visitor's address; to take down a
witness's statement. —To take earth, hi fox-
hunting, to escape into Its hole: said of the
fox; hence, /</. to hide or conceal one's self.

FoUow yonder feUow, and see where he takes earth.
Sir IK S£oU.

— To take effect, (a) to be efficacious; to have
the intended or natm-al effect or influence;
as, the poison took effect immediately, {b)

To come into operation or action ; as, the
law will not take effect till next year.

—

To
take farewell. Same as To take adieu or
To take leave. Tennyson.~To take the field,
to commence the operations of a campaign;
hence, ^^. to occupy or step into a position
of activity, as an opponent, rival, com-
petitor, ami the like.— To take fire, to be-
come ignited or inflamed; to begin to burn
or blaze ; hence, fig. to become highly ex-
cited, as with anger, love, enthusiasm, or
other strong feeling.

—

To takefrom,{a) to re-

move from, (fj) To subtract or deduct from;
as, to take three from six.—To take heart,
to become brave, courageous, or confident.

Footprints that perhaps another, . , .

Seeing, shall take /teart again. Lon£/ell<rw.

—To take to heart, to be keenly or deeply
affected by; to feel sensibly; as, to take a
reproach or disappointment to heart: he
to^jk the disgraceful exposure so much to

heart that he left the country.— T**^ take
heed, to be careful or cautious. * Take heed
lest passion sway thy judgment.' Milton.

Take heed what doom against yourself you give.
Dryden.

—To take heed to, to attend to with care.

I will take he^ to my ways, that I sin not with my
tongue. Ps. xxxix. i.

—To take hold, to seize; to grasp; to obtain
possession; to gain control or power over:
followed by of before the object; sometimes
ftirmerly ]jy on.

Pangs and sorrow shall take hold ofiiiKm. Is. xiJL 8.

Juc^ment cuid justice take hold on thee.

Job xxirvi. 17,

Horatio . . , will not let belief/o^ Ao^^him.
Shak.

Nor doth the general care take held on me. Shak.

—To take Aor«e, to mount and ride a Iiorse

or horses.

Then linger not. my lord ; away, take horse. Shak.

—To take in, (a) to receive, admit, or bring
into one's house, company, or the like; to en-
tertain.

I was 3 stranger, and ye took me in. Mat. xxv. 35,

(6) To inclose, fence, or reclaim, as land.

upon the sea-coast are parcels of land that would
pay well for the taking' in. Mortimer.

(c) To encompass or embrace; to comprise;
to Include; to comprehend.

This lore of our country takes in our fatntUes,
friends, and acquaintance. Addison.

(tf) To reduce or draw Into a less compass;
to make less in length or width; to con-
tract; to brail or furl, as a sail.

Mrs. Stanhope had been obliged to have every
one of her drcfses taken in from the effect of her
journey. TroUope.

(e) To give admission to; to allow to enter
or penetrate; as, a leaky ship take» in water.
(/)To receive into the mind or understand-
ing; to admit the truth of; as, we won't
take that story in.

Some genius can t.tke in a long train of proposi-
tions, ffat/s.

(y)t To win or gain by conquest; to cap-
ture. ' To take iti a town \vith gentle words.'
Shak. 'Mused of taking kmgdoms in.'

Shak.
Should a great beauty resolve to take tne in with

the aitiUery of her eyes, it would be as vain as for a
thief to set upon a new.robbed passenger.

SuekHrig'.

(h) To circumvent ; to cozen; to cheat ; to
deceive: as, he was completely taken in by
a sharper. [Colloq.] (t) To receive regu-
larly; to be a subscriber to, as a newspaper
or periodical.

He was in the habit of taking- in two Trench pro-
vincial newspapers. H'. Coiiins.

—To take in hand, to undertake to manage;
to attempt to execute.

Nothir^ would prosper that they took in hand.
CiarendoH.

—To take in vain, to use or utter unneces-
sarily, carelessly, or profanely, as an oath.

Thou shall not take the name of the Lord thy God
in Tiiin. Ex. xx. 7.

— To take leave, («) to bid farewell; to de-
part.

But how to /"a-i^ las! /eave of a\\ I loved?
Tennysoft.

(6) To permit to one's self; to use a certain

degree of license or liberty: as, 1 take leave

to deny that.

—

To take the liberty of, to take

liberties with. See Liberty.—To take no-
tice, (a) to regarvl or observe with atten-
tion; to watch carefully; to give some at-

tention to. (fc) To show by some act that

observation is made ; to make remark ; to
mention.
He took notice to his friends of the king's conduct.

j/^ohnson.

—To take oath, to swear judicially or with
solemnity. 'We take all oath of secrecy.'
Bacon.—To take oath of, to administer an
oath to. ' She, first taking an oath of tliera

for revenge.' Shak.~-To take off, (a) to re-
move or lift from the surface, outside or
top; as, to take off the clothes; to take off
one's hat or shoes. (6) To remove to a dif-

ferent place; to carry or transfer to another
place; as, take off the prisoner to jail; take
yourself off. (c) To remove or put an end to
so as to deprive one of. * Your power and
yourcommand is taken off.' Shak. 'Whose
life she had ffflVno^bypoison.' Shak. (rf)To
put to death ; to kill ; to make away with.
'Whose execution takes your enemy off.'

Shak. (e) To invalidate; to lessen or weaken;
to destroy.

This takes not oj/" the force of our former evidence.
Stil/in£^-?eet.

(f) To deduct" from; as, this sum is taken off
his salary; to take a penny off the income-
tax.
The justices decreed to takeoff^ halfpenny in a

(]uart from the price of ale. Swift.

(q) To withdraw; to withhold; to call or
draw away.
Keep foreij^ ideas from taking- offovii minds from

its present pursuit. Locke.

(A) To swallow; to drink out. ' The moment
a man takes off his glass.' Locke, {i) To
make a copy oV, to reproduce. ' Take off all

their models in wood.' Addison, (j) To
mimic; to imitate, as in ridicule; to per-
sonate; to caricature; to make game of; as,

the mimic takes off that proud strutting
fellow to the Ufe. (ft) To purchase; to take
in trade.

The Spaniards have no commodities that we will

take off. Locke.

(f) To find place for; to dispose of.

More are bred scholars than preferments can take
off. Bacon.

—To take on, or vpon, to undertake the
charge, performance, responsibility, &c., of;

to assume; to appropriate; to bear.

Ye take too much n/ou you. seeing ail the congre-
gation are holy. Num. xvi. 3.

The office

Becomes a woman best; I'll take't ufon me.
Ih-ydtn.

She loves me, ev'n to suffer for my sake

;

And OH herself would my refusal take. Dryden.

—To take order,i to exercise authority; to
take measures.— To take order wUh,i to
check; to restrain. 'He was taken order
with before it came to that' Bacon. —To
take oiU, (a) to remove from within a place,
or from a number of other things; as, to take
an iuvalid out for a walk; to take one out
of ditficulties. (6) To remove by cleansing
or the like; as, to take out a stain, a blot, or
the like, (c) To put away; to cause to be
no longer operative ; to put an end to; as,

to take the pride or nonsense ot(( of a young-
ster; to take the fighting or the strength out
of one ; running takes the wind out of him.
(d) To obtain or accept as an equivalent; as,

he took the amount of the debt out in goods.

(«) To procure for one's self; to get drawn
up and issued for one's own use; as, to take
out a patent, a summons, or the like.—To
take it out of a persoti, to exact or compel
satisfaction or an etiuivalent fntm him; as,

he pays him well, but takes it out of him in
liard work; he cheated me, but I took it

out of him in blows. — To take pains, to
use sill one's skill, care, and the like.—To
take part in, to share; to partake of; as,

take part in our rejoicing.— Take part with

,

to join or unite with.

—

To take one's part, to

espouse one's cause ; to defend one. — To
UUce place, (a) to happen; to come to pass;

as, the event took place a week ago; the per-

fonuance takes place at seven o'clock. (&)

To have effect; to prevail.

Where arms take place all other pleas are vam.
Drydfn,

—To take root, (a) to form or strike a root,

as a plant. 'Unwholesome weeds take root

with precious fiowers.' Shak. {b) To be-
come firmly fixed or established. 'I have
seen the foolish taking root' Job v. 3.— To
take stock. See Stock.—To take time, (a)

to act without haste or hurry, and with due
deliberation; hence, to be in no haste or
excitement; to be patient; to wait with
calmness; as, be cautious and take time.

(6) To require, demand, or necessitate a
portion or period of time ; as, it will take

some time to learn that.—To take tent, to

ch, e/ialn; 6h. Sc. \oeh: g, go; J. job; fi, Fr. ton; ng. sin?: til (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, a^ure.—See KBY
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take heed ; to be careful or cautious. Sir

W. Scott.—To take thought, to be solicitous

or anxious. ' Take no thought for your life.'

Mat. vi. 25.—To take up, (a) to lift; to raise.

'Take her up tenderly, lift her with care.'

Hood. (6) To obtain on credit.

Men. for want of due payment, are forced to taie

uP the necessaries of life at almost double value.
'^

Sivift.

(c) To begin.

They shall take up a lamentation for thee.

Ezek. xxvi. 17.

(rf) To bring or gather together; to fasten or

bind ; as, to take up the ravelled threads,

(e) To begin where another left off; to keep
up in continuous succession.

Soon as the evening shades prevail,

The moon takes up the wondrous tale.

Addison.

(/) To preoccupy; to occupy; to engross; to

engage; to employ. 'Religion takes up his

whole time.' Locke. 'The place is taken

up before.' Diyden. ' The buildings about
took up the whole space.' Sir W. Temple.
' Princes were taken up with wars.' Sir W.
Temple. ' An artist now taken up with this

invention.' Addison, (o') To seize; to catch;

to arrest; as, to take up a thief or a vaga-

bond. 'I was taken up for laying them
down.' Shak. (A) To answer by reproof;

to reprimand.
One of his relations took him tip roundly for stoop-

ing so much below the dijjnity of his profession.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

(i) To carry on or manage; to undertake; to

charge one's self with ; as, to take up a

friend's cause or quarrel. (J) To arrange or

settle; to bring to an end.
* Let him let the matter slip, and I'll give him my

horse.' . . . 'I have his horse to /'rt-*^«/ the quarrel.'

(k) To believe; to admit. 'The ancients

took up experiments on credit.' Bacon. (I)

To enter upon; to adopt. 'Lewis Baboon
had taken up the trade of clothier.' Ar-
btithnot. (m) To pay and receive ; as, to

take up a bill or note at the bank.—T'o take

up arms. Same as To take arms.—To take

upon. Same as To take on.—To take with,

(a) to accept or have as a companion; as, he
took his brother with him on a journey or

in a partnership, (h) To be clear and ex-

plicit, as with another person, so that he
can follow and understand. 'Soft! take me
ivith yow..' Shak.

Talce(tak),y.i. l.Tomove or direct the course;

to resort to or to attach one's self ; to be-

take one's self; as, the fox being hard
pressed, took to the hedge.

The defluxion taking to his breast, wasted his

lungs. Bacon.

2. To gain reception; to please; as, the play
will not take unless it is set off with proper
scenes.

Each wit may praise it for his own dear sake.

And hint he writ it, if the thing should take.
Addison.

3. To have the intended or natural effect.

In impressions from mind to mind, the impression
taketh. Bacon.

4. To catch; to fix or be fixed; as, he was
inoculated, but the infection did not take.

6. To admit of being represented in a photo-
graph; to admit of a picture being made; to

have the quality of being capable of being
photographed; to have the quality of com-
ing out; as, my face does not take well.

—

To
take after, (a) to learn to follow; to copy;
to imitate; as, he takes after a good pat-
tern. (&) To resemble; as, the son takes after
his father.— 2'o take from, to derogate or
detract from.

It tai:es not from you that you were born with
principles of generosity. Dryden.

—To take on, (a) to be violently affected; to
grieve ; to mourn ; to fret ; as, the child
takes on at a great rate, (b) To assume a
character; to act a part. ' I take not 071 me
here as physician.' Shak.—To take to, (a) to
become fond of; to become attached to; as,

to take to books; to take to evil practices.

If he does but take to you, . . . you will contract
a great friendship with him. B. U'alpoU.

(6) To resort to; to betake to.

Men of learning who take to business, discharge it

generally with greater honesty than men of the world.
Addison.—To take up, (a) to stop.

Sinners at last take up and settle m a contempt of
all religion. Tillotson.

(&)t To reform.
This rational thought wrought so effectually, that

it made him /fi^f»/^, and from that time prove a good
husband. Locke.

—To take up with, (a) to be contented to

receive ; to receive without opposition ; to

put up with; as, to take up with plain fare.

In affairs which may have an extensive influence

on our future happiness, we should not take up 7vith

probabilities. O-'atts.

(6) To lodge with; to dwell with; to associate

with.

—To take with, to please; to be favourably
regarded by.

Our gracious master is a precedent to his own sub-

jects, and seasonable mementos may be useful; and,
being discreetly used, cannot but take well -zvith him.

Bacon.

Take (tak), n. 1. The quantity of anything
taken or received; receipts; catch, especially

the quantity of fish taken at one haul or
catch or upon one cruise.

They (ladies holding stalls at a charity bazaar)
make merchandise oftheir smiles, and drive a roaring
trade in their cartes-de--visite and autographs, with
miserable little coat bouquets made up and fastened
in by their own hands, and sold at prices more hke
the current rates of El Dorado than of London ; so

that their take soon swells beyond their neighbours'
and rivals? Saturday Rev.

2. In pyrinting, the quantity of copy taken in

hand by a compositor at one time.

Take-in (tak-in'), n. 1. A fraud; a cheating
act; imposition. [Colloq.]

The correspondent, however, views the whole per-

formance as a take-ill. Saturday Rev,

% The party cheating. [Colloq.]

Takel,t ". [See Tackle.] An arrow. Chau-
cer.

Taken (tak^n), pp. of take.

Take-off (tak'of), n. An imitation of a per-
son, especially by way of caricature. [Colloq]
Taker (tak'6r), n. 1. One that takes or re-

ceives; one who catches or apprehends; one
that subdues and causes to surrender ; as,

the taker of captives or of a city. Specifl-

cally—2. One who takes a bet.

(The reputation of the horse) made the betting

5 to 4 on him; but takers were not wanting, calculat-

mg on the horse's truly Satanic temper. Lawrence.

Taking (tak'ing), p. and a. 1. AUuiing;
attracting; engaging; pleasing. 'Subtile in

making his temptations most taking.' Ful-
ler.— 2. Infectious; catching; as, the itch is

very taking. [Colloq.]

Come not near me.
For I am yet too taking for your company.

Beau, &• Ft.

Taking (tak'ing). n. 1. The act of gaining
possession; a seizing; seizure; apprehension.
2. Agitation; distress of mind.
What a taking was he in,

asked what was in the basket.
when your husband

Shak,

S.t Malignant influence.

Bless thee from whirlwinds, star-blasting, and
taking. Shak.

Takingly (tak'ing-li), adv. In a taking or
attractive manner. 'So I shall discourse in
some sort takingly.' Beau, d: Ft.

Takingness (tak'ing-nes), n. The quality
of pleasing or of being engaging. 'Com-
plaisance and takingness.' Jer. Taylor.

Taky ( tak'i ), a. Capable of taking, capti-

vatnig, or charming; designed to attract
notice and please; taking; attractive. [Slang
or colloq.]

He now proceeded to perform by one great effort

those two difficult and delicate operations in art,

technically described as putting in taky touches, and
bringing in bits of effect, //-'. Collins.

Talapoin, Telapoln (tal'a-poin, tel'a-poin),

n. 1. The title, in Siam, of a priest of Fo

;

a bonze. 'Oriental mullah, bonze, or tala-

poin.' Carltjle—2. A species of monkey,
the Cercopithecus tala-

poin.

Talaria (ta-la'ri-a), n. pi.

[L] The small wings
attached to the ankles of

Hermes or Mercury in

representations of this

deity. They sometimes
appear as growing from
the ankle, more com-
monly aa attached to
sandals, one on each side
of each ankle.

Talbot (tfil'bot), n. tPi'obably from the
Talbot family, who bear the figure of a dog
in tlieir coat of arms,] A kind of hound,
and probably the oldest of our slow-hounds.
He had a broad mouth, very deep chops,
very long and large pendulous ears, was
fine coated and usually pure white. This
was the hound formerly known as St.

Hubert's breed, and it is probably the origin

of the bloodhound.

Talaria.

Talbot3rpe (tal'bo-tip), n. A photographic
process invented by H. Fox Talbot, in which
paper, prepared in a particular manner, is

used instead of the silvered plates of Da-
gueiTe. Called also Calotype (which see).

Talc (talk), n. [Fr. talci Sp. and Pg. talco,

from Ar. talq, t ilc] A magnesian mineral,
consisting of broad, fiat, smooth lamina; or
plates, unctuous to tlie touch, of a shining
lustre, translucent, and often transparent
when in very thin plates. By the action of
fire the lamina: open a little, tlie fragment
swells, and the extremities are with diffi-

culty fused into a white enamel. When
rubbed with resin talc acquires positive

electricity. Its prevailing colours are white,
apple-green, and yellow. There are three
principal varieties of talc, common, earthy,

and indurated. Talc is a silicate of mag-
nesium, with small quantities of potash,
alumina, oxide of iron, and water. It ia

used in many parts of India and China as

a substitute for window-glass; indurated
talc is used for tracing lines on wood, cloth,

&c., instead of chalk. Talc is met with in

several parts of Scotland, chiefly in connec-
tion with sei-pentine, and on the Continent.
Several varieties are found in India and
Ceylon. -Oti of talc, a name given by old
writers to an alchemical nostrum famous as

a cosmetic, considered as a substitute for

and superior to ceruse. It was given out to

be prepared from talc by calcination and
other processes, and it is probable that the
unctuous feel of that mineral may have in-

duced the belief that it contained an oil.

He should have brought me some fresh oil of talc.

These ceruses are common. Massinger.

TalCite (tal'slt), 71. In mineral, same as
Nacrite (which see).

Talcky, Talcy (talk'i), a. Same as Talcose.

Talcose, Talcous (talk'os, talk'us), a. Like
talc; consisting of talc; containing talc.

—

Talcose granite. See Protogese.— Trtfco^e

rocks, rocks resembhng the micaceous 1 ocks,

and comprising chlorite-slate, talc-slate, and
serpentine.

Talc-SCMst ( talk'shist ), n. In mineral, a
schistose metamorphic rock, consisting of

quartz and talc, foliated and more or less

crumpled, and having a greasy or soapy feel.

It is commonly associated with mica-schist,

serpentine, and steatite.

Talc-slate (talk'slat), n. A talcose rock,

consisting of talc and quartz arranged in

laminse.

Tale (tal), n. [Two words closely akin in

origin seera to be mixed up here, one mean-
ing speech, talk, &c., the other number,
reckoning; A. Sax. tale, tain, speech, voice,

talk, a tale, and t<xl, tal, reckoning, number;
comp. Icel. tal, talk, conversation, a num-
ber, tala, a speech, a number, and as verb
to speak, to talk; Dan. tal, number, tale,

speech, talk, discourse, also to talk; D. tal,

number, taal, language, speech, G. zahl,

number; from the stem of talk, tell] 1. That
which is told; as, (a) an oral relation; hence,
anything disclosed; information.

We spend our years as a tale that is told. Ps. xc. 9,

Every tongue brings in a several tale.

And every tale condemns me for a villain. Shak.

I can tell thee pretty tales of the duke. Shak.

(b) A narrative, oral or written, in prose or

verse, of events that have really happened
or are imagined to have happened ; a short

story, true or fictitious; as, a winter's tale;

a tale of woe.

Ay me ! for aught that I could ever read.
Could ever hear by tale or history.

The course of true love never did run smooth.
Shak.

2. A number or quantity told, reckoned,
estimated, or set down; especially.a reckon-

ing by counting or numbering; an enumer-
ation ; a number reckoned or stated. ' The
ignorant, who measure by tale, not weight.'

Hooker. 'She takes the tale of all the lambs.'

Dryden,
Money being the common scale

Of things by measure, weight, and ia/e.

Hudibras.

This is almost certainly the meaning in

Milton's—
And every shepherd tells his tale

Under the hawthorn in tlie dale. L'Allegro, 67, 68.

where the poet is speaking of the various

sights and sounds characteristic of morning.

3, t In la\c, a count or declaration, —/iw tale

is told, fig. his race is nin; it is all over with
him; he is no more. W. H. Aimicorth.—
—Desperate tale. See extract.

Much in the same way Henry discharged Wolsey's
obligations, when he seized the cardinal's property,

paying off the unfortunate debtors by 'desperate

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; , Sc. abune; >', Sc. fey.
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tales;' that is, by bonds due to the crown, but long
since abandoned as hopeless—a method of paying
good debts by bad ones; a stroke of finance more to
Be admired than imitated. Quart. Rev.

Tale+ (tal), I'.i. To tell stories. Gower.
Tale (t;U). n. Same as Tael (which see).

Talebearer (tal'bar-^r), n. A person who
ofliciuusly tells tales likely to breed mischief;
cue who carries stories and makes mischief
in society by his ofticiousuess.

Where there is no taiebearer, the strife ceaseth.
Prov. xxvi. 20.

Talebearing (tal' baring), a. Otficiously
conimuiiiLating information.
Talebearing (tarbar-ing). n. The act of
spreading tales officiously; communication
of secrets maliciously.

Timothy was extremely officious about their mis-
tress's person, endeavounng by flattery and ta/ebear-
ing, to set her against the rest of the servants.

Arbuthnot.

Taled (ta'led), n. A sort of habit worn by
tlie Jews, especially when praying in the
synagogue.
Taleful (tarf^l), a. Abounding with stories.

The cottage hind . . , taU/ul there
Recuunrs Tiis simple frolic. Thomson.

Talegalla (ta-Ie-gal'la), 71. [Native name]
A genus of rasorial birds, the species of which
are natives of Australia and New Guinea.
The best known is the Brwth-turkey (which
see).

Tale-masterl (tal'master), n. The author
or originator of a tale.

1 tell you my tale and my iitiefnaster. Fuller.

Taleil,t pres. tense pi. of tale, v.i. Chaucer.
Talent (tal'ent), a. [Kr talent, L. talentum.
from Gr. talauton. a thing weighed, a bal-
ance, from ol>8. talao, to Ijear. kindred with
Skr. tulA, a balance, from tul, to lift up, to
raise up; a root which appearsal&o in L. tollo,

ttili, to liftup: Goth, thuia, and OE. and Sc.

thoU, to bear, to suffer.] 1. The name of a
weight and denomination of money among
the ancient Greeks, and also applied by
Greek writers and their translators to va-
rious standard weights and denominations
of money of different nations ; the weiglit
and value differing in the various nations
and at various times The Attic talent as
a weight contained (W Attic mime, or 60<>j

Attic drachmie, e<i«al to 5*3 lbs. 11 oz. Eng-
lish troy weight. As a denomination of
silver money it was ojiial to t*243, 15*. The
great talent of the Romans is computed to
be equal to *;09. O. M. sterling, and the
little talent to i::75 sterling. A Hebrew weight
and denomination of money, equivalent to
3000 shekel.^, also receives this name. As a
weight, therefore, it was e<iiial to alwut
93] lbs. avoirdupois; as a denomination of
silver it has been variously estimated at
from £310 to £3tHJ, the higher value being
that given by the latest authorities.—2. A
gift, endowment, or faculty ; some peculiar
faculty, ability, or qualification natural or
acquired. ' Wit, knowledge, or any other
taUnt whatsoever,' Addison.

He is chiefly to be considered in his three different
taients, as a critic, a satirist, and a writer of odes.

Dryden.
The most necessary talent, therefore, in a man of

conversatifin, which is what wc ordinarily intend by
a fine gentleman, is a good Judgment. Steele.

3, Mental endowments or capacities of a su-
perior kind; gei>eral mental power: used in
this sense either in singular or in plural; a.%

a man of taunts; a man of great talent. This
and the previous ap])lication of the word are
probably liorrowed from the Scriptural par-
able of the talents. Mat xxv. 'ITie aristo-
cracy of talent.' Coleridge. 'All the real
talent and resolution in England.' Hiiskin.

Like other men oi talent, Fjclditig was unfortunate.
Sir It'. Scott.

Mis talents, his accomplishments, his graceful man-
ners in-ide liim generally popular. MncauLxy.

4. t Quality; character; characteristic.
Lord R.ike and I^rd Foplington give you theil

talent in their title. yeremy Collier,

5.t Disposition; inclination.
Though the nation generally was without any ill

talent to the church in doctrine or discipUne, yet tney
were not without a jealousy that popery was not
enough discountenanced. Clarendon.

C.t Desire; affection; will. Chaucer.—Ability,
Capacity, Talent. See ABILITY. — (rentw*.
Abilitiex. Talents, &c. See Genics.
Talented (tal'ent-ed). a. l-'uniished with
tiilents or great mental powers; possessing
talents or endowments [This word, as
shown by the first quotation below, was
introduced long ago. but seems not to have
been In common use till quite recent times.

Coleridge and others have strongly objected
to it (the former calling it 'a vile and bar-
barous vocable"), but without any good
reason. The chief objection to it has been
that it is a 'pseudo-participle,' a participle
without a verb corresponding to it, but
there are many words of exactly analogous
formation in quite good usage; comp, gifted,
lettered, turreted, booted, bearded, slippered,
landed, &c. Mr. Fitzcdward Hall instances
outtalented and untalented from Richard-
son.]

What a miserable and restless thing ambition is,

when one talented but as a common person, yet, by
the favour of his prince, hath gotten that interest,
that in a sort all the keys of England hang at his
girdle. W^/. .Ii'l'pt{i$62-i622).

The way in which talented and many of its fellows
were once frequently used shows that these words,
to the consciousness of our ancestors, began with
being strictly participles. At present they nave the
function of participial adjectives: and, what between
their distinctive termination and their history, they
are, therefore, to be considered, on scientific prin-
ciples, as developments from ideal verbs. The
analogy on which they arc formed is, further, so well
established, that, whatever Coleridge dogmatized in
his haste, ' mere convenience ' is quite ground enough
to justify us in coining terms on the same model
whenever they may be really required.

Fitsedward Hall.
Tale-piet, Tale-pyet (tal'pl-et), n. [From
Sc. piet, a magpie, because of its chattering.]
A tell-tale; a tale-bearer. [Scotch.]

Never mind me, sir— I am no tale-pyet; but there
are mair een in the world than mine. Sir K'. Scott

Tales (ta'lez), n. pi. [L. talis, pi. tales.] In
late, persons of like reputation or standing;
persons in the court from whom the sheriff
or his clerk makes selections to supply the
place of jurors who have been impannelled
but are not in attendance. It is the first

word of the Latin sentence (tales de circum-
stantibus) which provides for this contin-
gency. — To pray a tales, to pray that the
number of jurymen may be completed.

It was discovered that only ten special jurymen
were present. Upon this. Mr. Sergeant Biizfuz
frayeit a tales; the gentleman in black then pro-
ceeded to press into the special jury two of the com-
mon jurymen. Dickens,

— Tales book, a book containing the names
of such as are admitted of the tales.

Talesman (ta'lez-man). n. In law, a. person
sumi)n>ned to act as a juror from among the
bystanders in open court.

Taleteller (tal'tel-^r). n. One who tells tales
or stories; specifically, one who tells mali-
cious or ortlcious tales; a talebearer.
Tale -Wise (tal'wlz), a. Being in the man-
ner of a tale.

Tale-Wise (tarwiz). adv. In the manner of
a talc IT .story.

TallacoUan (tan-a-ko'shi-an). a. Of, per-
taining, or relating to Taliacotius or Taglia-
cozzi, professor of anatomy and surgery at
Bologna towards the end of the sixteenth
century.

—

Taliticotixin ftperation. Same as
iihinoplastic Operation.

Tallatlont (tal i-ashonX n. [See Talion]
.\ return of like for like.

Tallera, Talllera Palm (tal-i-e'ra, tal-i-e'ra

pam), n. The Conjpfia Taliera. an elegant
stately species of palm inhabiting Bengal,
allied to the taliput. It has gigantic fan-
shafted leaves, which are used by the natives
of India to write upon with their steel stiles,

and for other purposes.
Tallngt (taring), ». story-telling. Chaucer.
Talion (ta'li-on), n. [Kr. talion, L. talio,

from talis, such.] The law of retaliation,
according to which the punishment inflicted

is the same in kind and dejrree as the injury,
as an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, &c.
This mode of punishment was established
by the Mosaic law. Lev. xxiv. 20.

Crimes not capital were punished by fines, fiagel-
lation, and the law o( talion, eye for eye.

Dr. A. Geddes.

Talipat (tal'i-pat), n. See Taliput.
Talipes (tal'i-pes), n. [L. talus, an ankle,
and pes, a foot] The disease called Club-
foot.

Taliput. Tallput-tree (tali-nut, tal'i-put-

tre), n. [Singhalese name. ) The great fan-
palm (Corypha umbra cidi/era), a native of
India, Ceylon, Ac. The straight cylindrical
trunk, which rises sometimes to the height
of 70 or even 100 feet, is crowned with a
tuft of enormous fan-like leaves, usually
about 18 feet long and 14 feet broad, com-
posed of from 90 to 100 radiating segments
plaited like a fan till near the extremity.
Those leaves are used for covering houses,
making umbrellas, fans, and frequently used
as a substitute for writing-paper. At the
age of thirty or forty years or more the tree

flowers, and after producing fruit generally
dies. The flower-spike, 30 feet high and
covered with white blossoms, is a beautiful
object.

Taliput {Cotypha nmbraculifera).

Talisman (tal'is-nan), n. [Fr. and Sp. talis-
man', Ar. telsam, pi. telsanuln, a magical
figure, a horoscope, from Byzantine Gr. tel-

esma, incantation, Gr. teleo, to perform, to
accomplish, from telos, an end.] 1. A charm
consisting of a magical figure cut orengraved
under certain superstitious observances of
the configuration of the heavens; the seal,
figure, character, or image of a heavenly
sign, constellation, or planet engraven on a
sympathetic stone, or on a metal corre-
sponding to the star, in order to receive its

influence- The word is also used in a wider
sense and as equivalent to amulet. The talis-

man is supposed to exercise extraordinary
influences over the bearer, especially in
averting evils, as disease, sudden death, and
the like. Hence— 2. Something that pro-
duces extraordinary effects; an amulet; t.

charm; as, a talisman to destroy diseases.
Tallsmanic, Talismanical (tal-is-mau'ik,
tal-is-man'ik-al), a. Having the properties
of a talisman, or preservative against evils
by secret influence; magical.
The figure of a heart bleeding upon an altar, or

held in the hand of a cupid, has always been looked
upon as talismanic in dresses of this nature.

Addison.
Talismanist (tal'is-man-ist), n. One who
uses a talisman or deals with talismans.
Defoe.

Talk(tftk), v.i. [A word related to tale, tell,

in much the same way as etalk to steal, haik
to hear, and walk to G. wallen. See Talk,
Tei L, ] 1. To utter words ; to speak ; as. to
talk inone's sleep; thecbild can (a/fralreaiiy.

What, canst thou/a/* ) quoth she, hast tliou a tongue?
Sha/k.

2. More especially, to converse familiarly

;

to speak, as in familiar discourse, when two
or more persons interchange thoughts; to
hold converse.

I will buy with you. sell with you, talk with you,
but I will not eat with you. Shak.

3. To speak incessantly or impertinently; to
prate; to prattle; to babble.

A good old man, sir ; he will be tainting: Shak.

4. To confer; to reason.

Let me talk with thee of thy judgments. Jer. xii. i.

5. To give an account; to mention; to tell

;

to connnunicate by writing, by signs, or by
words not necessarily spoken.
The natural histories of Switzerland talk much of

the fall of these rocks, and the great damage done.
Addison.—To talk to, to advise or exhort ; to remon-

strate with; to reprove gently; as, I will talk
to my son respecting his conduct.— 3V> talk
/rout the point, subject, &c., to direct ones
marks or speech from the matter under
consideration ; to wander from in speakin;;
from the topic in discussion.

Talking front the point, he drew him in . . ,

Until tliey closed a barg.iin. Tennyson,

— To talk to the point, subject, &c., to con-
fine one's remarks to the matter in hand

;

to keep to the required subject— S^^taA,

Talk. Sec Speak.
Talk (tftk), v.t 1. To use as a means of con-
versation or communication ; to speak ; as,

cb, cAain; Ch, Sc. locA; g, ^o; j, ;ob; h, ¥r. ton; ag, simj; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, 'j?ig; v.h, wAig; zh, azure.—See K:;r.
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to talk French or German.—2. To speak; to

utter; as, to talk treason; to talk nonsense.
' You that talked tlie trash tliat made me
sick.' Tennyson. —Z. To pass or spend in

talkinj^: with away; as, to talk aivay an
evening. - 4. To intluence by talking; to have
a certain effect on by talking : witli words
expressive of the effect. ' Talk thy tongue
weary;' 'TaiAr us to silence;' 'Talk him out
of patience;' 'They would (a^Ar themselves
mad.' 5AaA.—Hence the phrases, to talk one
down = to silence one with incessant talk

;

to talk one out of = to dissuade one from,

as a plan, project, &c.; to talk one over=to
gain one by pei-suasion ; to talk one tip to-
to persuade one to undertake.—To talk over,

to talk about ; to deliberate upon ; to dis-

cuss. 'Sat and eat, aud talked old matters
over.' Tennyson.
Talk (tuk), n. 1. Familiar conversation;
mutual discourse; that which is uttered by
one person in familiar conversation, or the

mutual converse of two or more.

Should a man full of tz/i be justified? Job xi. 2.

In various (a/i th' instructive hours they pasL Po^e.

2. Report; rumour.
I hear a fti/.4 up and down of raising money. Locke.

3. Subject of discourse; as, this noble achieve-
ment is the talk of the whole town.

And what delight to be by such extolled,

To live upon their tongues and be their talk t

Milton.

4. A more or less formal or public discussion

held by a body of men, or by two opposing
parties concerning matters of mutual inter-

est; a negotiation; a conference; a palaver.

Syn. Conversation, colloquy, discourse, chat,

dialogue, conference, communication.
Talkt (talk), n. Talc.

Talkative (t9,k'a-tiv), a. [This is a hybrid
word, Kuglish with a Latin termination. See
Starvation. J Incliiied to talk or converse;
ready or apt to engage in conversation

;

freely communicative; chatty.

If I have held you over long, lay hardly the fault

upon my old age, which in its disposition is talkative.
Sir P. Sidney.

— Talkative, Loquacious, Garrulous. Talk-
ative is said of a person who is in the habit
of speaking frequently, without, however,
necessarily implying that much is said at
once; tlms, a lively child may be talkative.

A loquacious person is one who has this

inclination with a greater flow of words.
Garrulous is the word applied to old age,
and implies feeble, prosy, continuous talk,

with needless repetitions and tiresome ex-

planation of details. The subject of a gar-
rulous person's talk is generally himself aud
his own affairs.

TaUcatively (tak'a-tiv-Ii), adv. In a talka-
tive manner.
Talkativeness (tak'a-tiv-nes), n. The qua-
lity of being talkative; loquacity; garrulity.

Learned women have lost all credit by their im-
pertinent taikativeness and conceit. Swift.

Talker (tflk'fir). n. 1. One who talks ; also,

a loquacious person; a prattler.

If it were desirable to have a child a mere brisk
talker, ways might be found to make him so. Locke.

2. A boaster; a braggart.

The greatest talkers in the days of peace have
been the most pusillanimous in the day of temptation.

yer. Taylor,

Talking (tj>k'ing), a. \. Given to talking;
garrulous; loquacious.

The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade,
For talking age and whispering lovers made.

Goldsmith.
2. Having the power of speech or of uttering
words ; as, a talking parrot.

Talky (talk'i), a. Talcky (which see).

The talky flakes in the strata were all formed be-
fore the subsidence, along with the sand.

lyoodward.
Tall (tfll), a. [Probably from W. tdl, tall,
towering, whence talAu, to make high, to
grow tall, taldad, to elevate, to grow tall.]

1. High in stature; long and compara-
tively slender : applied to a person or to a
standing tree, mast, pole, or other erect
object of which the diameter is small in
proportion to the height. Hence we speak
of a tall man, a tall pine, a tall steeple,
but not of a tall house, a tall mountain.
•Cat down the tall cedar trees.' 2 Ki. xix.

23. ' Two of far noljler shape, erect and tall.

'

Milton. 'Some («ii tower.' Young. 'His
own children tall and beautiful.' Tennyson.
2. Having height, whether great or small,
without reference to comparison or relation.
* Bring me word how tall she is.' Shak.—

3. t Sturdy; lusty; bold; spirited ; courageous.
* Good soldiers aud tall fellows.' Shak.

No, by this hand, sir.

AVe fought like honest and tall men. Beau. &• Fl.

Thy spirits are most tall. Beau. &• Fl.

Shakapere speaks of a tall vian of his

hands, for which phrase see under Hand. —
4. As an American colloquialism, («) great

;

excellent; fine; remarkable; as. a tall tight;

tall walking; a tall spree, {b) Extravagant;
bombastic; as, tall talk. The word was for-

merly used with somewhat similar meanings
in England; thus Bentley has 'So tall a
coniiilinient to Cicero.'

Tallage, Talliage (tal'aj, tal'i-aj), n. [Writ>
ten also tallage, taillage, from Fr. tailler,

to cut off. See Retail.] A term formerly
applied to subsidies or taxes of every kind,
but denoting, in its more proper and re-

stricted sense, those taxes to which, under
the Anglo-Norman kings, the demesne lands
of the crown and all the royal towns were
subject. These taxes were more rigorous
and arbitrary than those Imposed on the
gentry.

Impositions on merchandise at the ports could no
more be levied by the royal prerogative after its

enactment, than internal taxes upon landed or move-
able property, known in that age by the appellations
of aias and tallages. Hallani.

Tallages, however arbitrary, were never paid by
the barons or freeholders, nor by their tenants.

Hallain.

Tallage (tal'aj), v.t. To lay an impost upon;
to cause to pay tallage.

Tallagert (taraj-6r), n. A tax or toll ga-
therer.

Tallet, TaJlot (tal'et, tal'ot), n. [Said to be
acoiTui)tion of prov. t' hay-loft.] A hay-loft.

Sat. Rev [Provincial English.] Written
also TalUt, Tallat.

Talllcoonall - Oil (tal-i-kb'na-oil), n. The
oil procured from the seeds of the Carapa
Touloucouiia or C. guineensia, a tree grow-
ing in Sierra Leone. It is also known by the
name of Kundah-oil, and is much esteemed
as an anthelmintic.
Tallier (tarii-6r), n. One who keeps a tally.

Tallit (tal'it), n. See Tallet.
Tallness (tal'nes), n. The state or quality
of being tali; heiglit of stature. 'A hideous
giant, . . . that with his (aiinesi- seemed to

threat the sky." Spenser.
Tallow (tallo), n. [Same word as Dan. Sw.
and G. talg, Icel. ttilg, D. talk, tallow; comp.
Goth tulgus, firm. ] The harder and less

fusible fats melted and separated from the
fibrous or membranous matter which is natu-
rally mixed with them. These fats are
mostly of animal origin, the most common
being derived from sheep and oxen. When
pm'e, animal tallow is white and nearly
tasteless ; but the tallow of commerce usually
has a yellow tinge. All the different kinds
of tallow consist chiefly of steai-in, palmitin.

and olein. In commerce tallow is divided
into various kinds according to Its qualities,

of which the best are used for the manu-
facture of candles, and the inferior for

making soap, dressing leather, greasing ma-
ciiinery, and several other purposes. It is

imported in large (luantities from Russia.

—

Mineral talloio. Tlie same as Ilatchetine
(wiiich see).— Vegetable tallow, a kind of fat

resembling tallow obtained from various
plants, as from the fruit of plants of the
order Dipteraceee.

Tallow (tal'lo), v.t. 1. To grease or smear
with tallow.—2. To fatten; to cause to have
a large quantity of tallow; as, to talloio

sheep.

Tallow-candle (tal'lo-kan-dl), n. A candle
made of talloiv.

Tallow -catch (tal'Io-kach), n. A tallow-
keech. * Thou whoreson, obscene, greasy
tallow-catch. ' Shak.
Tallow-chandler (tari6-chand-16r), n. [See
Chandler.] One whose occupation is to

make, or to make and sell tallow candles.

Tallow - chandlery (tal'lo-chand-ler-i), n.

1. The business or occupation of a tallow-
chandler. —2. The place where a tallow-
chandler carries on his business.

Tallower (tari6-6r), n. 1. A tallow-chand-
ler.— 2. .\n animal disposed to form tallow
internally.

Tallow-face (tal'ld-fas), n. One of a sickly,

pule complexion. Shak.
Tallow-faced (tal'lo-fast). a. Having a
sirkly complexion; pale. Burton.
Tallow-grease (tal'lo-gres). n. Tallow, es-

pei;ially candle-fat. [Familiar and local.]

Tallowing (taPio-ing), 71. The act, practice,

or art of causing animals to gather tallow,

or the property in animals of forming tallow
internally.

Tallowlsh (tal'lo-ish), a. Having the pro-
]»erties or nature of tallow; resembling tal-

low.

TallOW-keech (tal'lo-kech),n. [See KEECH.]
A mass of tallow rolled up into a lump for
the tallow-chandler. Also called Tallow-
catch.

Tallow-tree (tal'lo-tre), n. The name given
in different parts of the world to trees of
different kinds, which produce a tliick oil

or vegetable tallow, capable of being used
for making candles. The tallow -tree of
Malabar is Vateria indiea, nat. order Dip-
teracepe, that of China, Stillingia sebifera,
nat. order Euphorbiacea;, and that of Sierra
Leone, Pentadesma butyracea, nat. order
Guttifene.

TaUowy (tal'lo-i), a. Greasy; having the
(luulities of tallow.

Tallwood (tal'wyd), n. [Tall is from Fr.
taille, a cut, a cutting.] Firewood cut in
billets of a certain length. Calttirop.

Tally (talli), n. [Fr. taille, a tally, a cut, a
cutting, from tailler, to cut. See Retail.)
1. A piece of wood on which notches or
scores are cut, as the marks of number. In
purchasing and selling It was customary for
traders to have two sticks, or one stick cleft

into two parts, and to mark with scores or
notches on each the number or quantity of
goods delivered, or what was due between
debtor aud creditor, the seller or creditor
keeping one stick, and tlie purchaser or
debtor the other. Before the use of writing,
or before writing became general, this or
something like it was the usual methotl of
keeping accounts. In the exchequer tallies

were formerly used, which answered the
purpose of receipts as well as simple records
of matters of account. Hence the origin of
exchequer bills. In former times of finan-
cial difficulty, from the period of the Nor-
man conquest the practice had been to
issue exchequer tallies. An exchequer tally
was an accoimt of a sum of money lent to
the government, or of a sum for which the
goverinnent would be responsible. The tally

itself consisted of a squared rod of hazel or
other wood, having on one side notches,
indicating the sum for which the tally was
an acknowledgment. On two other sides
opposite to each other, the amount of the
sum, the name of the payer, and the date of
the transaction, were written by an otticer

called the writer of the tallies. This being
done the rod was then cleft longitudinally
in such a manner that each piece retained
one of the written sides, and one half of
every notch cut in the tally. One of these
parts, the counterstock, was kept in tlie ex-
chequer, and the other, the stock, only
issued. When the part issued was returned
to the exchequer {usually in payment of
taxes) the two parts were compared, as a
check against fraudulent imitation. This
ancient system was abolished by 25 Geo.
III. Ixxxii.; and by 4 and 5 Will. IV. xv.

all the old tallies were ordered to be de-
stroyed. Tlie size of the notches made on
the tallies varied with the amount. The
notch for £100 was the breadth of a thumb;
for £1 tlie breadth of a barleycorn. A penny
was indicated by a slight slit.—2. Anything
made to suit or correspond to another.

So suited in their minds and persons.
That they were frara'd the tallies for each other.

Dryden.
3. A label or ticket of wood or metal used
in gardens, for the purpose of bearing either

a number referring to a catalogue, or the
name of the plant with which it is con-
nected.—4. An abbreviation of Tally-thop.

Tal^ (tal'li), r.(. pret. & pp. tallied; ppr.
tallying. [As to meaning 1 see the noun
Tally.] 1. To score with correspondent
notches; to fit; to suit; to make to corre-

spond.
They are not so well tal/iedto the present juncture.

2. Xaiit. to pull aft, as the sheets or lower
corners of the main and fore saiL

And while the lee clue-gamet's lower'd away.
Taut aft the sheet they tally, and belay. Falconer.

Tally (tal'li), v.i. To be fitted; to suit; to
con-espond; to conform; to match.

I found pieces of tiles that exactly tallied with the
channel, Addison.

Your idea . . . tallies cjtactiy with mine.
H. li'alpole.

Tallyt (tolli), adv. [See Tall, 3.] Stoutly;
with spirit.

You, Lodowiclc,
That stand so tally on your reputation.
You shall be he shall speak it. Beau. «&* Fl.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bwU; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ity.
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Tally Ho (talli ho"), interj. and n. The
hunt:?m:in*3 cry to urge on his hounds.

Tallyman (tarii-mau).**. l. One who carries

on a tally-trade; one who sells goods on
credit, or on terms of payment by small
weekly sums till the debt is paid.—2. One
who keeps a tally or account
Tally-Shop (tal'li-shop), n. A shop or store

at \Tliirh goods or articles are sold on the
i

tallv-systein (which see).
[

Tally-aystem, Tally-trade (tal'li-sis-tem, '

tal'li-trad), n. A system of dealing carried
'

on in Loiidnii and other large towns, by
which shopkeepei-s furnish certain articles

on credit to their customers, the latter

agreeing to pay the stipulated price by cer-

tain weekly or monthly Instalments. Rjth
seller an(i purchaser keep books in which
the circumstances of the transaction and
the payment of the several instalments are
entered, and which serve as a tally and
countertally The g>m(ls thus furnished are
usually of inferior quality, and the prices

exorbitant.

Talma (tal'ma). n. fProhably after Talma,
the French tragedian.] A kind of birge

cape, or short, full cloak wum l»y ladies and
also by gentlemen.
Talmi-gold (tiil'me-gold), n. A yellow alloy

consistiiiu' of iW per cent cupper and 8i zinc,

covered with a very thin sheet of gold, used
for trinkets. The gold varies from 0'03 to

fully 1 percent Weale. Called also ^ b)/«-

sinian gold.

Talmud (tarmud), n. [Chal. talmfid, In-

structiMii; Heb. and Syr. talinhi, a disciple,

from iitinad, to learn, to t^ach,] The body
of the Hebrew civil and canonical laws, tra-

ditions, and explanations, or the book that
contiiins them. The authority of the Tal-
mud was long esteemed second only to that
of the Bible, and according to its precepts
almost the whole Jewish people have con-
tinued to order their religious life down
almost to the present day It contains the
laws, and a compilation of exiK>8ition8 of
duties imposed on the people, either in

Scripture, by tradition, or by authority of
their doctors, or by custom. It consists of
two parts, the Mishna and the Gemara. the
former being the written law, and tJie latter

a collection of traditions and comments uf
Jewish doctors.

There are two Tiilmndi, both having the same
Afrs/i'.-.i, -n 1--X'. . ^ . but each a different Gftttara,

> are called the ytrusaiern
: Huin Talmud. The latter

\ lie Jews to the fonucr, l)ut by
*

,. y esteemed. KittQ.

Weli versed was he in Hebrew tx>oks,
Ta/mttd »nd Targum, and the lore
Of Kabala. TeMuyson.

Talmadlc, Talmudical (tal-mud'ik, tal-

mnd'ik-aU.if, i'eitaming to the Talmud: con-
tained in the I'alnntd; as. 7V(ii/it(t/i<; fables.

Talmudist (tal'mud-ist), n. One versed in
tile liilrnU'l,

Taliuudistic (talmud-ist'ik), a. Pertaining
to the Talmud ; resembling the Talmud

;

Talnmdic.
Talon (tal'on), n. [Fr. and Sp., the heel,
from L. talun. the ankle, tlie heeL] I. The
claw of a bird of prey.

Swoops
The vulture, l)eak and taton, at the hcArt
Made for all nottte inuuon. Tennyson.

2. In arch, same as Offee.—Z. In tofks. the
shouMer on tlie bolt against which the key
presses in shnoiing the bolt.

Talook, Taloolcah (ta l«k', ta l«k'a), n. A
district or dependency in India, the revenues
of which are under the management of a
talookdar. SiiDinoiids.

Tal00kdar{ta-hikM!lr),n. In India, a native
acting as the head of a revenue department
but under a superior, or zemindar, through
whom he pays his rent; a petty zemindar.

Ta-lOU(ta-lu'). » 'I'he Cliinese name for a
f;tass flux, consisting chiefly of silicate of
ead with a little copper, usetl as an enamel
colour on p^trcelain. Wattn' Diet of Chem.
Talpa (tal'pa), n. [L, a mole.] 1. The mole,
a genus of insectivorous mammals. The
common mole (7*. europea, Linn.) is well
known from its subterranean habits, and its

vexatious burrow ings in cultivate<I grounds.
See Mole.—2. In pathol. a tumour under the
skin; also, an encysted tumour on the head:
BO called l>ecause it Is vulgarly supposed to
burrow like a mole.

Talpldffi (tal'pi-de), n. pi. [t. talpa. a mole,
and Or. eidoM, resemblance.] The family of
moles. See MOLE
Talua (talus), n. [h. talus, the ankle.] 1. In
anat. the astragalus, or that bone of the

foot which is articulated to the leg; the
ankle.— 2. In arch, the slope or inclination
of any work, as of a wall inclined on its face,
either by decreasing its thickness toward
the summit, or by leaning itagainst a bank.
3. In/o»(. the slope of a work, as a bastion,
rampart, or parapet. In this signification
the word is also written Talut—i. In geol.

a sloping heap of broken rocks and stones
at the foot of any cliff or rocky declivity.

The term jit^airial is intended to apply to those
materials which are derived from atmospheric wa.sle,

but have not been assorted in water. The laius
found at the foot of every cliff consists of debris
which may be washed down in part by rain, but the
quantity of water is not sufficient to give it a stratified
character. The coarser materials are found at the
bottom of the slope, which has the fan-shaped char-
acteristic of all sediment allowed to spread without
restraint from a single point. Prof, Voung.

5 In sitrg. a variety of club-foot, in which
the heel rests on the ground and the toes
are drawn towards the leg. Goodrich.
Talut (ta'lut). n. See TALUS, 3.

Talvas (talvas), n. [O. Fr. talevas; origin
dnubtful.] Akind of pavise or large wooden
shieM, of an oblong form, used in the four-
teenth century.

TalWOOd (tal'w\id), ?i. Same as Talltpood.

Tamabillty (tam-a-bil'i-ti), n. The quality
of l)t'in_' tamable; tamableness.
Tamable (tam'a-bl), a. Capable of being
tamed or subdued; capable of being re-

claimed from a wild or savage state.

Tamableness (tam'a-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being tamable.
Tamandua (ta-man'du-a), n. The name
given to a species of ant-eater, the Myrme-
cophaga tamandua or Tainandua tetra-

dactyta, about the size of a full-grown cat.

Called also Little Ant-bear. See Ant-
eater.
Tamanolr (tam'an-wjir; n. The native name
of the edentate mammal known as the
great ant-eater or ant-bear^ the ifyrmecu-
phaga jubata. See ANT-BEAR.
Tamanu (tam'ano), n. The nitive name
of a green heavy resin from the Society
Islands, obtained from Calophyllum Ino-
phi/lliijn. Called also Tacamuhac.
Tamarack (tama-rak), u. The black or
American larch (Larix americatia). Called
also llacfcinutaclc.

Tamara-splce (tam'a-ra-spis), n. [An East
Indian name.] A spice consisting of equal
parts of cinnannin, cloves, and coriander-
seeds, with half the (juanttty of aniseed and
lennel-seed. all powdered. It is a favourite
condiment with Italians.

TamaricacesB (tam'a-ri-ka"8e-e), n. pi. [See
Tamaki-sk.] a small nat. order of poly-
petalous exogens. The species are either
shrubs or herbs, inhabiting chielly the basin
of the Mediten-anean. They have minute
alternate simple leaves and usually small
white or pink flowers in terminal spikes.

They are all more or less astringent, and
their ashes after burning are remarkable
for possessing a large quantity of sulphate
of soda. See Tamarisk.
Tanuurin (tam'a-rin), n. [Native name in

Cayenne.] The common name for the spe-

cies of the sub-genus Miilas of South Ameri-
can monkeys. The taniarins are active,

restless, and irritable little creatures, two
of the smallest being the silky tamarin
(Midas rogatia) and the little lion monkey
(JA. leonina). the
latt«r of which,
though only a
few inches In
length, presents
a wonderful re-

semblance to
the lion.

Tamarlnd(tam'-
a-rind), n. [ It.

and Sp. tama-
rindo, Fr. tama-
rin, from Ar.
tamr • hiiidi,
from fa??(r,fruit,

date, and Hindi,
Indian ; akin
Heb. tamar, a
palm-tree, from
tamar. to stand
erect.] A genus
of plants (Tama-
rindus). nat. or-

der Leguminosro.
'llienanie is also
given to the fruit. The tamarind-tree {T. in-

dica) is the only species of the genus Tama-
rlnda8,but it has two varieties,characterized

Tamarind ( Tamartttdus
ifidica).

by the varying length of the pod. The East
Indian variety has long pods about 6 inches
in length, with six to twelve seeds, whereas
the West Indian variety has much shorter
pods, containing one to four seeds. The tree
has an elegant appearance, from its grace-
ful pinnated foliage and its racemes of
sweet-smelling flowers, the calyx of which
is yellow, the petals yellow streaked with
red, the filaments purple, and the anthers
brown. Both varieties are cultivated for
the sake of their shade, and their cooling
grateful acid fruit. The pulp is imported
into European countries. In the East In-
dies it is dried either in the sun or artifi-

cially with salt added, which latter kind is

sent to Europe. The West Indian tama-
rinds are put into jars with layers of sugar
between them, or with boiling syrup poured
over them, and are called prepared tama-
rinds ; but the East Indian tamarinds are
most esteemed. The pulp is frequently em-
ployed in medicine; it is cooling and gently
laxative, and is peculiarly grateful in fevers
and inflanmiatnry diseases.

Tamarind-fish (tam'a-rind-fish), n. A pre-
paration of a kind of East Indian fish with
the acid pulp of the tamarind fruit, much
esteemed as a breakfast relish in India.
Tamarisk (tam'a-risk), n. {L. tamariscus,
tatnarix, said to be from the plants growing
onthebanksofthejrrtmffm,nowthe2'am6ro,
on tlie borders of the PjTenees.] The com-

mon name of
plants of the
genus Tamarix,
the type of the
nat. order Tam-
aricacea;. The
species are
shrubs or small
trees, clothed
with very small
green leaves
and long spikes
of pink flowers.

T. gallica is a
native of
France and of
the Mediter-
ranean, and is

naturalized on
some parts of
the southern
English coast.
Its ashes con-
tain a la:^e
quantity of sul-

phate of soda. T. iiidica (the Indian tama-
risk) produces galls which are used in dye-
ing and in photography. (SeeMAHEE.) The
largest and most elegant species is T. orien-
talis, a native of Arabia, Persia, and the
East Indies. The bark of T. ajricana ia

used in medicine as a tonic, and its ashes,
like those of T. gallica, yield a lai^e quan-
tity of sulphate of soda.

Tamarix ( tam'a-riks), n. A genus of plants.
See Tamarisk.
Tambac (tam'bak), n. 1. Same as Tomhac.
2. Agallochum or aloes-wood.
Tambour (tam'bbr), n. [Fr. tambtmr. See
Tabour] 1. A drum.

When I sound
The tatnbour of God, ten cities hear
Its voice, and answer to the call in amis. SoittHey.

—Tambour de Basqtte, a tambourine.— 2. In
arch, ((i) a term applied to the naked part
of Corinthian and Composite capitals, which
bear some resemblance to a drum. It is

also called the vase, and campana, or the
bell. (6) The wall of a circular temple sur-

rounded with columns, (c) The circular
vertical part both below and above a cu-
pola, (d) A kind of lobby or vestibule of tim-
ber work with folding doors, and covered
with a ceiling, as within the porches of
churches, Ac, to break the current of wind
from witliout. (e) A cylindrical stone, such
as one of the courses of the shaft of a
column.— 3. A circular frame on which silk

or other stuff is stretched for the purpose of

being embroidered: so called from its re-

semblance to a drum; also, the embroidery
worked upon it. Slachines have been con-

structed for tambour working, and continue

to be used with success,- 4. In fort, a kind
of work formed of palisades, or pieces of

wood 10 feet long planted closely together,

and driven firmly into the ground, and in-

tended to defend a road, gate, or other en-

trance.

Tambour (tam'b5r), v. t. and i. To embroider
with a tambour; to work on a tambour frame.

Tamarisk {Tamarix gailica).

ch. cAain; Ch, Sc. loM; g,go\ j.job; h, Fr. ton; ug, sin/?; TH, tAen; th, eAin; w, irig; wh, ujftig; zh, arure.—See KKY.
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Tambourine (tam-bu-ren'), »* [Fr- tarn-

bourin, from tambour, a tabor. See Tabor.]
1. A musical instrument of tlie drum species.

It is much used among the Biscayans, and
hence is also known by the name of tambour
lie Bas'pie. It is formed of a hoop, like one
end of a drum, over which parchment is

stretched. Small pieces of metal called

jingles are inserted in the hoop, to which
also small bells are sometimes attached. It

Is sounded by sliding the fingers along the

parchment, or by striking it with the back
of the hand or with the fist or the elbow;

a timbrel.— 2. A lively French dance, for-

merly in vogue in operas. It was accom-
panieil with a pedal bass in imitation of the

drone caused by rubbing the thumb over
the skin of a tambourine.
Tambour-work (tam'bor-w6rk), n. A kind
of embroidery. See TAMBOUR, 3.

Tambreet {tam-bret'), « The name given

by the natives of New South Wales to the

duck-bill or Ornithorhynchus.
Tamburin.t Tamburinet (tam-bu-ren'), n.

Same as Tautbourine. Spenser.

Tamburone (tam-bu-ro'na), n. [It.] The
Italian name for the military bass-drum.

Tame (tam), «. [A. Sax. tarn, tame, gentle,

mild: I> I>an. Sw. and Goth, tarn, Icel.

ta mr, 0. H. G. zam, Mod. G. zahm, tame. The
root is the same as in L. domo, to tame, sub-

due, conquer, domimis, a lord; Gr. damao,
to subdue; Skr. dam, to subdue, to tame.]

1. Having lost its native wildness and shy-

ness; accustomed to man; domesticated;
domestic; as, a tame deer; a tame bird.—
2. Wanting in spirit; submissive; subdued;
depressed; spiritless. 'You, tame slaves

of the laborious plough.' Hoscommon.
He's no swaggerer, hostess; a famechealer, i' faith.

3. Unanimated; without spirit; insipid; dull;

wanting in interest; flat; as, a tame poem;
his anecdotes are very tame; the scenery

was quite tame.—i. Without earnest feeling

or fervour; listless; cold.

He that is coid and fume in his prayers hath not

tasted of tlie deliciousness of religion and the good-
ness of God. 3^er. Taylor.

5. Acconmiodated to one's habits; grown
into a custom; wonted; accustomed. [Rare.]

Sequestering from me all

That time, acquaintance, custom and condition
Made tame and most familiar to my nature. Shak.

6. Harmless; ineffectual; impotent.

His rcTiiedies are tame i' the present peace. Shak.

Tame (tam), v.t. pret. & pp. tamed; ppr.

taming. [A. Sax. tamia n. from the adjective. ]

1. To reclaim; to reduce from a wild to a
domestic state ; to make gentle and fami-

liar; as, to tame a wihl beast.^2. To subdue;
to crush; to conquer; to depress; as, to tame
the pride or passions of youth.

I'll tame you ; I'll bring you in subjection. Shak.

Nay—yet it chafes me tliat I could not bend
One will ; nor tatne and tutor with mine eye

That dull cold-blooded Cxsar. Tennyson.

Tamet (tam), v.t. [Ft. entamer, to cut into,

to make tlie first cut upon, to begin upon]
To begin upon by taking a part of; to broach
or taste, as liquor; to deal out; to divide;
to distribute.

In the time of the famine he is the Joseph of the

country, and keeps the poor from starving. Then
he tameth his stacks of corn, which not his covet-

ousness, but providence, hath reserved for time of

need. Fuller.

Tameabllity (tam-a-bil'i-ti), n. Capability
of being tamed. Sydney Smith.
Tameable (tam'a-bl), a. Tamable.

(ianzas are supposed to be great fowls, of a strong
flight, and easily tatncabie, divers of which may be so
brought up. tS;c. Bf. H'ilkins.

Tameableness (tam'a-bl-nes), n. Tame-
ability.

Tameless (tam'les), a. Incapable of being
tamed; untamable.

The tnitieUss bteed could well his waggon wield.

Bp. Hall.

Tamelessness (tam'les-nes), n. The state
or ([Uality of being tameless; untamable-
ness. Byroii.

Tamely (tam'li), adx>. In a tame manner;
with unresisting submission; meanly; ser-

vilely ; without manifesting spirit ; as, to

submit tamely to oppression; to bear re-

proach tamely. 'When you can tamely
sufTer to be abused.' Swi/t.

Tameness (tatn'nes), n. I. The quality of

being tame or gentle; a state of domestica-
tion.— 2. Unresisting submission: meanness
in bearing insults or injuries; want of spirit.

3. The state of being without interest,

beauty, or animation; as, the tameness of a
narrative; tlie tameness of the scenery.

Tamer (tam'6r), n. One who tames or sub-
dues; one that reclaims from wildness.

Daughter of Jove, relentless power.
Thou /arner of the human breast. Gray.

Tamias (ta'mi-as), n. [Gr., a steward, a
store-keeper, from the cheek -pouches in
which these animals can carry a quantity
of food or from their laying up large stores
in their holes] A genus of rodent mam-
mals, allied to the true squirrels, but dis-

tinguished from them by the possession of
cheek-pouches, and their habit of retreat-

ing into underground holes. They are of

small size, and all of them marked with
stripes on the back and sides. Lister's

ground-squirrel (3'. Listeri) is very common
in the I'nited States, where it is popularly
known as hackee, chipmiuik, or chipmuck.
The striped ground-squirrel (T. striatun) is

a very small species, inhabiting the vicinity

of the Rocky Mountains, and an allied spe-

cies is said to be very common in Siberia.

See Ground-squirrel.
Tamil (tam'il), n. 1. One of a race of men
inhabiting South India and Ceylon, and be-
longing to the Dravidian stock. The Tamils
form Jjy far the most civilized and ener-
getic of the Dravidian peoples.— 2. The lan-

guage spoken in the south-east of the Mad-
ras rresidency, and in the northern parts of

Ceylon. It is a member of the Dravidian or
Tamilian family. See Dravidian.
Tamilian (ta-mil'i-an), a. Of or pertaining
to the Tamils or their language. See above.

Tamine, Taminy (tam'in, tam'i-ni), n. [¥r.

Uamine. See STAMIN. ] 1. A strainer or
bolter of hair or cloth. —2. A thin woollen
or worsted stuff, highly glazed. Written
also Tammin.
Tamis (tam'i), n. [Fr., from D. tem», E.

(ewftc. a sieve.] A sieve; a searce. Written
also Tammy.
Tamls-bird (ta'mis-bSrd), n. A guinea-
fowl.
They are by some called the Barbary-hen; by others

the Tamis-bird. and by others the bird of Xumidia.
Goldsmith.

Tamkin (tam'kin), n. [For tampkin.\ The
stopper of a cannon. See Tampion.
Tammany-ring (tam'ma-ni-ring), n. [From
7Vrj/i/y(a**(/,an American Indian chief,who for

his reputed virtues was in the latter years
oi the Revolution facetiously chosen patron
saint of the new republic, his name being
adopted by several secret societies] A New
York political combination which, by exten-
sive bribery and intrigue, secured the con-
trol of the elections in that city and the
management of the municipal revenues,
wliich were unscrupulously plundered; any
combination for similar purposes.
Tammin (tam'in), n. See Tamine.
Tammuz (tam'muz), n. A word occurring
once in the Bible, and probably designating
the Phcenician Adonis. His feast began
with mourning for his loss.

And behold there sat women weeping for Tammux.
£zek. viii. 14.

Tammy (tam'i), n. See Tamis.
Tamp (tamp), v.t. [Fr. tamponner, taper,

Pr. tampir. See TAMPION.] 1. In blasting,

when the hole is drilled and charged witli

powder to ram it tight, with dry sand, tough
clay, or some other substance, to prevent the
explosion taking effect by way of the hole.

The term is similarly used in some other
cases. See Tamping.— 2. To force in or down
by frequent, somewhat light, strokes; as, to

tamp mud so as to make a smooth place.

Tampan (tam'pan), n. A South African tick,

remarkable for the venom of its bite. Dr.
Livingstone.

Tamper (tam'p^r), v.i. [Probably a form of

temper.] 1. To meddle; to be busy; to try

little experiments; to have to do with any-

thing without fitness or necessity; as, to

tamper with a disease.

'Tis dangerous lamp'ring with a muse.
Roscommon.

The Tudors, far from considering the law of suc-

cession as a divine and unchangeable institution, were
constantly tampering with it. Maeaulay.

2. To meddle with, especially so as to alter

by corruption or adulteration ; to make to

be not genuine; as, the text has been towi-

pered with.— 3. To practise secretly, as by

bribery or other unfair underhand means;
to influence towards a certain course by se-

cret and unfair means; as, the witness has
been tampered with. Tamper is generally

followed by with in all the senses. In the

following extract, however, it is used inde-

pendently.
Others tampered

For Fleetwood, Desborough, and Lambert.
Hudibras.

Tamper (tamp'^r), n. 1. One who tamps,
or prepares for blasting, by stopping the
hole in which the charge is placed. —2. An
instrument used in tamping; a tamping-bar
or tamping-iron.
Tamperer ( tam'pfir-^r ), n. One who tam-
pers; one who uses unfair, underhand means
in dealing with a person to bring him over
to his ends.

He himself was not tortured, but was surrounded
in the Tower by tam^erers and traitors, and so inaOe
unfairly to convict hunself out of his own mouth.

Household It'o'dv.

Tami)lng (tamp'ing), n. [See Tamp ] 1- In
blasting, the act or operation of filling up a
blast-hole above the charge, so as to direct
the force of the explosion laterally and rend
the rock.— 2. In milit. mining, the operation
of packing with earth, sand, (fee, that part
of a mine nearest to the chai-ge, to increase
its effectiveness in a given direction.—3. in
smelting, the operation of stopping with
clay the issues of a blast-furnace.-— 4. The
material used for the above purposes.
Tamping-bar, Tamping-iron (tamp'ing-
bar,tamp'ing-i-6rn),/). A bar of copper, brass,
or wood used in packing tamping upon a
charge.

Tampion (tam 'pi -on), n. [Fr. tampon, a
nasalized form from tapon, tape, a bung,
from the Gennan or Dutch word equivalent
to E. tap, a plug or stopper. See Tap.]
1. The stopper of a cannon or other piece of
ordnance, consisting of a cylinder of wood
placed in its muzzle to prevent the admis-
sion of water or dust; a-lso, the wooden bot-

tom for a charge of grape-shot.—2. A plug
for stopping closely the upper end of an
organ-pipe. Written also Tampoon, Tom-
pion.

Tampon (tam'pon), n. [See Tampion.] Id
surg. a plug inserted to stop hsemon-hage.
Tampoon t (tam'pun), 71. 1. A tampion.

—

2 Tlie l)ung of a vessel.

Tam-tam (tam'tam), »i. [Hind., from sound
of drum ] 1. A kind of native drum used
in the East Indies and in \\"estem Africa.

The tam-tam is of various shapes, but gene-
rally it is made of a hollow cylinder formed

Various forms of Indian Tam-tams.

of fibrous wood, such as palm-tree, or of

earthenware, each end covered with skin.

It is beat upon with the fingers, and also

with the open hand, and produces a hollow
monotonous sound. Public notices, when
proclaimed in the bazaar or public parts of

Eastern towns, are generally accompanied
liy the tam-tam. Written also Tom-tom.—
2. A Chinese gong.

TamuUan (ta-nm'li-an), a. Same as Ta-
milian.

Tamus (ta'mus), n. [L. tamnus, tamus, a

kind of wild climbing plant.] A genus of

plants, nat. order Dioscoreaceic. The T. com-
munis, or black bryony, is a very conmion
plant in hedges and thickets throughout
Europe, and is very frequent in England. It

is a climbing herbaceous plant, having very

large tubers, shining heart-shaped pointed

leaves, and i-acemes of small greenish dice-

cious flowers, which are succeeded by shin-

ing red berries. The whole plant contains

a bitter acrid principle, which renders it

unwholesome.
Tan (tan), v.t. pret. & pp. tanned; ppr. tan-

ning. [Fr. tanner, to tan, tan, oak bark
for tanning; probably from Armor, tann.

oak, or from G. tanne. a fir. From Fr. tan-

ner comes also tawny.] 1. To convert into

leather, as animal skins, by steeping them
in an infusion of oak or some other bark, by
which they iire impregnated with tannin or

tannic acid, an astringent substance which
exists in several species of bark, and thus

rendered firm, durable, and in some degree

impervious to water.-2. To make brown; to

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^U; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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irabrown by exposure to the rays of the sun

;

to make sunburnt.

His face all tann'd with scorchiiijj sunny ray
As he had travell'd many a sunny day
Through broiling sands of Araby and Ind.

Spenser.
3.t To deprive of the freshness of youth; to
impair the freshness and beauty of.

Reckoning time, whose million'd accidents, . . .

Tan sacred beauty. Shak.

4 To beat ; to flog ; to thrash. [CoUoq. or
low.]

The master couldn't Ltn him for not doing it.

Mrs. H. rVood.

Tan (tan), p.i. 1. To get or become tanned

;

as, the leather tai\» easily.— 2. To become
tan-coloured or tawny; as, my face taii»

quickly with the sun.
Tan (tan), n. l. The bark of the oak, willow,
chestnut. larch, and other trees abounding
in tannin, bmised and broken bya min,:ind
used for tanning hidea^ Tan, after buirig
used in tanning, is utilized in gardening for
making hot-beds; and it is also made into
cakes and used as fuel. Called in this form
rart-6a;^«orran-(Hf/.—2. A yellowish-brown
colour, like that of tan.—3. An imbrowning
of the skin by exposure to the snn, especially
in tropical countries ; as, hands covered
with tan.

Tan ( tan ), a. Of the colour of tan ; resem-
bling tan; tawny.

Several black and {an spaniels of the breed of
King Charles the Second, were reposinif near hun
on velvet cushions. Disraeli.

Tanacettun (tan-a-se'tum). n. [See Tansy. ]

A genu.s of plants, nat. order Compositee,
containing about thirty- species, natives of
Europe, North Africa. North and Central
Asia, and North America. They are tall

annual or perennial herbs with usually
finely divided leaves and button-like heads
of yellow flowers. T. vulgare. or common
tansy, is a well-known plant, being abun-
dant in Britain and throughout Kurope on
the tjorders of fields and roadsides. Every
part of the plant is bitter, and it is consid-
ered as tonic and anthelmintic, tansy-tea
being an old prtpular niedit-ine. It is now
cultivated in gardens mainly for the young
leaves, which are shredded down and era-
ployed to flavour puddings, cakes, Ac.
Tanager (t.'in'a jer), n. A bird of the genus
Tanagra (wiiich see).

Tanagra (Un'a-gra), n. [Braz. tangara, a

^ ' V
TanaKCr {Tatut^i-ti cyaiiocr/^kata).

tanager. ] A genus of passerine birds of the
finch family (Kringillidip), liaving a conical
Ijeak, triangular at the l»ase, the upper nian-
diijle uotched towards the tip, and its ridge
arched. There are several species, all re-
sembling the finches itro|>er in their habits.
They are remarkable for their bright col-
ours. They are chiefly inhabitants of the
tropical parts of America.

TanagrlnaCtan-a-gri'ne),)!. j>f A subfamily
of pa.s*rine birds, family I'ringillidiB ; the
tan:ixir'i See Taxaura.
Tan-balla (tan bslz), ». ;.«. The spent bark
of the tarjner's yard pressed into balls or
lumps, which harden on drying and serve
for fuel. Called also raM-(«r/.
Tan-bed (tan'bed), ». In horl. a tied made
of t.in; a bark bed or stove. See Bark-bep.
Tandem (tau dem), adr. [L , at length, that
is, after a certain interval of time. Its use
in the Kngllsh sense is by a mere pun or
Joke J One harnes-wd behind the other; as,
to drive tandem, that is. with two horses
harnessed singly one before the other in-
stead of abreast
Tandem (tan'dcm), 1. (Seealwve.l A two-
wheeled carriage drawn by two horses har-
nessed one before the other.

Tile Duke of St. James's now got on rapidly, and
also found sufficient lime for his l>oat, tiis laitdgm,
and his toilette. DUratli

Tang (tang), 71. [* A metaphor from a ring-
ing sound. Twang and tang are both used
for a loud ringing sound and a strong taste.

'

Wed^wooti] 1. A strong taste or flavour;
particularly, a taste of something extrane-
ous to the thing itself; as, wine or cider has
a tang of the cask. —2. Specific flavour or
quality; characteristic property; distinctive
tinge, taint, or the like. ' A cant of pliiloso-
phism and a tang of party politics.' Jeffrey.
Such proceedings had a strong la/i^ of tyranny.

Fu/Ur.
3. Sound; tone; especially, a twang or sharp
sound. 'She had a tongue with a tana.'
Shak.

'

There is a pretty atfectation in the Alleinain, wliich
gives tlieir speech a ditferent ta/r^ from ours.

_ Holder.
Tang (tang), v.t. To ring; to twang; to
cause to sound loudly. 'Let thy tongue
(<i)i^ arguments of state.' Shak.— To tang
bees, to strike two pieces of metal together
so as, by producing a loud sound, to induce
a swarm of bees to settle.

Tang (tang), )i. (Probably a modification of
tongue, O.E, tong, or allied to Umgg.] A
projecting part of an object which is in-
serted into and so secured to another; as,
(n) the part of a knife, fork, chisel, file, and
the like, which goes into the handle, (d) The
projecting part of the breech of a musket
which goes into the stock, (c) The part of
a sword-lilade to which the hilt is fastened,
(rf) The tongue of a buckle.
Tang (tang), n. A kind of sea-weed; tangle.
Tangalung (tan'ga-lung), n. [Native name.]
An animal of the civet kind, Viverra Tanga-
lunga, belonging to Sumatra. It is about
2i feet long, the head measuring nearly
7 inches in length, and the tail U inches.
The body is furnished with a close downy
covering of soft hairs next the skin.
Tangence ( tan'jens ). n. A touching ; tan-
gency.— The point oj tangence is the point
of contjjct of a tangent line.

Tangency ( tan'jen-si ), n. State of being
tangent; a contact or touching.—Prodiem
0/ tangencies, among the old geometers, a
branch of the geometrical analysis, the gen-
eral object of which was to describe a circle
passing through given points, and touching
straight lines or circles given in position,
the number of data being always limited to
three.

TaiU^ent (tan'jent). n. [L. tangens, tangen-
tia, ppr. from L tango, to touch. Akin tact.]
In geom. a straight line
whicli touches or meets
a circle or curve in one
point, and which being
produced does not cut it,

as A, B. c. D, E, F in flg, 1.

Euclid has shown that
the straight line drawn at
right angles to the diam-
eter of a circle, from the
extremity of it, is a tan-
gent to the circle. In trigon. the tangent of
an arc or angle is a straight line touching the
circle of which the arc is a part, at one ex-
tremity of the arc, and meeting the diameter
passing through the other extremity. Thus,
in fig. 2, let AH be a straight line drawn
touching the circle A i> E at A, one extrem-

ity of the arc A B, and
meeting the diameter
IB produced, which
passes through the
other extremity B in
the point H; then ah
is the tangent of the
arc A B, or of the angle
ACB, of which AB is

the measure. The tan-
gent of an arc or angle
is also the tangent of
its supplement Thus,
AH is the tangent

of the supplement A i, or of the angle A ci

;

for it is easy to see that the definition above
given applies equally to the arc a b and to
the arc A i. The arc and its tangent have
always a certain relation to each other; and
when the one is given in parts of the radius,
the other can always be computed by means
of an infinite series. For trigonometrical
purposes tangents for every arc from de-
grees to 90 degrees, as well as sines, cosines,
Ac. , have been calculated with reference to
a radius of a certain length, and these or
their logarithms formed into tables. In
the higher geometry the word tangent is

not limited to straight lines, but is also ap-
plied to curves in contact with other curves,
and also to surfaces.—JfefAoif of tangents.

Fig. I.

Fig. 3.

the name given to the calculus in its early
period. When the equation of a curve is
given, and it is required to determine the
tangent at any point, this is called the direct
method of tangents; and when the subt.an-
gent to a curve, at any point, is given, and
it is required to determine the equation of
the curve, tliis is termed the inverse method
of tangents. The above terms are synony-
mous with the differential and integral cal-
culus. — Natural tangents, tangents ex-
pressed by natural numbers.~A rtificial tan-
gents, tangents expressed by logarithms —
To go or fly off at a tangent, to break off
suddenly from one line of action, train of
thought, or the like, and go on to something
else.
From Dodson and Fogg's his mind ylew oj^ at a

tangent to the very centre of the history of the queer
amxt. DicktHS.

Tangent (tan'jent), a. Touching ; in geom.
touching at a single point; as, a tangent
line; curves tangent to each other.—Tan-
gent galvanometer. See under Galvan-
ometer. — Tangent plane, a plane which
touches a curved surface, as a sphere, cylin-
der. Ac—Tangent sailing. Same as Middle-
latitude Sailing. See untler Middle.- Ton-
gent scale, a form of breech sight for cannon.
Its base has a curvature corresponding to
the circumference of tlie breech of the gun,
and its face is cut into steps correspomling
to angles of elevation. — Tangent screw, a
screw which acts in the direction of a tan-
gent to an arc or circle. Such screws are
used for minute adjustments of instruments
of precision, a;! a considerable amount of
rotation in the screw gives but a small
amount of rotation to the circle or wlieel.
See Worm-wheel.
Tangential (tan-jen'shal), a. Pertaining to
a tangent; in the direction of a tangent.—
Tangential force, (a) the same as centrifugal
force. (i<) In mach. a force which acts upon
a wheel in the direction of a tangent to the
wheel is said to be tangential, and this is
the direction in wliich motion is communi-
cated between wheels and pinions, or from
one wheel to another. —Tangential plane.
The same as Tangent Plane. See under
Tanoent, a.

Tangentially (tan-jen'shal-li), adv. In a
tangential manner; in the direction of a
tangent.

Tangerine (tan'jer-in). n. [From Tangier/.]
Anesteenied sinail-fruited variety of orange.
Tang-fish (tang'fish), n. [From tang, a kind
of sea-weed.] A name given to the seal in
Shetland.
Tanghln (tan'gin), n. [The native name in
Madagascar. ] A deadly poison obtained
from the seeds of Tanghinia venenifera .See
Tanohi.ma.— rriai by langhin, a kind of or-
deal formerly practised in Madagascar to de-
termine the guilt or innocence of an accused
person, by taking the tanghin poison. The
seed was pounded and a small piece swal-
lowed by each person to be tried. If the ac-
cused retained the poison in the system
death quickly resulted—a proof of guilt; if
tlie stomach rejected the dose little harm
supervened— and innocence was established.
By the influence of Christianity its use has
been discontinued. Spelled also Tanguin.
Tanghinia (tan-gin'i-a), II. [See above.] A

Tanghinia venenifera.

genus of plants belonging to the nat. order
Apocynaceaj. T. venenifera is a tree which
produces the celebrated tanghin poison of

bh, e.Wn; eb, 8c. locA;

Vol. IV.

gi^o; i,iob; fi. Ft. ton; ug, ain;; IB, tAeu; th, (/tin; w, icig; vh, tchig; zh, azure. —See Key.
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Madagascar. The poisonous quality resides

in the kernel, and one seed is said to be suffi-

cient to kill twenty persons. It has smooth
alternate tliickish leaves, and large terminal

cymes of pink flowers, which are succeeded
by large purplisli fruits containing a hard
stune surrounded by a thick fibrous flesh.

The genus is now often united with Cerbera.

TaiigibiUty (tan-ji-Iiil'i ti). n. The quality

of being tangible or perceptible to the touch
or sense of feeling.

Tansibiiity ami impenetrability were elsewhere

made by liim the very essence of body. Cudworlh.

rp,ngible (tan'ji-bl), a. [Fr. tangible, L.

tamjibUis, from tango, to touch. See TACT.]

1. Capable of being touched or grasped.—
2. Perceptible by the touch; tactile.

By this sense (touch), the tangible qualities of

bodies are discerned, as hard, soft, smooth. Locke.

S. Capable of being possessed or realized;

real; as, tangible security. 'Direct and
tangible benefits to ourselves and others.'

Southey.—A. Readily apprehensible by the

mind; clear; evident; as, his actings afforded

tangihle proof of his guilt.

This is an inference restinjf on broad and taHgibU
proofs accessible to ail the world. BiukU.

Tangibleness (tan'ji-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being tangible; tangibility.

Tangibly (tan'ji-bli\ ad\). In a tangible

manner ; so as to be perceptible to the

touch.

Tangle (tang'i), n. [From tang a sea-weed.]

A water-spirit of the Orkneys which appeared
sometimes as a little horse, at other times as

a man covered with sea-weed. Keightley.

Tangierine (tan'jer-in), n. Same as Tan-
gerine.

Tangle (tang'gl), v.t. pret. & pp. tangled;

ppr. tangling. [Allied to Icel. thbnguU,

thantj, Dan. and G. tang, tangle, sea-weed;
nasalized forms corresponding to A. Sax.

toegl, Goth, tagl, hair, a tail.] 1. To unite or

knit together confusedly; to ravel; to inter-

weave or interliice, as threads, so as to make
it difti'^ult to unravel the knot.

His speech was Uke a taugitd chain. Shak.

2. To insnare ; to entrap ; as, to be tangled

in the folds of dire necessity. ' Ta)igled in

amorous nets.' Milton.

The Dauphin . . .

Stands with the snares of war to tangle thee. Shat.

3. To embroil; to embarrass; to confuse; to

involve; to complicate.

When my simple weakness strays
Tangled in forbidden ways. Crashaw.

Clear-headed friend, whose joyful scorn,

Edged with sharp laughter, cuts atwain
The knots that tangle human creeds.

Tennyson.

Tangle (tang'gl), v.i. To be entangled or

united confusedly.

Tangle (tang'gl), n. [See the verb.] 1. A
knot of threads or other things united con-

fusedly, or so interwoven as not to >je easily

disengaged; as, hair or yarn in tangles.

Were it not better done as others use,

To sport with Amaryllis in the shade.
Or with the tangles of Neaera's hair. Mi/ton.

2. pi. A device used in dredging, for sweeping
the sea-bed in order to obtain delicate forms
of marine life, too small or frangible to be
obtained by ordinary dredging. It consists
of a bar supported on runners, and serving
to drag after it a series of masses of hemp,
each of wliich is a sort of mop which en-

tangles the more minute and delicate forms
of marine life without injuring them. —
3. Any perplexity or embarrassment.—4. A
name given to some species of sea-weed be-
longing to the genus Laniinaria (which see).

Called also Tang. ^5. A tall, lank person;
any long dangling thing. [Scotch.]

TangUngly (tang'gling-li), adv. In a tang-
ling manner.
Tangly (tang'gli), a. Knotted; intertwined;
intricate.

Tangly (tang'gl!), a. Covered with sea-weed
or tangle.

Prone, helpless, on the tangly beach he lay.

Falconer.

Tangram (tan'gram). 71. A Chinese toy used
sometimes in primary schools as a means
of instruction. It consists of a square of

thin wood, or other material, cut into seven
piecesof various shapes, as triangle, square,
parallelogram, which pieces are capable of

being combined in various ways so as to

form a great number of different figures.

TanjB^a (tangz), n. pi. Tongs. Written also
Tamgs. [Scotch. ]

Tangum (tan'gum), n. A variety of piebald
horse found in Thibet.of which it is a native.

It appears to be related to the Tartar horse.

Tangum or Thibet Horse.

Tan-house (tan'hous), n. A buildiug in

which tanner's bark is stored.

Tanier (tan'i-6r), n. Same as Tannier.

Tanist (tau'ist), n. [Gael, tanaiste, a lord,

the governor of a country ; in Ireland, the
heir-apparent of a prince; from tan, a region
or territory.] One of a family from which
the chiefs of certain Celtic races were chosen
])y election : usually applied to the actual
holder of the lands and honours, and fre-

quently to his chosen successor. See Tan-
ISTRY.

It w.is not unusual to elect a tanist, or reversionary
successor, in the lifetime of the reignin? chief.

Hallam.
This family (the O'Hanlons) were tnnists of a large

territory within the present county ol Armagh.
Lower.

Tanistrv (tan'ist-ri), n. [See Tanist.] A
mode of tenure that prevailed among vari-

ous Celtic tribes, according to which the
tanist or holder of honours or lands held
them only for life, and his successor whs
fl.ved by election. According to this cus-
tom the right of succession was not in the
individual, but in the family to which he
belongt'd; that is, succession was hereditary
in the family, but elective in the individual.

The primitive intention seems to have been
that the inheritaitce should descend to the
oldest or most worthy of the blood and
name of the deceased. This was in reality

giving it to the strongest, and the practice
often occasioned bloody wars in families.

They were subject to the law oi tanistry, of which
the prmciple is defined to be, that the demesne lands
and dignity of chieftainship descended to the eldest
and most worthy of the same blood, Halhifn.

Tank (tangk), n. [O. and Prov. E. and Sc.

Htank, a tank, a pond, a wet ditch, from
O.Fr. estanc (Mod. Fr. itang), Sp. estangue,
It. stagno. a pond, a pool, from L. stagnvm,
a pond or pool of standing water (hence also
stagnant).] 1. A kind of cistern; a large

vessel or structure to contain liquid or gas;

apeciflcally, (a) that i>art of a locomotive
tender which contains the water, (b) The
stationary reservoir from which the tank of

the tender is filled, (c) A cistern for storing

water on board ship, (d) A gas-holder or

gasometer, or the cistern of a gas-holder, in

which the lower edge of the inverted cham-
ber dips beneath the water-surface. (See

Gasojikter.) (e)Any chamber or vessel in

which oil, molasses, Ac, is contained, to be
drawn upon when required.— 2. In the East

Indies an artificial or partly artificial pond
or reservoir for water, often for ii'rigation.

Some of the Indian tanks form lakes many
miles in circumference, the impounded
water being kept in by a massive dam.
Tank (tangk), n. The tang of a file, &c.

Tanka (tang'ka), n. [Chinese.] 1. The boat
population of Canton and neighbourhood,
that is, those who live in boats.—2. A kind
of boat at Canton, Slacao, tfrc, often rowed
by women. It is about 26 feet long.

Tankard (tang'kard), n. [O.Fr. tanqnart.

tanquard, O.D. tanckaerd, a tankard; »

word of quite uncertain origin.] A large

vessel for liquors, most eommoniy a rather
large drinking vessel, with a cover, usually
made of pewter, though also of g<ild, silver,

ttc. See Peg -TANKARD, also Tankaru-
BEAREK.
Marius was the first who drank out of a silver tank-

ard, after the manner of Bacchus. Arbitthnot.

Tankard ( tang'kard ), a. Of or pertaining
to H tankard; hence, convivial; festive; jo-

vial. Milton.

Tankard-bearer (taug'kard-bar-6r), n. One
who, when London was very imperfectly
supplied with water, fetched water in large
tankards holding two or three gallons from
the conduits and pumps in the street.

To talk of your turn in this conapany, and to me
alone, like a tankard-bearer Bkl a conduit! Fie I

B. Jonson.

Tankard-turnip (tang'kard-tfer-nip), n. A
name given to such common fleld-tumips
as are of an oblong shape, and the roots of
which in general grow a good deal above
the surface of the ground. There are seve-
ral varieties.

Tank-engine (tangk'en-jin), n. A locomo-
tive wliich carries its own water and fuel,

and so dispenses with a tender, being itself

a combined engine and tender.

Tankia (tang'ki-a), n. Same as Taiika.

Tank-iron ( tangk'i-6rn ), n. Plate-iron,
tliit ker than sheet or stove-pipe ii'on, but
tliinner than boiler-plate.

Tanklingt (tangk'ling), n. A tinkling.

Tank-worm (tangk'werm), n. A nematode
worm abounding in the mud in tanks in
India, and believed to l>e the young of the
Filana or Dracnnculus medinensii, or
guinea- worm, a troublesome parasite on
man. See Guinea-worm.

Tanllng(tan'ling),7i. [Tan and term, -ling.'l

One tanned or scorched by the heat of the
sun. ' Hot summer's tanlings, and the
shrinking slaves of winter." Shak.
Tan-miU (tan'mil). n. A mill for breaking
uj) bark for tanning.

Ta^na ( tan'na ), n. In India, a police sta-
tion; also, a military post.

Tannable (tan'a-bl), a. Capable of being
tanned.

Tannadar ( tan'na-dar ), n. In India, the
keeper or connnandant of a tanna.

Tannage (tan'aj), n. The act, operation, or
result of tanning; a tanning. 'Got hifi cheek
fresh tannage.' Browning.
Tannate (tan'at). n. A salt of tannic acid

;

as, the tannate of potash or of magnesia.
The tannates are characterized by striking
a deep bluish-black colour with the persalte
of iron.

Tanner (tan'^r), n. One whose occupation
is to tan hides, or convert them into leather
by the use of iM\.—Tanner's bark, the bark
of the oak, chestnut, willow, and other
trees, which abounds in tannic acid, and is

employed by tanners in the preparation of
leather. See Tkli.—Tanner's waste, hide-
cuttings, A'c.

Tanner (tan'^r), n. [From Gypsy tano, little

—the sixpence being the little coin as com-
pared with a sliilling.] A sixpence. [Slang.]

Tannery (tan'er-i}.7i. l. A place where the
operations of tanning ai'e carried on. —2.The
art or process of tanning. ' Miraculous im-
provements in tannei-y. Carlyle.

Tannic ( tan'ik ). a. Applied to a peculiar
acid which exists in every part of all species

of oak, especially in the bark, but is found
in greatest quantity in gall-nuts. Tannic
acid, when pure, is nearly white, and not at

all crystalline. It is very soluble in water,

and has a most astringent taste, without
bitterness. It combines with animal gela-

tine, forming an insoluble curdy precipitate
which has been called tannogelatine. It

derives its name from its property of com-
bining with the skins of animals and con-
verting them into leather, or tanning them.
It is the active principle in almost all astrin-

gent vegetables. The name tannic acid is

generally applied to what is really a mix-
ture of several substances. Called also
Quercitamiic.

Tannier (tan'ni-^r), n. A plant of the ge-
nus Caladium (C. sagittcefoUum), the leaves
of which are boiled and eaten in the West
Indies.

^nnin (tan'ln), n. Same as Tannic AeUL
See Tannic.
Tanning (tan'ing), n. 1. The practice, oper-
ation, and art of converting the raw hides
and skins of animals into leather by effect-

ing a chemical combination between the
gelatine of which they principally consist

and the astringent vegetable principle called

tannic acid or tannin. The object of the

tanning process is to produce such a chemi-
cal change in skins as may render them un-
alterable by those agents which teml to de-

compose them in their natural state, and
in connection with the subse^iuent opem-
tions of currying or dressing to ))ring them
into a state of pliability and impermeal>ility

to water which may adapt them for tlie

' many useful purposes to which leather is

Fate, f&v, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub. bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. aUune; y, ac. ley.
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applied. The larser and heavier skins sub-
jected to the tanning process, as those of
buffaloes, bulls, oxen, aud cows, are techni-
cally called hides; while those of smaller
animals, as calves, sheep, and goats, are
called skins. After being cleared of the
hair, wool, and fleshy parts, by the aid of
lime, scraping, and other means, the skins
are usually steeped in an infusion of ground
oak bark, which supplies the astringent or
tanning principle, and thus converts them
into leather. Different tanners, however,
vary much in the mode of conducting the
process of tanning, and also the skins in-

tended for different kimls of leather require
to be treated differently. Various improve-
ments have been made in the process of
tanning, by which time and labour are much
reduced ; but it is found that the slow pro-
cess followed by the old tanners produces
leather far superior to that produced by
quick processes —2. Appearance or hue of
a brown colour produced on the skin by the
action of the sun.

Diseases and distempers, incident to our faces, are
industriously to be cured without any thought or
blame of pnde; as flushing, redness. tnfLininiation,
pimples, freckles, rug^ednets, taNnin^, am) tiie like.

ycr. Taylor.

Tannometer (tan-om'et-^r), n. A hydro-
mett-r for deterndnin;; the proportion of
tannin In tanning' liqnnr.

Tan -pickle (tan'pik-l). ». Tlie brine of a
tan-pit.
The charge of the public was less than It had been

when the vessels were unseaworthy, when the sailors
were riotous, when the food was .^live with vermin,
when the drink tasted like tan-picklt, and when the
clothes .ind hammocks were rotten. Alacau/ay.

Tan-plt (tan'pit). n. 1. A sunken vat in
which hides are laid in tan.—2. A bark-bed.
TanreC (tan'rek), n. See TKNkEC.
Tan - spud ( tau'spud ). n. An instrument
for peeling the bark from oak and other
trees [Local.]

Tan-Stove (tan'stOv), n. A hot-house with
a b.'trk-stove; also, the stove itself.

Tansy (tan'zi), n. [Fr. taiuxisie. tansy; Sp.
atanajfia, costmary ; said to be from Gr.
athanaaia, immortality, from the medicinal
properties of some of the plants of this kliwi,

or because the dried flowers retain their
natural appearance. The generic name
Tanacetutn seem* to be a latinized fonn of
tamt/.] 1. The popular name of a genus of
plants. See Tanacetum.— 2. A favourite
dish of the seventeenth century, and even
later, made of eggs, cream, rose-water, sugar.
and tlie juice of herlts, as emlive,' sptnafre.
sorrel, tansy, and baked with batter in a
shallow pewter dish.

I had a pretty dinner for them; rlz„ a brace of
stewed carps, six roasted chickens, and a jowl of
salmon, hot. for the first course ; a tafuy, and two
n«ats' tongues, and cheese, the second. P*Pys-

Tant (tant), n. A small red spider. Called
also Taint.

Tantalise (tan'taliz). v.t. See Tantalize.
Tantalisni(tan'tal-izm),'i. [.HeeTANTALiZK

]

A puui^liment like that of Tantalus; a tea,s-

ing or lormentin;; by the hope or near ap-
proach of that which is desired, but which
Is not attainable; tantallzation.

Is not such a provision Uke lanlalism to this people?
y. Quiftey.

Tantallte (tan'ta-lit), n. The ore of the
metal tantalum; an opaque mineral, with
imperfect metallic lu.-itre and Iron-black
colnin. found in Sweilen and other places.
Tantalium (tan-tjVli-um),n. See Tantalum.
Tantallzation (Uin'ta-Uz-a"ahon>, n. The
act of tantalizing, or the state of being tan*
talized
Roziiiante's pains «nd /uw/ii/i'^.t/iUMj in thtsnifht*s

ruund, were more irksome to the beast than all his
other outriding, Gayion.

Tantalize (tan'ta-IIz). u.t pret * pp. (a»-
taliz^'d; ppr. Uintnlizitui. [From Tantalus,
a ravtldcal king of Lydta or Fhrygia. who
for divulging the secrets of his father Zeus
was contlemned to stand lu a lako of water,
which receded from him whenever he
stooped to drink, while branches loaded
with fruit, which always eluded his (prasp,
were hung over his head. J To tease or tor-
ment l>y presenting somcthini; desirable to
the view, but continually frustrating the
expectiUions by keepin;; it out of reach; to
excite by expectations or fears that are not
realized; to tease by hopes ungratified.

Thy vain desires, at strife

Within themselves, have taniaiiM'd thy life.

DrytUn.
I should otherwise have felt exceedtnf^Iy tantalitied

wtah Urine under the walls of so great a city, fall of
objects of novelty, without being able to enter it.

Cook.

Syn. To tease, torment, excite, irritate,
provoke.
Tantalizer (tan'tadiz-6r), n. One that tan-
talizes.

Tantalizing (tan'ta-liz-ing). p. and a. Teas-
ing or tormenting by presenting to the view
something unattainable.

This was tempting news, but tantalizing^ Xod.

Dickens.
The major was poing on in this tantalixing way,

not proposing, and declining to fall in love.

Thackeray.
Tantalizingly (tan'ta-llz-ing-li), adv. In a
tantalizing manner; by tantalizing.

Tantalum (tan'ta-lum).n. Sym. Ta. At. wt.
182. A rare meUdlic element discovered in
the Swedish minerals tantalite and yttro-
tantalite. It was long believed to be iden-
tical with Siohiiun, but their separate
identity has been established. Written also
Tantalima.

Tantalus (tan'ta-lus), n. [See Tantalize.
The name was given because from their vora-
city these birds seem never to have enough.]
A genus of wailing birds, family Ardeidrc
or heron family. 3*. hjcxdaior is the wood-
ibis of America, which frequents extensive
swamps, where it feeds on serpents, young
alligators, frogs, and other reptiles. The
African tantalus (T. ibu) was long regarded
as the ancient Egyptian ibis, but it is rare
in Egypt, belonging chiefly to Senegal, and
is much larger than the true ibis.

—

Tanta-
lus ew/), a philosophical toy,

consisting of a siphon so
adapted to a cup that the
short leg being hi the cup,
the long leg may go down
through the bottom of It.

The siphon is concealed
within the figure of a man.
whose chin is on a level

with the Ijendof the siphon.
Hence, as soon as the water
rises up to the chin of the
image it begins to subside,
so that the figure. like Tan- Tantalus Cup.
talus in the fable ( see
Tantalize), is unable to quench his thirst.

Tantamount (tan'ta-mount), a. [Fr. tant,

L. tanttw, so much, and E. amoxi.ni. ] £<iuiva-
lent, as in value, force.eSect.or signification

;

as, silence is sometimes iantmnouni to con-
seat.'

put the questions into Latin, we are still never the
nearer, they are plainly tantamouut: at least the
difference to me is undiscemible. iVaterland.

Actions were brought af^ainst persons who had de-
famed the Duke of York; and damag'es tantamount
to a sentence of perpetual imprisonment were de-
mantled by the plaintiff and without difficulty ob-
tained. MacaKlay.

Tantamount t (tan'ta-mount), rt. To be
tantamount or equivalent. 'Ihat which in

God's estimate may tantamount to a direct
undervaluing.' Jer. Taylor.

Tantlty (tan'ti-ti), n. A term used by Mr.
James Mill. See under (^UAKTITlf.

Tantivy (tan-tivi), adv. [Said to be from
the note of a hunting horn.] Swiftly; speed-
ily; rapidly.—To ride tantivy, to ride with
great speed.

Tantivy (tan-tiv'i). n. 1. A rapid, violent
?;allop. —2- 1 A devoted adherent of the court
n the time of Charles II, ; a royalist. [The
nickname may l>e traceable to the fox-

hunting habits of the country squires of the
period.]

Those who took the king's side were anti-Birminj;^-

hams, abhorrers. and taniivies. These appellations
soon bcdiue obsolete. Macaulay.

Collier . . . was a Tory of the highest sort, such
as in the court of his age was called a tantivy.

Macaulay
3 t A mixture of haste and violence; a rush;
a torrent.

Sir, I expected to hear from you in the language of
the lost groat, and the prodigal son. and not in such
a lantwy of language; hut 1 perceive your rommu-
nicadon is not always yea, yea. CieaveUmd.

Tantivy (tan-ti%''i). tJ.t. To hurry ofT; to go
otf in a hurry. Uliss Burney.
Tantllngt (tant'ling), n. [Based on tanta-
lizH.] One seized with the hope of pleasure
unattainable; one exposed to be tantalized.

Tantra (tan'tra). n. [Skr., from tan, to be-

lieve. ) A division, section, or chapter of

certain Sanskrit sacred works of the wor-
shippers of the female energy of Siva. Each
tantra has the form of a dialogtie between
Siva and his wife. The tantras nre much
more recent production.^ than the Vedas,
possibly posterior even to the Christian era.

although their believers regard them as a
fifth Veda, of equal auti(iuity and higher
authority.

Tantrism (tau'trizm), n. The doctrines of
the tantras.

Tantrum (tan'trum), n. [Prov. E. tantum,
from \V. tant, tension, a sudden start or
impulse, a gust of passion, a whim; from
root tan, seen also In E. thin.] A burst of
ill-humour; a display of temper; an ill-na-
tured caprice: used chiefly in the plural; as,

she is in her toH.(rHm*\ Thackeray. [Colloq.l
Tan-turf (tan't^rf), n. See Tan-balls.
Tan-Vat (tan'vat), n. A vat in which hides
are steeped in liquor with tan.

Tan-yard (tan'yard), n. An inclosure where
the tanning of leather is carried on.
Tanystome (tan'is-tom), n. [Gr. tamjo, to
stretch, and stoma, the mouth.] One of
those dipterous insects, which have a pro-
jecting proboscis, with the last joint of the
anteimae undivided, including the gadflies.

Tanzimat (tan'zi-mat), n. [Ar, pi. of tan-
sini, a regulation.] Lit. regulations. The
name given to the organic laws, constituting
the first contribution towards constitutional
government in Turkey, published in 1844
by Sultan Abdul-Medjid.
Tap (tap), v.t pret. & pp. tapped; ppr. tap-
ping. [Fr. taper, to tap, to rap, to strike,

tape, a tap, a slap, probably ultimately from
the sound (comp. rap, rat-tat, pat), though
the French verb is directly from the Teu-
tonic; comp. Prov. G. tapp, tapps, a blow,
G. tappen, to grope ; Icel. taj^sa, tf^pta, to-

tap or touch lightly.] 1. To strike with
something small, or to strike with a very
gentle blow; to pat gently; as. to tap one
with the hand ; to tap one on the shoulder
with a cane.

He had always joked and tapped their shoulders
when he went by. Dickens.

2. To put a new sole or heel on, as on a boot
or shoe. [Local.]

Tap (tap), p. I. To strike a gentle blow; as,

he tapped at the door.

Tap (tap), n. 1. A gentle blow; a slight blow
with a small thing.

She gives her right hand woman a tap on the
shoulder. Addisott.

2. A piece of leather fastened upon the bot-
tom of a boot or shoe in repairing or renew-
ing the sole or heel.

Tap (tap), v.t. [A. Sax. tceppan, to tap, to
draw out liquor; L.G. and D. tappen, Icel.

and Sw. tappa, G. zap/en; the lit. meaning
is to draw out liquids by removing the tap
or faucet. See tlie noun.] 1. To pierce so
as to let out a fluid; as, to tap a cask, a tree,

a tumour, or anything that contains a pent-
up fluid.

Wait with patience till the tumour becomes trouble-
some, and then tap it with a lancet. S/iarpe.

2. To treat in any analogous wny for the
purpose of drawing something from; as, it

was discovered that the telegraph wires
had lieen tapped.— To tap the admiral, to
broach surreptitiously a cask of litiuor: from
the story that when a certain admiral's body
was being conveyed to England in spirits,

the sailors tapped the cask containing it

and drank the liquor—3. To cause to ruu
out by broaching the cask or vessel.

He has been tapping- his liquors, while I have been-
spilling my blood. Addison.

Tap (tap), n. [A. Sax. tteppa (whence the
verb teeppan, to tap), L.G. tappe, D. and
Dun. tap, Icel. tappi, G. zapfen, a tiip, a
plug, a faucet; from same rout as tip and
top. Hence tapster, and from the Qermau
through the French tamp, tampion.] 1. A
pipe or hole through which liquor is dmwik
from a cask.—2. A plug or spile to stop a
hole in a cask.—3. The liquor, especially in
respect of quality, which is drawn through
a tap. [Colloq.]

Sending out a meagre servant to oflTer a glass of
'something' to the post-boy, who answered that he
thanked the gentleman, but if it was the same tap as
he had tastea before, he had rather not. Dicketts.

4. A tap-house or tnp-room.— 5. An instru-

ment employed for cutting the threads of

internal screws or nuts. It consists sim-
ply of an external or male screw of the re-

quired size, formed of steel, and more or
less tapereil. i>ortious of the threads being
filed away in order to present a series of

cutting edges. This btdng screwed into the
nut in the manner of an ordinary bolt,

forms the thread required. —0»i tap, (a)

ready to be drawn; as, we have Bass on tap.

(h) Broaciied or furnished with a tap; as,

the barrel of Bass is on tap.

Tap (tap), «. [Scotch. ] A top ; a head : a
crest or the like.—Tap o/ tow, (a) tlie quan-
tity of flax that is made up into a conical

ch, ehtLin: 6h, Sc. locA; g, go\ j, job; fi, Tr. ton; ng, 9ing; TH, (Aen; th. 'Mn; w, tcig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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form to be put upon the distaff. (&) A very
irritable person; a pei-son easily iuflamed,

like a bundle of flax.

Tap-lOOlt (tap'bolt), n. A bolt with a head
on one end and a thread on the other end,

to be screwed into some fixed part, instead

Oi passinj; through the part and receiving a
nut.

Tap-cinder (tap'sin-d^r). n. The slag pro-

duced in the process of puddling iron.

Tape (tap), n. [A. Sax. tceppe, a fillet, pro-

bal)ly like tapestry, tippet, from the Greek.]

1. A narrow fillet or liand; a narrow piece

of woven work, used for strings and the

like; as, curtains tied, with tape. —2. In
printing, one of the travelling bands which
hold and conduct the sheet of paper in a
steam-press; also, a similar band in a paper-
folding machine. —3. Spirituous or fer-

mented drink. [Slang.]

Tape (tap), v.t. To use sparingly; to make
a little go a great way: often with out. Sir

W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Tapeism (tap'izm), n. Same as Red-tapery.

Tape-line, Tape-measure (tap'liu, tap-

mezh'ur), n. A tape marked with inches,

Ac, and inclosed in a case, used in mea-
suring.

Tapen (tap'n), a. Made of tape. C. Reade.
Taper (t^'P^^')- " \.^- ^^'f- f<ipo>'< taper;

probably from the Celtic; comp. W. tampr,
a taper, tampru, to burn like a torch; Ir.

tapar, a taper; also Skr. taj), to burn.]
1. A small wax candle; a long wick coated
with wax or other suitable material.—2. A
small lighted wax candle, or a small light.

Get ine a taper iii my study, Lucius. Shak.

3. Tapering form; gradual diminution of

thickness in an elongated object; that which
possesses a tapering form; as, the taper of a
spire.
From the beaver tlie otter dilTers in his teeth, which

are canine; and in liib tail, wliich is feline, or a long
taper. N. Grew.

Taper (ta'p6r), a. [Supposed to be from the
form of a taper.] Long and regularly be-

coming slenderer toward the point; becom-
ing small toward one end; as, taper fingers.

Taper (ta'per), r.i. 1. To become gradually
slenderer ; to grow gradually less in diam-
eter ; to diminish in one direction ; as, a
sugar-loaf tapers toward a point. — 2. To
diminish; to grow gradually less.

We saw him tapering away till he appeared a mere
speck, as he went cfown the mountain-side, and finally

disappeared altogether. IV. H. Russeli.

Taper (ta'p6r), v.t. To cause to taper; to
make gradually smaller especially in diam-
eter.

Tapered (ta'p^rd), p. and a. Provided with
tapers; liglited with a taper or tapers.

The taper d choir, at the late hour of prayer.
Oft let me visit. It'arton.

Tapering (ta'p6r-ing), a. Becoming regu-
larly smaller iu diameter toward one end;
gradually diminishing toward a point.

Taperlngly (ta'p6r-iug-li), adv. in a taper-

ing manner.
Taperness (ta'p6r-nes), n. The state of

being i&.ptT.

A Corinthian pillar has a relative beautj', depend-
ent on its taperness and foliage. Shenstotie.

Tapestry (tap'es-tri), n. [O.E. tapecery,
tapecerye, from Ft. tapiaserie, tapestry, car-

peting, from tapis, formerly tapestry, now
a carpet, from L. tajKs, tapete, from Gr.
tapes, tapetos, a carpet, a rug.] A kind of
woven hangings of wool and ailk, often en-

riched with gold and silver, representing
figures of men. animals, landscapes, &c.,
and formerly much used for lining or cover-
ing the walls and furniture of apartments,
churches, &c. Tapestry is made by a process
intermediate between weaving and embroi-
dery, being worked in a web with needles
instead of a shuttle. Short lengths of thread
of the special colours required for the de-
sign are worked in at the necessary places
and fastened at the back of the texture.

The term tapestry is also applied to a variety
of woven fabrics having a omltiplicity of

colours in theirdesign, which, however, have
no other characteristic of true tapestry.

See Gobelin.— Tapestry carpet, the name
giv«n to a very elegant and cheap two-ply

' or ingrain carpet, the warp or weft being
printed before weaving so as to produce the
figure in the cloth.

Tapestry (tap'es-tri]), v.t. pret. & pp. tapes-

tried; ppr. tapestrying. To adorn with ta-

pestry or as if with tapestry.

The Trosachs wound, as now, between gigantic

walls of rock tapestried with broom and wild roses.
Afacattla_y.

Tapett (tap'et), n. [h. tapete. See Tapes-
TKY.] Worked or figured stuff; tapestry.

Spenser.

Tapeti (tap'e-ti), 71. The Brazilian hare, the
Lepus Brasiliensis, a rodent mammal in-

habiting South America.
Tapetless (tap'et-les), a. [Lit. not having
a tap or head.] Heedless; foolish. Bums.
[Scotch. ]

Tape-worm (tap'\v6rm), n. [From their

resemblance in shape to a tape.] The
name common to certain internal parasites

(Entozoa) constituting the order Cestoi-

dea or Treniada of the sub-kingdom An-
nuloida, found in the mature state in tlie

alimentary canal of warm-blooded verte-

brates. Tape-woims are composed of a
number of flattened joints or segments, the
anterior of which, or head (whichis the true

animal), is furnished with a circlet of hooks
and suckers, which enable it to maintain its

hold on the mucous membrane oi the intes-

tines of its host. The other segments, called

proglottides, are simply generative organs
budded off by the head, the oldest being
furthest removed from it, and each con-
taining when mature male and female or-

gans. The tape-worm has neither mouth
nordigestive organs, nutrition being effected

by absorption through the skin. The length
of the animal varies from a few inches to

several yards. The ova do not undergo de-

velopment in the animal in which the adult
exists. They require to be swallowed by
some other warm-blooded vertebrate, the
ripe proglottides being expelled from the
bowel of the host with all their contained
ova fertilized. The segments or proglottides

decompose and liberate the ova, which are

covered with a capsule. After being swal-

lowed the capsule bursts and an embryo,
called a proscolex, is liberated. This em-
bryo, by means of spines, perforates the
tissues of some contiguous organ, or of a

blood-vessel, in the latter case being carried

by the blood to some solid part of the body,
as tlie liver or brain, where it surrounds it-

self with a cyst, and develops a vesicle con-

taining a fluid. It is now called a scolex or

hydatid, and formerly was known as the
cystic loorm. The scolex is incapable of

farther development till swallowed and re-

ceived a second time into the alimentary
canal of a warm-blooded vertebrate. Here
it becomes the head of the true tape-worm,
from which proglottides are developed pos-

teriorly by gemmation, and we have the

adult animal with which the cycle l)egins.

Eight true tape-worms occur in man. Taenia

solium, the cystic form of which produces
the measles of the pig, being the most com-
mon. Another, T. mediocanellata, is de-

veloped from the scolex, which causes
measles in the ox. The tape-worm of the

dog, T. serrata, is the adult form of the

scolex which produces stjiggers in sheep.

T. Echinococcus of the dog produces hyda-

tids in man, through the development in

man of its immature young.

Tap-hole (tap'liol), n. The hole in the pud-
dling-furnace through whicli the tap-cinder

is let out, and which during puddling is

stopped up.

Tap-house (tap'hous). n. A house where
liquors are retailed; a house where beer is

served from the tap. Shak.

Taphrenchyma (taf-reu'ki-ma), n. [Gr.

taphros, a pit, and enchynia, tissue—f?i, in,

and cheo, to pour.] In bot. pitted, doited,

or porous tissue; bothrenchyma.

Tapinage,t ». [Fr. tapinois, by stealth.] A
lurking or skulking. Chaucer.

Tapioca (tap-i-o'ka), n. [Native American
name.] A farinaceous substance prepared

from cassava meal, which, while moist or

damp, has been heated for the purpose of

drying it on hot plates. By this treatment
the starcli-grains swell, many of them burst,

and the whole agglomerates in small irregu-

lar masses or lumps. In boiling-water it

swells up and forms a viscous jelly-like

mass. Ure. See Cassava.
Tapir (ta'pir), n. [Fr. Sp. and Pg., from the

native Brazilian name.] An ungulate or

hoofed animal of the genus Tapirus. The
nose resembles a small fleshy proboscis:

tliere are four toes to the fore-feet, and
three to the hind ones. The South Ameri-
can tapir (T. ainericanus) is the size of a

small ass, with a brown skin, nearly naked.

The flesh is eaten. Another American spe-

cies has been discovered in the Cordilleras,

the back of which is covered with hair, and
the bones of the nose more elongated and

approximating somewhat to the palaeothe-
rium. The T. malayanus ot indicus is found
in the forests of Malacca and Sumatra. It

Malay Tapir (7". }nalayanus).

is larger than the American species, and is

a most conspicuous animal from the white
back, rump, and belly contrasting so
strongly with the deep sooty black of the
rest of the body as, at a little distance, to

give it tlie aspect of being muftied up in a
white sheet. Tlie tapirs are allied both to
the hog and to the rhinoceros, but they are
much smaller than the latter. Fossil tapirs

are scattered throughout Europe, and
among them is a gigantic species, T. gi'jan-

teus, Cuv., which in size must have nearly
equalled tlie elephant.

Tapiridae (ta-pii-'i-de), n. pi. The tapir tribe

of animals, which differ from the pig tiil>e

in possessing only three toes on each hind
foot, and in the better development of the
proboscis.

Taplroid (ta'pir-oid), a. [Tapir, and Gr.

eidos, resemblance] Allied to the tapir or
tlie tapir family.

Tapirotherium (ta'pir-6-the"ri-um),n. [Ta-
pir, and Gr. therion, a wild beast.] A fossil

quadruped of the eocene period, having in-

timate structural relations with the exist-

ing tapirs.

Tapirus (ta'pir-us), n. A genus of pachy-
dermatous quadrupeds. See Tapir.

Tapis (ta-pe). n. [Fr. .See Tapestry.] Car-

peting; tapestry. Formerly tapesfry was
used to cover the table in a council cham-
ber; hence, to be on or upon the tapis, to be
under consideration, or on the table.

The house of lords sat till past five at niijht. Lord
Churchill and Lord Godolphin went away, and gave
no votes in the matter which 7vas upon the tapis.

Henry Lord Clarendon.

Tapis t (ta'pis), v.t. To cover with figures

like tapestry. Holland.
Tapiser.t n. [See Tapestry.] An uphol-
sterer; a maker of tapestry. Chaucer.

Tapisht (tiip'ish), v.t. or i. [Prov. E. tajtpu,

to be close to the ground, from ¥r. {se) tapir,

tapissa7it, to squat; of same origin as taper,

to bung, to plug. See Tap.] To cover; to

conceal; to hide: to lurk in a covert or hid-

ing-place; to lie close to the ground, as par-

tridges and game.
>Vhen the sly beast, tapish'd in bush or brier,

Nor art nor pains can rouse out of his place.

Fairfax.

Tapite.t r.f. To cover with tapestry. Chau-
cer.

Taplash (tap'lash), n. [From tap, a spigot,

and lash, probably = it«A. ] 1. Poor beer.

Did ever any man run such taplash as this at first

broaching? £p. Parker.

2. The last running of small-beer; the dregs

or refuse of liquor. 'The taplash of strong
ale and wine.' UalliweU.

Tapling (tap'ling), n. The strong double
leather made fast to the end of each piece

of a flail.

Tapnet (tap'net). n. A frail or basket made
of rushes, &c. . in which figs are imported.

Tappe,t n. A tap or spigot. Chaucer.

Tappet (tap'et). n. [A dim. from tap, t"

strike gently.] 1. A small lever connected
with the valve of the cylinder of a steam-

engine. —2. Any small cam. more particu-

larly when it acts only during a small part

of the revolution of the axis on which it is

fixed. Hence also the separate teeth of a

cam-wheel employed to lift a vertical bar

or stamper, are called tappets when small,

and wipers when they are very large. —
Tappet motion, the apparatus for working
the steam-valve of a Cornish steam-engine,

consisting of levers connected to the valves,

moved at proper intervals by tappets or

projecting pieces fixed on a rod connected
to the beam.
Tappioet (tap' pis), v.t. and i. Same as

Tapish. Sir If". Scott.

Fate, fftr, fat, fftU; me. met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bwU; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey
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Tap-pickle (tap'pik-l ). n. The uppermost
and most valuable grain in a stalk of oats;
hence, fig. one's most valuable possession;
in the case of a woman, cliastity. Burns.
[Scotch.]

Tapplne^ (tap'ing), n. In surg. paracente-
sis, or uie operation of removing fluii.! from
any of the serous cavities of the body in
which it has collected in large quantity.

Tappit-lieil(tap'it-hen), n. [Scotch.] 1. A
hen with a crest.— 2- A collo<iuiaI term de-
noting a kind of tankard containing 3 quarts,
or according to some 1 quart, so named
from the knob on the lid as being supposed
to resemble a crested hen.

Their hostess a|>peared with a huf^e pewter mea-
suring-pot, contaitiing at least three English quarts,
faniiharly denominated it tappit-he}i. Sir //' Scott.

Taproom (tap'rom). " A room in which
tietT is served from the tap.

Tap-root (tap'rot). n. The main root of a
plant which penetrates the earth directly
downward to a considerable depth.
Tap-rooted (tap'rot-ed), a. Having a tap-
rout.

Tapsalteerle (tap-sal-te'ri), adv. Topsy-
turvy. Hums. [Scotch.]

Tapster (.tap'ster), » [.Tap, and term. -ster. ]

A person employed in a tavern, ttc., to tap
or draw ale or other liquor.

TaptOO (tap-to'), ». A beat of drum. See
Tattuo.
Tapu (ta PMO. »• Same as Taboo.
Tapul (ta'pul). n. In milit aniiq. the sharp
projecting ridge down the centre of some
breastplates.

Taqua-nut (ta'kwa-nut), n. The seed or
nut of the -South American tree Phytelephas
uxacrocurpa, introduced into this country
under the name of vegetable ivory, and used
as ivory.

Tar (tnr). »i. [A. Sax. teru, tero, L.G. tar,
i) teer, Icel. tjara, G. theer, tar. Origin
unknown. ] 1. A thick, dark-coloured, viscid
product obtained by the destructive distil-

lation of organic substances and bituminous
minerals, as wood, coal, peat, shale, Ac.
Wood-tar.such as the Archangel,Stockholm,
and American tars of commerce, is gener-
ally prepared by a very rude process. A
conical cavity is dug in the ground, with a
cast-iron pan at the bottom, from wliich
leads a funnel. Billets of wood (such as
pine or flr) are thrown into this cavity, and
being covered with turf are slowly bunied
without tiame The tar which exudes during
combustion is conducted olf through the
funnel. In this country wood-tar is chiefly
olitained as a by-product in the destructive
distillation of wocnl for the manufacture of
wood-vinegar (pyroligneous acitl) and wood-
spirit (methyl alcohol). It has an acid re-
action, and contains various liquid matters
of which the principal are methyl-acetate,
acetone, hydrocarbons of the benzene series,
and a number of oxidized compounds, as
carbolic acid. Paraffin, anthracene, naph-
thalene, chrj'sene. Ac. , are found among its

solid products- It possesses valuable anti-
septic properties, owing to the creasote it

contains, and is used extensively for coating
and preserving timber and iron in exposed
si tuations, and for impregnating ships' ropes
and cordage. Coal-tar is extensively ot>-

tained in Britain in the process of gas manu-
facture. It is a very valuable substance,
in as much as the compounds obtained from
it form the starting-points in so many chem-
ical manufactures. See Coal-tar. — 2. A
sailor: so called from his tarred clothes,
bands, &c. ' Hearts of oak are our ships,
Jolly tars are our men.' Sea gong.

In Senates bold, and fierce in war
A land commander, and a tur. Swift.

Tir (tar), t.t pret & pp. tarred; ppr tarring.
To smear with tar; as, to tar ropes.— To tar
and feather a person, to pour heated tar
over him and then cover with feathers.
This mode of punishment, according to
Rynier's Foedera, is as old at least as the
crusades; it is a kind of mob vengeance still

taken on extremely obnoxious personages
in some parts of America.
Tart (tAr). v.t. (Also tarre, tarr. and tarr^f,
from A. Sax. tirian, tirigan. tyrgan. Hc.targe,
tairge, D, tergen, to irritate, provoke, vex.
See also TarrV.) To incite; to hound; to
provoke. See Tarre.
Tara (ta'ra), n. A kind of plant See Taro.
Tara-fem (ta'ra-f^rn), h. a species of fern
{i'teritf fxculenta) from the ntot or rhizcpme
of which a Hour was obtained which formed
a staple article of food to the natives of

Xew Zealand before the settlement by the
British.

TarandUS (ta-rau'dus), n. [Altered from
L. tarttndrus. supposed to be the reindeer.]
In some systems of zoology the specific
name of the reindeer (Cervus Tarandus); in
others, a separate genus in which it is

classed under the name of Tarandus ran-
gi/er.

Taranis (tar'a-nis), ?i. [\V. and Corn, taran,
thunder.) A Celtic divinity, regarded as
the evil principle, but confounded by the
Romans with Jupiter.
Tarannon- Shale ( ta-ran'on-shal ), ?i. In
geol a pale-culoured shale constituting the
upper meml>er of the Llandovery formation
of Sihirian rocks. It has few fossils.

Tarantass (tar-an-tas'), n. A lai-ge covered
travelling carriage without springs, but
balanced on long poles which serve the pur-
pose,and without seats.mueh used inRussia.
Tarantella ( tar-an-tel'la ), n. [It, older
fonn tarantola, a spider. See Taranttjla.]
A swift, whirling Italian dance in six-eight
measure; also, the music suited for the
dance.
Tarantism, Tarantlsmus (ta-ran'tizm,tar-
an-tiz'mus). n. [It. tarantismo. See Ta-
rantula.] 1. A fabulous disease, said to
have been endemic in the neighbourhood
of Tarentum, characterized by an excessive
desire to dance to the sound of musical in-
struments, and popularly supposed to be
caused by the bite of the tarantula. Ac-
coriHng to others, the disease consisted in
a state of somnolency, which could not be
overcome except by music and dancing. —
2. A disease in its effects resembling St
Vitus's dance and leaping ague.
TarantUla (ta-ran'tu-la), n. [It, tarantella,
formerly tarantola; Fr. tarentule, from L.
Tarentvm. now Taranto, in the south of
Italy, in whose
vicinity the ani-

mal is found]
1. A kind of

spider, the Ly-
eosa tarantula,
found in some
of the warmer
parts of Italy.

When full
grown it is

about the size

of a chestnut,
and is of a
brown colour.
Its bite was at
one time sup-
posed to be dangerous, and to cause the dis
ease called tarantism (which see); it is now
known not to be worse than the sting of a
common wasp.

Such three weeks of swearinf; ! Saw the sun ever
such a swearinjf people I Have they been l>it by a
swearing taratitula i Carlylt.

2. A dance ; also, the music to which it is

performed. See Tarantella.
Tarantulated (ta-rantu-lat-ed), p. and a.

Bitten by a tarantula; suffering from taran-
tism.

Taraqtllra (tar-a-ke'ra), n. A species of
American lizard.

Taraxaclne Uarak'sa-sin), n. A crystalliz-

able substance extracted from the Taraxa-
cum officinale or dandelion, and ou which
the active diuretic and tonic properties of
the rootstock probably depend.
Taraxacum (ta-rak'sa-kum), n. [From old
tarasacon. At. or Per. taratdmgun, taraxa-
cum] 1. Dandelion, a genus of plants, nat.
order Conipositae. See Dandelion. —2. Dan-
delion root as used in n.edicine.

Taraxis (ta-rak'sis), n. [Gr, from tarantto.

to confound.] A slight inflammation of the
eye.

TarbOfiTgin ( tar-bog'in ), n. The name in
Canatia for a light sleigh or sledge. Also
called Tobofjqin.

Tarboosh, tarbouche (tar'bosh), n. [Ar.

name. J A red woollen skull-cap, usually
ornamented with a blue silk tassel, and worn
by the Egyptians, Turks, and Arabs; a fez.

Tarcelt (tar'sel), n. See Tercel.
Tardatlont (tiir-da'shon), n. [From L. tardo,
tanlatuin, to make slow, from tardtis, slow.
See Tardy. ] Tlie act of retarding or delay-
ing; retardation. Bailey.

Tardigrada (tar'di-gra-da), n pi. 1. Cuvier's
name for the first family of edentate mam-
mals or quadrupeds, comprising, of living
genera, the sloth only. See SLOTH. —2. A
family of mites. Same as Macrohiotidce
(which see).

Tarantula {Lycosa tarantula),
a, Arranifenient of the eyes.

Tardigrade (tar'di-grad),a. [L. tardigradiis
—tardxis, slow, and <;md»s, step.] 1. Slow-
paced ; moving or stepping slowly. George
Kliot. — 2. Of or pertaining to the family
Tardigrada.
Tardigrade (tai-'di-grad), n. One of the
Tardigrada.
Tardigradoust (tiii-'di-grad-us), a. Moving,
walking, or stepping slowly; slow-paced.
*A slow and (arrf(^rado»s animal.' Sir T.
Browtie.

Tardily (tar'di-li), adv. In a tardy manner;
with slow pace or motion; slowly. Shak.
Tardiness (tar'di-nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being tardy ; as, (a) slowness, or the
slowness of motion or pace. (&) UnwilUng-
ness; reluctance manifested by slowness,
(c) Lateness ; as, the tardiness of witnesses
or jurors in attendance; the tardiness of
stutlents in attending prayers or recitation.
Tarditationt (tar-di-ta'shon), n. Slowness;
tardity. *To instruct them to avoid all
snares of tarditation in the Lord's art'airs.'

Uerrick.

Tardityt (tai-'di-ti), n. [L. tarditas, from
tardus, slow.] Slowness; tardiness.

Our explication includes time in the notions of ve-
locity and tardify. Sir A'. Di^by.

TardO (tar'do), a. [It.] In mx(sic, a term
signifying that the piece to which it is affixed
is to be perfonned slowly.

Tardy (tar'di), a. [Fr. tardif, tardy, slow,
backward, as if from a form tardivus, from
L. tardus, slow (whence retard). ] 1. Moving
with a slow pace or motion ; slow. ' Check
the tardy flight of time.' Sandys.— 2. Late;
dilatory; not being up to time. 'The tardy
plants in our cold orchards plac'd.' Waller.

You may freely censure him for beinjf tardy in his
payments. Arbuthnot.

3. Ch.<iracterized by or proceeding from re-
luctance; unwilling to move or act; hang-
ing back. 'Tardy to vengeance, and with
mercy brave.' J'rior.— To take one tardy.

\

to take or come upon oue unprepared, un-
ready, or unaware.

But if thou think'st I tocJb thee tardy.
And darest presume to be so hardy.
To try thy fortune o'er afresh,
I'll wave my title to thy flesh, Hudibras.

Tardyt (tar'di), v.t. pret A pp. tardied; ppr.
tardying. To delay; to make tardy; to hin-
der.

Which had been done.
But that the jjood mind of Cauiillo tardied
My swift conunand. Skak^

Tare (tar), n. [Probably shortened from
some of the provincial names such as tare-

fitch, targrass, which seem to be from the
provincial tare, brisk, eager ; comp, quick-
grass.] The common name of ditferent
species of Vicia, a genus of leguminous
plants, known also liy the name of vetch.
There are numerous species and varieties
of tares or vetches, many of which have
been proposed to be introduced into gen-
eral cultivation, but that which is found
best adapted for agricultural purposes is

the common tare (I'icia satica), of which
there are two principal varieties, the sum-
mer and winter tare. They afford excellent
food for horses and cattle, and hence are
extensively cultivated throughout Europe.
(See Vetch.) The name tare is also given
to two British vetches which are sometimes
separated from Vicia under the name of
Ervum, E. hirsutnrn, or hairy tare, and E.
tetraspennvm, or smooth tare. Both are
annuals, and are found growing in fields and
hedges. The tare mentioned in Scripture
(Mat. xiii. 36) is supposed to be the Lolixnn.
temulentum or darnel (which see).

Tare (tar),n. [Fr. tare, Pr. It. and Sp. tara,
O. Sp. atara, tare; from Ar. tarha, or, with
the article, at-tarha, waste, tare.] In com.
a deduction made from the gross weight of
goods as e<iuivalent to the real or approxi-
mate weight of the cask, box. bag. or other
paeka^'e containing them. Tare is said to
be real when the true weight of the package
is known and allowed for, average when it

is estimated from similar known cases, and
CT(w^07rtarj/ when a uniform rate istleducted.

Tare (tar), vt. pret. A- pp. tared; ppr. taring.

To ascertain or mark the amount of tare.

Tare (tar), a pret of tear, now obsolete or
poetical.

Drasrons of the prime
That fnre each other in their slime. Tennyson.

Tarentella (tar-en-tella), n. Same as Ta-
rantella.

Tarentism (ta-ren'tizm), a. Same as Taran-
tism (which see).

ch, cAain; fih, So. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, %\ng; th. then; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, uAig; zh, a^iire.—See Key.
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Tarentula (ta-ren'tu-la), n. Same as Ta-

raiitula.

Targant, Torgant (tav'gant, toi-'gant), a.

{A corruption for torquent, from L. torqueiK,

torqneiilis, ppr. of torqueo, to twist.] In

hf-i: see TORQUED.
Targe (tarj), n. A target or shield. See

Target, 1. [Now only poetical]

Woe is my heart

That the poor soldier that so riclily fought.

Whose rass shamed gilded arms. Whose naked breast

Stepp'd before targes of proof, cannot be found.

Ill fared it then with Roderick Dhu.
That on the field his Lirge he threw,

Whose lirazen studs and tough bull-hide

Had de.lth so often dash'd aside. Sir IK Scctt.

Targe, Talrge (tiirj. tarj), v. t. [A. Sax. tiri-

gaii, tyrgan. D. lenjen, to vex, provoke, irri-

tate. See TAB, to incite.) [Scotch.] 1. To
beat; to strike.— 2. To keep in order or

under discipline.

Galium Beg took this opportunity of discharging

an obligation, by mounting guard over the hereditary

tailor of Slioch nan Ivor : and. as he expressed him-

self, targed him tightly till the finishing of the job.

Sir IV. Scott.

3. To rate or reprimand severely.—4. To ex-

ercise; to catechize or cross-examine se-

verely. Burns.
Target (tar'get), n. [Formerly written also

targuct.a dim. form from O.Fr. taryue (also

targe), 'a kind of targitet or shield almost

square' (Colgraee); targui, 'armed or cov-

ered with a targiuf (Cotgrave): the French
being probaljly taken from O.H.G. zarga,

Mod, G. zarge, a frame, border, brim, &c.

The word in similar forms is widely spread,

probably by borrowing. 1 1. A shield or

buckler of a small kind, circular in form,

Leather-covered Highland Target.

cut out of ox-hide, mounted on light but

strong wood, and strengthened by bosses,

spikes, &c., often covered externally with

a considerable amount of ornamental work.

These four came all a-front and mainly thrust at

me. I matle me no more ado, but took all their

seven points in my target, thus. 5/mA.

2. The mark set up to be aimed at in

archery, musketry, or artillery practice and

the like. An archery target usually con-

sists of leather or canvas stuBed with straw,

and painted with concentric rings of various

colours, the centre generally golden. The tar-

gets used in rifle practice in Britain are gen-

erally sciuare or olilong metal plates, and .are

divided into three or more sections, called

btUi's-ege, inner (or centre), and outer, count-

hig from the centre of the target to its

edges ; some targets have an additional di-

vision called a magpie, situated between the

outer and the inner. It is the marksman's
aim to put his shots as near the central

point as possiljle, as if he hits the bull's-eye

there are counted in his favour 5 points,

the centre 4 points, the magpie 3 points,

and the outer 2 points or some similar pro-

portions.

Targeted (tar'get-ed), a. Furnished or

armed with a target; liaving a defensive

covering like a target. ' Not rough and tar-

geted as the rhinoceros.' Sp. Gauden.
Targeteer, Targetler (tiir-get-er'), n. One
armed with a target.

For horsemen and for targttiers none could with him
compare. Uuxpman.

Targum (tiir'gura), n. [Chal. targdm, inter-

pretation, from targem, to inteipret] A
translation or paraphrase of tlie Hebrew
Scriptures in the Aramaic or Chaldee lan-

guage or dialect, which became necessary

after the Babylonish captivity,when Hebrew
began to die out as the popular language.

The Targum, long preservetl by oral trans-

mission, does not seem to have been com-

mitted to writing until the first centuries

of the Christian era. The most ancient and
valuable of the extant Targums are those

ascrilied to or called after Onkelos and Jon-

athan Ben Uzziel. All the Targums taken

together form a paraphrase of the whole of

the Old Testament, except Kehemiah, Ezra,

and Daniel.

Targumlst (tiir'gum-ist), n. Tlie writer of

a Targum ; one versed in the language and
literature of the Targums. Milton.

TarhOOd (tiir'liud), n. The state of being a
tar or sailor; sailors collectively. H. Walpole.

Tarian (tar'i-an ), n. [\V.] A kind of an-

cient British shield.

Tariff (tar'if), n. [Fr. tarif, Sp. tari^a, from
the Ar. tarif, explanation, information, a

list of things, particularly of fees to be paid,

from 'araj'a, to inform.] 1. A list or table

of goods with the duties or customs to be

paid for the same, either on importation or

exportation; a list or table of duties or

customs to be paid on goods imported or

exported whether such duties are imposed
by the government of a country or agreed

on by the governments of two countries

holding commerce with each other. The
principle of a tariff depends upon the com-
mercial policy of the state by which it is

framed, and the details are constantly fluc-

tuating with tlie change of interests luul the

wants of the community, or in pursuance
of commercial treaties with other states.—

2. A talile or scale of charges generally.—
3. In the United States, the term applied to

a law of congress fixing the import duties.

Tariff (tai-'if), v. t. To make a list of duties

on, as on imported goods.

Tarln (tar'in), n. [Fr. ] The siskin.

Tarlatan (tai-'la-tan), n. [Perhaps Milanese
tarlantanim, linsey-woolsey. ] A thin cotton

stuff, resembling gauze, used in ladies'

dresses.

Tarn (tarn), n. (Icel. tjom, a tarn.] 1. A
small mountain lake or pool, especially one
which has no visilile feeders. ' Fled like a

glittering rivulet to the tarn.' Tetmytoii-

And soon a score of fires I ween.
From height, and hill, and cUff were seen, . , .

They gleamed on many a dusky tartt.

Haunted by the lonely earn. Sir ly. Scott.

2. A bog; a marsh; a fen. [Local]

Tarnation (tar-na'shon), )i. A euphemistic
substitute for Damnation: a softened oath

in use among Americans. Used also adjec-

tively and adverbially; as, it's tanrntiott

strange. ' A tarnation long word.' Ld.

Lytton.

Tajuisb (tai^'nish), v. t. [Fr. temir, to make
dim, ppr. ternissant, from O.H.G. tarnjan,

to cover, to conceal; cog. A. Sa.x. denian, Sc.

dern, to conceal, to hide ; A. Sax. dente, se-

cretly.] 1. To soil by an alteration induced by
the air, or liy dust, and the like; to diminish

orde8troytlielustreof;tosully; as,to(o™iiA

a nietiil ; to taniish gilding ; to tamisli the

brightness or beauty of colour. —2. To give,

as to gold or silver, a pale or dim cast with-

out cither polishing or burnishing it.— 3. To
diminish or destroy the purity of; to cast a

stain upon; to sully; as, to (ornu,A reputa-

tion or honour.
Let him pray for resolution, that he may discover

nothing that may discredit the cause, tarnish the

glory, and weaken the example of the sutfering.
' ' yeretny CoUier.

Tarnish (tar'nish), v.i. To lose lustre; to

become dull; as, polished substances or

gilding will tarnish in the course of time.

If a fine object should tarnish by having a great

many see it, or the music should run mostly into one

man s ears, these satisfactions would be m.ade in-

closure. ytiemy CoUttr.

TarnisU (tiir'nish), n. A spot; a blot; soiled

state.

Tarnlsher (tai-'nish-ir), ii. One who or that

which tarnishes.

Taro(ta'i6), )i. [Native name] A plant of

tlie genus Colocasia, C. escuUtita, C. mae-
rorhiza, and other species, nat. order Ar-

aceae, cultivated in the Pacific Island? for

the sake of its esculent root, wliicli, although

pungent and acrid in its natural state, be-

comes mild and palatable by washing or

boiling after being deprived of its rind. A
pleasant flour is also made of the roots or

tulier, and the leaves are used as spinach.

The name is also given to the allied Cata-

diani escvlenta, wliose tuberous root aud
leaves are used in the same manner.

Taro (ta'ro), ii. A JIaltese money of account,

worth about lid. sterling.

Taroc (tai-'ok), n. A game at cards played

with seventy-eight cai-ds.

Tarpan (tar'pim), n. The wild horse of

Tartary, belonging to one of those races

which are by some authorities regarded as

original, and not descended from domestic

animals. They are not larger than an oriU-

nary mule, are migratory, and have a toler-

ably acute sense of smell. Their colour is

invariably tan or mouse, with lilack mane
and tail. During the cold season their hair

Tarpan of Northern Asia.

is long and soft, lying so close as to feel like

a liear's fur, and then it is grizzled; in sum-
mer it falls much away, leaving only a cer-

tain quantity on the back and loins. They
are sometimes captured by the Tartars, but
are reduced with great difficulty to subjec-

tion.

Tarpaulin, Tarpaullng (tar-ps'lin, tar-p»'-

ling),Ji. [Tar,and O.E.paiiling.a covering
for a cart or wagon, equivalent to palling.

.See Pall.] 1, Canvas well daubed with tar,

and used to cover the hatchways, boats, Ac.,

on shipboard, and also to protect agricul-

tural produce, goods in transit, <frc., from
the effects of the weather.—2. A sailor's hat
covered with painted or tarred cloth ; a
painted or tan-ed canvas cover generally.

—

3. A sailor. [CoUoq.]

To a landsman, these tarpautins, as they were
called, seemed a strange and half-savage race.

Macauiay,

Written also Tarpauliitg.

Tarpelan (tiir-pe'i-an), a. Epithet ol a

rock on tlie Capitoline hill at Rome over
which persons convicted of treason to the

state were hurled. It was so named, ac-

cording to tradition, from Tarpeia, a vestal

vii-gin of Rome, and daughter of the gover-

nor of the citadel on the CapitoUne, who,
covetous of the golden bracelets worn by
the .Sabine soldiery, opened the gate to them
on the promise of receiving what they wore
on their left amis. Disgusted with her
treachery they overwhelmed and crushed
her to death with their sliields, and she was
buried at the base of the rock.

Bear him to the rock Tarftian, and from thence
Into destruction cast him. Sliak.

Tarqulnlsh (tarTtwm-ish), a. Like Tarqusin,

a king of Rome; proud; haughty.

Tarrace, Tarrass (tar'as), ji. [G. tarrati,

trass, laiTace, probably of similar origin to

Fr. ((trrai-se, earthwork, from tene. L. terra,

earth] A volcanic earth of the Eifel dis-

trict of the Rhine used as a cement; also, a

plaster or cement made in Holland from a

soft rock near CoUen. Written also Terrace

and Trass. See Trass.
Tarragon (tar'a-gon), ?i. [O. Fr, targtni (Mod.
Fr. estragon), Sp. taragoim. It. taryone, tar-

ragon, from L.L. name draco, ioT the proper

Latin name dracttnculus, a dim. of draco, a

di-agon.] A plant of the genus Artemisia,

A . DracxiModm, used for perfimiing vinegar

in France.

Tarret (tar), v.t. To stimulate: to urge on;

to provoke. See Tab, to provoke.

Like a dog that is compelled to fight.

Snatch a* his master that doth titrre him on.
Shak.

Tarrlance (tar'i-ans), n. [From tarry.] A
tarrying ; delay ; lateness. [Obsolete or

poetical.]
So feared the king.

And, after two days' tarrtance there, retum'd.
TetinysOM.

Tarrier (tar'i-Sr). n. . A dog. See TERRUH.
Tarrler (tar'i-Sr), n. One who or that which
tarries or delays.

Writs of error are the tarriirs that keep his client

undoing somewhat the longer. Sir T. Ovcrbury.

Tarrock (tar'ok), n. [Greenland tatarrolc,

tarrock.] A name given to the yoimg of

the Lams tridactylus, or kittiwake gull.

See KITTIWAKE-
Tarro've (tai''6), v.i. To delay; to hesitate;

to feel reluctance ; to loathe ; to reftisa.

[Scotch.]

Tarry (tart), v.i. pret. & pp. tamed; ppr.

tarrying. [' This word seems to be due to

the confusion of two others. . . . These two

Fate, far, fat, 1»11; me.met.hSr; pine, pin; note, uot, move; tube, tub, buU; oil. pound; u, Sc. abt.ne; y, Sc. fe».
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are (1) A. Sax. tirian, tyrgan, to irritate,

vex, to 'tarre' on, as when one seta on a
dog. Du. terijen, to provoke. O.Fr. tarier, to

irritate, tonnent; ami (2) O.Fr. targier, to

delay, from L. tardaie. In borrowing the
latter Word, English has allowed it to ap-

proach the fonu of the former.' Skeat.

L. tardare is from tardus, slow, whence
tardy.] 1. To stay, to sojourn; to abide; to

continue; to lodge.

Tarry all nig^ht and wash your feet. Gen. xix. 2.

2. To stay or remain behind; to wait.

Tarry ye here for us, until we come apain unto you.
Ex. xxiv. 14.

3. To put off going or coming ; to delay; to
loiter; to defer.

Come down to me, tarry not. Gen. xir. 9.

A chieftain to the Highlands bound.
Cries, boatman, do not tarry.

And I'll give thee a silver pound
To row us o'cT the ferry. CampbtU.

8tn. To abide, continue, lodge, await, loiter
Tarry (tar'i), v. t. To wait for.

I cannot tarry dinner. ShaP
He that will have a cake out of the wheat must

tarry the grinding. Shak.

Tarry t (tar'i), n. Delay; stay.

Tarry (tai-'i), a. Consisting of tar, or like tar;
partaking of the character of tar; smeared
with tar.

—

Tarry fingers, thieving fingers;
pilfering fingers. [Scotch]
The gipsies hae tarry fiwers, and ye wud need an

e'e in your neck to watch them. Gait.

Tarsal (tar'sal), a. l. Pertaining to the
tarsus or instep; as, the tarsal bones.—2, Of
or pertaining to the tarsi of the eyelids; as,

the tarsal cartilages.

TanMI (tars), n. The same as Taratts (which
see).

Tarsel (tar'sel), n. A kind of hawk; a
tit-rcel.

Tarst See Tarsus.
Tarsia^ Tarsiatura (tar-si-a, tjli^si.a-tu''ra),

n. [It.] A kind oi mosaic wood-work or
manjiiftry much in favour in Italy iu the
fifteenth century. It was executed by inlay-
ing pieces of wood of different coloui-s and
shadeK into panels of walnut-wood, so as to
represent landscapes, arcliitectural scenes,
fi;,:iire!*. fruit, flowers, Ac.
Tarsier ( tar'si-tr ), n. An animal of the
getms Tarsius (which see).

Tarslus (tar'si-us), n. [From targut.] A
genus of ijuadrumaiious mammals of the
lemur family inhaliiting the Eastern Archi-
pelago. In this genus the Ijonesof the tar-
sus are very mucli elongated, which gives
the fee t and hands a dispnjportionate length.
Tarsiuit ttpectruin, the tarsier, seems to be
the only sfwcies known. It is about the
size of a s^iuirrei, fawn-brown in colour, with
laiye ears, large eyes, and a long tufted tall.

It is nocturnal in its ]iabits,and lives among
trees, It.s ffivniirite food is lizards.

Tarso-metatarauB ( tjii-'86-n)e-ta-tar"8U8X n.

The jiingle bone in the leg of birds produced
by the union ami ankylosis of the lower or
distal i>ortlon of the tarsus with the whole
of the nif talarsiis.

Tarsorraphy (tar-sor'ra-fl), n. [Tarsus, a
cartiI;»ifL- of the eyelids, and Or. raph^, seam,
suture, from raptu. to sew.) In surg. an
operation for diminishing the size of the
opening Ijetween the eyelids when It is en-
larged by sunouuding cicatrices. Dungli-

TarBOtomy ( Ur-sot'o-mi ), n. ( Tarsus, a
cartilage of the eyelids, and Gr. tome, a cut-
ting, from temno, to cut] in aurg. the sec-
tion or removal of the tarsal cartilages.
JJuiiglison.

Tarsus (tar'sus). n pi Tarsi (tiir'si). [Gr.
ttiDton. iiiiy broad, flat surface, tarsos podos,
thellat part of the foot] 1. Inaj«i(. («) that
part of the fo«»t which in man is popularly
known as the ankle, the front of which is

called the instep. It eurre%puuds with the
wrist of the upper limb or ami, and is com-
iwsed ut seven Ixmes. viz. tlie astragalus, os
calcis (heel), os naviculare, os cuboides, and
three others, called ossa cuneifurmia. See
Foot. ('.;) The thin cartilage situated at the
edges of the eyelids to preserve their flrm-
nessand shape. ~2. 1 n entoin. the lastsegment
of the leg. It is divided into several joints,

tlie last being generally terminated by a
claw, which is toimetimes single and some-
times double.— 3. In ornith. that ]»art of the
leg (or properly the foot) of birds which ex-
tends frr>m the toes U» the first joint above;
the shank. The single bone of this portion
corresponds with the tarsus and metatarsus
ooDJoined. See Takso-hktatarsus.

Tart (tart), a. [A. Sax. teart, acid, sharp,
from stem of teran, to tear.] 1. Sharp to
tlie taste; acidulous; as, a tart apple.—
2. Sharp; keen; severe; as, a tart reply; tart
language; a tart rebuke.

Why so tafi a favour
To trumpet such good tidings. Shak.

Tart (tart), n, [Fr. tarte, tmirte, Sp. torta,

tarta. It. torta, tart, from L. tortus, ppr. of
/'/r7«€o. to t%vi8t: originally anythingtwisted,
then, specifically, a piece of pastry in a
twisted form. Comp. a roll, from being
rolled. ] A species of small open pie or piece
of pastry, consisting of fruit baked aud in-
closed in paste.

Tartan, Tartane (tar'tan), «. [Fr. tartane,
It Sp. anci Pg. tartana, from Ar. taridah,
a kind of vessel specially adapted for trans-

porting horses.] A vessel used in the Medi-

r^ituji.

terrane&n both for commercial and other
purposes. It is fui-uislied with a single
mast on which is rigged a lai^e lateen sail;

and with a bctwsprit and fore-sail. When
the wind is aft a square sail is generally
hoisted like a cross-jack.

I set out from Marseilles to Genoa in a tartane,
and arrived late at a small French port called Cassis.

Tartan (tar'tan), n. [Fr. tiretaine, tirtaine,

lingey - woolsey. Of unknown origin.] A
well-known species of cloth, checkered or
cross-barred with threadsof various colours.
It wjiB originally made of wool or silk, and
constituted the distingui-«hing badge of the
Scottish Highland clans, each clan having
its own peculiar pattern. An endless va-
riety of fancy tartans are now manufactured
for ladies" dresses, some of wool, others of
silk, others of wool and cotton, or of silk

and cotton. The term is also applied to the
checkei-ed patterns themselves in which the
cloth is woven, and which Is fre(iuently
printed or painted on vai'ious surfaces, as
paper, wood, &c.

Mac Callummore's heart will be as cold as death
can make it, when his heart does not wanu to the
tartan. Sir It'. Scott.

Tartan (tar'tan), a. Consisting of, made
from, or resembling tartan ; as, a tartan
plaid or shawl.
Tartar (tiii-'tar), n, [Fr. tartre. It. and Sp.

tartaro, L. L. tartarum, the hard deposit in

wine casks. ' It is called tartar,' says Para-
celsus, ' because it produces oil. water, tinc-

ture, and salt, which bum the patient as
Tartarus (hell) does.' Another derivation
is from Ar. dourd, sediment, lees, dregs. ]

Impure acid tartrate of potaa»ium,called also
argal or argol, deposited from wines incom-
pletely fermented, and adhering to the sides

of the casks in the form of a hard crust, vary-
ing from pale pink to dark red according as
it has separated from white or red wines.
When tartar is purified it is ipiite white, and
fonns cream of tartar, which is much used
in dyeing, and also in medicine as a laxative

and diuretic. See Ckeam.— ,9ni( 0/ tartar,

carbonate of potassium obtained by calcin-

ing cream of tartnr. — Soluble (ar^«r, neutral
tartrate of potassium salt, olitained by add-
ing cream of tartar to a hot solution of car-

bonate of potassium till all effervescence
ceases. It has a mild saline, somewhat
l>itter taste, and is used as a laxative.

—

Tartar emetic, a double tartrate of potass-
ium and antimony, an important compound
used in medicine as an emetic, purgative,
diaphoretic, sedative, febrifuge, and coun-
ter-irritant

—

Tartar 0/ the teeth, an earthy-
like substance which occasionally concretes
upon the teeth, and is deposited from the

saliva. It consists of salivary mucus, auf-
nial matter, and phosphate of lime.

Tartart (tanar), ;i. [L.Tartarus.] Hell.

Follow me.—To the gates of Tartar, thou most
excellent devil of wit. SJtak.

Tartar (tai-'tar), n. [A coixuption of Tatar.
When, in the reign of St Louis of I'Yance,
the hordes of the Tatar race were devastat-
ing Eastern Europe, news of their ravages
were brought to the pious king, who ex-
claimed thereupon with liorror. ' Well may
they be called Tartars, for their deeds are
those of fiends from Tartarus.' The appo-
siteness of the appellation thus metamor-
phosed made it be received, and from that
time French authors—and after them thu
rest of Europe—have called the Tatars,
Tartars.] 1. A native of Tartary; a name
rather loosely applied to members of various
Mongolian or Turaninn peoples in Asia and
Eui-ope. — 2. A name given to couriers em-
ployed by the Ottoman Porte, and by the
European anibassadoi-s in Constantinople.—
3. A person of a keen, irritable temper; as
applied to' a woman, a shrew; a \ixen; as,

she's a regular tartar.—To catch a tartar,
to lay hold of or encounter a person who
proves too strong for the assailant.

Tartar (tar'tar), a. Pertaining to the Tar-
tars.

Tartarean, Tartareous (tar-ta're-an, tar-

t&'re-us), a. Pertaining to Tartarus.

Tartareous (tar-ta're-us), a. 1. Consisting
of tartar; re8eml)ling tartar or partaking of
its properties. --2. In bot. liaving a rough
crumbling surface, like the thallus of some
lichens. — Tartareous moss, a lichen, the
Lecanora tartarea, which yields the red and
blue cudbeiir, and is the source of litmus.

Tartarian, Tartaric ( tar-ta'ri-an, t&r-tar'-

ik), a. Pertaining to Tartary, in Asia.

Tartaric (tiir-tar'ik), a. Of, pertaining to.

or obtained from tartar. — Tartaric aeUl
(C4HCO,-), the acid of tartar. It exists in
grape juice, in tamarinds, and several other
fruits; but principally ill bitartrate of pot-
assium, or cream of tartar, from which it is

usually obtained. It cr>stallizes in large
rhombic prisms, transparent and colourless,

and very soluble in water. It is inodorous
and very sour to the taste. A high temper-
ature decomposes it, giving rise to several
new products. The solution of tartaric acid
acts with facility upon those metals which
decompose water, as iron and zinc. Tartaric
acid is dibasic; its salts are called tartrates.

Tartaric acid has a most remarkable dispo-
sition to form double salts, as the tartrate

of potassium and sodiimi or Rochelle salts;

the tartrate of potassium and antimony, or
tartar emetic. There are five modifications
of tartaric acid, characterized chiefly by the
differences in the action exerted by them
upon a ray of p<jlarized light; such as dextro-
or ordinary tartaric acid, Irevo-tartaric acid
para-tartaric orracemic acid, meso-tartaric
acid, and meta-tartaric acid. Tartaric acid
is largely employed as a dischai^e in calico-

printing, and for making soda-powders. In
medicine it is used iu small doses as a re-

frigerant.

Tartarine (tar'ta-rin), n. An old name of
potash.

Tartarizatlon (tar'ta-riz-a"shon), n. The
act of tartarizing or of forming tartar.

Tartarlze (tiir'tar-iz), v.t. pret. * pp. tar-

tarized; ppr. tartarizing. To impregnate
with tartar; to refine by means of the salt

of tartar.

Tartarous (tiir'tnr-us), a. Containing tar-

tar; consisting of tartar, or partaking of its

qualities.

Tartarous (tar'tar-us), a. Resembling, re-

lating to, or characteristic of a Tartar; wild;

savage; ill-conditioned; ill-natured. 'The
tartarous moods ofcommon men, ' B.Jonson.

Tartarum ( tar'ta-mm ), 71. A preparation
of tartar, called petrified tartar.

Tartarus (tiir'ta-rus), n. [Gr. Tartaros] A
deep and sunless abyss, according to Homer
and the earlier Greek mythology, as far

below Hades as earth is below heaven. It

was closed by iron gates, aud in it Jupiter
imprisoned the rebel Titans. Later poets
describe Tartarus as the place in which the
spirits of the wicked receive their due pun-
ishment; and sometimes the name is used
as synonymous with Hades, or the lower
world in general.

Tartanrt (tftr'ta-ri), n, Tartarus. Spenser.

Tartermet (tai-'t6r-in). n. A kind of silk

stuff, said to have been so named Ijecause

obtained from the Tartars (Tatars).

Tartisb (tart'ish), a. Somewhat tart.

ch. eksdn; 6h, Sc. locA: g. go; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, siii^; TH, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, ufig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KETi
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Tartlet (tartlet), n. A small tart; a piece

of pastry. Ld. Lytton.

Tartly (tart'li). «<'*'- I» « tart manner; as,

(a) sharply; with acidity of taste, (b) Sharp-

ly; with severity; as, to reply or rebuke
tartly, (c) With sourness of aspect.

How /urt/y that gentleman looks!—He is of a very

nieUncholy disposition. S/iai.

Tartness (tart'nes), 71. The state or quality

of being tart : (a) sharpness to the taste

;

acidity; as, the tartness of wine or fruit.

(6) Sharpness of language or manner; acer-

bity; keenness; severity; as, the tartness of

his rebuke.—Acrimo7iy, Tartness, &c. See
Acrimony.— Syn. Sourness, keenness,sever-

ity, acrimony, asperity, acerbity, harshness.

Tartrate (tar'trat), n. [From tartar.] A
salt of tartaric acid; as, tartrate of potassa;

tartrate of soda. Some of the tartrates are

neutral, as the tartrates of ammonia, pot-

ash, soda, and lime; others are acid, as tlie

acid tartrate of ethyl, the acid tartrate of

potash or tartar. The tartrates have the

general formula; IIH.H4C4O6, and M2H4
C4O6, where M represents a monovalent
metal. The salts represented by the first

formula exhibit an acid reaction. A large

number of double tartrates are also known.
Tartuffe, Tartufe (tar-tbf'),7i. [Fr. tartiife,

a hypocrite, from Tartufe, the name of the

principal character in Molidre's celebrated

comedy.] A hypocritical pretender to devo-

tion; a hviKicrite.

Tartuffish, Tartuflsh (tar-tbf'ish), a. [See

above.] Hypocritical; rigid or precise in

behaviour.
God help lier, said I ; she has some mother-in-law,

or tartujish aunt, or nonsensical old woman, to con-

sult upon the occasion as well as myself. Sterne.

TartufBsm (tar-tof'izm), n. The practice

of a tartutfe or hypocritical devotee.

Tar-water (tar'w^-ter), n. 1, A cold infu-

sion of tar, which was formerly a celebrated

remedy for many chronic affections, espe-

cially of the lungs; as, Bp. Berkeley's cele-

brated treatise on tar-water. —1. The am-
moniacal water obtained by condensation
in the process of gas manufacture.
Tar-well (tar'wel), n. In gas manuf. a re-

ceptacle in which is collected the tarry

liquid which separates from the gas when
it leaves the condensers.

Tast(tas), n. [Fr.] Aheap; apile. Chaucer
Tasce (tas), n. Same as Tasse, Tasset.

Tasco (tas'ko), 71. A sort of clay for making
melting-pots.

Tasimeter (ta-zim'e-t6r), n. [Gr. tasis, a
stretching, tension, from (ei?io,to stretch,and
metron,a, measure.] Aninstrumentinvented
by Mr. Edison of America for measuring
extremely slight variations of pressure, and
by means of these other variations, such as

those of temperature, moisture, &c. It

depends on the fact that a piece of carhon
introduced into the course of an electric

current offers a resistance to the passjige

of the current, which diminishes in a very
marked degree in proportion to the amount
of pressure exerted on the carbon. A small
disc of carbon and another of vulcanite are
held together between two platinum but-
tons, which may be brought into connec-
tion with a galvanic battery, and a strip of

some substance like gelatine, which con-
tracts and expands with great readiness, is

so placed that by its variations in magni-
tude it varies the pressure on one of the
platinum buttons, and hence on the carbon
disc. The variations thus produced in the
force of the electric current are measured
by a very delicate galvanometer, which is

also placed in the circuit. So delicate is the
instrument that the heat of the hand held
a few inches off causes a dellection of the
needle; while by a slight alteration in form
the weight and vital heat of the minutest
insect may be determined.
TaslmetriC (taz-i-met'rik), a. Pertaining
to the tasimeter; made by the tasimeter;
as, tasiuietric experiments.
Task (task), n. [O.Fr. tasque, tasche, Mod.
Fr. titche, a task, from L.L. tasca. by meta-
thesis from taxa ( = tacsa), from L. taxo, to

rate, to tax. See Tax, also Taste.] 1. Busi-

ness imposed by another, often a definite

quantity or amount of labour; work to be
done; what duty or necessity imposes; duty
or duties collectively. ' My task of servile

toil.' MUton.
O, the world hath not a sweeter creature : she

might lie by an emperor's side and command him
tasks. Shak.
Thou thy worldly task hast done,
Home art gone and ta'en thy wages. Shak.

Specifically—2. A lesson to be learned; a

portion of study imposed by a teacher.—
3. Work undertaken; an undertaking.

His mental powers were equal to greater tasks.
Atterbury.

To use the words of one of the most famous sculp-

tors of our day, 'to surpass the best works of the

Greeks is a hopeless task, to approach thein a tri-

umph.' Dr. Caird.

4. Burdensome employment; toil. 'All with
weary (a«A: fordone.' Shak. 'Sore task id

hearts worn out.' Tennyson. — To take to

task, to reprove; to reprimand; as, to take

one to task for idleness.

A holy man took a soldier to task upon the subject

of his profession. Str K. VEstrange.

Syn. Work, labour, employment, business,
undertaking, toil, drudgery.

Task (task), v.t. 1. To impose a task upon;
to assign a definite amount of business or

labour to.

Return, and, to divert thy thoughts at home.
There iask thy maids, and exercise the loom. Dryden.

2. To oppress with severe or excessive labour

or exertion ; to occupy or engage fully, as

in a task.
We would be resolved

Before we hear him of some things of weight
That task our thoughts concerning us and France.

Shak.

3.t To charge upon; to tax. 'Too impudent
to task me with errors.' Beau. <t' Fl.

Tasker (task'er), n. 1. One that imposes a
task. 'Now to task the tasker.' Shak.—
2. One that performs a task or piece of labour;

in Scotland, often a labourer who receives his

wages in kind.

Taskmaster (task'mas-ter), n. One who im-

poses a task or burdens with labour; one
whose office is to assign tasks to others; an
overseer.
All is, if I have grace to use it so,

As ever in my great Taskmaster's eye. Aft7tt?n.

Task-work (task'w6rk), n. Work imposed
or performed as a task.

Taslet(tas'let),n. [A dim. oi tasse.] Apiece
of armour for the thigh. ' Taslets should
be made ball-proof.' Sir W. Scott.

Tasmanian(tas-ma'ni-an),a. Of, pertaining,

or indigenous to Tasmania or Van Diemen's
Land.—Tasmanian devil. See Dasyure.—
Tasmmiian wolf. See Thylacine.
Tasmanian (tas-ma'ni-an), n. A native or

inhabitant of Tasmania.
Tasmanite (tas'man-it), n. A translucent,

reddish-brown fossil resin, occurring in

small scales or plates on the Mersey river,

Tasmania, between the layers of a rock con-

taining alumina and ferric oxide, forming
from 30 to 40 per cent of the entire deposit.

After deducting 8 to 12 per cent ash it

agrees nearly with the formula C4oH6-202S.

Tasmannla (tas-man'ni-a), n. [After the

Dutch navigator Tasman, discoverer of Tas-

mania or Van Diemen's Land.] A genus
of plants, consisting of one Tasmanian and
two Australian shrubs, nat. order Magnoli-

acea; closely allied to Drimys. The Tas-

manian species, T. odorata, possesses aro-

matic qualities, particularly in its bark,

which so closely resembles Winter's bark

(Drimys Winteri) that
it is substituted for it by
colonial doctors. Its

fruit is used by the col-

onists for pepper.

Tass, Tasse (tas), n. [Fr.

tasse, a cup.] A cup.

Fill that glass, child! A
little tass of cherry brandy

!

"Twill do £hee all the good in

the world. Thackeray.

Tasse, Tasset (tas, tas'-

set), n. [Fr. tassette, the
tasse of a cuirass, ac-

cording to LittrtS a dim. _
of 0. Fr. tasse, a pouch.] Corselet with Tassets,
Armour for the thighs; a. d. 1525.

one of a pair of appen-
dages to the corselet, consisting of skirts of

iron that covered the thighs. They were
fastened to the cuirass »vith hooks.

Tassel (tas'sel), n. [O. Fr. tassel, a knob or

knot, a button, from L. taxUitis. asmall cube
or die, a dim. of talus, a die, a small bone.]

1. A sort of pendent ornament, consisting

generally of a roundish mould covered with
twisted threads of silk, wool, and the like,

which hang down in a thick fringe. Tassels

are usually attached to the corners of cush-

ions, to curtains, walking-canes, umbrella
handles, sword hilts, *c.—2. Anything re-

seml)ling a tassel, as the pendent head or
flower of some plants.

And the maize-field grew and ripened.

Till it stood in all the splendour
Of its garments green and yellow.

Of its tassets and its plumage. Longfelitrw.

3. A small ribbon of silk sewed to a book,
to be put between the leaves.

Tassel (tas'sel), vi. pret. & pp. tasselled;

ppr. tassellimj. To put forth a tassel or
fiower, as maize.

Tassel (tas'sel), v.t. To adorn with tassels.

Tassel (tas'sel), 71. 1. Same as Tercel, Tier-

cel. —2.. Same as T(/rsel.~S. Same as Teasel.

Tassel (tas'sel), n. A struggle; a conflict.

[Scotch.] See Tussle.
Tassel- gentle, t Tassel-gent t (tas'sel-
jen-tl, tas'sel-jent), 71.. [See Tiercel] A
trained male goshawk or tiercel; a tiercel-

gentle. ' Espied a tassel-gent.' Spenser.

O, for a falconer's voice.

To lure this tasset-gerttle back again ! Shak.

Tassel-grass (tas'selgras), n. A British
plant of the genus Ruppia, the R. ma-
ritiina. See RrppiA.

Tasselled(tas'seld).a. Furnished or adorned
with tassels; as, a tasselled horn.

Tassle (tas'i), n. [Fr. tasse.] A cup or
vessel. 'A silver taxxie.' Burns. [Scotch.]

Tastable (tast'a-bl), a. Capable of being
tasted; savoury; relishing.

Their distilled oils are fluid, volatile, and tastabU.
Boyle.

Taste (tast), v.t. pret. & pp. tasted; ppr.
tasting. [O. Fr. taster (Mod. Fr. ttiter), to

handle, to feel, to taste. It. tastare, as if

from taxitare, a hypothetical freq. of L.

taxo, to touch repeatedly, itself a freq.

from tn{;, root of tango, tactitin, to touch
(whence tact, &c. ). See Tact, Tax. ] 1. 1 To
try by the touch; to handle; to inspect;

to examine; to try; to prove by trial; to test.

He now began
To taste the bow ; the sharp shaft took, tugged hard.

C/ta/matt.

2. To try by the touch of the tongue ; to
perceive the relish or flavour of by taking
a small quantity into the mouth.
The ruler of the feast had tasted the water that

was made wine, John ii. 9.

3. To try by eating ; to eat ' Because I

tasted a little of this honey.' 1 Sam. xiv. 29.

4. To become acquainted with by actual
trial; to experience; to essay; to undergo.

That he, by the grace of God, should taste death
for every man. Heb. ii. 9.

So shall thou be despised, fair maid.
When by the sated lover tasted. Carrw.

5. To participate in; to partake of: usually
with an implied sense of enjoyment, or rel-

ish, or pleasure.

A nice and subtle happiness, I see.

Thou to thyself proposest, in the choice
Of thy associates, Adam ! and wilt taste

No pleasure, though in pleasure, solitary. Milton.

When Commodus had once tasted human blood he
became incapable of pity or remorse. Gibbon.

Taste (tast), v.i. 1. To try foou or drink by
the mouth; to eat or drink a little by way
of trial, or so that the flavour may be per-

ceived; to test the flavour of: with of before

the object; as, to taste of each kind of wine.

Roscetes was seldom permitted to eat any other

meat but such as the prince before tasted of. KuoUts.

(y this tree we may not tastt nor touch. Milton.

They never tasU who always drink. Prior.

2. To have a smack; to excite a particular
sensation by which the quality or flavour is

distinguished; to have a particular quality,

flavour, relish, or savoiu* when applied to

the tongue, palate, or other organs of taste;

to be tinctured; to smack; to savour: fol-

lowed by ofI as, this butter tastes qf garlic.

If your butter tastes of brass it is your master's

fault, who will not allow a silver sauce-pan. Sivift.

3. To have perception, experience, or enjoy-

ment; to partake: with of.

The valiant never taste <y^death but once. Shak.

Of nature's bounty men forbore to taste. IFaller.

4. To enjoy sparingly: with of.

For age but tastes (j/pleasures youth devours. Dryden.

Taste (tast), n. 1. The act of tasting; gus-

tation. 'The fruit of that forbidden tree

whose mortal taste brought death into

the world.' Miltvn.—I. A particular sensa-

tion excited by certain bodies, which are

called sapid, applied to the tongue, palate,

&c,, and moistened with saliva; as. the

taste of an orange or an apple; a bitter

taste; an acid taste; a sweet taste. 'Sweet
tastes have sour closes.' Quarles.—Z. The
sense by which we perceive the relish or

savour of a thing when brought into im-

mediate contact with special organs situ-

ated in the mouth. The organs of this spe-

cial sense are the papilla, or processes on
the dorsum or surface of the tongue, and
also certain parts within the cavity of the

mouth and the throat, as the soft palate.

Fate, far; fat, fall; me, met, hfer; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. fey.
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the tonsils, and the upper part of the
pharynx, obviously so disposed as to take
early cognizance of matters about to be
swallowed, and to act as sentinels for the

remainder of the alimentary canal, at the

entrance of which they are situated. The
tongue ia also supplied with nerves of com-
mon sensation or touch, and In some cases

it is difficult to distinguish between a sensa-

tion which is merely one of touch, and that
arising from tlie exercise of the sense of

taste. —4. Intellectual relish or discern-

ment; appreciation and liking: formerly fol-

lowed by of. now usually by /or; as, he has
a UxaU for reading, drawing, music, or the

like.
I have no tastt

Q/"popular applause. Dryden.

5. Nice perception, or the power of perceiv-

ing and relishing excellence in human per-

formances; thefaculty of discerning beauty,
order, congruity, proportion, symmetry, or
whatever constitutes excellence, particu-

larly in the fine arts and literature; that fa-

culty of the mind l»y which we both perceive

and enjoy whatever is beautiful and sub-

lime in the works of nature and art. the
perception of these two qualities being at-

tended with an emotion of pleasure.

What then is TasU but those internal powers.
Active and strong, and feelinjily alive

To each fine impulse! A discerning sense
Of decent and sublim'?, with quick disgust

For things deformed, or disarranged, or gross
In species? Akenside.

Ttiste. if ir mean anything but a paltry connoisseur-
ship, must mean a general susceptibility to truth and
nobleness; a sense to discern, and a heart to love

and reverence all beauty, order, goodness whereso-
ever or in whatsoever mnns and acconipanimenCs
they are to be seen. CarlyU.

6. Manner, with respect to what Is pleasing;
the pervading air. the choice of circum-
stances, and the general arrangement in any
work of art. by which taste in the artist or
author is evinced; style; as, apoem or music
compi>sed in good ta»ie.

Consider the exact sense in which a work of art is

said to be ' in good or bad taite.' It docs not mean
that it is true or false: that it is beautiful or ugly;

inply either with the
laws of choice, whith are enforced by certain modes
but that it does or does not comply either with t

of life, or the habits of mind produced by a particular
sort of education. It does not mean merely fashion-
able, that is, complying with a momentary caprice of
the upper classes; but it means agreeing with the ha-
bitual sense which the most refined education com-
mon to those upper clashes at the period givos to
their whole mind. Ruskm.

1.\ Essay; trial; experiment
I hope, for my brother's just it)cation, he wrote this

as an essay or taste of my virtue. Shak.

8. A small portion given as a specimen or
sample; a little piece or sip tasted, eaten,
or drunk; a small bit; as, to give a UmU of
one's quality, Ac. .Baco». — syn. Savour,
relish, flavour, sensibility. goAt.

Tasteful (taat'ful). a. 1. Having a high re-

lisli ; savoury. ' Taxteful herbs.' Pope.--
2, Capable <»f discerning and enjoying what
is lieautiful, sublime, excellent, noble, and
the like; possessing good taste.

His tastffut mind enjoys
Alike the complicate charms whicn glow
Through the wide landscape. Ctrwfitr.

3. Characterized by or showing good taste:

produced, arranged, constructed, or regu-
lated by gf»o*i taste, or in accordance with
it; as. a tnxteful design or pattern.

TafltefuUy (tast'fuMi). f^dv. In a tasteful
manner; with good taste.

Tastefulness (trtst'fol-nes), n. The state or
((U;itity of being tasteful.

Tasteless (tiist'les), a Having no taste; as,

(a) exciting no sensation on the organs of

taste; insipid; as, a tastetesa medicine. (&)

Incapalile of experiencing the sense of

taste: as, the tvmgue when furred is nearly
ta»iele84. (c) Having no power of giving
pleasure; stale; flat; insipid; as, tasteleM
amusements, {d) N'ot originating frum or
In accordance with the principles of good
tAst«; as, a fa«f«^ft« arrangement of tlrapery.

'A taxtelegit dwelling on riirty details.' Aca-
demy, (e) Not posses-iiiiig appreciation or
enjf)yment of what is good, excellent, lieau-

tiful, sublime, or the like; having bad tast^-;

as. the only true poet or painter of a tagte-

lesg age ' If ... a critick is heavy and
tanfrleMs ' A ddiMon,

Tastelessly (tast'les-li), adv. In a tasteless
manner.
Tastelessness (tastles-nes), n. The state
or quality «f being tasteless in any sense of
the wi.ril; as. («) without flavour; insipid-

ness. (4) An absence of good taste. (c)Want

of discernment for what is good, excellent,
beautiful, or the like.

The work of writing notes is performed by railing
dity. negfigence, ign

tastelessness of the Kirmer editors. S-wift.

at the stupidity, negfigence, ignorance, and asini

Taster (tast'6r), n. l. One who tastes; speci-
fically, (rt) one whose duty it is to ascertain
the (juality of food or drink by tasting it

before submitting it to his master.
Shall man presume to be my master.
Who's but my caterer and tasterl Swi/I.

(6) One employed to test the quality of pro-
visions and liquors by tasting samples sub-
mitted to him by the vendors ; as, a tea
taster; a wine taster.— '1. Anything by which
or in which something is tasteil. as a cheese-
taster, which is an auger-shaped instniment
for scooping out a piece to be tasted; a
dram-cup and the like.

Tastily (tast'i-li), adv. In a tasty manner;
with good taste.

TaS'tO (tiis'to). adv. [It., touch.] In mtmc,
a term denoting that the passage should be
performed with no other tones than unisons
and octaves.

Tasty (tast'i). a. 1. Having a good taste or
nice perception of excellence: applied to
pei-sons; as, a fa^fy lady.—2. Being in con-
fornuty to the principles of good taste: ele-

gant; as. tastij furniture; a (fl«f»/ dress.—
3. Palatable ; nice ; ilne. [Colloq. in all

senses. ]

Tat (tat), n. A name in India for cloth made
from the fibre of Corchonts olitoi-ius or jute.

Simmonds.
Tat(tat),n. A pony. 'Flocks of goats, sheep,
tats or ponies, camels, &c.' W. II. liiisseli.

(Anglo-Indian 1

Tata (ta'ta), n. In West Africa, the resi-

dence of a territorial or village chieftain.

The larger tatas are usually fortified.

Ta-ta (ta'ta), n. and interj. A familiar form
of salutation at parting; farewell; good-bye.

Tatar (ta'tar). rt. A native of Tatary or Tar-
tary. See Tartar.
Tatarwagge8,t n. pi. [SeeXATXER] Rag-
ged clothes fluttering in the wind. liomaunt
of the Rone.

TatCh,t Tatchet (tach), n. [Fr. tacke, a
spot, stain, or blemish.] 1. A spot or stain;

a blennsh.—2. A trick; a contrivance or plot.

Tate (tat), n. Same as Taif. [Scotch.]

Tath^tath), n. [Icel. tath. dung, manure:
whence ta^Aa, a manured field] I. The dung
or manure left on land where live stock is

fed on it: —2. Strong grass gruwing round the
dung of cattle. Spelled also Teathe.

Tath (tath), v.t. To manure, as a field, by
allowing live stock to feed on it.

TatOO(ta-tb'), r7. (See Tattoo] 'The man
tatoo'd or woaded.' Tennyson.
Tatou(tat'o), n. The native name of the
giant armadillo of South America, Dasy-
pug or Friodonta gigas.

XatOtiay (tat'o-a), ?i. (Native name.] A
kind of armadillo (hasypus tatouay or Xe-
nums unicinctus) remarkable for the unde-
fended state of its tail, which is devoid of

the bony rings that inclose this member in

the other annadillos, l)eing only covered
with brown hair. For about 3 inches at its

pointed tip the under side of the tail is quite
naked
TatOullOU (tat'6-hb), n The native name
of I)a»ypvs Pehaor Tatxieia septemcinctus,

a species of armadillo extremely common
in Paraguay. See Peba.
Tatt (tat), V. i. To work at or make tatting.

Tatta (taita), «. See Tattie.

Tatter (tat't6r). n. (Icel. toiurr. totturr,

tatters, rags; the word is seen also in tat-

terdemalion, O.E. tatterwagye.Sc. tattencal-

hp.] 1. A rag or a part toni and hanging to

the thing: chiefly used In the plural.

Tear a passion to tatters, to very rags, to split the

ears of the groundlings. Shak.

2. A tatterdemalion.

What latter s that that wal'^s there ? Beau, fi- Fl.

Tatter (Ut't^r), v.t (See the noun.] To
rend or tear into rags.

Like a lion that hath tatter'dhere
A goodly heifer, there a lusty steer. Sylvester.

Tatterdemalion ( tat't6r-de-ma"li-on ), n.

(E. tatter, Fr. de, from, and O. Fr. vmillon
(Mod. Fr. maillot), long clothes, swaddling-
clothes.) A raeged fellow.

Tattered (tat't^rd). p. and a. 1. Rent in tat-

ters; torn; hanging in rags; as, a tattered

garment. ' Where wav'd the tatter'd ensigns
of Rag-fair.' Pope.—2. Dilnpidated; show-
ing gaps or breaks.

I do not like ruined, tattered coXtnges.
Miss Austen.

Tatter-waUop (tat't^r-wal-lop), ?i. Tattei-s;

rags in a fluttering state. (Scotch.]

Tattle (tat'ti), n. In the East Indies, a thick
mat or screen, usually made of the sweet-
scented cuscus-grass, and fastened upon a
bamboo frame, which is hung at a door or
window, and kept moist so as to cool the
apartment. Written also Tatta-, Tatty.

Tatting (tat'ing), n. (According to Brewer
from the East Indian word tattie. See above]
1. A kind of narrow lace used for edging,
woven or knitted from sewing-thread, with
a somewhat shuttle -shaped implement.—
2. The act of making such lace.

Tattle (tat'l), v.i. pret. & pp. tattled; ppr.
tattling. [Probably like O.E. tatter,to tattle,

and titter, an imitative word; comp. L.G.
tateln, to gabble like a goose, to talk much
and quick; G. tattern, to prattle; D. tatern,

to stammer or stutter.] 1. To prate; to talk

idly; to use many words with little meaning.
' The world is forward enough to tattle of

them.' Locke. Sometimes used transitively.
' Then let the ladies tattle what they please.'

Skak.—2. To .tell tales; to communicate se-

crets; to blab; as, a tattling girl. Shak.
Tattle (tat'l), n. Prate; idle talk or chat;
trifling talk. ' The tattle of the day. ' Swift.

Tattlement (tat'1-ment). n. Tattle; chatter.
Carlyle.

Tattler (tat'ler), n. l. One who tattles; an
idle talker; one that tells tales.— 2. A name
applied to numerous birds of the snipe
family. The tattlers are of several genera
and many species.

Tattlery (tat'l6r-i;, n. Idle talk or chat.

Tattling (tat'ling), a. Given to idle talk;
apt to tell tales.

Excuse it by the tattling quality of the age. which
is always narrative. Dryden.

TattUngly ( tat'ling-li ), adv. In a tattling
tell-tale manner.
Tattoo (tat-tb'), n. (Also written taptoo,

from D. taptoe, the tattoo— (fl^, a tap, a
spigot or faucet, and toe (pron. as E. to), to,

as in 'Clap the doors to' (Sfiak.). The wortl

therefore signified primarily the signal for

the closing of drinking-houses. Comp. G.
zapfeiutreich, L.G. tappenslag, Dan. tap-
penstreg, all with the sense of tapstroke^

tapblow.) A beat of drum and bugle-call at
night, giving notice to soldiers to repair to

their quarters in garrison or to their tents

in camp. — Devil's tattoo, that beating or
drumming with the fingers upon a table or
other piece of furniture, often practised by
people when vacant or impatient.

Mr. Gawtrcy remained by the fire beating the
devil's tattoo upon the chimney-piece. Lord l.ytton.

Tattoo (tat-to'), v.t and i. (A Polynesian
word.] To prick the skin and stain the
punctured spots with a colouring substance,
forming lines and figures upon the body.
See tATTOOING.
Tattoo (tat-tb'), n. What is tattooed. See
Tattooing.
TattOOer (tat-tb'^r), n. One who tattoos.

Tattooing (tat-tb'ing), n. The act of one
who tattoos; tlie design produced by a tat-

tooer. the art of a tattooer; a practice com-
mon to several uncivilized nations, ancient
and modem, and to some extent employed

Tattooing.

Head of Ko-towa-towa, a New Zealand chief.

among civilized nations. Itconsistslnmark-

ing the skin with punctures or incisions,

and introducing into the wounds coloured
liquids, gunpowder, or the like, so as to pro-

duce an mdelible stain, so that in this way a

variety of figures may be produced on the

face and other parts of the body. This prac-

ch, cAain; Cb, 9c. locA; g, yo; j,,;ob; fi, Jftr. ton; ng, sinir; »H, tAen; th, (Ain; w, tdg; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Cross Tau.

tice is Tery prevalent among the South Sea
Islanders,among whom are used instruments
edged with small teeth,somew'hat resembling
those of a fine comb. These are applied to
the skin, and being repeatedly struck with
a small mallet the teeth make the incisions
required, while the colouriug tincture is in-

troduced at the same time. Degrees of rank
are indicated by the greater or less surface
of tattooed skin. Sometimes the whole
body, the face not excepted, is tattooed, as
among the New Zealanders.
Tatty (tat'i), a. Matted; rough and shaggy.
See Tauted. [Scotch.]

Tatty (tat'ti), n. See Tattie.
Tatu ( ta-to' ). n. Same as Tatou. — Blade
tatu. See Peba.
Tau (ta), n. [From tau, the Greek name of

tlie letter T.] 1. The toad-fish of Cai-oliua,

a species ofGadus (G. tau).

2. A species of beetle;
also, a species of moth
(Phalena); also, a kind of

fly (Musca). — 3. In her.

the cross of St. Anthony,
called also the Cross Tau.
It is somewhat like the
cross potent, and derives
its name from the Greek
letter tau, which it re-

sembles in shape.

Taught (tat), a. Naut. tight ; taut (which
see).

Taught (tftt). pret. and pp. of teach.

Tauld (tald), pret. and pp. Told. [Scotch.]

Taunt (tftnt), a. [O.Fr. tant, L. tantus, so
great.] Naut. high or tall : an epithet par-
ticularly applied to the masts when they
are of an unusual length.

Taunt (ti-int), v.t. [O.Fr. tanter, tenter, to
tempt, to try. to provoke, from L. tentare

(see Tempt), to try, attack, excite, probably
influenced in its sense by O.Fr. tariser. Mod.
Fr. tancer, to scold, rebuke, taunt, which
according to Diez comes from L. tenere, to

hold, through a freq. form teiUiare.] 1. To
reproach with severe or insulting words; to
cast something in the teeth of; to twit scorn-
fully or insultingly; to upbraid. 'When I

had at my pleasure taunted her.' Shak.
Tlie dress, the deportment, the language, the

studies, the amusenients of the rigid sect were regu-
lated on principles resembling those of the Pharisees,
who, proud of their washed hands and broad phylac-
teries, taiiitted the Redeemer as a Sabbath -breaker.

Macauhty.

2.t To censure, blame, or condemn in a re-

proachful, scornful, insulting manner: with
a thing as object.

Kail thou in Fulvia's phrase, and taunt my faults.

Shak.

Syn. To twit,upbraid, deride, ridicule, mock,
censure.

Taunt (tfint), n. Upbraiding words; bitter

or sarcastic reproach ; insulting invective.
' Scoffs and scorns,and contumelious taunts.'

Shak. ' Sacrilegious taunt and impious jest.'

Prior.

Taunter (tant'fer), n, One who taunts, re-

proaches, or upbraids with sarcastic or cen-
sorious reflections.

Tauntingly (tant'ing-li), ado. in a taunt-
ing manner; with bitter and sarcastic words;
insultingly; scoffingly. 'Those who taunt-
ingly reminded Fenwick that he had sup-
ported the bill which attainted Monmouth.'
Macaiday.
Taunton (tan'ton), n. A kind of broad-cloth
manufactured at Taunton in Somersetshire.

Taunus- slate (tou'nos-slat), n. in geol. a
clay-slate occurring in the Taimus range
in western Germany. It has a gray to violet

colour and silky iridescent lustre.

Taupie, Tawpie (ta'pi), n. [A Scandi-
navian word ; Icel. cdpi, a fool ; Sw. fapig,

simple, foolish; Dan. (aafte, a fool.] A fool-

ish, thoughtless young woman. [Scotch.]

She formally rebuked Eppie for an idle taupie, for
not carrying the gentleman's things to his room.

Sir ly. Scott.

Taure,t n. Tlie constellation Taurus.
Qhaxicer.

Taurlcomous (ta'ri-kor-nus), a. [L. taurus,
a bull, and cormi, a horn.] Having horns
like a bull. Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]
Tauridor (ta'ri-dor), n. [Sp. toreador.] A
bull-fighter. Sir W. Scott.

Tauriform ( ta'ri-form ), a. [L. taurus, a
bull, and/onno., form. ] Having the form of
a bull.

Taurine (ta'rin), a. [L. taurus, & bull]
1. Relating to a bull.—2. Relating to the
Linnsean genus Taurus, to which the com-
mon bull or ox and cow belong.

Taurine (ta'rin), n. (CjHtNSO^.) One of

the products of the decomposition of bile.

When pure it forms large prisms; it is neu-
tral, has a cooling taste, and is soluble in
water. It contains the elements of binoxa-
late of ammonia and of water. It was first

discovered in the bile of the ox, whence the
name.
Taurocoll, Taurocolla (tft'ro-kol, t<>r6-

kol'Ia), n. [Gr. tauros, a ])ull, kolla, glue.]

A gluey substance made from a bull's liide.

Tauromachla, Tauromachy (ta-ro-mjV-
ki-a, tii-rom'a-ki), n. [Gr.~taurog, a bull,

and viache, a fight] A public bull-flght,

such as are common in Spain.
Tauromachlan (ta-ro-ma'ki-an). a. Relat-
ing to public bull-fights; as, the Spanisli
taste is tauromachlan.
Tauromachian (ta-ro-maTti-an), n. One
wlio engages in bull-fights; a buU-flghter; a
tauridor. [Rare.]

Taurus (t^'rus), n. [h., a bull; allied to E,
steer (an ox), ] 1. The Bull ; one of the twelve
signs of the zodiac, which the sun enters
about the 20tb April. Taurus is denoted by

the character ^ . — 2. The second zodiacal
constellation, euntaining, according to the
British catalogue, 141 stars. Several of
these are remarkable, as Aldebaran, of the
first magnitude, in the eye; the Hyades, in
the face; and the Pleiades, in the neck.—
3, A Linnsean genus of mammals, to which
the common bull or ox and cow belong.—
Taurus Poniatowski, a modern northern
constellation consisting of seven stars. It

is situated between Aquila and Opliiuchus.

Tau-staflF (ta'staf). n. [Gr. tau, the name
of the letter T.] In ar<^(eol. a staff with a
cross-head or head in the shape of the letter

T. 'A cross-headed or taxi-staff.' Jos. An-
derson.

Taut (tat), a. [A form of tight or closely

allied to it.] Tight; stretched out; not
slack : applied to a rope or sail ; also, pro-
perly ordered; prepared against emergency.
Written also Taught [Mainly a sailor's

term. ]

Nelson's health had suffered greatly while he was
in the Ag^afnefnuott. 'My complaint,' he said, 'is

as if a girth were buckled tiiut over my breast ; and
my endeavour in the night is to get loose." Southey.

Tautaug (ta-tag'), n. See Tautoo.
Tauted, Tautie (tf^t'ed, tji'ti), a. [Akin to

Sc. taity a tuft of hair ; Icel. t^ta, to tease
wool, t6t, a flock of wool. ] Matted together:
spoken of hair or wool. Spelled also Tawted,
Taxctie, Tatti/, &c. [Scotch.]

Tautegoricai (tf^-te-goi-'ik-al), a. [Gr. tau-
ton for to auton, the same, and agoreuo, to

speak. See Allegory.] Expressing the
same thing in different words: opposed to

allegorical. Coleridge.

Tautochrone ( ta'to-kron ), n. [Gr. tautos,

the same, and chronos, time.] In math, a
cuiTe line such that a heavy body descend-
ing along it by gravity will, from whatever
point in the curve it begins to descend,
always arrive at the lowest point in the
same time. The cycloid possesses this pro-

perty. Also, when any number of curves
are drawn from a given point, and another
curve is so drawn as to cut off from every
one of them an arc, which is described by a
falling particle in one given time, that arc

is called a tautochrone.

Tautochronous (tft-tok'ron-us), a. Pertain-

ing to a tautochrone; isochronous.

TautOg (tft-tog'X n. [The plural of taut, the
Indian name.] A fish {Tautoga nigra or
americana), family Labrida;, found on the
coast of New England, and valued for food.

It attains a size of 12 to 14 lbs. . and is caught
by hook and line on rocky bottoms. Called

also Black-fish.

TautOlite (ta'tol-It),n. A velvet-black min-
eral occurring in volcanic felspathic rocks.

It is supposed to be a silicate of protoxide
of iron and silicate of magnesia.
Tautologic, Tautological (tft-to-loj'ik, tft-

to-loj'ik-al), a. [See Tautology.] Involv-

ing tautology; repeating the same thing;
having the same signification ; as, a tauto-

logical expression or phrase. 'Tautological

repetitions.' Burton.—Tautological echo, an
echo that repeats the same sound or syl-

lable many times.

Tautologlcally (t?>-to-loj'ik-aMi), adv. In
a tautological manner.
TautOlo^St (ta-tol'o-jist), n. One who uses
different words or phrases in succession to

express the same sense.

TautOlO^e (ta-tol'o-jiz). v.i. pret. & pp.
tautologized; ppr. tautologizing. To repeat
the same thing in different words.

That in this brief description the wise man should
tautologize, is not to be supposed. Dr. John Smitit.

TautologOUS (ta-toro-gus),rt. Tautological.
'Clumsy tautologous interpretation.' Acad-
etny.

Tautology (ta-tol'o-jj), n. [Gr. tautologia—
tautos, the same, and logos, word or expres-
sion.] A useless repetition of the same idea
or meaning in different words; needless re-
petition of a thing in different words or
phrases; aa, they did it successively one after
the other; both simultaneously made their
appearance at one and the same time. It
must be remarked that repetition is not ne-
cessarily the same as taut»dogy, repetition
being often necessary for clearness,empha8is,
or effect.

Tautoousian (ta-to-ou'si-an), a. Same as
Tautmisian.
Tautophonical (ta-to-fon'ik-al), o. Repeat-
ing tlie same sound. [Rare.]
Tautophony (ta-tof'o-ni), n. [Gr. tautos,
the sanit;, aiuX phone, voice.] Repetition of
the same sound.
Tautousian, Tautoustous (ta-tou'si-an,
ta-tou'si-us), a. [Gr, teuton, the same, and
ou-sia. being, essence.] In theol. having ab-
solutely the same essence.

Tavern (tav'em), n. [Ft. taverne, Pr. Sp.
and It. taverna, from L. taberna, a shed, a
tavern, from tab, root of tabiUa, a boards
See Table.] A house where wines and other
liquors are sold, and where entertainment
is provided for parties; a public -house
where refreshments in the shape of food and
liquor are supplied, and other accommoda-
tion for the guests provided.

To reform the vices of this town, all /Vnr^u and
alehouses should be obliged to dismiss their com-
pany by twelve at night, and no woman suffered to
enter any tavern or alehouse. Stvi/t.

Tavemer (tav'6r-n6r), n. One who keeps
a tavern.

After local names, the most in number have been
derived from occu|>ations; as tailor, archer, tauemer.

Cn tncUn.

Tavemingt (tav'6r-ning), n. A feasting at
taverns. 'The misrule of our tavemijigs.'
Bp Hall.

Tavern-man t (tav'6m-man), n. l. The
keeper of a tavern.—2. A tippler.

Tavera, Taivers (ta'vfirz), n. pL Tattera.
[Scotch.]

They don't know how to cook yonder—they have
no gout—they boil the meat to tavers, and mak'
sauce o' the brue to other dishes. Ga/t.

Tavert, Taivert (ta'v6rt), a. [For daivert,
benumbed, stunned, stupefied, a Scotch
word from same stem as deaf.} [Scotch.]
1. Stupid; confused; senseless. Oalt. —
2. Stupefied with drink; intoxicated. Gait.

Taw (ta), v.t. [A. Sax. tawian, to prepare,
to taw; D. touicen, to taw; G. zauen, to pre-
pare, to soften, to tan, to taw; Goth, taujan,
to do, to work. The original meaning would
seem to have been to work or prepare in
general.] 1. To dress with alum and make
into white leather; to dress and prepare in
white, as the skins of sheep, lambs, goats,

and kids, for gloves and the like, by treating
them with alum, salt, and other matters.

—

2. To beat. —3. t To tortme; to torment
Chaloner.

Taw (tft), n. [Origin unknown.] A marble
to be played with; a game at marbles.

Trembling I've seen thee dare the kitten's paw;
Nay, mix with cliildren as they play'd .it raur;

Nor fear the marbles as they bounding flew.

Marbles to them, but rolling rocks to you. Gay.

Tawdrily (tydri-U), adv. In a tawdry man-
ner.

Tawdrlness (ta'dri-nes), n. The state or
quality of being tawdry; excessive ftnery;

ostentatious thiery without elegance.

A clumsy person makes his ungracefulness more
ungraceful by tawdriness of dress. Richardson.

Tawdry (ta'dri), a. [From St ^t'rfrcy, other-
wise called St, Etheldreda. at whose fair,

held in tlie isle of Ely. lac-es and cheap gay
ornaments are said to have been sold. In
this way tawdnj would have meant origin-

ally showy.like things bought at St. Audrey's

fair. But more probably the original notion

was showy, like the necklaces that St. Au-
drey used to wear, the application coming
from the legend which says she died of a
swelling in the throat, an ailment that she

recognized as a judgment for having been
fond of wearing fine necklaces in her youth.

According to the latter supposition the ad-

jective would come from the nouu tawdry
as the name of a kind of necklace; tawdry-

lace, a kind of necklace or girdle.] For-
merly fine, showy, elegant ; now only fine

and showy, without taste or elegance; hav-

ing an excess of showy ornaments without

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc abtme; y, Sa ley.
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grace; as, a tawdry dress; taicdry feathers;

tawdry coloui-s.

He rails from morning to night at essenced fops
and tawdry courtiers. Spectator.

Tawdryt (t^'rlri). n. A species of necklace

of a rural fashion; a necklace in general.

Of which the Naiads and blue Nereids make
Them tatadries for their neck. Drayton.

Tawdry-lacet (t^'dri-laa), ?». [See Tawdry,
a ] A kind of necklace; also, a kind of gir-

dle. [Spenser uses it In the latter sense.]

Come, you promised me a tawdry-Uue and a pair

of sweet gloves. Shak,

Tawe,t n. Tow. Chaxicer.

Tawer (ta'6r). n. One who taws; a dresser of
white U-ather.

Tawery (tft'6r-i), n. A place where skins

are tawed.
Tawie(ta'i), (I- Tame; tractable, [Scotch.]

Tawney (ta'ni), n. In her. see Tenney.
Tawniness (ts'ui-nes), '»• The quality of

IteiiiL' tJiwiiy.

Tawny (ta'uiX « [O.Fr. tand, tanned, ' also

swart, sallow, duskie or tawny of hue;' Fr.

tamxi, tanned, tan-coloured, tawny, jjp. of

taHiwr, to tan. (See Tan.) The spelling may
have been influenced by the verb to taw.]

Of a yellowish dark colour, like things

tanned, <*t persona who are sunburnt; as, a
tawny Moor or Spaniard; the tawny sons
of Xumitlla; the tawny lion.

Tawny (t^i'ni), v.t To make tawny; to tan.

Tawpie, n. See Taupie.
Taws, Tawse(t^), n. [Softened from (ofir*,

wliicli is also a Scottish name of the instru-

ment; or rather perhaps from A. Sax. taieian,

to tan, to beat, to strike.] A leather strap,

usually with a slit or fringe-like end, used
as an instrument of punishment by school-

masters and others. [Scotch.]

Ne%-er use the tawse when a gloom can do the turn.
Jiiimiiiy.

Tax (taks), «. [Fr. taxe, from tazer, to tax,

from L. taxo, taxare, to handle, to rate, to

appraise, to estimate the worth of, also to

tax or censure, from tay, root of tanyo, to

touch. Ta»k is essentially the same word,
with transposition of sounds. Tact is of

similar origin, hO also fa«te.] 1. A contribu-
tion levied by authority from people to de-

fray the expenses of government or other
public services; as, (a) a chaise made by
the national or state rulers on the incomes
or propeHy of individuals, or on the pro-
ducts consumed by them. A tax is said to

be direct when it is demamled from the
very persons who it is intended or desired
should pay it. as, fur example, a poll-tax,

a land or property- tax, au inc« >me-tax, taxes
for keeping manservants, carriages, dogs,

and tlie like. It is said to be iiuiireet wliun
it is demanded from one person in the ex-

pectation and intention that he shall in-

demni/y himself at the expense of another;
as for example the taxes called customs.
which are imposed on certain clas.srs of im-
ported goods, and those calle^l excise duties,

which are Imposed ou home manufactures
or inland production, {h) A rate or sum
imposed on individuals or their proi)erty for

municipal, county, or other local purposes,
such as police taxes, taxes for the support
of the poor (poor-rates), taxes for the repair
of roads and bridges, Ac. In this country
bouse taxes or taxes on rental form the
largest part of the local revenues, municipal
revenues being, indeed, entirely raised from

. this source,— 2. A disagreeable or burden-
some duty or charge; an e.xactiou; a requi-
sition ; an oppressive demand; as. his exer-

tions in the public cause are a heavy tax on
his time and strength. —3.t Charge; censure.

He could not without grief of heart, and without
some lax upon himself and hi-i ministers for the not
executing the laws, look upon the bold license of some
pamphlets. Clarendon.

4.t A lesson to be learned; a task. Johrxt&n..

Syit. Impost, tribute, contril)ution, duty,
toll, rate, assessment, exaction, custom,
demand.
Tax (taks), v.t. [See the noun.] 1. To sub-
ject to the payment of taxes ; to impose a
tax on ; to levy money orother contributions
from, as from subjects to meet the expenses
of government; as, to tax land,commodities,
income; to tax a people.

I would not tax the needy commons. Shak.

He taxed the land to give the money. 3 Ki xxilL 35.

2. To load with a burden or burdens; to
make demands upon ; ti^ put to a certain
strain ; as, to tax one's strength, memory,
credulity, or the like.— 3. In toir, to examine
and allow or disallow the items of charge

in ; as, tlie court tofreg bills of cost.—4. To
charge; to censure; to accuse: usually fol-

lowed by with., formerly by of and /or when
accompanied with au indirect object; as, to

tax a man with pride ; he was taxed with
presumption.

.

My fore-past proofs, howe'er the matter fall,

St^ tax ray tears ^little vanity. ShaM.

Men's virtues I have commended as freely as I

have taxed their crimes, Dryden.

He taxed not Homer nor Virgiiycrinteresting their

gods in the wars of Troy and Italy, neither would he
nave taxed Milton yir his choice of a supernatural
argument Dryden.

He brook'd not, he. that sco6ing tongue
Should tax his minstrelsy wi/A wrong.

Or call his soiig untrue. ' SirlV. Seott.

Taxability (taks-a-bil'i-ti), n. The state of
I)eing taxaitle.

Taxable (taks'a-bl). a. Capable of being
taxed; liable by law to the assessment of

taxes; as, taxable commodities.
Revert to your old principles. . . . leave America,

if she has t.ixadU matter in her. to tax herself.

Bitrke.

Taxableneea (taks'a-bl-nes), n. The state

of being taxable.

Taxably (taks'a-bli), ode. In a taxable
manner.
Taxacesa (tak-sa'se-e), n. pi. A sub-order of
Coniferse, sometimes regarded as a distinct
order, comprising trees or shrubs which in-

habit chiefly the temperate parts of Europe,
Asia, Africa, and America. Tliey have a
woody tissue marked with circular discs,

with evergreen, and mostly narrow, rigid.

entire, and veinless leaves, and are distin-

guished from the Cupressinew l)y the suc-

culent cup which surrounds tlieir seeds.

The oi-der jields trees which are valued for

their timber, and, like the Coniferse, possess
resinous properties. See CONIFER*. Taxus.
Taxation (tak-sa'shon), n. [L. taxatio, tax-
atxonin, a taxing, a valuing. See Tax. n.]

1. The act of laying a tax, or of imposing
taxes on tlie subjects of a state or govern-
ment, or on the members of a corporation
or company, by tlie pmper authority; the
raising of reventie required for public ser-

vice by means of taxes; tlie system by which
such a reveuue is raised.

The subjects of every state ought to contribute to

the support of the government, as neatly as possible

in proportion to their abilities ; that is, in proportion
to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under
the protection of the state. In the observance or
neglect of this maxim consists what is called the
equality or inc^iuality of taxation. Adatn Smith.

2. Tax or assessment imposed; the aggregate
of particular taxes.

He dafly such taxations did exact. Daniel.

3.t Chai^; accusation; censure; scandal.

My father's love is enough to honour; speak no more
of him.

You'I! be whipt for taxation one of these day*.
SkaM.

4. The act of taxing or aaaesBing a bill of

costs in law.

TaxaUvelyt (taks'at-iv-Ii), adv. As a txu.

Tax-cart, Taxed-cart (taksTiArt, takst'-

Ic&rt), n. A light spring-cart upon which
only a low rate of tax is charged.

Tbey(carts| arc of all kinds, from the greengrocer's
taxed carl to the coster's barrow. Mayhrai.

She begged that fanner Subsoil wovld take her
thither in nis tajt-cart, Treliope.

Taxel (tak'sel), n. The American badger
(Meleji Labradorica), at first regarded as a
variety of the European badger, but now
found to diflfer so consideraiily that it has
been thought by some naturalists worthy of

being raised into a distinct genus. Taxidea.
Its teeth are of a more carnivorous charac-
ter than those of the true badger, and it

preys on such small animals as marmots,
which it pursues into their holes, frequently
entailing them so as to make the ground
dangerous for horses. Its burrowing powers
are remarkable, its hole being 6 or 7 feet

deep, and running underground to a length
of 30 feet. Thongli termed Labradorica it

is not found in Labrador, but abounds in

the sandy plains near the Missouri and
Rocky Mountains. Its hair changes from
yellowish-lirown in summer to hoary-gray
in winter. t)ecoming longer and more woolly.

Taxer (taksVjr). 71. 1 One who taxes.—2. In
Cambridge University, one of two officers

chosen yearly to regulatethe assize of bread
and see the true gauge of weights and mea-
sures observed; a taxor.

Tax-free(taks'fre),a. Exempt from taxation.

Tax-gatherer (taks'gaTH-6r-6r), n. A col-

lector of taxes. ' Horace being the son of a
tax-gatherer or collector.' Dryden.

Taxtarch (taks'i-ark), n. [Gr. taxiarches—
taxis, a division of an army, and arche, rule.]

An Athenian military officer commanding a
taxis or battalion.

Taxicom (taks'i-kom), n. A beetle of the
family Taxicornes.
Taxicome8(tak8-i-kor'nez), n. pi. [Gr. taxis,

regular order, and L. comu, a horn, alluding
to the auteunie.] The second family of the

Taxiconies— Tetratctna/ung-omm.

a. Antenna of Tetratoma. b. Antenna of Trachy-
scelis.

iieteromerous Coleoptera in Latreille's ar-

rangement of insects. They live on fungi,

beneath the bark of trees, or on the ground
under stones.

TaxtdermlC (taks-i-d6r'mik), a. Of or per-
taining to taxidermy, or the art of preparing
and piesorving the skins of animals.

Taxidermist (taks'i-dSr-mist), n. A person
skilled in Uixidenny.
Taxidermy (taks'i-dt;r-mi), ii. [Gr. taxis,

an arranging, order (from tasso, to arrange),
and derma, skin.] The art of preparing and
preserving the skins of animals, and also of

stuffing and mounting them so as to give

them as close a resemblance to the living
forms as possible.

Taxln (tak'sin), n. [L. taxxis, yew.] A resi-

nous substance obtained from the leaves of

the yew-tree (Taxus baccata) liy treatment
with alcohol and tartaric acid, 2 lbs. of the
leaves yielding 3 grains of taxin. It is

slightly soluble in water, dissolves easily in

alcoh<tl, ether, and dilute acids, and is pre-
cipitated from the acid solutions by alkalies

in wliite bulky flocks.

Taxing-master (taks'ing-mas-tfir), n. An
officer of a court of law who examines bills

of costs, and allows or disallows charges.

Taxla (tak'sis), n. [Gr. taxis, order.] 1. In
sttr^. an operation by which those parts
which have quitted their natural situatiou

are replaced by the hand without the assist-

ance of instruments, as in reducing hernia,

Ac—2. In anc. arch, that disposition which
assigns to every part of a building its just

dimensions. It is synonymous with Ordon-
iiance in modern architecture.— 3. In Greek
antig. a division of troops corresponding in

some respects to the modem battalion.

Taxites (tak-si'tez), n. [L. taxus, the yew-
tree.] In geol. the generic name for fossil

coniferous trees, allied to the yew, found
chiefly in the tertiary lignites and also in

the oolite.

Taxless (taks'les), a. Free from taxes.

Sylvester.

Taxodltes (tak-so-di'tez), n. A genus of

fossil iJlants, allied to the genus Taxodium
(deciduous cypress), occurring in tertiary

deposits.

Taxodium ( tak-s6'di-um ), n. [L. taxus, a
yew, aud Gr. eidos, resemblance.] A genus

Taxodium distichum.

of plants, nat. order Coniferse, tribe Cupres-
sinece. It has been distinguished from the
genus Cupressus principally on accouut of

ch» cAain; 6h, Se. locfc; g.ffo; J,;ob; fi, Fr. torn; ng, siity; th, £Aen; th, (Ain; w, u;ig; wh, icAig; zh, aioire.—See BLET.
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the arrangement of the male catkins in race-
mose panicles, the small number of flowers
in the female catkins, and the numbers of
cotyledons possessed by the embryo. The
T. diatichum, or deciduous cypress, a com-
mon ornamental tree upon English lawns,
is a native of North America, where its wood
is used for all the purposes to which timber
is applied. The cones are globular. The
bark exudes a resin which is used by tlie

negroes for dressing wounds. The roots are
remarkable for the production of lai^e coni-

cal knobs, hollow inside. In America they
are used by the negroes for bee-hives.

Taxology (tak-sol'o-ji), n. [Gr. taxis, order,
and logon, a discourse.] Same as Taxonomy.
Taxonomic (taks-6-nom'ik), a. Pertaining
to or involving taxonomy or systematic clas-

sification; classiflcatory. Hiixleij.

Taxonomy (tak-son'o-mi), n. [Gr. taxis,

order, and nomos, law. ] 1. That department
of natural history which treats of the laws
and principles of classification.—2. The laws
or principles themselves of classification.

TaXOr (taks'or), n. Same as Tax-er, 2.

Tax-payer (taks'pa-6r), n. One who is as-

sessed and pays a tax.

Taxus (taks'us), n. [L. . a yew-tree.] A ge-

nus of evergreen plants. th3 type of the nat.

order or sub-order Taxacese; the yew. The
species are natives of Europe and North
America. See Yew.
Taylor's Theorem. A formula of most ex-

tensive application in analysis, discovered
by Dr. Brook Taylor, and published by him
in 1715. It is to the following effect. Let u
represent any functiim whatever of the vari-

able quantity x; then if x receive any incre-

ment, as h, let u become u' ; then we shall

du h rf'^n A2 d^u A'*
have W = « + dl:- i+d^.' l-2+c(P •r2^3+

^—;•
, ^ „ . + &c., where d represents the

dx* 12-3-4

differential of the function n. The great

value of this theorem was overlooked till

it was made the Ijasis of the differential and
integral calculus by Lagrange in 1772,

Tayra (ti'ra), n. A handsome weasel (Galera
barbara) of South America, nearly as large

as the pine-marten. It is all black, save a
large white patch on the breast.

Tazel (ta'zl), n. A plant; teasel (which see).

Tazza (tat'sa), n. [It.] A large ornamental
cu]> or vase with a flat or shallow top, and
having a foot and handles.

T-l)aildage (te'band-aj), n. A surgical band-
age shaped like a T, and consisting of a strip

of Inien attached at right angles to another
strip.

T-beard ( te'berd ), n. A beard cut in the
shape of a T.

The Roman T, your T-beard is in fashion.

And twifold doth express Ih' enamoured courtier.

Bean. & FL

Tcha-lan (cha-lanO. " A blue powder con-
taining copper, used by the Chinese for pro-
ducing blue cohmrs on porcelain.

Tchemozem ( cher'no-zem ), n. [Rus., lit.

black earth] The local name for a black
earth of extraordinary fertility, covering at

least 100,000.000 acres, from the Carpathians
to the Ural Mountains, to the depth of from
4 to go feet, and yieUling an almost unlimited
succession of similar crops without prepara-
tion. It consists chiefly of silica with a littte

alumina, lime, and oxide of iron, and about
7 per cent of vegetable mould, of which 2-45

is nitrogen gas. The nitrogen and otber
organic matter are no doubt the cause of its

fertility.

Tchetwertak (fhet'v6r-tak), «. A Russian
silver coin worth 25 copecks, or about y}(i.

sterling.

Tchick (chik), inteij. 1. A sound produced
by pressing the tongue against the ro(jf of
the mouth and suddenly withdrawing it,

used to quicken a lazy horse. 'Summing up
the whole with a provoking wink, and such
an interjectional tchick as men quicken a
dull horse with.' Sir W. Scott— 2. An ex-
pression of surprise or of contempt.
Tchudi (clib'de), n. pi. A name applied l)y

the Russians to the Einnic races in the north-
west of Russia. It has now acquired a more
general application, and is used to designate
the group of peoples of which the Einns,
the Esthonians, the Livonians, and Lap-
landers are members.
Tchudic (cho'dik), a. Of or pertaining to

the Tchudi; specifically, designating that
group of Turanian tongues spoken liy tlie

Finns. Esthonians, Livonians, and Lapland-
ers. Spelled also Chudic, Tschndic.

T-Cloth (te'kloth), n. A plain cotton cloth

manufactured in this country for the India
and China market ; so called from a large
letter T being stamped on it.

Tea (te), n. [Er. the, from Chinese tha, the,

tcha, tea.] 1. The dried leaves of Thea siii-

ensits or cfdiiensis (the tea-plant), nat. order
TeniStromiacere, extensively cultivated in
China; also the plant itself. Teas are in com-
merce all brought under two distinct terms,
green teas and black teas, and it was at one
time believed that these were the products
of two difi'erent species of Thea, black tea of
T. Bohea, and green tea of T. ciridis, now re-

garded by botanists as mere varieties of T.
ainentsis. Though the products of the same
species, black and green teas are mainly the
growth of different districts of Cliina, but
the two varieties may be produced in either
district, the difference being attained by
diverse methods of preparation. (See Thea.)
The black teas include bohea, congou, sou-
chong, and pekoe; the green teas twankay,
hysonskin, young hyson, hyson, imperial,
and gunpowder. An infusion of tea as a
beverage has slight nutritive value, but it

increases respiratory action, and seems to
have a decidedly stimulative and restorative
action on the nervous system, due to the
essential oil and theine it contains, whilst
the tannin which is also present is an astrin-
gent. The use of tea in this country dates
from the middle of the seventeenth century.
The following advertisement appeared in
the Mercurius Politicus of Sept. 30, 1C58.

'That excellent and by all physitians ap-
proved China drink called by the Chineans
Tcha, and by other nations lay, alias tee, is

sold at the Sultana Head Coffee House,
London.' An entry of Pepys's Diary in 1660
runs: 'I did send for a cup of tea, a China
drink, of which I had never drunk before.'

Substitutes for tea have been found in the
dried leaves of a number of plants, some of
which contain the same stimulating quality,
and to which the name tea has consequently
been applied. See the end of this article.—
2. A decoction or infusion of tea leaves in
boiling water, used as a beverage, which in
this country is generally mixed with a little

milk or cream and sweetened with sugar.—
3. Any infusion or decoction of vegetables
for drinking; as, sage tea; chamomile tea,

Ac— 4. A soup or extract of beef; as, beef-
tea. See Beef-tea.— 5. The evening meal,
at which tea is usually served.

—

Abyssinian
or Arabian tea, the leaves of Catha edtdis,

which are stimulant, anti-soporific, and anti-

narcotic, and used by the Arabs to produce
wakefulness.-^8«a»i tea {Thea assamica),
a cultivated variety of the tea-plant now
grown extensively in Assum.-- Australian
tea, several species of Leptospermum and
Melaleuca. — Brazilian tea, Stachytarpha
jamaicensis. — Carolina tea. Ilex Cassine
(vomitoria), which yields the 'black drink'
of the Indian ceremonials, and which is still

used as a beverage by the poorer classes in

North Carolina.—Faam or i-'dAam tea. See
Eaam-TEA.—Jesuits' tea, Psoralea glandu-
losa.—Labrador tea. See Labrador-tea.—
^eio Jersey tea, red-root {Ceanothi(s ameri-
canus). — Sew Zealand tea, Leptospermum
scoparium.—Paraguay tea. Ilex paraguay-
ensis. or mat6. See MATi.
Tea(te), v.i. To take tea [CoUoq.]

She atiked him whether he intended to feii in his

rooms that evening. Furrar.

Tea (te). v.t. To give tea to: to serve with
tea. [Colloq.]

Tea-board (te'bord), ?t. A board to put tea

furniture on.

Tea-bug (te'bug), n. A bug destructive to

tea-plants. This insect selects the tender
and more juicy leaves, which are those of

most value to the tea-grower, puncturing
them with its long and slender proboscis in

the same manner as an aphis.

Tea-caddy (te'kad-i). n. A small box for

holding the tea used in a household.

Tea-cake (te'kak), n. A light kind of cake
eaten with tea.

Tea-canister (te'kau-is-t^r), n. A canister

or box in which tea is kept.

Teacb (tech), v.t. pret. & pp. taught (very

rarely teached); ppr. teaching. [O.E. teche,

softene<l from A. Sax. ttecan (pret. tcehte,

pp. tceht), to teach, to show, to point out,

to command; allied to tfhan, to accuse;
Goth, teihan, O.H.G. zihan. G. zeigen. to

point out; cog. L. doceo, to teach. Or. deik-

nymi, Skr. di^, to point out. to show. Token
is also of same root] 1. To impart instruc-

tion to; to educate; to guide tlie studies

of; to conduct through a course of studies;

to hnpart knowledge or skill to; to instruct;
to infomi.

He will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in

his paths. Is. ii. 3.

Men must be taught as if you taught them not,
And things unknown proposed as thinys forgot.

Pope.
There, in his noisy mansion skilled to rule.
The village master taught his httle school.

Goldstnith.

2. To impart the knowledge of; to give in-
telligence or information concerning; to
communicate and cause another to learn or
acquire; to instruct, train, or give skill in
the use, management, or handling of; as, Ut
teach Latin or mathematics ; to teach sing-
ing, dancing, or fencing; to teach the piano;
to teach false doctrine. It is often followed
by two objectives (as in Greek, Latin, San-
skrit. <tc.), the one of the person, tlie other
of the thing; as, to teach a person grammar;
and in the passive one of the objectives is

still retained ; as, he was taught grammar;
grammar was taught him.

In vain they worship me, teaching for doctrines
the commandments of men. Mat. xv. 9.

3. To let be known ; to tell ; as. Stoicism
taught how to bear evil with equanimity.
'And that thou teachest how to make one
twain.' Shak.—4. To make to know how;
to show how; to show.
They have taught their tongue to speak lies.

Jer, ix. 5
She doth teach the torches to bum bright. Shai.

Teach (tech), v.i. To practise giving in-

struction; to perform the business of a pre-
ceptor.

Theheadsthereof judge for reward, and the priests
thereof teach for hire. Mic. iii. it.

Teach, Teacbe (tech), n. in sugar-boiling,
one of the pans in which the cane-juice is

boiled, especially the last of the series, from
which the inspissated juice is poured into
the cooler.

Teachable (tech'a-bl), a. 1. Capable of being
taught; as, a person or a subject is not
teachable.— 2. Apt to learn; readily receiv-
ing instruction; docile.

We ought to bring our minds free, unbiassed, and
teachable, to leam our religion from the word of God.

IVatts.

Teachableness (tech'a-bl-nes), n. The qua-
lity of being teachable; commonly a will-

ingness or readiness to be informed and in-
structed; aptness to learn; docility.

Teacher (teeh'er), n. 1. One who teaches or
instructs; one whose business or occupation
is to instruct others ; a preceptor ; an in-

structor; a tutor.

Love had he found in huts where poor men lie.

His daily teachers had been woods and rills.

Words^i orth.

2. One who instructs others in religion; a
preacher; a minister of the gospel; some-
times, one who preaches without regular
ordination.

The teachers vci all the churches assembled them-
selves. Raleigh.

Tea-chest (te'chest), n. A slightly formed
box. usually covered with Chinese charac-
ters and devices, and lined with thin sheet-
lead, iu which tea is sent from China.
Teaching (tech'iug), n. 1. The act or busi-
ness of instructing.-2. That which is taught;
instruction. ' The teachings of the church.'
Buckle.

Teachless (tech^e8), a. Unteachable; in-

docile. Shelley.

Tea-cup (te'kup), n. A small cup for drink-
ing tea from.

Teade,t Tedet (ted), 71. [L. tceda, a pine-
tree, a torch.] A torch; a flambeau. Spen-
ser.

Tea-dealer (te'del-er), n. One who deals in

or buys and sells tea; a merchant who sells

tea.

Tea -drinker (te'dringk-6r), n. One who
drinks tea; especially, one who uses tea as

a beverage habitually or in preference to

any other.

Tea-garden (te'gar-den). n. A garden, gen-
erally attached to a house of entertainment,
where tea is served,

Teagrue (teg), n. [Comp. W. (awte^, arustic,

a peasant, a clown.] An Irishman: in con-

tempt. Johnson.
Teak (tek). n. [Tamil name] 1. A tree

which furnishes an abundance of ship tim-

ber. It is the Tectona grandis, nat. order
Verbenaceap, and is a native of different

parts of India, as well as of Burmah and of

the islands from Ceylon to the Moluccas.
It grows to an immense size, and is remark-
able for its large leaves, which are from 12

to 24 inches long, and from 6 to 18 broad.—

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h€r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, So. tey.
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2. The timber of the tree. This timber is

excellent for ship-building, and has been
called the oak of the East. It works easily.

Teak ( Tecto*ta ^audis).

and, though porous, is strung and durable;
it is easily seasoned and shrinks but little,

and from containing a resinous oil it resists

the action of water, and repels the attacks
of insects of all kinds. Teak is also used
extensively in the East in the con-truction
of houses and temples. —J/rican teak, a
timber similar to East Indian teak, believed
to be the produce of OldJieldUi africana, nat.

order Eui)horltiace(e.

Tea-kettle (te'ket-l), n. a portable kettle
in which water is boiled for making tea.

Teak-tree (tek'tre), n. See Teak.
Teal (tel), n. [Same as tH or ial iu D. ieUng,
taling, a teal; origin doubtful] The com-
mon name for ducks of the genus Querque-
dula, the smallest and most beautiful of the
Anatidfc, or duck family. The common teal

(Q creccd) makes its appearance in England
alwut the end of Septenii>er, and remains till

spring' has maile considerable progress, when
it ;:entTaIly returns again to more northern
localities to breed. In many parts of Scot-
land, however, it remains all the year. Its

whole length is about U inches. The bill

has a huruy tip, and is about as long as the
head. The pluma^jie nf the back is grayish
white, mottled with dark streaks; the wings
exhibit brown and purplish hues; the tail

is of a blackish brown tint. Teals frequent
fresh-water lakes, and feed on seeds, grasses,

/

Common Teal {Qtierqiuditla creccet).

water'plants,and insects. The green-winged
teal {Q Caroline ii^iji) is very like the com-
mon teal, hut is distinguished by a white
crest in front of the bend of the wmgs. The
blue-winged teal (Q. discors) is somewhat
larger than the common teal, and is easily
domesticated. Both are North American.
Tea-lead (te'led). n. Thin sheet-lead, used
ill lining tea-chests sent from China.
Team (tem), n. [A. Sax. tertm. oftsprinff.
progeny, a succession, a series, a long row;
t'jinan, W"irtn, to teem, to bring fortli; cog.
O.Fris. tdm, race, offspring, »tc.; D tootn,a.
brood of ducks; from the stem of A. Sax.
te6n, Goth, tiuhan, G. Ziehen, to draw,
whence also Icel. taumr, D. tooin, O. zaum,
a bridle. ] 1. A Hock or group of young ani-
mals, especially young ducks ; a brood ; a
litter. 'A team of ducklings about her.'
Holland.
We have a few teatns of dui:ks bred in the moors

where the sni|>es breed. Gilbert White.

2. A number of animals moving together or
passing in a line. 'Like a long team of
tuowy swans on high.' Dryden.—Z. Two or

more horses, oxen.or other beasts, harnessed
together for drawing, as to a coach, chariot,
wagon, cart, sleigh, plough, and the like.—
4. A number of persons associated, as for
the performance of a definite piece of work,
or fonning one of the parties or sides in a
game, match, or the like; as, a team of foot-
ball players, cricketers, oarsmen, (tc—5. In
old Eng. law, a royalty or privilege granted
by royal charter to a lord of a manor,
for the having, restraining, and judging of
bondmen and villeins, wi8h their children,
goods, chattels, &c.
Team (tem), v.t. l. To join together in a
team.
By this the Night forth from the darksome bower
Of Erebus her teamed steeds gan call. Spenser.

2. To work, convey, haul, or the like with a
team.
Team-railway (tem'ral-wa). n. A railway
on which horses are used as the motive
power.

Teamster (tem'st^r), n. \Team and suflSx
-titer. \ One who drives a team.
Team-work (tem'w^rk), «. AVork done by
a team, as distinguished from personal la-

hour. [United States.]

Teany (teni), n. In her. same as Tenne.
Tea-oU (te'oil), n. A name given to an oil

procureil by expression from tlie seeds of
the Camellia olei/era of China.
Tea-plant (te'plant). n. Thea sinensis, the
plant from which the tea of commerce is

obtained. (SeeXiiEA.) Also, any plant an in-

fusion of the dried leaves of wiiich is used
as a beverage.

Tea-pot (te'pot), n. A vessel with a spout
in which tea is made, and from which it is

poured into tea-cups.

Teapoy (te'poi), n. A three-legged table,
with a lifting top, inclosing tea-caddies, or
a small stand for holding tea-cup, sugar-
basin, cream-jug, &c. See extract.

Teafoy is in England often supposed to have con-
nection with /fi*" but it has no more tlian Creatu o"

Tartar h.^s wUh Crim Tartary. It is aword of Anglo-
Indian importation, viz., tipdi, an Urdd or Anglo-
Indian corruptior. of the Pers. sipai, tripos (jicrhaps
to .-woid confusion with seapoy), and meaning a
three-legged table, or tripod generally. H. YnU.

Tear (ter), n. [A. Sax. taeher, teAr, tcer, Icel
tdr, Dan. taare, O.'E.G. zahar,G. ziihre, Goih.
tape.r; a widely spread word, being cognate
with Gr. dakrjf, O.L. dacrj/ma, L. lacryma
(whence Fr. larme, It. and Sp. lagi-ima).
It. dear, W. daiger, GaeL deur; from an
Indo-Euroi)ean root dak, meaning to bite.

The guttural, it will be seen, is quite lost in
English and in several of the other forms, ]

1. A drop or small quantity of the limpid fluitl

secreted by the lachrymal gland, and appear-
ing in the eyes or (lowing from them. The
lachrymal Huid serves to moisten the cornea
and preserve its transparency, and to re-
move any dust or fine substance that enters
the eye and gives pain. The nonnally se-

creted fluid, after performing its ordinary
functions, passes through the lachrymal
ducts and sac into the nasal channels. Moral
and physical causes, however, as strong
passion (grief, sorrow, joy), incontroUable
laughter, pain, especially in the eye itself,

increase the seci*etion considerably, and
when the laclirymal duct does not sufllce to
carrj it off it runs over the eyelids. Tears
are a little heavier than water; they have
a saline taste and an alkaline reageucy,
owing to the presence of free soda.

The big round tears
Coursed one another down his innocent nose
In piteous cluise. Shak.

2. Something in the form of a transparent
drop of fluid matter: also, a solid, trans-
parent, tear-i-haped tirop, as of some bal-
sams or resins.

Let Araby cx*r.\ her happy coast.
Her fragrant flowers, her trees with precious /^irj.

Vrydtn.
Tear(tar), v.t. pret. tore; old pret. tare; ppr.
tearing; pp. ton\. [A. Sax. t<eran, teran, to
rend, to bite, pret. teer, pp. toren; Goth.
(ga)tairan. to loosen, to dissolve; O. H.G. per-

ron, to cut, to tear; G. zehren. D. teren, Oan.
U^re. to consume, to waste; ultimately from
same root as Gr. derO, to flay; Skr. dar, to
split. Tire is an allied word.] 1. To sepa-
rate the parts of by pulling; to pull apart by
force; especially, to pull, draw, or drag in
pieces by breaking the texture or fibres of;

to make a rent or rents in; as, to t^ar one's
clothes. 'Cancel and tear to pieces that
great bond.' Shak.—2. To form Assures or
ifuiTows in by violence. ' Torrents tear the
ground.' />ryrfen,—3. Tolacerate; to wound,
as by the action of teeth or by dragging

something sharp over; as, to (ear the skin
with briars or thorns. ' As this mouth
should tear this hand.' Shak. In this sense
also figuratively; as, a heart torn with an-
guish.

The women beat their breasts, their cheeks they
tear. Shak.

4. To divide by violent measures; to disturb,
agitate, excite, or disorganize violently; as,

a state or government torn by factions.

—

5. To pull with violence; to drag; to move
or remove by pulling or violently, especially
with prepositions, as /ro?H, away, down, out,

&c.
The hand of fate

Has torn thee/rorft me. Addison.

John tore t^^Lord Strut's servant's clothes.
Arbuthnot.

6. To make or accomplish by rending or
similar violent action; as, to tear ^ hole in
something. ' How these vain weak nails
may tear a passage.' Shak.~7. To burst; to
break. Shak.—To tear up, (a) to remove
from a fixed state by violence; as, to tear vp
a tree by the roots, (b) To pull to pieces
or shreds; to rend completely; as, to tear up
a piece of paper ; to tear a sheet up into
strips.

—

To tear a cat,\ to rant; to rave;
to bluster: especially applied to stage rant-
ing. Shak.—To tear the hair, to pull it or
pnll it out in a violent or distracted man-
ner: often as a sign of grief or rage.

Tear (tar), v.i. l. To part, divide, or sepa-
rate on being pulled or handled with more
or less violence; as, this cloth or paper does
not ?ear very readily.—2. To rave; to rage;
to rant ; to move and act with turbulent
violence, as a mad bull.

And now two smaller Cratchits, boy and girl, came
tearing in. Dickens.

Tear (tar), n. A rent; a fissure.— Tear and
wear, deterioration by long or frequent use.

See Wear and tear, tmder Wear, n.

Tear-drop (ter'drop), n. A tear. * A tear-
drop trembled from its source.' Tennyson.
Teaxer (tiir't^r), n. 1. One who or that which
tears or rends anything.— 2. One that rages
or raves with violence; a violent person.

Tear-falling (tei-'fftl-ing),a. shedding tears;
tender. ' Tear-/alling pity.' Shak.
Tearful (ter'f^l), a. Abounding with tears;
weeping; shedding tears. 'Tear/id eyes.'
Shak.
Tearing (tar'ing), p. and a. Making a great
noise or bustle; ranting; raving: clamorous;
impetuous; ns,a(ear(j*f;rageor passion. 'Im-
mense dandies . . . driving in tearing cabs.'
Thackeray. Used adverbially = violently,
extravagantly. ' This bull that went tearitia

mad for the pinching of a mouse.' Sir R.
L'Estrange. [Colloq. ]

Tearless (tei-'les). a. Shedding no teai-s;

without tears; unfeeling.

I ask not each kind soul to keep
rear/ess when of iny death he hears.

A/att. Arueld.
Tear-pit (ter'pit), n. A sac or fold of the
skin under the eye, as in deer, sometimes
called the Sub-orbital Sinus or Lachrymal
Sinus, the use of which is not well known.
Tear-stained (ter'stand), a. Having traces
of the passage of tears; as, tear-stained
cheeks. Shak.

Teary t (ter'iV a. 1. Wet with tears; tearful.

'Her teary face.' Chaucer —2. Consisting
of tears, or of drops resembling tears. ' The
teary shower' Lydgate.
Tea-saucer (te'ss-s^r), n. A small saucer
in which a tea-cup is set.

Tease (tez), v.t. pret. & pp. teased; ppr.
teasing. [A. Sax. tcesan, to gather, to pluck,
to tease, to annoy; Dan. taese, tcesse, to tease
wool; L. G. tdsen, tosen, to pull, to drag;
D. teezen, to pick, to tease; O.H.G. zeisan,
G. zausen, to tug, pull, tear. Teasel is from
this verb, and tose, tovse, tovsy, tousle, are
closely allied forms] 1. To pull apart or
separate the adhering fibres of; to pick
into its separate fibres; to comb or card, as
wool or flax.— 2. To employ the teasel upon;
to teasel for the purpose of raising a nap.—
3. To vex with importunity or impertinence;
to harass, annoy, disturb, or irritate by petty
requests, by silly trifling, or by jests and
raillery. * Teasint/ with obvious comment
and torturing with inevitable inference.'
Digraeli.

My friends tease me about him because he has no
estate. Spectator,

Syn. To harass, annoy, disturb, irritate,

plague, torment, mortify, tantalize, cha-
grin.

Teasel, Teazel (te'zel), n. [A. Sax. ttxsl, tea-
sel, from toe8an,to pluck,to tease. See TEASE.]

ch, cAain; Ch, So. locA; g. go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, iing: TH, (Aen; th. (Mn; w, tpig; wh, wAig; zh. a^ure— See Key.
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1. The English name of several plants of the

genuB Dipsacus. nat. order Dipsaceae. The
fuller's thistle (D. FuUomim) is allied to the
teasel {D. sylvestris) which gi'owa wild in

hedges. It is cultivated, in those districts

of England where cloth is manufactured, for

the sake of the awns of the head, which are
employed to raise the nap of woollen cloths.

Fuller's Teasel (Dipsaats FuUonum). a. Scale of
the receptacle. *. Corolla.

For this purpose the heads are fixed round
the circumference of a large broad wheel or
drum so as to form a kind of brush. The
wheel is made to turn round while the cloth

is held against the brush thus formed, and
the fine hooked awn of the teasel readily

insinuates itself into the web, and draws out
with it some of the fine fibres of the wool.

These are afterwards shorn smooth, and
leave the cloth with the fine velvet-like

nap which is its peculiar appearance. —
2. The burr of the plant.—3. Any contriv-

ance used as a substitute for teasels iu the
dressing of woollen cloth. [Written also

Teazle.]

Teasel^ Teazel (te'zel), v.t. To stibject to

the action of teasels in the dressing of

woollen cloth; to raise a nap on hy the
action of the teasel. Written also Teazle.

Teaseler, Teazler (te'zel-6r). n. One who
uses the teasel for raising a nap on cloth.

Teasel-frame (te'zel-fram), n. A frame or
set of iron bars in which teasel hertds are
fixed for raising a nap or pile on woollen
cloth.

Teaser (tez'dr), n. l. One that teases or
vexes.— 2. The stoker or fireman in a glass-

work wlio attends the furnace. In this

sense also written Teazer.

Tea-service (te's6r-vis), n. A complete set

of utensils required for the tea-table; tea-

things.

Tea-set (te'set), n. A tea-service.

Teasing (tez'ing), a. Vexing; irritating;

annoying. ' Teasing ways of children.'
Wordxwnrth.
Tea-spoon (te'spon). n. A small spoon used
in drinking tea and other beverages.

Tea-spoonful ( te'spon-ful ), «. As much
as a tea-spoon holds; specifically, in nied.

about a ttuid drachm.
Teat (tet), n. [Provincial also tet, tit 0. E.

tete, title, tette, A. Sax. tit, titt, L. G. and
O. D. title, G. zitze, teat. Similar forms
occur in various other languages, and tlieir

relation to the Teutonic forms is not clear.

Comp. Gr. titthe, the nipple, a nurse, Fr.

tette (which Brachet takes from the Teu-
tonic), It. tetta, Sp. teta; also W. teth. It.

and Gael, did— teat.] 1. The projecting
organ through which milk is drawn from
the breast or udder of females in the class

Mammalia; the nipple; tlie dug of a beast;

the pap of a woman. It consists of an
elastic, erectile substance, embracing the
lactiferous ducts, which terminate on its

surface, and thus serves to convey milk to

the young of animals.

InfHtus sleep, and are seldom awake but when
hunger calls for the icat. Locke.

2. A small nozzle regembling a teat.

Tea-table (te't!i-l)l), ?i. A table on which
tea-furniture is set orat which tea is drunk.
Tea-taster (te'tast-Sr), n. A person em-
ployed to test qualities of teas hy tasting
their infusions, either in Chinese ports or
in Britain, as in the London docks.

Teated (tet'ed), a. Having teats; having
protuberances resembling the teate of ani-

mals.

Teathe ( teTH ), n. and v. See Tath.
[Provincial English.]

Tea-things (te'thingz), n. ;>i. Tea-aervice.

Teatin (te'a-tin). n. See Thkatin.
Teatish t (tet'ish), a. [Perhaps from a child
fretful for the breast. Otlier forms are teety,

tetty.] Peevish.
Whate'er she says,

You must bear manly, Rowt.-infi, for her sickness
Has made her somewhat teatish. £eau. 6r Fl.

Tea-tray (te'tra), n. A tray for a tea-ser-
vice.

Tea-tree (te'tre), n. The shruh or plant
that produces the leaves which are im-
ported and called tea. See Thka and Tea.
Tea-um (te'6rn). n. A vessel in the form of
a vase, placed on the tea-table, for supplying
heated water for tea.

Teaze-hole (tez'hol), n. Tlie opening in the
furnace of a glass-work through which coals
are put in.

Teazel, Teazle (te'zl), n. and v.t. See
Teasel.
Teazer (tez'^r), n. See Teaser.
Teaze- tenon (tez'ten-on), n. In earp.
a tenon on the top of a tenon, with a
double shoulder and tenon from each, for
supporting two level pieces of timber at
right angles to each other.

TelDbad (teb'ad), n. The Persian name for
the scorching winds which blow over the
hot sandy plains of Central Asia, carrying
witli them clouds of impalpable sand, which
are said to act like flakes of fire on travel-
lers' skins.

Tebeth (te'beth). n. [Heb.] The tenth
month of the Jewish ecclesiastical year,
beginning with the new moon in December
and ending with the new moOn in January.
Teche.t v.t. To teach. Chaiicer.

Teohiiy (tech'i-li), adv. In a techy manner;
peevishly; fretfully; irritably.

TecMness (tech'i-nea), ?i. The state or qua-
lity of beingtechy; peevishness; fi-etfulness.

Teclmic(tek'nik), a. Same as Technical.
TecliniC (tek'nik). 7*. The method of per-
formance or manipulation in any art; tech-
nical skill or manipulation; artistic execu-
tion.
They illustrate the method of nature, not the ieck-

Hi'f of a manlike artificer. Prcjl Tyndall.

TechHical (tek'nlk-al). a. [L. techninis;
Gr. technikos, from techne, art.] Of or per-
taining to the meclianical arts, or to any par-
ticular art, science, profession, handicraft,
business, or the like; specially appropriate
to or characteristic of any art, science,
manufacture, or the like; as, a technical
word or phrase; a technical diftieulty; tech-

nical skill. ' Technical words or terms
of art.' Locke. 'Technical dictionaries.'

Johiison.

Of the terms of art I have received such as could
be found either iu books of science or Uchtiical dic-
tionaries. Johnson.

It is hardly necessary to give any warning, gener-
ally, against the unnecessary introduction of tech-
nical language of any kind when the meaning can
be adequately or even tolerably expressed in com-
mon, i.e. unscientific words. The terms and phrases
of art have an air of pedantic affectation, for which
they do not compens;>te by even the smallest ap-
pearance of increased energy. H'hately.

Technicality (tek-ni-kal'i-ti), n. 1. Techni-
calness (which see).- 2. That which is tech-
nical or peculiar to any science, art, calling,

sect, and the like; a technical expression.

They drew from all quarters the traditions, the
technicalities of art. Mihnan.

Technically (tek'ni-kal-li), adu. In a tech-
nical manner; according to the signification
of teiins of art or tlie professions.

Technicalness (tek'ni-kal-nes), n. The qua-
lity or state of being technical or peculiar
to the arts; technicality.

Technicals (tek'ni-kalz), n. -pi. Those things
that pertain to the practiciU part of an art

or science; technicalities; technical terms;
technics.

Technlcist (tek'ni-sist), n. One skilled in

teclmics or in tlie practical arts.

Technicological t (tek'ni-k6-loj"ik-al). a.

Technological; technical.

Had the apostle used this technicological phrase
in any different sense from its coiiimnn acceptation
he would have told us of it. Dr. John Scott.

Technics (tek'niks), n. sing, or pi. L The
doctrine of arts in general; such branches
of learning as respect the ai'ts. — 2. As a
plural, technical terms or ol)jects ; things
pertaining or relating to the practice of an
art. science, or tbe like.

Technological (tek-no-loj'ik-al). a. Per-
taining to teclmology ; pertaining to the
arts; as, technological institutes.

Technologist (tek-nol'o-jist). n. One versed
in technology; one who discourses or treats

of arts or of the terms of arts.

Technology (tek-nol'o-ji), n. [Gr. techne,
art, and Logos, word or discourse.] That
branch of knowledge which deals with the
various industrial arts; tbe science or syste-
matic knowledge of the industrial arts, as
spinning, weaving, dyeing, nietallurgy.brew-
ing, and the like. [The word is sometimes
erroneously used as equivalent to termin-
ology. ]

Techy, Tetchy (tech'i), a. [Corrupted from
touchy.] Peevish; fretful; irritable.

I cannot come to Cressid, but by Pandar,
And he's as techy to be woo'd to woo.
As she is stubborn -chaste against all suit. Shak.

Tecoma (te-ko'ma), n. [Shortened from
tecomaxochitl, the Mexican name of the
species. ] A genus of plants, nat. order
Bignoniacete. The species are erect trees
or shrubs or climbhig plants, with un-

Tecoma impetiginosa.

equally pinnate or digitate simple leaves,
with terminal panicles of dusky red or
orange flowers. They are natives of the
Old and Xew World m tropical and sub-
tropical climates. A climbing species, T.
radicans, a native of Xorth and South
Carolina, of Florida and Virginia, is a fa-

vourite in this country as an ornamental
plant. From the shape of its corolla tbe
plant has received the name of trumpet-
flower. Some of the species of Tecoma
are medicinal, as T. impetiginosa, which
abounds in tannin, and whose bark is bitter,

mucilaginous, and used in lotions, baths,
Arc, in cases of inflammations of the joints
and debility.

Tecti'branchiata(tek-ti-brang'ki-a"ta),n.pl.
[L. tectus, concealed or covered, and 6ran-
chi(e, gills.] A division of gasteropodous
ilollusca, comprehending those species in
which the gills are attached along the right
side or on the back in form of leaves more
or less divided. The mantle covers them
more or less, and contains nearly always in

its thickness a small shell, which may be en-

Tectibranchtata.

I, Pleitrobranchtts punftatus. 2. The shell that is

concealed nithin the mantle. 3, Shell partly exposed,
as exemplibed in the BuUa-

tirely concealed or partly exposed They re-

semble the Pectinibranclnata in the form of

the organs of respiration, and live.likethem,
in the sea; but they are all hermaphrodites.
"The section includes the families of the
Tornatellida?, Bnllida?, Aplysiadte, Pleuro-
branchid.T. and rhyllidiadne.

Tectibranchiate (tek-tibrang'ki-at), a. A
term designating a section of gasteropodous
molluscs. See TECTIBRAXCKIATA.
Tectlyt (tekt'li), adv. [L tectus. hid,

covered, from tego, to hide, to conceal.]
Secretly: covertly; privately. Holinshed.

Fate, fur, fat. fjill; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, byll; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, So. f^.
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Tectona (tek-Wna), n. [From its name in

Malabar] A genua of plants, nat. order
Vtrbenacece; the teak. See Teak.

Tectonic (tek-tou'ik), a. [L. tectonicits, Gr.
tektonifcijtt. from tektnn, tektonos, a carpen-
ter, a buiMer] Pertaining to building or
construction.

Tectonics (tek-ton'ik*). n. siiig, or pi. The
science or the art by which vessels, imple-
ments, dwellings, and other edifices are
formed on the one hand agreeably to the
end for which they are designeil, and on the
other in conformity with sentiments and
artistic ideas. Fairholt.

Tectrices (tek'tri-sez), n, pi. [A modem
Latin word from L. tego, techtm, to cover]
In oniitk. the feathers which cover the quill-

feathers and other parts of the wing ; the
coverts.

Tecum, Tecum-ftbre (te'kura, te'kum-fi-

b^r), 71. The fibrous produoe of a palm-leaf,
resemidinp green wuul, imported from Bra-
zil. See TucuM
Ted (ted), v.t. pret. A pp. tedded; ppr. ted-

ding. [\y. teddu, to spread out. tedu. to

stretch ont; tedd, a spread, a display; tedd-

ug, spreadin;;. ] In agri. to spread to the
air after being reaped or mown ; to turn
(new-mowed grass or hay) from the swatJi

and scatter it for drying 'Tedded grass.'

Milton. 'The tedded hay.' Coleridge.

The scythe lies (jlrtterinff in the dewy wreathe of
Uiidcii grass. Gray.

Tedder (ted'6r), n. One who teds : an im-
plement that spreads and turns newly mown
grass or hay from the swath for the purpose
of drying. See Hat-tfdi>ER.
Teddert (ted'fir), n. Same as Tether.

Wo live joyfully. Sfoing abroad within our leddtr.
Bacon.

Tedder* (ted'*^r),r.(. Tot«ther. HeeTETHUR.
To Deum (tede'um), n. {From the first

words. Te bemnlaudatnug/] 1. The title of
a celebrated Latin hymn of praise, usually
ascril>ed to St. Ambrose and St, Augustine,
and well-known in this countrj' thrringh the
translation in the Book of Common Prayer.
commencing, 'We praise thee, O God.* It
is sung on i>articiilar occasions, as on the
ucwA of victories, aud on high festival days
in Human Catholic and also in some Pro-
test;int churches. In the Kiiglish Church
Te Deum is sung in the morning soi-rice l>e-

twcen the two lessons.

Te Deum was sun^ at St, Paul's after the victory.
B:tCOH.

Hence—2. A thanksgiving service in which
Xh\^ hymn forms a principal part.

TedgC 'tej). n. In/uuiidinff. ti»o pipe of the
(lii^K iiMiuld through which melted metal is

p'Miivi into it. Culled also Ingate.
Teding-penny (ted'iug-pea-iii), n. Same as

Tediosityt f tt;-dioa'i-ti), n. Te<liouaiu-88.

Tedious (tcryu-:). a. (O.Kr. tedieux, L. toe-

iliui'ii^i, from t,p'tii!,,\, tedium, from ttxdet, it

wi-arit-.] 1 [ii\'.Iving or causing tedium;
tiii'soiii.; fiMin roll tin nance, prolixity, or
slowneris which 'ruisc^ proli.xity; wearisome:
said '-f jiL-rsoii.s i>T tilings; as, a tedious
preacher; a ^eJi**?'* discourse. 'That I be not
further tedioug unto thee.' Acts xxiv. 4.

Lif« is as teilious as a twice-told talc.

Vexing the dull ear of a drowsy man. Shak.

2. filow; as, a tedimu course. —Stn. Weari-
ciome. tiresome, fatiguing, sluggish, dila-
tory, tardy.

Tediously (ted'yua-Ii). adv. In a tedious
maiiiier; so an to weary.

\\ liy <Uit thou . . . tediously ^xoXowf^
(Jiir mirthful marriage hour? Drayton.

Tediouaness (ted'yus-nes). n. The state or
quality of being tedious; vearisomeness;
prolixity; tiresoniene«s; sIowneH.

Wliat a gift has John Hal-iobach, professor at
V:enn.i. in Uiiiousness ! who. being to expound the
pT'.phel Isaiah to his auditors, read twenty-one years
on tho first chapter, and yet finished it not. Fuller.

Tedisum, TedioUBOmo(td'di-suraXa. Tedi-
ous. [.Scotch

]

• It was ail un':o pleasnnt show,* satd the good-nn-
tur'-'i Mrs. Blower. ' only it was a pity it was sae tnii-
'"*»'" Sir ir. Scott.

Tedium (te'dl-um). n. [L. ttedium, from
tmiet. it wearies.] Irk»oraencs3; wearisome-
ness.

Tiic tedium of his office reminded htm more
slr'<ni;ly of the willing scholar, and his thouifhts were
r.^iiiblirig from hts pupils. Du:ktns.

T— (te ). n In the East Indies, {ti) an um-
"1^ general, (6) The timbre Ila shaped

~; aKa termination or fininl crowning
Idhtsts' topes and Hindu pagodas. It

irapposed to be a relic shrine.

Tee (te), n. [Icel, tjd, to point out, to mark,
to note.] A mark set up in playing at
quoits; the mark made in the ice, in the
game of curling, towards which the stones
are pushed; the nodule of earth from which
a ball is struck off at the hole in the play of

golf. [Scotch]
Tee (te), v.t. In giif-playing, to place (a

ball) on the tee preparatory to striking off.

All that is managed for you like a teed ball (my fa-

ther sometimes draws his similes from his own fa-

vourite game of golf). Sir IV. Scott.

Teel (tel), n. [Indian name.] A plant, the
Se^atnxunindwuni.—Teel-seeds, t\\% produce
of this plant, from which an oil, known as
Giitgitic oil, and resembling olive-oil iu its

properties, is expressed. See Sesamum.
Teem (tem), v.i. [A. Sax. t^man. tyinan, to
produce. See Team.] 1. To bring forth
young, as an animal; to produce finiit, as a
plant; to be pregnant; to engender young;
to conceive.

I f she must teem.
Create her child of spleen. Skak.

Teeming buds and cheerful greens appear.
Dryden.

2. To be full as if ready to bring forth; to be
stocked to overflowing ; to be prolific or
abundantly fertile. ' His mind teeming with
schemes of future deceit to cover former
villainy.* Sir W. ScoU.
Teem (tem), v.t. To produce; to bring forth.

What's the newest Krief?
Each minute teetms a new cue. Skojk.

The earth obey'd, and straight
Opening her fertile womb, teetn'd at a birth
Innumerable hving creatures. MtUon.

Teem t (tem), r.«. [See Toon] To pour.

Teetn out the remainder of the ale into the tank-
ard, and fill the glass with small-beer. Siui/t.

Teemer (tem'fer), «. One who teems ; one
who brings forth young.
Teemful (tem'fulX o- l- Pregnant; prolific.

[Poetical.]— 2. t Brimful. Aiiwworth.
TeemlesB (tem'Ies), o. Not fruitful or pro-
lill*-; barren, * Teemlesi e&rth.' Dryden.
[Poetical.]

Teen^t Teeuet (ten), n. [Also tene, A. Sax.
tedn, tefina, injury, vexation. See the verb.]
Grief; sorrow.

For there with bodily anguish keen.
With Indian heats at last fordone.

With. public toil and private t€eM,

riiuu sank'st alone. J/oJSr. Aruald.

Teea,t Teenet (t€n), v.t [A. Sax. tednan,
tj)nan, to irritate, to provoke; O.D. tetien,

(eenen, to irritate] To excite; to provoke;
to grieve; to afflict.

TeeXL (ten), v.t. [A- Sax. tipian, to inclose,

to shut in, to hedge.] To inclose; to make
a fence round. [Provincial English.]

Teen(t6n), v.t. To light, as a candle. See
Teend, to kindle. Hallitoell. [Provincial
English.]

Teenage (ten'aj), n. [See Teen, to Inclose.]
Wooil for fences or inclosures. [ProWncial.]
Teendt (tend), v.(. [Also tind, A. Sax. ten-

dan, tyndan, to kindle; Sw. tiinda, Dan.
tdnde, G. zuiiden, to kindle. Tinder is from
this stem. ] To kindle; to enkindle; to light.

Herrick.

Teendt (tSnd). v.t- To kindle; to take fire.

Wash your hands, or else the fire
Will not feeiid to your desire;
Unwashed hands, ye maidens know.
Dead the fire, though ye blow. Herrick.

Teenfulf (ten'ful), a. [SeeTEBN, n.] Full
of grief; si>rTowful; afflicted.

Teens (tenz). n. pi. The years of one's age
having the termination -teen, lliese years
begin with thirteen and end with uine^^en,

and during this period a person is said to
be in his or her teens.

Our author would excuse these youthful scenes,
liegotten at his entrance, in his teens. CranvilU.

Teeny (te'niX «. [For iiny.^ Very small;
tiny.

Teeny (te'ni).a. [See Teen, n.] Fretful; pee-
vish. [Provincial]
Teer (ter), ».(. [Fr. fjVer, todraw ] To stir,

as u crtlico-printer'o sieve, which is stretched
on a frame,
Teerer (ter'er), n. A young person, boy or
girl, employed to stir the sieve to calico-
printers

TeesdaUa (tez-da'li-a). n. A genus of cru-
ciferous plants, so named after Mr. Tees-
dale, an English botanist. The species.
which urc not importjint. are small annual
smooth herljn. with stalked expanded vertical
leaves, and usually small and wliite Mowers.
T. nudicaHliii ic a British species, found in
sandy and gravelly places.

Tee-tee (te'te), n. A name common to the
various species of the squirrel -monkeys or
sagoins of South America. Spelled also Titi.

See Sagoin.
Teeter (te'tfir), v.t. ori. [Prov. E. titter, to
see-saw. See Tittkr.] To ride on the ends
of a balanced plank, Ac, as children do for
amusement; to see-saw; to titter. [Ameri-
can.]

Teeth (teth), pi. of tooth (which see).

Teethe (teTH), v.i. [From the noun.] To
breed teeth.

Teething (teTH'ing), n. The operation or
process of the first growth of teeth, or the
process by which they make their way
through the gums; dentition.

Teetotal (te'to-tal), a. [Formed by redupli-
cation of initial letter of total, for the sake
of emphasis; comp. tee-totum; or, accord-
ing to one story, total as pronounced by a
stutterer.] 1. Entire; complete; total.

[Slang or colloq. ]— 2. Pertaining to teetotal-
lers or to abstinence societies; as, a teetotal
meeting: a teetotal pledge.

Teet0talism-(te't6-tal-izm), ?i. The prin-
ciples or practice of teetotallers.

Teetotaller, Teetotaler (te'to-tal-6r), n.
One who more or less formally pledges or
hinds himself to entire abstinence from in-

toxicating liquors, unless medically pre-
scribed; a total abstainer.

Teetotally (te'to-tal-U), adv. Entirely; to-
tally. [Colloq. or slang.]

An ugly little parenthesis between two still uglier
clauses of a teetotally -igly sentence. De Quiiuey.

Tee-totum (te'ta-tum), n. (That is T-totum,
totum represented by T, from the T marked
upon it; comp. teetotal.] A small four-
sided toy of the top kind, used by children
in a game of chance. 'J'he four sides exhibit
respectively the letters A, T, N, D. The
toy is set spinning, and wins and losses are
determined according to the letter that
turns up when the tee-totum has ceased
whirling: thus A (Latin axi/er, take away)
indicates that the player who has last spun
is entitled to take one from the stakes; D
(depone, put down), a forfeiture or laying
down of a stake: N (nihil, nothing), neither
loss nor gain ; T (totum, the whole), a title

to the whole of the stakes.

He rolled him about, with a hand on each of his
shoulders, until the staggenngs of the gentleman . . .

were like those of a tee'totum nearly spent. Dickens.

Teg, TegK (teg), n. 1. A female fallow-deer;
a doe in tiie second year.—2. Ayoung sheep,
older than a Iamb.
Tegmen, Teguraeu (teg'men, teg'u-men), n.
pl. Tegmlna.Tegumina (teg'mi-na, te-gu'-
nii-na>. [\..] 1. A covering. See TEGUMENT.
2 In hot. tiie inner skin which covers the
seed.

Tegmentum, Tegumentum(teg-men'tum,
teg-ti-men'tum), n. pl. Tegmenta, Tegu-
menta (teg-men'ta, tej^-una-n'ta). [L.,

from tego, to cover.] In boi. the scaly coat
which covers the leaf-buds of deciduous
trees; one of these scales.

Teguexln (te-gek'sin), n. A large lizard
(Teais Teguezin), family Teidw, of Brazil
and Guiana, upwards of 5 feet in length,
having a verj' long tail, and said to give no-
tice of the approach of an alligator by hiss-
ing. It swims well, and lives on fruits, in-
sects, eggs, honey. &c., as well as on aqua-
tic animals. It fights fiercely when attacked.
The scaly rings of its tail are held to be a
protection against paralysis, while its fat
is supposed to draw ont thorns and prickles.
Tlie name is often applied to other species
of the same family.

Tegula ( teg'u la ), n. pl. Tegulse (teg'u-le).

[L., a tile.] In entovi. a name for a kind of
callosity which is seen at the origin of the
superior wings t.f the Hymenoptera.
Tegular (tegTi-lfir). a. [L. tegula, a tile

(wlience E. tile), from tego, to cover or make
close.] Pertaining to a tile; resembling a
tile; consisting of tiles.

TegUlarly ( teg'u-l^r-li ), adv. [See Teod-
LAR.l In the manner of tiles on a roof.

Tegulated ( teg'ii-lat-ed ), a. Composed ai
plates or scales overlapping like tiles: said
specifically of ancient armour.
Tegument (teg'Q-ment). n. [L. tegumen-
turn, tegimentum, from tego, to cover.] A
cover or covering ; specifically, a natural
covering, as of an animal; integument; spe-

cifically, (a) ina?m(. the general name given
to the cuticle, rete mucf>sum, skin, and adi-

pose membrane, as being the covering of

every part of the body except the nails, (b)

In bot. same as Tegmentum, (c) In entom.

(Ch, Man; th, 8c. loc/t; s, go; j, job; fi, Fr to«: ng, sinff; TH, fAen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Kbt.
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a term applied to the coverings of the wings

of the order Orthoptera, or straight-winged

insects.

Tegrumentary (teg-u-men'ta-ri), a. Pertain-

ing to teguments; consisting of teguments.

Tehee (te-he'), n. A laugh, so named from
the sound.
Our poor youtiff prince gets his opera plaudits

changed into mocking tthees. Carly/e.

Tehee (te-he'). interj. A word expressing a

laugh.

Tehee (te-he'). v.i. pret. & pp. teheed; ppr.

teheeing. To laugh contemptuously or in-

solently; to titter.

That laugh 'd and teheed vi'itXx derision.

To see tliem take your deposition. Hudibras.

Teiau, Tean ( te'i-an. te'au ), a. Of or per-

taining to Teos in Ionia; specifically, per-

taining to the poet Anacreon, who was born
there.

The Scian and the Teiau Muse,
The liero's harp, the lover's lute.

Hive found the fame your shores refuse, Byron.

Teidse (te'i-de). ji. pi. The teguexins, a fa-

mily of South American reptiles, order
Sauria or lizards, sub-order Leptoglossee or
slender-tongued lizards, corresponding to

the Monitoridie of the Old World. The
teguexin may be regarded as the type. See
Teguexin.
Te Igltur (te ij'i-t6r), n. [L., thee, there-

fore,] One of the service-books of the Ro-
man Catholic Church, used by bishops and
other dignitaries : so called from the first

words of the canon, 'Te igiixir, clementis-

sime Pater.'

Tell, Teil-tree (tel, tel'tre), 71. [Fr. tell,

tilleul, from L. ttUa, a lime or linden tree.]

The lime-tree, otherwise called the Linden.
Addison.
Telnd (tend), n. [Icel. tlund, a tenth, and
hence a tithe, from tlu, ten ; Sw. tiende,

Goth, taihundtty the tenth.] In Scotland, a
tithe or tenth part paid from the produce
of land or cattle. After the Reformation
the whole teinds of Scotland were trans-

ferred to the crown, or to private individu-

als called titulars, to whom they had been
granted by tlie crown, or to feuars or renters
from the church, or to the original founding
patrons, or to colleges or pious institutions.

By a succession of decrees and enactments
these tithes were generally rendered re-

deemable at a fixed valuation, but the clergy
have now no right to the teinds beyond a
suitable provision, called a stipend; so that
teinds may now be described as that portion
of the estates of the laity which is liable to

be assessed for the stipend of the clergy of

the Established Church. As a fund for the
stipends of clei^ymen teinds are under the
administration of the Court of Session.—
Coiirt of teinds, a court in Scotland, other-

wise called Commissioners of Teinds. The
powers confei'red on this court are exercised

by the judges of the Court of Session, as a
parliamentary commission. Its jurisdiction
extends to all matters respecting valuations
and sales of teinds, augmentations of sti-

pends, the disjunction or annexation of

parishes. &.c.

Teind - master (tend'mas-t6r), n. In Scot-
land, one who is entitled to teinds.

Teine.t n. See Tevne.
Tein-Iandt (ten'land), n. Thane-land. See
Tn-\M':.

Teinoscope (ti'no-skop), n. [Gr. teino, to
extend, and *fro/-eo, to see.] The name given
by Sir Uavid Brewster to an optical insti-u-

Ment, otherwise called the Prism Telescope,
formed by so combining prisms that the
chromatic aberration of the light is cor-

rected, and the linear dimensions of objects
seen through them are increased or dimin-
Islied.

Telnt (tint or tant), n. [Fr. teint, from
teindre, L. tingo, to dye.] Colour; tinge.

See Tint. [Poetical.]

Those lines of rainbow light

Are like the moonbeams when they fall

Through some cathedral window, but the teints
Are such as may not find
Comparison on earth. Shelley.

Teinturet (tin'tur or tan'tur), n. Teint.
UoHaad.
Tela (te'ia), Ji. [L] A web. In anat. a
term applied to web-like tissues; as, the tela

adiposa, tlie adipose tissue.

Telaniqii(tera-mon), n. pi. Telamones(tel-
a-nio'nez). [Gr. tela-mun, a bearer.] In arch.

the figure of a man employed as a column
or pilaster to support an entablature, in the
same manner as caryatides. They were
called Atlantes by the Greeks. See Atlan-
TES.

Telary (te'la-ri),a. [L. (<;ia, a web.] 1. Per-

taining to a web.— 2. Spinning webs; as, a
telary s,\i\i\eT. 'The pictures of telary spi-

ders.' Sir T. Browne.
Telarlyt (te'16r-li), adv. In the manner of a
web. ' Tela rly interwoven.' Sir T. Browne.

Teldt(teld). Yor Told. Spenser.

Teledu (tel'e-do), n. [Native name.] A
Javanese carnivorous quadrupefl, family
Mustelida, allied to the skunk, and like it,

when provoked, capable of diffusing a most
abominable stench ; the stinkard {ilydaus
vieliceps). Its principal food consists of

earth-worms, which it turns up with its

snout.
Telegram (tel'e-gram), ?i. [Gr. tele, far, and
gramma, what is written, from grapho, to

write. The word is said to have been coined

in America in 1852, and Greek scholars ob-

jected to it as l>arbarou8. Grapho, when
compounded with anything but a preposi-

tion, becomes grapheO; therefore, com-
pounded with tele, the verb would be tele-

graphed, and the noun from it telegraphema,

the English representative of which would
be telegrapheme. The superior compact-
ness of the illicit word, however, and the

analogy of such forms as chronogram, logo-

gram, monogram, eualjled it to carry the
day.] A communication sent by telegraph;

a telegraphic message or despatch.

It is astonishing to see how rapidly a word is formed
and takes root, if it expresses something of the so-

called business of life. We ail remember the intro-

duction of the word telegram during the Crimean
war, as distinguished from telegraph, which had pre-

viously, though certainly not e^tymologically, been
used in both significations. Chambers s yournal.

And then there is, as against the exact, but sur-

feiting ' telegrapheme," our lawless /'<r/c£-''i»'«. to which
is stricUy applicable the maxim of the civilians, as
regards a clandestine marriage: 'Fieri non debuit,

sed factum, valet." FUzedward Hall.

— To milk a telegram, surreptitiously to

make use of a telegram designed for an-

other. [Slang.]

They receive their telegrams in cipher to avoid
the risk of their being milked by rival journals.

Times iieivspaper.

TelegrammiC (tel-e-gram'ik), a. Of or per-

taining to a telegi-am ; having the charac-

teristics of a telegram ; hence, brief ; con-

cise; succinct. [New and rare.]

Telegraph (tel'e-graf), n. [Gr. tele, far, at

a distance, and grapho, to write] 1. A
general name for any instrument or appara-

tus for conveying intelligence beyond the

limits of distance at which the voice is

audible, the idea of speed being also im-

plied. Thus the name used to be given to

a semaphore or other signalling apparatus.

nie word, however, is now usually restricted

in its application to the electric tele-

graph, which from its power of rapidly con-

veying elaborate communications to the

greatest distances has thrown all others into

the shade. The electric telegraph, as com-
prising the entire system of apparatus for

transmitting intelligence by electricity, con-

sists essentially (1) of a battery or other
source of electric power; (2) of a line-wire

or conductor for conveying the electric cur-

rent from one station to another; (3) of the
apparatus for transmitting, interrupting,

and if necessary reversing the current at

pleasure; and (4) of the indicator or signal-

ling instrument. For the chief forms of

battery in use see underGalvanic. The line-

wires for overhead lines are usually of iron,

protected from atmospheric influence Ijy gal-

vanizing or by being varnished with boiled

linseed-oil, a coating of tar, or other means,
and are supported upon posts, to which
they are attached by insulators. (See INSU-

LATOR.) In underground lines the wires

are insulated by a gutta-percha <r other

non-conducting covering, and inclosed in

iron or lead pipes. A description of the

line-conductor in submarine telegraphs will

be found under Cable. The battery and
line-wire are common to all telegraphic sys-

tems; it is in the method of producing the

signals that tlie great variation exists; but in

all of them advantage has been taken of one
or other of the three following properties of

the current : (1) its power of producing the

deflection of a magnetic needle, as in the

galvanometer (which see); (2) its power of

temporarily magnetizing soft iron ; and (3) its

power of producing chemical decomposi-
tion. The needle 'telegraph of Cooke and
Wheatstone is an application of the first of

these properties. In it a pair of needles is

used, one of which, being magnetized, is

placed within a multiplying coil, the other

appearing on the dial of the instrument.

The plane of the coil is vertical; the needles
hang on horizontal axes. The dial needle
deflects its upper end to the right or left in

accordance with the direction of the cur-
rent, and it is by combinations of these de-
flections that the letters, &c., are formed.
A double-needle telegraph, consisting of two
single needle-instruments, has been used;
but although it gives great increase of speed
of transmission, from its expensiveness, re-

quiring the maintenance of two systems of
line-wires, it can never ])e popular. The
needle-telegraph was never adopted out of
England, and even here the Morse has been
generally substituted Unit. Its transmitting
instrument is a reversing key, worked by a

handle, which appears on the instrument
below the dial-needle. The turning of this

handle in one direction or the other gives rise

to a current of electricity from the batter>-,

which passes through the instruments of both
receiver and sender. The attention of the
receiver i# called by the preliminary sound-
ing of an electric bell. The electro-magnetic

instrument of Professor Morse is an appli-

cation of the second of the above properties.

By means of an electro-magnet, an armature
which is attracted when the magnet is tem-
porarily magnetized, a lever moved by the
armature, and a style which moves with
the lever, tliis instrument impresses a mes-
sage in dots and dashes on a ribbon of mov-
ing paper. (See Morse-alhjabet.) A
modification of this instrument, called a
sounder, in which the lever makes audible
sounds Ijy coming in contact with a brass
rod, indicates the message by the length
of the strokes produced. Frequently the
Morse is simultaneously a recorder and
sounder. It being necessary that tliis in-

strument should produce sharp and distinct

impressions, and the current Iieing weak for

stages over 50 miles, a relay is added to it

in the case of longer distances. (See Relay. )

The transmitting instrument is a lever,

which, on being pressed, permits the current
from the battery to flow into the line-wire

during the time the contact is made. Both
on account of its intrinsic merits and for the
sake of uniformity the Morse is the most
extensively used system, being that in use
in America and on the Continent of Europe,
and being also largely employed in Britain.

Wheatstone's 'universal telegraph' is also

one in extensive use. The cunents employed
are magneto-electric, and are altemately
positive and negative. They produce suc-

cessive reversals of polarity in an electro-

magnet, which acts upon a light steel mag-
net and causes it to rotate through a lai-ge

angle first in one direction and then in the

opposite. Each of these rotations causes a

ratchet-wheel to advance one tooth, and
this causes the pointer to advance one letter.

At the same time the turning of the handle
by which the cuiTents are generated causes

the pointer of the sending iiLstrument to ad-

vance one letter for each current sent, so

that the pointers at the two stations indi-

cate the same letter. The same dial which
serves for sending also serves for receiving.

It is surrounded by a number of keys or
buttons, and when any letter is to l>e sent

its key is depressed, the operator continuing
all the while to turn the handle for generat-

ing currents. The electro-chemical telegraph

of Alexander Bain of Edinburgh takes ad-

vantage of the third of the above-mentioned
properties of the current. I'pon a metallic

disc, which is carried round by clockwork,

is laid a sheet of paper, prepared by having

been dipped in a solution of prussiate of

potass, nitric acid, and ammonia, over which
rests a screw-plate, serving to guide a pen,

consisting of a piece of fine steel, connected
with the positive pole of the battery, the

metallic disc being connected with the neg-

ative. The transmitting instrument is that

of Morse. ^Vllen a current is transmitted

it decomposes the prussiate of potass in

passing through the moistened paper, and

the acid, uniting with the iron style at the

positive electrode, forms ferrocyanide of

iron or Prussian blue, leaving a distinct

blue trace upon the paper moving under it.

There are many more instruments, modifi-

cations of one or other of the above. In-

struments, as Hughes' telegraph, have been
invented which print the message in Roman
characters, but as yet they have been little

used. Autographic telegraphs, by which
writing or a design can be produced in fac-

simile have also V>een invented, Casselli's

telegraph effects this end by the use of a

Fate, far, fat, fgU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub. bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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non-conducting ink and Bain's chemical
paper. Cowper's writing telegraph imitates

hand -writing by a pen at the receiving

station being made to follow the move-
ments of a pen at the sending station. Two
wires are necessary, one of them to pro-

duce similarity of position as regards left

and right displacement, the other as re-

gards up and down displacement. Strips of

paper are drawn past both pens by clock-

work. In addition to the delicate mirror or
TejUcting (jalvatiomefer (see GALVANOME-
TER), which Sir W. Thomson (Lord Kelvin)
invented in connection with the Atlantic
telegraph, the same electrician invented
a self-recording instrument, consisting of a
light coil of wire, very delicately suspended
in a magnetic Held, the motions of which
coil, when a current is passed through it,

are the means t)y which messages are re-

corded. The coil is attached to a very light

glass siphon in the shape of an exceedingly
fine capillary tube, through which ink from
a reservoir is drawn by electric attraction,
the reservoir and the moving paper ribbon
upon which the ink falls being oppositely
electrified. The extremity of the siphon is

not in contact with, but only very near the
p iper. When there is no current the ink
traces a straight line ; when the current is

passing the marks or deviations constitut-
ing the letters are produced. The delicacy
and rapidity of this instrument are even
greater than those of the mirror galvano-
meter, and the siphon recorder accordingly
is highly valued. Although the possibility
of applying electricity to telegraphy was
thought of in the latter half of the eigh-
teenth century, the principal elements of
success were wanting till the discoveries of
the galvanic pile by Volta in 1800, and of
electro-magnetism by Oersted in 1819, since
which latttT date the triumphs in electric
telegraphy have been achieved. In Britain
the first public introduction of telegraphy
was made in 1845, and thirteen years later
the submarine cable lietween the Old and
>'ew Worlds was successfully laid. In 1872
a really workable mmle of sending simulta-
neously two messages !n opposite directions
on the same line was introduced, and it

was also discovered that two messages could
be sent in the same direction (duplex tele-

graphy). The two plans being combined
formed qnadruplex telegraphy, by which
the message-carrs'ing powers of the wires
has been greatly multiplied. —2. A tele-

aphic communication; a telegram. Trol-

Telegraph (tel'e-graf), v.t To transmit, con-
vey, or announce, as a communicaticm,
speech, or int«'tligence, by means o( a tele-

graph, especially by the electric telegraph;
as, to telegraph the queen's speech.

A little h«fore sunset, however. Blackwood in the
Euryalus tttegraphtd thai they appeared deter-
mined to go tc the ve&tward. Houiiuy.

Telepn^phiC (tel-e-grafikX a. 1. Pertaining
to the telegraph; made by a telegraph; aa.

telegraphic movements or signals; telegra-
phic art.—2, Communicated by a telegraph;
as. telegraphic intelligence.

Telegraphlcal (tcl-e-graf'ik-alX a. Same as
Telegraphic.

Tele|praphlcaJUy(tel-€-graf'ik-al-li). adv. In
a telegraphic manner; by means of the tele-
graph.
Telegrraphiat (teleg'ra-flst), n. One skilled
in telegraphy; one who works a telegraph;
a telegraphic operator-
Telegraphy (te-leg'ra-fl), n. The art or prac-
tiie of communicating intelligence by a
telegraph; the science or art of construct-
ing or managing telegraphs.
Telemeter (te-lem'etH^r). n. [Or. t^le, far,
and uietron, a measure.] An instrument
used among artillery for determining the
distance from the gun of the object fired
at

Telengiscope (te-len'ji-skop). n. (Or. tile,

at a distance, ettgyn, near, and skopeo, to
viL-w ] An instrument which combines the
p'lwers of the telescope and of the micro-
scope.

Teleologlcal (tel'e-6-loj"ik-al). a. Pertain-
iri'.; t» tcle-.lf.-y,

Teleologlcally (tel'e-6-loj"ik-al-liXadr. In a
teleological manner.
No clue could exist for the otwervation of a kind of

natural objects which can be considered UUotogi-
caHy under the conception of natural ends.

trhrweU.

TeleolOglBt (tel-e-ol'o-jlat). n. One versed
in teleoKigy; one who Investigates the final

cause or purpose of phenomena, or the end
for which cich has been produced.

It is a relief to us ... to fall back on the more
sober arguments of the telfoiorists, who, no doubt,
cannot prove from the works of creation infinite wis-

dom, jjoodness, and power, but do prove an amount
of wisdom, goodness, and power which satisfies the
mind. Takefor instance the . . . volume of Sir Charles
Bell on 'the Hand," and say whether it is possible to

follow him through the niceties and beauty of adap-
tation which he demonstrates without acknowledging
an inconceivable amount of ingenious contrivance
and benevolent design, Ed. Rev.

While the explanation of the teUotogist is untrue, it

is often an obverse to the truth; for though, on the
hypothesis of evolution, it is dear that things are not
arranged thus or thus for the securing of special

ends. It is also clear that arrangements which do se-

cure these special ends tend continually to estab-
Ush themselves—are established by the fulfilment of
these ends. H. Spencer.

Teleology (tel-e-ol'o-ji), n. [Gr. telos, teleos,

an end, and logon, discourse.] The science
or doctrine of final causes : (a) the doctrine
which asserts that all things which exist

were produced by an intelligent being for

the end which they fulfil; the science of the
ends or design for which things exist or were
created- (6) A name proposed by John
Stuart Mill for a science which should give
a reasoned e.xhtbitiun to the ends of human
action.

Teleophyte (tel'e-o-fit), n. (Gr. teleoa. com-
plete, telos, teleos, an end, and phyton, a
plant.] A plant composed of a number of
cells arranged in tissues. H. Spencer.
TeleosauT (tel'e-o-sHr). n. A fossil saurian
of the genus Teleosaurus.
Teleosaums (tel'e-6-sft"ru8), n. [Gr. teleios,

perfect, ci'inplete. and gauros, a lizard.] A
genus of fossil saurians with long and nar-
row snouts. They are confined to the ooli-

tic division of the secondary rocks.

Teleoatean, Teleost (tei-e-os'te-an, (tel'e-

ost), n, A member of the order Teleostei
or bony fishes.

T6leosteail(tel-6-o8'te-an),a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Teleostei.

TeUostean fishes (are) fishes of the kind familiar to
us in the present day. having the skeleton usually
completely o&sified and the scales homy. DantHn.

Teleostei (tel-e-oste-i), n. pi. [Gr. teleos, tel-

eiot. complete, and osteon, a bone.] An order
offlahes including thegreat majority of those
having a well-oasifled skeleton, and corres-
ponding very nearly to Cuvier's osseous
fishes. The order comprises almost all the
common fishes, and includes the sub-orders
Malacopteri, Acanthini, Acanthopteri. Plec-
tognathi, and Lophobranchii.
TeleozOOn (tele-o-zo-on). «. [Or. teleos,

complete, and zoon, an animal ] Any animal
composed of a number of cells and arranged
in tissues. H. Spencer.

Telepathic (tel-e-pathik), a. Pertaining to
telepathy.

Telepathlst (t«-lep'a-thist), n. One who
upholds the doctrine of telepathy.
Telepathy (te-lepa-thi or t^ae-path-f). n.

(Gr. tele, far off, and pathos, feeling, as in
tympathy.] The alleged phenomenon of
the communication of feelings and impres-
sions between persons at some distance
without any agency other than that of mind;
thought transference.

Telephone (tel'e-fdn), n. IGr. tile, at a dis-

tance, and phone, sound. J In a general
sense any instrument or apparatus which
transmits sound beyond its natural limits of
audibility; thus the speaking-tube so much
used in conveying the sound of the voice
from one room to another in large build-
ings, or a stretched cord or wire attached
to vibrating membranes or discs, constitutes
virtually a telephone. But the name is gen-
erally restricted t<j an instrument trans-
mitting sound by means of electricity and
telegraph wires. About the year 1860 the
idea that sound-producing vibrations could
be transmitted through a wire by means
of electricity began to be recognized by
several men of science. Reis of Frankfort in-

vented an apparatus which could reproduce
at a distant station the pitch of a music^
sound by means of a discontinuous current
along a telegraph wire. A great step in ad-
vance was made in ]87tf when Pmf. Graham
Bell, a Scotchman resident in America, dis-

covered an articulating telephone which de-
pends upon the principle of the undulating
current, and by means of which the very
quality of a note, and therefore conversation
itself, could be reproduced at a distant sta-
tion. Several varieties of telephonic appa-
ratus are now in everyday use for inter-
communication between distant places. The
Bell telephone in its common form is shown

in the accompanying cut. A strong ordi-

nary bar magnetm has round one of its ends
a coil of fine silk-covered wire in metallic

Bell Telephone.

communication with the two terminals s *.

One of the terminals communicates through
a telegraph wire with one of the terminals
of the coil of a precisely similar instrument
at the other station, the remaming pair
of terminals being connected through the
earth, or through a return wire. Just in
front of the extremity of the magnet there
is a thin plate of iron p, and in front of this
again there is the mouth-piece of a speaking-
tube 0. By this last the sounds to be trans-
mitted are collected and concentrated, and
falling on the metal plate cause it to vibrate.
Tliese vibrations in their turn excite undu-
lating electric currents which correspond
exactly with the vibrations; that is, with
the original sounds. The electric currents
being transmitted to the receiving tele-

phone cause corresponding vibrations in the
plate or disc in it, and these repcoduce to
the ear the original sounds.
Telephone (tel'e-fon), v.t. To transmit or
reproiiuce, as sounds, speech, or the like, by
means of the telephone.
Telephonic (tel-e-fon'ik), a. Of or relat-
ing to the telephone; communicated by the
telephone; as, a telephonic communication.
Telephonist (te-lef'on-ist), n. A person
versed in telephony, or who operates on the
teIei)hone.

Telephony (telefo-ni), n. The art or prac-
tiee of transmitting communications by the
telephiine,

TelephorldsB (tel-e-for'i-de), n. pi [See
TELEi'MoKis.] A family of coleopterous in-
sects of a long and narrow form, with per-
fect wings and elytra, found in spring upon
fiowers. especially those of the I'mbellifera;.

They are very voracious, feeding not only
on other insects but on the weaker of their
own kind. Among children they bear the
names of soldiers, sailors, and doctors.

Telephorus (te-lef'o-ru»), n. (Gr. telo», an
en»i, and phoreo, to bear.] A genus of cole-
opterous insects, the type of the family
Telephorida.".

Telerpeton (te-l^r'pe-ton). n. [Gr. teU, far,

and herpetfiH. a lizard.] A lizard-like reptile,

about 6 inches in length, found fossil in the
white sandstones of Cummingstone, near
Elgin, and so named from its supposed an-
tiquity, the sandstones being referred to-

the old red. in which case the telerpeton
would be the earliest quadruped discovered.
Subsequent investigations have led to the
strong suspicion that the sandstone is

triassic.

TeleBCOpe(tel'e-8k6p), n. [Gr. tiUskopos, far-
seeing, seeing afar, from tile, at a distance,
and skoped, to view.] 1. An optical instru-
ment essentially consisting of a set of lenses
fixed in a tube or a ntmiber of sliding
tuljes, l)y which distant objects are brought
within the range of distinct, or more distinct
vision. The law of action by which the tele-
scope assists human vision is twofold,
and that under all the varieties of its con-
struction. A distant object viewed by the
unaided eye is placed in the circumference
of a large circle, having the eye for its

centre, and consequently the angle under
which it is seen is measured by the minute
portion of the circumference which it occu-
pies. Now, when the distance is great, it

is found that this angle is too small to con-
vey to the retina any sensible impression-
all the light proceeding from the object is

tooweak to affect the optic nerve. This limit

to distinct vision results from the small
aperture or pupil of the eye. The telescope
substitutes its large object lens or reflector
for the human eye. and consequently re-

ceives a quantity of light proportioned to its

ch, cAain;

Vol. IV.
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area or surface; hence a distant point, inap-

preciable by the eye alone, is rendered vis-

ible by the aid of the telescope. The rays of

light, after transmission or reflection, con-

verge to a point as they at first proceeded
from a point, and thus an image of the ob-

ject is formed which, when viewed by the eye-
piece or lens, is more or less magnified. The
telescope therefore assists the eye in these
two ways: it gathers up additional light, and
it magnifies the object; that is to say. its im-
age. The refracting telescope is constructed
of lenses alone, which, by successive refrac-
tions, produce the desired effect. This in-

strument was formerly very cumbersome
and inconvenient, inasmuch as its length
had to be increased considerably with every
accession of power; and though the substi-

tution of achromatic for ordinary lenses has
rendered it more portable, its construction
even at the present day does not enable it

to compete with the reflecting telescope as
an astronomical investigator. Th^rejlecting
telescope is composed of specula or concave
reflectors, aided by a refracting eye-piece.

To this instrument we owe the most won-
drous discoveries in astronomical science.

The names of Newton, Gregory, Herschel,
and Lord Kosse are connected with its his-

tory. The following diagrams exhibit tho
principles of constructionand action in both

Fig. I.

fiortsof telescopes. In fig.l, which illustrates

the refracting telescope in its simplest form,
A and B are two lenses of different focal

lengths. Rays of light from a distant object
fallnig upon the object-glass a are con-
verged to a focus at c. The eye-glass B, placed
at its focal distance from the point of con-
vergence, gathers up the diverging rays and
carries them parallel to the eye, magni-
fying the image formed at C. The magni-
fying power of the instrument is as A C : C B,

or as the focal length of one lens to that of

the other. In this construction the object is

inverted by the intersection of the rays, and
hence it is unsuitable for terrestrial pur-
poses. To render the image erect a more
complicated eye -piece, consisting of two
Additional lenses, is necessary. Fig. 2 shows

Fig. 2.

the structure of the reflecting telescope as
constructed by Dr. Gregory. AB is a large
speculum perforated in the centre; upon
this fall the rays 6, a and d, c, which are
reflected to convergence at e. A smaller
speculum, C, takes up the diverging rays
and reflects them, slightly converging,
through the aperture o, where they are
received by a lens, and, after transmission,
they intersect at x, and proceed to the eye-
glass, whence they emerge panillel. The
magnifying power of this instrument is great

for its length, being as —-x^ . In the
eC X o

telescope invented by Sir Wm. Herschel
there is no second speculum, and no per-
foration in the centre of the larger one
placed at the bottom of the tube. The
latter is fixed in an inclined position so that
the image formed by reflection falls near
the lower side of the tube at its open end
or mouth, wliere it is viewed directly by an
eye-piece without greatly interfering with
the light. This arrangement, in the case of
large reflectors, is imposed by their great
weight and difficult management. Were it

otherwise the ordinary construction would
be preferred, the inclination of the speculum
being a disadvantage. Chromatic aberra-
tion, which arises from the different refran-
gibilities of tlie various coloured rays, and
leads to the formation, by a lens, of a separ-
ate image of a bright object for each col-

oured ray, is remedied by achromatizing the

lens, that is, by constructing it of two or
more lenses of different kinds of glass, so
that the colours, separated by one, shall be
reunited by the others. See Achromatic—
2. Same as Telescopium.—Prism telescope.

See Teinoscopk.
Telescope (tere-skop), v.t. To drive the
parts of into each other, like the movable
joints or slides of a pocket telescope: said
chiefly of railway-carriages or trains that
come in collision ; as. the two trains tele-

scoped each other; the foremost carriages
were telescoped. [Colloq.]

Telescope (tel'e-skop), v.i. To move in tho
same manner as the slides of a pocket tele-

scope; especially, to run or be driven to-

gether so that the one partially enters tho
other; as, the two carriages telescoped.

Telescope-carp (tel'e-skop-karp), n. The
scarlet-tlsh (wliioh see).

Telescope-fly (tel'e-skop-fli), n. A dipterous
insect of the genus Diopsis. See Dioi'Sis.

Telescope-SheU (tere-skop-shel), n. The
name of a shell of a species of Turbo, with
plane, striated, and numerous spires.

Telescopic, Telescopical (tei'e-skop-ik,
tere-skop-ik-al), a. I. Pertaining to a tele-

scope; performed by a telescope; as, a tele-

scopic view.— 2. Seen or discoverable only by
a telescope ; as, telescopic stars.—3. Seeing at
a great distance; far-seeing.

Aristotle had the eye of a bird, both telescopic and
microscopic. IVhately.

4. Having the power of extension by joints
sliding one within another, like the tube of
a pocket telescope; especially, in rnacA. con-
structed of concentric tubes, either station-
ary, as in the telescopic boiler, or movable,
as in the telescopic chimney of a war-vessel,
which may be put out of sight in action by
being closed endwise, or in the telescopic
jack, a screw-jack, in which the lifting head
is raised by the action of two screws having
reversed threads, one working within the
other, and botli sinking or telescoping within
the base—an arrangement by which greater
power is obtained.

Telescopically (tel-e-skop'ik-al-li), adu.
By the telescope.

Telescopiform (tel-e-skop'i-form), a. Hav-
ing the form or construction of a telescope.

Telescopist (tere-skop-lst), n. One skilled

in using the telescope.

Telescoplum (tel-e-sko'pi-um), n. The
Telescope, a constellation in the southern
hemisphere, situated south of the Centaur
and Sagittarius. It contains nine stars, all,

except one, of less than the fourth magni-
tude. ~ Telescopium Ilerscheli, Herschel's
Telescope, a new asterism inserted in honour
of Sir William Herschel the astronomer. It
is surrounded by Lynx, Tlie Twins, and Au-
riga. Seventeen stars have been assigned
to it.

Telescopy (te-les'ko-pi), n. The art of con-
structing or of using the telescope.

Telesia (te-le'zi-a), n. [¥v. teUsie, from Gr.
telesios, making perfect, from teleo, to finish,

to make perfect.] A name sometimes given
to sapphire.

Telesm t (tel'ezm), n. [Gr. telesina, an incan-
tation. See Talisman.) A kind of amulet
or magical charm; a talisman. ' The conse-
crated telesma of the pagans.' Dr. H. More.
Telesmatical t (tel-ez-mat'ik-al), a. Per-
taining to telesms; talisraanic. 'A teles-

matic virtue.' Rycaut.
Telespectroscope (tel-e-spek'tro-skop), n.

[Gr. tele, far, and E. spectroscope.] An instru-

ment composed of a telescope and spectro-
scope, used for forming and examining spec-
tra of the sun and other heavenly bodies or
their atmospheres.
Telestereoscope ( tel - e - ste ' re - o - skop ), n.

[Gr. tele, far, and E. stereoscope.] An optical
instrument for producing an appearance of
relief in the objects of a landscape at moder-
ate distances. It consists essentially of a
frame on which are set at a convenient dis-

tance—say 4i feet— apart, two plane mir-
rors at an angle of 45', which receive the
rays of light from the objects. These are
reflected to two central mirrors forming an
angle of 45° with the first in which they are
viewed by the eye. E. H. Knight.

Telestic (te-les'tik), a. [Gr. telos, an end.]
Pertaining to the final end or purpose; tend-
ing or serving to end or finish. Cudworth.
Telesticb (te-les'tik), n. (Gr. telos, end, and
stichos. averse.] A poem in which the final

letters of the lines make a name.
Telle (tel'ik), a. [Gr. telos, end.] Denoting
the final end or purpose. Thus Gr. hina
hopOs, when meaning ' in order that,' are

said to be telic, as distinguished from their
ecbatic use, when they denote ' so that

'

Tell (-tel), v.t. pret. & pp. told; ppr. telling.

iA. Sax. tellan, to tell, announce, reckon,
count; O. Fris. tella, D. tellen, Dan. ttplle,

Icel. telja, to tell, number, <tc. ; G. zdhlen,
to number, erzdhlen, to relate or narrate.
Closely akin to tale, (aiA: (which see).] 1. To
express in words; to communicate to others;
to utter; to say.
I will not eat until I have/<j/rfniy errand. Gen. xxiv. 33.
2. To relate; to narrate; to rehearse; as, to
tell a story.

Life ... is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury.
Signifying nothing. Skak.

3. To make known by words; to divulge: to
publish; to disclose; to confess; to acknow-
ledge; as, to tell a secret.

She never told her love,
But let concealment Uke a worm i' the bud
Feed on her damask cheek. Shak.

Tell it not in Gath, publish it not in the streets of
Askelon. 2 Sara. i. 20.

4. To solve; to explain; to interpret.

Whoso asked her for his wife.
His riddle told not, lost his life. Shaik.

5. To discern so as to be able to say; to dis-
tinguish ; to decide ; to determine ; to an-
swer; to say; to indicate; as, he can't tell

the one from the other; she can't tell which
she likes best. —6. To mention or number
one after another; to enumerate; to count;
to reckon. 'While one, with moderate
haste, might tell a hundred.' Shak. 'When
usurers tell their gold.' Shak.

A child can tell twenty before he has any idea of
infinite. Locte.

7. With a personal object, which is rather
to be regarded as a dative than as an objec-
tive or accusative:- (a) To give instruction
to; to make acquainted with; to inform.

I told him of myself; which was as much
As to have asked him pardon. Shak.

(6) To give an order, command, or request to;

as, I told him to stay at home.— 2'o tell off,

to count off; especially, to count off, detacn,
or select, as for some special duty ; as, a
squad was told off to clear the streets.—5(iy,
Speak, Tell See SAY.— Syn. To utter, say,
communicate, impart, reveal, disclose, in-

form, acquaint, report, repeat, relate, nar-
rate, rehearse, recite, mention, bid.

Tell(tel), v.i. 1. To give an account; tomake
report.

That I may publish with the voice of thanksgiving,
and tell of all thy wondrous works. Ps. xxvi. 7.

2. To play the informer; to tell tales; to in-

form; to blab; as, if you do I'll tell.—Z. To
take effect; to produce a marked effect; as,

every shot tells; every expression tells.—To
tell of, (a) to speak of; to mention; to nar-
rate or desci-ibe. (b) To inform against; to
disclose some fault of. [In this use on is

often used for of, especially in colloquial
language.]— To hear tell, to hear mention
made; to learn by hearsay.

Tell t (tel), n. That which is told; narration,
account; story; tale. 'I am at the end of
my tell.' H. Walpole.

Tellable (tel'a-bl), a. Capable of being told.

Telled (teld). For Told. [Provincial. ]

Teller (tel'6r), n. 1. One that tells, relates,

or communicates the knowledge of some-
thing.

Any one.
Regarding:, we" had deem'd ne felt the tale
Less than the teller. Tennyson.

2. One who numbers; as, one who numbers,
tells, or records votes. The tellers in the
House of Commons are members appointed
by the speaker when a division takes place,
to count the votes for and against a pro-
posed measure. There are two tellers ap-
pointed for each party, of whom one for the
ayes and another for the noes are associated
to check each other in the telling. —3. An
officer of the excheqtier, in ancient records
called tallier. (See Tally.) The tellers of
the exchequer were four in number; their

duties were to receive money payable to the
king, and to pay all money payable by the
king. The office was abolished in 1834 l)y

4 and 5 Will. IV. xv., and the duties of the

four tellers are now performed by a comp-
troller-general of the receipt and issue of

the exchequer.—4. A functionary in a bank-
ing establishment, whose business is to re-

ceive and pay money over the counter,

Tellershlp (tel'^r-ship), n. The office or
employment of a teller.

Tellina (tel-li'na). n. [Gr. telUne, a kind of
shell-fish.] A genus of marine and fresh-

Fate, f&r, fat, fftU; mS, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; il, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Tellina radiata.

water lamellibranchiate mollusca, charac-
terized by the hinye of the shell having one
tooth on the left, an*! two teeth ou the right
valve, often liifld. There
is a strong external liga-

ment. The animal has
two slender divei^ing
siphons twice as long as
the shell. Alwut -200 spe-

cies are known, upwards
of twenty of which inha-
bit the seas uf our coasts.

The shells are often Ijeau-

tifully coloured. Many
species are found fossil.

Telling (tel'ing), p. and
a. Operating with great
effect; highly effective;

impressive ; as, a tellitig

speech.

TeXUng (tel'ing), n. The act of one who
tells, relates, rehearses, (fee; narration; a
bidding or order; disclosure of a secret or
what has been received in confidence; blab-

bing.

—

That's tellings, colloquial for that
would be giving inforraatiim which ought
to be secret, that's asking uie to blab.

•But now,' observed V'anslypetken, 'where is this

cai^o to be seen, and when! ' Thats tellings,' re-

plied the man. 'I know that; but you have come to
tell, or what the devil elset' replied Vanslyperken,
who was geitintf angry. 'That's according ' re-

plied the man. Marryat.

Tellinidae (tel-lin'i-de), n. p(. A family of
bivalve molluscs, of which tlie genus Tellina
is the type. See Tellina.

Tellinite (teriin-it). n. Petrified or fossil

shells of the genus Tellina.

Tell-tale (tertal).a. Telling tales; officiously

or heedlessly revealing; blabbing; babbling.

Let not the heavens hear these UU'talt women
Rail on the l_ord's anointed. Sfuth.

Tell-tale (tel'tal). n. 1. One who officiously

communicates information of the private
concerns of individuals; one who tells that
which prudence should suppress.

You speak to Casca. and to such a man
That IS no fleering UU-talt. Shak.

A teU-tnle out of school
Is of all wits the greatest fooL Swift.

2. A name given to a variety of instruments
or devices, usually automatic, used for
counting, indicating, registering, or other-
wise giving stjme desired information; as,

(a) a piece of ivory, metal, or the like con-
nt^cted with the wind-chest of an organ, and
wliich shows by its rising or falling in what
dt-gree the wiu<l is exhausted. (6) A hang-
in;^ compass. See under Compass, (c) An
index in front of the wheel of a ship, or in
the cabin, to show the direction of the tiller.

00 A turnstile placed at the entrance of a
hall or other place of resort, and having a
mechanism which records the number of
persons passing in or out. (e) A gaoge or
index such as shows the pressure of steam
on an engine boiler, of gas on a gas-holder,
and the like. (/) A clock attachment for
the purv>ose of causing a record to be made
of the presence of a watchman at certain
intervals. Some forms of this device are
{jDvided with a rotating paper dial, show-
\n\i the hour and minute at which a watch-
man touched a projecting button having a
pi.int which punctuates the paper dial.—
3 The name uf two sjiecies of grallatorlal
birds common in America, and so called
from their shrill whistle alarming ducks
about to be fired at by the sportsman. The
one is the Totanua jlavipes, the other T. vo-
ei/erug.

Tell-trotht (tel'troth), n. One who speaks
or tells the truth; one who gives a true re-
port.

Caleb and Joshua, the only two teU-troths, endear.
oured to undeceive and encourage the people,

FulUr.

Tellural (tel-lu'ral), o. [L. Ullu*. Ulluris,
the earth] Pertaining to the eatth.

Tellurate (teHu-rat), n. A salt of tellaric
acid,

TeUur-blsmuth (tellur-bis-muth), n. Tel-
luride of iiisnmth. an ore which occurs crys-
tallized in small six-sided prisms. It is of
a steel-gray or zinc -white colour and me-
tallic lustre. It consists of 346 parts of tel-

lurium, GO of bismuth, and 4-8 of sulphur,
with traces of selenium.

Telluret (tfil'lu-ret), n. Same as Telluride.

Telluretted (teriu-ret-ed),a. Combined with
ieWwnmn. ^TeiluretUd hydrogen (H^Te), a
gaseous compound obtained by the action
of hydrochloric acid on an alloy of tellurium.
It is a feeble acid, analogous in composition,

smell, and other characters to sulphuretted
hydrogen.
Telluilan (tel-lu'ri-an), n. Same as Teilu-
rion.

Telluric (tel-lu'rik), a. [Fr. tellurique, from
L. tellus, telluris, the earth.] Pertaining to
or proceeding from the earth ; as, a disease
of telluric origin. ' Amid these hot telluric

flames.' Carlyle.—Telluric acid (HaTeO^),
an oxyacid of tellurium which is formed
when tellurium is deflagrated with nitre.

Telltiride Ct*riu-rid), n. A compound of
tellurium with an electro-positive element;
a telluret.

Tellurion (tel-Iu'ri-on), 7t. [From L. tellus,

telluris, the earth. ] An instrument for show-
ing in what manner the causes operate
which produce the succession of day and
night, and the changes of the seasons; a
kind of orrery.

Telliirisni(teriur-izm), n. A theory account-
ing for animal magnetism, propounded by
Kieser, who substituted the idea of a tel-

luric spirit in place of the universal fluid

of Mesmer and the nervous atmosphere of
Kluge. This influence or spirit was possessed
by all cosmical bodies, so that the moon
was held to magnetize the inhabitants of
the earth by night, the sun demagnetizing
them in the morning

Tellurite (tel'lu-rit), n. l. in chem. a com-
pound of tellurous acid and a base.—2. In
mineral, a mineral found in small yellowish
or whitish spherical masses, having a radi-
ated structure, occurring with native tellu-

rium.
Tellurium (tel-lii'ri-umX »». [L. t^Uu^, tel-

luris, the earth. ] Sym. Te. At. wt. 128.

An element discovered in 1782, combined
with gold and silver in the ores, and received
from Hungary. The ores are denominated
native, graphic, yeltow, and black. The na-
tive tellurium is of a colour between tin and
silver, and sometimes inclines to a steel-gray.

The graphic tellurium (or graphic gold) is

steel-gray; hut sometimes white, yellow, or
lead-gray. These ores are found massive or
crystallized. Tellurium is very brittle, and
has a sp. gr. of 5 7-^1. It is very fusible,

and volatile at a red heat. It sometimes gives
forth an odour of sulphuretted hydrogen
during combustion, which has been ascribed
to the presence of minute portions of sele-

ninm.
Tellurous (tel'Iu-rus), a. Of, pertaining to,

or obtained from tellurium.— Tellurous acid
(H)TeOj), an oxyacid of tellurium, analo-
gous to seienious acid, and like it formed
by the action of nitric acid on the metal.
It is a white insoluble powder, forming with
alkalies crystal tizable salts.

Teletype (teHd-tipX «• [Gr. tele, far, and
tupos, unpression.] A printing electric tele-

graph.
Telson (tel'son), n. [Gr., a limit] In zoo (.

the last joint in the abdomen of Crustacea,
variously regarded as a segment without
appendages or aa an azygous appendage.
Temeu (te'men), n. A grain measure of
Tripoli, containing nearly 6 gallons.

Temerarious (tem-e-ra'ri-us), a. [L. feme-
rarius, from temere, rashly, by chance.]
Heedless or careless of consequences ; un-
reasonably venturous; reckless; headstrong;
inconsiderate; rash; careless. ' Temerarious
j utlgment. ' La timer.

Resolution without foresight is temerarious foUy.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

Temerarlously (tem-e-ra'ri-us-li), adv.
In a temerarious manner; rashly; with ex-

cess of boldness.
It asserts and enactr that they have no right, as

they ' tern^rariausijf presume, and usurpedly take on
themselves, to be parcel of the body, in manner
claiming, that without their assents nothing can be
enacted at any parliament within this land.'

Hallatn.

Temeration ( tem-^r-a'shon ), n. [ From L.

temero, temeratutn, to deflle, violate, from
temere, rashly. ] Defilement ; contamina-
tion
Not those cryptic ways of institution by which the

(e a light, and keep it In a dark Ian*

thorn from the temeration of underhandliness and
ancients did

popular preachers. y^r. Taylor.

Temerity ( te-mer'i-ti ), n. [L. temeritas,

rashness, from temere, rashly; from same
root as Skr. ta mas, darkness, £. dim. ] Heed-
lessness of consequences; extreme renture-
someness; recklessness; rashness. 'The te-

merity that risked the fate of an empire on
the chances of a battle. ' HaUam.

It is notorious temerity to pass sentence upon
grounds incapable of evidence. Barrow.

Syn. RjishnesB, precipitancy, heedlessness,
incautiousness, venttiresomeness.

Temin (tem'in), n. A money of account in
Algiers, equivalent to 2 carubes, or 29 aspers,
about 17d. sterling.

Tempean (tem'pe-an), a. Of, belonging to,

or resembling Tempe, a beautiful vale iu
Thessaly, famed by the classic poets; hence,
beautiful; delightful.

Temper (tem'per), v.t. [Fr. tempirer, from
L. tempero.io arrange properly, to regulate,
to mix properly, to temper, from tempuSf
temporis, time, perhaps originally portion
cut off, from root tern, as in Gr. temno, to
cut; though some derive it from root tan,
to stretch, seen in E. thin. ] 1. To proportion
duly as regards constituent parts; to unite
in due proportion; to adjust.

But God hath tempered the body together . . .

that there should be no schism in the body ; but that
the members should have the same care one for an-
other. I Cor. xii. 24, 25.

2. To mingle, mix, or combine properly or
in due proportion ; to form by mixing in-

gredients ; to mix and work up ; to com-
pound ; to blend. ' And temper clay with
blood of Englishmen.' Shak.
And thou shalt make it a perfume, a confection

after the art o.' the apothecary, ternpered together,
pure and holy. Ex. xxx, 35,

3. To qualify by intermixture of something;
to reduce to due condition by combining
with something else; as, to temper justice
with mercy. Milton.~i. Hence, to reduce
the excess, violence, harshness, or severity
of ; to assuage ; to mollify ; to soften ; to
moderate ; to soothe; to calm. ' With this
she wonts to teiaper angry Jove.' Spenser,
Woman, lovely womai—Nature made thee
To temper man ; we had been brutes without you.

Otway,
God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb. Sterne.

5. To form to a proper degree of hardness;
as, to temper iron or steel. 3ee Temf'erino.
The tetnfer'd ti\Kia]s clash, and yield a silver sound.

Dryden.
6.t To govern: a Latinism.
With which the damned ghosts he gfovemeth.
And furies rules, and Tartare tempereth. Spenser.

7. In inuMc, to adjust, as the scale of tones
or sounds of a fixed-toned instrument, so as
io enable it to be played in any key; to raise

or lower slightly, as the various notes of an
instrument, so that the intervals in each
key rfiall be as far as possible etiually agree-
able. See Temferament.— 8. In founding,
to moisten to a proper consistency; as, to
temper moulding clay.

—

Syn. To propor-
tion, comlnne, mingle, reduce, moderate,
soften, mollify, assuage, soothe, calm.
Temper (tem'per), n. \. Due mixture of
different qualities; the state of any com-
pound substance which results from the
mixture of various ingredients; as, the ten^
per of mortar.

That which we are, we are;
One equal temper of heroic hearts
Made weak by time and fate, hut strong in will

To strive, to seek, to find, and not to vicld.

Tetmyson.

2.t That constitution of body arising from
the blending or mixture of the four princi-

pal hiuuours; temperament (which see).

The exquisileness of his (Christ's) bodily temper
increased the exquisiteness of his torment. Fuller.

Concupiscence itself follows the crasis and temper-
ature of the body. If you would know why ono man
is [jroud. another cruel, another intemperate or lux-

urious, you are not to repair 90 much to Aristotle's

ethics, or to the writings of other moralists, as to

those of Galen or of some anatomists, to find the
reason of these different tempers. South.

3. Disposition of mind; the constitution of

the mind, particularly with regard to the
passions and affections; as, a calm tamper; a
hasty temper; a fretful temper.

Remember with what mild
And gracious tentper he both heard and judg'd.

Afi/tait.

There is no religion in any work of Titian's; there
is not even the smallest evidence of religious temper
or sympathies either in himself or those Tor whom he
painted. Ruskin.

4.t Calmness of mind; temperateness; mo-
deration; self-restraint.

Restore yourselves to your tempers, fathers.

B. JonsoH,
To fall with dignity, with temper rise. Pope.

He had a violence of passion that carried him often

to fits like madness, in which he had no temper.
Bp. Burnet.

6. Heatof mind or passion; irritation; prone-
ness to give way to anger, rage, or the like;

as, the boy showed a great deal of temper
when I reproved him. [CoUoq.)— 6. The
state of a metal, particularly as to its hard-
ness; as. the temper of iron or steel.—

7. Middle character, state, or course; mean
or medium.

If the estates of some bishops were exorliitant be-

ch. cAain: dh. Sc. locA; g. ffo: J. job; (i. Fr. ton; ng. sinj?; TH. (Aen; th. (Ain; w. trig; wh. wAlg; zh. sjmre.—See KKT.
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fore the reformation, the present clergy's wishes
reach no further than that some reasonable temper
had been used instead of paring them so quick.

S-wift.

The perfect lawgiver is a just temper between the

man of theory, who can see nothing but general
principles, and the mere man of business, who can
see nothing but particular circumstances.

Maca niay.

8. In sugar works, white lime or other sub-
stance stirred into a clarifter filled with
cane-juice, to neutralize the superabund-
ant acid.—Syn. Disposition, temperament,
frame, humour, mood.
Temper (teni'p6r), v.i. l.t To accord.

Few men rightly temper with the stars. Shak.

That is, few men conform their temper to

their destiny.—2. To become soft and pli-

able; to acquire a desired quality or state.

I have him already tempering between my finger

and my thumb. Shak.

Tempera (tem'pe-ra), n. [It.] \xi painting,
the same as Distemper.

Spare dusky tempera, curveless broken drapery,
ana sharp contour produce an effect of dryness to

which we are accustomed in DUrer's masterpieces,
Academy.

Temperable (tera'p6r-a-bl), a. Capable of
bein^ teinjiered. Emerson.
Temperament (tem'p6r-a-ment). n, [L.

temperamentum, a mean, moderation, from
tempera. See Temper.] 1. State with re-

spect to the relative proportion of different
qualities or constituent parts; constitution;
due mixture of opposite or different qua-
lities; a condition resulting from the proper
blending of various qualities.

The common law has wasted and wrought out those
distempers, and reduced the kingdom to its just

state and ternperament. Sir M. Hale.

2.A middle course or an arrangementreached
by mutual concession, or a tempering of the
extreme claims on either side; adjustment
of opposing influences, as passions, interests,

doctrines, rules, and the like, or the means
by which such an adjustment is effected

;

compromise.
Safest, therefore, to me it seems that none of the

Council be moved unless by death or by just convic-
tion of some crime. However, I forejudge not any
probable expedient, any temperatnent that can be
found in things of this nature, so disputable on either
side. Milton.

Many temperaments ^xvA explanations there would
have been if ever I had a notion that it (a pamphlet)
should meet the public eye. Burke.

Auricular confession ... an imperative duty in the
Church of Rome, and preserved as such in the six

articles, and in the codes published by Henry VIII.,
was left to each man's discretion in the new order; a
judicious lemperament which the reformers would
have done well to adopt in some other points.

Hatlant.

3. That individual peculiarity of physical
organization by which the manner of acting,

feeling, and thinking of each person is per-

manently affected. The ancients distin-

guished four temperaments, which derived
their names from the fancied excess of one
or other of the principal humours or fluids

of the body; as, the choleric or bilious, from
Gr.choU, bile; thephlegmatic,tromphlegma;
the melancholic, from melaina, black, and
chole, bile ; and the sanguine, from L. «a7i-

guis, blood. Many modern authorities have
adopted a classification indicative of the
fulness of habit and relative activity of the
nutritive functions, and cerebro-spinal ac-

tivity, employing the terms sanguineous,
nervous, nervo-sanguineous, sanguineo-ner-
vous, lymphatic, and phlegmatic. Dr. CuUen
and others admit of only two temperaments,
the sanguine and the melancholic, consider-
ing the phlegmatic a degree of the sanguine,
and the choleric of the melancholic ; and
many of the so-called temperaments, as the
bilious, melancholic, and lymphatic have
been looked upon merely as departures from
health, the result of imperfect development,
incorrect habits, bad nutrition, and inactive
functions of the body, which may be modi-
fled or removed by corrected habits, regi-

men, or medical treatment. —4. t Condition
as to heat or cold; temperature. 'In pro-
portion to the fei'tility of the soil and the
tempera)nent of the climate,' Cook.

Bodies are denominated hot or cold in proportion
to the present tetnperament of our body to which
they are applied. Locke.

5. In munc, a certain adjustment or regula-

tion of the tones or intervals of the scale of

flxed-toned instruments, as the organ, piano,
and the like, with the view of removing an
apparent imperfection, and fitting the scale

for use in all keys without offence to the ear.

The intervals between the notes of the natu-
ral scale are by no means equal. Thus, sup-

posing the perfect octave to be divided into
fifty-three equal parts, or convmas as they
are technically called, and taking C as the
key-note or tonic, the intervals between the
notes would be made up as follows: C to D,

9 commas ; D to E, 8; E to F, 5; F to G, 9;

G to A, 8 ; A to B, 9; B to C, 5. We have
here three species of intervals, of which
those represented by 9 are called major
tones; those by 8, minor tones, and those
by &, major semitones. A fixed-toned in-

strument tuned on this principle would
fully satisfy the ear with the correctness of

its tones and the richness of its concords
while the key of C was adhered to. But if we
start, say, from O as a key-note, the propor-
tions of the scale, or the sequence of the
major and minor tones and of the semitones,
are destroyed. D to E would form a toler-

able, though not absolutely correct second,
but the third and seventh of the scale would
be entirely wrong. Were the major and
minor tones equal, and each semitone ex-

actly half a tone, the insertion of a note
between each full tone, exactly dividing the
intervals between them, would give an
ideally symmetrical scale, and it would be
immaterial where the scale began, as each
of the twelve notes would be available as a
key-note. Now, though such an equality is

contrary to the principles of harmonics, an
adjustment or arrangement of the sounds of

fixed-toned instruments founded on it gives

practically no offence unless to the critical

ear. In what is termed equal or even tem-
perament, which is now, theoretically at

least, adopted for all pianos, organs, har-
moniums, &c., the twelve semitones are all

adjusted so as to stand at Intervals of the
same length, and thus no advantage is given
to one key over another. In the unequal
or mUgar temperament, formerly adopted
for organs, some popular keys, as B!?, F,

C, G, and D, were favoured at the expense
of the rest, that is, the true intervals of

the normal or natural scale were pretty
closely adhered to ; but the harsh fifths

and thirds (the ' Wolf tones ' of musicians)
occurring in the keys written in several flats

or sharps caused this system to be aban-
doned. The different characters of the
various keys recognized on most fixed-toned

instruments could have no existence were
equal temperament absolutely adhered to.

and are due to the fact that some discrimi-

nation is still practically used in favour of

certain popular keys, thouglmot to such an
extent as to injure very sensibly the effect

of keys less favoured. The only instruments
of orchestral importance capable of pro-
ducing just intonation, or of being played
in perfect tune, are those of the violin fam-
ily, which in this respect approach the per-

fection of the liuman voice; and were not
a habit of incorrect intonation too often
acquired by performing to the accompani-
ment of tempered instruments, the skilful

singer or violinist could produce his notes
in true key relationship through the most
intricate modulations or changes of key.

Temperamental (tem'p6r-a-men"tal), a.

Constitutional. [Rare. ]

Intellectual representations are received with as
unequal a fate upon a bare temperamenfat relish or

disguiC. Olanville.

Temperance (tem'p6r-ans), n. [Fr. temper-
ance, from L. temperantia, moderation, so-

briety, temperance, from tempera, to temper,
to restrain. See Temper.] 1. Moderation; the
observance of moderation ; temperateness

;

particularly, (a) habitual moderation in re-

gard to the indulgence of the natural appe-
tites and passions; restrained or moderate
indulgence; abstinence from all violence or

excess, from improper indulgence, or from
the use of anything injurious to moral or

physical well-being; sobriety; as, temper'

ance in eating and drinking; temperance in

the indulgence of joy or mirth.

When it (virtue) ruleth and ordereth our lust or

concupiscence, limiting out a certain measure, and
lawful proportion of time unto pleasures, it is called

temperance. Holland.
If thou well observe

The rule of Not too much; by temperance taught

In what thou eat'st and drink'st; seeking therefrom
Due nourishment, not gluttonous delight.

So mayst thou live, till, like ripe fruit thou drop
Into thy mother's lap. Milton.

Temperance permits us to take meat and drink not

only as physic for hunger and thirst, but also as an
innocent cordial and fortifier against the evils of life,

or even sometimes reason not refusing that liberty,

merely as a matter of pleasure. It only confines us
to such kinds, quantities, and seasons as may best

consist with our health, the use of our faculties, our
fortune, &c. Wollaston.

(&) Patience; calmness; sedatenesa; moder-
ation of passion.

He calm'd his wrath with goodly temperance.
Spenser.

Being once chafed he cannot
Be rein'd again to temperance. Shak,

2. t Temperature.
It (the island) must needs be of subtle and delicate

temperance. Shak.

The word is frequently used adjectivally;
as, the temperance movement; a temperance
society; &. temperance hotel; & temperance
lecture, &c.—Temx}erance hotel, a hotel in
which no intoxicant liquors are supplied to
the guests.

—

Temjjerance society, an associ-

ation formed for the purpose of repressing
drunkenness, and banishing it from society.

The basis on which these associations have
generally been formed has been that of an
engagement on the part of each member to
abstain from the habitual and improper use
or indulgence in intoxicating liquors. As
the most strictly limited use of intoxicants
as beverages is condemned by many social

reformers as physically and mentally injuri-

ous, this name has been applied to, or as-

sumed by, associations which are more cor-
rectly designated total abstinence or teetotal
societies.

Temperancyt (tem'p^r-an-si), n. Temper-
ance.

Temperate (tem'p6r-at), a. [L. temperatug,

pp. of tempera, temperatum. See Temper.]
1. Moderate; showing moderation; not over-

passing due bounds; more especially, (a) mo-
derate as regards the indulgence of the ap-
petites or desires; abstemious; sober; as, tem-
perate in eating and drinking; temperate
habits.
He that is temperate fleeth pleasures voluptuous.

Sir T. Elyot.

Be sober and temperate, and you will be healthy.
* Franklin.

(6) Not excessive as regards the use of lan-

guage; not violent; calm; measured; as, a
temperate discourse or address; temperate
language; to be temperate in one's language.
2. S'ot swayed by passion ; self-restrained

;

calm; cool; not going beyond due bounds.
Who can be wise, amazed, te>nperate and furious.

Loyal and neutral in a moment? Shak.

S.Proceedingfrom temperance; as, («inperfl<«

sleep.— 4. Moderate as regards amount of

heat; not liable to excessive heats; mild; as,

a tetnperate heat; a temperate climate.

—

5. t Not hot-blooded. Shak. — Temperate
zones, the spaces on the earth between the
tropics and the polar circles, where the heat
is less than in the tropics, and the cold less

than in the polar circles. The north temper-
ate zone is the space included between the
tropic of Cancer and the arctic circle ; and
the south temperate zone, that between the
tropic of Capricorn and the antarctic circle.

^teTiO'^'E..—Temperate, Moderate. See under
MoDERATH.—Syn.Moderate.self-restrained,

abstemious, abstinent, sober, calm, cool, se-

date.

Temperate! (tem'p6r-at), v.t. pret. & pp.
temperated; ppr. temperating. To temper;
to moderate. Marston.
Temperately (tem'per-at-li), adv. In a tem-
perate manner or degree; as, (a) moderately;
not excessively.

By winds that temperately blow
The bark should pass secure and slow. Addison.

(6)Without over-indulgence in eating,drink-

ing, or the like; soberly.

God esteems it part of his service if we eat or
drink ; so it be temperaUly, as may best preserve
health. Jer. Taylor.

(c) Without violent passion; calmly; se-

dately.
Temperately proceed to what you would
Thus violently redress. Shak.

Temperateness (tem'p6r-at-nes), n. The
state or quality of being temperate : (a) mo-
deration; freedom from excess; as. temper-

ateness of language, (b) Due control of the

natural appetites or desires; temperance;
sobriety, (c) Calmness; coolness oi mind.

Langley's mild temperateness
Did tend unto a calmer quietness. Daniel.

(rf) Freedom from excessive heat or cold

;

as, the temperateness of a climate.

Temperative (tem'p6r-at-iv),o. Having the

power or (juality of tempering.

Temperature (tem'p^r-a-tur), n. [Fr. tem-
perature, from 1. temperatura, due mea-
sure, proportion, quality, temperature, from
tempera. See Temper.] 1. Constitution;

state; degree of any quality.

Memory depends upon the consistence and tem-

perature of the brain. IVatts.

Fate, fiir, fat, fftU; me. met. h6r; pine, pin; note. not. move; tube. tub. bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. Sc. fey.
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2. t Moderation; freedom from immoderate
passions.

In that proud port, which her so goodly graceth.
Most goodly tttnperature you may descry. Spenser.

3- 1 Mixture, or that which is made by mix-
ture ; a compound. ' Made a temperature
of brass and iron together.' Holland. 'A
proper temperature of fear and love.' Abp.
Seeker.— if Temper of metals. 'The due
temperature of stiff steel. ' Holland. —
6.t Moderate degree of atmospheric heat;
temperateness of climate. 'If instead of
this variation of heat we suppose an equa-
lity or constant temperature of it before
the deluge.' Woodward.— Q. The state of a
body with regard to heat; the degree or
intensity of the heat etfects of a body; the
thermal state of a body considered with
reference to its power of communicating
heat to other bodies. When two bodies are
in contact, and the flow of heat from the one
body to the other is equal— that is, when by
contact neither is heated or cooled by the
other— they are said to be of the same tem-
perature. Two bodies may have the same
temperature and yet contain very different
quantities of heat per unit of mass, so that
the temperature of a body is not a measure
of its heat. If heat be considered as a
motion of the molecules of a body, temper-
ature may be considered a measure of the
velocities of the molecules. When we speak
of a liody having a 'high 'or a 'low tempera-
ture 'it is implied that the condition of heat
in the body may be compared with some
atmdard. The means of such comparison
Is the thermometer, and the most conveni-
ent standard condition is apparently that
of a i>ody at the melting-point of ice, which
is marked on the Centigrade thermometer
scale and on Reaumurs as zero. See Ther-
mometer. —./fnimrti temperature, the de-
gree or intensity of heat of animal bodies.
This varies considerably with the classes of
animals ; thus the average temperature of
mammals is stated at lOr Fahrenheit; that
of birds, at 107^ Below mammals and birds
animals are termed ' cold-blooded, ' this term
meaning in its strictly physiological sense
that the temperature is usually that of the
medium in which they live, an*! that it varies
with that of the surrounding medium. The
average normal temperature of the human
adult is about 98" 6, but in some cases of dis-
ease, as fevers, it may rise to 106°, 107°, or
even as high as 112% while in other cases, as
mtjrbus cseruleus and Asiatic cholera, it may
fall as low as 77' 5 —Mean temperature, a
mean of all the atmospheric temperatures
observed at a given place or under certain
circumstances at regular intervals during a
certain space of time. The mean annual
temperature of any place is obtained by
taking a mean of all the temperatures indi-
cated by the thermometer each day through-
out the year. The temperature of a place
depends not only on its latitude, but also on
its elevatiitn above the level of the sea, and
various other local causes, such as the na-
ture of the soil, the prevailing winds, the
quantity of moisture, the electric state of
the atmosphere, and the physical character
of the adjacent countries and seas. But
no cause has such an t-ffect in lowering the
temperature of a place as elevation above
the level of the sea ; and hence near the
equator there are mountains which, owing
to their great elevation, are covered with
snow all the year round. (See Snow-LINE.)
The temperature of the sea is more uniform
and mn.lt'rate than that of the land.
Tempered (tem'p^rd), a. Having a certain
dispusitiuu or temper; disposed: often used
in composition ; as, a veil-tempered, good-
tempered, or bad-tempered man.
When was my lord so much unt;cnt1y temfered.
To slop his cars against admotiishmentt Shak,

—Tempered glass. See under Olas.s.

Tempering (tem'per-ing). n. The process
of giving the requisite degree of hardness
or softness to a substance, as to iron or
steel ; especially, the proces-s of giving to
steel the different degrees of hardness re-
quired for the various purp<^J8es to which it

is applied. Tlie process essentially consists
In plunging the steel when red hot into cold
water or other liquid to give an excess of
hardness, and tlien gradually reheating it

until the hardness is reduced or brouglit
down to the required degree. The excel-
lence of all cutting steel instruments de-
pends on the tiegree of temper given to
them. Different degrees of temper are in-
dicated by different colours which the steel

assumes. Thus steel heated to 450°, and
suddenly cooled, assumes a pale straw col-
our, and is employed for making razors and
sui^ical instruments. See Steel.
Tempest (tem'pest). n. [O.Fr. tempeste.
Mod. ¥r. tempete, from L. tempestas, time,
especially time with respect to its physical
qualities, weather, and specifically, bad
weather, a storm or tempest, from tempus,
time. See Temper.] 1. An extensive cur-
rent of wind, rushing with great velocity
and violence, and commonly attended with
rain, hail, or snow; a storm of extreme vio-
lence; a gale; a hurricane.
What at first was called a gust, the same
Hath now a storm's, anon a tempest's name. Donne.

2. A violent tumult or commotion ; pertur-
bation; violent agitation; as, a tempest of
the passions; a popular or political tempest.
'These long storms and tempests of wars.'
Udall.

The tempest in my mind
Doth from my senses take all feeling else.
Save what beats there. ShaJk.

Tempest (tem'pest), v.t. To disturb, as by
a tempest. [Rare.]

Part huge of bulk.
Wallowing unwieldy, enormous in their gait,
Tempest tne ocean. Milton.

Tempest (tem'pest), v.i. To pour a tem-
pest; to storm. [Rare.]

Other princes ....
Thunder and tempest on those learned heads.
Whom Cx'sar with such honour doth advance.

B. Jonson.

Tempest-beaten (tem'pe8t-bet'n),a. Beaten
or disturbed, as by a tempest.

In the calm harbour of her gentle breast
My tetnpest-beaten soul may safely rest. Dryden.

Tempestlvet (tem-pes'tiv), a. [L. tempes-
timts, from tempestas, a season. See Tem-
pest.] Seasonable. 'The cheerful and tem-
pestive showers of heaven.' Her/wood.
Tempestively t (tem-pes'tiv-li), ddv. Season-
ably.
Dancing is a pleasant recreation of body and mind,

if tetnptittvely used. Burton.

TempeBtiVltyt(tem-pes-tiv'i-ti),Ji.[SeeTEM-
PESTivk ] ^ensniiableness- Sir T. Browne.
Tempest-tossed, Tempest-tost (tem'pest-
tost), a. Tussed, driven, or disturbed as by
a tempest.

Though his bark cannot be lost.

Yet it shall be tempest-tost. Shak.

Tempestuous (tem-pes'tu-us), a. [L. tern-
pestuostts, from tempestas. See Tempest.]
1. Very stormy; turbulent; rough with wind;
as, tempestuous weather; a tempestuous
night— 2. Blowing with violence.

Her looks grow black as a tempestuous wind.
DrydtH,

3. Subject to fits of stormy passion; pasaion-
ate.

Bruno was passionate, tempestuous, and weak.
Ouida.

Tempestuously (tem-pes'tti-us-Ii). adv. In
a tempestuous manner; with great violence
of wind or great commotion ; turbulently.
T?7«7>c«(tiOT«/y bold and shameless. ' J/rU(»i.

TempestUOUSness (tem-pes'tu-us-nes), n.
The state or quality of being tempestuous

;

storminess; turbulence; as. the tempestu-
ousness of the winter or of weatlier.

Templar (tem'pliir),n. l. One of a religious
military order ftrstes-

tablished at Jerusa-
lem in favour of pil-

grims travelling to the
Holy Land. The order
originated with some
persons who, in 1118,
devoted themselves
to the service of God,
promising to live in
perpetual chastity,
obedience, and pov-
erty, after the man-
ner of canons. Bald-
win II., king of Jeru-
salem, bestowed on
them their first place
of residence in the
city, close to the
Temple, and an addi-
tional building was
acquired from the
ablKJt and canons of
the church and con-
vent of the Temple,
whence the order re-

ceived the name of Templar.—Monument in

the 'poor soldiers of Temple Church, London,

the Temple,' after-

wards converted into Templars, or Knights
Templars. The knights wore a white cloak
adorned with a red cross of eight points (the

Maltese cross) on the left shoulder. In 1228
this order was confirmed in the Council of
Troyes, and subjected to a rule of discipline.
It flourished, became immensely rich and
powerful, and its members became so arro-
gant and luxurious that the order was sup-
pressed by the Council of Vienne in 1312.—
2. A student of the law, or a lawyer, so called
from having chambers in the Temple in
London. See Temple, 5.

The Whigs answered that it was idle to apply
ordinary rules to a country in a state of revolution,
that the great question now depending was not to be
decided by the saws of pedantic Templars.

Macaulay.
—Free Templar, Good Templar. See these
entries.

Templar (tem'plar), a. Of or pertaining to
a temple. ' Solitary, family, and templar
devotion.* Coleridge. [Rare.]
Template (tem'plat), n. [See Templet.] A
working mould or pattern used in architec-
ture, ship-building, machine-making, &c.; a
templet (which see).

The graphic method of study requires successive
gradations of detail, from the rough picturesque
sketch, in which the dream of the artist first takes
shadowy forn-., to full- sized working -drawing, or
template, by the aid of which the mason hews his
quoins. Edin. Rev.

Temple (tem'pl), n. [Fr. temple, from L.
temphan, a temple; originally a piece
marked or cut off, properly a piece marked
off by lines which the augurs traced for
their observations, then a piece of land
marked off from common uses, and dedi-
cated to a god; from root tent in Gr. temno,
to cut, whence Gr. temenos, a temple.] 1. An
edifice dedicated to the service of some
deity or deities, and connected with some
pagan system of worship; originally, an edi-
fice erected for some Roman deity; but the
term is generally applied to such edifices
among the Greeks, Egyptians, and other an-
cient nations as well as to structures serv-
ing the same purpose among modem hea-
then peoples. The most celebrated and
imposing of the ancient temples were those
of the Greeks, such as that of Artemis or
Diana at Ephesus. that of Zeus Olympius
in Athens, and that of Apollo at Delphi.
The form most generally given to the an-
cient temples was that of a rectangle, but
sometimes the construction was circular.
Vitruvius divides temples into eight kinds,
according to the arrangement of their
columns, viz. temples in aiitis (see Anta),
prostyle, aniphiprostyle, peripteral, dipteral,
pseudo-dipteral, hypcethral, Viudmonopteral.
(See these terms.) In regard to intercolum-
niation, they are farther distinguished into
pycnostyle, systyle, eustyle, diastyle, and ar-
ceostyle, and to the number of columns in the
portico, tetrastyle, hexastyle, octastyle, and
decastyle. (See these terms.) Of circular
temples there are two species, the m&nop-
ter<il, without a cell, and ihQ peHpteral,'w\\\i
a cell.— 2. Any one of the three successive
edifices built on Mount Moriah at Jerusa-
lem, and dedicated to the public worship of
Jehovah. The first was erected by Solomon
about 1012 B.C., and was destroyed by Ne-
buchadnezzar about 588 B.C. The second
was constructed by the Jews on their return
from the captivity about 536 B.C., and was
pillaged or partially destroyed several times,
as by Antiochus Epiphanes(170 B.C.), Pom-
pey (0.3 B.C.), Herod (37 B.C.). The third, the
largest and most magnificent of the three,
was begun by Herod the Great in 20 B.C.,

and was completely destroyed at the cap-
ture of Jerusalem by the Romans. 70 A.D.—
3. An edifice erected among Christians as a
place of public worship; a church.
Can he whose life is a perpetual insult to the autho-

rity of God, enter with any pleasure a temple conse-
crated to devotion and sanctified by prayer I

/lucktninster.

4. A place in which the divine presence spe-
cially resides.

Know ye not that your body is the temple of the
Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God,
and yc are not your own. i Cor. vi. 19.

5. The name of two semi-monastic estab-
lishments of the middle ages, one in Lon-
don, the other in Paris, inhabited by the
knights Templars, The Temple Church,
London, is the only portion of either estab-
lishment now existing. On the site of
both modem edifices have been erected,
those in London forming the two Inns of
Court called the Middle Temple and Inner
Temple. Those buildings have long been
occupied by barristers, and are the joint
property of the two societies, called the So-
cieties of the Inner and of the Middle Tem-

oh, «Aain; th, Sc loeA; g, go\ \,joh; &. Fr. ion: , ung\ TH, tAen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, uiAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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pie, which have the right of calling persons

to the degree of barrister.

Temple (tem'pl), v.t. To build a temple for;

to appropriate a temple to ; to inclose in a
temple. [Rare.]

The heathen, in many places, templed and adored
this drunken god. Feltham.

Temple (tem'pl), n. [O. Fr. (and down to

end of seventeenth century) temple. Mod.
Fr. tempe, one of the temples of the head,
from L. tempii^, time, also one of the tem-
ples, properly the right place, the fatal

spot. See Temper.] The flat portion of

either side of the head above the cheek-
bone, or between the forehead and ear. The
temples are distinguished into right and
left. See also Temporal, 4.

Temple (tem'pl), n. [Fr. temple, templet.]

A kind of stretcher used by weavers for
keeping the cloth at its proper breadth
during weaving.
Templeless (tem'pMes), a. Devoid of a
temple. Ld. Lytton.

Templet (tem'plet), n. [In meaning 1 pro-
bably from L.L- templatus, vaulted, so that
the meaning was originally perhaps a mould
showing the proper curve of a vault or arch.
In meaning 2 from Fr. templet, a stretcher;

L. templum, a small timber.] 1. A pattern
or mould used by masons,
machinists, smiths, ship -

Wrights, &c. It usually con-
sists of a flat thin board, a
piece of sheet -iron, or the
like, whose edge is dressed
and shaped to the required
conformation, and is laid
against the object being
moulded, built, or turned so
as to test the conformity of

the object thereto. Perfor-
ated templets are used by
boilermakers and others to
lay out the holes for punch-
ing. —2. In building, (a) a
short piece of timber or
lai^e stone placed in a wall to receive the
impost of a girder, beam, &c., and dis-

tribute its weight. (6) A beam or plate
spanning a door or window space to sus-

tain joists and throw their weight on the
piers.

Templin-oll (tem'plin-oil), n. Oil of pine-
cones; an oil isomeric with and very simi-
lar to oil of turpentine, obtained by distil-

lation of the cones of Pinus Pumilio.
Tempo (teni'po), n. [It. ] In music, a word
usecl to express the rate of movement or
degree of quickness with which a piece of
music is to be executed. The degrees of
time are indicated by certain words such as
?'rave (very slow), lento (slow), adagio or
ar£fo (leisurely), anrfa?i(e (walking pace), ai-

legro (gay or quick), presto (rapid), prestis-

simo (very rapid), &c. These terms are mo-
dified by such words as molto (very), no7i
troppo (not much). A tempo denotes that
the former time is to be resumed, or a more
distinct time observed.
Temporal (tem'po-ral), a. [L. temporalis^
pertaining to time, temporal, from tempus,
temporis, time; also pertaining to the tem-
pora or temples of the head (see Temple),
whence meaning 4. See also Temper.]
1. Pertaining to this life or this world; secu-
lar; as, temporal concerns; temporal affairs.

In this sense it is opposed to spiritual; as,

temporal affairs or employments ought not
to divert the nitud from spiritual concerns,
which are far more important. In this sense
also it is opposed to ecclesiastical; as, tem-
poral power, that is, secular, civil, or politi-

cal power.
With true prayers . . ,

From fasting maids whose minds are dedicate
To nothing temporal. Shak.
All temporal power hath been wrested from the

clergy and much of their ecclesiastic. Sivift.

—Temporal lords, the peers of the realm as
distinct from the archbishops and bisliops,

or lords spiritual.—2. Measured or limited
by time, or by this life or this state of things;
having limited existence: opposed to eter-

nal.
The things which are seen are temporal, but the

things which are not seen are eternal. 2 Cor. iv. i8.

3. In gra7n. relating to a tense.—Temporal
augimnt. See under AUGMENT.—4. Pertain-
ing to the temple or temples of the head;
as, the temporal bone; a temporal Kvievy or
vein; temporal muscle; temporal fossa, Ac.
The temporal bones are two bones situated
one on each side of the head, of a very irre-

gular figure. They are connected with the

occipital, parietal, sphenoid, and cheek-
bones, and are articulated with the lower
jaw. The temporal artery is a branch of the
external carotid, which runs on the temple
and gives off tlie frontal artery. The tem-
poral muscle, situated in the temple, serves
to draw the lower jaw upwards, as in the
action of biting. The temporal fossa is a
depression, observed on each side of the
head, which is filled with the temporal
muscle.
Temporal (tem'po-ral), n. Anything tem-
poral or secular; a temporality.
Temporality (tem-po-ral'i-ti), n. 1. In Eng.
law, the state or quality of being temporary:
opposed to perpetuity.— 1.\ The laity. Sir
T. More.— 3. A secular possession; specifi-

cally, pi. revenues of an ecclesiastic pro-
ceeding from lands, tenements, or lay-fees,

tithes, and the like; opposed to spirituali-

ties.

Temporally (tem'po-ral-li), adv. In a tem-
poral manner; with respect to time or this
life only. ' A temporally happy condition.'
South.
Temporalness (tem'po-ral-nes), n. The
state or quality of being temporal; worldli-
ness. Cotgrave.

Temporalty (tem'po-ral- ti), n. 1. The laity;

secular people. Abp. Abbot—2. A secular
possession; a temporality.
Temporaneoust (tem-po-ra'ne-us), a. Tem-
porary.

Temporarily (tem'po-ra-ri-H), adv. In a
temi)orary manner; for a time only; not per-
petually.

Temporariness (tem'po-ra-ri-nes), n. The
state of being temporary; opposed to per-
petuity.

Temporary ( tem'po-ra-ri ), a. [L. tempor-
ariua, from tempus, temporis, time. See
Temper.] Lasting for a time only; existing
or continuing for a limited time; as, the pa-
tient has obtained temporary relief; there
is a (em^ora ry cessation of hostilities; there
is a temporary supply of provisions; in
times of great danger Rome appointed a
temporary dictator.

These temporary truces were soon made and soon
broken. Bacon.
One sect there was, which, from unfortunate tem-

porary causes, it was thought necessary to keep
under close restraint. Macaulay.

Syn. Transient, fleeting, transitory.

Temporization (tem'po-ri-za"shon), n. The
act of temporizing.

Charges of temporization and compliance had
somewhat sullied his reputation. yohnson.

Temporize (tem'po-riz), v.i. pret. &pp. tem-
porized; ppr. temporizing. [Fr. temporiser,
from L. tempus, temporis, time.] 1. To com-
ply with the time or occasion; to humour
or yield to the current of opinion or to cir-

cumstances.
They might their grievance inwardly complain,
But outwardly they needs must temporize.

Daniel.

2. To try to suit both sides or parties; to go
so far both ways; to trim; as, to temporize
between Catholics and Protestants.— 3. t To
delay; to procrastinate. .Bacon.—4. t To com-
ply; to come to terms.

The dauphin is too wilful opposite,
And will not temporize with my entreaties:
He flatly says, he'll not lay down his arms. Shak.

Temporizer (tem'po-riz-6r).7i. One who tem-
porizes; one who yields to the time or com-
plies with the prevailing opinions, fashions,
or occasions; a trimmer.
A rout of tefnporizers, ready to embrace and

maintain all that is, or shall be, proposed, in hope of
preferment. Burton.

Temporizing (tem'po-riz-ing),p. and a. In-
clined to temporize ; complying with the
time or with the prevailing humours and
opinions of men; time-serving.

Theophilus could not but perceive the failure, and
disdain to imitate his father's tetnporizin^ nohcy.

Milntan.

Temporlzingly (tem'po-riz-ing-li), adv. In
a temporizing manner.
Temporistt (tem'po-rist), n. A temporizer.

^Vhy turn a temporist, xo\s with the tide?
Marston.

Temps, t n. [Ft.] Time. Chaucer.
Tempse (temps), n. Same as Temse.
Tempt (temt), v.t. [O.Fr. tempter, Mod.Fr.
tenter, from L. tempto, tento, tentare, to
try the strength of. to trj*, to prove, to test,

to urge, to incite, intens. of tendo, tentum,
to stretch; same root as Gr. teino, Skr. tan.

See Thin.] 1. To incite or solicit to an evil

act; to entice to something wrong by pre-
senting arguments that are plausible or
convincing, or by the offer of some pleasure

or apparent advantage as the inducement;
to seduce.

Let not my worser spirit tempt me again
To die before you please. Shak.

Let no man «ay when he is tempted, I am tempted
of God ; for God cannot be tempted with evil, neither
tempteth he any man; but every man is tempted when
he is drawn away of his own lust and enticed.

Jas.i. 13, 14.

2. To endeavour to persuade ; to provoke

;

to incite.

Tempt not the brave and needy to despair.
Dryden.

3. To call on; to invite; to induce.
Withhold thine indignation, mighty heaven.
And temfit us not to bear above our power. Shak.

Still his strength conceal'd.
Which te*npted our attempt, and wrought our faU.

Milton.

4. To try to accomplish or reach; to venture
on; to attempt.

Who shall tempt, with wand'ring feet.
The dark unbottom'd infinite abyss. Afilton.

5. To provoke; to defy.

Ye shall not tempt the Lord your God. Deut. vL 16.

TcfHpt him not so too far ; I wish, forbear

;

In time we hate that which we often fear. Shak.

6. To try; to prove; to put to trial for proof.

God did tempt Abraham. Gen. xxii, 1.

Srs. To seduce, entice, allure, attract, de-
coy, provoke, incite.

Temptability (temt-a-bil'i-ti), n. Quality
of being temptable.
Temptable (temt'a-bl), a. Liable to be
tempted.

If the parliament were as temptable as any other
assembly, the mangers must fail for want of tools to
work with. Swijt.

Temptation (tem-ta'shon), n. 1. The act
of tempting; enticement to evil by argu-
ments, by flattery, or by the offer of some
real or apparent good.

Most dangerous
Is that temptation that doth goad us on
To sin in loving virtue. Shak.

2. The state of being tempted or enticed to
evil. ' Lead us not into temptation.' Luke
xi. 4.

By one man's firm obedience fully tried
Through all temptation. Milton.

3. That which is presented to the mind as
an inducement to evil; an enticement.

Dare to be great without a guilty crown,
View it, ana lay the bright temptation down.

Dryden.
4. An allurement to anything indifferent or
even good. [CoUoq.]
Set a deep glass of Rhenish wine on the contrary

casket, for if the devil be within, and that temptation
without, I know he will choose it. Shak.

TemptationlesB (temta'shon-les), a. Hav-
ing no temptation or motive. Hammond.
[Rare.

]

TemptatiOUS (tem-ta'shus), a. Tempting;
seductive. [Obsolete and provincial.]

Tempter (temt'er), n. One who tempts;
one who solicits or entices to evil.

Is this her fault or mine?
The tempter or the tempted? Shak.

Those who are bent to do wickedly will never want
temfters to urge them on. Tillotson.

—The tempter, the great adversary of man;
the devil. Mat. iv. 3.

So gli-ized the tempter, and his proem tuned

;

Into the heart of Eve his words made way.
Mtlton.

Tempting (temt'ing), a. Adapted to entice
or allure; attractive; seductive; as, tempting
pleasures.

To whom he thus owed the service, often an im-
portant one in such cases, of exhaustim? the most
tempting forms of error, Wheutll.

Temptingly (temt'ing-li), adv. In a tempt-
ing manner; in a manner to entice to evil

;

so as tn allure,

Temptlngness (temt'ing-nes), n. The state
of being tempting.
Temptress (temt'res), 71. A female who
tempts or entices.

She was my temptress, the foul provoker.
S:r If. Scott.

Temse, Terns (tems), n. [A. Sax. temes, a
sieve, temsian, to &i(t; D. (em*, a colander, a
strainer, temseii, tostraiu.] Asieve; a searce;

a bolter. [Obsolescent or provincial English. ]

—According to Brewer the proverbial saying
'He'll never set the Thames on fire,' that is,

he'll never make any figure in the world,
contains this word in a corrupt form. ' The
temse was a corn sieve which was worked in

former times over the receiver of the sifted

flour. A hard-working, active man would
notunfrequently ply the temse so quickly as
to set fire to the wooden hoop at the bot-

tom.' The explanation is plausible.

Fate, far, fat, f^; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abuue; y, Sc ley.
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Temse-bread, Temsed-bread (tems'bred,

tenist'lired), n. Bread made of flour better

sifted than common flour.

Temulence, Temulency (tera'u-lena, tem'-

u-leu-si). n. [O.Kr. temulence, from L. iemu-
lentia, drunkenness, from a root tern seen
in ^^m^-htm, intoxicating driXik, abstemious.]

Intoxication; inebriation; drunkenness.

Temulent (tem'u-lent), a. [L. temulentus.

See Temclexce] Intoxicated; given to

drink.
He was recognized, in then temuleitt GeTmsny , as

the very prince of topers. Sir !V. Hamilton.

Tenmlentivet Ctem'u-lent-iv), a. Drunken;
in a state of inebriation-

Ten (ten), a. [A. Sax. thx. tpn, contracted
forms, as seen when compared with O. Sax.

tehan, Goth, taihun, O.H.G. zehan, zehun
(whence Mod. G. zehn); the Scandinavian
forms have lost the n; Icel. titi, Sw. tio,

Dan. ti (like the ty of twenty, thirty, Ac);
compare also the cognate forms in the other
tongues; L. decern, Gr. deka, Skr. da^an; W.
deg. Armor, dek, Ir. deag, Gael, deich. All
these forms are traced back to a common
Indo-European form dakan, dvakan, signi-

fying twice five.] Twice five; nine and one.

With twice ten sail I crossed the Phrygian sea.

Ten is often used indefinitely for many.
There's a proud modesty in merit,

A%'erse to begging, and resolv'd to pay
7>« times the gi*! it asks. DryeUn.

—Ten honegi, the ten fingers.

By these ten bones, my lords, he did speak them to
me m the garret one night. Shak.

—Ten commandments. See Commandment.
Ten (ten), «. 1. The number of twice five;

a figure or symbol denoting ten units, as 10
or X.—2. Ten o'clock, forenoon or evening
—3. A playing card with ten spots.

But whiles he thought to steal the single Itft,

The king was slily nnger'd from the deck. Shak.

Tenabllity (ten-a-bil'i-ti). n. The state or
(piality cf being tenable; tenableness.

Tenable (ten'a-bl), a. [Fr. tenable, from
tenir, L. teneo, to hold.] 2. Capable of being
heir), maintained, or defended against an
assailant, or against att«mpt8 to take it; as,

a tenable fortress.

Infidelity has been driven out of all its outworks;
the atheist has not found his post tenable, and is

therefore retired into deism. AdtOson,

2. t Capable of being retained ; not let out

;

not uttered; kept secret

If you have hitherto conceal'd this sight,
L^rt it be tenable in your silence still. SMak.

Tenableness (ten'a-blnes), n. The state of
ln.-iii;.' tenable; tenabiUty.
Tenace (ten'as), n. In xchitt, the possession
of the best and third best cards by the last
player, so that he wins the last trick what-
ever card is played against him.
Tenacious (te-na'shus). a. [L. tenax, ten-
acijf, from teneo, to hold.] 1. Holding fast,
or inclined to hold fast; inclined to retain
what is in possession : with o/ before the
thing held; as, men tenacious of theiT just
rights; men are usually tenaeiotu of their
opinions, as well as of their property. * A
resolute tenaciotts Adherence to well chosen
principles.' South.— 2, Retentive; apt to
retain long what is committed to it ; as, a
tenacioug memory. Locke. ~Z. Apt to adhere
to another substance; adhesive, as oily, glu-
tinous, or viscous matter; as, few substances
are so tenacioug as tar. JVetcton.—4. Nig-
gardly; close-fisted. —5. Tough; having
great cohesive force among the particles.
so that they resist any effort to pull or force
them asunder; as, hron and steel are the
most tenacioug of all known substances.
Tenaciously (te-na'shus-li'j. adv. In a te-
nacinua manner; as, (a) with a disposition
to hold fast what is possessed; firmly; de-
terminedly. (6) Adhesively; with cohesive
force.

Tenaciousness (te-na'shus-nes). n. The
state nr (|uality of l>eing tenacious; as, (a)
the (juality of holding fast; unwillingness
to quit, resign, or let go; as, a man's tena-
eiougness of his rights or opinions (6) That
quality of bodies which enables tnem to
stick or a<lhere to others ; adhesiveness

;

tenacity, (c) That (luality in bodies which
enables them to resist a severe strain with-
out rupturing or splittinjf; tenacity, (d) Re-
tentiveufss; as. the te»iacn>u#?WMof memory.
Tenacity (te-nas'i-ti), n. [Fr. Unacit^, L.
tenacitas, from teneo, to hold.] 1. The qua-
lity of being tenacious; adhesiveness; that
quality of bodies which makes them stick
or adhere toothers; glutinousness; sticki-

ness; as, the tenacity of oils, of glue, of tar,

of starch, and the like.—2. That property of
material bodies by which their parts resist

an elfort to force or pull them asunder, or
the measure of the resistance of bodies to
tearing or crushing : opposed to brittleness

or fragility. Tenacity results from the at-

traction of cohesion which exists between
the particles of bodies, and the stronger
this attraction is in any body the greater is

the tenacity of the body. Tenacity is con-
sequently different in different materials,
and in the same material it varies with the
state of the body in regard to temperature
and other circumstances. The resistance
offered to tearing is called a&8oiu(e tenacity,
that offered to crushing,re(roac£ire tenacity.

The tenacity of wood is much greater in the
direction of the length of its fibres than in

the transverse direction. With regard to
metals the processes of foiling and wire-
drawing increase their tenacity in the longi-
tudinal direction; and mixed metals have,
in general, greater tenacity than those which
are simple. See Cohesion.
Tenaculum (te-nak'u-lum), n. [L. , a holder,
from teneo, to hold.] A surgical instrument
for seizing and drawing out the mouths of
bleeding arteries in operations, so that they
may be secured by ligaments. For this pur-
pose it has a hooked extremity with a fine

sharp point.

Tenacyt (ten'a-si), n. Tenaciousness.

Highest excellence is void of all envy, selfishness.

and tenucy. Barrav/.

Tenail, Tenallle (te-nan, n. [Fr. tenaUU,
from tenir, L. teneo, to hold.] In fort, an
outwork or rampart raised in the main ditch
Immediately in frontof thecurtain, between
two bastions. In its simplest form it con-
sists of two faces forming with each other
a re-entering angle; but generally it consists
of three faces forming two re-entering
angles, in which case it is called a double
tenaille. Any work belonging either to per-
manent or field fortification, which, on the
plan, consists of a succession of lines form-
ing salient and re-entering angles alter-

nately, is said to be d tenaille.

TenaUlon (te-nal'yon), n. [Fr., from te-

nailte. See Tenail.] In /or(. a work con-
stjructed on each side of the ravelins, like

the lunettes, but differing in this, that one
of the faces of the tenaillon is in the direc-
tion of the ravelin, whereas that of the
lunette is perpendicular to it. Works of
this kind, however, are seldom adopted.
Tenancy (ten'an-si), 7i. [L. te7iantia. See
Tenant] In law, (a) a holding or posses-
sion of lands or tenements from year to
year, for a term of years, for a life or lives,

or at will; tenure; as, tenancy in fee simple;
tenancy in tail; tenancy by the courtesy;
tenancy at will. (6)1 A house of habitation,
or a place to live in, held of another.
Tenant (ten'ant), n. [Fr. tenant, holding,
ppr. of tenir, L. teneo, to hold.) 1. In law,
(a) a person who holds or possesses lands or
tenements by any kind of title, either in

fee, for life, for years, or at will. In the
ordinary acceptation of the word, one who
holds lands or houses under another, to
whom he is bound to pay rent, and who is

called in relation to him his landlord.

I have been your tenant and your father's tenant
these fourscore years. Shak,

(&) A defendant in a 'real action.' See un-
der Action.—The term is sometimes used
in reference to interests in pure personalty,
as when we speak of one as tenant for life

of a fund, &c.— Tenant in capite, tenant in
chief. See Capite. — Tetiant in common,
one who holds or occupies lands or possesses
chattels along with another or other per-
sons. In such a case each has an equal in-

terest; but in the event of the death of
either his share does not go to the survivors,
as in the case of a joint-tenant, but to his

heirs or executors. See Joint-tenant. —
Tenant by copy of court-roll, one who is ad-
mitted tenant of any lands, &c., within a
manor. — Tenant by courtesy. See under
Courtesy. —Tenant in dower, a widow who
possesses land, ttc. , by virtue of her dower.
—Tenant in fee tail. See Tail.—Tenant in
fee simple. See Fee.—Sole teruinf, one who
holds in his own sole right, and not with
another.

—

Tenant at sufferance, one who,
having been in lawful possession of land,
keeps it after the title has come to an end
by the sufferance of the rightful owner—
Tenant by the verge. See Veroe.—Tenant
at will, one in possession of lands let to him

Cross tenanted.

to hold at the will of the lessor. —2. One who
has possession of any place ; a dweller; an
occupant. ' The happy tenant of your shade.

'

Cowley.
Can calm despair and wild unrest
Be tenants ofa single breast? Tennyson.

Tenant (ten'ant), v.t. To hold or possess as
a tenant.

Sir Roger's estate is tenanted by persons who have
served him or his ancestors. Addison.

Tenant ( ten'ant) , v. i. To live as a tenant

;

to dwell.

In yonder tree he tenanteth alone. ff'arren.

Tenant (ten'ant), pj)r. [Fr.] In Tier, a French
term for Holding, but met with in English
blazon.

Tenantable (ten'ant-a-bl), a. in a state of
repair suitable for a tenant. 'Bound to
leave the place tenantable to the next that

shall take it.' Sir J.

^ y Suckling.

Tenantableness ( ten'-

ant-a-bl-nes), n. State of
being tenantable.

Tenanted (ten'ant-ed), a.

In her. tallied or let into
another thing ; having
something let in ; as, a
cross tenanted, having
rings let into its extre-
mities.

Tenantless (ten'ant-les), a. Having no ten-
ant; unoccupied.

Leave not the iransion so long tenantless. Shak.

Tenant-rigbt (ten'ant-rit). n. l. A kind of
customary estate in the North of England
falling under the general class of copyhold,
but distinguished from copyhold by many
of its incidents.— 2. A term applied to de-
note various rights or claims which tenants
maintain against their landlords, as the
right of the tenant, conceded in some parts
of the country, to compensation for the un-
exhausted improvements of the land which
he has held, if he should be forced to leave
it. The term is specifically applied to a
custom, long prevalent in Ulster, either en-
suring a permanence of tenure in the same
occupant without liability to any other in-

crease of rent than may be sanctioned by
the general sentiments of the community,
or entitling a tenant of a farm to receive
purchase -money, amounting to so many
years* rent, on its being transferred to an-
other tenant.
Tenantry (ten'ant-ri), n. 1. The body of

tenants; as, the tenantry of a manor or a
kingdom.— 2. t Tenancy.

Tenants have taken new leases of their tenantries.
Bp. Ridley.

Tenant-saw (ten'ant-s^X « An erroneous
form for Teywn-saw.
Tench (tensh), n. [O.Fr. tenche. Mod. Fr.

tanche, from L. tinea, a tench.] A teleostean
fish belonging to the genus Tinea, family
Cyprinidie, of which T. vulgaris (the com-
mon tench) is the type. It inhabits most
of the lakes of the European continent, and
in this country it is frequent in ornamental
waters and ponds. It attains a length of

from 10 to 12 inches. The colour is generally

Ten ^ 'ris).

a greenish-olive above, a light tint predom-
inating below. It is very sluggish, appa-
rently inhabiting Iwttom-waters, and feed-

ing on refuse vegetable matter. It is very
tenacious of life, and maybe conveyed alive

in damp weeds for long distances. The flesh

is somewhat coarse and insipid. The tench
was anciently supposed to have some heal-

ing virtue in the touch. Walton says, ' I

shall tell you next, for I hope I may be so

bold, that the tench is the physician of

fishes, for the pike especially ; and that the
pike, being either sick or hurt, is cured by
the touch of the tench. And it is observed,

that the tyrant pike will not be a wolf to

ch, eAain; Ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, (Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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his physician, but forbeai-s to devour him,
though he be never so hungry.'

Tend (tend), v.t [Contr. from attend. See
Attend.] 1. To accompany as an assistant

or protector; to watch; to guard.

And flsmine ministers to watch and /ena
Their earthly charye. Miliott.

The powers that tend the soul, . . .

And save it even in extremes, began
To vex and plague her, Tennyson.

2. To look after; to take care of; as. to tend
a chikl.—3. To be attentive to; to attend to;

to mind. 'Unsuck'd of lamb or kid that
tend their play.' Milton.—i. To wait upon
so as to execute; to be prepared to perform.
'By all the stars that tend thy bidding.'

Keats. [Poetical.]—5. Xaut. to watch, as a
vessel at anchor, at the turn of tides, and
cast lier by the helm, and some sail if neces-
sary, so as to keep turns out of her cable.

Tend (tend), v.i. l. To attend; to wait, as

attendants or servants. ' The riotous knights
that tend upon my father.' Shak.

O I that wasted time to tefiei upon her,

To compass her with sweet observances.
Tennyson.

2.t To be in waiting; to be ready for ser-

vice; to attend.

The associates tend, and everything is bent
For England. Shak.

3. To attend as something inseparable.

Threefold vengeance tend upon your steps, Shak.

4. To be attentive; to listen. ' Tend to the
master's whistle.' Shak.
Tend, Tende (tend), v.t. In old Eng. law,

to make a tender of; to tender or offer.

Tend (tend), v.i. [L. tendo, to stretch out,

to extend, to bend one's footsteps ; same
root as Gr. teiiio, Skr. tan, to stretch. See
Thin, Tender.] l. To move in a certain
direction ; to be directed.

Love ! his affections do not that way tend. Shak.

Here Dardanus was born, and hither tends.
Dryden.

The clouds above me to the white Alps tend.
Byron.

2. To be directed to any end or purpose; to

have influence towards producing a certain

effect; to exert activity or influence; to con-
tribute.

The laws of our religion tend to the universal hap-
piness of mankind. Tillotson.

3. iVaw(. to swing round an anchor, as a
sliip.

Tendance (ten'dans), n. [For aitendanee.\
1. Attendance; state of expectation. Spen-
ser.—2. Persons attending. ' His lobbies fill

with tendance.' Shak.—Z. Act of waiting;
attendance.— 4. The act of tending or wait-

ing on ; attention ; care. [Rare or poetical

in all its senses.]

Her sweet tendance hovering over him,
Fill'd all the genial courses of his l>lood
With deeper and with ever deeper love.

Tefinyson.

Tendance t (ten'dens). n. Tendency.
Tendency (ten'den-si), n. [Fr. tendance;
L, tendens, ppr. of tendo, to stretch. See
Tend, to move.] The character of tending
towards some end ; direction toward any
place, object, effect, or result; inclining or
contributing influence; inclination; as, read
such books only as have a good moral teti-

dency; mild language has a tendency to
allay irritation. ' The tendencies and incli-

nations of body and spirit.* Watts.

The tendency of such pretences was to make
Father and Son one hypostasis or person, and was
in reality to deny that tnere was any Son at all.

IVaterland.
Writings of this kind, if conducted with candour,

have a more particular tendency to the good of their
country. Addison.

Tender (ten'd6r), n. 1. One that tends; one
that attends or takes care of; a nurse.

—

2. Naut. a small vessel employed to attend
a larger one for supplying her with provi-
sions and other stores, or to convey intel-

ligence and the like.~3. In rail, a carriage
attached to the locomotive, for carrying the
fuel, water, &c.—4. t Regard; kind concern.
' Some tender of my life.' Shak.
Tender (teu'd6r). v.t. [Ft. tendre, to reach
or stretch out, from L. tendo, tendere. See
Tend.] l. To offer in words, or to exliibit

or present for acceptance,
AH conditions, all minds tender down
Their service to Lord Timon. Shak.

2. To offer in payment or satisfaction of a
demand, for saving a penalty or forfeiture

;

as, to tender the amount of rent or debt.

—

3.t To show; to present to view. 'You'll
tender me a fool.' Shak.
Tender (ten'd^r), n. [See the above verb.]

1 . In law, an offer of money or any other thing

in satisfaction of a debt or liability.—Ten-
der of amends, an offer by a person who has
been guilty of any wrong or breach of con-
tract to pay a sum of money by way of
amends. —Plea of tender, a plea by a de-
fendant that he has been always ready
to satisfy the plaintiff's claim, and now
brings the sum demanded into court.—
Legal tender, coin or paper money which,
so far as regards the nature and quality
thereof, a creditor may be compelled to ac-

cept in satisfaction of his debt. In Britain
gold coin is always a legal tender, so far as
a debt admits of being paid in gold ; silver

coin is a legal tender in payment of a sum
not exceeding forty shillings; and bronze
coin is a legal tender in payment of a sum
not exceeding one shilling. In England Bank
of England notes are a legal tender except at
the bank itself.— 2. Any offer for acceptance;
as, the gentleman made mo a tender of his
services. 'To declare the calling of the
Gentiles by a free, unlimited tender of the
gospel to all.' South. —Z. An offer in writ-

ing made by one party to another to execute
some specified work, or to supply certain
specified articles, at a certain sum or rate.

4. The thing offered.

That you have ta'en these tenders for true pay,
Which are not sterling. Shak.

Tender (ten'dfer), a. [Fr. tendre, from L.

tener, tender, from same root as tenuis,

thin, fine, tendo, to stretch (whence E.

tend), teneo, to hold, and E. thin. (See

Thin.) The d is inserted as in gender, thztn-

der.] 1. Easily impressed, broken, bruised,

or injured; not firm or hard; delicate; as,

tender plants; tender flesh; tender grapes.^
2. Very sensible to impression and pain;
easily pained; very susceptible of any sen-

sation. * Your soft and tender breeding.'

Shak.
Our bodies are not naturally more tender than our

faces. Sir /i. L"Estrange.

3. Delicate; effeminate: not hardy or able

to endure hardship. 'The tender and deli-

cate woman among you.' Deut. xxviii. 56.

4. Not strong from maturity; immature;
weak; feeble; as, a person of tender a^e.

My lord knoweth that the children are tender.
Gen. xxxiii. 13.

5. Susceptible of the softer passions, as
love, compassion, kindness; compassionate;
pitiful; easily affected by the distresses of

another or anxious for another's good; sym-
pathetic ; affectionate ; fond ; as, a tender
heart. 'A (ender, fatherly regard.' Shak.

All are men
Condemned alike to groan

;

The tender for another s pain.
The unfeeUng for his own. Gray.

6. Exciting kind concern; precious; dear.

I love Valentine;
Whose life's as tender to me as my soul. Shak.

7. Expressive of the softer passions; adapted
to excite feeling or sympathy; pathetic; as,

tender expressions ; tender expostulations

;

a tender strain. 'So tender was her voice,

so fair her face.* Tennyson.
The tender accent of a woman's cry
Will pass unheard, will unregarded die. Prior.

8. Using language or having a style charac-
terized by a certain softness or pathos.—
9. Careful to save inviolate or not to injure:

with of; as, be tender of your neighbour's
reputation.

The civil authority should be tender of the hoiiour
of God and religion. Tiiiotson.

10. Gentle; mild; unwilling to pain.

You that are thus so tender o'er his follies

Will never do him good. Shak.

11. Apt to give pain or to annoy when spoken
of ; as, that is a tender subject.

In things that are tender ^nA unpleasing break the
ice by some whose words are of less weight, and re-

serve the more weighty voice to come in as by chance.
Bacon.

12. t Quick; keen; sharp.

The full-fed hound or gorged hawk.
Unapt for tender smell or speedy flight. Shak.

13. Delicate as to health; weakly. [Scotch]
—Tender is used in the formation of sundry
self-explanatory compounds; as, tender-

looking, lender-footed, &c.—Syn. Delicate,

fragile, effeminate, soft, weak, immature,
compassionate, pitiful, kind, humane, mer-
ciful, susceptible, careful, gentle, mild.

Tender! (ten'd^r), v.t. [From tender, the
adjective.] To treat or regard with kind-
ness; to hold dear; to regard; to have a care
for; to esteem. * Tender yourself more
dearly.' Shak. ' Your minion whom I ten-

der dearly.' Shak. 'If with pure heart's

love ... I tender not your beauteous
princely daughter.' Shak.

Here's a third, because we tender your safety, shall
watch you, B. yonson.

Tender-dying (ten'd6r-di-ing), a. Dying in
early youth.

As looks the mother on her lowly babe
When death doth close his tetider-dying eyes. Shak.

Tender - hearted ( ten ' d6r - hart - ed ). a.

1. Having great sensibility; susceptible of
impressions or influence.

When Rehoboam was young and tender-hearted.
and could not withstand them. 2 Chr. J 7-

2. Very susceptible of the softer passions of

love, pity, or kindness.

Aumerle, thou weep'st, my tender-hearted cousin.
Shak.

Tender-heartedly (ten'd6r-hart-ed-li), ado.
In a tender-hearted manner; with tender
affection.

Tender-heartedness (tenM^r-hart-ed-nes),
n. The state or quality of being tender-
hearted; a tender or compassionate diaiiosi-

tion; susceptibility of the softer passions.

Tender-hefted (ten'der-heft-ed), a. Moved
or heaving with tenderness; possessing great
tenderness. See Heft.

No, Regan, thou shalt never have my curse;
Thy tender-he/ted nature shtill not give
Thee o'er to harshness. Shak.

[Tills is the only known example of the
word. ]

Tenderling (ten'd6r-ling), n. 1. A fondling;
one made tender by too much kindness.

—

2. One of the fii"st horns of a deer.

Tender-loin ( ten 'd^r- loin), n. A tender
part of flesh in the hind quarter of beef or
pork; the psoas muscle.

Tenderly (ten'd6r-li), adv. In a tender
manner; as. (a) with tenderness; mildly;
gently; softly; in a manner not to uijure
or give pain. ' Will as tenderly be led by
the nose as asses are.' Shak. ' Brutus te7i-

derly reproves.' Pope. (&) Kin<lly; with
pity or affection; fondly. 'That so tenderly
and entirely loves him.' Shak. (c) With a
quick sense of pain; keenly.

(This) the chancellor took very heavily; and the
lord Falkland, out of his friendship to him. more ten-
derly, and expostulated it with the king with some
warmth. Clarendon.

Tenderness (ten'dSr-nes), n. The state or
character of being tender in all senses ; as,

{a) the state of being easily broken, bruised,
or injured; softness; brittleness; as, the ten-

derness of a plant; the tenderness of flesh.

(6) The state of being easily hurt ; soreness;
as, the tenderness of flesh when bruised or
inflamed.
Any zealous for his country must conquer that teti'

derness and delicacy which may make him afraid of
being spoken ill of. Addiscn.

(c) Susceptibility of the softer passions; sen-
sibility.

Well we know your tenderness of heart. Shak.

(d) Kind attention; anxiety for the good of
another or to save him from pain, (e) Scrupu-
lousness; caution; extreme care or concera
not to give or to commit offence.

My conscience first received a tenderness.
Scruple and prick on certain speeches utler'd

By the bishop of Bayonne. Shak.

(J) Cautious care to preserve or not to injure.

There being implanted in ever>' man's nature a great
tenderness ofr^utation ; to be careless of it is looked
on as a mark of a degenerous mind. Dr. H. More.

ig) Softness of expression ;
pathos. ' The

tenderness of Otw^ay.' Shenstone.

Tendinous (ten'din-us), a. [BY. tendineux.
See Tendon.] 1. Pertaining to a tendon;
partaking of the nature of tendons. —
2. Full ot tendons; sinewy; as, nervous and
tendinous parts.

Tendmentt (tend'ment), n. Attendance;
care. Bp. Hall.

Tendo (ten'd6),?i. [Mod. L. See TENDON.] A
tendon.— Te7ido Achillis, tendon of Achilles,

the large tendon which connects the calf of

the leg with the heel, so named because

Thetis, the mother of Achilles, held him by
that part when she dipped him in the river

Styx to render him invulnerable, and so the

only part about him which was vulnerable

was this part.

Tendon (ten'don), n. [Fr. tendon, from L.

tendo, to stretch. See Tend, v.i.] In anat. a
hard, insensible cord or bundle of fibres by
which a muscle is attached to a bone or
other part which it serves to move. The
name tendons, however, is generally applied
only to those which are thick and rounded,
and which serve for the attachment of the
long round muscles, those which are broad

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc f«y.
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and flat being commonly calietl aponeuroses.
(See Aponeurosis. ) Tendons are white and
shining tissues, composed of bundles of deli-

catt; fllires united by cellular tissue.

Tendotome (ten'do-tom), n. [L. tendo, a ten-
don, and Gr. temno, to cut.] In stirg. a sub-
cutaneous knife, having a small oblanceo-
late blade on the end of a long stem, and
used for severing deep-seated tendons with-
out making a large Incision or dissecting
down to the spot. Also called Tenotome.
Tendrac (ten'drak), n. See Tenrec.
Tendril (ten'dril), n. [O. Fr. iendrillon, a
tendril, a little gristle, from tendre, tender.
See Tender.] In hot. a filiform spiral shoot
of a plant that winds round another body
for the purpose of support. Tendrils or cirri

are only found on those plants which are too
weak in the stem to enable them to grow
erect: they twist themselves in a spiral form
around other plants or neighbouring bodies,
and thus the plants on which they grow are
enabled to elevate themselves. In most
cases tendrils are prolongations of the peti-
oles; but in some cases they are altered stip-

ules, as in the cucumber, and in other cases
they are transformed branches or flower-

stalks, as in the vine.

Her unadorned golden tresses were
Disshevel'd, but in wanton ringlets waved.
As the vine curls her tendrils. Milton.

Tendril (ten'dril), a. Clasping; climbing,
as a tendril.

The curling' growth
Of tendril hops, that flaunt upon their poles. Dyer.

Tendront (ten'dron), n, A tendril. 'Young
sh'i.its and /endroiwof the briers and bram-
bles.' BolUitid.

Tendry (ten'dri), n. Proposal to acceptance;
a tencier. Heylin. [Ol>solete and rare.]

Tendsome (tend'sum), a. Requiring much
attendance; as, a tendsome child. [Provin-
cial.]

Tenet (ten). See Teen, n. and v.t.

Tenebrse (ten'e-bre), ». [L., darkness.] In
the A'- Cath. Ch. the office of matins and
lauds in the last three days of Holy Week,
at which is used a triangular candlestick on
which are fifteen candles, one of which is

extinguished after each psalm.
Tenebricoset (tc-ne'bri-kos), a. [L. tenebri-

ro.''f.-<. fmni ^^ue'>rff, darkness.] Tenebrous.
Tenebrific (ten e-brifik). a. [L. tejiehrce,

ditrkii','.ss, and /<i<-io, to make.] Producing
daTkiifs^*; a.s. a jiliilosopher once asserted
that night succeeded to day through the
influence of ienebrific stars.

The chief mystics in Germanv, it would appear,
are the transrendental philosfipncrs, Kant, Fichte,
and SchcUing; With tnese is the chosen seat of
mysticism, these are its ^tenebri/ic constellations'
from which it doth 'ray out darkness' over the e.inli.

Carlyle.

Tenebrificouflt (ten-e-brifik-us), a. Causing
darkness. 'Authors who are tenebrificou$
stars of the first magnitude.' Addison.
Tenebrlo (tene'bri-o). n. [L , one who shuns
the light, from tenebrce, darkness. ] A spe-
cies of coleopterous insect, the type of the
family Tenebrionidse. The larva; of one
species (7*. molitor) are the destructive nietd-
worms of our granaries, flour stores, &c.
The perfect insect is of a pitchy or dark
chestnut colour, smooth, about i inch long,
with short eleven-jointed antenna;, and stout
b'-S,

Tenebrionidffl Cte-ne'bri-on"i-de), n.pl [See
Tkn EitRio. J A family of coleopterous insects
belonging to the section Heteroniera. distin-
guished by having the body furnished with
wings. The species of the typical genus Te-
nebrio are very numerous ; they frequent
dark and obscure situations, as the lower
rnoins of houses, cellars, tkc, whence the
name,
Tenebrioust (te-ne'bri-us). a. Sameaaren«-
brong.
Were moon and stars for villains only made,
To ({uide yet screen thera with tenebrious h^jhtl

Tenebrose (ten'e-brds), a. Dark ; gloomy

;

t.-ii.l,r'.us.

Teuebroslty (ten-e-bros'i-tl), n. The state
or quality of being tenebrose; darkness;
gloominess; tenebrousness; gloom. ' Melan-
choly . . . and teiiebrosity of spirits.' Bur-
ton.

Tenebrous (ten'e-brus), a. [L. tenebrosvs,
from tt'nehrce. darkness. ] Dark ; gloomy.
' The teuehrons boughs of the cypress.' Long-
feWno.

Tenebrousness (ten'e-brus-nes). n. The
Stat*! »'f lit'ing tenebrous; darkness; gloom.
Tenement (tenement), n. [0 Fr. tenement,
L.L. tenementum, from L. teneo, to hold]

1. An abode; a hal)itation; a dwelling; a
house. 'The te}ieinent at clay (the body).'
Dryden.

To sage Philosophy next lend thine ear.
From Heaven discarded to the low-roof'd house
Of Socrates ; see there his tenetnent. Milton.

Who has informed us that a rational soul can in-
habit no tenement unless it has just sucii a sort of
frontispiece

!

Locke.

2. An apartment or apartments in a building
used by one family; sometimes, an apart-
ment or set of apartments in inferior build-
ings occupied by a poor family.—3. In law,
any species of permanent property that may
be held, as land, houses, rents, commons, an
office, an advowson, a franchise, a right of
common, a peerage, &c. These are called
free orfrank tenements.
The thing held is a tenement, and the possessor of

it a tenant, and the manner of possession is called
tenure. Blackstone.

Tenemental (ten-e-ment'al), a. Pertaining
to a tenement or to tenements

; pertaining
to what may be held by tenants; capable of
being held by tenants.

Tenemental lands they distributed among their
tenants. Blackstone.

Tenementary (te-ne-ment'a-ri), o. Capable
of being leased; designed for tenancy; held
by tenants.

Ceorls among the Saxons were of two sorts ; one
hired the lord's tenemtntary land like our fanners.

Sfielman.
Tenement-house (ten'e-ment-houa), n. A
house or block of building divided into
dwellings occupied by separate families.

Tenendas (te-nen'das), n. [L., from teneo,
to hold. ] In Scots law, that clause of a
charter by which the particular tenure is

expressed. Bell.

Tenendum (tenendum), n. [L. . something
to be held.} In law, that clause in a deed
wherein the tenure of the land is created
and limited. Its office is to limit and ap-
point the tenure of the land which is held,
and how and of whom it is to be held.

Tenentt (ten'ent), n. A tenet.

We shall in our sermons take occasion now and
then, where it may be pertinent, to discover the
weakness of the puntan principles and tenents to the
people. Bp. Sanderson.

Tenerlffe (ten-fer-if ), n. A wine brought
from Teneriffe, one of the Canary Islands,
often sold as Madeira, which it resembles
in appearance, being, however, a little more
acid in taste.

Tenerltyt (te-ner'i-ti), n. Tenderness.
Tenesmic (te-nes'mik), a. In med. pertain-
ing to or characterized by tenesmus.
Tenesmus (te-nes'mus), n. (L., from Gr.
tfiin^ttiiioH, from teitw, to stretch, to strain.]

In jned. a continual inclination to void the
contents of the bowels, accompanied by
straining, but without any dischai^. It is

caused by an irritation of the bowels or ad-
jacent parts, and is a common symptom in
dysentery, stricture of the urethra, &c.
Tenet (ten'et), n. [L. tenet, beholds.] Any
opinion, principle, dogma, or doctrine which
a person believes or maintains as true ; as,

the tenets of the Platontsts, Christians. Pro-
te8taDt^ Catholics, &c.
That all animals of the land are in their kind in the

sea, although received as a principle, is a tenet very
questionable. Sir T. BroTune.

The religious tenets of his ^niily he had early re-

nounced with contempt. Macaulay.

Tenfold (ten'fold), a. and adv. Ten times
greater or more, 'tire kindled into tenfold
rage.' Milton.

I will reward thee . . . tett/old

For thy good valour. Shak.

Tenloid (te'ni-oid), a. Same as Teenioid.

Tennantite (ten'ant-it), n. A sub-species
<if gray copper ore, a mineral of a lead col-

our, or iron black, massive or crystallized,

found in Cornwall, England. It is an ar-

senical sulphide of copper and iron, and so
named in honour of SmiUison TenTutiit, a
celebrated chemist.

Tenney (ten'e), n. [Fr tann^. See Tawnt.]
In her. a colour, being a kind of chestnut or
orange-brown colour. It is seldom used in
coat armour. In ejigr. it is expressed by dia-

gonal lines, drawn from the sinister chief
point, and traversed by horizontal ones.
Called also Tawney, Teany.
Tennis (ten'is), n. [Said to be from Fr. tenez,

take it (from tenir, L. tenere, to hold), a
word which the French use when the ball is

struck] A game in which a ball is driven
continually against a wall in a specially
constructed court, and caused to rebound
beyond a line at a certain distance by sev-

eral persons striking it alternately with a
small bat, called a racket, the object being
to keep the ball in motion as long as possible
without allowing it to fall to the ground.
This game was introduced into England in
the thirteenth century; it was very popular
with the nobility in the sixteenth century,
and continued to be so down to the reign of
Chai-les II. It is still played to some extent,
but modifications of the game, such as
rackets and lawn-tennis, seem now to be in
more favour. See Racket, Lawn-tennis.
Tennis t (ten'is), v. t To drive, as a ball in
playing tennis.
These four garrisons issuing forth upon the enemy,

will so drive him from one side to another, and tennis
him amongst them, that he shall find nowhere safe
to keep his feet in. nor hide himself. S/enser.

Tennis-baU (ten'is-bal), n. The ball used
in the game of tennis.

Tennis-court ( ten'is-kort \ n. An oblong
edifice in which the game of tennis is played.
Tenon (ten'on), n. [Fr. tenon, from tenir,

L. tenere, to
hold.] The pro-
jecting end of
a piece of wood
or other mate-
rial fitted for
insertion into
a correspond-
ing cavity or
mortise in an-
other piece, in
order to form a
secure joint.

Tenon (ten'on), v.t. 1. To fit for insertion
into a mortise, as the end of a piece of tim-
ber— 2. To join by means of a tenon.
Tenon-auger (ten'on-ft-g6r), n. a hollow
auger for cutting circular tenons, as in the
movable rollers for window-blinds, »fcc:

Tenoning-chisel (ten'on-ing-chiz-el), n. A
dout)le-bTade chisel which makes two cuts,
leaving a middle piece which forms a tenon.
E. H. Knight.
Tenon-saw (ten'on-sft), n. A small saw,
with a brass or steel back, used for cutting

, Mortises. bb, Tenons.

Tenon-saw.

tenons: often corrupted into tenor-saw and
sometimes into teimnt-saw.
Tenor (ten'or). n. [L. te?ior, a holding on,
hence, course, career, tenor, and in legal
writers, general sense or meaning, from
teneo, to hold.] 1. Continued run or cur-
rency; general direction; prevailing course;
mode of continuance.

Along the cool sequester'd vale of life

They kept the noiseless tenor of their way. Gny.
2. Stamp; character; nature.

This success would look like chance, If it were not
perpetual and always of the same tenor. Dryden.

3. That course of thought which holds on or
runs through the whole of a discourse; gen-
eral course or drift or direction of thought;
general spirit or meaning; purport; sub-
stance. 'A close attention to the tenor ot
the discourse.' Locke.
Portia. Bid me tear the bond.
Shylock. When it is paid according to the tenor.

Shak.
Does not the whole tenor of the divine law positively

require humility and meekness to all menT
Bp. Sprat.

4. In law, a transcript or copy. It implies
that a correct copy is set out. and therefore
the instrument must l>e set out correctly,
even although the pleader need not have
set out more than the substance or purport
of the instrument. — 5. In mxisic, (a) the
highest of the adult male chest voices, the
ordinary compass of which is from the C in

the second space of the bass staff to A in

the second space of the treble staff; in rare

cases it may reach a note or two higher: so

called because in former times the holding
on, sustaining, or leading melody was giveu
to this voice. (6) The third of the four
parts in which concerted or harmonized
music is usually composed ; the part above
the baas. The music for this vocal part was
formerly, and sometimes is still written on
a staff marked with the tenor clef, but in

ordinary displayed or full score music it

appears on the staff marked with the treble

or Q clef, and is sung an octave lower ; in

ch,tfA«in; 6h, 8c. kxA; g.yo; J»>ob; li, Fr. ton; ng. sinj;; tb, tAen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh. uAig; zh, a2ur6.—See Ket.
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compressed or short Bcore it is written on
the bass staff and its supplementary upper
ledger-lines, (c) One who possesses a tenor
voice, or who sings a tenor part, (d) An in-

strument which plays a tenor part.

Tenor (teu'or), a. In mvsic, of or pertaining
to the tenor; adapted for singing or playing
the tenor ; as, a tejior voice ; a tenor instru-

ment; a tenor part—Tenor bell, the
principal bell in a peal or set of

bells.—rcnor clef, the C clef, placed
on the fourth line, for the use of
the tenor voice : Thus,
Tenore (ta-no'ra), n. [It.] In music, (a) a
tenor part. (6) A tenor voice, (c) A tenor
singer. —Tenore ftiyTo.a teuorsinger to whom
a comic part, as in an opera, is assigned.—
Tenore leggiero, a tenor singer with a light
thin voice.—Teuore robusto, a tenor singer
having a strong, full, sonorous voice.

Tenortno (ta-no-re'no), ji. [It. dim. of te-

nore, a tenor. ] A tenor singer having a
voice of a light, clear, thin quality.

Tenor-saw (ten'or-sji), n. See Tenon-saw.
Tenotome (ten'o-tom), n. In sx^rg. a knife
for (livitling the tendons; a tendotome.
Tenotomy (te-not'o-mi). n. [Gr. tenon, a
tendon, and tome, a cutting.] In surg. the
division of a tendon ; an operation for the
removal of deviations of the joints, as in
club-foot, &c.
Tenpenny (ten'pen-ni), a. Valued at or
worth tenpence. — Tenpenny nail. See
Penny.
Ten-pins (ten'pinz), n. A game similar to
nnie-pins, but played witli an additional
pin.

Ten-pounder (ten'pound-6r), n. One who,
under the Franchise Reform Act of 1832,
was qualified to vote in parliamentary elec-
tions in virtue of occupying or possessing
property to the annual rental value of £10.

Between 1832 and 1

463,000.
65 the ten-poxtnders rose to

Gladstone.

Tenrec, Tanrec (ten'rek, tan'rek), n. [Na-
tive Madagascar name.] Centetes ecauda-
tus, an animal allied to the hedgehog inhab-
iting Madagascar. It is about the size of
the European hedgehog, and is covered with

Tenrec {Centetes ecaudattts).

short thorny spines, having a long and
pointed muzzle. It is a nocturnal animal,
living in burrows ; and it feeds on worms,
insects, snails, reptiles, &c. Though it has an
overpowering smell of musk it is a favourite
article of food with the natives of Madagas-
car. There are several other species of
tenrec inhabiting Madagascar, as the spiny
tenrec or tendrac (C. spinosiis) and the
banded tenrec (C. madagascarensis).
Tense (tens), a. [L. temus, pp. of tendo, to
stretch. See Tend, to move.] Stretched
until tight; strained to stiflfness; rigid; not
lax; as, a tense fibre.

For the free passage of the sound into the ear, it

is requisite that the tympanum betetise. Holder.

Tense (tens), 71. [O.Fr. tens, Mod. Fr. temps,
from L. tempus, time. See Temper.] In
?'rani. one of the forms which a verb takes
n order to express the time of action or of
that which is affirmed. In English this may
be effected by internal vowel change, as in
sing, sang; by terminational inflection, as in
love, loved; or by adding auxiliary words, as
in will sing, will love. The primary simple
tenses are three—those which express time
past, present, and future ; but these admit
of modifications, which differ in different
languages.
Tensely (tens'li), adv. In a tense manner;
with tension. ^
Tenseness (tens'nes), n. The state of being
tensu or stretched to stiffness; stiffness:
opposed to laxness; as, the tenseness of a
string or fibre; tetiseness of the skin.

Tensibility (ten-si-bil'i-ti), n. The state or
quality of being tensible or tensile.

Tensible (ten'si-bl), a. Capable of being
extended.

Gold is the closest, and therefore the heaviest, of
metals, and is likewise the most flexible and tensible.

Bacon.

Tensile (ten'sil), a. 1. Of or pertaining to
tension; as, teiisile strength.- 2. Capable of
tension ; capable of being drawn out or ex-
tended in length or breadth.

All bodies ductile and tensile, as metals, that will

be drawn into wires . . . have in them the appetite
of not discontinuing. Bacon.

Tensiled (ten'sild), a. Rendered capable of
tension; made tensile. [Rare.]
Tensility (ten-sil'i-ti), n. The quality of
being tensile.

Tension (ten'shon), n. [L. tensio, tensionis,

from tendo, tensum, to stretch. See Tend.]
1. The act of stretching or straining; as, the
tension of the muscles. ' Voice being raised
by stiff tension of the larynx.' Holder.—
2. The state of being stretched or strained
to stiffness ; the state of being bent or
strained ; as, different degrees of tension in
chords give different sounds ; the greater
the tension the more acute the sound.
Hence— 3. Mental strain, stretch, or appli-
cation; strong or severe intellectual effort;

strong excitement of feeling; great activity
or strain of the emotions or the will.

My head aches, and the mind gets confused, if I

try to follow a complex train of reasoning, and I,

therefore, now do not read any book that is likely to
produce tension of thought. Dr. Forbes IVinstoTv,

4. In mech. strain, or the force by which a
bar, rod, or string is pulled when fomiing
part of any system in equilibrium or in mo-
tion. Thus, when a cord supports a weight
the tension at every part of the string is

equal to that weight.—5. In elect, intensity;
the degree to which a body Is excited, as esti-

mated by the electrometer. It must be distin-
guished from quantity.— G. In physics, a con-
strained condition of the particles of bodies,
arising from the action of antagonistic forces,
in which they endeavour to return to the
natural state ; elastic force. —The tension of a
gas is the degree of pressure it exerts on the
containing surface. In this sense it is syn-
onymous with expansiveforce or elasticforce,
and is measured by the weight which is ne-
cessary and sufficient to balance its action
on a unit of the surface, as a square inch.
Thus a gas is said to have a tensioii of so
many pounds, or of so many atmospheres.
Tension-bridge (ten'shon-brij), ?i. A bridge
constructed on the principle of the bow,
the arch supporting the track or platform
by means of tension-rods, and the string
acting as a tie. Called also Boxostring
Bridge. E. H. Knight.
Tensioned (ten'shond), a. Subjected to ten-
sion or stretching ; extended ; drawn out

;

strained. 'A highly Ce?mo7ied string.' Prof.
Tyndall.

Tension-rod (ten'shon-rod), n. A rod in a
truss or structure which connects opposite
parts and prevents them spreading asun-
der.

Tensity (tens'i-ti), «. state of being tense;
tenseness.

Tensive (tens'iv), a. Giving the sensation
of tension, stiffness, or contraction. 'A
tensive pain from distension of the parts.'

Floyer.
Tensome t (ten'sum), a. Same as Tendsome
(which see).

Tenson (ten'son), n. [Fr. teiison. It. ten-
zone, tenzione, from L.L. tensio, a conten-
tion, a contest, from L. tendo, tensxnn, to
stretch.] A contention in verse before a
tribunal of love or gallantry between rival
troubadours; hence, a subdivision of a chan-
son composed by one of the contestants or
competitors. Spelled also Tenzon.
Tensor (ten'sor), n. [From L. tendo, ten-

sum, to stretch.] In anat. a muscle that
extends or stretches the part to which it is

fixed ; as, the tensor palati, the tensor tym-
pani, &c.
Tensuret (ten'shbr), n. Tension.

This motion upon the pressure, and the reciprocal
thereof, motion upon tensure, we call motion of
liberty, which is, when any body being forced to a
preternatural extent, restoreth itself to llie natural.

Bacon.

Tent (tent), n. [Fr. tente, l.L. tenta, a tent,
lit. something stretched out or extended,
from L. tendo, to stretch.] 1. A pavilion or
portajde lodge consisting of some flexible
covering, such as animal skins, matting, can-
vas, or other strong textile fabric, stretched
and sustained by poles. Tents have been
in use as ordinary dwelling-places among
the wandering tribes of mankind from the

earliest times. Among the more highly
civilized races they have been employed
chiefly as temporary dwellings for soldiers
in the field, travellers on expeditions, for
the accommodation, refreshment, &c.. of
large bodies of people brought together on
some special occasions, as at horse-races,
fairs, and the like. The military tent is-

made of canvas, which is supported by one
pole or more, and distended by means of
cords, which are made fast to pegs driven
into the ground. Large tents, such as are
erected for out-door f^tes, are known by
the name of marquees.—2. A kind of pulpit
of wood erected out-of-doors, in which cler-
gymen used to preach when the people were
too numerous to be accommodated within-
doors: still sometimes used. [Scotch.] —
3. An apparatus used in field -photography
as a substitute for the dark room. It usu-
ally consists of a tripod supporting a box
with a coloured glass window in front, and
furnished with drapery at the back, so as.

to cover the operator and prevent access cf
light to the interior. It is generally fitted
with shelves and trays for holding various-
appliances necessary to the artist.

Tent, Tent-wine ( tent, tent'win), n. [Sp.
tinto, deep coloured, from L. tinctus, pp. of
tingo, to dye.] A kind of wine of a deep red
colour, chiefly from Galicia or Malaga in
Spain, much used as a sacramental wine.
Tent (tent), v.i. To lodge, as in a tent; to
tabernacle.

The smiles of knaves
Tent in my cheeks, and schoolboys' tears take up
The glasses of my sight. Shak.

Tent (tent), v.t. [Fr. tenter; L. Untare, to
handle, to feel, to try, freq. of tendo, to
stretch.] 1. To probe; to search as with a
tent; as, to («n( a wound.

I'll tent him to the quick. Shait.

2. To keep open, as a wound, with a tent or
pledget.

Tent (tent), n. [See Tent, to probe.] In
sitrg. a roll of lint or linen used to dilate an
opening in the flesh, or to prevent the heal-
ing of an opening from which matter or
other fluid is discharged. A piece of sponge
dipped in hot melted wax, so as to be thor-
oughly imbued with it, is called d. sponge-
tent (wliich see).

Tent (tent), v.i. [From tend, to attend.)
To attend; to observe attentively: generally
followed by to. [Old English and Scotch.]
Tent (tent), v.t. To observe; to remaik; to
heed; to regard. [Scotch.]

If there's a hole in a' your coats,
I rede you tent it

:

A chield's amang you taking notes,
And, faith, he'll prent it. Bums.

Tent (tent), 7i. Attention; notice; caution;
care. 'Take tent to reading, exhortation.*
Wyclife. [Old English and Scotch.]

Tentacle (ten'ta-kl), ?i. [Fr. tentacule; L.L.
tentaculum, fvomlj. tento, to handle, to feel^
freq. ot tendo, to stretch.] 1. In zool. an
elongated appendage proceeding from the
head or cephalic extremity of many of the
lower animals, and used as an instrument
of exploration and prehension. Thus the
oral arms of the polyps, the prehensile pro-
cesses of the cirripeds and annelids, the
cephalic feet of the cephalopods, the bai'bs.

of fishes, are termed tentacles.—2. In hot. a
kind of sensitive hair or filament, such as.

the glandular liairs of Drosera. Dancin.
Tentacular (ten-tak'u-l^r), a. Of or per-
taining to tentacles; in the nature of a ten-
tacle or tentacles.

Tentaculated (ten-tak'u-lat-edX a. Having
tentacles.

Tentaculiferous (ten-tak'u-lif"6r-us), a.

[L, fc*i/aci(/((»i, a tentacle, and /ero, to bear.)
Producing or bearing tentacles.

Tentaculite (ten-tak'u-lit), n. One of a
beautiful group of small annulated, pointed
shells, fossil in the Silurian strata. They
have been referred to the Annulosa
Tentaculum ( teu-tak'u-lum ), n. pi. Ten-
tacula (ten-tak'ii-la). Same as Tentacle.
Tentaget (tent'aj), n. An encampment or
collection of tents.

Upon the mount the king his tenta^e fixed,

Drayton.
Tentationt (ten-ta'shon). n. [L. tentatio.

SeeTE.Mi'TATION.] Trial; temptation. 'Thfa
violence of fentation.' Bp. Halt.
Tentative (ten'ta-tiv), o. [Fr. tentatif,

from L. tento, tentatum, to try. to test. See
Tempt.] Based on or consisting in trial or
experiment; experimental; empirical.

Falsehood, though it be but tentative, is neither
needed nor approved by the God of truth. B/. Hall.

The Baconian philosophy, which, though it allows

Fate, far, fat, (ftll; me, met, h6»( pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abt/ne; y.ScSe];.
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a preliminary and tentative hypothesis, strongly in-

sists upon the necessity of first collecting the facts,

and then proceeding to the ideas. Buckle.

Tentative (ten'ta-tiv), n. An essay; trial;

an experiment.
Some little lentatrves were made upon us, whether

we would be content to leave out all mention of his

m.ijesty's mediation. Strife. TentpU.

Tentatively ( ten'ta-tiv-li ). arfp. In a ten-

tiitive manner ; by way of experiment or
trial.

Tent-l>€d (tent'bed), n. A high post bed-
stt.'inl. having curtains in a tent form above.

Tented (tent'ed), a. Covered or furnished
with tents. 'The tented field.' Shak.
Tenter (ten'tfir), n. [From Unt, to tend.]
A person in a manufactory who tends or
looks after a machine or set of machines,
BO that they may be in proper working order;
as. a Irjom tenter, fie may also have the
supervision of a certain number of the hands
employed on such machines.
Tenter (ten't^r),?). [From L.f«n(t«,8tretched,
fmin tendo, tentuin, to stretch. See Tend,
to move.] 1. A machine or frame used in

the cloth manufacture to stretch out the
pieces of cloth, stutf, <fec., and make them
set or dry even and s^juare. Along the cross-

pieces, both the upper and lower one, which
can be fixed apart from each other at any
required distance, are numerous sharp
hooks, called tenter-hooks, on which the sel-

vedf,'es of the cloth are hooked.— 2. A dry-
inK-roora.— 3. A tenter -hook.—On the ten-

ters, on the stretch ; on the rack ; in dis-

tress, uneasiness, or suspense.
In all my past adventures,
1 ne'er was set so on tfu leiiters;

Or taken tardy with dilemma.
That evry way I turn does hem n.e. Httdibras.

Tenter (ten'tfir), v.t. To hang or stretch on
tenters, or as on tenters.

Wc m^y easily imagine what acerbity of pain must
be endured in his limbs being stretched forth, racked,
and tenttrtd. Bammi.

Tenter (ten'tfer). o.i. To admit of being
tretched by a tenter.

Woollen cloths will testier. Bacon.

Tenter-finroimd (ten't^r-groand), n. Ground
on whitTi tenters are erected. Gray.
Tenter-hook (ten'tfer-hok), n. l. A hook for
stretchirii; cloth on a tenter.—2. Fig. any-
thing thiit painfully strains, racks, or tor-
tnri-s. ' Difficulties which stretched his fine

genius on the tenter-kookg.' D'Israeli.

Tenth (tt-nth). a. [From ten.] The ordinal
of tt-n; the tlrst after the ninth.

Tenth (tenth), n. 1. The tenth part.—2. In
law, (a) a temporary aid issuing out of per-
sonal property, and grante<l to the king by
parliament : formerly the tenth part of all

the movables belonging to the subject. Mae-
aulay. (6) Eccles. the tenth part of the an-
nual profit of every living in the kingdom, for-

merly paid to the pope, but by statute trans-
ferred to the crown, and afterwards made a
part of the fund called Queen Anne's Bounty.
3. In music, the octave of the third; an in-

terval comprehending nine conjoint degrees,
or ten sounds, diatonically divided.

Tenthly itentli'Ii). adv. In the tenth place.

Tenthredlnidse (ten-thri-din'i-de), n. pi A
family of hymenopterous insects, of which
the L'enus Tenthredo is the type. See Ten-
THHKI'O
TentliredO (ten-thre'do), n. [Gr. tentkrfidon^

Tenthredo—Saw-fly.
a. Saw.fly of the turnip {Atftalia s/inarum ctnti-

folia), b. Ovipositor of saw-fly magnified, c. The
tame still more magnified to show the saw. d. Cater-
pUL-ir of the saw-fly of the rose {Tettlhredc roiix).

ee. C.iterpillars of the saw-fly of the willow (4ye»tatui
titfrtea).

a kind of wasp or fly. perhaps the saw-fly.]
A genus of hymenopterous insects, popu-
larly known by the name of saw-flies, be-

cause the female uses her ovipositor, which
is serrated like a saw, to cut out spaces in
the bark of trees, for the purpose of depo-
siting her eggs, as the T. rosce, upon the
leaves of the rose-bush. The genus Tenthre-
do, Linn., is regarded in modem systems as
constituting a family named Securifera by
Latreille, and Tenthredinidie by Leach.
Several species are found in this country.
In the larva state they feed upon the leaves
of plants and trees.

Tentle (ten'ti), a. Attentive; cautious;
careful- Burns. [Scotch.]

Tentiginoust (ten-tij'in-us), a. (L. ten-
tifjo. a stretching, lecherousness ] 1. Stiff

;

stretched.—2. Producing lasciviousness. ' A
tentiginous humour.' Sici/t.

TentleBS(tent'les), a. Inattentive; heedless.
[Scotch.]

m wander on with tent/ess heed.
How never-halting moments speed.
Till fate shall snap the brittle thread. Sums.

Tent-maker (tent'mak-€r), n. One who
makes tents. Acts xviii. 3.

Tentorium (tento'ri-um), n. [L., a tent]
I n « na t. a process of the dura mater, which
separates the cerebrum from the cerebellum.

Tentory(ten'to-ri),n. [L. (en(OT-iKm, atent.]
The textile fabric of a tent.

The women who are said to weave hangings and
curtains for the grove, were no other than makers of
tentoriei to spread from tree to tree. Evelyn.

Tent-BtltCll(tent'8tich),n. A peculiar stitch

in fancy worsted work.

It's Mrs. Pomfret, the lady's-maid, as I go to see.
She's teaching me tent-stitch And the lace-mending.

George Eliot.

Tenture (ten'tur), n. [Fr. tenture. See
Test.] Paper-hangings or tapestry for a
wall.

Tent-wine Ctent'win), ti. A rich, red, Span-
ish wine. See Tent (wine).

Tentwort (tent'w^rt), n. A fern, A»plenium
lint <i-muraria. Also called WaU-rtie.

Tenuate(ten'u-at), r.(. [L. tenuo. tenuatum,
to ntake thin, from tenuis, thin.] To make
thin. [Rare.]

Tenues (ten'u-ez), n. pi. [L. tenuis, thin,
slender] In ffram. a term applied to the
three letters of the Greek alphabet *, t, t,

in relation to their respective middle letters
ormedials y,0, i, and their aspirates ;t.^.*-
These terms may also be applied to the
corresponding letters and articulate ele-
ments in any language.

Tenulf0U0U8(teu'u-i-f6"li-u8).a. [L. tenuis,
thin, and folium, a leaf.] In bot. having
thin or narrow leaves.

Tenulous t (te-nu'i-usV a. Bare or subtle;
tenuous; opposed to ae««e. OlanvUle.
Tenulroster (ten'u-i-ro8"t*r), n. A member
of tin- sul (-order Tenuirostres.
Tenuirostral (ten'u-i-ro8"tral), a. Slender-
beaked ; pertaining to the family of birds
calU'd Tenuirostres.

Tenuirostres (ten'u-i-ros"trgz), n.pl [L.

tenuis, slen-

der, and ros-

truin, a beak. ]

A sub-order of
passerine or
insessorial
birds,compre-
hending those
which have
the beak long
and slender,
gradually ta-

pering to a
point. The
toes are very
long and slen-

der,thehalliix
or hind - toe
especially so.

Mfjst of the
Tenuirostres live upon insects, but some
are said to live partially or wholly upon
the juices of flowers. The chief familie.^ are
the creepers (Certhiadie), the honey-eaters
(Meliphagfdae), the humming-birds (Tro-
chilidte), the sun-birds (Nectariniadee), and
the hoopoes (Upupidie).

Tenuis (ten'u-is), n. One of the Tenues
(which see).

Tenuity (te-nu'f-ti), n. [L. tenuitas, from
tenuis, thin. See THIN] 1. The state of
being tenuous or thin; thinness; smallness
Id diameter; exility; thinness, applied to a
broad substance, and slendemess. applied
to one that is long; as, the tenuity of paper
orof aleaf; the f?»tii(y of a hair or filament
2. Karity; rareness; thinness, as of a fluid

;

as, the tenuity of the air in the higher re-

Heads of Tenuirostres.

a. Sun-bird iA'ectarinia afra).
b. Humming-bird (Troc/iilus re-
ciirT'irostris). c, European Nut-
hatch {Sifta eurc/ea).

gions of the atmosphere; the tenuity of the
blood. —3. t Poverty.

The tenuity and contempt ©f clei^;ymen will soon
let them see what a poor carcase they are, when
parted from the influence of that supremacy.

hikon Basiliki.

4. Simplicity or plainness; a quality of style
opposed to grandeur.
Tenuous (ten'ii-us), a. [L. tenuis, thin.]
1. Thin; small; minute.- 2. Rare; subtle;
not dense. 'A tenuous emanation or con-
tinued effluvium.' Sir T. Browne.
Tenure (ten'ur), n. [Fr. tenure, L.L. temira,
from L. teneo, to hold.] 1. The act, manner,
or right of holding property, especially real
estate. Land may be held according to two
main principles, the tenure being either
feudal or allodial. According to the latter
tenure, the whole right and title of the
land rests with the owner; according to the
former, the person possessing the subject
holds it from a superior, and this is the prin-
ciple universal in England. According to
the theory in England all land is held of the
crown, either mediately or immediately.
The ownership of land is therefore never
unlimited as to extent, for he who is the
owner of land in fee, which is the largest
estate that a man can have in land, is not
absolute owner; he owes services inresjject
of his fee (or fief), and the seignory of the
lord always subsists. All land in the hands
of any layman is held of some lord, to whom
the holder or tenant owes some service; but
in the case of church lands, although they
are held by tenure, no temporal 6er\'icesare
due, but the lord of whom these lands are
held must be considered the owner, al-

though the beneficial ownership can never
revert to the lord. All the species of an-
cient tenures may be reduced to four, three
of which subsist to this day:—(1) Tenure by
knight service, which was the most honour-
able. This is now abolished. (2) Tenure
in free socage, or by a certain and deter-
minate service, which is either free and
honourable, or villein and base. (3) Tenure
by copy of court roll, or copyhold tenure.

(4) Tenure in ancient demain. There was
also tenure in frankalinoigne, or free alms.
The tenure in free and common socage has
absorbed most of the others. (See Tenant,
Copyhold, Socage, Villenage.) In Scots
law the equivalent technical term is holding.
2. The consideration, condition, or service
which the occupier of land gives to his lord or
superior for the use of his land.—3. Manner
of holding in general ; the terms or condi-
tions upon which anything is held or re-

tained ; as. in absolute governments men
hold their rights by a precarious tenure.

Sending it {the charge in the gun) skimming along;
so near trie surface oT the ground as to place the
lives of the dogs on a rather uncertain ana precari-
ous tenure. Dickens.

Tenuto (ta-no't6). a. [It, held] In Tntmc,
a term applied to a note or series of notes
having to be held or kept sounding the full

time.

Ten-week Stock. See Matthiola.
Tenzon (tun'zim), n. See Tenson.
TeocalU (teo-kal'li), n. [Lit. God's house.]
A temple among the Mexicans and other
aborigines of America. They were generally
solid four-sided truncated pyramids, built
terrace-wise, with the temple proper on the
platform at the summit. They were con-
structed of earth, faced with brick,and many
still remain in a more or less perfect state.

And Aztec priests upon their teocallis
Beat the wild war-drum made of serpents' skin.

Longfellow.

Teopan (te'o-pan), 71. [Lit. place of God.]
Same as Teocalli.

Tepal (te'pal), n. [Formed by transposition
from petal, most probably under the influ-

ence of sepal.] In bot. (a) a disused name
for petal, (fr) The pieces of a perianth, beine
of an ambiguous nature, between calyx and
corolla.

Tepefactlon (tep-e-fak'shon), n. [See TEPB-
FY. ] The act or oi)eration of warming, mak-
ing tepid, or moderately wami.
Tepefy (tep'§-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. tepefied;

ppr. tepefying. [L. tej^facio—tepeo, to be
tepid, ami facio, to make.] To make tepid
or moderately warm.
Tepeft^ (tep'e-fi), v.i. To become moder-
ately warm.
Tepejilote (ta-pa1ie-16"ta). n. A Central
American name for a flower of a species ot

Chama'dorea, which, while still inclosed in
the spathes, is highly esteemed as a culin-

ary vegetable.

ch, cAaiu; Ch. So. loc/i; g, go; J, job; fl, Fr. t07i; ng, siTi^; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Tephramancy (tef ra-man-si), n. [Gr.

Uphra, ashes, and inanteia, divination.]
Augury depending on the inspection of the
ashes of a sacrifice.

Tepliroite (tefro-it), n. [Gr. tephros, ash-
gray.] A silicate of manganese of an ash-
gray colour, found both massive and granu-
lar in tlie I'nited States.

Tephromancy (tef'ro-man-si), n. Same as
Tephramancy.
Tephromantia (tef-ro-man'ti-a), n. Same
a.s Tci'lnamaiicy.

Tephrosia (tef-ro'zi-a), n. [Gr. tephros, ash-
gray, from the colour of some of the species. ]

A genus of plants belonging to the papilion-
aceous division of the Leguminosa). It con-
sists of shrubs, undershrubs, or herbs scat-

tered over every quarter of the globe, and
mostabundant in wai*m regions. T.aj>ollinea,

or Egyptian indigo, is a native of Egypt and
Nubia, and yields a fine blue dye. Its leaves
are often mixed with Alexandrian senna. T.

toxicaria is a native of the West Indies and

Tephrosia toxicaria.

of Cayenne. The whole plant affords a nar-
cotic poison, and the leaves are used for in-

toxicating fish. T. virginiaiia is considered
in America a powerful vermifuge. T. emar-
ginata is a native of South America. Its
root is used for poisoning flsh. T. tinctoria,
the Ceylon indigo, yields a blue colouring
matter, which is used in Ceylon for the same
purposes as indigo. T. piscatoria, the
fisher's Tephrosia, is found in the East Ii>-

dies. It contains the narcotic principle of
the genus, and is used for poisoning flsh. T.
Scnmi (Buga senna) grows on the banks of
theriverCauca, near Buga, in Colombia. Its
leaves are used by the natives for the same
purjJosea as senna.

Tepid ( tep'id ), a. [L. tepidus, warm, from
tepeo, to be warm; same root as Skr. tap, to
burn.] Moderately warm; lukewarm; as, a
tepid bath; tepid rays.

Such things as relax the skin are likewise sudori-
fics, as warm water, friction, and ^<^/i^ vapours,

Tepidarium (tep-i-da'ri-um), n. [L., from
tepeo, to be warm.] In the ancient Koman
baths, the apartment in which the tepid
bath was placed; also, the boiler in which
the water was wanned for the tepid bath.
Tepidness, Tepidity (tep'id-nes, te-pid'i-ti),

n. The state of being tepid; moderate
warmth ; lukewarmness. ' Another fit of
drowsy negligence and tepidity.' Bp. Rich-
ardson.
Tepor (te'por), 7(. [L.] Gentle heat; mode-
rate warmth. ' The tepor and moisture in
April.' Arbuthiuit.

Tequesquite (te-kes'kit), n. [From a place
in Mexico. ] A native crystallized carbonate
of sinia, which is found in several lakes in
Mexico, and is used in the smelting of silver-
ore.

Teraph (ter'af), n. pi. TerapMm (ter'af-im).
[Heb. Of uncertain origin; connected by
some with Serapis.] A household deity or
image reverenced by the ancient Hebrews.
The teraphim seem to have been either
wholly or in part of human form and of
amall size. They appear to have been re-
verenced as penates or household gods, and
in some shape or other to have been used as
domestic oracles. They are mentioned sev-
eral times in the Old Testament.
Terapln (ter'a-pin), n. See Terrapin.

Teraticalt (te-rat'ik-al), a. [Gr. teras, tera-
tug, a sign, a wonder] Marvellous; prodigi-
ous; incredible. 'Teratical stories.' Wol-
laston.

TeratOgeny (ter-a-toj'e-ni), n. [Gr. teras,

teraton, a wonder, and gentuzo, to produce.]
In ined. the formation of monsters.
TeratOlite (ter'a-to-nt), n. [Gr. teras, tera-
tos, a sign, a wonder, and lithos, a stone.] A
kind of clay or fine-grained silicate of alu-
mina from the coal-formation of Planitz in
Saxony, formerly supposed to possess valu-
able medical properties, whence it had its

ancient name of Terra iniraculosa Saxonice.
Called also Lithomarge. Sometimes eri'one-

ously spelled te^'ratoiite, as if from terra,
earth.

Teratologlcal (ter'a-t6-loi"ik-al), a. Of or
pertaining to teratology.

Teratologist (ter-a-tol'o-jist), ii. [See Ter-
atology.] 1. One given to teratology; one
who deals in marvels; a marvel-monger.—
2. One versed in the study of teratology.

Teratology (ter-a-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr. teras,

teratos, a prodigy, and logos, discourse.]
l.t Affectation of sublimity in language;
bombast. Bailey.— 2. That branch of bio-

logical science which treats of monsters,
malformations, or deviations from the nor-
mal type occuning in the vegetable and
animal kingdoms.

TeratOSaurus(ter'a-t6-8a"rus), n. [Gr.teras,
teratos, a wonder, and sauros. a lizard.]

Lit. wonderful lizard. A remarkable lizard
from the Keuper sandstone of Stuttgart,
whose remains indicate some affinities with
the existing genera Stellion and Uromastix.
Terbium (t6i''bi-um), n. An element now
known to be identical with erbium.
Terce (t6rs), n. [Fr. tierce, a third.] 1. A
cask whose contents are 42 gallons, the third
of a pipe or butt. See TiERCE.—2. In Scots
law, a real right whereby a widow, wiio has
not accepted any special provision, is en-
titled to a liferent of one-third of the heri-
tage in which her husband died infeft, pro-
vided the marriage has endured for a year
and a day, or has produced a living child.
'Si^ widow is entitled to her terce until she
is regularly kenned to it. See under Ken.
3. Eccles. one of the lesser hours of the
Roman breviary, so called from the time of
the day (the third hour) for which it is fixed.

Tercel (t6r'sel), 71. [See Tiercel.] The male
of the falcon, especially the common or pere-
grine falcon (Falco peregrinus).

Tercelett (tfirs'let), ?i. [him. ot tercel] The
male hawk; the male eagle. Chaucer.
Tercellenet (t^i-'sel-leu), n. A small male
hawk. See extract.

When hawks lay three e^gs, the first produceth a
female and lar^je hawk, die second of a middler
sort, and the third a smaller bird tercellene or tassel
of the male sex. Sir T. Browne.

Terce-inaJor(t6rs'ma-j6rX n. in card-play-
ing, a sequence of the three best cards in
certain games.
Tercentenary (t6r-sen'ten-a-ri), a. [L. ler,

thrice, and centetiarius, centenary, from
centum, a hundred.] Comprising three lum-
dred years; including or relating to the in-

terval of three hundretl years.

Tercentenary (ter-sen'ten-a-ri), n. A day
observed as a festival in commemoration of
some event, as the birth of a great man. a
decisive victory, or the like, that happened
three hundred years before; as, the Shak-
spere tercentenary.

Tercer (t6rs'6r), n. Inlaw, ?k tenant in dower;
a doweress.
Tercet (tfir'set), n. [Fr.] 1. In mu^ic. a
third. — 2. In poetry, a group of three
rhyming lines; a triplet.

Terclne (t^r'sinX n. [Fr. , from L. tertius, the
third.] In hot. the outer coat of the nulceus
of the ovule of a plant.

Terebate (ter'e-bat), h. In chem. a com-
pound of terebic acid and a base.

Terebella (ter-e-bel'la), n. [Diui. of L. tere-

bra. a perforating instrument.] 1. In surf/.

a trepan or trephine.—2. A marine annelid
of the order Tubicolre, inhabiting a tube of
1 foot in length, composed of sand and frag-
ments of shell cemented together by a glu-
tinous secretion. When alarmed the ani-
mal takes refuge in the further extremity of
the tube. See Tubicol^.
Terebene (ter'e-ben), n. [L. terebinthus.
turpentine,] The liquid product obtained
after the purification of oil of turpentine by
sulphuric acid.

Terebic (te-reb'ik). a. Of, pertaining to. or
obtained from turpentine, —Terei/c acid
(CyHioO^), a dibasic acid, a product of the

action of nitric acid on turpentine -oil.
Called also Turpentinic, TerebUic, and Tere-
binic Acid.
Terebinth (ter'e-binth), n. [L. terebinthus,
Gr. terebinthos, the turpentine-tree.] 1. The
turpentine-tree, Pistacia Terebinthus. See
PISTACIA.

Here grows melampode everywhere.
And UrebtHik good for goats. Spenser.

2. The common name for various resinous
exudations, both of a fluid and solid nature,
such as common turpentine, produced from
Pinussylvestris, frankincense and Burgundy
pitch from Pinus Abies, Canada balsam from
Abies balsainifera. The volatile oil of vari-
ous of these resins is called oil of terebinth,
or oil (if turpentine.

Terebinthina (tei^e-bin-thi"na), n. An old
name for turpentine.

Terebinthinate (ter-e-binth'i-nat), a. Tere-
I)inthine; impregnated with the qualities of
turpentine.

Terebinthlnate (ter-e-binth'i-nat), n. In
med. a preparation of the turpentine of flra.

The preparations of cinchona with the mineral
acids, the muriated tincture of iron, and the tere-
binthinates are the most efficacious means of arrest-
ing the discharge. Copland.

Terebintbine (ter-e-binth1n), a. [L. tere-

binthimts. See Terebinth.] Pertaining to
turpentine; consisting of turpentine, or par-
taking of its qualities.

Terebra (ter'e-bra), n. [L., a boring instru-
ment, from tero, to pierce.] 1. The borer in
the anal extremity of female hymenopterous
insects of the section Terebrantia, into which
the oviduct opens. See Terebrantia.—
2. A genus of turreted, subulated marine
tmivalves. Several species are fossil
Terebrantia(ter-e-bran'8hi-a), n.pt. (L. tere-

brans, terebrantis, ppr. of terebro, to bore.]
A section of hymenopterous insects, of
which the females are provided with an
instrument at the extremity of the abdomen
for making perforations in the bodies of
animals or in plants, for the deposition of
their eggs. It includes the genus Sirex,
which infests pine-trees; Cephus,perforating
corn -stalks; and the ichneumons, which
pierce the skin of insects.

Terebrate (ter'e-brat), v.t. pret. & pp. tere-

brated; ppr. terebrating. [L. terebro, tere-

bratum, to bore, from terebra, a borer, from
tero, to pierce.] To bore; to perforate.
[Rare.]

Earthworms are completely adapted to their way
of life for terebrating the earth ana creeping.

Derham.
Terebratella (ter'e-bra-tena). n. [A dim.
of terebratula (which see).] A genus of
marine brachiopods, resembling Terebra-
tula, of which about twenty species are
found fossil from the lias upwards, and
about the same number continue to exist.

Terebration (ter-e-bra'shon), n. The act of
boring. [Kare.]

Terebration of trees makes them prosper better.

Terebratula(ter-e-brat'u-la),n. [A dim.form
from L. terebratus, pp. of terebro. to bore,

in allusion to the perforation of the beak.]
A genus of deep-sea brachiopod bivalve
molluscs found moored to rocks, shells, Ac.
One of the valves is perforated to permit
the piissage of a fleshy peduncle, by means
of which the animal attaches itself to rocks,
shells, &.C. There are few recent species,

but the fossil ones are numerous, and are
found most abundantly in the secondar}- and
tertiary fornintidns.

Terebratnlidse (ter'e-bra-tfi"li-de). n. pi. A
family of deep-sea bivalves belonging to the
group Articulata. of the class Brachiopoda.
The genus Terebratula is the type. See
TEREBRATULA.
Terebratuliform (ter'e-bra-tu'li-form), a.

Shaped like the shell of Terebratula.
Teredina (ter-e-di'na), n. [See Tereik). ] A
fossil genus of testaceous molluscs belong-
ing to the family Tubicola; of Lamarck.
Teredine (ter'e-din),7i. A borer; the teredo.

Teredo (te-re'do), n. [L., from Gr. teredon,

from tereo, to pierce, to bore.] A genus of la-

meHiliranchiate molluscs, family Pholadidw.
The T. navalis, or ship-wonn, is celebrated
on account of the destruction which it occa-
sions to ships and submerged wood, by per-
forating them in all directions in order to
establish a halntation. It is a long, ^^o^m-
shaped, grayish-white animal.about 1 foot in

length and k inch in thickness. Its great
length is owing to the elongation of the
siphons or breatliing tubes conveying water
to the gills. The two valves or halves of the

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abtme; y, Sc. Uy.
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shell are small and globular in shape. The
visceraand body are mainly contained within
the valves. In excavating into the wood

Teredo navalis, and piece of wood perforated by
Teredos.

(the shell is the boring instrument) each in-
dividual is careful to avoid the tube formed
by its neighbour, and often a very thin leaf
alone of wood is left between the cavities,
which are lined with a calcareous incrusta-
tion. Many plana are tried to protect sliips.
piers, ttc, from tbis destructive animal, such
as cupper sheathing, treating with creo.sote
or corrosive sublimate, or driving a number
of short broad-headed nails into the timber,
the rust from which spreads andprevents the
animal from settlinj^. It is said to have been
originally imported from tropical climates;
but it haa now become an inhabitant of most
of the harbours of thiscountry.— T.i/w/aTt/ea,
a species 5 feet long and upwards, is found
in the East Indies in shallow water, where
it bores into the hardened mud of the sea-
bed.

Teres (te'rez). a. [t.] Round; cylindrical;
in anat. applied to some muscles and liga-
ments on account of their shape, as teres
major, teres minor, ligamentuni tere«, &c.
Terett (ter'et), a. Round; rounded off;

terete. 'Round and teret like a globe.' Fo-
therhy.

Terete (te-retO, a. [L. teres, teretis, rounded
off— properly, rubbed off— from tero, to rub. ]

Cylindrical and smooth ; loug and round;
columnar, as some stems of plants.
Teretoust (te-re'tus), o. Terete. 'Teretous
or long round leaves.' Sir T. Browne.
Tergal (t^r'gal), a. [L. tergum, the back.]
In anat. pertaining to the back; dorsal.

Tergailt(t6r'gant).rt. [From L. tergiim.ihe
back.] In Aer. showing the back part; as.
an eagle ter^ant displayed, an eagle dis-
played Bhownig the back. Called also Ter-
giant and liecirmnf.
Tergemlnal, Tergemlnate (t^r-jem'in-al,
t^r-jem'in-at t, a. [See Tergeminous.]
Thrice double; specifically, in bot. applied
to a leaf having a forked i)etiole which is
subdivided-

Tergemln0U8(t6r-jem'in-U8),a. (L. tergem-
imu — ter, thrice, and geminm, twin-bom.
double) Thrice double; three-paired; ter-
gemiimte.
Terglant (ter'ji-ant), a. Same as Tergant.
Terglferous (t^r-jif^r-us), a. [L. tergum.
the itrtck, and /ero, to bear.] Carrying or
bearim,' upon the hack —Tergiferoiu plants,
such iis bear their seeds on the back of their
leaves, as ft ri.s. Called also Dwsyferous.
Tergiversate (t6r'ji-vfer-»at),tJ.i. pret. <fe pp.
tergiversated; ppr. tergiversating. [L. ter-
gioerttor, tergicermtxin, to turn one's back,
to shift—(er^if 7/1, the back, and verso, intena.
of verto. to turn] To shift; to practise
evasion ; to make use of shifts or subter-
fuges, Cudieortk.
Tergiversation (ter'ji-v6r-8a"8hon). n.
1. llie act of tergiversating; a shifting; sliift;
subtei-fuge; evasion.

Writing' is to be prelerred before verbal confer-
ences, as bcinj; more free from passion and Urgiver.
""'*'« Branthatl.
2. The act of changing or of turning one's
back upon one's opinions; the act of turn-
ing against a cause formerly advocated;
fickleness of conduct.
The cfjionel. after all his ttrsivtrtttticn, lost his life

in the king's service. Clarendon.
Whikt Amelia did not in the least deplore . . .

Mr. Feel's Late extraordinary Urgiversattoft in the
fatal Catholic Relief Bill. &c. Thackeray.

Terglversator (t6r'ji-v6r-sat-6r), ix. One
who practiHes tergiversation.
Tergum (ter'gum). n. [L., the back.] In
Crustacea, the convex upper plate of each
ftegment.

Terln t ( te'rin ), n. [Fr tarin.^ A kind of
singing bird ; a siskin. Cotgrave. Written
also Turin.
Term (t^rm), n. [Fr. terme, an end, word,
speech, period, Ac, from L. termitius, a
boundary (whence terminal, terminate,&c.);
akin to Gr. terma, boundary, limit; from
same root as L. trans, E. tkrmigk.] 1. A
limit; abound or boundary; the extremity
of anything; that which Umits its extent.

Corruption is a reciprocal to generation, ajid they
two are as nature's two terms or boundaries. Baton.

2. The time for which anything lasts ; any
limited time; a time or period fixed in some
way; as, the term of five years; the term of
life. *I)oom'd for a certain term to walk
the night.' Shak.
To sleep thro' terms of mighty wars.
And wake on science grown to more. Tennyson.

3. In universities and colleges, the period
during which instruction is regularly given
to students. At Cambridge there are three
terms in the university year, viz. ilichael-
mas or October term. Lent or January term,
and Easter or midsummer term. At Oxford
there are four terms, viz. Michaelmas, Hil-
ary, Easter, and Trinity.— 4. The time in
which a law court is held or is open for the
trial of causes. In England the law terms
were four in number, viz. Hilary term, be-
ginning on the nth and ending on the 31st
January: Easter term, beginning on the 15th
April and ending on the Sth May ; Trinity
term, beginning on the 22d May and end-
ing on the 12th June; Michaelmas term, be-
ginning on the 2d and ending on the 25th
November The other portions of the year
were termed vacation. By section 26 of the
Judicature Act. 1873, the division of the
legal year into terms was abolished so far as
relates to the administration of justice; and
by the act 1S75 the terms are to be super-
seded for this purpose by the 'sittings' of
the Court of Appeal and the 'sittings' in
London and Middlesex of the High Court
of Justice.—&. In law. an estate or interest
in land to be enjoyed for a fixed period, or
the period itself: called more fully tenn of
years, tenn for years. In Scots law, tenn is

a certain time fixed by authority of a court,
within which a party is allowed to establish
by evidence his averment.- 6 A day on
which rent or interest is payable. In Eng-
land and Ireland there are four days in
the year which are called terms, or more
commonly iiuarter-days, and which are ap-
pointed for the settling of rents, viz. Lady
Day. March 25 ; Midsummer, June 24

;

Michaelmas Day. Septemlter 29; Christmas,
December 25, The terms in Scotland corre-
sponding to these are Candlemas. February
2; Whitsunday. May 15; Lammas. August 1;
Martinmas, N<)vember 11. In Scotland
houses are let from 28th May for a year or a
period of years. The legal terms in Scot-
land for the payment of rent or interest are
Whitsunday. 15th May, and Martinmas,
November 11. and these days (or the corre-
sponding days Old Style) are what are most
conmionly known as terms.—7. A word by
which something fixed and definite is ex-
pressed; a word having a definite and spe-
cific meaning, and naming or characterizing
some person, thing, act. quality, Ac; par-
ticularly, a word having a technical mean-
ing ; as, a technical term; terms of science
and art; philosophical terms; terms ot abuse.
Had the Roman tongue continued vulgar, it would

have been necessary, from the many terms of art
required in trade and in war, to have made great ad>
ditions to it. Swift.

8. pi. In a general way, words; language.

A fool

;

Who . , . rail'd on Lady Fortune in good terms.
In good set terms and yet a motley fool. Shak.

God at last
To Satan, first in sin. his doom applied

;

Though in mysterious terms. Milton.

9. p2. Conditions; stipulations; propositionB
stated and offered for acceptance.

If we can make our peace
Upon such large terms and so absolute. Shak.
On my terms thou wilt not be my heir. Dryden.

10. pi. Relative position; relation; footing;
as, to be on bad terms with a person.

'Tis not well
That you and I should meet upon such terms
As now we meet. Shak.

11. pi. State; situation; circumstances.
The terms of our estate may not endure
Hazard so dangerous. Shak.

Shakspere uses terms often in a loose peri-
phrastical way; as. 'To keep the tenw* of
my honour precise '— that is, all that con-

cerns my honour; 'In term» of choice
I am not solely led by nice direction of a
maiden's eye'—that is, with respect to the
choice. In other cases it is used in the
sense of point, particular feature, peculiar-
ity; as, *A11 tenns of pity.'— 12. In logie^
the expression in language of the notion
obtained in an act of apprehension. Terms
are divided into simple, gingular, univer-
sal, common, tinivocal, equivocal, analogous^
abstract, cmicrete, &c. A syllogism con-
sists of three tenns. the major, the minor,
and the middle. The predicate of the con-
clusion is called the major term, because it

is the most general, and the subject of the
conclusion is called the minor term, because
it is less general. These are called the ex-
tremes ; and the third term, introduced as
a common measure between them, is called
the mean or middle tenn.— 13. In arch, a
pedestal widening towai'ds the top, where
it merges into a bust; a terminal figure.
See Terminus.- 14. In geom. the extreme of
any magnitude, or that which limits or
bounds its extent ; as, the terms of a line
are points ; the terms of a superficies, lines;
the tenns of a solid, superficies.— 15. In alg.

a member of a compound quantity, as a in
a+b,OTab in «&-|-crf. Hence the terms of
any compound quantity are the several
members of which it is composed, separated
from one another by the signs -f, plus, or
-

, minus. Thus a'^ b^X''-2abx'^+ yjab .
x*

is a compound quartity, consisting of three
terms.—Tenns of ayi equation, the several
parts of which it is composed connected by
the signs of addition and subtraction. Thus
x^-Qx'^-{-\\x-Q = Q is an equation consist-
ing of four terms.—Tenn* of a fraction, the
numerator and denominator of that frac-
tion.

—

Terms of a proportion or progression,
the several separate quantities of which the
proportion or progression consists.- Z'en/ja

of a ratio, the antecedent and conse(iuent
of that ratio.— 16. pi. In med. the monthly
uterine secretion of females.— 17. In ship-
building, a piece of carved work placed
under each end of the taffrail and extending
to the foot-rail of the balcony. Called also
Term-piece.—To make terms, to come to an
agreement. —To cmne to terms, to agree ; to
come to an agreement.—To bring to terms,
to reduce to submission or to conditions.-
Syn. Limit, bound, boundary, condition,
stipulation, period, session, word, vocable,
expression.

Term (term), v.t. To name ; to call ; to de-
nominate.
Men term what is beyond the limits of the universe,

'imaginary space.' Locke.

She sends her compliments, and says she doesn't
on the whole wish to term you unreasonable, and slie
agrees. Dickens.

Termagancy (t^r'ma-gan-si). n. [From ter-

magant. ] llie state or quality of being ter-
magant; turljulence; tumultuousness; as, a
violent tennagancy of temper.
Termagant (tt^i-'ma-gant). n. [O. Fr. Ter-
vagant. It. Tervagante, Trivagante; pro-
bably a name of Eastern origin brought
over by the Crusaders.] 1. The name of a
fabled deity of the Mohammedans men-
tioned by old writers, and introduced into
the moralities or other shows, in which
he figured as a most violent and turbu-
lent personage. * And oftentimes by Ter-
magant and ^lahound swore.' Spenser.
I would have such a fellow whipped for o'erdoing
Termagant: it outherods Herod. Shak.

2. t A turbulent, brawling person, male or
female. ' This terrible termagant, this
Nero, this Pharaoh.' Bale.—3. A boister-
ous, brawling, turbulent woman ; a shrew;
a virago.
She threw his periwig into the fire. Well, said he.

thou art a brave termagant. Tatler.

Termagant (t^r'ma-gant). a. [See the
noun.] Violent; turbulent; boisterous or
furious; quarrelsome; scolding.

'Twas time to counterfeit, or that hot. termagant
Scot had paid me scot and lot too. Shak.
The eldest was a termagant, imperious, prodigal,

profligate wench. Arbuthnot.

Termagantly (tt^r'ma-gant-li). adv. In a
tcrmauniit, turlmlent, or scolding manner.
Termer (term'^r), n. 1. One who travels to
attend a court term ; one who resorted to
London in term time only for the sake of
tricks to be practised or intrigues to be
carried on at that period, the law terms
being formerly the great times of resort to
London not only for business but pleasure.
iSTares.—2. In Ioajb, same as Termor (which
seeX

ch, cAain; Ch. Sc. locA; g, po; j,;ob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, siny; TH, /Aen; th, (Ain; w, tpig; wh, wAig; zh, a^ure.—See KE7.
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Termes (tt^r'mez), n. pi. Termites (tSr*-

mi-tez). A neuropteroua insect, one of the
termites. See Termites.
Term-fee (term'fe), n. In law, a fee or
certain sum charged to a suitor for each
term his cause is in court.

Terminable (t6r'min-a-bl), a. Capable of

being terminated ; limitable ; coming to an
end after a certain term ; as, a tenninable
annuity.

Terminableness (ti^r'min-a-bl-nes), ?i. The
state of being terminable.
Terminal (t6r'min-al), a. [From L. ter-

minus. See Term.] 1. Relating to a bound-
ary or termination; relating to or forming
the end or extremity ; speciflcally, in bot.

growing at the end of a branch or stem; ter-

minating; as, a terminal peduncle, flower, or
spike.—Terminal stigma, a stigma placed at
the end of the style. —2. In logic, constituted
by or relating to a tarm.— Terminal figure.
SeeTERMINUS, 3—Terminal velocity, in the
theory of projectiles, the greatest velocity

which a body can acquire by falling freely

through the air, the limit being arrived at
when the increase of the atmospheric re-

sistance becomes equal to the increase of

the force of ^v&vxiy.—Terminal value and
terminal form, in math, the last and most
complete value or form given to an expres-
sion.

Terminal (t6r'min-al), n. That which ter-

minates; the extremity; the end; especially,

in elect, the clamping-screw at each end of a
voltaic battery, used for connecting it with
the wires which complete the circuit.

Terminalla (t6r-mi-na'li-a), n. 1. pi. In
Rom. antiq. festivals celebrated annually in

honour of Terminus, the god of boundaries.
They took place on the 23d of February.—
2. [From the leaves being crowded together
at the ends of the twigs.] As a noun in the
sing, a genus of plants, nat. order Combre-
tacese. The species consist of trees and
shrubs, with alternate leaves, inhabiting the
tropical parts of Asia and Africa, and spar-

ingly represented in tropical America. T.
aiigu8ti}olia, a native of the East Indies,

Terminalia Catappa.

yields a gum-resin similar to benzoin. T.

vernix, a native of the Moluccas, abounds in

a resinous juice used as a varnish- The bark
and leaves of T. Catappa, a West Indian
species, yield a black pigment. Indian ink
is manufactured from the juice of this tree.

Tlie astringent fruits of several of tlie si>e-

cies have long been used in India for tanning
and dyeing purposes, and are now largely
imported into Britain under the name of
myrobalans. The principal niyrobalans are
the Belleric and Chebulic, the former the
fruit of T. Bellerica, the latter of T. Chebula.
With alum they give a durable yellow colour,
anil with the addition of iron an excellent
permanent lilack.

Terminate (t^i-'min-at), v.t. pret. & pp. ter-

minated; ppr. terminating. [L. tennino,
terminatum, to bound, to terminate. See
TER3I.] 1. To bound; to limit; to form the
extreme point or side of; to set a boundary
or limit to ; as, to terminate a surface by a
line.

She was his life,

The ocean to the river of his thoughts.
Which terminated aril. Byron.

2. To end; to put an end to; as, to terminate
a controversy; a fever terminated his life.

—

3. To complete; to perfect; to put the clos-

ing or finishing touch to.

DurinsT this interval of cahn and prosperity he
(Michael Angelo) (ermittated two figures of slaves,
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destined for the tomb, in an incomparable style of
art. J. S. Har/ord.

Syn. To complete, perfect, finish, close, end,
bound, limit.

Terminate (t^r'min-at), v.i. 1. To be limited
in space by a point, line, or surface; to stop
short; to end.

The left extremity of the stomach is bifid, and ter-

minates in two round cuL-de-sacs. Owen.

2. To end; to close; to come to a limit in
time.
The wisdom of this world, its designs and efficacy,

terinin<it€ on this side heaven. South.

Terminate (t6r'min-at), a. Capable of com-
ing to an end; limited; bounded; as, a ter-

minate decimal. A terminate number is an
integer, a mixed number, or a vulgar frac-

tion. See INTERMINATE.
Termination (tsr-mi-na'shon), n. i. The
act of terminating; the act of limiting or
setting bounds; the act of ending or con-
cluding.—2. Bound; limit in space or extent;
as, the termination of a line.—3. End in time
or existence; as, the termination of the year
or of life ; the termination of happiness.
' The terrnination of the schism. ' Uallam.—
4. In gram, the end or ending of a word; Hie
part annexed to the root or stem of an in-

flected word; the syllable or letter that ends
a word. — 5. End; conclusion; completion;
issue; result; as, the affair was brought to

a happy terminatioti.~6. Last purpose or
design. [Rare.]—7.t Word; term.

She speaks poniards, and every word stabs; if her
breath were as terrible as her terminations, there
were no living near her, she would infect to the north
^tar. Shak.

Terminational (t^r-mi-na'shon-al), a. Of,

pertaining to, or forming a termination

;

forming the end or concluding syllable.

'The sense is expressed by terminational
or other modifications.' Oraik.

Terminative (t6r'min-at-iv), a. Tending
or serving to terminate ; definitive ; ab-
solute; not relative.

This objectiva, /?r»«i>ia^/'?'*presence flows from the
fecundity of the divine nature. Bfi. Rust.

Terminatlvely (tSi-'min-at-iv-li), adv. in a
terminative manner; absolutely; so as not
to respect anything else. Jer. Taylor.

Terminator (t6r'min-at-6r), «. 1. One who
or that which terminates.—2. In astron. the
dividing line between the enlightened and
the unenlightened part of a heavenly body,
as the moon.
Terminatory (t6r'min-a-to-ri), a. Bound-
ing; limiting; terminating.
Termine t (t^r'min), v.t. To terminate.
Bp. Hall.

Terminer (t6r'min-6r), n. In law, a deter-
mining; as, in oyer and tenniner. See Oyer.
Terminism (t^i-'min-izm), n. 1. In pkilos.

same as Nominalism.—2. In theol. the doc-
trine that God has assigned to every one a
term of repentance during which his salva-

tion must be wrought out.

Terminist (t6r'min-ist), n. An upholder
of the doctrines included under the term
terminism; speciflcally, in cedes, hist, one
of a sect of Christians who maintain that
God has fixed a certain terra for the proba-
tion of particular persons, during which
time they have the offer of grace, but after

which God no longer wills their salvation.

Terminological (t6r'min-6-loj"ik-al), a. Of
or pertaining to terminology.
Terminologically ( t6r' min-6-loj " ik-al-li ),

adv. In a terminological manner; in the
way of terminology.

He whose horizon is bounded by an historical

knowledge of the human machine, and who can only
distinguish terminologically and locally the coarser
wheeis of this piece of intellectual clockwork, may
be, perhaps, idolized by the mob; but he will never
raise the Ilippocratic art above the narrow sphere of
a mere bread-earning craft. Dr. Forbes Winslcnv.

Terminology (t^r-mi-nol'o-ji), n, [Fr. ter-

ndnologie, from L. terminus, a limit (in this

word, however, having the meaning of term
or appellation), and Gr. logos, discourse. 1

l.The doctrine or science of technical terms;
teaching or theory regarding the proper use
of terms.

It would be a mistake to represent these difficult

noble inquiries as having nothing in view beyond
ascertainmg the conventional meaning of a name.
They are inquiries to determine not so much what 13

as what should be the meaning of a name, which,
like other practical questions of terminology, re-

quires. &c. y. S. Afill.

2. Collectively, the terms used in any art,

science, and the like; nomenclature; as, the
tertninology of botany. It is sometimes re-

stricted to the terms employed to describe

the characters of things as distinguished

TERMITES

from nomenclature. See under Nomencla-
ture.
A scientific observer must be not onlv familiar with

the tertninology of his science, and be aule to apply its

technical terms readily to the proper objects, but he
ought likewise to have acquired that delicacy, rapid-
ity, and correctness of discernment which the habit of
observation, combined with knowledge, can alone
confer. Sir G. C. LeJuis.

Terminthus (t6r-min'thus), n. [Gr. termin-
tho8. ] In med. an old term for a sort of car-
buncle, spreading in the shape and assum-
ing the figure and blackish-green colour of
the fruit of the turpentine-tree.
Terminus (t^r'min-us), n. pi. Tennlnl (tfii'-

min-i). [L. See Term. ] 1. A boundary; a
limit; a stone or other mark raised for mark-

ing the boundary of

a property. — 2. Tlie
Roman deity that pre-
sided over boundaries
or landmarks. He
was represented with
a human head, with-
out feet or arms, to in-

timate that he never
moved wherever he
was placed.— 3. A bust
or figure of the upper
portion of the human
body, terminating in a
downwardly tapering
block; a pillar statue;

a half statue or bust,

not placed upon but
incorporated with, and
as it were immedi-
ately springing out of

the square pillur

which serves as its

pedestal. Termini are
employed as pillars,

balusters, or detached
ornaments for niches,
&c. Called also Term

and Terminal Fimire.—^. The extreme sta-

tion at either end of a railway or important
section of a railway.

Termitarium (t6r-mi-ta'ri-um). n. pi. Ter-
mltaiia (ter-mi-ta'ri-a). The hillock or
residence of the termite or white ant. See
Termites.
Termitary (t^r'mi-ta-ri), n. The domicile
of a community of termites; a termitarium.
Dr. II. A. Nicholson.

Tenuite (tfer'mit), n. A white ant See Ter-
mites.
Termites, Termltidse (tsr'mi-tez, t^r-mifi-

de). n. pi. [L. termes, termitis, a wood-worm. 1

A family of neuropterous insects, known by
the name of white ants, corresponding with
the Linnaean genus Termes. These insects
have little affinity with the true auts, which
are hymenopterous, although they resemble
them in their mode of life. They are chiefly

confined to the tropics, and are found very
plentifully in Western Africa. They unite iu

societies, building their dwellings on the
ground, in the form of pyramids or cones, 10
or 12 feet high. These dwellings, which are
so firmly cemented as to be capable of bear-

ing the weight of three or four men, are di-

vided off into several apartments as maga-
zines, chambers, galleries, itc. Every colony
of termites consists of a king and queen.botli

of which are much larger than the other
members of the colony, and of workers and
soldiers, which are without wings. The king
and queen are the parents of the colony, and
are constantly kept together, attended by a
detachment of workers, in a large cliamber
in the heart of the hive, surrounded by

Terminal Statue of Pan,
British Museum.

Termes bellicosus.

a, I^rva or worker, \ vjamral ww
*, Pupa or soldier, /

^^^^'^^ size.

c. Perfect winged insect, reduced in size.

stronger walls than the other cells. The
queen is always gravid, the abdomen being
enormously distended with eggs, which, a-*

they are dropped, relays of workers receive

and convey in their mouths to the minor

Fate, fftr, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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cells throughout the hive. At the beginning
of the rainy season a number of winged in-

sects, both male and female, is produced,

the wings having, in order to the future de-
velopment of the insect, transverse seams
across the roots, dividing the nervurea.
These insects when mature leave the hive
and fly abroad, afterwards shedding the
winiis by means of the seams referred to,

and becoming the kings and queens of fu-
ture colonies. The soldiers and workers,
both neuter, or of no fully developed sex,

and differing mere4y in the armature of the
head, are distinct animals from the moment
they leave the egg, the young differing from
the adult of the same class OQly in size. The
duties of the workers are to build the hatii-

tations, make covered roads, nurse the
young, attend on the king and queen, and
»ecure the exit of the mature winged in-

sects, while to the soldiers, whose mandi-
bles are powerfully developed for that pur-
pose, is ennmiitted the defence of the com-
munity, which duty they perform with both
system and desperate courage. There are
many species of termites, all of which are
fearfully destructive to wood. They have
been known to destroy the whole woodwork
of a house in a single season.

Termltlnse (t^r-mi-ti'ne), n. pi. A division of
Xeuruptera, including the termites or white
ants.

Termless (t^rranes), o. Having no term or
end; unlimited; boundless; endless.

These betraying It^^hts look not up towards term-
/fss joys, nor dowa towards endless sorrows.

Termly ^t^nnli), o. Occurring every term;
as, 'tennlj/ tee.' Bacon.
Termly (t^nn'H), adv. Term by term; every
term; as, a fee tennly given. Bacon.
Termonology (t^r-mo-noro-ji), n. [Gr.
tenn-'ni. teniumos, an end or boundary, and
lotjog. discourse.] A word proposed to be
used for terminology, the latter being ob-
jected to as a hybnd.
Termor (t^rm'or), ti. In law, one who has
an estate for a term of years or for life.

Term-piece (t^rm'pes), n. See Term. 15.

Tern U«>ni>. " [Oan. terne, Icel. thertia, a
tern, a seaawalliiw. ] A common name of
certain natatorial birds of the gull family
(Larida;), constituting the genus Sterna, by
some naturalists made the type of a distinct
lamily Stemidie. From their manner of

- -^i^ri^-^-

Lesser Tern (Sttma minuta).

flight, forked tall, and size they have re-
ceivetl the name of sea-$wallow8. They are
constantly on the wing, skimming the sur-
face *<t the water, preying on small fishes
and other animals. Many oi them are birds
of passage, all which appear in Britain being
merely summer visitants. There are several
species, as the great or common tern or sea-

swallow (5. hinindo), the black teni, the
roseate tern, the lesser tern (S. minuta), &c.
Tern (t6m), a. [L. terni, three each, from
(re«, three.] Threefold; consisting of three:
chiefly used in botany.— Ter/i leaves (folia
tenia), leaves in threes, or three by three;
three in each whorl or set—Tern peduncles,
three growing together from the same axil.

— Tern fioicers, flowers growing three and
three together.
Tern (t^rn), n. That which consists of three
things or numbers together; specifically, a
prize in a lottery gained by drawing three
favourable numbers, or the three numbers
themselves.

She'd win a tern in Thursday's lottery,

E, B. Brenunittg.

Ternary (t6r'na-ri), a. [L. temarius, of
three. See Tern.] Proceeding by threes;
consisting of three ; applied to things ar-
ranged in order by threes; thus a flower is

said to have a ternary division of its parts
when it has three sepals, three petals, three
stamens, &c. The ternary number, in an-
tiquity, was esteemed a symbol of perfec-
tion, and held in great veneration.—Ter-
mtry compounds, in chem. combinations of
binary compounds with each other, as of
sulphuric acid with soda in Glauber's salt.

The term ternary is also applied to any
chemical substance composed of three ele-

ments.
Ternary (tfir'na-riX n. The number three;
group of three.

Of the second Urnary of stanzas, the first endea-
vours to tell something. Johnson.

Temate (t^i^nat), a. [L.L. tenmtus, from
temi, three each.] Arranged iu threes; char-
acterized by an arrangement of parts by
threes; in hot a term applied especially
when leaflets are grouped in threes; as, a
tenuxie UaJ, one Uiat has three leaflets on a

-^^

I. Temate Leaf. 2, Bitemate Leaf. 3,Triternate Leaf.

petiole, as in trefoil, strawberry, bramble,
<tc. If the three divisions of a temate leaf

become farther subdivided into three leaf-

lets each the leaf is bitemate, and a still

farther sulwlivision produces a triternate
leaf, as shown in accompanying cut.

Temately (ti^r'nat-li), adv. In a temate
niaiiiicr.

Temato -pinnate (t6r'na-t6-pin"at), a. In
bot. applied to sectmdary petioles, on the
sides of which the leaflets are attached,
which proceed in threes from the summit of
a connnon petiole.

Terne-plate(tern'piat). n. (Fr. feme, dull.]
luffrl'ir tin-plate coated with an alloy of
tin and lead. Called also shortly Terne.
Temlon (t^i^ni-on). n. Same as Ternary.
•Disposing them into temions of three gen-
eral hierarchies.' Bp. Ilnll.

Temstroemlaceffi (t^m-8tre'mi-a"8e-e),n. pi
[In honour of Tenistrom, a Swedish natu-
ralist] A nat. order of polypetalous dico-
tyledonous plants, consisting of trees or
shrubs, with altoniato simple usually coria-

ceous leaves without stipules. The flowers
are generally white, and are arranged in

axillary or terminal peduncles, articulated
at the base. This order is one of great eco-
nomical importance, as it includes the
genus Thea, from which the teas of com-
merce are obtained. The favourite garden
camellia also belongs to it. The plants be-
longing to the order are principally inha-
bitants of Asia and America.
Terpodion (ttrpo'di-on), n. [Gr. terpo, to
delight, and ode, a song.] A musical keyed
instrument, invented by John David Busch-
mann of Hamburg about 1816, resembling
a pianoforte in appearance, but producing
notes from blocks of wood struck with
hammers. The sound could be increased or
diminished at pleasure.

Terpsichore (t6rp-8ik'6-re),n. [Greek name,
tromterpo (fut. (€rj>»u), to delight, and cAoro»,

dancing.] In Greek myth, one of the Muses,

Terpsichore.—Antique statue
in the Vatican.

the inventress and patroness of the art of
dancing and lyrical poetry. She is generally
represented with a lyre, having seven strings,

or a plectrum in
the hand, some-
times in the act
of dancing, and
crowned with
flovvei*s.

Terpsichorean
(tt;rp'si-ko-re"an),

a. Relating to
Terpsichore, the
muse who pre-
sided over danc-
ing and lyrical
poetry ; as, the
Terpsichorean art,

that is, dancing.
Terra (ter'ra), n.

The Latin word
for earth or the
earth.—Terra ca-
riosa, Tripoli or
rotten - stone. —

, Terra firma, firm
or solid earth

;

dry land, in op-
position to water;

mainland, a continent, in opposition to in-

sular teiTitories.

—

Terra incognita, an un-
known or unexplored region.— Ttrraja^Joni-
ea, catechu, a substance obtained from the
juice of a species of acacia : formerly sup-
posed to be a kind of earth from Japan,hence
the naxn'i. —Terra nera (black earth), a na-
tive, unctuous pigment, used by the ancient
artists in fresco, oil, and tempera painting.—
Terra nobilis, an old name for the diamond.
—Terra ponderosa, barytes, or heavy-spar
(which &ee).—Terra di Sieniia. See Sienna.
—Terra sigiUata, or Terra lemnia, Lemnian
earth. See under Lemnian.— T^rra verde,
green earth, a name given to two kinds of
native green eartli used as pigments in paint-
ing, one obtained near Verona, the other in

Cyprus. The former, which is very useful
in landscape-painting in oil, is a siliceous
earth coloured by the protoxide of iron, of
which it contains about 20 per cent.

Terrace (ter'as), it. [Fr. terrasse, a terrace,
earthwork, from L.L. terracia, terrace, from
L. terra, earth.] 1. A raised level space or
platform of earth, supported on one or more
sides by masonry, a bank of turf, or the like,

such as may be seen in gardens, wliere they
are designed for cultivation, promenading,
Ac. —2. A balcony or open gallery. Holland.
3. The flat roof of a house, as in the case
of Oriental and Spanish houses,— 4. A street
or row of houses running along the face or
top of a slope: often applied arbitrarily to
ordinary streets or ranges of houses.
Terrace (ter'as), v.t. pret. & pp. terraced;
ppr. terracing. To form into a terrace; to
furnish with a terrace.

Melhinks the ^rove of Baal I see
In lerrae'd stages mount up high. Dyer.

Terra-COtta (ter'ra-kot'ta), n. [It, lit.

cooked or baked clay or earth; L. terra coda,
cooked earth; Fr. terre-cuite.] A mixture
of fine clay and fine-grained white sand, as
that from Reigate, or calcined flints, with
pulverized potsherds or crushed pottery,
first slowly air-dried, then baked in a kiln
to the hardness of stone, much used in an-
cient and modern architecture for decora-
tions, statues, figures, vases, and the like.

Terra-cultural (ter-ra-kul'tur-al), a. Of or
pertaining to terra-culture ; agricultural
[Rare.]

Terra-culture (ter'ra-kul-tiir), n. [L. terra,
the earth, and cultura, culture.] Cultivation
of the earth; agriculture. [Rare.]

Terrae-fllius (ter're-flbi-us), 71. [L., son of

the earth.] I. A humorous designation of a
person of obscure birth or of low origin.

—

2. In former times, a scholar at the Univer-
sity of Oxford, appointed to make jesting
satirical speeches, and who often indulged
in considerable license in his treatment of

the authorities of the university.

Terraneous (te-ra'ne-us), a. [L. terra, the
earth.] In bot. growing on land.

Terrapene (ter'a-pen),7i. Same as Terrapin.

Terrapin (tei-'a-pin), n. [Origin unknown.]
Tlic popular nameof several speciesof fresh-

water or tide-water tortoises constituting

the family Emyda;, distinguished by a horny
beak, a shieM covered with epidermic plates,

and fptt partly webbed. They are active in

their habits, swimming well and moving
with greater agility on land than the land-
tortoises. They are natives of tropical and

ch, cAaln; th, Sc. loch; g, go; U ^o^l ^* ^'- ^^i ^8* ^"9; ^H, then; th, tAlu; w, wig; wh, uAig; zb, azure.—See Key.
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warmer temperate countries, many being
natives of North America. They feed on
vegetables, and also on fish, reptiles, and
other aquatic animals. Their flesh is much
esteemed. One species, called the salt-water

terrapin {Malachlemys eoncentrica), is very
abundant in the salt-water marshes around
Charlestown, and is brought to market in

immense numbers in spring and early sum-
mer. The chicken tortoise {Einys reticu-

laria), so named from its flavour, is also an
esteemed American species.

Terraciuean.(ter-ak'we-an),a. Ten-aqueous.
'This terraquean globe.' Macmillan's Mag.
[Rare. ]

Terraqueous (ter-ak'we-us), a. [L. terra,

land, and aqua, water.] Consisting of laud
and water, as the globe or earth.

The fjrand terraqueous spectacle
From centre to circumference unveiled.

jrordsworeh.

Tenurt (ter'rar), n. A register of lands; a
terrier (of land). Cowell.

Terras (ter-ras'), n. [Fr. terasse. See Ter-
BACE. ] In her. the representation of a piece
of ground at the bottom of the base, and
generally vert.

Terras (ter'ras), n. Same as Trass.

Terret (t6r), v.t. To provoke. See Tarre.
Terre-blue (tarTjlu), n. [Fr. terre, earth,
and E. bine. ] A kind of light, loose earth.

Woodward.
Terreen (ter-ren'), n. [Fr. terrine, from
L. h^rra, earth.] A large dish, usually of
earthenware or porcelain; a tureen,

Terreity (t6r-re'i-ti). 71. [L. (erra, the earth.]
Earthiuess. 'Aqueity, terreity, and sul-

phureity.' B. Jonson.
Terrel,t Terellat(ter'rel,te-reria),?i. [Dim.
of L. terra, the earth.] A magnet of a just
spherical figure, and so placed that its poles,

equator, <tc., con'espond exactly to those of
the earth.

Terremotet (ter'mot), n. [O.Fr. terremote,
L. terra, earth, and motus, motion.] An
earthquake.

All the halle quoke
As it a terretnote yi^tG. Cerwer,

Terremotive (ter'mo-tiv), a. [See Terre-
mote.] Of or pertaining to, characterized
by, or causing motion of the earth's surface.

We may mark our cycles by the greatest known
paroxysms of volcanic and terrentoti-ve agency.

IVhewell.
He observed also the frequent sympathy of vol-

canic and terret7iotive action. iyhe7veU.

Terrene (ter-ren'), a. [L. terrenus, from
terra, earth.] 1. Pertaining to the earth;
earthy; as, terrene substance.

I would teach him . . . that Mammonism was not
the essence of his or of my station in God's Universe

;

but the adscttttious excrescence of it; the gross, ter-

rene, godless embodiment of it. Carlyle.

2. Earthy; terrestrial.

God set before him a mortal and immortal life, a
nature celestial and terrene. Raleigh.

Terrene (ter-ren'). n. 1. The surface of the
earth. [Rare and poetical.]

Over many a tract . . . they march'd . . .

Tenfold the length of this terrene. Milton.

2.t A terreen or tureen. 'Tables loaded
with terrenes, filigree, figures, and every-
thing upon earth.' H. Walpole.
Terrenity (ter-ren'i-ti), n. The state or
quality of being terrene; worldliuess.

Being overcome debases all the spirits to a dull
and low terrenity. I-etihant.

Terreoust (ter're-us), a. [L. terreus, from
terra, earth.] Earthy; consisting of earth;
as, terreottis substances; terreous particles.
Sir T. Browne.
Terre-plein (tar'plan). n. [Fr.—(erre=L.
terra, theearth, and plein = 'L. planus, even,
level, plain. Hence it ought to be Terre-
plain.] In fort, the top, platform, or hori-
zontal surface of a rampart, on which the
camion are placed.
Terrestre.ta. Earthly; terrestrial. Chaucer.
Terrestrial (ter-res'tri-al), a. [L. Urrestris,
from terra, the earth.] 1. Pertaining to the
earth ; existing on this earth ; earthly : as
opposed to celestial.

There are also celestial bodies, and bodies terres-
trial. 1 Cor. XV. 40

2. Representing or consisting of the earth;
as, the terrestrial globe. *Thls dark terres-
trial ball.' Addison.—Z. Pertaining to the
world or to the present state; sublunary;
worldly; mundane. ' A genius bright and
base, of towering talents and terrestrial
aims.' Yozt,nQ.~i. Pertaining to or con-
sisting of land, as opposed to water. ' Ter-
restrial parts of the globe.' Woodivard.—
5. Confined to, inhabiting, or living on land

or the ground : opposed to aquatic, and
sometimes to arboreal; as, terrestrial ani-

mals or plants.—Terrestrial magnetism. See
Magnetism.
Terrestrial (ter-res'tri-al), n. 1. An inhabit-
ant of the earth.

But Heaven, that knows what all terrestrials need.
Repose to night, and toil to day decreed. Po/>e.

2. pi. In nat. hist, (a) a section of the class
Aves (birds) corresponding to the orders
Cursores and Rasores. (6) A family of pul-
monated gasteropods. (c) A division of iso-

podous crustaceans. Brande cE; Cox.

Terrestrially (ter-res'tri-al-li), adv. After
a terrestrial or earthly manner. 'Terres-
trially modified, though called a celestial

or spiritual body in Scriptures.' Dr. H.
More.
Terrestrialness (ter-res'tri-al-nes),n. State
of being terrestrial.

Terrestrifyt (ter-res'tri-fi), v.t. [L. terres-

triis, from terra, the earth, and facio, to
make.] To reduce to earth, or to an earthly
or mundane state. ' Though we should
affirm thatheaven were but earth celestified,

and earth but heaven terrestrijied.' Sir T.
Browne.
Terrestrious t (ter-res'tri-us), a. 1. Earthy.
Sir T. Browne. ~2. Pertaining to the earth;
being or living on the earth ; terrestrial.
' Terrestrious animals.' Sir T. Brotcne.

Terret, Territ (ter'et, ter'it), n. One of
the round loops or rings on a harness-pad
for the driving-reins to pass through.
When I {a saddler) was out of my time I worked

for another master, and then, I found Z could make
my pad territs. Mayhem.

Terre-tenant, Ter- tenant (ter' ten-ant,
ter'ten-ant), n. [Fr. terre, the earth, and
tenant, holding. See Tenant.] In law, one
who has the actual possession of land; the
occupant.
Terre-verte (tei^vart), n. [Fr. terre, earth,
and verte, green.] Same as Terra Verde.
See under Terra.

Terrilole (ter'ri-bl), a. [Fr., from L. terri-

bilis, from terreo, to frighten; allied to Gr.
treo, to tremble, treros, frightful ; Jr. tar-
rock, {e3iTfn\. timid . SeeTERROR.] 1. Adapted
to excite terror, fear, awe, or dread; dread-
ful ; formidable. ' Terrible as an army with
banners.' Cant. vi. 10. 'Prudent in peace,
and terrible in war.' Prior.

Black it stood as night.
Fierce as ten furies, terrible as nell,

And shook a dreadful dart. Milton.

2. Excessive; extreme; severe.

I began to be in a terrible fear of him, and to look
upon myself as a dead man. Abp. Tillotson.

Syn. Terrific, fearful, frightful, formidable,
dreadful, horrible, shocking, awful.

Terribleness (ter'ri-bl-nes), n. The quality
or state of being terrible; dreadfulness; for-

midableness; as, the terribleness of a sight.

Having quite lost the way of nobleness, he strove
to climb to the height ol terribleness.

Sir P. Sidney.

Terribly (ter'ri-bli), adv. In a terrible man-
ner: (a) in a manner to cause terror, dread,
fright, or awe ; dreadfully. * When he ariseth
to shake terribly the earth.' Is. ii. 21.

The pohshed steel gleams terribly from far.

Dryden.
(&) Violently; very greatly; excessively.

The poor man squalled terribly, Swi/t.

TerriCOlSB (ter-rik'o-le), n. pi [L. terra, the
earth, and colo, to inhabit.] An order of
annelidans, including the earth-worms and
naiads.

TerriCOlous (ter-rik'o-lus), a. Inhabiting
the earth; living in the soil of the earth;
specifically, belonging to the Terricolce.

In the same manner as gallinaceous and strulhious
bi-.ds swallow stones to aid in the trituration of their
food, so it appears to be with terricolons worms.

Dantnn.
Terrier (ter'i-er), n. [Fr. terrier, the hole
or burrow of a rabbit or a fox, from terre, L.
terra, the earth. Equivalent therefore to
burrow-dog, being so called from following
its prey into holes or burrows.] A small
variety of dog, remarkable for the eager-
ness and courage with which it goes to earth
and attacks all those quadrupeds which
gamekeepers call vermin, as foxes, badgers,
cats, rats, &c. There are several varieties.

In Britain there are two prevalent kinds, the
one rough and wire-haired, known as the
Scotch terrier, the other smooth-haired and
generally more delicate In appearance, and
known as the English terrier. The Skye
terrier is a sub-variety of the Scotch terrier
peculiarly prized. The pepper and mustard
breeds, rendered famous by Sir Walter Scott,

are highly valued. A large German variety,
called the Sau^/tder (boar-seeker), is used to
rouse i:ie largest denizens of the forest from
their lairs. The Maltese terrier is about
the size of a ferret, and is generally a great
favourite with ladies. The bull-terrier, pro-
bably a cross between the bulldog and ter-
rier, is one of the most savage and deter-
mined of dogs. If any kind of dog is native
to Britain it is the terrier.

Terrter (ter'i-6r),?i. [Fr. terrier (L. L. terrariug
liber, land book), from L. terra, the earth.)
In law, (a) formerly, a collection of acknow-
ledgments of the vassals or tenants of a
lordship, containing the rents and services
they owed to the lord, &c. (b) In modern
usage, a book or roll in which the lands of
private persons or corporations are de-
scribed by their site, boundaries, number
of acres, &c.
Terrier t (ter'i 6r), n. [O. Fr. Urriere, an
auger.] A wimble, auger, or borer.

Terrific (ter-rif'ik),a. [L. (erri^cK*, from ter-

reo, to frighten, and /acio, to make. See Ter-
rible.] Dreadful; causing terror; adapted
to excite great fear or dread; as, a terrific
form; a (crn/^c sight. 'The serpent . . .

with brazen eyes, and hairy mane terrific.'

Milton.

Terriflcalt (ter-rif'ik-al), a. Terrific.

Terrifically (ter-rifik-al-li), adv. In a
terrific manner; terribly; frightfully. De
Quincey.
Terrify (ter'ri-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. terrified;
ppr. terrifying. [L. terreo, to frighten, and
facio, to make. See Terrible.] l.t To
make terrible.

If the law, instead of aggravating and terri/ying^
sin, shall give out license, it foils itself. Mtlton.

2. To frighten; to alarm or shock with fear.

When ye shall hear of wars and commotions, be
not terrified. Luke xxi. 9.

Terrigenous (ter-rij'en-us), o. [L ter-

riyena, one bom of the earth— (erra, the
earth, and gigno, genui, to bring forth.]
Earth-bom ; produced by the earth. — Ter-
rigenous metals, the metallic bases of the
earths, as barium, aluminium, &c.
Territorial (ter-ri-to'ri-al), a. 1. Pertaining
to territory or land; as, territorial limits;
territorial jurisdiction.—2. Limited to a cer-
tain district; as, rights may be personal or
territorial.

Territorialize (ter-ri-to'ri-al-iz), v.t. pret.
& pp. territorialized; ppr. territorializing.

1. To enlarge or extend by addition of terri-
tory.— 2. To reduce to the state of a teiritory.

Territorially (ter-ri-to'ri-al-li), adv. In re-
gard to territory; by means of territory.

Territoried (tei-'ri-to-rid), a. Possessed of
territory.

Territory (ter'ri-to-ri), n. [L. territorium,
from terra, earth.] 1. The extent or com-
pass of land within the bounds or belonging
to the jurisdiction of any sovereign, state,

city, or other body; any separate tract of
land as belonging to a state; dominion;
sometimes also a domain or piece of land
belonging to an individual.

Linger not in my territories longer than swiftest
expedition will give thee time to leave our royal
court. Shai.
They erected a house within their own territory.

Hayivard,
Those who live thus mewed up within their own

contracted territories, and will not look abroad be-
yond the boundaries that chcmce, conceit, or laziness
nas set to their inquiries. Loci:e.

Arts and sciences took their rise and flouri>lied
only in those small territories where the people were-
free. Sn"/t.

2. Any lai^e tract of land; region; country;
as, an unexplored territory in Africa. —
3. In the United States, a portion of the
country not included within the limits of
any state, and not yet admitted as a state

into the Union, but organized with a sepa-
rate legislature, under a territorial governor
and other ofticers appointed by the presi-

dent and senate of the United States. Good-
rich.—Territory of a judge, in Scots law, the
district over which lus jurisdiction extends
in causes and in judicial acts proper to him,
and beyond which he has no judicial autho-
rity.

Terro- metallic (ter'r6-me-tal"ik). n. In
pottery, a material introduced by Mr. Peak
of Burslem. and consisting of a mixture of
several kinds of clay, pulverized and tem-
pered to a very fine state, the iron-hardness-

of the compound being due to the peculiar
quality of the clays employed.
Terror (ter'ror). 71. [L. terror, from terreo.

to frighten. Probably from same root as
Gr. treo, Skr. tras, to tremble. See Terri-

Fate, fir, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oU, pound; ii. So. abune; J, Sc. fey.
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BLE.] 1. Fear that agitates the body and
mind; extreme fear; violent dread; flight.

*The sword without and terror within."

Deut. xxxii. 25.

Amaze and terror seiz'd the rebel host. Milton.

2. That whicli may excite dread; the cause
of extreme fear.

Rulers are not a terror to good works, but to the
evil. Kom. xiii. 3.

There is no terror, Cassius, in your threats. Shak.

—King 0/ terrors, death.

His confidence shall be tooted out of his taber-

nacle, and it shall bring him to the king- (if terrors.

Job xviii. 14.

—Reign of terror, in the history of the first

French revolution, a term generally applied

to that period during which the country
was under the sway of those rulers who
made the execution of persons of all ages,

sexes, and conditions who were considered
obnoxious to their measures the principle

of their government. This period may be
said to have commenced in April, 1793,

when the revolutiimary tribunal was ap-
pointed, and to have ended in July, 1794,

on the overthrow of Robespierre and his

accomplices. — Alarm, Terror, Conaterna-
tion. See under ALARM.
Terror -breathing ( ter ' ror - breTH - ing ), a.

Inspiring terror; terrifying. * The stem
tlin.iU nf (error-breathing war* Drayton.
Terrorism (ter'ror-izni), n. The act of one
who terrorizes; a system of goveniment by
terror; the practice of exercising intimida-
tion to coerce people towards a certain
conrse.

Terrorist (ter'ror-ist), n. One who rules by
intimidation; one who advocates, recom-
mends, or practises terrorism; specifically,

an agent or partisan of the revolutionary
tribunal during the reign of terror in

France.
Thousands of those hell-hounds called terrorists,

whom they had shut up in prison on their last revolu-
tion as the satellites of tyranny, are let loose on the
people. Burke.

Terrorize (ter'ror iz), v.i. To impress with
terror or feiir; to sway by terror; to terrify;

to iippal; to frighten.

Terror-smitten(ter'ror-smitn). a. Smitten
or artt-cted with terror; terrifie<l

Terror-stricken, Terror-struck (ter'ror-

strik-n. ter'ror-struk), a. Struck with
terror; alarmed; appalletl; terrified.

Terry (ter'ri), n. [¥v. tirer, to draw.] A
textile fabric, with a long, smooth pile,

such as plush or velvet, and so called pro-
baltly from the drawing out of the wires
over which the warp is laid to make the
series of loops seen in Brussels carpet or
un<;ut velvet.

Terry-velvet (ter'rl-vel-vet), n. A silk

lilush or ribbed velvet.

Terse (t^rs), a. (L. termg, pp. of tergo, to
rub ur wipe.) l.t Wiped; rubbed; appear-
ing as if wiped or nibb^'d; smooth.

Many stones, precious and vulvar, although terse
and smooth, have not this attractive power.

Str T. BroTvne.

2.t Refined; accomplished: polished: said
of persons. ' Vour polite and terge gal-
lants.* Massinger. — Z. Free from super-
fluity; neatly or elegantly compact or con-
cise; neat and concise.

In eiijht terse lines has Pha^irus told
4S0 fru);al were the bards of old)
A tale of goats; and closed with grace.
I'Lin, moral, all, tn that short space. /K if'hiteheati.

Tersely (t^rs'li), adv. In a terse manner;
neatly; compactly; concisely.

Fastidious Brisk, a courtier, . . . speaks good
remnants; swears tersely and with variety.

H. yonson.
Terseness (t^rs'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity nf lieing terse; neatness of style; com-
pai tufss; conciseness; brevity.

His (Swinburne's) poems do not aim at terseness,
and many of them run lo an inexcusable length
throu>;h their iteration and diffuseness. So ignordnt
is he of the value of conciseness that he fails to per-
ceive that the point of Byron's inscription, "Cor Cor-
dium,' on the tomb of ShcUcy, lies in its brevity, and
cxp.tiids it into a sonnet. Qitart. Rev.

Ter-tenant, n. See Terrk-tesant.
Tertlal (t^-r'shal). a. [L tertim, third.] A
Lena applied to the feathers growing on
the last or innermost joint of a Ijird's wing.
See Tertiarv, n. (d). Sirainnon.

Tertial ( t^r'shal ), n In ornith, one of the
tertlal feathers or tertiaries.

Tertian ( t^r'shan ), « [L. tertiauus, from
trrinin. third.] Occurring every other day;
a\ a drtian fever.

Tertian ( t^r'shan ). n. 1. A fever or other
disease whose paroxysms return every other

day; an intermittent whose paroxysms occur
after intervals of about forty-eight hours.—
2. t A measure of 8i gallons, the third part
of a tun.

Tertiary ( t^r'shi-a-ri ). a. [L. tertiarim,
from tertius, third.] Of the third order,
rank, or formation; thivd.— Tertiary colour,

a colour produced by the mixture of two
secondary colours, as citrine, russet,or olive.

SeeXERTiARY.ji. (c).—re r(i«ri/ era or epocA,
in geol. the era during which the tertiary
formation was being deposited, correspond-
ing to the earliest period in which mammals
appear. — I'erdary feather, in ornith. see
Tertiary, n.—Tertiary formation, in geol.

the third great division of stratified rocks,
Ijing immediately above the secondary. The
earlier geologists used tiiis term as desig-
nating all strata above the secondary; but
later discoveries have tended to modify its

sense by way of restriction. As now em-
ployed the term tertiary formation desig-
nates the rock-system extending from the
ehalk(thehighest memberof the secondary),
on which it rests, ta the liase of the post-
tertiary system, which latter, according to
some, includes the strata belonging to the
glacial epoch, while others leave them in
the tertiary. It is noteworthy that there is

a complete and entire physical break be-
tween the rocks of the secondary or meso-
zoic and tertiary periods, the latter resting
in no instance conformably on the former,
while there is an eciually complete break in
the life of the two periods, not a single se-

condary animal or plant being known to
have survived the cretaceous period with
the exception of a few Foraminifera. In the
tertiary rocks, on the other hand, not only
are all the animals and plants more or less
like existing types, but we meet with a con-
stantly increasing proportion of living spe-
cies as we pass from the Iwjttom to the top.

The classification of the tertiary formation
is based on this increase, the strata being
divided into two git-at groups as follows:—
(1) The Older Tertiary, comprising the
Eocene, with five per cent of living species,

and the Miocene, with twenty-five per cent,
(2^ The Newer Tertiaky, comprising the
older Pliocene, containing fifty per cent of
living species, and the Sewer Pliocene, con-
taining ninety-five per cent.

Tertlaiy (ter shi-a-ri), n. That which is ter-

tiary or tliird in order or succession; as,

(a) in geol. the tertiary system of rocks or
tertiary era. See the adjective. (6) A mem-
berof the third division of a mouastic order.

The order of St. Francis had. and of necessity, its

tertiaries like that of St, Dominic. Miitnan.

(c) A colour, as russet, citrine, olive, and
the like, produced l)y the mixture of two
8econdar>- colours. The tertiaries are grays,
and are either red-gray, blue-gray, or yellow-
gray when these primaries are in excess, or
they are violet-gray, orange-gray, or green-
gray when these secondaries are in excess
Fairholt. (</) In ornith. one of the feathers
supported by that part of a i)ird"s wing
wliich corresponds to the upper arm in

man, as distinguished from the primaries
(or quills) and the secondaries. Also called
Tertial.

Tertiate (tfer'shi-at). v.t. pret. A pp terti-

ated; ppr. teriiating. [L. tertio, tertiatum,
to do every third day, from tertius, third]
1. To do for the third time. Johnson.—
2. To examine, as tlie thickness of the metal
at the muzzle of a gun; or in general to ex-

amine the thickness of ordnance, in order
to ascertain its strength.

Tertium quid (t^r'shi-um kwid). [L.] A
thin! something in addition to two others,
what this something is l^ing left indefinite.

Tertium sal (t^r'shi-um 8al),n. In old chem.
a neutral salt, as being the product of an
acid and an alkali, making a third substance
difi'erent from eitlier.

Tertullianlst (tt-r-turyan-ist), ». A mem-
ber of a branch <)f the African Montanists

;

so named from TertuUian, who embraced
Moiitanist opinions.

Teruncius (t^r-un'shi-us), n. [L.. from ter,

three times, and uncia, an ounce ) An an-
cient Ruman coin, being the fourth part of
the as, and weighing 3 ounces.
Teru-tero (ter-o-ter'6). n. A South Ameri-
can bird of the plover kind (Vanellus cay-
anensis). so named from its harsh screaming
voice, which disturbs the stillness of the
Pampas, especially at night It resembles
the pewit, but its wings are armed with
short spurs like those on the legs of the com-
mon cock. When hatching, it attempts like

the pewit to draw away enemies from its

nest by feigning to be wounded. Its eggs
are esteemed a delicacy.

Tery,t rt. Full of tears. Chaucer.
Terza-rima (tai-'tsa-re'ma), n. [It., third or
triple rhyme.] A complicated system of
verification, borrowed by the early Italian
poets from the troubadours. Byron adopted
it in his Prophecy of Dante.
Terzetto (tar-tset'to), n. [It.] In music, a
short composition, piece, or movement for
tliree performers, vocal or instrumental; a
short trio.

Tesho-lama (tesh'o-la-ma). n. One of the
two popes of the Buddhists of Thibet and
Mongolia, the other being the Dalai-Lama.
each supreme in his own district. When the
Tesho dies his place is filled by a child,
into \vhose body he has announced before
deatii his purpose of migrating. Called also
Bogdo-lama, Pen-chen. See Dalai-Lama.
Tessaradecad (tes'sa-ra-de-kad), n. [Gr.
tessares. four, and dekas, the number ten.]
A group of fourteen individuals; an aggre-
gate of fourteen. Farrar.
Tessella (tes-sel'la), n. pi. Tessellae (tes-
sel'le) Same as Tessera.

Tessellar (tes'sel-16r), a. Formed with tes-
sera; or in squares.

Tessellated (tes'sel-lat-ed), a. [L. tessella. a
little square stone; dim. of (tf««^rff, a square]
Formed by inlaying differently coloured
materials in little squares, triangles, or other
geometrical figures, or by mosaic work. Also
written with one I. See Tessera.
The beauty, variety, and elaboration of the pave-

ments formed by the ancients with variously coloured
lesser*, in the manner of mosaic, have been the sub-
ject of admiration in modern times. . . . These tes-

selated pavements are also exceedingly interesting
from the cautious arrangements which, it is evident,
were observed in their structure. FairJfolt.

Tessellation (tes sel-la'shonX n. 1. Tessel-
lated or mosaic work.— 2. The operation of
making tessellated work.

Tesseliite (tes'sel-lit),?*. Amineral; apophyl-
lite (which see).

Tessera (tes'se-ra), n pl. Tesserse (tes'se-

re), (L, a cube, a die, from tir. tesseres,

four] 1. A small cubeorsciuarereseml>ling
our dice, and consisting of different mate-
rials, OS marble, precious stones, ivory,

Part of a Tessellated Pavement.

a a a. Tesserae of which it is composed.

glass, wood. &c. These tesserce were used
by the ancients to form the mosaic floors or
pavements in houses, for ornamenting walls,

and like purooses. — 2. A small square of

bone, wood, &c., used as a ticket of admis-
sion to the theatre, or as a token for other
purposes, in ancient Rome.
TesseraiC (tes-sera'ik), a. Diversified by
te.4sera> or s(|uares; tessellated.

TesseraKtes'se-ral), a. 1. Pertaining to or
containing tesserie.— 2. In crystal, having or
characterized by three equal axes at right
angles, like the cube.
Tesserarianf (tes-se-ra'ri-anXa. [L. tessera,

a die.] Of or pertaining to gambling; as, the
tesserarian art.

Tessular (tes'u-16r), a. In crystal, related
to the cube, or having equal axes hke the
cube: tesseral.

Test (test), n. [O.Fr. test. Mod. Fr. t^t, from
L. testum, an earthen vessel, from testa, a
piece of earthenware, the shell of shell-fish

or testaceous animal, from a root signify-

ing to be dry, whence also E. thirst.] 1. A
vessel used in refining gold an<l silver; a
cupel. See Cupel.— 2. Examination by the
cupel ; hence, any critical trial and exami-
nation.

Let there be some more lest made of my metal.

Before so noble and so great a figure

Be stanip'd upon it. Shak.

Thy virtue, prince, has stood the test of fortune
Like purest gold. AcUison.

3, Means of trial ; as, to offer money as a
test of one's integrity.

The issue of life and death is put upon our conduct

ch, cAain; th, 3c. locA;

roL. IV.

i>9^\ j. iob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^r; ta, tAen; th, ^in; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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and behaviour; that is, made the test we are to be
tried by. PaUy.

4. That with which anything is compared
for proof of its genuineness ; a touchstone

;

a standard.
Unerring Nature . , .

Life, force, and beauty must to all impart.
At once the source, the end and test of art. Pope.

5. Means of discrimination
; ground of ad-

mission or exclusion.

Our lest excludes your tribe from benefit. Dryden.

6. Judgment; discrimination; distinction.
Who would excel, when few can nwke a test

Betwixt indifferent writintf and the best? Dryden.

7. In chem. a substance which is employed
to detect the presence of any ingredient in
a compound, by causing it to exhibit some
known property; a substance which, being
added to another, indicates the chemical
nature of that other substance by producing
certain changes in appearance and proper-
ties; a reagent; as, infusion of galls is a te^
of the presence of iron, which it renders
evident by the production of a black colour
in water and other liquids containing that
metal; litmus is a te»t for determining the
presence of acids when uncombined or in
excess, a.s its blue colour is turned red liy

acids.—SVN. Criterion, standard, experience,
proof, experiment, trial.

Test (test), v.t. 1. In metal, to refine, as
gold or silver, by means of lead, in a test,

by the destruction, vitrification, or scorifl-
cation of all extraneous matter— 2. To put
to the test; to bring to trial and examina-
tion; to prove the genuineness or truth of
by experiment, or by some fixed principle
or standard; to compare with a standard;
to try; as, to test the soundness of a princi-
ple; to Ust the validity of an argument.

Strange
Was love's dumb cry defying change
To test his worth. Tennyson.

3. In chem. to examine by the application of
some reagent.

Test (test), n. [L. testa, a shell, &c. See
Test, n., above.] 1. In zool. the outside
hard covering of certain animals; as, («) the
shell of ilollusca, which are for this reason
sometimes called Testacea. (6) The cal-
careous shell of sea-urchins, (c) The thick
leathery outer tunic of the sea-squirts (Tuui-
cata). {d) The calcareous shell of the Fora-
minifera. not as in tlie molluscs a true cuti-
cular secretion,but inmiersed in thesarcode.
2. In bot. the outer coating or integument
of a seed.

Test (test), v.t. [L. testor, to bear witness,
to testify, to attest, whence contest, attest.

See Testament.] In law, to attest and
date; as, a writing tested ou such a day.

Test (test), v.i. To make a will or testa-
ment. [Old English and Scotch.]
A wife has power to test without the consent of her

husband. Be//.

Testt (test),n. [L. testis, a witneas. See Tes-
tament.] A witness. 'Prelates and great
lords of England, who were . . . tests of that
deed.' Berners.

Testa (tes'ta), n. An animal's shell or in-
tegument; a test.

Testable (testVbl), a. [L. testahilis, from
testor, to testify, to publish one's last will.]

In law, (a) capable of being devised or given
by will, {b) Capable of witnessing or of being
witnessed.

Testacea (tes-ta'she-a), n. pi [L. testaceus,
covered with a shell, testaceous, from testa,

a shell.] Marine shelled animals, especially
moUusca. A term rarely used in modern
zoology, and most nearly corresponding in
significance to the division Lamellibranchi-
ata. The Testacea were the third order of
Vermes in the Linnrean system. Cuvier ap-
plied this terra to an order of his class
Aeephala.
Testacean (tes-ta'she-an), 7i. One of the
Testacea.

Testacean (tes-ta'she-an), a. Relating to the
Testacea.

Testacellus (tes-ta-sel'lus), n. [Dim. from
L. testa, a shell.] A genus of pulmoniferous
gasteropods. which are furnished with a
diminutive shell, forming a shield or protec-
tion to the heart. Two or three species
have been enumerated; they infest gardens
and nurseries.

Testaceography (tes-ta'she-og"ra-fl), n. [L.
testacea, and Gr. grapko, to write.] Same
as Testaceology.
TestaceolOgT (tes-ta'she-ol"o-ji), n. [L. tes-

tacea (see Testacea), and Gr. logos, dis-

course.] The science of testaceous molluscs;
conchology. [Rare.]

Testaceous (tes-ta'shus), a. [L. testaceits,

from testa, a shell] 1. Pertaining to shells;

consisting of a hard shell, or having a hard
continuous shell.— 2. In bot. brownish yel-

low, like that of unglazed brown earthen-
ware.

—

Testaceous animals, animals having
a strong thick entire shell, as oysters and
clams; distinguished from cnistaceous ani-
mals, whose shells are more thin and soft,

and consist of several pieces jointed, as lob-

sters : now rarely used as a scientific term.
— Testaceous medicines, all preparations of
shells and like substances, as the powders
of crabs" claws, pearl, itc.

Test-act (test'akt), n. In Eng. hist, an act
passed in the reign of Charles II., providing
that all persons holding any important office,

civil or military, fntm the crown, or receiv-
ing money therefrom, should take the oaths
of supremacy and allegiance, and subscribe
a declaration against transubstautiation,
and also receive the sacrament of the Lord's
supper according to the usage of the Eng-
lish Church. It was repealed in 1S2H. See
under Corporation.
Testacy (tes'ta-si), n. In law, the state or
circumstance of being testate, or of leaving
a valid testament or will at death.

Testament (tes'ta-ment), n. [L. testainen-

tuin, from testor, to be a witness, to make a
will, from testis, a witness; similarly testify,

testimony, attest, contest, &c.] 1. In law, a

solemn authentic instrument in writing, by
which a person declares his will as to the dis-

posal of his estate and eft'ects after his death;
a will. In Scots law, the word testament,

in the strictly legal acceptation, signifies a

deed in writing, by which the granter ap-
points an executor, that is, a person to ad-

minister his moval)le estate after his death,

for the behoof of all who may be interested

in it. A testament may thus consist merely
of the nomination of an executor, or it may
contain, along with such a nomination,
clauses bequeathing, in the form of legacies,

either the whole or part of the movable
estate. In its more common meaning, how-
ever, a testament is a declaration of what
a person wills to be done with his movable
estate after his death. See AVill.—2. The
name of each general division of the canon-
ical books of the sacred Scriptures ; as, the

Old Testament; the New Testament. The
name is equivalent to covenant, and in our
use of it we apply it to the books which
contain the old and new dispensations; that

of Moses, and that of Jesus Christ. When
used alone the word is often limited to the
New Testament.
Testamental (tes-ta-men'tal), a. Relating
to a testament or will; testamentary.

The /t-sttimentit/ cu]) I take.

And thus remember thee. Montgomery.

Testamentary (te8-ta-men'ta-ri),a. 1. Per-

taining to a will or to wills; as, testamentary
causes in law.—2. Bequeathed by will; given
by testament.

How many testamentary charities have been de-
feated by the negligence or fraud of executors!

.Itter/'ury.

3. Done or appointed by, or founded on. a
last will or testament; as, testamentary
guardians, that is, guardians appointed by
testament or will.

Testamentation ( tes'ta-men-ta"shon ), 71.

The act or power of giving by will. [Rare.]

By this law the rig^ht of testamentation is taken
away, vliich the inferior tenures had always enjoyed.

Burke.

Testamur (tes-ta'mur), 7i. [L., we testify.]

A certificate given to an English university

student certifying that he has successfully

passed a certain examination ; so called

from the opening words.
Testate (tes'tat), a. [L. testatus, having tes-

tified, having published one's last will, pp.
of testor, to witness, Ac] Having made and
left a will. 'Persons dying testate and in-

testate.' Ayliffe.

Testate (tes'tat), n. In law, one who has
made a will; one who dies leaving a will or
testament.
Testation (tes-ta'shon), n. [L. testatio, from
testor, to witness.] A witnessing or bearing
witness.

How clear a testation have the inspired prophets
of God given of old to this truth. Bfi. Ha//.

Testator (tes-tat'or), n. [L.] A man who
makes and leaves a will or testament at

death.

Testatrix (tes-tat'riks), n. [L., fem. of tes-

tator.^ A woman who makes and leaves a
will at death.

Testatiim (tes-ta'tum). n. [L.] One of the
clauses of an English deed, including a
statement of the consideration money, and
the receipt thereof: called also the witiiess-
ing or operative clause.

Teste (tes'te), n. [Ablative sing, of L. testis.

a witness.] In law, the witnessing clause of
a writ or other precept whicli expresses the
date of its issue. Wharto7i. See 'Writ.
Tester (tes't6r), n. [O.Fr. testiere, a head-
piece, the crown of a hat, A-c; O.Fr. teste,

Mod.Fr. (^(e, ahead, from L. (e«^a. an earthen
pot, the skull, the head.] 1. The square
canopy over a four-post bedstead.
The flowers on my cunains and tester, I took for

men in continual movement. Dr. Forbes H'ins/orv.

2. In arch, a fiat canopy, as over a pulpit,
tomb, and the like.— 3, An old French silver
coin, of the value of about sixpence sterling
(originally eighteenpence, afterwards nine-
pence), so named from the teste (head) upon
it; hence, in modern slang, a sixpence.
While 1 have a shilling, thou sha'n't want a tester.

Hmo/lett.
\^ery leisurely, and as with a soul by no means to

be dazzled by sixpences, the barber took up the
tester. yerrold.

Tester (tes't^r), n. One who tests, tries,

assays, proves, or the like; as, a good tester,

Testere.t « [Fr. testi>re, from O.Fr. teste,

Fr. tttc. the head.] A head-piece; armour
for the head. Chaucer.
Testemt (tes't^rn), n. A sixpence. See Tes-
ter.
Testemt (tes't^m), v.t. To present with a
testern or sixpence.

To testify your bounty, I thank you. you have t^t-

tern'd me, m requital whereof, henceforth carry your
letter yourself. Shak.

[L. testis. See TES-Testes (tes'tez). n. vl-

TICLE. ] In anat. the testicles.

Test-fumace ( test'ffer-nas ), n. A form of
refining furnace of the reverberatory kind
for treating argentiferous alloy, as that of
lead rich in silver. E. H. Knight.
Test-glass (test'glas), n. A glass vessel of
conical or cylindrical fonu, having a foot
and sometimes a beak, used to hold liquids
for testing, or other chemical solutions.
E. H. Knight.

Testicle (tes'ti-kl), n. [L. testiculus, dim. of
testis, a testicle. ] One of the glands which
secrete the seminal fluid in males.
TestiCOnd (tes'ti-kond), a. [L. testis, a tes-

ticle, and condo. to hide] In zool. said of
an animal having the testicles

concealed, as the Cetacea.

Testicular (tes-tik'u-16r), a.

Same as Tesiiculate.

Testiculate, Testlculated
(tes-tik'il-lat, tes-tik'u-lal-ed),

a. In hot. (a) shaped like a
testicle. (&) Having two
tubers resembling testicles, as
some species oforchis.

Testiere (tes- ti-ar'), n. [O.Fr.

teste, the head.] A defence

Testiculate Root <>' plate-armouT for the head
—Orchis Aiorio. of a war-horse.

Testlf, t a. [O. Fr. , from teste,

the head.] Headstrong; self-willed; testy.

Chaucer.
Testlficate (tes-tif'i-kat), 7i. In Scots law, a
solemn written assertion, not on oath, for-

merly used in judicial procedure.

Testification (tes'ti-fi-ka"shon), n. [L tes-

tincatio. f>ee Testify.] The act of testify-

ing or giving testimony or evidence. 'A
more direct service and testijicatian of our
homnge to God.' South.

Testificator (tes'ti-fi-kat-^r), n. One who
testififs; one who gives witness or evidence.

Testifier (tes'ti-fi-6r), n. One who testifies;

one who gives testimony or bears witness to

prove anything.

The authority of the testijier is founded upon his

ability and integrity. Bp. Pearson.

Testify (tes'ti-fi), t.i. pre*. & pp. testified;

ppr. testifying. [O.Fr. testifier, from L. tes-

tificor—testis, a witness, and /acio, to make.
See Testament.] 1. To make a solemn de-

claration, verbal or written, to establish

some fact; to give testimony for the pur-

pose of communicating to others a know-
ledge of something not known to them.

Jesus . . . needed not that any should testify <A

man, for he knew what was in man, Jo, ii. 25.

2. In law, to make a solemn declaration
under oath, for the purpose of establishing

or making proof of some fact to a court ; to

give testimony in a cause depending before
a tribunal.

One witness shall not testify against any person to

cause him to die. Num. xxzv. 30.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mdve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sa abune; y. So. fey.
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5. To declare a chai^; to bear witness: fol-

lowed by Oijaiiut.

Israel, ... I will testify against thee. Ps. !. 7

1 testtfifd against them in the day wherein they
sold provisions. Neh, xiii. 15.

Testi^ (tes'ti-fi), V. t. 1. To aflarm or declare
solemnly for the purpose of establishing a
fact; to bear witness to; to give evidence
for.
We speak that we do know, and testify that we

have seen, and ye receive not our witness.

Jn. iii. II.

2. In law^ to atfirm or declare under oath
before a tribunal, for the purpose of proving
gome fact. — 3. To publish and declare
freely.

Testifying both to the Jews, and also to the Greeks.
.

repentance toward God and faith toward our Lord
Jesus Christ. Acts xx. 21. [

Testily (tes'ti-li). arfo. In a testy maimer;
j

fretfully; i>eevishly; with petulance.
j

Testimonial (tes-ti-m6'ni-al).«. [O.Fr. te»-
j

tiui'tuwU, frum L- tefitimoniiim. See Tes-
TiM'fNY.J 1. A writing or certificate in fav- !

our of some one's character or good conduct;
a writing produced by any one as evidence

j

for himself <>r his pretensions; a certiflcate \

of one's (jualiflcations. or of the worth or
|

genuineness of anytliing.
j

It is possible to have such testimonials of divine i

authority as may be sufficient to convince the more
reasonable part of mankind, and pray what is want-
ing in the testiinonies of Jesus ChrislT T. Burnet.

2. A gift raised by subscription In acknow-
letlgnient of an indiridual's services, or as
a token of respect for his worth, presented
to himself in the form of a sum of money,
piece of plate, his portrait, or the like, or
if done after death, taking the form of a
monument, benevolent endowment, and the
Uke.
The portrait was intended as a testimonial, 'ex-

presuve of the eminent services of Mr. B. in promot-
ing and securing llie prosperity of the town.'

/*'. CoUins.
The late lamented O'Connell . . . over whom a

grateful country has raised such a maj^nilicent testi-
monial. Thackeray.

Teatlmonlal (tes-ti-mo'ni-alX a. R^iUting
to or cc>nt;uning testimony.

A clerk riocs imt exhibit to the bishop letters mis-
sive or tcitmiQKial testifying his good behaviour.

Aylijfe.
Testimonialize (tes-timd'ni-al-U), p.c. To
present with a testimonial. [New and col-
loq]
People were testimonializing his wife. Thackeray.

Testimony (tes'ti-mo-ni). n. [L. testimoni-
um, fruin testor, to give witness, from testis,
a witness ] 1. A solemn declaration or affir-
mation made for the purpose of establish-
ing or proving some fact; statement or
statements made in proof of something.
Teatimony, in judicial proceedings, may be
verbal or written, but must be under oath.
2. Statement or declaration of facts ; tenor
of statements marie; representation; de-
claration; Its, these doctrines are supported
by the uniform testimony of the fathers;
the belief of past facts must depend on the
evidence of human testimony, or the testi-
mony of historians —3. Act of bearing wit-
ness; open attestation

; profession.
Thou ... for the testimony of truth hast boni«
Universal reproach. Milton.

4. Witness; evidence; proof of some fact.
•To this I call my friends in testimony.'
Tennyson. — 5. Anything efjuivalent to a
declaration or protest; a manifestation.
Shake off the dust under your feet, for a festimofiy

against them. Mark vi. n.

6. In Scrip, (a) the two tables of the law.

Thou Shalt put into the ark the Ustimony which I

shall give thee. Ex. xxt. i6.

(6) Divine revelation generally ; that which
is divinely revealed or coram unicated; the
Word of God; the Scriptures.

The Ustimony of the Lord is sure, making wise
the Umple. Ps. xix. 7.

—Evidence. Testimony. See underEviDENCE.
Testimony t (tea'ti-mo-ni). v. t. To witness.

Let him be but testimouied in his own bringings
forth, and he shall appear a scholar, a 5tate^raan,
and A soldier. SAak.

Testlness (tes'ti-nes), n. The state or qua-
lity (»f lieing testy; fretfulness; x>eevishnes8;
petulance.

Testinfst is a disposition or aptness to be angry.

^ I.ocke.

Testing (test'ing), n. 1. The act of one who
tests, or the act of applying a test; as,

(o) the act or operation of trying the strength
ot anything, as a chain, a tube, a beam,
rafter, &c., in order to ascertain whether

it is sufficiently strong to answer the pur-
pose for which it is intended. (&) In ckem.
the act or operation of examining by re-

agents to detect the presence of any ingi-edi-

ent. (c) In nwtal. the operation of refining
large quantities of gold or silver by means
of lead in the vessel called a test; "cupella-

tion. In this process the extraneous matter
is vitrified, scorified, or destroyed, and the
metal left pure.

Testing-Clause (test'ing-klaz). n. In Scots
law. the clause in a formal written deed or
instrument by which it is authenticated
according to the forms of law. It consists
essentially of the name and designation i>f

the writer, the number of pages of which
the deed consists, the names and designa-
tions of the witnesses, the name and designa-
tion of the person who i>enued the deed,
and the date and place of signing.

Test-Object (test'ob-jekt), n. A minute ob-
ject, generally organic, whereby a person is

enabled to prove the efficiency of a micro-
scope, only microscopes of a certain power
being capable of showing sucli objects, or
of enabling their markings or peculiar stnic-
ture to be clearly seen. The muscular fll)res

of the mammalia, portions of the eye of
fishes, scales of the wings of insects, and the
shells or frustules of the Diatomaceie, are
very generally employed. See TEST-PLATE.
Testont (tes'ton), n. [O.l-Y. See TESTER.]
A tester; a sixpence.

You cannot give him less than a shilling in con-
science ; for the book he had it out of cost htm a
ieston at least. B fcnsoit.

Testone* Testoon (tes-to'ne, tes-ton). n.
[It. testone. See Teston.] An Italian silver
coin w«.rtl» about 1«. 4rf. ; also, a Portuguese
coin worth about Id. sterling.

Test-paper (test'pa-p6r), n. 1. In chem. a
paper impregnated with a chemical re-

agent, as litmus, Ac. , and used for detecting
the presence of certain substances, whose
presence causes a reaction and a change in
the colour of the paper.—2. In law, an in-

strument admittt;d as a standard of cora-
pari8<»n for hand-writing. [United States.]

Test -plate (test'plat). n. A finely-ruled
glass plate used in testing the power and
defining quality of microscopes. Some of
these ruled plates have the almost incredible
number of 225,000 lines to the inch.
Test-pmnp (test'pump). n. A force-pump
for testing the streiigtii of boilers, tubes,
and other hollow articles by hydraulic
pressure.

Testrilt (tes'tril), n. A sixpence. See
Te.stek.

Sir Tohy. Come on, there's a sixpence for you;
let's have a song.
Sir Andrew. There's a testril of me, too. Shak.

Test-tube (test'tub), n. 1. A tube or thin
cylintler <'f glass used in testing and analys-
ing liijidds.—2. A chlorometer.

Te8tudinal(tes-tu'din-al), a. [See Tbstcdo. ]

Pertiiiiiiiig to the tortoise, or resembling it.

Testudlnaria {tes-tu'di-na"ri-a), n. [L. tes-

tudo, a tortoise. ] A genus of Dioscoreacew,
characterized by the cork-like covering or
bark of its rhizome, which is wholly above-
ground. In time the covering cracks deeply
and forms large protul>erances, whicti some-
what resemble the shells of tortoises. The
t>est known species. T. elephantipes, is

grown in greenhouses in this country,
where it is called elephant's-foot, in refer-

ence to its unwieldy rootstock. It is a na-
tive of the Cape of Good Hope, where it is

called Hottentots' bread, from the fleshy in-

teriors (if the rhizomes having been used as
food by tlie Hottentots.

Testudlnarloas (tes-tu'di-na'Vi-us), a. Re-
sembling a tortoise-shL-M in colour; covered
with red, black, and yellow patches, like a
t<)rtoi8e-8hell.

Testudinata (te8-tu'di-na"ta). n. pi. [See
Testudo] Another name fur the order
Chelonia, comprehending the tortoises and
turtles

Testudlnate, Testudinated (tes-tu'din-at,

tes-tu'din-iit-cd), a. {h. testttdinatus, from
testudo, a tortoise] Resembling the back
of a tortoise ; constructed like the back of
a tortoise ; arched ; vaulted.

Testudineous (tes-tu-din'e-us), a. [See
abovf. ] Resenilding the shell of a tortoise.

Testudlnlda (tes-tu-din'ide), n. pi. The
land- tortoises, a family of chelonian reptiles
distinguished by their highly-arched cara-
pace and short clubby feet. See Tortoise.
Testudo (tes-tu'do). n. [L. , a tortoise, hence
the warlike contrivance, from (e«(a, a shell.]

1. Among the ancient Romans a cover or

screen which a body of troops formed with
their oblong shields or targets, by holding
them over their heads when standing close

Roman Testudo, from Trajan's Pillar.

to each other. This cover somewhat re-
sembled the l-ack of a tortoise, and served to
shelter the men trom missiles thrown from
above. The name was also given to a struc-
ture movable on wheels or rollers for pro-
tecting sappers. — 2. A shelter similar in
shape and design to the above employed as
defences for miners, &c. . when working in
ground or rock which is liable to cave in.—
3. In med. an encysted tumour, wliich has
been supposed to resemble the shell of a
turtle. Called also Talpa.— i. In zool. the
land-tortoises, a genus of chelonian reptiles.
See Tortoise.— 5. In mxtsic, a musical in-
strument ; a species of lyre : so called in
allusion to the lyre of Mercury, fabled to
have been made of the shell of tlie sea-tor-
toise.

Testy (tes'ti), a. [O.Fr testu, headstrong,
wilful, obstinate; Mod. Fr. tHu; from O.Fr.
teste, Mod. Fr tete, the head; comp. E. heady.
See Tester.] Fretful; peevish; petulant;
easily irritated.

Must I stand and crouch under your testy humour!
Shak.

My lord tired of his quiet life, and grew weary and
then testy at those gentle bonds with which his wife
would have held him. Thackeray.

Tetanic (te-tan'ik), a. Pertaining to or de-
noting tetanus; as, tetanic spasm.
Tetanic ( te-tan'ik ), ?i. In med. a remedy
which acts on the nerves, and through tliem
on the muscles, as nux vomica, strychnia,
brucina, &c. If taken in over-doses tetanies
occasion convulsions and death.
Tetanoid ( tet'an-oid ), a. [Gr. tetanos, te-

tanus, and eidos, resemblance. ] Resembling
tetanus.

Tetanus (tet'a-nus). 7i. [Gr. tetanos, te-

tanus, also stretched, from teind, to stretch.
See Thin.] Spasm with rigidity; a disease
characterized by a more or less violent
and rigid spasm of many or all of the
muscles of voluntary motion. The varie-
ties of this disease are : (1) trismus, or
locked-jaw; (2) opisthotonos, wiiere the body
is thrown back by spasmodic contractions
gf the muscles; (3) emprosthotonos, where
the body is bent foi-wards; (4) pleitrothoto-

nos, where the body is bent to one side.

These affections arise more frequently in
warm climates than in cold. They are occa-
sioned either by exposure to cold, or by
some irritation of the nerves in consequence
of local injury by puncture, incision, or
laceration; hence the distinction of tetanus
Into idiopathic and traumatic. Lacerated
wounds of tendinous parts prove, in warm
climates, a never-failing source of these
comi>laints. In cold climates as well as
in warm locked-jaw (in which the spasms
are confined to the muscles of the jaw or
throat) frequently arises in consequence of

the amputation of a limb, ur from lacerated
wounds. Tetanic affections which arise in

consequence of a wound or local injury
usually prove fatal. Tetanus is also distin-

guished, according to its intensity, into

acitte and chronic. ~ Artificial tetanus, a
state of the system induced by certain poi-

sons, as strychnia, brucina, or their salts, in

ch, ehtdu; 6h, 9c. loch; g, go; i,^b; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^: th, then; th, thin; w, u;ig; wb, wAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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which the symptoms of intense tetanus are

exhil)ited.

TetartOhedral (te-tar't6-he"dral), a. [Or.

tetartuti, fourth, and heiira, a base.] In
cryatui having one-fourtli the number of

planes requisite to complete symmetry.
TetartoUedrally (te-lai*'t6-he"dral-li), adv.

In A tetartohedral form or arrangement.
Tetartohedrism (te-tji:-'to-he"drizm), n. In
crystal, the state or property of being modi-
fied tetartohedrally.

Tetarto-prismatlc (te-tar'to-priz-mafik),

a. [Or. tetartos, fourth.] In crystal, same
as Tn'clinic.

Tetailg (te-tftgO, n. Same as Tautog.

Tetch.t n. Same as Tache. Jiomaunt of
the Rose.

Tetchlness, Tetchy (tech'i-nes.tech'i). See
Techiness, Techy.
T6te (tat), n. [Fr., head. See Tester]
False hair; a kind of wig or cap of false

hair. ' Her wig or tete . . . thrown care-

lessly upon her toilette.' Jiev. B. Graves.

T6te-i-t6te (tat'a-tat), adv. [Fr.] Head
to head ; cheek by jowl ; face to face ; in

private; in close confabulation.

Long before the squire and dame
Have, tt'te-d-t/te, relieved their flame. Prior,

Lord Monmouth fell into the easy habit of dining
in his private rooms, sometimes UU-a-tite with Ville-

becque. Disraeli.

T6te-^-Wte (tat'a-tiit), a. Head to head ;

private; confidential; with none present
but the parties concerned; as, a tete-d-tHe

conversation.
T6te-^-t6te (tafa-tiit), n. 1. A private in-

terview with no one present but the parties

concerned; a friendly or close conversation.

2. A kind of sofa for two persons so curved
that they are brought face to face while
sitting on different sides of the sofa.

T6te-du-pont (tat-du-poh), n. [Fr.] In
fort, a work that defends the head or en-

trance of a bridge nearest the enemy.
Tether (telH'er), 71. [AUo tedder, O.K tedir;

not in A. Sax., but in similar forms in the

cog. languages; Icel. tjdtkr, a tether, tjdthra,

to tether; O.Fris. tieder, tiader, L.G. tider,

O.Sw. tiuther, a cord, baud, tether; from
same root as to tie, Goth, tiuhan, to lead,

to hold.] A rope or chain by which a graz-

ing animal is confined within certain limits.

Often used figuratively in sense of course in

which one may move until checked ; scope
allowed.

They had nearly run to the end of their tether.

Trollope.

Tether (tein'^r), v.t. To confine, as a graz-
ing animal, with a rope or chain within
certain limits.

He that bounded thy power tethered thee shorter.
Bp. Hall.

Tethys (te'this), n. [Gr. tethys, an oyster, a
kind of ascidian. ] A genus of nudibranchiate
gasteropods, inhal,iting the Mediterranean,
and characterized by having two rows of

branchial, resembling branching tufts along
the back, and a very large membranous and
fringed veil on tlie head, which shortens as
it curves under the mouth. On the base of

the veil are two compressed tentacula, from
whose margin projects a small conical point.

Tetra-. [Gr., from tettares, tessares, four,
equivale it to L. guadri-.] A prefix in com-
pounds, derived from the Greek, signifying
four, fourfold; as, (cfrachord, tetragon, te-

trarch.

Tetrahranchiata (tet'ra-brang-ki-a"ta), n.

pi. An order of Cephalopoda, comprising the
two families Nautilida; and Ammonitidae.
Of this order the pearly nautilus may be re-

Tetrabranchiata.

Pearly Nautilus {.Vautihis />omfiilius). The shell

cut open, showing the (.hambers, the septa, the
siphuncle, and the animal, a. Respiratory funnel.

*, Branchiae (the mantle cut open to show them).
c. Arms or brachial tentacles, d. Hood, e, Eye.
m. Mantle, n. Shell-muscle, s, Siphuncle.

garded as the type, being the only living
member of the order, though its fossil re-

presentatives (Orthoceras, Ammonites, &c.)
are remarkably abundant. The character-
istic features of the order are the external

many-chambered shell, the septa between
the chambers of which are perforated by
the tube, called a 'siphuncle;' branchise
four in number, arms numerous. See also

Nautilus.
Tetrabranchiate (tet-ra-brang'ki-at), a.

[Gr. tetra. four, and branchia, gills.] Hav-
ing four gills; as, the tetrabranchiate ceph-
alopods.

Tetracaulodon (tet-ra-kal'o-don). n. [Gr.

prefix tetra, four, kaulos, a stalk, and odoics,

a tooth. ] A fossil animal of tlie miocene
period, by some regarded as a distinct spe-

cies, akin to the mastodon, and so named
from its having four tusks, two short ones
in the lower jaw in addition to the long
ones of the upper jaw. Owen regards it

simply as an immature Mastodon giganteus.

Tetracerus (te-tras'e-rus), n. [Gr. prefix

tetra, four, and keras, a horn.] The ge-

neric name of a curious species of Indian
antelope (T. qtiadricornvs), whose trivial

name is a Latin repetition of the Greek
generic one, both being due to the fact that
it has four horns. The front pair of horns
are very short and placed just above the
eyes, the hinder much longer and occupy-
ing the usual position on the head. 'The

females are hornless. The animal has the
habit of making lofty bounds. The height
of the adult is about 20 inches, and the col-

our bright bay above and gray-white below.

Tetrachenium, Tetrachoenium (tet-ra-
ke'ni-um), n. [Gr. prefix tetra, four, and
achenium. See ACHENE. ] . In bot. a fruit

formed by the adhesion of four achenia.

Tetrachord (tet'ra-kord), 71. [Gr. tetra-

chordon—tetra, four, and chords, a chord.]

A scale series of four notes. The word in

its modem sense signifies a half of the
octave scale, as C to F and G to C— Con-
junct tetrachords, tetrachords which over-

lap, as C to F and F to B.—Disjunct tetra-

chorda, tetrachords which have a degree
between tliem, as C to ¥ and G to C.

Tetrachotomous (tet-ra-kot'o-mus), a.

(Gr. tetrachos, in a fourfold manner, and
temno, to cut or divide.] Having a division

by fours ; separated into four parts or

series, or into series of fours ; as, a tetra-

chotoinous stem.
Tetracoccous (tet-ra-kok'kus), a. [Gr.

prefix tetra, four, and kokkos, a berry. ]

In bot. having four cells elastically dehis-

cing and separating.

Tetracolon ( tet'ra-ko-lon ), n. [Gr. prefix

tetra, four, and kOlou, limb, member.] In
pros, a stanza or division of lyric poetry con-
sisting of four verses.

Tetrad (tet'rad), n. [Gr. tetras, tetrados,

the number four. ] 1. The number four; a
collection of four things.—2. In chem. an
atom the equivalence of which is four, or
an element one atom of which is equiva-
lent, in combination, to four atoms of

hydrogen.
Tetradactyl (tet'ra-dak-til), n. [Gr. tetra,

four, and daktylos, a finger or toe.] An
animal having four toes on each foot; a
tetradactylous animal.
Tetradactylous (tet-ra-dak'til-us), a. Hav-
ing: four toes on each foot.

Tetradecapoda (tet'ra-de-kap"o-da), n. pi.

[Gr. prefix tetra, four, deka, ten. and pons,

podos, a foot.] The name given by Agassiz

to a division of malacostracous crustaceans
from their having, typically, seven pairs of

feet in the adult. They are the Edrioph-
thalmata of other zoologists.

Tetradiapason (tet'ra-di-a-pa"zon), n.

[Gr- tetra, four, and diapason.] Quadniple
diapason or octave; a musical chord, other-

wise called a quadruple eighth or twenty-
ninth.

Tetradic (tet-rad'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

a tetrad; tetratomic.

Tetradite (tet'ra-dit). n. [From Gr. tetras,

the number four.] One in some way having
relation to the number four; as, (a) one who
regarded fourasamystic number. (6) Among
the ancients, a child bom in the fourth
month or on the fourth day of the month,
(c) Eccles. one of certain sects who held this

number in especial honour, as the Manichees,
who, thinking this the perfect number, be-

lieved there were four persons in the God-
head.
Tetradrachm, Tetradrachma ( te t ' ra -

dram, tet - ra - drak ' ma ), n. [ Gr. tetra-

drachmon— tetra, four, and drachme, a
drachm. ] In anc. coinage, a silver coin
worth 3s. 3d. sterling, the drachma being
estimated at 9Jti.

Tetradymite (tet'ra-di-mit), n. [Gr. tetra-

dymos, fourfold, from its occurrence in quad-
ru[>le crystals.] Same as Bvrnite. Brande.
Tetradymous (tet'ra-di-mus), a. [See
TKTkADYMlTE.] In bot. having four cells

or cases.

Tetradynamia ( tet ' ra - di - na " mi - a ), n.

pl. [Gr. tetra, four.

( ':^^i

and di/nami«,power,
strength.] The fif-

teenth class of
plants iu the Lin-
neean system, com-
prehending those
plants which bear
hermaphrodite
flowers with six sta-

mens, four of them
longer than the
other two. It was
divided into two
ordei-s — Sillculosa,

of which the com-
mon garden - cress
and shepherd's

-

purse are examples,
and Siliquosa, of
which the mustard
and cabbage are
examples. All the

plants of this class are now included in the
nat. order Cruciferae.

Tetradynamian, Tetradynamous (tet'ra-

di-na"nH-au. tet-ra-din'a-nuis). a. In bot.

having si.\ stamens, wliereuf fuur long ones
are arranged in pairs opposite to each other,
and alttriiate with two isolated short ones.
Tetraedral (tet-ra-e'dral). See Tetka-
HEDRAL.
Tetraedron (tet-ra-e'dron). See Tetra-
hedron.
Tetragon (tet'ra-gon), n. [Gr. tetragonon
—tetra, four, and gonia, an angle.] \. In
geom. a figure having four angles; a quad-

Tetradynamia—Common
WaUflower.

Tetragons.

1, Square. 2, Parallelogram or Oblong, 3. Rhombus.
4, Rhomboid. 5 and 6, Trapezium.

rangle, as a square, a rhombus, tfec—2. In
astrol. an aspect of two planets with regard
to the earth when they are distant from
each other 90° or the fourth ol a circle.

Tetragonal (te-trag'on-al), a. 1. Pertaining
to a tttragon; having four angles or sides.

Thus a square, a parallelogram, a rhombus,
and a trapezium are tetragonal figures.—
2. In bot. having four prominent longitudinal
angles.

—

Tetragonal ovai^, one that is four-
sided.— Tefragonai stem, one that has four
sides, as in Lamium purpureum. —Z. In
crystal, same as Dimetric.
Tetragoniacese (tet-ra-g6'ni-a"se-e), n. pl.

[Gr. tetra, four, and gonia, an angle, iu

allusion to the fruit being four-angled. ]

A nat. order of incomplete dicotyledons,
having the genus Tetragonta as its type.
The plants of this order have thick succu-
lent leaves, are chiefly maritime, and for the
most part natives of tropical regions. T.

expansa is a native of New Zealand and
Japan, and is used by the natives of those
countries as a remedy for scorbutic com-
plaints. The genera Aizoon, Sesuvium, and
Trianthema are also included in this order,
which is often combined with Ficoidese.

Tetragonlsm t (tet-rag'on-izm). n. [See
TETRAGON.] The quadrature of the circle.

Tetragonolepis (tet-rag'o-nol"e-pis), n.

[Ur. tetra, four, gOnia, an angle, and lepis,

a scale. Lit. four-cornered scale.] A re-

markable and numerous genus of fossil

ganoid fishes, chiefly from the lias strata

of Dorsetshire : so called from their lai^e

square scales. They belong to the Pycnodont
family.

Tetragonolohus (tet-rag'o-nol"6-bus), ».

[Gr. tetra, four, gonia, an angle, and lobos,

a pod, from the legumes being furnished
with four wings or four angles.] A genus
of plants, nat. order Leguniinosa>. papilion-

aceous division, allied to lotus, with which
many authors unite it. The species are na-

tives of Europe, and consist of herbs with
broad leafy stipules, trifoliate leaves, and
flowers seated on axillary peduncles, fur-

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, piu; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J', Sc. fey.
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nisheil with a bract. They have a close
resemblance to bird's-foot trefoil, and in

gardens are well adapted for ornamenting
rock-work. T. purpurea, or purple-winged
pea, is anative of the south of Europe. There
is a variety of this species the legumes of
which are cooked and eaten in southern
regions in the same manner as French beans.

Tetragonous (te-tra'gon-us), a. Same as
Tetragonal.

Tetragram (tet'ra-gram), n. [Or. tetra-
grannnos, with four lines—tefra, four, and
gramma, a line ] In geom. a figure formed
by four right lines.

Tetragraminaton (tet-ra-gram'ma-ton), n.

[Gr. tetra, four, and gramma, grammatos,
a letter. ] Among several ancient nations,
the mystic number four, which was often
symbolized to represent the Deity, whose
name was expressed in several languages
by four letters, as in the Assyrian Adad,
I^yptian Amon, Persian Soru, Greek Sue,
and Latin Detis.

Tetrag3m(tet'ra-jin), n. [Gr. tetra, four, and
gifii^, a female. ] In
bot. a monoolinous or
hem)aphrodite plant
having four pistils.

Tetragynla aet-ra-jin'-

i-a), H. pi. [See above.]
An order of plants in
several of the classes
in the Linnsean system.
It comprehends those
plants which have four
pistils. The holly fur-
nishes an e.'cample.

Tetragynian, Tetra-
gjrnousltt-'t-ra-jin'i-an,

tet-ntj'in-us), a. In bot. having four carpels
or four s^tyles.

Tetrahedral (tet-ra-he'dral), o. [See
Tetrahedron.) l. Having or composed of
four sides. —2. In crystal, (a) having the
form of the regular tetrahedron, (ft) Per-
taining or relating to a tetrahedron or the
system of forms to which the tetrahedron
be\nngs. —Tetrahedral angle, in geom. a
soli<l angle bounded or inclosed by four
plane angles. Written also Tetraedral.

Tetrahedrite (tet-ra-he'drit). n [Gr.
tetra, four, and hedra, a base.] A name
given to a group of iaomorphous minerals,
crystallizing in hemihedral forms of the
monometric or regular system, and con-
sisting of mixtures of sulphur-salts. The
name is more specifically given to the min-
eral otherwise called fahl-ore or fahl-erz,
large tetrahedral crystals of which, having
mostly a rough dull surface, are found in
the C'oniish mines near St. Austel. More
brilliant crj-stals o^cur at Andreasberg in
the Hartz. Kremnitz in Hungary, Freiberg
in Saxony, Ac.
Tetrahedron (tet-ra-
he'dron), /i. [Or. tetra,

four, and hedra, a
base.] In^^om afigure
comprehended under
four e((uitaterat and
equal triangles, or a
triangular pyramid
having four equal and
equilateral faces. It

is one of the Ave regular solids.

Tetragynia—/>«r«
quadrifolia.

a. The four styles.

Tetrahedron.

In crystal.

the tetrahedron is regarded as a secondary
form of the octahedron, from which it is

derived by cutting away the alternate angles
•^r edi,'es. Writipu also Tetraedron.
Tetrahexahedral ( tet-ra-heks'a-he"dral ),

a. [Gr tetra, t<n\r. and kexah''dral.\ Hav-
ing the form of a tetrahexahedn-n.
Tetrahexahedron (tet-ra-hek8'a-he"dron),
n. [Gr. tetra, four, and
hezahedron. ] A solid
bounded by twenty -four
equal faces, four corre-
sponding to each face of

the cube. Called also
Tetrakishrxahedron.

Tetralogy <te-tral'o-ji). n.

[ Gr. tttralogia — tetra,

four, andl'Mjos,i\\»CO\ine. ] Tetrahexahedron.
The name given to a col-
lection of four dramatic compositions, three
tragic and one satiric, which were exhibited
together on the Athenian stage for the
prize at the festivals of Bacchus.
Tetralophodon (tet-ra-lof'odonj, n. [Gr.
tetra, four, lophos, a ridge, and odotis, odon-
tos. a tooth] A sub-genus of mastodons,
based on the form of the molars, which have
four gap-like transverse ridges. The other
sub-genus is Trilophodon (which see).

Tetramera (te-tram'6r-a), n.p/. [Gr. tetra,

four, and meros, a part.] Latreille's name
for a section of coleopterous insects, dis-
tinguished by
having all the
tarsi four-
jointed, as in

the Rhyncho-
phora.
Tetramerous
(te-tram'6r-us),

a. Consisting
of or divided
into four
parts; charac-
terized by hav-
ing four parts;
speciflcally,(a)

in bot. applied Telr^intTA.— i. Lamia aurodneia.
to a flower or =, Footof Tetraopes. 3, Foot of

other complex MegasceUs.

organ having
its parts in fours. (&) In entoin. of or per-
taining to the Tetramera.
Tetrameter (te-tram'et-6r), n. [Gr. tetra,

four, and metron, measure.] Inaiic. prosody,
a verse consisting of four measures, that is,

in iambic, trochaic, and anapa;stic verse,

of eight feet; in other kinds of verse, of four
feet.

Tetrameter (te-tram'et-6r), a. Having
four metres. 'The Latin (e(ra»i«teriambic.'
Tyrwhitt.

Tetramorph (tet'ra-morf), n. [Gr. tetra,

four, and morphe. shape.] In Christian art.

the union of the four attributes of the evan-
gelists in one figure, winged, and standing
on winged fiery wheels, the wings being
covered with eyes. It is the type of unpar-
alleled velocity. Fairholt.

Tetrander (te-tran'd6r). n. [Gr. tetra, four.

and aner, andros, a male.] In bot. a mono-
clinous or hermaphrodite plant, having four
stamens.

Tetrandrla(te-tran'dri-a),n.tti. [See above.]
The fourth cUu of pUuts in the Linneean

Tetrandria

—

Ludwigia jussUitokUt.

Bystem. comprehending such as have lour
stamens. The orders belonging to this class
are Monogynia, Digynia, and Tetragynia.
The teasel, dodder, and pond-weed funiish
examples.
Tetrandrian, TetrandrouB(te-tran'dri-an,
te-tran'drus). a. In httt. belonging to the
class Tetrandria: monoclinous or herma-
phrodite, and having four stamens.
Tetrant (tet'rant), n. [Gr prefix tetra,

four] One of the four equal parts into
which the area of a circle is divided by two
diameters drawn at right angles to each
other. Weale. [Rare.)

Tetranthera (te-tran'th6r-a). n. [Prefix

tetra. four, and anther.\ A lai^e genus of
trees, chiefly natives of the tropica and warm
parts of the eastern hemisphere, nat. order
Lauracetc. They have evergreen feather-
veined leaves and small heads of numerous
flowers. T. R</x,burghii or lauri/olia is a
native of the mountains of India and China.
The fruit yields a kind of greasy exudation,
from which the Chinese make candles of a
bad quality, and which serves as a basis for
salves.

Tetrao (te-tra'o),n. [L., a grouse.] The name
given by Linnteus to an extensive genus of
gallinaceous birds, characterized by a naked
and most generally red band, which occu-
pies the place of the eyel»row. It includes
all the various species of grouse, the fran-
colins, partriilges, and quails. The genus
Tetrao, as now restricted, includes only
those membera of the family Tetraonidaj
which have the toes covered with horny
piates, and only rudimentary feathers on

the feet. The species are natives of northern
and temperate regions. See Grouse.
Tetraodon (te-tra'o-don), n. Same as Tet-
rodon (which see).

Tetraonid (te-tra'o-nid), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Tetraonidae.
Tetraonid (te-tra'o-nid), n. One of the Tet-
raonid je.

Tetraonidae (tet-ra-on'i-de),7i.;>?. The grouse
family, a family of birds belonging to the
sub-order Gallinacete or Clamatores. of the
order Rasores, distinguished by a naked
band, often of a red colour. In place of an
eyebrow. It comprises the various species
of grouse (Tetrao). the ruffed grouse (Bo-
nasa), the cock of the plains (Centrocenis),
and the ptarmigans (Lagopus).
TetrapetalOUS (tet-ra-pet'al us), a. [Gr
tetra. four, aiuXpetalon, a leaf.] In bot. con-
taining four distinct petals or flower leaves;
as. a tetraj)etalous comlla.
Tetrapharmacon, Tetraphannac\im
(tet-ra-far'ma-kon, tet-ni-far'ma-kum), «,

[Gr. tetra, four, and pharmakon, a drug, a
remedy.] A combination of wax, resin, lard,
and pitch, composing an ointment.
Tetraphyllous (te-traf'il-lus), a. [Gr. tetra,

four, and phyllon, a leaf.] In hot. haring
four leaves ; consisting of four distinct
leaves or leaflets.

Tetrapla (tet'ra-pla), n. [Gr. tetraploos,
fourfold.] The name given to an edition
of the Bible, arranged by Origen in four
columns, containing fourGreek versions, viz.

the Septuagint, that of Aquila, that of Sym-
machus. and that of Theodosian ; also, a
version in four languages.
Tetrapneumonian (tet'ra-nu-m6"ni-an ),

n. (Gr. tetra. four, and pneumon, a lung.]
One of a section of spiders (Araneid»), com-
prehending those which have four pulmon-
ary sacs.

Tetrapod (tet'ra-pod), n. [Gr. tetra, four,
and pons, podos, a foot.] A four-footed ani-
mal; especially an insect having only four
perfect legs, as certain Lepidoptera.
Tetrapodichnite (tet'ra-pod-ik"nitXn. [Gr.
tetra, four, puns, podos, a foot, and ichnos,
afootprint] Inyeol. the footprint of a four-
footed animal, as a saurian reptile, left on a
rock. See ICHNITB.
TetrapOdy (te-trap'o-di). n. [Gr. tetra, four,
and pons, podos, a foot] A series of 4 feet;
a measure or distance of 4 feet. [Rare.

]

Tetrapteran (te-trap't^r-an), Ji. [Gr. tetra,
four. Hnd pteron, awing.] Aninsect which
has four wings.

Tetrapterous (te-trap't^r-us), a. (See Tet-
RAiTER.iS ] Having four wings.
Tetrapterus (te-trap't^r-us), Ji. [Gr. tetra,

four, and pteron, a wing or fin. ] 1. A genus
of acanthopterygious fishes, nearly allied to
the Xiphias or sword-fish. They inhabit
the Mediterranean. —2. A genus of fossil

fishes peculiar to the chalk formation, and
characterized by the close apposition of their
pectoral and ventral fins.

Tetraptote (tet'rap-tot). n. [Gr. tetra. four,
and ptosis, a case in grammar, lit. a falling,
from pipto, to fall.] In gram, a noun that
has four cases only.
Tetraquetrous (te-trak'we-trus). a. [Gr.
tetra, four, and -quetrus, in L. triquetnis,
three-cornered] In bot having four very
sharp and almost winged corners.
Tetrarch (te'trark or tet'riirk), Ji. [Gr. te-

trarches—tetra, four, and arche, rule,] A
Roman governor of the fourth part of a pro-
vince ; a subordinate prince ; hence, any
petty king or sovereign. Lu. iii. 1.

Tetrarch t (te'trark or tet'rark), a. Four
principal or chief. 'Tetrarch elements.*
Fuller. [Rare.]

Tetrarcliate(te'trark-ator tet'rar-kat), n.

The district under a Roman tetrarch, or the
office or jurisdiction of a tetrarch.

Tetrarchical (tet-rar'kik-al), a. Pertaining
to a tetrarch or tetrarchy.

Tetrarchy (tet'ritr-ki), n. Same as Tet-
rarckate (which see).

TetrasepalOUS (tet-ra-sep'al-us), a. [Gr
tetra. four, and E. sepal, the leaf of a calyx. J

In bot. applied to a calyx which is composed
of four sepftls-

Tetra8pa8ton(tetra-spas'ton),u. [Gr. tetra,

four, and spaO, to pull.] A machine in which
four pulk'ys all act together, [Rare]
TetraspermoUB (tet-ra-sp^r'mus). a. [Gr.

(e(ra, four, andsperma, seed.] Inbot. having
four seeds.— J. tetraspermous plant is one
which produces four seeds in each flower.

Tetraspore (tet'ra-spor), n. [Gr. tetra, foun
and K spore. ] In bot. among the algte a col-

lection of spores. I'sually there are four,

ch, chain; th, Sc. loeh; g; go; j, ^b; h, Ft. ton; ng, sin^; tb. tKen; th, thin; w, idg; wh, whig; zh, azure,—See Ket.
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Tetrastyle Temple-
Fortuiia Virilis.

whence the name; but sometimes we find

only three, and at other times as many as

eight or ten, in which latter case the tet-

raspore is sometimes said to be compound.
TetraeporlC (tet'ra-spor-ik), a. lu hot. com-
posed (tf tetraspores.

Tetrastic, Tetrastich (te-tnis'tik). n. [Gr.

tetra.sticlws—tctm, four, and *^"c/ios, verse.]

A stanza, epigram, or poem consisting of

four verses.

TetrastichouB (te-tras'tik-ust, a. In hot

having a four-cornered spikti.

Tetrastoon (te-tras'to-ou), n. [Gr. tetra,

fmir. and stoa, a por-

tico.] \narch. a court-

yard with porticoes or
open colonnades on
each of its four sides.

Brilton.

Tetrastyle(tet'ra-stil),

a. and n. [Gr. teira,

four, and sttiloa, col-

umn.] In anc. arch.

having or consisting of

four columns ; having
a portico with four
colunms in front, as
in the temple of For-
tuiia Viiilis at Rome.

Tetrasyllable,Tetra-
syUablcal (tet'ra-sil-

lab"ik, tet'ra-sil-lab"-

ik-al), a. Consisting of
four syllables.

Tetrasyllable (tet'ra-

sil-Ia-bl). n. [Gr. tetra,

four, and syllabe, syllable.] A word con-

sisting of four syllables.

Tetratliecal(tet-ra-the'kal), a. In bot. ap-

plied to plants which have four loculanients

or cavities in the ovary.
TetratllionlC(tet'ra-thi-on"ik),rt. [Gr. tetra,

four, and t/icjort, sulphur.] Appellative of an
unstable acid of sulphur containing oxygen
and hydrogen (SjjOeH..). at one time com-
monly used to tone photographic prints,

but now disused.

Tetratomic (tet-ra-tom'ik), a. Same as

Tetradic.

Tetrlc,t Tetricalt (tet'rik, tet'rik-al). a. [L,

tetricns, from teter, offensive, foul.] Fro-
ward

; perverse ; harsh ; sour ; rugged.
KnoUes.
TetricalneSBt (tet'rik-al-nes), n. The state

or ((uality of being tetric; frowardness; per-

versenesa. Bp. Gauden.
Tetrlcltyt (tet-ris'i-ti), n. Crabbedness;
perverseness; tetricalness.

Tetricoust (tet'rik-us). a. Tetric.

Tetrodon (tet'ro-don), n. [Gr. tetra, four,

and odorts, a tooth] A genus of teleostean
fishes of the order Plectognathi and family
Gymnodontes, distinguished by the posses-
sion of four large teeth, the jaws being each
divided by a central suture. They have the
power of inflating the l)ody with wind, which
causes them to float on the surface of the
water, and gives tliem an almost spherical
form. These fishes are confined to the seas
of warm climates. Written also Tetraodoti.

See Globe-fish.
Tetryl (tet'ril), n. (C4H0). The hypothe-
tical radicle of the fourtli alcohol of the
C°H2" + i series. In the free state it con-
tains CgHig, having been first isolated by
Kolbe, who obtained it by electrolysis of
valerianic acid. Called also Butyl.

Tetrylamlne (te-trii'a-min), n. (C4HnN=
N. H2.C4H9.) A colourless transparent liquid
having a strongly ammoniacal and some-
what aromatic odour, and producing dense
white fumes with hydrochloric acid. It is

produced by the action of potash on cyanate
orcyanurate of tetryl Called also Butyla-
mine.
Tetrylene (tet'ri-len), n. (C4HS.) Oil-gas;

a gaseous hydrocarbon of the oleflne seiies,

first obtained by the distillation of oil. See
Coal-gas.
Tetter (tet't^r), n. fA.Sax. teter, G. zitter,

tetter ; connections doubtful ; oomp. Fr.

dartre, Skr. dardra, tetter.] 1. A vague
name of several cutaneous diseases, as
lierpes, impetigo, &c.

A most instant tetter bark'd about,
Most lazar-like, with vile and loathsome crust.

All my smooth body. Shak.

2. A cutaneous disease of animals, which
spreads on the boily in different directions,

and occasions a troublesome itching. It

may be communicated to man.
Tetter (tet'tSr). v.t. To affect with the dis-

ease called tetter. 'Those measles, which
we disdain should tetter us,' Shak.

Tetterous (tet't^r-us), a. Having the char-
acter of tetter. 'A tetterous eruption.'

Quincy.
Tetter-totter (tet't6r-tot-t6r), n. [From
titter, teeter, and totter.] A balancing play
of children; see-saw. Called also Titter-

cum-totter. [Provincial English.]

Tettlgonia (tet-ti-gr/ni-a), n. [Gr. tettix,

iettufos, a kind of gi-asshopper, a cicada, and
giinia, a comer ] A genus of hemipteroua
insects, known by the name of leaf-lioppers.

T. vitis, destructive in vineyards, is found
in Europe and iu tlie United States.

TettigoniadsB (tet-tl-go'ni-a-de), n. pi. Leaf-
hoppers, a family of hemipterous insects,

of which the genus Tettigonia ia the type.

See Tettigonia.
Tettisht (tet'ish), a. [From Fr. Ute, a head.
SeeXBSTV.] Captious; testy. 'He is the most
tettish knave.' Beau, tfc Fl. See Teatish.
Tettyt (tet'i), a. [See Tettish.] Tetchy;
peevish; irritable. 'Socholerick and tetty,

that no man raay speak with them. * Burton.

Teucrium (tu'kri-um), n. [From Teucer,
father-in-law of Dardiuius. king of Troy-
certain healing virtues of the plant having,
it is said, been discovered by him.] A genus
of plants belonging to the Labiatae. There
are three British species, T. Chamcedrys,
the common germander: T. Scordium, the
water germander; !ind T. Scorodonia, the
wood germander or wood sage.

Teuthidse, TeutMdans (tu'thi-de. tu'thi-

danz), n. pi. [Gr. teuthis, teuthidos, a cuttle-

fish.] A family of decapodous eephalopods
comprising the calaraaries or squids. The
species ai'e characterized by the pcssession
of an elongated body with lateral fins. The
shell, called the gladius or pen, ia internal
and elongated, horay, and consists of a
median shaft an<l of two lateral wings.

The common calamary or pen-flsh {Loligo
vulgaris), abundant on our coasts, is an
example.
Teutlose (tut'los), n. [Gr. teutlon, h^t.'\ A
kind of sugar, resembling glucose, said to
exist iu the juice of beet.

Teuton (tii'ton), 71. [L Teutones, the Teu-
tons, a latinized form of the native name.
See Dutch.] Originally, the name given to
members of an ancient German tribe first

heard of 320 B.C. ; ultimately applied to the
Germanic peoples of Europe in general, an<l

at present often used to include Germans,
Dutch, Scandinavians, and those of Anglo-
Saxon descent, as when we speak of Teutons
as opposed to Celts.

Teutonic (tii-ton'ik), a. Of or belonging to

the Teutons; of or belonging to the peoples
of Germanic origin; in the widest sense, per-

taining to the Scandinavians, and to the peo-
ples of Anglo-Saxon origin, as well as to Ger-
man races proper. —Teutonic nations, the

different nations of the Teutonic race. These
are divided into three branches:—<1) The
High Germans, including the Teutonic in-

habitants of Upper and Middle Germany;
those of Switzerland and the greater part
of the Germans of Hungary. (2) The Saxon
or Low German branch, including the Fris-

ians, the Low Germans, the Dutch, the

Flemings, and the English descended from
the Jutes, Angles, and Saxons, who settled

in Britain. (3) The Scandinavian branch, in-

cluding the Icelanders, the Norwegians, the

Danes, and the Swedes. —retf^onic laiv-

guages, a tribe of tongues, belonging to the

great Aryan or Indo-European family,which
has been divided into three great sections,

viz. ; (1) Mceso-Gothic, the language used by
Ulphitas in his translation of the Scriptures

made in the fourth century for tlie Goths of

Moesia. (2) German, subdivided into Low
German and High German. The Low Ger-

man tribe of tongues are the Anglo-Saxon
or English, Old Saxon, Platt-Deutsch or Low-
German proper. Frisian, Dutch,and Flemish.

The High German has been divided into

three periods. Old High German, Middle
High German, and modem German. (3) The
Scandinavian comprises Icelandic or old
Norse, the Modem or pre- _^_^
sent Norse, Danish, and

| \

Swedish. — rewfonic cross, r—x\\T-\
in her. a name sometimes I—! I—

I

given to a cross potent, |». |—. I

from its having been the LI | LJ
original badge assigned by [-^ ^
the emperor Henry VI. to '

the knights of the Teutonic Teutonic Cross.

order. — Teutonic order, a
military religious order of knights, estab-

lished toward the close of the twelfth cen-

tury.in imitationof the Templars and Hospi-

tallers. It was composed chiefiy of Teutons
or Germans who marched to the Holy Land
in the Crusades, and was established in that
country for charitable purposes. At a later
period the conquests of the order raised it

to the rank of a sovereign power. It began
to decline in the fifteenth century, and waa
finally abolished by Napoleon in 1809.

Teutonic (tu-tou'ik},n. The language or lan-
guages collectively of the Teutons. See the
atljective.

Teutonicism (tu-ton'i-sizm). n. A Teutonic
idiom or mode of expression; a Germanism.
Teutonize (tu-ton-iz'), v.t. To make Teu-
tonic or German; to render conformable to
German idiom or analogies. Also as v.i., to
conform to Geraian customs, idioms, Ac.
Tew (tu), v.t. [A. Sax. tawian, to taw, to
work, to prepare, to beat. Aa to meaning
4, see Tow.] 1. To work; to prepare by
working; to be actively employed about; to
fatigue. [Provincial English.]—2. t To pull or
tease; to tumble over. Beau. <fc Fl.—Z. To
beat or press, as leather, hemp, and the
like; to taw.— 4. t To tow, as a ship or boat
Drayton.
Tewt (tu). v.i. To labour.

Tew (tu), n. [A. Sax. tawa, instruments,
tools. See also Tow.] 1. Materials for any-
thing. —2. An iron chain; a rope or chain
by which vessels were drawn along.

Tewel (tii'el), n. [O.Fr. tuiel, tueil. Mod. Fr.

tuyau, a pipe.] 1. A pipe ; a funnel, as for
smoke, Chaucer; E. JS. Knight.— 2. Same
as Tuyere (which see).

Tewing-beetle (tii'ing-be-tl), n. A spade-
shaped instrument for tewing or beating
hemp.
Tewtawt (tu'ts), v.t. [See Tew and Taw.]
To beat; to break, as hemp. See Tew.
Text (tekst). n. [Fr. texte, a text, the text
of a sermon, from L. textus, a tissue, a text,

from texo, textum, to weave, whence also
texture, textile, and (through the French)
tissue. Subtile is also from stem of texo.]

1. A discourse or composition on which a
note or commentary is written; the origiual

words of au author, in distinction from a
paraphrase or conmientary; as, the text or
original of the Scripture, in relation to
the comments upon it ; infinite pains have
been taken to ascertain and establish the
genuine original text. ' Your exposition on
the holy text' Shak.~2. A verse or passage
of Scripture, especially one selected as the
theme or subject of a sermon or discoiu"se.
* The parson made it hia text.' Tennyson.

How oft. when P.iul has sened us with a text,

lias Epictetus. Plato, Tully preach'd. CoTvper.

Hence— 3. Any subject chosen to enlarge
and comment on; a topic.

No more; the text is foolish. Shak.

God takesa^tcx/. and preacheth Patience.
G. Herbtit.

The maiden aunt
Took this fair day for text, and from it preach'd
An universal culture for the crowd. Tennyson.

4. A particular kind of handwriting of a large
size; also, a particular kind of letter or

character ; as, German text ; large text

;

small text. 'As fair as a text B in a copy-
book.' Shak.
Textt (tekat), v.t. To write in large charac-
ters, as in text-hand.

Indifferent judges might condemn me for

A most malicious slanderer, nay text it

Upon my forehead. iieau. &• Fl.

Text-book (teksfbuk), n. 1. A book con-

taining a text or texts; as. (a) a book with
wide spaces between the lines of text for

notes or comments. (6) A book containing

a selection of passages of Scripture arrajiged

for easy reference.—2. A book used by stu-

dents as a standard book for a particular

branch of study; a manual of instruction; a

book which forms the basis of lectures or

conniients.

Text-band (tekst'hand), n. A large hand in

writing; so called because it was the prac-

tice to u rite the text of a book in a large

hand, and the notes in a smaller hand.

Textile (teks'til). a. [L. textiUs, from texo,

to weave. See Text.] "Woven or capable

of being woven ; formed by weaving ; aa,

textile, fabrics; textile materials, such as

wool, flax, silk, cotton.

Textile (teks'til). n. That wliich ia or may
be woven; a fabric made by weaving. 'The
war]) and woof of textiles.' Bacon.

Text-man (tvkst'man), n. A man ready in

the quotation of texts, [Rare.]

>ten's daily occasions require the doing of a thou-

sand things, which it would puzzle the best textman
readily to bethink himself of a sentence in the Bible

Fate. f»r, fat, fflll; me, met, h6r: pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abuae; y, So. fey.

i
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clear enough to satisfy a scrupulous conscience of

tht; nature of. Bp. Sandirson.

Textorial (teks-to'ri-al), a. [See Textile. ]

i'ertaiiiiujf to weaving. ' The texiariaX arts.'

T. Vi'arioa-

Text-pen ttekst'peu), n. A kiml of metallic

pfii used ill engrossing.

Textrlne (tekst'rin), « Pertaining to weav-

ing; textorial; as, the textriiie art. Der-
ham-
Textual (teks'tu-al), a. 1. Pertaining to or
euntaineii in the text; as, textual criticism;

a textual reading. Milton; Waterland.—
2. Serving for or depending on texts: textu-

ary- Bp. Hall
Textualist (teks'tual-ist), n. 1. One who
J8 well versed in the Scriptures, and can
readily quote texts.

How nimble texlualists and grammarians for the

tongue the rabbins are, their comments can witness.
Ugh(/ool.

2. One who adheres strictly to the text.

Textualiy (teks'tu-al-li), adv. In a textual

manner; in accordance with the text: placed
in the text or body of a work.

Textuary (teka'tu-a-ri), n. Same as Teztu-
alit't. Milton.

Teztuary (teks'tu-a-ri), a. l. Textual; con-

tained in the text.— 2. Serving as a text;

authoritative.

I see no ground why his reason should be tcxiuary
to ours, or that God inteiidcd him an unirersal head-

thalamus, thalami, a aleeping-room, a bed-

I

chamber, and yio«,_rion«, a llower.] A class of

exogenous or dicotyledonous plants in which

ship. OlanvUU.

Textuelt (teks'tu-elX a. Ready at citing

l.xts Chancer.
Textxiist (teks'tu-ist), n. One ready in the
quotation of texts ; a textman.

1 remember the little that our Saviour could pre-

Tail about this doctrine of charity against the crabbed
texiifisis of his time. Milton.

Texture (teks'tur), n. [I*, textura, from texo,

textum. to weave. See Text ] 1. The act

or the art of weaving. ' Before the inven-

tion of texture.' Sir T. Browne.— 2. A web;
Uiat which ia woven; a fabric formed by
weaving.

Others, far on the fp^ssy dale.

Their humble texture weave. Thomscm.

3. Tlie disposition or connectiou of threads,
fllatueiitii, or other slender bodies inter-

woven; tlie manner of weaving with respect
either to form or matter; as, the texture of

cloth or of a spider's web.

His high throne : which, under »tate

Of richest texture ^\-TeA<i. at the upt'er en<l

Was placed in regal lustre. Sfiiton.

4. The disposition of the several elementary
constituent pnrtaof any body in connection
with each other; or the manner in wtiieh
the constituent parts are united ; as, the
Uxture of earthy substances or fossils ; the
texture of paper, of a hat, or skin ; a tooiie

texture; or a close compact texture.— Tex-
ture of roek», the moile of aiyrgregation of the
mineral aubatances of which rocks are i^-om-

posed. It relates to tlie arrangement of

their parts viewed on a smaller scale than
that of their structure. (See "Tructure )

The texture of rocks may be compact.earthy

.

granular, crystalline, scaly, lamellar, fiijroiis*,

iiaty, p^irphyritic, amygilabjid, ttc. — 5. in
annt. the particular arrangement of the
elements of the tissues which constitute an
orijan.

Texture (teks'tur). v.t To fonn a texture
of or with; to interweave. [Rare.)

Texturyt ( teks'tii-ri ), n. The art or pro-
cess of weaving. Sir T. Browne.
Teyne.t 'i. [L/<eHMi. abaml.] Athin plate
nf metal. ' A teyne of silver.' Chaucer.
Thack t thak ), H. [Older form of thatch]
Tliatch. [Old and provincial English and
Scotch.]— Under thack and rape, nncier

thatch an<l rope: saitl of stacks in the barn-
yard when they are thatched iu for the win-
ter, the thatch being secured with straw
ropes; hence, fig. snug a:id comfortable.
(Scotch 1

Thack (thak), v.t. To thatch. [Obsolete or
Scotr-h

1

Thacket (thak), v.t. To thump; to thwack.
(:hn'c.:r.

Thacker (thak'fir), >i. A thatcher. [Obsolete
or Srutch.]

Thae (THa), pron. Those. [Scotch.]

Tlxalrm (tharm). n [See iHAKM.l Small
gut ; L-atgut ; a flddle-string. Sir W. Scott
fScotch.)

Thalamlfera ( thal-a-miC^r-a X "• p^- [L
thalaniuH (<ir. thniainon), a beil. and fero,
to bear ] In arch, the name (:iveu to sculp-

tured kneeling figures supporting iuscribed
tablets.

TlialaxuifiorSB (thaVa-mi-fl5"re). n. pi. [L

Thalamiflorse.

I, Clematis. 2, ChelidaniufH tnajus. 3. Geran-
ium. <i, Pistilla ; b. Stamina placed on the receptacle,

and under the pii>tilta; c. Receptacle; d. Calyx;
e. Petals.

the petals are distinct and inserted with
the stamens on the thalamus or receptacle.

Thalamlfloral (thal'a-nit-Ilo"ral), a. In hot.

having tlie stamens arising inmiediately
from tlie thalamus ; belonging to the Thala-

mi Hone.
Thalamluxn (tha-la'mi-um), n. [Gr. thala-

mus., a bed. ] In hot. a name given to several

cavitiea connected with reproduction; as,

(a) the hollow case containing spores in

algals. {h) A fonn of hymenium of fungals.

Jc) The disc or lamina prolifera of Uchens.

"nialainus (tbara-mus), )t. [Gr. thalainoi.

a bed.] 1. In atutt. the place at which a
nerve originates, or has been considered to

originate ; Bpeciilcally, one of two rounded
and irregular surfaces iu the two lateral

ventricles of the brain, and in the third

ventricle, from which the optic uerves were
formerly thought to proceed.— 2. In 6o(.

(a) same as Thallivi. (h) The apex of the

peduncle, sometimes dilated, to which the
floral organs are attached; torus.

Tbalarctos, Thalassarctos ( tha-mrk'tos.
thal-as-ark'tos), n. [Gr. thalasm, the sea,
and arkton, a bear ] A genus of bears ac-
cording to some naturalists, including the
pular bear.

llialassema (tha las-se'ma). n. [From Gr.
thalagna, the sea ] The name given by Cuvier
to a genus of footless echinodenns, nat.

order Sipunculoidea, having the body oval
or o)>long, witli the proboscis in form of a
rt'tiected lamina or si)oou, but not forked.

Thalasslcollida (tha-las'si-kol"li-da), n. pi.

[Gr. ffnilatufa. the sea, ktUla. glue, and eidos,

resembliince ] .A family of l*rotozoa, order
Radiolaria, defined by Huxley as Rhizop^xla
provided with structureless cysts contain-
ing cellular elements and sarcode, and sur-

rounded by a layer of sarcode, giving off

pseudopodfa, which commonly stand out
like rays, but may and do run into one an-
other, and so form net-works.
Thalassidroma (tbal-as-sidro-ma). n. [Gr.
thalatixa. Mie sea, oiid dromoit, tlie act of

ruiiiiiuk' 1 The generic name of the petrels.

See Petrel.
Thalasslnian (thal-fls-Rin'i-any II. A mem-
lur "if the family Thalassinidie.

ThalasslnldSB ( thal-as-sin'i-dfi), n. pi. A
family of burmwing macrnrous decapods,
remarkable for the extreme elongation of
their abdonitn and the small degree of con-
Bisten<-e of their integuments.
^lalaasiophvte Uha-las'si-O-flt). n, [Gr.

thala**im, belonging to the sea. and phyton,
a plant] A sea-plant: a general term ap-

plied to the vegetable productions of the
ocean, of its

rocks, and of its

ftliores; an algal.

Thalassometer
(thal-a.-t-sum 'et-

H). n. [Gr. tha-

UtMU, the sea,

and vietron, a
measure. 1 A
tidf-i:auge

Thaler ( tal(:-r ),

n. (G. SeeOrn.-
LAR ] A Ger-
man coin, value
about 3if. ster-

ling
Thalla(thft-ira),
n. [Gr. Thaleia,
from thallO, to
flourish, to
bloom.] InGre^ilr

myth, the Muse
of comeily and
the patroness of

pastoral ami
comic poetry.

She is genenilly
represented with a comic mask, a shepherd's
staff, or a wreath of ivy.

Thaliaa (tha-li'an), a. Relating to Thalia,
the Nluse of pastoral and comic poetry;
Comic.

Thalictrum (tha-lik'trum), n. [Gr. thalik-
trvn, mea<low-rue, from ihalW, to bloom—
in allusion to the bright c<dourof the young
shoots.] A genus uf plants belonging to
the nat. order Raiuinculaceae, distinguished
by the absence of petals and of appendices
to the fruit The species have usually a
fetid smell like rue. and hence are called
Meadow-rue^. See >1eapow-kue.
ThalUc, ThalUous (thul'lik, ihal'li-us), a.

in chem. of, pertfduing to, or containii^
thallium; as, thaUic aci^; thallimts salt».

Thalline (thal'in), a. In hot. pertaining to
a thallus ; of the character of a thallus.

Thallite (thallit). ?*. [Gr. thallos, a green
twig.] In wineral. a sulistance variously
denontinated by different authors. It is

the epidote of Haiiy. the delphinite of Saus-
sure, and i\\e pistaeite of Werner. It occurs
Itoth crystallized and in masses.
ThalUum (tharii-iuu). n. [Gr. thallos, a
young green shoot—from the green line it

gives in the spectrum, and which led to its

discovery.) Sym. Tl. At. wt. 204; sp. gr. 11-9.

A metal discovered by Crookes in 18(il in the
seleuiferous deposit from a sulphuric acid
manufactory in the Hartz. In its physical
properties it resembles lead, being slightly
heavier. It is very soft, fuses under a red
heat, and is soluble in the ordinary mineral
acids. \Vith oxygen it forms two com-
pounds, TIjO and t!.iOp.

ThaUliim-glaas(tharlium-glaB), n. A glass
of great density and refracting power, m
the preparation of which thallium is used
insteail of lead or potassium.
Thallogen, TlULUopbyte (thal'lo-jen, thal-
l6-fit), n. [Gr. thailos, a young shoot, a
sprout, a frond, and root gen^ to produce,
phyton, a plant] A name given to a stem-
less plant consisting only of expansions of
cellular tissue. Thallogeus have no true
vascular system, but are composed of cells

of various sizes, which sometimes assume
an elongated tubular form, as in Cliara.

The cells are sometimes nutted in one or
several rows, forming simple ftJaments, as
in Confervse; or branched and intei-lacetl

fliaments, as in some fungi; or membranous
expansions, as in lichens and sea-weeds.
The term includes all tlie Crypto'^amia with
the exteption of fenis and mossi'S.

TballogenOUB (thai loj'en-us), a. In hoi. ot
or beloiif^^ing U\ the thallogens.

Tballus (thallus), n. [Gr. thaUoe, a young

-Antique statue in the
Vatican.

lAchen^P^jitHf/ia^yrea. /, Thallus. o, Apothecia.

shoot, a sprout, a frond.] In hot. a solid

mass of cells, or cellular tissue withi>ut
woody flbre.coneisting of one or nuire layers.

usually in the form of a flat stratum or ex-

pansion, or iu the form of a lobe, leaf, or
frond, and fonuing the substance of tl.e

thallogens.

Thames (temz), n. The river on which Lon-
don stands.— //e'W nei-er set the Thames on
fire, said to be a corruption of he'll never
set the teinse on fire. See TEMSE.
Thanuuua (tham'muz), n. [Ueb.] 1. The
tenth month of the Jewish civil year, cojt-

taining twenty-nine days, and answering to

a part of June an<l a part of July.— 2. A
Syrian deity for whom the Hebrew idola-

tresses were accustomed to hold an annual
feast or lamentation, commencing with the
new moon of July: same as the Phoenician
Adon or Adon in. His death happened on
the banks of the river AdoJiis, and in sum-
mer time the waters were said always to

become reddened with his blood.

Thammux came ne«t behind.
Whose annual wound on Lebanon allured

The Syrian d.imsels to lament his fate

In amorous ditties all a summer's day

;

While smooth Adonis from his native rock
Ran purple lo the sea. supposed with blood
Of TMam'Hitx yearly wounded. MittOH

Thaamlum (tham'ni-um), n. [Gr. thamno*,

a bush.] In hot. the branched bush-Uke
tbaUtts of lichens.

ch. c/uuu; 4ih, Sc. locA; g, yo; i.job; h, Fr. to«; ng, si7i^; th. (Aen; th. (Aju; w. icig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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ThamnopMle (thamno-fil), n. [Gr. tham-
nos, a bush, and phileo, to love.] A mem-
ber of the sub-family Thamnophilime, or
bush-shrikes. See Thamnophilin^.
Thamnopliilinsa (thani'n6-fl-li"ne), n. pi.

The tiush-shiikes, a sub-family of deutiros-

tral passerine birds, family Laniidai or

shrikes. See Shrike.
"nxan (THan), conj. [A. Sax. thenne, tkanne,

thonne, tlian, then, the latter being the ori-

ginal meaning. This word la therefore the

same as then; so that 'this is better than
that' is equivalent to 'this is better, then

that ] A particle used after certain adjec-

tives and adverbs which express compari-
son or diversity, such as more, better, other,

othencise, rather, else, and the like, for the

purpose of introducing the second member
of the comparison. Than is usually fol-

lowed by the object compared in the nomi-
native case, but sometimes the object com-
pared is placed in the objective case, and
the particle is then considered by some
grammarians as a preposition. * Thrice
fairer than myself.' Shak.
Among them that are born of women there hath

not risen a greater M(7« John the Baptist; notwith-

standing he that is least in the kingdom of heaven is

greater than he. Jn. xi. it.

Thou art a girl as much brighter than her.

As he is a poet sublimer than me. Frier.

A tragedy i/ian which, since the days of the an-

cients, inere had been nothing more classic or ele-

gant. Thackeray.

The object or second member of comparison
coming after than is often a clause with that

introducing it; as, I had rather be a sufferer

myself than that you should be. Or that

may be omitted, in poetry at least.

Since I suppose we are made to be no stronger
Thati faults may shake our frames. Shak.

Thant (THan), ccdw. Then. Shak.
Thanage (than'aj), n. The land granted to

a thane ; the district in which the thane
anciently presided ; the dignity of a thane.

Thanaticl (tha-nat'i-si), n, pi. [Gr. thanati-

kos, fatal, from thanatos, death.] A name
applied by Dr. William Karr, registrar-gen-

era!, to lesions from violence tending to

sudden death.
Thanatoid (than'a-toid), a. [Gr. thanatos,
death, and eidos, resemblance. ] Resembling
death; apparently dead. Dnnglison.
ThanatOlOgy (than-a-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr. tha-

natos, deatli, and logos, discourse.] The
doctrine of, or a discourse on death.

Thanatophidla (than'a-to-fld"i-a), ?i. pi.

[Gr. thanatos, death, and ophis, a serpent.}
A general term for poisonous snakes.

Thanatopsis (than-a-top'sis), n. [Gr. thana-
tos, death, and opsis, a view.] A view or
contemplation of death. Bryant.
^ane (than), n. [A. Sax. thegen, thegn,
tk&n, a soldier, an attendant, a servant of

the king, a minister, a nobleman ; Icel. the-

gen, a brave man, freeman, warrior; O.H.G.
degan. a soldier, male, disciple. Same root as
obsolete verb to the or thee.] A title of hon-
our among the Anglo-Saxons. In England a
freeman not noble was raised to the rank of

a thane by acquiring a certain portion of
land—five hides for a lesser thane—by mak-
ing three sea voyages, or by receiving lioly

orders. Every thane ha<l the right of vot-
ing in the witenagemot, not only of the
shire, but also of the kingdom, when impor-
tant (juestions were to be discussed. With
the growth of the kingly power the impor-
tance of the king's thanes (those in the per-
sonal service of the sovereign) rose above
that of the highest gentry, ealdormen and
bishops forming an inferior class. On the
cessation of his actual personal service about
the king the thane received a grant of land.
After the Xorman con((uest thanes and
barons were classed together. In the reign
of Henry II. the title fell into disuse. In
Scotland the thanes were a class of non-
military tenants of the crown, and the title

was in use till the end of the fifteenth cen-
tury. The notion derived from Boece, and
adopted by Shakspere in 'Macbeth,' that
the Scotch thanes were all transformed into
earls, has no historical foundation.
Thanedom (than'dum), n. The district or
jurisdiction of a thane.

Rarely met with in the south, thanedoms arfi found
mostly in Angus and Mearns and the northern shires
down to the Moray Firth. We must not expect to find
them in the fertile plains of the Lowlands, which were
speedily and entirely occupied by the southern settlers,

become feudal barons, nor yet m the inner fastnesses
ofthe mountains, where the Celtic institutions, unmodi-
fied, excluded the Saxon title or office. Cosmo Junes,

ThanehOOd (than'h'jti), n. 1. The office,

dignity, or character of a thane.—2. Thanes

in general; the collective body of thanes.
J. ki. Green.

Thane-land (than^and), n. Land granted
to thanes.

Thane-lands were such lands as were granted by
charters of the Saxon kings to their thanes with all

imnitmities, except the threefold necessity of expe-
dition, repair of castles, and mending of bridges

C<?7veli.

Thanesllip (than'ship), n. The state or dig-

nity of a thane; the seigniority of a thane.

Thank (thangk), v.t. [A. Sax. thancian, to

thank, from the noun thane, thanks; G.

danken, to thank. See the noun. ] To ex-

press gratitude to for a favour; to make
acknowledgments to for kindness bestowed.

Heavens (hatik you for't. Shak.

You shall find yourself to be well thank'd. Shak.

When I'm not thank'd at all I'm thank'd enough,
I've done my duty, iind I've done no more. Fielding.

The word is often used ironically.

Weigh the danger with the doubtful bliss,

And thank yourself if aught should fall amiss.
Dryden.

— I will thank you, a colloquial phrase of

civility introducing a request, equivalent
to, will you oblige me l>y doing or by giv-

ing or handing me ; as. / will thank you to

shut the door, / will thank you for the
mustard, and the \\^/ie.—Thank you, a collo-

quial or informal contraction of the phrase
/ thank you, which would be considered
somewhat stiff and formal perhaps as a
simple expression of politeness in ordinary
circumstances. Thank you,.ov I thank you,

is often used in declining an offer or request,
both seriously and ironically.

Will't please your worship to come in, sir?

No, I thank you, forsooth, heartily. Shak.

Thank (thangk), n. [A. Sax. thane, thonc,

acknowledgment for a favour, thanks, ap-
probation, also thought, mind, will ; Goth.
thagks, Icel. thokk, I), and G. dank, thanks,
from stem of think.] 1. Expression of grati-

tude; an acknowledgment made to express
a sense of favour or kindness received: now
used almost exclusively in the plural.

If ye love them which love you, what thank have ye 1

Luke vi. 32.

The fool saith, I have no friends, I have no thank
for my good deed. Ecclus. xx. 16.

Thanks be unto God for his unspeakable gift.

2 Cor. IX. 15.

The poorest service is repaid with thanks. Shak.

—Thanks ! a common contraction for / give

(offer, render, &c.) thanks, thanks be to you,
or the like.

Thanks, good Egeus, what's the news? Shak.

2. t Good -will; gratitude; thankfulness.
Chaucer.
Thankful (thangk'ful), « l- Impressed with
a sense of kindness received and ready to

acknowledge it
;
grateful.

Be thankful unto him and bless his name. Ps. c. 4.

As I am a gentleman I will live to be thankful to

thee for't, Shak.
A yellow eyelid fall'n

And closed by those who mourn a friend in vain,

Not thankful that his troubles are no more.
Tennyson.

2. Expressive of or Ijy way of thanks. ' A
thankful sacrifice.' Shak.—Z.\ Claiming or
deserving thanks; meritorious; acceptable.

Ladies, look here ; this is the thankful glass

That mends the looker's eyes; this is the well

That washes what it shows. G. Herbert,

—Grate/nl,Thankful. See under GRATEFUL.
Thankfully ( thangk 'ful-li). adv. In a
thankful manner; with a grateful feeling

on account of a favour or kindness received.

This ring I do accept most thankfully. Shak.

If you have liv'd, take thankfully the past. Dryden.

Thankfulness (thangk'fnl-nes), 71. The
state or ((uality of being thankful; feeling

of gratitude ; acknowledgment of a favour;
gratitude.

The celebration oftheseholy mysteries bcinp ended,
retire with all thankfulness of heart for havmg been
admitted to that heavenly feast. J?Vr. Taylor.

Thankless (thangkles). a. 1. Unthankful;
ungrateful; not acknowledging favours.

That she may feel

How sharper than a serpent's tooth it is

To have a thankless child. Shak.

2. Not deserving thanks or not likely to
gain thanks; as, a thankless task.

The contracting and extending the lines and sense
of others, if the first authors might speak for them-
selves, would appear a thankless office, ii'otton.

Thanklessly (thangkOes-li).ady. Ina thank-
less manner; without thanks; ungratefully;
in a grudging spirit.

The will of God may be done thanklessly. Bp. Hall.

Thanklessness (thangk'les-nes), n. The
state or quality of being thankless; ingrati-

tude; failure to acknowledge a kindness.
' Worst uf civil vices, thanklegsness. ' Donne.

Thank-offering (thangk'of-f6r-ing), n. An
offering made as an expression of thanks or
gratitude; an offering for benefits received.

A thousand thaMk-o_ff€rini;s arc due to that Provi-
dence which has delivered our nation from these ab-
surd iniquities. IFatls.

ThankSglvet (thangks'giv), «.(. To cele-

brate or distinguish by solemn rites in token
of thankfulness.

To thank.Kgive or blesse a thing in a way to a sacred
use he took to be an offering of it to Gocf.

Joseph Mede.

Thanksglver (thangks'giv-6r), n. One who
gives tlianks or ackno\v]edge8 a kindness.
' The devout thanksgiver David.' Barrmv.
Thanksgiving (thangks'giv-ing), 71. 1. The
act of rendering thanks or expressing grati-

tude for favours or mercies.

Every creature of God is good, and nothing to be
refused, if it be received with thanksgizing.

I Tim. iv. 4.

2. A public celebration of divine goodness;
also, a day set apart for religious services,

specially to acknowledge the goodness of
God either in any remarkable deliverance
from calamities or danger, or in the ordinary
dispensation of his bounties. —3. A form of
words expressive of thanks to God ; a grace
or the like. ' In the thanksgiving before
meat.' Shak.
Thankworthlness ( thangk ' wfer-THi-nes ),

n. 'I'he state of being thankworthy.
Thankworthy (thangk'w6r-THi). a. Wor-
thy of or deserving thanks; meritorious.

For this is thankitorthy, if a man for conscience
toward God endure grief, suffering wrongfully.

I Pet. ii. 19.

Thannah (than'a), n. [Hind. ] A police-

station.
These men were furnished as a sort of guard by the

various thannahs or police-stations along the road,
ty. H. Russell.

Thanust (tha'nus), n. [L.L.] A thane.

Thapsia (thap'si-a), n. [Gr. thapxia, a plant
used for dyeing yellow, brought from Thap-
sos.] A genus of plants, nat. order Umbel-
liferae. The species are mostly inhabitants
of the countries of the Mediterranean. They
are perennial herbs, with doubly or trebly
pinnate leaves, lan?e compound umbels, and
yellow flowers. The roots possess acrid and
corrosive properties. The root of T. viilosa,

when applied to the skin, causes inflamma-
tion and vesication. T. «(7jl>A(h»i, a native
of the north of Africa, is supposed to be the
plant which produced the gum-resin called
silphium which was much prized by the
ancients.

Thar (thar). n. A species of antelope (Cap-
ricornis bubalina) found in Nepaul.
Thar,t v.impers. [For tharf, from A. Sax.
(!Aear/a», to haveneed,] Itbehoveth. Chau-
cer,

Tharborough (tharTju-ro), n. [A corrup-
tion of thirdborotigh.] A thirdborough; a
peace-officer. Shak.; B. Jotison.

Tharm (tharm), n. [A. Sax. thearm; Icel.

tharmr; G. and D. darm, gut ] Intestines
twisted into a cord, as for fiddle-strings, Ac.
[Local.]

That (THat), a. and pron. [A. Sax. thtxt,

neut. of the demonstrative and def. art. se,

also the (masc. ), 8e6 (fem. ), thcet (neut.);
Goth, sa, so. thata, O. Fris. thet, Icel. that,

D. dat, G. das. Cog. Skr. sa,sd, tat. See
also The.] 1. A word used as a definitive

adjective before a noun : (n) pointing to a
person or thing as before mentioned or sup-
posed to be understood; or used to designate
a specific thing or person emi'liatically, hav-
ing more force than the definite article the,

which may, however, in some cases be sub-
stituted for it.

It shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah
in the day ofjudgment, than for that city. Mat- x. 15.

The woman was made whole from that hour.
Mat. ix. 22.

(6) Frequently used in opposition to this, in

which case it refers to one of two objects
already mentioned, and often to the one most
distant in place or time; frequently, how-
ever, mere contradistinction is implied: as,

I will take this book, and you can take
that one.

Of Zion it shall be said, this and that man was bom
in her. Ps. Ixxvii. 5,

(c) Pointingnot somuch to persons and things

as to their qualities, almost equivalent to

such, or of such a nature, and occasionally

followed by as or that as a correlative.

' There cannot be that vulture in you to de-

voursomany.* Shak. 'Entertained with (Aa(

ceremonious affection as you were wont'
Shak. ' Whose love was of that dignity that

Fate, Iftr, fat, fftll; m6, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«ll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. fey.
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it went hand in hand with the vow.' Shak.
2- I'sed absolutely or without a noun as a
demonstrative pronoun {a) to indicate a
person or thing already referred to or im-
plied, or specially pointed at or otherwise
indicated, and having genei*ally the same
force and significance as when used as an
adjective; as, give me that; do you see
that? (6) Used in opposition to this, or by
way of distinction.

If the Lord will, we shall live, and do this or rhat.

Jain. iv. IS.

T/tis is not fair; nor profitable. tMat. Drydin.

\\'hen thU and that refer to foregoing words,
thi», like the Latin hie or the French ced
(this), refers to the last mentioned, the latter,

and that, like the Latin HU and French cela,

ta the first mentioned, the former. This
is an artificial grammatical rule, probably
founded on the Latin one, and adopted by
writers, but it can scarcely l>e said to rest on
any logical conception or law of thought.
Self-love and reason to one end aspire.
Pain their aversion, pleasure their desire;
But greedy that, its object would devour.
This taste the honey, and not wound the flower. Pept.

In all the above cases, that, when referring
to a plural noun, takes the plural form tliose;

as, that man. those men; give me that, give
me those ; and so on. (c) I'sed to represent
a sentence or part of a sentence, or a series

of sentences.

And when Moses heard fh.tf, he was content.
Lev. X. 30.

That here stands for the whole of what
Aaron had said, or the whole of the pre-
ceding verse.

I will know your business, that I will, Shak.

That sometimes in this ose precedes the
sentence or clause to which it refers.

That be far from thee, to do after this manner, to

slay the righteous -with the Tuieked. Gen. xviii, 25.

That here represents the clause in italics.

It IB used also as the substitute for an
adjective; as, you allege that the man is

innocent; that\\Q is not. Similarly it is often
used to introduce an explanation uf some-
thing going before. 'Religion consists in
living up to those principles, that is, in
acting in conformity to them. ' (d) Used em-
phatically, with a predicate, in phrases ex-
pressive of approbation, applause, or en-
coaragement ' Why, that's my dainty
Ariel 1

' Shak. ' That's my good son I

'

Shak. («) By the omission of the relative
that often acquires the force of that which:
this is, however, not iu accordance with
modem usage.

I earn that I eat, get that I wear. Sha*.
We speak that ire do know, and testify that we

have seen. Jn. iii. 11.

3. Used as a relative pronoun, and in many
cases equivalent to who or ichich. It can-
not, however, be relatively used with a
preposition preceding it. but may be so
uaed when the preinisition is transposed to
the end of the clause ; thus we say, the
man of tchom I spoke, the book /roin which
I rea«l, the spot near ichich he stood, the
pay /or which he works; but we cannot say
the man o/t/tat I spoke, Ac, though we may
say, the man that I spoke of, the book that I

read/row, the place tAat he stood near, the
pay that he works /or, and so on. When the
relative clause conveys an additional idea
or statement, who and which are rather t^* be
used than that, which, indeed, is sometimes
inadmissible; thus we say: 'James, tchom
I saw yesterday, told me,' but not 'James
that.' That properly introduces a restric-
tive and explanat<jry clause (as exempUfietl
by 'The man that I spoke of," <tc.), and
though v;ho and which are frequently used
in the same way, the use of that often avoids
ambiguity. See under Who.
He that rcproveth a scorner gettcth to himself

shame. Prov. ix. 7.

In the following extract that, who, and
which are used without any perceptible dif-

fere lice.

SoiD'^tiaie like apes that mow and chatter at me
Ar. ! ifrer ^'itc nie, then like hedgehogs ivhtch
I

.
my barefoot way ana mount
:iy footfall i sometime am I

ilders. who with cloven tongues
I

' inadncS'.. S^tak.

Willi its use as a relative are to be classed
tho»e cases in which it is used as a correla-
tive to so or »uch. 'Who's so gross that
cannot see this palpable device?' Shak.
' Who jKr* firm (Aa( cannot be seduced?' Shak.
'Stich allowed infirmities that honesty is

never free of." Shak.^That, as a demon-
strative and as a relative pronoun, may

sometimes occur close together, but this

use is now scarcely considered elegant.

That that is determined shall be done. Dan. xi. 36.

I'hat that dieth, let it die. Zech. xi. 9.

Ttiat (THat), conj. 1. Introducing a reason;
in that ; because. ' Not that I loved Caesar
less, but that I loved Rome more.' Shak.

It is not that I love you less

Than when before your feet I lay. Jf'ailer.

2. Introducing a drift or object or final end
or purpose = the phrases in order that, for
the purpose that, to the effect that.

Treat it kindly, that it may
Wish at least with us to stay. C^vley.

3. Introducing a result or consequence.
The custom and familiarity of these tongues do

sometimes so far influence the expressions m these
epistles that one may observe the force of the Hebrew
conjugations. Locke.

4. Introducing a clause as the subject or ob-
ject of the principal verb, or as a necessary
complement to a statement made.

'Tis childish error that they are afraid. Shak.

Albeit I will confess thy father's wealth
Was the first motive that I woo'd thee, Anne, Shak.

I have shewed before that a mere possibility to the
contrary can by no means hinder a thini; from being
highly credible. Bf. ff'iikins.

5. Added formerly to other conjunctions
or to adverbs for the sake of emphasis.
'After that things are set in order here,
we'll follow them.' ' Take my soul, before
that England give the French the foil.'

•What would you with her i/Ma( I be she?"
'Since that my case is past the help of law.'
' When that my eye is famished for a look.'

Shak.—^. Used elliptically to introduce a
sentence or clause expressive of surprise,
indignation, or the like. ' That a brother
should be so perfidious?' ' O God, that men
should put an enemy in their mouths to
steal away their brains!' Shak.—7. Used
as an optative particle or to introduce a
phrase expressing a wish. ' 0, that you
bore the mind that I do !

' Shak.—In that,

for the reason that; because.
Things are preached not in that they are taught,

but in that they arc published. Hooker.

That (THat), adv. To such a degree; so; as,

he felt that l»ad. [Vulgar.]

Thatch (thach), n. [Softened form of older
thack, which is a common provincial Eng-
lish and .Scotch form; A. Sax. Uujec, Icel.

thak, a roof, thatch ; D. dak, G. dach, a
roof. See the verb.] Straw, rushes, reeds,
heath, Ac, used t<i cover the roofs of build-
ings or stacks of hay or grain for securing
them from rain, &c. ' Icicles upon our
houses' thatch.' Shak. 'When from the
thatch drips fast a shower of rain.' Gay.
Thatch (thach), v.t. [Softened form of
older thack, still a provincial form; A. Sax.
theccan, Sc. thack, theek. Icel. thekja, to
thatch, to cover; Dan. dcekke, D. deki^, O.
decken, to cover; from same root as L. tego,

tectum, to cover (see Tile), Or. t^oa, ategos,

a roof, Skr. sthag, to cover. Deck is an
allied form. J To cover with straw, reeds,
or some similar substance; as, to thatch
a house or a stable or a stack of grain.
' Roof'd with gold, then thnieh'd with home-
ly reeds.' Dryden.
O knowledge ill-inhabited, worse than Jove in a

thatched house

!

Shak.

Thatched - head (thacht'hed), n. One
wearing the hair matteil together: formerly
applied t<^> an Irislmiun, from his thickly
matted hair. See Glib.
Ere ye go, sirrah Thatch'd-head, would'st not thou
Be whipp'd. and think it justice. Heau. 6r Ft.

Thatcher (thach'^r). n. One whose occu-
pation is to thatch houses. Swift.

lliatching (thach'ing), n. 1. The act or art
of covering with thatch.— 2. The materials
used for thatching; tliatch.

Thatching -fork, Thatching - spale
(thach'ing- fork, thach'ing-spal), n. .A,n

implement with a forked blade and a cross
handle at one end for thrusting home the
tufts of straw in thatching. The blade is

usually formed of ash-wood, but sometimes
of thin iron.

Thatch -tree (thach'tre), n. A general
name for palms in the West Indies.

Thatte.t /^ron. or CO »;. That. Chaucer.
Thaught ( th^t) , n. [A corruption of thwart. ]

A bench in a boat on which the rowers sit
See Thwart.
Thaumatolatry (thft-ma-tol'a-tri), n. [Or.
thaviiia, thaumatos. a wonder, and latreia,

worship.] Excessive admiration for what
is wonderful; admiration of what is miracu-
lous.

THE

Thaumatrope (thfi'ma-trop), n. [Gr.
thauma, thaumatos, a wonder, and trepo,

to turn.] An optical toy, the principle of
which depends on the pei-sistenqe of vision,
or on the well-known fact that when a
person whirls a burning stick rapidly round
a complete circle of light is seen marking
out the path descrilied by the burning end.
It consists of a circular card, having two
strings fixed to it at the extremities of a
diameter. On one side of the card there is

drawn any object, such as a chariot, and on
the other the charioteer in the attitude of
driving, so that when the card is twirled
round rapidly by the strings the charioteer
is seen driving the chariot.

Thaumaturge (tha'ma-t^rj), n. [See Thatt-
MATURGUS.] A dealer in miracles; a miracle
worker.
He is right also in comparing the wonderful works

of Mohammed (who, however, according to the re-
peated and emphatic declaration of the Koran, was
l>y no means a thaumaturge) with the Mosaic and
Ctiristian miracles. Academy.

Thaumaturglc (th^-ma-t^r'jik), a. Per-
taining to thaumaturgy, magic, or legerde-
main. ' The foreign quack of quacks with
all his thaifinaturgic hemp-silks, lottery-
numbers, beauty-waters, tfec' Carlyle.

Thaumaturgical (tha-ma-t^r'jik-al), a.

Same as Thaumatvrgic. * Thaumatur-
</icni motions, exotic toys.' Burton.
^haumatur|;lcs (thi^-ma-t6r'jiks), n. pi.
b'uats of magic or legerdemain.
Thaumatui^St (tha'raa-t^r-jist), n. One
who deals in wonders or believes in them;
a wonder-worker.
Thaumaturgus (thfi'mat^r-gus), n. [Gr.
thaumatourgos. See below.] A miracle
worker; a title given by Roman Catholics
to some of their saints; as, Gregory Thau-
maturgus.
Thaumaturgy (tha'ma-t^r-ji), n. [Gr.
thaumatourgia—thauma, thaumatos, awon-
der, and ergon, work.] The act of periorm-
ing something wonderful; wonder-working;
magic; legerdemain.
But in those despotic countries the police is so arbi-

trary ! CagWostTO s thaumaturgy must be overhauled
by the Empress's physician ; ... is found naught.

Cariy/e.

Thave, ". See Theave.
Thaw (tha), v.i. [A Sax thdwian, to thaw,
Prov. E. and Sc. thow, to thaw, a thaw; Icel.

thii, a thaw, tkepja, to thaw; G. thauen, to
melt, to thaw, O.H.G.rfaiyan, to waste away,
to melt. Probably from root of L. tabeo, to
waste away, tabett. a wasting.] 1. To melt,
dissolve, or become fluid, as ice or snow,—
2. To become so warm as to melt ice and
snow: said in reference to the weather, and
used impersonally.—3. To become lesscold>
formal, or reserved ; to become genial
Arthur took a long time thaivi'tg too, T. Hughes.

—Melt, Dissolve, Thaw. See under Melt.
Thaw (thft), v.t. 1. To melt; to dissolve, as
ice, snow, hail, or frozen earth.— 2. To ren-
der genial or less cold, formal, or reserved.

Thaw the male nature to some touch of that
Which kills me with myself Tennyson.

Thaw (tha), " [See the verb.] \. The melt-
ing of ice or snow; the resolution of ice into
the state of a fluid ; liquefaction by heat tif

anything congealed by frost.—2. Warmth of
weather, such as liquefies or melts anything
congealed.
They soon after, with great joy, saw the snow fall

in large flakes from the trees—a certain sign of an
approaching thaw. Cook.

Thawy (tha'i), a. Growing liquid; thawing.
The (THe. See end of art.), def. art. or defi^i-

itive a. [A. Sax. the, sometimes used for the
more common se as the niasc. nom. of the
def. art. or demonstrative pron. se, se6, tbcet

(see She and That); 0. Sax. the, O. Fris.

the, thi, D. and L. G. de, Sw. and Dan. den,
G. der. In Anglo-Saxon the article under-
went inflection, and the the used before a
comparative represents the instrumental
case thi, th^, the English phrase the more
the l>etter thus corresponding closely to
the Latin quo magis, eo melius.] 1. Used
before nouns with a specifying or limiting
effect; as, the laws of the twelve tables; the
independent tribunalsof justice in our coun-
try are the security of private rights and the

best bulwark against arbitrary power; the
sun is the source of light and heat.—2. Used
before a noun in the singular number to
denote a species by way of distinction or a
single thing representing the whole; as, the
fig-tree putteth forth her green flgs; the
almond-tree shall fourish ; the grasshopper
shall be a burden. — 3. In Scotland and Ire-

land, sometimes used by way of emphatic

ch, sAain; Ch, 8c. locA; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton: ng, smg; th, (Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, wh\g; zh, azure.—See Key.
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distinction, and placed before family names
with somewhat of the force of a title, in-

dicating tlie head of the clan or family; as,

The Macnab; The Douglas; The ODo-
noghue.—I. Prefixed to adjectives used ab-
solutely, giving thera tlie force and func-

tions of abstract nouns; as, a passion for the

sublime and beautiful; Ute real and the ideal.

5. Used before adjectives and adverbs in

the comparative degree, in which case it

means by that; by how much; by so much;
on that account; as, the longer we continue
in sin the more difficult it is to reform.
[The is generally pronounced witli the vowel
sound short, before a vowel somewhat lilie i

in 2>in, before a consonant often more like

u in htU; but when used emphatically it is

pronounced as thee. In poetry the e was
formerly always, and is still sometimes, cut
off in printing before a word beginning with
a Towel sound. 'Shook th' arsenal and ful-

mined over Greece.' Milton. The old con-

tracted form )/• arose from a confusion be-

tween the old character for th and that for

y—of course y' was always pronounced as
the.}

Tlie,t P.i. [See Thee.] To thrive; to pros-
per. Chaucer.
Thea (the 'a), n. [See Tea.] A genus of

plants, nat. order Terustroemiacefe, com-

prising the species yielding the tea of com-
merce. Although botanists are now for the
most part agreed that tea is the produce of
one species (T. sinensis or chinensis), yet
different modes of culture persevered in for
many centuries, as well as variations in
climate and soil, have caused the original
plant to diverge into two varieties so
well marked as to be entitled to distinct
names— viz. T. viridis and T. bohea. T.
viridis is a large, hardy, evergreen plant,
with spreading branches, its leaves 3 to 5
inches long, thin, very broadly lanceolate,
light green and wavy, with large and ir-

regular serratures, the flowers large, usu-
ally solitary, and of a white colour. It is

found both in China and Japan. T. bohea
is a smaller plant than T. viridis, and differs
from it in several particulars. From either
species, however, by means of a different
process of manipulation in the manufac-

ture, both black and green tea are produced.
Tea is cultivated in China over a great
extent of territory. It is also extensively
cultivated in Japan, Touquin, Cochin-China,
and Assam. In China the climate most
congenial to it seems to be that between
the 27th and 31st degree of north latitude.
Its growth is chiefly conflned to hilly tracts
not suited to the growth of com, and the

rearing of it requires great skill and atten-
tion, as well as i he preparation of the leaves.
It isperhaps iinpcjssible to state definitely the
native country of the tea-
plant. Hitherto the only
country in which botanists
have found it in a really
wiid state is Upper Assam,
the plant indigenous to that
country being known as T.
assandca or assatnouiis. This
t>otanists are inclined to re-

gard as the original of T.
viridis and T. bohea. See
Tea.
Theandrlc (the-an'drik). a.

[Ur. Theos, God, and aner,
andros, a man.] Relating to
or existing by the union of
divine and human opera-
tion in Christ, or the joint
agency of the divine and
human nature.

Theanthropic, Theanthropical (the-an-
throp'ik, tlie-an -tlirop 'ik -al ), a. [See
Theanthkopi^m.] Partaking both of the
divine and the human nature.
Theantliropism, Theanthropy (the-an'-
thro-pizm, tlie-an'thro-pi), n. [Gr. Theos,
God, and anthropos, man.] 1. A state of
being God an<l man. Coleridge. ~2. A con-
ception of G<td or of gods as possessing qua-
lities essentially the same as those <if men
but on a grander scale. 'The anthropo-
morphism, or theanthropism, as I would
rather call it, of the Olympian system.'
Gladsfo}ie.

Theanthroplst (the-an'throp-ist), n. One
who atlvucates or believes in theanthropism.

Thearchy (the'ar-ki), n. [Gr. Theos, God,
and arche, rule.] 1. Government by God;
theocracy. —2. A body of divine rulers; an
order or system of gods or deities. 'The
old Pelasgic thearchies.' Gladstone.
Theater (the'a-t6r), n. An old and American
spelling of Theatre.
Theatin, Theatine (the'a-tin), n. One
of an order of monks founded at Rome
in 1524. principally by Gianpietro Caraffa,
archbishop of Chieti, in Xaples, the Latin
name of which is Teate, hence the name
(Theating or Teatins) given to tlie order.
Besides taking the usual mtmastic vows,
the Theatins bound themselves to preach
against heretics, to take upon them the
cure of souls, to attend the sick and crim-
inals, to abstain from possessing property,
and not even to ask for alms, but to trust
to Providence for support, expecting, how-
ever, that this support would be derived
from the voluntary alms of tlie charitable.
There were also Theatin nuns, wJio spent
their whole time in solitude and prayer.
The order flourished consideraldy in France,
Spain, and Portugal, but its influence is

now chiefly confined to the Italian pro-
vinces.

Theatine (the'a-tin), a. Of or pertaining
to the Theatines.

Theatral 1 (the'a-tral), a. Belonging to a
theatre.

Theatre (the'a-t6r), n. [Fr. thi'utre, from L.

theatrum, from Gr. theatron, from theaomai,
to see, thea, a view.] 1. A building appro-
priated to the representation of dramatic
spectacles; a play-house. Among the Greeks
and Romans theatres were the chief public
edifices next to the temples, and in point
of magnitude they surpassed the most spa-
cious of the temples, having in some in-

stances accommndation for as many as
from 10.000 to 40,000 spectators. 1"he
Greek and Roman tlieatres resembled each
other in their genend form and principal
parts. They were regularly of a more or
less semicircular form, resembling tlie

half of an amphitheatre, and were not
covered by a roof. The space appropriated
to the seats of the spectjitors was termed
cavea by the Romans and kuilon by the
Greeks. The seats were all concentric with
the orchestra, and were intersecteil in one
direction by ascents or flights of steps, di-

viding the seats into so many compart-
ments. The place for the players, in front
of the seats, was called scena \skene\ The
semicircular space between the scena and
the seats of the spectators was called
orchestra (orchestra), appropriated by the
Greeks to the chorus and musicians, and
by the Ri mans to the senators. Besides
these essential parts there were the pul-
pitum or stage proper, the proscenium,
and postscenium, with regard to which

parts the Greek and Roman theatres dif-

fered considerably. .Scenery, in the mod-
em sense of the word, was not employed,

Theatre of Segesta, Sicily—restored.

but the stage machinery seems in many
cases to have been elaborate. In the early
days of the modern theatre the buildings
were only partially roofed, and the stage
but scantily if at all provided with scenery.
The interior of the theatres of the present
day are usually constructed on a horse-
shoe or semicircular plan, and several tiers
of galleries run round the walls. The or-
chestra is now solely occupied by the musi-
cians of the establishment, and the stage,
which has a slight downward slope from
the back, is furnished with movable scenes,
which give an air of reality to the spectacle.
The theatre, the drama; the stage; dramatic
literature.—2. A room, hall, or other place,
generally with a platform at one end, and
ranks of seats rising step-wise as they re-

cede, or otherwise so arranged that a body
of spectators can have an unobstructed
view of the platform. Places of this de-
scription are constructed for public lec-

tures, scholastic exercises, anatomical de-
monstrations, surgical operations before a
class, and the like. —3. A place rising by
steps or gradations like the seats of a the-
atre-

Shade above shade, a woody theatre
Of stateliest view. MtUon.

4. A place or sphere of action or exhibition;
a field of operations; the locality, district,

or scene where a series of events takes
place or may be observed; as, the theatre
of war.

Theatric (the-at'rik), a. Same as Theat-
rical.

Load some vain church with old /Artrtric state,
Turn arcs of triumph to a garden gate. Pope.

Theatrical (the-at'rik-al), a. l. Pertaining
to a th'_atre or to scenic representations;
resem})ling the manner of dramatic per-
formers ; as, theatrical dress ; theatrical
performances; theatrical gestures.— 2. Cal-
culated for display; pompous; as, theat-
rical airs; a theatrical manner.- 3. Mere-
tricious; artificial; false.

The tricks of the theatre are seldom natural, and
it is not without reason that theatrical has become a
proverbial expression for false and artiticial repre-
sentations of the realities of life. Argyll.

Theatricality (the-at'ri-kal"i-ti), n. The
state or quality of being theatrical; some-
thing that is theatrical; theatrical display.

Hypocrite, mummer, the life of him a mere theatri-
cality; empty barren quact, hungry for the shouts of
mobs! Carlyle.

Theatrically (the-at'rik-al-li). adv. \. In a
theatrical manner; in a manner suiting the
stage. ' Her voice theatrically loud.' Pope.
Hence— 2. With vain pomp, show, or osten-
tation ; with false glitter ; unreally ; arti-

ficially; as. to pose theatrically.

Theatricals (the-afrikahs), n. pi. All that
pii'tains to a dramatic periormauce, especi-
ally such a performance in a private house;
as, to engage in private theatricals.

Such fashionable cant terms as theatricals, . . .

invented by the flippant Tophani, still survive among
liib confraternity of frivolity. D'Israeli.

Theave, Thave (thev. thav). n. [W. dafad,
a sheep, a ewe.] A ewe of the first year.
[Loc-al]

Thebaia (the-ba'i-a), n. An alkaline base
fonnd in opium.
Thehaid (the'ba-id), n. A poem con-
cerning Thebes. Several classical authors
wrote poems under this name; but now it

is applied, by way of pre-eminence, to a
Latin heroic poem in twelve books written
by Statius, the subject being the civil war
between Eteocles and Polynices, or Thebes
taken by Theseus.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe. tub. bull; oil. pound; ii. Sc. abHne; 5\ So. Uy.
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Thebain, Thebaine (the-ba'in), n. Sam« as

Theban (the'ban), n. A uative or inhabi-
t;int nf Tlit.'t)e3.

Theban (the'ban). a. Relating to Thebes.
— Thfhan year, in anc. chroti- the Egyptian
year, which consisted of 365 days 6 hours.

Theca (the'ka), n. pi. Thecse (the'se). [L.,

from Gr. theke, a case. ] A sheath or hollow
case. Specifically, (a) in bot. a term used,
first, to designate the spore-cases of ferns,

mosses, and other cryptogamic plants (see

cut under ilusci). and also as a designation
of the conical assemblage of spore-cases in

Kquisetacea?, In both senses now little used.

(6) In a7iat. a term applied t*) the strong
fibrous sheaths in which certain soft parts
of the body are inclosed, as the canal of the
vertebral column, and tli© canals in which
many of the Ion? tendons of the muscles of

the hand and foot run.

Thecal (the'kal), a. Of or pertaining to a
tlu-r:v.

Thecaphore (the'ka-for), 7i. [Gr. theke, a
case or cover, and phoreo, to bear or carry.]

In bot. (a) a surface or receptacle tearing a
theca or thecse. (b) The stalk upon which
the ovai7 of some plants is elevated, as in

tlie caper-bush. Abo called Gynophore.
Tlieca8porOU«(the'ka-8p6r-u8). a. Of or per-
taining to fungi which have their spores in
thec:c

Thecidse (the'9i-de).n. pi. A family of sclero-

deniiic corals belonging to the division Ta-
l>ul:tta. See Tabulata.
Thecidldse (the-5i<ri-de), n. pi. A family of
hracliiopodous molluscs, in which the shell

is fixed to the 3«a-bottom by the beak of

the larger or ventral valve and the structure
is punctated.
Thecla (tliek'Ia), 71. A genus of diunial lepi-

dopterous insects, of which a few species

are met with in this country: hair-streak

butterflies. They abound in S<mth America
and in ludix The hind wing has generally
a sliort tail.

Thecodactyl (the-kd-dak'til). n. [Gr. theke,

a caae or cover, and daktylott. a digit] The
name given by Cuvier t*> those lizards of the
gecko tribe which have the toes widened
throughout, and furnished l>eneath with
transverse scales divided by a deep longi-

tudinal furrow, in which the claw may be
entirely concealed.

Thecodont (the'ko-tlontX n. [Or. th^kd. a
ease <m- cover, and ftdous. odontos, a tooth.]

One iif a tribe of extinct saurian reptiles,

distingui.^hecl liy having the teeth implanted
in sockKts, eitlier loosely or confluent with

]

the bony walla of the cavity. The theco-
donts are the most ancient of all the s«iua-

mate ors^ealy saurians, and the members are
j

peculiar to the Fermiau and tria^-sic strata.
{

Thu name Thecwlontoaaurus has been given
t'> nil.' ^f the genera I>elc>nging to this tril)e;

iU r-^iiiiiius were found in the doloniitic cou-
gtuiiirrate of Kedland near Bristol.

Thecodont (the'ko-dont), a. Of or pertain-
ing totlie rhecotlonts; resembling the the-
coilnht^ in having the teeth implanted iu a
bony socket.

Thecodontosaorus (the-k6-dont'6-s3"ru8),
ji. iTfi'.C'd'int. and Gr. gaurvs, a lizard.]

See nTi.ier TiiKCol^oST.

Thecosomata (the-ko-so'ma-ta), n. pi. [Gr.

thek^, a sheath, and noma. Komntos, a body.]
A divi.4ion uf pteropodous molliiscs,iu which
tile body is protected by an external shell.

Thedonie,t n. [From oljs. the, thee, to thrive,

ami ttrm. dome, doiti,] Success; prosperity.

Thee (thc), pron obj. case of thou. Thee
(Iik»- me) represents both the accusative
and dative of the second personal pronoun,
and is therefore equivalent to A. -Sax. tkec,

th'- (ace ), the (dat.>, Icel. thik. thir, Goth.
thuk. thus, G. dich, dir, Uiee, and to thee.
See Thou.
Theet (the), v.i. [Also written the, A. Sax.
tiie(in, to thrive, to prosper; O.Sax. thikaii,

Goth, theihan, D. dijen, G. (je)deihen, to
grow, to flourish ; from same mot as Gr.
tek, to produce, to bring forth; whence,
tt-k)wn, a child. From this stem comes
tha}ie.] To thrive to prosper.

But vou, fair sr, whoce p.-itfeant next ensuM,
Well mote yc fhft, as well can wish yout ihouf^ht.

TA*«A. a contraction ioTthee ich—so motel
thee, so may I prosper.

Let be, quod he; it schal not be, so tkeech.
Chauctr.

Theek. Thelk(thek). r.f. To thatch. [Pro-
vincial KiLglish and Scotch]

Theetsee (thet'se), n. The rame given in

Pegu to yielanorrhma vsitatUigima, whose
coloured wood, on account of its excessive
hardness and great weight, is known as the
lignum vittx of Pegu. The wood is im-
ported as a beautiful red dye. and its juice

yields aji excellent black vaniish. Written
also Tkitsee. Thiet^ee, and Thetsee.

Thefely.t a<^w. Like a thief. Chaucer.
Theft (theft), n. [A. Sax. thed/th, tk^fth.

See Thief. Final th became (, as in height
(which see).] 1. The act of steaUng. Inlaw,
the general name for the most ordinary
class of offences against property, forwhicli
English law uses the term larceny. Simple
larceny, or theft, is conmiitted by wrong-
fully taking, against the will of the owner,
and carrying away the goods of another
with the fraudult-nt and felonious intent
wholly to deprive him of his property
therein. Hence it requires an actual taking,

and an actual carrjing away for some dis-

tance, to constitute the otfence. Compound
larceny or theft is when tlie theft is accom-
jtanied by aggravating circumstances, as
when it is committed upon the person, or
consists in stealing from a dwelling-house.
Taking from the person in a violent man-
ner is robbery, and stealing in a dwelling-
house after having broken therein is burtj-

lary. (See Larce.ny.) In Scots law. theft

is defined 'the intentional and clandestine
taking away of the property of another
from its legitimate place of deposit, or other
tocux teneiidi. with the knowleiige that it is

another's, and the belief that he would not
consent to its abstraction, and with tlie in-

tention of never restoring it to the owner.'
2. The thing stolen.

If the /At/? be cenainly found in his hand alive.

whether it be ox, or abs, or sheep, he shall restore
double. Ex. xxti. 4.

Theft-bote (theffbot). n. [Theft, and bote,

conipen-^ation.] In taw. the receiving of a
man's goods again from a thief, or a com-
pensatiou for them by way of composition,
and to prevent the prosecution of the thief.

This offence, calleil otherwise compounding
J'llony, is punishable by fine and imprison-
ment.
Tbe^ther (TH^-giTH'^r), adv. Together,
[Scotch.]

Thegn (than), n. Same as Thane.
Thegnhood (than'hod), n. Thanehood.

The ijrowth of the royal power, aiid the growth of
the importance of the thegnkocd. went naturally

hand m hand. E. A. Freeman.

Thelform (the'i-form), a. [SeeTHEA.] Ear-
ing tlie form of tea.

Thelna (tliC-i'na), n. Same as Theine.

Theine, Thein (Ihe'in), n. [From Thea, the
generic nanu* of the tea-plant. ] (C,HioX402.)
A ttitter crystal lizable principle fotmd in tea
and also iii cotfee and some other plants.

tea yielding 2 to 4 per cent. It is considei-ed

U} be the principle which gives to tea its

n-freshing and gently stimulating qualities.

failed also Caffeine (which see).

Their (THar), a. [A. Sax, thitra. thcera, the
genit. pi. of the demonstratives, 8e6, thcet,

the. she. that (See The,That ) Or it may be
directly from the Scandinavian: Icel. their.

thev, theirra, their. It first came intous« in

theNorthof Kngland. (See THEY.) Tkeirha&
replaced the older hire, A. Sax. hyra. heora,
genit. pi. of hi, heo, hit, he, she, it] Pertain-

ing or belonging to them; as, their voices;

their garments; their houses; their land;
their country.

Theirs (THarz). A possessive or genitive,

properly a double genitive of they. Of the
same nature as her», ours, yourg. which, as

well as miiw, thine, kig. are used without a
noun following, and are therefore called in-

dependent or absolute. They may l>e used
either as nominatives, objectives, or simple
predicates.
N'jthiny hut the name of zeal appears,
Fwixt our best actions and the worst oflkeiri.

Theism (the'izm), ?l [Fr. th'isme, fromGr.
Theo», God.] The belief or acknowledg-
ment of the existence of a God as opposed
to atheigm. Theism differs from deitmi^ for

although deism implies a belief in the ex-

istence of a God, yet it signifies iu modern
usagQ a deniiil of revelation, which theism
does not. See DKISM.
Thelst (the'ist), n. One who believes in the
existence of a God. See TuEISM, and ex-

tract under Deist.
Averse as I am to the cause of theisfn or name of

deist, when taken in a sense exclusive of revelation,

1 consider still that, in strictness, the root of all is

tJteism ; and that to be a settled Christian, it is ne-

cessary to be first of all Agovd theist. Shafttsbury.

Theistic, Thelstical (the-ist'ik, the-ist'ik-

al), a. Pertaining to theism, or to a theist;

according to tlie doctrine of theists.

ThelOdus (the'16-dus), n. [Gr. thele, a nip-
ple, and odoiis, a tooth.] A name given to

a fossil fish of unknown atfinities from its

peculiar nianiinilated teeth. Its remains
occur in the Silurian system.
Thelyphonidse (thel-i-fon'i-de), n. pi. [Gr.

thelya, a female, and ^Aojios, murder.] A fa-

mily of arachnidans, of the order I'edipalpi,

in appearance closely resembling the true
spiders, from which, however, they are dis-

tinguished by the large size of their palpi
and the absence of spinnerets. On the other
hand they differ from the true scorpions in
the form of the abdomen, and in the ab-
sence of a sting at its extremity. They in-

habit the hottest parts of Asia ami America.
Theni(THem), |/r<wi. [Originally //((/w, thceni,

the dat. pi. of se, sed, thcet, the, she, that,

the ace. pi. of which was tkd, they. See
They, Their.] The dative and objective
case of they; those persons or things; those.

Go ye to fA^m that sell, and buy for yourselves.
Mat. XXV. 9.

Then shall the king say to M^wt on his right hand.
Come, ye blessed of my Father. Mat. Jtxv. 34.

In such phrases as tell them, give them, them
is the dative.

Thematic(the-mat'ik).rt. Relating to orcon-
taining a theme or themes.
Thematlst (the'ma-tist), n. A writer of
themes.
Theme (them), n. [Gr. theina, what is put
down, a prop>o8ition, a theme, a root word,
from Gr. tithemi, to place.] 1. A suliject or
topic on which a person writes or speaks;
anything proposed as a subject of discourse
or discussion.

When a soldier was the thcnu, my name
Was not far off. Shak.

Fools are my thtnu, let satire be my song. Byron,

These unreal waj-s
Seem but the thtnu of writers. TtnnytOH.

2. t Cause; matter; question; subject.

Every day some sailor's wife.

The masters of some merchant, and the merchant
Have just our themt of woe. ShaM.

3. A short tlissertation composed by a stu-
dent on a given subject.

Forcing the empty wits of children to compose
tJtemes, verses, and orations. Milton.

4. In philol. a noun or verb not modified by
inflections, as the infinitive mood in Eng-
lish; the part of a noun or a verb unchanged
in declension or coujut^tiou.

The variable final letters of a noun are its case-
endings; the rest is its thtmt. Pro/. March.

6. In music, a series of notes selected as the
text or subject of a new composition; a sim-
ple tune on which variations are made; the
leading subject in a composition or move-
ment. — 6. t That by which a thing is done;
an instrument; a means.

Nor shall Vanessa be the theme
To manage thy abortive scheme. Smi/i.

7. A division for the purpose of provincial
administration under the Byzantine Em-
pire. There were twenty-nine themes,
twelve in Europe and seventeen in Asia.

The remaining provinces, under the obedicnce'of
the emperors, were cast into a new mould; and the
Jurisdiction of the presidents, the consulars, and the
counts was superseded by the institution of the
tkemef or military governments, which prevailed
under the successors of Hcraclius, Gtbbofi.

Themis (the'mis), n. [Gr. Themis.] 1. In
Gieek myth, the goddess of law and justice.

Such thine, in whom
Our British Themis gloried with just cause.
Immortal Hale. Cawfitr.

2. In astron. one of the asteroids, discovered
by De Gasparis in 1853. Its period of sidereal
revolution is 2034 days.

Themselves (inem-selvz'), pj'on-
,
pl. of him-

»elf, hcj-mlf. itself, and used like these
words. See Himself.

Thetnstlvei have made themselves worthy to suf-

fer it. Hooker.

They open to themselves at length the way.
Milton.

Then (Tnen), adv. [A. Sax. thenne. thanne,
thonne, then, an ace. form belonging to the
pronominal stem the, thtet, correlative to

hwanne. when; O. Fris. thenne, thanne,

Goth, than, G. dann, then, at that time.

It is the same word as the con]imction(Aan.]
1. At that time, referring to a time specified,

either past or future.

And the Canaanite was the*t in the land. Gen. xii. 6.

Now I know in part; but then shall I know even
as I also am known. i Cor. xiii. 12.

eh, cAain; th, Sc. lo«A; g. go-, J, >ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, %Uig; th, tften; th, th\n\ w, wig; wh, luAig; zh, azure.—See K»T.
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2. Afterward; soon afterward or immedi-
ately.

First be reconciled to thy brother, and thru conic

and offer thy gift. Mat. v. 24.

3. At another time; as, now and then, at

one time and another.

Now shaves with level wing the deep, then soars

Up to the fiery concave towering high, Milton.

—By then, by the time when or that.

By then supper is ended, the gallantry of the town
pass by. Milton.

—Till then, until that time.

Till then who knew
The force of those dire arms? Milton.

—Then is often used elliptically, like an ad-

jective, for then existing; but this usage is

discountenanced by most careful writers.

•In his then situation.' Johnson.

The nephew of one of our (/ten ministers. U'hately.

—Therefore, Wherefore, Then, Accordingly,
Consequently. See THEREFORE.
Then (THen), conj. In that case; in conse-
quence; therefore; for this reason.

So then they which be of faith are blessed with
faithful Abraham. Gal. iii. 9.

My affections

Are then most humble ; I have no ambition
To see a goodlier man. Shak.

Let reason then at her own quarry fly.

But how can finite grasp infinity ? Dryden.

—But then, but on the other hand; but not-
withstanding; but in return.

He is then a giant to an ape ; but then is an ape a
doctor to such a man? Sitak.

From having as an adverb the force of ' after

that," or ' in the next place,' then has been included
among illative conjunctions; the fact of one thing
_/b//<J7f/«^ another being given as showing causation
or inference. . . . Then is more commonly used in a
compound phrase, so then, and then; but it may,
standing alone, have the full force of there/ore, \n

drawing an inference, or stating an effect or a con-
sequence, 'So then the cause was gained' signifies
' by those means it came about as an effect that the
cause was gained.' Prof. Bain.

Then-a-days (THen'a-daz), adv. In those
days; in time past; opposed or correlative

to nowadays. North Brit. Rev. [Rare.]

Thenal, Thenar (the'nal, the'nar), a. Of
or pertaining to the thenar ; as, the thenar
eminence: the thenal muscle.
Thenar (the'nar), n. [Gr. thenar, from theno,

to strike] In anat. the palm of the hand
or the sole of the foot.

Thenardite(the'nar-dit),?i. [From Thenard,
the name of a French chemist.] (Xa2S04-)
Anhydrous sulphate of sodium. It occurs in

crystalline coatings at the bottom of some
lakes at Espartinas, near Madrid, in S.

America, and elsewhere. It is used in the
preparation f>[ carbonate of soda.

liienard's Blue (the'nardz blii), n. [From
Thenard, the name of a French chemist.]
Same as Cobalt Blue.

Thence (Tuens). adv. [O.E. thens, thennes,
thannes, from A. Sax, thanan,thvnun. thence,
with change of sufllx, the suffix es being a
genitive termination, as in hence, whence,
O. E. amiddes (amidst). ] 1. From that place.

When ye depart thence, shake off the dust under
your feet. Mark vi. ii.

2. From that time.

There shall be no more thence an infant of days.
Is. IXV. 20.

3. For that reason ; from that source ; from
this; out of this.

But thence I learn, and find the lesson true.
Drugs poison him that so fell sick of you. Shak.
Not to sit idle with so great a gift

Useless, and thence ridiculous about him. Milton.

4. Not there; elsewhere; absent.

They prosper best of all when I am thence. Shak.

—From thence, though pleonastic, is sup-
ported by custom and good usage.

I will send, and fetch thee f)-om /hence.

Gen. xxvii, 45.
All mist from thence

Purge and disperse. Milton.
Thenceforth (Taens'forth), adv. From that
time.

If the salt hath lost his savour, ... it is thence-
forth good for nothing. Mat. v. 13.

This is also, like thence, preceded hyfrom—
a pleonasm sanctioned by good usage.
And from thencfforth Pilate sought to release him.

John xix. 12.

Resolvingy>-(7»( thenceforth
To leave them to their own polluted ways. Milton.

Tbenceforward(THen8'for-w6rd),arfB. From
th:it time or place onward.
Thencefromt (THens'from),adr. From that
place.

Thennes, t adn. Thence. Chaucer.
Thennesforth,t adv. Thenceforth. Chau-
cer.

Theo-. [Gr. theos, God.] The first element
in many words of Greek origin referring to
the Divine Being or divinity.

Theobroma (the-o-bro'ma), n. [Gr. theos,

God, and brOnui, food = celestial food.] A
geims of plants, nat. order Sterculiacea;, or,

as arranged by other botanists, Byttneri-
acere, the species of which yield the cacao,
or cocoa, of commerce. They are small
trees with large simple leaves, and with the
flowers in clusters, and are all of them na-
tives of South America. The most impor-
tant species is the T. Cacao, the common
cacao or chocolate-nut tree, which is indi-

genous in South America, but is extensively
cultivated in the West Indies and in the
tropical parts of Asia and Africa. See
Cacao.
Theobromlne(the-6-br6'min),n. (C7H8N402.)
A crystalline compound found in the seeds
of Theobroma Cacao. In composition it is

analogous to theine or caffeine.

Theochristic (the-o-kris'tik), a. [Gr. theos,

God, and christos, anointed, from chrio, to
anoint.] Anointing by God.
Theocracy (the-ok'ra-si), n. [Fr. theocratic,

from Gr. theokratia—theos, God, and krateo,
to rule, kratos, strength.] Government of

a state by the immediate direction of God;
a stage of civilization and religion in which
political power is exercised by a sacerdotal
caste ; or the state thus governed. Of this
species the Israelites furnish an illustrious

example. The theocracy lasted till the time
of Saul.

Theocrasy (the-ok'ra-si), n. [Gr. theos,

God, and hrasis, mixture.] 1. In anc. philos.

the intimate union of the soul with God in
contemplation,which was considered attain-

able by the newer Platonists. Similar ideas
are entertained by the philosophers of In-
dia, and by many religious sects.— 2. A mix-

1 ture of the worship of different gods.

I
Theocrat (the'6-krat), n. One who lives

I

under a theocracy; one who is ruled in civil

affairs directly by God.

;
Theocratic, Theocratical (the-6-krat'ik.

the-6-krat'ik-al), a. Pertaining to a theoc-
racy; administered by the immediate direc-

tion of God; as, the theocratical state of the
Israelites.

Mahomet, speaking in the name of God, exercised
a theocratic sway, and that of the Grand I-ama in

Thibet is similar. Fleming'.

Theodicssa {tbe-od'i-se"a), n. Same as The-
odicy, but in less common use.

Theodicean (tbe-od'i-8e"an), a. Of or per-
taining to theodicy.

Theodicy (the-od'i-si), n. [Gr. theos, God,
and dikaios, just.] 1. A vindication of the
dealings of Divine Providence with man

;

any theory professing to reconcile the at-

tributes of God with the present order of
things in the world ; or more specially, an
explanation of the existence cjf evil. This
subject was fully treated by Leibnitz, who
maintained that moral evil has its origin in
the free-will of the creature, that mankind
are designed to attain the utmost felicity

they are capable of enjoying, and that this
world is the best possible.—2. That part of
philosophy which treats of the being, per-
fections, and government of God, and the
immortality of the soul.

The preacher will best help that consummation by
letting the light of the gospel shine clearly, and trou-
bling himself, for the present, little with theoa'icies.

We are not God's advocates, we are his witnesses.
We have no case to establish for him, or for his truth.
We have simply to bear witness to the truth.

J?ev. y. Baldivin Brirwn.

Theodolite (the-od'o-lit), n. [Perhaps from
Gr. ihea, a seeing, hodos, a way, and litos,

plain, smooth, or from thea, and doulos,
a slave. In the form theodclitas, the term
occurs in J'antometria by T. Digges. a work
on mensuration first printed in 1571, where
it is said to be ' a circle divided in 360 grades
or degrees, or a semicircle parted in 180
portions.'] A most important surveying in-

strument for measuring horizontal and ver-
tical angles by means of a telescope tlie

movements of which can be accurately
marked. This instrument is variously con-
structed, but its main characteristics con-
tinue unaltered in all forms. One of the
forms generally used is shown in the cut. A
and B are two concentric horizontal circular
plates which turn freely on each other. The
lower or graduated plate B contains the
divisions of the circle, and the upper or
vernier plate has two vernier divisions a
diametrically opposite, only one of which
is shown in the cut. The vertical axis C

consists of two parts, the one working
within the other. The external part is

attached to the graduated plate B, and the
internal to the vernier plate A. The plane

Theodolite.

of the circle is adjusted to the horizon by
the screws b b b acting against a plate of
metal resting on the staff-head supporting
the instrument. The vernier plate carries
two spirit-levels cc at right angles to each
other, by means of which the circle may
be brought accurately into the horizontal
plane. The horizontal axis of the vertical
limb E of the instrument is supported by
a frame firmly attached to the vernier
plate, and turning along with it about the
vertical axis. Parallel to the axis a tele-

scope D, with an arrangement of fibres of

unspun silk called cross-wires in the prin-
cipal focus of its object-glass, is attached,
which moves in the vertical plane by the
movement of the graduated circle E, and
is used for observing the objects whose
angular distance is to be measured, and
also for taking altitudes or measuring ver-

tical angles ; a spirit-level is fixed beneath
the telescope for horizontal adjustment,
d is a microscope for reading off the de-
grees on the horizontal circle; e one for
those on the vertical limb. The screw g
clamps the collar to the vertical axis c,

and prevents motion ; h turns the whole
round. To measure the angular distance
between any two objects, the telescope is

turned round along with the vernier circle
(the graduated circle remaining fixed) until
it is brought to bear exactly upon one of
the objects; it is then turned round until it

is brought to bear on the other object, and
the arc which the vernier has described on
the graduated circle measures the angle
required. The double vertical axis and the
use of the clamps enable the observation
to be repeated any number of times, in
order to ensure accuracy. The theodolite is

not only a most essential instrument in
trigonometrical surveying for determining
stations and nmning base-lines, but also in
geodetical operations for assisting in deter-
mining the length of an arc of the meridian.
For this latter purpose it requires to be
constructed on a large scale.

Theodolite - magnetometer (the-od'o-lit>

iiiag-nt;t-om"et-er), n. An instrument em-
ployed as a declinometer to measure varia-
tions in declination, and as a magnetometer
in determinations of force.

TheodoUtlC (the-od'o-lit'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to a theodolite; made by means of
a theodolite; as, theodoUtic observations.

Theodosian (the-6-d6"si-an). a. Belonging
to the emperor Theodosius; relating to his
code of laws.

Theogonic (the-6-gon'ik), a. Of or relating
to theogony.

Theogonismt (the-og'on-izm), n. Theogony.
Theogonist (the-og'on-ist), n. One versed
in or a writer on theogony.
Theogony (the-og'o-ni), n. [Fr. th^ogonie;
Gr. theogonia—theos, a god, and gone, gene-

Fate, far, fat, fall; ra6, met. h6r: pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, So. fey.
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ration, from root gen = Skr. jan, to beget]

The name given to the class of poems which
treat of the generation and descent of the

gods; as. the ancient Greek theogony of

Hesiod; hence, that branch of heathen the-

ology which taught the genealogy or origin

of their deities.

There will of course be an established religion—an
Olympus, a Valhalla, or sorae system of a theogony

\

or theology, with temples, priests, liturgies, public
]

confessions in one form or another of the dependence
of the things we see upon what is not seen, with cer-

I

tain ideas of duty ana penalties imposed for neglect
j

of it. Fronde.
|

Theologaster (the-ol'o-gas-t^r), n. [From
the<jlo<naa and the pejorative termination

;

aMer.] A kind of quack in divinity; a pre-

tended or superficial theologian. Burton.
[Rare. ]

Theologert (the-oro-j^r), n. A theologist.

•Divers modern theologers.' Oiidworth.

Theologian (the-o-lo'ji-an), n. [See Theol-
ogy, ] A person well versed in theology, or

a professor of divinity; a divine.

Theologic. Theological (the-o-lojik, the-

odoj'ik-al). a. [See Theology.] Pertaining

to theology, or the science of God and of

divine things; as, a theological treatise; the-

olof/ical criticism.

Theologically (the-oloj'ik-al-li). adv. In a
thei>lo;_'ical manner; according to the prin-

ciples of theology.

Theologies (tlie-o-loj'iks), n. pi Theolog>-

(wliii-li see).

Theologist (theorojist). n. A theologian:

less fre.juently used than this word.

TheolOgium (theolo'ji-um). n. [See Thk-
oLi.tGY. ] A small upper stage in the ancient
theatre, upon whicli the machinery for

celestial appearances was arranged. Weale.

Theologize (the-ol'o-jiz), v.t. pret. A pp.
theologized; ppr. theologizing. To render
theological.

School-divinity was but Aristotle's philosophy /A«-
logized. Glanville.

Theologize (the-ol'o-jiz), v.%. To frame a
system uf theology; to theorize or speculate

upon theological subjects.

Theologizer (the-oro-iiz-6r), n. One who
theologizes; a theologian. [Rare.]

IlieolOgue (the'6-logX n. Theologist. * He
(Jerome) was the (Aioiootw—and the word
is designation enough.' Is. Taylor. [Rare.]

Theology (theolo-ji), n. (Fr thi^ologis.Uom
Gr. theolonia—theos. God. and logog, dis-

course.] Divinity; the entire science of the
Christian religion; the science which treats

of God and man in all their known relations

to each other; the science which treats

(o) of tite cliaracter and attributes of God

;

(6) the doctrine of man in his relations to

G«>d; (c) the docti-ine of the salvation of

man through the person and work of Christ;

((i) the doctrines of the final state of all men

;

and (e) the doctrine of the church, its con-
stitution and government. In reference to

the sources whence it is derived, theology
Is di^itinguished into natural or phiiotopki-

eal theubxjy, which relates to the knowledge
of God from his works by the light of nature
and reason; and supernatural, posUive, or
revealed theology, which sets forth and sys-

tematizes tlie doctrines of the Scriptures.

Theology is variously divided according to

the method of treating the subject, and the
part of the subject wliich is treated.— /)«;
viatic or theoretical theol'Mjy, that part of

the science which aims pre-eminently to
state what is authoritatively taught,whether
by the Scriptures, the councils, or the
cree<ls.

—

Exegetical theology embraces the
interpretation of the Scriptures, the science
which teaches the principles to be observed
in interpretation; and biblical criticism,

whicli examines and tries to establish the
genuine text, the authenticity of the various
books of the Bible, and the discussion of
kindred subjects.— //(j(/oricai//i«oif>;/y treats
of the historj' of Christian doctrines, of

heresies of the diurch. of councils, and the
\\)Le.—Metaphysical theolftgy aims to sub-
stantiate tlie teachings of the Bilile by an
appeal to tho.se primitive cognitions and
primary beliefs which the Bible always
assumes.— J/(/rai theology, a term formerly
in use. covered the ground now occupied
by moral philosophy or Christian ethics.
— Po'emieal theology, or theological con-
troversy, seeks to overthrow the positions
of other systems as well as to defend its

own. —Practical (A«oi«^i/ consists of an ex-
hibition, first, uf precepts and directions,
and secondly, of the motives from which we
should be expected to comply with these.—

Rational theology gives to human reason

the highest authority in determining what
is theological inith. —Scholastic theology

either proceeds by reasoning or derives the

knowledge of divine things from certain

established principles of faith.—Sp€cu^o(u'e

theology, a system in which theory predomi-

nates over Scripture and all other authority.

—Si/stematic theoloay an'anges methodi-

cally the gi-eat truths of religion, so as to

enal)le us to contemplate them in their

natural connection, and to perceive both
the niutual dependence of the parts and the

symmetry of the whole. See Religion.
Theomachist (the-om'a-kist), n. One who
tights against the gods.

He had defended Christianity against the vile,

blasphemous, and impudent Cheomachists of the day.
De Quincey,

Theomachy (the-om'a-ki), n. [Gr, theo», a

god. and inache, combat.] 1. A fighting

i^ainst the g<Kls, as the battle of the giants

with the gods in mythology.— 2. A strife or

battle among the gods. Gladstone. ~3. Op-
position to the divine will.

To have all men happy or unhappy as they were
our friends or enemies, and to give form to the world
according to our own humours, is the true theom-
achy. Bacon.

TheOllia.ncy(the-om'an-si),7i. [Gr. theo8,Go^,

and inanteia, prophecy.] A kind of divin-

ation drawn from the responses of oracles,

or from the predictions of sibyls and others

supposed to be inspired Immediately by
some divinity.

Theopaschlte (theo-pasTtit), n. [Gr. theos,

God, and pascho, to suffer. ] Same as Monar-
ehian.
Theopathetlc,Theopathic(the'6-pa-thet"-
ik. tne-6-path'ik). a. Relating to theo-

pathy. See extract under Theosophist.
Zoopathy (the-op'a-thi), n. [Gr. theos,

God. and pathos, passion.] Emotion excited

by the contemplation of God ;
piety, or a

sense of piety.

The pleasures and pains of theofathy ... all

those pleasures and pains which the contemplation
of Cod and his attributes, and of our relation to him.
raises up in the minds of different persons, or in the

same person at different limes. Hartley.

TheophaniC (the-6-fan'ik). a. Relating to

a theophany; making an actual appearance
to man, as a god.

The notion of angels as divine armies is not like

that of the individual 'messenger' closely connected
with the theofhanic history. Prof. //'. R. Smith.

Theophany (the-ofa-ni), n. [Gr. theos, God.
and \>hainomai, to appear. ] A term applied
to' signify the manifestations of God to man
by actual appearance.

The Creator alone truly is; the universe is but a
i,^^XiTae theophany , a visible manifestation of God.

Milfnan.
Angelophany is a theophany as direct as is pos<

sible to man. Prof. //'. R- Smith.

TheophilanthroplC (the'6-fil-an-throp"ik),

a. [Gr ] Perlainnig to theophilanthropism
or to the theophilantbropists; uniting love

to tiod with that to man.
nieophllanthropism ( the ' 6fi-lan"throp-

izm). n. Love to both God and man ; the
doctrines or tenets of the theophilanthrop-
ists; theophilanthropy.
Theophilanthroplst (the'd-fi-lan"throp-
ist). n. [Gr. theos, God. and phUanthrOpos,
a hner of men See PHILANTHROPIST]
1. One who practises or professes theophil-
anthropism.—2 One of a society formed at

Paris during the first French revolution. It

had for its object to establish a new religion

in place of Christianity, which had been
atw>lished by the C«>nvention, The system
of belief thus attempted to be established
was jiure liei-sm.

Theophllanthropy (the'o fl-lan"thrO-pi), n.

Satiie as Thtiq-hiui nthropism.

Theophilosophic4 the d-fllo-sof"ik).a. Com-
bining, or periiiiiiing to the combination of,

theism and pliilo-*ophy.

Theophrastaces (ilie'6-fraa-ta"8e-e), n. pi.

[NaiiK-d from tlie typical genus TAtfopAra*-

ta. which again was named in honour of
Theophrastus, the Peripatetic philosopher.]
A small nat. order of plants proposed by
De Candolle for Theophra-sta and a few
allied genera, differing from Slyrsinaceee (as

a tril»e of which they are generally classed)

by the presence of scales in the throat of

the corolla, .alternating with its lobes.

Theopneusted (the-op-nus'ted),a. Divinely
inspired; theopneustic.
Theopneustic (the-op-nus'tik), a. [See
TnEni'NEL'.sTY.] Giveu by inspiration of the
Spirit of God.

Theopneusty (the'op-nus-ti), n. [Gr. theop-

neustos, inspired of God. from theos, God.
and^Heo, to breathe] Divine inspiration;
the supernatural influence of the Divine
Spirit in qualifying men to receive and com-
municate revealed truth.

Theorbist (the-or'bist), n. Oue who plays a
theorbo.
Theorbo (the-or'bo), n. [It. tiorba, Fr.

teorbe.] A musical instiument made like a
large lute, except that it has two necks or
juga. to the longest of which the bass strings
were attached. It was employed for ac-
companying voices, and was in great favour
during the seventeenth century. See ARCH-
LUTE.
One slovenly and ugly fellow. Signer Pedro, who

sings Italian songs to the theorbo most neatly.

Pepys.

Theorem (the'o-rem), n. [Fr. thiorhne, from
Gr. theorema, from theoreo, to look at, to
view.] 1. In math, a proposition to be
proved by a chain of reasoning; a truth
which is proved by reference to already
adnn'tted truths ; any proposition which
states its conclusion or makes any affirma-
tion or negation, and requires its demon-
stration; as distinguished from a problem,
which requires a conclusion to be arrived
at, without so much as stating whether that
conclusion iseven possible. A theorem wants
demonstration only ; a problem requires
solution, or the discovery both of method
and demonstration. ~2. A speculative truth;
a position laid down as an acknowledged
trtith; that which is considered and estab-
lished as a principle.

By my theorems.
Which your polite and terser gallants practise,

I re-retine the court, and civilize

Their barbarous natures. Massing-er.

3. In alg. and analysis, sometimes used to
denote a rule, particularly wlien that rule
is expressed by s^Tubols or formula;; as. the
binomial theorem, Taylor's theorem, Ac—
A universal theorem, a theorem which ex-

tends to any quantity without restriction. -

A particular theorem, a theorem which ex-

tends only to a particular quantity.—^
negative theorem, a theorem which expresses
the impossibility of any assertion.

Theorem (the'6-rem), r-(. To reduce to or
formulate into a theorem.
To attempt theorising on such matters would profit

little: they are matters which refuse to be theore*fud
and diagramed, which Logic ought to know that she
cannot speak of. Carlyle.

Theorematic, Theorematical (theo-re-
miU"ik.the'o-re-mHt"ik-aI). a. Pertaining to

a theorem; comprised in a theorem; con-
sisting of theorems; as. theorematic truth.

nieorematlst (the-6-rem'a-tist), n. One
who forms theorems.
Theoremic(tbe o reni'ik), a. Theorematic.
Theoretic, Theoretical (the oret'ik, the-
o-ret'ik-al). a. [Gr. theoretikos. See THE-
ORY.] Pertaining to theory; depending on
theory or speculation; speculative; termin-
ating in theory or speculation; not practical;
as, theoretical learning; theoretic sciences.

The sciences are divided into theoretical,

as theology, philosophy, and tlie like, and
practical, as medicine and law.

Weary with the pursuit of academical studies, he
no longer contined himself to the search of theoreti-

cal knowledge, but commenced, the scholar of hu-
manity, to study nature and man in society.

Langhorne.
Theoretically (the-o-ret'ikaMi), adv. In a
theoreliL- manner; in or by theory; in specu-
lation ; speculatively; not practically; as.

some things appear to be theoretically true
wbii'li are found to be practically false.

Theoretics (tbe-oret'iks), n. pi. The specu-
lative parts of a science; speculation.

At the very first, with our Lord himself and his

apostles, as represented to us in the New Testament,
morals come before contemplation, ethics before
theoretics. H. B. iVilson.

TheorlCt (the'6-rik). n. Speculation; theory.
'Old in judgment, theoric and practice.'

Massinger.
The bookish theoric.

Wherein the toged consuls can propose
As masterly as he; mere prattle, without practice.
Is all his soldiership. Shak.

Theoric, TheoricaKthe-or'ik, the-or'ik-al).

a. 1 t PertainutL' to theory; theoretic—
2. Pertaining to tlie Theorica (which see).—
Theoric fund, in Greek antiq. the surplus of

ordinary revenue which, after defraying all

charges of the peace estalilishment, was de-

voted to the formation of a fuml for fur-

nishing to all citizens not absent from Attica

the sum of two oboli, the price of seats at

the great dramatic festivals.

ch. cAaln; 6h. Sc locA; g, ffo; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng. si?*^; TH, tAen; th, £Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Theorica (the-o'rik-a). n. pi. [Gr. theorikos,

of or belonging to seeing, ta theorika, public
money given to the poor to pay for seats at
the theatre, and for other purposes con-
nected with spectacles. See Theory.] In
Greek antiq. a tenu applied to the public
moneys expended at Athens on festivals and
in largesses.

Theoricallyt (the-or'ik-al-li), adv. Theor-
etically: speculatively.

Theoriquet (the'6-rik), n. [Fr.] Theory.
He had the whole theoriqtte of war in the knot of

his scarf. Shak.

Theorist (the'o-rist). n. One who forms
theories; cue given to theory and specula-
tion.
The greatest theorists have given the preference

to such a govermiient as that which obtains in tnii
kingdom. Addison.

Theorization (the-6-riz-a'shon), n. The act
or the product of theorizing; the formation
of a theory or theories; speculation.
Theorize (the'o-riz), v.i. pret. it pp. theor-
ized; ppr. theofiziii'j. To form a theory or
theories; to form opinions solely by theory;
to indulge in theories; to speculate; as, to
theorize on the existence of phlogiston.

Theorizer (the'o-riz-er), n. A theorist.

With tlie exception, in fact, of a few tate absolutist
theorizers in Germany, this is, perhaps, the truth of
all others the most harmoniously re-echoed by every
philosopher of every school. Sir IV. Hamilton.

Theory (the'o-n), n. [Fr. theorie, from L.
theoria, a theoiy, from Gr. theoria, a look-
ing at, contemplation, speculation, theory,
from theoreo, to see, from theoros, an ob-
server.] 1. Speculation: supposition explain-
ing something; a doctrine or scheme of
things which terminates in speculation or
contemplation without a view to practice:
often taken in an unfavourable sense as im-
plying something visionary; as, all that is

mere theory on your part.—2. Plan or sys-
tem; scheme.

If they had been themselves to execute their own
theory in this church, they would have seen, being
nearer. Hooker.

3. An exposition of the general or abstract
principles of any science; as, the theory of
music ; the theory of medicine. — 4. The
science distinguished from the art; the rules
of an art, as distinguished from the prac-
tice; to be learned in an art, the theory is

sufficient; to be master of it, both the theory
and practice are requisite.—5. In science, a
philosophical explanation of phenomena; a
connected arrangement of facts, according
to their bearing on some real or hypothe-
tical law or laws; as, the theory of gravita-
tion, the atomic theory, theories of light,

theories of heat, theory of combustion, lunar
theory, theory of dew, theories of the earth,
theory of moral sentiments, &c.

Practice alone divides the world into virtuous and
vicious; but as to the theory and speculation of vir-

tue and vice, mankind are nmch the same. South.

A theory is often nothing else but a contriv-
ance for comprehending a certain number of
facts underone expression. Many theories are
founded entirely on analogy, and such tlie-

ories may have all degrees of evidence from
the least to the gi-eatest. The evidence of a
theory increases with the number of facts
which it explains, and the precision with
which it explains them. It diminishes with
thenumberof facts whichit does not explain,
and with the number of different supposi-
tions that will afford explanations equally
precise. A theory may not deserve to be
rejected because it does not explain all the
phenomena, if it explains a great number
and be not absolutely inconsistent with any
one, but a single fact inconsistent with any
theory may be sufftcient to overturn it.

—Theory la distinguished from hypothesis
thus : a theory is founded on inferences
drawn from principles which have been
established on independent evidence; a hy-
pothesis is a proposition assumed to account
for certain phenomena, and has no other
evidence of its truth than that it affords a
satisfactory explanation of those phenom-
ena. It is necessary to keep this distinction
in view, as the terms theory and hypothesis
are very frequently confounded both in
speaking and writing.

Theosopher (the-os'of-6r), n. Same as The-
osophist.

Theosophic, Theosophical (the-o-sof'ik,
the-6-sof'ik-al), a. Pertaining to theoso-
phism or to theosophists; divinely wise.

Theosophically (the-6-sof'ik-al-li), adv. In
a theosophical manner; with direct divine
illumination.
The occurrence being viewed as history or as

myth according as the interpreter is theosophically
or critically inclined. Prof. IV. R. Smith.

Theosophism (the-os'of-izm), n. [See Thb-
OSOPHY.] The doctrine of theosophists;
pretension to divine illuiuination.

Theosophlst (the-os'of-ist), n. An adherent
of theosophy; one who pretends to divine
iUumiuatiun ; one who claims to possess
knowledge directly from divine revelation.

Tlteosophist (is) a name which has been given,
though not with any very definite meaning, to that
class of mystical religious tliinkers and writers who
aim at displaying, or believe themselves to possess,
a knowledge of the divinity and his works by super-
natural inspiration. Brand is- Cox.

Theosophistical (the - oso fist'ik - al), a.

Theosopliical.

Theosophize (thS-os'of-iz), r.i. pret. &. pp.
theotiophized

; i)pr. theosophizing. To treat
of or to practise theosophy.
Theosophy (tlie-os'o-fi), n. (Gr. theosophia,
knowledge of divine things— //leos, God, and
Sophia, wisdom, from sophos, wise.] Divine
wisdom ; special knowledge of things divine:
a general name given to those systems of
religious philosophy which claim that a
knowledge of divine things is gained by
ecstasy, direct intuition, or special indi-
vidual relations, ilodern theosophists claim
that theosophy opens up to men a knowledge
of natural powers unknown to ordinary
8cient;e,and that it leads to various so-called
occult manifestations that would ordinarily
be regarded as supernatural. Such views
have prevailed at various times and in
various countries.

Theotechnic (the-6-tek'nik), a. [Gr. theos,
God, and techne, art.] Pertaining to the ac-
tion or intervention of the gods; operated ur
earned on by the gods. 'The theotechnic
machinery of the Iliad.' Gladstone.
Theotheca (the'o-the-ka), n. [Gr. theos,

God, and tfu'ke, a case.] See MONSTRANCE.
Theow, Theowman (the-ou', the-ou'man),
n. [A. Sax.] A slave; a serf; a bondman.
Written also Thew.
Ther.t adv. l. There; in that place.—
2. Where. Chancer.
TherabOUten,t adv. Thereabout. Chau-
cer.

Theragain,+ adv. Against that. Chaucer.
Therapeut3e(ther-a-pu'te), ?i.^;. [Gr. thera-
pieutes, an attendant or servant, from the-
rapeuo, to serve.] A Jewish sect of de-
votees of the first century after Christ, so
called from the extraordinary purity of
their religious worship. They withdrew into
solitary places, where they devoted them-
selves to a life of religious contemplation,
and to them with the Essenes tlie origin of
monasticisni in the Chi'istian church has
been traced.

Therapeutic (ther-a-pu'tik), n. One of the
Jewish sect called Therapeutee. Dr. Pri-
deaiix.

Therapeutic, Therapeutical (ther-a-pu'-
tik, ther-a-pii'tik-al), a. [Gr. therapeutikos,
from therapeud, to nurse, serve, or cure.]
Curative

; pertaining to the healing art

;

concerned in discovering and applying re-
medies for diseases.

Medicine is justly distributed into prophylactic, or
the art of preserving health, and therapeutic, or the
art of restoring tt. tVatts

Therapeutics (ther-a-pu'tiks), n. That part
of medicine which relates to the composi-
tion, the application, and the modes of op-
eration of the remedies for diseases. It not
only includes medicines properly so called,
but also hygiene and dietetics, or the ap-
plication of diet and atmospheric and other
non-medical influences to the preservation
or recovery of health.

Therapeutist (ther-a-pu'tist), n. One
versfd in therapeutics.

Therapy t (ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. therapeia, ser-

vice, nurture, medical treatment.] Thera-
peutics.

Therbefome,t adv. Before that. Chaucer.
There (THar), adv. [O.E. ther, there, where;
A. Sax. thir, thcer, there, also where, the
locative case of the pronominal stem seen
in the, that, then, &o. Comp. here, where. In
the compounds thereafter, thereby, &c. , there
is rather the dative case fem. sing, of the
definite article.] 1. In that place; at that
place; as, he stood there; my home is there.

It is often opposed to here, there generally
denoting the place most distant; but in some
cases the words when used together are
employed merely in contradistinction, with-
out reference to nearness or distance.

Darkness there might well seem twilight hne,
Miiton.

2. In that object; therein. --3. At that point;
after going to such a length ; as, he squan-
dered his fortune, but did ncrt stop there—
he ruined his friends.-4. Intd that place;
to that ijlace ; thither ; as, how came that
there) I will go there to -morrow. 'The
rarest that ere came there.' Shaf<—^- in
this point or matter; in this; by tin.'*-

Tybalt would kill thee.*
But thou slew'st Tybalt; there ttio\x art happy I'^O-

ShaA '

6. Used by way of calling the attention i,'>

something, as to a person, object, or state-
ment; as, do you see the man there! there
is my hand. ' Louder the music there.'
Shak.— 7. It is used to begin sentences befoi'e
a verb when there is an inversion of the sub-
ject.

And there came a voice from heaven, saying. Thou
art my beloved Son. Mark i. ii.

Wherever there is sense or perception, there some
idea is actually produced. Ladke.

There have been that have delivered themselves
from their ills by their good fortune or virtue.

Suckling'.
8. Used like that in interject!onal phrases

;

such as, there's a daj'liug! there's a good boy!
' Why, there's a wench !

' Shak.
Ay, touch him ; there's the vein ! Shak.

In composition there has the sense of a pro-
noun; as, thereby, which signifies by t?iat.—
Ilere and there, neither here nor there. See
under Here.— Z/cre by there,i here and
there. Spenser.
Thereabout (5Har'a-bout), adv. l. J^ear
that place.—2. Near that number, degree,
or quantity; as, ten men or thereabout. In
this sense thcreabmits is often colloquially
used. —3. Concerning that. 'Much perplexed
thereabout.' Luke xxiv. 4.

Thereabouts (Tfiar'a-bouts), adv. Same as
Thereabout. 'Five or six thousand horse
or thereabouts.' Shak. [CoUoq.]
Thereafter (THar-aft'fer), adv. l. According
to that; accordingly.

When you can draw the head indifferently well,
proportion the body thereafter. Peacham.

2. After that; afterward.— 3. t Of or after
that sort. ' My audience is not thereafter.'
Latimer.
Thereanent (thar'a-nent), adv. Concerning
that; regarding or respecting that matter.
[Scotch.]

Thereat (Tuar-atO, "t^^- 1- At that place.
Wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that lead-

eth to destruction, and many there are who go in
thereat. Mat. vii. 13,

2. At that thing or event; on that account.
Every error is a stain to the beauty of nature ; for

which cause it blusheth thereat. Hooker,

Thereaway (THar'a-wa), adv. 1. Away in
that place or direction.—2. About there or
that; thereabout. [CoUoq.]
Thereby (Tnar-bi'), adv. 1. By that; by
that means; in consequence of that.

Acquaint now thyself with him, and beat peace;
thereby good shall come to thee. Job xxii. 21.

2. Annexed or attached to that. ' Thereby
hangs a tale.' Shak.—S. By or near that
place; near that number, quantity, or de-
gree.

Therefor (THar-for'), adv. For that or this
or it ; as, you have caused me loss and I
must have compensation therefor.

Therefore (THer'for), conj. oradv. [There,the
dat. sing. fem. of the old def. art., and /or.
The e at the end of therefore, wherefore, is an
erroneous addition, making the word look
as if it were a compound of fore, like before,
instead of /or.] 1. For that; for that or
this reason, referring to something previ-
ously stated.

I have married a wife, and therefore I cannot come.
Luke xiv. 20.

2. Consequently.
He blushes; therefore he is guilty. Spectator.

T/terefore. where/ore. then, accordingly, cense-
quentiy. Therefore is, for that reason or those rea-

sons; -wherefore is, for which reason or reasons, and
applies to something immediately preceding. Then
indicates a less formal conclusion, and is often appli-

cable to phj^sical sequence ; these /acts being so.

Accordingly is applicanle to physical sequence only.

Both it and then often refer to a practical course fol-

lowing from certain causes or facts. Consequently is

the most formal conclusive of the whole, though gen-
erally confined to a practical sequence. Angus.

3. In return or recompense for this or that;
therefor.

What shall we have therefore i Mat. xix. 27.

4. For that purpose.

So to his steed he got, and 'gan to ride
As one untitt therefore. Spenser.

[In last two meanings probably pronounced
THar-for'. See Therefor.]

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; uote, not, move; tube, tub, b«U; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Therefrom (THar-from'), adv. From this or
that- Turn not aside therefrom, to the
ri^'lit haiul or to the left.' Josh, xxiii. 6.

Therein (TH;u--in'), adv. [A. Sax. thcerinnc]

1. ]u that or this place, time, or thing.

Bring forth abundantly in the earth and multiply
tkfrciH. Gen. ix. 7.

2. In that or this particular point or respect.

'Therein thou wrongst thy children.' Shak.

Thtrei>t our letters do not well agree, Shak.

Thereinto (THar-in-toO, (tdv. Into that or
that iiluce.

Let not them that are in the countries enter there-

into. Luke xxi. 21.

Thereof (THar-ovO. «<*"• Of that or this.

In the day that thou eatest thereof, thou shalt

surely liic. Gen. ii. 17,

Thereolosist (ther-e-oro-jiat),n. One versed
in thereology.

Kiereology (ther-e-ol'o-ji), n. [Or. ihero, to
medicate, and Ioqos, discourse.] The art of
healing; therapeutics.
Thereon (Tuar-on), adv. [A. Sax. ihceron.^
On that or this.

Tli'--n the king said. Hang him thereon. Est. vii. 9.

Thereout (Tuar-out), ode. [A. Sax.?Acprftte.]

1. Out of tliat or this.

He shall take thereout his handful of the flour.

Lev. ii. 2.

2. Without; out of doors. [Old English and
Scotch.

)

And lyk a beste him seemed for to be.
And eet hay as an ox ard lay ther-ouU. Chaucer.

Thereto (THarto'), adv. [A. Sax. th(sri6.\

To that or this. ' Add the fifth part thereto.'

Lev. V, 10.

Theretofore (THar-to-fdrO, adv. Before that
time: the counterpart of hereto/ore, or be-
fi're this time. [Rare,]
Thereunder (THar-uu'ddr), adv. Under that
or this. iUitei'jh.

Thereunto (THar-un-t«'). adv. Same aa
Thereto. ' We yield thereunto our unfeigned
assent." Hooker.

Thereupon (THar-up-on'), adv. 1. Upon
that or this.

The rcnmant of the house of Judab, they shall feed
thereitfiott. Zeph. ii. 7.

2. In consequence of that
He hopes to find you forward.

And thereupon he sends you this ^ood news. Shai.

3. Immediately; at once; without delay.
TherewhUet(TUar-whir).adc. At the same
time.
Of this bodily reverence of God fn his church the

gOTemmcni is moderate ; God grant it be not loose
thereTt'hile. Abp. Laud.

Therewith (THar-with'). ado. With that or
this.

I have learned in whatever state I am, therrwith
to be content. Phil. iv. 11.

Therewithal (THar-with-fll'), adv. \. With
that or this; therewith.

His hiileous tail then hurled he about.
And thereitUhai enwrapt the nimble thighs
Of his froth-foamy kteed. Spenstr.

2.t At the same time.

Well, give her that rinff, and give therewithal
That letter, Shak.

3.t Over and above.
TherewUkal the cKccrable act

On their late murther'd kii^ they aggravate.
I>aniet.

Therf-breadt (th6rfnjred),n. [A. Sax. (Aer/,
theorf. iinfermented ] Unleavened bread.

Therfro, ' (idv. From that. Chaucer.
Thergaine,t adv. Against that. Chaucer.
Theriac. Therlaca (the'ri-ak. the-ri'a-ka),
n. (L the rifica, *ir. thrriak^. See TREACLE.]
A name t;ivt n sincit-ntly to various composi-
tions est-emed t-fficaciousajjtainst the effects
of pnis<in, l)ut afterwards restricted chiefly
to what lias Itcen called Theriaca Andro-
»Mchi. or \ eiiice treacle, which is a com-
pound of sixty-four druitfs. prepared, pul-
verized, and reduced by moans of honey to
an elei-tiiary.

Theriac, Theriaca! (the'ri-ak, the-ri'ak-al),
a J'erLaiiiiux to theriac; medicinal.
The virtuous bezoar is taken from the beast that

fcedcth upon tlie mountains, where there are theria-
ca/ herbs. Sacon.

Therial (the'ri-al), a Same a.s Theriac.
Theriomorpha{tlie'ri.o-nior-fa), n. pi [Or.
therivn, a wild beast, and morphe, shape.]
Owen's name for the order of tailless am-
phibians generally known as Aniira. See
An lit A.

TheriotOm7(theri-ot'o-mi),n. [Or thyrion,
a wild iieast, and totne, a cutting, from
temno. Uj cut] The anatomy of animals;
zootomy.

ThermSB (th^r'me),?;. pi. [L., from Gr. ther-

mos, warm.] Hot springs or hot baths.

Thermal (thSr'mal), a. (From Qr. thermos,
hot, warm, from thero, to warm.] Pertain-
ing to heat; warm. '^The thermal condition
of the earth.' J. D. Forbes. — Thermal
springs, thermal waters, hot springs.— 2'Aer-

inal capacity, the quantity of heat required
to raise the temperature of a body one de-
gree.—Thennal unity, a unit or standard
fixed upon for the comparison or calcula-

tion of the quantity of heat. That some-
times employed in England is the amount
of heat re<tuired to raise a pound of water
a degree of temperature measured on the
Fahrenheit scale, but the unit usually fixed

on by physicists is the (Hiantity necessary
to raise a gramme of water one degree Cen-
tigrade.

Thermally (ther'mal-Ii), adv. In a thennal
manner: with reference to heat.

Thermantidote (thfir-man'ti-dot), n. (Gr.

thertiui, heat, and E. antidote (which see).]

An East Indian apparatus for producing a
current of air.

The therntantidote, which is a sort of windmill
worked by hand to make a current of cool air, was
pouring its refreshini? streams through the house.

//'. H. JittsselL

Thermetograph (th^r-met'6-graf), n. Same
as Thfriiin),i,'tyo<jraph. E. II. Knight.
Thermetrograph (tht^r-mefro-graf), n.

Same as Thtrmoiitetrograph.
Thermic (th^r'mik). a. [Gr. therme, heat]
Of or relating to heat; thermal; as, thermic
lines.
His great work on volcanoes . . . contained a con-

sistent hypothesis of the cause of the thermic dis-

turbance. Gen. Sa/fiite.

Thermidor (th^r'mi-dor). n. [Fr., from Gr.
therme, heat, dOron, a gift.] The eleventh
month of the year in the calendar of the
first French reputdic. It commenced on
the 19th of July, and ended on the 17th of
August.
Thermldorlan (thfer-mi-do'ri-an). n. One
of those who in 1794 took part in the c<yup

d'etat by which the fall of Rol>espierre was
effected. They were so named because the
'Reign of Terror' was brought to an end on
the 9th Thermiiior.

nienno-. [Or. ^Acrmo*, warm, fAcrm^, heat.]
The first fiart of a miinber of compound
words and usually si^'uifying connected with
heat or teinpt-nitiire.

Thermo - barometer ( th6r'm6-ha-rom"et-
6r), n I. A thermometer which indicates
the pressure of the atmosphere by the boil-

ing-point of water, used in the measurement
of altitudes.— 2. A siphon-barometer having
its two tvide legs uniteil by a narrow tube,
so that it can be used either in its ordinaiy
position aa a barometer or in the reversed
ftosition as a thennometer, the wide sealed
eg of the barometer then serving as the
bulb of the thermometer.
Thermo-chemistry f th^r'mS-kem-ls-tri), n.

That branch (jf chemical science which in-

cludes all the various relations existing be-
tween chemical action and the manifesta-
tion of that force termed heat.

Thermochrosy (thf'r-mok'ro-il), n. fOr.
therme, heat, ancl chrosia. colouring ] The
property possessed by heat of being com-
posed, like light, of rays of different refrau-
gibilities. varying in rate ord^reeof trans-
mission through diatlKrnnic substances.

Thermo-current (thei-'mo-ku-rent), n. The
current, as of electricity, set up by heating
a compound circuit consisting of two or
more dilferent metals.
Thermo - dynamic (th6r'm6-di-nam"ik), a.

Relating to thermo*dynamics ; caused or
operated by force due to the apphcation of
heat
Thermo -dvnamlcs (thSr'mo-di-nam'iks),
n. That (lepartment of physical science
which investigates the laws regulating the
conversion of heat into mechanical force or
energy, and vice versa; that branch of theo-
retical phvsicB which treats of heat as a
meclianical agent, and wliich forms the basis
on which the modern doctrine of energy is

founded.
Thermo-electric (tber'm6-e-lek"trik), a.
I'ertaining to thermo-electricity; sA,thermo-
i'U:ctric currents.

Thermo - electricity ( th6r'ni6-e-lek-tri8"i-

ti), n. 1. Electricity produced at the junc-
tion of two ntetals, or at a point where a
molecular change occurs in a bar of the same
metal, when the junction or point is heated
above or cooled below the general temjier-
ature of the conductor. Thus when wires
or bars of metal of different kinds, as bis-

muth and antimony, are placed in close con-
tact, end to end, and disposed so as to fonn
a periphery or continuous circuit, and heat
then applied to the ends or junctions of the
bars, electric currents ai'e produced. —2. The
science that treats of the electric currents
that aiise from heating the junction of two
heterogeneous conductors.—TAerrno-e^ectnc
alarm, an appai-atus designed to indicate
the rise of temperature l^eyond a certain
desired point; as for instance to show when
the bearings of shaftings are overheated,
or when a room is too warm from overheat-
ing or in danger from fire. It consists of a
thennometer having a wire passing through
the bulb, and so connected with the mer-
cuiy; and another entering the tube at the
top, and extending a certain distance down-
wards. Each of these wires is connected
with a small open circuit having an electric

battery and bell. Suppose the presence of
fire in an apartment may be inferred from
the temperature rising to 100°, this actual
rise may be indicated by having the end of
the top wire set iu the tube oi)posite this
degree on the scale. When the mercury
rises and touches 100° the circuit is com-
pleted and the bell T\m^.— Thermo-electric
battery, or pile, an apparatus much used in
delicate experiments with radiant heat. It
consists of a series of little bars of antimony
and bismuth (or any other two metals of
different heat-conducting power), having
their ends soldered together and airanged
in a compact form; the ojiposite ends of the
pile being connected with a galvanometer,
which is verj- sensibly affected by the elec-
tric current induced in the system of bars
when exposed to the slightest variations of
temperature. To the combined an'ange-
meut of pile and galvanometer the name of
thermo-muUiplier is given. — Thermo-elec-
tric pair, two metal bars of different heat-
conducting power, having their ends sol-

dered together, and the combined bar then
usually bent into a more or less horse-shoe
or magnet form for the purpose of bringing
their free ends within a conveniently sliort

distance. They are used in themio-electric

experiments, but as the electric current
developed in a single pair is very weak, a
considerable number are usually combined,
thus forming the thermo-electric i)ile or
battery. BismuUi and antimony are the
metals usually employed, the difference in
electro-motive force being greater between
them than between any other two metals
conveniently obtainable.

Thermo - electrometer (th6r'mo-e-Iek-
trom"et-d'r), n. An instrument for ascer-
taining the heating power of an electric
cxiiTent, or for determining the strength of
a current by the heat it produces.
Thermogen (ther'mo-jen), n. [Gr thermi,
hviii. im\\ (jenos. f/uiamai, to generate.] An
(dd name for caloric.

Thermogenous (th6r-moj'e-nua), a. Pro-
ducing heat.

Thermograph (th^r'mo-graf). n. An instru-
ment fur aut<imatically recording variations
of temperature.
Thermography (th^r-mog'ra-fl), n. [Gr.
theriiif, heat, and grapho, to write.] A pro-
cess by which engiavings are copied on
metal jdates, Arc. by the agency of heat.

Thermology (thtr-moro-ji), n. [Gr. themU,
heat, and utjas. discourse. ] A discourse on
or an account of heat. Wfiewell.

Thermo - magnetism (th6r-m6-mag'net-
i/iM), 11. Magnetism resulting from, or as
affected by, the action of heat.

Thermometer (ther-mom'et-fir), n. [Or.
thermos, warm, from therme, heat, and me-
tron, measure.] An instrument by which
the temperatures of bodies are ascertained;
founded on the property which heat pos-
sesses of expanding all bodies, the rate or
quantity of expansion being supposed pro-
portional to the degree of heat applied, and
hence indicating that degiee. The thenno-
meter consists of a slender glass tube, with
a small bore, containing in general mercui'y
or alcohol, which expanding or contracting
by variations in the temperature of tlie

atmosphere, or on the instrument )>eing

brought into contact with any otlier body,
or inmiersed in a liquid or gas which is to
be examined, the state of the atmosphere,
the body, liquid, or gas. with regard to heat,
is indicated by a scale either applied to the
tube or engraved on its exterior surface.
The ordinary thermometer consists of a
small tube, terminating in a ball containing
mercury, the air having been expelled and

ch. cAain; 6h, Sc. loefc; g, go\ i.joh; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, then: th, tAin; w, i*ig; wh, whig; zh, aiure.—See KKI.
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the tube hermetically sealed. There are
two points on the scale, corresponding to

fixed and determinate temperatures, one,
namely, to the temperature of freezing
water, and the other to that of boiling
water. In the thermometer commonly used
in this country, that of Fahrenheit, the
former point is marked 32° and the latter

212°; hence the zero of the scale, or that
part marked 0', is 32° below the freezing-

point, and the interval or space between
tlie freezing and boiling points consists of
180°. The zero point is supposed to have
been fixed by Fahrenheit at the point of

greatest cold that he had observed, probably
by means of a freezing-mixture such as snow
and salt. On the Continent, particularly in

France, and nowadays in all scientihc in-

vestigations, the Centigrade thermometer is

used The space betweCTi the freezing and
boiling points of water is divided into 100

equal parts or degrees, the zero being at

freezing and the boiling-point at 100°.

Reaumur's thermometer, which is in use in

Germany, has the space between the freezing
and boiling points divided into 80 equal
parts, the zero being at freezing. The fol-

lowing formulaj will serve to convert any
given number of degrees of Fahrenheit's
scale into the corresponding number of de-

grees on Reaumur's and the Centigrade
scales, and vice versd: Let F, R, and C (the
0° of C. and R. being equal to F. 32°, and the
three scales from freezing to boiling point
being F. 180°, C, 100°, R. 80°, or in the ratio

of 9°, 5°, 4°) represent any corresponding
numbers of degrees on the three scales re-

spectively, then;(F. -32=)x5=R.; (F.-32°)
X 5 = 0.: R.x|-f32''=F.; C. xs + 32° = F.;

C. X 1= R. ; R. X I = C. For extreme degrees
of cold, thermometers filled witli spirit of

wine must be employed, as no degree of

cobl known is capable of freezing that
liquid, whereas mercury freezes at about
39° l)elow zero on the Fahrenheit scale. On
theotiier hand, spirit of wine is not adapted
to high temperatures, as it is soon converted
Into vapour, whereas mercury does not boil

till its temperature is raised to 660° F. 5Ier-

cury is most commonly used for thermome-
ters employed for indicating all ordinary
temperatures. For recording extremely
high temperatures the pyrometer is used;
and for indicating very slight variations tlie

thermo-electric battery is employed. As
the ordinary thermometer gives the tem-
perature only at the time of observation,
the necessity for having an instrument which
would show the maximum and minimum
temperatures within a given period is easily

apparent in all cases connected with me-
teorology, and various forms of instruments
for this purpose have been invented. A
common form of maximitm thermometer
consists of the ordinary thermometer fitted

with a piston which moves easily in the
tube. The instrument is placed horizon-
tally, and the piston is pushed along the
bore as the mercury advances, and is left at
the highest point by the retiring fluid. This
point is noted by the observer, who then
erects the thermometer, causing the piston
to sink to the mercury, the instrument thus
being in condition for a fresh experiment.
A similar action takes place in the spirit of
wine minimum thermometer, tbesmall mov-
able piston being, however, immersed in
the fluid and drawn back by the convex
surface of the contracting fluid, being left

at the point of greatest contraction. The
maximum and minimum instruments com-
bined form the register or self-registering

thermometer.— Chromatic thermometer, an
arrangement of glass plates devised by Sir
David Brewster, exhibiting the diflference

between their temperature and that of an
object with whicli they are brought in con-
tact by the different hues of the polarized
light produced in the plates—Dijferential
thermometer. See Differential.
Thermometric, Thermometrical (th6r-
mo-met'rik, th6r-m6-met'rik-al), a. 1. Per-
taining to a thermometer ; as, tiie thermo-
metrical scale or tube. —2. Made I)y a ther-
mometer; as, thermometrical observations.

Thermometrlcally (th^r-mo-met'nk-al-ii),
ado. In a thermometrical manner; by
means of a thermometer.

Tliermometrograph(th6r-m6-met'r6-graf).
71, [Gr. thfrme. heat, metron, measure, and
graph''), to write.] A self-registering ther-

mometer, especially one that registers the
maximum and niinimum degrees of tem-
perature during long periods.

Thermo-nmltipller(th^r-m 6-m ul' ti -pli -6 r),

7(. An apparatus consisting of a thermo-
electric pile and a galvanometer combined.
See under Thekmo-electricitv.
Tliermo-pile (th^r'mo-pil), n. Same as

Thermo-electric Battery or Pile. See under
Thermo-ki.ectricity.
Thermoscope (thei-'m6-skop),»i. [Gr. tkerme,
heat, and skopeo, to see.] An instrument
by which changes of temperature are indi-

cated. The modification of the air ther-

mometer, called by Leslie a differential

thermometer, was claimed by Count Rum-
ford as one of his own inventions, under the
name of thermoscope. See DIFFERENTIAL.
Tliermoscopic,Thermoscoplcal(th6r-m6-
skop'ik, ther-mo-skoii'ik-al). a. Pertaining
to the thermoscope; made by means of the
thermoscope; as, ?/icj?/io«copi'c observations.

Thermostat Ubei-'mostat), n. [Gr. therme,
lieat. and »iato», standing] A self-acting

apparatus for regulating temperature. A
thermostat was contiived by Dr. Ure for

regulating temperature in the processes of
distillation and vaporization in baths, hot-
houses, in adjusting the heat of stoves and
furnaces, ttc. It operates upon the princi-

ple that when two thin metallic bars of
different degrees of expansibility are riveted
or soldered faceways together, any change
of temperature will cause the compound
bar to bend, the side on which the least

expansible bar is becoming concave, and the
other convex. These flexures are made to
operate in regulating valves, stop-cocks,
stove-registers, Ac, and thereby to regulate
the flow of heated liquids, or the admission
or emission of air.

Thermostatic (th6r-m6-stat'ik), a. Per-
taininu^ to tlie thermostat.
Thermo-tension ( th6r - mo - ten 'shon ), n.

Lit. a stretching by heat; specifically, a
process of increasing the direct cohesion of
wrought iron, consisting in heating the
metal to a determinate temperature, gene-
rally from 500* to 600° F., and in that state
giving to it, by appropriate machinery, a
mechanical strain or tension in the direction
in which the strain is afterwards to be ex-
erted. The degree of tensile force applied
is determined beforehand by trials on the
same (juality of metal at the ordinary tem-
perature, in order to ascertain what force
would, in that case, have been sufficient to
break the piece whicli is to be submitted to
thermo-tension.
Thermotic, Thermotical (th^r-mot'ik,
tb6r-mot'ik-al ). a. [From Gr. thermos,
warm.] Of or relating to heat; resulting
from or dependent on heat. ' Tliis revolu-
tionary thermotic discovery.' Huxley.
The doctrines of this kind which we have to notice

refer principally to the effect of the sun's heat on the
earth, the laws of climate, the thertnotical condition
of the interior of the earth, and that of the planetary
spaces. // hrJvtU.

Thermotics (th^r-mot'iks), n. The science
of heat.

I employ the term thermotics to include all the doc-
trines respecting heat which have hitherto been estab-
lished on proper scientific grounds. Jf'heiveil.

Thermotype (th6r'm6-tip), n. [Gr. therme,
lieat, and typos, impression.] A picture-
impression, as of a slice of wood, obtained
l)y first wetting the object with dilute acid,

as sulphuric or hydrochloric, then printing
it, and afterwards developing the impres-
sion by heat.

Thermotypy Cth^r-mot'i-pi). n. The act or
proce.ss of producing a thermotype.
Therologist (the-rol'o-jist), n. One versed
in therology ; a student of therology or
mammalogy. 'A gentleman who, to use
a newly-coined transatlantic word, is cer-

tainly one of the first therologist^ of his

country.' Academy, 25th Aug. 1877.

Therology (the-rol'o-ji), n. (Gr. ther,

theros. a wild beast, and logos, a discourse.]

That branch of zoology which treats of the
Mammalia: a term now sometimes substi-

tuted for mammalogy on the ground that
the latter is a hybrid compound of Latin
and Greek.
Thesaurus (the-s^'ms), n. [L. thesaurus,
fi'om Or. thesaxiros, from (ti)themi, to place.]

A tvea&iiry. —Thesaurus verhorum, a trea-

sury of words; a lexicon.

These (THcz), pron. and a. ; pi. of this. When
these and those are used to contradistinguish
persons or things already referred to these

refers to the things or persons which are
nearest in place or order or which are last

mentioned. See This and That.
Some place the bliss in action, some in ease

;

Those call it pleasure, and contentment these. Pope.

Thesicle (the'si-kl), n. (Dim. of th€sis\ A
little or subordinate thesis : a proposition
(Rare.]

Thesis (the'sis), n. pi. Theses (the'sez). [L.
thesis, Gr. thesis, a position, from tithemi,
to set] 1. A position or proposition which
a person advances and offers to maintain,
or which is actually maintained by argu-
ment; a theme; a subject propounded for
a school or college exercise ; the exercise
itself. Hence— 2. An essay or dissertation
upon a specific or definite theme, as an
essay presented by a candidate for a diploma
or degree, as for that of doctor of medicine.

I told them of the grave, becoming, and sublime
deportment they should assume upon this mystical
occasion, and read them two homilies and a thesis of
my own composing to prepare them. Goldsmith.

3. In logic, an afiirmation, in distinction
from a supposition or hypothesis. —4. A
term used by writers on ancient Greek
music, and supposed to be etjuivalent to
the unaccented or weak position of the
bar, and occasionally but needlessly used
by modem musicians in that signification;
weak beat or pulse.— 5. In pros, the depres-
sion of the voice in pronouncing the sylla-
bles of a word; tlie part of a foot on whicli
the depression of the voice falls. —6. In
rhetoric, the part of a sentence preceding
and corresponding to the antithesis.

The style ofJunius is a sort ofmetre, the law ofwhich
is a balance of thesis and antithesis. Coierid^e.

Thesium (the'shi-um), n. [L. thegium, Gr.
theseion, said to be from Gr. this, a serf or
villain, from the mean appearance of the
plants. ] A genus of plants, nat. order
Santalaceffi. The species are small weeds,
scentless, and slightly astringent. T. lin-
ophyllum, or bastard toad-fiax, is a British
plant, which grows in elevated pastures.

Thesmophoria (thes-mo-fori-a), n. [Gr.,
from thesmophoros, law-giving, an epithet
of Bemeter—thesmos, a law, and phero, to
bear.] A famous ancient Greek festival
celebrated by married women in honour of
Demeter as the ' mother of beautiful off-

spring.' Tliough not confined to Attica, it

was esi)ecially observed in that district.

Thesmothete (thez'mo-thet), n. [Gr. the$-

mothetes, a lawgiver — thesmos, law, and
tithemi, to place.] A lawgiver; a legislator;

one of the six inferior archons at Athens.
Thespesia (tbes-pe'zhi-a), n. [From Gr. thes-

j)esios, divine, in allusion to T. populnea
being planted in sacred or religious lo-

calities.] A genus of plants, nat. order
Malvacese. The species are trees with large
entire leaves and large handsome flowers,
nie rim of the calyx is entire, and the
outer calyx is formed of three leaves, which

Thespesia populnea.

soon fall off. T. populnea, or the umbrella-
tree, is a native of the East Indies, Guinea,
and the Society Islands. It grows to the
height of about 40 feet, and has large yellow
flowers, with a dark red centre. In tropical
countries it is planted, for the sake of its

shade, about monasteries and convents, and
hence it is looked upon with a sort of reli-

gious regard. Its wood is reckoned as almost
indestructible under water, and it is there-
fore much used for boat-building as well as
for carpentry purposes and house-buildiug.

Thespian (thes'pi-an), a. [From Thespis,
who played an important part in the early

history of the drama in Greece about B.c.

535.] Of or relating to Thespis, or to dra-

matic acting in general; hence, the Thes-
pian art is equivalent to the drama. 'The
Inghest stretch attained by the Thespian
art' Carlyle.

Fate, fftr, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abttne; y, Sc. fey.
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Thessalonian (thes-salo'ni-an), a. Of or
pertaining to Thessalonica, an important
<ity of Macedonia.
Thessalouian (thes-sa-lo'ni-an), n. A
native or inhabitant of Thessalonica.

Tlieta (thC-'ta). ti. [Gr. theta.] A letter of

the Greek alphabet corresponding to ih in

such English words as thin: sometimes
called the unlucky letter from being used
by the judges in passing condemnation on
a prisoner, it being the first letter of the

Greek thanatos, death.

ThetCh t (thech), v.t. and i. To thatch.

To plough, to plant, to reap, to rake, to sowe.
To hedge, to ditch, to thrash, to thetch, to mowc.

Spenser.

Thetlcalt (thet'ik-al). a. [From Gr. theti-

kos. See Thesis.] Laid down; absolute or
incontrovertible, as a law. Dr. H. More.

Thetis (thet'is), n. l. In Greek myth, the
daughter of Nereus and Doris, and hence
one of the Nereids. She was married to

Peleus. king of the Myrmidons, and became
the mother of Achilles. Thetis was* a symbol
of water in the ancient cosmogonies.- 2. In
astroji. a small plajiet or asteroid revolving
between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, dis-

covered April 17, 1&52, by Luther.

Thetsee (thetse), n. See Theetsee.
Theurgic, Theurgical (the-6r'jik, the-6r'-

jik-ul), a. Pertaining to theurgy or the power
of performing supernatural things. —TAc-
ttrgie fn/inn^, song.^ of incantation.

Theui^ist(the'6r-jist), ». One who pretends
to or is addicted to tlieurgy.

More refined necromancers or magicians call them-
selves thenr^ists . . . thinlcing to have to do only
with Kf^od spirits. Hallywell.

Theurgy (the'6r-ii), n. [Gr. iheourgia, from
them, a god, and enjon. work. ] The working
of some divine or supernatural agency in

human alfairs; a working or producing
effects by spiritual means ; effects or phe-
nomena brought about among men t>y spir-

itual agency; specifically, (a) divine agency
or direct interference of the gods in human
affairs or the government of the world-

Homer, with the vast mechanism of the Trojan war
in his hands, and in suchh.'inds, and almost compelled
to employ an elaborate and varied M^uri^, . . . was
in a position of ad\-antage without paratfel for giving
form to the religious traditions of his country.

Giadstone.

(&) A system of sapematural knowledge or
]H>wer8 IwUeved by the Eg}-ptian Platonists
and others to have been communicated to
mankind by the beneficent deities or good
spirits, and to have been handed down from
generation to generation traditionally by
the priests, (c) The art of invoking deities

or spirits, or by their intervention conjuring
up visions, intenu'eting dreams, prophesy-
ing, receiving and explaining oracles. Ac.

;

the power of obtaining from the gods, by
means of certain observances, words, sym-
bols, &c., a knowledge of the secrets which
surpass the powers of reason to lay open
the future, &c—a power claimed by the
priesthood of most pagan religions, (d)

'iliat species of magic, which more modem
professors of the art allege to produce its

effects by supeniatural agency, as contra-
distingulsheil from natural magic.
Thewt (thu), n. [A. Sax. the&w, custom,
manner, behaviour, from the6n, to flourish,

prosper, O E. to thee.] Manner; custom;
habit : form of behaviour : generally in the
plural.

Tliew(tliu), n. See TiiEOW.
Thew (thu), n. [Perhaps from Icel. thj6,

the thigh, the buttocks, A. Sax. the6h, the
thigh. The original meaning would there-
fore be the muscular parts of the thigh;
hence muscle in general ] Brawn; muscle;
sinew; strength: generally in the plural.

And I myself, who sat apart
And watched them, waxed in erery limb;
I felt the OKttis of Anakim,
The pulses of a Titan's heart. TenuyiO't.

Thewed t (thud), a. Accustomed; educated;
mannered.
^>t would not seem so rude and thewtd ill.

As to despise so courteous seeming part. Spenser.

Thewed (thud), o. Having thews, muscle,
<<r ^»trL-ngth; as, a veWthetred limb.

Thewy (thu'i), a. Brawny; muscular;
sinewy; vigorous; strong.

ITiey (Tiia), proa.; possess, case their, obj.

case them. [O. E. tha, thei, which in the
ttiirteenth century came into use in the
north of England, displacing hi, hie, the
nom. pi. of the A. Sax. pron. he, he6, hit.

It gradually became general, thei being the
reffularform in Chaucer (genit. her, hir, here,
their, dat. and ace. hem, them), though

Piers Plowman has also hij. They appears
to be based directly on A. Sax. thd, nom. pi.

of the def. art., modified by the inrtuenee

of Icel. their, they, nom. pi. of the pers.

pron.] The pi. form for all the genders of

the third pers. pron., that is, for he, she, or

it. thus denoting more than one person or

thing.
They and their fathers have transgressed against

me. Ezek. h. 3.

Blessed are t^ey which do hunger and thirst after

righteousness. Mat. v. 6,

T/tey of Italy salute you. Heb. xiii. 24.

In the phrase they say ( = Fr. on dit), that

is, it is said by persons, indefinitely, they

is used indefinitely, as our ancestors used
man. and as the French use on.

Thibaudla (ti-b^'di-a), n. [In honour of

Thiebaut de Bemeand, secretary of the
Linna?an society of Paris. ] A genus of

extremely elegant shrubs, nat. order Vac-
cinaceffi, having usually bright-red tubular
flowers and thick shining leaves. The spe-

cies are mostly natives of Peru and New
Granada, though some (forming the genus
Agapetes of some authors) are found in

India. Iowa, and Madagascar.
Thibetan, Thibetlan (tib'et-an, ti-be'shi-

an). « *)f or belonging to Thibet in Asia.

miibet-cloth (ti-bet'kl<jth), n. \. A camlet
or fabric made of coarse goats' hair.—2. A
fine woollen cloth used for ladies' dresses.

Thlble (thi'bl), n. [A slightly different

form of dibble.] 1. A dibble.—2. A porridge-
stick, a stick used for stirring broth, por-
ridge, Ac. : in Scotch Thivel or Theevle.
[Provincial in both senses.]— 3. t A slice; a
skimmer; a spatula.

Thick (thik), a. [A. Sax. thicce, 0. Fris.

thikke, Icel. thykkr, Dan. tyk. D. dik, G.
dick, thick; same root as A. Sax. thihan,
thedn, to grow, to flourish. ] 1. Having
more or less extent measured round the
surface in the direction of the breadth, or
from one surface to its opposite; having
certain dimensions measured otherwise than
in length and breadth ; having more or less

extent in circumference or diameter: said

of solid bodies; as, a plank three inches
thick; how thick is the i)aper?— 2. Having
greater extent or depth than usual from
one surface to its opposite ; relatively of
great circumference, depth, or diameter,
having considerable extent when measured
all round in the direction of the breadth:
opposed to thin, slender, slim; as, a thick

stick; thick cloth; thick paper.
. Thou art waxen fat ; thou art grown thuJb.

Deut- xxxii. 15.

3. Dense; inspissated; having great cun-
sistence; containing much solid matter in

solution or suspen^on; not thin; as, thick

juice; (Aicit vapiour; thick to^.

Make the gruel thicik and slab. Shak.

4. Not transparent or clear; dark; turbid;
misty; as, thick weather. *A thick, misty
day.' Sir W. Scott— 5. Close set or planted;
having things closely crowded together;
compact; close; dense. 'Thin mane, thick

tail. Shak. ' A hollow cave amid the
thickest woods.' Spenser. ~6. Coming close
together; following each other closely ; as,

blows as thick as hail. — 7. Without pro-

per intervals or flexibility of articulation:

indistinct; as. thick utterance. *My voice

was thick with sighs.' Tennygon.—H. Dint;

indistinct; weak: defective: said of the
sense of sight. 'My sight was ever thick.'

Shak.— 9. Dull; not acute or sensitive; not
quick; defective: said of the sense of hearing.

The king and queen of that country i*cre f^ici: of

hearing. Sui/t.

10. Mentally or morally dull; stupid; gross;

crass. ' TAw* and unwholesome in their

thoughts.' Shxk.—\\. Deep; heavy; pro-
found.

Thick slumber hangs upna mine eyes. Shak.

12. Intimate ; very friendly ; familiar.

[Colloq.]

Newcome and I are not very thick together.
Thackeray.

She and Polly are as thick as thieves together.
Cornhili Afag.

\Thick as thieves is a sort of proverbial say-

ing.]— 8YN. Dense, close, compact, solid,

gross, coarse.

Thick (thik), n 1. The thickest part, or the
time when anything is thickest.

Achimctcs . . . in the Mi'r^ of the dust and smoke
presently entered his men. KnolUs.

2.t A thicket or close bush.

Which when that warrior heard, dismounting
straight

From his tall steed he rusht into the thick. Spenser.

And through the cumbrous thicks as fearfully he
makes.

He with his branched head the tender saplings
shakes. Drayton.

3. A thick-headed, slow, or stupid fellow; a
dullard; a dolt. [Colloq.]

The question remains whether I should have got
most good by understanding Greek particles or

cricket thoroughly. I am such a thick, I never
should have had time for both. T. Hi(ghes.

—Thick and thin, whatever is in the way;
all obstacles or hinderances.

ThlCk(thik), adv. [A. Sax. thicce.] 1. In close
succession one upon another; crowdingly;
frequently ; fast or close together.

Favours came thick upon him. IVtMcn.

I hear the trampling ot thick beating feet.

Dryden.
2. Closely; as, a plat of ground thick sown.—
3. To a great depth, or to a thicker depth
than usual; as, a bed covered thick with
tan ; land covered thick with manure. —
Thick and threefold, in quick succession or
in great numbers.
They came thick and threefold for a time, till an

experienced stager discovered the plot.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Thick (thik), v.i. To become thick or dense:
to thicken.

Thick (thik), v.t. To make thick; to
thicken. Shak.
The nightmare Life-in-death was she,
"Who thicks men's blood with cold. Coleridge.

ThiCk-and-thin(thik'and-thin),a. 1. Ready
to go through thick and thin; thorough:
devoted; as, a (AicAr-ajirf-ffttn supporter; a
thick-and-thin advocate for a measure.—
2. \ant. said of the block of a tackle having
one of its sheav-es larger than the other.

Thick-coming (thikkum-ing), a. Coming
or following in close succession; crowding.

She is trouliled with thick-coming fancies,
That keep her from her rest, Shak.

Thicken (thik'n), v.t 1. To makethick or
thicker, in any sense of the word; as, (a) to
make dense; to make close; to fill up the in-

terstices of; as, to thicken cloth; to thicken
paint, mortar, or a liquid. (&) To make
frequeut or more frequent; as, to thicken
blows.—2. t To strengthen; to confirm.

And this may help to thicken other proofs. Shak.

Thicken (thik'n), v.i. To become thick
or more thick, in any of the senses of the
word ; as, (a) to become dense ; as, the fog
thickens. (&) To become dark or obscure.

Thy lustre thickens
When he shines hy, Shak.

(c) To be inspissated ; to be consolidated,
coagulated.or congealed; as,vegetable juices
thicken as the more volatile parts are eva-
porated.

Water stopt gives birth
To grass and plants, and thicktns into earth.

Prior.

(rf) To become close or more close or nu-
merous; to press; to crowd: hence to In-

come more animated through people crowd-
ing.

The press of people thickens to the court. Dryden.

The combat thickens like the storm that flies.

Dryden.

Thickening (thik'n-ing), n. Something put
into a liquid or mass to make it more thick

Thicket (thiket), n. [A. Sax. thiccet, .1

thicket, from thicce, thick. ] A group or a «1

lection of trees or shrubs closely set. 'A
ram caught in a ^/ticfr(^(.' Gen. xxii. 13. 'No
l)ranLhy thicket shelter yields.' Tennyson.
Thlckeity (thik'et-i). a. Abounding in

thickets. [Rare. ]
* Thicketty woods. * Mrs.

Marsh.
Thick-eyed (thikld). a Having dim eyes;
characti-rizt'd by defective vision. 'Thick-
eyed niusiii;; and curseil melancholy.' Shak.
Thick-head (tliik'hed), n. 1. A stupid fel-

low ; a blockhead; a numskull.— 2. One of

the birds of the sub-family Pachycephalinie.
or great-headed chatterers.

Thick-headed (thik'hed-ed), a. 1. Having a

thick or bushy head. 'Some thick-headed

tree/ Mnttimer.~2. Having a thick skull;

dull; stupi<l.

Thickish (tliik'ish), a. Somewhat thick.

Thick-knee (thik'ne), n. The common
name of birds of the genus (Kdimenius,
order Grallatores, connecting the bustai'ds

and plovers. One species, the (fj. crepitans,

is found in the southern parts of Britain,

where it is called the stone-cxirlew or Nor-
/olk plover. See Stone-I'LOVER.
Thick-lips (thiklips), n. A person having
thick lips, a characteristic of the negro race;

ch, cAain; dh, Sc. loch;

Vol. IV.
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an opprobrious term applied to Othello.
Shak:
Thickly (thik'li), adv. In a thick manner
or conUitiou; as, (a) deeply; to a gi-eat

depth; as, paint laid thickly on. (6) Closely;
compactly; as, branches growing thickly,

(c) In qrjick snccessiou ; as, misfortunes
come thickly upon him.
Thickness (thik'nes), n. The state of
being thick, in any sense of the word ; as,

(a) the extent of a body from side to side, or
from surface to surface ; as, the thickness
of a tree; the thick/iessof a board; the thick-

ness of the hand; the thickness of a layer of
earth. (&) Denseness; density; consistence;
spissitude; as, the thickness of fog, vapour,
or clouds; thickness of paint or mortar; the
thicknesx of honey ; the thickness of the
blood, (c) Closeness of the parts; the state
of being crowded or near; as, the thickness

of trees in a forest; the thickness of a wood,
(rf) The state of being close, dense, or im-
pervious; as, the thickness of shades, (e) Dul-
ness of the sense of seeing or hearing; want
of quickness or acuteness.

What you write is printed in lai^e letters; other-
wise between the weakness of my eyes and thickness
of hearing, I should lose the greatest pleasure.

Swi/t.

(f) Want of due distinction of syllables or
good articulation ; indistinctness or con-
fusedness of utterance; as, the thickness ot
his speech.

Thick-pleached (thik'plecht), a. Thickly
interwoven.

The prince and Count Claudio, walking in a thick-
pleached alley in my orclieird, were thus much over-
neard by a man of niine. Shak.

Thickset (thik'set), a, 1. Close planted.
'A thickset X\\OYi\y vidoA.' Dryden. —2. Hav-
ing a short thick ^ body ; thick ; stout

;

stumpy. 'Laying a short, thickset finger
upon my arm.* Lord Lytton.
Thickset (thik'set), n. 1. A close or thick
hedge.— 2. Very tliick or dense underwood;
bush; scrub. —3. A kind of stout twilled
cotton cloth; a kind of fustian cord or vel-
veteen.

Thick-sighted (thik'slt-ed), a. Ha\ang dim
or defective sight; purlilind; short-sighted.
' Thick-sighted, barren, lean, and lacking
juice.' Shak.
ThiOkskin (thik'skin), n. A stolid, coarse,
gross person, especially one who is insen-
sible to, or not easily irritated by taunts, re-
proaches, ridicule, or the Uke; a blockhead;
a vulgar unpolished person. 'The shal-
lowest (hickskin of that barren sort.' Shak.
Thick-skinned (thik'skind). a. l. Having a
thick skin or rind; as, a thick-skinned ani-
mal; a thick-skinned orange, or the like.

—

2. Not easily moved or irritated, as by re-
proaches, taunts, sneering, ridicule, and
the like; dull; insensil)le; stolid.

Thick-skull (thik'skul), n. A dull person;
a lilocklieud.

Thick-skulled (thik'skuld). a. Dull; heavy;
stupid; slowtoleajTi. 'This downright fight-
ing fool, this thick-skulled hero.' Dryden.
Thick-stuff (thik'stuf), n. In ship-building,
a general name for all planking above
4 inches in thickness.

Thlder,t adv. Tliither. Chaucer.
Thief (thef),ji. pi. Thieves (thevz). [A. Sax.
the6/, thidf, th^f, Icel. thjd/r, Sw. tjvf, D.
die/, G. dieb, O.H.G. ditip, Goth, thjubs,
thief; root meaning doubtful.] 1. A per-
son who steals or is guilty of theft; one
who takes the goods or personal property of
another without the owner's knowledge or
consent ; especially, one who deprives an-
other of property secretly or without open
force: as opposed to a robber, who openly
uses violence.

A certain man went down from Jerusalem to Jeri-
cho, and fell among thieves, whicn slri]>ped him of
his raiment. I_u. x. 30,

2. A term of reproach; applied especially to
a person guilty of cunning, deceitful, or se-
cret actions; an evil-doer. 'Angelo is an
adulterous thief.' Shak.—B. An excrescence
or waster in the snuff of a candle.

Where you see a thie/in the candle, call presently
for an extrnguisher. £/. Hall.

—Thieves' Latin, a jargon used by thieves;
the cant or slang language peculiar to
thieves. Sir W. Scott.

Thief-catcher (thef'kach-6r), n. One who
catches thieves, or whose business is to de-
tect thieves and bring them to justice.

My evenings all I would with sharpers spend,
And make the thief-calchtr my bosom friend.

Brat*tsttm.

Thief-leader (thef'led-6r), n. One who
leads away or takes a thief. [Rare.]

A wolf passed by as t!ie thief-leaders were drag-
ging a fox to execution. Sir R. L'Estrange.

TMef-stolen (thef'stol-n), a. Stolen by a
tliief or thieves. Shak.
Thief-taker (thef'tak-6r), n. One whose
business is to find and take thieves and
bring them to justice.

Thietsee (tliet'se). n. See Thketsee.
Thieve (thev), v.i. pret & pp. thieved; ppr.
thieving. [A. Sax. theOJian. to thieve. See
Thief.] To steal; to practise theft. 'Not
be always thieving on the main.' Byron.
Thieve (thev), v.t. To take by theft; tn
steal. 'Affirms your Psyche thieved her
theories.' Tennyson.
Thievery (thev'6r-i), n. 1. The practice of
stealing; theft.

Among the Spartans, thievery was a practice
morally good anti honest. South.

2. That which is stolen.

Injurious time now, with a robber's haste.
Crams his rich thiev'ry up he knows not how.

Shak.
Thieves'-vlnegar (thevz'vin-e-g6r), n. A
kind of vinegar made by digesting rosemary
tops, sage leaves, &c., in vmegar, anciently
believed to be an antidote against the
plague. It derived its name and popularity
from a story that four thieves who plun-
dered the dead during the plague ascribed
their impunity to this infusion. It has been
long di5use<l as worthless.

Thievish (thev'ish), a. l. Given to stealing;

addicted to the practice of theft ; as, a
thievish boy.— 2. Partaking of the nature of
theft; as, a thievish practice.—3.t Given to,

characterized by, or accompanied with rob-
bery.

Or with a base and boist'rous sword enforce
A thievish living on the conmion road. Shak.

4.t Secret; sly; acting by stealth. 'Time's
thievish progress to eternity.' Shak. ' The
thievish minutes.' Shak.
Thievishly (thev'ish-li), adv. In a thievish
manner; like a thief; by theft. 'Thievishly
loiter and lurke.' Tusser.

Thievlshness (theVish-nes), n. The state
or quality of beinc thievish.

Thig(thig),v.(. andi. [A. Sax. thicgan, to pet,

take, receive, partake of; Icel. thig, thiggia.

to get, receive, accept, receive hospitality for
a night; Dan. tigge, to beg as a mendicant,
tigger, a be^ar. The Scotch has probaldy
got the word from the Scandinavian.] 1. To
ask; to beg; to supplicate.

They were fain to thig-and cry for peace and good-
will. PifscoiUe.

2. To go about receiving supply from neigh-
bours. &c. See Thigger. [Scotch in both
senses. ]

Thigger (thig'fer), n. One who thigs; a beg-
gar; especially, one who solicits a gift or
assistance in goods or money, not on the
footing of an absolute mendicant or pauper,
but as one in a temporary strait having some
claim on the liberality of others. [Scotch.]

Thigh (thi), n. [A. Sax. theOh, Icel. thjo,

O.H.G. dioh, thioh, D. dij, O.D. dygh, thigh;
probably of same stem as thick, and verb to

thee.] The thick, fleshy portion of the leg
between the knee and tlie trunk. Used
generally of man, sometimes of animals.
'Like the bee . . . our thighs packed
with wax, our mouths with honey.' Shak.
Thigh-bone (thi'bon), n. The bone of the
thigli, a long cylindrical bone which is situ-

ated between the pelvis and the tibia; the
femur.
Thilke t (THilk), pron. [A. Sax. thylc, for
thylic—thy, instrumental case otse,se6, tluet

(see That), and lie, like.] That; that same.
Spenser.

Thill (thil), n. [A. Sax. thil. thill, a stake,
pole, plank, also thel, a board or plank ; Icel.

thili, thil, a deal, a plank ; Sw, tilja, a pole,
a stake, a beam; allied to deal, a plank of
pine. According to some from same root as
Skr. tala, surface, L. tellus, the earth, the
earth's surface.] The shaft of a cart, gig,

or other carriage. The thills are the two
pieces of timber extending from the body
of the carriage, between which the horse is

put. and by which the carriage is supported
in a horizontal position. "Written also Fill.

Thiller (thil'^r). n. A thUl-horse. Also
used in form Filler.

Thill-horse (thil'hors), ?i. The horse which
goes between the thills or shafts and sup-
poi-ts them. Also called Fill-horse.

Thimhle (thim'l)l), n. [From thumb, equi-
valent to something suited for the thumb.

thimbles having no doubt been first worn
on the thumb, as the sailor's thimble still
is; conip. Icel. thumall, the thumb, thumli,
a tom-thurab.] 1. A kind of cap or cover
for the finger, usually made of metal, used
by tailors and seamstresses for driving the
needle through cloth. Seamstresses use a
thimble having a rounded end with numer-
ous small pits or indentations. Those used
by tailors, upholsterers, &c., are open at
the end.

Thou liest, thou thread, thou thimble. Shak.

2. In technol. any thimble -shaped appen-
dage or fixture, as the coupUug-box in a
thimble-coupling (see THIMBLE-COUPLING);
a fixed or movable ring, tube, or lining
placed in a hole; a tubular cone for expand-
ing a flue.— 3. Nant. an iron ring with a
hollow or groove round its whole circum-
ference, to receive the rope which is spliced
about it.

Thimble -herry (thimlsl-be-ri), n. A kind
of black raspberry {Rubits occidentalis) com-
mon in America,
ThimbleHjase (thim'bl-kas), n. A ease for
holding a thimble. 'A myrtle foliage round
the thimble-case.' Pope.
Thimble - coupling (thim'bl-ku-pl-ingX n.
In much, a kind of permanent coupling, of
which the coupling-box consists of a plain
ring of metal, supposed to resemble a tai-
lor's thimble, bored to fit the two connected
ends of the shafts. The connection is
secured either by pins passed through the

Thimble-coupling.

ends of the shafts and the thimble, as in the
figure, or by a parallel key or feather bedded
in the boss-ends of the shafts, and let into
a corresponding groove cut In the thimble.
This last is now the more common mode of
fitting. This kind of coupling is also laiown
under the names of Ring-cmtpling and
Jump-covpliiuj.

Thimbleful (thimOjl-ful), n. As much of
anything as a thimble would hold; hence, a
very small quantity.

Yes. and measure for measure, too, Sosia; that is,

for a thimbleful of gold a thitnbleful of love.
Drydtn.

Thimblerig (thimajl-rie), n. A sleight-of-

hand trick played with three small cupa
shaped like thimbles, and a small ball or
pea. The ball or pea is put on a table and
covered with one ()f the cups. The operator
then begins moving the cups about, cover-
ing the pea now with one, now with an-
other, and winds up by off^ering to bet that
no one can tell which cup the pea is under.
Any one simple enough to bet with him is

seldom allowed to win. as the pea is gener-
ally altstracted by sleight of band.
Thimblerig (thim'bl-rig), v.t. To cheat by
means uf tliimblerig or sleight of hand
Thimblerigger (thim'bl-rig-6r), n. One who
practises the trick of thimblerig; a low
trickster.

Thimblerigging (thim'bl-rig-ing). a. Prac-
tising the tricks of a thimblerigger.
Thimble-weed (thim'bl-wed), n. The popu-
lar name in the United States of a plant of
the genus Rudbeckia. nat. order Compositai,
nearly related to Helianthus. It is a tall

plant, resembling the sunflower, and is

used in medicine for its diuretic and tonic
properties.

Thimet (tim). See Thyme.
Thin (thin), n. [A. Sax. thynne, thyn, IceL
thunnr, D. dan, Sw. tunn, G. dUnn; from
the root of A. Sax. thenian, Icel. thenja,
G. dehnen, to stretch or extend ; cog. L.

tenuis, Skr. tanus, thin; Gi*. tanaos, out-
stretched ; W, tenau, teneu, thin, rare ; Ir.

tana, thin, slender. The root is tan, ta, to
stretch, and is very widely spread in the
Indo-European languages, being seen in
L. tendo, to stretch (whence E. tend); Gr.
teino, to stretch, tonos, L. tomes, E. totie; L.

tetieo, to hold (whence contain, &c.), tener,

tender, tenor, tabula (E. table), taberna (E.
tavern), &c.] 1. Having little thickness or
extent from one surface to the ojiposite;

slight; slim; unsubstantial; as, a thin plate
of metal ; thiji paper ; a thin board ; a thin
covering. 'If your garments were thin.'

Shak. Hence—2. Sot sufficient foracovering;

yate, far. fat, fftll; m6, met, her; phie, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, h\}\l; oil, pound; ii, Sc. ahuue; y, Sc f«y.
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easily seen through; slight; flimsy; as, a
thin veil; a thin disguise.

I come not
To hear such flattery now, and in my presence;
They are too t/tin and bare to hide onences.

S/tai.

. 3. Rare; not dense: used of the air and aeri-

form fluids. ' In the day when the air is

raor&thin.' Bacun. ' rAm winding breath.'
Shak. — i. Deficient in such ingredient as
gives body or substance; wanting in some
characteristic ingredient : said of liquids or
semi-liquids: as. thin milk; thin blood; thin
gruel. 'To forswear Mm potations.' Shak.
5. Not close ; not crowded ; not filling the
space; not having the individuals that com-
pose the thing in a close or compact state

;

sparse; not abundant; as, the trees of a
forest are thin; the com or grass is thin; a
thin audience in church is not uncommon.—
6. Xot crowded or well filled ; not abound-
ing; as,important legislative business should
not be transacted in a thin house.

Ferrara is very lai^e, but extremely fJtt'n of people.

7. Not full or well grown. ' Seven thin ears
. . . blasted with the east wind. ' Gen. xli. 6.

8. Slim : small ; slender ; lean ; as, a person
becomes thin by disease ; some animals are
naturally thin.— 9. Faint; feeble; slight; des-
titute of fulness or volume, as sound.

Thin hoUow sounds, and lameutable screams.
Dryden.

His Toice was thin, as voices from the grave.
Ttnnyitm.

It is often used adverbially in composition
as the first element in compounds ; as, thin-

clad. ' Thin-sown of people.' Bacon, ' The
thin-spun life.' Milton. It is also used in

the formation of a number of other self-

explanatory compounds, as tAin-faced, thin-
lipped. M("/i-peopled. (fee.

Thin (thin), adv. Not thickly or closely: in
a scattered state : chiefly forming the first

part in compounds. See above.

TOln (thin), v.t. pret A pp. thinned; ppr.
thinning. [See the adjective.] 1. To make
ttiin ; to make less thick ; to attenuate ; to
make slender or lean.

A troublous touch
Tkinn'd. or would seem to thin her in a day.

Tennyson.
2. To make less close, crowded, or numer-
ous; to diminish the number of; as, to thin
the ranks of an enemy; to thin the trees or
shrubs of a thicket
One half of the noble families had been thinned

by proscription. Hailenn,

3. To attenuate; to rarefy; to make less

dense; as, to thin the air; to thin the va-
pours; to thin the blood.

Thlll (thin), t.i. To diminish in thickness;
to grow or become thin : with out, away,
Ac.; thus geological strata are said to thm
out when they gradually diminish In thick-
ness till they disappear.
Thine (THin), pronominal adj. [A. Sax. thtn,
thine, genit. of tho, thou; like O.Sax. and
Icel. thtn, Sw. and Dan. dtn, Goth, theina,
O. dein, n being the sign of the genitive.
(See Thop.) ' In the twelfth century the n
dropped off before a consonant, but was
retained (a) in the oblique cases, (b) in the
plural (with final e), (c) when the pronoun
followed the substantive, and (d) before a
word l>eginning with a vowel.' Dr. Morriii.

The loss of the n produced the more modem
form thy.] Thy; l>elonging to thee; relat-

ing to thee; being the property of thee. The
following quotations give examples oi the
euphonic use of thine before a vowel, while
thy is used before a consonant.
Give every man thine ear, but few thy voice. Shak.
When thou comcst into thy neighbour's vineyard

then thou mightest eat grapes thy fill at thine own
pleasure. Deut. xxiiL 24.

In modem writings thy and thine are both
used before vowels, according to the indi-
vidual predilections of the writer. Like
hem, mtrs, yonrg, theirs, mine, hig, thine is

used independently or absolutely, that is,

without the noun with which it is associ-
ated, serving either tor a nominative or
objective or a predicate ; as, thine is good ;

give him thine; that book of thine. In these
uses thine, Ac, are used exactly like the
posaes-ive of a noun. It is to be observed
that thine, like thou, is now used only in
poetry, in solemn discourse, and in the
common language of the Quakers. In fa-
miliar and common language »/m/r and yours
are always used in the singular number as
well as the plural.

Thlnff (thing), n. [A. Sax. thing, a council.
meetmg, court, cause, controversy, sake

;

L.G. and O. ding, a thing, a matter, a cause;

Dan.andSw.a'm;,athing,alegaltrial,a court,
a place where magistrates perform some sol-

emn act; Icel. thing, an assembly (see mean-
ing 9 below), a conference, a household
article. Tlie root meaning and connections
of this word are doubtful. Some connect
it with A. Sax. thlhan or thedn, O.E. thee,

to grow, thrive. The development of mean-
ings judicial suit or controversy, cause,
sake, thing, is similar to that seen in
L. caxisa, a cause or suit, which becomes
Fr. choge, a thing. See also Sake.] 1. Any-
thing which can be made the subject of
consideration or discourse; whatever is sep-
arable or distinguishable as an object of
thought ; whatever exists, or is conceived
to exist, as a separate entity; anything, ani-
mate or inanimate.
God made . . , every thing that creepeth upon

the earth after his Itind. Gen. i 25.

Of law ... all things in heaven and earth do her
bom^e, the very least as feeling her care, and the
greatest as not exempted from her power. Hooker.

Yea, slimy thiugs did crawl with legs
Upon the slimy sea. Coleridge.

2. An inanimate object, in distinction from
a living being; any object or article.

Keep a thing, its use will come. Tennyson,,

3. Applied to man and animals, often in
pity or contempt, sometimes with a sense
of fondness, tenderness, or admiration.
• Thou noble thing !

' Shak.
Sec, sons, what things you are. Shai.

I hold you as a thing enskyed and sainted. Shak.
The poor thing sighed, and, with a blessing . . .

turned from me. Addison.
The seeming-iniured simple-beaited thing
Came to her ola perch back. Tennyson.

4. An act; a deed; a transaction; a matter;
a circumstance; an event or action; that
which happens or falls out, or that which
is done, told, or proposed.
And the thing was very grievous in Abraham's

sight, because of hts soo. Ceo. xzi. ii.

These things said Esaias, when he saw his glory.

Jr. XXI. 41.
7%ings have fallen out. sir, so unluckHy,
That we have had no time to move our daughter.

Shak.
What things have we seen

Done at the Mermaid! F. Beau*nont.

5. A piece of cnmposition, as a tale, a poem,
a piece of music, or the like. ' He coude
endite, and make a thing.' Chaucer.

I liave a thing in prose begun above twenty-e^bt
years ago. Sw^.
A pretty kind of—sort of—kind of thing,
Nof much a verse, and poem none at all. t. Hunt.

6. A portion or part ; an item or particular

;

as, I don't know a thing al>out it. ' Wicked
men who understand any thing of wisdom."
Tillotson. With ajiy, gotne, rw, it is often
used adverbially in this sense, these words
now usually forming compounds with it

Sitters give us notice when a gentleman goes by,
especially if he be any thing in drink. Sivifi'.

7. pi. Clothes; accontrements; furniture;
wliat one carries about witli him; lu^fage.
The great master he found busy in packing uu his

things a^MDSt hit departure. KuelUs.

8. In /aip, a subject of dominion or pro-
perty, as contradistinguished from ttperson.

They are distributed into three kinds:
things real, comprehending lands, tene-
ments, and hereditaments; thijtgs personal,
comprehen<ling goods and chattels; and
things mixed, partaking of the character-
istics of the twu former, as a title-deed, Ac.
9. (pron. ting.) A judicial or legislative as-

sembly among the Scandinavian peoples, as
in Iceland or N'orway. The ihingvalla in

Iceland was a spot in the southern part i-'f

the island where the al-thing, or general
parliament, was accustomed in the middle
ages to meet.

Likewise the Swedish king
Summoned in haste a thing.
Weapons and men to bring

In aid of Denmark. Longfellow.

—The thing, as it ought to be ; in the nor-
mal or perfect condition: acollotiuial phrase
applied to an ideal or typical condition, as
of health, dress, conduct (when applied to
persons), of completeness, perfectness, ex-
actness, and the like (applied to things).
A bishop's calling company together in tliis week

is, to use the vulgar phrase, not tht thing.
yohnson.

His lordship complained of being rather unwell.
had a slight headache, and was not r\\aXti the thing
in his stomach. Trollope.

—Thing qf nothing,^ anything very worth-
less

Shall then that thin^ that honours thee.
How miserable a thmg soever, yet a thing still.

And though a thing ^nothing, thy thing ever.
Beau, & Fl.

ThInglunbolJ (thing'um-bob), n. [Humour-
ously formed from thing.^ A term used to
iudicate that the speaker is at a loss for a
definite name. *A lonely grey house, with
a thingumbob at the top; a 'servatory they
call it.' Lord Lytton [Vulgar or colloq.]
Thin-gut (thin'gut). n. A starveling. 'Thou
thin-gut! thou thing without moisture!'
Beau, d: Fl. [Rare.]

Tllink (thiugk), v.i. pret. A pp. thought; ppr
thinking. [A. Sax. thincan, more correctly
thencan, pret. thohte, pp. thoht, to think;
0. Sax. thenkjan, thahta, Goth, thagkjan,
thankjan, O.H.G. dankjan. Mod. G. and D.
denken, Icel. thekkja, Dan. tcenke; closely
allied to thank, and to A. Sax. thyncan,
to seem, whence methinks. By some taken
from a root signifying to produce, prepare,
Ac, seen also in Gr. techne, art, L. tignum,
a beam.] 1. To have the mind occupied on
some subject; to have ideas, or to revolve
ideas in the mind ; to perform any mental
operation, whether of apprehension, judg-
ment, or illation ; to have a succession of
ideas or intellectual states; to cogitate ; to
muse; to meditate. 'Think much, speak
little.' Dryden.

. I cannot speak, nor think.
Nor dare to know that which I know. Shak.

For that I am
1 know, because I think. Dryden.

2. To judge; to conclude ; to determine ; to
hold as a settled opinion ; to be of opinion

;

as, I thiiik it will rain to-morrow.
Let them marry to whom they think best.

Num. xxxvi. 6.

I should sin
To think but nobly of my grandmother. Shak.

3. To purpose; to design; to mean; to hope;
to expect; to intend.

Thou thoughtSt to help me. Shak.
I know you think to dihe with me to-day. Shak.

I thought to promote thee unto great honour.
Num. xidv. 11.

1. To imagine; to suppose; to fancy.
Edmund, I think, is gone

In pity of his misery, to dispatch
His 'mghted life. Shak.

Let him that thinketh he standeth. take heed lest
he fall. 1 Cor. x. r?.

What is this? his eyes are heavy : think not they are
glazed with wine. Tennyson.

6. To reflect; to recollect or call to mind.
And Peter called to mind the word that Jesus said

unto him . . . and when he thought thereon, he
wept. Mark xiv. 72.

I pray you, think you question with the }€vr. Shak.

6. To dwell upon our thoughts or percep-
tions ; to consider ; to deliberate ; as, think
how this thing could happen.
He thought within hunsclf, saying, what shall I dot

Luke xii. 17.

I was thinking with what manners I might safely
be adniined. Shak.

Take a month to think.
And let me have an answer to my wish. Tennyson.

7. To presume; to venture.
Think not to say within yourselves. We have Abra-

ham to our father. Mat. iii. 9.

[In several of the above examples this
verb Is used in a sort of semi-transitive
way, being followed by an object clause.)
— To think of, to estimate; to esteem; as.
to think little of a book. 'Whom we know
and think well of.' Locke.—To think on or
upon, (a) to meditate or muse on. ' Think
on these things.' Phil. iv. 8. 'Not matters
to l>e slightly (Aoi/f/Af 07*.' Tillotson. (&) To
light on or discover by meditation ; as, to
think on an expeiUent. 'Venus thought on
a deceit' Sun/t. (c) To remember with
favour; to bear in mind; to have regard to;
to pay attention to; to provide for ' Think
upon me, my God for good." Neh. v. 19.

'Then will I think upon a recompense.'
Shak.—To think long, (a) to long for; to ex-
pect with impatience.

Have I thought long to see this morning's face,
And doth it ^ive me such a sight as thist Shak.

(6) To think the time long; to weary; to suf-
fer from ennui. [Scotch.}—Syn. To cogitate,
reflect, ponder,contenipIate,meditate,muse,
imagine, suppose, believe.

Think (thingk), v.t. 1. To forai or harbour
in the mind; to conceive; to imagine. 'To
think so base a thought' Shak. 'If you
think this wickedness in me.' Tennyson.

Charity . . . thinketh no evil, i Cor. xiii. 4, 5.

2. To hold In opinion; to regard; to believe;
to consider; to esteem. *Nor think super-
fluous others' aid.' Milton.

I have no other but a woman's reason;
I think him so, because I think him so. Shak.

ch, Main; 6h. Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ving; tH, then; th, th\n\ w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, arure.—See KBT.
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3.t To contrive; to plan; to plot; to scheme.

'To tJiink the death of her own son.' Beau.

<t- Fl.—i- To make an object of thought; to

form a conception of ; as, one cannot think

the unconditioned.

Fichte was right in saying that God oueht not to

be thought in connection with the world of sense, or.

indeed, at ajl ; and this for the simple reason that it

is impossible so to thirtb him.
Trans. ofBleek's Origi'i of Langimge.

—To think scorn, to think that a thing, as

an act either done or suffered, would bring

one into contempt; hence, (a) to disdain to

do an act as being beneath one. ' He thmight

scorn to lay hands on ilordecai alone.' Est.

iii. 6. (b) To feel that an act done or threat-

ened is such as to make one an object of

scorn or contempt; to feel deeply indignant:

frequently heightened by the addition of

fotu.
And (I) thinkfoul scorn, that Parma, or Spain, or

any prince in Europe, should dare to invade the bor-

ders of my realms. Qmen Elizabeth.

TMnk (thingk), v.i. [A. Sax. thyncan, thin-

can, to seem, to appear, pret. uiUhte, often

used impersonally with adative; Goth, thngk-

jan, L. G. and D. dunken, G. dunken; allied

to the other verb to think.1 To seem: used
impersonally and now only along with me
in methinketh,meth inks,methonght,me being

in the dative. 'It thinketh me.' Chaucer.

'It thoghte them.' Gower. *Mury and fairit

thoght ynow'=: merry and fair it seemed
enough. Robert of Gloucester. See Me-
THINKS!.

Thinkable (thingk'a-bl), a. Capable of being
thought; conceivable; cogitable.

But what is the condition under which alone a re-

lation is thinkabUt It is thinkable only as of a cer-

tain order—as belonging-, or not belonging-, to some
class of before-known relations. J. S. Mill.

Thinker (thingk'iSr), n. l. One who thinks;

but chiefly, one who thinks in a particular

manner; as, a close thinker; a deep thinker;

a coherent thinker.—2. One who turns his

attention to. or writes on, speculative sub-

jects; as, a distinguished thinker.

Thinking (thingk'ing), a. Having the fac-

ulty of tliought; cogitative; capable of a

regular train of ideas; as, man is a thinkimj

being.
When we say in English, he is a thinking man, an

understanding man, we mean not a person whose
mind is in actual energy, but whose mind is enriched

with a larger portion of these powers. Harris.

You think, and what does thinking include! Mani-
festly a subject and an object—a thinking being and
thought itself. 7- D. MoreU.

Thinking (thingk'ing), n. The act or state

of one >vlio thinks ; thought ; imagination

;

cogitation; judgment.

I am wrapped in dismal thinkings. Shak.

I heard a bird so sing-.

Whose music, to my thinking, pleas d the king.
Sluik.

Thinkingly(thingk'ing-li),ady. By thought.

Thinly (thin'li), arfw. l. In a thin, loose,

scattered manner ; not thickly ; as, ground
thinly planted with trees ; a country thinlxf

inhabited.— 2. Slightly; insufficiently.

This may help to thicken other proofs

That do demonstrate thinly. Shak.

Thinner (thin'^r), n. One who thius or

makes thin.

Thinness (thin'nes). n. The state of being
thin ; as, (a) sraallness of extent from one
side or surface to the opposite; as, the thin-

ness of ice; the thinness of a plate; the thin-

ness of the skin. (&) Teimity; rareness; as,

the thinness of air or other fluid, (c) A stiite

approaching to fluidity, or even fluidity: op-

posed tospissitude; as, the (/lumessof honey,

of whitewash, or of paint, (rf) Exility; small-

ness; fineness; want of fulness; as, the thin-

ness of a point ; the thinness of one's voice.

(e) Rareness; a scattered state; paucity; as,

the thinness of trees in a forest; tlie thinness

of inhabitants.

Thinnish (tliiu'ish), a. Somewhat thin.

Thin-skinned (thin'skind), a. Having a thin

skin ; hence,unduly sensitive ; easily oftended;

irritable.

Thin-spun (thin'spun), a. Spun to thinness

or fineness ; fine-spun ; thin : used figura-

tively in the following quotation.

Comes the blind Fury with the abhorred shears
And slits the thin-spun life. Milton.

Thir (TH6r), pron. [A Scandinavian form

;

Icel. their, they, their-si, these.] These.
Thir and thae = E. these and those. [Scotch. ]

Third (th^rd). a. [O.E. thridde, A. Sax.

thridda, thrydda, the common metathesis
of r and the vowel giving third; cog. Goth.
thridja, Icel. thridi, thridja, Sw. and Dan.
tredie, D. derde, G. dritte, Gr. tritos, L. ter-

tius, Skr. tritiya, W. trydy, Gael. treas—aXi
from words signifying three respectively.

See Three.] 1. The next after the second

;

coming after two of the same class ; the or-

dinal of three. The third hour in the day,

among the ancients, was about nine o'clock

in the morning. —2. Constituting or being one
of three equal parts into which anything is

divided. — jT/iird estate, {a) in Great Britain,

the commonalty or commons, represented
in the legislature by the House of Commons.
{b) In French hist, the Tiers £tat (which see).

— Third order, in R. Cath. Ch. an order
amongthe Premonstrants, Carmelites, Fran-
ciscans, Augustines, Ac, composed of secu-

lar associates not bound by vows, but con-

forming to a certain extent to the general
designs of the order. — Third point. See
Tierce Point under TiEBCE.—TAird person,

in gram, the person spoken of. — Third
sound, in music, see Third, n.

Third (th6rd), n. l. The third part of any-
thing; one of three equal parts. 'This
ample third of our fair kingdom.' Shak.—
2. The sixtieth part of a second of time.—
3. In music, (a) an interval consisting of

(1) a major tone and a minor tone, as from
C to E; called a major third; (2) a major or
minor tone and a semitone, as from A to C;

called a minor third, (b) The upper of the
two notes including this interval.—4. pi. In
law, the third part of the estate of a deceased
husband, which, by the law of some coun-
tries, the widow is entitled to enjoy during
her life: corresponding to the terce of Scots
law.

Thirdt (th6rd), n. Thread.

For^s a subtle spider, closely sitting

In centre of her web that spreadeth round.
If the least fly but touch the smallest third,

Slie feels it instantly. ^nt. Breiver.

Third-borough (th6rd'bu-ro), n. An under
constable.

I know my remedy, I must go fetch the third-bor-

ough. Shak.

Thirdly (th^rdOi), adv. In the third place.

Thirdpenny (tli^rd'pen-ni), n. In Anglo-Sax.
law, a tiiird part of the fines imposed at the

ancient county courts, which was one of the

perquisites of the earl of the district.

Third-rate (thC'rd'rat), a. l. In the navy,

applied to a certain class of men-of-war.—
2. Very inferior; as, a third-rate actor.

Thirl (th6rl),v.(. [A. Sax. thirlian, thyrlian,

to bore, thyrel, a hole, from thurh, through;
the same word as thrill.] To bore; to per-

forate. [Old English and Scotch.]

Thirl (th^rl), v.t. [IceU thrcell, a thrall.]

To enslave; to thrall; to bind or subject;
especially, to bind or astrict by the terms of

a lease or otherwise ; as, lands thirled to a
particular mill. See Thirlage. [Scotch.]

Thirl (th6rl), n. In Sots law, a term used
to denote those lands the tenants of which
were bound to bring all their grain to a cer-

tain mill. Called also Sucken.

Thirlage (therl'aj), n. [Equivalent to thrall-

age. See above.] In S'cofsiaw', a species of ser-

vitude, formerly very common in Scotland,

and also prevalent in England, by which the

proprietors or other possessors of lands were
bound to carry the grain produced on the

lands to a particular mill to be ground, to

which mill the lands were said to be thirled

or astricted, and also to pay a certain pro-

portion of the grain, varjing in different

cases, as a remuneration for the grinding,

and for the expense of the erection and
maintenance of the mill. The principal

duty chargeable in thirlage was multure
(which see). There were also smaller duties

called sequels, which fell to the servants of

the mill, according to the particular usage

of each mill.

Thirst (thirst), n. [A. Sax. thyrst, thurst,

O.Sax. thurst, Goth, thaurstei, Icel. thorsti,

Sw. and Dan. tiirsL D. dorst, G. durst, thirst;

allied to Goth, thairsan, to be dry, thaurs^is,

dry; Icel. thurr. dry, therra, to dry, to wipe;

G. dUrr, dry, the root being that of L. toneo,

to roast, to parch (whence torrent), torrid-

us, torrid, terra, the earth, the dry land; Gr.

tersomai, to be or become dry; Skr. tarsh, to

thirst.] 1. A term used to denote the sen-

sations arising from the want of fluid nutri-

ment; the desire, uneasiness, or suff^ering

occasioned by want of drink; vehement de-

sire for drink. The sensations of thirst are

chiefly referred to the thorax and fauces,

but the condition is really one affecting the

entire body. The excessive pains of thirst

compared with those of hunger are due to

the fact that the deprivation of liquids is a
condition with which all the tissues sympa-

thize. Every solid and every fluid of the
body contains water, and hence abstraction
or diminution of the watery constituents is

followed by a general depression of the
whole system. Thirst is a common symptom
of febrile and other diseases.

Wherefore is this that thou hast brought us up out
of Egypt, to kill us and our children and our cattle
with thirst

t

Ex. xvii. 3,

2. A want and eager desire after anything:
now usually with/or or a,fter before the ob-
ject, formerly also of; as, a thirstfor worldly
honours ; a thirst for praise. ' Thirst of
worldly good." Fairfax. ' Thirst of know-
ledge.' Milton. ' Thirst of inai»e.' Gran-
ville.

I speak this in hunger for bread, not in thirstfor
revenge. Shak,

3. Dryness; drought
The rapid current which through veins

Of porous earth with kindly thirst up drawn.
Rose a I'resh fountain. Milton.

Thirst (thfirst), -p.t. [A. Sax. thyrstan, Icel.

thyrsta, D. dorsten, G. diirsten. See the
noun.] 1. To experience a painful sensa-
tion for want of drink ; to liave desire to
drink.
The people thirsted there for water. Ex. xji'ii. 3.

2. To have a vehement desire for anything.

My soul thirsieth for God, for the living God.
Ps. xlii. 2.

That unhappy king, my master, whom
I so much thirst to see. Shak.

Thirst (th6rst), V. t. To have a thirst for

:

to want to drink. [Rare.]

He seeks his keeper's flesh, and thirsts his blood
Prior.

Thirster (th^rst'Sr). n. One who thirsts.

Thirstily (thers'ti-li), adv. In a thirsty

manner.
Thirstiness (thers'ti-nes), n. The state of
being thirsty ; thirst ; vehement desire for

anything.
Thirstle8S(therst'les), a. Not having thirst;

having no vehement desire. * Thirstless

minds.' Bp. Reynolds.
Thirsty (thSrs'ti), a. [A. Sax. thyrstig. See
Thirst, n. and v.i.] 1. Feeling a painful sen-

sation for want of drink; having thirst;

afflicted with thirst.

Give me, I pray thee, a little water to drink, for I

am thirsty. Judg. iv. 19.

I was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink.
Mat. XXV. 43.

2. Very dry; having no moisture; parched.
'The thirsty \&nd.' Is. xxxv. 7.-— 3. Having
a vehement desire of anything, as in blood-
thirsty. ' To be thirsty after tottering hon-
our.' Shak.
Thirteen (th^r'ten), a. [A. Sax. thredtyne,

later thrittine, thirteen, lit. three-ten, from
thre6, three, and tyne, ten; so Icel threttdn,

D. dertien, G. dreizehn, &c.] Ten and three;

as, thirteen times.

Thirteen (th^r'ten), n. 1. The number which
consists of ten and three.—2. A symbol re-

presenting thirteen units, as 13 or xiiL

Thirteenth (th6r'tenth),a. [See Thirteen. ]

1. The third after the tenth; the ordinal of

thirteen; as, the thirteenth day of the

month. — 2. Constituting or being one of

tJiirteen equal parts into which anything is

divided.

Thirteenth (th^i^tenth). n. l. One of thir-

teen e(nuil parts into which anything is di-

vided. —2. In music, an inten'al forming
the octave of the sixth, or sixth of the oc-

tave.

Thirtieth (ther^ti-eth). a. [From thirty,

A. Sax. thrittigdtha.] 1. The tenth three-

fold ; the next in order after the twenty-

ninth; the ordinal of thirty; as, the thir-

tieth day of the mouth. —2. Constituting or

being one of thirtj- equal parts into which
anything is divided.

Thirtieth (th6r'ti-eth), n. Any one of thirty

t tjual pints into which anything is divided.

Thirty (tber'ti), a. [A. Sax. thrittig, thrltig,

D. dertig. O.H.G. drlztig, Mod.G. dreiszig =
three times ten. The term. tig = L. decern,

Gr. deka, ten.] Thrice ten ; ten three times

repeated, or twenty and ten; as, the month
of June consists of thirty days; Joseph
was thirty years old when he stood be-

fore Tharaoh.— Thirty years' war, in hisL a
series of wars carried on between the Pro-

testant and Roman Catholic leagues in Ger-

many. It commenced with the Bohemian
war (1G18), and ended with the Peace of

Westphalia (16-lS).

Thirty (tber'ti). n. I. The number which
consists nf three times ten.— 2. A sj-mbol re-

presenting thirty units, as 30 or xxx.

This (THis), a. and pron. pi. These (xnez).

[A. Sax. masc. thes, fern, theos, neut. this,

Fate, fftr, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pouud; ii, Sc. abtme; y, Sc. iey.
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pi. thug, which in later times became those,
these (O.E. also thise) being rather formed
as a separate plural by the adding of e to
the singular (See Those.) O. Sax. these,

thiiuf, thit, Icel. thessi, thetta, G. die»er,

diese, dieses. This is composed of the pro-
nominal stems (Art (Skr. ta) seen in the,

that, thither, &c., ana se, sa, he (=:Skr. sa,

he).] 1- A demonstrative used to denote
something that is present or near in place
or time, or something just mentioned; as,

is this your younger brother? what tres-

pass is this which ye have committed?
Who did sin, this man or his parents, that he was

bom blind! Jn. ix. a.

When they heard this, they were pricked in their
heart. Ac. ii. 37,

In the latter passage this is a substitute for
what had preceded, viz. the discourse of
Peter just delivered. In like manner this
often represents a word, a sentence, or
clause, or a series of sentences or events.
In some cases it refers to what is to be im-
mediately related or done.

But know this, that if the goodman of the house
had known in what watch the thief would come, he
wou'd have watched, and would not have suffered
his house to be broken up. Mat. xxiv. 43.

2. Applied to notions of time, this may refer
to (rt) the present time; now; as, this day.
'Between fAw and supper.* Shak. (&)Time
past; the time immediately before the pres-
ent time; as, I have taken no snuff f « r this
month.

Nor need'st thou much importune me to that
Whereon this month I have been hammering.

Shak.
It is often used for these, the sum being
reckoned up, as it were, in a total. ' This
two and thirty years.' Shak.

I have not wept this forty years ; but now
My mother comes afresh into my eyes. Dryden.

The plural, however, is now more com-
monly used by writers in such cases (c)

Time next to come. ' This night I'll waste
in sorrow.' Siuik.

I learn'd in Worcester as 1 rode alon^.
He cannot draw his power this fourteen days.

Shak.
In Shakspere the phrases this even and this
night occur, meaning last even, last night.—
By this, by this time ; as, by this the mail
has arrived.

By this the vessel half her course had run. Dryden.

This other dayA very lately; the other day.
You denied to fight with me this other day. Shatr,

3. This is frequently used to signify present
place, state, condition, position, or the like;
as, this (state of matters) is rather unpleas-
ant

You shall leave this to-morrow. Troilofe.

Since he left this, ... he never as much as be-
stowed a thouijht upon us. Lever.

4. This is used as opposed or correlative to
that. This refers to the nearest person or
thing; (Aa( to the most itistant. Freriuently,
however, (Ami and that denote reference in-
definitely.
Two ships from far making amain to us.
Of Corinth that of Epidaurus this. Shak.

This way and that the wav'ring sails they bend.
Pofe.

A body oi this or Muf denomination is produced.
B^yU.

When this and that refer to different things
before expressed, this refers to the thing
last mentioned, and that to the thing first

mentioned. See These, That.
Their judgment in thit we may Dot, and in that we

need not follow Hooker.

It is sometimes opposed to other.

Consider the arguments which the author had to
write this, or lo design the ttfA<v, before you arraign
him. Dryden.

Thlsness (Tiils'nes), n. The state or quality
of Iwing this; hiecceity.

Thistle (this'l). n [A. Sax. thistel, Icel.
thiMtill.G. and D. distet, Sw. tistet, Sc. thris-
sle. thistle. Origin doubtful. ] The common
name of prickly plants of the tribe Cynara-
cese, nat. order Compositie. The genus Car-
duua with its sub-genera Cirsium or Cnicus
and Silybum contains the greatest number
of those commonly recognized. There are
numerous species, most of which are inhabi-
tants of Europe, as the musk-thistle (Car
dims nutans), milk -thistle (C. ifarianus),
welted thhtle (C. acanthoides). slender-flow-
ered thistle (C tenuifloriis), the spear-thistle
{Cnic^is laneeolat\ts),B.nA field thistle (Cniciw
arvensis), a well-known plant, very trouble-
some to the farmer The blessed - thistle
{Cardnus benedictus)ot the pharmaeopojias,
Cnicus benedictus or Cirsium benedictum of
modem botanists, is a native of the Levant,

and is a laxative and tonic medicine. The
name thistle is also given to numerous
prickly plants belonging to other genera,
as the cotton-thistle belongs to the genus
Onopordum. The common cotton-thistle
(0. Acanthium) attains a heigiit of from 4 to
6 feet. It is often cultivated as the Scotch
thistle, but it is doubtful whether the thistle
which constitutes the national badge has
any existing type, though the stemless
thistle {Cnicus acaulis or Circtum ncaitle)
is in many districts of Scotland looked on
as the true Scotch thistle. The carline
thistle belongs to the genus Carlina; the
star-thistle is the Centanrea Calcitrapa.
The sow-thistle belongs to the genus Son-
chus, and the globe -thistle to the genus
Echinops. Some species of the thistle are
admitted into gardens, where they form a
pretty variety for borders. Thistles sow
themselves extensively by means of their
winged seeds, and hence they are great pests
to the farmer. The thistle seems to have
been a national emblem in Scotland in the
time of James III., and it was evidently
well known as such when Dunbar wrote his
poem of the 'Thistle and the Rose' (1503).— Order of the Thistle, a Scottish order
of knighthood, sometimes called the order
of St. Andrew. It was instituted by James
VII. (James II. of England) in lt>87, when

Order of the Thistle—Star, Jewel, Badge,
and Collar.

eight knights were nominated. It fell

into abeyance during the reign of William
and Mary, but was revived by Queen Anne
in 1703. The insignia of the order consist
of a gold collar composed of thistles inter-
laced with sprigs of rue; the jewel, a figure
of St. Andrew in the middle of a star of
eight pointed rays, suspended from the
collar ; the star, of silver and eight rayed,
four of the rays being pointed, while the
alternate rays are shaped like the tail-

feathers of ft bird, with a thistle in the
centre surrounded by the Latin motto Aetno
?n« impune lacessU; and the badge, oval,
with the motto surrounding the figure of
St. Andrew. The order consists of the sov-
ereign and sixteen knights, besides extra
knights (princes), and a dean, a secretary,
the lyon-king-at-arms, and the gentleman
usher of the green rod.

Thistle - crown (this'l-kroun), n. A gold
coin of James I., king of England, of the
value of 4s. It Iwre on the obverse a rose,
and on the reverse a thistle, both crowned.

Thi8tlft-fiilCh(thi8l-fiu8h),n. The goldfinch.
Thlstlewaxpt (this'l-wiirp). n. A bird, sup-
posed to be the goldfinch (f>ne of the names
of which is thistle-finch), so called from its

feeding on thistles. [The Gr. akanthis, how-
ever, is rather the siskin.]

Two sweet birds. <iurnamed th" Acanthides,
Which we call thistle-warfs, that near no seas
Dare ever come, but still m couples fly.

And feed on thistle-tops, to testify
The hardness of their first life in the last.

Chapman &• .Marlowe.

Thistly (thisl-i), a. 1. Overgrown with
thistles; abounding with thistles; as, thistly
ground. —2- Resembling a thistle; prickly.
•His thistly bristles.' Sylvester.

Thither (THiTH'6r), adv. [A. Sax. thider,
thyder, Icel. thathra, thither, there; from
demonstrative stem seen in the, that, and
suffix ther ^ tra in Skr. tatra, there, in that
place; from root tar, to go.] l.To that place:
opposed to hither.

This city is near ... Oh let me escape thither.

Gen. xix. 20.
Where 1 am. thither ye cannot come. Jn. vii. 34.

Thither in this sense is now comparatively
little used, especially in ordinary prose or
in conversation, there liaving to a great ex-
tent taken its place. It is still used in ele-
vated style, however, as also where there
would be ambiguous. —2. To that end, point,
or result.— /fifAeraJid thither, to this place
and to that ; one way and another ; as, to
run hither and thither in perplexity.
Thitherto! (THiTH'6r-to),arfy. To that point;
so far.

Thitherward (THiTH'6r-w6rd), adv. Toward
that place.

They shall ask the way to Zion with their faces
thitherTvard. Jer. i. 5.

Thitsee (thit'se), n. See Theetsee.
Thivel (the'vl), n. A porridge-stick. See
TiiiBLE. [.Scotch.]

Thlaspl(thlas'pi), n. [Gr., from thlao, to
crush, to bruise, from its seeds having been
bruised and used like mustard.] A genus
of herbaceous plants, nat. order Cruciferee,
giving name to the tribe Thlaspideie. T. ar-
vense (field penny-cress or Mithridate mus-
tard) occurs as a weed in cornfields, in some
places in great abundance. See Penny-
cress.
ThlaspldeSB (thlas-pid'e-e), n. pi. A tribe of
plants of the nat. order Cruciferse, having
for its type the genus Thlaspi.

Thllpsls(thlip'sis). ?i. [Gr. thlipsis, pres-
sure, oppression, from thlibo, to press.] In
med. compression, and especially constric-
tion of vessels by an external cause; oppres-
sion.

ThO' (THo). A contraction of Though
ThOt (THo), adv. [A. Sax. thd, then, when.]
Then.

Tha to a hill his fainting flock he led. Spenser.

The t (THO). [A. Sax. thd, the.) The; those.
Chaucer.
Thof(J'HoO.con/ Provincial form of Thotigh,
the old guttural being changed to /, as in
roitgh (now really n(/), &c.
There is not a soul of them all, thof he might not

care a brass penny for you before, who will not fill a
bumper to your health now. y^. Saillie.

Thole (thol), n. [A. Sax. thol, a thole or
thole-pin; Icel. thollr, a thole-pin, a wooden
peg; L.G. dolle, D.doi Probably connected
with thill rather than with the verb thole.}

1. A pin inserted into the gunwale of a boat
to serve as a fulcrum for the oar in rowing.
They are arranged in pairs, the space be-
tween fonnin^ one kind of rowlock. Also
written Thowl, Thowel.

The sound of their oars on the tholes had died in the
distance. Longfellow.

2. The pin or handle of a scythe-snath.—
3.t A cart-pin. Palsgrave.
Thole (thol), n. [Gr. tholos, a dome ) In
arch, (rt) same as Tholus. (b) The scutcheou
or knot at the centre of a timber-vault.
(c) A place in temples where votive offerings
were suspended. E H. Knight.
Thole (thol), v.t. pret. & pp. tholed; ppr
tholing. [A. Sax. tholian, to bear, endure,
suffer; Goth, thulan. O.Fris. tholia, Icel.

thola, O.H.G. doljan, dolin, dultan, G. dul-
den, and dial. G. doUn, to bear, to endure,
to tolerate. From an Indo-European root
tal, Skr. tnl, to bear, seen also in L. tollo, to
raise (whence extol), tolerare, to tolerate;
Gr. talao, to bear, tolma, bravery, talanton^.
a balance, L. talentum, E. talent.] 1. To
bear, to endure; to undergo. Bunis.—'i. Tn
allow or permit. [Old English and Scotch.]
Thole(th61), I'.i. 1. Tosiifft-rpainorgrief; to
bear. -2. To wait. [Old English and Scot<b.l

ThOle-pln (thorpin), n. Same as Thole
(which see).

Tholobate (thol'o-bat), n. [Gr. tholos, a
coved roof, and basis, basis.] In arch, the
substructure on which a dame rests.

Tholus (tho'Ius). n. In anc. arch, a name
given to any round building which termi-
nated at the top in a point; a dome or cupola;
specifically, at Athens, the round chamber,
or Rotunda, in which the Prytanes dined.

The Thirty Tyrants on one occasion summoned
him. together with fo-jr others, to the Tholus, the
place in which the Prytanes took their meals.

G. H. Lewes.

ThomseaxL, Thomean (to-me'an), n. One
belonging to a church of early Christians,

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. locA; g, ^o; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^: th, Men; th, (Aiu; w, tcig; wh, irAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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saiii to have been fouiuleJ, on the Malabar

coast of India, by St. Thomas.

ni0inalsin,Tlioinl8in (tom'a-izm.tom izm),

n The Joctrines of St. Thomas Aquinas

with respect to predestination and grace,

and especially the immaculate conception

of the Virgin.

Thomlst (tom'ist), 11. A follower of Thomas
Aquinas, in opposition to Scotist. See

SCOTIST.

Tbomite (tom'It), 71. Same as Thomaan.
Tbomsonlan (tom-s6'ni-an), a. [After its

founder, Dr. Samuel Thomson, of Massachu-

setts.] Applied to a system of botanical

medicine, one of whose doctrines is, that

as all minerals are from the earth their ten-

dency is to carry men into their graves,

whereas the tendency of herbs, from their

growing upward, is to keep men from their

Thomsonlte (tom'son-it), «. [From Dr.

Thomas Thomson, professor of chemistry m
the University of Glasgow.] A mmeral of

the zeolite family, occurring generally m
masses of a radiated structure, anil of a

glassy or vitreous structure. It consists of

silica, alumina, and lime, with some mag-

nesia and peroxide of ii-on, and li per cent

of water. .See Mesole.

Thong (tliong), n. [O.E. thwong, thwang,

as well as thong; A. Sax, thwang, thwong. a

thong, a leather strap; IceL thvenyr, a strap,

a latchet; from the stem of A. Sax. thmngan,

O. Sax. thxiingan, loel. thvinga, O.H.G.

daingan. Mod. G. nHngen. to force, press,

compel, &c.] A strap of leather used lor

fastening anything; any long narrow strip

<if leather or similar material. 'And nails

for loosen'd spears, and thongs for shieMs

provide.' Dryden. In following extract

applied to a rein or bridle.

How like a jade lie stood, tied to the tree.

Servilely inaster'd with a leathern rem

!

But when he saw his love, his youth's fair fee.

He held such petty bondage in disdain ;

Throwing the base thong from his bendmg crest.

Enfranchising his mouth, his back, his breast. Shak.

Thong (thong), v.t. or i. To beat with a

thong; to lash. [Rare.)
She has hit Mrs. B. on the raw place, and smihnjjly

proceeds to thong again. Thackeray.

ThOOm (thorn), »i. Thumb. [Scotch.]

Thor (thor), n. [Icel. Thdrr, contr. from an

older form Thonor, equivalent to A. Sax.

thunor, E. thuiuler. See THUNDER.] The

second principal god of the ancient Scandi-

navians, the god of thunder. He was the son

of Odin, or the supreme being, and Jbrth,

the earth. He was the champion of the

gods, and called in to their assistance when-

ever they were in straits. He was also the

friend of manltind, and the slayer of trolls

and evil spirits. He always carried a heavy

hammer (mjiilnir, the crusher), which, as

often as he discharged it, returned to his

hand of itself ; he possessed a girdle which
had the virtue of renewing his strength.

Thor is represented as a powerful man in

the prime of life, with a long red beard, a

crown on his head, a sceptre in one hand,

and his hammer in the other. Thursday is

called after him, and his name enters as an

element into a great many proper names.

Thoracic (thoras'ik), et. [See Thokax.]

1. Pertaining to the thorax or chest; as, the

thoracic arteries.— TAoracic duct, the trunk

of the ahsorbent vessels. It runs up along

the spine from the receptacle of the chyle

to the left subclavian vein, in which it ter-

minates. See Absokbent.— 2. Applied to

a number of fishes. See the noun.

Thoracic (thoras'ik), n. 1. A thoracic ar-

tery. Duiiglison.—'i. Inich. one of a Linnffian

order of bony fishes, having the ventral fliis

placed underneath the thorax, or beneath

the pectoral fins. The thoracic fishes com-
prehend the flounder, turliot, mackerel, &c.

Thoral (tho'ral), a. [From L. thorus, torus,

a couch, bed.] 1. Pertaining to a bed.—
2. Apellative of a line in the hand. Called

also the Mark of Venus.

Thorax (tho'raks), n. [Gr. thorax, the

cliest, a breastplate. ] 1. The chest or that

cavity of the body formed by the spine,

rilis, and breast-bone, and situated between

the neck and the abdomen, which contains

the pleura, lungs, heart, oesophagus, thor-

acic duct, &c. The thorax or chest is di-

vided by anatomists into certain regions,

viz. the right and left humeral, the right

and left subclavian, the right and left mam-
mary, the right and left axillary, the right

and left subaxillary, the right and left scap-

ular, the right and left interscapular, and
the right and left subscapular. The name is

also applied to the correspondmg portions

of other mammals, to the less sharply de-

fined cavity in the lower vertebrates, as

f
Thorax in Man.

Thoracic regions denoted by thick black lines.

I r, Right and left Humeral; 22, do. Subclavian;

3 3. do. Mammary ; 4 4, do. Axillary ; 5 5, do. Sub-

axillary or Lateral; 6 6, do. Scapular; 7 7, do. Inter-

scapular; 8 8, do. Superior Dorsal or Subscapular,—
Viscera or contents of Thorax, the position of which

is indicated by dotted lines, a a. Diaphragm; ^,

Heart; c, Lungs, rf. Liver; e. Kidneys; /, Stomach.

birds, fishes, Ac, and to the segments in-

tervening between the head and abdomen
in insects and other Arthropoda. In the

mammals the thorax is completely shut off

from the abdomen by the diaphragm or

midriff. In serpents and fishes the Oiorax

is not completed below by a breast-bone.

In insects three sections form the thorax,

(a) the pro-thorax, bearing the first pair of

legs; (b) the meso-thorax, bearing the second
pair of legs and first pair of wings ; and (0)

the meta-thorax, bearing the third pair of

legs and the second pair of wings. In the

crustaceans and arachnidans the head and
chest segments are united into a single

mass, called the cephalo-thorax, while in

Myriopoda the chest segments are indis-

tinguishable from those of the abdomen.—
2. A bre,istplate, cuirass, or corselet ; more
especially, the cuirass or corselet worn l)y

the ancient Greek warriors, corresponding

to the lorica of the Romans. It consisted

of a breast and a back piece fastened l)y

buckles, and was often richly oniamented.

Thorla, Thorlna (tho'ri-a, tho-ri'na), n.

[See Thorite.] ('rhO.) A white earthy sub-

stance obtained by Berzelius in 1828, from
the mineral called thorite, of which it con-

stitutes 68 per cent. It is an oxide of

thorinum ; and when pure is a white powder,

without taste, smell, or alkaline reaction on
litmus. Its sp. gr. is9'4. It is insoluble in

all the acids except the sulphuric.

Thorite (tho'rlt), «. [From Thar, the Scan-

dinavian deity.) A massive and compact
mineral, found in Norway, in syenite, and
resembling gadolinite. It is of a black

colour, and contains about 58 per cent of

thorina, mixed with thirteen metallic and
other bodies.

Thorium, Thorinum (tho'ri-um, tho-ri'-

num), n. [See Thorite.] Sym. Th. At.

wt. 115-5. The metal of wliich thoria is the

oxide, discovered by Berzelius. It is in the

form of a heavy metallic powder, and has

an iron-gray tint. It bums in air or oxygen,

when heated, with great splendour, and is

converted into thorina or oxide of thorinum.

It unites energetically with chlorine, sul-

phur, and pliosphorus. Hydrochloric acid

readily dissolves it, with the evolution of

hydrogen gas.

Thorn (thom), n. [A. Sax. thorn, thym,
Goth, thaurnus, O. Sax. O. Fris. and Icel.

thorn, Dan. torn, D. doom, G. dorn; same
word as Pol. tarn, Bohem. trn; comp. also

Skr. trna, grass. Probably the root-meaning

is something that pierces, the root being

that of through, thrill, Ac] 1. A common
name of trees and shrubs of various orders,

which are armed with thorns, spines, or

prickles, as the black-thorn (Pmnus com-

munis), the buck-thora (lihammis catharti-

cus), Christ's thorn (Paliurus acuUatus),

Ac.; but especially applied to trees and
shrubs of the genus CratKgus, of which the

common hawthorn (C. Oxyacantha) is a

well-known species.

This man. with lanthorn, dog, and hush ot /Aarn,

Presenteth moonshine. Shak.

2. In general, any sharp-pointed spiny or

prickly process growing on a plant; but

strictly, a sharp ligneous or woody shoot

from the stem of a tree or shrub, or a sharp

process from the woody part of a plant,

simply consisting of an abortive or imper-

fectly developed branch,which has assumed
a hard texture and terminates in a sharp

point. Thorns or spines must not be con-

founded with prickles; the former are con-

tinuous with the woody tissue of the plant,

while the latter are simply indurated hairs,

merely attached to the surface of the bark.

In common usage, however, thoni is applied

to the prickle of the rose, and in fact the

two words are used promiscuously.

Skies without cloud exotic suns adorn.

And rose* blush, but blush without a thorn.
Churchill.

3, Anything that prickles or annoys, as a
thorn; any painful, irritating, or tronble-

someobstacle or impediment; trouble; care;

vexation. ' Among the thorns and dangers

of this world. ' Shak.
The guilt of empire; all Its thorns and cares

Be only mine, Soittherne.

4. The name given to the Anglo-Saxon letter

J>
= th, and the corresponding character in

Icelandic.

Thorn (thom), v.t. To prick or pierce as

with a thom. [Rare and poetical.]

I was the only rose of all the stock

That never thorn'd him. Tennyson.

Thorn-apple (thom'ap-l), n. A popular

name of tue Datura Stramonium. See DA-
TURA.
Thorn -baCll (thom'bak), n. 1. A species

of ray or skate (Raia elavata) common on
the British and Irish coasts, distinguished

by the short and strong recurved spines

which are scattered over the back and
tail, whence its name. It grows to about

2 feet long, is very voracious, feeding on

small fioundere, herrings, sand-eels, crabs,

lobsters, &c. Great quantities are taken

every year, and the flesh is considered to be

excellent food. The female is in Scotland

called the maiden-skate.—i. A large species

of spider-crab, the Maia squitmdo, found in

our seas and in the Mediterranean, and so

named from the spines with which its cara-

pace is roughened. This species is some-

times figured ou ancient coins.

Thorn-hush (thom'bush), n. A shrub that

produces thoms. Shak.

Thorn -hut (thorn'but), n. [Comp. butt.t,

Itounder, -hot. in turbot.] A kind of sea-fish;

a turbot.

Thorn - hedge ( thomTiej ), n. A liedge or

fence consisting of thorn.

Thomtail (thora'tal), n. A beautiful little

bird of Peru and Colombia, belonging to the

family Trochilidie (liumming-birds).

Thorny (thor'ni), a. 1. Full of thoms or

siiiues; rough with thoms or prickles; as, a

thorny wood; a thorny tree, ' Thorny hedge-

hogs.' Shak. "Tlie (Aerai/ sharks.' Keats.

2. Troublesome; vexatious; harassing; per

plexing; as, (Aomi/ care.— 3. Sharp; prick-

ing ; vexatious ; as, '(Aoniy points.' Shak.

Syn. Prickly, spiny, briery, troublesome,

vexatious, harassing, perplexing, sharp,

pricking.

Thorough (thur'6), o. [O.E. thorow, thorowe,

thurw, thom, thorough, through; A. Sax.

thurh, thuruh, through, thoroughly. This

word is simply through differently spelled

and used; in thoroughfare, thorough-lighted,

it retains the sense of through. See THROUGH. J

1. Passing through.

Let all three sides be a double house, without

thoroitgh lights on the sides. Bacon.

2. Passing through or to the end; hence,

complete ;
perfect ; as, a thorough reforma-

tion; thorough work.
A thorough translator must be a thorough poet.

Dryden.

—Thorough bass or base, the mode or art of

expressing chords by means of figures placed

over or under a given bass. These figures

54 65S3S 3"* 533333 3 53
Thorough Bass with upper parts supplied.

indicate the harmony through all the other

parts; hence the name. They are not, how-

ever, intended to represent the melodic

movement or flow of the upper parts, but

merely the elements and nature of the bar-

Fate, fiir. fat, f»Il; me, met, hSr; pine, pin; note, not, mhve; tiibe. tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. a.bune; }', Sc. teg.
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I

roony on which these parte depend. Figures
written over each other indicate that the
notes they represent are to be sounded
simultaneously, those standing close after

each other that they ai-e to l)e sounded suc-

cessively. The common uliord in its funda-
mental form is generally left unflgured. and
accidentals are indicated by using sharps,
naturals, or flats along with the figures.

Tlie term is often used in a wide sense as
equivalent to the science of harmony, and
sometimes even to musical science—a usage
not to be recommended, as it tends to con-
tusion. —Thorough framing, an old term for

the framing of doors and windows.
^orought (thur'o), prep. 1. From side to

Bide, or from end to end; through.

Mark Antony will follow

Thevoiiph the hazards of this untrod state.

With all true faith. Shah.

2. By means of. See THROroH.
Tniorough. (thnr'o). n. l. An interfurrow
between two ridges; a channel for water.
[Provincial.]—2, In British higt a word used
in the reign of Charles I. by Wentworth,
earl of Strafford, in his confidential corre-

spondence. He employed it to express the
scheme he meditated for subverting the
liberties of his countrymen and making
Charles an absolute monarch.
The system which I^ud was lon^ne t» pursue in

EnE-Iand. and which Strafford approved, is frequently
hinted at by the word Thorough. Hallam.

ThorOU^t (thnr'o), adv. 1. Thoroughly.
Chaiicf'r —^ Through. 'Who half thorough
trives o'er.' Shak.

Thorough-base (thur'o-basX n. See under
THOKor'iH. a.

Thorough-brace (thur'o-bras), n. A leather
thong supplying the place of & spring in a
carriaire.

Thorough - bred ( thur'6-bred ), a. 1. Of
pure or unmixed breed, stock, or race; bred
from a sire and dam of the purest or best
blood; as, a thorough-bred horse.

The young (jenllenicn canter up on thorou^h-brtd
hacks, spalterdashed to the knee. Thackeray.

Hence — 2. Having the rjualities character-
istic of pure breeding; high-spirited; mettle-
some; ulegant or gracefiil iu form or bear-
ing, and the like.

Thorough - bred (thur'6-bred), n. An ani-

mal. efti>ecially a horse, of pure bloed, stock,
or race.

Thoroughfare (thur'6-far), n. [A.Sar thurh-
/aru, a passage right through. See Thob-
OUQH and Fare.] l. A passage through ; a
paua^ from one street or opening to an-
other; an unobstructed way; especially, an
unobstructed road or street for public traffic.

'The barren-beaten thoroiujhfare .' Tenny-
«on.—2. Power of passing; passage. 'One
continent of easy thorouakfare.' Milton.
[Rare]
Thorough-going (thur'o-gft-ing). a. Going
thrcu-h, or to the end or bottom; going
or readv to go all lengths; extreme; as. a
thorough-going partisan or scheme.
So warmly, indeed, did those who had hitherto been

reifardeil as half Jacobites eipress their approbadoo
of the policy of the |;oveminem, that the thorough-
gfi'i^ Jacobites were much disgusted. Matauiay,
Thorough-llghted(thur'0-lit-ed).o. Lighted
so that the light passes right through : ap-
plied to a room or building which has win-
dows on opposite sides, the light not being
intercepted by partitions.

Thoroughly (thur'n-IiXadc. In a thorough
manner; fully; entirely; completely. 'Al-
most thormtghly periAuatled.' Shak, 'To
look into this business thoroughly.' Shak.
Wc can nerer be -grieved for their miseries who are

tharau^ft.'y wii,kcd. Dryden,

moroughness (thur'<5-nes), n. The con-
<lition of being thorough; completenew;
jierfectneaa.

The Venetians were pushinff forward their own
jtreparations with their wonted alacrity—indeed with
nifire al-icnty than thcroughness. Prescott.

Thorough-paced (thur'o-past), a. Lit per-

fectly trained to go through all the paces
of a well-trained horse; hence, perfect or
complete ; going all lengths ; thoroTigh-go-
ing; downright; consummate; as, a thorough-
paced Tory.

V(*^;,«n it was proposed to repeal the test clause, the
btest of those who were reckoned the most stanch
and tharoHgh-paced Whi(^ fell off at the first mention
of it Swift.

Thorough -pin (thur'o-pin), n. A disease

in horses which consists of enlarged mucous
c^^ules growing on each side of the hocks,
giving somewhat the appearance as if a pin
were thrust through.

Thorough-sped t (thur'o-sped), a. Fully ac-

complished; thorough-paced. 'Our(A.arow^/i-

sped republic of Whigs.' Swift,

Thorough-stitch + (thur'6-stich),adw. Fully;
completely; going the whole length of any
business. 'Perseverance alone can carry
us thorough-stitch.' Sir R. L'Estrange.

Many believe the bold Chief Justice Jeffreys, . , .

who went tkoroitgh-stitch in that tribunal, stands fair

for that office. Evelyn,

Thorough-wax (thur'o-waks), n. A plant
of the genus Bupleuruni. the B. rotundi-
folium. Called also Z/are'«-ear. SeeHARE's-
KAR.
Thorough-wort (thur'6-w6rt), n. The popu-
lar name of a composite plant, the Eupato-
riujn perfoliatum, a native of North Ame-
rica, valued for its medicinal uses. It is

also known by the name of Bone-set. See
EUPATORIUM.
Thorowt (thnr'o), a. 1. Thorough; passing
through.

He hoped a thorow passage to be that way.
Hackluyt.

2. Thorough; perfect; complete.
Thorowt (thnr'o), prep. Through. ' Chris-
tian resolution, that saileth, in the fraile

barke of the flesh, thorow the waves of the
world.' Bacon.
Thorow t (thui'o), adv. Through.

The future hides in it

Gladness and sorrow

;

We press still thorow,
Nou}{ht that abides in it

Dauntmg us,—onward. CartyU.

ThOTOW-wax t ( thur'o-waks \ n. Same as
7Viorou(rh-vax.

Thorp, Thori>e (thorp), n. [A. Sax. thorp,

O.Sax. thorp, tharp, Icel. thorp, Sw. and Dan.
torp, D. dorp, G. dorf, a village, a hamlet, a
group of houses. Vigfusson regards this

word as having been originally applied to

the cottages of the poorer peasantrycrowded
together in a hamlet, instead of each house
standing in its own inclosure, the etymolo-
gical sense being a crowd or throng, as seen
in L. turba, a crowd, of which word this is

the Teutonic equivalent.] A group of houses
8tan<ling together in the country; a hamlet;
a village: used chiefly in place-names, and
names of persons derived from places ; as,

Wthorp, CopmanstAorpe. Thorpe as a ter-

mination of place-names is very common in

Lincolnshire.

Within 3 little Ihorf I staid at last. Fairfax

But he, by farmstead* thcrpe, and spire.

Came crowing over Thames. TeMny$on.

By thirty hills I hurry down.
Or slip L>eiween the ridges.

By twenty thorfs. a little town.
And half a hundred bridges. TennyscH,

ThOS, ThOUS (thos, tho'us), n. [Or. thot, a
jackal.] A name given to a genus of dogs
intermediate between the wolf, the fox, and
the jackal, of all of whose natures it some-
what partakes. These dogs are larger than

•>:J^^;^

Tbous Dos <^ Senq^.

a jackal; they do not burrow, and are
marked on the back by black and white
colours, the rest of the fur being in general
ochrey buff. Among the different species
are the Thous anthus or Cants anthus (the
wild dog of Egypt). T. vanegatus (Nubian
thous), T, mesonielas (Cape jackal), T. vene-

galenais (Senegal thous or jackal), Ac.

Those (THoz), a. and pron. [O E. thos, thos,

A. Sax. thi%s, these, pL of thes. this. Those
Is therefore historically the plural of this,

representing A. Sax. thAs, and is virtually

another form of these. The old plural of

that was tho, A. Sax. thd.] Plural of that;
as. those men ; those temples. When those

and these are used as expressive of contra-
distinction those refers to the things flrst

mentioned as these does to the last men-
tioned. See These.

Thoth, from a bronze in the
British Museum.

Thoth (thoth), n. An Egyptian divinity
whom the Greeks considered to be identical
with Hermes or Mercury. He was regarded

as the inventor
of the sciences
and arts, and
especially of
speech and liier-

oglyphics or let-

ters. He is re-

presented as a
human figure
with the head of
a lamb or ibis.

Thou ( THOU ),

pron. ; in the
obj. and dat.
thee, pi. ye or
you. [A. Sax. thU,

genit. thin, dat.
th^, ace. thee,

ihi, nom. pL gi,

genit. edujer,dat.

eOio, ace. edwic,
e6ic; there was
also a dual in
Anglo - Saxon,
viz. git, ye two,
ijicer, of you
two, dat. itic,

ace. incit, inc;
Icel. and Goth, thu, Sw. Dan. and G. du. Cog.
Gr. su, Doric tu, L. tu, Skr. tvam. Slav, (t,

W. ti, Gael, tit, thou. The stem in its ear-
liest form was tva. (See also Thee, Thine,
Voir.) The use of the plural yoii for the
singular was well established by the time
of Chaucer.] The second personal pronoun
in the singular number: used to indicate
the person spoken to; thyself. In ordi-
nary language the plural form you is now
universally substituted, thou being used in
the poetical or solemn style, as also among
the Friends or Quakers.

Art thou he that should come I Mat. xi. 3.

I n-ill fear no evil, for thou art with me. Ps. xxiii. 4.

Thou, as in Shaksperc's time, was (1) the pronoun
of affection towards friends, (2) of good-humoured su-
periority to servants, and (3) of contempt or anger to
strangers. It had, however, already fallen some-
what mto disuse, and being regarded .ns archaic, was
naturally adopted {4) in the higher poetic style and
in the language of solemn prayer. £. A. Abbott.

It is often emphatically repeated in phrases
expressive of reproach, contempt, scorn,
anger, and the like ; as, ' Thoxt drunkard
thou;' ' Thmi dissembler thou; '

' Thou tiling

of no bowels thoxi.' Shak.
Thou (THouX »'. To address with the pro-
noun thou; to use the thou of a superior to.

See extract in above article.

If thou thouest him some thrice, it shall not be amiss.
Shah.

Thou (THou), v.i. To use thou and thee in
discourse.

Though (TH6),con/ [O. fe. thoh, thogh, thowgh,
Ac, A. Sax. thedh; Icel. tho, O. Sax. and
O.G. thoh, 5Iod. G. doeh.GoXh. Mat/A,though.
From the demonstrative stem seen in that,

the.] Granting, admitting, or allowing it to

be the fact that; even were it the case that;

if; notwithstanding that.

If thy brother be waxen poor . . . thon Shalt re-

lieve him; yea, though he.be a stranger.
Lev. XXV. 35,

Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him.
Job xiii. 15.

Not that I so affirm, though so it seem. Miitcn.

—As though, as if.

In the vine were three branches, and ft was as
though it budded. Gen. xl. 10.

—What though, elliptically for what though
the fact or case is so = what does that mat-
ter? what does it signify? need I (we, you.
Ac.) care about that? 'But what though)
courage 1

' Shak.

I keep but three men, . . . hnl what though t ytX
I live like a gentleman bom. Shai.

— While, Though. See WHILE.—^IttAou^A,
Though. See Although.
Though (THO), adv. Notwithstanding this

or that; however; for all that. 'My legs are
longer though to run away.' 'Would Ka-
thenne had never seen him, though!' Shak.

A good cause would do well though. Dryden.

Thought (that), pret and pp. of think.

Thought (that), n. [A. Sax. thoht, gethoht,

thedht, from thencan, to think, pret. thohte,

pp. gethoht; Icel. thdtti, G Qedacht. See
Think ] l. The act of thinkifag; the exer-

cise or operation of the mind in any way ex-

cept sense and perception.

Thought proper, as distinguished from other facts

of consciousness, may be adequately described as

cb, chain; 6b. 8a locA; g, go\ ], job; A, Fr. ton; ng. wng\ th, tAen; th» tAin; w, wig; wb, tcAig; zb, azure.—See Kkt.
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the act of knowing or jud^ngr of things by means of

concepts. Dtan Mansel.

This (faculty) to which I ijive the name of the
' elaboration faculty,* the facufty of relations or com-
parisons, consUtutes what is properly denominated
thought. Sir It'. Hamilton.

2. That which is thought; idea; conception;

as. (a) a judgment ; an opinion ; a conclu-

sion.
Give thy thoughts no tongue
Nor any unproportioned thought his act. Shak.

Thus Bethel spoke, who always speaks his thoughts.
Pope.

Who with tame cowardice familiar grown.
Would hear my thoughts, but fear to speak their own,

Churchill.

(6) That which springs from, originates in,

or is produced by the imagination; a crea-

tion of the mind having distinct existence

from the mind that created it; a fancy; a

conceit. ' Thovfjkts that breathe, and words
that burn.' Gray.

Thoughts come crowding in so fast upon me that

my only difficulty is to choose or reject. Dryden.

To me the meanest flower that blows can give
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.

li^'ordsiuorth.

3. Serious consideration ; deliberation ; re-

flection.
Pride, of all others, the most dangerous fault.

Proceeds from want of sense or want of thought.
Roscotnmon.

4. Intention; design; purpose.

All iheir thoughts are against me for evil. Ps. Ivi. 5.

5. The mental state of one who thinks; si-

lent contemplation; deep cogitation, medi-
tation, or study; as, lost in thought

Sir Bedivere . . , paced beside the mere,
Counting the dewy pebbles, fix'd in thought.

Tennyson.

6. The power or faculty of thinking; the
mental faculty; the mind.

How far thou dost excel
No thought can think, nor tongue of mortal tell.

Sha&.
For our instruction to impart

Things above earthly thought. Milton.

7. Anxious, brooding care; deep concern or
trouble; solicitude.

Wed me, or else I die for thought. Skelton.

He so plagued and vexed his father with injurious
indignities that the old man for very thought and
griefof heart pined away and died, Holland.

Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or
what ye shall drink. Mat. vi. 25.

8. A thought, a small degree or quantity; as,

a thought hotter or larger. [Colloq.]

His face was a thought longer than the exact sym-
metrians would allow. Sir P. Sidney.

My giddiness seized me, and though I now totter,

yet I think I am a thought better. S-wift.

Second thottghts, maturer reflection; after-

consideration; as, on second thoughts I pre-
fer going to-morrow.

Is it so true that secoud thoughts are best?
Not first, or third, which are a riper fruit?

Te>tnyson.

Syn. Idea, conception, imagination, notion,
fancy, conceit, supposition, judgment, opin-
ion, conclusion, reflection, consideration,
meditation, contemplation, cogitation, de-
liberation.

ThOUghted (thjit'ed), a. Having thoughts:
chiefly in composition; as, &Ad-thoughted.
Thoughtent (thi^t'en). l. Pret. pi. of think.

Chaucer. — 2. A participial form ; having
thoughts; thinking. Shak.
Thoughtful (thfit'ful), a. 1. Full of thought;
full of reflection; contemplative; employed
in meditation.

On those he mused within his thought/ul mind.
Dryden.

2. Attentive; careful; having the mind di-

rected to an object. ' Thoughtful of thy
gain, not of my own.' J. Philips.-~Z. Pro-
moting serious thought; favourable to mus-
ing or meditation.

War, horrid war, your thoughtful walks invades.
Pope.

4. Full of anxiety or care; anxious; solici-

tous.
Around her crowd distrust and doubt and fear,

\nd, thoughtful foresight and tormenting care.
Prior.

Syn. Contemplative, meditative, reflective,

attentive, careful, considerate, deliberate,
wary, circumspect, discreet.

Thoughtfully (th(vt'fuMi),arfy. In a thought-
ful manner; with thought or consideration;
with solicitude.

ThOU^htfulnessCthjit'ful-nes), n. The state
or quality of being thoughtful; deep medi-
tation ; serious attention ; anxiety ; solici-

tude.

Thoughtless (thftt'les), a. 1. Free from
thought or care; having no thought; heed-
less; careless; negligent.—2, Stupid; dull.

Thoughtless as monarch oaks that shade the plain.

Dryden.

Thoughtlessly (thf^t'les-li), adv. In a
thoughtless manner; without thought; care-
lessly; stupidly.

In restless hurries thoughtlessly they live. Garth.

Thoughtle8sness(that'les-ne8),7i. The state
or quality of being thoughtless ; want of
thought; heedlessness; carelessness; inat-

tention.

What is called absence is a thoughtlessness and
want of attention about what is doing. Chesterfield.

Thoughtslck (thf^t'sik), a. Uneasy with re-

flection.
Heaven's face doth glow

With trustful visage ; and, as 'gainst the doom.
Is thoughtsick at the act. Shak.

Thousand (thou'zand), n. [A. Sax. thiksend,

O.Sax, thuaiDHlig, Icel. thusiindi, thiiH-hund,
thus-hnndfuth. Ban. tusinde, D. duizend,
Goth, thiusundi, G. tausend. The word is

common also to the Slavonic languages, but
no cog. forms are found in Greek, Latin,
and Sanskrit. The latter part of the word
isevidently ^ Aimdred. The first is generally
regarded a8=fen; but Vigfusson connects
it with Icel. thysja, to rush, thyss, tumult,
from a crowd, regarding the whole word as
equivalent to swarm of hundreds.] 1. The
number of ten hundred; hence, indefinitely,

a great number.
A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thott-

sand at thy riglit hand. Ps. xci. 7.

This word, like hundred, million, &c., as-

sumes a plural termination when not pre-
ceded by an ordinal numeral adjective, as
in the above passage— 'ten thousand.'

How many thousands pronounce boldly on the
affairs of the public whom God nor men never quali-
fied for such judgment 1 If'atts.

2. A symbol representing the number ten
hundred, as M, 1000.

Thousand (thou'zand), a. 1. Denoting the
number of ten hundred.—2. Proverbially,
denoting a great number indefinitely; as, it

is a thousand chances to one that you suc-
ceed.

Thousandfold (thou'zand-fold), a. Multi-
plied liy a thousand.
Thousandth (tliou'zandth), a. l. Xext after
the nine hundred and ninety-ninth: the or-

dinal of thousand; as, the thousandth part
of a thing.—2. Constituting or being one of

a thousand equal parts into which anything
is divided. Hence—3. Occurring as or being
one of a very great number; as, to do a thing
for tlie thousandth time.

Thousandth (thou'zandth), n. The thou-
sandth part of anything ; as, two thou-
sandths of a tax.

Thowel, Thowl (thol), n, [See Thole.]
A pin inserted into the gunwale of a boat to

keep the oar in the rowlock when used in
rowing. Also written Thowle and Thole,
See Thole.
Thowless (thou'les), a. [That is, thewless,

wanting thews.] Slack; inactive; lazy.

[Scotch.]

Thracian (thra'shan), a. Of or pertaining
to Thrace or Thracia, au extensive tract of
country which had the lower Danube for

its northern boundary. ' The Thracian
singer ' ( = Orpheus). Shak.
Thracian. ( thra'shan ), n. A native or in-

habitant of Thrace.

Thrackt (thrak), v.t. [Comp, A. Sax. thrcec,

thracu, force, strength, brunt: or W. trechu,

to overpower. ] To load or burden.

Certainly we shall one day find that the strait gate
is too narrow for any man to come bustling in,

thracked with great possessions and greater corrup-
tions. South.

Thrack-scat ( thrak'skat ). n. In mining,
metal remaining in the mine.
Thraldom (thral'dom), n. [See THRALL.]
The state of being a thrall ; slavery ; bond-
age ; a state of servitude : as. the Greeks
lived in thraldom under the Turks nearly
400 years.

He shall rule, and she in thraldom live, Dryden.

Thrall (thral),n. [A. Sax. thrcel, Icel. thrcell,

Sw. trdl, Dan. trcel, a serf, a slave. Accord-
ing to Trench ' thrall and thraldom descend
to us from a period when it was the custom
to thrill or drill the ear of a slave in token
of servitude,' but this is somewhat doubtful. ]

1. A slave; a bondman.
Gurth born thrall of Cedric the Saxon has been

greatly pitied by Dryasdust and others. CarlyU.

2. Slavery; bondage.
For them I battle till the end.
To save from shame and thrall. Tennyson.

3. A shelf or stand ; a stand for barrels.
George Eliot. [Provincial English.]

Thrallt (thr^l), v.t. To deprive of liberty;
to enslave; to enthrall.

Thrallt (thrfil), a. Bond; subject.

Greatest kings
Are thrall to change as well as weaker things.

Sir T. Herbert.

Thrall-like (thral'lik), a. Like or charac-
teristic of a thrall ; slavish. ' Servile and
thrall-like fear' Milton.
Thrang (thrang), a. [E. throng.] Crowded;
much occupied; busy; intimate; familiar.
[Scotch.]

Thranite (thra'nit), ?i. [Gr. thranites, from
thranoi, a l)ench,a form, especially the top-
most bench in a trireme.] In Greek antiq.
one of the uppermost of the three classes of
rowers in an Athenian trireme.
Thrap (thrap), v.t. [Comp. I'rov. E. frai)ed,
drawn or fixed tight. Halliwell.} Aa«(. to
bind on; to fasten round.
The hull was so damaged, that it had for some

time been secured by cables, which were served or
thrapped round it, Southey.

Thrapple (thrap'l), n. [See Thropple.)
The wnuipipe; the tlirottle; the thropple.
Thrasaetus (thra-sa'e-tus), n. [Gr. thrasys^
bold, and aetos, an ea^le.] The name of the
genus to which the harpy-eagle or crested-
eagle (T. ha rpyia) of South America belongs.
The characteristic features are the crest
(which lies flat unless when the bird is

roused), the strength of the feet and length
of the claws, and the thickness of the i)one8,

the whole framework of the bird being ex-
ceedingly powerful. The harpy-eagle lives
in tliick f ( irt-sts and preys on sloths, deer, &c.
Thrash, Thresh(thrash, thresh), v.«. [A.Sax.
thrcscan, therscati, thriscan,i<y thrash (com),
to beat; Goth, thriakan, Icel. threskja, Sw.
troska, Dan. tcerske, D. dorschen, O.H.G. dree-
cart. Mod. G. dreschen; by some connected
with the root of L. tero, G. teiro, to rub, to
bruise, &c. ] 1. To beat out or separate the
grain or seeds from by means of a flail or
thrashing - machine, or by treading with
oxen ; as, to thrash wheat, rye, or oats.

First thrash the corn then after burn the straw.
Shak.

And his son Gideon threshed wheat by the wine-
press to hide it from the Midianites. JuOg. vi. n.

2. To beat soundly with a stick or whip; to
drub.
Thou scurvy valiant ass; thou art here but to

thrash Trojans, and thou art bought and sold among
those of any wit like a barbarian ilave. Shak.

Thrash, Thresh (thrash, thresh), v.i. l. To
practise thrashing ; to drive out grain from
straw; as, a man who thraehes well—2. To
labour; to drudge; to toil; to beat about.

I rather would be Maevius, thresh for rhymes,
Like his the scorn and scandal of the times.

Dryden.
Thrashel, Thrashle (thrash^), n. An in-

strument to thrash with ; a flail. [Provin-
cial English.]

Thrasher, Thresher (thrash'6r, thresh'^r),

n. 1. One who thrashes grain.—2. A species
of shark, the Alopias or Alopecias vulpes,
or sea-fox, called the thrasher from its using
its tail-fin, which is nearly equal in length
to the whole body, as a weapon of attack.
See Sea-fox.—£row!rt thrasher,3Ln American
singing bird of the thrush family.the Turdus
OT Uarporhynchus ruftis.

^irashing, Threshing (thrashing, thresh'-
ing), n. 1. The operution by which grain is

separated from the straw. This operation
is performed in various ways, as by the feet

of animals, by a flail, or by a thrashing-
machine. The first mode was that employed
in the ages of antiquity, and it is still prac-
tised in the south of Europe, and in Persia
and India. Oxen were generally employed
for this purpose, either alone or with the
addition of a kind of roller studded with
iron knots, which the oxen dragged over
the corn-sheaves, which latter were spread
on a circular floor in the form of a circle,

the ends containing the grain being placed
towards the centre. Thrashing by the flail

is still practised in various parts of this and
other countries, but thrashing -machines
have been very extensively introduced,
which effect a great saving in time and la-

bour to the farmer.—2. A sound drubbing.

Thrashing-floor (thrash'ing-fldr), n. A floor

or area on which grain is beaten out. In
easteni countries, from the earliest ages,

thrashing-floors were in the open air ; but
in colder and moister climates, such as ours,

such floors must be under cover, as in a
barn.

Thrashing - machine, Thrashing - mill
(thrash'ing-ma-sheu, thrash'ing-mil), n. A
machine for separating grain, as wheat,

Fate, far, fat, f»U; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abtme; JS Sc. tey.
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oats, barley, &c., from the straw; anU in

whicli the moving power is that of horses,

oxen, wind, water, or steam. The thrash-
ing-machine was invented in Scotland in

175S by Michael Stirling, a farmer in Perth-
shire; it was afterwards improved byAndrew

Section of Scotch Thrashing-machine.

Jleikle, a millwright in East Lothian, about
the year 1776. Since that time it has under-
gone various other improvements. The cut
shows in section a machine of this kind as
at present constructed. The principal fea-
ture is the three rotatory drums or cylinders,
which receive motion from a water-wheel.
or from horse or st«am power. The first drum
which comes into operation has projecting
ribs called beaters on its outer surface.
parallel to its axis. This drum receives a
very rapid motion on its axis. The sheaves
of com are first spread out on a slanting
table, and are then drawn in with the ears
foremost between two feeding rollers with
parallel grooves. The beaters of the drum
act on the straw as it passes through the
rollers, and beat out the grain. The thrashed
straw is then carried forward to two succes-
sive drums or shakers, which, being armed
with numerous spikes, lift up and shake
the straw so as to free it entirely from the
loose grain lodged in it. The grain is made
to pass through a grated floor, and is gener-
ally conducted tea winnowing-machine con-
nected by gearing with the thrashing-ma-
chine itself, by which means the grain is

separated from the chaff. Improve<l ma-
chines on the same principle, many of them
portable, are extensively used in England
and America, those of the latter country
being in particular very light and effective.

The portable steam thrashing-machine now
common in England and in many parts of
Scotland has no feeding-rollers, the corn
being fed direct to the first drum, which
revolves at a very high speed and separates
the grain by rul>bing against a grating fitted

around the drum rather than by direct
beating. It gets through far more work
than the ordinary stationary mill. With a
portable engine the machine can be moved
from field to field, and also from farm to
farm, thus being capable of performing the
thrashing-work of a wide district for the
whole season. The owner, by hiring it out,
can therefore soon recoup himself for the
higli price of this machine as compared with
the fixed mill.

Thrasonical (thra-son'ik-al). a. [From
Thraxo, a l)oaster in old comedy.] 1. Given
to bragging; Iwasting.— 2. Implying osten-
tatious display; boastful. ' Csesar's thrason-
ical brag of ' I came, saw, and overcame."
Shak.
Thrasonically (thrason'ik-alU), ado. In

.1 thrris inical manner; boastingly. Johnton.
Thraste.t pret. Thrust. Chaucer.
Tliratch (thrach), v.i. (Perhaps softened
from A. Sax. thrau;, tkraeu. force, from idea
of straining.] To gasp convulsively, as one
does in the agonies of death. [Scotch]
Thratch ( thrach ), rt. The oppressed and
violent respiration of one in the last agonies.
[Scotch.]

Thrave (thrav), n. [Icel. threfi, a thrave,
a number of sheaves; Dan trave, a score
oT sheaves] [Old English and Scotch]
1. Twenty-four sheaves of grain set up in
the field, and forming two stooks or shocks
of twelve sheaves each. Also written
Threave.~1. The numljer of two dozen;
hence, an indefinite number; a pretty large
number.

He sends forth thravts of ballads to the sale.

Bfi. HaU.
Thrave* (thrav), n. A drove; a herd.
Thraw (thra), c.t [A. Sax. ihrAwan, to
throw, to twist. See Throw] To twist;

j

to wrench ; to distort; to wrest. [Scotch.]

Thraw (thrg), r.i. [Scotch] 1. To cast;
to warp.—2. To twist from agony.
Tliraw (thra), n. [Scotch.] 1. A twist; a
distortion; a wrench. —2. A pang; a throe.
—Dead ^Amio,the death throes; last agonies:
the term is also applied to any object
neither dead nor alive, neither hot nor cold.
Sir W. Scott.—Heads and thraws, lying side
by side ; the feet of the one by the head of the
other.

Thraward, Thrawart (thra'ward, thra'-
wart), a. Froward; perverse; backward;
reluctant. [Scotch.]

Thraw-crook (thra'krbk), n. An imple-
ment with a crooked head used for twisting
straw-ropes, ttc. [Scotch.]

Thrawln, Thrawn (thra'in, thrsn), p. and a.
Distorted; having the appearance of ill-hu-

mour; cross-grained; of a perverse humour.
[Scotch.]

Thread (thred), n. [A. Sax. (Arced, lit. what
is twisted, from stem of tkr(lioa7i, to wind,
to twist, to throw (as to throw silk); Icel.

thrddr, Dan. traad, D. draad, G. draht,
wire, thread. See Throw] 1. In a general
sense, the filaments of fibrous substances,
such as cotton, flax, silk, or wool, spun out
to considerable length, the common name
of such filaments !)eing yarn. In a specific
sense, thread is a compound cord consisting
of two or more yarns, or simple spun threads,
firmly united togetlier by twisting. The
twisting together of the different strands or
yarns to form a thread is effected by a thread-
frame or doubling and twisting mill, which
accomplishes the purpose by the action of
bobbins and flyers. It is used in some spe-
cies of weaving, but its principal use is for
sewing. Hence—2. Used as an emblem of
life, as being spun and cut by the Fates.

Thy match was mortal to him, and pure grief
Shore his old thread in twain. Shai.

3. In mining. » slight vein of ore passing off

from the main vein into the rock.— 4. A
fine filament or thread-like body of any
kind; as, the filament of a flower, or of any
fibrous substance, aa of bark, a fine fila-

ment or line of gold or silver, a filament
of melted glass, &c. — 6. t Distinguishing
property; quality; fineness. 'A neat cour-
tier, of a most elegant thread.' B. Jonson.
6. Something continued in a long course or
tenor; as, the thread of a discourse.— 7. The
prominent spiral part of a screw.—8. The
central line of a stream or watercourse.
Bouvier.—9. A yam measure, containing in

cott<»n yam 54 inches, in linenyam 90 inches,
and in worsted yam 35 inches. Sitmnonds.—Air threads, the fine white filaments
which are seen floating in the air in sum-
mer, the production of spiders; gossamer.—
Thread and thnim, the good and bad to-

gether: an expression borrowed from weav-
ing, the thread lieing the sul>stance of the
warp, and the thrum the end of the warp
by which it is fastened to the loom.

O fates I come, come;
Cut thrtad and rhrMtn. Shak.

Thread (thred), vt 1. To pass a thread
through the eye or aperture of; as. to
thread a needle ; to thread beads. —2. To pass
or pierce through, as through a narrow way
or channel, or through anything interwoven
or intricate.

They would not thread \\ie gates. Shak.

Heavy trading ships, threading the Bosphorus.
Mttford.

With echoing feet he threaded
The secretest walks of fame. Tennyson.

Threadbaire (thredljar), a. 1. Worn to the
naked thread; having the nap worn off; as,

a threadbare coat; threadbare clothes.—
2. Worn out; trite; hackneyed; used till it

has lost its novelty or interest; as. a thread-
bare subject; stale topics and threadbare
quotations.

These unreal ways
Seem but the theme of writers, and indeed

Worn threadbare. Tennyson.

Threadbareness (thred'bar-nes), n. Tlie
state of being threadbare or trite. 'The
sleekness of folly, and the threadbareness of
wisdom," Henry Mackenzie.

Thread-cell (tlired'sel), n. See Nemato-
CYST, CNID^.
Threaden (thred'n). a. Made of thread.

' Threaden sails.' Shak. [Rare.]
Threader (thred'6r),T». One who threads; a
device for guiding the thread into the eye
of a needle.

Threadlness (thred'i-nes), n. The state of
being thready.

Thread - lace (thred'las), n. Lace made of
linen thread.

Thread-needle (thred'ne-dl), ?i. A game in
which children stand in a row holding hands,
and the outer one, still holding the one
next, runs between the others. Halliwell.
Called also Thread the Needle.
Thread-paper (thredpa-pSr), n. A thin
strip of paper for wrapping round a skein
of thread.

What is become of my wife's thread-fafer 1 Sieme.

Thread -plant ( thred'plant), n. A plant
whose fibres or filaments may be manufac-
tured into thread, as the flax and cotton
plants, various kinds of nettle and broom,
the stems of the wild hop, swallow-wort, &c.
Thread -worm ( thred'w6rm), n. A term
applied by some zoologists to an intestinal
worm of the order Nematoda; but restricted
by most writers to Oxyiiris vermicularis,
which frequently occurs in great numbers
in the rectum of children particularly, and
gives rise to distressing symptoms, chief of
which is an intolerable itching.

Thready ( thred 'i), a. l. Like thread or
filaments; filamentous; fibrous.—2. Contain-
ing thread; covered with thread. 'The
thready shuttle.' Dyer.
Threap (threp), v.t. [A. Sax. thredpian, to
tlireap, reprove, afflict; allied to Icel. thre/a,
to wrangle or dispute ; probably of same
stem as threat.] To assert with pertinacity;
to continue to assert in reply to denial; as,

will ye threap that down my throat? [Scotch
and provincial English. ] Spelled also Threep.
Threap (threp), v. L [Scotch and provincial
English.] I. To aver or assert something
with pertinacity; to insist on some asser-
tion. Burns,—'!. To contend; to quarrel.

It is not for a man with a woman to threap.
Percy Rtliq.

3. To threaten.

He thrtafit to see the auld hardened blood-shedder.
Sir ir. Scott.

Threap (threp). n. A vehement or pertina-
cious atflmiation; an obstinate decision or
determination. [Pi-ovincial English or
Scotch.] See Thkkep.
Me has taken a threap that he would have it finished

before the year was done. Cartyle.

ThreaSTiret (threzh'ur), n. Treasure. Spen-
ser.

Threat (thret), ii. [A. Sax. titredt, reproof,
threat, punishment; Icel. thrceta, awrangle
or quarrel; thrceta, Dan. trcette, to wrangle,
to quarrel ; O.D. droten, to threaten; from
stem of A. Sax. thredtan, to tire, weary,
harass; Goth, thriutan, O.H.G. driuzan,
Slod. G. (ver)dri€szen, to vex, annoy ; comp.
also G. drohen, to threaten. Threap is pro-
bably also allied.] A menace; denunciation
of ill to befall some one ; declaration of an
intention or determination to inflict pun-
ishment, loss, or pain on another. 'Our
Boanei^es with his threats of doom. * Tenny-
son.

There is no terror. Cassius, in your threats. Shak.

In law, any menace of such a nature and
extent as to unsettle the mind of the person
on whom it operates, and to take away from
his acts that free voluntary action which
alone constitutes consent.

Threat (thret), i!-(. and i. To threaten. Shak.
[L'sed only in poetry.]

Threaten (thret'n). v.t. [O.E. threatnen,
thretnen, a later form with inserted n, from
A. Sax. thredtian. to threaten, to reprove,
to terrify, distress, vex. from thredt. See
Threat] 1. To declare an intention of
doing mischief to or bHnging evil on, either
in case of something being done or not done,
or without any such proviso; to use threats
towards ; to menace ; to terrify or attempt
to tenify by menaces; as, to threaten a per-

son with death (with being used before the
evil annoimced).

This letter he early bid me give his father.

And threatened me with death, going in the vault.

If I departed not and left him there. Shak.

2. To chaise or enjoin with menace.

Let us straitly threiten theui, that they speak
henceforth to no man in his name. Acts iv. 17.

3. To menace by action; to act as if intend-
ing to injure ; as, to threaten a person with
a weapon (ivith being here used before the
instrument).—4. To be a source of menace
to.

He threatens many that hath injured one.
B. yonsoH.

6. To exhibit the appearance of bringing
something evil or unpleasant on ; as, the
clouds threaten us with rain or a storm.

—

6. To announce (evil) as about to happen or

cb, cAain; th, 3c. loch; g, go; i,jo\>; 6, Fr. ton; ng, sin;; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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be caused. 'The law that eAreatened death.'

Our last light, that long

Had wink'd and /Ar*uft«"rf darkness, flared and feU.

Te^tiiyson.

Often followed by an iuflnitive clause.

' Hath threatetied to put me into everlast-

iiig liberty.' Shak.

Tbreaten (thret'u), v.i. To use threats or

menaces.
An eye like Mars, to thrtaitH and command. Shak.

Threatener (thret'n-6r), n. One that threat-

ens; a meiiacer.

Threaten the threateuer, and outface the brow
Of bragging horror. Shak.

Threatening (thret'n-ing). a. 1. Indicating

a threat or menace: as, a threatening look.

•1. Indicating something impending; as, the

weather is threatening; the clouds have a

threatening aspect ^Threatening letters, as

cognizable in criminal courts, are of various

kinds : (a) letters threatening to publish a

libel with a view to extort money. (&) Let-

ters demanding money or other property

with menaces, (c) Letters threatemng to

accuse any person of a crime, for the pur-

pose of extorting money, (d) Letters threat-

ening to kill or murder any person. The

sender of such letters is liable to penal

servitude or imprisonment.

Tlireateningly (thret'n-ing-li), adv. With
a threat or menace ; in a threatening man-

ner. * Threaten ingli/ replies.' Shak.

Threatful (thret'ful), a. Full of threats;

having a menacing appearance. Spenser.

Threatfully (thret'ful-li), adv. In a threat-

ful manner; with many threats. Hood.

TlireatlesB (thret'ies), a. Without threats;

not threatening. Sylvester.

Threave (tlnev), n. Same as Thrave.

Three (tlu-e), a. [A word common to the

Indo-European languages. A. Sax. thrl,

thre6, genit. thredra, dat. thrim; cog. Goth.

threis, Icel. thrir, Dan. tre, D. drie, G. drei,

W Ir. and Gael tri, Lith. trys, L. ires,

ti-ia (lience It. tre, Sp. tres, Fr. trois\ Gr.

treis, tria. Skr. tri. Supposed to be from a

root tri, tar, to go, three going one farther

than two.] Two and one.

I ofTer thee fhren things. 2 Sam. xxiv. 12.

Often used like other adjectives, without

the noun to which it refers.

(Abishai) attained not unto the first three.

2 Sam. xxin. 19.

—Three-times-three, three cheers thrice re-

peated.
Again, the feast, the speech, the glee . . .

The crowning cup, the three-Hmes-tkree.
Tennyson.

—Three often forms the first element in com-
pounds, denoting something which contains

three parts, portions, organs, or the like

;

as, (/tree-capsuled, ^Aretf-celled, (Are^-cleft,

t/ire€-edged. (/ire«-flowered, ^Aree- headed,

three - lobed, three - nerved, three - petaled,

<Aree-pronged, (Aree-pointed, three-vihh&A,

(Aree- seeded, /Aree-sided, (Aree- stringed,

three-toed., (/tree-valve J, and the like.

Ttiree (thre), n. 1. The number which con-

sists of two and one.—2. A symbol repre-

senting three units; as, 3 or m.—Rule of
three, in arith. see Proportion, 7, and
Ratio.
Tliree-aged (thre'ajd), a. Living during
three generations. 'Three -aged Nestor'
Creech.
Three-coat (thre'kot), a. Having three

coats: (a) in plasterinp, applied to work
which consists of prickmg-up, or roughing-

in. floating, and a finishing coat, (b) In
house-painting, applied to work when three
successive layers of paint are required.

Three-cornered (tlne'kor-nSrd), a. l. Hav-
ing three corners or angles; as, a three-

cornered hat.— 2. In bat having three pro-

minent longitudinal angles, as a stem. —
Three-cornered constituency, in parliamen-
tary electioiis, a constituency in which there

are three members, for only two of whom
each voter is allowed to vote. This is a
device by which a large minority is enabled
to elect one of the three members, the
majority electing the other two.

Three-decker (thre'dek-6r), n. A vessel of

war carrying guns on three decks.

The shock
Of cataract seas that snap
The three-deci:er's oaken spine, Tennyson.

Three-farthlngs (thre'far-THlngz), n. A
very thin silver coin of the reign of Eliza-

beth, bearing a profile of the sovereign,

with a rose at the back of her head, this

being a fashion of the time. Hence the

allusion in the following extract.

My arms such eel-skins stufTd. my face so thin

That in mine ear I durst not stick a rose

Lest men should say ' Look, where three-far-

things goes.' Shai.

He valUL-s me at a crackt three-Jarthiitgs for aught

I see. B. Jonson.

Threefold (thre'fold), a. Consisting of three

in one, or one thrice repeated ; triple ; as,

(Arce/fid justice.

A threefold cord is not quickly broken. Eccles. iv. la.

Threefold (thre'fold), adv. In a threefold

manner; trebly: often used in an intensive

way, with the sense of much or gi-eatly.

' Threefold distressed.' Shak.
'Tis threefold too httle for carrying a letter to your

lover. Shak.

Three-foot (thre'fut), a. 1. Measuring three

feet; as. a three-foot rule.— 2. Having three

feet. ' When on my three-foot stool I sit.'

Shak.
Three-girred (thre'gird), a. Surrounded
with three hoops. Burns. [Scotch.]

Threellng (thre'ling), «. In crystal, a com-
pound crystal consisting of three united

crystals.

Three-man (thre'man), a. Applied to some-
thing requiring three men for its use or per-

formance.
Fillip me with a three-man beetle. Shak.

—A three-man song, a song for three voices.

Shak.
Threep (tlirep), v.t See Threap.
Threep (threp). n. [Scotch.] A threap; a
pertinacious affirmation.—..4nauZd threep, sl

superstition obstinately persisted in of old.

Sir W. Scott —To keep one's threep, to con-

tinue pertinaciously in any assertion or
course. Sir IF. Scott.

Three-pence (thre'pens), n. A small silver

coin of three times the value of a penny.

A three-pence bow'd would hire me. Shak.

Three-penny (thre'pen-ni), a. Worth three
pence only; hence, mean; vulgar; of little

wortli.

Three-pile (thre'pil), n. An old name for

the finest and most costly kind of velvet.

I have served prince Florizel, and in my time wore
th ree-pile. Shak.

Three-piled + (thre'pild), a. 1. Having the
quality of three-pile; hence, of the best or
most costly kind.

Thou art a three-piled piece, I'll warrant thee. Shak.

2, Exaggerated; high-flown. 'Three -piled

hyperboles, spruce affectation. ' Shak. [Per-

haps lit. piled or heaped in a set or sets of

three.]— 3. Wearing three-pile: applied to

people of rank or wealth. Beau tt Fl.

!niree-ply (thre'pli), a. Threefold; con-

sisting of three strands, as cord, yam, &c.;

consisting of three distinct webs inwrought
tngether in weaving, as cloth or carpeting.

Three-quarter (thre'kwg.r-t^r), n. Any-
tliing tliree-quarters of its normal size or
proportions ; specifically, a size of portrai-

ture measuring 30 inches by 25, or a portrait

delineated to the hips only : used also ad-
jectively.

Threescore (thre'skor), a. Thrice twenty;
sixty; as, threescore years: often used with-

out the noun to which it refers. ' Threescore

and ten.' Shak.
And the cay grandsire, skill'd in gestic lore,

Has frisk d beneath the burden oi threescore.

Goldsmith.

Three-suited (thre'sut-ed). a. A word of

doubtful meaning used by Shakspere; per-

haps having only three suits of clothes ; or

wearing three suits of clothes, probably
referring to a custom once prevalent among
the peasantry of Germany to put on their

whole wardrobe on festival occasions, one
suit over another ; hence, low-born ; peas-

ant-like.
A knave; a rascal; an eater of broken meats; a

base, proud, shallow, beggarly, three-suited, hun-
dred-pound, fihhy, worsted-stocking knave. Shak.

Threne (thren), n. [L. threnus, Gr. threnos,

lamentation, from threomai, to cry aloud.]

A complaint ; lamentation ; a threnody.
' The thrcnes and sad accents of the prophet
Jeremy.' Jer. Taylor.

Threnetic, Threnetical ( thre - net ' ik,

thre-net'ik-al), a. Sorrowful; mournful.

Amnug all threnetical discourses on record, this

last, between men overwhelmed and almost annihil-

ated by the excess of their sorrow, has probably an
unexampled character. ( arlyle.

Threnode (thre 'nod), n. A threne or

threnody; a dirge.

Threnodial (thre-no'di-al), a. Of or per-

taining to a threnody; elegiac. 'A threno-

dial liight.* Southey.

Threnodist (thren'o-dist), n. A writer of

threnodies: a composer of dirges.

Threnody (thren'o-di), n. [Gr. threnodia—
threnos, lamentation, and ode, ode.] A song
of lamentation; a dirge; especially, a kind of

occasional poem composed for the occasion
of the funeral of some distinguished person-

age.

To-day her petulance wore another aspect. It was
like the intrusion of the petty miseries and mean an-
noyances of daily life into the solemn story of a tra-

i^edy or the tender strains of a threnody.
CornhiU Mag.

Threpe.t I'.t. Same as Threap.
Threpsology ( threp - sol ' o - ji ), n. [ Gr.

threpsis, nutrition, and logos, discourse. ]

The doctrine of or a discourse on the nutri-

tion of organized bodies.

Thresh, v.t and i. See Thrash.
Thresh (tliresh), n. A rush. Sir W. Scott.

{Scotch.]

Thresher (thresh'Sr), n. 1. Same as Thrasher
(which see).— 2. A member of an Irish Cath-
olic organization instituted in 1S06. One of

the principal objects was to resist the pay-
ment of tithes. Their threats and warnings
were signed 'Captain Thresher.'

Threshold (thresh'old), n. [A. Sax. therse-

wald, thresc-wald, Oierscold, therxold, a
threshold, a bar of wood laid across the
door- step, from threscian, therscan, to
thrash grain, to beat, and apparently wald,
a wood, timber, either because this bar was
trod upon (thrashed) by every one who
entered, or because grain was beaten or
thrashed out on a wooden floor near the
door. Icel. thresjoldr, a threshold, is ex-

plained by Vigfusson similarly as having
first meant a thrashing-fioor, because in
ancient times the floor at the entrance was
used for thrashing, but it then came to

mean the block of wood or stone beneath the
door, the door-sill, or threshold, the latter

part of the word being = Icel. voUr, a field.]

1. The door-sill; the plank, stone, or piece
of timber which lies at the bottom or tmder
a door, particularly of a dwelling-house,
church, temple, or the like; hence, ent-

rance; gate; door. 'Hell's dark threshold.'

Milton. " 2. Fig. Entrance ; the place or
point of entering or beginning ; outset ; as,

he is new at the threshold of his argument.

The fair new forms.
That float about the threshold of an ^e,
I.ike truths of science waiting to be caught.

Tennyson.

Thre8te,+ v.t or i. To thrust. Chaxicer.

Threswold,t n. A threshold. Chaucer.

Threte,^ v.t. To threaten. Chaucer.

Threttene.t a. Thirteen, Chaucer.

Threttie, Thretty (thret'i), a. Thirty.-

[(Hd Knglish and Scotch.]

Threw (thro), pret. of throw.

Thrihhle (thrib'l), a. and n. Treble; triple;

threefold. [Provincial English.]

Thrice (thris), adv. [O. E. thries, thryes,

from thrie. three, with the geniti. term.,

like once, twice. ] 1. Three times.

Before the cock crow, thou shalt deny me thria.
Mat. xxvL 34.

Thrice he assayed, imd thrice, in spite of scorn.

Tears, such as Anjjels weep, burst forth. Milton.

And thrice he routed all his foes, and//iri«he slew the
slain. Dryden.

2. Repeatedly; emphatically; very much.

Thrice is he armed that hath his quarrel just. Shak.

Often used in composition as the first ele-

ment of a compound, when it denotes in-

tensity; as, (ftri'ce-blessed, (A rice-favoured,

^Arice-happy, thrice -wohXe, thrice '-worthy,

and the like.

Thrld (thrid), v.t pret. A pp. thridded;

ppr. thridding. [A form of thread (which
see).] To pass through, as through an intri-

cate way or narrow passage; to thread.

One eains the thicket and one thrids the brake,
Drydat.

Some thrid the mazy ringlets of her hair.

Some hang upon the pendants of her ear. Popt.

' Glory to God,' she sane, and passed afar,

Thridding the sombre boskage of the wood
Toward the morning star. Tentiysoft.

Thrid t (thrid), n. Thread.

Thrldace, Thridacium (thri'das, thri-da'-

si-um), 71.. [Gr. thridax. lettuce.] Lettuce
opium, the inspissated juice of the common
lettuce, which is slightly sedative. Called

also Lactiicarimn.

Thriddeta. Third. Chaucer.

Thries.t adv. Thrice. Chaucer.

Thrifallow (thri'fal-lo), v. t To plough or
fallow for the third time before sowine.

Tusser. Written also Thryfallow, Trifal-

low.

F&te, fttr, fat, fftll; m6, met, h6r; pine, pip; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oU, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc f«y.
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I

Thrift (thrift), n. [From thrive.] 1. Fru-
trality ;

good husbandry ; economical man-
agement in regard to property; ^ouomy.
The rest, . . . willing to fall to i.j(#-^. prove very

good husbands. Speftser.

To thrift and parsimony much inclin'd,

She yet allows herself that boy behind. Ccnuper.

2.t A thriving state or condition; prospe-
rity ; success and advance in the acquisi-

tion of property; increase of worldly goods;
gain.

No, let the candied tongue lick absurd pomp.
And crook the pregnant hinges of the knee
Where Chri/t may foilow fawning. Shak.

I have a mind presages me such thrijl. Shak.

3. Vigorous growth, as of a plant. [Obsolete
or local ]—4. The English name of a genus of
plants, Armeria, nat. order Plumbagina,ceie.
The flowers are collected in a rounded head

;

the calyx is funnel-shaped, dry, and mem-
branous; the petals, five, are united at the
base ; the styles, five, are distinct ; and the
stamens, five in number, are attached to the
base of the petals. Common thrift or sea-
pink (.1. maritima) grows on the sea-coasts
of Britain and of Europe generally, and is

frequently found on high mountains. It is

often planted in gardens as a border-plant
It has grass-like leaves, and dense heads of
pink or lilac flowers.

Thriftily (thrif ti-li), a4v. In a thrifty man-
ner; frugally; carefully; with good has-
baji'lry.

Thriftiness ( thriftines), ?l The state or
quality of being thrifty; frugality; good
husbandry; as, ihri/tiness to save; thri/ti-

netnf in preserving one's own.
Thriftless (thrifties), a. 1. Having no
thrift, frugality, or good management; pro-
fuse; extravagant.

He shall spend mine honour with hts shame.
As thri/tUss sons their scraping father's gold.

Shak.
2, t Prodacing no gain; unprofitable.

What thri/tltss sighs shall poor Olivia breathe

!

Thriftlessly (thriftles-li), adv. In a thrift-
less manner; extravagantly.
Thriftlessness (thrift'le»-nes), n. The qua-
lit\ iir state of being thriftless.

Thrifty (thrirti), a. 1. Having thrift ; fru-
gal ; sparing ; carefol ; economical ; saving;
using economy and good management of
property.

I am glad he has so much youth and vigour left,

of which be has not been thri/i^. S-wi/t.

2. Thriving; flourishing; growing rapidly or
vigorously. [Obsolete or local.]

No grace hath more abundant promises made unto
it than this of mercy, a sowing, a reaping, a thrifty
grace. Bp. Rcyfwldi,

3. t Well husbanded
1 have five hundred crowns.

The thri/iy hire I sav d under your father. Shak.

Thrill (thril), vX [Formerly written thirl;

A. >Sax. thtfrlian, thyrelian(from thirl, thyrel,
a hole = ( ril ot uoatril). to bure, to pierce with
a hole; 1>. drilUn, to lx>re, to turn ruund, to
drill troops (whence E. to drill); G drUlen,
triUen, to drill or bore, also to drill troops;
from same root as through, L tram. See
TiiBOCGH.] l.tTobore; to pierce: to perfor-
ate. * Scharp laace that thrilled Jhesu side.'
li Iirttnne.— 2. Fig. To pierce; to pene-
trate ; to alfect with a pricking or tinghng
sensatijjn. 'The cruel word her tender
heart so thriU'd. Spemer. 'A servant that
he bred, tkrilVd with remorse.' Shak. ' Vivid
and picturewMie turns of expression which
thrill the reiider with a sudden delight.'
Matt. Arnold.

Thrill (thril), v.i. l.t To pierce; to pene-
trate. as something sharp.

The thriilins steel transpierced the brawny part.
Pope.

2. To pierce or wound the ear with a sharp
sound. ' Thriliiitg shrieks, and shrieking
cries.' Spenser.—3. To i>ass or run through
the system with tremuluus motion, so as to
cause a slight shivering.

A faint cold fear thrift through my reins. Shak.
A sudden horror chill

Ran through each nerve and thrilUd in every vein.
Addison.

4. To feel a sharp shivering sensation run-
ning through the body; to shiver.

To seek sweet safety out
In vaults and prisons; and to thrUi and shake.

Shak.
6. To quiver or move with a tremulous
morement.

That last cypress tree
Crcen at the gate, which thr-OUd as we came out.

E. B. Browning.

Thrill (thril), n. [See the verb.] 1. A warb-
ling; a trill. See Trill.—2.t A breathing-
hole; a nostrlL

The bill of the dodo hooks and bends downwards

:

the thrill or breathing-place is in the midst.
Sir T. Herbert.

3. A thrilling sensation; as, a thriU of
horror.

The least motion which they made.
It seemed a thrill of pleasure. H'ordsworth.

Thrillant t (thril'ant), p. and a. Thrilling;
piercing. 'His thrillant spear.' . . . 'His
thrillant darts.' Spenser.

Thrillingly (thril'ing-li). adv. In a thrill-
ing manner; with thrilling sensations.
ThrUlingness (thi-il'ing-nes), n. The qua-
lity of ijting thrilling.

Thrimsa. See Thrvmsa.
Thrincia (thrin'si-a), n. [Gr. thrinkos, a
coping, a battlement— in allusion to the
seed-crown of the marginal florets.] A ge-
nus of plants belonging to the tribe Cicho-
raceie, of the nat. order Compositaj. T. hirta
is a British species, with lanceolate, sinu-
ate, dentate, or hairy leaves, and yellow
dandelion-like flowers. It is found cliiefly

in gravelly soil.

Thring t (thring), v.t. [A. Sax. thringan, to
thrust, to press, to throng. See Throng.]
To press; to crowd or throng. Chaucer.
Thripa (thrips), n. [Gr., a wood-worm.] A
genns of minute insects, order Hemiptera,
sub-order Homoptera, so closely allied to
Aphis as to be included in the family Aphidii
of some naturalists. They are extremely
agile, and seem to leap rather than fly.

They live on flowers, plants, and under the
bark of trees. T. cerealitim is a common
British species, scarcely a line in length or
in extent of wing, residing in the spathes
and husks of cereals, especiidly wheat, to
which it is most injurious.
Thrissonotus (thris'so-no-tus), n. [From
Gr. thrix. huir, and notog, the back.] Bristle-
))ack, a fossil genus of fishes, characterized
by their bristlf-like dorsal fin. They occur
in the li;is anfl lower oolite. Page.
Thrlssops (thris'ops). n. [From Gr. thriz,
hair, and ojwti*, appearance.] A genus of
fossil fishes characterized by the bristle-like
appearance of their fin-ray. They occur in
the lias and oolite. Aga$8iz.
Thrist (thrist), n. Thirst Spenser. [Old
English and Scotch.]

Thri8te,t pret. otthreste. Thrust. Chaucer.
Thristy (thris'ti), a. Thirsty. Spenser. (Old
English and Scotch.]
Thrive (thriv), v.i pret. throve (sometimes
thriveit); pp. thriven; ppr. thriving. [A
Scandinavian won! : Icel. thri/ank. to thrive
(a reflexive verb, sk meaning self : see Bask),
thrift, thrift; Dau. trives, to thrive, trivelig,
thriving; comp. A. Sax. thrafian, to urge,
to impel; Icel. thrdask. to grow. Throdden
comes from this stem.] 1. To prosper in
anything desired; to succeed in any way;
to be fortunate.

U I thrive well, 111 visit thee again. Shak.

O son. why sit we here, each other viewing
Idly, while Satan, our great author, thrives
Id other worlds? AfUton.

2. To prosper by indnstry. economy, and
good management of property; to increase
in goods and estate ; to keep increasing
ones acquisitions; as, a farmer thrives by
good husbandry.

'There take (says Justice), take ye each a shell;
We thrive at Westminster on fools hke you

;

Twas a fat oyster—live in peace—adieu.' Pope.

Diligence and humility is the w-iy to thrive in the
riches of the understanding, as welt as in gold.

U'atts.

3. To be marked by prosperity; to have a
prosperous course ; to succeed; to flourish;
to go on or turn out well ; to have a good
issue.

I wish your enterprise may thrive. Shak.
Such a care hath always been taken of the city

charities, thi»t they have thriven and prospered gra-
dually from their infancy down to this very day.

Atterfiiiry.

4. To grow vigorously or luxuriantly; to
flourish; as. young cattle thrive iu rich pas-
tures; trees thrive in a good soil.

Love thrives not in the heart that shadows dreadeth.
Shni.

Thrivelesat ( thrivles ), o. Not thriving;
unsuccessful, '\thrivele8g comhsit.' Qiiarles.

Thriven (thriv'n), pp. of thrive.

Thriver (thriv'^r), n. One who thrives or
prospers; one who makes profit. 'Pitiful
thriverg.' Shak.
Thriving (thnv'ing). a. Being prosperous
or successful ; advancing in wealth; flourish-
ing; increaaing: growing; as, a thriving

mechauic ; a thriving trader ; a thriving
town.
Seldom a thrifving man turns his land into money

to make the greater advantage. Locke.

Thrivingly ( thriv'ing-li ), adv. In a thriv-
ing or prosperous way.
Thrlvingness (thriv'ing-nes), «. The state
or condition of one who thrives; prosperity;
growth; increase.

Thro* (thro). Contraction of Thrmtgh.
Throat (throt), n. [X. Sax. throte; O.H.G.
droza, the throat; Mod. G. drossel, the gul-
let, the throat, the throttle. Perhaps from
root of L. tnido, to thnist—the food being
thrust down by the action of swallowing.
Hence throttle. ] 1. The anterior part of the
neck of an animal, in which are the gullet
and windpipe, or the passages for the food
and breath; in anat. the fauces; the phar-
ynx. See Trachea—2. t The voice.

The cock, that is the trumpet to the mom,
Doth with his lofty and shrill-sounding throat
Awake the god of day. Shak.

3. Entrance ; main passage ; as, the throat
of a valley, of a tunnel, and the like.

Calm and intrepid in the very throat
Of sulphurous war. Thomson.

4. In hot. the mouth of a monopetalous
corolla, o'r the circular line at which the
tube and limb unite. —5. 2saut. (a) the cen-
tral part of the hollow of a breast-hook or
transom which embraces the mast. (6) The
inner end of a gaff, where it widens and
hollows in to fit the mast, (c) The inner
part of the arms of an anchor where they
join the shank, (d) The upper front comer
of a fore-and-aft sail.— 0. In ship-buHditig,
(a) the inside of tlie knee-timber at the
middle or turus of the ai'ms. (6) The middle
part of a floor-timber— 7. In arch, (a) the
part of a chimney between the gathering
and the flue. See cut under Fireplace.
(6) Same as Throating. ~8. The narrowed
entrance to the neck of a puddling furnace,
where the ai'ea of flue passage is regulated.
9. The entrance-way in a thrashing-machine,
where the grain in the straw passes from
the feed -board to the cyhnder. — 10. The
opening in a plane-stock through which the
shavings pass upward. — 11. That portion
of the spoke of a wheel just beyond the
swell at the junction of the hub. £. H.
Knight. — 12. In fort, same as Gorge.— To
cut one's throat, a phrase frequently signi-

fying to kill or murder one in any way
When armour was worn the throat was the
most assailable part of an enemy.
Strike ; down with them ; cut the villains' throats.

Shak.
—To lie in one's throat, to lie outrageously.
—To give one the lie m hia throat, to accuse
one of outrageous lying ; to throw back, as
it were, a lie into the Uiroat from which it

proceeded.
Throat (throt). v.t. l.t To utter in a gut-
tural tone; to mutter.
So Hector hereto throated threats to go to sea fai

blood. Z^hapntan.

2. To mow beans in a direction against their
bending. [Provincial Kn^rlish.]

Throat-band, Throat-latch (throt'band,
throt'lacbi, ii. A strap of a l>ridle, halter,
Ac. passing imder a horse's throat.

Throat-bolt (throt'bolt). n. Naut. an eye-
bult fixed in the lower part of tops and the
jaw-end of gaffs, for hooking the throat-
hallyards to.

Throat-brail (throt'bral). n. Haut. a brail
attached to the gatf for trussing up the sail

close to the gafl as well as the mast.
Throat-hallyard (thrOfhal-yiird), n. Naut.

)ue of the ropes or tackles applied to hoist
the inner part of the gatf and its portion of
the sail, and to hook uienxon to the throat-
bolts.

Throating (throt'ing). n. In arch, the un-
dercutting of a projecting moulding be-
neath, so as to prevent rain-water from
dripping down the surface of the wall.

Throat -piece (throt'pes), n. In an/;, ar-
inour. n iiifce to cover or protect the throat.

Throat-pipe (throt'pip), n. Tlxe windpipe,
wea.'iand, or trachea.

Throatwort (throt'wSrt), n. [From being
formerly used as remedies for throat ail-

ments. ] A name aiti)lied to one or two spe-

cies of the genus Campanula.—JSiwc throat-

wort is a plant of the genus Trachelium, the
T. coeruleum.
Throaty (throt'i), a. Guttural; uttered back
iu the throat.

The conclusion of this rambling letter shall be a
rime of certain hard throaty words which I was
taught lately. HtnveU.

ch, Main; eh, Sc. locA; g, go\ i. job; b, Fr. ton; ng, sin^ ; ?H, then; th. thin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh. stnire.—See Key;
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Throb (throb). V. i. pret. & pp. throbbed; ppr.
tht'obbittg. [O.K throbbe. Origin doubtful.]
1. To beat, as the heart or pulse, with more
than usual force or rapidity; to beat in con-
sequence of agitation; to palpitate; as, the
heart throbs with joy, desire, or fear; the
violent action of the heart is perceived by
a throbbing pulse.

Yet my heart
Throws to know one thing. Shai.

2. To quiver or vibrate.

Here may his head live on my ihrobbiu£ breast.
Shak.

Till the war-drum MroiSi'rf no lonfjer, and the battle-
flags were fiirl'd

In the Parliament of men, the Federation of the
world. 7'ennyson,

—Throbbing pain, in med. a pain which is,

or seems to be, augmented by the pulsation
of the arteries.

Throb (throb), n. A beat or strong pulsa-
tion; a violent beating, as of the heart and
arteries; a palpitation.

Thou talk'st like one who never felt

Th' impatient throbs and longings of a soul
That pants and reaches after distant good.

Addison,
Perchance to lull the throbs of pain,
Perchance to charm a vacant brain. Tennysmi.

Throbless (throb'les), a. Not beating or
throbbing. Hichardson.
Throdden (throd'n). u. i. [See Thrive.] To
grow; to tlirive. [Local.]

Tbroe (thro), n. [A. Sarx. thred, affliction,

suffering, thrOwian, to suffer, to endure;
Icel. thni, a throe, a pang, longing, thrd, to
feel longing, to pant after; conip. also Icel.

thrd, a hard struggle, obstinacy; Sc. thraw,
to twist, to wrench, to sprain, to struggle
against, thrawn, perverse, contrary, which
suggests a connection with the verb to
throtc] 1. Extreme pain; violent pang;
anguish; agony: particularly applied to the
anguish of travail in child-birth or parturi-
tion.
My throes came thicker, and ray cries increas'd.

Dryden,
2. A cleaving tool; a frow (which see).

Throe (thro), v.i. To agonize; to struggle
in extreme pain; to be in agony.
Throe (thro), v.t. To pain; to put in agony.
[Rare.]

A birth indeed
Which throes thee much to yield. Shak.

ThromboUte (throm'bo-lit), n. [Gr. throm-
bo8, a clot, a lump, and lithos, a stone.] In
mineral, an amorphous green phosphate of
copper.
Thrombosis (throm'bo-sis), n. [Gr. throm-
bosis.] In pathol. the condition of being
affected with thrombus; the obstruction
of a blood-vessel by the formation of a
fibrinous cint. See THROMBUS.
Thrombus (throm'bus), n. [L., from Gr.
thromboa, a clot.] In pathol. (a) a small tu-
mour which sometimes arises after bleed-
ing, owing to the blood escaping from the
vein into the cellular structure surround-
ing it, and coagulating there, (b) A fibrin-
ous coagulum or clot which forms in and
obstructs a blood-vessel.

Throne (thron), n. [0.*Y. throne, L. thronus,
from Gr. thromts, a seat, chair.] 1. An ele-
vated and ornamental chair of state used
by a king, emperor, or pope. The term is

also applied to the seat of a bishop in his
cathedral church; to the official chair of the
presiding official of certain societies, or to
any similar seat; as, the throne of the masonic
gran 11-master, &c.—2. Sovereign power and
dignity; also, the wielder of that power:
usually with the.

Thy throne, O God, is for ever. Ps. xlv. 6.

The throne is fixed upon a pinnacle which per-
petual beams of truth and justice irradiate. Hallam.
O joy to the people and joy to the throne.

Tennyson.
3. One of an order of angels who are usually
represented with double wings, supporting
the throne of th3 Almighty in ethereal
space.

Hear, all ye angrels, progeny of light.

Thrones, dominations, princedoms, virtues, powers.
Afiltoi.

The thrones, seraphim, and cherubim approxi-
mated most closely, with nothing intermediate, and
were more immediately and eternally conformed to
the godhead. Milman.

Throne (thron), v.t. pret. & pp. throned;
ppr. throning. 1. To place on a royal seat;
to enthrone.

As on the finger of a throned queen
The basest jewel will be well esteem'd. Shak.

2. To place as on a throne ; to set in an ex-
alted position; to exalt. Milton.

Throne (thron), v.L To sit on a throne; to
sit in state as a king.

He wants nothing of a god but eternity, and a
heaven to throne in. Shak.

Throneless (thronles), a. Without a throne;
deposed.

Must she too bend, must she too share
Thy late repentance, long despair.

Thou throneless homicide. Byron.

Throng (throng), n. [A. Sax. thrang, throng,
a press or crowd, from stem of thringan,
to press, to crowd, obs. to thring; Icel.

thr&ng, a crowd, also distress, straits, throng-
va. to press, to squeeze; Dan. trang, narrow,
strait, want, need, trcenge, to press, to need;
D. and G. dringcn, to crowd, to force one's
way, to urge, to press ; nasalized forms,
probably allied to Goth, threihan, to press,

urge; from same root as L. torqueo, to twist
(whence torsion, contort, &c.). See also
Throw.] l. A multitude of persons or of
living beings pressing or pressed into a close
body or assemblage ; a crowd ; as, a throng
of people at a play-house. ' The throng tliat

follows Cpesar.' Shak.—%. A great number;
as, the heavenly throng.

Not to know me argues yourselves unknown.
The lowest of your throng. Milton.

3. A number of things crowded or close to-

gether. ' The throng of words that come
with such more than impudent sauciness
from you.' Shak.
Throng (throng), v. I. To crowd together;
to press into a close body, as a multitude
of persons; to come in multitudes.

I have seen
The dumb men throng to see him. Shak,

Throng (throng), v.t. 1. To crowd or press;
to oppress or annoy with a crowd of living
beings.
Much people followed him, and thronged him.

Mark v. 24.

2. To fill with a crowd. ' Throng our large
temples with the shows of peace.' Shak.

When more and more the people throng
The chairs and thrones of civil power. Tennyson.

Throng (throng), a. [Sc. and North E.
thranfj, busy; Icel. thriingr, narrow.] [Pro-
vincial. ] 1. Thickly crowded together;
thronged; crowded. 'L^incers are riding
as throng ... as leaves.* Sir W. Scott.—
2. Much occupied or engaged ; busy. * As
throng as ever in pulling down houses.' Bp.
Sanderson.
Throngful (throng 'fiU), « Filled by a
throng; crowded: busy; thronged. 'Throng-
ful streets.' Whittier. [Rare.]

Thronglyt (throng'Ii), adv. In crowds, mul-
titudes, or great quantities. Dr. H. More.
Thronizet (thron'iz), u.(. To enthrone. Fab-
yan.
Thrope,t n. A thorpe or village. Chancer.
Thropple (throp'l), n. [From O.E. throte-

bolle, A. Sax. thrdt-boUa, the throat ; or cor-

rupted from throttle.] The windpipe; the
throttle. Also written Thrapple. [Provin-
cial.

Thropple (thropl), v.t To throttle; to
strangle. [Provincial. ]

Throstle (thros'l), ji. [A dim. form of thnish.
A, Sax. throstle, G. and Dan. drossel, Icel.

throstr, throstle; cog. K,us. drozd, L. tnr-

dus. a thrush; perhaps also stork, starlinq.]

1. The song-thrush or mavis, a bird of the
genus Turdus, the T. vnisicus. See Mavis
and Thrush.

The throstle with his note so true,

The wren with little quill. Shiik.

2. A machine for spinning wool, cotton, <tc,,

from the rove, consisting of a set of draw-
ing-rollers with bobl>ins and flyers, and dif-

fering from the mule in having the twisting
apparatus stationary : so named from tlie

noise it makes, which resembles the sing-
ing of a thrush. Called also water-frame
because at first driven by water.
Throstle-cock (thros'1-kok), n. The male
thrush.

The ousel and the throstle-cocke.
Chief musick of our Maye. Drayton.

Throstling (thros'l-ing), n. [Supposed to
be from the whistling sound emitted in
breathing resembling the singing of the
throstle.] A disease of cattle of the ox kind,
occasioned by a swelling under their throats,
which, unless checked, will choke them.
Throttle (throt'l),n. [From(Aroa(.] It The
windpipe or trachea. ' No larinx or throttle
to (lualify the sound.' Sir T. Browne.—
2. The throat. ' Leaving all claretless the
unnioistened throttle.' Byron. [CoUoq.]
Throttle (throt'l), v.i. pret. & pp. throttled;
ppr. throttling. 1. To choke; to suffocate;

to have the throat obstructed so as to en-
danger suffocation.—2. To breathe hard, as
when nearly suffocated.
Throttle (throt'l), v.t 1. To choke; to suf-
focate; to stop the breath of by compressing
the throat; to strangle.

Grant him this, and the Parliament hath no more
freedom than if it sat in his noose, which, when he
pleases to draw together with one twitch of his nega-
tive, shall throttle a whole nation, to the wish of Cali-
gula, m one neck. Milton.

2. To pronounce with a choking voice; to
utter with breaks and interruptions, like a
person half suffocated. ' Throttle their prac-
tised accents in their fears.' Shak.
Throttle-lever (throt'l-le-v6r), n. \nstearn-
engines, the hand - lever by which the
throttle-valve is worked: used chiefly in lo-
comotive engines.
Throttler (throt'ler), 71. One who or that
which throttles or chokes.
Throttle-valve (throt'l-valv), n. In steam-
engines, a valve which regulates the supply
of steam to the cylinder. In many engines
it consists of a disc turning on an axis and
occupying in its transverse position the bore
of the main steam-pipe. In land engines its
action is usually controlled by the governor.
See Governor.
Through (thro), j?rep. [O.E. thnrgh, thurch,
thorugfi. thorw, thorow, &c.\ A. Sax. thurh,
O.Fris. thruch, Goth, thairh, L.G. d&rch, G.
dnrch, D. door; cog. W. trw. Armor, tre,
tlirough; L. trans, over, across. The root is
Indo-European tar, Skr. <n, tar, to pass over
or tlirough, to penetrate ; a root seen also in
E. thrill, and in various Latin words and
English words from Latin, as trite, tribula-
tion. Thorough is the same word. ] 1. From
end to end of, or from side to side of; from
one surface or limit of to the opposite; as,
to bore through a piece of timber or through
a board; a ball passes through the side of a
ship. It is sometimes emphatically redu-
plicated in the phrase through aiid through.
Thy slander hath gone through and through her

heart. Shak.

2. Between the sides or walls of; as, to pass
through a gate or avenue.

Through the gates of iv'ry he dismissed
His valiant offspring. Dryden.

3. By the instrumentality, medium, or
agency of; by means of.

Through these hands this science has passed with
great applause. Sir If. Temple.

4. On account of; out of; forced or influenced
by. 'Some falling merely throuqh fear.'
Shak.
Some through ambition, or through thirst of gold.
Have slain their brothers, and their country sold.

Dryden.
5. Over the whole surface or extent of;
throughout; as, to ride through the country.
We will make you famous through the world. Shak.

6. Among or in the midst of, in the way of
passage; as, to move through water, as a
fish; to run through a thicket, as a deer.—
7. Among, in the way of experiencing; as,
to pass through dangers or sufferings.—
8. From beginning to end of; to the end or
conclusion of; as, through the year; through
life.—%, With, Through. See By.
Through (thro), adv. 1. From one end or
side to the other ; as. to pierce a thing
through.— 2. From beginning to end; as, to
read a letter through.—B. To the end; to the
ultimate purpose; as, to carry a project
through.— To drop through, to fall to pieces;
to come to ruin ; to fail or perish ; as, the
scheme dropped through. 'Through idle-
ness, the house dropjteth through.' Eccl. x.

IS.^T'j carry through, to complete; to ac-
complish. — To fall through, to come to an
unsuccessful issue; to fail; as, the plan/efi
through.— To go through with something, to
prosecute it to the end.

Through (thro), a. Going or extending with
little or no interruption from one important
or distant place or centre to another; as, a
through passenger; a through journey.

Through (thro), 71. Same as Through-stone.
Through-bolt (thro'bolt), n. A bolt which
passes through from side to side of what it

fastens.

Through-bred t (thrb'bred), a. Thorough-
bred.

Through-carriage (thro'kar-rijX n. A
carriaire belonging to a through-train.
Through- cold t (tbro'kold), n. A deep-
seattHl cold. Holland.
Through-gang (tlirb'gang), n. A thorough-
fare. [.'Scotch.]

Through-ganging, Tlirough-gaun (thro'-

gang-ing, thrtygan). a. Getting quickly or

fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abime; V, Sc. Uy,
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smartly through work; active; bustling;
atirring. [Scotch.]

Ye're a gentleman, sir, and should ken a horse's
points ; ye see that tkrou^k-ganging thing that Bal-
mawhappte's on; I selled her till him. Sir SC. Scott.

She seems to be a plump and jocose little woman

;

gleg, blythe, and through-gautt for her years.
BiackTvooifs Miig.

Written by Gait Through-going.
Through-gaun fthro'gan). n. A severe re-
priiiKuul or.sroldine. Sir W.Scott. [Scotch.]

Thro\igh-lighted(thro'lU-ed),a. Thorough-
liirhteT M'otton.

Throughly t (thrbli), adv. 1. Completely;
fully; wholly; thoroughly.—2. Without re-

serve; sincerely. 'Truly and throughly to
live up to the principles of their religion.'

Tiilotgon.

ThroughOUt(thr6-out'),7>rep Quite through;
in every part ; from one extremity to the
other. ' A clap of thunder as loud as to be
heard throughout the universe.' B. Jomoii.
'Throughout the course of this long war.'
Atterbury,

Nor to their idle orbs doth sight appear
Of sun. or moon, or sCAr, 4krvitg7iotit the year.

Millon.

Throughout (thro-ouf). adv. Ever>'where:
in evt-ry part, 'His youth and age, all of a
piece throughout, and all divine." Dnjden.
Through-paced t (thro'past), a. Thorough-
pacefl

Through-rate (thro'rat). n. A rate or sum
charged for carrying goods or passengers to
a distant destination, over the routes of
various carrying companies, as by rail,

steamer, coach, Ac. and generally fixed at
a lower figure than the consigner or passen-
ger could obtain by separate arrangement
with each company.
Through -stane ( thro'stan ), n. [A. Sax.
thnth. a grave, a stone chest or coffln, and
«M?(*',a stone ] A flat gravestone. [Scotch.]
Through-Stone (thrb'ston), n. Inarch, a
b.iii.irr (wbirh see).

Through-ticket (thro'tik-et), n. A railway
or steamboat ticket for the whole of a jour-
ney, t'enenilly granted by one company and
entithir.; the holder to travel on more than
one CMinpanv's lines or conveyances.
Through-traffic (thro'traf-ik). n. The traffic
from end to end of a railway system, or be-
tween two important centres at a wide dis-
tance from each other: opposed to local
traffic.

Through-train (thro'tran), n. A train
which goes the whole length of a railway,
or a long route; a train running between
two or more important centres at wide dis-
tances, with few or no stoppages by the
way.
Throve (thrdv), pret. of thrive.

Throw (thro), v.t. pret threw; pp. thrown;
ppr throwing. [ A. Sax. thrdwan, to turn,
to twist (as to throw silk), to throw; pret.
thre6w. pp. thnlwen; Sc. thraw, to turn
round, to twist; 1). draaijen. G. drehen, to
twist, to tiini; from same root as L. torqueo,
to twist, and also to throw or hurl (whence
distort, torture). See also THRONG] 1. To
fling or cast in any manner; to send to a
distance by a projectile force ; to hurl ; as,
to throw a stone with the hand, a sling, a
catapult, or the like ; to throw balls or shells
with cannon or mortars; a fire-engine throws
water on a burning building.
Throw physic to the dogs; 1*11 none of it. Shak.

2. To drive, impel, propel, or expel with
sadden force or violence; tod^h; to give
sudden motion to ; as, a ship thrown on the
rocks; he fAreir himself on his foe; to throw
« building down. ' Debarr'd from Europe
and from Asia thrown' Dryden. See also
phrases below.
What tempest, I irow, threw this whale . . .

ashore at Windsor? Shai.
On the first friendly bank he throws him down.

Addiion.
3. To prostrate, as In wrestling; to over-
turn.

Charles ia a moment threw him, and broke three
of his ribs. Shak.

4. To divest one's self of; to cast off; to strip;
to shed.

There the snake throws her cnamell'd skin. Shnk.

5. To make a cast with, as dice; to take one's
turn in playing at; to play with, as dice,
'Set less than thou throwetat.' Shak.~6. To
give violent utterance or expression to; to
cast: to send.

I have thrown
A brave defiance in King Henry's teeth. Shah.

7. To put on or over, with haste, force, or
negligence; to spread carelessly.

O'er his fair limbs a flowery vest he threw. Pope.

8. To wind or twist two or more filaments of,

as of silk, so as to form one thread; to twist
together, as singles in a direction contrary to
the twist of the singles themselves: applied
occasionally in a wide sense to the whole
series of operations by which silk is pre-
pared for the weaver—9. In pottery, to form
or shape roughly on a throwing-engine or
potter's wheel, as earthen vessels.— 10. To
fashion by turning on a lathe; to turn.

—

11. To bring forth; to produce, as young;
to bear: said especially of rabbits.

When a pure race of white or bl-ick pigeons Mr^cx
a slaty-blue bird ... we are quite unable to assign
any proximate cause. Darwin.

12. To cause to take up a position by a rapid
march or by being rapidly transported ; as,

to throw troops into a town.—Throic away,
(a) to cast or fling to a distance; to put
suddenly out of one's own hand, possession,
or the like. (&) To part with or bcs-tow with-
out compensation; to sacrifice needlessly;
to spend recklessly; to squander; to lose by
negligence or folly; to waste.

Dilatory fortune plays the jilt

With the brave, noble, honest, gallant man,
To throw herself att/<i> on fooU and knaves.

Otway.
Had we but lasting youth and time to spare
Some might be throivn away on fame and war.

Dryden.
She threw a-way her money upon roaring bullies

who went about the streets. Arbuthnot.

(e) To reject; to refuse; as, to throw airat/ a
good offer.— To throw back, (a) to reflect^ as
light, Ac. (6) To reject; to refuse (c) To
cast back, as a reply; to retort—To thnnc
by, to cast or lay aside as useless. 'Like
one of Juno's disguises ... be thrown by,
or let fall.' B. Jonson.—To throw down,
(a) to cast on the ground or to a lower po-
sition ; to bring from an erect position ; to
overturn; as, to throw down a glove as a
challenge; to throw down a wall. (6) To
subvert; to destroy.

Must one rash word, the infirmity of age.
Throw down the merit of my better years ?

Addison.
—To throw in, (a) to cast or fling inside; to
inject, as a fluid. (6) To put in or deposit
along with others; as, he has thrown in his
lot with yours, (c) To interpolate ; as, he
threw in a word now and again, (d) To add
without enumeration or value, or as if to
complete or effect a bargain or sale; as. I
will throw in this book if you buy tlie lot—
To throw off, (a) to cast off, away, or aside

;

to divest ones self of hurriedly or negli-
gently; to abandon the use of; as, to tiirow
off one's clothes ; to throw off all disguise.

(6) To expel; as, to throw off a disease, (c) To
discard ; to reject; as, to throw off a friend
or dependant—To throw on, to put on or
cover one's self hastily or carelessly with

;

as. he threw on his cloak.—To throw one's
self down, to lie down.—To throw one's se{f
on or vpon, to trust or resign one's self to
the sustaining power, favour, benevolence,
protection, Ac, of; to repose upon; to con-
fide or put trust in.

In time of temptation be not busy to dispute, but
. . . throw yours f// upon God. y^r. TayU>r.

— To throw open, (a) to open suddenly or
widely; as, to throw open the doors or win-
dows. (6) To give free or unrestricted ad-
mission to: to remove all barriers, obstacles,
or restrictions from; as. the profession was
thrown open to everybody: the appointment
was throicn open to public competition.—
To throw out, (a) to cast out; to reject or
discard; to expel.

The other two, whom they had thrown out. they
were content should enjoy their exile. Swift.

(fc) To cause to project, or to become pro-
minent; as, to throw out a pier, landing-
stage, or wing of a building, (c) To emit

;

as, that lamp throws out a bright light
(d) To give utterance to; to insinuate; as,

to throw out a hint, a proposal, or the like,

(«) To put off the right track ; to confuse

;

as, noisy interruption always throws him
out. (J) To leave behind ; to distance ; as,

a horse thrown completely out of the race,
(ff) To reject; to exclude; as, the bill was
thrown outow the second reading. —To throw
over, to discard; to desert; to abandon; as,

he threw over his companion when he had
no further use for him— To (ftrou' up, (a) to
erect or build rapidly ; to construct ; as, to
throw up a rampart, breastwork, or fortifi-

cation. ('>) To resign; to give up; to aban-
don; as, to throw up an appointment or com-
mission ; to throw up a losing business or
profession.

Bad games are thrown up too soon. Hudibrat.

(c) To eject or discharge from the stomach;
to vomit. ' The substance the patient throws
up.' Arbuthnot.
Throw (thro), v.i. 1. To perform the act of
casting, flinging, or throwing. — 2. To cast
dice.

—

To throw about, to cast about; to try
expedients. ' For better wind about to throw.

'

Spenser. [Rare.]
Throw (thro), n. l. The act of hurling, fling-
ing, or throwing; a cast ; a driving or pro-
pelling from the hand or from an engine.
He heav'd a stone, and rising to the throw.
He sent it in a whirlwind at Uie foe. Addison.

2. A cast of dice; the maimer in which
dice fall when cast; hence, risk; venture;
decision of fortune ; as, a good throw; none
but a fool hazards all upon one throw.

It is manj' million of millions odds to one against
any single throw that the assigned order will not be
cast. Bentlty.

3. The distance which a missile is or may be
thrown; as, a stone's throw.~~\.\ A stroke;
a blow.

Nor shield defend the thunder of his thro7vs.

Spenser,
5. t Effort; violent sally.

Your youth admires
The throws and swellings of a Roman soul.

Addison.
6. In Steam-engines, the extreme movement
of a slide-valve, also of a crank or eccentric
measured on a straight line passing through
the centre of motion. Goodrich. —7. In
miniiw. the amount of dislocation in a ver
tical direction produced by a fault in the
strata. —8. The agony of travail; throe.
'The mother's throws begin to come.' Dry-
den. See Throe.— 9. A potters wheel.—
10. A turner's lathe. [Local.]
Throwt (thro), n. [A. Hqx. thrah, thrag.] A
brief space oi time; a little while; a trice.

Downe himselfe he tayd
Upon the grassy ground to sleepe a throw.

....
Spenser.

Throw-crook (thro'krbk), n. [From throw
in sense of twist.] An instrUtnent for twist-
ing ropes out of hay or straw.
Thrower (thro'fir), n. One who or that
wliich throws; speciflcally, (a) a person who
twists or winds silk; a throwster, (b) A
potter who works a throwing wheel or en-
gine.

Throwing-enElne (thro'ing-en-Jin), n. In
pottery, a revolving disc or table, carried by
an upright spindle, on which the mass of
clay is first roughly moulded by the hand

- of the potter: a potter's wheel.
Throwlng-mill, Throwing-wheel (thro'-
ing-mil. lliro'ing-wliel), n. Same as Throw-
ing-engine.

Thrown (thr6n),pp. of throw.— Thrown silk,
silk consisting of two or more singles twisted
together like a rope in a direction contrary
to that in which tlie singles of which it is

composed are twisted.
Throw-off (thro'of). n. A start in a hunt or
race.

Throwster (thro'st^r), n. One who throws
or twists silk; one who prepares silk for the
weaver.
Thrum (thrum), n. (Allied to D. dreuin,
tlnum, drom, woof or weft; Icel. thromr,
margin, edge, brink; O.G. drum, end; root
meaning doubtful. ] 1. The end of a weaver's
web; the fringe of threaits by which it is

fastened to the loom, and from which the
piece of cloth when woven has to be cut off.

2. Any coarse yarn—3. Anything resenil>Ung
a thruro, as a filamentous or fringe-like ap-
pendage.

Ail moss hath here and there little stalks, besides
the tow thnttn. Bacon.

Thrum (thrum), vX \. To furnish with
thrums, or appendages resembling thrums;
to put tufts, fringes, or other thread-like
appendages on. 'Are we born to thrum
caps or pick straws ?

' Qua rles. - 2. Saut. to
Insert short pieces of rope-yam or spun-yarn
in, as in a sail or mat.
Thrum (thnmi), v.i- pret. & pp. thrummed;
ppr. thrumming. [Perhaps a form of drain;
or imitative, comp. strum. ] 1. To play
coarsely or unskilfully on a stringed instru-

ment; as, to thrum on a guitar; to thrum
on a fiddle —2. To make a dull, drumming,
monotonous noise on anything, as with the
fingers. 'Thrumming on the table.' Ten-
nynon.

Thrum (thrum), v.t. 1. To play roughly on
with the fingers, as on a piano, harp, or
guitar; to sound by fingering in a rough,
monotonous manner.— 2. To drum; to tap.

For late, when bees to change their chimes began,
How did I see them thrum the frying-pan

!

Shenstone.

ch, eAain; fih, Sc. locA; g, ^^o; j,>>b; b, Fr. ton; ng, sifij?; th, fAen; th. CAin; w, wig; wh. wAig; zh, azure.—See Kkt.



THRUMMED-MAT 366 THT7MBED

—To thrum over, to tell over in a monoton-
ons manner.

Tlinuiiniecl-inat (thrumd'mat), n. ^-aut.

a mat or piece of canvas with short strands

of yarn stuck through it, in order to make
a rough surface. It is used in a vessel's

rigging about any part, to prevent chafing.

Tlmunmy (thrum'i). a. Consisting of, fur-

nished with, or resembling thrums ; as, a
thrtimiH}/ cap.

Thrumwort (thrum'wSrt). n. A name for
Actiwcarpug Damasoniuin.
ThTUSh (thrush), /(. [A. Sax. thrific, Icel.

throstr. Sw. trost, Rus. drozd; same root as
L. turdus, a thrush. Throstle is a dim. form. ]

A name common to birds of the genus
Turdus, or of the family Turdidie; but ap-
plied by way of eminence to the song-thrush
{Turdus mxtgicus). (See RIAVIS.) The
thrushes (Tiirditire or Merulidre) form a fam-
ily of deutirostral passerine birds, having
the bill of middle size, shai-p edged, com-
pressed, and decurved at tlie tip, with a
notch near the point, and a few loose hairs

over the base; the nostrils oval, lateral, half

SOD^-thrush or Mavis (
Turdus rnusiats),

concealed by membrane, the middle toe not
80 long as the tarsus, and the outer toes
joined to it at the base. They resemble the
shrikes, but they are more frugivorous,
generally feeding upon berries, though they
prefer small animals, especially molluscs
and worms, when these can be obtained.
Their habits are mostly solitary, but several
species are gregarious in winter. Thrushes
have been celebrated from very remote an-
tiquity on account of their powers of song;
they are widely diffused, being fo\ind in all

the quarters of the globe. Among European
thrushes we have the blackbird {Tttrduti

Merula or Merula vulgaris), the black-
throated tlirnsh (Turdus atrogularis), the
missel thrush (Turdus viscivortis), the field-

fare (Turd^is pilaris), the song-thrush or
throstle {Turdus niuncus), the water-ouzel
{Ciiiclus aquaticus), the rock-thrush (Petro-
cincla saxatUis). &c. Turdus eryihrogaster
belongs to Asia; Turdus strepitans, to Africa;
and Turdus melodiis, or the wood-thrush, to
America.

Tlirusll (thrush), n. [Origin doubtful.] 1. An
aitecti<m of the inflammatory and suppur-
ating kind, in the feet of the horse and some
other animals. In the horse it is in the
frog.— 2. In patkol. a disease characterized
by roundish granular vesicles of a pearl
colour, affecting the lips and mouth, and
Bometimes tlie whole alimentary canal, ter-
minating in curd-like sloughs; occasionally
occurring in successive crops. It is common
in infants who are ill fed or brought up by
hand. In adults it commonly occurs in the
advanced stages of many diseases, as ty-

phoid and other acute fevere; in short, it

may arise in nearly all cases in which there
is great prostration of strength. Called also
Aphthce ami Prunella.

Thrush-lichen (thrush'li-ken), n. A lichen,
the J'eltidea aphthosa, which grows on moist
alpine rocks. The Swedes boil it in milk,
as a cure for aphthae, whence the name.
Thrush-paste (thnish'past), n. An astrin-
gent for curing thrush in the feet of horses.
It is composed of calamine, verdigris, wiiite
vitriol, alum, and tar.

Thrust (thrust), v.t. pret. & pp. thrust; ppr.
thrusting. [O.E. thriste, threste, an Icel.

word—thr^sta, to thrust, to press, to com-
pel; connections doubtful, but probably
from same root as L. trudo, to thrust.] 1. To
push or drive with force; to drive; to force;

to impel; as, to thrust anything with the
hand or foot, or with an instrument : very
commonly followed by away, from, in, off,

&G.
Neither shall one thrust another. Joel ii. 8.

Gehazi came near to thrust her away. 2 Ki, iv. 27.

Thrust in thy sictde, and reap. Rev. xiv. 15.

2. Fig. To drive ; to push.

And into the concession of this BallarmineisMrwrf
by the force of our argument. yer. Taylor.

—To thruston, to impel; to urge.—To thrust
through, to pierce ; to stab. ' I am eight
times thrust through.' Shak.~To thrust out,

(a) to drive out or away; to expel.

They were thrust out of Egypt. Ex. xii. 39.

{h) To push out or protrude; as, to thrust
out the tongue.—To thrust one's self in or
into, to obtrude; to inti-ude; to enter where
one is not invited or not welcome.
Who's there, I sayf How dare yo\i thrustyourselves
Into my private meditations? Shak.

—To thrust together, to compress. ' He
thrust the fleece together.' Judg. vi. 38.

Tlirust (thrust), v.i. 1. To make a push; to
attack with a pointed weapon; as, a fencer
thrusts at his antagonist.

Thou hast thrust sore at me, that I might fall.

Ps. cxviii. 13.

He next his fauchioii tried in closer fijjht;

But the keen fauchion had no power to bite;

He thrust, the blunted point returned again.
Drydcii.

2. To enter by pushing; to squeeze in. 'And
thrust between my father and the god.'
Dryden.—3. To push forward; to come with
force; to press on; to intrude.

Young, old, thrust there
In mighty concourse. Chapman.

4. t To rush forward ; to rnsh at. * As doth
an eager hound thrust to a hind.* Spenser.
Thrust (thrust), n. 1. A violent push or
drive, as with a pointed weapon pushed
in the direction of its length, or with the
hand or foot, or with an instrument.

Pyrrhus with his lance pursues.
And often reaches, and his thntsts renews.

Drydeft.

2. Attack; assault.

There is one thrust at your pure, pretended me-
chanism. Dr. II. More.

3. In tnech. the force exerted by any body
or system of bodies, against an<jther body
or system, such as the force exerted by raf-

ters or beams against the walls supporting
them.—4. In mining, a term applied to the
breaking down of the roof of a gallery, or
any similar opening, by the pressure of the
superincumbent rocks.

—

Thrust of an arch,
the force exerted by the arch stones, con-
sidered as a combination of wedges, to over-
turn the abutments or walls from which the
arch springs.

Thrust, t n. Thirst. Chaucer; Spenser.
Thruster (thrust'Sr), n. One who thrusts

, or stabs.

Thrust-hoe (thrusfhS), n. A hoe which is

worked by pushing; a Dutch hoe.

Thrusting; (thrust'ing), n. 1. The act of
pushing with force. —2. (a) The act of squeez-
ing curd with the hand to expel the whey.
(&) pi. The white whey, or that which is last

pressed out of the curd by the hand, and of
which butter is sometimes made. [Provin-
cial English.]

Thrusting - screw (thrust'ing-skrd), n. A
screw for pressing curd in cheese-making.
[Provincial English.]

Tlirustle (thrus'l), n. The thrush. See
Throstle.
Thrusty.t a. Thirsty. Chaucer.
Thry-fallow (thrifal-lo), v. t. Same as Thri-
fallow.
Thrymsa, Thrinisa(thrim'sa).n. An Anglo-
Saxon silver coin, believed by some to be of
the value of 3s , by others of the value of
3d., while others think it represented the
third of a shilling, or 4rf.

Thuhan (tho'ban), n. The star a of the con-
stellation Draco. This star was once much
brighter than it is at present. It has been
supposed that the long sloping passage from
the northern face of the great pyramid of
Egypt was constructed for the purpose of
watching the sub-polar meridional passage
of this star, the polar star (according to this
view) when the pyramid was built, liodwell.

Thud (thud). 71. [Imitative. Comp. A. Sax,
thuden, a whirlwind.] 'J'he sound produced
by a blow upon a comparatively soft sub-
stance; a noise, as that of a heavy stone
striking the ground; hence, a stroke or blow
causing a dull, blunt, or hollow sound.
The shot went whistling through the riir above our

heads and plunged witha heavy Mxi/inioiheground
. . . behind us. /.''. //. KusstU.

Thug (thug), 11. [Hind, thugna, to deceive.]
A member of a peculiar confraternity or
association of robbers and assassins for-

merly prevalent in India, principally in the

central and northern provinces. The Thugs
roamed about in bands, decoyed travellers
and othersintoretired spots and there idun-
dered and murdered them, preferably by
strangulation, and only by the shedding i»f

blood when forced bycirciunstances. 'Hieir
motive was not so much lust of plunder as
certain religious ideas, and of their spoil
one-third was devoted to the goddess K&li,
whom they worshipped. In 1S30 the British
government took vigorous measures for their
suppression, and Thuggery, as an organized
system, may be said to be completely ex-
tinct.

Thuggee, Thuggery (thug-ge', thug'6r-i), n.
The system of plunder and assassination
caiTied on Ijy the Thugs; the profession and
practices of the Thugs.
Thuggism, Thuggeeism (thug'izm, thug'e-
izm), «. iiRme asThuggee. ' That thuggeeitm
again came to the knowledge of the Calcutta
Council in 1810.' Cyc. of India.
Thuites (thu-i'tez), n. A genus of coniferous
plants occurring in the shale and coal of the
oolite, and so called from the resemblance
of their imbricated stems and terminal
twigs to those of the modern Thuja orThuya.
Page. Written also Thuytes.
Thuja, Thuya (tbii'ja. thu'ya),n. [Gr. thyia.
an African tree with sweet-smelling wood,
used for making costly furniture, perhaps
from thyo, to sacrifice—the resin from the
tree being used instead of incense in sacri-
fices] A genus of plants, nat. order Cr.ni-
feras. The species are known by the name
of arbor-vitm, or tree of life; they are ever-
greens, trees or shrubs, and are inhabitants
of Asia, Africa, and Xorth America. T. oc-
cidentalis, the American arbor-vitfe, and T.
orientalis, the Chinese arbor -vitse, have
been introduced into this country as orna-
mental plants.

Thule (thu'le), n. The name given by the
ancients to the most northern country with
which they were acquainted. This is be-
lieved by some to have been Iceland, by
others Norway, and by many the lai^est of
the Shetland Islands. Probably the word
<lid not always denote the same country or
island; many, in fact, may not have attached
to it the idea of any precise country. The
Romans spoke of it as ultima Thule, the
farthest Thule. ' This ultimate dim Thule.'
Poe.

Where the Northern Ocean, in vast whirls,
Bfiils round the naked melancholy isles
Of furthest Thu/e. Thomson.

Thulite (thu'lit), n. [From TAw^e (which
see),] In mineral, a rare variety of epidote,
of a peach -blossom colour, found in the
granite districts of Norway. It consists of
silica, alumina, and lime, with minute por-
tions of soda, potash, and the oxides of iron
and manganese.
Thumb (thum), n. [A. Sax. thuma, Icel.

thumalfingr, Dan. tomnielfinger , to^mne, G.
dau}n€n,\}. duim, thumb; perhaps from
a root turn, to swell, seen in L. tumeo, to
swell, whence tumid.] The short, thick finger
of the human hand, or the corresponding
member of other animals ; the first of Uie
fingers, differing from the rest iu having
but two phalanges.— Under one's tJiittnb,

under one's power or influence; quite sub-
servient to another.

She is obliged to be silent ! I have her under my
thumif. Richardson.

Gunnhtlda soon had him completely under her
thumb, and instead of his making her she unmade
him, and was in every respect the evil genius of him
and his children. Bdin. Rtv.

— Rule of thumb. See under Rule.— To
bite the thtnnb at. See BITE, v.t.

Thumb (thum), v.t 1. To handle awk-
wardly ; to play with the fingers ; aa, to
thumb over a tune.~2. To soil or wear with
the thumb or the fingers, or by frequent
handUng.
He gravely informed the enemy that all his cards

had been thutni'ed to pieces, eind begged them to
let hini have a few more packs. Maiaulay.

Thumb (thum), v.i. To play with the
fingers; to thrum.
Thumb-band (thum'bandj, n. A twist
(if anything as thick as the thumb.
Thumb-blue (thum'blu), n. Indigo in the
form of small balls or lumps, used by
washerwomen to give a cleai" or pure tint

to linen and the like.

Thumb-Cleat (thum'klet), n. Kaut. a
cleat, resembling a thumb, for preventing
the topsail reef-earings from slipping, and
other purposes.
Thumbed (thumd). a. Having thumbs.

F&te, t&T, fat, fjiU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.



THUMBIEKINS 367 THUNDEROUS

Scotch Thumblcins, time of
Charles I.

Thumbiekiiis, Tliuinblkiiis (thum'i-kinz),

n. pi Same as Thmubk'uu. fScotch.]

ThumbklllS (thum'kiiiz), n. pi. An instru-

ment uf torture for coinpressing the thumbs,
much used by the Spanish hiquisitors,

and occasitinally used in Britain when the
object was to ob-
tain a confession
or recanta-
tion through

^

exquisite
pain without <

dangering 1

life of the vioti

The last recorded
instance of their
application in

this COontry was
in the case of

Principal Car-
stairs, who in

1&6\ was ineffectually tortored at the orders
of the Scotch privy-council with the view
of making him reveal the secrets of the
Argyle and Monmouth parties. Called also

Thumb-screw.
Bumet is the chief authority about the torturing,

. . . He speaks of the thumbkins as an invention
for the occasion, but it was an instrument in com-
TBon use in countries better acquainted than Scot*
land was with methods of torture. J. H. Burton.

Thumb* latch (thum'lach), n. A kind of
door-latch, which receives its name from
the thumb being plac^ on the lever tu
raise its latch.

ThumbleBS(thumlea), a. Having no thumb;
hence, clumsy; awkward; unskilful. 'The
servants thumblesae, yet to eat with lawless
tooth the fioure of wheat.' Henick.
nmmb-maxk (thum'm^rk), n. A mark
left by the impression of the thumb, as on
the leaves of a book; hence, any mark re-

sembling this.

Tbiimb-llut (thum'nut), n. A nut for a bolt
or screw, having wings which give a pur-
chase to the thumb in turning it.

Thumb-riug (thum'ring), j*. A ring for-

merly worn on the thumb.
I could have crept into an alderman's tkufnd-rinf'.

S/iai.

Thtunb-screw (thura'akroX n. 1. A screw
whicli may be turned by the application
of the hnger and thumb, as a screw for
fastening a window -sash.— 2. Au ancient
instrument of torture for compressing the
thumbs. Called also Thumbkins (which
see).

Thumb-Stall (thum'st«I), n. 1. A kind of
thimble or ferule of iron, horn, or leather,
with the edges turned up to receive the
thread in making sails. It is worn on the
thumb to tighten the stitches.—2. A case
or sheath of leather or other substance to
be worn on the thumb.—3. Milit. s buck-
skin cushion worn on the thumb, and used
to close the vent of a cannon while it is

being sponged.
Thumerstone (to'm^r-stdn), n. A mineral,
BO called from Thnm, in Saxony, where it

was found. Called also AxiniU (which see).

Tbumite (to'mit), n. Same as Thumergtone.
Thummlm (thum'im), n. pi. A Hebrew
word denoting perfections. The (Trim and
ThHmmitii were worn in the breastplate of
the high-priest, but what they were has
never been satisfactorily ascertained. See
Urim.
Thump (thump), n. [Allied to Dan. dump,
a plump, a plunge, dump, dull, low, D.
dampen, to plunge; ultimately perhaps of
imitative origin; comp. bump, plump.] The
sound maUe by the sudden fall of a heavy
body, as by the stroke of a hammer, a blow
with a club, flst, and the like; hence, a heavy
blow given with anything that is thick. ' The
distant forae's swinging thump profound.*
Wordsworth,

an gave so ercat a thnrnf at my door
at the knock.

The watchman
that I awaked at tlic knock. TatUr.

With heavy Ihumf. a lifeless lumpi
Tliey dropt down one by one. CcieriHg^e.

Thump 'thump), v.t. To strike or beat with
Mnicthmg thick or heavy.
Thump (thump), v.i. To strike or fall on
with a heavy blow.

A watchman at night ihumfs with Ms pole. Swi/t.

Thumper (thump'6r), n. fFor association of
size or impressiveness with blows or noise
see WHOPi'ER.] 1. The person or thing that
thumps. —2. A person or thing which is huge
or great. [Colloq.]

He cherished his friend, and he relished a bumper

;

\t J-. .1. L_i._j _. 1.1
'huntper.
GoieismWt.

Yet one fault he bad, aud lliat was a thumper,
meixmt

Thumping (thurap'ing), a. [See Thumper. ]

Large; heavy. [Colloq.]

Let us console that martyr, I say, with thumping
damaj;es ; and. as for the woman—the g'uilty wretch

!

let us lead her out and stone her. Thackeray.

Thunder (thun'd^r), n. [A. Sax. thunor,
whence thunder, with insertion of d. as in

?eiKler, jaundice; the d is also inserted in
>. domler. Other forms are O. Sax. tkunar,

0. Fris. thimer, G. doniier; cog. L. tonitru,

Per. tundur; all from a root seen in A. Sax.

thunian, to thunder, to rattle, L. tone,

to}iare, to sound, tintindbulum, a bell, the
uitim;»te root being tan or atan, whence
also E. stun, G- stohnen, to groan, Gr. stonos,

a groaning. The name Thor, Tcel. Thdrr,
the Scandinavian go<l of thunder, is simply
a form of this word.) 1. The sound which
follows a flash of lightning; a report due to

the sudden disturbance of the air produced
by a violent dischai^e of atmospheric elec-

tricity or lightning. The character of the
sound varies with the force and the dis-

tance of the discharge and the nature of

the surrounding country, and is no doubt
affected by the relative positions of the
clouds. A person in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of a flash of lightning hears only
one sharp report, the sharpness being greatly
intensified when an object is struck by it.

A person at a distance hears the same report
as a prolonged peal, and pei-sonsin situations
at some distance apart hear it each in a dif-

ferent way. These differences have not yet
been satisfactorily accounted for; the long
rolling effect may be due to echoes from the
clouds, and partly perhaps to there being a
number of partial discharges from the same
cloud at different distances from the ob-

server. As sound travels at the rate of 1100
feet per second, while the passage of light

is almost instantaneous, the distance of the
observer from the discharge may be approxi-
mately estimated by dividing the interval
in seconds between the flash and the report
by 6 or 4-8. the product being the distance
in miles to the place of discharge. Thunder
has never been heard 20 miles from the flash.

2. The destructive agent in a thunder-storm;
a discharge of lightning; a thunderbolt

I told him the revenging gods
'Gainst parricides did all their thunders bend.

Shai.
3. Any loud noise; as, thunders of applause.
' The thunder of my cannon.' Shak.

Welcome her. thunders of fort and of fleet!

Tenn_ys(m.

4. An awful or startling denunciatioo or
threat
The thunders of the Vatican could no tonfrer strike

terror into the heart of princes, as in the days of the
C rusad e>. Prescott.

Thunder (thun'd^r), r,». [From the noun.]
1. To produce the noise of thunder; to

make thunder: often impersonal; as, it

tiKundered yesterday.

Canst thou thunder with a voice like him? Job xl. 9.

He would not flatter Neptune for his trident
Nor Jove for's power to thunder. Shak.

2. To make a sound resembling thander;
to make a loud noise, particularly a heavy
sound of some continuance.

Ay me. what act.

That roars so loud, and thunders in the index? Shak.

His dreadful voice no more
Would thunder in my ears. Milton.

I w-ill h.ive his head, were Richard thundering at.

the gates of \oik.. Sir IK ScM.

Thunder (thun'd^r), v.t. 1. To emit as with
the noise of thunder; to utter with a loud
and threatening voice; to utter or issue by
way of threat or denunciation.

Oracles severe
Were daily thunder'dia our ^en'ral's ear. Dryden.

An archdeacon, as being a prelate, may thunder
out an ecclesiastical censure. Ayliffe.

Should eighty thousand colleg'e^ouncils
Thunder ' Anathema.' friend, at you. TennysoPi.

2. To lay on with vehemence. 'To thu7ider
blows, ' Speinier.

Thunderbolt (thnn'd^r-bdlt), n. 1. A shaft
of lightning; a brilliant stream of electricity

passing from one part of the heavens to
another, and particularly from the clouds
to the earth. The name originated in the
ancient notion that the destructive effects
of lightning could be caused only by a shaft
or bolt-like hard body lieing hurled at the
object destroyed. The terms Oiunderbolt
and thtinderstone were hence frequently ap-

filied to certain concrete sulwtances found
n the earth which superstition credited
with such dreadful effects. (See Thcnder-
BTONB.) In her. the thunderbolt is repre-

sented as a twisted bar in pale, inflamed at
each end, surmounting two jagged dai-ts in

saltire, between two wings expanded, with
streams of fire issuing from the centre.

—

2. Fig. a daring or irresistible hero.

Who can omit the Gracchi, who declare
The Scipio's worth—those thunderl>i>lts of war?

£>r^'den.

3. A dreadful threat, denunciation, cen-
sure, or the like, proceeding from some
high authority; fulniination.

He severely threatens such with the thunderboii of
excommunication. Hakeitiill.

Thunder-burst (thun'dfir-b^rst), n. A burst
of thunder.
Thunder- clap (thun'd6r-klap), n. A clap
or Inirst of thunder; sudden report of a dis-

charge of atmospheric electricity; a thun-
der-peal. ' When suddenly the tMinder-cUip
was heard.' Dryden.
Thunder-cloud (thun'd6r-kloud).n. A cloud
that produces lightning and thunder; a
cloud charged with electricity, recognizable
from its dark and dense appearance. Thun-
der-clouds vary considerably in height; some
have been obsened as high as 25,700 feet
above the ground, while others have been
seen at a height of only about 100 feet
Thunder-crack (thun'd6r-krak), n. A clap
of thunder.'

Nor is he niov'd with all the thunder-cracks
Of tyrant's threats. DanitU.

Thunder-dint (thun'd6r-dint),?*. The noise
of thunder ; a thundering noise. Sir W.
Scott.

Thunder-dirt (thun'd6r-d6rt), n. The gela-
tinous volva of lleodictyon, which is or was
formerly eaten by the aborigines of New
Zealand. [New Zealand.]
Thunder-drop (thun'd6r-drop), n. One of
the large, heavy, thinly-scattered drops of
rain preluding a thunder-shower.

Her slow full words sank through the silence drear
As thunder-drops fall on a sleepinjf sea.

TetinysoH.

Thunderer (thun'd6r-6r). n. One who thun-
ders; specifically, (a) an epithet applied by
the ancients to Jupiter; (b) a name applied
to the Titnes newspaper, originally on ac-
count of a series of telling leaders contri-

buted by Mr. Edward Sterling when that
paper was under the editorship of Mr. Tho-
mas Barnes, in the early part of this cen-
tury.

Thunder-ftah (thun'd^r-flsh). n. A species
of fish of the family Siluridse, found in the
Nile, which, like the torpedo, can give an
electric shock. The Arabs call it raasch.
It is the Malapterurus eleetricus of natural-
ists.

Thunder -fit (thun'der-fit), n. A shock or
noise resembling thunder. [Rare.]

The ice did split with a thunder-Jit

;

The helmsman sleer'd us through. Coleridge.

Thunder- head (thun'd^r-hed), n. In me-
teor, a kind of cumulus cloud.

One of the smoke-columns of my illustration had
become exceedingly bright, and was curiously t>enr

to one side; and near the base of another a little

brilliant lump had developed itself, shaped much
like a summer ' thunder-head.' Perhaps the English
reader may pause for a moment at this word, wnich
does not appear in our dictionaries. The object de<
picted in Professor Young's illustration resembles
those white masses of cloud which are sometimes
calTiTd woolpacks (but technically called cumulus
clouds), very commonly seen on summer mornings.

R. A. Proctor.

Thundering (thun'd^r-ing), a. 1. Producing
or characterized by a loud rumbling or
rattling noise, as that of thunder or artil-

lery. Hence— 2. Very large, fast, extraor-
dinary, or the like ; used collocjuially as an
intensative. 'A thundering big stick.'

Tha<iceray.

He goes a tkundtring pace that you would not
think it possible to overtake him. fUv. T. Adams.

Thundering (thun'd6r-ing), n. The report
of discharge of lightning ; thunder.

Intrcat the Lord , . . that there be no more mighty
thunderings and hail. Ex. ix. 28.

Thunderingly (thun'd6r-ing-li), adv. In a
thumbTiii',' manner; with loud noise.

Thunderless (thun'd6r-les), a. I'nattended
by thunder or loud noise. 'Thunderless
lightnings striking under sea.' Tennyson.

The long waterfalls

Poured in a thunderless plunge to the base of the
mountain walls. Tennyson.

Thunderous (thun'dSr-us), a. 1. Produc-
ing thunder. * How he before the (/i«nrf«r-

0U8 throne doth lie.' Miltmi.—2. Making a
noise like thunder; giving a loud and deep
sound ; sonorous ; as, thunderous waves.
* Scraps of thunderous epic' Tennyson.

ch, Main; fth. So. locA; 6, go; J, job; ft. Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH. /^en: th, (Ain: w, trig; vrh, whig; zh, azure.—See K^T.
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Thunder-peal (thuu'dfir-pel), n. A peal or

clap of thuiuler. Tennyson.

Tliunder-rod (thuu'dfer-rod), n. Same as

linhtning-rud (which see).

Thunder - shoot t (thun'der-shbt), v.t. To
strike or destroy by a thunderbolt or light-

ninu:. ' Thundershot and turned to ashea

as Olinipius.' Fuller.

Thunder-shower (thun'd6r-8hou-6r), n. A
shower tliat accompanies thunder.

Thunder - stone (thun'd6r-stoii), n. Same
as Thunderbolt, and formed upon the erro-

neous fancy that the destruction occasioned

by lightning was effected by some solid

body. *The all-dreaded thunder -stone.'

Shak.
And thus unbraced, Casca, as you see.

Have bar'd my bosom to the thwider-stofte. Shak.

The name thunder-stone has been applied

to (a) a variety of crystalline iron pyrites

supposed to be the species of gem called

brontia, mentioned by Vliny; (b) a belem-

nite (which see); (c) one of the arrow-heads

of Hint which were in use at an early period

among barbarous tribes.

Thunder-storm ( thun'd6r-storm ), n. A
storm accompanied witli tliuuder.

Thunder-strike (thun'd^r-strik). v.t. 1. To
strike, blast, or injure by lightning, or as

with lightning; to strike, as with a thun-
derbolt. [Rare.]

The armaments which thxtnder-strike the walls

Of rock-built cities, bidding nations quake. Byron.

2. To astonish or strike dumb, as with some-

thing terrible. [Rare except in the past

participle,]

Thunder - stroke t (thun'd6r-strok). n. A
thunder-clap; a stroke or blast by lightning.

'I took him to be killed with a thunder-

stroke.' Shak.
Thunder-struck (thun'dfer-struk), ^. and
a. 1. Struck, blasted, or hurt with light-

ning. ' Thunder-struck Enceladus.' Addi-
son. —2. Astonished; amazed; struck dumb
by something surprising or terrible suddenly
presented to the mind or view. 'The min-
isters were thunderstruck.' Macaulay. [In

this sense generally without the hyphen.]

^Hiunder-thump t (thun'der-thump), n. A
thunderbolt. ' Thou that throwest the
thun d>'r- th u mps. ' Googe.

Thunder -tube ( thuu'd6r-tub ), n. A ful-

gurite (which see).

Thundery, Thundry (thun'd6r-i, thun'dri),

a. 1. Having the character of, or like

thunder; thunderous. 'A cannon's thundry
roaring ball.' Sylvester, Du Bartas.~2. Ac-
companied with thunder. 'Thundery wea-
ther.' Pennant.
Thunny (thun'nl), n. Same as Tunny.
Thurgh.t prep. [A. Sax. thurh.'\ Through;
by means of. Chaucer.
Thurghfare.t n. A passage; a thorough-
fare. Chaucer.
Thurghout, t i^rep. Throughout ; quite

throuiib. Chaucer.
Thurible(thu'ri-
bl), n. [L. thu-
ribuluni, from
thus. thuris,

frankincense. ]

A kind of censer
. of metal, some-
times of gold or
silver, but more
commonly of

brass or latten,

in the shape of

a covered vase
or cup, perfor-
ated so as to
allow the fumes
of burning in-

cense to escape.
It has chains
attached, by
which it is held
and swung at
high mass, ves-

pers, and other solemn offices of the Roman
Catholic Church.

Sweet incense from the waving thurible
Rose like a mist. Southey.

Thurlfer (thu'ri-f6r), n. [See Thurifeuous. ]

In the li. Cath. Ch. the ministering attend-
ant at mass, vespers, and other solemn cere-
monies, who carries the thurible or incense
vessel.

Thuriferous (thu-rif'6r-us), a. [L. thurifer
— thus, thuris, frankincense, and fero, to

bear.] l'r<iducing or bearing frankincense.

Thurlficatlon (tlm'ri-fi-ka"8hon),7i. [L.thus,

thuris, frankincense, and /acio, to make.]

Thurible.

The act of fuming with incense ; or the act

of burning incense.

Thurify ( thii'ri-f i ), v.t. To perfume with
odours as from a thurible; to cense. "Sensed
and thurified in the smoake.' Nash.
Thurify (thiVri-fi), v.i. To scatter incense;

j

to cense. I

Thuringlan ( thu-rin'ji-an ), a. Of or per-
,

taining to Thuringia, the general name for

a region of Central Germany which com-
prised parts of the Prussian province of

Saxony and the Saxon duchies. Since the
flfteentli century it has had no definite

political signification.

Thuringlan (tlm-rin'ji-an), n. A native or
inhabitant of Thuringia.

Thurlnglte (thu-rin'git). n. [From Thur-
ingia, where it is found.] In mineral, a
silicate of iron and aluminium occuning as

an aggregate of minute scales, whicli are

distinctly cleavable in one direction, have
an olive-green colour and nacreous lustre.

Thurl (th6rl),n. [A. Sax. thyrl, a hole. See
TiiiRL, Thrill] In mining, (a) a short

communication between adits in mines.

(b) A long adit in a coal-pit.

Thurrok,t n. [A. Sax. thurruc, a boat, pin-

nace] The hold of a ship. Chaucer.

Thursday (th6rz'da), n. [That is, Thor's

day, the day consecrated to Thor, the old

Scandinavian god of thunder, answering to

the Jove of the Greeks and Romans ; Icel.

thorsdagr, Sw. and Dan. torsdaa, A. Sax.

thunresdceg, G. donnerstag. D. donderdag,
Thursday, lit. thunderday: comp. L. dies

Jovis, It. giovedi, Fr. jeudi, Jove's day,

Thursday.] The fifth day of the week.

Thurst.t n. Thirst.

Thursty.f. Thirsty.

Thus (THUS), ado. [A. Sax. thus, a genit.

or an instrumental case of thes, tkeos, this,

this, as O.Sax. thius was an instrumental case

of thtt, the neut. of these, this. ] 1. In this

way. manner or state
;
pointing (a) to some-

thing that is present and in view ; as, you
may often see gardens arranged thus or thus.

(b) Pointing to what immediately follows.

Therein was a record thits written. Ezra vt. 2.

Were he my kinsman, brother, or my son.

It should be thus with him; he must die to-morrow.
Sh.tJt.

(c) Pointing to what precedes or has been
said.
Why hast thou thus dealt with us? Luke ii. 48.

Thus cavils she with every thinj^ she sees. Shak.

2. Pointing to something that follows as an
effect; in consequence; accordingly; things
being so. ' Thus we are agreed.* Shak.

Thus men are raised by faction, and decry'd,

And rogue and saint distingutsh'd by their side.

Drydeu.

3. Denoting degree or quality ; to this de-
gree or extent ; so. ' Even thus wise, that
is, thus peaceable.' Holyday.

If study's gain be thus and this be so.

Study Icnows that which yet it doth not know,
Shak.

-Thus far, thus much, to this point; to this

Thusfar. with rough and all-unable pen.
Our bending author hath pursued the story. Shak.

You would not do me thus viiich injury. Shak.

Thusfar extend, thus far thy bounds

;

This be thy just circumference, O world ! Miitotu

Thus (tlms), n. [L. thus, tus.] Frankin-
cense (which see). The same name is given
to the resin of the spruce-flr.

Thussockt (thus'ok), n. Same as Ttissock.

Thuya (thfi'ya), n. Same as Thuja.
Thuytes (thu-i'tez), jl Same as Thuites.

Thwack (thwak), v.t. [O.E. thack, A. Sax.

thaccian, to stroke gently. The sense cor-

responds rather with Icel. thjokka,to thwack,
beat, chastise ; thykkr, a thwack, a thump.
Whack is another farm ; comp. thwite, Sc.

ichite, to cut; thwittle, whittle; thxcorl,

lohori] To strike with something fiat or
heavy; to bang; to beat or thrash.

He shall not slay;

We'll th7vack him thence with distaffs. Shak.

Syn. To strike, bang, beat, thrash, belabour,

thump.
Thwack (thwak), n. A heavy blow with
something flat or heavy; a bang.

But Talgol first with hardy thwack
Twice bruised his head, and twice his back.

Hudibras.

Thwaite (thwat), ?i. [Icel. thveit, thveiti, a
piece or parcel of land; 'it seems to have
been originally used of an outlying cottage
with its paddock' {Vifjfusson); from stem of

A. Sax. thwltan, to chop, to cut, whence
thwittle.^ In the north of England, a parcel
of ground reclaimed and converted to till-

age. Thwaite chiefly occurs as the second
element in topographical names, especially
in the lake district of the north of England;
as in BassenfAwaife, Cros8(Aioai(«, Apple-
thivaite, iitonethwaite, &c.
Thwaite (thwat), n. A fish, a species of
shad; the twaite.

Thwart (thwart), a. [O.E. thwert, from
Scandinavian neut. adj.; Icel. thvert, lying
across, transverse, iim thvert, across; Sw.
tvdrt, Dan. tvert (adv.), across; tvdr, tver,

cross; the A. Sax. is thweorh, tktceor; D.
dwars, dwers; G. twerch, twer.] 1. Trans-
verse; being across something else. 'Moved
contrary with thwart obliquities.' Milton.

2.t Perverse; cross-grained.

If she must teem,
Create her child of spleen ; that it may live,

And be a thwart disnatured torment to her.
Shak.

Thwart (thw^i-t), v.t. l.t To place cross-
wise; to cross. 'Their th^varted legs upon
theirmonuments.' Fuller. '2. To pass across;
to cross. ' Thwarting the wayward seas.'

Shak. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Swift as a shooting star

In autumn thwarts the night. Milton.

3, To cross, as a purpose ; to contravene

;

to frustrate ; to balk, foil, baffle, or defeat

;

as, to thwart a purpose, design, or inclina-
tion; to thwart a person. ' If crooked fortune
had not thwarted me.' Shak.

The proposals of the one never thwarted the in-

clinations of the other. South.

Thwart (thwart), v.i. 1. To go crosswise or
obliquely. fhoins&n.~2. To be in opposi-
tion.
Any proposition . . , that shall at all thwart with

these internal oracles. /.ocke.

[Rare in both senses.]

Thwartt (thwart), adv. Obliquely; athwart.
Spenser.

Thwart (thwart), n. 1. Opposition; defiance.

'In thwart of your fair inclinations.' Hiss
Burney. [Rare.]—2. Naut. the seat or bench
of a boat on which the rowers sit, placed
athwart the boat.

Thwarter (thwart'^r), n. l. One who or
that which thwarts or crosses.—2. A disease

in sheep, indicated by shaking, trembling,
or convulsive motions.
Hiwart-hawse (thwarfhfts), adv. Naut.
across the hawse.

Thwarting (thwart'ing), n. The act of one
who thwarts; a frustrating. 'The thwart-

ings of your dispositions.' Shak.

Thwartingly ( thwart'ing-li ), adv. In a

manner so as to thwart ; In opposition.

Thwartly (thwart'li), adv. In a thwart
manner; with opposition; crossly; per-

versely.

Thwartness (thwart'nes), n. The state or

quality of being thwart; untowardness; per-

verseness. 'Unkind usages or thwartness of

disposition.' Bp. Hall.

Thwartship (thwart'ship), a. Naut. lying

across the vessel.

Thwartships (thw^rt'ships), adv. Naut.
across the ship.

Thwltet (thwit), v.t. [A. Sax. thicitan, to cut
off, to cut; Sc. white, to cut with a knife, to

whittle; comp. the forms thwack and whack. ]

To cut or clip with a knife. Chaucer.

ThwiteM n. [A. Sax. See Thwite. ] A
whittle; a knife. Chaucer.

Thwitten,! pp. of thwite. Chipped with a
knife; whittled. Chaucer.

Thwittle t (thwitl), v.t. To whittl3. See
Whittle.
Thworl, Thworle (thworl), ?i. A form of

Whorl (which see).

Thy (THi), pron. [See Thine. ] Of or per-

taining to thee : possessive pronoun of the

second person singular. It is xised in the

solemn and grave style. See Thine.

These are thy glorious works. Parent of good.
Mt'ltcn.

Thsrine (thi'in), n. [Gr. thyinos, pertaining

to the tree thyia, thya. an African tree with
sweet-smellingwood, from thyO, to sacrifice. ]

An epithet for a precious wood, mentioned
Rev. xviii. 12. It is supposed to be that of

the white cedar {Cupressus thvyoides) or of

Callitris quadrimlvis. The latter conifer is

a native of Barbar>', and its resin is used in

varnish-making under the name of sandar-

ach. Its timber is much used in building

mosques, &c., being considered by the ori-

entals to be indestructible. Called also

Sandarach-tree.
Thylaclne, Thylacinus (thi'la-sin, thi-la-

si'nus), n. [Gr. thylax, a pouch, and kyon,

a dog. ] A genus of carnivorous Marsupialia

inhabiting Tasmania. T. cynocephalus, the

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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native hyaena or dog-faced opossum of the
colonists is the only known species. In size

it is generally about 4 feet in total length,

though some specimens attain a much
greater size. It is nocturnal in its habits

;

of a fierce and most determined disposition,

and is very destructive to sheep and other
animals. It has an elongated and somewhat
dog-like muzzle, and a long tapering tail

;

the fur is grayish-brown with a series of

boldly-defined stripes, nearly black in col-

our, beginning just behind tbe shoulders
and ending upon the base of the tail. Called

also TasDuiiiian Wolf, Zebra Wolf, Tiger
Wolf.

Thylacoleo (thi-la-kole-o), n. [Gr. thylakos,

a pouch, and leon (L. leo), a lion.] A re-

markable extinct carnivorous marsupial,
whose bulk and proportions appear to have
been equalled only by our existing African
lion. The fossil remains of this formidable
quadruped(r. crtrni/f2;)arefound embedded
in the pliocene strata of the Australian con-
tinent.

Thylacotherlum (thna-k6-the"ri-um), n.

[Gr. thylakos, a pouch, and therion, a wild
beast. J A small marsupial animal of the
oolite, apparently the same as the AinphC-
therium. Page.
Tlxyme (tim), n. [L. thymum, from Gr.
thyinon, thyinos, thyme, from tkyo, to offer

in sacrifice, probably because it was used to

bum on the altar, or from thyo, to smell.]

A genus of plants (Thymus), nat. order La-
biatfe. The species are small undershmbs,
most of them inhabitants of the Mediter-
ranean region; they have small entire leaves

and small flowers in spikes or heads. The
common or garden thyme {T. rKZ^am)ha3
long been a favourite plant on account of

its strung, pungent, aromatic odour and
taste, and many varieties of it are cultivated
in gardens. It is a native of the south-west
parts of Europe, and is employed for culi-

nary pui'poses. It yields an essential oil,

which is extremely acrid and pungent. Wild
thyme or mother of thyme (7*. Serpyltum)
grows in Britain on hills and in dry pastures,
and has the same sensil^le properties as the
garden thyme. Both species afford gooti
i>ee-pasture; the leaves are used for flavour-

ing soups. Ac. ; and a volatile oil—the oil of

origanum of commerce—is obtained from the
plant. The lemon-scented thyme or lemon
thyme of our gardens is a variety of T. Ser-
pyllum. Cat-thyme is an aromatic plant of

the genus Teucrium, the T. Martim, which
causes sneezing, and was formerly included
in the pharmacop<eia.
ThymelacesB, Thymeleacefflfti-meda'se-g,
ti-me'le-a"se-e), n. pi. [From ThyineUa, one
of the genera, from Or. thymelata. Daphne
Gnulitun, from thymog, thyme, and etaia,
an olive] A nat order of shrubby exogens,
consisting of shrubs or small trees, rarely
herbs, with non-articulated, sometimes spiny
branches, having a very tenacious inner
bark. The species are not common in Eu-
rope ; they are found chiefly in the cooler
parts of India and South America, at the
Cape of Good Hojie, and in Australia. The
daphnes are valued for their fragrance;
the various species of the Australian genus
Pimelea, and the Gnidias and Struthiolai
of the Cape of Good Hope, are favourite ob-
jei:ts of cultivation. The most remarkable
property of the order is the causticity which
resides in the bark. When applied to the
skin it acts as a blister; and when chewed
it produces pain in the mouth. The berries
of Daph/ie Laureota are poisonous to ^1
animals except birds. The bark of some
spe<-ies is iniiniifactured into cordage.
Thymelaceoua (ti-me-la'shus). a. in bot
l>el"nging or relating to or like the Thyrae-
lace.'e.

Thymele (thi-meneX n. The skippers, a ge-
nus of diurnal lepi(lopterous insects belong-
ing to the family Hesperiidao. T. alveolus
(the grizzled skipper butterfly) is an elegant
British species, frequenting woods, com-
mons, dry banks, and meadows, about the
end of May.

Tliyiniatedlmy(ti'mi-a-tek-ni), n. {Gr.thy-
tntatna, incense, and Uchne, art.] In med.
the art of employing perfumes in medicine.
Dnnfjlijton.

Thymol (tim'oi), n. (C,oHhO) A kind of
stearoptene obtained from oil of thyme by
distillation.

Thjnnus (thi'mns), n. [Gr. thymog, thyme.
The glaixl was so called because it was com-
pared to the flower of this plant by Galen.]
1. A genus of plants. See TUTME. —^2. In

anat a glandular body, divided into lobes,

situated behind the sternum or breast-bone.

It is largest in the fietus, diminishes after

birth, and in adults often entirely disap-

pears. It has no excretory duct, and its

use is unknown. In calves and lambs it is

called sweet bread ; but the term fticeet-

bread is also applied to the pancreas, a very
different organ.

Thymy (ti'mi), a. Abounding with thyme

;

fragi'ant.

The fields! All spring and stiinmer is in them

—

the walks by silent, scented paths

—

thymy slopes of
down overlooked by the blue line of lifted sea.

Ruskin.

Thynnus (thin'us). n. [L., a tunny.] A
genus of fishes of the family Scomberidae,
so closely allied to the genus Scomber
(mackerels) as sometimes to be regarded as

a subdivision of it. It includes the tunny
(T. vulgaris), as also the bonito (T. pelamys),
a pretty fish of a steel-blue colour, abundant
within the tropics. See TUNSY.

Tliyreo-(thi're-o). [Gt. thyreos, a shield.) In
aiiat. a prefix appearing in words which refer

to partsattached to the thyroid or shield-like

cartilage of the larynx; as, (Ai/reo-hyoideus,

a muscle arising from the thyroid cartilage

and inserted into the hyoid bone. It brings
the larynx and hyoid bone toward each
other.

Thyroid, Thyreoid (thi'roid, thi're-oid). a.
[Gr. thyreos, a shield, and eidos, form.] Re-
sembling a shield; applied to one of the
cartilages of the larynx so called from its

figure, to a gland situated near that carti-

lage, and to the arteries and veins of the
gland.—The thyroid cartilage constitutes the
anterior, superior, and largest part of the
larynx.-The thyroid gland is situated on
the sides and front of the lower part of the
larynx and the upper part of the trachea.
It is copiously suppUed with blood, but is

not known to furnish any secretion. Its

function is unknown, but from its situation

in connection with the trachea and larynx
it is usually described with these, although
taking no part in the function of respira-

tion. It is the seat of the disease known
as bronchocele or goitre.

Thyroldeal (thi-roi-de'al), a. Relating
to the thyroid gland or cartilage.

ThyTBG (thi'Ts), n, Same as Thyrsus.
ThyrslfomKtht-r'si-forra), o. In bot. re-

senilding a thyrsus.

Thyrsoid, Thyrsoldal (th^r'soid, thfer'-

soi-dal). a. In bot. having somewhat the
form of a thyrsus.

Thyrsus (th^r'sus), « [L. thursti^, from
Or. thyrsos, a thyrsus.] 1. One of the
most common attributes or emblems of

Bacchus and his followers. It consisted
often of a spear or staff wrapped round
with ivy and vine branches, or of a lance
having the iron ^art thnist into a cone of
pine, but in ancient representations it ap-
pears in various forma. The Bacchanals
carried thyrsi in their hands when they

I 1/

Various forms of Thyrsus, from andent vases.

celebrated the orgies of Bacchus — 2. In
bot. a form o( inflorescence in which the
principal diameter of a panicle is in the
middle between the base and apex ; but
generally applied, in a somewhat vague
manner, to any panicle in which the flower-

stalks are short, and the flowers are thus
close together, so that the panicle is dense.

Thysanopter (thi'san-op-t^r), n. One of

the Thysaiinptera.

Thysanoptera fthi-sa-nop't6r-a), n. pi. [Or.

thyitanrjjt, a fringe, and pternn, a wing] An
order of insects having long membranoos

wings, which are nearly nidimentary, and
are almost destitute of nervures, but fringed
on the side with numerous close cilia. The
species are very small. Their metamorpho-
sis is incomplete.
Thysanoura, Thysanura (this-a-nou'ra,
this-a-nu'ra), n. pi. [Gr. thysanouros, hav-
ing a long bushy tail— (/ii/«anos, a fringe,

and oura, a tail.] A group of apterous in-

sects that undergo no metamorphosis, and
have, in addition to their feet, particular
organs of motion, generally at the extremity
of the abdomen. The group was fonnerly
divided into two families, Lepismida; and
Podurida3 (which see). Recently it has been
divided into two orders by Sir John Lub-
bock, (l)Collembola, comprising those mem-
bers known as ' spring-tails,' and nearly
coequal with the old family Poduridie; (2>
Thysanura (restricted), comprising those
whose anal bristles do not form a spring, as-

the Lepismidie.

Thyself (THi-self), pron. A pronoun used
after thon, to express distinction with em-
phasis. ' Thou thyself shalt go ;' that is,

thou shalt go and no other. It is sometimes
used without thou, and in the nominative
as well as objective case, its usage being
similar to that of myself, ice.

These goods thysei/ ca.n on thyself htstovr . Dryden..

Tl (te). ?i. A highly useful liliaceous plant
of the genus Cordyline (C Ti, formerly Iha-
ccena tennitiali^), nearly allied to the dra-
gon-tree. It is a native of tlie south-east of

Africa, the Eastern Archipelago, the Sand-
wich Islands, and the islands of the Pacific.

It rises to the height of about 12 feet, with
a tree-like form. The lanceolate leaves are
used as fodder, as also for thatch. Its root
when baked is a highly nutritious article

of food, and a sugar as well as an ardent
spirit is made from its juice.

Tlar (ti'ar), ?*. A tiara. [Poetical.]

Of beaming sunny rays a golden tiar
Circled his head. Milton.

Tiara (ti-a'ra), n. [L. and Gr. tiara.] 1. Ai>
ornament or article of dress with which the

The Papal Tiara in its successive forms.

ancient Persians covered their heads; a kind
of turbau. As different authors describe it

it must have been of different forms. The
kings of Persia alone had a right to wear it

straight or erect; the lords and priests wore
it depressed, or turned down on the fore
side. Xenophon says the tiara was encom-
passed with the diadem, at least in cere-
monials.—2. The pope's triple crown. The
tiara and keys are the badges of the papal
dignity; the tiara of his civil rank, and the
keys of his jurisdiction. In its present
form it is composed of a high cap of cloth
of gold, encircled by three coronets, with a
mound and cross of gold at the top. From
the cap hang two pendants, embroidered
and fringed at the ends, and senile of crosses.

of gold. The cap alone was first adopted
by bamasus II. in 1048. It afterwards had
a plain circlet of gold put round it. It was
surmounted with a coronet by Boniface
Vm. The second coronet was added by
Benedict XII., to indicate the prerogatives
of spiritual anti temporal power. It is not
known who first adopted tlie third coronet,
indicative of the Trinity ; some say I'rban
v., others John XXU., John XXIII., or
Benedict XII.— 3. Fig. the papal dignity.

Tlaraed (ti-a'rad), a. Adorned with a tiara.

Tlbt (tib), n. [Abbrev. from Tabitha] 1. A
low woman; a paramour; a prostitute.

Thou'rt the damned doorkeeper to every coystrel.

That hither comes enquiring for his Tib. Shak.

2. The ace of trumps in the game of gleek.

[The names Tib and Tom were generally
associated in both senses. See ToH.]
Tlb-cat (tib'kat). n. [Tib. female name,
corresponding to Tom in tom-cat.] A female
cat. Hallxwell.

eh, cAain; 6h, 3c. locA;

Vol. IV.

K. ffo; J,iob; h, Fr. ton; ng, iUng; th, (Aen; th, fAin; w, tcig; wh, wAig; zh. azure.—See KEY.
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Til)ert,t Tybert t (tib'Srt or ti'bSrt), n. An
old name for a cat. 'Shakspeare regards

Tybalt as the same, hence some of the in-

sulting jokes of Mercutio, who calls Tybalt

'rat-catcher' and 'king of cats." Hares.

'Moiiest those tiberis, who do you think there wasT
B. JousoH.

Tibetan (ti-bet'an), n. \. A native of Tibet.

2. The language of Tibet.

Tibia (tib'i-a). n. (L., a musical pipe, the

large bone of the leg.) 1. A kind of pipe,

the commonest musical instrument of the

Greeks and Romans. It had holes at proper

intervals, and was furnished with a mouth-
piece, and the perfoi-mer in blowing put

the end of it to his mouth. Two such pipes

were often played on simultaneously by

one person—2. in anat. the largest bone of

the leg. It is of a long, thick, and trian-

gular shape, and is situated on the inner

side of the fibula, and articulates with the

femur, fibula, and astragalus; the shin-bone.

See Leg. — 3. In entom. the foui'th joint of

the leg.

Tibial (tiD'l-al),a. l. Pertaining to the pipe or

flute called tibia— 2. Pertaining to the large

hone or shin-bone of the leg; as, the tibial

artery; tibial nerve.—The tibial arteries are

the two principal branches of the popliteal

artery.

Tiblcinate (ti-bis'in-at), v.i. [L. tibicen, a

pipe-player, from tHiia, a musical pipe, and
cano, to sing.] To play on a pipe. [Rare.]

TlblO- tarsal (tib'i-6-tar"sal), a. In anat.

pertaining to the tibia and the tarsus.

ino (tik), 11. A local and habitual convulsive

motion of certain muscles, and especially of

some of those of the face; twitching; velU-

cation; sometimes applied to tic-douloureux

or facial neuralgia. See Tic-doulouheux.

Tical (ti-kal'), n. 1. A Siamese coin, worth
about 2s. M- sterling; also, a weight of

Siam equal to about 236 grains Troy.—2. A
Chinese money of account of the value of

about 6s. Sd. sterling; also, a Chinese weight
equal to about i\ oz.

Tic-douloureux (tik-do'lo-ru), n. [Fr. tie,

spasm, and douloureux, painfnl.] A very

painful affection of a nerve, coming on in

sudden and excruciating attacks. It is cha-

racterized by acute pain, attended with

convulsive twitchings of the muscles of the

face, and continuing from a few minutes to

several hours. Often called simply Tic.

'Tlcet (tis), v.t. To entice; to seduce. £eau.

<t Fl.
Hath some fond lever tz'ceii thee to thy bane ?

G. Herbert.

Tlcementt (tis'ment), n. Allurement; en-

ticement.
Tichorhine (ti'ko-rin), n. [Gr. teiehos. a

wall, and rhis, rhinos, the nose.] A fossil

species of rhinoceros (Rhinoeeros tiehorhin-

us), so called from the middle vertical bony
septum or wall which supports the nose.

Owen.
Tick (tik), )i. [Contr. of ticket. To buy upon
tick= to buy on a tickeeornote,oroncredit.]
Credit ; trust ; as, to buy upon tick. ' Play
on tick and lose the Indies.' Dryden.
Whoever needs anything else must go on fic&.

Locke.

He bought them upon tick. Golctsmith.

Tick (tik), v.i. 1. To buy on tick ; to go on
trust or credit—2. To give tick; to trust.

The money went to the lawyers: counsel won't tick.

Arbuthnot.

Tick (tik), n. [L. G. teke, D. teek, G. zeeke,

tick.] 1. The name common to certain small

parasitical arachnidans or mites, constitut-

ing the section Ixodes (called also Suctoria),

of the family Acarida, characterized by a
globose-ovate body of a livid colour, and a
mouth without mandibles in the form of a
sucker, by which they attach themselves to

sheep, oxen, dogs, goats, <&c. The dog-tick

is Ixodes plumbeus. The harvest ticks or

harvest-bugs constitute the family Leptida;.

2. The tick-bean (which see).

Tick (tik), n. [D. tijk, O.G. zeiche, a cover, a
tick, from L. theca, Gr. theke, a case, a cover. ]

1. 'The cover or case of a bed, which contains

the feathers, wool, or other materials.

—

2. Ticking (which see).

Tick (tik), v.i. [D. tikken, to touch slightly

and quickly, as with a pen ; to dot. From
sound.] 1. To make a small noise by beat-

ing or otherwise, as a watch ; to give out a
succession of small sharp noises.

The gliding heavens are less awful at midnight

than the ticking clock. y. Martineait.

2. To strike with a small sharp sound, or

gently, as a hird when picking up its food.

stand not ticking- and toying at the branches, nor

at the tioughs. Latitmr.

Tick (tik), n. [See the verb.] 1. A small

distinct noise, as that made by a going watch
or clock.—2. Any small mark intended to

direct attention to something else, or to

serve as a check. — 3. t A game, classed

among rural sports. Hares. ' Tixk or pri-

son-base.' Drayton.
Tick (tik), v.t. 1. To mark with or as with
a tick ; to make a tick or dot opposite ; to

check by writing down a small mark: gene-

rally with off.

When I had got all my responsibilities down upon
my list, I compared each with the bill and ticked it off.

Dickens.

2. To note or mark, as by the regular vibra-

tion of a watch or clock.

I do not suppose that the ancient clocks ticked or

noticed the seconds. Toilet.

Tick-bean (tik'ben), n. [Probably from its

likeness in shape to the insect. ] A variety

of the common bean (Faha vulgaris), of a

smaller size. It is used tor feeding horses

and other animals.

Tloken (tik'en), n. Same as Ticking.

Ticker (tik'fir), n. A watch. Dickens.

[Slang.]

Ticket (tik'et), n. [O.Fr. esticquette. Mod.
Fr. itiquette, a hill, note, ticket, label, &c.

See Etiquette.] A small piece of paper,

card-board, or the like, with something
written or printed on it, and serving as a

notice, acknowledgment, &c. ; as, (a) a bill

posted up.
He constantly read his lectures twice a week for

above forty years, giving notice of the time to his

auditors in a ticket on the school-doors. Fuller.

(6) t A tradesman's hill or account ; hence the

old phrase, to take goods on ticket (now con-

tracted into on tick), to take goods to be put
in a bill, that is, on credit.—(c) t A visiting-

card.
A ticket is only a visiting.card with a name upon

it ; but we alt call them tickets now. Miss Barney.

(d) A label stuck on the outside of anything

to give notice of something concerning it,

as to show the character or price of goods
(e) A token of a right or debt, contained in

general on a card or slip of paper; as, a cer-

tificate or token of a share in a lottery or

other mode of distributing money, goods,

and the like; a marked card or slip of paper
given as an acknowledgment of goods de-

posited or pledged, or as a certificate of

right of entry to a place of public amuse-
ment, or to travel in a railway or by other

public conveyance. (/) In Amer. politics,

a printed list of candidates to he used at

an election; the names on a list of candi-

dates; a set of nominations for election.

—

Straight ticket, a ticket containing the regu-

lar nominations of a party, without change.

—Scratched ticket, a ticket from which the

names of one or more of the candidates are

marked ont— Split ticket, a ticket repre-

senting different divisions of a party, or

containing candidates selected from two or

more parties. Hence, the aggregate of prin-

ciples adopted by a party; a declared system
of policy; as, the Republican or Democratic
ticket.—The ticket, the right or correct thing.

'That's about the ticket in this country.'

Trollope. [CoUoq. or slang.]

she's very handsome and she's very finely dressed,

only somehow she's not—she's not the ticket, you see.

Thackeray.

—Ticket of leave, a permit or license given

to a convict or prisoner to be, under cer-

tain restrictions, at large and labour for

himself.

Ticket (tik'et), v.t. 1. To distinguish by a

ticket; to put a ticket on; as, to ticket goods.

2. To funiish with a ticket; as, to ticket a

passenger to California. [United States.]

Ticket - day (tik'et-da), n. The day before

the settling or paying day on the stock ex-

change, when the names of the actual pur-

chasers are given in hy one stockbroker to

another.
Ticketing (tik'et-ing), n. A periodical sale

of ore, especially of copper and lead, in the

English mining districts. The adventurers

and buyers meet round a table, when each

of the latter hands in a ticket bearing an
offer of so much per ton, and the lots are

sold to the highest bidder; hence the name.

Ticket-night (tik'et-nit). n. A benefit at a
theatre or other place of public entertain-

ment, the proceeds of which are divided

among several beneflciaires, each of whom
receives an amount equal in value to the

tickets individually disposed of, less an
equal share of the incidental expenses.

Ticket-porter (tik'et-por-tsr), ii. A licensed

porter who wears a badge or ticket, by
which he may be identified.

Ticket - 'writer (tik'et-rit-6r), n. One who
writes or paints show-cards for shop-win-
dows, &c.
Ticking (tik'ing), 71. A sort of strong striped
linen or cotton fabric, used for the ticks of

beds, mattresses, &c. , to hold feathers, hair,

or other materials.

Tickle (tik'l), v.t. pret. <fe pp. tickled; ppr.
tickling. [A freq. of tick, to touch lightly,

or it may be regarded as a metathesis of
kittle.] 1. To touch lightly and cause a
peculiar thrilling sensation, which com-
monly causes laughter, and if too long pro-
tracted, a state of general spasm ; to titil-

late.

If you tickle us do we not laugh? Shak.

2. To please by slight gratification ; to gra-

tify in any manner; to stir up to pleasure,
&c.; to flatter; to cajole.

Such a nature.

Tickled with good success, disdains the shadow
Which he treads on at noon. Shak.

His ass's ears were tickled, and he learned to fancy
that he was intended by nature for the society of
high people. Cornhill Mog.

3. To take or mov^ by touching lightly.

[Rare.]

The cunning old pug . . . took puss's two foots.

And so out o' th' embers he tickled his nuts.
Byront.

Tickle (tik'l), v.i. 1. To feel titillation.

He with secret joy therefore
Did tickle inwardly in every vein. Spenser.

2. To excite or produce the sensation of titil-

lation.
A feather or a rush drawn along the lip or cheek

doth tickle, whereas a thing more obtuse . . . doth
not. Bacon.

Tickle t (tiki), a. 1. Easily tickled; ticklish.

2. Subject to change; inconstant; uncertain.

So tickle is the state of earthly things. Spenser.

3. Ticklish; wavering, or liable to waver
and fall at the slightest touch ; unstable

;

easily overthrown.
Thy head stands so tickle on thy shoulders, that a

milkmaid, if in love, may sigh it off. Shak.

The state of Normandy
Stands on a tickle point. Shak.

Tickle- brain f ( tik'l-bran ), n. He who or
that which tickles or pleases; specifically,

strong drink.

Peace, good pint-pot
:
peace, good tickt^hrain.

Shak.

Tickle-footed t (tik'1-fut-ed), a. Uncertain;
inconstant; slippery.

You were ever tickle-footed. Beau. & Fl.

Tlcklenburg ( tik'len-hurg ), n. A coarse

mixed linen fabric made for the West India
market. Simmonds.
Tlcklenesst (tik'1-nes), n. Unsteadiness;
ticklishness. Chaucer.
Tickler (tik'lSr), n. 1. One who or that

which tickles or pleases.-2. Something that

puzzles or perplexes; something difficult to

answer. [Colloq. ]

The Queen (Victoria) has written the King of the
French a tickler in answer to a letter he sent her.

Lord Palnierston.

3. A prong used by coopers to extract bungs

Tickling (tik'ling), n. 1. The act of one
who tickles.— 2. 'ihe sensation similar to

that produced by tickling.

Ticklish (tik'lish), o. 1. Sensible to the

feeling of tickling ; easily tickled ; as, the

bottom of the foot is very ticklish, as are

the sides ; the palm of the hand, hardened
by use, is not ticklish. Bacon.—2. Totter-

ing; standing so as to be liable to totter aird

fall at the sUghtest touch ; unflxed ; easily

moved or affected. ' So ticklish and tf.tter-

ing a foundation.' Woodvxird.—3. Difficult;

nice; critical.

Surely princes had need, in tender matter and
ticklish times, to beware what they say. Bacott.

Ticklishly ( tik'lish-U ), adv. In a ticklish

manner.
Ticklishness (tik'lish-nes), n. 1. The state

or quality of being ticklish or easily tickled.

Dr. G. Cheyne.—i. The state of being totter-

ing or liable to fall.— 3. Criticalness of con-

dition or state.

Tick-seed (tik'sed). 71. A name common to

plants of the genera Coreopsis and Corisper-

mum.
Tick-tack (tik'tak). adv. [A kind of redupli-

cation of tick, intended to represent the

sound made by two vibrations, as of a pen-

dulum.] 'With a sound resembling the beat-

ing of a watch.

Tick-tack (tik'tak), n. [See the adverb.]

1. A sound like that made by a clock or

watch.— 2. Same as Trick-track. Milton.

Fate, far, fat, f»ll; me, met, Mr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tilbe, tub, bull; oil, pound; il, Sc. almne; J', So. fey.
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Tlcorea ( ti-ko're-a ), 71. [Native name of

a species iu Guiana.] A genus of South
American trees or shrubs with a branched
inflorescence of white flowers, nat. order
Kutacefe. T. jasminijtora is a ahrub from
7 to 8 feet hij,'h. a native of Rio Janeiro.

A decoction of the leaves is drank by the
Brazilians as a cure for frarabcesia. The
bark of T. febrifuga is intensely bitter, as-

triiigent, and is regai'ded as a febrifuge in

Brazil.

TiC-polonga (tik-po-loug'ga). n. An ex-

tremely venomous snake, a native of India,

Ceylon, Ac, sometimes called also Katuka,
of the genus Daboia {D. elegatis) and family
Viperidaj, much dreaded by the natives.

The word tic-polonga signifies spotted po-

longa, the latter word being a kind of ge-

neric title given by the natives to many ser-

pents, no less than eight species being
classed under this common title. It is said

that the tic-polonga and the cobra are deadly
enemies ; and to say that two people hate
each other like the tic-polonga and cobra
is equivalent t*» our proverb respecting the

cat and dog. The tic-polonga is said always
to be the aggressor, to seek the cobra in its

hiding-place, and to provoke it to fight.

There are many native legends in Ceylon
respecting tbt; ferocity of this snake.

^cuna - poison ( ti-ko'na-poi-zn ). n. An
arrow-poisou used by theTicunaa and other
Indian triljea dwelling near the Amazons.
When given to animals it produces strong
convulsions, lasting for hours. It probably
contains picrotoxin, like other South Ameri-
can arrow-poisons. Watfi' Diet, of Chein.

Tid (tid). a. [Prov. English.] 1. Tender;
soft: nice. Wright.~2. .Hilly; childish.

Tid (tid), n. [Prov. English.] 1. A small
cock of hay.—2. A teat:

Tid (tid), n. [A form of tide, time, season,
opportunity. ] In agri. and hort. fit or favour-
able seas4>n or condition ; as, the land is in

fine tid for sowing; hence, humour. [Scotch. ]

Summer fallow has enjoyed a most favourable tid
for working, and has pulverized down into fine mould.

ScoCintan 'icu<spap<r.

Tidal (ti'dal), a. Pertaining to tides; peri-
odically rising and falling, or flowing and
ebbing; as, iidaX waters.—Tido^ air, the
air which passes in and out in breathing,
generally estimated at about 26 cubic
inches at each breathing. See Iie$idiuU
air under RESIDUAL. — Tidal harbour, a
harbour in which the tide ebbs and flows.

ill distinction from a harbour which is

kept at high-water l»y means of docks with
flood - gates. — TiWrt/ ricer, a river whose
waters rise and fall up to a certain point in

its course under the influence of the tide-

wave.

—

Tidal train, a railway train which
runs in connection with a steamer, and
wliose running is therefore regulated by the
state of the tide.

Ascertaining first, at what time durini; every even-
ing of this month the fi^/ truins from Dover and
Folkstone reach the London Bridge terminus.

«'. Coliins.

Tidbit (tid'bit), n. [From tid, a. , or tit, some-
thing small.] A delicate or tender piece of
anything ejitable: often in form Titbit.

Tidde.t pp. of tide. Uai)iiened. Chaucer.
Tidder, Tlddle (tid'6r. tid'i), v.t. [See Tid,
«.] To use with tenderness; to fondle.
Johnson.
Tiddle (tid'l). vX To trifle; to potter. Rich-
aidmn.
^ddy t (tid'i), n. The four of trumps at the
game of gleek.

Tide (tid), n. [A. Sax. ttd. time, season, op-
portunity, hour; Icel. 3w. and Dan. tid,

time, season, ifcc; L.G. tied, time, tide, tide;

D. (yd, time, tij, tide; G. zeit, time. The
tides are times of rising and falling of the
ea. (.See TIME.) Hence tidy, tidings, betide.]

1. Time; season.

Which, at the appointed tidt.

Each one did make his bride. Sfenser.
What hath it done

That it in golden letters should be set
Among the high tidts in the calendar t Shak.

TiiU was scrupulously used \>y the Puritans, In
composition, instead of the Popish word mass, of
whiLh they had a nervous abnorrence. Thus for
Chrisimas Hallowmas. Lammas, they said Christ-
tvdt. \KA\\<i-m-tidt, \Aa\h-tidt. Luckily IVhitsuntide
was rightly named to their hands. Nitres.

2. The alternate rising and falling of the
waters of the ocean, and of bays, rivers, A'c.

,

connected therewith. The tide appears as
a general wave of water, which gradually
elevates itself to a certain height, then as
gradually sinks till its surface is about as
much below the medium level as it was
before above it. From that time the wave

again begins to rise; and this reciprocating
motion of the waters continues constantly,
with certain variations in the height and in

the times of attaining the greatest degree
of height and of depression. The alternate

rising and falling of the tide-wave are ob-
served to take place generally twice in the
course of a lunar day, or of 24h. 49m. of

mean solar time, on most of the shores of

the ocean, and in the greater part of the
bays, firths, and rivers which communi-
cate freely with it. The tides form what
are called a jiood and an ebb, a high and
low water. The whole interval between
high and low water is often called a tide;

the water Is said to^ow and to ebb; and the
rising is called ihe fiood-tide, and the falling

the ebb-tide. The rise or fall of the waters,
in regard to elevation or depression, is ex-

ceedingly different at different places, and
is also variable everywhere. The interval
between two succeeding high-waters is also

variable. It is shortest about new and full

moon, being then about 12h. 19m. ; and
about the time of the moon's quadratures
it is 12h. 30m. But these intervals are some-
what different at different places. The
chief cause of the tides is the attraction of

the moon, which, affecting most strongly
the side of the earth nearest to it, draws or
heaps up the waters in the parts of the
earth successively turned towards it. At
the same time the moon attracts the bulk
of the earth, and, as it were, pulls the earth
away from the water on the surface farthest

from it : so that here also the water is

raised, although not quite so much as on
the nearer side. The waters being thus
heaped up at the same time in these two
opposite parts of the earth, and the waters
situated half-way between them being thus
necessarily depressed, two high and two
low tides ocQwr in the period of a little more
than one revolution of the earth on its

axis. The accompanying cut gives a theo-
retical view of the effect of the moon's at-

traction. On the tidal wave caused by the

-
--;:iir^

moon must be superposed that catised by
the attraction of the sun, a wave of far in-

ferior volume. When the sun and moon are
in conjunction or opposition, at times of
new and full moon, their tidal waves will be
superposed crest upon crest, and the effect
will be what is called a spring-tide; when
they are in quadrature the lunar tide will

be partially neutralized by the solar tide, and
the result is a neap-tide. (See also Tii)E<

WAVE. ) The above explanation assumes that
the earth is spherical and uniformly covered
with water, and the corrections to be made
in consequence of the inaccuracy of these
assumptions have occupied the attention of
scientists since the time of Newton. The
tides being of great importance to all com-
mercial nations, it becomes an object of

great importance to obtain the means of
predicting them ; but the subject, in a gen-
eral point of view, is attended with many
difficulties, and each place requires to have
its own tide-tables. See Establishnient of
the port under Establishment.—^cc£^ra-
tion and retardation of the tides. See under
AOCELERATION. —.4 (mo«j>/i«ric tides. See
under Atmospheric— /-«c tide, a tide run-
ning in the same direction with the wind.—
Weather tide, a tide running to windward.—
3. A state of being at the height or in super-
abundance.

I have important business
The tide whereof is now. Shak.

4. Stream; flow; current; as, a tide of blood.

For. oozing from the mountain's side.

Where raged the war, a dark-red tide
Was curdling in the streamlet blue. Sir IV. Scott.

6. Course or tendency of causes, influences,

or circumstances; course; current; natural
tendency; sometimes, a favourable conjunc-
tion of causes or influences. ' The (ide of
Uie times.' Shak.

There is a tide in the affairs of men.
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune.

Shak.

6.t Violent commotion.
As in the tuits of people once up there want not

stirring winds to make them more rough, so this

people did light upon two ringleaders. Bacon.

7. In mining, the period of twelve hours.
Hence to work double tides, to work night
and day.

Tide (tid), v.t. pret. & pp. tided; ppr. tiding.

To drive with the tide or stream.

Their images, the relics of the wreck.
Torn from the naked poop, are tided back
By the wild waves, and rudely thrown ashore.

Dryden.

Tide (tid), v.i. l.t To happen ; to betide.
Chancer.— 2. Saut. to work in or out of a
river or harbour by favour of the tide, and
anchoring when it becomes adverse.-To
tide over, to surmount difficulties by means
of a succession of favourable incidents by
prudence and skilful management, or by aid
from another. 'The difficulty was tided
over.' T. A. TroUope.
you know what an afHiction it would be to lose

position and to lose credit, when ability to tide over
a short time might save all appearances. Dickens.

Tide-coach (tid'koch), n. A coach that
timed its journeys to or from a seaport so
as to catolt the right tide.

He took a place in the tide-coach from Rochester.
Smollett.

Tide-current (tid'ku-rent), n. A current
in a channel caused by the alternation of the
level of the water during the passage of the
tide-wave.

Tided (tid'ed), a. Affected by the tide;
having a tide; tidal. 'The tided Thames.'
Bp. Hall.

Tide-day (tid'da). n. The interval between
two successive arrivals at the same place of
the vertex of the tide-wave.

Tide-dial (tid'di-al), n. A dial for exhibit-
ing the state of the tides at any time.

Tldefal(tid'ful), a. Seasonable. HaUiweU,
fObsolete or local. ]

Tide-eate (tid'gat), n. 1. A gate tlirough
which water passes into a basin when the
tide flows, and which is shut to retain the
water from flowing back at the ebb.

—

2. Saut. a place where the tide runs with
great velocity.

nde-^uge (tid'gaj), n. An instrument,
sometimes self-registering, used on coasts
and harl)ours for ascertaining the rise and
fall of the tide, thus indicating the depth
of water and enabling vessels to enter tidal

harliours at the proper times.

Tide-harboux (tid'har-ljor), n. Same as
Tidal Harbour. See TlI>AL.

Tide-lock (tid'tok), n. A lock situated be-
tween the tide-water of a harbour or river

and an inclosed basin when their levels
vary. It lias doulde gates by which vessels
can pas.% either way at all times of the tide.

Tide-mill <tid'mil), n. 1. A mill driven by a
wheel set in motion by the tide.— 2. A mill
for clearing lands from tide-water.

Tlde-rlp (tid'rip), n. A ripple on tlie sur-
face of the sea produced by the passage of
tlie tide over an uneven bottom, or by eiYdies

*^v oi)posing currents. Admiral Smyth.
Tide-rode (tid'rod). a. Naut. applied to the
situation of a vessel at anchor when she
swings by the force of the tide. See Wind-
rode.
Tides-man (tidz'man), n. 1. One who is em-
plnytMl only during certain states of the tide.

2. A tide-waiter.

Tide-table (tld'tabl), n. A table showing
tlie time of high-water at any place, or at
different places, for each day throughout
the year.

Tide-waiter (tid'wat-6r), n. A custom-
house olficer who watches the landing of
Koods to secure the payment of duties.

Tide-water (tid'wa-t6r), n. Water affected
tiy tlie ebb and flow of the tide.

Tide-wave (tid'wav), ». An immensely
broad and excessively flat wave which fol-

lows, or endeavours to follow, the apparent
motion of the moon, to whose attraction,

combined with that of the sun, it is due.
That of the open ocean is called the primi-
tive tide -wave or tidal -wave, that of bays
or channels the derivative. Although not a
cxurent the tide-wave like other waves may
be said to travel, and the velocity of its

crest (or the rate at which the undulation is

transmitted), where uninterrupted by land,

has been computed at the rate of nearly 700
miles an hour. Along the coasts of the
British islands it is far less than this.

Tide-way (tid'wa), n. The channel in which
the tide sets.

ch, e^aln; £h, 8c. loch; g, go; J, job; fi. Pr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, then; th, thin; v, wig; wh, whig; zb, azure.—See Ket-
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Tide-wheel (tid'whel), ». A water-wheel so

constructed as to be moved by the flow of

the tide. „ „
Wdlfe.t n. A bird. Chaucer. See Tidy.

Tidily (ti'di-li), adv. In a tidy manner; neat-

ly; with neat simplicity; as, a female tidily

Tidiness (ti'di-nea), n. The quality of being

titly; neatness; as, the tidiiiessoi dress, of a

room, &c. ^ ._, .

Tidings (ti'dingz), 71. pi. [Lit. events that

happen or betide; O.E. tyding, a piece of

news: the word seems to be directly from the

Scandinavian, the oldest form in English

being titkennde, from IceL tithindi (pi.),

Dan. tidendes, tidings, news; comp. G. zei-

ewjifif. news, a newspaper. See Tide.] News;
information; intelligence; account of what
has taken place and was not before known.

B«hold. I bring you good tidings of ereat joy,

which shall be to all people. Luke u. lo.

Tiding-well ( tiding-wel). n. A well that

ebbs and flows, or is supposed to ebb and
flow, with the tide. [This is the origin of

the name Tideswell.']

TidOlOgy (ti-dol'o-jiX n. [A hybrid word from
E. tide, and Gr. logos, doctrine, discourse.]

The doctrine, theory, or science of tides.

No one doubts that ttdclo^y (as Dr. Whewell pro-

poses to call it) is really a science. As much of the

phenomena as depends on the attraction of the sun

and moon is completely understood, and may in any,

even unknown, part of the earth's surface, be fore-

told with certainty; and the far greater part of the

phenomena depends on those causes. But circum-

stances of a local or casual nature, such as the con-

figuration of the bottom of the ocean, the degree of

confinement from shores, the direction of the wind,

&c.. influence, in many or in all places, the height

and time of the tide. ? S. Mill.

Tidy (ti'di), a. [From tide, time, season;

like D. tijdig, Dan. and Sw. tidi^, G. zeitig^

happening or coming at the right time, sea-

sonable, hence fit, becoming. See Tide.]

l.t Being in proper time; seasonable; fa-

vourable. 'If weather be fair and tidy'

T\isser.—% Hence, suitable for the occa-

sion; arranged in good order or with neat-

ness; dressed or kept in becoming order or

neatness; neat; trim; as, a(idi/ dress; a clean,

tidy, and well-furnished apartment.— 3. In-

clined or disposed to keep one's dress or

snrroundings neat or well-aiTanged ; as, a

tidy servant will always keep the rooms
clean and in good order.~4. Considerable;

moderately large or great; as, he has left a

tidy sum of money. [CoUoq.]—5. In good
health, spirits, or circumstances; comfort-

able; satisfactorv; as, 'How are you to-day?'

'Pretty (id)/. • [Slang.]

Tidy (ti'di), 11. (. pret. & pp. tidied; ppr. tidxj-

ing. To make neat; to put in good order:

sometimes followed by wp; as, to tidy or to

tidn up a room. [Colloq. ]

Tidy (ti'di), v.i. To arrange, dispose, or put
things, as dress, funiiture, &c., in good or

proper order. [Colloq.]

I have tidied and tidied over and over again, but

it's useless. Dickens.

Tidy (ti'di), n. 1. A more or less ornamental
covering, usually of knitted or crochet work,

for the back of a chair, the arms of a sofa, or

the like.—2. A pinafore or apron. [Local.]

THdy.tTydyt (ti'di), n. A sort of singing

bird, supposed by some to be the golden-

crested wren, which in Devonshire is called

Tidley goldfinch. But the golden-crested

wren is not much of a songster. Chaucer
speaks of a bird called a tidife, but what it

is is equally doubtful.

And of those chauating fowls, the goldfinch not be-
hind.

That hath so nany sorts descending from her kind.

The tydy for iier notes as delicate as they. Drayton.

Tie (ti), v.t. pret. & pp. tied; ppr. tying.

[O.E. teye, tye,^c.; A. Sax. ttgian, to tie, to

bind, from te6n (pret. tedh, pi. tugon; pp.
togen); the stem is also seen in Goth, tluhan,

to pull, G. Ziehen, to draw, E. tug."] 1. To
fasten with a band or cord and knot; to

bind.

My son, keep thy father's commandments, , . .

bind them contmually upon thine heart, and tie them
about thy neck. Prov. vi. 20, ai.

2. To knot; to knit.

We do not tie this knot with an intention to puzzle

the argument. Burnet.

8. To unite so as not to be easily parted; to

fasten; to hold. 'In bond of virtuous love

together tied.' Fairfax.—^. To hold, re-

strict, constrain, limit or bind by authority

or moral influence; to restrain; to conflne;

to oblige.

Not tied to rules of policy, you find

Revenge less sweet than a forgiving mind.
Dryden.

6. In miisic, to unite or bind, as notes, by

a tie. See TIE, n. 6.-6. In building, to bind

together two bodies by means of a piece of

timber or metal. See Tie, ?i. 4.—ro tie

down, (a) to fasten so as to prevent from
rising. (0) To restrain; to conflne; to hinder

from action.

The mind should, by several rules, be tied down to

this, at first, uneasy task ; use will give it faciUty.
Locke.

—To tie up, (a) to conflne; to restrain; to

hinder from motion or action.

Honour and good nature may tie up his hands.
Addison.

A healthy man ought not to tie himself up to strict

rules, nor to abstain from any sort of food in com-
mon use. Arbuthnot.

(6) To annex such conditions to, as to a gift

or bequest, that it cannot be sold or alien-

ated from the person or purpose to which it

is designed.

He decided to will and bequeathhis little property

of savings to his godchild, and the point arose how
it could be so tied up as that only she should have
the benefit of it. Dickens.

Tie (ti), n. 1. A fastening; a knot, especially

such as is made by looping or binding with

a cord, ribbon, or the like. 'A smart
little (te in his smart cravat.' £arham.—
2. Something used to tie, fasten, knot, or

bind things or parts together; specifically,

(a) a neck-tie. ' A black hat and a white tie

forming the framework of a clean shaven
face.' Cambridge Sketches, (b) The knot or

bunch of hair at the back of old-fashioned

wigs, or the string binding such a knot.

'Great formal wigs with a tie behind.'

Dickens. — Z. Something which binds or

unites, in a figurative sense; a bond; an ob-

ligation, moral or legal; as, the ties of blood
or of friendship.

Vows, oaths, and contracts they devise.

And tell us they are sacred ties. H'aller.

4. In builditig, a beam or rod which secures

parts together, and is subjected to a tensile

strain, as a tie-beam : opposed to a strut or

straining-piece, which acta to keep objects

apart, and is subjected to a compressing
force.— 5. Across sleeper on a railway track.

[United States.]—6. In munc, a curved line

written over or under notes of the same
pitch to indicate that the sound is to be un-
brokenly continued to the time value of the

combined notes. Accompanied with dots

the tie signifies that the notes are to be per-

formed in a half staccato or crisp manner.
Called also Bind, Ligature, and,when applied

to notes of different pitch, a Slur.—7. A state

of equality among competing or opposed
parties, as when two candidates secure an
equal number of votes, rival marksmen
score a like number of points, two or more
racers reach the winning-post at the same
time, or the like, so that neither party can
be declared victorious ; a contest in which
two or more competitors are equally suc-

cessful.
The government count on the seat, though with

the new registration 'tis nearly a tie. If we had a
good candidate we could win. Disraeli.

—To play or shoot of a tie, to go through a

second contest, match, or the like (the first

being indecisive), in order to decide who is

to be the winner.

The ties, as you call them, were shot tyf'before two

o'clock. Jl'hite Melville.

Tie-Toeam (ti'bem), n. In building, the beam
which connects the bottom of a pair of prin-

cipal raftei-s, and prevents them from thrust-

ing out the wall. See Roof.
Tie-dog t (ti'dog), n. A fierce dog which it

is necessary to tie up; a bandog.

I know the villain is both rough and grim

;

But as a tie-dog I will muzzle him. Oldpoem.

Tiends (tendz), n. pi. Tithes. See Teinds.

Tier (ter), n. [A. Sax. tier, a tier, rank, series;

perhaps connected with tie.] 1. A row; a

rank; particularly when two or more rows
are placed one above another; as, a tier

of seats in a theatre; the old three-decked

warships had three tiers of guns on each

side, the upper, middle, and lower (if-r*.—

2. In music, a rank or range of pipes in the

front of an organ, or in the interior, when
the compoimd stops have several ranks of

pipes.— Trers of a cable, the ranges of fakes

or windings of a cable laid one within an-

other when coiled.

Tier (ti'6r), n. 1. One who or that which
ties.—2. A pinafore or tidy. [Local.]

TIO

Tierce (ters), n. [Fr., a third, a third part,

also tiers, a third, from L. tertius, third,

from (re«, three.) 1. Formerly a liquid mea-
sure equal to one-third of a pipe, or 42 gal-

lons, equal to 35 imperial gallons. The same
name was given to the cask containing 42

gallons. Spelled also Terce.~2. A cask of

two different sizes for salt provisions,

&c. ; the one made to contain about 304

lbs., and the other about 336 lbs. —3. In
music, a major or minor third. — 4. In
card-playing, a sequence of three cards of

the same colour.— 5. In fencing, a position

in which the wrist and nails are turned
downwards, the weapon of the opponent
being on the right of the fencer. From this

position a guard, parry, and thrust can be
made, the thrust attacking the upper part
of the adversary's body.— 6. In her. a term
for the field when divided into three equal
parts of different tinctures. —7. Same as

Terce, 3.—Tierce point, the vertex of an equi-

lateral triangle. Gwilt—Arch of the tierce

or third point, an arch consisting of two
arcs of a circle intersecting at the top; a
pointed arch.

Tiercel, Tiercelet (ters'el, ters'let), n. [Fr.

tiercelet, frora h.L. tertiolus, tiercelet, a dim.

from L. tertius, third.] A male hawk or

falcon : so called, according to some, because

every third bird in the nest is said to be a

male; according to others, because the male
is a third part less than the female. Spelled

also Tercel.

Tierce-maJor (ters'ma-jor), 7i. In card-

playing, same as Tierce.

Tiefcet (ter'set), n. [From fierce.] In poetry,

a triplet; three lines, or three lines rhyming.

Tie-rod (ti'rod), n. A wrought-iron bar or

rod for bracing together the framesof steam-

engines, roofs, (tc.

Tiers Etat (tyar-za-ta'). n. [Fr.] In French
hist, the third estate, that is, the people ex-

clusive of the nobility and clergy; the com-
monalty; the commons. The nobles and
clergy constituted the first and second es-

tates, previous to the Revolution of 1789.

As the policy of Richelieu depressed the nobles,

so it tended to enrich and elevate the tiers ^tat. or

commons, . . . The doubling of the /iVrjAai" (that

is, representing them by deputies equal in number to

both the other orders combmed) was one of the most

important immediate causes of the Revolution.
*^

T. H. Dyer.

Tie-'Wlg (ti'wig), n. 1. A wig having its curls

or tail tied with a ribbon.—2. A wig tied

to the head.
Tiff (tif), n. ['Used in several senses, all ul-

timately reducible to that of a whiff or

draught of breath. Tiff, a sup or draught

of drink. . . . Tift, a small draught of

liquor or short fit of doing anything. . . .

A tiff or fit of ill-humour must be explained

from snuflftng or sniffing the air.' Wedg^ood.'\

1 Liquor; orrather a small draught of liquor.

'Sipping his tiff of brandy punch.' Sir W.

5co«.—2. Apet or fit of peevishness; asbght
altercation or quarrel.

My lord and I have had another little—/ij^ shall I

call it? it came not up to a quarrel. Richardson.

There had been numerous tijfs and quarrels be-
Tkackcray.tween mother and daughter.

Tiff (tif), vi. To be in a pet.

She tiffed at Tim, she ran from Ralph. Landor.

Tiff (tif), v.t. To sip; to drink.

He liff'd his punch and went to rest. ^^m. Combe.

Tlfft (tif), V.t. [O.Fr. tiffer, attiffer, to dress,

to bedizen.] To dress; to deck.

Tiffany (tif'fa-ni), n. [O.E. (i/fuay, probably

from O.Fr. tiffer, to adorn.] A species of

gauze or very thin silk.

Tiffin (tif'in), n. ['Tiffin, now naturalized

among Anglo-Indians ... is the North-

counti7 tiffyig (properly sipping), eating or

drinking out of due season.' Wedgwood.}

A word applied in India to a lunch or slight

repast between breakfast and dinner.

Let's have it for ti^n; very cool and nice this hot

weather. Thackeray.

Tlffish (tif'ish), a. Inclined to peevishness;

petulant. [Colloq.]
, ^. ^^

Tift (tift), n. A fit of peevishness ; a slight

quarrel or dispute; a titf.

\fter all your fatigue you seem as ready for a ttfi

with me as if you had newly come from church
Blackivoods Mag.

Tig (tig) V t. [A form of tick or tag.] To

twitch: to give a slight stroke to. [Scotch.]

Tig (tig), 71. [Scotch.] 1. A twitch ; a tap

;

a slight stroke.

Andrew was compelled to submit, only muttering

between his teeth, " Ower mony maisters—ower niony

maistcrs, as the paddock said to the harro-

every tooth gae her a tig.' •S»> " •

hen
Scott.

Fate, fttr, fat, fgll; me, met, hfer; pine, pin; note, not, mbve: tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. abtme; y, Sc. fey.
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2. A game among children in which one
pursues and touches another and runs off.

The one that is touched becomes pursuer
in his turn, till he can tig or touch another,
ou whom his office devolves.—3. A Hat-bot-
tomed drinking-cup, of capacious size, and
generally with four handles, formerly used
for passing round the table at convivial en-
tertainments.
Tige (tej), n. [Ft., a stalk.] In arch, the
sh:ift of a column from the astragal to the
capital.

TigeUa ( ti-jel'la ), n. ( A latinized form of
J-'r. ti'jelle, a little stem.] A tigelle. Writ-
ten also Tigellius.

Tigellate ( ti-jel'lat ), a. In bot having a
short stalk, as the plumule of a bean.

Tigelle (ti-jeO, n. [Fr., dim. of tigc, a stem,
from L. tibia, a pipe.] In bot. the young
embryonic axis, which represents the primi-
tive stem and bears the cotyledons; the
cauHcle; the radicle.

Tigellns (ti-jel'Ius). n. In bot. a tigellaor
tijjt'lle. See TIGELLE,
Tiger (ti'g^r), n. [L. and Gr. tupis. a tiger,

supposed to be from O. Per. tigra, an arrow,
on account of the velocity with which the
animal shoots itself, as it were, on its prey.
The name Tigruf is supposed tn be from the
aame word.] 1. A carnivorous animal of

Bengal Tiger (Fdis fi^Hr).

the genus Felis, F. ttgrlg (sometimes classi-

fied as Tiarix regalia), family Felidie. The
tiger is about the height of the lion, but
the l>ody is longer, and the head rounder.
It is of a lively fawn colour above, a
pure white below, irregularly crossed with
black stripes. It is clothed with short hairs.

and has no mane. White or albino varieties
have t>een occasionally met with, a s])ecimen
having been shown in this country in 1820.
The tiger attains his full de%-elopment in
India, the name of Bengal tiger being used
as synonymous with those sjiecimens which
appear as the most typical and most power-
ful representatives of the species. The ani-
mal is also found in Java and Sumatra, and
r\') traces of it are found beyond Southern
Asia. In habits the tiger is far more active
and agile than the lion, and exhibits a large
amount of fierce cunning. He generally
pitches upon a concealeil spot near a water
course as a habitat, and springs upon the
animals that approach to drink, slinking
back to hia lairas if discomfited and ashamed
should his first bound be unsuccessful. His
tread through the thick jungle is noiseless
and stealthy, and he appears to avoid rather
than court danger, unless when brought to
bay, when he turns an appalling fierce front
to the foe. These animals do not generally
l-ea>)ily attack man himself, )>ut in some
crLses they seem to actjuire a special liking
fur human prey, and buMly approach vil-

lages for the purpose of securing it; such
i>eing known as •man-eaters.' The natives
destroy them by traps, pits, poisoned aiTows,
und other means. Tiger hunting is a fa-

vourite Indian sport. It is pursued gener-
ally by Kurojjeans. the tiger being shot from
the back of an elephant. When taken ynung
the tiger can be tamed, aii>i tigers thus (lo-

mesticated are not rarely to be seen in India.

The name American tii:er is frequently ap-
plied to the jaguar (/V/(Vo/jrff).(See Jaoi'ar)
Hence— 2. A jjerson of a fierce, bloodthirsty
disposition — 3. A dissolute swaggering
dandy; a niftting blade; a swaggerer; a hec-
ii'T; a bully; a mohawk.
A man may have a very good coat of arm?, and be

a t'ger : . . . that man is a tu'fr. mark my word—

a

low man. Thaekeray.

4. A boy in livery whose special duty it is

to attend his nia.ster while driving out : a
joung groom attending on a master, as dis-

tinguished from the page ot a lady.

Hi.s ti£-er, Tim, was clean of limb,
His lxK)t-> were polished. hi$ Jacket was trim.

With a smart little lie in his smart cravat.
And a little cockade on the top of his hat.
Tallest of boys or shortest of men.
He stood in his stockings just four feet ten.

Tiger-beetle (ti'g6r-be-tl), n. A name given
to coleopterous insects belonging to the
family Cicindelidoe. and containing the gen-
era Ciciudela, Megacephala, &c. They are
so named from their ferocity. They are
armed with long sharp mandibles, are swift
and active in their movements, alid feed
upon other insects.

Tiger-bittern (ti'g6r-bit-t6m), n. A name
Common to the species of the sub-genus of
birds Tigrisoma, family Ardeida3, natives of
South America. They receive the name
from the markings on the body, somewhat
resembling those of a tiger.

Tiger-cat ( ti'g6r-kat ), n. A name of not
very definite signification sometimes given
to some of those animals of the family
Felidae which are of middling size. an(i re-

semble the tiger in their form or markings,
such as the chati, the margay, the ocelot,

the serval. &c. See the various headings.

llger-cowry (ti'gSr-kou-ri), n. Same as
Tiger-shell.

Tiger-flower (ti'g6r-flou-6r), n. A bulbous
plant of the genus Tigridia (T. Pavonia), nat.
order Iridacea;. They are natives of Mexico,
and l>ear remarkably curious, though fugi-
tive flowers. T. Pavonia is frequently cul-
tivated iji gardens on account of the beauty
of its flowers.

Tiger-footed (ti'g6r-futed), a. Swift as a
tiger; hastening to devour.

This ti^er-fooUd rage, when it shall find
The harm of unscann'd swiftness, will, (oo late.

Tie leaden pounds to his heels. Shak.

Tlgerlne (ti'g6r-in), a. Tigrish; tigrine.
[Rare.]

Tigerish (ti'g6r-ish), o. Like a tiger. Same
as Tigrixh.

Tigerism (ti'gfir-izm), n. The qualities or
character of a tiger. (In the extract used
in the sense of TIOER, 3.) [Rare.]

His lordship now pl'ice.1 his hat on his head,
slightly on one side. It was the Ugtristn of a past
period, and which he could no more abandon than
he could give up the jaunty swagger of his walk.

Lever.

Tlgerkin (ti'g6r-kin). n. \Tigtr, and dim.
-kin.\ Lit. a little tiger; hence, humorously,
a cat. 'Our domesticated tigerkin.' Ld.
Lytton.

Tiger-lily (ti'g6r-lil-i), n. A plant, LUium
tigrinum, a native of China, common in
English gardens,
having scarlet
flowers turned
downward^the per-
ianth being re-

flexed. It is re-

markable for hav-
ing axillary buds
on the stem. The
bulbs are eaten in
China and Japan.
Tiger-moth (ti'gfir-

moth), n. A name
given to the indivi-

duals of various
species of moths of
the genera Arctia,
Hypercampa, and
Nemeophila. They are generally large, with
hairy wings, richly streaked, so as some-
what to resemble the skin of a tiger. The
common tiger-moth is the Arctia caja, a
remarkably beautiful insect, from 2^ to 3
inches in expanse of the fore-wings.
Tlger'8-foot (ti'g^rz-fut), n. An East
Indian plant of the genus Iitomoea, the /.

pes-tigridiM.

Tiger-shell (ti'gfer-shel). n. A name given
to a redgasteropodous shell with large white
spots. It is a species of Cypnea, the C.
tigria. Also called Tiger-cowry.

Tiger -wolf (ti'g^r-wulf). n. Same as
Titylacine or Tasmanian Wolf.
Tiger-wood (ti'g6r-wud). Tt. A valuable
wood for cabinet-makers, imported from
British Guiana. It is the heart-wood of
Machaerixtm Schomburgkii.
Tlgh (ti). rt. A close or inclosure. [Provin-
cial Knglish.]

Tight (tit), a. [From the old forms thite,

thiht, thyht. tight, close, compact, it would
seem that the initial sound of this word has
been changed from th, perhaps through the
influence of tie. Tight would therefore cor-
respond to Icel. thittr, tight (as in water-
tight), close, heavy, Dan. tcet, tight, close,
compact. D. digt, G. dicht, thick, solid.

Tiger-lily (Z,iViMM

dense.] 1. Having the parts or joints so
close as to prevent the passage of fluids;

impervious or impermeable to air. gas,
water, or the like; not open, chinky, or
leaky; as, air-tight; water-fight.~2. Having
the parts firmly held together so as not to
be easily or readily moved ; compactly or
firmly built or made; in a sound and strong
condition; as, the house is tight and well
built. ' Twelve tight galleys.' Shak. ' Some
tight vessel that holds out against wind and
water.' Bp. Hall.

O, 'tis a snug Uttle island I

A right little, tight Utile island! Dibdin.

Hence, as applied to persons, well-knit

;

sinewy; strong.

Tight little men, but with more pith
Than many who are bigger. Prof. Blackie.

3. Firmly packed or inserted; not loose; as,
the screw or stopper is so ti^ht that it can't
be withdrawn.—4. Fitting close to the b(jdy;
as, a tight coat. — 5. Tensely stretched or
strained; taut; not slack; as, a tight rope,
line, or cord.—6. Neat; tidy.

I'll spin and card, and keep our children tight. Gay.

7.t Capable; fit; handy; adroit; brisk.

Mv queen's a squire
More tight at this ttian thou. Shak.

8. Parsimonious; niggardly; close-fisted;
as, a man tight in his dealings. [CoUoq.
United States.]— 9. Produced by or requir-
ing great straining or exertion ; severe ; as,

I got through only by a tight pull. [Colloq.]
10. Not easy to be obtained ; not to be had
on ordinary terms: said of money when cap-
italists are disinclined to speculate; hence,
straitened for want of money; not easy;
pressing; as, the money market is tight.

[Commercial slang.]

A few curt sentences . . . told how matters stood
in the city—money was tij^ht • but of the financial
sensitiveness that shrinks tmiinly from all enterprise

.after a period of crash and bankruptcy CuldutT could
njake nothing. Lever.

11. Slightly intoxicated; somewhatunderthe
influence of strong drink; tipsy. [Slang.]

No. sir. not a bit tipsy; not even what Mr. Cutbill
calls tight. Lever.

Tight (tit), old pret. of tie.

And thereunto a great long chaine he tight.
With which he drew him forth, even in his own

despight. Sftnser..

Tight t (tit), v.t. To make tight; to tighten.

Tighten (tit'n), v.t. [Tight, and verb-form-
ing suffix -eit. ] To make tight ; to draw
tighter; to straiten; tu make more close in
any manner.
The bowstring encircled my neck. All was ready;

they waited the last signal to tigltten the fatal cord,
Maryyat.

Tightener, Tightner (tit'n-6r), n. l. A
riT)lMin or string for tightening a woman's
dress.—2. A slang name for a hearty meal.
Mayhew.
Tighter t (tit'^r), n. A ribbon or string used
to draw clothes closer.

Tightly (tit'li), adv. 1. In a tight manner;
Closely; compactly.—2. t Neatly; adroitly;
briskly; cleverly.

Hold, sirrah, bear you these letters tightly

;

Sail, like my pinnace, to these golden shores. Shak.

Tightness (tit'nes), ?». 1. The state or qua-
lity of being tight; as. (a) closeness; im-
pervionsness; compactness; tautness; firm-
ness; strength: as, the tightness of a vessel,

of ft shipper, of a rope. Ac. (6) The state or
quality of being straitened or stringent;
parsimoniousness ; stringency ; dittlculty

;

severity; as, tightness in dealing; the tight-

ness of money or of the money market,
(c) The state of being more or less intoxi-

cated [Slang.]— 2. t Capability; dexterity;
adroitness; neatness.

Tight-rope (tit'rOp), n. A tensely stretched
rnpe on which an acrobat performs ticklish

feats at a greater or less height from the
ground.
An uneven floor, . . . where a gentleman may

break his neck if he does not walk as upr^ht as a
posture-master on the tight-rope. Sir W-. Scott.

Tights (tits). 71. pi. A sort of breeches; a
tight-fitting covering worn on the legs by
acrobats, actors, dancers, and the like.

His elevated position revealed those tights and
gaiters, which, had they clothed an ordinary man,
migtil have passed without observation, Dickens,

Tigress (ti'gres), n. The female of the tiger.

Tigrine (ti'grin), a. Like a tiger.

Tigrish (ti'grish), a. Resembling, pertaining

to, or characteristic of a tiger; as, (a) fierce,

bloodthirsty, or cruel. ' Tigrish courage.'

ch, cAaln; 6h, 8c. locA; £, yo; J, job; b, Fr. ton; ng, wi^; XH, <Aen; tb, tAin; w, wig; wh, uMg; zh, azure.—See KE7.
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Sir P. Sidney, {h) Swaggering; bullying:
with reference to definition 3 of Tigkr.

Nothing could be more vagrant, devil-me-carish,
and, to use a slang word, tigrish, than his whole air.

Lofd Lytton.

Tlgrisoma (ti-gri-so'ma), n. [L. (i^rts,

tiger, and Gr. soma, body.] A sub -genus
of bitterns found in South America; the
tiger-bitterns. See Tiger-bittern.
Tike (tik), n. A tick. See TICK.
Tike (tik), n. [Perhaps the same as league;
comp. Armor, tiec, a housekeeper, a farmer.]
A countryman or clown; a boor; a churl.

Tike (tik), n. [Icel. tOc, Sw. tik, a bitch, a
cur.] A (log; a cur.

Avaunt. you curs!—
Hound or spaniel, brache or lym,
Or bobtail ttig, or trundle-tail. Shai.

Tlkel,trt. [See Tickle.] Ticklish; uncer-
tain. Chaucer.
TikOOr, Tikul (ti-kor', tik'ul), n. The
Indian names for the Garcinia ped^incu-
lata, a lofty tree, the flesh of the fruit and
ariHus of which is used in curries and for
acidulating water. Being sharp and acid, it

is recommended as a substitute for limes
and lemons on voyages.
Tlkor (tik'or), n. The native name in India
for the tubers of Curcuma leucorrhiza,
which yield an abundance of fine nutritious
fecula.

Tikus (ti'kus), n. An animal of the mole
family (Talpidae) and genus Gymnura (G.
JJa^esii),bearinga considerable resemblance
to the opossum. The muzzle is much pro-
longed, the fur pierced I>y a number of long
hairs or bristles, the tail naked (whence its

generic name), and it is possessed of glands,
which secrete a kind of musk. It is a native
of Moluccaand Sumatra. Called also .CuiaM.
Til (til), ?i. A plant. See Till.
Tilt (til), prep. To; till. Chaucer.
Tilbliry (til'be-ri), n. [From tlie name of
the inventor, a London coach-builder in
the beginning of the present century.] A
gig or two-wheeled carriage without a top
or cover.

Tilde (til'da), n. The diacritic mark placed
over the letter n (sometimes over I) in
Spanish to indicate that in pronunciation
the following vowel is to be sounded as if a
y had been affixed to it ; thus, seilor, pro-
nounced sdn'yor.

Tile (til), n. [A, Sax. tigel, a word borrowed
by the Teutonic tongues from L. tegula, a
tile, from lego, to cover, from same root as E.
thatch, deck.] 1. A kind of thin slab or plate
of ))aked clay, used for covering the roofs of
buildings, paving floors, lining furnaces and
ovens, constructing drains, &c. The best
qualities of brick-earth are used for making
tiles, and the
process is simi-
lar to that of
brick -making.
Roofing tiles

are chiefly of
two sorts,

plain tiles and
pan tiles, the
former being
flat, the latter
curved, both
being laid so
as to overlap
each other and
carry off any rain they receive. Ridge tiles
and hip tiles areseniicylindrical,an(l adapted
to cover the parts of the roof indicated by
their na.me&. —Paving iiZes are usually of a
square form, and thicker than those used for
roofing. A fine, highly-glazed kind, called
encaiistic tiles, decorated with rich designs
in various burnt-in colours, have long been
used for the floors of churches, halls, and
other important buildings. See under En-
caustic. —/>ratrt tiles are usually made in
the form of an arch, and laid upon fiat tiles,

called soles.— Dutch tiles, for chimneys, are
made of a whitish earth, glazed and painted
with various figures.— 2. In metal, a small
flat piece of dried earth or earthenware, used
to cover vessels in which metals are fused.
3. A tall stiff hat; a silk hat or one of that
shape. [Slang.]

His Majesty . . .

Allowed him thenceforth to stand with his ii/e on.
K. H. Barha-m.

TUe (til), v.t. pret. & pp. tiled; ppr. tiling.

1. To cover with tiles; as, to tile a house.—
2. To cover as with tiles.

The muscle, sinew, and vein.
Which tite this house, will come again. Donne.

Tile (til), v.i. 1. In freemasonry, to guard
against the entrance of the uninitiated by

a. Ridge tile, b. Pan tile.

c. Gutter tile.

placing the tiler at the closed door; as, to
tile a lodge; to tile a meeting. Hence—
2. To bind to keep what is said or done in
strict secrecy.

' Upon my word. Madam,' I had begun, and was
going to say that I didn't know one word about all

these matters which seemed so to interest Mrs.
Major Ponto, when the Major, giving me a tread
or stamp with his large foot under the table, said,
'Come, come, Snob, my boy, we are all tiied, you
know.' Thackeray.

Tile-creasing (tH'kres-ing), n. \narch. two
rows of plain tiles placed horizontally under
the coping of a wall, and projecting about
li inch over each side to throw off the rain-
water.

Tile-drain (til'dran), n. In agri. a drain
constructed with tiles.

Tile-earth (til'^rth). n. A strong clayey
earth; stitf, stubborn land. [Provincial.]
Tile-field (til'feld), n. Ground on which
tiles are made ; as. the palace of the
Tuileries is thus named from standing on
what was once a tile-field.

TUe-kiln (tilOcil), n. A kiln for baking tiles.

Tile-ore (til'or), n. A sub-species of octa-
hedral red copper ore.

Tile-pin (tll'pin), n. A pin, usually of hard
wood, passing through a hole in a tile into
the lath, <tc., to secure it to the roof.

Tiler (til'Sr). 7i. A man whose occupation is
to make or lay tiles.

Tiler (til'or), n. [Fr. taillezir, a cutter or
hewer. ] In freemasonry, the doorkeeper
of a lodge. Commonly written Tyler.
Tilery (til'fir-i), n. A tile-work.

Tile-Stone (til'ston), n. l. Any laminated
sandstone fit for rooflng; a flagstone. The
term is more specifically applied to the
reddish, thin-bedded, slightly micaceous
flags lying at the base of the Devonian and
forming the transition between it and the
Silurian.—2. A tile.

Tile-tea (til'te), n. A kind of inferior tea
prepared by stewing refuse leaves with milk,
butter, salt, and herbs, and solidifying the
mixture by pressing it into moulds. It is

sold at Kiachta to the Armenians for distri-
bution through A\'estem Siberia and the Cau-
casus. It is an article of food rather than a
beverage.
Tile-work (til'wfirk), 7i. A place where tiles
are made; a tilery.

Tilgate-beds (tii'gat-bedz), n. pi. [From
TUgate Forest in Sussex, where the beds
occur.] In geol. the name given by Man-
tell to a portion of the great series of strata
in the Weald of Kent and Sussex inter-
posed between the greensands and the
Portland oolite.

Tilia (ti'li-a), n. [L. , the linden or lime-tree. ]

A genus of trees, nat. order Tiliaceffi, the
species of which, in this country, are known
by the name of lime-trees. See Lime,
TlLIACE^E.
Tiliaceae (ti-li-a'se-e), ?i. pi. [See Tilia.] A
nat. order of polypetalous dicotyledonous
plants, consisting chiefly of trees or shrubs,
with simple, toothed, alternate leaves, fur-
nished with stipules. The (lowers are axil-

lary, and usually white or pink; they have
a valvate calyx, indefinite hypogynous sta-
mens, and a free many-celled ovary. It is

nearly allied to Sterculiacere and Malvaceae.
The species are generally diffused through-
out the tropical and temperate parts of the
globe. They have all a mucilaginous whole-
some juice, and are remarkable for the
toughness of the fibres of their inner bark,
which are used for various economical pur-
poses under the name of bast. Among the
most important genera are Tilia, Corchorus,
Lykea, and Grewia.
Tiling (til'ing), n. l. The operation of cover-
ing a roof with tiles. — 2. Tiles on a roof;
tiles in general.

They went upon the house-top. and let him down
through the tiling with his couch, into the midst,
before Jesus. Luke v. 13.

Till (til), n. Same as Teel.
Till (til), n. [Formerly a drawer in general;
comp. D. tillen, O.Fris. tilia, to lift, to raise;
lifting may have originally been a feature
of it. J A money box in a shop, warehouse,
&c. ; a cash-drawer, as in a shop-counter or
the like, where the daily drawings are kept.
Sometimes formerly called Tiller.

They break up counters, doors, and tills, Sn-ift.

He had contrived to break his own bank and plun-
der his own till. Ld. Lytton.

Till (til), n. A kind of clayey earth; coarse
obdurate land; specifically, in geol, a name
in Scotland for the nnstratified boulder-
clays, and now extended by geologists to

any unstratified alluvial formation of con-
siderable thickness.

Till (til), j)r<?p. [A Scandinavian preposition,
commonly used in Scotland and the north
of England where to would be used in Eng-
lish; as, gang till him, speak till him; IceL
and Dan. til, Sw. till. * Both forms to and
till are we believe identical, the latter being
a compound particle, ti-l, although the ori-
gin of the I has not as yet been made out
The nnconipounded particle ti- is not en-
tirely unknown in the Scandinavian.' Vi^-
fxisson.] 1. To the time of; until; as, I did not
see the man till the last time he came ; I
waited for him till four o'clock; I will wait
till next week.~ri7; now, to the present
time; as, I never heard of the fact till now.—
Till then, to that time; as, I never heard of
the fact till then.— 2. Used before verbs and
sentences in a like sense, denoting to the
time specified in the sentence or clause fol-
lowing; as, I will wait till you arrive.

He said to them. Occupy till 1 coine. Luke xix. 13.

Certain of the lews . , . bound themselves under
a curse, saying tfiat they would neither eat nor drink
till they had killed Paul. Acts xxiii. 12.

Meditate so long till you make some act of prayer
to God. y^r. Taylor.

[This use may be explained by supplying
the time when or the like.]—3. To; unto; an
far as; up to. [Kare.]
Similar sentiments will recur to every one familiar

with his writings—all through them //// the very end.
Pro/. H'tlsoH.

4.t To.—A'o(e. As an equivalent to the pre-
position to in several of its senses, till has
been traced from our earliest writers to
Fuller. 'Left till her executors another
(college) to be builded.' Bp. Fisher. 'After-
wards restored till his liberty and arch-
bishoprick.' Fuller.

Till (til), v.t. [A. Sax. tilian, to labour, exert
one's self, toil, take care of, plough, culti-
vate, Ac. ; lit. to make fit or fitted, from til

(A. Sax. and Goth.), fit, good; 0. Sax. tilian,

to cultivate; O. Fris. tilia, to produce, to
cultivate ; D. telen, to raise, to cultivate, to
breed; O.G. zil6n, to cultivate. Toil is a
closely allied form.] 1. To plough and pre-
pare for seed, and to dress the crops of; to
cultivate; to labour.

The Lord God sent him forth from the g:arden of
Eden to till the ground from whence he was taken.

Gen. iiL 33.

2.t To procure; to prepare.
Nor knows he how to dig^e a well.
Nor neatly dresse a spring;

Nor knows a trap or snare to till.

tP^. BrpTvne.

Tillable (til'a-bl), a. Capable of being
tilled; arable; fit for the plough.
The tillable fields are so hilly, that the oxen can

hardly take sure footing. Rich. Carem.

Tillsea (til'le-a), n. [In honour of 51. A. Taii,
an Italian botanist.] A genus of plants,
nat. order Craasulacete. They are small
annual succulent herbs, of wide distribution
and of no special interest. T. muscosa is a
British plant. It grows on moist, barren,
sandy heaths in the south of England, and
occurs also iu Western Europe and North
Africa.

Tillage (til'aj), n. The operation, practice,
or art of tilling or preparing land for seed,
and keepinji the ground free from weeds
which might impede the growth of crops;
cultivation; culture; husbandry. Tillage in-

cludes manuring, ploughing, harrowing, and
rolling land, or whatever is done to bring it

to a proper state to receive the seed; and
the operations of ploughing, harrowing, and
hoeing the ground, to destroy weecfi and
loosen the soil after it is planted.
Tillandsia (til-and'zi-a), «. [In honour of
Elias Tillands, professor of physic at Abo.]
A genus of plants, nat. order Bromeliaceae.
The species are most of them parasitical,

and are natives of South America. T. utri-

culata is the wild pine of the colonists oi
Jamaica. The leaves of most of the species
are dilated at the base so as to form a bottle-
like cavity, capable of containing a pint or
more, into which the rain and dew flows,
conducted by channels in the leaves. Tra-
vellers tap these vegetable pitchers for the
sake of the grateful fluid they contain. The
fibrous part of the stem of T. usiu:oides, after
the outer cellular portion Is removed by
steeping in water, is used in place of horse-
hair for stntting cushions, mattresses, and
the like in America.
Tiller (til'^r), «. One who tills; a husband-
man; a cultivator; a ploughman.
Abe! was a keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tiJltr

of the ground. Gen. iv. 3,

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc, abttne: y, Sc. fey.
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Tiller (til'Sr). n. [From D. tiUen, to lift]

1. The handle of a spade. [Provincial.]—

2. Xaut. the bar or lever fitted to the head
of rudder, and employed to turn the helm
of a ship or boat in steering.—3.t («) The
stalk or handle of a cross-bow. (b) The
cross-bow itself. 'You can shoot in a tiller.'

Bfaii. & Fl.

Tiller t (til'^r), n. [See Till, a money box.]

A small drawer; a till. Dryden.
Tiller (til'^r), n. [Comp. a. Sax. telgor, a
]'iant, ashfK>t.] The shoot of a plant, spring-

iiiir from the root or bottom of the original

stalk; also, a sapling or sucker.

Tiller (til'^r), v.i. To put forth new shoots
from the root, or round the bottom of the

original stalk; as, wheat or rye tillers; it

spreads by tillering. Written also Tillow.

TlUer-chaiil (tiler-chan), n. Saut. one of

the chains leading from the tiller-head

round the barrel of the wheel, by which the
vessel is steered.

Tiller -head (til'^r-hed). n. Natit. the ex-

tremity of the tiller, to which the tiller rope
or chain is attached.

Tiller-rope (til'er-rop), n. A rope serving
the same purpose as a tiller-chain.

Tilley-seed (tilli-sed), n. Same as Tilly-

nee'l.

Tlllle-wallie (til'i-wal-i), n. Fiddle-faddle.
(S>-utch.] See TiLLT-PALLY.
Tillmant (til'man), n. A man who tills the
earth; a husbandman. TiMser.

TillOt (til'ot), 71. A bale or bundle. Sim-
vwiuls.

Tillow (tiro), v.i. Same as Tiller.

Tilly (tiVi), a. Having the character of till

or boulder-clay; as, soil resting on a tUly
bed.

Tilly-fiiUy,Tilly-vally(til'i-fal-i.tiri-val-i).
An interjection formerly used when any-
thing said was rejected as tritting or imper-
tinent

Tilly-fally, Sir John ! never tell me ; your ftnctent
sw.i^^erer comes not in my doors, Shak.

Tilly-seed (tiHi-sed), ?». The seed of Croton
I'urannin. which furnish croton-oil like
those of Croton Tiglium.
Tllmua (til'muB), n. [L., from Gr tillo, to
pluck.] In med. floccillation, or picking of
bed-clothes. See Floccillation.

Tilt (tilt), n. [A. Sax, teld, a tent or taber-
nacle; Dan. and L G. telt, Icel. tjald, G. zelt,

tent: from stem of A. Sax. teldan, to cover]
1. A tent: a covering overhead.

Being on shore wee made a titi with our oares and
saylc. Hackluyt.

2. The cloth covering of a cart or w^on.

—

3 The cover of a boat; a small canopy or
awning of canvas or other cloth extended
over the stem-sheets of a boat.

TTie roaring crew.
T-"' tempt a fare, clothe all their tiUs in blue. Gay.

Tilt (tilt), v.t To cover with a tilt or awn-
ing.

Tilt (tilt), vX [A. Sax. tealtian, to waver,
teult, inconstant; comp. O.Fris. tilla. D. and
L G. tillen, to raise, to heave up; Sw. tulta,
to waddle. See also Tilt, v.i.] I. To in-
cline; to raise one end of, as of a cask, for dis-
charging li<|uor; as, to tilt a barrel.—2. To
point or thrust, as a lance.

Sons against fathers riU the fatal lance, y. Philips

3 t To put or thrust a weapon at ' He
should tut her.' Beau. A: Fl.—i. To ham-
mer or forge with a tilt-hammer or tilt; as,
to tilt steel to render it more ductile.

—

To
tilt up, in geol. to throw up suddenly or
abruptly at a high angle of inclination; as,
the strata are tilted up
Tilt (tilt), v.i. (As to senses 1 and 2 comp.
Prov. E. tolt. a blow against a beam or the
like; Icel. tolt, a trotting, an amble; the
other senses are more directly connected
with some of the words instanced under
Tilt, v.t.] 1. To run or ride and thrust with
a lance; to joust, as in a tournament. Hence
—2. Generally, to fight or tlirust; to rush as
in combat. * To play with mammets, and to
tilt with lips.' Shak. 'Swords out and
tilting one at other's breast.' Shak.—S. To
move unsteadily; to ride, float, and toss.

The fleet swift tilting o'er the surges flew. Popt.

4. To lean forward ; to rise or fall into a
sloping position; to fall as on one side.

I am not bound to explain how a tible tilts, any
more than to indicate how. under the conjuror's
hands, a pudding appears in a hat, Faraday

Tllt(tllt).n. [See the al>ove verbs.] 1 A thrust
'Two or three of his liege subjects, whom
he very dexterously put to death with the
tm of his lance.' AMi»m\.—%. Formerly, a

military exercise on horseback, in which the
combatants attacked each other with lances.
' Victor at the tilt and tournament. ' Tenny-
son.— Z. A tilt-hammer (which see).—4. In-

clination forward; as, the tilt of a cask.

—

5. In geol. the abrupt throwing up of strata
at a high angle of inclination. Tilts are
usually accompanied by fractures and crush-
ings of the strata.

Tilt-boat (tilt'bot), n. A boat having a tilt

or cover of canvas or other cloth.

Tilter (tilt'6r), n. l. One who tilts; one who
jousts or rides against an opponent with a
lance; one who fights.

Let me alone to match your tilter. Granville.

2. One who hammers with a tilt.

Tilth (tilth), n. [A. Sax. tath, culture, from
tilian, to till; as to form comp. spilth.]

1. The act or operation of tilling or prepar-
ing the ground for a crop; tillage; cultiva-

tion; husbandry. ' His full tilth and hus-
bandry.' Shak.—2. The state of being tilled

or prepared for a crop; as, land is in good
tilth when it is manured, ploughed, broken,
and mellowed for receiving the seed.—3. That
which is tilled ; tillage ground. ' Wither'd
holt or tUth or pasturage.' Tennyson.—
4. In agri. the degree or depth of soil turned
by the plough or spade; that available soil

on the earth's surface into which the roots
of crops strike.

Tilt-hammer (tilt'ham-m^r). ii. A large
hammer worked by steam or water power,
and used in iron and steel manufacture
where heavy foi^ng is required. For the
heaviest work of this description it has
been superseded by the steam-hammer, but
it is still advantageously used where lighter
work has to be done. An ordinary form of tilt-

hammer is represented in the accompany-

Tilt-hamtner.

ing engraving, a is the timber or wrought-
iron shank or helve; it is hung upon an axis
at about one-third of its length, and is

worked by a series of revolving cams or tap-
pets cc, fl^ed into the circumference of the
cain-ring b, mounted upon the shaft of a
steam-engine or water-wheel. These cams
act successively by depressing the shorter
limb of the shank a and tilting up the other
end, until, by the continued revolution, the
former is disengaged, and the opposite ex-
tremity, armed with a heavy cast-Iron ham-
mer d, descends with considerable force upon
the anvil e. See Steam-hammer.
TUtlng-flUet (tilt'ing-fil-let), n. A cham-
feredflllet of wood laid under slating where
it joins to a wall to raise it slightly and pre-
vent the water from entering the joint.

Tilting - helmet (tilt'ing-helmet). n. A
large nelmet sometimes worn over the other
at toui'iianieiits.

Tilting-spear (tilt'ing-sper), n. A spear or
lance used in tilts and toumamenta. See
a'OUKNAMENT.
Tilt-mill (tilt'mil), n. A name sometimes
given to the machinery by which tilt-ham-
mers are worked.
Tllt-up, Tlp-up ailt'up. tip'up), n. The
sandpiper. [United States.]

TUture (til'tur), n. The act or process of
tilling; tillage. [01}Solete aud rare; an er-
roneous formation. ]

Good tilth brings seedes.
Euill tiUure wecdes. Tusser,

Tilt-yard (tilt'yard). n. A place for tilting;

lists for combats. * The tilt-yard of Tem-
plestowe.' Sir W. Scott.

Til-wood (tirwfld), ?i. The timber of Oreo-
daphne fattens, noted for its abominable
smell.

Timalia (ti-mall-a), n. A genus of birds be-
longing to the thrush family (Turdida; or
ilerulidffi). found in the grovps and small
woods of Java. The species <r. pileata) de-
scribed by Dr. Horsfleld is 6^ inches in
length, the body stout and ovate. The fea-
thers are peculiarly long and soft, and the
note slow, regular, and pleasant

Tlmarcha (ti-mar'ka), n. A genus of cole-
opterous insects, allied to Chrysomela. T.
Itvvigata, a British species, from ^ to J inch
in length, is known by the name of bloody-
nose beetle. It frequents woods, turf, and
low herbage. Most of the species are of a
dark colour.

Tlmbal (tim'bal), n. [See Tymbal.] A
kettle-drum.

Timber (tim'bfer), n. [A. Sax. timber, tim-
ber, wood, framework, structure ; Icel.

timbr, timber, wood felled for building;
Dan. tiimmer, timber, a frame; D. timmer,
an apartment

; getimmer, timber - work;
O.H.(>. zimbar, wood, edifice; Mod.G. zim-
mer, an apartment, ziminerholz (lit timber-
wood), timber, zimmemiann, a carpenter.
The oldest meaning seems to have been
structure, edifice, as in O. Sax. timbar,
O.Fris. timber, an edifice, and as seen in the
difi'erent verbs; A. Sax. timbrian,Goth.tirn-
rjan, Icel. timbra, Dan. tomre, G. zimmem,
to build. The root is that of Gr. demo, to
build, domos, L. domus, a house (whence
domestic, domicile, &c.). Timber therefore
means literally building materials.] 1. 'Trees
cut down, squared, or capable of being
squared into beams, rafters, boards, planks.
&c., for being employed in house or ship
building, or in carpentry, joinery, <fcc. (See
Batten, Deal, Plank. "Lumber.) Timber
is generally sold by the load. A load of
rough or unhewn timber is 40 cubic feet,

and a load of stjuared timber 50 cubic feet,

reckoned to weigh 20 cwt. In regard to
planks, deals, Ac, the load consists of so
many square feet; thus a load of 1 inch
plank is 60O stiuare feet; a load of plank
more than 1 inch thick equals 600 stjuare
feet divided by the thickness in inches.
Wood is a general term, comprehending
under it timber, dye-woods, fancy woods.
flre-wood, &c., but the word timberis often
used in a loose sense for all kinds of felled
and seasoned wood.—2. A general term ap-
plied to growing trees yielding wood suit-

able for constructive purposes. Some of the
Coniferse yield valuable timber, as the dif-

ferent kinds of fir and pine. The great ma-
jority of trees valuable as timber, however,
are true exogens, as the oak, ash, elm,
beech, sycamore. &c., amcmg British trees;
the chestnut and walnut among those of the
South of Europe; and the mahogany, teak.
&c., of tropical countries.

At Mount Edj^ecumbe you will behold the finest
timber in existence, towering up to the summits of
the hills, and feathering down to the shingle on the
beach. Marryat.

3. The body, stem, or trunk of a tree.

We take
From every tree, lop, bark, and part o' the timber.
And thougn we leave it with a root thus hackt.
The air will drink the sap. Shak.

4. The materials for any structure.

Such dispositions are the . . . fittest timber to
make politics of. Bacon.

5. A single piece of wood for building, or
already framed; one of the main beams of
a fabric.

Many of the timbers mete decayed. Coxe.

6. yaut. a timber is one of the curving
pieces of wood, branching outward from the
keel up, on each side, forming the ribs of a
ship.

Timber (tim'b^r), v.t. To furnish with tim-
ber. See Timbered.
Timber t (timTj^r), v.i. To take to a tree;
to light or build on a tree.

The one took up in a thicket of brushwood, and
the other ttmbered upon a tree hard by.

Sir R. L'Estrange.
Timber (tim'ber), n. 1. [Fr. timbre, Sw.
timber, L.G. timmer, G. zimnier, a certain
number of skins. Origin doubtful.] An old
mercantile term, used both in England and
Scotland, to denote a certain nuniljer of
skins— in the case of the skins of martens.
ermines, sables, and the like, forty; of other
akins, one hundred and twenty.
Two timber of sables, which with much diligence

had been recovered out of the wreck. Heylin.

2. [Fr. timbre, a crest, a helmet] In her.
(a) a rank or row of ermine in noblemen's
coats, {b) The helmet mitre, coronet, <fcc.,

when placed over the arms in a complete
achievement
Timber t (timTj^r), v.t. [Fr. timbre, a crest,

a helmet) To surmount ; to decorate, as a
crest does a coat of arms.

A purple plume timbers his stately crest.

SylT^ester.

Timber-brick (tim1i6r-brik). n, A piece of
timber of the size and shape of a brick, in-

ch, cAain; eh, Sc. locA; g, j?o; j, ?ob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sinff; TH. tAen; th. CAin; w. wig; wh, wAig; zb, azure. -See KEY.
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serted in brickwork to attach the finish-

iwss to. , „
Timbered (tim'b^rd), p. and a. 1. Fur-

nislied with timl)er8 : as. a weU-timbered

house.—2. t Built; framed; shaped; formed;

contrived.
My arrows.

Too slightly timber'd for so loud a wind,

Would have reverted to my bow again. Shak.

He left the succession to his second son ; not be-

cause he thouetit hiui the best timbered to support it.

Sir H. Ifotton.

3.t Massive like timber.

His timbred bones all broken, rudely rumbled.
Spenser.

4. Covered witli growing timber; as, well-

timbered land.

Timber-frame (tim'b^r-fram), n, ' Same as

Gaiig-mw. E. H. Knight.

Timber-head (tim'b6r-hed), n. iVa»<. the

top end of a timber, rising above the deck,

and serviiii,' for belaying ropes, &c.; other-

wise called Kevel-head.

Timber-hitch (tim'b6r-hich), n. Naut. the

end of a rope taken round a spar, led under

and over the standing part, and passed two

or three turns round its own part, making
a jamming eye. See HiTCH.
Timberling (tim'b6r-ling), n. A small tim-

ber tree. [Local.]

Timber-lode (tim'b6r-lod), n. In law, a

service by which tenants formerly were to

carry timber felled from the woods to the

lord's house.

Timber-man (tim'bfer-man), n. In mining,

the man employed in placing supports of

timber in the mine. Weale.

TUnber-mare (tim'b6r-mar), n. A sort of

wot)den horse on which soldiers are made
to ride as a punishment. Johnson.

^mber-merchant (tim'b6r-m6r-chant), n.

A dealer in timber.

Ttmber-scrlbe (tim'bfer-skrib), n. A metal

tool or pointed instrument for marking
timber. Siminonds.

Timber-sow t (tim'bSr-sou), n. A timber-

worm; a wood-louse. Bacon.

Timber-toe (tim'h6r-t6), n. A term applied

ludicrously to a wooden leg or to a person

with a wooden leg.

Timber-trade (tim'bfer-trad), n. Commerce
in timber; as, the timber-trade of Canada.

Timber-tree (tim'ber-tre). n. A tree suit-

able for timber. See Timber.

Timber -work (tim'b6r-w6rk), n. Work
foi'uied of wood.
Timber-wormt (tim'b6r-w6rm), n. Same as

Timber-sow. ' Vile timber-wortnes.' Sir J.

Da vies.

Timber-yard (tim'bSr-yilrd), n. A yard or

place where timber is deposited.

Kmbestere, + n. A woman who performed
on the timbrel or tambourine. Romaunt
of the Rose.

Timbourinet (tim-bo-ren'), n. A tambou-
rine.

Timbre (tim'bSr), n. 1. A certain number
of skins. See TIMBER. --2. In her. a rank
or row of ermine. See TIMBER.
Timbre (tim'br), n. [Fr. , from L. tympanum,
a drum.] In mxisic, the peculiar quality of

a tone or sound which distinguishes any
given tone or sound of one instrument or

voice from the same tone or sound of an-

other instrument or voice. This peculiar

quality in musical sounds is caused by the

mingling of a series of secondary tones with
the primary one ; as, when the string of a
pianoforte is struck, the string, whilst vi-

brating as a whole, is at the same time
divided and again subdivided into aliquot

vibrating segments, which, as it were, ride

on the back of the principal vibration. The
character and number of these secondary
tones coexisting with the principal note is

the cause of the timbre or quality of sound
peculiar to different instruments.

Timbrel (tim'hrel), n. [A dim. form of same
origin as tambour, tambourine. Sp. tam-
boril, It. tamburello. See Tabour, TAM-
BOURINE.] An instrument of music; a kind
of drum, tabor, or tabret, which has been
in use from the highest antiquity. It is

now known under the name of Tambourine
or Tambour de Basque. See Tambourine.
And Miriam . . . took a timbre/ in her hand; and

all the women went out after her with timbrels and
with dances. Ex. xv. 20.

Sound the loud timbre/ o'er Egypt's dark sea!
Jehovah has triumphed—his people are free.

Moore.

Tirabrelled (tim'breld), a. Sung to the
sound of the timbrel. 'With timbrel'd an-
thems.' Milton.

Timbres, t n. j>i. [Fr.] Timbrels. Romaunt
of the Rose.

Timburinet (tim-bo-ren'), Ji. A tambourine.

Time (tim), n. [A. Sax. tima, time, hour,

season; Icel. timi, Sw. and Dan. time; not

in the other Teutonic languages; origin

doubtful. Probably of same stem as (ide.and

the root may be da, as in Skr, dd, to cut, to

divide (the d becoming ( in accordance with

Grimm 3 law), in which case time might be
compared with L. (ewjjus, so far as similarity

of ideas is concerned, supposing the latter

to be from root teui, to cut.] 1. The general

idea of successive existence; the measure of

duration. Time is absolute or relative; ab-

solute time is considered without any rela-

tion to bodies or their motions. It is con-

ceived by us as unbounded, continuous,

homogeneous, unchangeable in the order of

its parts, and divisible without end. Rela-

tive time is the sensible measure of any por-

tion of duration, often marked by particular

phenomena, as the apparent revolution of

the celestial bodies, more especially of the

sun, or the rotation of the earth on its

axis. Time is divided into years, months,
weeks, days, hours, minutes, and seconds;

but of these portions the years and days
only are marked by celestial phenomena.
In order to measure time we employ some
equable motion, and we judge those times

to be equal which pass while a moving body
proceeding with a uniform motion passes

over etiual spaces. Tlie instruments em-
ployed for measuring time are clocks.chrono-

meters, clepsydras, hour-glasses, and dials

;

but the three first are those chiefly used.

Time is often poetically personified as mas-
culine. 'The plain bald pate of father Time
himself.' Shak.

Why grieve that Time has brought so soon
The sober age of manhood on ?

As idly should I weep at noon
To see the blush of morning jjone. Bryant.

The idea of time is the rect^nition of an order of

sequence in our states of consciousness.
Clerk Maxtvell.

2. A particular portion or part of duration,

whether past, present, or future, and con-

ceived either as a space or as a point, a
period as well as a moment ; occasion ; sea-

son; moment; as, he was present at the

ftjne; he was alisent at that tinM.

God who at sundry times and in divers manners
spake in time past unto the fathers by the prophets,

&c. Heb. 1. I.

3. A proper time; a season proper or appro-

priated to something; hence, opportunity.

There is a season, and a time to every purpose

under the heaven. Eccles. iii. i.

Conspiracy his time doth take. Shak.

Seek not time, when ti>ne is past;
After-wits are dearly bought. South-well.

4. An age ; a part of duration distinct from
other parts; the period at which any definite

event occurred or person lived; as, the time

of Elizabeth.

Puts to him all the learnings that his time
Could make him the receiver of Shak.

Hence the time, the present age; the present
period; as, men of the tune; also any period
definitely referred to.

The time is out of Joint : O cursed spite.

That ever I was born to set it right. Shak.

Live to be the show and gaze o' the time. Shak.

5. Life, or duration of life, considered as

employed or destined to employment; an
allotted period.

I like this place,

And willingly would waste my time in it. Shak.

Your tifne is not your own, it belongs to God.
Bucknt inster.

6. The present life; existence in this world

;

the duration of a being.

Make use oi time as thou valuest eternity. Fuller.

7. The state of things at a particular time

;

prevailing state of circumstances: generally

in the phiral ; as. good times; bad times;

hard times; it is difficult to make both ends
meet in these times.—S Performance or oc-

currence of an action or event with refer-

ence to repetition ; hence, simply used by
way of multiplication; as, four tim£8 four.
' Many a time and oft.' Shak.
' Av me !

' she cries, and twenty times ' Woe, woe !

'

Shak.

9. Leisure ; sufficient time; convenience of

time; as, I have not time to speak with you
now.
Daniel

him time

I have resolved to take time, and in spite of all

misfortunes, to write you, at intervals, a long letter.

S7Vl/t.

10. Hour of death or of travail; as, his time
was come.
She was within one month of her time. Clarendon.

desired of the king that he would give
Dan. ii. 16.

11. All time to come ; the future. [Rare.]

That brought you forth this boy, to keep your name
Living to titne. Shak.

12. In music, (a) the relative duration of a
sound (or rest) as measured by the rhythmi-
cal proportions of the different notes, taking
the semibreve {en) as the unit or standard,

the minim ( *) being half the semibreve, the

crotchet {S} half the minim, the quaver (^^
half the crotchet, and so on. Thus, should
a semibreve be sounded (say) 8 seconds of

time, a minim would occupy 4 seconds, a
crotchet 2, a quaver 1, and so on. (6) The
style of movement or peculiarity of accent

in a composition, such as is marked by the
regular grouping of a certain and equal
number of notes, or of more or less notes
equal in time value to that certain number,
through all the bars of a movement; the
different combinations of sounds and values

being said to constitute different kinds of

time, each indicated by a different rhyth-
mical or time signature. These measures
or divisions are of several kinds, but may
be all ranged in two classes, duple or binary
time a!id triple or ternary time, the former
being marked by two beats and the latter

by three Ijeats to the measure or bar. (c)The
absolute velocity or rate of movement at

which a piece is executed, as indicated by
the English words quick, slow, Ac, and the
Italian grave, lento, presto, and the like —
13. In gram, tense. —14. In phren. one of

the perceptive faculties. Its organ is situ-

ated on each side of eventuality. Tliis

faculty gives the power of judging of time,

and of intervals in general. It is essential

to music and versification. See Phreno-
logy.— 15. One of the three dramatic uni-

ties formerly considered essential in the
classical drama. The unity of time con-

sisted in keeping the period embraced in

the action of the piece within the limit of

twenty-four hours. See Usmr. — Appa-
rent time, time regulated by the apparent
motion of the sun; time as shown by a pro-

perly adjusted sun-dial; solar time.—Astro-
nomical time, mean solar time reckoned
from noon through the twenty-four hours.

—At tim£S, at distinct intervals of duration.

'The Spirit of the Lord began to move him
at times.' Judg. xiii. 25. 'Perfumes you
can take but at times.' Bacon.—Oivil time,

mean time adapted to civil uses, and distin-

guished into years, months, days, &c, —
Common time, (a) {milit.) the ordinary time
taken in marching, being at the rate of

about ninety steps per minute; distinguished

from quick time, in which the steps are

about 110 per minute. (&) In music, same
as Duple Time. See Xo. 12.

—

Equation of
time. See Ei^UATiON —/?i time, (a) in good
season; at the right moment; sufficiently

early ; before it is too late. ' Look to't in

time.' Shak. {b) In the course of things;

by degrees; eventually; as, you will in time
recover your health.

/h time the rod becomes more mocked than feared.
Shak.

—In good time, (a) at the right moment; in

good season. 'In good time you gave it.'

Shak. (&) Fortunately; happily. 'In good
time here comes the noble duke.' Shak.
Often used ironically : well and good ;

just

so; very well.

There ... are shewed the ruins of those three
tabernacles built according to Peter's desire. In very
good lifne, no doubt 1 Fuller.

—Mean time, or mean solar time, time regu-

lated by the average or mean. See Mean.
—Nick of time, the exact point of time re-

quired by necessity or convenience ; the

critical moment. Hee'SlCK.—Sidereal time.

See Sidereal.—Sofar time. Same as Ap-
parent Time. — Time about, alternately.

[Scotch.}— Time enough, in season; early

enough.
Stanley at Bosworth-field. came time enou£-h to

save his life. Bacon.

—Time of day, (a) greeting : salutation ap-

propriate to the times of the day, as good
morning, good evening, and the like. 'Not
worth the time of day.' Shak. (6) The
latest aspect of affairs; a dodge. [Slang.]—

Time out of mittd, or time immemorial, in

law, time beyond legal memory; that is,

the time prior to the reign of Richard I.,

A.D. 1189.— jTo more, run. or go agaimt time,

to move, run, or go, as a horse, as rapidly

as possible, in order to ascertain the great-

est speed attainable, or the greatest distance

which can be passed over in a given time-—

Fate, fftr, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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To kill time, to beguile time; to occupy one's

self so as to cause time to pass pleasantly

or without too much tediousness.—To lose

time, (a) to fail by delay to take full ad-

vantage of the opportunity afforded by
any conjuncture; to delay. *The earl lost

no tiiiie but marched day and night.' Clar-

endon, (b) To go too slow; as, a watch
or dock loses time. — Time is used in the
formation of a good many self-explanatory

compounds, as ^wte-battered, (iwi^-conse-

craled.^'me-con8uming,(i;*w-enduring,fi»ie-
killing, (i//ie-sanctioned, (iine-wasting, tiuie-

worn, and the like.

Time (tim), v.t. pret. <fe pp. timed; ppr.

timing. 1. To adapt to the time or occasion;
to bring, begin, or perform at the proper
season or time ; as, the measure is well
timed or ill timed; no small part of political

wisdom consists in knowing how to time
propositions and measures.

Mercy is good, but kings mistake its hmfng^.
Dryden.

2. To regulate as to time. * AVho overlooked
the oars and timed the stroke.' Addison.

Sleep. Death's twin-brother, tinus my breath.
Tennyson.

3. To ascertain the time, duration, or rate

of; as, to tiMxe the speed of a horse; to time
a race.— 4. To measure, as in music or har-
mony.
Time (tim), v.i. 1. To waste time; to de-
fer; to procrastinate. [Rare.]

Tliey titned it out all that spring and a great part
of the next summer. Daniel.

% To keep time; to harmonize.

Beat, happy stars, timuig with things below.
TtHHyson.

Time -ball (tim'bsl). ^\ A ball dropped
down a staff at observatories to publish cer-

tain preconcerte<l times, 1 P, M. being that
in general use. Such balls are of great use
to iiiiviu'ators for deteniiining the error and
ratf i.f their chronometers.
Time-bargain (tim'l*ar-ghi), n. A contract
for the sale or purchase of merchandise, or
of stock, at a certain time. These bargains
are often mere gambling transactions, car-

ried on from time to time by the mere pay-
ment of the difference >>etween the stipu-

lated price and the actual price on the day
fixed for the pretended delivery of the stock
or goods, the party buying having no inten-
tion of taking over either, and the party
selliiii^ not having in his possession what he
jiroft's.ses to sell,

Time-beguillngftimn)e-gil-ing), a. Making
tbf time pass quickly. 'Time-beguiling
8p->rt.' .Sf<ak.

Time -bettering (tim'het-t6r-ing). a. Tm-
pr-vinu' the state of things; full of innova-
ti'Mi.'^ 'The thne-bftteriiuj days.' Shak.
Time-bewasted (tim'iw-wast-ed), a. Used
up tty time; consumed. ' ily oil-dried lamp
and tune-hewanted IJ^ht.* Shak.

Time-bill (tim'liil), n. A time-table.

Time-book (tim'biik), n. A book in which
is kept a record of the time persona have
worked.
Time-candle (tim'kan-dl). n. A candle in
which the size and quality of the material
and till,- wick are so regulated that a certain
lei)i.'th will burn in a given time.

Time-detector (tim'de-tekt-t!r), n. An in-

stiUMient for recording the time at which a
watchman may be present at different sta-

tions on his l>eiit; a tell-tale.

Timeful (tim'ful), a. Seasonable; timely;
Bufflciently early. ' Interrupting, by his

vigilant endeavoui-s, all offer of timeful re-

turn towards fiod ' Haleigh. [Rare. J

Time-fuse (tim'fuz), «. A fuse which can
be so arniiiged as to explode a charge at a
certain dtrterminate interval after tlie time
of its i^'iiition.

Time-gun (tim'gun), n. A gun which ia fired

by nK';in>i of a mechanical contrivance and
a current of electricity at a particular time,
as on the falling of a time-ball, or as a sub-
stitute for it.

Time-honoured (tim'on-^rd), a. Honoured
for a l"n'„' time; venerable and worthy of

honour by reason of antiquity and long con-
tinuance ; as, a time - honoured custom.
* Time-honoured grove.' MaaoH.

Timei8t(tim'i8t), n. Same as Timist. 'She
was a perfect tiuieint.' C. Reade.
Time - keeper ( tim'k6p-6r). n. \. A clock,
watch, or chronometer. — 2, A person who
keeps, marks, or regulates the time, as of
the tleparture of conveyances, in musical
performances, at races, and the like; a per-
»m who keeps the time during which a
number of workmen work.

Timeless (tlm'les), a. 1. Unseasonable;
done at an improper time. ' His all too
timeless speed.' Shak.

Nor fits it to prolong the heav'nly feast
Timeless. Pope.

2.i Untimely; immature; done or suffered

before the proper time.

Must I behold thy timeless, cruel death? 5A<7*.

3. Without end; interminable. 'Timeless
night and chaos.' You7ig.

Timelessly (tim'les-li), adv. In a timeless

manner; unseasonably.

() fairest flower, no sooner blown but blasted.

Soft silken primrose, fading timelessly. Milton.

Timeliness (tim 'lines), n. The state or

quality of being timely; seasonableness

;

being in good time.

Timeling t (tim'ling), n. A time-server.

Divers niinisiers arc faint-hearted, and were, as it

seemeth, but ttmelings. Becon.

Time-lock (tim'lok).n. A lock having clock-
work attached, which, when wound up, pre-

vents the Ijolt being withdrawn when locked,
until a certain interval of time has elapsed,
even by means of the proper key.

Timely (tim'li). a. \. Seasonable; being in

good time; sufficiently early; as, the de-
fendant had timely notice of this motion

;

timely care will often prevent great evils.

—

2.t Keeping time or measure. 'Their timely
voices.' Spenser.—3. Early; soon attained.
' My timely death. ' Shak.

Now spurs the lated traveller apace
To gain the titntly inn. Shak.

Timely (tlmllX odv. Early; soon; in good
season.

Timely advised, the coming evil shun. Priar.

Timely-parted (tlmli-pftr-ted), a. Having
died a natural death. 'A timely -parted
ghost.' Shak. [Rare.]
TimenOguy(timen'6-gi), n. Naut. formerly
a rope made fast to the stock of the waist-
anchor, to keep the tacks and sheets from
fouling on the stock: used also for several
other puri>ose8.

TimeouB (tim'us), a. Timely; seasonable.
Formerly written Timous. ' A wise and
timoui inquisition.' Bacon. [Timeous and
Timeously seem to he seldom used by Eng-
lish writers. In Scotland they are common
in legal and commercial phraseol(^.]
Timebusly (tim'uB-li),a. In a timeousman-
ner; seasonably; in good time. Dr.Q Cheyne;
Sir W. Scott. See TiMEOCS.
lime - piece (tim'pgs), n. A clock, watch,
or other inatnmient to measure or show
the progress of time, especially a small clock
suited to chimney-pieces, side-tables, and
the like-

Time -pleaser (tim'plez-6r), n. One who
complies with the prevailing opinions, what-
ever they may be.

Scandal'd the suppliants for the people, call'd them
Time-pUasers, flatterers, foes to noblenesK. Shak.

Time-server (tim's^rv-6r), n. One who acts
confonnably to times and seasons; now gen-
erally applied to one who meanly and for
selfish ends adapts his opinions and manners
to the timea ; one who obsequioasly com-
plies with the luling power. .

He is a good time-ser^'er that improves the present
for God's glory and his own salvation. Fuller.

Tifir-server wia^MscA two hundred years ago quite
as often for one in an honourable, as in a dishonour-
able sense. Trench.

Time-serving (tim's^rv-ing), a. Complying
with the times; obsequiously complying
with the himiours of men in power.
Time-serving (tim's6rv-ing), n. An acting
conformably to times and seasons ; now,
usually an obsequious compliance with the
humours of men in power, which implies a
surrender of one's independence, and some-
times of one's integrity.

Trimming and timeserving, which are but two
wonls for the same thing, always produce confusion.

South.

Time - servlngness (tim ' s6rv - ing - nes ), n.

The state or quality of being time-serving;
a compliance with the varying temper of the
times; a truckling line of conduct. Roger
North.
Time-table (tim'ta-bl), ti, l. A table or
register of times, as of the hours to be ob-
served in a school, of the departure and
arrival of railway trains, steamlxiats, &c.,
of high water, and the like.— 2. In music, a
table containing the relative value of every
note.

Timid (tim'id), a. [L. timidus, from timeo, to
fear, ffom same root as Skr. tamas, dark-
ness.] Fearful; wanting courage to meet

danger; timorous; not bold. 'The timid
hare. ' Thomson.
Fear is an instructor of great sagacity, and the

herald of ait revolutions. . . . Our property is ^i»»ii^,

our laws are timid, our cultivated clcisses are timid.
Efnerson.

Stn. Fearful, timorous, afraid, cowardly,
pusillanimous, faint-hearted, shrinking, re-

tiring.

Timidity (ti-mid'i-ti), n. [L. timiditas. See
Timid. ] The state or quality of being timid;
fearfulness; want of courage or boldness to
face danger ; timorouaness : habitual cow-
ardice. ' Timidity of heart.' Holland.

The weak-minded individual upon the throne sac-
rificed the public interest sometimes through habit-
ual timidity, sometimes through silly ambition.

Timidly (tim'id-li), adv. In a timid man-
ner; weakly; without courage.
Timidness (tim'id-nes), n. The state or
(juality of being timid; timidity.

Timidoust (tim'id-us), a. Timid; fearful;

faint-hearted. 'A timidovs man.' Roger
North.

Timist (tim'ist), n. 1. In mtisic, a performer
who keeps good time. — 2.t One who con-
forms to the times; a time-server.

A timist .'.
. hath no more of a conscience than

fear, and his religion is not his but the prince's. He
reverenceth a courtier's servant's servant.

Sir T, Ot/erf-ury.

Timmen (tim 'en), n. A kind of woollen
cloth: tamine. 'Broadcloth and timmen.'
Miss Ferrier.

Tinuner (tim'^r), n. A certain number of
small skins. See Timber.
Timocracy (ti-mok'ra-si), 7i. [Or. timokra-
tiif—time, honour, worth, and krateo, to
rule.] A form of government in which a
certain amount of property is requisite as
a qualification for otfice. It also signified a
government which formed a sort of mean
between aristocracy and oligarchy, when
the ruling cbiss, composed of the best and
noblest citizens, struggled for pre-eminence
among themselves.

Timocratlc (t!-mo-krat'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to timocracy.
Timoneert (ti-mon-erO. n. [Fr. timonnier^
from timon, a helm or tiller, from L. teino^

temonis. a pole.] Satit a helmsman; also,

one on the look-out who directs the helms-
man.
Timonist (ti'mon-ist). n. A misanthrope;
lit. one like Timon ot Athens. Dekkcr.
Tlmonize (ti'mon-iz), v.i. To play the mis-
anthrope.
Timorous (tim'or-us), a. [O.E. timerous
(Chaucer), L.L. timoroeus, from L. timor,
fear, from /urteo, to fear. Seei'iMiD.] 1. Fear-
ful of danger; timid; destitute of courage;
as, a timorous female. 'A timorous thief.'

Shak.— 2. Indicating fear; characterized by
fear; full of scruples; as, f tmoroti^ doubt&
' Titnrous accents.' Shak. * Ttmoroua
dreams.* Shak.

Prepossessed heads will ever doubt it, and timor-
ous beliefs will never dare to try it.

Sir T. Brffwnt.

Timorously (tim'or-us-li), adv. In a timor-
ous manner; fearfully; timidly; without
boldness; with much fear.

Let dastard souls be timorously wise. Philips.

Timorousness (tim'or-us-nes), n. The state
or quality of being timorous ; fearfulness

;

timidity; want of courage.

The clergy, through the timorousness of many
among them, were refused to be heard by Ihdr
counsel. Sivi/i.

Timorsome (tim'or-sum), a. Easily fright-

ened; timid. Sir W. Scott. (Scotch.)
Timothy-grass (tim'o-thi-gras), »i. A valu-
alilf fodder-plant, the Phleum pratense, or
cornnion cafs-tail grass. See PHLEUM.
Timous (tim'us), a. See TiMEOUS.
Timously (tim'us-li), adv. See Timeouslt.
Timpano (tim'pa-no), ?i. pL Timpani (tlm'-
pa-ni). See Tvmpano.
Tim-whiskey (tim'w^his-ki), n. A light one-
horse chaise without a head. 'The differ-

ence . . . between a whiskey and a Tim-
ithiskey, that is to say, no difference at all/
Southey.

Tin (tin), n. [A. Sax, D. Dan. and Icel. tin,

Sw. ten, O. zinn; comp. L. stannum. zinc,

tin; W. ystten, Armor, stean, Ir. «tan—tin.

Notwithstanding a certain similarity these
latter forms may not be connected with the
Teutonic] 1. At. wt. 118. Sym. Sn. A
metal of a white brilliant colour, slightly

tinged with gray. In hardness it is inter-

mediate between gold and lead; It is very
malleable, and may be beaten out into leaves
less than the thousandth of an inch in thick-

ch, c/tain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, iing; 7H, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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ness. It is more tenacious than lead, and
very flexible, and when bent in the fingers

it emits a peculiar crackling sound. Its

specific gravity is 7 29. It melts at 442°, and
if heated to whiteness in air it takes fire

and burns with a white flame, forming per-
oxide of tin. Tin is rather a scarce metal,
being found in few places of the world iu

any (luantity. The mines in Cornwall are
its most productive source ; it also occurs in
Bohemia, Saxony, and Spain; in the islands
of Banca and BilUton, and the Straits Set-
tlements, in Asia; in Mexico, Chili, Peru,
and Massachusetts, in America; and in Aus-
tralia. There are only two ores of tin: the
native binoxide, called tin-stone, and the
double sulphide of tin and copper, called
tin pyrites. The binoxide of tin, called also
cassiterite, is the only ore found in sufficient

quantities to make it the object of mineral
explorations. It occurs in Cornwall in two
forms: (1) in veins wliere it is blended with
several other metals, as ai-senic, copper,
zinc, and tungsten; (2) in loose rounded
masses, grains, or sand in alluvial soil, in
which state it is called stream-tin. The
former, when reduced to the metallic state,

yields block-tin, while the latter yields
grain-tin, which is the purer of the two.
Wliat is termed wood-tin is found in reni-

form and botryoidal masses, or in wedge-
shaped pieces. Tin pyrites, the other ore
of tin, occurs massive, with agranular com-
position ; fracture uneven, imperfectly con-
choidal; lustre metallic; colour steel-gray,

inclining to yellow; hardness about that of
fluor-spar. It contains from 14 to 30 per
cent of tin. The Phoenicians, long before
the Christian era, fetched this metal, under
the name of kassiteros, from the British
islands, which were thence called Cassiter-
ides, or islands of tin. Oxygen combines
with tin, forming protoxide of tin or stan-
nous oxide (SnO), sesquioxide (Sn2 03), and
dioxide or stannic oxide (SnOo). The com-
pounds of chlorine with tin are dichloride
or stannous chloride (SnCln), sesquichloride
or stannoso- stannic chloride (SuaClg), and
tetrachloride or stannic chloride (SnCU):
and of sulphur with it, the protosulphide or
stannous sulphide (SnS), sesquisulphide
(Sn.iSa), and tlie disulphide or stannic sul-

phide (Sn S.2). The uses of tin are numerous.
It is much used as a covering to several
other metals, as in tin-plate and cooking
vessels of copper. Combined with copper
it forms bronze, bell -metal, and several
other useful alloys. With lead it forms pew-
ter, and solder of various kinds. Tin-foil

coated with mercury forms the reflecting
surface of glass-mirroi-s. The solutions of
tin in the nitric, muriatic, nitro-sulphuric,
and tartaric acids are much used in dyeing.
2. Thin plates of iron covered with tin. See
Tin-plate. —3. A cant name for money.
Lord Lytton; Disraeli. [Low.]

Tin (tin), v.t. pret. & pp. tinned; ppr. tin-

ning. To cover with tin, or overlay with
tin-foil.

Tinamidse (ti-nam'i-de), n. pi. The tina-
mous, a family of birds intermediate between
the pheasants (Phasianidae) and the bus-
tards (Otidse). The tail is nearly wanting,
the wings are short, and the hind-toe is not
at all developed or has the form of a mere
claw. The genus Tinanms is the type. See
TiNAMOU.
TLnamOU (tin'a-md), n. [The native name.]
A rasorial or gallinaceous bird belonging to

Great Tinamou { T. brasiliensis).

the genus Tinamus or Tinamotis. family
Tinamidre, occurring in South America.
They are remarkable for a long slender neck,

covered with feathers, the tips of the barbs
being slender and slightly curled. They
vary in size from that of a pheasant down
to that of a quail, and even smaller. They
either perch on low trees or hide among
long grass; are easily caught with a running
noose, and when cooked the flesh is deli-

cately white. The great tinamou {T. bra-

giliensii) is about 18 inches long, and in-

habits the great forests of Guiana. The
elegant tinamou (2\ ele^ans) is one of the
handsomest of the fannly to which it be-

longs. It attains the size of a large grouse.
The colour is a grayish buff on the head and
neck, the liead being crested, while the back
is of a buff and blackish brown.
Tinamus. Tinamotis (tin'a-mus. tin-a-md'-

tis), 71. A genua of rasorial or gallinaceous
birds belonging to the family Tinamidae.
See Tinamou.
Tinea (ting'ka). n. [L. tinea, a fish supposed
to be the tench.] A genus of fislies foxmded
by Cuvier, and comprising the tenches. See
Tench.
Tincal (ting'kal), n. [Malay tingkal, Hind,
and Per. tinkdr.] The commercial name
of borax in its crude or unrefined state. It

is an impure biljorate of soda, consisting of
small crystals of a yellowish colour, and is

unctuous to the feel. It is employed in

refining metals.

Tinchel, TlnclUll (tin'ehel, tin'chil), n.

[Gael, and Ir. timchioll, circuit, compass.]
In Scotland, a circle of sportsmen, who, by
surrounding a great space, and gradually
closing in, bring a number of deer together,

by which means they are captured or killed.

These active assistants spread through the country
far and near, forming^ a circle, technically called the
tinchel, which, gradually closing, drove the deer in

herds together towards the glen where the chiefs

and principal sportsmen lay in wait for them.
Sir It '. Scott.

Tinct (tingkt), v.t. [L. tinctus, pp. of tingo,

to dye. See TiNGE.] To tinge; to stain or
colour; to imbue. Bacon. [Obsolete or poeti-

cal.]

Tinct (tingkt), pp. Tinctured; dyed or
stained. Spenser. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Lucent sirups tiuct with cinnamon. Keats.

Tinct (tingkt), n. 1. Stain; colour; tincture.
[Obsolete or poetical.]

All the devices blazon'd on the shield
In their own titict. Tennyson,

2.t The grand elixir of the alchemists.

Plutus himself.

That knows the tinct and multiplying medicine.
Shai.

Tinctorial (tingk-to'ri-al). a. [From L.

/i«c(or, a dyer. See Tincture.] Pertaining
to colours or dyes; imparting colour. ' Tinc-
torial matter. ' Ure.

Tincture ( tingk'tur ), n. [L. tinctura, Fr.

teinture. See Tinge.] 1. A tinge or shade
of colour ; as, a tincture of red.

If you can bring
Tincture or lustre in her lip, her eye.
Heat outwardly or breath within, I'll serve you
As I would do the gods. S/iai.

2. In her. the name given to the colours,

metals, or tints used for the field or ground
of an emblazoned shield, including the two
metals or and argent, or gold and silver, the
several colours.and the furs.—3.The finerand
more volatile parts of a substance, separated
by a menstruum ; or an extract of a part of
the substance of a body, communicated to
the menstruum.— 4. In med. a solution of
the active principles, chiefly of vegetables,
sometimes of saline medicines, more rarely
of animal matters, in a solvent. Tinctures
are so called from possessing more or less

of colour.—Alcoholic tinctures are such as
are prepared with alcohol. AVhen sulphuric
ether is used as the solvent they are termed
ethereal tinctures; when ammonia is used
they are termed ammoniated tinctures; and
when wine is used they are called medicated
wines.—Simple tinctures are such as hold
only one substance in solution ; and coni-

pouiui tinctures are those in which two or
more ingredients are submitted to the sol-

vent. The greater number of tinctures are
prepared witli pr(K)f-spirit, and the most
important are those which contain highly
active ingredients, as the tincture of opium,
&c.—5. Slight taste superadded to any sub-
stance; as, a tincture of orange-peel.—
6. Slight quality added to anything; as, a
tincture of French manners.

All manners take a tincture from our own, Po/>«.

Every man had a slight tincture of soldiership, and
scarcely any man more than a slight tincture.

Maaiulay.

Tincture (tingk'tur), v.t. pret A pp. tine-
tured; ppr. tincturing. 1. To tinge; to com-
municate a slight foreign colour to ; to im-
pregnate with some extraneous matter bo
as to slightly affect the taste or qualities of.

A little black paint will tincture and spoil twenty
gay colours. tfatts.

2. To imbue ; to communicate a portion of
anything foreign to; as, a mind tinctured
with scepticism.

At this period, accordingly, it was natural that the-
literature of Greece shoulti be tinctured witVi the
oriental style. Macaulay.

Tindt (tind), v.t. [Prov. E. teen, teend,
O.E. tenden, A. Sax. tendan, tindan, to set
on fire, to kindle; Dan. tiinde, Icel. tendra,
Goth, tandjan, G. zunden, to kindle. Sam&
root as Skr. danh, to burn. Tinder is from
this verb.] To kindle. 'As one candl&
tindeth a thousand.' Bp. Sanderson.
Tindal ( tin'dal ), n. In the East Indies, a
boatswain's matie ; the master or coxswain
of the large pier boats which ply in the har-
bour of Bombay; also an attendant on ai>
army. W. H. Eussell.

Tinder (tin'd6r), w. [A. Sax. tynder, tender,.
Sc. Sw. and L.G. tunder, Icel. tundr, D. fon-
der, G.zunder. See TiND.] An inflammable
substance composed of partially burned
linen, used for kindling fire from a spark

;

anything easily kindled.

Whoever our trading with England would hinder,
To inflame both the nations do plainly conspire ;

Because Irish linen will soon turn to ti?tder.

And wool it is greasy, and quickly takes 6re.
Swi/e.

—German tinder. See Amadou.
Tinder-box (tin'd^r-boks), n. A box in
which tinder is kept.

Tinder -like (tin'd^r-lik), a. Like tinder;
very inflammable. ' Hasty and tinder-like.'

Shak.
Tindery (tin'dfir-i), a. Like tinder; inflam*
mable.

I love nobody for nothing: I am not so tindery.
Miss Buruey.

Tine+ (tin), v.t. [See TiND.] To kindle; to
set on fire. Spenser.

Tinet (tin), v.i. [See TiNE, to kindle.] To
rage; to smart; to fight. Spenser.

Tine (tin), v.t. [A. Sax. tyiuin, to hedge in,

to inclose.] To shut or inclose; to filL [Ob-
solete or local.]

Tine (tin), 71. A wild vetch or tare; a plant
that tines or incloses other plants. [Obso-
lete or provincial English.]

The titters or tine
Makes hop to pine. Tusser.

Tine (tin), n. [O.E. tinde, a prong, a horn;
A. Sax. tind, the tooth of a harrow ; IceL
tindr, a spike, a tooth, as of a rake or har-
row; Dan. tind, tinde, a peak or summit;
L.G. and Sw. tinne, a prickle; ultimately
from same root as tooth.'\ The tooth or
spike of a fork; a prong; the tooth of a har-
row.
Tinet (tin), n. [A form of teen (which see) )
Trouble; distress. Spenser.

Tine, Tsoie (ti'n), v.t. pret. & pp. tint [A
Scandinavian word: Icel. tyna,to lose; comp.
A. Sax. te6n, loss.] To lose; as, to tyne
money. [Scotch.]

Tine, Tyne (tvn), v.i. To be lost; to perish
in whatever way. [Scotch.]

Tinea (ti'ne-a), n. [L., gnawing worm,a book-
wonn, a moth.] 1. A term somewhat vaguely
applied to certain diseases of the skin, espe-
cially of the scalp, attended, kept up, or
produced by the development of minute
parasitic plants or spores. Tinea tondetis,

or ringworm , of which there are three varie-

ties, has been described under Ringworm.
T. decalvans, causing rounded patches of
baldness, is accompanied by the fungus
Microsporon Audonini. There are other
fonns, as T. lactea, or milk-crust of infants;

T. am iantacea, in which the hair is incmsted
by an ichorous secretion, and resembles
^)estos; and T. favosa, lupinosa, and ma-
ligna, different stages of Favus, or honey-

comb ring-
wonn. 'i'he

parasitic cha-
racter of
Tinea is.

<1oubted by
some autho-
rities,who as-

cribe it to
some inflam-

Tineapellionella (slightly magnified) niatory influ-

ence which
destroys the hair papillie.— 2. A geims of
moths including the clothes-moth (which
see), distinguished by having the head

Fate, f&r, fat, fgU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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covered with coarse hairs, with five-jointed

maxillary palpi and cylindrical labial x>&lpi-

The front wings are oblong-ovate, and the

hind wings ovate and scaly. The genns in-

cludes a large number of species, the larvae

of several of which are very destructive to

cloth, especially T.pellioneUa and T. tapet-

zella-

Tlned (tind), a. Furnished with tines.

Tineidse(ti*ne'i-de), «./>i. A family of noctur-

nal lepidopterousinsects.consisting of small
moths, some of which infest woollen cloths

and furs, upon which their larvas feed. See
Tinea.
Tineman (tin'man), n. [Perhaps from tine,

to shut or inclose.] An officer of the forest

in England, who had the nocturnal care of

vert and venison.
Tinett(ti'net).H. [SeeTrXE.toshut] Brush-
wood and thorns for making and repairing
hedges. Burrill.

Tlnewald (tin'wftld), n. [A. Sax. and Icel.

thiiuj, Dan. tiiiff, an assembly, and A. Sax.

taald, a wood, an open space. It is the same
word as Icel. thing-mUr, a parliament-field,

the place where a thing sat] The ancient
l>arliament or annual convention of the
jK'ople in the Isle of Man.
Tlnfioor (tin'flor), n. In tin mining, the
name usually given to a small vein or thin

flat mass of tinstone interposed between
certain rocks, and parallel to their beds.

The same name is occasionally given to a
larire iirej^ular mass of tin-ore.

Tin-foil (tin'foll), n Pure tin. or the metal
alloyed with a little lead, beaten and rolled
nitt> thin sheets.

Wng (ting), n. [Imitative; comp. tinkle,

ji"jle; L. tinnio. to tinkle.] A sharp sound,
AS of a bell; a tinkling.

Ting (ting), v.i. To sound ©r ring.

Ting (ting).n. The room in a Chinese temple
(';, taiiiin;; the idol.

Tinge ( tinj ). v.t. pret. & pp. tinged; ppr.

tinging. lh.tingo,tinctum,to wet, to moisten,
to stain, to dye (whence also tincture, tint);

cog. Gr. tenggo, to wet, to stain ; Goth.
thcahan, to wash] To mix. impregnate, or
iniitue with some foreign substance so as
to slightly affect or modify the colour, taste,

or qualities of; as, (a) to modify the colour
or tint of ; to colour; to tincture; to stain.

Their fle&h, moreover, is red. as it were tinged with
satfron. Hoiinihtd.

(6) To qualify the taste or savour of; to give

a taste, tiavour, smack, or tang to; as. to
tiixge a decocti(tn with a bitter taste. (c)To
modify the character or qualities of.

His virtues, as well as imperfections, are, as it

were, tinned bjr a certain extrava);ance which makes
theni pariicularty his. and distinifuishes them Troin

those of otiier men. Addison.

Tinge ( tinj \ n. A slight degree of some
colour, taste, or something foreign, infused
into another substance or mixture, or added
to it; tincture; a superadded colour, shade,
hue, taste, or flavour ; as, a red colour that
has a tiiwe of blue ; a dish of food that has
a tinge of orange-peel in its taste.

His notions, too, respecting the government oi the
st.ite, tfffik a tinge from his notions respecting the
y'lvtTiiinent of the church. Macaulay.

Tingent (tinj'ent), a. Having the power to
tinge. {Rare]
As for the wliite part it appeared much less en-

riched with the tingent properly. Boyle.

Tlngl, Tin^y (tin'gT), n. The native name
of a Bfiizihan forest-tree {Magtmia glab-
rata). nat. order .Sapindacete, covering large
tracts to the exclusion of almost everything
else. Soap is made from its broad flat seeds,
and an infusion of the roots is used to poison
flsh

Tlnglda (tinji-de), n, pi. A family of heter-
opurous insect* whose body fs flat and
broii-l. and back short, three-jointed, and
folded into a groove under the head. The
Tinjridie are nK>stly rapacious, their fore-
legs being specially constructed for the cap-
ture of living j)rt'y. Some, however, are
vegetable feeders, and attack flowers and
leaves with such voracity that in France,
where they are common, the gardeners call
them tigers.

Tin-glass (tin'glas). n. 1. An old name for
pewter or solder.

This white lead or ting/ajte hath been of lonu
time in estimation ... as wiinesseth the poet Homer,
who calleth it Cassiteron. . . . This is certain, that
two pieces of black lead cannot possibly be sodcred
together without this tingiasse. Holland.

2. A name given by glfts.s-makers to l)ismuth.
Tbl|^ (ting'gl), r. i. pret. tV pp. tingUd; ppr.
tmgiing. [A dim. from ting. Comp. W. ton-

cial, tonciaw, to tinkle or tingle. Comp. also

E. tickle, which may have influenced the
meaning. ] 1. To feel a kind of thrilling sen-

sation, as in hearing a small sharp ringing
sound.

At which both the ears of every one that heareth
it shall tingle. i Sam. m. ii,

2. To feel a sharp, thrilling pain.

The pale boy-senator yet tingling stands. Pofe.

3. To have a thrilling sensation, or a sharp,
slight, penetrating sensation.

And if she move unquietly.
Perchance, 'tis but the blood so free.

Comes back and tingles in her feet. Coleridge,

Tingle (ting'gl), v.t. To cause to give a sharp
ringing sound; to ring.

I'd thank her to tingle her bell,

As soon as she's heated my ^ruel. yames Smith.

Tingling ( ting'gling ), n. A thrilling, jar-

ring, tremulous sensation.

A kind of sleeping in the blood, a whoreson tingling.
Shalt.

Tink (tingk), v.i. [Imitative of a sharp me-
tallic sound. Gom^. ting.] To make a sharp,
shrill noise; to tinkle. 'After drinking,
while the shot is linking.' Het/wood.

Tink (tingk), n. A tinkle; a tingle.

Tinkal (ting'kal), 71. Tincal (which see).

Tinkar's - root (ting'kirz-rot), n. (From
Dr. Tinkar, who first brought the root into
notice.) A N'orth American shrub (Trios-
teum per/oliatum), nat order CaprifoHaceae,
whose root is an emetic and mihl cathartic.

Tinker (ting'k^r), n. [From tink, a sharp
metallic sound. Comp. W. tincerrd, a tin-

ker, from tinciaw, to tinkle] 1. A mender
of kettles, pans, and the like. —2. The act
of tinkering or mending ; cobbling ; botch-
ing.
They must speak their mind about it, . . . and

spend their time and money in having a tinier at it.

7". Hughes.
3. A popular name for small mackerel. [New
England.]
Tinker (tingTt^r), v.t. To work at or on, as
a tinker; to mend in a clumsy or imperfect
manner; to repair; to cobble; to botch:
sometimes followed by i/^.

Chronology and astronomy are forced to tinker up
and reconcile, as well as they can, these uncertain-
tics. H. U'aipole.

Tinker (tinglcfer). v.i. To work at tinkering;
to occupy one's self with cobbling defects

;

to work upnn a thing by making small re-

pairs; to keep meddling somewhat offi-

ciously.

I wM step round at once, and offer my services,
before other folks begin to tinker with him.

Kiff^all.

Tinkerly (tinglt^r-li), a. 1, Like or pertain-
ing to a tinker— 2. Perhaps in the following
plirase^ tinkling ' This (j/yiAreWy verse which
we call ryme," Wehbe.
Tlnkermkn (ting'k^r-man), n. A fisherman
who destroyed the young fry in the river
Thames by nets and unlawful apparatus.
TinlEle (tinglcl), v.i. pret. & pp. tinieUd;
ppr. tinkling. [A freq. from tink. See
TlSK, TiNO] 1. To make small, quick,
sharp sounds, as by striking on metal; to
clink; to jingle. 'A (iHWt/i*; cymbal.' iCor.
xiii 1- ' The tinkling rills.' Pope.

The sprightly horse
Moves to the music of his tinkling bells. Dodsley.

2. To resound with a small sharp sound ; to
tingle. ' And his ears tinkled, aud his colour
tied.' Dryden.
Tinkle (ting'kl), v.t. To cause to clink or
make sharp, quick, ringing sounds; to ring.

The sexton or bellman goeth about the streets
with a small bell in his hand which he tinkleth.

Ray.

Tinkle (tinglcl). n. A small, qtjck. sharp,
ringing noise, as that produced by a small
bell when struck gently.

The tinkle of the words is all that strikes the ears,
and soothes them with a transient and slightly plea-
surable sensation. Mason.

Tinkler (tingkl^r), n. A tinker; hence, a
tramp; a vagabond. 'She looks such a tink-

ler.' Charlotte Bronte. [Provincial]
Tinkler ( tingk'l^r >, n. One who or that
whith tinkles: a slang terra for a small bell;

as, agitiite the tinkler.

Tinkling (tingk'ling). n. 1. A small, quick.
sharp sound. ' Making a tinkling with their
feet. Is. iii. 16.— 2. A bird (Qumcaltig eras-
nro*tris) of the starling family, common in
Jamaica: so called from its peculiar vocifer-
ous note. Like other birds of the family it

frequently ri<is domestic cattle of their in-

sect parasites.

Tin-liquor, Tin-mordant (tin'lik-^r. tin'-

mor-dant), n. A solution of tin-filings in

hydrochloric acid, used as a mordant in dye-
ing and calico-printing.

Tinman (tin'man), 71. A manufacturer of or
dealer in tinware. Prior.

Tin-mordant. See Tin-liquor.
Tinnent (tin'en), a. Consisting or formed
of tin. ' Thy tinne7i chariot shod with burn-
ing bosses.' Sylvester, Du Bartas.
Tinner (tin'6r), n. l. One who works in the
tin mines.

He had been prosecuted and imprisoned in the
Stannary court, for proposing in parliament some
regulations for the tinners in ComwalL Hallatn.

2. A tinman.
Tinnientt (tin'i-ent), a. [L. tinniens, tinni-
entis, ppr. of tinnio, to ring.] Emitting a
clear ringing sound or tingling noise.

Tinning (tin'ing),n. 1. The act, art, or pro-
cess of covering or coating other metals
with a thin coat or layer of tin, to protect
them from oxidation or from being corroded
by rust.—2. The covering or layer thus put
on.

Tinnitus (tin-ni'tus), n. [L., a ringing, a
tingling. See TiNSIENT] In med. a ringing
in the ears : in many cases an unimportant
symptom, depending on some local tempo-
rary affection of the ear, disorder of the
digestive system or excitement of the cere-
bral circulation. It is, however, often of a
more serious nature, being a common symp-
tom of organic disease of the auditory
nerve.

Tinnuncrulus (tin-nun'ku-lus), n. [L., the
kestrel.] A genus of Falconidae, comprising
the kestrel.

Tinny (tin'i), a. Pertaining to, abounding
with, or resembling tin. Drayton.
Tin-ore (tin'or), ii. The ore of tin. See
under Tin.
Tin-penny (tin'pen-ni), n. A customary duty
in Lngland, formerly paid to tithingmen,
for liberty to dig in the tin mines.
Tin-plat^tin'piat),n. Thin sheet-iron coated
with tin, in order to protect it from oxida-
tion or rust: called also White-iron. It is

formed into vessels of all sorts, boxes, trin-

kets, and a variety of other articles—Cn/a-
tallized tin-plate, tin-plate having its surface
of a crystalline texture. This is effected by
washing over the surface of common tin-

plate with a weak acid, and then cleaning
it with an alkaline ley; after which the sur-
face is covered over with a transparent var-
nish. It forms an ornamental article known
by the name of moirie metallique.

Tinsaw (tm'sa). n. A kind of saw used by
bricklayers for sawing bricks.

Tinsel (tin'sel), n. [Fr. Hincelle, O.Fr. estin-
celU, from L. scintilla, a spark.] 1. A name
given specifically to three different kinds of
materials used for ornamental purposes

:

(a) a shining thin metallic plate; foil, (b) A
cloth or tissue composed of silk and silver
threads, (c) Cloth overlaid with foil. 'A
bluish tinsel.' Shak. 'Goodly apparel of
tinsel, cl<)th of gold, and velvet.' Strype.—
2. Something very shining and gaudy; some-
thing siii)erficially shining and showy, or
having a false lustre, and more gay than
valuaide.

Who can discern the tinsel from the gold? Dryden.

Tinsel (tin'sel), a. Composed or consisting
of tinsel; hence, gaudy: showy to excess;
tawdry; specious; superficial

Tinsel affections make a glorious glistering.

Bean. & Fl.
You assure me that my logic Is puerile and tinsel,

that it carries not the least weight or conviction, that
my premises are false, and my conclusions absurd.

yuntus.
Tinsel (tin'sel), r. t. pret. & pp. tinselled; ppr.
tinselling. To adorn with tinsel or with
something glittering and sliowy, without
much value; to make gaudy. 'She, tinsel'd

o'er in rol3e8 of varying hues.* Pope.
Tinsel (tin'sel), n. [Sc. tine or tyne, to lose. ]

Losa; specifically, in Scots late, a term used
to signify forfeiture.— Tiiwe/ of the feu. the
loss or forfeiture of a feu-right by failure to
pay the feu-duty for two years whole and
together." TiH/fei o/ gtiperiority, a remedy
introduced by statute for unentered vassals
whose superiors are themselves iminfeft,

an4l therefore cannot effectually enter them.
Tinselly (tin'sel-li), a. Resembling tinsel

;

candy: showy and superficial. [Rare.]

Tinselly (tin'sel-li), adv. In a gaudy and
superficial manner. [Rare.]

Tin-smith (tin'smith), n. One who makes
articles of tin or tin-plate.

Tin-stone (tin'gton), n. A native binoxide
c[ tin; the principal ore of tin found in the
mines of Cornwall. It occurs in attached

ch, cAain; 6h, 8c. locA; g, go; j, job; ft. Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, then; th, thia; w, wig; wb, whig; zh. azure.—See Ket.
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and imbedded crystals, and massive. (See

Tin.) Tin-stone sometimes yields nearly

80 per cent of its weight in tin. Called also
Cassiterite.

Knt (tint), n. [It. tinta; Fr. t€i7it; from L.

tinctiie, pp. of timjo. See TiNGE.] A slight

colonring or tincture distinct from the
ground or principal colour ; a superadded,
faint, or modified colour or dye ; a hue ; a
tinge; as, red with a blue tint, or tint of yel-

low. In painting, tints are the colours con-
sidered as more or less bright, deep, or thin,

by the due use and intennixture of which a
picture receives its shades, softness, and
variety. 'Or blend in beauteous tint the
coloured mass.' Pope.

mit (tint), v.t. To tinge; to give a slight

colouring to.

Be thou the rainbow to the storms of life

!

The evening beam that smiles the clouds away.
And tifUs to-morrow with prophetic ray. Byron.

Tint (tint), pp. of the verb to thie. Lost.

[Scotch.]

Tlntamar, Tintamarre (tin-ta-mar'), n.

[Fr., said to be for tinte d marre—tinter, to

strike, to clink, and marre, a pickaxe—the
vine-dressers making themselves heard at a

distance by striking upon the iron of their

pickaxes.] A hideous or confused noise.

Squalling hautboys.false-stopped violoncellos, buzz-
ing bassoons. ... all ill-tuned. The tintamarre
which this kind of squeaking and scraping and grum-
bling produces, I will not pain my reader by bringing
stronger to his recollection. Mason.

Tlntemellt (tin't6r-nel), 71. A certain old
dance.
Tlntinnabiilant (tin-tin-nab'u-lant). Same
as Tintinnahidar. *Trappant and tintin-

nahulant appendages.' H. Smith. [A bur-
lesque phrase equivalent to knockers and
bells, used to imitate Johnson's laboured
diction.]

Tintlnnabular, Tintinnabulary (tin-tin-

nab'Q-lt'r, tin-tin-nab'u-la-ri ), a. Of or re-

lating to bells or their sound. 'My tintin-

nabulanj summons.' Lord Lytton._

Tintlunabulatioii ( tin'tin-nab-u-la"8hon ),

n. A tinkling or ringing sound, as of bells.

The tvitinnabuiatiinn that so musically wells
From the bells . . .

From the jingling and the tinkling of the bells.

Poe.

Tintinnabulous (tin-tin-nab'u-lus),a. Same
as Tintinnalmlar. De Quincey.
Tintinnabulum (tin-tin-nab'u-lum),n. [I.,

a little bell, from tintinno, a freq. and aug.
from tinnio, to ring, to jingle. Onomato-
poetic] 1. A bell. [Rare.]

Beating alternately in measured time
The clockwork tintinnabiilutn of rhyme. Cowper.

2. A jingling toy made of small belJs or little

plates of metal.—3. A musical instrument
consisting of a series of bells properly tuned
and set in a frame.

Tlntless (tint'les), a. Having no tint ; col-

ourless. ' rt'ntiess flowers.' Charlotte Bronte.
Tinto (tin'to), 71. [Sp., tinted or coloured.]
A red Madeira wine, wanting the high aroma
of the white sorts, and, when old, resembling
tawny port. Simmonds.
Tint-tool ( tint'tbl ), 71. A kind of graver,
having its point of different degreesof width,
to cut lines in copper or wood of certain
breadths.

Tin-type (tin'tip), n. A photograph taken
on a tinned plate; a stannotype or ferro-
type.

Tinware (tin'war). 71. A popular name for
articles made of tinned iron.

Tin-worm (tin'w6rm), n. An insect; a species
of millepede. Bailey.

Tiny (ti'ni), a. [Probably for teeny, from old
teen, sorrow, hence it would come to mean
poor, sorry, insignificant.] Very small: little;

puny. It is often joined with little, to give
emphasis or an expression of some tender-
ness to the term; as, a little tiny thing.
* Pretty little tiny kickshaws,' Shak.

When that I was and a little tiny boy.
With hey, ho, the wind and the rain. Shak.

Tip (tip). 71. [Closely allied to to}^, the change
of vowel having a diminutive effect ; Dan.
and D. tip, L.G. and Sw. ^177^, G. zii\fel, a
tip, an end.] 1. A small pointed or taper-
ing end or extremity; the top-part or top.
especially if more or less pointed or rounded

;

as, the tip of the finger ; the tip of a spear

;

the tip of the tongue ; the tip of the ear.

'The very tip of the nose.' Shak. — 'i. The
top of the stamen of a flower ; an anther.

—

3, A gentle stroke; a tap.— 4. A small pre-
sent in money. [Slang.]— 5. Private informa-
tion, especially in regard to the chances of
horses engaged for a race, and the like, for

betting purposes. [Sporting slang.] See
TIPSTEK.—6. The lining of the top of a hat:
so called by hatters. —7. A bookbinder's tool.

S. Rubbish thrown from a quarry.
Tip (tip), v.t. pret. & pp. tipped; ppr. tippitig.

1. To fonn the tip of; to cover tlie tip.

top, or end of; as, to tip anything with gold
or silver. 'With truncheon tippd with iron
head.' Hudibras.

Tipp'd with jet.

Fair ermines spotless as the snows tiiey press.
Thomson.

1. To Strike slightly, or with the end of any-
thing small; to tap.

A third rogue tips me by the elbow. S-wi/t.

3. To cant up (a cart or wagon) so that a load
may be discharged.—4, To bestow a small
money-gift or douceur upon; to give to; as,

to tip a schoolboy with a sovereign; to tip a
servant.

When I saw the keeper frown
Tipping liiui with half-a-crown,
Now, said 1, we are alone. S7vi/t.

5.To give private information to as to the pro-
bable issue of some future event, as of a horse-
race, so that bets may be made to the best
advantage. [Sporting slang. ]

— 6. To give,

communicate, or direct towards generally

;

as, tip us your fist ; tip me a copper ; to tip

one the cold shoulder ( see Shoulder ).

[Slang.]—To tip over, to turn over.—To tip

off liquor, to turn up the vessel till all is

out.—To tip up, to raise up one end of any-
thing, as of a cart, so that the contents may
pass out.—-ro tip the wink, to direct a wink,
or to wink to another as a sign of caution,
mutual understanding, or the like. 'Did
you not observe me tip you the wink to leave
off in time.' Smollett. [Slang.]

Tip (tip), v.i. To fall on or toward one side;

to fall headlong; to die: with off. [Low.]

Tip-cart (tip'kart), 71. A cart which can be
tilted or canted up to empty its contents
without requiring the horses to be unyoked.
Tip-cat (tip'kat). n. A game in which a
piece of wood tapering to a point at each
end, and called a cat, is made to rebound
from the ground by being struck on the tip

with a stick.

In the middle of a game at tip-cat, he (Bunyan)
paused, and stood staring wildly upward with his
stick in his hand. Macaulay.

Tip-cheese ( tip'chez ). Same as Tip-cat.
Dickens.

Tipet.t n. A tippet. Chaucer.
Ti-plant (te'plant), n. Same as Ti.

Tippenny (tip'en-ni), n. Ale sold at two-
pence a (luart. [Scotch.]

Tipper (tip'6r), n. [After Thomas Tipper,
who first brewed it,] A kind of ale.

The i)eculiarity of this beverage {tipper) arises
from its being brewed from brackish water, which is

obtainable from one well only; and all attempts to
imitate the flavour have hitherto failed. Lower.

Tippet (tip'et), 71. [A. Sax. tceppet, a tippet;

O.E. ta2)et, a hanging cloth of any kind,
tapestry. See Tapestry.] 1. A loose upper
garment or cape fastened round the neck,
covering the shoulders, and sometimes de-

scending as far as tlie waist. 'A tijypet of

fine linen.' Bacon.—2. A length of twisted
hair or gut in a fishing line.— 3. A bundle of
straw bound together at one end and used
in thatching.

—

To turn tippet,f to make a
complete change; hence, to disguise one's

self.
You must turn tippet.

And suddenly, and truly and discreetly.

Put on the shape of orcfer and humanity
Bean. &• Fi.—Tyburn tippet,i a halter round the neck.

There lacks a fourth thing to make up the mess,
which, so help me God, if I were judge, should be
'hangum tuuni,' a Tyburn tippet to take with him;
an it were the judge of the King's Bench, my Lord
Chief Judge of England, yea. an it were my Lord
Chancellor himself, to Tyburn with him. Latimer.

Tipping (tip'ing), n. In mu»ic, a peculiar
action of the tongue against the roof of the
mouth, used in flute-playing to produce a
brilliant and spirited execution of a stac-

cato passage. Called also Douhle-tonguing.

Tipping-wagon (tip'ing-wag-on). 71. A
wagon that can be canted up in order to

discliarge its load witliout requiring the
horses to be unyoked.
Tipple (tip'l), v.i. pret. A pp, tippled; ppr.

tippling. [Freq, and dim. from tip, which,
in vulgar language, signifies to turn up a
drinking-vessel till all is emptied. Comp.
Prov. G. zipfeln, zippeln, to eat or drink
in small quantities. Akin tipify.] To drink
spirituous or strong liquors habitually; to
indulge in the frequent and improiier use of

spirituous liquors ; especially, to drink fre-

quently, but not so heavily as to produce
absolute drunkenness.
Few of those who were summoned left their homes,

and those few found it more agreeable to tipple in
alehouses than to pace the streets. MacauLiy.

Tipple (tipT), v.t. To drink, as strong U-
quors, in luxury or excess; to sip or imbibe
often.

Himself for saving chaises
A peel'd, sUc'd onion eats, and tipples verjuice.

hryden.
Tipple (tip'l), 71. Liquor taken in tippling;
drink.

While the tipple was paid for, all went merrily on.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

Tipple (tip'l), n. In hay-making, a bundle
of liay collected from the swath, and formed
into a conical shape. This is tied near the
top so as to make it taper to a point, and
set upon its base to dry. [Provincial]
Tippled (tip'ld), a. Intoxicated; drunk;
tipsy.

Merry, we sail from the east,
HdM tippled at a rainbow feast. Dryden.

Tipple (tip'I6r), 71. 1. One who tipples or
habitu^.ly indulges in the excessive use of
spirituous liquors; especially, a person who
habitually drinks strong liquors without ab-
solute drunkenness. 'Gamesters, tippUrs,
tavern-hunters, and other such dissolute
people.' Uannar.—I.^ One who sells tipple;
the keeper of a tavern or public-house; a
publican.

They were but tipplers, such as keep ale-houses.
Latimtr.

No inn-keeper, ale-housekeeper, victualler or tip-
ler shall admit or suffer any person or persons in his
house or backside to eat. drink, or play at cards,
tables, bowls, or other games in time of conimoa
prayer. Atp. Grindal.

Tippling-house (tipling-hous), n. A con-
temptuous name for a tavern or public-
house. 'The knave . . . kept a tippling-
house.' Beau. <{: Fl.

Tipsify (tip'si-fi), v.t. To make tipsy; to in-

toxicate. [CoUoq. ]

In Normandy the popular tipple is cider with a
dash of coarse brandy in it,, a very iipsi/ytng com-
pound. Frasers Mag.

Tipsily (tip'si-li), adv. In a tipsy manner.
Tipsiness (tip'si-nes), n. The state of being
tip:^v.

Tip-staff (tip'staf), n. pi. Tipstaves (tip'-

stavz). 1. A staff tipped witli metal.—2. An
officer who bears such a staff; a constable; a
sheriff's officer.

Tipster (tip'st^r), n. One who supplies in-

formation in regard to a coming race and
the like; one who for a fee sends tips to hie
customers for betting purposes. The tij)ster

differs from the tout in that he does not ne-
cessarily watch the horses himself, but may
have his information supplied by touts.
[Sporting slang.] See Tip, 7i. 5.

Tipsy (tip'si), a. [Connected with tipple;

comp. Prov. G. tips, tipps, dnmkenness; be-

tipst, tipsy.] 1. Overpowered with strong
drink; intoxicated to a certain degree, not
so far as being absolutely drunk; fuddled;
elevated. 'The riot of the /ip^y bacchanals.*
Shak. —2. Proceeding as if from intoxication

;

resembling intoxication ; reeling. ' Tipsy
dance and jollity.' Milton.

Tipsy-cake (tip'si-kak), n. A favourite cake
in tlie form of a pudding, composed of pastry
saturated with Madeira, almonds, and cus-
tard sauce.

Tiptt (tipt), a. Intoxicated; tipsy.

They . . . drink their whole cups six glasses at a
health: your master's almost /j/f already. Martniott.

Tip-tllted (tip'tilt-ed). a. Ha\ing the tip or
point tilted or turned up.

Lightly was her slender nose
Tip-tilted like the petal of a flower, Teitnysen.

Tiptoe (tip'to), n. The tip or end of the
toe.

The fond ape. himself uprearing high.
Upon his tiptoes stalketh stately by, Spenser.

—To be or to stand a tiptoe or on tiptoe, to

be on the strain; to have all one's faculties

or attention fully exerted: to be roused; as,

to be a tiptoe with expectation.

He that outHves this day. and comes safe home
Will stiind a tiptoe when this day is named.
And rouse him at the aasne. of Crispian. Shak.

Tiptoe (tip'to), V.i. To go on the tiptoes.
' Mabel tiptoed to her door.' Richardson.

He tiptoed eager through the hail.

Colman theyounger.

Tlptoon,+ 1. pl- Tiptoes. Chaucer.

Tiptop (tip'top), n. The highest or utmost
degree; the best of anything. [Provincial]

Tiptop (tip'top). a. [From tip and tfrp; or a
reduplication of top.] First-rate: excellent

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti. So. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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or perfect in the highest degree. * Four tip-

top voices.' Gray. 'Sung iu a tiptop man-
ner. ' Goldgmitk. [CoUoq.]
Tipula (tip'u-la), n. [L., a crane-fly.] A
genus of dipterous insects, wiiich includes

the various species of crane-fly. They have
very long legs, as may be seen in T. oler-

acea. or father-long-legs. There are many
British species. The members of the genus
are of comparatively lai^e size. Their iarvfe,

which are tough and legless worms, and
often confounded with wire-worm by far-

mers, are extremely destructive to crops
both in fields and gardens.

Tipulary (tip'ula-ri). a. Pertaining to in-

serts nf thf genus Tipula or crane-fly.

Tipulldae (ti-pu'li-de), n. pi. A family of dip-

ten >us insects, of which the genus Tipula is

the type. See TiFCLA, CRANE-FLY.
Tir (ter), n. [Fr] A shooting; a shooting-
m:itch; as. the Belgian Tir National
Tirade (ti-rad'), /*. [Fr. tirade, a tirade, a
lung speech, from tirer, to draw, from the

German. See TiRE. to seize.] 1. A long
violent speech ; a continueti burst of vio-

lent declamation ; a declamatory flight of

censure or reproof.

Here he delivers a violent tiradf against all per-

sons who profess to know anything about angels.
Quart. Rev.

2. In mwsic, the filling of an interval between
two notes several degrees apart by a run,

that is by the intermediate diatonic notes.

TlraiUeur (ti-ral-y6r), n. [Fr.] A name
uriyiiially applied in France during the re-

vulution of 1792 to light-armed troops who
were thrown out from the main body to bring
on an action, cover an attacic, or generally
to annoy or deceive the enemy; a skirmisher;
a sharp-shooter.

Tiret (tir). n. [See Tier.] 1. A row or rank;
a tier. ' Your lowest (tr« of ordnance.' Sir

W. Raleigh ' To displode their second tire

of thunder.' Milton.—2. A train. 'The last

of this ungodly tire.' Spetmer.

Tire (tir), n. [Probably from tiara, but in-

fluenced by tire, to adorn.] A head-dress;
something that encompasses the bead. See
Tiara.

On her head she wore a tire of gold. Spenser.

He tore Dame Maudlin's silken tire. Sir H'. Scott.

Tire t (tir), n. [Contr. of a«irc.] 1. Attire.—
*2. Furniture; apparatus. ' The tire of war.'
Philips. See ATTIRK.

Tlret (tir), v.t. To adorn; to attire; to dress,
as the head. See ATTIKE.

She painted her face, and tiret/ her head.
3 Ki. ix. «x

Tire (tir), ?i. [For tier, from tie.] A band or
hoop, usually of iron, but now occasionally
uf iudia-rubtier or other elastic substance,
attached to the jjeripliery or circumference
of the wheel of a vehicle, for the purpose of
binding the fellies, securing from wearing
and breaking, and in the case of the elastic

tires to ease the jar or shock of the vehicle,

at the same time increasing the tractive ad-
herence
Tire (tir), v.t. pret. & pp. tired; ppr. tiring.

[A. Sax. tirian.tiriijan, tynctan, to vex, to ir-

ritate, to annoy. O.E. tencyd, tired, wearied;
Dan. tirre, to tease, to worry; D. tergen, to
grovoke, to irritate. The form of the word
as been influenced by tire, to seize, pull,

if indeed its origin is not to be traced to
this word. See Iwlow.] 1. To exhaust the
strength of by toil or labour; to fatigue: to
weary. ' Tired witti toll, all hopes of safety
past." Dryden.

Tiret/ liinhs, and overbusy thoughts.
Inviting sleep and soft furgetfulncss. lyordsworth,

2. To exhaui<t the attention or the patience
of. with dulnesa or tediousness ; to satiate,
glut, sicken, or cause repugnance in, as by
excessive .supply or continuance.
Tired with all these, for rc&tful death I cry. Shak.

I often grew
Tired of so much within our little life. Tennyson.

—To tire out, to weary or fatigue to excess;
to harass.

At last, tired out with play
She sank her head upon her arm. Tennyson.

Sy n. To weary, fatigue, exhaust, jade, harass.
Tire (tir). v.i. To become weary; to be fa-

tigued : to have the strength fail ; to have
the patience exhausted. ' Truest horse that
never yet would tire.' Shak. ' A love that
never tires.' Tennygon.
Tlret (tir), v.i. [Fr. tirer, to drag or pull,
which is from the German or Dutch verb
answering to E. tear.] 1. To seize, pull, and
tear prey; properly a term in falconrj'. The
hawk was said to tire on her prey, when it

was thrown to her, and she began to pull at !

it and tear it.
I

And like an empty eagle.
|

Tire on the flesh of me and of uiy son. Shak.

Ye dregs of baseness, vultures among men.
That tire upon the hearts of generous spirits.

B. yonson.

2. To seize eagerly; to be fixed on, or closely

engaged iu or with, anything.

upon that were my thoughts tiring
when we encountered. Shak.

Thus made she her remove.
And left wrath tiring on her son for his enforced

;

love. Chap*na)t.

Tire (tir), n. A child's apron covering the
breast and having no sleeves; a tier.

Tiredness (tird'nes), n. ITie state of being
wearied; weariness. Hakewill.
Tlrellngt (tir 'ling), a. Tired; fatigued;
jaded. ' Whiles like a tireliag jade he lags
halfway.' Bp. Hail.

Tire-smith (tii-'smith), n. One who makes
tirt;s and other ironwork for coaches, &c.
Tiresome (tir'sum). a. \. Fitted or tending
to tire; exhausting the strength; fatiguing;

as, a tiretonxe day's work; a tiresome jour-
ney.—2. Exhausting the patience or atten-
tion; wearisome; tedious.

Nothing is so tiresome as the works of those
critics who write in a dogmatic way, without lan-
guage, genius, or imagination. Addison.

Tiresomely (tiKsum-li), adv. In a tiresome
manner; wearisomely.
Tiresomeness (tir'sum-nes), n. The state
or quality of tiring or exhausting strength
or patience; wearisomeness ; tediousness;
as, the tiresomenesn of work or of a dull
speaker.

Tire-valiant, t Tire-valliantt (tir'val-

yant), n. A kind of head-dress.

Thou hast the right arched bent of the brow, that
becomes the ship-tire, the tire-va/iant, or any tire of
Venetian admittance. Shak.

Tirewoman (tir'wu-man), n. LA woman
whose occupation is to attend to the dress-
ing of her mistress, either in the way of
fashioning the dress, head-gear, &c., or of
putting on her clothing, arranging her hair,

and the like; a lady's-maid. 'This outside
fashionableness of the tirewoman's making.*
Locke. [Now anti<iuated.]—2. A di'esser in
a theatre. Siiniii'fuds.

Tlring-liouse, Tiring-room (tir'ing-hous,
tir'ing-rOm), n. The room or place where
players dress for the stage.

This green plot shall be our stage, this hawthorn
brak* our tiring-house. Shak.

But next the tiring-room survey, and sec
False titles and promiscuous quality,
Confusedly swarm from heroes and from queens

I

To those that swing in clouds and till machines.
I

j-tddtson.

\
Tirl (tiri), n. [A form of trUl, tkrUl, thirl.]

)
A smart tap or stroke. [Scotch.]

Tlrl (tirl). v. t. To atrip of a covering or roof;
to uncover or unroof.

Whiles OD the strong-wing'd tempest flyin',

Tirlin' the kirks. Sums.

T^I\ (tirl), V.I. To touch a slack or loose ob-
ject so as to produce a tremulous motion or
sound.—To tirl at the pin. to twirl or rattle

the door-latch, as a courteous signal to ttie

inmates that a person desires or intends to

enter: an old practice which prevailed when
house doors could be readily opened from
without, and when they were not provided
with l>ells and knockers as they now are.

This expression, which occurs frequently in

Scotch and Border balla<I literature, has
been differently but probably less correctly
explained.

There came a ghost to Marg'ret's door
With many a grevious grriane,

And aye he liried at the /•in.

But answer made she none. Old ballad.

Sae ticht's he jumped up the stair

And tirted at thf pin:
And wha sae ready as tiersel

To let the laddie in. yacobite song.

Tlrlie-Wirlle (tir'li-wir-li), n. A whirligig;
an ornament consisting of a number of in-

tervolved lines. [Scotch.)

Tlrlle-wlrlie (tir'li-wir-li), a. Intricate and
trivially ornamental. [Scotch.]

The air's free eneuch,—the monks took care o'

that— they hac contrived i^ueer tirli^-wirlu holes,
that gang out to the open air, and keep the stair as
caller's a kaU-blade. Sir IV. Scott.

Tiro (ti'rfi), n. [L.] A tyro (which see).

;
Tirocinium (ti-ro-sin'i-nm), n. [L] The

I

first service of a soldier; the first rudiments
of any art; novitiate; hence used by Cowper
as a title for a p<jem on schools.

Tlrolite (ti-rollt), n. Same as TyrolUe
(which see).

T-iron (te'i-6rn), n. A kind of angle-iron
having a flat flange and a web like the
letter T.

Tlronian (ti-ro'ni-an), a. [From T^ro, the
freednian, pupil, and amanuensis of Cicero.]

An epithet applied to notes, or tu a system
of shorthand in which they were written,
the production of Tiro.

Tirr (tir), v.t. [Probably connected with
verb to tear, and tire in sense of seize.] To
tear; to uncover; to unroof; to strip; to pare
off the sward by means of a spade. [Scotch.]

Tirra-lirra (tir'ra-lir'ra), n. A fanciful com-
bination intended to imitate a musical
sound, as the note of a lark, a horn, and
the like.

The lark that tirra-lirra chants. Shak.
' Tirra-lirra ' by the river

Sang Sir Lancelot. Tennyson.

Tlrret (tir'et), ?i. In her. a manacle.
Tirrlt (tir'rit), n. Terror; affright: a fanci-

ful word put by Shakspere into the mouth
of Mrs. Quickly in the play of ' Henry IV.'

Tirwlt (t^r'wit), n. [Imitative of its cry.

Comp. pevnt, another name it commonly
bears; Sc. teichit] A name given to the
lapwing. See Lapwing.

*Tls (tiz). A conunon contraction of It la.

Tisan (ti'san). See Ptisan.
Tislc (tiz'ik), a. and n. Corrupt spelling of
Phthijsic.

Tlsical (tiz'ik-al), a. Corrupt spelling of
Phthisical.

Tlslcto^(tiz'ik-i'),rt. Consumptive; phthisical.

Tisrl/nzrl(tizTi),«. [Heb. ti^hri, from ChaL
sherd', toopen, to begin.] The first Hebrew
month of the civil year, and the seventh of

the ecclesiastical, answering to a part of

our September and a part of October.

Tissue (tish'ii), n. [Fr. tissu, woven, pp. of
tisser, to weave, from L. texere, to weave,
whence text, texture, &c.] 1. A woven or
textile fabric; specifically, cloth interwoven
with gold or silver, or with figured coloui-a.

'A robe of tissve, stiff with golden yvire.'

Dryden.
She did lie

In her pavilion—cloth of gold of tissite. Shak.

2. In animal anat. the texture or group-
ing of anatomical elements of which the
systems of organs are composed ; the primary
layers composing any of the parts of animal
bodies. The classification of tissues may
now be said to be arranged on two different

principles, having reference either to special

histology, which concerns itself with the
structure of organs in which a combinati*»n
of various tissues may enter; or to general
histology, which treats of the tissues pro-
perly so called. Hence, under the first ar-

rangement we speak of musctdar tiss^ie, or
flesh; osseous tissue, or bone; adipose ti^s^te,

or fat; cartilaginous tissue, or gristle; pig-

mentary tissue, or colouring matter seen m
the skin, in the choroid coat of the eye, the
iris, &c.; areolar, cellular, or connective tis-

sue, widely distributed in every part of the
body, and serving to bind together and con-
solidate other parts and tissues. According
to the second system of grouping we have,
(a) cellular tissue, which consists entirely of

cells, in which cell lies close to cell, such as
occur in the epidermis, nails, the epitheli-

um, or living membranes of the inner sur-

faces of the body, Ac. ;
(b) connective tissue,

in which one cell is regularly sei>arated

from the others by a certain amount of in-

tennediate or intercellular substance, as
exemplified in cartilage, fat, Ac; (c) more
highly developed tissues in which the struc-

tures are usually more or less tubular; this

group including the muscles, nerves, and
vessels, and, in Virchow's arrangement, the
blood. It is to be observed that though the
terms in the two classiflcations may have a
correspondence in name, the correspond-
ence does not extend strictly to the nature
of the tissues to which tliey are api)lied.

The terms adventitious, accidental, or jxith-

ological tissue have been applied generally
to morbid productions resembling any of

the natural or physiological tissues. Ihe
belief is gaining currency that every patho-
logical tissue has its physioUigical or normal
prototype, and that the abnormality con-
sists either in its production at the wrong
place or time, or to an excessive extent, —
3. In vegetable anat. the minute elementary
structures of which the organs of plants are

composed. These elementary structures

differ from each other, and are so minute
as generally to be distinctly visible only
with the aid of the microscope. They are
named elementary organs, organic tissue, or

ch, cAain; eh, Sc locA; g, go\ j, job; tt, Fr. ton; ng, ain^; th, tAen; tb, tkin\ w, loig; wh, icAig; zb, azure.—See KET.
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vegetable tissue. When a leaf or a portion
of the stem of one of the higher plauts is

submitted to the microscope it is found to
consist, (1) of a thin transparent homogene-
ous membrane, which is arranged in the
form of cells or cylindrical tubes; (2) of

fibres which are arranged in a spiral form
in the interior of the cells or tubes; and
(3) of a fluid, filling the cells, and existing

between them, and containing in it globules

of various sizes and kinds. These paits

constitute what are known respectively as

elementary membrane, elementary fibre,

and organic mucus. The elementary fibre

is only found in the higher forms of plants,

the other two are found in all plants. The
tissues of plants then are composed of ele-

mentary membrane and elementary fibre,

and the principal forms under which they

Vegetable Tissue,

I. Prosenchyma or Woody Tissue. 2, Horizontal
section of I'rosenchymatous Tissue. 3, Do. do, of a
Sinele Cell, showing- the successive layers of deposit
in the interior which give hardness and firmness to

the wood of plants. 4, Cylindrical Parenchyma,
5. Round or Elliptical Parenchymatous Tissue. 6,

Spongiform or Stellate Tissue,

exhibit themselves constitute the cellular

tissue, fibrous tissue, and vascular tissue.

Cellular tissue, often called parenchyma, is

composed of membrane in the fomi of cells

or cavities which are closed on all sides, and
are commonly of a spheroidal form , although
they often assume various other forms. The
pith of plants is entirely composed of cellu-

lar tissue, but it enters largely into the
structure of other parts, and in many, as in

the mushroom and sea-weed orders, is the
only tissue. Fibrous tissue is that in which
the elementary fibre alone is apparent.
When the cells are composed of membrane
anil spiral fibre combined, or of fibre alone
(as in some instance when the membrane
appears to have been absorbed during
growth), they constitute the ^bro-cellular

tissue. Vascular or tubular tissue is com-
posed of very elongated membranous tubes,

tapering at each end. It comprehends the
woody (also called prosenchyma) and latici-

ferous tissues. When the tubes have within
them a spiral fibre, or their walls marked
with broken spiral lines or dots, arranged in

a circular or spiral direction, they constitute

fibro-vascular tissue,—4. A connected series;

as, the whole story is a tissue of forgeries or

of falsehood.

The creations of poetical imagination, so far from
being a mere tissue of airy phantoms and unrealities,

. , , are to us a revelation of realities lying beyond
the reach of exact science. Dr. Caird.

Tissue (tish'u), v.t. pret. & pp. tissued; ppr.
tissuing. To form tissue of; to interweave;
to variegate.

The chariot was covered with doth of gold tissued
upon blue. Bacon.

Tissued (tiah'ud), p. and a, 1. Clothed in
or adorned with tissue.

Crested knights and tissued Aaiaes
Assembled at the glorious call. tVhariou.

2. Variegated, ' Tissued cXoxxda.' Milton.

Tissue-paper (tish'u-pa-p6r), 71, A very
thin gauze-like paper, such as is used for
protecting engravings in books, wrapping
fine and delicate articles, &c.
Tit (tit), n. [This word would seem to have
been rather loosely applied to anything
small, especially to birds, as in titmouse,
titlark, titling; Icel, tiitr, a small bird, a
tit. Comp. tot] 1. Same as Titm^use.~2. A
small horse. ' Resolved for the time to come
to ride his tit with more sobriety,' Sterne.

3. A contemptuous term for a woman.
And the poor silly tits of the village curtsey as he

passes. y. Baillie.

4. A small bit; a morsel.

—

Tit for tat, an

equivalent, in the way of revenge or re-

partee.
Tiij

Titan (ti'tan), n. 1. In Greekmyth. one of the
twelve children (six sons and six daughters)
of \ 'ranus (Heaven) and Ge (Earth). They re-
belled against their father and deposed him,
raising Cronos, one of their number, to tlie

throne. After a long contest they were de-
feated by Zeus and thrown into Tartarus.

—

2. Poetical for the sun. Shah.
Titan (ti'tan), n. 1, A calcareous earth; ti-

tanite.—2. A metal; titanium.
Titan (ti'tan), a. Of or pertaining to the
Titans; titanic. 'Tlie Titan physical difti-

culties of his enterprise.' Is. Taylor.

Titanate (ti'tan-at), n. A salt of titanic

acid.

Titaness (ti'tan-es), n. A female Titan; a
female personage of surpassing power.
'Truth, , , , Titaness among deities.* Char-
lotte Bronte.
Titania (ti-ta'ni-a), n. The queen of Fairy-
land and consort of Oberon,
The Shakspearean commentators have not thought

fit to inform us why the poet designates the Fairy-
queen Titania. It, however, presents no difficulty.

It was the belief of those days that the Fairies were
the same as the classic Nymphs, the attendants of
Diana, , , . The fairy-queen was therefore the same
as Diana, whom Ovid (Met. iii. 173) styles Titania.^

Keightlty.

Titanlan, Titanitic (ti-tan'i-an, ti-ta-uitik),

a. Pertaining to titanium.

Titanic (ti-tan'ik), a. Of, pertaining to, or
characteristic of, the Titans ; hence, enor-
mous in size or strength; gigantic; super-
human; huge; vast; as, Titanic struggles or
efforts. Ti(anic forces taking birth.' Ten-
nyson. ' Titanic shapes.' Tennyson.
Titanic (ti-tan'ik), a. Of or pertaining to
titanium.

—

Titanic add (TiOj). dioxide of
titanium, called also Titani.c Oxide or An-
hydride. It is obtained from rutile, which is

a native titanate of iron and manganese. It
is a snow-white infusible solid, in its rela-
tions somewhat analogous to silicic acid.
It is used In making the finer kinds of
enamel for artificial teeth, from its white-
ness and hardness,
Titaniferous (ti-tan-if'6r-us), a. [Titanium,
and L. fero, to bear.] Producing titanium;
as, titaniferous pyrites.— Titaniferous cerite,

a mineral of a blackish brown colour, fomid
on the Coromandel coast. It consists of the
oxides of cerium, iron, manganese, and ti-

tanium.
Titanite (ti'tan-it), n. An ore of titanium,
called also Sphene (which see).

Titanitic, a. Same as Titanian.
Titanium (ti-ta'ni-um), n. [So called in

fanciful allusion to the Titans. See Titan.]
Sym. Ti. At. wt. 50. A metal discovered by
Gregorin 1791, in a black sand in Cornwall.
It was afterwards discovered byKlaproth in

some other minerals, and he gave it the name
it now bears. In 1822 Wollaston examined it.

and ascertained its properties. It is found
combined with oxygen in several minerals,
and occurs occasionally in combination with
nitrogen in the slag ironworks as small
cubical crystals, exactly similar to bright
copper in appearance, of specific gravity 5 3,

and very infusible. When heated with nitre
these crystals are oxidized, producing titanic

acid. Titanium is a dark green, heavy,
amorphous powder. Oxygen and titanium
combine, forming the sesquioxide Ti^Oa.
which is a black powder, and the peroxide
or titanic acid, TiOg. Titanitim also com-
bines with chlorine, forming two chlorides.

TiCl^ and TiCl4, and with sulphur forming
a sulphide, TiSo. This metal forms seveml
compounds with nitrogen. The ores of this

metal ai-e called menachanite. from Mena-
chan in Cornwall, where it was originally

found; iserine, from theriver Iser, in Silesia;

nigrine, from its black colour; sphene, ru-

tile. brookite, axotomous iron, crichtonite,

ilmenite, mohsite, aeschynite, greenovite,
and octahedrite or anatase. — Titanium
£rreen,ferrocyanideof titanium, precipitated
by ferrocyanide of potassium from a solution
of titanic chloride, recommended as an in-

nocuous substitute for Schweinfurt-green
and other arsenical green pigments. The
colour, however, is far inferior to that of

Schweinfurt-green.
Titanotheriuni(ti'tan-o-the"ri-um), n. [Gr.

Titan, Titanos. a Titan, and therion, a wild
beast] iyi(. a gigantic beast. A large fossil

herbivorous mammal, possibly twice the
size of a horse, somewhat allied to the tapir,

whose remains are found in the miocene
strata of Missouri.

Titan-shorl (tl'tan-shorl), n. i^ative oxide
of titanium.

Titbit (tit'bit), n. A particularly delicious.
nice, or tender piece. Also written Tidbit
(which see).

Tite.t For Tideth. Happeneth. Chaucer.
Titerlng.t". Courtship. Chaucer.
Tith t (tith), a, [See Tight. Comp. Sc, mi«A,
ioT might.] Tight; nimble; brisk.

Of a good stirring strain too, she goes titk.

Beau. & Fl.

Tithable (tiTH'a-bl), a. Subject to the pay-
ment of tithes.

Tithe (tiTH), 71. [0,E. tethe, tiethe. teothe,

A.Sax,(e(j(/ta (for (c(5jif/ia), the tenth, wlience
te6thian,to tithe or take a tenth, (See TEN.)
Sc.tei?id=E. tithe, the former being from the
Scandinavian.] 1. The tenth part of any thing;
specifically, the tenth part of the increase
annually arising from the profits of land and
stock and the personal industry of the inhabi-
tants, allotted to the clergy for their support
In England tithes are personal, prcedial,
or mixed; personal, when accruing from
labour, art, trade, and navigation; fjrtediaf,

when issuing from the earth, as hay, woo*!,
grain, and fruit; and mixed, when accruing
from beasts which are fed from the ground.
Another division of tithes is into great and
small. Great tithes consist of all species of
corn and grain, hay, and wood; and small
tithes, of prajdial tithes of other kinds, to-
gether with mixed and personal tithes. The
great tithes belong to the rector, and are
hence called parsonage tithes; and the latter
are due to the vicar, and are hence called
vicarage tithes. Tithes are either due de jure
or by custom; to the latter class belong all

pereonal tithes. The exemptions from tithes
are composition, a modus decimandi, pre-
scription, or act of parliament,

—

Commuta-
tion of tithes, the conversion of tithes into a
rent-charge payable in money, and chai^-
able on the land. Several acts of parliament
have been passed for effecting the commu-
tation of tithes in England and Ireland, In
regard to tithes in Scotland see Teinds,—
2, A small part or proportion.

I have searched man by man. boy by boy; the
tithe of a hair was never lost in my house before.

ShaJt.

Tithe t (tiTH), a. Tenth. * Every tithe soul,
'mongst many thousand.' Shak.
Tithe (tiTH),t'.<. pret, & pp. tithed; ppr, tith-

ing. To levy a tenth part on; to tax to the
amount of a tenth,

\Vhen thou hast made an end of tithing all the
tithes of thine increase. Deut. xxvi. 12.

Ye tithe mint and rue. Luke xi. 43,

Tithe (tiTH), tJ.t. To pay tithes.

For lambe, pig. and calf, and for other the like.

Tithe so as thy cattle the I-ord do not strike.

Tusser.

Tithe - commissioner ( tiTH"kom-mi'shon-
er), n. One of a board of otticers appointed
by the government for arranging preposi-
tions for commuting or compounding for

tithes, Simmonds.
Tithe -free (tiTH'fre), a. Exempt from the
payment of tithes.

Tithe -gatherer (tiTH'gaTH-6r-6r), n. One
who collects tithes.

Titheless (tiTH'les), a. Same as Tithe-free.

Tithe-pig (tiiH'pig), n. One pig out of ten,

paid as a tithe or church-rate. Shak.
Tlthe-proctor (tiiH'prok-t^r), n. A levier

or collector of tithes or church-rates. This
functionary was formerly employed by the
clergy of the Established Church in Ireland,
and as he had the privilege of valuing the
farmers' and cottagers' crops (the demesnes
of the land-owners being exempt from valu-

ation), and as the tithes were often merci-
lessly exacted even in cases of absolute dis-

tress, with ruinous legal expenses, the peas-
antry held the tithe-proctors in special ab-
horrence.

Tither (tiTH'6r), n. One who tithes or col-

lects tithes.

Tithing (tiTH'ing), 71. 1. The act of levying
or taking tithe; that which is taken as tithe;

a tithe. "To take tithings of their blood
and sweat.' Motley.— % In old Eng. law,

a decennary; a number or company of ten
householders,who, dwelling neareach other,
were sureties or free pledges to the king for

the good behaviour of each other. The in-

stitution of tithings in England is ascribed
to Alfred, and although this institution has
long ceased the name and division are still

retained in many parts of England.
Titlling-man (tiTH'ing-n>an), n. 1. In old
Eng. law, the chief man of a tithing; a
headborough ; one elected to preside over

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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the tithing— 2. A peace officer; an under-
constable.—3. A parish officer in Xew Eng-
land. United States, annually elected to pre-

serve good order in the church during divine
service, and to make complaint of any dis-

orderly conduct.
TitMng-penny (tiTH'ing-pen-ni), n. A small
sum paid to the sheriff by each tithing, <fec.,

fur the cliarge of keeping courts.

Titmyt (tith'li), adv. [3ee the adjective.]

Tightly; nimbly; briskly. ' I have seen him
trip it titkltf.' Beau. <t Fl.

TithonlC (tf-thon'ik), a. [From Gr. Tithoiiog,

the consort of Aurora.} Pertaining to or
denntinir those rays of light which produce
chemical effects; actinic.

TithOUicity (ti-tho-nis'i-ti), n. [See above.]
A name given to that property of light by
which it produces chemical effects. Now
called Actinism.

Tithsonal (tith'i-mal), n. [Gr tUhymalos.]
A plant of the genus Euphorbia, E. anti-

quorum.
Titillate (tit'il-lat). r.i. pret. it pp. tifillated;

ppr. titillatituj. [L. titUio, tUillatttin, to

tickle] To tickle. 'The pungent grains
of titillating dust.' Pope.

Tltillation (tit-il-la'shon), n. [L. titiUatio.

See Titillate.] 1. The act of tickling, or
the slate of being tickled— 2. Any slight

pleastire. ' The products of those titillations

that reach no higher than the senses.* Glan-
ville.

TltiUatlve (tit'il-lat-iv),a. Tending to titil-

late or tickle

Titivate. Tittivate (tit'i-vat). v. t. [Perhaps
from tidy.] To put in order; to make look
smart or spruce; to dress; to adorn. [Slang]

Cait in your black man, and titiT/ate a bit.

Thackeray.
Rcf^lar as clockwork—breakfast at nine—dress

and iiltivate a liille. Diciens.

Titlark (titlark), n [Tit and lark. Comp.
titmouse. See Tit.] A small dentirostral
bird of the genus Anthus {A. pratetuis),

family Sylviadw. called also the Meadow-
pipit, Titlinj. and in .Scotland the Mo»g-
cheeper. It is fotmd in almost all parts of

Europe, in Western Hindustan, Japan, and
Iceland It is a bird of slim shape, having
the plumage and long hinder toes of the
true larks, l>ut with tlie slender bill of the
wagtails, which birds it resembles in its

habits and motion of the tail. Its song is

weak and plaintive. In winter it is gregari-
ous. The cuckoo is said to deposit its eggs
more frequently in the nest of the titlark

than in that of any other bird. The field

titlark or titling, or tree pipit {Anthus ar-

boreus), is a summer visitant of the south
of England; the sea titling or rock pipit(.i.

petrosug) freiiuents our shores. See PIPIT.

Title (ti'tl ), n. [L. tituhis, a title] 1. An
inscription put over anything as a name by
which it is known,
Te!l me once more what fif/e thou (a casquet) dost

bear. 5Aa*.

^.The inscription in the beginning of a book,
containing the subject of the work, and usu-
ally the author's and puldisher's names.—
Jiastard title. See under lUsTARD.— ffa//-

title, the short title generally occupying
the top part of the first page of text in a
book.— 3- A particular section or <livision

of a subject, as a law, a book, and the
like; especially a chapter or section of a
law-book. BoHvier. — 4. An appellation of
<iignity. distinction, or pre-eminence given
to pers<^»n » —TitU$ of h onori r are words and
phrases which belong to certain persons as
their right in consequence of certain digni-
ties being inherent in them or conferretl

iiI>on them, as Emperor. King. Czar, Prince,
Ac. The five orders of nobility in Britain
are distinguished l»y the titles <A honour—
I>iike, .Marquess. Earl, Viscount, and Baron;
and the persons in whom the dignity of the
X>eerage inheres are entitled to be desig-

nated by these words. The dignity of

Baronet has, besides its name, which is

placed after the name and surname of the
person spoken of. the privilege of prefixing
.**ir. This title, like the titles of peer^ is

hereditary. The dignity of knighthood,
"hich is not hereditary, entitles those on
whom the honour is conferred to the prefix
Sir to their former name and surname.
Ecclesiastical dignities, such as Archbishop,
Bishop. Ac, bring with them the right to
certain titles of honour besides the phrases
by which the dignity itself is designated;
and it is usual to l)e5t;ow on all persons who
are a<lniitte<l into the clerical order the
title of Reverend. Municipal ofilces have

also titles accompanying them, as the Right
Honourable the Lord • Mayor, the Right
Honoui-able the Lord Provost, the Lord
Dean of Guild. *$:c. ; and in the law there
are very eminent offices the names of which
become titles of honour to the possessors of

them, and which bring with them the right
to certain terms of distinction,

I weigh the man. not his tir/e; 'tis not the king's
stamp can make the metal better. IP'yckeriey.

5. A name; an appellation.

Ill worthy I such title should belong
To me transgressor, Milton.

O thou ! whatever title please thine ear.
Dean, Drapier, BickerstatT, or Gulliver. Pope.

6. A claim ; a right. ' Make claim and title

to the crown of France.' Shak.
He must unlearn much of that knowledge whrch

has. perhaps, constituted hitherto his chief title to
supenority. Macauiay.

7.t Property; a possession. 'To guard a
title that was rich before.' 5AaA:. — 8. In
law, (a) property or right of ownership,
or the sources of such right, or the facts
and events which are the means whereby
property is acquired ; a party's right to the
enjoyment of lands or goods, or the means
whereby such right has accrued, and by
which it is evidenced. (6) The instrument
which is evidence of a right, (c) A heading
or indorsement; as, the title of an act of
parliament; the title of an affidavit, Ac—
Passive title, in Scots late, see under Pass-
ive.— 9. In the Church of England, a con-
dition precedent to, or a claim in favour of
ordination.—10. A church to which a priest
was ordained, and where he was to reside.

Title (ti'tl), v.t. pret. & pp. titled; ppr. titling.

To name; to call; to entitle.

To these, that sober race of men. whose lives

Religious titled them the sons of God, Milton.

ntled (ti'tld), a. Having a title; especially,
having a title of nobility.

Title-deed (ti'tl-ded), n. In Ulw, a writing
evidencing a man's right or title to pro-
perty.

Title -leaf (ti'tl-leO. «. The leaf of a book
on which the title is printed; a title-page.

Titleless (ti'tl-lea), a. Not having a title or
name,

1 name, Sitak.
He was a kind of nothing, titteUss,

Till he had forged himsdf a

Title-page (ti'tl-paj), n. Tlie page of a book
which contains the title.

Titler (tit'l«^r), n. A large truncated cone
of refined sugar.

Title-rOle (tl'tl-roiy n. In theatricals, the
character or part m a play which gives its

name to the play, as Hamlet in the play of
'Hamlet,' Macbeth in that of 'Macbeth/
Ac.
Tltle-SCroU (ti'tl-skrol), n. A scroll show-
ing titles, as of a nobleman or great family.
*7'i^-«cro(b and gorgeous heraldries.' Ten-
nyson.

Titling (tit'ling), n, [A dim. of tit, some-
thing small. ] 1. The hedge-sparrow.— 2. A
name formerly given in the custom-house
to stockfish. Simmonds.
Titmouse (tit'mous), n. pi. Titmice (tif-

mis). [Tit, a small thing, a small bird,

and in&use, by corruption from A- Sax. imise

<D. mees, G. meise), a titmouse ; comp. tit-

lark.] An insessorial bird belonging to the
order Dentirostres, and forming the type of
the family Paridae. The titmice liave a

Blue Titmouse, male and female {Parus caruUus).

slender, short, conical, and straight beak,
furnished with little hairs at the base, and
have the nostrils concealed among the
feathers- They are very active little birds,

continually flitting andclirabingfrom branch
to branch, suspending themselves from the
sprays in all sorts of positions, rending
asunder the seeds on which they feed, de-

vouring insects wherever they see them,
and not sparing even small birds when they
happen to find them sick, and are able to

put an end to them. Their notes are shrill

and wild. They lay up stores of seeds, and
build on trees (some of them hanging nests)
in the holes of old trees, in walls, Ac. The
great tit(/*ar«A'»rta;or), blue tit(/*.cflprMteMA
crested tit {P. cristatus), the cole tit (P.
ater), marsh tit (P. palustris), long-tailed
tit (P, caudatuis), and bearded tit (P. biar-
micits) are British species.

Titrate (ti'trat) v.t. To submit to the pro-
cess of titration.

Titration (ti-tra'shon), n, [Fr. titre, title,

standard of fineness, Ac] In analytical
chem. a process for ascertaining the quan-
tity of any given constituent present in a
compound by observing the quantity of a
liquid of known strength (called a standard
solutioji) necessary to convert the constitu-
ent into another form, the close of the re-

action being marked by some definite phe-
nomenon, usually a change of colour or the
formation of a precipitate. Called also
Volumetric Analysis.

Titter (tit't6r), vi. [Probably an imitative
word; comp. such words as snigger, snicker,
G. kichem, to titter; E. tattle, Ac] To
laugh with the tongue striking against the
root of the upper teeth ; to laugh with re-
straint

Thus Sal, with tears in either eye.
While Victor Ned sat titteringhy . Shenstont.

Titter (tit't^r), n. A restrained laugh.

A strangled titter, out of which there brake,
On all sides, clamouring etiquette to death,
Unmeasured mirth. Tennyson.

Titter (tit'tfir), vi. [Akin to totter; IceL
iitra, to tremble; G. zittern, to quiver.] To
ride on each end of a balanced plank; to
see-saw. See Teeter.
Titter t (tit't^rX 7i. A kind of weed. See
TiNB.

From wheat go and rake out the titters of line.

Tiisser.

Tltteratlon (tit'tfir-a-shon), n. A fit of tit-

tering or giggling. 'Throw me into a tit-

teration.' Richardson. [Rare]
Tittering (tit't^r-lng), n. The act of one
who titters; restrained laughter.

Titter -totter (tit'ttr-tot-tSr), adv. In a
swaying manner; unsteadily. 'Don't stand
titter-totter.' Bailey. Also written Tetter-
totter.

Tltter-tOtter (tit't^r-tot't^r), v.i. To see-
saw; to teeter.

Tittle, Titty (tit'ti), n. The infantine and
endearing manner of pronouncing sister.

Bums. [Scotch.]

Tittimouset (tit'ti-mous),ji. The titmouse.
"The ringdove, redbreast, and the titti-

mouse.' John Taylor.

Tittivate (tit'i-vat), v.t See Titivate.
Tittle (tit'l), n. [From tit, small.] A small
particle; a minute part; a jot; an iota.

Every tittle of this prophecy is most exactly verified.

Soutlt.

Tittle (titi). v.i. [Allied to tattle.] To prate
idly; to whisper. [Scotch.]

Tittlebat (tit'1-bat), n. The stickleback.
Diekens.

Tittle-tattle (titl-tata), n. (A reduplica-
tion of tattle; an imitative word.] 1. Idle
trifling talk; empty prattle.

Sometimes the tittle-tattle of a 6ne lady, sometimes
that of an old nurste ; always tittle-tattle.

Lady M. If. Montiffti.

2. An idle trifling talker. [Rare.]

Impertinent tittU-taitlts, who have no other variety
to their discourse than that of talking slower or faster.

Taller.

Tittle-tattle (titatatl), a. Gossiping;
chattering. ' The fi«/e-(aWfe town." Wm.
Combe. [ Rare. ]

Tittle-tattle (tit'l-tatT), v.i. To talk idly;

to prate.

You must be ttttlt-tattling before all our guests.
Skak.

Titubate (tit'u-bat), v.t. and i. pret. A pp.
titubated; ppr. titubating. [L. titubo, titu-

batum, to stumble.] 1. To stumble; to trip;

to stagger. Waterhouse.—Z. To rock or roll,

as a curved body on a plane.

Tltubatlon ( tit-u-ba'shon ), n. l. The art
of stumbling.— 2. In med restlessness; an
inclination to constant change of position;

fidgets.—3. The act of rocking or rolling, as
a curved body on a plane.

Titular (tit'u-l6r),a. [Fr. titulaire; from L.

tittUus. See TITLE.] Being such or such
by title or name oiily; nominal; having the
title to an oflBce or dignity without discharg-

ub, cAain; Ah. So, locA; g, ^o; J.^ob; fi, Fr. to»; ng, sing; TU, than; th, thin; w, uig; wb, whig; zh, azure.—See K£T.
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ing the duties of it; having or conferring
the title only; as, a titular king or prince.

Both Valerius and Austin were tituiar bishops.

The policy of the crown in Russia has always been
to level all distinctions amon^ the subjects, as far as
the existence of a titular nobiUty will allow.

Brougham.
Titular (tit'u-16r), n. 1. One who possesses
the title of an office without the real power
or authority belonging to it. — 2. In Eng.
eccles. law, one who may lawfully enjoy a
benefice without performing its duties. In
Scots eccles. law, titulars of the tithes, the
titulars or patrons to whom the teinds or
tenth part of the produce of lands, formerly
claimed by the clergy, had been gifted by
the crown, into whose hands the same fell

at the Keformation.
Tltularity (tit-ii-Iar'i-ti), 7i. The state of
being titular.

Julius, Augustus, and Tiberius, with great humility
received the name of imperator ; but their successors
retain the same even in its lititlarity.

Sir T. firowne.

Titularly ( tit'u-16r-li ), adv. In a titular
manner; nominally; by title only.

Titulary (tit'u-la-ri), n. Same as Titular.
Aylife.

Titulary (tit'u-la-ri), a. 1. Consisting in a
title; bearing a title; titular.

The malecontents of his kingdom have not been
base nor titulary impostors, but of an higher nature.

Bacon.
2. Pertaining to a title; proceeding from a
right or title.

William the Conqueror, howsoever he used the
power of a conqueror to reward his Normans, yet
mixed it with a titulary pretence grounded upon the
Confessor's will. Bacon.

Tltuledt (tit'uld), a. Having or bearing a
title; entitled.

Titupping (tit'up-ing). a. Restless; lively;
full of spirit. 'Tittipping misses.' Sir W.
Scott.

Tltuppy (tit'up-1), a. Unsubstantial; loosely
put together; shaky. 'Such a little tituppy
thing.' Jane Austen.
Tityre-tu (ti'ti-re-to), n. A name given to
the members of a band of ruffians who, in
the time of Charles II., infested the streets
of London at night for the purpose of creat-
ing disturbances. The term is equivalent
to the Mohock, Ilawcubite, Hector, &c., of a
later day, and is from the lirst line of the
first eclogue of Virgil :

' Tityre, tu patulse
recubans sub tegmine fagi.'

The Muns and Tityre Tus had given place to the
Hectors, and the Hectors had been recently suc-
ceeded by the Scourers. At a later period arose the
Nicker, the Hawkubite, and the yet more dreaded
name of Mohawk. Macaulay.

Tlu, TiW (te'u). n. In Northern myth, the
original supreme divinity of the ancient
Teutonic mythology, corresponding with
Dyaus of India, Zeus of Greece, and the
Jove of the Romans. Gladstone.
Tlver (tlV6r), n. [A. Sax. teOfor, a reddish
tint or colour.] A kind of ochre which is

used in marking sheep in some parts of Eng-
land.

Tlver (ti'vfir), v.t. To mark with tiver, as
sheep, in different ways and for different
purposes.

Tlvy(tiv'iVrtrfv. [SeeTANTivy.] With great
speed: a huntsman's word or sound.
In a bright moonshine while winds whistle loud,
Tivy, ti-vy, ti-vy, we mount and we fly. Drydeii.

Tlzri, n. Same as Tisri.

Tizzi { tiz'zi ), 71. A corruption of Tester; a
sixpence. [Slang.]

T-Jolnt (te'joint), n. The union of one pipe
or plate rectangularly with another resem-
bling the letter T.

Tmesis (tme'sis), n. [Gr. tmesis, from temno,
to cut.] In gram, a figure by which a com-
pound word is separated into two parts,
and one or more words inserted between
them ; as, of whom be thou ware also (2 Tim.
iv. 15), for of whom beware thou also.

To (tu, or when emphasized to), prep. [A. Sax.
t6, to, towards, for, &c. ; O. Sax. and 0. Fris.
to, te, ii, D. toe, te, L.G. to, G. zu, O.H.G. zo,
zuo, ze, Goth, du: not in the Scandinavian
tongues, though til may be connected. Cog.
Ir. and Gael, do, Corn, dho, Slav. do. In
Anglo-Saxon it was rarely used before the
infinitive, and did not serve as the sign of
the infinitive mood, this sign being the
term. -an. It was common with a gerund.
however, of similar form with the infinitive
(in such phrases as 'ready to go,' 'good
to eat," 'debts to pay,' Ac), and hence its

modern use, which dates from the end of
the twelfth century.] 1. Denoting motion
towards a place or thing ; indicating direc-

tion towards a place, point, goal, state, or
condition; or towards something to be done
or to be treated ; towards. In the sense
of movement toward to is opposed to from,
and usually interchangeable with unto.
'Driven to doubt.' Shak.

Adonis hied him to the chase. ShaJi.

First go with me to church and call me wife.

And then away to Venice to your friend. Shai.

The lamp hangs from the ceiling to the floor.

Harris.
An instinctive taste teaches men to build their

churches in flat countries with spire steeples, which,
. . . point up with silent tingcr to the sky and stars.

Coleridee.

2. Indicating a point or limit reached in
space, time, or degree; expressing extent,
limit, degree of comprehension, inclusion
as far as ; excluding all omission or excep-
tion. ' From the hour of my nativity to tliis

instant.' Shak. 'Who hate and scorn you
(oaman.' Swift.

Some Americans, otherwise of quick parts, could
not count to one thousand, nor had any distinct idea
of it, though they could reckon very well to twenty.

Lode.
3. Indicating anything capable of being re-

garded as a limit to movement or action

;

denoting destination, aim, design, and pur-
pose ; for; as, he is going to a trade; he is

rising to wealth and honour. ' He is franked
up to fatting.' Shak.
Wherefore was I fo this keen mockery bom! Shak.

Marks and points out each man of us to slaughter.
B. Jonson.

4. Signifying a result or effect produced; de-
noting an end or consequence ; as, he was
flattered to his ruin ; the king engaged in a
war to his cost.

I shall laugh myself ^i? death. Shak.

5. Denoting addition, accumulation, or pos-
session. "She adds honours to his hateful
name.' Shak.

Rain added to a river that is rank
Perforce will force it overflow the bank. Shak.
Wisdom he has and to his wisdom courage.
Temper C() that, and unto all success.

Sir y. Denham.
6. Implying junction or union.

How like a jade he stood, tied to a tree. Shak.

7. In comparison of ; denoting comparison,
proportion, or measure; compared with.

I to the world am like a drop of water. Shak.

Among the ancients, the weight of oil was to that
of wine as wine to tea. ArbiitAnot.

Hence it is used in a strictly limited sense
in expressing ratios or proportions; as, three
is to twelve as four is to sixteen.— 8. Denot-
ing opposition and contrast; implying an-
tithesis; as, they engaged hand to hand.
'Set'st oath to oath, thy tongue against thy
tongue.' Shak. 'Ten proofs to one that
blood hath the victory. ' Shak.

For now we see through a glass, darkly ; but then
face to face. i Cor. xiii. J2.

Then call them to our presence ; face to face
And frowning brow to brow. Shak

_

Often used in betting phrases.

My hat to a halfpenny Pompey proves the best
worthy. Shak.

Here also may be classed such phrases as—To one's face, to one's teeth, to one's eyes,

in presence and defiance of. 'Tell him to

his teeth.' Shak. ' Weepest thou for him to

my face.' Sftafc.—9. Denoting accord, adap-
tation, or agreement; according to; in con-
gruity or harmony with ; as, an occupation
suited to his taste; a husband to her mind.
'Fashion your demeanour to my looks.'

Shak.
He to God's image, she to his was made. Dryden.

20. Denoting correspondency, simultaneous-
ness, or accompaniment; as, she sang to his
guitar. 'She dances to her lays.' Shak.
'Moved on in silence to soft pipes.' Milton.
11. In the place of ; as a substitute for; in
the character or quality of; for; as. 'To
take to wife.' Shak.

I have a king here to my flatterer, Shak.

12. Denoting relation; concerning. 'Answer
to his part performed.' Skak. 'A king's

oath to the contrary.' Shak.—13. In a great
variety of cases to supplies the place of the
dative in other languages; it connects tran-
sitive verbs with their indirect or distant
objects, and adjectives, nouns, and neuter
or passive verbs with a following noun which
limits their action ; as, to drink a health to

a person; what's that to you? it's a great
deal to me. ' To a pretty ear she tunes her
tale.' Shak. 'Here's to my love.' Shak.

Meditate upon these things; give thyself wholly to

them. I Tim, iv. 15.

1 think to go to Tunbridge for a fortnight.
.RicJMnison.

After substantives to is thus often equiva-
lent (or nearly so) to of; as, a dislike to
spirituous liquors. ' Thou lackey (0 eternity.'
Shak.

The cock that is the trumpet to the mom.
Doth . . . awake the god of day. Shak.
But though I am daughter to his blood
I am not to his manners. Shak.

After adjectives, it denotes the person or
thing, with respect to which, or in whose
interest, a quality is shown or perceived

;

as, a substance sweet to the taste; an event
painful to the mind. —14. A common vul-
garism in America for at or in (a place).

Father and mother used them, and so did all the
old folks to Slickviile. Haliburtmt.

15. The sign of the infinitive mood of a verb,
or governing the gerundial infinitive or
gerund. The simple infinitive occurs in
such sentences as, I wish to go, command
him to go, to ride is pleasant.

Ay, but to die, and [to) go we know not where;
To lie in cold obstruction and to rot

;

This sensible warm motion (o become
A kneaded clod. Shak.

It is generally omitted after the auxiliaries
do, can, may, must, will, shall (with their
past tenses), as well as after such verbs as
bid, dare, need, make, see, hear, feel, let, per-
ceive, behold, observe, have (in such phrasea
as / would have you know = \ would wish
you to know), and know. (To speak more
correctly to is not omitted in these cases,
but the old infinitive without to is used.
Formerly it was sometimes inserted; as.
' Many rfid /o die.' Spenser.] The gerundial
infinitive denotes design or purpose, and in.

this case the form/or to was formerly in good
usage; as, 'What went ye out /or to see?'
Mat. xi. 9 ; but this is now inelegant and
vulgar. — To with the gerundial infinitive

often comes(a) after an adjective; as. prompt
(oobey; quick to hear; slow to censure.

We are ready to try our fortunes to the last man.
SJiak.

(&) After the substantive verb, to denoting
futurity. 'We are still to seek for some-
thing else.' Beniley. (c) After have, to de-
noting duty or necessity; as, I have a debt to

pay.—Anciently to was often omitted where
we should now insert it as a sign of the in-

finitive.
Being mechanical, you oupht not [to] walk
Upon a labouring day without the sign
Or your profession. Shak.

It is often improperly so omitted in the
present day. In colloquial usage to often
stands for and supplies an infinitive already
mentioned; as, he commands me to go with
him, but I do not wish to.

Your grandfather would never let me travel; I
wanted to, but he never would. Disraeli.

[See note at end of next article.]

To (to), adv. 1. Forward; in progression; on.

To, Achilles! (o,Ajax! to!' Shak. —Go to,

an expression of exhortation or of reproof.

See under Go.

—

To and fro, to and back, to

aiid again, forward and backward ; up and
down. 'Debating io a?iii/ro.' Shak. 'G(»e»

to and back, lackeying the varying tide.'

Shak.
Masses of marble . . . rolled fo and again till they

were rounded to the fonn of pebbles. fVood-u-ard.

2. Denoting motion towards a thing for the
purpose of laying hold of it ; as, to fall to.

'I will stand to and feed.' Shak.—Z. Denot-
ing a junction, union, or the closing of some-
thing separated or open. 'Can honour set
ioaleg?' Shak. 'Clap /o the doors.' Shak.

The wind has been and blown the door to. and I

can't get in. Dickens.

4. Denoting an aim proposed in doing some-
thing. ' Hew to it with thy sword.' Shak.
5. In a certain direction; as, to come to; to

heave to.

Note. In the foregoing explanations of to

(prep, and adv.), it is to be considered that

the definitions given are not always the
sense of to by itself, but the sense rather
of to in connection with another word or
other words.
To-. [O. Sax. te-, G. zer-.] A particle for-

merly used in composition with verbs, par-

ticiples, or adjectives, signifying asunder, in

pieces, or giving an augmentative or inten-

sive force to the word to which it is prefixed

as be has since given; quite; entirely; much;
very. 'The helmes they (o-hewen and tf

shrede.* Chancer. ' Fairy-like, (o-pinch the
unclean knight.' Shak. 'And all (o-brake

his skull.' Judg. ix. 53. SeeunderALL.
Toad (tod), n. [Found also in such forms as
tadde, Uide, ted. in A. Sax. Uldie, tddige. the
origin being unknown. Tad in tadpole is this

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, h\\\\\ oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. Sc. fey.
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word
] The couiinou name of the amphibian

vertebrates belonging to the genus Bufo now
constituted into a family, Uufouida- Toads
have a thick, bulky body, covered with warts
or papillaj ; a thick lump behind the ears
pierced with pores, from which issues a milky
aud fetid fluid. They have no teeth; thenmd feet are but slightly webbed. They leap
badly, and generally avoid the water Some
or them are hideous and disgusting ani-
mals, and the bite, saliva, <te., of the com-mon toad were formerly considered poi-
sonous. The toad is extremely tenacious
or hJe, but experiments have conclusively
shown that there is no truth in the oft-re-
peated stories of the creature being able to
support life when inclosed in solid rock for
immense periods of time. Toads are found
in a 1 quarters of the world. The common
toad (Bujo culgaru) and green toad (B. vir-
Kfw) mhabit not only Europe, but also \sia
and Africa. Toads are most abundant in
America. There are now several sub-genera
such as Khinellus, Otilophis, &c.~Srmita,n
toad, hee Ptp\. — Toad in the hole, meat
cooked m batter. • The dish they call a toadm o hole iliis Brirneii
Toad-^eater (tod'et-Srj. n. a name given
to a fawning, obsequious parasite; a mean
sycophant; a toady.

aIHJL^'7 "L"" '" "<f«"y- and Ihinks she is a

,1 ,„^i,*' "'i'""--
."ho has formed a conspiracy

10 rob her of her aunts fortune. Thaik/ray.

In
{-"as 'cJuced to be as miserable a laad^talcr is. anynOreat Britam. which m the strictestsenseoftheworSK a servant, except that the l„ad-,aUr has the honourofdmm,; with n.y lady, and the misfortune ofreceivingno wages. Sir C. Ht„,i„ry irMumi^

[The wonl literally designates a person who
would do the most disgusting acU at the
bidding of a superior, the eating of a toad
being one of the most natiscous that can be
conceived Comp. the phrase, to eat dirt
and the It amler des couleimes, to put up
witli mcrtlfications, lU. to swallow adders.!
Toad-eatin« (t/«i'et-ing), n. .Servile or syco-
pnantish complaisance; sycophancy

Toad-eaUng (to^ret-ing), a. Pertaining^to
a toadeaUT or his ways.
Toad-flsh (tod'tlsh). n. A teleostean flsh of
the genus Lophius. the L. europxus or vi»-

Sea.letd, and Wide-gab. See Lc^arei^
Toad-flax (tM'llaks). ». The English name
of various plante of the genus Linaria Thecommon toad-flax is L. vulgaris, which in
its general habit is not unlike flax. The
flowers are of a bright yellow; the corolla
labiate, resembling that of the snapdragon
in shaiw, but provided with a long spur Itgrows in hedges and at the edges of fields

Sm Ux '"'" '"*''"" '» ^- Cymbalaria.

Toadlsilt (tSd-ishV a. Like a toad; venom-
$!rT J, Ti"*'*^' '«"''«*. or poison flsh."

Toadlet (tod'Iet), n. A little toad. Cole-

ToidUlW (tod'Ung), n. A little toad; a

TOBACXJONIST

Toady t (tod'i), a. Having the character of
or resembling a toad.

rl.yi';!.'.''
<;'.*"':'? a /««,/, compiexion that she cannotchoose but teach the soul to hate. Fettham.

Toady (tod'i), v.t. pret. <Sr pp toadied ppr
toadymg. To play the toady or sycophant to'
Toadyism (tod'i-izm), n. The practices of a^ady; mean sjcophaucy; senile adulation
Thackeray.

To-and-fro(to'and-fr6), n. l. The bandying
of a question backward and forward; a dis-
cussion Bale.- 2. A walking backward and
forward. See under To.

She,

a'!^,',"™//''''
""="""= newly-caged, commenced

Toadseye rtddzl), n. In mtn*rai. a variety
of w.iod-tin. ^

Toad-8plta.',d'8pit),n. Same as Cik*oo-«j«(
Toad-stone (tod'ston), n. i. Bufonite a
I'ssil, insisting of the petrified teeth of
certain mesozoic ganoid flshes. It was for-
nieriy thought to have existed in the head
of a toad, was worn in rings, and held of
sovereign use against venom, *c. Shak-
spere refers to this belief in the lines :-

Sweet are the uses of adversityW hich, Uke the r<«rf, ugl, a„d^venomous,w can yet a precious Jewel in his head.

„ , _ , .
^' ''»" Lti' It. ii I.

i.J^i "k 'L*"".'
''"""^l The namegiven

y m ners, chiefly ,n Iierbyshire, to certain
bands, genera ly basaltic, which alternate
with l,.ind.< of limestone of the carboniferous

Tnr^'';;''.^';.w.''-"i^ "? '"'productive of ore.

»^S?r*f?°^
(to-1'stol). «. A popular name

applied to numerous species of fungi
TO«ly (tod'i), n (.Short for ToadeaUr.}
1. A base sycophant; a flatterer; a toad-
eater.

^^
A very feeble hut very lUtterine reflex of the oara.

Swt^S euira^? "i
*"'"'<" •"» accom%.'„iel'a"ymvited (tuest, and who was sometimes a min of eooal

oielriend—in modem cant, '^toady.' Suchistheum-
braofourfnendClodiii, " /JdLjS'^

j^* ''osrse rustic woman. Sir W. Seott.

Also used adjectively; as, toand-fro motion
Toast (tost), v.t. [0. Fr. togter, Sp. and Pg
tostar, to roast, toast, from L. (6«(i(hi pp
of (or/co, to toast. (See Torrent.) For sense
of to pledge see the noun, 2. ) 1. To dry and
scorch by the heat of a flre; as, to toast
bread or cheese. —2. To warm thoroughly as
to toast the feet. [Familiar. ]-3, To name
or propose as one whose health, success
<sc., IS to be drunk ; to drink to the success
of or in honour of; as, to toast a lady; to
toast the army and navy.
Well try the empire you so lon(; have boastedAnd If we are not praised we'll not be iMsttd. Prior.
Several popish gentlemen &,ix/.rrfmany loyal healths.

To^t (tost), ti.i. To give a toast or health
to be drunk; to drink a toast.

J'','"
,'"*"='

','^Si^-
"h'ls' they go on caballingand loastmi; only HI us with disgust. Biirtr.

Toairt (tost), n. 1. Bread dried and scorched
by the flre, or such bread dipped in melted
butter or in some liquor; » piece of toasted
bread put in a beverage.

Make it so large, that, filled with sackLp to the swelling brim,
Vast taaslj on the delicious lake
Like ships at sea may swim. Rochesto

.

2. A lady whose health is drunk in honour
or respect.

The Countess, a Whig and a toast, was probably as
gracious as her lord. Alaca„l/,.

kJ.' .'"SP!?''''
"?" »" a publick day a celebrated

beauty of those tunes (of K^ng Charles II.) was in the
Cross-Bath (at Bath), and one of the crowd of her ad-
".'JifP "?'! " ^'*.» "' "»'" '" "hich the fair one
stood, and drank her health to the company Therewasm the place a gay fellow, half-fuddled, who offered
tojoinp in, and swore, tho' he liked not the liquor, hewould have the toast ( making an allusion to thi usige
of the times of drinking with a toast ai the bottom of
inegiass). Tho he was opposed in his resolution, this
wluin gave foundation to the present honour which isdone to the lady we mention in our liquors, who has
ever since been called a toast. Tatlir.

3. Any one who is named in honour in drink-
ing, as a public character or a private friend-
any thing honoured in a similar manner- a
sentiment proposed for general acceptance
in drinking.

When the ».tx/ wenfout of use the sentiment tookus place, and this I can remember myself. At length^1 cane to signify «.« person or thing that was tobe commemorated: as. • tfie King,- • The Land we live

Virginian Tobacco {.Vitro-
tiana Tabacttm).

ch, «»«ln; 4h, 8c. locA;

Vol. IV.

Toaster(t5st'6r), n. lOne who toasts.— 2. An
instrument for toasting bread, cheese, or the
like.

Toasting-fork, Toasting-iron (tSst'ing-
fork, tost ing-i.im). n. A jocular name for

J *1°^^^ -His other pistol or his toasting-
fork: T. Httghes. "

1 saw the game was over and hung up my toastmcr-'"" Tkacktra,.

Toast-master (tost'maa-t*r), n. An officerwho at great public entertainments an-
noun<;es the toasts and leads or times the
cheering.

Toast-rack (tost'rak), n. A stand for a table
having partitions for slices of dry toast
titinmondti.

Toast-water (t6st'w8-t*r), n. Water in
winch toasted bread has been soaked, used
as a licverage by invalids.
Toater t (to'tAr), ». a trumpeter; a tooter.
Hark, hark 1 these toattrs tell us the kings coming

Tobacianallan (t6-bak'a-na"li-an) nOne who indulges in tobacco; a smoker
\ery good for us cheap tohaccanaliant.'

ihackeray. [A humorous word coined by
Thackeray imitating bacchanalian

]Totacco (to-bak'ko), n. [Perhaps from
Tnbaco, a province of Yucatan, in Spanish
Ament-a, where it is said to have been flrst

."'!.'!. ^'' ""' •'^Pani'irds. But this is very
doubtful Las Casas says that in the first
voyage of Columbus the Spaniards saw intuba many persons smoking dry herbs or

g.to; S.iob; fl. Ft. ton; ng, slny; ih, «Aen:

leaves rolled up in tubes called tabacos
Charlevoix, in his History of St. Domimqw
says that the instrument used in smoking
was called tabaco, and hence the name, and
Humboldt adopts this view. In Hakluyt's
\oyages, 1589, it is stated that 'there is an
tierbe (m Virginia) which is sowed apart by
itself, and is called by the inhabitants %mpo-
woc: m the West Indies it hath divers names
according to the severall places and coun-
tries where It groweth and is used. The
Spaniards call it tobacco.'] A genus of plants
(>icotiana), mostly herbaceous, but some
Shrubby, nat. order Solanacea), natives of the

warmer parts of
America, Eastern
Asia, aud Australia.
There are several
species.all narcotic.
Those most gener-
ally cultivated are
X.Tabacum and iV.

macrophylla, the
former being often
called Virginian to-
bacco. It is of an
erect habit, and
grows to the height
of 6or6feet,having
lanceolate leaves
from 6 to 18 inches
long, and rose-col-
oured flowers. Be-
sides being used as
the name of the
plants tobacco is also
the name of the pre-
pared leaves. To-
bacco has been em-
ployed in medicine
asastiniulaiit.eme-
tic, and purgative,
but it is as a luxury

,. , ,.„ that its use is so
widely difl-used. the chief modes in which
It IS taken being smoking, snufltng, and
chewing The leaf undergoes various pro-
cesses of manufacture in accordance with
the mode in which it Is to be used. Its use in
America IS of unknown antiquity. Among
the J^orth American Indians smoking has
from time immemorial been regarded almost
as a religious rite, the calumet being asso-
ciated with their most solemn and important
transactions. Meyeii states that its use in
China IS also of high antitiuity. It was flret
introduced into Europe in 1559 by Her-
mandez de Toledo, who brought a small
quantity from America into Sjmiii and Por-
tugal. Thence its use forthwith spread into
France and Italy, its flrst employment in
thew countries being in the form of snuff.
Sir i. Drake introduced it into England in
1585, where tobacco taverns became nearly
as prevalent as beer-shops. Its use was op-
posed strongly by both priests and rulers
Popes I rban VIII. and Innocent \X. issued
bulls excommunicating such as used snuff in
church, and In Turkey smoking was made a
capital offence. In the canton of Benie the
prohibition of the use of tobacco was putamong the ten commandments immediately
after that forbidding adultery. The Coim-
terblmt of .lames I. of England is matter of
history. All prohibitions, however, regal or
priestly, were of no avail, ami tobacco is now
the most extensively used luxury on the face
of the globe. The most commonly used to-
bacco, and possibly the most esteemed is the
Virginian, but fine species or varieties aregrown also in Cuba, Persia, and elsewhere.
See McoTIANA.-/(irfmn tobacco (Lobelia
in/lala), a plant cultivated in the United
states. It is used in medicine as an ex-
pectorant and diaphoretic, but it must be
administered in small doses, as it is very
poisonous

—

Mountain tobacco (A mica mon-
tana) grows in alpine nieailows. It is acrid
nauseous, emetic, causes constipation, and
is used in medicine.
Tobacco-box (to-bak-ko-boks), n. A box for
holding tobacco.
Tobacco-mant (t6-bak'ko-man), n. A to-
bacconist. Uudibrag.
Tobacconert (t6-bak'k6-n«r), n. One who
uses tobacco; a smaker of tobacco Silves-
ter

.

"

Tobacconlngf (to-bak'ko-ning), n The
practice of using tobacco. Bp. Hall.
Tobacconist (tobak'ks-niat), n. LA dealer
in tobacco; also, a manufacturer of tobacco
2. t A smoker of tobacco.

Hence it is, that the lungs of the loiaccoiiist are""«'
.S yo,isoH.

th, (Mn;
, wig; wb, tcAig; 2b, azure.—See KST.
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TobftCCO-plpe (to-bak'ko-pip). n. An im-
plement used iu smoking tobacco. It con-

sists essentially of a bowl for tlie tobacco,

ami a stem through which the tobacco
amoke is drawn into the mouth. In form
and material it varies much in different

countries— clay, meerschaum, porcelain,
wood, stone, metal, horn, ivory, ttc, being
all employed for making pipes in whole or
in part.—Queen's tobacco-pipe, a jocular de-

signation of a peculiarly-shaped kiln belong-
ing to the customs, and situated near the
london Docks, in which are piled up dam-
aged tobacco and cigars, and contraband
goods, such as tobacco, cigars, tea, &c.,

wliich have been smuggled, till a sufficient

quantity has accumulated, when the whole
is set fire to and con^ameH.—Tobacco-pipe
day. Same as Pipe- clay. — Tobacco-jyipe

fish. Same as Pipe-jish.

Tobacco - pouch (to-bak'ko-pouch), n. A
poucli or bag for holding tobacco.

Tobacco-root (to-bak'ko-rot), n. The root
of Lewisid rediciva, used as an article of

food by the Indians of ['pper Oregon
Though bitter, it is nutritious and whole-
some, hfinjj; nearly pure starch.

Tobacco-stopper (to-I)ak'k6-8top-6r), ?i.. An
instrinnent for pressing down the tobacco
as it is smoked in a pipe.

Tobago-cane (t6-ba'g6-kan),n. [From island
of Tobaijo.] A name under which the trunks
of Bactris minor, a species of palm growing
in New Granada and the West Indies, are
sometimes imported into Europe to be made
into walking-sticks.

To-be (to-be'), n. The future, with what it

brings with it. [Rare and poetical]

And so these twain, upon the skirts of time.
Sit side by side, fiill-suiiini'd in all their powers,
Dispensing harvest, sowing the To-Bf. Te}inyson.

To-bete, t 'v.a. [Old intens. prefix (o, and
bete. See To.] To beat severely. Chaucer.
Tobine (to'bin), n. [G. tobin. D. tabijn. See
Tabbv.] a stout twilled silk, much resem-
bling Florentine, used for dresses.

Tobit (tol)'it), n. One of the Old Testament
ApiW-ryphal books.

Toboggan (to-bog'gan^, n. [Corruption of
Amer. Indian odahanan, a sled.] A kind of

sled made of a pliable board, turned up at

both ends, used for sliding down snow-
covered slopes in Canada; also, a sledge to

be drawn by dogs over snow.
Toboggan (to-bog'gan), v.i. To slide down-
hill over snow on a toboggan.
To-break, t v.t. and i. [Intens. prefix to.

and break.] To break in ])ieces; to break
asunder or in twain. Chavcer.
To-brestet, v.t. and i. [Old intens. prefix
to, and bresten, to burst.] To bui*st asunder.
Chancer.
Toccata (tok-ka'tii), n. [It.] In old music,
(a) a prelude or overture; (6) a piece written
as an exercise; (c) a fantasia.

Tocber (toch'6r), n. [Gael, toehradh, It. to-

char, a portion or dowry. ] The dowry which
a wife brings to her husband by marriage.
[Scotch.]

Tocher (to6h'6r), v.t. To give a tocher or
dowry to. [Scotch.]

Tocherless (toCh'Sr-les), a. Portionless; as,

a tocherless lass. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Tockay (tok'a), n. A species of spotted liz-

ard in India.

Tocology (to-kol'o-ji), n. [Gr. tokos, partu-
rition, and logos, discourse.] The science
of obstetrics or midwifery; that department
of medicine which treats of parturition.
[Rare.]

To-come (t5-kum'), n. The future. [Rare
and poetical.]

And all the rich to-come
Reels, as the f^olden autumn reels
Athwart the smoke of burning weeds. Tettnyson.

TOOSin (tok'sin), n. [Fr. tocsin, O.Fr. toqtie-

sin, from toq^te, a stroke, a touch, and sin,

sein, a bell, frora L. eignum, a sign.] An
alarm-bell, or the ringing of a bell as a sig-

nal, or for the purpose of giving an alanu.
That atl-softeniiip, overpowering knell.

The tocsin of the soul, the dinner-bell. Byron.
The death of the nominal leader . , . was the

tocsin of their anarchy. Disraeli.

Tocussa (to-kus's6), n. An Abyssinian coni-
plant or millet, Elevsine Tocussa.
Tod (tod), n. [Icel. toddi. a tod or ball of
wool ; Dan. tot, a bunch of flax; G. zote,

Prov. G. zode, a lock of wool,] 1. A bush,
especially of ivy; a thick mass of growing
foliage.

The ivy tod is heavy with snow. Coleridge.

2. Au old weight used chiefly in buying
wool. It is equal to 28 pounds, or 2 stone;

but there are several local tods. —3. A fox,
from his bushy tail. 'The wolf, the tod, the
brock, or other vermin.' B. Jonsoti. [Old
English and Scotch.]

Todt (tod), v.t. To yield in weight; to weigh;
to produce a tod. Shak.
Todas (to'daz). n. pi. A small race of men,
inhabiting the upper pait of tlie Xeilgherry
Mountains in Southern India. I'uder the
influence of polyandry and intemperance
they are rapidly disappearing. Their lan-
guage is Dravidian, and they believe them-
selves to be the aborigines of the country,
as indeed seems to be the case. Called also
Todaivars, Todars.
To-day (to-da'), n. [A. Sax. t6-dceg—t6, to,

and dceg, day.] The present day; as, to-day
is Monday; also, on this day, adverbially;
as, he leaves to-day. Seldom or never with
preposition on before it. Comp. to-morrow.

Worcester's horse came but to-day. Shak,

Toddalia (tod-da'Ii-a), n. [From Kaka-Tod-
daU,the Malabar name of one of the species]
A genus of plants, nat. order Rutaceai. The
species, which are few in number, consist
of moderate-sized shrubs, with alternate
trifoliate leaves full of pellucid dots; the
flowers in axillary or terminal racemes or
panicles. They inhabit the hot parts of
India, the Mauritius, and Brazil. The bark
and root of T. acxdeata, which is widely dis-
persed through tropical Asia, are used as a
cure for the remittent fever of jungly situa-
tions. Many of the allied species are pos-
sessed of bitter and aromatic properties.

Toddle (tod'l), v. i. pret. <t pp. toddled; ppr.
toddling. [A freq. akin to totter; comp. G.
zotteln, to toddle, to stagger.] To saunter
about feebly; to walk with short steps in a
tottering way, as a child or au old mau.

I should like to come and have a cottage in your
park, toddle about, live mosllyon milk, and be taken
care of by Mrs. Boswell. yohnson [uiBoswelfs Lt/e).

Toddle (tod'n, n. A little toddling walk.
'Her daily little toddle through the to«n.'
Trollope. [Colloq.]

Toddler (tod'l-6r). n. One who toddles; an
infant or young child; as. the little toddler.
Toddy (tod'i), n. [Formerly taddy, from
.Marathi. tddi. toddy, from tdd, palm.] The
juice of vanous palms, such as the cocoa-nut,
taliput-palm, Jiaphia vini/era, and Mauri-
tia vini/era. When newly drawn the juice
is sweet and has a peculiar flavour, operat-
ing in general as a laxative. It is much in
demand as a beverage in the neighbour-
hood of villages in India, especially where
European troops are stationed. When it has
undergone fermentation it is highly intoxi-
cating. The fermented juice distilled with
some other ingredients forms the spirituous
liquor called arrack, or rack. Called also
Palm-wine. ~2. A mixture of spirit and
water sweetened; as. whisky toddy; rum
toddy, &c. Toddy differs from grog in hav-
ing a less proportion of spirit, and in being
sweetened, and while grog is made with
colli water, toddy is always made with boil-

ing water.

Toddy-blrd (tod'i-b^rd), 7i. The Baya spar-
row {A rtainus /uscus), a. hird of India and
Ceylon, which feeds on the flies and insects
that hover near to the luscious juice of the
palm-trees.

TodldSB (to'di-de), n. pi. The todies, a family
of insectivorous passerine birds, indigenous
in the tropical regions of America. They
are allied to the kingfishers. They are short-
winged, and perch patiently on trees till an
insect comes within tlieir range. They bur-
row in the earth to breed.

To-do (to-dd'), n. Ado; bustle; hurry; com-
motion. [Colloq.]

The next day, there was another visit to Doctors"
Commons, and a great to-do with an attesting ostler,

who, being inebriated, declined swearing tuiything
but profane oaths. Diciois.

Tod'S-tail(todz'tal), n. [Sc. (od,a fox.] Vari-
ous species of Lycopodium or club-moss.
[Scotch.]

Todus (to'dus), n. A genus of birds. See
Tody.
Tody (to'di). n. [Probably from some Indian
name.] Tiie birds of the genus Todus,
family Todida;. They are birds of gaudy
plumage, and they feed on insects, worms,
small reptiles, &c. The most elegant species
is the T. regius (royal or king tody), a na-
tive of Cayenne and Brazil. The green tody
(T. viridia) is also a pretty bird, about the
size of a wren. It is very common in Ja-
maica.

Toe (td), n. [A. Sax. td, IceL td, Sw. to, Dan.
taa, D. toon, G. zeke, the toe. The root is

doubtful.] 1. One of the small members
which form the extremity of the foot, cor-
responding to a finger on the hand. The toes
in their form and structure resemble the
fingers, but are shorter.— 2. llie fore part of
the hoof of a horse and of other hoofed ani-
mals.—3. The member of an animal's foot
corresponding to the toe in man.—4. A pro-
jection from the fobt-piece of an object to
give it a broader bearing and greater sta-
bility.— 5. A barb, stud, or projection on a
lock-bolt.— 6. In mack, (a) the lower end of
a vertical shaft, as a mill-spindle, which
rests in a step. (&) An arm on tlie valve-
lifting rod of a steam-engine. A cam strikes
the toe and operates the valve. Such toes
are known respectively as steam-toes and
exhaust-toes. k. H. Knight.
Toe (t6),v.t. pret. A- pp. toed; ppr. toeing. To
touch or reach with the toes.

—

To toe the
scratch, to stand exactly at the scratch
marking the starting-point of a foot-race,
or the place where pugilists meet in the ring;
hence, to be fully prepared for any com-
petition, encounter, or trial.

Toed (tod), a. Having or supplied with toes:
often used in composition; as, narrow-toed;
thick-toed; slender-(oed.

They all Ixiwed their snaky heads down to their
very feet which were toed with scorpions. H<rweil.

To-fall (to'fftl), n. 1. Decline; setting; end.

For htm in vain, at to-fall of the daj^.

The babes shall linger at the unclosing gate.
Con'per.

2. A shed or building annexed to the wall of
a larger one, the roof of which is formed in

a single sU^pe with the top resting against
the wall of the principal building.

Tofana (to-fa'na). See under AyCA.
Toflfy, Toffee (tof'i), «. A kind of tablet
sweatmeat, composed of boiled sugar with
a proportion of butter.

Tofieldia (to-fel'di-a), n. [After aMr.ro^W,
a patron of botanists.] A small genus of
plants, nat. order Melauthacefe. T. pa-
lustris (Scottish asphodel), the only British
species, is a small perennial herb, with
tufted grasslike leaves and greenish flowers

growing in a dense spike. It grows in wet
spongy bogs in Scotland, the north of Eng-
land, and Ireland.

Toforet (to-foiO, ctdv. [To and/ore; A. Sax.

t6foran.\ Before; formerly.

O that thou wert as thou to-fore hast been. Skak.

Toforet (tO-for^, prep. Before.

So shall they depart the manor with the corn and
the bacon tofore him that hath won it. Spectator.

Toforen.t adv. or prep. Before. Chaucer.

Toft (toft), n. [A Scandinavian word; IceL
toff, tuft, topt, tomt, a green tuft or knoll,

a toft, a piece of ground, a homestead, an
inclosed piece of ground; Dan. toft, an in-

closed field near a house; Dan. tomt, Sw.
tompt, topt, the site of a house. The same
word as tuft] 1. A grove of trees. [Pro-

vincial.]— 2. In laic, a messuage, or rather
a place where a messuage has stood, but is

decayed; a house and homestead.

A house with its stables and farm bui'din^, sur-

rounded by a hedge or enclosure, was called a court,

or as we find in our law books a curtilage ; the lift

or homestead of a more genuine English dialect.

Hailam.
Toftman (toft'-

man), n. The
owner or pos-
sessor of a toft.

Toga (to'ga), n.

(L., from tego,

to cover] The
name given to
the principal
outer garment
worn by the
Romans. Itwas
a loose flowing
garment made
of wool, and
sometimes of
silk, the usual
colour being
white. It cov-
ered the whole
body with the
exception of
the right arm,

Roman Senator wearing the Toga, and the right of
wearing it was

the exclusive privilege of every Roman
citizen. The toga virilis, or manly gown,
was assumed by Roman youths when they
attained the age of fourteen. The toga

Fate, far, fat, fflll; me, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tul)e, tub, b^iU; oil, pound; ii, Sc. auime; J', Sc. ley.
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prtetexta, which had a deep purple border,
was worn by the children of the nobles, by
girlB until they were married, and by boys
until they were fourteen,when they assumed
the toga virilis. It was also the official robe
of the higher magistrates of the city. The
toga picta, or ornamented toga, was worn
by high officers on special occasions, sucli

as the celebration of a triumph. Persons
accused of any crime allowed their t(^fts to
become soiled {tupa sordidata) as a sign of
dejection. Candidates for public offices

whitened their togas artificially with chalk;
while mourners wore a t'x/a pulla of natu-
rally Mack wooL
Togated ao'gat-ed).o. [L. togattis, clad with
a toga, gowned ; from toga, a gown. ] Dressed
in a tf'ga or gown; gowned. 'The Univer-
sity, the mother of trtgated peace.' Wood.
' The effigies of a man togated.' Ashmole.
Togo ( toj ). n. A toga or gown. This is a
reading suggested in some modern editions
of Sbakspere in the following passage.
Why in this woolvish to^e should I sfciy here
To be^ of Hob and Uick ? Sic. Ci^ioia/tus, ii. 3,

In the flrst folio the reading is totffue; later
folios have gown.

Tofir«l(t6j'ed),a. Togated: another debated
Shaitsperian reading.

The bookish theorick.
Wherein the fi^ed consuls can propose
As ma&terly as he ; mere praule without practice.

Othelle, i. i.

The flrst rpiartn has the above reading ; the
rest of the later editions have to^igu^.
Together (t<>geTH'6r). adv. [O.E. togeder,
to gidere, to gadere, A. Sax. togctdere ~ td,

to, gtidor, geador, at once. See Gather]
1. In company; unitecUy; in concert. 'Tlie
wars they made together upon France.* AdcU-
ton.

Together let us beat this ample field. Pope.

2. In the same place.
Crabbed age and youth
Camiot live tot;etHtr. Shak.

3. In the same time ; so as to be contem-
poraneous.
While he and I live tog-ethfr, I shall not be thou)^ht

the wrrst poet. Dryden.

4. The one with the other: with each other;
each other; mutually. ' Their breaths em-
braced (ogc^Acr.' Shak. ' Let's consult (0-

gether.' SAafr.— 5. Into junction or a state
of union; as. to sew, knit, pin. or fasten two
things together.
w h.i: (therefore God hath joined te^^her, let no

man [iLit asunder. Mat. xix. 6.

6. Without intemiisrion; on end.
ril rhyme you so ei^^ht years together, dinners and

suppers and sleeping hours excepted. Shak.

—Together wUh, in union with; in company
or mixture with.

Take the bad tc^eih^r •with the f^ood. Dryden.

Toggel (tog'gl), jt. Same as Tog<jU.
Toggery (tog'6r-i). n. [Perhaps hnraoroosly
foniteil from L. toga.\ Clothes; tcannenU.
[Slang.]

Had a gay cavalier thought fit to appear
Id any such toggery—then 'twas tcnned gemr—
He'd have met with a highly significant sneer.

R. H. Barkam.
Toggle (tog'gU n. [Perhaps connected
with tag or txin.^ 1. Haul, a pin placed
through the bight oreye of a rope.block-strap,
or bolt, t«' ktep it in its place, or to put the
bight or eye of anotlier rope upon, ^id thus
secure them both t< 'gt-ther; or passed tlu'ough
alinkofachain which iaitselfj>as8ed through
a link of the .same or a different chain.—
2. Two rods or plates hinged together by a
toggle joint.—3. A Imtton.
Toggle-bolt (t^vg'gl-bolti. n. See Toggle.
Toggle-joint (tog'gl-joiut), ik A joint

ToffRle-pres- Toi^^ic -joint.

formed by twr. pieces articulating endwise,
in the manner of the human knee, or by

two plates hinged edgewise; a knee-joint;
an elbow-joint. Great endwise pressure is

produced by this aiTangement when any
force is applied so as to biing the jointed
pieces into a straiglit line, and it is a feature
in many printing and other presses. See
T-tGGLE-HRESS.

Toggle-press (tog;'gl-pres), n. A kind of
press, as for printing, compressing cotton,
ttc. in which llie action of parts forming a
toggle-joint is lui important feature. In the
press shown under preceding article the
platen is raised against the fixed head, and
the impression made by means of two pairs
of toggle-jointed leaves operated by a screw
and wheel. This press is used for making
electrotype moulds from forms of type. The
Stanhope printing-press is another variety
of toggle-press. Such presses, when used

I

for cotton or hay, refjuii-e to be large and i

powerful.
i

Togs (togz), n. pi. Clothes; toggery. [Slang.]
!

Look at his togs; sopertine cloth and the heavy 1

swell cut. Dickens. I

To-liewe,t v.t. [Prefix to, intens. . and hew.\ i

To hew asunder or in pieces. Chaucer.
\

Toll (toil), v.i. [Perhaps a modified form of
A.Sax. tilian, teolian, to toil, to till, to labour,
to endeavour, though it is difficult to ac-
count for the change of vowel; more probaldy
directly from O. D. teulen, ttiylen (proii.

nearly toi'len), to labour, tuyl, agricultiue,
labour, toil; O.Fris. tenia, to labour, tetde.

labour. See Till.} To exert strength witli

pain and fatigue at body or mind, particu-
larly of the body, with efforts of some con-
tinuance or duration; to labour; to work.

Master, we have toiVed all the night and have taken
nothing. Luke v. 5.

The painftil warrior, famoused for fight.

After a thousand victories once foil'a,

Is from the books of honour razed quite.
And all the rest forgot for which he totTJ. Shak.

Toll (toil), f.t l.t To labour; to work.
•Places well toiled and husbanded.* HtA-
laiid. Sometimes with out. ' Toil'd out my
imcouth passage.' Miiton.—2 t To weary
or exhaust by toil ; to overlabour : some-
tjnies with out used emphatically or inten-
sively.

He, toiTii with works of war, retired himself
To Italy. Shak.

The army was tai/'ii out with cruell tempests.
Holland.

ToU (toil), 71. Labour with pain and fatigue;
labour that oppresses the Iwdy or mind.
Sleep after toil, port after stonny seas,
£ase after war, death after life, does greatly pl«ase.

Spenser.
Hard toil con rou^^hen form and face.
And want can quench the eye's bright grace.

sir IV. Scott.

Toil (toil), n. [Fr. toUe$, nets, an inclosure
to entangle wild beasts, toile, linen, cloth,
from L. tela, a web. contr. from tcxela. from
texo, to weave. ] A net or snare; any thread,
web, or string spread for taking prey.

As she would catch another Anthony
In her strong toii of grace. Shak.
A Ay falls into the toits of a spider.

Sir R. L'Estrange.
Toiler (toii'dr), n. One who toiU^ or labours
with pain.

I will not pray for those goodes. In getting and
heading together whereof the toylers oitJie worlde
thinlte themselfes fortunate. Udall.

ToUet (toi'let), n. [Fr. tmlette, from toUe,
cloth, L. tela, aweb. ftee Toil, a net.] I. A
covering or cloth of lint-n, silk, or tapestry',
spread over a table in a cliaml»er or dressing-
room. Hence— 2. A dressing-table.

An untouched Bible graced her toilet. Prior.

3. The act or process of dressing; also, the
mode of dressing; style or fashion of dress;
that which is airnnged in dressing; attire;
dress; as. her toilet is perfect '.\nd the
long labours of tlte (0i7i?( cease.' Poj}e. 'The
sad labour of the toilet.' Byron.—1. A bag
or case for night-clothes. — Jo make ones
toilet, to dress; to adjust one's dress with
care.

Toilet-cover (toi'Iet-kuv-^rX n. Same as
Toilet, I.

Tollet-glasB (toi'Iet-glas), n. A looking-
gliws fur the t<nlet-table.

Toilet-quUt ( toi ' let -kwilt), ». Same as
Toilet, I.

Tollet-servlce, Toilet-set (toi^et-86^-vi8,
toi'let-set), n. The collective earthenware
and glass utensils necessary in a dressing-
room.
Toilet-table (toi'let-ta-bl), n. A dressing-
talde.

Toilette (toi-lef), n. 1. Same as ToiUt, 3.

But happy days and tranquil nights soon restored

the health which the queen's toiUtte and Madame
SchweUen berg's card-table had impaired.

MacaiUay.
2. A dressing-room.
Toilful (toil'ful). a.

toil; laborious.

No'

Full of toil; involving

*' the loud tempest of the toiifttt day
Subsides into a calm. Smollett.

The fruitful lawns confess his toilful care. Mickle.

Toillnette (toi-li-netO, n. [A dim. from Fr.
toile, cloth.] A cloth, the weft of which is

of woollen yam and the warp of cotton and
silk, used for vests.

Toilsome (toil' sum), rt. Attended with toil;
necessitating or demanding toil; laborious;
wearisome; as, toUsome work; a toilsome
task.

Wliat can be toilsome in these pleasant walks?
Afilton.

Toilsomely (toil'sum-U), adv. In a toilsome
manner.

Their life must he toi/some/y spent in hewing wood
and drawing water. Bp. Hall.

Toilsomeness (toil'sum-nes), n. Character
of being toilsome; laboriousness ; weari-
somen ess.

The toilsomeness of the work and the slowness of
the success ought not to deter us in the least.

Abp. Seeker.

ToU-WOm (toil'wom), a. Worn out or ex-
hausted witii toil. *A toil-worn but un-
wearied champion.' Carh/le.

Tolse (toiz), n. [Fr] An old measure of
length in France, containing six French feet,
or 1940 metres, equivalent to 6 395 English
feet.

Toisecll, ToBhach (toi'sefh, tosh'adh), n.

[Gael.] Lit. captain or leader; specifically,
in the early history of Scotland, an officer
or dignitary immediately under the mor-
maer. His name appeai-s along with that
of the momiaer, in the />ooft o/ Deir, in
grants of lands to the church as having
some interest in tlie lands granted. The
office was hereditary and attached to a
cadet of the family of the mormaer.
Taisou ( toi'sou ), n. [ Fr. . from L. tonrio,
tiJiieionig, a shearing, from tondeo, to clip
or shear.] The Heece of a sheep.—rowon

d'or,ia) in her. the term
for a golden fieece or the
Holy Lamb. (6) An order
of knighthood instituted

r 11 Ik
"' ^*-'^ ^^ Philip the

/ .^^uL^ iA Go<id, dukeof Bui-gundy.

*.^ '-J^^t' :M !* **8 originally com-
posed of twenty -f(»nr
knigJits, tlie prince being
chief of the order, whose
oljject was to liefend the
faith and the church.
The order now belongs

both to Austria and to Spain The knights
carry appended to their collars the figure of
a sheep or fieece in gold. The chain con-
sists of alternate flint stones (blue), emitting
fire, and steels, or instead a red ribl>on is

used. There are also a special cap and
rich robes belonging to tlie order. The
motto is Pretium laborvm non vile.

Tokay (to-ka). n. A rich, highly-prized
wine produced at Tokay in Ipjier Hungary,
made of white gi-apes. It is distinguished
from other wines hy its animatic taste. It
is not gootl till it is alwut three yeais old,
and it continues to improve as long as it is

kept. This wine is produced from grapes
grown in the viueyards on the side of a low
chain of hills, never more than alwut 700
feet above tlie sea-level, named the Heg-
yalya. Inferior Hungarian wines are often
sold under this name, and imitation tokays,
manufactured in France ami Germany, arj
extensively sent into tlie market.
Token (to'kn), n. [A. Sax. tdcen, tdcn, a
token; Icel, tdkn, teikn, Goth, taikm, I).

teeken, G. zeichen — a sign, a token; akin
to teach, anil from same root as Gr. deiJc-

nyini, to show; L. doceo, to teach.] I. Some-
thing intended or supptisetl to represent or
indicate another thing or an event: a sign;
as. the rainbow is a token of God's covenant
established with>'oah.
And he S'lrnwynije withynne in spirit seyde. What

selcith this i;i.-neracioun a tokene t It'icklijfe.

It is the part of men to fear and tremble
When the most mighty gods by toketis send

Toison d'or.

Sudi dreadful heralds to a&tontsh ti Siuik.

2. A mark ; indication ; symptom ; specifi-
cally, in i>e8tjlential diseases, a li\id spot
upon the body, indicating or supposed to
indicate the approach of death. * Like the
fearful token* of the plague.' Beau. & Fl.

Wheresoever you see ingratitude you may as infal-
libly conclude that there is a growing stock of iU-

ch, eAain; eh, Sc. locA; g. ffo; j,>ob; fi, Fr. tojt; ng, ^ng\ lu, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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nature in that breast, as you may know that man to

have the plague upon whom you see the toitus.

8 A memorial of friendship; something by

whiclt the friendship of another person is to

be liept in mind; a keepsake; a souvenir; a

love-token.

This is some t'^ie'i from a newer friend. S^iai.

i Something that serves by way of pledge

of authenticity, good faith, or the like.

'Send thy token of reprieve.' Shak.
Throw thy glove

Or .nny tatin of thine nonour else. S/tai.

5.t A signal.
.^ ,

He made a fatyn to his knyghtes. whereby they

kuowynge his niynde fell upon hym and slew hym.
Fabyan.

6 A piece of money current by sufferance,

and not coined by authority. In England

tokens first came into use in the reign of

Henry VIII., owing to the want of author-

Ized coins of lower value than a penny.

Stamped tokens of lead, tin, and even leather

were issued by vintners, grocers, and other

tradesmen during the time of Elizabeth, and
were extensively circnlated, being readily

exchanged for authorized money at the

shops where they were issued. Tokens were

at one time struck by the corporations of

Bristol, Oxford, and Worcester. A currency

of this kind(mostly of copper) was much used

during the close of last century ; and pre-

vious to 1817, when there was a scarcity of

government silver money, the Bank of Eng-

land issued silver pieces called bank tokens

of the values of 6s., 3«., and Is. (id. On the

revision of the coinage at that date tokens

were abolished.—7. In printing, ten quires

of paper; an extra quire is usually added to

every other token when counted out for

the press. The term is now practically ob-

solete.—8. A voucher, tally, or ticket given

to duly qualified members of Presbyterian

churches in Scotland some days previous

to the celebration of the sacrament of the

Lord's supper, and given back by the com-
municant when he takes his place at the

table. These tokens are usually of lead or

tin, and stamped with the name of the

parish or church to which they belong.

They are now being gradually superseded

by cards.—By token, by this token, by the

same token, phrases Introducing a corrobor-

ative circumstance, almost equivalent to—
this in testimony; and this will support

what I say; in proof of which. [CoUoq.]

' Why, you remember Cumnor Place, the old man-
sion-house beside the churchyardT' 'By the same
tokeu, I robbed the orchard three times.'

Sir IV. Seen.

He was a staunch Roman Catholic if>y fhis token :

many an argument have I had with him on religion).

Dteiens.

All this Jem swore he had seen, more #j' taken that

it was the very day he had been mole-catching on

Squire Cass's land. Georg-e EUot.

Tokent (to'kn), ».«. 1. To make known; to

testify.
And on your finger in the night I'll put
Another ring, that what in time proceeds
May token to the future our past deeds. Shak.

2. To give a token to; to mark with tokens

or spots.
How appears the fight?

On our side like the token d pestilence.

Where death is sure. Shak.

Tol (tol), v.t. In law, to take away; to toll.

Tola (to'la), n. In India, a weight for gold

and silver, eijual to about 180 grains troy,

but different in different places.

TolbOOth (tol'boTH). See TOLLBOOTH.
Told (told), pret. & pp. of tell.

Tole t (tol), V. t. [Older forms tollen, tnllen,

tillen; comp. D. tillen, to raise, to lift.] To
draw or cause to follow by presenting some-

thing pleasing or desirable to view ; to allure

by some bait.
Whatever you observe him to be more frighted at

than he should, tote him on by insensible degrees,

till at last he masters the difficulty. I.oeke.

Toledo (to-le'do), n. A sword-blade of the

finest temper, so named from Toledo in

Spain, which, during the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries, was famous for manufac-
turing sword-blades of a superior temper.

You sold me a rapier ;
you told me it was a toledo.

B. yonson.
The trenchant blade, Toledo trusty.

For want of fighting was grown rusty. HutHbras.

Tolerabillty (tol'Sr-a-biri-ti), n. Tolerable-

ness. Fuller. [Rare.]

Tolerable (tol'6r-a-bl), a. [Fr. toUrable,

from L. tolerabilis. See TOLERATE.] 1. Cap-

able of being borne or endured ; support-

able, either physically or mentally. ' Cold

and heat scarce tolerable.' Milton.

It shall be more toteyabte for the land of Sodom

388

and Gomorrha in the day of judgment than for that

city. Mat. x. >5-

2. Fit to be tolerated; sufferable ' A toler-

able civility.' Jer. Taylor.—3. Moderately

good or agreeable; not contemptible; not

very excellent or pleasing, but such as can

be borne or received without positive ap-

proval or disapproval ;
passable; mediocre;

middling; as, a tolerable entertainment; a

tolerable administration.

The reader may be assured of a tolerable transla-

tion. Dryden.

ToleraUeness (tol'6r-a-bI-nes), n. The state

of being tolerable.

Men flatter themselves, and cozen their consciences

with a tolerablefiess of usury, when moneys be put

out for their children's stocks. Kev. T. Adatns.

Tolerably (toI'6r-a-bli), adv. In a tolerable

manner ; as, (a) supportably ; in a manner
to be endured. (6) Moderately well; pass-

ably; not perfectly; as, a constitution toler-

ably firm.

The person to whom this head belonged laughed
frequently; and on particular occasions had acquitted

himself tolerably at a ball. Addison.

Tolerance (tol'Sr-ans), n. [L. tolerantia,

from (oiero, to bear .See TOLERATE.] 1. The
state or quality of being tolerant ; as, (a) the

power or capacity of enduring; the act of

enduring; as, tolerance of heat or cold.

Diogenes one frosty morning came to the market-

place shaking, to show his tolerance. Bacon.

(6)A disposition to be patient and indulgent

towards those whose opinions or practices

differ from one's own. provided such opin-

ions are sincerely maintained, and such
practices spring from upright motives; free-

dom from bigotry or severity in judging of

the opinions or conduct of others. 'The
Christian spirit of charity and tolerance.'

Bp. Horsley. — 2. The act of tolerating

;

toleration —3. In med. the power possessed

by diseased persons of supporting doses of

medicine which in health would prove in-

jurious.

Tolerant (tol'tr-ant), a. [L. tolerans, toler-

antis. See Tolerate.] Inclined or dis-

posed to tolerate; favourhig toleration; for-

bearing ; enduring. ' Tolerant of what he

half disdained.' Tennyson,

The preface is evidently the work of a sensible and
candid man. firm in his own religious opinions, and
tolerant towards those of others. Macaulay.

Tolerantly (tol'i5r-ant-li), ado. lua tolerant

manner; with toleration.

Tolerate (tor6r-at).t).(. pret. &pp. tolerated;

ppr. tolerating. [L. tolero, toleratuni, to

bear, to support, from root seen in tollo, to

lift up, tuli, I have borne; Skr. tul. to bear;

B. to thole. See THOLE.] To suffer to be

or to be clone witliout prohibition or hin-

derance; to allow or peraiit negatively, by

not preventing; not to restrain; to treat in

a spirit of patience and forbearance; not to

judge of or condemn with bigotry and se-

verity; as, to tolerate opinions or practices.

Crying should not be tolerated m children. Locke.

The interested and active zeal of religious teachers

can be dangerous and troublesome only where there

is either but one sect tolerated in the society, or where

the whole of a large society is divided into two or

three great sects. Adam Smith.

—Allow, Permit, Suffer, Tolerate. See un-

der ALLOW.
Toleration (tol-4r-a'shon). n. [L. toleratio,

ivom tolero. .See TOLERATE] 1. The act of

tolerating; allowance given to that which is

not wholly approved. ' Toleration of fortune

of every sort.' Sir T. Elyot. 'The induU

gence and toleration granted to these men,'

South. Specifically—2. The recognition of

the right of private judgment in matters of

faith and worship; also, the liberty granted

by the governing power of a state to every

individual to hold or publicly teach and

defend his religious opinions, and to wor-

ship whom, how, and when he pleases, pro-

vided that he does not thereby violate the

rights of others or infringe laws designed

for the protection of decency, morality, and

good order, or for the security of the govern-

ing power; the effective recognition Ijy the

state of the right which every person has to

enjoy the benefit of all the laws and of all

social privileges without any regard to dif-

ference of religion.

Toleration is of two kinds; the allowing to dissent-

ers the unmolested profession and exercise of their

religion, but with an exclusion from offices of trust

and emolument in the state, which is a partial toler.

ation; and the admitting them without distinction to

all the civil privileges and capacities of other citizens,

which is a complete toleration. Paley.

So natural to mankind is intolerance in whatever

TOLL

they really care about, that in the minds of almost all

religious persons, even in the most tolerant countries,

the duty of toleration is admitted with tacit re-

serves. One person will bear with dissent in matters

of Church government, but not of dogma ; another
can tolerate anybody short of a Fapist or a Uni-
tarian ; another, every one who believes in revealed
religion : a few extend their charity a little further,

but stop at the belief in a God and in a future state.

Wlierever the sentiment of the majority is still genu-
ineandintense, it is found to have abated little of its

claim to be obeyed. J. S. Mill.

3. A disposition to tolerate or not to judge
or deal harshly or rigorously in cases of

differences of opinion, conduct, or the like;

tolerance. — Act of Toleration, the name
given to the statute 1 Will, and Mary,
xviii. , by which Protestant dissenters from
the Church of England, on condition of tak-

ing the oaths of supremacy and allegiance

and repudiating the doctrine of transub-

stantiation, were relieved from the restric-

tions under which they had foi-merly lain

with regard to the exercise of their religion

according to their own fonns. This act has
been frequently amended and extended, and
several other acts in the direction of toler-

ation have been subsequently passed, so

that now dissenters, Roman Catholics, and
Jews alike enjoy all the privileges of the

constitution.

Tolerator (tol'6r-at-6r), n. One who toler-

ates. Disraeli.

Tollbantt (tol'ihant), ?i. [See Turbas.) A
turban. 'The Turke and Persian to weare
great tolibanla of ten, fifteene, and twentie

elles of linnen a peece upon their heads.'

Puttenham.
Toll (tol), n. [A. Sax. toll, Icel. tollr, Sw.

tull, Dan. told, D. tol, G. zolt, toll, duty,

custom; said to be from L.L. toloneum, tol-

tietum, toll, teloneum, a custom-house, from
Gr. telones, a farmer of the tolls, from telos,

that which is paid for state purposes, a tax,

duty, toll. But more probably from stem

of tell, to count. ] A tax paid, or duty
imposed, for some liberty or privilege or

other reasonable consideration ; such as (o)

the payment claimed Ijy the owners of a

port for goods landed or shipped there;

(li) the sum charged by the owners of a mar-

ket or fair for goods brought to be sold

there, or for liberty to break the soil for

the purpose of erecting temporary struc-

tures; (c) a portion of grain taken by a mil-

ler as compensation for grinding; (rf) a fixed

charge made by those intrusted with the

maintenance of roads, streets, bridges, &c.,

for the passage of pereons, goods, and cattle.

—Toll thorough, the toll taken by a town for

persons, cattle, or goods going through it,

or over a bridge or ferry maintained at its

cost—roH traverse, the toll taken by a per-

son for beasts or goods passing across his

ground. -ToH turne, or txtrn toll, a toll

paid at the return of beasts from fair or

market where they were not sold.— Syn.

Tax, custom, duty, impost.

Tollt (tol), v.i. 1. To pay toll or tallage

1 will buy me a son-in-law in a fair, and toll for him;

for this I'll none of hull. Shak.

2. To take toll; to exact or levy toll.

No Italian priest

Shall tithe or toll in our dominion. Shai.

Toll (tol), ti.(. l.t To take from, as a part

of a general contribution or tax ; to exact,

as a tribute.

Like the bee, tolling from every flower

The virtuous sweets. Shak.

2. [Comp. L. tollo, to lift up, to take away]
In law, to take away ; to vacate ; to annuL
—To toll an entry, in law, to deny and take

away the right of entry. -3. t To draw. See

TOLE.
Toll (tol), v.i. [Probably from the sound]
To give out the slowly measured sounds of a

bell, when struck at uniform intervals, as

at funerals, or in calling assemblies, or to

announce the death of a person. ' Xow sink

in sorrows with a tolling bell.' Pope.

Toll (tol), v.t. 1. To cause (a bell) to sound

witli strokes slowly and uniformly repeated,

as for summoning public bodies or religious

congregations to their meetings, for an-

nouncing the death of a person, or to give

solemnity to a funeral.

Toll ye the church-bell sad and slow,

And tread softly and speak low.

For the old year lies a-dying. Tennyson.

2. To indicate by tolling or striking, as the

hour. ^, ^
The clocks do toll the third hour. Shak.

3 To draw attention to or give notice of by

slowly repeated sounds of a bell; to ring for

Fate, f&r, fat, fftU; m6, met, hSr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tflbe, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J',
Sc. ley.
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or on account of ' A sullen bell, remem-
ber'd tolling a departing friend.' Shak,

One set slow bell will seem to to//

The passing of the sweetest soul
That ever looked with human eyes. Tennyson.

Toll (tol), n. The sounding of a bell with
slow, measured strokes.

Tollable (torabl), a. Subject to the pay-
ment of toll; as, tollable goods.
ToUage (tol'aj). n. Toll; payment of toll.

ToU-oar (tol'bar), n. Originally a bar or
beam, but now usually a gate thrown across
a road or other passage at a toll-house, for

the purpose of preventing persons, vehicles,

cattle, and the like, passing without pay-
ment of toll.

Tollbooth, Tolbooth (t6n>oTH), n. [Toll.

duty, custom, and booth.] l.t A place where
duties or tolls are collected.

Those other disciples were from the fishing-boat;
this from the toii-booth. Bp. Hail,

In above extract toll-booth = 'receipt of
custom.' Mat. ix. 9] — 2. The old Scotch
word for a burgh jail, so called because that
was the name originally given to a tempo-
rary hut of boards erected in fairs and mar-
kets, in which the customs or duties were
collected, and where such as did not pay, or
were chargeable with some breach of the
law in buying or selling, were confined till

reparation was made ; hence, any prison.
The town prison of Cambridge was formerly
known under the same name.
The Maior refused to ^ve them the keys of the

Toll-booth or town-prison. Fuller.

ToUbooth (tolTjoTH), y.(. To imprison In
a t(jllhooth. Bp. Corbet,

Toll -bridge (tol'brij), n. A bridge where
toll is paid for passing over it.

Toll -com (torkoni). n. Com taken at a
mill in payment for grinding.

Toll-disll (tol'dish), n. A dish for measuring
toll in mills. Miller, beware thy toll-dish

!'

(hiimurously for hea(l). .S'lV W. Scott.

Tollen,t v.i. To take toll or payment; to
exjict one's due; to toll. Chaucer.
Toiler (tol'^r). n. One who collects taxes; a
tt'll-u'atherer

Toiler (tol'^r), n. One who tolls a hell.

Toll-gate (tol'gat), n. A gate where toll is

takv-n; a toll-bar.

Toll-gatherer (t61'ga-TH6r-6r), ti. The
man who takes toll.

Tol!-gatherers are every day ready to search and
exact a customary tribute. Sir T. Herbert.

Toll-bop t (tolTiop), «. A dish to take toll

in.

Toll-bouse (tol'hous), n. A house placed by
a roa<l near a toll-gate, at the end of a toll-

bridiff, or the like, where the man who takes
the toll is stationed.
ToU-man(torman), n. A toll-gatherer; the
keejiLT of a toll-bar.

Toll-tborougb (tdl'thur-oX n. See under
T'-LL.

Toll-traverse (tol'tra-vSrs), n. See under
lOLL.

Tolmen (tol'men), n. Same as Dolmen
Tolsester t (tol'ses-tfir), n. A duty paid by
ttnan t^? ..f some manors to the lord for liberty
t*j brt-w and sell ale.

Tolseyt (tOl'se;, n. A tollbooth; also, a
place where merchants usually assembled
and commercial courts were held.

The mayor and justices, or some of them, usually
met at their tolsey (a court-house by their exchequer).
aLK>ut noon, which was the meeting of the merchants,
as at the Exchange of London. Roger Sorth,

Tolt (tolt), n. [L.L. tolta, from L. iollo,

to take away. J In old Eng. law, a writ
whereby a cause depending in a court-baron
was removed into a county court.
Toltec (tol'tek). «. A niem)>erof a race of
Mexico wlio, according to tradition, coming
from the North, ruled the country from the
seventh to the twelfth century, when [)ower
passed frf»m them to the Aztecs. The re-
mains of Mexican architecture, which have
been ascribed to them, and which consist
principally of monuments of colossal pro-
portions, temples, and cities, wouM seem
U> show them to have been a people far
advanced in civilization, acquainted with
the use of metals, the arts of weaving, pot-
tery, and hieroglyphic writing. Their reli-

gion is said to have been mild, and laws just.
Their civilization was overlaid by that of
the Aztecs, who ingrafted on it many Idoody
ffligious rites and childish social practices.

Tolu (to'lu). n. A resin, or oleo-resin. pro-
duced by a tree of South America, the Myro-
fpermum (Myroxyton) toluiferum or pent-

ifentm. It is said to have been first brought
from Santiago de Tolu, in New Granada.
Called also Tolu-balsam and Balsam of

Tolu-tree {Myrospermum tohiifemtH).

Tolu. It comes to this country chiefly by
way of New York or Jamaica, and is im-
ported in tin canisters, earthen jars, or
small calabashes. See under Balsam,Myro-
SPERMUM, and Myroxylon.
Toluene, Toluol (tol'u-en, tol'u-ol), n.

(CtHs.) a hydrocarbon obtained by the
dry distillation of Tolu-balsam and many
other resinous bodies by the action of pot-
ash on benzylic alcohol, and by heating
toluic acid with lime. It forms a mobile
liquid of sp. gr. 883 at 32* Fahr., and boils
at 230'. It is soluble to some extent in
alcohol, ether, and fixed and volatile oils,

and dissolves iodine, sulphur, and many
resins.

TolulC (tol-u'ik), a. Pertaining to or pro-
duced from Tolu-balsam.— jTo/hjc acid, an
aromatic, monobasic acid (C^HgOo). ahomo-
\ogae of benzoic acid, produced bythe action
of nitric acid on eymene, and of sodium and
carlronic acid on toluene. In a pure state it

is colourless and tasteless ; it fuses at 347*

Fahr, and at a higher temperature it sub-
limes without decomposition, forming flue

needles. When heated with lime it isdecora-
posed into toluene and carbonic acid.

Toluol. See TOLIENE.
Tolutatlont (tol-u-ta'shon). n. [From L L.
stem tolut', seen in tolutim, at a trot, tolu
tan's, trotting, from root of tollo, to lift up.]
A pacing or ambling.

They move ' per latera.' that is, two legs of one
side together, wiiich is toltitalien or ambling.

^i> T. Browne.
Tolu-tree (to-lo'tre), ?», a large, hand-
some tree, which yields the balsam of Tolu.
(See Tolu.) The wood is red in the centre,
with the odour of balsam or of rose. The
fruit is a one-celled obli^iue-winged legume.
Tom (torn), n, 1. A popular contraction of

the common Christian name Thomas , used,
like the name Jack, either, («) to denote the
male of an animal; as. Tom-cat (with which
may be compared ^acAr-ass, Billy-soa.t, &c.),
or (&) as a name used genericatly, implying
some degree of slight or contempt; as, a
rom-fool, a Tom-noddy, Tom-a-Bedlam.
Ac— 2. t The knave of trumps at gleek.—3. A
male cat; a tom-cat [Colloq]

Toiliabftwk(toni'a-hak), n. [From Virginian

Tomahawks of the North American Indians.

JntWan tamahaac,tamohake, given in the vo-
cabulary to Strachey's UistoHe of Travaile
into Virginia as meaning a hatchet. Other

kindred forms are tamoihecan, tomehagen,
tumnahegan.] 1. An Indian hatchet, used
in the chase and in war. not only in close
fighting, but by being thrown to a consider-
able distance, and so dexterously often, that
the sharp edge first strikes the ol^ject aimed
at. The native tomahawks have heads of
stone attached by thongs, &c., to the end of
the shaft, but steel heads are now largely
supplied by American and European traders.
These hatchets have frequently the ham-
mer-head hollowed out to suit the purpose
of a smoking-pipe. the mouth-piece being in
the end of the shaft

It was and is the custom ofthe Indians to go through
the ceremony of burying the tomahawk when they
made peace; when they went to war they dug it up
again. Hence the phrases. ' to bury the tomahawk^
and ' to dig up the totnahatvk,' are sometimes used
by political speakers and writers with reference to the
healing up of past disputes or the breaking out ofnew
ones. Bartlett.

2, Nant. a pole-axe (which see).

Tomahawk (tom'a-hiik), v. t. To strike, cut,
or kill with a tomahawk.
Tomalley , TomalUue ( to - mal ' li , to - mal ' -

lin), n. Tlie liver of the lobster, which be-
comes green on boiling.

Toman, Tomaun (toman', to-man'), n. A
Persian gold coin, varying in its value ac-
cording to locality or the temporary neces-
sities of the government At some places
and times it is worth only 15s. or even 12«.

sterling; while at others, particularly in
Khorassan, it rises as high as from 30«. to
35«. In extract pron. to'man.

The band-roll strung with tomans.
Which proves the veil a Persian woman's. Browning,

Tomato (ta-ma'to orto-ma'to), n. pi. Toma-
toes (to-ma'toz or to ma'toz), [Fr. and Sp.
tumate, from Mexican tomatl, a tomato.]
A plant and its fruit, the Lycopersicum
esculentum, nat. order Solanacese. The
plant is an annual, from 2 to 6 feet in
height, and is a native of South America,
but has been long ago introduced into most
other warm or temperate countries, being

Tomato {Lycopersicum esculentum).

brought to Europe early in the sixteenth
century, and now extensively cultivated in
the south of that continent, and even to
some extent in Britain. The fruit is fleshy,

usually red or yellow and glossy, irregularly
shaped and furrowed, and divided into two,
three, or many cells containing hairy seeds.
It is called sometimes the Love-apple, in
allusion to its supposed power of exciting
the tender feelings ; and it is used as a
common ingredient in sauces. See Lyco-
PKRSICUM.
Tom-ax t (tom'aks), n. A tomahawk.

An Indian dressed as he goes to war may bring com-
pany together ; but ifhe carries the scalping-knife and
tont-ax there are many true Britons that will never be
persuaded to see him but through a grate, yohnson.

Tomb (torn), n, (Fr. ton^e. It tomba, L.L.
tumba, from Or. tymboi, a mound, a barrow,
from turn, root of L. tumeo, to swell, tumulus,
a mound.] 1. A pit in which the dead body
of a human lieing is deposited; a jrave. 'As
one dead in the iiottom of a tomb.' Shak.—
2.Achamberorvault formed wholly or partly
in the earth, with walls and a roof, for the re-

ception of the dead. —3. A monument erected
to preserve the memory of the dead; any se-

pulchral structure.

Time is drawn upon tombs an old man bald, winged,
with a scythe .^nd an hour-glass. Peacham.

Tomb (torn), v.i. To bury; to inter.

Souls of boys were there,

And youths, that tomb'd before their parents were.
May.

Tombac, Tombak (tom1>ak). n. [Fr. tom^
bac, Sp. tumbage, Pg, tamhague, from Malay
tambaga, copper.] AiT alloy consisting of

from about 75 to 85 parts copper, mixed
with 25 to 15 parts zinc, and used as an
imitation of gold for cheap jewelry. When
arsenic is added it forms white tombac.

ch, cAain; Ch. >r locA; g. go\ J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, %\ng; TH, (Aen; th, tAin; w, loig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Toillbestere,t n- [A. Sax. tumbestre, a
S

tlauciiig girl, from tmnbian, to dance.] A
;

daucing girl. Chaucer.
j

Tombless (tom'les), a. Without a tomb.
,

Lay these bones in an unworthy urn, !

Totnhiess, with no remembrance ovetthem. Shak.

Tomboy (tom'boi), n. [Tom (which see), and
hoy.] 1. Arude boisterous boy.—2.+ Aworth-
les8 woman, immodest and impure; a strum-
pet. 'To be partner'd with tomboys hired.'

Skak. ' Vou tit, you tomboy!' Beau, d- Fl.

3. In modern colloquial language, a wild
romping girl; a hoyden.
Tombstone (tbm'ston), n. A stone erected
over a grave, to preserve the memory of tlie

deceased; a sepulchral monument.
Tom-cat (tom'kat), n. [Tom (which see),

and cat] A male cat, especially a full-

grown male cat.

Tom-cod (tom'kod), n. [Corrupted from
American Indian taccud, plenty-ttsh.] The
name commonly given to sundry small
American fishes of tlie cod family and genus
Microgadus, more especially to M. tomcodus,
common on the eastern coasts, about 10 or
12 inches long, and much used as food.

Tome (torn), n. [Fr., from L. tomus, a por-

tion of a book, a book, from Gr. tomos, a
section, from temnd, to cut off.] As many
writings as ai'e bound in a vulume, forming
the part of a larger work; a book; usually,

a ponderous volume.
A more childish expedient than that to which he

now resorted is not to be found in all the tontes of
the casuists. Macaulay,

Tomedes.l [That is, tor meed or reward.]
For reward; in return. Chancer. SeeMEED.
Toraelet (tom'Iet), n. [Dim. of tome.] A
small tome or volume.
Tomentose, Tomentous (to-men'tos, t<i-

men'tus), a. [L. tomentum. down.] Covered
with hairs so close as scarcely to be dis-

cernible, or with a whitish down like wool;
downy; nappy; used chiefly in botany; as, a
tomentose sti-m or leaf.

Tomentum,Tomeiit(t6-men''tum,t6'ment),
n. [L. tomentum, down.] 1. In bot. a spe-

cies of pubescence, consisting of longish.
soft, entangled hairs, pressed close to the
surface.—2. In anat. a term applied to the
small vessels on the surface of the brain,
which appear like wool.

Tomfool (tom'fbl), n. [Tom (which see), and
fo<}l.] A great fool; a trifler.

TomfOOlery(toni-fbrL'r-i), n. 1. Foolish trif-

ling; ridiculous behaviour; nonsense.

I think when you are on the stag'e, you ought to

be on the stage, and when you are la a private house
you ought to be in a private house— 1 don't see the
fun of all that tomfoolery. IV. Black.

2. Silly trifles; absurd ornaments or knick-
knacks.

The bride must have a trousseau of laces, satins,

jewel-boxes, and tomfoolery. Thackeray.

Tomfoolisb (tom-fol'ish), a. Like a tom-
fool; apt to indulge in tomfoolery.

A man he is by nature merry.
Somewhat tom/oolish and comical, very.

Seneth^y.

Tomin (to'min), n. A jewellers' weight of
12 grains.

Toxoiparous (to-mip'a-rus), a. [Gr. tome, a
cutting, and L. pario, to produce.] In bot.

producing spores l)y division.

Tomjotm, Tonjon (tom'jon, ton'jon), n.

[Hind, tdmjhdii, a tomjohn.] A kind of
palanquin or sedan-chair, open in front,

and carried by a single pole on men's
shoulders, used in India and Ceylon.
The palkees are too heavy to be borne up the hills,

and the tofnjohns are here substituted for the sake
of lightness and portability. IV. H. Russell.

Tommy (tom'i), n. l. Originally, a penny
roll; hence, bread; provisions; goods given
to a workman in lieu of wages.

HaUiwclI sets down the word tommy, meaning pro-
visions, as belonging to vario«s dialects. It is now
current among tlie 'navvy' class. . , . Hence, we
have the name of an institution righteously abhorred
by political economists, the store belonging to an
employer where his workmen must take out part of
their earnings in kind, especially in tommy or food,
whence the name of tommy-shop.

MacmiUan's Mag.
2. A tommy-shop.
Diggs's tommy is only open once a week. Disraeli.

3. The system of paying workmen in goods
in place of money; the truck system. [Slang
in all senses.]
Tommy(tora'i), v.t. pret. & pp. tommied;
ppr. tommying. To enforce the tommy or
truck system on ; to oppress or defraud by
the tommy-system. ' The fact is we are tom-
7/iied to death.' Disraeli. [Slang.]

Tommy-Shop, Tommy-store (toni'i-shop,

tom'i-stor), n. A shop or store conducted
on the tnick system; a truck-shop. [Slang.]

Tom-noddy (tom'nod-i), n. [Tom (which
see), and noddy] 1. A sea-bird, the puffin.

2. A hlockliead; a dolt; a dunce.
Tom-norry (tom-no'ri), n. [Corruption of
tom -noddy. ] The puffin, or tom-uoddy.
[Scotch.]

To-morrow (to-mo'ro), n. [To and morrow.
Comp. to-day, to-night.] The day after the
present; or, adverbially, on the day after
the present: seldom with preposition on
before it.

Beyond the river we'll encamp ourselves.
And on to-morrow biil them march away. Shak.

One to-day is worth two to-tnorrows. Franklin.

—To-morrow come never, on a day which
will never arrive; never.

He shall have it in a very little time.—Whent to-

morrow cone never i [ad Calendas Gracas).
Bailey.

Also used adjectively; as, to-morrow night.

Tompion (tom'pi-on), n. [Fr. tampon, a
stopple. See Tampion.] 1. The stopper of
a cannon.— 2. The iron bottom to which
grape-shot are fixed.— 3. llie plug in a Mute
or organ-pii^e which is adjusted towards or
from the mouthpiece to alter the pitch.—
4. The inking pad of a lithographic printer;
a tompon.
Tom-piper t (tom'pip-6r), n. The piper at
the ancient morris-dances.

So have I seene
Tcm-piper stand upon our village greeiie.

Backt with the Majfpole, while a gentle crew,
In gentle motion, circularly threw
Themselves about him. IV. Browne.

Tom-poker (tom'po-k^r),. n. A bugbear to
frighten children. [Local.]

Tompon (tom'pim), n. Same as Tampion, 4.

Tomrigt (tom'rig),n. [Tomsaidrig.] A rude,
wild, wanton girl; a tomlx)y.

The author represents Belinda a fine, modest, well-
bred lady, and yet in the very next canto she appears
an arrant ramp and totnrig. Dennis.

Tomtit (tnm'tit or tom-tit'), ". [Tom and
tit. See Tom and TiT.] A little bird, the
titmouse.
Tomtom (tom'tom), n. Same as Tam-tam.
Ton (ton), »i. [Fr. See Tone.] The prevail-
ing fashion; high mode; as, ladies of ton.

Ton (tun), 71. [A. Sax. tunne, a butt, a lai^e
vessel. See Tun.] 1. A weight equal to
20 hundredweight or 2240 pounds avoir-
dupois. In the United States the ton is

commonly estimated at 200G lbs., this being
sometimes called the shmi. ton.—l. A wine
measure of capacity equal to 252 gallons,
or 2 pipes: in this sense usually written
tun (which see). — 3. A certain weight or
space— in the latter case about 40 cubic
feet—by which the burden of a ship is

reckoned; as, a ship of 300 tons. See Ton-
nage, 2.-4. A certain quantity of timber,
as 40 feet of rough or round timber, and 50
feetof hewn.— 6. Tlie quantity of eight sacks
or ten barrels of flour.—0. The quantity of
ten bushels uf potatoes.
Tonal (to'nal), ffi. Pertaining to tone.

Tonality (tO-nal'i-tiX n. [Fr. tonality.

See Tone.] In music, that peculiarity char-
acteristic of modern compositions due to
their being written in definite keys, thereby
conforming to certain defined arrangements
of tones and semitones in the diatonic scale.

To-name (td'nam). n. A name added to
another name; a name in addition to the
Christian and sur- names of a person to dis-

tinguish him from others of the same name;
a nickname; thus two persons, called each
John Smith, might be di.'itinguished respec-
tively as Big John Smith and Little John
Smith. Such to-names are often employed
where the same families continually inter-

marry, and where consequently the same
name is common to many individuals. They
prevail especially among the fisher popu-
lation of the east coast of Scotland, where
in some places they are called Tee-namen.

'They call my kinsman Ludovic with the Scar,'
said Quentin. 'Our family names are so common in

a Scottish house, that where there is no land in the
case we always give a tonante.' Sir IK Scott.

Tondino (ton-de'no), n. [It.] In arch, the
same as Astragal (which see).

Tone (ton), 71. [Fr. ton, L. tom(s, a sound, a
tone, from Gr. tonos, a stretching, a bracing,
a tone, note of the voice, force, strength,
from tcind, to stretch, cog. with L. tendo,
same root as E. thin. See Thin, Tend.]
1. Any sound considered with relation to
(a) its acuteuess or gravity = pitch; (ft) its

openness, dulness, purity, sweetness, harah-
ness, or the like=quality or timbre; (c) its

loudness or softness = strength or volume.—
2. Modulation, inflection, or accent of the
voice, as calculated to express sentiment,
emotion, or passion.
Eager his tone, and ardent were his eyes. Dryden.

3. An affected or whining style of intonation
in speaking or reading; a mournful or ar-
tificial mode of utterance ; a sing-song or
measured rhythmical manner of speaking

;

a drawl; a whine.

We o\ight certainly to read blank verse 9o as to
make every line sensible to the ear: at the same time,
in doing so, every appearance of sing-song and tone
must be carefully guarded against. Dr. Blair.

4. In muxic, (a) the impression on the ear
made by the undulations of the atmosphere,
&c., produced by the vibration of a string
or other sonorous body; a musical sound.
Nearly every musical sound is composite,
that is, consists of several simultaneous
tones having different rates of vibration ac-
cording to fixed laws, which depend on the
nature of the sonorous body and the mode
of producing itsviltrations. The simultane-
ously sounding components are called par-
tial tones; that one having the lowest rate
of vibration and the loudest sound is termed
thej^rime, principal, orfundamental tone;
the other partial tones are called harmonics
or overtones. Tlius a single string produces
not only its own prime or fundamental tone,
but also its octave, twelfth, fifteenth (double
octave), seventeenth, nineteenth, &c., or the

sounds belonging to -^, ^, ^, 4-, ^, &c., of

its length. Put in somewhat different and
simpler words, the fundamental tone may
be said to generate the other two tones of
the major triad or common chord ; that is,

the third and the fifth, or their octaves,
itself being the tonic or key-note. The qua-
lity of any soimd ( = timbre) is due partly to
the presence or absence of overtones or
harmonics in this series, and partly to the
gi-eater or less intensity of those present
as compared with the fundamental tone
and with one another; sounds composed of
the above six elementary tones being rich
and sweet. Under certain conditions it is

found that two notes when sounded together
produce by their combination other notes,
which are not found as constituents of either;
these are called resultant tones, and are of
two kinds: difference tones and summation
tones. A difference tone has a frequency
of vibration which is the difference of the
frecjuenciesof its components; a summation
tone has a frequency of vibration which is

the sum of the frequencies of its compon-
ents. As the components may either l>e

fundamental tones or overtones, two notes
which are rich in hamiouics yield by their
combination a large numlier of resultant
tones. The difference tones were observed
in the last century by Tartini, and have been
therefore called Tartini tones, {b) One of
the larger inteiTals between certain con-
tiguous notes of the diatonic scale; as, the
major tones, or intervals of 9 commas be-
tween C-D, F-G, and A-B; the minor toiws,

or intervals of 8 commas between D-E and
G-A. The smaller intervals of 5 commas
between E-F and B-C are called semitones.
The teims tone and semitone are also ap-
plied to the artificial intervals adopted in
the temperament of fixed-toned instniments.
(See Temperament.) (c) The peculiar qua-
lity of sound of any voice or instrument;
timbre; as, a mellow or rich tone; a poor or
thintone; areedy to7ie. [Note. The regret-
table use of the word tone both for a sound,
and for the interval between two sounds or
tones, is confusing, but has been hitherto
common, indeed almost universal, among
musicians of the highest standing.]—5. That
state of a Ixtdy in which the animal func-
tions are healthy and performed with due
vigour; the state in which all tlie parts and
organs have due tension or are well-stnmg;
thestrength and activity of the oi^ans, from
which proceed healthy functions.—6. State
or temper of mind; mood. ' A philosophical
tone.' Bolingbroke.

The mind is not always in the same state; being at

times cheerful, melancholy, severe, peevish. These
different states may not improperly be denominated
tones. Ld. Kamts.

7. Tenor; character; spirit; strain; specifi-

cally, the general or prevailing character or
style, as of morals, manners, or sentiments;
as. the tmxe of his remarks was complimen-
tary; the tm\e of society was then ver>' low.

8. In painting, a harmonious relation of the
colours of a picture in light and shade. The

Fate, far. fat, fftll; me. met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tObe, tub, b^U; oU, pound; li, Sc. abwne; y. So. fey.
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term is often uied to qualify, or as synony-
mous with. dejiJi, richness, and splendour,
in pictures, it hiis also been used to denote
the characteristic expression of a picture
as disting:uished by its colour.
Tone (ton), v.t- p:et.& pp. toned; ppr. toning.
1. To utter in an affected tone.

Shutting the eye*, distorting the face, and speaking
throagh the nose, cannot so properly be called
preacntng as toniigoSa, seriU'in. S^uth.

2. To tune. S«e TcNE.— I'm tone down, (a)
in painting, t3 soften the colouring of, as
of a picture, so that a sulidued harmony of
tint may prevail, and all undue glare be
avoided. (&) To give a lower tone to; to re-

duce or moderate the Lharacteristic expres-
sion of; to diminish ur weaken the efftct

of; to render leas pronuuuced or decided; to
soften.

The best method for the purpose in hand was to
employ some ore of a character and position suited
to get possession of their conlidence, and then use it

XotoMe iioTi/n 'jieir reh^'ious strictures. Palfrey.

—To tone.MP, to give a higher ton© or char-
acter ttv;' to make more expressive ; to
heighten; to strengthen.
Tonet ,t6n). n. One with the final t of that
(A. Sax. thivt). the old definite article neuter,
preft .ed : corresponding to father: usually
Mriihthe; tiius, the tone = that one.

• Tate doth enforce, the other doth entice.
, Sir P. Suiit^.

Sj was Licaon made a woolfe, and Jupiter a bull,

a'Ae tvne for using crueltie, the tother for his trull.

,' Gelding's Ovid.

Toned (tond), a. Having a tone: used in
tomposition; as, high-foTi^rf; sweet-ton«d
'foneless (ton'les), a. Having no tone; an-
'musical.
' His voice . . . was tn Grandcourt's /V>«<'/«J drawl
( . , . as the deepnotcsof the violoncellotothe broken
discourse of poultry. George Bliot.

<Tone-syllable(tdn'sil-la-bl), n. An accented
' syllable.

( Tonst (tung), n. A tongue; the toDgne of a
) biickle.

/ Tonga -bean (tong'ga-ben). i\. Same as
; Tunkn-hean.

Tonfkang (tongOcangX n. A kind of boat
or junk used in the seas of the Eastern
Archipelasio. Simmonds.
TougO (tong'go), n. The name of the man-
grove in the Paciflc Islands.

Tongs (tongz). n. pL [A, Sax. tange, pi. tan-
gan, tongs; D. and Dan. tang. Icel. tong, G.
^inge, tongs; root doubtful] An instru-
ment of metal, a kind of large nippers, con-
filsting of two parts or l<jng shafts joined
usually by a pivot at one end, used for
handling things, particularly fire or heated
metals: as. a pair of tongg. the term applied
to the single instrument when the iudennite
article is used; a smith's tongg.

Tongue (tung), n. [A. Sax. lunge, a tongue,
speech; L.ti. and Dan. tunge, Icel. and ."^w.

tUTiga, Goth, t'ujgo, 0. zunge; cog. O.L. din-
mux. Class. L. lingua, a tongue, with change
from d to 2, as iu O.L dacrima, Class. L.

lacrima, a tear. ) 1. 'Hxe tteshy movable
organ witliin an animal's mouth; a muscu-
lar organ, free at one extremity, and at-

tached by the other (its root or base) to the
floor of the mouth and the hyoid Iwne; it

sabaerves the purposes of taste, prehension
of alimento, deglutition, and in ni:ui of ar-

ticulation or speech also. It consists of two
symmetrical halves, with a fibrous middle
septum; hence, one side may be paralyzed
while the other remains active, as in cases
of apoplexy. The tongue is covered with
membranes, and the outer one is full of pa-
pitUe, under which lies a thin, t^oft, reticu-
lar coat, perforated with innumerable holes,
and always lined with a thick and white or
jellowish mucus. — 2. Regarded as Uie in-

strument of speech ; as, to have a bitter
tongue or a sharp tonffue.

Keep a good tongue in thy head. Shak.

3. Speech; discourse; sometimes, fluency of
speech.
Much tongue and much jud^ient seldom go to-

gether. J>iV R. L'Estrange.

4. Voice; manner of speaking as regards
sound 'With soft, h)w tongue.' Shak.—
b. Manner or mode of speaking, as regards
meaning.
Speak to me home : mince not the general tongue:
Name Cleopatra as she is called in Rome. Shak.

6. The whole sum of words used by a par-
ticular nation; a language.
We must be free or die. who speak the tongm
That Shakspeare spake. IVordrworlh.

The Church of England took a middle course. She
;
copied the Roman Catholic forms of prayer, but

translated them into the vulgar tengn4, and invited
the illiterate multitude to join its voice to that of the
minister, Macaulay.

7. Words or declarations only; mere speech
or talk, as opposed to thoughts or actions.

Let us not love in word, neither in t.^>igue, but in

deed and in truth. t jn. iii. i8.

8 A nation, as distingnished by their lan-
guage.

I will gather all nations and tougnes. Is. Ixvi. i8.

9. t Honourable discom*se; eulogy.

She was born noble : let that title find her a pri-
vate grave, but neither ti^fi^ue nor honour,

Beaii.&-FL
10. Anything considered to resemble an ani-

mal's tongue in shape or position or fxmction

;

as, (a) a point or long naiTow strip of land
running out into a sea or lake : a long, low
promontory, (/)) A tapering jet of llanie.

(c) The pin of a buckle or brooch which pierces
the strap, ribbon, or object to be fastened.
(d) The short movable rail of a switch by
which the wheels are directed to one or the
other line of rails, {e) The small pole or
shaft of a carriage, car, or the like, to which
the horses are y<»ked, {/) Ttie projecting
strip worked on the edge of a board used to
form a joint Ijy fitting into a coiTesponding
groove in another board, (g) The pointer or
pin of a balance, {h) Xatit a short piece of
rope spliced into the upper part of standing
back-stays, »tc.; also, the upper main piece
of a mast comprised of different pieces,
(*') The vibrating metallic reed in instru-
ments like the harmonium, concertina, (V:c.

(j) The clapper of a bell. 'The midnight
bell, with his iron tongue and brazen mouth.'
Shak.— To have on (or ttt) the tip (or etid) of
one'g tongue, to be on the point of uttering,
telling, or speaking.

Cod forgive me '. but I Aad a sad lie at my tongues
end. Richardson.

It was on the tip ofthe boys tongue to relate what
had followed, but he . . . checked himself. /)n:*f«i-.

—To hold one's tongue, to keep silence; to
be silent.

'Tis seldom seen, that senators so young
Know when to speak, and when to hold their tongue,

Dryden.
Tongue (tung). v.t. pret, & pp. tottgtted;

ppr. ton^uing. 1. To chide; to scold.—2, t To
speak; to utter. 'Such stuff as madmen
tonffue.' Shak.—3^ To proclaim as guilty;
to brand publicly, Shak. —4. In inutic, to mo-
dify, as tones or sounds with the tongue in
playing, as in the flute and st'me other wind-
instruments,— 5. To connect by means of a
tongue and groove; as, to tongue two boards
together-

Tongue (tung), v.l 1. To talk; to prate.—
2. In music, to use the tongue for the pur-
pose of modifying sounds in playing the
llute and some other wind-instruments.
Tongue-banger (tung'baug-^r), n. A scold.
[Provincial Lnglish]
Then .S.illy she turned a tcngue-htHger, an' raated

!"(-. Tennyson.

Tongue-compressor (tunp'kom-pres-6r). n,

A clamp for hnJdingilown the tonguedurlng
dental operations on the lower jaw.
Tongued (tungd). a Having a tongue or
vi)ke. * T*jngued like the night -crow,'
Donne.
Tongue-depressor (tuug'de-pres-fer), a. In
t^urg. an instrument which has a socket to
go Iteneath the lower jaw and form a ful-

crum for the pivoted spatula which rests
upon and hol<is d<iwn the tongue during
oral, laryngeal, and oesojihageal operations.
Tonglie-fence (tung'fens), n. Debate; dis-
cussion; argument.

In all manner of brilliant utterance and tongue-
fence, 1 have hardly known his fellow. Cariyie.

Tongue-grafling(tung'graft-ing),n. A mode
of grafting liy inserting the end of a scion in
a particular mann^^r.

Tonguelesa (tung'les), a. l. Having no
tongue.— 2. Sj»eechleM.

What tonguekss blocks were they I Would they
not speak! Shak.

3. t {'nnamed; not spoken of. 'One good
deed dying tongnelens.' Shak.
Tonguelet (tung'let), n A little tongue; a
little t'liiL'ne-sliaped process.

Tongue-pad t (tung'pad). **. [Tongue, and
pad, to go.] A great talker.

She who was a celebrated wit at London ts, in thai
dull part of the world, called a tongue-f*ad. Tatter.

Tongue-shaped (tung'shapt). a. Shaped
like a tongue; sp^-ciflcally, in hot. linear and
fleshy, blunt at the end. convex underneath,
and having usually a cartilaginous border;
as, a tongue-shaped leaf.

Tongue-shot (tung'shot), n. The reach of
the tnngue; the distance the sound of words
uttered by the tongue can be heard; ear-
shot. [Rare. ]

She would stand timidly aloof out of tongue-shot.
C. Reade.

Tonguesore+ (tung'sor), n. Evil tongue;
wicked speech; ill-speaking. ' Imputing his
tongiiemre. not unto maliciousness, but unto
the liefault of right knowledge.' Udall.
Tongue-Spatula (tung'apat-u-la). n. i. A
tongue-eonipressor.— 2. A t4>ngue-depres8or,
Tonguester (tung'st^r), n. {Towjue, and
suffix -tf^er (which see),] A talkative, loqua-
cious person; a chatterer; a babbler.

The simple, silent, selfless man
Is worth a world oi tonguesters. Tennyson.

Tongue-tacked (tung'takt), a. Having an
impediment in si>eech from malformation
of the frsenmn; tongue-tied; hence, unusu-
ally silent: not speaking the truth out
boldly; mealy-mouthed.
Tongue-tie (tung'ti), n. Impeded motion
of tlie tongue in consequence of the short-
ness of the fnenum.
Tongue-tie (tuug'ti), -o.t pret. App. tongue-
tied; ppr. tongue- tying. To deprive of
speech or the power of speech, or of dis-
tinct articulation.

Tongue-tied (tung'tid). a. l. Destitute of
the power of distinct ai-ticulatiou; having
an inqjedinieiit in the speech.— 2. XTnableto
speak freely from whatever cause. 'Lo\'e
and tongue-tied simplicity." Shak.
Tongue-valiant (tung'val-yant), a. Val-
iant in speech or words only; brave in
word, not in action.

Tongue-valiant hero, vaunter of thy might.
In threats the foremost, but the lag in f^ht,

Dryden.
Tongue-worm (tiuig'w^nn), n, A parasitic
worm-like arachnidan of the division Acar-
ida. inhabiting the lungs and frontal sinuses
of some manmials, and the lungs of some
reptiles. See LlNGUATULlD^.
Tonguey, Tonguy (tung'i), a. Voluble or
fluent in speech; loquacious.

Tonguey, fortnerly common, and still sometimes
used in New England, in the sense of fluent in speech,
eloquent, occurs in the older text of the Wycliffite
rerbion of Ecclus. viii. 4; ix. 35. The later text has
jan^Icre instead. G. P. Marsh.

Tonic (ton'ik), a. [Fr. tonigue, L. tonicus,
(Jr. tonikos, from tonos. See To\E.] 1. Of
or relating to tones or sounds; specifically,

in wusie, pertaining to or founded on the
key-note or tonic; aa. tlie tonic chord ( = the
notes C, E, and O, sounded simultaneously.
2. Pertaining to tension; increasing tension.
», In ined. increasing the strength or tone of
the animal system; obviating the effects of
weakness or debility, and restoring healthy
functions.— Tonic gjyagin, in med. a steady
and continuous spastic contraction endur-
ing for a comparatively long time. It is op-
posed to a clonic spaetn, in which the mus-
cular fibres contract and relax alternately
in very quick succession, producing the ap-
pearance of agitation. In tonic sjKismn, how-
ever, there is always alternate contraction
and relaxation. The spasms of tetanus are
tonic— To/fic Sol-/a. iSee separate article.

Tonic (ton'ik), n. 1. In med. any remedy
which improves the tone or vigour of the

I fibres of the stomach and bowels, or of the

[

muscular fibres generally. Tonics may bo
, said to be of two kinds, medical and non-

medical. Medical tonics act chiefly in two
way8;a8,(a)inilirectly.by(lrst influencing the
stomach an<l increasing its digestive powers;
sucli being the effectof the vegetable bitters,

the most important of which are calumba,
chamomile, cinchona bark, gentian, salix,

taraxacum, Ac. {b) Directly, by passing into
and exerting their influence through the
blood; such being the case with the various
preparations of iron, certain mineral acids,
and salts. The non-medical tonics are open-
air exercise, friction, cold in its various
forms anil applications, as the shower-bath,
sea-bathing, Arc—2. In music, the key-note
or fundamental note of a scale. See Key-
NOTK.
Tonicalt (ton'ik-al), a. Tonic.
Tonicity (to-nis'i-ti). n. in 2>h<jswl. the elas-

ticity of living parts; a proj)e!ty of the mus-
cles distinct from the true irritability, and
which detennines the general tone of the
solids. In virtue of this power the dilators

of the larynx keep this organ open, the face
is kept s}!!!metrical, the sphincters kept
closed, &c.
Tonic Sol-fa (ton'ik sol-fav A t^mi applied
to a -system of writing and teaching music.

ch. cAain: 6h, 8c. locA; 9. go\ J, job; ft. Fr. ton; ng. si/i^r; th, fAen: th, fAIn: ir. ipig; wh, wAlg; zh, azure.—See KET.
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the leading features of which are as follows:

As of the two relations of musical sounds,
those of pitch and key, the latter is of tran-

scendent importance, every means should
be taken to impress this fact on the mind
and ear of the learner. Any diatonic scale

is a natural scale, whether it is founded on
the key of C, D, E, or on any other tone thus
represented by a letter-name in the ordinary
notation. The tonic or key-note of the scale

is always called doh, the second ray, the
others me, tah, SOh, lah, te, successively,

no matter what the absolute pitch of the
sound may be, the initials only being ordi-

narily used in printed music: thus, d, r,

m, f, S, 1, t. To designate a sound of ab-

solute pitch, the tonic-solfaist uses the first

seven letters of the alphabet just as the
followers of the other musical system do.

Time and accent are marked thus,
|

:
1 ,

or
I

: : I , or
i

: I :
I

, &c. ; the space
between the lines and dots indicating the
aliquot parts of the bar (the beat or pulse),

the Hue showing the strong accent, the

short line the medium accent, and the colon
the weak accent. Accidental or chromatic
tones are indicated by a change in the
vowel sounds of the syllables; thus, doh,
ray, fah, &c., when sharpened become
de, re, fe, &c.; and me, te, Ac , flattened

become ma, ta, &c. The higher octaves
are marked d', r', m', Ac, the lower d|,

r,, nii» &c. The last two lines of the psalm
tune French would therefore be printed
thus :

—

Key F. : s
I
d' : t

:m 1 r :

d

8 : fe

t, Id.

In teachint; the system great use is made of

the nio<lulator, a chart which represents
pictorially in an upright position the rela-

tive places of the notes of the scales, the
chromatic notes, the closely related scales,

&c.

Tonlc-SOlfalst (ton'ik-s6I-fa"ist). ?i. One
who teaches or who learns music fi'om the
tonic sol-fa notation ; one who is in favour
of the tonic sol-fa system of teaching mixsic.

To-night (to-nif). n. [Comp. to-day, to-mor-

row. See To.] 1. The present night; or,

adverbially, in the present night, or the
night after the present day; as, I shall visit

you to-night—2. \ Last night; the past night.

I am bid forth to supper, Jessica.
... I am right loath to go

:

For I did dream of money-bags to-night. Shak.

Tonish, Totmlsh (ton'ish), a. In the ton;
fasliionable; modish. [C'olloq.]

Tonite (tonit), n. [L. tono, to thunder.] A
verypowerful explosive or detonating agent,
prepared from gun-cotton.
Tonjon. See Tomjohn.
Tonka-bean (tong'ka-ben), n. [Fr. tonca,
tonka, from the name of the bean in Guiana.]
The fruit of the Dipterix odorata or Couma-
rouna odorata, a shrubby plant of Guiana,

Tonka-bean Plant [Dipterix odorata).

nat. order Leguminosie, sub-order Papilio-

nacese. The fruit is an oblong dry fibrous

drupe, containing a single seed. The odour
of the kernel is extremely agreeable. It is

used in perfumery. Called also Tonkin-bean,
Tonquin-bean, Tonga-bean. See Coumar-
INE. COUMARON.
Tonnage (tun'aj), n. [from ton.] 1. The
weight of goods carried in a boat or ship.—
2. The cubical content or burden of a ship
in tons; the number of tons a ship can

carry with safety; the gauge of a vessel's

dimensions, estimated by various modes of
measurement legalized in different coun-
tries. It is generally assumed that 40 cubic
feet shall constitute a ton, and the tonnage
of a ship is considered to be the multiple of
this ton which most closely corresponds
with the internal capacity of the vessel. In
this country the usual mode formerly was
to multiply the length of the ship by the
breadth, assume the depth to be the same
as the width, multiply by this assumed
depth, and divide the product by 94, the
quotient being the tons burden. But this

mode was found to be both misleading and
dangerous ; for as harbour and light dues,
towage, &c., were charged according to
tonnage, shipowners had their vessels built
so deep and uarrow that they were often
unseaworthy. An improved system was,
therefore, introduced and made compulsoi-y
by the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854. The
elaborate instructions of this statute take
into account not only the depth of the
vessel, but also make allowance for the
varying curvature of the hull. The depth
from the deck to the bottom of the hold is

taken at different places, and the breadth is

measured at different elevations in the
depth. If the vessel is a steamer, an allow-

ance is made for tlie space occupied by the
engine-room, boilers, coal-bunks, &c. In
vessels witli a break or poop in the upper
deck, the tonnage of this poop space must
be ascertained and added to the ordinary
tonnage.—3. A duty or impost on ships, for-

merly estimated at so much per ton of
freight, but now proportioned to the regis-

tered size of the vessels.— 4. The ships of a
port or nation collectively estimated by their

burthens in tons; as, the tonnage of Glas-
gow; the tonnage of the United States.—
Tonnage and poundage. See Pouni>age.
Tonne, t n. A tun. Chaucer.
Tonnislmess (ton'ish-nes), n. The quality
of being in the ton or prevailing fashion;
modishness. 'Famed for tonninhness.' Miss
Burney. [Colloq.]

Tonometer (t6-nom'et-6r), n. [Gr. tonos, a
stretching, a tone, and metron, a measure.]
A delicate apparatus for tuning musical in-

struments by marking the number of vibra-

tions, invented by H. Scheibler of Crefeld
in 1834, and improved by M. Konig.
Tonous (ton'us), a. Full of tone or sound;
sonorous.
Tonqnin-bean (ton'kin-ben), n. See Ton-
ka-bean.
Tonsil (ton'sil), n. [L. tonsilla.] In aiiat.

one of two oblong suboval glands on each
side of the throat or fauces. The tonsils are
called also from their shape amygdalce, and
in popular language almonds. Their use is

to secrete a mucous humour for lubricating
the passages, and they have several excre-
tory ducts opening into the mouth.

Tonsilar, Tonsillar (ton'sil-6r), a. Of or
pertaining to the tonsils; tonsilitic.

Tonsile (ton'sil), a. [L. to}isUi», from tondeo,
to7if<iim, to clip or shear.] Capable of or fit

to be clipped.
On the green,

Broider'd with crisped knots, the tonsile yews
Wither and fall. IV. Mason.

Tonsilitic, TonsilUtic (ton-si-lit'ik), a. Of
of pertaining to the tonsils.

Tonsillitis (ton-sil-i'tis), n. Inflammation
of tlie tonsils; quinsy; malignant sore
throat.

Tonsor (ton'sor), n. [L] A barber; one
that shaves, Wm. Combe.

Tonsorial(ton-s6'ri-al), a. Pertaining to a
Ijarber or to shaving.

Tonsure (ton'sur), n. [Fr., from L. tonsura,

from tondeo, toyiswn, to clip or shave.]

1. The act of clipping the hair, or of shav-
ing the head, or the state of being shorn.—
2. In K. Cath. Ch. (a) the first ceremony
used for devoting a person to the service of

God and the church; the first degree of the
clericate, given by a bishop, who with scis-

sors cuts off a part of the candidate's liair,

with prayers and benedictions. Hence, en-

trance or admittance into holy orders. (&)

The round bare place on the heads of the
Roman Catholic priests and monks formed
by sliaving or cutting the hair.

Tonsured (ton'surd). a. l. Having received
the tonsure; shaven; hence, clerical.

No ecclesiastical privilege had occasioned such
dispute, or proved so mischievous, as the immunity
of all toyisured persons from civil punishment for

crimes. Hallafn.

2. Having a bald spot on the head like a

tonsure. ' Bowing o'er tht brook a tonsured
liead in middle age forlori.' Tennyson.
Tontine (ton'tin). m. [Fr. iuntine. said to be
from its inventor, Tonti, m Italian of the
seventeenth century.] Ai annuity shared
by subscribers to a loan, with the benefit of
survivorship, the aimuity luing increased as
the subscriliers die, until at last the wljole
goes to the last survivor, or to the last two
or three, according to the terms on which
the money is advanced. Bj- means of ton-
tines many government loans were formerly
raised in England.
Too many of the financiers by profession are apt

to see nothmg in revenue but baiks, and circula-
tions, and annuities on lives, and toitififs. And per-
petual rents, and all the small wares of the shop.

Burie.

Tontine (ton'tin), a. Relating to a tontine;
built by subscription wHh the benefit of
survivorship; as, fimtine houses.
Tony (to'ni), n. [Abbi-eviativtn of Antony.]
A simpleton. Sir Ji. L'SSntrnnge. [Ludi-
crous.]

Too(tb),adP. [Aformnf^- •! «.-.r>^i+inii;

A. Sax. W, meaning hot; np.

G. zu, to and too. T<' ,-ly

modern spelling. In ul.l u-IiL....!- : .^iiak-

spere it was often spelled to. ] 1, «»v: .; more
than enough; dentiting excess; as, a' thing
too long, too short, or too wide; too hl^h; («>

many; too much. ' Too fair to worahi] >, too
divine to love.' Milton. Often with me "^y
an intensive force = very, exceeding!; ^'"^

will too strong to bend; too proud i^

Cowley.

They continually pretend to have some sover' , n
power over that empire, and yet are tco happy rtS t •
at peace with it. Broughcnm.

2. Likewise; also; in addition; beside^; v •

and above. 'An honest courtier, \:-\ i

triot loo.' Pope.
Let those eyes that view

The daring crime, beholci the vengeance too. Poft.

^Too, too, repeated, denotes excess empba-
tically.

O, but I love his lady too too much. Shak.

—Ami too, and at the same time. ' Merci-
ful and too severe.' Shak. ' Wild, and yet
too gentle.' Shak. [An old usage.]
Took (tuk). 1. Pret. of take.

And Enoch walked with God; and he was not. for
God looi him. Gen, v. 24.

2. Pp. of take. [Obsolete or vulgar. J

The whole employment of a man's time, not took
off or diverted by other ministerial business. South.

Tool (tbl). n. [A. Sax. t6l, a tool, probably
contracted from a form taicH, tawel, from
tawian, to make, to prepare; Goth, tattjan,

to make.] 1. Any implement used by a
craftsman or labourer at his work; an in-

strument employed in the manual arts for
facilitating mechanical operations by means
of percussion, penetration, separation, abra-
sion, A'c, of the substances operated upon;
for all of which operations various motions
are required to be given either to the tool
or to the work. Such tools are hammers,
punches, chisels, axes, adzes, planes, saws,
drills, files, &c. Such machines as the lathe,

planer, slotting-machine, and others em-
ployed in the manufacture of machinery are
usually temied ^nachine tools. Specifically
applied (a) in bookbinding, the stamping
and letter appliances of the finisher, known
by various names, (b) The ordinary brush
of the painter, especially one of the smaller
sizes; as, sash tools, <fcc. ' Some coiner with
his tools.' Shak.—2.\ A weapon; a sword.
Draw thy toot; here comes two of the house of the

Montagues. Shak.

3. A person used by another as an instru-
ment to accomplish certain ends: a word of
reproach. ' The tools of fate to be.' Jiowe.

Thou their too/, set on to plague
And play upon, and harry me, Tennyscn.

—Implement, Instrument, Toot. An im-
plement is whatever may supply a want or
a requisite to an end, and is always re-

stricted to physical use. A tool differs from
an implement, which is always regarded in

reference to its particular purpose, in being
more general or less specific, and from an
instrument in being always used in refer-

ence to the manual arts. An instrument is

anything which is employed to do a work or

effect an end, and is used in more than re-

ference to physical manipulation; as, i»i-

plements of war; agricultural implements,
gardeners' tools; joiners' tooLti; surgical in-

struments; mathematical instruments; mu-
sical instnirnents. In the metaphorical ap'

plication, instrument and tool ai-e both used

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, hfir; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«ll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc fey.
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to express the means for effecting some pur-
pose; but injttnntient is capable of an hon-
ourable or indifferent, as well as a dishon-
ourable sense, while tool ia always used in

a bad sense.

Such itnfletntnts of ii.ischiet as shall dash
To pieces and o'erwhelm whatever stands
Adverse. AfUton.

The bold are but the instruments of the wise.
Dryden.

Devotion has often been found a powerful instrU'
ment in humanizing the manners of men. Dr. Blair.

Poor York \ the harmless tool of others" hate.
He sues for pardon, and repents too late. Swi/t.

Tool (tol), I' (. 1. To shape with a tool. —2 To
drive, as a mail-coach or other vehicle:
generally said of a gentleman who under-
takes the work for his own amusement.
'He could tool a coach.' Lord Ltftton.

[Slang )

Tooling (tol'ing), n. Workmanship per-
formed with a t(K>l; specifically, (a) in
masonry, st<>ne-dre88lng in which the face
shows the parallel marks of the tool in
symni-'ftT,- ,, ,.T-.i..r. (b) In bookbinding,
oriiai: ,.ning or gilding by heated
tools linding of books, (c) In
canii :> carving by chisels and
gouK' "r wood in architecture,
joint- Ai.rk, furniture, Ac.

Tlic tiTir. u--M.ui' nnd delicate tracery of the cabinet
artist i« lost upon a buUdint; of colussal oroportions.

Df Quincfy.

Tcol-poflt (tbl'post), n. In machxne tools,

li. part of the tool-rest to or in which a
'^^..«-tool ia fixed. Called also Tool-

_ jBt ( tol ' rest ), ?i. In machine tools,

^part of a machine supporting a tool-

tool.

ck (tol'stok). n. See TooL-POST.
Toolzle (tol'yi), ». [Probably from

Iter, to mix or mingle confusedly.]

; a quarrel. Written also Tuilyie,

[Scotch.]

Toolzle (toryi), v-i. To quarrel,
t'n also Tuilyie, TtiUzie. [Scotch.]

(turn or tiim), a. [A Scandinavian
,: Icel. t6mr, Dan. torn, empty.] Empty,

itch and provincial English. ]

shall liave plenty of supper—ours is nae Zoom
and still less a locked one. Sir ft'. Scott,

com (tum or tiim). v.t. To empty; to
evacuate. [Scotch and provincial English]

,
(tiim). «. A piece of waste ground

Where rulibish is shot. [Scotch]
^Tooma (to 'ma), n. A species of Mimosa

'ised for tanning in India.

Toon (ton), n. Town. [Scotch.]

Toon, Toona (ton, to'na), n. The wood of
an East Indian tree, the Cedrela Toona,
nat order C'edrelacea). It is sometimes
called Indian Mah'^gany, and also Indian

Toon-wood {Cedrtla Toona).

Cedar. Another species (C. austratis)
yields the so-called cedar -wood of New
South Wales. Toon-wood is highly valued
a.i a fiiniiture wood, and is used for door-
pant-ls. i-arving. <tc- See Cei>rela.
Toorcoman (tqi-'ko-man). n. A Turkoman.
ToorOO (to'ro), ?i. A South American
palm (O-'nocarpug Batawa). growing to the
height of from 50 to 70 feet. Its woody
outsiclc is used for inlaid work, billiard-
cues, walking-sticks, tVc.

T008,t n. pi. Toes. Chatteer.

Toott (t<>t), 9.1, [A. Sax tdtian. to project,
Icel. tuta, a teat or teat-like protuberance,

Dan, tilde, a spout.] 1. To stand out or be
prominent.— 2. To peep; to look narrowly;
to seek ; to look into ; to look out. The
Scotch form of the word in this sense is

Teet, Tete.

Toott (tot), v.t. To look into; to see.

Piers Plowman,
Toot (tot), v,i. [D. toeten, tiiiten, G. tuten,

Sw. tuta, to blow a horn, to toot. Also in

form tote, toat. Imitative. ] To make a
noise with the mouth somewhat similar to

that of a pipe or other wind-instrument; to

give out such a sound; to sound a horn in a

particular manner. ' The tooting honis and
rattling teams of mail-coaches.' Thackeray.
Toot (tot), v.t. To sound; as, to toot the
horn.

Toot (tot), n. A blast; a note or sound
blown on a horn; a similar noise.

Tooter (tot'^r), n. One who toots; one
who plays upon a pipe or horn.

Tooth (toth), n. pi. Teeth (teth). [A. Sax.
t6th,pl. teth (comp. foot, feet ; goose, geese),

D. Sw. and Dan. land, Icel. tonn (for tond),

G. zahn, Goth, tunthus; cog. W. and
Armor, dant, Com. daiiz, Lith. danti, L.

dens, dentin, Gr. odmui, odontos, Skr. danta
—tooth. From an Indo-European root da,
to divide, seen also in Gr. daiO. to divide: L.

damnum, loss.] 1. A bony substance grow-
ing out of the jaws of vertebrate animals,
and serving as the instrument of mastica-
tion. The teeth are also very useful in as-

sisting persons in the utterance of words,
and when well formed and sound they are
ornamental. Teeth generally consist of three
distinct substances, ivory, enamel, and bone.
Each tooth is divided into a crown, a neck,
and a fang or fangs. The teeth of animals
differ in shape, being destined for different

offices. In man and higlier mammals two
sets of teeth are developed, the early, milk,
or deciduous teeth, and the permanent set.

In fishes the teeth fall off and are renewed
repeatedly in the course of their lives. In
the human subject the number of teeth
is thirty-two, sixteen in each jaw. These
consist of four incisors, two canines, four
bicuspids, and six molars. (See Dental for-
mula under Dental.) Teeth do not lielong
to the skeleton, but to the skin or exo-
skeletal parts of the body, and are honudo-
gous with hairs. They are formed within
little sacs or bags of the dermis or true skin
of the gum.—2. Taste; palate.

These are not dishes for thy dainty fpotM. Prydtn.

3. Any projection corresponding to or resem-
bling the tooth of an animal in shape, posi-

tion, or office ; a small, narrow, projecting
piece, usually one of a set; as, (a) the tooth or
teeth of a comb, a saw, a file, a harrow, a rake

;

(&)one of the tines or pnuigs of a fork; (c) one
of the sharp wires of a carding instrument

;

((/) one of tlie projecting knobs on the edge of
a wheel which catch on corresponding parts
of a wheel or other bi>dy; a cog. —Toom a Hrf

imil {lit. by biting and scratching), with one's
utmost power; by all possible meansof attack
and defence. ' A lion and bear were at ti>oth

and nail which should carry off a fawn.' Sir
Ji. VEstrange— To the teeth, in open opposi-
tion; directly to one's face. 'That I shall
live and tell him to AiV teeth.' Shak.—Iti
the teeth, in direct opposition; directly in
front. ' Nor strive with all the tempest in
my teeth.' Pope.

In the teeth of clench'd antafifonisms

To follow up the worthiest till he die. Tennysott.

—To east something in one's teeth, to taunt
one with something; t<> retdrt rt*proachfuUy.—In spite or despite o/ the teeth, in open de-

fiance of ; in defiance of opposition; in oppo-
sition to every effort. ' In despite of the teeth

of all rhyme and reason.' Shak. —To show
the teeth. Uj threaten. ' When the law shows
her teeth, Ijut dares not bite.' Young.—To
set the teeth on edge, to cause a tingling or
grating sensation in the teeth. See Tooth-

Tooth (toth), V t 1. To furnish with teeth;
as. to to<jth a rake. 'The twin cards toothed
with glittering wire* Wordsworth.— 2. To
in<lent; to cut into teeth; to jag; as, to
tooth a saw.—3. To lock into each other.

Toothache (toth'Ok), n. Pain in the teeth,
technically called Odontalgia, Toothache
was once supposed to be caused by a worm
in the tooth.

I am troubled
With the toothache or with love, I know not whether

;

There is a worm in both. Massinger,

T00thache-grass(t6th'.1k-gras), n. Ctenium
americanum. a singular kind of grass which

grows in Florida and other parts of North
America, having a very pungent taste. It

affects the breath and milk of cows, and the
root affects the salivary glands.
Toothache-tree (toth'ak-tre), n. The com-
mon name of the species of plants which form
the genus Xanthoxylum (or Xanthoxylon),
but particularly applied to X. americajium,
a native of North America. The bark and
capsular fruit of this tree are much used as
a remedy for the toothache. See Xanthoxy-
lum. Called also Prickly-ash.

Tooth-back (toth'bak), n. One of a family
of moths (Notodontidse) belonging to Lepi-
doptera.

Tooth-hrush (tbth'brush), 7i. A small brush
for cleaning the teeth.

Tooth-drawer (toth'dra-^r), n. One whose
business is to extract teeth with instru-
ments ; a dentist. ' Worn in the cap of a
tooth-dra wer. ' Shak.
Tooth -drawing (tbth'drji-ing), n. The
act of extracting a tooth ; the practice of
extracting teeth.

Toothed (totht), p. and a. 1. Having teeth
or jags.— 2. In&o(. having projecting points,
remote from each other, about the edge or
margin; dentate; as, a toothed calyx or leaf.

— Toothed icheels, wheels made to act upon
or drive one another by having the surface
of each indented with teeth, which fit into
each other. See Teeth, Wheel.
Toothedge (toth'ej), n. The sensation ex-
cited by grating sounds and by the touch
of certain substances; tingling uneasiness,
almost amounting to pain in the teeth, from
stridulou?* sounds, vellication, or acid or
acrid substances.

Toothfolt (toth'ful), a. 1. Full of teeth.

' The toothfvU harrow.' Sylvester.—2. Pal-
atable; toothsome.

What dainty relish on my tongue
This fruit hath left; some anyel hath me fed ;

If so toothful I will be banqueted. Massingtr.

Toothful (toth'ful), n. A small draught of
any liquor. [Vulgar.]

Toothing (toth'ing), n. In buildi}ig, bricks
or stones left projecting at the end of a wall
that they may be bonded into a continuation
of it when required.

Toothing-plane (toth'ing-plan). h. A plane
the iron of width, in place of being sharp-
ened to a cutting edge, is formed into a
series of small teeth. It is used to roughen
a surface intended to becovered with veneer
or cloth, in order to give a better hold to
the glue.

Tooth-key (tothTie), n. A dentist's instru-
ment fur extracting teeth: so called because
it is turned like a key.

Toothless (toth'Ies), a. Having no teeth;
deprived of teeth.

Sunk are her eyes, and toothless are her jaws.
/yryiien.

Toothlet (toth'let). n. A little tooth; a
petty tooth-like projectinn.

Toothletted (tbtirieted), a. In bot. hav-
ing tin )thlets; denticulate; having verj' small
teeth or projecting points, as a leaf.

Tooth-net (tothnet), n. A large fishing-net
ancliored. [Scotch.]

Tooth-omament (tbth-or'na-ment). n. In
arch, one of the peculiar marks of the eaily
English style. It consists of a ufuare four-

leaved flower,

I J(\i ^A .J\ ' **'^ centre of
.*.M X*.^ \'>^\ which projects

^r% in a point. It

iLC is generally in-

serted in a hol-
low moulding,
with the llowers
in close contact

Tooth orn.ini-i,L with each other,
though they are

not unfrequently placed a short distance
aj^art, and in rich suits of mouldings are
often repeated several times. Called also
lJo(i's-to<>th and Xail-head.

Toothpick, Toothplcker (tbth'pik. tbth'-

pik-er). n. An instrument for cleaning the
teeth of substances l<jdged between them.
Tooth-pOWder(toth'pou-der). ». A powder
for cleaning.' the teeth; a dentifrice.

Tooth-rash (toth'raah). n. A cutaneous dis-

ease peculiar to infants, which occurs dur-
ing the process of dentition.

Tooth-shell, Toothed - shell (tothshel,
tbtht'shel), n The popular name of the
gasteropodous molluscs constituting the
genus Dentalinm, natives of Europe and
the East and West Indies. The shells are
symmetrical, tubular, conical, and gener-
ally canned. The animals are carnivorous.

ch, cAain; *h, Sc. locA; g. ^o; j,>ob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, iing; tH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, amre —See Kby.
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devouring foramiuifers and minute bivalve>,
and live at a slight depth in the sand ur
mud of the sliore, in which they bury them-
selves liead downwards.
Toothsome (.toth'sum), a. Palatable; grate-
ful to the tuste.

Though less toothstrme to me,
wholesome for nie.

they were more
Fuller.

Toothsomenesa (toth'sum-nes), n. state
or character of being toothsome; pleasant-
ness to the taste.

Tootliwort (toth'wSrt), ?i. A name applied
to several plants having rhizomes whicli

resemble teeth, such as the Lathrcea squa-
maria, various species of Dentaria, Coral-
lorrhiza innaia, Ac. See Lathr^A.

Tootliy (toth'i), a. Toothed ; having teeth.

[Rare.]

Top (top), n. [O.E. toppe, a top; A. Sax. top,

a tuft or ball at the point or top of anything;
Sc. tap, a tuft of hair on the head ; D. and
Dan. top, a top, a summit; Icel. ioppr, a
tuft or lock of hair, a top or extremity; G.

zopf, a tuft, a crest. Tip is an allied form
with a weakened vowel. See also TUFT.]
1. The highest part of anything; the most
elevated or uppermost point ; the summit

;

as, the top of a tree; the top of a spire; the

top of a house; the top of a mountain.

—

2. Surface; upper aide. ' Such trees as spread
their roots near the top of the ground.'
Bacon. —3. The highest place or rank; the
most honourable position ; as, to be at the
top of one's class.

Home was head; his brilliant composition and
thorough knowledge of the books, brought him to

the iop. Farrar.

4. Tlie highest persnn ; the chief. ' He which
is the top of judgment.' Sfiak. 'Aspired
to be the top of zealots.' Milton. — 5. The
utmost degree ; the highest point. ' From
my lowest note to the top of my compass.'
Shak.
The fofi of my ambition is to contribute to that

work. Pope.

6. The crown of the head, or the hair upon
it; the forelock. ' To take the present time
hy the top.' Shak. 'From top to toe.' Shak.

All the starred vengeance of Heaven fall

On her ungrateful top. S/tai.

7. The head or upper part of a plant ; as.

turnip tops. 'Heads or tops, as cabbage
lieads.' IVa^^s.—8. ;>/. Top-boots. 'To stand
in a bar, in a green coat, knee-cords, and
tops.' Dickens.

It was a kind of festive occasion and the parties
were attired accordinj^ty. Mr. Weller's iops were
newly cleaned and his dress was arranged with
peculiar care. Dickens.

9. In woollen mamtf. tlie combed wool ready
for the spinner,
from which the
noils, or shorts
and dust, have
teen removed.

—

10. Naut. a sort
of platforai, sur-
rounding the
head of the lower
mast and pro-
jecting on all

sides. It serves
to extend the
shroudsjby which
means they more
•effectually sup-
port the mast,
and for tlie con-
venience of men
aloft. The tops
are named after
the respective
masts to which
they belong, as
tnain, fore, and
mizzen tops. —
11. That portion
of a cut gem which is between the girdle or
extreme margin, and the table or flat face.

E. B. Knight.~l2. The eve or verge. [Rare.]

He was upon thelop of his m.irriage with Magda-
leine the French King's daughter. KitoiUs.

13. A method of cheating at dice in vogue
about the beginning of the eighteenth cen-
tury. Both dice seemed to lie put into the
box, but in reality one was kept at tlie top
of the box between the fingers of the person
playing.—TAe top of one's bent, the utmost
that one's inclination and t^ias would per-
mit; as, he was fooled to the top of his bent.
—Top of the tree, the highest position in
any profession or the like. [Slang.]

I am certain to be at the top cfthe tree at last.

Dickens.

Ship's Top.

—Top and butt, in ship-buUdino, a method
of working long tapering planks, by laying
their broad and iian-ow ends alternately
fore and aft, lining a piece off every broad
end the whole length of the shifting. It is

adopted principally for ceiling—Top and
top-gallant, in full array; in full rig; in full
force.

He'll be here top attd top-gallant presently.
Merry Devil of hdinotUon, 1608.

Top (top), a. Being on the top or summit;
highest.
Setting out at top speed, he soon overtook him.

H. Brooke.
Top (top), v.i. 1. To rise aloft ; to be emi-
nent. — 2. To excel; to rise above others.
'But write thy best and top.' Dryden.—
3. To be of a certain height; to measure in
height.
The mare scarcely toppek 15 hands. Laivrence.

—To top over tail, to turn head over heels.
Ascham.—To top up with, to finish with.
What'll you drink, Mr. Gargery; at my expense, to

top up with } Dickens.

Top (top), v.t pret. & pp. topped; ppr. top-
ping. 1. To cover on the top; to cap. 'Moun-
tains topp'd with snow.' Waller.—2. To rise
above.
A gourd . , . climbing by the boughs twined about

them, till it lopp'd and covered the tree.

Sir R. VEstrange.
3. To outgo; to surpass.
Edmund the base shall top the Intimate. Skak.

4. To crop; to take off the top or upper part.
Groves, being topp'd, they higher rise. Shak.
Top your rose-trees a little with your knife near a

leaf-bud. Evelyn.

5. To rise to the top of.

Wind about till thou hast topfd^a hill.

Sir y. Denkatn.
6. To perform eminently.
From endeavouring universally to top their parts,

they will go universally beyond them, yejffrey.

1. Naut. to raise one end of, as of a yard or
boom, so that that end becomes higher than
the other.—To top off, to complete by put-
ting on the toi) or uppermost part of; as, to
top off a stack of hay ; hence, to finish ; to
complete.
Top (top), n. [D. top, G. (pKA-perhaps same
word as above, being named from whirling
round on its top or point.] 1. A
child's toy, sliaped like a pear,
made to whirl on its point by
means of a string or a whip.—2. In
rope-making, a conical block df

wood with longitudinal grooves on
its surface, in which slide tin'

strands of the rope in the proccb.-:

of twisting.

Toparch (top 'ark), n. [L. top-
archa, from Gr. toparches, top-

archos—top«s, a place, and archo,
to rale.] The principal man in a
place or country ; the governor of
a toparchy. 'The prince and top-
arch of that country.' Fuller.
Toparchy (top'ar-ki),7i. [Or. to2xir'

chia. See above.] A little state,

consisting of a few cities or towns;
a petty country governed by a to-
parch ; as, Judea was formerly di-

vided into ten toparchics.

Top-armour (top'ar-mfir), n. Naut. a rail-

ing on the top, supported bystancliions and
equipped with netting.

Topau (to'pj^), n. The rhinoceros bird (JBu-
ceros rhinoceros). See HORNBILL.
Topaz (to'paz), n. [Fr. topaze, L. topazus,
from Gr. tojxizos, the yellow or oriental to-

paz ; conip. Skr. tapus, fire. According to
some the word is from Topazos, a small isle

in the Arabic Gulf where the Romans ob-
tained a stone wliich they called by tills

name, but which is the chrysolite of the
moderns.] 1. A mineral, ranked by miner-
alogists among gems, characterized by hav-
ing the lustre vitreous, transparent, trans-

hicent; the streak white; the colour yellow,
white, green, blue, pale; fracture subcon-
choidal, uneven. Specific gravity, 3499. It

is harder than quartz. It is a silicate of
aluminium, in which the oxygen is partly
replaced by fluorine. It occurs massive, in

imbedded and rounded crystals. The pri-

mary form of its crystal is a right rliombic
prisB".. Fragments of topaz, exposed to heat,
emit a blue, green, or yellowish phosphoric
light. Topazes occur generally in primitive
rocks, and in many parts of the world, as
Cornwall, Scotland, Saxony, Siberia, Brazil,

&c. &c. The finest varieties are obtained
from the mountains of Brazil and the I'ral-

ian Mountains. Those from Brazil have
deep yellow tints; those from Siberia have

a bluish tinge ; the Saxon topazes are of a
pale wine-yellOw, and those found in the
Scotch Highlands are of a sky-lilue colour.
The purest from Brazil, when cut in facets,
closely resemble tlie diamond in lustre and
brilliance.— 2. lu her. the name given to
Or when borne Ijy i)eera.

Topazolite (to-paz'ol-it), n. [Topaz, and
Gr. lUhos, a stone.] A variety of precious
garnet, of a topaz-yellow colour, or an olive
green, found in Piedmont. Its constituents
are silex, lime, iron, with sUght ti-aces of
alumina, glucina, and manganese.
Top-beam (top'bem), n. The same as CoU
lar-heam (which see).

Top-Wock (top'blok), n. Naut. a large iron-
bound block hung to an eye-bolt in the cap,
used in swaying and lowering the topmast
Top-boots (top'bdta). 11. id. Boots having
tops of light -coloured leather, used chiefly
for riding.

Top-brim (topl)rim), n. Same as Top-run.
Top-Cliain (top'chan), n. Naut. a chain to
sling the lower yards in time of action to
prevent their falling when the ropes by
which they are hung are shot avpay.

Top-Cloth (top'kloth), n. Naut a piece of
canvas used to cover the hammocks which
are lashed to the top in action.

Top-coat (top'kot), n. An uppei'or over
coat. \
Top-draining (top'dran-ing), n. i^e act
or practice of draining the surface ofMand.
Top-dress (top'dres), v.t. To manure on
the surface, as land. V

Top-dressing (top'dres-ing). n. A dresVsing
of manure laid on the surface of land. \

Tope (top), n. (Said to be originally a (juor-

nish word.] A fish of the shark kind, *he
Squalus galeus or Galena canui, family Cpa-
leidse. It attains a length of six feet, apd
is extremely troublesome to fisherm<?ii-

Called also Miller's Dog and Penny-dog.
Tope (top), 71. [Hind.] In India, a gror
or clump of trees; as, a toddy-tope; a canf
tope.

Our camp was pitched under a fine tope of trees. \
IV. H. Russell. T

Tope (top), n. [Skr. thupa, stitpa, an acV
cumulation, a mound, a tope.] The popula

Great Tope at Saoch

name for a species of Buddhist monument,
many specimens of which occur in India
and South-eastern Asia, intended for the
preservation of relics or the commemora-
tion of some event. When for the fonner
purpose the tope is called a dagoba, when
for the latter a stupa; the tenn tope having
reference to their external sliape only. The
oldest topes are dome-shaped, and rest on
a base either cylindrical, quadrangular, or
polygonal, rising perpendicularly or in ter-

races. The distinctive feature of the tope
is the apex structure, which is in tlie shape
of a distended parasol and is known as a tee.

A tope that has often l>een described is the
tope at Sanchi in Central India, now in a
partially ruined state. The principal build-

ing consists of a dome, somewhat less than
a hemisphere, 106 feet in diameter and 42
feet in height. On the top is a flat space,
in the centre of which once stood the tee.

See D.\GOBA, Sti'PA.

Tope (top), v.i. [Probably a stronger form
of tip; comp. to tip off, to pour out liqtior;

also to tip up. &c., and O. ancl lYov. E. to
top off, to empty at a draught] To drink
hard; to drink strong or spirituous liquors
to excess. ' If you tope in form, and treat.'

Dn/den. ' But he still may tope on.' Hood.
Topee (to-pe'), n. In India, a covering ft>r

the head; the cork or pith helmet worn by
the troops. Written also Topi.

Fate, far, fat, f»U: me. met. h6r; pine, pin: note. not. move: tQbe, tub. bull; oil. pound; li. Sc. abune: y, Sc. fey.
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Toper (top'fer). n. One who topes or drinks

to excess ; a drunkard; a sot ' 1 no to]>ers

envv.' Cowley.

Topet (top'et), «. IFor tottpet (Pennant calls

it tou2)et-titmouse), from Fr. toupet, a crest,

a tuft ; from the Gemian. the origin being the

same as E. top.] A small bird, the crested

titmouse (Paru^ bieolor).

Top-filled (t4)p'ftld), a. Filled to the top;

topful. Chapman.
Topful (top'f«l), rt. Full to the top or

brim.
Tis wonderful

What may be wrought out of their discontent;

Now that their souls are to/ififJ of ofience, Shak.

Topgallant (top'gal-lant), a. 1. JUaxtt

beiiiu^ tlie third of the kind alwve the deck;

situated above the topmast and below tlie

royal mast; as. the topgallant mast, yards,

braces, tfec. Also used substantively :— ' Top
Mu\ top-gallantg.' Bacon. 'The li^h top-^ai-

lant of my joy.' 5Aa*.—2. Highest; elevated;

splendid.
I dare appeal to the consciences of topgaUant

sparks. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Toph (tof), n. fL. tophus, tofttg, tufa or tuif

,

a variety of volcanic rock of an earthy tex-

ture.] 1. In fttrg, a soft tumour on a bone;
alsn. a concretion in the joints. Dunglison.

2, In mineral, same as Tuf.
Tophaceous (to-fa'shus), a. Pertaining to a

toph or tophus; gritty; sandy; as. a topha-

ceijtit! concretion. ' A tophaceous chalky mat-
ter ' ArbuthiioL
Top-liamper (topliam-ptr), n. Naut. any
unnecessary weight, either aloft or about
the top sides or upper decks. ' So encum-
bered with top-hamper, so over-weighted in

proportion to theii- draught of water.' Motr
l^y.

Top-heavy (top'he-yi), a. Having the top
or upper part too heavy forthe lower.

Top-heavy drones, and always looking down,
As over-h.illasted within the crown.
Muti'ring betwixt their lips some inyMic thing-.

Dryd^n.

Tophet (tS'fet), tl [Heb., lit. a place to be
spit on; hence, a place of abomination, from
tnph, to spit] A place situated at the
south-eastern extremity of Gehenna, or
Valley o/ Ihnnom, to the south of Jenisa-

U-m, where the idolatrous Jews worshipped
the flre-g"»d3 and sacrificed their children
In consequence of tlieae abominations the
whole valley became the common laystall

of the city, and sym)x>lical of the pUce of
t'lrnient in a future life.

The pleasant valley of Hinnom, Tophet thence
And b!ack Gehenna aUled, the typeof helJ.

Milton.

Tophln (tofin), n. A kind of sandstone. See
Tui'ii.

Top-honourt (top'on-6r), n. A top-ftail.

As our high vessels pass their watery way.
Let all the naval world due homage pay;
With hasty reverence their tep-honours lower.

Prior.

Tophus (to'fus), n. Same as Toph.
Topi (t'.' [!' ). 11. Same as Topee.

Topla "
: ij. n. \\. 1 A fiitu'iful Btyleof

II n-tisting of
! IS charac-
I : iicae. much
U=i''i i:. -3.

Topiar:: Of, pertaining
to. or

J
: ^jrk. 'The topt-

arinn artist." .b"(> \V. 5c'jf(.

Topiary ( t-'/pi-a-ri ), a. [L. topiaritis, per-
taiuin.; to ornamental gardening, from topia
(oj'ir't). ornamental gardeniiit;. from Or.
top'.s. a place] Shaped by clipping or cut-
ting' . as, topianj work, which consists in
-ivin" all kinds'of finciful forms to arbours
iiid thickets, trees atid hedges.
Though acquainted with what is called the topiary

irt, that of traininjf or cutting- trees into re^tar
tigurcs, he does not seem to run mto its extravagance.

Hnltarn.

Topic ftop'ik). n. [Fr. topiquei, subjects of
conversation, from L.toptca, Gr. topdaip}.),
the name of a work by Aristotle on the sub-
' * ^if ffipoi or commonplaces, from topott,

a commonplace, a topic (whence
Z'/ji/).] 1. In rhet a general truth or

.iL.iu riit-nt applicable to a great variety of
individual cin unistances; a general maxim
or dictum rc^ariled as being of use in argu-
rae<it or oratory; thus, the proverbial *a
man is known by the company he keeps

'

is a kind of topic. Among the helps em-
ployed by the ancients in their favourite
study of rhetoric was the collection and
arrangL-ment of a great variety of general
truths or axioms, according to the several
sciences or subjects to which they belonged.
These the Greeks called topoi, or places.

or commonplaces, and considered that they
might be advantageously used by public
speakers in tlie selection and invention of

aigumeuts. The word was also used in the
sense of a general head or department of

thought to which any maxim belongs.

These ionics, or loci, were no other than general
ideas appUcable to a great many different subjects,
which the orator was directed to consult in order to

find out materials for his speech. Dr. Blair.

2. The suliject of a discourse, argument, or
literary composition, or the subject of any
distinct portion of a discourse, &c. ; the
matter treated of: now tlie usual meaning
of the word.

In their sermons they were apt to enlarge on the
state of the present time, and to preach against the

sins of princes and courts; a topic that naturally
makes men popular. Bp. Bur»ft.

3. [Fr. topiqiie, from Gr. topikos, pertaining
to a place, topos, a place.] In med. an ex-

ternal remedy; a remedy to be applied out-
wardly to a particular part of the body, as a
pliister, a poultice, a blister, and the like.

Topic, Topical (top'ik, top'ik-al), a. [Gr
topikos, pertaining to a place, or to a com-
monplace or topic. See above.] 1. Pertain-
ing to a place or locality; local. 'All ye
topic gods that do inhabit here.' Drayton.
The men of Archenfeld in Herefordshire claimed

by custom to lead the vanguard ; but surely this

privile ige was topical and confined to the Welsh
wars. FuiUr.

2. In med. pertaining to a particular part
of the body; as. a topical remedy.—3. Per-
taining to a topic or subject of discourse,

—

4. Pertaining to or proceeding from a topic
or maxim ; hence, merely probable, as an
ai^ument.
Evidences of fact can be no more than topical and

protKibte. Sir St. Hale.

— Topical colouring, in calico-printing, a
process in which the colour or mordant is

applied to specific portions of the cloth
forming the pattern.

TopicaUy (top'ik-al-li), adv. In a topical
manner; locally; with limitation to a part

;

with application to a particular part ; an. a
remedy topically applietl.

To-pincht(to-pinshO,p.(. To pinch severely.
See intensive particle To.

Then let them all encircle him about
And, f.iiry-like, to-piytch the unclean knight. Shak.

Top-knot (top'not), n. 1. A crest or knot
of feathers upon the head or top, aa of a
bird; also, an ornamental knot or bow worn
on the top of the hea<l, as by women. 'A
great, fjtout servant-girl, with cheeks as red
as her top-knots.' Sir W. Scott. ~2. A name
of fishes of the genera Zenogopterus and
.ScophthalamuB. familj Pleuronectida) (flat-

fishes), found in the liritisli seas.

Top-lantem (to|>'lant^ni). n. A large lan-
tern or light Ju the top of a vessel ; a top-
light.

Topless (top'les), a. 1. Having no top; verj*

lofty. 'Pitch'd on the toplexs Apenuiue.'
Beau, d: Fi.— 2, Having no superior ; su-
preme.

Sometime, great Agamemnon,
Thy fop.'tss deputation he puts on. ShaJt.

Top-light (topllt), 71. Same as Top-lantem.
T9K)-llning (top'Un-ing), n. XauL (a) the
lining on the after part of the top-sail, to
prevent the topbrim from chafing the top-
sail (b) A platform of thin board nailed
upon the upper part of the cross-trees on a
vessel's top.

Topman (top 'man), n. 1. The man %ho
stands above in sawing; a top-sawyer.—
2. A'aat a man standing in the top; a tops-
man.
Topmast (top'roast), n. Xaiit. tlie second
mast from the deck, or that which is next
above the lower mast, main, fore, ormizzen.
Top-maul (top'm^l), n. A maul kept in a
ship's tfjp, for dri\ing out and in the Hit

Topmost (top'most), a. Highest; upper-
most; as, the topmost cliff; the topmost
branch of a tree.

Behind the valley toptnost Gargarus
Staiuls up and t^es the roornmg. Tennyson.

Topographer (to-pog'raf-6r). n. [See To-
i-uGUAPHY.] One who de9cril>e5 a particu-
lar place, town, city, tract of land, or coun-
try; one skilled in topogi-aphy. 'All the
topographers that ever writ of ... a town
or country.' Howell.

Dante Is the one authorized topographer ot the
medieval hell. MUnut'i.

Topographic, Topographical (top-o-graf-
ik, top-o-gTaf'ik-al), a. Pertaining ti> or
consisting in topography; descriptive of a
place or coimtry. ' The topographic descrip-

tion of this mighty empire." SirT. Herbert.—Topographical surveying. See under SUE-
VEYING.
Topographically (top-o-graf'ik-al-li), adv.
lu tlie manner of topography.
Topographist (to-pograf-ist), n. Same as
Topographer.
Topography (to-pog'ra-fl). n. [Gr. topos,

place (hence topic), and grapho, to describe. ]

The description pf a particular locality; the
detailed description of any country or re-

gion, including its cities, towns, villages,

castles, &c. ; the minuter features of a region
or locality collectively; as, to be well ac-
quainted with the topography of a place.
Topography is distinguished from geogra-
phy in being descriptive and more detailed.—Military topography, the minute descrip-
tion of places witli special reference to their
adaptability to military purposes.
TopOlatry (to-pol'a tri). n. [Gr. tnpos, a
place, and latreia, seiTice, worship.] Wor-
ship of or excessive reverence for a place
or places; adoration of a place or places.
[Recent.]
This little land (Palestine) became the object of a

special adoration, a kind of topolatry, when the
Church mounted with Constantiiie the throne of the
Ciesars, MaCTnillan's Mag.

Topology (to-pol'o-ji), »i. [Gr. /opcw, a place,

and logo^. discourse.] The ai't of or method
for assisting the memory by associating the
objects to be remenil>ered with some place,

the parts of which are well known, as a
building.

Toponomy ( to-pon'o-mi ), n. [Gr. topos, a
place, and onmna, a name.] The place-
names of a country or district, or a register

of such names. E^viy. Brit.

Topper (ti -p't-r), n. One who tops or excels;
all) thing superior [CoUoq.]
Topplce, Tappice (top'is, tap'is), v.t. otu
[See TaplsH-T To cover; to lie hid; to hide.

[Old English and Scotch.]
Like a ranger.

May ffppfce where he likes. * /.ady Alimony,' 1659.

Topping (top'ing),;?. and a. 1. Rising aloft;

lofiy; eminent. 'Ridges of lofty and top-

ping mountains.' Der/iam.—2. Pre-eminent;
surpassing ; great. * The toppingegt shop-
keepers in the city.' Tom Brown.
The great and 6ourishing condition of some of the

lopping sinners of the world. South.

3. Fine; noble; gallant

The topping fellow I take to be the ancestor of the
fine feilow. Taller.

Topping (top'ing), n. 1. The act of one who
tops; the act of cutting off the top.—2. A
branch of a tree cut oft.—3. Xaut. the act
of pulling one extremity of a yard higher
than the other— 4. The act of reducing to
an exact level the points of the teeth of a
saw.—5. pi. That which comes from hemp
in the process of hatchelling.

ToppiXlg-lift (top'ing-lift). n. Naut. a large
strong tackle employed to suspend or top
the outer end of a gaff, or of the boom of a
main-sail, in a brigorschooner. —i>«r/( top-

ping-lift, a rope made fast to the outer end
of a davit, and rove through a block made
fast to a vessel's mast aloft, with a tackle
attached. It assists in keeping the anchor
clear of the rail when bringing it on board
to l)e stowed on deck.

Toppingly (top'ing-li), adv. 1. Splendidly;
nobly.— 2. ft-oudly; with airs of disdain.

Topple (top'l), v.i. pret. it jip. toppled; ppr.

toppling. [From top.] To fall, as from a
top or height ; to fall forward ; to pitch or
tumble down. 'Though castles topple on
their warders' heads.' Shak.
Topple (top'l), v.t To throw down.

Shakes the old beldame earth, and topples down
Steeples, and moss-grown towers. Shak.

Toppling (top'ling), p. and a. Falling for-

warti; ready to fall. 'Tall and toppling.'

George Eliot
Top-proud (top'proud), a. Proud in the
highest degree. 'Th\% top-proud fellow.'

Shak. [Rare]
Top-rail (top'ral), n. In carp, the upper-
nnjst rail of a piece of framing or wainscot-
ing.

Top-rim (top'rim). n. Kaut a tliiu piece
of Ijoard bent round a vessel's top. giving it

a finish, and covering in the ends of the
cross-trees an<l trestle -trees, in order to

prevent the top-sail from being chafed.

Top-rope (top'rop), n. yaut. a rope to

sway up a topmast, &c.
Top-sail (top'siil), n. NaxU. the second sail

above the deck on any mast (main, fore, or
nu22!en). See Sail.— Ga/-<oyaaii. See under
Gaff.

eh, cAahi; £h. Sc. IO0A; g. 00: J, job; A, Fr. trm: ng. ting; IH. tktn; th. thin; w, wi%\ wh, whl^; zh, azure. —See KET.
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Tops-and-bottoms (tops'and-bot-omz), n.

pi. Small rolls of dough baked, cut in halves,

and then browned in an oven, used as food
for infants. Simmotids.
'Tis said that her tofs-and-bottoms were gilt. Hood.

Top-sawyer (top'sa-y6r), n. The sawyer
who takes the upper stand in a saw-pit, and
gets higher wages than the man below

;

hence, (a) one who holds a higher position

than another; a chief over others.

See-saw is the fashion of England always, and the

Whigs will soon be the top-s.i-wyers.

R. D. Blacktnore.

(6) A flrst-rate man in any line; an eminent
man; an aristocrat. [Slang]

They have got a top-satvyer from London there,

who addresses them every evening, and says that we
have a right to four shillings a day wages, eight

hours' work, and two pots of ale. Disraeh.

Top-shell (top'shel), 71. One of the shells of

tlie various species of the family Turbinida;.

Topside-turvy t (top-sid-t6r'vi), orfy. Up-
side down; topsy-turvy. ' My system turned
topside-Uirvy. ' Sterne.

Topsitumt (top'si-t6rn), v.t. [See Topsy-
turvy.] To upset; to overthrow. ' By his

travail topsitunieth them.' Sylvester.

Topsman (tops'man), n. 1. Same as Top-
man, 2.-2. A chief or head cattle-drover.

Top-soil (top'soil), n. The upper part or
surface of the soil.

Top-soiling (top'soil-ing).n. The act or art

of takinj; off the top-soil of land, before a
canal, railway, <tc., is begun.
Top-stone (top'ston), n. A stone that is

placed on the top, or which forms the top.

Topsy-turvy (top'si-t6r-vi), arfy. [A word of
whicn the origin is not yet satisfactorily ex-

plained. Mr. Fitzedward Hall, after com-
menting on the various old spellings of it,

and the different etymologies suggested,
remarks: ' It seems, then, that in topsy-turvy
we have the words top and set; while its

latter half may or may not have originated
from turn, modified so as to form abalanced
jingle to its first half.'] In an inverted pos-
ture; with the top or head downward and
the bottom upward ; as, to turn a carriage
topsy-turvy.

If we without his help can make a head
To push against a kingdom, with his help
We shall o erturn it topsy-turvy down, Shak.

God told man what was good, but the devil sur-

nanied it evil, and thereby turned the world topsy-
turvy, and brought a new chaos upon the whole
creation. South.

Topsy-turvy (top'si-t6r-vi), v.t. To turn
upside down; to upset.

Then is it verily, as in Herr Tieck's drama, a
verkehrte ivelt, or world topsy-turvied. Carlyle.

Topsy-turvy (top'si-t6r-vi), v.i. To turn
upside down; to invert one's posture. 'The
topsy-turvyinJ course of time.' Southey.

Topsyturvsrflcatlon ( top ' si - t6r-vi-fi-ka"-

shon), n. An upsetting; a turning upside
down. [Ludicrous. ]

' Valentine' was followed by ' Lelia,' ... a regular
topsyturvyjicatiou of morality. Thacktray.

Top-tackle (top'tak-l), n. Naut. a large
tackle hooked to the lower end of the top-
mast top-rope and to the deck.
Top-timber (top'tim-bfir), n. Nmit. one of
the highest timbers in the side of a vessel.

—Long top-timber, the timber above each
of the first futtocks.—SAorf top-timber, the
timber above each of the second futtocks.

Toque (tok), n. [Ft., a cap, Sp. toca, It.

tocca; from the Celtic; Armor. tOk, W. toe,

a hat or bonnet] 1. A kind of bonnet or
head-dress. * His velvet toque stuck . . .

upon the side of his head.' Motley.

Mrs. Briggs forthwith mounted a iofue, with all the
' patterns of the kaleidoscope. Dickens.

2. A name given to the bonnet -macaque
{Macacus sinicus), from the peculiar ar-

rangement of the hairs on the crown of its

head, which seem to form a kind of cap or
bonnet—3. A small nominal money of ac-
count used in trading on some parts of the
west coast of Africa; forty cowries make
one toque, and five toques one hen or gal-
linha. Simmonds.
Toq,uet (to'ka), n. Same as Toque.
Tor (tor), 7i. [W. tor, a bulge, a hill; allied

to L. turris, a tower] A high pointed rock
or hill: used frequently as an element in
place-names in the south-west of England,
especially Devonshire; as, Glastonbury Tor;
Mam Tor, &c. ' A rolling range of dreary
moors, unbroken by tor or tree.' Kingsley.

Torah (to'ra). n. A term in ancient Hebrew
literature for any decision or instruction in

matters of law and conduct, given by a
sacred authority; the revealed will of God;

counsel or instruction proceeding from a
sacred source ; hence, a book containing
such instruction.

According to the traditional view, the Word of Je-
hovah is embodied in a book-revelation. The Torah,
instruction, or as we should say, revelation of God,
is a written volume deposited with the priests, which
gives rules for all national and personal conduct, and
also provides the proper means for regaining God's
favour when it has been lost through sin. But to the
prophets the Torah has a very different meaning.

Pro/. {{'. K. Smith.

Tore (tork), 71. Same as Torf/we (which see).

Torce (tors), 7i. In her. same as Wreath.
Torch (torch), 71. [Fr. torcke, It. (orcifl, from
L.L. tortia, from L. tarqueo, (or(u*, to twist,

to turn (whence torture, &o.), because the
torch was made of a twisted roll of tow and
the like. ] A light or luminary to be carried
in the hand, formed of some combustible
substance, as of resinous wood or of twisted
flax, hemp, \'c., soaked with tallow or other
inflammable substance; a large candle; a
flambeau. ' A waxen torch.' Shak.

They light the nuptial torch. Mi/ton.

It is clearly his (Mr. Swinburne's) belief that he has
received his poetical torch from the hand of Shelley,
as Shelley from the hand of Milton, yet we think his

genius has scarcely anything in common with either

of these poets. Quart. Rev,

Torch (torch), v.t. In plastering, to point
the inside joints of slating laid on lath with
lime and hair.

Torch-bearer (torch'bar-6r), 7i. One whose
office is to carry a torch lighted.

Fair Jessica shall be my torch-dearer. Shak.

Torch-dance (torch'dans), n. A dance in
which each performer carries a lighted
torch.

Torchert (torch'6r), n. One that gives light
with, or as with, a torch.

Kre twice the horses of the sun shall bring
Their fiery torcher his diurnal ring. Shak.

Torch-light (torchlit), n. The light of a
torch or of torches.

Statilius show'd the torch-liglit. Shak.

— Torch-light procession, a procession in
which lighted torches are carried.

Torch-race (torch'ras), 7i. A kind of race
among the ancient Greeks at certain festi-

vals, in which the runners carried lighted
torches, the torches being passed from one
to another in a manner not well under-
stood.

Torch-staflf (torch'staf), n. The staff of a
torch, by which it is carried.

The horsemen sit like fixed ca idlesticks
With torch-staves in their hand. Shak.

Torch-thistle (torch'this-1), n. A name
common to the plants of the genus Cereus,
nat. order Cactacere, and given because the
stems are prickly and are used by the
Indians for torches.

Torcular (tor'ku-16r), n. [L., from torqueo,

to twist.] A surgical instrument, the tour-

niquet (which see).

Tordylium(tor-di'li-uni), n. [Gr. tordylion.]

A genus of plants, nat. order I'mbellifera;.

The species are herbs with pinnate leaves,

and ovate leaflets deeply toothed. The
seeds of T officinale, or officinal hartwort,
are said to be diuretic. See Hartwort.
Tore (tor), pret of tear.

Tore (tor), n. [Comp. W. tor, a break, a
cut.] The dead grass that remains on mow-
ing land in winter and spring. [Local.]

Tore (tor), 71. In arch, a large round mould-
ing on the base of a column. See Torus.
Tofeador (tor-e-a-doi-0. n. [Sp., from toro,

a bull.] A general name for a bull-fighter

in Spain, especially one who fights on horse-

back. Written also Torreador.

Torete.t Torette,t n. [Fr. totiret, a drill]

A ring, such as those by which a hawk's
liine or leatth was fastened to the jesses, or
such as are affixed to dogs' collars. Chaucer.

Toreumatography (to-ru'ma-tog"ra-fl), n.

[Gr. toreuma, work in relief, and graphs,
description. SeeTOREUTiC] The description
of works in carving or sculpture.

Toreumatologry (to-rii'ma-tol"o-ji), n. [See

above.] Tlie science or art of sculpture, or
a treatise on sculpture.

Toreutic (to-ru'tik), a. [Gr. torentikos, per-

taining to work in relief, from toreutes, one
who works in relief, an embosser, from
toreufi, to emboss, to work in relief.] Per-

taining to carved or sculptured work : ap-

plied in its widest sense to articles formed
in any style or in any material, modelled,
carved, or cast, but sometimes restricted to

metallic carvings or castings in basso -re-

lievo.

Torfaceous ( tor-fa 'shus), a. [From turf.

with Latin termination.] Growing in bogs
or mosses : said of plants.

Torgant, a. In her. see Targant and Toa-
QUED.
Torgoch (tor'gofih), n. [W., lit. red-belly—
tor, belly, and coch, red.] The red -belly
(Salmo Salvelinus), a species of lake trout
found in alpine lakes in this country. See
Char.
Torify (to'ri-fi), v.t. To make a Tory of ; to
convert to conservatism. [Humorous.]
He is liberalizing them instead of their torifying

him. Sir G. C. Lewis.

Torilis (to'ri-lis), n. [Derivation uncertain.]
A genus of umbelliferous plants, the species
of which are known by the name of hedge-
parsley. They are herbaceous, mostly annual
plants with much-divided leaves covered
with short adpressed hairs. The general
involucre is one- to five-leaved, and the in-

volucel many-leaved. The calyx has five

triangular-lanceolate acute persistent teeth,

and the petals are obcordate with an inflexed

point, the outer ones radiant and bifid. The
fruit is laterally compressed, the carpels
having five bristly primary ridges, and four
intermediate ones occupying the whole of

the interstices, and covered with numerous
prickles. The species are indigenous in

Europe, Asia, and Korth Africa. Treas. of
Bot.

Torment (tor'ment), n. [O. Fr. torment.
Mod. Fr. tmirment; from L. tormentum,
an engine for hurling missiles, a rack, tor-

ture, lit. an engine of which twisting is a
characteristic, from torqueo, (or(Mm, to twist
(whence torture, which see).] 1. Extreme
pain; anguish; the utmost degree of misery,
either of body or mind; torture.

The more I see
Pleasures about me. so much more I feel

Torment within me. Milton.

Not sharp revenge, not hell itself, can find

A fiercer torment than a guilty mind. Drydeit.

2. That which gives pain, vexation, or
misery.
They brought unto him all siclc people that were

taken with divers diseases and torinents.

Mat. iv. 24.

3.t An engine of war for casting stones or
darts.

All torments of war, which we call engines, were
first invented by kings or govemours of hosts.

Sir T. Elyot.

Torment (tor-menf), v.t. 1. To put to ex-

treme pain or anguish; to inflict excruciat-

ing pain and misery, either of body or mind;
to torture.

Art thou come hither to torment us before the
time? . Mat. viii. 29.

He shall be tormented with fire and brimstone.
Rev. xiv. 10,

2. To pain; to distress; to afflict

Lord, my servant lieth at home sick of the palsy,
grievously tormented. Mat. viii. 6.

3. To tease; to vex; to harass; as, to be tor-

7nented with importunities, or with petty
annoyances.— 4. To put into great agitation.

[Rare.]
Then, soaring on main wing,

Tormented all the air. Milton.

Tormentor ( tor-ment'er), n. One who or

that which torments; a tormentor.

Tormentful (toi-'ment-ful), «• Causing tor-

ment [Rare.]
Malice, and envy, and revenge are unjust passions,

and in what nature soever they are, they are as vexa-
tious and tormentful to itself as they are troublesome
and mischievous to others. Tillotson.

Tormentil, Tormentilla (toi-'men-til, tor-

Common Tormentil ( Tormentilla erecta).

men-tilla), n. [Fr tonnentille. It. tonnen-

tilUi, from L. tormentum, pain—becau&e it

is said to allay the pain of the toothache.]

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, btill; oil, pound; ,
Sc. abwne; y, Sc. fey.
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A genus of plants, nat. order Rosaceee, by
most iKttaniats included under Fotentilla
(which see). Common tormentil (Tormen-
tUla erecta or Potentilla TormentUla) is com-
mon in Britain in heathy or waste places,

and over the greater part of Europe. Its

large woody roots are sometimes used med-
icinally as an astringent and also in tanning
leather. It has small yellow flowers.

Tormenting (tor-ment'iug), p. and a. Caus-
ing torment: as. a tormenting pain.

Tonnentlngly (tor-meut'ing-Ii). adv. In a
tormenting manner; in a manner tending to
produce distress or anguish.
Tormentor (tor-ment'6r), n. 1. One who or
that wliiL-h torments; one who iutlicts penal
anguish or tortures.

Let his tormentor, conscience, find him out.
Milton.

2. In agri. an instrument for reducing a
stiff soii. It is somewhat like a harrow, but
runs on wheels, and each tine is furnislied
with a hoe or share that enters and cuts up
the ground.
Tormentress (tor-ment'res), n. A female
wliu torments.
Fortune ordinarily cometh after to whip and puni^

theni. as the scouixe and tormeittress of honour.
Holland.

Tormina (tor'mi-na), n. pi. [L] Severe
gripiiii: pains in the bowels; gripes; colic.

Torminous (tor'mi-nus), a. Affected with
tormina; characterized by tormina; griping.

Tom (torn), pp. of tear.

Tornado aor-uado). n. pi. Tornadoes (tor-

na'doz). (.^p.^i-yrjiflf/a.aretuni.fromf'^rjiar.to

turn. SeeTi'kN.] A violent whirling wind, or
a tempest ; more especially applied to those
whirlwind hurricanes prevalent in the West
Indies and on the western coast of Africa
about the time of the equinoxes, and in the
Indian Ocean alxiut the changes of the mon-
soons. It is, however, frequently applied
to any tempest or hurricane, and in this
sense may be looked up<in as signifying, in
reference to the localities above named,
what typhoon means in the sea.s of China and
the Eastern Archipelago. Tornadoes are
usually accompanied with severe thunder,
lightning, and torrents of rain; but they are
of short duratioit and limited in area.

TomatelUda (tor-na-tel'li-de), n. pi. [L
toruatuM, turned in a lathe.] A family of
molluscs belonging to the tectibranchiate
section of the order Opisthobranchiata, and
distinguished fmrn all the other members of
the order by their regularly spiral external
shell. The typical genus is Toniatella. They
are closely allied to the Uullidie, or bubble-

Tome,+ ' ^ To turn. Chancer.
Tomeamentt (tor'ue-a-meut), n. Tourna-
ment. Milton.

Torosity (to-ros'iti), n. The state of being
torous.

Torous, Torose (tortus, tor'os), a. [t. tor-

oHux, from toruif, a round swelling place, a
protuberance. ] 1. Id bot. protuberant;
swelling in knobs, like the veins and mus-
cles; as, a toroiig pericarp.— 2. Inzool. swell-
ing,a8 a surface, into protuberances or knobs.
Torpedinlda (tor-pedin'i-de), n. pZ. A
family of tlshes of which the genus Torpedo
\% the tyi)e. See TOKI'KIX).
Torpedinous (tor pedin us), a. Of or be-
longing U) the t^trpedoes; resembling a tor-
pedo; exerting a benumbing influence.

Fiihy were his eyes, torpedinous was his manner.
/V Qutncey.

Torpedo (tor-pe'do), n. pi. Torpedoes (tor-
pedoz). {L , from torpeo, to Iw stiff, numb,
or t<»rpid. ] 1. An efasmobranchiate fish,

allied to the rays, forniing the type of the
family Torpedinida;. which are noted for
their power of discharging electric shocks

spotted Torpedo ( T. narke).

when irritated. The family fs distinguished
by the body being rounded in front, the back
being also round and destitute at scales.
The tail Hn is three-cornered in shape, and
the teeth are pointed; the edges of the spir-
acles or breathing apertures are serrated.
Tiie torpedoes occur in typical perfection

in the Mediterranean (including the common
torpedo or Torpedo vulgaris, and T. narke)
and in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, stray
specimens being now and again found on
the British coasts. The flsh may sometimes
measure 4 feet long, and weigh from 60 to
70 lbs. It owes its remarkable electric

power to two special organs, which consist
of two masses placed on each side of the
head, and consisting each of numerous ver-
tical gelatinous columns, separated by mem-
branous septa, and richly furnished with
nervous filaments derived from the nervi
vagi, or eighth pair of nerves, the entire
apparatus presenting a resemblance to the
voltaic battery. The production of elec-

tricity by these fishes is readily enough ex-
plicable, on the ground of the conversion
of an equivalent of nerve force into electric

force through the medium of the electric

organ; just as, under other circumstances,
nerve force is converted into motion through
the muscles. The power of the discharge
varies with the health and size of the fish;

but there is little doul)t of the exceedingly
potent nature of the apparatus, especially
under excitement. The numbing power of
the torpedo was well known to the Greeks
and Romans. It also receives the names
of Cranip'figh and yumbiiig-Jigh.

The torpedo, or cramp-fish, came to hand; a fish.

if Pliny writes truth, that by hidin^f itself with mud
and dirt catches lesser fish very strangely; for, by
his frigidity he benumbs such fish as swim over or
lodge near him. and so preys upon them.

Sir T. Herbert.

2. A term applied to two distinct classes of
submarine ilestructive agents used in war,
namely, torpedoes proper, which are i)ro-

pelled against an enemy's ship; and more
or less stationary cham)>ers or mines, placed
where a hostile vessel would l)e likely to
come in contact with them. Of the first class,

called also offensive torpedoes, there are
three principal types: ((i)the "locomotive,*
of which the Whitehead is the best known
form; {b) the 'towing" torpedo of Captain
Harvey; and (c) the 'spar' or 'outrigger'
torpedo. The Whitehead, or flsh torpedo,
may be described as being a cigar-shaped
Tessel, varying from 14 to 19 feet in length,
and from 14 to 16 inches in diameter, ft ia

Whitehead Torpedo.

made of specially prepared steel, and Is di-
vided Into three compartments; the head
contains the gun-cotton which fonns its

chaige and the fuse forexplmling it when it

comes in contact with a vessel. The central
part contains the engines by which it la pro-
pelled, and which are worked by compressed
air, a sufficient supply at which for driving
the torpedo the reciiiired distance is stored
in the third, or tail compartment. The pro-
peller is a three-bladed screw, which can
move the largest sized torpedoes at a speed
of 24 knots for the distance of 220 yards, the
distance of 1000 yards being reached at a
slower rate of progress. By means of a
horizontal balance rudder it can be nmde
to sink and to remain during its run at
any required distance below the surface of
the water, ^i that it may I>e discharged*
from the deck of a sJiip or from a tul»e

opening into the sea Iwlow the water line.

At close quarters this is a very destructive
weapon against ironclad vessels, striking
them beneath their armour. The Harvey
torpedo is constructed to be pulled through
the water something in the fashion of a
ship's log. It is of such a form as to pull
the line out at a considerable angle to the
keel of the towing vessel, which endeavours
to manti'uvre s*> as to draw the torpedo
under the stem of an enemy, and explode
it on contact by a trigger bolt. The spar or
outrigger torpedo consists simply of a metal
case containing the explosive substance
(gunpowder, gun-cott<m, dynamite. Ac),
and fitted with a fuse constructed so that it

can be fired at pleasure, or exploded by
contact with a ship's side. It is screwed
on to a long spar, which is usually fixed
in the bow of a swift boat or steam-launch,
which endeavours to reach and push the

torpedo against the hostile vessel. Sta-
tionary or defensive torpedoes, such as one
placed in channels or coasts to prevent the
approach of the enemy's vessels, usually
consist of a strong metal case containing an
effective explosive, such as gun-cotton, &c.,
and having a fuse or cap which will explode
the charge on the slightest contact; or the
explosion may be effected by means of elec-
tricity, the operator firing it at will from
the shore.— 3. A name sometimes applied
to various other explosive agents, such as a
shell buried in the path of a storming party,
having a percussion or friction device which
explodes the charge when the ground over
the torpedo is trod on; a fog-signal laid on
the metals of a railway and exploded by
the wheels of a passing train; a kind of fire-

work or toy in the shape of a small ball,
which explodes on being dashed against a
hard object.

Torpedo-boat, Torpedo-vessel (tor-pe'do-
bot, lor-pe'do-ves-el), n. A vessel carrying
one or more- torpedoes, and exploding them
against another vessel. The torpedo-boat
is usually a small, swift steamer, lying low
in the water, and meant to approach the
enemy either by surprise or under the cover
of darkness. See Torpedo, 2.

Torpent (tor'pent), a. [L. torpens. torpen-
tis, ppr. of torpeo, to be numb,] Having no
motion or activity; incapable of motion; be-
numbed; torpid. 'A comprehensive expe-
dient to assist the frail and torpent memory.

'

Evelyn.
Torpent(tor'pent),n. A medicine that dimin-
ishes the exertion of the irritative motions.
Torpescence (tor-pes'ens). n. The state of
being toi'pescent; a becoming torpid, insen-
sible, or benumbed.
Torpescent (tor-pes'ent), a. [L. torpescens,
torpescentis, ppr. of totpesco, to grow stiff or
numb, inchoative from torpeo, to be numb.]
Becoming torpid or numb, or incapable of
motion or feeling.

Of gold tenacious, their torpescent soul
Clutches their coin. Shenstone.

TorT)ld(tor'pid), a. [L. torpidtts, from torpeo,
to be numb, motionless; connected with A.
Sax. theorf, unfermented. ] 1. Having lost
motion or the power of exertion and feeling;
numb; as, a torpid limb.

Without heat all things would be torpid. Kay.

2. Dull; stupid; sluggish; inactive: as, the
mind as well as the body becomes torpid
by indolence.

Torpid (tor'pld), n. A second-class racing-
Imat at Oxford, corresponding to the slogger
of Cambridge. [University slang.]

D. was bent on training some of the torpids for
next year. Alacmillan's Mug.

Torpidity (tor pid'i-ti), n. 1. The state of
being torpid; numbness. Torpidness may
amount to total insensibility or loss of sen-
sation. — 2. Dulness ; inactivity ; sluggish-
ness; stupidity. 'Genius likely to be lost

in obscurity, or chilled to torpidity in the
cold atmosphere of extreme indigence. ' Dr.
Knox.
Torpidly (tor'pid-li), adv. In a torpid
manner: numbly; dully.

Torpidness (tor'pid-nes), n. Same as Tor-
pidity.

The exercise of this faculty . . . keeps it from rust
and torpidness. Sir M. Hale.

Torpid (tor'pi-fl), r.(. pret & pp. torpified;
ppr. torpifying. [L. torpeo, to be torpid, and
/acifj, to make] To make torpid, dull, in-
sensible, or stupid.

(Sermons) are not harmless ifthey torpi/yi\ie under-
standing. SoHthey.

Torpitudet (tor'pi-tud), n. State of being
torpid; torpidity; torpidness. '(Insects)
able to exist in a kind of torpitttde or sleep-
ing state without any food at all. ' Derham.
Torpor (tur'por), n. [L.] 1. Loss of motion
or of the power of motion; tori>idity: numb-
ness; inactivity. Torpor may amount to a
total loss of sensation or complete insensi-
bility. It may, however, be applied to the
state of a living body, or any part of it, which
has not lost all power of feeling and motion.
2. Dulness; hiziness; sluggishness; stupidity.

TorporlflC(tor-po-rif'ik). a. [L. torpor, and
facw, to make.] Tending to produce torpor.
Torquated(toi-'kwat-ed),a. Having or wear-
ing a torque.

Torque (tork). n. [From L. torques, a twisted
necK-chain, from tortjueo, to twist.] In
archfeol. a personal omament worn by cer-
tain ancient nations, as by the ancient
Britons, Gauls, and Germans. It consisted
of a stiff collar, formed of a number of gold

ch, c/iain; 6b, Sc. locA; g, go; JJob; t, Fr. ton; ng, aing; TH, then; th, tfdu; w, icig; wh, whig; zh. azure.—See Kev.
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wires twisted together, and aometimes of a

thin metal plate, generally of gold, and was
worn round the neck as a symbol of rank

A dolphin hanrient
torqued.

Torque, with manner of wearing it. from sculptures

on the monument of Vi^na Amendola.

and command. Keating says that, when
worn by a judge on the bench, it was be-

lieved that it would close and choke him if

he gave a wrong judgment. Written also

Tore.

Torqued (torkt), p. and a. [L. toiqueo, to

wreathe, to twist. ] In
her. wreathed, as a dol-

phin haurient, twisted
into a form nearly re-

sembling the letter S
reversed. The term tor-

gant or ta rga nt is used to

signify the same thing.

Torques (.tor'kwez), n.

[L. ] Same as Torque
(which see).

Torreador ( tor - re - a -

doiO.'i- Same as Torearfor.

Torrefaction(tor-re-fak'ahon),7i. [Fr. torr^-

facti'in. See TORREFY. ] 1. The operation of

torrefying or of drying or parching by a fire;

the state of being dried.

Here was not a scorching or blistering, but a vehe-
ment and full iorrefaction. Bp. Hall.

2. In metal, the operation of roasting ores.

3. In phar. the drying or roasting of drugs on
a metallic plate till they become fiiable to

the lingers or till some other desired effect is

produced.
Torrefy (tor're-fi), v.t pret. & pp. torrefied;

ppr. tirrre/ying. [Fr. torr^fier, L. torrefacio
— torreo, to dry by heat, and/acto, to make.
See Torrent.] 1. To dry, roast, scorch, ur

parch by a fire. ' Torrefied sulphur makes
bodies black.' Boyle. —2. In metal, to roast

or scorch, as metallic ores.—3. In phar. to

dry or parch, as drugs, on a metallic plate

till they are friable or are reduced to any
state desired.

Torrellte (toi-'re-lit), n. [Named from Dr.

Turretj. -lite being from Gr. lithos, a stone.]

A red-coloured variety of columbite from
New Jersey.

Torrent (tor'rent), n. [Fr. torrent, from L.

torrens, torrentis, a torrent, from torrem,
burning, roaring, ppr. of torreo, to dry by
heat, to burn (whence to/ridus. torrid);

same root as E. thirst (which see).] 1. A
violent stream, as of water, lava, or the
like; a stream rising suddenly and flowing
with rapidity, as down the side of a hill or
over a precipice.

The torreitt roar'd, and we did buffet it

With lusty sinews. Shak.

So the loud torrent and the whirlwind's roar
But bind him to his native mountains more.

Goldstnith.

2. Fig. a violent or rapid flow; a flood; as, a
tiirrent of vices and follies; a ton-ent of cor-

ruption; a torrent ot wild or abusive words.
Erasmus, that great injnr'd name, . . .

Slemm'd the wild torrent of a barb'rous age. Pcfie.

Torrent (tor'rent), a. Rolling or rushing in

a rapid stream.

Fierce Phlegethon,
Whose waves ofiorrenttire inflame with rage. Milton.

Torrent-bow (tor'rent-bs), n. A bow or
arch of rainbow-like or prismatic colours
formed by the refraction and reflection of

rays of light from the spray of a torrent; an
iris.

From these four jets four currents in one swell
Across the mountain stream'd below

In misty folds, that floating as they fell

Lit up a torrerU-bow. Tennyson.

Torrential, Torrentine (tor-ren'ahal. tor-

rentln), a. Of <-r pertaining to, caused by,

or resembling a torrent; as, torrential rains;

a torrential river.

Torricellian (tor-ri-sel'li-an or tor-ri-

chel'U-an), a. Pertaining to Torricelli, an
Italian physicist and mathematician, who,
in 1643, discovered the principle on which
the barometer is constructed by means of

an experiment called from him the Tor-

ricellian experiment. This experiment con-

sisted in filling with mercury a glass tube
closed at one end and then inverting it; the

open end was then brought under the sur-

face of mercury in a vessel, when the column
of mercury in the tube was observed to de-

scend till it stood at a height equal to about
30 inches above the level of the Tnercury in

the vessel, leaving a vacuum at the top, be-

tween the upper extremity of the colunni and
that of the tube. This experiment led to the
discovery that the column of mercury in the

tube is supported by the pressure of the at-

mosphere acting on the surface of the mer-
cury in the vessel, and that this column is

an exact counterbalance to the atmospheric
pressure. See Bakoheteji.— Torricellian

tithe, a glass tulte 30 or more inches in length,

open at one end and hermetically sealed at

the other, such as is used in the barometer.
—Torricellian vactimn, a vacuum such as

that produced by filling a barometer tube
with mercury, as in the Torricellian experi-

ment; the vacuum above the mercurial col-

umn in the bai'ometer.

Toi^d (tor'rid), a. [L. torridus, from torreo,

to roast. See TORRENT.] 1. Dried with heat;

parched ; as, a torrid plain or desert. ' Barca
or Gyrene's (orrid soil.' MUton.— 2. Violently

hot; burning or parching. Ton-jd heat.'

Milton.— Torrid zone, in geog. that space or
l)road belt of the earth included between the
tropics, over every part of which the sun
is vertical at some period twice every year
(being always so at the equator), and where
the beat is always great.

Torridity (tor-rid'i-ti), n. State of being
torrid.

Torridnees (tor'rid-nes), n. The state of

being torrid; the state of being very hot or

parched.
Torrilt (tor'ril), n. A worthless woman or

horse. Halliwell.

Torrock (toi-'rok), n. Same as Tarrock.

Torrontes (tor-ron'taz), n. A kind of white
grape grown in Spain.

Torse (tors),H. [O.Fr. torse, from tors, torse,

twisted, from L. torqiieo, torsi, tortum, to

twist.] In her. a wreath; a twisted scroll.

Torsel (toi-'sel), n. [Dim. from torse. See
above.] Anything in a twisted form.

When you lay any timber on brickwork, as torsels

for mantle trees to lie on, or lintels over windows, lay

them in loam. Moxon.

Torsibillty (tor-si-bil'i-ti), n. The tendency
to untwist after being twisted; as, the tor-

sihilitii of a fibre or rope. [Rare.]

Torsion (tor'shon), 71. [L. L. torsio, from L. tor-

g»eo. to twist. See Torture.] 1. The act of

twisting; the twisting, wrenching, or strain-

ing of a body by the exertion of a lateral

force tending to turn one end or part of it

about a longitudinal axis, while the other is

held fast or twisted in an opposite direc-

tion.— 2. In mech. the force with which a

body, such as a thread, wire, or slender rod
resists a twist, or the force with which it

tends to retunx to its original state on being
twisted. The resistance which cylinders

and prisms formed of different substances
oppose to torsion, furnishes one of the usual

methods of determining the strength of ma-
terials. Such macl'Jnes as capstans and
windlasses, also axles which revolve with
their wheels, are, when in action, subject

to be twisted, or undergo the strain of tor-

sion. If a slender rod of metal be sus-

pended vertically, so as to be rigidly fixed

at the point of suspension, and then twisted

througii a certain angle, it will, when the

twisting force ceases to act, untwist itself

or return in the opposite direction with a

greater or less force or velocity until it come
to rest in its original position. The limits

of torsion within which the body will return

to its original state depend upon its elasti-

city, and the force with which it tends to

recover its natural state is called elasticity

of torsion. This force is always proportional

to the angle through which the body has
been twisted. If a body is twisted so as to

exceed the limit of its elasticity, its particles

will either l)e wrenched asunder, or it will

take a set, and will not return to its original

position on the withdrawal of the twisting
{orce.—Torsionbalance,oTbalaJice of torsion.

If a piece of very fine wire, silk, or spun glass

be suspended in the manner above stated,

and then twisted, it will, when released,

begin to untwist itself, and by the momen-
tum acquired in the act of untwisting will

twist in the opposite direction to a greater
or less extent, according to the amount of
twisting to which it has been subjected. It
will then begin to return, and thus by a
series of oscillations, continually diminish-
ing in extent, it will at length gradually
settle in its original position. Now if a
needle or an index be attached to the lower
extremity of the suspended wire or thread,
and agraduated circle be placed immediately
beneath the index in a horizontal position,

so that the centre of the circle may be di-

rectly below the point of suspension of the
index, the apparatus thus constructed will

form the torsion balance. This balance has
been employed to measure certain forces too
minute to be estimated by the ordinary
methods, and by m^ns of it Coulomb was
enabled to determine, by direct experiment,
the laws which govern the variation of mag-
netic and electric forces. By means of the
same instrument Cavendish afterward de-

tected and measured the attraction of gra-
vitation existing between balls of lead. To
measure small forces, such as those of elec-

tricity, magnetism, &c., with the torsion

balance, they are made to act upon one ex-

tremity of the index, and thus cause it to

turn round, and when the force is iu equili-

brio with the tendency of the suspended
wire to untwist, the angle which the index
makes with its original position, which ia

called the angle of torsion, and which is

measured by the graduated circle, is the
measure of the force employed. In making
experiments with tlie torsion balance the
length of the suspended wire, its diameter,
and the weights attached to its lower ex-

tremity must be taken into account. \VTien

the balance is adapted to measure electric

forces it is called the torsion electrometer,

when it is adapted to measure galvanic
forces it is called the torsion galvanometer,
and when applied to measure magnetic
forces it receives the name of the torsion

magnetometer.—3. In surg. the twisting of

the cut end of a small artery in a wound or
after an operation, for the purpose of check-
ing haemorrhage. The bleeding vessel is

seized by a forceps, drawn out for about J
inch, and tlien twisted round several times
till it caimot untwist itself.

Torsional (tor'shon-al), a. Of or pertaining

to torsion.

Torsive (tor'siv), a. In bot. twisted spirally.

Torsk (tori^k), n. [Sw. and Dan. tor»k, a cod-

fish or torsk. ] A malacopterygious teleoa-

tean fish of the cod tribe, Brosmius vulgar

ris. It is found in great quantities amoi^

Torsk {Brosmius vulgaris).

the Orkney and Shetland islands, where it

constitutes a very considerable article of

trade, as when salted and dried it is one of

the most savoury of stock-fish. It varies

from 18 to 30 inches in length, has a small

head, a long body, with a long unbroken
dorsal fln, an undivided tail, a long anal

fin, and a single barbule or tentacle under
the chin. The colour is dingy yellow above,

and white below. Called also Ttn^k.

Torso (tor'so), n. [It.] In scidp. tlie truhk
of a statue, deprived of head and limbs; as,

tlie torso of Hercules.

Tort (tort), n. [Fr, from L. tortns, twisted,

from torqiieo, to twist.] It Mischief; ca-

lamity; wrong.
'Gainst him that had them long oppressed with tert.

And fast imprisoned in sieged fort. Spenser.

2. In law, any wrong or injury. Torts are in-

juries done to the person or property of an-

other, as trespass, assault and battery, de-

famation, and the like.

Fate, far, fat, f»ll; me, met, hfer; pine, pin; nfite, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oU, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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fort (tort), a. [Same word as taut, but
spelled as if from L. tortus, twisted. See
aboye. ] Stretched as a rope ; taut.

[Rare.]

To-morrow, and the sun shall brace anew
Theslaclcen'd cord, that now sounds loose and damp;
To-morrow, and its livelier tone will sing

In tort vibration-to the arrow's flight. Sou/k^y.

Torteau (tor'to), n. pi. Torteanx (tor'toz).

[O. Fr. torteau, tortel, from tortellus, dim.
of L. tortus, twisted. See above.] In her.

a roiiriilel of red colour.

Tort-feasor (tort'fe-zor), n. In totc.a wrong-
doer; a trespasser.

Torticollis (toi-'ti-kol-lis), n. [L. torqueo, to

twist, ;iiid coUum, the neck.] A rheumatic
atfection of the muscles uf one side of the
neck; wry-neck.
TortUe (tor'til). a. [L. tortUU, from torqueo.

tortuia, to twist.] 1. Twisted ; wreathed;
coiled.— 2. In bot. coiled like a rope; as. a
tortile awn.

Tortillty (tor-til'i-ti), n. The state of being
tortile or wreathed.
Tortilla (tor-tel'yii), Ji. [Sp.] A large, round,
thin cake prepared from a paste made of the
soaked izraiiis of maize, baked on a heated
iron plate.

Tortiont (tor'shon), n. [LL, tortio, tortionis,

from L. torqueo, tortum, to twist] 1. Tor-
ment; pain. —2. Same as Torsion.

Tortious ttor'shus),rt. [From tori.] l.t Injuri-

ous; dune by wrong. ' Endamaged by tur-

tious wrong.' Spenjter.~2. In law. implying
tort or injury, fur which the law gives

daniaues
Tortioufily (tor'ahus-liX adv. In tow, by
t<*rt or injury; injuriuusly.

Tortive (tor'tiv). a. [L. tor'tis, pp. of tor-

queo, to twist] Twisted; wreathed.

As knots, by the conflux of meeting sap.

Infect the sound pine, and ditert bt& eraln.

Tortive and erraut from bis ccarse of growth.
Skak.

TortneSBt (t<^^>rt'nes), n. The state of being
tort See ToRT. a.

Tortoise (tor'tois or tor'tiz), n. [Lit twisted
or distorted animal, from 0. Fr. torti»,

fern, tort lane, twisted; Mod. Fr. tortue, a tor-

toise, from L. torqueo, tortiim, to twist, Uy
wrench, to wind (whence torture, Ac.). The
name is given from the twisted appearance
of the animal's limbs] 1. The name which,

Common or Greek Tortoise ( Testttdo^trca).

when standing alone, is now generally re-

stricted to the family of reptilcsTestiidinidre,

or land-tortoises, or with a gualif>ing tenn is

applied to the Emydaj.the terrapins or fresh-

water tortoises, and the Trionycida'. the
niud-tnrtles, or s^^ift tortoises. l*lie name was
often formerly applied to all the nienihers
of the (rder Chtlonia. which includes the
Chelonidfp. a salt-water family; but the rep-

tiles of this section are now usually called
turtles. (See TERRAiTS, Turtle.) The dis-

tinctive features of the tortoises and other
chelonians enlist in the modification of the
ftkekton and of the skin structures or scales

to form the well-known bony box in which
their bodies are inclosed. Thus the spinal
elements of the back, together with the ex-

panded and united ribs, form the carapace
or back, whilst the Bt<les of the Ixix are
formed by marginal plates, which by some
zoologists are regarded as representing the
ossified nn<I modified cartilages of the ribs.

and by ftbers as metnlirane bones developed
by tlie skin. 'I'he plastrc»n or lower part of
the bony case is formed by nine pieces, as
to the nature of which naturalists alsc> dis-

agree, some considering it merely as a
greatly modified sternum or lirea8t-l>one,

and o'.hers as composed of membrane Ixines

developed like the marginal plates by the
skia The Testudinidte (the typical land-
tortoises) have sh<»rt stunted limbs adapted
lor terrestrial progression; the short toes
are l^^iund toi^ether by the skin, and have
well -developed nails. The carapace is

strongly convex, and is covered by homy

epidermic plates. The homy jaws are un-
protected and adapted for cutting, or may
I)e divided into serrated processes. The
head, limbs, and tail can be completely re-

tracted within the carapace. Though capa-
ble of swimming, the tortoises proper are

really ten-estrial animals, and are strictly

vegetable feeders. The most familiar ex-

ample is the common Greek or European
toTtoxze {Testudo grcecii) so frequently kept
as a household pet, and which occurs chiefly

on the eastern borders of the Mediterranean.
These animals sometimes live to a great
age (over 100 years according to some), and
hyberaate through the colder season of the
year. They attain a length of 1*2 inches. A
much lai^fer species is the great Indian
tortoise {T. indica), which iidiabits in great
numbers the Seychelles and Galapagos
Islands, and attains a length of over S feet.

and a weight of 200 lbs. Its tlesh is reckoned
food of excellent quality, as are also its eggs.

The box tortoise of India and Madagascar
{Cinyxia arachnoides) is remarkable ft>r the
curious development of the front part of

the plastron- which shuts over the anterior

aperture of the shell like a lid when the
animal retracts itself. The box tortoise of

North America (Cintudo Carolina), in which
the hinder part of the plastron forms a lid,

is included among the Eniyd» or terrapins,

as is also the lettered tortoise {Einys scripta)

belonging to the same continent, and so

named from the curious nuu'kings of its

shell. — 2. Milit. a defence used by the
ancients, formed by the troops arranging
themselves in close order and placing their

bucklers over their heads, making a cover
resembhng a tortoise-shell; a testudo (which
see).

Tortoise-beetle (tor'tois-be-tl or tor'tiz-be-

tl). n. A member of an extensive family of
coleopterous insects (Cassididie), living upon
plants, and so called from their elytra pro-
jecting over the body somewhat like the
carapace of a tortoise. Many hundred spe-
cies are known, a few of wliich are found in
this country.

Tortoise-flower (tor'toi»-flou-6r or tor'tiz-

flou-6r). n. See Chelonk.
Tortoise-Intuit ( tor'tois-plant or tor'tiz-

plant), a Thenameof aplant(re»fudt>«in'a
elephantipei) closely allied to the yams, and
so called from its bulky rhizomeor rootetock,
which is wholly above ground, and has a
coat of a bark-like, corky substance which
becomes deeply cracked and formed into

large angular protuberances, somewhat re-

sembling the shell of a tortoise. It is a
native of the Cape of Good Hope, and
is occasionally found in greenhouses in
Britain.

TortoiBe-Bhell (tor'tois-shel or tor'tiz-shel),

n. A name popularly applied to the shell

or ratlier the scutes or scales of the tor-

toise and other allied chelonians. esi>ccially

to the shell of the Ckeloitia imbricata (the

hawk's-bill turtle), a species which inhabits
tropical seas. The hitrny scales or plates
which form the covering of this animal are
extensively used in the manufactuie of

combs, snuff-boxes, &c., and in inlaying and
other ornamental work. It becomes very
plastic when heated, and when cold retains
with sharpness any form it may be moulded
to in its heated state. Pieces can also be
welded together under the pressure of hot
irons. The quality of tortoise-shell depends
mainly on the thickness and size of the
scales, and in a smaller degree upon the
clearness and brilliancy of the colours. The

Hawk's-bill or Tortoise-shell Turtle {Chtionia
i»ndruata).

best tortoise-shell is that of the Indian
Archipelago. It is now largely and success-
fully imitated by horn, and artificial com-

pounds of much less cost.— Tortoise-shell

butterjiy, a name given by collectors to
yanes&a polychloros 3Lnd V. urtuxB.

Hawk's-bill Turtle, under side.

Tortoise-wood (tor'tois-wiid or tor'tiz-wyd),
7i, A variety of zebra-wood (which see).

Tortozon (tor-to-zouO, n. A large Spanish
grape.

Tortricidse (tor-tris'i-de), n. pi. A family of
heterocerous lepidoptera, named from the
genus Tortrix. It comprises an extensive
gronp of minute, generally dull-coloured
moths, distinguished by their broad entire
fore-Avings, which form a triangle with the
body when at rest The lan^ae are often
very destructive to fruit.

Tortrix (toi-'triks). n. [From L. tortus, pp.
of torqueo, tortum, to twist. The larvns of
these insects twist and roll up leaves.] 1. A
genus of lepidopterous insects, the type of

the family Tortricidee. The T. pojnonaua, or
apple-moth, in the larva state, feedson the
pulpy substance of the apple and plum. T.
viridana feeds on the leaves of the oak; and
T. tdtana, in the larva state, attacks the
leaves of the Wnes in France, rolling them
upaudfasteningthem together with threads.
2. A genus of serpents found in tropical
America.
Tortulons (tor'tu-lus), a. Bulged out at In-

tervals, like a cord with knots upon it: used
chiefly in describing objects in natural his-

tory.

Tortnose (tor'tu-os), a. [See ToRTToua

)

In bot. wreathed ; twisted ; winding ; as, a
tortuoge leaf or corolla. —Tortuose stem, a
stem that is l)ent in the manner of a flexQoee
stem, but less angularly, as in Cakile mari-
tima.
Tortuosity (tor-tii-os'i-ti), n. The state of
being tortuose,twi8ted,or wreathed; wreath;
flexure.

Tortuous (tor'tii-us). a. [L. tortuogus, from
tortus, twisted, pp. of torqueo, to twist. See
Torture] l. IVisted; wreathed; winding;
as, a tortuous train.

The badfcer made his dark and tortuous hole on
the side of every hill where the copse-wood grew
thick. Atacautay.

2. Fig. proceeding in a circuitous and under-
hand manner; taking an oitlique and deceit-

ful course; not open and straightforward.

Such an opportunity could not but be welcome to
a nature which was implacable in enmity, and which
always preferred the tortiioHS to the straight path.

True it is that his policy was tortuous and guilty;
but it must be rememLercd that he had to deal with
men as guilty and almost as wily as himself.

J. H. Jesse.

3. pFroni tort. ] Tortious (which see).

Tortuously (toi^tu-us-li), adv. In a tortuous
or winding' manner.
TortuouBuess (tor'tu-us-nes), n. The state
of liein;.' tortuous.

Torturable ( tor'tur-a-bl ), a. Capable of

being tortured.

Torture (tor'tur), n. [Fr. torture, from L.

tortura. a twisting, torture, from torqueo,
tortum, to twist, rack, torture (whence also
torment, torsion, tortoise, distort, extort, ttc);

same root as E. to throw, O.drehen, to turn.]

1. Excruciating pain; extreme anguish of

body or mind; pang; agony; torment
And that deep torture may lie call'd a hell,

When more is felt than one hath power to tell.

Shak.

2. Especially, severe pain inflicted judicially,

either as a punishment for a crime, or for

the purpose of extorting a confession from
an accused person, as by the boot or thumb-
kins or by the rack.

Torture, which had always been declared illegal,

and which had recently been declared illegal e»en
by the servile judges of that age, was inflicted for

the last lime in England in the month of May, 1640.

Macauiay,
In Scotland, tfie application of forture for the dis*

ch, chtixii; thy 8c. loeA; g. go; J. >>b; ti, Fr. ton; ng 8i»if/; TH, /Aen; ih. (Ain; w, wig; wh, u/dg; zh, azure.—bee KEY.
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covery of crime was declared contrary to law by the

Claim of Riuht in 1689, and by 7 Anne. c. xxi. sec. 5.

Bell's Law Diet.

3. The act. operation, or process of inflicting

excruciating pain, physical or mental ; as,

occupieil in the torture of hia victim.

Torture (toi^tur), v.t pret. & pp. tortured;

ppr. torturing. 1. To paiu to extremity; to

torment bodfily or mentally; to vex; to

annoy.
If ihou dost slander her and torture me,
Never pray more. Shai.

2. To punish with torture; to put to the

rack or other instrument ; as, to torture an

accused person. -3. To put to a severe strain

;

to wrest from the right meaning; to put a

wrong construction on.

This place had been tortured by interpreters and
pulled to pieces by disputation. Jer. Taylor.

4.t To keep on the stretch, as a bow.

The bow tortunth the string. Bacon.

Torturer (tor'tur-fer), n. One who tortures;

a tormentor.

I play the torturer, by small and siiial',

To lengthen out the worst that must be spoken.

Torturlngly (tor'tur-iug-li), adv. So as to

torture or torment.
An host of furies

Could not have baited me more torturingly.
Beau. &- Fl.

Torturous (toi-'tur-us). a. Pertaining to or

involving torture. 'The spectators who shed

teal's at the (or(Mrou« crucifixion." Disraeli.

[Rare.]

Torula (tor'u-la), n. [L. torulus, a little

swelling or protuberance.] A genus of fungi,

tlie tyi)e of the order Torulacei (which see),

and comprising the yeast plant.

Torulacei (tor-u-la'se-i), n. pi. A nat. order

of uiikeil-spiued fungi, belonging to the di-

vision Coniomycetes, forming moulds and
mildews on decaying organic substances, or

acting as a ferment in decomposing vege-

table and animal fluids and tissues. The
mycelium is so imperfectly developed as to

be scarcely apparent, and the whole plant

seems to consist of a mass of simple or sep-

tate naked spores, generally united in chains.

Reproduction goes on by gemmation on the

spore reaching a suitable habitat, as well as

by spores. The spores are present in infinite

multitudes in the atmosphere. See Germ
Theokv. Ye.\st.

Torulose, Torulous (toi-'ii-los, tor'u-lus), a.

[Frnin L. t'lniliLs. dim, of torus, a protuber-

aiici-.l ln/>«j(.cylindrical,withseveralswells

and rontractions.

Torus (to'rus), ?i. [L., a
round, swelling, or bulg-

ing place, an elevation, a
protuberance.] l.luarch.

a large moulding used in ("

the bases of columns. Its r
section is semicircular, '

and it differs from the a. Torus,

astragal only in size, the
astragal being much smaller. Sometimes
called Tore. — 2. In bot. the receptacle or

part of the flower on which the carpels are
seated.

Torvet (torv), a. Same as Torvous or Torved.

'A torve and tebrick countenance.' Fuller.

Torvedt (tor'ved), a. Torvous; grim; stern.

But yesterday his breath
Awed Rome, and his least torved frown was death.

ll'ebster.

Torvltyt (tor'vi-ti), n. [L. torvitas, stern-

ness. See Torvous.] Sourness or severity

of countenance.
TorvOUSt (tor'vus). a. [L. torvus. stern, se-

vere, piercing ; said of the eyes. ] Sour of
aspect ; stem ; of a severe countenance.
•That torvous, sour look produced by anger
and hatred.' Derham.

Torvulfie (tor'vule), n. pi. Same as Myco-
denna. See Mycoderm.
Tory (to'ri), n. [Said to be from the Irish

tdntidhe, a hunter, a chaser, from toir, pur-
suit, and to have been applied by the Eng-
lish settlers in Ireland of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries to the original posses-

sors of the soil, who, driven into the bogs
and mountains, formed themselves into

bands and made incessant raids on their

despoilers; or from t&ra, (ora, give, give (that

Is, your money or your life), the 'stand and
deliver' of the Irish highwayman] l.t An
Irish outlaw, partly robber, partly rebel.

That Irish Papists who had been licensed to depart
this nation, and of late years have been transplanted

Into Spain, Flanders, and other foreign parts, have
nevertneless returned into Ireland, occasioning the

increase of lories and other lawless persons.
/risA State Papers, 1566.

:i

Let such men quit all pretences to civility and
breeding. They are ruder than tories and wild

Americans. GlanvUU.

2. A political party name first used in Eng-

land about 1679, and applied originally as

an epithet of reproach to all who were sup-

posed to be abettors of the imaginary Popish

Plot ; and then generally to those who re-

fused to concur in excluding a Roman Cath-

olic prince (in the particular instance James
II.) from the throne. The nickname, like

its contemporaneous opposite Whig, in com-
ing into popular use became much less

strict in its application, until at last it canie

simply to signify an adherent of that politi-

cal party in the state who disapproved of

change in the ancient constitution, and who
supported the claims and authority of the

king, church, and aristocracy, while their

opponents, the Whigs, were in favour of

more or less radical changes, and supported

the claims of the democracy. In modern
times the term has to some extent been sup-

planted by Conservative, and the Conserva-

tive may be considered as the modem repre-

sentative of the ancient Tory. See Con-
servative.

It is curious how often political parties have ended
by assuming to tlieniselvcs names first fastened on
them by their adversaries in reproach and scorn. . . .

lories was a name properly belonging to the Irish

bogtrotters, who during our Civil War robbed and
plundered, professing to be in arms for the mainten-

ance of the royal cause, and from them transferred

about the year i68o, to those who sought to maintain

the extreme prerogatives of the Crown. Tremh.

3. A name given during the American war
of independence to a member of the loyalist

party, or those who favoured the claims of

Great Britain against the colonists.

Tory (to'ri), a. I'ertaining to the Tories;

constituted by or originating from the To-

ries; as, Tory principles; Tory measures;
a Tory government; Tory rule.

Toryism ( to'ri-izm ), n. The principles or
practices of the Tories.

Nothing would illustrate the subject better than an
inquiry into the rise and progress of our late parties;

or a snort history of Toryism and Whiggism from
their cradle to their grave, the introductory account
of their genealogy and descent. Bolin^broke,

Tosca-rock (tos'ka-rok). n. An arenaceous
rock found in layers and boulders in the

Pampas nf South America. Mr. Darwin has
adopted aiul so given currency to the name.
To-schredde,t v.t. To cut or shred in pieces.

Chaucer.
Tose (toz), v.t. To tease wool. [Obsolete or
local. ]

TOBh (tosh), a. [O.Fr. toxts^, shorn, clipped,

pared round, from L. tonaiis, clipped, from
tondeo, to shear or clip.] Neat; trim.

[Scotch.]

The hedges will do— I clipped them wi" my ain

baud last back-end ;—and, nae doubt, they make the

avenue look a hantie tosher. Prof. IVilson.

Toshacll, » See ToiSKCH.
TOBfl (to3).r.f. pret.tfe pp. to%sed or tost. [Of

doubtful origin. Wedgwood connects it with

N. tossa, to strew, to scatter. Othei-s take
it from W. tosixiw, to toss, to jerk, from tos,

a toss, a quick jerk ; but the Welsh word
may be from the English, as connected forms
do not appear in Irish or Gaelic. Perhaps
from D. ta»iien, Fr. taster, to heap up (as the

waves of a troubled sea); in the same way as

we have both tosiel and tamel.\ 1. To throw
with the hand; to pitch; to fling; particu-

larly, to throw with the palm of the hand
upward, or to throw upward ; as, to ios% a
ball.—2. To hurl; to cast.

Back do I toss these treasons on thy head. Shak.

3. To lift, heave, or throw up with a sudden
or violent motion; to jerk; as, to toss the

head or to tos% up the head.

He toss'd his arm aloft. Addison.

4. To cause to rise and fall; to pitch or move
from one place to another as with (piick

jerky motion; to dash about: often used of

the sea; as, to be tossed on the waves. ' We
being exceedingly tossed with a tempest.'

Acts xxvil, 16.— 5. To agitate; to make rest-

less, ' So many troul)les her did toss. ' Spen-
ser. ' Madly toss'd between desire and dread.*

Shak.
Calm region once.

And full of peace, now tost and turbulent. Afi/tou.

6.t To keep in play; to keep repeating.

That scholars should come to a better knowledge
in the I-atin tongue than most do. that spend four

years in tossing all the rules of grammar in conmion
schools. AscHam.

—To toss of, to swallow at one gulp; to drink
hastily.

The corporal produced the bottle and the glass.

poured it out, made his military salute, and tassed it

off". Marryat.

—To toss the oars (naut), to throw the oars
with their blades up, in a peri>endicular
direction, as a salute. 'The crews tossed

tlieir oars and cheered." MacmiUan's Mag.
Toss (tos), v.i. 1. To roll and tumble; U> be
in violent commotion; to writhe; to fling.

To toss and fling, and to be restless, only frets and
enrages our pain. tillotson.

2. To be flung or dashed about.

We left behind the painted buoy
That tosses at the harbour mouth, Tennyson.

— To toss, to toss up, to throw up a coin, and
decide something by the side turned up
when it falls.

Toss (tos), n. 1. A throwing upward or with
a jerk ; the act of tos.sing ; as, the toss of a
ball.— 2. A throwing up of the head ; a par-

ticular manner of raising the head with a
jerk.

There is hardly a polite sentence in the following

dialogues which doth not require some suitable toss

of the head. Swi/t.

3. A state of anxiety.

This put us at the Board into a fosse. Pefiys.

— To xvin the toss, to have something decided

in one's favour by the tossing up of a coin

and guessing the side that turns up.

Hasn't old Brooke von the toss with his lucky half-

penny, and got choice of goals. T. Hughes.

See also Toss-CP.

Tossel (tos'sel), n. A tassel. [Now only pro-

vincial.] 'A piece of packthread to make
a tossel.' Mortimer.
Tosser (tos'6r), n. One who tosses. 'To
send his tossers forth.' Beaxi. <! Fl
Tossily (tos'i-li), adv. In a tossy manner;
with affected indift'erence, carelessness, or

contempt. ' She answered tossUy enough.'
Kingsley. [Provincial.]

Tossing (tos'ing), n, 1. The act of one who
or that which tosses ; a rising and falling

suddenly; a rolling and tumbling; a violent

commotion.
Dire was the tossing, deep the groans. Afilton.

2. A mining process, which consists in sus-

pending ores by violent agitation in water,

for the purpose of separating the lighter or

earthy particles.

Toas-pot (tos'pot), n. A toper; one habitu-

ally given to strong drink.

TosB-up (tos'up), II. The throwing up of a

coin to decide something, as a wager or

matter of dispute ; hence, an even hazard

;

a matter which may be decided one way or

other with equal result or advantage.

[CoUoq.]
I haven't the least idea." said Richard, musing.

' what I had better be. Except that I am quite sure

1 don't want to go into the Church, it's a toss-uf'
Dickens.

Tossy (tos'i), o. Tossing, especially tossing

the head as in scorn or contempt ; hence,

affectedly indifferent; offhand; contemptu-
ous. 'Some (o«*-i/ commonplace.' Kingsley.

[Provincial.]

Tost (tost). A contracted spelling of Tossed,

the preterite and past participle of Toss.

To-BWlnke,t i.i. [Prefix /o, and «ir(HA-.] To
toil or labour hard; to drudge. Chaucer

Tot (tot), n. [Dan. tot, Icel. tottr, applied

to dwarfish persons; perhaps allied to tit]

1. Anything small or insignificant: used as

a term of endearment—2. A small drinking

cup. holding about half a pint. [Local.]—

3. A small quantity, especially applied to

liquor; as, a tot of gin. [Slang. ]—4. A foolish

fellow. [Provincial.]

Tot (tot), r.(. pret. & pp. totted; ppr. totting.

[Abbrev. of total.] To sum: generally with

up. [Slang or coUoq,]
These totted together wUl make a pretty beginning

of my little project. « Brocke.

The last two tot up the bill. Thackeray.

Tota (to'ta). n. Same a^Grivet (which see).

Total (to'tal), a. [L. totalis, from totus.

whole; derived by some from root (w, to

swell, seen in tumid, tumult.] 1. Of or per-

taining to the whole; comprehending the

whole ; complete in all its parts; entire; as,

a total sum or amount.
With this gift reward my total care. Prior.

2. Complete in degree; absolute; thorough:

as, a total wreck or rout; a total loss. ' Total

darkness.' Milton.—Z.\ Putting everything

into a small compass; summary; curt;

abrupt.
Do you mean my tender ears to spare.

That to my questions you so total are! Sfenser.

— Whole. Entire, Complete, Total See under
Complete.
Total (to'tai), n. The whole; the whole sum
or amount; a^regate; as, these sums make

FAte. fir, fat, fftU; me. met. h6r; piue. piu; note, not, mOve; tube, tub, bull; oU. pound; u, 3c. abune; y, 3c. fey.
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the grand total of five millions. 'Bring his

particulars to a total. ' Skak.
Totality (to-tal'i-ti), n, (Fr. totality.] The
whole ur total sum; whole quantity or
amount. ' The totality of a sentence or
passage.' OAeridge. ' The world considered
in its totality.' Whewell.

Totalize (to'tal-iz), v t. To make total or
complete; to reduce to completeness. Cole-

ridye.

Totally (to'talli), adv. In a total manner;
wholly; entirely; fully; completely; as, to be
totally exhausted ; all hope totally failed

;

he was totally absorbed in thought. ' Mis-
take the truth totally.' Skak.

The obdurate sinner, that hath lone hardened his

own lieart against God, thereby provulics htm totatiy

to withdraw all inward grace from him Hatnmond.

Totalness (to'tal-nes). n. Entireness.

Totam (to'tam), n. Same as Totem.
Totanus (to-ta'nua), u, [It. totano.] Agenus
"f wailing birds allied to the Scolopacidfle

(snipes), and including numerous species
which, under different names, are found in

nearly all parts of the world. Their form is

light and their legs long, and they some-
times get the name of gambets. Four species
are British — the Totanus ochropus (green
sandpiper or whistling snipe), the T. gUireola

(wood sandpiper). T. ca^drw (redshank), and
T./ttictis (spotted redshank). Perhaps the
most remarkable species are T.jlavijws and
T. voci/entg, natives of Xorth America, both
known to sportsmen by the name of tell-tale.

They have received tliis-cognomen from an-
noying duck-shooters by giving timely warn-
ing of their approach to all the feathered
tribe within hearing, by means of the loud
shrill whistle which they raise.

Tote (tot). V t. pret. & pp. toted; ppr. toting.

To carry or bear. This (|ueer word, as Bart-
lett terms it, is much use'! in the .Southern

States of America, and has absurdly enough
been derived from the Latin lollit. It is

probat)ly of negro origin.

Totet (t6t). v.i. [A. Sax. totian, to protrude;
romp. Sc. teet, Sw. tttta. to peep. See TooT. ]

To look; to observe; to peep. Skelton.

Tote (tot), n. [L. (o(f«, whole] The entire
body, or all; as, the whole tote. [Colloq.]

Tote (tot), n. A joiner's name for the handle
of a plane.

Tote (tot), v.t. An old form of Tnot, to sound.
Toteler.t «. [Icel. tauta. to mutter or whis-
per 1 A whisperer, Chaucer.

Totem (tfVtem) 7i. A rude figure, as of a
beast. I>ird, &c. , used by the North American
Indians as a symbolic name.

Thf; iiisrrijjijons which arc found on the Indian
cravcl'oards mark a step in advance. livery warrior
ha* hii crt-st. which is called hi* totem, and is painted
on his tombstone. A celebrated war-chief , . . died
on Lake Superior about 1793 He was of the clan of
the Addik. or American remdeer. The fact is sym-
bolized by the figure of the deer. The reversed po»i-
tion denotes death. His own personal name, wnicb
was White Fisher, ts not noticed. Mux iiiilUr.

And they painted on the ^rave-posts
Each his own ancestral fotetn.

Each the symbol of his household. LcngftUaw.

TotemlC (to-tem'ik), a. Relating or belong-
ing to the totem.
Totemlsm (t^'temizm), n. The system
prevjtifiit among the Indians of North Amer-
ica, of describing tribes or families by the
totem, or animal whose name and symbol
they bear; any similar system.
Toter t (to't^r), n. One who totes, or plays
a pipe or horn. ' Two tall Utters flourish to
the mas<iue.' B. Jotison.

Tother (tuTH'^r). a collocmial contraction
of the other; or more probat)ly other with
final ( of thai (old neuter article) prefixed,
corresponding to tone, the one. (See TONE.)
Tother and not Tother is therefore the pre-
ferable way <if writing

How happy could I be with either
\\'ere father dear charmer away. Gay.

Totldem verbis (tot'i-dem v6rT)l8). [L.] In
so niiiiiy words; in the very words.
Totles quotles (to'ti-ez kwo'ti-ez). (L] As
'•ftfii ;i.s Miif, .S'» often the other.

Totipalmatae (toti palma'te). n. jA. [L.
tutUH. fiitrre, and pulma, a palm. ] A tribe of
Palmip'Mles. or swimming birds whose hind-
toe is united with the others in a continuous
mem))raiie. The pelicans, the cormorants,
the frigate-l>irds. the lioobies. the anhingas,
and th<; trojuc birds belong to this tribe.

Totipalmate (toti-parmat). a. and n. Be-
lonjjiiig to or a member of the tribe Toti-
palnu-s

TOtipresence* (to'ti-prez-enR). n [L. totns,
wholi", and jfnfMetitia, presence] Total
presence

; presence everywhere ; omnipre-
sence.

Totipresent t (td'ti-prez-ent), a. Omni-
present.

Totted t (tot'ed), a. Marked with the word
tot: said formerly of a good debt due to the
crown, before which the officer in the ex-
chequer had written the word tot {tot pecu-
niae regi debetur, so much money is due to
the king).

Totter (tot'6r), v.i. [O.E. toteren; allied to
titter, tottle, toddle. Origin doubtful. Per-
haps from tot, Icel. tottr, small, something
small, hence to walk with small steps.]

1. To appear as if about to fall when stand-
ing or walking; to vacillate; as, an old man
totters with age; a child totters when he
begins to walk.—2. To shake; to be on the
point of fallii^; to lean. * Tottering crowns.

'

Crabbe.

As a bowing wall shall ye be, and as a totteritig

fence. Ps. Uii. 3.

Troy nods from high, and totters to her fall.

Dryden.

Totter t (tot'6r), V.i. To shake out of a steady
position.

Let's march without the noise of threat'ning drum.
That from the castle's tatter'd battlements
Our fair appointments may be well perused. Shak.

Totterer (tot'6r-6r). n. One who totters.

Totterijagly(tot'6r-lng-li), adv. In a totter-
ing manner.
Tottery <tot'6r-i), a. Trembling or vacillat-

ing as if about to fall; unsteady; shaking.

When I looked up and saw wh.it a tottery perform-
ance it was, I concluded to give them a wide berth.

T. Hughes.

Tottle (totO). V.i. To toddle. [Local and
coUo<|.]

Tottllall (totl-ish). a. [From iotier.\ Totter-
ing; trembling; unsteady; insecure. [United
States. ]

Totty (tot'i), a. Wavering; unsteady; dizzy;
tottery. Chaucer.

I was somewhat M/y when I received the good
kniifht's blow, or I had kept my ground under it.

Sir ir. Scott.

Toty (to'tiX n. A name given in some parts
of the Pacific to a sailor or to a fisherman.
Simmonds.
Toucan (tou'kan or tblcan). n [Fr. toucan,
Pg. and Braz. iucano: imitative of the cry
of the bird.] 1. A name sometimes applied to
all the scansorial birds of the family Ram-
phastidfc, but sometimes restricted to those
of the genus Rampliastos In addition to

the description of the true toucan given
under the generic name, we may add that
the species are easily tamed, can stand cold
climates well, thriving in captivity on rice,

Red-billed Toucan {fJamfihastos etythrcrhyMchus).

bread, jKitatoes, eggs, and many other kinds
of food. They are remarkalde among l)irds

for regurgitation of food, sending it back
Into the bill to undergo a kind of mastication
analogous to rumination in qtiadrupeds.

Some of the larger species measure about
27 inches in length, inclusive of the bill,

which is al>out 7i inches, and the tail about
10 inches long. See Kamphastid^. Ram-
PHASTOS.—2. A small modem constellation
of the southern hemisphere.
Toucang (to-kang'). n. A kind of boat, mnch
used at Malacca and Singapore, propelled
either by oar or sail ; speedy, rather flat in

the centre, but sharp at the extremities.

Touch (tuch), v.t. [Vt. toucher, O.Fr. tucher,
tocher, toi^xur, Vt. 8p. and P^. tocar. It. toe-

care,to touch; according to DiezfromO.H.G.
zuchon, to draw, to pull; Mod. G. zueken, to
palpitate, to shrug; E. to tuck.] 1. To per-
ceive by the sense of feeling.

Nothing but body can be tauch'd or fourh. Creech.

2 To come in contact with in any manner.

but particularly by means of the hand,
finger, &c. ; to hit or strike against.

Esther drew near and touched the top of the sceptre.

Esth. V. 2,

Touch but my lips with those fair lips of thine.
Shak.

Power, like a desolating pestilence.
Pollutes whate'er it touches. Sheiley.

3. To meddle or interfere with; hence, to
take as food, drink, or the like; to taste-

He dies that touches any of this fruit

Till I and my affairs are answered, Shak.

4. To come to; to reach; to attain to; to
arrive at; hence, to land; to come to shore.

I have totich'd the highest point of all my greatness.
Shak.

By his command
Have I here touch'd Sicilia. Shak.

The God vindictive doom'd them never more.
Ah men unbless'd '. to touch that natal shore.

Po^.
5. t To try or test, as gold with a touchstone;
to probe; to try.

Wherein I meant to touch your love indeed. Shak.

Words so debased and hard, no stone
Was hard enough to touch them on. Hudibras.

6. To relate to; to concern.
The quarrel toucheth none but thee alone. Shak.

I am to break with thee of some affairs

That touch me near. Shak.

7. To handle, speak of, or deal with gently
or slightly.

Touch you the sourest points with sweetest terms.
Shak.

The sentinel . . . may, by only touching a certain
iron with his foot, draw up the bridge.

.Sir T. Urou'tte.

8. To mark or delineate slightly; to add a
slight stroke or strokes to, as with a pen,
pencil, brush, t^c. 'The lines though
touched but faintly.' Pope.

His palace bright,
Bastion'd with pyramidsof ^lowin? ^old
And touch'd with shade of bronzed obelisks.

A'eats.

0. To handle in a skilful or special manner;
as, (o) to play, as a musician, liy touch, or as
if by toucli; to perform, as a piece of music.

7'ouch thy instrument a strain or two. Shak.

A person in the royal retinue touched a light and
lively air on the flageolet. Sir ft'. Scott.

(6) To discourse of ; to write about ; to at-

tempt as a subject for a literai-y production.
(c) To paint or to form as an artist.

Such heavenly touches ne'er touch'd earthly faces.
Shak.

10. To afflict or distress; to hurt or injure.

Let us make a covenant with thee; that thou wilt

do us no hurt, as we have not touched thee.
Gen. xxvi. 38, 99.

No loss shall touch her by my company. Shak.

11. To affect; to impress; to strike. 'Any
air of music touch their ears.' Shak.

What of sweet before
Hath touch'd my sense, flat seems to this. Milton.

12. To move or strike mentally ; to fill with
passion or tender feeling ; to melt ; to
soften.

He is touch'd
To the noble heart. Shak.

The tender sire was touch'd with what he said.

yfddison.

13. To infect; as, men touched with pestilent
diseases.

The life of all his blood
Is touch'd corruptibly. Shak.

14. To make an impression on ; to have an
effect on; to act ou.

Its face must be ... so hard that the file will not
toMch it. Moxon.

15. To influence by impulse; to impel for-

cibly.
No decree of mine

Concurring, to necessitate hU fall.

Or touch with lightest moment of impulse
His free will. Milton.

16. To render crazy or partially insane ; to
affect with a slight degree of insanity : not
much used except in the past participle.

'She feared his head was a little touched'
Lord Lytton.— 17. To lay the hand on for

tlie purpose of curing of a disease, espe-
cially of the disease called the king's evil.

Charles II.. in the course of his reign, touched near
a hundred thousand persons. Macaulay.

18. In geom.. to meet without cutting; to be in

contact with. A straight line is said to tou^h
a circle or curve when It meets the circle or
curve, and l>eing produced, does not cut it;

and two circles or curves are said to toMch
each other when they meet but do not cut
each other. A straight line touches a circle

or curve only in one point ; two circles or
spheres touch each other only in one point;
antl a sphere touches a plane in only one
iwint. See Contact. Tangent, — To touch

ch, cAain: Ch, .Sc. locA;

Vol. IV.

g. go; ], job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, iing; TU, then; th. thin; w, urig; wb, whig; zh, azure.—See KEt.
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trf", (a) to sketch hastily; to finish by touches.

(5) To discharge, as a cannon.—To touch
up, to repair or improve by slight touches
i>r emendations. ' Her natural countenance
touched up.' Addison.—To touch the ivind

{itaut), to keep the ship as near the wind
as possible.—TVwcA pot, touch penny, a pro-
verbial phrase, signifying no credit given.

We know the custom of such houses, continues he;
'ixstouchpot, touch penny. Rev. R. Graves.

—Touch me not. See TouCH-ME-NOT.
Touch (tuch), v.i. 1. To be in contact; to

be in a state of junction, so that no space Is

between; as. two spheres touch only in one
point— 2. To fasten on; to take effect on.

Strong' waters will touch upon gold, that will not
ranch upon silver. Bacon.

3. To mention or treat anything slightly in
discourse.

If the antiquariea have touched upon it. they have
immediately quitted it. Addisott.

4. Naut. to have the leech of a sail so struck
by the wind that a tremulous motion is

caused in it. -7*0 touch and go (iiaut.), to
rub against the ground with the keel, as a
vessel under sail, without the speed being
much slackened.— Touc/i and go. a phrase
used either substantively or adjectively, and
applied to something, such as an accident.
for instance, which had almost happened

;

or a state of imminent explosion, as from
hasty temper or the like ; a close shave.
' This touch atid go young Barnacle.' Dick-
ens.

It had been touch attd £-0 with them for many a
day, and now ... it ended in a threatened separa-
tion, .l/u-j Ferricr.

We were strong-handed, and the four Capriotes
did us seamen's service ; but it was touch and^ro.

Lawrence.
—To touch at, to come or go to without
stay; as, the ship touched at Lisbon.
The next day we touched at Sidon. Acts xxvii. 3,

—To touch on, (a) to touch at [Rare. ]

I made a little voyage round the lake, and touched
on the several towns that lie on its coasts. Addison.

(b) To say a few words regarding.
Touch (tuch), n. 1. The act of touching, or
the state of being touched; contact; the
junction of two bodies at the surface, so
that there is no space between them.

Never touch was welcome to thy hand.
Unless I touch'd. Sh^ii.

But 0, for the touch of a vanished hand,
And the sound of a voice that is still. Tennyson.

2. The sense of feeling or common sensation,
one of the five senses. The sense of touch
resides in the nervous papillae of the skin,
and is shared in a minor and modified degree
by those parts of the mucous membranes
which, at the various orifices of the body,
are continuous prolongations of the same
structure as that of the skin. Altliough
the sense of touch is diffused over the whole
body, it is mnch more exquisite in some
parts than others. In man the hand is the
principal organ of touch, and the greatest
degree of sensibility resides in the extremi-
ties of the fingers. By the sense of touch
we are enabled to ascertain the properties
of bodies, in so far as they can be ascertained
by contact See Feeling.

Th' ear.
Taste, touch, and smell, pleased from thy table rise.

Sh<ii.
By touch the first pure qualities we learn,
Which quicken all things, hot, cold, moist, and

dry;
By touch hard, soft, rough, smooth, we do discern;
By touch sweet pleasure and sharp pain we try.

Sir 9". Davies.
8. The act or power of exciting the passions
or affections.

For not alone
The death of Fiihia, with more urgent touches.
Do strongly speak to us. Shak.

4. Mental feeling or sensation ; affection

;

emotion. 'A true, natural, and sensible
ioHch of mercy.' Huokei

Mo beast so fierce but knows some touch of
fl7-Sha^.

5. Trait ; characteristic ; a feature or pecu-
liar feature.

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.

Shak.
A son was copied from his voice so much.
The very same in every little touch. Dryden.

6. A small quantity or degree ; a dash ; a
spice ; a smack ; a little. ' So excellent a
toucA of modesty.' Shak.
Madam, I have a touch of your condition.
Which cannot brook the accent of reproof. Shak.

7. A stroke ; a successful effort or attempt.
' Nice touches of raillery.' Addison.

It yet may feel the nicer t^uch
Of Wycherley's or Congreve's wit. Prior.

8. A hint; a suggestion; slight notice.

A small touch will put him in mind of them.
BacoM.

9. Animadversion; censure; reproof.

I never bore any toitch of conscience with greater
regret. Jiikon Basi/ike.

10. t Particular application of anything to a
person; personal reference or application.

Speech oftouch towards others should be sparingly
used. Bacon.

11. Any single act in the exercise of an art;

as. (a) a stroke of a pen, pencil, or the Uke.
'What strained (c((t;A^« rhetoric can lend.'
Shak.

Artificial strife lives in these touches. Shak.

(&) The act of the hand on a musical instru-
ment ; hence, a musical note. ' The touches
of sweet harmony.' Shak.— 12.\ A touch-
stone (which see); hence, that by which
anything is examined; a test, as of gold by
a touchstone; a proof; a criterion; an assay.
' The duke being of base gold and fearing
the touch.' Sir J. Uayward. ' Equity, the
true touch of all laws.' Jiich. Carew.
O Buckingham, now do I play the touch,
To try if thou be current golu indeed. Shak.

13. t Stone of the kind used as touchstones:
a tei-m often applied to any costly mai'ble,
but properly to the hasanites of the Greeks,
a very hard black granite. ' A new monu-
ment of touch and alabaster.' Fuller.

Thou art not. Penshurst, built to envious show
Of touch or marble. B. Sanson.

14,t Proof; tried qualities. 'Friends of
noble touch.' Shak.— 15. In the Jitie arts,
the peculiar handling usual to an aitist. ami
by which his works may be known. Fair-
holt.—IQ. In obstetrics, the examination of
the mouth of the womb by actual contact
of the hand or fttigers. Goodrich. —17. i A
euphemism for sexual commerce. Shak.—
18. t A brief or slight essay. [Colloq. ]

Print my preface in such form as, in the book-
seller's phrase, will make a sixpenny touch. S-un/t.

19. In music, the resistance of the keys of
1

nn instrument to the fingers; as. a heavy 1

touch or light touch; also, the manner in !

which a performer touches, strikes, or :

presses the keys, strings, or the like, of an
}instrument—20. In sAi^-&ia"Zdt/i5',the broad-
!

est part of a plank worked top and butt; or
the middle of a plank worked anchor-stock

|

fashion; also, the angles of the stem timbers
at the counters. — To keep touch,\ to be
steady to appointment; to fulfil duly a part
or function.

But will the dainty dominie, the schoolmaster,
A'eeJ> touch d'ye think? Beau. & Ft.

— True as (owc/i,t completely true. Spenser.
—A near touch, an exceedingly narrow miss
or escape; a close shave. [Colloq.]

The next instant the hind coach passed my engine
by a shave. It was the nearest touch 1 ever saw.

Dickens.

Touchable (tuch'a-bl), a. Capable of being '

touched; tangible. I

Touch-box (tuch'boks), n. A receptacle for
liglited tinder, formerly carried by soldiers
who used matchlocks, the match being :

lighted at it
j

Toucher (tuch'fer), n. One who or that
!

wliich touches. Used often in the slang
phrases 'a near toucher,' 'as near as a touch-
er,' meaning almost exactly, very nearly,
touch and go, a near shave.
And there we are in four minutes' time. aS near as

a toucher. Dickens.

It was a near toucher, though. Sala.

Touch-hole (tuch'hol), n. The vent of a
cannon or other species of firearms, by
which fire is communicated to the powder
of the chai-ge.

Touchlly (tuch'i-Ii), adv. In a touchy man-
ner; with irritation; peevishly.

Touchiness (tuch'i-nes), n. The quality of
being touchy; peevishness; initability

;

irascibility.

Touching (tuch'ing), a. Affecting; moving;
pathetic; as, a touching narrative.

Touching (tuch'ing), pj>. used as prep. Con-
cerning; relating to; with respect to. ' Now,
as touching things offered unto idols.' iCor.
viii. 1. • Answer'd all queries touching
those at home.* Tennyson.
Touchingly (tuch'ing-li), adv. In a manner
to touch or move the passions; feelingly.

This last fable shows how touchtu£-tythe poet argues
in love atfairs. Garth.

Touch-me-not (tuch'me-not), n. 1. A plant
of the genua Impatiens, the /. noli-mc-tan-
gere, so called from the construction of the
seed-vessel, which, being touched and irri-

tated when ripe, projects the seeds to some
distance. —2. In vied, a tubercular affec-
tion, occurring especially about the face;
noli-me-tangere; lupus (which see).

Touch-nee<Ue (tuch'ne-dl), n. A small bar
of gold and silver, either pure or alloyed
with various definite proportions of copper,
&c., used by assayers for trying articles of
gold and silver. In testing g(dd a number
are employed, one being of pure gold, a
second composed of 23 parts gold and I
copper, a third 22 parts gold and 2 copper,
and so on. These are rubbe<l upon a piece
of hard black stone called a touchstone, and
tlie colour of the streak compared with that
made by the metal to be tested. A furtlier
means of comparison is afforded by moisten-
ing the streaks with nitric acid or by heating
thestone. Silver is similarly tested bytouch-
needles composed of lead and silver.

Touch-pan (tuch'pan), n. The pan of a gun
that liulds the priming.
Touch -paper (tuch'pa-p6r). n. Paper
steeped in nitre so that it catches fire from
a spark and bums slowly. It is hence used
for firing gunpowder and the like.

Touch-piece (tuch'pes). n. A coin given by
tlie sovereigns of England to those whom
they toudied for the cure of scrofula or king's
evil. Previous to the time of Charles II. no
particular coin appeai-s to have been exe-
cuted for the purpose of being given at the
touching. Specimens belonging to that reign
and to the reigns of James 11. and Queen
Aime have figures of St Michael and the
dragon, with the motto 'Soli Deo Gloria'
on one side and a ship on the other.
Touchstone (tuch'ston), n. l. A variety of
extremely compactsiliceousschist. almost as
close as flint, used in conjuncti*»n with the
touch-needles for ascertaining the purity of
gold and silver, known also as Black Jasper
and Basanite. It was called Lydian stmxe
or lapis Lydia by the ancients because it

was found in Lydia in Asia Minor.—2. Any
test or criterion by which the qualities of a
thing are tried; as, money, the touchstone of
common honesty. ' Calamity is man's true
touchstone.' Beau, dr Fl.

The foregoing doctrine affords us a touchstone for
the trial of spinis. South.

Touch -warden ( tuch 'w^r- den), n. An
assay-warden of the goldsmiths.
Touch-wood (tuch'wudX n. A soft white
suljstance into which wood is converted by
the action of such fungi as Polyporus igni-
arius. It is easily ignited, and continues to
liurn for a long time like tinder. Called also
Spunk.
Touchy (tuch'i\ a. Apt to take offence; apt
to take fire or fire up; irritable; irascible.

Toifdii/ tempers.' Jer. Taylor. [Colloq.]

Was ever such a touchy man heard of! Beau. &• Fl.

[Tetchy, Techy are forms of this word.]
Tough (tuf). ffl. [O. E. toug, tou, toh, A. Sax.
toh. L. G. Ulge, tdg, D. taai, G. zdhe, Prov. G.
zach, tougli. It appears connected with
Goth, tahjan, to pull, to tug. and to be from
Indo-Eur. root dak. to tear, to bite. ] 1. Hav-
ing the quality of flexibility without brittle-
ness; yielding to force without breaking; as,

the ligaments of animals are remarkably
tough.
Of bodies some are fragile, and some are toui^h and

not fragile. SacoM,

2. Firm; strong; not easily broken; able to
endure hardship; as, an animal of a tcnigh
frame.

We are tougher, brother.
Than you can put us to it. Shak.

Strong, supple, sinew-corded, apt at arms;
But tougher, heavier, stronger, ne that smote
And slew him. Tennyson.

3. Not easily separated ; viscous ; clammy

;

tenacious; ropy; as, fou^A phlegm.—4. Stiff;

mit flexible. 'So tough a frame she could
n«^'t bend.' Dryden.~~b. DiflScult; stubborn;
unmanageable.

Callous and tough.
The reprobated race growsjudgment-proof, Cffw/er.

6. Severe;violent;as. a/oi/^Astorm. [Colloq.]
' A tough debate.' Fuller.—Tomake it tough,
an old phrase signifying to take pains; also,

to make a ditticulty about a thing, to treat
it as of great importance.
ToiLghen (tuf'n). v.i. To grow tough or
tougher. Mortimer.
Toughen (tuf'nX f t. To make tough or
touL'lier.

Toughish (tuf'ish), a. Tough in a slight
degree.

Toughly (tuf'li). adv. In a tough manner.
Toughness (tufnes), 71. The quality of be-
ing tough; as, (a) that quality of a substance

FAW. far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube. tub. bnll; oil, pound; li, Sc. abune; J, Sc. fey.
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which renders it in some degree flexible
without brittleness or liability to fracture-
flexibility with a Arm adhesion of parts; as'
the tmighwss of steel, (b) Viscosity; te-
nacity; clamminess; glutinousness; as, the
tmighwss of mucus, (c) Firmness; strength
of constitution or texture.

I confess me knit to thy deserving with cables of
perdurable toughness. Skak.

Tougllt,t a. Tight. Cliaucer.
Toumbekl (tiiniTjek-i), n. A Turkish name
for a kind of tobacco exported from Persia
\^ ritteu also Tumbeki.
Toup (top), n. A three-masted Malay lugger-
boat, 50 to 60 feet long, and 10 to 12 feet
broad, and about as much deep. It sails
well, and carries a large cargo.
Toupee, Toupet (tope', to'paX ». [Fr.
loupet. dim. from O. Kr. toupe, a tuft of
hair, from O. zopf. a tuft. See Top. ] A
curl or artificial lock of hair; a small wig
or upper part of a wig.

Upon examination I found he had combed his own
hair over the :oupa of his wig^, and was. indeed, in his
whole dress become a very smart shaver. SmolUtt.

Toupet-tit (to'pet-tit), 71. [Fr. Umpet, a
tuft, a crest See above.) The crested tit-
mouse (Panu Incolar). Called also T(rpet.
Tour (tor), n. (Ft. tour, a turn, revolution,
trip, tour, ifec., Pr. torn. It. tonw, from L
tomm, from Or. tonwg, a turn, a round, that
which is turned, a turners wheel, Ac. Turn
has same origin ) 1. A going round; hence,
a journey in a circuit; a roving journey; a
lengthy excursion; as, the tour of Europe;
the lour of France or England.— 2. The cir-
cular flight, as of a bird of prey in rising to
get above its victim
The Irird of love, stoop'd from his .liry tour.Two birds of i;ayest plume before him drove. Milton.

at A turn; a revolution.

To solve the tours by heavenh; bodies made.
Sir R. Blackmore.

4. A turn; as, a tour of duty: a military use
of the word. —5. Turn; cast; manner
[Hare.

)

The whole tour of the passage is this : a man £iren
to superstition can have no security, day or nijht
sleeping or waking. Btnll^y.

6. A course or drive for horses or car-
nages, or a ride or drive in such a course
' Ashamed to go into the tour' (In Hyde
Park). Pepy).
The sweetness of the Park is at eleven, whea the

lieau-monde make their tour there. Cenllivrt.

.Sv.N Circuit, round, excursion, ramble, trio
jaunt.

Tour (tor), c.i. To make a tour; as, to tour
through a country.
He wiu touring about as usual, for he was as rest-

less as a hyena. c, Qui„„y.

TouniCO (to-rak'6). n. An inseasorial bird
of the genus Corythaix or Turacus, family
Musophagidre. llie touracos are natives of
Africa, and are allied to the Scanaores
Their prevailing colour ts green, varied in
some siwcies with purple on the wings and
tail. They feed chiefly on soft fruits, and
lre<iuent the highest branches of the forest
trees. The most elegant species is the C.

1 ouraco {Corythaix erythrolophu^.

erythri,!../,h„t of Swainson. Its crest is
' I- erected when the bird is ex-
[

the heatl the appearance of

Tourbllliou (tor-biryon). n. [Fr, tmirhiUon,
a whirlwind, from L. turho. a whirlwind or
wliirlpool

] An ornamental firework, which
turns rmiiid when in the air so as to pre-
sent the aiipearance of a scroll of Are.
Tourelle (to-relO, n. [Fr ] In archaol. a

small tower attached to a castle or man-
sion, and which generally contained a wind-
ing staircase leading to the diilerent stages
of the building.

Tourism (tortzni), n. Travelling for plea-
sure. 'Mere totirixm and nothing else.'
Lord Strantjford. [Rare.

]

Tourist (tortst), n. One who makes a tour;
one who makes a journey for pleasure,
stopping at a number of places for the pur-
pose of seeing the scenery, &c.
Touristic (to-ris'tik), a. Of or relating to
a tour or tourists. ' Touristic journeyingm Crete.' Lord Strangford.
TounnaUa, Tourmallue (tor 'ma-liu), n.
[Probably a corruption of toumaituil, a
name given to this stone in Ceylon ] A
mineral occurring crystallized in three-
sliled or six-sided prisms, terminated by
tliree- sided pjTamids, the primary form
being a rhomboid Fracture uneven, con-
choidal. Hardness, scratches glass easily
Sp. gr. from 3 069 to 3 076. Ill composi-
tion and appearance tourmaline is a variable
and complex mineral, consisting princi-
pally of a compound silicate and borate of
alumina and magnesia, but containing fre-
quently iron, lithia, and other substances.
Tourmaline occurs most commonly in prim-
ary rocks, especially in granite, gneiss, and
mica-slate. It is found in England, Scot-
land, Sweden, America, .Spain, Siberia, and
otherparts. Some varietiesare transparent,
some translucent, some opaque. Some are
colourless, and others green, brown, red,
blue, and black. Red tourmaline is known
as RubellUe, blue ttmrmaline as Jtidicolite
and black tourmaline as Schorl. The trans-
parent varieties include various well-known
jewelry stones, as the Brazilian sapphit*
the Brazilian emerald, &c. Prisms of tour-
maline are much used in polarizing appar-
atus, and it possesses powerful electric pro-
perties
Toum (torn), n. [See Tour, TtjHN.] 1. In
law, the turn or circuit anciently made by
the sheriff twice every year for the i.urpose
of holding in each hmidred the great court
leet of the county. The toum has long
fallen into disuse.

1 assign all these functions to the county-court
upon the supposition that no other subsisted danng
the Saxon times, and that the separation of the
shenlTs toum tot crintinai jurisdiction had not yet
taken place, whidi, however, I cannot pretend to
determine. t/atiam.

2 t A spinning-wheel. HallitceU
TOonuunent (toi-'na-ment), n. (O. Fr. tour-
neiment,tourm'yemetU,fToilitourtieier,tour-
noyer, to turn
or twirl about,
tounier, ti> turn
SeeTiRx 1 1. A
martial sport or
species of com-
bat performed
in former times
by knights and
cavaliers on
horseback for
the piirpose of
exercising a2id
exhibiting their
courage, prow-
ess, and skill in
arms. I'he tour-
nament fur-
nished an excit-
ing show, and
gave valour and
military talent
an opp<trtunity
of acquiring dis-
tinction ; but it

not unfreqnent-
ly happened
that angry pas-
sions burst forth
on such occa-
sions, so that
a tournament
often ended in
a hostile con-
flict. The anus
usually employ-
ed were lances without heads,and with round
braces of wood at the extremity, and swords
without points and with blunted edges-
but those who desired to signalize them-
selves in on extraordinary degree encoun-
tered each other with the ordinary arms of
warfare. Tournanient.s were usually held
on the invitation of some prince, which was
proclaimed by heralds throughout his own

"^^te^^
Armour for the Tournament,

A.D. 1490.

ch, cAain; fth, Sc. loeA; g,yo; j.^ob; fi, 7r. ton;

dominions, and likewise at foreign courts,
so tliatpartiesfrom different countriesmight
join in such exercises. The tournament dif-
fered from the jomt, which was merely a
trial of military skill between one knight
and another.— 2. Encounter; shock of battle.

With cruel (ounutmettt the squadrons join
;W here cattle pastured late, now scattcr'd lies

With carcasses and arms, the ensanguined field.

3. Any contest of skill in which a number
of individuals take part; as, a chess (oitnia-
menl; a draught tournament.
Tournay (tor'nii), n. [From Toumai. in
Belgium.] A printed worsted material for
furniture upludstery.
Toum^ (tor-n,V), jip. In her. same as Con-
tourni or Regardant.

Tourneryt (tor'ner-i), ii. Work turned on
a lathe; tui-uery. ' Rare toumeries in ivory

'

Evelyn.

Toumet.t A turret or small tower. Chaucer
Tournette (tor-net'), n. [Fr.) 1, An instru-
ment for spinning —2. An instrument used
by potters in shaping and painting delft and
porcelain ware.
Tourney (tor'neX n. [O.Fr. toumei, toumoi
from toumer, to turn.] A tournament.
This was the graceful /(»;(r-w^ introduced intoCas-

ttle from the Spanish Arabs. Prescott.

Tourney (tor-ne), V. i. (0. Fr. foiinwter, tor-
ixeier, tournoier. See TuRS] To tilt; to
perform tournaments.

An elnn bom of noble state

;

W'cU could he tourney, and in hsts debate.

Tourniquet (tor'niket), n. [Fr., trmntZir-
ner,to turn. ] A surgical instniment or band-
age which is straitened or rela.xcd with a
screw, and used to check Iremorriiages, as
in surgical operations.— Z/jK^raii/ic tourni-
quet. Same as Barker's SIill.
Toumois (tor n wa), o. [Fr , so called because
coined at Tours.] An epithet used only in
the compound term livre toumois. a French
money of account under the old rMme
worth about SJci sterling.

Tournure (tOr-nur), n. [Fr] 1. Turn- con-
tour; figure; shape—2. A stiff padded band-
age which women fasten roimd the loins
to expand the skirt; a bustle.
Tonse (touz), v.t. pret. * pp. touted; ppr
tmising. [Same word as L.G. tdsen, Q
zatuen, to pull; akin to tease.] To pull; to
drag; to tear; to disorder the hair of; to
tousle. 'Well tmiee you joint by joint'
Shak,
Tonse (touz), 11. A pulling; a pull; a haul;
a seizure; a disturbance. [Provincial.]
Touser (tou'zSr), ;i One who touses.
Tousle (tou'zl), u. (. pret & pp. tousled; ppr
tousling. [Freq. from touse.] To pull or
haul about ; to put into disorder ; to dishe-
vel; to rumple. [Colloq.J
Tous-les-mois (to-U-mwg), n. [Fr, lit
all the montlis, every month.] A kind of
starchy matter resembling arrow-root, pro-
cured from the rhizomes of several .South
American species of Canna, as C. coccinea
C. edutis, and C. achiras.

Tout(tout), v.i. (Probably akin to (oo(,A Sax.
totian, Icel. tola, to j-tand out, to lie pro-
minent, in allDsiou to the position of the
lips; comp. pout] To pout; to lie seized
with a sudden fit of ill-humour. [Scotch 1

Tout (tout), n. A pet; a hnff; a fit of ill-hu-
mour or a fit of illness. [Scotch.]

Tout,! n. [See Toot, to be prominent] The
breech; the tail Chaucer.
Tout (tout), p 1. (A form of toot, tote, to blow
a horn. See Toot.) 1. To toot (which seel
2. To ply or seek for customers
Tout (tout), n. 1. The sound of a horn.—
2. One who plies for customers, as for an inn,
a public conveyance, a shop, and the like.
3. In horse -racing, a person who clandes-
tinely watches the trials of race-horses at
their training quarters and for a fee gives
information for betting purposes.
Tout-ensemble (tot-H6-s«h bl), n. [Fr. , all
together.

1 The whole of anything taken to-
gether; anything regarded as a whole with-
out regard to distinction of parts. Specifl-
cally, in the^iie arts, the general effect of a
work of art without regard to the execution
of details.

Touter (tout'tr), n. A person who plies for
customers for an inn, public conveyance,
shop, and tile like.

Toutle (tbt'i), a. Liable to take touts;
haughty; irascible; bad tempered [Scotch ]
Tonze(touz), c.(. Same as Tokm. Spenser
Touzle (tou'zl), v.t. Same as Tousle.
Tow (to), r. t. [A. Sax. Udhan, teOgan, contr.
ter^n, pret teilh, pp. togen, to draw, to tug.

ng, siTv; TH, (Aen^^ th, (Ain; w, uilg; wh, .^Aig; zh, azure -.See Ket.
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whence tohltne, a towing line; Icel. toga and
tjuga, to draw, to tug; G. Ziehen, to draw
(cog. with L. ducere, to lead. See Duke.)]
To drag, as a boat or ship, through the
water by means of a rope. Towing is per-
formed by another boat or ship, or by men
on shore, or by horses. Boats on canals are
usually towed by horses.

Tow (to), n. (A. Sax. tote, taw, tow; Tcel. M,
a tuft of wool; Dan. tave, a fibre, pi. taver,

flax or hemp; from same root aa A. Sax. tedn,

to draw. In sense of rope it seems to be
directly from the verb to tow or tug; comp.
Icel. tog, D. touic, Dan. tov, a rope ] 1. The
coarse and broken part of flax or hemp
separated from the finer part by the hatchel
or swingle. —2. Naut. a rope or chain used
in towing a vessel.— 3. The act of towing or
the state of being towed: generally with in;

as, one vessel takes another in tow.

I went home again, and I hadn't been on shore
more than two hours, when who should I see but niy
first wife, Bet, with a robin-redbreast i« tow.

Marryat.

Towt (to), a. Tough.
Towage (to'aj), n. [From toio, the verb.]
1. The act of towing.—2. The price paid for
towing
Toward, Towards (to'erd. to'firdz), prep.
[A, Sax. toweard, tOweardes— 16, to, and
-weard, used in composition to express di-

rection. Towards has always been a com-
mon form. It is one of those adverbial geni-
tives, of which English possesses a number,
such as needs, straightways, sometimes, &c.]
1. In the direction of.

He set his face toivard the wilderness.
Num. xxiv. I.

The rapid currents drove,
ToKfards the retreating sea, their furious tide.

MilioH.

Formerly often used not so much to express
direction as destination, and nearly orquite
equivalent to to. 'Fly toward Belmont.'
Skak. ' I must away this night toward
Padua.' Shak,—2. With direction to, in a
moral sense; with respect to; regarding.

His eye shall be evil toward his brother.
Deut. xxviii. 54.

What warmth is there in your affection toiuards
any of these princely suitors? ShnJk.

3. Tending to; arriving at and contributing
to; for.

Toward the education of your daughters,
I here bestow a simple instrument. Shak.

4. Nearly; about; as, toward three o'clock.

I am toward nine years older since I left you.
Swt/t.

h. With reference or respect to; in connec-
tion with.

I will be thy adversary toivard Anne Page. Shak.
This was the first alarm England received toward

any trouble. Clarendon.

Toward was formerly sometimes divided by
tmesis.

And such trust have we through Christ to God-
7vard. 2 Cor, iii. 4.

Whose streams run forth there to the salt sea-side,
Here back return, and to their spxin^iuard go.

Fairfax.—To he toward one,\ to be on one's side or of
his company.

Herod and they that were toivard him . , . held,
that not only tribute, but whatsoever else, was
Cresar's. Bp. Audreivs.

Toward, Towards (to'erd, to'Srdz), adv.
Near; at hand; in a state of preparation.

What might be toward that this sweaty haste
Doth make the night joint-labourer with the day?

Shak.
What the devil is toward now ? H. Brooke.

Toward (t6'w6rd),a. [From the preposition.
The primary meaning is bending to, hence
yielding, docile. Comp. /roicrtrrf, in the op-
posite sense.] 1. Yielding; pliable; docile;
ready to do or learn; not froward; apt; as,

a toward youth.

'Tis a good hearing when children are toward.
Shak.

2.t Forward; bold.

Why that is spoken like a toward^rmce. Shak.

TowardllnesB (t6'w6rd-li-nes), n. The qua-
lity of being toward; readiness to do or
learn; aptness; docility.

The beauty and towardliness of these children
moved lier bri:thren to envy. Raleigh.

Towardly (t6'w6rd-Ii), a. Ready to do or
learn; apt; docile; tractable; compliant with
duty.
Here Parker, afterwards Archbishop of Canter-

bury, chaplain to Anne Boleyn, preached to Eliza-
bctli, then a towardly child, seven years old.

Qiiaii. Rez'.

Towardness (t6'w6rd-nes), n. The quality
of being toward; docility; towardliness. 'A
young prince of rare towardness.' Bacon.

Towards (to'^rdz), prep, and adv. See To-
ward.
Tow-boat (to'bot), n. 1. Any boat employed
in towing a ship or vessel; a steam-tug.—
2. A boat that is towed.
Towel (tou'el), n. [O.E. ioxtaile. touaille,

toxmille, Fr. touaille, from M.H.G. twehele,
O.H.G. duakilla, dwakilla — towel, from
O.H.G. twakan, duahan. A. Sax. thwedn (for
thweakan), Goth, thvahan, to wash. ] 1. A
cloth used for wiping the hands and face,

especially after washing ; any cloth used as
a wiper in domestic use.— 2. Eccles. («) the
rich covering of silk and gold which used to
be laid over the top of the altar, except
during mass. (6) A linen altar-cloth.—kn
oaken towel, a cudgel. [Slang.]

I have a good oakett towel at your service.
Smollett.

—A lead towel, a bullet. [Slang.]

Make nunky surrender his dibs,

Rub iii> pate with a pair of lead towels.
yamts Smith.

Towel (tou'el), v.t. [From the phrase 'to
rub down with an oaken toicel.'] To beat
with a stick. [Local or slang.]

Towel.t n. For Tewel. A pipe; the funda-
ment. Chaucer.
Towel-gourd (tou'el-gbrd), n. The fruit of
a trailing plant, Luffa egyptiaca, common
tliroughout the tropics, used for sponges,
drying rubbers, gun-wadding, the manufac-
ture of baskets, hats, &c.
Towel-horse ( tou'el-hors \ n. A wooden
frame nr f,tand to hang towels on.

Towelling (tou'el-ing), n. 1. Cloth fortowels.
2. A towel. 'A clean ewer with a fair towel-

ling.' Browning. [Rare.]

Towel-roller (tou'el-rol-6r), n. A revolving
wooden bar placed horizontally for hanging
a looped towel on.

Tower (tou'^r), n. [O. E. tour, from Fr. tour.
a tower, from L. turris, a tower; cog. Gr.
tyrris, tyrsis, Ir. tur, W. twr, Gael, torr—
heap, mound, tower.] 1. A lofty narrow
building, of a round, square, or polygonal
form, either insulated or forming part of
a church, castle, or other edifice. The
term tower properly applies to any large
building whose height greatly exceeds its

width. Towers have been erected from the
earliest ages as memorials, and for pur-
poses of religion and defence. A spire is

a pyramidal member, frequently forming
the summit of a church tower. A steeple is

a tower with its sunnounting spire. Among
towers are included the minarets attached
to Mohammedan mosques; the lofty bell-
towers of Russia; the pillar or round towers
of India, Ireland, and other places (see
Round-tower); the square and octagonal
towers at the west ends and centres of
churches in England and on the Continent;
the massive keeps and gate towers of castles
and mansions ; the peels of Scottish for-

tresses ; the pagodas of India and China

;

the pharos, the campanile, and a great va-
riety of similar buildings. Britton.—2. In
anc. warfare, a tall, movable wooden struc-

ture used in storming a fortified place. The
height of the tower was such as to overtop
the walls and other fortifications of the be-
sieged place. Such towers were frequently
combined with a battering-ram, and thus
served the double pui-pose of breaching the
walls and giving
protection to the
besiegei-s.—3.A cit-

adel; a fortress.

TI10U hast been a
shelter for me, and a
strong tower from the
enemy. Ps. Ixi. 3.

4. A high commode,
or head-dress,worn
by females in the
reigns of William
III. and Queen
Anne. It was com-
posed of paste-
board, ribbons, and
lace; the latter two
disposed in alter-

nate tiers, or the
ribbons were
formed into high
stiffened bow8,cov-
ered or not, accord-
ing to taste, by a
lace scarf or veil,

that streamed down each side of the pin-

nacle.

Tower Head-dress, time
of William HI.

Lay trains of amorous intrigues
In toivers, and curls, and periwigs. HudI bras.

—Tower bastion, in fort, a small tower in
the form of a bastion, with rooms or cells

underneath for men and guns. — Tower of
London, in English literature often simply
the Tower, the name given to a large assem-
blage of buildings, which occupies an ele-
vated area of 12 or 13 acres, just beyond tlie

old walls of the city of London, south-east-
wards, on the northern bank of the Tliames.
This collection of buildings is used as an
arsenal, a garrison, and a repository of vari-
ous objects of public interest. The oldest
portion of it, the White Tower, was built by
William the Conqueror. It was anciently
a palace, where the kings of England some-
times resided. In former times it was fre-

quently used as astate prison. To the north-
west is Tower Hill, where used to be the
scaffold for the execution of traitors.

Tower (tou'6r), v.i. 1. To rise and fly high;
to soar; to be lofty. 'Sublime thoughts,
which tower above the clouds.' Locke.

Eagles golden-feather'd, who do tower
Above us in their beauty, Keats.

High above the crowd of offenders toivered one
offender, pre-eminent in parts, knowledge, rank, and
power. Macaulay.

2. In falconry, to rise like a falcon or hawk
in order to descend on its prey ; hence, to
be on the outlook for prey. ' My lord Pro-
tector's hawks do tower so well." Shak.
Towered (tou'6rd), a. Having or bearing
towers; adorned or defended by towers.
'A tower'd citadel.' Shak.
Towering (tou'er-ing), a. 1. Very high; ele-
vated; as, a toicering Iieight,— 2. Extreme;
violent: outrageous; surpassing. 'Agitated
by a towering passion.' Sir W. Scott.

Towerlet (tou'6r-let), n. A little tower.
[Rare.]

Our guiding star

Now from its to^verUt streameth far. y. Baillie.

Tower-mustard (tou'^r-mus-terd), n. The
English name of a genus of plants (Tnrritis),

nat. order Cruciferie. The leaves become
gradually smaller upwards, so that the plant
assumes a pyramidal form; hence the name.
The long-podded or smooth tower-mustard
(Turritii glabra) is a British annual plant,
about 2 feet high, and very erect and straight.

It grows on banks and roadsides in many
parts of England.
Towery(tou'6r-i),a. Having towers; adorned
or defended by towers; as. towery cities.

Rise, crown'd with lights, imperial Salem, rise!

Exalt thy tow'ry head, and lift thy eyes. Pope.

Towing-path (t6'ing-path),n. A path used
l)y men and horses in towing boats along a
canal or river; a tow-path.

Towing-rope ( to'ing-rop ), n. See Tow-
rope.
Towlng-timber, Towing-post (t6'ii>g-tim-

bfer, to^ng-post), n. Saut. a strong piece of

timber fixed in a steam-tug, to which a tow-
rope may be made fast when required.

Tow-line (toiin). n. A hawser generally
used to tow vessels ; a tow-rope.
Town (tonn), 71. [A. Sax. tun, inclosure, in-

closed space, field, homestead, village, town;
O. Sax. Icel. and L. G. t&n, with similar
meanings; D. tuin, a fence; O.H.G. zun, a
hedge, a rampart; Mod. G. zaun. a hedge;
comp. Celt, dun, a fortified hill, a forti-ess,

a castle, a city. The usual Icel. meaning of
tun, a farmhouse with its buildings, is still

quite common in Scotland.] 1. Originally,
a walled or fortified place ; a collection of
liouses inclosed with walls, hedges, or pick-
ets for safety.— 2. Any collection of liouses

larger than a village: used in a general
sense, and including city or liorough: often
opposed to cotoitry, in which sense it is usu-
ally preceded by the definite article.

God made the country, and man made the tcu-u.
CoiL'Per.

The term is frequently applied absolutely,
and without the proper name of the place,

to a metropolis or county town, or to the
particular city, »S:c., in which or in the
vicinity of which the speaker or writer is

;

as, to go to town; to be in town; London
being in many cases implied in English
writers.

As some fond virgin, whom her mother's care
Drags from the town, to wholesome country air.

Pope.

The first of our society is a gentleman of Worces-
tershire, of an ancient descent, a baronet, his name
Sir Roger de Coverly. . . . When he is in town, he
hves in Soho Square. Addison.

3. A large assemblage of adjoining or nearly
adjoining houses, to which a market is usu-
ally incident, and which is not a city or
i)ishop's see.— 4, In law, a tithing; a vill; a

subdivision of a county as a parish is a sub-

Fate, far. fat. t^W; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abnne; y, Sc. ley.
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division of a diocese. —5. The body of inha-
Ijitants resident in a town, city, or the like;

the townspeople; as, the town sends two
members to Parliament

The tr7cn talks of nothing else.—I am very sorty,
ma'am, the tcm'H has so httle to do. Sheridan.

6. A township; the whole territory within
certain limits. [Local, United States.]—7. A
farm or farmstead ; a farmhouse with its

connected buildings. [Xorthem Englisband
Scutch.]

Waveriey learned from this colloquy, that in Scot-
land a single house was called a tiru-ii. Sir //'. Scoff

[But we doubt if it is ever applied to a
single house.]— rotcH and gown. See GoWN.
—Town clerk, the clerk to a municipal cor-
poration, elected by the town-council. In
England his chief duties are to keep the re-

cords of the borough and lists of burgesses,
to take charge of the voting papers at mu-
nicipal elections, and the like, and he holds
office only during the plea-ure of the coun-
cil In Scotland his duties are to act as the
adviser of the magistrates and council in

the discharge of their judicial and adminis-
trative functions, to attend their meetings,
and record their proceedinc-s. He is the
custodier of the burgh records, from which
he is i)Ound to give extracts when required-
He cannot be removed from office except
for some serious fault committed by him.
Town (touu). a. Of, pertaining to, or char-
acteristic of a town; urban; as, town life;

toicn nianin^rs.

Town-adjutant (touu'ad-ju-tant), ». Milit.

an officer on the staff of a garrison, ranking
as a lieutenant. His duties are to maintain
discipline, ttc.

Town-box (touu'boks), n. The money chest
of a town or mimicipal corporation ; common
fund. ' Their town-box or exchequer.' Bp.
Gttuden.

Town-clerk (town'klftrk), n. See under
Town.
Town-COUncU (tounTcoun-sil), n. The gov-
erning body in a municipal corporation
elected by the rateimyers. The principal
duties of this Ixidy are to manage the pro-
peity of the borough, impose rates for pub-
lic purposes, pass by-laws for the good gov-
ernment of the town, for the prevention of
nuisiinces. and the like. The members hold
o9ice for three years ( one-third of their
number retiring every year), but they are
eligible for re-election. They elect from
among themselves a president (called in
England a mayor, in Scotland a provost),
and magistrates (the aldermen of England
and the i^ailles of Scotlauii) ; they also ap-
p<.fint the paid public functionaries of the
bonMiu'li.

Town-coiincUlor (touu'koun-sil-^r), n. A
member of a town-council who is not a
magistnite.

Town-crier (tounTcrl-^r), n. A public crier;
one who makes proclamation.

I had as lief the towit-crier spoke my lines. Shak.

Town-hall (toun'hal), n. A large hall or
building belonging to a town or borough,
in which the town -council ordinarily hold
their meetingi*, and which is frequently used
as a place of public assembly; a town-house.
Town-house (touu'hous). n. l. A building
containing otticeB. halls, &c , for the trans-
action of municipal business, the holding
of public meetings, and the like.—2 A resi-

dence or mansion in town, in opposition to
one in the country.
Townlsh (toun'is'll), « Pertaining to the
inhabitants of a town; characteristic of a
town, or of its mode of life, customs, man-
ners, or the like. [Rare.]

On ttnvHtsh men (though happy they
Appear to open sight,'.

Yet many times unhappy haps
And cruel chances light. Turhervilie.

Town-land (tounland). «. Land belonging
to a town, borough, or municipal corpora-
tion HiHi Edgtworth.
Townless (toun'les), a. Having no town.
Htnceil

Townlet (toun'let), n A small town. 'The
poor schoolmaster of a provincial townlet'
Soutbfitj.

Townley Marbles (tounle mirbU), n. pi.
An assemblage of Oreek and R^miau sculp-
ture, which forms a portion of the gallery of
antiquities belonging to the British Mu-
seum, and wi named from Charles Townley.
Esq. of Townley, in Lancashire, who made
the collection.

Town-major (toun'ma-j6r). n. Milit. a
garrison officer ranking with a captain.

His duties are much the same as those of
the town-adjutant (which see).

Town-rake (toun'rak), n. A man living

loosely about town ; a roving, dissipated
fellow.

Lewdness and intemperance are not of so bad con-
sequences in a tonn-rake as in a divine.

Examiner.
Townsfolk (tounz'fok), n. pi. People of a
town or city.

Township (toun'ship), n. l. The corpora-
tion of a town; the district or territory of a
town.

I am but a poor petitioner of our whole tcnvushit.
.'ihak.

2. In law, a town or vill where there are
more than one in a parish. —3. In the United
States, a territorial district, subordinate to
a county, into which many of the states are
divided, and comprising an area of five, six,

seven, or perhaps ten miles square. an(l the
inhabitants of which are invested with cer-
tain powers for regulating their own affairs,

such as repairing roads, providing for the
poor. (tc.

Townsman (tounz'man), « 1. An inhabi-
tant of a town.

They marched to Newcastle, which being defended
only by the toivnsmeu, was given up to them.

Cinrendon.
2. One of the same town with another. — 3. A
selectman; an officer of a town, in New
England, who assists in managing the affairs
of ihe town. Goodrich.
Townspeople (tounz'pe-pl), n. pi. The in-

habitants of a town or city; townsfolk,
especially in distinction from country folk
or the rural popidation.
Town-talk (toun't^k), n. The common talk
4»f a town, or the subject of common con-
versation.

In twelve hours it shall be ttrtPH-talk.

Sir R. L'Estraugt.

Town-top (toun'top), n. A lan<e top, for-
merly common in English villages, for pub-
lic exercise,

Townward. Townwards (toun'w^rd, toun'-
wt-rdz), adc. Toward the town; in the
liii-ection of a to«n
Tow-path (to'path), n. Same as Towing-
path.

TOW-rope (to'rop), n. Any rope used in
towing ships or boats
Towser (tou'z^r), n. lFrom/ou««.] A name
frequently given to a dog.

Towsie, Towzie (tou'zi or to'ziX «. (See
TorsE ] Rouk'b : shaggy. ' A towzie tyke,
black, trim, and large Burns. [Scotch.]
Towy (tfVi), a. Containing or resembling
tow.

Toiaster (tok-sas't*r), n. [Gr tozon, a bow,
and astir, a star] A genus of fossil sea-
urchins occurring in the lower chalk. They
have their name from their semicircular
contour
Toxic, Toxical (tok'sik, tok'sik-al), a. [Or.
toxikon (pharmakon), poison, originally poi-
son in which arrows were dipped, from toxi-
kos, of or for a bow, from toxon, a bow.]
Of or pertaining to toxicants; poisonous.

The arresting or preventing of putrefaction by a
chemical txxly, such as carbolic actd. does not seem
to be the effect of tt& texicanUou on contiguous organ-
isms. Medical Times and Gazette.

Toxicant (tok'sikant). n. A poison of a
stimulating, narcotic, ansesthetic nature,
especially such as seriously affects the
health when habitually indulged in. Dr.
iUchardmn.
Toxicodendron (tok'si-ko-den'Mron). n.

[tir, ti'xikon, i)oi8on, and dendrou, a tree.]
A plant of the i:cnu8 Rhus, the /(. Toxico-
dendron, or iioi.i^on-oak. See Rhus.
ToxiCOlOglcal (tok'si-ko-loj "ik-al), a. Per-
taining to to\i(.-oI()gy.

Toxlcologlcally (tok'8i-ko-loj"ik-al-li), adv.
In a toxicolouical manner.

Toxicologist (tok-si-kul'o-jist), n. One who
treats of poisons.

Toxicology (tok-si-kol'o-ji). n. [Gr. toxikon,
poison, logos, a treatise See Toxic] That
branch of medicine which treats of poisons
and their antidotes, or of the morbid and
deleterious effects of excessive and inordin-
ate doses and quantities of medicines. See
Poison.
Toxoceras (tok-sos'e-ras), n. [Gr tozon, a
bow, and keras, a horn ] A genus of am-
monites of the lower chalk. It has its name
from the shape of its shell, which resembles
a bow.
Toxodon (tok'sodon), n. [Gr toxon, a l)Ow,
and odous,odontos. a tooth, ] An extinctgenus
of large quadrupedsof unknown affinity. The
T. platensis is a gigantic mammiferous ani-

mal, having teeth bent like a bow, the skull
presenting a blending of the characteristics
of several existing orders, as the Rodents,
Pachyderms, andCetacea. It wasdiscovered
in the upper tertiary formation of La Plata,
South America.
Toxophilite (tok-sofi-nt), n. [Gr. toxon, a
bow or arrow, and philetes, a lover] A
lover of archery; one who devotes much
attention to exercise with the bow and
arrow.

Toxophilite, Toxophilitic (tok-sof'i-lit,
tok-sof'i-lit"ik ), a. Pertaining to archery;
as, a toxophilite association. ' Lincoln-green
toxophilite hats and feathers.' Thackeray.
Toxotes (tok'so-tez), n. [Gr. toxotes, a bow-
man.] A genus of acanthopterygious tele-
ostean fishes, belonging to Cuvier's sixth
family of Squamipeunes. The only known

Toxotes /acii/a/or (Archer-fish).

existing species is T. jaculator, the archer-
fish, but there is a fossi! one. This fish is

remarkable for its power of spirting water
upon insects as they sit on the water-plants,
so as to make them fall within its reach.
Toy (toi), n. [Same word as Dan. toi, D. tuig,
G. zeuq, stuff, gear. Ac, whence respectively
Dan. legetoi, a toy, a plaything {lege, to
playV D. speeltuig, a toy {speel, play), G.
gpiet-zeug, a plaything {spiel, play); Icel.

'W*. gear, harness, being a corresponding
form. Comp. also D. tooi, ornament, tooien,
to adorn, toogen, to show.] 1. A plaything
for children ; a bauble. — 2. A thing for
amusemeut, but of no real value; a mere
nick-nack or ornament ; a trifling object
' A toy, a thing of no regard.' Shak.

O virtue: virtue! what art thou become
That men should leave thee for that toy, a woman.

Diyden.
3. Matter of no importance.
Nor light and idle toys my lines may vainly swell.

Drayton.
4. Folly; trifling practice; silly opinion.

The things which so long experience of all ages
hath confirmed and made profitable let us not pre-
sume to condemn as follies and toys, because we
sometimes know not the cause and reason of them,

Nooier.
5. Amorous dalliance; play; sport.

So said he and forbore not glance or toy
Of amorous intent. Jl^iton.

6. An old story; a silly tale. ' Critic Timon
laugh at idle toys.' Shak.

1 never may believe
These antick fables, nor these fairy toys. Shak.

7. Wild fancy; odd conceit.

The very place puts toys of desperation,
Without more motive, into every brain. Shai.

8. Same as Toy-mutch, [Old English anil
Scotch]
The flaps of the loose toy depended on each side^

of her eager face. Sir If. Scott.

—To take toy,\ to become restive; to start.

The hot horse, hot as fire.

7W* toy at this, and fell to what disorder
His power could give his will, bounds, comes on end.

Beau. & Fl.

Toy (toi), v.i. [This may be not from the-
noun but from O.E. togge, to tug or puU,.
which, as Wedgwood points out, was used
with similar meaning.] To dally amorously;
to trifle; to play.

'Yes.* replied the Athenian, carelessly toying witffc

the gems; 'I am choosing a present for lone, but
there are none worthy of her." Ld. Lytton.

Toy t (toi), p.(. To treat foolishly.

Toyer (toi'Sr), m. One who toys ; one who
is full of trifling tricks. 'Wanton Cupid,.
idle toyer.' J. Harrison.
Toyfol (toi'ful), a. Full of trifling play; full
of dalliance. 'A toyful ape." Donne.
Toyish (toi'ish), a. Trifling; wanton. Dr.
n. More.
ToyiShly (toi'ish-li), adv. In a toyish or
trifling manner.
Toylshness (toi'ish-nes), n. Disposition to
dalliance or trifling. 'That toyishness of
wanton fancy.' GlanvUle.
Toyman (toi'man), n. One that deals in

toys. Vonng.
Toy-mutch (toi'much), n. [D. tooi, finery,

dress, tooien, to ornament, attire.] A close

ch, cAaIn; eh. Sc. locA; g, i?o; j,iob; h. Ft. Urn; iic» sin^; IH. «Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, aanre.—See KeT.
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linen or woollen cap, without lace, frill, or

border, and with flaps covering the neck
and part of tlie shoulders, worn by old
women. [Scotch.]

Tojro (toi'o), n. A fragrant plant of British
Guiana, an infusion and syrup of the leaves

and stems of which are employed as a remedy
in elironic coughs.
Toyshop (toi'shop), n. A shop where toys
are solX

Fans, silks, ribands, laces, and ^ewpaws lay so
thick together that the heart was nothing else but a
t^yshcfi. Addison.

Toysome (toi'sum), a. Disposed to toy;
wantQU.
Two or three toysofne things were said by my lord

(no ape was ever so fond). Richardson.

Toyte (toit), v.i. pret. & pp. toyted; ppr.
toyting. [Conip. totter.'] To totter, like an
old person in walking. [Scotch.]

Tozet (toz), v.i. pret. A pp. tozed; ppr. tozing.

[A form of toitse.] To pull by violence.
Shak. See TOCSE.
Tozy (to'zi), a. Resembling teased wool;
soft. [Rare.]

Trabea (tra'be-a), 71. [L.] A robe of state
worn by kings, consuls, augui"s, &c., iu an-
cient Rome.
Trubeated (tralie-at-ed), a. In arch, fur-

nished with an entablature.
Trabeation (tra-be-a'shon), 71. [L. trahs,

trabis, a beam ] In arch, the same as en-
tablature {wliich see).

Trabecula, Trabeciile (tra-bek'u-la, trab'e-

kiil), n. [L. trabecula, dim. of trabes, a
beam ] In bot. a cross-bar, such as occurs
on the teeth of many mosses.
Trabeoulate (tra-bek'u-lat), a. In bot. fur-

iiislied with a traljecnla.

Trace (tras), n. (Partly from Fr. trace, trace,
tract, outline, &c , from tracer, to trace.
See the verb. In meaning 6 from O.E. trays,

the traces of a carriage, O.Fr. trais, pi. of
trait, the trace of a carriage, the ultimate
origin being the same. See Trait.] 1. A
mark left by anything passing; a track; as,

the trace of a carriage or wagon ; the trace
of a man or of a deer. ' The trace and steps
of the multitude.' J. Udall.

These as a line their long dimension drew.
Streaking the ground with fiinuons trace. Milton.

2. A mark, impression, or visible appear-
ance of anything left when the thing itself

no longer exists ; visible evidence of some-
tliing having been; remains; token; vestige.

The shady empire shall retain no trace
Of war or blood, but in the sylvan chase. Pope.

3. In /or(. the plan of a work— 4. In geom.
the intersection of a plane with one of the
planes of projection.— 5. A small quantity

;

an insignificant particle; as, telluret of bis-

muth is composed of tellurium, bismuth,
sulphur, and traces of selenium.— 6. One of
the straps, chains, or ropes by which a car-
riage, wagon, &c., is drawn by horses. ' New
to the plow, unpractised in the trace. ' Pope.
Trace (tras), v.t. pret. & pp. traced; ppr.
tracing. [Fr. tracer, to trace, delineate,
mark; It. tracciare; from a L.L. tractiare,
from L, tractug, pp. of traho, to draw;
whence also tract, extract, Ac] 1. To mark
out; to draw or delineate with marks; as,

to trace a figure with a pencil.

For when, in studious mood, he paced
St. Andrew's cloister'd hall,

His form no darkening shadow traced
Upon the sunny wall. Sir IV. Scott.

Specifically— 2, To copy, as a drawing or
engraving, by following the lines and mark-
ing them on a sheet superimposed, tlirongh
wiiich they appear.-3. To follow by some
mark or marks left by the thing followed

;

to follow by footsteps or tracks.

I feel thy power to trace the ways
Of highest agents. Milton.

You may trace the deluge quite round the globe.
T. Burnet.

4. To follow the trace or track of. ' All the
way the prince our footpace traced.' Spen-
ser. —5. To follow with exactness.

That servile path thou nobly dost decline.
Of traa'n^ word by word, and line by line.

Sir y. Denham.
6. To walk over.

We do trace this alley up and down. Shak.

7. To ornament with tracery. ' Deep -set
windows stained and traced.' Tennyson.
Trace (tras), v.i. To walk; to travel.

Thus long they traced and traversed to and fro.

Spenser.

Trace (tras), v.t. N^ut. a form of Trice.—
To trace up, to haul up and make fast any-
thing as a temporary security.

Trachea — Section

Traceable (traa'a-bl), a. Capable of being
traced.

If attraction be . . . a primordial property of mat-
ter, not dependent upon, or traceable to, any other
material cause, then by the very nature and defini-

tion of a primordial property it stood indifferent to
all laws. Patey.

Traceableness (tras'a-bl-nes), n. The state
of being traceable.

Traceably (tras'a-bli), adv. In a traceable
manner; so as to be traced.

Tracer (tras'^r), n. One who or that which
traces. ' A diligent and curious tracer of

the points of Nature's footsteps.' HakewUl.
Tracery (tras'6r-i), n. In arch, the orna-
mental open-work formed in the head of a
Gothic window, by the mullions there di-

verging into arches, curves, and flowing
lines, intersecting in various ways and en-
riched with foliations, llie character of the
tracery varied at different periods of the
Gothic, and its varieties are known as geo-
metrical, flowing, flamboyant, &c. Also, the
subdivisions of groined vaults, or any orna-
mental design of the same chai-acter for
doors, panelling, ceilings, <fec.

Tracbea (tra'ke-a). 71. pi. Tracheae (tra'-

k6-e). [L. trachia, from Gr. tracheia, rough,
nom. sing. fern, of trachys, rough, from the
inequalities of its cartilages, arteria, an ar-

tery, being understood. Dr. Mayne.] 1. In
anat. the windpipe; a cartilaginous and
membranous pipe through which the air
passes into and out of
the Iungs(AA in flgure).

Its upper extremity,
wliich is called the
larynx (C), consists of
five cartilages. The
Ui»permost of these is

called the e^nglott is (b),

and forms a kind of q.

valve at the mouth of
the larynx or glottis,

and closes the passage >
in the act of swallow-
ing. The trachea di-

vides into two main
branches, one going to
the left the other to ^^L'S^S'^^nlfTl
the right lung, these and neck,
in the lungs becoming
subdivided into innumerable ramlflcations.
Posterior to the trachea is the gullet or
oesophagus (D), and partly behind and above
it is the phaiTUX.— 2. In bot. one of the
spiral vessels of plants, so named from their
being considered as the respiratory tubes of
plants.—3. In zool. one of those vessels in in-

sects and other articulate animals which
receive air and distribute it to every part of
the interior of the body, and thus supply the
want of hnigs and circulation.

Tracheal (tra'ke-al), a. Pertaining to the
trachea or windpipe.
Tracbearla, Tracheata (tra-ke-a'ri-a, tra-
ke-a'ta), n.pl. [From trachea, the windpipe.

]

A division of Arachnida, including those
whose organs of respiration consist of ra-

diated or ramified trachese that only receive
air through two stigmata in the absence of
an organ of circulation. It includes the
pseudoscorpions. mites, ticks, &c.
Tracheary (tra'ke-a-ri), a. In zool. breath-
ing by means of tracheae: especially applied
to the Trachearia, a division of the Arach-
nida.

Tracheary (tra'ke-a-ri), n. An arachnid of
the ilivision Trachearia.
Tracheitis (tra-ke-i'tis). n. See TRACHITIS.
Trachelipod (tra-kel'i-pod), n. A molloac of
the order Trachelipoda.
Trachellpoda (tra ke-lip'o-da), n. pi fOr.
trachtUos, the neck, smdpotis. podos, the foot.]
Lamarck's name for an order of molluscs,
comprehending those which have the greater
part of the body spirally convolved, always
inhabiting a spiral shell; the foot free, at-
tached to the neck, formed for creeping.
TrachelipodOUS (tra-ke-lip'o-dus), a. Be-
longing to the Trachelipoda; having the
foot united with the neck.
TrachelO- (tra-kelo). [Gr. trachelos. the
neck.] A prefix in words of Greek origin
relating to the neck; as, trachelo-mastoi-
deu.8, a muscle situated on the neck, which
assists the complexus, but pulls the head
more to one side; trachelo-scapnlar, the de-
signation of certain veins which have their
origin near the neck and shoulder, and con-
tribute to form tlie external jugular vein.

Trachenchyma (tra-ken'ki-ma), n. [Tra-
chi'it, and Gr. enchyo, to pour in.] In bot. the
vascular tissue of plants which consists of

spiral vessels resembling the trachese of in-
sects.

Tracheocele (tra-ke'o-sel), n. [Trachea, and
Gr. kH>\ a tumour.} An enlargement of the
thyroid gland; bronchocele or goitre.

Tracheotome (tra'ke-o-tom), n. A surreal
knife used in tracheotomy or making an in-
cision in the windpipe.
Tracheotomy (tra-kg-ot'o-mi), n. [Trachea,
and Gr. temnO, to cut.] In siirg the opera-
tion of making an opening into the trachea
or windpipe, as in cases of suffocation. It
is sometimes also called bronchotomy, and
a similar operation on the lower part of the
larynx is termed laryngotomy. See these
tei'ms.

Trachlnidse (tra-kin'i-de), n. pi. A family
of acantbopterj'gious fishes, of which the
fenus Trachinus is the type; the weevers.
t comprises also a curious genus, I'ranos-

copus, or star-gazer. Called also Xlranoe-
copid(B. See Trachinus, Uranoscopus,
Uranoscopip^.
Trachinus (tra-ki'nus), 71. [Gr. trachys,
rougli. ] A genus of acanthopterj-gious fishes,
family Trachinida;, or Uranoscopidie, order
Teleostei. Several species are found in the
Atlantic, of which the best known is the T.
draco, or dragon weever, which is formid-
able to fishermen from its having the power
of inflicting wounds with its opercular spine.
The flesh is esteemed.
Trachltls (tra-ki'tis), n. [Gr. tracheia, the
trachea, and term, -itis, denoting inflamma-
tion.] Inflanmiation of the trachea or wind-
pipe. Called also Tracheitis.

Trachle, Trauchle (traChl, traChl). a.

[Akin to draggle.] To draggle; to exhaust
with long exertion; to wear out with fa-

tigue. [Scotch.]

Trachoma (tra-ko'ma), n. [Gr. trachys,
rough.] In stirg. a granular condition of the
mucous coat of the eyelids, frequently ac-
companied with haziness and vascularity of
the cornea; a seriims disease, often occur-
ring after purulent ophthalmia.
Trachyllte (tra'ki-lit). n. A mineral sub-
stance resembling obsidian.

Trachyte (tra'kit), n. [Gr. trachys, rough.]
A nearly compact felspathic pyrogenous
rock, breaking with a rough surface, and
often containing crjstals of glassy felspar,
with sometimes hornblende and mica. This
rock is extremely abundant among the pro-
ducts of modem volcanoes, and forms whole
mountains in countries where igneous ac-
tion is very slightly or not at all perceived.
Trachytic (ti-a-kit'ik), a. Pertaining to
trachyte, or consisting of it.

Tracing (tras'ing), n. 1. The act of one who
traces. —2. Course; regular track or path.
'Their turns and tracings manifold.' Sir
J. Davies.~Z. A mechanical copy of an ori-

ginal design or drawing made by following
its lines through a transparent medium, as
tracing-paper.

Tracing-lines (tras'ing-llnz), n. pi. Naut.
lines in a sliip passing through a block or
thimble, and used to hoist a tiling higher-
Tracing-paper (trfis'ing-pa-p6r), 7i. Trans-
parent paper which enables a drawing or
print to be clearly seen through it when
laid on the drawing, so that a pen or pencil
may be used in tracing the outlines of the
original. It is prepai'ed from smooth un-
sized white paper rendered transparent by
a varnish made of oil of turpentiiie with an
equal part Canada balsam, nut-oil, or other
oleo-resin.

Track (trak), 71. [O.Fr. trac, a track or
trace, a beaten way or path, a course; tra-
quer, to surround in hunting, to hunt down;
by Diez and others taken from D. and LG.
trek, treck, a drawing, trecken, trekken,
O.Fris. trekka, to draw, which may perhaps
be connected with E. drag. Formerly there
was often a confusion between this word and
tract.] I. A mark left by sometliiug that has
passed along; as, the track left by a ship, a
wake; the track of a carriage wheel. 'The
bright track of his fiery car.' 5An4-.—2. A
mark or impression left by the foot, either
of man or beast; a trace; a footprint.

Consider the exterior frame of the g"lobe. if we
may find any tracks or footsteps of wisdom in its

constitution. Bentlfy.

a A path formed by trafllc ; a way. route,
trail, road ; as, here the track disappeared.

Behold Torquatus the same track pursue.
Dryden,

4. Course followed; way; path in general; as.

the track of a comet. 'If straight thy track

or if oblique.' Tennyson.— 5. The course of

rails of a railway; the permanent way.—

Fate, (At, fat, f^ll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc abune; y, Sc. fey.
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6.t A tract of land. 'Those small tracks of

ground, the county of Poole, and the like.'

Fuller. —To make tracks, to go away; to

quit; to leave; to depart. [Slang.]

Vou will be pleased to mait tracis and to vanish
out of those parts for ever. Kin^sUy.

Track (trak), v.i. 1. To follow when guided
by a trace, or by the footsteps or marks of

the feet.

You track him ever>'where in the snow. DrytUn-

No hunter tracks the stag's ^xten path
Up the Ciminian hill. Macaulay.

2. .Vaw(. to tow or draw, as a vessel or boat,

by a line reaching from her to the shore or

bank.—3 t To delay; to protract.

Yet by delaies the matier was alwaies tracked, and
put over, without any fruiteful determination.

Strype.

Trackage (trak'aj), n. A drawing or tow-
ing, as of a boat.

Tracker (trak'6r), n. One who tracks or

traces: one who pursues or hunts by follow-

ing the track or trail.

And of the trackers of the deer
Scarce half the lessening pack were near.

Sir tr. Scott.

Trackless (trak'les), a. Having no track;

marked by no footsteps or path; untrodden;
as, a trackless desert. * The trackless ocean
of the air' Cowley. 'The trackless waste
of the great Atlantic ocean.' Warharton.
*To climb tlie trackless mountain all un-
seen.' Btfroii.

Tracklessly (trakles-U), adv. So as to leave
no track.

Tracklessness (trakles-nes), n. The state

of li.'iiu' withi'Vit a track.

Track-road (trak'rod), n. A towing-path.
Track-scout (trak'skout). n. (D. trek-

schnit—trekken. to draw, and schuit, boat.]

A tmat or ves-sel employed on the canals in

Holland, usually drawn by a horse. Arbuth-
not *(• P'jj>€.

Track-way (trak'wa), n. A tramway. See
Tr.vmway.
Tract (trakt), n. [L. tractus. a drawing,
dragging, a district, from traho, tractum, to
draw or drag. Notwithstanding a certain
correspondence in form and meaning, it can
hardly be related to E. dragy draw, or G.
trageii, to bear Trait is this word in an-
other form. Formerly there was often a
c^>nfusion between this word and track.]

1. Something drawn out or extended ; ex-

tent; expanse. *The deep tract of hell.'

Milton-- % A region or quantity of land or
water of indefinite extent. ' A high moun-
tain joined to the mainland by a tract of
earth.' Addison. ' Tracte of pasture sunny
warm.' Tennysfm. ' Many a tract of palm
and rice.' Tejmyson.—Z.j Traits; features;
lineaments.

The discovery of a man's self by the tract of his
countenance ts a great weakness. Sacan.

4. A written discourse or dissertation, usu-
ally of short extent; a treatise, partictilarly

a short treatise on practical religion.

The church clergy at that time writ the best col-
lection of tracts against popery. Swi/t.

(In this sense the word is frequently adjec-
tivally used; as. tract society, that is a so-

ciety formed for the printing and distribu-
tion of tracts; (raci deliverer, (rac( distribu-
tion, Ac.]—5.t Track; trace; footprint; ves-
tige.

And. lest the printed footsteps might be seen
He dragg'd them t>ackwards to his rocky den

;

The tracts averse, a tymg notice gave.
Aod led the searcher backward from the cave.

Drydrn.
€. Protracted or tedious treatment, de-
scription, narration, or the like.

The tract of everything
Would by a good discourter lose some life. Shak.

7.t Continuity or extension of anything.
As in tract of speech a dubiijus word is easily

known by the coherence with the rest, and a dubious
letter by the whole word. Holder.

8. Continued or protracted duration; length;
extent; as, a long tract of time. ' All through
this tract of years. ' Tennyson.

Your bodies may at last turn all to spirit.
Improved by tract of time. Afiiton.

— Respiratory tract, in anat. the middle
column of the spinal marrow, whence, ac-
cording to Sir Charles Bell, the respiratory
nerves originate.

Tract t (traktX v. t. 1. To trace out.

The man . . .

Saw many towns and men, and could their manners
fraa. B. yonson.

2. To draw out; to protract.

He traded time, and gave them leistire to prepare
to encounter his force. North.

Tractablllty (trak-ta-biri-ti), n. The qua-
lity or state of being tractable or docile;
docility; tractableness. 'A wild man, not
of the woods, but the cloisters, nor yet
civilized into the tractabilities of home.'
Ld. Lytton.

Tractalsle (trak'ta-bl), a. [L. traetabUis,
from tracto, to handle or lead. See Treat.]
1. Capable of being easily led, taught, or
managed ; docile; mani^eable; governable;
as, tractable children ; a tractable learner.

If a strict hand be kept over children from the be-
ginning, they will in that age be tractable, and quietly
submit. Locke.

2.t Palpable; such as may be handled.
The other measures are of continued quantity vis-

ible, and for the most part tractubie. Holder.

Tractableness (trak'ti-bl-nes), n. The state
or (juality of being tractable or manageable;
docility.

It will be objected, that whatsoever I fancy of chil-
dren's tractabtttuss, yet many will never apply.

Locke.

Tractably (trak'ta-bli), adv. In a tractable
manner; with ready compliance.
Tractarlan (trak-ta'ri-anl, n. A term ap-
plied to the writers of tne Trac/* for the
Times,' or the Oxford Tracts, and also to
those who acquiesce in their opinions. See
Tr.\ctariamsm.
Tractarlan (trak-ta'ri-an), a. Pertaining
to the Tractarians or their doctrines; as, the
tracfarian controversy.
Tractarianism (trak-ta'ri-an-izm), n. A sys-
tem of reli^'tous opinion and practice pro-
mulgated witliin the Church nf England in
a series of papers entitled "lYacts for the
Times,' and published at Oxford between
1833 and 1841. The leaders of the movement.
Dr. J. H. Newman, Dr. Pusey, Rev. John
Keble, and other Oxford scholars, sought to
mark out a middle course between Roman-
ism and what they considered a rationalistic
or latitiidinarian Protestantism ; but as tract
after tract appeared it became clearly ap-
parent that they were pervaded by a spirit
unmistakably hostile to Protestantism and
favourable to Roman Catholicism. The
writers openly showed that they were en-
tirely out of sympathy with the Reformers
of the sixteenth century, and boldly taught
tb& doctrines of priestly absolution, the real
presence, the paramount authority of the
church, and the value of tradition; that
there was no insurmountable barrier be-
tween the Roman Catholic and the Anglican
communions; and that the Thirty-nine Ar-
ticles, though drawn up by I'rotestants, are
susceptible <»f a Catholic interpretation not
inconsistent with the doctrines of the Coun-
cil of Trent. Many who favoured this An-
glo-Catholic movement subsetjuently went
over to the Church of Rome, while others
remained to form the representatives of the
extremely ritualistic or High Church section
of the Church of England.
Tractate (trak'tat).n. [L. (roctoftM. a hand-
ling, a treatise, a tract, from tracto. to drag
alxtut, to liandle. freu. of traho, to draw.]
A treatise; a tract. 'Philosophical tracfat^.'
Sir T. Browne.
We need no other evidence than Clanville's tractate.

Sir Al. Hale.

Tractationt (trak-ta'shon), n. (L. tractatio,
a handling. See Tractate.] Treatment or
handling of a subject; discussion. *A full
tractation of the tKtints controverted.' Bp.
Uall.

Tractator(trak'tat-*rVn. A writerof tracts;
particularly, one who favours Tractarianism;
a Tractarian. [Rare]

Talkintjf of the Tractators—K» you still Uk« their
tone : so do I. Kingsley.

Tractatrlz (trak-ta'triks), n. Inj/eom. same
as Tractrix. See TRACTORT.
TractUe (trak'til).a. [From Ja. traho, trac-
tum, to draw.] Capable of being drawn out
in length; ductile.

The consistencies of bodies are very divers; . . ,

traeti/e or to be drawn forth in length, intractile.

Bacon

.

Tractlllty (trak-til'i-ti), n. The quality of
being tractile; ductility. 'Silver, whose
ductility and tractilitynre much inferior to
those of gold.' Sir J. Derham.
Traction (trak'shon), n. [Fr. traction, from
L. traho. tractum, to draw.] 1. The act of
drawing, or state of being drawn ; as, the
traction of a muscle.—2. Attraction; a draw-
ing toward.—3. The act of drawing a body
along a plane, usually by the power of men,
aninmis, or steam, as when a vessel is towed
upon the surface of water, oracarriageupon
a road or railway. The power exerted in

order to produce the effect is called the
force of traction. The line in which the
force of traction acts is called the line of
(r«c?M)», and the angle which this line makes
with the plane along which a body is drawn
by the force of traction is called the angle
of traction.

Traction-engine (trak'shon-en-jin), n. A
steam locomotive engine for dragging heavy
loads on common roads. As the working of
such engines is severe upon roads, and dan-
gerous by frightening horses, it is carried
on under regulations enforced by act of
parliament.
Tractlte (trak'tit), ». Same as Tractarian.
TractltlOUS (trak-tish'us), a. Treating of;
handling. [Rare]
Tractive (trak'tiv), a. Serving or employed
to pull or draw; drawing along; as, tractive
power or force.

Tractor (trak't^r), n. That which draws or
is used for drawmg.—Metallic tractors, the
name given to two small pointed bars of
brass and-steel, which by being drawn over
diseased parts of the body, were supposed
to give relief through the agency of elec-
tricity or magnetism. They were much in
vogue about the beginning of the present
century, being introduced by Dr. Perkins of
America, but have long been entirely dis-
used
Tractoration (trak-to-ra'shon), «. The em-
ployment of metallic tractors for the cure
of diseases. S^e Tuactor.
Tractory, Tractrix (trak'to-ri, trak'triks),
n. [From L. traho, tractum, to draw.] In
math, a curve whose tangent is always equal
to a given line. It may be descrilied by a
small weight attached to a string, the other
end of which is moved along a given'straight
line or curve. The evolute of this curve is

the common catenaiy.
Trade (trad), n. [From verb to tread, and
originally meaning a beaten path, hence a
way or path of life, habit, a going regularly
to a place, traffic, trade. The older mean-
ings are still used locally. ITxe (mrfe-winds
are so called from blowing in a regular
course. See Tread.] l.t Way; course;

fiath.
' By reason of their knowlage of the

aw, of the autoritee of being in the right
(rarf« of religion. 'y. Vdall.—2..\ Frequented
course or resort; resort. ' Some way of com-
mon (rarfe.' Shak. 'Where most trade of
danger ranged.' Shak. — 3.^ A particular
course of action or effort ; effort in a par-
ticular direction.

I.ong did I love this lady

;

Long my travail, long my trade to win her.
Afassin£^er.

4.t Custom; habit; standing practice.

Thy sin's not accidental, but a trade. Shak.

6. Business pursued; occupation; as, piracy
is their trade.

Hunting their sport, and plund'ring was their trade.
Dryden.

6. The business which a person has learned
and which he carries on for procuring sub-
sistence or for profit; occupation; particu-
larly.mechanical or mercantile employment:
a handicraft, distinguished from the liberal
arts and leained professions, and from agri-
culture; as,we speak of the (ra^/e of a smith,
of a carpenter, or mason, but we never say
the trade of a farmer or of a lawyer or
physician.

We abound in quacks of every trade. Crabbe.

7. The act or business of exchanging com-
modities for othercommodities or formoney;
the businessof buying and selling; dealing by
way of sale or exchange; comnierce; traffic.

Trade comprehends every species of ex-
change or dealing, either in the produce of
land, in manufactures, in bills or money.
It is, however, chiefly used to denote the
barter or purchase and sale of goods, wares,
and merchandise, either by wholesale or
retail. Trade is either foreign or domestic
or inland. Foreign trade consists in the
exportation and importation of goods, or
the exchange of the commodities of different
countries. Domestic or home tradie is the
exchange or buying and selling of goods
within a country. Trade is also whoUsale,
that is. by the package or in large quantities,
or it is l>y retail, or in small parcels. The
carrying trade is that of transporting com-
modities from one country to another by
water- 8. Men engaged in the same occu-
pation; as, publishers and booksellers speak
of the customs of the trade.

All this authortihip, you perceive, is anonymous; it

gives me no reputation except among the trade.
/f. Irving..

ch. cAain; fih. 8c. locA; g, jyo; J,^; fi. Fr. ton; ng, sin^; »H. «Aen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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9. A trade-wind. SeeTRADE-WIND.—lO.t lu-

struments of auy occupation.

The shepherd bears

His house and household goods, his intdf of war.

—Board of trade, a department of the Brit-

ish government having very wide and im-

portant functions respecting the trade and
navigation of the kingdom. It is a perma-
nent committee of the privy-council, and is

prt-sided over by a member of the cabinet,
as president, there being also a permanent
secretary, a parliamentary secretary, a
comptroller-general of the commercial,
labour, and statistical department, five de-
partmental assistant secretaries, and a large
staff of professional and other officials. The
different departments include the following:
(a) the commercial, labour, and statistical

department, whose duties are to advise the
government on matters relating to tariffs

and burdens on trade, to prepare the official

volumes of statistics periodically issued, and
also special statistical returns for members
of parliament, &c. It gives information
regarding the state of the labour market,
and publishes the Board of Trade Journal,
a monthly periodical containing much mat-
ter of value to commercial men and others.

(&) The railway department, which has tlie

supervision of railways and railway com-
panies, and which must be supplied with
notices of application for railway acts, and
with plans, before the relative bill can be
brought before parliament. Before a line
is opened the permission of the board must
be got; and on the occurrence of an acci-
dent notice must be sent to the depart-
ment, which is then empowered to take
any measures it may deem necessary. It
also takes under its supervision tramways,
subways, canals, &c. (c) The bankruptcy de-
partment, which appoints official receivers
and generally carries out the provisions of
the law relating to bankruptcy, (d) The
harbour department, which exercises a su-
pervision over lighthouses, the sea-fishery,
pilotage, &c. (e) The marine department,
which has to see to the registration, condi-
tion, and discipline of merchant ships, to
watch over the mercantile marine offices;

to take measures for the prevention of
crimping, to see that the regulations with
regard to the engagement of seamen and
apprentices are carried out ; to examine
officers; to make investigations into cases of
gross misconduct and wrecks, and generally
to undertake the business thrown upon the
board by the various shipping acts. (/) The
financial depart^nent, which has to keep the
accounts of the board, controlling tlie re-
ceipts and expenditure. It has also to deal
with Greenwich pensions, seamen's savings-
banks, the proper disposal of the effects of
seamen dying aliroad, and the like.—Syn.
Profession, occupation, office, calling, avo-
cation, employment, commerce, dealing,
traffic.

Trade (trad), a. Pertaining to or character-
istic of trade, or of a particular trade ; as,

a trade practice; a trade ball or dinner.
Tra4e (trad), v.i. pret. & pp. traded; ppr.
trading. 1. To barter or to buy and sell; to
deal in the exchange, purchase, or sale of
goods, wares, and merchandise, or anything
else ; to traffic ; to carry on commerce as a
business. —2. To buy and sell or exchange
property, in a single instance; as. A traded
with B for a horse or a number of sheep.—
3. To engage in aiTairs generally; to deal in
any way; to transact; to have to do.

How did you dare
To trade and traffic with Macbeth
In riddles and affairs of death? SAai.

Trade (trad), v.t. To sell or exchange in
commerce; to barter.

They tntded t\ie persons of men. Ezek, xxvii. 13.

Ready to dicker and to swap, to trade rifles and
watches. Cooper.

Trade, t pret. of tread. Trod. Chaucer.
Trade -allowance (trad'al-lou-ans), n. A
disc(»unt allowed to dealers in or retailers
of articles to be sold again.

Traded! (trad'ed), a. Versed; practised.

Eyes and ears.
Two traded pilots 'twixt the dangerous shores
Of will and judgment. Shai.

Tradeful (tr<^d'f\|lX a. Commercial; busy
in traffic. ' Tradeful merchants.' Spenser.
'The tradeful city's hum.' T. Wharton.

Trade-hall (trad'hftl). n. A large hall in a
city or town for meetings of manufacturers,
traders, &c. ; also, a hall devoted to meet-

ings of the incorporated trades of a town,
city, or district.

Trade-mark (triid'mark), n. A distinguish-

ing mark or device adopted by a manufac-
turer and impressed on his goods, labels, &c.,

to distinguish them from those of others.

In England, the United States, and other
countries the registration and protection of

trade-marks is regulated by statute. The
earliest trade-marks appear to have been
those which were used in the manufacture
of paper, and which are known as water-
marks. Of these the earliest appears to be
on a document bearing the date 1351, i.e.

shortly after the invention of paper from
linen rags.

Trade -price (trad'pris), n. The price

charged to dealers in articles to be sold

again.

Trader (trrul'fir), n. 1. One engaged in trade
or commerce; a dealer in buying and selling

or barter; as, a (mrfer to New York; &. trader

to China; a country trader. ' Traders riding

to London with fat purses.' Shak.—I. A
vessel employed regularly in any particular

trade, whether foreign or coasting ; as, an
East India trader; a coasting trader.

Trade-sale (trad'sal), n. A special auction
or sale of articles suited to a particular class

of dealers.

Tradescantia (tra-des-kan'shi-a), n. [In
honour of John Tradescant, gardener to

Charles I.] A genus of lily-like plants, nat.

order Commelynacete. The species are
natives of

America and
India, and
many of them
are cultivated
as ornamen-
tal plants in

flower-gardens.
They are well
marked by
their three se-

pals, three pe-
tals, three -

celled capsule,
and filaments
clothed with
jointed hairs,

T.- virginiea, a
North Ameri-
can species, is

known by the
name of spi-

derwort. It

has succulent
stems, shin-
ing, grass-like
leaves, and
blue or purple flowei-s, and it is common in
the flower- borders of English gardens.
Other species are cultivated.

Tradesfolk (tradz'fok), n. pi. People em-
ployed in trade.

By his advice victuallers and trades/oik •wou\(i soon
get all the money of the kingdom into their hands.

Sit't/t.

Tradesman (tradz'man).n. 1. A shopkeeper
¥rom a.\:\ain tradesfnati with a shop he is now grown
up a very rich country geuileman. Arbutknot.

2. A man having a trade or handicraft; a
mechanic ; as, a bad tradesman is never
pleased with his tools. [So used in Scot-

land and America, formerly probably in
England also.]

Trades-people (tradz'pe-pl), n. pi. People
emi)loyed in various trades.

Trades-union (tradz-iin'yon), n. A com-
bination of workmen of particular trades
or manufactures to enable each member to

secure the conditions most favourable for

labour; an association of workmen formed
principally forthepurposesof regulating the
prices and the hours of labour, and in many
cases the number of men engaged by an
employer, the number of apprentices which
may be boun<l in proportion to the journey-
men employed by a master, and the like.

As accessories these unions may collect

fundsforbenefttsocieties, insurance of tools,

libraries, and reading-rooms; but their fund,
to which every member must regularly con-
tribute a stated sum, is principally reserved
for enabling the men to resist, by strikes

and otherwise, such action on the part of
the employers as would tend to lower the
rate of wf^es or lengthen the hours of la-

bour.

Trades - unionism (tradz-un'yon-izm). n.

Tlie principles or practices of the members
of a trades-union.

Trades-unionist (tradz-un'yon-ist), n. A

Tradescantia -virginit.

(Spiderwort),

member of a trades-union; one who favours
the system of trades-unions.

Trades-woman (tradz'wu-man), n. A
woman who trades or is skilled in trade.

Trade-Wind (trad'wind), n. [That is, wind
blowing inaregularfrade or course.] One of
those perpetual or constant winds which
occur in all open seas on both sides of the
equator, and to the distance of about 30°

north and south of it. On the north of the
equator their direction is from the north-
east (varying at times a point or two of the
compasseitiier way); on the south of the equa-
tor they proceed from the south-east. The
origin of the trade-winds is this :—The great
heat of the torrid zone rarefies and makes
lighter the air of that region, and in conse-
quence of this rarefaction the air rises and
ascends into the higher regions of the atmo-
sphere. To supply its place colder air from
the northern and southern regions rushes
towards the equator, which, also becoming
rarefied, ascends in its turn. The heated
air which thus ascends into the upper
regions of the atmosphere being there con-
densed flows northwanl and southward to
supply the deficiency caused by the under-
currents blowing towards the equator.
These undercurrents coming from the
north and south are, in consequence of the
earth's rotation on its axis, deflected from
their course as they approach the equatorial
region, and thus become north-east and
south-east winds, constituting the trade-
winds. The belt between the two trade-
winds is cliaracterized by calms, frequently
interrupted, however, by violent storms.
The position of the sun has an influence on
the strength and direction of the trade-
winds, for when the sun is near the tropic
of Cancer the south-east wind becomes
gradually more southerly and stronger and
the north-east weaker and more easterly.

The effect is reversed when the sun ap-
proaches towards the tropic of Capricorn.
Trade -winds are constant only over the
open ocean, and the larger the expanse nf

ocean over which they blow (as in the Pa-
cific) the more steady they are. When
these winds blow over land they are ob-
structed and their direction changed by
coming in contact with high land or moun-
tains. In some places the trade -winds
become periodical, blowing one half of the
year in one direction and the other half in
the opposite direction. See MossoON.
Trading (trad'ing), a. 1. Carrying on com-
merce; engaged in trade; as, a trading
company. ' A trading and manufacturing
town.' If. Irving,

Alexandria under the Romans was still the centre of
the trading world. Sharfie,

2. Applied in a disparaging sense to a per-

son whose public actions are regulated by
his interest rather tlian his principles; hav-
ing the character of an adventurer; venaL

It may be made the cloak for every species of flagi-

tiousand sordid calculation ; and what in him was only
a sophistical self-deception, or a mere illusion of dan-
gerous self-love.might nave been, by the common herd
q{ trading politicians, used as the cover for cverj- low
and despicable and unprincipled artifice. Brou^hant.

Tradition ( tra-di'shon ). n. [Fr. tradition,

from L. traditio, a handing over or deliver-

ing, from trado. to deliver— (ra/w, over, and
do, to give. Treason is a doublet of this

word. ] 1. The act of handing over something
in a formal legal manner ; delivery ; the act
of delivering into the hands of another.

A deed takes effect only from the traditio*i or de-
livery. Blackstone.

2. The handing down of opinions, doctrines,
practices, rites, and customs from father tc
son. or from ancestors to posterity; the trans-
mission of any opinions or practice from
forefathers to descendants by oral com-
munication, without written memorials.

Councils (cecumenical) meet to give truth already
known by divine tradition a more precise expression
for common and universal use. Cardinal Manning.

3. That which is handed down from age to
age by oral communication; knowledge or
belief transmitted without the aid of written
memorials; specifically, in iheol. that body
of doctrine and discipline, or any article

thereof, supposed to have been put forth by
Christ or his apostles, and not committed
to writing, but still held by many as a mat-
ter of faith.

But let us look a little more closely into this myste-
rious tradition, and endea%'our to estimate it at its

worth. It is a name for a multitude of tales and re-

ports that were afloat in the early ages of Christianity

—the hearsay of the church—compounded of fact

and fiction, of the marvellous and ine sober, of the

Fate, f&r. fat, f^l; ni§, met, h6r; pins, pin; note, not, mdve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. 4bune; y, Sc. fey.
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probable and the absurd, thrown together in one in-

dissoluble mass. To confide the perpetual miracle '

uf infallibility to such proof as this betrays surely ex-

traordinary notions of the value of evidence.
y. Martineau.

Tradition t (tra-di'shon), o.(. To tranamit
iiy way of tradition.

The following story is . . . traditioned with very

much credit amongst our English Cathohcs. Fuller.

Traditional (tra-di'shon-al), n. 1. Of, per-

taiiiin;,' to. or derived from tradition; com-
nmnicated from ancestors to descendants hy

word only; transmitted from age to age

without writing; founded on reports not

having the authenticity or value of histor-

ical evidence; as, traditional (.pinions; tra-

ditional evidence; the traditional exposi-

tions of the Scriptures. —2. Observant of

tradition; regulated by accepted models or

traditions irrespective of tnie principles;

conventional.
Card. God in heaven forbid

Vic should infringe the holy privilege

Of blessed sanctuary! . . .

Simt. You are too senseless-obstinate, my lord.

Too ceremonious and traditional. Shak.

Traditionalism(tra-di'shon-al-izm). n. Ad-
herence to tradition; specifically, the doc-

trine that our faith is to be based on or

regulated by what we are told by competent
authorityexclusiveof the exercise of reason.

Traditionalist (tra di'shon-al-ist), n. One
who holds to tradition or traditionalism.

Traditlonality ( tra - di ' shon - al " i - ti ). n.

\\ hat i* liantled down by tradition. [Rare.]

Many a iii.^n doing loud work iirthe world sUndsonly
on boiiic tliln tradilianality, conventionality, Carlyle.

Traditionally (tra-di'shon-aMi), adu. In a
tradrtional manner; by transmission from
father to son or from age to age; as, an
opinion or doctrine tradUiiOiViiiy derived
from the jipostles.

Traditionarily ( tra - di ' shon - a - ri - 11 ). adv.

ill a traditi-.'uary manner; by tradition.

Traditionary (tra-di'shon-a-ri), o. ijame
its Traditional.

riic reveries of the Talmud, a collection of Jewish
IndiH-'ihiry interpolations, are unrivalled in the re-

^'lOii-. .>f absurdity. BackminsUr.

Traditionary (tra-di'shon-a-ri), n. Among
the Jews, one who acknowledges the autho-
rity of traditions and explains the Scriptures
bv them.

Traditionist, Traditioner (tra-di'shonist.

tra-tli'shon-^r), n. One who adheres to tra-

dition.

Traditive (trad'i-tiv), a. Of or pertaining
to or based on tradition; traditional. [Rare.

]

Suppose we on things (radittvt divide. Drydtn.

Truditi'vt systems jjrow up in a course of genera-
tions and . . . acquire those kinds and degrees of

a>lhesion according to which a imsiworthy authority

may at length l>c formed, to which a person unin-

funned on tne subject may reasonably defer,
GLtditne.

Tradltor(trad'it-orXn. Latin pi. Traditores
(trad'i-to-rez) [L] One who gives up, sur-

renders, or delivers; a l>etrayer; a traitor:

a name of infamy given to Christians who
in the first ages of the church, during the
persecutions, delivered the Scriptures or the
goods of the church to their persecutors to
save their lives. Hooker.

Tradrille ( tra-drU' ), n. Same as TrediUe.
Lamh.
Traduce (tra-dOsO. v.t. pret A pp. traduced;
ppr. (rndnciiuj, [L. truduco, tradueere. to
lead along, to exhibit as a spectacle, to dis-

grace, to transfer—//ajM. across, over, and
duco. to lead. ] 1. 1 To represent; to exhibit;
to display; to make an example of. Bacon.
2. Tif represent as blamable: to ndsrepresent
wilfully; to defame; to slander; to malign;
to calumniate; to vilify.

As long as men are malicious and designing, they
will t>e traducing;. Dr. H. More.

He had the baseness not to .icknowledge his bene-
factor, but instead of it to traduce tne in libel.

Drydtn.
3.t To translate from one language into an-
other.—4. t To draw aside from duty; to se-

duce.
i can never forget the weakness of the traduced

wldiers. Beriii. <&• Fl.

5 t To continue by deriving one from an-
other; to propagate or reproduce, as animals;
to distribute by propagation.
From those only the race of perfect animals were

prfipagatecl , and traduced over the earth
Sir .\f. HaU

—Dernt, Depreciate, Detract, Traduce. See
under Uf.cry.

Traducement ftra-dus'ment), n. The act
iif trailucing; misrepresentation; ill founded
censure; defamation: calumny; obloquy.

Rrunc must know
The value of her own ; 'twere a concealment
Worse than a theft, no less than a tradutemeMt,
To hide your doings. ShaA.

Traducent(tra-dus'ent), a. [See Traduce.]
Slandering; slanderous. [Rare.]

Traducer (tra-diis'er), n. 1. One that tra-

duces; a slanderer; a calumniator.

He found both spears and arrows in the moutlis of

his traducers. Bp. Hail.

2.t One who derives or deduces. Fuller.

Traduclan, Traducianist (tra-du'si-an. tra-

du'si-an-ist), n. [From traduce in sense of

reproduce or propagate.] In theol. a be-

liever in traducianism; a name given by the
Pelagians to those who taught that original

sin was transmitted from parent to child.

Traducianism ( tra-du'si-an-izm ). n. [See

above] In theol. (a) the doctrine that the

souls of children as well as their bodies are

begotten by reproduction from tlie substance
of the parents, as opposed to Creationism and
In/ugionism. (6) The doctrine of the trans-

mission of original sin from parent to child.

Traducible (tra-dus'i-bl). o. l. Capable of

being traduced. —2. t Capable of being de-

rived, transmitted, or propagated.

Though oral tradition might be a competent dis-

coverer of the original of altingdoni. yet such a tra-

dition were incompetent without written monuments
to derive to us the original laws, because they are of

a complex nature, and therefore not orally tradiuiNe
to so great a distance of ages. Sir M. Hale.

Traducingly (tradus'ing-li), adv. In a tra-

tlucing manner; slanderously; by way of de-

famation.
Traductt (tradukf), v.t. [t. traduco, tra-

ductum. See Tradl'CE] To derive or de-

duce; also, to transmit; to propagate.

No soul of man from seed tradticted is.

Dr. H. Mare.

Traductt (tra-dukf). u That which is trans-

ferreii or trauslated ; a translation 'The
traduct may exceed the original.' Howell.

Traduction (tra-duk'shon). n. [L. traductio.

from traduco, traductum. See Traih;ck.]

l.t Derivation from one of the same kind;
propagation; reproduction.

If by traduction came thy mind.
Our wonder is the less to find

A soul so charming from a stock so good.
Dryden.

2.t Tradition; transmission from one to an-

other. 'Traditional communication and tra-

duction of truths, ' Sir hf. Hale.—Z. Convey-
ance," transportation ; act of transferring; as,

the traduction of animals from Europe to

America by shipping. [Rare.]— 4. Transl-

tlou. [Rare.]

The reports and fugues have an agreement with

the figures in rhetorick of repetition and traduction.
Bacon.

5 t Translation from one language into an-

other. Cowley —6. The act of giving origin

to a soul by procreation : opposed to t*y^tt-

sion. See Tradlxianism.
Traductive(tra-duk'tiv).a. Capable of being
(iedut-ed; derivable. Warburton. [Rare.]

Tra£algar (trafal-gar'). n. In printing, a

large type used for hand -bills or posting

bills.

Traffic (traf'ik). n. [ Vi: trajie. It trajfico,

Sp trajico, tra/ago. traffic. Origin douljtful.

Wedgwood remarks: * Like many of the words
ofS of France it has probably a Celtic origin.

W trafu, to stir, to aL'itate. tra/od,& stirring,

turning al>out, bustle.' A common deriva-

tion is from ll trans, across, and facio. to

make. Diez thinks the syllable Jic may re-

present the L. riceit, exchange.] 1. An inter-

change of goods, mercluindise, or property

of any kind l>etween countries*, ciunmunities,

or individuals; trade; commerce. 'Trajic

in honours, places, and pardons." Macaulay.

It hath in solemn synods been decreed, . . .

To admit no traffic to our adverse towns, Sfutk.

2. Goods or persons passing to and fro,

along a road, railway, canal, steamboat
route, or the like, viewed collectively; as,

the street tra^c is large; the railway tragic;

the Atlantic trajfic.—Z. Dealings; inter-

course.—4-1 A piece of business; a transac-

tion.

The fearful passage of their death-tnark'd love. . . .

Is now the two hours' traffic of our stage. Shak.

6. The subject of traffic; commodities for

market. [Rare]
Youll see a draggled damsel

From Billingsgate her fishy traffic bear. Gay

Stn. Trade, commerce, dealings, business,

intercourse.

Traffic (traf'ik), vi. pret. <t pp. traJUcked;

ppr. trajfi-cking. [ Fr. trafiquer; It. traffi.care;

Sp. traficar or trafagar. See the noun.
]

1. To trade; to pass goods and commodities
from one person to another fitr an equivalent

in goods or money ; to buy and sell wares;

to carry on commerce.
Despair to gain doth traffic oh for gaining. Shak.

2. To have business; to deal; to have to do;
to trade meanly or mercenarily. 'Trajic
with thee for a prince's ruin.' liowe.

Hnw did you dare
To trade and traffic with Macbeth
In riddles and atfairs of death? Shak.

Trafflct (traf'ik), v.t. 1. To exchange in
traffic. 'We shall at the beat but tra^c toys
and baubles.' Dr. II. More.—2. To bargain;
to negotiate; to arrange.

He trafficked xhc return of King James.
Dritmmond.

Trafficable t ( trafik-a-bl ), a. Capaide of
bein;.' disposed of in traffic; marketable.
Bp. Hall.

Trafficker (traf'ik-^r), n. One who traffics;

one who carries on commerce; a trader; a
merchant. Is. xxiii. 8. Often used in a de-
rogatory sense.

In it are so many Jews very rich, and so great tra_^'

^ckers. that they have most of the English trade m
their hands. Addison.

Trafflcless (trafik-les), a. Destitute of traf-

fic or trade.

Traffic-manager (traf'ik-man-ai-6r), n. The
manager of the traffic on a railway, canal,

and tite like.

Traffic-return (traf'ik-re-t6m). n. A peri-

odical statement of the receipts for goods
and passengers on a railway line, canal, and
the like.

Traffic-taker (traf'ik-tak-fer). n. A computer
of the returns of traffic on a particular rail-

way line or road.

Tra^canth (trag'a-kanth), n. [L. traga-
canthum. Or. tragakantka—tragos, a goat,

and akantha, a thorn. ] 1. Goat's-thorn, a
leguminous plant of the genus Astragalus,
the A. Tragacantha, long reputed to be
the source of the tragacanth of commerce,
though it yields no concrete gum , but merely
a gummy juice used in confectionery. The
name is also applied to other members of the
genus.— 2. A variety ofgum familiarly termed
gum-dragon or gum-tragacanth. It is the
produce of several species of the genus .Astra-

galus, natives of the mountainous regions of

Asia Mitiur, Syria, Armenia, Kurdistan, and

Tragacanth [Astragalus gummi/er).

Persia. In commerce tragacanth occurs in

small twisted thread-like pieces, or in flat-

teuetl cakes. The colour is whitish or yel-

lowish. Tragacanth is devoid of taste or
smell. It swells in the mouth, and is lu-

bricfius. It is composed of gum, bassorin,

starch, and vegetable membrane, aud is im-
perfectly soluble. It is used in the form of
mucilage, and of powder, to suspend heavy
powders in water, and also to make lozenges

and pills It is demulcent, and is used In

coughs and catarrhs. It is employed also in

calico-printing and in cloth-tlnishing, while
inferi<^tr kinds are used by shoemakers to

glaze the edges of the soles of boots aud
shoes.

Tragacanthine (trag'a-kan-thin), n. Same
as Bansorine.

Tragalism (trag'al-izm). n. [Gr. tragos, a

goat.] Goatishness from high feeding; sala-

ciousness; sensuality. Quart. Hev. [Rare.]

Tragedian (tra-jC'dl-an), ?i. [L tragcedus.

See Tragedy.] l. A writer of tragedy.

Thence what the lofty, grave frag-edians taught

In chorus or iambic, teachers best

Of moral prudence. Milton.

.\dmir.itton may or may not properly be excited

by tragedy, but until this impoit*iit question is settled

the name of tragedian may be at pleasure given to

or withheld from the author oi Rodoeune.
G. Saintsbury.

2, An actor of tragedy: sometimes appa-

ch. c/iain; 6h, So. loc/i; g, go\ J,>ob: ft, Fr. tort; . 8 »7; TH, (Aen; th. (Ain; w. trig; wh, irAig; zh, azure. —See Ket.
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rently applied to an actor or player in

general.

Those you were wont to take delight in, the tra-

gidLtns of the city. Shak.

Tragedienne (tra-je'di-en, Fr. tra-zha-de-

en) n. [i'v. tragidieniie.] A female actor of

trageib . a '''«>'= actress
. , c ^

l^agediOUSt Ctra-je'di-U8),a. Tragical. Fab-

T^agedy (traj'e-di), n. [L. trag<xdia, from

dvlragodia Ct.«wS/«), tragedy—(rojos, a

he-goat, and Me (pi,), a song, from ae%do,

to snig, because, it is said, a goat was the

prize of the early tragic choirs in Athens.]

1 A dramatic poem, representing an im-

portant event or a series of events in the

life of some person or persons, in which the

diction is elevated and the catastrophe me-

lancholy; that kind of drama which repre-

sents a tragical situation ur a tragical

character. Tragedy originated among the

Greeks in the worship of the god Dionysus

or Bacchus. A Greek tragedy always con-

sisted of two distinct parts: the dialogue,

which corresponded in its general features

to the dramatical compositions of modern
times; and the chorus, the whole tone of

which was lyrical rather than dramatical,

and which was meant to be sung, while the

dialogue was intended to be recited. The

unity of time; namely, that the duration

of the action should not exceed twenty-four

hours; and that of place, namely, that the

scene in which the events occur should be

the same throughout, are modem inven-

tions. .

Trai^tdy is poetry in its deepest earnest; comedy
is poetry in unlimited jest. Coleridge.

1. Tragedy personified or the muse of tra-

gedy.
Sometime let gorsjeous Tragedy,

In sceptred pall come sweeping by. Muton.

3 A fatal and mournful event; any event

in which human lives are lost by human
violence, more particularly by unauthorized

violence.

But I shall laugh at this a twelvemonth hence.

That they who brought me in my master's hate.

I live to look upon their tragedy. Shak.

Traget,t ". [See Tkajetour.I A juggling

trick; an imposture. Chaucer. Written

also Treget.

Tragetour.t n. [O.Fr. trajeclaire. a jug-

gler, one who leaps through hoops. See Tea-

JECT ] A juggler; a magician; an impostor;

a cheat. Chaucer. Written also Tregetour,

Trajetmir.

Tragla (trii'ji-a), n. [In honour of Jerome

Bock, generally called Tragus, a German bo-

tanist, hock and Gr. tragos both signifying

goat.] A genus of plants, nat. order Euphor-

biaccR! Some of the species are climbing in

habit, and some of them sting like nettles.

They are found in the subtropical regions of

the Old and New Worlds. The roots of T. can-

nabina, given in infusion, are considered

diaphoretic and alterative.

Tragic, Tragical (traj'ik, traj'ik-al), a. [L.

Iraijicus. See Tragedy.] 1. Pertaining to

tragedy ; of the nature or character of tra-

geily ; as, a tragic poem ; a tragic play or

representation. [In this sense Tragic is now
the more common fomi.]

This man's brow, like to a title-leaf.

Foretells thenatureofa tragic volume. Sftai.

2. Connected with or characterized by blood-

shed or loss of life; mournful; dreadful; cala-

mitous ; as, the tragic or tragical scenes of

the Indian mutiny.
Hoping the consequence

Will prove as bitter, black, and tragical. S/iai.

All things grew more tragic and more strange.
Teftnyscn.

3. Expressive of tragedy, the loss of life, or

of sorrow.
I now must change those notes to tragic. Miltoit.

Tragict (traj'ik), n. 1. An author of tragedy.

Savage. — 2. A tragedy ; a tragic drama.
Prior.

Tragically (traj'ik-al-li), ode. 1. In a tragic

manner; in a manner befitting tragedy.

Juvenal's genius was sharp and eager; and as his

provocations were great he has revenged them tragi-

cally. Dry,ien.

2. Mournfully; sorrowfully; calamitously.

Many complain and cry out very tragically of the
wretchedness of their hearts. South.

Traglcalness (traj'ik-al-nes), n. The quality

of being tragical; fatality; moumfulness;
Badness.
We moralize the fable in the tragicalnets of the

event. I>r. H. More.

Tragl-comedy (traj-i-kom'e-di), n. (Fr

iragi-comidie.} A kind of dramatic piece

in which serious and comic scenes are

blended; a composition partaking of the

nature of both tragedy and comedy, of which
the event is not unhappy.
Tragi-comic, Tragl-comlcal ( traj-i-kom'-

ik, traj-i-koni'ik-al), a. Pertaining to tragi-

comedy
;
partaking of a mixture of grave

and comic scenes.
Julian felt toward him that tragi-comic sensation

which makes us pity the object which excites it. not

the less that we are somewhat inchned to laugh amid
our sympathy. .SiV li'. Scott.

Tragl-comically ( traj-i-kom'ik-al-li ), adv.

In a trai;i-tomical manner.
Tragicomlpastoral ( traj ' i - com - i - pas"to-

ralj. a. I'avtakiii',' of the nature of tragedy,

comedy, and pastoral poetry. Gay.

TragiCUS (traj'i-kus), n. [.See TRAGUS] In

aiutt. a proper muscle of the ear, which
pulls the point of the tragus a little for-

ward.
Tragopan (trag'o-pan),n. [Gr. trofjos, a goat,

and Pan, the deity: so called from the pro-

tuberances on its head. ] A beautiful genus

of birds, called otherwise Ceriornis, of the

family Phasianida;. 2'. or C. hathami, a

native of Nepaul, Tibet, and the Himalayas,

is closely allied to the turkey. The plum-
age is spotted, and two fleshy protuberances

hang from behind tlie eyes. When the bird

is excited it can erect these protuberances
until they look like a pair of horns. A
large wattle hangs at either side of the lower

mandible.
Tragopogon (trag-6-po'gon), ii. [Gr. tragos,

a goat, and p,igon, a beard.] Goat's-beard,

a genus of plants. See GOAT'S^BEAED.

TragulldSB (tra-gu'li-de), n. pi. A family of

ungulate mammals, sub-order Artiodactyla,

and containing the smallest living repre-

sentatives of the order. They are charac-

terizetl by the total absence of horns in

both sexes, and by the presence of canines

in both jaws, those in the upper jaw being

in the form of tusks in the males, but much
smaller in the females. The family includes

the Hyomoschus of Western Africa, and
some four or five species of Tragulus from
India. They are all vei-y small elegant ani-

mals, and, though commonly called 'musk-
deer,' tlioy have no musk-gland.

Tragulus (trag'fi-lus), n. [From Gr. tragos,

a goat, from the strong smell possessed by

the genuine musk-deer, which, however, be-

longs to a different genus.] A genus of small

Asiatic moschine deer, family Tragulida),

including the T. Javanicus, or napu of

Java; the kanchil or pigmy musk-deer (jP.

pygnusus). The latter is very small, and
renowned for its cunning in the Asiatic

isles as the fox is with us, being said to

feign death when snared, and then to leap

up and run ott wlien disentangled from the

snare.

Tragus (tri^'us), n. [From Gr. tragos. a

goat, from its being furnished, in some per-

sons, with a tuft of hair like the beard of a

goat] In auat. a small cartilaginous emi-

nence at the entrance of the external ear.

TrsUe.i v.t. To betray. Chaucer.

Tralk (trak), v.i. [Sw. tra:ka, to walk with

difficulty.] To wander idly from place to

place.—ro traik after, to f.illow in a loung-

ing or dangling way; to dangle after. Sir

W.Scott [Scotch.]

Traliet (trak'et), a. Fatigued and be-

draggled. [Scotch.]

T-rall (te'ral), n. A form of railway rail

having two flanges above which form a wide

tread for the wheels of the rolling-stock.

Trail (tral), v.t [In sense of to di'ag. from

the old noun traile, a sledge, from L. fro-

g-ula, a sledge, a drag-net, from traho, to

draw, through some French form equivalent

to Sp. trailla, a drag for levelling ground,

Pg. tralha, a drag-net, Prov. tralh, traces,

track, hence akin to train. In sense of to

hunt directly from O.Fr. trailler, to hunt by

the scent, which seems to be of same origin.

Conip. also Fr. tirailler, to pull about, from
tirer. to pull, of Germanic origin = E. to

tear.] I. To draw behind oralong the ground;

to drag. 'That long behind he trails his

pompous robe.' Pope.

Along the field I will the Trojan traU. Shai.

They shall not trail me through their streets

Like a wild beast. Milton

Some idly trailed their sheep-hooks on the ground.

And some kept up a shrilly mellow sound
With ebon-tipped flutes. fCeats.

2. Milit. to carry in an oblique, forward
position, with the breech near the gi'ound,

the piece being held by the right hand near

the middle; as, to trail arms.—3. To tread

down, as grass by walking through; to lay

flat; as, to trail grass.-4. To hunt or follow

up by the track.—5. To quiz; to draw out;

to play upon, or take the advantage of the
ignorance of. [Provincial English. ] See

Trail, n. 7.

I presently perceived she was {what is vernacularly

termed) trailing Mrs. Dent ; that is. playing on her
ignorance; her trail might be clever, but it was
decidedly not good-natured. Charlotte Bronte.

Trail (tral), v.i. 1. To be trailed or dragged;

to sweep over a surface by being pulled.

'TYietraUing gai-mentsof the night' Long-
fellow. —i. To grow to great length, espe-

cially when slender and creeping upon the

ground, as a plant; to grow with long shoots

or stems so as to need support.-Traiiinj?
arbutus. See Arbutds.
Trail (tral), n. 1. Track followed by the

hunter; mark or scent left on the ground
by anything pursued.

How cheerfully on the false trail they cry 1 Skak.

• They hunt old trailt,' said Cyril, 'very well.'

Tennyson,

2. Anything drawn to length; as, the trail

of a meteor; a trail of smoke. 'When
lightning shoots in glitt'ring trails along.'

Howe.—3. Anything drawn behind in long

undulations; a train. 'And drew behind a

railiant trail of hair,' Pope.—i. An Indian

footpath or road; a road made simply by

Indians travelling. [L'niteil States.)—6.t A
vehicle dragged along; a sled or sledge.—

6. In ordnance, the end of the stock of a

gun-carriage, which rests upon the grotind

when a gun is unlimbered, or in position

for firing. —7. The act of playing upon, or

taking advantage of, a person's ignorance.

See Trail, v.t. 5. —8. In arch, a running

enrichment of leaves, flowers, tendrils, &c.,

in the hollow mouldings of Gothic archi-

tecture.

Trail-board (tral-bord), n. Naut. a term

for a carved or ornamented board on each

a. Trail-board.

side of the stem of a vessel and stretching

from it fonvard to the figure-head.

Trailt (tral), n. [Fr. treilU, a trellis.] A
sort of trellis or frame for running or climb-

ing plants.

Trail (tral), n. [Abbrev. of entrails.'] In

cookery, intestines of certain birds, as the

snipe, and fishes, as the red mullet, which

are sent to the table instead of being ex-

tracted or drawn. The name is sometimes
given to the entrails of sheep.

Trailer (tral'er), n. One who or that which
trails; specifically, a plant which cannot

grow upward without support; a trailing

plant or trailing branch. ' Swings the trailer

from the crag. Tennyson. 'Lowest trailer

of a weeping elm.' J. R. Lowell.

TraUlng-spring (trM'ing- spring), n. A
sjiring flxeil in the a.xle-box of the trailing-

wheels of a locomotive engine, and so placed

as to assist in deadening any shock which

may occur. Weale.

TraUlng-'wrlieel (tral'ing-whel), n. The
hindwlicel of a carriage, especially the

wheel behind the driving-wheel of a loco-

motive engine

Trail-net (tral'net). n. A net drawn or

trailed behind a boat, or by two persons on

opposite banks in sweeping a stream; a

drag-net. ,^ t^ ..

Train. (tr.\n), II. t. [Fr. (raSner, O.Fr trotn«;,

trahiner, to draw; It. trainare, L.L. trahv-

nare a derivative from L. trahere to draw

(whence tract, abstract, *c.); akin tratl.

The transition of meanings from draw or

drag to educate, Ac, is similar to that in

educate, lit to draw or lead out.] 1.
•"

draw along; to trail.

Not distant far with heavy pace the foe

Approaching gross and huge; in hollow cube

Training his devilish enginery impaled

On every side with shadowing squadrons deep.

To

PSte, fftr. fat, f»ll; me, met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oU, pound; u, Sc. abune; S', Sc. tey.
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2. To draw by artiQce, stratagem, persua-
sion, promise, or the like; to eutice; to al-

lure. 'We did (ram him ou.' Siiak.

If but a dozen French
Were there in arms, they would be as a call

To train ten thousand Hnglish to their side. SHai.

O train me not, sweet mermaid, with thy note.

3. To bring up; to educate ; to rear and in-

struct; often followed by up.

Train up a child in the way he should go, and
when he is old he will not depart from it

Prov. xxu. 6.

You have traintd me Hke a peasant Shak,

Train
To riper ^owth the raind and will. Tennyson.

4. To form to any practice by exercise; to
drill; to e.xercise; to discipline; aa, to train
the militia to the manual exercise; to train
soldiers to the use of arras and to military
tactics.
And when Abram heard that his brother was

taken captive, he armed his trained scrsanXs.
Gen. xiv. 14.

5- To break, tame, and reduce to docility;

to render docile and able to perform certain
actions; as, to train dogs or monkeys.
The warrior horse here bred he's taught to train.

Dryden.
6. To render capable of undergoing some
unusual feat of exertion, by proper regimen
and exercise; to increase the powers of en-
durance of, especially as a preparative to
some contest ; aa, to train horses for the
Derby; the university crews are well trained.

7. in gardening, to lead or direct and form
to a wall or espalier; to form to a proper
shape by growth and lopping or pruning;
as. to train young trees.

Tell her, when I'm gone, to train the rose-bush that
I set

About the parlour window. Tennyson.

& In viiniug. to trace, aa a lode or vein to
its head.—ro train.a gun, to poiut it at
aome object either forward or abaft the
beam, that is, not directly transverse to a
vessel's side.

Train (tran), n. l. That which is drawn
along or after; that which is tiie hinder part
or rear; a trail; as. (a) that part of a gown,
robe, or the like, which trulls beliind the
wearer. 'To bear my lady's train.' Shak.
{&) The tail of a comet, meteor, d:c. ' Stars
with (rawu of fire.' Shak. (c) The tail of a
bird.
The train steers their fSght, and turns their bodies

Hke the rudder of a ship. Ray.

id) The after part of a gnn - carriage ; the
trail —2.t That which draws along; specifi-

cally, (a) something used to allure and en-
tice; an artifice; a stratagem; a device. *To
save his men from ambiuh and from train.'
Fair/ax.

DeviGsh Macbeth
By many of these trains hath sought to win me
Into his power. SMai.

(6) Something tied to a lure to entice a
hawk. Halliwell. (c) A trap for an atiimat
BaUiireU.--^ A consecution or succession
of connected things; that which ia drawn
out in succession; a series.

Other truths require a train of ideas placed in or-
der. Leckt,

To lead my Mcmmim in a train
Of flowery clauses onward to the proof
That gous there are and deathless. Ttfinysen.

A State of procedure; regular method; pro-
cess; cciirae; as, affairs are now in a train
for settlement.

If things were once in this train .

would take root in our nature.
, our doty

6. A number or body of followers or attend-
ants; n retinue. 'The king's daughter with
a lovely train.' Addison.

Sir, I invite your bighne&s and your train
To ray poor ctlL Shak.

6, A company in order; a procession. ' Fair-
est of stars, last in the train of night* Mil-
ton. 'Forced from their homes, a melan-
choly train.' GfAdxmith.—l. A continuous
or connected line of carriages on a railway,
together with the engine.

1 wiiitei for the train at Coventry. Ttnnyson.

8. A line of combustible material to lead
fire to a charge or mine.

Shall he tnat Ki*es fire to the train pretend to
wash his hands of the hurt that's done by the playing
fi the mine? Sir R. L Estrange.

8. In mnch. a set of wheels, or wheels and
pinions in scries, through which motion fa

transmitted in regular consecution; aa, the
train of a watch, that Is. the wheels inter-
vening betweeu the barrel and the escape-
ment; the qoiixa train of a clock, that by
which the kands are turned; the striking

train, that by which the striking part is

actuated. — 10. In utetal working , two or
more pairs of connected rolls in a rolling-

mill, and worked as one system.— 11. [Fr.

traineau.] A peculiar kind of sleigh used
in Canada for the transportation of mer-
chandise, wood, »£c. Bartlett— Train of
artillery, a certain number of field or siege
pieces, with attendants, carriages. &c., or-

ganized and equipped for a given duty.

Train (trau), v.i. To undergo training; spe-
cifically, (a) to be under training, as a re-

cruit for the army: to be drilled for mili-

tary service. (6) To prepare for the per-
formance of some feat requiring certain
physical qualities.

Trainable (tran'a-bl), a. Capable of being
trained or educated. Sir W. Scott.

Train-baud (triln'l)and), n. A band or com-
pany of a force partaking of the nature of
both militia and volunteers, instituted by
James I. and dissolved by Charles II. The
term was afterwards applied to the London
militia, from which the 3d regiment of the
line originated.

He felt that, without some better protection than
that of the traiu-bafids and beef-eaters, his palace
and person would hardly be secure. Macaulay.

Sometimes used adjectively.

A Iraifiband captain eke was he
Of famous London town. Cowper.

Train-bearer (trinT^ar-^r). n. One who
holds up a tram; a supporter of the long
state robes of a lady or public ofHcer.

Trained(trand),>i'- anda. 1. Having a train.

He swooping went
In his train'd goitn about the stage. S. ^tmson.

2, Formed by training; exercised; educated;
instructed; as, a traiixed eye or judgment.
Trainelt (tran'el), n. [O.Fr.J A trail-net;

a drag-net. Holland.
Trainer (trau'^r), n. l. One who trains up;
an instructor. —2. One who trains or pre-
pares men, hordes, Ac. , for the performance
of feats requiring certain physical (lualitiea,

as an oarsman for a boat-race, a pugilist for
a prize-fight, or a horse for racing.—3. A
wire or wooden frame for fastening flowers
or shrubs to,— 4. A militia-roan when called
out for training or exercise. { United States. ]

Training (tn'm'ing), p. and a. Educating;
teaching and forming by practice.—Train-
ing college. Same as formal School. Bee
KORMAL.
Training (tran'lngX n. 1. The act or pro-
cess of educating; education.

I fully believe our intellectual training to be ex-
cellent Cambridge Sketches.

2. The act or process of increasing the powers
of endurance, or of rendering the system
capable of undergoing some unusual feat of
exertion; also, the state of being in such a
condition; as, I am in capital training for
a pedestrian tour. 'A professed pugilist;

always in training.' Dicketig.S. In garden-
vig, the operation or art of forming young
trees to a wall or espalier, or of causing them
to grow in a shape suitable for that end.

—

4. The drilling or disciplining of troops; as,

the militia had Just fiuislied the annual
training.

Training-day (trfln'ing-di), n The day on
which the militia are called out to be re-

viewed- (Tnited States.]

Training-level (trin'ing-lev-el). ?». A gra-
vitating instrument for facilitating the ac-
curate elevation and depression of cannon.
Admiral Smijth.

Training -penChilnm (tran'ing-pen-dii-
lum), n. A pendulum to facilitate the ac-
curate elevation and depres8i4)n of guns by
means of coloured spirits or ()Uicksilver con-
fined in a tiil)e Adtniral Smyth.
Training-Bhlp (tran'ini^-ship), n. A ship
efiuipped with instnictors, officers, &c., to
train lads fur the sea.

Training-wall (tran'ing-wftl), n. A wall
built up to determine the flow of water in a
rivc-r ur harlfour.

Train-mile ^tran'mil), n. In railways, a
unit of work in railway accounts, one of the
total nninlier of miles run by all the trains
of a system.
Train-oil (tran'oil). n. [D. and LuG, traan,
Dan. and Sw. tran. 0. thran, train-oil;

comp. D. traan, G. thriine, a tear, a drop.]
The oil procured from the blubber or fat of
whales.

Train-road (tran'rod), n. A slight railway
for small wagons in a mine.

Train-tackle(tran'tak-l),TL A tackle hooked
to the train uf a gun to hold it to its place
during action.

Trainyt (tran'i), a. Belonging to train-oil.
' Where the huge hogsheads sweat with
trainy oil.' Gay.
Traipse (traps), v.i. To walk sluttishly or
carelessly. See Trapesing.
Two slipshod Muses traipse along
In lofty madness, meditating son^.
With tresses staring from poetic dreams,
And never wash'd but in Castalja's streams. Popt.

[The above quotation is taken from Richard-
son, who refers it to Dunciad, book iii.,

without specifying what edition. The pas-
sage is ditterent in the ordinary editions.]

Trais.tn.ju;. [Ft. traits. See TRACE. TRAIT.]
The traces by which horses draw. Chancer.

Traifled,t Trashed, tp;>. [O.Fr. trair, trais-
sant, to betray.] Betrayed. Chaucer.
Trait (trat or tra), n. [Fr., a trait, a stroke,
also the trace of a vehicle, from L. tractus,
a drawing, a course, Ac, from traho, trac-
turn, to draw. See Tract, TRACE] 1. A
stroke; a touch. ' From talk of war to traits

of pleasantry.' Tennyson.
By this single trait. Homer makes an essential

difference between the Iliad and Odyssey.
tv. Broome.

2. A distinguishing or peculiar feature; a
peculiarity: as, a trait of chaiTicter.

Traiteur (tra'ter), lu [Fr] The keeper of
an eating-house; a restaurateur.
Traitor (tra'tfir), Ji. [O.Fr. traitor, traiteur,
tradre; Mod. Fr. trattre, Sp. traidor. It.

traditore; from L. traditor, from trado, to
deliver up (whence tradition, treason)—
trans, over, and do, datum, to give.] 1. Oiie
who violates his allegiance and betrays his
country ; one guilty of treason ; one who,
in breach of trust, delivers his country to its

enemy, or any fort or place intrusted to his
defence, or who surrendere an army or body
of troops to the enemy, unless when van-
quished; or one who takes arms and levies
war against his country ; or one who aids
an enemy in conquering his country. See
Treason.
There is no difference, in pointof morality, whether

a man calls uic traitor in one word, or says I am one
hired to betray my religion, and sell my country.

Stfi/t.

2. One who betrays his trust; one guilty of
perfidy or treachery.

If you flatter him, you are a great traitor to him.
£acffn.

Traitor (tra't^r), a. Traitorous. ' His trai-

tor eye.' Shak.
Traitort (tra't^r), v.t. To act the traitor
^jwa^d8; to betray. ' But time, it traitors

me.' Lithgow.
Traitoresst (tra'tSr-es), n. She who betrays
her trust; a traitress. Chaucer.
Traitor-hearted (tra'ter-hai'ted), a. Hav-
ing the heart of a traitor; false-hearted.
Tennyson.

Traitone,+ 'i- Treachery. Chaucer.
Traitorism (tnVter-izni). '* The state or
quality of being traitorous; treachery.

The loyal clergy . . , are charged with traitorism
of their principles. Jioger North.

Traitorlyt (tra't^r-li), a. Treacheroos.
These traitorly rascals, whose miseries are to be

smiled at, their offences being so capital. Shah.

Traitorous (tra'tfer-us), a. 1. Acting the
traitor; guilty of treason; treacherous; per-
fidious; faithless; as, a traitorous officer.

More of his majesty's friends have lost their llres
in this rebellion than of his traitcrotts subjects.

Addison.
2. Consisting in treason; partaking of trea-
son; implying breach of allegiance; aa, a
traitorous scheme or conspiracy.

Pontinius knows not you
While you stand out upon these traitorous terms.

B.yonson.
Traitorously (tra'tSr-us-li}, adv. In a trai-

torous manner; in violation of allegiance
and trust; treacherously; perfidiously.

They had trnitorously endeavoured to subvert the
funiltiiiicntal laws. Clarendon.

TraltorousnesB (tra'tfir-us-nes), n. The
quality of being traitorous or treacherous;
treachery.

Traitress (tra'tres), n. A female who be-
trays her country or her trust

I am not going to play traitress to my system even
for the Duke of St. James. Disraeli,

Traject(traj-ektO, f.(. [L. trajicio, trajectum
—trans, across, over, and jacto, to throw.]
To throw or cast through. ' If the sun's
light be trajected through three or more
cross prisms successively. ' Newton.
Traject (traj'ekt), n. [O.Fr. traject, from
L. (ra^V'c(tw, a iiassage across. See the verb.]

l,t A ferry; a passage or place for i)assing

water with boats. — 2. A trajectory. 'The
traject of comets.' Is. Taylor. [Kare.]

—

uh, cAaiu; 6h.Sc.lo0A; g. po; J, job; b, Fr. tort; ng. siiv; TH. eAen; th. UUn; w. wig; wh. wAig; zh, azure.—See ££T.
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S. The act of throwing across or transport-

ing; transportation; transmission; transfer-

ence. [Rare.]

At the best, however, this traject (that of printing
from Asia) was but that of the germ of hfe, which
Sir \V, Thomson, in a famous discourse, suggested
had been carried to this earth from some other
sphere by meteoric agency. Atheuizum.

Trajectioxi (tra-jek'shon), n. 1. The act of
trajecting; a casting or darting through or
across.—2. Transposition.

Nor is the post-position of the nominative case to
the verb against the use of tlie tongue; nor tlie tr-a-

Jection here so great, but the Latin will admit tlie

same order of tlie words. Joseph Mede.

Trajectory (tra'jek-to-ri), n. 1, In dyn. the
patn described by a body, such as a planet,
comet, projectile, &c. , under the action of

given forces.— 2. In geom. a curve or surface
which cuts all the curves or surfaces of a
given system at a constant angle.

Trajet,+ n. [See Trajkct.] Passage over
or ;icrn«9 Chaucer.
Trajetour.t n. Same as Tragetour. Gower.
Trajetry.t " Tlie art or practices of a tra-

jetor; jugglery. Chaucer.
Tralatlon(tra-la'8hon),ji. [L. tralatio, trans-
latio, from tramlatu^— trans, across, and
latits, used as participle of /ero, to carry.]
A change in the use of a word, or the use of
a word in a less proper but more significant

sense. Bp. Hall.

Tralatltion (tral-a-ti'shon), n. A change, as
in the use of words; a metaphor.
TralatitiOUS (tral-a-tish'us), a. [L. tralati-

tins, tramlatitius. See Tralation. ] Meta-
phorical; nut literal. Stackhouse.

Tralatitiously(tral-a-tish'us-li), adv. Meta-
pliurically; not in a literal sense. Holder.

iftralineatet (tra-lin'e-at), v.t. [L. trans, and
li)iea,\\\\ti.] To deviate from any direction.

If you tralineate from your father's mind,
What are you else but of a bastard kind?

Dryden.
Tralucet (tra-lusO, v.i. [See Translucent.]
To shine tlu'ough. ' The tralucing fiery ele-

ment.' Sulvester.

Tralucencyt (tra-lu' sen-si), n. Same as
Tranditci'iiC}/-

Tralucentt (tra-lu 'sent), a. [L. trahtcens,
tramlucens. See TRANSLUCENT.] Trans-
parent; translucent.

lYam (tram), n. [Probably bar or beam is

the original signification; Sw. trom, tram,
G. Irani, a beam. Meaning 3 like 4 would
arise from such carriages running on tram-
ways and wouUl be short for tram-carriage.
See Tramway. ] 1. One of the rails or tracks
of a tramway. ' Laying his trams in a poi-

son'd gloom." Tennyson. See Tramway.—
2. The shaft of a cart. De Quincey. [Scotch. ]

3. A sort of four-wheeled carriage or wagon
used in coal-mines, especially in the north
of England, for conveying the coals from
the pit to the place of shipment.— 4.A tram-
way car.

Tram (tram), n. [It. tratna, from L. trama,
weft.] A kind of doubled silk thread, in
which two or more strands are twisted to-

gether, used for the weft or cross-threads of
gros-de-Xaples velvets, flowered silks, and
the best varieties of silk goods.
Trama (tra'ma), n. [L., weft] In bot. the
substance intermediate between the hy-
menium in the gills of agarics or pores of
Polyporus.
Tramble (tram'bl), v.t. In mining, to wash,
as tin ore, with a shovel in a frame fitted
for the purpose.
Trammel (tram'mel), n. [Fr. tra)nail, tri-

imiil, a net of three layers; It. tramaglio,
from L.L. tramaculum, tremaculiim.a kind
of fishing-net, from L. tres, three, and ma-
cula, a mesh. Wedgwood derives it from
trails maculam, through the mesh, because
the Spanish form is trasmallo, but the latter
may have arisen through erroneous ety-
mology. ] 1. A kind of long net for catching
birds and fishes. See Trammel-net.
The trammel differs not much from the shape of

the bunt. Rick. Carew,
Nay, Cupid, pitch thy tratnmel where thou please.
Thou canst not fail to take such fish as these.

Qitarles.

2.t A net for binding up or confining the
hair.

Her golden locks she roundly did uptye
In breaded (rameis, that no looser hcAres
Did out of order stray about her daintic eares.

Spenser.
3. A kind of shackles used for regulating
the motions of a horse, and making him
amble.— 4. Whatever hinders activity, free-
dom, or progress; an impediment. 'The
trammels of any sordid contract.' Jeffrey.—
5. An iron hook, of various forms and sizes,

used for hanging kettles and other vessels
over the fire. — 6. An instrument for drawing
ovals, used by joinei-s and other artificers.

One part consists of a cross with two grooves

at right angles; the other is a beam-compass
carrying two pins which slide in those
grooves, and also tlie describing pencil; an
ellipsograph.— 7. A beam-compass.
TramTnel (tram'mel), v.t. pret. & pp. tram^
melted; ppr. traminelling. 1. To catch; to
intercept. Shak.— 2. To confine; to ham-
per; to shackle.

He was constantly trantmelled by orders from
home, and frequently borne down by a majority in

council. Macaulay.

3. To train slavishly; to inure to conformity
or obedience. 'Hackneyed and trammelled
in the ways of a court.' Pope.
Trammeler, Trammeller (tram'mel -6r), n.

1. One who or that which trammels or re-

strains. —2. One who uses a trammel-net.

The net is love's right worthily supported,
Bacchus one end, the other Ceres guideth.

Like tratntneliers this god and goddess sported
To take each foule that in their walkes abideih.

'j^n Old-fashioned Love^ \%<)^.

Trammelled(tram'meld),p.anda.l, Caught;
confined; shackled.—2. In the manege, hav-
ing blazes or white marks on the fore and
hind foot of one side, as if marked by tram-
mels: said of a horse.

Trammel-uet (tram'mel-net), n. (a) A kind
of net for sea-fishery, anchored and buoyed,
the back -rope being supported by corii

floats, and the foot-rope kept close to the
bottom by weights. Called also Tumbling-
net, (b) A loose net of small meshes be-
tween two tighter nets of large meshes.
Tramontana (tra-mon-ta'na), n. [It. See
TRA5I0XTANE, a. J A common name given
to the north wind in the Mediterranean.
The name is also given to a peculiar cold
and blighting wind, very hurtful in the
Archipelago.

Tramontane (tra-mon'tan), a. [It. tramon-
tano, from L. transmo7itanus—tran^,heyoxui,
and Hion«,mountain. ] Lying or being beyond
the mountains, that is. the Alps: originally
applied by the Italians ; hence, foreign ;

barbarous : then applied to the Italians as
being beyond the mountains from Germany,
France, Ac. See Ultramontane.
Tramontane (tra-mon'tan), n. l. One living
l)eyond the mountains ; a stranger; a bar-
barian. See the adjective.

Hush; I hear Captain Cape's voice. The hideous
tramotitane. A. Murphy.

2. In Italy, «fcc., the north wind. See Tra-
montana.
Tramp (tramp), v.t. [L.G. trampen, Dan.
trampe, Sw. trampa, to tramp, nasalized
form corresponding to D. and G. trappen, to
tread; from a root trap, or in weaker form
trip, the latter form being seen nasalized in

Goth, anatrimpan, to advance. Trip is

therefore closely allied] 1. To tread under
foot ; to trample. Stapleton (1565). [Now
provincial English and Scotch.] — 2. To
cleanse or scour, as clothes, by treading on
them in water. [Scotch.]—3. To travel over
on foot; as, to tramp a country.

Tramp (tramp), v.i. To travel; to wander
or stroll: to travel on foot. [Colloq.]

Tramp (tramp), n. [See v.t] 1. The sound
made by the feet coming in contact with
the ground in walking or marching; as, we
heard the tramp of the soldiers on the
march. ' Then came the tramp of horse."

Sir W.Sco^f.—2.Anexcursiononfoot; awalk;
a journey; as, a long tramp —-'S. A tramper;
a beggar; a vagrant; a stroller; a workmnn
who wanders from place to place in search
of employment.
The very tramp who wanders houseless on the

moor-side is his brother. JCittgsiey.

4. An instrimient for trimming hedges.—
5. A plate of iron worn by ditchers, Ac,
below the centre of the foot, to save the
shoe in pressing the spade into the eartli.

Tramper (tramp'6r), n. One who tramps;
a stroller; a vagrant or vagabond.
D'ye think his honour has naething else to do than

to speak ¥ri' illca idle tramper that comes about the
town. air tf-'. Scott.

Tram-plate (tram'plat), n. A flat iron plate
laid as a rail. Simmoiids.
Trample (tram'pl).r.(. pret.& pp. trampled;
ppr. trampling. [A freq. from tramp; D.
trampelen, G. trampeln, to trample. See
Tramp.] l. To tread under foot; especially,
to tread upon with pride,contempt,triumph,
or scorn.

Neither cast ye your pearls before swine. lest they
trample them under their feet. Mat. vii. 6.

2. To tread down; to prostrate by treading;
to crush with the feet; as, to trample grass.
' S<iuadrons of the Prince, trampling the
flowers with clamour.' Tennyson.—Z. To
treat with pride, contempt, and insult.

Trample (tram'pl), c.i. l. To tread in con-
tempt.

Diogenes trampled on Plato's pride with greater
of his own. Dr. U. More.

I trample on your offers and on you. Tennyson.

2. To tread with force and rapidity; to stamp.

I hear his thund'ring voice resound,
And trampling feet that shake the solid ground.

Dryden.

Trample (tram'pl), n. The act of treading
under foot with contempt.

Under the despiteful control, thermm/Zrand spurn
of all the other damned. MUton.

Trampler (tram'pl-6r), n. One that tiam-
ples; one that treads down.
Trampous, Trampoose (tram'pus, tram'-
pds,i, v.i. To tramp; to walk; to lounge or
wander about. [American vulgarism]
Tramp-pick (tramp'pik), n. A kind of lever
of iron about 4 feet long, and 1 inch in
breadth and thickness, tapering away at the
lower end and having a small degree of cur-
vature there, somewhat like the prong of a
dung-fork, used for turning up vei7 hard
soils. It is fitted with a footstep, about 18
inches from the lower end, on which the
workman presses with his foot, when he is

pushing into the ground.
Tram-road (tram'rod), 7i. [Probably from
being made of trams or bars of wood. (See
Tram.) Some, however, say the first syllable
is a contraction of the name of Mr. Outram
of Newcastle, a gentleman much connected
with collieries. But this seemsa mere guess.]
A road in which the track for the wheels is

made of pieces of wood laid in line, fat
stones, or plates of iron, while the horse
track between is left sufficiently rough for

the feet of the horses; a tramway. See
Tramway.
Tramway (tram'wa), n. [See Tram-roap]
l.A tram-road; a wooden orironwayadapttd
to trams or coal wagons.—2. A railway laid

along a road or the streets of a town or city,

on which cars for passengers or for goods
are drawn by horses, or by some mechanical
power.— Trainicay car, a passenger carriage
on a street tramway.
Tranationt (tra-na'shon), n. [From L. trano,
tranatum, to swim across

—

trans, across,
and 710, to swim.] The act of passing over
by swimming; transnatation.

Trance (trans), n. [Fr. transe, great appre-
hension of approaching evil; Sp. and Pg.
trance, the hour of death; It. trangito, pass-
age, death ; from L. transitus, passage —
trans, across, Ijeyond, and eo, Uxnn, to go,

so that trancemxd transit are doublets.] l.A
journeying or journey over a country; espe-
cially, a tedious journey. [Old and provincial
English. ]—2. A passage, especially a passage
inside a house. [Scotch.]—3. An ecstasy; a
state in which the soul seems to have passed
out of the body into another state of being,
or to be rapt into visions ; a state of insen-
sibility to the things of this world. 'Like
some bold seer in a trance.' Tennyson.

My soul was ravished quite as in a trance. Spenser.

While they made ready, he fell into a trance, and
sav heaven opened. Acts x. lo, n.

4. A state of perplexity or confusion; bewil-
derment; surprise.

Both stood like old acquaintance in a trauce.
Met far from home, wondering each other's chance.

ShaA.
Even now, while Saturn, roused from icy trance
Went step for step with Thea through the wood I

Keats.

5. In med. same as Catalepsy.

Trance (trans), v.t. pret. & pp. tranced; ppr,
trancing. 1. To entrance; to place in or as
in a trance ; to withdraw consciousness or
sensibility from. 'There I left him tranced.'

Shak.~2. To affect with or as with a charm;
to hold or bind by or as by a spell; to shroud

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub. bHll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abtine; V, Sc. iey.
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or overspread, as with a spell; to chartn ; to

euchaut. 'A (rancid summer night' Keats.

After the flitting of the hats.

When thickest dark did trance the sky.

She drew her casement curtain by. TeMtiyson.

Traucet (trans), v.i. To tramp; to travel.

* Ttanct the world over, you shall never purse so
much gold as when you were in England.

Beau. erFl.

Trancedly (trana'edll), adv. In an absorbed
<.<r liance-like manner; like one in a trance.

Then stole I up and trancedly
Gazed on the Persian girl alone. Tennyson.

Tranect (tran'ekt), n. A word which occurs
once in Shakspere, and there seems ta mean
either a ferry or a ferry-boat, Rowe sub-
stituted trajeet, which spelling was long
followed by other editors.

Bring them, I pray thee, with iraacined speed
Unto the tranect, to the common ferry
Which trades to Venice. Shak.

Trangam,Tran^me (tran'gam. tian'gami,
n .Same as Tramjraiit. Wycherley; Sir W.
Scott.

Trangramt (tran'gram), n. [Perhaps from
taiu/rain, the name of a kind of Chinese
puzzle.] An odd. intricate contrivance; a
nick-nack; a trinket; a toy. 'These tran-

f/raiujf and gimcracks.* Arbuthiiot.

^ankey (trau'ki), ». A kind of boat used
in the Persian Gulf.

Trankum ( tran'kum ), n. An ornament of
dress; a fal-lal ; a trangam. ' Trankumi of
muslin and lace.' Sir W. Scott

Traillacet(tran'Ia8),p (. To transpose. 'The
same letters being by me tossed and tran-
lacfd five hundred times.' Puttfnham.
Trannel (tran'nel), «. A trenail or tree-

nail.

Tranquil (traiiTcwil), a. [Fr. iranquiUe; L.

traii'iHilUt*, quiet, calm, allied to quietttt,

quiet.
]
Quiet; calm; nndi8tuH>ed; peaceful;

not agitated; as, the atmosphere is traiitjuU;

the state is tranquil; a tranquil retiremeui.

O, now, for ever
Farewell the tranquU mind ! farewell content I

SMak.
—Calm. Tranquil, Placid, Quiet. See under
r.\i.M

TranqulUlty (tran-kwil'i-ti), n. [L tran-
quiUttag SteTRASi^l'lL.] Thestateorqua-
lity of Ijeing tranquil; quietness; a calm
state; freedom from disturbance or agita-
tion ; as. the tranquillity of public affairs;

the fmH7iiii/i(j/ of a retired life; the (mH-
quillity of mind proceeding from conscious
rectitude. * Ne everrests he in tranquUUty.'
.S/>erucr — SYN. Quiet,qaietnew.peace.calm,
repfise, stillness.

Tranquilltzatlon anui'kwiMz-a''8hon), n.
The act of tranquillizing, or state of being
tranquillized.

Tranquillize (tranlcwil-Iz). v.t. pret <&pp.
tranquillized : ppr. tranquillizing. To ren-
der tranquil or quiet; to allay when agitated;
to compiioe; to make calm and peaceful; as,
to tranquillize a state disturliea by factions
or civil commotions; to tranquUlize the
mind.

KeliiP'in haunts the trnafnnatioa of the sinner, in-
stead fii tranqutiiiaing his Heart. R. Hali.

Stx. To quiet, compose, still, soothe, ^>-
pease, calm, pacify.

Tranquillizer (tran'kwil-U-6r), n. One
who or that which tranquillizes.

Tranquillizingly (tran'kwil-iz-ing-li), ode.
Si. ;i3 to iranquilli/c.

TranqtUlly ( tran kwilll ), adv. In • tran-
quil manner; quietly; peacefully; as, to sleep
iranqnilly.

Tranquilness (tranlcwil-nes), n. The stote
or quality of being tranquil; quietness;
peacefulnest.
Trans (tranz). A Latin preposition, used In
English as a prefix, which, with its form tra,
signitles over, across, beyond, as in tran»-
alpine, beyond the Aliw; through, as in trans-
pierce. It also denotes complete change

;

as to fransform: also, from one to another;
as to franjffer. \Sott. Though tran< is com-
moidy pronounced with the «-8ound in words
in which it forms the first element, the
r-sMjund of * is also heard in those in which
tnxiK is followed by a vowel or sonant con-
s^.inatit

]

Transact ( trans-akt' ). v.r. [L. iranaigo,
traruaetum — trant, across, through, and
ago. to lead, act. ] To do ; to perform ; to
manai?e; to complete; to carry through; as,
t" tranxfift uonnnercial business; we trans-
art l.u.^iness in jMrrson or by an agent
Transact (trans akt), r I To conduct mat-
ters; to treat; to negotiate; to manage.

It ii a matter of no small moment certainly for a

man to be rif^htly informed, upon what terms and
conditions he is to transact with God. and God with
him, in the great business of his salvation. South.

Transaction (trans-ak'shon), n. 1. The act
of one wlio transacts; the doing or perform-
ing of any business; management of any
affair.— "2. That which is done or takes place;
an affair; as, we are not to expect in history

a minute detail of ever>' transaction.— Z. In
civil law, an adjustmentof a dispute between
parties by mutual agreement—4. pi. The
reports or published volumes containing
the several papers or abstracts of papers,
speeches, discussions, «.tc., relating to the
sciences, arts, &c., which have been read or
delivered at the meetings of certain learned
societies, as the Royal Society of London,and
which have been thoiiglit worthy of being
made public at the expense of such societies.

Those of the Royal Society of London are
known as the Philosophical Transactions.

Transactor (trans-akt'6r), n. One who
transacts, performs, or conducts any busi-

ness.

Transalpine ( trans-al'pin ), a. [ L. traixs-

alpinua, from trans, beyond, and Alpiiius,
pertaining to the Alps.] Lying or being l>e-

yond the Alps : generally used in regard to
Rome ; beyond the Alps from Rome ; as,

Tratisalpine Gaul; opposed to Cisalpine.

Transanimate (trans-an'i-mat), v.t pret. &
pp. transanimated; ppr. transanimatintj.
[Trans and animate] To animate by the
conveyance of a soiU to another body.
[Rare.)

Transanimation (trans-an'i-ma"shonX n.
Conveyance of the soul from one body to
another; transmigration. [Rare.]

If the transanimatton of Pythagoras were true,
that the souls of men transmi>;rate into species an-
swering ihcir former natures, some men cannot escape
that very brood whose sire Satan entered.

Sir T. Browne.
Transatlantlc(trans-at-lan'tik>,a, [htrans,
beyond, ViSx^ Atlantic] 1. Lying or l>eing be-
yond the Atlantic; on the opposite side of
the Atlantic to the counti? of the speaker
or writer.—2. Crossing or across Uie Atlan-
tic ; as, a transatlantic line of steamers ; a
transatlantic telegraph cable.

Transcalency (trans-ka'len-si), n. State
of being transcaleut
Transcalent (trans-kalent). a. [L. fran<,
thruugli, and calens. calentis, ppr. of caUo,
to grow warm.) Pervious to heat; permit-
ting the passage of heat
Transcend (trans-send'), v.t [L. transcendo
—{rafM,and«eafufo,toclimb(whencea«<vi»d,
descetui, Ac.).} I.t To climb, pass, or go
across.

The shore let her transeend. the proraont to descry,
DraytOH.

2. To rise above; to surmount.
Make disquisition whether these unusual lights be

meteorological impressions not traHsetftHmg the
upper region. Howell.

3. To pass over; to go beyond.
It is a dani^erous opinion to such popes M shall

transcend ^^\x hmitsand become tyrannical.

BACon.
4. To surpass; to outgo; to excel; to exceed,
'liow much her worth transcended all her
kind.* Dryden.
Transcend (trans-send'), v.i. l.t To climb.

To conclude, because things do not easily sink,
they do not drown at all, the fallacy is a frequent ad-
dition in human expressions, which often give distinct
accounts of proximity, and transcend from one unto
another. Sir T. Browne.

2. To be transcendent; to excel.

Transcendence, Transcendency (trans-
sen'dens, trans-scn'den-si), n 1. Superior
excellence; supereminence.— 2.t Elevation
above truth; exa^eratiou.

It is true greatness to h.ive in one the frailty nf .i

man and the security of a God; this would have
done better in poesy, where transctndeneits arc more
allowed. Bacon.

Transcendent (trans-sen'dent), a. [L. trans-
cendens, transcendentis, ppr. of trangcendo.
.See Transcend. 1 l. Very excellent; supe-
rior or supreme In excellence; surpassing
others; as. tranMendeiU worth; transcend-
ent valour. ' Clothed with transcendent
brightness.' Milton.— 2. In metaph. (a) an
expression employed by the schoolmen to
mark a term or notion which transcended,
that is, which rose alwve, and thus included
under it, the categories of Aristotle: such,
for example, as 'being,' of which the ten
categories are only sutxlivisions. (.See Cate-
OORY.) In this sense the word is convertible
with transcendental as used l)y scholastic
philosophers. (6) In the philosophy of Kant,
a term applied to the elements of thought.

notions, ideas, &c.. that altogether trans-
cend experience, which may seem to be
given in experience, but whicli really are
not given. Such are the ideas of the pure
reason, God. an inmiaterial soul, Ac. Jn
this sense the word does not correspond
with transcendental as used by Kant and
his followers. See Transcendental.
Transcendent (trans-sen'dent), n. i. That
which surpasses or excels; anything greatly
superior or supereminent.—2. In metaph.
(a) a reality above the categories or predica-
ments. (6) That which is altogether beyond
the bounds of human cognition and thought.
See the adjective.

Transcendental ( trans -sen- dent 'al), a.

1. Supereminent; surpassing othei-s; trans-
cendent. A'. 6r'r«iP — 2. In metaph. (a) same
as Transcendent, 2 (a), (fe) In the Kantian
philos. a tenn used to designate the va-

rious forms, categories, or ideas assunied
to be native elements of thought, or those
necessary, intuitive, d priori cognitions
which, tliough manifested in, as affording
the conditions of experience, transcend the
sphere of that contingent or adventitious
knowledge which we acquire by experience:
such, for instance, as the idea of space
and time, causality, Ac. —3. Abstrusely
speculative; beyond the reach of ordinary,
everjday, or common thought and experi-
ence; hence, vague; obscure; fantastic; ex-
travagant; AS.trajiscendental poetry. (A col-
loquial and inaccurate use of the teim.] See
Transcendentausu.

Reason and understanding, as words denominative
of distinct f.tculties, the adiectives sensuous, trans-
cendental, subjectife and objective, snfertiatural, as
an appellation of the spiritual, or that immaterial
essence which is not subject to the law of cause and
clfect, and is thus distinguislied from that which is

natural, are all words revived, not invented. l>y the
school of Coleridge. G. P. Marsh.

4. In math, a term applied to any equation,
curve, or quantity which cannot be repre-
sented or defined by an algebraical expres-
sion of a finite numl)er of terms, with numeral
and determinate indexes. Transcendental
quantities include all exponential, logarith-

mic, and trigonometrical lines, because
there is no finite algebraical formultc by
which these quantities can be expressed.

—

Transcendental equation is an equation into
which transcendental quantities enter. But
transcendental equations sometimes signify
such differential equations as can only be
integrated by means of some curve, logar-

ithm, or inflnite series. - Transcendental
curve is such as cannot be defined by any
algebraic equation, or of which, when it is

expressed by an equation, one of the terms
is a variable qunntity.—- Traiiscendental
anatotny, that branch of anatomy wliich
treats of the essential nature and homo-
logies of the parts of the )x>dy, and the
results of which study seem to differ from
or lie beyond what would be suggested by
the ideas of the parts conveyed by the ex-
ternal senses. lirande d- Cox.

Transcendental t (tran-sen-dent'al). n. A
tran.-^iTiiii. liialist

Transcendentalism ( trans - sen - dent ' al-

izm), H. 1. Tile state or i|uality of being
transcendental. Specifically— 2. A term
sometimes applied to the system of philo-
sophy founded )iy Kant In tliis ])tiikisophy

all those principles of knowledge which
are original and primary, and which are
determined <\ priori, all purely sulijective

forms of intuition (as space and time), are
called transcendental. They involve ne-
cessary and strictly (not comparatively)
universal truths, and so transcend all truth
derived from experience, which must al-

ways be contingent and particular. The
principles of kiinwU-dge, which are pure
and transcendental, ft>nn the foundation of
all knowledge that is empirical, derived
from experience or determined rt posteriori.

As Schelling and Hcgd claim to have dis-

covered the absolute identity of the objec-

tive and subjective in human knowledge, or
of things and human cunccptions of them,
the Kantian distinction between transcend-
ent and transcendental ideas can Imve no
place in their philosophy. And hence with
them transcendentalism claims to have a
true knowledge of all things material and
immaterial, human and divine, so far as the
mind is capable of knowing them. And in

this sense the word is now most generally
used. It is also sometimes used for that
which is viigue and illusive in philosophy.

Transcendentalist ( trans-sen-dent'al-ist ),

n. One who believes in transcendentalism.

ch. ehuin; th. Sc. lock; g. go; J,/ob; b, Fr. ton; ng, tiitg; TH, then; th, tkia; vr, tng; wh. svAig; ih, snire.—See Kkt.
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Transcendeiltallty ( trans ' sen -den - tal" i-

ti), n. The quality of being transcendental.
[Rare.]

Transcendentally ( trans-sen-dent 'al-li ),

adv. In a transcendental manner.
Transcendently ( trans-sen 'dent-li), adv.

In a transcendent manner; very excellently;

supereminently; by way of eminence.

The law of Christianity is eminently and transcend-
ently called the word of truth. South.

Transcendentness (trans-sen'dent-nes), n.

The state or quality of being transcendent;
superior or unusual excellence.

Transcension t (trans-aen'shon), n. Act of

transcending. Chapman.
Transcolate (trans'ko-lat), v.t. [L. trans,

through, and colo, to strain.] To strain; to

cause to pass through a sieve or colander.

The Iiinfjs are. unless pervious like a sponge, unfit

to imbibe and Cranscoliite the air. Harvey.

Transcolation (trana-ko-Ia'shon), n. Act
of transcolating. StilHngfleet.

Transcorporatet ( trans -kor'po- rat), v.i.

Ti» jiass from one body to another.

Transcribbler (tran-skrib'l^r), n. One
who transcribes hastily or carelessly; hence.
a mere copier; a plagiary. [In contempt]
He (.\ristotle) has suffered vastly from the trajt-

scribblers, as all authors of great brevity necessariJy
must. Gray.

Transcribe ( tran - skrib' ), v.t. pret. & pp.
transcribed; ppr. transerQying. [L. tran-

scribo— trans, over, and scribo, to write.]

To write over again or in the same words

;

to copy; as. to ira)iscribe Livy or Tacitus;

to transcribe a letter.

He was the original of all those inventions from
which others did but transcn'de copies. Clarendon.

Transcriber ( tran-skrib'Sr ), n. One who
transcribes or writes from a copy; a copier
or copyist. Addison.
Transcript (tran'skript), n. [L. transcript-

urn, from transcriptus, pp. of transcribo.

See Transcribe.] 1. A writing made from
and according to an original ; a writing or
composition consisting of the same words
with the original; a copy.

The decalogue of Moses was but a transcript, not
an original. South.

2. A copy of any kind; an imitation.

The Roman learning was a transcript of the
Grecian. Glamjille.

Transcription (tran-skrip'shon), n. 1. The
act of transcribing or copying.— 2. A copy;
a transcript.—3. In music, the arrangement
(usually with more or less modification or
variation) of a composition for some instru-

ment or voice other than that for which it

was originally composed.
Transcriptive (tran-skrip'tiv), a. Done as

from a copy; having the character of a tran-

script, copy, or imitation. Sir T. Browne.
Transcriptively (tran-skrip'tiv-Ii), adv. in
a transcnptive manner; as a copy, ' Tran-
scriptively subscribing their names. ' Sir T.

Browne.
Transcurt (trans-k6r'). v.i. [L. transcurro—
trans, and curro, to ruiL] To run or rove
to and fro.

By the fixing of the Liind upon one object of cogi-
tation it doth not spatiate ana transcur. Bacon.

Transcurrencet (trans-kur'reus), n. A rov-
ing hither and thither.

Transcursion t (trans-k^i-'shon), n. [See
Transcur, J A rambling or ramble ; a pas-
sage beyond certain limits; extraordinary
deviation.

I am to make often transcursions into the neigh-
bouring forests as I pass along, Htrweli.

Transdialect (trans-di'alekt), v. t. To trans-
late from one dialect into another. [Rare.]

The fragments of these poems, Itft us by those
who did not write in Doric, are in the common
dialect. It is plain, then, they have been trans-
dialected. iVarburton.

Transduction ( trans-duk'shon ), n. [From
L. transduco, transductum—trails, across,

and duco, to lead.] The act of leading or
carrying over. [Rare.]

Transe (trans), n. 1. Ecstasy; trance.—
2. A passage. [Scotch.] See TRANCE.
Transeartht ( trans -6rth'), v.t. To trans-
plant.

Fruits of hotter countries transearthed in colder
climates have vigour enough in themselves to be
fructuous according to their nature. Felthayn.

Transelement, Transelementate (trans-

el' e - ment, trans - el ' e - ment-at ), v. t. To
change or transpose the elements of; to

transubstantiate.

Theophylact useth the same word; he that eateth
me, liveth by me; whilst he is in a. certain manner
mingled with me, and transeUinenttUed or changed
into me. Jer. Taylor.

;,;rrT~

r-A.-

Transenna.

Transelementation (trans-el'e-ment-a"-
shon). n. [Prefix trai\£, and element.^ The

[

change of the elements of one body into those ;

of another, as of the bread and wine into i

the actual body and blood of Christ; tran- !

substantiation.
Rain we allow ; but ifthey suppose any other trans-

tlemenlation , it neither agrees witll Moses's philo-

sophy nor Saint Peter's. T. Burnet.

Transenna (tran-sen'na), n. [L., a net, a
snare, reticulated
work.] VaChristian
antiq. a term given
to a kind of carved
lattice-work or grat-

ings of marble, sil-

ver, «fec., used to shut
in the shrines of

martyrs, allowing
the sacred coffer to

be seeu but protect-
ing it from being
handled, or for simi-

lar protective pur-
poses.

Transept(tran'aept),
n. [L. trans, across,

beyond.and septum,
an inclosure. ] In
arch, the transverse
portion of a church
which is built in the
forai of a cross: that
part between the nave and choir which pro-

jects externally on each side and forms the
short arms of the cross in the general plan.

See cut Cathedral
Transexiont (tran-aek'shon), n. [Prefix

trans, and sex.] Change of sex. Sir T.

Browne.
Transfardt (trans-fftrd'), p. and a. [Equiva-
lent to //a?j.>.;/Vrre(/.] Transformed, Spenser.

Transfemiriate t (trans-fem'ln-at), v.t. To
change from a male to a female. Sir T.

Browne.
Transfer (trans- f^i-*), v.t. pret. & pp. trans-

ferred; ppr. traiut/errinj. [L. transfero—
trans, and /era, to carry, whence defer, con-

fer, Ac. , fero being cognate with E. to bear. ]

1. To convey from one place or person to

another; to transport or remove to another
place or person; to pass or hand over: usu-
ally followed by to {unto, into), sometimes
by on (iipon); as. to transfer a thing from
one hand to the other; to transfer the laws
of one country to another. 'The war being
now transferred info Munster.' Camden.
They forgot from whence that ease came, and

transferred the honour of it upon themselves.
^tterbury.

By reading we learn not only the actions and the
sentiments of distant nations, but transftr to our-

selves the knowledge and improvements of the most
learned men. Watts.

2. To make over the possession or control

of ; to convey, as a right, from one person
to another ; to sell ; to give ; as. the title to

land \?, transferred by deed; the property in

a bill of exchange may be transferred by
endorsement; stocks are transferred by
assignment, or entering the same under the

name of the purchaser in the proper books.

3. In lithography, to produce a facsimile of

on a prepared stone by means of prepared
paper and ink ; as, to tramfer a drawing.
See the noun.—SYN. To transport, remove,
shift, convey, sell, alienate, estrange.

Transfer (trans'f^r), n. 1. The removal or
conveyance of a tiling from one place or per-

son to another; transference. —2. The con-

veyance of right, title, or property, either

real or personal, from one person to another,
either by sale, by gift, or otherwise. 'Con-
sider it as a traii^er of property.' Burke.—
Transfer, in Eng. law. corresponds to con-

veyance, in Scots law, but the particular

forms and modes included under the fonner
term differ very materially from those in-

cluded under the latter. See Convevance,
CoNVEYANCiNO. —3. That which is trans-

ferred; particularly, (<() in lithograph}/, a

picture or design drawn or printed with a

special ink on specially prepared paper, and
then transferred to the surface of a stone,

from which duplicates are obtained by print-

ing; (b) milit. a soldier transferred from
one troop or company to another.

Transferability (trans-f6r'a-bil"i-tiX n.

Quiility of licing transferable.

Transferable (trans-f^i-'abl, trans'f6r-a-bl).

a. 1. Capable of being transferred or con-
veyetl from one place or person to another.

2. Capable of being legitimately passed or

changed into the possession of another, and
conveying to the new holder all its claims,

rights, or privileges ; as, a note, bill of ex-
change, or other evidence of property is

transferable by endorsement; season and
return tickets granted by railway companies
are not legally transferable.

Transfer-book (trans'f6r-buk), n. A register
of the transfer of property, stock, or shares
from one party to another.
Transfer-day (trans'fer-da), n. One of cer-
tain regular days at the Bank of England
for registering transfers of bank-stock and
government funds in the books of the cor-
poration. Simmonds.
Transferee (trans-fer-e'), n. The person to
win mi a transfer is made.
Transference (trans'fer-ens),n. 1. The act
of transferring ; the act of conveying from
one place, person, or thing to another; the
passage of anything from one place to an-
other; as, the transference of electricity

from one conducting body to another.

This decline of the Jews was owing to the trans-
ference of their trade in money to other hands.

HaIIant.

2. In Scots law, that step by which a depend-
ing action is transferred from a person de-
ceased to his representatives.

Transferograpby (tranB-f6r-og'ra-fl),n. [E.

transfer, and Gr. grapho, to write. ] The act
or art of copying inscriptions from ancient
tombs, tableta, Ac. [Rare.]

Transfer-paper (trans'f6r.pa-p6r), n. A pre-
pared paper used in lithography or copying
presses for transferring impressions.

Transferrence (trans-fer'ens), n. Same u
Transference.
Transferrer (trans-f6r'6r), n. One who
makes a transfer or conveyance.
Transferribility ( trans- f6r'i-bil"i-ti), n.

Same as Transferability.

Transferrible (trans-f6r'i-bl), a. Same as
Transferable.

Transfignrate ftrans-flg'ur-at), t?. (. To trans-
figure. Biiron. [Rare.]

Transfiguration ( trans-flg'Qr-a"8hon ), n,

[See TRANSFIGURE. ] 1. A change of form;
particularly, the supernatural change in the
personal appearance of our Saviour on the
mount. See Mat. xvii.— 2. A feast held by
certain branches of the Christian church on
the 6th of August, in commemoration of
the miraculous change above mentioned.
Transfigure (trans-ftg'ur), v.t. pret. & pp.
trani^fyured; ppr. transfiguring. [Fr. trans-

Jigurer; L, traiusfiguro—trans, across, over,
AWiX figuro, to form, shape, from ^<7wra, form,
figure.] 1. To transform; to change the out-
waid form or appearance of.

Jesus taketh Peter, James, and John his brother^
and bringeth them up into an high mountais apart,
and was transfigured before them ; and his face did
shine as the sun ; and his raiment was white as the
light. Mat. xvii. i, 2.

2. To give an elevated or glorified appear-
ance or character to; to elevate and glorify;

to idealize.

Yet it lies in my little one's cradle.
And sits in my little one's chair,

And the light of the heaven she's gone to
Transfigures its golden hair. J. R. LffWtU.

Transfix (trans-fiksO, v.*. [L. transfigo, trang-

fixum— trans, across, through, and ngo, to
fix, to fasten.] To pierce through, as with
a pointed weapon ; as, to transfix one with
a dart or spear.

Diana's dart
In an unhappy chace transfixed her heart. Dryden.

Transfixion (trans-fik'shon), IX. 1. The act
of ti-ansfixing or piercing through.—2. The
state of being transfixed or pierced.

Christ shed blood in his scourging, his afftzion, hts
transfixion. Bp. Hall.

Transfluent (trans'flu-ent), a. [L. trans,
across, through, Kwd fiuens, fiuentig, ppr. of

fluo. to fiow.] 1. Flowing or running across
or through; as, a transjluent stream.—2. In
her. a term used of water represented as
running through the arches of a bridge.

Transflux (trans'fluks), n. [L. transfitusus,

pp. of traufiftuo, to flow through — ?ra?w,

across, and jivo, to flow. ] A flowing tbroi^h
or beyond. [Rare.]

Transforatet (trans'f6-rat), v. t. pret. & pp.
transfoT^tcd; ppr. traiisforatiTig. [L.trans-

foro, 'transforatinn—fraus. across, through,
and /oro, to bore.] To bore through.
Transform (trans-form'), v.t. [Fr. trans-

former; L. trannformo — trans, across,

through, and forma, to shape, from forma,
form. ] 1. To change the form of : to change
in shape or appearance; to metamorphose;
as, a caterpillar tran^onned into a bntter-

tiy-

L.OVC may tran^omt me to an oyster. SMmA.

Fate, {kr, fat, fftll; me, met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound: u, Sc. abune; V. So. fey.
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2. To change Into another substance : to
transmute; as, the alchemists sought to
transform lead into gold.—3. To change the
nature, character, disposition, or heart of.

Be ye fransf;^rmed by the renewing of your mind.
Rom. xiL 2.

4. In ma(A. to change into another form, as
(rt) a geometrical figure or solid without
altering its area or solitUty; (6) an algel)raic

e([uation without destroying the equality of
its members, or (c) a fraction without chang-
ing its value.

Transform (trans-formO,p.t- To be changed
in form; to be metamorphosed. [Rare.]

His hair transf0mts to down. Addison.

Tranaformable (trans-form'a-bl), a. Cap-
able of tjtiiug transformed.
Transformation (trans-for-ma'shon), n.

1. The act or operation of changing the form
or external appearance ; the state of being
transformed; a change in form, appearance,
nature, disposition, condition, or the like;

as (o) change of form in insects ; metamor-
phosis, aa from a caterpilhir to a buttertly.

[.Vote. By some zoologists the term iraiu-

fonnation is restricted to designate the
series of changes which every germ under-
goes in reaching the embryonic condition

;

those which we observe in every creature
still within the egg; and those which the
species born in an imperfectly developed
state present in the course of their external
life; while metamorphosis, acconling to the
game authorities, is defined as including the
alterations which are undergone after ex-
clnsiun from the egg. and which alter ezten-
sivfly the general form and mode of life of
the individual. J (6) The change of one metal
into another ; transmutation of metals, ac-
cording to the alchemists, (c) In math, the
operation or process of ctianging in form or
expression ; as, (I) the changt; of a given geo-
metrical figure intoanother of equal area, but
of a different number of sides, or of a given
solid into another of equal solidity, but
harlng a different number of faces; \-J.) the
change of the form of an equation witnout
dettrojiag the equality of its members; (3)
the change of the form of a fraction without
altering its value, ((f) In pathol. a morbid
change in a part, which consists in the con-
version of its texture into one which is na-
tanU to some other part, as when soft parts
are converted into cartilage or bone, (e) In
phygiul. tlie change which takes place in the
component parts of the blood during its

passage from the minute arteries through
the capillary system of vessels into the
radicles of the venous system. There are
three kinds of changes, designated by the
terms intuttiuceptwn, appotition. and aeere-
twn. (/) In chein. (1) cnange from solid to
liquid i)r from liquid to gaseous state, or
the converse ; a change usually renmog
merely from change of temperature, wHboitl
any alteration in the atomic constitution of
the iKMlies concerned, as the change of water
into 9t«am; (2) a change also resulting often
from simple change of temperature, but
which ia accompanied by production of
bodies differing profoundly in nature, chem-
ical and physical, fnim the bwly started
from, as the dissociation of steam into its

component gases by the heat of incandes-
cence.—Tra tut/ormnti'/n o//oreet, thechange
of one form of fore*- inU> another. See under
¥oRC%.— Trarutf'rrmation scene, in theatres,
a gorgeous scene at the conclusion of the
burlesque of a pantomime, in which the
principal characters are supposed to be
trailer >rnie'l into the rhit-f ui_-tora in the im-
me'ii;it^.'Iy f"!lowiti:^' h,irli-.|tiinade.

Transformative (traiis-for'nia-tiv).a. Hav-
inii I-.wer or a tendency tt> transform.
TransfreUfhtt (trans-fraf). A corrupt form
of Tnni^/refe.

Transfretationt {tran8-fr6-ta'shon).n. The
pasiiiMj; ovt-r a strait or narrow aea.

Sh-r hi', .1 r'juifh passage In \ict trans/refalian to
r>(,vrr Castle. HotatlL

Transfretet (trans-fref), t.U and i. [O.Fr.
tranAfr'^ter; t. tran^reto, to cross a strait,
top.iss over theses—trarw, across, over, and
/return, a strait) To pas* over a strait or
narrow sea. * Being trar^freted and past
over the Hirrnniari <*fi.' Urijtthart.

Transfuge, Transfugltive (trans'fQj, trans-
fu'jit-iv^, n, A soMier who goes over to the
enemy m a time of war; a deserter; one who
changes sides; a turncoat; an apostate.
[Rare.]

_
The protection of deserten and trtnsfMres » the

inmflable rule of erary «emce in the world.
1^. StiMAe^.

Transfundt (trans-fund').r t [L.traii^undo.
See Transfuse.] To transfuse. 'Trans-
funding our thoughts and our passions into
each other.' Bairoio,

Transfase (trans-fuzO, v. t pret. & pp. trans-
fiused; ppr. transfusing. [Fr. tran^user,
from L. tra nsfundo, traiii^usu ni— tra ns.

across, over, and futuio, fuguni, to pour
(whence /««, infuse, confound, &c.).] 1. To
pour out ofone vessel into another; to trans-
fer by pouring. 'AH the unsound juices
taken away, and sound juices immediately
transfused.' Arbuthiiot.—2. In n^r^. to trans-
fer (as I'lood) from the veins or arteries of
one animal to those of another.— 3. To cause
to pass from one to another ; to cause to be
instilled or imbibed; as, to tranxfuse a spirit
of patriotism from one to anoUier; to trant-
fuBe a love of letters.

Into thee stich virtue and grace
Immen&e I have tra^i^ustd. MiU^H.

Transfusible (trans-fuz'i-bl), a. Capable of
being transfused. Boyle.

Transfusion (trans-fu'zhon), ?i. 1. The act
of tranafusing or of pouring, as liquor, out
of one vessel into another.

Poesy is of so subtile a sj^irit. that in the pounn^r
out ofone lanjiua^e into another it will all evaporate

;

and if a new S[iint be not added in the tram/usian,
there will remain notbing but a ' caput mortiium.'

Sir y. Detihafn.

2. In surg. the transmission of blood from
the veins of one living animal to those of
another, or from those of a man or one of
the lower animals into a man, with the view
of restorins the vigour of exhausted subjects.
This operation is of old date, but »eem.s to
have Kcnerally ended in failure until about
1^24. the chief cause of failure probably
being the want of due precautions to pre-
clude the air during the process. It is now
freqiiently resorted to, but only in extreme
cases, as when there is great loss of blood
by hiemorrhage. especially when connected
with labour.

TransfuBlve ( tranB-fux'iv ), a Tending or
havinc p'lwcr to transfuse.

Transgangetic (trans ganjet'ik), a. [Prefix
trans, beyond or across, and G^an<;f«, a river
of India.] On the opposite side of the Gan-
ges; pertaining or relating to countries be-
yond the Gangea
Transgreu (trans-gres'X v.t [Pr. trmnt-
ijresser; L. tranagredior, transffresni$—trani,
across, and ffradior, to pass, to walk ; akin
grade, degree, &c. J L t To pass over or be-
yond: to surpass. 'Apt to nm riot and
franj^ess the goal.' Dryden. "The won-
drous things he saw, surpassing common
faith, fmn«7r«snn^ nature slaw. '^ Dryden.
Hence—2. To overpass, as some law or rule
prescribed; to break or violate; to infringe.
'The social rite trantgrete'd.' Pope,

Man wfli hearkca to hn g\t»nog lies.

And MaMy trmm^ress the sole commatid.
Mt/fim.

?.t To offend against; to thwart; to cross

;

to vex.

Why eive you peace to this tmperate beast
That hath m> long transffresttd youT Beau. 3" Ft.

TrailKress (trana-gresO. ft To offend by
violating a law; to sin. 1 Chr. ii. 7.

I would not marry her. though she were endowed
with an Adam had left htm before he transgressed.

Shak.
Tranigressibla (trans-gresn-bl). a. Liable
id or capable of being transgressed.
TranKression ( trans -gre'ahon), n. The
act of transgresainir ; the breaking or vio-
lation of any law. civil or moral, expressed
or implied; disobeilience of any rule or
command; a trespass; an offence; as, the
(rarw;/rf jiifion of a law.

Forvive thy people all their traMS^reiritns.
I Ki. viil. JO.

Teach us. sweet madam, for our tratt^retsutn
Some fair excuse. Sfiait.

SvN. Fault, trespass, offence, crime, infringe-
ment, iiiit^dt-iiieanour, misdeed.
Transgresslonal (trauR-gre'shon-alX a.
Pertaining to or involving transgress!nn.
' Forgive this trantgretsional rupture.' Bp.
Burnet.

TranSigresslTe (trans-gres'iv), a. Inclined
or apt to transgress; faulty; sinful; culpable.

Thottffh permitted unto his proper principle*!.

Adani perhaps would have sinned without the sa^-
(•estion of Satan, and from the transgrrssrve infirmi-
ties of himself mii^t have erred alone, as well as the
anjfels before him. Sir T. RrowMe.

Transgressively (trans-gres'iv-li). adv. In
a transgressive manner; )iy transgressing.
Transgressor (trans-gres'^r), n. One who
transgresses; one who breaks a law or vio-
lates a conmiand ; one who violates any

known rule or principle of rectitude; a sin-
ner.

The way oi transgressors is hard. Prov. xiii. 15.

Transhape (tran3-8hap'),v.t. To trans-shape;
to transform.

By a cracious influence transhaped
Into the oiive, pomc^anate. mulberry. IVebsUr.

Tranship (tran-shipO, v.t. pret. & pp. tran-
shipped; \i^r. transhipping. To convey from
one ship to another.

Transhipment (tran-ship'ment), n. The
act of transfeiTiug, as goods, from one ship
to another.
Transhuman (trans-hu'man), a. Beyond or
more tiian human.
Words may not tell of that transkuman change,

Cary.
TranBllumanize(trans-hu'nian-Iz), v.t. To
elevate or transform to something beyond
what is human ; to change from a human
into a higher, purer, nobler, or celestial
nature. ' Souls purified by sorrow and self-

denial, transhumanized to the divine ab-
straction of" pnre contemplation.' J. R.
Loieell.

Transience, Transiency (tran'zi-ena, tran'-
zi-en-si), n. Transientness.
Transient (tran'zl-ent), a. [L. trantiens,
ppr. of transeo, to pass over, to pass off or
away— frarw, across, throujEh, and eo, to go.
Akin transition, transit, trance] 1. Passing
over or across a space or scene before the
eyes, and then disappearing; hence, of short
duration; not permanent; not stationary;
not lasting or durable. ' This traiuient
world.' Milton. 'An effect that is but
transient and extraordinary.' Jer. Taylor.
What meets the eye or is the ob^ject of immediate

observation is but a chaos of accidental and traH'
sient pheaomena. Dr. Caird.

2. Hasty; momentary; passing; as, a tran-
sient glance of a landscape.

He that rides through a country may, from the
traHsitftt view, tell how in general the parts lie.

Loeke.

3. In tntmc, said of a chonl introduced for
the purpose of making a more easy and
agreeable transition between two chords be-
longing to unrelated ke.\ s. —Tran*ten(c/ecf,
in painting, a representation of appearances
in nature produced by causes that are not
stationary, as the shadows cast by a passing
cloud. The term accidents lias often the
same signification-— 7Vttn*i>n^, Transitory,
Fleeting. Transient implies shortness of
duration; transitory, uncertainty of dura-
tion; while ^e^'t»<; refers to something in
the act of passing away. Life is transient;
earthly joys are transitory; lime isjUeting.
Transiently (tran'zi-ent-li). adv. In a tran-
sient manner: in passing; for a short time;
not with continuance.

I touch here but transiently ... on some few
of those numy rules of imiWitiBg nature which Aris-
totle drew from Homer. Dryden.

Transientness (tran'zi-ent-nes), n. The
state or riuj^lity of being transient; short-
ness of continuance; speedy passage.

Transilience, Transillency (tran-sill-ens,

tran - si I'i-en-si), n. [L. transiUens. ppr. of
transUio—trans, across, and salio, to leap.)
A leap from thing to thing. [Rare.]

By unadvised transiiiency, leaping from the effect
to its remotest cause, we observe not the connection
of more immediate causalities. GlanttitU.

Transincorporation (trans-in-kor'po-rii"-
shop), n. Transmigratiou of the soul; me-
tempsychosis. [Rare.]

Its contents are full of curious information, more
particularly those on the transincorporation of souls.

H'. Taylor.

Transire(tran9-i're).n. [L.. to pass through.]
A custom-house warrant, giving free passage
for goods to a place; a permit
Transit (tran'sit), n. [L. trarmtM^, from
ti-anseo, fran*ift/m,togo over—(ran«, across,
over, and eo, itum, to go. See Trance.)
1. The act of passing; a passing over or
through.
For the adaptation of his (man's) moral being to an

ultimate destination, by its transit through a world
full of moral evil, the economy of the world appears
to contain no adequate provision. If'Anvel/.

2. The act or process of causing to pass;
conveyance; as. the transit of goods through
a country.—3- A line of passage or convey-
ance thn>uizh a country; as, the Nicaragua
traeisU. Goodrich. — 4. In astron. (a) the
passage of a heavenly body across the me-
ridian of any place. The determination of
the exact times of the transits of the hea-
venly bodies across the meridian of the
place of observation enables the astronomer
to ascertain the differences of right asceu-

ch, sAain; Ch. 8c loe*: g. goi J, job; fi, Fr. tow; ng, ang; la. fAen; th. «Ain; w. wig; wh. wAig; ih, azure.—See Kkt.
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sioDS, and the relative situations of the Hxed
stars, and the motions of the sun, planets,

and comets, in respect of the celestial meri-

dians. (6) The passage of one heavenly body
over the disc of a larger one. But the term
is chiefly restricted to the passage of the in-

ferior planets. Mercury and Venus, over tlie

sun's disc. The transits of Venus are of

great importance in astronomy, as they
afford the best means of determining the

sun's parallax, and consequently the dimen-
sions of the planetary system. These trau-

Transit of Mercury.

a, Mercury. The dotted line sliows the path.

sits are of rare occurrence, four taking place
in 243 years, at intervals reckoning from the
transit of 1874, in the order of 8, 122, 8, and
105 years, which gives the transit years
1882 (Dec. 6), 2004, 2012, 2117. The transits

of Mercury occur more frequently, but they
are of far less astronomical interest, as tliey

cannot be used for the same purpose, the
planet being too distant from us. (c) A
transit instrument.
^ansit (tran'sit). v.t. To pass over the disc

of, as of a heavenly body; as. Venus like Mer-
cury transits the face of the sun, but at

longer intervals.

Transit-circle (tran'sit-sfer-kl), n. An in-

strument for ascertaining, at the same ob-

servation, the right ascension and declina-

tion of a heavenly body at its transit over
the meridian. It differs from the mural
circle in having both ends of the metallic

axis resting usually on stone piers.

Transit-compass (tran'sit-kum-pas), n. A
species of theodolite, consisting of a tele-

scope, combined with a compass, &c., used
for running lines, observing bearings, hori-

zontal angles, &g. Called also Surveyor's
Transit.

Transit-duty (tran'sit-du-ti), n. A duty
paid on goods that pass through a country.
Transit - instrument ( tran ' sit - in - stru-
nient), n. An important astronomical in-

strument, which consists essentially of a
telescope fixed at right angles to a horizon-
tal axis, liaving its ends directed to the east
and west points of the horizon, so that the
line of coUimation of the telescope may
move in the plane of the meridian. The in-

strument is susceptible of certain nice ad-
justments, so that tlie axis can be made per-
fectly horizontal, and at right angles to the
plane of the meridian, in which plane the
telescope must move. The principal use of
the transit instrument is to determine the
exact moment when a celestial body passes
the meridian of the place of observation.
See Transit.
Transition (tran-si'ahon or tran-zi'shon), n.

[L. transitio, from traiiseo. See Transit.]
1. Passage from one place or state to an-
other; change; as, the transition of the
weather from liot to cold.

Thence, by a soft transition, we repair
From earthly vehicles to these of air. Pope.

The spots are of the same colour throughout,
there being an immediate transition from white to
black. IFoodward.

2. In rhet. a passing from one subject to an-
other.

So here the archangel paused
Betwixt the world destroyed and world restored. . .

.

Then, with transition sweet, new speech resumes.
Milton.

3. In rmmic, a term used by some musicians
corresponding in all respects to modula-
tion, that is, any change in the course of a
composition from one key to another; by
others, to a rapid modulation or the passing
through a key rapidly: and by others again
(chiefly the tonic sol-faists) as distinguished
from modulation, which is defined as a
change of mode, that is, the passing from
the major to the relative minor, and con-
versely, while transition is restricted to the
passage from one major scale to another,

which may be more or less related.— This
word is frequently used adjectively (chiefly

in such a connection as shown in the quo-
tation) as equivalent to passing from one
place or condition to another, changing,
transitional.

This will prove that we are once more in a transi-
tion state. Gtadstofu.

—Transition rocks, tratisition series, or tran-
sition formations, in geol. names formerly
given to the older secondary rocks, or to
the lowest uncrystalline stratified rocks, er-

roneously supposed to contain no organic
remains, and so named because they were
considered to have been formed when the
world was passing from an uninhabitable to
a habitable state. It corresponded to the
graywacke formation of older geologists,

now subdivided into the Cambrian and Si-

lurian systems.

Transitional, Transitionary(tran-8i'zhon-
al, tran-si'zhon-a-ri or tran-zi'shon-al, tran-
zi'shona-ri), rt. Containing, involving, orde-
noting transition; changing; passing.

Transitive ( tran'sit-iv ), a. 1. Having the
power of passing, or making transition.

Cold is active and transitive into bodies adjacent,
as well as heat. Bacon.

2. Effected by, or existing as the result of,

transference or extension of signification

;

derivative; secondary; metaphorical. [Rare.]

Although by far the greater part of the transitive
or derivative application of words depend on casual
and unaccountable caprices of the feelings or the
fancy, there are certain cases in which they open a
very interesting field of philosophical speculation.

Du^ald Steivart.

3. In gram, taking an object after it; de-
noting action passing to an object that is

expressed; as, a transitive verb; a transit-

ive usage. A transitive verb expresses an
action wliich passes from the agent to an
object, from the subject which does, to the
object on which the act is done, as in the
sentence, 'Cicero wrote letters to Atticus,'
where wrote is a transitive verb. All verbs
not passive may be arranged in two classes,
transitive and intransitive.

Transitive (tran'sit-iv), n. A transitive
verb.

Transitively (tran'sit-iv-li), adv. In a tran-
sitive manner.
Tranaitiveness (tran'sit-iv-nes), n. State
of being transitive.

Transitorily (tran'si-to-ri-li), adv. In a
transitory manner; with short continuance.
Transitoriness (tran'si-to-ri-nes), n. The
state of being transitory ; a passing with
short oontinuance ; speedy depailure or
evanescence.
The worldly man is at home in respect of his affec-

tions; but he is, and shall be, a mere sojourner in

respect of his transitoriness, Bp. Hall.

Transitory (tran'si-to-ri), a. [L. transitori-

vs. from transeo. See TRANSIT.] Passing
without continuance; continuing a short
time; unstable and fleeting; speedily van-
ishing.
O Lord, comfort and succour all them who, in this

transitory life, are in trouble, &c. Com. Prayer.

Religion prefers those pleasures which flow from
the presence of God evermore, infinitely before the
transitory pleasures of this world. Tillotson.

—Tratisitory action, in law, an action which
may be brought in any county, as actions
for debt, detinue, slander, and the like. It

isopposed to local.— Transient, Transitory,
Fleeting. See under Transient.
Transit-trade (tran'sit-trad). n. In com.
the trade which arises from the passage of

goods through one countr>' to another.

Translatable (trans-lat'a-bl), a. Capable
of being transhited or rendered into another
language.
Translate (trans-laf), 'V.t. pret. & pp. trans-

lated; ppr. translating. [O.Fr. translater,

from L. translatus. pp. of trans/ero- trans,

across, over, and latns. borne or carried, for

tlatiis, from root tal, seen also in tolerate.]

1. To bear, carry, or remove from one place
to another; to transfer. [Now rare.)

In the chapel of St. Catherine of Sienna, they show
the head— tiie rest of the body being translated to

Rome. Evelyn.

2. To transfer from one office or charge to
another; specifically, in the English Church,
to remove a bishop from one see to another,
and in the Scotch Church, to transfer a
minister from one parish to another.

Fisher, bishop of Rochester, when the king^ would
have translated him from that poor bishoprick to a
better, he refused. Catnden.

3. To remove or convey to heaven without
deatli.
By faith Enoch was translated that he should not

see death. Heb. xi. 5.

4. t To deprive of consciousness; to entrance.
5. To cause to remove from one part of the
body to another; as, to translate a disease.
6. To change into another form ; to tranB-
form. ' Translate thy Uie into death.' Shah.
'Bottom, bless thee! thou art translated.'
Shak.

Happy is your grace.
That can translate the stubbornness of fortune
Into so quiet and so sweet a style. Shak.

7. To render into another language; to ex-
press the sense of one language in tlie words
of another; to interpret.

Neither of the rivals (Pope and Tickelt) can be said
to have translated the ' Iliad,' unless the word . . .

be used in the sense which it bears in the 'Midsum-
mer Night's Dream." Alacaulay.

8. To explain by using other words ; to ex-
press in other terms.

Translating into his own clear, pure, and flowing
language, what he found in books well known to the
world, but too bulky or too dry for boys and girls.

Macaulay.
9. To manufacture, as boots and shoes, from
the material of old ones; to cobble. [Slang.]
Translate (trans-latO, v.i. To be engaged
in or practise translation.

AH these my modest merit bade translate.
And owned that nine such poets made a 'Tate.

Pope.

Translation (trans-la'shon), n. [L. transla-
tio, translationis, from transfero, transla^
turn. See Translate.] 1. The act of trans-
lating; as, (a) the removing or conveying of
a thing from one place to another; removal.
[Now rare.] (6) The removal of a person
from one offlce to another, or from one
sphere of duty to another; specifically, tlie

removal of abishop from one see to another;
in Scotland, the removal of a clergyman
from one parish or one congregation to an-
other.

Does it follow, that a law for keeping judges inde-
pendent of the crown, by preventing their transla-
tion, is absolutely superfluous? Eron/^hatn.

(c) The removal of a person to heaven with-
out subjecting him to death, (rf) The act
of turning into another language; interpre-
tation ; as, the translation of Vii^l or
Homer. —2. That which is produced by turn-
ing into another language; a version.

A translation is a work not only inferior to the
original by the whole difference of talent between
the first composer and his translator; it is even infe-
rior to the best the translator could do under more
inspiring circumstances. No man can do his best
with a subject which does not penetrate him; no man
can be penetrated by a subject which he does not
conceive independently. Mat. Arnold.

3. In rhet. transference of the meaning of a
word or phrase; metaphor; tralation.

Metaphors, far-fet, hinder to be understood; and,
affected, lose their grace ; or when the person fetch-
eth his translations from a wrong place. B.yonson.

4. In med. a change in the seat of a disease;
metastasis. Harvey.—Motion of translation,
in mech. motion in which all the points of
the moving body move in parallel straight
lines or have the same velocity. The motion
of a single point considered by itself must
always be that of translation. AVhen all the
points of a moving body have not the same
motion, it must either move about a per-
manent or varying axis, or else its motion
must be a compound of translation and
rotation.

Translatitious (trans-la-tish'us), a. Same
as Ttalatitious.

Translative (trans-lat'iv),a. Relating or per-
taining to transference of meaning. [Rare.]

And if our feele poeticall want those qualities it

cannot be sayde a foote in sence translative as here.
Puttenham.

Translator (trans-lat'^r), n. 1. One who
translates; one who renders into another
language; one who expresses tlie sense of
words in one language by equivalent words
in another.— 2. A cobbler of a low class, who
manufactures boots and shoes from the ma-
terial of old ones, selling them at a low
price to second-hand dealers. [Slang.]

The cobbler is affronted if you don't call him Mr.
Translator. Tom Brou'n.

3. pL Second-hand boots mended and sold

at a low price. [Slang.]

He (the costermonger) will part with everything
rather than his boots, and to wear a pair of second-
hand ones, or translators ... is felt as a bitter de-

gradation. Mayhen-.

Translatory (trans-la'to-ri), a. Transfer-
ring; serving to translate. Arhuthnot.

Translatress (trans-lat'res), n. A female
translator. Stillingworth.

Translavation t ( trans-la-va'shon). n. [L.

trans, and lavatio, a washing.] A laving or
lading from one vessel to another. Holland.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h^r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^U; oil, pound; u, So. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Transliterate (trans-lit'6r-at).u.(. [L. traiis,

across, over, and Utera, a letter] To ex-

press or write, as words of a language hav-
ing peculiar alphabetic characters, in the
alphabetic characters of another language;
to spell in different characters intended to

express the same sound; as. to tranditerate
Sanskrit or (Jreek into English characters.

Transliteration ( trans-lit '6r-a"shon), ii.

The act i>f trunsliterating; the rendering of

a letter of one alphabet by its equivalent in

another.
Translocation (trans-lo-ka'shon), n. [L.

traiig, across, and locatio, a placing.] Re-
moval of thinifs reciprocally to each other's

places ; substitution of one thing for an-
other; interchange of place. ' The translo-

cation of the souls of beastes into such
matter as is most fitting for them.' Dr. H.
More.
There happened certain translocations of animal

and ve-jjetable substances at the deluge. IVoodtvarti.

Translucet ( trans -lus'), v.t. To shine
through.

Let Joy transluct thy Beauty's blandishment.
Sir y. Daznes.

Translucence, Translucency ( trans -lu'-

sens, trans-lu'sen-si), n. [8ee Translucent, ]

1. The state of being translucent; the pro-
perty of a body, as a mineral, of admitting
rays of light to pass through, but not so as
to render the form or colour of objects on
the other side of the body distinguishable.

2. Transparency. 'Crystalline translucent
eie.' Sir J. Davieg.

Translucent (trana-lu'sent). a. [L. trans-

lucens. trangliicentis. ppr. of translvceo, to
shine through— (ra/w. across, through, and
luceo, to shine.] 1. Transmitting rays of

light, but not so as to render objects beyond
distinctly visible. —2. Transparent; clear.
* Replenish'd from the cool traiulucent
springs. ' Pope.

Pure vestal thoughts in the tratuluctnt fane
Of her stil! spirit. Tennyson.

Translucently (trans-lu'sent-UX arfp- In a
transIiicfTit ntanner. Vrayttm.

Tran8lUCid(tran8-lu'sid),a. (L. transluc^ua
—tratuf, through. and lucidtui. clear] Trans-
parent; clear. See TRANSLUCENT.
The flowers whose purple and transJuciti howls
Stand ever mantling with aerial dew,
The drink of spirits. Shelley.

Translunar, Transliinary (trans-lu'nfir,

trans'lu-uii-ri), a. [L. tratis. across, beyond,
and luna. the moon] Being beyond the
moon: opposed to sublunary. * Brave (rarw-
lunary things that the first poets had.*
Drayton.
Transmarine (trans-raa-renO. a. [L. trans-
7naritiue~tranM, across, and inarinus, ma-
rine, from mare, the sea.] Lying or being
beyond the sea.

Every patriotic Briton ou^ht to be acquainted with
the choice bits of his native land before running
after transmarine show-places. Corrthill Mag.

Transmeable (trans'me-a-bl),a. Capable of
being transnieated or traversed. Ash. [Rare.]
Transmeate (trans'mg-at), v.L pret & pp.
iraixsineated; ppr. trangmeating. [L. traiis-

tneo, transmeatum, to go tiirongh or across
— trans, and tneo, imatum, to pass.] To pass
over or bcyind. Coles. (Rare.)
Transmeation (trans-me-a'shon), n. The
act of traiisineating or passing through.
Bail^;/. [Rare]
Transmewt (trans-muO, v.t. [Ft. trawnnuer.
L. traiumnto —trans, across, thr<»ugh, and
muUi, to change] To transmute; to trans-
form; to metamorphose. 'To transinew
thyself from a holy hermit to a sinful for-
ester' Sir W. Scott.

Men into stones therewith he could transntrw
And stones to dust, and dust to nought at all.

Sfenser.

Transmigrant (trans'ml-grant), a. [L.
transinigrans. See TRANSMIGRATE] Pass-
ing into another country or state for resi-
dence, or into another form or body ; mi-
grating.

Transmigrant (trans'mt-grant), n. \. One
who migrates or leaves his own country and
passes into another for settlement. ' Colo-
nies or transiniffrants.' Bacon.—2. One who
passes \r\ity another state or body.
Transmigrate (trans'mi-grat), v.i. pret. *
pp. tranMini'irated; ppr. transmigrating

.

[ L. tranxmi'jro, transmigratum — trans,
across, and migrn, to migrate ] 1. To mi-
grate; to pa-^R from one country or jurisdic-
tion to another for the purpose of resitUug
in it.

This complexion is maintained by generation, so

that strangers contract it not. and the natives which
transmigrate omit it, not without commixture.

Sir T. Brirwne.

2. To pass from one body into another.
'The elements once out of it, it «ran*mi-
grates.' Shak.

Their souls may Iransmigrate Into each other.
HoTt'ell.

Transmigration ( trans- mi -gra'shon). n.

1. The act of transmigrating ;
passage from

one place or state into another.
Another great transmigratioft followed; and the

Jews that settled under the protection of the Ptole-

mites forgot their language in Egypt. Bolingbroke.

Plants may well have a transmigration of species.
Bacon.

2. The supposed passing of the soul into

another body after death; metempsychosis.
In life's next scene, if transmigration be.
Some bear or lion is reserv'd for thee. Dryden.

Transmigrator ( trans' mi -grat-6r), n.

One who transmigrates.
Transmigratory (trans-mi'gra-to-ri), a.

Passing from one place, body, or state to

another.

TransmlssibUity (trans-mis'i-bir'i-ti), n.

The iiuality of being transmissible.

Transmissible ( trans- mis'i- hi), a. [See
Transmit] 1. Capable of being trans-

mitted or passed from one to another. —
2. Capable of being transmitted through
any body or substance.
Transmission (trans-mi'shon), n. [From
L. fransmisiio. transmissionis, from trans-

mitto. See Trassmit. ] 1. The act of

transmitting, or the state of being trans-

mitted; transmittal; tmnsference ; as, the
transmission of letters, writings, papers,
news, and the like, from one country to

another; or. the traiiemission of rights,

titles, or privileges from father to son, and
from one generation to another.

They (Protestants) deny the existence of any unin-
terrupted and exclusive transmission of true doctrine
in any church since the time of the Apostles.

Sir G. C. Leivis.

2. A passing through, as of light through
glass or other transparent body.
Transmlsslve ( trans- mis 'iv), a. Trans-
mitted; deriveil from one to another; sent.
' Tra^\smisgix)e honourgrac'd hisson.' Pope.

Itself a sun: it with transmissive light

Enlivens worlds denied to human sight. Prior.

Transmit (trans-mif). n. t. pret. & pp. trans-

mitted; ppr. transmitting. [L. transmitto,
trajisinisswn— trans, across, through, and
mitto. to send] 1. To cause to pass over
or through; to comniunicate by sending; to
send from one person or place to another; as,

to transmit a letter or a memorial; to trans-

mit denp&tchefi; to ?rff/w»ii( money or bills of
exchange from one city orcountry to another;
light is transmitted from the sun to the earth:
sound is transmitted by means of vibrations
of the air; our civil and religious privileges

have been transmitted to us from our ances-
tors, and it is our duty to transmit Uiem to
our children.

The sceptre ofthai kingdom conttnaed to be trans-
mi/led in the dynasty of Castile. Preseett.

2. To suffer to pass through; as. glass tran^-
mits light; metals transmit electricity.

Transmittal (trans-mit'al), n. Transmis-
sion. 'The tranxmittal to England of two-
thirds of the revenues of Ireland.' Stci/t.

n*ansmlttance {trans-mit'ans}, n. The act
of traiiHtiiittiii£;.or state of being transmitted;
transmission; transfer.

Transmitter (trans-mit'6r), n. l. One who
transmits. "The one transmitter of their
ancient name.' Tennyson.—2. That which
transmits; specifically. In teleg. (a) the
sending or despatching instrument, espe-
cially that under the automatic system, in
which a paper strip with perforations repre-
senting the Morse 4>r similar alphabet is

passe«l rapidly through an instniment called
an automatic transmitter, in which contacts
are made by metallic points wherever a per-
foration occurs, and are prevented where
the paper is unpiereed. E. II. Knight.
(b) The funnel for receiving the voice and
converging the waves of sound upon the
thin iron diaphragm of a telephone. See
Telephone.
Transmittlble (trans-mi t'ihl). a. 1. Trans-
missible.— 2. t Capable of Ijeing put or pro-
jected across. ' A transmittihle gallery over
anv dit'h or breach in a town-wall.' Mar-

Transmogrlflcation (trans-mog'ri-fl-ka"-
shon), n. The act of transmogrifying, or
the state of beinp transmogrified. [Humor-
ous and colloq.

)

Since my time and your worthy father's time it has
undergone a ifreat transmognjication. Gait.

Transmogrify (trans-mog'ri-fi), v.t. pret. &
pp. transmogrified; ppr. transmogrifying.
[A fanciful formation ivovcvtrans.} To trans-
form into some other person or tiling, as
by magic; to convert or transform in general.
[Humorous and colloq.]

I be0ii to think . . . that some wicked enchanters
have transmogrified my Dulcinea. Fielding.

Transmovet (trans-mov'), v.t. To trans-
pose. Spenner.

Transmutabillty (trans-miVta-bil"i-ti), n.

[See Trans.mltk. ] The quality of being
tninsnuitable: susceptibility of change into
another nature or substance.
Transmutable(trans-mu'ta-bl), a. Capable
of being transmuted or changed into a dif-

ferent substance, or into something of a
different form or nature.

The fluids and solids of an animal body are trans~
mutable into one another. Arbnthnot.

Transmutableness (trans-mu'ta-bl-nes), n.

Quality of being transmutable; transmuta-
iiility. Boyle.

Transmutably (trans-mu'ta-bli), adv. In
a transmutable manner; with capacity of
being changed into another substance or
nature.

Transmutatet ( trans'mu- tat), v.t. To
transmute; to change.

Here foitunc her faiic face ^TStfransmutated. Vicars,

Transmutation (trans-mu-ta'shon), n. [L.

transmiitatio. See TRANSMUTE.] 1. The
act of transmuting, or the state of being
transmuteil; change into another substance,
form or nature: as, (a) in alchemy, the
changing of base metals into gold or silver.

The conversion ... as silver to gold, or iron to

copper, is better called, for distinction sake, trans-
mutation. Bacon.

(6) In gemn. the change or reduction of one
figure or body into another of the same area
or solidity but of a different fonn. as of a
triangle into a stjuare; transformation. (c>

In hi*jX. the change of one species into an-
other.

The transmutation of plants one into another is-

•inter magnalia naturae," for the transmutation of
species is, m the vulgar philosophy, pronounced im-
possible ; but seeing there appear some manifest
instances of it. the opinion of impossibility is to be
rejected. Bacon.

The supposed change of worms into flies is no real

transmutation; but most of those members, which
at last become visible to the eye, are existent at the
beginning, artificially complicated together. Btntiey.

2.t Successive change; change of one thing
for another.

The same land sufTereth sundry trausntutationt of
owners within one term. Bacon.

— Transmutation of force or energy, in,

physics, the theory that any one of the
various forms of physical force may be con-
verted into one or more of the other forms.

Transmutationlst ( trans-mu-ta'shon-ist ),

n. One who believes in the transmutation'
of metals or species.

Transmute (trans-muf), v.t. pret. & pp.
tntnitmuted; ppr. transmuting. [L. trans-
muto— trans, across, through, and muto,
tochange, from same root as moveo.to move.])
To change from one nature, form, or sub-
stance into another; to transform.

That metals may be transmuted one into another
I am not satisfied of. Ray.
The caresses of parents and the blandishment* of

friends transmute us into idols. Buckminster.

A holy conscience sublimates everything ; it trans-
mutes the common afl^alrs of life into acts of solemn
worship to God. y. M. Mason.

Transmuted ( trans -mut'ed), p. and a.

1. Changed into another substance, form, or
nature —2, In her. same as Counterchanged.
Transmuter (trans-mut'6r), n. One that
transmutes.
Transmutual (trans-mu'tu-al), o. [Prefix
tranti, acrosB, and muttial.] Reciprocal;
connnutual. Coleridge. [Rare.]

Transnatatlon t (trans-na-ta'shon), n.
[From L. transnato, to swim across

—

trans,
across, and nato, to swim. ] Act of swimming
over.

Transnature t ( trans -na'tur), v.t To
transferor transform the nature of. Bishop
Jewell.

Transnormal (trans- nor 'mal), a. Not
normal in character; applied to something
in excess of or beyond the normal or usual
state.

Transom (tran'sum), n. [Also in forms
transommer and transummer, from prefix
trans, across, and Fr. sommier, a sumpter-
horse, a beam, E. summer, a l>eam. See
SiMPTER. Summer.] 1. Naut a beam or

eh. cAain; Ah, Sc. lock;

Vol. IV.
K. i?o; J. job; h. Fr. ton; ng, %\ng; TH. Men; th. (Ain; w. trig; \\h. wh\^\ zh. azure —See Key
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timber fixed across the stern-post of a ship

to strengthen the after-part and give it the

figure most suitable to the service for which

Transoms and Frame of Ship, tnside of Stem.

I, Main transom. 2 2, Half transoms. 3, Transom.
44, Transom knees. 5, Stern-post.

the vessel is intended. — Transom knee, a
knee bolted to a transom and after-timber.

2. In arch, a horizontal bar of stone or tim-

ber across a mullioned window; also, the

cross-bar separating a door from the fanlight

above it. See cut Mullion.—3. In mm. the
piece of wood or iron joining the cheeks of

gun-carriages, whence the terms transom
plates, transom bolts, &c. —4. In surv. a piece

of wood made to slide upon a cross-staff;

the vane of a cross-staff.

Transom-window (tran'sum-win-do), n.

1. A window divided by a transom.

—

% A
window over the transom of a door.

Transpadane (trans'pa-dan), a, [L. trans-

padanus— trans, across, and Padxis, the Po.]

Being beyond the river Po. 'The trans-

padane republics.' Burke.

Transparence (trans-pa'rens), n. The state

of being transparent; transparency.

Transparency ( trans-pa'ren-si ), n. [See

Transi'AKENt.] 1. The quality or condition

of being transparent; that state or property
of a body by which it suffers rays of light to

pass through it, so that forms, hues, and
distances of objects can be seen through it;

diaphaneity. ' The clearness and trans-

parency of the stream.' Addison.—% Any-
thing which is transparent ; specifically, a
picture painted on transparent or semi-
transparent materials, such as glass or thin

canvas, to be viewed by the natural or

artificial light shining through it.

Transparent (trans-pa'rent), a. [Fr. trans-

parent—trans, across, through, B.nd parens,

parentis, ppr. of pareo, to appear; whence
apparent, appear.] 1. Having the property
of transmitting rays of light so that bodies
can be distinctly seen through; pervious to

light; diaphanous; pellucid; as, transparent

glass ; a transparent diamond : opposed to

opamie. 'Through the transparent bosom
of the deep.' Shak.—2. Admitting the pas-

sage of light; having interstices so that

things are visible through.

And heaven did this transparent veil provide.

Because she had no guilty thought to hide.
Dryden.

3. Fig. such as to be easily seen through

;

not sufticient to hide underlying feelings;

as, his motive was quite traneparent. —
4.t Bright; shining; clear. 'The glorious

sun's transparent beams.' Shak. — Trans-
parent colours, such colours as will trans-

mit light ; opposed to opaque colours, which
only reflect light ; those colours which are

either light and aerial in their own nature,

or become so by the delicate manner in

which they are laid on by the painter.—
Syn. Pellucid, clear, bright, limpid, lucid,

diaphanous.
^ansparently (trans-pa'rent-li), adv. In

a transparent manner; clearly; so as to be
seen through.
Transparentness (trans-pa'rent-nes), n.

The quality of being transparent ; transpa-

rency.
Transpasst (trans-pas'), v.t. To pass over.

John Gregory.

Transpasst (trans-pas'), v.i. To pass by or

away. Daniel.

Transpassablet (trans-paa'a-bl), a. enable
of being transpassed.

Transpatronizet (trans-pat'ron-iz), c.(. To
transfer the patronage of.

As to transpatronize from hiftl

To you mine orphan muse. IVamer.

Transpeclate t (tran-spe'shi-at), v.t. [Pre-

fix trails, and species.] ffo transform from

one species to another; to change the spe-

cies of.

I do not credit . . . that the devil hath power to

transpcciale a man into a horse. Sir T. Er<rwtte.

Transpicuous ( trans-pik'u-us ), a. [ From
L. transpicio, to see or look through—(ran*,
across, through, and specio, to look, to see.]

Transparent; pervious to the sight. 'The
wide transpicuous air.^ Milton.

Transpierce (trans-pers'), v.t. pret. <fe pp.
transpierced; ppr. transpiercing. (Prefix

trans, and pierce.] To pierce through; to

penetrate; to pass through.
The sides tronspierc'd return a rattling sound.

Dryden.
Transpirable (trans-pir'a-bl), a. Capable of

transpiring, or of being transpired.

Transpiration (trans-pi-ra'shon), n. [Fr.

transpiration. See Transpire.] 1. The actor
process of transpiring; exhalation through
the skin; as, the transpiration of obstructed
ttmds.—Pulmonary transpiratio7i,iheexha.\-

atton of watery vapour which is constantly
going on from the blood circulating through
the lungs. It may be made evident by breath-
ing on a cold reflecting surface. —2. In bot.

the exhalation of watery vapour from the
surface of the leaves of plants. This ex-

halation consists of a great part of the water
which serves as the vehicle of the nutritious
substances contained in the sap. Some-
times the water thus given out appears in

the form of extremely small drops at the

tip of the leaf, and especially at the ex-

tremities of the nerves.- Transpiration of
gases, the motion of gases through a capil-

lary tube. The rate of motion varies with
the composition of the gas, but bears a con-

stant relation not coinciding with density,

diffusion, or any other known property.

The velocity depends not simply on the
friction of the gas against the surface of

the tube, but much nK)re on the friction of

the gas particles against each other, and
the transfer of momentum which thus re-

sults. A comparison of the velocity of trans-

piration with that of effusion has led to im-
portant conclusions in regard to molecular
magnitudes.— Transi^iration of liquids is

analogous to transpiration of gases, and
refers to the rates at which liquids pass

through minute orifices or capillary tubes
under pressure. These rates are greatly

increased by heat.

Transpiratory (trans-pir'a-to-ri), a. Of or

pertaining to transpiration ; transpiring

;

exhaling.

Transpire (trans-pirO.u.f. pret. &pp. tratis-

pired; ppr. transpiring. [Fr. transpirer—

L. (rajis, across, andsjjiro, to breathe,whence
spiritus, spirit. ] To emit through the excre-

tories of the skin; to send off in vapour.

Transpire (trans-plr^. v.i. 1. To be emitted
through the excretories of the skin ; to ex-

hale ; to pass off in insensible perspiration

;

as, fluids transpire through the human
body.— 2. To escape from secrecy; to be-

come public gradually; to come to light; to

ooze out; as, the proceedings of the council

have not yet transpired.

To transpire, ... to escape from secrecy to no*

tic« : a sense lately innovated from France without

necessity. Johnson.

The story of Paulina's and Maximilian's mutual
attachment had transpired through many of the

travellers. £>e Qttincey.

You cannot recall the spoken word, you cannot

wipe out the foot-track, you cannot draw up the

)a<ider, so as to leave no inlet or clew; always some
condemning circumstance transpires. Emerson.

3. To happen or come to pass; to occur.

[An erroneous usage.]

The penny-a-liners allude, in cases where others

would refer; and. in their dialect, things transpire

and only exceptionally take place.
Fitzedward Hall,

Transplace (trans-plas'), v.t. pret & pp.
transplaced; ppr. transplacing. To remove;
to put in a new place. [Rare.]

It was transplaced from the left side of the Vatican

to a more eminent place. Sp. Ji'ilkins.

Transplant (trans-planf), v.t. [Trans and
plant; Fr. transplanter.] I. To remove and
plant in another place; as. to transplant

trees.— 2. To remove from one place to an-

other; especially, to remove and settle or

establish for residence in another place; as,

to transplant inhabitants. * If any trans-

plant themselves into plantations abroad.'

Bacon.
He prospered at the rate of his own wishes, being

transplanted out of his cold barren diocese of St.

David's into a wanner climate. Clarendnn.

3. Inmed. to transfer from one part or from
one person to another. See Transplanta-
tion.

Transplantation ( trans-plan-ta'shon ), n.

1. The act of transplanting; the shifting of
a plant from one spot to another.—2. The
removal of a settled inhabitant or inha-
bitants to a different place for residence.

Most of kingdoms have thoroughly felt the calami-
ties of forcible transplatitations, being either over-
whelmed by new colonies that fell upon them, or
driven, as one wave is driven by another, to seek
new seats, having lost their own. Kaleij^'h.

3. In med. (a) the removal of a part of the
human body to supply a part that has been
lost, as in the Taliacotian operation; the re-

moval of a tooth from one person to an-
other. (6) An old pretended method of cur-
ing diseases by making them pass from one
person to another.

A cure by transplantation, performed on the son
of one that was wont to make chyniical vessels for

nie. BoyU.
Transplanter (trans-plant'6r), n. 1. One
who transplants.— 2. A machine or truck
for removing trees for replanting; also, an
implement for removing and transplanting
flowers, bulbs, &c.
TransplendenCT (trans-plen'den-si), n. [L.

trans and gplendens. See SPLENDOUR.] Su-
pereminent splendour. 'The supernatural
and unimitable transplendency of the Di-
vine Presence.' Dr. H. More.
Transplendent (trans-plen'dent), a. Re-
spt-iuicnt ill the highest degree.

Transplendently (trans-pien'dent-li), adv.
In a transplendent manner; with eminent
splendour. Dr. H. 3fare.

Transport(tran8-p6rt'),v.«. [Ft. transporter,

L. transporto—trans, across, through, and
porta, to cany (whence export, import, &c.),

from a root seen also inE./ar«, to go.] 1. To
carry or convey from one place to another;
as, to transport the baggage of an army; to

transport goods from one country to an-
other; to transport troops over a river.

That I have hoisted sail to all the winds
Which should transport me farthest from your sight.

Shak.
We must add yet another kind of labour, that of

transporting the produce from the place of its pro-

duction to the place of its destined use. y. S. MiU.

2.t To bear; to carry.

Her ashes . . .

Transported stia-W be at high festivals

Before the kings and queens of France. ShaM.

3.+ To remove from this world to the next;
to klU : a euphemistic use.

He cannot be heard of. Out of doubt he is tratts-

ported. Shak^

4. To carry into banishment, as a criminaL

We return after being transported, and are ten

times greater rogues than before. S-wift.

5. To hurry or carry away by violence of pas-

sion.
They laugh as if transported with some fit

Of passion. Milton.

6. To carry away or ravish with pleasure; to

absorb; as, to be transported with joy.

The government I cast upon my brother.

And to my state grew stranger, being transported

And wrapt in secret studies. Shai.

Transport (trans'port), n. 1. Transporta-

tion; carriage; conveyance.

The Romans . . . stipulated with the Carthaginiaas
to furnish them with ships for transport and war.

jlrbuthnot.

2. A ship or vessel employed by government
for carrying soldiers, warlike stores, or pro-

visions from one place to another, or to

convey convicts to the place of their des-

tination.— 3. Vehement emotion; passion;

rapture; ecstasy; as, the news of victory was
received with transports of joy.

The heart can ne'er a transport know
That never feels a pain. l^ttelton.

The finest woman, in a transport of fury, loses the

use of her face. Addison.

4. A convict transported or sentenced to

exile.

Transportal)ility (trans-p6rt'a-bil"i-ti), n.

State of being transportable ; the capacity

of being transported.

Transportable (trans-port'a-bl), a. 1. Cap-

al)le of bt-ing transported. —2. Implying
transportation ; subjecting to transp<irta-

tion. 'A felony transportable for seven

years. ' Blackstone. ' To render it a trans-

portable offence.' Dickens.

Transportal (trans-port'al), n. The act of

removal from one locality to another; trans-

portance. ' The transportal of seeds in the

wool or fur of (juadrupeds.' Daiioin.

Transportance t (transport'ans), n. Con-

veyance.
O. be thou my Charon.

And give me swift transportance to those fields.

Where 1 may wallow in the Uly beds
Proposed for the deserver. Skai.

Fate, far, fat. fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; cfote. not, move; tube, tub, bull; oU, pound; U, Sc. abune; y,
Sc. (ey.
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Transportant t (trans-port'ant), a. Afford-
ing great pleasure; transporting; ravishing.

So rapturous a joy, and trans/ortant love.
Dr. H. More.

Transportation (trans-port-a'shon), n.
1 The act i>f transporting, or the state of
being transported; a carrying or conveying
from one place to another; carriage; con-
veyance; transmission.

If the countries are ncTT, the difference will be
smaller, and niay sometimes be scarce perceptible,
because in this case the transportation will be easy.

Adam Smith.
2. The banishing or sending away a person
convicted of crime to a penal settlement in
a foreign country, there to remain during
the term for uiiich he is ordered to be trans-
ported. The transportation of felons in
Britain ia now superseded by penal servU
tude. See under Penal. —3. Transport;
ecstasy. [Rare. ]

All pleasures that affect the body must needs
weary, because they transport, and all transporta-
tion is a violence; and no violence can be lastincf,

but determines upon the falling of the spirits. South.

— Transportation ofa church, in Scots eccles.

law, the erection of a parish church in a
different part of the parish from that in
which it formerly stood. The power of de-
teiTnining as to the transportation of
churches is lodged in the Court of Session,
as the commission of teinds, but the con-
sent of a majority of the heritors in point
of valuation is necessary to the removal,
and any party having interest may oppose it.

Transportedly (trans-jwrt'ed-li), adv. In
a traiispurted manner; in a state of rapture.
Boifle.

Transportedness ( trans -port'ed-nesX "•
The Cdudition (d l»eing transported; a state
of rapture. Bp. Hall.
Transporter (trans-p6rt'6r), n. One who
traii^p'irts or removes.
Transporting (trans-port'ing), a. Ravish-
ing' witli 'leli;;ht; bearing away the sool in
plea-sure; ecstatic; as, transporting joy.

The pleasure which affects the human mind with
the most lively and transportinjp touches is the sense
that we act in the eye of infinite wisdom, power, and
goodness, that will crown our endeavours here with
happiness hereafter. Tillotson.

Transportingly (trans-port'ing-ll), adv.
In a transporting manner; ravishingly.
Tranaportivet (trans-port'iv), a. Passion-
ate; excessive. 'The voice of transportive
fury.' T Adams.
Transportment t (trans-port'raentX "
1. The act ut transporting; conveyance by
ship.

Are not you he, when your fellow-passengers,
Vour last transportment, being assail'd by a galley,
Hid yourself i' the cabinT Btau. 6- Fi.

2. Rage; passion; anger.

There he aitack'd me
With such transporttnent the whole town had rune

on*t
*

Had I not run away. I^e^y.

Transport - ship. Transport - vessel
( trans'port-ship. trans'port ves-el ), n. A
ves-sel eniphfyt-d in conveyiiit; s«>]diers, mili-
tary stores, or convicts; a transport.
Transposable (trans-poz'abl), a. Capable
of bein;: trunspoiied.

|

Transposal (trans-poz'al), n. The act of
transpctsing, or the state of being trans-
posed: transposition. Swi/t.
Transpose (trans-pdzO.tJ.r pret &pp. trant-
posed; ppr. tran*p<mng. (Fr. tratupo$er,
prefix trans, and po$er, to place (see POSE);
as to meaning, however, partly based on
L. transpono, transpositum—trans, across,
through, and »ono, to place. See COMPOSE,
&c.] 1. To change the place or order of by
putting each in the place of the other; to
cause to change places: as, to transpose
letters, words, or propositions. See Trans-
PEINT.—2.t To put out of place; to remove.
That which you are my thoughts cannot transpose;
Angels are bright still, though the brightest fell.

8. In alg. to bring, as any term of an equa-
tion, over from one side to the other side.
Thus, if a-f& = c and we makea=:c-6. then
b is said to be transposed.— 4. In (fram. to
change tlie natnral order of words.— 5. In
mu^ic, to change the key of.

Transpose! (trans-pOz'). n. Transposition.
j'iitt''ii/tfnn.

Transposed (trans-pozd'). p. and a. l. Being
chatiKe«i in place, and one put in the place
of the other— 2. In her. reversed or turned
contrariwise from the usual or proper posi-
tion; as, a pile transposed.
TranapOBlng (trans-poz'ing). a. Having the
quality of changeableness of place; as, the

action of a transposing piano, whereby its

keys can all be ajfected at once.
Transposition (trans-po-zi'shon), n. [L.

. transpositio, transpositionis. See TRANS-
POSE.] 1. The act of transposing; a changing
of the places of things and putting each
in the place before occupied by the other;
as, the transposition of words in a sentence.
We have deprived ourselves of that liberty of

transposition in the arrangement of words which
the ancient l;inguages enjoyed. Dr. Blair.

2. The state of being transposed or recip-
rocally clianged in place.— 3. In alg. the
bringing over of any term of an equation
from one side to the other side. This is

done by changing the sign of the term so
transposed from phis to mimis or from
minus to plus, and the operation is in effect
subtracting the term from both sides of the
equation when its sign is plus, and adding
it to both sides when its sign is minus. If

a+x=b+c; then by transposing a, we get
x=b+c—a. It again x—a = b+c; then by
transposing -a, we get x~b+c+a. The ob-
ject of transposition is to bring all the
known terms of an equation to one side,
and all those that are unknown to the other
side, in order to determine the value of the
unknown terms with respect to thosa which
are known.—4. In rhet. and gram, a change
of the natural order of words in a sentence;
words changed from their ordinary arrange-
ment for the sake of effect— 5. Inmw*ic. the
transcription or performance of a compo-
sition in a key either higher or lower than
the original.—6. In med. same &a Sfetathe-
sis.— Transposition o/ the viscera, a congen-
ital vice of conformation, which consists in
the viscera being found out of the situations
they ordinarily occupy, the heart, for ex-
ample, being on the right side, the liver on
the left, <tc. Dunglison.
Transpositional (trans-po-zi'shon-alX «
Pertaining to transposition.

The most striking and most offensive error in pro-
nunci.ition among the Londoners. I confess, lies in
the transpositional use of the letters w and v, ever
to be heard when there is any possibility of invert-
ing them. Thus they always say 'weal for 'veal,'
'vicked' for 'wicked. P'£gt-

Transposltive (trans-pozl-tlv), a. Pertain-
ing to transposition ; made by transposing

;

consisting in transposition.
The Italian retains the most of the ancient trans-

positive character. £)r. Biair.

Transpiint (trans-prrnf), v.t. [Trans and
prUit] To print in the wrong place; to
transfer to the wrong place in printing.
[Printers use the word transpose when a
transposition or mistake of this kind oc-
curs]
Transproset (trans-proz'), v.t. To change
frt>m prose into verse.

Instinct he follows and no further knows.
For to write verse with him is to transprose.

Dryden.
Trans-snape (trans-shap'), v.t. To change
into another form; to distort.

Thus did she . . . trans-shape thy particular vir-
tues, shak.

Suppose him
Trant'shaped into an angel. Beau. &^ Ft.

Trans-ship (trans-shipo. See Tranship.
Trans-shipment (traus-ship'ment), n. See
TUANSIIIJ'.MKNT.

Transtra (trans'tra), n. pi. [L.] In Rtym.
arch, the principal horizontal timl>ers in the
roof of a l)uilding. Gitiit.

Transubstantiate (tran-sub-8tan'8hi-&t),
v.t. pret. it pp. transubstantiated; ppr.
transubstantiating. [Vr. transsubstantier,
L.L. transsxibstantio, transsu^stantiatuwr-
L trans, across, over, and substanHa. sub-
stance.] To change to another substance

;

as, to transubstantiate the sacramental ele-
ments, bread and wine, into the flesh an<l
blood of Christ, according Ut the Roman
Catholic doctrine. ' To transubstantiate flsh
and fruits into flesh.* Howell.

O sclf-traitnr, I do bring
The spider love which tramubstanliates all,

And can convert manna to gall. Donne.

TransubStantiation (tran-aub-stan'shi-a"-
Bhon),7i. Change of substance; specifically,
in theol. the conversion of the bread and wine
in the eucharist into the body and blood of
Christ, a l)elief held by Roman Catholics and
others. The doctrine of transubstantiation
is to l>e distinguished from that of the real
presence, inasmuch as the latter may, and
is generally underst(»od to mean that the
body of Christ coexists in and along with the
elements, whereas according to the doctrine
ot transubstantiation the body of Christ

takes the place of the elements, only the
appeurance of tlie latter remaining.
Transubstantiator ( tran - sub - stan'shi-at-
er), n. One who maintains the doctrine of
transubstantiation.

Transudation (tran-su-da'shon), n. The act
or process of transuding ; the process of
oozing through membranes, or of passing
off through the pores of a substance, as
water or other fluid. The process is effected
by either endosmose or exosmose, which
are forms of a peculiar mechanical power
belonging to porous bodies, which has been
called osmose force. See Osmose.
Transudatory (tran-su'da-to-ri), a. Pass-
ing by transudation.
Transude (trausiid'). v.i. pret & pp. tran
suded; ppr. transuding. [L. trans, across,
through, and sudo, to sweat.] To pass or
ooze through the pores or interstices of a
membrane or other porous substance, as
water or other fluid; as, a liquid may tran-
s^ide through a membranous substance or
texture, or through wood.
Transume (tran-sum'), v.t. pret. & pp. traii-

sutned; ppr. transuming. [L. transiiino-
trans, across, through, and sumo, to take.]
To take from one to another; to convert.
[Rare.]

Bread and wine
Transumed, and taught to turn divine. Crashaw.

Transumpt (tran-sumf), n. An old term
for a copy of a writing or exemplification
of a record.

The pretended original breve was produced, and
a transu*npt or copy thereof offered tliem.

Lord Herbert.—An action of transtnnpt, in Scots taw, an
action competent to any one having a par-
tial interest in a writing, or immediate use
for it. to support his titles or defences in
other actions, directed against the custodier
of the writing, calling upon him to exhibit
it, in order that a copy or transumpt of it

may be made and delivered to the pursuer.
Transumption ( tran-sum 'shon), n. [L.
tramsumptio. See TRANSUME.] 1. The act
of taking from one place to anotlier.

—

2. In logic, a syllogism l)y concession or
agreement, used where a question proposed
is transferred to another with this condition,
that a proof of the latter should be admitted
for a i»roof of the former. [Rare.]
Transumptive ( tran- sum 'tiv), a. [See
above,] Taking from one to another; trans-
ferred from one to another; metaphorical.
Hereupon are intricate turnings, by a transufnp-

ti-ve anci mctonymical kind of speech, called mean-
ders. Drayton.

Transvasatet (trans-va'sat), v.t. [L. trans,
across, and vas, a vessel] To transfuse or
pour from one vessel to another. Cvdworth.
Transvasationt (trans-va-sa'shon), n. Tlie
act or process of transvasating. Holland.
Transvectlon (trans-vek'shon), n. [L. trans-
vectio, transvectionis, from transveko, to
cari-y across— (ra?^, across, and veho, to
carry.] The act of couTOying or carrying
over.

Transverberate (trans-v^r'bfer-at), v. t. To
beat or strike through. Watts.
Transversal (trans-vSrs'al). a. Transverse;
running ur lying across ; as, a transversal
line. See the noun.
The labarum is described as a long pike, inter-

sected by a transversal beam. Gibbott.

Transversal (trans-vSrs'al), n. In geom. a
line drawn across several others so as to cut
them all. as when a line intersects the three
Bides of a triangle.

Transversally (trans-vtrs'al-li), adv. In a
direction crosswise.
Transverse (trans-vfirs' or trans'v6rs),a. [L.
tran^rcrms, pp. of transverto, to turn across
—trans, across, and verto, to turn] 1. Lyiny
or being across or in a cross direction ; as.
a transverse diameter or axis: used adverbi-
ally in following extract.

His volant touch
Instinct through all proportions, low and high
Fled and ptiT^xtcd transrerse the resonant nigue.

Milton.
2. In anat. a term applied to muscles, ves-
sels, Ac, which lie in a direction across
other parts; as, the transverse muscle of
the abdomen ; the transverse suture which
nins across the face.

—

Transverse axis or
diameter, in conic sections, the diameter
which passes through the foci. In the el-
lipse it is the longest diameter; in the hy-
perbola it is the shortest, and in the pars-
bola it is, like all the other diameters,
infinite in \enf;th. — Transverse magnet, a
magnet whose poles are not at the ends bat
at the sides, formed by a particular com-

ch. cAain; Ch, 8c. locA; g, ^o; j.job; h. Fr. toTi; ng, sin^; TH, fAen; th, «Aln; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, amre.—See Ket.
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binatlon of bar-magnets.— Transyerse par-
tition, in bot. a partition, as of a pericarp,
at right angles with the valves, as in a
Clique.—Tramverse section. See SECTION.
—Transverse strain, in mech. the strain to
which a beam is subjected when a force acts
on it in a direction at right angles to its

length, tending to bend it or break it across.

^frahsverse (trans-vSrs'), n. That which
crosses or lies in a cross direction; a trans-
verse axis. See under the adjective.

Transverse (trans- v6r8'), v.t. To overturn;
to change. [Rare.]

Transversely (trans-vfersliXarfv. In a trans-

verse manner; in a cross direction ; as, to
cut a thing transversely.

At Stonehenge the stones lie iransversf/y upon each
other. Stitlingfleet.

Transvertt ( trans-v6rt'), v.t, [L. tra^is,

across, and verto, to turn.] To cause to
turn across; to transverse. Chaucer.
Transvertible (trans-v6rt'i-bl), a. Capable
of being transverted. Sir T. Browne.
Transvlew (trana-vu'),^. t. To look through.

Let us with eagles" eyes without offence
TransTievj the obscure things that do remain.

Davies.

Transvolation t (trans-vo-la'shon), n. [L.

trans, through, beyond, and volOy voUitum,
to fly. ] Act of flying beyond.
Jesus had some extraordinary trattsvoiatiotts aaA

acts of emigration beyond the lines of his even and
ordinary conversation. ^er. Tayl&r.

Tranavolvet (trans-volv'), v.(. [L. trans,
over, and volw, to roll.] To overturn; to
breakup. 'He who transvolves empires.'
Howell.

Transylvanlan (tran-sil-va'ni-au), a. Of
or belonging to Transylvania, a grand-
duchy of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy.
Transylvanlan (tran-sil-va'ni-an), n. A
native or inhabitant of Transylvania.
Trantt (trant), v.i. Same as Traunt.
Tranter t (trant'fer), n. Same as Traunter.
Trap (trap), n. [A. Sax. trappe, troippe,
treppe, a trap; O.H.G. trapo, whence It.

trappola, a trap, snare, Fr. trappe, a pit-
fall, attraper, to entrap; the root is perhaps
that of trip, tramp.] 1. A contrivance that
shuts suddenly and often with a spring, used
for taking game and other animals ; as, a
trap for foxes.

We have locks to safeguard necessaries,
And pretty traps to catch the petty thieves.

2. An ambush; a stratagem; any device or
contrivance to betray or catch unawares.
Let their table be made Ji snare and a trap.

Rom. xi. 9.
Protect mine innocence, or I fall into
The trap is laid for me. Shak.

3. A game, and also one of the instruments
used in playing the game, the others being
a small bat and a ball. The trap is of wood,
made like a slipper, with a hollow at the
heel end, and a kind of wooden spoon, mov-
ing on a pivot, in the bowl of which the
ball is placed. By striking the end or han-
dle of the spoon the ball rises into the air,

and the art of the game is to strike it as far
as possible with the l)at before it reaches
the ground. The adversaries on the look-
out, either by catching the ball, or by bowl-
ing it from the place where it falls and
hitting the trap, take possession of the trap,
bat, and ball, and try their own dexterity.
4. A contrivance applied to drains and soil-
pipes to prevent effluvia from passing the
place where they are situated. See Drain-
trap.—5. A familiar name for a carriage, on
springs, of any kind.
We sliall find a better irafi than this at the church

door. Thackeray.

6. A sheriff's officer, or policeman. * The
traps know that we work together.' i>icAe7is
[Slang.]

There's a couple of traps in Belston after him now.
H. Kingsley.

7. Sagacity; acuteness; penetration; sharp-
ness.

Some cunning persons that had found out his foible
and Ignorance of trap, first put him in ^rcat fright.

Roi^er North.
—To he up to trap, to understand trap, to
be very knowing or wide-awake. [Slang]
His good lady . . . understood trap a& weW as, a.ny

woman in the Meams. Sir IV. Scott.

Trap (trap), v.t pret. & pp. trapped; ppr.
trapping. 1. To catch in a trap; ^, to trap
foxes or beaver.—2. To insnare^'^o take by
stratagem.

I trapp'd the foe. Dryden.

Trap (trap), v.i. To set traps for game; as,
to trap for beaver.

Trap(trap), n. [Dan.frap, Sw.?rapp,G.(rapp,
from Dan. trappe, Sw. trappa, G. treppe, a
stair, stairs; E. tru]), a kind of ladder. The
name was proposed by the Swedish miner-
alogist Bergman, owing to the terraced or
step-like arrangement which may be traced
in many of these igneous rocks.] In geol. a
name rather loosely and vaguely applied to
all the multifarious igneous rocks that
belong to the paljeozoic and secondary
epochs, as distinct from the more ancient
granites on the one hand, and the recent
volcanic rocks on the other. A terraced or
step-like arrangement may often be traced
in many of these igneous rocks.-Tra^ con-
glomerate. Same as Trap-tu/a.
Irap (trap), n. [D. trap, a step, a degree;
Dan. trappe, a stair. See Trap, the rock.]
A kind of movable ladder or steps; a kind
of ladder leading up to a loft. Simmonds.
Trap (trap), n. An article of luggage, or
the like. See TRAPS.
Trap (trap), v.t. [O.E. trappe, a horse-cloth
or bousing; same word as Sp. trapo, L.L.
trapus, cloth, probably also as Fr. drap,
cloth, but the further origin is uncertain.
Attrap was formerly in use also. ] To adorn;
to dress with ornaments. ' 'lo deck his
hearse, and trap his tomb-black steed.'
Spenser. ' All of them on horses, and the
horses richly trapt. ' Tennyson. See Trap-
PINQ,

Trapa (trap'a), n. [From L.L. caleitrapa,
a caltrop.] A genus of aquatic plants, nat.
order Haloragaceaj. The species are com-
monly called water-caltrops, and are found
in the temperate parts of Europe and
of Siberia, in the East Indies and China.
The large seeds of them all are sweet and
edible. Those of T. hispinosa are exten-
sively cultivated in China and other parts
of the East, where they form a common

Trapa bispinosa, yielding Singhara-nuts.

article of food, under the name of Singkara-
7iuts. T. natans is the water-chestnut. Its
seeds—called Jesuits' nuts at Venice and
Chataigne d'eau in France—are ground into
flour and made into bread in the south of
Europe.
Trapan (tra-panO. v. t. [Perhaps from trap,
but the formation ts not clear. Comp. also
It. trapanare, to cheat, to bore or perforate,
from trapano, a boring instrument, a sur-
geon's trepan.] To insnare ; to catch by
stratagem. ' Can trapan a Jephtha into a
vow and solemn oath.' South. More com-
monly written Trepan.

His principal misfortune being the losing company
of a small bark which attended him, and having
some of his people trapanned at Baldivia.

Anson's Voyage.

Trapan (tra-pan*). n. A snare; a stratagem.
* Nothing but gins, and snares, and trapans
for souls.' Sotith.

Trapanner (tra-pan'6r), n. One who trapans
or insnares. 'The insinuations of that old
pander and trapaiiner of souls' South.
Trap-ball (trap'bal), n. See Trap. 3.

Trap-bat (trap'bat), n. A bat used at the
game of trap.

Trap-door (trap'dor), n. A door in a floor

or roof, with which when shut it is flush or
nearly ^0.—Trap-door spiders, a name given
to spiders of the genera Ctenizaand Actino-
pus, separated by modern writers from the
genus Mygale, remarkable for forming in
the ground a habitation consisting of a long
cylindrical tube, protected at the top by a
circular door, which is connected to the
tube by a hinge. The lid is made of alter-

nate layers of earth and web, and when
shut can scarcely be distinguished from the

surrounding soil. There are many of these
trap-door spiders known, as the Cteniza (or
Mygale) cmnientaria (also called the mason

Trap-door Spider, i. The Spider, 2, 3, The Nest,
in front and profile, 4, Section of the NesL

spider), and C. lonicaoi Southern Europe,
and the C nidulans of Jamaica.
Trape (trap), v.i. pret. <fc pp. traped; ppr.
traping. [Comp. D. andG. trappen, to tread,
to tramp.] To trail along in an untidy man-
ner; to walk carelessly and sluttishly; to run
about idly; to traipse.

I am to go traping with Lady Kerry and Mrs.
Pratt to see sights all this day. S-wifi.

Trapelus (trap'e-lus). n. [Gr. trapelos, easily
turned. ] A genus of lizards having the form
and teeth of the Agamae, but the scales
small and destitute of spines. They have no
pores on the thighs. T. cegyptius is of small
size, can puff out its body, and is remarkable
for the changes of its colour, hence its

French name Le changeant d^^gypte.
Trapes (traps), n. [From trape.} A slat-
tern; an idle sluttish woman.

From door to door I'd sooner whine and beg.
Than marry such a trapes. Gay.

Trapes (traps), w.i. [From the noun. Also
written traipse (which see).] To gad or
flaunt about in a slatternly useless way.
'Our great flaunting, trapesing, impudent,
lazy lacqueys.' Thackeray.
Trapezate (trap'e-zat), a. Having the form
of a trapezium.
Trapeze (tra-pez'), n. 1. A trapezium.—
2. In gymnastics, a sort of swing, consisting
of one or more cross-bars suspended by two
cords at some distance from the ground, on
which various exercises or feats are per-
formed.
Trapezian ( tra-pe'zi-an ). a. [See Trape-
zium. ] In crystal, having the lateral planes
composed of trapeziums situated in two
ranges between two bases.

Trapeziform (tra-pe'zi-form), a. Having
the form of a trapezium.
Trapezihedron (tra-pe'zi-he"dron), n. [Gr.
trapezion, a little table, and hedra, side.]
Same as Trapezohedron.
Trapezium (trapezium), n. pi. Trapezia
(tra-pe'zi-a) or Trapeziums (tra-pe'zi-umz).
[L., from Gr. trapezion, a little table, dim.

of trapeza, a table.] 1. In
geom. a plane figure con-
tained under four straight
lines, none of them par-
allel.— 2. In anat. a bone
of the carpus, the first

of the second row: so named from its

shape.
Trapezius (tra-pe'zi-us), n. In ajia(. a tra-

peziform muscle which serves to move the
scapula in different directions.

Trapezohedral ( tra-pe'z6-he"dral ), o. In
crystal. i)ertaining to or having the form of
a trapezohedron.
Trapezoliedron (tra-pe'z6-he"dron), n. In
crystal, a solid bounded by twenty -four
equal and similar trapez<tidal planes.

Trapezoid (trap'e-
1 zoid), Ji. [Gr. trapezion,
\ a trapezium, and eidos,

\ resemblance.] lugeom.
\ a plane four - sided
^ figure having two of its

opposite sides parallel.

Trapezoidal (trap-e-zoi'dal). a. 1. Having
the form uf a trapezoid.— 2. In mineral, hav-
ing the surface composed of twenty-four
trapeziums, all equal and similar.— Trajw-
zoidal bo7ie, in anat. a bone of the second

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, buU; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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row of the carpal bones, smaller than the
trapezium.
Trap-hole (trap'hol), n. Milit see Trocs-
I>F.-LuUR

Trappean (trap-pe'an), a. Pertaining to or of

the nature of trap or trap-rock.

Trapper (trap'er), n. 1. One who sets traps
to catch animals, usually for fui-s. — 2. In
mini>i{f, a boy or girl in a coal-mine who
opens the air-dooi-s of the galleries for the
passage of the coal-wagons.

Trapping (trap'ing), n. [From trap, to

draiM?, t<.t atlom. ] A word, generally used
in the plural, to denote ornamental acces-

sories: as (a) specifically, the ornaments put
on horses. 'Caparisons and steeds, bases
and tinsel trappings.' Milton, (b) External
and superficial decorations; ornaments gen-
erally; dress; finery. 'These but the trap-

pings and the suits of woe.' Skak. 'Trap-
pings of life, for ornament, not use.' Dry-
den.

Trappist (trap'ist), n. [From the abbey of

La Ti-appe, in Normandy, the headquarters
,

of the lK)dy.] A memlier of a religious body
1

belonging to the Roman Catholic Church, I

a branch of the Cistercian order, remark-

1

able for the austere life led by the monks. I

The central monastery is near Soligny-la-

Trappe, department of Orne, where a re-

ligious house had long existed of which, in

1662, Amiand Jean Boutilier de Ranc6 be-

came hea<l and introduced the austere regu-
lations so charactt;riatic of the Trappista. The
Trappists. according to tlieir rules, must live

on the coarsest fare, meat, fish, eggs, and
wine being forbidden; they are bound to

perpetual silence, unless in cases of neces-
sity ; their bed is a straw mattress with a
coarse coverlet ; their habit is never laid

aside except in cases of extreme sickness.

The daily routine of duties commences at
two in the morning, and consists in prayer,
religious exercises, and manual lal>our till

eight in the evening, when they retire to
rest. The order in course of time acquired
houses through the rest of France, in Ger-
many, England, the United States, and else-

where.
Trapplstlne ( traj/is-tin ). n. [ From the
TrappiHtH. wlio manufacture it.} A liqueur,
for the manufacture of which the Abtjey of
Grace-Dieu, near Besangou, in France, has
ac<(Uired reputation.

Trappous (trap'us), a. Pertaining to the
rock Known a-^trap; resembling trap. or par-
taking of its form or qualities; trappy.
Trappurea,t Trappours.t ". pi. The trap-
pings or cloths with which horses were cov-^
ered for parade. Chaucer.
Trappy (trap'i),a. Of, or relating to, or re-
seniiiliiiir trap-rock.

Trap-rock (trap'rok). See Trap.
Traps (traps), n. pi. [Short foT trappings.)
Small or jKjrtable articles for dress, furni-
ture, &c.; goods; furniture; lu^age.

A couple of horses carry us and our trapi.
Thackeray.

On the first hint of disease pack up your traps and
your good lady, and go and live in the watch-house
across the river. JCingsley.

Tl*ai>-stalr (trap'star), n. A narrow stair-

case, or encased ladder, surmounted by a
trap-d'tor

Trap-Stick (trap'stik), n. A stick used at
the g;iine of trap; an object resembling such
a Slick: applied in the quotation to a slender

^%.
These had made a f'iolish swop between a couple

of thick bandy \c^s and two long trapsticks that had
no calfs. Addison.

Trap-tree (trap'tre). n. A species of Arto-
carj^ns which furnishes aglutinousgum used
as ijirddime. The fibre of the bark is used
for fishing-lines, cordage, and nets in Singa-
pore. Hi^a m.m\dg.

Trap-tufa, Trap-tuff ftrap'tu-fa, trap'tuf).
n. In (/('o/. a kind of sanilstone composecl
of fragments and earthy materials from
trap-rocks cemented together.
Trash (trash), n. {Orit;in doubtful. Comp.
Prov. G trasch, that which is thrashed,
trdsch, trust, refuse of grapes; also Icel. troa,

droppings, rubhish, leaves and twigs pickeci
up for fuel. In 4 and 5 directly from the
verb, under which another origin is sug-
gested.] 1. Any waste or worthless matter;
good-for-nothing stuff; rubbish; refuse;
dross; dregs.

Who steals my purse, steals trash. Shak.
O that in-,tead of trash thou'dst t.iken steel. Garth.

2. Loppings of trees; bruised canes. &c. In
the West Indies, the decaye^l leaves and
ttems of canes are called field-trash; the

bruised and macerated rind of canes is

called cane-trash; and both are called trash.

3. A worthless person.

I suspect this trash
To be a party in this injury. Shak.

4. A piece of leather or other thing fastened
to a dog's neck to retard his speed. Hence

—

5. A clog or encumbrance in a metaphorical
sense.

Trash. ( trash ), v. t. [See the noun. Comp.
also Fr. Ur^cir, to narrow, straiten, keep
short, <tc. ] 1. To free from superfluous
twigs or branches ; to lop ; to crop ; as, to
trash trees ; to trash ratoons in sugar-cane
culture.—2. To crush or humiliate; to wear
out; to beat down.

Being naturally of a spare and thin body, and thus
restlessIy'>*(uAi>/^it out with reading, writing,preach-
ing, and travellin};, he hastened his death.

Li/eofBp. JciveU, 1685.

3. To maltreat; to jade; to abuse; as, to
trash a horse. [Scotch.]—4. To hold back
by a leash or halter, as a dog in pursuing
game; hence, to retard; to clog; to encum-
ber; to hinder.

Amone other encumbrances and delays in our
ways to neaven. there is no one that doth so clog
and trash, so disadvantage and backward us ... as
a contentedness in a formal worship of God.

Httmntond.
Without the most furious haste on the part of the

Kalmucks, there was not a chance for them, bur-
dened and trashed as they were, to anticipate so
a^le and light cavalry as the Cossacks in seizing this

important pass. Dt Quincey.

Trash (trash), v.i. To follow with violence
and trampling. 'A guarded lackey to run
before it, and pied liveries to come trashing
after it.' rttritan (old play), 1607.

Trash-house (trash'hous), n. A building
on a sugar estate where the cane-stalks from
which the juice has been expressed are
stored for fuel. Simmonds.
Trash-ice (trashls), n. Crumbled ice mixed
with water.

Trashily (traahl-Ii), adv. In a trashy man-
ner.

Trashlness (trash'i-nea), n. The state or
(tuality iif l>eing trashy.

Trashtrle (trash'tri), n. Trash. 'Sauce.
ragouts, and siklike trashtrie.' Bums.
[.Sc/>tch. ]

Trashy (trash'i), a. Composed of or resem-
bling trash, rubbish, or dross; waste; re-

jected; worthless; useless; as, a trashy novel.

A judicious reader will discover in his closet that
trashy stuff, whose gliticting deceived htm in the
action. Drydin.

Trass (trfts), n. fProv. G. trau, tarrass,
trass, probably from Fr. terrasse. a terrace,
earthwork, from L. terra, earth. ] Pumi-
ceous conglomerate, a volcanic production,
consiflting of ashes and scorim thrown out
from the Eifel volcanoes, on the Khine,
near Coblentz. It is equivalent, or nearly
so, to the puzzolana of the Neapolitans, and
is used as a cement. The same name is given
to a coarse sort of plaster or mortar made
from several other argillo-ferruginous min-
erals, used to line cisterns and other reser-
voirs of water Dutch trass is made of a
soft rock found near Collen, on the lower
part of the Rhine. It is burned like lime,
and reduced to powder in mills. It is of a
grayish colour. Written also Tarract, Tar-
rass, Terras.

TraErt.t For Traced. Spenser.
Trate.t Trat,t n. A term of contempt for
an ohi wnman; a witch. Chaucer.
Traulism * ( trft'lizm ), n. [Gr. traxtlismos,
from (/-aw^^'j, tolisporstammer] A stam-
mering. Daigarno.
Trauznatlc (trft-mat'ik), a. {Gr. trauma, a
wound. ] 1. Pertaining to or applied to
wounds— 2. Vulnerary; adapted to the cure
of wounds. —3. Produced l>y wounds; as,

trauinafic tetanus.

Traumatic (tri^-mat'ik), n. A medicine use-
ful in tile cure of wounds.
Traumatism (tra'mat-izm), n. [See Trau-
matic. ] In pathol. the condition of the
system occasioned by a grave wound.
Trauncet (trans), n. A trance.

Trauntt (trant), v.i. [D. tranten, to walk
slowly; D. and L.O. trant, a walk] To carry
altout wares for sale; to hawk Written
also Trant.
Trauntert (trsnt'Sr). n. One who traunts;
a pedlar.

Travado, Travat (travaMo, trav'atl, n. A
heavy s(juall. with sudden gusts of wind,
lightning, and rain, on the coast of North
America. Like the African tornado it com-
mences with a black cloud in calm weather
and a clear sky. Admiral Smyth.

Travail (tra'val), ?j. t. [Formerly also traveU,
travel, from Fr. travailler, to labour, to toil,

to torment, from travail, labour, work, toil,

fatigue, trouble, &c. ; also an apparatus or
contrivance of bars to restrain a vicious
horse or to keep it quiet while being shod,
&c., from L. trabs, a beam; similarly It. tra-

vaglio, Pg. trabalho, Sp. trabajo. Travel is

the same word. ] 1. 1 To labour with pain ; to
toil. • Slothful persons who will not tra vail
for their livings.' Latimer.— 2. To suffer the
pangs of childbirth; to be in parturition.

And Rachel tra-vailed, and she had hard labour.
Gen. XXXV. 16.

Travailt (trav'al), v.t. To harass; to tire.

As if all these troubles had not been sutficient to
travail the realm, a great division fell among the
nobility. Hayu-ard.

Travail (trav'al), n. l.t Labour with pain;
severe toil.

As everything of price, so doth this require tra-vail.

Hooker.
2. Parturition; as, an easy travail.

In the time of her/ravai/ behold . . . twins were
in her womb. Gen. xxxviii. 27.

Travailoust (trav'al-us). a. Causing travail;
laborious; toilsome. Wycliffe.

Trave (trav), n. [O. tY. iref, ft. trave, a cross-
beam, from L. trahs, trabis, a beam; in mean-
ing 2 from Fr. entraves, shackles for a horse's
legs — en, in, and L. trabs. See Travail.]
l.t A cross-beam; a beam or timber-work
crossingabuilding. Maundrell.—2.A\\oot\en
frame to confine an unruly horse while shoe-
ing
Travel (trav'el), v.i. pret. & pp. travelled;
ppr. travelling. [A different orthography
and application of travail.] 1. To pass or
make a journey from place to place, either
on foot, on horseback, or in any conveyance,
as a carriage, ship, or the like ; to go to or
visit distant or foreign places ; to journey

;

as, to travel for health, for pleasure, for im-
provement, or the like.

Fain would I trazfi to some foreign shore.
So might I to myself myself restore. Drydett.

His kinsman traveHing on his own affair.

Was charged by Valence to bring home the child,

Teunysott.

Specifically—2. To make a journey or jour-
neys, or to go about from place to place for
the purpose of obtaining orders for goods,
collecting accounts, Ac, for a commercial
house ; as, he has travelled over ten years
for the same firm.— 3. To proceed or ad-
vance in any way; to move; to pass.

Time travels in divers paces with divers persons.
Shak.

News travell'd with increase from mouth to mouth.
Pope.

4.1 To labour; to travail.

If we labour to maintain truth and reason, let not
any think that we travel about a matter not needful.

Hooker.
Travel (trav'el), v.t. 1. To journey over; to
pass ; as, to travel the whole kingdom of
England. 'I (rat?ei this profound.' Milton.
2.t To cause or force to journey.
The corporations shall not be travelled forth from

their franchises. Spenser.

Travel (trav'el), n. 1. The act of travelling
or journeying; particularly, a journeying to
a distant country or countries; as, he is

much improved by travel; the gentleman
has just returned from his travels.

Travel in the younger sort is a part of education;
in the elder a part of experience. Jiacon.

2. pi. An account of occurrences and obser-
vations made during a journey; a book that
relates occm-rences in travelling : as, travels
in Italy.

Histories engage the soul by sensible occurrences,
as also voyages, travels, and accounts of countries.

n'atts.

3.t Labour; toil.

After this thy (raiet sore
Sweet rest seize thee evermore. Milton.

4.t Travail; parturition; pains of child-
birth.

Travelled (trav'eld), p. and a. Having made
journeys ; having gained knowledge or ex-
perience by traveUlng; hence, experienced:
knowing. 'The travelVd thane, Athenian
Aberdeen. ' Byron.

I am not much travelled in the history of modem
tinics. Fielding.

Traveller (trav'eMr), n. 1. One who travels
in any way ; one who makes a journey, or
who is o^i^is way from place to place; a
wayfarer.

The weary traveller, wandering that way.
Therein did often quench his thirsty heat.

Spenser.

2. One who visits foreign countries; one
who explores regions more or less unknown;

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. \och; g, yo; \, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing-; th, (Aen; th, tAin; w, urig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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as, he had been a great travellerin his time;
the great African traveller. Dr. Livingstone.

The traveiler into a foreign country knows more
by the eye than he that stayeth at home can by rela-

tion of the traveller. Bacon.

3. A person who travels for a merchant, or
mercantile company, to solicit orders for

goods, collect accounts, and the like, —
4. Naut. an iron thimble or thimbles with a
rope spliced round them, forming a kind
of tail or species of gromet, and serving to

facilitate the hoisting or lowering of tlie

top-gallaut yards. Two of them are fixed

on each back-stay, on which they slide up
and down like the ring of a curtain upon its

rod.

Traveller's-joy (trav'el-6rz-joi), n. A plant
of tlie genus Clematis, the C. Vitalba. See
Clematis.
Travellers'-tree (trav'el-6rz-tr6), n. See
Raven.\la.
Travelling (trav'el-ing), ft. 1. Pertaining
to or used in travel : a term often applied
to strong -made, compact, handy articles

adapted for the use of travellers, and to

stand the wear and tear of a journey; as, a
travelling suit; a travelling trunk or bag.

'Setting down my iramlling box.' Sivi/t.^

2. Incurred by travel; as, travellimj ex-

penses.

Travelling-crane (tra'vel-ing-kran), n. A
crane fi.ved on a carriage which may be
moved on rails. Such cranes are common
on wharfs for loading and unloading vessels,

and ai'e frequently erected on a strong scaf-

folding or framework in building, for lifting

stones or heavy material on to the scaffold,

to the top of the walls, &c., of a house that
is being erected.

Travel-Stained (trav'el-stand), a. Having
the clothes, »fec., soiled with the marks of
travelling.

Travel-tainted t (trav'el-tant-ed), a. Taint-
ed or stained by travel; hence, worn out;
fatigued with travel.

I have foundered nine score and odd posts; and
here, travel-tainted as 1 am, have, in my pure and
immaculate valour, taken Sir John ColeviUe. Shak.

Traverst (traV^ra), odu. [See Traverse.]
Across; athwart.
He swears brave oaths, and breaks them bravely,

quite travers, athwart the heart of his lover.

Shak.
Traversable ( trav'ers-a-bl}, a. [See Tra-
verse.] 1. Capable of being traversed or
crossed.

The land of philosophy contains partly an open,
champaign country, passable by every common un-
derstandmg^, and partly a range of woods, travers-
able only by the speculative, Abraha>n Tucker,

2. Capable of being traversed or denied; as,

a traversable allegation.

Traverse (trav'^rs), adv. [See the adjective. ]

Athwart; crosswise. Pronounced by Milton
tra-vers'.

The ridges of the fallow field lay traverse.
Sir y. Hayward.

He through the armed files

Darts his experienced eye, and soon traverse
The whole battalion vie^vs ; their order due

—

Their visages and stature as of gods. Milton.

Traverse (trav'^rs), a. [O. Fr. travers, tratvs-

vers, from L. transversiis—trans, across, and
verstis, pp. of verto, to turn.] Lying across;
being in a direction across something else.

The paths cut with traverse trenches much encum-
bered the carriages. Sir y. Hayward.

—Traverse sailing {naut), the case in plane
sailing where a ship makes several courses
in succession, the track being zigzag, and
the directions of its several parts traversing
or lying more or less athwart each other.
For all these actual courses and distances
run on each, a single equivalent imaginary
course and distance may be found which
the ship would have described had she
sailed direct for the place of destination

;

finding this single course is called xcorking
or re8olvi}ig a traverse, which is effected by
trigonometrical computation or by the aid
of a traverse-table (which see).

Traverse (trav'Srs), n. l. Anything that
traverses or crosses ; a transverse piece ; a
cross piece.— 2. Something that thwarts,
crosses, or obstructs; an untoward accident.

He sees no defect in himself, but is satisfied that he
should have carried on his designs well enough, had
it not been for unlucky traverses not in his power.

Locke.
3. In fort, a trench with a little parapet for
protecting men on the flank; also, a wall
raised acrossa work.—4. Xaut. the crooked
or zigzag line or track described by a ship
when compelled by contrary winds or cur-
rents to sail on different courses. See under

Traverse, a.—5. In arch, a transverse piece
in a timber roof; also, a gallery or loft of
communication in a church or other large
building.

There is a traverse placed in the loft where she
sitteth. Bacon.

6. In laxo, a denial of what the opposite
party has advanced in any stage of the
pleadings. When the traverse or denial
comes from the defendant the issue is ten-
dered in this manner, *and of this he puts
himself on the country. ' When the traverse

lies on the plaintiff, he prays * this may be
inquired of by the country.' The technical
words introducing a traverse are absqxie hoc,

without this; that is, without this which
follows.—7. In yeom. a line lying across a
figure or other lines; a transversal.—8. In
gun. the turning of a gun so as to make it

point in any requii'ed direction. —9. t A turn-
ing; a trick.

Many shifts and subtile traverses were overwrought
by this occasion. Proceedings against Garnet (i6o6).

— Traverse of an indictmeiit, in law, (a) the
denial of an indictment by a plea of not
guilty; (&) the postponement of the trial of
an indictment after a plea of not guilty
thereto : a course now prohibited by statute
14 and 15 Vict. c.

Traverse (trav'6rs), v.t. pret. & pp. tra-

versed; ppr. traversing. 1. To cross; to lay
in a cross direction.

The parts should be often traversed or crossed by
the flowing of the folds. Dryden.

2. To cross by way of opposition; to thwart;
to obstruct; to bring to nought.

Frog thought to traverse this new project.
Arbuthnot.

I cannot but admit the force of this reasoning,
which I yet hope to traverse by the following con-
siderations. Sir IV. Scott.

3. To wander over; to cross in travelling;
as, to traverse the habitable globe. ' What
seas you traversed, and what fields you
fought.' Pope.— 4. To pass over and view;
to survey carefully.

My purpose is to traverse the nature, principles,
and properties of this detestable vice, ingratitude.

South.

5. In gxm. to turn and point in any direc-
tion; as, to traverse a cannon,— 6. In carp.
to plane in a direction across the grain of
the wood; as, to traverse a board.— 7. In
law, to deny what the opposite party has
alleged. When the plaintiff or defendant
advances new matter, he avers it to be true,
and traverses what the other party has
affirmed.- rt> traverse an indictment. See
under Traverse, n. — To traverse a yard
(naut.), to brace it aft.

Traverse (trav'6i-s), v.i. 1. In fencing, to
use the posture or motions of opposition or
counteraction. 'To see thee fight, to see
thee traverse.' Shak.—2. To turn, as on a
pivot; to move round; to swivel; as, the
needle of a compass traverses; if it does not
traverse well it is an unsafe guide.—3. In
the manege, to move or walk crosswise, as
a horse that throws his croup to one side
and bis head to the other.

Traverse-board (trav'^rs-bord), n. Kaut.
a thin circular piece of board, marked with
all the points of the compass, and having
eight holes bored for each point, and eight
small pegs hanging from the centre of the
board. It is used to record the different
courses rim by a ship during the period of
a watch (four hours or eight half hours).
This record is kept by putting a peg in that
point of the compass whereou the ship has
run each half hour.
Traversed (trav'erst), a. In her. turned to
the sinister side of the shield.

Traverser (trav'6rs-6r), n. 1. One who
traverses ; specifically, in laio, one who tra-

verses or opposes a plea. — 2. In rail, a
traverse-table.

Traverse-sailing (trav'6rs-sal-ing), n. See
under TRAVERSE, a.

Traverse-table ( trav'Srs-ta-bl ), n. 1. In
navig. a table containing the difference of
latitude and the departure made on each
individu.il course and distance in a traverse
by means of which the difference of lati-

tude and departure made upon the whole,
as well as the equivalent single course and
distance, may be readily determined. For
facilitating the resolving of traverses, tables
have been calculated ifor all units of dis-

tance run. from 1 to 300 miles or more, with
every angle of the course which is a multi-
ple of 10', together with the corresponding
differences of latitude and departure. Such
a table is useful for many other purposes.

2. In rail, a platform with one or ntire
tracks, and arranged to move laterally i.n

wheels, for shifting carriages, &c., from one
line of rails to another; a traverser. Good-
rich.

Traversing-plate (trav'Srs-ing-plat), n.
Milit. one of two iron plates nailed un the
iiind part of a truck-carriage of guns where
the handspike is used to traverse the gun.
Traversing - platform ( trav ' ers - ingpiat-
form), n. In artillery, a platform tu sup-
port a gun and carriage, which can be easily
traversed or turned round a real or imagin-
ary pivot near the muzzle by means of its

trucks running on iron circular racers let
into the ground. There are common, dwarf,
and casemate traversing-platforms.
Travertin, Travertine (trav'6r-tin), n. (It.

travertino, tibertino, tiburtino, L. lapis Ti-
burtiniis, from being formed by the waters
of Anio at Tibur, now Tivoli.] A white con-
cretionary limestone, usually compact, hard,
and semi-crystalline, deposited from the
water of springs holding carbonate of lime
in solution. Travertin is abundant in dif-

ferent parts of Italy, and a lai^e propor-
tion of the edifices of ancient and modern
Rome are built of this stone.

Travesty (trav'es-ti), v.t. pret. & pp. tra-
vestied; ppr. travestying. [Fr. travestir, to
disguise, to travesty, from L. trans, over, anil

vestio, to clothe.] To give such a literary
treatment or setting to as to render ridicu-

lous or ludicrous after having been pre-
viously handled seriously; to bui-lesque; to
parody. See the noun.
One would imagine that John Dennis, or some

other poet of the Dunciad, had been here attempt-
ing to travesty this description of the restoration of
Eurydice to life. y. IVarton.

Travesty (trav'es-ti), n. A literary term
used to denote a burlesque treatment or
setting of a subject which had been origin-
ally handled in a serious or lofty manner.
The terra should never be confounded with
parody, in which, strictly speaking, the
subject-matter and characters are changetl,
and the language and style of the original
humorously imitated ; whereas in travesty
the characters and the subject-matter re-
main substantially the same, the language
becoming grotesque, frivolous, and afaiurd.

Travis (trav'is), n. l. Same as Trave, 1 and
2.-2. A partition between two stalls in a
stable.

Trawl (tral), n. [A form of troll] 1. A long
line, sometimes upwards of a mile in length
from which short lines with baited hooks

« are suspended, used in cod, ling, haddock,
and mackerel fishing.—2. A trawl-net.

Trawl (tral>, v.i. To fish with a trawl-net
Trawl-beam (tral'bem). 71 The wooden
beam by which the mouth of a trawl-net Is

kept extended. It is usually about 40 feet
long. See cut Trawl-net.
Trawl-boat (tral'bot), n. A boat used in
tisliing with trawls or trawl-nets.

Trawler (tral'^r), n. 1. One who trawls; a
fisherman who uses a trawl-net.—2. A fish-

ing vessel wliich uses a trawl-net.

Trawler-man + (tnil'er-man), n. A fisher-

man who uses unlawful arts aud engines to
destroy fisli. CoweU.
Trawl-head (trallied), n. One of two up-
right iron frames at either extremity of the
trawl-beam, which assist by their weight
to keep the trawl-net on the ground. See
cut Trawl-net.
Trawling (tral'ing), n. The act of fishing
with a trawl-net. It is the mode chiefly

adopted in deep-sea fishing, and by which
the greater (juantity of the fish for the Lon-
don market is taken, with the exception of
herring and mackerel. Cod, whiting, and
other white fish are taken by it in large
numbers, and some kinds of flat fish, as
soles, can scarcely be taken in any other
way. Trawling can be practised only on a
smooth bottom, as a rough bottom would
destroy the net. The vessels employed in it

on the east coast of England are from 35 to (iO

tons, and tlie fl.shei-s often remain out for
six weeks, special vessels being employed
to carry the fish ashore. Steam trawlers tire

now common. See TRAWL-NET.
Trawl-net (tral'net), n. A net for dragging
along the sea behind a boat, mucli employed
in deep-sea fishing, being useful only for

taking fish which lie near or on the bottom.
It is a triangular purse-shaped net, usually
about 70 feet long, about 40 feet broad at

the mouth, diminishing to 4 or 5 at the coil,

which forms the extremity farthest from
the boat, and is about 10 feet long, aud of

Fate, fftr, fat, IflU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abwne; J*, Sc tey.
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nearly uniform breadth. The mouth is kept
extended by a wooden beam. The net is

furnished with two interior pockets, one on

J,

Trawl-net.

a. Trawl-warp; *. Bridle; c. Trawl - beam ; d d.

Trawl-heads ; e. Ground-roue; /.Taii of net, which is

tied for the convenience oi opening and examining
the net.

each side, for securing the fish turning back
from the cod.

Trawl-warp (tr^rwarp), n. The rope form-
ing the connection between the boat and
trawl-net when it is overboard.

Tray (tra), n. [O.E. ire\£, tregfie, A. Rax.

tryge, closely connected with trough, A. Sax.

trog.] 1. A small shallow trough or wooden
vessel, sometimes scooped out of a piece of

timber and made hollow, used for various

domestic purposes as kneading, mincing,

&c.— 2. A sort of salver or waiter on which
cups or other dishes and the like are pre-

sented.
Tray(tr;i). n. [Fr trois, three ] A projec-
tion on the antler of a stag. 'With brow,
bay. tray, and crockets complete.' W. Black,

Trayet (tra). n. [A. Sax. trega, vexation,
annoyance; Icel. (rfj^a, to grieve.) Trouble;
annoyance ; »ngeT.~Hal/ in tray and tene,

half in sorrow, half in anger.

Tray-trip {tra'trip). ». An ancient game at

dice, in which success prubably depended
in throwing a troU or three.

Shall I play my freedom at tray-trip, and become
thy bond&iaoct Shak.

Tre.t n- A tree; wood, — Ow^M irt, the
cross. Chaucer.

Treacher, Treachoiir (trech'Sr, trech'orX
n. [O. Fr. tricheor. Mod. Fr. tricheur, a
trickster, from O. Fr. (richer, trecher, to
cheat, to trick; of Germanic origin, and
probably from D. trek, a drawing, a pull, a
stroke, a trick. See Trick.] A traitor.

Play not two parts,
Trtcuhtr and coward botn. Beau. Gr Ft.

Your wife, an honest woman.
Is meat twice sod to you, sir ; O, you treachour.

B. yonson.

Treacherous (trech'6r-u8), a. [See Treach-
er, Treachery] 1. Characterized by or in-

volving treachery ; violating allegiance or
faith pledged; faithless; traitorous to the
state or sovereign; perfidious in private life;

betraying a trust.

Thou common friend, that's without faith or lore
For such is a friend now ; treachtrous man

!

Thou hast bc)£uilcd my hopes. Shak,

2. Having a good, fair, or sound appearance,
but worthless or bad in character or nature;
deceptive; illusory; not to be depended on
or trusted to; as. treacheroitg ice; a treach-
erotts memory.—Syn. Faithless, perfidious,
false, insidious, plotting.

Treacherously ( trech'6r-us-li ), adv. In a
tre;icheruus manner; by violating allegiance
or faith pledged; by betraying a trust; faith-

lessly; perfidiously; as, Uy surrender a fort
to an enemy treacherously; to disclose a se-

cret treacherously.

Ynu trtiXchcT-oitsly practised to undo mc. Ohvay.

Treacherousness (trech'Sr-us-nes), n. The
state ur quality of being treacherous; breach
of allegiance or of faith; faithlessness; per-
fldiousness; deceptiveness.
Treachery (trech'^r-l). n. [O.E. treccherie,
Fr. tricherie, trickery, from tricher, trecher,
to cheat. See Treacher.] Violation of al-
legiance or of faith and c«pnfl<k'nce; treason-
able or perfidious conduct; treason: perfidy.
'Kings that fear their subjects' treachery.'
Shak

Those that betray them do no treachery. Shai.

Treachetourt (trech'et-ur), n. [See
Tbbacher ] A traitor.

Abide, ye captive treachetourt untrew. Spenser.

Treacle (trC-kl), n. [O Fr triacle, corrupted
from L theriaca, from Or. theriaka (phar-
maka, drugs, understood), antidotes against
the bites of venomous animals, from th^rion,
a wild I>ea8t. dim. of ther, an animal. See
Dker.] 1. A medicinal compound of vari-
ous ingredients, formerly believed to be
capable of caring or preventing the effectsKous

ingredien
capable of cm

ch, cAain;

of poison, particularly the effects of the bite

of a serpent. See Theriac.
Otfendcrs now, the chiefest. do begin
To strive for grace, and expiate their sin:

All winds blow fair that did the world embroil.
Your vipers treacle yield, and scorpions oil,

trailer.
' Treacle,' or * triacle,' as Chaucer wrote it. was

originally a Greek word, and wrapped up in itself

the once populcir belief {an anticipation, by the way.
of homceopathy), that a confection of the vipers
flesh was the most poten: antidote against the viper's

bite. Trench,

2. The spume of sugar in sugar refineries; so

called from resembling the ancient com-
pound in appearance or supposed medicinal
properties. Treacle is obtained in refining

sugar; molasses is the draiuings of crude
sugar. The term treacle, however, is very
often used for molasses. — 3. A saccharine
fluid, consisting of the inspissated juices or
decoctions of certain vegetables, as the sap
of the birch, sycamore, &c.
^eacle-musta.rd(tre'kl-mus-t6rd), n. The
common name of a British cruciferous plant
Erysimum cheiranthoides. It has obtained
this name from having been used as an
ingredient in the famous Venice treacle or
theriac. The seeds are said to have been
used for destroying worms in children,
whence it has another popular name, viz.

womweed.
Treacle-water (treTil-wft-t^r), n. A com-
pound cordial, distilled with a spirituous
menstruum from any cordial and sudorific
drugs and herbs, with a mixture of Venice
treacle or theriac.

Treacly (tre'kl-i), a. Composed of or like
treacle.

Tread (tred), v.i. pret. trod; pp. trod, trod-
den; ppr. treading. [A. Sax. tredan, pret.
troed. pp. treden; O.Fris. treda, D. and L.G.
treden, Dan. trcede, Icel. troda (trotha), G.
treten. Goth, trttdaii, to tread. Trade is from
this verb, and perhaps trudge. Other con-
nections doubtful.] 1. To set the foot down
or on the ground ; to press with the foot.

Where'er you tread, the blushing flow'rs shall rise.

Pope.

2. To press or be put down on the ground.

Every place whereon the soles of ^our feet shall
/rnztf>haU be yours. Deut. xi. 34.

8. To walk with a more or less measured,
stately, guarded, or cautious step. ' Ye that
stately tread or lowly creep.' Milton,—4. To
copulate, as fowls.—To tread on or upon,
(a) to trample ; to set the foot on in con-
tempt.

Thou Shalt tread upon their high places.
Deut. zxxiii. 39.

(b) To follow closely. * Year treads on year.

'

Wordsworth.—To tread upon the heeU qf, to
follow close upon.

One woe doth tread upon another's hetl. Shak.

Tread (tred), v.t. l. To step or walk on.
' Forbid to tread the promis'd land he saw."
Prior.— 2. To beat or press with the feet;
as, to tread land when too light; a well-
trodden path.—3. To accomplish, perform,
or execute by motions of the feet; hence,
either to walk or dance.

They have measured many a mile
To tread a measure with you on this grass. Shai.

I am resolved ... to tread a pilgrimage
To fair Jerusalem. Beau. £r Ft.

4. To crush under the foot ; to trample in
contempt or hatred.
Through thy name will he tread them under that

rise up against us. Ps. xliv. 5.

6. To copulate with : to cover: said of the
male bird.—To tread down, to crush or de-

stroy, as by trampling under foot. ' Tread
down the wicked.' Job xl. 12. 'I^et him
tread down my life.' Ps. vii. 5.

—

To tread
out, (a) to press out with the feet; to press
out, as wine or wheat.
Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth ai4t

the com. Deut. xxv. 4.

(6) To destroy, extinguish, or obliterate, as
by treading or trampling.

A little fire Is quickly trodden out. Shak.

—To tread the stage or the hoards, to act as
astage-player; to perform a part in a drama.
—Tn tread the water, in swimming, to move
the feet and hands regularly up and down,
while keeping the body in an erect position,
in order to keep the head above the water,
as when a swimmer is tired or the like.

Tread (tred), n. 1. A step or stepping; foot-

ing ; pressure with the foot ; as, a nimble
tread; cautious tread; doubtful tread.

She is coming, my own. my sweet

;

Were it ever so airy a tread.
My heart would hear her, and beat. Tennyson.

2.t Way; track; path. Also written Trade.
3. The act of copulation in birds.—4. The-
cicatricle or germinating point on the yolk
of an egg.— 5. Manner of stepping; as, a
horse has a good tread.—Q. The fiat or hori-

zontal part of a step or stair.— 7. The length
of a ship's keel.—S. The bearing surface of
a wheel on a road or rail.— 9. The part of a
rail on which the wheels bear.—10. The part
of a stilt on which the foot rests.— 11. That
part of the sole of a boot or shoe which
touches the ground in walking. — 12. The
top of the banquette of a fortification on
which soldiers stand to fire.

Treader (tred'6r), n. One who treads.

The treadcrs shall tread out no wine in their
presses. Is, xvi. 10.

Treadle (tredl), n. l. The part of a loom
or other machine which is moved by the
tread or foot. Spelled also Treddle.—2. The
albuminous cords which unite the yolk of
the egg to the white: so called because for-

merly believed to be the sperm of the cock.

Treadmill (tred'mil), n. A machine em-
ployed in prison discipline, and introduced
into British prisons in 1817. The usual form
is a wheel 16 feet long and 5 in diameter,
having on the periphery twenty-four equi-
distant steps. The wheel is caused to re-

volve by the weight of the prisoners tread-

TreadmilL

ing on these steps. During the operation
the prisoners have the support of a horizon-
tal handrail, and the work and speed is

graduated by a brake controlled by an over-
seer. Its use as part of the machinery of
hard-labour punishments is now greatly re-

stricted, as the weak and the strong are by
it compelled to etjual exertion.

Tread-wheel (tred'whel).7t. Awheel turned
by men or animals either by climbing or
pushing with the feet. Such wheels having
a rope wound round the axle supporting
buckets were an ancient device for raising
water; and like their modem congeners in
the treadmills were frequently used as a
means of prison discipline.

Treague t (treg). n, [Sp. Pg, and It, tregua,
L. L. treuga, from O. H.G. triuwa, Goth.
triggva. See TRUE, TRUCE.] A truce.

She them besought, during their quiet treague.
Into her lodging to repair a while. Spenser,

Treason (tre'zon). n. [O. E. trezoun, tresun,
traison, O.Fr. traison, traisson. Mod. Fr.
trahison, from L. traditio, from trado, to
give or deliver over or up—fron*, over, and
do, to give. Treason and tradition are
doublets. See Tradition.] A betraying,
treachery, or breach of faith, especially by
a subject against the sovereign, liege lord,
or chief authority of the state. Treason
against the sovereign has, in England, been
always regarded as high treason, in contra-
distinction to certain offences against pri-
vate superiors, which were formerly ranked
as petit or petty treason. (See under Petit. >

There are a number of different species of
treason, five of which were declared by an
act passed in the time of Edward III.

(1) When a subject doth compass or imagine
the death of the king, of his queen, or of
their eldest son and heir. (2) If a man do
violate the king's companion (that is, wife),

or the king's eldest daughter unmarried, or
the wife of the king's eldest son and heir.

(3) If a man do levy war against the king
within the realm. (4) Adhering to the king's

enemies in his realm, or giving them aid or
comfort. (5) Slaying the chancellor, trea-

surer, or king's justices. Several other kinds
of treason were subsequently defined; thus
in the time of Anne attempts to subvert the
Act of Settlement were so characterized.

So after the accession of Queen Victoria the
marrying or promoting the marriage of any
child of the present queen, l>eing under
eighteeu years of age, should the crown

oh, cAain; fih, Sc, Utch; g, go; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, then; th. thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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have descended to him or her. without the
written consent of the regent and parlia-

ment was declared treason. MispLTision or

bare concealnit^nt of treason is no longer a
capital offence. The counterfeiting of the

king's privy or great seal and of the king's

money was at one time also regarded as

treason. The former punishment for trea-

son was that the condemned should be
drawn on a hurdle to the place of execution,

and there to be hanged and disembowelled
alive, and then beheailed and quartered

;

and a conviction was followed by forfeiture

of land and goods, and attainder of blood;

but this is now restricted to hanging, for-

feiture and attainder being abolished by
33 and 34 Vict, xxiii. In the United States
treason is contined to the actual levying of

war against the United States, or in adher-

ing to their enemies, giving them aid and
comfort.

Treason doth never prosper; what's the reason?
Why, if it prosper, none dare call it (reason.

Harrington.

Treasonable (tre'zon-a-bl), a. Pertaining
to treason; consisting of treason ; involving

the crime of treason, or partaking of its

guilt.

Most men's heads had been intoxicated with ima-
ginations of plots and treasonable practices.

Clarendon.

Syn. Treacherous, traitorous, perfidious,

insidious.

Treasonableness {tre'zon-a-bl-ne8),rt. Qua-
lity of being treasonable.

Treasonably (tre'zon-a-bli), arfy. In a trea-

sonable inanTier.

Treason-felony (tre'zon-fel'o-ni), n. In law,

the offence of compassing, imagining, de-

vising, or intending to depose or deprive the
present queen from the crown, or to levy
war within the realm, in order to forcibly

compel her to change her measures, or to

intimidate either house of parliament, or to

excite an invasion in any of her majesty's
dominions. Treason -felony is punishable
with penal servitude for life or for any term
not less than five years.

Treasonous (tre'zon-us), a. Treasonable.

1 ail the afternoon in the coach, reading the trea-

sonous book of the court of Kin^ James, printed a
great while ago, and worth reading, though ill in-

tended. Pepys.

Treasure (trezh'ur), n. [O.E. tresoure, Fr.

tresor, L. thesaurus, from Gr. ihesauros, a
store, treasure, from the, the root of tithemi,

to put or place, whpnce also thesis, anti-

thesis, theme, &c.] 1. Wealth accumulated;
riches hoarded; particularly, a stock or store

of money in reserve. * The unsunu'd heaps
of miser's treasure.' Milton.— 2. A great

quantity of anything collected for future

use.
We have treasures in the field, ot wheat and of bar-

ley, and of oil and of honey. Jer. xli. 8.

3. Something very much valued.

Ye shall be a peculiar treasure to me. Ex. xix 5.

Hath he not always treasures, always friends.

The good great man? Three treasures, love and
Ugh:
nd a Coleridge.And calm thoughts.

Treasure (trezh'ur), v.t. pret. A pp. trea-

sured; ppr. treasuring. 1. To hoard up; to

lay up in store; to collect and reposit, either

money or other precious or valuable things,

for future use, or for the sake of preserving
or keeping from harm; to accumulate; to

store ; as, to treasure or treasure up gold
and silver: usually with up.

And her merchandise and her hire shall be holiness

to the Lord; it shall not be treasured nor laid up.
Isa. xxiii. 18.

2. To retain carefully in the mind ; as, to
treasure up words of wisdom.
My remembrance treasures honest thoughts.

Pope.
The patient se.Trch and vigil long
Of him who treasures up a wrong. Byron.

3. To regard as precious; to prize.

Treasure-city (trezh'ur-si-ti), n. A city for
stores and niajj;azines. Ex. i. 11.

Treasure-bouse (trezh'ur-hous), n. A house
or building where treasures and stores are
kept; a place where hoarded riches or pre-
cious things are kept.

Gather together into your spirit, and its treasure-
house, the memory, not only all the promises of God,
but also the former senses of the divine favours.

Jer. Taylor.

Treasurer (trezh'ur-6r), n. One who has
the care of a treasure or treasury; an officer
who receives the public money arising from
taxes and duties or other sources of revenue,
takes charge of the same, and disl)urse8 it

upon orders drawn by the proper authority;
one who has the charge of collected funds,

such as those belonging to incorporated
companies or private societies.

—

Lord high
treasurer, formerly the third great officer of

the crown, who had under his charge and
government all the king's revenue, which is

kept in the exchequer; but at present the
duties of the lord high treasurer are dis-

charged by commissioners entitled lords of
the treasury. See Treasury. — Lord high
treasurer of Scotland, formerly an officer

whose duty it was to examine and pass the
accountsof the sheriffs and others concerned
in levying the revenues of the kingdom, to
receive resignations of lands and other sub-
jects, and to revise, compound, and pass sig-

natures, gifts of tutory, &c. In 1663 the
lord high treasurer was declared president
of the court of exchequer. — Treasurer of
the household, an official in the lord-stew-
ard's department of the royal household of
the United Kingdom, who bears a white
staff, and ranks next to the lord-steward,
for whom he is empowered to act in his

absence. He is always a member of the
privy-council, and his tenure of office is

dependent on that of the ministry.—Trea-
sjtrer of a county, in England, an official who
keeps the county -stock, which is raised by
rating every parish yearly, and is disposed to
charitable uses. There are two treasurers
in each county, chosen by the major part
of the justices of the peace, *fec., at Easter
sessions.

TreasurersMp (trezh'ur-fir-ship), 71. The
office of treasurer
Treasuress (trezh'ur-es), n. A female who
has cliarge of a treasure. ' Memory, wisdom's
treasuress.' Sir J Davies.
Treasure-trove (trezh'ur-trov), n. [Trea-
sure, and 0. Fr. troo^. Mod. Fr. trouv^, found. ]

In law. any money or coin, gold, silver plate,

or bulliou found hidden in the earth or m
any private place the owner of which is not
known. In this case the treasure belongs to
the crown; but if the owner is known, or is

ascertained after the treasure is found, the
owner and not the crown is entitled to it.

It is, however, the practice of the crown
to pay the finder the full value of the pro-
perty on its being delivered up. On the
other hand, should the finder conceal or
appropriate it he is guilty of an indictable
offence punishable by fine and imprison-
ment.
Treasuroust (trezh'ur-us), a. Worthy of
being treasured or prized, or regarded as a
treasure.

Goddess full of grace,
And treasurous angel t' all the human race

Chapman.

Treasury (trezh i\-ri), n. 1 A place or
building in which stores of wealth are
reposited

; particularly, a place where the
public revenues are deposited and kept,
and where money Is disbursed to defray
the expenses of government; also, a place
where the funds of an incorporated com-
pany or private society are deposited and
disbureed.—2. A department of government
which has control over the management,
collection, and expenditure of the public
revenue. The duties of this department
in Britain are at present performed by a
board of five lords -commissioners instead
of a lord high treasurer, as in former
times. The chief of these commissioners,
or first lord of the treasury, is, by custom,
the head of the administration or prime
minister, and may be a member of either

house of parliament. He has an extensive
ecclesiastical, legal, and civil patronage,
appoints all the chief officers of state, and
regulates the various departments under
the crown. As head of the executive his

duties are so multifarious that he takes
little practical control of the treasury unless
he holds in addition the chancellorship of
the exchequer, which he can only do. how-
ever, if he is a commoner. The virtual head
of the treasury is the chancellor of the
exchequer, who must be a member of the
House of Commons, and who exercises the
most responsible control over the expendi-
ture of the different branches of the service.

He prepares an annual estimate of the state
expenses, and of the ways and means by
which it is proposed to meet them, and
lays this statement, called the budget, before
the House of Commons. The duties of the
three remaining members of the board, the
junior lords, are merely formal, the heaviest
portion of the executive functions devolving
on the two joint secretaries of the depart-
ment, who are also members of the lower

house, and on a permanent official secretary.
One of the joint secretaries is usually the
ministerial 'whip,' who has the non-official
but important duty of looking after the
interest of his party by securing the attend-
ance of as many members as possilde on his
own side (jf the house at important divisions.
The custody of the public revenue is vested
in the exchequer, but the function of pay-
ment belongs to the treasury, consequently
all sums withdrawn from the exchequer
must be vouched for by a treasury warrant.
The treasury has the appointment of all

officers engaged in the collection of the
public revenue; the army, navy, and civil

service supplies are issued under its autho-
rity; and all exceptional cases and disjiutes
relating to the public revenue are referred
to its decision. Several important state
departments, as the boards of customs and
inland revenue, the post-office, the office of
woods and forests, are under the general
authority or regulation of the treasury.

—

Treasury bench, the front bench or row of
seats on the right hand of the speaker in
the House of Commons : so called because
occupied by the first lord of the treasury
(when a commoner), the chancellor of the
exchequer, and other mend>ers of the imn-
hXry.— Treasury hoard, the five lords-com-
missioners of the ixe3.hMTy.—Treasury war-
rant, a warrant or voucher issued by the
treasury for sums disbursed by the ex-
chequer. —3. The officers of the treasury
department. See 2.—4. A repository, store-
house, or other place where valuable ob-
jects are collected ; hence, Jig. a collection
of, or book containing, generally in small
bulk, much valuable information or numer-
ous striking thoughts on any subject ; any-
thing from which wisdom, wit, or know-
ledge may be abundantly derived ; as, a
treasury of botany; a treasury of wit.

—

5.t A treasure. ' ^nn\\&^?, treasuries.' Shak.
Treasury-warrant (trezh'u-ri-wor-ant), n.

A warrant issued by the lords of the treas-
ury, especially relating to the pajment of
money. See under Treasury.
Treat (tret), v.t [0. E, trete, trayte, from
Fr. traiter, O. Fr. traicter, to handle, to med-
dle, to treat, from L. tractare, a freq. of
trako, tractum, to draw, whence also tract,

trace, trait, train, &Q,., and numerous com-
pounds.] 1. To behave to or towards; to
conduct one's self in a certain manner with
respect to; to act well or ill towards; to
use in any manner.
Since living virtue is with envy cursed.
And the best men are treated like the worst.
Do thou, just goddess, cail our merits forth.
And give each deed the exact, intrinsic worth. Pope.

2. To handle or develop in a particular
manner, in writing or speaking, or by any
of the processes of art; to show or bring out
the nature or character of; as, to treat a sub-
ject diffusely; the composer treated the
theme skilfully.

Zeuxis and Polygnotus treated their subjects in

their pictures as Homer did in his poetr>-. Dryden.

3. To entertain without expense to the guest;
to give food or drink to, especially the latter,

as a compliment or expression of friendliness

or regard; as, to treat the whole company.
If your friend is in want, don't carry him to the

tavern, where you treat yourself as well as him.
To treat a poor wretch with a bottle of Bur-

gundy, and fin his snuff-box, is like giving a pair of
laced ruffles to a man that had never a shirt on his
back. Totn Broun.

4.t To negotiate; to settle.

To treat the peace a hundred senators
Shall be commissioned. Dryden.

5. To manage in the application of remedies;
as, to treat a disease or a patient. 'Treat
their loathsome hurts and heal mine own.*
Tennyson.— 6. To subject to the action of;

as, to'(rea( a substance with sulphuric acid.

7.t To entreat; to beseech; to solicit.

Treat (tret), v. i. 1. To discourse; to handle
in writing or speaking; to make discussions:
followed usually by of
The travellers who visited Germany or Italy a hun-

dred and fifty years ago would hardly now-a-da> s be
supposed to treat 0/ the same people or the same
territory. Brougham.

Then, Sir, awful odes she wrote.
Too awful, sure, for what they treated of. Tennyson,

2. To come to terms of accommodation.
Inform us, will the emp'ror treats Stinfi.

3. To make gratuitous entertainment: to
give food or drink as a compliment or ex-

pression of regard, friendliness, or good-
will.

If we do not please, at least we treat. Prior.

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me, met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b\Ul; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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4. To negotiate: to make and receive pro-
posals for adjusting differences; as, envoys
were appointed to treat with France, but
without success.

Treat (tret),n. l.f Parley; conference; treaty.

Bid him battle without further treat. Sfienstr.

2. An entertainment given as a compliment
or expression of regard.

This is the ceremony of my fate

;

A parting treat, and I'm to die in state. Dryden.

3. Something given at an entertainment;
hence, anything which atfords much plea-

sure; that which is peculiarly enjoyable;
unusual gratification.

Carrion is a treat to dogs, ravens, vultures, fish.

Paley,

—To stand treat, to pay the expenses of an
entertainment for another or others; to

entertain some one gratuitously.

He loyally stooii treat to the ladies at a restaura-

teur's. Cornhiil Mag.

He would terminate his entertainment hy standing
treat at the play. Dickens.

Treatablet (tret'a-bl), a. l. Moderate ; not
violent.

The heats or the colds of seasons are less treeU-

able than with us. Sir IK TemfU.

2. Tractable. 'A ?rea(a6ie disposition.' 2>r.

Parr.

Treatably t (tret'a-bli), adv. Moderately;
tractably. ' How to grind treatably the

church with jaws that will scarce move.'
Booker.
Treater (tret'^r), n. One who treats; as, (a)

one who handles or discoui-ses on a subject.

(h) One who entertains.

Ideating (tret'ing), ». 1. The act of one
who treats. —2 Bribing in parliamentary
(or uther) elections with meat and drink.
According to law, every candidate who cor-

ruptly gives, causes to be given, or is acces-

sory to gi\ing. or pays, wholly or in part,

expenses for meat, drink, entertainment,
or provision for any person, before, during,
or after an election, in order to be elected

or for being elected, or for corruptly influ-

encing any person to give or refrain from
giving his vote, is guilty of treatiiuj, and
forfeits £50 to any infnnner, with costs.
Every voter who corruptly accepts meat,
drink, or entertainment, shall be incapable
of voting at such election, and his vot« shall
b« void.

Treatise (tre'tiz), n. [From treat} 1. A
written composition on a particular subject,
in which the principles of it are discussed
or explaine<l A treatise is of an Indeflnite
length; but it implies more form and method
than an essay, and less fulness or copiouft-
ness than a system.
When we write a treatise, we consider the subject

throusfhout. We strengthen it with arguments; we
clear it of objections; we enter into details: and. in
short, we leave nothing unsaid that properly apper-
tains to the subject. Gilpin.

2.t Discourse; talk; tale.

But lest my liking might too sudden seem.
I would have salved it with a longer treatise. Shak.

Treatlsert (tre'tiz-6r). n. One who writes a
treatise. 'This black -mouthed treatiser.'
Dr. Featley.
Treatment (tret'meut), n. [Fr. traitement.
See Treat. 1 The act or the manner of
treating: (a) the manner in which a sul)-
ject is treated. (6) Afanagement ; manipu-
lation ; manner of mixing or comt)ining, of
decomposing, and the like; as, the treat-
ment of subjects in cliemical experiments.
(c) Usage; manner of using; good or bad be-
haviour towards.

I speak this with an eye to those cruel treatments,
which men of all sides arc apt to give the characters
of those who do not agree with them. Spectator.

(d) Manner of applying remedies to cure;
mode or course pursued for remedial ends;
as, the treatment of a disease; the treatment
of a patient.

The question with the modern physician is not as
with the ancient; * shall the treatment be so and so.
but shall there be any treat>nent beyond a wholesome
regimen. h. Spencer.

(«)t The act of treating or entertaining;
entertainment.
Accept such treatment as a swain affords. Pope.

Treaturet (trCt'ur), n. Treatment. Fab-
yan.

aty (tre'ti), n. [Fr. traits. See Treat.]
1. Negotiation ; act of treating for the ad-
justment of differences, or for forming an
agreement; as, to try to settle matters by
treaty.

He cast by treaty and by trains
Her to fiersuade. Spenser.

2. An agreement, league, or conti-act be-
tween tuo or more nations or sovereigns,

formally signed by commissioners properly
authorized, and solemnly ratified by the
several sovereigns or the supreme power of

each state. The term treaty includes all

the various transactions into which states

enter between themselves, such as treaties

of peace or of alliance, truces, conventions,
&c. Treaties may be for political or for

commercial purposes, in which latter form
they are usually temporary. In most mon-
archies the power of making and ratifying
treaties is vested in the sovereign; in re-

publics it is vested in the chief magistrate,
senate, or executive council; in the United
States of America it is vested in the presi-

dent, by and with the consent of the senate.

Treaties may be concluded and signed by
diplomatic agents, but these, of course,
must be furnished with full powers by the
sovereign authority of their states.—3. t A
proposal tending to an agreement ; an en-

treaty.
I must

To the young man send humble treaties, dodge
And palter in the shifts of lowness. ShaM.

4. t Treatise. Sir T. Browne.
Treble (treb'U a. [O. Fr. treble. Mod. Fr
triple, h. triplus. See Triple, of which this
word is another form.] 1. Threefold; triple.

A lofty tower, and strong on every side
With trebie walls. Dryden.

2. In mtwic, (n) of or pertaining to the high-
est or most acute sounds; as. a trehU sound.
(6) Playing or singing the liighest part or
most acute soimds

; playing or singing the
treble: as, a treble voice; a treble violin, dec.

See Treble. n.—Treble. clef. See Clef.
Treble (trebl), n. In mussic, (a) the highest
vocal or instrumental part in a concerted
piece, such as is sung by women or boys, or
played by instruments of acute tone, as the
violin, flute, oboe, clarinet, Ac, or on the
higher keys of the piano, organ, *fec. : so
called because it was originally a third part
added to the ancient canto fenno and the
counterpoint, (b) A soprano voice; a so-
prano singer. See Soprano.
Treble (trebl), v.t. pret. <fe pp. trebled; ppr.
trebling. 1. To make thrice as much; to
make threefold ; to multiply by three ; to
triple. ' Augmentations that may be doubled
or trebled.' Boliixgbroke. — 2.t To utter in a
treble key; to whine.

He outrageously
(When I accused him) trebled his reply. Chapman.

Treble (trebl), ti.t. To become threefold.
Now I see your father's honours
TrebUng- upon you. Beau. &• Fl.

Trebleness (treb'I-ues), ti. The state of
I)eing treble.
The just proportion of the air percussed towards

the baseness or trebietiess of tones, is a great secret
in sounds. Bacon.

Treblet (treblet), n. Same as Triblet.

Trebly (trebli). adv. In a treble manner;
in a threefold number or quantity; triply;

as. a good deed trebly recompensed,
TrebUChet (treb'^-shet), n. [Fr. tr^buchet,

O.Fr. trebuquet, trabuquet, from tr^bucher,

O. Fr. trebuquier, to stumble, to tumble, and
in O.Fr., to overbalance or bear down by
weight—L. trans, across, and O.Fr. buc. the

Trebuchet. from an ancient carving in ivory, re-

E
resenting a Icnight preparing the machine for batter-
ig his fair opponents with roses.

trunk of the body. O. H.G. buk, the belly ; lit
to cause the body to assume an unnatural
direction or position.] 1. In archceol. a rude

war engine something of the nature of a ba-
lista. It was principally used by besiegers,
for making a breacli or for casting stones
and other missiles into the towns and castles
they beleaguered. A heavy weight on the
short end of a lever was suddenly released,
raising the light end of the longer ann con-
taining the missile, and discharging it with
great force.—2. A kind of balance or scales
used in weighing— 3. A tumbrel or ducking-
stool. —4. A kind of trap. [The word is

sometimes written also Trebucket]
Trebucket (treb'u-ket;, n. Same as Trebti-
chet.

Trecento (tra-chen'to), n. [It., three hun-
dred, but used for thirteen hundredth.] In
Hue arts, the name applied to the style of
art which prevailed in Italy in the fourteenth
century. It is sometimes called the Early
Style of Italian art.

Trechometer (tre-kom'et-6r), n. [Gr. trecho,
to run. and metron. measure.] A kind of
odometer or contrivance for reckoning the
distance run, especially by vehicles.

TrecIlour,t n. [See Treacher.] A cheat;
a traitor. Chancer.
Treck8CllU3rt (trek'skoit), ?i. [D., from
trecken, trekken, to draw, and schuit, a
boat] A covered boat drawn by horses or
cattle, and formerly much used for convey-
ing goods and passengei-s on the Dutch and
Flemish canals.

Treddle (tred'l), n. l. The same as Treadle, 1.

2.+ Aprostitute; astrumpet Ford.—3. Dung
of sheep or of hares. Holland.

Trede-foule.t ". A treader of hens; a cock.
Chancer.
Tredille, Tredrllle (tre-dil', tre-dril'), n.
[Fr trots, L. tres, three.] A game at tarda
by three persons. Sir W. Scott. Spelled also
Tradrille.

1 was playing at eighteen-penny tredrille with the
Duchess of Newcastle and Lady Browne.

H. n\tlp0le.

Tree (tre). n [A. Sax. tre6w, tred, trS, Icel.

tri. Dan. and Sw. trii, O.D. tree, Goth, triu,

tree, wood; cog. W. derw, Gr. drxis, an oak,
doru, a spear; Skr. dru, a tree.] 1, A per-
ennial plant having a woody trunk of vary-
ing size, from which spring a number of
branches, having a structure similar to the
trunk. Trees are thus distinguished from
shrubs, which have perennial stems but
have no trunk properly so called; and from
herbs, whose stems live only a single year.
It is difficult, however, to flx the exact limit
between trees and shrubs. Trees are both
endogenoun and exogenous, by far the
greater nunil)er both of individuals and of
varieties belonging to the latter class. Those
of which the w-liole foliage falls off periodi-
cally, leaving them bare in winter, are
called deciduous; those of which the foliage
falls only partially, a fresh crop of leaves
Ijeing always supplied before the mature
leaves are exhausted, are called ecerqreen.
Trees are also distinguished as mici/erotcs,

or nut-bearing trees; bacci/erous, or berry-
l>earing ; coniferous, or cone-bearing, &c.
Some are forest-trees, and useful fortimlier
or fuel: others are fruit-trees, and cultivated
in gardens and orchards; others are used
chiefly for shade and ornament— 2. Some-
thing resembling a tree, consisting of a stem
or stalk and branches ; as, a genealogical
tree. See under Genealogical.

In whose capacious hall.

Hung with a hundred shields, the family tree
Sprang from the midriff of a prostrate king.

Tennyson.

3. A generic name for many wooden pieces
in machines or structures; as, (a) in vehicles,

(1) the bar on which the horse or horses
pull; as, single, double, treble, whiflie, xwingle
trees; (2)the axle: called aXho axle-tree. (M
The frame of a saddle; as, saddle-(ree. (c)

In ship-building, a bar or beam in a ship;
as, chess-fref, cros8-(r«e, trestle -(rce, Ac.
(rf) In milling, the bar supporting a mill-
spindle, (c) A frame on which a boot-leg is

distended; a boot-tree. (./) A vertical jjipe

in some pumps and air-engines.— 4. A cross.

'Whom they slew and hanged on a tree.'

Ac. X. 39.

But give to me your daughter dear.
And by the Holy Tree,

Be she on sea or on the land,
I'll bring her back to thee. fVhittitr.

6. t Wood; timber. Wicklife.—Tree of chas-
tity, VitexAgnus castus.~ Tree of heaveii.the
Ailanihus glandvlosus.— Tree of liberty, a
tree planted by the people of a country or
state to conmiemorate the achievement of
their liberty, or the obtaining of some great
accession td their liberties. Thus the Ame-

ch. Main; 6h, 8c. locA; g, j/o; J. fob; fc. Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH. (/len; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh. w?Mg; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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ricans planted trees of liberty to commem-
orate the establishment of their independ-
ence in 1789; the Parisians have on various
occasions planted trees of liberty.—Tree of
li/e, {a) in Scrip, tlie tree which grew in

the miclst of the garden of Eden, so named
probably from its being a pledge of man's
eternal life in heaven, provided he kept the

covenant God made with him.

As a thief.

In at tlie window climbs, or o'er the tiles;

So clomb the first grand thief into God's fold

;

Thence up he flew : and on the Tree of Life,
The middle tree, and highest there that grew.
Sat like a cormorant. Milton.

(6) A tree of the genua Thuja; arbor-vitse.

—

Tree of long life, Glaphyria nitida.—Tree
of sadness, Nyctan thes arbortristis.—Tree of
the mufficians, Lycioplesium pubijlorum.—
Tree of the s\in, Retinospora obhisa.—At
the top of the tree. See under Top.

T^ee (tre), v.t. pret. & pp. treed; ppr. treeing.

1. To drive to a tree ; to cause to ascend a
tree ; as, a dog trees a squirrel. Hence

—

2. To put in a fix ; to bring to the end of

one's resources.

You are treed and you can't help yourself.
H. Kitt^sUy.

3. To place upon a tree; to stretch upon a
tree; as. to tree boots.

—

To tree one's self, to

conceal one's self behind a tree, as in hunt-
ing or fighting. [American.]

Tree (tre). v.i. l. To take refuge in a tree,

as a wild auimal.

Besides treeing, the wild cat will take advantage
of some hole in the ground, and disappear as sud-

denly as ghosts at cock-crowing. Thorpe.

2.t To grow to the size of a tree. Fuller.

Tree-beard (tre'berd), n. A name common
to several lichens of the genus Usnea, from
tlieir resemblance to hair.

Tree-climber (tre'kITm-6r), n. A name given
to a fish of tlie genus Anabas; the climbing
perch. See Anabasid.e.
Tree-crab (tre'krab), n. A crab of the genus
Birgus, reckoned among the land-crabs. It

breaks open the shell of the cocoa-nut, Ac,
by repeated blows of its great claws. Tree-

crabs can live for long periods out of water,

but deposit their eggs in the sea.

Tree-fern (tre'fSm), n. The name given to

several species of ferns which attain to the
size of trees, as the Alsophila vestita, Cibo-

tium Billardieri, &c. They are found in

tropical countries. A handsome species,

Cyathea medullaris, contains in its trunk a
mucilaginous pulp comparable to sago.which
is used extensively for food in Polynesia and
New Zealand.

Tree-frog (tre'frog), n. The popular name
of a genus of amphibian vertebrates (Hyla),

forming the type of a distinct family (Hy-
ladic), of the order Anoura, and differing

from proper frogs in the extremities of their

toes, each of which is expanded into a
rounded viscous pellet that enables the

animals to adhere to the surface of bodies
and to climb trees, where they remain all

summer living upon insects. There are nu-
merous species. H. arborea, the only Euro-
pean species, common in France, Germany,
and Italy, is the most beautiful species.

Several othei's are natives of America, of

Asia, Polynesia, and a few of Africa.

Tree-goose (tre'gbs), n. An old name for

the barnacle goose, from a belief that bar-

nacles grew on trees and became developed
into geese.

Whereas those scatter'd trees. ... (in many a slimy
lake.

Their roots so deeply soak'd) send from their stocky
bough

A soft and sappy gum, from which those tree-g^se
grow

Call^i barnacles by us. Drayton.

Tree-hair (tre'har). n. A name given to the
dark, wiry, pendulous, entangled masses of
lichen (Ct^rnicularia jubata), which are not
uncommon on trees in sub-alpine woods.
T^eehOOd (tre'hbd), n. The quality, state,

or cuudition of being a tree. Hugh Miller.

^ee-jobber (tre'job-6r), n. [Tree, and job-

ber, h-u\n job, to prick.] A woodpecker.
Tree - kangaroo (tre'kang-ga-rb), n. The
Dciidnila<ji(>i ursinus, an animal of the kan-
ganiu family (Macropodidai), but differing

from the true kangaroos in having its fore-

legs nearly as long as its hinder meml)ers.
It is a native of New Guinea, and derives
its popular name from its arboreal habits.

Treeless (tre'les), a. Destitute of trees.

I arrived in the midst of a dreary treeless country.
JCingsley.

Tree-louse (tre'lous), n. Plant-louse, an in-

sect of the genus Aphis. See Aphis.

Tree-mallow (tre'mal-lb), n. A handsome
British plant of the genus Lavatera, the L.
nr&orea, cultivated in shrubberies, &c.,as
an ornamental plant. See Lavatera.
Treent (tren or tre'en),a. [From tree= A. Sax.
treowen, made of timber.] 1. Wooden; made
of tree or wood. ' A horn spoon and a treen
dish.' B. Jonson.—2. Relating to or drawn
from trees. ' Treen liquors, especially that
of the date.' Evelyn.

Treent (tren), n. The old plural of tree.

Under safe shelter of the shadie treen. Bp. Hall.

Treenail (tre'nal), n. In ship-btdlding, a
cylindrical pin of hardwood, generally teak
or oak, used for securing planking to the
frames, or parts to each other. Written
also Trenail, Trennel, and Trunnel.
Tree-onion (tre'un-yun), 71. A species of

onion {Alliutn proliferum), the stalks of

which, when allowed to run up, produce
small bulbs instead of flowers at the top.

These bulbs are excellent in pickles. It is

cultivated in English gardens.
Tree-pigeon ( tre'pij-on ), n. A species of

pigeon, allied to the true pigeons, but pre-
senting more points of resemblance to in-

sessorial birds. The tree-pigeons are natives
of Asia, Africa, and Australia. They have
long wings, and live among trees, feeding on
fruits and l)erries.

Tree-prlmrose (tre'prim-roz), n. A plant
of the genus (Enothera, (E. biennis. Called
also Evening-primrose.
Tree-purslane (tre'pur-slan), n. See Pcr-
SLANE-TREE.
Treeship (tre'ship), n. The state or condi-
tion of being a tree; treehood. Cowper.
Tree-shrike (tre'shrik). n. See Shrike.
Tree-sorrel (tre'sor-el), n. A plant of the
genus Kumex (H. lunaria), a species of sor-

rel or dock.

Tree-toad (tre'tod), n. l. The same as Tree-

frog (which see). — 2. A name common to
batrachians of the genus Trachycephalus,
which live on trees in various parts of South
America and Jamaica. They have gener-
ally a descriptive epithet prefixed, as li-

chened tree-toad, marbled tree-toad.

Tree-wool (tre'wbl),n. S&me &s Fine-needle-
ivool.

TrefallOW (tre'fal-lb), v.t. Same as Thri-
fallow.

Trefle (tre'fi), n. [Fr. trejle. See Trefoil.]
In /or(. a species of mine, so called from its

form.
Treflee (trefle), a. [From
Fr. tr4jie, trefoil. See
Trefoil.] In her. an epi-

thet applied to a cross,

the arms of which end in
triple leaves, represent-
ing the trefoil. Bends
are sometimes borne
trefiee, that is, with tre-

foils issuing from the
side.

Trefoil (tre'foil). n. [O.Fr. trefeul, treffie,

Fr. tr^jle, trefoil, from L. trifolium—tres,
three, and folium, a leaf.] In bot. (a) the
common name for many species of Tri-

folium, a genus of plants including white
clover, red clover, &c., so well known as
fodder-plants. See Trifolicm. (b) A plant
of the genus Medicago. the M. UtpuUna, or
black nonesuch, cultivated for fodder, (c)

Bird's-foot trefoil is the common name for

several species of the genus Lotus. See Lo-
tus.—2. An ornamental feathering or folia-

tion used in Gothic architecture in the
heads of window-lights, tracery, panellings.

&c., in which the spaces between the cusps
represent the form of a three-Iobed leaf.

3. Inker, a frequent charge representing the
clover-leaf, and always depicted as slipped,

that is, furnished with a stalk.

Treget.t ". See Traget.
Tregetour.t «. See Tragetoub. Chaucer.
Trehala (tre'ha-lii), ?i. The name applied
to the hollow cocoons of a species of lepi-

dopterous insect which are brought from
Persia. The larvse eat the branches of

Echinops persica for the sake of the sugar,
starch, and gum contained in them, and of

these substances the cocoons chiefly consist.

They are regarded as a kind of manna, aril
are called rnayina of Turkey.
Trehalose (tre'ha-los), n. [See Trehala.}
Same a.s Mycose (which see).

Treillage (trel'aj), n. (Fr., from treille, an
arbour. See Trellis.] In hort. a sort of
rail-work, consisting of light posts and rails-

for supporting wall -trees, Ac; a trellis.

'Makers of flower-gardens . . . contrivers-
of bowers, grottoes, treillages.' Spectator.
Treille (trel), n. [Fr.] In her. a lattice.
It differs from fretty in that the pieces do
not interlace under and over, but cross-
athwart each other, and are nailed at the
joints. Called also Trellis.

Trek (trek), v.i. [D. trekken, to draw, to
draw a wagon, to journey.] To travel by
wagon; to travel as in seeking a new settle-
ment. [South Africa. ]

Trek (trek), n. A journey with a wagon; &
march. [South Africa.]

Trek-tow(trek'tou),n. [D. trekken, to dT&w.}
A I>utch name, in Southern Africa, forstrips.

of hide twisted into rope -traces, for oxen
to draw wagons by. Simmonds.
Trellice (trel'is), n. Same as Trellis.

Trellis (trel'is), n. [Fr. treillis, lattice-work,
according to Littr6 from L.L. tralicium,
translicium, crossed threads, modified by
the influence of trans, from L. trilix. trilicis,

woven with three sorts of threads— (re«,

three, and lieium, a thread. Others derive
treillis, from treille, an arbour, that being
from L. trichila, a bower or arbour.] 1. A
structure or frame of cross-barred work or
lattice-work, used for supporting plants ; a

kind of espalier for climbing plants or for
training fruit-trees. —2. A reticulated fram-
ing or lattice-work of wood or metal, fur
screens, doors, or windows.— 3. In her. same
as Treille.

Trellis (trel'is), v.t. To furnish with or as
with a trellis, lattice, or wooden frame.
'Cottages trellised over with exotic plants.*

Jeffrey.

Trellis-work (trel'is-wfirk), n. Lattice-
work. ' Birds of sunny plume in gilded
trellis-work.' Tennyson. See Trellis.
TremadOC (trem'a-dok), a. Of or pertaining
to Tremadoc in North V,'a\es,.— Treviadoe
slates, in geol. a series of coloured slates an^t
grits, occurring at Tremadoc. and constitut-
ing a portion of the Cambrian system of
Sedgwick, or the lower Silurian of Murchi-
son,

TremandO (tra-man'do). [It., trembling.)
In music, one of the harmonic graces, which
consists in a general shake of the whole
chord, and is thus distinguished from tre-

vtolo, which consists in a reiteration of a
single note of the chord.
Tremandracese (tre-man-dra'se-e), «. pi.

A nat. order of Australian exogens, consist-
ing of slender shrubs much resembling
heaths, usually covered with glandular
hairs. There are but two known genera,
Tremandra and Tetratheca. Some of the
species are grown in greenhouses in thi&
country.
TremarctOS (trem-ark'tos), n. A South
American genus of Ursida ; the spectacled
bear. See under Spectacled.
Trematoda (trem-a-to'da), n. pi. [Gr. trema^
trematos, a hole, a pore. ] An order of Annu-
loida (comprised in Owen's Sterelmintha),
comprisingagroup of internal parasites com-
monly known as suctorial worms or flukes.

They are usually of a flattened or rounded
form, and inhabit varicius situations in dif-

ferent animals, mostly i" birds and fishes,

being furnished witli one or more suctorial

pores, like minute cupping-glasses, for ad-
hesion. With one exception there is always
an alimentary canal, often much branched,
not lying in a perivisceral cavity, but hol-

lowed out of the substance of the body, and
having but a single external opening, serving
alike as mouth and anus. They are nearly
all hermaphrodite, and undergo a series of
changes in their development analogous
to those observed in Tteniada. Distoma

Fate, far, fat. fall: me, met, li6r; pine, pin; note, not, mbve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; S> Sc. ley.
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heimtictim, or ciminion liver-fluke, which in-
haljits the gall-bladder or ducts of the liver
in sheep, ami is the cause of the disease
called rut. is the type. See DlSTO-MA.
Trematode, Trematold (trem'a-tod, trem'-
a-toid), a. Of or pertaining to the I'reina-
toda: as. trematode worms.
Trematode (trem'a-tod), /!. A member of
the order Trematoda.
Tremblablet (trem'hla-bl), a. Calculated
to cause fear or trembling; fearful.
But what is tremblable and monstrous, there be

some who, when God smites them, they fly unto a
witi.h. or an iuchauntresse, and calj for succour.

__ ^, Dr. G. Betiion.
Tremble (trem'bD.u.i. pret. A- pp. trembled;
ppr. trembling. [Fr. trembler. It. tremolare,
8p. tremoUir, from L. tremului, trembling,
from tremu. to tremble; Gr. trenio, to trem-
ble. The b is inserted as in nwnber. Tremu-
luug, tremrtidout have the same origin.]
1. To shake involuntarily, a3 with fear, cold,
weakness, or as the effect of different emo-
tions, such as anger, rage, grief, &c.; to
quake; to quiver; to shiver; to shudder:
said of persons.

Patience perforce with wilful choler meetine
.Makes my flesh tretnbte. Shak.

Frighted Tumus trembltd as. he spoke. Drycten.

2. To be moved with a quivering motion: to
shake

; to quiver; to totter: said of things;
as. the earth (reiniff*. 'Sinai.whose gray top

tremble.' Jfif<on. — 3. To quaver ; tosh:

shake, as sound; as, the voice trembles.
\N inds make a noise unequally, and sometimes

when vehement IrembU at the height of their blast.

«_ •_» Bacon.
Tremble ( trem'bl ). n. The act or state of
trembling; an involuntary shaklngor shiver-
ing through cold or fear.

There stood the enemy in a tremble. Thackeray.

Often used in the colloquial phrase aU. of a
tremble.

.Mrs Gill . . . came alt c/ a tremble, as she said
"cfself. Olarloac Brmlt.

Tremblement (trem'bl-ment), n. [Fr.] 1. In
;/iu«ic. a trill or shake. — 2. A tremor; a
quivering.

The wood . . .

Thrills in leafy fremAlemenl,
Like a he.*rt that after climbing beateth quickly
throunh content. ^. B. Brcrwttiftt;.

Trembler (tremTil^r), n. 1. One who or that
»hich trembles. 'Cowardly trentbUre.'
Hammond. — 2. One of a religious sect of
the time of Queen Klizabeth.

These quaint-primitive dissemblers
In old (Jueen Bess's days called Tremblers.

Huiiihrai Redn-i-VMt.
Trembling (trem'bling), p. and a. Shaking,
2la with fear, cold, or weakness; quaking;
shivering — Trembling poplar, trembling
tree, the aspen tree (Popultu tremula), so
called

Tremblins (trem'bling), n. 1. The act or
state of shaking involuntarily, as from fear
cold, or weakness.—2. pi. An inflammatory
affection in sheep, caused by eating noxious
vegetablei. -.Syn. Tremor, trepidation, shiv-
eriii!,'. ai-it.ition.

Tremblingly (trem'bling-li), adv. In a
trenil.Iiiii; manner; so as to shake; with
shiviiiuK or quaking. 'Tremblingly she
stood Shak.
Tremblores (trem-blo'rcz), n. pi. A name
given in South America to the 'surface-
tremors' which, in some volcanic districts,
are almost of daily occurrence. Page
Tremefactlon (trem-i-fak'shon). n. [L.
triii,.-f,ir,n. to cause to shake] The act or
3tati- ( trembling; agitation.
Tremella ( tre-mella ), » ( Krom L. tremo.
t.i tremble, in allusion to the gelatinous tex-
ture of the plants, ) A genus of fungi, of
the division Hymenomycetes. the species of
which are known by their amorphous char-
acter, by having a soft gelatinous appear-
ance, and looking like gummy exudations
of the substances on which they grow. They
are mostly found on the decaying branches
trunks, and stumps of trees. .Superstitious
notions have Iwen connecte<l with them and
an imaginary medicinal value has l«en as-
cnlx-d to them.
Tremelllnl (tremel-li'nl). n. pi. A family
of hyTiienoniycetous fungi, of which the
genus ricrnella Is the type. .See Trkmella.
Tremelloid (tre mel'oid), nr. In bot. resem-
blmg the fungus Tremella in substance;
Jelly-like

Tremendous (tre-men'dus), a. [I., tremen-
diu, lit to be trembled at, dreadful, from
frenio, totremble,whencealso(re7nor,<rem«-
lotu, tremble.

J 1. .Sufflcient to excite fear or

terror; terrible; awful; dreadful. '.Some
mysteries sacred and tremendous.' Tatler.
Hence— 2. Such as may astonish by magni-
tude, force, or violence; as, a tremendous
wind; a tremendous shower; a tremendous
shock or fall ; a tremendous noise.—SVN
Terrible, dreadful, frightful, terrific, hor-
rible, awful.
Tremendously (tre-men'dus-li), adv. In a
treniendou.s manner; in a manner to ten-ify
or astonish; with great violence.
Tremendousness (tre-men'dus-nes), n. The
state or quality of being tremendous, ter-
rible, or violent.

Tremolando (trem-a-lan'do), n. Same as
Tremolo.
l^emolant, Tremulant (tremo-Iant.trem'-
u-lant), ». In invsic, an organ and har-
monium stop, which gives to the tone a
trembling or undulating effect. See Tre-
molo.
Tremollte (trem'6-lit), n. [From Val Tre-
mola, a valley in the Alps where it was
discovered.] A mineral regarded as a variety
of hornblende, and known also
as grammatite. It is found in
dolomite, crystalline limestone,
and other of the oliler rocks.
It is of a grayish, yellowish, or
greenish colour, and usually oc-
curs in long, prismatic crystals
An asparagus green variety Is

called Catamite.
Tremolo (tremo-16),»i. [it., from
L. tremulus. See TREMENDOUS.]
In music, (o) a chord or note
played or bowed with great ra-
pidity so as to produce a (juaver-
ing effect. (6) A pulsative tone
in an organ produced by a varia-
tion in the volume of air admitted from the
bellows. It is produced by a fluttering
valve which commands the air-duct. Also
this contrivance itself, (c) A vibration of
the voice in singing, suitable for the pro-
duction of certain effects, but often too
much and too indiscriminately used by vo-
calists.

Tremor (tre'mor), n. [L, from tremo. to
tremble. .See Tremendous] An involun-
tary trembling:; a shivering or shaking; a
quivering or vibratory niotion; as, the tre-
mor of a person w ho is weak, infirm, or old,
or labouring under some disorder.

He fell into a universal tremor. Harvey.
Maidens holding up

Tall tapers, weighty for such wnsts, aslant
To the blue luminous tremor of the air.

^^ E. B. Brcni'uing.
Tremulent (trem'Q-lent), a. Tremulous
Carlxile.

Tremulatlon (trem-u-la'shon). n. Trerau-
loiisness. 'Such a terrible tremulation.'
Tom Brown.
Tremulous (trem'ii-lnsX o. (L. trtmidut.
from tremo. to tremble. .See Tremendous.]
l.T'rembling; affected with fear or timidity.
'The tender, (r«m«;<m< Christian.' Dr. H.
More.— 2. Shaking; shivering: quivering; as,
a tremulous limb; a tremulous motion of the
hand or the lips ; the tremulms leaf of the
poplar.

^^'here there was nothing to determine him, the
baUnce, by hanging even, became tremulous.

Bf. Fill.

Tremulously ( trem'O-lus-Ii ), adv. In a
treiiMibrns manner; tremblingly; with quiv-
ering ur trepidation.

Tremulousness (trem'u-Ius-nes), n. Tlie
state of lieing tremulous or quivering ; as,
the tremulousness of an aspen leaf.

Tren (tren), n. A flshspear. A intaorth. \

Trenail (tre'nal), n. Same as Treenail.
Trench (trensh), v.t. (O. Fr trencher, to
cut off, to cut to pieces. Mod. Fr. tran-
cher; accoriling to Littr^ from L. tnineare,
to lop, to cut off.) 1 To cut or dig, as a
ditch, a channel for water, or a long hollow
in the earth.—2. In agri. to furrow deeply
with the spade or plough ; to cut deeply by
a succession of parallel and contiguous
trenches for certain purposes of tillage ; to
break up and prepare for crops by deep dig-
ging and removing stones, Ac. —3. To fortify
by cutting a ditch and raising a rampart or
breastwork of earth thrown out of the ditch;
to intrench.

Pioneers, with spade and pickaxe armed.
Forerun the royal camp to trench a field.
Or cast a rampart. Milton.

4. t To cut; to form by hewing or cutting; to
carve out • Twenty trenched gashes on his
head.' Shak.
This we.^k impress of love is as a figure
Trenched in ice. which with an hour's heat
Dissolves to water, and doth lose his form. Shak.

Trench (trensh), v.i. 1. To encroach: with
on or upon; as, to trench upon another's
rights. See Intrench.

I must once more make bold, sir,
To trench ufion your patience. Massin^er.

2. To have direction; toaimortend. [Rare]
—To trench at, to form trenches against, as
a town in besieging it.

Like powerful armies, trenching at a town
By slow and silent, but resisUess, sap,
In his pale progress, gently gaining ground.
Death urged his deadly siege. young.

Trench (trensh), n. 1. A long narrow cut in
the earth; a ditch.
Be shot for sixpence in a battle-field.
And shovell'd up into a bloody trench. Tennyson.

2. In agri. a drain or ditch cut for the pur-
pose of preparing or improving the soil; an
open ditch cut for carrying off the surface
water.—3. .Vilit. a general name for any of
the parallels or approaches, &c. , used in at-
tacking a hostile town or fortress; a deep
ditch cut for defence or to interrupt the ap-
proach of an enemy. If the ground be hard

1 r'::icn occupicl l>y ^'"iI'iiiTS.

or rocky trenches are raised above it with
fascines, bags of earth, &c. ; but if the earth
can be easily dug then a lUtch or way is sunk,
and edged with a parapet, next to the enemy,
formed by the earth thrown out of the ditch.
The depth of the trench, form of the para-
pet, Ac, vary according to the purpose or
occasion.— To open the trenches, to begin to
dig or to form the lines of approach.
Trenchant (trensh'ant), a. [O. Fr. trench-
ant. See Trench.] 1. Cutting; sharp.
The trenchant blade, Toledo trusty.
For want of fighting, was grown rusty. Hudibras.

2. Keen ; unsparing ; severe ; as, trenchant
wit; trenchant criticism.

Trench-cart (trensh'kart). n. 3ftfi(. a cart
adapted to traverse the trenches with ord-
nance, stores, ammunition, Ac.
Trench -cavalier ( trensh 'kav- a- ler), n.
Mint, a high parapet made by besiegers
upon the glacis to command and enfilade
the covered-way of a fortress.

Trencher (trensh'Sr), n. (In sense 2 lit.

that on which food is trenched or cut ?ee
Trench.) 1. One who trenches or cuts —
2. A wooden plate on which meat was for-
merly eaten at table, or on which meat may
be cut or carved. Hence— 3. The contents
of a trencher; food; pleasures of the table.

It would be no ordinary declension that would bring
some men to place theirsummum bonum upon their
trenchers. South.

4. See Trescher-cap.
Trencher-buffoon (trensh'6r-buf-f8n"), n.
The »ag or butt of a dinner-table. Daviet.
Trencher-cap ( trensh'ir-kap ), >i. A cap
having a flat 5<|uare top like a square board
set on it. such as that worn at Oxford, Cam-
bridge, and some other universities. Some-
times written shortly Trencher.
Trencher-chaplain (trensh'6r-chap-lan), ;i,

A domestic tliaplain. Ileutin.

Trencher-critic (trensh'tr-krit-ik), n. One
who criticises viands ; one who studies the
regulation of diet. Bp. Hall.
Trencher-fly (trensh'4r-fli), n. One that
haunts the tables of others; a parasite.

He found all people came to him promiscuously, and
he tried which of them were friends and which only
trencher-f/ies and spongers. Sir H. L'Estrange.

Trencher-friend (trensh'Sr-frend), n. One
who freciuents the tables of others ; a
spunger. Shak.
Trencher-knight ( trensh '*r- nit), n. A
serving-man attending at table; a waiter.

Some carry tale, some please-man, some slight zany.
Some mumble-news, some trencher-knight. Shah.

Trencher-law t (trensh'Sr-lg), h. The regu-
lation of diet; dietetics.

When Sf.leenish morsels cram the gaping maw.
Withouten diet's care, or trencher-law. Rp. Halt.

Trencher-man (trensh'dr-man), n. i. a
hearty feeder; a great eater. 'A very val-

ch. cAain; 6h, .Sc, locA; g, j,o; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sins; TH, tAen; th, UUn; w, wig; »h, wAig; zh, a2ure,—See KIT.
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lant trencher-mayi.' Shak.— 2.t A cook.
'The skilfuUest trencher -men of iledia.'

Sir P. Sidney.— Z. A table companion; a
treucher-niate. 'Mr. Wagg. the celebrated
wit, and a led-captain and trencher-inan of
Lord Steyne.' Thackeray.
Trencher-mate (trensh'fir-mat). 71. A
tiil>Ie compiinion; a parasite. Hooker.
TrencMng (trensh'ing), n. In agn. the act
or operation of preparing or improving land
by cutting trenches or by bringing up the
subsoil to the surface by means of a trench-
plough.
^enchmore (trensh'mor), n. i. A kind of
lively dance at one time common, performed
in a rough, boisterous manner.

All the windows f the town dance a new trenck-
tnore. Beau. & Fl.

2. The music for this dance, which is written

in triple or % time.

Trencllinore (trensh'mor), tj.i. To perform
the dance so called. ' Trenchmore with apes,
play niusick to an owle.' Marston.
Trench-plough (trensh'plou), n. A kind
of plough for opening land to a greater
depth than that of common furrows.
Trench - plough (trensh'plou), v.t To
plough with deep furrows for the purpose of
loosening the land to a greater depth than
usual.

Trend (trend), v.i. [Lit. to bend circularly,
from stem of A. Sax, trendel, ti-yndel, a
circle; Fris. trind, trund, Dan. and Sw. trind,
round; closely akin to trundle.] To extend
or lie along in a particular direction ; to
stretch ; to run ; as, the shore of the sea
trends to the south-west.

On one side the vast range of the Pyrenees trend
away till lost in remoteness. Arthur Young.

Trend (trend), n. 1. Inclination in a par-
ticular direction; as, the trend of a coast.
'Along the tre^id. of the sea-shore.' Long-
/eUoio.~2. Naut. (a) the thickening of an
anchor shank as it approaches the arms.
(6) In a ship riding at anchor the angle
made by the line of her keel and the direc-
tion of the anchor-cable. — 3. In /or(. the
general line of direction of the side of a
work or a line of works.
Trend (trend), v.t. To cause to turn; to
bend. [Rare.]

Not far beneath i' the valley as she trends
Her silver stream. II'. Broivne.

Trend (trend), v.t. [Probably for tren, from
D. and G. trennen, to separate.] To cleanse,
as wool. [Local.]

Trend (trend), n. Clean or cleansed wool.
Trender (trend'6r), n. One whose business
is to free wool from its filth. [Local.]

Trendle (tren'dl), n. [A. Sax. trendel,
a circle, a ring. Trundle is another form.
See Trend. ] Anything round used in
turning or rolling; a trundle.

The shaft the wheel, the wheel the irendle turns.
Sylvester,

Trennel (tren'l), n. Same as Treenail.
Trental (tren'tal), n. [From Fr. trente,
thirty, contr. from L. triginta, thirty. ]

1. An office for the dead in the Roman
Catholic service, consisting of thirty masses
rehearsed for thirty days successively after
the party's death. Hence—2. A dirge; an
elegy. Herrick.
Trent-sand (trent'sand), n. A fine variety
of sand found on the river Trent, much
used for polishing.

Trepan ( tr6-pan' ), n. [ Fr. tr>^.pan, Sp. tri-

paiui,lt. trapano,ivo\i\Gr.trypanon,AhQVQV,
an auger, a surgical instrument, from trype,
a hole. 3 l.t A war engine or instrument
used in sieges for piercing or making holes
in the walls. 'The Inginers have the trepan
drest.' T. Hudson.—'!. In surg. an instru-
ment in the form of a crown-saw, used for
removing portions of the bones of the skull:
a surgical operation for relieving the brain
from pressure or irritation. The trephine
is an improved form of this instrument.
See TUEI'HINE.
Trepan (tre-pan'), v.t. pret. & pp. tre-

panned ; ppr. trepanning. To perforate by
tlie trepan; to operate on by the trepan.
Trepan (tre-pan'), v.t. [See Tkapan.] To
ensnare; to trap; to trapan.

Guards even ofadozenmen were silently ^rc/awxf'rf
from their stations. De Quincey.

Trepan (tre-pan'). "• 1- A snare; a trap.
' The snares and trepans that common life

lays in its way.' South.— 2. A cheat; a
deceiver.

He had been from the beginning a spy and a trepan.
Macauiay.

Trepang (tre-pang'), n. The sea-slug, a ma-
rine animal of the genus Holothuria, belong-
ing to the class Echinodermata, order Holo-
thuridie, popularly known as
' sea-cucumbers,' or b^ches-
de-mer. It is found chiefly

on coral reefs in the eastern
seas, and is highly esteemed
as an article of food in China,
into which it is imported in
large quantities. It is a
rather repulsive looking ani-

mal, somewhat resembling
the land slug in shape, but
having rows of longish suckers
on its body, and a radiated
mouth. It varies in length
from 6 to 24 inches. Much
skill and care is required in
the operation of curing,which
is performed by gutting and
boiling the slugs, and spread-
ing them out on a perforated
platform over a wood flre to Trepang (//^/^
dry. Sun-dried trepangs are thuria eduUs).

in special request in China for
making soups. The fishery is carried on in
numerous localities in the Indian Ocean,
the Eastern Archipelago, and on the shores
of Australia. The whole produce goes to
China.

Trepanizet'(tre'pan-iz), v.t. To trepan.

Some have been cured
skuli.

. by trepanizing the
Jer. Taylor.

Trepanner(tre-pan'6r),n. One who trepans;
a cheat.

Those pitiful trepanners and impostors sought to
seduce them. Bp. Gauden.

Trepanning (tre-pan'ing), ?i. 1. The opera-
tion of making an opening in the skull for
relieving the brain from compression or
irritation.—2. In bmsh-makijig, the opera-
tion of drawing the tufts or bristles into the
holes in the stock by means of wire inserted
through holes in the edge, which are then
plugged so as to conceal the mode of opera-
tion.

Trepamiing-elevator(tre-pan'ing-el-e-vat-
er), n. In ifurg. a lever for raising the por-
tion of ))oue detached by a trephine.

Trepeget,t n. [See Trebuchet.] A mili-

tary engine ; a trebuchet. Romaunt of the
Rose.

Trephine (tre-fin' or tre-fen'), n. [Fr. tri-

pAiHc.modified form of tr&pan. ] An improved
form of the trepan, consisting of a cylindri-

cal saw, with a handle placed transversely,
like that of a gimlet, and having a sharp
steel point called the centre -pin, which
may be fixed and removed at pleasure, and
which stands in the centre of the circle
formed by the saw, but projecting a little

below the edge of the saw. The centre-pin
is fixed in the skull, and forms an axis round
which the circular edge of the saw rotates,
and as soon as the teeth of the saw have
made a circular groove in which they can
work steadily the centre-pin is removed.
The saw is made to cut through the bone,
not by a series of complete rotations such
as are made by the trepan, but by rapid half
rotations alternately to the right and left,

as in boring with an awl. The trephine is

used especially in injuries of the head, and
in cases resulting from injuries for which
the removal of a poi-tion of the brain is ne-
cessary. The use of the trephine, however,
is now much more rarely required than in

former times, owing to improved modes of
treating cases to whicli it was formerly
applied, and the invention of simpler and
more effective instruments.
Trephine (tre-fin' or tre-fen'), v. t. pret. & pp.
trephined; ppr. trephining. To perforate
with a trephine; to trepan.

Trepid(trep'id), a. [L. trepidus. See Tre-
pidation.] Trembling; quaking.

Look at the poor little trepid creature panting and
helpless under the great eyes. Thackeray.

Trepidation (trep-i-da'shon). n. [L. trepid-
atio, from trepido, to tremble, from trepidus,
trembling, from the obsolete verb trepo, to
turn, Gr. trepo, to turn, to put to flight]
1. An involuntary treml>ling; a quaking or
quivering, particularly from fear or teri-or;

hence, a state of terror : as, the men were
in great trepidation. ' The general trepid-

ation of fear and wickedness.' Johnson.—
2. A trembling of the limbs, as in paralytic
affections.—3. In anc. astron. a libration of
the eighth sphere, or a motion which the
Ptolemaic system ascribes to the firmament,

to account for the changes and motion of
the axis of the world.

That crystalline sphere whose balance weighs
The trepidation talk'd. and that first moved.

Milton.
4. Hurry ; confused haste.— Syn. Tremor,
agitation, disturbance, emotion, fear.

Trepidlty (tre-pid'i-ti), n. The state of
being trepid; trepidation; timidity.
Tresayle (tres'al), n. [Fr. trisaieul, a great-
great-grandfather— L. tris, tres, three, wnd
L.L. acolus, from avus, a grandfather.] In
laze, an old WTit which lay for a man claim-
ing as heir to his grandfather's grandfather,
to recover lands of which he had been de-
prived by an 'abatement' happening on tiie
ancestor's death.
Trespass (tres'pas), v.i. [O. Fr. trespasser—
tres = L. trans, beyond, and passer, to pn^8.
See Pa.ss] l.t To pass beyond a limit or
boundary; hence, to depart; to go.
Robert de Bruce . . . trespassed out of this lift-

certain world. Berntrs.

2. To pass over the boundary line of sm-
other's land ; to enter tmla^vfully upon the
land of another, or upon that which is the
property and right of another; as, a n.an
may trespass by walking over the gi'oimd of
another, and the law gives a remedy for
damages sustained.— 3 I'o commit any of-
fence; to offend: to transgress; to do wrong;
usually followed by against. 'If any man
trespass against his neighbour.' 1 Ki. viii. 3L

If thy brother trespass against thee, rebuke him.
Luke xvii. 3.

They , . . trespass against all logic. A'orrii.

4. In a narrower sense, to transgress volun-
tarily any divine law or command ; to vio-
late any known rule of duty; to commit sin.

In the lime of his distress did he trespass yet more
against the Lord. 2 Chr. xxviii. sa.

Go out of the sanctuary; for thou hast trespassed.
2 Chr. xxvi. 18.

5. To intrude; to go too far; to encroach; as,
to trespass upon the time or patience of an-
other.

Nothing that trespasses upon the modesty of the
company, and the decency of conversation, can be-
come the mouth of a wise and virtuous person.

Tillotson.

Trespass (tres'pas). n. 1. The act of one
who trespas.ses or offends ; an injury or of-

fence done to another ; a violation of some
law or rule laid down.

Be plainer with me, let me know my trespass
By Its own visage. Shak.

2. In a narrower sense, any voluntary trans-
gression of the moral law ; any violation of
a known rule of duty; sin.

You hath he quickened, who ^ere dead in tres-
passes and sins. Eph. it. i.

3. In law, strictly speaking, any transgression
of the law not amounting to felony, or mis-
prision of felony; but the term is generally
used to signify any wrong done to the per-

son, to the goods and chattels, or to the hinds
and tenements of any man. Any injuries

committed against land or buildings are in

the most ordinary sense of the word tres-

passes, as entering another's house without
permission, walking over the ground of an-
other, or suffering any cattle to stray upon
it, or any detrimental act or any practice
which damages in the slightest degree the
property, or interferes with the owner's or
occupier's rights of possession. Tiespass
against the pei-son may be by menace, as-

sault, battery, or maiming. -Syn. Offence,
breach, infringement, transgression, mis-
demeanour, misdeed.
Trespasser (tres'pas-er). 71. 1. One who
commits a trespass; an offender; a sinner.

—

2. One who enters upon another's land, or
violates Ins rights.

Trespass-offering (tres'pas-of-f6r-ing). n.

An offering, among the Israelites, in expia-

ti*»n of a trespass.

Tress (tres), n. [Fr. tresse, O Fr. trece. Pr,

tressa. It. treccia, a tress, plait of hair, pro-

bably from Gr. tricha, threefold, in three -

parts, from the usual mode of plaiting the
hair; hence the word is allied to E. three.}

\. A lock or curl of hair; a ringlet. ' Tresses

like the mom.' Milton.

Fair tresses man's imperial race insnare. Topg.

And still I wore her picture by my heart.

And one dark tress. Tertuyson.

2. A trace. Chapmayi. [Obsolete and rare.]

—Lady's tresses. See Lapy's-TRACES.
Tressed (trest), a. 1. Having tresses.

A brow of pearl
Tressed with reiolent ebony.
In many a dark delicious curl. Tennysopt.

Fate, fir, fat, f^U; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J, So. fey.
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2. Curled; formed into ringlets.

He, plunged in pain, his tressed locks doth tear.

Spenser.

TreS8el(tres1).n. Sameas7're«(ie(whichsee).

Tressfult (tres'fi(l), a. Having an abund-
ance of tresses; having luxuriant hiiir.

'Queintly dressing of her tress/ul head.'

T^esson (tres-ofi), n. [Fr.] The net-work for

the liiiir worn by ladies in the middle ages.

TYes80ur,t n. (See Tress.] An instrument
used for plaiting the hair; an ornament of

hair when tressed. Komaunt of the Hone.

Tressure (tresh'ur), n. [From Fr. treaser,

to twist, to plait. See Tress.) In her. the
diminutive of the orle. and generally reck-

oned one-half of that or-

dinary. It passes round
the field, following the
shape and form of the
escutcheon, whatever
shape it may be. and is

usually borne double.
When ornamented with
tleur-de-Iis on both sides

it is termed a tremire Double tressure flory-

Jlory-counter -jlory, the counter-fiory.

flowers being reversed
alternately. A tressure Jlory is when the
flowers are on one aide only of the tressure,

with the ends of them inwards.

Tressured (tresh'urd), a. Provided with a
tressure; arranged in the form or occupying
the place of a treasure.

The tressured Aeur-de-luce he claims
To wreathe his shield. Sir W. Scott.

Treasy (tres'i), a. Pertaining to tresses;
having the appearance of tresses. 'Pendant
ixjugha of treasy yew,' Coleridge.

Trestt (treat), o. Trusty. 'Faithful, secret,
tn'.st, and trew.* Sylvester.

Trestle (tres'i), n. [O. Fr. trestel, tresteau,

Mod. Fr. tr^teau, a trestle; probably of

Celtic origin ; Armor, treiistel, from treust,

trest, a t>eam ; \V. trestyl, a trestle, from
trawst, a beam.] 1. The frame of a table.—
2. A prop or frame for the 8Upp<jrt of any-
thing which re<iuires to be placed horizon-
tally. It consists of three or four legs at-

tached to a horizontal X'iece, and frequently
braced to give them strength and tlimness.

Trestles are much used for the supixtrt of
scaffolding in building. &c., and also by
carpenters and joinera for resting timber
upon during the operations of ripping and
cross-cutting, and fur other purposes. See
alsoTRESTLE-BRIIiGE.TRESTLE-WORK.—3.1n
leather maiiuf. the Bloping plank on which
skin^ are laid while being curried.

Tre8tle-board(tres'l-tMjrd).?i. An architect's
or drau;.'lit.snian's designing board, 8r> called
bt-raiine fnrmiTly supported on trestles.

Trestle-bridge (tres'i-brij), n. a bridge in
wliieh the bed is supported upon framed sec-
tions or trestles. See TRESTLE-WORK.
Trestle-tree (tresntre). n. Naut. one of
two strong bars of timber, fixed horizontally,
and fore and aft, on the opposite sides of
the lower mast-head, to support the frame
of the top and tlie topmast. See Toi'.

Trestle-work (tresl-wfirk), n. A viaduct.

Trestle-work Viaduct, United States.

scaffold, Ac, supported on piers, and with
braces and cross-beams; or the vertical posts,
horizontal stringers, oblique braces, and

cross-beams supporting a roadway, railway-
track, &c. Trestle-work is much used for
bridges and viaducts in America.
Tret (tret), 71. [Norm. Fr. trett, draught,
Fr. trait, from O. Fr. traire, to (^aw, from
L. trahere, to draw.] In com. an allowance
to purchasers of certain kinds of goods for
waste or refuse matter. It consists of a
deduction of 4 lbs. for every 104 lbs. of suttle
weight, or weight after the tare is deducted.
It is now nearly discontinued by merchants,
or else allowed in the price.

Tretable,t a. Treatable; tractable. Chau-
cer.

Trete,t v.t. or i. To treat; to discourse.
Chaucer.

Trete.t Tretee.t n. Treaty. Chaucer.
Tretmngt (treth'ing), n. [W. treth, a tax

;

trethti, to tax.] A tax; an impost.
Tretla.t Tretys,t n. a treatise; a treaty.
Chaucer.

Tretl8e,t Tretya^t a. [0. Fr. traictis, long
and slender, from traict, drawn out, length-
ened; L. tractus. drawn. See TRACT.] Long
and well-proportioned. Homatuit qf the
Hone.

Tretostemon (tre'to-st^r-nonX n. [Gr. tre-

ton, perforated, and sternon,lhe breast-bone. ]

A fossil animal of the Wealden and Purbeck
beds, seemingly allied to the river-turtles.

Trevat (trev'at), n. In weaving, a cutting
instrument for severing the pile-threads of
velvet.

Trevet (trev'et), n. [See Trivet. J 1. A stool
or other thing that is supported by three
legs. —2. A movable iron frame or stand to
support a kettle, &c., on a grate; a trivet.

Trewe,t n. A truce. Chaucer.
Trewe,t a. True; faithful. Chau^r.
Trews (trdz). n. pi. Trousers; generally ap-
plied to the tartan trousers of Highlanders.
[Scotch.]

He wore the trews, or close trousers, made of tar-

tan, checked scarlet and white. Sir IV. Scott.

Trewsman (troz'man). n. A Hichlander,
more properly an islesman of the Hebrides:
so called from his dress. Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch. ]

Treyt (tra), n. [O.Fr. trei, troi, Fr. trois. L.

tres, three.] A three at cards or dice; a card
of three spots. Shak.
Trl (tri). A prefix in words of Greek and
Latin origin, signifying three, thrice, or in
threes; from Gr. iris, thrice, treis, three, L.

treg, tria, three.

Triable (tn'a-bl), a. l. Fit or possible to be
tried; capable of being subjected to trial or
test. 'The experiments triable by our en-
gine.' Boyle. —2. Capable of undergoing a
judicial examination; fit or proper to come
under the cognizance of a court: as, a cause
may be triable before one court which la not
triable in another.

He bein^ irresponsible, but his Ministers answer*
able for his acts, impeachable by the Commons and
triable by the Peers. Brougham.

Trlableness (tri'a-bl-nes), n. The state of
li'-iiiL' ti'iatde.

Trlachenium, Trlakenium (tri-a-ke'ni-

um). «. [Prefix (ri. and ache'i\ium.'\ In&oC.
a fruit which consists of three achenia.

Trlaclet (tri'a-kl). n. A medicine or sub-
stance serving as an antidote. Chaucer. See
Treacle.

Wonderful, therefore, is the power of a Christian,
who not only overcomes and conquers and kills the
viper, but Uke the skilful apothecary, makes antidote
and triacU of him. Hales.

Triacontahedral (tri-a-kon'ta-he"dral), a.

[iiv. triakntita, thirty, and hedra, side.]
1. iiaviuL; thirty sides.— 2. In crj/stoi. bounded
by tliirty rhombs.
Trlaconter (tri'a-kon-t*r). n. [Gr. triakon-
t/ri/t, from triakonta, thirty.] In Greek an-
ti'i. a vessel of thirty oars.

Triad (tri'ad), n. [L. trias. triadis, from Gr.
trias. triadoa, from treis. tria, three.} 1. A
unity of three; three united. ~2. In music,
the common chord or harmony, so named
because it is formed of three radical sounds,
a fundamental not« or bass, its third, and its

fifth— 3- In chem.mx elementary substance,
each atom of which will combine with three
at4jma of a monad. —4. A trinity; as, in Hindu
myth, the three principal divinities in the
Rig V'eda. to whom hymns are addressed: In-
dra. the personification of the jihenomena of

the visible fimiftnient, especially of thunder
and rain; Agni.of fire, especially of sacrificial

fire ; and Htirya or Savitri, of the sun. The
triad of later Brahmanic or Hindu literature
consists of Hrahma. Vishnu, and Siva. See
Trimurti. — 5. In Welsh literature, a form
of composition which came into use in the

twelfth century. Triads are an arrangement
of similar events, or things which might be
associated in the mind, or be worthy of re-

membrance, &c., in a series of three.

Then there are the singular compositions called
the Triads, which are enumerations of events or
other particulars, bound totjether in knots of three,
by means of some title or general observation—some-
times, it must be confessed, forced and far-fetched
enough—under which it is conceived that they may
all be included. Of the Triads, some are moral, and
others historical. Crati.

Triadelpbous ttri-a-del'fus), a. [Gr. (rew,

three, and adelphos, a brother.] In bot. a
term applied to plants whose stamens are
combined into three masses by the filaments,

as in some species of Hypericum.
Trladic (tri-ad'ik), a. Of or pertaining to a
triad; specifically, in cAei/i. triatomic; triva-

lent.

Trladist (tn'ad-ist), n. A composer of a
triad or triads. See Triad. 5.

Trial ( tri'al ), n. [ O. Fr. trial. See Try. ]

1. The act of trying or testing in any man-
ner; as, (a) any effort or exertion of strength
for the purpose of ascertaining its effect or
what can be done ; as, a man tries to lift a
stone, and on trial finds he is not able ; a
team attempts to draw a load, and after un-
successful trial the attempt is relinquished.
(b) Examination by a test; experiment; as in
chemistry, metallurgy, or the like.

All thy vexations
Were but my trials of thy love, and thou
Hast strangely stood the test. Shak.

(c) Experiment; act of examining by experi-
ence.
There is a mixed kind of evidence . . . depending

upon our own obser\'ation and repeated trials of the
issues and events of actions or things, called experi-
ence. Bp. fi^ilkitis.

2. That which tries or aflfticts, harasses or
bears severely on a person; that whioh tries

the character or principle; temptation; test
of virtue ; as, every station Is exposed to
some trials; to have to speak in public was
a great trial to him. —3. llie state of being
tried; a having to suffer or endure some-
thing; the state of experiencing; experience.

Others had trial of cruel mockings and scourgings.
Heb. XI. 36.

4. A process for testing qualification, capa-
bilities, knowledge, progress, and the like

;

an examination. 'As for trials (the Harton
word for examination).' Farrar.

Girl after girl was call'd to trial; each
Disclaim'd all knowledge of us. Tenfiysoft.

5. A combat decisive of the merits of a
cause.

1 mean, my lord, the opposition of your person in

trial. Shak.

6.t Verification; proof.

They will scarcely believe this without trial: offer
them instances. Shak.

7. In law, the examination of a cause in con-
troversy between parties before a proper
tribunal. Trials are civil or criminal. In
criminal informations, and in indictments,
wherever preferred, the trial must take
place before a judge or judges (or other
presiding magistrate) and a jury. Minor
offences against the laws are, however, in
general, dealt with summarily before magis-
trates. Civil actions in England are tried
and heard in one of the following ways: (a)
before a judge or judges; (&) before a judge
sitting with assessors; (c) before a judge and
jury; (rf) before an official or special referee,
with or without assessors. In England, as in
the United States, civil trials, without ajury,
are more common than formerly. — .A'ew
trials in civil cases are granted where the
court, of which the record is, sees reason to
be dissatisfied with a verdict, on the ground
of a misdirection by the judge to the jury,
a verdict against evidence, excessive dam-
ages, improper evidence, fresh evidence dis-

covered after the verdict was given, &c.

—

Trialatbar. i^eeBAR.—Trial by record. See
Kecord. —Trial by jury. See Jury.—Syn.
Attempt, endeavour, effort, experiment,
proof, essay, test.

Trial -day (tri'al -da), n. Day of triaL
'Brought against me at my trial -day.'
Shak.

Trial-fire (tri'al-fir), n. A fire for trying or
proving; ordeal-flre.

With Irtal-^re touch me his finger.end

:

If he be chaste, the flame will back descend.
And tuni him to no pain; but if he start.

It is the flesh of a corrupted heart. Shak.

Triallty (tri-al'i-ti), n. [From L. tres. tria,

three.] Three united; state of being three.

[Rare.]
There may be found very many dispensations of

/r%ii/f/>' of benefices. H. It'harton.

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. loc/i; g. ffo; J, job; fi, Fr, ton; xig,^\ng\ th, Men; th, fAin; w, t/'lg; wh, w/iig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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TrlalOgue (tri'a-Iog), ?». (Gr. treis, tria,

three, and logos, discourse. ] Discourse by
three speakers; a colloquy of three persons.

l^al-trip (tri'al-trip), n. An experimental
trip; especially, a trip made by a new vessel

to test her sailing qualities, rate of speed,
the working of machinery, «fec.

Trlan (tri'an), a. In her. said of an aspect
neither passant nor affronts, but midway
between those positions. See ASPECT, 7.

Triauder (tri'an-d6r), n. [Gr. treis, three,

and atier, andros, a male.] A monoclinous
or hermaphrodite plant having three dis-

tinct and equal stamens.
^^andrla (tri-an'dri-a), n. pi. The third class

of plants in the sexual system of Linnajus.

It comprises those plants
which have hermaphrodite
flowers, with three dis-

tinct and equal stamens, as
the crocus, the valerian,

and almost all the grasses.

It comprehends three or-

ders, Monogyuia, Digynla,
and Trigynia. The cut
shows an enlarged floret of

the common valerian. Tri- _
andria is also the name of Triandria.—Floret
several orders in the Lin- of Valerian,

nsean system, the plants
of which, besides their classic characters,
have three stamens.
Triandrian, Trlandrous (tri-an'dri-an, tri-

an'jrus), a. Belonging to the Llnaaean class

Triandria ; having three distinct and etjual

stamens in tlie same flower with a pistil or
pistils.

Triangle (trl'ang-gl or tri-ang'gl), n. [Fr. tri-

amjle, from L. trlangulum—tres, tria, three,

and angulus. a comer. ] 1. In geom. a figure

bounded by three lines and containing three
angles. The three angles of a plane triangle
are equal to two right angles or 130°, and its

area Is equal to half that of a rectangle or
parallelogram of the same base and altitude.

The triangle is the most Important figure in

geometry, and may be considered the ele-

ment of all other figures. If the three lines

or sides of a triangle are all straight, it is a
plane or rectilinear triangle, as figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.

If all the three sides are equal, it is an equi-
lateral triangle, fig. 2. If two of the sides

only are equal, it is an isosceles triaiigle, fig.

3. If all the three sides are unequal, it is a
scalene triangle^ fig. 4. If one of the angles

Triangles.

is a right angle, the triangle is right-angled,
as fig. 1, having the right angle a. If one of
the angles is obtuse, the triangle is called
obtiise-angled, as fig. 4, having the obtuse
angle b. If all the angles are acute, the
triangle is (vpute-angled, figs. 2, 3. If the
three lines of a triangle are all curves, the
triangle is said to be curvilinear, fig. 5. If

some of the sides are straight and others
curve, the triangle is said to be inixtilinear,

flg. 6. If the sides are all arcs of great
circles of the sphere, or arcs of the same
circle, the triangle is said to be spherical,
fig. 5.

—

Arithmetical trianglo,a. table of cer-

tain numbers disposed in the form of a
right-angled triangle. The first vertical
column consists of units ; the second of a
series of natural numbers ; the third of tri-

angular numbers ; the fourth of pyramidal
numbers, and so on. The numbers taken
on the horizontal lines are the coefficients
of the different powers of a binomial. See
Figurate Numbers under Figurate.—Tri-
angle of forces, a name given to the propo-
sition in statics which asserts that, if three
forces meeting at a point in one plane be in
equilibrium, and if on that plane any three
mutually intersecting lines be drawn parallel
to tlie directions of the three forces.a triangle
will be formed the lengthsof whose sides will

be proportional to the magnitudes of the

forces.—Supplemental triangle. See under
Supplemental.— 2. A musical instrumentof
percussion, made of a rod of polished steel,

bent into the form of a triangle, and open
at one of its angles. It is sounded by being
struck with a small steel rod.— 3. In astron.

one of the forty-eight ancient constellations,
situated in the northern hemisphere, sur-
rounded by Perseus, Andromeda, Aries, and
Musca. Also, the name of a small constella-
tion near the South Pole, having three bright
stars; the Triangulum Australis. — 4. Eccles.

a symbol of the Holy Trinity. The equi-
lateral triangle, as symbolizing the Trinity,

is found in many figures in Christian orna-
ment. See Trinity. — 5. A three-cornered
straight-edge, used by draughtsmen, «fec., in
conjunction with the T-square for drawing
parallel, perpendicular, or diagonal lines.

—

6. A kind of gin for raising heavy weights.
See Gin.—7- Milit. a sort of frame formed
of tliree halberts stuck in the ground, and
united at the top, to which soldiers were
bound when flogged.

Flogeing was then very common in the resfiment.
I was flogeed in 1840. To this day I feel a pain in

the chest from the triangUs. Mayhew.

Triangled (tri'ang-gld), a. 1. Having three
angles; having the form of a triangle.—
2. Foi-med into triangles.

Triangular (tri-ang'gu-lSr), a. 1. Having
three angles; having the form of a triangle;
relating to a triangle. —2. In hot. (a) fiat or
lamellar, and having three sides; as, a tri-

angular leaf. (6) Oblong, and having three
lateral faces ; as, a triangular stem, seed,
column, and the like.

—

Triangular compass,
a compass having three legs, two opening
in the usual manner, and the third turning
round an extension of the central pin of
the other two, besides having a motion on
its own central joint. By means of this

instrument any triangle or any three points
may be taken off at once.—Triangidar level,

a light frame in the shape of the letter A,
and having a plumb-line which determines
verticality .

—

Triangular numbers, the series

of figurate numbers which consists of the
successive sums of the terms of an arith-

metical series, whose first term is 1, and the
common difference 1. Thus, 1, 3, 6, 10, 15,

21, 28, &c., are triangular numbers. They
are so called because the number of points
expressed by any one of them may be ar-

ranged in the form of an equilateral tri-

angle. — Triangular prism. See PRISM.—
Triangular pyramid, a pyramid whose base
is a triangle, its sides consisting of three
triangles which meet in a point called its

vertex.

Triangularity (tri-ang'gu-lar"i-ti), n. Qua-
lity of being triangular.

Triangularly (tri-ang'gu-16r-li), adv. In a
triangular manner ; after the form of a
triangle.

Triangulate (tri-ang'gu-latXt;.^. pret. & pp.
triangulated ; ppr. triangulating. 1. To
make triangular or three-cornered.— 2. In
sitrvegi)ig, to divide into triangles; to sur-
vey by dividing into triangles.

Triangulation (tri-ang'gu-la"shon), n. The
act of triangulating ; the reduction of the
surface of an area to triangles for the pur-
pose of a trigonometrica.' .urvey.

Trianguloid (tri-ang'gu-loid), a. Somewhat
triangular in shape. 'A trianguloid space.

'

H. Spencer.
Triangxilum (tri-ang'gu-lum), n. [L.l In
astron. the Triangle; the name of two con-
stellations. See Triangle.
Trianthema (tri-an'the-ma), n. [Gr. treis,

three, and anthema, from antheo, to flower,
the flowers being usually disposed in threes. ]

A genus of spreading prostrate opposite-
leaved herbs, with small axillary flowers,
belonging to the nat. order Ficoidere. The
species are inhabitants of the tropical parts
of the Old and >'ew World and the sub-
tropical parts of Africa. T. obcordata is

employed by the natives of India as a pot-
herb, and is employed by the native doctors,
combined with ginger, as a cathartic.

Triarchee (tri-arch'e), a. In her. formed of
three archings or having three arches.

Triarchy (tri'ar-ki), n. [Gr. treis, three, and
arcfte, rule.] Government by three persons.
Howell.

Trlarian (tri-a'ri-an). a. [L. triarii. the
veteran Roman soldiers who formed the
third rank from the front when the legion
was drawn up in order of battle, from tres,

three.] Occupying the third post or place.
* The brave second and triarian band.' Cow-
ley.

Trias (tri'as). n. [Gr. trias, the number
three.] In geol. a name sometimes given to
the upper new red sandstone. See Triassic,
Triassic (tri-as'ik). a. Pertaining to or com-
posed of trias. — Triassic s^/stem, in geol.

new red sandstone; a series of strata forming
the lowest or oldest subdivision of the se-

condary or mesozoic group. It derived its

name from its being composed in Germany
of three well-marked groups, the Keuper,
Muschelkalk, and Bunter-sandstein. Only
the highest and lowest of these groups are
known in England.
Triatic-stay (tri-at'ik-sta), n. Js'aut. a rope
secured at each end to the heads of the fore
and main masts, with thimbles spliced in
its bight to hook the stay-tackles to.

TriatomiC (tri-a-tom'ik), a. In chem. con-
sisting of three atoms; having three atoms
in the molecule.

Trlttal (trib'al), a. Belonging to a tribe;
characteristic of a tribe; as, t'nbal customs;
a tribal community.
Tribalism (tril)'al-izm), n. The state of
existing in separate tribes; tribal feeling.

Tribalism is not higher or more liberal than na-
tionality, it is lower and less liberal; it is the prim-
eval (:jerm of which nationality is the more civilized
development. Ooldwin Smith.

Tril3asic (tri-bas'ik), a. [Gr. treix, three,
and baisi%, base.] In chem. a term applied
to those acids which combine in their neu-
tral salts with three equivalents of a base.

Tribe (trih), n. [L. tribus, one of the three
bodies into which the Komans were ori-

ginally divided, from tres, tria, three.] 1, A
division, class, or distinct portion of a people
or nation, from whatever cause that distinc-

tion may have originated ; as. the city of
Athens was divided into ten tribes; Rome
was originally divided into three tribes;

afterward the people were distributed into
thirty tribes, and afterward into thirty-five.

Have you collected them by tribes t Shai.

2. A family, race, or series of generations,
descending from the same progenitor, and
kept distinct, as in the case of the twelve
tribes of Israel, descended from the twelve
sons of Jacob.

Cursed be my tribe

If I forgive him. Shak.

The Irish tribe . . . bears plain marks of society
founded on a real or traditionary relationship of

blood. Edin. Rrv.

3. In classification, a term used by some
naturalists to denote a number of things
having certain charactere or resemblances
in common; as, a tribe of plants; a tribe of
animals. Linnajus distributed the vegetable
kingdom into three tribes, viz. monocotyle-
donous, dicotyledonous, and acotyledonous
plants, and these he subdivided into gentes
or nations. By other naturalists tribe has
been used for a division of animals or plants
intermediate between order and genus. Cu-
vier divided his orders into families, and
his families into tribes, including under the
latter one or more genera. The word is also

used in a looser sense ; thus we may speak
of the annual, biennial, and perennial tribes,

or the bulbous, tuberous, and fibrous-rooted
tribes of plants.— 4. A separate body; a
number considered collectively.

And then there fliitter'd in.

Half-bold, half-frighted, with dilated eyes,
A tribe of women, dress'd in many hues.

TennysoM.

5. A nation of savages, forming a subdivision
of a race; a body of rude, uncivilized people
imited under one leader or government; as,

the tribes of the North American Indians.
6. A number of persons of any character or
profession: in contempt. 'The strolling

tribe, a despicable race.' Churchill.

Folly and vice are easy to describe,
The common subjects of our scribbling tribe.

RoscofnnUH.

Tribe (trib). v.t. pret. & pp. tribed; ppr.

tribing. To distribute into tribes or classes.

[Rare.]

Our fowl, fish, and quadrupeds are well tribed by
Mr. Willoughby and Mr. Ray, Bfi. Nicolson.

Trlblet (tribHet). n. 1. A mandrel used in

forging tubes, nuts, and rings, and for other
purposes. —2. A mandrel in a machine for
making lead-pipe. Spelled also Treblet. See
Mandrel.
Tribometer (tri-bom'et-^r), n. [Gr. trikd,

to rub or wear, and metron. measure.] An
apparatus, resembling a sled, for measuring
the force of friction in rubbing surfaces.

TrlbOUlet (trib'b-let), n. Same as Triblet

Tribrach (tri'brak).>i. [Gr, tribrachys— treis,

three, and brachys, short. ] In pros, a jwetic

Fate, f^, fat, f^U; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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foot of three short syllables, as mfillOs; a

word of three short syllables.

Nevertakeaniambusasachristian name. Trochees
and tribrachs do very fairly. Coleridge.

Tribracteate (tri-brak'te at), a. [Prefix tn,

three, and 6rac(eafe.J la hot. having three

bracts.

Tribual(trib'u-al). a. Of or pertaining to

a tribe; tribal. 'The tribual lisping of the
Ephraimites.' Fuller.

Tribular (trib'u-16r). a. Of or relating to a
trihe: tribal: as. tribiilar worihip.

Tribulation (trib-u-la'shon). n. [Ecclea. L.

trihulatio. distress, tribulation, from L. trib-

ttlo, tribxdatum, to thrash, to beat, from
tribvlumy a thrashing-sledge, a sort of heavy
sledge with sharp points underneath for

dragging over com to drive out the grain.]

That which occasions affliction or distress;

severe affliction ; trouble; trial. 'Try'd in

sharp trii/ulation.' Milton.

When tribuiatioH or persecution ariseth because
of the word, by and by he is offended. Mat. xiii. 21.

The way to fame is like the way to heaven—through
much tribulalion. Sterne.

TrtbulU8(trib'u-lus),n. [Gr. frifeo^o*, three-

pointed, three-pronged — (rm, three, and
helos, a dart] A genus of plants, nat. order
Zygophyllaceie. closely allied to the Ru-
tacete. The species are procumbent herbs,

with abruptly pinnate leaves and axillary

peduncles bearing a solitary usually yellow
flower, which is succeeded by a prickly fruit.

They are found in the south of Europe, and
in the tropical and subtropical parts of the
world. T. terreHtria and T. ciatoides are said

t'> pnssess aperient properties-

Tribunal (tii-biVnal), n. [L. trU>unal, from
tribnnus, a triinine, who administered jus-

tice.] 1. Properly, the seat of a judge; the
bench on which a judge and his associates

ait for administering justice.

In the market-place, on a /riA««ff/ silvered.

Cleopatra and himself in chairs of gold
Were publicly enthroned. Shak.

Hence— 2. A court of justice; as, the House
of Lords is the highest tribuTial in the king-
dom. ' Eluded the justice of the ordinary
tribu naln. ' Maca tilay.

Tribunary (tri'bu-na-ri), a. Of or pertaining
t't triiiunes.

Tribunate (tri'bu-nat), n. Tribuneship
(which see).

Tribune (tribun or trib'un), n. [L. tribunus,

from trihug. tribe.] 1, In Horn, antiq. origin-

ally an officer connected with a tribe, or who
represented a tribe for certain purposes; es-

pecially, an officer or magistrate ch<i6en by
the peujde Ut protect them from the oppres-
sion of the patricians or nobles, and to de-

fend their liiwrties against any attempts
that might l)e made upon them by the senate
and consuls. These magistrates were at first

two, but their number was increased to five

and ultimately to ten. This last number
appears to have remained unaltered down
to the en<l of the empire. There were also
militar}' tribunes, otticers of the army, each
*>f whom commanded a division or legion,
and also other officers called tribunes; as,

tribunes of the treasury, of the horse, (tc—
2, A bench or elevated place ; a raised seat
<iT stand ; specifically, (a) the throne of a
bishop.

He remained some time before his presence was
observed, when the monks cooducted him to his

tribufu. Preicott.

(6) A sort of pulpit or rostrum where a
speaker staivis Xa-> address an assembly, as
in the French chamber of deputies.
Tribuneship (tribun ship or trib'un-Bhip),

n. i he nitire nf ,1 tribune: tribunate.

Trlbunician, Tribunitlal (trib-u-nish'an.
^L trib-u-nish'a1). a. 1. I'ertaining to or suit-

^K. ingtribunes; as, tribunician power orautho-
B- rity. 'The kings and tribnnitial powers.'

Dryden. Spelled also Tribunitian.

Whose tribun tti'an not imperatririan power is im-
roe'iiately founded ... in ihc very plebs or herd of
pc'I'le. ftp. GatuieH.

Tribunitiouat (trib-u-nish'us). a. Pertain-
inir to triiniTies; tribunitial. Bacon.
Tributarily (trib'u-ta-ri-li), adv. In a tri-

butary nuiiiuer.

TributanneB8(trib'u-ta-ri-«ies),n. The state
"f bfiny tril»utary.

Tributary (trib'u-ta-ri), a. [h. tributariw.

^^^ .SteTKiBiTK] 1. Pajing tribute to another,
^^^L either from compulsion, as an acknowledg-
^^^F ment of submission, or to secure protec-
^^^K tion, or for the jNirpose of purchasing peace.

I

This land was tributary madef iunbitious Rome. Sptnter. I

2. Subject; subordinate; inferior. 'To grace
his tributary gods.' Milton.— Z. Paid in

tribute.

Your tributary drops belong to woe.
Which you mistaking, offer up to joy. Shak.

4. Yielding supplies of anything; contribut-

ing; serving to form or make up a greater

object of the same kind. ' Poor tributary
rivers.' Shak.
Tributary (trib'u-ta-ri), n. 1. An individual,

government, or state that pays tribute or a
stated sum to a conquering power for the

purpose of securing peace and protection,

or as an acknowledgment of submission, or
for the purchase of security.

England was his faithful tributary. Shak.

2. In geog. an affluent ; a stream which di-

rectly or indirectly contributes water to
another stream.
Tribute (trib'ut), n. [Fr. tribut, L. trOi-

utum, from trU}Uo, to give, to bestow, from
tribus, a tribe. See Tribe.] 1. An annual
or stated sum of money or other valuable
thing paid by one prince or nation to an-

other, either as an acknowledgment of sub-

mission, or as the price of peace and pro-

tection, or by virtue of some treaty; as, the
Romans made all their conquered countries
pay tribute.—^. The state of being liable for

such a payment; the obligation of contri-

buting.

His imperial fancy has laid all nature unAcT tribute,

and has coUected riches from every scene of the
creatioa, and every walk of art. R. Hall.

3. A personal contribution; something given
or contributed; anything done or given out
of devotion, or as that which is due or de-
served; as, a tribute of respect. 'The pass-

ing tribute of a sigh.' Gray.
We lov'd, admir'd, almost ador'd.
Gave all the tribute mortals could afford, Dryden.

4. In tnining, (a) work performed in the ex-

cavation of ore in a mine, as distinguished
from tut-work, such as sinking shafts, the
driving of adits and drifts, A'c, (6) The pro-
portion of ore or its value which a person
engaged in the al>ove work (a tributer) re-

ceives for his lalmur. — 5. t That which was
paid by a subject to the sovereign of a
country; a tax. Burrill.

Tribute (trib'ut), v.t. pret. * pp. tributed;

ppr. tributing. To pay as tribute.

An amorous triffer, that spendeth his forenoons on
his f^lass and barber, his afternoons with paint or
lust, tributing most precious moments to the scepter
of a fan. H'hiUock.

Tribute-money (trib'ut-mun-i), n. Money
jtaiit a.s tribute.

Tribute-pitch (trib'ut-pich). n. In mining,
a limited portion of a body beyond which a
tributer is not permitted to work.
Tributer (trib'ut-6r), 71. In mining, one who
excavates ore from a mine; one who works
upon tribute. See Tribute, 4.

Trica (tri'ka), n. In bot. the shield or re-

l)roductive organ of a lichen.

'n:1capsular (tri-kap'sO-ler). a. [Prefix tri,

and capmtle.] In bot. three-capsuled ; hav-
ing three capsules to each flower.

Trlcarpelllte (tri-kar'pel-lit). »». (Prefix tri,

Bndcarpel.] Afossilnutof the London clay,

having three carpels.

T^ce(tris). v.t. pret. <fe pp. triced; ppr. tric-

ing. [L.G. triMen, Dan. trvdse, to hoist, tridse,

a pulley; Sw. trixna, a pulley; G. trissen,

to trice the sprit-sail, tri»se, trice, a brace.

In meaning 2 of different origin
;
perhaps

D. trekken, to drag, through the O. Fr.]

1. Naut. to haul or tie up by means of a
small rope; to hoist.—2. t To pull; to haul;
to drag. Chaucer.
Trice (tris), n, [Probably from Sp. tri$ (Pg.

triz), noise of breaking glass, a crack, hence
an instant, a trice; venir en un trig, to come
in a trice; compare the Scotch to 'come in a
crack.'] A very short time; an instant; a
moment : now used only in the phrase in a
trice. *ThiB trice of time.' Shak.

If they get never so great spoil at any time, they
waste the same in a trice. Sfiertser.

And allihe waiters in a trltx

His summons did obey. Suckling.

Trlcennarious (tn-sen-na'ri-us), a. Tricen-
nial; lielonging to the term of thirty years.

Tricennlal (tri-sen'ni-al), a. Denoting
thirty, or what pertains to that number; of

or t>elonging to the term of thirty years; oc-

curring once in every thirty years.

Tricentenary (tri-sen'ten-a-ri), n. [L. tri-

ceuti. three hundred] 1. That which con-
sists of or comprehends tliree hundred; the
space of three hundred years.—2. The com-
memoration of any event which occurred

three hundred years before, as the birth of

a great man ; as, Shakspere'a tricentenary.

Called also Tercentenary.
Tricentenary (tri-sen'ten-a-ri), a. Relating
to or consisting of three hundred; relating

to three hundred years ; as. a tricentenary

celebration. Called also Tercentenary.

Triceps (tri'seps),a. [L. , from tres, three, and
caput, head.] 1. Three-headed.—2. In aimt
a term applied to muscles which arise by
three heads; as, the triceps extensor cuhiti,

the use of which is to extend the foreann.

Trichechus (trik'e-kus), n. [Gr. triches,

hair, and echo, to have.] A genus of piuni-

grade carnivores, formerly including the sea-

cows (T. manatus), but now restricted to

the walrus (2\rosmarus),aiid forming a dis-

tinct family Trichecidae.

n^Checidse (trikes'i-de), n. pi [Triche-

chu.-i (which see), and Gr. eidos, likeness.] A
family of marine carnivorous mammals, of

the section Pinnigrada or Pinnipedia, com-
prising the walrus. See Walrus.
Trichecodon (tri-kek'o-don), n. [Trietie-

chus (which see), and Gr. odous, odontos, a

tooth.] A fospil genus of large marine mam-
mals, whose tusks, occurring in the red clay

of Suffolk, indicate affinities with the wal-
rus.

TricMasis (tri-ki'a-sis), n. [Gr. , from thrix,

trichog, hair.] In nied. a name given to sev-

eral affections ; (a) a disease of the kidneys
or bladder, in which filamentous substances
resembling hairs are passed in the urine.

(6) A swelling of the breasts of women in

child-l>ed when the milk is excreted v/ith

difficulty, (c) Inversion of the eyelashes;
entropium. Dunglismi.
mcbidlum (tri-kid'i-um), n. [Gr. thrix,

trichos, hair, and eidos, resemblance] In

bot. a tender, simple, or sometimes branched
hair, which supports the sporules of some
fungaceous plants, as Geastrum, Ac.
Trichilla (tri-ki'li-a), n. [Gr. (ricAe(7o»,three-

lipped— (r('i>, three, and cheilos, a lip. The
stigma is three-lobed, and the capsule three-

celled and three-valved. ] A genua of plants,

nat. order Meliacea;. A number of Indian
and Australian species were formerly in-

cluded under this genus, but these as well

as some American species are now refen'ed

to other genera, and the genus is now con-
stituted by about a dozen American and
West Indian species and two or three
African. They are trees or shrubs with
pinnate leaves and axillary panicles of white
flowers. Several of them are possessed of

active properties, as T. emetica, or the
emetic nut, which is found in the moun-
tains of Yemen; T. cathartica, used in Bra-
zil as a cure for fevers, &c.

TrlCbina (tri-ki'na), n. [Gr. thrix, trichos,

a hair.] A minute nematoid worm, the larva

of which was discovered in 1835 in the tissue

of the voluntary muscles of man, giving
rise to a disease since known as trichiniasin.

The wonn is common also to several other
mammals, and esiiecially to the pig, and it

is generally from it that man receives the
disease. When a i>ortion of Hesh. say of the

pig. containing larvie is taken into the sto-

mach the larvH! in a few days become de-

veloped into procreative adults, having in

the meantime passed into the intestines.

The female begins to produce embryos in

extraordinary nunil>er8, which gain entrance
into the muscles by penetrating the mucous
coat of the intestine and entering the cajiil-

laries, whence they are carried to tlieir hald-

tat by the circulation. There they disorganize
the suiTounding tissue, setting up at the
same time morbid action in the system. The
connection between the muscle-inhabiting
larva and the adult intestinal parasite was
not established till 18*K). 'i'he larva is gen-
erally encased in a cyst covered with cal-

careous matter, and from the form itassumes
in this case it is called at this stage Tri-

china spiralis.

Trichiniasls, Trichinosis (trik-I-ni'a-sis,

trik-i-no'sis), n. A painful and frequently

fatal disease pFoduced in man by eating

meat, especially the flesh of pigs, either raw
or insufllciently cooked, infested with the

larva called Trichina spiralis. See Tri-
china.
TricliinoUB (tri-ki'nus), a. Connected with
trichinie or trichiniasls.

Ischiums (trik-i-u'rus), «. [Gr. thrix.

trichos, hair, and oura, a tail] A genus of

acanthopterygious teleostean fishes, belong-
ing to the family Trichiurida;. They are
called in Knglish hair-tails, from the elon-

gated hatr-llke filament that terminates the

ch, cAain; £h. So. locA; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sln^; TH. fAen; th, tAin; w, iclg; wh, wAlg; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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tail. They resemble beautiful silver rib-

bons. T. Upturns, or silvery llair-tail, an

inhabitant of the Atlantic, but sometimes

Silvery Hair-tail (Trichiurus lepturus.)

found on the British coast, attains a length

of 12 feet
Trichooeplialus (triko-sef'al-us), n. [Gr.

thrix, trichos, hair, and kephale, the head. ]

A genus of nematoid worms, one species of

which, T. dispar, infests the intestines of

man. It is from li to 2 inches in length,

the hairlike head and neck forming two-

thirds of the whole body. It is compara-
tively rare in Britain, and its presence

causes little inconvenience.

TrlCllOCyBt (trik'o-8ist),ii. CGr. thrix, trichos,

a hair, and kystis. a bag. ] In physiol. a cell

capable of emitting thread-like filaments,

found in certain of the Infusoria, especially

in the Bursaria.

Trlchodon(trik'o-don), n. [Gr thrix, trichos,

hair, and odous, odontos, a tooth.] A genus

of fishes allied to the perch. The only

known species is T. stelleri, which inhabits

the most northern part of the Pacific, and
buries itself in the sand at low water.

Trlchogastres (trik-6-gas'trez), n. pi. [Gr.

thrix, trichos, a hair, and gaster, gastros, a

belly.] A nat. order of gasteromycetous
fungi, characterized by the contents of the

leathery peridium breaking up when mature
into a pulverulent mass of spores and fila-

ments, without a central column, the wliole

bein;; expelled by the bursting of the case.

Trichogenous (tri-koj'en-us), a. [Gr. thrix,

trichos, hair, and gen, root of gemmo, to pro-

duce.] Producing or encouraging thegrowth

of hair.

TrlChoglOSSUS (trik-o-glos'sus), n. [Gr
thrix, trichos, a hair, and glOssa, a tongue. ]

A genus of birds of tlie parrot family; the

lorikeets. Most of the species are natives

of Australia. Their hairy tongues enable

them to collect the honey of the gum-trees

and other flowery shrubs. — rric/!0(;(os«iis

Swaimonii or Swainson's lorikeet, is the

best-known species,

TMohog3me (trik'o-Jin), n. [Gr. thrix, tri-

chos, a hair, and gyne, a woman.] In bot. a

long, thin, hair-like sac, springing from the

trichophore of certain cryptogams, and serv-

ing as a receptive organ of reproduction.

Trichoma (tri-ko'ma), n. [Gr., growth of

hair, from thrix, trichos, hair] 1. In bot.

the filamentous thallus of algals, as Con-

ferva.— 2. In pathol. an affection of the hair,

otherwise called Plica.

Trichomanes (tri-kom'a-nez), n. [Gr thrix,

trichos, hair, and manos, soft. The shining

stemsappear like fine hair. ] A genus of ferns,

of the nat order Polypodiacea;, belonging

to the series with free veins and urn-shaped

or tubular involucres. T. radicans is the

Killarney fern; it occurs at Killarney and
also in Madeira.
Trlchomatose (tri-kom'at-6s), a. Matted
or agglutinated together; affected with tri-

choma : said of hair.

Trlcliome (trik'om), n. [.See Trichoma.]
In but. a hair or hair-like process. Sachs.

Trichonema (trik-6-ne'ma), n. [Gr. thrix,

trichos, hair, and neina, a filament, from
neO, to spin. The filaments are hairy. ] A
genus of plants, nat. order Iridacefe, chiefly

natives of South Africa and the shores of

the ilediterranean. T. Columnm is found

in sandy places in Guernsey and Jersey. It

is a small bulbous plant, with pale-hluish

purple and yellow flowers, and closely allied

to the crocus.

Trlcliopliore (trik'o-for), n. [Gr thrix, tn-

ehns, hair, and phero, to bear.] In bot. a

body in certain ciTptogams usually consist-

ing of several cells, in or near which the

results of fertilization appear.

Trlohoptera (tri-kop'tSr-a), n. pi. [Gr.

thrix, trichos, hair, and pteron, a wing.] An
order of insects with lour hairy membranous

wings. It comprises the caae-worm flies, or

caddice-flies of the angler. By some natur-

alists the Trichoptera are regarded as a

section of the Neuroptera.
Trlctiopteran ( tri-kop't«r-an ), n. One of

the Trichoptera; a caddice-fly.

Tricliopterous (tri-kop't«r-us), a. Of or
pertaining to the Trichoptera.

Trichord (tii'kord), n. In music, an instru-

ment with three chords or strings.

Trichord (tri'kord), a. Having or character-

ized by three strings.—TricAord pianoforte,

a pianoforte having three strings to each
note for the greater part of its compass.

Trlchosanthes (trik-o-san'thes), n. [Gr.

thrix, trichos, hair, and anthos, a flower.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Oucurbitaceie.

The species are trailing or climbing plants

found in the hot and moist parts of Asia.

having beautifully fringed dicecious flowers;

a few are found in the West Indies. Many
of them are edible, and are known by the

name of snake-gourds, from their long and
often sinuous fruit. T. dieica is cultivated in

India, and is called by the natives pulwul.

The unripe fruit and tender tops are much
eaten both by Europeans and natives in

Bengal in stews and curries. T. cucumcrina,

a common Ceylon and South Indian plant,

is much esteemed in Ceylon as a febrifuge.

Trlchostomel (trik-ostom'e-i), n. pi. [Gr.

thrix, trichos, hair, and stoma, a mouth.]
A nat. order of acrocarpous, chiefly Euro-

pean mosses, distinguished by a peristome

with thirty thread-shaped teeth. Some of

the species ascend to very high latitudes.

Trlohotomous
(tri-kot'o-mus),

a. [See Tri-
chotomy.] Di-

vided into three
parts, or divid-

ed by threes;
branching or
givingoffshoots
by threes; tri-

furcate ; as, a
trichotomous
stem.
Trichotomy Trichotomous stem.

(tri-kot'o-mi),n.

[Gr tricha, thrice, and temno, to cut or

divide. ] Division into three parts.

Trichroism (triTtro-izm), n. [Gr. treis, three,

and chroa, chroia, the surface of a body,

surface as the seat of colour, colour.] The
property possessed by some crystals of ex-

hibiting different colours in three different

directions when viewed by transmitted

light.

Trick ( trik ), n. [Same word as D. trek, a

pull, a stroke, a dash, a trick, but probably

not borrowed directly but coming through

the O. Fr , whence also Fr. tricher, to cheat,

Pr. trie, deceit, It. treccare, to cheat. See

also Treachery. ] 1. An artifice ; a strata-

gem ; a device ; especially, a fraudful con-

trivance for an evil purpose, or an under-

hand scheme to impose upon the world; a

cheat or cheating; as, tricks in bargains;

tricks of state. Shak.

He comes to me for counsel, and I show him atrick.
South.

I see it is a trvik

Got up betwixt you and the woman there.
7'enTiyson.

2. A dexterous artifice or contrivance; a

knack; art.

Here's fine revolution, an we had the trict to see't.

Shut.

On one nice trick depends the gen'ral fatt. Popt.

3. A sleight-of-hand performance; the leger-

demain of a juggler; as, tricks with cards.

•A juggling (ricfc' Shak.-i. A particular

practice, habit, or manner; custom ;
personal

pecuUarity; characteristic; as,'he has a trick

of drumming with his fingers; a trick of

frowning.
It was always yet the trick of our English nation,

if they have a good thing, to make it too common.

The style which deals in long sentences or in short

sentences, or indeed which has saiy trict in it, is a

bad style. "lips.

5. A touch; a dash; a trait of character.

He hath a trict of Cirur-de-Lion's face. Shat.

6. Anything done not deliberately, but out

of passion or caprice; a vicious or foolish

action or practice.
Man, proud man,

Drest in a little brief authority. ...
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven.

As make the angels weep. Shak.

7. Anything mischievously and roguishly

done to cross, annoy, or disappoint another.

Nay. 1 remember the trict you served me when I
took my leave of Madam Silvia. Shat.

8. A prank; a frolic; as, tricks of youth.

Come. I'll question you
Of my lord's tricts and yours when you were boys.

Shut
9. t A toy; a trifle; a plaything. ' A very trick

for them to play at will.' Shak. 'A fantasy
and trick of fame.' Shak. — 10. In card-
playing, the whole number of cards played
in one round, and consisting of as many
cards as there are players. — 11. Naut. a
spell; a turn; the time allotted to a man to
stand at the helm.—To know a trick worth
two of that, to know of some better expe-
dient: used when one declines to do what is

proposed or spoken of.

Nay, by God, soft ; I kncrw a trick -worth titio of
that, X faith. Shak.

Hear what he says of you, sir? Clive, best be off

to bed. my boy—lio! hoi No, no. ^'e tnow a trick

worth two ofthat. Thackeray.

Syn. stratagem, artifice, device, wile, fraud,

cheat, juggle, finesse, sleight, deception,

imposture, delusion, imposition.

Trick (trik), v.t. To deceive; to impose on;

to defraud; to cheat; as, to trick another in

the sale of a horse. 'To trick or trorap

mankind." B. Jonson.

Trick (trik), iJ.i. To live by deception and
fraud.
Thus they jog on, still tricking, never thriving.

And murdering plays, which still they call reviving.
Dryitett.

Trick (trik), v. t. [W. treciaw, to furnish or

harness, to trick out—(rec, an implement,
harness, gear.) 1. To dress; to decorate; to

set off; to adorn fantastically.

Geraldine shakes off her dread,
And rises lightly from her bed

;

Puts on her silken vestments white.

And tricks her hair in lovely plight. Coleridge.

It is often followed by up, of, or out.

People are lavish in tricking UJ> their children in

fine clothes, yet starve their minds. Locte.

They are simple but majestic records ofthe feelings

of the poet ; as little triited out for the public eye as

his diary would have been. Macaulay.

2. To draw in outline, as with a pen; to de-

lineate without colour, as heraldic devices.

They are blazon'd there ; there they are tricted,

they and their pedigrees. B. Jonsou.

Trick t (trik), n. (A form akin to treu

(which see).) A plait or knot of hair.

It stirs me more than all your court-curls, or your
spangles, or your tricts. S. yotison.

Trlcker (trik'Sr), n. One who tricks; a de-

ceiver; a cheat; a trickster.

Trlcker (trik'er), n. A trigger. [Obsolete

or provincial.]
So did the knight, and with one claw

The tricker of his pistol draw. Hudibras.

Trickery (trik'4r-i), n. The practice of

tricks or deceitful devices; imposture; arti-

fice; stratagem.
Tricklness (trik'i-nes), n. The quality of

being tricky or trickish; trickishness.

"With all the trickiness by which a street business

is sometimes characterized. Mayhew.

Tricking (trik'ing), n. Dress; ornament
Go. get us properties.

And tricting for our fairies. Shat.

Trickish (trik'ish), o. Given to tricks; art-

ful in making bargains; given to deception

and cheating; knavish. 'A loose, slippery,

and trickish way of reasoning.' Atterbury.

Trlckishly (trik'ish-li). ailv. In a trickish

manner; artfully; knavishly.

Trlckiahness (trik'ish-nes), n. The state

of being trickish. knavish, or deceitful.

Tricklaslte (trik'las-it). n. Another name
for Fahlunite (which see).

Trickle (trik'l), v.i. pret. & pp. trickled; ppr.

trickling. [Origin doubtful. Perhaps a dim.

form allied to track, and so also to trick; or

a non- nasalized form equivalent to Sc.

triiMe, to trickle, which appears also as

trintle, and may be connected with (rend.]

To flow in a small gentle stream; to run

down in drops; as, tears trickle down the

cheek ; water trickles from the eaves. ' Trick-

ling tenn tire ysiin.' Shak.

Drop upon Fox's grave the tear,

•Twill trictle to his rivals bier. Str tv. Scott.

Tricklenesat (trik'l-nes), n. A sUte of trick-

ling or passing away; transitoriness. 'This.

life's triMenesse. ' Darics.

Trlckmentt (trik'ment), n. Decoration:

especially, a her.ildic decoration.

No tomb shall hold thee.

But these two arms ; no trictmrnts but myt^rs
Over thy hearse. Beau. & Fl.

TricksineSB (trik'si-nes), «. The state of

being tricksy or playfnl; plaj-fulness. 'La-

tent fun and tricksiness.' George Eliot.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note. not. move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J', Sc. tey.
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mcksome (trik'sum). o. Full of tricks.

I have been a trickscme, shifty vagrant.
Lord Lytton.

Trickster (trik'ster), n. One who practises

tricks; a deceiver; a cheat; a tricker.

The Whigs were known to be feeble; they were
looked upon as tricksUrs. Disraeli.

Trickster (trik'st^r), v.i. To play tricks

with or in collusion with. [Rare.]

I like not this lady's tampering and trickxtering
with this same Himund Tressilian. Sir IV. Scott.

Tricksy, Tricksey (trik'si), a. [From fncAr.]

1. Full of tricks and devices ; very artful.
' My tricksy spirit.' ShaJr.

I still continued tricksy and cunning, and was poor,
without the consolation of being honest. Goidsmith.

2. Dainty ; neat ; elegantly quaint. * A
trickily word.* Shak.

A rich, idiomatic diction, picturesque allusions,
fiery poetic emphasis, or quaint tricibsy turns.

Cariyle.

Trick-track (trik'trak), n. A game at tables;

a kind of backgammon, played both with
men and pegs, and more complicated. Also
written Tick-tack.

Tricky ( trik'i ), a. 1. Trickiah ; practising
tricks: shifty, —2. Given to pla>ing mis-
chievnus pranks; mischievously playful or
wajj;i;i.sh. [I'mvincial English and Scotch.]

Tricllnate (tri'kUn-at), a. [Gr. trig, three-
fold, and klinO, to incline.] Same aa Tri-
clinic.

TrlcUniaxy (tri-klin'i-a-ri), a. [L tridini-
oriV. from triclinium, a couch to recline on
at dinner.] Pertaining to a triclinium, or
to the ancient mode of reclining at table.

Triclinlc (tri-klin'ik), a. (Gr.
treij<, three, and kli/uj,to incline.]

In cryxtnl. pertaining to the in-

clination of three intersecting
axes to each other; specifically,

appellative of a system of crys- '
'^

tallization in which the three
axes are uneqoal and their inter-

sections oblique, as in the oblique
rhomboidal prism; tetarto-prls-

matic
TriGliuium (tri-klin'i-um), n, [L.,

from Gr. triklinion—tri.trvs.thr^e,

and kWvo, to incline.] Among
the Romans the dining-room where guests
w ere received, furnished with three couches,
which occupieil three sides of the dinner
table, the fourth side being left open for
the free ingress and egress of servants. On
these couches, which also received the name
of triclinium, the guests reclined at dinner
or supper. Kach couch usually accommo-
date<l three persons, and thus nine was as
mauy aa could take a meal together. The
persons while taking their food lay very
nearly flat on their breasts.

TricUilohe<lrlc(tri-klin'o-hed"rik),a. Same
a.s Triclinic.

Tricocca ( tii-kok'se), n. pi. [Or. treU, three,
and kokkon, a kernel orberry. ] A name some-
times given to the nat. order of plants other-
wise calleil Euphorbiacew.
Tricoccous (tri-kok'ua), a. (See Tricocc*.]
In bot. an epithet ai>plied to a capsule
which swells out in three protuberances.
Internally divided into three cells, with one
seed in each, as in Euphorbia.
Tricolour, Tricolor (trikul-fer). n. [Fr. tri-

C'jlore, of three colours—(ri=L. tret, three,
and color, colour.] A tiaa or banner haring
three colours; Bpeclflcally, a flag haring
three colours arranged in e<[ual stripee or
masses. Such a fla^ was adopt«d in ramce
a.s the national ensign during the first revo*
lution; the colours are blue, white, and red.
divided vertically. Several other nations
have since adopted tricoloured ensigns; as
Belgium, whose flag is coloured black, yel-

low, and red, divided vertically; Holland.
red, white, and blue, divided horizontally;
Italy, green, white, and red, divided verti-

cally

Tricoloured (triTcul-fird). a. Having three
colours: as, a tricoloured flag.

Tricouodon (tri-ko'no-don), n. [Gr. tri=:

treij*, three, kOnog, a cone, and odous, odontot,
a tooth ] A provisional genus of small car-
nivorous marsupials, based on teeth and
remains of jaws found in the upper oolite.

Tricornigerous (trikor-nijV;r-u8). a. [L.

tricfirniijur^tri-^tre*. three, cornu, a horn,
a!id fjfiro, to bear.] Having three horns.
Tricorporal. Tricorporate (tri-kor'po-ral,

tri-kitr'po-rat), a. (L tricorjior ^tri ^^tres,

three, and corpus, corpf>ris, a l»ody.] Having
three bodies; specifically, in her. a term ap-
plied when the bodies of three beasts are

1 tricorporate.

represented issuing from the dexter, sin-

ister, and base points of the escutcheon,
and meeting, conjoined to
one head, in the centre
point.

Tricostate (tri-kos'tat).

a. [L. (ri= /rtf», three, and
co8(a,a rib] In 6or having
three ribs from the base;
three-ribbed.

Tricuspid (tri-kusp'id), a.

[ L. tricuspid, tricuspidis,

having three points—(n =
tres, three, and ciispis, cu»~
pidin,a. point. ] Having three cusps or points.
—Tricuspid valves, in anat three triangu-
lar, valvular duplicatures, formed by the
inner membrane of the right cavities of the
heart,around tlie orifice by which the auricle
comnmnicates with the ventricle.

Tricuspidate (tri-kuspid-at). a. [See Tri-
cuspu*.] In bot. three-pointed; ending in
three points; as, a tricuspidate stamen.
Tricycle (tri'si-kl), «. [Gr. tri-treis, three,
and kyklos, a circle, a wheel.] A velocipede
with threewheels,tw() l>ehind and one before,
or tice versa, or with two at one aide, pro-
pelled by levers acted on by the feet.

Tridacna ( tri-dak'na ), n. [Gr. tridaknos,
eaten at three bites—said of a very large
oyster— tri = treis, three, and dakiw, to
bite.] A genus of inequilateral, equivalve
lamellibranchiate molluscs, including some
forms familiarly known as clams, and form-
ing the type of the family Tridacnacea or
Tridacuidae, and found both recent and fos-

sil. The shells of this genus are of a deli-

Triciinium.—An Eastern Repast.

cate white colour, tinged with buff, and
remarkably handsome. They are deeply
waved, with indented edges, the indenta-
tions fitting into each other. One of the
species, T. gi^as (the giant clam), attains a
remarkable sue, measuring from 2 to 3 feet
across, and sometimes weighing 600 lbs. It

is a native of the East Indian seas. The
natives of those regions are fond of it as an
article of food and often eat it raw. The
animal may weigh as much as 20 lbs. The
valves are sometimes used as baths, and
In Roman Catholic churches for holding
holy water.

Tride (trid), a. [Fr. tride, lively—said of a
hoi*se's gait— from L. trit^ts, practised, ex-
pert, E. trite. ] In huntiiig, short and ready;
fleet; as, a tride pace.

Trident (tri'dent), n. [L. tridens, tridentis— tri = tres, three, and deiis, dentis, a tooth.]
1. Any instrument of the form of a fork with
three prongs ; specifically, a three-prouged
ftsh-spear.— 2. A kind of sceptre or spear
with three barb-pointed prongs with which
Poseidon (Neptune), the sea-god, is usually
represented. —3. In Rorti. antiq. a three-
pronged spear used in gladiatorial combats
by the retiarius.

Tridental (tri-dental), a. Of, pertaining
to, or provided with a trident : In extract,

an epithet applied to Neptune.
The white-mouthed water now usurps the shore.
And scorns the power of her tricUrttal guide.

Qtiarles.

Trldentate, Tridentated (tri-den'tat. tri-

den'tat-ed ), a. [ See TRIDENT. ] Having
three teeth.

Tridentedt (tri-den'ted), o. Having three
teeth or prongs.

Neptune . . ,

Held his tridented inace. QuarUs.

Tridentiferous ( tri-den-tif'^r-us ), a. [L.
^rid^: ns,(nden tis, a trident,and fero, to bear. )

Bearing a trident.

Tridentine (tri-den'tin), a. [L. Tridentum,
Trent.] Pertaining to Trent, or to the cele-

brated ecumenical council which met in

that city in 1545 to settle the points of con-
troversy between the Reformers and the
Church.
Tridentine (tri-den'tin). n. [L. Ti-identum.

Trent. ] A name given by the An-
glicans and others to the Roman
Catholics.liecause they aflirm that
their church did not assume its

present fonn till the assemblage
of the Council of Trent in 1645,
when the great bulk of its pecu-
liar doctrines was formulated and
rendered explicit.

They called the council of Chalcedon
a 'council of fools,' and styled the Catho-
lics Chalcedonians, just as Anglicans
have styled Catholics of the present day
7'ridefUiues. Dublin Rev.

Shell of Giant I

Tridacnidse (tri-dak'ni-de), n. pi. A family
of lamellibranchiate mollusca, of which the
type is the genus Tridacna. It comprises
also the genus Uippopus. U. maculatus. or
t>ear'8-paw clam, is much prized for its

U-auty. See Tridacna.
Tridactyl(tri-dak'til),rt. Same as Tridactyle.

Tridactyle, Tridactylous (tri-dak'tii, tri-

dak'tii-us), a. [Gr. tri = treis. three, and
daktylon, a toe] Having three toes; three-
flngered, orcomposed of three movable parts
attached to a common base.

Tridlapason (tri-di'a-pa"zon), n. [Tri and
diapafon] In music, a triple octave or
twenty-second.
Tridimensional ( tri-di-men ' shon-al ), a.

[Prefix tri, and dimension.] Having three
dimensions.
Triding (trid'ing). See Trithino.
TrldodecaliedrsLl (tri-do-dek'a-he"dral), a.

(I'refix tri. and dodecahedral. ] In ci^ystal.

presenting three ranges of faces, one above
another, each containing twelve faces.

Trlduan (trid'u-an), a. [Latin triduanu$,
from triduum, a space of three days—
tri = tres, three, and dies, day. ] Lasting
three days or happening every third day.
[Rare.]
Trlduo (trid'Q-6). n. [See Triduan.] In
R. Cath. Ch. prayers for the space of three
days as a preparation for keeping a saint's

day, or for obtaining some favour of God by
means of the prayers of a saint.

Trie, t a. Choice; refined. Chattcer.

Trien (tri'en), n. Triplicity. Some heralds
use the phrase a trien qffish iustead of three

fish or a trine of fish.

Triennial (tri-en'ni-al), a. (L. triennium,
the space of threeye&n—tri= tres, three, and
annus, a year.] 1. Continuing three years;
as, triennial parliaments. -- 2. Happening
every three years; as. triennial elections.
Triennial elections and parliaments were
established in England in 1095, but were
discontinued in 1717. and septennial elec-
tions and parliautents were adopted, which
still continue. — Triennial prescription, in
.Sfco(«/«w, alimitof three years within which
creditors can bring acti< ins for certain classes
of deljts, such as merchants' and tradesmen's
accounts, servants' wages, house rents (when
under veri>al lease), debts due to lawyers,
doctors, Ac.
Triennially ( tri-en'ni-al-li ), adv. Once in

three years.

Trlens (trienz). n. [L., the third part of
anything, specifically of an as, from tres,

/ria. three.] 1, A small Roman copper coin,
equal to one-third of the as.—2. In law, a
third part; also, dower.
Trientalls (tri-en-ta'lis), n. [L., containing
a third, from triens, a third jmrt.] A small
genus of plants, nat. order Primulace». The
only British species is T. europcea (called

European chick-weed and winter-green). It

ch, cAaln; t\\, Sc. locA;
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TrientaCis eitropaa (European
Chick-weed).

is rare in England, but abundant in many
parts of the Highlands of Scotland. It is

a pretty little plant, with slender stems sur-

mounted by a
tuft of pale-
green leaves and
white star-like
flowers.

Trier (tri'Sr), n.

1. One who tries;

as. (a) one who
makes experi-

ments; one who
examines any-
thing by a test

or standard.
'The ingenious
triers of the Ger-
man experi-

ment,' Boyle.

(&) One who tries

judicially ; a
judge who tries

a person or
cause, (c) In law, one appointed to decide

whether a challenge to a juror is just. See

Trior, (d) An ecclesiastical commissioner
appointed by the parliament under the
'Commonwealth to examine the character

and qualifications of ministers. —2. That
which tries; a test.

You were used
To say, extremity was the trier of spirits. Skak.

Trlerarch (tri'6r-ark), n. [Gr. trierarc?ies,

from trieres, a trireme {treis, three, and aro.

to fit), and archos, a chief. ] In Greek anttq.

the commander of a trireme ; also, a com-
missioner who was obliged to build ships

and furnish them at his own expense.

Trlerarcliy (tri'6r-ark-i), n. 1. The office or

duty of a trierarch.—2. The trierarchs col-

lectively.— 3. The system in ancient Athens
of forming a national fleet by compelling
certain wealthy persons to fit out and main-
tain vessels at their own expense.

Trleterical(tri-e-tei''ik-al), a. [L. trietericus;

Gr. trieterikos.froia trieteris, a triennial fes-

Uva.\— tri= treis, three, and etos, a year.]

Triennial ; kept or occurring once in three

years. [Rare.]

Trieterlcst (txi-e-ter'iks), n. [L. trieterica.

See above.] A festival or games celebrated

once in three years.

Trifacial (tn-fa'shi-al), a. [L. tri = tre8,

three, and/acies, a face.] In anat. of, per-

taining to, or characterizing the fifth pair

of cerebral nerves, as formed chiefly of three

nerves principally supplying the forehead,

face, and skin of the jaw.

TrlfallOW (tri'fal-lo), v.t. Same as ThH-
fallow. Mortimer.
TrlfariOUS (tri-fa'ri-us), a. [L. trifaruis,

threefold— (rt, and term, farius.] Arranged
in three rows; threefold.

Trifld (tri'fid), a. [L. trifidiis—tri, tres, three,

and^nrfo, fidi, to divide.] In bot. divided
half-way into three parts by linear sinuses

with straight margins; three-cleft.

Trifistulaxy (tri-fis'tu-la-ri), a. [L. tri= tres,

three, and fistula, a pipe.] Having three

pipes. Sir T. Browne.
Trifle (tri'fl), n. [O.E. trifle, trojle, trufte, a
trifie, mocking or deceitful language, worth-
less talk; triflen, trojlen, to trifle, to mock;
from O.Fr. trufie, truffe, a mock, a gibe,

iruffi^r, to mock ; perhaps of Teutonic ori-

gin : comp. Icel. truff, trumpery, or G.

treffen, to hit. 0. Fr. trufie, a truffle, is

regarded by Diez as the same word.] 1. A
thing of very little value or importance; a
thing of no moment or use; a paltry toy,

bauble, or luxury; a silly or unimportant
action, remark, or the like.

Tribes light as air

Are to the jealous confirmations strong
As proofs of holy writ. Skak.

% A dish or fancy confection made of a
spongy or crisp paste soaked in white wine,

over which a layer of custard and cream is

placed, the whole being covered by a deli-

cate white froth prepared by whisking up
white of egg, cream, and sugar.

Trifle (tri'fl), v.i. pret. & pp. trified; ppr.

trifiiu'j. [See the noun.] To act or talk

without seriousness, gravity, weight, or dig-

nity; to act or talk with levity; to indulge
in light amusements.

They trifle, and they beat the air about nothing

which toucheth us. Hooker.

—To trifle toith, to treat as a trifle or as an
object of no consideration, importance, seri-

ousness, or respect; to play the fool with;

to make a toy of; to mock.

Trifle (tri'fl). v.t. l.t To befool; to play
with; to mock. Berner8.—2. To make trivial

or of no importance.
This sore night

Hath trifled former knowings. Shak.

a To waste to no good purpose; to spend in

vanity or upon trifles: usually followed by
away; as. to trifie aivay time.

Trifler (tri'fl-6r), n. One who trifles or acts

with levity.

Tri/fers not even in trifles can excel;

'Tis solid bodies only polish well. Voun^-.

Trifling (tri'fl-ing), p. and a. 1, Acting or

talking' with levity, or without seriousness

or being in earnest; frivolous.—2. Being of

small value or importance; trivial; as a tri-

fiing debt; a trifiing affair.

We have a tri/?inj^ foolish banquet towards. Shai.

Syn. Trivial, petty, unimportant, inconsid-

erable, insignificant, frivolous, vain, silly,

light, slight, worthless, nugatory.

Triflingly (tri'fi-ing-li), adv. In a trifling

manner; with levity; without seriousness or

dignity. ' Trifiiixgly busy.' Locke.

Trfiingness {tri'fl-ing-nes),7i. 1. The state or

quality of being trifling; levity of manners;
lightness.— 2. Smallness of value; empti-

ness; vanity. 'The trifiingness and petu-

lencyof this scruple.' Bp. Parker.

Trifloral, Triflorous (tri-flo'ral, tri-flo'rus),

a. [L. *n = (re«, three, and ^08,/am, flower.]

Three-flowered; bearing three flowers; as,

a trifiorous peduncle.
Trifluctuationt (tri-fluk'tu-a"shon),Ji. [Pre-

fix tri, and fiuctuation.] A concurrence of

three waves. 'A (n/uc(«a(i(»i of evils.' Sir

T. Browne.
Trifoliate, Trifoliated (tn-foai-at, tri-fo'-

li-at-ed), a. [L. tri = tres, three, and /oimm,
a leaf.] Having three leaves: used especially

in botany.
Trifoliolate (tri-foli-o-lat), a. Inbot. having
three leaflets

Tftlfolium (tri-fo'li-um), n. [L., from tri =
tres, three, and folium, a leaf. ] A most exten-

sive genus of plants, nat. order Leguminosie,
papilionaceous tribe ; the trefoils. It is so

named from its leaves possessing three seg-

ments. The species, which are very nume-
rous, are principally inhabitants of tem-

perate climates, and are found in all quar-

ters of the world. They are all more or less

pasture or fodder plants; a few of them are

particularly valuable to the farmer, and
their introduction into agriculture, under
the name of clover, has greatly supplemented
his means of producing animal food. The
most important species are T. pratense,

common purple trefoil, or red clover; T. re-

peiis, white trefoil, white or Dutch clover;

T. incamatum, flesh-coloured trefoil, or

scarlet clover; T. medium, meadow trefoil,

marl clover, or cow-grass; T. procumheiis,

hop trefoil or yellow clover; T. filiforme,

lesser yellow trefoil ; T. hybridum, alsike

clover. The name cow-grass is also given to

a perennial form of T. pratense, called by
seedsmen T. pratense perenne, an important
pasture plant. About 280 species of Trifo-

lium are described, found mostly in the

temperate and sub-tropical regions of the

northern hemisphere, a few occurring in

the mountainous parts of tropical America,
and in extra-tropical South America and
Australia.

Trifolyt (tri'fo-li), «. Trefoil. 'Crowned
with a chaplet of trifoly.' B. Jotison.

Triforium (tri-fo'ri-um), n. [L. tri= tres,

three, and /oris, pi. fores, a door. ] In Gothic

arch, a gallery above the arches of the

nave of a church, generally in the form of

an arcade. (See cut Clear-story.) In many
churches there is also a similar gallery in

the choir. Galleries of the same kind ex-

isted in several of the ancient basilica. The
name, which is of modem invention, is very
inappropriate, as the triple opening which
it implies is far from being a general cha-

racteristic of the triforium. Called also

Blind-story.

Trlform(tri'form),(i. [L.tr^ormis—tri = tres,

three, and /arma, shape.] Having a triple

form or shape.
The moon . . .

With borrowed light her countenance triform
Hence fills and empties. Milton.

Triformity (tri-form'i-ti), 71. The state of

being trifomi.

Trlfurcate, Trifurcated (tri-f^rTcat. tri-

f6r'kat-ed), a. [L.(ri = f/-c*t, three, and/wrca,
a fork.] Having three branches or forks;

trichotomous.
Trigt (trig), v.t. [Comp. Dan. trykke, G.

driicken, to press.] To fill; to stuff. 'A

man's skin is full trig'd with flesh and blood,
and natural spirits. Dr. H. More.
Trig (trig), v.t. [Comp. W. trigaw, to stay,

to tarry; Fiv trigar, to stop. ] To stop, as the
wheel of a veiiicle, by putting something
down to check it.

Trig (trig), 7i. [From above verb.] A stone,
wedge of wood, or something else laid under
a wheel or a barrel to prevent its rolling.

Trig (trig), a. [Sw. trygg, Dan. tryg, secure,
safe.] l.f Secure; safe. Gawin Douglas.—
2. Tidy; trim; spruce: neat. 'The lads so
trig.' Bums. 'To sit on a horse stjuare and
trig. ' Brit. Quart. Rev. [ Provincial. ]

—

3. Well in health; sound. [Provincial]
Trigt (trig), n. A coxcomb.

It is my humour; you are a pimp and a tyig^.

And an Amadis de Gaul, or a don Quixote.
S. yonson.

Trigamist (trig'a-mist), n. [See Triqamy.]
One who has been married three times, or
has three wives at the same time: used ad-
jectively in the extract.

The trigamist prelate of Cassel, the wine-bibbine
Melander, exhorted his clergy to pray for a plentiful

hop-harvest. Sir IV. Hamilton.

Trigamous (trig^a-mus), a. [See Trigamy.J
1. Of or pertaining to trigamy.— 2. In hoi.

having three sorts of flowers in the same
head, male, female, and hermaphrodite.
Trigamy (trig'a-mi), n. [Gr.(ri^(rew, three,

and gamos, marriage.] State of being mar-
ried three times, or the state of having
three husbands or three wives at the same
time. Sir T. Herbert.

TrigastrlC (tri-gas'trik), a. [Gr. tri = treiSt

three, and gaster, gastros, a belly. ] In aiiat.

an epithet applied to a muscle having three
bellies.

Trigemini (tri-jem'i-ni). n.pl [L. tri = treg,

three, and ffemi/iu«, double; threefold.] In
anat. the fifth pair of nerves, which arise

from the crura of the cerebellum, and are
divided within the cranium into three
branches, viz. the orbital and the superior
and inferior maxillary.

Trigemlnous (tri-jem'in-ns). a. 1. Being
one of three born together; bom three at a
time.— 2. Threefold.
Trigger (trig'6r), n. [Older form tricker,

from D. trekker, trigger, lit. a drawer, from
trekken, to draw; Dan. trcekker, a trigger,

from trcekke, to draw ; hence allied to

track. In 2 the word is from trig, to stop.]

1. The catch or lever which, on being pulled

back, liberates the hammer of the lock of

a gun or pistol. — 2. A catch to hold the
wheel of a carriage on a declivity.

Trigger-fish (trig^6r-flsh), n. See Balibtes.
Trigintal(tri-jin'tal),ji. [L. /n^tn(a, thirty.]

Trental; the number of thirty masses to be
said for the dead. Ayliffe.

Trlgla (trig'la). n. [Gr. trigla, a mullet. ] A
genus of acanthopterygious fishes, popularly
known as gurnards. See GURNARD.
Triglans (tri'glanz). a. [Prefix tri, and L.

glans, a nut,] In bot. containing three nuts
within an involucre, as the Spanish chestnut

Triglidae (tng'li-de). n.pl. See Scleroge-
MD^.
Triglochin (tri-gloTtin), n. [Gr. tri= treis,

three, and glochin, a point, in allusion to the
three angles of the capsule.] A genus of

plants,nat. orderJuncaginaceas; arrow-grass.
The species are found in marshes, sides of ri-

vers, ditches, and wet meadows. T. palustre,

marsh arrow-grass, and T. maritimum. sea

arrow-grass, are British plants. The leaves

of the former when bruised give out a fetid

smell. They are grass-like plants,with spikes

of greenish flowers.

Triglyph (tri'glif), n. [Gr. tri = treis, three,

Frieze of Roman Doric Order.

/ 1 1, Triglyphs. "< »«. Metopes.

and .(7^/;ift^. sculpture.] luarch. an ornament

in the frieze of the Doric order, repeated

at equal intervals. Each triglyph has two

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub. bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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vertical channels, cut to a right angle,
called glyphs, separated by three fillets,

with a hiilf ohauuel on either side.

TriglypMc, Triglyphical (tri-giifik, tri-

glirik-al), a. 1. Cuiisisting of or pertaining
to triglyphs. — 2. Containing three sets of

characters or sculptures.

Trigness (trig'nes), n. The state of being
trig or trim; neatness. [Provincial.]

The lassies, who had been at Nanse Bank's school,
were always well spoken of . . . for the trigitxss of

their houses, when they weie afterwards married.
GaU.

Their spars had no man-of-war triplets, Katu.

Trigon (tri'gon), n. [Fr. trigone, L. trigonuin,

from Gr. trigonon—tri-treis, three, and
gonia, an angle. ] 1. A triangle. ' The trigon
that the Ibis makes at every step.' Sir M.
Hale. —2. In astrol. (a) the junction of three
signs, the zodiac being divided into four
trigons, named respectively after the four
elements—the wateni trigon, which includes
Cancer, -Scorpio, and Pisces; the earthly tri-

gon =T&m-UB, Virgo, and Capricomua; the
airy fr(^on = Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius;
and the Jiery trigoneAries, Leo, and .Sagit-

tarius. Shak. (6) Trine, an aspect of two
planets distant 120" from each other—3. In
atitiq. (a) a kind of triangular lyre or harp
(t) A game at ball played by three persons
standing so as to be at the angles of a
triangle.

Trigonal, Trigonous (tri'gon-al, tri'gon-us),

a. 1. Triangular; having three angles or
corners.—2. lubot- having three prominent
longitudinal angles, as a style or ovary.—
3- In aitat a term applied to a triangular
space on the fimdus of the bladder.

Trlgonella(tri-g6-nena), n. [A dim. formed
from trigon. The wings spread and give the
HowtT a triangular appearance. ] A genus of
plants, nat. order Leguminosae, papilionace-
ous tribe. The species are strong-scented
herbs with trifoliate leaves, and small blue,
yellow, or white flowers, growing singly or in
heads or racemes in the axils of the leaves.

They are natives chiefly of Kurope, Asia,
and North Africa. T. /cenum grcecum (the
common fenugreek) is a native of the South
of Europe. Its seeds were in high repute
among the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and
Romans for medicinal as well as culinary
purposes, and are still used by grooms and
farmers as a medicine for horses. In some
parts of the south of Germany this plant is

cultivated as fodder for horses and sheep.

Trlgonia (tri-go'ni-a), u. [.See Trigon. j l. A
genus of lamellibranchiate molluscs, belong-
ing to the section Asiphonida and family
Trigonidie. The Trigonia is a triangular or
suborbicular, equivalve, transverse liivalve.

The species are found both recent and fossil.

The former have been discovered near Aus-
tralia only, in sandy mud. They have t>een

termed Triaonia inargaritacea, or nesrXy tri-

gon, from their pearly lustre. The loaoll spe-
cies are vei7 abundant in the (strata between
the lias and the chalk. None are tertiary.—
2. A i;enus of plants constituting the nat.
order Triiioniaceje.

^rlgonlacese (trig0'ni-a"8e-e), n.pl. A nat.

order of polypetalous dicotyledonous trees,

consisting of a single genus, Trigonia. The
species are natives of tropical America, and
had been referred to Polygalacete chiefly on
account of their irregular flowers and the
long hairs of their seeds. There is little else,

however, in cohimon. Some prefer to regartl
the Trigoniaceae as a section of the Legu-
minosje.

Trlgonldae (tri-gon'i-d6). n.pl. A family of
lamellibranchiate molluscs, of which the
genus Trigonia is the type. See Tri-
ausiA,
Trlgonocarpon (tri-g6'n6-kar"pon), n. [Gr.
tri-treis, three, ^d/iux,an angle, and karpog,
fruit] A genus of fossil thick-shelled fruits
occurring in lai^^ (luantittes in the coal-
measures, 6o named from the three comers
on the surface of the shell. They resemble
the fruit of Salisburia, a drupe-bearing con-
iferous tree of China and Japan, but may
be palm nuts.

Trlgonooephalus (tri-go'no-sef'a-lus), n.

[Gr. tii'jOnon, a triangle, and kephale, the
head] A genus of p*>iBonous serpents,
closely allied to the rattlesnakes, family
Crotalidie. The T. lancfiolatng, or lance-
headed viper of Martinique, which frequents
the sugar-cane plantations, and subsists
mostly on rats, is extremely dangerous from
its size and venomous power. It is yellow
or grayish, more or leu mottled with brown

;

attains a length of 6 or 7 feet; and, besides

the Antilles, inhabits Brazil and other parts
of South America.
Ttlgonocerous (tri-gd-nos'6r-us), a. [Gr.

trigOiwn, a triangle, and keras, a horn.} An
epithet applied to an animal having horns
with three angles.

Trigonometric (trig^o-no-mefrik), a. Per-
taining to trigonometry. See TRIGONOMET-
RICAL.
Trigonometrical (trig'o-no-mef'rik-al), a.

Pertaining to trigonometry; performed by
or according to the rules of trigonometry.—
Trigojwmetrical canon, a table which, be-
ginning from one second or one minute,
expresses in order the lengths which every
sine, tangent, and secant have in respect
of the radius, which is supposed unity.

—

Trigonometrical curves, a name given to cer-
tain curves which have such equations as
i/ = sin X, y = cosx, y = a co& x-f-6cos2x, &c.
These curves may be constructed from the
fundamental properties of the sine, cosine,
<tc.

—

Trigonometrical lines, lines which are
employed in solving the different cases of
plane and spherical trigonometry, as radius,
sines, tangents, secants, cosines, cotangents,
cosecants, &c. These lines, or the lengths
of them, are called the trigonometrical func-
tions of the arcs to which they belong.
\Vhen an arc increases tlirough all its values
from 0° to 360', the sines and cosines are
positive in the first and second cjuadrants,
and negative in the third and fourth; the
tangents and cotangents are positive in the
first and third, and negative in the second
and fourth; the cosines and secants are posi-
tive in the first and fourth, and negative in
the second and third ; and the versed sines are
positive in all the four quadrants.— TrtV/o-

nametrical series, infinite series which are
of theformasinx-t-d sin 2 x-f-csin 3 x,&c.,
and a cos a; + & cos 2 a; -f c cos 3 x. *c.—
Trigonometrical survey, a term which may
be applied to any survey of a country which
is carried on from a single base, by the com-
putation of observed angular distances; but
the term is usually confined to measure-
ments on a large scale, embracing a con-
siderable extent of country, and requiring a
combination of astronomical and geodetical
operations. A trigonometrical survey may
tw undertaken either t<:» ascertain the exact
situation of the <Iifferent points of a country
relatively to each other, and to the equator
and meridians of the terrestrial globe, for
the purpose of constructing an accurate
map, or to determine the dimensions and
form of the earth, by ascertaining the cur-
vature of a given portion of its surface, or
by measuring an arc of the meriiHan. The
most minute accuracy and the most perfect
instruments are required in all the practi-
cal parts of such operations; and it becomes
necessary to have regard to the curvature
of the earth's surface, the effects of temper-
ature, refraction, altitude above the level

of the sea, and a multitude of circumstances
whichare not taken into account in ordinary
surveying. In conducting a trigonometrical
survey of a country (as the ordnance survey
of Britain), signals, such as spires, towers,
poles erected on elevated situations, or other
objects, are assumed at as great a distance
as will admit of distinct and accurate obser-
vations, with telescopes of considerable
power attached to the instruments used in
measuring the angles. In this way, starfing
from a measured base-line, the country will

be divided into a series of connected tri-

angles called primary triangles; and any
side of any one of these being known, the
remaining sides of all of them may l>e com-
puted by trigonometry. By means exactly
similar, each of these triangles is resolved
into a number of others called secondary
triangles; and thus the positions of towns,
villages, and other objects are determined.
The length of the base or line measured,
which is an arc of a great circle, must be
determined with extreme accuracy, as an
error in measuring it would affect the entire
survey. For checking the measurements
and the computations it is prtiper to mea-
sure some other line at a considerable dis-

tance from the first, as the comparison of
its measured and computed lengths will be
a test of the accuracy of the intennediate
operations. Such a line is called a base of
verification. The measurement of a base is

one of the principal difficulties in the sur-
vey, chiefiy on account of the inequalities
of the earth's surface, and the variations in
the length of the measuring instrument,
arising from the change of temperature.

The base is assumed on as flat a portion of
country as can be obtained, and the chain
or other measuring instrument is con-
structed with extreme care.

Trigonometricall3r(trig'o-no-met"rik-aldi),
adv. In a trigonometrical manner; accord-
ing to the rules or principles of trigonometry.
Trigonometry (trig-o-uom'et-ri), n. [From
Gr. trigOnon, a triangle, and metron, a mea-
sure.] According to the primitive meaning
of the term, the measuring of triangles, or
the science of determining the sides and
angles of triangles, by means of certain parts
which are given; but in its modera accept-
ation it includes all theorems and fomiulsB
relative to angles and circular arcs, and the
lines comiected with them, these lines being
expressed by numbers or ratios. In facC
the principles of trigonometry are of very
general application, furnishing means of
investigation in almost every branch of
mathematics. Trigonometry, in relation to
its practical utility, may be regarded as the
most important of all the applications of
mathematics, especially in relation to as-
tronomy, navigation, and surveying. Trigo-
nometry is of two kinds, plane and spherical.
the former treating of triangles described
on a plane, and the latter of those described
on the surface of a sphere. In every tri-

angle there are six things which may be
considered, viz. the three sides and the
three angles, and the main object of the
theoretical part of trigonometry is to deduce
rules by which, when some of these are
given, the others may be found by compu-
tation, such computations being facilitated
by tables of sines, tangents, &c. In plane
trigonometry any three of the six parts of a
triangle being given (except the three an-
gles), the other parts may be determined

;

but in spherical trigonometry this exception
has no place, for any three
of the six parts being
given, the rest may thence
be determined, the sides
being measured or esti-

mated by degrees,minutes,
&c., as well as the angles.
The mode in which trigo-

nometrical definitions are given is as follows:
Let ABC be a right-angled triangle, then

^- = sine of a;
A C

tangent of a ;

*— = cosine of A ; 5^ =
AC A B

^^ = cotongent of A ; ^ =
OB AB

secant of A ; ^ = cosecant of A ; 1 -cosine
c B

of A = versed sine of A ; 1 - sine of A = co-
versed sine of A. Both plane and spherical
trigonometry is divided into right-angled
and iibliiiue-angled.

Trigonophldae (tri-go-nof'i-de), n. pi. A
family of shielded lizards, order Amphisbte-
nia, distinguished by having the teeth set in

the margin of the jaws instead of on their
inner side, as in the other families of the
order.

Trigonous (tri'gon-us), o. Trigonal.
Trigony t (trig'o-ni), n. [Gr. tri - treis, three,
aim gone, birth.] Threefold birth or pro-
duct. * Man ... in whom be three distinct
souls by way of trigony.' Uotcell.

Trlgram (tri'gram). n. Same as Trigraph.
Trlgrammatic, Trigrammlc ( tri -gram

-

mat'ik, tri-gram'mik), a. [Gr. tri -treis,
three, and gramma, a letter] Consisting of
three letters, or three sets of letters.

Trigraph (tri'graf). n. [Gr. tri= treis, three,
aim graphe, a writing. ] A name given to
three letters forming one simple sound ; a
triphthong, as eau in beau.
Trlgyn (tri'jin), n. [Gr. tri=treis, three, and
gyne. a female. ] In hot. a plant having
three styles.

Trigynia(tri-jin'i-a), ?i.pf. An order of plants
in tne Linniean system, distinguished by
the flowers having three styles or pistils, as

in the bladder-nut.
Trlgynian, Trigynous (tri-jin'i-an, tri'jin-

us), a. In 6of- having three styles.

Trihedral (tri-he'dral). a. [See TRIHEDRON. J

Having three eriual sides.

Trihedron (tri-he'dron), ?». [Gr. tri=treis,

three, and hedra, side.] A figure having
three equal sides.

Trlhilate (tri-hi'lrit), a. [L. trihHatus—tri =
tres, three, and hilum.] In bot. having three
hi/a or scars: applied to seeds.

Trijugate, TrlJugoii8(tri'ju-gjU, tri'ju-gus),

a. [L. tri -tres, three, andjugtim, yoke] In
bot. in three pairs.— .-4 frijvgous leafm a pin-

nate leaf with three pairs of leaflets.

cb, cAain; th, Sc. loeh; g, go; J, >ob; b, Fr. ton; ng, nng; TH. then; tb. thin; w, wig; wb, uAig; zb, azare.—See KBT.
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Trilaminar (tri-lam'i-n6r), a. [L. tri=tres,

three, and lamina, a plate or leaf.] Con-

sisting or composed of threefold laminae or

layers of cells, as of the blastoderm.

Trilateral (tri-lat'6r-al), a. (L. tri = tres,

three, and latus, laterif, a side.] Having
three sides, as a triangle.

Trllaterally(tri-lat'6r-al-li),adp. With three
sides. ^ ,.^

Trilateraluess(trl-lat'6r-al-nes), n. Quality

of liaving three sides.

TrUemma (tri-lem'ma), )i. [Gr. tn=treis,

three, and Umma, anything received, an as-

sumption, from latnbatiO, to receive] 1. In

logic, a syllogism with three conditional pro-

positions, the major premises of which are

disjunctively affirmed in the minor. See Di-

lemma.—2. Hence, in general, any choice

between three alternatives.

Trlletto(tre-let'to),)i. [It.] Inmtwic.ashort
trill.

Trlllnear (tri-lin'e-6r), a. [L. tri = tree, three,

and Unea, a line.] Composed or consisting

of three lines.

Trilingual, TrUlnguar (tri-ling'gwal, tn-

ling'gwiir), a. [L. tri = Ires, three, and lingtta,

a tongue. ] Consisting of three languages.

The much-noted Rosetta Stone . . . bears upon

its surface a trilingual inscription. Is. Taylor.

Trlllteral(tri-lit'6r-al),a. [L. (rt=«res, three,

and liura, a letter.] Consisting of three

letters; as, a triliteral root or word.—rri-

liicral languages, a term applied to the

Semitic family of tongues, because every

word in them consists, in the first instance,

of three consonants, which represent the

essential idea expressed by the word, while

special modifications are produced by cer-

tain vowels or additional letters.

Triliteral (trl-lit'4r-al), n. A word con-

sisting of three letters.

Trlllteralness ( tri - lit ' Sr - al - nes ), n. The
quality of being triliteral.

One of the chief and indisputable characteristics of

Sheuiitic has, since the days of Chajug. been held to

be their triliteralness. Deittsch.

Trllltll(tri'lith),?i. [Gr. «ri=(reis, three, and
Uthm, a stone.] In archceol. an obelisk or

other monument consisting of three stones.

Trlllthlc (tri-lith'ik), a. Of or relating to a

trilith; consisting of three stones.

TrUithon (tri'lith-on), n. [Gr. tri = treis.

Part of Stonehenge. a a, TriUthons

three, and lithos, a stone.] Three large

blocks of stone placed together like door-

posts and a lintel, and standing by them-
selves, as in sundry ancient monuments.
Prill (tril), n. [Perhaps imitative of sound.

D. tritlen, Dan. trille, to trill, to quaver; It.

trillo, a trill; G. triller, a shake, a trill.] 1. A
warbling, quavering sound ; a rapid, trem-
bling series or succession of tones. — 2. In
vumc, same as Shake, 3 (a) and (6).

1 have often pitied in a winter night a vocal musi-
cian, and have attributed many of his trills and
quavers to the coldness of the weather. Taller.

3. A consonant pronounced with a trilling

sound, as I or r.

Trill (tril), v.t. To sing with a quavering or
tremulousness of voice; to sing.

While in our shades.
Through the soft silence of the listening night.

The sooer-suited songstress /rE//j her lay. Thomsen.

Trlll,t v.t. [A form of thrill.] To twirl; to
turn round. Chancer.

Trill (tril), D.j. 1. To shake or quaver; to
soimtl with tremulous vibrations. ' To judge
of trilling notes and tripping feet' Dryden.
2. To sing with (juavers; to pipe. 'That
hears the latest linnet trill.' Tennyson.

Trill (tril), v.i. [Comp. Sw. trilla, Dan. trille,

to roll, to turn round; D. drillen, to drill or

bore by turning. As to meaning 2 compare

the expression tears rolling down.] It To
]

turn. Chaucer. -2. To fiow in a small stream,

or in drops rapidly succeeding each other; to

trickle.

And now and then an ample tear trilfd down
Her delicate cheek. Shak.

Whisper'd sounds
Of waters, trilling from the riven stone

To find a fountain on the rocky floor. GloTjer.

Trllllacese (tril-li-il'se-e), n. pi. [From genus
Trillium, from h.tres, three,from the ternary

arrangement of the flowers.] A small nat.

order of herbaceous, tuberose plants, belong-

ing to Lindley's Dictyogens. The fnut is

succulent, and said to be narcotic. One
species, Paris quadrifolia, or herb Paris, is

not uncommon in moist shady woods in

Britain. (See Paris.) Trillium erectmnii a.

species belonging to the United States,where
its fleshy roots are used as an astringent,

tonic, and antiseptic medicine.

TrUUbub t (tril'li-bub), n. A cant term for

any thing trifling orworthless. 'AUagentle-
man can look for of such trillibubs.' Mas-
singer. 'Forget thy tricks and trillibubs.'

Shirley.

Trilling (tril'ing), n. 1. One of three children

born at the same birth. —2. A composite

crystal composed of three individuals.

Trillion (tril'yon), n. [Formed from tri-,

three, and million. ] The product of a mil-

lion involved to the third power, or the

product of a million multiplied by a million,

and that product multiplied by a million; the
product of the square of a million multiplied

by a million. Thus 1,000,000 x 1,000,000 =
1,000,000,000,000, and this product multi-

plied ijy a million = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000.

According to the French notation the nmn-
ber expressed liy a unit, with twelve cyphers

annexed, or 1,000,000,000,000.

Trillo (tril'lo), n. [It ] In music, a trill or

shake. ' Jluch humming to myself . . .

the trillo.' I'epys.

Trilobate, TrllObed (tri-lo'bat or tri'lo-bat,

tri'lobd), a. [Gr. tri = treis, three, and lobos,

a lobe. ) Having three lobes.

Trilobite (trl'lo-bit). n. [ Gr. tri= treis, three,

and lobos, a lobe.] One of an extinct and
widely-distributed family of palseozoic Crus-

tacea, nearly allied to the Phyllopoda. Tri-

lobites are especially characteristic of the

Silurian strata; about a dozen genera appear

in the Devonian, three or four in the carbon-

iferous, and none higher. They comprehend
those species in which the body is divided

into three lobes, which run parallel to its

axis. Trilobites are supposed by Bnmieister

to have moved by swimming in an inverted

position, belly up, immediately beneath the

surface of the water. When attacked they

could roll themselves into a ball. They fed

on small water animals, and inhabited gre-

gariously and in vast numbers the shallow

water near coasts. >'o antennae or limbs

have yet been detected; 'still,' says Owen,
• there can be no doubt they enjoyed such
locomotive powers as even the limpet and
chiton exhibit' The lenses of the eye are

frequently IjeautifuUy preserved so as to be

perceptible by the naked eye. In Asaphus
caudatus each eye has 400 facets, and in A.

tyrannus 6000. The species vary greatly in

size, some being no larger than a pin's head,

while A . gigas is found 18 inches long. Pro-

Trilobites.

. Paradoxides bohemicus. r. Phacops latifrons.

bably some so-called species are only larval

or transition forms of others.

TrllobltiC (tri-ld-bit'ik), a. Of, pertaining

to. or resembling a trilobite.

Trllocular (tri-lok'u-ler), a. [L. tri=tres,

three, and loculus, a cell, dim. of locus, a

place.] In bot. three-celled; having three

cells for seeds: as, a trilocular pericarp.

Trilogy (tril'o-ji), n. [Gr. trUogia, from
treis. tria, three, and logos, speech, dis-

course] A series of three dramas, which,

though each of them being in a certain

sense complete in itself, yet bear a mutual
relation to each other, and form but parts

of one histoiical and poetical picture.

The term belongs more particularly to the
Greek drama. On the Athenian stage it be-

came customary to exhibit on the same oc-

casion three serious dramas or a trilogy, at
first connected together by a sequence of

subject, but afterwards unconnected and on
distinct subjects, a fourth or satyric drama
being also added, the characters of which
were satyrs. Shakspere's Henry VI. may
be called a trilogy. Grote.

Trilopbodon (tri-lof'o-don), n. [Gr. trei»,

three, lophos, a ridge, and odous, odontog,

a tooth. ] One of the two sections inU>
which mastodons have been divided, the
other being Tetralophodon, according as

the crowns of their molars have three or

four transverse ridges.

Trilvunlnar, Trilumlnous (tri-lu'min-er,

tri-lii'min-us), a. [L. tri = tres, three, and
lumen, light.] Having three lights.

Trim (trim), a. [A. Sax. trum, firm, strong,

whence trymian, to establish, to prepare,

to set in order, whence the modern mean-
ing of the adjective. In to tnm or steady

a boat the original meaning is closely re-

tained. Cog. O. Sax. trimm, firm, L. G. be-

trimmen, to make firm ] 1. Being neat and
in good order; properly adjusted; haying
everything appropriate and in its right

place; tight; snug; neat; tidy; smart; as, a

trim or (riy/i-built ship; a person is trim

when he is well shaped and firm ; his dress

is trim when it sits closely and neatly on
his body; a hedge is trim when it is kept

neat and not allowed to straggle. 'The
whiles the maskers marched forth in trim

array.' Spenser. Trim bowers." Ttuser.

And add to these retired Leisure,

That in trim gardens takes his pleasure. Alilton.

But all within

The sward was trim as any garden lawn. Tennyson.

2.t Nice ; fine : ironically (as when we say,

you're a fine fellow!) 'A trim exploit.'

Shak.
'Twas

Trim sport for them that had the doing of it. S/utk.

Trim (trim), v.t. pret. & pp trimmed; ppr.

trimming. [.See the adjective.] 1. To make
trim; to put in due order for any purpose;

to adjust.
Each muse in Leo's golden days

Starts from her trance, and trims her wither d bays.

The hermit trimm'd his little fire. Goldsmith.

2. To dress; to put in a proper state as re-

gards clothes.

I was trimm'd in Julia's gown. Skab.

3. To invest or embellish with extra orna-

ments; to decorate, as with ribbons, braid,

lace, &c.; as, to (rim a gown with lace.—

4. To bring to a compact, neat, or orderly

condition by removing all superfluous strag-

gling loose appendages or matter from;

hence, to clip, pare, shave, prune, lop, or

the like; as, to trim the hair; to trim a hedge
or a tree.

Mephibosheth, the son of Saul, came down to meet

the king, and had neither dressed his feet, nor

trimmed his beard. = Sam. x«. 24.

5 In carp, to dress, as timber; to make
smooth; to fit to anything.—6. Saut. (a) to

adjust, as a ship or boat, by arranging the

cargo or disposing the weight of persons or

goods so equally on each side of the centre

and at each end that she shall sit well on the

water and sail well. A vessel is said to be

trim med by the head or by the stem respec-

tively when the weight is so disposed as to

make her draw- more water towards the

head than towards the stern, or the reverse.

My old friend, after having seated himself. .

trimmed the boat with his coachman, who bemg a

sober man, always serves for ballast on these occa-

sions.
Addtson

(b) To arrange in due order for sailing ; as,

to trim the sails.-?. To rebuke; to reprove

sharply; also, to beat ; to lick. [CoUoq]

So ! Sir Anthony trims my master ; he is afraid to

reply to his father; then vents his spleen on poor

p^g' Sheridan

—To trim away,i to lose or waste in fluctuat-

ing between parties.

He who would hear what every fool could say.

Would never fix his thoughts, but trim his time awi^.
Dryden.

—To trimforth,\ to trick out; to dress out;

to set off.

Thus trimmedforth, they bring me to the rout.

Who. Crucifie him. crie with one strong shout.

Fate, ftr, fat, f»U; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«U; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. f«y.
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—To trim up, to dress up; to put in proper
order.

I found her trimming up the diadem
On her dead mistress. Shab.

Trim (trim), p.i. To hold a middle course
or positioD between parties, so as to appear
to favour each: from the nautical meaning.
See Trim. p. (. 6.

He (Halifax) trimmed, he said, as the temperate
zone trims between intolerable heat and intolerable
cold. Macautay.

Trim (trim), n. 1. Dress: garb. 'Seeing him
just past under the window in his woodland
trim.' Sir W. Scott.—Z State of prepara-
tion ; order ; condition ; disposition ; as, I

am in good trim to-day. ' In the trim of
an encounter.' Chap-man,—3- The state of
a ship or her cargo, ballast, masts, <fec., by
which she is well prepared for sailing.—
Trim of the mants (naut.), their position
in regard to the ship and to each other, as
near or distant, far forward or much aft,

erect or raking.

Trlmembrai (tri-mem'bral), a. Having or
consisting of three members.
Trimera (tri'mSr-a), n. [Gr. tri = treii,

three, and merog, a
part, i The name
given by Latreille to ^1/ < ^ >^3
his fourth section of
Coleoptera, includ-
ing those which
have each tarsus '^^^

/ •
1 ^ ^5

composed of three
articulations, as the
lady-birds and puff- Trimera.

ball beetles. In the
cut 1 shows the lady-bird (CoccinellaX 2 tar-
sus of I occinella, 3 antenna of do., 4 an-
tenna of £umorphus,6 tarsus of Longitaraus.
Trlmerous (tri'm6r-us), a. 1. In hot. consis-
ting of three parts. A flower is said to be
trimerous when it has three parts in the
calyx, three in the corolla, and three sta-
mens —2. Belonging to the Trimera.
Trimester (trimes'tir), n. [Fr. trimettre,
from L. trtmestria-ftedx tri, three, ami
inemi.<, a month.) A term or jieriod of
three months.

Trlmestltll (tri-mes'tral), <i. Same as Tri-
nieslriai Monthly or (riniMfroi.' Southey

Trlmestrial (tri-mestri-al). a. Of or per-
taiiiin;,' to a trimester; occurring every three
months; quarterly.
Trimeter (trim'e-t*r), n. [Or. trimetrot,
irimetron—tri=trei«, three, and metron, a
measure ) A line or metrical division of
verse consisting of three measures.
Trimeter, Trtmetrlcal(trim'e-t*r. tn-met'-
rik-al), a- fonsisting of three poetical mea-
sures, forming an iambic of six feet.

Trlmetrlc (tri-met'rik), a. See ORTHO-
RHO.MBIO.
Trimly (trim'li), adv. In a trim manner
or condition; neatly; in good order.

Her yellow eoldea hair
Was trimiy woven, and^in uesses wroueht.

-^ Sfeitser.
Trimmer (tnm'er), n. l. One who trims,
fits, :irriinges, or ornaments; as, a coal-
trimni'/r, that is, a labourer who arranges
the cargo of coal on board a ship.—2. Site
who lluituates between parties, especially
political parties. The word has been used,
in a good sense, ofone who refuses to identify
himself with any ot the two opposing politi-
cal parties of English history (Whig and
Tory), on account of the extreme views or
measures adopted by either party, and in a
bad sense to a time-server or turncoat, who
shifts his political allegiance to advance bis
interests. See also Trim, t.t. and v.i.

We trimmert are for holding al] things even.
Dryden.

.>or Tory or \\ hig. observator or trimmer.
May 1 be. nor against the law"s torrent a swimmer.

., T 1
'^r li: Popt.

3. In (irch. a piece of timber inserted in a
roof, floor, wooden partition, and the like,
to support the ends of any of the joists,
rafters. Ac— 4. One who chastises or repri-
mands ; a sharp, shrewish person ; that by
which a reprimand or chastisement Is ad-
ministered. tCoUocj.]

I will show you his last epistle, and the scroll ofmy answer—e^jad. it is a trimmer. Sir IK Scott.

Trimming (trim'ing), n. l. The act of one
who trims; the act of one who fluctuates
between parties; inconstancy. South.—2. Or-
namental appendages to a garment, as
lace, ribbons, and the like.—3. The act of
reprimanding or chastising; a beating; as.
the boy deserves a trimming. [Collwi.]—
4. pi. The accessories to any dish or article
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of food. ' A leg of mutton and trimmings.'
Thackeray. [Colloq. ]

Trimmingly (trim'ing-li), adv. In a trim-
ming manner.
Trlmness (trim'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being trim ; compactness ; neatness

;

good order; snugness.
TrlmorpMc, Trlmorphous (tri-mor'flk,
tri-mor'fus), a. Of or pertaining to, or cha-
racterized by, trimorphism; having three
distinct forms.

With lrimorj>hic plants there are three forms like-
wise, differing in the lengths of their pistils and sta-
mens, in the size and colour of their pollen grains,
and in some other respects ; and as in each of the
three forms there are two sets of stamens, the three
forms possess altogether six sets of stamens and three
kinds of pistils. Darwin.

Trimorphism (tri-mor'flzm), n. (Gr. tri =
treis. tliree. and morphe, form. ] The state or
property of having three distinct forms; spe-
cifically—(a) in crys^a/. the property of crys-
tallizing in three fundamentally different
forms. Titanic anhydride is an example of
trimorphism. In one form it is the mineral
anastase, in another rutite, in a third brook-
ite. (6) In biol, existence in three distinct
forms.

There are, also, cases of dimorphism and trimor-
<hism, both with animals and plants. Thus, Mr.
Vallace . . . has shown that the females of certain
species of butterflies, in the Malayan archipelago,
regularly appear under two or even three conspicu-
ously distinct forms, not coimected by intermediate
varieties. Danuin.

Trlmurti (tri-mur'ti), n. [Skr., from tri,

three, and iniird, the body.] Then.tmeotthe
later Hindu triad or trinity, Brahma, Vishnu,
and Siva, conceived as an inseparable unity.
The sectaries of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva
respectively make their god the original
deity from which the trinity emanates; but
considered separately Brahma is the creat-

ing, Vishnu
the preserv-
ing, and Siva
the destroying
principle of
the deity,
while Trimur-
ti is the phi-
losophical or
theological
unity which
combines the
three separate
forms in one
self - existent
being. The
Trimurti Is

represented
symbolically

Trimurti. from Coleman's Hindu
Mythology.

as one body with three heads, Vishnu at the
right, Siva at the left, and Brahma in the
middle.
Trlmyarlan (trim-i-a'ri-an), n. [Gr. tri=
trein, three, and myg, a muscle. ] A bivalve
which presents three muscular impressions.
Trinal (tri'nal), o [L. trinus, threefold, from
tres. three.] Threefold. 'Trinal unity.'
Milton.

Trindle (trin'dl), v.t. pret. andpp. trindled;
PVT. trindling. (See TRUNDLE] 1. To allow
to trickle or to run down in small streams.
(Local.]—2. To trundle or roll.

Trindle (trin'dl), v. i. To trickle ; to run In
a small stream. (Local.]

Trlndle-tallt (trin'dl-tal), n. A corruption
of trundUtaii; a curled tall; an animal
with a curled tail.

Faith, sir. he went away with a flea in's ear.
Like a poor cur, clapping his trindtt.tail
Between his legs. Beau, dr Ft.

Trine (trin), a. (See Trisai, ] Threefold;
triple; as. trine dimension, that is, length,
breadth, and thickness.

Trine (trin), n. 1. In astrol. the aspect of
planeti distant from each other 120 degrees,
or the third part of the zodiac. The trine
was supposed to be a benign aspect.— 2. A
triad. 'A single trine of brazen tortoises.'
E. B. Brouming. [Rare.]

Trine (trin), v.t. pret. & pp. trined; ppr.
trining. To put in the aspect of a trine.

By fortune he was now to Venus trifled.
And with stem .Mars in Capricorn was join'd.

«.. . Dryden.
Trlnervate (tri-ner'vat), a. (L. tri = tree,
three, and nermis. a nerve.] In hot. having
three unbranched vessels extending from
the base to the apex ; said of a leaf.

Trlnerved, Trlnerve (tri'ni^rvd, tci'nSrv),
a. In bot. same as Trinervate,
Tringa (trin'ga), n. [Gr. tryngag, a bird
mentioned by Aristotle. ] A genus of longi-
rostral grallatorial birds, family Tringldee,
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now restricted so as to include only those
individuals in which the toes are partially
webbed at the base. They are very closely
allied to the ruHs and snipes. T. variabilis
or alpina, the dunlin or purr ; T. canutiu,
the knot, known also as the red sandpiper
and ash-coloured sandpiper; T. minuta, the
little stint or sandpiper; T. maritima,
the purple sandpiper, are members of the
genus.
Tringldse (trin'ji-de), n. pi. A family of lon-
girostral birds, of which the genus Tringa is
the type. These birds are distinguished by
the great length, slAidemess, and flexibility
of the bill, and by the delicacy of the legs
and the smallness of the hinder toe. See
cut DONLIN.
Tringle (tring'gl), n. [Fr. ; origin unknown. ]

1. In arch, a little square member or orna-
ment, as a listel, reglet, platband, and the
like, but particularly a little member fixed
exactly over every triglyph—2. A lath ex-
tended between the posts of a bedstead; a
curtain-rod.'

Trinitarian (trin-i-ta'ri-an), a. Pertaining
to the Trinity, or to the doctrine of the
Trinity.

Trinitarian (trin-i-ta'ri-an), n. l. One who
believes the doctrine of the Trinity —2. One
of a religious order instituted in 1198, who
made it their business to ransom Christian
captives taken by the Moors and other in-
fidels.

Trinltarianism (trin-i-t&'ri-an-lzm), u. The
doctrine of trinitarians.

Trinity (trin'i-ti). n. [O.E. trinitee (Chaucer,
Gower), Fr. trinity, L. trinitas, from triniu,
threefold, from (re«, (ria, three] 1. In theol,
the union of three persons in one Godhead:
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.—
2. A symbolical representation of the mys-
tery of the Trinity frequent in Christian art.
One of the most general forms in which the
Trinity was shown in the church consisted
of a figure of the Father seated on a throne,
the head surrounded with a triangular nim-
bus, or surmounted with a triple crown:
Christ crucified in front, and the Holy Spirit,
in the form of a dove, resting on the cross.
The mystic union of the three Persons was
also sym'oolized by various emblems or de-
vices, in which three elements were com-
bined into one whole, as for instance by
the ei|uilateral triangle, or a combination
of the triangle, the circle, and sometljnea

Symbols of the Holy Trinity.

the trefoil. — Trinity Sunday, the Sunday
next after Whitsimday, observed by the
Roman, Anglican, and other churches in
honour of the Trinity.

Trinity-house (tnn'i-ti-hous), n. An insti-
tution incorporated by Henry VIII. under
the full title of the Corporation of the KIder
Brethren of the Holy and Undivided Trinity,
and intrusted with the regulation ami man-
agement of the lighthouses and buoys of the
shores and rivers of England. The corpora-
tion is now empowered to appoint and li-

cense pilots for the Knglish coast, and has
a general supervision over the corporations
which have the charge of the lighthouses
and buoys of Scotland and Ireland, subject
to an appeal to the Board of Trade, to whose
general superintendence the Trinity-house is

also subject in matters relating to England.
The corporation consists of a master, lieputy-
maater, a certain number of acting elder
brethren, and of honorary elder brethren,
with an unlimited number of younger
brethren, the master and honorary elder
brethren being chosen on account of eminent
social position, and the other members from
seamen of the navy or the merchant ship-
pii)g service who possess certain qualifica-
tions.

Trinlunityt ( trin-1-a'nl-ti ), n. Triunlty;,
trinity.

As for terms of trinity. fr-i'«itt«»yy. . . . and the
like, they reject them as scholastic notions not to be
found in Scripture. Milton.

Trink (tringk). n. A kind of flshlng-net; an
old apparatus for catching flsh.

Trinket (tring'ket). n. (Probably a nasal-
ized form of tricket, from trick, to dress out ]

«h, dUln; ai,8c. locA; g,jo; J,>ob; 6, Fr. ton; Dg.ang; th, lAen; th, UUn; w, itig; wh, u>Aig; zh, azure.-8ee Kbt.
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with
Sir IV. Smtt.

Ornaments of
' No trinketry
Southey.

': pp. trihkled;

1. A small ornament, as a jewel, a ring, and

the like.

Beauty and use can so well agree together, that of

all the In'nJbets wherewith they are attired, there is

not one but serves to some necessary purpose.
Sir P. Stduey.

2. A thing of no great value; any small

article: often used contemptuously. Bean.

Trinket (tring'ket), ». t. [The original sense

may have been to pass trinkets or articles

to and fro between.] To bargain; to negoti-

ate; to hold secret communication; to have

private intercourse; to intrigue; to traffic.

Had the Popish lords stood to the interest of the

Crown, and not trinkettd with the enemies of that

and themselves, it is probable they had kept their

seats in the House of Lords for many years longer.

Roger North.

All this I was ready to do for a woman, who
trinkets and traffics with my worst foes.

Sir Iv. Scott.

Trinkett (tring'ket), ?i. [Fr. trinqtiet, It.

trinehetto. Sp. trinqueto, probably nasalized

from L. triquetrus, triangular, from tres,

three, being originally a triangular sail.]

A top-sail or topgallant sail.

The trinket and the mizzen were rent asunder.
Hnckluyt.

Trlnketer (tring'ket-fir), n. One who trink-

ets, traffics, or intrigues, or carries on secret

petty dealing; a trafficker; an intriguer.

I have possessed this honourable gentleman with

the full injustice which he has done and shall do to

his own soul, if he becomes thus a trinketer -—*^

Satan.

Trinketry (tringTcet-ri), n.

dress ; trinkets collectively,

on front, or neck, or breast.

Trlnklet (tring'kl),D.i. pret.

ppr. trinkling. [Comp. trinket, v.] To
tamper; to treat secretly or underhand; to

trinket.

Trlnoctial (tri-nok'shal), a. [L. tn=tres,

three, and nox, noctis, night. ] Comprising
three nights.

Trinoda(tri-no'da),n. [L. tri=tres, three, and
nodus, a knot.] An old land measure equal

to 3 perches.— Trmoda necesntas, in Anglo-

Saxon times, was a term signifying the three

services due to the king in respect of tenure

of lands in England, for the repair of bridges

and highways, the building and repair of

fortresses, and expeditions against the king's

enemies.
Trlnodal(tri-no'dal), a. [See Trinoda.] In

bot. having three nodes only.

Trinomial (trino'mi-al), a. [Gr. tri=treis,

three, and )wme, a division, from nenw, to

divide.] In alg. consisting of tliree terms

connected by the signs -f or - ; thusa-f6-l-c,

or a:'— 2a:i/-t-y^ is a trinomial quantity.

Trtnomial (trino'mi-al), n. In alg. a trino-

mial quantity.

Trinominal (tri-nora'in-al), o. Same as

Trinomial.
Trio (tri'o or tre'6), n. [It., from L. tres,

three] 1. Three united.

The trio were well accustomed to act together, and
were linlced to each other by ties of mutual interest

and advantage. Dickens.

2. In mnaui, (a) a composition for three

voices or three instruments. (6) A move-
ment in Jth time, which often forms part of

the minuet or movement in minuet form,

such as occur in a symphony, (c) The per-

formers of a trio or three-part composition.

Triobolar.t Triobolaryt (tri-ob'6-16r. tri-

ob'6-la-ri ). a. [ L. triobolaris— tres, three,

and o6oiu8, an obolus. ] Of the value of three

oboli or three halfpence; hence, mean;
worthless. 'Any triobolary pasquiller.'

Howell.
Triootahedral (tri-ok'ta-he"dral), a. [Prefix

tri, and octahedral. ] In crystal, presenting

three ranges of faces, one above another,

each range containing eight faces.

TOoctile (tri-ok'til), n. [Prefix tri, three,

and actile. ] In astrol. an aspect of two
planets with regard to the earth, when they

are three octants or eighth parts of a circle,

that is 135°, distant from each other.

Triodia (tri-6'di-a), n. A genus of grasses,

belonging to the tribe Aveneie, a British

species of which is T. decumbens, or heath-

grass. See Heath-qrass.
Tricecia (tri-e'si-a),n. pi. [Gr. tri = treis, three,

and oikos, a house. ] The third order of plants

in the class Polygamia, in the Liuuiean sys-

tem. It comprises plants with unisexual

and bisexual flowers on three separate plants,

or having flowers with stamens only on one,

pistils on another, and bisexual flowers on
a third. The fig-tree and fan-palm are ex-

amples.

TriOBCiOttS (tri-e'shus), o. In dot. havmg
male female, and hermaphrodite flowers,

each on different plants; pertaining to the

order Tricecia.

Triole (tre'61), n. In mime, the same as

Triplet.
. ,, , ,

Triolet (tri'6-let, tre'6-let), »i. (Dim. of (no. ]

A stanza of eight lines, in which the first

line is repeated after the third, and the

fii-st and second lines after the sixth. It is

suited to playful and light subjects.

Triones (tri-o'nez), n. pi. [L. , the ploughing-

oxen. hence the constellations of the Wain. ]

In astron. a name sometimes given to the

seven principal stars in the constellation

Ursa Major, popularly called Charles's Wain.

TrionychidSB, Trionycldse (tri-6-nik'i-de,

tri-6-nis'i-de), n. pi. [From genus Trionyx,

from Gr. lri = treis, three, and onyx, ony-

chos, a finger or toe nail. The proper spell-

ing is therefore Trionychid^.] The mud-
turtles or soft-tortoises, a family of fresh-

water chelonian reptiles, distinguished by

the imperfect development of the carapace,

which is covered by a smooth leathery skin,

by having the ribs expanded and united to

one another near the bases and having aper-

tures near the extremities, and by horny

jaws furnished with fleshy lips. All the

members are carnivorous. The soft-shelled

tortoise (Trionyx ferox) and the large and
fierce snapping-turtle of the United States

[Chelydra serpentina) are examples. The
latter is capable of biting through a stick

half an inch in diameter. The Trionyx

mioticus is highly serviceable in the Kile

and other rivers in destroying young croco-

diles and alligators.

Trionyx (tri-6'niks), n. A genus of tortoises,

comprising those which are soft -shelled.

See above article.

Trior (tri'or), 71. [From (ry.] In low, a per-

son appointed by the court to examine

whether a challenge to a panel of jurors, or

to any juror, is just.

TriOSteum (trios'te-um), n. [Gr. tri=tres,

three, and osteon, a bone. ] A small genus of

coarse, hairy, leafy, perennial herbs, with

pointed connate leaves and sessile flowers

solitary or clustered in the axils, nat. order

Caprifoliacese. They are natives of North

America and the mountains of Central Asia.

Trip (trip), v.i. [A lighter and non-nasalized

form of the root of tramp; conip. Bun.trippe,

Sw. trippa, D. trippen, G. trippen, trippeln,

to trip; Dan. trip, a short step; Goth, trim-

pan (with TO inserted), to step, to trip. See

Tramp.] l. To run or step lightly; to move
or walk with quick, light steps; to move the

feet nimbly, as in running, walking, dancing,

or the like.

Trifi no further, pretty sweeting. Shai.
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by the hunters in the arctic regions of North
America. It is furnished by various species

of Gyrophora and Umbilicaria. belonging to

the tribe of lichens. Tripe-de-roche is nu-
tritive, but bitter and purgative.

Tripel (trip'el), n. Same as Tripoli.

Tripeman ( trip'man ), n. A man who sells

tripe. Swift.

Tripexuiate (tri-pen'nat), a. In bot. tri-

pinnate.

Trlpez^OZial (trT-p6r'son-al), a. [Prefix tri,

and jiemoncU. J Consisting of three persons.
' One tripersonal Godhead.' Milton.

Tripersonalist (tri-pSr'son-al-ist), n. A
name applied to a believer in the Trinity; a
triuitarian.

Trlpersonality (tri-p6r'son-al"i-ti), n. The
stale of existing in three persons in one
Godhead.
As for the terms of trinity, triniunity, co-essentiality,

trifiersoftality, and the like, they reject them as
schola&dc notions, not to be found in Scripture.

MiitJn.

Trlpery (trip'ri), n. A place where tripe is

prepared or sold. Quart. Rev.

TMpe-Stone (trip'ston), n. A name given
to anhydrite composed of contorted plates,

from its bearing some resemblance to the
convolutions of the intestines. It has been
found in Poland.

TrlpetalOld(tri-pet'al-oid),a [Gr. tri^treis,

three, petalon, a leaf, and eidos, resem-
blance.] In bot. appearing as if furnished
with three petals; as. a tripetaloid corolla.

Tripetalous (tri-pet'al-us), a. [Gr. tti=
treis. three, and petalon, a leaf.] In bot.

three-petalled; having three petals or flower
leaves.

Tripe -visaxed(trip^viz-ajd), a. Having a
face resembling tripe, probably in paleness
or sallowness, or in being flabby, baggy, and
expressionless : an epithet am>lied by Doll
Tearsheet to the beadle in Henry IV., pt.

ii- Shak.
Trip-hammer (trip'ham-m^r), n. A large
hammer used in forges; a tilt-hammer
(which see).

Trlphane (tri'fan), n. [Gr. tripkanfs, ap-
pearing threefold— fri = (rew, three, and
phainO. to appear] Haiiy's name forSpo-
dumene See SPODCHENE.

TriplULSla (tri-fa'si-a). ?» [Gr triphatiot,

triple—the calyx is three-toothed, and there
are three petals.] A genus of plants, nat.

order Aurantiaceae. found in India, Cochin-
China, and China, but now naturalized and
cultivated in the West Indies. The species
are thorny shrubs, with trifoliate leaves.

Tripinnate Leaf, a,

b. Pinnules.

I

I

Triphasta trifoliata.

The fruit of T. trifoliata, which is both pre-
]

served and eaten, has an acid taste; and
j

the plant is sometimes cultivated in gardens
on account of the sweet-scented white

!

flowers and orange berries. The genus Is I

practically confined to this species, one for-
merly associated with it being referred to
Atalantia, and two others but imperfectly
known.
Triphthong (trif thong or trip'thong), n.
[Gr.rW-^?r^«, three, and pAf/io;»^<»,sound.] A
combination of three vowels in a single syl-
lable forming a simple or compound sound;
a group of three vowel characters represent-
ing combinedly a single or monosyllabic
sound, as ean in heau. ten in adi«u, eye,

'

Arc : a trijfrapli.

Trlphthongal (trif-thong'gal or trip-thong'-
gal). a PtTtaining to a triphthong; consist-
inif of :i triphthong.
TrlphyUne (tri'rt-Iln). n. [From Gr. (ri =
trei^. three, and phi/l^. a family, a class, in
allusion to its containinir three phosphates.)
A mineral, consisting of the phosphates of
iron, maniianese, and lithium
TrlphyllouB (tri-fllus). a. (Gr. tri^treis,
three. Hiid phylton, leaf.] In bot. three-
leaved ; havuig three leaves.
Tripinnate (tri-pin'nat), a. [Prefix tri, and

pinnate (which see).] In bot. threefold
pinnate : said of a leaf in which there are
three series of pinnae or leaflets, as when
the leaflets of
a bipinnate leaf

are themselves
pinnate.

Tripinnatlfid
(tri - pin -nat' i-

fid), a. In bot.

pinnatifid with
the segments
twice divided
in a pinnatifid
manner.
Triplnnatlseot
( tri - pin - nai ' i-

sekt), a. In bot.

parted to the
base in a tri-

pinnate man-
ner, as a leaf.

Tripla8lant(tri-
pla'zhi-an), a. [Gr. triplasios, thrice as
many ] Threefold; triple; treble.

Triple (trip'l),a. [Fr. triple, from L. triplus,

threefold, triple, from treg, tria, three, and
term, -plug, Gr. -pIoo«,from root of pitfo,to fill,

K/ull.] 1. Consistingof three united; three-
fold; as, a triple knot. 'The triple pillar.'

Shak. ' By thy triple shape as thou art seen.

'

J)ryden.—2. Three times repeated; treble.

—

3.t One of three; third. Which ... he bad
me store up as a triple eye, safer than mine
own two ' Shak. -Triple crown, the crown
or tiara worn by the popes : so termed from
its consisting of three crowns placed one
above another, surrounding a high cap or
tiara of silk. See TiAhA.— Triple salts, the
name formerly given to chemical com-
pounds consisting of one acid and two dif-

ferent bases, or of two acids and one base;
but such salts are now more properly desig-

nated double $alU, most of them consisting
of the same acid and two different bases, as
Rocbelle salts, which are composed of soda,
potaaaa, and tartaric &cid.-~TripU time, in
mtigic, time or rhythm of three beats, or of
three times three beats in a bar, indicated

in the signature of the movement thus: ^ --

three minims (or their equivalents in time

value) in a bar ; ^ = three crotchets (or

their equivalents) in a bar; ^ = three quav-

ers (or their equivalents) in a bar; with the

less usual ^ ^, and -^ signatures, which
mark whatis usually called compound triple
time. — TVipfe tree, an old name for the
gallows, from the two posts and crossbeam
of which it was composed.
A wry mouth on the tripu trtt puts an end to all

discourse about us. Tvm Brown.

Triple (tripH), v.i. pret. <fc pp. tripled: ppr.
tripling. To make threefold or thrice as
much or as many: to treble. ' Enriched with
annotations tripling their value.' Lamb.
Triple (trip'l), V i. To increase threefold.

Triple-crowned (trip'l-kround). a. Having
three crowns ; wearing a triple crown, as
the pnpe
Triple-headed (tripa-heded), a. Having
three heads; as, the triple-headed dog Cer-
berus,

Triple -nerved (tripl-n^rvd), a. In bot.

triple-ril'bed (which see).

Triple-ribbed (trip'l-ribdX a. In bot. a term
applied to a leaf m which two ribs emerge
from the middle one a little alwve its base.
Triplet (trip'let). n [Dim. from triple.]

1. A collection or combination of three of a
kind, or three united. — 2. In poetry, three
verses or lines rhyming together; as—

Waller was smooth, but Dryden taught to join
The valuing verse, the full resounding line,

The long majestic march and energy divine

3 In jmigic. a group of three notes to be
performed in the time of two. The triplet
is indicated by a slur and the figure 3 over
or under the notes.— 4. A combination of
three plano-convex lenses, in a compound
microscope, which serves to render the ob-
ject clear and distinct, and free from dis-
tortion. It is an improvement upon the
doublet. (See Doublkt ) Also, a Imnd mi-
croscope consisting of three double-convex
lenses.—fi. One of three children at a birth.
[Not a very good usage, but convenient]
Triple-tumedt (trip'l-t6md),a. Three times
uniiiiihful: tliri.-e faithless. Shak.
Triplex (trip leks), n. [L ] 1. Triple time
in music. Shak.—2. Same as Treble.

Triplicate (tripli-kat), a. [L. triplicatus.

pp. of triplico, to triple— tr««, three, and'
plico, to fold.] Made thrice as much; three-
fold.—rnpiicate ratio, in inath. the ratio
which the cubes of two quantities bear to
one another, compared with the ratio which
the quantities themselves bear to each other.
Thus the ratio of a^ to 6^ is triplicate of the
ratio of a to &. Similar solids are to each
other in the triplicate ratio of their homo-
logous sides or like linear dimensions.

Triplicate (tripli-kat), n. A third paper or
thing, corresponding to two others of the
same kind.

Tripllcate-temate (tripli-kat-t^r'nat), a.

In bot. thrice temate. The same as Triter-
nate (which see).

Triplication (trip-li-ka'ahon), n. 1. The act
of trebling or making threefold, or adding
three together.- 2. In civU laic, the same as
sur-rejoinder in common law.

TripUcity (tri-plis'i-ti), n. [Fr. tripliciti,

from L. triplex, (ripZicw, triple.] 1. The state
of being triple or threefold; trebleneas.—
2. In astrol. the division of the signs ac-
cording to the number of the elements, each
division consisting of three signs. See Tri-
GON.
Triplicostate, Tripllnerred (trip-ii-kos'-

tat, trip-li-u^rvd'). a. In bot. triple-ribbed.

TripUte (trip'lit), n. [From (ri;>;e.] A dark-
browii mineral, consisting of phosphoric
acid and the oxides of manganese and iron.

Triply (trip'li), adv. In a triple or threefold
manner.
Trip^-ribbed(trip1i-ribd),a. In bot. having
a pair of large ribs branching off^ from the
main one aliove the base, as in the le.avesof
many species of sunflower.

Trip-madam (trip'mad-am), ?i A plant,
Sedum rejfexum.

Tripod (tri'pod), n. [Gr. tripotis, tripodos—
tri=treis, three, and pous, podos, a foot]
1. hi class, antiq. any utensil or article of fur-
niture resting on three feet; specifically, (a)

a three-legged seat
or table. (6) A pot
or caldron used for
boiling meat, and
either raised upon a
three-legged frame
or stand, or made
with three feet in
the same piece with
itself, (c) A bronze
altar, resembling
closely in form, pro-
bably, the framed
caldron described,
with the addition of
three rings at the
top to serve as
handles. It was ap-
parently from a tri-

pod of this nature,
with a flat round

top added to l>e used as a seat, that the
Pythian priestesses at Delphi gave their
oracular responses. I'he celebrity of this
tripod led to innimierable imitations of
it, which were made to be used in sacrifice;

and beautifully ornamented tripods of simi-
lar form, made of the precious metals, were
given as prizes at the Pythian games and
elsewhere, and were frequently placed as
votive gifts in the temples, especially in
that of Apollo.—2 In sttrv. a three-legged
frame or stand, usually jointed at the top,
for supporting a theodolite, compass, or
other instrument,
Tripodlan (tripo'dian), n An ancient
stnnged instrument resembling in form the
Delphic tripod, whence its name.
TripOdy ( tri'po-di ), n, [See TRIPOD.] In
proa, a series of three feet.

Tripoli (trip'o-li), n. A mineral originally
brought from Tripoli, used in polishing
metals, marble, glass, Ac. It is a kind of
siliceous rottenstone composed of the shields
of microscopic infusoria and diatoniacese,
occurring massive, with a coarse dull earthy
fracture. It is of a yellowish gray or white
colour, meagre, and rough to the touch,
and yields readily to the nail. The varieties
of tripoli differ considerably in composition,
less or more of alumina, oxide of iron, &c.,
being often present. It has a fine hard
grain, but is not compact. It inibil^es water,
which softens it, but it does not mix with
the water. Tripoli is found in France, Italy,

and Germany, as well as in Tripoli.

Tripoline (trip'o-lin). a l Pertaining to
Tripoli, the mineral. —2. In geog. pertaining
to Tripoli, a state and a city in North
Africa-

Antique Tripod.

ch, Main; 6h, Sc locA; g. go; i.job; fi, Fr. ton; ng. sing: TH. (Aen: th. (Ain; w, trig; wh, wMg; zh, azure. —See KBT.
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Trlpolitan (tri-pori-tan), n. 1. A native of

Tripoli. — 2. Relating or belonging to Tri-

poli.

Tripoly (trip'6-Ii), n. Tripoli (which see).

Tripos (tri'pos), n. [Qr. tripous, a tripod. ]

1. A tripod.

Crazed fool, who would'st be thought an oracle.

Come down from off the tripos and speak plain.
Dryden.

2. In Cambridge University, the list of the

successful candidate^ for honours in any of

the departments of mathematics, classics,

moral sciences, natural sciences, &c., ar-

ranged in three classes or grades, or the

honour examination itself in any of these

departments. In the mathematical tripos

the three grades are called respectively

wranglers, senior optimes, and junior op-

times; in the other triposes they are called

first, second, and third class. There are

now in all some ten triposes in which
honours may be gained.

Trippaut (trip'ant), a. In
her. a term applied to

beasts of chase, as passant
is to beasts of prey, &c.
The animal is represented
with the right foot lifted

up, and the other three

feet as it were upon the
ground, as if trotting.—
Coxinter trippant is when

Staff trippant.

two animals are borne trippant contrary

ways, as if passing each other out of the

field.

Trlppe,tn. A small piece (of cheese). Chau-
cer.

Tripper (trip'^r), 71. One who trips or trips

up; one that walks nimbly.
Tripping (trip'ing), a. 1. Quick; nimble;
stepping quickly and lightly. —2. In her.

same as Trippant.
Tftipping (trip'ing), n. 1. The act of one
who trips.—2. A light dance. Milton.

Trippingly (trip'ing-li), adv. In a tripping

manner; with a light nimble quick step;

with agility or light airy motion; with rapid
but clear enunciation; nimbly.

Sing and dance it trippingly. Shak.

Speak the speech . . . trippingly on the tonf^ue.
Skak.

TripsiS (trip'sis), n. [Gr. tripm, friction,

the act of rubbing, from trifto, to rub.] l.The
act of reducing a substance to powder; tri-

turation.— 2. In med. the process of sham-
pooing. See Shampoo.
dipterous (trip't6r-us), a. [Gr. tH-treis,
three, and pteron, a wing.] Three-winged:
said of a leaf.

Triptich (trip'tik), n. Same as Triptych.

Triptote (trip'tot), n. [L. triptotum, Gr.
triptoton—tri=treis, three, and ptotos, fall-

ing, ptosis, the case of a word. ] In gram, a
noun having three cases only.

Triptych, (trip'tik), n. [Gr. tri = treis, three,

and ptyche, a fold or folding.] 1. A picture,

carving, or other representation in three
compartments side by side; most frequently
such as is used for an altar-piece. The cen-

tral picture is usually complete in itself.

The subsidiary designs on either side of it

are smaller, and frequently correspond in

Triptych.—Painting by Allegretto Nucci, 1465.

size and shape to one half of the principal
picture. When in the latter form and joined
to it by hinges they can be folded over and
form a cover to it. The outsides of the
folding parts or abutters have sometimes
de8ign8paintedonthem.—2. A writing tablet
in three parts, two of which might be folded
over the middle part ; hence, sometimes, a
book or treatise in three parts or sections.

Triptychon (trip'tik-on), ?i. A triptych.

Tripudiary (tri-pu'di-a-ri), a. [L. tripu-

ditim, measured stamping, a leaping, a sol-

emn religious dance.) Pertaining to danc-
ing; performed by dancing. Sir T. Browne.
Tripudiate (tri-pu'di-at). v.i. pret. & pp.
tripudiated; ppr. tripudiating. [L. tripu-

dioy tripudiatum, to leap, to dance.] To
dance. Culvenoell.

Tripudiation (tri-pu'di-a"8hon), n. [See

Tripudiate.] Act of dancing. Carlyle.

Tripyramld (tri-pii^a-mid), n. A kind of

spar composed of three-sided pyramids.
Triquetra (tri-kwe'tra). n. [L. triquetrus,

triangular.] 1. In aiiat. a term employed
to designate the triangular bones sometimes
found in the course of the lambdoidalauture.
2. In arch, an interlaced ornament, of fre-

quent occurrence in early northern monu-
ments.
Triquetral (tri-kwe'tral). a. Triangular.

Triquetrous (tri-kwe'trus), a. [L. trique-

trus, from tres, tria, three.] 1. Three-sided;
triangular; having three plane or concave
sides.—2. In hot. having three acute angles
with concave faces, as the stems of many
plants; three-edged; three-cornered.

Triradiate. Triradiated (tri-ra'di-at, tri-

ra'di-at-ed), a. (L. tri = tres, three, and
radius, a ray.] Having three rays.

Tri-rectangular (tri-rek-tang'gu-ler), a.

Having three right angles, as certain spher-
ical triangles.

Trireme (tri'rem), ?t. [L. triremis—trlitres,
three, and reinus, an oar.] A galley or ves-

sel with three benches or ranks of oars on
a side, a common class of war-ship among
the ancient Greeks. Romans, Carthaginians,

&c. The trireme was also provided with a
large stiuare sail, which could be raised

during a fair wind to relieve the rowers, but
was never employed in action. At first

the victory fell to the trireme which had
the greatest number or the most skilful of

fighting men on board rather than to the
best manoeuvred vessel; but in later times
the latter generally decided the contest in

its favour by disastrously ramming its an-
tagonist amidships, or disabling the banks
of rowers on one side.

l^rirhomboidal (tri-rom-boi'dal), a. [Prefix

tri, and rhomboidal] Having the form of

three rhombs.
^ilsacramentarian (tri-Bak'ra-men-ta"ri-

an), n. [Prefix tri, and sacrameiiL] One of

a religious sect who admit of three sacra-

ments and no more.
Trisagion (tri-sa'gi-on), n. [Gr. trisagios,

thrice holy—tris^treis, three, and hagios,

holy.] One of the doxologies of the Eastern
Church, repeated in the form of versicle

and responses by the choir in certain parts

of the liturgy, and so called from the
triple recurrence in it of the word hagios

(holy).

Trtse (tris), V. t. pret. & pp. triced; ppr. tris-

ing. Naut. to haul and tie up; to trice.

See Trice.
Trisect (tri-sekf). v.t. [L. tri=tres, three,

and seco, sectum, to cut.] To cut or divide
into three equal parts.

Could not I have reduced it a drop a day, or by
adding water, have bisected or trisected a drop.

De Quincey.

Trisection (tri-sek'shon), n. [X. tri=tres,

three, and sectio, a cutting.] The division

of a thing into three pai-ts; particularly, in

geometry, the division of an angle into three

equal pai'ts. Tlie trisection of an angle,
geometrically, was a problem of great cele-

brity among the Greek mathematicians.
The indefinite trisection of an angle cannot
be accomplished by plane geometry, or by
the line and circle, but it may be effected by
means of the conic sections and some other
curves, as the conchoid, quadratrix, Ac. . the
method employed by the ancient geometers.
In modern analysis there is no more diffi-

culty in trisecting an angle than in finding a

cube root.

Trisepalous (tri-sep'al-us). a. [Prefix tri^

and sepal.'S In hot. having three sepals, or
small bracts of a calyx.

Triserlal, Triseriate (tri-se'ri-al, tri-s5'ri-

at), a. [Prefix tri, three, and series.] In
hot. arranged in three rows, one beneath
another. Gray.
Trisetum (tri-se'tum), n. [Prefix tri, three,

and L. seta, a bristle. From the three awns
of the fiower.] A genus of grasses separated
from the Avena of Linn. It contains two
British species, T. Jiavescens, yellow oat-

grass, and T. pubescem, downy oat-grass.

The former is common, especially in rich

pastures, and sheep are very fond of it.

Trifihaglon (tria-ha'gi-on), n. See Trisa-
gion.

Trismus (tris'mus), n. [Gr. trismos, gnash-
ing of the teeth, from trizo, to gnash.] A
species of tetanus affecting the under jaw
with spastic rigidity; locked -jaw. There
are two kinds of trismus, one attacking in-

fants during the two first weeks from their
birth, and the other attacking persons of
all ages, and arising from cold or a wound.
See Tetanus.
Trisoctahedron (tris-ok'ta-he"dron), n.

[Gr. tris, three times, okto, eight, and hedra,
face.] A solid bounded by twenty -four
equal faces, three corresponding to each
face of an octahedron.

Trispast, Trispaston (tri'spast. tri-spas'-

ton), n. [Gr. tri=treis, three, and spao, to
draw.] A machine with three pulleys act-

ing in connection with each otiier for rais-

ing great weights. Brande d: Cox.

Trispermous (tri-spfer'mus), a. [Gr. tri=
treis, three, and sperma, seed.] In bot.

three-seeded; containing three seeds; as,

a trispcrinoiLS capsule.

Trisplanclinic (tri-splangk'nik), a. [Prefix

tri, and splanchnic.] In anat. a term ap-
plied to the great sympathetic ner\^e : so
called because it distributes its branches to
the oi^ans in the three great splanchnic
cavities, the head, the chest, and the abdo-
men.

Trist,t Tristful t (trist. trist'fuD, a. [L.

fri*7Mf,sad.] Sad;soiTowful;gloomy. 'Trist-

ful visage.' Shak.
Triste,t v.i. To trust. 'As ye be he that
I love most and triste.' Chaucer.

Triste,t « [From trust; Sc. tryst] Apost
or station in hunting. Chaucer.

Tristfully t (trist'f^U-li), a.dv. Sadly.

TristichOUS (tri'stik-us), a. [Gr. tri=treis,

thive, and stichos, a row.] In bot. arranged
in three rows.

Tristitiatet (tris-tish'i-at), v.t, [L. tristitia^

sadness, from tristis, sad.] To make sad.
' Whom calamity doth so much tristitiate.*

Feltham.
Tristyt (tris'ti). a. [See Trist.] Sorrowful
sad.

TriBUlCt (tri'sulk), n. [L. trisulcus—tres,

three, and sulcus, a furrow.] Something
having three forks, as the three-pointed
thunderbolt of Jove. 'The threefold effect

of Jupiter's tri^idc, to burn, discuss, and
terebrate.' Sir T. Browne.
TriSUlct (tri'sulk), a. Same as Tristdcate.

Jupiter confound me with his trisulc lightning if I

He. Urquhart.

Trisulcate (tri-sul'kat), a. [See Trisulc, a.]

Having three forks.

TrisyUalJic, Trisyllabical (tris-sil-lab'ik,

tris-sil-lab'ik-al), a. Pertaining to a trisyl-

lable; consisting of three syllables; as, a
tris'/Uahie word or root.

Trisyllable (tris'sil-la-bl), 71. [L. tri=tre$,

three, and syllaba, syllable.] A word con-

sisting of three syllables.

Trite (trit), a. [L. trittts, pp. of tero. tritumy

to rub. to wear, whence also triturate, con-

trite, detritus, &c. The root is tar, tra, to

pierce, Ac, as in prep. frctHS (which see). See
also Try.] Used till so common as to have
lost its novelty and interest; commonplace;
worn out ; hackneyed ; stale ; as, a trite re-

mark; a trite subject.

I here leave that old, trite, common ai^^ument.
South.

Tritely (trit'li), adv. In a trite or common-
place manner; stalely.

Other thingjs are mentioned . . . very tritely and
with little satisfaction to the reader. iPocd.

Triteness (trit'nes), n. The quality of being
trite; commonness; staleness; a state of being
hackneyed or commonplace; as, the triteness

of an observation or a subject.

Sermons, which . . . disgust not the fastidious

ear of modern elegance by triteness and vulgarity.
Jt'raugham.

Tritemate (tri-ter'nat), o. [Prefix tri, and
ternate.'^ In hot. three times temate: ap-

plied to a petiole which separates into

three, and is again divided at each point

into three, and on each of these nine points

bears three leaflets.

Tritheism (tri'the-izm), n. [Fr. irithiHsme

—Gr. tri^treii. three, and Theos, God.] The
doctrine that there are three Gods, or that

the Trinity implies three separate Gods.
Mr. R. Bosworth Smith oKserves that among a

monotheistic people the missionary invariably finds

that ' the doctrine of the Trinity, however explained,

involves Trititeism, and their ears are at once closed

to his leaching." ConUmpcrary Rev.

Tritheist (tri'the-ist), n. One who beUeves

that there are three distinct Gods in the

Fate, tax, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Godhead, or that the Trinity consistB of
three tlistinct Gods.
Tritheistlc, Trlthelatlcal (tri-the-ist'ik,
tri-the-ist'ik-al). a rertainiiig to tritheism.

Tritllelte t (tri'thc-it), n. A tritheist.

Trithlng (tri'THing), 71 One of three divi-
sions into which a shire or county was di-
vided; a riding, as in Yorlishire. See KlD-
iNn.

TritUng-reevet (tri'THing -rev), n. A
governor of a trithing.

Trltlcalt(trit'ilt-alXo, [fromfnte.] Trite;
common.
This sermon. ... I don't like it at all . . . 'tis all

tmiriil, and most tritically put together. Stertie.

TrltlcaUy t (trit'ik-al-li), adv. In a tritical
or commonplace manner. Sterne.
Trlticalness t (trit'ik-al-nes), n. The state
fr 'lUitlity iif being tritical; triteness.

TrltlCUin(trit'i-kum), )i. [L. According to
\ arru from tritus. pp. of tero. to rub, from its
being originally rubbed down to make it
eatable.] An important genus of grasses,
containing two distinct groups—one. which
includes wheat {T. mtlgare), consists of
annual plants, with ovate-oblong, turgid,
boat -shaped glumes; the other includes
perennials, with nearly lanceolate glumes,
and two-ranked spikes, never yielding bread-
corn. To the former belong all the varieties
of wheat, the latter includes the trouble-
some weed couch-grass or quitch (7*. repent)
and one or two other British species. See
WHE.tT.

Triton (tri'ton), 11. 1. In Greek and Latin
myth, a son of Poseidon and Amphitrite,
who dwelt with his father and mother in a
golden palace on the bottom of the sea The
later poets speak of Tritons in the plural as
a race of subordinate sea <leities. Their
appearance is differently described, thoush
they are always conceived as presenting the
human figure in the upper part of their

Triton.—From antique mosaic.

bodies, while the lower part is that of a fisb.

Acommon characteristic of Tritons in poetry
as well as in art is a shell-trumpetwhich they
blow to soothe the restless waves of the sea.
2. A genus of gasteropodous molluscs, com-
prehending the sea-trumpet, triton-sliell, or
conch-shell. .See TRCMI'ET-SHELL. —3. A
genus of batrachian reptiles or aquatic sala-
manders, comprehending numerous species.
Among the best known are the crested newt
(T. criitattis), the straight-lipped newt (T.
Bibronii), and the marbled newt {T. mar-
inoratug). The last is a contineutal species,
common in the south of France.
TrltORe (tri'ton), «. (Gr. tritonos, of three
tones—^n = (rei«, three, and tonog. a tone. J
In mugic, a dissonant interval, called also a
superfluous fourth. It consists of three
tones between the extremes, or of two
major and one minor tone, or of two tones
and two semitones.
TrltonicUB (tri-ton'l-ds). n. pi. A family of
marine, nudibranchiate, gaateropodous mol-
luscs, many of which are found on the coasts
of England, France, and other European
countries The members are characterized
by laminated, plumose, or papillose gilU
arranged along the sides of the back, ten-
tacles retractile iut<» sheaths, toiigue fur-
nished with one central and uiimerous
lateral teeth. .See Trito.n, 2.

Tritorium (trito'ri-umX n. Same as Tri-
turium.

TntOZOOld (trit'fi-zoold), ji. [Or. Iritos,
third, zoon. a living being, and eufot, resem-
blance.] In zool. the zooid produced by a
deuterozooid, that is, a zooid of the third
generation. U A. XichoUon.
THtnrable (trit'ura-bl), a. [See Trittj-
KATE. ] Capable of being triturated or
reduce<l Ut a fine powder by pounding,
nibbing, or grinding.

Itltnrate (trit'u-rat), c. (. pret. <t pp.
triturated ; ppr. triturating. IL.L. trituro,

trituratum, to thrash, from L. (ri(i«, pp. of
tero, to wear. See Trite ] 1. To rub, grind,
bruise, or thrash— 2. To rub or grind to a
very fine powder, and properly to a finer
powder than that made by pulverization.
Trituration (trit-ij-ra'shon), n. The act of
triturating or reducing to a fine powder by
grinding; levigation.

Triturature (trit'u-rat-iir), n. A wearing
by rubbing or friction.

Trlture (trit'ur), /». A rubbing or grinding.
Dr G. Chcime.
Triturlum (tritu'ri-um), ji. [L. tritura,
separating grain from straw. See Tritu-
rate] A vessel for separating liquors of
different densities. Written also Tritorium.
Trltylene (tri'ti-lsn), «. in chem. see
PROI'VLESE.
Triumph (triumO, n. (L triumphug. a tri-
umph, formerly a cry of joy used in religious
processions; allied to Gr. thriamboa. a festal
song, a procession in honour of Bacchus.]
1- In Jiom. antiq. a magnificent procession
in honour of a victorious general, and the
highest military honour which he could
obtain. It was granted by the senate only
to one who had held the office of dictator,
of consul, or of pnetor, and after a de-
cisive victory or the complete subjugation
of a province. In a Roman triumph the
general to whom this honour was awarded
entered the city of Rome in a chariot drawn
by four horses, crowned with laurel, and
having a sceptre in one hand and a branch
of laurel in the other. He was preceded by
the senate and magistrates, musicians, the
spoils, the captives in fetters, &c. . and fol-
lowed by his army on foot, in marching
order. The procession aiivanced in this
order along tne via tacra to the Capitol,
where a bull was sacrificed to Jupiter, and
the laurel wreath deposited in the lap of
the god. Banquets and other entertain-
ments concluded the solemnity, which was
generally brought to a close in one day,
though in later times it sometimes lasted
for three days. During the time of the em-
pire the emperor himself was the only per-
son that could claim a triumph. A naval
triumph differed in no respect from an or-
ilinary triumph, except that it was upon a
smaller scale, and was characterized by the
exhibition of Ijeaks of ships and other nau-
tical trophies The ovation was an honour
inferior to a triumph, and less imposing in
its ceremonies. ^ 2. t A public festivity or
exhibition of any kind, as an exhibition of
moaks, a tournament, a stately procession,
% pageantry.

You cannot have a perfect palace except you have
two several sides, ... the one for feasu and
Inumfks, the other for dwelling. Bacon.

Knights and barons bold
In weeds of peace high triumphs hold. Milton.

3. State of being victorious.

Hercules from Spain
Arriv'd in triumph, from Geryon slain. Dryden,

Hail to the chief who in triumph advances

!

Sir IV. Scott.

4. Victory ; achievement ; conquest ; as, to
boast of one's triumphs over the fair sex.

—

5. Joy or exultation for success; great glad-
ness; rejoicing.

These violent delights have violent ends.
And in their triumph die. Shai,

Great triumph and rejoicing was in heav'n. MiiloM.

6.t A card that takes all others; a trump
(which see).

She. Eros, has
Paclc'd cards with Caesar, and false play'd my glory
Vnto an enemy's triumph. Shah

—To ride triumph, to be in full career; to
take the lead.

So many jarring elements breaking loose, and ru/-
iMg triumph in every comer of a gentleman's house.

Stcrnt.

Trluinpll(tri'umf),t!.t. l.Toenjoy a triumph,
as a victorious general; to celebrate victory
with pomp; hence, to rejoice for victory.

Wouldst thou have hiugh'd had I come coffin'd home.
That weep'st to see me triumph. Shah.

2. To obtain victory; to meet with success;
to prevail.

Atlir'd with stars, we shall for ever sit

Triumphing over Death, and Chance, and thee. O
Time. .MUton.

3. To exult upon an advantage gained; espe-
cially, to extilt or boast insolently.

Let not my enemies triumfh over me. Ps. xxv. 2.

How will he triumph, leap and laugh at it ! Shah.

4. t To play a winning card on another in
order to win ; to play a trump. B. Jonson.
6.t To shine forth; to show brilliantly. Shak.

Triumph t (tri'umf), v.t, l. To succeed in
overcoming; to surmount; to subdue; to
prevail over; to conquer.
Two and thirty legions that alve
Ail nations of the triuinph'd world. Massiitger.

2. To make victorious; to cause to triumph.
He hath triumphedi^m name of his Christ : He will

bless the things He hath begun. Bp. ynvet.

Triumphal (tri-um'fal), a. [L. triiimphalis.
SeeTRiU-MPH.] Pertainingtotriumph; com-
memorating or used in celebrating a triumph
or victory; as, a triumphal crown or car; a
triumphal arch. 'His triumphal chariot'
Milton.—Triumphal arch, originally a tem-
porary arch erected in connection with the
triumph of a Roman general, and through
which he and his army passed. Afterwitrds
the triumphal arch was a massive and orna-
mental permanent structure, often having

Triumphal Arch.—Arch of Titus, Rome.

a central and two side archways. Besides
the .Arch of Titus there are several other
triumphal arches at Rome. Arches of a
similar kind have also been erected in mo-
dem times.— rrmmpAaicofumn, among the
Romans, an insulated column erected in
commemoration of a conqueror to whom
had been decreed the honours of a triumph.— Triumphal eroitm, a laurel crown awarded
by the Romans to a victorious general.
Triumphal t (tn-um'fal), n. A token of
victory. Milton.

Triumphant (tri-um'fant), a. (L. triumph-
ant, triumphantijs, ppr. of triumpho, to tri-
umph. SeeTRIlMPH.] l.t Ised in or per-
taining to a triumph; celebrating a victory;
expressing Joy for success; triumphal 'Cap-
tives bound to a fri'umpAanC car.' Shak.

Praise the gods.
And make triumphant fires; strew flowers before

them. Shah.

2. Rejoicing for victory or as for victory

;

triumphing; exulting.

Think you, but that I know our state secure.
I would be so triumphant as 1 am? Shah.

Successful beyond hope to lead you forth
Triumphant out of this infernal pit. Milton.

3. Victorious; graced with conquest. 'Which
his triumphant father's hand had won.'
Shak. 'Athena, war's triumphant maid.'
Pope. — 4. Of supreme magnificence and
beauty : glorious. ' A most triumphant
lady.' Shak. ' England, bound in with the
triumphant sea' Shak.
Triumphantly (tri-um'fant-ll), oifi;. i. In
a triumphant manner; in the manner of a
victorious conqueror; with the joy and
exultation that proceed from victory or suc-
cess; victoriously. ' Triumphantly tread on
thy country's ruin." Shak.
A mighty governing lie goes round the worid. and

has almost banished truth out of it ; and so reigning
triumphantly in its stead, is the source of most ot
those confusions that plague the universe. South.

2.t Festively; rejoicingly.

Dance in Duke Theseus' house triumphantly
And bless it to all fair prosperity. Shah.

Trlumpher (tii'umf-Sr), n. 1. One who tri-
tmiphs or rejoices for victory; one who van-
quishes—2. One who was honoured with a
tritmiph in Rome.
August was dedicated to Augustus by the senate,

because in the same month he was the first time
created consul, and thrice triumphtr in Rome.

Ptaeham,
Trinmphingly (tri-um'flng-li), adv. In a
triumphing manner; with triumph or ex-
ultation.

Trinmphingly say, O Death, where is thy stingt
Up. Hall.

(sh,cA«ln: «h, 8c. locA; g,jo; J, job; ti, Fr. ton; og, sin^; IH, fAen; th, (Ain; w, idg; wb, uAig; zb, azure.—See KST.
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Triumvir (tri-um'v6r), n. [L. tres, genit.

triiun. three, and vir, man.) One of three
men united in office. The triumvirs (L.

triumviri) of Rome were either ordinary
mag:lstrates or officers, or else extraordinary
coniniissiouers who were frequently ap-
pointed to jointly execute any public office.

But the men best known in Roman history
as triumvirs were rather usurpers of power
than properly constituted authorities. See
next article.

TriumTirate (tri-um'vi-rat), n. [See above. ]

1. A coalition of three men in office or autho-
rity: particularly applied in Roman history
to two famous coalitions, the first in 59 B.C.

between Csesar, Pompeius, and Crassus; the
second in 43 B.C. between Antonius, Octavi-
anus, and Lepidus. —2. Government by three
men in coalition.—3. A party of three men;
three men in company or forming one com-
pany.
Smouch, requesting Mr. Pickwick, in a surly man-

ner, 'to be as alive as he could," drew up a chair by
the door. Sam was then despatched for a hackney
coach, and in it the tritttnvirate proceeded.

Dickens.

Trlumvlryt (tri-um'vi-ri), n. Triumvirate.
Thou makest the triumviry the corner-cap of so-

ciety. Shak.

Triune (tn'un), n. [L. tri=tre8, three, and
UJius, one.] Three in one; an epithet applied
to God, to express the unity of the Godhead
in a trinity of persona. 'A triune deity."

Burnet.
Triunity (tri-ii'ni-ti), n. The state or qua-
lity of being triune; trinity. *The triunity
of tlie Godhead.' Dr. H. More.
Trivalent (triv'a-lent), a. [Prefix tri, three,
and L. valeo, to be of the value of.] In
ckeni. applied to an agent equivalent in
combining or displacing power to three
monad atoms; triatomic; triadic.

Trlvalve (tri'valv), n. Anything having
three valves, especially a shell with three
valves.

Trlvalvular (trl-val'vu-16r), a. Three-
valved; having three valves.

Trlvantt (triv'ant), n. A truant.

Thou art a trifler, a trivant, thou art an idle fellow.
Burton.

Trlvantlyt (triv'ant-li), adv. In a truant or
trivant manner. Burton.
Triverbial (tri-v6rb'i-al), a. [L. tri=tre8,
three, and verbum, a word.) Of or pertain-
ing to certain days in the Roman calendar
which were juridical, or days allowed to the
prajtor for deciding causes : so named from
the three characteristic words of his office,

do, dico, addico. They were also called dies
fasti.

Trivet (triv'et), n. [Corruption of three-

feet or three-foot, or of Fr. tripied, from L.

tripes, tripedis, a three-footed stool.] Any-
thing supported by three feet; specifically,

a movable part of a kitchen range, a kind
of iron frame or stand, whereon to place
vessels for boiling, &c., or to receive some-
thing placed before the fire.

On the stove are a couple of trivets for the pots
and kettles. Dickens.

Trivet is frequently used as a proverbial
comparison indicating stability, inasmuch
as having three legs to stand on, it is never
unstable, as in the phrases 'right as a
trivet,' ' to suit to a trivet'

Go home ! you'll find there all as right as a trivet.

R. H. Barham.
Spelled also Trevet.

Trivet -table ( triv'et -ta-bl), n. A table
supported by three feet. Dryden.
Trivial (triv'i-al). a. [Fr. trivial, from L.
trivialis, belonging to the cross-roads or
public streets, hence common, from trivium,
a place where three roads meet, a cross-road
(see Trivium)— (ri^ (res, three, and via, a
way, a road. ] 1. Such as may be found every-
where; everyday; commonplace; vulgar;
ordinary. 'A trivial saying.' Bp. Backet.
2. Trifling; insignificant; of little worth or
importance ; inconsiderable ; as, a trivial
subject; a trivial affair. 'Trivial faults.'
Pope.—3. Occupying one's self with trifles;

trifling.

As a scholar meantime he was trivial and incap-
able of labour. De Qnincey.

4.t Of or pertaining to the trivium, or the
first three liberal arts—grammar, rhetoric,
and logic; hence, initiatory; rudimentary.
Bp. Hall—Trivial name, in classification,
same as Specific Name. See under Specific.
Also used for the common English name.
Trivial t (triv'i-al), n. One of the three
liberal arts which constitute the trivium
(which see).

Trivialisni(triv'i-al-izm), n. Atrivialmatter
or mode of acting. Carlyle.

Triviality (triv-i-al'i-ti), n. l. The state or
quality of being trivial. ' The triviality of
its meaningless details.' Dr. Caird.—2. A
trivial thing ; a trifle ; a matter of little or
no value.

The philosophy of our times does not expend itself

in furious discussions on mere scholastic trivialities.
Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Trivially (triv'i-al-li), adv. In a trivial man-
ner : (a) commonly ; vulgarly.

Money Is not the sinews of war, as is trivially said,
where the sinews of men's arms, in etTeminate people,
fail. Bacon.

(6) Lightly; inconsiderably; in a trifling
manner or degree.
Trivlalness (triv'i-al-nes), n. The state of
being trivial; triviality.

Trivium (triv'i-um), n. [L., a place where
three roads meet, or whence they diverge.
See Trivial. ) The name given in the schools
of the middle ages to the first three liberal
arts—grammar, rhetoric,and logic; the other
four— arithmetic, music, geometry, and
astronomy—being termed quadrivium.
Tri-weekly (tri'wek-li), a. l. Properly, oc-
curring, performed, or appearing once every
three weeks.—2. Happening, performed, or
appearing thrice a week; as, a tri-weekly
newspaper.
Troad (trod), ?i. Same as Trade.
Troat (trot), v.i. [Imitative.] To cry, as a
buck in rutting time.

Troat (trot), n. The cry of a buck in rut-
ting time.

Trocar (tro'kar), n. [Fr. , from trois, three,
and carre, a square, a face. The instru-
ment has a triangular face.) A surgical in-

strument used in cases of dropsy, hydrocele,
<fec. It consists of a perforator, or stylet,

and a cannula. After the puncture is made
the stylet is withdrawn, and the cannula
remains and affords a means of evacuating
from the cavity. Written also Trochar.

Trochaic, Trochalcal (tro-ka'ik, tro-ka'ik-
al), a. [L. trochaicus. See TROCHEE.] In
pros, pertaining to or consisting of trochees;
as, trochaic measure or verse. The trochaic
verse used by the Greek and Latin poets,
especially by the tragedians and comedians,
most commonly consists of a perfect dime-
ter, followed by a dimeter wanting the last
half foot.

Trochaic (tro-ka'ik), n. A trochaic verse or
measure.
Trochal (tro'kal), a [Gr. trochos, a wheel.)
Wheel-shaped ; specifically applied to the
ciliated disc of the Rotifera.
Trochanter (tro-kan'tSr), n. [Gr. trochan-
ter, a runner, the ball on which the hip-bone
turns in its socket, from trochazo, to nin
along, from trechu, to run. ] In anat. a pro-
cess of the upper part of the femur or thigh-
bone to which are attached the muscles
which rotate the limb. There may be two
or even three trochanters present H. A.
Nicholson.
Trochanterian ( tro-kan-te'ri-an ), a. In
anat. of or pertaining to the greater tro-
chanter. Dnnglison.
Trochantinian (tro-kan-tin'i-an), a. In
a7iat. of or pertaining to the lesser trochan-
ter. Dungliaon.
Trochar (tro'kar), n. Same as Trocar.
Troche (troch or trosh). ?i.. [Gr. trochos,

something circular, a round ball or cake,
from trecho, to run.) A form of medicine
in a circular cake or tablet, or a stiff paste
cut into proper portions and dried. It is

made by mixing the medicine with sugar
and mucilage, and is intended to be gradu-
ally dissolved in the mouth and slowly
swallowed, as a demulcent.
Trochee (tro'kc), n. [L. trochoexts, Gr. tro-

chaios, from trecho, to run.] In pros, afoot
of two syllables, the first long and the
second short, as nation.

Trochidse (tro'ki-de), n. pi. [From L. trochus,
a lioop or top. and eidos, resemblance. The
shells of the species, especially those of the
genus Trochus, or top-shell, are shaped like
a top.] A family of testaceous turbinated
gasteropods. of the order Prosobranchiata,
section Holostomata, very nearly allied to
the Turbinidffi, and by some naturalists in-
cluded in that family. The shell has the
aperture entire, closed with an operculum;
spiral, and generally top-shaped, as in the
genus Trochus.
Trochil (tro'kil), 7i. [See TROCHiLfs.] A
bird described by ancient writers as a kind
of wagtail or sandpiper which entered the

mouth of the crocodile and fed by picking
the crocodile's teeth.

The crocodile opens its mouth to let the trochil in
to pick his teeth, which gives it its usual feeding.

Sir T. NerSert.

Trochillc (tro-kirik), a. [See below.) Per-
taining to or characterized by rotary motion;
having power to draw out or turn round.
Camden. [Rare.]
Trochllics (tro-kil'iks), n. [Gr. trochilia,
a revolving cylinder, trochos, a wheel, from
trecho, to run.] The science of rotarj- mo-
tion. [Rare]
TrochllidsB (tro-kil'i-de), n.pl. [See Troch il-
us.) The humming-birds, a family of ex-
tremely minute, but exquisitely beautiful
tenuirostral passerine birds, chiefly tropical
American, but with some species ranging
far to the south, and others extending north-
wards as far as the southern portions of
Canada. The species are very numerous.
See HrjiMiNG-BiRD.
TrOChilus (trok'il-us), n. [L. trochUus. Gr.
trochilos, a small bird, perhaps the golden-
crested wren, from trecho, to run.) 1. A
genus of birds, family Trochilidae, popu-
larly known as humining-birds.—2. A name
applied by some of the older naturalists, as
White of Selborne, to several small English
birds.-3. Same as Trochil.—4. Inarch, same
as Scotia (which see).

Troching (tro'king), n. [Fr. trochure, an
antler; O. Fr. troche, a bundle, a bouquet;
Norm, troche, a branch.) One of the small
branches on a stag's horn. Howell.
Trochiscus, Trochlsk (tro-kis'kus. tro'-

kisk), n. [Gr. trochiskos. ] A kind of tablet
or lozenge; a troche. See Troche.
Trochlte (tro'kit), n. [Gr. trochos, a wheel,
from trecho, to run.) The name given by
the earlier palaeontologists to the wheel-like
joints of the encrinite.

Trochlea (trok1e-a), n. [L., a pulley, from
Gr. trecho, to Tm\.] In. a«a(. (a) the articular
surface at the lower extremity of the os hu-
meri : 80 called from its forming a kind of
pulley on which the ulna moves in flexion
and extension of the forearm. (6) A pulley-
like cartilage, through which the tendon of
the trochleary muscle passes.

Trochlear(trok'le-ar),a. [Seeabove.] Pulley-
shaped; specifically, in hot. circular, com-
pressed, and contracted in the middle of its

circumference, so as to resemble a pulley,
as the embryo of Commelyna communis.
Trochleary (trok'le-a-ri), a. [See Troch-
lea] Pertaining to the trochlea; as, the
trochleary muscle, the superior oblique
muscle of the eye; the trochUary nerve, the
pathetic nerve, which goes to that muscle.

Trochoid (tro'koid), n. [Gr. trochos, a wheel,
and eidos, resemblance.) 1. Jn geom. same
as Cycloid (which see).—2. In anat. a tro-

choidal articulation. See Trochoidal. 2.

Trochoid (tro'koid), a. 1. Trochoidal.—
2. In conch, conical with a fiat base: applied
to shells.

Trochoidal (trokoid'al ), a. 1. Pertaining
to a trochoid; partaking of the nature of a
trochoid ; as, the trochoidal curves, such as
the epicycloid, the involute of the circle,

the spiral of Archimedes, &c.— 2. In aiuit.

a term employed to designate a species of
movable articulation of bones, in which one
bone rotates upon another, as the radius
upon the ulna.

Trochometer (tr6-kom'et-6r), n. [Gr.
trochos, a wheel, and metron, a measure.]
An instrument for computing the revolu-
tions of a wheel.

Trochus (tro'kus), n. [L. trochus, a hoop or
top, Gr. trochos, a wheel.) The top-shells,

a genus of prosobranchiate gasteropods,
family Trochida". The shell has a flattened
base, and is of pyramidal shape, bearing
some resemblance to a child's top. The
aperture is obliqueand rhombic in form, and
the operculum is of homy consistence.

Trock (trok), v.t. To truck ; to barter: to
troke. [Scotch,]

Troco (tro'ko), ». (Sp. trucos, ' trucks, a game
somewhat resembling billiards.' Netnnan
and Baretti] An old English game re-

vived, formerly known as 'lawn billiards,*

from which billiards are said to have had
their origin. Troco is played on a lawn
with wooden balls and a cue ending in a
spoon-shaped iron projection. In the centre
of the green there is an iron ring moving on
a pivot, and the object is to drive the ball

through the ring. Points are also made by
cannoning, that is, by the player striking
two balls in succession with his own ball.

Trod (trod), pret. of tread.

Fate, filr, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bflU; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. So. iey.
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Trod, Trodden (trod, trod'n), pp. of tread.

Trodet (trod), n. Tread; footing; path.

The trade is not so tickle. Spenser.

Troglodyte (tro'glod-it). «. [Gr. troglodytes,

a troglodyte, from trOgle, &c&vem, and dyO,

to enter.] 1. A cave-dweller; one dwelling

in a cave or underground habitation. The
ancient Greeks gave the name to various

races of savages inhabiting caves, especially

to the cave-dwellers on the coast of the Red
Sea and along the banks of the Upper Nile

in Xubia and Abyssinia, the whole of this

district being known by the name Troglo-
dytike. Archaeological investigations show
that cave-dwellers everj'where probably pre-

.

ceded house-builders. Hence—2. One livy
ing in seclusion; one unacquainted with the
affairs of the world. Sat. Rev.

Troglodytes (troglod'i-tez), n. 1. The
wrens, a genus of insessorial birds, family
Certliiadaj. Troglodytes europceus is the

common wren. See Wren.—2. A genus of

anthropoid apes, of which there are two
well-established species, viz. T. niger, the
chimpanzee, and T. Gorilla, the gorilla. See
Chimpanzee, Gorilla
Troglodytic, Troglodytical (troglo-dif-
ik. tro-glo-djt'ik-al), a Relating to the
troglodytes, their manners or custoras.

Troglodytlsm (tro'glod-it-izm), n. The state

or condition of troglodytes ; the state of

liviuK in caves. See Troglodyte.
^O^on (tro'gon), n. [Gr. trogon. gnawing,
eatmg vegetables.] A genus of birds, the
type of the family Trogonidae. The trogons
inhabit the most retired recesses of the for-

ests of the intertropical regions of both
hemispheres, and show many decided points

Trogon pavontnus

of affinity to the goat-suckers. There are
numerous species, all of them possessing
most brilliantly coloured, plumage, only se-

cond in splendour to the humming-birds.
The peacock trogon (T. pavoninugotGalurus
respUiideiiti) is a nati%-e of Central America,
and is one of the most goi^eous of all the
feathered tril>e. The colour of the adult
male is a rich golden green on the upper
parts of the body, while the under parts are
brilliant scarlet; the central feathers of the
tail are black, and the exterior wliite with
black bars. The wonderful plumes which
hang over the tail are generally about
3 feet in length. See CcRCCUi.
Trogonidse ( tro-gon'l-de ), n. pi. A family of
birds remarkable for the beauty of their
plumage, and typically represented by Uie
trogons. They are ranked by some natural-
ists, ou account of their habits, in the order
InsesB4^>res and tribe Fissirostres, but more
generally, on account of the formation of
the feet, having two toes before and two
behind, they are classed among the Scan-
sores.

Trogontherlum, Trogonotherlum (tro-
gon-the'ri-um. trO'tfoii-othe'ri-uni). n. (Or.
trOgo, to gnaw, and therion, a wild beast.]
An extinct rodent, closely allied to the
beavers, but of much larger proportions.
whose remains are found in caverns and
uppermost tertiaries of Europe.
Trogue ftrog), n. [Form of trough, A. Sax.
trog.] A wooden trough forming a drain
in mines.
Trdc (tro'lk), a. Of or perUiniog to ancient

Troy or the Troas ; Trojan ; relating to the
Trojan war. Gladstone.

Trojan (tro']an),a. Of orrelating to ancient

Troy.
Trojan (tro'jan), n. l. An inhabitant of

ancient Troy. —2. A plucky or determined
fellow; one who fights or works with a will;

one who bears courageously. [CoUoq.]

He bore it (the amputation of his hand), of course,

like a Trojan. Thackeray.

3. An old cant familiar name for an aged
inferior or equal.

Sara the butler's true, the cook a re%-erend Trojan.
Beau. & Fi.

4. An old cant name for a person of doubt-
ful character.
Tut: there are other Trojans that thou dream'st

not of, the which, for sport sake, are content to do
the profession some grace. Shak.

Troke (trok), v.t. and i'. To truck; to barter;
to bargain in the way of exchange; espe-
cially, to do business ou a small scale. Fer-
guson. [Scotch.]

Troke (trok), n. [Scotch.] 1. The act of

trucking; exchange; barter; dealings; hence,
familiar intercourse.

I never had much troie with strangers.
Mrs. Otiphant.

2. A trinket; a small ware.

Troll (trol). t.t. [From the Celtic: W. ircH-

iaw, to troll, to roll; troelli, to turn, wheel,
or whirl; troell, a wheel, a reel; trol, a roll-

er. Comp. Armor. tr6el, a twining plant,

from tr6, a circle, movement in a circle. Fr.

tr6ler, to lead about, to drag, to stroll ; G
trollen, to roll, to stroll, are probably also

to be traced to the Celtic, and the fonner is

probably the origin of the word as applied
to a certain method of angling.] 1. To move
in a circular direction ; to turn round ; to

roll; to move volubly. ' To dress and troll

the tongue and roll the eye.' MUt&n.—
2. To circulate ; to pass round, as a vessel

of liquor at table. ' Troll about the bridal
bowl.' B. Jongon.

Then doth she tro^i to me the bowl,
Even as a malt-worm should. Bp. Stiil.

3. To sing the parts of in succession, as of a
catch or round; also, to sing In a full, jo\ial

voice. ' To troll a careless, careless tavern-
catch.* Tennyson.

His sonnets charm'd the attentive crowd,
By wide-mouth'd mortal trolfd aXond. Hudibras.

4. To angle for; hence, to allure; to entice;

to draw on.
He . . . trolls and baits him with a nobler play.

Hamtnond.
6. To angle in ; to flsh in. * With patient
angle trolU the finny deep.' Goldsmith.

TroU (trol), v.i. l. To go roimd; to move or
ruu round ; to roll ; to torn about : often
with an indefinite it.

How pleasant, on the banks of Styx,
To troll 1/ in a coach and six. Stvi/t.

2. To angle with a rod and line running on
a reel ; specifically, to fish for pike with a
rod in a particular manner. See Trolling.
3. To stroll; to ramble. Bailey.

Troll (trol), n. 1. The act of going or mov-
ing round; routine; repetition.

The troll of their categorical table might have in-

formed them that there was something else in the
intellectual world besides substance andquantity.

Burie.
2. A song the parts of which are siug in
succession ; a round. Pro/. WiUon. — 3. A
reel on a fishing-rod.

TroU (trol). n. [Icel. trMy Dan. and Sw.
trold. L.G. droll; hence E. droll^ In Sor-
them myth, a name of certain supernatural
beings in old Icelandic literature, repre-
sented as a kind of giants, but in modem
Scandinavia regarded as of diminutive size

and inhabiting fine dwellings in the interior

of hills and mounds, answering in some re-

spects to the brownie of Scotland. The
trolls are described as obliging and neigh-
bourly, freely lending and borrowing, and
otherwise keeping up a friendly intercourse
with mankind. But they have a sad pro-

pensity to thieving, not only stealing pro-
visions, but even women and children. They
can mi^e themselves invisible; can confer
personal strength and prosperity upon men;
can fr»resee future events, &c. Keightley.

Troller (trOl'er), n. One who trolls.

Trolley, Trolly (trol'i). n. (W. troeU, a
wheel; trol, a roller. See TROLL, v.t.] 1. A
costemionger's name for a narrow cart
which can be either driven by the hand or
drawn by a donkey—2. A form of truck
which can be tilted over by removing pins
which attach it to the frame.
Trolling (trol'ing), n. The act of one who
trolls; specifically applied to a certain

method of fishing for pike with a rod and
line, and with a dead bait, used chiefly when
the water is full of weeds, rushes, &c. A
gudgeon is the best bait, and is used by
running longitudinally through it a piece of
twisted brass wire, weighted with a long
pieceof lead,and having two hooksattached.
The bait Is dropped into holes, and is worked
up and down by the lifting and falling of
the rod-point.

^ollius (trol'i-us), n. Globe-flower, a genus
of plants. See Globe-flower.
TroUol (trol-lolO, v.t. and i. To troll: to
sing in a jovial rollicking way.

They got drunk and troUoiled it bravely.
Roger North.

Trollop (trol'op), n. [Perhaps from troll,

to stroll; comp. G. trollen, to stroll, trolle,

trxdle, a trollop, a trull; also Sc. trollop,

trallop, a loose hanging rag; in any case
probably of Celtic origin; comp.Armor. tnU,
a rag or tatter, trulen, a dirty, slatternly,

ragged woman; Ir. troll, tniaill, corruption;
Gael. truaUl, to pollute. Trull is closely

allied.] A woman loosely dressed; aslattem;
a draggle-tail; a drab. Milton.

Trollopeet (trol-op-e'), " [Lit a loose
dress. See Trollop.] A loose dress for

females.

There goes Mrs. Roundabout ; 1 mean the fat lady
in the lutestring troUopee. Goldsmith.

Trollopish (trol'op-ish), a. Like a trollop
or slattern; slovenly dressed.

Trollopy (trol'op-ij, o. Slatternly. 'A
trollop!/ looking naid-servant. ' JaJieA usten.

TroU-plate (trol'plat), n. In mach. a ro-

tating disc employed to effect the simul-
taneous convergence or divergence of a
number of objects, such as screw-dies in a
stock, or the jaws of a universal chuck.
E. H. Knight.
T^Uy, See Trolley.
Trolmydames (trol'mi-damz), n. [Fr. trou-
inadaine, pigeon-hole— (rot*, a hole, ina-
dame, lady. Trou has l>een modified to
trol by influence of E. troll.] An old Eng-
lish game; pigeon-holes (which see). Shak.
Trombididse (Irom-bid'i-de), n. pi. The gar-
den or ground mites, a family of arachnid-
ans. division Trachearia and order Acarida,
living in crevices of the ground, and dis-

tinguished by having the palpi converted
into raptorial organs. The well-known scar-

let mite, or ' soldier,' belongs to the family.

They spin little webs for the protection of
their eggs ; and some species are very inju-

rious to plants in hothouses and frames by
making their webs over the leaves. The
young are parasitic, usually on insects.

Trombone (troni'lwn). n. [It., aug. of trojn-

ba. a trumpet. See Trump] A deep-toned
instrument of the trumpet kind, consisting
of three tul>es; the first, to which the mouth-
piece is attached, and the third, which ter-

minates in a bell-shaped orifice, are placed
side by side ; the middle tube is doubled.

I. Valve Trombone. a, Slide Trombone.

and slides into the other two like the tube
of a telescope. By the manipulution of the
slide the tube of air is altered in length, and
the pitch accordingly varied. The trombone
is of three kinds, the alto, the tenor, and
the bass; and some instruments are fitted

with pistons, when they are known as valve
trombones.
Tromp (tromp), n. [Fr. troinpe. a tube, a
trumpet.] The blowing machine used in

the process of smelting iron by the Catalan
forge. The air is drawn in to the upper
part of a vertical tube through side holes by
a stream of water within, and is carried
down with the water into a box or chamber
below, from which it can only escape by a

pipe leading to tlie funiace.

Trompe.tn. A trump; a trumpet. Chaucer.

Trompour,t n. A trumpeter. Chaucer.
Tron(tron), n. 1. A weighing-machine. See
Trone. —2. A wooden air-shaft in a mine,

Trona (trO'na), n. [An African word. ] Same
as Natron.

ch. cAain: fih. Sc. locA; g, go; j,>ob; fi. Fr. ton; ng, ting: th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh. azure.—See KBT.
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Tronaget (tron'ai), n. [From trone, & steel-

yard ] A toll or duty paid for weighing
wool; also, the act of weighing it

Tronatort (tron'at-6r), n. [From trom. a

steelyard.] An officer in London, whose
business was to weigh wool. Coicell.

TroncllOUn,t n. A truncheon; a spear with-

out a head. Chancer.

Tronconee - demembre ( tron ' son - e - de-

mem 'bre), a. In het\ said of a cross or other

bearing cut in pieces and separated, though
still preserving the form of the cross or

whatever the bearing may be.

Trone (tron), n. A small drain. [Provin-

cial. ]

Tronet (tron), n. A throne.

Trone, Trones (tron, tronz), n. [L.L. trotm,

O.Fr. trotiel. troneau, balance, weight, from
L. trutiiia, a balance.] A kind of steelyard

or beam used in former times for weighing

heavy commodities.—Tron or trone weight,

an ancient Scottish weight used for many
home productions, as wool, cheese, butter,

&c. In this weight the pound varied in

different counties, from 21 oz. to 28 oz.

avoirdupois. The later tron stone or stand-

ard weight contained 16 tron pounds, the

tron pound being equivalent to 1 3747 lbs.

avoirdupois.

Troolle-palm (troli-pam), n. See Wine-
palm.
Troop (trop), n. [Fr, troupe, It. truppa,^p.

tropa, from L. L. troppus, a troop ; origin

doubtful. Diez suggests that it is by meta-

thesis and change of consonant from L.

turba, perhaps changed in the mouths of

the Germans into turpa. Comp. trouble,

from turbula.] 1. A collection of people; a

company ; a number ; a multitude. Hos.

vti. 1. * Troops of friends.' Shak.

Sometimes a ^ci>/ of damsels glad, , , .

Goes by to tower'd Camelot.
Tennyson,

2. A body of soldiers: generally used in the

plural, and signifying soldiers in general,

whether more or less numerous, including

infantry, cavalry, and artillery.

Farewell the pttimed Iroop, and the big sword
That make ambition virtue. Shak.

JEncAS seeks his absent foe,

And sends his slaughter'd troops to shades below.
Dryden.

3. In cavalry, the unit of formation, form-

ing the command of a captain, consisting

usually of sixty troopers, and correspond-

ing to a company of infantry.

When a troop dismounts and acts on foet, it is still

called by that name. Stocqueler.

I. A band or company of performers; a
troupe.—5. A particular roll or call of the
drum; a signal for marching; also, a march
in quick time. De Foe.

Troop (trbp), vd. 1. To collect in numbers;
to assemble or gather in crowds.

Come trooping at the house-wife's well-known call

The feather'd tribes domestic. Cowper.

2. To march in a body or in company.
Nor do I, as an enemy to peace.
Troop in the throngs of military men. Shak.

3. To march in haste: often with off.
' She

was at last forced to troop off.' Addison.
Aurora's harbinger

;

At whose approach ghosts,wandering here and there,

Troop home to churchyards. Shak.

Troop-bird (trbp'bSrd), n. Same as Troopml.
Trooper (trbp'6r), n. A private soldier in a
iLiody of cavalry; a horse-soldier. 'Sits
firmer than in a trooper's saddle.' Dampier.
Trooplal (trb'pi-al), n. [From the great
troops or Rocks in which some of the species
unite.] The name common to a group of
passerine birds, akin to the orioles and star-

lings, in which the beak is large, conical,
thick at the base, and very sharp at the
point. They mostly inhabit the southern
states of America, but several of them ap-
pear as birds of passage in the northern
states in early spring. The cow-troopial,
cow-bird, or cow-bunting, the blue -bird,

and the bobolink or rice-bunting, belong
to this group.
Troop-mealt (trop'mel), adv. [From troop,

and -meal, signifying division, as in piece-

meal, &.C.] By troops; in crowds.

So, troop-meal, Troy pursued awhile, laying on
with swords and darts. Chapman.

Troop-ship (trbp'ship), n. A ship for the
cnnveyancu of troop^j; a transport.

Tropaeolese, Tropaeolacese (tro-pe-sie-e,

tro-pe'o-liV'se-e), n.jd. A sub-order of plants
in the nat. order Geraniacea;, of which Tro-
paolum is the principal genus. Some autho-
rities regard Tropteoleie as a distinct order,
akin to Balsaminacese and Geranlacese.

Tropseolum (tro-pe'o-lum), n. [From Gr.

tropaion, a trophy. The leaves resemble a

buckler, and the flowers an empty helmet.]

Indian cress, a genus of handsome trailing

or climbing plants, nat. order Oeraniacese.

The species are all inhabitants of South
America. Some of them have pungent fruits,

which are used as condiments, and others

have obtained a place in our collections on
account of their handsome and variouB-

Tropaotuttt maj'us (Great Indian Cress).

coloured flowers. The principal species are

T. minus, small Indian cress, introduced
into this country at an early period ; the
fruit is pickled and eaten as capers, and
the leaves may be eaten as a salad; and T.

niajus, great Indian cress, the fruit of which
is also made into a pickle. T. peregrinum,
the canary plant, is a popular and graceful

climber, with irregular yellow flowers. T.

tricolorum, tricolor Indian cress, is a showy
and handsome species. See Nasturtium.
Trope (trop), n. [Fr. trope, from L. tropus,

from Gr. tropos, a trope or figure, a turn,

from trepo, to turn.] In rhet. a figurative

use of a word; a word or expression used in a
different sense from that which it properly
possesses, or a word changed from its origi-

nal signification to another for the sake of

giving life or emphasis to an idea; as when
we call a stupid fellow an ass, or a shrewd
man a fox. Tropes are chiefiy of four kinds:

metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, and
irony; but to these may be added allegory,

prosopopoeia, antonomasia, and perhaps
some others. Some authors make figures

the genus, of which trope is a species; others

make them different things, defining trope
to be a change of sense, and figure to be any
ornament except what becomes so by such
change.
Trophi (tro'fi), n. pi. [Gr. trophos, one who
feeds, from trepho, to nourish, to feed.] In
entom. the parts of the mouth employed in

the acquisition and preparation of food.

They include the labrum, labium, maxillae,

niandil)ulifi, lingua, and pharynx.
TropUical (trofik-al), a. [From Gr. tropke,

nourishment, from trepho, to nourish.] Re-
lating to nourishment or nutrition. [Rare.]

TropMed (tro'fid), a. Adorned with tro-

phies. ' The trophied arches, storied halls

invade.' Pope.
Trophonian (tro-fo'ni-an), a. Pertaining to

the Grecian architect Trophonius, or his

cave or his architecture. [In Greek mytho-
logy Trophonius was the builder of the
temple of Delphi. After his death he was
worshipped as a hero, and had a famous
oracle in a cavern near Lebadeia in

Boeotia ]

"•

Trophosome (trof'o-som), n. [Gr. trophe,

nouiishment, and soma, body.] A term ap-
plied collectively to the nutritive zooids of

any hydrozoon or zoophyte.

Trophy (tro'fi), n. [Fr. trophic, the spoil of

an enemy; from L. tropcernn, Gr. tropaion,

trophy, from (rope, the act of putting to rout,

lit. a turn or turning, from trepo, to turn.]

1. In antiq. a monument or memorial in

commemoration of some victory. It con-

sisted of some of the arms and other spoils

of the vanquished enemy, hung upon the
trunk of a tree or a stone pillar by the vic-

torious army, either on the field of battle or
in the capital of the conquered nation. If

a naval victory, it was erected on the
nearest land. The custom of erecting tro-

phies was most general among the Greeks,
but it passed at length to the Romans. It

was the practice also to have representa-
tions of trophies carved in stone, in bronze,
and other solid substances. In modem times
trophies have been erected in churches and
other public buildings to commemorate vic-

tories.—2. Anything taken and preserved as

a memorial of victory, as arms, flags, stand-
ards, and the like, taken from an enemy.
Around the posts hung helmets, darts and spears.
And captive chariots, axes, shields and bars,

And broken beaks of ships, the trophies of their wars.
Dryden.

3. A memorial; a monument. ' A lying
trophy.' Shak. —4. In arch, an ornament
representing the stem of a tree, charged or
encompassed with arms and military weap-
ons, odensive and defensive.- 5. Something
that is evidence of victory; memorial of

conquest; as, every redeemed soul is a trophy
of grace.

Trophy-money (tro'fi-mun-i), n. A duty
formerly paid in England annually by house-
keepers toward providing harness, drums,
colours, &c., for the mihtia.

Tropic (trop'ik), n. [Fr. tropique, L. tro-

picus, Gr. tropikos, turning, pertaining to

a turn, from trope, a turning, from trepo, to

turn. ] 1. In astron. one of two circles on
the celestial sphere, whose distances from
the equator are each equal to the obli-

quity of the ecliptic, or 234° nearly. The
northern one touches the ecliptic at the sign

Cancer, and is thence called the tropic of
Cancer, the southern one being for a simi-

lar reason called the tropic of Capricorn.

The sun's annual path in the heavens is

bounded by these two circles, and they are

called tropics, because when the sun, in his

journey northward or southward, reaches
either of them, he, as it were, turns back,

and travels in an opposite direction in regard
to north and south. — 2. In geog. one of

two parallels of latitude, each at the same
distance from the terrestrial equator as the

celestial tropics are from the celestial equa-
tor. The one north of the equator is called

the tropic of Cancer, and that south of the
equator the tropic of Capricorn. Over these
circles the sun is vertical when his declina-

tion is greatest, and they include that por-

tion of the globe called the torrid zone, a
zone 47" wide, having the equator for its

central line. — 3. pi. The regions lying be-

tween the tropics or near them on either

side. ' The brilliant flowers of the tropics.'

Bancroft.
Tropic (trop'ik). a. Tropical; pertaining to

the tropics. 'The tropic sea.' Wordsworth.

Tropical (trop'ik-al), a. 1. Pertaining to

the tropics; being within the tropics; as,

tropical climates; tropical regions; tropical

latitudes; tropical heat; tropical winds.

—

2. Incident to the tropics; as, tropical dis-

eases. —3. [From trope.] Figurative; rhe-

torically changed from its proper or original

sense.
The foundation of all parables is some analogy or

similitude between the tropica/ or allusive part of the

parable and the thing intended by it. South.

—Tropical year. The same as Solar Year.

See under Year.
Tropically (trop'ik-al-li), adv. In a tropical

or figurative manner. Shak.

Tropic-hlrd (trop'ik-bfird), »i. The common
name of the natatorial birds belonging to the

Tropic-bird {Phaiton phcentcitrtis).

genus Phaeton and pelican family, peculiar

to tropical regions. There are only two spe-

cies, the P. mthereui and P. phcenicunix.

They are distinguished by two very long,

slender tail-feathers. They are wonderfully

powerful on the wing, being able to pass

whole days in the air without needing to

settle. The long tail-shaftsof the tropic-bird

are much valued in some places, the natives

wearing them as ornaments or weaving them

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ftfy.
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into various implements. The total length
of the binl is about 30 inches, of which the
tail-feathers occupy about 15.

Tropicopolitan (trop'i-ko-pol 'i-tan), a.

[Tropic, and Gr. polites, a citizen.] Belong-
ing to the tropics ; found only within the
tropics.

Among birds and reptiles we have several families
which, from being found only within the tropics of
Asia, Africa, and America, have been termed tro-

picopolitan g^roups. A. R. li'aUace.

Tropidonotus (trop'i-do-n6"tu8), n. [Gr
tropis, tropidos, a keel, and notos, the back.]
A genus of non-venomous serpents, family
Natricidje, and nearly allied to the colubers,
but with bodies thicker in proportion to their
length, which rarely exceedsS to 4 feet, They
all belong to the Old World. The common
ringed-snake or grass-snake (T. iiatrix) of
England is an example. 8ee Ringed-snake.
TropidorliyucllUS (trop'i-do-ring"kus). n.

[Gr. tropin, tropidos, a ship's keel, and rhyn-
chon, a snout.] The friar-bird, a genus of
birds of the family Meliphagid%, inhabiting
Australia. See Friar-bird and Leather-
head.
Tropist (trop'ist), n. One who deals in
tropes: especially, one who explains the
Scriptures by tropes and figures of speech.

Tropologic, Tropological (trop-o-loj'ik,
trop - o - loj ' ik - al ), a. [ See Tropology. ]

Varied or characterized by tropes; changed
from the original import of the words; figur-

ative. Burton.
Tropologlcally (trop-o-loj'ik-al-li), adv.
In a tropological manner.
Tropologi2e f tropol'o-jiz). v.t To use In
a tropological sense, as a word; to change
to a figurative sense; to use as a trope.
Ciidwortk.

Tropology (tro-pol'o-jl), n. [Gr. tropos,
trope, and loffog, discourse. ] A rhetorical
mode of speech, including tropes, or change
from the original import of the word.
Trossers t (tros'^rz), n. Same as Strouers
(which see).

lYot (trot), r.t. pret. & pp. trotted; ppr.
trotting. [Ft, trotter. It. trottare, from L.
tolutare, to trot, modified into tlutare, tlo-

tare, trotare. ] 1. To move faster than in
walking, as a horse or other quadruped, by
lifting one fore-foot and the hind-foot of the
opposite side at the same time. ^Aoifc.—2. To
walk or move fast; to run.

He that rises late must trotaXX day, and will scarcely
overtake his business at night. FranAiin.

Trot (trot), n. 1. The pace of a horse or
other quadruped, more rapid than a walk,
but of various degrees of swiftness, when
he lifts one fore-foot and the hind-foot of
the opposite side at the same time.

The canter is to the gallop very much what the walk
is to the (rot. Vouaft.

2 One who trots; specifically, (a) an endear-
ing term used to a child.

Ethel romped with the httle children, the rosy little

trots. Thackeray.

(6) An old woman : in contempt. * An old
trot with ne'er a tooth in her head' Skak.
Trot (trot), v.t. To cause to trot; to ride
at a trot.— To trot out, to cause to trot, as a
horse, to show his paces; hence, to induce a
person to exhibit himself or his hobby; to
draw out. 'Anything that was likely to
afford occasion for trottiivj him ou t. ' Mac-
millan's Mag. [Colloq.]

TrotCOSie, Trotcosy ( trot-ko'zi ). n. [Ori-
ginally perhaps throat-cosy.

'\ A warm cov-
ering for the head, neck, and breast in cold
weather when one is travelling. [Scotch,]

Troth (troth), n. [0. E. trouthe, A. Sax.
treowtke, a form of truth. See Truth.]
1. Belief; talth; fidelity.

Bid her alight and her Irot/t plight. Skak.

2 Truth; verity; veracity; as, in troth; by
my troth.

In troth, thou'n able to instruct grey hairs. Addison.

Trothless t ftroth'les), a. Faithless; treach-
erous. ' The faithless waves and trotkless

sky.* Fairfax.
Troth-plight t (troth'plit), v.t. To betroth
or altiuiiLf,-,

Troth-plight t (troth'plit), a. Betrothed;
espoused; affianced.

This, your son-in-law.
Is troth-plight to your daughter, Shak.

Troth-plight (troth'plit), n. The act of
betrothing ur plighting faith.

Thi* dispute
inemhli^matic i. ^ ,„..__
the vul^.^r still preserve some traces. Sir II'. Scott.

. ended by the lovers going through
anemhl';matic ceremony of their lyi^rt-z/t^'A/. of which

Troth-plighted (troth'pllt-ed), a. Having
fidelity pledged.

Troth-ring (troth'ring), n. A betrothal
ring. eTb. Brownitig.

Trotter (trot'6r), n. One who trots; spe-
cifically, (a) an animal, particularly a horse,
that trots, or usually trots.

My chestnut horse Wtis a good trotter. T. Hook.

(&) The foot of an animal, especially of a
sheep: applied ludicrously to the human foot.

Trottlng-paritor(trot'ing-pa-rit-or), n. An
oflicer of the ecclesiastical court who carries
out citations. Shak.
Trottoir (trot-w^r), n. [Fr.] The footway
on each side of a street; the pavement.
Troubadour (tro'ba-dbr),n. [Fr. troubadour,
from Pr. trobador, a troubadour (Sp. trova-
dor. It. trovatore), from trobar, Fr. trouver.

It. trovare, to find; according to some from
L. turbare, to turn topsy-turvy in searching
for things; according to G. Paris from L.L.
tropare. to sing, from tropus. a song, a trope.

See Trope. ] A name given to a class of

early poets who first appeared in Provence,
in France. The troubadours were consid-
ered the inventors of a species of lyrical

poetry, characterized by an almost entire
devotion to the subject of romantic gal-
lantry-, and generally very complicated in
regard to its metre and rhjTues. They
flourished from the eleventh to the latter

part of the thirteenth century, their prin-
cipal residence bein^ the south of France,
but they also lived m Catalonia, Arragon.
and North Italy. The most renowned
among the troubadours were knights who
cultivated music and poetry as an honour-
able accomplishment ; but their art de-
clined in its later days, when it was chiefly
cultivated by minstrels of a lower class.

See TRuDVkRE.
Troublablet(trub1-a-bl),a Causing trouble;
troublesome. ' Troublable ire.' Chaucer.
Trouble (trub'l), v.t. pret & pp. troubled;
ppr. troubling. [Ft. troubler, by meta-
thesis and alteration from L. turbula, dim.
from turba, a crowd, confusion, uproar, con-
nected with A. Sax. thrym. a crowd. Troop
has perhaps a kindred origin. ] 1. To put
into confused motion; to agitate; to disturb;
to confuse; to disorder.

A woman moved is like a fountain troubled. Shak.
An angel went down at a certain season into the

pool, &T\a troubled x\\c water. Jn. v. 4.

2. To annoy; to disturb; to Interrupt; to
tease; to fret; to molest

The boy so troubles rac
Tis past enduring. Shak.

Never trouble yourself about those faults which age
will cure. Lockt.

8. To aflWct; to grieve; to distress.

Thou didst hide thy face, and I was trottHed.
Ps, XXT. 7.

4. To put to some labour, exertion, or
pains: used in courteous phraseology; as,

may I trmibU you to pass the salt? I will

not trouble you to ileliver the letter.—Syn.
To disturb, perplex, afflict, distress, grieve,
harass, annoy, tease, vex, molest.
Trouble (truba). n. 1. The state of being
troubled, attlicted, perplexed, annoyed, or
teased ; disturbance ; distress ; afiUction

;

agitation ; annoyance ; vexation ; molesta-
tion.
Man that is bom of a woman is of few days and full

of trouble. Job xiv. i.

2. That which gives trouble, annoyance,
disturbance; that which causes grief, afflic-

tion, pain, or the like. 'To take arms
against a sea of troubles.' Shak.S Pains;
labour; exertion. 'This is a joyful (roi/We
to you Shak. ' Is twenty hundred kisses
such a trouble V Shak. —4. In minii^, a
fault or interruption in a stratum, espe-
cially a stratum of coal.—To take the trouble

,

to be at the pains ; to exert one's self ; to
give one's self inconvenience. —Stn. Dis-

tress, perplexity, annoyance, molestation,
vexation, inconvenience, affliction, calam-
ity, misfortune, adversity, embarrassment,
anxiety, sorrow, misery.

Trouble, t a. Troubled ; clouded ; dark

;

gloomy. Chaucer.
Troubledly t (trub'ld-li), adv. In a troubled
or confused manner; confusedly.
Our meditations must proceed in due order, not

troubUdiy, not preposterously. Hp. Hall.

Trouble -house t ( tnib ' 1 - hous ), n. A dis-
turl>er of the peace of a house or house-
hold. ' Simple sots, or peevish trottble-

houses ' Urquhart.
Trouble-mirth (trub'l-m^rth). 71. One who
mars or ilisturbs enjoyment or mirth, as a
person of morose disposition ; a spoil-sport.

But once more to this same trouble-fnirth. this Lady
Vamey. Sir W. Scott.

Troubler (trubT-fir), n. One who troubles
or disturbs ; one who afflicts or molests ; a
disturber. ' The troubler of the poor world's
peace.' Shak. 'The rich troublers of the
world's repose. ' Waller.
Trouble-rest t (trub'l-rest), n. A disturber
of rest or quiet. Sylvester.

Troublesome (trub'l-sum). a. Giving or
causing trouble; disturbing; molesting; an-
noying; vexatious; tiresome; importunate.

He must be very wise that can forbearbeing troubled
at things very troublesome. Tillotson.

My mother will never be troublesome to me. Pope.

Two or three troublesome old nurses never let me
have a quiet night's rest with knocking me up.

Arbuthtiot.

Syn. I'neasy, vexatious, harassing, annoy-
ing, irksome, afflictive, burdensome, tire-

some, wearisome, importunate.
Troublesomely (trub'l-sum-li). adv. In
a troublesome manner; vexatiously. *So
troublesomely critical.' Locke.
Troublesomeness (trub'l-sum -nes), n.

The state or quality of being troublesome;
vexatiousness; uneasiness; importunity; irk-

someness; as, the trottblesotneiiess of a cred-
itor.

The lord -treasurer complained of the troublesome-
ness of the place for that the exchequer was so
empty. Bacon.

Trouble- State t (trub'l-stat), n. A dis-

turber of the community. Daniel.
Troublous (tnib'lus). a. 1. Full of commo-
tion; disturbed; agitated. ' A tall ship toss'd
in troublous seas." Spenser. —% Full of
trouble, public commotions, or disorder; un-
settled; tumultuous.
The street shall be built again, and the wall, even

in troublous times. Dan..ix. 25.

Trough (trof), n. (A. Sax. trog, troh, IceL
D. and G. trog, Dan. ?n/fl—trough. Akin
tray.] 1. A vessel of wood, stone, or metal,
generally rather long and not very deep,
open along the top, for holding water, feed-
iug-stuffs for animals, or the like—2. A chan-
nel or spout for conveying water, as toamill.
3. The array of connected cells of a galvanic
battery, in which the copper and zinc plates
of each pair are on opposite sides of the par-
tition.— 4. A frame, vat, huddle, or rocker in
which ores or slimes are washed and sorted
in water.— 5. Anything resembling a trough
in shape, as a depression between two ridges
or between two waves ; a basin-shaped or
oblong hollow; as, the trough of the sea.

Trough t (trof), v. i. To feed grossly as a sow
does from a trough. Richardson.
Trough -battery ( trof ' bat -t6r-i), n. A
galvanic l)attery. See Galvanic.
ftough-gutter ( trofgut-^r ), n. A gutter
in ttie form of a trough placed below the
eaves of buildings.

Troul (troul), v. and n. Same as Troll.

Trounce (trouns), v.t. pret. & pp. trounced;
ppr. trouncing. [O. Fr. troncer, troncir, to
cut or break off or into pieces, tronce, tronc,

a stump, from L. tnmcus, a trunk. See
Trvnk. } To punish or to beat severely;
to thrash or whip 8mart>ly; to castigate.
[Collof|.

]

It is not from mercenary motives the present per-
former is desirous to show up and trounce his villain*.

Thackeray.
Troupe (trop), «. [Fr. ] A troop; a com-
pany ; particularly, a company of players,
operatic performers, dancers, acrobats, or
the like

Trous-de-loup (tm-de-lo'), n.pl. [Fr, lit.

wolf-holes— frou, a hole, and loup, a wolf.)
Milit. trapholes or pits dug in the ground.

Trous-de-loup.

in the form of inverted cones or pyramids,
in order to serve as obstacles to the advance
of an enemy, each pit having a pointed stake
in the middle.
Trouse (trouz), n. An old form of the word
Trousers. Spenser.

Trousered (trou'z^rd). o. Wearing trousers.
' The inferior or trousered half of the crea-
tion.' T. Hughes.
Trousering (trou'z6r-ing), n. Cloth for
making trousers.

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, Bing; ta, then; th, ^In; w, wig; wh, xohig; zh, azure.—See KBT.
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Trousers (trou'zSrz), n. pi. [For older
trmises, trowses, a kind of drawers, from
O. Fr. trousses, a kind of hose, from trousse,

a truss. See Truss. ] A garment worn by
men and boys, extending from the waist to
the ankles, covering the lower part of the
trunk, and each leg separately.

Trousseau (tro-soO, ». [Fr., from trousse, a
bun. He, a truss. See TRUSS.] The clothes
ami general outfit of a bride.

.Trout (trout), n. [Fr. tniite, from L.L.
trutta, L. tnicta, from Gr. troktes, a kind of
fish, from trogo, to gnaw.] 1. The common
name of various species of the genus Salmo,
as the bull-trout (5. eriox), the salmon-trout
(S. tnttta), the common trout (5. fario), and
the great gray or lake-trout {S. /erox). The
Lochleven trout, found in the loch of that
name, is a distinct species (5. levenensis),

the brook-trout of America is S. /ontinalis,
and the common American lake-trout S.

cmifinis. There are, however, several spe-
cies of lake-trout in America, the finest and
largest of which is the Mackinaw trout or
namaycush (S. ainetkystiis) of Lakes Huron
and Superior and the more northern lakes.
The great gray or lake trout of Britainweighs
sometimes 30 lbs., while the North Ameri-
can lake-trout attains a weight of upwards
of 60 lbs.

Trout-coloured (troufkul-fird), a. White,
with spots of black, bay, or sorrel; aa, a troxit-

coloiired horse.

Troutful (trout'ful), a. Abounding in trout.
' Clear and fresh rivulets of troutful water.*
Fuller.

Troutless (troutles), a. Without trout.
I catch a trout now and then . . . so I am not

left troutUss. KingsUy.

Troutlet (trout'let), n. A small trout.
Hood.
Troutling (troutling), n. A troutlet.

Trout-Stream (trout'atrem), n. A stream in
which trout breed.
Trouv^re, Trouveur (tro-var, trb-v6r), n.
[Fr. trouver, to find.] A name given to the
ancient poets of Northern France, corres-
ponding to the Troubadour of Provence.
Their productions partake of a narrative or
epic character, and thus contrast broadly
with the lyrical, amatory, and more pol-
ished effusions of their southern rivals. See
Troubadour.

'Trover (tro'v^r), n. [O. Fr. trover, Fr.
trouver. It. trovare, to find. See Trouba-
dour.] Properly, the finding of anything.
Hence, iu law, (a) the gaining possession of
any goods, whether by finding or by other
means. (&) Originally, a form of action at
law based on the finding by defendant of
the plaintiff's goods and converting them
to his own use. In course of time, how-
ever, the su^estion of the finding became
mere matter of form, and all that had to be
proved was that the goods were the plaintiff's
and that the defender had converted them
to his own use. In this action the plaintiff
could not recover the specific chattel, but
only damages for its conversion. It is no
longer a technical form of aqtipn.
Trow (trou or tro), v.t. [A. Sax. tredwian,
tr&wiaiif to believe, to trust, a verb common
to the Teutonic languages. See True. ] To
think to be true ; to believe ; to trust ; to
'think or suppose. Hence the following quo-
tation from the fool's speech in Lear may
be explained: Let your certain knowledge
be more than your mere belief, or do not
believe all that is brought to your notice.

Learn more than thou troivest. Shak.

I trow, or trow alone, was frequently added
to questions, and was expressive of con-
temptuous or indignant surprise, or nearly
equivalent to / wonder.
What tempest, / tro-w. . . . threw this whale

ashore? sAai.
Well, ifyou be not turned Turk, there is no moresail-

mii by the Star.—What means the fool, trozv > Shak.

Trow, n. See Drow.
Trowandise.tn. See Truandise. Chaucer
Trowel (trou'el), n. [Fr. truelle, L. trulla,
asnialiliidle, adipper, dim. of(r««,a8tirring-
spoon. a skimmer, a ladle.] 1. A tool, gener-
ally consisting of a triangular or oblong iron
or steel, fitted with a handle, used by masons,
plasterers, and bricklayers for spreading and
dressing mortar and plaster, and for cutting
bricks, and also by moulders for smoothing
the surface of the sand or loam composing
the mould. —2. A gardener's tool, somewhat
like a trowel, made of iron, and scooped,
used in taking up plants and for other
purposes.—r© lay on with a trowel, to lay or

spread thickly and coarsely; hence, said
figuratively of gross flattery.

Well said ; that was laid on with a trowel. Shak.

Trowel (troti'el), v. t. To dress or form with
a trowel; as, trowelled stucco.

Trowl (trol), V. and n. Same aa Troll.

Trowsed t (trouzd), a. Wearing or clothed
with trowsers. Drayton.
Trowserlng (trou'z6r.ing), n. Same as
Trousering.
Trowsers (trou'z^rz), n. Same as Troupers.
Troy, Troy -weight (troi, troi'wat), n.
[Origin doubtful Some take it from Troyes,
iu France. Others believe it to be con-
tracted from Fr. octroi, grant or concession
by authority, toll, custom, from L. auc-
toritas, authority; hence, Uvre d'octroi, a
pound of authority, or the pound used in
calculating the weight of goods subject to
custom.] A weight chiefly used in weigh-
ing gold, silver, and articles of jewelry.
The pound troy contains 12 ounces ; each
ounce is divided into 20 pennyweights, and
each pennyweight into 24 grains. Hence
the pound contains 5760 grains and the
ounce 480 grains. As the avoirdupois
pound (the weight in general commercial
use) contains 7000 grains, and the ounce
437J grains, the troy pound is to the avoir-
dupois as 144 to 175, and the troy ounce to
the avoirdupois as 192 to 175.

Truaget (tro'aj), n. 1. A pledge of truth
or truce given on payment of a tax. Lord
Berners. —2. The impost or tax itself. ' Great
truage they took of this land.' B. Brunne.
3. An act of homage or honour.
Truancy (trb'an-si), n. The act of playing
truant, or the state of being a truant.

I had many flattering reproaches formy late truancy
from these parties. Misi Burney.

TruandiUg.t n. The act of begging under
false pretences. Chaucer.
Truandise, tn. [Fr. See Truant.] a begging
under false pretences. Chaucer.
Truant (trb'ant), n. [O. Fr. trvAint, Mod. Fr.
truund, a vagabond, from the Celtic : Armor.
truant, vagabond, W. tru, truan, wretched,
Ir. and Gael, truaghaji, truagh, poor, miser-
able.] One who shirks or neglects hisduty;
an idler; a loiterer; especially, a child who
stays from school without leave.

I have a truant been to chivalry, Shak.

—Toplay truant, to stay from school without
leave.

Truant (trb'ant), a. [See the noun. ] Charac-
teristic of or pertaining to a truant; wander-
ing from business ; shirking duty ; wilfully
absent from a proper or appointed place;
idle; loitering; as, a truant boy. ' A truant
disposition.' Shak. 'With truant pace.'
Dryden.
Truant (trb'ant), v.i. To idle away time; to
loiter or be absent from employment.
'Tis double wron^ to tntant with your bed,
And let her read it in thy looks at board. Shak.

Truant (tro'ant), v. t. To waste or idle away.
[Rare]
I dare not be the author of iruatUing the time. Fcrd.

Truantly (tro'ant-li), adv. Like a truant;
in idleness.

Truantship (tro 'ant -ship), n. The con-
duct of a truant ; neglect of employment

;

neglect of study.

The master should not chide with him if the child
have done his diligence, and used no truantship.

Aschofn,
Trub t (trub), n. A truffle.

Trubtailt (trub'tal), n. A short, squat
woman. Ainsworth.
Truce (tros), n. [O. E. trews, trewse, trewis,
0. Fr. trues (pi., les trues furent rompues,
Froissart), from O.H.G. triuwa, tritoa. Mod.
G. treu£, faith. Akin troic, true, trtist]
1. MUit. a suspension of arms by agreement
of the commanders of the opposing armies;
a temporary cessation of hostilities, either
for negotiation or other purpose ; an ar-
mistice.—2. Intermission of action, pain, or
contest; temporary cessation; short quiet.

There he may find
Truce to his restless thoughts. Afilton.

—Truce of God, a suspension of arms which
occasionally t(X)k place iu the middle ages,
and was introduced by the church in order
to mitigate the evils of private war. This
truce provided that private feuds should
cease at least on the holidays from Thursday
evening to Sunday evening each week, dur-
ing the season of Advent and Lent, and on
tlie octaves of the great festivals. This in-
stitution was gradually abolished as the
rulers of the various countriesbecame strong
enough to check their turbulent and power-

ful subjects.— fto^ of truce. See under
Flag.
Truce-breaker (trbs'brak-6r). n. One who
violates a truce, covenant, or engagement.
2 Tim. iii. 3.

Truceless (trbsles), a. l. Without truce;
as, a truceless war.—2. Granting or holding
no truce; unforbearing.
Truclmian,t Truchementt (truch'man,
truch'ment), n. [See Dragoman.] An in-
terpreter. ' The interpreter and tnichrimn
of his creation.' Drumnvond.
Truddatlon (try-si-da'shon), n. [L. trud-
datio, from trucido, to kill.] The act Of
killing. Cockeram.
Truck (truk), v.i. [Fr, troquer, to truck, to
exchange, to barter, from Sp. trocar, to ex-
change; probably from Ar. traqa, an instru-
ment for striking, taraq, to strike ; comp.
E. to strike a bargain.] To exchange com-
modities ; to barter. ' A master of a ship
who deceived them under colour of trucking
with them.' Palfrey.
Truck (truk), v.t. To exchange; to give in
exchange; to barter; as, to truck knives for
gold-dust.

I see nothing left us but to truck and barter our
goods, like the wild Indians wdth each other. Swi/i.

Truck (truk). n. 1. Exchange of commo-
dities; barter. See Truck-system.
And no commutation or truck can be made by

an^ of the petty merchants vcithout the assent above-
said. Hackiuyt.

2. Commodities appropriate for barter or
for small trade; hence, small commodities;
specifically, in the United States, agricul-
tural or horticultural produce for market.
3.t pi. A kind of game. See Troco.
Truck (truk). n. [Said to be from L. trochus,
a hoop, from Gr. trochos, a wheel, a disk,
Ac, from frccAo. to run; comp. alsoW. trwc,
something rounded, a turn, a truck; but
this may be from the English.] 1. A small
wooden wheel not bound with iron; a cylin-
der.— 2. A kind of low carriage for convey-
ing goods, stones, &c. ; a small wheel carriage
or species of barrow, with two low wheels,
upon which boxes, bales, and other heavy
packages of goods are tilted.

There were more trucks near Todgers's than you
would suppose a whole city could ever need; not
active trucks, but a vagabond race, for ever lounging
in the narrow lanes before their masters' doors, and
stopping up the pass. Dickens.

3. In raU. (a) an open wagon for the
conveyance of goods. (6) A swivelling car-
riage consisting of a frame with one or more
pairs of wheels, and the necessary boxes,
springs, &c., to carry and guide one end of
a locomotive. Goodrich.—^. In gun. a cir-

cular piece of wood like a wheel, fixed on
an axle-tree, for moving ordnance.— 5. Xant.
(a) the small circular wooden cap at the
extremity of a flagstaff or of a topmast,
generally furnished with two or more pul-
leys, used to reeve the halliards. (6) A small
circular piece of wood, having a hole bored
through it for a rope to run through; as,
the trucks of the shrouds.
Truck (truk), v.t. To put in a truck; to
send or convey by truck; as, to truck cattle.
Truckage (truk'aj), n. The practice of bar-
tering goods.
Truckage (truk'aj), n. Money paid for con-
veyance of goods on a truck; freight.

Trucker (truk'^r), n. One who trucks; one
who traffics by exchange of goods. * ^'o man
having ever yet driven a saving bargain
with this great trucker of souls.' South.
Truckle (truk'l), n. [Dim. of truck, awheel.]
1. A small wheel or castor.—2. A truckle-
bed.

He roused the squire in truckle lolling. Hudibras.

3. A small flat cheese. [Local.]

Truckle (trukl), v.t. To move on rollers;
to trundle.

Chairs without bottoms were truckled from the
middle to one end of the room. Afiss Bum^.

Truckle (truk'l), v.i. pret. <fr pp. truckled-,
ppr. truckling. [From the truckle of truckle-
bed.] To yield obsequiously to the will of
another ; to submit tamely ; to cringe ; to
act in a servile manner : usually with to.

Shall our nation be in bondage thus
Unto a land that truckles under us? CUaveiamt,

I cannot truckle to a fool of state.
Nor take a favour from a man I hate.

Churckili.
Never let it

Be said that we still truckle unto thrones. Byron.

Truckle-bed (tnikl-bed), n. A bed that
runs on wheels and may be pushed uncier
another; a trundle-bed. In former times
the truckle-bed was generally appropriated

Fate, far, Xat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, byU; oU, pound; u, Sc. abune; y. So. iey.
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to a servant or attendant of some kind, the
master or mistress occupying the principal
bed.

First, that he lie upon the truckie-btd.
While his young master lieth o'er his head.

Bp. Hall.
The truckU-btd of Valour and Freedom is not wad-

ded with flosh-sillc. Landor.

Truckle - Cheese (truk'l-chez), n. See
TritkLE, n. 3.

Truckler (truka^r), n. One who truckles
oryiehlsobsequiouslyto the will of another.
Truckling (tmk'ling), a. Given to truckle;
cringing; fawning; slavish; servile.

Terms which lead the reader to believe that there
was something in these sophists peculiarly greedy,
exorbitant, and tr-ncfcling; something beyond the
mere fact of asking and receiving remuneration.

Gr&te.

Truck-man (truk'man).n. 1. A truck driver;
a carter or carman.—2. One who trucks or
exchanges.

Truck-system (truk'sis-tem), n. The prac-
tice of paying the wages of workmen in
goods instead of money. This practice has
prevailed particularly in the mining and
manufacturing districts; the masters estab-
lishing warehouses or shops, and the work-
men in their employment either getting their
wages accounted for to them by supplies of
goods from such establishments, without re-
ceiving any money, or getting the money on
a tacit or express understanding that they
were to resort to the premises of their mas-
ters for such necessaries as they required.
I'nder this system the workmen have often
to pay exorldtant prices for their goods,
and from the great facility afforded to them
of procuring liberal supplies of goods in
anticipation of wages, they are apt to be
led into debt. These and other evils inci-
dent to the system induced the legislature
to endeavour to put a stop to it by an act
passed in 1831; but the act is scarcely com-
prehensive enough, and is still often more
or less violated.

Trucoa (tni'kos), n. [Sp.] A game some-
what resembling billiardj. SeeTRoco. Prts-
cott.

Truculence, Truculency (truk'u-lens,
truk'u-Ien-si), n. [L. truculeniia.] 1. The
state or (juality of J>eing truculent; savage-
ness of manners; ferociousness.

He loves not tyranny; . . . the trucuien<y of the
subject, who transacts this, he approves not.

It-'aUrhcust.

2. Terribleness of countenance.
T'ruculent (truk'ulent), o. [L. trtieiUenttts,

from trux, trucis, fierce, savage.] 1. Fierce;
savage : barbarous. • A barbarous Scythia
where the savage and trucuUnt inhabitants
. . . live upon milk and flesh roasted iu the
sun.' Hay—2. Inspiring terror; ferocious.
'Their truculent aspects.' Sandys.
Triptolemus . . , was alarmed by the trucuUnt

loolts of Goffe. in particular. Sir IV. Scott.

3. Cruel; destructive. 'TrucuUnt plagues.'
Harvey.
TmctQently (truk'u-lent-li),rtrfy. In a trucu-
lent manner; fiercely; destructively.
Trudge (truj). v.i. pret. & pp. trudyed; ppr.
trudaing. [Probably a modification of
drudge through the influence of tread. There
is in it the idea of labouring heavily.J To
travel on foot, the idea of fatigue or more
or less painful exertion being generally Im-
plied; to travel or march with labour.

Once a poor r<^ue, 'tis true, I trod the street,
And trudff'dlo Rome upon my naked feet.

Trudgeman (truj'man), n. Same asTntcA-
man.
True (troX « [0 E. truwe, trewe, &c. , A.Sax.
treOwe (whence treAwian, to trow or believe);
O.Sax. triwi, O. Kris, triuwe, tritme, L.Q.
tnuo, trii. Icel. trur, Dan. tro. D. trouw.
G. rr^u—faithful, true. Cog. Zend. drva.
solid, constant; Skr. dhru, to be fixed. Akin
truce, tnist.] 1. Conformable to fact; being
in accordance with the actual state of things;
not false or erroneous.
Those propositions are /rug which express things

as they are. tyoUastou.

2 Free from falsehood; habitually 8l)eaking
the truth; veracious; truthful.
Master, we know that thou art true, and teachest

the way of God in truth. Mat. xx. i6.

3. Genuine: pure; real; not counterfeit, adul-
terated, false, or pretended.
Never call a piece of trut gold a counterfeit. Shak.
In a falMr quarrel there is no true valour, Shak.

l^nbind the charms that in slight fables lie,

And teach that truth is truest poetry. Cowley

4. Firm or steady in adhering to promises,
to friends, to a prince, or the like; not fickle.

false.or perfidious; faithful; constant; loyal.
' This trxie wife.' Shak.
Fair is my love, but not so fair as fickle.
Mild as a dove, but neither trtte nor trusty. Shak.

5. Honest; not fraudulent.
Rich preys make trut men thieves. Shak.

Every true man's apparel fits your thief. S/iak.

6. Conformable to reason or to rules; exact;
just; accurate; correct; right. 'Trwe com-
putation of the time. ' Shak. ' A circle regu-
larly true.' Prior. 'A translation nicely
true to the original.' Arbuthnot.—7. Con-
formable to law and justice ; legitimate

;

rightful; as, a true heir; a true king. 'An
oath . . . before a true and lawful magis-
trate." Shak.— True bill, in law, a bill of
indictment endorsed by the grand jury after
evidence as containing a well-foimded accu-
sation.— Trw* place of a star or planet, in
agtron. the place which the star or planet
would be seen to occupy, if the effects of
refraction, parallax, «tc., were removed, or
the place which it would occupy if viewed
from the earth's centre, supposing the rays
comingfrom it not to be subject to refraction.
True (tro), v.t. To give a right form to ; to
adjust nicely; to put a keen, fine, or smooth
edge on ; to make exactly straight, square,
level, or the like: a workman's term.
True-blue (trb'blu), a. An epithet applied
to a person of inflexible honesty and fidelity;
said to be from the true or Coventry blue,
formerly celebrated for its unchanging
colour. Hence, unwavering; unbending;
stanch ; inflexible. ' Blue was the favour-
ite colour of the Covenanters; hence, the vul-
gar phrase of a true-blue whig. ' Sir W. Scott.

For his religion . . .

'Twas Presbyterian tnte-blue. Httdibras.

True-blue (trb'blu), n. A person of inflex-
ible honesty or stanchness ; specifically,
a stanch Presbyterian or Whig. See the
adjective.

Truebom (troTwm), a. Of genuine birth;
having a right by birth to any title.

Where'er I wander, boast of this I can.
Though banish'd. yet a truebom Englishman.

Shak.
Truebred (tn/bred). o l. Of a genuine or
right breed; as, a trtiebred horse.—2. Being
of gtimiiie breeding or education; as, a,tni€-
hrt-d L'eiitlernan.

True -derived (tro'de-rivd), a. Of lawful
descent ; legitimate. ' To draw forth your
noble ancestry unto a lineal true-derived
course.' Shak.
True -devoted (trode-vot-ed). a. Full of
true devotion and honest zeal. 'A true-
devoted pilgrim." Shak.
True - disposing ( tro'dis-poz-ing), o. Dis-
posing. arnin;:ing, or ordaining justly; just
'O upright, just, and true-disposing God.'
Shak.
True-dlvinlng (tro'di-vin-ing), a. Having
a true presentiment. 'Thou hast a true-
divininy lit-iirt.' Shak.
Truehearted (trb'hart-ed), a. Being of a
faithful heart; honest; sincere; not faithless
or deceitful; as, a truehearted friend. Mae-
aulay.
Trueheartedness (trb'hart-ed-nes), n. Fi-
delity; loyalty: sincerity.

True-love (tr6luv).n. l. One truly loved or
loving ; one whose love is pledged to an-
other; a lover; a sweetheart.

Thou hast mistaken quite
And laid the love-juice on some tnu-love's sight.

Shak.
2. A ^lant of the genus Paris, the P. quad-
ri/olui. Called also Herb-paris. See Paris.
True-love t (troluv), re Affectionate; sin-
cere, • Trur-love tears. " Shak.
Truelove-knot, Truelover's-knot (trb'-

Truclove Knots.

I, 2, 3. Of the time of Elizabeth, used for tying ini-

tials together on seals; i and 3, Engaged. 2. Mar-
ried. 4, The Knot of Henry Vlfl. ana Anne Bolcyn.
5. The usual or modern form.

luv-not, trb'luv-^rz-not),n. A kind of double
knot, made with two bows on each tide in-

terlacing each other and with two ends; the
emblem of interwoven affection or engage-
ments. ' Twenty odd-conceited true-love
knots.' Shak.
Trueness (tro'nes), n. The quality of being
true; faithfulness; sincerity; reality; gen-
uineness; exactness; correctness; accuiacy.
Bacon.
Truepenny (tro'pen-ui),Ji. A familiar phrase
for an honest fellow.

Say'st thou so! art thou there, truepenny! Shak.

True-service, True-service-tree (trb's6r-
vis, trb's6r-vi3-tre). n. A plant of the genua
Pyrus. the P. domestica. See Pyrus.
True-table t (tro'ta-bl), n. a hazard-table.

There is also a bowling-ptace, a tavern, and a trit^-

table. Evelyn.

Truff (truf). t?. t To steal. [Old Scotch. ]

Be sure to ^r«^his pocket-book. Ramsay.

Truflfet (truf), n. (An old form of turf with
r transposed as in thirst, thrist, &c. Still

common in Scotland.] Turf.

No holy truffe was left to hide the head
Of holiest men. Siry, Davies.

Truffle (trufa), n. [O. Fr. trufie, Fr. truffe;
origin uncei-tain. ] A genus (Tuber) of fungi
of the section Gasteromycetes growing un-
derground. I'hecommon trufne(2'.ci6reri((m)

is of a fleshy fungous structure and roundish
figure, without any visible root; of a dark
colour, approaching to black, and studded
over with tubercles, and varies in size from
that of a large plum to that of a large po-
tato. It grows abundantly in some parts of
England, also in Italy, the south of France,
and several other countries, being found
mostnumerously in oak and chestnut forests.

It is much esteemed and sought after as an
ingredient in certain high-seasoned dishes.
I'here being no appearance above-ground to
indicate the existence of the truffle, which
lies concealed some inches under the sur-
face of the clayey sandy soil, dogs are
trained to find this fungus by the scent and
scratch it up. Hogs, which are extremely
fond of truffles, are also employed to dis-

cover them and root them up. Other spe-
cies, as T. cestivum, T. rufuin, T. mogcha-
turn or musk-scented truffle, are used in
the same manner as the common truffle.

Truffled (truf'ld). o. Furnished, cooked, or
stuffed with truffles; as, a trusted turkey is

a favourite French dish.

Truffle-worm (truf'l-w6rra), n. A worm
found in truffles, the larva of a fly, a species
of Leiodes.

Trug (trug), n. [The same as trough, A. Sax,
trog, the original pronunciation being re-

tained in some parts of England.] 1. A hod
for mortar. Bailey. —2. t A measure of wheat,
as much as was carried in a trough, three
trugs making two bushels. ^3. A kind of
wooden basket for carrying vegetables, »fec.

[Provincial.]— 4, t A concubine. MiddUton.
Trugglng-houset (trug'ing-hous), n. A
brothel or house of ill-fame. H. Greene.
Trulsh (trb'ish), a. Somewhat true.

They perchance light upon something that seetns
truiih and newish. Bp. Gauden.

Truism (trb'izm). n. An undoubted or self-

evident truth. • Conclusions which in one
sense shall be true, and in another false,

at once seeming paradoxes and manifest
truisms. ' Berkeley.

Truismatlc (trb-iz-mat'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to truisms; consisting of truisms.
[Rare]
Trull (trul). n [Of similar origin with
(roWop (which see).] 1. A low vagrant strum-
pet; a drab; a trollop.

These to the town aflbrd each fresher face.
And the clown's tru/l receives the peer's embrace.

Crabb€.
2. t A girl; a lass; a wench. Wotton.
Trull (trul). r.(. (Contr. for trundle.] To
truiuUe. [Local.]

TrulHzation (trul-iz-a'shon), n. [L. trullis-

satio, from trullisso, to trowel, from tnilla,

a trowel. See Trowel.] The laying of layers
of plaster with a trowel.

Truly (trb'li). adv. l. In a true maimer; in
accordance with truth; as, («) in accordance
or agreement with fact.

He whom thou now hast is not thy husband: in

that saidst thou truly. Jn. iv. i8.

(6) Exactly; accurately; precisely; correctly;

unerringly; unmistakably; justly.

Right reason is nothing but the mind of man judg-
ing o? things truly as they are in themselves. South,

(c) Sincerely; faithfully; loyally; constantly;
honestly.

We have always truly served you. Shak,

All masters cannot be tri*ly followed. Shak.

ch, cAain; eh, Sc. locA; g, go; Ujob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; m, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh. icAig; zh, azure.—See KBT.
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i. According to law; legitimately. 'His in-

nocent babe (nt/y begotten.' Shak. 'To give
obedience where 'tis truly owed.' Shak.~
8. Indeed; in truth; in reality; in fact: often
used emphatically, sometimes almost exple-

tively.
Trn/y the light is sweet. Eccles. xi. 7.

To-morrow truiy I will meet thee. Sha^.

Trump (trump), n. [Fr. trompe, a trumpet
orhorn, a Jew'sharp; Sp. and Pg. trompa, It.

(rom6a, a trumpet; comp. alsolcel. tnimba,
a pipe, a trumpet; O.H.G. tnimba, trumpa,
a drum. Perhaps imitative of sound, like

drum; comp. Lett, tr&bit, to snore, to sound
a horn; Lith. truba, aherdsman's horn. Akin
trombone. Diez suggests that it may be
from L. tuba, a trumpet, nasalized and
having r inserted.] 1. A wind-instrument of

music; a trumpet : now used only in poetic,

8Ustained,or elevated language. 1 Cor. xv. 51,

52. * The wakeful trump of doom. ' Milton.
2. A Jew's harp. [Scotch.] Hence, totigue

of the trump, the reed of a trump by which
the sound is produced; Jig. the principal

person in any undertaking; that which is

essential to the success of anything.

Though he be termed my lord, and so forth, all the
world knows that you are the tongiie ofthe tnttnp.

Sir IV. Scott.

Tnunpt (trump), v.t. To blow a trumpet.
Trump (trump), n. [Contr. from trmmph,
informer sense of tnunp. See Triumph.]
1. A winning card; one of the suit of cards
which takes any of the other suits.—2. An
old game with cards, nearly the same as
whist, the modern game being only improved
from it.—3. A good fellow; a person upon
whom one can depend. [CoUoq. or slang.]

I wish I may die if you're not a tritrnp, Pip.

Dickers.—To put to one's trumps, to reduce to the
last expedient, or to the utmost exertion of
power : a figure borrowed from games at
cards. Milton; Irving.

Trump (trump), v.t. To take with a trump
card; to put a trump card upon in order to
win, or in accordance with the rules of the

ap (trump), v,i. In card-playing, to

play a trump card when another suit has
been led.

Trump (trump), v.t. [Fr. tromper, to de-
ceive, to dupe, probably from trompe, a
trumpet, and said originally of mounte-
banks or charlatans who summoned people
by a trumpet.] 1. 1 To trick or impose upon;
to deceive. 'To trick or trump mankind.'
B. Jonson.~2. To obtrude or impose un-
fairly. ' Authors have been trumped on us.

'

Leslie.—To trump up, to devise; to forge;
to seek and collect from every quarter; as,

to tnunp tip a story.

Trumpery (trura'p6r-i), n. [Fr. tromperie,
from tromper, to deceive. See Trump, to
trick.] l.t Deceit; fraud. Sir J. Haring-
ton.—2. Something calculated to deceive by
false show; something externally splendid
but intrinsically of little value ; worthless
finery.

The trumptry in my house bring hither.
For slate to catch these thieves. Shak.

3. Things worn out and of no value; useless
matter; trifles; rubbish.

Upon the coming of Christ, very much, though
not all, of this idolatrous trumpery and superstition
was driven out of the world. South.

Trumpery (trum'p6r-i), a. Trifling; worth-
less.

A vi^ry trumpery case it is altogether, that I must
admit, Th. Hook.

Trumpet (trum'pet),n. [Fr. <rompe«e,adim.
of ^/cm^e.a trumpet. See Trump, a trumpet. ]

1. A wind-instrument of music of the highest
antiquity, having a clear ringing and pene-
trating tone. In its modern form it con-
sists of a metal tube (usually brass, some-
times silver), about 8 feet long, doubled up
in the form of a parabola, becoming conoid
in the last fold, and expanding into a l)ell-

shape end, the other end being fitted with a
mouth-piece by which the instrument is

sounded. The trumpet tuned on C pro-
duces with great power and brilliancy the
following series of tones in an ascending
scale. C in the second space of the bass
clef, G, C, E, G, Bb, C, D, E, and G. By
means of crooks and slides the length of the
tube can be increased, and the pitch corre-
spondingly lowered. Trumpets are also
sometimes fitted with pistons, valves, or
keys, by which the intermediate tones and
semitones can be produced, but at the ex-
pense of the clear resonant tone character-
istic of the trumpet which makes it such a

favourite and valuable military and orches-
tral instrument.—2. t A trumpeter.
He wisely desired that ;

sent for a pass.
trumpet might be first

Clarendon.

3. One who praises or propagates praise, or
is the instrument of propagating it. ' To be
the trumpet of his own virtues.' Shak.
That great politician was pleased to haVfc the

greatest wit of those times in his interests, and to be
tne trumpet of his praises. Dryden.

—Hearing trumpet. See Ear-TRUMPET.-
Speaking trumpet. See Speaking-trumpet.
—Trumpet marine, an old mu.'iical stringed
instrument, having a triangular - shaped
body or chest and a long neck, a single
string raised on a bridge, and running along
the body and neck. It was played with a
bow, and the sounds were stopped by the
fingers gently touching the string so as to
produce the harmonics of the string in the
same manner as is practised on the violin.—
Feast of trumpets, a feast among the Jews,
wliich was held on the first and second days
of the month Tisri, which was the com-
mencement of the Jewish civil year. It de-
rived its name from the blowing of trumpets
in the temple with more than usual solem-
nity.

—

Trumpet honeysuckle, a plant of the
genus Louicera. See Honeysuckle.
Trumpet (trum'pet), v.t To publish by
sound of trumpet; hence, to blaze or noise
abroad; to proclaim; to celebrate.

Why so tart a favour
To trumpet such good tidings? Shak.

They did nothing but publish and trumpet all the
reproaches they could devise against the Irish.

Bacon.

Trumpet-call (trum'pet-k^l), n. A call by
the sound of the trumpet.
Trumpeter <trum'pet-6r), n. l. One who
sounds a trumpet.

Trumpeters,
With brazen din blast you the city's ear. Shak.

2. One who proclaims, publishes, or de-
nounces. ' The trumpeters of our unlawful
intents.' Shak.—3. A bird, a variety of the
domestic pigeon.—4. A grallatorial bird of
South America, of the genus Psophia, the
P. crepitaiis, called also .^ (/ami (which see).

Trumpet-fish (trum'pet-flsh), n. An acan-
thopterygious fish of the genus Centriscus
(C Scolopax), so named from its tul)ular

muzzle. Called also Sea-snipe and Bellows-
fish. See Bellows-fish.
trumpet-flower (trum'pet-flou-6r), n. A
name applied to various large tubular
flowers, as those of Bignonia, Tecoma, Cat-
alpa, Brunsfelsia, Solandra, &c.
Trumpet-fly (tmm'pet-fli), n. The black
oestrus with a yellow-breast; the gray-fly.

Trumpet -major (tmm'pet-ma-j^r). 71. A
head trumpeter in a band or regiment.

Trumpetry (trum'pet-ri), n. The sounding
or sounds of a trumpet. 'A prodigious
annual pageant, chariot, progress, and flou-

rish of trumpetry.' Thackeray.
Trumpet - shaped ( ti-um ' pet - shapt ), a.

Formed like a trumpet ; specifically, in 6o^
tubular with one end dilated.

Trumpet - shell (trum'pet-shel), n. The
shell of the Triton variegatus, a gasteropod
found on the coasts of the West Indies, of
Asia, and of the South Sea Islands. The
shell, which sometimes attains a length
of a foot or more, is used by the natives of

the last-named localities as a trumpet. For
this purpose a hole is pierced at about a
fourth of the length from the top, and a
loud disagreeable sound is produced when
the numtli is applied as in flute-blowing.

Trumpet -tongued (trum'pet-tungd), a.

Having a tongue vociferous as a trumpet.

His virtues
Will plead like angels, trumpet-tongued, against

The deep damnation of his taking off. Shak.

Trumpet-tree (tmm'pet-tre), n. A name
given to a species of the genus Cecropia (C.

peltata), nat. order Artocarpacese.

Trumpet-weed (trum'pet-wed), n. 1. A
large South African sea-weed, Ecklonia buc-
ci7iali*i, nat. order Laminariacese, the stem
of which being hollow is used as a siphon,
as also as a trumpet by the native herdsmen
for collecting their cattle in the evening,

—

2. A stout herbaceous plant, Eupatorium
purpvreum, having flowers in cylindrical

heads.

Trumpet-wood (trum'pet-wyd), n. A West
Indian tree of the genus Cecropia(C.ji>eifa (a),

nat. order Artocarpacese : so called from its

hollow stems being used as wind-instru-
ments; snake-wood.
Truncal (tnmg'kal), a. Pertaining to the
trunk or body.

Truncate (trungTcat), v.t. [L. truneo, trun-
catum, to maim, to cut off, from truncug,
maimed, mutilated, and as substantive, the
stem or trunk of a tree.] To shorten by cut-
ting abruptly; to lop; to cut short.

The examples are too often injudiciously trun-
cated, yohjtson.

Truncate (trung'kat), a. In hot. appearing
as if cut short at the tip by a transverse line;
as, a truncate leaf. The leaves of Lirioden-
dron tulipifera are truncate. See cut Tu-
lip-tree.

Truncated (tmng'kat-ed), p. and a. I. Cut
off; cut short abruptly.—.4 truncated cone
or pyramid is one whose vertex is cut otf by
a plane parallel to its base: the frustum of
a cone or pjTamid.- 2. In mineral, having
a soUd angle or edge cut oflf so as to produce
a new surface or plane, as a crystal.—3. In
zool applied to univalve shells the apex of
which breaks off, so that the shell becomes
decollated.

Tnincation (trung-ka'shon), n. l. Tlie act
of truncating or cutting short; the act of
cutting ofif, ' Decreeing judgement of death
or truncation of members.' Frynne.—t. In
crystal, a term used to signify that change
in the geometrical form of a crystal which
is produced by the cutting off of an angle
or edge so as to leave a face more or less

lai^e in place of the edge or angle. When
the face thus produced does not make equal
angles with all the contiguous faces, the
truncation is said to be oblique.

Truncht (tmnsh), n. [O.Fr. tronche, a fem.
form of tronc. See Trunk.] A stake or
small post.

Truncheon (trun'shon), n. [0. Fr. tro7ickoyi,

Fr. tron^on, from tronche, tronce, a trunk,
staff, &c., L. trutums. See TRUKK.] 1. A
short staff; a club; a cudgeL

One with a broken truncheon deals his blows.
Dryden.

2. A baton or staff of authority. ' The mar-
shal's truncheon nor the judge's robe. ' Shak.
3. A tree the branches of which have been
lopped off to produce rapid growth.
Truncheon (trun'shon), v.t. To beat with
a truncheon; to cudgel.

An captains were of niy mind, they would trun-
cheon you out, for takinj^ their names upon you
before you have earn'd them. Shak.

Truncheoned (trun'shond), a. Furnished
with a truncheon.
Truncheoner, Truncheoneer (trun'shon-
6r, trun-shon-er'), n. A person armed with
a truncheon.

1 might see from far some forty truncheoners draw
to her succour. Shak.

Trundle (trun'dl), v.i. pret. & pp. trundled;
ppr. trundling. [A. Sax. tryndel, trendel, a
circle, a wheel ; Sw. and Dan. trind, round.
See Trendle and Trend.] 1. To roll, as on
little wheels: as, a bed truyidles under an-
other. ~2. To roll; to bowl along.

Who's unskilful ai the coit, or ball.

Or trundling wheel, he can sit still from alL

B. yonsott.

Trundle (trun'dl), v. t. 1. To roll, as on little

wheels; as, to trundle a bed or a gun-car-
riage.—2. To cause to roll, as a circular or
spherical body; as, to trundle a hoop.

They . . . whoplay at nine holes, and who rrM«a'.'c

little round stones. Holland

Trundle (trun'dl), «. l. A round body; a
little wheel; a roller; a castor. —2. A small
wheel or pinion having its teeth formed of

cylinders or spindles: also called a Lantern-
wheel or Walloicer. See Lastern-pimon.—
3. One of the bars of such a wheel.— 4. A
small carriage with low wheels; a truck-

Trundle (trun'dl), a. Shaped like a trundle

or wheel; round; curled.

Like a poor cur, clapping his trundle tail

Betwixt his legs. Beau. S- Fl.

Trundle-bed (trun'dl-bed), n. A low bed
t hat is moved on trundles or little wheels, so

that it can be trundled under a higher bed.

Called also Truckle-bed.

My wife and 1 on the high bed in our chamber, and
\VilIet iathe trundle-bed. Pepys

Trundle-head (trun'dl-hed), n. 1. The
wheel that turns a millstone.—2. ^aut. the

head of a capstan into the peripheral sockets

of which the capstan bars are inserted —
3. One of the end discs of a tnmdle-wheeL
Trundle-tail (trun'dl-tal), n. A curled taU;

a dog with a curled tail.

Hound or spaniel, brach or lym.

Or bob-tail tyke, or trundle-tail. Shak.

Trundle-Wheel (trun'dl-whel), n. In tHacA.

a lantern-wheel. See LANTERN-PISION.

Fate, fftr. fat, fftU; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. f#|f.
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Trunk (tmngk), n. [Fr. tronc, a trunk of

a tree, a main body, a broken shaft of a
column, a charity box; from L. trmicui, mu-
tilated, truncated, and as noun, a trunk or
stem, a body, a piece cut off, &c. Hence
truncheon, truncate.] 1. The woody stem of

trees, such as the oak, ash, and elm; that
part of a plant which, springing immediately
from the root, ascends in a vertical position

above the surface of the soil, and consti-

tutes the principal bulk of the indiWdual,
sending out branches whose structure is

similar to that of itself. In shrubs, properly
speaking, that part which is between the
root and the branches is called the stem;
shrubs having no trunk in the strict sense of

the term. —2. The body of an animal without
the limbs, or considered aa apart from the
limbs.

My raasom is this frail and worthless trunk S/tak.

3. The main Iwdy of anything relatively to
its branches or ramifications; as, the trunk
of a vein or of an artery as distinct from the
branches.—4. ['A chest would seem to be
called a trunk as resembling the trunk or
cheat of a man's body. In the same way
G. rump/, the trunk of the body. Is applied
to a hollow vessel of various kinds.' Wedg-
wood] A box or chest, usually covered
with leather or its substitute, for containing
clothes. Ac. : a box to be carried about with
a person's clothes or other effects. *To lie

like pawns locked up in chests and trunks
'

Shak.—o, InarcA.theshaftof a column; that
part between the base and capital. The term
is sometimes used to signify the dado or body
of a pedestal— 6. [The word in this sense,

as in some of the others below, may be a
corruption of Fr. trompe, a trumpet, a honi,
the trunk of an elephant, a tube.] The snout
or proboscis of an elephant; also, a simi-
lar organ of other animals, as the proboscis of
an insect, by means of which it sucks the
blood of animals or the juices of vegetables.
7. A tube.usually wooden, toconvey air, dust,
broken matter, grain, Ac. ; as, (a) an air-

trunk to a mine or tunnel, (b) A dust-trunk
from a cotton-cleaner or tne like, (c) A
broken-material trunk, to convey graded
coal to a wagon or heap, broken quartz from
a mill to the stampers, &c. (d) A grain or
flour trunk, up or down which the said
articles are conveyed in an elevator or mill.

8 In mining, (a) a long narrow cistern or
pit, in which muddy matter containing ore is

made to part with the ore. (6) An upcast
or downcast air -passage in a mine, (c) A
wooden spout for water or the pipe of a
draining pomp, {d) A box-tube in which
attal or rubbish is sent out of a mine.—
9. A trough to convey water from a race
to a water-wheel, (fee. ; a flume; a pen-
stock. —10. A boxed passage forair to or from
a blast apparatus or blowing-engine. —11. In
steam-engines, a large pipe passing longi-
tudinally thruiii^h the cylinder of a steam-
engine, attached to the piston and mo%*ing
with it, its diameter being sufficient to allow
one of the connecting-rods to lie attached to
the crank and the other end directly to the
piston, thus dispensing with an intermediate
rod: used chiefly in marine engines for
dri\*ingpropellerB.—12.t A longtube through
which peas, pellets, <fec. , were driven by the
force of the breath; a pea-shooter.

While he shot su^ar-plums at them out of a trunk,
which they were to picfc up. Howell.

13. \xi fishing, an iron hoop with a ba^, used
to catch crustaceans. E. H. Kmght —
14. jd. Trunk -hose. 'Bed-striped cotton
stockings, with full trunks, dotted red and
black.' Mayhew.—Trunk road, a highway
or main road.

En^leboume was situated oo no trunk road,
MacmiUan's Mag.

Trunk (tningk), v.t. \.\ To lop off; to cur-
tail; t'ltruiicate.-2. Inminui^, to extract, as
ore, l*y means of a trunk. See TRUNK, n. 8.

Trunlc- breeches {trungka>r6ch-ez), n. yt..

Trunk-hose
Trunked (trungkt), a. l. Having a trunk.
2. In her. the term applied to a tree which
is borne couped of all its branches, and
separated from its roots. Also, when the
main stem of a tree is t>ome of a different
tincture from the brandies, it is said to be
trunked of such a tincture.

Trunk-engine (trungk'en-jin), n. A form
of marine steam-engine designed to obtain
the direct connection of the piston with the
crank witlumt the intervention of a l>eam
or oscillating the cylin<ler. Attached to the
piston is a )>eam or trtink, which is packed

in the cylinder-heads, and has sufficient in-

terior diameter to allow the vibration of the
connecting-rod by the throw of the crank.

Trunk-flsh (trungk'fish), n. See Ostra-
CIOS.

Trunk-hose (trungklidz), n. pi A kind of

short wide breeches gathered in above the

1, Charles IX. of France. 1550-1574.

2. Robert Carr. Earl of Somerset, died 1645.

knees, or immediately under them, and dis-

tinguished according to their peculiar cut
as French. Gallic, or Venetian. This garment
prevailed <iuring the reign of Henry V'lII.,

Elizabetli, and Jame.s I.

Trunk-line (truugk'lin). n. The main line

of a railway, canal, and the like, from which
branch-lines diverge.

A well-judging man will open his truuk-ii*u of
study in such a direction that, while habitually ad-
hering to it, he may enjoy a ready access to such
other fields of knowledge as are most nearly related
to it. Sir y. SUf/uHS.

Trunk-sleeve (trungk'slSvX n- A large
wide sleeve. .Snail:.

Trunk-turtle (trungk't*r-tl), n. A species
nf tnrtoise, Testudo arcxtata.

Trunk-workt (tmngk'wferk), n. Concealed
work; a secret stratagem.

This has been some stair-worlc, some truni-tvork.
some behind-door work. Skak.

Tninnel (trnn'nel). n. 1. A round rolling

substance: a trondle.—2. A wooden pin or
plug; a treenail.

iTllnnion (trun'yon), n. [Fr. trognon, a
stalk, a stock, a stump: comp. It. troneone,
a stump, froni L. truncus, the trunk or stem
of a tree.] 1. A knob projecting on each
side of a gun, mortar, &c., and serving to
support it on the cheeks of the carriage.

—

2. In steam-engines, a hollow gudgeon on
each side of an oscillating cylinder to sup-
port it. and through which steam is received
and exhausted.
Trunnloned (trun'yond), a. Provided with
trunnions, as the cylinder of an oscillating
steam-engine.

Trunnion-plate (tnm'yon-platx " A plate
on a gun-carriage which covers the upper
part of each side-piece, and goes under the
trunnion.
Trunnion-rlng (trun'yon-ring), n. A ring
on a cannon next before the tnmnions.
Trunnion-valve { trun'yon-valv),n. A valve
attached to or included in the trunnions of

an oscillating-cylinder steam-engine so as
to be reciprocated by the motions of the
cylinder.

Trusion (tro'zhon), 71. [From L. trudo, tru-

sum, to thrust, shove.] The act of pushing
or thrusting. [Rare. ]

By attraction we do not understand drawing,
pumping, sucking, which is really pulsion and tru-
sion Bentley.

Truss (trus), n. [Fr. trousse, a bundle, in pt
trunk-hose, breeches (whence E. troMsers),

from trousser, O, Fr. trosser, trusser, trorser,

Pr. trossar, to tuck up. to pack; It. torciare,

to twist, to tie fast; from L.L. tortiare, to
twist, torta, abnndle,from L. torqneo. tortum,
to twist. See Torture.] 1. A bundle, espe-
cially a small hand-packed bundle of dry
goods; a quantity, as of hay or straw tied to-

gether. A truss of hay is 56 lbs. of old and
60 lbs. of new, and 36 trusses make a load. A
truss of straw is of different weights in differ-

ent places. ' Bearing a truss of trifles at his
back.' Spenser.—2. In surg. a bandage or

apparatus used in cases of hernia to keep
up the reduced parts and hinder further
protrusion, and for other purposes.— 3. A
tuft of flowers formed at the top of the
main stalk or stem of certain plants ; an
umi>el.—4. A padded jacket or dress worn
under armour to protect the body from the
effects of friction.

Puts off his palmer's weed unto his truss, which bore
The stains of ancient arms. Drayton.

5. In building, a combination of timbers, of
iron, or of timbers and iron work, so ar-
ranged as to constitute an unyielding frame.
The simplest example of a truss is the prin-
cipal or main couple of a roof, in which a a
(flg. 1), the tie-beam, is suspended in the
nuddle by the king-post 6 to the apex of the
angle formed by the meeting of the rafters
cc. The feet of the rafters being tied to-
gether by the beam a, and being thus in-

capable of yielding in the direction of their
length, their apex becomes a fixed point, to
which the beam a is trussed or tied up to
prevent its sagging, and to prevent the raf-

ters from saving there are inserted the
struts d d. There are other forms of truss
suited to different purposes, but the condi-
tions are the same in all, viz. the establish-
ing of fixed points to which the tie-beam is

trussed. Thus, in fig. 2. two points a a, are
substituted for the single one. and two sus-
pending posts are required. These are called
queen-posti, and the truss is called a queen-
post truss. The principle of the truss has
been widely adoptt-d in bridge building.
See Roof. —6. In arch, a laige corbel or
modillion supporting a mural monument.
or any object projecting from the face of

Truss (fig. I).

a wall— 7. Xaut. the rope or iron used to
keep the centre of a yard to the mast.—
8. In ship-building, a short piece of carved

Truss (fig. a).

work fitted under the taffrail : chiefly used
in small ships.

Truss (trus), v.t. 1. To put in a truss or
bundle; to pack up: often with up. *For it

was trussed up in his walet.' Chaucer.
' Truss up bag and baggage. ' Hooker.

You might have trussed him and all his apparel
into an eelskin. Snak.

2. To seize and bold firmly; to seize and
carr}' off; to seize and bear aloft: said espe-
cially of birds of prey.

His eagle, sacred bird of heaven, he sent,

A fawn his talons truss'd, divine portent ! Pope.

3. To adjust and fasten the clothing of; to
draw tight and tie the laces of, as garments;
hence, to skewer; to make fast, as the wings
of a fowl to the body in cooking it. ' A fowl
traced for roasting.' Dickens.

The criminals trussed for the grave came out.
/>. Jerrold.

4. To pull up by a rope or ropes; to hang:
usually with up.

If they must truis me. I will repent of nothing so

much, even at the last hard pinch, as of the injury I

have done my Lily. Sir IV. Scott.

5. In building, to famish with a truss : to

suspend or support by a truss.

Truas-bridge (tms'brij), n. A bridge which
depends for its stability upon the applica-

tion of the principle of the truss See
Bridge.
Trussed (trust), a. Provided with a truss or

ch. cAain; th, Sc. loch;

Vol. IV.

gtffo; J» job; h, Fr. ton; ng. siny; th. tAeu; tb, thin; w, uig; wh, tchig; zh. anu-e.—See KST.
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iiTXiBaes.—Trussed beam, a, compound beam
composed of two beams secured together
side by side with a truss generally of iron
between them.—Tmssed roof, a roof
in which the principal rafters and

^
tie-beam are framed together so as 1 1

-^
^

to form a truss.

^nissel-tree (trus'el-tre), n. Same _,
as Trestle-tree. 2 [^.a—
Truss-hoop (trusTibp), n. Naut. a ^^

hoop rounci a yard, and also round
a mast, to which an iron truss is „ r-r

—

fixed. "* Ui-^
Trussing (trus'ing), n. In huUd-
ing, the timbers, &c., which form
a truss. — Diagonal triissing, in 4 &^^
ship-building, a particular method ^
of binding a vessel internally by
means of a series of wooden or iron

braces laid diagonally on the fram-
ing from one end of the ship to the other.

^Tissing-bedt (trus''ing-bed), «. A bed of

the Tudor times which packed into a chest
for travelling.

Trust (trust), n. [O.E. trust, trost, trest, from
the stem of true, trow; not in A. Sax. , and pro-

bably directly from the Scandinavian; Icel.

traust, trust, confidence of protection (from
trAa, E. trow, to believe); Dan. and Sw. trost,

comfort, consolation ; Goth, trau&ti, con-
vention, compact; G. trost, consolation,

hope. See True, Trow, also Trust, v.(.]

1. A reliance or resting of the mind on the
integrity, veracity, justice, friendship, or
other sound principle of another person; a
firm reliance on promises or on laws or prin-

ciples; confidence.

Whoso putteth his trust in the Lord shall be safe.

Prov. xxix. 25.

My misfortunes may be of use to credulous maids
never to put too much trust in deceitful men. Stui/t.

2. Confident Opinion or expectation; assured
anticipation ; dependence upon something
future or contingent as if present or actual;
belief; hope.
To desperation turn ray trust and hope. Shak,

His trust was with th' Eternal to be deem'd
Equal in strength. Milton.

3. Credit given without examination; as, to

take opinions on trv^t.

Most take things upon trust, and misemploy their

assent by lazily enslaving their minds to the dictates
of others. Locke.

4. The transfer of goods, property, &c., in
confidence of future payment; exchange
without immediate receipt of an equivalent;
credit; as, to take or purchase goods on

Ev'n such is time, who takes on trust
Our youth, our joys, our all we have,

And pays us but with age and dust. Raleigh.

5. One who or that which is the ground of

confidence or reliance; one confided in and
relied on.

Blessed is that man that maketh the Lord his trust.
Ps. xl. 4.

6. That which is committed or intrusted to
one; something committed to one's faith;

a charge given or received in confidence;
something which one is bound in duty and
in honour to keep inviolate.

Reward them well ifthey observe their/rKj-^Z>e«/m»i.

To violate the sacred trust of silence
Deposited within thee. Milton.

Hence—7. Something committed to one's
care for use or for safe-keeping of which an
account must be rendered.

Although the advantages one man possesseth more
than another may be called his property with respect
to other men, yet with respect to God they are only
a trust. S-wift.

8. The state of being confided in and relied
on ; the state of one to whom something is

intrusted.
I do profess to be no less than I seem ; to serve him

truly that will put me in trust. Shak.

9. The state of being confided to another's
care and guard. ' His seal'd commission
left in trust with me.' Shak.— 10. Care;
management. ' That which is committed
to thy trust: 1 Tim. vi. 20.—11. In law,
(a) a confidence reposed by one person,
called the truster, or celui que trust, in con-
veying or bequeathing property to another
(hence called the trustee), that the latter
will apply it for the benefit of a third party
(called tlie cestui que trust, or beneficiary),
or to some specified purpose or purposes.
The purposes of a trust are generally indi-
cated in the instrument, wliether deed or
will, by which the disposition is made.
Trusts are divided generally into simple
trrists and special trusts, the corresponding
terms in Scots law heiag proprietary trusts
and accessory trusts. Simple trusts are

those in which the trustee holds the legal

estate subject to the duties implied by
law. Special trusts are those in which

^ m

s

Trussed Beams.

I, Elevation; 3, Plan. 3, Elevation; 4, Plan.

the trustee has some special purpose to
execute or carry out. Trusts may be created
by the voluntary act of a party or by the
operation of law. See ITSE. (&) The bene-
ficial interest created by such a transaction;

a beneficial interest in or ownership of real

or personal property, unattended with the

legal or possessory ownership thereof. Moz-
ley and Whiteley. ^QYti. Confidence, reli-

ance, dependence, belief, faith, hope, credit,

expectation.

l^:ust (trust), v.t. [From the above noun.
O. E. trusten, trosten, traysten; Icel. treysta,

to trust to, to rely upon, from traust, con-

fidence ; Dan. fortroste, to confide. See
Trust, n. ] 1. To place confidence in ; to

rely on ; to depend upon ; as, we cannot
trust those who have deceived us.

He that trusts every one without reserve will at

last be deceived. Johnson.

2. To believe; to credit; to receive as true.

Trust me, you look well. Shak.

If he be credulous and trust my tale.

I'll make him glad to seem Vincentio. Shak.

3. To put confidence in with regard to the
care of; to show confidence by intrusting to;

to intrust: with with before the object con-
fided.

I will rather trust a Fleming -with my butter. Shak.

Whom -with your power and fortune, sir, you trust.

Now to suspect is vain. Dryden.

4. To commit, as to one's care; to intrust.

Merchants were not willing to /rwj-^precious cargoes
to any custody but that of a man-of-war, Macaulay.

5. To leave to one's self or to Itself without
fearof consequences; to allow to be exposed.

I wonder men dare trust themselves with men. Shak.

Fool'd and beguiled; by him thou, I by thee.

To trust thee from ray side. Milton.

6. To give credit to; to sell to upon credit

or in confidence of future payment. ' To
(nis( a customer for goods.' Johiison.—I. To
be confident; to feel sure; to expect; to hope
confidently: followed by a clause.

I trust it will grow to a most prosperous perfection,
Shak.

Oh yet we trust that somehow good
Will be the final goal of ill. Tennyson.

Trust (trust), v.i. l. To have trust; to be in-

spired with confidence or reliance. —2. To
be credulous; to be won to confidence; to
confide or believe readily.

Well, you may fear too far.

—

Safer than trust too far. Shak.

3. To practise giving credit; to sell in reli-

ance upon future payment; as, that shop-
keeper trusts too much.

—

To trust in, to

confide in; to place confidence in; to rely on.

Trust in the Lord, and do good. Ps. xxxvii. 3.

He's mad that trusts in the tameness of a wolf, Shak.

—To trust to, to depend on ; to have confi-

dence in; to rely on.

The men of Israel . . . trusted to the Hers in wait.

Judg, XX, 36.

The mouse that always trusts to one poor hole
Can never be a mouse of any soul. Pope.

Trust (trust), a. Held in trust; as, trust

property; trust money.
Trust-deed (trust'ded), n. In Scots law,

a deed or disposition which conveys pro-
perty not for the behoof of the disponee
but for other purposes pointed out in the
deed, as a deed by a debtor conveying pro-
perty to a person as trustee for payment of

his debts.
Trustee (trus-te'). n. 1. A person who
holds lands or tenements or other property
upon the trust or confidence that he will

apply the same for the benefit of those
who are entitled, according to an expressed
intention, either by the parties themselves
or by the deed, will, settlement, or arrange-

ment of another.

—

Trustee on bankrupt's
estate. See Assignees in Bankruptcy under
Assignee. — 2- In Amer. law, a person in

whose hands the effects of another

^ are attached in a trustee process,
- ' that is a process by which a credi-

tor may attach goods, effects, and
credits belonging to or due to his

debtor when in the hands of a third
person ; equivalent to the process
known in English law as foreign—-=*-| attachment.

'r-j.' I Trusteeship (trus-te'ship), ji. The
office or functions of a trustee.

^ Truster (trust'6r), n. 1. One who
«=Q^ trusts or gives credit; a creditor.

Bankrupts, hold fast;

Rather than render back, out with your
knives.

And cut your trusters' throats. Shak.

2. One who trusts in a thing as true

;

a believer, * Truster of your own report
against yourself.' Shak.—S. In Scots law,
one who grants a trust-deed : the correla-
tive of trustee.

Trust-estate (trust'es-tat), n. An estate
under the management of a trustee or trus-

Trustful ( trust 'ful), » 1- Full of trust;
trusting; as, a person of a trustful disposi-

tion.—2. Worthy of trust; faithful; trusty.

Stanihurst.

Trustfully (trust'ful-li), adv. In a trustful

manner.
Trustfulness (trust'ful-nes), n. The state

or quality of being trustful; faithfulness,

lustily ( trus ' ti - li ), adv. In a trusty
manner; faithfully; honestly; with fidelity.

Spenser.

Trustiness (trus'ti-nes), n. The quality of

being trusty; that quality of a person by
which he deserves the confidence of others;
fidelity; faithfulness; honesty; as, the trus-

tijiess of a servant. N. Grew.
Trustingly (trust'ing-h), adv. In a tnisting
manner; with trust or implicit confidence.

Trustless (tmst'les), a. Not worthy of

trust; unreliable; unfaithful. 'The trust-

less wings of false desire.' Shak.

Though, in daily life, we are constantly obliged to

act out our inferences, trustless as they may be.
//. Spencer.

Trustlessness (trustles-nes), n. The state

or quality of being trustless; unworthiuess
of trust.

Trustwortlllness (trust'w6r-THi-nes), n.

The state or quality of being trustworthy.

Trustworthy (trust'w6r-THi), a. Worthy
of trust or confidence ; trusty. — Trust-
u'orthy. Reliable, See under Keliable.
Trusty (tms'ti), a. 1. Admitting of being
safely trusted; justly deserving confidence;
fit to be confided in; as, a trtisty servant.
' Use careful watch, choose trusty sentinels.'

Shak.—2. Not liable to fail a person; strong;

firm; as, a trusty sword.

The neighing steeds are to the chariot tied.

The trusty weapon sits on ev'ry side. Dryden.

3, Involvingtrustandresponsibility. [Rare,]

It were fit you knew him ; lest, ... he might at

some great and trusty business in a main danger fail

you. Shak.

—Trusty, Reliable. See under RELIABLE.
Truth (troth), 71, [O.E, truthe, trowthe, &c.,

A. Sax. tredwthe, from tredwe, true. (See

True.) Formed similarly to sloth, filth, &c.]

1. The state or quality of being true; true-

ness ; as, (a) conformity to fact or reality,

as of notions to things, words to thoughts,
statements to facts, motives or actions to
professions; exact accordance with that
which is, has been, or shall be; as, the truth

of a statement.

There is no truth at all i' the oracle. Shak.

(b) The state of being made true or exact;
faithful adherence to a model; accuracy of

adjustment; exactness.

Ploughs, to go true, depend much on the truth of
the iron-work. Mortimer.

(c) In the fine arts, the proper and correct

representation of any object in nature, or

of whatever subject may be under treat-

ment.
The agony of the Laocoon, the action of the Dis-

cobulus, the upspringing of the Mercury, are all ap-

parently real in their action by the innate truth of

their conformation. . . . Truth is therefore the high-

est quality in Art. Fairholt.

(d) Habitual disposition to speak only what
is true; veracity; purity from falsehood;—
hence, honesty; virtue; sincerity; as. he is

a man of truth. 'Love is all truth.' Shak.

It must appear
That malice bears down ttuth. Shak.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, poimd; ii, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. fey.
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{e) Disposition to be faithful to one's en-
gagements; fidelity; constancy. 'We were
resolved of your truth.' Skak.

Alas ! ihey had been friends in youth.
But whispering tongues can poison truth.

Coleridge.

(/) The state of not being counterfeited or
adulterated; genuineness; purity. Shak.^
2. That which is true ; as. (a) the opposite
of falsehood; fact; reality; verity; as, a
lover of tnith: often personiifted.

Let Truth and Falsehood grapple; who ever knew
Truth put to the worst in free and open encounter!

Milton.
It is in the determination to obey the /ru/A, and to

follow wherever she may lead, that the genuine love

of truth consists. IVhately.

(6) What conforms to fact or reality ; the
real or true state of things ; true represen-
tation. Prov. Tiii. 7.

For truth is truth
To the end of reckoning. ShaJt.

(c) True religion ; the doctrines of the gos-

pel.
For the law was given by Moses; but grace and

truth came by Jesus Christ. John i. 17.

(d) A verified fact; a true statement or pro-
position; an established principle, fixed law,

or the like.

Fundamental truths, like the lights of heaven, are
not only beautiful in themselves, but give light to
other tmngs. that, without them, could not be seen.

Lode.
According to Dr. Reid, the truths that fall

within the compass of human knowledge,
whether they be self-evident or deduced
from those that are self-evident, may be re-

duced to two classes, namely, necessary, im-
mutable, OT first truths, and contingent and
mutable truths. A necessary tntlh is one that
depends not upon the will and power of any
being; it is immutably true, anditscontrary
impossible. A continrjent truth is one which
depends upon some effect of will and power,
which had a beginning and may have an
end. Of the first class are the relations of
numbers (as that two and two make fourX
axioms in mathematics, and all the conclu-
sions drawn from them; that is, the whole
body of the science of mathematics. To the
second class of truths, viz., those that are
contingent, belong all those truths that
express matters of fact or real existences
(as that grass is green), depending upon the
will and power of the Supreme Being.—Yn
truth, in reality; in fact; in sincerity.

God is a spirit, and they that worship him must
worship him m spirit and tn truth. John iv, 24.

—0/ a truth, in reality; certainly.

0/a truth it is good to be with good people.
Thacieray.

— To do truth, to practise what God com-
mands. John iii. 21.

Trutht (troth), v.t. To affirm or declare as
trut;; to declare. [Rare.]

Had they dreamt this, they would have truth'd it

heaven. Ford.

Truthful (troth'f^ri), a. 1. Full of truth;
loving and speaking the truth.

I profess to be as accurate as I can, and as truth'
ful as the character of my records will allow.

BeringtOH.
2. Conformable to truth; correct; true; as,

a truthful statement.
Truthfully (troth'fwl-li), adv. In a truthful

Truthfulneas (troth'f«l-nes), n. The state
nr ^liaracter of being truthful; as, the truth-
/uhu-.:-< nf a person or of a statement.
Truthless (trbthnes). a. l. Wanting truth;
wanting reality.—2. Faithless.

What shall I call her! truthless woman. Beau. &r Ft.

Truthlessness (trbth1es-nes), n. The state
of heiiiL' truthless.

Truth-lover (tr6thluv-*r), n. One devoted
to the truth.

Truth-teller was our England's Alfred named

;

Trulh-ioz'er was our English Duke. Tennyson.

Truthnesst (troth'nes), n. Truth. Martton.
TRaiv]
Truth-teUer (troth'tel-6r), n. One who tells
tlic truth. Tennyson.
Truthy (trbth'i), a. Truthful; veracious.
[Rare]
The best coffee, let cavillers say what they will, is

that of the Yemen, commonly entitled 'Molcha.'from
the main port of exportation. Now I should be sorry
t*» in<:u' a lawsuit lor libel and defamation from our
wholesale or retail salesmen ; but were the particle
NOT prefixed to the countless labels in London shop-
windows that bear the name <A the Red Sea haven.
they would have a more truthy import than what at
present they convey. iK G. Palgrave.

Trutinatet (tro'ti-nat), v.t. [L. trutinor, to
weigh, from trutiiw., a balance.] To weigh;
to balance. Whiting.

Trutlnationt (tro-ti-na'shon), n. [See
above.] The act of weighing; examination
by weighing. Sir T. Browne.
Truttaceous (trut-a'shus), a. [From L.

trutta, trout.] Pertaining to the trout; as,

fish of the truttaceous kind.
Try (tri). v.t. pret. & pp. tried; ppr. trying.

[Ft. trier, to pick, to cull, to select after
examination; It. triare, tritare, to grind, to
bruise, to examine, consider; from L. tritum
(see Tkite), pp. of tero, to rub, to cleanse
com by thrashing, through a L. L. freq. form
tritare. The original sense of the Fr. trier

is, therefore, to separate grain from the
husks, awns, Ac. In Prov. E. try is the name
of a kind of sieve. In O. E. the adjective trie,

trye. choice, select, was common. ' Sugar
that is BO (rye' Chaucer.] l.t To separate,
as what is good from what is bad; to sift or
pick out: with out.

The wylde come, being in shape and greatnesse
lyke to the good, if they oc mengled, with great diffi-

cultic wyll be tryed out. Sir T. Hlyot.

2. To purify; to assay; to refine, as metals;
to melt out and procure in a pure state, as
tallow, oil, lard, and the like. * Silver tried
in a furnace of earth, purified seven times.'
Ps. xii. 6.

The fire seven times tried this

;

Seven times tried that judgement is,

That did never choose amiss. Shak.

3. To examine; to make experiment on; to
prove by experiment. ' Doth not the ear
try words.' Job xiL 11.

You must note beside.
That we have tried the utmost of our friends. ShaJt.

4. To experience; to have knowlet^e by ex-
perience of. 'Ot try the Libyan heat or
Scythian cold.' Dryden.—f>. To prove by a
test ; to compare with a standard; as, to try
weights and measures; to try one's opinions.

Try your penitence, if it be sound.
Or hollowly put on. Shak.

6. To act upon as a test; to subject to severe
trial; hence, to cause suffering or trouble to.

By faith Abraham, when he was tHed, offered up
Isaac. Heb. zi. 17.

Steeped to the lips in misery.
Longing, and yet afraid to die.

Patient, thougn sorely tried. LongfHlffW.

1. To examine; to inquire into in any man-
ner. ' That's a question; how shall we try
it?' Shak. Hence—8. To examine judicially;

to subject to the examination and decision
or sentence of a judicial tribunal ; as, causes
6*ied in court. ' Guiltier than him they
tried.* Shak.— 9. To bring to a decision; to
adjust; to settle; hence, to settle and decide
by combat
Nicanor . . . durst not /ry the matter by the sword.

2 Maccab. xiv. 18.

Purposely therefore
Left I the court, to see this quarrel tried. Shak.

10. Toessay; to attempt; to undertake. ' Let
us try advent'rous work.' MHt&n.—ll. To
use as means or as a remedy; aa, to try
remedies for a disease.

Sweet practiser, thy physic I will try. Shai.

12. To Strain; as, to try the eyes or the
muscles.— 13. To incite to wrong; to tempt;
to solicit.

In part she is to blame that has been tried:
He comes too near that comes to be denied.

Lady M. IV. Montapt.
14, In joinery, to dress with a trying-plane.
See Trying-plane.—To try on, (a) to put
on, as a garment, to see if it fits the person.
(b) To attempt; to undertake. ' It wouldn't
do to try it on there.' Dickens. [Colloq.]—
To try a fall with, to engage in a bout of
wrestling with ; to match one's self against
one in any contest
She had in her time tried one or tyfo/a/ls v/ith the

doctor, and she was conscious that she had never got
the better of hira. TroUope.

Itrs (tri), V. i. 1. To exert strength; to endea-
vour; to make an effort; to attempt; as, (n/ to
learn; try to lift a weight; the horses (ried
to draw the load.—2. To find or show by ex-
perience what a person or a tiling is; to
prove by a test.

Well, Time is the old justice that examines all such
offenders, and let Time try. Shak.

—To try back, to go back, as in search of a
road that one has missed; to go back, as in
conversation, in order to recover some point
that one has missed. ' The leading hounds
. . . are trying back. ' T. Hughes.
She was marvellously quick to discover that she

was astray, and try back. Lever.

Try (tri), n. 1. The act of trying; attempt;
atrial; experiment
This breaking of his has been but a try for his

friends. ShaJt.

2. A corn-screen. [Provincial]
They will not pass through the holes of the sieve,

ruddle, or try, if they be narrow. Holland.

Tryahle (tri'a-bl), a. Capable of being tried;
fit to be tried or stand trial

They objected to another, which made informations
for assault upon officers tryable in any county of
England, Hallatn.

Try-cock (triliok), n. A gauge-cock (which
see).

Trye,t a. Choice; select; refined.

Tiygon (tri'gon), n. [Gr. trygon, a sort of
fish.] A genus of cartilaginous fishes, to
which the sting-ray belongs. SeeTRTOONiD^
and Stinq-ray.
Trygonidss (tri-gon'i-de), n. pi. The sting-
rays, a family of elasmobranchiate fishes,
allied to the Raiidac, or true rays, but hav-
ing the tail armed with a single strong spine,
notched on both sides, with which they can
inflict severe wounds on their captors.
Trying (tri'ing), a. Adapted to try, or put
to severe trial; severe; afflictive.

They were doubtless in a most trying situation.
Macaiilay.

Trsrlng-plane (tri'ing-plan), n. \w joinery,
a plane used after the jack-plane, for taking
off a shaving the whole length of the stuff,

which operation is called trying up. See
Plane.
Tryma (tri'ma), 71. In bot. an inferior drupe,
with a two-valved separable flesh, as the
walnut.
Tryne t (trin), a. Threefold; trine. Chau-
cer.—Tryne compos, the threefold compass
of the world—earth, sky, and sea.

Try-sail (tri'sal), n. Naut. a fore-and-aft
sail, set with a boom and gaff, and hoist-
ing on a lower mast or on a small mast abaft
that mast, called a try-sail mast. Try-sail
is also the name given to a sail set on a fore-
and-aft rigged vessel, if two-masted, on the
main-mast, hoisted by a gaff, but having no
lx)om at its lower edge ; this is used only in
bad weather as a storm-trysail.

Tryst, Tryste (trist), n. [A form of Sc.

and O.E. traist, trust, faith. ] [A Scotch
word sometimes used in English] 1. An
appointment to meet ; an appointed meet-
ing; as, to keep tryst; to break tryst—2. A
market; as, Falkirk Tryst. ' At fair or tryst
where I may be. ' Border Minstrelsy. —
3. Rendezvous.— To bide tryst, to meet one
with whom an engagement has been entered
into at the appointed time and place; to
keep an engagement or appointment.
'You walk late,' said I. 'I fiide tryste.' was the

reply, 'and so, I think, do you, Mr. Osbaldiston."
Sir ir. Scott.

And Vivien, like the tenderest-hearted maid.
That ever bided tryst at village style.
Made answer. Te?tnyson.

Tryst (trist), r.(. [Scotch.] 1. To engage a
person to meet one at a given time and place.
2. To bespeak ; to order or engage against a
future time; as, to tryst a pair of boots.
Tryst (trist). v.i. To agree to meet at any
particular time or place. [Scotch.]

^Tster (trist'^r), n. One who trysts; one
who sets or makes a tryst; one who fixes a
time and place of meeting.
Trystlng - day ( trist 'ing-da), n. An ap-
pointed day of meeting or assembling, as of
military followers, friends, Ac.
By the nine gods be swore it, and named a tryst-

ing-day. Macauiay.

Trystlng-place (trist'ing-plas), n. An ar-
ranged ineeting-place; a place where a tryst
or appointment is to be kept
The frequent sigh, the long embrace.
Yet binds them to their trysting-piace. Byron.

Tsar (tsar), n. The title of the Emperor of
Russia. See Czab.
Tsarina, Tsarltsa (tsu-re'na, tsft-rit'sa), n.
The Empress of Russia. See Czarina.
Tschetvert (tchet'v6rt), n. Same as CheU
vert.

Tschudi, Tschudla See Tchudi, Tchcdic.
Tse-hong (t.'ie'hong), n. A mixture of white
lead with alumina, ferric oxide, and silica,

used by the Chinese as a red colour for
painting on porcelain.

Tsetse (tset'se), n. A South African dipter-
ous insect of the family Tipulidse and genua
Olossina (Q. morsitaiu), akin to the gad-fly,
whose bite is often fatal to horses, dogs, and
cows, but is innoxious to man and wild
beasts. It is a little larger than the common
house-fly. The following account of the effect

of its bite is given by I)r. Livingstone :
' In

the ox the bite produces no more immediate
effect than in man. It does not startle him
as the gad-fly does, but in a few days the
following symptoms supervene : the eyes

ch, cAain; eh. Sc. locA; g,go; i,joh; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^f; TH, Men; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, toAig; zh, azure,—See Key.
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and the nose begin to run, the coat stares

as if the animal were cold, a swelling ap-
pears under the jaw and sometimes at the

Tsetse.

I, Insect. 2, Mouth organs (greatly magnified).

navel, and, though the animal continues to
graze, emaciation commences, accompanied
with a peculiar flaccidity of the muscles,
and this continues unchecked until, perhaps
months afterwards, purging comes on, and
the animal, no longer able to graze, perishes
in a state of extreme exhaustion. Those
which are in good condition often perish
soon after the bite is inflicted, with stagger-
ing and blindness, as if the brain were af-

fected by it. Sudden changes of the tem-
perature produced by falls of rain seem to
hasten the progress of the complaint, but
in general the emaciation goes on uninter-
ruptedly for months, and, do what we will,

the poor animals perish miserably.'
Tsing-lien (tsingli-en), ?i. A red colour used
for porcelain-painting in China, consisting
chiefly of stannic and plumbic silicates, to-
gether with small quantities of oxide of
copper, or cobalt and metallic gold.

T-square (te'skwar), n. An instniment
used in drawing plans of architectural and
mechanical objects. It consists of two slips

of hardwood, a and b, whose edges are
dressed truly straight and
parallel; the former, called
the blade, is much thinner
than the stock 6,into which
one of its extremities is

fixed firmly at right angles;
consequently, when the
stock is applied to the
edges of a rectangular
drawing-board on which
the paper is stretched, a
pen or pencil pressed
tightly against the blade
will trace straight lines
parallel or at right angles
to each other as may be
required. Sometimes a
shifting-stock, c, is also applied in the man-
ner represented in the figure, for the con-
venience of drawing oblique lines parallel to
each other.

Tub (tub), ?i. [L.G. tubbe, tubben, also tober,
tover; D. tobbe, G. ztiber, O. G. zuibar, zuipar,
a compound wordfrom elements correspond-
ing to E. two and bear; lit. , therefore, to be
carried by two or with two handles for car-
rying. Distinguished from O.H.G. einbar
{ein, one). Mod. G. eimer, an urn orcask, with
one handle, or to be carried by one per-
son.] 1. An open wooden vessel formed with
staves, heading, and hoops; a small cask
or half barrel with one bottom and open
above; as, a washing tub; a meal tub; a
mash tub, &c. Hence—2. The amount which
a tub contains, reckoned as a measure of
quantity; as, a tub of tea; a tiib of camphor;
a tub of vermilion.—3. A wooden vessel in
which vegetables are planted, for the sake
of being movable and set in a house in cold
weather.—4. Any wooden structure shaped
like or resembling a tub, as a certain form
of pulpit.

All being took up and busied, some in pulpits and
some in tuirs, in the grand work of preaching and
holding forth. South.

5. A small cask; a barrel for holding liquor;
specifically, a barrel used by smugglers.

I made three seizures, besides sweeping up those
thirty-seven iu6s. Marryat.

6. In mining, (a) a corve or bucket for rais-
ing coal or ore from the mine. (6) A casing
of wood or of cast-iron sections bolted to-
gether lining a shaft, (c) A kind of trough
in which ores or slimes are washed to re-
move lighter refuse. —7. Sweating in aheated
tub, formerly the usual cure of lues ven-
erea. Shak.—A tale of a tub, an idle or silly

fiction; a cock-and-bull story, 'Which is a
tale of a tub. ' Bale.

You shall see in us that we preached no lyes, nor
tales of tubs, but even the true word of God,

Coverdale.

Tub (tub), v.t. 1. To plant or set in a tub;
as, to tub plants.—2. To bathe in a tub or
bath.—3. In mining, to line (a shaft) with a
casing of wood.
Tub (tub), v.i. To wash; to make use of a
bathing-tub; to lie or be in a bath; to bathe.
'We all tub in England.' Spectator news-
paper.
Tuba (tu'ba), n. [L., a trumpet.] 1. A brass
wind-instrument, the lowest as to pitch in
the orchestra. It has five cylinders, and its

compass is four octaves. E. H. Knight—
2. In anat. a canal resembling a trumpet.
Tubber (tub'6r), n. In mining, a sort of
pick-axe : called also a Beele.

Tubber-man (tub'6r-man), n. In mining,
the man who uses a tubber: called also a
Beele-inan.

Tubbing (tub'ing), n. 1. The act of making
tubs; material for tubs. Hence—2. The lin-

ing or casing of the shaft of a mine, of an
artesian well, or the like, to prevent the
falling in of the sides as well as infiltration
of water, originally of wood but now gener-
ally consisting of a series of cast-iron cylin-
ders. Tubbing is especially employed to
enable a shaft to be sunk through quick-
sand, or porous strata in which there are
many springs.

TubbiBh (tub'ish), a. Like a tub; tubby;
round-bellied. 'A short, round, lai-ge-faced,
tubbish sort of man.' Dickens.
Tubby (tub'i), a. l. Tub-shaped; round like
a tub or barrel. ' The fat, tubby little horse.'
Dickens.—^. Having a sound like that of an
empty tub when struck; wanting elasticity
of sound; sounding dull and without reson-
ance : applied to musical stringed instru-
ments, as the violin.

Tub-drubber ( tub ' drub -6r), n. A tub-
thumper or tub -preacher (which see).
•The famed tub-drubber ot Covent Garden.'
Tom Brown. [Slang.]

Tube (tub), 71. [Fr. tube, from I. tubus, a
tube, ^»&a, a trumpet.] 1. A pipe; a canal or
conduit ; a hollow cylinder, either of wood,
metal, glass, india-rubber, &c., used for the
conveyance of fluids and for various other
purposes.—2. A vessel of animal bodies or
plants which conveys a fluid or other sub-
stance ; as, the eustachian and fallopian
ttibes in anatomy, the sap-(M6e« in plants.—
3. In bot. the part of a raonosepalous calyx
or monopetalous corolla formed by the
union of the edges of the sepals or petals.
The term is also applied to adhesions of sta-
mens, Lindley.—4t. A small cylinder placed
in the vent of a gun, and containing a
rapidly - burning composition whose igni-
tion fires the powder of the charge; a prim-
ing-tube.—5. A telescope, or that part of it

into which the lenses are fitted, and by
which they are directed and used. 'His
glazed optic tube.' Milton.~6. A pipe for
water or fire in a steam-boiler. See TubtUar
Boiler under Boiler. —7. The barrel of a
chain -pump. — Lightning -tube. Same as
Fulgurite.—Tube ^safety. Same as Safety-
tube.

Tube (tub), v.t. pret. & pp. tubed; ppr. tub-
ing. To furnish with a tube; as, to tube a
well.

Tube-COmpasB (tub'kum-pas), n. A drafts-
man's compass, having tubular legs con-
taining sliding extension-pieces adjustable
to any required length by means of set-
screws.

Tubeform (tub'form), a. In the form of a
tube; tubular; tubiform.
Tube-plate (tOb'plat), n. In steam-boilers,
the same as Flue-plate.

Tube-plug (tub'plug), 71. In locomotive en-
gines, a plug for driving into the end of
tubes when burst by the steam.
Tube-pouch (tub'pouch), n. A pouch for
holding priming-tubes. See Tube, 4.

Tuber (tu'bfir), n. [L., a swelling, a tumour,
a protuberance; same root as tumid, tu-
mour.] 1. In bot an underground fleshy
stem, often considered as a modification of
the root. It may be defined as an oblong
or roundish body, of annual duration, com-
posed chiefly of cellular tissue, with a great
quantity of amylaceous matter intended for
the development of the stems or branches
which are to spring from it, and of which
the rudiments, in the form of buds, are
irregularly distributed over its surface. Ex-
amples are seen in the potato, the Jerusalem

artichoke, and arrow-root. Tubers are dis-
tinguished, according to their forma, into
didymous, that is, of an oblong form and in
pairs; digitate, fasciculate, globular , oblong,

Tuberated.

I, Palmate

—

Orchis tnaculata. a, Didymous

—

Orchis
tnascula. 3, Fasciculate—.fiirarta ranuncuhides.

and palmate. See these terms.—2. A genus
of fungi comprising the truflles. See
Truffle.—3. In »urg. a knot or swelling in
any part—4. In anat. any rounded part;
as, the annular tuber, an eminence of the
medulla oblongata, called also pons vartkii,
tuber ischii, &c.
Tuberacese, Tuberacei (tii-b6r-a'6c-e. tu-
ber-a'se-i), n. pi. A nat. order of fungi
strictly analogous, amongst the sporidifer-
ous kind, with the Hypogsei amongst the
sporiferous. All the genera, with a single ex-
ception, are strictly subten-aneous, many are
remarkable for their strong scent,and several

are esteemed as great
delicacies. The order in-

cludes the genus Tuber,
the common truffle, and
Rhizopogon, the white
truffle.

Tuberated ( tu ' b6r - at -

ed), a. In her. gibbous;
knotted or swelled out,
as the middle part of the
serpent in the cut.

Tubercle (tii'b6r-kl), n,
[O.Fr. tubercle, Fr. tubercule; from L. tiiber-

cuhim, dim. from ttiber, a laiob or bunch.].
1. In anat. a natural small rounded body or
mass; as, the four white oval tubercles of the
brain (technically called tubercula quadri-
gemina).—2, Inpathol. a small mass of morbid
matter; especially, a small aggregation of an
opaque gray matter, firm at first, and then
becoming yellow and of a cheesy consist-
ence, ultimately having an appearance simi-
lar to pus. Tubercles may be developed in
different parts of the body, but are most fre-

quently observed in the lungs, being in this
case the cause of the well-known fatal dis-

ease phthisis }nilmojiaris, or pulmonary con-
sumption. —3. In bot a little knob like a
pimple on plants ; a little knob or rough
point on the fronds of some lichens, sup-
posed to be the fructification.

Tubercled(tu'i)6r-kld), a. 1. Having tuber-
cles; affected with tubercles; as, a tubercled
lung.-2. In bot. tuberculate.

Tubercular (tu-l>6rliu-l(>r), a. l. Full of

knobs or pimples; tuberculate.—2. Affected
with tubercles: tnberculose.

Tuberculate, Tuberculated (tu-b^rOiulat,
tu-b^r'ku-lat-ed), a. 1. Tubercular; tnber-
culose.—2. In bot. having small knobs or
pimples, as a plant.

TuberciUe (tu'b6r-kul), n. A tubercle; a
little tuber.

TuberculiB (tii-b6r'ku-lin), n. A prepara-
tion from the bacillus of tuberculosis, pre-

pared by Dr. Koch for the treatment of this

disease.

Tuberculization (tu-lj6r'ku-liz-a"shon), n.

In pathol. the formation of tubercles, or
the condition of becoming tubercled.

Tuberculose, Tuberculous (tu-b6r'ku-16s,

tu-b^i-'ku-lus). a. Tubercular.

Tubercidosis (tu-b^r'kii-losis), 7i. [See
Tubercle.] A disease due to the forma-
tion iA tubercles in some organ of the body;
a consumptive state of the system. This
disease is now generally attributed to a
special kind of bacillus.

Tuberiferous (tu-b6r-if'6r-us). a. [L. tuber,

a tuber, and fero, to bear.] Producing or
bearing tubers; as, a tuheriferous root.

Tuberiform (tu'b6r-i-form), o. Tuber-
shaped.
Tuberont (tu'b6r-on), 71. [Sp. tiburon, a
shark.] A shark. Hash.
Tuberose (tii'b6r-ds). a. [L. tuherosui,

tuberous.] Tuberous; haring tubers.

Tuberose (tiib'roz or tu'be-roz), n. [From
the Latin specific name, which means sini

ply 'tuberous;' so Fr. tub^reuse, Sp. tubfi

Fate, fir, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. tey.
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Tuberose {Polianthts
tuberoia).

oia.\ An odoriferous plant with a tuber-
ous root, the Poliantkes tuberosa. It is a fa-

vourite flower, and much cultivated. In this

country it requires artificial protection and
heat. See Pouanthes.
Tuberosity (tu-b6r-
os'i-ti), ». 1. State of
being tuberou8.~2. A
swelling or promin-
ence. ' Starched ruffs,

buckram stuffings,and
monstrous tuberosi-

ties.' Carlyle. Specifi-

cally, in anat. a pro-
jection or elevation
on a bone, having a
rough,uneven surface.

to which muscles and
ligaments are at-

tached.

TulDerous (tu'b^r-us),

a. [See Tuberose, a.]

1. Covered with knobby
or wart -like promin-
ences; knobbed-— 2. In
bot. consisting of or
containing tubers; resembling a tuber.
Tuberousness (tu'bfir-us-nes), n. Quality
nf beinii tul)erous.

Tube -Sheet (tub'shet), n. See Flue-
plate.
Tube-well (tub'wel), n. An apparatus for
quickly obtaining a limited supply of water,
and consisting of a cylindrical iron tube,
having a shari> point of solid tempered steel,

and perforated immediately above the point
with many small holes. This, by means of
a rammer or monkey, is driven into the
earth till symptoms of water appear, when
a small suction-pump is applied to the tube,
and the water pumped up. fiy means of
it water is got very quickly from small
depths.
Tub-fast (tub'faat), n. A process of treat-
ment for the cure of venereal disease by
sweating in a heated tub for a considerable
time, during which the patient had to ob-
serve strict abstinence. Shah.
Tub-fish (tub'ftsh), n. A local name for the
sapphiriiie gurnard (Triffla hiruiido).

Tubful (tub'ful), n. A quantity sufficient to
fill ft tub; as much as a tub will hold.
TubiCinate (tO-bis'in-at), v.i. [t. tubicen,
a trumpeter, from tuba, a trumpet] To
blow a trumpet. [Rare.]

TubiCOla8(tu-bik'o-le),».p2. [L.tubus,a tribe,
&ndcol'j. tv inhabit, live, or dwell in.) 1. A fa-

mily ot spiders, which inclose themselves in
a silken tul>e, strengthened externally by
leaves or other foreign substances. It in-
cludes two genera. Dysdera and Segestria.—
2. An order of annelids,comprehending those
which live in calcareous tubes, composed of
secretions from the animal itself, as in Ser-
pula (which see); In tubes composed of sand
and fragments of shell connected togetherby
a glutinous secretion, as in Terebella (which
see); or in a tube composed of granules of

^^P in membranous tubes, as the less known
genera I'ectinaria, Phoronis, Ac. Repro-
duction in the Tubicolie is generally sexual,
the sexe* being in different individuals, but
spontaneous fissure has also been observed.
As regards their development the young
pass through a distinct metamorphosis.
Tublcolar (tu-bik'6-ler), a. Of or pertaining
U> the riil.ieola;. H. A. Nicholson.
Tubicole f tu'bi-kol), n. An annelid of the
order lutjicolje.

Tublcolidae (tubi-kol'i-de), n. pi. [See Tu-
BiCf'L.«.] A family of lamellibranchiate
mollusca deriving their name from being
connected when fully grown with a long cal-

, Terebella variabilis.

3, Sabeila protula. t

I, Serpula contortupUcata.
Spirorbis nautilioidcs.

careous tube. They burrow Into coral, stone,

other shells, or sand. The genera are As-
pergillura, or watering-pot shell (so called
from perfor-
ated disc at
the lower ex-

tremity), Cla-
vagella. and
Fistulana.

Tubicolous
(tu-bik'6-lus),
a. In zool. in-

habiting a
tube ; tubico-
lar.

Tubiform (tu'-

bi - form ), a.

Having the
form of a tube;
tubular.

Tubing (tub'-

ing), n. 1. The
act of making
or providing
with tubes. Tubicolidae. i,A5per|^um va-

Animal of Fistu-
3.Clavagellaco-2."Alen^"hof E'S?e£a«.

tube; a series ronata.

of tubes; ma-
terial for tubes; as, leather tubing, metal
tubing, &c.
Tubipore (tu'bi-por), n. A member of the
family Tubiporidre, or organ-pipe coral. See
TUBIPORID^.

Tublporid8B(tu-bi-por'i-de), n.pi. [L. tubm,
a tube, and ponw, a pore.] The organ-pipe
corals, a family of Actinozoaor corals, order
Alcyonaria, comprehending those wliich are
pmvided with internal ovaries, and eight
pinnated tentacula, and contained in elon-
gated cylindrical cells, which are calcareous
or coriaceous, and attached by their base.

They have their name from the coral con-
sisting of a cluster of small tubes or pipes
of a reddish colour, each tube being the
abode of a polype.
Tubiporlte (tu'bi-por-it), n. The name for-

merly given to Syringopora.
Tublvalve (tu'bi-valv), n. An annelid of
the order Tubicolidae.

Tub-man (tub'man), n. A barrister who
has a preaudience in the exchequer division
of the high court, and also a particular
place in court. See Postman.
Tub - preacher (tub'prech-6r), n. [Tub, a
kind of pulpit, and preacher.] A contempt-
uous terra for a dissenting minister; hence,
a ranting, ignorant preacher. Bp. Haeket.

Tubster (tul)'st^r), n. Same as Tub-preacher
or Tub-thuiii]>er. Tom Brown.
Tub-thumper (tub'thump-6r), n. A violent
ur gesticulating preacher; one who employs
violent action to give effect or appearance
of earnestness to his sermons : used in de-
rision. [Slang.]

Tubular (tubular), a. [From L. tutnUus,
dim. of tubtts, a tube.] Having the form of
a tube or pipe; consisting of a pipe; flstular;

as, a tubular snout.—Tu^uZar boiler. See
hfML^R—Tubular bridge. See BRIDGE.
Tubularla (tu-bu-la'ri-a), n. A genus of
Hydrozoa, of the sub-class Hydroida, order
Corynidre or Tubularida. In this genus
the hydrosome consists of clustered homy,
straw-like tubes, each of which is filled with
a soft, semi-fluid reddish coenosarc, and
gives exit at its distal extremity to a single
bright red unretractile polypite.

Tubularlan (tu-bu-lu'ri-an), n. A member
of the order Tubularida.
Tubularida (tu-bu-lar'i-da), n. pi Same as
Corynidte. See also TUBULARIA.
Tubulated, Tubulate (tubulated, tuHtQ-
lat), a. 1. Made in the form of a small tube.
2. Furnished with asinall Iwhe.— Tubulated
retort, a retort having a small tube furnished
with a stopper, so placed above the l)ulb as
to enable substances to be introduced into
the retort without soiling the neck. A re-
ceiver with a similar tube and stopper is

called a tubulated receiver.

Tubulatlon (tu-bu-la'shon), n. The act
of making hollow, as a tube, or the act of
forming a tul>e.

Tubulatiire(tu'bu-la-tur), n. [L. tubtdus,
a little tube.] The mouth or short neck at
the upper part of a tubulated retort.

Tubule (tu'bul), n. [L. tubulus, dim. of
tubus, a tube.] A small pipe or fistular
body. Woodward.
Tubulibranchian {tu'baii-hrang'Td-an). n.
A niolIuM- of till- order Tubulihranchiata.
Tubullbranchiata (tu'i»u-li-brang'ki-a"ta),

n. pi. [L. tubulus, a tubule, and branchice,
gills. ] Cuvier's name, rarely used in modem

zoology, for those gasteropods of which that
part of the shell in which the branchiae
(and indeed the whole animal) are lodged
is a more or less regularly shaped tube, in-

cluding the genera Vermetus, Magilus, and
Siliquaria (which see).

Tubulicolse (tu-bu-lik'o-le), 7i. pi. Cuvier's
name for an order of polyps inhabiting
tubes of which the axis is traversed by the
gelatinous flesh, and which are open at the
summits or sides to give passage to the di-

gestive sacs and prehensile mouths of the
polyps.

Tubullcole (tu'bu-li-k61), n. A polyp of the
order Tubuiicolie.

Tubullflorsa (tu'bu-li-fl6"re),n.pi. [L. <ubu-
Itis, a little tube, and Jlos,jioris, a flower.]
One of the three sub-orders into which De
Candolle divided the Composita;, including
those species which have all, or at least the
central, florets of each head regular and
tubular. It comprises the Corymbifera; and
CynarocephalfB of Jussieu.
Tubuliform ^tu'bu-Ii-fonn), a. [L. tubidus,
a tubule, and forma, form.] Having the
form of a small tube.

Tubulose (tu'hu-los), a. Resembling a tube
or pipe; fistular; tubular; tubulous.
TubulOUS (tu'bu-lus), a. Resembling a
tube or pipe ; longitudinally hollow; tubu-
lar; specifically, in bot. (a) containing small
tubes; composed wholly of tubulous florets;
as, a ttdiulotn compound flower. (6) Having
a bell-shaped border, with five reflex seg-
ments, rising from a tube ; as, a tubulous
floret.

Tubulure (tu'bu-lur), n. In chem. a short
open tube at the top of a retort
Tubulus (tu'bu-lus). n. pi. Tubull(tu'bu-li).
[h.] A little tube or pipe; in anat. amiuute
duct, as the tubuli lactiferi, or milk ducts.
Tuburdnia (tu-ber-sin'i-a), n. A genus of
moulds. T. scabies is known by the name
ot potato-scab.

Tub-wheel (tub'whel). n. A horizontal
water-wheel, usually in the form of a short
cylinder, with a series of floats placed radi-
ally attached to its rim, turned by the im-
pact or percussion of one or more streams
of water so directed as to strike each float
as it passes.

Tucett (tu'set). n. A steak. * Tucets or
gobbets of condited bull's flesh. ' Jer. Taylor.
See Tucket.
Tuch t (tuch), n. Same as Touch, a kind of
marble.
Tuckt (tuk), n. [Probably from Fr. estoc, a
long sword (with falling away of initial s
as in Hcket); Sp. estoque. It. stocco; all from
G. stock, a stick. Comp. , however, W. twca,
a knife, fwc, a cut or chip; Ir. tuca, a rapier.]
A long narrow sword; a rapier. Shak.
Tuck(tuk), n. [From (uc*, to draw.] l.f A
pull; a lugging. A. Wood.—'l. A kind of net.

The tiici is narrower meshed and therefore scarce
lawful with 3 long bunt in the midst. Rich. Cartw.

3. Naut. the part where the ends of the
bottom planks are collected under the stem.
4. A fold in a dress; a horizontal fold made
in the skirt of a garment or dress, in order
to accommodate it to the height of a grow-
ing person, or for ornamental purposes.—
5. Food, esi)ecially sweet-stuff, pastry, <fcc.

T. Uwjhes. [Slang.]

Tack (tuk), n. [From tucket.} The sound
produced by beating a drum; beat.

Leslie's foot and Leven's troopers
Marching to the ttuM of drum. Aytcun.

Tuck (tuk), v.t. [Same word as L.G. tueken,
G. zucken, to draw in or together, to shrug;
Sw. tocka, to draw, to contract. Same root
as E. tug.] 1. To thrust or press in or to-

gether; to fold in or under; to gather up;
as. to tuck up a bed; to tuck up a garment;
to tuck in the skirt of anything.

She tucked up her vestments like a Spartan virgin,

and marched directly forwards to the utmost summit
of the promontory. Addison.

2. To Inclose by pushing the clothes close

around ; as, to (ttcX: a child into a bed.

I declare you ought to go back to your schoolroom
in Virginia again \ have your black nurse to tuck you
up in bed. Thackeray.

a To gobble up; to eat: usually with ijl

[Slang.]—4. To string up; to hang.

The hangman . . . then calmly tucked up the
criminal. Richardson.

5. To full, as cloth. [Local.]

Tuck (tuk), v.i. To contract; to draw to-
gether.

An ulcer discharging a nasty thin ichor, the edges
tHck in, and growing skinned and hard, give it the
name of a callous ulcer. Sharp.

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc locA; g, ^o; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sinj?; IH, iAen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, anire.—See Ket.
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Tuckaboe (tuk'a-ho), n. [American Indian
word for bread. ] A singular vegetable
found in the southern seaboard states of the
North American Union, growing under-
ground, like the European truffle. It is

also called Indiaii bread and Indian loaf.

It is referred to a genus Pachyma of spuri-

ous fungi, but in all probability it is a pecu-
liar condition of some root, though of what
plant has not been properly ascertained.

Tucker (tuk'6r), n. l. One who or that
which tucks.—2. An ornamental frilling of

lace or muslin round the top of a woman's
dress and descending to cover part of the

bosom.— 3. A fuller. [Local.]

Tucket (tuk'et), n. [It. toccata, a prelude,

toccato, a touch, from toccare, to touch.

See Touch.] A flourish on a trumpet; a
fanfare. Shak.
Tucket t (tuk'et), n. [It. tocchetto, a ragout
of flsh or flesh, from tocco, a bit, a morsel;

perhaps from root of touch.] A steak; a

coUop.
Tucketsonancet (tuk'et-so-nans), n. The
sound of the tucket.

Let the trumpets sound
The iucketsonance and the note to mount. Shak.

Tuck-net (tuk'net), n. A small net used to

take out fish from a larger one.

Tuck-pointing (tuk'point-ing), n. Mark-
ing the joints of brickwork with a narrow
parallel ridge of flue white putty.

Tuck-shop (tuk'shop), n. A shop where
tuck, that is food, particularly sweet-stuffs,

pastry, tfec, is sold. T. Hughes. [Slang.]

Tuciun (tu'kura), n. [The name given by
the Indians of Brazil.] A species of palm
{Astrocaryum vulgare) of great importance
to the Brazilian Indians, who make cordage,

bowstrings, fishing-nets, &c., from the fine

durable fibre consisting of the epidermis of

its unexpanded leaves. Hammocks, hats,

fans, &c. , are also fabricated of this thread.

Where not indigenous the tree is cultivated

with care. The name is also given to the

fibre or thread.

Tucu-tuCU (tu'kll-tu-ku), n. The Ctenomys
braziliensis, a small rodent animal, native

of South America. It is of nocturnal habits,

lives almost entirely underground, forming
extensive burrows near the surface, and is

about tlie size of the common water-rat, but
with fur like that of a squirrel. It receives

its name in imitation of the sound it utters.

Tudas (tu'das), n. pi. Same as Todas.

Tudor (tu'dor), a. [W. Tewdyr, Theodore.]

I. Of, pertaining, or relating to an English
royal line founded by Owen Tudor of Wales,
who married the widowed queen of Henry V.

The first of the Tudor sovereigns was Henry
VXI., the last Elizabeth.—2. Of, pertaining,

or belonging to the Tudor style of architec-

ture; as, a Tudor window or arch. 'Tudor-
chimneyed bulk of mellow brickwork.' Ten-
7iy8on.—Tudor style, in arch, a name fre-

quently applied to the latest Gothic style

in England, being the last phase of the

Tudor-flower.

Tador Architecture, Hengrave Hall, Suffolk, 1538.

Perpendicular, and sometimes known as
Florid Gothic. The period of this style is

from 1400 to 1537, but the term is some-
times extended so as to include the Eliza-

bethan period also, which brings it down to
1603. It is the result of a combination of

the Italian style with the Gothic. It is

characterized by a Hat arch, shallow mould-
ings, and a profusion of panelling on the
walls.

Tudor - flower
(tu'dor-flou-6r),

n. A trefoil or-

nament much
used in Tudor
ai'chitecture. It

is placed up-
right on a stalk,

and is employed
in long rows as a
crest or ornamental finishing on cornices,

ridges, &c.
Tuefall (tu'fal), n. [A corruption from to-

fall—to and fall.] A building with a slop-

ing roof on one side only; a pent-house.
Written more properly To-fall.

Tue-iron (tu'i-6rn), n. 1. Same as Tuyere.
2. pi. A pair of blacksmiths' tongs.

Tuelt (tu'el), n. [Lit. a pipe. See TEWEL.]
The anus.

Tuesday (tuz'da), n. [A. Sax. Tiwesdceg, that
is, Tiw's day, the day of Tiw, the Northern
lilars, or god of war. (See Tiu.) So Icel.

t^sdagr (Sc. tiseday), tyrsdagr, Sw. tisdag.

Dan. tirsdag, D. aingsdag, G. dienstag.

Comp. Thursday = Thor's day.] The third
day of the week.
Tufa (tu'fa), n. [It. tu/a, Fr. tuf, a kind of

porous stone, from L. tophus, tuff, tufa.]

In geol. a term originally applied to a light

porous rock composed of cemented scoriae

and ashes, but now to any porous vesicular

compound. See TUFF.
TufaceOUS (tii-fa'shus), a. Pertaining to

tufa ; consisting of tufa or tuff, or resem-
bling it.

Tufl" (tuf), n. [See TuFA.] The name ori-

ginally given to a kind of volcanic rock, con-
sisting of accumulations of scoria and ashes
about the crater of a volcano, which are
agglutinated together so as to make a co-

herent or solid mass. Sometimes tuff is

composed of volcanic ashes and sand, trans-

ported and deposited by rain-water. The
name is now applied to any porous vesicular

compound; thus rounded fragments of green-

stone, basalt, and other trap rocks, cemented
into a solid mass, are termed trap -tuff,

while a vesicular carbonate of lime, gener-

ally deposited near the sources and along
the courses of calcareous springs, incruating

and incorporating twi^s, moss, shells, and
other objects that lie in its way, is called

calc-inff.

Tuffoon (tuf-fonO, 11- A corruption of Ty-
phoon. [Rare.]

TufftafiFaty.t n. Same as Tuf-taffeta.
Tuft (tuft), n. [Formerly tuffe, from Fr.

touffe, a tuft, a thicket or clump of trees,

with addition of a ( (comp. graft and graff);

from the Teutonic : G. zopf, Icel. toppr, a

tuft of hair = E. (o;>. See Top.] 1. A collec-

tion of small flexible or soft things in a knot
or bunch; as, a tuft of flowers; a tuft

of feathers; a tuft of grass or hair.

'Edged round with moss and tufts of

matted grass.' Dryden.—% A cluster; a
clump; as, a tuft of trees; a tvft of

olives.

Behind the tuf( of pines I met them. Shak.

3. In hot. a head of flowers, each ele-

vated on a partial stock, and all forming
together a dense roundish mass. The
word is sometimes applied to other col-

lections, as little bundles of leaves, hairs,

and the like.— 4. In English universities,

a young nobleman entered a student at

a university : so called from the tuft on
the cap worn by him. 'Several young
tufts, and others of the faster men.' T.

Hughes. [Slang.]

Tuft (tuft), v.t. 1. To separate into tufts.

2. To adorn with or as with tufts or a
tuft.

To make old bareness picturesque
And titft with grass a feudal tower. Tennyson.

Tuftt (tuft), v.i. To grow in tufts; to
form a tuft or tufts. Holland.

Tuf-taffeta,t Tuftaffatyt (tuf-taf'fe-ta.

tuf-taf'fa-ti). n. A shaggy, long piled, or
villous khid of silk fabric. Donne.
Tufted (tuft'ed), p. and a. 1. Adorned
with a tuft or tufts; as, the ^w/(edduck.—

2. Growing in tufts or clusters. 'Tufted
trees and springing corn.' Pope.
Tuft-hunter (tuft'hunt-6r), n. One who
covuts the society of titled persons; one who
is willing to submit to the insolence of the
great for the sake of the supposed honour

of being in their company. The term took
its rise at the English universities of Oxford
and Cambridge, where the young noblemea
wear a peculiarly formed cap with a tuft.

[Slang.]

At Eton a great deal of snobbishness was thrashed
out of Lord Buckram, and he was birched with per-
fect impartiality. Even there, however, a select

band of sucking tuft-hunters followed him.
Thackeray.

Tuft-hunting (tuft'hunt-ing), n. The prac-
tice of a tuft-hunter.

Tufty (tuf'ti), a. 1. Abounding with tufts.
' The (w/(y frith and . . . mossy fell' Dray-
ton.—% Growing in tufts. 'Tufty daisies.'

W. Browne.
Ttlg (tug), V. t. pret. & pp. tugged ; ppr. tug-
ging. [A. Sax. tedkan, tedn, to tug or puU;
pret. pi. tugon, pp. togen; Icel. toga, tjitga,

to draw; G. zwj, a pull, from stem of Ziehen,

to draw ; Goth, tiuhan, to draw. Akin tow,

tuck, L. duco. See DCKE.] 1. To pull or
draw with great effort or with a violent
strain; to haul with great labour or force.
' There sweat, there strain, tug the laborious
oar.' Roscommon.—2. To pull; to pluck.

To ease the pain.

His tugg'd ears sufferd with a strain. Hitdibras.

3. To drag by means of a steam-tug; as, the
vessel had to be tugged into port.

Tug (tug), v.i. 1. To pull with great effort;

as, to tug at the oar.

We have been tugging a great while against the
stream. Addison.

2. To labour; to strive; to struggle. 'A»
one that graspt and tugged for life, and was
by strength subdued.' Shak.

Tl^ (tug), n. 1. A pull with the utmost
effort.

At the tug he falls-

Vast ruins come along. Dryden.

Hence—2. A supreme effort; the severest

strain or struggle.

When Greeks joined Greeks, then was the tug of

war. ^'•

3. A sort of carriage, used in some parts of

England for conveying baWns or faggots

and other things.—4. A tug-boat.—5. A
chain, strong rope, or leather strap used as

a trace.— 6. In nnning, an iron hoop to

which a tackle is affixed.—^o hold tug,i to

stand severe handling or hard work.—To hold

one tug,\ to keep one busily employed; to

keep one in work. LifeofA. Wood.—Tugof
war, a trial of strength between two parties

of men who tug at opposite ends of a rope,

each side trying to pull the other overa mark.

Tu€-hoat (tug'bot), n. A strongly built

steam-boat, used for dragging sailing and
other vessels. Such a boat is also some-
times called a Steam-tug.
Tugger (tug'Sr), 71. One who tugs or pulls-

with great effort.

TuggtOgly (tug'ing-li), adv. With laborious
pulling.

Tug -iron (tug^-6m), n. The iron on the
shaft of a wagon, to which the traces are
attached. [United States.]

Tuille, Tuillette (twil, twil-et'), n. [Fr.

tuile, from L. tegula, atile.] Inmilit. antiq.

one of the guard plates appended to the
tasses, to which they were frequently fas-

tened by straps. They hung down and
covered the upper part of the thigh, and
were first introduced during the reign of

Henry V.

Tuilyie, Tuilzie (tiil'ye), n. [See Toolye.]
A broil; a quarrel; a skirmish. [Scotch.]

He said that Galium Beg . . . and your honour
were killed that same night in the tuilyie.

Sir IV. Scott.

Tuition (tu-i'shon), n. [L. tuitio, tuitionig,

guardianship, from ttieor, tuitus, to see, to

look to.] l.t Guardianship; superintending
care or keeping generally.

Afterwards turning his speech to his wife and his

son, he commended them both with his kingdom to

the tuition of the Venetians- KnoUes.

2. t The particular watch and care of a tutor

or guardian over his pupil or ward —3. In-

struction; the act or business of teaching

the various branches of learning-

whatever classical instruction Sir Joshua received
was under the tttition of his father. Malone.

Tuitionary (tu-i'shon-a-ri), o. Pertaining^

to tuition.

Tula(tb'la), n. [Hind.] A native cooking-place
in India. ' A plain . . . charred by camp-
fires, and ragged with tulas or native cook-
ing-places.' Russell.

Tula-metal (toTa-met-al), n. [From Tula,

the Russian town where it is extensively

made. ] An alloy of silver, with small pro-

Fate, fir. fat, f»U; me, met, hdr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; il, 3c. abune; S, 3c. Uy,
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portions of lead and copper, forming the
base of the celebrated Kussian snuS-boxes
popularly called platinum boxes.
Tulchan, Tulchln (tulsh'an, tuieh'in), n,
[Comp. Sc. tulchan, tulchet, an ill made up
bundle ; Gael, and Ir. lulach, a heap. ] A
calf's skin stuffed with straw, and set beside
a cow, to make her give her milk : used for-
merly in Scotland. — Tulchati bishops, a
name derisively applied to the persons ap-
pointed as titular bishops to the Scottish
sees immediately after the Reformation, in
whose names the revenues of the sees were
drawn by the lay barons who had impro-
priated them. (Scotch.)
Tule (tola), n. tSp.] A large club-rush or
sedge. Scirpus i"oiidt«,nat. order Cyperaceae,
which grows to a great height, and covers
large tracts of marshy land in some parts of
California.

Tulip (tu'lip). n. [Fr tulipe, from Sp. tulipa,
tulipan, It tiUipano, a tulip, from Turk.
toUpend, a name given to the flower on ac-
count of its resemblance to a turban. See
Turban.) A genus of plants (Tulipa), nat.
order Liliaceie The species are herbaceous
plants, developed from a bulb, inhabiting
the warmer parts of Europe and Asia Minor,
and are much cultivated for the beauty of
the flowers. About forty species have been
described, of which the most noted is the
common garden tulip (T gesneriana), a na-
tive of the Levant, and introduced into
England about 1577. Upwards of 1000 va-
rieties of this plant have been enumerated,
and these varieties have been divided into
four families, viz. bizarres (characterized by
a yellow ground marked with purple or
scarlet), bybUxmens (a white ground varie-
gated with violet or purple of various
shades), ro«e»(a white ground, marked with
rose, scarlet, or crimson), and telft (a white
or yellow ground without any marks).
Several other species are cultivated. The
wild tulip (r. tylvettrii) is a doubtful native
of Britain, and grows in chalk pits and
quarries It has yellow flowers, and blooms
in April and May. The sweet-scented tulip
or Van Thol tulip (2*. tuaveolem), although
far inferior as a flower to the common or gar-
den tulip, is much prized for its fragrance,
and for appearing more early in the season.
It is much grown in pots in windows

Tullplst (tu'lip-ist), n. A cultivator of tulips
Tullpomaula (tu'lip-6.ma"ni-a), n. [Tulip,
and L. mania, madness. Beckman says the
word was coined by Menage.) A violent
passion for the cultivation or acquisition of
tulips. This species of mania began to ex-
hibit itself in Holland about the year 1634,
when it seemed to seize on all classes like
an epidemic, leading to disasters such as
result from great financial catastrophes.
Tulip-marts were established in Amsterdam,
Eotterdam, Haarlem, Leyden. and other
towns, where roots were sold and resold as
stocks on the exchange. A single root of
Semper Avgustut was thought cheap at 5600
florins, and on one occasion 12 acres of build-
ing lots was offered for a single root of this
species at Haarlem. The mania raged for
several years till the government found it
necessary to interfere. Dutch floriculturists
still hold the tulip in especial esteem
Tullpomanlac (tulip-6-ma"ni-ak), n. One
wh.. is affected with tulipomania.

Tvillp-tree (tulip-tre). n. An American tree
tearing flowers resembling the tulip, the
Linodetidron tulipifera, nat. order Mag-
noliaceae. It Is one of the most magniflcent

Flower of Tulip-tTM U.iriodexdnn hilipifera\.

of the forest trees in the temperate parts of
>orth .America. Throughout tlie States it
18 generally known by the name of poplar,
white wood, or canoe-wood It attains a
height of from 80 to 140 feet, the trunk
being from 3 to 8 or 9 feet in diameter. The

wood is light, compact, and fine-grained,
and isemployed for various useful purposes,
such as the interior work of houses, coach-
panels, door-panels, wainscots, mouldings
of chimney-pieces, bedsteads, trunks, &c.
The Indians of the Middle and Western
States prefer this tree for their canoes. The
bark, especially of the roots, has an aro-
matic smell and bitter taste, and has been
used in medicine as a tonic and febrifuge.
In this country the tulip-tree is cultivated
as an ornamental tree. See Liriodenpron.
Tulip-wood (tii'lip-wud), n. See PHTSOCA-
LVMMA.
Tulle (t\il), n. A kind of thin, open net, silk
fabric, originally manufactured at Tulle in
France, in narrow strips, and much used in
female head-dresses, collars, &c.
Tulle, t Tull,t !!.(. [SeeTOLE.) ToaIlure;to
entice. Chaucer.
Tulllas (tul'li-an), a. [From Marcus Tulliui
Cicero, the great Roman orator) Of, per-
taining to, or resembling TuUy or Cicero;
Ciceronian.

Tulwax (tul'war), n. [Hind.] The East In-
dian sabre.

The wounds, many of them very serious and severe,
were inflicted by the sabre or native tulwar.

/*'. M Russell.__ . . .
tr . SI. Kussei

TumbeM (tnml)ek-i), n. See Toumbeki.
Tumble (tum'bl), v.i. [Directly from the
Scandinavian: Dan. tumle, Sw. tumla. to
tumble, to toss, to reel, freq. forms allied
to A. Sax. tumbian, to dance, which gives
rise to meaning 3; allied also to D. tuiinelen,
to tumble, G. taumeln, to reel, to stagger.
The word has passed from the Germanic
into the Romance languages, hence Fr. tom-
6er, tofall. See TUMBREL.) 1. To roll about
by turning one way and the other; to toss;
to roll; to pitch about; as, a person in pain
tumbles and tosses; waves tumble. ' Hedge-
hogs which lie tumbling in my barefoot way.

'

Shak.—2. To lose footing orsupport and fall
to the ground; to come down suddenly and
violently; to be precipitated ; as, to tumble
from a scaffold. 'To stand or walk, to rise
or tujnble.' Prior.

And here had fall'n a (Treat part of a tower
Whole, like a crag that tumbles from the cliff.

Tennyi,'n.
3. To play mountebanks' or acrobats' tricks,
such as turning head over heels, or the like—To tumble in, to tumble home, said of a
ships sides when they incline in above the
extreme breadth.—To twrxble to, to under-
stand; to comprehend. [Slang.)
To other ears than mine the closing remark would

have appeared impertinent; but I 'tumfiltd ty it
immediately. Maykcw.

Tumble (tum'bl), v.t. pret. & pp. tumbled;
ppr. tumbling. 1. To turn over; to turn or
throw atxiut for examination or searching

:

I
often with over; as, to tumble over books or
papers; to tumble over clothes ' Tumbling
it over and over in his thoughts. ' Bacon.

They tumble all their little quivers o'tr
To choose propitious shafts. Prior,

2. To disturb ; to disorder ; to rumple ; as,
to tumble a bed.—3. To throw by chance or
violence.

1 learnt more from her in a flash
Than if my brainpan were an empty hull.
And every Muse tumbled^ science in. Tennystm.

4. To throw down; to overturn or overthrow;
to cast to the ground; to precipitate. 'To
tuTnbte down thy husband and thyself.'
Shaft.

Kinj? Lycurgus. while he fought in vain
His friend to free, was tumbled on the plain.

uryden.
—To tumble in, in t^rp. to fit, as a piece of
timber, into other work.
Tumble (tum'bl). n. A fall; a rolling over.
A country fellow got an unlucky tumble from a tree.

Sir R. t:Estrange.

Tumble-bu«, Tumble-dung (tum^i-bug,
tum'bl-dnng). n. A species of dung-beetle.
the Coprobius vohena. common in the United
States, which rolls aljout balls of dung con-
taining its eggs.

Tumble-down (tum'bl-doun). a. In a fall-
ing state; ruinous. ' aioveiAy tumble-down
cottages of villanous aspect.' Lord Lytton
[Collofj.

)

Tiunble-home (tum'bl-hom), n. Ifaut. the
part of a ship which falls inward above the
extreme breadth.
Tumbler (tum'blSr), n. 1. One who tumbles;
one who plays the tricks of a mountebank,
such as turning summersaults, walking on
the hands, and the like.

What incredible and astonishing actions do we find
rope-dancers and tumblers bring their bodies to

Lbe*e.

2. A large drinking glass of a cylindrical
form, or of the form of the frustum of an
inverted cone : so called because formerly,
from its base ending in a point, it could not
be set down till completely empty of liquor;
also, the contents of such a glass.
The room was fragrant with the smell of punch, a

tumbler of which grateful compound stood upon a
small round table. Dickens.

3. A variety of the domestic pigeon , so called
from his practice of tumbling or turning
over in flight. It is a short-bodied pigeon,
of a plain colour, black, blue, or white.—
4. A sort of dog, so called from his practice
of tumbling before he attacks his prey. This
kind of dog was formerly employed for
catching rabbits—5. A sort of spring-latch
in a lock which detains the bolt so as to
prevent its motion, until a key lifts it and
sets the bolt at liberty —6. A tumbrel. Sir
W. Scott. — 7. One of the religious sect
known as Tunkers (which see).

Tumblerful (tum'ldSr-ful), n. A quantity
sufflcient to 'fill a tumbler ; as much as a
tumbler can contain.
Tumbllng-bay (tum'bling-ba), n. An over-
fall or weir in a canal.
Tiunbllng-net (tum'bling-net), n. See
Trammkl-set.
Tumbrel, Tumbril (tum'brel, tum'bril), n.
[O.Fr. tomberel, Fr. tombereau, a dung-cart,
from tomber, to fall, from the body of the
cart being capable of being turned up and
the contents tuniMed out without unyok-
ing. See Tumble.) 1. A ducking stool for-
merly used for the punishment of scolding
women. See Ducking-stool.— 2. A dung-
cart; a sort of low carriage with two wheels
occasionally used by farmers for the juost
ordinary purposes

My corns is in a tumbril laid, among
The filth and ordure, and inclosed with dung.

Dryden.
3. A covered cart or carriage with two
wheels, which accompanies troops or artil-
lery, for conveying the tools of pioneers,
cartridges, and the like.-^. A sort of cir-
cular cage or crib, made of osiers or twigs,
used in some parts of England for feeding
sheep in the winter.
Tumefaction (tu-me-fak'shon), n. [L. tu-
mc/acio, to make tumid. See Tumid.) The
act or process of swelling or rising into a
tumour; a tumour; a swelling. ' Tume/ac-
(ton* in the whole body or parts." ArbtUh-
not.

Tumety (tu'me-fiX v.t. pret. & pp. tumefied;
ppr. tumefying. [Fr. tum^fler, from L. («-
me/acio— tumeo, to swell, and facio, to
make ) To swell or cause to swell or be
tumid. ' To swell, tumefy, stiffen, not the
diction only, but the tenor of the thought.

'

De Quincey.
Tumefy (tu'me-fl), v.i. To swell; to rise in
a tumour.
Tumescence (tumes'ens), n. The state of
growing tumid; tumefaction.
Tumid (tumid), a. [L. tumidus, from tumeo,
to swell, from root tu, producing also tumu-
lus, tumultus, tumor, tuber, Ac, whence E
tumult, tumour, <Sc. Akin tomb.] 1. Being
swelled, enlarged, or distended; as, a tumid
leg; tumid flesh. —2. Protuberant; rising
above the level. 'So high as heaved the
tumid hills.

' Milton.S. Swelling in sound
or sense; pompous; puffy; bombastic; falsely
sublime

; as, a tumid expression ; a tumid
style.

Shalt gentle Coleridge p.Tss unnoticed here.
To turgid ode and tumid stanza dear • Byron.

Tumidity (tu-mid'i-ti), n. The state or qua-
lity of being tumid; a swelled state
Tumidly (tfi'mid-li), adv. In a tumid man-
ner or form.
Tumidness (tu'mid-nes), n. A swelling or
swelled state; tumidity.
TummalB (tum'alz), n. [Probably a corrup-
tion of L tumulus, a mound, a heap.) In
milling, a heap, as of waste.
Tumor (tii'mor). n. See Tumour.
Tumorous* (tii 'morns), o. 1. Swelling;
protuberant. Sir 11. H'o((o?i—2. Vainly pom-
pous; Ijombastic, as language or style; fus-
tian; falsely magniflcent.
According to their subject, these styles vary ; for

that which is high and lofty, declaring excellent
matter, becomes vast and tumorous, spealcing of
petty and inferior things. £. yottson.

Tumour (tu'mor), n. (L. tumor, from tumeo,
to swell. See Tumid.) 1. In surg. in its
widest sense, a morbid enlargement or
swelling of any part of the body or of any
kind; more strictly, however, it implies a
permanent swelling occasioned by a new

ch. cAain; th, 8c. loch; g. go; J.^ob; ft. Fr. ton; ng. rin»; ra, «Aen; th. UUn; w. «dg: wh, »Alg: zh, azure.-See Key
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growth, and not a mere enlargement of a
natural part, which is called hypertrophy.
Tumours may be divided into three well-

defined classes: (a) simple, solid, benign, or

innocent tumours, the substance of which
has anatomical resemblance to some tissues

of the body; they gradually increase in size,

and generally only produce inconvenience
from the great bulk they sometimes attain;

a complete cure may be effected by simple
excision. (&) Malignant or cancerous tu-

mours, which bear no resemblance in sub-

stance to normal tissue; they are exceed-

ingly liable to ulceration, they invade all

the textures of the part in which they occur,

affecting the mass of the blood, and termi-

nate fatally; when excised they are apt to

recur in remote parts of the body, (c) Semi-
malignant tumours, which closely resemble
in structure the part in which they are

seated ; they may recur after excision, or

may gradually spread to all the neighbour-

ing tissues, and ultimately cause death by
ulceration; but they do not affect the lym-
phatic system nor reappear in remote parts

of the body after excision. Innocent tu-

mours are often named from the tissues in

which they occur, as adipose or fatty tu-

mours, fibrous tumours, cartilaginous tu-

mours, hony tumours, and the like. Of the

malignant class cancer is a well-known ex-

ample. See Cancer.—2. A swell or rise, as

of water. [Rare.]

One tumour drown'd another, billows strove

To outswell ainbition, water air outdrove.
B. yOHson.

3. Affected pomp; bombast in language;
swelling words or expressions; false magnifi-

cence or sublimity. [Rare.]

Better, however, to be a flippant, than, by a revolt-

ing form of tutnottr and perplexity, to lead men into

habits of intellect such as result from the modern vice

of En^jlish style. De Quiucey.

Tumoured(tu'mord),a. Distended; swelled.

Junius. [Rare.]

Tump (tump), n. [W. twmp, a round mass,
a hillock. Akin L. tumulus, a heap, E.

tomb. See TuMlD.] A little hillock.

Every bush and /»>«/» and hillock quite knows how
to look. George Eliot.

Ttimp (tump), v.t. In hort. to form a mass
of earth or a hillock round, as round a
plant; as, to (wmp teasel.

Tump (tump), v.t. [Probably Indian.] To
draw a deer or other animal home after it

has been killed. [United States.]

Tump-line (tump'lin), n. A strap placed
across the forehead to assist a man carrying

a pack on his back. [United States.]

Tum-tum (tum'tum), n. A favourite dish in

the West Indies, made by beating the boiled
plantain quite soft in a wooden mortar. It

is eaten like a potato-pudding, or made into

round cakes and fried.

Tumular (tu'mu-16r), a. Same as Tumulary.
Pinkerton.
Tumulary (tii'mu-la-ri), a. [L. tumulus, a
heap. See TUMID.} Consisting in a heap;
formed or being in a heap or hillock. 'The
sea . . . bounded by red tumulary cliffs.'

W. H. Russell.

Tumulate (tu'mii-lat), v.t. [L. tumulo,
tumulatxim, to cover with a mound, to bury,,

from tumuhis, a mound. See Tumid.) To
cover with a mound; to bury.
Tumulate (tii'mii-lat), v.i. To swell.

His heart begins to rise, and his passions to tuntu-
late and ferment into a storm. IVilkins.

Tumulosity (tu-mii-los'i-ti), n. The state of
being tumulous. Bailey. [Rare.]

Tumulous, Tumulose (tu'mo-lus, tii'mii-

los), a. [L. tumulosus, from tumulus, a
mound.] Full of mounds or hills. Bailey.
[Rare]
Tumult (tii'mult), n. [L. tumultus, from
tunieo, to swell. See Tumid. ] 1. The
commotion, disturbance, or agitation of a
multitude, usually accompanied with great
noise, uproar, and confusion of voices; an
uproar.

What meaneth the noise of this tumultt
1 Sara. iv. 14,

With ireful taunts each other they oppose.
Till in loud tumttlt all the Greeks arose. Pope.

2. Violent commotion or agitation, with
confusion of sounds; as, the tumult of the
elements. Addison. ~Z. Agitation; high
excitement; irregular or confused mf»tion;

as, the tumult of the spirits or passions.—
Stn. Uproar, ferment, disturbance, turbu-
lence, disorder, confusion, noise, bluster,

hubbub, bustle, stir, brawl, riot.

Tumultt (tu'mult), v.i. To make a tumult,
to be in great commotion.

They who attended them without, tufnulting at

the death of their masters, were beaten back.
Milton,

Tumultert (tii'rault-^r), n. One who raises
or takes part in a tumult.
Afterwards he severely punished the iumulters.

Afilton.

Tumultuarily (tu-mul'tu-a-ri-li), adv. In
a tumultuary or disorderly manner. Abp.
Sandys.
Tumiiltuariness (tu-mul'tu-a-ri-nes), n.

Disorderly or tumultuous conduct; turbu-
lence; disposition to tumult.

The tiimuliuariness of the people, or the factious-
ness of presbyters, gave occasion to invent new
models. Eikon Basilike.

Tumultuary (tu-mul'tii-a-ri), a. [Fr. tu-

multuaire, L. tumultuarius, from L. tu-

multus. See Tumult.] 1. Disorderly; pro-
miscuous; confused; as, a (u?nui(uary con-
flict. 'A tumultuary attack of the Celtic
peasants. * Macaulay.
Then, according to circumstances, came sudden

flight or tumultuary skirmish. De Quincey.

2. Restless; agitated; unquiet.

Men who live without religion, live always in a
itttfiu/tuary and restless state. Atterbury.

Tumultuatet (tu-mul'tu-at), v. i. [L. tumul-
tuor, tumultuatus, from tximxiltus. See
Tumult.] To make a tumult.
Like an opposed torrent, it iufnultuates, grows

higher and higher. South.

Tumultuatlon (tia-murtii-a"8hon), n. [L.

tumultuatio. See Tumultuate. ] Commo-
tion; irregular or disorderly movement; as,

the tumultuation of the parts of a fluid.

Tumultuous (tu-mul'tu-us), a. [Fr. tumul-
tuenx, L. tttmultuosus, from tumultus. See
Tumult.] 1. Full of tumult, disorder, or
confusion; conducted with tumult; disor-

derly; as, a tumultuous conflict or retreat.

2. Conducted with or characterized by up-
roar, noise, confusion, or the like; as, a («-

mwWwotfs assembly.—3. Agitated; disturbed,
as by passion or the like.

His dire attempt, which nigh the birth.

Now rolling boils in his tumttltuous breast.
Miiton.

4. Turbulent; violent.

Furiously running in upon him, with tu^nultuous
speech he raught from hts head his rich cap of sables.

ICnolies.

Syn. Noisy, confused, turbulent, violent,

agitated, disturbed, boisterous, riotous, dis-

orderly, irregular.

Tumultuously (tii-mul'tu-us-li), adv. In a
tumultuous manner; with turbulence; by a
disorderly multitude. Tennyson.

Tumultuou8nes8(tu-murtii-us-nes), n. The
state of being tumultuous; disorder; com-
motion.

Keep down this boiling and tumultuousness of the
soul. Hatntnond.

Tumulus (tii'mu-lus), n. pi. Tumuli (tu'-

mu-li). [L., a hillock, from tutneo, to swell.

See Tumid.] A barrow, or artificial burial

mound of earth. See Barrow.
Tun (tun), n. [A. Sax. tunne, a large vessel,

a butt; Icel. Sw. and O.H.G. tunna, L.G.
tunne, D. torn, G. (omtc—cask, tun. The
word seems to have passed from the Teu-
tonic into the Romance and Celtic tongues:
Fr. tonne (with the derivative forms ton-

neau, Sp. andPg. toiiel). It. and Gael, tuntia,

tonna, W. tynell. The German forms them-
selves are probably foreign, and L. Una, a
wine-vessel, has been suggested as the ori-

gin of all, but with no great probability.

Ton is the same word. Tuniul is a deriva-

tive.] 1. A name originally applied to all

large casks or similar vessels for containing
liquids or the like. Hence—2. A certain

measure or quantity such as would be con-
tained in this vessel, as the old English tun
of wine, which contained 4 hogsheads, or
252 gallons, but in Britain all higher mea-
sures than the gallon are no longer legal.—
3. t The ton weight of 2240 lbs. As the liquid

tun would weigh a little over 2000 lbs. it is

probable the weight was taken from the

measure of capacity.—4. A certain quantity
of timber, consisting of 40 solid feet if round,
or 54 feet if square.— 5. Proverbially, a large

quantity. ' Drawn tuns of blood out of thy
country's breast.' Shak.—Q. A molluscous
shell, belonging to the various species of the

genus Dolium.
Tun (tun), v.t. pret.A pp. tunned; ppr. tun-

ning. To put into casks.

The same juice tunned up, arms itself with tartar.

Boyle.

TunaWe (tun'a-bl), a. 1. Capable of being
put in tune, or made harmonious.— 2. Har-
monious; musical ; tuneful. ' And tunable

as sylvan pipe or song. ' Milton.

Tunableness (tiin'a-bl-nes), n. The state
or quality of being tunable ; harmony

;

melodiousness. ' The tunableness and chim-
ing of verse.' Sim/t.

Tunably (tiin'a-bll), adv. In a tunable
manner; harmoniously; musically. 'Nor
sing tunably.' Skelton.

Tun-beUled (tunbel-lid), a. Having a large
protuberant belly ; resembling a tun in ap-
pearance.

Tun-belly (tun'bel-li), ?i. A large protuber-
ant belly, having the appearance of a tun.
*A double chin and a tun -belly.' Tom
Brown.
Tun-dlsh+ (tun'dish), ?i. A funnel. 'Fill-

in-,' a bottle with a tun-dish.' Shak.
Tundra (tun'dra). n. A term applied to the
immense stretches of flat, boggy country,
extending through the northern part of
Siberia and part of Russia, where vegetation
takes an arctic character. They are fi'ozen

the greater part of the year.

Tune (tun), n. [A form of (one. See ToNE.)
1. A sound; a tone. ' Nor are my ears with
thy tongue's txine delighted.' Skak.~~2. A
rhythmical, melodious succession or series

of musical tones produced by one voice or
instrument, or by several voices or instru-
ments in unison; an air; a melody. The
term, however, is sometimes used to include
both the air and the combined parts (as
alto, tenor, bass) with which it is harmon-
ized.

Tunes and airs have in themselves some affinity

with the affections; as merry tunes, doleful tunes,
solemn tunes. Bacon.

3. Correct intonation in singing or play-
ing ; the condition or quality of producing
or being able to produce tones in unison,
harmony, or due relation with others; the
normal adjustment of the parts of a musical
instrument so as to produce its tones ia

correct key-relationship, or in harmony or
concert with other instruments. ' Like sweet
bells jangled, out of tune and harsh.' Shak.

Strange ! that a harp of thousand strings
Should keep in tune so long. Jf'atts.

4. Frame of mind; mood; temper, especially
temper for the time being; as, not to be in
the proper tune; his tune was now changed;
hence, to be in tune, to be in the right dis-

position, flt temper or humour.
The poor distressed Lear's i' the town

Who sometime, in his better tune, remembers
What we are come about. Shak.

A child will leam three times as fast when he is m
ti4ne, as he will when he is dragged to his task.

Lode.
5. In phren. one of the perceptive faculties.

Its organ is situated above the external
angle of the orbit of the eye, as high as the
middle of the forehead on each side of the
temporal ridge. This faculty gives the per-
ception of melody or harmonj*. See Phren-
ology. — To the tune of, to the sum or
amount of. [Colloq.]

We had been robbed to the tune oj about four hun-
dred pounds. Marryat.

Tune (tun), v.t. pret. &pp. tuned; t^^t. tun-

ing. 1 . To put Into a state adapted to produce
the proper sounds; to cause to be in time;
as, to tune a piano; to ttnie a violin.

Tune your harps.
Ye angels, to that sound

!

Dryden.

2. To sing with melody or harmony.
Fountains, and ye that warble as ye flow

Melodious murmurs, warbling, tune his praise.
Miiton.

3. To give a special tone or character to;

to attune.

For now to sorrow I must tune my soog. Milton.

4. To put into a state proper for any pur-
pose, or adapted to produce a particular
effect.

Especially he hath incurred the everlasting dis-

pleasure of the Icing, who had even tuned his bounty
to sing happiness to him. Shak.

Tune (ttin), V. i. 1. To form melodious or ac-

cordant sounds.

Whilst tuning to the water's fall.

The small birds sang to her. Drayton.

2. To utter inarticulate musical sounds with
the voice; to sing without using words; to

hum a tune. [Rare.]

Tuneful (tun'fyl), a. Harmonious; melo-
dious; musical; as, tuneful notes; tuneful
birds. 'His tuneful tongue.' Pope.

Tunefully (tun'ful-li), adv. In a tuneful

manner ; harmoniously ; musically. " The
praises of God, tunefully performed.' At-
terbury.

Tunefulness (tOn'ful-nes), n. The state or
quality of being tuneful.

Fate, far, fat, f&ll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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Tuneless (tun'les), a. 1. Unmusical; un-
harmonious.
How often have 1 led thy sportive choir.
With tuneless pipe, beside the munnurinff Loire

!

Gcidsmith.

2. Not employed in making music; as, a
tuneless harp. Speiiser.—Z. Not expressed
rhythmically or musically ; unexpressed;
silent; without voice or utterance.

On thy voiceless shore
The heroic lay is tuneUts now

—

The heroic bosom beats no more

!

Byron.

Tuner (tun'^r), n. One who tunes; specifl-
cally, one whose occupation is to tune musi-
cal Instrumenta.

Tung-oU (tung'oil), n. A valuable wood oil.

expressed in China from the seeds of Eleeo-
cocca ulei/era, which is much used for paint-
ing boats, furniture, &c.
Timgstate aun^stat), n. A salt of tung-
stic acid; as. tungstate of lime.
Tungsten (tung'sten), n. [Sw. and Dan.
tuno, heavy, and sten, stone, heavy stone.
or ponderous ore, so named from the den-
sity of its ores.] 1. At. wt. 184. Sym. W.
A metal discovered by D'Elhuyart in 1781.
It has a grayish white colour, and consider-
able lustre. It is brittle, nearly as hard
as steel, and less fusible than manganese.
Its specific gravity varies from 17"5 to 18 5.

"WTien heated to redness in the open air it

takes fire, and is converted into tiu^stic
oxide (WOjl, and it undei^oes the same
change by tne action of hydrochloric acid.
Digested with a concentrated solution of
pure potash, it is dissolved with disengage-
ment of hy<lrogen gas, and tungstate of
potash is generated. The ores of this metal
are the native tungstate of lime, and the
tungstate of iron and manganese, which
latter is also known by the name of wolf-
ram, and the same name is also given to
the metal. Tungsten may be procured in
the metallic state by exposing tnngstic
oxide to the action of charcoal or dry hydro-
^n gas at a red heat, but an exceedingly
mtense heat is required for fusing the metal.
2. An obsolete name for the native tungstate
of lime.

Tungstenlc (tung-aten'ik). a. Pertaining
to or procured from tungsten; tungstic.
Tungstlc (tung'stik). a. Of or pertaining to
or obtained from tungsten; as, tungsticacid,
an acid obtained by precipitating a solution
of tungstic oxide in an alkali by addition of
acid. It has the composition H^WO^ ; it is

dibasic-

Tunguslc (tun-cnis'ik), o. A term applied
to a group of Turanian tongues spoken by
tribes in the north-east of Asia. The most
prominent dialect is the XIanchu, spoken by
the tribes who conquered China in 1644.

TunhOOf (lunTiof), ». Ground-ivy; alehoof.
Tunic (tu'uik), ?i. [L. tunica, a tunic, from
the root tnn, to stretch, whence also E. thin
(whii-h see). ] 1. A very ancient form of gar-
ment in constant use among the Greeks (see
Chiton), and ultimately adopted by the
Romans. Among the Romans the tunic was
an under garment worn by both sexes (under
the toga and the palla), and was fastened
by a girdle or belt about the waist. The tunic
was at first worn without sleeves. The sena-
tors had a broad stripe of purple (called
latwi claviit) sewed on the breast of their
tunic, and the equites had a narrow stripe
(called anguttxu elamu) on the breast.
Hence the terms latidavii and angxisii'
elavii applied to persons of these orders.—
2. A somewhat similar garment formerly
worn in this coantry and ehwwhere; at the
present day a loose garment worn by women
and boys drawn in at the waist and reaching
not far below it.~3. In ecdes. a dress worn
by the sub^leacon. made originally of linen,
reaching to the feet, and then of an inferior
atlk, and narrower than the dalmatic of the
deacon, with shorter and tighter sleeves.
SeeDALMATICA.— 4. A militarj- aurcoat; the
garment worn by a knight over his armour.
6. In anat. a membrane that covers or com-
poses some part or organ; as. the tunics or
coats of the eye; the tunics of the stomach,
(tc—6. A natural covering; an integument;
as, (a) in zool. one of the layers which form
the covering of a tunicary. See Tunicata.
ft) In hot. any loose membranous skin not
formed from epidermis; the slcin of a seed;
also, the peridium of certain fungals.
Tunicary (tu'ni-ka-ri), ti. One of the
Tunicata (which see).

Tunicata (tu-ni-ka'ta), n. pi. An order of
molluscoida or lower mollusca, which are
enveloped in a coriaceous tunic or mantle.

provided with two orifices, the one bran-
chial, and the other anal, and covering be-
neath it a second tunic, which adheres to the
outer one at the orifices; the ascidians.
These animals are popularly named sea
squirts, and are found either solitary or in
groups, fixed or fioating, and sometimes
joined together in a common mass. See As-
CIDIA.

Tunicate, Tunlcated (tu'ni-kat, tu'ni-kat-
ed), a. 1. In bot covered with a tunic or
membranes; coated.—^ tunicated bulb, one
composed of numerous concentric coats, as
an onion.—'2. Enveloped in a tunic or mantle;
belonging to the Tunicata; as, the timicate
molluscs.

Tunicle (tu'ni-kl), n. [Dim. of tunic.] 1. A
small and delicate natural covering; a fine
integument. 'The timicles tha.i make the
ball or apple of the eye. ' Holland. —2. Eccles.
same as Tunic, 2. When used in the plural
it signifies the vestments, including dalmatic
and tunic, worn by the deacon when read-
ing the epistle.

Tuning (tiin'ing), n. The art or operation of
adjuatmg a musical instrument so that the
various sounds may be all at due intervals,
and the scale of the instrument brought
into as correct a state as possible. For the
tuning of fixed-toned instruments see Tem-
perament.
Tuning-fork (tiin'ing-fork), n. A steel in-

strument with two prongs, designed when
set in vibration to give a musical sound of a
certain fixed pitch. The ordinary tuning-
fork sounds only one note—usually the mid-
dle or tenor C in this country, and A in
Germany; but some are made with a slider
on each prong, which, according as it is

moved up or down, regulates the pitch of
the note produced.
Tuning-hammer (tiin'ing-ham-m^r), n. An
instrument used by pianoforte tuners; it has
two heads on the handle and so resembles
a hammer.
Tuning -key ( tijnlng-ke ), n. A kind of
wrench used for imparting the proper ten-
sion to the strings of pianofortes. Ac.
Tunisian (tu-nis'i-an), n. A native or in-
habitant of Tunis.
Tunisian (tu-nis'i-an), a. Of or pertaining
to Tunis or its inhabitants.

Tunker (tungTt^r), n. [G. tunken, to dip.]

One of a religions sect in America which
was founded by Conrad Peysel, a German,
in 1724, and which takes its name from the
mode of baptizing converts by plunging
them three times into the water. They re-

ject infant baptism ; use great plainness of
dress and language; refuse to take oaths or
to fight; and anoint the sick with oil in
order to their recovery, depending upon
this unction and prayer, and rejecting the
use of medicine. Every brother is allowed
to speak in the congregation, and their best
speaker is usually ordained to be their
preacher. Also called Dipper, Dunker, and
Tumbler.
Tunnage (tun'aj). See Tonnaob.
Tunner(tun'el), n. (In sense 1 probably di-

rectly from (wn, from being used to fill tuns
or casks; comp. tun-disk. In sense 3 from
Fr. tonnelle, a round-topped arbour, an alley
with arched top, from tonne, a cask, also an
arbour, from its form and structure. (See
Tun.) Sense 2 may be from sense 1, comp.
funnel. ] 1. A vessel with a wide opening
at one end and a narrow one at the other,
by which liquids are poured into casks,
bottles, and the like; a funnel.

For the help of the Iiearing. make an instrument
tike a tunnti, the narrow part of the bi^ess of the
bole of the ear, and the broader end much larger.

Bacon.

2. The opening of a chimney for the passage
of smoke; a funnel.

And one great chimney, whose long tunnel ^encc
The snioalc forth threw. Spenser.

3. In engin. a subterranean passage cut
through a hill, a rock, or any eminence, or
under a river, a town, Ac, to carry a canal, a
road, or a railway in an advantageous course.
In the construction of canals and railways
tunnels are frequently had recourse to in
order to preserve the desired level, and for
various other local causes. Tunnels when
not pierced through solid rock have usually
an arched roof and are lined with brickwork
or masonry. The sectional form of the pas-
sage is various. The cuts show two sections
of the St. Gothard tunnel, which connects
the railway systems of Switzerland and Ger-
many with that of Italy, and has the great
length of fully OJ miles. The one section

shows how in some parts the tunnel requires
to be strengthened with an arching of
masonry all round to resist pressure up-

St. Gothard Tunnel. Section showing construc-
tion in soft strata.

wards as well as downwards; the other
shows the internal masonry in its more
commonform.

—

i. liiinining,a level passage

St Gothard Tunnel. Section near entrance
on Italian side.

driven across the measures.or at right angles
to the veins which its object is to reach; and
thus distinguished from the drift or gang-
way which is led along the vein when
reached by the tunnel. Goodrich.— b. A
tunnel-net (which see).

Tunnel (tun'el), v.t. pret. & pp. tunnelled;
ppr. tunnelling. 1. To form or cut a tunnel
through or under; as, to tunnel the English
Channel.— 2. To form like a tunnel; to hol-
low out in length.

Some foreign birds not only plat and weave the
fibrous parts of ve^tables together, and curiously
tunnel tnem and commodiously form them into nests,
but also artificially suspend them on the tender twigs
of trees. Derham.

3. To catch in a net called a tunnel-net.

Tunnel-head (tun'ol-hed), n. The cylin-
drical chinmey or mouth of a blast-furnace.

Tunnel-net (tun'el-net), n. a net with a
wide mouth at one end and narrow at the
other.

Tunnel-pit, Tunnel-shaft (tun'el-pit, tun'-
el-shaft), n. A shaft smik from the top of
the ground to meet a tunnel at a point be-
tween its ends.

Tunny (tun'i), n. [It. tonr^; Fr. (Aon; L.
thynnxti, from Or. thynnos, a tunny, from
thyno, to dart along. The English form
may be directly from the Italian, modified
to give it an English look.] A fish of the
genus Thynnus and family Scomberidae, the
T. vulgaris, closely allied to the mackereL

Tunny {Thynttus vulg^arit).

These fish live in shoals in almost all the
seas of the warmer and temperate parts of
the earth. They are taken in immense quanti-
ties on the Mediterranean coasts, where the
fishing is chiefly carried on. The flesh,

which somewhat resembles veal, is delicate,
and has beep In request from time imme-
morial The common tunny attains a length
of from 4 feet to even 20 feet, and sometimes
exceeds half a ton in weight. Its colour is

ch, cAftin; fib, 8c. lock; g,go; J,>ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Kbt.
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a dark blue on the upper parts, and silvery-

white below. It has occasionally been
found in the British seas. The American
tunuy (T. secundo-dorsalis) is found on the
American coast from New York to Nova
Scotia. It attains a length sometimes of

12 feet, and yields often 20 gallons of oil.

Its flesh is esteemed excellent. The alba-

core (T. pacificiis) and the bonito (which
see) are allied species.

Tup (tup), n. [O.E. tuppe, also tip, so called
perhaps from the tendency of the animal to

butt « ith its head. Comp. L.G. tuppen, top-

pen, to push, to butt, so that it may be akin
to E. <op.] A ram.
Tup (tup),«.f. and i. pret. & pp. tupped; ppr.

tuppiiig. 1. To butt, as a ram. [Local.]—
2. To cover, as a ram. Shak.

Tupala (tu-pi'a), n. A genus of remarkable
mammals, comprising three known species,

natives of Sumatra and Java. They feed on
fruit and insects, living on trees like squir-

rels, which they resemble in general appear-
ance and sprightliness, and, more specifi-

cally, in the possession of remarkably long,

bushy tails. Called also Banxring.
Tupaiadse (tu-piVde), n. pi. The banx-
rings or 'squirrel-shrews,' a family of in-

sectivorous vertebrate animals, consisting

of the single genus Tupaia. See Tupaia.
Tupelo (tii'pe-16), n. [The native Indian
name.] A North American forest tree of

the genus Nyssa, the N. denticulata, nat.

order Santalacese. It is a lofty tree of great
beauty. The same name is given to other
species of the genus, some of which are also

called Black Gum, Sour Gum, Gum Tree,

Piperidge, &c.
Tup-man (tup'man), n. A man who breeds
or deals in tups. [Local.]

Turaciue (tb'ra-sin), n. An animal pigment,
discovered in the primary and secondary
pinion feathers of four species of Turaco
(hence the name) or plantain-eater. It con-
tains nearly 6 per cent of copper, which
cannot be removed without the destruction
of the colouring matter itself.

Turanian (tu-ra'ni-an), a. [From Turan.
See under Iranian.] A term appellative of

one of the great classes into which human
speech has been divided, and including the
Ugrian or Finnish, Samoyedic, Turkish.Slon-
golian.Tungusic, and possibly the Dravidian.
It is called also Altaic, Scythian, as well as
Agglutinate and Polysynthetic, from the
facts that its words are polysynthetic, or
composed of several distinct words, each,
even in composition, retaining its signifi-

cance.

Turban (tfir'ban), n. [O.E. turhand, tur-

bant, tulibant, tulipant, tolibant, &c., Fr.

turban, O.Fr. tolliban, Sp. and It. turbante,
from Turk, tulbend, dulbend, Ar. and Per.

dulband, turban—d?tZ, a turn, a round, and
ba7id, a band. Tulip is a modified form of

the same word.] 1. A form of head-dress
worn by the Orientals. It varies in form
in different nations, and in different classes

of the same nation. It consists of two
parts: a quilted cap without brim, fitted to
the head; and a sash, scarf, or shawl, usually
of cotton or linen, wound about the cap,
and sometimes hanging down the neck.—
2. A kind of head-dress worn by ladies. —3. In
conch, the whole set of whorls of a shell.

TurT>andt (t^rOjaud), n. A turban.

Turbaned (tSrTjand), a. Wearing a turban-
'A malicious and a turban'd Turk.' Shak.

Turban-Shell (t^i-'ban-shel), n. The popular
name given to an echinus or sea-urchin
when deprived of its spines : so called from
some resemblance to a turban.
Turbantt (ter'bant), «. A turban.
Turban-top ( t6r'ban-top ^, 7t. A plant of
the genus Helvella; a kmd of fungus or
mushroom.
Turbary (t6r'ba-ri), n. [L.L. turbaria, from
O.H.G. turba, E. turf. See TURF.] 1. In
law, a right of digging turf on another man's
land. Blackstone.—2. The place where turf
is dug.
Turbellaria (t6r-bel-la'ri-a), n. pi. [From L.

turba, a crowd, a stir, from the currents
caused by their moving cilia.] An order
of Annuloida, of the class Scolecida, almost
all the members of which are aquatic and
non-parasitic. The external surface is al-

ways permanently ciliated, and the animals
are destitute both of a suctorial disc and a
circlet of cephalic booklets. A water vas-

cular system is always present; the alimen-
tary canal is imbedded in the parenchyma
of the body; the intestine straight or
branched; and the nervous system consist-

ing of ganglia situated in the fore-part of

the body, united to one another by trans-

verse cords. There are two sub- orders,

Planarida and Nemertida.
Turbellarlan (t6r-bel-la'ri-an), a. and n.

Pertaining to or one of the order Turbel-
laria.

Turbeth (t^r'beth), n. See Tdrpeth.
Turbid (t^r'bid), a. [L. turbidus, from turba,

a crowd, turbare, to trouble. See Trouble. ]

1. Properly, having the lees disturbed ; but
in a more general sense, muddy ; foul with
extraneous matter; thick; not clear: used
of liquids of any kind; as, turbid water; tur-

bid wine. 'Though lees make the liquid
turbid.' Bacon.—2. Vexed; disquieted; dis-

turbed. ' Turbid intervals that use to attend
close prisoners.' Howell.
Turbidity (t6r-bid'i-ti), n. The state of being
turbid.

Turbidly (t6rT)id-li), adv. I. In a turbid
manner; muddily.~2.t Proudly; haughtily.
'One of great merit turbidly resents them.'
Voimg. [A Latinism.]

Turbidness ( t6r'bid-nes ), ji. The state or
quality of being turbid; muddiness.
TurblUion (t^r-bil'yon), n. [Fr. toxtrbillon, a
dim. from L. turbo, a whirlwind, a whipping
top, from the same root as turba, confusion,
a crowd. See Turbid.] A whirl; a vortex.

Each of them is a sun, moving^ on its own axis, in

the centre of its own vortex or turbillion. Steele.

TurbinaceoUB (tSr-bi-na'shus), a. [An ill-

formed word from L.L. turba, turf. See Tur-
bary.] Of or belonging to peat or rather
turf; turfy; peaty. [Rare.]

The real turbinaceous flavour no sooner reached
the nose of the captain, than the beverage was turned
down his throat with symptoms of most unequivocal
applause. Sir If. Scott.

Turbinate, Turbinated (t6rT)in-at, t6rl>in-
at-ed), a. [From turbo, turbinis, a top.

See TOURBILLION. ] 1. Shaped like a whip-
ping top ; specifically, {a) in conch, spiral
or wreathed conically from a larger base to
a kind of apex like a top; as, turbinated
shells. (&) In bot. shaped like a top or cone
inverted ; narrow at the base and broad at
the apex; as, a turbinated germ, nectary, or
pericarp. — 2. Whirling in the manner of a
top. 'A spiral and turbinated motion.'
Bentley.—Turbinated bones, very thin bony
plates, rolled up in the form of horns, and
situated in the nasal fossa.

Turbinate (tSr'bin-at), v.i. To revolve like
a top; to spin; to whirl. [Rare.]

Turbination (t^r-bin-a'shon), n. The act of
spinning or whirling, as a top.

Turbine (t6r'bin), n. [L. turbo, turbinis,

that which spins or whirls round, whirl.

See TOURBILLION, Turbinate, &c. ] A kind
of horizontal water-wheel, made to revolve

Section of Turbine.

by the escape of water through orifices,

under the influence of pressure derived from
a fall. Turbines are now made after a vast

variety of patterns. The oldest and simplest
is the Scotch turbine, or Barker's mill (which
see). In another common form the water
passes vertically down through the wheel
between fixed screw blades, which give it a
spiralmotion.and then strikes similar blades
attached to a movable spindle, but placed
in the opposite direction, so that the impact
of the water communicates a rotatory mo-
tion to the blades and spindles. Or the

water may be passed from the centre hori-
zontally outwards through fixed curved
blades, so as to give it a tangential motion,
and thereby cause it to act on the blades-
of the wheel which revolves outside. In the
example represented in the annexed cut,
the water is introduced into a close cast-iron
vessel a, by the pipe b, connecting it with
the resen'oir. Here, by virtue of its pres-
sure, it tends to escape by any aperture
which may be presented; but the only aper-
tures consistofaseriesof curved float-boards

//, fixed to a horizontal plate g, mounted
upon a central axis h, which passes upwards
through a tube connecting the upper and
lower covers, c and d, of the vessel a. An-
other series of curved plates e e, is fixed to
the upper surface of the disc d, to give a
determinate direction to the water before
flowing out at the float-boards,and the curves
of these various parts are so adjusted as to
render the reactive force of the water avail-

able to the utmost extent in producing a
circular motion, and thus canning round
the disc and the axis h with which the ma-
chinery to be impelled is connected.
Turbinidae (t6r-bin'i-de), 7t. pi. [See Turbo.)
A family of marine, phytophagous, gaster-
opodous molluscs, characterized by a shell
turbinated or pyramidal, and nacreous in-

side, and a homy and multispiral opercu-
lum, or a calcareous and paucispiral one.
They are allied to the Trochidse. See Turbo.
Turbinlte, Turblte (t^rljin-it, t^r'bit), n.

A petiified shell of the turbo kind.
Turbit (ter'bit), n. [In meaning 1 perhaps
corruption of D. name kort-bek, short-beak.]
1. A variety of the domestic pigeon, remark-
able for its short beak. The head is flat, and
the feathers on the breast spread both ways.
2. The turbot.
Turbith (t^r'bith), n. A way of spelling.
Turpeth (which see).

Turbo (tfer'bo), n. [L., a whirling or turning
round, a top.] A genus of gasteropodous
molluscs, the type of the family Turbinidse.
It comprises all those species which have a
completely and regularly turbinated shell
and a perfectly round aperture. The animal
resembles a Umax or slug. The periwinkle
is an example. There are about sixty living

species found in all seas ; and upwards of

360 fossil species found from the lower
Silurian upwards.
Turbot (t^r'bot), 71. [Formerly also written-

Turbot {Rhombtts maximus]

turbet, turbutte. A word of doubtful origiui.

It may perhaps be Celtic originally; comp.
W. torbwt, Ir. turbit, Gael, turbaid. Armor.
turboden. tulbozen, a turbot; so that Fr. tur-

bot, O. D. turbot would like the English be bor-
rowed forms. W. torbwt seems to lie from tor,

a bulge, a belly, and pict, something short
and squat. Diez and Brachet. however, would
derive Fr. turbot from L. turbo, a whipping
top, comparing Gr. rhombos, which means
both top and turbot, there being a supposed
similarity in shape. The latter part of the
word might also be explained as meaning
flat-fish by itself = 6M( in halibut, D. bot, a
plaice, G. butte, a flat-fish; comp. also G.

butt. Dan. bitt, short and thick.] A well-

known and highly esteemed fish of the genus
Rhombus or Pleuronectes (B. or P. maxi-
mum), family Pleuronectidae or flat-fishes.

Next to the halibut, the turbot is the largest

of the Pleuronectida; found on the British

coast, and is the most highly esteemed for

the table. It is of a short and broad form,
and rather deeper than many of the flat-

flshes. The colour is brown on the left side,

which is usually the upper side, or that

on which the eyes are placed through the
twisting of the head. It attains a lai^e

size, sometimes weighing from 70 to (10 lbs.

The American or spotted turbot (Bhfmbui
•tnacxilatus), common on the coasts of New
England and New York, attains a weight of

Fate, f&t, fat, f^U; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, So. abune; y, Sc. ley
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20 lbs., and ia much esteemed for the
table.

Turbulence (t6rT)u-lens), n. [See Turbu-
lent.] The state or quality of being tur-

bulent; a disturbed state; tumultuousness

;

agitation; disorder; commotion; refractori-

ness; insubordination. 'The years of inter-

nal warfare and turbiUence which ensued.*
Southey.

I come to calm thy titrbuUnce of mind. Drydett.

You think this turbulence of blood
From stagnating preserves the flood. Siuift.

Turbulency (t6rT)u-len-8i), n. The state or
quality of being turbulent ; turbulence.
* Turbulencies in the affairs of men. * Milton.

What a tale of terror, now, their turtuUncy tells

In the startled ear of night. Poe.

Turbulent (t6r'bu-lent), a. [L. turbxdentus,

from turbo, to disturb. See TROUBLE.]
1. Disturbed; agitated; tumultuous; being
in violent commotion; as, the turbulent

ocean.
'T has been a turbuUnt and stormy night. Shat.

Calm region once.
And full of peace, now tost and UtrbuUttt, Milton.

2. Restless ; unquiet ; refractory ; disposed
to insubordination and disorder; hence, vio-

lent; tumultuous; riotous; disorderly; as,

turbulent spirits. ' So untamed, so tttrbu-

lent a mind." Dryden.
When I that knew hira fierce and turbuient
Refused her to htm, then bis pride awoke.

Tennyson,

3. Producing commotion or agitation.

Nor envied them the grape.
Whose heads that turbuUnt liquor nils with fumes.

Milton.

Turbulently (t6rT)ii-lent-li), adv. In a tur-

bulent manner; tumultuously; with violent
agitation; with refractoriness.

Tuxcism (terk'izm), n. The religion, man-
ners, character, or the like, of the Turks.
'Preferring Turciffm to Christianity." Alter-
bury.

Turco (tiirTco), «• The name given by the
French to the Arab tirailleur or sbarp-
phoottr in their army. Written alsor«r*o.
Turcols (terTtoiz). n. Same as Turqiwige.
T\ircoinan(turk'6-man), n. See Turkoman.
Turd (t^rd), n. [A. Sax. tord.] Excrement;
dung. [Low.]

Turdidffl(t*r'di-de),n.j>i. [SeeTuRDUS.] The
family of thrushes. Called also Merulidce.

Turdus (t^r'dusX " [L-] The thrush; a
genus of passerine birds. Called also Mer-
via. See Thrush.
Tureen (tu-ren'). «• i^- terrine, a tureen,
lit. an earthen vessel, from terre = L. terra,

earth] A rather large deep vessel for hold-
ing soup, or other liquid food, at the table.
Formerly written more correctly Terreen.
Turf (turi). n. pi. Turfs (tfirfs). obsolete or
obsolescent TuTves ft6rvz). [A. Sax. and
D. turf, Icel. Sw. and LG. tor/, Dan. torv,

O.H.G. zurf, zurba—turf. Tlie Fr. tourbe
and other Komance forms are from the
Teutonic. Comp. Skr. durvd. miUet^grass;
Slav, (ratra, grass.] 1. The surface or sward
of grass lands, consisting of earth or mould
filled with the roots of grass and other small
plants, so as to adhere and form a kind of
mat; a piece of earth covered with grass;
such a piece dog or torn from the ground

;

a sod.
One ft**:/' shall serve as pillow for us both. Shot.
The Greek historian sets tier in the field on a high

heap of turves. Milton.

All the turfwas rich in plots that look'd
Each like a garnet or a turkis in it. Tennyson.

2. A kind of blackish, fibrous, peaty sub-
stance, cut from the surface of the ground,
and used as fuel. See Peat.—TAe turf, the
race-course; and hence, the occupation or
profession of horse-racing.

The honours of tAt turfate alt our own. Cou-per.

—On the turf, in horse-racing; making one's
chief occupation or means of living the
running of horses or betting on races.

All men are equal on the tur/ or under it.

Lord George Bentinck.
Turf (t^rf), v.t. To cover with turf or sod;
as, to turf a bank or border.

And whelm all this beneath as vast a mound
As after furious battle tur/s the slain. Tennyson.

Ttirf-clad (t^rf'klad), a. Covered with turf.
'The turf-clad heap of mould which covers
the poor man's grave.' Dr. Knox.
Turf-draln (t^rf'dran), n. A kind of pipe-
drain constructed with turfs cut from the
surface of the stiil.

Turfen ( t6rf'n X a. Made of turf ; covered
with turf.

They descended from the woods to the margin of
the stream by a flight of tur/en steps. Disraeli.

Turf-hedge (tSrf'hej), n. A hedge or fence
formed with turf and plants of different
kinds.

Turf-house (t^rfTious), n. A house or shed
formed of turf, common in the northern
parts of Europe,
Turfiness (t^rf'i-nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being turfy.

Turflng-iron (t6rf'ing-i-6m), n. An imple-
ment for paring off turf.

Turflng-Spade (t^rf'ing-spad), n. An in-

strument for under -cutting turf, when
marked out by the plough.

Turfite (t6rf'it). Ji. A votary of the turf;
one devoted to horse-racing.

The very flashy turjite at Hyde Park Comer, and
the less flashy, but quite as turfy, gentleman who
operates at the other comer of Piccaoiljk,

Thackeray.

Turf-knlfe (t^rf'nif), n. An implement for
tracing out the sides of drains, trenches,
&c. It has a scimitar-like blade, with a
tread for the foot and a bent handle.
Turf-moss (t^rf'mos), n. A tract of turfy,
mossy, ijr boggy land.

Turf-plough (t6rf'plou), n. A plough
adapted to remove the turf from the surface
of the ground preparatory to deep plough-
ing, or for destroying grubs, &c.
Turf-spade (t^rf'spad), n. A spade used for
cutting and digging turf, longer and nar-
rower than the common spade.

Turfy (t^rf'i), a. 1. Abounding or covered
with turf; covered with short grass. ' Thy
turfy mountains, where live nibbling sheep.

'

Shak.—^. Having the qualities, nature, or
appearance of turf. —3. Of or connected with
the turf or race-ground ; characteristic of
the turf or of horse-racing; sporting.

Mr. Bailey asked it again, because—accompanied
with a straddUng action of the white cords, a bend
of the knees, ana a striking forth of the top-boots

—

it was an easy, horse-fleshy, turfy sort of thmg to do.
Dickefts.

Tnrgent (tfir'jent), a. [L. turgena, turgentis,
ppr. of turgeo, to swell; whence also turgid.]
1. Swelling; tumid; rising into a tumour or
puffy state; as, when the humours are tur-
gent. Dr. H. More.—2.i Timiid; turgid; in-

flated; pompous; bombastic. 'Recompensed
with turgent titles.' Burton.
Turgesce (t^r-jes'), v.i. pret. A pp. turgezeed;
ppr. turgescing. [L. turgesco, to begin to
swell, inceptive verb from turgeo, to swell.]
To become turgid; to swell; to inflate.

(Rare.]

Turgescence, Turgescency (ter-jes'ens,
tfir-jes'en-si), ;r. [See above] 1. The act of
swelling; the state of being swelled—2. In
med. superabundance of humours in any
part of the body.—3. Empty pompousness;
inflation; bombast. Johnson.
Turgescent (t^r-jes'ent), a. [L. turgescens.]
Growing turgid; in a swelling state.

Turgid (ter'jid), a. [L. turgidtts, from turgeo,
to swell ; whence turgent, turgescence, Ac.

;

connections doubtful. ] 1. Swelled; bloated;
distended beyond its natural state by some
internal agent or expansive force: often
applied to an enlarged part of the body;
as, a turgid limb.

A bladder he!d by the fire grew turgid. Boyle.

2 Tumid; pompous; inflated; bombastic;
as, a tur^ia style.

Some have a violeot and turfrid manner of talking
and thinking. ff'atts.

Shall gentle Coleridge pass unnoticed here.
To turgid ode and tumid stanza deart Byron.

Turgldlty (t6r-jid'i-ti), n. 1. State of being
turgid or swollen; tumidness. Arbuthnot.
2. Hollow magnificence ; bombast ; turgid-
ness; pomposity. Cutrberland.
Turgidly (ter'jidli), adv. In a turgid man-
ner; with swelling or empty pomp; pomp-
ously.

Tur^dnesa (t^r'Jid-nes), n. l. The state or
quality of being turgid; a swelling or
swelled state of a thing; distention beyond
its natural state by some internal force or
agent, as in a limb.—2. Pompousness; in-
flated manner of writing or speaking; bom-
bast; as, the turgidness of language or style.

The tttrgidness of a young scribbler might please
his magnincent spirit, always upon the stilts.

tf'arburton.

Turgldoust (t^r'jid-us), a. Turgid. B. Jon-
f^on.

Turin-nut (to-ren'nut), n. The fossil fruit
of a species of walnut : so called because
their kernels occur inclosed in calc-spar in
the upper tertiary of Turin.

Turlo (tu'ri-o), n. pi Turlones (tu-ri-o'nez).
[L.] In bot. the subterranean bud of a per-
ennial herbaceous plant, annually deve-
loped, and producing a new stem, as the

young shoots of grasseswhichhave arhizoma
or creeping stem.
Turloniferous (tu'ri-o-nif"6r-us), a. [L.
ttirio, a shoot, and /ero, to bear.] In bot.

having turiones; producing shoots.

Turk (t6rkX n. 1. A native or inhabitant of
Turkey. Hence—2.t From the established
religion in Turkey being Mohammedanism,
a follower of Mohammed; a Mohammedan,
Have mercy upon all Jews, Turks, infidels, and

heretics. Common Prayer.
It is no good reason for a man's religion that he

was bom and brought up in it; for then a Turk
would have as much reason to be a Turk as a Chris-
tian to be a Christian. Chilling^orth.

3. t A sword, probably a scimitar. ' He forth-
with unsheathed his trusty turke.' Whiting.
Turkeis,t n. A turquoise. Chaucer.
TurkelS,t a. Turkish. Chaucer.
Turkent (t6rTten), v.t. [See Turkis.] To
furbish; to give a new appearance to.
* Either articles of his own lately devised,
or the old newly turkened.' Thos. Rogers.
Turkess (t^rfc'es), n. A female Turk. 'Dis-
dainful Turkfss.' Marlowe.
Turkey (t^rTte), n. [So called because it was
erroneously believed to have come from
Turkey. ] A lai^e gallinaceous bird (Melea-
gris gallo-pavo), well known as an inmate
of our poultr>*-yard8. It is a native of
North America, and was introduced into
Europe in the sixteenth century. Wild
turkeys abound in the forests of America,
where they feed en berries, fruits, grasses,
beetles, tadpoles, young frogs, &c. The
plumage of the wild male turkey is a golden
bronze, shot with violet and green, and

American Wild Turkey {MeUagris gallo-pavo).

banded with black. It has a curious tuft of
hair-like feathers projecting from the breast.
Its average length is 4 feet. On account of its

size and the excellence of its flesh and eggs,
the turkey is one of the most valued kinds
of poultiy. There is another species, the
Honduras or West Indian turkey (Meleagris
ocellata), which derives its speciflc name
from the presence of bright eye-like spots
on the tail coverts. It is not so large as
the common turkey, but its plumage is

brilliant, rivalling that of the peacock in its
metallic hues.
Turkey-berry (t^rlte-be-ri), n. One of the
berries of some species of Rhamnus, which
form an article of commerce from the Medi-
terranean, on account of the colouring mat-
ter which they yield, which varies from
yellow to green. See Rhamnus.
Turkey-Tolrd (t^rTie-bfird), n. A local name
for the wryneck (Yunx torquilla). Halli-
toell.

Turkey-buzzard (t^r'ke-buz-6rd), n. A
rapacious bird belonging to the vulture
family (Vulturida;), and the genus Cathartes
(C. aura): so named from its bearing a dis-
tant resemblance to a turkey. It is about
25 feet long, and with wings extended about
6 feet in breadth, and is remarkable for its

graceful flight in the higher regions of the
air. It inhabits a vast range of territory in
the wanner parts of America, but in the
northern and middle states is partially mi-
gratory, the greater number retiring to the
south on the approach of cold weather. Its
food consists of carrion of all kinds. Called
also Turkey-vulture.
Turkey-carpet (t^rlie-kar-pet), n. A car-
pet made entirely of wool, the loops being
larger than those of Brussels carpeting and
always cut. The cutting of the yam gives
it the appearance of velvet.

Turkey-cock (t^r'ke-kok), n. A male tur-
key: the representative of foolish vanity
and pride.
Here he comes, swelling like a turkey-cock. Shak.

ch. eAain; Ch, 8c. locA; g. yo; J,>ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sinj; th, ffcen; th, Min; w, trig; wh, icWg; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Turkey-hone (t6r'ke-h6n), n. Same as

Turkey'Sto7ie.

Turkey-red (ter'ke-red), n. A bnlhant and
durable red colour produced by madder
upon cotton cloth, and introduced from the

East about the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury. The processes which a fabric under-

goes iu receiving this dye are numerous,

and vary in different establishments, but the

most essential is the preliminary treatment

of the fabric with oils or fats, combined
with certain other substances; and alizai'ine

has now almost superseded madder.

Turkey-slate (tferlte-slat), n. Same as Tur-

keystone.
Turkey-stone (t6r'ke-ston), n. A very fine-

grained siliceous slate, commonly of a green-

ish-gray, sometimes yellowish or brownish-

gray colour. It is translucent on the edges,

yields to the knife, and is somewhat unctu-

ous to the touch. When cut and polished

it is used for sharpening small cutting in-

struments. It is also termed Novaculite

and Turkey oil-stone, and was first brought

from the Levant.

Turkey-vulture (tfir'ke-vul-tur), n. Same
as Turkey-buzzard.
Turkey-wheat (tSr'ke-whet), n. Maize or

Indian com.
We saw a great many fields of Indian com which

iroes by the name of Turkey--wheat.
*' '

Smollett.

Turklst (tfer'kis), v.t. [Perhaps lit. to twist

or wrest, from O. Ft. torquer, to twist.

Halliwell has ' torkess, to alter a house, &c.'

Turken is another form.] To furbish; to

alter.

He taketh the same sentence out of Esay (some-

what turkised) for his poesie as well as the rest.

Bp. Bancroft.

Turkis (t6r'kis), n. Same as Turquoise.
' Titritis and agate and almondine.' Tenny-
son.

Turkish (t^r'kish). a. Of or pertaining to

Turkey or to the Turks.

Turkishly (t6rTcish-li), adv. In the manner
of tlie Turks. Quart. Rev.

Turkishness (t6rTcish-nes), n. The reli-

gion, manners, character, or the like of the

Turks; Turcism. Ascham.
Turkman (tferk'man), n. Same as Turko-
man (which see). Byron.
Turko (tnr'ko), n. Same as Turco.

Turkois (ttjr'koiz), n. See Turquoise.
Turkoman (tur'ko-man), n. One of a no-

madic Tartar people occupying a territory

stretching between the Caspian Sea and the

Sea of Aral, the khanates of Khiva and Bok-
hara, Afghanistan, and Persia. They do not
form a single nation, but are divided into

numerous tribes or clans. Written also

Turcoman.
Turk's-cap(t^rks'kap), n. A plant of the

genus Lilium (L. Martagon): the name is

also given to ^felocactus communis, or
Turk's-head.
Turk's-head (t^rks'hed), n. 1. A plant of

. the genus Melocactus; turk's-cap.—2. Naut.
a sailor's knot worked on a rope with a piece

of small line so as somewhat to resemble a
turban.
Turky.t Turky-stonet (t^rTti, t^r'ki-ston),

n. A turquoise. 'The emerald and the
turky.' Sandys.

She shows me her ring of a turky-stone, set with
little sparks of dyamonds. Pepys.

Turlupins (tSrTu-pinz), n. pi. In Fr. eccles.

hist, a nickname applied to certain sectaries

of the fourteenth century ,whowere regarded
as holding very heretical opinions.

Turm (t6rm), n. A troop or company of

horse. MilUm. See TUKMA. [Rare.]

O fair is the pride of these fttrtns as they ride, to the
eye of the morning shown

:

But a God in the sky hath doomed them to lie m
the dust on Marathon. Prof. BlackU.

Turma (t6r'ma), n. [L.] Among the Ro-
mans, a company of cavalry, consisting at
first of thirty, and afterwards of thirty-two
men.
Turmalln (tur'ma-lin), n. Same as Tmir-
malin.
Turmeric (tfir'mer-ik), n. [Probably from
Hind, zurd, yellow, and mirch, pepper. ] 1. A
name of one or two East Indian plants of

the genus Curcuma, nat. order Zingibera-

cese.— 2. The rhizome, prepared and unpre-
pared, of the Curcuma longa and C. ro-

tunda. It is used as a condiment, a dye,

and also as a chemical test for the presence
of alkalies. It forms one of the chief in-

gredients of curry powder, and various
beautiful shades of yellow are produced by
it, but its colour has no permanence. Me-

dicinally it is much employed in the East
as a carminative.

Turmeric-paper (t6r'raer-ik-pa-p6r),n. Un-
sized paper stained yellow with an aqueous
or alcoholic solution of turmeric, used in

chemical operations as a test for the alka-

lies and for boracic acid, which changes the
ctdour to a reddish brown.
Turmoil (t6r'moil),n. [Origin doubtful; pro-

bably from tjiryi and moil.] Harassing la-

bour; molestation by tumult; commotion;
disturbance; tumult.

There I'll rest, as after much turmoil
A blessed soul doth in Elysium. SHaA.

Tuimoil (t6r-moil'), v. t. To harass with com-
motion; to trouble; to disturb; to agitate;

to molest. Milton.

It is her fatal misfortune, above all other countries,

to be miserably tossed and turmoiled with these

storms of affliction. Spenser.

Turmoil (t6r-moil'), v.i. To be disquieted;

to be in commotion. 'Sweating and tur-

moiling under the inevitable and merciless
dilemmas of Socrates.' Milton.

Tum(t6m).u.(. [O.E.(om«,(oume,fromO.Fr.
turner, (or7ier,Mod. Fr. tourner, to turn, Sp.

and Pg. tornar, It. tornare, from L. tornare,

to turn in a lathe, from tornu^, a turner's

wheel, a lathe, from Gr. tomos, a turner's

chisel. The word early passed into the
Teutonic tongues, hence A. Sax. turiiian, to

turn, Icel. tuma, O.H.G. turnjan; as also

into the Celtic: Ir. tour, a turn; W. ticr7i, a
turn; GaeKwrna.aspinning-wheel. The root

is the same as that of L. tero, tritmn (E. trite)

to rub, bruise, grind, terebra, a boring in-

strument, teredo, boringworm.] 1. To cause

to move round on a centre or axis, or as on
a centre or axis ; to cause to move circu-

larly; to put into circular motion; to move
round; to make to go round; to cause to

rotate or revolve.

She would have made Hercules turn the spit.

SMai.
Turn, Fortune, turn thy wheel, and lower the proud.

Tennyson.

2. To cause to move, go, aim, point, or
look in a different direction, or towards a
different object; to direct or put into an
opposite or different way, course, or chan-
nel; to change the direction of; to cause to

leave a certain course or direction.

He'll turn your current in a ditch. Shak.

A man, though he turns his eyes towards an ob-

ject, yet he may choose whether he will curiously

survey it. Locke.

Unless he turns his thoughts that way. he will

have no more distinct ideas of the operation of his

mind than he will have of a clock who will not turn

his eyes to it. Locke.

3. To apply or devote to a different purpose,

object, or the like; to apply or devote gen-
erally.

He turned his parts rather to books and conver-

sation than to politics. Prior.

My thoughts, I must confess, are turned on peace.
Addison.

He is still to spring from one of a poetical disposi-

tion, from whom he might inherit a soul turned to

poetry. Pope.

4. To shift or change with respect to the

top, bottom, front, back, sides, or the like;

to put the upper side do^vnward, or one
side in the place of another; to reverse; to

invert. ' This house is tunud upside down.'

Shak.
When the hen has laid her eggs so that she can

cover them, what care does she take in turning
them frequently that all parts may partake of the

vital warmth

!

Addison.

5. To bring the inside of out, as a garment.
' A pair of old breeches thrice turned. ' Shak.

6. To form or fashion by revolving motion
in a lathe; to shape, as wood, metal, and
other hard substances, especially into round
or rounded figures by means of the lathe; as,

to turn the legs of a chair, table, or the like;

to turn ivory figures. Hence—7. To form,

fas'nion, or shape in any way.

What nervous arms he boasts, how firm his tread,

His limbs how turned! Pope.

Then her shape
From forehead down to foot perfect—again
From foot to forehead exquisitely turned.

Tennyson.

8. To change or alter from one purpose or

effect to another; to change from a given
use or ofBce; to divert; to use or employ.

Great Apollo, turn all to the best. Shak.

When a storm of sad mischance beats upon our
spirits, turn it to advantage to serve religion or pru-

dence. yer. Taylor.

9. To change to another opinion or party;
to change with respect to belief, convic-
tions, sentiments, or feelings; to convert; to

pervert; as, he can be turned into a Whig
or Tory at another's will.

Will nothing turn your unrelenting heartst ShaJk.

10. To give a different form of expression to;

to paraphrase; to translate; to construe.

Who turns a Persian tale for half-a-crown.

Just writes to make his barrenness appear. Pofe.

11. To change or alter the state, nature, or
appearance of in any way ; to alter into
something else; to metamorphose; to trans-
form; to transmute; to change. ' Mountain*
turned into clouds.' Shak.

The empiric alchemist
Can turn, or holds it possible to turn
Metals of drossiest ore to perfect gold, Milton,

12. To transfer; to put into different hands.
Our inheritance is turned to strangers, our houses

to aliens. Lam, v. 3.

13. To reverse; to repeal.

God will turn thy captivity, and have compassion
upon thee. Deut. xxx. 3.

14. To revolve, ponder, or agitate, as in the
mind; to place in different points of view;
to consider and reconsider.

Turn these ideas about in your mind, and take a
view of them on all sides. ft'atts.

15. To make suitable, fit, or proper; to

adapt. [Perhaps only in pp.]

However improper he might have been for studies

of a higher nature, he was perfectly well turned for

trade. Addison.

16. To change from a fresh, sweet, or na-
tural condition; to cause to ferment, turn
sour, or the like; as, warm weather turtis

milk; to turn cider, beer, wine, and the
like.—17. To put, bring, or place in a certain
state or condition; as, the wine has turned
him sick; a subject turned into ridicule.
' A slave that still . . . turns me to shame.'
Shak.—To turn adrift, to expel from some
safe or settled place, position, or office;

to sever all connection with ; to cast out;

to throw upon one's own resources; as. the
lazy rogues were turned adrift.—To turn
against, (a) to direct towards or against;

hence, to use to one's disadvantage, injury,

or the like; as. his argument was turned
against himself; they turned their arms
against their best friends. (&) To render un-

favourable, hostile, or opposed to; as, his

master was turned against him by false re-

ports.—To turn aside, to ward off; to avert;

as, to turn aside a blow, a thrust, &c.—To
turn away, (a) to dismiss from service; to

discharge; to discard.

I must turft away some of my followers. Shak.

(&) To avert.

We pray to God to turpt a-way some evil from us.

Dr. H. More.—To turn back, (a) to cause to return or re-

trace one's footsteps; hence, to drive off or
away; as, the intruder was turned back; I

was half on my way, but was turned back by
stress of weather. (6)t To send back; to re-

turn.
Wc turn not ^ac-fe the silks upon the merchant
When we have spoiled them. Shak.

—To turn down, to fold or double down.
Is not the leaf turned doTunt Shak.

-—To turn forth, to drive away; to cast out;

to expel.

Turn me\a.nztio\yforth to funerals. Shak.

—To turn in, to fold or double in.

Thus a wise tailor is not pinching.
But turns at every seam an inch in. Hudibras.

—To turn off, (a) to dismiss or put away
with contempt; to discharge.

He turned c/This former wife to make room for

this marriage. Addisoft.

(6)t To give over; to resign. Dr. H. More.
(c) To deflect; to divert.

The institution of sports was intended by all gov-
ernments to t74rn i7/fthe thoughts of the people from
busying themselves in matters of state. Addison.

(d) To accomplish; to perform; to complete;
as, the printer turned off 10.000 copies, (e)

To shut off, as a fluid, by means of a stop-

cock, valve. &c., so as to prevent the work-
ing, operation, or effect of; to stop or with-

draw the effective supply of; as, to turn off

the gas, the water, the steam. (/) To hang;
to execute, as a criminal. [Slang.] Hence,
with probable primary reference to altar

and halter, or to the noose or knot, to put
through the marriage ceremony; to marry.
' I saw them turned off at exactly a quarter

past 12.' Dickens.—To turn on, to open a

passage to, or admit, as a fluid, by means of

a stopcock or valve, so as to allow to do the

required work or have the desired effect; to

put on or provide with the effective supply

of; as.to(wrHo?ithegas, steam, water, &c.

—

Fite, fftr, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub. bull; oil, pound; u. So. abune; f. So. fey.
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To turn out, (a) to drive out; to expel; in
tliia seDse often followed by of; as, the un-
ruly persons were turned out. ' I'll turn my
mercy out o' doors.' Shak.

A great man in a peasant's house, finding his wife

handsome, turned the good man out cf his dwelling.
Addison.

(6) To put out to pasture, as cattle or
horses, (c) To produce, as the result of

labour, or any process of manufacture: to
furnish in a complete state ; to send out
finished ; as, this factory iunis out 1000 pieces
of cloth in a week, (d) To bring the inside
of out; to reverse; hence, to bring to view;
to show; to produce; as, to turn out one's
pockets; turn out your money.—To turn
over, (a) to change the position of the top,

bottom, or sides of; to put one side or end
of in the place of another; to knock or
throw down; to overturn; as. to turn over
a box ; the seats were turiied over in the
struggle. (&) To transfer ; to put into dif-

ferent hands ; as, the business was turned
over to his creditors, (c) To refer.

'Tis well the debt no payment docs demand.
You turn me crver to another hand. Vrydtn.

(d) To do business, sell goods, or draw money
to the amount of; as, he turns over in his
shop about £500 a week, {e) To open and
turn the leaves of for the pui^ose of exam-
ining.

Some conceive they have no more to do than to
turn over a concordance. Stuifi.

</)t To throw off the ladder in order to be
hajiged.

Criminals condemned to suffer.

One blinded first, and then turned ever.
Hudibras.

—To turn up, (a) to bring to the surface; to
bring from below to the top; as, to turn
up the soil; to txtrn up the grass. (6) To
bring or put a different surface or side up-
permost; to place with the face upward; as,

to turn up a card. ' The coldest that ever
turned up ace.' Shak. (c) To tilt up; to
make point upward ; to bring the end. tip,

or point uppermost; as, to turn up one's
nose (an expression of contempt), (d) To
refer to in a book; as, to turn up a passage
or text.—To turn upon (or tm), to cause to
operate on or against; hence, to cast back;
to retort; as. he turned his sword upon him-
self; to turn the arguments of an opponent
upon himself—To turn the hack, to turn
away: hence, to leave a place or company; to
gooff; to tiee. ' Make mouths upon me when
I turn my back.' Shak. ' Turn thy b<ick and
run. ' Shak. —To turn the back on or upon, to
withdraw one's favour, friendship, or assist-

ance from; to treat with disfavour, anger,
contempt, or the like; to desert; to leave in
the lurch. —To turn a comer, to go or pass
round a comer.—To turn the die or the dice,

to change fortune.

Fortune confounds the wise
And, when they least expect it, turns the dice.

Dryden.
—To turn the edge of, to blunt or render
dull; to deprive of shiupness or keenness.

This news hath turned your weapon's «<pr, ShaJt.

—To turn an enemy's fiank, line, position,
or army, to manoeuvre so as to pass round
his forces and attack him from behind or
on the side; hence, to tunx one's JiarUc, in a
figurative sense, to attack one at a weak or
unexpected point; to outwit one.

Tom felt at once that hisySan.i was turned.
T. Hughes.

—To turn one's hand, to apply or adapt
one's self.

To all things could be turn hit hmnd. Tennyson.

—To turn head,\ to face or confront the
enemy: to make a stand. ' Turn head, and
stop pursuit.' ShcUc.— To turn one's head or
brain, (a) to make one giddy or dizzy; as,

looking down from that great height has
turned his head. (6) To make one insane,
wild, or the like; to deprive of one's reason
or judgment; to infatuate.

This cursed love will surely turn my brain.

^. dryden.
There is not a more melancholy object than a man

who has his head turned with religious enthusiasm.
Addison.

—To turn a penny, or the penny, to keep
one's money in brisk circulation; to give
and take money more or less rapidly in the
course of business: to have a lively exchange
or trade; to increase one's capital by busi-
ness.

Be sure to turn the penny. Dryden.

—To turn the scale, to make one side of the
balance go down; hence. Jig. to decide In one

way or another: to give superiority or suc-
cess.

You weigh equally ; a feather will turn the scale.

Shai.
If I survive, shall Troy the less prevtiil!

A single soul's too light to turn the scaie. Dryden.

—To turn the stotnach of, to cause nausea,
disgust, or loathing in; to make qualmish,
sick, or the like.

This filthy simile, this beastly Une
Quite turns my stomach. Pope.

—To turn the tables, to alter the superiority
or success; to give a formerly successful o^
ponent fully the worst of it; to fairly over-
throw a formerly victorious rival, antagon-
ist, or the like.

The girls have only to turn the ladles, and say of
one of tneir own sex. ' She is as vain as a man.'

Thacieray.
—To turn tail, to retreat with ignominy; to
flee like a coward.
Turn (t6m), v.i. 1. To have a circular or
rotatory motion ; to move round, as on an
axis, pivot, hinge, centre, or the like ; to
revolve. 'The world turns round.* Shak.
Hence— 2. Fig. to revolve or move as on a
point of support; to depend, as on the chief
point for decision or the like; to hinge; as,

the question txirns upon this point.

Conditions of peace certainly turn upon events of
war. Sivi/t.

3. To move the body, face, or head in an-
other direction; to direct the face to a dif-

ferent quarter.

Now to right she turned, and now to left,

TeHnyson.
4. To change the position or posture of the
body, as in bed; to shift or roll from side to
side.

I turned and tried each corner of my bed
To find if sleep were there, but sleep was lost.

Dryden.
5. To retrace one's steps; to go or come
back; to return. *Ere from this war thou
turn a conqueror. * Shak.

Turn, good lady, our Perdita is found. Shak.

6. To face or confront the enemy ; to offer

opposition; to show ^ht.
Should I turn upon the true princet Shak.

The smallest worm will turn, being trodden on.
Shak.

7. To change direction ; to take an oppoaite
or different course or way ; to take a new
course.

Then shall thou see the dew-bedabbled wretch
Turn and xc-turn, indenting with the way. Shak.

Hence—8. To have any particular direction,

way, or course ; to be directed ; to be bent

;

to have recourse. * I know not where to

turn." Shak.—9. To be changed or altered

in appearance,nature,character,inclinatiou,
sentiments, temper, disposition, opinions,

use, or the like; to be transfonned or trans-

muted; to be converted or perverted; hence,
in a general sense, to become; to grow.

Thy mirth shall turn to moan. SMak.

This Hebrew will turn Christian. Shak.

This suspicion turned to jealousy, aad jealousy to

rage. Dryden.

Pale he turned, and red. Tennyson.

10. In a specific m,'inner=(a) to change from
a fresh or sweet condition or taste ; to be-
come sour or spoiled, as milk, wine, cider,

or the like.

Asses' milk tumeth not so easily as cows'. Baean.

(6) To become light, dizzy, or giddy, as the
head or brain: to reel: hence, to become in-

fatuated, mad, insane, or the like.

ni look no more
Lest my brain turn. Shak.

(c) To become nauseated, qualmish, sick,

disgusted, as the stomach, (rf) To become
inclined in another direction. 'If the scale

do turn but in the estimation of a hair.'

Shak. (e) To change from ebb to flow or
from flow to ebb, as the tide.

My uncontrolled tide
Turns not but swells the higher by this let. Shak.

11. To have a consequence; to result; to ter-

minate.

Is all our travail turned to this effect? Shak.

For want of due improvement, these useful inven-

tions have not turned to any K^cat account. Baker.

12. To be changeable, fickle, or inconstant

:

to vacillate. Shak. —13. To take form on the
lathe: to undergo the process of turning on
a lathe ; as, ivory turns well.— To turn about,
to turn the face in another direction; as, he
turTied about and told me to be off. —To (um
again, to return. ' His voice, (wmtn^ again
to childish treble.' Shak.

Tarry with him, tilt I turn again. Shak.

—To turn against, to become imfavourable,
unfriendly, or hostile to; as, my friends have
all turned against me.—To turn aside, (a) to
leave a straight course; to go off in a differ-

ent direction ; as, to turn aside to let the
people pass. (6) To withdraw from the no-
tice or the presence of others; as. I turned
aside to hide my blushes.—To turn away,
(a) to leave a straight or former course ; to
deviate; to forsake.

When the righteous turrteth away from hts right-
eousness . . . shall he live? Exek. xviii. 24.

(&) To move the face to another direction

;

to avert one's looks.

She paused, she turned atuay, she hung her head.
Tennyson.

—To turn back, to go or come back ; to re-
turn. 'Turn back to me.' Shak.—To turn
in, (a) to bend or double or point inwards

;

as, his legs turn wi. (6) To enter. * Turn
in, I pray you, into your ser\*ant's house.'
Gen. xix. 2. (c) To go to bed. [Colloq. ]—To
turn of, to be diverted ; to deviate from a
course; as. the road tunis off to the right—
To turn on or upon, (a) to show anger, re-
sentment, or hostility by directing the look
towards ; to confront in a hostile or angry
manner. 'Turn on the bloody hounds.'
Shak.

Fompey tttmed upon him, and bade him be quiet.
Bacon.

(6) To depend on; to hinge upon. 'The
question turns upon this point.' Swift—To
turn out, (a) to l>end or point outwards; as,

his legs turn out; her toes turn out. (6) To
come abroad ; to leave one's residence ; to
appear outside ; as, the volunteers turned
out in force ; the people tur^ied out to see
the show, (c) Specifically, of workmen, to
throw up work in order to go on strike,

(d) To get out of bed ; as, we turned mit at
six eveiy morning. («) To prove in the re-

sult or issue; to appear or show in the issue;

to issue; to terminate; to occur; to happen;
as, the affair turned out better than was ex-
pected. — To turn over, to move, shift, or
change from side to side, or from top to
bottom ; to roll ; to tumble. — To turn to,

(a) to be directed towards ; as, the needle
turns to the pole, (b) To apply or betake
one's self to ; to direct one's mind or atten-
tion to.

What is that which I should turn to, lighting upon
days like these?

Every door is barred with gold, and opens but to
golden keys. Tennysou.

—To turn under, to bend, double, or be
folded downwards or under.—To turn up,
(a) to point upwards; as, her nose turns up
slightly, (b) 'fo come to the surface; hence,
to come to light; to transpire; to happen;
to occur; to appear.

I am. however, delighted to add that I have now
an immediate prospect of something turning up.

Dickens.
I will go and look at the paper the white, and see

whether anything turfts up among the advertise-
ments. Dickens.

—To be turned, or to be tunxed of, to he ad-
vanced beyond: said with regard to age.
'The little princess, just turned of three
years old.' CornhiU Mag.
How am I. just turtted twenty-three. . . . to in-

struct these graybeards? Trctlope.

Turn (t6m), ?;. 1. The act or state of turn-
ing; as, <a) motion or movement about, or
as if about, a centre ; revolution ; rotation

;

as, the turn of a wheel; the turn of the
wrist. (6) Movement from a straight line

or course, or in a different direction; as. the
turn of the tide.—2. The point or place of
deviation from a straight line, course, or
the like; a winding; a curve; a bend; a flex-

ure; an angle.

The river nobly foams and flows,

The charm of this enchanted ground.
And all its thousand turns disclose
Some fresher beauty varying round, Byron.

3. A walk in a more or less circuitous direc-

tion; a walk to and fro; any short walk,
promenade, or excursion.

You and I must walk a turn together. Shak.

Nothing but the open air will do me good : I'll lake

a turtt in your garden. Dryden.

The stranger took two or three tumt around the

room in silence. Sir ft: Scott.

4. Alteration of course; new direction or

tendency; different order, position, or aspect

of things: change of effect or purpose; hence,
change or alteration generally; vicissitude.

*0, world! thy slippery turns.' Shak.

Too well the turns of mortal chance I know. Pope.

At length his complaint took a favourable turn.
Macaulay.

cb, chain; th, 8c. \och\ g, go; ]. ^ob; b, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, then; th, thia; w, toig; wb, wMg; zh, arore.—See JECST.
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6l Opportunity enjoyed in alternation with
another or with others, or in due rotation

or order; the time or occasion which comes
in succession to each of a number of persons
when anything has to be had or done ; due
chance, time, or opportunity.

His turn will come to laugh at you again.
Denham.

The nymph will have her /urn to be
The tutor, and the pupil he. Swi/t.

6. Incidental opportunity; occasion.

An old dc^. falling from his speed, was loaden at

every turn with blows and reproaches.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

7. Incidental or opportune act, deed, office,

or service; occasional act of kindness or

malice.

For your kindness I owe you a good turn. Shak.

Thanks are half lost when good turtts are delayed.
Fairfax.

Some malicious natures place their delight in doing
ill turtts. Sir Ji. L'Estrange.

8. Convenience; purpose; requirement; use;

exigence.

If you have occasion to use me for your own turn,
you shall find me yare. Shak.

But for my daughter Katharine, this I know.
She is not for your tttrn. Shak.

They tried their old friends of the city, who had
served their turns so often. Clarendon.

9. Prevailing inclination; tendency; fashion.

This is not to be accomplished but by introducing
relieion to be the turn and fashion of the age.

Siuijt.

10. Form ; cast ; shape ; mould ; manner

;

iashion; character; temper.

Female virtues are of a domestic turn. Addison.

A young man of a sprightly turn in conversation,
had an inordinate desire of appearing fashionable.

Addison.
Books give the same turn to our thoughts and

reasoning, that good company does to our conversa-
tion. Swift.

The very turn of voice, the good pronunciation,
and the alluring manner which some teachers have
attained, will engage the attention. IVatts,

11. A piece of work requiring little time or
exertion; a short spell; a little job. 'Not
able to do a hand's tunx for myself.' Lever.

[Colloq.]— 12. A nervous shock, such as is

caused by alarm or sudden excitement.
[Colloq.]

What a hard-hearted monster you must be not to

have said so at once, and saved me such a turn.
Dickens.

He gave me a turn I shall not soon forget.

Charlotte Bronte.

13. A fall off the gaUows ladder; a hanging:
from the practice of making the criminal
stand on a ladder which was turned over
at a signal, leaving him suspended. Hu-
diftrfw.—14. One round of a rope or cord.—
15. In -mining, a pit sunk in some part
of a drift.— 16. In tow, same as Tourn.^
17. j>Z. In nwd. monthly courses; menses.
18. In music, an embellishment or grace
(indicated by the sign « written over the
principal note), formed by grouping the
notes immediately above and below with
the principal note ; the group to be played
in the normal time of the principal note.
The turn is performed in various ways, the
most usual of which are here exemplified

:

<1) the common turn which takes a higher
note first in the change; (2) the back turn ( * ),

which takes a lower note first in the change;
(3) when the common turn appears over a

Written. Performed.

(3)

Written. Performed.

Written.

I (4)

Written.

note followed by a rising or falling interval;

(4) when the back turn appears over a note
followed by a rising or falling interval.—
By turns, (a) one after another; alternately;
in succession.

By turns put on the suppliant and the lord;
Threaten'd this moment, and the next implored.

Prior.

(6) At intervals.

They feel dy turns the bitter change. Milton,

—In turn, in due order of succession.—To
a turn, to a nicety ; exactly

;
perfectly ; as,

the meat is done to a ttim: from the prac-
tice of roasting meat on a revolving spit.—

To take turns, to take each other's place al-

ternately.— Turti of life, the period of life in

women, between the ages of 45 and 50, when
the menses cease naturally.—Turn a?irf turn
about, alternately; successively; by turns.

Tacitus says that the land in his time was occupied
by the whole community turn and turn about.

Broughatn.

Tiim-"bench (t^m'bensh), n. A simple
portable lathe, used by clock and watch
makers.
Tum-broach (tfim'broch), n. [Fr. toume-
broche.] A turn-spit.

Has not a deputy married his cook-maidt
An alderman s widow, one that wcis her turn-broach t

Beau, & Fl.

TumbuU's Blue (tSmlJUlz-hlu), n. A blue
precipitate, contaming iron and cyanogen,
which is thrown down when red prussiate
of potash is added to a protosalt of iron.

Turncap (tSm'kap), n. A chimney top which
turns round with the wind.
Tum-coat (tSrn'kot), n. One who forsakes
his party or principles.

Courtesy itself must turn to disdain, if you come in

her presence.—Then is courtesy a tum-coat. Shak.

Turn-cock (t^m'kok), n. The servant of a
water company who turns on the water for

the mains, regulates the fireplugs, &c.

Turn-down (t^m'doun), a. Folded or
doubled down. *A highly developed By-
ronic turn-down collar. ' Kingsley.

Tumep (tfer'nep), n. Same as Turnip.
Turner (t6r'n6r), n. 1. One who turns; spe-

cifically, one whose occupation is to form
things with a lathe.—2. A variety of pigeon.

Tuimera (t6r'ne-ra), n. [Dedicated by Lin-

najus to the memory of William Turner of

York, author of New Herbal, published in

1551.] A genus of plants, the type of the
nat. order Tumeraceee. The species are
found in South America and the West India
Islands. They are mostly herbs or uuder-
shrubs, with inconspicuous flowers, gener-
ally of a yellow colour, and are frequently
cultivated in gardens. An infusion of the
leaves of T. (rpifera is used as an astringent
by the Brazilians, and T. ulmifolia is said

to be a tonic and expectorant.
Tumeracese (t^r-ne-ra'se-e), n. pi. A nat.

order of polypetalous exogenous plants,

nearly allied to Loasaceae and Passifloraceae.

This order contains only three genera, of
which Turnera is the best known. See Tur-
NERA.
Tumerite (t6r'n6r-it), n. [After C. H.
Turner, an English chemist and mineralo-
gist. ] A rare mineral, occurring in small
crystals of a yellowish-brown colour, exter-

nally brilliant and translucent. The pri-

mary form is an oblique rhombic prism;
fracture conchoidal; lustre vitreous. It

occurs at Mount Sorel, in France, and is

essentially a silicate of aluminium, iron,

calcium, and magnesium.
Turner's Cerate (ter'uferz se'rat), n. A
cerate consisting of prepared calamine, yel-

low wax, and olive-oil.

Turner's Yellow (t6r'n6rz-yel-0), n. An
oxychloride of lead employed as a yellow
pigment. It is also called Cassel Yellow
and Patent Yellow.

Turnery (t6r'n6r-i), n. 1. The art of turning
articles by the lathe. —2. Articles made by
a turner or formed in the lathe. ' Chairs of

wood, . . . the backs, arms, and legs loaded
with turnery.' H. Walpole.—
3. A place where articles are

^ turned.
Tumey (t^r'ne), n. Same as Tour-
ney. Hood. [Rare.]

Turney (tfir'ni), n. [From Fr.

Tournois, of or belonging to
Tours. ] A name given to black
or copper money current in Ire-

land in the reign of Edward III.,

coined at Tours and surreptiti-

ously introduced. The circula-
"led. tion of turneys was prohibited

under severe penalties.

Tum-flle (tSrn'fil), n. An instrument used
by comb -makers in sharpening a kind of
tool called a/oa(.
Turning (t6i''ning), n. 1. The act of one who
turns.—2. A bend, or bending course; Hex-
ure; meander; often the place where a road
or street diverges from another road or
street.

I ran with headlong haste
Through paths and turnings often trod by day.

Afilton.
In the Highlands the primitive direction to travellers

is by the points of the compass, and not ' first turttitrg
to the right and third to the left." Afacmillan's Mag.

3. The art or operation of giving circular and

other forms to bodies, as wood, metal, bone,
ivory, &c. , by making them revolve in various
manners iu a machine called a lathe, and ap-
plying cutting instruments so as to produce
the form required, or by making the cutting
instrument revolve when the substance to be
operated upon is fixed. In ordinary turning
the >jody operated upon is made to revolve
on a stationary axis, and a cutting tool ap-
plied to its surface in such a way as, in the
circumvolutions of the object, to cut off those
parts which lie farthest from the axis, and
make the outside of the substance concen-
tric with the axis. In this case any section
of the work made at right angles to its axis
will be of a circular figure; but there are
methods of turning several other curves in
a variety of ways. See Lathe and Rose-
engine.—4. pi. The chips detached in the
process of turning.—5. Milit. a manceuvre
by which an enemy or position is turned.

—

6. In obstetrics, the operation by which the
feet of a child are brought down in order to
facilitate delivery.

Turning-engine(t6r'ning-en-jin), n. An
engine-lathe.
Turning-lathe (t6r'ning-IaTH), 7i. A lathe
used by turners to shape their work. See
Lathe and Turning. Simmonds.
Tumingness t (t^r'ning-nes), n. Quality of
turning; tergiversation; subterfuge.

So nature formed him to all tumingness of sleights.

Sir P. Sidney.

Turning-piece (t6r'ning-pes), n. In arch, a
board having a circular edge for turning a
thin brick arch upon.
Turning-plate (t6r'ning-plat),n. See Turk-
table.
Turning-point (t^r'ning- point), n. The
point on which a thing turns ; the point at
which motion in one dii-ection ceases and
that in a contrary or different direction
begins; the point at which a deciding
change takes place, as from good to bad,
increase to decrease, or the opposite.

Turnip (t^r'nip), n. [Formerly also tumep.
The latter part of the word is A. Sax. ncep,

IceL ncepa, Sc. neip, a turnip, borrowed from
L. napus, a turnip or plant allied to the tur-

nip. It is difficult to account for the first

syllable. It may perhaps be W. tor, some-
thing bulging, a belly, the epithet being ap-

plied to distinguish the turnip from the
rape or cabbage that do not have a swelling

root; but this explanation is not quite satis-

factory.] The common name of the Brassica
Rapa, a cruciferous, biennial plant, much
cultivated both in the field and in the garden
on account of its esculent root. The radical

leaves are oblong and lyrate, the upper ones
entire; the flowers usually yellow. The upper
part of the root, which in the wild state is a
comparatively hard woody substance, has
been transformed by cultivation into a large

fleshy bulb. The turnip, as a culinary vege-
table and as a cattle food, was well known
to the Greeks and Romans, the latter of

whom may have introduced it into gardens
in Britain. The root is generally used as

a culinary vegetable in all temperate cli-

mates; the leaves and flower-shoots are used
as greens, and the seed-leaves as a salad.

The field culture of the larger-rooted va-

rieties has proved of great advantage to

the British fanner, supplying a very valu-

able rotation crop, and providing a winter
food for cattle and sheep. The most advan-
tageous mode of field culture is by drills,

which will produce crops of treble the weight
of those grown in the broadcast manner.
The roots of the turnip have often a ten-

dency to divide and become hard and worth-
less—a condition known as finger-and-toe, or
dactylorhiza. This disease seems to be a ten-

dency of the plant to return to the wild state,

and is best met by the farmer using new and
selected seed. The plant thrives best on arich
an(l free soil and in moist cloudy weather.

The Swedish turnip is probably a hybrid
between B. campestris and B. Rapa or -Vo-

pus, B. Napus yields rape, cole, or colza

seeds, from which a well-known fixed oil is

expressed.

Turnip-cutter (t6r'nip-kut-6r),n. A revolv-

ing machine with knives for slicing roots for

cattle and sheep.

Turnip-fly, Tumip-flea(t6r'nip-fli, t6r'-

nip-fie), n. The Haltica neniorum, a small
coleopterous insect, very destructive to the

seed-leaves and young crops of turnips. It

is common in British meadows from April

to October, and may be recognized by two
yellow stripes on its wing-cases. The name
turnip-fin is also given to a hymenopter, the

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc, iey.
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Athalia centifoUte. The lan-se of this fly,

popularly known as niggers, are very de-

stnictive to the leaves of the turnip, and

Striped Turnip-fly (Haltica nemorum). a a. Na-
tural size, b b, Ma^ified. c. Larva, natural size.

pass their chrysalis stage on the ground.
A nth.om.yia radleiiyn, another species of tur-

nip-fly, is a dipterous insect of the family
Muscidae. the larva of which lives in the
turnip root.

Tumix (t^r'niks). n. A genus of gallinaceous
birds, closely allied to the quails. T. anda-
lugica, the Andalusian quail, is a rare visitor

to this country.

Turnkey (t^mlfe), n. l. A person who has
charge of the keys of a prison for opening
and fastening the doors. — 2. A somewhat
clumsy instrument, now almost obsolete,
used for extracting teeth.

Turn-out (tem'out). n, 1. The act of coming
forth; a quitting of employment, especially
with a new to obtain increase of wages or
some other advantage; a strike.—2. A short
side track in a railway, with movable rails

or switches, for enabling one train of car-

riages to pass another; a siding.— 3. A mul-
titude of persons who have conw out on some
particular occasion, as to see a spectacle, to
witness a performance at the theatre, attend
a public meeting, Ac. ; a party to which a con-
siderable number of guests have been in-

vited.— 4. That which isbroughtpromineotly
forward or exhibited; hence, an equipage; as,

a man with a showy carriage and horses is

said to have a good turn-out.

I rather piqued myself on my hirtt-out. Th. Heok.

5. The net quantity of produce yielded.

Turn-over (tem'6-v6r), n. l. The act or
result of turning over; as, the doctor had a
bad turn-oter in his carriage.—2. A kind of
apple-pie or tart in a semicircular form: so
called because made by turning over one
half of a circular crust upon the other.—
3. An apprentice transferred from one master
to another to complete his term of appren-
ticeship.—4- A piece of white linen formerly
worn by cavalry over their stocks.-5. The
amount of money turned over or drawn in a
business, as in a retail shop, in a given time;
as. the UiTn^x>er is £80 a week.— Tum-ortf

r

tahU, a table whose top is so fitted to the
supporting block or pedestal that it can be
tamed up at pleasure; and thus, when oat
of use, it may be placed against the wall of
the apartment so as to occupy less space.

Tom-over (t*m'6-v6r), a. Admitting of
being or maide to be turned or laid over;
as. a tunv-over collar.

Turnpike ( t^mpik ), n. [See extract from
Nares. ] 1. Strictly, a frame consisting of
two bars crossing each other at right angles,
and turning on a pc»st or pin, placed on a
road or footpath, to hinder the passage of
beasts, but admitting a person to pass be-
tween the arms; a ttuixstlle.

I move upon my axle like a turnpike. B. yonson.

{Tumfikes) seeio orufinally to have belonged to
fortiAcations, the points Ijcing made sharp to prevent
the approach of horses; ihey were, therefore, /i*«
to turn back the assailants. Nans.

2. A gate set across a road, watched by a
person appointed for the purpose, in order
to stop carriages, carts, wagons. <tc., and
sometimes travellers, till toll is paid for
keeping the road in repair It is generally
called a Toll-baror ToU-gate. —3. A turnpike-
road.
The road is by this means so continually torn that it

is one of the worst tumfikes round about London.
De Foe.

4. A turnpike stair. [.Scotch.]— 5. Milit. a
beam ftlU-d with spikes to obstrnct passage.
Turnpike-man (t^m'pik-man). n. A man
who cnlU'ots tolls at a turnpike.
Turnpike-road <t^m'pik-rod), n. A road
on whiL-ii turnpikes or toll-gates are estab-
lished by law, and which are made and
kept in repair by the toll collected from
carriages, wagons, cattle, &c.. which travel
on them.
Tumpike-stalr (t6rn'pTk-star). n. A spiral
nr wnnliiig staircase. [Scotch.]

Tum-plat« (t6m'platX n. A turn-table.

Turn-screw (t^m'scro), n. A screw-driver.

Turn-serving (t6m's6rv-ing), n. The act
or practice of serving one's turn or promot-
ing private interest. Bacon.
Tiurnsick (tem'sik), a. Giddy; vertiginous.

If a man see another turn swiftly and long; or if he
look upon wheels that turn, himself waxeth turnsick.

Bacon.

Turnsick (t6m'sik), n. A disease of sheep;
gid or sturdy (which see).

Turnsole, Turn80l(t6m's6l),n. [Vv.toume-
sol, from tourner, to turn, and L. sol, the
sun.] 1. A plant of the genus Heliotropium,
so named because its flower is supposed to
tarn toward the sun. See Heliotrope.—
2. A leguminous plant, the Crozophora tinc-

toria, found on the coast of the Mediter-
ranean. Its juice is rendered blue by am-
monia and air, and linen dipped in it is a
test for acids. The name is also given to
deep purple dye obtained from the plant.—
3. A blue pigment obtained from the lichen
Rocella {lioceUa tinctoria), also called ar-
chil.

Turnspit (t^m'spit), n. 1. A person who
turns a spit.

His lordship is his majesty's turnspit. Burke.

2. A variety of the dog allied to the terriers,

so called from having formerly been em-
ployed to turn a wheel on which depended
the spit for roasting meat in the kitchen.

Turnstile (t^m'stil), n. A post surmounted
by four horizontal arms which move round
as a person pushes by them ; a turnpike.
Turnstiles are usually placed on roads,
bridges, or other placeseither to prevent the
passage of cattle, horses, vehicles, and the
like, but to admit that of persons, or to
temporarily bar a passage until toll or pass-
age-money is collected; they are also placed
at the entrance of public buildings where
entrance money is to be collected, or where
it is desired to ascertain the number of per-
sons admitted.
Turnstone (t^m'ston), n. A grallatorial
bird of the plover family. Charadriada?, and
genus Strepsilas (S. collari^). called also the
Sea-dotterel. The upper part of the back is

Turnstone {Strepsiias coUaris).

black, with a band of bright rust-red; the
breast is jetty black, and a band of black
crosses the forehead and passes over the
eyes; the under part is pure white, and the
1^8 and toes are scarlet-orange. The length
of the bird is about 9 inches, and the bill is

longer than the head, of a conical shape,
and hard at the point. It takes its name
from its practice of turning up small stones
in search of the marine worms, minute
crustaceans, &.C., on which it feeds. It ap-
pears in most parts of the globe, and occurs
in Britain as a winter visitant.

Turn-table (t^m'ta-bl), n. in rail, a cir-

cular platform of iron and wood, supported
on rollers, and turning upon a centre with-
out much friction, even when loaded with
a considerable weight. It is used for re-

moving single carriages from one line of
rails to another, and also for reversing
engines on the same line of rails. The an-
nexed flgures illustrate its mechanism. In
flg. 1. aa are solid rails of wrought iron.

corresponding with the gauge of the lines

A B; A: is a rim of iron within which the plate
turns, but the space within the rails 6 & is in

general covered with wood: III are latches
fixed on the outer rim. and dropping into
notches as at m. Fig. 2 shows the method of
asing the turn-table. When a carriage is to
be transferred from the track a a to bb, it

is pushed on to the turning-plate T. and the
latches which hold the plate being raised,

the table with the carriage upon it is turned
a quarter round into the position shown by
the dotted line E. The carriage is then
rolled upon the turning-plate u (at H), which

being in like manner turned aquarter round,
the carriage is in a proper position for being
moved on to the track b. By this arrange-

Fiji
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surface of its leaves. This is an excrescence,
the effect of the puncture of an insect, and
is produced in the same manner as the galls

of other plants.

Turpetll (tfir'peth), n. [Written also tur-

beth, turbith, from Fr. turbith, turbit; Sp.
tnrbit, from Per. turbed, tirbid, the name of
the plant. The name was given to turpeth-
mineral on account of its medicinal proper-
ties. ] 1. The root of Convolvulus Turpethum
or Ipomcea Turpethum, a plant of Ceylon,
Malabar, and Australia, which has a ca-

thartic property. It is sometimes called
vegetable turpeth, to distinguish it from mm-
eral turpeth.—2. Turpeth-mineral.
Turpeth-mineral (t^r'petli-min-^r-al), n.

t See above. ] (HgS04 2HgO. ) The name
formerly given to the yellow basic sulphate
of mercury. It acts as a powerful emetic,
but it is not now used internally. It is a
very useful errhine in cases of headache,
amaurosis, &c.
Tarpin (tSr'pin), n. A fresh-water or land
tortoise: corniption of Terrapin.

Turpis causa (tSr'pia ka'za), n. In Scots
law, a base or vile consideration on which
no action can be founded. This would be
called in English law a consideration contra
bonos mores, or against public policy.

Turpitude (tSr'pi-tiidX « [L- turpitudo,
from turpis, foul, base.] Inherent baseness
or vileness of principle, words, or actions;
shameful wickedness.

How wouldst thou have paid
My better ser\-ice, when my turpitude
Thou thus dost crown with gold

!

Shak.

Turquoise (tSrTcoiz), n. [Fr. turquoise, so
called because brought originally from Tur-
key, Fr. Turquie.] A greenish-blue opaque
precious stone, consisting essentially of a
phosphate of alumina, containing a little

oxide of iron and oxide of copper. The true
ororiental turquoise, a favourite ornamental
stone in rings and other articles of jewelry,
is only found in a mountain region in Persia,
and was originally brought into Western
Europe by way of Turkey, Impure varie-
ties, valueless to the jeweller, have been
found in Germany.
Turraea (tu-re'a), n. [In honour of Geoi^e
Txtrra, professor of botany at Padua, who
died in 1607.] A genus of plants, nat. order
Meliacere. Many of the species are highly
ornamental trees or shrubs, inhabiting the
interior of the Cape of Good Hope, Mada-
gascar, the Mauritius, and the eastern parts
of India.

Turrel (tur'rel), n. [Probably a dim. of Fr.
to\ir, a turn.] A tool used by coopers.

Turret (tur'et), n. [O. Fr. tourette, dim. of
tour, a tower. See TowER.] 1. A little

tower on a larger building, a small tower,
often crowning the angle of a wall, &c. Tur-
rets are of two kinds.such as rise immediately
from the ground, as staircase turrets, and
such as are formed on the upper part of a
building l>y being carried up higher than the
rest, as bartizan turrets. 'On this turret's

top.' Shak. 'And lift her tun'ets nearer
to the sky.' Pope.—% In inilit. antiq. a
movable building of a square form, consist-
ing of ten or even twenty stories, and some-
times 180 feet high, usually moved on
wheels, and employed in approaches to a
fortified place for carrying soldiers, engines,
ladders, &c.
Turreted (tur'et-ed), p. and a. 1. Formed
like a tower; as, a turreted lamp.—2. Fur-
nished with turrets.

Turret-ship (tui^et-ship), n. An armour-
plated ship of war with low sides, and
having on the deck heavy guns mounted
within one or more turrets, which are made
to rotate, so that the guns may be brought
to bear in any required direction.

Turribantt (t6r'ri-bant), n. [See Turban.]
A turban. Spenser.

Turriculate, Turriculated (tu-rik'u-lat,
tu-rik'u-lat-ed), a. Resembling a turret;
having the form of a turret ; as, a turrvm-
lated shell.

Turrilite (tur'il-it), n. [L. turris, a tower,
and Gr. lithos, a stone.] A fossil cephalo-
pod, the shells of which occur in the creta-
ceous formations. The shell is spiral, tur-
reted, chambered; the turns are contiguous,
and all visible; the chambers are divided by
sinuous septa, pierced by a siphuncle in
their discs. The mouth is round. The tur-
rilites are nearly related to the ammonites.
There are several British species, found in
the chalk and greensand fonnations.
Turrlted (tur'it-ed), a. Same as Turricu-
lated.

Turritella (tu-ri-tella), n. [Dim. of L.
turris, a tower.] A genus of gasteropods
with turriculated, elongated spirally striated
shells, belonging to the family Turritellidse,
both recent and fossil.

Turritellidae (tu-ri-teHi-de), n. pi. A family
of gasteropodous molluscs of which the
genus Turritella is the type.
TurritiS (tu-rl'tis), ?t. [From h. turris, a
tower. The foliage is so disposed on the
stems as to give them a pyramidal form.]
A genus of plants. See Tower-mustard.
Turtle (tfir'tl), 71. [A. Sax. turtle, a corrup-
tion of L. turtur, Fr. tourtre, a turtle-dove.
The name is perhaps an imitation of the
cry of the bird. The other Teutonic tongues
have borrowed the name also ; hence D. tor-

tel, G. turtel, Icel. turtil] A gallinaceous
bird of the genus Turtur, family Columbidse.
The common turtle, or as it is frequently
called turtle-dove or turtle pigeon (Turtur
cmmmmis), is about 11 inches in length.
colour pale brown marked with a darker
hue above, a purple tinge pervading the
feathers of the breast. They are in general
smaller and more slender than the domesti-
cated pigeons, with longer wings and tail.

They generally frequent the thickest parts
of the woods, and their cooing note is

plaintive and tender. Turtle-doves are
found throughout the temperate parts of
Europe and Asia, and also in many of the
South Sea Islands. They are only summer
visitors in Britain, arriving about the end of
April or the beginning of May, and leading
about the end of August. The turtle-dove
is celebrated for the constancy of its affec-
tion, and few birds have been more simg by
poets or more appealed to by lovers.

Turtle (t6r'tl), ?i. [Probably a cori-uption of
tortoise. Some suppose the preceding word
to have suggested or led to the corruption,
from the strong affection of the marine tor-
toise for its mate at pairing-time. The word
as applied to a tortoise first occurs at the
beginning of the seventeenth century. J The
name given to the marine members of the
order Chelonia constituting the family Che-
lonidae, distinguished from the other fami-
lies of the order by the comparatively de-
pressed carapace, and the long and broad
paddles adapted for swimming, the anterior
of which are very much prolonged when
compared with the posterior ones. They
are found in all the seas of warm climates,
and feed mostly on marine plants. They
swim with great ease, and come to land
only to deposit their eggs, wlxich they do
several times a year to the number of from
150 to 200 each time. The most important
species is the green turtle {Chelonia mydas),
so much prized as a luxury at the tables of
the rich. It is found from 6 to 7 feet long.

Green Turtle {Chelonia mydas).

and weighing from 700 to 800 pounds. Its

flesh is highly esteemed, and furnishes a
wholesome and palatable supply of food to
the mariner in every latitude of the torrid

Logger-head Turtle {Chelonia caretta).

zone. It is a native of the tropical parts of
the Atlantic as well as of the Indian Ocean,
being especially abundant near Ascension
Island. The logger-head turtle {Chelone or

Chelonia caretta) yields an oil which i»
used for lamps and for dressing leather.
The hawk's -bill turtle (C. imbricata) is
remarkable for the beautiful imbricated
homy plates covering the carapace and con-
stituting the tortoise-shell of commerce.
The finest tortoise-shell is from the Indian
Archipelago. The mud-turtles do not be-
long to this family, but constitute a separate
family, Trionychidse (which see). See Tor-
toise.

Turtle-back (t^r'tl-bak), n. A kind of shell
common in the West Indies; it is the Cassis
tuberosa.

Turtle-dove (t^r'tl-duv), n. A bird of the
genus Turtur. See Turtle.
Turtle-footed (ter'tl-fut-ed),a. Slow-footed.

' Turtle-footed peace.' Ford.
Turtler (ter'tl-6r), n. One who catches
turtles.

Turtle-shell (t6r'tl-shel), n. A sheU, a
beautiful species of Murex ; also, tortoise-
shell.

Turtle-soup (ter'tl-sop), n. A rich soup,
the chief ingredient of which is turtle-meat.

The meat used for
mock-turtle soup is

that of caif's-head.

Turtle-Stone (t6r'-

tl-ston). n. In geol.

a familial" name for
Septaria (which
see).

Tnrtling (t^r'tl-
ing), n. The act of
catching turtles.
Marryat
Turves (t^nz), »i.

A plural of Turf.
Turwar (tur'wtr),
71. A tanning bark
obtained in India
from Casiiia auri-
culata.

Tuscan (tus'kan),a
Pertaining to Tus-
cany in Italy. —
Tuscan order, one
of the five orders
of architecture, ac-
cording to Vitru-
vius and Palladio.
It admits of no or-
nanients, and the
columns are never

fluted. It differs so little, however, from
the Doric that it is generally regarded as
being only a variety of the latter. See
Doric.
Tuscan (tus'kan), n. 1. An inhabitant of
Tuscany.— 2. In arch, the Tuscan order.
Tuscor (tus'kor), n. A tusk or tush of a
horse.

Tush (tush), inter). An exclamation, indi-
cating rebuke, impatience, or contempt, and
equivalent to pshaw! be silent; as, tush,
ti(sh, never tell me such a story as that.
Tush (tush), n. [Softened form of tusk.]
A long, pointed tooth; a tusk : appUed espe-

. cially to the four canine teeth of horses.
•His crooked ^?^«/(e*.' Shak.
The tushes (of the horse) are four in number, twt>

in each jaw. Ycuatt.

Tushed (tusht), a. Having tusks; tusked.
Tusk (tusk), n. [A. Sax. tusc, tux, a tusk;
O. Fris. tusk, tusch, a tooth. Ettmiiller
takes it for twisc, from two. and this seems
probable.] 1. The long, pointed, and often
protruding tooth on each side of the jaw
of certain animals, as in the elephant, nar-
whal, dugong, (tc; the canines of the boar.
walrus, hippopotamus, <fcc.— 2. In locks, a
sharp projecting point or claw which fonns
a means of attachment or engagement.—
3. A term applied to the share of a plough,
a harrow tooth, or the like.

Shortly plough or harrow
Shaii pass o'er what was Ismail, and its tust
Be uiumpeded by the proudest mosque. Byron.

4. In carp, a bevel shoulder made above a
tenon to give additional strength to it.

Tusk (tusk), n. Same as Torsk (which see).

Tuskt (tusk), v.i. To gnash the teeth, as a
boar; to show the tusks.

Nay, now you puff, titsi-, and draw up your chin.

E. yonsofi.

Tuskar (tus'kar), n. A form of spade; a
twiscar (which see).

Tusked (tuskt), a. 1. FiuTiished with tusks.

Of those beasts no one was homed and tusked too.

N. Grew.

2. In her. ha\ing tusks of such or such a
tincture : said of boars, elephants, Ac.

Tuscan Order.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. So. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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Tusker (tuslc^r), n. An elephant that has
its tusks developed; one of the males of the
Asiatic species. ' The sacrifice of a tusker.'

Quart. Rev.

Tusky (tus'ki), a. Furnished with tusks;
tusked. ' The tusky boar. ' Gray.

Tussac-grass (tus'ak-gras), n. See Tcs-
SoCK-GKASS.

Tusseh-silk(tus'5e-silk),?i. A strong.coarse,

brown silk obtained from the cocoons of a
wild native Bengal silk-worm, the Anthercea
paphia, which feeds on the leaves of the sal

and other forest trees. This silk seems likely

to become an important article of com-
merce. Written also Tussah-, Tusser-, and
Tu»sor€sUk.
Tussicular (tus-sik'u-lSr), a. [L. tussi^i-

laris. from tussis, a cough.] Of or pertain-

iui: to a fough.

Tossilago (tus-si-la'go), n. [L., from tiissis.

a cough, for the cure of which the leaves
have bei-n employed.] Colt's-foot. a genus
of broad-leaved plants, nat. order Compo-
sitse, sub-order Corymbiferie. The species

are natives of Europe and America. T. Far-
/ara (common colts-foot) is a native of

Britain. See Colt's-foot.

Tussle (tusT), n. (Another form of tousle,

t*» pull about roughly] A struggle ; a con-
flict; a scu£fle; as, we had a tussle for it.

[Collo(|.]

Tussle (tusH), v.i. pret. & pp. tussled; ppr.

tussling. To struggle; to scuffle. [Colloq]

Tussock (tus'ok). n. [Modified from O.E.
tuske (also tushe), a tuft, a bush; Dan. dusk,

a tuft, a tassel; Sw. dial, ttiss. a wisp of hay;
comp. also W. tusw, t usw'y, a wisp, a bundle. ]

1. A clump, tuft, or small hillock of grow-
ing grass.—2. A tuft or lock, as hair, or the
like; a tangled knot. 'Such laying of the
hair in tussocks and tufts.' Latimer.—
3. Same as Tussock-moth.— ^. Same as Tus-
sock-grass.

Tussock-grass (tus'ok-gras), n. Dactylis
cfBspitosa, a large grass, of the same genus
with the cock's-foot grass of Britain, a na-
tive of the Falkland Islands, Fuegia, and
South Patagonia. It grows in great tufts or

tusftocks aoiDetimea 5 or 6 feet in height, the

Tossock-ftrass {DaetyHs easpiiosa).

long tapering leaves hanging over in graceful
cun-es. The plant contains a large quantity
of saccharine constituents, rendering it a
useful food for cattk*, and several attempts
have been made to establish it upon seaside
districts in Scotland. Written also Tusmc-
grass.

Tussock-moth (tas'ok-mothX n. A light,

brownish-gray moth (Dasychira or lAiria
pudibunda), BO called from the tufts of hair
growing from its body when in the cater*
pillar state. It is about 1 inch long, and
the upper wings are marked by four brown-
ish-black bands, the under ones nearly
white. The caterpillar is very destructive
in hop plantations. Called also Pale Tus-
sock-moth.

Tussocky (tnsok-i), a. Abounding in or
reseinblini,' tussocks or tufts.

Tussuck (tus'iik). n. Same as Tussock.
Tut (tut), intery. An exclamation used to
check or rebuke, or to express impatience
or contempt. It is synonymous with tush.

Tut, tuil grace nte no grace, nor uncle me no uncle.
SHak.

Tut (tut), n. An imperial ensign of a golden
globe with a cross on it; a mound. [Bailey

seems to be the only authority for this word
and its meaning.]
Tutaget (tu'taj), n. Tutelage. Drayton.
Tutania (tu-ta'ni-a), n. A white alloy for

table ware, tfcc, composed of copper 1. tin

48, antimony 4; or of steel 1, tin 24, anti-

mony 2.

Tutelage (tutel-aj), n. [From L. tutela,

protection, from tueor, to defend (whence
also tutor, tuition).} 1. Guaidianship; pro-

tection : applied to the person protecting;
as. the king's right of seignory and tutelage.

2. State of being under a guardian; cai-e or
protection enjoyed.

The childhood of the European nations was passed
under the tutelage of the clergy, Macaulay.

Tutelar. Tutelary (tu'tel-ar, tu'tel-a-ri), a.

[L. tutetaris. See above.] 1. Having the
guardianship or chaise of protecting a per-
son or a thing; guardian; protecting; as,

((((eiary genii; (u^etary goddesses. 'Tutel-
ary spirits.' Sir T. Browne.—2. Tending to
guard or protect; protective. Laiuior.

Tutele t (tu'tel), n. Tutelage. HoweU.
Tutenag (tu'te-nag), u. l. The Indian name
of zinc or spelter.—2. Chinese white copper,
an alloy of copper 60, nickel 19, and zinc 31,

used for table ware, &c. A small quantity
of lead or iron is added in some formulas.
It much resembles pacicfong, which is also
called Chinese white copper.
Tutenague (tu'te-nag), n. Same as TtUeimg.
Tut-mouthed t (tut'mou^Hd), o. Having
a projecting uuder-jaw. Holland.
Tut-nose (tut'noz), n. A snub-nose. [Pro-
vincial.]

Tutor (tu'tor), n. [L., a defender or guar-
dian, from tueor, to defend. J 1. One who has
the care of instructing another in various
branches or in any branch of learning ; a
private instructor ; also, a teacher or in-

structor in anything. ' The tutor and the
feeder of my riots.' Shak.

Let your own discretion be your tutor. Shak.

2. Id English universities, one of a body at-

tached to the various colleges or halls, under
whom, assisted by private tutors, the e<iu-

cation of the students is chiefly conducted.
They are selected from the fellows.—3. In
American colleges, a teacher subordinate to
a professor. —4. In Scots law, the guardian of
a lK>y or girl in pupilarity. By common law a
father is tutor U> his children. Failing him
there may be three kinds of tutor, a tutor-
ywminate, a tutor-at-law, or a tutor-dative.

A tutor-nominate is one nominated in a tes-

tament, &c.. by the father of the child or
children to be placed under guardianship.
A father may nominate any number of tu-
tors. A tutor-at-law is one who acquires
his right by the mere disposition of law, in

cases where there is no tutor-nominate, or
where the tutor-nominate is dead, or cannot
act, or has not accepted. A tutor-datii^e is

one named by the sovereign on the failure
both of tutors-nominate and tutors-at-law.

Tutor (tu'tor), v.t. 1. To have the guaidian-
ship or care of.—2. To instruct; to teach.
' So tutor'd by my art' Shak,

False fame, thy mistress tutor'd thee amiss.
Sir IV. Daveftattt.

3. TotraiD; to discipline; to correct. 'Tried
and tutor'd in the world.' Shak. 'Little
girls tutoring their babies.' Addison.

Her mind she strictly tutored lo find peace
And pleasure in endurance. tt^dsitiorth.

Tutorage (tu'tor-aj), n. The office, occupa-
tion, or authority of a tutor or guardian;
guardianship. Dr. H. More.
Tutoress (tu'tor-es). n. A female tutor; an
instructress; a governess. *At once your
tut'ress and your wife.' C Smart.
Tutorial (tu-to'ri-ai), a. Belonging to or
exercised by a tutor or instructor.

Tutorlsm (tu'tor-izm). n. The office, state,
or duty of a tutor or of tutors ; tutorship.
y. Brit. Rev. [Rare.]

Tutorlyt (tu't^r-li), a. like, suiting, or be-
longing tu a tutor; pedagogic. Roger yorth.
TutorsMp (tti'tor-ship), n. 1. The ofllce of
a tutor or private instructor.—2. Guardian-
ship; tutelage.

Tutoryt (tu'tor-i). n. Tutorage; instruction.
'Theguardianshipor tuforieof aking.' Ho-
Unshed.
Tutrix (tu'triks), n. A female guardian.
Smollett.

Tutsan (tut'san), n. [Fr. ^otite«ai;« = all-

heal, from L. totuH, whole, and «ontMt, sound.]
Parkleaves, a plant of the genus Hypericum,
B. Androsoemum. Drayton.
Tuttl (tut'te), n. [It, from L. totus, pi. toti,

all] In mime, all; a direction to every

performer to take part in the execution of
the passage or movement.
Tutty (tut'ti), n. [Fr. tictie, Pg. tiUia, from
Ar. tutiya.] An impure protoxide of zinc,

collected from the chimneys of the smelting
furnaces. It is said also to be found native
in Persia. In the state of powder tutty is

used as a polishing powder, and in medicine
to dust irritated surfaces.

Tut-work (tut'wcrk), n. In milling, work
dune by tiie piece, usually paid at so much
per fathom. See Tribute, 4 (a).

Tut-WOrkman (tut'werk-man), n. In min-
ing, one who works at tut-work.

Tu-whit, Tu-whoo (t\i-whit', tu-whb'), n.

An imitatiou of tiie cry of the owl, Shak.
Thy tu-whits are lulled, I wot,
Thy tu-whoos of yesternight. Tennyson.

Tuyere (twi-yar' or ti|-yarO, n. [Fr. tuyere,
akm to ttiyau, a pipe, Pr. tudel: of Teutonic
origin; O.H.G. tuda, D. tuit, a pipe; Dan.
tud, a spout.] A name formerly given to
the opening in a blast-furnace to admit the
nozzle of the blast-pipe, as well as to the
nozzle itself, but now applied to the blast-

pipe, of which there are usually two, or in
other cases five. They are conical tubes of
cast-iron, having a casing surrounding them,
through wliich a stream of water is kept
playing to keep them cool. See Blast-
furnace. Written also Tue'iro7i, Twyer,
Twier, Tweer.
Tuzt (tuz), n. [Comp. W. tusw, a wisp, a tuft.

See Tussock.] A lock or tuft of haii-. Dry-
den.

Twa, Twae (twa or twft, twa), a. Two.
[Scotch.]

Twaddle (twodl), v.i. pret. & pp. twaddled;
ppr. twaddling. [Older form twattle, also
twittle, twittle-twattle ; an imitative word
like tattle, twitter,&c. ] To talk in a weak, silly,

or tedious manner; to prate.

An occasion for twaddling had come, and this

good soul seized it, and twaddled into a man's ear
who was fainting on the rack. C. Reade.

Twaddle (twod'l), n. Empty silly talk; in-
significant discourse.

Twaddle (twod'l), n. A twaddler. Sir W.
Scott; Macaulay.
Twaddler (twodT6r), n. One who twaddles;
one who proses ou in a weak or silly man-
ner about commonplace mattei-s. ' A mere
twaddler.' Kingsley. ' A laugh at the style
of this uiigramniatical twaddler.' Dickens.
Twaddling (twod'ling). n. The act of one
who twaddles; silly, empty talk.

Twaddly (twod'li), a. Consisting of twad-
dle; twaddling.

It is rather an offensive word to use, especially con-
sidering; the greatness of the writers who have treated
the subject (old age), but their lucubrations seem to
me to bf twaddly. Helps.

Twaggert (twag'^r), n. A lamb. Peele.
TwaJjl (twan), a. [O.E. tweyne, tweyen, Ac,
A. Sax. twegen(masc. and iieut.—twd, fem.),
two, O.Fris. tw^ne, Dan. tvende, Q. zween.
(See Two.) Comp. («nn.] Two. [Obsolete
unless in poetry. ]

RidiuR at noon, a day or twain before.
Across the forest call'd of Dean. Tennyson.

Twain (twan) n. A pair; a couple.

Go with me
To bless this twatri, that they may prosperous be

Shak.
Twaln-ClOUd (twanTtloud), n. In meteor.
the same as Cumulo-stratus.
Twaite (twat), n. A fish, the twaite shad
{Alosa finta). Written also Thxcaite. See
SuAb.
Twaite (twat). n. Wood grubbed up and
converted into arable land. See Thwaite.
[Local,

]

Twall(twiil), a. Twelve. [Scotch.]
Twa-lofted (twUToft-ed), a. Two-storied.
Sir W Scott. [Scotch.]

Twalpennies (twal'pen-niz). n. One penny
sterhn;^', wliicii isequivaleutto twelve pence
ancient Scottish currency.

Saunders, in addition to the customary twalpen-
nies on the postage, had a dram for his pains. Gait.

Twang (twang), n. [Probably imitative of
a resonant sound. In sense 3, however, it

is a form of tang.] 1. A sharp quick sound;
as. the twang of a bowstring. ' Hannonic
twang of leather, horn, and brass.' Pope.—
2. An affected modulation of the voice; a
kind of nasal sound. ' He has such a twang
in his discourse.' Arbuthnot. — S. After-
taste; disagreeable flavour left in the mouth.

Hot, bilious, with a confounded twang in his
mouth, and a cracking pain in his head, he stood one
moment and snuffed in the salt sea breeze. Disraeli.

Twang (twang), v.i. 1. To sound with a
quick sharp noise; to make the sound of a

ch, cAain; «h, Sc. locA;

Vol. IV.

g> go; 5,;ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, sinj;; th, fAen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whi%; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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string which is stretched and suddenly
pulled. 'And boasts his txcanging bow.'
Dryden. ' Twang out my fiddle !

' Ten7iy-
ion. — 2. To utter with a sharp or nasal
sound. 'Every accent (wanted.' Dryden.
—To go off Uoa)iging,i to go well; to go swim-
mingly.

An old fool, to be gull'd thus! had he died, . . .

It had^f«fi ojf t7i'aH£-i>t£: Massirtffer.

Twang (twang), v.t. 1. To make to sound,
as l)y pulling a tense string and letting it go
sudileuiy.

The fleet in view, he ttuanged his deadly bow.
Pope.

Waved her dread standard to the breeze of morn.
Pealed her loud drum, and t-wanged her trumpet-

horn. Catnpbeil,

2. To utter with a short, sharp sound. ' A
terrible oath, with a swaggering accent,
sharply twmiged off,' Shak.
Twang (twang), inter). Imitative of a sharp,
quick sound, as that made by a bowstring.

There's one, the best in all my quiver,
Tivattg I thro' his very heart and liver. Prior.

Twanglet (twang'gl), v.t. pret. & pp.
twangled; ppr. twamjling. To twang.

Twanglet (twang'gl),?!. A twangling sound;
a twiin;;. Colman the younger.

Twangling t (twang ' gling ), a. Twanging

;

noisy: sbrill-sounding; jingling. Shak.

Twank (twangk), v.t. [imitative of a more
abrupt sound than twang.} To cause to

make a sharp, twanging sound; to twang.
Tennyson.
Twank (twangk), n. A twang.
Twankay (twang'ka), n. [Chinese, lit. bea-
con brook.] A sort of green tea.

*Twas (twoz). A contraction of /( was.

Twasome (twa'aum), a. Done or performed
by two together. [Scotch.]

Twasome (twa'sum), n. Two persons in

company; a pair. [Scotch.]

'I think,' said I. 'that if ae kail-wife pou'd aff her
neighbour's mutch, they wad hae the tiuasonie o'
them into the Parliament-House o' Lunnun,'

Sir IV. Scott.

Twattle (twot'l), v.i. pret. & pp. twattled;
ppr. twattUng. [An older form of twaddle.
See Twaddle.] To prate; to talk much and
idly; to gabble; to chatter. 'Every twat-
tUng gossip.' Sir R. L'Estrange.

Twattle (twot'l), n. Act of prating; idle
talk; twaddle.
Twattle (twoti), r.f. To pet; to make much
of. [Local.]

Twattler (twotl^r). n. One who twattles.
Twayt (twa), a. and n. Two; twain.
Twayblade (twa'blad), n. [That is, two-
blade] A plant {Listera ovata), growing in
Britain. Written also Twy-hlade. See Lis-
ter a.

Tweagt (tweg), v.t To tweak.

Tweag, Tweague+ (tweg). n. [A form of
tweak.] Distress; perplexity. Arbuthnot.
Tweak (twek), v.t. [A. Sax. twiccian, to
twitch; I..G. twikken, D. zwikken, G. zwicken.
It is an older form of twitch.} To twitch;
to pinch and pull with a sudden jerk.
' Turaks me by the nose. ' Shak.
Tweak (twek), n. 1. A sharp pinch or jerk;
a twitch ; as. a tweak of the nose. Swift;
Dickens.—2. t Distress; trouble; perplexity;
tweag.— 3. t A prostitute. Jiich. Brathwaite.
Tweed (twed), n. [See extract.] A twilled
fabric, principally for men's wear, having
an imflnished surface, and two colours gen-
erally combined in the same yarn. The best
quality is made all of wool, but in inferior
kindscotton, <fcc., are introduced. Themanu-
facture is lai^ely carried on in the south of
Scotland.

It was the word 'tweels' having been blotted or
imperfectly written on an invoice which gave rise to
the now familiar name of these goods. The word
was read as 'tweeds'' by the late James Locke of
London, and it was so appropriate, from the goods
being made on the banks of the Tweed, that it was
at once adopted, and has been continued ever since.

Border Advertiser

Tweedle (twS'dl). v.t. pret. <fe pp. tweedled;
ppr. tweedling. [Perhaps allied to twaddle
or twitter.) 1. To handle lightly; to twiddle;
to fiddle with.— 2. To wheedle; to coax.

A fiddler brought in with him a body of lusty young
fellows whom he had tweedled into the service.

Addison.

Tweedle (twe'dl), n. A sound, such as is

made by a fiddle.— Tweedledum and tweedle-
dee are two ludicrous compounds of this
word.

Strange all this difference should be,
'Twixt tweedUdiitn and tweedUdee. Byrom.

Tweeg (twgg), n. See Menopome.

Tweel (twel), n. and v. t. pret. & pp. twteled;
ppr. tweeling. Same aa TwUl (which see).

lire.

'Tween (twen), prep. A contraction of Be-
tween. Shak.
Tweer (twer), n. Same as Tuyere.
Tweese, Tweeze (twez), n. [See Tweezers.]
A surgeon's case of instruments.
Tweezer-case (twe'zer-kas), n. A case for
carvylug tweezers.

Tweezers (twe'z6rz),n.^i. [Formerly tweezes,

from tweeze, a surgeon's box of instruments,
a case containing scissors, penknife, or simi-
lar articles, from Fr. Huis, pi. of Hui, O.Fr.
egtui, a case or sheath. ] An instrument con-
sisting of two pointed branches for taking
hold of small objects; small pincers used to
pluck out hail's, &c. ; forceps.

TwelfOldjt a. Twofold. Chaiicer.

Twelne.t a. orn. Twain; two. Chaucer.
Twelfth (twelfth), a. [See Twelve.] l.The
second after the tenth; the ordinal of
twelve. ~ 2. Constituting or being one of
twelve equal parts into which anything is

divided.

Twelfth (twelfth), n. 1. One of twelve equal
parts; the quotient of a number divided by
twelve.—2. In imusic, (a) an interval com-
prising an octave and a fifth. (6) An organ
stop tuned twelve notes above the dia-

pasons.
Twelfth-cake ( twelfthOtak ), 7i. A large
cake, into which a bean was often intro-
duced, prepared for Twelfth-night festivi-

ties. The family and friends being assem-
bled, the cake was divided by lot, and who-
ever got the piece containing the bean was
accepted as king for the occasion. See Bean-
KINQ.
Twelfth-day (twelfth 'da), n. The twelfth
day after Christmas; the festival of the Epi-
phany. Called also Twelfth-tide. See Epi-
phany.
Twelfth-night (twelfth'nit), n. The even-
ing of the festival of the Epiphany. Many
social rites and ceremonies have for long
been connected with Twelfth-night. See
Bean-kinq, Twelfth-cake.
Twelfth-tide ( twelfth'tid ), n. [Twelfth,
and tide, time.] Same as Twelfth-day.
Twelve (twelv), a. [A. Sax. twelf, 0. Sax.
twelif, O.Fris. twelef, Goth, tvalif, O.H.G.
zwelif. Mod. G. zwiilf. Formed similarly to
eleven, the elements being ftoo, A. Sax. tied,

and a suffix = ten. See Eleven.] The sum
of two and ten; twice six; a dozen.

—

Ticelve
tables. See under Table.
Twelve (twelv), n. l. The number which
consists of ten and two.— 2. A symbol repre-
senting twelve units, a.sl2orxn.—l7itwelves,
in duodecimo; as, an edition in twelves.

Twelvemo (twelv'mo), n. and a. Same as
Duodecimo; contracted 12mo.
Twelvemonth (twelv'munth), n. A year
which consists of twelve calendar months.

I shall laugh at this a twelvemottk hence. Skak.

My three nephews, whom, in June last was twelve-
nionth, I disposed of according to their several capa-
cities and inclinations. Tatler.

Twelve-pence (twelv'pens), ?i. a shilling.

Twelve-penny (.tuelv'pen-ui), a. 1. Sold
for or costing a shilling; worth a shilling.

I would wish no other revenge, from this rhyming
judge of the tzvelvepenny gallery. Dryden.

2. t Applied to anything of insignificant value

;

twopenny. ' Trifles and twelve-penny mat-
ters.' Heylin.
Twelve-score (twelv'skor), a. Twelve times
twenty; two hundred and forty. Twelve-
score yards was a common length for a shot
in archery, and hence a measure often al-

luded to; the word yards, which is implied,
being generally omitted. 'A march of
twelve-score. ' Shak. 'Salutations twelve-
score off.' B. Jonson.
Twentieth (twen'ti-eth), a. 1. The ordinal
of twenty; next in order after the nineteenth

;

as, the twentieth year. —2. Constituting or
being one of twenty equal parts into which
anything is divided.
Twentieth (twen'ti-eth), n. One of twenty
equal parts ; the quotient of a number di-

vided by twenty.
Twenty (twen'ti), a. [A. Sax. tw^ntig, from
twegen, two, twain, and -tig, ten; -tig being
cog. with L, decern, ten; so D. and L.G. twin-
tig, G. zwanzig, Goth, tvaitiyjtis. The termi-
nation ty implies multiplication of ten by
the number by which it is prefixed; teen
implies addition of that number to ten. ]

1. Twice ten; as, twenty men; twenty years.
2. Proverbially, an indefinite number: some-
times duplicated. 'Twenty and twenty

birthdays in a year.' Tom Brown. 'Twenty
and twenty times.' Richardson.

Maximihan, upon twenty respects, could not have
been the man. Bacon.

Twenty (twen'ti), n. 1. The number of twice
ten; a score.— 2. A symbol representing
twenty units, as 20 or xx.

Twenty-fold (twen'ti-fold), a. Twenty times
as many.
Twihill (twi'bil), n. [A. Sax. twibill. from
twi=two, and bill, bil. an axe, a bill. Writ-
ten also Twibil, Twybill.] \. A kind of double
axe; a kind of mattock, the blade of which
has one end shaped like an axe and the
other like an adze.—2. A mortising tool.

—

3. A kind of reaping-hook. Drayton.
Twibilled (twi'bild), a. Armed with twi-
bills.

Twice (twis), adv. [O. E. twies, from A. Sax.
twi, twy, two. Twice, like thrice, is really
an adverbial genitive.] 1. Two times.-
2. Doubly; in twofold degree or quantity; as,
he is trvice as fortunate as his neighbour.
A victory is twice itself when the achiever brings

home full numbers. Shak.

Twice-told ( twis'told ), o. Related or told
twice. 'As tedious as a twice-told tale.'
Shak.
Twich (twich), n. Same as Twitch-grass.
Twicht (twich), v. and n. Same as Twitch.
Twiddle (twid'l), v.t. pret. & pp. twiddled;
ppr. twiddling. [A form of tweedle.] To
twirl, in a small way; to touch lightly, or
play with; as, to twiddle one's thumbs when
the hands are otherwise clasped; to twiddle
a watch-key. [Colloq.]

Twiddle (twid'l), v.i. l. To play with a
tremulous quivering motion. Thackeray.—
2. To be busy about trifles; to quiddle.
[Local. ]

Twiddle (twid'l), n. 1. A slight twist with
the fingers.-2. A pimple, [Provincial Eng-
lish.]

Twidle (twid'l), v.t. To twiddle.
Twier (twi'6r), n. Same as Tuyere.
Twies,t adv. Twice. Chaucer.
TwifallOW (twi'fal-16), v.t. [Twi, two, and
fallow.} To plough a second time, as fallow
land, to prepare it for seed.

Twifoldt (twi'fold), a. Twofold.
Twig (twig), n. [A. Sax. twig, from stem of
tied, twegen, two, alluding to the bifurcation
of the branch; L.G. twieg, D. twijg, G. zweig,
a twig. See Two.] A small shoot or branch
of a tree or other plant of no definite length
or size.

The Britons had boats made of willow tivigs, cov-
ered on the outside with hides. Rnieigh.

Twig (twig), v.t. pret. & pp. twigged; ppr.
twigging. [It. and Gael, tuig, to perceive,
discern,whence ^tn'^se.understanding.know-
ledge, discernment; tuigseack, intelligent,
wise.] 1. To take notice of; to observe
keenly; to watch; to detect.

Now twig him ; now mind him, Foote.

2. To apprehend one's motives or meaning;
to understand. Ma rrya t. [Slang. J

The word seems to have got into English through
the ugliest kind of jargou, as in the cTioice morsel
of thieves' cant, '/tci^ the cull, he's peery,' »>. 'ob-
serve the fellow, he is watching." Mactnilian's Mag,

Twig (twig), v.i. To see; to apprehend; to
understand. T. Hook; Disraeli.

Twiggen ftwig'eu), a. Made of or sur-
rounded with twigs; wicker. 'A twiggen
bottle. ' Shak.
Twiggy (twig'i), a. l. Of or pertaining to a
twig; being or resembling a twig. ' Twiggy
tendrils.' Gerarde.— 2. Having twigs; full
of twigs; abounding with shoots. "The
lowest of all the twiggy trees." Evelyn.
Twight, t pret. & pp. of twitch. Pulled;
plucked; twitched. Chaucer.
Twight,t v.t. [An erroneous spelling. See
Twit] To twit; to upbraid. Spenser.
Twig-rush (twig'rush), n. Cladium, a genus
of plants, nat. order Cyperaceie. C. Maris-
cus is a Britisli perennial plant, growing in
boggy and fenny places. The leaves are
keeled, ending in a sharp point, with prickly
serratures.

Twigsome (twig'sum), a. Abounding in or
full of twigs. 'Twigsome trees.' Dickens.
[Rare. ]

Twilight (twilit), 71. [From (irt. two. double
(as in twibill, tw%fallow, twifold), A. Sax. twi,

twy, and light.} 1. Tlie faint light wliich is

reflected upon the earth after sunset and
before sunrise; crepuscular light. The word
when used without (jualification is usually
undei-stood as applying to evening twilight,
while morning twilight is distinguished as
the dawn. The twilight is occasioned by
the reflection of sunlight from the higher

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; 5\ Sc. fey.
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parts of the atmosphere which are still

illuminated after the sun has become invis-

ible from ordinary heights. The morning
twilight is said to begin, and the evening
twilight to end, in our latitudes when the
sun is 18° below the horizon, but much de-
pends on the state of the atmosphere as to
clouds, Ac. Twilight is of longer duration
in high latitudes than at or near the equator
on account of the obliquity of his course.
When he sinks perpendicularly below the
horizon naturally there is little twilight —
2. A faint light in general. ' 'Mid the dim
ttciligkt of the laurel grove. ' MUman.
Hence— 3. A dubious or uncertain medium
through which anything is seen or examined;
a partial revelation or disclosure.

In the greatest part of our concernment he has
afforded us only the twilight of probabiHty, suitable
to our state of mediocrity. Locke.

Twilight (twilit), a. 1. Obscure; imi>erfectly

illuminated; shaded. 'O'er the twilight
groves and dusky caves.' Pope.—l. Seen,
done, or appearing by twilight.

On old Lycjcus or Cyllene hoar.
Trip no more in twilight ranks. MiiU>n.

Twill (twil), r.f. [Either from L.G. twUXen,
to makedouble, or divide in two; G. zwillich,

twill; or from ticeel, a corruption of tioeedle,

to twUl, from A. Sax. twcede, double ; in

either case the origin is to be traced in tvoo,

twi. See Twilight, Twin. Ac.] To weave
in such a manner as to produce a kind of

diagonal ribbed appearance upon the sur-

face of the cloth.

Twin (twil), n. 1. A variety of textile fabric
very extensively employed. In the twill

the weft- threads do not pass over and under
the warp-threads in regular succession, as
in common plain weaving, but pass over one
and under two, over one and under three,

or over one and under eight or ten, accord-
ing to the khid of twilL The effect of this

is to produce the appearance of parallel
diagonal lines or ribs over the whole surface
of the cloth; but the regularity of the paral-
lel lines is broken in various ways in what
is termed fanciful tunUing.—2. The raised
line made by twilling.

Twin ( twil ). n. [ Perhaps a corruption of
fjoill; comp. twilt for quut] A reed; a quill;

a spool to wind yam on. [Provind^]
Twilled ( twild ), p. and a. Shakspere uses
this word in rr»H/>e«Mv. 64, 'Thy banks with
pioned and twilled brims,' in a sense not yet
satisfactorily explained ; according to some
= hedged; more probably = covered with
reeds or sedges. See Twill, a reed.

Twllly» Twllly-devll (twini,twil'U-de-vil),
n. Same as WUlow (which see).

TwUt (twUtX n. A quilt. Sir W. Scott.
[Local!
Twin (twin), n. [A. Sax. twin, double, ^e-
ticinne. pi. twins, from twt, two; Icel. tvennr,
tvinnr, a pair; comp. O. zwUling, a twin.
See Twill. Twilight, Ac] l. One of two
young produced at a birth by an animal
that ordinarily bears but one: applied to
the young of beasts as well as to human
beings. — 2. One very much resembling an-
other ; one of two things generally associ-
ated together.

He was most pruiceljr; ever witness for him
Those twins of leamini; that he raised in you.
Ipswich and Oxford. Shak.

—The Twins, a constellation and sign of the
zodiac; Gemini.
Twin ( twin ). a. 1. Applied to one of two
bom at a birth; as. a twin brother or sister.

2. Very much resembling something else;
standing in the relation of a twin to some-
thing else.

An apple cleft in two is not more twin
Than these two creatures. Shak.

3. In hot. swelling out into two protuber-
ances, as an anther or germ.— 4. In erygtal.
applied to two crystals so joined that by
revolving 180' rfiund a common axis, one
would come into the space occupied by the
'^ther.

Twin (twinX v. i. 1. To be bom at the same
iiirth. Shak. —2. To bring forth two at a
birth. Ttu8er.—Z. To l>e paired; to be suited.
[Rare-l

O how inscrutable! his eqtiity
T-uiiHs with his power. Sandys.

Twin (twin), v.t. 1. To separate; to disjoin;
to sever.— 2. To strip; to divest; to deprive;
to rob. [Old English and Scotch]
Twlnt ( twin ), p.i. To part ; to go away or
asunder. Fairfax.
Twin-born (twin'bom), a. Bnm at the same
birth. ' Twin-bom with greatness.' Shak.

Twin-brother (twin'bruTH-6r), n. One of
two brothers who are twins; hence, the fac-

simile of something else. ' The twin-brother
of thy letter.' Shak.
Twine (twin), v.t. pret. & pp. twined; ppr.
twining. [A. Sax. (icfnan, from (ir£, two;
so D. twijnen, Icel. tuiniia, to double, to
twine. See Twin.] 1. To twist; to form by
twisting of threads or fibres. 'Fine twined
linen.' Ex. xxvii. 9.-2. To wind round; to
entwine; to encircle; to surround.
Let me twine mine arms about that body. Shak.

Let wreaths of triumph now my temples t7vine. Pope.

She. leaning on a fragment tunned with vine.

Sang to the stillness. Tennysott

3.f To direct to another quarter; to change
the direction of; to turn. Fair/ao:.—4.t To
mingle: to mix; to unite. Crashaw.
Twine (twin), v.i. l. To unite closely by
twisting or winding.—2. To wind round; to
cling by encircling. ' Some twine about
her thigh.' Shak.—3. To make flexures; to
wind; to bend; to make turns. ' As rivers,

though they bend and twine. ' Swift. —4. t To
turn round; to whirl. Chapman. —6. To
ascend or grow up in convolutions about a
support; as, the plant tttrines.

Twine (twin), n. 1. A strong thread com-
posed of two or three smaller threads or
strands twisted together, used for various
purposes, as for binding small parcels, sew-
ing sails to their bolt-ropes, making nets,
Ac; a small cord or string.—2 A twist; a
convolution. 'Typhon huge ending in snaky
twine.' Milton.—3. Embrace; actof winding
round. J. Philips.— i.f A turning round
with rapidity; a whirl.

Twlne(twin), v. t. and i. [SeeTwiN.TwiNNE]
To separate; to part; to strip; to divest.
[Scotch.]

'Alas!' said I. 'what ruefu' chance
Has twined ye o' your stately trees!' Burns.

Twlne-reeler (twin'rel-6r), 7i. A kind of
mule or spinning-machine for making twine
or twisting string.

Twin-flower (twin'flou-6r), n. In bot. the
common name of Linnaea borealts, a slender,
creeping, evergreen plant, nat. order Capri-
foliacero. See Linnjia.
Twinge (twinj), v.t. pret. & pp. twinged;
ppr. twinging. [A nasalized form allied
to twitch, tweak, probably also to twang.
Comp. IceL thvinga, to weigh down, to
oppress. Dan. tvinge, G. zicingen, to con-
strain. ] 1. To affect with a sharp, sudden
pain ; to tomient with pinching or sharp
pains.
The gnat charged into the nostrils of the lion, and

there twinged him till he made him tear himself, and
so mastered him. Sir Jt. L'Estrange.

2. To pinch; to tweak; to pull with a
jerk. ' Twingeing him by the ears or nose.'
Hudibrag.
Twinge ( twinj ), v. i. To have a sudden,
sharp, local pain, like a twitch ; to suffer
a keen, ilarting, or shooting pain ; as, the
side twinges.

Twinge (twinj), n. I. A sudden, sharp pain;
a darting, local pain of momentary continu-
ance; as, a twinge in the arm or side.

The wickedness of this old villain startles me, and
gives me a twinge for my own sin. though far short
of his. Dryden.

2. A pinch; a tweak; as, a twinge of the ear.

How can you fawn upon a master that gives you so
many blows and tivittges by the car.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Twining (twin ing). p. and a. Twistmg;
winding round; uniting closely to; em-
bracing. — Twining stem, in bot a stem

Twining Stems, i. Convolvulus; a. Hop.

which ascends spirally around another
stem, a branch, or a prop, either to the
right, as in the honeysuckle, or to the left,

as in the kidney-bean. In the woodcut 1

shows the white convolvulus {Calystegia
ffepium) twining from right to left, or con-
trary to the direction of the sun's course

;

2. the hop (HtnmUu^ Lupulus) twining from
left to right, or in the direction of the sun's
course.

Twlningly (twln'ing-li), adv. In a twining
manner; by twining.

Twlnk t (twingk), n. A wink ; a twinkling.
' In a ticink she won me to her love.' Shak.
Twinkle (twing'kl), v. i. pret. * pp. twinkled;
ppr. twinkling. [A. Sax, (wi/iciian,to twinkle,
to sparkle, a dim. and freq. of verb not in A.
Sax. , but seen in O. E. twinkeii, G. zwinken, to
wink with the eyes; probably a nasalized
form corresponding to twitch. The winking
or twitching of the eyelids would easily con-
nect itself witli the twinkling of the stars,

&c.] 1. To open and shut the eyes rapidly.
'The owl fell a moping and twinkling.' Sir

K L'Estrange.— 2. To gleam; to sparkle:
said of the eyes.

His eyes will tunnile. and his tongue will roll.

As though he beckon'd and cali'd back his souL
Donne.

I see his gray eyes twinkle yet
At his own jest. Tennyson.

3. To sparkle; to flash at intervals; to shine
with a tremulous, intermitted light, or with
a broken, quivering light; to scintillate; as,

the fixed stars twinkle, the planets do not.

These stars do not tivinkU when viewed through
telescopes that have large apertures. Nenton.

Twinkle (twinged), n. 1. A wink or quick
motion of the eye. —2. A gleam or sparkle
of the eye; as, a humorous twinkle.— Z. The
time of a wink; a twinkling.
Twinkler (twingkl^r). n. One who or that
which twinkles or winks; an eye. 'Fol-
lowing me up and down with those twink-
lers of yours.' Marryat. [Colloq.]

Twinkling (twlngk'liug), n. l. The act of
one who or that which twinkles; especially,
a <iuick movement of the eye ; a wink. —
2. The time taken up in winking the eye ; a
moment; an instant.

In a moment, in the twinkling' of an eye, at the
"*

'

the dead shall De raised incorrup-last trump
tible. I Cor. XV. 53,

These felse beauties of the stage are no more lasting
than a rainbow ; when the actor gilds them no longer
with his reflection they vanish in a twinkling.

Dryden.

Twin-leaf (twinQeO, n. The common name
of Jeffersonia diphylla, nat. order Berberida-
cere, an American perennial, glabrous herb,
with matted roots. The root-leaves have
long petioles pwted into two half-ovate
leaflets, whence the name. Called also
Uhextmatism- root.

Twlnllng(twiiriing),n. Atwinlamb. Tnsser.
Twlnnet (twin), v.t. and L [See Twin. J

To disunite ; to separate ; to part or depart
from. Chavcer.
Twinned (twind), a. 1. Produced at one
birth, like twins. ' Twinn'd brothers of
one womb.' Shak. —2. Like as twins;
matched ; paired. * The twinn'd stones
upon the number'd beach.' Shak.

Still we moved
Together, rwiwx'rf as horse's ear and eye. Tennyson.

Twlnner (twin'fir), n. One who producer
twins. Tusser.

Twin-screw (twin'skro), «. and n. A
temi applied to a steam-vessel fitted with
two propellers on separate shafts, having
right-handed and left-handed twists respec-
tively. Being turned in contrary directions
in drivingahead.theycounteracteach other's
tendencies to produce lateral vibration.

Twln-alster (twin'sis-tsr), n. One of two
sisters who are twins. Tennyson.
Twin-Steamer (twin-stem'^r), n. A form
of steam - vessel, i)rincipally employed in
ferries, the deck, itc, of which is sup-
ported on two distinct hulls which are
placed some distance asunder, and between
which the paddle-wheels are placed.

Twlnter (twin't^r), n. [A. Sax. twiwintre,
two winters old.] A beast two winters old.
[Local.]

Twlret (twir), v.i. [In meaning 1 perhaps
a softened form of ticitter, or at any rate
intended to be imitative of sound. In
meanings 2 and 3 rather allied to O. or
Prov. 0. zwieren, zwiren, to glance sideways,
to take a stolen glance.] 1. To chirp, as a
bird; to sing; to twitter. Chaucer.—2. To
twinkle; to glance; to gleam.

When sparkling stars iwire not thou gild'st the even.
Shak.

3. To look slyly askance ; to wink ; to leer;

ch, eftain; 6h, 8c. locA; g, po; J, job: f»» Fr. ton; ng, sln^r; th, eAen; th, ttin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, arore.—See Key.
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to peep; to simper. 'Which maids will

twire at 'tween their fingers.' B. Joiison.

I saw the wench that tivired and twinkled at thee.
Beau. &-FI.

Twlret (twir), v.t [Allied to twirl, ^ To
twirl; to curL Burton.

Twlre t (twir), n. A twisted thread or fila-

ment. Locke.

Twlre- pipe t (twir 'pip), n. A vagrant

musician. Bemi. rf* Fl.

Twirl (tw6rl),v. (. [Like twire, to twirl, allied

to such words aa Fris. twierren, to whirl, D.

dicarl, a whirling, dioaren, to whirl, 0. G.

twirel, what turns rapidly round, Swisszwtr-

len, to twirl. Holland has the form turl]

To move or turn round with rapidity; to

whirl round ; to cause to rotate with ra-

pidity, especially with the fingers. 'Like a

light feather twirl me round about." Beau.
d: Fl.

See ruddy maids.
Some taught with dext'rous hand to twirl the wheel.

Dodsley.

Twirl (tw6rl). v.i. To revolve with velocity;

to be whirled round.
Twirl(tw6rl), 71. 1. A rapid, circular motion;

quick rotation.—2. Twist; convolution.

The twirls on this are different from that of the

others ; this being an heterostropha, the tivirls turn-

ing from the right hand to the left. Woodward.

Twiscar (twisTcar), n. A narrow spade for

cutting and shaping peats ; a tuscar. Sir

W. Scott. [Orkney and Shetland.]

Twist (twist), v.t. [A. Sax. tmst, cloth of

double thread, from stem of twd, two; hence
allied to tiviyie. Words of similar origin

and form, but containing the idea of two-

ness in a different sense, are L. G. and D.

twist, Dan. and Sw. tvist, G. zwisty discord,

division in two parties. There is also O. and
Prov. E. tmiM, meaning the bifurcation of a
branch, a twig, also, like twig, from tivo]

1. To form by winding one thread, strand,

or other flexible substance round another;

to form by convolution or winding separate

things round each other ; to twine ; as. to

twist yarn or thread. —2. To form into a

thread from many fine filaments; as, to twi^t

wool or cotton. —3. To contort; to writhe;

to crook spirally; to convolve; as, to titnst a

thinginto a serpentine form.—4.To wreathe;

to wind; to encircle. 'Longing to twist

bays with that ivy.' Waller. 'Pillars of

smoke ticisted about with wreaths of flame.'

T. Bur}iet.~~6. To fabricate; to weave; to

make up; to compose. 'To twist so fine a

story.' Shak.

Consort both heart and lute, and tzvist a song
Pleasant and long. G. Herbert.

6. To wind in ; to enter by winding ; to in-

sinuate.

When avarice twists itself, not only with the prac-

tice of men, but the doctrines of the church . . . the
mischief seems fatal. Dr. H. More.

7- To pervert; to turn from the true form or
meaning; as, to tivist a passage in an author.

8. To turn from a straight line; as, to twist a
ball in cricket. —To twist ro\ind one'sfinger,

to completely control the opinions and ac-

tions of; to make submissive to one's will.

Twist (twist), t;. i. To be contorted or united
bywinding round each other; tobe orbecome
twisted ; as, some strands will twist more
easily than others.

Twist (twist), 71. 1. A convolution; a contor-
tion; a writhe; a bending; a flexure. 'Not
the least turn or twist in the fibres of any one
animal." Addison.—^. Manner of twisting;
the form given by twisting. ' The length,
the thickness, and the twist' Arbuthnot.
3. In cncket, a particular turn given by the
bowler to the ball in delivering it, so that
instead of going straight for the wicket
it takes a curved direction. Hughes. —
4. That which is formed by twisting or
uniting the parts; as, (a) a cord, thread, or
anything flexible formed by winding strands
or separate things round each other. * A
twist of gold was round her hair. ' Tennyson.
(b) A kind of closely-twisted, strong sewing-
silk used by tailors, saddlers, and the like.

(c) A kind of cotton yam of several varieties.

(d) A kind of manufactured tobacco rolled or
twisted into the form of a thick cord, (e) A
small roll of twisted dough baked. (/) In
weaving, a warp of a certain reed which can
be joined to another by twisting, {g) A drink
made of brandy and gin. [Slang.]— 6. In
ordnance, the spiral in the bore of a rifled

gun.— 6. In arch, the wind of the bed-joint

of each course of voussoirs in a skew arch.

7. Capacity forswallowing; appetite. 'What

a (wis( the fellow has
!

' Ainsworth. [Slang.]

8.t A branch; a twig.

Nor bough, nor branch, the Saracens therefore,

Nor twisl, nor twig, cut from that sacred spring.
Fair/ax.

Twlste.t v.t. To twitch; to pull hard.

Chancer.
Twister ( twist '6r), n. I. One that twists;

the person whose occupation is to twist

or join the threads of one warp to those

of another in weaving.—2. The instrument
used in twisting. —3. In car^. a girder —-4. In
cricket, a ball delivered by the bowler with
a twist. See TwiST, 3.-5. In the manege,
the inner part of the thigh; the proper
place to rest upon when on horseback.

Twisting-crook (twist'ing-krok), n. An
agricultural implement used for twisting

straw ropes; a throw-crook.

Twistingly (twist'ing-li), adv. In a twisting

manner; by twisting or being twisted.

Twit (twit), v.t. pret. & pp. twitted; ppr.

twitting. [O. E. atwite, atwiten, A. Sax.

cetwltan, to twit, reproach— ce(, at, and
wltan, to punish, to blame, from wlte, pun-
ishment. Sc. wite, blame, Icel. vita, to fine,

viti, a fine.] To vex or annoy by bringing

to remembrance a fault, imperfection, or

the like; to taunt; to reproach; to upbraid,

as for some previous act.

She tivi/s me with my falsehood to my friend. Shai.

>Esop minds men of their errors without tzvitting

them for what is amiss. Sir R. VEstrange.

Twitch { twich ), V. t. [ A. Sax. (totccia?!, to

pluck, to twitch. Same word as G. zwicken,

to pluck, to nip, from ziiyi^k, a nip, a pinch,

D. zwUi, a sprain, zioikken, to sprain.

Tweak is another form, and twinge, ticink,

twiiykle are probably akin.] To pull with a

sudden jerk ; to pluck with a short, quick
motion; to snatch; as, to tioitch one by the

sleeve; to twitch a thing out of another's

hand; to twitch off clusters of grapes.

Thrice they twitch'd the diamond in her ear. Pojie.

Twitch (twich), v.i. To be suddenly con-
tracted, as a muscle; to be affected with a
spasm. Spenser.

Twitch (twich), 71. 1. A pull with a jerk; a
short, sudden, quick pull; as, a twitch by the
sleeve.
The lion gave one hearty twitch, and got his feet

out of the trap, but left his claws behind.
Sir F. VEstrange.

2. A short, spastic contraction of the fibres

or muscles ; as, a twitch in the side ; con-

vulsive twitches. 'Wrenched with horrid

twitches. * Chapman.
A tivitch of pain

Tortured her mouth. Tennyson.

3. A noose attached to a stock or handle and
twisted around the upper lip of a horse so as

to bring him under command when shoeing.

E. H. Knight.—4. In mining, a place where
a vein becomes very narrow. Weale.

TwltCher (twich'6r), n. One that twitches.

Twitch-grass (twich'gras), n. [Corrupted
from quitch-grass. See QUEACH.] Couch-
grass, a species of grass (Triticiim repens)

difficult to exterminate: applied also to

various other species of grass diflicult to pull

out of the ground.
Twite (twit), n. [From its crj'.] A sort of

finch, the mountain-linnet (Fringilla mon-
tium), distinguished from the common lin-

net by the greater length of tail and by
having a reddish tawny-coloured throat.

Twitter (twit'6r), n. One who twits or re-

proaches.
Twitter (twit'^r), v.i. [Probably imitative

originally of the notes of a bird, and then
of a tremulous movement; comp. G. zivit-

schem, to twitter, Prov. G. zwitschern, zwit-

zern, to flicker, zwitzem, to tremble, wink,
twinkle.] 1. To utter a succession of small,

tremulous, intermitted notes. 'The swal-

low, twittering from the straw-built shed."

Gi-ay.~~2. To have a tremulous motion of

the nerves; to be agitated; to be flurried.

'My heart twitters.' Ray.—Z.\ To make the
sound of a half-suppressed laugh; to titter.

O the young handsome wenches, how they tivilter'd.

Beau. & Fl.

Twitter (twit'6r), n. 1. A small intermitted

noise or series of chirpings, as the sound
made by a swallow.— 2. A shght trembling
of the nerves; slight nervous excitement or

agitation. 'Amorous twitters.' Hudibras.

I am all of a twitter to see my old John Harrowby
again. Colman &• Carrick.

3. t A titter, as in half-suppressed laughter
Twltter-boned (twit'^r-bond), a. Shaking
in the limbs; shaky.

His horse was either clapp'd, or spavin'd, or

greazed ;— or he was twitter - ironed or broken-
winded. Sterne.

Twittering (twit'6r-ing), n. 1. The act of
one who or that which twitters; a sharp,
intermitted, chirping noise; twitter. 'The
twitterings of that slender image of a voice.'

Z/am6.—2. Slight nervous excitement; agita-

tion arising from suspense, desire, inclina-

tion, or the like.

A widow which had a tztn'ttering towards a second
husband took a gossipping companion to manage
the job. Sir K. L'Estrange.

Twltter-light t (twit'6r-lit), n. Twilight.

Then cast she up
Her pretty eye. and wink'd; the word methought
was then,

' Come not till twitter-light.' Middleton.

Twlttlngly (t%vit'ing-li), adv. In a twitting
maimer; with upbraiding.

Twittle-twattle (twitl-twat-l), n. [Redu-
plication of twattle.] Tattle; gabble.

Insipid twittU-twattles, frothy jests, and jingling

witticisms inure us to a misunderstanding of things.
Sir R. UFstrange.

TwlXt (twikst). A contraction of Betwixt:
used in poetry, and colloquially. ' And set

dissension 'twixt the sire and son.' Sftak.

Two (to), a. [A. Sax. twd, originally a fem.
form with masc. twegen, whence twain. The
word occurs in more or less similar forms in

most or all of the Indo-European tongues.

Icel. tveir, tvo, Goth, tvai, D. twee, G. zwei,

Rus. dwa, Lith. du, L. and Gr. diw. It. and
Gael, da, do. Per. do. Hind, do, doo, Skr. dvi.

dvau. Twin, ttcist, &e., are connected.]
1. One and one.—2. XTsed indefinitely for a
small number in such phrases as a word or
two; two or three hours.

—

Inttco, into two
parts; asunder; SiS,cutintwo.—Tobe two,i to

be at variance or irreconciled, as opposed to

being at wie.

When did you see your old acquaintance. Mrs.
Cloudy? You and she are two, I hear.—See herl
Marry. I don't care whether I ever see her again.

Sift/t.

—Two is often used in the formation of self-

explaining compounds denoting something
having or consisting of two parts, divisions,

or organs, or something designed for or to be
used with two objects ; as, (iro-eared. two-

flowered,(wo-leaved,(wo-legged,(it'o-masted,

(wo-pronged, &c. &c.

Two (to), n. 1. The number which consists

of one and one. —2. The symbol representing
this numl>er, as 2 or ii.

Two-capsuled (to'kap-suld), a. Bicapsular;

having two distinct capsules.

Two-celled (to'seld), a. Bilocular; having

Two-cleft (to'kleft), a. Bifid; divided half-

way from the border to the base into two
setrments.

Two-decker (to'dek-6r), n. A vessel of war
carrviiiy; ;.'uns on two decks. Simmmuis.
Two-edged (tb'ejd), a. Having two edges;
specifically having a cutting edge on both
sides; as, a two-edged sword.
Two-faced(tb'fa8t).«. l. Havingtwo visages.

like the Roman deity Janus.—2. Given to
equivocation or double-dealing; Insincere.

Wherefore, to me. tito-faced in one hood.
As touching this, he fuUy brake his mind.

Mir./or Mags.

Two-flowered (to'flou-6rd). a. Bearing two
flowers at the end, as a peduncle.

Twofold (to'fold), a. 1. Double; multiplied

by two; duplicate; as, twofold nature; a
tuojold sense; a two/old argument. 'A
two/old image.' Wordsworth.

Time and place taken for distinguishable portions of

space and duration have each of them a twofold ac-

ceptation. Locke.

2. In hot. two and two together growing
from the same place; as, two/old leaves.

Twofold (to'fold), adv. In a double degree;

doubly.
Ye make him two/old more the child of hell than

yourselves. Mat. xxiii. 15.

Two-foot (to'fut). a. Measuring two feet;

as, a two-foot rule.

Two-forked (to'forkt), a. Dichotomous;
divided into two parts somewhat after the

manner of a fork.

Two-hand t (tb'hand), a. Same as Two-
handed. ' Thy two-hand sword." Shak.

Two-handed (to'hand-ed). a. 1. Having
two hands; an epithet occasionally also used

as equivalent to large, stout, strong, power-
ful. 'Two-handed sway.' Milton.—2. Re-
quiring the two hands to handle or wield ; as,

a two-handed sword.—3. Using both hands
with equal readiness or dexterity; hence,

able to apply one's self readily to anything;

dexterous.
A man bOon learns to be trvo-handed in the bush.

Ifhyu Melviil^.

Two-headed ( to 'hed-ed). a. Hanngtwo
heads. " By tico-headed Janus.' Shak.

Fate, fftr, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; nate, not, move; tftbe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J, Sc ley.
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Two-leaved (tolevd), a. Having two dis-

tinct leaves.

Two -lipped (tii'lipt), a. l. Having two
lips.—2. In bot. divided in such a manner
as to resemble the two lips when the mouth
is mi»re or less open; bilabiate.

Twoness (to'ues). n. The state or condition
of being two; duplicity.

Two - parted ( to ' part - ed ), a. Bipartite

;

dividt'd from the border to the base into
two distinct parts.

Twopence (to'pens or tup'ens), n. A small
silver coin formerly current in this country,
etjuivalent to two pennies or one-sixth of a
shilling, but now only specially coined annu-
ally to a fixed amount, to be givenby the sove-

reign as alms-money on Maundy-Thui'sday.
You show all like gilt twofences to me. Sfiai.

Twopenny (tb'pen-ni or fciip'en-ui), a. Of the
value of twopence; hence, mean; vulgar; of

little worth.
Twopenny (to'pen-ni or tup'en-ni),n. Beer
sold at twopence a quart. 'A chopin of

twopenny, which is a thin, yeasty beverage
made of malt* Smollett. 'Bottled two-

penny.' Sou they.

Two-petaled (to'pet-ald), a. Dipetalous;
having two perfectly distinct petals.

Two-ply (td'pli), a. Having two strands,
as cord, or two thicknesses, as cloth, car-

pets. Ac.

Two-ranked (to'rangkt), a. In hot. alter-

nately <lisposed in exactly opposite sides of
the stem so as to form two rows.

Two-seeded (to'sed-ed). a. In hot. di-

spen»ou.s; containing two seeds, as a fruit;

having two seeds.

Twosome (to'sum), a. A term specifically

applied to a reel danced by two persons.

The Mussulman's eyes danced twosome reels. Hood.

Two-tonjTUed (tC'tungd), a. Double-
tongued; deceitful.

I li.ite the hvo-tongued hypocrite. Sandys.

Two-yalved (t</valvd). a. Blvalvular, as a
shell, pod, or glume.
Two-way (tb'wa), a. Having two ways or
passages; as. a two-toay cock, that is, a cock
by which a fluid may be distributed to each
of two branches, to either of them separately,
or be entirely shut off.

Twyblll (twi'bil), «, Same as Twitnll.
Twyblade(twi'blad),n. H&mesisTuxiyblade.
Twyer i twi'^r). n. A tuyere.
Twyfoil (twi'foil), a. In her. having only
two leaves. Written also Dufoil.
Twy-forked (twiforkt). a. Cleft or parted
in two, like a fork, bifurcated. ' Her flam-
ing head twy-forked with death.' i^uarles.

Twy-formed (twi'formd), a. Having two
forms: characterized by a double shape or
by a form made up from two different crea-
tures or things; twofold. 'This huge twy-
formed fiil)ric (heaven and earth) which we
see.' Davies.

Tyallt (tl'al), n. Something that ties or
secures. Latimer.
Tylaum-tlCket (ti'b^m-tik-et), n. A cer-
tificate formerly ;:iven to the prosecutor of
a felon to conviction, the original proprie-
tor or first assignee of it being exempted by
law(a8tat. of Will. lII.)fromalI parish and
warti ortices within the parish or ward where
the feli>ny had been committed.

Tyl)um-tree(ti'bern-tre),?t. [From Ty&urn,
near London, wliere executions long took
place.] The gallows; a gibbet.
TVchonlc (ti-kon'ik), a. Pertaining to
I'ycho Brahe or to his system of astronomy.
See Solar.
Tycoon, Taicoon (ti-kon'), » [Chinese
Tai-koon, great lord.] The generalissimo of
the Japanese army, and formerly virtual em-
peror and real ruler of the countrj*. Called
also Shoyun, Siogun. See Mikado.
TVdet (tid), n. A season. Spenser. See
TiPE,
Tydyt (ti'di), n. A kind of singing bird.
Drayton. See TIDY, n.

Tye(ti). t7.(. AnoIdspelUngof Tie, tobind
or fasten. _^

Tyet (ti). 71. A tie; a
bond. See TIE.
By the soft tyf and sacred
name of friend. Pope.

Tyer (tl'^r), n. One who
ties or unites.

Tyfoon (ti-fOn'), n. Same
as Typhoon.
Tyger di'tier). n. l.t A
tiger. - 2. In her. a beast
having more resemblance

Tyger.

to a lion than a tiger, having a pointed
nose, and a tufted mane, legs, and talL It

is seldom used, and is condemned by good
heralds.

TjrlngCti'ing), n. InmiwingF.theactorprocess
of washing ores. Weale.

Tyke (tik), n. [See Tikk.] A dog; a base
fellow. 'B&setyke.' Shak.
Tyle (til), V. t. Same as TUe in freemasonry.
T^ler (ti'16r), n. Same as TUer in free-
masonry.
Tylophora (ti-lof'o-ra), n. [Gr. tylos, a knob
or swelling, and phoreo, to bear, in allusion
to the ventricose pollen masses. ] A genus
of plants, nat. order Asclepiadaceae. The
species are twining herbs or undershrubs,
inhabiting India, the Malayan Peninsula,
Java, and New South Wales. The roots of
T. asthmatica are used on the coast of Coro-
mandel for the same purpose as ipecacuanha.
It has its specific name from its being sup-
posed to have a good effect in asthma.
Tylopoda (tl-lop'o-da), n. pi. [Gr. tylos, a
knob or swelling, and pons, podos, a foot]
Same as Caineluke.

Tymbal (tim'bal), 7*. [Ft. tiinhale. It. tim-
hallo, taballo, from Ar. thabal—tymhal.] A
kind of kettle-drum. SpeUed also Titnhal.

A tytnbal's sound were better than my voice. Prior.

Tymp (timp). n. A space in the bottom of

a bhist-fumace adjoining the crucible.

Tympan(tim'pan). n. [Fr. tympan. See
TyMi'ANUM.] l.t A drum.—2. Inarch, same
as Tympanum (which see).—3. In printing,

a frame attached to the carriage of the hand-
press or platen machine by joints, and cov-

ered with parchment or cloth, on which the
blank sheets are put in order to be laid on
the form to be impressed. There is another
frame which fits into this, called the inner
tympan, also covered with parchment. Be-
tween these are placed pieces of cloth called
blankeUi, which form a soft medium between
the types and the platen, and tend to pro-

duce an equal impression. See Printino-
VRESii.—Tympan sheet, a sheet of paper laid

on the tympan and serviug as the guide on
which the sheets to be printed are laid, by
which means the margin is kept regular and
uniform.
Tympanal ( tlm'pan-al ), a. Same as Tym-
panic.

Tympanic (tim-pan'ik), a. 1. Like a tym-
panum or drum; acting like a drum-head.

—

2. In anat. of or pertaining to the tym-
panum; as, the tympanic canal.

^rmpanites (tim-pa-nl'tez), n. [L. tym-
panum, a drum. See Tympan.] In med.
an elastic distension of the abdomen, from
a morbid collection of air in the intestines,

caused by indigestion, colic, &c., or in the
peritoneum, in which case it is the result

of some serious organic disease. Called also
Timpany.
Tympanitic (tim-pa-nit'ik), a. Relating to
tympany or tympanites; affected with tym-
pany or tympanites.

All that he had eaten or drunk or done had flown
to his stomach, producing a /ym/aNtte action in that
organ. H. Kingstey.

Tympanitis (tim-pa-ni'tis), n. In pathol.
inflammation of tlie lining membrane of the
middle ear or tympanum.
Tympanlzet (tim'pan-Iz), v.i To act the
part of a drummer. Coles.

Tympanlze t (tim'pan-iz), v.t. pret. »S; pp.
tympanized; ppr. tympanizing. To make
into a drum.
Tyrnpano (tim'pan-6). n. pi. Tympanl
(tim pan-i>. [It] A kettle-drum: said cnierty

of the kettle-drums of an orchestra. Writ-
ten also Timpano.
Tympanum (tim'pan-um), n. [L. tym-
panum, a drum, the triangular area of a
pediment, from Gr. tympatum, typanon, a
drum, from typt6. to beat.] 1. In anat. (a)

the drum of the ear; a cavity of an irregu-
lar shape, constituting the middle ear. It
contains the small bones, and is separated
by a tnembrane from the external passage.
(6) The flat scale or membrane which forms
the extei-nal oi^an of hearing in birds and
reptiles,—2. Inarch, (a) the triangular space
in a pediment Included between the cor-
nices of the inclined sides and the horizon-
tal cornice; also, any similar space, as above
a window, or the space included between
the lintel of a door and the arch above it.

The tympanum is often ornamented with
carving or sculpture, (b) The die of a ped-
estal, (c) The panel of a door.— 3. In mach.
(a) a drum-shaped wheel with spirallycurved
partitions, by which water ia raised to the
axis, when the wheel revolves with the
lower part of the circumference submerged.

(6) A kind of hollow tread-wheel, wherein
two or more persons walk in order to turn
it, and thus give motion to a machine.—

Fa^de of Doric Temple. T, Tympanum.

4. In bot. a membranous substance stretched
across the theca of a moss.
Tympany (tim'pan-i), n. l. Same as Tym-
panites. Hence—2. Inflation; conceit; bom-
bast; turgidity. 'A plethoric and tauto-
logic tympany of sentence.' De Qui7icey.

Tyndaridse (tin-dar'i-de), n. pi. See Castor
AND Pollux.
Tyne (tyn), v.t. and i. pret. & pp. tyned; ppr
tyning. Same as Tine, to lose.

Tyne t (tin), n. Teen; anxiety; pain; sor-
row. Spenser.
Tyne (tin), n. See TntE, the tooth of a har-
row, &c.
Typal (tip'al), a. Of or pertaining to a type;
constituting or serving as a type; typical.
^rpe (tip), n. [Fr. type, from L. typus,
from Gr. typos, a blow, an impression, from
root of typto, to strike.] 1. Distinguishing
mark or stamp ; sign ; emblem ; character-
istic.

The faith they have in tennis, long stockings.
Short, bolstered breeches, and those ty/vs of traveL

Sha*.
Thy father bears the (y^ of kin^ of Naples. Sha^t.
2. An allegorical or symbolic representation
of some object, which is called the antitype;
a symbol ; a sign : theologically the word ia

mainly applied to those prophetic preflgur-
ings of the persons and things of the new
dispensation which occur in the Old Testa-
ment. Thus the paschal lamb is considered
a type of Christ, who, as the object typified
or prefigured, is the antitype.
A type is no longer a iy^e when the thing typified

comes to be actually exhibited. South.

3. An exaniple or specimen of any class
which is considered as eminently possessing
the properties or characters of the class; the
ideal representation of a group combining
its essential characteristics; or a general
form or structure pervading a number of
individuals : used especially in natural
science.

Are God and Nature then at strife.

That Nature ends such evil dreamsl
So careful of the tyfie she seems,

So careless of tht single Ufe, . . .

' So careful of the tyfi^ t ' but no.
From scarped clitf and quarried stone
She cries ' a thousand types are gone

:

I care for nothing, all shall go.' Tennyscn.
The six lyfiesOT plans ofstructure upon one or other

of which all known animals have been constructed are
technically called 'sub-kingdoms,' and are known by
the names Protoroa. Coelcnterata, Annuloida, Annu-
losa, Mollusca, and Vertebrata. Wc have then to re-
member that everymember of these primary divisions
of the animal kingdom agrees with every other mem-
ber of the same division m being formed iipon a cer-
tain plan or ty^e of structure, and differs from every
other simply in the grade of its ori;anization, or, in
other words, in the degree to which it exhibits spe-
cialization of function. H. A. Nicholson.

4. In the_^?ic art», (a) the model or pattern,
in nature, of any object. (6) The original
conception which becomes the subject of a
copy.—5. The design on the face of a medal
or coin. Fairholt. — 6. In printing, (a) a
rectangular solid or prism of meta^ wood,
or other hard material having a raised
letter, figure, punctuation mark, or other
character on the upper end, which, when

inked, is used to make impres-
sions on paper and other smooth
surfaces, (b) Types collectively;
the quantity of types used in
printing. Types must be all of
a uniform height, and perfectly
true in their angles, otherwise
they could not be locked to-

gether. The different parts of a
type are technically named as
follows; the body or shank (a),ihe
rectangular solid itself; the/ac«
(6), the raised letter or character;
the beard (c). the part of the end
of the body unoccupied by the

face; the nick (or nicks, ddd),& notch made
on one side of the prism, and designed
to assist the compositor in distinguiuiing

ch, chain; 6h, 3c. locA; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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the bottom of the face from the top; the
groove {e), a channel made iu the bottom or
foot of the type to make it stand steadily.

The flue lines at the top and bottom of a
letter are called ceriphs; the parts of the face
of some letters, such asj and/, which project
over the body, are called kerns. From the
character of the letters types are known as
CAPITALS, small or lower case letters, italics,

script. &c. From their size they receive the
following names, from brilliant, which, how-
ever, is rarely used, to English, the largest

used in ordinary book-work :

—

Srilliant . . . WmUoi C^xka wm the Ont Enflisb PrinUi

Diamond. . . WUli»m Cwton wa» the first Euglish Printer.

Pearl William Caxtoii was the first English P

Ruby William Caxton was the first Englis

Nonpareil . . William Caxton was the first En
Minion William Caxton was the firs

Brevier William Caxtoii was the fir

Bourgeois.. William Caxton was the

Longprimer William Caxton was th

Small Pica. William Caxtoii was

Pica William Caxton w
Engush.... William Caxton
Brevier.. JSlacfe itcttev or d^lXf aSngltsJ)

—In type, set up, ready for printing ; hav-

ing all the types duly arranged so that an
impression can be taken when desired.

Type (tip), v.t. pret. & pp. typed; ppr.

ti/ping. 1. To exhibit or represent by a
model or symbol beforehand ; to prefigure.

[Rare.] — 2. To exhibit an example or copy
of; to represent; to typify.

But let us tyfie them now
In our own lives, Tennyson.

T3T)e- casting (tip'kast-ing), n. Same as

Type-founding.
Type-founder (tip'found-fir), n. A person
wb.j inaiiufiigctures type.

Type-founding (tip'found-ing), 7i. The art

ov practice of manufacturing metallic mov-
able types, used by printers.

Type-foundry, Type-foundery (tip'-
found-ri, tip'fouud-e-ri), n. A place where
types are manufactured.
Type-metal (tip'met-al), ?i. An alloy of

lead, antimony, and tin, used in making
types. The usual proportion is one part of

antimony to three of lead; but the propor-
tions vary for different sorts of types.

^^ype-setter (tip'set-6r), n. l. One who sets

up type; a compositor. — 2. A type-setting
machine. See under Type-setting.
Type - setting (tip'set-ing), n. The act or
process by which type is set up or placed
in the composing-stick, ready to be printed
from.~-Type-setting7nachi)ie, a machine for

composing or setting up type. There are
several varieties of machines for this pur-
pose, but ordinarily they all possess the fol-

lowing leading features: they have separate
galleys or pockets for each sort of type, and
the mechanical arrangement is such that
on touching a key, arranged with others
like the keyboard of a piano, the end type
of the row is displaced, and conducted in a
channel or by a tape to a composing-stick,
where the types are arranged in a regular
order in a line of indefinite length; thence
they are removed in successive portions to

a justifying stick, in which they are spaced
out to the proper length of line required.

Type-writer (tip'rit-er), n. l. A machine
intended to be used as a substitute for the
pen, and by which the letters are produced
by the impression of inked types. The es-

sential elements in such machines (of which
there are several varieties) is a movement
to bring the type into position, an inking
device, an impression movement, and means
for letter and line spacing. There are gene-
rally a series of letter keys arranged in rows,
to be worked by the fingers, a letter being
imprinted on the paper (which moves auto-
matically) each time a key is struck. -2. A
person employed in using such machine.
Typha (ti'ia), n. [Gr. typhos, a marsh, from
the habitat of the species.] A genus of
plants, the species of which are known by
the name of cat-tail or reed-mace. See
Reed-mace.
Typhacese (ti-fa'se-e), n. pi. [L. typha, Gr.

typhe. ] A nat. order of monocotyledonous

plants, characterized by their calyx being
three - sepaled and half-glumaceous, or a
mere bundle of long hairs, long lax fila-

ments, clavate anthers, solitary pendulous
ovules, and peculiar habit. The order in-

cludes two genera, Typha and Sparganium,
the species of which are abundant in the
northern parts of the world. They are her-
baceous reed-like plants, growing in marshes
and ditches.

Typh-fever (tif'fe-v6r), n. A general name
for continued low fevers, as typhus and
typhoid.

Typhline (tif'lin), n. [Gr. typhlines, a kind
of serpentine animal like the blind-worm,
from typhlos, blind.] A curious lizard be-
longing to a family in which the eyes and
ears are hidden under the skiu, and which
has two limbs at most, the front being al-

ways and the hinder pair sometimes want-
ing. In the typical species, the common
typhline (or blind acontias), the limbs are
entirely wanting, and the animal looks ut-

terly helpless, having no apparent legs, feet,

eyes, or ears. It is a native of South Africa.

TypMopidse (tif-lop'i-de), n. pi [Gr. typh-

lops, from typhlos, blind, and ops, the eye or
face. ] A family of reptiles, distinguished
from the typical ophidians by the compara-
tive narro\vness of their gape, and by their

habit of burrowing in the ground ; and so
named because the eye resembles a point
hardly visible through the skin. They re-

semble at first sight earthworms, and are
found in the hot portions of both hemi-
spheres. They differ from all other reptiles

in possessing teeth in only one of the jaws.

The typical genus is Typhlops, and there are
several others.

Typhlops (tif'lops), n. See Typhlopid^.
Typhoean (ti-fo'e-an), a. Of, pertaining to,

or resembling Typhoexis, the fabled giant
with a hundred heads. Sometimes incor-

rectly written Typhoean or Typhean.
Typhoid (ti'foid), a. Of, pertaining to, or re-

sembling typhus; as, a typhoid fever; typhoid
symptoms,.—Typhoid fever, a specieR of con-
tinued fever, characterized by abdominal
pains and diarrhoea due to ulceration of the
intestines, frequently by derangement in the
functions of the lungs and brain, by spots on
the skin, and analogous in many respects to

eruptive fevers. Unlike the spots of typhus
those of typhoid fever disappear on pressure.

By some authorities typhoid and typhus
fevers have been regarded as the less and
greater degree of one common disease, but
the majority of physiciansnow considerthem
to be distinct diseases with certain resem-
blances. Typhus lias generally prevailed

as an epidemic where insanitary conditions,
overcrowding, and famine have prevailed

;

the rebreathing of air loaded with eman-
ations from crowded living beings being its

chief cause. Typhoid, on the other hand,
is now far more common, occurring among
all classes of society, in isolated and healthy
villages, as well as in the larger cities. It

may be induced by purely external causes,

as by bad ventilation, sewer-gas, exhalations

of decomposing matter in cellars or near
houses, privies, and especially the contami-
nation of drinking water. It is also of

longer duration than typhus, there being
at least three full weeks of the active fever,

followed by several weeks' gradual conva-
lescence, while in the average from typhus
speedy recovery ensues at the end of the

second week. Known also as Enteric and
Gastric Fever.

Typhomania (ti-fo-ma'ni-a), n. The low
muttering delirium which accompanies ty-

phoid fever.

iVpllon (ti'fon), n. The Greek name of the

Egyptian divinity Set. the pei-soniflcatiou

of the principle of evil.

Typhoon(ti-fbn'),«- [Chinese tai-fong,gre&t

wind. The spelling has been influenced by
Gr. typhon, a violent whirlwind, also the

name of a divinity. ] One of the violent hur-

ricanes which rage on the coasts of China and
Japan and the neighbouring archipelago, oc-

curring from May to November, being most
frequent and disastrous in July. August,
and September.
Typhous (ti'fus), a. Relating to typhus.

Typh- poison (tif'poi-zn), n. Poison or
virus, wliich when admitted into the system
produces typh-fever,orcontinued low fevers,

as typhus or typhoid fevers.

Tjrphus (ti'fus), n. [Gr. typhos, stupor or
coma. ] A species of continued fever attended
by great debility. It is contagious or infec-

tious, and often epidemic, but is most prone

to attack debilitated persons, and is aided
in its progress by want of cleanliness, good
food, and fresh air. With the sanitary reform
of overcrowded localities, barracks, jails,

ships, Ac, the prevalence of this plague has
now been considerably diminished. Its at-

tack is generally characterized by inordinate
muscular and nervous debility, great de-
pression of spirits, weariness, flying pains,
sighing, and a frequent, small, and some-
times fluttering pulse. The tongue is foul
and brown, and the taste impaired, and not
unfrequently nausea and bilious vomiting
prevail. About the fourth or fifth day an
eruption of a deep livid colour appears on
the abdomen, the spots of which do not
disappear on pressure, as those of typhoid
do. As the disease advances the debility
increases; the speech becomes inarticulate,
muttering, and delirious, and there is a ten-
dency to bleeding from the nose, mouth,
and bowels. Typhus is frequently fatal,

death in the majority of cases supervening
before the fifteenth day after attack. This
disease is also known as hospital fever, ship-
fever, jail-fever, camp-fever, brain-fever,
and spotted fever, and has sometimes been
considered as an acute form of fever of
which typhoid is a less virulent example..
See Typhoid.
TypiC (tip'ik), a. Same as Typical, but less

commonly used.—Ty^ic fever, a fever that
is regular in its attacks, or that follows a
particular type: opposed to erratic fever.

Typical (tip'ik-al), a. Of or pertaining to a
type ; having the character of a type ; as,

(a) prefiguring or representing something;
foreshadowing; emblematic; figurative.

The I.evitical priesthood was only typical of the
Christian. Atterbitry.

(&) In rmt. hist, combining the character-
istics of a group ; as, the typical species of

a genus; the typical genus of a family, &c.

Typically (tip'ik-al-li), adv. In a typical

manner; by way of image, symbol, or re-

semblance.
In the Eucharist he (Christ) is stiU figiired . . . more

clearly, but still typically. yer. Taylor.

Typicalness (tip'ik-al-nes), n. The state of

being typical.

Typification (tip'i-fi-ka"8hon), 7i. The act
of typifying.

Typifler (tip'i-fi-6r), n. One who typifies.

'A modem typijier who deals only in simili-

tudes and correspondences.' Warburton.
Typify (tip'i-fi), v. t. pret. & pp. typijied; ppr.

typifying. 1. To represent by a type, symbol,
image, form, or resemblance.

Our Saviour was typified indeed by the goat that

was slain. Sir T. Browne.

2. To exemplify; to type.

Typo (ti'po), 71. An abbreviation of Typog-
rapher; a compositor. [Colloq.]

Tjrpocosmy (ti'po-kos-mi), n. [Gr. typos, an
impression, and kosinos, the world.] A re-

presentation of the world. Bacon. [Rare.l

Typographer (ti-pog'raf-6r), n. [See Ty-
pography.] A printer. * An edition of this

work, without date, place, or typographer.'

T. Warton.
Typographic, Typographical (ti-po-graf-

iK, tipo-graf'ik-al), a. 1, Pertaining to

printing; as, the typogra2)hic art; typograph-

ical errors. — 2. t Emblematic; figurative;

typical.

Typographically (ti-po-grafik-al-li), adv.

1. By means of types ; after the manner of

printers.— 2. Emblematically; figuratively.

T^Ography (ti-pog'ra-fi), 7i. [Gr. typos,

type, and grapho, to write.] 1. The art of

printing, or the operation of impressing
letters and words on paper by tj-pes.

Caxton taught us typography about the vear 1474.
Johnson.

2. Emblematical or hieroglyphic representa-

tion. Sir T. Broibne.

Typolite (tl'po-lit), n. [Gr. typos, form, and
lithos. stone.] An old name for a stone or

fossil which has on it impressions or figures

of plants and animals.

Typology (ti pol'o-ji), 71. [Gr. typos, form,

and logos, discourse.] The doctrine of tj-pes;

a discourse on types, especially those of

Scripture.

Tyr (ter). 7i. [Icel. T})r.] In northern
mythol. the god of war and victory. He is

the son of Odin, and the same as the Anglo-
Saxon Tyw or Tiu. See Tiu.

Tyrant (ti'ran). v.t. To act the tyrant to;

to tyrannize over.

What glorie or what guerdon has thou (Love) found:

In feeble ladies tyranning so sore. Spenser.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, So. ab«ne; y, Sc. fey.
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Tyran.t Tyrannet (ti'ran), n. A tyrant.

Tyrannesst (tl'ran-es), n. A female tyrant.

'A must insulting tyranness.' Beau, dc FL
Tyrannic (ti-ran'ik), a. Same as Tyranni-
cal : chiefly occurring in poetry. ' Brute
violence, and proud tyraniiic power.' Milton.

TyTannlcal(ti-ran'ik-al),a. [Fr. tyrannique,
Gr. tyrannikos. See Tyrant.] Pertaining

to a tyrant; suiting a tyrant; arbitrary; un-
justly severe in government ; imperious

;

despotic; cruel; as, a tyrannical prince; a
tyrannical master; tyrannical government
or power.

Vou have contrived ... to wind
Yourself into a power tyrannical. SHak.

If the spirit of a subject be rebellious, in a prince
it will be tyrannical ^J^A intolerable. Jfr. Taylor.

Tyrannically ( ti - ran ' ik - al - li ), o.dv. In a
tyrannical manner: with unjust exercise of

power; arbitrarily; oppressively. Shak.
TyTannlcalnes8(ti-ran'ik-al-nes),n. Tyran-
nical disposition or practice.

Tyrannicidal (ti-ran'i-sid"al), a. Eclating
to tyrannicide.

Tyrannicide (ti-ran'i-sid), n. [L. tyranmis,

tyrant, and ccedo, to kill. ] 1. The act of

IdlUng a tyrant.

It was in the most patient period of Roman senri-

tude that themes of tyranntcitU mAde the ordinary
exercise of boys at school. Burke.

% One who kills a tjrant *A band of

tyrannicides. ' Moore.
Tyrannida (ti-ran'i-de), n. pi. A family of

inw-ssuHal birds, of which Tyrannus is the

typi.al ueiius. See Tyrannus.
TYrannish t (tir'an-ish). a. Like a tyrant:

tyraiiiiical. ' The proud, tyrannish Roman.'
Gotcer.

Tyrannize (tir'an iz), v.i. pret. & pp. tyr-

annized; ppr. tyrannizing. [Fr. tyranniser.^

To act the tyrant; to exercise arbitrary
power; to rule with unjust and oppressive
severity; to exercise unjust severity; as, a
prince will often tyrannize over his sub-

jects. ' Him that thus doth tyrannize o'er

me ' Shak.

He does violence to his own faculties, tyrannises
over his own mind. L4>cke.

The selfish and the stronp still tyrannize
Without reproach or check. Shelley.

'Pyrannize (tir'an-iz), v.t. To overrule by
tyranny; to tyrannize over* to oppress.
Uiiton.

Tyrannous (tir'an-us), a. Tyrannical ; ar-

bitrary; unjustly severe; despotic; oppres-
sive ; violent. ' The tyrannoxt^ breathings
of the north ' (wind). Shak. 'This tyran-
nous and despotic lung. ' Sir W. Temple,

And now the storm-blast came, and he
Was tyrannous and strong. Coleridge.

T3n*annously (tir'an-us-li). adv. In a tyr-

annous manner; tyrannically; oppressively;
violently; cruelly. Speiuer.

Tyrannus (ti-ran'nus), n. A genus of inses-

sorial birds, having the bill straight, rather
long, strong, the upper mandible rounded
above, the point suddenly hooked. The
birds of this genus, which is entirely Ame-
rican, are noted for their boldness and
fierceness, and will attack any aggressor,
even the eagle, in defence of their young.
The best-known species is the tyrant-shrike
(T. intrepidus).

Tyranny (tir'an-i), n. [See Tyrant.]
1. Arbitrary or despotic exercise of power;
oppressive conduct of a tyrant; cruel govern-
ment or discipline ; as, the tyranny of a
master. 'Thy insulting tyranny.' Shak.

Where law ends tyranny begins. Pilt.

2. Severity; rigour; inclemency.

The tyranny o' th' open night's too rou^h
For nature to endure. Shalt.

— Degpotisin, Tyranny. See under Des-
potism.
Tmjttt (ti'rant), n. [0. E. tyran, tiran, 0.

Ft. tiran, tiruJit, L. tyrannus, from Gr.
tyrannos, a Doric form for koiranog, allied

to kyros, kyrios, lord, master. The final (

does not properly belong to the word, but
has become appended to it, as in pheasant,
peasant, &c. ] I. Originally, in ancient
Greece, one who had usurped the ruling
power without the consent of the people
or at the expense of the existing govern-
ment ; a usurper. Such a ruler, although
he obtained his power illegally, did not
always use it oppressively and violently; it

was occasionally used humanely and bene-
ficently.

The tyrant of the Chersonese
Was freedom's best and bravest friend

;

That tyrant was Miltiades! Byron.

Hence—2.Amonarch or otherruler ormaster
who uses power to oppress those under him;
a person who imposes burdens and hard-
ships on those imder his control which law
ana humanity do not authorize or which the

purposes of government do not require; a
despotic ruler; a cruel master; an oppressor.

Love to a yielding heart is a king, to a resisting

heart is a tyrant. Sir P. Siting,

I am subject to a tyrant, a sorcerer, Slutk.

3. The tyrant-shrike or king-bird.

Tyrant t (ti'rant), v.i. To play the tyrant;
to tyrannize. Fuller.

Tyrant-slirlke (ti'rant-shrik), n. A North
American insessorial bird, of the genus
Tyrannus (T. intrepidus), remarkable for its

bold and pugnacious disposition. Called
also Tyra nt Fly-catcher and King-bird. See
TVIUNNUS.
Tyre (tlr), ?i. The tire of a wheel : an old
and now a common spelling.

Tyxian (tir'i-an), n. A native of Tyre,
lyrian (tir'i-an), a. l. Pertaining to the
ancient Tyre.—2. Being of a purple colour.
^Tyrian ptirple, a celebrated purple dye
formerly prepared at Tyre from shell-flsh.

See PCRPURA, MUREX.
Tyro (ti'ro), n. [L. (iro, a newly levied
soldier, a young soldier.] A beginner in
learning anything ; one who is employed in
learning or who has only mastered the rudi-
ments of any branch of knowledge; a no-
vice. Garth. [Also written Tiro.]

Tyrocinium (ti-ro-sin'i-imi), n. Same as
Tirociny. Gayton.
Tyrociny (ti'ro-sin-i), n. [L. tirocinium,
first service or trial, from tiro. See Tyro.]
The state of being a tyro, beginner, or
learner; apprenticeship. Blount.
Tyrolese (ti'rol-ez or tii-'ol-ez), a. Belonging
or relating to the Tyrol; as. a Tyrolese air.

Tyrolese (ti'rol-ez or tir'o-lez), n. sing, and
pi. A native of the Tyrol; the people of the
Tyrol.

T3nroUenne(te-ro-li-en),n. [Fr] A Tyrolese
popular sung or melody, especially .one in
which rapid alternation in melodic progres-
sions of the natural and falsetto voice is

introduced-
TyroUte (ti'rol-it), n. [From the Tyrol,
where it occurs.] A fine azure-blue or ver-

digris-green ore of copper, a carbonate of
copper and arsenic.

Tyronlsm (ti'ron-izm), n. State of being a
tyro.

Tythe (tiTH), n. See TITHE.
Tzsir (ts^r), n. The Emperor of Russia. See
Czar.
Tzarlna, Tzaritza (tsa-re'na, ts^r-it'sa), n.

The Empress of Russia See Czarina

U.

0. The twenty-first letter and the fifth vowel
in the English alphabet. Its true primary
sound was that which it still retains in most
of the languages of Europe, that of oo in
cool, tool, good, wood. &c., answering to the
French ou in tour, the sound being some-
times short, sometimes long. This sound is

one of the original Indo-European vowel-
sounds. (.See A.) In Anglo-Saxon the long
sound was often marked with an accent to
distinsruish it from the short. The former
has in niodem English commonly become
the diphthong ou or ow, as A. Sax. thii =
thou, nil = now, miith = Tnouth, &c. After r,

however, and also after the sounds sh and
zh. u has generally the old long sound, as in

rule, truth, sure, &c., and the same sonnd
differently represented is still heard in room
= A, Sax. rUni, 6rooA'(verb^ = A- Sax. brfiean.

The old short sound of u la still retained in
•ome words, as in hull, full, put, &.C., but in
general this .sound became changed (appar-
ently about the middle of the seventeenth
century) Ui the sound heard in cut, tun,
Ac, which was a new sound In English.
In us, but, the ti was originally long. This
sound, which is very similar to that of the
unaccented French e, is characteristic of
English, and is often given to the other
vowels, a, e, o. when unaccented, as in the
words cavalry, sister, where the italiciz«>d

vowels have almost, if not altogether, this
indistinct, stifled ^^8ound. In the ca«e of o
this pronunciation is not confined to unac-
cented vowels, as in numerous instances the
accented o is exactly equivalent to this sound
of w; for example, come, money, among. &c
The long sound that this letter commonly
represents at the present day, as in Tnute,

pure, duke, diffuse. &c. . is not a simple vowel,
the tf-sound having really an i-sound before
it This latter sound st-ems to have estab-
lished itself about the beginning of the seven-
teenth century. Some speakers give u this

sound even after r, but the letter is not com-
monly so pronounced. Vulgar speakers,
again, pronounce such words as duke, &c.,
as if they were written dook, <fec. The
words btiry and busy (with their deriva-
tives) exhibit solitary peculiarities in the
pronunciation of this character. The sound
of u in mute is also represented by other
combinations, as by ue in dtte, ew in dew,
and ta' In suit. With regard to ue the re-

mark has been made ' that it is used in later
spelling as a final u owing to a rule made
by no one knows whom, no one knows why,
and no one knows when, that no English
word can end in u.' {A.J. Ellis.) In plague,
rogue. Ac, ue indicates that the preceding
vowel is to be pronounced long and the g
with its hard sound; in tongue it is a useless
excrescence. Besides the sound in suit, ui
has several other sounds, as in build, guide,
fruit, anguish, mosquito. <fec. In buoy the u
is no longer heard, and probably it never
was heard in buy. In the best period of
Roman literature the u-sound was expressed
by the character V, The Anglo-Saxon al-

phabet did not have the character V at all,

the sound, when it occurred (as between two
vowels) being represented by/, or occasion-
ally by u. In later times u and v stood in-

differently for either sound, the capital being
generally written V. In the seventeenth
century its special function was assigned to
each, yet almost every dictionary continued
to combine the u and v, and this was not

quite given up till far on in the present cen-
tury.—U, in chem. is the symbol of uranium.
U.C., in dates belonging to Roman history,

is a contraction for ab urbe condita. from
the time the city was built; as, U.C. 400, the
year of Rome 400. U.K., the United King-
dom. U. P., in Scotland, United Presby-
terian. U.S., United States. U.S.A., United
States of America.
ITberouSt (u'b6r-us), o. [L. uber, fruitful.]

Yielding largely or copiously; productive;
fruitful; copious.

Here the women give suck, the uberous dug being
thrown over their naked shoulder. .Sir T. Herbert.

Ubertyt {u'b6r-ti), n. [L. ubertas, from
uber, fruitful or copious] Fertility; fruit-
fulness, Florio.

Ubioation, UTiiety (u-bl-ka'shon, u-bi'e-ti),

n. [L. ubx, where.] The state of being in a
place ; local relation ; whereness. ' If my
ubiety did not so nearly resemble ubiquity.'
Southey. [Rare. ]

Amone other solutions he su^ests that the board
affects the upi^er weight, which it doeupi>eT weight,
determining its ubication

does not touch, by
hereness. IVheivell.

Ubiquarian (u-bi-kwa'ri-an). a. Exist-
ing everywhere ; ubiquitary ; ubiquitous.
O'wper. [Rare.]

TTblquiSt (ii'bi-kwist), n. [Fr. uhiquiste,
from L. ubique, everywhere, in every place,

from xibi, where.] One of a sect of Luther-
ans who sprung up in Germany about the
year 1560. Their distinguishing tenet waa
that the body of Christ is omnipresent, or
in every place at the same time, and hence
that he is corporeally present in the euchar-
ist. Written also Ubiquitist, Ubiquitarian,
Ubiquitary.

ch, ehnin; th, Be lock; g. go; j.joh; fi, Fr. ton; ng. sivi^; 1H, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh. uMg; zh, amre.—See Kit.
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Ublqultalre t (u-bik'wi-tar), a. Ubiquitary.
Howell.

in>lquitarlan (u-bik'wi-ta"ri-an), n, 1. One
who exists everywliere.— 2. One of the sect
called Uhiquists. See Ubiquist.
Ublqiiitarlness (u-bik'wi-ta-ri-nes), n. The
state of being ubiquitary; existence every-
where. Fuller.

Ubiquitary ( u - bik 'wi - ta - li ), a. Existing
everywhere or in all places; ubiquitous
For wealth and an ubiquitary commerce none can

excel her. Hawill.

Ubiquitary (Qbik'witari)
exists everywhere.

1. One who

There is a nymph of a most curious and elaborate
strain, liijht. all motion, an ubiquitary, she is every-
where. Phantaste. B. yotison.

2. A Ubiquist.

Ublqultlst (u-bik'wi-tist), n. Same as
Uhiq uitarian.

Ubiquitous (u-bik'wi-tus), a. Existing or
being everywhere; omnipresent.
Ubiquitously (u-bik'wi-tus-li), adv. In a
ubiciuitous manner; in a manner involving
real or apparent omnipresence.
Ubiquity (u-bik'wi-ti), n. [.See Ubiquitous,
&c.] 1. The state of being ubiquitous; exist-
ing in all places or everywhere at the same
time; omnipresence Hooker.—2. The doc-
trines or beliefs of the Ubiquists.
No one sequel urged by the apostles against the

Oalatians for joining circumcision with Christ but
may be as well enforced against the Lutherans hold-ng ubiquity. /^. tralton.

3.t Locality; neighbourhood; whereabout.
'In any street in that ubiquity: B. Jonson
Ubl supra (u'bi sii'pra). (L.] In the place
above mentioned; marking reference to
some passage or page before named.
Uckewalllst (uk-e-wal'ist), n. [After Ucke
Wallis, a native of Friesland, founder of the
sect.] A member of a sect of rigid Ana-
baptists, essentially the same as Meiuwnites
except that they hold that Judas and the
other murderers of Christ are, or will be,
saved.

Udal (u'dal), a. [Icel. <Sdal, ancestral pos-
sessions, allodium. See Allodium.] A term
applied to that right in land which pre-
vailed in Northern Europe before the intro-
duction of the feudal system. Udal tenure
still prevails in Orkney and Shetland. This
tenure,which was completed by undisturbed
possession provable by witnesses, has been
held by the Court of Session to be the same
as allodial.

Udaller, Udalman (Q'dal-Sr, u'dal-man), n.
One who holds property by udal right; a
freeholder without feudal dependencies. Sir
W. Scott.

Udder (ud'4r), n. [A. Sax. Mer, O.Fris. uder,
O.H.G. atar. Mod. G. ewfer; cog. L.uber, an
udder, a teat, fertility; Gr. outkar, an udder,
the female breast, fertility; Skr. ndhar
Hdhag, an udder.] 1. The glandular organ
or bag of cows and other quadrupeds, in
which the milk is secreted and retained for
the nourishment of their young.

The she-goat.
Not without pam. dragged her distended udder.

2. A teat or dug. [Rare.]
"'^'

A lionness with udders all drawn dry.
Lay couching head on ground. '

SAaJb.

Uddered(ud'«rd),a. Furnished wlthudders.
''Ihe udder'd cow.' Gay.
Udderless (ud'Sr-les), a. Destitute of an
udder; lience, deprived of nourishment from
a miitber; motherless. ' Gentle girls who
foster up udderless lambs.' Keats.
Udometer ((i-dom'ct-6r), n. [L. udus, moist,
wet, and Gr. nietron, measure.] A pluvio-
meter; a rain-gauge (which see).

Ugh («), interj. An expression of horror or
recoil: usually accompanied by a shudder
Uglesomet (ug'l-sum), a. Ugly 'Such an
iif/tcfioine countenance.' Latimer

Uglify (ug'li-fl), v.t. To make ugly; to dis-
ngnre. [Rare.]

She is certainly, in my eyes, the most completely a
beauty of any woman I ever saw. . . . She uglifies
evcrythmg near her. Miss Burnty.

Uglily (ug'li-li), adv. In an ugly manner-
with def(jrraity.

Ugliness (ug'li-nesV n. The quality of being
ugly: (a) want of beauty; deformity of per-
son ; as, old age and ugliness. (6) Moral re-
pulsiveness. ' Vice in its own pure native
utjlimss: Crabbe. (c) Ill-nature; crossness.
[American.]
Ugly (ug'li), a. [O.E. uggely, uglike, also utj-
some, dreadful, ugly—a Scandinavian word:
Icel. uggligr, dreadful, terrible, lujgr, fear

;

Prov. E. and Sc. ug, to disgust ; Icel. ugga,
to fear; perhaps allied to A. Sax. 6ga, dread,
great fear; comp. also the interjection ugh!\
1. Possessing qualities opposite to beauty;
offensive to the sight; of disagreeable or
loathsome aspect; deformed; as, an ugly
person; ani«;(yface. ' So full of uoij/ sights,
of ghastly dreams.' Shak.
The u£tiest man was he who came to Troy

;

With squinting eyes and one distorted foot. Derby.

2.Morally repulsive; hateful.—3 Ill-natured
cross-grained; ill-conditioned. [American.]—An ugly customer, a troublesome or dan-
gerous person to deal with or tackle. [CoUoq ]

Ugly (ugli), n. A kind of shade which was
worn by ladies in front of their bonnets
to defend the face from the sun. ' When-
ever she assumed her Murray, wily and
railway-bag.' Mrs. Gore.
Ugrlan (o'gri-an), a. [After name of a Fin-
nish tribe. ] Applied to the Finnic group of
Turanian peoples, comprising the Lapps,
Finns, and Magyars or Hungarians, as also
their tongues. By some used as equivalent
to Uralo-Altaic or Turanian.
Ugrlc (o'grik), a. Same as Ugrian.
Ugsome (ug'sum), a. Ugly; hideous; dis-
gusting; loathsome. ' The ugsome sights I
saw.' Surrey. ' An iw^some, ill-shaped, and
most uncouth dwarf.' Sir W. Scott. [Old
English and .Scotch.]

Ugsomeness (ug'sum-nes), n. The state or
quality of being ugsome; ugliness. 'The
ugsome iiess ol death.' Latimer. [Now only
provincial.]

Uhlan (o'lan or u'lan), n. [Polish ulan, a
lancer, an uhlan, from ula. a lance. The
word is of Tartar origin.] The name of a
variety of light cavalry of Asiatic origin, in-
troduced first into Poland by Tartar colon-
ists. Uhlans are employed by the Russian,
Austro-Himgarian, and German armies.
The Germans have used them very effec-
tually in their wars, particularly in skir-
mishing, reconnoitring, and scouring the
country in advance of their armies. Written
also Ulan.

UkaseCfl-kasO.n. [Rus.
. tvorakasati, to show. ]A Russian edict or order, legislative or ad-

ministrative, emanating from the govern-
ment. Ukases have the force of laws till
they are annulled by subsequent decisions
A collection of the ukases issued at different
periods, made by order of the Emperor
Nicholas in 1S27, and supplemented since
year by year, constitutes the legal code of
the Russian Empire.
Ulan (o'lan or (i'lan), n. See Uhlan.
Ulcer (ul'ser), n. [Fr. ulcire, from L. ulcus,
ulceris, akin to Gr. helkos, an ulcer.] A
sore in any of the soft parts of the body,
either open to the surface or to some na-
tural cavity, and attended with a secretion
of pus or some kind of discharge. Ulcers are
of various kinds, as scorbutic, cancerous,
scrofulous, &c.
Ulcer (ul's4r), v.t. To ulcerate. Fuller.
[Rare.]

Ulcerable(ul's6r-a-bl),(i. Capable of becom-
ing ulcerated,

Xncerate(urs6r-at), v.t. pret. &pp. ulcerated,
ppr. ulcerating. [L. ulcero, ulceratum. See
I'LCER.] To affect with an ulcer or with
ulcers. Harvey.
Ulcerate (ul'sSr-at), r. i. To become ulcerous.
Ulceration (ul-s6r-a'shon), n. [L. ulcera-
tio. See I'LCER.] 1. The process of form-
ing into an ulcer, or the process of becom-
ing ulcerous; the state of being ulcerated.—
2. An ulcer.

Tlie effects of mercury on ulcerations are manifest.
Arbuthuot.

Ulcerative (ul'sSr-at-iv), a. Of or relating
to ulcers; as, an ulcerative process.
Ulcered (ul'sSrd), a. Having become an
ulcer; affected with an ulcer; ulcerated.
Ulcerous (ul'sSr-us), a. 1 Having the na-
ture or character of an ulcer; dischai^ing
purulent or other matter. ' Ulcerous sores.

'

Shak.— 2. Affected with an ulcer or with
ulcers. ' Strangely-visited people, all swoln
and ulcerous.' Shak.
Ulcerously (ul's6r-us-li), adv. In an ulcer-
ous manner.
Uloerousness (ul's4r-u8-nes), n. The state
of being ulcerous.
Ulcuscle, Ulcuscule (nl'kus-l, ul-kus'kul).
n. [L. ulciisctUum, from ulcus. See ULCER.]
A little ulcer. [Rare.]
Ule (u'ls), n. The ule-tree (which see).
Ulema (o'le-mii), n. [Ar. uleina. pi. of alim,
wise, learned, from alima, to know.] The
collective name of the hierarchical corpora-
tion of learned men in Turkey, who have

the advantages of freedom from military
service, furnishing judges, ministers of
mosques, professors, and having charge of
the department of government relating to
sacred matters. This body is composed of
the Imams or ministers of religion the
Muftis or doctors of law, and the Cadis or
administrators of justice.
Ule-tree (u'le-tre), n. A Mexican tree, a
species of Castilloa (C. elastica), from the
milky juice of which caoutchouc is obtained.
Ulex ( u'leks ), n. [L. ulex, a shrub resem-
bling rosemary.] Furze, a genus of plants.
See Furze.
Uliginose (u-lij'in-08), a. [L. uligo, uliginis,
moisture.] 1. Uliginous.—2. In bot. growing
in swampy places.
Uliginous (fl-lij'in-us), a. [L. uUginosus,
from uhgo, ooziness.] Muddy; oozy; slimy
Woodward.

Ullage (ul'aj). n. [0. or Prov. Fr. eullage,
ullage; also ouillage, aeiZlage {•aeiitage de
vm, the filling up of leaky wine vessels."
Cotgrave), from euiller, euillier, miller,
miller, Ac. , to fill up a vessel that has leaked,
to fill up to the bunghole, from ceil, the eye
the bunghole, from L. oeulus, the eye. .See
Ocular.] In com. the wantage of casks of
liquor, or what a cask wants of being full
Ullmanalte (ul'man-it), ?i. [Alter Ullmann
by whom it was analysed] A sulphide of
nickel and antimony, part of the latter being
frequently replaced by arsenic. It gener-
ally occurs massive with a granular struc-
ture, and is of a gray colour with a metallic
lustre.

Ulmacese (ul-ms'se-e), n.pl. A nat order of
incomplete exogens, of which the genus
I Imus or elm is the type. It is nearly re-
lated to Urticacea;, from which it differs
only in having a two-celled fruit, and her-
maphrodite flowers. It consists of trees or
shrubs, which have scabrous, alternate,
simple, deciduous leaves and fugacious sti-
pules. The genera included in it are Plan-
era, Ulnius, and Holoptelea. The species
are natives of the north of Asia, the moun-
tains of India, China, North America, and
Europe, in the latter of which countries
they form valuable timber-trees.
Ulmaceous (ul-ma'shus), a. In bot. of or
pertaining to the Ulmaceie.
Ulmlc (ul'mik), a. [L. wimtw, an elm.] Ap-
plied to an acid produced by decaying vege-
table matter, now generally called humic
acid. See I;lmin.
Ulmln (ul'min), n. [L. «(»«««, an elm] 1. A
name given to the various substances which
are present in vegetable mould, peat, *c.
The name has also been applied to the dark-
brown substance which exudes from the
oak, elm, and various other trees. It has
also been called Humus, Bumin, Geine.
See Humus.—2. A brown pigment produced
by the action of strong acids or alkalies on
various organic bodies, especially by heat-
ing treacle or alcohol with strong sulphuric
acid, thoroughly washing the residue with
water, then triturating it with gum, and
drying the mixture.
Ulmous (ul'mus), a. In chem. applied to a
group of brown or black substances, in
which ulmin or ulmic acid is present, oc-
curring in vegetable mould, peat, &c.; hu-
mous.
Ulmus (ul'mus), ?i. [L. , an elm, a word cog.
with E. elm.] The elm, a genus of plants,
the type of the nat. order Ulmaceie. It
includes about thirteen species, all trees,
some of them attaining a great size and age.
U. campestris is the common English or
small-leaved elm; U. montana, the wych-
elm. See Elm.
Ulna (ul'na), n. [L.] 1. In anat. the larger

Bones of the Forearm and Hand.

a. Shaft of ulna. *, Olecranon process, e, Coro-
noid process, d. Styloid process of Ulna, e. Inter-
osseous process of Ulna. y. Styloid process of Ra-
dms. f. Head of Radius. A, Interosseous rictee of
Radius.

of the two bones of the forearm, reaching
from the elbow to the wrist Its upper ex-
tremity forms the point of tlie elbow. Its

Fate, far, fat, f»ll; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tObe, tub, byU; oU. pound; u, Sc. ab«ne- y. So. tey.
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chief use seems to be to support and regu-

late the motions of the radius, the other
bone of the forearm.—2. In old law, an ell.

UlJOage (ul'uaj). n. Same as Alnage.

Ulnager (ul'nu-jfir). ?*. Same as Alnager.

Ulnar (ui'ner). a. Pertaining to the ulna; as,

the ulnar nerve. The ulnar muscles, two
muscles of the forearm, one of which assists

in bentUng the arm, and the other in extend-
ing it.

Ulodendron (u-16-den'dron), n. [Gr. oiue,

a scar, and dendroii, a tree.] A genua of

fossil trees in the coal formation. They
have their stems covered with rhomboidal
scales, with two rows of oval or circular

scars (whence the name) arranged verti-

cally, probably representing the cicatrices

produced by the bases of cones, branches,
or leaf-stalks. They are supposed to have
been cryptogams allied to Lycopodium.
Ulorxhigia (u-lor-ra'ji-a), n. See Oulor-
RHA(iV.

Tflotrichau (u-lot'ri-kanX »• One of the
I'loirichi.

Ulotriclli (u-lot'ri-ki), n.pl. [Gr. otilos, crisp,

and (hfiz. trichos, hair.] .Crisp- or wooUy-
hairt'd people. Oneof the twogreatdivisions
into which Huxley has classified man, in ac-

cordance with the character of the hair,

the other division being the Leiotrichi, or
smooth-haired people. The I'lotrichi com-
prise the Negroes, Bushmen, Malays. &c.

inotrlclious (u-Iot'ri-kus), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the I'lotrichi.

Ulster (ul'st^r), a. Of or pertaining to
Ulster, the northern province of Ireland.—
Ulster custom. See under Tenast-RIOHT.
— Ulster king-at-aruis, the chief heraldic
officer for Ireland, whose office was created
by Edward VI. ia 1552.

UlJBter (al'stfer), n. 1. A long loose overcoat
for either a male or a female, originally

made of frieze cloth in 1 later.—2. The Ulster
kinji-at-anns.

Ulster-badge (ul'st^r-bajX n. In her. the
badge of the province <if Ulster, a sinister

band, erect, open, and coupt-d at the wrist
(gules). This ' red hand ' wasassigned by King
James I. as a badge of the baronets whose
duty it was to colonize Ulster. See Baronbt.

Ulterior (ul-teri-or). a. [L. compar. from
uifer, beyond, further. SeeULTRA.] 1. Being
or situated t>eyond or on the further side of

any line or lK>undary—"- ^'"t at present in
view or consideration ; in the future or in
the background; more remote; distant: a@,

what ulterior measures will be adopted is

uncertain ; I do not know his xdterior ob-
ject. * The ulterior accomplishment of that
part of Scripture.' Boyle.

Ulterior (ul-te'ri-or). n. The further side;
the remote part. Colerid(fe. {Rare.]
Ulteriorly (ul-te'ri-or-Ii), adt?. In an ulte-
rior manner; more distantly; remotely.
Ultima (nl'ti-ma), a. [L.] Most remote;
farthest; final; last— C7fi?na rod'o. the last
reason or argument.— Ultima ratio regum.
the hut reason of kings, resort to arms or
war.— Ultima thule. See TllULE.
Ultima (ultima), n. In gram, the last syl-

lable of a word-
Ultimate (ul'ti-mat). a. [L. uUimtu, last,

furthest, snperl. of utter. See Ulterior,
Ultr.^. ] 1. Furthest ; most remote in
place.— 2- Last; tenninating; final, in time.
•My ultimate repose.' MUton.— Z. Last
in a train of progression or consequences

;

arrived at as a final result; such that we
cannot go Iteyond; being that to which all

the rest is directed, as to the main object;
as, the ultimate end of our actions should
be the glory of God ; the ultimate end and
aim of men is to he happy. 'Those uiti-

unite truths and those universal laws of
tht»ught which we cannot rationally con-
tradict' Coleridge— i. Incapable of fur-
ther resolution or analysis ; incapable of
further division or separation; aa, the ulti-

mate elements of a body.— Ultitnate ana-
lyxis, in chem. the resolution of a substance
into its absf dute elements: opposed to proxi-
mate analysis, or the resolution of a sub-
stance into its constituent compounds.—
Prime and ultimate ratios. See under
RXTIO—Final, Conelutive, Ultimate. See
under Final.
Ultimately (ul'ti-mat-li). adv. As an ulti-

mate or tiiial result: at last; in the end or
last con8e<iuence: as, afflictions may ulti-

mately prove blessings.

intimation t (ulti-ma'shon), n. A last offer
or coDcessiun; an ultimatum.

Lord BolitiEbroke was authorized to know the real
uitimatiaH oTFrance. Sivijt.

Ultimatum (ul-ti-ma'tum), n. pi. Ultima-
tums (ul-ti-ma'tumz) or Ultimata (ul-ti-

ma'ta). [L.] Any final proposal or state-

ment of conditions ; especially, in diplo-

matic negotiations, the final tenns of the
one party, the rejection of which often in-

volves an immediate rupture of diplomatic
relations and a declaration of wai*.

He delivered to the mediators an uKimatunt im-
porting that he adhered to the treaties of Westphalia
and Niineguen. Smoilett.

Ultimet (ul'tim), a. Ultimate. Bacon.
Ultimityt (ul-tim'i-ti), n. The last stage or
conseiiuence. Bacon.
Ultimo (ul'ti-mo), n. [L. ultimo mense, in
the last month.] The mouth which pre-
ceded the present; last month, as distin-

guished from the current or present month
and all others. It is usually contracted to
ult.; as, parliament met on the l'2th ult.

Ultlmus hseres (ul'ti-mus he'rez). [L.]

In law, the last or remote heir. Thus, in
cases of intestate succession, failing rela-

tions of every kind, the succession devolves
on the crown as ultimtis hares.

Ultiont (ul'shon), n. [L. ultio, ultionis,

from ulciscor, to take vengeance on.] Re-
venge. *To do good for evil, a soft and
melting ultion.' Sir T. Browne.
Ultra (ul'tra). [Compounded of uls, beyond,
from pronominal root il, whence ille, that
person, he, and -tra, as in contra, intra, Ac.
(See Contra.) Outrage, which seems to be
from out and rage, is really from this

word.] A Latin preposition signifying be-
yond, used (1) as a prefix, in sense of (a)

beyond; on further side of: chiefly with
words implying natural objects forming
great barriers, boundaries, or lan<lmarks

;

as, M/(ramarine, tiltramontaue, ultramun-
dane. (6) Exceedingly; excessively; beyond
what is reasonable, natural, or right: with
words admitting of degrees, frequently em-
ployed in thissense in political and polemical
terms; as. tti(ra-conservative, ultra-li\>eTa.\,

tii^ro-radical, u£era-catholic, and the like.

(2) As an independent adjective, to signify
beyond due limit; extreme; extravagant;
as, ultra measures. ' The extreme or ultra

party.' Miltnan. (3) As a noun, to signify

one who advocates extreme views or mea-
sures; an ultnUst
The L'liras would have owned him for their leader,

and would have adiuincd that he went beyond them
in uncompromising consistency. Brougham.

UltraiTOt (ul'traj), n. [L. ultra. See above.]
Outrage.
Ultralsm (ul'tra-izm), n. The principles of
ultras, or men who advocate extreme mea-
sures, as a radical reform. &c. See Ultra,
UltraiSt (ul'tra-ist), n. One who pushes a
principle or measure to extremes; one who
advocates extreme measures ; an ultra.

Ultramarine (ul'tra-ma-ren"), a. [L. ultra,

tteyond, and marinus, marine.] Situated
or being beyond the sea. 'The loss of the
ultramarine colonies lightened the expenses
of France.' Burke.
mtramarlne (ul'tra-ma-ren"), n. [From
lapis lazuli being brought from beyond sea.

See above.] 1. A beautiful and durable sky<
blue; a colour formed of the mineral called
lapis lazuU. This substance is much valued
by painters, on account of the beauty and
permanence of its colour, both for oil and
water painting. The colour of ultramarine
appears to be due to the presence of sul-

phide of sodium. Artificial ultramarine is

prepared by heating sulphide of sodium
with a mixture of silicic acid and alumina.
Artificial ultramarine thus prepared is sold

at a moderate price. The finer specimens
are quite equal to the native ultramarine,
and much less expensive.—2. Azure-stone.
— Ultramarine ashes, the residuimi of lapis

lazuli after the ultramarine has been ex-

tracted. This pigment was used by the old
masters as a middle or neutral tint for flesh,

^es, and draperies; it is a purer and ten-
derer gray than that produced by mixture
of mrtre positive colours. Fairholt.

Ultramontane (ul-tra-raon'tan), a. [Fr. ul-

tramontain, from L. vltra. beyond, and mon-
tantu, from mona. mountain.] Being or lying
beyotid the mountains; tramontane; speci-

fically. <o) lying or l)elongiug to the north
of the Alps, iu reference to Italy: the
sense in which the epithet was originally
used. Tramontane is now more generally
employed. (£>) Lying to the south of the
Alps, that is beyond the raoimtains as re-
gards the countries to the north of the
Alps; Italian; specifically, of or belonging
to the Italian or ultra-papal party In the

Church of Home ; holding the doctrines of
ultramontanism ; as, ultramontane opinions.

This is the sense in which the word is com-
monly used in English. See below.
Ultramontane (ul-tra-mon'tan), n. A fo-

reigner; one who resides beyond the moun-
tains; specifically, (a) one who resides north
of the Alps. Hence, one maintaining the
rights of the northern churches, as the Gal-
licau, in opposition to the claims of univer-

sal supremacy put forth for the popes; one
unfavourable to papal claims of supremacy
and infallibility, and who held that council
and pope combined were alone supreme
and infallible. [In this sense now obsolete.]

He is an uUramofitane, of which sort there have
been none (popes) these fifty years. Bacon.

To the petition of the Bannerets of Rome for a
promotion of Cardinals, he (Pope Urban) openly
avowed his design to make so large a nomination
that the Italians should resume their ascendancy
over the LUtramontanei. Milman.

(&) One who belongs to the Italian or ultra-

papal party in the Church of Kome; one
holding the d<»ctrines of ultramontanism.
Ultramontanism (ul-tra-mon'tan-izm). n.

The doctrines of ultramontanists; the views
of tliat pai'ty in the Church of Rome who
place an absolute authority in matters of
faith and discipline in the hands of the
pope, in opposition to the views of the
party who would place the national churches,
such as the Galilean, in partial independ-
ence of the Roman curia, and make the
pope subordinate to the statutes of an
oecumenical council. According to ultra-

montanism the pope is superior to general
councils, independent of their decrees, and
considered to be the source of all jurisdic-

tion in the church. The Vatican Council of

1870 virtually established the views of ul-

tramontanism as dogmas of the church.
Ultramontanist (ul-tra-mon'tan-ist), 7k 1

One of tlic ultramontane party; a promoter
\

of ultramontanism.
Ultramundane (ul-tra-mun'dan), a. [L.

ultra, and mujidus, world.] Being beyond
the world, or beyond the limits of our sys-

tem. 'Ultramundane spaces.' Boyle.

Ultra vires (ul'tra vi'rez). [L.] Beyond
one's power; specifically, beyond the power
of a ])erson, court, or corporation legally or
constitutionally.

Ultroneous (ul-tro'ne-us), a. [L. xdtroneus,
from ultro, of one's own accord.] Sponta-
neous; voluntary. 'A spontaneous otfer,

and ultrm\eous seeking of opportunities.'
Jer. Taylor.— Ultroneous witness, in Scots

law, a witness who offers his testimony
without being regularly cited.

mtroneously (ul-tro'ne-us-li), adv. In an
ultroneous manner; of one's own free-will.

Sir W. Hamilton.
UlUlant (ul'ii-lant), a. Ululating; howling.
Ululate (ul'u-lat), v.i. [L. ululo, ululatum,
to howl.] To howl, as a dog or wolf. Sir
T. Herbert.

Ululation (ul-u-la'shon), n. A howling, as
of the wolf or dog; a wailing. ' The ulula-
tion of vengeance ascended.' De Quincey.
Ulva (uFva), n. [L. ulva, sedge, allied to
ubnus, an elm.] Green laver, a genus of
cryptogamic plants, nat. order Algjc, and
type of the tribe I'lvaceae, distinguished by
having a flat membranaceous frond of a
green colour, with its reproductive granules
arranged in fours. Some species are British.

U. latissima, broad green laver, and U. lac-

tuca. lettuce green laver, are edible.

Ulvacess (ul-va'se-e), n. pi. A tribe of crypto-
gamic plants, nat. order Algsc. It includes
plants which are found in the sea, in fresh-

water, or on the damp ground. The flat or
tubular frond is generally of a herbaceous
green or fine purple colour, and of a thin.

tender, membranaceous, reticulated struc-
ture, rarely gelatinous; the fruit consists of

zoospores furnished with two or four lash-

shaped appendages. The tribe includes
about ten genera, of which five are British,

viz. Porphyra, Ulva, Tetraapora, Entermor-
pha, and Bangia.
Ulzie (iil'yeX »- Oil. [Scotch.]

Uma (o'ma), n. In Hind. myth, one of the
names given to the consort of Siva. See
DURGA.
Umbel (um'bel), n. [L. uinbella, a little

shade, dim. of umbra, a shade.] A particu-

lar mode of inflorescence or flowering, which
consists of a number of flower-stalks or
pedicels, nearly equal in length, spreading
from a common centre, their summits form-
ing a level, convex, or even globose surface,

more rarely a concave one, as in the carrot.

cb. cA«in; 6b, Sc. locA; g. ^; ],>ob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sifl^; th, tA«n; th, <Ain; w, wig; wh» toAig; sh, anire.—See KST.
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Umbel of Hemlock.

It is simple or compound. A simple umbel
is when only a single flower is seated on
each pedicel, as in Butomus umbellattis, &c.
When the pri-

mary pedicels
have other
smaller pedi-

cels, which
form of them-
selves asmaUer
umbel (as in

nearly all the
members of the
nat order Um-
bellifene), the
umbel is said

to be com-
pound, and the
smaller umbels
are called umbellules or umbellets. The
whole assemblage of the umbels is called

the universal umbel, and the secondary um-
bels or umbellules are called partial umbels.

Umbella (um-bel'a), n. In bot. an umbel.
Umbellal, Umbellar (um-bel'al, um-bel'-

ar), a. Pertaining to an umbel; having the

form of an umbel.
Umbellate, Umbellated (um'bei-at. um'-
bel-fit-ed), a. Bearing umbels; pertaining

to an umbel ; umbel-like ; as, umbellate
plants or flowers.

Umbellet (umTael-et), n. A little or partial

umbel; an umbel formed at the end of one
of the rays of another umbel; an umbel-
lule.

Umbelllfer (um-beri-f6r), n. [L. umbella, a
little shade, and /ero, to bear.] In bot. a
plant producing an umbel.
UmbelliferSB (um-bel-lif6r-e), n. pi. An ex-

tensive and important nat. order of plants,

the flowers of which are almost always in

regular compound umbels, each blossom
having Ave stamens and two stigmas. The
plants of this order are natives chiefly of the
northern parts of the northern hemisphere,
inhabiting groves, thickets, plains, marshes,
and waste places. They are herbs, seldom
shrubs, with flstular furrowed stems. The
leaves are in most cases divided; they are
alternate, and all of them embrace or clasp
the stem by a sheathing petiole. The small
flowers are white, pink, yellow, or blue.

The fruit consists of two indehiscent dor-
sally or laterally compressed ridged carpels
separated by a commissure. The seed is

pendulous, and contains a large quantity of

albumen in proportion to the size of the
embryo. There are about 152 genera and
1300 species. Some are very poisonous, as
hemlock, fool's parsley, and others; others
are esculents, as celery, carrots, and pars-

nips; many yield aroraatics, as caraway,
coriander, dill, anise; a few secrete a foetid

gum-resin, much used in medicine, as asa-
fetida.galbanum,opopanax,andsagapenum.
UmbelliferouB (um-bel-lif'6r-us), a. [See
Umhkllifkk.] Producing the inflorescence
called an umbel ; bearing umbels; as, utti-

belliferous plants.

tTmbellule (um'bel-lul), n. A partial um-
bel; an urabellet. See UMBEL.
Umber (um'b6r), n. [L. umbra, a shade, or
from Umbria, a district of Italy, where, ac-
cording to some, it was flrst obtained.] A
well-known pigment, of an olive-brown
colour in its raw state, but much redder
when burnt. It occurs either naturally in
veins and beds, or is prepared artificially

from various admixtures. The umber proper
of the mineralogist is a soft earthy combina-
tion of the peroxides of iron and manganese,
with minor proportions of silica, alumina,
and water. The commercial varieties are
known as Turkey umber, raw and burnt,
and English umber, the latter being an arti-

ficial ochrey admixture.

Ill put myself in poor and mean attire.

And with a kind of utnber smirch my face.
Shak.

Also used adjectively. 'The umber shade
that hides the blush of waking day.' Drake.
Umber (um'bfer), v. t. To colour with umber;
to shade or darken. ' To dye your beard and
umber o'er your face.' B. Jonson.
Umber (um'b6r), n. 1. A teleostean fish of
tlie salmon family, called the grayling (Thy-
viallus vulgaris). See Grayling.— 2. Same
as Ifmbre.—S. Same as Urabriere.

Umbery (um'b6r-i), a. Of or pertaining to
umber; of the colour of umber; dark brown;
dark; dusky.
Umbillct (um-bil'ik), n. Same as Umbilicus.
Umbilic(um-birik), a. Same as Umbilical.

Umbilical (um-bil'ik-al or um-bi-li'kal), a.

Umbilicus ofa Shell
—Helix lapicida.

[L. uTf^xlicus, the navel.] Of or pertaining
to the navel; formed in the middle like a
navel; navel-shaped; central; as, umbilical
vessels; umbilical region.

The chapter-house is large, supported as to its

arched roof by one umbilical pillar. Defoe.

— Umbilical arteries, in anat. certain ar-

terieswhich exist only in the fetus,conveying
a part of the blood sent to the fetus by the
umbilical vein to the placenta. Their office

ceases when respiration is established.—Um-
bilical cord, (a) in anat. the navel-string,

(6) In bot. an elongation of the placenta in

the form of a little cord; a fnnicle.-- Umbili-
cal points, in math, same as Foci. See Focus.
— Umbilical ring, in anat. a fibrous ring
which surrounds the aperture of the umbili-
cus, and through which umbilical liernia oc-

curs in childT&n.—'Umbilical vein, in anat. a
vein which arises from the placenta, and ter-

minates at the fissure on the inferior surface
of the liver of the fetus, to which it conveys
the blood necessary for its nutrition.—Cm-
bilical vessels, (a) in anat. the umbilical ar-

teries and vein. (6) In bot. the small vessels

which pass from the heart of the seed into

the side seed-lobes, through which the germ
is nourished.
Umbilicate, UmbtUcated (um-bil'ik-at,
um-bil'ik-at-ed), a. Navel-shaped ; depressed
in the middle like a navel ; specifically, in

bot. fixed to a stalk by a point in the centre.

Umbilicus (um-bi-lT'kus), n. [L. umbilicus.]
1. In anat. the navel.— 2. In bot. (a) an old
generic name for the wall pennywort or na-
velwort, now frequently classed in the genus
Cotyledon. (&) The part of a seed by whicli

it is attached to the placenta ; the hilum.
(c) A depression or elevation about the centre
of a given surface. Henslow.S. In conchol.

a circular depression in

the base of the lower
whorl or body of many
spiral univalves,and com-
mon to most of the Tro-
chidee. — 4. In anti<f. an
ornamented or painted
ball or boss fastened at
each end of the stick on
which manuscripts were
rolled.-5. Ingeoma term
used by the older geometers as synonymous
with focus ; but, in modem works, a point
in a surface through which all lines of cur-
vature pass.

Umble-pie (um'bl-pi), n. A pie made of the
umbles or entrails of a deer.—To eat umble-
pie, to humiliate one's self abjectly. See
Humble-pie, Numbles.
Umbles (um'blz), 7i. pi. [For numbles (which
see).] The entrails of a deer; hence, some-
times entrails in general. Written also

Humbles.
Umbo (um'bo), n. [L.] l. The boss or pro-
tuberant part of a shield. Swift.—2. In bot.

the knob in the centre of the pileus or hat
of the fungus tribe.—3. In couc/t. that point
of a bivalve shell situated immediatelyabove
the hinge; the beak.

Umbonate, Umbonated (um'bo-nat, um'-
bd-nat-ed), a. 1. Bossed; knobbed in the
centre. —2. In bot. round with a projecting
point in the centre, as the pileus of many
species of Agaricus.
Umbonulate (um-bon'u-lat), a. In bot. ter-

minated by a very small boss or nipple.

Umbra (um'bra), n. [L., a shadow.]
1. Among the Romans, one who went to a
feast merely at the solicitation of one in-

vited,so called because he followed the guest
as a shadow.—2. In atitro7i.(a) a term applied
to the total shadow of the earth or moon in

an eclipse, or to the dark cone projected from
a planet or satellite on the side opposite to

the sun. See Penumbra. (&) The dark
central portion of a sun-spot, which is sur-

rounded by a brighter annular portion called
the pemimbra.
Umbraced (um'brast), a. In her. same as
Vaiiibraced.

Umbraclet (um'brak-l),7i. [L. umbraculum,
dim. of timbra, a shade. ] A shade; umbrage.
Davies.

Umbraculiferous (um-brak'u-lif"^r-us). a.

[L. itmbraciUum, anything that furnishes a
shade, and/ero, to bear.] In bot. bearing a
body in the form of an expanded umbrella.
Umbraculiform(um-brak'u-li-form).a. [See
above.] Forming a shade; umbrella-shaped,
as a mushroom.
Umbraculum (ura-brak'u-lum), n. [L. , dim.
of umbra, a shade.] In bot. a term applied
to certain umbrella-shaped appendages.
Umbrage (um'bra]), n. [O.I''T.umbraige,Mod.

Fr. ombrage, from L. umbra, a shade.] 1. A
shade ; a shadow; obscurity. 'In the dark
umbrage of a green hill's shade.' Byron.—
2. That which affords a shade: specifically, a
screen of trees or foliage. ' Where highest
woods, impenetrable to star or sun-light,
spread their umbrage broad.' Milton. —
3. Shadow; shade; slight appearance or show.

It is also evident that St. Peter did not carry him-
self so as to give the least overture or urn^ra^e to
make any one suspect he had any such pre-eminence.

j'er. Taylor.
The opinion carries no show of truth nor umbrage

of reason on its .side. iroodward.

4. The feeling of being overshadowed ; jea-
lousy of another, as standing in one's light
or way; hence, suspicion of injury; offence;
resentment.

It will not be convenient to ^ve him any utnbragt,
by seeing me with another person. Dryden.

Umbrageous (um-bra'jus), a. [Fr. ombra-
geux. See Umbrage.] I. Shading; forming
a shade; as, umbrageous trees or foliage.

—

2. Shady; shaded; as, an umbrageous grotto
or garden. ' Umbrageous grots and cave*
of cool recess.' Milton.—H.i Obscure; not
easy to be perceived, as if from being dark-
ened or shaded; hence, suspicious.

At the beginning some mei were a little umbragrous.
Dofitte.

The present constitution of the court is very «»<-
trageOMs. IVotton.

4.tApt or disposed to take umbrage; feeling
jealousy or uiiil>rage; taking uml)rage.
Umbrageously (um-bra'jus-li), adv. In an
umbrageous manner.
Umbrageousness (um-bra'jus-nes), n. The
state or quality of being umbrageous; shadi-
ness; as. the umbrageousness of a tree.

Umbranat (um-bra'na), n. Same as Um-
brina.

Umbratet (um'brat), v.t. pret. & pp. um^
brated; ppr. umbrating. [L. umbro, urn-
bratum, to shade, from umbra, a shade.]
To sliade; to shadow; to foreshadow.
Umbratic.t Umbraticalt (um-brat'ik, um-
brat'ik-al), a. [L. umbraticus, from umbra,
a shade.] 1. Shadowy; typical. ' Umhrat-
ick representations.' Barrow.~2. Keeping
in the shade or at home; secluded; retired.
B. Jonson.
Umbratllet (um'brat-il), a. [L. umbratUis,
from umbra, a shade. ] 1. Being in the
shade. Johnson. —2. Unreal ; unsubstantial

This life, that we live disjoined from God, is but a
shadow and umbraiile imitation of that.

Dr. H. Mere.
3. Being in retirement; secluded; as, an um-
bratile life. Evelyn.
Umbratlon (um-bra'shon), n. In her. same
as Adumbration.
Umbratioust (um-bra'shus), a. [See I'm-
BKAQE.] Suspicious ; apt to take umbrage.
'Age . . . umbratious and apprehensive.'
Wotton. [Rare]
Umbre (um'b^r), n. An African bird of the
family Ardeidae, allied to the storks, but
having a compressed bill with sharp ridge,

the tip of the upper mandible hooked, and

Tufted Umbre {Sco/us umbretta).

the nostrils situated in a furrow which ex-

tends all the length of the bill. But one
species is known, the Scopus umbretta, or
tufted umbre; it is about the size of a crow,
is umber-coloured (whence the name), and
the male is crested.

Umbrel^t UmbreUot (um'brel, um-brello),
n. An umbrella (which see). 'Each of

them besides bore their itmbrels.' Shelton.
' Like the top of an umbrello.' Tatler.

Umbrella (umbrella), n. [It. ombrella,aD
umbrella, a dim. from L. umbra, a shade.]

1. A portable shade, screen, or canopy which
opens and folds, carried in the hand for

Fate, f&r, fat, fftll; m6, met, h^r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. 3c. abune; St ^- ^-
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sheltering the person from the rays of the
sun, or from rain or snow. It is formed of
silk, cotton, or other cloth extended on a
sliding frame composed of bars or strips of

steel, cane, &c., and inserted in or fastened
to a rod or stick. The light kind of um-
brella, carried by ladies as a defence from
the rays of the sun, is more usually termed
a parasol. The umbrella had its origin in

the East in very remote times, where it was
(and still is) regarded as an emblem of roy-

alty or a mark of distinction ; but as a de-

fence from rain it was not used in England
till early in the eighteenth century. Old
forms were Umbrel, Umbrello.—2. A genus
of tec tibranchiate molluscs : so called from
a fanciful resemblance of the shell to an
umbrella.—3. In zool. the swimming-bell of
certain of the Hydrozoa, by the alternate
contraction and expansion of which the
animal is propelled through the water.

UmlsreUa - bU'd (um-brel'la-b^rd), n. A
South American bird (Cephalopterus oma-
tu«), allied to the crows, remarkable for the
crest of blue-black feathers rising from the
head and curving towards the end of the
beak, which it nearly reaches. Another
long tuft of feathers hangs down from the
breast. The bird inhabits the islands in the
Amazon, &c. It is about the size of a crow
and somewhat similar in colour, but with
rich blue and puiple tints. Two other
South American species are found.

Umbrella-tree (um-breHa-tre), n. A name
given to two species of Magnolia, if. Um-
brella and M, tripetala, from the form and
position of the leaves. The same name is

given to Thespeiria populnea (see Thks-
PESIA), and to Pandamis odoratisHmut.—
Guinea umbreUa-tree, Paritium guineertse.

Umbrere (um-brerO, n. See Umbriere.
Umbrlan (um'bri-an), a. Of or pertaining
tu Uuibria, its inhabitants, or language.

Umbrian (umTiri-an), n. \. One of an an-
cient Italian people who inhabited oneof the
principal divisions of Central Italy.—2. The
languaire of the I'mbrians, regarded as one
of the oldest of the Latin dialects.

Umbriere {um-brerO, n. [0. Fr. umbriere,
ombriere, from L. umbra, a shade.] The
visor of a helmet ; a projection like the
peak of a cap, to which a face-guard was
sometimes attached, which moved freely

upon the helmet, and could be lifted up like

the beaver ; the umbril. ' But only vented
up her MJftfrriere.' Spenser. Written also
Vmbrere.
Umbrlferous (um-briffer-u8),a. [L. umbra,
a shade, and /ero, to bear. ] Casting or mak-
int: a shade.

Umbriferously (um-brif'6r-u8-li), adv. fto

as to make or cast a shade. 'Growing um-
briferousbj.' Prof. TyndaU.
Umbril (umt>ril), n. [See Umbriere.] The
movable part of a helmet; the umbriere; the
vi8i>r,

Umbrlna (um-bri'na), n. [Sp., from L. um-
bra, a shade—reason doubtful.] A genus
of acanthopterygious fishes uf the family
Sciaenidae. The U. cirrhosa or mUgarig, or
bearded umbrina, ia a beautiful flab, the

Umbrina vulgaris {Be^AcA Urobrina).

ground colour being gold, with l)right bands
of steel-blue, frequently attaining 2 feet in
length, and sometimes 40 lbs. m weight.
The fiesh is white and well flavoured, and
is in much request. Its food is small flsh,

molluscs, and sea-weed. It U common on
the coa-sta of France, Spain, and Italy, and
has been taken on the coast of Britain.

Umbroset (um'bros). a. [L. umbrosus, shady,
from umbra, a shade] Shady; umbrage-
ous.

Umbrosltyt (um-bros'i-ti), n. The state or
quality of being umbrose ; shadiness. Sir
T. Browne.
Umiak, Umyak (um'yak), n. The native
name of the women's or larger kind of Esqui-
maux boats, carrying ten or twelve people,
and consisting of a wooden frame covered
with sealskins, with several seats. It is

used for hshing or transporting families, and

is worked by women. It often has a mast
and a triangular sail made of seals' entrails.

Umlaut (om'lout), n. [G. , from prefix um,
indicating alteration, and laut, sound —
change of sound.] In philol. the change of

a vowel in one syllable through the influ-

ence of one of the vowels a, *, u in the syl-

lable immediately following— a common
feature in several of the Teutonic tongues.
In German umlaut is seen in the frequent
change of the vowels a, o, u to a, o, w. In
Anglo-Saxon it was very common, and it

still appears in the plurals feet and geese,

from foot and goose, the vowels being
changed by an i that originally followed.
Umlaut is therefore a kind of assimilation
of sounds. The change caused by a is called
a-umlaut, and so of the others.

The conception of a sound tends to put the vocal
organs in a position to utter it. We conceive the
later sounds in a word while yet speaking the former

;

hence the tendency to utter a sound between the
two. No umlaul snows in Gothic. Old H. German
has most a-umiattt; Norse, u-untiaut.

Pro/. March.

Umpirage (um'pir-aj), n. [From umpire.'\
The post of an umpire ; the act of one who
arbitrates as umpire; the decision of an
umpire; arbitrament. Bp. Hall.

Umpire (um'pir), n. [From O.E. noumpere,
nowmpere, nompere, n&mpeyr, and with loss

of initial n mcmper, &c., from O.fY. non-
per, not equal, odd— L. non, not, and par,
equal,apair. The lossof initial n(see Apron)
would be assisted by the collateral form im-
pier, from Fr. impair, L. impar, uneven, odd.
Lit. an odd person, in ad(lition to a pair.]

1. A person t^ whose sole decision a contro-
versy or question between parties is referred

;

one agreed upon as a judge, arbiter, or
referee, in case of conflict of opinions. ' Three
umpires in this matter.' Shak.

'Twixt my extremes and me this bloody knife
Shall play the umpire. ShaA.

In this ifreat duel. Nature herself is umfire and
can do no wroi^. CarlyU.

2. In law, a third person called in to de-
cide a controversy or question submitted
to arbitrators when the arbitrators do not
agree in opinion.

Umpire (um'pir), v.t. pret <fc pp. umpired;
ppr. umpiring. To decide as umpire; to
settle, as a dispute. South. [Rare.]
UmpiresMp (um'pir-ship), n. The office of
an umpire.
UmatiMle (um'whil), adv. [O.E. umwkile,
perhaps by inversion from A. Sax. kwllum
(E. whilom), adverbial dat. pi. of hwtl, while,
meaning at times, once, formerly, whilom.]
Some time ago; formerly. 'A lost man—
timqukUe dead — defunct.' Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch.]

Umquhlle (um'whil), a. Former; late; de-
ceased. * Miss Barbara Clinkscale, daughter
to the umquhile, and sister to the then ex-
isting Clinkscale of that ilk. ' Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch. ]

Umstroket (um'strdk), n. [A. Sax. um-,
ym-, ymb-. IceL um-, uinb-, G. um, around,
and K. stroke, a line, a mark. In 0. E.

words with this prefix were not uncommon. ]

Boundary line; extreme edge. 'Such towns
as stand ... on the very vmstroke, or on
any part of the utmost line of a map.' Fuller.

Un-. A prefix derived from two sources
with two uses. viz. those of negation and
those of reversal or undoing, and hence
privation. 1. [A. Sax. un-, O.Sax. and Goth.
un-, G. un-, D. on-, Icel. ti-, d-; cog, (with
L. t«-, Gr. an-, a-, 8kr. an-, a-, all signifying
not] Expressive of simple negation. In
this sense it is used chiefly before adjectives,

past participles passive, and present parti-

ciples used adjectively, and when so used
it signifies simply not; as, triable, inifair,

U7ttrue, «7itruthful, unwise, uninvited, un-
wedded, «/ween, tniaccommodating, t/7i-

changing, undoubting, unthinking. &c.
From such words again adverbs in -ly and
nouns in 7iess are formed; hence, unfsdrly,
unf&iTtuss, t(Htruthful7i<s8, wJichangingii/,

&c. It is also directly prefixed to some
nouns to express the absence or contrary of
what the noun expresses, as in untruth,
undress, unrest, «?iwi8<lom , &c. Before
many words of Latin origin, un, in the
sense of mere negation, is naturally repre-
sented by in or by non, and sometimes by
dis; thus, for ttnconiplete we have incom-
plete; for wnability. inability; for unelastir,
inelastic and itort-elastic; for unemphatic,
non-emphatic ; for ttnreputable, disreput-
able, Ac-2. [A. Sax. on-, 07id-, and-, as in
on-lAcan, to unlock, on-ledgan, to unloose,

and-swarian, to answer, Ac; Icel. O.Sax.
and Goth, and-, G. ant-, as in ant-worten,
to answer; cog. L. ante, before; Gr. anti,
against, opposite; Skr. anti, over against.]
Prefixed to verbs (generally active transi-
tive) it signifies properly the reversing or
annulling of the action expressed by the
verb; as, U7ido, u?tlearn, unlock, u?imake,
&c. When prefixed to nouns it changes
them into verbs implying privation of the
object named by the noun or of the qualities
connoted by it. Thus unfrock, uncowl, un-
coat, unhelm,&c. , signify to deprive or divest
of a frock, cowl, (fee, while unman, unsex,
unshape, signify to deprive of the qualities
of a man, sex, »fec. This is sometimes called
un privative. Another peculiar use of this
un Is fotmd in a few verbs, chiefly obsolete,
where it is used in the sense of retract or
revoke, as unpredict, unsay, unspeak, un-
swear, to retract a prediction, a saying, Ac.
As further illustrating the force of un in
both its senses we may remark that under
the form unlearned we have really three
words—one an adjective signifying illiter-

ate ; as, an ujtlearned man (un-, not, and
adj. learned); one a true past participle of
the active verb to unlearn (un- in sense 2
and learn); as, all you have learned must
be ujilearned; and, finally, one formed by
prefixing un negative to the past participle
of the active verb to learn; as, his task is

still unlearned. Some words with un- pre-
fixed are hardly used unless qualified by not;
thus we speak of a striking prospect, but we
should not be likely to say an unstriking pro-
spect, though we should readily say the pro-
spect is not uiutriking. —[Note. Adjectives
and participles with the prefix un-, in the
sense of not, being almost unlimited innum-
ber, and their meaning generally so obvious,
many of them are omitted from this work, as
well as their derivative adverbs in -ly and
nouns in -ness. When such words, however
have a special signification or usage of their
own, and are not simply to be explained as
equivalent to ' not' and their latter element,
they are admitted into the vocabulary. As
words of this kind may be instanced unruly,
unconscitmable, unpretending, vnparallelfd,
unsafe, and the like. Verbs and nomis with
un as a prefix (such as ?(7ilock. untruth) are
also carefully defined, as they belong to a
limited class, and are not coined at will by
writers or speakers. It may also be added
that a number of the words below have only
been inserted because used by writers of
more or less eminence.]
Unabased (un-a-bazdO, a. Not abased; not
humbled. *The reverence of Religion un-
abased.' Bp. Gauden.
Unabashed (un-a-bashtO, a. Not abashed;
not confused with shame or by modesty.

Earless on high, stood unaliasM'J Defoe. Pope.

Unabated (un-a-bat'ed), a. Not abated;
not lessened or lowered; not diminished in
strength or violence. 'To keep her hus-
band's greatness unabated.' Beau, it Fl.

Unabilltyt (una-bil'i-ti), n. Want of ability;

inability. Milton.

Unable (un-a'bl), a. 1. Not able; not having
suflicient ability; not equal for some task;
as, unable to rise; unable to labour; tinable
to paint a good likeness.-2. Weak; helpless;
useless. 'Sapless age, and weak, \inable
limbs.' Shak. — Incapable, Unable. See
under Incapable.
Unabledt (un-a'bld), a. Disabled; incapaci-
tated. B. Jonson.
Unableness (uti-al)l-ne8), n. The state of
being unable: inability. Hales.
Unabolishable (un-a-borish-a-bl), a. Not
capable of being abolished, annulled, or de-
stroyed. Milton.

Unabolisbed (un-aborisht), a. Not abol-
ished; not repealed or annulled; remaining
in force. 'Unabolished orders and laws.'

Hooker.
Unabridged (un-a-briidO, a. Not abridged;
not shortened ; as. an unabridged edition
of a dictionary. 'Verdure, pure, unbroken,
unabridged. ' Mason.
Unabsolvable t (un-ab-solv'a-bl), a. Not
admitting of absolution from. ' Unabsolv-
able oathes." Jas. Hayward.
Unabsurd (un-ab-serd'), a. Not absurd;
reasonable. Young.
Unabundant (un-a-bun'dant), a. Not a*

bundant or plentiful. Prof. G. Wilson.

Unaccented (un-ak-sent'ed), a Not ac-

cented: having no accent; as, an unaccented
syllable. Harris.
Unacceptable (un-ak-sep'ta-bl), a. Not

ch. cAain; th, Sc. loch; g, go; j,joh; t. Ft. Um; ng, nng; th, then; th, Odn; w, uAg; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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acceptable; not pleasing; not welcome; not
such as will be received with pleasure.

The marquis at that time was very unacceptable to

his countrymen. Clarendon.

Unaccessible (un-ak-ses'i-bl), «• Inacces-

sible, Holland,
Unaccessibleness (un-ak-ses'i-bl-nes), ?t.

State of not being accessible ; inaccessible-

ness. Sir M. Hale.
Unaccommodated (un-ak-kom'mo-dat-ed),
a. 1. Not accommodated ; not fitted or

adapted.— 2. Not furnished with necessary

conveniences or appliances.

UnaccontfnodaUii man is no more than such a poor
forked animal as thou art. Shak.

Unaccommodating (un-ak-kom' mo-dat-
ing), (I- Not accommodating; not ready to

oblige. Byron.
Unaccompanied (un-ak-kum'pa-nid), o.

1. Notattemled; having no attendants, com-
panions, or followers.

Seldom one accident, prosperous or adverse,

Cometh unaccompanied with the like.

Sir y. Hayiuard.

2. In immc. performed or written without

an accompaniment or subordinate instru-

mental parts.

Unaccomplished (un-ak-kom'plisht), a.

1. Not accomplished; not finished; incom-
plete. ' Nor durst their unaccomplish'd

crime pursue.' Dryden. —'2.. Not furnished,

or not completely furnished, with accom-
plishments.

Still unacco*nplish'd may the maid be thought.

Who gracefully to dance was never taught.
Congrrue,

Unaccomplishment ( un - ak - kom^plish -

meiit), n. The state of being unaccom-
plished. Milton.

Unaccorded (un-ak-kord'ed), a. Not ac-

cordeil; not brought to harmony or concord;

not agreed upon. Bp. Hall.

Unaccountability ( un-ak-kount'a-biri-ti ),

n. 1. The state or quality of not being ac-

countable. -2. That which is unaccountable

or incapable of being explained. 'Many
peculiarities and unaccountabilities.' Miss
Buniey.

Unaccoiintal)le(un-ak-kount'a-bl),a. l.Not

to be accounted for; not explicable; not to

be solved by reason or the light possessed

;

not reducible to rule; hence, strange.

AVhat can be more unaccountable than to solicit

against justice ! Jeremy Collier.

2. Not subject to account or control ; not
subject to answer; not responsible. 'His
absolute unaccountable dominion and sove-

reignty over the creature.' Souih.~Z.\ Not
to be counted ; countless ; innumerable. ' Un-
accountable numbers.' Wollaston.

UnaccountablenesflCun-ak-kounfa-bl-nes),
n. The state or quality of being imaccount-
able or incapable of being explained or ac-

counted for. ' The unaccountableness of this

theory.' Glanville.

Unaccountably (un-ak-kount'a-bli), adv.

In an unaccountable manner; strangely.
' Not with intent to imply that God ever
acteth unaccountably or without highest
reason.' Barrow.

Unaccredited (un-ak-kred'it-ed). a. Not
accredited ; not received ; not authorized

;

as, the minister or the consul remained un-
accredited.

Unaccurate (un-ak'kii-rat), a. Inaccurate;
not correct or exact. ' An unaccurate work,
or perbap.^ corrupted.' Waterland.

Unacciirateness(un-ak'ku-rat-ne8),7i. Want
of correctness. Boyle.

Unaccur8ed(un-ak-k6rst'),a. Not accursed.
Thomson.
Unaccustomed (un-ak-kus'tumd), a. 1. Not
accustomed ; not used ; not made familiar;
not habituated. * A bullock unaccustomed
to the yoke.' Jer. xxxi. 18.—2. Not accord-
ing to custom ; unusual ; extraordinary ;

strange. * These apparent prodigies, the
unaccustomed terror of this night.' Shak.
Unaching (mi-ak'ing), a. Not aching ; not
giving or feeling pain. 'The unaching scars
which I should hide.' Shak.
Unacknowledged (un-ak-nol'ejd), a. l. Not
acknowleiiged ; not recognized; as, an un-
acknowledged agent or consul. ' An unac-
knowledged successor to the crown.' Claren-
don. — 2. Not owned ; not confessed ; not
avowed; as, an imacknowledged crime or
fault.

Unacquaintance (un-ak-kwant'ans), n.

Want of acquaintance or familiarity; want
of knowledge. ' His absolute urmcquaint-
ance with the ntatters on which he so in-

trepidly di>cour8e8. ' Sir W. Hamilton.

Unacquainted (un-ak-kwant'ed), a. 1. Not
well known ; unusual. ' Kiss the lips of

unacquainted change.' Shak.—2. Not hav-
ing familiar knowledge : followed by with.
' t/nacquainted with such bold truths.'

De7iham.
Unacquaintedness (un-ak-kwant'ed-nes),
n. want of acquaintance. ' The saints' un-
acquaintedness with what is done here be-

low. ' South.
Unacquired (un-ak-kwird'), a- Notacquired;
not gained.

The work of God is left imperfect . . . and our
ends unactjuired. jfer. Taylor.

Unactable (un-ak'ta-bl), a. Not capable of

being acted; unfit to be represented.

Much of the unacted drama is really Jtnaciable.
Quart. Rev.

Unacted (un-akt'ed), a Not acted; not
performed; not executed.

The fault unknown is as a thought unacted. Shak.

Unactivet (un-ak'tiv), a. Inactive. *A
being utterly unactive, no agent at all.'

Wollaston.

Unactivet (un-ak'tiv), v.t. To render in-

active or incapable; to incapacitate. Fuller.

Unactiveness (un-ak'tiv-nes), ?i. Inactivity.

'A religion teaching peace and unactiveness.
'

Jer. Taylor.

Unactuated (un^ak'tu-at-ed), a. Not actu-

ated; not acted upon. Glanville.

Unadditionedt(un-ad-di'shond),a. Without
a title ; not titled ; not being mentioned
with an addition or title.

He was a knight, howsoever it cometh to passe he
is here unadditioned. Fuller.

Unadjusted (un-ad-ju8t'ed),a. Not adjusted;
not settled ; not regulated ; as, diflferences

unadjusted. Burke.
Unadmired (un-ad-mird'), a. Not admired;
not regarded with great affection or respect.

The diction and the sentiment, the delicacy and
dignity, passed unadmired. Dr. Knox.

Unadmitted (un-ad-mit'ed), a. Not ad-
mitted. 'The unadmitted flames.' Soxithey.

Unadmonished ( un-ad-mon'isht), a. Not
admonished; not cautioned, warned, or ad-
vised. * Surprisal, uividmonished, unfore-
warned.' Milton.
Unadoptable (un-a-dopt'a-bl), a. Not cap-
able of being adopted or used. Carlyle.

Unadored (un-a-dord'), a. Not adored; not
worshipped. Milton.

Unadorned (un-a-domdO, a. Not adorned;
not decorated; not embellished.

Loveliness
Needs not the foreign aid of ornament,
But is, when unadorn'd, adorn'd the most.

Tfuymson

.

Unadulterate, Unadulterated (un-a-dul'-

ter-at, un-a-dul't^r-at-ed), a. Not adulter-

ated ; genuine ; pure. ' Twelve jars with
wine replete, high, unadulterate, drink for

gods.' Cowper.
Unadvantaged (un-ad-van'tajd), a. Not
pi'ofiteil or favoured. Fuller.

Unadventurous (un-ad-ven'tur-us), a. Not
adventurous; not bold or resolute. 'Irreso-

lute, unbardy, unadventurous.' Milton.

Unadvlsable (un-ad-viz'a-bl), a. Not ad-
visable; not to be recommended; not ex-

pedient; not prudent.
Extreme rigour would have been unadz>isable in

the beginning of a new reign. £_fi. LoTvth.

Unadvised (nn-nd-vizdO.a- 1. Not prudent;
not discreet. ' Thou unadvised scold. ' Shak.
2. Done without due consideration; rash;
as, an unadvised measure or proceeding.

I have no joy of this contract to-night

;

It is too rash, too unadvised, too sudden. Shak.

Unadvisedly (un-ad-viz'ed-li), adv. Impru-
dently ; indiscreetly; without due consider-

ation. 'X\vov& unadvisedly spoken.' South.

Unadvisedness (un-ad-viz'ed-nes), n. Im-
prudence; rashness.

Sometimes evill speeches come from good men,
in their unadvisednfsse. Bp. Hall,

Unaffable (un-af'a-bl), a. Not affable; not
free to converse; reserved. ' Law, stem and
unaffable. ' Daniel.
Unaffected (uu-af-fekt'ed), a. Not affected;
as*, (rt) not showing affectation; plain ; na-
tural; not artificial; simple. ' A wise, sober,

seemly, «?i«jr(?c(c'd deportment.' Bp. Hall.

(&) Real; not hypocritical ; sincere; as, w«-
affected sorrow, (c) Not moved; not having
the heart or passions touched ; destitute ot
affection or emotion. *A poor, cold, im-
spirited, . . . unaffected iooV Beau, dc Fl.

Unaffectedly (un-af-fekt'ed-li), adv. In an
unaffected manner; without attempting to
produce false appearances. ' Unaffectedly
cheerful." Locke.

Unaffllcted(un-af-flikt'edX a. Not aiOicted;
free from trouble. Bp. Hall.

Unaff^hted (un-af-frit'ed), a. Not fright-

ened.

Sit still, and unaffrighted, reverend fathers.

B. yonsoH.

Unafraid (un-a-frad'X a. Not afraid. Thomr
son.

Unagreeable (un-a-gre'a-bl). a. l. Not
agreeable or pleasing; disagreeable. [Rare.]

2.t Not consistent: unsuitable. 'The man-
ner of their living unagreeable to the pro-
fession of the names of Christians.' Ed.
Knight.
Unagreeableness t (un-a-gre'a-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unagreeable

;

unsuitalfleness; inconsistency. ' A doctrine
whose unagreeableness to the scripture
economy rendered it suspicious.* Dr. H.
More.
Unaided (un-ad'ed), a. Not aided; not as-

sisted. ' Thy allies, who . . . perish unaided
and unmissed by thee.' Cowper.
Unaiming (un-am'ing), a. Having no par-
ticular aim or direction.

The noisy culverin, o'ercharged, lets fly.

And bursts, unaifning, in the rended slcy.

Granville.

Unalarmed (un-a-larmd'), a. Not alarmed;
not disturbed with fear. 'Retire secure to
thy straw couch, and slumber unalarmed*
Cowper.
Unalarming (un-a-la.rm'ing), a. Not alarm-
ing or frightening. ' Unalarming turbu-
lence of transient joys.' Coleridge.

Unalienable (un-al'yen-a-bl), a. Not alien-

able; that cannot be aUenated ; that may
not be transferred ; as, unxilienable rights.
' The unalienable treasure.' Coleridge.

Unalienably (un-aryen-a-bli). adv. In a
manner that admits of no alienation ; as,

property unalienably vested. Younq.
UnaJist (u'nal-ist), n. Eccles. a holder of

only one benefice: as opposed to pluralist.

Dr. Knox. [Rare.]

Unallayed t (un-al-lad'), a. Unalloyed. ' Unr-

allayed satisfactions.' Boyle.

UnaUeviated (un-al-le'vi-at-ed), a. Not
alleviated: not mitigated. Seeker.

Unalliable (un-aMi'a-bl), a. That cannot
be allied or connected in amity. ' Perj>etual
and unalliable aliens.' Burke.
Unallied (un-al-Hd'), a. l. Having no alli-

ance or connection, either by nature, mar-
riage, or treaty; as, unallied families, or
nations, or substances.—2. Having no power-
ful ally or relation. ' Narcissa not unknown,
not unallied.' Young.
Unallowable (un-al-lou'a-bl), a. That may
not be allowed. Seeker.

Unalloyed (un-aMoidO, a. Not alloyed; not
reduced by foreign admixture ; as, metals
uiMlloyed.

I enjoyed unalloyed satisfaction in his company.
MH/ord.

Unalterable (un-art6r-a-bl), a. Not alter-

able: unchangeable; immutable. 'The law
of nature, consisting in a fixed unalterable
relation of one nature to another,' South.

Unalterableness, UnaJterability (un-al'-

t6r-a-bl-nes, uu-al't6r-a-biri-ti), n. Un-
changeableness; immutability.
Unal^rably (un-art6r-a-bli), adv. Un-
changeably; immutably. 'Retain unalter-

ably firm his love entire.' MUton.
Unaltered (un-al'terd), a. Not altered or
changed. 'Keep an even and unaltered
gait.' B. Jonson.
Unamazed (un-a-mazd'), a. Not amazed;
free from astonishment. Milton.

Unambiguous (im-am-big'u-us), a. Not
ambiguous; not of doubtful meaning; plain;

clear; certain. Chesterfield.

Unambitious (un-am-bi'shus), o. 1. Not
ambitious: free from ambition. ' My hum-
ble muse, in unambitious strains.' Pope.^
2. Not affecting show; not showy or promi-
nent; as, unambitious ornaments.
Unamendable (un-a-mend'a-bl), a. Not
capable of being amended or corrected.
' Mankind is una^nendable.' Pope.

Unainiable (un-a'mi-a-bl), a. Not amiable
or lovable: not conciliating love; not adapted
to gain affection; repelling love or kind ad-

vances; ill-natured; repulsive.

These ladies of irresistible modesty are those who
make virtue iiMamiable. Steele.

Unamused (un-a-muzdO, a. Not amused;
not entertained : not occupied or taken up
with amusement; not cheered by diversion

or relaxation.

O ye Lorenzos of our age \ who deem
One moment unamused a misery
Not made for feeble man

!

Young.

Fate, fi^, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; ndte, not, more; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, 3c. abune; % Sc. iey.
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Unamusive (un-a-mu'ziv), a. Not affording
amuaenieut.

I have passed a very dull and Ufiamnsi-ve winter,
Shenstone.

Unanaloglcal (un'an-a-loj"ik-al), a. Not
analogical.

Shine is a (substantive) though not vnanalo^ai,
yet ungraceful, and little used. yohnson.

Unanalysable (un'an-a-liz"a-bl), a. Not cap-
able of being analysed. ' Simple, homogene-
ous, xuiaiialysable.' H. Speixcer. Spelled
also Unanalyzable.
Unanchor (un-ang'kfer), v.t To loose from
anchor. ' Free elbow-room for unanchoring
her boat.' De Quiiicey.

Unaneledt (nn-a-neldO, a. Not having re-
ceived extreme unction. * Unhonsel'd, Aii-

appointed, «narteied.' Shah. See Anneal.
Unans^Ular (un-ang'gu-16r). a. Having no
angles. 'Soft, smooth, unangular bodies.'
Burke.
tTnanlmaUzed (un-an'i-mal-izd), a. Not
formed into animal matter.
Unanlmatet (u-nan'i-mat), a. Of one mind;
uuaninii'us.

Unanimated (un-an'i-mat-ed). a. l. Not
animateil; not possessed of life. 'A lump
of unformed, unanimated mud.' Dryden.
2 Not enlivened ; not haWug spirit; dull;
inanimate.

Unanimating (un-an'i-mat-ing), a. Not ani-
mating; dull; not enlivening.
Unaniinity (u-na-nim'i-ti), n. [L. unanimi-
tas. ] The state of being unanimous; agree-
ment of a number of persons in opinion or
determination ; as, there was perfect utia-
nimity among the members of the council
Where they do ^ree on the stage, their unant-

m«vis wonderful. Sheridan.

Unanimous (u-nan'i-mus), a. [L. unanimtts,
of one mind—U7iu», one, and animus, mind.]
1. Being of one mind ; agreeing in opinion
or determination ; as, the house of assembly
was unanimous; the members of the coun-
cil were unanhnous. 'Both in one faith
unanimous: MUton.--Z Formed by una-
nimity; as, a unaninwtia vote.
Unanimously (unan'i-mus-li), adv. With
entire agreement of minds. * We afHrm it
nnaninwusly.' Jer. Taylor.
Unanlmousue8S(u-nan'i-maft-ne8),n. l.The
state of bein;; unanimous.— 2. I^oceeding
from unanimity; as, the unanimousness of
a vote

Unannoyed(un-an-noid'),». i. Notannoyed.
2 Tninjured. ' The double guard preserved
liini itnannoyed: Coicper.

Unanointed (un-a-noint'ed), a. 1. Not
anointed. —2. Not having received extreme
unction.

Unanswerabillty (un-an's^r-a-biri-ti), n.
The state or quality of being unanswerable;
tmanswerableness.
The beauty of these exposes must lie in the pre-

cision and unafisTveraHlity with which they aie
Riven. poe_

Unanswerable (un-an'86r-a-bl). a. Not to
be satisfactorily answered; not capable of
refutation; as, an unajigwerahle argument.
Boyle.

Unanswerableness (un-an'sAr-a-bl-nes), n.
Tlh- ^V.iW <>{ beiiiL.' unanswerable. Bp. Hall.
Unanswerably (un-an's^r-a-bli). adv. In a
manner not to be answered; beyond refuta-
tion. ' From whence the unlawfulness of
resisting is unanswerably concluded.' Jer
Taylor.

Unanswered (un-an'a^rd), a. l. Not an-
swered; not opposed by a reply.

Must I tamely bear
This arrogance unanrwtr'dt Thou'rt a traitor.

yiddisfiH.
z. >ot refuted. ' Besides a number of mer-
riments and jests unanswered likewise.'
Booker.—^ Not suitably returned.

Quench. Corydon, thy long unanrwer'd fire.

__ Dryden.
Unanticipated (un-an-tis'i-pat-ed), a. Not
anticipated ' Boasting of his new and un-
aiUicipatrd objection, " Warburtmi.
UnanxlouB (un-angk'shus), a. Free from
anxiety Nobly rest unanxious for our-
selves.' Vouna.
Unapocryphal (un-a-pok'ri-fal), a. Not
apocryphal; not of doubtful authority.
'Tliat unft],f>cryphal vision ' Milton.
UnapostoUc, Unapostolical (un'ap-os-
tol'ik, un'iip-o8-tol"ik-aJ>, a. Not apostolic;
not agreealde to apostolic usage; not having
apostolical authority.

UnappaUedCun-ap-paldO, a. Not appalled;
not flaimted; not impressed with fear.
' While tliou sat'st unappaUed in calm and
sinless peace.' Milton.

Unapparelled (un-ap-par'eld). a. Not ap-
parelled; not clothed.

They were unapparelled people, according to the
clime, and had some customs very barbarous.

Bacon.
Unapparent (un-ap-pa'rent), a. Not ap-
parent; obscure; not visible. 'Bitter ac-
tions of despite, too subtle and unapparent
for law to deal with.' Milton.
Unappealable (un-ap-pel'a-bl), a. 1. Not
appealable; incapable of being carried to a
higher court by appeal; as, an umippealable
cause. —2. Not admitting an appeal from;
not to be appealed from. 'The infallible
unappealable Judge.' South.
At length we submitted to a galling yet unap-

pealable necessity. Shelley.

Unappeasable (im-ap-pez'a-bl), a. Not to
be appeased or pacified ; as, an unappeas-
able clamour.

My anger, unappeasable, still rages. Milton.

Unappeased (un-ap-pezd'). a. Not ap-
peased; not pacified. 'God's heavy indig-
nation ... as yet unappeased.' Hooker.
Unapplausive (un-ap-pl{^'iv), a. Not ap-
plauding; not cheering or encouraging as by
applause. ' The cold, shadowy unapplausive
audience.' George Eliot.

Unappllable (un-ap-pli'a-bl), a. Inapplic-
able. Milton.

Unappllcable (un-aplik-a-bl), a Not capa-
ble of being applied; inapplicable. ' Unap-
plicable to some purposes, and less proper
in others.' Boyle.

Unapplied (un-ap-plid'), a. Not specially
applied; not used according to the destina-
tion; as, unapplied funds. ' Men dedicated
to a private, free, utiapplied course of life.'

Bacon.

UnajDPrebended (un-ap'pre-hend'ed), a.
1. Not apprehended; not taken.—2. Not un-
derstood, perceived, or conceived
They of whom God is altogether unapprehended,

are but few in number. Hooker.

Unapprebensible (im-ap'pre-hen"8i-bl), a.
Not capable of being understood or appre-
hended: inapprehensible. South.
Unapprehensive (un-ap'pre-hen"siv), a.

1. >ot apprehensive; not fearful or suspect-
ing.—2. Not intelligent; not ready of con-
ception, perception, or understanding; in-
apprehensive. ' Unapprehensive and insen-
sible of any misery suffered by others.'
South.

Unapprebensiveness (un-ap'pre-hen"siv-
nes), n. State of being unapprehensive.
Richardson.
Unapprised (un-ap-prizd'). a. Not ap-
prised; not previously informed. * Unap-
prised of Henry's designs.' Burke.
Unapproachable (un-ap-proch'a-bl), a
That cannot be approached ; inaccessible.
Hammond.
Unapproacbed (un-ap-prochf). a. Not ap-
proached ; not to l>e approached.

God is light,
And never but in unapproachtd Xi^ht
Dwelt from eternity. Milton.

Unapproprlate (un-ap-pro'pri-at), o l. Not
appropriate ; inappropriate. —2. Not as-
signed or allotted to any person or persons;
imappropriated.
Goods which God at first created unafpropriate.

and Nature threw in common to all her cnildren.
H'^arburton.

Unapproprlate (un-ap-pro'pri-at), v.t. To
take from tht- possession or custody of par-
ticular individuals; to make open or com-
mon to the use or possession of all. ' Un-
appropriating and unmonopolising the re-
wards of learning and industry from the
greasy clutrli of ignorance. ' Milton.
Unappropriated (unap-pro'pri-at-ed), o.

Not appropriated ; harit^ no particular
application.

Ovid could not restrain the luxuriancy of his genius,
. . . from wandering into an endless variety of
flowery and unappropriated similitudes, and equally
applicable to any other person or place, y. li'arton.

Hence, specifically, (a) not applied or di-
rected to be applied to any specific object,
as money or funds. (6) Not granted or given
to any person, company, or corporation; as,
unappropriated lands.
Unapproved (nn-ap-prbvdO, a. 1. Not ap-
proved; not having received approbation.

Evil into the mind of God or man
May come and go, so unapproved, and leare
No spot or blame behind. Milton.

2.t Not justified and confirmed by proof; not
corroborated or proved.

Thou register of lies.

What unapproved witness dost thou bear ! Shai.

Unapt (un-aptO, a- 1- Not apt; not ready
or inclined.

I am a soldier and unapt to weep. Shak.

2. Dull; not ready to learn. ' Very dull and
unapt: Bacon.— 'i. Unfit; unsuitable; not
qualified; not disposed.
Why are our bodies soft and weak and smooth,
Unapt to toil and trouble in the world f ShaJb.

I shall prove of little force
Hereafter, and for manly feats unapt. Cowper.

Unaptly (un-aptli), adv. Unfitly; impro-
perly. ' Who nought assays unajytly or
amiss." B. Jonson.
Unaptness (un-apt'nes), n. The state or
quality of being unapt; as, (a) unsuitable-
ness: unfitness. Spenser. (&) Want of ap-
prehension; dulness. (c) Disqualification;
disinclination; want of will or ability; un-
readiness.
The mind, being engaged in a task beyond its

strength, has often its force broken, and thereby gets
an unaptness or an aversion to any vigorous attempt
ever after. Li>cie

Unaraced,! a.. Not rooted up or eradicated.
Chaucer.
Unargued (un-ar'giid), a. l. Not argued;
not debated.—2. Not argued with; not dis-
puted; not opposed by argument.
My author and disposer, what thou bidd'st
Vnarsrued I obey. Milton.

3. t Not censured. B. Jonson.
Unarm (un-arm'), v.t. To strip of armour
or arms; to disarm. 'To help muzrm our
Hector." Shak.
Unarm (un-arm'), v.i. To take off or lay
aside one's arms or armour. Shak.
Unarmed (un-armdO, a. 1. Not having on
arms or armour; not equipped. Milton.—-
2. Not furnished with scales, prickles, or
other defence, as animals and plants.
Unarrayed (un-a-rad'). a. l. Not arrayed;
not dressed. ' This infant world, yet urv-
array'd, naked and bare.' Dryden.~2. Not
disposed in order.

Unartedt (un-art'ed), a. Ignorant of the
arts. ' God, who would not have his church
and people letterless and unarted: Water-
house.

Unartful (un-krt'ful), a. l. Not artful; art-
less; not having cunning.

I'm sure unartful truth lies open
In her mind. Dryden.

2. Wanting skill. [Rare.]
Unartfully (un-art'ful-li), adv. Without art;
in an unartful manner; artlessly. Burke.
Unartificial < un-ar'ti-fish"al ), a. Inartifi-
cial; not artificial; not formed by art. 'The
coarse unartificial arrangement of the mon-
archy.' Burke.
Unartiflcially (nn-ar'ti-flsh"aMi), adv. Not
with art; in an unskilful manner. ' Unarti-
ficially built.' Milton.
Unartistic (un-ar-tist'ik). a. Not according
to the rules of art; inartistic. Edin. Rev.
Unascertainable (un-as'^r-tan"a-bl), a.
1. Nut <:apable of being ascertained or re-
duced to a certainty.- 2. Incapable of being
certainly known.
Unascertained(un-as'6r-tand"),a. 1.Not re-
duced to a certainty; not made certain and
definite. —2. Not certainly known. 'The
only part of the Russian empire that now
remains unascertained: Cook.
Unascriedt (un-aa-krid'), a. Not descried
or seen. Hall.

Unasked (un-askf), a. 1. Not asked; unso-
licited ; as, to bestow favours unasked.
'You followed me unasked: Tennyson.—
2. Not sought by entreaty or care.

The bearded com ensu'd
From earth unask'd. Dryden.

Unaspectivet (un-as-pek'tiv), a. Not having
a view to; inattentive. Feltham.
Unaspirated (unas'pi-rat-ed), a. Having
no aspirate; pronounced or written without
an aspirate. Dr. Parr.
Unaspiring (un-as-plr'ing), a. Not aspir-
ing ; not ambitious ; as, a modest and un-
aspiriiuj person.
Unassailable (un-as-sal'a-bl), a. Not as-
sailable; incapable of being assailed; hence,
not to be moved or shaken from a purpose.

I do know but one
That unassailable holds on his rank
Unshakcd of motion. SAai.

Unassailed (un-as-saldO, a. Not assailed;
not attacked by violence. ' To keep my life

and hontmr vnassail'd: Milton.

Unassaultable (un-as-s^lfa-bl). a. Not as-
saultaitle. "The rock is unassaultable:
Hackluyt.
Unassayed (un-as-sad'), a. 1. Not essayed;
not attempted. ' Virtue unassay'd: Milton.
2. Not sutijected to assay or trial.

ch, ehtin; 6h, 8c. loM; g. ^o; J,,;ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, iirig; th, then; th, tkin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure. —See KBT.
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Unassimllated (un-aa-sim'i-lat-ed), a.

1. Not assimilated; not made to resemble.

2. In physiol. not united with, and actually

made a part, either of the proper fluids or
solids of the body; not taken into the sys-

tem; as, food still unassimilated.

Unassisted (un-as-sist'ed), a. Not assisted;

not aided or helped; unaided. 'The vic-

tories of reason unassisted by the force of

human power.' Addison.

Unassuming (un-as-sum'ing), a. Not as-

suming ; not bold or forward ; not making
lofty pretensions; not arrogant; modest;
as, an unassuming youth; unassuming
manners.

Sweet Daisy! . . .

Thou utiassu*nin£^ common-place
Of Nature 1 Wordsworth,

Unassured (un-a-shdrd'), a. l. Not as-

sured; not bold or confident.—2. f Not to

be trusted. ' The feigned friends, the un-
assured foes.' Spenser, —Z. Not insured
against loss; as, goods unassured.
Unatonable (un-a-ton'a-bl), a. 1. Not to

be expiated or atoned for.—2.t Not to be
reconciled; not to be brought into concord.
Milton,

Unatoned (un-a-tond'). a. Not expiated;

not atoned for. 'A brother's blood yet wn-
aton'd.' Hoive.

Unattached (un-at-tacht'),a. Not attached;

specifically, (a) in law, not taken on account
of debt. (6) Milit. not belonging to any one
company or regiment, or on half-pay : said

of officers.

Unattainable (un-at-tan'a-bl), a. Not to

be gained or obtained ; as, unattainable
good. 'No such unattainable privilege.*

Locke.

Unattainableness (un-at-tan'a-bl-nes), n.

The state of being unattainable or beyond
the reach. Locke,

Unattainted (un-at-tant'ed), a. 1. Not at-

tainted. —2. Not corrupted; not affected;

hence, impartial. 'With unattainted eye."

Shak.
Unattempted (un-at-tempt'ed), a, 1. Not
attempted; not tried; not essayed. 'Things
unattempted yet in prose or rhyme.' Milton.

2. Not having had a trial or test applied;

not tried, as by temptation. [Rare.]

But for my hand, as itnaUe7npted y^t.

Like a poor be^jgar, raileth on the rich. Shak.

Unattended (un-at-tend'ed), a. 1. Not at-

tended; not accompanied; having no retinue
or attendance.

With goddess-like demeanour forth she went.
Not unaltended. Milton.

2. Not attended to; not dressed; as, unat-
tended wounds.
Unattending (un- at-tending), a. Not at-

tending or listening; not being attentive.
' Uimttending ears.' Milton.

Unattentive (un-at-tent'iv), a. Not at-

tentive; inattentive. Clarke,

Unattested (un-at-test'ed), a. Not attested;

having no attestation.

Thus God has not left himself unattested, doing
good, sending us from heaven rains and fruitful sea-

sons. Barrow.

Unattire (un-at-tirO. v.i. To take oflE the
dress or attire; to undress.

We both left Mrs. Schwellenbei^ to unattire.
Miss Burney,

Unau (u-naO. n. An edentate mammal, the
Bi-adi/pus didactyhis. See Sloth.
Unaudienced (un-a'di-enst), a. Not ad-
mitted to an audience. Richardson.
UnauspiciOUS (un-a-spi'shus), a. Not au-
spicious; imfavourable; not propitious. ' In-
grate and unauspicious altars.' Shak.
Unauthentic (un-a-then'tik), a. Not au-
thentic ; not genuine or true. ' Amyot's un-
a^lthe ntic VrenchVlvLtarch.' T. Warton.
Unauthenticated (un-a-then'ti-kat-ed), a.

Not authenticated: not attested; not shown
to be genuine. ' Unauthenticated by testi-

mony.' Paley.
Unauthorized (un-n'thor-izd), a. Not au-
thorized; not warranted by proper autho-
rity ; not duly commissioned. * An unau-
thorized kiss.' Shak.
Unavailable (un-a-val'a-bl). a. Not avail-

able; not effectual; vain; useless.

But to coTnplain or not complain alike

Is uuavaiiabie. Abp. Potter.

Unavailableness (un-a-val'a-bl-nes), n.

Inefflcacy; uselessness. Sir E. Sandys.

Unavailing (un-a-val'ing), a. Not having
the effect desired ; ineffectual ; useless

;

vain ; as, unavailing efforts ; utiavailing

prayers. Dryden.
Unavenged (un-a-venjd'), a. Not avenged;
not havmg obtained retaliation, revenge, or

satisfaction; not punished; not atoned for;

as, a person is unavenged; a crime is un-
avenged. Byron; Tennyson.
Unavoidable (un-a-void'a-bl), a. 1. Incap-
able of being made null or void. — 2. Not
avoidable ; not to be shunned ; inevitable

;

as, unavoidable evils. ' Unavoidable occa-
sions of war.' Dryden,
Unavoidableness ( un-a-void'a-bl-nes ), n.

The state of being unavoidable ; inevitable-
ness. Glanville.

Unavoidably (un-a-void'a-bli), adv. Inevi-

tably; in a manner that prevents failure or
escape.

Many severe reflections on their own mistaken
choice must unavoidably torture the minds of the
vicious. Seeker.

Unavoided (un-a-void'ed), a. i. Not avoided
or shunned.—2. t Inevitable.

We see the very wreck that we must suffer.

And laiavoided is the danger now. Shak,

Unawaked. Unawakened (un-a-wakf,
un-a-wak'^nd), a. 1. Not awakened; not
roused from sleep. —2. Not roused from
spiritual slumber or stupidity. ' Unawak-
ened dream beneath the blaze of truth.'

Thomson.
Unaware (un-a-war'), a. Not aware; not
cognisant or knowing; not conscious; with-

out thought: only used predicatively.

Will he, so wise, let loose at once his ire.

Belike through impotence, or unaware / Milton.

I am not unaivare how the productions of the
Grub-street brotherhood have of late years fallen

under many prejudices. Sivi/t.

Sometimes used adverbially, but tnmwares
is the proper adverb. ' As one that hath
unaware dropped a precious jewel in the
flood.' Shak.
Unawares (un-a-warzO, adv, [An adverbial
genitive, like betimes, &c. ] 1. Suddenly

;

unexpectedly; without previous prepara-
tion; as, the evil came upon us unawares.
'Take the great-grown traitor unawares.'
Shak.—2. Without premeditated design; in-

advertently. —-4 i unawares, sometimes at

unaware, unexpectedly. 'By his foe sur-

prised at unawares.' Shak.

He breaks at unawares upon our walks. Dryden.

I came to do it with a sort of love

At foolish unaware. E. B. Bnnvning.

Unawed (un-^d'), a. Not awed; not re-

strained by fear; undaunted. Clarendon.

Unbacked (un-bakf), a. l. Not having been
backed ; not taught to bear a rider ; un-
broken. ' Like unback'd colts they prick'd

their ears. ' Shak. — 2. Unsupported ; left

without aid; not countenanced, upheld, or
encouraged. Daniel— 3. Not moved back
or backwards. C. Richardson.
Unbaffled (un-baffld). a. Not baffled nor
defeated; not confounded.
Unbag ( un - bag

' ). v. t. To let out of a bag

;

as, to unbag a fox.

Unbagged (un-bagd'), a. or pp. 1. Not
baggeiF; not put into a bag or bags. —
2. Ejected from a bag.

Unbailable (un-bara-bl). a. Not bailable;

as. tlie offence is unbailable.

Unbaked (iiii-bakt'), a. Not baked. Shak,

Unbalanced (un-bal'anst), a. l. Not bal-

anced; not poised; not in equipoise.

Let earth unbalanc'd from her orbit fly. Pope.

2. Not brought to an equality of debt and
credit; as, an uiibalanced account.— 3, Not
restrained by equal power ; not having
equal weight, force, power, or authority

;

as, unbalanced parties.—4. Not in equilib-

rium; unsteady; easily swayed.

Thus good or bad, to one extreme betray
Th' unbalanced mind. Pope.

Unballast (un-baHast), v.t. To free from
ballast; to discharge the ballast from.

Unballast t (un-bal'last), a. Unballasted.
' Unballast vessel.' Addison.

Unballasted ( un - bar last -ed), p. and a.

1. Freed from ballast. —2. Not furnished
with ballast; not kept steady by ballast or
by wei;;ht: unsteady; as, imballasted v/its.

Unbanded (un-band'ed), a. Stripped of a
band; having no band; unfastened. 'Your
bonnet unbanded.' Shak.
Unbank (un-bangk'), v.t. To take a bank
from ; to open, as by levelling or removing
banks. Sir II. Taylor.

Unbaptized (un-bap-tizdO, a. Not baptized.
Drayton.
Unbar (un-bar'), v.t. pret. & pp. unbarred;
ppr. unbarring. To remove a bar or bars
from ; to unfasten : to open; as, to tmbar a
gate. 'To unbar these locks.' Shak.

Unbarbarlzed (un-bar'bar-iz(l),rt. Civilized.

'A life totally unbarbarized.' Ozell.

Unbarbed (un-barbd'), a. l.t Not sheared,
shaven, or mown. "The thick unbarbed
groundB.' Drayton.—2. t Unharnessed; bare.

Must I go show them my unbarbed sconce? Shak.

3. In nat. hist, not furnished with barbs or
reversed points, hairs, or plumes.
Unbarbered (un-bar'b^rd), a. Unshaven.

We'd a hundred Jews to larboard
Unwashed, uncombed, unbarbered. Thackeray.

Unbark t (un-bark'), v.t. 1. To strip off the
bark from, as from a tree ; to bark. ' A branch
of a tree being unbarked.' Bacon.— 2. To
disembark; to land.

We did unbarke our selves and went on land up
to the citie. Hackluyt.

Unbarricade (un-bar'i-kad), v.t. To throw
open ; to unbar. ' Unbarricade the doors.'
Sterne.

Unbarricadoed (un-bar-i-ka'dod), a. Not
baiTicaded, stopped, or blocked up; unob-
structed. ' The unbarricadoed streets.'

Burke.
Unbase (un-basO, a. Not base, low, or mean

;

not degrading or disgraceful. ' In honest
counsels, and in way unbase.' Daniel.
Unbashed t (un-bashf), a. Not filled with
or not feeling shame; unabashed. 'With
unbashed hearts. Sir P. Sidney.
Unbashful ( im-bash'ful ), a. Not bashful

;

bold; impudent; shameless. *With unbash-
fvl forehead.' Shak.
Unbatedt (un-bat'ed), a. 1. Unabated; un-
diminished. ' Unbated fire.' Shak.— 2. Un-
blunted: applied to a sword without a but-
ton on the point. Shak.
Unbathed (un-ba7Hd'), a. Not bathed; not
wet.

The blade retum'd unbaihtd and to the handle bent.
Dryden.

Unbattered (un bat't^rd), a. Not battered;
not bruised or injured by blows. 'My sword
with an unbattered edge.' Shak.
Unbayt (un-baO, v.t. To open; to free from
restraint. 'To unbay the current of my
passions. ' Norris.

Unbe t ( un-be' ), v. i. Not to be, or not to be
the same; to be another.

How oft, with danger of the field beset.
Or with home mutmies, would he unbe
Himself! Oldplay.

Unbear (un-bar'), v. t. To take the bearing-
rein off; said of a horse.

Unbear him half a moment, to freshen him up.
Dickens.

Unbearable ( un-bai-'a-bl ), a. Not to be
borne or endured; intolerable. 'A noisome
smell . . . that is almost Mn&cora6ie.' Sir
II. Sidney.
Unbearably (un-bai^a-bli), adv. In an un-
bearable manner; intolerably. Brougham.
Unbearded ( un-berd'ed ), a. Having no
beard; beardless. 'Th' unbearded youth.'

B. Jonson. ' Unbearded %TdXn.' Dryden.
Unbearing (un-bar'ing), a. Bearing or pro-
ducing no fruit; sterile; barren. * Unbearing
branches. ' Dryden.
Unbeastf (un-besf), v.t. To divest of the
form or qualities of a l>east. ' Xet him un-
beast the beast.' Saiidys.

Unbeaten (un-befn). a. l. Not beaten; not
treated with blows.—2. Untrod; not beat«n
by the feet; as, unbeaten paths.

UnbeauteouB, Unbeautiful ( un-bu'te-us,

un-bu'ti-ful), a. Not beautiful; having no
beauty. ' tfnbeauteous in its own eyes.'

Hammond. 'In the midst of uiibeautiful

things.' Buskin.
Unbeavered (un-be'v6rd), a. With the
beaver or hat off; imcovered. Gay.
Unbeclouded (un-be-kloud'ed), a. Not be-

clouded or dimmed ; seeing clearly. * Un-
beclouded eyes.' Watts.

Unbecome t ( uu-be-kum' ), v. t. Not to be-

come; not to be suitable to; to misbecome.

It neither unbecomes God nor men to be moved by
reason. Bp. Shertcck.

Unbecoming (un-be-kum'ing), a. and pp.
1. Not becoming; improper; indecent; in-

decorous. 'f7?i&eco7Jiing' speeches." Dryden,
2. [Un, not, and pres. part, of become, v.t]

Not becoming some person.

But something ere the end.
Some work of noble note, may yet be done.

Not unbecoming- men that strove with gods.
Tennyson.

Unbecomingly (un-be-kum'ing-li), adv. In
an unbecommg manner; unsuitably. 'We
behave ourselves very unbecomingly and
unworthily. ' Barrow.
UnbecomiJigness (un-be-kum'ing-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unbecoming;
impropriety; indecorousness. Locke.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. So. Uy.
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Vnbed (an-bedO. v. t. To raise or rouse from
bed.

Eeis unbed themselves and stir at the noise of
thunder. /*. IVallon.

Unbedded (un-bed'ed), p. and a. 1. Raised
from bed; disturbed.—2. Applied to a bride
whose marriage had not been consum-
mated.
We deem'd it best that this unbedcUd bride
Should visit Chester, there to live recluse.

Sir H. Taylor.

Unbedinned ( unTw-dind ), a. Not made
noisy. 'A princely music unbedinned with
drums ' L. Hunt, [Rare.]

Unbefitting (un-be-fit'ing), a. Not befitting;

unsuitable; unbecoming.
Love is full of unfvjitting strains.

All wanton as a child. ShaM.

TTnbefOOl (un-be-fon. v. t. 1. To change from
a foolish nature; to restore from the state or
condition of a fool. South —2. To open the
eyes of to a sense of folly.—3, To undeceive.

Unbefriended (un-be-frend'ed), a. Xot be*

friended: not supported by friends; having
no friendly aid. 'The patronage of the poor
and unbe/riended.' KUlingbeck.

Unbeget (un-be-gef), ^'-t- To deprive of ex-

istence. ' Wishes each minute he could un-
beffet tliose rebel sons.' Dryden.
Unbeginnlng (un-be-gin'ing), a. Having no
bejiiiming. ' An unbeginning, midless, end-
less ball.' Sylvester.

Unbegot, Unbegotten (un-be-gof, unbe-
got'n), a. Not generated; not begot; espe-
cially, having never been generated; having
always been self-existent ; eternal. ' Your
children yet tmborn and uji6e<^o(.' Skak.
'The eternal, unbegotten, and immutable
God.' StiUingfieet.

TTnbeguile (unbe-gll'), v.t. To undeceive;
to free from the influence of deceit.

Brealc from these stiares, thy judjpnent unbeguiU.
Daniel.

Unbegulled (un-be-gild'). p. and a. Not be-
guiled or deceived. ' A virgin utUteguUed by
Cupid's dart.' C&tigreve.

Unbegun (un-be-gun'). a. Not yet begun.
'A work tuibegun.' Hooker.
Unbeheld (un-be-held'), a. Not beheld; not
seen ; not visible one's self. ' May'st well
behold them unbeheld.' Tennyson.
Unbehovablet (un-be-hov'a-bl), a. Not be-
hoviible; not needful; unprofitable. Sir J.
Cheke.

Unbelng t (un-be'ing), a. Not existing.

'BeiiiK'-' yet unbeing.' Sir T. Broume.
Unbelmown (im-be-non'), a. Unknown.
[Vulgar.]

' I was there.' resumed Mrs. Cluppins, ' un^knoifn
to Mrs. Bardell.' Dickens.

Unbelief (un-be-lefO. n. 1. Incredulity: the
withholding of belief; as. unhelief i^ blind.
2. Infidelity; disbelief of divine revelation.

As doubt attacked faith, unbelief has avenj^ed
faith by destroying doubt. Card. Manning.

3. In the New Tegtament, disbelief of the
truth of the gospel ; distrust of God's pro-
mises and faithfulness, &c. Mat. xiii 68;
Mark *i fl; Heb iii, 12.

UnbellevablUty (un-be-lev'a-bil"i-ti). n. In-
capability «.f being believed; incredibility.
J S. Mill. 'Mud-oceans of Hypocrisy and
Clibel ieimbility. ' Carlyle.

Unbelievable (unbe-lev'a-bl), o. Not to be
believed; incredible. ' \iXnna unbelievable.'
J. Cdall.

Unbelieve (un-be-levO, v.t 1. To discredit;
not to believe or trust. ' As I, thus wrong'd,
hence unbelieved go.* Shak.^2. Not to
think real or true. 'Seas unknown, and
unbelieved.' Beau. <t Fl.

Unbeliever (un-be-lev'6r),n. 1. An incredu-
lous person; one who does not believe.—
2. An infidel; one who discredits revelation,
or the mission, character, and doctrines (*t

Christ. 'Atheists and unbelietertt of all

sorts.' Clarke.

Unbelieving (un-be-levang). o. l. Not be-
lieving: increduIou9.~2. Infidel; discredit-
ing divine revelation, or the mission, char-
acter, and doctrines of Christ; as, the unbe-
lieving Jews. Acts xiv. 2.

Unbelievingly (un-be-lev'ing-U), adv. In
.III UTihelit;ving manner. Clarke.
Unbeloved (un-l>e-Iuvd'), a. Not loved.

' Not unbelov'd by Heav'n.' Dryden.
Unbelt (un-belf). v.t. To unfasten the belt
of; to ungird. 'Would have unbelted their
swords.' De Quincey.
Unbend ( unbend' ),"i7.i. 1. To become re-
laxed or unbent. —2. To rid one's self of
constraint; to act with freedom; to giv»up
stiffness or austerity of manner.

Unbend (un-bendO, v. t. pret. & pp. w^ent.
1. To free from fiexure ; to make straight

;

as, to unbend a bow.—2. To relax; to remit
from a strain or from exertion ; to set at

ease for a time; as, to u-nbetid the mind
from study or care. 'You unbend your
noble strength.' Shak. 'To slacken and
unbend his cares.' Denham,—3. Naut. (a)

to unfasten from the yards and stays, as
sails

; (6) to cast loose, as a cable from the
anchors: (c) to untie, as a rope.

Unbending (un-beud'ing), p. and a. 1. Not
suffering fiexure. 'The unbending com.'
Pope.—2. Unyielding; resolute; inflexible:

applied to persons. —3. Unyielding; inflex-

ible; firm: applied to things; as, unbending
truths. — 4. Given up temporarily to relax-
ation or amusement.

I hope it may entertain your lordship at an utt-
bending hour. Rtrut.

Unbendingly (un-bend'ing-li), adv. With-
out bending; obstinately.

Unbendingness (un-bend'ing-nes), n. The
quality of being unbending; inflexibility.

Landor.
Unbeneficed (un-ben'e-fist). a. Not enjoy-
ing or having a benefice. Dryden.
Unbeneficlal (un-ben-e-fi'shal), a. Not bene-
ficial; not advantageous, useful, profitable,
or helpful. Milton.

Unbenefited (un-ben'e-flt-ed), «. Having
received no benefit, service, or advantage.
Dr. Knox.
Unbenighted ( un-be-nlt'ed ). a. Not be-
nighted; never visited by darkness.

To them day
Had unbenigAred ihone. Milton.

Unbenlgn(un-b6-nin'), a. Not benign; the
reverse of benign; malignant. Milton.
Unbent (un-benf), pp. of unbend.
Unbenumb (un-be-num'). v.t. To relieve
from numbness ; to restore sensation to.
' Unbenunibs his sinews and his flesh.' Syl-
vexter.

Unbereaven(un-be-rev'en),a. Not bereaved;
unbereft. E. B. Broicning.
Unbereft ( un'l>e-reft X a- Not bereaved;
unbereaven. Sandys.
Unbeseem (un'be-sem), v.t. Not to be fit

for or worthy of ; to be unbecoming or not
befitting to; to belie.

Ah : may'st thou ever be what now thou art.
Nor unbeseem the promise of thy spring;. Byron.

Unbeiseeming (un-be-sem'ing), a. Unbe-
coming; not befitting; unsuitable. Eikon
Basililee

Unbeseemingly (un-be-s€m'ing-li), adv. In
an inil'fiouiiii;; manner. Barrow.
Unbeseemlngness (un-l>e-sem'ing-nes), n.
The state vr (juality of being unbeseeming.
Bp Hall.

Unbe80Ught(un-be-8fltO, pp. Not besought;
not sought by petition or entreaty. Milton.
Unbespeak (un'be-spek). v. t. To make void
or put off, as something spoken for before-
hand; to annul, as an order or engagement
against a future time. ' Unbespeak what I
have ordered. ' Oarrick.
To Whitehall to look, among other things, for Mr.

May, to uftbtsfeak his dining with me to-morrow.
Pefys.

Unbe8tOwed(un-be-8t6d'),a. Not bestowed;
not given, granted, or conferred; not dis-
posed of. Bacon.
Unbetldet (un-be-tid'), v.i. To fail to
happen or betide. Chaucer.

Unbetrayed(un-be-trad').a. Not betrayed.
Daniel.

Unbewalled (un-be-wald'). a. Not be-
wailed; not lamented.

Let determined things to destiny
Hold unbemail'd their way. SAai.

Unbeware.t Unbewarest (unTie-war, un'-
bewarz), adv. Unaware; unawares. BaU.
Unbewltch (un-be-wich'), v.t. To free from
fascination, deception, or delusion.
Ordinary experience observed would unbfwitch

men as to these delusions. South.

Unbias (un-bi'aa). v.t. To free from bias;
to turn or free from prejudice or preposses-
sion.
The truest service a private nnan can do his coun-

try, is to unbias his mmd, as much as possible, be-
tween the rival powers, S7vi/t.

Unbiassed (un-bi'ast), a. Free from bias,
undue partiality, or prejudice; impartial;
as, an unbiassed mind; ui^biassed opinion
or decision. ' Unbiass'd by self-profit.'
Tennyson.
Unbiassedly ( un-bi'ast-li ), adv. Without
prejudice; impartially. Locke.
Unbiassedness (un-bi'fwt-nes), n. The state
of being unbiassed; freedom from bias or
prejudice.

Unbidt (un-bid'). « [See Bid.] Without
having said prayers. Spenser.

Unbid, Unbidden (un-bid', un-bid'n), a.

1. Not bid; not commanded; hence, spon-
taneous.

Thorns also and thistles it shall bring thee forth
L/nbid. Milton.

2. Uninvited; not requested to attend. ' Un-
bidden guests.' Shak.
Unbidet (un-bidO, v.i. Not to abide; not to
remain or stay. Chaucer.
Unbigoted (un-big'ot-ed), a. Free from big-
otry. Addison.
Unbind (un-bind'), v.t. To untie; to remove
a band from ; to unfasten ; to loose ; to set
free from shackles; as, unbind the prisoner's
arms. ' Uiibitid my sons.' Shak.
Unbirdly (un-bferdli), adv. Unlike or un-
worthy of a bird. Cowley.
UnbisbOp (un-bish'up), v.t. To deprive of
episcopal orders; to divest of the rank of
bishop. South.
Unbit (un-bitO.p. and a. Not bitten. ' Un-
bit by rage canine of dying rich.' Young.
Unbit (un-bif), v.t. Naut. to remove the
turns of from the bitts; as, to unbit a cable.

Unbitted (un-bit'ed), a. I'nbridled. ' Our
carnal stings, our tmbitted lusts.' Shak. .

Unblamable (un-blam'a-bl), a. Not blam-
able: not culpable; innocent. Bacott.

Unblamableness (un-blam'a-bl-nes), n.

State of being unblamable or chargeable
with no blame or fault. ' Unblamableness
of life.' South.
Unblamably (un-blam'a-bli), adv. In an
unblamable manner ; so as to incui" no
blame. 1 Thes. ii. 10.

Unblamed (un-bmmd'), a. Not blamed;
free from censure. *So . . . unblamed &
life.' B. Jonson.
Unblasted (un-blast'ed), a. Not blasted;
nut made to wither. Peacham.
Unbleached (un-blechtO, a. Not bleached;
not whitened by bleaching; as, unbleached
cottons.

Unbleaching (un-blech'ing), a. Not whit-
ening or becoming white or pale. 'Blood's
unbleachiti'j stain.' Byron.
Unbleeding (un-bled'ing), a. Not bleeding;
not sutfering loss of blood. ' Unbleeding
wounds' Daniel.
Unblemishable (un-blem'ish-a-bl), a. Not
capabk- of t)eing blemished. Milton.
Unblemished (un-blem'isht), a. Not blem-
ished ; not stained ; free from turpitude,
reproach, or deformity; pure; spotless; as,

an unblemished reputation or life.

Unblemish'd\ct me live, or die unknown. Pofe.

Unblenchedt (un-blenshf), a. Not daunted
or disconcerted; uncoufounded.
By grots anil caverns shaee'd with horrid shades.
She may pass on with Mwi/^iMV majesty. Milton.

Unblended (un-blend'ed), a. Not blended;
not mingled. ' Unblended divinity.' Dr.
Knox.
Unblesst (un-blesO, v.t. To make unhappy;
to neglect to make happy.
Thou dost beguile the world, unbless some mother.

Shai:.

Unblessed (nn-blesf or un-bles'ed), a. Not
blessed; unblest. ' Every Inordinate cup is

unblessed.' Shak.
Unblessedness (un-bles'ed-nes), n. The
state of being unblessed; exemption from
bliss, Vdall.
Unblest (un-blesf), a. Not blest; excluded
from benediction; hence, cursed; wretched;
imhappy.

Child, if it were thine error or thy crime
I tare no longer, being all unblest. Tennyson.

Unblighted ( un-blit'ed ), a. Not blighted

;

not blasted. ' Happiness unblighted.' Cow-
per.

Unblind (un-blind'X v.t. To free from blind-
ness; to give sight to; to open the eyes of.

'To unblind some of the people.' Bp.
Backet.
Unblind (unblind'), a. Unclouded ; clear.

' His inward sight unblind.' Keats.
Unblindfold (un-blind'fold), o. Not blind-
folilcd. Spenser.

Unblooded (un-blud'ed), a. Not marked
or distinguished by improved blood; not
thoroughbred; as, an unblooded horse.
Unbloodied (un-blud'ed), a. Not stained
with blood. ' Although the kite sour with
unbloodied beak.' Shak.
Unbloody (un-blud'i), a. 1. Not stained with
blood. * Wholesome bev'rage and unbloody
feasts.' Dryden.— 2. Not shedding blood;
not cruel.

UnblOSSOming(un-blo8'8om-ing),a.Not pro-
ducing blossoms. ' Unblossoming branches.'
Mvelyn.

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. loch; g, go; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th. then; th, «Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, a^u^e.—See Key.
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Unblotted (un-blot'ed). a. Not blotted, or

not blotted out; not deleted; not erased.

We still leave unblotted in the leaves of our Statute

Book the just and wholesome law which declares

that the sturdy felon shall be fed and clothed.
Dickens.

Unblown (un-bl6n'), a. 1. Not blown; not
having the bud expanded. * My tender
babes, ray unblown ^oviers.' Shak.—2. Not
extinguished : with out. ' Lamps . . . un-
blown out.' Dr. B. More.—Z. Not inflated

or inflamed with wind.

A fire uiibioTi'n (shall) devour his race. Sandys.

Unblunted (un-blunt'ed), a. Not blunted;

not made obtuse or dull. Cowley.

Unblushing (un-bluah'ing), a. Not blush-

ing; destitute of shame; impudent; as, an
unblushing assertion.

That bold, bad man . . . pretending still.

With hard unblushing ixoiA, the public good.
T. Edwards.

Unblushingly (un-blush'ing-li), adv. In

an unblushing or shameless manner.

Unboastful (un-bost'fHl), a. Not boasting;

unassuming; modest.
Oft in humble station dwells

Unboastful worth, above fastidious pomp.
Thomson.

Unbodied (un-bo'did), a. 1. Having no
material body; incorporeal.

We knOMT not where unbodied spirits dwell.

But this we know, they are invisible. Crabbe.

2. Freed from the body. 'Her soul un-
bodied of the burdensome coi-pse.' Spenser.

UnbOdkined (un-bod'kind), a. Unfastened
with a bodkin. M. B. Bromiing.

Unbokel, t v. t. To unbuckle ; to unfasten

;

to open. Chaucer.

Unbolt (un-bolf), v.t. To remove a bolt

from; to unfasten; to open. 'He shall

unbolt the gates.' Shak.

Unbolt t (un-bolf), v.i. To unfold; to ex-

plain.
How shall I understand youJ—
I'll unbolt to you. Shak.

Unbolted (un-bolt'ed), p. and a. 1. Freed
from fastening by bolts.—2. Not bolted or

sifted ; not having the bran or coarse part

separated by a bolter; aa, unbolted meal.

Hence—3. t Coarse; gross; notreflned.

I will tread this unbolted villain into mortar. Shai.

Unbone (un-bon'), v.t. 1. To deprive of

bones.—2. To fling or twist about as if bone-
less. [Rare.]

So many young divines . . . have been seen so
often upon the stage, writhing and unboning their

clergy limbs to all tne antics and dishonest gestures
of trinculos, butfoons, and bawds. Milton.

Unbonnet (un-bon'net), v.i. To remove or
take off the bonnet, especially as a token
of respect. Sir W. Scott.

Unbonnet (un-bon'net), v.t. To remove the

bonnet from; to take the bonnet off; as, all

heads were at once tmbonneted.
Unbonneted (un-bon'net-ed), a. 1. Having
no bonnet on. ' Unbonneted he Tuns.' Shak.
2. Without taking the bonnet or cap off

;

making no obeisance. Shak. See Bonnet,
v.i.

Unbookish (un-buk'ish), a. 1. Not addicted
to books or reading.

It is to be wondered how museless unbookish they
were, minding nought but the feats of war, Milton.

2. Not cultivated by erudition. Shak.
UnbOOkleamed (un-buk'16rnd), a. Illiter-

ate. ' Unbookleamed people.' Fuller.

Unboot (uu-bbf), v.t. To take off boots
from.
Unbooted (un-bot'ed), p. and a. 1. Stripped
of boots.—2. Not having boots on.

Unborn (un-bom'), a. l. Not bom; not
brought into life; not existing.

Never so much as in a thought unborn
Did I offend your highness. Shak.

2. Not yet born; future; to come.
The woes to come ; the children yet uttbom
Shall feel this day as sharp to thera as thorn. Shak.

Unborrowed (un-bor'rod), a. Notborrowed;
genuine; original; native; one's own; as,

unborrowed beauties; unborrowed gold; un-
borrowed excellence. Dryden.
Unbosom (un-btt'zum), v.t. To reveal in
conlldence ; to disclose, as one's secret
opinions or feelings.

Their several counsels they unbosom shall. Shak.

Often used with reflexive pronouns; as, to
unbosom hhnself.

Unbosomer (un-bb'zum-6r), n. One who
unbosoms, discloses, or reveals. 'An un-
bosomer of secrets. ' Thackeray.
Unbottomed (un-bot'omd), a. 1. Having
no bottom ; bottomless. * The dark, un-

bottomed, infinite abyss.' Milton.~2. Hav-
ing no solid foundation ; having no reliance.

This is a special act of Christian hope, to be thus
unbottomed of ourselves, and fastened upon God.

fiafninond.

UnbOUgbt (un-bg-f), a. Not bought; ob-

tained without money or purchase. 'The
unbought dainties of the poor.' Dryden.-—
Unbound (un-bound'), a. 1. Not bound;
loose ; not tied. Milton. — 2. Wanting a
cover ; as, unbound books. ' Voliunes that
lay unbound, and without titles.' Locke.—
3. Not bound by obligation or covenant.—
4. Pret. of unbind.
Unboundably t (un-bound'a-bli),ady. With-
out bounds or limits; infinitely. Webster.

Unbounded (un-bound'ed), a. l. Having no
bound or limit; unlimited in extent; in-

finite; interminable; very great; excessive;

as. tinbounded space ; unbounded power.
' The wide, the unbounded prospect.' Addi-
son.—2, Having no check or control; unre-
strained.

He was a man
Of an unbouTtded stomdich, ever ranking
Himself with princes. Shak.

Syn. Boundless, infinite, unlimited, illimit-

able, interminable, unrestrained, uncon-
trolled.

Unboundedly ( unbound 'ed-li), adv. In
an unbounded manner; without bounds or
limits. ' Unboundedly geneTou&.' Byron.

Unboundedness (un-bound'ed-nes), n. The
state or quality of being unbounded; free-

dom from bounds or limits. Cheyne.

Unbounteous (un-boun'te-us), a. Not
bounteous; not liberal. Milton.

UnbOWt (un-bou'), v.t. To unbend.

Looking back would unboiv his resolution. Fuller.

Unbowablet (un-bou'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being bent or inclined. Stubbes.

Unbowed (un-bou'd), a. 1. Not bowed or
i

arched ; not bent. ' With stiff, unbowed
,

knee.' Shak. Hence— 2. Not subjugated;
unsubdued; not put under the yoke Shak. i

He stood unbowed beneath the ills upon him sent,
I

Byron.
\

Unbowel (un-bou'el), v. t. To deprive of the '

entrails; to eviscerate; to disembowel. Dr. '

H. More. \

Unboy (un-boi'X v.t. To free from boyish i

thoughts or habits; to raise above boyhood.
Clarendon. \

Unbrace (un- bras'), v.t. To remove the \

points or braces of; to free from tension; to
j

loose ; to relax ; as, to unbrace a drum ; to
unbrace the arms; to unbrace the nerves.

Beau. & Fl.

Unbracet (un-bras'), v.i. To grow flaccid; to

relax; to hang loose. Dryden.
Unbraced (un-brasf), p. and a. Loosened

;

ungirt ; unbuttoned ; relaxed. ' With his

doublet all unbraced' Shak. 'When un-
braced warriors on the rushy floor stretch

them in pleasing sloth.' J. Baillie.

Unbrald (un-brad'), v.t. To separate the
strands of; to unweave; to unwreathe.

Unbraided (un-brad'ed), p. and a. Dis-

entangled, as the strands of a braid ; not
knitted or wreathed; unplaited. 'Her«?i-
braided hair.' Sir W. Scott.

Unbrained (un-brand'), a. Not deprived of

brains; not brained. Beau. <fc Fl.

Unbranching (un-bransh'ing), a. Not di-

viding into branches; not branching. Gold-
s)nith.

Unbranded (un-brand'ed), a. Not branded.
Milton.

Unbreast (un-bresf), v.t. To disclose or lay

open; to unbosom.

Could'st thou unmask their pomp, unbreast their

heart.
How would'st thou laugh at this rich beggerie.

Ph. Fletcher.

Unbreathed ( un - breTHd
' ) , a. l. Not

breathed; as, air unbreathed. --2. i Not exer-

cised; unexercised; unpractised. 'Ourtoi-
breathed memories.' Shak.

Unbred (un-bred'). a. l.t Unbegot; unboni.
Shak.— 2. Not well bred; destitute of breed-
ing. —3. Not taught or trained. ' Uribred to

spin iiing. ' Dryden.
Unbreecdl (un-brech'). f < l- To remove the
l)reeches of: to divest or strip of breeches.

2. To free the breech of, as of a cannon,
from its fastenings or coverings. Pennajit.

Unbreeched ( un-brecht'), a. Wearing no
breeches. Saw myself unbreech'd.' Shak.

Unbrewed (un-brbd'), a. Not brewed or

mixed; pure; genuine.

They drink the stream
UnbreTv'd. and ever full. Young.

Unbrlbable (un-bnb'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being bribed. Feltham.

Unbridged (un-brijd'), a. Not furnished
or crossed by a bridge ; as, an unbridged
stream. Wordsworth.
Unbridle (un-bri'dl), v.t. To free from the
bridle; to let loose. Shak.
Unbridled (un-bri'dld), p. and a. Loosed
from the bridle,or as from the bridle; hence,
unrestrained ; unruly ; violent ; licentious.

'Rush and unbridled hoy.' Shak. 'Lands
deluged by unbridled floods.' Wordsworth.
Unbroacbed (un-brochf), a. Not broached
or tapped, as a cask; unopened. Young.
Unbroken, Unbroke(un-br6k'n, un-brok'),

a. 1. Not l)roken; not violated. 'God keep
all sov/sunbroke.' Shak.— 2. Not weakened;
not crushed ; not subdued. ' By age un-
broke.' Pope. — 3. Not tamed and rendered
tractable ; not taught ; not accustomed to
the saddle, harness, or yoke ; as, an unbroken
horse or ox.

Unbrotherlike t (un-bruTH'6r-lik), a. Un-
brotherly. Bacon; Dr. H. More.
Unbrotherly (un-bruTH'6r-li), a. Not bro-
therly; not becoming a brother. Bacon.
Unbrulsed (un-brdzd'), a. Not bruised; not
crushed or hurt; undamaged. 'Helmets all

unbruised.' Shak.
Unbuckle (un-buk'l), v.t pret. & pp. un-
buckled; ppr. unbuckling. To loose from
buckles; to unfasten; as. to unbuckle 9k^ot\
to unbuckle a girdle. Shak.
Unbuckramed (un-buk'ramd), a. Not
starched or stiff; not precise; not formal.
'Moral hut unbuckram'd gentlemen.' Col-

man the younger. [Rare.]

Unbudded (uu-bud'ed), a. Not having put
forth a bud ; unblown. ' The hid scent in

an unbudded rose.' Keats.
Unbuild (un-bild'), v. t. To demolish, as that
which is built ; to raze ; to destroy. ' To
unbuild the city, and to lay all flat.' Shak.
Unbuilt (un-bilf ). a. Not yet built ; not
erected. ' Unbuilt Babel.' Drayton.
Unbundle (un-bun'dl), v.t. To open; to dis-

close; to declare.

Unbundle your griefs, madam, and let us into the
particulars. Jarvis.

Unbuoyed (un-boid'), a. Not buoyed or
borne up. Edin. Rev.

Unburden, v.t. See Unbcrthen.
Unburiable (un-be'ri-a-bl), a. Unfit to be
buried. Tennyson.
Unburied(un-be'rid), a. Not buried; not
interred. ' The dead carcasses of unburitd
men.' Shak.
Unbumed,Unbumt (un-b6rnd', un-b6mt'),
a. 1. Not burned; not consumed by fire.

Shak.—2. Not injured by fire; not scorched.
3. Not baked, as brick.

Unbiiming (un-b6m'ing). a. Not consum-
ing away by Are. ' The unbuming fire called
light.' Sir E. Digby.

Unbumi&hed (un-ber'nishd), a. Not bur-
nished; not brightened or cleaned. Soutkey.
Unburrow (un-bu'ro), v.t. To take from a
burrow; to unearth.

He can bring down sparrows and unburrow rab-
bits. Dickens.

Unburtben, Unburden (un-b^r'iHn, un-
ber'dn),i'.(. 1. To rid of a load; to free from
a burden; to ease.

While we
Unburthened crawl toward death. Shak

2. To throw off, as a burden; to discharge-

Buckingham unburtheus with his tongue
The envious load that lies upon his heart. Shak.

3. To relieve the mind or heart of, as by
disclosing what lies heavy on it: with reflex-

ive pronouns.
Unbury (un-be'ri), u.f. To disinter; to ex-

hume. ' Unburying our bones, and burying
our reputations.' Jarvis.

Unbusled (un-bi'zid). a. Not busied; not
employed; idle. Bp. Rainbow.
Unbusinesslike (un-biz'nes-lik), a. Not
businesslike. Edin. Rev.

Unbusy{un-bi'zi),a. Not busy; idle. 'Neither
busy nor unbusy.' Richardson.
Unbutton (un-but'n), v.t. To loose the but-
tons of. Shak.
Unbuxomt (un-buk'sum), a. Disobedient.
Piers Ploicmian.

Uncabled (un-ka'bld), a. Not fastened or
secured by a cable.

Within it ships . . . »«caW/rf ride secure. Cowptr.

Uncadenced (un-ka'densd). a. Not regu-

lated by musical measure. E. B. Browning.

Uncage (un-kaj), v.t To set free from a
cage or from confinement.

The uncaged soul flew through the air. Fanskamt.

Uncalled (un-kald}, a. Not called: not
summoned ; not invited. ' Mild Lucina came
uncalled.' Dryden.—Uncalled /or, not re-

Fate, f^, fat, ffril; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; udte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, So. abune; S, Sc. ley.
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quired ; not needed or demanded : impro-
perly brought forward. ' Power of herself
would come uncall'd for.' Tennyson. Also
written Uncalled-for, as a compound adjec-
tive, which indeed it often is; as, most un-
called-for remarks.
Uncalm (un-kam'). v.t To disturb. 'What
strange disquiet has uncalm'd your breast.'
Dryden.
Uncaxnp (un-kamp^). v.t. To cause to de-
camp; to dislodge; to expel. 'If they could
Imt now it)ica)/ip their enemies.' Milton.

Uncancelled (un-kan'8eld),a. Not cancelled;
not erased; not abrogated or annulled. *My
yet xineancell'd score." Dryden.
Uncandid (un-kan'did), a. Not candid; not
fiank or sincere; not fair or impartial. 'Un-
candid as the world often is.' Whateiy.
Uncanny (un-kan'ni), a. [Scotch and Nor-
thern English. See Canny] 1. Not safe;
dangerous. —2. Not gentle or careful in
handling; uncautious; hartih. Ferguson.—
3. Eerie; mysterious; not of this world;
hence applied to one supposed to possess
preternatural powers ; as, I wish she binna
uncanny. Sir W. Scott.

What docs . . . that M'trann^ turn of countenance
mean T Charlattt Bronte.

He . . . rather expected something^ uncanny to
lay hold of him from Dchind. Kingsley.

4. Severe, as applied to a fall or blow. 'An
Mncanny coup I got for my pains.' Sir W.
Scott.

Uncanonical (un-ka-non'ik-al), a. Not
canonical ; not agreeable to the canons.
'Uncanonical times.' Barrow. 'If ordina-
tions were uncanonical.' Jer. Taylor.
Uncanonicalness (un-ka-non'ik-al-nes), n.

The -st.ttL- uf being uncanonical. Bp. Lloyd.
Uncanonize (un-kan'on-iz), v.t. I. To de-
jirive of canonical authority.— 2. To reduce
from the rank of a canonized saint.

Uncanonlzed (un-kan'ou-izd), a. Not ca-
nonized ; not enrolled among the saints.
Atterbury.

Uncanopied (uu-kan'd-pid). a. Not covered
by a canopy; uncovered. W. Browne.
Uncapablet (un-ka'pa-blX a- Incapable;
not susceptible. ' An inhuman wretch, un-
capable of pity.' Shak.
Uncape (un-kap'), v.t. and t. In hawking, to
prepare for flying at game by taking off the
cape or hood. — Various explanations are
given to the word as used by Shakspere.
Merry Wives, iii. 3. 176, ' I warrant we'll
unkeunel the fox. Let me stop this way
first- So now uncape;' Steevena^ to torn
the fox out of the bag, Warburton, to dig
out the fox when earthed. Nares, to throw
off the dogs or to l>egin the hunt. Schmidt,
to uncouple hounds.
UncaptiOUB (un-kap^shus), a. Not captious;
not ready to take objection or offence. *Un-
captiouit and candid natures.' Feltham.
Uncardinal (unkftr'di-nal), v. t. To divest
of the cardinalate.

B'irk.'ia . , got a dispensation to »na*n:/m<i/ him-
self Fi4//er.

Uncared (un-kardO, a Not regarded ; not
heeded: with /or. "Their own. . .ghostly
condition uncared for.' Hooker.
Uncareful (un-kar'f^tl). a l- Having no
care; careless. —2. f Pro<lucing no care. 'Un-
careful treasure.' Qitarlea.

Uncaria (unka'ri-a), n. [From L. unaa, a

Uncaria Gambler.

hook. The old petioles are converted into
hooked spines. ] A genus of plants, nat order
Rubiacese. The species are chiefly natives of

India, but a few are found in America. They
are permanent cirriferous ramblers, banging
to different trees by tlie old hooked pedun-
cles. They have entire opposite stipulate

leaves, and dense globose heads of small
flowers. The moat important species is the
U. Gambier, a native of Penang, Sumatra,
Malacca, &c., which yields the substance
called gambier or gambeer by the Malays,
and which is kuown in commerce by the
names of terra japonica, catechu, and cutch.

Uncamatet (un-kar'nat), a. Not fleshly;

not incarnate. ' The uncai^iate Father.'
Sir T. Browne.
Uncamatet (un-kar'nat). v.t To divest of
flesh or fleshliness. Bp. Oauden.
Uncart (un-kart'), v.t. To unload or dis-

charge from a cart. 'Carted and uncarted
the manure.* George Eliot.

Uncase (un-kas'), v.t. and i. 1. To disen-
gage from a case or covering.—2. To unfurl
and display, as the colours of a regiment,

—

3.t To undress. "See Pompey is uncasing
for the combat.' Skak.—\. To atrip; to flay;

to case. See CASK.
Partly by his voice, and partly by his ears, the ass

was discovered, and consequently itttcased, well
laughed at, well cudgelled. Sir R. VEslravge.

Uncast (un-kasf). a. Not thrown, cast, or
hurled. ' No atone uuthrown, nor yet no
dart uncast.' Surrey.
Uncastle (un-kasl). v.t. I. To deprive of a
castle. Fuller. — 2. To deprive of the dis-

tinguishing marks or appearances of a cas-
tle. Fuller.

Uncatechised (un-kat'e-kizd), a. Not cate-
chised; untaught. Milton.

UncatechisediiesB t (uu-kat'e-kizd'^nes), n.

The state of being uncatechised. Bp. Gau-
den.

Uncaused (un-k^dO, a. Having no prece-
dent cause ; existing without an author.
'The idea of uiuMueed matter." A. Baxter.

UncautelOUSt (un-kft'tel-u8),a. Incautious.
Hales.

UncautiOUSt (un-kA'shna), a. Not cautious;
incautious. 'Every obscure or uncautiout
expression. ' Waterla nd.
Unforeseen, they say, is unprepared;
L'naxHtiotts Arcite tnought himself alone. Dryden.

Uncautlouslyt (un-kA'shua-li), adv. With-
out caution; incautiously. Waterland.
Unce, t n. [L. uncia, an ounce. ] An ounce.
Chaucer.
Unce^t [L. U)u:tu, a hook.] A claw. 'Hor-
rid creat, blew skales. and unces black.'
Heywood.
Unceaseablet (un-ses'a-bl), a. Unceasing.

' Zealous prayers and uixceaseabU wishes.'
Dekker.

Uncftftffing (un-ses'ing), a. Not ceasing; not
intemiitmig; continual, ' UnceaaingXe2.v%.'
Ph. Fletcher. ' Unceasing show'rs.' Cow-
pcr.

Unceasingly (un-ses'ing-li), adv. In an un-
ceasing manner; without intermission or
cessation; continually. Richardson.
Uncelebrated (un-sere-brat-ed),a. Notcele-
brated; not solemnized. Milton.

Uncelestlal ( un-se-les'ti-al ), a. Not hea-
venly; opposite to what is heavenly. * Un-
celestial discord.' Young.
Uncensured (un-sen'shord). a. Not cen-
sured; exempt from blame or reproach,
'Whose right it is uncensur'd to be dull.'

Pope.
Unoentre (un-sen't6r). v.t. To throw off the
centre.

Let Ihe heart be uncentred from Christ, it is dead.
T. Ada*ns.

Unceremonious ( un - s^r ' e-md"ni-ua ), a.

Not using ceremony or form; not ceremoni-
ous; familiar.

No warning given ! uncerentonioHS (ate I Ytntng^.

Unceremoniously (un - a^r'e-m6"ni-us-li ),

adv. In an unceremonious manner; with-
out ceremony; informally. Quart Rev.
Uncertain ( un-a^r^tan or un-s^r'tin ), a.
l.Notcertain; doubtful; not certainly known;
as, it is uncertaiji how the war will termi-
nate. —2. Ambiguous; equivocal; not to be
known with certainty. — 3. Doubtful ; not
having certain knowledge; not sure. * Un-
certain of the issue.' Shak.

Man without the protection of a superior Being . . .

is uncertain of every thing that he hopes for.

Tittotson,

3. Not sure as to aim or effect desired. 'Soon
bent his bow. urvcertain in his aim.' Dry-
den. 'Or whistling slings disraisa'd the un-
certom stoue.' Gay.—5. Unreliable; inse-
cure; not to be depended on. 'The nncer-
tatn glory of an April day.' Shak. 'An un-
certain peace.' Sir W. Scott—6. Undecided;

hesitating ; wavering ; not having the mindl
made up. Shak.—I. Not flxed or settled;,

not steady; fitful.

Amid the strings his fingers strayed
And an uncertain warbling made. Sir IV. Scott.

8. Liable to change ; fickle; inconstant; ca-
pricioua.

O woman ! in our hours ofease
Uncertain, coy. and hard to please. Sir IV. Scott.

Uncertain (un-s6r'tan or un-s6r'tin), v. t. To
cause to be or to make uncertain. Raleigh.
[Rare.]

Uncertainly (un-s^r'tan-li or un-86r'tin-li),

adv. In an uncertain manner; as, (a) not
surely; not certainly. 'Wealth which so
uncertainly muat come.' Dryden. (b) Not
confidently, ' Speak softly, or uncertainly.'
Denhani. (c) Not distinctly; not so as to
convey certain knowledge, ' Her certain.
sorrow writ uncertainly.' Shak.
Uncertainty (un-ser'tan-ti or un-s^r'tin-ti),

n. 1, The quality or state of being uncer-
tain; want of certainty; (a) of things: atate
of not being certainly known; absence of
certain knowledge ; doubtfulness ; want of
reliability; precariousness.
The glorious uncertainty of it (the law) is of mair

use to the professors than the justice of it. Mac/klin.

(b) Of persons: a atate of doubt; a dubiety; a
state in which one knows not what to think
or do; hesitation; as, we remained all night
in great uncertainty.

ilere remain with your uncertainty;
Let every feeble rumour shake your hearts. Shak.

2. Something not certainly and exactly
known; somethiLg not determined, settled,
or established; a contingency. ' Until I know
this sure uncertainty.' Shak. ' Steadfastly
grasping the greatest and most slippery m»-
certainties.' South.

Uncertificated (un-s^r-tifi-kat-ed), a. Hav-
ing no certificate to show; as, an uncertifi-
cated bankrupt.
Uncertified {un-a6r'ti-fid), a. Not certified;
having no certificate; uncertificated; as, an
uncertified bankrupt. Smollett.

Uncessantt (un-ses'ant), a. Continual; in-

cessant. Dr. H. More.
Uncessantlyt (un-ses'ant-li), adv. Inces-
santly. Dr. John Smith.
Unchain (un-chan'), V. t To free from chains
or slavery; to let loose. Shak.
Uncballengeable (un-charienj-a-bl), a. Not
to be challenged; secure.

Hii title. . . might be icndtTcd unchai/en£'eabie.
Sir If. Scott.

Unchallenged (un-chanenjd), a. Not chal-
lenged or called to account; not objected to.

It was not to be expected that the Tory peers
would suffer a phrase which contained the quintes-
sence of Whiggism to pass unchallenged.

Macaulay.
Unchancy (un-chana'i), a. [Rather a Scotch
than an £nglish word. Probably modified
from wanchancy, which is used with similar
meanings; from chance, and A. Sax. prefix
wan- (Icel. van-), denoting want, lack, and
often conveying the notion of evil or mis-
fortune.] 1. Unlucky; unfortunate. Bellen-
den.— 2. Dangerous.

Although rather a small bird, being only about
fifteen inches in total length, it (the orown owl) is

possessed of a powerful pounce and audacious spirit,

and when roused to anger or urged by despair, is a
remarkably unchancy antagonist. Rev. y. G. IVood.

3. Inconvenient; unseasonable; unsuitable.
Why had his Grace come at so unchancy a mo-

mentt Trollope.

Unchangeability (unchanj'a-bir'i-ti), n.

The state or quality of being unchangeable.
Journal A siat. Soc., 1864.

Unchangeable (lui-chanj'a-bl). a. Not capa-
ble uf t-iiange; immutable; not subject to
variation; as, God is an unchangeable being.
Unchangeablenesa (un-chanj'a-bi-nea), «.

The state or quality of being unchangeable
or subject to no change; immutability. A'eto-

ton.

Unchangeably (un-chanj'a-bli). adv. In an
uncbangealile manner; without change; im-
mutably. 'All truth is unchangeably the
same' South-

Unchanging (uu-chanj'ing), a. Not chang-
ing; gufferiug no alteration; tmalterable.

Thy face is vizard-like, unchanginj^. Shak.

Unchaplaln (un-chaplan or un-chaplin),
v.t. To dismiss from a chaplaincy. Fuller.

Uncharge (uncharj'), v.t l. To free from a
charge, load, <»r cargo; to unload. Wickliffe.

2, Not to charge; not to make a matter of
accusation; not to bring as a charge or ac-

cusation; to acquit of blame.
Even his mother shall uncharge the practice

And call it accident. Shak.

cb. cAain; (h, 3c. locA;

Vol. IV.
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TJncIiaTged {un-chiirjd'), o. 1. Not charged;

not loacTeil; as, the Runs were uncharged.—

2. I'nassaileil. • Open your luicAarsfcd gates.

'

Shak. „ ^,

Uncbariot (un-char'i-ot), v.t. 1. To throw

out of a chariot. 'Unhorsed and itncha-

rioted ' Pope.—i. To deprive of a chariot.

UncharltaWe (un-char'i-ta-bl), a. Not cha-

ritable; contrary to charity; harah; censo-

rious; severe in judging; as, uncharitable

opinions or zeal. ' Uncharitable interpre-

tations of those actions of which they are

not competent judges.' Addison.

Uncharltableness (un-char'it-a W-nes), n.

The quality of being uncharitable; want of

charity; censoriousness.

Heaven .ind hell are the proper regions of mercy
and uiicliarihibltntst. yllttriuiy.

Uncharitably (un-char'it-a-bli), adv. In a

manner contrary to charity.

i'licharitaf-ty with nie have you dealt. Shak.

Uncharlty (un-chai-'i-ti), n. Want of cha-

rity ; uncharitableness ; severity of judg-

ment. 'Much uncAariti/ in you." Webster.
• Fought with what seemed my owu uneha-

ritii.' Tennyson.
Uncliarm (un-charm'), v. t. To release from

some charm, fascination, or secret power.

Beau, it- Fl.

Uncharmlng (un-charm'ing), a. Not charm-

ing; no longer able to charm. ' Uneharm-
ing Catherine.' Dnjden.

Unchamel (un-chai-'nel), v.t. To remove

from a tomb; to disinter. • Whom would'st

thou unckarneW Byron.

Unchary (un-cha'ri), a. Not chary; not

frugal; not careful; heedless.

I've said too much unto a heart of stone.

And laid my honour too itnchary out. Shak.

Your mother nmst have been a pretty thing

To make a good man, which my brother was,

Unchary ofthe duties to his house.
E. B. Br<rwni)ig.

Uncliaste (un-chasf), a. Not chaste; not

continent; in>idinous; lewd. Shak.

Unchastely ( un-chast'li ), adv. In an un-

chaste maimer; lewdly. Udall.

Uncliastened (un-chas'nd), a. Not chast-

ened. Milton.

UnchaatlsaWe (un-chas-tiz'ahl), a. Unfit

to be chastised; undeserving of punishment;
unpunishable. Milton.

UnchastlBed (un-chas-tizd'), a. 1. Not chas-

tised; not pimished.— 2. Not corrected; not

restrained. Tickell.

Unchaatlty (un-chas'ti-ti), n. The state or

quality of being unchaste; incontinence;

lewdness; unlawful indulgence of the sexual

appetite.

UncheckaWe (un-chek'a-bl), a. Incapable

of being checked or examined. ' His most
private and uncheckable trusts.' Royer

North.
Uncbecked (un-chekf), a. l. Not checked;

not restrained; not hindered. Milton.—
2. t Not contradicted. Shak.

Dncbeerful (un-cher'fHl), a. Not cheerful;

sad
;
gloomy ; melancholy. ' Uncheer/id

night.' Shak. ' D"nc/ie(!)/t(nu countenance.'

Burton.
Uncheerfulness (un-chei-'fnl-nes), n. Want
of cheerfulness; sadness. Spectator.

Uncheery (un-cher'i), a. Dull; not enliven-

ing. ' The uncheery hours which perpetu-

ally overtake us.' Sterne.

Unoblld (un-child'), v.t. 1. To bereave of

children; to make childless. Shak.—2. To
divest of the character of a child.

They do justly ttnchiid themselves, that in main
elections dispose of themselves without the consent

of those which gave them being. Bp. Hall.

nncblldisb (un-child'ish), a. Not childish;

not fit or proper for children. Webhe.

Unchilled (un-child'), a. Not chilled ; not
cooled, or destitute, or deprived of warmth
or heat. ' Unbent by winds, unchilled by
snows.' Bifron.

UnoMvalrbus (un-shiv'al-rus), a. Not ac-

cording to the rules of chivalry; wanting in

chivalry or honour. 'So thankless, cold-

hearted, unchivalrous, unforgiving.' CTiar-

lotte Bronte.
DnchOleriO (un-kol'6r-ik), a. Not choleric;

even-tempered. Carlyle.

Unchrlatent (un-kris'n), v.t. 1. To annul the

baptism of ; to deprive of the rite or sacra-

ment of baptism.— 2. To render unchristian;

to ileprive of sanctity. 'Hath, as it were,

unhallowed and unchristened the very duty
of praver itself.' Milton.

Unehristened (un-kris'nd), a. Not bap-

tized or christened. Burns.

Unchristian (un-kris'tyan), a. 1. Contrary

to the laws of Christiauity; as, an unchris-

tian reflection ; xmchristian temper or con-

duct.—2. Not Christian; not converted to

the Christian faith; infidel.

Unchristian (un-kris'tyan), v.t. To de-

prive of the constituent qualities of Chris-

tianity; to make unchristian.

Atheism is a sin that doth not only unchristian,

but unman, a person that is guilty of it. Sotttk.

Unchristlanize (un-kris'tyan-iz), v.t. To
turn from the Christian faith; to cause to

degenerate from the belief and profession

of Christianity.

Unchristianly ( un-kris'tyan-li ), o. Con-

trary to the laws of Christianity; unbecom-
ing Christians. ' J/ncArw^ioiiii/compliances.'

Milton.

Unchristianly (un-kris'tyan-li), adv. In an
uncliristian manner ; in a manner contrary

to Cln-istian principles. Bf). Bedell.

Unchristlanness (un-kris'tyan-nes), n. The
cliaracter of l)eing unchristian; contrariety

to Christianity. 'The unchristlanness of

these denials.' Eikon Basilike.

Unchurch (un-chferch'), v.t. To expel from
a church ; to deprive of the character and
rights of a church.

The Greeks ... for this cause stand utterly »«-

churched by the Church of Rome. South.

Uncia (un'shi-a), n. [L.] \. \a Rom,, aniiq.

the twelfth part of anything; an ounce, as

being the twelfth part of the Romano* —
2. A terra formerly used to signify the nu-

merical coefficient of any tenn of the bi-

nomial theorem.
Uncial (un'shi-al), a. [Probably from L.

uncia. an inch, the letters being about an

inch long; or from uncus, crooked, the

letters being more curved than the capitals

previously in universal use.) Pertaining to

or appellative of letters of a large size, used

in ancient Latin and Greek manuscripts.

cencesKDo;
Uncial Letters (centeslmo).

These letters were compounded between the

majuscule or capital and minuscule or small
character, some of the letters resembling
the former, others the latter. Uncial writ-

ing is supposed to have been employed in

Latin .MS8. as early as the third or fourth

century, but was seldom used after the

tenth. Brande & Cox.

Uncial (un'shi-al), n. An uncial letter.

Unciatim (un-si-a'tim), adu. [L.] Ounce by
ounce.
Uncifonn (un'si-torm), a. [L. uncus, a hook,

and .forma, form.) Hook-like, having a

curved or hooked form.

—

Utmform bone,

in anat. the last bone of the second row of

the carpus or wrist, so named from its

hook-like process.

Uncinate (un'si-nat), a. [L. mmnatus. from
uncus, a hook.] In bot. hooked at the end,

as an awn.
Uncinctured (uu-singk'tilrd), p. and a. Not
cinctured; not wearing a cincture or girdle.

Cott}t)er.

Unclnia (un-sin'i-a), n. [From L. uncus, a

hook. 1 A genus of plants belonging to the

nat. order Cyperaceie, having erect solitary

terminal spikes of inflorescence, one-flow-

ered imbricated scales, and a peculiar

hooked bristle, which Schleiden takes to be

a third glume.
Unclphert (un-si'fSr), v.i. To decipher.

Sir W. Temple.
Unclrcumcised (un-serTium-sizd), a. Not
ciriuiiuiseil. Rom. iv. 11.

Unclrcumcision (un-s6rTtum-si"zhon), ?i.

Absence or want of circumcision. Rom. iv.

9, 10.

Unclrcumscribed (un-s^i-'kum-skribd), a.

Not circumscribed; not bounded; not lim-

ited.
He (the monarch of Russia) is absolute and unctr-

cumscribcd in all respects. Brougham.

Unclrcumspect (un-sSr'kum-spekt), a. Not
circumspect; not cautious. ' Unclrcumspect

sim])licity.' Sir J. Hayicard.

Unclrcumspectly ( un-s6r 'kum - spek t - li ),

adv. Without circumspection. Strype.

Uncircumstantial (un-ser'kum-stan'shal),

a. 1. Not circumstantial; not entering into

minute particul.-u-s.-2.t Not important.

The like particulars, although they seem uncircum-
staittial, are oft set down in Holy Scripture.

Sir T. BroTcne.

Uncivil (un-siv'il), a. Not civil; as, (a) not

pertaining to a settled government or settled

state of society; not civilized.

Men cannot enjoy the rights of an uncivil and
civil state together. Biirkt.

(!i) Not courteous; ill-mannered; rude:
coarse ; as, an uncinil answer ; an uncivil

fellow. 'That rude wnciui^ touch.' .Shak.

SVN. Uncourteous, rude, clownish, unman-
nerly.

Uncivilized (un-siv'il-izd), a. 1. Not civil-

ized or reclaimed from savage life; rude;
barbarous; savage; as. uncivilized hordes.

2. t Coarse; indecent. ' The most uncivilized

words in our language.' Addison.
Uncivilly (un-siv'il-li), adv. In an uncivil

manner; not courteously; rudely. Dryden.
Uncla4 (un-klad'). 1. a. Not clad; not
clothed.™2. Pret. & pp. of verb to unclothe.

Tennyson.
Unclaimed (un-klamd'). a. Not claimed;
not demanded ; not called for; as, unclaimed
dividends of a bank.
Unclarifted (un-klar'i-fid), a. Not clarified

or purified. Bacon.
Unclasp (un-klaspO, v.t, 1. To loose the clasp

of; to open what is fastened with a clasp.—

2.t To lay open; to reveal; to disclose.

He ... to my kingly guest
Unclasp d my practice. Shak.

Unclassable (un-klas'a-bl), a. Not capable
of being classed or classified.

Mind remains ;<«c/iiJJrtWc and therefore unknow-
able, fi. Spencer.

Unclassic, Unclassical (un-klas'ik, un-
klas'ik-al), «. Not classic. 'Unclassic

ground.' Pope. ' An education totally Hn-

classical.' Dr. Knox.
Uncle (ung'kl), n. [0. Fr. uncle. Mod. Fr.

oncle, from L. avunculus, a dim. of avtis. a
grandfather.] 1. The brother of one's father

or mother ; also applied to the husband of

one's aunt.—2. A pawnbroker. [Slang]
* Dine in your frock, my good friend, and welcome,

if your dress coat is in the country.' ' It is at present

at an uncle's,' Mr. Bayham said with great gravity.
Thackeray.

— Uncle Sam, the name given jocularly to

the government and sometimes to the people

of the United States, regarded as embodied
in an individual representative; just as John
Bull represents the English people. The
word is a sportive extension of the initials

U. S. printed on United States government
property, and. in particular, on the knap-
sacks of the soldiery, to whom it represented

their paymaster and guardian.

Unclean (un-klen'), a. 1. Not clean; foul;

dirty; filthy.—2. In Jewish law, ceremonially

impure; (a) not free from ceremonial defile-

ment: said of persons. (6) Causing cere-

monial defilement: said of animals or things,

and specifically applied to animals forbidden

to be used in sacrifice and for food. Lev.

xi. 26.-3. Morally impure; foul with sin;

wicked; evil; hence, lewd; unchaste. 'The
unclean\i.m^h.t.' Shak.

Uncleanliness (un-klen'li-nes), ». Want of

cleanliness; fllthiness. Clarendon.

Unclesmly (un-klen'li), a. 1. Foul ; filthy

;

dirty. "The very uncleanly flux of a cat.*

Shak.—% Indecent; unchaste; obscene.

'Tis pity that these harmonious writers have in-

dulged anything uncleanly or impure to defile their

paper. " •'".

Uncleanness (un-klen'nes), n. The state of

being unclean; as, (a) foulness; dirtiness;

fllthiness.

Be not troublesome to thyself or to others by un-

handsomeness or uncleanness. Jer. Taylor.

(b) Want of ritual or ceremonial purity.

Lev. xxii. 3. (c) Moral impurity; defilement

by sin; lewdness; obscenity.

I will also save you from all your uncleannesses.
Ezek. xxxvi. 29.

Uncleart (un-kler"). o. 1. Not clear, bright,

shining, transparent, or the like. — 2. Not
free from obscurity, uncertainty, or indis-

tinctness; doubtful.

In unclear and doubtful things, be not pertinacious.

Abf. Leighton.

Uncleared (un-klerdO, a. 1. Not cleared; as,

uncleared land. Cook.—I. Not freed from
charges or imputations; as, his character

remains uncleared.

Undench (un-klensh'), v.t. and i. To open,

or to force open, as the closed hand.

The fist unclenches, and the we-apon falls. Garth.

Unclerical (un-kler'ik-al), a. Not clerical;

not lictitting the clergy; as, an unclerical

style of language, manners, or appearance.

'I'he unclerical character ol a captain of

horse.' Macaiday.
Unclewt (un-klu'), v.t. To unwind; fig. to

undo or ruin.

If I should pay you for't as 'tis extoU'd,

It would unclcTc me quite. Shak.

Fate, fix, fat, (»U; me, met, hfer; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J, Sc. tey.
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Uncllnch ( un-klinsh
' ), v,t. To unclench

(%vlnch see).

Uncling t (uu-kling'). r.i. To cease from
clinging, adhering, entwining, embracing,
or holding fast. MUton.
Unclipped (un-klipf), a- Not clipped; not
diminished or shortened by clipping.

As soon as there began a distinction between
clipped monsy and unclipped money, bullion arose.

Locke.

Uncloak (un-klok'), v.t. To deprive of the
cloak.

Uncloak (un-klok'), v.i. To take off one's
cloak; as, where do we ujicloak?

UnclOg (un-klog'), v.t. To disencumber of
what clogs; to relieve of difficulties and
obstructions; to free from encumbrances.

It wouM unclose my heart
Of what lies heavy to 't. Shak.

Unclolster (uu-klois't6r), v.t To release

from a cloister or from confinement ; to set

at liherty. Norris.

Unclose (un-kloz'), tJ.^ l. To open. 'Iphi-
gene the fair . . . unclosed her eyes. ' Dry-
den.

Thy letter trembling I unclose. Pope.

2. To disclose; to lay open.
Unclosed (un-klozd'), a. 1. Not separated
by inclosures; open.

The king's army would, through those unclosed
parts, have done them little harm. Clarendon.

2. Not finished; not concluded. Madiso7i.
[Rare.]— 3. Not closed. 'Risunctosed eye
yet lowering on his enemy.' Byron,
Unclothe (un kloTn), v.t. pret. unclothed
or unclad. To strip of clothes; to divest
of covering or the like. 'People . . . whose
employment and study is to unclothe them-
selves of the covers of reason or modesty.'
Jer. Taylor. ' Unclad herself in haste.'

Tennyson.
Unclothed (un-kloTad'Xp-anda. I. Stripped
of clothing or covering. 2 Cor. v. 4. —2. Not
clothed: wanting clothes.

Uncloud (unkloud'). v.t. To free from
clouds ; to unveil ; to clear from obscurity,
gloom, sadness, dulnesa, or the like. ' (7n-

cloiid thy covered spirits.' Beau, tfc Fl.

Unclouded (un-kloud'ed), a. Not cloudy:
free from clouds; not darkened or obscured;
free from gloom: clear; as. an unclouded
sky. 'The moon's undouded grandeur.'
Shelley.

Oh! blest with temper, whose unclouded xav
Can make to-morrow cheerful as toKlay. Pope.

Uncloudedness ( un-kloud'ed-nes), n. The
state of being unclouded; freedom from ob-
scurity or gloom. Boyle.

Uncloudy (un-kloud'i), a. Not cloudy; free
from clouds. 'The uncloudy sky.' Gay.
Uncloven (un-kldv'n). p. and a. Not cloven,
split, or divided. 'My skull's utidoven yet.'
Beau .( Fl
Unclubbable (un-klub'a-bl), a. Not club-
bable ; unsocial. Said by Miss Bumey U>
have been used by Johnson.
Unclutch(un-kluch'), ?3.(. To open, as some-
tbiiig clutched, clenched, or closely shut.
' Cnclutch his griping hand.' Dr. II. More.
Unco (ungTto), a. [Contr. from uncouth
(which see).] Unknown; strange; unusual
(.Scotch,

]

Unco(ungT£o), adv. Very; remarkably; as,
unco glad; uiico guid. [Scotch.]
Unco (ung'ko), n. [Scotch. ] 1. Anything
strange or prodigious. Gait— 2. A strange
person; a stranger. ' (Tncos and strangers.'
Gait
Uncoach (un-kdchO. v.t To detach or loose
from a coach or other vehicle. 'Mules un-
coachi'Ai. ' Chapman.
Uncock (un-kuk'), v.t 1. To let down the
cock of. as of a gun or a hat.~2. To open or
spread out from a cock or heap, as hay.
Uncofflned (un-koffind). a. Not furnished
with a coffln : not put into a cotRn. 'Vn-
kne]le<i. uiieoffined, and unknown.' Buron.
Uncogltable (un koj'i-ta-bl),a. Not capable
of bi'iui,' cogitated or thought of. Sir T.
More.

Uncolf (un-koif). v.t To pull the cap off.

'Two apple-wouien scolding and just ready
to u/icoi/ one another.' Arbuthnot <t Pope.
Uncoifed (un-koiff). a. Not wearing a coif.
'Her inujeHty's renown'd though uncoifd
counsel.' Young.
Uncoil ( un-koir). v. t. To unwind or open,
as the turns of a rope or other line.

The snake of gold slid from her hair, the braid
Slipt and uncoiTd il&clt. Tennyson.

Uncoined (unkolnd'), a. l. Not coined; as,
uncoined silver. Locke. —2. [A doubtful
meaning.] Not having the current stamp of

insinuating, insincere phrases; not counter-
feit; genuine. 'A fellow of plain and un-
coined constancy.' Shak.
Uncollected (un-kol-lekt'ed), a. 1. Not col-

lected; not received; as, uncollected taxes;
debts uncollected. —2. Not having one's
thoughts collected; not recovered from con-
fusion, distraction, or wandering.

Ashamed, confused, I started from my bed.
And to my soul, yet uncollected said. Prior.

Uncoloured (un-kul'6rd), a. l.Notcoloured;
not stained or dyed. 'Things uncoloured
and transparent. ' Bacon. —2. Notheightened
in description.

Uncolt (un-kolf), v.t To unhorse; to de-

prive of a horse. [Rare.]

Thou liest ; thou art not colted, thou art uucolted.
Shak.

Uncomblne (un-kom-biu'), v.t. To sever or
destroy the combination,union, or junction
of; to separate; to disconnect. 'Outbreak-
ing vengeance uncombinea the ill-joined

plots.' Daniel.
Uncomeatahle (un-kum-at'a-bl), a. Not at-

tainable; not obtainable. [CoUoq.]

He has a perfect art in being unintelligible in dis-

course, and uncomeatabie in business. Steele.

Uncomellness (un-kumli-nes). n. 1. Want
of comeliness; want of beauty or grace; as,

uncomelinesi of person, of dress, or beha-
viour.—2. Indecency. Shak.
Uncomely (un-kum'li). a. 1. Not comely

;

wanting grace; as, an uncomely person; un-
cotnely dress ; uncomely manners. — 2. Un-
seemly; unbecoming; unsuitable; indecent.

Besides (to say truth) nakedness is uncomely, as
well in mind, as m body. Bacon.

Uncomelyt (un-kum'li), adv. In an un-
comely <ir unbecoming manner; indecently.
1 Cor. vii. 3G.

Uncomfortable (un-kum'f^rt-a-bl), a. 1. Af-
fording no comfort; gloomy.
Christmas is in the most dead and the most unco^ft'

/ortable time of the year. Addison.

2. Causing Ixtdily discomfort; giving uneasi-
ness; as, an uncom/ortable seat or condition.
3. Receiving no comfort; disagreeably situ-
ated; uneasy; ill at ease; as, I felt myself
very unconifvrtnhh there.

UncomfortahleneS8(un-kum'f6rt-a-bl-nes),
n. The state of being uncomfortable, mis-
erable, sad, uneasy. Jer. Taylor.
Uncomfortably (un-kum'f^rt-a-bliV adv.
In an uncomfortable manner; with discom-
fort or uneasiness ; in an uneasy state. ' Upon
the floor uncomfortably lying.' Drayton.
Uncomforted (un-kum'f6rt-ed ), a. Not
comforied, consoled, or tranquillized. 'Walk-
ing through the cold and starless road of
Death, tmcin/orted.' Tennyson.
Uncommanded (un-kom-maud'ed), a. Not
comniauded; not required by precept, order,
or law. 'Those affected. uncom7nan<c2«d, ab-
surd austerities of the Romish profession.'
South.

Uncommendable ( un-kom-mend'a-bl ). a.

Not commendable; not worthy of commen-
dation ; illaudable. * The uncommendable
licentiousness of his poetry.' Feltham.
Uncommercial (un-kom-mfer'shal), a. Not
commercial; not carrying on commerce; not
travelling to solicit orders for goods. 'The
Uncommercial Traveller.' Dickens.

UnoonimiBSloned (un-kom-mi'shond), a.

Not commissioned or duly appointed; not
having a commission.
We should never hastily run after uneomntissiofted

guides. Seeker.

Uncommitted (un-kom-mit'ed), a. 1. Not
committed. 'The uneomnuttea sin.' Ham-
mond.~2. Not referred to a committee.

—

3. Not pledged by anything said or done

;

as, uncommitted by rash promises or state-
ments,
Uncommlxedt (un-kom-mikstO.a. Not com-
mixed or mingled. Chapman.
Uncommon (un-kom'mon), a. Not com-
mini ; not usual; infrequent; rare; hence,
remarkable; extraordinary; strange; as, an
uncmnmon season; an uncommon degree of
cold or heat; uncommon courage. — 8yn.
Rare, scarce, unwonted, seldom, unusual,
remarkable, extraonlinary, unique, singular.
Uncommon (un-kom'mon), adv. Exceed-
ingly: very; as, iincommon cheap. [Vulgar]
Uncommonly (un-kom'mon-li). adv. i In
an micomnion manner; rarely; not usually.
2. To an uncommon degree. 'Gentlemen
. . . tencoHonoH^i/qualifiedforthat purpose.'
Cook.

Uncommonness (un-kom'mon-nes), n. The
state or quality of l>eing uncommon ; rare-
ness of occurrence; infrequency. Addison.

Uncommunicable (un-kom-mu'ni-ka-bl), a.

1. Incapable of being communicated, trans-
ferred, or imparted; incommunicable. 'Pe-
culiar reserved and t»icom7n*inM;a&ie rights."
Burke. ~2. Not communicative; reserved;
taciturn.

Uncommunicated (un-kom-mu'ni-kat-ed),
a. 1. Not communicated; not disclosed or
made known to others.—2. Not imparted or
bestowed ; as, the uncommunicated perfec-
tions of God. Waterlaiid.
Uncommunicative (un-kom-mu'ni-kat-iv),
a. Not communicative ; not free to com-
municate to others; reserved. 'A churlish
and imcommunicative disposition.' Chester-
field-

UncommunicativenesB ( un-kom-mu 'ni -

kiit-iv-nes), n. The state of being uncom-
municative, rf served, or taciturn; reserve.
Richardson.
Uncompact (un-kom-pakf), a. Not com-
pact; not of close texture; incompact. 'A
furrowed, uncompact surface.' Addison.
Uncompacted (un-kom-pakt'ed), a. Not
compact; pot firm or settled. ' An uncom-
pacted mind.' Feltham.
Uncompaniedt (un-kum'pa-nid), a. Having
no companion; unaccompanied. 'Thence
she fled inicouipanied, unsought.' Fairfax.
Uncompanionable ( im-kom-pan'yon-a-bl ),

«. Not companionable or sociable. Miss
Bumey.
Uncompassionate (un-kom-pa'shon-at), a.
Not compassituuite; having no pity. ' Un-
compassionate anger.' Milton.
Uncompatibly f (un-kom-pat'i-bli), adv. In-
compatibly.
Uncompellable (uu-kom-pel'a-bl), a. Not
conipellalde; that cannot be forced or com-
pelled. Feltham.
Uncompensated ( un - kom - pen ' sat- ed ), a.
Not compensated; unrewarded. 'Perfect,
uncoi/ipt'it^ated slavery,' Burke.
Uncomplaining (un-kom-plan'ing), a. Not
complaining; not murmuring; not disposed
to nmrmur.
There is a sublime, uncomplaining' melancholy

traceable in these old hearts. Carlyle.

Uncomplaisant (un-kom'pla-zant), a. Not
complaisant; not civil; not courteous.
A natural roughness makes a man uncomplaisant

to others. Locke.

Uncomplai8antly(un-kom'pla-zant-li),a(fy.
riicivilly; discourteously. Blackstone.
Uncomplete (un-kom-plef), a. Not com-
l»lete ; not finished ; not perfect ; incom-
plete. ' The tnicomplete and unfinished
parts.' Pope.
Uncompliant (un-kom-pli'ant), a. Not
yielding; not obsequious; inflexible.

Be justly opposite and uncompliant to these errors.
Bp. Gauden.

Uncomplying (un-kom-pli'ing), a. Not
couiplymg; not yielding to i-equest or com-
mand; uidfending.

The kin;: was induced to take away the seal from
the uncompiy%H£ chancellor. Bp. South.

Uncomposeable (un-kom-poz'a-bl), a. In-
capable of being composed; not to be al-
layed or arranged.
A difference ... at length flamed so high as to be

uncomposeable. Roger North.

Uncompounded ( un - kom- pound 'ed), o.

1. Not compounded; not mixed. ' Uncmn-
pounded matter. * Newton. — 2. Simple ;

not intricate. 'That uncompounded style.*
Hammojid.

Uncomprehensible(un-kom'pre-hen"si-bl),
a. Incnnipreht.iisible. Bp. Jewel.
Uncomprehensive (unkoni'pre-hen"siv), a.
1. Not comprehensive; not including much.
2. Unable to comprehend; incomprehenslve.
' Narrow-spirited, uncomprehensive zest\oi&.'
South.—3.} Incomprehensible.
The providence that's in a watchful state
Know? almost every grain of Pluto's gold

;

Finds bottom in th uncomprehensive deep. Shak.

Uncompromising (un-kom'pro-mlz-ing), a.
Not compromising: not agreeing to terms;
not complying; inflexible; as, uncompromis-
ing hostility.

Unconceivable t (un-kon-sev'a-bl), a. In-
capable of Ijcing conceived or understood;
inconceivable. 'Obscure and Hnconcej'crt We.'
Locke.

Unconceivablenesst (un-kon-sev'abi-nes),
n The state or quality of being inconceiv-
able. Locke.

Unconceivablyt (un-kon-sev'a-bli),rtrfy. in-
conceivably. ' Unconceivably small bodies
or atoms." Locke.

Unconcern (un-kon-sSrn'), n. Want of
concern; absence of anxiety; freedom from

ch, cAain; eh. Sc. locA; g,go; j,^ob; fc, Fr. ton; ng, sinj)'; ?h, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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solicitude. ' A listless unconcern, cold

and averting from our neighbour's good.'
Thomson,
Unconcerned (un-kon-sfimd'), a. 1. Kot
concerned; not anxious; feeling no concern
or solicitude; easy in mind. 'The mom, all

unconcerned with our unrest.' Milton.

'Happy mortals, uncoticerned for more.'
Dryden. —2. Having or taking no interest;

not interested; not affected.

All idle person is like one that is dead, uucon-
certud in the changes and necessities of the world.

yer. Taylor.

Nothin? can be more exposed to violent and sudden
changes than the possession of the crown in despotic
governments, where the interests of the community at

large are quite unconcerned. Brougltani.

Unconcernedly (un-kon-semd'li), adv. In
an unconcerned manner; without anxiety.

'And unconcern'dl\j cast his eyes around.'
Dryden.
Unconcemedneas ( un-kon-s6rnd'nes ), n.

Freedom from concern or anxiety. South.

Unconcerning t (un-kon-s6m'ing), a. Not
interesting; not affecting; not belonging to

one. Dr. H. More.
Unconcemment t (un-kon-s6m'ment), n.

The state of having no interest or concern.
South.

Unconcludent t (un-kon-klud'ent), a. Not
decisive; inconclusive.

Our arguments are inevident and uttconclitdettt.

Sir M. Hale,

Unconcludible t (un-kon-klud'i-bl), «. Not
determinable. ' That which is unconchidible
. . . to the understanding.' Dr. H. More.

Unconcluding t (un-kon-klud'ing), a. In-

conclusive. 'False and uncoTVcluding rea-

sonings.' Locke.

Unconcludingness t (un-kon-klud'ing-nes),

n. Quality of being inconclusive.

Unconclusive t (un-kon-klu'siv), a. Not
decisive; inconclusive. Hammond.
UnconCOCted (un-kon-kokt'ed), a. Not con-
cocted; not digested. Sir T. Browne.
Unconcurrent t (un-kon-kur'ent), a. Not
concurring or agreeing. Daniel.

Uncondenmed (un-kon-demd'), a. 1. Not
condemned; not judged guilty. *A man
that is a Roman and uncondemned.' Acts
xxii. 25. — 2. Not disapproved ; not pro-

nounced criminal. ' A familiar and uncon-
demned practice.' Locke.

Uncondited (ua-kon'dit-ed), pp. [Prefix xm,
not, and conditus, pp. of condio, to season,
to spice, to flavour. ] Unseasoned. Jer.
Taylor. [Rare.]

Unconditional (un-kon-di'shon-al), a. Not
conditional; absolute; unreserved; not lim-
ited by any conditions; as, an unconditional
surrender.

O pass not. Lord, an absolute decree.
Or bind thy sentence unconditional, Dryden.

Unconditionally {un-kon-di'shon-al-li),arfu.

In an unconditional manner; without con-
ditions; as, the troops did not surrender tm-
conditionaXiy , but by capitulation. ' The
special favorites to whom those promises
are unconditionally consigned." Hammond.
Unconditioned ( un-kon-di'shond ), a. In
metaph. a word coined by Sir William Ham-
ilton to designate that which has neither
conditions, relations, nor limitations either
as regards space or time, and which is there-
fore unthinkable or incapable of being made
an object of thought: used commonly in tlie

noun-phrase, the Unconditioned, the Ab-
solute, the Infinite.

Unconditioned (un-kon-di'shond), n. See
the adjective.

Unconducingt (un-kon-dus'ing), a. Not
conducive. 'A work in some sort not un-
conducing to a publick benefit. ' E, Phillips.

Unconfidence + (un-kon'fl-dens), n. Want of
confidence; uncertainty; hesitation; doubt.
Bp. Hacket.
UnconfinalDle (un-kon-fin'a-bl), a. l.t Un-
bounded.
You rogue! You stand upon your honour 1 Why

thou itnconJfnal>le baseness, it is as much as I can
do to keep mine honour. Shak.

2. Incapable of being confined or restrained.

Unconfined (un-kon-find'), a. 1. Not con-
fined ; free from restraint ; free from con-
trol. 'Poets, a race long nncojijined and
free.' Pope.—2. Not having narrow limits;

not narrow ; wide and comprehensive. ' Blest
with a taste exact, yet unconfined.' Pope.
Unconfinedly (un-kon-find'li), adv. With-
out confinement or limitation. Barrow.
Unconfirmed (un-kon-fermd'). «• 1 Not
firmly established; not possessed of its full

measure of strength or stability; as, his

health was still unconfirmed. —2. Not forti-

fied by resolution; weak; raw.

In the ttncon/irmed troops much fear did breed.
Daniel.

3. Not confirmed or strengthened by addi-
tional testimony. ' His witness uncmifirm'd.

'

Miltoti.—i. Not confirmed according to the
church ritual.

Unconfonnt (un-kon-fomi'), a. Unlike;
dissimilar ; not analogous. ' Not uncon-
form to other shining globes.' Milton.

Unconformability (un-kon-form'a-bil"i-ti),

?i. 'I'he state of being unconformable.
Unconformable ( un - kon - form ' a - bl ), a.

1. Not consistent; not agreeable ; not con-
forming.

Moral evil is an action unconfortnabU to the rule

of our duty, IVatts.

2, In geol. a term applied to strata whose
planes do not lie parallel with those of the

Unconformable Strata near Frome.

subjacent or superjacent strata but have a
different line of direction or- inclination, as
shown in cut. See also Conformable.
Unconformably (uu-kon-form'a-bli), adv.
In an unconformable manner. See Un-
CONFCIKMABLE.
Unconformity (un-kon-form'i-ti), 71, Incon-
gruity; inconsistency; want of conformity.

The moral goodness or evil of men's actions . . .

consists in their conformity or uncon/ormity to right

reason. South.

Unconfound (un-kon-foundO, v.t. To mix;
to mingle; to involve; to confuse. Milton.
Unconfused (un-kon-fuzd'), « 1 Free from
confu.sion or disorder. Locke. ~2, Not em-
barrassed.

Unconfutable (un-kon-fut'a-bl), a. Not con-
futable ; not to be refuted or overthrown

;

incapable of being disproved or convicted
of error; as, an unconfutable argument.
Bp. Sprat.

Unconfuted (un-kon-fut'ed), a. Not con-
futed.

What he writes, though uncon/uted, must there-
fore be mistrusted. Milton.

Uncongeal (un-kon-jeiO, u*. To thaw; to
melt. 'When meres begin to uncoj^eal.'
Tennyson. [Rave. ]

Uncongealable (un-kon-jel'a-bl), a. Not
capable of being congealed, frozen, or ren-
dered hard by cold. ' Platina uncongealable
like quicksilver.' Southey.
Uncongenial (unkon-je'ni-al). a. Not con-
genial. • An uncongenial climate.' Dr. Enox.
Unconjugal ( uu-kon'ju-gal ), a. Not suit-

able to matrimonial faith ; not befitting a
wife or husband. ' The blot of falsehood
most xinconjugal.' Milton.

Unconiunctive (un-kon-junk'tiv), a. That
cannot be joined. 'Two persons unconjunc-
tive and unraarriable together' Milton.

[Rare. ]

Unconnected (un-kon-nekt'ed), a. 1. Not
connected; not united; separate. —2. Not
coherent; not joined by proper transitions

or dependence of parts; loose; vague; ram-
bling ; desultory; as, an tinconnected dis-

course.

Unconning.t a. [See Con.] Unknowing;
ignorant. Chaucer.
Unconning,t n. Ignorance. Chaucer.
Unconnlving (un-kon-niv'ing), a. Not con-
niving ; not overlooking or winking at.

'Rigour vneonniving.' Milton.

Unconquerable (un-kong'k6r-a-bl).rt. l.Not
conquerable; incapable of being vanquished
or defeated; not to be overcome in contest;

as, an ujiconguo-able foe. 'Achilles, her
ujiconguerable son.' Cowper.—2. Incapable
of being subdued and brought under con-
trol; as, unconquerable passions or temper.
'The unconquerable will." 3/(7(on. — SYN.
Invincible, insuperable, insurmountable.
Unconquerably (un-kong'ker-a-bli), adv.
Invincibly; insuperably. 'Wild, furious
herds, unconquerably strong.' Pojye.

Uncontiuered (un-kong'k^rd), a. 1. Not
vanquished or defeated ; unsubdued ; not
brought under control. —2. Invincible; in-

superable. Sir P. Sidney.
Unconscionable (un-kon'shon-a-bl), a.

1. Not conscionable; unreasonable; exceed-
ing the limits of any reasonable claim or
expectation; inordinate.

A man may oppose an unconscionable request for
an unjustifiable reason. Sir R. L'Estratn^e.

2. Not guided or influenced by conscience.
' Ungenerous as well as unconscionable prac-
tices.' South.—3.t Enormous; vast; as, .«n-
conscionable size.

His giantship is gone somewhat crestfallen.

Stalking witn less uncojiscio7table sXtides.

MilCon.
Unconsclonableness ( un - kon 'shon - a-bi-

nes), ji. Thu character of being unconscion-
able ; unreasonableness of hope or claim.
Bp. Hall.

Unconscionably (un-kon'shon-a-bli), adv.
Unreasonably; m a manner or degree that
conscience and reason do not justify.

All things here
Are sold, and sold unconscionably dear. Drydtn.

Unconscious (uu-kon'shus), a. Not con-
scious; (a) having no mental perception; as,

uncoi\£ci(nis causes. 'Passive, uncmxscioux
substances.' Paley. (6) Not conscious to
one's self; not knowing; not perceiving; as,

unconscious of guilt or error. ' l/nconscioug
of the sliding hour.' Tennyson, (c) Not
taking cognizance by consciousness; not re-

sulting from consciousness; &&, unconscious
cerebration. See Cerebration.
Unconsciously (uu-kon'shus-li), adv. In an
unconscious manner; without perception.
Unconsciousness ( un - kon ' shus - nes), ?»

The state of being unconscious; want of per-
ception.

Unconsecratet (un-kon'se-krat), v.t. To
render not sacred; to desecrate.

The sin of Israel had even unconsecrated aad pro-
faned that sacred edifice. South.

Unconsecrated (un-kon'se-krat-ed), a. Not
consecrated; as, a temple unconsecrated;
unconsecrated bread. Milton.
Unconsenting (im-kon-sent'ing), o. Not
consenting; not yielding consent. ' Nor wn-
comentiii'j hear his friend's request.' Pope.
Unconsideratet (un-kon-sid'6r-at), a. Not
considering with due care or attention;
heedless; inconsiderate. Daniel.
Unconsideratenes8t(un-kon-sid'6r-at-nes),
n. The state of being unconsiderate ; in-

considerateuess. 'Conceit and unconsider-
ateness.' Hales.
Unconsidered (un-kon-sid'6rd), a. Not con-
sidered or regarded; not attended to. 'A
snapper-up of unconsidered trifles. ' Shak.
Unconsidering (un-kon-sid'er-ing). a. Not
considering; void of consideration; regard-
less. Swift.

Unconsonant (un-kon's6-nant). a. Not con-
sonant; nut cun?:i8tent. Hooker.
Unconspiringness t (un-kon-spir'ing-nes),
n. Absence of plot or conspiracy. 'A har-
mony whose dissonance serves but to mani-
fest the sincerity and unconspiringness of
the writers.' Boyle.

UnconstancTf (un-kon'stan-si), n. Incon-
stancy. Fuller.

Unconstantt (un-kon'atant), o. Not con-
stant; inconstant. * More t/nco^iatanf than
the wind.' Shak.
Unconstantlyt (un-kon'stant-li), adv. In-
constantly.

Consider . . . how unconstantlynAtnes hAvehccn
settled, and how subject they are to equivocation.

Nobbes.

Unconstitutional (un-kon'sti-tu"ahou-al),
a. Not agreeable to the constitution of a
country; not authorized by the constitution;
contrary to the principles of the constitu-

tion. ' The dangerous and unconstitutioiutl

practice of removing military ofticers for
their votes in parliament.' Burke.

Unconstitutionality ( un-kon'sti-tu ' shon-
aVi-ti). n. The quality of being unconsti-
tutional.

Unconstitutionally{un-kon'sti-tii"shon- al-
ii), adv. In an unconstitutional manner.
Unconstrained (un-kon strand'), a. Free
from constraint; voluntary.

We unconstrained, what he commands us, do.
Z>rydeM.

God delights not to make a drudge of \-irtiie, whose
actions must be all elective and unconstrained.

Milton.

Unconstrainedly (un-kon-stran'ed-li), adv.

In an unconstrained manner; without force
or constraint; spontaneously. Hooker.

Unconstraint (un-kon-striint'). ". Freedom
from constraint; ease. ' That air of freedom

Fate, fta, fat, f^ll; me, met, b6r; pine, pin; note, not, m5ve; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, 3c. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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and unconstraint which is more sensibly to

be perceived than described.' Felton.

Unconsultlng (un-kon-sult'ing), a. Taking
D'> advice; rash; imprudent. ' llnconsulting
arfectioii," Sir P. Sidney.
Uiicoiisunimatet(un-kon-sum'mat),a. Not
coii-siiniiiialed. Dryden.
nncontemned (un-kon-temd'), a. Not de-
spised; not contemned.

Which of the peers
Have tiKconttmutd gone by himT ShaA,

Uncontended (un-kon-tend'ed), a. Not dis-

puted for; not contested. ' This wncontended
prize.' Dryden.
Uncontentedf^ (un-kon-tent'ed),a. Not con-
tentinl; n^t satisfied; discontented. Daniel.

Unconteiitednesst (un-kon-tent'ed-nes), n.

The state of being uncontented; discon-
tentedness. Ua mmond.
Uncontentingness t (un-kon-tent'ing-nes),

n. Want of power to satisfy. Boyle.

Uncontestable t (un-kon-tesl'a-bl), a. Not
capable tif being contested ; indisputable

;

not to be controverted; incontestable. 'Un-
contestable evidence.' Locke.

Uncontested (un-kon-test'ed), a. Not con-
tested; not disputed; hence, evident. 'Ex-
perience uncontested.' Sir Ji. Blackinore.

Uncontradictal>le(un-kon'tra-dikt"a-bl),n.
That cannot be contradicted. Carlyle.

Uncontradicted (un-kon'tra-dikt"ed), a.

Xot contradicted; not denied. 'Uncontra-
dicted testimony.' Bp. Pearson.
Uncontrite (un-kon'trit), a. Not contrite;
not penitent. Hammond.
UEContriving(un-kon-triv'ing),a. Not con-
triviii!,'; deficient in contrivance. 'The
savage, vncontrioing man.' Goldsmith.
Uncontrollable (un-kon-tr61'a-bl),a. l.That
cannot be controlled or ruled ; ungovern-
able; that cannot be restrained; as. an un-
controllable temper; uncontroUabU auhjects.

The will itself, how absolute and Mncontroiiabie
soever it m-iy be thought, never fails in its obedience
to the dictates of the understanding. Lode.

2. That cannot be guided or directed; as,

unemitroUahU events.—3.t Indisputable; ir-

refragable.

This pensioa was granted by reason of the King of
England's Mncontrottiable title to England.

Sir y. Hayward.

Uncontrollably (un-kon-trola-bli), ade. In
an uncoutroUable manner; without being
subject to control.

God \na.y uucontroUabiy ziuX lawfully deal with his
creatures as he pleases. Abr. Tucker.

Uncontrolled (un-kon-tr6M'). a. l. Not
controlled nr governed.—2. Not yielding to
restraint; uncontrollable.

Do I not know the uneontroUeti HiOM^tvis
That youth brings with him when his blood ii high!

Beau d- >?.

3.f Not disproved; not refuted.

That Julius Cxsar was so born is an uncontrouitd
report. Si r J. Hayward.

Uncontrolledly(un-kon-tr6ld1i),adtJ. With-
out control or restraint; without effectual
opposition Dr. H More.
Uncontrover8oryt(un-kon'trd-v6r"8o-ri),a.
Free from controversy. 'An uncontroter-
gory piety.' Bp. Hall.
Uncontroverted (un-kon'trd-v6rt-ed), a.

Not controverted or disputed; not liable to
t>e called in question. " The uncontroverted
certainty of mathematical science.' QUin-
cille.

Unconversable (un-konv6rs'a-bl), a. Not
free in conversation; not social; reserved.
In what a miserable state shall we tc. when every

member of our society shall t>e of the same UHcon-
versabie temper as ourselves. Dr. y. Scott.

Unconversant (un-kon'v^rs-ant). a. Not
conversant: not familiarly acquainted: fol-
lowed usually by with beforean object, sorae-
tinies by tn. ' Unconvermnt in disquisitions
of this kind.' Madox.
Unconversion (unkon-v^r'shon), n. The
state <f{ being unconverted; impenitence.
[Rare.]

Unconverted (un-kon-v6rt'ed), a. Xot con-
verted; not changed in opinion; specifically,
not turned from one faith to another, or not
renewed and regenerated. ' Unconverted to
Christianity' Jer. Taylor. * A call to the
unconverted. ' Baxter.
Unconvertible (un-kon-vfert'l-bl). a. That
cannot be converted or changed in form;
as, lead is unconvertible Into silver. ' Un-
convertible ignorance.' Congreve.
UnconvlncM (un-kon-vinsf). a. Not con-
vinced; not persuaded. "The ignorant and
tincoitvinced.' Locke.
Unconvincing (un-kon-vlns'ing), a. Not

sufficient to convince. ' UnconvinctTig ci-

tations.' Milton.
UncoquettiSh (un-ko-ket'ish), a. Not co-
quettish. 'So pure and uncoquettish were
her feelings.' Jane Austen.
Uncord (un-kord'), v.t. To loose from cords;
to unfasten or unbind; as, to uncord a bed;
to uncord a package.
Uncordlal (un-kor'di-al), a. Not cordial;
not hearty. ' A little proud-looking woman
of ujicordial address.' Jane Austen.
Uncork (un-kork'), v.t. To draw the cork
from; as, to uticork a bottle.

Uncorrect (un-ko-rekf), a. Not correct; not
free from faults or errors. J>ryden.
Uncorrected (un-ko-rekt'ed), a. 1. Not cor-
rected; not revised; not rendered exact; as,

an uncorrected copy of a writing.

The faulty passages . . . will perhaps be charged
upon those that suffered them to pass uncorrect^.

Boyle.

2. Not reformed ; not amended ; as, life or
maimers ruicurrected.^^. Not chastised.
Uncorrespondency t (un'ko-re-8pond"en-
si), n. The state of being uncorrespondent,
or not mutually adapted or agreeable. Bp.
Gauden.
Uncorrespondentt (unko're-spond"ent), a.

Nut correspondent; not suitable, adapted,
or agreealile. Bp. Gauden.
Uncorrigible (un-kor'ij-i-bl), a. Incapable
of btin;,' cnirected; incorrigible. Outred.
Uncorrupt (un-kor-rupt'>, a. Not corrupt;
not depraved; not perverted; incorrupt; as,

an uncorrupt judgment 'For ever uncor-
rupt and pure.' Swi/t.

Uncomipted (unko-rupt'ed), a. Not cor-
niptetl; not vitiated; not depraved.
Uncorruptedness (un-ko-rupt'ed-nes), n.

State of being uncorrupted. Milton.
Uncorruptible (un-ko-rupt'i-bl), a. In-
capable of being (jorrupted; incorruptible.
Koni, i. 23.

Uncorruptness (im-ko-rupt'nes), n. Integ-
rity; uprightness. Tit. ii. 7.

Uncostly (un-kostli), a. Not costly; not of
a high price or value. ' Baser and uncostly
materials.' Jer. Taylor.

Uncounsellable (un-koun'sel-a-bl), a. Not
to be advised; not consistent with good ad-
vice orpnidence. Clarendon.
Uncounselled (un-koun'seUn. a. Not hav-
ing' ri.un-il nr advice. Burke.
Uncountable (un-kount'a-bl), a. Not capa-
ble of being counted; innumerable. 'Those
uncountable bodies set in the firmament.'
Raleigh.

Uncounted (un-kount'ed), a. Not counted;
not numbered; innumerable.

The blunt monster with uncounted he&ds.
The still discordant wavering multitude. Sfuik.

Uncounterfeit (un-koan't6r-fit), a. Not
counterfeit; not spurious; genuine. 'Pious
intentions, all not only uncounter/eit, but
most fervent' Bp. Sprat.

Uncouple (un-ku'pl), u. t. To loose, as dogs
from tneir couples; to set loose; to disjoin.

Neither life nor death can uncouplt us. y. Vdnil.

So when our mortal frame shall be disjoined.
The lifeless lump uncoupled fivm the mind.
From sense of grief and pain we shall be free.

Dryden.

Uncouple t (un-ku'plj, v.i. To go loose, as
hounds.
Uncoupled (un-ku'pld), a. Not coupled;
not united; not wedded; single. * Uncoupled,
cold virginity.' Chainberlayne.

Uncourted (un kort'ed), a. Not courted;
nfit wnoed. ' Uncourted, unrespected, un-
obeyed. ' Daniel.
Uncourteous (un-kort'e-us), a. Not courte-
ous; uncivil; unpolite. ' In behaviour . . .

somewhat given to musing, but never un-
courteous.' Sir P. Sidney
Uncourteously (un-kort'e-us-li), adv. Un-
civilly; unpolitely. ' f/ncowrteotw/i/ he railed
upon England,' Ascham.
Uncourtlerlike (un-kort'er-lik), a. Unlike
a courtier ; hence, not flattering, bland,
suave, or the like. ' I acted but an t(7icot/r-

tierlike part.' Miss Bumey.
Uncourtllness (un-kOrt'li-nes), ?i. The qua-
lity of being uncourtly; as, uncotirtliTiess

of manners. 'The uiKourtliness of their
phrases.' Addison.
Uncourtlv (un-kCrtIi), a. Not courtly; (a)
untrained in the manners of a court; hence,
not suave. blan<I, pleasing, flattering, or the
like; blunt; impolite.

When I had once addressed your lordship tn pub-
lic, 1 had exhausted all the art of pleasingwhich a
retired and uucourtiy scholar can pussess.^'^^^'fcM-

(b) Uncivil; rude; coarse; plain. 'A plain
uncourfly speech. ' Pope.

UncousI (ung'kus), a. [L. uncxis, a hook.]
Hook-like; hooked. Sir T. Browne.
Uncouth (un-kbth'), a. [A. Sax. uncQth, un-
known—wn, not, and ci'tth, pp. of cunnaii,
to know. See Cunning.] l.f Unknown.
Surrey.

I am surprised with an uncouth fear. Shak.

Hence—2. Not familiar; strange; extraoi--
dinary: thus conveying a sense (a) of sus-
picion, dread, fear, alarm, or the like; or,

(6) of awkwardness, clumsiness, oddity, or
the like, the latter being now the usual
meaning; as, uncouth manners or behaviom*.

It is no uncouth thing
To see fresh buildings from ola ruins spring.

B. yonsoH,
Nor can I like

This uncouth dream of evil sprung, I fear. Miltc*$.

The dress of a New Zealander is certainly, to a
stranger, at first sight, the most uncouth that can be
imagined. Cook.

Uncouthly (un-kothOi), adv. In an un-
couth manner; oddly; strangely; awkwardly;
clumsily. Dryden.
Uncouthness (un-koth'nes), n. The state
of being uncouth; oddness; strangeness;
as, the tmcouthness of a word or of dress.
' The disadvantage of uncouthness and per-
fect strangeness to enhance their difllculty.'

Dr. H. More.
Uncovenablet (un-kuv'en-a-bl),a. [SeeCov-
ENABLE.] Inconvenient; unsuitable. Chau-
cer.

Uncovenanted(un-kuv'en-ant-ed),a. 1. Not
promised by covenant; not resting on a
covenant or promise ; specifically, not pro-
ceeding from or belonging to the covenant
made between God and his people through
Christ and resting on acceptance of the ap-
pointed means of grace: a theological term
used by some, especially in the phrase un-
covenanted mercies; that is, such mercies as
God may be pleased to show to those not
sharing in the covenant.

I will cast me on His free uncozenanted mercy.
//ors/ey.

If ninetcen-twentielhsof the world are to be left to
uncoveuanted mercies, and that sort of thing, which
means in plain linglish to go to hell, and the other
twentieth are to rejoice at it all. &c. Hughes.

2. Not bound by a covenant, contract, or
agreement; not having joined in a covenant,
compact, league, or the like; specifically,
not subscribing to the Scottish Solemn
League and Covenant

In Scotland a few fanatical non-jurors may have
grudged their allegiance to an uncovenanted king.

Sir E. May.— Unoivenanted civil service, a branch of
the Indian civil service whose members
(Europeans or natives) are subject to no en-
trance examination, nor entitled to promo-
tion or retiring pension, and who may re-
sign their office at pleasure.

Uncover (un-kuv'fer), v.t. 1. To remove a
cover or covering from; to divest of a cover
or covering, such as a hat, a veil, cloth-
ing, a roof, or the like.

None of the Eastern people use the compliment of
uncovering^ their heads when they meet as we do.

DafHfiier.
After you arc up, uncover your bed, and open the

curtains to air It, Harvey.

Hence—2. To lay bare ; to disclose ; to lay
open to view.

In vain thou strivest to cover shame with shame.
Or by evasions thy crime uncaverest more.

Miltan.

Uncover (un-kuv'6r), v.i. To bare the head;
to take ofi one's hat.

W'e are forced to uncover after them. Addison.

Uncovered (un-kuv'6rd), p. and a. 1. De-
prived of a cover; having a cover or cover-
ing removed-—2. Not provided with a cover
or covering ; having no covering ; bare;
naked. Shak.
Uncowl (un-koul'), v.t. To deprive of a
cowl; to remove a cowl from.

I pray you think us friends

—

unco-wl your face.
Coleridge.

Uncrafty (un-kraf'ti), a. Not crafty, cun-
ning, or designing. Jer. Taylor.

Uncreate (nn-kreaf), v.t. To annihilate;
to deprive of existence-

Then who created thee lamenting leam

;

When who can uncreate thee, thou shalt know,
Milton.

Uncreatet (un'kre-at), a. Uncreated. Atha-
nasian Creed.

Uncreated (un-kre-at'ed), p. and a. 1. Re-
duced to nothing; deprived of existence.—
2. Not yet created. Clarke. —3. Not pro-
duced by creation. ' Misery uncreated till

the crime of thy rebellion.' Milton.

Uncrediblet (un-kred'i-bl). a. Not to be
believed; not entitled to credit; incredible.
' Reports that seem uticredible.' Bacon.

ch, cAain; £h, Sc loeA; g, go; i,job; Ik, Fr. ton; ng, sifv; tB, then; th, tMn; w, trig; wh, uAig; zh, azure.—See KST.
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Uncreditt (un-kred'it), v.t To discredit
Ftdler.

Uncreditablet (un-kred'it-a-bl). a. Not in

good credit or reputation ; discreditable.
' (Jncreditable or \iniashiona.h\e, . . . branded
or disused sins.' Hammond.
Uncrippled (uu-krip'ld), a. 1. Not crippled

or lamed; not deprived of the use of the
limbs. 'Two feet uncrippled.' Cowper.
Hence—2. Not having the powers of motion,
activity, usefulness, &c., impaired; as, the
ship came out of the action uncrippled.

Uncritical (un-kri'tik-al), a. l. Not criti-

cal; wanting in judgment. 'Rude under-
standers or uncritical speakers.' Bp. Gau-
den.—2. Not according to the just rules of

criticism; as, an uncritical estimate.

Uncrooked (un-krokf or un-krok'ed), a.

Not crooked, winding, or tortuous ; straight.
' Ways uncrooked.' Beau, d: Ft.

Uncropped (un-kropf), a. Not cropped,
cut, or plucked. * A fresh uncropped flower,

'

Shak.
Uncrossed (un-krosf), a. l. Not crossed;
not cancelled. ' Keeps his books uncrossed.

'

Shak.—2. Not thwarted; not opposed.
Uncrowded (un-kroud'ed), a. Not crowded;
not compressed; not straitened for want of

room. 'And held uncrowded nations in its

womb.' Addiso7i.

Uncrown (un-kroun'), v.t. 1. To deprive of

a crown; to dethrone.

I'll iincroitiH him ere it be long. Shak.

2. To pull off the crown. ' Uncrown his
head.' Dryden.
Unction (ungk'shon), n. [L. unctio, unc-
tionis, fromungo, tmctxun, to anoint (whence
unguejit, ointment, anoint); cog. Skr. anj,

to anoint; O.H.G. ancho, butter.] 1. The
act of anointing, smearing, or rubbing with
an ungnent, ointment, or oil; especially, (a)

as a symbol of consecration, dedication, or
appointment to an important office. ' Of all

things to be heir and king, by sacred xinction.

'

Milton, (b) For medical purposes. Arbuth-
not.—2. That which is used for anointing;
anguent; ointment; a salve.

The king himself the sacred unciiou made.
Drydeti.

Hence—3. Anything that is soothing or leni-

tive.
Lay not that flattering unction to your soul. Skai.

4. That quality in language, tone of expres-
sion, mode of address, manner, and the like,

which excites strong devotion, fervour, ten-
derness, sympathy, and the like; that which
melts to religious fervour and tenderness.

His (South's) sermons want all that is called tiftc-

Hon, and sometimes even earnestness; but there is a
masculine spirit about them. Hallam.

5. Sham fervour, devotion, or sympathy;
factitious emotional warmth; counterfeited
melting emotion ; nauseous sentimentality.
' The delightful equivoque and unction of
the passage in Farquhar.'ffazii((.

—

Extreme
unction. See under Extreme.
Unctloust (ungk'shus), a. Unctuous. B.
Jonson.
Unctuosity (ungk-tu-os'i-ti), n. The state
of being unctuous; greasiness; oiliness:

unctuousness; specifically, the state of feel-

ing greasy or oily when rubbed or touched
by the fingers, a characteristic of steatite,

talc, and certain other minerals.

Unctuous (ungk'tu-us), a. 1. Of the nature
of or resembling an unguent or ointment;
greasy; oily; fat and clammy; soapy.

Ingratefut man, with liquorish draughts
And morsels uttctuoits, greases his pure mind.

Shak.
There was something in the sound of the last word

('eatables') which roused the unctuoushoy.
Dickens.

2. Having a greasy, oily, or soapy feel when
rubbed or touched by the fingers, a charac-
teristic of steatite, talc, serpentine, and
other magnesian minerals, due to the mag-
nesia which they contain. —3. Nauseously
bland, suave, tender, sympathetic, fervid,

devotional, emotional, or the like; soothing;
fawning; mollifying; as, an unctuous mode
of address.

Unctuously (ungk'tu-us-li), adv. In an
unctuous manner.
Unctuousness fungk'tu-us-nes),?i. Tliestate
of bein^r unctunus in all its senses,

Uncuckoldedt {un-kuk'old-ed),a. Not made
a cuckold. Shak.
Unculled (un-kuld'), a. 1. Not gathered.

—

2. Not separated; not selected. Milton.

UnculpaWet (un-kulp'a-bl), a. Not culp-
able, guilty, orblaraable; inculpable.

Uncultt (un-kulf), a. Uncultivated; rude;
illiterate.

UncultivaWe (un-kul'ti-va-bl), a. Not capa-
ble of being tilled or cultivated.

Uncultivated (un-kul'ti-vat-ed), a. 1. Not
cultivated; not tilled; not improved or fer-

tilized by tillage. Dryden. —2. Not in-

structed; not civilized; rude; rough in man-
ners.
These are instances of nations, where uncuUi-vated

nature has been left to itself without the help of let-

ters. Locke.

3. Not improved by labour, study, care,

exercise, or the like; not applied to with
special attention; not fostered or promoted;
neglected.

The art (of dancing) is esteemed only as an amus-
ing trifle; it lies altogether unatltivated. Spectator.

Unculturet (un-kul'tur), n. Neglect or want
of culture or education. * Idleness, ill-hus-

bandry . . . uncui(ure, ill choice of seeds.

'

Bp. Hall.

Uncumbered (un-kum'b6rd), a. Not en-
cumbered or burdened ; not embarrassed

;

unencumbered. ' Lord of yourself, uncum-
ber'd with a wife.' Dryden.
Uncurablet (un-kur'a-bl), a. Incurable.
Chaucer.
Uncurbablet (un-k6rb'a-biy a. Not capable
of being curl.>ed or checked. Shak.
Uncurbed (un-k^rbdO.a- 1- Not curbed; not
furnished with or having a curb. ' The war-
horse of their chief, U7icurbed, unreined.'
Longfellow.—2. Not checked or kept within
due bounds; unrestrained; unfettered; free

and open.
With frank and with uncurbed plainness

TcU us thy Dauphin's mind. Shak.

Uncurious (un-ku'ri-us), a. l. Not curi-

ous or inquisitive ; not caring to know ; in-

different; incurious.

I have not been so uncurious a spectator as not to
have seen Prince Eugene. Steele.

2. Not curious, odd, or strange.

He added very many particulars not uncurious
concerning the manner of taking an audience.

Steele.

Uncurl (un-k6rl'), v. t. To loose from ring-
lets or curls; to straighten out, as some-
thing which has been once curled.

The lion unatrh his angry mane. Dryden.

Uncurl (un-k6rr), v.i. To fall from a curled
state, as ringlets; to become straight. 'My
fleece of woolly hair that now uncurls even
as an adder when she doth imroll.' Shak.
Uncurled (un-k6rld'), a. Not curled; not
having or wearing curls or ringlets. Pope.
Uncurrent (un-ku'rent), a. Not current;
not passing in common payment ; as, un-
current coin or notes. ' Like a piece of un-
current gold. ' Shak.
Uncurse t (un-kSrsO, v. t. To free from any
execration; to revoke a curse on. Shak.
Uncursed (un-k6rst'), a. Not cursed; not
execrated.

Heaven, sure, has kept this spot of earth uncursed.
IValler.

Uncustomable (un-kus'tum-a-bl), a. Not
subject to customs duties; as, uncustomable
goods.
Uncustomary (un-kus'tum-a-ri), a. Not
customary ; not usual. ' A most unlawful
and uncustonmry manner.' Carlyle.

Uncustomed (uu-kus'tumd), a. l. Not sub-
jected to customs or duty. —2. Not having
paid duty or been charged with customs.
A bill was prepared . . . against the clandestine

running of uncustomed goods. Smollett.

Uncut (un-kuf), a. Not cut. 'An uncut
diamond.' Drayton.

Trees unatt fall for his funeral pile. Jf'aller.

Uncypher (un-si'f6r), v. t. Same as Uncipher.
Undam (un-dam'), v. t. To free from a dam,
mound, or obstruction.

The wary ploughman, on the mountain's brow,
Undatns his watery stores. Dryden.

Undamaged (un-dam'ajd), a. Not dam-
aged ; not made worse ; as, undamaged
goods. J . Philips.

Undamped (un-dampf), a. Not damped;
not depressed; not dejected. ' Undamped
by doubt. ' Young.
Undangerous (un-dan'j^r-us), a. Not dan-
gerous. 'This unexpensive power, undan-
germts to the public' Thomson.
Undashedt (un-dashf), a. Not dashed; not
frightened or alarmed; undaunted.
Yet stands he stiff, undashed, unterrified. Daniel.

Undated (un'dat-ed), a. [L. undatus, from
unda, a wave.] Having a waved surface;
rising and falling in waves toward the mar-
gin, as a leaf; waved.
Undated (un-dat'ed), a. Not dated; having
no date; as, an undated letter or bill.

A fess unde.

Undaughterly (un-dft't6r-li), a. Unbecom-
ing in or unworthy of a daughter; unsuited
to a daughter; unfilial. Richardson.
Undauntable (un-dant'a-bl), a. Not to be
daunted. 'Heruick and undauntable bold-
ness.' Bp. Hacket.
Undaunted (un-dftnt'ed), a Not daunted

;

not subdued or depressed by fear; bold;
fearless; intrepid. 'His undaunted hardi-
ness of speech.' Cowper.
Undauntedly (un-d»nt'ed-li), adv. In an
undaunted manner; boldly; intrepidly.

A good conscience will make a man undauntedly
confident. Bp. Hall

Undauntedness (un-d^nt'ed-nes), n. Bold-
ness : fearless bravery; intrepidity. Boyle.
Undawning (un-dan'ingV a. Not yet dawn-
ing; not showing the dawn; not growing
light.

Thou (winter) hold'st the sun
A prisoner in the yet undawnifi^ east. Co-wper.

Undd, Undee, Undy (un'de, un'de, un'di), a.

(From L. unda, a wave.)
In A«r. wavy, applied to
ordinaries or division
lines which curve and
recurve like the waves of
water.
Undeadlyt (un-ded'li). o.

Not subject to death;
immortal. Wickliffe.

Undeaft (un-def), v.t.

To free from deafness;
to restore the sense of hearing.

My death's sad tale may yet undeaf\Y& ear. Shak.

Undebauched (un-de-bgcht'), a- Not de-
debauched; not corrupted; pure.

Her sons were undebauched, and therefore strong.
Dryden.

Undecai^on (un-delta-gon), n. [L. uiidecim,
eleven, and Gr. gonia, an angle.] In geom.
a plane figure of eleven angles or sides.

Undecajring (un-de-ka'ing), a. 1. Not de-
caying; not suffering diminution or decline.
2. Immortal; as, the undecaying joys of
heaven.
Undeceivable (un-de-seya-bl), a. 1. Not
capable of being deceived ; not subject to
deception. ' This sure anchor of our unde-
ceivable hope.' Bp. Uall.-~2. Incapable of
deceiving; undeceitful. Jas. Hayward.
Undeceive (un-de-sev'), v.t. To free from
deception,cheat, fallacy.or mistake,whether
caused by others or by ourselves ; to open
one's eyes.

This confirmed me in my opinion, and 1 was just
going to leave him, when one of the natives . . . un-
dertook to undeceive me. Cook.

Undecencyt (un-de'sen-si), n. Unbecoming-
ness; indecency. ' An undecency of deport-
ment.' Jer. Taylor.

Undecennary (un-de-sen'na-ri), a. [L. un-
decim, eleven.] Eleventh; occurring once
in every period of eleven years.

Undecennial (un-de-sen'ni-al), a. [L. un-
decim, eleven, and annus, a year.] Belong-
ing or relating to a period of eleven years

;

occun-ing or observed every eleven years, or
on every eleventh year; as, an undecennial
festival.

Undecentt (un-de'sent), a. Not decent; in-

decent. 'To renounce every ill word or
thought, or tindecent action.' Jer. Taylor.

Undecentlyt (un-de'sent-li), adv. Inde-
cently. ' To wear their hair tuidecently
long.' Abp. Laud.
Undecidable (un-de-sid'a-bl), a. Incapable
of being decided, settled, or solved.

There is hardly a greater and more undecidable
problem in natural theology. South.

Undecide t (un-de-sid'), v.t. Not to decide;
to reverse a decision concerning. ' To un-
decide the late concluded act they held for
vain.' Daniel.

Undecided (un-de-sid'ed), a. 1. Not decided
or determined; not settled.

Long undecided lasts the airy strife, y. Philips.

2. Not having the mind made up or the pur-
pose fixed; irresolute.

So doubted he, and uftdecided yet
Stood drawing forth his falchion huge. Cowper.

Undecipberable (un-de-si'f6r-a-bl), a. Not
capable of being deciphered, read, or under-
stood ; of hidden or unknown meaning.
' The present undedphera hie state of affairs.

'

Chesterfield.

Undecisive (un-de-si'siv), a. Not decisive
or conclusive; indecisive. 'An appeal to
an undecmve experiment.' Glajiville.

Undeck (un-dek'). v.t. To divest of orna-
ments or dress. ' To undeck the pompous
body of a king.' Shak.

Fate, f^, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bqU; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; f. So. tey.
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Undecked (un-aekf), p. and a. l. Not
decked; not adorned.—2. Not having adeck;
as. an undecked vessel or barge.
Undeclinable (un-de-klin'a-bl), a. i. Not
capal^le of being declined ; specifically, in
gram, not variable in the termination; as,

an uiideclitiable noun.—2. tNot to be avoided.
I have shown how blameless the Lord Keeper

was, and that the otfence on his part was undecun-
able Bp. Hacket.

Undeclined (un-de-klin d'), a. l . t Not deviat-
ing; not turned from the right way. 'His
undedintd ways precisely kept.' Sandys.—
2. Not having cases marked by different
terminations; as, a noun undeclined.
Undecomposable (un-de'kom-p6z"a-bl). a.

Not admitting decomposition; that cannot
be decomposed. H. Spencer.
Undecorated (un-de'ko-rat-ed), a. Not
adorned; not embellished: plain. 'To leave
the character of Christ uiulecorated, to make
its own impression.' Buekininster.
Undecreed ( un-de-kred'), a. Not decreed;
having a decree reversed; released from a
decree. ' As if eternal doom could be re-
versed or undecreed for me.' Dryden.
Undedicated(un-de'di-kat-ed).a. 1. Not de-
dicated; not consecrated.—2. Not inscribed
to a patron. ' Let this book come forth un-
d^dicated. ' Boyle.

Undeeded (un-ded'edX a. l. Not signalized
by any great action. [Rare.]

My sword, with an unbattet'd edge,
I sheathe a^ain, uncUeded. SHaJi.

2. Not transferred by deed; as. undeeded
land.

Undefaced (unde-fasf). a. Not defaced;
not deprived of its form; Dotdisfigtured; as,
an umh/aced statue.

fie was his Maker's image undt/actd. Coleridge.

Unde&tigablet (un-de-fat'iga-bn, a. Inde-
fatigable. * (Indefatigable pains. Camden.
Undefeaalble (unde-fez'i-hl). a. Not de-
fea.sible; indefeasible. J. Udall.
Undefecated (un-de7e-kat-ed), a. Not defe-
cateil: not cleared from dregs or impurities;
unrefined; thick. 'Pure, simple, u/ufc/ecated
rage, ' Godwin.
Undefended (unde-fend'ed). a. Not de-
fended; (a) not protected; being without
works of defence. South, (b) In law, not
characterized by a defence being put for-
ward; as. an undefended action.
Undeflnable (un-de-nn'a-bl), a. 1. Not de-
finable ; not capable of Ijeing marked out or
limited; as, the unde^nable bounds of apace.
2. Not capable of being defined or described
by a definition.

Why simple ideas are undejinable is, that the
several terms of a definition, siifnifying several ideas,
they can all, hy no means, represent an idea which
has no composition at all. Locke.

Undeftne ( un-defin' ), p. i. To render inde-
finite; to confound or confuse definitions
[Rare]

In fact, their application to logic, or any other sub-
ject, IS hereafter only to undejffte. and to confuse.

__ . ^ ^ Sir IV. Hamilton.
Undefined fun-de-find'), a. 1. Not defined
or explained; not descrilwd by definition or
explanation. 'Obscure, doubtful, undefined
words.' Locke.— ^. Not having its limiU
distinctly marked or seen.
Undeformed (un-de-forrod'), a. Not de-
foiTOed; not disfigured. 'So many gallant
xellowt. ... yet unde/ormed by battles

'

P(we.
Undelfy (un-de'i -fi), v.t To reduce from
the state of deity; to deprive of the char-
acter or qualities of a god; to deprive of the
honour due to a god. Addistm.
Undelectable (unde-lekt'a-bl), a. Not de-
lectable or pleasant. Sterne.
Undelegated (nn-de'le-gat-ed), a. Not de-
le^atcif; not dt-jnited; not granted; as, un-
dele<jaled authority, • Vour assumption of
Uiuielfijated pfiwer. * Burke.
Undeliberate (unde-iib'6.rat), a. Indelib-
erate. The prince's coming and indelib-
erate throwing himself into that engage-
ment," Clarendon.
Undell«hted(unde-Iit'ed),a. Notdelighted;
notweli pleased. 'The Rend &avundeliahted
all -irli-tlt/ MUtoti.
Undelightfnl (un-de-lit'ful), a. Not giving
delight or great pleasure.

Nor ufid^n^Af/u/ is the ce.iseless hum
To him who muses through the woods at noon.

Undeliverable (un-de-liv'6r-a-bl), a. Not
capalde of being delivered, freed, or released.
Carlyle.

Undelivered (un-de-liv'6rd). a. Not deliv-
ered; as. (a) not freed or released. MUt&n.

(b) Not disburdened, as of a child, (c) Not
brought forth, as a child. ' Dies undelivered,
perishes unborn.* Daniel.
Undeluded (un-de-lud'ed), a. Not deluded
or deceived. Voting.
Undeluged (un-del'ujd), a. Not over-
whelmed.

The field remains unde/u£^ed with your blood.

— . Cowper.
Undelved (un-delvd'), a. Not delved.
Southey.

Undemonstrable ( un de-mon'stra-bl ), a.
Not capable of being demonstrated ; inde-
monstrable. 'Certain, common, and und/e-
mongtrable principles.' Hooker.
Undemonstrative (un-de-mon'stra-tiv), a.
Not demonstrative or given to excited or
strong expression of feeling; reserved, either
from modesty, difiidence, or policy ; as, an
undemonstrative person; xindemonstrative
manners.
Undeniable (un-de-ni'a-bl), a. l. Incapable
of being denied; indisputable; evidently
true; as, undeniable evidence; his ability is

!f7irffNidW.?.— 2. Decidedlyand unmistakably
good ; excellent. [A colloquial and incorrect
use of the word.]
The daylight, furnished gratis, was certainly *««.

deniable' in its quality. De Quiticey.

Syn. Indubitable, indisputable, uncontro-
vertible, unquestionable.
Undeniably (un-de-ni'a-bli), adv. So plainly
as to admit no contradiction or denial; in-
disputably. Locke.
Undepartable t (un-de-part'a-bl), a. Not
capable of being parted or separated. Chau-
cer.

Undepending (un-de-pend'ing), a. Not de-
pendent; independent.
They

jurisdiction.
claim an absolute and undcpending

Milton.

Undeplored(un-de-plord'),o. Not deplored
or lamented. '^»x xmdeplored permit my
ghost to pass the Stygian ford.' Dryden
Undepraved (un-de-pruvd'), a. Not de-
praved or corrupted. 'A state undepraved
by artificial refinement,' l>r. Knox.
Undepreciated (un-de-pre'shi-at-ed),a. Not
depreciated or lowered in value; as, tbeun-
depreciated value of bank-notes.
Undepressed ( un-de-prest' ). a Not de-
gressed, dejected, or cast down. 'Disarmed
ut undepressed. ' Byron.

Undeprlved (un-de-privd'), a. Not deprived,
stripped, or dispossessed of any property,
right, or the like; not divested by authority.
Dryden.
Under (un'd^r), prep. [A. Sax. under, under,
among; L.G. utuier, unner, Sw. and Dan.
under, Icel. undir, under, underneath; D.
onder. under, among, between; G. unter,
under, among, in the midst; Goth, undar,
under, below; cog. L. inter, between, among,
Gr. enUron, an intestine; Skr. a>Uar, in the
midst, under. The term -der. dar, -tar is

the compar. suffix, and the root portion is
akin to the prepositions in, on, L. in, Gr. en.
which again are believed to be from a pro-
nominal root] 1. In a lower place or posi-
tion than ; so as to be lower than, or over-
topped, overhung, or covered by; below;
beneath : correlative of over, above, upon, on;
as, he stands under a tree : the carriage is
under cover; there is a cellar under the
whole house.

Be gathered now. ye waters wwrffr heaven.
Into one place. Milton.

2. Denoting a state of l)eing loaded, op-
pressed, burdened, overwhelmed, or dis-
tressed by. 'Fainting under the pleasing
punishment.' Shak. 'To groan and sweat
under the business ' Shak. — 3. Subject to
the government, rule, direction, guidance,
instruction, or influence of.

Under which king, Bezonianf speak or die t ShaA.
Thy Caesar knighted me; my youth I spent
Much under him. SkaA.

To those that live
vnder thy care, good rules and patterns give.

DenAafn.
4. In a state of liability, ol>ligation, or limi-
tation with respect to; as. itnder the pen-
alty of fine or imprisonment; under the vow
of chastity.

f'nder pain of greater displeasure, we must rest
contented. /fi?oAer.

The greater part of mankind is slow of apprehen-
sion ; and therefore, in many cases, utider a neces-
sity of seeing with other men's eyes. South.

5. Inferior to in point of rank, dignity, social
position, or the like.

It was too great an honour for any man ;/«rf^ra duke.
.-iddiio'i-

6. Inferior to or less than with respect to
number, amount, quantity, rate, value, &c.;

falling short of; in or to a less degree than;
hence, sometimes at, for, or with less than;
as, it cannot be bought under £20.

Medicines take effect sometimes under, and some-
times over the natural proportion of their virtue.

Hooker.
There are several hundred parishes in England

under twenty pounds a year. Swt/c.
Several young men (.ould never leave the pulpit

under half a dozen conceits. Swift.

7. Comprehended by; included in; in the
same category, division, section, class, Ac,
as ; as, we will treat them both ui^er one
head. ' Under the double capacity of a
poet and a divine.' Felton.—S. During the
time or existence of; as. the Armada was
destroyed under the reign of Elizabeth; the
American revolution broke out iinder the
administration of Lord North.—9. Bearing
or being in the form or style of; by the ap-
pearance or show of ; with the character,
designation, pretence, pretext, or cover of.

He does it under name of perfect love. S/ia/t.

Morpheus is represented by the ancient statuaries
under the figure of a boy asleep, with a bundle of
poppies in his hand. Addisoft.

10. With the sanction, authorization, per-
mission, or protection of; as in the phrases.
under favour; under leave; under protec-
tion, <&c. ' Under whose countenance we
steal. ' Shak.
Under favour, there are other materials for a com-

monwealth besides stark love and kindness.
yeretny Collier.

11. Being the subject of ; subjected to ; as,
the bill is now under discussion. —f7?idcr
arnu, fully armed and equipped so as to be
ready for action, as troops.— rnd-?r^r^, ex-
posed to the enemy's shot; subjectea to the
fire of an enemy; taking part in a battle or
engagement —(7^»der/oo^t under the real
value. 'Would be forced to sell their
means . , . far underfoot.' Bacon.— Under
ground, below the surface of the ground.— Under one'n hand, signature, seal, or the
like, attested, authorized, or confirmed by
writing or adding one's name, mark or sign,
or by afllxing a seal.

Cato major . . . has left us an evidence, under
his own hand, how much versed he was in country
aff'"""- Addison.

— Under sail, having the sails unfurled or
spread out to catch the wind; hence, in mo-
tion.— Cnrfcr the breath, with a low voice;
in a whisper ; very softly. - Under the lee
{naut.), to the leeward; as. U7ider the lee of
the IsLnd,— Under the rose, in secret; pri-
vately.— tender water, below tlie suriace of
the w&Ur.~Under way or under weigh, a
nautical expression denoting that a vessel
has weighed her anchor or has left her
moorings and is making progress through
the water; hence, generally making progress;
having started.

Under (iin'der).ad(?. In a lower, subject, or
sul)ordinate condition or degree.
Ve purpose to keep under the children of Judah

and Jerusalem for bondmen and bondwomen unto
yo"- 2 Chron. xxviii. lo.

But I keep under my body and bring it into sub-
jection. X Cor. ix. 27.

—To knock under. See KNOCK. — Under,
with its adverbial force, is frequently used
as the first element of a compound with
verbs and adjectives, when it denotes, not
so as to reach a fixed standard or require-
ment; not sufiliciently ; imperfectly; as,
underhreil, underdone, underrate, &c. It
has sometimes, als**. reference to literal in-
feriority of place, and is eqxuvalent to, from
below; on the lower part or surface ; l>eneath;
as, to wiMfcrbrace, undermine, uwd^rpin,
wnderprop, &c. (See tliose words.) It has,
hence, sometimes a sense of concealment,
secrecy, clandestineness, &c., as in under-
aid, uiiderpnU, Ac.
Under (un'd6r), a. Lower in degree; subject;
subordinate; as, an under officer; under
sheriff. Under, in this sense of inferior,
subordinate, subject to something else, is
often used with nouns as the first element
of a compound ; it is also frequently used
in regard to literal inferiority of place, as In
«mfer-lip, MTidcrcurrent, &c. ; and sometimes
has a sense of concealment, secrecy, or clan-
destineness. as in ti'tderplot, &c.
Underact (un-der-akf). v.t To act or per-
form, as a play or part, inefiiciently; to play
feebly.

The play was so underacted it broke down.
Macready.

Underaction (un'd6r-ak-shon}, n. Subordi-
nate actiou; action not essential to the main
story.
The least and most trivial episodes or underactiom

ch.<*.in; *h,Sc.Io<*; ,,jw; j,>ob; li, Fr. ton; ng. !>«: M, «ien; th, UUn; w, wig; wh, icAlg; eh, azure.-See Kit
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, . are parts either necessary or convenient to carry

on the main design. Dryden.

Under-age t (un'd^r-aj), a. Not of age or

adult; hence, boyish; raw; green. Webster.

Underagent (undftr-a'jent), n. A subordi-

nate agent. 'A factor or widemgent to

their extortion.' South.

Underaid (un-d6r-ad'), v. t. To aid or assist

secretly.

Robert ... is said to have uncUraided Roul.
Daniel.

Underbeart (un-d6r-bar'),t;.«. 1. To support;

to endure.
And leave those woes alone

Which I alone am bound to uucUrbear. Shak.

2. To line; to border. 'The duchess of

Milan's gown . . . uiiderborwi with a bluish

tinsel.' Shak.
Underbearer(un-d4r-bar'6r),jj. Infunerals,

one who sustains the corpse.

Underbid (un-dSr-bid'), v.l. To bid or offer

less than another, as in auctions; to offer to

execute work, supply goods, and the like, at

a lower price than.

Underblnd (un-d6r-bind'), ». *. To bind un-

derneath.

But the good prince, his hand more fit for blows.

With his huge weight the pagan taidtrbound.
Fairfax.

Underboardt (un'd«r-b6rd), ado. Secretly;

clandestinely; underhand; unfairly: as op-

posed to aho'oe-hoard. ' To act underboard.'

Tom Brown.
Underbrace (un-dSr-bras'), v.t. To bind,

fasten, or tie together below. 'The 'broid-

ered band that underbraced his helmet at

the chin.' Cowper.
Underbrancht (un'dfir-bransh), n. A lower

or inferior branch. Spenser.

Underbred (un'd6r-bred), a. Of inferior

breeding or manners : vulgar. ' An utider-

bred flne-spoken fellow. ' Goldsmith.

Underbrush (un'dSr-brush), n. Shrubs and
small trees in a wood or forest, growing
under large trees; brush; undergrowth.

"Under-bullder (un'd6r-bild-4r), n. A sub-

ordinate builder or workman in building.

Jer. Taylor.

Underbuy ( un-d6r-bi' ), v.t. 1. To buy at

less than the value. Beau, i: FI.—2. To buy
at a lower price than another.
Underchamberlain(un-d6r-cham'b6r-lan),
n. A deputy chamberlain of the exchequer.

Undercbaps ( un'der-chops ), n. pi. The
lower chaps or underjaw. Paley.

Undercharge (un-dsr-charj'). ".f. i. To
charge less than a fair sum or price for; as,

the goods are undercharged.—2. Not to put
a sufficient charge in; as, to undercharge a

gun.
Undercharged ( un-d6r-char]d' ), p. and a.

Not adequately or sufficiently charged; spe-

ciftcally, milit. applied to a mine whose
crater is not so wide at top as it is deep.

See under MINE.
Under-clay (un'dSr-kla), n. A layer of clay

underlying another deposit: specifically,

(a) in agri. a layer of clay underlying the

tilled soil. (6) In geol. a stratum of clay un-

derlying a seam of coal, and constituting the

soil or bed on which the coal-plants flour-

ished. Such under-clays generally contain

roots of plants, especially stigmaria.

Under-Cliff(un'd6r-klif),n. A terrace stretch-

ing along the sea-shore at the base of a
higher cliff, originally washed by the sea,

and formed by the materials falling from the

cliff above.
Underclothes, Underclothing (un'dSr-
kloTHz, un'd6r-kl6TH-ing), n. Clothes worn
under others or next the skin.

Under-coat (un'der-kot), n. A coat worn
under another.

Under-conductt (uii'd6r-kon-dukt), n. An
under or subterranean conduit. Wotton.

Under -crest (un-d6r-krest'), v.t. To sup-
port, as a crest; to bear. Shak. [Rare.]

Undercroft (un'd6r-kroft), n. [Under. a.nA

prov. E. cro/t, a vault, a corruption of crypt. ]

A vault under the choir or chancel of a
church ; also, a vault or secret walk under-
ground.
Undercurrent (un'd6r-ku-rent), n. 1. A
current below the surface of the water.—
2. Fig. something at work out of sight, as

influence, feeling, and the like, which has a
tendency opposite to or different from what
is visible or apparent.

In the Puritan supremacy there was a strong under-
current of loyalty to the banished prince. Brewer.

Undercurrent(un'd6r-ku-rent), a. Running
below or out of sight; hidden. ' Some dark
undercurrent woe.' Tennyson. See the

noun. [Rare.]

Under-daubert (un'd6r-dab-tr), ii. A subor-

dinate or assistant dauber Jer. Taylor.

Under -dealing (nn'dSr-del-ing), n. Clan-

destine dealing; artifice. Milton.

Underdegreed t (un-d6r-de-gr6d'), a. Of
inferior degree or rank. Richardson.

Underdelvet (un-d«r-delv'), v.t. pp. under-
dolcen. To dig down. Wickliffe.

Underdltch ( un - dSr - dich
' ), ". t. In agric.

to form a deep ditch or trench in order to

drain the surface.

Underdo (un-dSr-do'), v.i. 1. To act below
one's abilities.

You overact when you should underdo. B. Jonson.

2. To do less than is requisite.

Nature much oftener overdoes than underdoes: you
will find twenty eggs with two yolks for one that hath

none. 'V. Grew.

Underdo (un-d6r-do'), ».<• To do less

thoroughly than is requisite; more espe-

cially to cook insufficiently; as, the beef was
underdone.
Underdoer (un-d6r-d6'6r), n. One who does

less than is necessary, required, or expedi-

ent. Richardson.
Underdose (un'dSr-dos), n. A quantity

less than a dose; an insuflicient dose.

Underdose (un-der-dos'). ti. (. and i. To give

or take small or insufficient doses.

Underdrain (un'dSr-dran), n. A drain or

trench below the siu:face of the ground.

Underdrain (un-d6r-dran'), v.t. To drain

by cutting a deep channel below the surface.

Underdressed (un-d6r-drest'), a. 1. Not
well or sufficiently dressed.—2. Underdone,
as meat.
Underestimate (un-d4r-es'tim-at), v.t. To
estimate at too low a rate ; not to value

sufficiently.

Underestimate (un-d6r-es'tira-at), n. An
estimate or valuing at too low a rate.

Underfactlon (un'd6r-fak-shon), ti. A sub-

ordinate faction; a subdivision of a taction.

Dr. H. More.
Underfaculty (un'd«r-farkul-ti), n. A sub-

ordinate faculty, endowment, or power.

Underfeed (un-d6r-fed'), v.t. To supply

with too little food; to feed insufficiently.

The fanatics strive to underfeed ^aA starve it.

Bp. Gauden.

UnderfellOWt (un'dSr-fel-lo). n. A mean,
sorry fellow; a low wretch. Sir P. Sidney.

Underfilling (un'd6r-fll-ing), n. The lower

part of a building. Sir H. Wotton.

Underfong t ( un - d«r - fong '),v.t. [A. Sax.

under/angan—under, ani /angan, to seize.

See Fang.] 1. To undertake; to manage.—
2. To ensnare; to entrap; to deceive by false

suggestions. Spenser. —3. To support or

guard from beneath. ' Mounts under/onging
and enflancking them.' Sash.

Underfoot (un-dSr-fut'), adv. 1. Under the

feet; underneath; beneath; below. ' Utterly

smite the heathen underfoot.' Tennyson.

Underfoot the violet.

Crocus and hyacinth, with rich inlay,

Broider'd the ground. Milton.

2. Haut. under the ship's bottom: said of

an anchor which is dropped while the ship

has headway.
Underfoot (un-d6r-fut'), « Low; base;

abject; trodden down. 'The most «»id«r-

foot and down-trodden vassals of perdition."

Miltofn.

Underfoot ( un-d6r-fi)t '),««. To underpm
(which see).

Underfumish (un-d6r-f6r'nish), v.t. To
supply with less than enough.

Can we suppose that God would underfumishman
for the state he designed him! Jeremy Collier.

Underfurrow (un-dSr-fu'ro), adv. Under
a furrow. -To sow underfurrow, in agri.

to plough in seed. This phrase is applied

to othei: operations in which something is

covered by the furrow-slice.

Underfurrow (un-d4r-fu'ro), v.t. To
cover with a furrow, as seed or manure;
to plough in.

Undergird (un-d6r-g6rd'), v. t. To gird round
the bottom. Acts xxvii. 17.

Undergo (un-d6r-go'), v.t. 1. 1 To go or move
under or below.

That day the sea seemed mountains' tops t' o'erflow.

And yielding earth that deluge t' undergoe. .'i/ay.

2. To bear up against; to endure with firm-

ness; to sustain without fainting, yielding,

or giving way; to suffer; to bear; to pass

through; as, to imdergo great toil and
fatigue ; to undergo pain ; to undergo a

surgical operation.
Some kinds of baseness

Are nobly undergone. Shak.

3. To be subjected to; to go through; to ex-

perience; as, to undergo successive changes.

Bread put into the stomach of a dying man will

undergo the alteration that is merely the effect of
heat. Arbuthnot.

4. t To be the bearer of ; to partake of ; to

enjoy. ' To undergo such ample grace and
honour.' Shak.—h.\ To undertake; to per-

form; to hazard. ' To undergo with me an
enterprise.' Shak.~6. t To be subject to; to

underlie. ' Claudio undergoes my challenge.

'

Shak.
Under-god (un'd6r-god), n. An inferior

deity; a demigod.
Undergoing (un-d6r-g6'ing), a. Suffering;

enduring; patient; tolerant. 'An under-
going stomach to bear up against what
should ensue.' Shak.

Under-gown (un'dsr-goun), n. A gown
worn under another or under some other
article of dress. ' An under-grnvn and kirtle

of pale sea-green silk.' Sir W. Scott.

Undergraduate (un-dSr-grad'u-sit), n. A
student or member of a university or college

who has not taken his first degree.

Undergroan (un-dtr-gron'), v.t. To groan
under. [Rare.]

Earth n;/rf^>'.froa«^rf their high-raised feet. CA(i/wia«.

Underground {un'd6r-ground), n. What is

beneafli the surface of the ground. ' A spirit

raised from depth of underground.' Shak.

Underground (un'dfer-ground), a. Being
below the surface of the ground; as, an
u7iderground story or apartment.— P-nder-

ground railroad, a name applied in the

United States before the abolition of slavery

to the organized means for assisting fugitive

slaves to escape to the free states or Canada.

Underground (un'dfer-ground), adv. Be-

neath tlie surface of the earth; as, to sink

underground.
Undergrow t ( un - d6r - gro

' ), u. i. To grow
below the usual size or height.

Undergrowe.t p. and a. Undergrown; of

a low stature. Chaucer.

Undergrowth (un'dSr-groth), n. That
which grows under; especially, shrubs or

small trees growing among large ones. ' The
undergrowth of shrubs and tangling bushes.'

ilUtmu
Broader brows

Howbeit, upon a slenderer undergrowth
Of delicate features. E. B. Browning.

Undergrub (un-dfer-grub'), v.i. To under-

mine. [Provincial.]

Underhand (un'dSr-hand), adv. [An ex-

pression which is said to have originated in

the fact that gamesters who wished to cheat

put their hands under the table in order to

exchange cards, while those who played

fairly kept their hands above the table or

above-board. See Above-board.] 1. By
secret means ; in a clandestine manner and
often with a bad design. Sir P. Sidney.

Wood is still working underhand to force his half-

pence upon us. Stuift.

Baillie Macwheeble provided Janet, underhand,
with meal for their maintenance. Sir IV. Scott.

2. By fraud; by fraudulent means. 'Such

mean revenge, committed underhand.'

Dryden.
Underhand (un'd6r-hand), a. 1. Secret;

clandestine : usually implying meanness or

fraud, or both.

I had notice of my brother's purpose, and have by
underhand means laboured to dissuade him. Shak.

I should take it as a great favour from ... my
underhand detractors if they would break all mea-

sures with me. Addison.

2. Performed or done with the knuckles of

the hand turned under, the palm upwards,

and the thumb turned from the body; as,

underhand bowling in cricket.

Underhanded (un'dSr-hand-ed), a. 1. Kept
secret; underhand. 'Covert, sly, M)ui«r-

Aand«d communications. ' Dickens. [Incor-

rect]—2. Not having an adequate supply of

hands; short-handed; sparsely peopled.

[Rare.]
If Norway could be brought to maintain a million

more of inhabitants it might defy the world ;
but it

is much underhanded now. Coleridge.

Underhead t (un'd6r-hed), n. [Probably for

dunderhead.] A stupid person; a block-

head; a dunderhead. [Rare.]

Underheads may stumble without dishonour.
Sir T. Browne.

Underheave (un-dir-hev'), v.i. To heave

or lift from below. Wickliffe.

Underhew (un-d«r-hu'), c.t. Tohewless
than is proper or usual; to hew a piece of

timber which should be square in such a

manner that it appears to contain a greater

number of cubic feet than it really does.

FaterHr, fat, f»ll: me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; 1, Sc. fey.
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I

Underhonest (un-d6r-on'est), a. Not
honest euuufjh ; not entirely honest. * Over-
prriud and underhonest.' Shak.
VndeThxmK (un-der-hung'), a. 1. Project-

iiic beyond the upper jaw: applied to the
iindel jaw.

His jaw was ttnderhun^, and when he laughed two
white buck-teeth protruded theraseives. Thackeray.

2. Having the under jaw projecting beyond
the upper jaw: applied to persons.

He . . . had got the triclc which many underhung'
men have of compressing his upper lip. T. Hughes.

Underjaw (un'd6r-ja), n. The lower jaw.
Faley.

Under-keeper (un'd6r-kgp-6r), n. A Bub-
frdiiiate or assiitant keeper, warder, game-
keeper, or the like. Strype.

Under-killd (un'd6r-kind), n. A lower
or inferior kind or class. ' An under-kind of
chymist to blow the coals.' Dryden.
Underlaid (un-d6r-lad0, p and a. Having
somtthinf;: lying or laid beneath; as, sand
nnderlaid with clay.

Underlay {un-d6r-Ia'), v.t 1. To lay be-
neath; to put under—2. To support by lay-

intr something under.
Underlay ^un-d6r-Ia'), v.i. In mining, to
dip or incline from the perpendicular; to
hade: said of a vein.

Underlay (und^r-lri). n. l. in mining, the
dip or inclination of a lode or vein from the
perpendicular. Also called 6''nrfeKie.—2. In
printing, a layer of paper, pasteboard, or
the like, placed below anything to l)e printed,
so as to bring it up to the proper level to
secure a good impression.— Underlay-sha/t,
in mining, a shaft sunk on the course of a
lode.

Underlayer (un'd6r-la-6r), n. l. One that
underlays.—2. A lower layer.—3. In 7nining,
a perpendicular shaft sunk to cut an under-
laying lode at any required depth.
Underleaf (un'd6r-lef), n. A sort of
applf y;'n.d for cider.

Under-lease (un'd6r-les). n. In law, a
lease granted by a lessee of his interest un-
der the original lease; a sublease.
Underlet (un-d6r-let'), v.t. 1. To let below
the value.

AH my farms were underlet. SmoUttt.

2. To sublet. Dickens.
Underlie (un-d^r-li'). v.t. l. To lie under or
beneath; to be situated under; as, the car-
boniferous strata tinderlie the Permian.—
2. To be at the basis of; to form the founda-
tion of ; as, the doctrine of the atonement
underlies the whole system of Calvin. ' The
principle or essence which underlies and
interprets appearances.' Z>r. Caird.
This scale of action must ttnderlu the whole struc-

ture of Its experiences—must be the substratum of
its thoiiehts—must be thai mode of consciousness to
which aol other modes arc ultimately reducible.

H. Spencer.
3. To lie under, in a figurative sense, to be
subject to; to be liable to answer, as a
charge, a challenge, or the like.

When the kni(;hl of Ivanhoe comes within the four
seas of Britain, he tiuderties the challenge of Brian
de Bois-Guilbert. Sir IP'. Scat.

Underlie (un-d6r-U'), 7t. In mining, same
a.< Underlay, 1.

Underlie (un-Ufir-liO. « i- To lie beneath.
Underline (un'der-lin). v.t. l. To mark un-
•lerneitth or below with a line; to under-
score ; as, to underline words in a letter.

—

2.t To influence secretly.

By mere chance, . . . though underlined with a
providence, they had a full signt of the infanta.

ifotttm.

Underling (un'd^r-ling), n. [Under, and
term, -ling.] An inferior person or agent;
a mean sorry fellow. ' The fault is ... in
ourselves that we are underlings.' Shak.
They may print this letter, if the underlings at the

post-otfice take a copy of it, S-mift.

Underlip(un'd6r-lip),n. The lower lip. 'An
vnderlip, you may call it, a little too ripe,
too full." TennuBon.
Underlock (un'd6r-lok), n. A lock of wool
han^'ini; under the belly of a sheep.
Underlying(un-der-li'ing).a Lying beneath
or uu'ltT; specifically, in geoi applied to a
ft Trnuti' >n. rocks.or strata lyiiigbelow others.
Undermasted (unMer-mast-ed), a. Inade-
quately or insufficiently masted: said of a
ship when the masts are either too small or
too short, so that she cannot spread the sail
necessary to give her proper speed.
Undermaster (un'd^r-mas t^r). n. A mas-
ter subordinate to the principal master.
'.\n ujideruiaster or usher.' Bp. Lototk.
Undermatch t ( un'd6r-mach ), n. One un-
equal or inferior to some one else. Fuller.

Undermeal,t Undermelet (un'dsr-mel), n.

[Undern (which see), and meal, a portion, a
repast. ] 1. The meal eaten at undern, or the
chief meal of the day. B. Jo}iso7i.—2. The
portion or division of the day which included
undern: originally the morning, latterly the
afternoon. —3.An after-dinner sleep; a siesta

taken in the afternoon. ' The forty years'
uiidermeale of the seven sleepers.' Sash.
He hath dined at a tavern, and slept his under'

meal at a bawdy-house. Nash.

Undermine (un-dfer-minO, v.t. pret. <fe pp.
undemxined; ppr. u^xd^rvnining. 1. To form
a mine under; to sap; to render unstable
by digging or wearing away the foundation
of ; to make an excavation beneath, espe-
cially for the purpose of causing to fall, or
of blowing up ; as, to i»iden/it>i« a wall ; a
river t(ndermtn«« its banks.

If Troy be not taken till these two undermine it,

the walls will stand till they fall of themselves. Shak.

2. FU}. to subvert by removing the founda-
tion of clandestinely; to injure by an invis-

ible, secret, or dishonourable means; as, to
under\nine the constitution of the state.

They . . . have hired me to Mnif/rmi'»^ the duchess.
Shak.

In himself and near him, there were faults
At work to undermine his happy state.

^Vords'worth.

Undermine t (un'd6r-min), n. A cave. Bol-
land.

Underminer (un-d6r-mm'6r), n. 1. One who
undermines, saps, or excavates. ' Under-
minerg and blowers up.* Shak.— 2. Fig. one
who clandestinely subverts or injures; one
who secretly overthrows ; a secret enemy

;

as, an ttnderminer of the church. *His
backbiter or his underminer.' South.
Underministry run-d6r-min'is-tri), n. A
subservient or subordinate ministi^. Jer.
Taylor.

Undermirtlit(un'd6r-m6rth).n. Suppressed
or concealed mirth. Beau. & Fl.

Undermoniedt (under-mun'id), a. Taken
by corrupt means with money. ' Whether
they were undermined or undermonied.'
Fuller.

Undermost (un'd^r-most), a. Lowest in
place, rank, state, or condition. 'The party
that is luidennost.' Addison.
Undemt (un'd^m), n. [A. Sax. undern, the
third hour of the day (about nine o'clock),

or the period extending from that to mid-
day. The word is a common Teutonic one
(O. Sax. and Icel. ujuiom, Goth, vndaums),
and originally meant an intermediate time
(either mid-forenoon or mid-afternoon) or
an intermediate meal. It is still used pro-
vincially {omderns, aandorn. Sc. omtren)
for a meal between dinner and supper. Al-
lied to under (which see).] The time of the
mid-day meal; the time for taking the chief
meal of the day : used a little loosely and
indefinitely. Chaucer.
Undemeatll (un-dSr-nethO, adv. Beneath;
below; in a lower place. ' Or sullen mole
that runneth underneath.' MUton.
The slate did not lie flat upon it, but left a free pas-

sage underneath, Addison.

Underneath (un-dfir-neth'). prep. Under;
beneath. ' Unden\eath thy black, all-hiding
cloak.' Shak.

Underneath this stone doth lie

As much beauty as could die. B. yonson,

Undemiceness (un-d^r-nls'nes), n. Defi-
cient niceness, delicacy, or fastidiousness.
Richard»on.
Undemome t (un-d6r-n6m'). [Fret, of un-
demime. from A. Sax. underniman—UTider,
and nimaJi, to take.] Perceived. Chaucer.
Undemtidet (un'd^m-tid), n. See Under-
TIIiE.

Underofflcer (un'dSr-of-fls-^r), n. A subor-
dinate ollicer.

Underpart (un'dSr-part), n. A subordinate
part. ' Underparts oi mirth." Dryden.
Underpay (tin-d6r-pa'), v.t. To pay insuffi-

ciently.

Under-peept (un-dftr-pep'), v.t. To peep or
to look under. ' Underpeep her lids.' Shak.
Underpeer t (un-dfer-per'). v.t. To peer un-
der; to underpeep. Puttenham.
Under-peopled (un'd6r-pe-pld), a. Not
fully peopled. Adam Smith.
Vnderpight, pret. [See PioHT.] Fixed or
thrust under. Chaucer.
Underpin (underpin'), v.t. To pin or sup-
port underneath; to place something under
for support or foundation when a previous
support is removed; to underset; as, (a) to

,

support (a wall) when an excavation is made
beneath, by bringing up a new portion of
building from the lower level, {b) To sup-

port, as an overhanging bank of earth or rock
by masonry or brickwork.
Underpinning (un-d6r-pin'ing), n. l. The
act of one who underpins ; the act of sup-
porting a superior part of a wall, <fcc., by
introducing solid masonry underneath it—
2. The solid building or other supports, tem-
porary or permanent, introduced beneath a
wall. &c., already constructed.
Underplay (un-d6r-pla'), v. t. 1. To play in an
inferior manner.—2. In whist, to play, as a
low card in place of a high one, thereby
losing a trick which might have been won,
in the hope of subsequent advantage.
Underplot (un'd6r-plot), n. 1. A plot sub-
ordinate to another plot, as in a play or a
noveL
In a tragi-comedy, there is to be but one main de-

sien ; and tl ' ' "

StlDS<

sien ; and though there be an underplot, yet it is

siiDservient to the chief fable. Dryden.

2. An underhand clandestine scheme.

The husband is so misled by tricks, and so lost in a
crooked intrigue, that he still suspects an underplot.

Addison.

Underpoise t (un-dfir-poizO, v. t. To weigh
or estimate under what is just or below
desert. Marston.
UnderpossesBor (un-d6r-poz-zes'6r). n. A
subordinate or inferior possessor. Jer.
Taylor
Underpraise (un-dSr-prazO, v.t. To praise
below desert. Dryden.
Underprize (un-d^r-prizO. v.t. To value at
less than the worth; to undervalue. Shak.
Underprop (un-d6r-prop'),u. t. To prop from
beneath ; to support ; to uphold. ' Should
underprop her fame.' Shak. ' Six columns
. . . underpropt a rich throne.' Tennyson.
Underproportioned(un'd6r-pr6-p6r"-
shond), rt. Having too little proportion;
not in equal or adequate proportions.
* Scanty and underproportioned returns of
civility.' Jeremy Collier.

Underpropper (un-d6r-prop'6r), n. One
who or that which underprops or supports;
a stay; a support. Sir T. More.
UnderpilUt (un'd6r-pul), v.i. To do work
without one's agency appearing. Roger
N&rth.
Underpiiller t (un'd6r-pul-6r), n. One who
underi'ulls; an inferior puller. Jeremy
Collier.

Underputt (un'd6r-put),». (. To place or set
below or tuder. Chaucer; Chapman.
Underrate (un-d6r-rat'), v.t. To rate too
low; to rate below the value; to undervalue.
'To underrate the evils which may arise.'

Burke.
Underrate (un'd^r-rat). n. A price leas than
the worth.

To give all will befit thee well,

But not at underrates to sell. Cowl^.

Under-ratet (un-d6r-rat), a. Inferior.

These under-rate mortals are as incapable to be
moved by kindness as to practise it.

Gentleman Instructed (1704).

Under-reckon (un-d6r-rek'on), v.t. To
reckon or calculate too low ; to underrate.
Bp Hall.

Under-region (un'd6r-re-jon), ?». An infe-
rior region.

Under-roof (un'd6r-rbf), n. A roof under
another ; a lower roof. ' An under-roof of
doleful gray.' Tennyson.
Underrun (un-der-nm'), v.(. Naut. to pass
under, as for the purpose of examining; as,

to underrun a cable, to pass under it in a
boat, in order to examine whether any part
of it is damaged or entangled. —To underrun
a tackle, to separate its parts and put them
in order.

Undersayt (un-dSr-sa'). v.t. To say by way
of tlcrogation or contradiction. S2)enser.

Underscore (und^r-skor'), v.t. To draw a
mark or line under; to underline.

• Your Letty, only yours
;

' and this
Thrice underscored. Tennyscn.

Under-searching (un-d6r-s^rch'ing), a.

Searching or seeking below. 'Th' under-
searching water working on.' Daniel.
Under-Secretary (uu'dtr-sek-re-ta-ri). n. A
secretJiry subordinate to the principal se-

cretary.

Undersell (un-d^r-sel'). v.t. To sell under
or cheaper than. ' The emulation betwixt
these owners to undersell one another.'
Fuller.

Under-servant (un'd6r-s6r-vant), n. An in-

ferior or subordinate servant. 'An under-
servant in the (jueen's stable.' Camden.
Underset (un-d^r-sef). v.t. To support by a
prop or stay, masonry, &c.; to underpin; to
put or place under, as a prop; to prop; to
support. Sir T. More.

eh, eAain; Ch, Sc. loc/»: g, go; J,>ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, tirig; th. tAen; th, (Aln; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Vnderset (un-d6r-8et'), v.t To sublet.

These middlemen will untUrsetth^ land, and live

in idleness, whilst they rack a parcel of wretched
under-tenants, Miss Edgrworth.

Underset (un'dSr-set), ?i. Naut a current
of water below the surface in a direction
contrai-y to that of the wind, or of the water
at the surface.

Undersetter (un'd6r-8et-6r), n. A prop; a
pedestal; u support. 1 Ki. vii. 30.

Undersetting (un'dfir-set-ing). n. l. Same
as Uiiderpinning. — 2. The lower part; the
pedestal. 'Their undersettings or pedes-
tals.' Wotto7i.

Undershapen (un'd6r-shap-en), a. Under-
sized; dwartish. Tennyson. [Rare.]
Under-sheriff (un'd6r-sher-if), n. A sheriff's

deputy.

Under-sheriffryt (un'd6r-8her-lf-ri),n. The
office of an under-sheriff.

Undershoot (un'd6r-8h6t), v.t. To shoot
short of.

They overshoot the mark who make it a miracle

;

they undershoot it who make it ma^ick. Fuller.

Undershot (un'dfer-shot), a. Moved by
water passing under, or acting on the lowest
part of.

—

Undershot wheel, a fomi of water-
wheel having a number of float-boards dis-

posed on its circumference, and turned
round by the moving force of a stream of
water acting on the float-boards at its lowest

Fencelet's Undershot Water-wheel.

part. In this wheel the water acts entirely
by its momentum, and therefore the efi'ect

depends on the quantity of water in the
mill course, and the velocity with which it

strikes the float-boards. The velocity will
depend upon the height of the fall, which
therefore should be as much increased as
the peculiar circumstances of the situation
will admit.
Undershrlevalty (un'd6r-shrev-al-ti), n.
Same as Undersheriffry.
Undershrieve t (un'dfer-shrev), n. Under-
sheriff. Cleveland.

Undershruh (un'd6r-shrub), n. A plant of
shrubby habit, but scarcely attaining the
dimensions of a shrub.
Underside (un'd6r-sid ), n. The lower side
or side beneath. 'Hollowed out, on the un-
derside, like a scoop.' Paley.
Undersign (un-d6r-sln'), v.t. To sign under
or beneath; to write one's name at the foot
or end of, as of a letter or any legal instru-
ment; to subscribe.

Undersigned (un-d6r-sind'), p. and a. Writ-
ten or subscribed at the bottom or end of a
writing.—TAe undersigned, the person or
persons signing any document; the sub-
scriber or subscribers.

Undersized (un'd6r-sizd), a. Being of a
size less than common. Edin. Rev.
Under-skinker (un'd6r-8kingk-6r), n. l. An
under drawer or tapster. Shak.—2. Naut.
the assistant to the purser's steward. Ad-
miral Smyth.
Under-sky (un'd6r-ski), n. A lower sky; the
lower part of the atmosphere. ' Floating
about the xnxder-sky.' Tennyson.
Undersoil (un'der-soil), n. Soil beneath the
suiface; subsoil.

Undersong (un'dSr-song).. n. 1. Chorus;
burden or accompaniment of a song.

Menalcas shall sustain his undersong. Dryden.

Soft went the music the soft air along^,

While fluent Greek a vowell'd undersong
Kept up among the guests. Keats.

2. A subordinate strain; an underlying mean-
ing. Landor.
Under-sparred (un'd6r-8pard), a. Nothav-
in<r sufticicnt spars: undermasted.
Underspend (un'd^r-spend), v.t. To spend
less tlian. Fuller.

Undersphere (un'der-afer), n. A lower or
inferior sphere. Elegy on Dr. Donne, 1635.

Undersporet (un-d6r-sp6r'), v.t. [Under,
and spore, a form equivalent to spar.] To
raise or support a thing by putting a stake
or pole under it. Chaucer.
Understair (un'dfer-star), a. Pertaining or
relating to a lower flat; down-stairs; hence,
humble; low; mean. ' Living in some under-
stair office.' T, Adams.
Understand (un-d6r-stand'), 13. (. pret. &pp.
understood, formerly also by an innovation
understanded. [A. Sax. imderstandan, to
understand, lit. to stand under—u?kier, and
standan, to stand; so O.Fris. understonda,
Icel. undirstaiuia.] 1. To apprehend or
comprehend fully ; to know or apprehend
the meaning, import, intention, or motive
of; to appreciate the force or value of; to
perceive or discern by the mind; to have
just and adequate ideas of; to comprehend;
to know; as, to understand a problem, an
argument, an oracle, a secret sign, an indis-

tinct speech, and the like; as, I cannot un-
derstand his conduct.

I understafid not what you mean by this. Shak.

When did his pen on learning fix a brand.
Or rail at arts he did not understand? Dryden.

The prophecy given of old
And then not understood.
Has come to pass as foretold. Tennyson.

2. To be informed or receive notice of; to
leara; as, I understand the bill has passed
the House of Commons.—3. To accept or
hold as signifying; to attach or give as a
meaning or explanation to; to suppose to
mean; to interpret; as, I always undersfood
this as said of our Saviour.
The most learned understood the words of sin, and

not of Abel. Locke.

4. To take as meant or implied; to imply; to
infer; to assume.

War
Open or understood musx. be resolved. Milton.

5. To supply or leave to be supplied men-
tally, as a word necessary to bring out the
sense of an author; to recognize as implied
or meant although not expressed; to regard
as following naturally without the necessity
of express stipulation ; as, in the phrase
' All are mortal,' we must understand the
word men, creatures, or the like. ~ 6. To
stand under. [Rare and humorous.]
My leffs do better understand me, sir. than I un-

derstand what you mean. Shak.

—To give to understand, to let understand,
to make understand, to tell; to inform; to
let know. ' To make you understand this

in a manifested effect.' Shak.—To have to

itufierstandj to learn; to be informed. Shak.
Understand (un-d6r-stand'), v.i. 1. To have
the use of the intellectual faculties; to be
an intelligent and conscious being; to have
understanding.

All ray soul be
Imparadis'd in you, in whom alone
I understand, and grow, and see. Donne.

2. To be informed by another; to leam.
I came to Jerusalem, and understood of the evil

that Eltashib did. Neh. xiii, 7.

Understandable (un-d6r-stand'a-bl),a. That
can be understood; capable of being under-
stood; comprehensible. [Rare.]

To be iinderstaudabU is a condition requisite to a
judge. Chillifigivorth.

Understander (un-d6r-stand'6r), n. One
who understands or knows by experience.
Beau, it- Fl. [Rare.]
Understanding(un-d6r-stand'ing).a. Know-
ing; skilful; intelligent; possessed of good
sense. 'An understanding, feeling man.'
Beau. <i- Fl.

Was this taken
By any understanding pate but thine? Shak.

Understanding Cun-d6r-stand'ing), 71.

1. The act of one who understands or com-
prehends; comprehension; the perception
and comprehension of the ideas expressed
by others; apprehension and appreciation;
discernment; as, for the hGiier understand-
ing of the passage it is needful to study
the context; my understanding of your
meaning is imi)erfect. 'The children of

Issachar, which were men that had under-
standing of the times.' i Chr. xii. 32.—
2. Intelligence between two or more per-

sons; agreement of minds; union of senti-

ments; anything mutually understood or
agreed upon, "i'he preserving of a good
t( nderstanding l)etween him and his people.

'

Clarendon.— Z. That power by which we
perceive, conceive, and apprehend ; that
mental faculty which comprehends the just

import, relations, and value of all concepts,
notions, and ideas, however derived, as well
as of the deductions f<jnned by reason; the
faculty of fonning judgments on the com-
munications made through the senses. But
as a term in philosophy the word has been
used differently by different writers. See
extracts; also REASON.
By understanding I mean that faculty whereby we

are enabled to apprehend the objects of knowledge.
generals as well as particulars, absent things as well
as present, and lo judge of their truth or falsehood.

Bp. llilkins.
The understanding comprehends our contem-

plative powers; by which we perceive objects; by
which we conceive or remember them; by which we
analyze or compound them ; and by which we judge
and reason concerning them, Reid.

In its wider acceptation, understanding is the
entire power of perceiving and conceiving, exclusive
of the sensibility ; the power of dealing with the im-
pressions of sense, and composing them into wholes,
according to a law of unity ; and in its most compre-
hensive meaning it includes even simple apprehen-
sion. Coleridge.

4. In a more popular sense, clear insight
and intelligence in practical matters; the
power of forming sound judgments in regard
to some course of action; wisdom and dis-
cernment; as, a man of sound understand-
ing.

I had thought I had men of some 7tnderstanding
And wisdom of my council ; but I find none. Shak.

Syn. Intellect, intelligence, comprehension,
apprehension, conception.
Understandingly(un-d6r-stand'ing-li),adu.
In an uiuU'rstanding manner; intelligently;
with full knowledge or comprehension of a
question or subject: as, to vote upon a ques-
tion -anderstandingly ; to act or judge un-
derstandingly. * Yet spake understand-
ingly.' Burton. * Understandingly read in
the necessities of the life of man.' Beau.
d: Fl.

Understate (un-d^r-staf), v.t. To state or
re])resent less strongly than the truth will
bear; to state too low. * Rather understated
for so high an honour.' Fuller.
Understatement (un-d6r-stat'ment), n.
1. The act of understating. —2. That which
is tmdei-stated; a statement under the truth.

Understock (un-d^r-stokO, v.t. To supply
insufficiently with stock; to put too small a
stock in or on ; said generally of a farm.

A new colony must always for some time be more
understocked in proportion to the extent of its terri-

tory, . . . than tne greater part of other countries.
Adam Smith.

Understood ( un-d6r-stiid ), pret. & pp. ol
understand.
Understrapper (un'd6r-strap-6r), n. [Comp.
strapper, in local sense of groom.] A petty
fellow; an inferior agent.

Every understrapper perk'd up, and expected a
regiment, or his son must be a major. Swift.

Understrapping(un'd6r-strap-ing), a. Sub-
ordinate ; sul>sen-ient. ' That uiiderstrap-
ping virtue of discretion.' Sterne.

Understratum (un'der-stra-tum). n. A
substratum ; subsoil ; the bed or layer of
earth on which the mould or soil rests.

Understroke (un-d6r-str6k'), v.t To un-
derline; to underscore.
Vou have ufiderstroked that offensive word, to

show that it is to be printed in italic. Sivift.

Under-suit (un'd6r-sut), n. A suit under
or beneath another suit. 'His own «»ider-
suit was so well lined.' Fuller.
Undertakable (un-dfr-tak'a-bl), a. Cap-
able of lieing undertaken. Chillingworth.
Undertake (un-d6r-tak'), v.t. pret. uruier-
took; pp, undertaken, i. To take on one's
self ; often to take formally or expressly on
one's self; to lay one's self under obliga-
tions or enter into stipulations to perform
or execute; to pledge one's self : often with
infinitives.

I'll undertake to land them on our coast, Shak.

2. To engage in ; to enter upon ; to take in
hand; to begin to perform; to set about; to
attempt.

The task he undertakes
Is numbering sands, and drinking oceans dry.

Shak.
3. To warrant; to answer for; to guarantee:
especially with a following clause. Shak.—
4.t To take in; to hear; to understand; to
have knowledge of. Spe'nser.—b.\ To as-

sume, as a character.

His name and credit shall you undertake. Shak.

6 t To engage with ; to have to do with ; to^

attack.
Your lordship should not undertake every com-

panion you offend. Shak.

7.t To have the charge of. 'Who ui\der-

takes you to your end. ' Shak.

Fate, l&r, fat, fftU; me, met, h^r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub. bull- oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Undertake (un-d6r-tak'), v.i. 1. To take
up or assume any business or province.

Lord, I am oppressed ; untUrtaJie for me.
Is. xxx\-iii. 14.

2. To venture; to hazard.

It is the cowish tenor of his spirit

That dare not undertake. Shak.

3. To pmmise; to be bound; to warrant; to

answer for something; to guarantee.

Oil mine honour dare I undertake
For good Lord Titus* innocence in all. Shak.

Undertaker (un-d6r-tak'6r), n. 1. One who
undertakes or engages to perform any busi-

ness ; one who engages in any project or
business.

Antrim was naturally a great undtrtaker.
Clarendon.

2. One who stipulates or covenants to per-
form any work for another; a contractor.

Should they build as fast as write.

'Twould ruin underTakeri quite. Swift.

3. [In its specialized sense this word re-

sembles \fphoUierer.\ One who manages
funerals.

While rival undertakers hover round.
And with his spade the sexton marks the ground.

Young.
4 In ScoH hist, a name given to one of a
party of Lowland adventurers who, in the
reign of James VI., by authority of the
crown attempted to colonize some of the
Hebrides, and so displace the original Celtic

population. Sir W Scott.

Undertaking <un-d^r-tak'ing), 71. 1. That
which a person undertakes: a business,

work, or project which a person engages
in or attempts to perfomi ; an enterprise.
' The will to desperate uiideriakingg. ' Shak.
'Too great an undertaking for the humour
of our age. ' Sir W. Temple. ~2. The business
of an undertaker or manager of funerals.—
3. A promise; an engagement; an obligation;

a guarantee.

The father had obtained a written undertaking
from him, that he would marry her at a certain a^e.

Trollofie.

Undertaking (un-dSr-tak'ing), a. Enter-
prising • The xnxdertaJcing talent of Prince
Eui:eiie ' Sxcift.

Under-taxed (un'dSr-takBt), a. Taxed at a
low or too low rate.

Under-tenancy (un'd6r-ten-an-gi), n. A
tenancy or tenure under a tenant or lessee;

the tenure of an under-tenant.
Under-tenant (un'd^r-ten-ant), n. The
tenant of a tenant; one who holds lands or
tenements of a tenant.

Undertide,t Undertime t (un'd6r-tid, un'-
der-tim^, n. The portion or division of the
day which inclndtMl midern: generally ap-
plied to the after part of the day. Speiiter.

S-e I'M'ERN.
Undertone (un'd6r-t6n), n. A low or bu1>
dued tone; a tone lower than is usual, as in
speaking; as, to say something in an undtr-
tone.
And from within me a clear undertone

Thrill'd thro' mine ears in that unbUssful clime.
Tennyson.

Undertook (un-d6r-tuk'), pret. of xinder-
take.

Under-tOW (un'd^r-tG), n. A current of
water l>elow the surface in a different direc-
tion from that at the surface; the backward
flow of a wave breaking on a beach.

The moment he touched the ground with his foot,
the recoil of the sea, and what is called by sailors the
under.tow, carried him back again and left him in

the rear of the last wave. Marryat.

Under-treated (un'd6r-tret-ed), a. Treated
with too little respect; treated slightingly.
Cibher.

Undertum+ (un d^r-t^m'). r (. To turn up-
Bide ilo\ui: to suljvert. Wicliffe.

Undervaluation (un'd6r-val'u-a"8hon). n.

The act of undervaluing or valuing t)elow
the real worth; rate not equal to tlie worth.
'A general titidervaluation of the nature of
Bin.' South.

Undervalue (un-d^r-val'u), « t. pret. & pp.
undervalued; ppr. vndervaluing. 1. To
value, rate, or estimate !)elow the real worth.
* l^nd^rvalue not the worth you carry. ' Beau.
dr Fl.~2. To esteem lightly; to treat as of
little worth; to despise; to hold in mean
estimation.

1 write not this with the least intention to under-
r-a/ue the other parts of poetry. Orydtn.

Undervalue (un-d6r-varu). n. A value
below the proper or natural value; a low
estimate of worth; a price less than the real
worth.

The unskilfulness, carelessness, or knavery of the
traders, added much to the ttndervaiue and discredit
of these commodities abroad. Sir If. Temple.

Undervaluer (un-d^r-val'u-^r), n. One who
undervalues or esteems lightly. Iz. Walton.
Underverset (uu'der-v6rs). n. The lower
or second verse. Spenser.

Under-water (un'd6r-w3-t6r), a. Being or
lying under water; subaquatic. May.
Underwear (un'd6r-war), n. A wearing
under the outer clothing; as. clothes suited
for underwear.
Underwent (un-d6r-went0, pret. of undergo.
Under-Win^(un'd6r-wing), n. The posterior
wing of an insect. 'Gauzy underwings.'
Southey.
UnderwltCh (un'd6r-wich), n. A subordi-
nate or inferior witch. Hudibras.
Underwitted (un-der-wit'ed), a. Half-
witted; silly. Bp, Kennet.
Underwood ( uu'd6r-wud ), n. Small trees
and bushes that grow among large trees;
coppice: underbrush. ' More underwood and
break, than oak for greater use. ' Drayton.
Underwork (un'd6r-w6rk), n. Subordinate
work; petty affairs.

Those . . . fil! up the laborious part of life, and
carry on the underwork of the nation. Addiion.

Underwork (un-d6r-w6rk'), v.t. pret. & pp.
underwrought. 1. To work or practise on
underhand; to undermine; to destroy by
clandestine measures.

Thou from loving England art so far

That thou hast underwrought his lawful king.
Shak.

2. To put insufficient work or labour on.

A work may be overwrought as well as under-
wrought. Drydeii.

3. To do like work at a less price than ; as,

one mason may u)iderwork another.
Underwork! (un-d6r-w6rk'). v.i. To work
in secret or clandestinely, B. Jonson.
Underworker (un'd6r-w6rk-6r), n. 1. One
who underworks. ~2. A subordinate work-
man.

Athanasius guards gainst the notion of the Son*s
t>eing an underworker in the low Arian sense.

Waterland.
Underworkman (und^r-w^rk-man), n. An
inferior or subordinate workman. Swi^t.

Under-world ( un'd^r-w^rld), n. 1. The
loweror inferior world; the sublunary world.
' The glory . . . that overspreads . . . this
under-world. ' Daniel. —2. The opposite side
of the globe; the antipodes.

Fresh as the first beam ghttering on a sail.

That brings our friends up from the undtr'iMtrld.
Tennyson.

3. l*he world of spirits, the place or state of
departed souls; Hades.
The Achilles of the Iliad reappears in all his gran-

deur, but beneath a veil of sadness, as befits the
under-world. Gladstone.

4. The lower or inferior part of mankind.
Atterbury.

Underwrite (un-d6r-rit'). v.i. pret under-
wrote ; ppr. underwritten (undervn%t, pret. &
pp., obsolete). [See Write.] 1. To write
below or under.

We'll have thee, as our rarer monsters are.
Painted upon a pole, and underwrit,
' Here may you see the tyrant.' Shak.
What change and addition I have made I have

here underwritten. Saunderson.

2. To subscribe; specifically, to subscribe or
set one's name to, as a policy of insurance,
for the purpose of becoming answerable for
loss or damage for a certain premium per
cent. —3. To subscribe; to submit to; to put
up with. [Rare]

Underwrite in an observing kind
His humorous predominance. Shak.

Underwrite (un-d^r-rif), r.i To practise
insuring, particularly marine insuring.

Underwriter (uu'der-rit-6r), n. One who
underwrites ; especially, (a) one who carries
on the business of marine insurance, the
name being originally given from the fact
that the insurers acting individually sub-
scribed (or wrote under) the policies of in-

surance, stating the sums for which they
severally bound themselves, {b) One who
agrees for a consideration to take up the
whole or a portion of capital that is offered
by a company for public subscription, in
case the public subscribe for it only partially
and insuffiL-it'ntiv.

Under-WTlting(iniMer-rit-intr), ". The prac-
tice r)f an nndcrwrittT. See rsPKRWRITER.
Undescendable, Undescendible (un-de-
send'a-bl, un-de-seml'i-bl), a. 1. Not de-
scendable; hence, unfathomable. 'The «rt-

de^ce iidable Ahysm.' Tennyson. —2. Not cap-
able of descending to heirs.

Undescribable (un-deskrib'a-bl),a. Incap-
able nf description or of being represented
in words. 'Let these describe the unde-
scrihahle.' Byron.

Undescribed (unde-skribd'), a. Not de-
scribed; not depicted, defined, or delineated.
'The undescribed coast.' Cook.

Undescried (un-de-skrid'), a. Not descried;
not discovered; not seen. Shak; Tennyson.
Undeserved (un-de-z6rvd'), a. Notdeserved;
not merited. 'An undeserved reproach.'
Addison.
Undeservedly (un-de-z6rv'ed-li),adv. With-
out desert, either good or evil. ' Athletick
brutes whom UTideservedly we call heroes.

'

Dryden.
Undeservedness (un-de-z6rv'ed-nes), n.

The state or quality of being uudesen'ed.
Wood.
Undeserver (un-de-z6rv'6r), n. One of no
merit; one who is not deserving or worthy.
'To sell and mart your offices to undeserv-
ers. ' Shak.
Undeserving (un-de-zSrv'ing), a. 1. Not de-
serving; nothaving merit. ' Your gracious
favours done to me. xindeserving as I am.'
Shak.~2. Not meriting: with of; as. a man
undeserving of happiness or of punishment.
' Undeserving of destruction.' Sir P. Sid-
ney.

Undeserving^ (un-de-z6rv'ing-li), adv.
Without meriting any particular advantage
or hann; undeservedly. Milton.
Undesi^ed ( un-de-sind', un-de-zind'), o.

Not designed; not intended; unintentional;
not proceeding from purpose ; as, to do an
undesigned injury, Paley.
Undesignedly (un-de-sin'ed-li, un-de-zln'ed-
li), adv. In an undesigned manner; with-
out design or intention. Paley.
Undesignedness (im-de-sln'ed-nes, un-de-
zin'ed-nes), n. The state or quality of being
undesigned ; freedom from design or set pur-
pose. Paley.
Undesignlng (un-de-sm'ing, un-d€-ziu'ing),
a. Not having any underhand design; sin-

cere; upright; artless; having no artful or
fraudulent purpose. 'Weak tindesigning
minds.' South.
Undesirable (un-de-zlr'a-bl). a. Not desir-
able; not to be wished. 'A thing not unde-
sirable.' Milton.

Undesired (un-de-zirdO, a. Not desired; or
not solicited. Dryden.
Undesirlng (un-de-zir'ing), a. Not desiring;
not wishing. ' With undesiring eyea.' Dry-
den.

Undesirous (un-de-zir'us), a. Not desirous.
Dr. Knox.
Undespairing (un-de-spar'ing), a. Not
jielding todespair. 'With steady unde-
spairing breast.' Dyer.
Undespondent (un-de-spond'ent), a. Not
marked by i»r given to despondence. 'Those
sorrowing hut undespondent years.' J. JR.

Lowell.

Undestined (un-des'tind), a. Not destined.
R. Pollok.

Undestroyablet (un-de-stroi'a-bl), a. Inde-
structible. Boyle.

Undeterminable ( un-de-t^r'min-a-bl ), a.

Incapable of being determined or decided.
Locke.

Undeterminatet (un-de-t6r'min-at).a. Not
determinate; not settled or certain; inde-
terminate. ' An undeterininate event.'
South.

Undeterminateness t (un-de-t6r'min-at-
nes). n. Uncertainty; unsettled state; in-

decision; indeterminateness. Dr. H. More.

Undetermination t (un'de-ter'min-a"8hon).
n. Indecision; uncertainty of mind ; inde-
temiinatiou. Sir M. Hale.
Undetermined (un-de-t^'r'mind), a. 1. Not
determined; not settled; not decided. ' Un-
dettTinim-d differences of kings.' Shak.—
2. Not limited; not defined; indetemnnate.
Undetesting (un-de-test'ing). a. Notdetest-
ing; not abhorring. Thomson.
Undevlating fun-de'viat-ing), a. Not de-
viating; not departing from a rule, prin-
ciple, or purpose; steady; regular; as, an
undeviating course of virtue. ' l/ndeviating
rectitude of intention." Horsley. 'The un-
deviating and punctual sun.' Cowper.
Undevllt (un-de'vil), v.t. To free from pos-
session by the devil; to exorcise. Fuller.

Undevised f un-de-vizd'), a. Not devised;
not bequeathed by will. Blackstone.

Undevoted (un-de-vot'ed), a. Not devoted.
' Undevoted to the church.' Clarendon.
Undevout (un-de-vouf), a. Not devout;
having no devotion. 'An undevout astrono-
mer is mad,' Voung.
Undiademed(un-di'a-demd),a. Notadomed
with a diadem. Milman.
Undlapbanous (un-di-af'a-nus), a. Not
transparent; not pellucid; opaque. Boyle.

ch, cAaln; Ch, Sc. locA; g.go; j.joh; ft, Ft. ton; ng, sing'; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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Undid (un-did'X pret. of utido.

Undifferencln^ (un-diffSr-ens-ing), a. Not
marking any difference. 'An undifferencing

difference.' Fuller. [Rare.]

Undigenous (uu-di'jen-us), a. [L. xmda, a

wave, and gen, root of gigno, Gr. gignomai,

to produce.] Generated by, or owing origin

to, water. Kirwan. [Rare.]

Undigested (un-di-jest'ed), a. 1. Not di-

gested; not acted on or prepared by the

stomach. 'Filled with fumes of undigested
wine.' Dryden.—2. Not properly prepared
or arranged ; not reduced to order ; crude.

Milton. ' Some hasty and undigested

thoughts.' Locke.

Undlghtt (un-dif), v.t. [See DlGHT.] To
put off, as ornaments or apparel. Spenser.

Undignified (un-dig'ni-fldj.a. Notdigiiifted;

not consistent with dignity ; exhibiting an
absence of dignity. Dr. Knox.
Undine (un'diu), n. [From L. unda, a wave. ]

A water-spirit of the female sex, resembling
in character the sylphs or spirits of the air,

and corresponding somewhat to the naiads
of classical mythology. According to Para-
celsus, when an undine married a mortal
and bore a child she received a soul.

Undinted (un-dint'ed), a. Not impressed
by blows; unbattered. 'Our targes un-
dinted.' Shak.
Undiocesed (un-di'o-sesd), a. Not possessed
of or preferred to a diocese. Milton.

Undirectt (un-di-rekf), f.(. To misdirect;

to mislead. *Who make false fires to uh-
direct seamen in a tempest.' Fuller.

Undlrectly (un-dl-rekt'li). adv. Not di-

rectly; indirectly. ' Directly or «ndiVec(/y,

secretly or openly." Strgpe.

Undlscernable (un-diz-26rn'a-bl), a. Same
as rniiiscernible.

Undlscerned (un-diz-z6rnd'), o. Not dis-

cerned; not seen ; not observed; not descried;

not discovered; as, truths tindiscemed. Sir

T. More.
Undlscemedly (un-diz-z6rn'ed-li), adv. In
such a manner as not to be discovered or
seen. Boyle.

UndiBCerni'ble ( un-diz-z6rn'i-bl ), a. 1. That
cannot be discerned, seen, or discovered;
invisible. "-2. Not to be seen through; not
to have one's deeds perceived. Shak, Writ-
ten also Undlscernable.

Undiscerniloleness (un-diz-z6m'i-bl-nes), ii.

The state or quality of being undiscemible.

UndiscerniWy ( un-diz-z6rn'i-bli ), adv. In
away not to be discovered or seen; invisibly;

imperceptibly. Jer. Taylor.

Undlscernlng (un-diz-z6rn'ing). a. Not dis-

cerning; not making just distinctions; want-
ing judgment or the power of discrimination,
' (jndiacermng Muse.' Donne.
Undischarged (un-dis-charjd'), a. Not dis-

charged; not dismissed; not freed from ob-
ligation. ' Hold still in readiness and undis-
charged.' B. Jonson.
Undisciplinable (un-dis'si-plin-a-bl), a. In-

capable of being disciplined. Sir M. Hale.

Undisciplined (un-dis'si-plind), a. Not dis-

ciplined; not duly exercised and taught; not
properly trained or brought to regularity

and order ; raw ; as, undisciplined troops

;

xtndisciplined valour; undisciplined minds.

An armed disciplined body is, in its essence, dan-
gerous to liberty ; ttndisciplined, it is ruinous to
society. Surfse.

Undlscloset (un-dis-kloz'), v.t. Not to dis-

close; to keep close or secret. Daniel.
Undlscordant (un-dis-kord'ant), a. Not
discordant. Wordsworth.
Undlscording (un-dis-kord'ing), a. Not dis-

cording; not disagreeing; not jarring in

music; harmonious. 'With undiscording
voice.' Milton.

Undlscoursed { un-dis-korsd' ), a. Not dis-

coursed ; not made the subject of talk or
discussion ; silent. ' Undiscoursed obedi-
ence.' Bp. Racket.

Undlscoverable(un-dis-kuv'6r-a-bl),o. That
cannot be discovered or found out ; aa, un-
discoverable principles.

Undlscoverably (un-dis-kuv'6r-a-bli). adv.
In a manner not to be discovered. Milton.

Undiscovered (un-dis-kuv'6rd), a. Not dis-

covered; not seen; not descried; not laid

open to view; lying hid.

The undiscover'd country, from whose bourne
No traveller returns. Shak.

Undiscreet t (un'dis-kret), a. Not discreet;

not prudent or wise ; indiscreet. Ecclus.
xxvii. 12.

Undlscreetness t (un-dis-kret'nes), n. The
state or quality of being imdiscreet; indis-

cretion. Udall.

UndlBCretion t (un-dis-kre'shon), n. The
act or quality of being undiscreet; indiscre-

tion. Lydgatc.
Undlscrjjninating ( un-dis-krim'in-at-ing),

a. Not discriminating; not distinguishing
or making a difference. ' With undiscrimin-
ating aim.' Cowper.
Undiscussed ( un - dis - kust ' ), a. Not dis-

cussed; not argued or debated. Bp. Ball.

Undlsgraced (un-dis-grasf), a. Not dis-

graced or dishonoured.

May our country's name be undis^raced. Byron.

Undisgulsable (un-dis-giz'a-bl), a. Incap-
able of being disguised. Quart. Rev.

Undisguised (un-dis-gizd'), a. Not dis-

guised; not covered with a mask or with a
false appearance; hence, open; frank; can-
did; plain; artless. 'Plain English undis-
guised' Chaucer.

You . . . behold youramiablesovereigninhistrue,
simpie, Kfidis^'utsed, native character of majesty,

Buri:^.

Undlshonoured (un-dis-on'6rd), a. Not
dishonoured; not disgraced. Shak.

Undisjoined (un-dis-joind'), a. Not dis-

joined; not separated or parted. Cowper.

Undismayed (un-dis-mad'), a. Not dis-

mayed; not disheartened by fear; not dis-

couraged; as. troops undismayed.
Undismissed (un-dis-misf), a. Not dis-

missed. Cf'ivper.

Undlspensable t (un-dis-pens'a-blV a. 1. In-
dispensable. Milton. ~2. Unavoidable- 'A
necessary and undispeiuable famine in a
camp.' Fuller.—^. Excluded from dispensa-
tion. Ld. Herbert.

Undispensed (un-dis-pensf), a. 1. Not
dispensed. —2. Not freed from obligation.

Canon Tooker.

Undispensing (un-dis-pens'ing), a. Not
allowing to be dispensed with. Milton.

Undispersed (un-dis-pfersf), a. Not dis-

persed; not scattered; indispersed. Boyle.

Undispose (un-dis-poz'), v.t. To disincline;

to indispose.

Undisposed(un-dis-p6zd'), a. 1. Indisposed;
having the health somewhat out of order.

—

2. Not disposed; not inclined. 'Careless and
undisposed to joyne with them.' Hooker.
[For these senses Indisposed is now used.]

3. Not set apart; not allocated; not appro-
priated: with of.

One of them, I observed, was bestowed upon the
king's brother : and one remained undisposed of,

which, 1 judged, was for the king himself, as it was
a choice bit. Cook,

Undisputable t (un-dis'put-a-bl), a. Not
disputable; indisputable. Spectator.

Undisputed (un-dis-put'ed), a. Not dis-

puted; notcontested; not called in question;

as, an undisputed title ; undisputed truth.

'Owns thy undisputed sway.' Congreve.

Undissembled (un-dis-sem'bld), a. Not
dissembled; open; undisguised; unfeigned;
as, undissembled friendship or piety. ' ITn-

dissembled love." J. Philips.

Undlsslpated (un-dis'si-pat-ed), a. Not
dissipated; not scattered. Boyle.

UndiSBOlvable (un-diz-zolv'a-bl), a. 1. In-

capable of lieing dissolved or melted.—2. In-

capable of being loosened or broken; as, the
undissolvable ties of friendship. Rowe.
Undissolved (un-diz-zolvd'), a. Not dis-

solved; not melted; not loosened, dispelled,

broken, Ac. ' A sleep by kisses widissolvcd.

'

Tennyson.
Undissolving (un-diz-zolv'ing), a. Not dis-

solving; not melting.

Where uudissolviit^, from the first of time.

Snows swell on snows amazing to the sky. Thomson.

Undlstempered (un-dis-tem'p6rd), a. Free
from distemper, disease, or perturbation;
free from any disordering influence. 'Any
unprejudiced and wi^distempered mind.'
Barrow.
Undistinctlve (un-dis-tingkt'iv), a. Indis-

criminating; making no distinctions. ' CTn-

distinctive Death.' Dickens.

Undistinctly t (uu-dis-tingkt'li), adv. Indis-

tinctly. Hooker.
Undistmguisliable(un-dis-ting'gwish-a-bl),
a. 1. Incapable of being distinguished by
tlie eye; not to be distinctly seen.

The quaint mazes in the wanton green
For lack of tread are 2()tdistvig:titshaNe. Shak.

2. Not to be known or distinguished by the
intellect by any peculiar property.

Confused passions make undistinguishable char-

acters. Dryden.

Undlstingulshably ( un- dis -ting' gwish-
a-bli), adv. In an undistinguishable man-
ner; so as not to be known from each other
or to be separately seen. TatUr.

Undlstiziguisbed (un-dis-ting'gwlsht), a.

1. Not distinguished; not so marked as to
be distinctly known from each other; not
discerned or discriminated. ' Undistinr
guish'd seeds of good and ill.' Dryden.

Wrinkles undistittgitish'd pass.
For I'm ashamed to use a gljiss. Swift.

2. Not treated with any particular respect.
Pope.—3. Not separated from others by ex-
traordinary qualities; not famous; not dis-
tinguished by any particular eminence: as,

a number of undistinguished people.—4. t In-
calculable; unaccountable. Shak.
Undistinguisliing(un-di8-ting'gwish-ing),a.
Making no difference; not discriminating;
as, utidistinguishing favour. ' Undixtin-
guishing distribution of good and eviL'
Addison.
Undistracted (un-dis-trakt'ed), a. Not
perplexed by contrariety or confusion of
thoughts, desires, or concerns. Boyle.

Undlstractedly (un-dis-trakt'ed-Ii), adv.
Without disturbance from contrariety of
thoughts or multiplicity of concerns. Boyle.
Undistractedness (un-dis-trakt'ed-nes), n.

The state of being undistracted. Boyle.
Undistractlng(un-dis-trakt'ing),a. Not con-
fusing the mind by drawing it towards a va-
riety of objects; not distracting. Leighton.
Undisturbed (un-dis-t6rbd'), a. 1. Free
from interruption ; not molested or hin-
dered; as, undisturbed with company or
noise.

—

2. Free from perturbation of mind;
calm; tranquil; placid; serene; not agitated;
as, to be undisturbed by danger, by perplexi-
ties, by injuries received, is a most desirable
condition.—3. Not agitated; not stirred; not
moved. ' TheHndisfwr&edandsilentwaters.'
Dryden.
Undisturbedly (un-dis-tSrb'ed-li), adv. In
an undisturbed manner; calmly; peacefully.
Locke.

Undiversified ( un - di - v6rs ' i - fid ), a. Not
diversified; not varied; uniform. 'A par-
ticle of mere undiversijied matter.' Dr. T.
Cogan.
Undiverted (un-di-v6rt'ed), a. l. Not di-

verted; not turned aside.

These grounds have not any patent passages . . ,

and therefore must suffer the greatest part of it (the

river) to run by them undiverted. Boyle.

2. Not amused; not entertained or pleased.

The reader, however, may not be undiverted with
its unatTected simplicity and pathos. Wakejield.

Undividable (un-di-vid'a-bl), a. Incapable
of being divided or separated; indivisible.

Shak.
Undivided (un-di-vid'ed), a. 1. Not divided;

not separated or disunited ;unbroken ; whole;
as, undivided attention. 'A whole and un-
divided affection. ' Jer. Taylor.—2.'Sot made
separate and limited to a particular sum

;

as, to own an jmdivided share of a business.

3. Ill bot. not lobed, cleft, or branched.
Undlvldedly (un-di-vid'ed-li), adv. In an
undivided manner.

Creation, nature, religion, law, and policy make
them (man and wife) undividedly one. Felihatn.

Undivldual t (un-di-vid'u-al), a. Not cap-

able of being divided; indivisible.

True courage and courtesy are undividuat com-
panions. Fuller.

UndiVine (un-di-vinO, a. Not divine ; op-
posed to what is divine or elevated. Ruskin.

Undlvorced (un-di-vorsf), a. Not di-

vorced; not separated.

These died together.
Happy in ruin, undivorced by death. y'oung.

Undlvulged(un-di-vuljd'), a. Not divulged;

not revealed or disclosed; secret. ' Undi-
vxdged crimes.' Shak.
Undo (nn-db'), v.t. pret. undid; pp. undone.
1. [In meaning 1 from un-, simply negative
or with sense of not, and do; in 2 and fol-

lowing from un- in sense of reversal. See

Un-.] 1. Not to do; to leave unperformed,
unexecuted, or undone: usually in opposi-

tion with to do.

What to your wisdoms seemeth best.

Do or undo, as if ourself were here. Shak.

These ought ye to have done, and not to leave the

other undone. Luke xi. 42.

2. To reverse, as something which has been
done; to annul; to bring to nought

To-morrow ere the setting sun.

She'd all undo what she had done. Swijl.

3. To untie or unfasten; to unloose; to unfix:

to unravel; to open out. ' Undo this button.

Shak. ' f/Hdo this knot.' Waller. Hence—
4. To find an answer or explanation to; to

solve. *To undo this knotty <iuestion.'

Beau. & Ft. 'Seeking to undo one riddle.'

Tennyson.—^. To bring ruin or distress upon;

Fate, fftr, fat, fftU; me, met, hfir; pine, pin; nOte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. So. iey.
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to ruin the morals, character, reputation,
or prospects of; to destroy; to annihilate;

to spoil; to impoverish.

This love will ufida us all. Shak.

Some uncioMt widow sits upon mine arm.
And takes away the use of it. Massinser.

Through several ways they run,

Some to undo, and some to be undone. Denham.

Undocic (un-dokO, v.t. To take out of dock;
as, to itndock a ship.

Undoer (un-do'^r). n. One who undoes; one
who reverses what has been done; one who
ruins. 'And be mine ow-n undoer.' Bey-
wood.

Undoing (un-do'ing), n. 1. The reversal of
what has been done.—2. Ruin; destruction.

False lustre could dazzle my poor daughter to her
undoing. Addison.

UndomestiC (un-do-mes'tik). a. Not domes-
tic; not caring for home life or duties. 'The
uJi'^of/i^^Khc Amazonian dame' Cumberland.
Undomesticate (un-domes'ti-kat), v.t. To
estrange from home life or duties. Richard'
son.

Undomesticated ( un-do-mes'ti-kat-ed ). a.

1. Not domesticated; not accustomed to a
family life. — 2. Not tamed.
Undone (un-dun'), pp. otundo.
Undoubtable (undout'a-bl), a. Xot to be
doubted; indubitable. 'Whose undottbtable
authority was able to bear down calumny
itself.' Bp. Hall.
Undoubted (undout'ed), a. l. Not doubted;
not called in question; indubitable; indis-
putable. ' A proposition of n ndoubted truth.

'

Addison. — 2. Not filled with doubt, appre-
hension, fear, or the like; hence, confident;
bold ; fearless. ' Hardy and utidoubted
champions.* Shak.S. Not being an object
of doubt or suspicion; unsuspected.

More should I question thee, and more I must.
Though more to know could not be more to trust.
From whence thou earnest, how tended on ; but rest
Unquestioned welcome, and undoubted blest.

Shak.
Undoubtedly (un-dout'ed-H), arft?. Without
doubt; without question; indubitably.

This cardinal . , . undoubtedly was fashioned to
much honour. Shak.

Undoubtful (un-dout'ful), a. l. Not doubt-
ful ; not ambiguous

; plain ; evident, ' His
fact . . . came not to an «MdOT/6(/"Ki proof.'
Shak. —2. Harbouring no doubt or suspicion;
unsuspicious.

Our husbands might ha»e looked into our thoughts
And made themselves undoubtful. Beau, fi- Fl.

Undoubtlng (un-dout'ing). a. Xot donbt-
ini;; not hesitating respecting facts; not
fluetuatini? in tincertainty ; as, an ui^mibt-
infj believer ; an undoubtina faith. ' With
the assurance of undoubting conviction,*
Dr. Knox.
Undoubtlngly (un-dout'ing-li), adv. In an
unditiihiiiiu' manner; without doubting.
UndoubtOUS,t a. Indoubting. Chaucer.
Undrainable(un-dran'a-bl).a. Not capable
of l)eing drained or exhausted; inexlmust-
ible. 'Minest/m/ramaWeofore.' Tennugon.
Undraw (un-<ir»'), v.t. To draw aside or
open,

An^":ls undrew the curtains of the throne. Youn^.

Undrawn (un-drsnO, p. and a. Not drawn:
as, ( a ) not pulled, dragged, or hauled.
'Forth rushed the chariot . , . uiidrawn.'
Milton. (6) Not jwrtrayed or delineated.

The deathl>ed of the just is yet undrann
By mortal hand. Youn^.

Undreaded (un-dred'ed). a. Not dreaded :

not feared. * I'nnamed, undreaded, and
thyn-If hiilf-starved-' Milton.
Undreamed, Undreamt (un-dremd', un-
dreint'). a. Not dreame<l ; not thought of

;

not imagined, I'npath'dwaters* u/trfream'd
shores.' Shak. Often followed by of.

Many things fall out by the design of the general
motor, and undreafnt tf/'contrivance of nature.

_ . Sir T. Broivfte.

Undress (nn-dres'), v.t. l. To diveat of
clothes: to strip.

Madam, undress you now, and come to bed. Shak.

2, To divest of ornaments or the attire of
ostentation; to disrobe. Pope.— 3. To take
the dressing, bandages, or covering from,
as a wmuikI Sir W. Davenant.
Undress (un-drea'), r.t. To takeoff one's
dress or clothes. 'To make me dress, and
undrets.' Beau. & Fl.
Undress (un'drea), n. A loose negligent
dress: also, ordinary dress, as opposed to
full dress or uniform.
O fair undress, best dress I it checks no vein.
But every Rowing limb in pleasure drowns.
And heightens case with grace. Thomson.

Undressed (un-dresf), j:?, and a. 1. Divested
of dress; disrobed.—2. Not dressed; not at-

tired.—3. Not prepared ; in a raw or crude
state; as, nx^sX undressed ; undressed ores.

'Shoes of undressed leather.' Arbuthnot.—
4. Not trimmed; not put in order.
Thy vineyard lies half pruned, and hsilf undressed.

Dryden.
Undried (un-drid'), a. 1. Not dried or dried
up; wet; moist. 'Funeral tears undried.'
Dryden.—2. Not dried; green; as, u}id)'ied
hay; undried hops.
Undrlnkable (un-dringk'a-bl),a. Not drink-
able ; not fit for drinkin£ ; as, this water is

undrinkable.
Undriven (un-dri^-'n). a. Not driven ; not
moved or impelled by force; not constrained
to act by force: not compelled. Bp. Hall.
Undrooping (un-drop'ing), a. Not droop-
ing; not sinking; not despairing. Thomson.
Undrossy (un-dros'i). a. Not drossy; free
from dross or other impurities. Pope.
Undrowned (un-dround'), p. and a. Not
drowned. Shak.
Undubbed (un-dubd'), a. Not dubbed; not
having received the honour of knighthood.
Donne.
Undubitablet ( un-du'bi-ta-bl ), a. Not to
be doubted; indubitable. Locke.
Undue (un-du'), a. l. Not due ; not yet de-
mandable by right; as, a debt, note, or bond
undue.— 2. Not right; not lawful; improper;
unworthy; as, an undue proceeding. Bacon.
' ile&u &nd undue ends.' Atterhury. 'Super-
stition of an undue object.' Jer, Taylor.—
3. Erring by excess; excessive; inormnate;
as, an undue regard to the externals of reli-

gion; an undue attachment to forms; an
undue rigour in the execution of law.

Undueness ^un-du'nes), n. The state or
quality of being undue. Roget.
Unduke (un-duk'), v.t. To deprive of duke-
dom.

The king hath unduked twelve dukes. Pepys.

Undulant (undu-lant), a. Undulatory.
'Gliding and lapsing in an ui\dulant dance.*
Sir H. Taylor.

Undularyt ( un'du-la-ri >, a. [L. undula, a
little wave, dim. of U}ida, a wave.] Playing
like waves ; wavy ; coming with regular in-

termissions.
The blasts and undulary breaths thereof maintain

no certainty in their course. Sir T. Broivne.

Undulate (un'du-lat), v.t, [L,L. undulo.un-
dulatum, from L. undula, a little wave,
dim. of unda, a ware ; from a root vad, ud.
nasalized, a root seen also in K water.] To
have a wavy motion ; to rise and fall in
waves; to move in arching, ciu^-iug, or bend-
ing lines; to wave; as, the sea gently un-
dulates, or the surface of standing com.
'The dread ocean undulating wide.' Thmn-
son.

And in the blast and bray of the long horn
And serpent -throated bugle, ufidulaled
The banner. Tennyson.

Undulate (un'dfi-lat), r.t. pre! ttpp. undu-
lated; ppr. undulaU}ig. To cause to wave,
or move with a wavy motion; to cause to
vibrate. * Breath vocalized, that is, vibrated
and undulated.' Holder.
Undulate, Undulated (un'du-lat, un'du-
lat-ed), a. Wavy; having a waved surface.
In bot. an epithet for a leaf either of a wavy
character throughout, as in Bypnum un-
dulatnm, or having the limb near the mar-
gin waved, as in Heaeda lutea.

Undulatin{r(un'du-Iat-iug), », anda. l.Wav-
ing; vibrating; rising and falling like waves,
2. Having a form or outline resembling that
of a series of waves ; wavy. A stretch of
country is said to be undulating when it

presents a succession of elevations and de-
pressions, resembling the waves of the sea.

The Christ is a better character, has more beauty
and grace than is usual with Kubcns; the outline
remarkably undulating, smooth, and flowing.

Reynolds.

Undulatingly (im'du.lat-lnir-li). adv. In an
uniiul.'itiML: manner ; in the form of waves.
Undulation (un-du-la'shon), n. l. The act
of undulating; a waving motion; fluctuation.

Worms and leeches move by undulation.
Sir T. Browne.

2. A wavy form; a form resembling that of
a wave or waves.

The root of the wilder sort (is) incomparable for its

crisjjed undulations. Hvelyn.

3, In physics, a motion resembling that of
waves, propagated iu succession through
some Uuid medium by impulses communi-
cated to the medium ; any one wave or
moving portion of such fluid; as, the un
dulationt of water or air. ('ndulations are
said to be progressive when they successively

ch, cAain; eh. So, locA; g, ^o; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, thin;

traverse the different parts of a body, as the
waves of the sea; and they are said to be
stationary when all the particles of a body
begin their vibrations simultaneously and
end them at the same instant— 4. In med. a
particular uneasy sensation of an undula-
tory motion in the heart.—5. In surg. a cer-
tain motion of the matter of an abscess
when pressed, which indicates its fitness for
opening.
Undulationist (un-du-la'shon-ist), n. One
who advocates the undulatory theory of
light. Wheicell.

Undulative (uu'da-lat-iv), a. Undulatory.
[Rare.]

Undulatory (un'du-la-to-ri), a. Having an
undulating character; moving in the man-
ner of waves; resembling the motion of
waves, which successively rise or swell and
fall

; pertaining to such a motion ; as, the
undulatory motion of water, of air, or other
fluid, — Undulatory theory, in optics, the
theory which regards light as a mode of
motion generated by molecular vibrations
in the luminous source, and propagated
by undulations in a subtle medium (ether),

sensibly imponderable, presumed to per-
vade all space, including the intervals
which separate the molecules or atoms of
ponderable bodies. When these undula-
tions reach and act on the nerves of our
retina, they produce in ua the sensation
of light. The only other theory of light
which can be opposed to this, and which is

variously called the corpuscular, emission,
OT material Meori/, supposes light to consist
of material particles, emitted from the
source, and projected in straight lines in all
directions with a velocity which continues
uniform at all distances, and is the same for
all intensities. It would seem that every
phenomenon which can l>e brought Under
the corpuscular theory can with equal fa-

cility be explained t)y the undulatory theory;
while there are some known effects, as the
phenomena of reflection and refraction, in
strict accordance with the principles of the
latter, which cannot, without great diflS-

culty and the introduction of gratuitous
suppositions, be accounted for by the cor-
f>uscular theory. The undulatory theory
s therefore now generally adopted by physi-
cists.

Undullt (un-dul'), v.t. To remove dulness
or obscurity from; to clear; to purify, ' Un-
duUing their grossness.' Whittock.

Unduly (un-du'li), adv. In an undue man-
ner; wrongly; improperly; excessively; in-
ordinately 'The delusions of the mind
when unditly agitated.' Warburton.

Men unduly exercise their zeal. B/. Sprat.

Undumpisht (un-dump'ish), v.t. To free
from the dumi)s. Fuller.

Undurablet tun-dur'a-bl), a. Not durable;
not lasting. Arnway.
Undustt (un-dusf), v.t. To free from dust

' U7idttst it from all these little foulnesses.'
W. Montague.
Unduteous (un-du'te-us), a. Not duteous;
not performing duty to parents and supe-
riors; not obedient; as, an unduteous child.
' His unduteous son.' Drt/den.
Undutlful (un-du'ti-ful), a. l. Not duUful;
not performing duty; as, an unduti/ul son
or subject.

1 know my duty ; you are all undutiful. Shak.

2. Not characterized by a sense of duty or
obedience: rebellious; irreverent. ' Undu-
ti/ul proceedings and rebellious against the
supreme natural power.' Jer. Taylor.
Undutlfully (un-du'ti-ful-li). adv. In an un-
dutiful mnnnt'r; not according to duty; In
a disobedient manner. 'From its lord un-
dutij'iitly lied-' Hryden.
Undutifulness (un-du'ti-ful-nes). n. The
state or (juality of being undutifuL Seeker.
Undy (un'di), a. In her. see UavA.
Undying (un-di'ing), a. Not dying; not sub-
ject to death; immortal; as, the undying
souls of men. ' Chains of darkness and the
?( ndying worm. ' Milton.
Unearedt (uu-erd'), a. Unploughed; un-
tilled. Shak.
Unearned (un-«^md'), a. Not merited by
labour or services. 'And give thee bread
unearned.' J. Philips.

Unearth (un-6rth'), v.t. 1. To drive or bring
forth from an earth or burrow; to drive from
any underground hole or burrow.

The mi£fhty robber of the fold;
Him from his cra;:gy. winding haunts unearth'd.
Let all the thunder of the chase pursue. Thomson.

2. To bring to light; to discover or And out

f, tfig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Uneaxtmy (un-6rthli), a. Not earthly; not
terrestrial; supernatural; not like, or as if

not proceeding from anything belonging to

the earth; as, an unearthly cry or sight.

Unease t (un-ez'), » Uneasiness; trouble.

Bp. Hacket.
Uneasily (un-ez'i-li), adv. 1. In an uneasy
manner; with uneasiness or pain.

He lives uneasily under the burden.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. "With difficulty; not readily.

Uneasiness (un-ez'i-nes), «. The state of

being uneasy; restlessness; want of ease or

comfort, physical or mental; disquiet; per-

turbation ; anxiety. ' Heart-grief and un-
easiiiess.' Shak,
Uneasy (un-ez'i),a. 1. Feeling some degree of

pain either mental or physical; restless; dis-

turbed; unquiet; troubled; anxious.

Uneasy lies the head that wears the crown.
Skak.

The soul uneasy and confin'd from home,
Rests and expatiates in a life to come. Pope.

2. Not easy or elegant in manner or style;

not graceful; constrained; cramped; stiff;

awkward.
In conversation, a solicitous watchfulness about

one's behaviour, instead of being mended, will be
constrained, uneasy, and ungraceful. Locke.

3. Causing pain, trouble, constraint, discom-

fort, or want of ease; cramping; constrain-

ing; irksome; disagreeable. 'This uneasy
station.' Milton. 'Strict uneasy rules.'

Iiose(y)n)non.—4:. Not easy to be done or ac-

complished; difficult.

But this swift business
I must uneasy make, lest too light winning
Make the prize light. Shak.

Uneatable (un-et'a-bl), a. Not eatable; not
fit to be eaten; as, uneatable fruit.

Uneaten (un-et'n), a. Not eaten; not de-

voured. Cowper.

Uneatbt (un-ethOiCtdy. [CTn.and eath, easy.]

Not easily; scarcely.

Uneath may she endure the flinty street. Shai.

Uneath t (un-ethO, a. Not easy; difficult.
' Uneath it were to tell,' Southey.

Unebbing (un-eb'ing), a. Not ebbing, re-

ceding, or falling back. Byron.
Unebrlate (un-e'bri-at), a. Unintoxicating;
also, unintoxicated. Ld. Lytton. [Rare.]

Unecclesiastical (un-ek-kle'zi-as"tik-al), a.

Not ecclesiastical. S. Smith.
Uneclipsed (un-e-klipsf), a. Not eclipsed;

not obscured ; not dimmed or lessened in
brightness or splendour. * Her glory . . .

uneclipsed,' Cainden.

Unedge (un-ej'), v.t To deprive of the edge;
to blunt. Beau. <fc Fl.

Unedible (un-ed'i-bl), a. Not edible ; not
fit to be eaten as food; inedible. Hugh
Miller.

Unedlfled (un-ed'i-fid), a. Not edified. Mil-
ton.

Uneditying (un-ed'i-fi-ing), a. Not edify-

ing; not improving to the mind. Boyle.

Uneducatet (un-ed'u-kat), a. Not edu-
cated. 'O harsh, uneducate, illiterate peas-
ant.' Solyman and Perseda, 1599.

Uneducated (un-ed'u-kat-ed), a. Not edu-
cated; illiterate. Bp. Horsley.
Uneffectual (un-ef-fek'tu-al), a. Having no
longer the usual or desired effect ; ineffec-
tual.

The glow-worm shows the matin to be near.
And gins to pale his uneffectual fvxt. Shak.

Unelected (un-e-lekt'ed), a. Not elected;
not chosen; not preferred. 'Passed him
tinelected.' Skak.
Unelegantt (un-el'e-gant), a. Not elegant;
inelegant. * A man of no unelegant taste.'

Budgell.

Unembarrassed (un-em-ba'rast), a. Not
embanassed; as, (a)not perplexed; not con-
fused; not disturbed mentally. ' Minds un-
embarrassed withany sort of terror.' Burke,
(b) Free from pecuniary difficultiesor encum-
brances; as, he or his property is unembar-
ruH'if'd.

Unembelllshed (un-em-bel'isht), a. Not
eniliellished. ' Une^nbellished facts.' Dr.
Knox.
Unembittered (un-em-bit'6rd), a. Not em-
bittered. • Pleasure unembittered.' Byron.
Unembodied (un-em-bo'did), a. l. Free
from a corporeal body; disembodied; as,

uneinhodied spirits. Byron.— 2. Not em-
bodied: not collected into a body; as, un-
embodied militia.

Unemotional (un-e-m6'shon-al),a. Not emo-
tional ; free from emotion or feeling ; im-
passive. George Eliot.

Unemotioned (un-e-mo'shond). a. Free
ironi emotion; impassive. Godwin.

,

Unemphatic, Unempbatlcal (un-em-faf-

ik, un-em-fat'ik-al), a. Not emphatic; hav-
ing no emphasis or stress of voice ; as, an
u)ieinphatic syllable.

Unemphatically (un-em-fat'ik-al-li), adv.

In an unemithatic manner; with no em-
phasis.

Unemployed (un-em-ploid'), a. I. Not em-
ployed; having no work or employment;
not occupied; not busy; at leisure; not en-

gaged. ' Men sour with poverty and unein-

ployed.' Addison. With the definite article

it is often used as a noun plural—(Ae un-
employed, work-people who are out of work.
2. Not being in use ; as, unemployed capital

or money.
Unemptiable (un-em'ti-a-bl), a. Not capa-
ble of bein^^ emptied; inexhaustible. Hooker.

Unemptied (un-em'tid), a. Not emptied.
* Unfiiiptied cloud of gentle rain.' Byron.
Unenchanted (un-en-chant'ed), a. Not en-

chanted; that cannot be enchanted. 'With
unenchanted eye.' Milton.

Unendeared (un-en-derd'), a. Not attended
with endearment. Milton.

Unending (un-end'ing), a. Not ending:
having no end. 'The unending circles of

laborious science.' Feltham.
Unendlyt (un-end'li), a. Having no end;
endless. Sir P. Sidney.

Unendowed (un-en-doud'), a. 1. Not en-

dowed ; not furnished ; not invested. ' A
man . . . unendowed with any notable vir-

tues.' Clarendon. ~2. Not endowed with
funds ; not having endowments ; as, an un-
eiidowed college or hospital.—3. Not pro-
vided with a dower. Locke.

Unendurable (un-en-dur'a-bl), a Not to be
endured; intolerable. Dr. Arjiold.

Unenfranchised (un-en-fran'chizd), a. Not
endowed with the franchise or right to vote
for a member of parliament; not enfran-
chised. Gladstone.

Unengaged (un-en-gajdO.a. 1. Not engaged;
not bound by covenant or promise ; free

from obligation to a particular person; as,

a lady is unengaged.— 2. Free from attach-
ment that binds; as, her affections are un-
engaged.— 3. Disengaged ; unemployed; un-
occupied; not busy; as, let him wait till I

am unengaged.— i. Not appropriated. 'The
unengaged revenues left.' Sw^t.
Unenglish (un-ing'glish), a. Not English;
not characteristic or worthy of Englishmen;
opposed In character, feeling, or the like to
wliat is Enu'Iish,

Unenglishedt (un-ing'glisht), a. Not trans-

lated or rendered into English. Bp. Hall.

Unenjoyed (un-en-joid'), a. Not enjoyed;
not obtained; not possessed. Dryden.
Unenjoying (un-en-joi'ing), a. Not using;
having no fruition. ' The unenjoying, crav-
ing wretch.' Creech.

Unenlarged (un-en-iarjdO, a. Not enlarged;
narrow; contracted.

Unenlarged souls are disgusted with the wonders
which the microscope has discovered. IVatts.

Unenlightened (un-en-lit'end), a. Not en-
lightened ; not mentally or morally illumi-

nated. ' Natural reason, unenlightened by
revelation. ' A tterbury.

The people may, especially in unenlightened
times, err by undervaluing peace. Brougham.

Unenlivened (un-en-liv'end), a. Not enliv-

ened; not rendered bright, gay, cheerful, or
animated. A tterbury.

Unenslaved(un-en-slavd'),a. Not enslaved;
free. 'A sovereign unenslaved and free.'

Addison.
Unentangle (un-en-tang'gl), v.t. To free
from complication or perplexity; to disen-
tangle. Donne.
Unentangled (un-en-tang'gld), p. and a.

1. Disentan^ded. — 2. Not entangled; not
complicated; not perplexed. ' Unentangled
through the snares of life.' Johnson.
Unentering (un-en't6r-ing), a. Not enter-
inti; making no impression. Southey.

Unenterprising (un-en't6r-priz"ing),ft. Not
enterprising; nut adventurous. Burke.
Unentertaining (un-en't6r-tan"ing),(i. Not
entertaining or amusing; giving no delight.
Gru it.

Unentertainingness ( un - en ' t6r-tan"ing-
nes), n. The quality of being unentertain-
ing or dull. Gray.
Unentbralled (un-en-thraldO, a. Not en-
slaved; not reduced to thraldom. Milton.

Unentombed (un-en-tbmd'), a. Not buried;
n(tt interred. Dryden.
Unentranced (uu-en-transf), a. Not en-
tranced or under the influence of a charm
or spell ; disentranced. ' His heart was
wholly unentranced.' Sir H. Taylor.

Unenviable (un-en'vi-a-bl),a. Not enviable.
' The »?i««uta6ie distinction of beingwonder-
fully fertile in bad rhymers." Macaulay.
Unenvied(un-en'vid),a. Not envied; exempt
from the envy of others. Pope.
Unenvious (un-en'vi-us), a. Not envious;
free from envy. 'An unenvious hand.' Cow-
ley.

Unepilogued (un-ep'i-logd), a. Not pro-
vided with an epilogue. Goldsmith.
Unepiscopal (un-e-pis'ko-pal), a. Not epis-
copal; without bishops. Bp. Gauden.
Unequable (un-e'kwa-bl), a. Not equable;
not uniform ; changeful; fitful ; as, unequable
motions; an unequable temper. ' March and
September, . . . the two most unsettled and
unequable of seasons. ' Bentley.

Unequal (nn-e'kwal), a. 1. Not equal; not
of the same size, length, breadth, quantity,
quality, strength, talents, age, station. 'To
shape my legs of an unequal size.' Shak.
2. Inadequate; insufficient; inferior; as, hia
strength was unequal to the task.— 3.t In-
equitable; unfair; unjust. [In this sense
probably a Latinism translating iniquus,
from in, not, and oequus, equal, fair, just.]

To punish me for what you make me do
Seems much unequal. Skak.

You are uttegnal to me, and however
Your sentence may be righteous, you are not.

B. yonson.
4. Not equable; not uniform; irregular; as,

unequal pulsations.— 5. In bot. not having
the two sides or the parts symmetrical;
thus, an unequal leaf is one in which the
parenchyma is not developed symmetrically
on each side of the midrib or stalk : called
also oblique.

Unequal (un-e'kwal), ?i. One not equal to
anotlier in station, power, ability, age, or
the like. Milton.

Unequalablet (un-e'kwal-a-bl), a. Not cap-
able of being equalled; not capable of being
matched or paralleled; matchless; peerless.
Boyle.

Unequalled (un-e'kwald), a. Not to be
equalled ; unparalleled ; unrivalled : in a
good or bad sense; as,unequalled excellence;
unequalled ingratitude or baseness. ' Love
unequalled.' Milton. ' Unequalled and in-
valuable blessings.' Boyle.

Unequally (un-e'kwal-li), ady. In an un-
equal manner or degree; not equally; in
different degrees; in disproportion; unsym-
metrically; irregularly. ' Unequally yoked
together.' 2 Cor. vi. \^.~Unequally pinnate,
in bot. same as Imparipinnate.
Unequalness (un-e'kwal-nes), n. The state
or quality of being unequal; inequality. Sir
W. Temple.

Unequitable (un-ek'wita-b!), a. Not equit-
able, fair, or just; not impartial; inequit-
able.
Nor wilt sterling benevolence ever make the pos-

sessor unequitadle. Abr. Tucker.

Unequitably (un-ek'wit-a-bli). adv. In an
unequitable manner; unjustly: unfairly.
' Illegally or tuiequUably seized or detained.'
Seeker.

Unequityt (un-ek'wi-ti), n. Want of equity;
ini(iuity; injustice. Wickliffe.

Unequivocal (un-e-kwiv'o-Tcal), a. 1. Not
equivocal; not doubtful; clear; evident; as,

unequivocal evidence.— 2. Not ambiguous:
not of doubtful signification; &s,,unequivocal
words or expressions.
UnequivocaUy(un-e-kwiv'6-kal-li), adv. In
an unequivocal manner ; without room for
doubt; plainly; not ambiguously; with no
double meaning. Paley.
Unerrablet (un-er'a-bl), a. IncapajDie of err-

ing; infallible. Sheldon.
Unerrablenesst (un-er'a-bl-nes), n. Inca-
pacity of error. ' The unerrableness of a
guide.' Dr. H. More.
Unerring (un-er'ing), a. l. Committing no
mistake ; incapable of error; as. the unerring
wisdom of God. ' An infallible tinerring
spirit.' Jer. Taylor.— 2.. Incapable of miss-
ing the mark; certain.

Well skilled was he
To rouse, and with unerring ainx, arrest
All savaye kinds. Loiv/er.

Unerringly (un-er'ing-li), adv. In an un-
erring manner; without error, mistake, or
failure; infallibly. Locke.
Unescapable (uu-es-kap'a-bl), a. That can-
not be escaped. Ruskin.
Uneset (un-ez'), n. Uneasiness. Chaucer.
Unespied (un-es-pidO, «. Not espied; not
diaccvered; not seen. Spender.
Unessayed (un-es-sad'), a. Not essayed; un-
atteinpted. Milton.

Unessential (un-es-sen'shal), a. I. Not
essential; not constituting the real essence;

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. So. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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not absolutely necessary; not of prime im-
portance. ' The utiessentiat parts of Chris-
tianity.' Addison,~2. Void of real being;
as, *The void profound of unessential night;'
Milton: 'darkness,' according to Hume's ex-
planation of the passage, 'approaching
nearest to, and being the best resemblance
of non-entity. ' {Rare.]
Unessential (un-es-sen'shal), n. Something
ntit constituting essence, or not of absolute
necessity: as, forms are among the unesseti-
tials of religion.

nnestabllsh (un-es-tablish), ii.(. To unfix;
to dejjrive of establishment; to disestablish.
iliU:,i_ (Rare.)
Uneth,t Unethes^ adv. Scarcely; hardly;
nut ea.sily. Also Unneath and Unneth.
Unevangellcal (un-e-van-jel'ili-al), a. Not
evangelical ; not according to the gospel
Milton.

Uneven (un-e'vn), a. 1. \ot even; as, (a) not
level, smooth, or plain ; rough ; rugged.
'Fallen am I in dsirk uneven way.' Shale.
(i>) Not straight or direct; crooked. ' Un-
even is the course.' ,5Aa*. (c) Not uniform,
e<juable, regular, or continuous; changeable;
jerky. ' Light quirks of music, broken and
uneven.' Pope, (d) Not perfectly horizon-
tal or level, as the beam of a scale; not
at the same height or on the same plane

;

hence, not fair, just, or true.

Belial, in much uneven scale thou weigh'st
All others by thyself. A/i/ton.

(«) In arith. odd: not divisible by 2 without
a remainder; as, 3, 5, 7, *c., are uneven
numbers.— 2. t Ill-matched; unsuitable; ill-

as8f)rted. 'An uneven pair, a salvage man
matched with a ladye fair.' Spender. —
3 tDifflcult; perplexing; embarrassing. 'CTn-
even and unwelcome news.' Shdk.
Unevenly (un-e'vn-li), adv. In an uneven
manner; not smoothly or regularly. 'Whose
pulse . . . beats unevenly.' Donne.
Unevenness (un-e'vn-nes), n. "The state or
quality of being uneven; as, (a) inequality
of surface; as. the uwioennesa of ground or
of roads. (6) Turbulence; change; want of
uniformity. Sir II. Hale. [Kare. ] (c) Want
of uniformity or equableness: unsteadiness;
variableness. ' Unevemiess ot tempev.' Ad-
dijioii. ((/) Want of smoothness in regard to
style or composition. Boyle.
Uneventful (un-e-vent'ful), a. Not event-
ful; as. an unevenl/ul reign or life. Southey.
Unevtdent (un-ev'i-dent), o. Not evident,
dear, ubvioui, or manifest; obscure. Bv.
Hilcket.

Unexact (nn-egi-akf). o. Not exact, cor-
if't. or accurate; inexact.
Unexacted (unegz-akt'ed). a. Not exacted;
lint taken t-y force. Dryden.
Cnexamlnable (un-egz-am'in-a-bl). a. Not
caiial)le of lieing examined. Milton.
Unexamined (un-egzam'ind). a. Not ex-
amined; as. (a) not interrogated Judicially.
' I'ntainteil. unexamined, tree, at liberty,'
Shak. (b) Not submitted to a test, inquiry,
investigation, discussion, or the like.

They utter all they think . . . unexamineet.

/ V «« ^ . . ^- yonion.
(c) Not explored or surveyed. ' Large islands
in iilacfs wholly unexamined.' Cook.
Unexampled (un-egz-am'pid), a. Having
no exiiiiiijle or similar case; having no pre-
cedent; unprecedented; unparalleled. Mil-
ton.

Unexceptionable (un-ek-sep'shon-a-bl), o.
Not liable to any exception or objection

;

unobjectionable; faultless; hence, excellent;
good. ' Men of clear and unexceptionable
characters' Waterland.
Unexceptionableness ( un-ek-sep'shon-a-
bl-nes). ;i The state or quality of being
uucxc.i>ti<.nalile. Dr U More.
Unexceptlonably ( un-ek-sep'shon-a-bll),
adr. Ill :in unexceptionable manner. 'Per-
sima so II I,..zceptionablii qualified.' South.
Unexceptive (un-ek-sep'tiv). a. Not excei>-
tivt;; a.IiiiittiNg no exception.
Unexdsed ( uneksizd'), a. Not charged
with the duty of excise; not subject to the
payment of excise.

UnexcluBive (un-eks-klu'siv), a. Not ex-
clusive; general; comprehensive.
His erudition was as unexehistvf as profound.

_ , . .
^^r IK Hamiilon.

unexclU8lvely(un-eks-kia'siv-U),adcWith-
oot exclusion of anything; so as not to ex-
clude .Vi, If Uamilton.
Unexcogltable (un-eksko'jit-a-bl), a. Not
extogitaljlu

; incapable of lieing conceived;
incapalile of being thought, or mentally di»-
covered. ' His n iiexmjitabte power and
perfectedness. ' Sir »: liaieigh.

Unexcusable (un-eks-kuz'a-bl), a. Not ex-
cusable ; inexcusable. ' Unexcusable lazi-

ness.' Fuller.

Unexcusableness (un-eks-kQz'a-bl-nes), n.
Inexcusableiiess. Hammond.
Unexecuted (un-ek'se-kut-ed), a. 1. Not
executed or performed; not done; as, a task,
business, or project unexecuted. Burke.—
2. Not signed or sealed: not having the
proper attestations or forms that give va-
lidity; as, a contract or deed unexecuted.—
3. f Unemployed ; not brought into use ; in-

active. ' You therein . . . leave u]iexeeuted
your own renowned knowledge. ' Shak.
Uneiempllfled (un-egz-em'pli-fid), a. Not
exemplified; unexampled; uot illustrated by
example. ' A new, unexeviplified kind of
policy.' South.
Unexempt (un-egz-enif), o. 1. Not exempt;
not free by privilege.—2. t Not exempting
from or depriving of some privilege or the
like. Milton.

Unexercised (un-eks'Sr-sizd), a. Not exer-
cised ; not practised ; not disciplined ; not
experiencetf.

Abstract ideas are not so obvious to the yet unex-
ercised mind, as particular ones. Locke.

Unexliausted (un-egz-hgst'ed), a, 1. Not
exhausted; not drained to the bottom or
to the last article. ' What avail her unex-
hausted stores.' Addison.—% Not spent;
not worn out or fatigued; aa, unexhausted
patience or strength.
Bloodilyfall the batUe-axe, unexfuiusteti, inexorable.

Tennysan.
Unexpectant (un-ek-spekt'ant), a. Not ex-
pectant ; not expecting, looking for, or
eagerly waiting for something. ' With bent
unexpectant faces.' Georoe Eliot.

Unexpectatlon t ( un-ek^pekt-ii"shon ), n.
Want of previous consideration; want of
foresight. Bp. Hall
Unexpected (unek-spekt'ed). a. Not ex-
pected; uot looked fop; unforeseen; sudden.
* Death unexpected.' Hooker.
Unexpectedly (uii-ek-spekfed-li), adv. In
an unexpected manner; at a time or in a
manner not expected or looked for; sud-
denly. Milton.

Unexpectedness (un-ekspekt'ed-nes), n.
The quality of lieing unexpected, or of com-
ing suddenly and by surprise. Sir M. Hale.
UnexpedientI (un-eks-pe'di-ent), a. Not
expedient; inexpedient. Milton.
Unexpenslve (un-ek-spens'iv), a. Not ex-
pensive; inexiieiisive. Milton.
Unexperlencet (uneks-pe'ri-ens), n. Inex-
perience. Bj' Hall.

Unexperlenced(un-eks-pe'ri-en8t), a. 1. Not
experienced ; not versed ; inexperiencetL
Milton. — 2. Untried : not yet known from
experience : applied to things. Cheyne.
Unezperlentt (un-eks-pe'ri-entx o. Inex-
perienced. Shak.
Unexpert (un-eks-p*rt'). o. 1. Wanting
skill ; not ready or dexterous in perform-
ance; inexpert. — 2. Without knowledge;
unacquainted; ignorant

Him you will 6nd in letters, antl in laws
.Sot unexferl. Prior.

Unexpired mn-eks-pird'), a. 1. Not expired;
not having come to an end or termination;
as. an wwxpired term of years; an unex-
pired lease— 2. Not having reached the
date at which it is due; as, an unexpired
proniis-s<iry note or bill.

Unexplored (un-eks-plord'), a. 1, Not ex-
plored; not searched or examined by the
eye; unknown. 'To regions unexplored.'
Dryden.— o Not examined intellectually;
not searched out Dryden.
Unexposed (un-eks-i>azd'), o. Not exposed:
as,(a)notopen toview; remaining concealed
or hiilden from view; hence, not held up to
censure. Watu. (b) Covered, shielded, or
protected from violence, injury, danger, or
the like; sheltered: as, the house stands in
an uufxpiiKi'd -situation.

Unexpounded (uneks-pound'ed). a. Not
expoimcled; not explained. Jer. Taylor
Unexpressed (uneks-presf), a Not ex-
pres.scil : not inentioneil, declared, pro-
ciaimeil or uttered. 'Thy praises xtnex-
pressed.' Tenniison.

Unexpressible (un-eks-pres'i-bl), a. Incap-
able of lieing expressed, uttered, or men-
tioned; inexpicsaible. TiUotson.
Unexpressibly (uneks-pres'ibli), adv. In-
expressibly. ' Unexpressibly wofull." Bp.
Hall.

Unexpresslve (un-eks-pres'iv). o. 1. Not
expressive; deficient in expression —2. Not
to be expressed; inexpressible; unutterable'
ineffable. Shak.

Unextended (un-eks-tend'ed), a. 1. Not
extended or stretched out. ' Unextended
amis.' Congreve.—2. Occupying no assign-
able space : having no dimensions. ' A
spiritual, that is, an wxextended substance.'
Locke.

Unextlngulsliable(un-eks-ting'gwish-a-bl),
a. Not capable of being extinguished : in-

extinguishable. ' Unextingtiishahle fire.'

Milton. ' Unextinijuishable heRnty.' Bent-
ley. ' His hate . . , undying and unextin-

jjui^hable.' Dickens.
Unextingruished ( un-eks-ting 'gwisht ), a.
Not extinguished ; not quenched; not en-
tirely repressed. Dryden.
Unextlrpated (un-eks-tfir'pat-ed). a. Not
extirpated; not rooted out Bp. Horsley.
Unextorted (un-eks-tort'ed), a. Not ex-
torted ; not wrested ; spontaneous. ' Free,
unextorted addresses. ' Swift.

Unextricable t (un-eks'tri-ka-bl), a. Inex-
tricable. ' Confusions and distractions un-
extricable. ' Barroio.
Uneyed (un-id'), a. Unobserved; unnoticed;
unseen; unperceived. Beau. <t Fl.
Unfabled (un-fa'bld), a. Not fabled or im-
aginary; not mentioned in fable; uncon-
nected or unmixed with fable; real. CAor-
lottc Bronte.

Unfadable (nn-fad'a-bl), a. Incapable of
fading, perishing, or withering, 'A crown
incorruptible, unfadable.' Bp. Hall.
Unladed (un-fad'ed), o. 1. Not faded; not
having lost its strength of colour.—2. Vn-
withered, as a plant. Dryden.
Unfilding (nn-fad'ing), a. 1. Not liable to
lose strength or freshness of colouring.

—

2. Not liable to wither; not liable to decay,
* The unfading rose of Eden.' Pope.

Unfailablet (nn-fal'a-bl), a. Not capable of
failing; infallible. 'This u"failable word
of truth.' Bp HaU.
Unfailing (un-fal'ing), o. 1. Jot liable to
fail; not capable of being exhausted; as, an
unfailing spring; unfaUing sources of sup-
ply — "2 Not missing; ever fulfilling a hope,
promise, or want; sure; certain "Thou,
secure of my unfaUing word.' Dryden.
Unfaintlng (un-fant'ing), a. Not fainting

;

uot sinking; not failing under toil; not suc-
cumbing or giving way. ' Unfainting per-
severance.' Sandys.
Unfair (un-far'), a. Not fair; as. (n) not
honest; not impartial; disingenuous; using
trick or artifice.

You come, like an uii/uir merchant, to charge me
with being in your debt. Swi/t.

(6) Not based on honesty, Juatice, or fair-
ness; proceeding from trick or dishonesty;
as. unfair advantages; unfair practices.
Unfair (unfar'), v.t. To deprive of fairness
or beauty. Shak. [Rare.]
Unfairly ( un-fai^li ), adv. In an unfair or
unjust manner. Seeker.
Unfairness (un-far'ncs), n. The state or
quality of being unfair: want of tainiess;
dishonest or disingenuous conduct or prac-
tice; injustice. ' His ignorance and unfair-
ness in several incidents ' Benlley.
Unfaith (un'fath), n. Want or absence of
faith; distrust. Tennyson.
Unfaithful (un-fath'ful), a. 1. Not faith-
ful; not observant of promises, vows, alle-
giance, or duty; faithless; violating trust or
confidence; treacherous; perfidious; as, an
unfaithful subject; an unfaithful husband
or wife; an unfaithful servant Prov. xxv.
19—2. Not performing the proper duty or
function. 'My feet through wine utifaith-
ful to their weight. ' Pope. —3. Not possess-
ing faith; unbelieving; impious; infidel.
MUton.
Unfaithfully ( un-fath'f«l-ll ), adv. In an
unfaithful manner; as, (a) in violation of
promises, vows, or duty; treacherously;
perfidiously. ' The danger of being unfaith-
fully counselled.' Bacon, (b) Negligently;
imperfectly; as, work unfaithfuUi/ done,
Unraithfulness (un-fath'f\|I-nes), n. The
<iuality of being unfaithful; as, the unfaith-
fulness of a subject to his prince or the
state; the unfaithfulness of a husband to
his wife.

Unfalcated (un-fal'kilt-ed), a. 1. Not fal-
cated; not hooked; not bent like a sickle.—
2.t Not curtailed; having no deductions,

I am of opinion that a real, unfalcated income of
six hundred pounds \ year, is a sufficient income for
a country dean in this kingdom. Swi/t.

UnfaUiblet ( un-far i-bl), a. Infallible.
Shak.
Unfallowed (un-fal'lod), a. Not fallowed.

Th' unfallowed glebe.' J. Philips.

ch,e*«in; fth, Sc. locA; g,,o; J,.>ob; ft, Fr. ton; vg.Ang; IH, «Aen; th, <Aln; w, wig; wh, ttAig; zh, azure.—See Kby.
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Unfaltering (un-fsrWr-ing), a. Not falter-

ing; not failing; not hesitating. 'Unfal-
tering trust' Bryant.

Unfamed (un-famd'), a. Not renowned; in-

gloriouB. ' Death ttn/amed.' Skak.

Unfamiliar (un-fa-miry6r), a. Not familiar;

not well known to or acquainted with; not
familiar by frequent use. Byron.
Unfamiliarity (un-fa-niiri-a"ri-ti), n. The
state uf being unfamiliar ; want of famil-

iarity. ' Unfamiliar by disuse, and unpleas-
ing by unfamiliarity.' Johnso7i.

Unfamoust (un-fa'mus), a. Not famous; hav-
ing no fame; unknown. Chaucer-

Unfardlet (un-far'dl), v.t. To unloose and
open, as a pack (fardel); to unpack. Nash.
Unfarrowed (un-far'rod), a. Deprived of a
fiirrow ur litter. Tennyson.
Unfashionable (un-fa'shon-a-bl), a. l. Not
fashionable; not according to the prevailing

mode; as, xinfashionahle dress or language.

2. Not complying in dress or manners with
the reigning custom; as, an unfashionable
man.— 3. t Shapeless; deformed. Shak.

Unfashioned (un-fa'shond), a. 1. Not modi-
fled by art; amorphous; shapeless; not hav-
ing a regular form.

There's something roughly noble there

;

Which, in ufi/ashion'd nature, looks divine.
Dryden.

2. Unfashionable. [Rare.]

I found a sober modest man was always looked
upon by both sexes as a precise unfashioned fellow.

Steele.

Unfast (un-fasf), a. Not safe ; not secure.

Johnson.
Unfasten (un-fas'n), v.t. To loose; to unfix;

to unbind; to untie. 'My broken chain
with links w\fasten'd.' Byron.

He doth unfasten so and shake a friend. Shak.

Unfathered (un-fa'TH6rd), a. 1. Having no
father; fatherless; hence, produced contrary
to the course of nature.

The people fear me ; for they do observe
Unfathered heirs and loathly births of nature. Shak.

2. Not acknowledged by its father; havingno
acknowledged father.as an illegitimate child.

Unfatherly (un-fa'TH6r-li), a. Not becom-
ing a father; unkind. Cowper.
Unfathomable (un-fa'THom-a-bl), a. In-

capable of being fathomed or sounded; too
deep to be measured; as, an unfathomable
lake; the designs of Providence are often
ur^fafhouuible.

Unfathomahleness ( un - fa 'THom - a - bl -

nes), n. The state of being unfathomable.
Morris.

Unfathomably (un-fa'THom-a-bli), adv.
So as not to be fathomed or sounded. ' Un-
fathomably deep.' Thomson.
Unfathomed (un-fa'THomd), a. Not
sounded ; not to be sounded. ' The dark un-
fathom'd caves of ocean.' Gray. 'Into the
gulf of my unfathoni'd thought.' Byron.
Unfatigueahle (un-fa-teg'a-bl), a. In-

capable of being fatigued ; unweariable
;

never tired. Southey.
Unfatlgued (un-fa-tegd'), a. Not wearied;
not tired. ' His unfatlgued attention to a
long poem. ' Goldsmith.
Unfaultering (un-fart6r-ing), a. Same as
Unfaltering. ' Unfaultering accent.' Thom-
son.

Unfaulty fun-f^l'ti), a. Free from fault,

defect, or deficiency. Milton.
Unfavourable (un-fa'v6r-a-bl), a. l. Not
favourable; not propitious; discouraging;
as, we found the minister unfavourable to
our project ; the committee made a report
unfavourable to the petitioner. — 2. Not
adapted to promote any object; somewhat
prejudicial; as, weather unfavourable for
harvest.

These communications have been unfavourable to
literature T. JVarton.

3.t Ill-favoured; ugly.

Unfavourablenesa (un-fa'v^r-a-bl-nes), n.
The (juality of being unfavourable. ' The ex-
traordinary unfavourableness of the sea-
sons.' Adam Smith.
Unfavourably (un-fa'v6r-a-bli), adv In
an unfavourable manner; so as not to coun-
tenance or promote; in a manner to dis-
courage. ' JMdging so ur\favourably.' Seeker.
Unfeared (un-ferd'), a. l.t Not affrighted;
not daunted; intrepid. B. Jonson.—2. Not
feared; not dreaded. Beau, d: Fl.

Unfearful (un-fer'ful), a. Not fearful or
influenced by fear; courageous. ' Unfeare-
full preachers of my name.' Udall.
Unfearfully (un-ferful-li), ado. In an un-
fearful manner; bravely. ' Life ut^fearfuUy
parted with.' Sandyt.

Unfeasible (un-fez'i-bl), a. Not feasible;

impracticable; infeasible. South.

Unfeather (un-feTH'6r), v.t. To strip or
deimde of feathers.

We'll unfeather the whole nest in time. Co/man.

Unfeathered (un-feTH'6rd), a. Having no
feathers; unfledged; naked of feathers.

And all to leave what with his toil he won
Toihututt/eatheredtvfo-leggcd thing, ason. Dryden.

Unfeatured (un-fe'turd), a. Wanting regu-
lar features; deformed. * Visage rough, de-
formed, ui\featured' Dryden.
Unfeaty t (un-fet'i), a. Not feat; unskilful.
Sir }'. Sidney.

Unfed (un-fed'), a. Not fed; not supplied
with food ; not nourished or sustained.
' Uiifed sides.' Shak. 'X fiame unfed,
which runs to waste.' Byron.
Unfeed (un-fe'd), a. Not feed; not retained
by a fee; unpaid. ' knunfeed lawyer.' Shak.
Unfeeling (un-fel'ing), a. 1. Devoid of feel-

ing; insensible; void of sensibility. 'With
my fingers feel his hB.nd. unfeeling.' Shak.
2. Devoid of sympathy with others; hard-
hearted.

To each his sufferings; all are men,
Condemn'd alike to groan.

—

The tender for another's pain.
The unfeeling for his own. Gray.

Unfeelingly (un-fel'ing-li), adv. In an un-
feeling or cruel manner. Sterne.

Unfeelingness (un-fel'ing -nes), n. The
state or quality of being unfeeling; insen-
sibility ; hardness of heart ; cruelty. W.
Gilpin.

Unfeigned (un-fand'), a. Not feigned; not
counterfeit; not hypocritical; real; sincere;
as, unfeigned piety to God; unfeigned love
to man. 'The like \u\feigned oath.' Shak.
Unfeignedly (un-fan'ed-li], adv. In an un-
feigned manner; without hypocrisy ; really;

sincerely.

He pardoneth and absolveth all them that truly re-

pent and unfeignedly believe his holy gospel.
Conttnon Prayer.

Unfeignedness (un-fan'ed-nes), n. The
state uf being unfeigned; truth; sincerity.
' Evidence of its unfeignedness.' Leighton.

Unfeigrning (un-fan'ing), a. Not feigning;
ti-ue. ' Their unfeigning honesty. ' Cowper.
Unfellow ( un - fel 16 ), v. t. To separate
from being fellows or from one's fellows; to
sunder; to disassociate. ' Death quite un-
fellows us.' E. B. Browning.
Unfellowed (un-fel'lod), a. Not matched;
having no equal. Shak.
Unfelt(un-felt'), a. Not felt; not perceived.
'An unfelt sorrow.' Shak. 'A glow unfelt
before. ' Cowper.
Unfeminine (un-fem'in-in), a Not femin-
ine; not according to the female character
or manners; as, wifeminitie boldness.

Unfence (un-fens'). v.t. To strip of fence;
to remove a fence from. South.
Unfenced (un-fensf), a. Having no fence

;

without protection, guard, or security; de-
fenceless. ' A town . . . unwalled and un-
fenced. ' Holinshed.
Unfermented (un-f6r-ment'ed), a. 1. Not
fermented; not having undergone fermenta-
tion, as liquor.—2, Not leavened; not made
with yeast, as bread.

Unfertile (un-fer'til), a. 1. Not fertile; un-
productive; as, unfertile land.—2. Not pro-
lific; not producing progeny, fruit, or the
like; as, an unfertile tree. Dr. H. More.
Unfertileness (un-f6r'til-nes), n. State of
being unfertile; infertility.

Unfetter (un-fet'6r), v.t. l. To loose from
fetters; to unchain; to unshackle. —2. To
free from restraint; to set at liberty; as, to

unfetter the mind.
Unfettered (un-fet'6rd), a. XTnchained; un-
shackled; free from restraint; unrestrained.
' Unfetter'd by the sense of crime.' Tenny-
son.

Unfeudalise (un-fu'dal iz), v. t. To free from
feudalism ; to divest of feudal rights or
character. CarlyU.
Unflgured (un-fig'urd), a. 1. Representing
no animal or vegetable figures or forms

;

devoid of figures.

In unfigured paintines the noblest is the imitation
of marbles, and of arcnitecture itself, as of arches,
friezes, columns, and the like. Reliquice li'ottoniana.

2. Literal; devoid of figuresof speech. Blair.

3. In logic, not according to mood and figure.

Unfile (un-fil'). v.t. To remove from a file

or record. Ford.
Unflledt (uu-flld'), a. Not dirtied, pol-

luted, corrupted, or contaminated; unde-
filed. Surrey.
Unfllial (un-fil'i-al), a. Unsuitable to a son
or daughter; not becoming a child. Shak.

Unfilially (un-fil'i-al-li), adv. In an unfllial

manner; in a manner unbecoming a child.

Unfilled (un-fild'), a. Not filled; not full of
something; empty. 'The veins unfilled.'

Shak.
Unfinishable (un-fin'ish-a-bl), a. Incapable
of being finished, concluded, or completed.
Jar vis.

Unfinished (un-fln'isht), a. Not finished;
not complete; not brought to an end; im-
perfect; wanting the last hand or touch; as,

?i.n unfinished \\ovl%q; an wn_rt?ii«/ied painting.
*A garment shapeless and unfinished. ' Shak.
Unfirm (un-f6rm'), a. Not firm; not strong
or stable.

The sway of earth shakes like a thing unfrtn. Shak.

Unfirmamented (un-ferm'a-ment-ed), a.

Not having a firmament; unbounded; bound-
less.

This nation will have ... to perish' piecemeal,
burying itself, down to the last soul of it. in the waste
u?i/irmanie>ited seas. Carlyle.

Unflrmness (un-f^rm'nea), n. The state of
being unfirm; want of firmness; instability.

Unfist (un-fist'X v-t- To unhand; to release.

You goodman Brandy face, unjlsi her.
How durst you keep my wife? Cotton.

Unfit (un-fif), a. Not fit; as, (a) improper;
unsuitable; unbecoming: said of things.
' Means unfit.' Shak. ' A most unfit time.'
Shak. (b) Wanting suitable qualifications,

physical or moral ; not suited or adapted

;

not competent ; unable : of pereons ; as, a
man unfit for an office. ' Unfit to live or
die.' Shak.

I am very ill at ease,
O'njSt for mine own purposes. Shak.

Syn. Improper, unsuitable, unqualified, un-
meet, unworthy, incompetent.
Unfit (un-flt'X v.t. To render unfit; to make
unsuitable; to deprive of the strength, skill,

or proper qualities for anything; as, sick-

ness unfits a man for labour.

The peculiarity of structure by which an organ is

made to answer one purpose necessarily unfits it for

some other purpose. PaUy.

Unfitly (un-fitTi), adv. In an unfit manner;
not properly; unsuitably. Hooker.
Unfitness (un-fif nes), n. The quality of

being unfit; want of suitable powers or
qualifications; as, the unfitness of a sick
man for lal>our; want of propriety; unsuit-
ableness ; as, xtnfitness of behaviour or of
dress. Shak.
Unfitting (un-fit'ing), a. Improper; unbe-
coming. 'A passion most unfitting sMch
man.' Shak. 'Monosyllables . . . areun-
fitting for verses.' Camden.
Unfix (un-flks'), v.t. 1. To make no longer
fixed or firm; to loosen from any fastening;
to detach; to unsettle: as, to unfix the mind
or affections. ' Unfix his earth-bound root."

Shak.—% To melt; to dissolve.

Nor can the rising sun
Unfix their frosts. Dryden.

Unfixed (un-fiksf). p- and a. 1. Not fixed; xm-
settled; loosened.— 2. Wandering; erratic;

inconstant.— 3. Having no settled view or
object of pursuit; irresolute; undetermined.
Pope.
Unfixedness (un-fiks'ed-nes), n. The state

of being unfixed or unsettled. Barrow.
Unfiagging (un-flag'ing). a. Not flagging;

not drouping; maintaining strength or spirit
' Unfiagging vigour of expression.' South.

Unfiamet (un-flam'). v.t. Not to inflame; to

unkiudle; to cool.
Fear

Unfiarnes your courage in pursuit. QuarUs.

Unflattering (un-flat't6r-ing), o. 1 Not
flattering; not colouring the truth to please.

Th' unfiatt'ring voice of freedom.' Thom-
son. — 2. Not affording a favourable pros-

pect; as, the weather is xtnfiattering.

Unfiedged(un-fleidO,a. 1 Not yet furnished
with feathers; as, an unfledged bird. ' Her
unfiedg'd brood.' Cowper. —2.. Not haWng
attained to full growth or experience ; not

fully developed ; immature. * Unfiedged
actors.' Dryden.
Unfiesh (un-flesh'). tj. t. To deprive of flesh;

to reduce to a skeleton. [Rare.)

Unfieshed (un-fleshf), a. Not fleshed; not
seasoned to blood; untried; as, an unfleshed

hound; unfieshed \a\our. ' Unfieshed lioua.'

J. Baillie. [Rare.]

Unfieshyt (un-flesh'i). a. Bare of flesh.

' Gastly Death's unfieshy feet.' Davies.

Unflinching (un-fiinsh'ing). a. Not flinch-

ing; not shrinking; as, unflinching bravery.

Unflower (un-flou'6r),i;. (. To strip of flowers.

G. Fletcher.

Fate, far, fat, f&U; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^U; oil, pound; ii. Sc. abune; y. Sc. fey.
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Unfluent (un-flu'ent). a. Not fluent; un-
ready in speech. * My faint unfiuent tongue.

'

Siilvester.

UnfOiled (un-foild'), a. Not vanquished;
not defeated; not baffled. 'An un/oil'd

army of sixty thousand men.' Sir W. Temple.

Unfold (un-fold'), v.t. 1. To open the folds

of; to expand; to spread out; as, to unfold
a letter or a package. ' Unfolds her amis.'

Pope.— 2. To lay open to view or contem-
plation ; to make known in all the details

;

to liisclose; to reveal; as. to tin/old one's

designs ; to unfold the principles of a
science.

Time shall unfold what plaited cunning hides.
ShaJk.

To what purpose have you nn/oidfd t\\i% to me!
Shai.

S.Toshoworlet be seen; to display. '(Light-

ning) that in a spleen iinj'olds both heaven
and earth. ' ShtUc-

Nay, answer me; stand and ww/b/ii yourself.
SAai.

4. To release from a fold or pen; as, to un-
fold sheep.

Unfold (un-foldO, v.i. To become gradually
expanded; to be spread apart: to become
disclosed or developed; to develop itself.

I see thy beauty gradually unfold. Tennyson.

Unfolded (un-fold'ed), p. and o. Released
from a pen or fold; also, not peuned or
folded. Qreene.
Unfoolt (un-fol'), »-^ To restore from folly;

to make satisfaction to for calling one a fool;

to take away the reproach of folly from.

Have you any way, then, to unfool me again ?

Skak.

Unfooted (utt-fut'ed), p. and a. Not trod by
the foot of man; unvisited. [Rare.]

Until it came to some unfooted plains
Where fed the herds of ran. Ktats.

Unforbade (un-for-bad'), o. rnforbldden.
E. B. Browning.
Unforbidden. Unforbid (un-for-bid'n, un-
forbid'). a. 1. Not forbidden; not prohibited:
applied to persons —2. Allowed; permitted;
legal: applied to things.

UnforbiddennesB (un-for-bid'n-ne8),n. The
state of Ijeing unforbidden. BoyU.
Unforced (un-forstO, a. l. Not forced; not
compt-Ued; not constrained; not urged or
impelled. ' This gentle and unforced ac-
cord.' Shak.~2. Not feigned; not artifici-

ally assumed or heightened; natural. 'Such
unforced and unfeigned passions' Sir J.
Hai/ward.—S. Not violent; easy; gradual
[Rare]

Windsor the next above the valley swells , . ,

With such an easy ^nd'un/i>rrfd Ascent
That no stupendous precipice denies
Access. Denham.

4 Not strained; easy; natural.
If one arm is stretched out. the body must be

somewhat bowed on the opposite side, in a situation
which is un/orced. Dryden.

Unforcedly (un-fOrs'ed-li), adn. In an un-
forced manner; without force. Sandys.
Unforclble (un-fors'i-bl), a. Wanting force
or strength; as, an unfordbU expression.
Booker.
Unforded (un-f6rd'ed), a. Not forded: not
baring a ford ; unfordable. ' Unruly tor-
rents an<i unforded streams." Dryden.
Unforebodlng (un-for boding), a. Not fore-
telling; not telling the future; giving no
4>mens. Pope.
Unforeknowable (unfor-no'a-bl), a. In-
capable of being foreknown. Cudtporth.
Unforeknown (un-fdr-non'), a. Not previ-
ously known or foreseen 'Which had no
less proved certain, ut\forelcnoicn.' Milton.
[Rare]
Unforesee (un-for-seO, v.t. Not to foresee
or anticipate; to have no previous view or
impression of. Bp. Hacket.
UnforoBeeablet (un-for-se'a-bl), a. Incap-
able of being foreseen, South.
UnforeseelnJK (un-for-se'ing), o. Not fore-
seein;^. 'An unforeteeing greedy mind.'
Danit'l.

Unforeseen (un-fdr-senO. a. Not foreseen;
not foreknown. 'Evils unforeseen.' Cow-
per — The unforeseen, that which is not
foreseen or expected.

Nothing is certain but the UM/ffrtseen. Froudt.

Unforesklnned (on-fdr'skiDd}, a. Circum-
cised, MUton. (Rare.]
Unforetold (un-fdr-tdldO, a. Not predicted
or foretold. Eclee. Rev.
Unforewamed (un-f6r-w»md'). a. Not
forewarned

; not previously warned or ad-
monished. .Viltoji,

Unforfelted^unfor'flVed), a. Not forfeited;
maintained; not lost. 'To keep obliged
faith unforfeited.' Shak.

Unforgiveable (un-for-giv'a-bl), a. Incap-
able of being forgiven; unpardonable. " The
unfvrgiveable sin. ' Carh/le.

Unforgiven (un-for-giv'n), a. Not foi^ven;
not pardoned. Bp. Jewel.
Unforglver (un-for-giv'6r), n. One who does
not pardon or forgive; an implacable per-

son. Richardson.
Unforgfiving (un-for-giv'ing), a. Not for-

giviny:; not disposed to overlook or pardon
olfences; implacable. Byron.
Unforgivlngness { un - for-giv'ing-nes ), n.

The quality of being unforgiving; implaca-
bility. Richardson.
Unforgotten, Unforgot (un-for-got'n, un-
for-got'), a. 1. Not forgot; not lost to
memory. ' Clime of the unforgotten brave.'
Byron.—2. Not overlooked; not neglected.

Unform (un-fonii'), v.t. To destroy; to un-
make; to decompose or resolve into parts.

Unformal (un-form'al), o. Not formal; in-

fonnal.

Unformalized (un-for'mal-izd"), o. Not
made formal ; unreduced to forms. Char-
lotte Bronte.

Unformed (un-formd'), ^.and o. Not having
been formed ; not fashioned ; not moulded
into regular shape. ' Matter unform'd and
void.' Milton.-—Unformed stars, in astron.
same as Informed Stars. See Informed.
Unforsaken (un-for-sak'n), a. Not forsaken

;

not dtserted; not entirely neglected. Ham-
mond.
Unfortified (un-for'ti-fid). a. 1. Not forti-

fied; not secured from attack by walls or
mounds; wanting means of defence. 'Towns
unfortified.' Pope.~2. Not guarded; not
strengthened against temptations or trials:

exposed; defenceless; as, an unfortified
mind. ' A heart unfortified, a mind unpa-
tieut.' Shak.
Unfortunacyt (un-for'tu-na-si), n. Misfor-
tune. 'The iinfortunacies othi% reign.' Hey-
lin.

Unforttmate (un-for^tu nat), a. Not suc-
cessful; not jiio.sperous; unlucky; unhappy;
as. an uixfortunate adventure; an unfortu-
nate man ; an ui\fortunate commander; an
unfortui\€Ue business.

Look unto those they call ur^ortunate.
And closer viewed, you'll find they were unwise.

Youn^.

Unfbrtnnate (un-foKtu-nat), n. One who is

unfortunate; especially a term applied to a
woman who has lapsed from virtue; a pros-
titute.

One more unfortunate
Weary of breath. Hoed.

Unfortunately (un-foi^tti-nat-llX adv. In
an unfortunate manner; by ill fortune; un-
happily; as. the scheme u^^orftinate^i/ mis-
carried. Shak
Unfortunateness (un-for'tu-nat-nes). n.

The condition or quality of being unfortu-
nate; ill luck; ill fortune. ' My sister's un-
fortunateness.' Sir P. Sidney.
UnfOSSillzed (uu-fos'sil-izd), a. Not fossil-
ized, i^art. Rec.
Unfostered(un-fo8't6rd),o. l Not fostered;
not nourished.—2 Not countenanced by fa-
vour; not patronized; as. a scheme unfos-
tered.

UnfOUgbt (un-fsf), a. Not fought. Shak.
UnfOUled (un-fuuld'), a. Not fouled; not
polluted: not soiled; not corrupted; pure.
Dr. H. More.
Unfound (un-found'), a. Not found; not met
with; not discovered or invented. Milton.
Unfounded (un-found'ed).a. 1. Notfounded;
not l>uilt or established. SiUton.~2. Hav-
ing no foundation; vain; idle; baseless; as,

unfounded expectations. Paley.
Unfoundedly (unfound'ed-li), adv. In an
idle or niifounded manner.
Unfractured (un-frak'turd), a. Not frac-
tured; unbroken. Defoe.
Unframablet (un-fram'a-bl), a. Not capa-
ble of hciiit; framed or moulded. Hooker.
UnframablenesB t utn-fram'a-bl-nes). n.

The quality of not being framable. Bp. San-
dermn.
Unframe (un-fram'), v.t. To destroy the
frame of; to take apart

Sin has unfranted the fabric of the whole man.
South.

Unframed (un-framd'). a. Not formed; not
constructed; not fashioned. ' I'nfashioned
and unfrnmed.' Dryden.
UnfranchlBed (un-fran'chizd), a. Not fran-
chis>d; disfratichised.

Unfrangible t (un-fran'ji-bl), a. Incapable
of being broken; not frangible; infrangible.
Jer. Taylor.

Unfrankable(un-frangk'a-bl). a. Incapable

of being franked or sent by a public convey-
ance free of expense. Southey.
Unfraught (un'frat), a. Not fraught; not
liUfd with a load or burden; freed from
load or burden. ' Thy heavenly load uti-

fraught.' Ph. Fletcher.

Unfree (un-fre'), a. Not free; held in bond-
age.
There had always been a slave class, a class ofthe

unfree among the English as among all German
peoples y. A'. Green.

Unfreeze t (un-frezO. v.t. To thaw. 'Un-
freeze the frost of her chaste heart.' T.
Hudxon.
Unfreciuency (un-fre'kwen-si), n. The state
of being unfrequent; infrequency. 'The
tnifn'<juency of apparitions.' Glanville.

Unfrequent (un-fre'kwent),a. Not frequent;
not common ; not happening often ; infre-
quent. Spectator.

Unfrequent t (un-fre-kwenf). i'.(. To cease
to frequent. J. Philips. [Rare.]
Unfireduented(un-fre-kwent'ed), a. Rarely
visited; seldom resorted to by human be-
ings; solitary; as, an unfrequented place or
forest. Shak.
Unfrequently (un-fre'kwent-li). adv. Not
often; seldom; infrequently, Cogan.
Unfrett (un-fref). v.t. To smooth out; to
relax. ' I'ntil the Lord ui^fret His angry
brow.' Greene.

Unftetted (un-fret'ed), o. Not fretted; not
woni or rubbed. 'The paper ut\fretted.'
Holinshed.

Unfiriable (un-fn'a-bl), a. Not friable; in-
capable of being crumbled or pulverized.
' The elastic and unfriable nature of cartil-

age.' Paley.

Unfriend (un'frend), n. One not a friend;
an enemy. " Turn from him as au unfriend.'
Carlyle.

Unfriended (un-frend'ed), a. Wanting
friends; not countenanced or supported.
Shak.
Unfriendliness (un-frendli-nes), 7i. The
(juality of being unfriendly ; want of kind-
ness; disfavour. 'The troubles and un-
friendliness of the world.' Leighton.
Unfriendly (un-frend'li), a. l. Not friendly;
not kind or benevolent ; as, au U7ifriendly
neighbour.~2. Not favourable; not adapted
to promote or support any object. ' The
unfriendly elements.' Shak.
Unfriendly (un-frend'li), adv. In an un-
kind manner ; not as a friend. ' Nothing,
surely, that looks ui\friendly upon truth.'
Wollaston.

Unfrigllted (un-frit'ed), a. Not frighted;
not scared or terrified. B. Jonson.'
Unfrtgbtful (un-frit'f«l}. a. Not frightful;
not terrifying or repulsive. Carlyle.

Unflrock (un-frok'), v.t. To deprive of a
frock ; to divest of a frock ; hence, to de-
prive of the character and privileges of &

jjriest or clergyman. Trollope.

Unfrozet(un-fr6z''), o. Unfrozen. 'Theun-
froze waters.' J. Philips.

Unfrozen (un-froz'n), a. Not frozen ; not
congealed. 'Their unfrozen womb.' Ph.
Fletcher.

Unftuitful(un-frdt'ful),a. 1. Not producing
fruit; ban-en; as. an lutfruitful tree.— 2.Not
producing oflfspring; not prolific; barren;
as, an unfruitful female.—3. 1'nproductive;
not fertile; as, an unfruitful soil.—-i. Not
productive of good; as, an unfruitfxd life.—
5. Not bringing about a result; vain: fruit-

less; ineffectual. 'In the midst of his un-
fruitful prayer.* Shak.
UnfrultftLlly (unfrot'ful-li), adv. In an un-
fruitful manner ; fruitlessly.

I had rather do anything than wear out time so
uttfruitfully. B. Jonson.

Unfruitfulness (un-frot'ful-nes). n. The
quality of being unfruitful; barrenness; in-
fecundity; unproductiveness: applied to
persons or things.

Unfuelled (un-fu'eld), a. Not supplied with
fuel; not fed with fuel. Southey.
Unfulfilled (un-ful-fild'), a. Not fulfilled

;

not accomplished ; as, a prophecy or pre-
diction unfulfilled. ' Fierce desire . . . still

unfulfilVd. ' Milton.

Unfullt (un-ful'), a. Not full or complete;
imperfect. Sylvester.

Unfumed (un-fumd'). a, 1. Not fumigated.
2.t Not extracted or drawn forth by fumiga-
tion; midistilled: said of odour or scent.

She . . . strows the ground
With rose and otiours from the shrub unfumed.

Mtilon.

Unfunded (un-fand'ed).a. Not funded ; hav-
ing no permanent funds for the payment of
its interest ; as, an unfunded debt. Un-

ch, cAain; (h, Sc. locA; g, go\ J, job;
Vol. IV.

h. Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, ^en; th, thm\ w, trig; wb» toAig; zh, azure.—See KsT.
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nond.

Not gallant:

Jtmded debt arises from any national ex-

pense for which no provision has been made,

or the provision has proved insuttlcient or

not forthcoming at the time wanted. It

usually exists in the form of exchequer bills

and bonds. See under ExcHEjiUER.

Unfurl (un-f6rl'). t). (. To loose from a furled

«tate ; to expand to the wind ;
to spread

out. ' Unfurl the maiden banner of our

riithts.' Tennysm.
„, . ,

Ul&umlsll (un-f6r'nish), v.t. To strip of

furniture; to divest; to strip in general.

•That which may unfumiah me of reason.

Unfurnished (un-fSr'nisht), a. 1. Not fur-

nished; not supplied with furniture; empty.

'A vast unfurnished house.' Swift.—2. Ln-

supplied with what is necessary; unpro-

vided.

Wc shall be much u»/umisktd for this Bme. Skai.

Unfurrowed (un-fu'rod), o. Not furrowed;

ncit foniied into drills or ridges. 'The un-

seeded and unfurrowed soil.' Cowper.

Unfused (un-fuzd'), « Not fused; not

melted. , ^i .

Unfuslble (un-fuz'i-bl), a. Incapable of

being fused; infusible.

Ungalnt (un-gan'), a. [Un, and gam. a.

(which see).] Ungainly; awkward; clumsy.

'One of the most nngain, conceited pro-

fessors of the art of murdering I ever met

with.' Bedford.
.

Ungalned (un-gand'), a. Not yet gained;

uni">sscsscd. Shak. „i , ,

Ungalnful (un-gan'ful). a. Unprofitable;

not producing gain. Daniel.

Ungainllness (un-gan'li-nes), n. The state

or character of being ungainly; clumsiness;

awkwardness.
Ungainly (un-gan'li), a. [Un-, not, and

gaudy. See Gain, a.] Clumsy; awkward;

uncouth; as. an ungainly strut in walking.

'His ungainly figure and eccentric man-
ners.' Macaulay.
Ungalnlyt (un-gan'li), a. Unprofitable; un-

remunerative; vain.

Miiusinff their knowledge to iinjrainiy ends, as

either ambition, superstition, or for satisfying their

curiosity.

Ungallant (un-gal'lant), a.

uncoiirtly to ladies. Guy.

Uncalled (un-gjild'), a. Unhurt; not galled;

uninjured.
why. let the stricken deer go weep.

The hart ungalled play. Shak.

Ungarmented (un-gar ment-ed), a. Un-
clothed; naked. • Her limbs toii/urmenied.'

SoxUhey.
Ungamlshed (un-gar'nisht), a. Not gar-

nished or furnished; unadorned. ' A plain

umjarnish'd present.' Milton.

Ungartered<un-giu-'t4rd), a. Being without

garters. ' Your hose . . . ungartered, your

bfinnet unhanded.' Shak.
Ungathered(uu-gaTH'«rd),a. Not gathered;

not culled; not picked. Tennyson.

Ungauged (un-gajd'), a. Not gauged ; not

measured or calculated. ' Ungauged by
temperance' Young.
Ungear lun-ger"), t>.(. To strip of gear; to

throw out of gear.

"Ungeneralled (un-jen'4r-ald), a. Made not
geiicnil; local; particular. Fuller. [Rare.]

Ungenerated (un-jen'er-at-ed), a. Not gen-

erated; not brought into being. Raleigh.

Ungenerous (un-jen'^r-us), a. Not gener-

ous; not showing liberality or nobility of

mind or sentiments; illiberal; ignoble; dis-

honourable.
The victor never will impose on Cato
Vfigen roits terms. Addison.

Ungenerously (un-ien'4r-us-li), odti. In an
ungenerous manner; illiberally; ignobly.

Ungenlal (un-je'ni-al), a. Not genial ; not
favourable to nature or to natural growth;

as, imgenial air ; ungenial soils. ' Th' tm-
geni<tl pole.' Thovinon.

Ungenitured t (un-jen'it-urd). a. 'Wanting
genitals: wanting thepower of propagation;
impotent. Shak.
Ungenteel (un-jen-tel'), a. Not genteel;

unpolite; rude; of persons or manners.
Ungenteelly (un-jen-tel' 11), adv. In an
uui-'enteel manner; impolitely; uncivilly.

Edin. Rev.

Ungentle (un-jen'tl), a. Not gentle; harsh;

rutie. 'That ungentle flavour which dis-

tinguishes nearly all our native and uncul-
tivated grapes' Hawthorne.

Cx^sar cannot live to be uttgfutlt. Skak.

Ungentlemanllke (un-jen'tl-man-lik), a.

Not like a gentleman; not becoming a gen-

tleman. Cheate rjield.

Not

Ungentlemanllness(un-jen'tl-man-li-nes),
n. The quiility of being ungentlemanly.

Quart. Ren.

Ungentlemanly (un-jen'tl-man-li), a.

beLiMiiiiig a gentleman. Clarendon.

Ungentleness (un-jen'tl-nes), n. 1. Want
of gentleness; harshness; severity; rudeness.

2. Want of politeness; incivility.

You have done me much imgeutteness

To show the letter that I writ to you. Shak.

Ungently (un-jent'li), adv. In an ungentle

manner; harshly; with severity; rudely.

Shak. ^ ^
Unget (un-gef), n.t. To cause to be unbe-

gotten. [Rare.]

I'll disown you, I'll disinherit you,

I'll nnget you. Sheridan.

Unglfted(un-gift'ed), a. Not gifted; not

endowed with peculiar faculties. ' A hot-

headed, ungifted, unedifying preacher.' Ar-

buthnot.

Ungllded, Ungilt (un-gild'ed, un-gllt'), a.

Not gilt; not overlaid with gold. 'Our

mean ungitded stage.' Dryden.

Unglrd (un-gerd'), v.t. To loose or free from

a girdle or band; to unbind; to divest of a

girdle or of what is girt on. Gen. xxiv. 32.

'The sportive exercises for the which the

genius of Milton ungirds itself.' Macaulay.

Unglvet (un-giv'), v.t. and i. To relax; to

slacken. Fuller.

Ungivlng (un-giv'ing), a. Not bringing gilts.

Dryden.
Ungka-putl (ung'ka-pu-ti), n. The name of

an arboreal gibbon (Uylobatex agilis, or

agile gibbon), remarkable for its agility,

swinging itself from tree to tree to the dis-

tance of 40 feet. This it is able to do from
the power of its arms, which are so dispro-

portionately long that, when extended, they

measure 8 feet, though the animal, standing

upright, is only 3 feet high. Its call-note,

also, is curious. It is timid, gentle, and
affectionate when tamed.
Unglaze (uu-glia'), t>.(. To strip of glass; to

remove the glass, as from windows.

Unglazed (un-glazd'), a. 1. Deprived of

glass; not furnished with glass; as, the

windows are unglazed.—2. Wanting glass
wi«,l/Mwo ' A ahpd nntil'd and i/jinZaz'd.'

'In most ungor-

windows. ' A sheti . . . until'd and unglaz'd.

Prior. —3. Not covered with vitreous matter.
• Unglazed earthen vessels.' Kirwa n.

Ungloomed (un-glomd'), a. Not darkened,

overshadowed, or overclouded. ' With look

ungloomed by guile.* Mat. Green.

Unglorlfled (un-gl6'ri-fid),a. Not glorified;

not honoured with praise or adoration.

Dryden.
UnglortCy ( un-glo'ri-fi ), v. t. To deprive of

glory. Watts. [Rare,]

Unglorioust (un-gl6'ri-us), a. Not glorious;

bringing no glory or honour; inglorious.

mckliffe.

Unglove (un-gluv'), v.t. To take oft the

glove or gloves from. ' Unglove your hand.'

Beau, (fc Fl.

Unglue (un-glu'), v.t. To separ.ite, as any-

thing that is glued or cemented. ' Unglue
thyself from the world and the vanities of

it.' Bp. Hall.
Unglutted(un-glut'ed), a. Not glutted; not

satiated or saturated; not cloyed. ' Seyd's

ungiutted eye.' Byron.

Ungod (un-god'), v.t. 1. To divest of the

divine attributes or qualities, real or sup-

posed; to divest of divinity; to undeify.

Dr. J. Scott. [Rare.]— 2. To deprive of a

god or cause to recognize no god ; to make
atheistical or godless. [Rare.]

Thus men nngod.itd may to places rise.

And sects may be preferred without disguise.
Dryden.

Ungodllly (un-god'li-li ). adv. In an un-

godly manner; impiously; wickedly.

Ungodliness (un-god'li-nes), n. The quality

ofbeing ungodly; impiety; wickedness.

The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against

all tingodiiness. Rom. i. i8.

Ungodly (un-godli), a. 1. Notgodly;careless

of God; godless; wicked; impious; sinful;

as, ungodlxi men or ungodly deeds. 1 Pet.

iv 18.—2. "Polluted by wickedness. 'The
hours of this ungodly day.' Shak.

Ungored (un-gord'), a. Not stained or

marked with gore; unbloodied. Sylvester.

Ungored (un-gord'), a. 1. Not gored; not
wounded with a horn or tusk. — 2. Not
woundeil; unhurt ' To keep my name un-

fjorcd.' Shak. [Rare.]

Ungorged (un-gorjd'l, a. Not gorged ;
not

filled; not sited. ' Ungorged with Hesh and
bl.iod.' Dryden.
UngorgeouB (un-gor'jus), a. Not gorgeous;

not showy or splendid.

geous pall. ' Carlyle.

Ungot, Ungotten (un-gof, un-got'n), a.

iTNot gained. Daniel.—2. t Not begotten.
' Ungotten and unborn.' Shak. ' His loins

yet full of ungot princes.' Waller.

Ungovernable (un-gu'v6m-a-bl), a. 1. In-

capable of being governed, ruled, or re-

strained; incapable of being regulated by
laws or rules; refractory; unruly.

So ungovernable a poet cannot be translated liter-

ally. Dryden.

2. Licentious; wild; unbridled; as, ungovern-

able passions.
Ungovemal)lenesB(un-gu'v4m-a-bl-nes),?i.
.State of being ungovernable.

Ungovernably (un-gu'vtm-a-bli), adv. In

an ungovernable manner; so as not to be

governed or restrained. ' UngoverrMbly
wild.' Goldsmith.

Ungovemed (un-gu'vimd), a. 1. Not being

governed; having no government; anarchi-

cal.
The estate is green and yet ungevern'd. Shak.

2. Not subjected to laws or principles; not

restrained or regulated; unbridled; licen-

tious; as, ungovemed passions. 'To some
ungovemed appetite.' Miltoyi.

Ungown (un-goun'), v. t. To strip of a gown,

as a clergyman; to unfrock.

Ungraced (un-grasf), a. Not graced ; not
favoured; not honoured. Beau. <t Fl.

Ungraceful (un-gras'ful), a. Not graceful;

wanting grace and elegance; inelegant;

clumsy; as, ungraceful manners. 'Nor are

thy lips ungraceful.' Milton. ' The other

oak remaining a blackened and ungraceful

trunk.' .Si')- W. Scott.

Ungracefully (un-gr,^s'fiil-li), adv In an
ungracefulmanner; awkwardly; inelegantly.

Spectator.

Ungracefulness (ungras'fnl-nes), n. The
quality of being ungraceful; want of grace-

fulness; awkwardness; as, ungracefulness

of manners. Locke.

Ungracious (un-gra'shus), a. 1. Rude; un-

mannerly; odious; hateful; brutal. 'Seven

other spirits more ungracious than himself.'

UduU.
Ungracious wretch.

Fit for the mountains and the barbarous caves.

Where manners ne'er were preached. Shak.

2. Offensive ; disagreeable ; unpleasing.

'Parts which are ungracious to the sight.'

Dryden. — 3. Unacceptable ; not well re-

ceived; not favoured.

Anything of grace toward the Irish rebels was as

ungracious at Oxford as at London. Clarendon.

4. Showing no grace; impious; wicked.

Swearest thou, ungracious hoy^ Shak.

Ungraciously (un-grii'shusli), adv. In an

ungracious manner; with disfavour; as, the

proposal was received ungraciously.

Ungraciousness (un-gra'shus-nes), n. State

of Ipciiii; ungracious. Jer. Taylor.

Ungrammatical (un-gram-mat'ik-al), a.

Not according to the established rules of

grammar.
Ungrammatically (un-gram-mat'ik-alli),

adv. In a manner contrary to the rules of

grammar. Dr. Kiwx.
Ungratet (un-graf), a. [Prefix un. not. and
L. grains, pleasing, agreeable, ] 1, Not agree-

able.—2. Ungrateful. Jer. Taylor.

Ungratet (un'grat). n. An ungrateful per-

son; an ingrate. Surift.

Ungrateful (un-grat'fiil), a. 1. Not grate-

ful; not feeling thankful or showing grati-

tude for favours; not making returns, or

making ill returns for kindness.—2. Making
no returns for culture; sterile. 'Th' un-

grateful plain.' Dryden. — i. Unpleasing;

unacceptable; disagreeable; harsh. 'Not

all ungrateful to thine ear.' Tennyson.

Ungratefully (un-gi-at'fiU-li), adv. In an

uiii-'iatefiil manner.
Ungratefulness (un-grat'fnl-nes). ii. The
state or character of being ungrateful

;
(a)

ingratitude; (b) disagreeableness.

Ungratlfled (un-gra'ti-fid), a. Nut gratified;

not satisfied: not indulged. 'Should turn

thee away ungratified.' Beau, d" Fl.

Ungravet (un-grav'), v.t. To take out of

the grave; to disinter. Fuller.

Ungrave (un-grav'), a. Not grave or serious.

/>(( vies.

Ungraved (un-gravd'). a. 1. Unburied; not

placed in a grave; not interred. Surrey.—
2, Not engraved; not carved.

Ungravely (un-grriv'li), adv. Without
gravity or seriousness; without dignity; in-

decently. Shak. [Rare.]

Ungreable.t a. Not agreeable; unpleasant;

disagreeable. Chancer.

Fate, far, fat, I»U; mi, met, hit; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oU, pound; ii. So. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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Unground (ungrouad'), a. Not ground; not
bruised or crushed, as in a mill. Beau. &
Fl.

Ungrounded (un-ground'ed), a. Having no
foundatiun or support; not grounded; un-

founded; as, ungrounded hopes or con-
fidence.

Ungroundedly (un-ground'ed-U), ado. In

an unuruuiided manner; without ground or
support; without reason. Bale.

Ungroundedness (un-ground'ed-nes), «.

The state or quality of being ungrounded

;

want of foundation or support. Steele.

Ungrownt (un-gron'), a. Not grown; imma-
ture. ' -My ungrowa muse.' Ph. Fletcher.

Ungrudging fuu-gruj'ing), a. Not grudg-
ing; freely giving; liberal; hearty. 'No un-
grudgiivj hand.' Lamb.
Ungrudgingly (un-gruj'ingli), adv. In
an ungrudging manner; without grudge;
heartily; cheerfully; as. to bestow charity
ungrudgingly. ' Receive from him the doom
ungntdgingly.' Donne.
Ungual ( ung'gwal ), a. [L. unguis, a nail,

claw, or hoof. The root is that of imil
(which see).] 1. Of or relating to a nail,

claw, or hoof; unguicular.—2. Said of such
bones of the feet of animals as have attached
to them a nail, claw, or hoof.

Unguaxdt (un-gard'), v.t. To deprive of a
guard; to render defenceless. * So softened
and unguarded the girl's heart.' Fielding.

Unguaxded(un-gird'ed), o. l. Notguarded;
not watched ; not defended ; having no
guard. "Her umjuarded nest.' Shak.—
2. Careless; negligent; not attentive to dan-
ger; not cautious; as, ia be unguarded in

conversation. —3. Negligently said or done;
not done or spoken with caution; as, an un-
guarded expression or action.

Every unguarded word uttered by him was noted
down. Macaulay,

Unguardedly (un-g'drd'ed-li), (ufo. In an
unguarded manner; without watchful at-

tention to danger; without caution; care-
lessly; as, to apeak or promise unguardedly.
Unguardedness (un-gi&rd'ed-nes), n. State
of bfiiiL.' uiu'iiarded. Qtutrt. lUv.

Ungueal • ung'u'we-al). a. Same aa Ungual.
Unguent (ung'gwent), n. [L. unguentuni,
from ungt), to anoint. See Unction] Any
%i>ix. composition used as an ointment, or for

the lubricati»m nf machinery. ' Unguent
mellow'd by nine circling years.' Cowper.
Unguentotis, Unguentaiy (ung-gwen'tus,
ung'gwcn-tii-ri). '/. Like unguent, or par-
taking I'f its ([ualities. Wright. [RAve.]

Unguessed (un-geKt), a. Not arrived at or
attained \>y guess or conjecture. 'Forcause
to me unguessed.' Spenser.
Unguical (ung'gwik-ai), a. [L. unguis, a
claw j Pertaining to or resembling a nail
or claw; ungual.
Unguicular { ung-gwik'Q-16r), a. [L. unguis.
the nail.] 1. Of or pertainmg Ut a claw or
nail.— 2. Jn bot. of the length of a human
nail, or half an inch.

Unguiculata (ung-gwiku-l'i'ta). n. pi. In
zoot. a tt-nn formerly applied to all animals
the nails of which were developed to form
prominent claws. Edentates.rodents,Felid£e,
and other quadrupeds were Included by
Linnieus under this name.
Unguiculate, Unguiculated (ung-gwik'u-
lat, ung-gwik'i]-I:\t-t.-d ). a. [ L. unguis, a
claw.] 1. Clawed; having claws.— 2. In bot.

Furnished with a claw; having a narrow
base, a.s tlie petal in a polypetaloos corolla.

Unguiculate (un-gwik'u-lat). n. A quadru-
ped of the division Ungtuculata.
Un^niidable (un-gid'a-bl), a. Incapable of
being u'uided.

Unguidably (un-gid'a-bli), adc. In an un-
gui'iiii'l'-- manner. Carlyle.

Unguided (un-gid'ed), o. 1. Not guided;
not led or conducted. ' A stranger u}\-

guided and unfriended.' Shak.~'2. Not
regulated ; ungovemed. * The accidental,
unguided motions of blind matter.' Locke.

Unguiferous (ung-gwif^r-ust. a. [L. unguis,
a n;iil. itu'l Jero, I bear.] Producing, having,
or siipp'Ttiuis' nails or claws.
Unguifonn(ung'i;wi-form), a. Claw-shaped.
Ungulnous (unggwin-us). a. [L. unguitir
osus. from ujiguen, unguinis, a fattening,
fat. from ungo, to anoint.] Oily; unctuous;
consisting of fat or oil. or resembling it.

Unguis (ung'gwis). n. [L., a nail, a claw,
See Nail ) 1. A nail, claw, or hoof of an
animal.— 2. In bot. the claw or lower con-
tracted part of a petal, by which it is at-

tached to the receptacle. It is analogous
to the petiole of a leaf.

Ungula (ung'gu-la), n. [L., dim. of unguis,

a nail or claw. See Ungual.] 1. A hoof, as

of a horse.—2. In geom. a part cut off from
a cylinder, cone, &c., by a plane passing
obliquely through the base and part of the
curved surface : so named from its resem-
blance to the hoof of a horse.—3. In s^trg.

an instrument for extracting a dead fcetus

from the womb.— 4. In bot. same aa Unguis
(which see).

Uugulata (ung-gu-la'ta), n. pi [From
ungula, a hoof. See above.] The hoofed
quadrupeds, formerly a division of the Mam-
malia, including the old orders Pachyder-
mata, Solidungula. and Ruminantia; but
in modem zoology the term is applied to an
order under which are classified all the

animals belonging to the above three old

orders, with the exception of the elephant,
which now forms a separate order, Probos-
cidea. The order, which is the largest and
most important of the Mammalia, is sub-
divided into (a) the section Perissodactyla,

which includes the rhinoceros, the tapirs,

the horse and all its allies; and (6) the Artio-

dactyla. which comprises the hippopotamus,
the pigs, and the whole group of ruminants,
including oxen, sheep, goats, antelopes,

camels, deer, (to.

Ungulate (ung'gu-lat), n. A hoofed quad-
rupe-l; an animal of the order Ungulata
Ungulate ( ung'gu-Iat), a. 1. Hoof-shaped;
shaped like the hoof of a horse.-2. Having
hoofs; as, an ungulate animaL
Unguled (ung'guld), a. In her. having
hoofs of such or such a tincture: said of the
horse, stag, Ac, when the hoofs are borne
of a different tincture from that of the body
of the animal.

Ungulous (ung'gu-lus), a. Pertaining to or
resembling a hoof; ungulate.

Unliabilet (un-hab'il), a. Unfit; unsuitable.
Jer. Taylor.

Unhabitable t (un-ha'bit-a-bl),a. Incapable
of being inhabited; unfit for being occupied
by inhabitants; uninhabitable. Swift.

Unbacked mn-hakt'), a. Not hacked; not
cut or tniin;;Ied; not notched. ' Unhacked
awonls and ht'hnets all unbruised.' Shak.
Unhackneyed (un hak'nid), a. Not hack-
neyed; not worn out or rendered stale, flat,

or commonplace by frequent use or repe-

tition. 'So fresh and unhackneyed.' Times
newspaper.
Unliailed (un-hald'), p. and a. Not hailed;

not called to. ' UnhaU'd the shallop tlit-

teth.' Tennyson.
Unhalrt (un-har*), v.t. To deprive of hair;

to remove the hair from; as, to unAatr skins

or hides.
I'M uHhair thy head. Shak.

UnJialet(un-lial'),a. Unsound; nothealthy.
Waterhtmse.

UnliaUow(un-hal'ld), v.t. To profane; to
desecrate.

The vanity unhallcnus the virtue.
Sir K. LEitrangt.

Unhallowed mn-hallod), p. and a. 1. Not
hallowed, consecrated, or dedicated to sa-

cred purposes.
Let never day nor night unhaliowed pass. ShaJt.

2. Unholy; profane; impious.

All our actions . . are unhuliowed and profane
if not accroinpaiiied with devotion. Barrow.

UnhalBed (un-halsf), a. [.SeeHAi-SK.) Lit.

not embraced about the neck; hence, not
greeted; iinsaluted. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Unhampered (un-ham'p^rd), a. Not ham-
pered, hindered, or restricted. 'A commu-
nity unhampered by any previous posses-
sion." J. S. Mill.

Unhand (un-handO. v-t. To take the hand
or hands from; to release from a grasp; to

let go.
l.'nAitndmc, Kentlemcn.

By Heaven. I'll make a ghost of him that lets (hin-

ders) ine. ShaJt.

Unhandily fun-hand'i-li), adv. In an un-
handy manner; awkwardly; clumsily.

Unhandiness (un-hand'i-nes), n. The state
or (juality of being unhandy; want of dex-
terity: clumsiness.

Unhandled run-han'dld), o. 1. Not handled

;

n(»t tr>uched : not treated or managed. ' Left
the cause o' the king unhandled.' Shak.—
2. Notaccustomedtobeingused; not trained
or broken in. 'Youthful and unhandled
colts.' Shak.
Unhandsome (unhand 'sum), a. 1. Not
handsome ; not good-looking; not well-
formed; not beautiful.

Were she other than she is, she were unhandsotne.
Shak.

2. Not generous or decorous; not liberal;

unfair; disingenuous; mean; imbecoming;
improper.
Why all this shifting and shutting, if a man were

not conscious of a bad cause, and of his acting an
ufthandsome parti If'atfriaiid.

3.t Not well adapted for being handled or
used ; inconvenient ; awkward ; untoward ;

unmanageable; unhandy. 'UnhandsometcaA
ill-tasted physick, . . . against nature in the
taking.' Jer. Taylor.

Unhandsomely (un-hand'sum-Ii), adv. In
an unhandsome manner; as, (o) inelegantly;
ungracefully; clumsily; awkwardly. 'The
ruined churches, . . . unAand«om«/(/ patched
and thatched.' Spenser, (b) Ungenerously;
illiberally; unfairly; discourteously. 'To
hear those whom you respect unhandsomely
spoken of.' Seeker.

Unhandsomeness (un-hand'sum-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unhandsome;
as, (a) want of beauty, elegance, or grace.
Sir P. Sidney. (6) Unfairness; disingenu-
ousness; ungenerousness ; ungratefulness;
illiberalness. Jer. Taylor.

Unhandy (tiu-hand'i), a. Not handy; as. (a)

not dexterous; not skilful and ready in the
use of the hands ; awkward ; as, a person
unhandy at his work. (6) Not convenient

;

awkward; as, an unhandy posture for writ-

ing.

Unhang fun-hang'), v.t. l. To divest or strip
of hangings, as a room.—2. To take from the
hinges; as, to unhang a gate.

Unhanged, Unhung (un-hangd', unhung'),
rt. Not hung 0-" hanged ; not punished by
hanging.

There Iiv« not three good men njihattged in Eng-
land. Shak:

Unhapt (un-hap'), n. Ill luck; misfortune.
' These vnhaps that now roll down upon the
wretched land.' Sackville.

Unhappied t ( un-hap'pid), p. and a. Made
unhappy. .Shak.

Unhappily (un hap'pi-li). adv. 1. In an un-
happy manner; unfortunately: miserably;
as.to livii unhappily. ' Unhappily deceived.'
Milton.- 2. By ill fortune: as ill "luck would
have it; to some one's misfortune; as, i(n-

bappily I missed seeing him.— 3. t Alischiev-
ously; evilly. Shak.

UnhappinessCun-bap'pi-nes), n. l. The state
or quiiliiy of being unhappy; some degree
of wretchedness or misery.— 2. Misfortune;
ill luck.

It is our great unhapptness, when any calamities
fall upon us, that we are uneasy and dissatistied.

Abp. Wake.
3. t Mischievous prank. Shak.
Unhappy (uu-hap'pi), a. 1. Not happy; as.

(a) not cheerful or gay ; in some degree
miserable or wretched; cast down; sad.

Ah, me, unhappy i to be a queen. Shak.

(6) Marked by or associated with ill fortune,
infelicity, or mishap; inauspicious; ill-

omened; calamitous; evil. " Thia unhappy
mom.' Milton.

Vnhappy was the clock
That struck the hour. Shak.

2.t Not having good hap, fortune, or luck;
unfortunate; unlucky.
Prince Rupert ... Is to go to command the fleet

going to Guinny ag^ainst the Dutch. I doubt few will

be pleased with his going, {he) being accounted an
unhappy man. P'Pys.

3.t Full of tricks; mischievous; tricksy.

A shrewd knave, and an unhappy—So he is; my
lord that's gone made himself much sport out of him,

Shak.
Syn. Cheerless, downcast, miserable,
wretched, aftlicted.unfortunate, calamitous.
Unharbourfun-htir'bfir), v.t. To drive from
harbour or shelter; to dislodge.

Let us nnharbour the rascal. Foote.

Unharboured (un-ha.i-'btrd), a. Not shel-

tered: alfnrding no shelter. ' Unharboured
heaths.' Milton.

Unhardened (un-hard'nd), a. 1. Not hard-
ened; not indurated: as metal. — 2. Not
hardened; not made obdurate, as the heart.
•Messengers of strong prevailment in un-
harden'd youth.' Shak.

Unhardy (un-hard'i), a. 1. Not hardy; not
able to endure fatigue.— 2. Not having for-

titude : not bold : timorous. ' Irresolute,

unhardy, imadventurous.' Milton.

Unharmed (tm-hamid'X a. Not harmed or
injured. Shak.
Unharmful ( un-harm'f\il ), a. Not doing
harm; harmless; innoxious.

Themselves unharm/tii, let them live unharmed.
Dryden.

Unharming (un-harm'ing), a. Not inflicting

harm or injury: innocuous: harmless. 'The
unharming stroke.' Soutkey.

ch, cAaio; eh, 8e. locA; g^go; Ujoh; b, Fr. ton; ng, siti^; tn. then: ih, thin; w, wig; wh, wAJg; zfa. amre.—See KXT.
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UnliarmonlouB (unhar-mo'm-us), o. Not

harmonious; inharmonious; as, (a) not hav-

ing symmetry or congruity, not harmoniz-

ing; disproportionate.

Those pure, immortal elements, that know

No gross, no utiharmonioiis mixture. Muton.

(6) Discordant; unmusical; jaiTing. ' Harsh,

t(nAflr»io7itotw sounds.' Swift

Unharness (un-har'nes), v. t. 1. To strip of

harness; to loose from harness or gear.

' The sweating steers unharnessed from the

yoke.' Drydeii. — 2. To divest of armour.

Holinshed.

Unliasty (un-hast'i), o. Not hasty; not pre-

cipitate; not rash; deliberate. 'So unliasty

and wary a spirit.' Jer. Taylor.

Unhat (un-haf), v.t. pret. & pp. tmhatted;

npr unhatting. To remove the hat from,

Unhat (un-hatO, v.i. To take otf the hat, as

from poUteness, respect, or reverence. Un-

hatting on the knees when the host is car-

ried by.' H. Spencer. „ , ^ ^ . .

Unbatclied (un-hachf), a. 1. Not hatched;

not having left the egg.— 2. Not matured

and brought to hght; not disclosed. ' Some
nnhatched practice.' Shak.

Unhatting (un-hat'ing), n. A taking off of

the hat. 'Bows, and curtseys, and un-

hattings.' U. Spencer.

Unhaunted (un-hi»nt'ed), a. Not haunted;

not frequented; not resorted to; unvisited.
' A lone unhaunted place,' Donne.

Unhazarded (un-haz'^rd-ed), a. Not ex-

posed or submitted to hazard, chance, or

danger; not ventured, Milton.

Unhazardous (un-haz'6rd-us), a. Not haz-

anlous; not full of risk or danger; free from

risk or danger, Dryden.

Unhead (un-hedO, v.t. To take the head

from; to remove the head of; to deprive of

the head or of a head; to behead. ' To un-

head a monarch.' Tom Brown.
Unhealable (un-hel'a-bl), a. Not capable

of being healed; incurable. ' An unhealable

sprain.' Fuller.

Unhealthful (un-helth'ful), a. Not health-

ful; injurious to health; insalubrious; un-

wholesome; noxious; as, an unhealthful

climate or air. ' Sultry summers or unhealth-

ful springs, ' Dryden.
Unhealthfulness (un-helth'fHl-nes),n. The
state nf being unhealthful; unwholesome-
ness; insalubriousness. ' The healthfulness

or unhealthfulness of the southern winds.'

Bacon.
Unhealthily (un-helth'i-li), adv. In an un-

wholesome or unsound manner. Milton.

Unhealthlness (un-helth'i-nes), n. The
state or quality of being unhealthy; as, (a)

want of health ; habitual weakness or in-

disposition: applied to persons, (6) Un-
soundness; want of vigour; as, the ^ln-

healthiness of trees or other plants, (c)

Untavourableness to health; as, the %m-
healthiness of a climate.

Unhealthy (un-helth'i), a. 1. Wanting
health; wanting a sound and vigorous state

of body; habitually weak or indisposed; as,

an unhealthy person.—2. Wanting vigour of

growth; unsound; as, an unhealthy plant.

3. Abounding with disease; unfavourable to

the preservation of health; as, an unhealthy
season or city.— 4. Adapted to generate dis-

ease ; unwholesome ; insalubrious ; as, an
unhealthy climate or country. — 5. Not in-

dicating health; resulting from bad health;

morbid ; as, an unhealthy sign or craving

;

an unhealthy appearance.

Unheard (un-h«rd'), a. l. Not heard ; not
perceived by the ear.— 2. Not admitted to

audience.

What pangs I feel unpitied and tutheard. Drydtn.

3. Not known to fame; not celebrated.

Nor was his name unheard, Milton.

Without

— Unheard-of, unprecedented; such as was
never known before. ' The most unheard-of
confusion.' Swift.

Unheartt (un-harf), v.t. To discourage; to

depress; to dishearten. Shak.

Unheavenly (un-hev'n-li), a. Not heavenly;

not pertaining to, characteristic of. or suit-

able for heaven. ' Many evil and unheavenly
spirits ' Bi/ron.

Unhedged ( un-hejd'), a. Not hedged ; not
sun-ounded by a hedge ; not shut in or in-

closed, as by a hedge or barriers.

Our needful knowledge. like our needful food,

Unhedstd, lies open jn life's common field.

Young.

Unheeded (un-hed'ed), a. Not heeded; dis-

regarded; neglected; unnoticed.

The world's great victor passed unheeded by.
Pope.

Unheededly (un-hed'ed-li), adv.

being noticed.
Beneath the fray

An earthquake reeled unheededly away. Byroti.

Unheedful (un-hsd'ful), a. l. Not heedful;

unheeding; not cautious; inattentive; care-

less. Tennyson.—2. Not marked by caution

or consideration; rash; inconsiderate.

Unheedful vows may heedfuUy be broken. Shak.

Unheedfully (un-hed'ful-li), adv. Care-

lessly; incautiously. Shak.

Unheeding (un-hed'ing), a. Not heeding;

careless; negligent.

He passed unmark'd by ray unheedinf^ eyes.
Dryden.

Unheedy (un-hed'i), a. l. Unheeding; care-

So have I seen some tender slip . . .

Pluck'd up by some unheedy swain. Milton.

2. Precipitate ; sudden. 'Unheedy haste.'

Shak.
Unhelred(un-ard'),o. Without an heir. 'To
leave him utterly unheired..' Chapman.
Unhelet (un-hsl'). n. Misfortune. Chaucer.

Unhele.t Unhealet (un-hel'), v.t. To un-

cover. Spenser.

Unhelm (un-helin'), v.t. To deprive of a

helm or helmet. Sir W. Scott.

Unhelmed (un-helmd'), a. Divested of a

helm or helmet; not v/earing a helmet.

Unhelped (un-helpf), o. Unassisted; hav-

ing no aid or auxiliary; unsupported.

Unhelped I am. who pitied the distressed.
Dryden.

Unhelpful (un-help'ful), a. 1. Affording no

aid, • Unhelpful tears.' Shak.—i. Unable
to help one's self; helpless. ' Unhelpful and
unable persons.' Buskin.

Unheppen (un-hep'pen), a. Misshapen; ill-

formed; clumsy; awkward. Tennyson. [Pro-

vincial. ]

Unherset (un-hirs'), v.t. To remove from

a hearse or monument Spenser.

Unhesitating (un-he'zi-tat-ing). a. Not
hesitating; not remaining in doubt; prompt;

ready.
Unhesitatingly (un-he'zi-tat-ing-h), adv.

Without hesitation or doubt.

Unhidden (un-hid'n), a. Not hidden or con-

cealed; open; manifest .Shak.

Unhldet (un-hid'), v.t. To bring out from
concealment; to discover. Chaucer.

Unhlde-bound(un-hid'bound), o. Not hide-

bound; not having the skin sitting closely,

as in the case when animals are swoln and
full; hence, hungry and with empty stomach.
Milton.

Unhinge (un-hinjO, v.t. 1. To take from the

hinges; as, to unJiinge a door. —2. To dis-

place; to unfix by violence.

Rather than not accomplish my revenge

lust or unjust I would the world unhinge.
trailer.

3. To unsettle; to loosen; to render unstable

or wavering; to discompose; to disorder; as,

to unhinge the mind; to unhinge opinions.

'Unhinge my brains, ruin my mind.' South.

His sufferings . . . had not in the least unhinged
his mind. •"• H'alpole.

4. To put quite out of sorts; to incapacitate

or render useless by disturbing tlie nerves.

Unhingement (un-hinj'ment), n. The act

of uidiinging or state of being unhinged.

[Rare.]

Unhlred (un-hird'), a. Not hired. Milton.

Unhlt (un-hif), a. Not hit; not receiving a

stroke, blow, or the like. ' As unhurt of

envy as unhit.' B. Jonson.

Unhitch (un-hichO, v.t. To disengage from

a hitch; to set free; to unfasten,

Unhive (un-hiv'). v.t. 1. To drive from a

hive —2 To deprive of habitation or shelter

Unhoard (un-hord'), v.t. To steal from a

hoard; to scatter, 'A thief bent tomiAoard

the cash of some rich burgher' Milton.

Unholdt (un-holdO, v.t. To cease to hold;

to let go the hold of, Otway.

Unhollly (un-holi-Ii), adv. In an unholy

manner. "Lest . . . holy things be handled

unholihi.' Jer. Taylor.

Unhollness (un-ho'li-nes), n. The quality

or state of being unholy; want of holiness;

impiety; wickedness; profaneness. 'The

unholiness of obtruding upon men remission

of sins for money.' Raleigh.

Unholy (un-holi), a. Not holy; as, (a) not

sacred; not hallowed or consecrated.

Doth it follow that all things now in the church are

unholy which the Lord himself hath not precisely m-

stituted! Hooter.

(6) Impious; wicked. ' Blasphemers, dis-

obedient to parents, unthankful, unholy.

2 Tim. lii 2. (c) Not ceremonially purified.

Lev. X, 10,

Unhonest t (un-on'est), o. Dishonest ; dis-

honourable, ' Nothing thou canst deserve,

thou art unhonest.' Beau, d: Fl
Unhonestlyi(un-on'e8t-li),a(;r. Dishonestly.

J. Udall.

Unhonoured (un-on'Srd), a. Not honoured;
not regarded with veneration; not cele-

brated. '1'nwept, unhonoured, and un-

sung.' Sir W. Scott

Unhood (un-hud'), v.t To deprive of a

hood; to remove a hood or disguise from.

Qitart Rev.

Unhook (un-hok'),i;.(. To loose from a hook;

to open or undo by detaching the hook or

hooks of.

Unhoop (un-hop'), v.t. To strip of hoops.

Unhoop the fair sex. and cure this fashionable tym-

pany got among them. Addsjon.

Unhoped (un-hopf), o. Not hoped for; not

so probable as to excite hope. ' With un-

hop'd success.' Dryden.— Unhoped-for, un-

hoped; not hoped for.

Unhopeful (un-hop'fiil), a. Not hopeful;

leaving no room for hope; hopeless. Shak.

Unhorse (un-hors'), v.t. pret. & pp. un-

horsed: ppr. unhorsing. 1. To throw or strike

down from a horse; to cause to dismount or

fall from the saddle.

He would unhorse the lustiest challenger, Shai.

2, To deprive of a horse or horses; to re-

move the horse or horses from, ' Unhorse

the gilded equipage,' Cowper.

Unhospitahle (un-hos'pit-a-bl), a. Not
hospitable or kind to strangers or guests;

inhospitable. ' Theunhospitable coast' Dry-

Unhospltalt (un-hos'pit-al), a. Inhospit-

able. Sandys,
Unhostlle (un-hos'til), a. Not hostile; not
pertaining or relating to an enemy. 'By
unhostile wounds destroy'd.' J. Philips.

Unhouse (un-houz'). v.t l. To drive from

the house or habitation; to dislodge. Mil-

ton.—i. To deprive of shelter.

Unhoused (un-houzd'), p. and a. 1. Not
housed or sheltered as by a house; having

no house or home. —2. Deprived of or driven

from a house, home, roof, or shelter. Shak.

Unhouseled, Unhouselled (un-houz'eld),

a. Not having received the sacrament,
' (7jifcff!(«eted,disappointed, unaueled, ' SAa Jr,

' To die like the houseless dog on yonder

common, unshriven and unhouselled.' Sir

W. Scott. ^
Unhuman (un-hu'man), a. Inhuman. ' Un-
huinan and remorseless cruelty.' South.

Unhumanize (un-hu'man-iz), v. t To cause

to cease to be human; to deprive or divest

of the nature or characteristics of human
beings.

Men were not intended to work with the accuracy

of tools, to be precise and perfect in all their actions

If you will have that precision out of them, and
make their fingers measure degrees like cogwheels,

and their arms strike curves like compasses, you

must unhumanize them. Kustm.

UnhumWed (un-hum'bld), o. Not hum-
bled; not having the temper, spirit, pride,

vanity, or the like subdued. ' Unhumhled,
unrepented, unreformed,' Shak
Unhung (un-hung'), a. Not hanged ; as, he

is the greatest rascal unhung.

Unhurt (un-htrt'),a. Not hurt; not harmed;

free from w ound or injury. ' Through burn-

ing climes I passed unhurt.' Addison.

Unhurtful (unhert'ful). a. Not hurtful;

wanting the power of doing harm or injury.

Shak.
Unhurtfully (un-hSrt'ful-li), ode. Without
harm; harmlessly. Pope.

Unhusbanded (unhuz'band-ed), a. 1, Hav--

iiig no husband; unmarried; also, deprived

of ahusl'und; widowed. Southey.— 2. Not
managed with care or frugality.

Unlat, Uniate (il'ni-at. uni-at), a. [troni

L. units, one ] A term applied to certain

religious bodies or churches connected with

the Koniiin Catholic Church, and acknow-

ledging the supremacy of Rome, but in

other respects not very different from the

Greek Catholics, The members are often

called United Greeks.

Unlat, Uniate (iini-at, iini-iit), n. A mem-
ber of a Uniat Church; a United Greek.

UnlaiaL Uniaxlai (u-ni-ak'sal, a-ni-ak'si-

al),«, [L, toiHS. one, andaife, anaxle.] Hav-

ing but one optical axis, or axis of double re-

fraction. Iceland-spar is a uniaxial crystal.

In „>;Br»i/ crystals, the optic axis is identical with

the geometrical axis. Goodrich.

Unicameral (u-ni-kam'Sr-al), a. [L. mius,

one .and raiiieia, a chamber] Consisting of

a single chamber; said of a legislative body.

Fate, filr, fat, f»U; m8,met,h4r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tQbe, tub, b«U; oil, pound; u. Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Unlcapsular (u-ni-kap'su-16r), a. [L. unus,
one, iinil capsula, a chest.] In bot. having
one capsule to each flower.

Unicarinated (u-ni-kar'in-at-ed), a. [L.
units, one, and carina, a keel.] Having one
riili,'e or keel.

Unicellular (u-ni-sel'O-Ier), a. Consisting
of a single cell, as some of the injusoria and
some cryptogams; pertaining to or exhibit-
ing only a single cell. 'Simple unicelltilar
bemgs.' Allman. ' Unicellular simplicity.'
Allman.
Unlcity (il-nis'i-ti), n. [t. unicus. single.]
1. The state of being unique.— 2. The state
of being in unity, or of being united into
one. De Quincey. [Rare.]
Uniclinal (u-ni-kU'nal), a. [L. unus, one,
and clino, to slope. ] Inclined in one direc-
tion only; specifically, in geol. applied to a
bend or inclination of a stratum either up
or down, or to a simple elevation or depres-
sion, after which the stratum regains its
normal inclination; opposed to anticluuil
and si/ndinal.

Unicom (Q'ni-kom), n. [L. unicornis, one-
homeil— uni«, one, and cornu, horn.] 1. An
animal with one horn; the monoceros. Such
an animal is frequently mentioned by Greek
and Roman writers, who generally describe
it as a native of India, of the size and form
of a horse,exceedingly swift,and one-hoofed,
the body being white, according to one de-
scription, the head red, and the eyes blue, a
straight horn growing from its forehead,
white at the base.black in the middle, and red
at the tip. It is possible that one or other
o( the larger straight-homed antelopes may
have formed the groundwork of the popular
conception of this animal. The ' reem ' of the
Hebrews, of which ' unicorn ' is a mistrans-
lation (Deut. xxxiii. 17, and elsewhere), was
probably a urns. It was a two-homed ani-
mal.—2. In her. a fabulous animal having
the head, neck, and body
of the horse, with a tuft •

ofhairunderthechinlike
a goat, the legs of the
buck, the tail of the lion,
and a long horn growing
out of the niidiUe of the
foreheail The unicorn
is one of the supporters
of the royal arms of Great
Britain, in that posture
termed salient. It was

Unicorn.

taken from the arms of Scotland which had
two unicorns as supporters. —3. t A kind of
insect having a hom upon its head. Sir T.
£roicfte. — 4.t A carriage and pair with a
third horse in front; also applied to the
whole equipage.

Let me drive you out some day in my UHt'airM.
Afiss hdecwtrth.

-Sea unicorn, the narwal or narwhal See
Narwhal. \Vhat was called unicom'ahom
was formerly in repute in medicine. It seems
to have been generally prepared from the
horn or tooth of the narwhal.— Unicom bird
a bird mentioned by Grew, who describes it
as havmg a horn on its forehead and spurs
on Its wings; probably the homed screamer
See PALA.MEUEA.

Uttlcom-flsli (u'nikorn-flsh), n. The sea-
imiconi (ir narwhal. .See Narwhal.

Unlcornou8(u-ni-kor'nus),(i (Seel'NicoRs
]Having cnly one hom. '{/nicomotu beetles
'

Sir T. Broiene.

Unlcom-root (u'ni-kom-rot), n. A popular
name of two plants, viz. Chamttliriumcaro-
hnianum. to which this name was first ap-
plied, and Aletrin /aHnttsa, to which it has
been subsequently applied; both used in
medicine. A. farinosa is an iridaceous
plant, with flbrous roots, thin lanceolate
leaves, and small white-spiked flowers and
13 a native of North America. It is one of
the most intense bitters known, and Is used
in infusion as a tonic and stomachic, but
large doses produce nausea. It has also been
employed in chronic rheumatism
UnlcoBtate (u-ni-kos'tat), a. [L. t«it/», one
and cwtii, a rib] In bot. a temi applied to
th<j5e leaves which have one large vein mn-
ning down the centre, called the midrib
those having more than one great division
are called niulticoKtate.

Unldeaed (un-i de'ad). a. Having no ideas
or thoughts: not intelligent; senseless; friv-
olou.i. t',i:.;eaerf girls.' Johnson.
Unldeal lun-i-de'al), a. 1. Not ideal; real —
-. Having no ideas; destitute of ideas
thoughts.ormentalactlon. Johnson. [Rare.]
Onlfeclal (O-ni-fa'shi-al), a. [L. unus, one,
and facics, a face.) Haying but one front

surface; thus, some foliaceous corals are
unifacial, the polyp-mouths being confined
to one surface.
Unlflc (li-nif'ik), rt. [L. unus, one, and facio,
to make.] Making one; forming unity.
Unification (ii'ni-tt-ka"shon), n. The act of
unifying or state of being unified; the act of
uniting into one.

i'ftJJicattoH is the act of so uniting ourselves with
another as to form one being. Unification with Godwas the final aim of the -Neo-Platonicians. And tmi.
Jtcaiton with God is also one of the beliefs of the
Chinese philosopher Lao Tseu. Fletnine.

Unlfllar (u-ni-fi'lSr), a. [L. unua, one, and
Jilum, a thread.] Having only one thread
speciflcally, applied to a magnetometer con-
sisting of a magnetic bar suspended by a
single thready See IIaqsetomeier
Unlflorous (Q-ni-flo'rus), a. [L. unus, one
and yfos, fioris, flower.] In bot. bearing one
flower only; as, a uniflorous peduncle
Unifoll (u'ni-foil), n. [L. unus, and folium,
a leaf. ] In her. a plant with only one leaf
Unifollate, UnlfoUolate (u-ni-f6'li-at,fl-ni-
foTi-61-at), a. [L. unus, one, and folium, a
leaf.] In 6o(. a term applied to a compound
leaf consisting of one leaflet only, as in the
orange-tree.
Uniform (u'ni-form), a. [L uniformis—
unus, one, and forma, form. ] 1. Having
always the same fomi; not changing in
shape, appearance, character, &c. ; not vari-
able; as, some national costumes remain
qmte uniform.—2. Not varying in degree or
rate; equable; invariable; as, a uniform
temperature; a uniform motion, that is the
motion of a body when it passes over equal
spaces in equal times. • Uniform circulai-
motion.' Whewell.~3. Having only one
character throughout; homogeneous- of the
same kind or matter all through. Wood-
ward.
Sometimes there are many parts of a law andsometimes it is uni/orm, and hath in it but one duty.

4. Consistent at all times; not i!ifferent'''aa
one s opinions on a particular subject have
been uniform.— &. Of the same form or
character with others ; agreeing with each
other; conforaiing to one rale or mode.
The only doubt is about the manner of their unitvhow far churches are bound to be uniform in thaiceremomes. ^ „^j^

Syn. Invariable, unvarying, unchanginK.
equable, aUke, regular, constant, undeviat-
mg. consistent.

Uniform t ( u'ni-form X v.t. To make con-
fomiable; to cause to conform ; to adant
Sir P. Sidney. *^ '

Uniform (u'ni-form), n. [Fr. uniforme, a
uniform. As an English word it is probably
not a century old] A dress of the same
Kind, fabrics, fashion, or general appearance
as others worn by the members of the same
body, whether military, naval, or any other
by which the members may be recognized
as belonging to the particular body: opposed
to plain clothes or ordinary civil dress- as
Oie uniform of a soldier, sailor, policeman'
and the like. The proposed uiii/brm sir'
of the Pickwick Club.' Dickens. 'The gray
uniform of the Bengal cavalry." Thackeray.
And Sir Currv Baughton, not quite in his deputy-

lieutenant s uniform as yet, loolcing very shy in a
pair of blue trousers, with a stripe ofglitterinK silverdown the seams, Tkae£ray.
Unlformalf (ii'ni-form-al),o. Uniform; sym-
metrical ' Uniformal gTSLce.' Herrick

Unlformltarlan ( ii-ni-foi-'mi-ta"ri-an ) n
One who upholds a system or doctrine of
uniformity; speciflcally, one who maintains
that all geologic changes and phenomena
are due to agencies working uniformly and
uninterruptedly, as opposed to a catastro-
phist, who refers such changes to great oc-
casional convulsions. The uniformitarian
maintains that the influence of the agencies

Ml** see working now, continued during
all the icons of geologic time, is sufficient
to account for all the phenomena presented
to us in the structure of the earth
Unlformltarlan (u-ni-for'mi-ta "ri-an) a Of
or pert.iming to uniformity or the doctrine
of uniformity. 'The catastrophist and the
uniformttartan opinions.' Whewell See
the noun.
Uniformity (u-ni-for'mi-ti), n. The state or
character of being uniform; state of matters
in which sameness is exhibited; freedom
from variation or difference ; as, (a) resem-
blance to itself at all times; character of ad-
hering to one plan all through or of having
parts similar.

There is no uniformity in the design of Spenser

-

he aims at the accomplishment of no one action.
Dryden

(b) Consistency; sameness; as, the uniform-
ity of a man's opinions.
Queen Elizabeth was remarkable for that steadi-

ness and uniformity which ran through all her
*«"'"S- Addison.

(c) Conformity among several or many to
one pattern or rale; resemblance, conso-
nance, or agreement ; as, the uniformity of
different churches in ceremonies or rites.
(d) Continued or unvaried sameness or like-
ness; monotony.

Uniformity must tire at last, though it is a i«/i-
>rm.rj. of exceUence. Johnson.

—Act of uniformity, in Em. hist, the act of
parhament (13 and 14 Car. II. xi.) by which
the form of public prayers, administration
of sacraments, and other rites is prescribed
to be observed in all the churches.
Uniformly (fl'ni-form-li), adv. In a uni-
form manner; as, (a) with even tenor; with-
out variation; as, a temper uniformly mild.
(6) Without diversity of one from another;
as, things uniformly coloured or shaped.
UnlformnesB (a'ni-form-nes), n. State of
being uniform

; uniformity. 'Rules grounded
on the analogy and «nt/ormness observed in
the production of natural effects.' Ber-
keley.

Uni^ (fl'nl-fl), V. t. [L. unus, one, and facio,
to make] To form into one; to make a unit
of; to reduce to unity or uniformity; to view
as one.

Perception is thus a unifyine act.
Sir IV. HamiUon.

Unlgenltlire (ii-nl-jen'i-tilr), n. [L. tinv-
ffemtus, only begotten—imtM, one, and geni-
ttis, pp. otgigno, genitum, to beget, to pro-
duce] The state of being the only begotten
Bp. Pearson.
Unlgenous (ii-nij'en-us), a. [L. uiijis. one,
and gen, root of gigno, to beget.] Of one
kind; of the same genus. Kirwan.
Unljugate ( (i-nij'u-gat ), a. [L. unus, one
and jugum, a yoke ] In bot. a term applied
to a pinninerved compound leaf, consisting
of only one pair of leaflets.

Unllablate (fl-ni-lii'bi-at), a. [L. unus one
and labium, a lip.] In bot. having one lip '

only, as a corolla.

Unilateral (ii-ni-lat'«r-al), a. [L. unus one
and iafi«,(a(em,side,] One-sided; pertain-
ing to one side

: used chiefly in some legal
and botanical phrases. Thus a unilateral
bond or contract is one which binds one
party only. In bot. a unilateral raceme is
when the flowers grow only on one side of
the common peduncle. Unilateral leaves
are such as lean towards one side of the
stem, as in Convallaria multijlora
Unlllteral (u-ni-lit'6r-al), a. [L. unus one
and litera, a letter] Consisting of one letter
only; as, a unititeral word.
Unlllumed (un-il-lflmd'), a. Not illumined;
not lighted up. Her fair eye, now bright'
now unlllumed.' Coleridge.

'

Uulllunmiated(un-il-lii'niin-at-ed),a. 1 Not
illuminated; not enlightened; dark —2 Ig-
norant. * *

UnUIusory (un-il-Iu'so-ri), a. Not produc-
ing or causing illusion, deception, fallacious-
ness, or the like; not illusory; not deceptive
Ld. Lytton.
Unilocular (a-ni-lok'u-ltr), a. [L. unun, one,
and loculus, cell, dim. of locus, a place ]Having one cell or chamber only - not di-
vided by septa into chambers or cells • as
a unilocular pericarp or anther.

'

Unimaginable (un-im-aj'in-a-bl), a. Not
imaginalile; not capable of being imagined
conceived, or thought of; inconceivable'
'Thmgs to their thought so unimaginable
as hate in heaven.' Milton.
Unlmagtnablenes8(un-im-aj'in-a-bl-ne8),
n. Ihe state of being unimaginable; incon-
ceivableness. Dr. H More.
Unimaginably (un-im-aj'in-a-bli), adv. In
an unimaginable manner; inconceivably.

Unlmaglned (un-im-aj'ind), a. Not imag-
ined, conceived, or formed in idea. ' Un-
imagined Miss.' Thomson.
Unlmltable t (un-im'it-a-bl), a. Not imit-
able; inimitable. ' Cm'mitoiie peculiarities '

South.

Unlmmortalt (un-lm-mor'tal), a. Not im-
m<irtiil: mortal. Milton.
Unlmpairable (un-im-par'a-bl), a. Not im-
pairable; incapableof beingimpaired. Bake-
trUl.

Unimpaired (un-im-pard'),a. Notimpaired:
not diminished

; not enfeebled by time or
injury; as, an unimpaired constitutioa
'My strength is unimpaired.' Cowper.

ch,cAain; eh. So. lo^;
g, go-rT]^ t. Fr. ton; ng. sin,; .h. fAen; th, f*to; w. .ig; wh, .Hi,; .h. a^e.-See-^
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Unimparted (un-im-part'ed), a. Not im-

partea; not shared or divided among others.
' An unimparted store.' Cotcper.

Unimpassloned (un-lm-pa'shond), a. Not
impassinned; not moved or actuated by pas-

sion; free from or not influenced by passion;

calm ; tranquil ; not violent ; as, an miim-
pa^ifioned address.

He (Anselin) was exiled: he returned the same
meek, unoffending, unirnpassiofied man. Milman.

Dnlmpeachable (un-impech'a-bl), a. Not
impeachable ; not capable of being im-
peached, accused, censured, or called in

question; free from guilt, stain, or fault;

blameless; irreproachable. ' Unimpeachable
integrity ami piety.' Burke.
Unlinpeachableness(un-im-pech'a-bl-nes),
n. The state or quality of being unimpeach-
able. 'Insinuations . . . against the itnurt-

peachabletiess of his motives.' Godwin.
_

UnimpeaclLed (un-im-pechf), a- l- Not im-
peached; not charged or accused. — 2. Not
called in question ; as, testimony unim-
peached.
Unlinplored(un-im-pl6rd'),a Notimplored;
not solicited. 'My celestial patroness who
deigns her nightly visitation unimplored.'
Milton.

Unimportance (un-im-port'ans), n. Want
of importance, consequence, weight, value,

or the like.

By such acts of voluntary delusion does every man
endeavour to conceal his own unimportance from
himself. Johnson.

TTnimportant (un-im-port'ant). a. 1. Not
important; not of great moment— 2. Not
assuming airs of dignity. 'A free, unim-
portant, vv2X\\v?\,G.-A&ym.w\\\%x.' Pope. [Rare.]

Unimporting t (un-im-port'ing), a. Not im-
porting ; of no importance or consequence

;

trivial. 'Only matter of rite or of unim-
portinij consequence.' Bp. Hall.

Unimportuned (un-im-por'tund), a. Not
importuned; not solicited with pertinacity

or perseverance. Donne.
Unimposed (un-im-p6zd'), a. Not imposed;
not laid on or exacted, as a tax, burden, toll,

duty, command, service, task, &c.; not en-

joined. 'Free and unimposed expressions

. . . from a sincere heart. ' Milton.

Unlmposing (un-im-p6z'ing). a. 1. Not im-
posing; not commanding respect. —2. Not
enjoining as obligatory; voluntary.

Beauteous order reigns
Manly submission, unintposing toil, Thomson.

Unimpressible ( un-im-pres'i-bl ), a. Not
impressible; not sensitive; apathetic.

Clara was honest and quiet ; but heavy, mindless,
unimpressible. Charlotte Bronte.

Unimprovable (un-im-prbv'a-bl), a. 1. Not
capable of improvement, melioration, or ad-

vancement to a better condition. *A bound-
less, absolute, unimprovable perfection.'

South.—I. Incapable of being cultivated or
tilled.

Unimproved (un-im-prbvd'), « Not im-
proved ; as, (a) not made better or wiser

;

not advanced in knowledge, manners, or ex-

cellence. 'Shallow, ttnim^roued intellects.'

Glanville. (&) Not used for a valuable pur-
pose ; as, advantages ^lnimproved. (c) Not
tilled; not cultivated; as, unimproved land
or soil; unimproved lots of ground.
Unimpugnable (un-im-pun'a*bl), a. Not
capable of being impugned; unimpeachable.

His knowledge must be also supernatural and his
truthfulness unitnpiignable. W. R. Greg.

Unimuscular (u-ni-mus'ku-16r), a. [L. unu%,
one, and musculus, a muscle.] Having one
muscle only and one muscular impression,
said of bivalve molluscs.
Unincensedt (un-in-sensf), a. Not in-

censed, inflamed, provoked, or irritated.

Jove ! see'st thou unincensed these deeds of Mars?
Cmvper.

UninclOSed (un-in-kl6zd'), a. Not inclosed;
not shut in or surrounded, as by a fence, wall,

&c. 'Waste and ««incio«ed lands.' Adam,
Smith.
Unincorporated (un-in-kor'po-rat-ed), a.

Not incorporated; not mixed or united in
one body; not associated or united in one
body politic. Atterbury.

Unlncreasable (un-in-kres'a-bl), a. Admit-
ting no increase. ' An altogether or almost
itnincreasable elevation.' Boyle.

Unincumbered (un-in-kum'b6rd), a. Same
as Unencumbered.
Unindented (un-in-dent'ed), a. Not in-

dented ; not marked by any indentation,
cut, notch, wrinkle, or the like. Ld. Lytton.

Unlndi£ferent (un-in-dif'f6r-ent), a. Not
indifferent; not unbiassed; partial; leaning
to one party. Booker.

Unindustrious (un-in-dus'tri-us), a. Not
industrious; not diligent in labour, study,

or other pursuit. Daniel.

Unindustriously (un-in-dus'tri-us-li), adv.

Without industry. Boyle.

Uninfected (un-in-fekt'ed), a. Not infected;

not contaminated, tainted, or corrupted.
' Faithful to their chiefs and uninfected with
the fever of migration.' Johnnon.
Uninflamed (un-in-flamd'), a. Not inflamed;

not set on flre ; not aglow, in a literal or
figurative sense. ' Uninjlamed with love.'

Young.
Uninflammable (un-in-flam'a-bl), a. Not
inflammable; not capable of being inflamed
or set on fire, in a literal or figurative sense.

Boyle.

Uninfluenced (un-in'fluenst). a. 1, Not in-

fluenced; not persuaded or moved by others,

or by foreign considerations; not biassed;

acting freely. ' Men . . . uninjluenced by
fashion and affectation. ' Dr. Knox. —2. Not
proceeding from influence, bias, or preju-
dice; as, uninjluenced conduct or actions.

Uninformed (un-in-formd'), a. 1. Not in-

formed; not instructed; untaught—2. Not
animated; not enlivened.

The Picts, though never so beautiful, have dead,
uninfonned countenances. Spectator.

3. Not imbued ; as, a picture unit^form^d
with iniagiiiution.

Uninfringible (un-in-frinj'i-bl), o. That
cannot be infringed upon. 'An uninfring-
ible monopoly.' Sir W. Hamilton.
Uningenious (un-in-je'ni-us), a. Not in-

genious; not witty or clever; stupid; dull.
' Uningenious paradoxes.' Burke.
UningenuOUS (un-in-jen'ii-us), a. Not in-

genuous; not frank or candid; disingenuous.
'Such indirect and uningenuous proceed-
ings.' Jer. Taylor.

Unlngenuousness (un-in-jen'u-us-nes), n.

Want of ingenuousness; disingenuousness.
HamnioJid.
Uninhabitable (un-inha'bit-a-bl), a. Not
inhabitable; not capable of aff'ording habi-
tation ; unfit to be the residence of men.
' Though this island seem to be desert . . .

uninhabita hie. ' Shak.
Uninhabitableness (un-in-ha'bit-a-bl-nes),

n. The state of being uninhabitable. Boyle.

Uninliabited (un-in-ha'bit-ed), a. Not in-

habited l)y men; having no inhabitants.

Uninjured (un-in'jerd), a. Not injured;
not hurt; suffering no harm. 'And let a
single helpless maiden pass uninjured.'
Milton.

Uninciuisitive (un-in-kwi'zit-iv), a. Not
inquisitive; not curious to search and in-

quire. ' This uninquisitive belief. ' Daniel.

Uninscribed (un-in-sknbd'). a. Not in-

scribed; having no inscription. 'Obscure
the place, and itninscribed the stone.' Pope.
Uninspired (un-in-spird'), a. Not inspired;

as, (a) not having received any supernatural
instruction or illumination. ' The wnin-
spired teachers and believei"sof the gospel.'

Gibbon, (b) Not produced under the direc-

tion or Influence of inspiration; as, unin-
spired writings.

Uninstructed (un-in-strukt'ed), a. 1. Not
instructed or taught; not educated. ' Poor,
%t7iinstructed persons.' Addison.— 2. Not
directed by superior authority; not fur-

nished with instructions. ' Uninstructed
how to stem the tide.' Dryden.
Uninstructive (uu-in-strukt'iv), a. Not in-

structive; not serving to instruct or im-
prove the mind. 'Captious, uninstructive
wrangling,' Locke. 'Unpleasant and unin-
structive companions.' Dr. Knox.
Unintelligence (un-in-telli-gens), n. Want
of intelligence; stupidity due to ignorance.

Their unintelligence, numbers, and fluctuating

association, prevented them from anticipating ana
following out any uniform and systematic measures.

Sir Jr. Hamilton.

Unintelligent (im-in-tel'li-jent), a. Not
intelligent; («) not having reason or under-
standing.

What the stream of water does in the affair is

neither more nor less than this: by the application
ofan unintelligent impulse to a mechanism previously
arranged ... by intelligence, an effect is produced,
viz. the corn is ground. Paley.

(6) Not knowing; not having the mental
faculties acute ; not showing intelligence

;

dull, ' Unintelligent persons that want wit
or breeding.' Sir M. Hale.
UnlntelllgibiUty (un-in-teni-ji-bil"i-ti), n.

The quality of being not intelligible. Car-
lyle.

Unintelligible (un-in-teni-ji-bl). a. Not
intelligible; not capable of being under-

fstood. 'Such unintelligible stutf as would

make fools stare, and wise men at a loss.'

Jer. Taylor.
Unintelligiblene88(un-in-tel'li-ji-bl-nes),n
The state or quality of being unintelligible.
BjJ. Croft.

Unintelligibly (un-in-tel'li-ji-bli), adv. In
an unintelligible manner; so as not to be
understood. 'To talk unintelligibly.' Locke.
Unintentional (un-in-ten'shon-al), a. Not
intentional; not designed; done or happen-
ing without design. ' Unintentional lapses
in the iluties of friendship.' Dr. Knox.
Unintentionally (un-in-ten'shon-al li), adp.
Without design or purpose. ' Ignorance
may be productive of many evils uninten-
tionally.' Cogan.
Uninteressedt (un-in't^r-est), a. Uninter-
ested. ' Uninteressed respect.' Dryden.
Uninterested (uu-in't6r-egt-ed), a. l. Not
interested; not having any interest or pro-
perty in; not personally concerned; as, to be
uninterested in any business or in some
calamity.—2. Not having the mind or the
passions engaged; as, to be uninterested in
a discourse or narration.

The greatest part of an audience is always unin-
terested, though seldom knowing. Dryden.

Uninteresting (un-in't^r-est-ing), a. Not
capable of exciting an interest, or of engag-
ing the mind or passions; as, an uninterest-
ing story or poem. ' Uninteresting barren
truths, which generate no conclusion.

'

Burke.
Unintermitted (un-in't^r-mifed), a. Not
intermitted; not interrupted; not suspended
for a time; continued; continuous. 'An
eternity of uninterTnitied misery.' Mac-
aulay.
Unintermittedly (un-in't6r-mit"ed-li), adv.
Withuutl)Lingintennitted;uninterruptedIy.
Unlntermitting (uu-in't*r-mit"ing), a. Not
intermitting ; not ceasing for a time ; con-
tinuing.

To procure an uninterfnittingjoy ... is beyond
a Solomon. Felthntn.

Unlntermixed(un-in't6r-mikst"), a. Not in-

termixed; not mingled. ' Unintermix'd
with fictions.' Daniel.
Uninterpretable (un-in-t6r'pret-a-bl), a.

Incapable of being interpreted. £!di7i. Rev.
Uninterpreted (un-in-t6r'pret-ed), a. Not
explained or interpreted. Seeker.

Uninterrupted (un-in't6r-rupt "ed), a Not
interrupted ; not broken ; unintermitted

;

unceasing; incessant; specifically, in bot.

consisting of regularly increasing or dimin-
ishing parts, or of parts all of the same size.

Unlnterruptedly(un-in'ter-rnpt"ed-li),odtJ.
Without interruption; without disturbance;
unintermittedly. Paley.

Uninthralled (un-in-thrald'), a. Not in-

thralled; not enslaved. Milton.

Unintitled (un-in-tit'ld), a. Having no
title; without right or claim. Seeker.

Unintombed (un-in-tomd'). o. Not in-

tombed; not interred or buried.

Unintricated t (un-in'trik-at-ed). a. Not
perplexed ; not obscure or intricate. ' Clear,

unintricated designs.' Hammond.
Unintroduced (un-in'tro-diisd"), a. Not in-

troduced; obtrusive. Young.
Uninured (un-in-urdO, a. Not inured; not
hardened by use or practice. ' Too delicate
and uninur'd to toil.' Cowper.
Uninvented (un-in-vent'ed), a. Not in-

vented; not found out Milton.

Uninventive (un-in-vent'iv), a. Not in-

ventive; not having the power of invention,

of finding, discovering, or contri\'ing. 'Thou
sullen j(7n»ye7i?ii'e companion.' Sir W.Scott.

Uninvestigable (un-in-ves'ti-ga-bl), a. In-
capable of being investigated or searched
out. ' To whom God's judgments are in-

scrutable and his ways uninvestigable.

'

Barrow.
Uninvite (un-in-vif), v.t. To countermand
the invitation of; to put off. 'Made them
uninvite their guests.' Pepys. [Rare.]

Uninvolved (un-in-volvd'), a. Not involved,

complicated or perplexed. 'Finances un-
involved.' Br. Knox.
Unlo (u'ni-6), n. [L., lit. oneness, unity,

from iinus, one; hence, a fine large pearl,

properly an unmatched pearl. See Union.]
A genus of lamellibranchiate bivalve mol-
luscs, of the family Unionidje, comprising
U. margaritifertis, or pearl mussel. See
Unionid.*.
Union (un'yo"). »i- [Fr. union, from L.nnio,
oneness, unity, later a union, from unus,
one; allied to E. one. See One.] 1. The act

of joining two or more things into one, and
thus forming a compound body or a mixture

;

Fate, t&t, fat, fftll; m6, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ix, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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the state of being united ; junction ; coali-

tion; as, the union of soul and body. Union
differs from connection, as it implies the
bodies to be in contact, without an interven-
ing body; whereas things may be connected
by the intervention of a third body, as by a
cord or chain.

So we grew together
Like to a double cherry, seeming parted.
But yet an union in partition. Skak.

2. Concord; agreement and conjunction of
mind, will, affections, or interest.

Self-love and social at her birth began

;

Union the bond of all things, and of man. Pope.

3. That which is united or made into one;
somethin;;? formed by a combination of va-
rious parts or indi\idual things or persons;
the aggregate of the united parts; a coali-

tion; a combination; a confederation; as. («)
a confederacy of two or more nations, or of
the various states of a nation; in this sense
the t'nited States of America are sometimes
called by way of pre-eminence 'The Union.'
(6) Two or more parishes consolidated into
one for the better administration of the poor-
laws. It is in the discretion of the Local
Government Board to consolidate any two
or more parishes into one union under a
single Jjoard of guardians elected by the
owners and rate-payers of the component
parishes. Each union has a common work-
house.and all the cost of the relief of the poor
is charged upon the common fund, (c) Two
or more parishes or contiguous benefices
consolidated into one for ecclesiastical pur-
poses, (rf) A permanent combination among
workmen engaged in the same occupation
or trade. Siee Trades-union.—4. A con-
traction for Union Workhouse, a workhouse
erected and maintained at the joint expense
of parishes which have been formed into a
union: in Scotland called a Combination
Poor-houne. ' The poor old people that they
brick up in the utiion.' Dickens-~b. A
kind of device for a flag either used by itself
or forming the upper inner comer of an
ensign ; a flag marked with this device. The
union or union dag of Britain, the national
banner of the United Kingdom, is formed
by the union of the
cross of St, George
(red on a white
ground), the dia-
gonal cross or sal-

tire of St. Andrew
(white on a blue
ground), and the
diagonal cross or
saltire of St. Pat-
rick (red on a
white ground).
The national flag

of Enutand was the banner of St. George
(heraldically described as argent, a cross
gules), and soon after the union of the
crowns this was united with the Scottish
national flag or banner of St. Andrew (in
the language of heraldry azure, a saltire ar-
gent), thus forming the flrst union flag. On
the legislative union with .Scotland in 1707
a new design for the national or union flag
was adopted, described in heraldic tenns as
amre, a saltire argent surmounted by a cross
5lies flrabricated or edged of the second.
n the union with Ireland the red cross or

saltire of St. Patrick was introduced, and as
thus niodifled the flag now exists. The
union flag, when used l)y itself or as an in-
dependent flag, is the national banner al-
ways used on shore. When it occupies the
upper comer or canton next the staff of a
red. white, or blue field, the flag so formed
is called the red, white, or blue ensign, and
in this form it is only used on board ship.
^See Jack.) The union of the United States
is a blue Held with white stars, the stars
denoting the union of the States and pro-
perly being equal in number to the states.
The name seems also to be given to a cor-
resimnding portion of any flag. -6. A joint,
screw, or other cnnection uniting parts
of machinery, or the like; a kind of coup-
ling for connecting tubes together.—7. A
mixed fabric, in which cotton, flax, jute,
silk, wool. &c., are united in various com-
binations. — 8. In breweries, one of a series
of casks placed side by side and supported
on pivots or tmnnions, in which fermenta-
tion is completed.—9. t [See Unio J A large
fine pearl.

In the cup an union shall he throw.
Richer than that which four successive kings
Id Denmark's crown have worn. Ahai.

—Union, or Act of Union, in Eng. hist, (o)

Uoion Flag of Britain.

the act by which Scotland was united to
England, or by which the two kingdoms
were incorporated into one, in 1707. (6) The
act by which Ireland was legislatively united
to Great Britain in ISOO.—Hypostatic vjiioJi.

See Hypostatic— C^nioH down, a signal of
distress at sea made by reversing the flag or
turning the union downward.—Stn. Junc-
tion, conjunction, connection, combination,
coalition, confederacy, concord, harmony,
alliance. —Union Jack. See JACK.
UnionidSS (uni-on'i-de), n. pi. [L. tinio, a
pearl, and Gr. eidos, likeness. See Unio.]
A family of lamelUbranchiate, bivalve mol-
luscs, comprising the genera Unio, Anodon,
HjTia, and Iridina. The U. margariti/erus
is the pearl-mussel found in various British
rivers, in the north of Europe,and in Canada.
U. pictortim derives its name from its shell
being used to hold paints. The I'nionidaj
are distinguished from the Mytilid» (mus-
sels proper) by having a lai^er foot, which
does not produce a byssus except in the very
young state. The sexes are distinct; and aU
the known members of the family are in-

habitants of fresh water, being especially
abundant in the rivers of North America.
Unionism (iin'yon-izm), n. The principle
vi uniting or combining ; specifically, the
system of combination among workmen en-
gaged in the same occupation or trade

;

trades-unionism.
Unionist (un'yon-ist), n. 1. One who pro-
motes or advocates union.—2. A meml)er of
a trades-union; a trades-unionist.

UnionlstiC (un-yon-ist'ik), a. Pertaining to
unionism or unionists ; relating to or pro-
mntins: union.
Union-jack (un'yon-jak), n. See Jack.
Union-joint (un'yon -joint), n. Same as
T-joi)it.

Unlparous (u-nip'a-ms), a. [L. unus, one,
and pario, to bear.] 1. Producing one at a
birth. ' Aninialsinii^ro««.' Sir T. Browne.
2. In bot. having but one peduncle.
Uniped (u'ni-ped), a. [L. unus, one, and
pes, pedis, a foot. ] Having only one foot.
(Often used as a noun.]
Unlpersonal (u-ni-p^r'son-al). a. [L. unus,
one, and pernona, a person. ] 1. Having
but one person; existing in one person, as
the Deity. —2. In gram, used only in one per-
son: said chiefly of verbs used only in the
third pt-rsnn singular; impersonal.

Unipersonallst(u-ni-per'8on-al-i8t). n. One
who ttclieves there is but a single person in
the Deity.

Uniplicate (u-nipli-k.at), a. [L unus, one
SiXia plica, a fold.] Consisting of or having
one fold only.

Unipolar (uni-p^r6r), a. JL. unus, one,
ana E. polar (which see).] Applied to sub-
stances of imperfect conducting powerwhich
are capable of receiving only one kind of
electricity when made to form links in the
voltaic chain.

Unique (u-nek'), a. [Fr., from L. unictts,
from unus, one.] Without a like or eqiiul;
unmatched; sole; unequalled; single in its
kind or excellence.

Ill the lower jaw the crowns ol the first two incisors
present the form of a comb, and are in this respect
tinviiie in the class Mammalia. Owen.

Unique (u-nek'), n. A thing unique ; a thing
unparalleled or sole of its kind. 'The
phoenix the unique of birds.' De Quinceu.
[Rare.]

But then there are uniques, and extremely rare vol-
umes which can be found only there (at the national
library of Paris) and in two or three other places.

R. G. IfhUe.
Uniquely (u-nek'li^ adv. In a unique
manner; so as to l>e unique.
Uniqueness (ii-nek'nes), n. The state or
quality of being uniciue.

Uniqulty (unek'wi-ti), n. The state or qua-
lity of l>eing unique; uniqueness.
Vniquiiy will make them valued more. H. IValfole.

Uniradiated (u-nl-ra'di-at-ed), a. Having
one ray,

Uniseptate (u-nl-sep'tlt). a. in bot. having
but one septum or partition.

Uniserial (u-ni-se'ri-al). a. Having only
one row or series; uniseriate.

Unlsenate(u-ni-s5'ri-at),a. Havingasingle
line or series.

Unisertately (u-ni-se'ri-at-Ii), adv. In a
uniserial manner; in a single line or series.

Unisexual (u-ni-seks'O-al), o. Having one
sex only; specifically, in hot. applied to
plants having separate male and female
flowers.

Unison (u'ni-son). «. [L. unus. one, and
Sonus, sound.] 1. In music, (a) the state of

sounding at the same pitch ; accordance or
coincidence of sounds proceeding from an
equality in the number of vibrations made
in a given time by a sonorous body. (6) Music
in octaves for mixed voices or instruments.
2. A single unvaried tone. Pope,—3. Accord-
ance; agreement; harmony. * Unison of soul.

'

Thomson.
Unison (u'ni-son), a. l. Sounding alone;
unisonous.

All sounds on fret by string or golden wire.
Temper'd soft tunings, intermix'd with voice
Choral or unison. Milton.

2. In music, sounded together; coinciding
or according in pitch or sound; as, unison
passages: said of two or more parts.

Unisonance (ii-nis'o-nans). n. Accordance
of sounds; unison.

Unisonant (u-nis'o-nant), a. Being in
unison; having the same degi'ee of gravity
or auuteness.

Unisonous (u-nis'o-nus), a. 1. Being in
unison ; concordant : said of two or more
sounds having the same pitch.—2. Sounding
alone; without harmony.
These apt notes were about forty tunes, of one part

only, and m one unisonous key. T. U'arton.

Unit (u'nit), 71. [1. unitas, unity, from unus,
one. See Union.] 1. A single thing or person
regarded as having oneness for its main at-

tribute; a single one of a number, forming
the basis of count or consideration; as. each
of us is but a unit.— 2.. In arith. the least
whole number, or one, represented by the
figure 1. Every other number is an assem-
blage of units. This definition is applicable
to fractions as well as to whole numbers.
Thus, the fraction -^^ is an assemblage of
seven units, each of which is one-tenth of
the integer. —3. In math, and pliyaics, any
known determinate quantity by the constant
repetition of which any other quantity of
the same kind is measured ; that magni-
tude which is to be considered or reckoned
as one when other magnitudes of the same
kind are to be measured. It is not itself one,
but is the magnitude which 07ie or 1 shall
stand for in calculation. It is a length,
or a surface, or a solid, or a weight, or a
time, as the case may be, while 1 is only a
numerical symbol.

—

Abstract unit, the unit
of numeration; the number represented by 1.

^Concrete or denominate unit, a unit which
expresses also character, as one foot, one
pound, one yard.— Deciinal and duodecimal
units, those in scales of numbers increasing
or decreasing by ten or twelve. — Unit of
measure, a certain conventional dimension
ormagnitude assumed as a standard by which
other dimensions or magnitudes of the same
kind are to be nieasured, as a foot, a gallon,
an ounce, a pound, an hour, and the like.

See Measure, Weight. — Spccijic gravity
unit: for solids or liquids, 1 cubic foot of dis-

tilled water at 02" Fahr = 1 ; of air and gases,
1 cubic foot of atmospheric air at 62° Fahr.
-1. — The unit o/ minute or microscopic
measurement, as for the lines in spectrum
analysis, is the wave-length of light, the
mean value of which is about ji^^su f>f an
inch.—Dynamic unit, one which forms a
basis for expressing the quantity of a force,
as the unit of mechanical power (see FOOT-
POUND), the unit known as horse-power (see
HoRSE-POWER.) The system of units recom-
mended by a committee of the British As-
sociation for scientific calculations, and
known as the C. G.S. system, adopts the centi-
metre as the unit of length, the gramme as
the unit of mass, and the second as the unit
of time, these words being represented re-

spectively by the above letters. In this sys-
tem the ^tn((o/rtrea is the sfjuare centimetre,
the unit of volume is the cubic centimetre,
and the unit of velocity is a velocity of a cen-
timetre per second. The \tnit of momentum,
Is the momentum of a gramme moving with
a velocity of a centimetre per second. The
unit-force is that force which acting on a
gramme for one second generates a velocity
of a centimetre per second. This force is

called a dyne (which see). The unit of work
is the work done by the force of a dyne work-
ing through a distance of a centimetre. This
is called an erg (which see).—The unit of
heat, or thermal unit, in Britain, the quan-
tity of heat which corresponds to 1° Fahr. in
the temperature of 1 lb. of pure water at
about 39^ Fahr. ; in France, the heat required
to raise a gramme of pure water at about
3WC., 1° C.— In elect: unit of resistance,
see under Reslstance ; unit of tension, a
volt, which is to the tension of a Daniell's
cell as 9268 is to 1 079 ; unit ofquantity, that

ch, cfcain; fih, 8c. locft; g. go\ J.^b; % Fr. ton; ng, sijv; ?h, fAen; th, <Aln; w, wig; wh. wMg; zh, azure.—See Kbt.
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quantity of electricity which with an electro-

motive force of one volt will flow through a
resistance of 1,000,000 ohms in one secontl,

called a/arad; unit of current, a culrent of

one faradper8econd;«ni(o/uJorA', that which
will produce a velocity of one metre (3937
inches) per second iu a mass weighing one
gramme (15 432 grains) after acting upon it a
second of time. —Electro-chemical unit, the
quantity of current that will decompose 143

grain of water or generate 102 cubic inch
of gas per second, the amount of zinc con-
sumed in each cell being -513 grain.— f/'uit

jar, an instrument of various forms devised
for measuring definite quantities of elec-

tricity.— Unit of illumination. SeeCANDLE-
POWER.
Unitable (u-nit'a-bl), a. Capable of being
united ; capable of union by growth or other-
wise.

Unitarian (ii-ni-ta'ri-an), n. [From L. unitas,
unity, from unu3, one.] 1. One who ascribes
divinity to God the Father only; specifically,

one of a religious sect or congeries of sects,

distinguished by the denial of the received
doctrine of the Trinity. The Unitarians may
be divided into two classes: (1) The conserva-
tive or ortiiodox Unitarians, who accept the
general articles of the Christian creed (with
the exception of the Trinity), such as mir-
acles, the resurrection of Christ, and the
plenary inspiration of Scripture. (2) The
liberal or progressive Unitarians, whose
creed is purely rationalistic. They consider
Christ as a mere man, inspired as other
great men are, though in a greater degree;
they reject the doctrines of original sin,

eternal punishments, the belief iu miracles,
and generally the whole supernatural ele-

ment in Christianity. They deny the neces-
sity of an atonement, considering Christ's
death but as a martyrdom iu defence of
truth. This latter class forms the majority
of the body in numbers, in intellect, and in
position.— 2. A monotheist; a believer in
one God, as opposed to a polytheist, or a
believer in many gods. In this sense it is

applicable to all Christians, Jews, and Mo-
hammedans, as well as Deists. Fleming.
[Rare. ]

Unitarian (u-ni-ta'ri-an), a. Of or pertain-
ing to Unitarians or their doctrines.

Unitarianlsm (u-ni-ta'ri-an-izm), n. The
doctrines of those who deny the divinity of
Clirist or the personality of the Holy Ghost;
tlie tenets of the Unitarians. See Unita-
rian.
Unitarianlze (ii-ni-ta'ri-an-iz),u.(. and i. To
cause to conform, or to conform to Unita-
riaTiism.

Unitary (ii'ni-ta-ri), a. Of or relating to a
unit; specifically, in chem. applied to that
system of chemistry in which the molecules
of all bodies are compared, as to their mag-
nitude, with one molecule—water, for ex-
ample—and all chemical reactions are as
far as possible reduced to one typical form
of reaction, namely, double decomposition.
Watts' Diet of Chem.

Unite (n-nit'), v.t. pret. & pp. united; ppr.
uniting. [L. imio, iinitum, from umts, one.
See Union.] 1. To combine or conjoin, so
as to form one; to make to be one and no
longer separate ; to incorporate iu one; as,

to unite two kingdoms or two bodies of
troops. ' Unite your troops of horsemen
with his bands of foot.' Shak.—'2. To con-
nect, conjoin, bring together, or associate
by some bond, legal or other; to join in in-
terest, affection, fellowship, or the like; to
ally; to link together; to associate; to con-
join: to couple; as, to imite families by mar-
riage; to unite nations by treaty; to unite
fresh adherents to a cause.

Hymen did our hands
t/ftUe commutual in most sacred bands. Shai.

Let the bond
Of mutual firm accord, as heretofore.
L/nife them, Cowper.

3. To make to agree or be uniform.

The king proposed nothing more than to unite his
kingdom in one form of worship. Clarendon.

4. To cause to adhere; to attach; to connect
together ; as, to unite bricks or stones by
cement.
The peritonaeum, which is a dry body, may be

united with the musculous flesh. iViseman.

Unite (u-nif), v.i. 1. To become one; to be-
come incorporated; to grow together; to be
consolidated; to coalesce: to combine; to
commingle. 'So God with man unites.'

Milton.~2. To join in an act; to concur; to
act in concert.

If you will now u>:zie in your complaints,
And force them with a constancy, the cardinal
Cannot stand under them. Sha^.

Unitet (unit'), a. United; joint. 'Unite
consent.' Webster.

Unite (u-nif), » [See the verb.] A gold
coin of the reign of James I., originally of
the value of 20s., afterwards increased to
25s. It bore on the obverse the figure of the
king crowned with laurel, and on the re-
verse the royal arms crowned with the
legend ' Faciam eos in gentem umim.' It
was afterwards called Jacobus, Broad Piece,
and Laurel.
Uniteablet (u-nit'a-bl), a. Capable of being
united. Dr. H. More.
United (u-nit'ed), p. and a. Joined or com-
bined ; made one ; made to agree ; allied

;

harmonious; as, a united household.

United, yet divided, twain at once

—

So sit two kings of Brentford on one throne.
Cowper.— United Brethren, a religious community

commonly called Moravians. See Mora-
vian. — United Presbyterians, the Presby-
terian church formed in Scotland by the
union of the Associate Synod and the Relief
Church in May, 1847. See Seceder, and
Relief Church under RELIEF.
Unitedly (u-nit'ed-li),arfy. In a united man-
ner; with union or joint efforts; jointly;
amicably. Dryden.
Uniter (u-nit'6r), n. The person or thing
that unites or forms a connection.

The Priest presides over the worship of the people;
is the Uniter of them with the Unseen Holy.

Carlyle.

Unitiont (u-ni'shon), n. The act of uniting,

or the state of being united; jupction.

As long as any different substance keeps off the
, hope ni '

"'
' '"unitian, hope not to cure the wound. /f

Unitive (u'nitdv), a. Having the power of
uniting; causing or tending to unite; pro-
ducing or promoting union. ' A unitive
power.' J. H. Newman.
Unitively (u'nit-iv-li), adv. In a united or
unitive manner. Cudworth. [Rare.]

Unitize (u'nit-iz). v.t. To form into or re-

duce to a unit; to make a unit of.

Unity (u'ni-ti), n. [L. unitas, from unus,
one.] 1. The state or property of being one;
oneness; singleness, as opposed to plurality.

Whatever we can consider as one thing, suggests
to the understanding the idea of unity. Locke.

An empirical acquaintance with facts rises to a
scientific knowledge of facts, as soon as the mind
discovers beneath the multiplicity of single produc-
tion, the unity of an organic system. Max Miiller.

2. Concord; conjunction; agreement; uni-
formity; oneness of sentiment, affection,

behaviour, and the like. ' There is such
«»(((/ in the proofs.' Shak. ' (7711(1/ as well
in ceremonies as in doctrine.* Hooker.

How good and how pleasant it is for brethren to
dwell together in unity! Ps, cxxxiii. i.

We. of all Christians, ought to promote unity
among ourselves and others. Bp. Sprat.

3. In math, the abstract expression for any
xmit whatsoever; any definite quantity or ag-

gregate of quantities or magnitudes taken as
one, or for which 1 is made to stand in calcu-
lation. The terms unit and unity are often
used synonymously, but in general the num-
ber 1 is unity when it is not applied to any
particular object, and a tmit when it is so
applied. See UNIT, 3.-4. The principle by
which a uniform tenor of story and propriety
of representation is preserved in literary

compositions; conformity in a composition
to these principles; a reference to some one
purpose or leading idea in all the parts of a
discourse or composition. The so-called
Aristotelian law of unity of time, of place,

and of action in a drama was the funda-
mental rule or general idea from which the
French classical dramatic writers and critics

derived, or to which they referred, all their

practical rules for the construction of a
drama. This law demanded that there
should be no shifting of the scene from
place to place, that the whole series of
events should be such as might occur within
the space of a single day. and that nothing
should be admitted irrelevant to the de-

velopment of the single plot.—5. In musit
and the fine arts, such a combination of
parts as to constitute a whole or a kind of
symmetry of style and character; the quality
of any work by which all the parts are sub-
ordinate to or promotive of one general de-
sign or effect.—6. In laic, (a) the holding of
the same estate in undivided shares by two
or more; joint-tenancy (which see). (6) The
joint possession by one person of two rights

by several titles. —7- A gold coin of the
reign of James I. See Unite,
Univalent (u-niv'a-lent), a. [L. unus, one,
and latere, to be worth.] Relating to an
element having an equivalence of one; capa-
ble of being combined with or exchanged for
one atom of another element; nionatomic.
Univalve (u'ni-valv), a. Having one valve
only, as a shell or pericarp.
Univalve (u'ni-valv), n. A shell having one
valve only; a mollusc with a shell composed
of a single piece. The univalves formed one
of the three divisions into which shells were
divided by Linnaeus, the other two divisions
being bivalves and multivalves; but this is

not a scientific classification, and has long
been given up, the term being now used only
as a convenient description of certain of the
mollusca. The univalves include most of

Spire.

Body WhofL

Univalve Shell ot Buccinum undatum.

A, Apex. B, Base. C, Aperture. D, Anterior
canal. E, Posterior canal. F. Inner lip, pillar lip,

columellar lip or labium. G, Outer lip or labrum.
D.E.F.G. Peristome or margin of aperture, w. Whorls
or volutions. S, Sutures, or hnes of separation.
V, Varix.—The last whorl of the shell, usually much
lai^er than the rest, is called the 'body whorl,' the
rest of the volutions constitute the 'spire.'

the Gasteropoda, as land-snails, sea-snaila,
whelks, limpets, &c. The majority of uni-
valve shells are cone-shaped and spiral. In
the simplest form the conical shape is re-
tained without any alteration, as in the lim-
pet. In most cases, however, the cone is

elongated, sometimes forming a simple
tube, as in Dentalium, but usually coiled up
into a spiral. Sometimes, as in Vemietus,
the coils or 'whorls' of the shell are haidly
in contact, but most commonly they are so
amalgamated that the inner side of each
convolution is formed by the pre-existing
whorl. In some cases, as in the common
fresh-water Planorbis, the whorls are coiled
round a central axis in the same plane, and
the shell is said to be discoidal. In most
cases, however, the whorls are wound round
an axis obliquely, a true spiral being formed,
and the shell becoming turreted, trochoid,
turbinated, &c.
Univalved (u'ni-valvd), a. Having onlyone
valve; univalvular.

Univalvular (u-ni-val'vu-lfer), a. Having
one valve only; having a shell consisting of
a single piece; as, a univalvular peiicArp or
shell.

Universal (u-ni-v6rs'al), a. [L. universalis,
universal, from universus, universal, lit
turned into one— unus, one, and verto,
versum, to turn. Comp. diversus, different,
tunied away or apart] 1. Extending to or
comprehending the whole number.quantity,
or space; pertaining to or pervading all or
the whole; all-embracing; all-i-eaching; as,
universal ruin; universal good; uiiiversal
benevolence.

If all the world could have seen't the woe had be«n
universal. Shai.

The universal cause.
Acts not by partial, but by general taws. Pope.

2. Considered as or constituting a whole;
entire; total; whole. 'Sole monarch of the
universal earth. * Sh ak.

From harmony, from heav'nly harmony.
This Jiniziersal ii^mc began. Dryden.

3. Comprising particulars, or all the particu-
lars; as, universal terms.

From things particular
She doth abstract the uniz^ersal kinds. Davies.

— Universal church, in theol. the church of
God throughout the universe. — Universal
dial, a dial by which the hour may be
found by the sun in any part of the world or
under any elevation of the pole.— Universal
instrument . in astron. a species of altitude
and azimuth instrument constructed so as
to combine portability with great power.
The peculiarities of this instrument are that

Fate, far, fat, fftll; m&, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub. bflU; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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the telescope, instead of being a straight
tube, is broken into two amis at right

angles to each other in the middle of the
length of the tube, and at the break a
totally reflecting prism is placed, which
turns the rays entering the object-glass in

a rectangular direction along the eye -end
of the telescope which forms part of the
horizontal axis of the circle, so that the
telescoi>e becomes free to move through all

altitudes. — Univergal joint. See JOINT.

—

Cuiversal legatee, in Scots law, a legatee to
whom the whole estate of a deceased party
is given, subject only to the burden of other
legacies and debts.

—

Universal (ever. See
Lever.— Universal proposition, miotic, one
in which the subject is taken in its widest
extent and the predicate applies to every-

thing which the subject can denote. A uni-

versal propositionmay be ajinnative ornega-
tive. Thus, 'allmenaremortarisauuiversal
ajirma tire proposition

;

' noman is perfect ' is

a universal negative one. A universal propo-

sition is opposed to a particular proposi-

tion. See under Pa^iicVLAR.— Universal
successor, in Scots law, an heir who succeeds
to the whole of the heritage of a person
who dies intestate. - .4 universal umbel,
in hot. a primary or general umbel; the first

or largest set of rays in a compound umbel:
opposed to partial. A universal involucre

is not unfreciuently placed at the foot of a
universal uml>el. — Common, General, Uni-
versal. See under COMMON.

Universal (ti-ni-vSrs'al), n. l.t The whole;
the system of the universe.

To what end had the angel- been set to keep the
entrance into Paradise after Adam's expulsion if the

ttniversai had been paradise! Raleigh.

2. In pkilos. a general notion or idea; that
which by its nature is fit to be predicated
of many; that which by its nature has a fit-

ness or capacity to be in many, t'niversals

have been divided into metaphysical, or

those archetypal forms existing in the di-

vine mind and f<^irming the patterns after

which all things were created; physical, or
certain common natures diffused over or
shared in by many, as rationality by all

men; and logical, or general notions framed
by the human intellect, and predicated of

many things, on the ground of their posseM-
ing conun(»n properties, as animal, which
iLay l>e predicated of man, lion, horse, &c.
In anc. philos. the universals were called
predicabtes, and were arranged in five classes,

ge7itis, species, differentia, proprium, and
aceidens.

The same colour beine observed to-day in chalk
or snow which the mind yesterday received from
milk, it considers that appearance ainne makes it

a representative of aJl of that kind, and having f{iven

it the name of whiteness, it by that sound signme^the
same quality wheresoever to be imagine<l or met with,

and thus w»itvr.raA, whether ideas or terms.are made.

3. In logic, a universal proposition. See
under adjective.

UniversaJian ^u'ni-v^r-sa'TI-an), a. Of or
pertaining to I niversalisra. [Rare.]

Unlversalism'u-ni-vi^rs'al-izm), n. Jntheol.

thf d'Ktriiie of the Univursaliats; the Ixtlief

thiit all iiifii will be saved or made happy in

a future life.

Untversalist (u-nl-v^rs'al-ist). ji. 1. One
who holds the doctrine that all men will

be saved, in opposition to the doctrine of
etenial punislmient; specifically, one of a
sect founded about 1750 who believe in the
oltimate salvation of all men and created
spirits, and whodirecttheircriticism against
an etental hell.and in some cases even against
anysufferingafterdeath. Thename Univers-
alists is sometimes applied to the Amiinians
in consequence of the uiiiversality which they
ascribe to the operation of divine grace and
their oppo3itir>n to the dor-trine ofparftctiiar
election.—2. t One who affects to understand
all statements or propositions.

A modeiTi freethinker is an itntversalist in specu-
lation; any proposition whatsoever he is ready to
decide ; self-assurance supplies all want of abilities.

Btntiey.

UnlversallBt ((i-ni-vfirs'al-ist), a. Of or per-
taining to Vniversalism ; as, univeruUist
view.s; uiiiversalist church.
Unlversalistic (u-ni-ver8'al-is"tik). a. Of,
relating to, or affecting the whole; uni-
versal. * Egoistic and universalistic hedon-
ism' Pro/. Jevons.

Universality (u'ni-v6r-»ar'i-ti). n. The
state of being universal or extending to the
whole; a.s. the universality of a proposition;
the universality of the deluge.
Universalize (u-ni-v^rs'al-iz), v.t To make
universal; to generalize. Berkeley.
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Universally (u-ni-v6rs'al-li), adv, in a uni-
versal manner; with extension to the whole;
in a manner to comprehend all; without ex-

ception; as. air is a fluid wmi-ersnWy diffused;

God's laws are universally binding on his

creatures.

Universalness (u-ni-v6rs'al-nes), n. Uni-
versality.

Universe (li'ni-vers), n. [Fr. univers, from
L. universum, the universe, neut. of the adj.

Hju'wersws, all together,all taken collectively,

the whole. See Universal.] The general
system of things; all created things viewed as
constituting one system or whole; the whole
creation; the world; the (o^ajt of the Greeks
and the muiulus of the Latins.

For nothing this wide utii-verse I call.

Save thou, my rose ; in it thou art my all. ShaJk.

— World. Universe, Creation. World pro-
perly signifles this globe and everything in-

habiting it, as animals and vegetables, or
immediately associated with it, as the atmo-
sphere, ifec. Universe designates tlie entire
mass of worlds, with everything associated
with them, comprehending all stars, planets,
satellites, comets, &c., regarded as one sys-

tem. Creation, in its most extended sense,

is nearly synonymous with universe, differing

from it principally hi not comprehending the
Great First Cause and the idea of space. It

is often used in a sense limited by the epithet
or qualifying word preceding it; as, the brute
creation, the rational creation.

University (u-ni-v6r'si-ti), n, [L. univer-
sitas, the whole of anything as contrasted
with its parts, the universe ; lat«r, an associa-
tion, corporation, company, A;c.] l.f The
whole; the universe. 'Speaking with respect
to the university of things. ' Barrow. —2. t A
corporation; aguild. — 3. Inthe modern sense
of the term, an establishment or corporation
for the purposes of instruction in all or some
of the most important branches of science
and literature, and having the power of con-
ferring certain honorary dignities,termed d«-

grees, in several faculties, as arts, medicine,
law, and theology. In most cases the corpo-
rations constituting universities include a
body of teachers or professors for giving in-

stniction to students; but this is not essen-
tial to a university, the staff of London Uni-
versity being merely an examining body.
In the middle ages, when the term began to
be used in reference to seminaries of learn-
ing, it denoted either the whole body of
teachers and learners, or the whole l>ody of
learners, with corporate rights and under
by-laws of their own, divided either by
faculty or by country (hence the ' nations'
into which the students were classed), or
both together, its meaning being determined
by the words with which it was connected.
At a later period the expression universitas
literarum (the whole of literature or learn-
ing) was used to indicate that all the most
important branches <tf knowledge were to be
taught in these establi-^hnients; and it would
seem that the twofold application of uni-
versitas led to the distinctive meaning of

the term as now used. Some, forming tneir
notion of the word uJiiversity merely from
the English universities, suppose that it

necessanly means a collection and union of

colleges, that it is a great corporation em-
bodying in one the smaller and sul)ordinate
collegiate bodies; but this is not correct, for

many universities exist in which there are no
colleges. This is the case with most of the
German universities, and in the Scottish uni-
versities there are no foundations which bear
any resemblance to the English colleges.

Besides, the universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge existed before a single college was en-
dowed. The oldest of the'European univer-
sities were those of Bologna and Paris, and
these formed models on which many other
universities that subsequently sprung up in
various parts of Europe were estabUshed.

Umver8ityle88(ii-ni-ver'8l-ti-les),a. Having
no university. Fuller. [RareJ
Univer80loglcal(u-ni-v6r8'o-loj"i-kal).a. Of
or pertaiiiinu' to the science of unlversology^
Unlversologist (u'niv6r-sol"o-jist), n. One
verst'ii in Ur- H«ence of universology.
UnlversolOgy (u'ni-ver-sor'o-ji), n. [L. uni-
versum. the universe, and Gr. logos, dis-

course.] The science of the universe, or the
whole system of created things ; a science
covering the whole ground of philosophy, of
the sciences in their general aspects, and of
social polity, or the collective life of the
human world. //. Spencer.
Unlvocacy (ii-niv'o-ka-si), n. The quality
or state of being univocal. [Rare.]

UNKEPT

Univocal (ii-niv'o-kal), a. [L. tinus, one, and
vox, vocis, a voice, a word.] 1. Ha\'ing one
meaning only; having the meaning certain

and unmistakable. 'A univocal precept*
Jer. Taylor. A univocal word is opposed
to an equivocal, which has two or more sig-

nifications.—2. Having unison of sounds, as

the octave in music and its replicates.—
3. Certain; not to be doubted or mistaken.
'The true mothers, the univocal parents of

their productions.' Jer. Taylor.
Univocal (ii-niv'o-kal), n. A word having
only one signification or meaning; a generic
word, or a word predicable of many different

species, as fish, tree. •

Unlvocally (u-niv'o-kal-li), adv. 1. In a
univocal manner; in one sense; not equivo-
cally; unmistakably.

The same word may be employed either univo-
cally, equivocally, or analogously. IVhattly.

2. In one tenor. Ray. [Rare.]

Univocatlon (ii-niv'o-ka"8hon), n. Agree-
ment of name and meaning. Whiston.

Unjaundiced (un-jj^u'dist), a. Not jaun-
diceil; hence, not affected V)y envy, jealousy,
or the like. 'An tnyawndtc^d eye.' Cowper.
Unjealous (un-jel'us), a. Not jealous; not
suspicious or mistrustful. Clarendon.
Unjoin (un-joiu'X v.t. To separate; to dis-

join.

Unjolntt (un-jolnt^, v.t. To disjoint. ' Un-
jointing the bones. Fuller.
UnJolnted(un-joint'ed),p. and a. 1. Having
no joints; as, an unpointed stem of a plant.
2. Deprived of a jomt ; disjointed ; discon-
nected; hence, incoherent. ' This bald, mti-

jvinted talk.' Shak.
Unjoyfttl (nn-joi'ful). a. Kot joyful; sad.

' This unjoyful set of people.' Steele.

Unjoyous (un-joi'us), a. Not joyous; not
gay or cheerful.

Where nothing can be hearty it must be un/oyaut
and injurious to any perceiving person. MtUon.

Unjudged (un-jujd'), a. Not judged; not
judicially determined. 'Causes unjudged
. . . and sleeping laws.' Prior.

Unjust (un-just'j, a. 1. Not just; as, (a) not
acting or disposed to act according to law
and justice ; not conforming to divine pre-
cept or moral law.

He Difiketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the un-
/ust. Mat. v. 45.

(6) Contrary to justice and right; wrongful;
unjustifiable ; as, an unjust sentence, or
cause. 'Quarrels unjust against the good
and loyal.' Shak.~~2.i Dishonest. 'Dis-
carded unjust servingmen. * Shak.—3. tFalse;
faithless; perfidious. 'O passing traitor, per-
jured aud unjtist.' ShaJc.—4.t Not according
to or founded on fact; untrue. Shak.
Unjustlcet (un'jus-tis), n. Injustice. ' To
free his justice from seeming unjustice.'

Hales.
Unjustifiable (un-ju8'ti-fi"a-bl), a. Not jus-
tifiable; not capable of being justified or
proved to be right; not to be vindicated or
defended; as, an unjustifiable motive or ac-
tion. ' The foolish and unjustifiable doctrine
of indulgences.' Jer. Taylor.

UnJUStiflaWenesfl (unjus'ti-n"a-bl-nes), n.

The quality of not being justifiable. Claren-
don.

Unjustifiably (un-jus'ti-fi"a-bli), adv. In a
manner that cannot be justified or vindi-
cated. Burke.
Unjustly (un-justli), adv. In an unjust
manner; wrongfully. MUton.
Unked (ungk'ed), a. [Corrupted for un-
couth.] 1. Unusual; odd; strange; ugly.—
2. Lonely; solitary. Cowper. Written vari-

ously Unketh, Unkid, Unkad. [Obsolete or
pro\incial.]

Unkemmedt (un-kem'ed). a. Unkempt
' With long unkemmed hairs.' May.
Unkempt (un-kemf), a. Uncombed; hence,
rough; unpolished. [Obsolete or poetical.

]

But, ah ! too well I wot . . .

. . . My rimes been rugged and MMiirm/f.
Spenser.

Unkenn'd, Unkent (un-kend', un-kenf), a.

[Un, and ken, to know.] Unknown. 'A
swaine unkent' W. Browne. 'Miseries U7»-

kend before they come.' Daniel. [Old En-
glish and Scotch.]

Unkennel (un-ken'nel), v.t. I. To drive or
force from a kennel ; to take out of a ken-
nel. 'We'll unkennel the fox.' Shak.~
2. To rouse from secrecy or retreat * If his
occult guilt do not itself unkennel' Shak.
Unkept (un-kepf), a. 1. Not kept; not re-

tained; not preserved. — 2. Not sustained,
maintained, or tended. ' He . . . stays me

cb, cAain; eh, Sc. loch; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sIti^; th, then; th. thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, anire.—See Ket.
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here at home unkepV Shah. — 3. Not ob-

served; not obeyed, as a command. Hooker.

Vnketht (ung'keth), a. Uncouth; strange.

See Unked.
Unkid t (ung'kid). See Unked.
Unkind (un-kind'), a. l.t Violating the laws
of kind or kindred ; unnatural. Chaucer;
(roifcr. — 2.t Not recognizing the duties
arising out of kinship.—3. Wanting in kind-
ness, benevolence, affection, or the like; not
kind; harsh; cruel.

Rich gifts wax poor when givers prove unMnd.
Shak.

UnMndUness (un-kind'li-nes), n. Character
of being unkindly; unkindnesa; unfavour-
ableness. * Killed with unutterable unkind-
Uness. ' Tennyson.
Unkindly {un-kind'Ii), a. l. Not kind; un-
kind; ungracious; as, an linfrind^y manner.
2.t Unnatural; contrary to nature. 'And
gan abhor her brood's \inkindly crime.'5pen-
ser.—Z. Unfavourable; malignant. 'Every
bleak, unkindly fog.' Milton.

Unkindly (un-kind'li), adv. 1. Without
kindness ; without affection ; as, to treat
one xuikindly.—2.\ In a manner contrary to
nature; unnaturally. Milton.
Unkindness (un-kind'nes), n. l. The state
or quality of being unkind ; want of kind-
ness ; want of natural affection ; want of
good-will.—2. Unkind act; disobliging treat-
ment; disfavour. 'A ^ra^W unkindness is a
great offence.' Cowper.
Unlcindredt (un-kin'dred), a. Not of the
same kindred, blood, race, or kind; not re-

lated. ' One ... of blood unkindred to your
royal house. ' Rowe.
Unking (un-king'),f . (. To deprive of royalty.

They would ttttkiitg my father now
To make you way. Soitthern.

Unkingllke, Unklngly (un-king'lik, un-
king'li), a. Unbecoming a king; not noble.
Unkingshipt (un-king'ship), n. The quality
or condition of being unkinged.

Unkinzship was proclaimed, and his majesty's
statues thrown down. E-velytt.

Unkisst (un-kis'), v.t. To retract or annul
by kissing again, as an oath taken by kissing
the book.

Let me unkiss the oath 'twixt thee and me

;

And yet not so, for with a kiss 'twas made. Shak.

Unkissed (un-kisf), p. and a. Not kissed.

Foul breath is noisome; therefore 1

tn kissed.
will depart

Shafc.

Unknelled (un-neld'), a. Untolled; not
having the bell tolled for one at death or
funeral, Byron.
Unknlghtly (un-nit'li), adv. In a manner
unlike or unbecoming a knight or knight-
hood. Tennyson.
Unknit (un-nif), v.t. To separate so as to
be no longer knit; hence, to smooth or open
out.

Unknit that threatening, unkind brow. Shak.

Unknot (un-nof), v.t. To free from knots

;

to untie.

Unknotty (un-not'i), a. Having no knots.
* Unknotty fir.' Sandys.
Unknowt (un-no'), v.t. 1. To become ignor-
ant of, or unacquainted with, as something
already known; to lose the knowledge of.

Can I unknoTv it?—No, but keep it secret. Dryden.

2.t Not to know; to have no knowledge of
or acquaintance with. Wickliffe.

Unknowability (un-no'a-biri-ti), n. The
state or quality oi being unknowable. J. S.
Mill.

Unknowable (un-no'a-bl), a. Incapable of
being known ; not capable of being ascer-
tained or discovered.

Their objects, transcending the sphere of all ex-
perience actual or possible, consequently do not fall

under the categories, in other words are positively
unkfwwabie. Sir JV. Hamilton.

Unknowing (un-no'ing), a. Not knowing

;

ignorant: with of before an object.

Let me speak to the yet ttnkn<rwtng world
How these things came about. Shak.

His hounds, nnknoiuiu^ o/\i\s, change, pursue
The chase, and their mistaken master slew.

Dryden.

Unknowingly (un-no'ing-li), adv. Ignor-
autly; without knowledge or design.

Unknowingly she strikes, and kills by chance.
Dryden.

Unknowledged t (un-nol'ejd), a. Not ac-
knowledged or recognized. B. Jonson.
Unknown (un-nOn'). a. 1. Not known; not
become an object of knowledge; not recog-
nized, discovered, or found out. — 2. Not
ascertained, with relation to extent, degree,

quantity, or the like; hence, incalculable;
inexpressible; immense.
The planting of hemp and flax would be an um-

kua7u>t advantage to the kingdom. Bacon.

3.t Not to be made known, expressed, or
communicated.

For divers unknown reasons, I beseech you.
Grant me this boon. Shak.

4. Not having had sexual commerce. ' I am
yet unknown to woman.' SAa^.—The word
is used adverbially in the phrase unknown
(0 = without the knowledge of. 'That he,

unkiiown to me, should be in debt.' Shak.

The man of the house had . . . unknown to Sir
Roger, put him up in a sign-post. Addison.

Unknownness (un-non'nes), n. The state

or condition of being unknown. Camden.
Unlaborlous (un-la-bo'ri-us), a. Not labo-

rious; not toilsome; not difficult; easy.

All things seem easy and nnladorious to them.
Milton.

Unlaboured (un-la'b6rd), a. 1. Not pro-
duced by labour or toil.

Unlaboured harvests shall the fields adorn. Dryden.

2. Not cultivated by labour; not tilled.

Let thy ground not lie unlaboured. J. Philips.

3. Spontaneous; voluntary; natural; hence,
easy; free; not cramped or stiff.

And from the theme unlabour'd beauties rise.

Tickel.

Unlab0uring(un-la'b6r-ing),a. Not labour-
ing or moving with great exertion.

A mead of mildest charm delays the unlabouring
feet. Coleridge.

Unlace fun-las'), v.t. l. To loose from lacing
or fastening by a cord, string, band, or the
like, passed through loops, holes, &c-; to
open or unfasten by undoing or untying the
lace of; as, to unlace a garment or helmet.
Tennyson. — 2. To loosen the dress of; to
undi'ess. Sir P. Sidney. Hence—3. To di-
vest of due covering; to expose to injury or
damage.

What's the matter.
That you unlace your reputation thus? Shak.

Unlade (un-ladO, v.t. l. To unload; to take
out the cargo of. ' Lading and utilading the
tall barks.* Tennyson. ~ 2. To unload; to
remove, as a load or burden; to discharge.

There the ship was to unlade her burden.
Acts xxi. 3.

Unlaid (un-lad'), «• 1- Not laid or placed;
not fixed. ' The first foundations of the
world being yet unlaid.' Hooker.—2. Not
allayed ; not pacified ; not exorcised ; not
suppressed. 'Meagre hag, a stubborn, u7i-

laid ghost.' Milton.—3. Not laid out, as a
corpse. B. Jonson.
Unlamented (un-la-nient'ed), a. Not la-

mented; whose loss is not deplored.

Thus lenlame >ited pass the proud away. Pape.

Unland (un-land'), v.t. To deprive of lands.
Fuller.

Unlap (un-lap'), v.t. To unfold. 'Tapestry
. . . unlapt and laid open." Hooker.
Unlarded (un-lard'ed), a. Not larded, or
dressed with lard ; hence, not mixed with
something by way of improvement; not in-

termixed or adulterated.

Speak the language of the company you are m

;

speak it purely and unlarded with any other.
Chesterjield.

Unlasb (un-lash'), v.t. Naut. to loose, un-
fasten, or separate, as something lashed or
tied down.
Unlatch (un-lach'), v.i. To open or loose
by lifting the latch.

Meantime my worthy wife our arms mislay'd . , .

The door itnlatched. Dryden.

Unlaiirelled (un-la'reld), a. Not crowned
with laurel ; not honoured. ' Unlaurelled
to descend in vain, by all forgotten.' Byron.
Unlavished (un-lav'isht), a. Not lavished;
not spent wastefully.

Vnla-vished wisdom never works in vain. Thomson.

Unlaw t (un-lft'). v-'- 1- To deprive of the
authority or character of law.

That which is impious or evil absolutely, either
against faith or manner, no law can possibly permit,
that intends not to unla7u itself. Milton.

* 2. In Scots law, to fine.

Unlaw (un-lft'), n. In Seats law, (a) any
transgression of the law; any injury or act
of injustice. (&) A fine or amerciament
legally fixed and exacted from one who has
transgressed the law.

Unlawful (un-lii'ful), a. 1. Not lawful; con-
trary to law; illegal; not permitted by law,
human or divine ; as, an unlawful act ; an
unlawful oath; an urdawful society.—2. Be-
gotten out of wedlock ; illegitimate. ' Un-
lawful issue.' Shak.— Unlawful assembly,

according to Blackstone and Cowel. the
meeting of three or more persons to commit
an unlawful act; according to Stephen any
meeting of great numbers of people with
such circumstances of terror as cannot but
endanger the public peace, and raise fears
and jealousies among the subjects of the
realm.
Unlawfully (tm-la'ful-li).ady. 1. In an un-
lawful manner; in violation of law or right;
illegally. 'Judges incompetent to judge
their king unlawfully detained.' Daniel—
2. Illegitimately; not in wedlock.

I had rather my brother die by the law, than my
son should be unlawfully born. Shak.

Unlawfulness ( un-l^'ful-nes ), n. 1. The
state or quality of being unlawful; illegality;

contrariety to law. 'The unlawfulness of
lying.' South.— 2. Illegitimacy.

Unlay (un-la'), v. t. Naut. to untwist, as the
strands of a rope, &c. 'To unlay a cable."
Anson.
Unlearn (un-16m'), v.t. 1. To divest one's
self of the acquired knowledge of ; to make
one's self become Ignorant of, or lose ac-
quaintance with or experience in ; to unda
or reverse training, skill, or learning in; io
forget the knowledge of.

He (Pope) used to say that he had been sevfa
years ... in unlearning all he had been acquiring
for twice that time. H'arburton.

2.t To fail to learn; not to leam. Dr. H.
More.
Unlearned (un-16m'ed), a. 1. Not learned;
ignorant; illiterate; not instructed; inex-
perienced. Tennyson.—2. Not suitable to
a learned man.

I will prove these verses to be very unlearned,
neither savouring of poetry, wit, or invention. Shak.

3. (un-16rnd'.) Not gained by study; not
knoMTL
They learned mere words, or such things chiefiy as

were better unlearned. Milton.

Unleamedness (un-16m'ed-nes), n. Want
of learning; illiterateness. 'My stammer-
ing muse's poor unleamedness.' Sylvester.

Unleash (unlesh'),f.<. To free from a leash,

or as from a leash; to let go.

Unleavened (un-leVnd), a. Not leavened;
not raised by leaven, barm, or yeast. Ex.
xii. 39.

Unlectured (un-lek'turd), a. 1. Not ad-
dressed in a lecture or lectures.— 2. Not
taught or inculcated by lecture. ' A science
yet unlectured in our schools.' Vounff.
Unleisiiredt (un-le'zhurd), a. Not having
leisure ; occupied. ' Her unleisured thoughts.

'

Sir P. Sidney.
Unleisurednesst(un-le'zhurd-nes), n. Want
of leisure. Boyle.

Unless (un-les'), conj. [A word not older
than the l3eginning of the 15th century and
compounded of on less, upon less (than),
the older forms being oixles, onlesse = on
lower terms, on any lower condition ; Fr. d
vtoins que. Sir John Maundeville (who wrote
1356) has ' But that may not bee upon lesse

than wee mowe falle upon hevene fro the
erthe.' Less than, less that, and less alone
were also used.] 1. If it be not that ; if it

be not the case that; were it not the fact
that ; if . . . not; supposing that . . . not;
except; excepting.

Unless thou tell'st me where thou had'st this ring
Thou diest within this hour. Shak.

No poet ever sweetly sung
Unless he were, like Phoebus, young.
Nor ever nymph inspired to rhyme.
Unless Hke Venus, in her prime. Sivift.

2.t For fear that; in case; lest.

Beware you do not once the same gainsay.
Unless with death he do your rashness pay.

Oretue.

3. By omission of a verb unless may liave

the force of a preposition, = except, but for.

Thus in the sentence: ' Here nothing breeds
sinless the uiglitly owl' (Shak.), we may re-

gard ' unless ' as a preposition, or may supply
' it be' after 'unless,' or ' breed ' after 'owl.'

Nor the division of a battle knows
More than a spinster; unless the bookish theoric.

Shak.
Except and %mless were common formerly
as conjunctions, nearly or quite interchange-
able ('Except thou make thyself a prince
over us.' Num. x\i. 13), but the former is

now comparatively seldom used in that way
(at least with the verb directly expressed),

having usually a prepositional force. In the
Bible except (conj.) occure eight or ten times
as often as unless. The special function of
except is to introduce an exception to a
general Btatement; of unless to introduce a
restrict^ion, limitation, or alternative. ' Sa

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me. met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, more; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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that he could not be impleaded in any civil

court except on criminal charges." Hallani.
' And made it hard for any nation to be
thenceforth asdeexcept by its sheer strength.

'

Kiiifflake.

A relief was a sum of money {utt/fss where charter
or custom introduced a different tribute) due from
every one of full age, &c. Hallam.
Except when it happens that the people are turned

aside for a moment . . . the foreigner has good
erounds for inferring that, whatever the policy of
Eniflatid may be, it will not be altogether imstable.

Kinglake.
In Europe, alt States except the five great Powers

are exempt from the duty of watchmg over the
genera! safety; and even a State which is one of the
five great Powers is not practically under an obliga-
tion to sustain the cause of justice unless its percep-
tion of the wrong is reinforced by a sense of its own
interests. Kinglake.

Unlessoned (un-les'nd), a. Not taught; not
instructed. ' Ant(7ii€«soHedgirl, unschooled,
unpraetisL'd. ' Shak.
Unlettered (un-let'ferd), a. Unlearned; un-
taught; ignorant. 'The loose unUiUred
hinds.' Milton. * kn unUitered raoxv.' Car-
hjle

Unllbidinoas (undi-bid'in-us), a. Not li-

bidinous; not lustful 'Love unlibidinous
reigned.' Milton.

Unlicensed {un-li'senatXa. l. Xot licensed;

not having a license or legal permission;
specifically, not entitled to deal in certain
commodities or engage in a certain business,

from not possessing special qualifications or
the like ; as, an unlicenfted medical practi-

tioner; an unlicensed innkeeper—2. Done
or undertaken without, or in defiance of, due
license or permission ; as, an unlicensed
traffic.

Unlicked (un-likf), a. Not licked; not
brought to proper shape by licking: from
the old popular notion that the she-bear
licked her cubs into shape; hence, ungainly;
raw ; unmannerly ; uncultivated. ' Like to
a chaos or unlicked bear-whelp,' Skak.
UnlightBome (un-lit'sum), a. Dark; gloomy;
wanting light

First the sun,
A mighty sphere, he framed, unlighttomd first.

Milton.

Unlike (un-Iik'), a. 1. Not like; diadmilar;
having no resemblance.
So the twin humours, in our Terence, are
L'nlike ; this harsh and rude, that smooth and fair.

Sir y. Denhatn.
2. Improbable; unlikely.

What befel the empire of Almai^e were not un-
like to befal to Spain. Bactm.

— Unlike quantities, in math, quantities ex-
pressed by different letters or combinations
of letters, or by the same letters with dif-

ferent powers.— Unlike signs, the signs plus
i-r) ami minus (— ).

Unlikelihood (un-Iik'H-hwd). n. The state
of beinj,' unlikely or improbable ; improba-
bility. 'The extreme urUikelihood that such
men should engage in such a measure.'
Pa ley.

Unlikeliness (un-lik'li-nes), n. l. The state
of being unlikely; improbability.

There arc degrees herein, from the very neigh-
bourhood of demonstration, quite down to improba-
bility and unlikeliness. Locke.

2.f The state of being unlike; dissimilarity.
Bp. Hall -3. t The state of being not likable
or lovable. Chancer.
Unlikely (un-likli), a l. Such as cannot be
reasonably expected ; improbable ; as, an
1/ nlikely event ; the thing you mention is very
unlikely.—2. Not holding out a prospect of
success or of a desired result; likely to fail;

unpromising.
Effects are miraculous and strange, when they grow

by unlikely means. Hooker.

3.t Not calculated to inspire liking or affec-
tion ; not likable or lovable. Chxiucer.

Unlikely (un-IIkli), adv. With no or little

likelihood; improbably.

The pleasures . . . not unlikely may proceed from
the discoveries e-ich shall communicate to another.

Pope.

Unliken* (un-lik'n), v.t. To feign; to pre-
tend. Wickliffe.

Unlikeness (un-lik'nes),n. Want of resem-
blance; dissimilarity.

And he siiDplieii my want the more
As his unlikeness fitted mine. Tennyson.

Unlimber (un-lim1>6r). a. Not limber; not
flexible; not yielding. Sir H. Wotton.
Unlimber (un-lim'Wr), v.t. Milit. to take
olf th'- liniliers: as. to unlimber the guns.
Unlimltablet (un-Iim'it-a-bl), a Admitting

I

no limits; boundless; Illimitable. 'Noitrt-
limitable exemption.' Milton. 'Unlimited

Unlimited (un-lim'it-ed), a. 1. Not limited;
having no bounds; boundless.
So w^/iwi/i-i/ is our impotence, . . . that it fetters

our very wishes. Boyle.

2. Undefined; indefinite; not bounded by
proper exceptions.
With gross and popular capacities, nothing doth

more prevail than nnlitnited generalities, because of
their plainness at the first sight. Hooker.

3. Unconflned; not restrained. 'An un-
guarded, unlimited will.' Jer. Taylor.—
Unlimited problem, in math, a problem
which may have an infinite number of solu-
tions.

Unlimitedness (un-lim'it-ed-nes), n. The
state of being unlimited or boundless, or of
being undefined. South.
Unline (un-linO. v.t. To take the lining out
of; hence, to empty. 'It unlines their
purses.' Davies.
Unlineal (un-lin'e-al), a. Not lineal; not
coming in the order of succession. Shak.
Unlining (un-lin'ing), n. In bot. a term ap-
plied by Lindley to a process consisting in
the separation of a layer from the inside of
a petal. Called also Chorisis, Chorization,
and Deduplication. See Chorisis.
Unlink (un-lingk'), v.t. To separate the
links of; to loose, as something fastened by
a Unk; to unfasten; to untwist.

Seeing Orlando, it (the snake) unlinied\ts^\t.
Skak.

Unliquefled (un-lik'we-fid), a. Unmelted

;

not dissolved. 'Remained in the melted
matter, rigid, and unliquefied.' Addison.
Unliquidated ( un - lik' wi -dat-ed), a. Not
liquidated; not settled; not having the exact
amount ascertained; as, an umimiidated
debt; unliquidated accounts. — UiU.iqui-
dated damapes, penalties or damages not
ascertained in money.
Unliquored (un-Uk'6rd), a. l. Not moist-
ened or smeared with liquor. 'Churches
and states, like an unliquored coach ... on
fire with their own motion.' Bp. Hall—
2. Not filled with liquor; not in liquor; not
intoxicated. 'An ujWt^Hored Silenus.' MU-
ton.

UnlisteningCun-Iis'n-ing), a. Not listening;
not hearing; not regarding or heeding. * Un-
listening, barbarous force." Thomson.
Unlive, v.t. 1. (nn-liv'.) To live in a manner
contrary to; to annul or undo by living.

'We must unlive our former lives.' Glan-
vU.—2. (un-liv.) To bereave of Ufe.

If in the child the father's image lies,

Where shall I live, now Lucrece is unlived.
Shak.

Unliveliness (un-liv'li-nes), n. Want of
liveliness; duluess. Milton.

Unload (un-lodO, v.t 1. To take the load
from; to dischai^e of a load or cargo; to dis-

burden : as, to unload a ship ; to unload a
cart.—2. To remove (as a cargo or burden)
from a vessel, vehicle, or the like ; to dis-

charge ; as, to utiload a freight or goods.—
3. Ftg. to reUeve from anything onerous or
troublesome ; or to remove and make cease
to be burdensome.
Nor can niy tongue unloeutmy heart's great burthen.

Shak
4. To withdraw the charge (that is, powder
and ball) from; as, to unload a gun.
Unlocated (un-lo-kat'ed), a. Not located or
placed; specifically, in America, not surveyed
and marked off. See LOCATE.
Unlock (un-lok'), v.t. l. To unfasten, as
something which has been locked; to open,
as what has been shut, closed in.or protected
by a lock ; as, to unlock a door or a chest.

'I have seen her . . . tinioc* her closet'
Shak.—2. To open, in general; to lay open.

Unlock your springs, and open all your shades.
Pope.

Unlodge (un-Ioj'). v.t. To deprive of a lodg-
ing; to dislodge. Carew.
Unlofflcal (un-loj'ik-al), a. Not logical; il-

1< (gical. His unlogical reason. ' Fuller.

Unlock (un-Iok''), v.t. To recall or retract,

as a look.

He . . . turned his eyes towards me, then from me,
as if he would unlook his own looks. Richardson.

Unlooked-for (un-lbkt'for), a. Not looked
for; not sought or searched for; not expected;
not foreseen.

Nor Fame I slight, nor for her favours call

;

She comes unloofe'd/or, if she comes at all.

Pope.
The participial form standing alone has been
sometimes used in this sense ' By some un-
looked accident cut off. ' Shak.
Unloose (lui-lbs'). v.t. 1. To loose; to un-
fasten: to untie; to undo; to unravel.

The Gordian knot of it he will unloose. Shak.

2. To let go or free from hold or fastening

;

to unbind from bonds, fetters, cords, or the
like; to set at liberty.

Where I am robbed and bound.
There must I be unloosed. Shak.

Unloose (un-los'), v.t. To fall in pieces ; to
loose all connection or luiion.

Without this virtue, the publick union must unloose,
the strength decay, and the pleasure grow faint.

Jeremy Collier.

Unloosen (un-los'n), v.t. To unloose; to
loosen. Dr. Knox.
Unlordt (un-lord), v.t. To deprive of the
title, rank, and dignities of a lord; to reduce
or degrade from a peer to a commoner. ' The
unlordino of bishops.' Milton.
Unlorded (un-lord'ed), a. Not raised or pre-
ferred to the rank of a lord.

Unlordly ( un-lord'li ), a. Not lordly; not
arbitrary. 'Meek and unlordly discipline.'

Milton.

Unlosahle. Unloseable (un-loz'a-bl), a.

Not capable of being lost.

The Epicureans . . . ascribe to every particular
atom an innate and unloseable mobility. Boyle.

Unlost (un-losf), a. Not lost. 'A paradise
unlost.' Voung.
Unlovet (un-luv'), v.t. To cease to love; to
hate. Spectator.

Unloved (un-luvd'), a. Not loved.

Alas the great grevaunce
To love unlofed. Chaucer.

Unlovellness (un-luv'li-nes), n. Want of
loveliness ; as, (a) unaniiableness ; want of
the qualities which attract love.

The old man . . . followed his suit with all means
. . . that might help to countervail his own juilove-
liness. Sir P. Sidney.

(&) Want of beauty or attractiveness to the
eye; plainness of feature or appearance.
Unlovely (nn-luv'li), a. Not lovely; as. (a)
notamiable; destitute of the qualities which
attract love, or possessing qualities that ex-
cite dislike. (6) Not beautiful or attractive
to the eye.

Unloven,t i?.(. To cease loving. Chaucer.
Unloving (un-luv'ing), a. Not loving; not
fond; uiikind. J. Udall.
Unlucent (un-lu'sent), a. Not lucent ; not
giving light; not bright or shining. 'A
combustion most fierce but unlucent.' Car-
lyle.

Unluckily (un-luk'i-li).ado. l. In an unlucky
or unfortunate manner; unfortunately; un-
happily. ' Starr'd most unluckily.' Skak.
2. By ill luck; with regret be it said; unfor-
tunately; as, unluckily we have let the op-
portunity slip.

Unluckiness (un-luk'i-nes), n. 1. The state
of being unlucky; unfortunateness; ill for-
tune.—2.t Mischievousness.
As there is no moral in these jests, they ought to

be discouraged, and looked upon rather as pieces of
nnlucki'iess than wit. Addison.

Unlucky (un-luk'i),a. l. Not lucky or fortu-
nate ; not favoured by fortune; not successful
in one's undertakings; subject to frequent
misfortune, failure, or mishap; unfortunate;
unhappy.
The lucky have whole days, which still they choose;
The unlucky have but hours, and those they lose.

Drydc'i.

2. Not resulting in success ; resulting in
failure, disaster, or misfortune. ' Unlucky
accidents which make such experiments
miscarrj'.' Boyle.— z. Accompanied by or
bringing misfortune, disappointment, dis-
aster, or the like; ill-omened; inauspicious.
' A most unlucky hour.' Shak.

Haunt me not with that unlucky face. Dryden.

4.+ Somewhat mischievous; mischievously
waggish.
Why, cries an unlucky wag, a less bag might

have served. Sir R. VEstrange.

There was a lad, th' tinluckiest of his crew.
Was still contriving something bad but new.

Dr. n: King.
Unluminous (un-lum'in-us), a. Not lumi-
nous; not throwing out light; not bright
or shining. 'A tragical combustion, long
smoking and smouldering, unVuAninoMtx.'
Carlyle.

Unlust.t n. Dislike. Chaucer.
UnluBtrous (un-lu3'trus),a. Wanting lustre;
not shining.

In an eye
Base and unlusirous as trie smoky light
That's fed with stinking tallow. Shak.

[The above is the reading in some modem
editions; the old editions have illustrious.]

UnlUte (un-luf), v.t. To separate things ce-
mented or luted ; to take the lute or clay
from. ' Vnluting the vessels. ' Boyle.

Unmade (tm-mafr), p. and o. 1. Deprived of
its form or qualities.—2. Not made; not yet

ch, cAain; £h, Sc. loeA; g, ^; j,>>b; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; tb. tAen; th. tAin; w, wig; wh, urAig^ zh, azure.—See Ket.
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formed. 'Taking the measure of an un-
made grave. ' Shak.
Unmagistratet (un-maj'is-trat), v.t. To de-

grade from or deprive of the office and
authority of a magistrate. Milton.

nmriftidftnly (uu-miid'u-li), a. Not becom-
ing a maideu.
The wanton g^esticulations of a vir^n in a wild as-

sembly of gallants warmed with wine, could be no
other than riggish and tinntaidenly. Bp. Hall.

UnmaimedCim-mamdO.a. Not maimed; not
disabled in any limb; complete in all the

parts; unmutilated; entire.

It is the first grand duty of an interpreter to give
his author entire and unmaimed. Pope.

XTnmakaWe (un-mak'a-bl),a. Not possible

to be made. ' Vnviakable by any but a di-

vine power.' y. Grew.

Unmake (un-mak'), v.t. 1. To destroy the

essential form and qualities of; to cause to

cease to exist; to annihilate; to imcreate;

to annul, reverse, or essentially change the

natm-e of.

God does not make or unmafse things to try ex-

periments. 7". Burnet.

2. To leave unmade, unformed, uncreated,

or unfashioned. ' May make, unmake^ do
what she list' Shak.

God when he makes the prophet, does not ««•
Tnake the man. Locke.

UlunaUeable (un-malTe-a-bl), a. Not mal-
leable; not capable of being hammered
into a plate, or of being extended by heat-

ing, as a metal.

Unman (unman'), v.t. 1. To deprive of the
character or qualities of a human being, as

reason, Ac. : as, fear xtn^naiis him.

Gross errors unman, and strip them of tlie very
principles of reason and sober discourse. South.

2. To emasculate; to deprive of virility.

—

3. To deprive of the courage and fortitude

of a man; to break or reduce into in'esolu-

tion; to dishearten; to deject.

Her clamours pierce the Trojan ears.

Unman their courage, and augment their fears.

Dryden.

4. To deprive of men; as, to umnan a ship

or town.
Unmanacle (un-man'a-kl), v.t. To release

from or as from manacles; to set free. ' Un-
manacled from bonds of sense.' Tennyson.
Unmanageable (un-man'aj-a-bl), a. Not
manageable ; not readily submitting to hand-
ling or management; not easily restrained,

governed, or directed; not controllable.
' Unmanageable by the milder methods of

government. ' Locke.

Unmanaged (un-man'ajd), a. 1. Not broken
in, as a horse; not trained in general. 'Like
colta or itnmanaged horses.' Jer. Taylor.

2. Not tutored ; not educated. ' An un-
guided force, and unmanaged virtue.' Fel-

ton.

Unmanhode,t a. Cowardice. Chaucer.
Unmanlike (un-mannik), a. Not manlike;
as, (rt) unlike man in form or appearance.

(6) Unbecoming a man as a member of the
human race; inhuman; brutal.

It is strange to see the tt/tninnlike cruelty of man-
kind. Sir P. Sidney.

(c) Unsuitable to a man, as opposed to a wo-
man or child; effeminate; childish.

By the greatness of the cry, it was the voice of a
man ; though it was a very unmanlike voice, so to

cry. Sir P. Sidney.

Unmanliness (un-man1i-nes), n. State of
being unmanly; effeminacy.

You and yours make piety a synonym for unman^
iiness. Kingsley.

Unmanly (un-man'U), a. Not manly; more
especially, (a) not having the qualities or
attributes of a man, as opposed to a wo-
man or child ; not having the strength,
vigour, robustness, fortitude, courage of a
man ; soft ; weak ; effeminate ; womanish

;

childish; as, a poor-spirited, unmanly
wretch. (6) Unl>ecoming in a man; un-
worthy of a man ; cowardly ; as, unmanly
fears. ' My unmxvnly tears.' Beau, tfc Fl.

'The soft U7imanly warmth and tendeniess
of love.' Addison.
Unmanned (un-mand'), pp. and a. 1. De-
prived of the qualities of a man; rendered
effeminate; deprived of manly fortitude.

What, quite unmanned in folly! Shak.

2. Not famished with men. Milton.—Z. Not
tamed; not yet familiar with man: a term
in falconry. Used figuratively in the follow-

ing passage.
Come civil night.

Hood my unmann'd hXooA, bating in my cheeks
With thy black mantle. Shak.

Unmannered (un-man'6rd), a. Uncivil;

rude.
You have a sl.inderous . . . tongue, unmafiner'd

lord. -ff- yoHson.

Umnannerliness (un-man'6r-li-ne8),n. The
state or quality of being unmannerly; want
of good manners; breach of civility; rude-
ness of behaviour. ' A sort of unmannerli-
ness, ... a forwardness to interrupt others

speaking.' Locke.

Unmannerly (un-man'6r-li), a. 1. Not man-
nerly; wanting in manners; not having good
manners; rude in behaviour; ill-bred.

I were unmannerly to take you out
And not to kiss you. Shak.

2. Not according to good manners; as, an
unmannerly jest.

Unmannerlyt (un-man'6r-li), adv. With ill

manners; uncivilly.
Forgive me

If I have used my%t\i unmannerly. Shak.

Unmanufactured (un-man'u-fak"turd), a.

Not manufactured; not wrought into the
proper form for use ; as, unmanufactured
silk, cotton, tobacco, or the like.

Unmanured (un-ma-nurd'), a. 1. Not man-
ured ; not enriched by manure. —2. Uncul-
tivated. Spenser.

Unmarked (un-mUrkf), a. 1. Not marked;
having no mark. —2. Unobserved; not re-

,'arded; undistinguished.

He mix'd, unmark'd, among the busy throng.
Dryden.

Unmarketable (un-mar'ket-a-bl), a. Not fit

for the market; not saleable; of no merely
pecuniary value.

That paltry stone brought home to her some
thought, true, spiritual, nntnarketable. Kingsley.

Unmarred (un-milrd'), a. Not marred; not
injured; not spoiled; not obstructed. ' Vn-
marr'd with ragged moase or filthy mud.'
Spenser. 'A serene fairness unmarred by
passion or want or care. ' Dr. Caird.

Unmarrlablet (un-ma'ri-a-bl), a. Not mar-
riageable. Milton.

Unmarrlageable (un-ma'rij-abl), a. Not
fit to be married; too young for marriage.

Unmarry (un-ma'ri), v.t. To divorce; to

dissolve the marriage contract. ' A law . . .

giving permissions to unmarry a wife, and
marry a lust.' Milton. [Rare.]

Unmartyr (un-mar't6r), v.t. To degrade
from the standing or dignity of a martyr.

Scotus . . . was made a martyr after his death, . . .

but since, Baroniushath unmartyredh.Km. Fuller.

UnmarvellOUS (un-mar'vel-us), a. Not mar-
vellous or astonishing; not exciting wonder
or surprise. Dr. Wolcot.

Unmasculatet(un-ma8'kii-lat),u.(. Toemas-
culate.

The sins of the south unjnasculate northern bodies.
Fuller.

Unmasculine (un-mas'ku-lin), a. Not mas-
culine or manly; effeminate. Milton.

Unmask (un-mask'). v. t. To strip of a mask
or of any disguise; to lay open what is con-
cealed.

With full cups they had unmask'dhis soul.

Roscommon.

Unmask (un-mask'), v.i. To put off a mask.

My husband bids me; now I will unmask. Shak.

Unmasterablet (un-mas't6r-a-bl), a. That
cannot be mastered or subdued. ' Unmas-
terable tiy the art of man." Sir T. Browne.
Unmastered (un-mas't6rd). a. l. Not sub-

dued; not conquered.— 2. Not conquerable.

He cannot his j««w(ajf^r"rf grief sustain. Dryden.

Unmatcbable (un-mach'a-bl), a. That can-

not be matched; that cannot be equalled;
unparalleled. ' Most radiant, exquisite and
unmatchablc beauty ' Shak.

Unmatched (un-machf). a- Matchless; hav-
ing no match or equal.

That glorious day, which two such navies saw.

As each, unntatch'd. might to the world give law.
Dryden.

Unmeaning (un-men'ing), a. 1. Having no
meaning or signification; as, unmeaning
words.— 2. Not having or not indicating in-

telligence or sense ; mindless ; senseless.

Byron.
Unmeanlngness (un-men'ing-nes), n. The
state or quality of being unmeaning. Miss
Burney.
Unmeant (im-menf), « Not meant; not
intended. 'But Rhsetus happened on a
death unmeant.' Dryden.
Unmeasuirable (un-mezh'fir-a-bl), a. Not
capable of being measured; unbounded;
Itoundless; immeasuralde. 'Womb unm^a-
surahle and intiuite breast.' Shak.

Unmeasurably (un-mezh'ur-a-bli), adv. In
an uumeasurable manner or state; beyond

all measure. ' How unmeasurahly glad his

catholick majesty was.' Howell.

Unmeasured (un-mezh'urd), a. l. Not mea-
sured; plentiful beyond measure.—2. Im-
mense; infinite; as, unmeasured space.
' Peopling, they also, the unmeasured soli-

tudes of time.' Carlyle.—S. Not subject to
or obeying any musical rule of measiu"e,
time, or rhythm ; irregular ; capricious.
The untneasured notes of that strange

lyre.' Shelley.

Unmechanize (un-mek'an-iz), v. t. To undo
or destroy the mechanism of; to unmake;
to destroy. 'Embryotic evils that could
unnuchanize thy frame.' Sterne.

Unmeddling (un-med'ling), a. Not med-
dling; not interfering with the concerns of
others; not officious. ChesterJUld.

Unmeddllngness t ( un-med ' ling-nes ), n.

Forbearance of interposition, or of busying
one's self with something.

If then we be but sojourners, . . . here must be an
. . . umneddlingness with these worldly concern-
ments. Bp. Hall.

Unmeditated (un-med'i-tat-ed), a. Not me-
ditated; not prepared by previous thought;
unpremeditated. ' Fit strains pronounced,
or sung, unmeditated.' Milton.

Unmeet (un-mef), a. Not meet or fit; not
proper; not worthy or suitable: in modem
usage followed hy for before the object.

Madam was young, unmeet the rule of sway.
Spenser.

You are all unnuet/or z wife. Tennyson.

Unmeetly (un-metli). adv. Not fitly; not
properly; not suitably. 'A faire mayden
. . . upon a mangy jade unmeetly set*
Spenser.

Unmeetness (un-met'nes), n. UnfitnesB;
unsuitableness. ' Vast umneetnesB in mar-
riage.' Milton.

Unmellowed (un-mel'16d), a. Not mel-
lowed; not fully matured; not toned down
or softened by ripeness or length of years.

'His head unmellowed but his judgment
ripe.' Shak.
Unmelodious (un-me-lo'di-us), a. Not me-
lodious; wanting melody; harsh. 'The t(?i-

melodious noise of the braying mules.' Sir
T. Herbert.
Unmentionable (un-men'shon-a-bl), a. In-

capable of being mentioned; unworthy of

or unfit for being mentioned, named, or
noticed
Unmentionables (un-men'shon-a-blz), n. pi.

Trousers or breeches, as a piece of dress not
to be mentioned in polite circles; inexpres-
sibles. [Colloq. and humorous.]
Unmentioned (un-men'shond), a. Not men-
tioned ; not named. ' In musty fame's
records unmentioned yet.' Dryden.
Unmercenary ( un-m6r'se-na-ri ), a. Not
mercenary ; not sordid. * A generous and
unmercenary principle.' Atterbiiry.

Unmerchantable (un-m6r'chant-a-bl), a.

Not merchantable; not of a quality fit for

the market; unsaleable. ' Unmerchantable
pilchard.' Mich. Carew.
Unmerciedt (un-m6r'sid), a. Unmerciful;
merciless. Drayton.
Unmerciful (un-mer'si-ful), a. 1. Not mer-
ciful; not influenced by mercy; cruel; in-

human; merciless: of persons or things.

God never can hear the prayers of an unmerciful
man. yer. Taylor.

2. Unconscionable; exorbitant. ^Urvmercir

ful demands.' Pope.
Unmercifully (un-mer'si-ful-li), adv. In
an unmerciful manner; without mercy or
tenderness; cruelly. 'Blows unmercifully
sore.' Spenser.
UnmercifulneS8(un-m6r'si-ful-nes), n. The
state or quality of being unmerciful.

Consider the rules of friendship, lestjustice turn to

unmercifulness. Jer. Taylor.

Unmeritablet (un-me'rit-a-bl), a. Having
no merit or desert. 'A slight, unmeritable
man.' Shak.
Unmerited (un-me'rit-ed). a. 1. Not me-
rited; not deserved; obtained without ser-

vice or equivalent ; as, unmerited promo-
tion. ' FavoMT unmerited by me.' MUtoii.

2. Not deserved through wrongdoing; cruel;

unjust; as, unmerited sufferings or injuries.

Unmeiitedness (un-me'rit-ed-nes), n. State

of being unmerited. * The freeness and un-

meritedness of God's grace.' Boyle.

Unmerlting (un-me'rit-iug), a. Not merit-

ing ; not meritorious or deserving. ' A
brace of unmeriting, proud, violent, testy

magistrates. ' Shak.

Unmeted (un-met'ed), a. Not meted or

measured. ' Some little of the anxiety I

felt in degree so unmeted.' Charlotte Bronte.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; n6te, not, mdve; tflbe, tub, bijll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; % Sc iey.
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Unmetliodlzed (un-meth'od-izd), a. Not
metliodizeil or regulated by method, sys-

tem, or plan. Jas. Harrington.

Uumew (un-mu'), v.t. To set free as from a
mew; to emancipate. [Rare and poetical.]

But let a portion of ethereal dew
Fall on ray head, and presently unmrw
My soul. A'eaij.

Unmild (un-mild'), a. Not mild; harsh;
severe. Gower.
Unxnildness (un-mild'nes), n. Want of

iniMness; harshness. Milton.

Uiunilked(un-milkt').a Not milked. 'The
ewes . . . un)nilked.' Pope.
UnmlZlded (un-mind'ed), a. Not minded;
not heeded. ' A poor, xinminded outlaw,

sneaklni,' home.' Shak.

UnnLindful (un-mind'ful), a. Not mindful;
not heedful; not attentive; regardless; as,

unmind/ul of laws; unmi?id/ul of health or
of duty. ' Unmindftd of the crown that

virtue ^ves.' Milton.

Unmindfully (un-mind'fwl-li). adv. In an
iinmindml manner; carelessly; heedlessly.

Unmindfulnesa (un-mind'ful-nes), n. Heed-
les-sness; inattention; carelessness.

Unmlngle (un-ming'gl), v.t. To separate,

as things mixed. [Rare.]

It will unrningU wine from the water; the wine
as:cii hn^; cinci the water descending. Bacon.

UnmlngleaWe (un-ming'gl-a-bl), o. Not
capable of I>eing mingled or mixed. 'The
property of oil being vnmingteable with
water. ' Boyle. [Rare. ]

Unmingled (un-ming'gld), a. Not mingled;
not mixed ; unmixed ; unalloyed ; pure.

'Springs on high hills are pure and un-
mingled.' Bacon.
Unmiraculous (un-mi-rak'u-lus), a. Not
mirai-ulous. i'oung.

Uniniry (nn-mi'ri), a. Not miry; not muddy;
not foul with dirt ' With safe unminj feet

'

Gaif.

Unmissed (un-mistO, a. Not missed ; not
perceived to be gone or lost.

Why should he not steal away, unasked and wn-
missttH Gray.

UnmlstaliaWe, Unmlstakeable (un-mis-
tak'a-lil), a. Not capable of being mistaken
or misunderstood; clear; evident

.S'r,t the Scripture, but unmistakeabU and indefec-

tible oral tradition, was the rule of faith. Tillotson.

Unmistrastlng (un-mis-trust'ing). a. Not
mistrusting; n'>t suspecting; unsuspicious.

'An unjiii^trustinij ignorance of the plies

and foldings of the heart of a woman.'
Stente.

Unmitlgable (un-mifi-ga-blX a- Not cap-
able of i'eing mitigated, s<^>ftened. or les-

sened. 'Her most immitigable rage.' Shak.

Vnnaitigated (un-miti-gat-edX o. Not
mitigated ; not lessened ; not softened or
toQc3 down. ' With public accusation, un-
covered sl&nder.unmitigated rancour. '5/ia^.

Unmitre (un-mi't^r), v.t. To deprive of a
mitre; to degrade or depose from the rank
and dignity of a bishop. Milton

Unmixed, Unmixt (un-miksf). a. Not
nii.Ye>l: not mingled; pure; unadulterated;
unmingled; unalloyed.

Thy commandment all alone shall live . , .

UMtnixed with baser matter. Shak.

Unmoaned (im-mdud'X a. Not bemoaned
or lamented.

Our fatherless distress was left unmoan'd. Shak.

Unmodeml2ed (un-mo'dem-Izd), a. Not
modernized ; not altered to a modem fa-

shion. 'The mansion of the squire . . .

iintiwdernized.' Jane Austen.
Unmodifiable (un-mo'dlfi"a-bl), a. Not
ni'tdiflatde; not capable of being modified.

Unmodifiableness{un-nio'di-n"a-l>l-nes). n.

Tile state or rjuality of being unmodifiable.
'A nature not of brutish umiwdijiaf/leness.'
G''orge Eliot.

Unmodified (un-mo'di-fidX a. Not modified;
not altered in form; not <iualifled in mean-
ing; not limited or circumscribed. 'An
universal, unmodijied capacity to which the
fanatics pretend.' Burke.
Unmodish, (un-m6d'ish), a. Not modish;
not arcrding to custom or fashion; un-
fashionable. Pope.
Unmolat (un-moisf), a. Not moist; not hu-
mid; dry; unmoist. J. PhUipg.
Unmoistened (un-mois'nd), a. Not made
moist or humid; not wetted.

He lightly flew.

I

And with ufimottteiud Ax\e slcimmed the flood.

Ctru'fcr.

Unmolested (un-mJVle«t'ed). a. Not mo-

I

lested; not disturbed; free from disturb-

ance.
Meanwhile the swains

Shall uKfftc/fsied reap what plenty sows.
7. Philips.

Unmoneyed (un-mun'id), a. Not having
money ; impecunious. ' The u nmoneyed
wight. ' Shenstone.

UnmonMsh (un-mungk'ish), a. lulike or
unbecoming a monk; not given to or sympa-
thizing with nionasticism. Carlyle.

UnmohopoUze (un-mo-nop'ol-iz), v.t. To
recover from being monopolized. ' Unmon-
opolizing tlie rewards of learning and in-

dustry. ' Milton. [Rare. ]

Unmoor (un-mor'), v.t. Naut. (a) to bring
to the state of riding with a single anchor,

after having l>een moored by two or more
cables, (b) To loose from anchorage or from
moorings. 'Thy skitf unmoor.' Byron.
Unmoralized(un-mor'al-izd), a. Untutored
by morality; not conformed to good morals.

'A dissolute and unmoraiized temper.*
yorris.

Unmorrisedt (un-mor'ist), a. Not wearing
the di'ess of a morris-dancer.

What ails this fellow.

Thus to appear before me untnorrisedt
Beau. &• Fl.

Unmortlse (un-moi-'tis). v.t. To loosen or
undo as a mortise; to separate as a joint

from its socket 'The feet uiimortised from
their ankle bones." Tennyson.
Un-MosaiC (un-mo-za'ik), a. The reverse
of Mosaic; contrary to Moses or his law.

By this reckoning Moses should be most u7i-Mosaic.
hfiiton.

Unmothered (nn-muTH'erd), a. Not having
or deprived of a mother; motherless. ' XJn-

mothered little cliild of four years old.' E.
B. Browning.
Unmotherly (un-muTH'^r-Ii), a. Not re-

sembling or ni>t becoming a mother.
Unmould (un-m61d'>. v.t. To change the
form of; to reduce from any form. ' Un-
moxddiiig reason's mintage, charactered in
the face,' Milton.

Unmounted(nn-mount'ed),o, Notmounted;
not performing their special duties on horse-
back; as. mounted and unmoxinted police.

Unmoumed (un-mornd'). a. Not mourned;
not grieved for or lamented. Byron.
Unmovable. Unmoveable (un-mov'a-bl),
a. Incapable of being niuvi-d ; immovable.
' The precise and unmovable Lujundaries of
that species." Locke.

Unmovably, Unmoveably (un-mov'a-bli),

adv. In an unmovable or immovable man-
ner; immovably. ' My mind is flxt unmove-
ably.' Surrey.

Unmoved (un-movd'), a. 1. Not moved; not
transferred from one place to another.
Locke. ~2. Not changed in purpose or reso-

lution ; unshaken ; firm. ' Unmoved, un-
sliaken.unseduced. ' MUton.—Z. Not affected

;

not having the passions or feelings excited;
not touched or impressed; not altered by
passion or emotion; calm. 'With face un-
moved.' Dryden.

Tis time this heart should be untnaved.
Since others it has ceased to move. Byron.

4 Not susceptible of excitement by passion
of any kind; cool.

Who. moving others, are themselves as stone.
Unmoved, cold, and to temptation slow. Shak.

Unmoving (un-mov'ing), a. 1. Having no
motion ' Cninovinp heaps of matter.'
Cheyne. —% Not exciting emotion; having
no power to affect the passions; unaffecting.

Unmown (un-mon'). ;> and a. Not mown
or cut down. 'Braided blooms ujimown.'
Tennyson.
Unmuflle (un-mnfT), v.t. To uncover by
removing a muffler; to remove something
that conceals, or something that dulls or
deadens the sound of ; as, to unmvjle the
face; to vnmvffe a drum.
Unmurmured (un-m^r'm6rd), a. Not mur-
mun*d at. Bran. A Fl.

Unmurmuring (un-m^r'm^r-ing), a. Not
murmuring; not complaining; 2a, unmur-
muring patience. Byron.
Unmuscled (un-mus'ld). a. Having the
muscles relaxed; flaccid. ' Their unmv^cled
cheeks, " Richardson.

Unmuscular (im-mus'kii-l^r), a. Not mus-
cular; physically weak, C. Reade.
Unmusical (un-mu'zik-al), a. 1. Not musi-
cal; n«>t harmonious or melodious. B. Jon-
aon.~2. Not pleasing to the ear. ' A name
unmusical to the \'"ls(.ian"8 ears." Shak.
Unmutilated (un-mu'ti-lat-ed). a. Not mu-
tilated ; not deprived of a member or part;
entire. Pennant.

Unmuzzle (un-muz'l), v.t. To loose frora a
muzzle ; to remove a muzzle from ; to free

from restraint. ' Ay, marry, now unmuzzle
your wisdom. ' Shak.
The hell-hounds of war, on all sides, will be un-

coupled and tinmmzled. Burke.

Unmysterious (un-rais-te'ri-us), a. Not
mysterious; not shut up, hidden, or con-
cealed; clear. You)\^.

Unmyatery (un-mis't^r-i), v.t. To divest of

mystery; to make clear or plain. Fuller.

[Rare.]

Unnail (un-nal'), v. t. To remove or take out
the nails from ; to unfasten or loosen by
removing nails. ' "Whiles Joseph of Arima-
thsea and Nicodemus uniiail our Lord.'
Evelyn.

Unnameable (un-nam'a-bl), a. Incapable
of being named ; indescribable. ' A cloud
of unnameable feeling." Poe.
Unnamed (un-namd'). a. 1. Not named; not
having received a name. Milton.— 2. Not
named; not mentioned.

Be glad thou art unnamed. Beau. & Fl.

Unnapped (un-napf), a. Not having a nap;
as, unnapped cloth.

Unnatlve(un-na'tiv),a. Not native; foreign;
not natural. [Rare.]

Whence . . . this uttnatizt fear.

To generous Britons never known before?
Thoynscn.

Unnatural (un-nat'u-ral), o. 1. Not natural;
contrary to the laws of nature; contrary to
the natural feelings.

UnuiUural deeds do breed unnatural troubles.
Shak. •

That death's unnatttral ^a.\ kills for loving. Shak.

2. Acting without the affections of our com-
mon nature; not having the feelings natural
to humanity. 'An unnatural dam.' Shak.
3. Not in conformity to nature; not agre<;able

to the real character of persons or things;
not representing nature ; forced ; strained

;

affected; artificial; as. affected and un-
natural thoughts; unixatural images or
descriptions.

It is unnatural for any one in a gust of passion to
speak long together. Dryden.

Unnaturalizefun-nat'u-ral-iz),r*.(. To make
unnatural; to divest of natural feelings,

Unnaturalized(un-nat'u-ral-izd), o. Not na-
turalized; iKjt invested, as a foreigner with
the rights and privileges of a native subject.

Unnaturally (un-nat'u-ral-li), adv In an
unnatural manner; in opposition to natural
feelings and sentiments. Shak.
Unnaturalness (un-nat'u-ral-nes). «. The
state or quality of being unnatural ; con-
trariety to nature. Jer. Taylor.

Unnaturet (un-na'tur), v.t. To change or
take away the nature of; to endow with a
different nature.
A right heavenly nature indeed, as it were unna-

liirtHg them, doth so bridle them. Sir P. Sidney.

Unnature (un'na-tiir), n. The absence of
nature or of the order of nature ; the con-
trary of nature ; that which is unnatural.
*8o aa iohe rather unnature, after all, than
nature.' II. Biishnell.

Unnature. what we call Chaos, holds nothing in it

but vacuities, devouring gulfs. Carlyle.

UnnaTijgable (un-nav'i-ga-bl), a. Not navi-

gable; imapable of being navigated. 'That
unnnriimhli' stream.' Dryden.
Unnavigated (un-nav'i-ga-ted), a. Not na-
vigated; not passed over in ships or other
vessels. Cook.

Unnear + ( un'ner), prep. Not near ; at a
distance from Davies.
Unnecessarily (un-ne'ses-sa-ri-ll), adv. In
an unnecessary manner: without necessity;
neecUessly: sui»errtuou8ly. Shak.
Unnecessarlness (un-ne'ses-sa-ri-nes), n.

The state of being unnecessary; needless-
ness. Dr. II More.
Unnecessary (un-ne'ses-sa-ri), a. Not ne-
cessary ; needless ; not required by the cir-

cumstances of the case ; useless ; as. un-
necessary labour or care ; u n necessary rigonr.
Unnecessltyt (un-ne-ses'i-ti). n. 1'he con-
trary of necessity; something unnecessarj
Sir T. Browne.
Unneeditll (un-ned'ful), a. Not needful;
not wantecl; needless.

The text was not unneedfnl. Milton.

Unneighboured(un-na'b6rd),a. Having no
neighbours; not placed or dwelling nigh or
near, C«trper.

Unneighbourly (un-na1}6r-li),a. Not neigh-
bourly; not suitable to the duties of a neigh-
bour.

Paniiissus is but a barren mountain, and its in-

habitants make it more so by their unnei^hdourly
deportment. Garth.

cb, cAaln; 6h, 3c. loe&; g, po; i.)oh\ fi, Pr. ton; ng. stn^; TH, tAen; th, CAln; w, trig; wh, loMg; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Unneighbourly t (un-na'b6r-li), adv. In an
unneighbourly manner.

The French . . . have dealt , . . very unfriendly

and unneig^hbourly to us. Stryfe.

Unnervatet (un-n6rv'at), a. Not strong;
feeble; enervate. W. Broome.
Unnerve (un-n6rv'),y- 1. To deprive of nerve,

force, or strength; to weaken; to enfeeble;

as, to \uinerve the arm. 'The unnerved
father falls.' Shak.

The precepts are often so minute and full of cir-

cumstances, that they weaken and imnerve his verse.
Addison.

Unnestle ( un-nes'l ), v. t. To deprive of, or
eject from a nest; to dislodge; to eject.
' To unnestle and drive out of heaven all the
gods.' Urquhart
Unneth. t Unnethes, t adv. Scarcely; hardly.
Spenser. See Uneath.
Unnetted (un-net'ed), a. Not inclosed in

a net or net-work ; xmprotected by nets, as
cherries. Tennyson.
Umilggard (un-nig'6rd), a. Not niggard or
miserly; liberal. Sylvester.

Unniggardly (un-mg'6rd-li), a. Not nig-
gardly or miserly; unniggard. Abr. Tucker.

Unnoble (un-no'bl), a. Not noble; ignoble;
mean. ' A most unnohle swerving.' Shak.
Unnobleness (un-no'bl-nes), n. The state
or quality of being unnoble; meanness.
Beau. A Ft.

Unnobly (un-no'bli), adv. Ignobly. 'You
do the most unnobly to be angry.' Beau, da

Fl.

Unnooked (un-nokf). a. Without nooks
or crannies; hence, ^^. without guile; open;
simple. ' My unnooked simplicity.' Marston.
[Obsolete and rare.]

Unnoted (un-not'ed), a. 1. Not noted ; not
observed; not heeded; not regarded.

Secure, unnoted, Conrad's prow pass'd by. Byron.

2. Not marked or shown outwardly. 'With
. . . soberandttn.?io(erf passion. 'iSAaft-. [Hare]
Unnoticed (un-no'tisd). a. 1. Not observed;
not regarded. ' I've acted no unnoticed
part.' Janies Sinith.~'2. Not treated with
the usual marks of respect; not kindly and
hosi)itably entertained; neglected.
Unnotlfy (un-no'ti-fi), v.t. To contradict,
as something previously made known, de-
clared, or notified. H. Waljiole.

Unnourished (nn-nm-'ishd), a. Not nour-
ished; not fostered or cherished. Daniel.
Unnumbered (un-num'berd), a. Not num-
bered; innumerable; indefinitely numerous.

Mothers of many children, and blest fathers,

That see their issues like the stars unnujnber'd.
Beau. & Fl.

Unnun (un-nun^, v. t. To release or depose
from the condition of a nun ; to cause to
cease to be a nun.
.Many did quickly nnnun and disfriar themselves.

Fuller.

Unnurtured (un-n6r'turd), a. Not nurtured;
not educated. ' Unnurtured souls have
erred.' Wisdom of Solomon.
Unobedience t (un-6-be'di-ens), n. Disobe-
dience. }\'ickliffe.

Unobedientt (un*6-be'di-ent), a. Disobe-
dient. Milton.

Unobjectionable (un-ob-jek'shon-a-bl), a.

Not liable to objection; incapable of being
contlenmed as faulty, false, or improper.
Paley.
Unobnoxious (un-ob-nok'shus), a. Not
liable ; not subject ; not exposed to harm.
' Unobnoxious to decay.* Cowper.

Unobscured(un-ob-skurdO,«. Not obscured;
not darkened, dimmed, clouded, or over-
cast. ' His glory unobscured. ' Milton.
Unobservable (un-ob-z6rv'a-bl), a. Incap-
able of being observed; not observable; not
discoverable. Boyle.
Unobservance(un-ob-z6rv'ans),?i. The state
or quality of being unobservant; want of
observation; inattention. Whitlock.
Unobservant (un-ob-z6rv'ant), a. l. Not
observant ; not attentive ; heedless. ' An
unexperienced and unobservant man.' Dr.
Knox.—2. Not obsequious.
Unobserved (un-ob-z6rvd'), a. Not ob-
served; not noticed; not seen; not regarded;
not heeded. ' Unobserved the glaring orb
declines.' Pope.
Unobservedly (un-ob-z6rv'ed-li), adv. In
an unobserved manner; without being ob-
served.

Unobserving (un-ob-z6rv'ing), a. Not ob-
servint;; inrtttentive; heedless.
Unobstructed ( un-ob-struk'ted ), a. Not
obstructed; not filled with impediments;
not hindered or stopped; as, an itnobstrttcted

stream or channel. Sir R. Blackmore.

Unobstructive (un-ob-struk'tiv), a. Not
presenting any obstacle. Sir It. Blackmore.
Unobtrusive (un-ob-trb'siv), a. Not ob-
trusive; nut forward; modest. Yowuj.
Unobtrusively (un-ob-tro'siv-li), adv. In
an unobtrusive manner; not forwardly.

Unobvlous (un-ob'vi-ua), a. Not obvious,
evident, or manifest. Boyle.

Unoccupied (un-ok'kii-pid), a. 1. Not occu-
pied ; not possessed ; as, unoccupied land.

N. Grew.—2. Not employed or taken up in
business or otherwise; as, time unoccupied.
Unoffending (un-of-feud'ing), a. Not of-

fending; nut giving offence; not sinning;
free from sin or fault; harmless; innocent.
'My unojj'ending chilli.' Beau, tt Fl.

Unoffensive (un-of-fen'siv), a. Not offen-

sive: harmless; inoffensive. Bp. Fell.

Unofflcious (un-of-fi'shus), a. Not officious;

nut forward or intermeddling. Milton.

Unoftent (un-of'n), adv. Rarely.

The man of fjallantry not uno/len has been found
to think after the saine manner, Harris.

Unoil(un-oil'),v.(. To free from oil. Dryden.
Unoiled (un-oild'), a. Not oiled; free from
oil. ' Unoiled hinges.' Young.
Unoldt (un-old'}, v.t. To make young; to
rejuvenate. ' Mmde-gladding fruit, that can
unolde a man.' Sylvester.

Unona (u-no'na), n. A genus of plants, nat.

order Anonaceae. The species consist of

trees, large shrubs, or climbing plants, found
in India and tropical Africa. The bark and
fruit of many of the species are aromatic,
with some degree of acridity, and are em-
ployed as stinmlants and febrifuges.

Unoperative (un-o'pe-rat-iv), a. Not opei--

ative
;
producing no effect; inoperative.

Burke.
Unoperculate, Unoperculated (un-6-p6r'-

kii-lat, un-o-pei-'ku-lat-ed), a. Having no
operculum.
Unopposed (un-op-pozd'), a. Not opposed;
not resisted; not meeting with any obstruc-
tion; as, an army or stream unopposed.

For what end was that bill to linger beyond the
usual period of an unopposed measure! Burke.

Unoppresslve (un-op-pres'iv), a. Not op-
pressive. ' An u noppressive but a productive
revenue.* Burke.
Unorder (un-or'dSr), v.t. To counterorder.
[Rare.]

I think I must unorder the tea. Miss Buriiey.

Unorderly ( un-or'd6r-li ), a. Not orderly

;

irregular; disorderly. ' Unorderly confusion
in the church.' Bp. Sanderson.
Unordinaryt (un-or'din-a-ri), a. Not ordin-
ary; not conmion. 'An unordinary shape.'
Locke.

Unorganized (un-oi-'gan-izd), a. Not organ-
ized: inorganized; inorganic; as, metals are
unonjanized bodies. Locke.

Unoriginal (un-o-rij'i-nal),a l.Notoriginal;
derived— 2. Having no birth; ungenerated.
' Unoriginal night and chaos wild.' Milton.

Unoriginated ( un-o-rij'i-nat-ed ), a. Not
originated; having no birth or creation.

The Father alone is self-ezistent, underived; un-
oHginaUd. tVaUrland.

Unomamental (un-or'na-ment"al). a. Not
urnamental. West.

Unomamented (un-oi"'na-ment"ed), a. Not
ornaniented; not adorned; plain. Coventry.

Unorthodox (un-or'tho-doks). a. Not ortho-
dox; heterudox; heretical. Dr. H. Mare.
Unortbodoxy ( un-or'tho-doks-i ), n. The
state or ((uaiity of being unorthodox; un-
soundness in faith; heterodoxy. Tom Brown.
Unostentatious (un-os'ten-ta"shu8), a.

1. Not ostentatious; not boastful; not mak-
ing show and parade ; modest. West. —
2. Not glaring; not showy; as, unostentatious
colouring.

Unostentatiously ( un-os ' ten-ta" shus-li ),

adv. In an unostentatious manner; without
show, parade, or ostentation. Dr. Knox.
Unostentatiousness ( un-o8'ten-ta"shus-
nes), n. State or quality of being free from
ostentation.

Unowed (un-od'), a. 1. Not owed; not due.

2.t Not owned; having no owner.
England now is left

To tug and scamble. and to part by th' teeth
The unowed interest of proud, swelling state.

Shaa.

Unowned (un-ond'), a. 1. Not owned; hav-
ing no known owner; not claimed. Milton.
2. Not avowed ; not acknowledged as one's
own ; not admitted as done by one's self.

Gay.
Unpack (un-pak'), v.t. 1. To open, as things
packed; as, to ^/ipac^goods.—2. To relieve

of a pack or burden; to unload; to disburden.

'Must . . . unpack my heart with words.'
Shak.
Unpacked (un-pakf), a. Not packed; not
collected by unlawful artifices; as, an un-
packed jury. Hudibras.
Unpacker (un-pak'er), n. One who unpacks.

By the awkwardness of the unpacker the statue's
thumb was broken. Miss Edgeu'orth..

Unpaid (un-pad'), a. 1. Not paid ; not dis-
charged, as a debt. Milton.~2. Not having
received what is due; as, unpaid workmen.

If her armies are three years unpaid, she is the
less exhausted by expense. Burke.

— Unpaid /or, not paid for; taken on credit.

Unpained (un-pand'), a. Not pained; suffer-

ing nu pain. B. Jonson.
Unpaisi'ul ( im-pan'ful ), a. Not painful;
giving no pain. 'An easy and unpain/ul
touch." Locke.

Unpalnt (un-pantO, v. t. To efface the paint-
ing or colour of. Parnell.

Unpaired ( un-pard' ), a. Not paired ; not
matched. ' And minds impaired had better
think alone.' Crabbe.
Unpalatable (un-pal'at-a-bl), a. l. Not pa-
latable; disgusting to the taste. Anson.—
2. Not such as to be relished ; disagreeable.
'The prickles of unpalatable law.' Dryden.
Unpanged ( un-pangd' ), a. Not afflicted

with pangs; not pained. Beau. <t- Fl.

Unpannel (un-pan'el), v.t. To take off a
pannel from; to unsaddle.

God's peace be with him who saved us the trouble
of iinpanuelling Dapple. yaKvis.

Unparadise (un-pa'ra-dis), v.t. To deprive
of happiuess like that of paradise; to render
unliappy.

Ghastly thought would drink up all your joy.
And quite unparadise the realms of light. Young,

Unparagoned (un-par'a-gond), a. I'n-

equalled ; unmatched ; matchless. ' Your
unparagoned mistress.' Shak.
Unparallelable (un-pa'ra-lel-a-bl), a. In-
capable of being paralleled. * My unparal-
lelable love to mankind.' Bp. Hall.

Unparalleled (un-pa'ra-leld), a. Having no
parallel or equal; unequalled; unmatched.
'His fame vnparallel'd.' Shak. 'A deity so
unparalleVd.' Milton.

Unpardonable {un-par'dn-a-bl), a. Not to
be forgiven; incapable of being pardoned or
remitted; as, an unpardonable ain.

"Tis a fault too too unpardojiable. Shak.

Unparliamentariness (un-par'li-ment"a-
ri-nes), n. The state of being unparliament-
ary.

Unparliamentary (un-piirli-ment"a-ri), a.

Contraiy to the usages or rules of proceed-
ing in parliament or of a legislative body;
not such as can be used or uttered in parlia-

ment; as, unparliamentary language.

Unparroted (un-par'ot-ed), a. Not repeated
by rote like a parrot.

Her sentiments were unparroied and unstudied.
Godti/in.

Unpartialt (un-par'shal), a. Not partial;
impartial. 'A serious and tinparttal exam-
ination.' Bp. Sa7iderson.

Unpassable (un-pas'a-bl), a. 1. Not admit-
ting passage; impassable. 'Vast and un-
passable momitains.' Sir W. Temple. —
2- Not current; not received in common pay-
ments'; uncurrent ; as, impassable notes or
coins.
Making a new standard for money, must make all

money wnich is lighter than that standard unpass'
able. Locke.

Unpassableness (un-pas'a-bl-nes), n. The
state of being unpassable. Evelyn.

Unpassionate (un-pa'shon-at), a. l. Free
from passion or bias; impartial; dispassion-
ate.— 2. Not angry. 'Sober, grave, and un-
passionate words." Locke.

Unpassionatedt (un-pa'shon-at-ed), a. Dis-

pa.ssionate. GlanvUle.
Unpassioned (un-pa'shond), a. Free from
passion; dispassionate. Davies.

Unpastort (nn-pas'tor), v.t. To deprive of

the oflice of a pastor. Fuller.

Unpathed (un-pathd'), a. Unmarked by
passage; not trodden; trackless. ' Unpath'd
waters.' Shak.
Unpathwayed (tm-path'wad), a. Having
nu pathway; pathless. 'The smooth un-
pathu-ayed plain.' Wordsworth.

Unpatlencet ( un-pa'sheus ), n. Want of

patience; impatience. Udall.

Unpatientt (un-pa'shent), a. Impatient.
Holland.
Unpatriotic (un-pa'tri-of'ik), a. Not patri-

otic. Quart. Rev.

Unpatronized (un-pat'ron-izd), a. Not hav-
ing a patron; not supported by friends.

Joh nson.

Fate, f&r, fat, fftU; me, met. h£r; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. 3c. abune; y, 3c. tey.
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Unpattemed (uD-pat'emd), a. Having
no pattern; unequalled. 'Should I prize
you less, unpattern'd Sir.' Beau, ii: FL
Unpaved (un-pavd'), a. 1. Not paved ; not
covered with stone.—2.1 Castrated; gelded.
Shak. [Ludicrous.]

Unpay (un-pa'), v.t. it To undo; to annul
by payment. [Humorous.]
Pay her the debt you owe her, and unfiay the vil-

lany you have done her. Shak.

2. Not to pay or compensate : only in past
participle.

Unpayable (un-pa'a-bl), a. Incapable of
bein^ paid. South.

Ulix>6acet (un'pes), n. Dispeace. Chaucer.
Unpeaceable (un-pes'a-bl). a. Not peace-
able; (luarrelsome. 'Away, unpeaceable
do;,'.' Shafc.

Unpeaceableness (un-pes'a-bl-nes). n. The
state of being unpeaceable ; unquietne&s

;

(lUHrrelsomeness. Mountagu.
Unpeaceful (un-pea'ft;!). a. Not pacific or
Iieact-ful; unquiet. Milton.
Unpedigreed (unped'i-gred), a. Notdis-
tinLTuisht;.! by a pedigree. R. Poilok.

Unpeerable, Unpeered (un-per'a-bl, un-
perd'), a. Having no peer or equal; un-
equalled. 'Cnpe^rcd excellence.' Marston.
Unpeg (im-p^, v.t. To pull out the peg
from ; to open by removing a peg or pegs.

Unpeg the basket on the house's top,
Let the birds fly. Shak.

Unpen (unpen'), v.t. To let out or release
from being penned up; to set free from a
pen or confinement. 'If a man unpens an-
other's water. ' Blackstone.

Unpenetrable! (un-pen'e-tra-bl). a. Not to
iH- j,._-n(_-irutcd; impenetrable. Holland.
Unpenitent t (un-pen'i-tent), a. Not peni-
tent; impenitent. Sandys.
Unpensioned (un-pen'shond),a. 1. Not pen-
sioned; not rewarded by a pension; as, an
unpensio}ied soldier.—2. Not kept in pay;
not held in dependence by a pension.
Byron.
Unpeople (un-pe'pl), v.t. To deprive of

]>f!< -pie ; to deprive of inhabitants; to depopu-
late ; to dispeople. ' I'll unpeople i^ypt.'

Unpeopled (uu-pe'pld), p. and a. Depopu-
lat'd: dispeopled; uninhabited ; desolate.
' Cnpeopled offices, untrodden stones.' Shak.
Unpercelvable (un-p6r-aev'a-bl), a. Incap-
alile of being perceived; not perceptible.
South.

Unpercelved (un-p^r-sevd'), a. Not per-
(fived; not heeded; not observed; not no-
ticed- 'Shade, unperceiced, so softening
iiiti. sbade." Tho^n^son.

Unperceptible t (un-p^r-sep'ti-bl), o. Im-
I'lii-.-jitihle, Holland.
Unperegal,ta Unequal. Chaucer.
Unperfect t (un-p^r'fekt), a. Not perfect

;

not complete; deficient; imperfect *An
unperfect actor.' Shak.

\atuie . . . hath made nothing unfer/eet.
Holland.

Unperfect t ( un-p^r'fekt ), v.t. To make
imperfect or incomplete; to leave onflnished.
Sif f Sidney.

Uniwrfectly t (un-pAr'fekt-lI), adv, Imper-
feelly Halett.

Unperformed (un-per-formd'), a. Not per-
formed; not done; not executed; not ful-

filled: as. the business remains imper/orm«(f;
an unperf-inned promise. 'This voyage, un-

jMr/onn'il by living man.' Coipper.

Unperishable t (un-per'ish-a-bl), a. Not
ptTisbaMe; not subject to decay; imperish-
alple Si'i'ctntor.

Unp€rlBiiing(un-per'iflh ing).a. Not perish-
ing; la.sting; durable. 'Her great sire's ttn-

wrUhimj altode.' Cowper.
Unperjured (un-p^r'jurd). a. Free from
tbe (rime "f perjury; not forsworn. Dryden.
Unperplex t (un-i>er-pleks'). ct To free or
refieve from i)eritlexity. Donne.
Unperplexed (un-ptr-pleksf). a. 1. Not
perplexed; not harassed; not embarrassed.
2 Free from perplexity or complication;
sinii.le simple, unperplexed proposition.'
Loc/.-c.

Unpersecuted (un-p^r-se-ku'ted), a. Free
from ]>trseention. Milton.
Unpersonable (un-p«r'8on-a-bl), a. Not
pers4>na)>le ; not handsome or of good ap-
pearance, Hdlaiul.
mpersuadable Omp^r-swad'a-bl), a. In-

' capable i»f being persuaded or influenced by
jBiotives urged, .V(V /*. Sidney.
mpersuadablenesB ( un - i>6r • swad ' a- hi -

,l»esj, n. The <|uality of being uuper-
ladable; resistance to persuasion. Rich-

ton.

Unpersuaslon (un-p6r-8wa'zhon), n. The
state of l>eing unpersuaded. Leighton.
Unpersuasive (un-p6r-swa'ziv), a. Not
persuiisive; unable to persuade. ' I bit my
11 npersuaaive lips. ' Richardson.
Unperturbed (un-p6r-t6rbd'), a. Not per-
turbed; not disturbed.

These perturbations would be so combined with
the ttnperturbed motion as to produce a new motion
not less regular than the other. IVhcwell.

Unpervert (un-p6r-v6rt'), v.t. To recon-
vert ; to recover from being a pervert.
Fxdler.

I had the credit all over Paris of unperverting
Madame de V . Sterne.

Unperverted (un-p6r-v6rt'ed), a. Not per-
verted; not wrested or turned to a wrong
sense or use. Swift.

Unpetrlfled (un-pet'ri-fTd), a. Not petri-
fied ; not converted into stone. Sir T.
Browne.
UnpMlosophic, Unphilosophlcal <un-
flro-sof'ik, un-flro-sor'ik-al), a. Not philo-
sophic; the reverse of philosophic; not ac-
cording to the rules or principles of sound
philosophy.
Unphilosophize (un-fl-Ios'6-fiz), v.t To
degrade from the character of a philos-
opher. [A word made by Pope, according
to Dr. Johnson.]
Our passions, our interests flow in upon us, and

UHfhiiosophize us into mere mortals. Pope.

Unplckable (un-pik'a-bl), a. Incapable of
bemg picked ; incapable of being opened
with a pointed instrument. *lA)cks un-
pickable.' Beau. <t Fl.

unpicked (un-pikf), a. l. Not picked; not
ch<)sen or selected.—2. Unplucked; ungath*
ered; unenjoyed.
Now comes in the sweetest morsel of the night, and

we roust hence and leave it unpicked. S/iak.

3. Having the stiches picked out; unstitched.
'A robe, half-made, and half unpicked again.

*

W. Collins.— 4. Not picked or opened with
an instrument, as a lock.

Unplerceable (un-pers'a-bl), a. Incapable
of Iwing pierced. 'So unpierceable an
armour.' Bp. Hall.
Unpierced (un-persf), a. Not pierced; not
penetrated. Byron.
Unpillared (un-pil'fird), a. Deprived of
pillars; not having or supported by pillars.

Th' unpillared temple.' Pope.
Unplllowed (un-piriod), a. Having no
pillow; having the head not supported.
Milton.

Unpin (unpin'), v.t. To loose from pins;
to unfasten or undo what is held together
by a pin or pins; to remove the pins of; as,
to unpin a frock; to unpin a building; to
unpin a door. ' His mouth unpinn'd.

'

Gower.
Prithee, unpin me. Shak.

Unptlnlon (un-pin'yon), v.t To loose from
pinions or manacles; to free from restraint.
Clarke.

Unplnkedt (un-pingkt'V a. Not pinked;
not pierced with eyelet-holes. Shak.
Unpiteously (un-pit'e-us-liX o^^- In ftn

unpiteous manner.
Oxford, in her senility, has proved no Alma Mater

in thus so uttpiUously crauimmg her alumni wiih the
shells alone. Sir tV. Hamilton.

Unpltied (un-pit'id), a. 1. Not pitied ; not
compassionated; not regarded with sympa-
thetic sorrow.

Stumbling across the market to his death
Lhtpitied. TennysCH,

2.t Unmerciful; pitiless.

You shall have your full time of imprisonment and
your deliverance witli an unpilied whipping. Shak.

Unpltifol (un-pit'if«l). o. 1. Having no
pity; not merciful.— 2. Not exciting pity.

Unpltlfully (un pit'i-fHl-li). adv. In an
unpitifut manner ; unmercifully ; without
mercy ' Jteat him most unpitifully.' Shak.
Unpltifulness (un-pit'i-f«|.nes). n. The
state or quality of being unpitiful. Sir P.
Sidney.
Unpltbus,t a. I'npitiful; cruel. Chaucer.
Unpltying (un-pit'i-ing), a. Having no
pity; allowing no compassion.

Plunginif from his castle, with a cry
He raised his hands to the unpUying sky.

Long/eUffW.

Unplaced (un-pla.sf), a. 1. Not arranged or
distributed in proper places; undetermined
in regard to place; confused; jumbled.

Unplaced kings, whose (losition in the series of
Egyptian kings is undetermined. Gltddon.

2. Having no place, office, or employment
under government ' Unplaced, unpen-
sion'd.' Pope.

Unplagued (un-plagd'), a. Not plagued;
not harassed; not tormented; not afflicted.
' Unplagued with corns.* Shak.
Unplaint (un-plan'), a. Not plain; not
simple; not open; insincere. Gower.
Unplalned t (un-plandO, a. Not deplored;
not bewailed or lamented. Spenser.
Unplanted (un-plant'ed), a. Not planted;
of spontaneous growth. Waller.
Unplausible (un-plaz'i-bl), a. Not plau-
sible; not having a fair or specious ap-
pearance ; as, ai^uments not unplausible.
'Such unplausible propositions.' Barrow.
UnplauBibly (un-plaz'i-bli), adv. In an un-
plausible manner; not plausibly. Burke.
Unplausive t (un-plaz'iv), a. Not approving;
not applauding; displeased; disapproving.

'Tis like he'll question me
Why such unplausive eyes are bent on him. Shak.

Unpleadable (un-pled'a-bl), a. Unfit to be
pleaded or m-ged as a plea. 'Ignorance
was here unpleadable.' South.
Unpleaded(un-pled'ed). a. 1. Not pleaded.
2. Undefended by an advocate. Otway.
Unpleasable (un-plez'a-bl), a. Incapable
of behig pleased ' 5Iy unpleasable daughter.

'

Burgoyne.
Unpleasant (un-plez'ant), a. Not pleasant;
not affording pleasure; disagreeable. 'The
unpleasantSt words that ever blotted paper."
Shak.
UnpleasantlBh (un-plez'ant-ish), a. Some-
what unpleasant. ' A rather ujtpleasantish
job." Hood. [Colloq.]

Unpleasantly (un-plez'ant-li), adv. In an
unpleasant manuei'; in a manner not pleas-
ing.

Unpleasantness (un-plez'ant-nes), n. 1.

The state or quality of being unpleasant; dis-
agreeableness. ' Unpleasantness of sound.'
Hooker. ~2. A slight quarrel.
Unpleasantry (un-piez'ant-ri), n. l. Want
of pleasantry ; absence or the opposite of
cheerfulness, humour, orgaiety. Thackeray.
2. A slight quarrel; a misunderstanding.
Unpleased (un-plezd'), a. Not pleased; dis-

pleased. ' .My unpleased eye.' Shak.
Unpleaslng (un-plez'ing), a. Unpleasant;
offensive; disgusting; disagreeable. 'Harsh
discords and unpleasing sharps.' Shak.
Unpleaslngly ( un-plez'ing-li ), adv. In an
uni)lea8ing manner. Bp. Hall.
Unpleasingness (un-plez'iug-nes). n. The
state or quality of being unpleasing. Milton.
Unpleaslve t (un-plez'iv), o. Not pleasing.

Grief is never but an unpleasive passion. Bp. Hall.

Unpleasurable (un-plezh'ur-a-bl), a. Not
pleasurable; not giving pleasure. Coleridge.

Unpllable (un-pli'a-bl), a. Not pliable; not
yielding or conforming ; not easily bent.
HolUir^.
Unpliant (un-pli'ant), a. 1. Not pliant;
not easily bent; stiff. 'The unpliant bow."
Coxcper.—t. Not readily yielding the will;

not compliant. ' A stubborn, unpliant mo-
rality.' Tatler.

UnpU^ht.t Unplite.t v.t To unfold; to
explaui. Chaucer.
Unplucked (un-plukf), o- Not plucked;
not pulled or torn away. Beau, tt- Fl.

Unplumb (un-plumO, v.t [L. plumbum,
lead.] To deprive of lead; to plunder of
lead. Burke. [Very rare.]

Unplumb (un-plun/). a. Not plumb; not
perpendicular; not vertical. Clarke.

UnpliLmbed (un-plumd'), a. Not plumbed
or measured by a plumb-line; unfathomed.
' The unplumbed, salt, estranging sea.'
Matt Arnold.
Unplume (un-plum'), v.t To strip of
plumes or feathers; to degrade. 'Enough
to shame confidence and unplume dogma-
tising.' GlanvUle.
Unpoetlc, Unpoetical Cun-po-et'ik, un-po-
etik-al), a. 1. Not poetical; not having or
possessing poetical qualities. T. Warton.—
2, Not proper to or becoming a poet. Bp.
Corbet.

Unpoetically (un-pd-et'ik-al-li), adv. In an
unp(^>etic or unpoetical manner. Dryden.
Unpointed (un-point'ed), a. 1. Having no
point or sting; wanting point or definite aim
or purpose.

The conclusion . . . here, would have shown
dull, fiat, and tinfiointed. B. Jonson.

2. Not having marks by which to distinguish
sentences, members, and clauses in writing;
impunctuated. — 3. Not having the vowel
points or marks; as, an unpointed manu-
script in Hebrew or Arabic.
Unpolsed (un-poizd'), a. 1. Not poised;
not balanced.—2.t Unweighed; unhesitat-
ing; regardless of consequences. Marston.

ch, cAain; th, Sc. locA; g. go; j.;ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng. iing; th, Men; th, thin; w, icig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.— See Kev.
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Unpoison (un-poi'zn), v.t. To remove or
expel poison from.

Such a course could not but in a short time have
u PIfioisoH^ii their perverted minds. South.

UnpoUded (un-po'li-sid), a. \. Not having
civil polity or a regular form of government.
Warburtoii. —1. Void of policy; impolitic;
stupid. ' That I might hear thee call great
Cajsar, ass unpolicied. ' Shak.
UnpoUsh (uu-porish), v.t. To deprive of
polish or politeness. Richardson.
UnpoUsbed (uu-pol'isht), a. l. Not pol-
ished; not made smooth or bright by rub-
bing. —2. Not refined in manners; uncivil-
ized; rude; plain. 'Those first unpolish'd
matrons, big and bold.' Dryden.
Unpolite (un-po-lif), a. Not polite; not
retined in manners; uncivil; rude; impolite.
Tatler.

UnpoUtely (un-po-lit'Ii). adv. In an un-
polite. uncivil, or rude manner.
Unpoliteness t (un-po-lit'nes), n. The
state or quality of being unpolite; want of
courtesy; rudeness; incivility.

Unpolitlc t (unpo'li-tik), a. Impolitic.

Unpolled (un-pold'), a. \. Not polled; not
having had his vote registered.

The opposite party bribed the bar-maid at the
Town Arms to hocus the brandy and water of four-
teen unpolled electors. Dickens.

2. Unplundered; notstripped. 'Richerthan
unpoU'd Arabian wealth and Indian gold.'
Faiwhawe.
Unpolluted (un-pol-ut'ed), a. Not pol-
luted ; not defiled ; not corrupted

; pure.
' Her fair and unpolluted flesh.' Shak.
Unpope (un-popO, v.t. l. To cause to cease
to be a pope ; to divest or deprive of the
office, authority, and dignities of a pope.

—

2. To deprive of a pope.
Rome will never so fat unpofe herself as to part

with her pretended supremacy. Fuller.

Unpopular (un-pop'a-16r), a. Not popular;
not having the public favour; as, an un-
popular magistrate; an unpopular law.
unpopularity (un-pop'u-lar"i-ti), n. The
state of being unpopular.
Unpopularly (un-pop'u-16r-li), adv. In an
unpopular maimer; not popularly.
Unportablet (un-port-a-bl), a. Not port-
able or capabht of being carried. Raleigh.
Unportioned (un-por'shond), a. Not en-
dowed or furnished with a portion or for-
tune.

Has virtue charms? I ^rant her heavenly fair.
But if unportioned, all will interest wed. Young.

Unportuoust (un-por'tu-us), a. Having no
ports. ' An unportuoxts coast.' Burke.
Unpossessed (un-poz-zesf). a. Not pos-
sessed; not held; not occupied. * Such vast
room in nature unpossessed by living souL'
Milton.

Unpossesslng t (un-poz-zes'ing), a. Having
no possessions. ' Thou unpossesmig bas-
tard. ' Shak.
Unposslblet (un-pos'i-bl), a. Not possible;
impossible. ' For us to levy power ... is
all nnpossible.' Shak.
Unposted (unposted), a. Not having a
fixed post or situation.

There were also some Queen's officers going- out to
join their regiments, a few younger men, unposted.
who expected to be attached to Queen's regiments,
as their own corps were fighting . . . against us.

„ W. H. Russell.

Unpowerfult (un-pou'6r-fHl), a. Not power-
ful; impotent. Cowley.
Unpracticable (un-prak'ti-ka-bl), a. Not
practicable ; not feasible ; not capable of
being performed; impracticable. Barrow.
Unpractical (un-prak'ti-kal), a. Not prac-
tical; inclined to give time and attention to
matters of speculation and theory rather
than those of practice, action, or utility;
careless about things merely profitable or of
sordid utility. J. R. Lowell.
Unpractised (uu-prak'tist), a. l. Not hav-
ing becTi taught by practice; not skilled;
not having experience; raw; unskilful. 'A
child unpractised in destructive fight. ' Cois-
per.-~2.i Not known; not familiar by use.

His tender eye, by too direct a ray
Wounded, and flying from unpractised day. Prior.

Unpraiset (un-praz'), v.t. To deprive of
praise; to strip of commendation. Young.
Unpraised (un-prazd), a Not praised; not
celebrated. Spenser.
Unpray (un-pra'), v. t. To revoke, recall, or
negative by a subsequent prayer having a
contrary tendency or effect to a former one.

The freedom and purity of his obedience . . .

made him, as it were, unpray what he had before
prayed. SirM. Hale.

Unprayed (un-prad'), a. Not prayed for

;

not solicitetl reverently: with/or before the
object. Sir T. More.
Unpreach (un-prech'). v.t. To preach the
contrary of; to recant in preaching.

The clergy their own principles denied,
Vnpreached their non-resisting cant. Defoe.

Unpreachlng (un-prech'ing), a. Not in the
habit of preaching. * JJnpreaching prelates.

'

Latimer.
Unprecarious (un-pre-ka'ri-us), a. Not
precarious; not uncertain. 'Unprecarious
bliss.' Young.
Unprecedented(un-pre'8e-dent-ed), a. Hav-
ing no precedent or example; unexampled.

In the House of Commons the opposition became
at once iiresistible, and carried by more than two
votes to one, resolutions of unprecedented violence,

Macaulay.
Unprecedentedly ( un -pre ' se-den t-ed - li X
ady. Without precedent; exceptionally.

That motion , . . was rejected, in a House w«-
precedentedly large, by a majority of only five.

Gladstone.
Unpredictt (un-pre-dikf), v.i. To revoke or
retract prediction.

Means I must use, thou say'st; prediction else
\\ill unpredict, and fail me of the throne. Milton.

Unpreferred (un-pre-f6rd'), a. Not pre-
ferred: (a) not regarded with preference.
(6) Not having received preferment; not
having got a living. 'A scholar . . . yoimg
or unpreferred.' Jeremy Collier.

Unpregnant (un-preg'nant), a. i. Not preg-
nant.—2. Not prolific; not quick of wit.

This deed , , . makes me unpregnant
And dull to all proceedings. Shak.

Unprejudicate (un-pre-ju'di-kat), a. Not
prepossessed by settled opinions ; unpre-
judiced. Jer. Taylor.

Unprejudiced (un-pre'jii-di8t), a. 1. Not
prejudiced; free from undue bias or prepos-
session; not preoccupied by opinion; im-
partial; as, an unprejudiced mind.
The meaning of them may be so plain, that any

unprejudiced and reasonable man may certainly un-
derstand them. Tillotson.

2. Not warped by or proceeding from pre-
judice; as, an unprejudiced judgment.
Unprejudicedness (un-pre'ju-dist-nes), n.
State of being unprejudiced. 'Hearing the
reason of the case with patience and unpre-
judicedness. ' Clarke.

Unprelated (un-prel'at-ed), p. and a. De-
posed frijm the dignity of prelate; deposed
from the episcopate. Bp. Hacket.
Unprelatlcal (un-pre-lat'ik-al), a. Unlike
or unsuitable to a prelate^ Clarendon.
Unpremeditable (un-pre-med'it-a-bl), a.

\. Not capable of being premeditated or
previously thought of.—2. Unforeseen; un-
looked for. 'A capfuU of wind . . . with
such unpremeditable puffs. ' Sterne.
Unpremeditated (un-pre-med'i-tat-ed). a.
1. Not previously meditated or prepared in
the mind. ' My unpremeditated verse.

'

Milton.—2. Not previously purposed or in-
tended; not done by design; as, an unpre-
meditated oflfence.

Unpreparation (un-pre'pa-ra"shon), n.
Tlie state of being unprepared; want of pre-
paration; unpreparedness. Sir M. Hale.
Unprepared (un-pre-pard'). a. Not pre-
pared; as, (a) not fitted or made suitable,
fit. or ready for future use; as, unprepared
provisions. (6) Not brought into a right,
safe, or suitable condition in view of a
future event, contingency, accident, attack,
danger, or the like; specifically, not made
ready or fit for death or eternity.

I would not kill thy unprepared spirit. Shak.

Unpreparedly (un-pre-par'ed-li), a. In an
unprepared manner or condition; without
due preparation. ' Dies not unpreparedly.

'

Bp. Hall.

Unpreparedness (un-pre-par'ed-nes), n.

The state of liein-,' unprepared, unready, or
unfitted; want of preparation.
Unprepossessed (un-pre'poz-zest"), a. Not
prepossessed; not biassed by previous opin-
ions; not prejudiced.

It finds the mind naked, and unprepossessed with
any former notions. South.

Unprepossessing (un-pr6'poz-ze8"ing), a.

Not having a prepossessing or winning ap-
pearance; not attractive or engaging; as,
he has a very unprepossessitig appearance.
Unprescribed (un-pre-skribd'). a. Not
prescribed ; not authoritatively laid down.
* Unjxrescrihed ccramony.' Bp. Hall.
Unpresentable (un-pre-zent'a-bl). a. Not
presentable: not fit for being presented or
introducecl to company or society.

Unpressed (un-presf), a. l. Not pressed.
•-My pillow left impressed.' Shak.—2, Not
enforced. Clareiuion.

Unpresuming (un-pre-zum'ing), a. Not
presuming; modest; humble. 'Modest, un-
jnesuming men.' Dr. Knox.
Unpresumptuous (un-pre-zum'tu-us), a.
Not presumptuous or arrogant; humble;
submissive; modest. 'Lift to heaven an
uuirrenumptuous eye.' Coicper.
Unpretending (un-pre-tend'ing), a. Not
pretending to or claiming any distinction or
superiority; unassuming; modest. 'Tounde-
ceive and vindicate the honest and unpre-
tending part of mankind.' Pope.
Unprettiness (un-pritti-nes), n. The state
of being unpretty; want of prettiness.
Richardsoji.

Unpretty (un-prit'ti), a. Not pretty; want-
ing prettiness, attractiveness, elegance, or
charm.

His English is blundering, but not unpretty.

,„ .
Miss Burney.

Unprevailingt (un-pre-val'ing), a. Being of
no force; unavailing; vain.

Throw to the eanh this unprevailing woe. Shak.

Unprevented (un-pre-vent'ed), a. 1. Not
prevented; not hindered.—2. t Not preceded
by anything.

Grace . . .

Comes unprevented, unimplored, unsought

„ _. ^ Milton.
Unpriest (un-presf). v.i. To deprive of the
orders (jr authority of a priest.

Leo, bishop of Rome, only unpriests him. Milton.

Unpriestly (un-prest'li). a. Unsuitable to-
ft priest. ' Unpriestly conduct.' Pennant.
Unprince (un-prins'), t;. t. To deprive of the
character or authority of a prince ; to de-
prive of principality or sovereignty.
Queen Mary . . . would not unprince herself »

obey his Holiness. Fuller.

Unprincely (un-prinsli), a. Unbecoming
a prince; not resembling a prince. 'Un-
princely usage.' Milton.
Unprinciple (un-prin'si-pl). v.t. To destroy
the moral principles of; to corrupt.
They have been principled, or rather unprincipled,

by such tutors. J/. Brooke.

Unprincipled (un-prin'si-pld), a. l. Not
having settled principles. 'Souls unprin-
cipled in virtue.' Milton.~2. Having no
good moral principles; destitute of virtue;
not restrained by conscience; profligate; im-
moral; as, a gay, unprincipled fellow.—
3. Not resulting from good principles; in-
iquitous; wicked. ' This unprincipled ces-
sion.' Burke.
Unprlnted (un-print'ed), a. 1. Not printed,
as a literary work. Pope.—2. Not stamped
with figures; white; as, unprinted cotton.
Unprivileged (un-pri\''i-lejd). a. Not privi-
leged; not enjoying a particular privilege,
liberty, or immunity. Dr. Knox.
Unprizable t (un-priz'a-bl), a. Incapable of
Ijeing prized or having its value estimated;
(a) as being below valuation.

A baubling vessel was he captain of.

For shallow draught and bulk unprizable. Shak.

(b) As being above or beyond valuation; in-
valuable.

Your ring may be stolen too : so. of your brace of
unprizable estimations, the one is but frail, and the
other casual. Shak.

Unprized (un-prizd'), a. Not valued; (a) as
being below valuation. (&)t As being beyond
or above valuation; invaluable.

Not all the dukes of walerish Bui^undy
Can buy this unprized, precious maid of me. Shak.

Unprobablyf (un-prolja-bli). adv. 1. In a
niiinner not to be approved of; improperly.
* To diminish by the authority of wise and
knowing men. things unjustly and unpro-
bably crept in.' Strype.—2. Improbably.
Unproclaimed (uu-pro-klamd'). a. Not
proclaimed; not notified by public declara-
tion. 'Assassin-like, had "levied war, war
unproclaimed.' Milton.

Unproductive (un-pro-duk'tiv). a. 1. Not
productive ; barren ; more especially, not
producing large crops; not making profit-
able returns for labour; as, unproductive
land. —2. Not producing profit or interest;
not bringing in any retura; as, unproductive
capital; unproductive funds. — 3. Not pro-
ducing goods or articles for consumption

;

as, vnproditctive labour (such as that of
domestic servants, ».tc,).—4. Not producing
any effect or result: with of.

Unproductiveness (un-pro-duk'tiv-nes), n.

The state <»f being unproductive; as, land,.

stock, capital, labour, <tc.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; tube, tub, b«ll; oil, pound; ii, So. abune; y. Sc. fey.
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UnprofEUied (un-pro-fand'), a. Not pro-

faned or desecrated; not polluted or vio-

lated. Dryden.
Unprofes8lonal(unpro-fe'8hon-al), a. l.Not
pertaiiiini^ to one's profession.—2. Not be-

longing to a profession ; as, an unprofes-
sional man.
Unproficiency (un-pro-flsh'en-si), n. Want
of piurtciency or improvement. Bp. Hall.

Unprofitable (uupro'fit-a-bl), a. Not pro-

tltalde: bringing no protlt; producing no
gain, advantage, or improvement; serving

no useful or desired ends; useless; profitless;

as, an unprofitable business; an unprofitable

servant. ' Unprofitable talk.' Job xv. 3.

'Not with yrief, for that is unprofitable.'

Heb. xiii, 17.

Unprofitableness (un-pro'fit-a-bl-nes). n.

The state of producing no profit or good;
uselessness: inutility. Addison.
Unprofitably (un-pro'flt^abli), adv. In an
unprofitable manner; without profit, gain,

benefit, advantage, or use; to no good pur-
pose or effect.

Our wasted oil ttnprejitably bums.
Like hidden lamps in old sepulchral urns. Cowfifr.

Unprofited (un-pro'flt-ed), a. Not having
pr.'rtt or jrain. Shak.
Unprofltingt (un-pro'fit-ing), a. Unproftt-

ai'ie. li. Jotxion.

Unprobibited (un-pro-hib'it-ed), a. Not
pr.iliil.itt'd; not forbidden; lawful. Milton.

Unprojected ( un pro - jekt ' ed ), a. Not
Iilaiiiied: not projected. South.

Unproliflc (un-pro-lif'ik), o. Not proliflc;

barren; not producing young or fruit; not
fertile or fruitful. Sir M. Hale.
Unpromise (un-prom'ia), v.t. To revoke,
retract, or recall, as a promise. 'Thy pro-

mise past, unpromise it f^ain.' Chapman.
Unpromised (un-prom'ist). a. Not pro-
mised or engaged. ' Leave nought unpro-
inised.' Spenser.
Unpromising (un-prom'is-ing), a. Not pro-

mising; not affording a favourable prospect
of success, of excellence, of profit, Ac; as,

an unpromising youth ; an unpromi»i}\g
season. Sir J. Reynolds.
Unprompted(un-promt'ed), a. Not prompt-
ed; not dictated; not urged or instigated.

My tongue talks unprompttd by my heart.

Unpronounceable (un-prd-nouns'a-bl), a.

1. Not pronounceable ; incapable of being
pronounced ; as, a harsh unpronotinceabU
word — 2. Unfit for being pronounced,
named, or mentioned; unmentionable as
being offensive to chaste ears.

Unpronounced ( un-pro-nounsf ), a. Not
pronounced; not uttered. Milton.
Unpropert (un-pro'p6r). a. 1. Not proper
or confined to one person; not peculiar.

Millions nightly lie in those unfiro/er beds.
Which they dare swear peculiar. Shak.

2. Not fit or proper; improper. Jer. Taylor.
Unproperlyt (un -properli), adv. Unfitly;
inipT'ipeily IluUiuid.

Unpropbetic, Unprophetical (un-pr6-fet'-

ik. un-pro-fet'ik-al), a. Not prophetic; not
foreHeeing or not predicting future events.
'Wretch . . . of unpropAefic soul." Pope.
Unpropltlous ( un- pro-pi 'shus). a. Not
proiiitious; not favourable; inauspicious.

Now ftamed the dog-star's unfropttious ray,

.Smote every brain, and withcr'd every bay. Pope.

Unproportionable (un-pr6-pdr'8hon-a-bl),
a. Wanting due proportion; disproportion-
able Dr. 11. Mure.
Unproportionate (un-pro-por'shon-at), a.

Wanting proportion; disproportionate; un-
I fit. ' No swelling member, unproportion-

ate.' Daniel.
Unproportioned(un<prd-pdi-'8hond),a. Not
proportioned; not suitable. 'This unpro-

rfiortio}U'd frame.' B. Jonson.
nproposed (unpro-pozd'), a. Not pro-

K posed; notoffered foracceptance, adoption,

I, or the like; as, the motion or candidate is as
yet It nproposed. Dryden.
Unpropped fun-propt'), a. Not propped;
not supjiorted or uplield. ' The bulk, un-
proppe'f. falls headlong.' Dryden.
Unproselyte (un-pros'e-lit). v.t. To pre-
vent hc-itig made a proselyte or convert; to
win back from proselytism. Fuller.

UnprosperoiL8(unpros'p6r-u9), a. Notproa-
penius; not attended with success; unfor-
tunate. I'Op*'-

Unprosx>erously (un-pros'ptNr-us-li). adv.
T'nsuccessfuUy; unfortunately. Jer. Taylor.

UnprosperouJBness (uu-pros'p^r-us-nesi, n.
Want of success; failure of the desired re-
sult. Hammond.

Unprotected (un-pro-tekt'ed), a. Not pro-

tected; not defended; not supported. 'Men
unprotected from above.' Hooker.

Unprotestantlze (un-prot'es-tant-iz), v.t.

To cause to change from the Protestant re-

ligion to some other; to render other than
Protestant; to divest of Protestant charac-
teristics or features.

To unproUstantize (the Church of England) is not
to reform it. Ki^^siey.

Unprovable, Unproveable (un-prov'a-bl),

a. Not capable of being proved, demon-
strated, confirmed, or established. ' Poor
uncertainties and unproveable supposals.*

Bp. Hall.

Unproved (un-provd'), a. 1. Not proved;
not known by trial. ' A fresh unproved
knight.' Spenser.—2. Not established as
true by argument, demonstration, or evi-

dence.
There is much of what should be demonstrated

left unproved. Boyle.

Unprovide (un-pro-vid'), v.t. To unfumish;
to divest or strip of qualifications; to divest
of resolution.

Ill not expostulate with her, lest her beauty m»-
frovidt my mind again. Shak.

Unprovided (un-pro-vid'ed), a. 1. Not pro-

vided ; unfurnished; unsupplied ; as, un-
provided with money. Formerly it might
nave o/ after it instead of with. ' Utterly
unprovided of all other natural, moral, or
spiritual abilities.' Bp. Sprat —2. Having
made no preparation ; not suitably prepared;
unprepared.

Tears, for a stroke unseen afford relief:

It unprovided for a sudden blow,
ke Niobe we marble grow. Dryden.

Impro-

Liki

3.t Unforeseen. Spenser.

Unprovldentt (un-pro'vi-dent),

vident. Beau. 6: Fl.

Unprovoked (un-pro-vokf). a. l. Not pro-
voked; not incited. ' Mea unprovoked . . .

fly in my face.' Bp. Hall.— 2. Not proceed-
ing from provocation or just cause ; as, an
unprovoked attack. * A rebellion so destruc-
tive and so unprovoked.' Dryden.
Unprudential t (un-pro-denshalX a- Im-
prudent. ' The most unwise and unpruden-
tial act." Milton.

Unpruned (un-prbnd'), a. Not pruned; not
lopped. * Fruit-trees all unpruned.' Shak.
Unpublic (un-iiublik). a. Not public; pri-

vate; not generally seen or known. ' Virgins
must be retired and unpublic.' Jer. Taylor.

UnpubllBhed (un-pub'lisht), a. l. Not made
public; secret; private. * Unpublished vir-

tues." Shak.— 2. Not published, as a manu-
script or book. Fope.
Unpunctual (unpungk'tu-al), a. Not punc-
tual; not exact, especially with reference
to time. Pope.
Unpunishable (un-pun'isliabl), a. Not
punishable ; not capable or deserving of
being punished: appUed to persona or
things.

Where all offend the crime's unpunishable. May.

Unponisbed (un-pun'ishtX a. Not pun-
ished; suffered to pass without punishment
or with impunity; as, a thief unpunished;
an unpunished crime. Dryden.
Unpurchased (un-p6r'chast), a. Not pur-
chased; not bought. ' Unpurchtued plenty.'
Sir J. Denhain.
Unpuret (un-pur'), a. Not pure; .mpure.

' Unpure constitutions.' Donne.
UnpUl^ed (un-p^rgd'), o. Not pui^ed; un-
purified. 'The rheumy and unpuryed air.'

Shak.
Unpurlfled (un-pu'ri-fid), a. Not purified;
hence, not cleansed from sin; imsanctifled.

Our sinful nation having long been in the furnace,
is now come out, but unpitriped. Dr. H. More.

Unpurposed (un-p6r'p6st).rt. Not intended;
not designed. * Accidents unpurposed.'
Shak.
Unpursed (un-p^rstO, a. Robbed of a purse
or money. Pollok. [Rare.]

Unqualified (un-kwol'i-fid), a. l. Not qua-
lified ; not fit ; not having the requisite

talents, abilities, or accomplishments. Wri-
ters . . . unqualified to propagate heresies.'

Swift.— 2 Not being qualified legally; not
having the legal qualification; specifically,

not having taken the requisite oath or
oaths: not having passed the necessary ex-

aminations and received a diploma or li-

cense ; as, an unqualified practitioner of
medicine.— 3. Not modified or restricted by
conditions or exceptions ; as, unqualified
praise.

Unqualify (un-kwol'i-fl), v.t. To direst of
qualifications; to disqualify.

Deafness UMfua/i/fes me for all company. ' Swift.

Unqualitied t (un-kwol'i-tid), a. Deprived
of the usual faculties.

He is mtquaiitied with very shame. Shak.

Unquarrelable t (un-kwor'el-a-bl), a. In-

capable of being quarrelled with, objected
to, or impugned. ' Such satisfactory and
unquarrelable reasons.' Sir T. Browne.
Unqueen (un-kweu'), v.t. To divest of the
diguity of queen.

Although unqueen'd, yet like

A queen, and daughter of a king, inter me. Shak.

Unquelled (un-kweldO, a. Not quelled, sub-
dued, or subjugated. ' Horse unquelled by
toil, ardent ' Thomson.
Unquenchable (un-kwensh'a-bl), a. Not
quencbable; incapable of being quenched,
extinguished, allayed, or the like; as, un-
quenchable fire, thirst, &c. Lu. iii. 17.

TJnquenchableness ( un-kwensh'a-bl-nes),
n. The state of being unquenchable. Hake-
will.

Unquenchably (un-kwensh'a-bli), adv. lu
an unquenchable manner.

That lamp shall burn unquenchably.
Sir If. Scott.

Unqueatlonkble (un-kwest'yun-a-bl), a.

1. Not to be questioned; not to be doubted;
indubitable ; certain ; as. unquestionable
evidence or truth; unquestimKwle courage.
There is an unquestictiable magnificence in every

part of Paradise Lost. Addison.

2. Averse to being questioned ; averse to
conversati<m. 'An unquestwnahle spirit,

which you have not.' Shak.
Unquestionably (un-kwest'yun-a-bli), adv.
Without doubt; indubitably. Clarke.

Unquestioned (un-kwest'yund), a. l.Not
called in (luestion; not doubted. 'So na-
tural an accountof the original of languages,
and so unquextion'd by antiquity.' Warbur-
ton.—2. Not interrogated; having na ques-
tions asked; not examined. Dryden.—Z. Not
to be opposed or disputed. 'Their unques-
tioned pleasuresmustbeserved.' B.Jonson.
Unqulck(un-kwik'). a. 1. Not quick; slow.

2.t Not alive or lively. Daniel.
Unquiet (un-kwl'et),a. Not quiet; not calm
or tranquil: restless; uneasy; agitated; dis-
turbed. ' This troublous and unquiet world.'
J. Udall. ' Unquiet eyea.' Beau. <t Fl. 'Un-
quiet depths of controversy.' Milton. 'A
vain, U7ujuiet, glitt'ring, wretched thing.'
Pope.
Unqulett (un-kwi'et), v.t. To disquiet.

' Tney were greatly troubled and unq\tieted.'

Lord Herbert.

Unquietly (un-kwi'et-li), adv. In an un-
quiet manner or state; without rest; in an
agitated state. ' One minded like the wea-
ther, most iinquietly.' Shak.
Unquietness (un-kwi'et-nes), n. The state
of bein^ unquiet, disturbed, agitated,roU8ed;
agitation; e.xcitement; turbulence; uneasi-
ness; unsettledness; restlessness.

Is ray lord angry ? He went hence but now.
And certainly in strange unquietness. Shak.
What pleasure can there be in that estate
Which your unquietness has made me hate.

Dryden.
Unquletudet (un-kwi'et-ud).n. Uneasiness;
restlessness; disquietude; inquietude. 'A
kind of unquietude and discontentment.'
Reliquice Wottoniaiue.

Unracked (un-rakf), p. and a. Not racked;
not having the contents poured or freed
from the lees. 'The unracked vessel.'

Bacon.
Unralsed (un-razd'), a. Not elevated or
raised. ' The flat unraised spirits.' Shak.
Unraked (un-rakf), a. 1. Not raked; as.

land unraked.—2. Not raked together: not
raked up. 'Where fires thou findst un-
rakt'd.' Shak.
Unransacked (unran'sakt). a. 1. Not ran-
sacked; not searched. —2. t Not pillaged.
Knolles.

Unraptured ( un-rap'turd ), a. Not enrap-
tured, enchanted, charmed, or transported.
'Man tiiiraptured, uninflamed.' Young.
Unravel (un-rav'el), v.t. 1. To disentangle;
to unknot ; to disengage or separate, as
threads that are knit, interlaced, interwo-
ven, or the like.—2. To clear from complica-
tion or difficulty; to unriddle; to unfold.

There unravel all

This dark design, this mystery of fate. Addison.

8. t To separate the connected or united parts
of; to throw into disorder. ' Unravelling all

the received principles of reason and reli-

gion.' Tillotson.—4 To unfold or bring to
a denouement, as the plot or intrigue of a
play. Pope.
unravel (un-rav'el), v.t. To be unfolded; to
be disentangled.
What webs of wonder shall unravel there I Voun^.

ch, cAain; th, Sc. loch;

Vol. IV.
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Unrazored (un-ra'zord), a. Unshaven. 'Their

unrazor'd lipa.' Milton.

Unreached (un-rechtO, a. Not reached; not
attained to. 'That lofty hill unreached.'

Dryden.
Unread (un-red'). a- 1 Not read; not per-

used. 'Books safer left unread.' Hooker.

2. Untaught; not learned in books. 'The
cIown«nread, or half-read gentleman.' Dry-
den.
Unreadahle (un-rgd'a-bl), a. Not readable;

as, (a) incapable of being read or deciphered;
illegible; as, unreadable manuscript or writ-

ing. (6) Not suitable or fit for reading; not
worth reading ; as, a dry, dull, unreadable
book or poem.
Unreadiness (un-red'i-nes), n. 1. Want of

readiness; want of promptness or dexterity.

2. Want of preparation. Jer. Taylor.

Unready (un-red'iX « l- Not ready; not
prepared; notflt.—2. Not prompt; not quick.

3.t Awkward; ungainly. 'An wnready horse,

that will neither stop nor turn.' Bacon—
4.t Not dressed; undressed.
Come, where have you been, wench? Make me w«-

ready :

I slept but ill last night. Beau. &• Ft.

Unready t (un-red'i), v.t. To undress. Sir
P. Sidney.
Unreal (un-re'al), a. Not real; not substan-
tial; having appearance only.

Hence, horrible shadow!
Unreal mocVexy, hence! Skak.

Unreality (un-re-al'i-ti), n. 1. Want of re-

ality or real existence.—2. That which has
no reality or real existence. ' A mere tissue

of airy phantoms and unrealities. ' Dr. Caird.

TJnrealize (un-re'al-iz), v.t. To take away
the reality of ; to make or consider unreal

;

to divest of reality; to present or treat in an
ideal form.

In Mr. Shelley's case . . . there seems to have
been an attempt to unreatize every object in nature,
presenting them under forms and combinations in

which they are never to be seen through the mere
medium of our eyesight. Sir H. Taylor,

Unreason ( un-re'zn ), n. Want of reason

;

unreasonableness; nonsense; folly; absurd-
ity.—,4&bo( of Unreason. See under Abbot.
Unreason t (un-re'zn), v.t. To prove to be
unreasonable; to disprove by argument. 'To
unreason the equity of God's proceedings.'
South. [Rare. ]

Unreasonable ( unre'zn-a-bl ), a. 1. Not
agreeable to reason. ' Unreasonable preju-
dices.' Addismi.—2. Exceeding the bounds
of reason ; beyond what is reasonable or
moderate; exorbitant; immoderate. *A very
unreasonable request. ' Swift. ' Unreason-
able love of life.' Atterbtiry.—Z.i Not en-
dowed with reason; irrational.

Unreasonab/e creatures feed their young. Shak.

Unreasonableness (un-re'zn-a-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unreasonable;
as, (a) inconsistency with reason. (6) Exor-
bitance; excess, as of demand, claim, passion,
and the like ; as, the unreasonableness of a
proposal. A ddison.

Unreasonably (un-rs'zn-a-bli), adv. In an
unreasonable manner; foolishly; excessively;
immoderately. Shak.
Unreasoned (un-re'znd), a. 1. Not rea-
soned or argued. —2. Not derived from or
founded on reason. 'Old prejudices and
unreasoned habits.' Burke.
Unreasoning (un-re'zn-ing), a. Not rea-
soning; not having reasoning faculties; char-
acterized by want of reason.

To these rational considerations there is super-
added, in extreme cases, a panic as unreasoning as
the previous over confidence. y. S. Mill.

Unreave* (un-rcvO. v. t. [SeeReave, Ravel. ]

To unwind; to disentangle; to loose. Spen-
ser.

Unreavedt (un-revd'),a. Not taken orpulled
to pieces. 'A cottage . . . unreaved.' Bp.
Hall.

Unrebated (un-re-bat'ed), a. Not blunted.

A number of fencers tried it, with unrelated swords.
Haknoill.

Unrebukable, Unrebukeable (un-re-buk-
a-bl), a. Not deserving rebuke; not ob-
noxious to censure. 1 Tim. vi. 14.

Unrecallable (un-re-kara-bl). a. Not re-
callable; incapable of being called back, re-
voked, annulled, or recalled.

That which is done is unrecallable. Felthatn.

Unrecalled (un-re-k^ld'), a. Not recalled

;

not called hack or restrained. 'Give us up
to license, unrecalled.' Young.
Unrecallingf (un-re-kal'ing), a. Not to be
recalled.

And ever let his unrecallin^ crime
Have time to wail the abusing of his time.

Shak.

Unrecelved (un-re-sevdO, a. Not received;

not taken ; not come into possession ; not
embraced or adopted. Hooker.
Unreckonable (un-rek'n-a-bl), a. Not cap-
able of being reckoned or counted; immeas-
urable: immense. ' Unreckonable riches.'

Hawthorn.
Unreckoned (un-rek'nd), a. Not reckoned,
computed, counted, or summed up. ' A long
bill that yet remains unreckoned.' Dryden.
Unreclaimable ( un-rs-klam'a-bl ), a. Not
capable of beingreclainied, reformed, tamed,
or cultivated; irreclaimable. 'Careless and
unreclaiinable sinners.' Bp. Hall.

Unreclaimably (un-re-klam'a-bli), adv. In
an unreclaimable manner; irreclaimably.
Bp. Hall.

Unreclaimed ( un-re-klamd' ), a. Not re-

claimed ; as, (a) not brought to a domestic
state; not tamed. 'A savageness in unre-
claimed blood.* Shak. 'Bullocks unre-
dfltiwed to bear the yoke.' Dryden. (6) Not
reformed ; not called back from vice to vir-

tue; as, a sinner unreclaimed.
Unrecognizable (un-rek'og-niz"a-bl),a. Not
recognizable; incapable of being recognized;
irrecognizal)le, Coleridge.

Unrecommended (un-rek'om-mend"ed), a.

Not recommended; not favourably men-
tioned. Dr. Knox.
Unrecompensed (un-rek'om-penst), a. Not
recompensed, rewarded, or requited. 'Love
unrecompe lined.' Beau, tfc Fl.

Unreconcilablet (un-rek'on-sir'a-bl), a. Not
reconcilable; irreconcilable; as, (a) not cap-
able of being reconciled or made consistent;

not to be brought in harmony. ' Unrecon-
cilable principles.' Burke. (&) Not capable
of being brought into friendly relations; not
to be persuaded to lay aside mutual ani-

mosity; implacable, (c) Characterized by
implacable animosity. 'An unrecondlable
war.' Bp. Hall.

Unreconcilably (un-rek'on-sIl"a-bli), adv.
In an unreconcilable manner; irreconcilably.

Bp. Hall.

Unreconciled (un-rek'on-sild), a. Not re-

conciled; as, (a) not made consistent; as,

unreconciled statements. (6) Not restored
to friendship or favour; still at enmity or
opposition; as, a sinner xinreconciled to God.
(c)t Not atoned for. 'Any crime unreconciled
as yet to heaven.' Shak.
Unreconciliable t ( un-rek'on-6il"i-a-bl ), a.

Unreconcilable. Shak.
Unrecorded (un-re-kord'ed), a. 1. Not re-

corded; not registered; as, an unrecorded
deed or lease.—2. Not kept in remembrance
by public monuments. 'Not unrecorded in

the rolls of fame.' Pope.
Unrecounted (un-re-kount'ed), a. Not re-

counted; not related or recited. Shak.
Unrecoverable (un-re-kuv'6r-a-bl), a. l. In-

capable of being recovered, found, restored,

or obtained again; irrecoverable. 'The very
loss of minutes may be unrecoverable.' Bp.
Hall.—2.i Not capable of recovering; incur-
able; irremediable.

'Tis the dead palsy, that, without almost a miracle,

leaves a man unrecoverable. Felthatn.

Unrecoverably (un-re-kuv'6r-a-bli), adv. In
an unrecoverable manner; irrecoverably; in-

curably. 'Long sick, and unrecoverably.'

Bp. Hall.

Unrecmitable ( un-re-krbt'a-bl \ a. Not
capable of being recruited; as, (a) incapable
of regaining a supply of what has been lost,

wasted, or the like; as, unrecruitable health,
strength, Ac. (6) Incapable of receiving re-

cruits or fresh supplies of men, as an army.
Afilton.

Unreciunbent (un-re-kum'bent), a. Not re-

clining or reposing.

The cattle . . . seem half-petrified to sleep
In unrecutnbent sadness. Cowper.

Unrecuringt (un-re-kur'ing), a. Incapable
of being cured; incurable. ' Some unrecur-
ing wound.' Shak.
Unredeemed (un-re-demd'), a. 1. Not re-

deemed; not ransomed. —2. Not recalled into
the treasury or bank by payment of the
value in money; as, unred*enw!d bills, notes,

or stock.—3. Not counterbalanced or allevi-

ated by any countervailing quality; unmiti-
gated. ' The unredeemed ugliness ... of a
slothful people.' Carlyle.

Unredressed (un-re-dresf), a. 1. Not re-

dressed; nr)t relieved from injustice: applied
to persons,—2. Not removed; not reformed;
as, unredressed evils.

Unreeve (un-rev'), v.t Naut. to withdraw
or take out a rope from a block, thimble, Ac.
See Unreavk.

Unrefined (un-re-find'), a. l. Not refined;
not purified. ' Muscovada, as we call our
unrefined sugar.' Dampier.—2. Not refined
or polished in manners, taste, or the like.

'These early and unrefined ages.' Burke.
Unreformable (un-re-form'a-bl), a. Not
reformable; not capable of being reformed
or amended. ' The just extinguishment of
unreformable persons.' Hooker.
Unreformation t ( un-ref'or-ma"8hon ), n.
The state of being unreformed ; want of re-
formation. Bp. Hall.
UnreformedCun-re-formdO.a.Notreformed;
as, (a) not reclaimed from vice; as. an unre-
formed youth. (&) Not corrected oramended;
not brought Into a new and better form or
condition ; not freed from defects, inaccu-
racies, blemishes, and the like; as, an un-
reformed calendar ; an unreformed parlia-
ment.
Unrefracted (un-re-frakt'ed), o. Not re-
fracted, as rays of light. 'An unrefracted
beam of light.' Newton.

Unrefusable(un-re-fuz'a-bl), a. Notcapable
of being refused; reasonable; just.

' Fair day's wages for a fair day's work' is the most
unrefusabU demand. Carlyle.

Unregarded (un-re-gard'ed),o.Not regarded;
not heeded; not noticed; neglected; slighted.
'Learning lies unregarded.' Spenser. 'Laws
. . . and proclamations . . . wholly unre-
garded.' Swift.

Unre^eneracy (un-re-jen'6r-a-8i), n. State
of being unregenerate or unrenewed in heart.
South.
Unregenerate,Unregenerated(nn-re-jen'-
6r-at, un-r8-jen'6r-at-ed), a. Not regener-
ated ; not renewed in heart ; remaining at

enmity with God. ' Unregenerate carnal
man.' Bp. Horsley. 'Man in his corrupt
and U7irfgene rated state.' Dr. Kn4)X.

Unregistered (un-rej'is-t^rd). a. Not regis-

tered ; not recorded. ' Hours unregistered
in vulgar fame. ' Shak.

Unrein (un-ran'), v.t. To loosen the rein of;

to give the rein to. Addison.
Unreined (un-rand*), a. l. Not restrained
liy the reins or bridle. Milton. Hence—2. Not
held in proper sway or subjection ; un-
checked. ' This wild unreined multitude.'
Daniel.
Unrejoiced (un-re-joisf), a. Not made joy-

ful or glad. ' Not unrejoiced to see him
once again.' Byron.
Unrejoidng (un-rfi-jois'ing), a, Unjoyous;
gloomy; sad.

Here winter holds his unrejoidng court. Thortso^t.

Unrelated (un-re-lat'ed), a. l. Not related
by blood or affinity. ' A stranger, . . . one
indifferent or unrelated to us.' Barrow.—
2. Having no connection or relation with.

'A matter unrelated or not essential to the
dispensation.' Warburtoji.

Unrelative (un-rel'a-tiv), a. Not relative

;

having no relation; irrelative.

If you pitch upon the treaty of Munster. do not in-

terrupt it by dipping and deviating into other books
unreiatiie to it. Clarendon.

Unrelenting (un-re-lent'ing), a. Not re-

lenting ; not being or becoming lenient,

mild, gentle, merciful; continuing to be
hard, severe, pitiless, hostile, or cold. 'An
unrelenting foe.' Thomson.
Will nothing turn your unrelenting hearts! Shak,

Syn. Relentless, inexorable, implacable*
cruel, merciless, hard-hearted.
Unreliability (un-re-li'a-biri-ti), n. Tnre-
liableness. Literary Churchman.
Unreliable (un-re-li'a-bl), a. Not reliable

;

not to be relied or depended on. Coleridge.

See Reliable. (This and its two deriva-

tives of course partake in the discredit
which by some is attached to reliable.}

Unreliableness (un-re-li'a-bl-nes). n. The
state or quality of being unreliable. Cote-

ridge.

Unrellevable (un-re-lev'a-bl), a. Admitting
no relief or succour.

No degree of distress is unrelievable by his power.
Boyle.

Unrelieved(nn-re-levd'). a. Not relieved; as,

(a) not eased or delivered from pain ; not
rendered painless or less painful. 'The un-
easiness of unrelieved thirst.' Boyle. (6) Not
succoured; not delivered from distress: as,

a garrison unrelieved. Dryden. (c) Not re-

leased from duty; as, an unrelieved sentineL

Unreluctant (un-re-luk'tant). a. Not reluc-

tant; not acting with or feeling unwilling-
ness. ' Unrein ct-ant, all obeyed.' Cowper.
UnrelUCtantly (un-re-luk'tant-li), adv. In
an unreluctant manner; willingly and un-
hesitatingly. Abr, Tucker.

Fate, fftr, fat, fftll; me, met, hfir; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, i5c. fey.
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Unremarkable (un-re-mark'a-bl), a. l. Not
remarkable; not worthy of particuJar notice.
2. Not capable of being observed. 'This
fleeting and unremarkable superficies.' Sir
K. Digbij.

Unremediable (un-re-me'di-a-bl), a. That
cannot be cured ; admitting no remedy ; ir-

remediable. 'An unremediable mischief.'
Sir P. Sidney.
Unremedied (im-rem'e-did), a. Not cured;
not remedied. Milton.
Unremembered (un-re-mem'b6rdX a. Not
remembered; forgotten. 'Little nameless,
unremembered acts of kindness.' Words-
worth.

Unrememberlng ( un-re-mem'b6r-ing), a.
Having no memory or recollection. ' Unre-
memb'ring of its former pain.' Dryden.
Unremembrance ( un - re - mera'bians ), n.

Forgetfuloe8s;want ofremembrance. [Rare.]

Some words arc negative in their original language,
but seem positive, because their negation is unknown

;

as, amnesty, an unre>n€rnl>rattce, or general pardon.
tVatts.

Unremitted (un-re-mit'ed), a. 1. Not remit-
ted ; not furgiven; as.punishment unremitted.
•2. Not having a temporary relaxation ; as,

pain unremitted.
Unremitting (un-re-mit'ing), a. Not abat-
ing; not rela.ving for a time; incessant; con-
tinued; as, unremitting exertions. * Unre-
mitting energy* Thomson. 'Unremitting
speed. Cowper.
Unremorsefiil (un-re-mors'f«l), a. Feeling
no remorse; nnpitying; remorseless. * Un-
remorse/ul folds i)f rolling fire.' Tennyson.
Unremorselesst (un-re-morslea). a. Show-
ing or feeling no remorse; unpitying; un-
sparing; remorseless.

His mellifluous breath
Could not at all charm unremorseUss death.

(This word is irregularly formed, the nega^
live prefix un being probably meant to
augment the force of the privative afRx
lesa. ]

Unremovable (un-re-mov'a-bl). a. That
cannot be removed; fixed; irremovable;
immovable, ' How unremovable and fixt he
is in his own course.' Shak.
Unremovableness (un-re-mdv'a-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unremovable.
irremovable, or immovable. 'The unremov-
abteness of that load.' Bp- Ball.
Unremovably (un-re-mov'a-bli), adv. In an
unrt'iuuv;tt)Ie manner; irremovably, Shak.
Unremoved (un-re-m6vd'),o. Not removed;
not taken away; hence, firm; unshaken
' Like Teneriff or Atlas unremoB'd.' Milton.
Unrenewed ( un-re-nud'), a. l. Not made
anew; as, the lease is unrenewed. ~2. Not
regenerated; not bom of the Spirit; as, a
heart unrenewed. South.
Unrent (un-rentO.a. Not rent; not torn
asunder. Spenser.
Unrepaid (un-re-padO, a. Not repaid; not
compensated; not recompensed: not re-
quited ; as, a kindness tmrepaid. ' My
MTongs, too, unrepaid." Byron.
Unrepairable (un-re-par'a-bl), a. Not cap-
able of iK-iijg repaired or mended ; irrepar-
able. ' Unrepairable breaches." Daniel.
Unrepealable (un-re-pel'a-bl), a. Not cap-
able of bt-ing repealed. 'Ancient and unre-

»pfalahle statute.' MUton.
Unrepealed (un-re-peld'), a. Not repealed;
not revoked or abrogated; remaining in
force. ' Any unrepealed act of parliament.'
Dryden.
Unrepentance (un-re-pent'anaX n. State
of being unrepentant or impenitent; im-
penitence.
The necessity of destruction, consequent upon ««-

reptnUtncf, is drawn chiefly from the determination
of the Divine will. H. lyharton.

Unrepentant (un-repent'ant), a. Not re-
penting; not penitent; not contrite for sin.
* Unhumbled, unrepentant, unreform'd '

MUton.
Unrepented (un-re-pent'ed), a. Not re-
pented of ' Unrepented sin,' Dryden.
Unreplnlng (un-re-pin'ing), a. Not repin-
ing; not peevishly murmuring or complain-
ing, iinn-e.

Unreplningly (iin-re-pin'ing-li), ado. With-
out peevmh complaints. Wotton.
Unreplenlshed (un-re-plen'isht), a. Not
rfpleiii-shcil; not filled; not adequately sup-
plied. no„le.

UnrepUabiet (un-r«-pn'a-bl). a. Incapable
of being replied to; unanswerable. ' Un-
repliahU demonstrations from the law of
nature* Bp. Gauden.
Unrepresented (un-rep're-zent'ed). a. Not
represented; as, (a) not represented by a

I

delegate; having no one acting in one's
stead. (6) Not yet put on the stage; as, a
play still unrepresented.
Unreprievable (un-re-prev'a-bl), a. Not
capable of being reprieved or respited from
death. Shak.
Unreprieved (un-re-prevd'), a. Not re-
prieved; not respited. Milton.

Unreproacbable (un-re-proch'a-bl), a. Not
deserving reproach ; irreproachable. * lu-
nocency u nrepreachable. ' Holland.
Unreprovable (uu-re-prbv'a-bl), a. Not re-

provable; not deserving reproof; not liable
to be justly censured. Col. i. 22.

Unreproved (un-re-provd'), o. 1. Not re-
proved; not censured.

Christians have their churches, and unreprcrvtd
exercise of religion. Sandys.

2. Not liable to reproof or blame.
Mirth, admit me of thy crew.
To live with her and live with thee
In /^nre/roved pleasures free. Aliitott,

Unrepulsable (un-re-puls'a-bl), a. Incap-
able of being repulsed. Jane Austen.
Unreputable (un-rep'u-ta-bl), a. Not repu-
table; disreputable. 'Piety is no unrepu-
table qualification.' Dr. Rogers.

Unrequested (un-re-kwest'ed), a. Not re-
quested; not asked. Knolles.

Unrequitable (un-re-kwit'a-bl), a. Not re-
quitable; not capable of being requited, re-
compensed, repaid, or the like. Boyle.

Unreauited (un-re-kwit'edX a. Not re-

quited; not recompensed; not reciprocated.
' Unrequited loves.' E. B. Browning.
Unreserve ( un-re-z6rv' ), n. Absence of
reserve; frankness; freedom of communi-
cation. T. Warion.
Unreserved (un-re-z6rvd'), a. 1. Not re-
served ; not restricted ; not limited ; not
withheld in part ; full ; entire ; as, unre-
served obedience to God's commands. —
2. Open ; frank ; concealing or withholding
nothing; free; as, an unreserved disclosure
of facts.

Unreservedly (un-re-z6rv'ed-li), adv. In an
unreserved manner; as, (a) without limit-
ation or re&er\-ation. Boyle. (6) With open
disclosure ; frankly ; without concealment.
Pope.

Unreservednes8(un-re-z6rv'ed-nes),n. The
quality of being unreserved; frankness;
openness; freedom of communication; un-
limitedness. Pope.
Unre8i8tance<un-re-zi8t'ans). n. The state
or quality of being unresisting. 'A trem-
bling unresistance.' Bp. Hall.
Unresisted <un-re^ist'ed), a. 1. Not re-
sisted; not opposed. Bentley.~2,.\ Resist-
less; irresistible; such as cannot be success-
fully opposed. Shak.; Pope.
Unresistlble (un-re-zist'i-bl). a. Incapable
of being resisted; irresistible. Milton.
Unresisting (un-re-zist'ing), a. Not making
resistance; not opposing; submissive; hum-
ble. Dryden.
Unresolvable (un-re-zolv'a-bl), a. Incap-
able of being resolved ; not to be solved

;

insoluble. South.
Unresolve (un-re-zolvO, v.i. To give up or
change a resolution. ' The man resolved
and unresolved again.' T. Ward.
Unresolved ( un-re-zolvd'), a. l. Not re-
solved ; not determined. Shak. — 2. Not
solved; not cleared. 'Doubt unresolved.'
Locke.

Unresolvedness (un-re-zolv'ed-nes), n.
State of being unresolved or imdetennined;
irresolution. Sir M. Hale.
Unresolving (un-rc-zolv'ing), a. Not re-
solving; undetermined. 'Her unresolving
husband. * Dryden.
Unrespectt (uu-re-spekf). n. Disrespect;
want of respect or reverence; disesteem.
Bp. Hall.

Unrespectable (un-re-spekt'a-bl), a. Not
respectable; disreputable; dishonourable.
Henry Brooke; Ki/igsley.

Unrespective t (unre-spekt'iv), a. L Not
regarding circumstances or conditions; de-
void of itspect and consideration ; regard-
less; unthinking. ' Unrespective hoys.' Shak.
2. Not respected; used at random; unheeded;
common. ' Unrespective sieve.' Shak.
Unresplted (un-res'pit-ed), a. 1. Not re-
spitetf — 2. t Admitting no pause or inter-
mission. Milton.
Unresponsible (un-re-spons'i-bl), o. Not
resptinsible; not liable or able to answer for
consequences; not to be trusted; irrespon-
sible. ' His unrespi,iiHible memory.' Fuller.
Unresponaibleness (un re-spons'i-bi-nes),
n. The state or quality of being unrespon-
sible; irresponsibility. Bp. Gauden.

Unrest (un-restO,n. Disquiet; want of tran-
quillity; uneasiness; unhappiness. 'Woe
and t(7ire«(.* Shak. ' Wild u«re«<.' Long-
fellow; Tennyson. ['A poetical word,' says
Nares, ' too long disused, but now re-
vived.')

Unrestful (un-rest'ful), a. Not at rest;
restless. Sir T. More.
Unresting (un-rest'ing), a. Not resting;
continually in motion. Daniel.
Unrestingness (un-rest'ing-nes). 7i. The
state or condition of being unresting ; at>
sence of repose or quiet. De Quincey.
Unrestored (un-re-stord'),a. 1. Not restored;
not given back. 'Shipping unrestored.^
Shak.— 2. Not restored to a former and bet-
ter state ; as. a building unrestored; unre-
stored health; unrestored to favour.
Unrestrained (un-re-strand'), a. l. Not re-
strained; not controlled; not confined; not
hindered ; not limited ; as, an unrestrained
power.—2. Licentious; loose. Shak.
Unrestraint (un-re-stranf), n. Freedom
from restraint. Carlyle.

Unrestricted (un-rc-strikt'ed), a. Not re-
stricted; not limited or confined. Watts.
Unrestyt (un-res'ti), a. Unquiet. Chaucer.
Unretarded (un-re-tard'ed), a. Not re-
tarded; not delayed, hindered, or impeded.
B. Jonson; Dr. Knox.
Unretentive (un-re-tent'iv), a. Not retent-
ive. Coleridge.

Unretumable (un-re-tem'a-bl), a. Incap-
able of being returned ; impossible to be
repaid. 'An «nre(urna&i^ obligation.' CAar-
lotte Lennox.
Unretnming (un-re-t6m'ing), a. Not re-
turning. ' The unretuming brave.' Byron,
Unrevenged (un-re-venjd'), a. Not re-
venged; as, an injury unrevenged. Addison.
Unrevengeful (un-re-venj'fiUX «• ^ot dis-
posed to revenge. Bp. Hacket.
Unreverence t (un-rev'er-ens), n. Want of
reverence ; irreverence. Wickliffe.

Uni^verend (un-rev'er-end), a. l. Not re-
verend.- 2.t Disrespectful; irreverent Shak.
Unreverent t (unrev'er-ent), a. Irreverent;
disrespectful. Shak.
Unreverentlyt (un-rev'er-ent-li),adp. In an
unreverent manner; irreverently.

Unreversed (un-re-v6rst'), a. Not reversed;
not annulled by a counter decision; not re-
voked ; not repealed ; as, a judgment or
decree unreversed. Shak.
Unreverted (un-re-v6rt'ed),a. Not reverted.
Wordsworth.

Unrevoked (un-re-vokf), a. Not revoked

;

not recalled; not annulled. Milton.
Unrewarded (un-re-wftrd'ed). a. Not re-
warded; not compensated. Shak.
Unrewarding (un-re-ward'ing), a. Not re-
warding ; not affording a reward ; uncom-
pensating. Jer. Taylor.

Unriddle (un-rid'l), v.t. To read the riddle
of; to solve or explain; to interpret; as, to
unriddle an enigma or mystery. Tennyson.
Unriddler (unrid'I-6r), n. One who unrid-
dles anything; one who explains an enigma.
Lovelace.

Unridiculous (un-ri-dik'u-lus), a. Not ri-

diculous. Sir T. Browne.
Unrifled (un-ri'fid), a. Not rifled ; not rob-
bed; not stripped. Hume.
Unrig (un-rig'A v.t. Naut. to strip, as a
ship, of both standing and running rigging,
Ac. Dryden.
Unrightt (un-ritO, a. Not right; unright-
eous; unjust; wrong. Wisdom of Solomon
xii. 13; Dryden.
Unrightt (un-rif), v.t. To make wrong.
Gower.
Unrlgbt t (un-rit'Xn. That which is unright
or not right; wrong. Chaucer.
Unrighteous (un-nt'yus), a. [A. Sax. un^
rihtwts, not right-wise. See RIGHTEOUS.]
Not righteous; not just; evil; wicked; not
honest and upright : of persons or things.
Shak.
Unrighteously (un-rit'yus-li), adv. In an
unrighteous manner; unjustly; wickedly;
sinfully. Dryden.
Unrighteousness (un-rifyus-nes). n. The
({uality of being unrighteous; injustice; a
violation of the divine law, or of the plain
principles of justice and equity; wicked-
ness. Rom. i. 18; 2 Cor. vi. 14.

Every transgression of the law is unrighteousness.
Bp. Halt.

Unrlghtfult (un-rit'f^ll),a. Not rightful; not
just; not consonant to justice. Shak.
Unrightwiset (un-rit'wiz), a. Unrighteous.
Wicklife.

Unringed (uu-ringdO, a. Not having a ring,

as inthe nose. 'Pigs unringed.' Hudibras.

ch, cAain; fih, Sc. locA; g. go\ j.job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sinfir; th, fAen; th, tAin; w, toig; wh, wAig; zh, arure.—See Key.
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IFnriOtedt (un-ri'ot-ed), a. Free from riot-

ing; not disgraced by riot. ' A chaste un-
rioted house.' May.
Unrip (uu rip'), v.t. To rip; to cut open.

Jer. Taylor.

Unripe (un-np'), a. 1. Not ripe; not mature;

not brought to a state of perfection or ma-
turity; as, unripe fruit. 'An unripe girl.'

Wordsicorth. ^'i. Not seasonable; not yet

proper or suitable.

He fix'd his unripe vengeance to defer. Dryden.

3- Not fully prepared; not completed; as, an
unripe scheme.—4.t Too early; premature.
'Dorilaus, whose unripe death.' Si.** P.
Sidney.
Unripened (un-rip'nd). a. Not ripened; not
matured. ' Unripen'd beauties.' Addisoii.

Unripeness (un-rip'nes), n. The state or

quality of being unripe; want of ripeness;

immaturity. Bacon.
Unrivalable (un -ri'val-a-bl), a. Inimitable;

not to be rivalled. ' The . . . unrivalable

production. ' Smitkey.

Unrivalled (un n'vald), a. 1. Having no
rival; having no competitor. Pope.— 2. Hav-
ing no equal; peerless. Shak.

Unrlvet (uu-riv'et), v.t. To loose the rivets

of; to xmfasten. Sir M. Hale.

Unrobe (unrob'), v.t. To strip of a robe; to

undress; to disrobe. YouTtg.

Unroll (un-rol'), v.t. 1. To open, as some-
thing rolled or convolved; as.to unroll cloth.

2. To display; to lay open. Dryden; Tenny-
gon.—3. To strike off from a roll or register.

Shak.
Unroll (un-rol'). v.i. To unfold; to uncoil.

' As an adder when she doth itnroll.' Shak.

Unromanized (un-ro'man-izd), a. 1. Not
subjected to Roman arms or customs.

—

2. Not subjected to the principles or usages
of the Roman Catholic Church.
Unromantic (un-ro-man'tik), a. Not ro-

mantic; contrary to romance. Swift.

Unroof (un-rbf), v.t. To strip off the roof

or roofs of. Shak.
Unroosted (un-rbst'ed), a. Driven from the
roost. Shak.
Unroot (un-rbf), v.t. To tear up by the
roots; to extirpate; to eradicate; as, to un-
root an oak. Shak.

Unroot (un-rof), v.i. To be torn up by the
roots. Beau, d: Fl.

Unrotten (un-rot'n), a. Not rotten; not pu-
trefied; not corrupted. Young.
Unrough (un-ruf'),a. Not rough; unbearded;
smooth. *Miiny unrough youths.' Shak.

Unrouted (un-rout'ed), a. Not routed; not
thrown into disorder. Beau,, di Fl.

Unroyal ( un-roi'al ), a. Not royal ; un-
princely. Sir P. Sidney.
Unrudet (un-rbd'), a. 1. Not rude; polished;
cultivated. *A man ujir^ide.' Herrick.^^
2. Excessively rude. * The unrude rascal.

'

B. Jonson. [Very rare.]

Unruffle (un-ruf1), v.i. To cease from being
ruffled or agitated; to subside to smooth-
ness. Dryden.
Unruffled (un-rufId), a. Calm; tranquil;
not agitated ; not disturbed ; as, an un-
ruffi^d temper.

Calm and unruffled as a summer's sea. Addison.

Unruinable (un-ro'in-a-bl), a. Incapable of
being ruined or destroyed. 'May the wii-

ruinable world be my portion.' Watts.
Unniinated (un-rb'in-at-ed),a. Not brought
to ruin; not in ruins. Bp. Hall.
Unrulned (un-ro'ind), a. Not ruined; not
destroyed. Bp. Hall.
Unruled (un-rold'), a. Not ruled; not gov-
erned; not directed by superior power or
authority. Spenser.

Unrullmentt (un-roai-ment), n. Unruli-
ness. Spenser.

UnrulinesB (un-ro'li-nes), n. State or con-
dition of being unruly; disregard of re-
straint; turbulence; as, the ^mruliness of
men or of their passions. South.
Unruly (un-rb'li), a. [From un, not, and
ruly; but ruly here may have nothing to do
with rule, but is probably from O.E. ro, roo,
rest, quietness, and term, -ty (as we find ro-
lens, restless, unroo, unrest, restlessness),
from A. Sax. r6w, Icel. ro, D. roe, G. ruhe,
rest. Rule, however, hascertainly influenced
the meaning.] Disregarding restraint; dis-
posetl to violate laws ; turbulent ; ungov-
ernable; refractory; disorderly; tumultuous;
as, an unndy youth.
The tongue can no man tame ; it is an unruly evil.

Jam. ill. 8.

Unrumple (un-rum'pl), v.t. To free from
rumples; to spread or lay even. Addison.

Unsacked (un-sakf), a. Not sacked; not
pillaged. Daniel.
Unsacrament (un-sak'ra-ment), v.t. To
deprive of sacramental virtue.

The profaiieness of a bad man administering it

doth Mwjnmiw^"/ baptism itself. Fuller.

Unsadt (un-sad'), a. [See SAD.] Unsteady;
fickle. Chaucer.
Unsaddent (un-sad'n), v. t To relieve from
sadness. 'Musick unsaddens the melan-
choly.' Whitlock.

Unsaddle (un-sad'l), v.t. To strip of a sad-

dle ; to take the saddle from ; as, to unsaddle
a horse.

Unsadnesst (iin-sad'nes),n. Inflrmity;weak-
ness. Wickliffe.

Unsafe (un-saf), a. l.Not affording or ac-

companied bycomplete safety; not free from
danger

;
perilous ; hazardous ; not to be

trusted. 'No incredulous or unsafe circum -

stance.' Shak. ' A very unsafe anchorage.'

Atuon.~% Not free from risk of error.

It would be unsafe to assert that more praise is

due to him than to his father. Brougham.

Unsafely (un-safli), adv. Not safely; not
witliout danger; in a state exposed to loss,

harm, or destruction. Dryden.
Unsaietyt (un-sOf'ti), n. State of being un-

safe; exposure to danger; insecurity; risk.

Mixed with some peril and unsafety, as in military

persons . . . it (ostentation) doth greatly add to re-

putation. Bacon.

Unsaget (un-saj'), a. Not sage or wise;

foolish. 'Words t«i«a^e.' T.Hudson.
Unsaid (un-sed). a. Not said; not spoken;
not uttered. ' His words unpaid.' Dryden.
Unsailable (un-sal'a-bl), a. Not sailable;

not navigable. May.
Unsaintt (un-siint'),u.(. To deprive of saint-

ship; to divest of saintly character; to deny
sanctity to. South.

Unsaintly (un-sant'li), a. Not like a saint;

unholy. Bp. Gauden.
Unsalaried (un-sal'a-rid), a. Not provided
with or paid by a fixed salary; hence, de-

pending solely on fees. Sir W. Hamilton.
Unsaleable (un-sal'a-bl), a. Not saleable;

not in demand; not meeting a ready sale;

as, unsaleable goods.

Unsaleable (un-sal'a-bl), n. That which is

unsaleable or cannot be sold. Byron.
Unsalted (un-salt'ed). a. Not salted; not
pickled ; fresh ; unseasoned ; as, unsalted
meat. ' Unsalted leven.' Shak.
Unsaluted (un-sa-lOt'ed), a. Not saluted;

not greeted. Shak.
Unsanctification ( un-sangk'ti-fi-ka"ahon ),

n. The state or quality of being unsancti-
fied. Coleridge.

Unsanctlfied (un-sangk'ti-fid), a. 1. Not
sanctified; unholy; profane; wicked. ' Un-
sanctified science.' Dr. Knox.—I. Not con-
secrated. ' Ground unsanctified.' Shak.
Unsanguine (un-sang'gwin),!!. Not sanguine;
not ardent, animated, or hopeful. Young.
Unsanitary (un-san'i-ta-ri), a. Not sani-

tary ; unhealthy ; not designed to secure
health or sanity. George Eliot.

Unsapped (un-sapf), a. Not sapped; not
undei^nined or secretly attacked. Sterne.

Unsatiability.t Unsatiablenesst (un-sa-
8hi-a-bil"i-ti. un-sa'shi-a-ljl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being insatiable; insatiability;

insatiableness.

Unsatlable (un-sa'shi-a-bl), a. Incapable of
bein;:!: satiated or appeased ; insatiable.

Hooker.
Unsatiatet (un-sa'shi-at), a. Not satisfied;

insatiate. ' Unsatiate covetise.' Dr. H.
More.
Unsatisfaction t (un - sat'is-fak'shon ), n.

Dissatisfaction. Bp. Hall.
UnsatisfactorinesB (un - sat ' is - fak " to - ri-

nes), n. The quality or state of not being
satisfactory ; failure to give satisfaction.

Boyle.

Unsatisfactory (un-sat'is-fak"to-ri). o. Not
satisfactory; not satisfying; not giving satis-

faction.

Unsatisfi,able(un-8at'is-fi-a-bl).a. Incapable
of being satisfied, ' Unsatisfiable passions.'
Paley.
Unsatisfied (un-sat'is-fid), a. 1. Not satis-

fied; not having enough; not appeased; not
gratified to the full; as, unsatisfied appe-
tites or desires. 'Unsatisfied in getting.'
Shak. —2. Not content; not pleased ; dissatis-

fied.—3. Not fully informed; not convinced
or fully persuaded: as, the judges appeared
to l)e unsatisfied with the eWdence.

Report me and my cause aright
To the unsatisjied. Shak

4. Not paid; unpaid. ' One half which is un-
Shak.

Unsatisfledness (un-sat'is-fld-nes), n. The
state of being not satisfied or content.
Boyle.

UnsatisQring (un-sat'is-fi-ing), o. Not
affording full gratification of appetite or
desire; not giving content; not convincing
the mind. Addison.
UnsatisfyingneSB (un-sat'i8-fi"ing-ne8), n.

The state or quality of being unsatisfying
or not gratifying to the full. Jer. Taylor.

Unsavourily (un-sa'v6r-i-li), adv. In an
unsavoury manner. Milton.
Unsavouriness (un-sa'vfir-i-nes), n. The
condition or quality of being unsavoury.
Unsavoury (un-sa'v6r-i), a. 1. Not savoury;
tasteless; insipid. Job vi. 6.-2. Disagree-
able to the taste or smell. Shak.; Mil-
ton.—Z. Unpleasing; offensive; disagreeable.
2 Sam. xxii. 27. ' The most unsavoury
similes. * Shak.
Unsay (un-sa'), v. t. pret. & pp. unsaid; ppr.
unsaying. [The prefix un has here the
sense of to retract or revoke. Comp.unshout.
unpredict. ] To recant or recall after having
been said ; to retract ; to take back; as, to
unsay one's words. ' Scorns to unsay what
once it hath delivered.' Shak.
Unscale (un-skal'), v.t. To remove scales
from; to divest of scales. ' Unsealing her
lung-abused sight.' Milton.

Unscaleable (un-skara-bl), a. Not to be
scaled ; incapable of being climbed or
mounted. Shak.
Unscaly (un-skal'i), a. Not scaly; having
no scales. Gay.
Unscanned (un-skand'), a. Not scanned:
not measured; not computed. * Unscanned
swiftness.' Shak.
Unscared (un-skard"), o. Not scared; not
frightened away. Cowper.
Unscarred (un-skUrd'), a. Not marked \iith

sears; hence, unwounded; unhurt. Shak.
Unscathed (un-skaTHd'). a. Uninjured.

* Render liim up unscathed.' Tennyson.
Unsceptered (un-sep't^rd), a. l. Ha\ing no
sceptre or royal authority. —2. Deprived of
a sceptre ; unkinged. ' Unscepter'd Lear.'
Antijacobin.

Unschooled (un-skold'), a. Not schooled;
not taught; not educated; illiterate; not de-
veloped by study. ' An unlesson'd girl, un-
school'd, unpractised' Shak.
Unsciencet (un-si'ens), n. Want of science
or knowledge; ignorance; inscience. Chau-
cer.

Unscissared (un-siz'^rd), a. Not cut with
scissors: not sheared. ' Unscissar'd shall
this hair of mine remain.' Shak.
Unscorched (un-skorchf), a. Not scorched;
not iitffeted by fire. Shak.
Unscoured (un-skoxirdO, a. Not scoured;
not cleaned by rubbing; as, unscmtred ar-

mour. Shak.
Unscratched(un-skracht'),a. Not scratched;
not torn, Shak.
Unscreened (un-skrend"), a. Not screened;
not covered; not sheltered; not protected.
Boyle.

Unscrew (un-skro'), v. t. To draw the screws
from ; to unfasten by screwing back ; to
loosen, as if bywithdrawing screws. Dickens.
Unscriptural (unskrip'tur-al), a. Not
agreeable to the Scriptures; not warranted
by the authority of the Word of God; as,

an unscriptural doctrine. Atterhury.
Unscripturally (un-skrip'tur-al-li), adv. In
an unscriptural manner; in a manner not
according with the Scriptures. Clarke.

Unscrupulous (un-skrd'pu-lus), a. Not
scrupulous; having no scruples; regardlesa
of principle; unprincipled. Godwin.
Unscrupulously (uu-skrb'pu-lus-Ii). adv.
In an unscrupulous manner. Quart. Rev.

Unscrupulousness (un-skro'pu-lus-nes), n.

The state or quality of being imscrupulous;
want of scrupulousness.
Unscrutable (un-skro'ta-bl), o. Inscrutable.
Clarke. [Rare.]

Unscutcheoned (un-skuch'ond), a. Not
having or deprived of a scutcheon; not hon-
oured with a coat of arms. R. Pollok.

Unseal (un-sel')- v.t. l. To open after hav-
ing been sealed; to free from a seal. Shak.
2. To disclose. Beau, ct Fl.

Unsealed (un-seldO. p- and a. Not sealed or
stamped with a seal; not ratified; not con-
firmed; not sanctioned. Shak.
Unseam (un-sem'), v.t. To open by undoing
seams; to rip; to cut open. Shak.
Unsearchable (un-serch'a-bl). a. Incapable
of being discovered by search ; not to be
traced or searched out; inscrutable; hidden;
mysterious. ' The unsearchable perfections

of the works of God.' Tillotson.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. So. abune; S, Sc. tey.
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Unseaxchablexiess (un-s^rch'a-bl-nes), n.

The quality or state of being uDsearchable,
or beyond the power of man to explore.

The unsearchabUtiessoi God's ways. ' Bram-
hall
Unsearched (un-serchtO. o. Not searched;
n(itexi)Iuivil; not critically examined. Shak.
Unseasont (un-se'zn), t\t. To strike or affect

unseasonably or disagreeably. Spenser.

Unseasonable (un-se'zn-a-bl), a. l. Xot
seasonable: not being in the proper season
or time; ill-timed; untimely; as. he called
at an tuiseasoiiable hour. *At any tinsea-

sonable instant of the night.' Shak.—2. Not
suited to the time or occasion; unfit; un-
timely; ill-timed; as, unseasmiable advice.

Bacon,—3. Not agreeable to the time of the
year; as, an ttnseasonable frost. ' Like an
uiueaiionable stormy day.' Shak.
Unseasonableness (un-se'zn-a-bl-nes), n.

The quaiitv or state of being unseasonable.
Sir M Ha'le-

UnseasonalQly (un-se'zn-a-bli), adv. In
an unseasonable manner; not seasonably;
not at the most suitable time. Shak.
Unseasoned (un-se'znd). a. l. Not seasoned;
not kept and made fit for use; as, ungea-
smied wood, Ac— 2. Xot inured; not ac-
customed; not fitted to endure anything by
use or habit; as, men xnneasoned to tropical
climates. — 3. Not qualified by use or ex-
perience; unripe; imperfect. *An xuisea-

son'd courtier.' Shak.—4. Not sprinkled or
impregnated with seasoning or what gives
relish; as, wisea^otied meat—5.f Unseason-
able; untimely; ill-timed. 'These unsea-
«oM'd hours.' Shak.—6. t Irregular; intem-
perate; inordinate. Hayward.
Unseat (un-sef), v.t. To remove from a
seat: speciflcally, (a) to throw from one's
seat on horseback. (6) To depose from a
seat in the House of Commons; as, to be
unstated for bribery.

It might be necessary to unseat him ; but the whole
influence of the opposition should be employed to
procure his re-election. Macaulay.

Unseaworthiness (un-se'wfer-THi-nes), n.

The st.it'.' <<f l;eiiiK unseaworthy.
Unseaworthy (un-se'wSr-THi), a. Not fit

for a voyage: applied to a ship not in a tit

state, as to repairs, equipments, crew, and
all respects, to encounter the ordinary perils
of a sea voyage.
Unseconded (un-sek'und-ed), a. 1. Not
seconded; not supported; not assisted; as,

the motion was MM%ecoi\id^d ; the attempt
was unseconded. Shak.~Z t Not exemplified
a second time.

Stran^jeand K^J^rcHiJ^frfshapesof worms succeeded.
Sir T. Brtntitu.

Unsecret (un-se'kret), a. Not secret ; not
close; not trusty. Shak.
Unsecrett (im-se'kret). v.t To discloae; to
divulge Bacon.
Unsectarlan (un-sek-ta'ri-an), a. Not sec-
tarian: not intended or adapted to promote
a sett; mit characterized by any of the pecu-
liarities or narrow prejudices of a sect.

Unsecular (un-sek'ul6r). «. Not secular or
worldly Eclec. Rev.
Unsecularlze (un-sek'u-16r-iz), v. t. To cause
to i)fci.nif not secular; to detach from secu-
lar tbiUKs; to alienate from tiie world; to
devote to sacred uses.

Unsecuret (un-se-kur'), a. Not secure; not
safe; Insecure. Denkam.
Unseduced (un-se-dusl'). a. Not seduced;
not drawn or persuaded to deviate from
the |>ath of duty; not corrupted; not en-
tice. I to a surrender of chastity. Shak.
Unseeded (un-sed'ed), a. l. Not seeded; not
sown, "The unseeded and unfurrow'd soil.'
Cowper.^2. Not having or bearing seed, as a
Dlaiit.

unseeing (nn-se'ing), a. Wanting the
power of vision; not seeing; blind. 'Your
unseeinij eyes' Shak.
Unseel t (un sel'), v. t. To open, as the eyes
of a hawk which have been seeled ; to re-
store the Bight of; to enlighten, i^ueen
Elizabeth. See .^EEL.

Unseem t (un-sem), v.i. Not to seem.
Shak.

Unseemliness (\in-sem1i-nes), n. The qua-
lity of being unseemly; uncomeliness ; in-
decency; indecorum; impropriety. Hooker.
Unseemly (un-sem'Ii), a. Not seemly; not
fit or becoming; uncomely; unbecoming; in-
decent. * Let your unseemly discord cease.

'

Dryden.
Unseemly (un-sem'li), adv. In an un-
seemly manner; indecently; unbecomingly.
1 Cor. xiii. 4, 5.

Unseen (un-sen'), a. 1. Not seen; not discov-
ered.—2, Invisible; not discoverable; as, the
wnseen God. MUtoi\.—Z.\ Unskilled; inex-

perienced. Not unseen in the affections of

the court' Clarendon.—The unseen, that
which is unseen; especially, the world of
spiiits; the hereafter. 'Into the tinseen for
ever.' Tennyson.
Unseized fim-sezd'), a. 1. Not seized: not
apprehended; not taken. Drijden.—2. In
law, not possessed; not put in possession;
as, unseized of land.

Unseldom (un-sel'dom), adv. Not seldom;
sometimes; fre<:tuently.

Unselftsll (un-sel'fish), a. Not selfish; not
unduly attached to one's own interest.

Spectator.

Unselyt (un-sel'i), a. Unhappy; unlucky;
unltlessed. Chaucer.
Unseminared t (un-sem'i-nard), a. Desti-

tute of seed or sperm; deprived of virility;

impotent; made a eunuch. Shak.

Unsensedt (un-senst'), a. Wanting a dis-

tinct sense or meaning ; without a certain
signification. ' A parcel of unsoised char-
acters. ' Bev. J. Lewis.

Unsensible^ (un- sens' i-bl), a. Not sen-
sit'le; insensible. Beatu dc Ft.

Unsensualize (un-sen'su-al-izX v.t To
purify; to elevate from the dominion of the
senses. ' rnae msnalizedihemixuX.' Coleridge.

Unsent (un-sent'>, a. Not sent; not des-
patched; not transmitted.— C/weni /or, not
called or invited to attend. Dryden.
Unsentenced (un-sen'tenst). a. 1. Not
having received sentence. — 2. t Not defini-

tively pronounced, as judgment; undecreed.
'The divorce being yet unsentenced betwixt
him and the Queen.' Heylin.
Unsentimental (un-sen'ti-ment 'al), a.

Not sentimental; not apt to be swayed by
sentiment; matter of fact. Charlotte Bronte.
Unseparalsle t (un-sep'a-ra-bl), a. Not to
be parted; inseparable. Shak.
Unseparablyt (un-sep'a-ra-bli), adv. In
an unseparahle manner; inseparably. Mdton.
Unsepulchred (un-sep'ul-k6rd). a. Having
nognive; unburied. Chapman.
Unsequestered (ini-se-kwes't6rd), a. Not
se<|Ut->tered; unreserved; open; frank; free.

His iiiiM-'juentered spirit.' Fuller.
Unservlce (un-s^r'vis), n. Want of service;
neglect of duty; idleness.

You tax us for unservict, lady. MasHtigtr.

Unserviceable (un-s^r'vis-a-bl). a. Not
serviceable; not fit for service; not bringing
advantage, use, profit, or convenience; use-
less; as, an ui\servieeahU utensil or garment;
* Very weak and t^furertnceab^.' Shxik.

Unservlceableness (un-sdr'vis-a-blnes), n.

The quality or state of being unserviceable;
nselewness. Barrow.
Unset (un-setO. a. 1. Not set; not placed.
Hooker.—2. Unplanted. 'Many maiden gar-
dens yet unset Skak.S. Not sunk below
the horizon. — 4.t Not settled, fixed, or ap-
pointed. Chaucer.
Unsettle (uu-set'l), v.t. pret. & pp. unset-
tled; ppr. unsettling. \. To change from a
settled state ; to make no longer fixed,
steady, or established; to unhinge; to make
uncertain or fluctuating; as, to unsettle doc-
trines or opinions. * Unsettles the titles to
kingdoms and estates.' Arbuthnot.—2. To
move from a place; to remove. Sir R.
L'Estrange. —3. To disorder; to derange; to
make mad. Shak.
Unsettle (un-set'l), v.i. To become un-
llxe<l; to give way; to be disordered. Shak.
Unsettled (un-set'ld), p. and a. 1. Not
fixed in resolution; not determined; un-
steady or wavering ; fickle. 'This unsettled
character.' Sec*tfr.— 2. Unhinged; disturbed;
troubled; not calm or composed; deranged.
' kn unsettled fancy.' Shak.~Z Having no
fixed place of abode: not established. Hook-
er; Dryden. —A. Unequal; not regular;
changeable. ' Unsettled and unequable sea-
sons.' Bentley.~b. Not having the lees or
dregs deposited: turbid: roily; as. an un-
setUed liquid. 'Ho muddy, so unsettled.'
Sh€tk.~6. Displacetl from a fixed or perma-
nent position.— 7. Not adjusted; not liqui-
dated; unpaid: as, an unsettled dhpuie; an
unmttled bill. —8. Having no inhabituits;
not occupied by permanent inhabitants; as,
unsettled lands in America.
Unsettledness (un-setnd-nes). n. The state
of beini; unsettled: irresolution; fiuctuation
of mind or opinions; uncertainty. Dryden.
Unsettlement (un-set'l-ment). H. 1. The act
of unsettling. —2. The state of being un-
settled; unsettledness. Barrow. [Rare.]

Unsevent (un-sev'n), v.t. To make no
longer seven. ' To unseven the sacraments
of the Church of Rome.' Fuller. [Rare.]
Unsevered (un-sev'6rd), a. Not severed;
not parted; not divided; inseparable. ' Un-
severed friends. ' Shak.
Unsex (un-seks'), v.t. To deprive of sex or
the qualities of sex; to make otherwise than
the sex commonly is; to transform in re-

spect to sex; usually, to deprive of the qua-
lities of a woman; to unwoman. Shak.;
Byron.
Unshackle (un-shakl), v.t. To unfetter; to
loose from bonds; to set free from restraint;
as, to unshackle the hands; to unshackle the
mind. Addison.
Unshaded (un-shad'ed), a. l. Not shaded;
not overspread with shade or darkness. Sir
W. Davenant.—2. Not having shades or gra-
dations of light or colour, as a picture.

Unshadowed (un-shad'od), a. Not clouded;
not darkened. Glanville.

Unshakable (uu-shak'a-bl), a. Incapable
of beini; shaken. Shak.; South; J. S. Mill.

Unshakedt (un-shakf), m Not shaken;
unshaken; Ann; steady. Shak.
Unshaken (un-shak'n), a. l. Not shaken;
not agitated : not moved; without being
shaken and put into a vibrating motion.
Shak. — 2. Not moved in resolution; firm;
steady. Shak.; Milton; Tennyson.
Unshale (un-shal'), v.t To strip the shale
or husk off; to unshell; to expose or dis-

close. [Rare. ]

I will not itusknle the jest before U be ripe. Marston.

Unshamed ( un - shamd
' ), a. Not shamed;

not ashamed; not abashed. Dryden.
Unshamefaced(unsham-fast'), a. Wanting
modesty: Impudent. Bale.

Unshape (uu-shap'V v.t. To deprive of
shape; to throw out of form or into dis-
order; to confound; to derange. 'This deed
unshapes mt i{mie.' Shak. [Rare.]
Unshaped, Unshapen (un-shapf, un-
shap ' n ), a. Shapeless ; misshapen ; de-
formed; ugly. Shak.; Addison.
Unshapely (un-shap'li). a. Not shapely;
not well formed; ill formed.
Unshared (un-shard'), a. Not shared; not
partaken or enjoyed in common ; as, un-
shared bliss. Milton.

Unsheathe (un-sheTHO. v.t To draw from
the sheath or scabbard. ' Unsheathe thy
sword.' Shak.—To unsheathe the sword is

often equivalent to to make war.
Unshed (un-shedO, o Not shed; not spilt;

as, blood unshed. Milton. * Unshed tears.

'

Byron.
Unshed (nn-shedO, a. [See 8HEI>, to divide. ]

Undivided; unparted, as the hair. Spenser.
Unshell (un-sher). v.t To divest of the
shell; to take out of a shell; to hatch; hence,
to release. Sheridan; Dickeixs.

Unsheltered { un-shel't^rd ), a. Not shel-
tered ; not screened ; not defended from
danger or annoyance; unprotected. Dr. H.
More; Byron.
Unshentt (un-shenf). a. Not shent; not
spoiled; not disgraced; unblamed. Bp. Hall.
Unsherlffed (un-sher'ifd), a. Removed from
or deprived of the office of sheriff. Fuller.
Unshette,t v.t. To unshut; to open. CAait-
cer.

Unshielded (un-sheld'ed). a. Not shielded;
not protected; exposed. Dryden.
Unshiftable (un-shift'a-bl). a. Not shiftable;
shiftless; helpless. 'How unshiftable they
are.' Bp. Ward.
Unship (unship'), v. t. pret. A pp. unshipped;
ppr. unshipping. ]. To take out of a ship
or other water craft ; as, to unship gooda
Sw\ft.—2. Naut to remove from the place
where it is fixed or fitted ; as, to xtnship an
oar ; to unship capstan bars ; to unship the
tiller, <fec.

Unshlyered (un-shiv'6rd). a. Not shivered
or split; not rent; not shattered. Bp. HaU;
Hemans.
Unshocked (un-shokf), a. Not shocked;
not shaken with horror, dislike, or the like;

not offended. Thomson.
Unshod (un-shod'), a. Not shod; having no
shoes. Clarendon.
Unshookt (un-shtik'), a. Not shaken; not
agitated; unshaken.
Thou stAnd'st uttshook amidst a bursting world.

Pop€.

Unshorn (unshorn'), a. Not shorn; not
sheared; not clipped; as, unshorn locks.
Shak; Milton; Tennyson.
Unshortened (un-short'nd), a. Not short-
ene<i; not made shorter. Young.
Unshot (un-sbof), a. 1. Not hit by shot
Waller. — 2. Not shot; not discharged.

I
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Unshot (un-shof), v.t To take or draw
the shot or ball out of; as, to iinshot a gun.
UnsllOUtt (un-shouf), v.t. [Comp. unpre-
dict, itnswear, Ac] To recall or revoke
uhat is done by shouting.

Unshout the noise that banish'd Marcius. Skak.

Unshowered (un-shou'6rd), a. Not watered
or sprinkled by showers ; as, unshowered
grass. 3filton.

Unshown (un-shon'), a. Not shown; not ex-
hibited. Shak.
Unslulned (un-shrind'), a. Not deposited
in a shrine. Southey.
Unshrillklng (uu-shrlngk'ing), a. Not
slirinking; not withdrawing from danger or
toil; not recoiling; as, unshrinking flrmness.
Shak.
Unshriven (un-shriv'n), a. Not shriven.
Clarke.

Unsliroud (un-shroud'), v. t. To remove the
shroud from; to discover; to uncover; to
unveil: to disclose. Ph. Fletcher.

Unslirul)l>ed (un-shrubd'), a. Bare of shrubs;
not set with slirubs. Shak.
Unshiumablet (un-shun'a-bl), a. Incapable
of being shunned; inevitable. Shak.
Unshuuned (un-shundO, a. Not shunned;
not avoided; unshunnable. Shak.
Unshutt (un-shuf), v.t. To open or throw
open, lip. Hall.

Unshutter (un-shut'6r), v.t. To take down
or put back the shutters of. T. Hughes.
Unshy (un-shi'), a. Not shy; famiUar; con-
fident. Richardson.
Unsifted (un-sift'ed), a. 1. Not sifted; not
separated by a sieve. May. —2. Not criti-

cally examined; untried. Shak.
Unsight t ( un-sit' ), a. Without sight ; not
seeing or examinmg. — Unsight, unseen, a
phrase formerly used, and equivalent to
unseen repeated ; as, to buy anything un-
sight, unseen, to buy without seeing it.

Subscribe iiniis'hl, unseen.
To an unknown church disciphne. Hudibras.

There was a great confluence of chapmen, that re-
sorted from every part, with a design to purchase,
which they were to do unsight, unseen. Addison.

Unsightable t ( un-sit'a-bl ), a. Invisible.

Wickliffe.

Unsighted^ (un-sit'ed), a. Not seen; invis-
ible. SucJfling.

Unsightliness (uu-sit'li-nes), n. The state
of being unsightly ; disagreeableness to the
sight; deformity; ugliness. Wiseman.
Unsightly (un-sit'li),a. Disagreeable to the
eye; ugly; deformed. Shak.; Milton.

Unsigllifi,cantt (un-sig-nif'i-kant),a. Having
no meaning or importance; insignificant.

'An empty, formal, iiiis^nificant name.'
Hammond.
Unsigniflcantlyt (un-sig-nlf'i-kant-ll), adv.
Insignificantly. Milton.
Unsioiple (un-sim'pl). a. Not simple; af-

fected; not natural. 'Such profusion of un-
simple words.' J. Baillie.

Unsimplicity (un-sim-plis'i-ti), n. Want
of simplicity; artfulness. 'His simple un-
simplicity and cunning foolishness. ' Kings-
ley. [Rare.]
Unsint (un-sin'), v.t. To deprive of sinful
character or quality; to cause to be no sin.

Feltham.
Unslncere (un-sin-ser^, a. 1. Not sincere;
not faithful; insincere. Shen8toyie.—2.i Not
genuine; adulterated. 'Chymical prepara-
tions, . . . wisincere.' Boyle. — 3. Not
sound; not solid. 'Clogg'd with guilt, the
joy was rnmncere.' Dryden.
Unsincereness (un-sin-s6r'nes), n. The state
or quality of being unsincere; insincerity.

Unsincerltyt (un-sin -ser'i-ti), n. Want of
genuineness; adulteration. Boyle.
Unsinew (un-sin'u), v.t. To deprive of
strength, might, flrmness, vigour, or energy.
Dryden.
Unsinewed (im-sin'ud), p. and a. Deprived
of strength or force; weak; nerveless. Shak.
Unsing (un-singO, v.t. [Comp. unshout, un-
swear, Ac] To recant, recall, or retract
what has been sung. ' Unsing their thanks.'
Defoe.
Unsinged ( un-sinjd'), a. Not singed; not
scorched. Sir T. Browne.
Unsingled (un-sing'gid), a. Not singled;
not separated. Dryden.
Unsinking (un-singk'ing), a. Not sinking

;

not settling, subsiding, or submerging ; not
failing. ' UTisinking sand.' Addison.
Unsinnlng (un-sin'ing), a. Committing no
sin; impeccable; untainted with sin; as, un-
sinning obedience. Jer. Taylor.
Unsister (un-sis't6r), v.t. To make no longer
in a sisterly relation. 'To sunder and un-
sister them again.' Tennyson.

Unsisterly (un-sis't6r-li), a. Not like or un-
becoming a sister. Richardson.
Unsizablet (un-slz'a-bl), a. Not being of the
proper size, magnitude, or bulk. Tatler.

Unsized (un-8lzd'),a. Not sized or stiffened;

as, u'ixsized paper. 'An unsized camlet.'
Cotwreve.
Unskilful (un-skil'fHl), a. \. Not skilful;
wanting the knowledge and dexterity which
are acquired by observation, use, and ex-
perience ; as, an unskilful surgeon ; an un-
skilful mechanic ; an unskilful logician.
Locke. — 2. t Destitute of discernment.
'Though it make the u-nskilfxd laugh.' Shak.
Unskilfully (un-skil'ful-li), adv. In an im-
skilful manner; without knowledge or dis-
cernment; without skill or dexterity; clum-
sily. Shak.
Unskllfulness ( un-skil ' ful-nes ), n. The
quality of being unskilful ; want of art or
knowledge; want of that readiness in action
or execution which is acquired by use, ex-
perience, and observation. Jer. Taylor.
Unsklll t (un'skil), n. Unskllfulness. Syl-
vester.

Unskilled (un-skildO, a. 1. Wanting skill

;

destitute of readiness or dexterity in per-
formance.—2. Destitute of practical know-
ledge.

—

Unskilled iaftm^r, labour not requir-
ing special skill or training; simple manual
labour. Mayhew.
Unslain (un-slan'), a. Not slain; not killed,
Dryden.
Unslaked (un-slakf), a. 1. Not slaked; un-
quenched ; as, ujislaked thirst. Byron. —
2. Not mixed with water so as to form a true
chemical combination; as, unslaked lime.
Unslaughtered (unsla't^rd), a. Not slaugh-
tered; nut slain; unkilled. Cowper.
Unsleek <un-slek'), a. Not sleek or smooth;
rough; dishevelled. ' Lying «7isieeA-, unshorn.*
Tennyson.
Unsleeping (un-slep'ing), a. Not sleeping;
ever wakeful. ' The unsleeping eyes of God.

'

Milton.

Unslekked,ti>p. Unslaked. Chaucer.
Unsling (un-sling'), v.t. Naut. to take off
the slings of, as a yard, a cask, &c.; to re-
lease from slings.

Unslipping (un-slip'ing), a. Not slipping

;

not liable to slip. Shak.
Unsluice (un-slus'), v.t To open the sluice
of; to open; to let flow. Dryden.
Unslunibering(uu-slum'b6r-ingj, a. Never
sleeping or slumbering; always watching or
vigilant.

Unslumbrous (un-slum'brus), a. Not
slumberous; not inviting or causing sleep.
'A foreknowledge of unslumbroiis night.'
Keats.

Unsmirched (un-smfirchf), a. Not stained;
not soiled or blacked. Shak.
Unamitten (un-smit'n), a. Not smitten;
not struck; not afllicted. Young.
Unsmoked (un-smokf), a. l. Not smoked;
not dried in smoke.— 2. Not used in smoking,
as a pipe.—3. Smoked out; emptied by smok-
ing.

His antient pipe in sable dyed
And half unsmoked lay by his side. Swift.

Unsmooth (un-smoTH'). a. Not smooth; not
even; roiii;li. Milton.
Unsmote(un-sm6t'),a. Not smitten. Byron.
[Rare.]

Unsmotherable (un-smuTH'6r-a-bl), a. In-
capable of being smothered, suppressed, or
restrained.

He expresses a verj' unexpected shock, to the un-
smotherable delight of all the porters and b^tanders.

Dickens.

Unsoaped (un-sopf), a. Not soaped; un-
washed, Dickens uses the unsoaped as
equivalent to the unwashed. See under Un-
washed.

The unsoaped oi Ipswich brought up the rear.
Dickens.

Unsociability (un-s6'shi-a-bir'i-ti), n. State
of being unsociable: unsociableness.
Unsociable (un-so'shi-a-bl), o. Not sociable;
(a) not suitable for society; not having the
qualities which are proper for society, and
which render it agreeable ; indisposing for
society; as, an unsociable temper.

Such a behaviour deters men from a religious life,

by representing it as an unsociable state, that extin-
guishes all joy. Addison.

(&) Not inclined for society; not free in con-
versation; reserved; solitary; not compan-
ionable; unsocial; as, an wivsociahle person.
Unsociableness (un-so'shi-a-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of l)eing unsociable ; unso-
ciability.

Unsodably (un-s6'shi-a-bli), adv. In an
unsociable manner. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Unsocial ( un-sd'shal ), a. Not social; not
adapted to society; reserved; unsociable.
Shenstone.
Unsoftt (un-soff), a. Not soft; hard. C/iatt-
cer.

Unsoftt (un-soff), adv. Not with 8oftne»;
not softly. Spenser.
Unsoiled (un-soild'), a. Not soiled; not
stained; unpolluted; unspotted; untainted;
pure

; literally and figuratively. ' My un-
soiled name.' Shak.
Unsold (un-sold'), a. Not sold ; not trans-
ferred for a consideration. ' Wares therein
unsold.' Hackluyt.
Unsolder (un-sord6r), v.t. To separate, as
what is joined by solder; to disunite; to
dissolve; to break up.

The sequel of to-day unsolders all
The goodliest fellowship of famous knights.

Tennyson.
Unsoldieredt (un-sol'j^rd), a. Not having
the qualities of a soldier; not having the
qualifications or appearance of trained sol-
diers. Beati. tfc Fl.

Unsolemn (un-sol'em), a. Not solemn; as,
(a) not sacred, serious, or grave, (b) Not
accompanied by the due ceremonies or
forms ; not regular or formal ; legally in-
formal.

A testament is a solemn last will ; and a last word
is an unsolemn testament. Ayliffe.

Unsolicited (un-so-lis'it-ed), a. Not soli-
cited ; as, (a) not applied to or petitioned.
'Not a god left umolicited.' Shak. (b) Not
asked for; not eagerly requested. Ld. Hali-
fax.
Unsolicitous (un-so-lis'it-us), a. Not so-
licitous; as, (a) not deeply concerned or
anxious. Abr. Tucker, (b) Not marked or
occupied by care, anxiety, or solicitude.
' Many u7isolicitous hours.' Johnson.
Unsolid (un-sol'id), a. Not solid; as, (a) not
having the properties of a solid ; liquid or
gaseous. Locke. (6) Not sound, substantial,
or firm; empty; weak; vain; ill-founded.
'False and unsolid science.' T. Warton.
' Unsolid hopes of happiness.' Thomson.
Unsolved (un-solvd'X a. Not solved, ex-
plained, or cleared up. ' A riddle . . . «n-
solved.' Dtyden. ' Perplexities . . . un-
solved.' Watts.

Unsonsy (un-son'si), a. 1. Not sonsy; not
buxom, plump, or good-looking. [Scotch.]
2. Bringing or boding ill luck; unlucky; ill-

omened; impropitious. [Provincial English
and Scotch.]

At these unsonsy hours the glen has a bad name.
Sir H'. ScoU

Unsoott (un-sot'),a. Unsweet; unpleasant.
Speuser.

Unsoothed (un-sOTHd'). a Not soothed,
solaced, calmed, or tranquillized. Byron.
Unsophisticate (un-s6-fis'tik-at), a. Un-
soplnsticated. Dr. H. More.
Unsophisticated fun-s6-fis'tik-at-ed),a. Not
sophisticated; not corrupted, adulterated,
or perverted by art; unmixed; pure; genu-
ine. ' Unfouled and unsophisticated by any
inward tincture." Dr. H. More. 'Feelings
still native and entire, unsophisticated by
pedantry and infidelity.' Burke.
Unsorrowed (un-soi-'od), a. Not sorrowed,
grieved, or mourned for; not lamented
or regretted : sometimes followed by for.
' Die, like a fool, unsorrowed.' Beau, tt Fl.
' Transgressions . . . unsorrowed for and re-
pented of.' Hooker.
Unsorted (un-sort'ed), a. l. Not sorted; not
arranged or put in order; not assorted or
classified. Watts.— 2.\ 111 chosen; unsuit-
able; unfit.

The purpose you undertake is dangerous; the
time '\xsc\i itnsorted. Skak.

Unsought (un-sftf), a. Not sought; as, (a)
not searched for. 'Hopeless to find, yet
loth to leave unsought.' Shak. (6) Unasked
for; unsolicited.

Love sought is ^ood. but given ufuought is better.
Shak.

Unsoxil t (un-sol'), v.t. To deprive of mind
or undei"standing. Heityt.

Unsouledt (unsold'), a. Without soul;
having no good principle. Skelton.

Unsound (un-sound'), a. Not sound; as.

(a) not healthy: diseased; morbid; corrupt;
rotten; decayed; as, an ^msound body or
mind; unsound teeth; unsound timber: un-
sound fruit. (6) Not solid, firm, strong,
compact, or the like; not whole or entire;
as, unsound ice. (c) Not founded on truth
or correct principles: ill-founded; not valid;
incorrect; erroneous; wrong; not orthodox;
as, ujisound reasoning or ailments; un-
sou7id doctrine or opinions, (d) Not sincere;

Fate, fftr, fat, fftU; me, met, hfir; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abtme; y. Sc. fey.
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not genuine or true ; faithless ; deceitful.
' His love's tttisouiid.' Gay.
Unsouildable (un-80und'a-bl),a. Not sound-
able; deep; profound; unfathomable. 'The
thoughts of God . . . deep and uiwounttofeie.'

Leighton.

There shall be depth of silence in thee, deeper
than the sea ; . . . a silence utisouMdabie; known to

God only. CarlyU.

Unsounded (un-sound'ed), a. Not sounded;
not tried with the sounding line or lead ;

hence, not measured, examined, tried, or

tested. ' Huge leviathans forsake wiwoioided

deeps.' Shak. ' A man ti/i*ound«d yet and
full of deep deceit.* Simk.

Unsoundly ( un-sound1i ). adu. In an un-

sound manner; as, he reasons unsotindly;

he &\eeps tuisoundly, * Discipline ujwoiind/i/

taught.' Hooker.
Unsoundness (un-sound'nes), n. The state

orquality of being unsound; want of health,

strength, or solidity ;inftmiity; weakness; er-

roneousness; defectiveness; as, uiuiotindness

of body or mind; u7i£oundnegg of principles,

opinions, or arguments. ' The tingouiuiness

of his own judgment. ' Milton.

Unsoured (un-sourd'), a. 1. Not made sour.

2. Not made morose or crabbed. ' Youth
7imoured with sorrow,' Dryden.
Unsowed, Unsown (un-sod', im-sdn'). a-

Not sown ; as, (a) not furnished or planted
with seed; as, unsown or inuowed ground.

(6) Not scattered on land for growth; as,

seed unsown, (c) Not propagated by seed
scattered; as, unsown flowers. Dryden.

Unspar (un-spar*), v.i. .To withdraw the

spars or bars of.

Forty yeomen tall . . .

The lofty palisade unsfiarred.
And let the drawbridge fall. Sir IV. Scfftt.

Unspared (un-spard'), a. Not spared : not
saved for future use; not treated with mild-

ness; not saved from destruction, ruin,

death, or the like. MUton.
Unsparing (un-spar'ing), a. 1. Not parsi-

monious; liberal; profuse. 'Heaps with
unsparing hand." Milton.—2. Not merciful
or forgiving. * The unsparing sword of jus-

tice.' Milton.

Unspeak (un-spek'), v.t. To recant; to re-

tract, as what has been spoken; to unsay.

I put myself to thy direction, and
ifnspeak mine own detraction, here abjure
The uiiits and blames I laid upon myself. Shak.

Unspeakable (un-apek'a-bl), a. Incapable
of being spoken or uttered ; beyond the
power of speech to express; unutterable;
ineffable; inexpressible. 'Joy ut^xptakahU
and full of glory.' 1 Pet. i. 8.

Unspeakably (un-spek'abli), adt. In a
manner or degree that cannot be expressed;
inexpressibly ; unutterably. ' A state un-
speakably anxious and uncomfortable.'
Boyle.

Unspeaking (un-spek'ing), a. without the
power or gilt of speech or utterance.

His description proved us unspeaking uAi. Shak.

Unspecified (un-spes'i-fid). a. Not specified;
lint parlJi.uIarly mentioned. Sir T. Browne.
Unspectacled (un-8pek'ta-kld). a. Not fur-

nished with or wearing spectacles. Sir W.
Scott.

Unspedt Cun-sped'). a. Not performed; not
despatched. Garth.
Unspeedy (un-sped'i), a. Not speedy; slow.

* A mute and unspeedy current.' Sandys.
Unspell (un-sperx v.t. To release from the
power of spells or enchantments; to dis-

enchant. Tate.

Unspent (un-spent'X a. l. Not spent ; not
ased or wasted; as. water in a cisteni un-
»pent.^2. Not exhausted; as, strength or
force unspent—S. Not having lost its force
or impulse; as, an unspent ball.

Unsperde,tpp. (See Unspar.] I'nbolted.
Chancer.
Unsphere (un-sferO. v.t. To remove from
a sphere. ' T' unsphere the stars.' Shak.
Unspied (un-spid'). a. I. Not spied or nar-
rowly searched; not explored. * No corner
\ea.ve unspied.' Milton. —2. Not espied or
seen; not discovered.

Unsplke (un-spikO. v.t. To remove a spike
from, as from the vent of a cannon.
Unspllt <un-spilt').a. 1. Not spilt; not shed.
'Blood . . . nnspilt.' Denham.—Zf Not
spoiled; not marred. Tusser.
Unsplritt 'un-^pir'it), v.t. To depress in
spirits; to dispirit; to dishearten. *To dis-
compose and unspirit my soul.' Morris.
Unsplritual (un-spir'it-u-al), a. Not spirit-

ual; tanial; worldly. 'An unspiritual &nd
unsanctihed man.' Jer. Taylor.

Unsplritualize (un-spir'it-u-al-iz), v.t. To
deprive of spirituality. ' Will . . . unspirit-
ualize the mind.' South.
Unspleened (un-splend'), v.t. Deprived of

the spleen ; destitute of spleen ; not sple-

netic. Ford.
Unspoil (un-spoil'), v.t. To undo or destroy
the effect of spoiling or over-indulgence in;

to cure of being spoiled or over-indulged.
Misg Edgeworth.
Unspoiled (uu-spoildO, a. 1. Not spoiled ;

not corrupted ; not ruined ; not rendered
useless. ' Bathurst, yet unspoiled by wealth.

'

Pope.—-2. Not plundered; not pillaged.
J>ryden.

Unspoken (un-sp6'kn), a. Not spoken or
uttered. 'AVhat to speak, . . . what to leave
unspoken. ' Bacon.
Unspontaneous (un-spon-ta'ne-us), a. Not
spontaneous; not voluntary: forced; arti-

ficial. ' Utispontajieous laughter.' Cowper.
Unsportful (un-sport'ful), a. Not sportful,
gay, or merry ; sad ; uncheerful. ' Dry,
husky, unsportful laughs.' Carlyle.

Unspotted (un-spot'ed), a. l. Not spotted
or stained; free from spots. — 2. tYee from
moral stain; untainted with guilt; unblem-
ished; immaculate. Jas. i. 27.-3. Unblem-
ished ; faultless; pure; perfect. ' Cajsar's
Commentaries . . . wherein is scene the xtn-

spotted proprietie of the Latin tongue.'
Ascham.
Unsquared (un-skward'), a. 1. Not made
sciuare; as, xtnsquared i\xxiheT.~2. Not pro-
perly formed or proportioned; irregular.

When he speaks
'Tis like a chime a-mending, with terms unsquared.

Shak.

Unsqueezed (un-skwezd'), a. Not squeezed
or compressed ; not deprived of juice or
other valuable properties by compression;
hence, not pillaged or impoverished by op-
pression or the like. ' Kich as an unsqueezed
favourite. ' Thomson.
Unsqulre (un-skwirO, v. t. To divest of the
titlf or privilege of an esquire; to degrade
from the rank of an esquire. Sw{ft.
Unstable (un-sta'bl), a. l. Not stable; not
fixed.— 2. Not steady; inconstant; irresolute;
wavering. ' Unstable as water. ' Gen.
xlix. 4.

Unstabled (un-sta'bld), a. Not put up in a
stable. ' The U}uto6^(i Bosinante. ' Char-
lotte Bronte.

Unstableness (un-sta' bines), n. Insta-
bility. Sir if. HaU.
Unstaid (un-stad'X a. Not staid or steady;
not settled in judgment; volatile; fickle; as,

unstaid youth. * Unstaid minds, . . . men
given to change.' MUton.
UnstaidnesB (un-stad'nes), n. l. The state
or character of being unstaid,— 2. Uncertain
motion ; unsteadiness. ' A kind of shaking
uiistaidness over all his body.' Sir P. Sidney.
Unstained (un-stand'), a. 1. Not stained
not dyed.—2. Not polluted ; not tarnished
not dishonoured ; as, an unstained charac
ter. *A lovelier life, a more unstained.
Tennyson.
Unstsunped (un-Btampf), a. Not stamped
or impressed ; not having a stamp impressed
or affixed; as, an unstamped deed, receipt,
or letter.

Unstancbable (un-stansh'a-bl), a. Not cap-
able of being stanched; inexhaustible.
Unstancbed (un-sUlnsht'), a l. Not
stanched; not stopped, as blood. — 2.t In-
satiate; not to be satisfied.

Stifle the villain whose unstanehed thint
York and young Rutland could not MtUfy. Shak.

Unstarch (un-»t»rch'). v.t. To take the
starch or stiffening from ; hence, to free
from stiffnes.s, reserve, formality, pride.
haughtiness, or the like; to relax. 'Cannot
unstarch tiis gravity.' Bp. Kennet.
Unstartled fun-stiir'tld), a. Not startled;
shocked, or alarmed. Coleridge.

Unstate (un-stat'), v.t. To deprive of state
or dignity. ShaJc.

Unstatutable ( un-stat' ut-a-bl), a. Con-
trary to statute; not warranted by statute.
Swi/f.

Unstaunched (un-stanshf). Same as Un-
stanched.
Unstead£ast(un-sted'fast),a. l. Not stead-
fast ; not firmly adhering to a purpose. —
2 Insecure; unsafe. ' Unsteadjast footing.'
Shak.
Unsteadfastness am-sted'fast-nes), n. The
state or 'iui*'ity of being unsteadfaat; in-
constancy. Bp Hall.

Unsteadily (un-sted'i-li), acfy. In an un-
steady, sUggering, or shaking manner;
without steadiness, firmness, or consistency;

with wavering or changeableness; restlessly;

inconsistently. Locke.
Unsteadiness (un-sted'i-nes), n. The state
or quality of being unsteady; want of steadi-
ness, firmness, fixedness, or stability; shaki-
ness; restlessness; unsettledness ; unfirm-
ness; inconstancy. * To fix the unsteadiness
of our politics.' Addison.
Unsteady (un-sted'i), a. Not steady; as,

(a) not firm; shaking; staggering; reeling;
wavering; trembling; fluctuating; as, an
unsteady hand; an unsteady flame, {b) Not
constant inniind, purpose, or pursuit; fickle;

changeable; unstable; unsettled; wavering;
as, an unsteady mind, (c) Not regular, con-
stant, or uniform; varying in force, direc-
tion, &c. ; as, unsteady winds.
Unsteeped (un-stepf), a. Not steeped; not
soaked. Bacon.
Unstimulated (un-stim'u-lat-ed), a. Not
stimulateil; not excited. Cowper.
Unstingt (un-sting'), v.t. To disarm of a
sting ; to deprive of the power of giving
acute pain.

He has disarmed his afflictions, nnstttng his mi-
series. South.

Unstirred (un-st^rdO, a. Not stirred; not
agitated. Boyle.

Unstitch (un-stich'), v.t. To open by pick-
ing out stitches. Jeremy Collier.

Unstock (un-stok'), v. t. To deprive of stock.
Surrey.
Unstockinged (un-stok'ingd), a. Deprived
of or not wearing stockings. Sir W. Scott.

Unstooping (un-stbp'ing), a. Not stooping;
not bending ; not yielding. ' Unstooping
firmness.' Shak.
Unstop (un-stop'), v.t. 1. To free from a
stopper, as a bottle or cask.-2. To free from
any obstruction; to open. Is. xxxv. 5.

Unstormed(un-8tonnd'), a. Not assaulted;
not taken by assault. ' The doom of towns
unstonned. ' A ddison.

Unstowed (un-stod'), a. Not stowed ; as,,

(a) not compactly placed or arranged; as,

unstowed cargo or cables, (b) Not filled by
close packing ; also, emptied of goods or
cargo. 'My hold unstowed.' Smollett.

Unstrain (un-stran'), v.t. To relieve from
a strain; to relax. B. Jonson.
Unstrained (un-strand'), a. 1. Not strained
or purified by straining; as, unstrained oil.

2. Easy ; not forced ; natural

By an easy and uMstraifud derivation, it implies
the breath of God. HakrwUl.

Unstraitened (un-strat'nd), a. Not strait-
eneti; not contracted, narrowed, or limited.
* Unntraitcned goodness.' Glanville.

Unstratiiled (un-strat'i-fid), a. Not strati-
fled : not consisting of a series of strata or
layers (as is the case with rocks deposited
by water^, but forming amorphous masses

:

a geolt^cal term applied to such rocks aa
granite, greenstone, porphyry, and lava. See
Geology, Stratum.
Unstrengthened (un-strength'end), ». and
a. Not strengtliened ; unsupported ; un-
assisted. ' Uustrengtkened . . . with au-
thority from above. Hooker.
Unstrewed (un-strod' or un-strod'), p. and a.

Not strewed; as, (a) not scattered or spread
by scattering. (6) Not covered by scatter-
ing. 'A vacant space . . . U7istrewed with
bodies of the slain.' Cowper.
Unstring (unstring'), v.t. l. To deprive of
strings ; also, to relax or untune the strings
of; as, to unstring a harp. Cowper.— 2. To
loose; tountie. 'Hisgarland they unstring.'
Dryden.S. To take from a string; as, to
unstring beads.- 4. To relax the tension of;

to loosen; as, to unstring the nerves.
Unstringed (un-stringd'), a. Not stringed;
nf>t furnished with strings; deprived of
strings. *An unstringed viol.' Shak.
Unstruck (un-strukO, a. Not struck; not
greatly impres.sed. ' Unstruck with horror
at the sight.' J Philips.

Unstudied (un-stud'id), a. 1. Not studied;
not premeditateil. ' Ready and unstudied
words.' Dryden. — 2. Not laboured; easy;
natural; &&, an unstudied style.— 3. Not hav-
ing made study; unacquainted; unskilled.
' Not so unstudied in the nature of councils,
as not to know, (fee' Bp. Jewell.—A.'Sot de-
voted to or occupied by study ; not passed
in study. ' The defects of their unstudied
years." Milton.

Un8tu£fed (un-stuff), a. Not stuffed; not
crowded. 'With xnistuff'd brain.' Shak.
Unsubduable (un-sub-oQ'a-bl), a. Not cap-
able of being subdued or conquered; uncon-
querable; invincible. 'Stem patience un-
subduable by pain.' Southey.
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UnsuMued (un-sub-dud'). a. Not subdued

;

not brought into subjection; notcoDquered;
as, nations or passions unsubdited. Atter-

bttrtf.

Unsubject (un-sub'jekt), « Not subject;

not liable; not obnoxious. 'By ftx'd de-

crees, unsiibject to her will.' J. Baillie.

Unsubmissive (un-sub-mis'iv), a. Not sub-

missive; disobedient. 'A stubborn unsub-
missive frame of spirit' SoxUh.

Unsubmitting (un-sub-mit'ing), a. Not
submitting; not obsequious; not readily

yielding. ' Of unsubmitting souV Thomson.
Unsubordlnate (un-sub-or'din-at). o. Not
subordinate; not of inferior rank, dignity,

class, or order. Milton.

Unsubstantial (un-sub-stan'shal), a. \. Not
substantial; not solid. 'Thou unsubstantial
air." Shah.— 2. Not real; not having sub-
stance. '^ (Insubstantial, arwptyiorms,.' Rowe.
Unsubstantlality (un-sub-stan'shi-al"i-ti),

n. The state or quality of being unsub-
stantial, or of having no real existence; want
of real or material existence. Charlotte
Bronte.

Unsucceedable t (un-suk-sed'a-bl), a. Not
capable of succeeding or of bringing about
the desired effect or result; not able or
likely to succeed. Sir T. Browne.
Unsucceeded (un-suk-sed'ed), a. Not suc-
ceeded or followed. Milton.

Unsuccess (un-suk-ses'), « Want of suc-
cess. Prof. Wilson.

Unsuccessful (un-suk-ses'ful), a. Not suc-
cessful ; not producing the desired event

;

not fortunate.
Ye powers returned

From unsuccessful charge, be not dismayed.
Milton.

Unsuccessfully (un-suk-ses'ful-li), adv. In
an unsuccessful manner; without success;
unfortunately. South.

Unsuccessfulness (un-suk-ses'ful-nes), n.

The quality of being unsuccessful. MUton.
Unsuccourable ( un-8uk'6r-a-bl ), a. Not
capable of being succoured or remedied.
* An unsuccourable mischief SirP. Sidney.
Unsucked (un-sukf), p. and a. Not sucked;
not drawn or drained by the mouth. ' The
teats unsiccked of lamb or kid.' Milton.
Unsufferablet (un-8uf'f6r-a-bl), a. Not suf-
ferable; insufferable; intolerable. ' Unsu/-
ferable misery.' Milton.

Unsufferablyt (un-auf'fer-a-bli), adv. Insuf-
ferably; intolerably. ' Unsufferably ugly.'
Sir J . Vanbrugh.
Unsufaclence.t Unsufflciencyt (un-suf-fi'-

shens, un-suf-n'shen-si),?i. The state or qua-
lity of being unsuflicient or insufficient; in-

sufficiency. 'The error and ^insujicience
of the arguments.' Hooker. 'The unsuf-
ficiency of the light of nature.' Hooker.
Unaufflcientt (un-suffl'shent), a. Not
sufficient; inadequate; insufficient. Locke.

Unsufficiently t (un-suf-fi'shent-li), adv.
Iiisutticiently. Hooker.
Unsufficingness (un-sui-fis'ing-nes), n. In-
sufficiency. Coleridge.

Unsuit (un-suf), V. t. To be unsuitable for;
to be out of accordance with. Quarles.
Unsuitable (un-sut'a-bl), a. Not suitable,
fit, or adapted; incapable of suiting; unfit;
incongruous; improper. ' Unsuitable return
for so much good.' Milton.
Unsuitableness (un-sut'a-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being unsuitable; unfit-
ness; incongruity; impropriety. South.
Unsuitably (un-aat'a-bli). adv. In an un-
suitable manner; unfitly; inadequately; im-
properly; incongruously. Tillotson.

Unsuited (un-sut'ed), a. Not suited; as, (a)
not suitable or adapted; unfit, (b) Not ac-
commodated or fitted; unsupplied with
what is wanted. Burke.
Unsultlng (un-sut'ing), a. Not suiting; not
suitable. " Joys tmsui^wj^F to thy age. ' Dry-
den.

Unsullied (un-aullid), a. Not sullied; as,
(a) not stained; not tarnished.

Maiden honour . . . pure as the wwfw^/iirrf lily.

Shak.

(6) Not disgraced ; free from Imputation of
evil; pure; stainless. Pope.
Unsu^ (un-sung'>, a. 1. Not sung; not
recited musically, as a song. 'Half yet re-
mains unsung.' Milton.— 2.. Not celebrated
in verse or song. Sir W. Scott
Unsunned (un-aund'), a. Not exposed to
the sun. ' Chaste as unsunned snow.' Shak.
Unsunny (un-sun'ni), a. Not sunny; not
bright, dazzling, or radiant, as with plea-
sure, joy, &c.; gloomy. 'Damsel, wearing
this unsunny face. ' Tennyson,
Unsuperfluous (un-su-p^r'flu-us), a. Not

superfluous; not in excess; not more than
enough. Milton.

Unsupplanted (un-sup-plant'ed), a. Not
supplanted; not tripped up. ' Unsupplanted
feet.' J. Philips.

Unsupple (un-sup'l), a. Not supple ; not
easily bending; stiff. Sandys.
Unsuppliable ( un-sup-pli'a-bl ), a. Not
capable of being supplied. ' The unsuppli-
able defect.' Chillingworth.

Unsupplied (un-aup-plid'), a. Not supplied

;

not provided or furnished. ' Left unsupplied
her only want.' Dryden.
Unsupportable (un-sup-port'a-bl), a. Not
supportable ; insupportable. ' An unsup-
portable yoke.' Bp. Hall.
Unsupportableness(un-sup-p6rt'a-bI-nes),
n. Insupportableness. Bp. WHkins.
Unsupportably (un-sup-port'a-bli), adv.
Insupportably. 'Infinitely, unsupportably
miserable." South.
Unsupported (un-sup-port'ed), a. Not sup-
ported ; not upheld ; not sustained ; not
maintained; not countenanced; not aided.
'Christianity . . . hovf \iiter\y unsupported
by the secular arm.' Atterbury.

Unsuppressed (un-sup-presf), a. Not sup-
pressed; not held or kept under; not sub-
dued; not quelled; not put down; as, un-
suppressed laughter or applause; unsup-
pressed rebellion.

Unsure (un-shor'), a. Not sure; not fixed

;

not certain.

What is to come is siiU unsure. ShaJk.

Unsure the tenure, hut how vast the fine. Pope.

Unsured (un-shord'), a. Not made sure; not
securely established.

By this knot thou shalt so surely tie

Thy now unsured assurance to the crown. Sha&.

Unsurely (un-shbr'li), adv. In an unsure
manner; unsafely; uncertainly. * Unsurely
stands the foot of pride.' Daniel.
Unsuretyt (un-shor'ti),n. Uncertainty. Sir
T. More.
Unsurmountable (un-sfer-mount'a-bl), a.

Not capable of being surmounted or over-
come; insurmountable. Warburton.
Unsurpassable (un-s6r-pas'a-bl), a. Not
capable of being sui-passed, excelled, or ex-
ceeded, 'She is unsurpassable in lies.'

Thackeray.
Unsurpassed (un-sfer-pasf), a. Not sur-

passed, excelled, exceeded, oroutdone. ' Vic-
tor unmirpassed in modern song.' Byron.
Unsurrendered (un-s6r-ren'd6rd). a. Not
surrendered ; not given up or delivered.
'An unsurretidered prize.' Cowper.
Unsusceptible (un-sus-sep'ti-bl), a. Not
susceptible; not capable of admitting or re-

ceiving ; insusceptible. ' Unsusceptible of
stain.' Svyijt. ' Unsusceptible of analysis.'

J. S. Mill.

Unsuspectt (un-sus-pekf), a. Unsuspected.
' Author unsuspect.' Milton.
Unsuspected (un-sus-pekt'ed), a. Not sus-
pected; not considered as likely to have
done an evil act or to have a disposition to
evil. ' An unsuspected old patriot.' Pope.
Unsuspecting (un-sus-pekfing), a. Not
imagining that any ill is designed; free from
suspicion. ' To circumvent an unsuspecting
wight.' Daniel.
Unsuspicion (un-sus-pi'shon), n. Want of
suspicion; unsuspiciousness.

Oid men may come here, through their own heed-
lessness and unsuspicion. Dicktfus.

Unsuspicious (un-sus-pish'us), a. Not sus-
picious; not inclined to suspect or to ima-
gine evil ; unsuspecting. ' Unsuspicious
magnanimity.' Daniel.
Unsustainable (un-sus-tan'a-bl), a. Not
capable of being sustained, maintained, or
supported. Barrow.
Unsustained (un-sus-tand'). a. Not sus-
tained; not maintained, held up, or sup-
ported. ' Unsustained, the chiefs of Tumus
yield.' Dryden.
Unswaddle (un-swod'l), v.t. To remove a
swaddle or bandages from; to unswathe. B.
Jonson.
Unswathe (un-swaTHO, v. t. To take a swathe
from; to relieve from a bandage.
In the morninjj an old woman came to unswathe me,

./Idiiison.

Unswayable (un-swa'a-bl), a. Incapable of
being swayed, governed, or influenced by
another. 'Kough, unsivayable, and free.'

Shak.
Unswayed (un-swadO, p. and a. Notswayed;
as, (a) not wielded. 'The sword unswayed.'
Shak. (b) Not biassed, controlled, or in-

fluenced ; as, unswayed by passion, ambi-
tion, or the like.

Unswayedness (un-swad'nes), n. The state
of being unswayed; steadiness. 'Constancy
and utiswayedness.' Hales.
Unswear (un-swar^, V. (. [Comp. u}isay,un-
shout.] To recant, revoke, or recall by a
subsequent oath ; to retract by a second
oath; to abjure. * Unswear faith sworn.'
Shak. ' Unswear that oath again. * Beau. & Fl.
Unsweart (un-swar'). v.i. To recant or re-
call an oath, Spenser.

Unsweatt (un-swetO, v.t To remove or re-
duce the sweating of; to ease or cool after
exercise or toil.

The interim of ufisTveating themselves . , . may,
with profit and delight, be taken up with solemo
music. Milton.

Unsweating (un-swet'ing). a. Not sweating
or perspiring. 'The unsweating hrovr.' Dry-
den.

Unsweet (un-swef), a. Not sweet. * With
voice unaweet' J. Baillie. [Rare.]
Un&wept (un-swepf), a. Not swept; as, (a)
not cleaned by passing or rubbing a brush,
broom, or besom over. ' Hearths unswept'
Shak. (6) Not cleaned up or removed by
sweeping. 'Dust unswept' Shak. (c) Not
moved or passed over by a sweeping mo-
tion or action. ' Foam unswept by wander-
ing gusts.' Cowper.
Unswerving (un-8w6rv'ing), a. Not deviat-
ing from any rule or standard; undeviating;
unwavering; fimi. " The u?i*wem»i^ heroism
of the immortal Joan.' Hallam.
Unswllled (un-swildO. a- Not swilled; not
swallowed or gulped down in large draughts;
not emptied by swilling or greedily swallow-
ing. ' An unswUled hogshead.' Milton,

Unsworn (un-sworn'), a. Not sworn; as, (a)

not bound by an oath; not having taken an
oath; as, the witness is utiswoni. (6) Not
solemnly pronounced or taken. ' Her solemn
oath remained unsivorji.' Cowper.
Unsyllabled (im-sina-bld), p. and a. Not
syllabled; not articulated, uttered, or pro-
nounced. Motherwell.
Unsymmetrical ( un - sim - met'rikal ), a.

Wanting symmetry or due proportion of
parts; specifically, in &o(. said of such flowers
as have not the segments of the calyx and
corolla, the sepals and petals, as also the
stamens, regular and similar.

Unsystematic, Unsystematical (un'sis-

te-mat"ik, un'sis-te-maf'ik-al), a. Not sys-
tematic; not having regular order, distribu-
tion, or arrangement of parts. ' Desultory
unsystematic endeavours.' Burke.
Untack (un-tak') v.t. To separate what is

tacked; to disjoin; to loosen what is fast.

His mind then roving, and bein? untacked from
honest cares, temptation seized on him. Barrow.

Untainted (un-tant'ed), a. l. Not rendered
impure by admixture ; not impregnated
with foul matter; as, untainted air. ' Nar-
cissus pining o'er the untainted stream.'
Keats. — 2. Not sullied; not stained; un-
blemished.

What stronger breast-plate than a heart untainted.
Shak.

3. Not rendered unsavoury by putrescence;
as, untainted meat.
Untaintedt (un-tant'ed). a. [Contr. for
unattainted. See Attaint.] Not charged
with a crime; not accused.

Within these five hours Hastings lived
Untainted, unexamined, free at liberty. Skak.

Untaken (un-tak'n), «• l- Not taken; not
seized or captured; not apprehended; not
made prisoner; as. a thief untaken.^1. Not
reduced; not subdued; as, wji/ateu Troy.—
3. Not swallowed.— Utitaken away, not re-

moved. 2 Cor. iii. 14.— CTntaJfccn up, not oc-
cupied; not filled.

The narrow limits of this discourse will leave no
more room ufttaAen up. Boyle.

Untalented (un-tal'ent-ed), a. Not talented;
not gifted; not accomplished or clever. * A
poor vntalcnted girl,' Richardson.

Untalked(un-t(ikt'),a. Not talked or spoken.
— Untalked of, not talked or spoken about;
not made the subject of talk. ' Untalked of
and taiseen.' Shak.
Untamable, Untameable (un-tam'a-bi), a.

Not capable of being tamed, domesticated,
subjugated, or subdued; not to be rendered
tame, docile, or serviceable to man; incapable
of being brought from a wild, savage, barbar-
ous, rude, or violent state; as, the untam-
able tiger; an untamable savage. ' Untame-
able passions.' Barrow.
Untame (un-tam'), a. Not tame; wild,

' Beasts unt/ime.' Chapman.
Untamed (un-tamd'), a. Not tamed; as, (o)
n4)t reclaimed from wildness; not domesti-
cated; not made familiar with man; as, an

I
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untamed beast, Locke. (6) Not subdued;
not brought under control; as, a turbulent
vntajfied mind. 'A people very stubborn
and untamed.' Spenser.
Untangle (un-tang'glX v.t. To loose from
tangles or intricacy; to disentangle; hence,
to free from embarrassment, doubt, or un-
certainty; to clear up; to explain. ' Un-
tangle bat this cruel chain.' Prior.

If Leonara's iiuiocent, she may unUtngle all.

Vntappicet (un-tap'is), p.i. To come out of
cnni-t-alnuiit. as game. Massinger.
Untamislied (un-tar'nisht), a. Not soiled;

not tarnished; not stained; unblemished;
as, untarnished silk; utitamUhed reputa-
tion Tennyson.
Untasted (un-tast'ed), a. Not tasted ; not
tried by the taste or tongue; hence, not ex-
perienced or enjoyed. * Wedlock's untasted
rites' Mai/.

Untaught (un-ti^f), a. Not taught; as, (a)
n»it iiL-itructed; not educated; unlettered;
iUiterate. An untaught chUd,' Locke. <6)
Unskilled; not having use or practice.
* Suffolk's imperial tongue . . . untaught to
plead for favour. ' Skak. (c) Not made the
subject of teaching or instruction; not
communicated by teaching. ' Wild and un-
tau'jht fashions.' Dryden.
Untaxed (un-taksf). a. Not taxed; as (o),

not charged with or liable to pay taxes. T.
Warton. (6) Not chained with any fault, of-

fence, (fee; not accused. 'Common speech,
which leaves no virtue mitaxed.' Bacon.
Unteach (un-tech'), v.t. l. To cause to for-

get, disbelieve, or give up what has been
taught. Experience will unteachua.' Sir
T. Browne.—2. To make foi-gotten; to make
to cease from being acquired by instruction.

But we, by art, unteach what nature taught.
Dryden.

Unteachable (un-tech'a-bl). a. Not teach-
able or docile; indocile. Milton.
Unteam (un-tem'), v.t. To unyoke a team
fiom; to take a team, as of horses or oxen,
from. 'As soon as the sun unteamed his
• hariot.' Jer. Taylor.
Untemper (un-tem'p6r), v.t. 1. To remove
the temper or due degree of hardness from,
as metal; hence, to soften; to mollify.

The study of sciences does more soften and un-
ieinptr the courages of men than any way fortify and
incite them. Cotton,

2.t Not to mould, fashion, or dispose; to
have no power of influencing, disposing, or
winning: suggested meanings for the word
in the following passage (Henry V., v. 2).

I dare not swear thou lovest me ; yet my blood be-
gins to flatter mc that thou dost, notwithstanding the
poor and utiumftring effect of my visage. SHak.

Untemperatet (un-tem'p^r-at), a. Not tem-
[>t-r;iU-; iiitt-Jiiperate. Beau. Jc Fl.

Untempered (un-tem'p6rdX a. Not tem-
pered; as, (a) not duly mixed for use; as,
untempered lime, (b) Not brought to the
proper state of hardness; as, an untempered
sword-blade, (c) Not brought to a tit or
proper state generally; not regulated, mo-
derated, or controlled; not moIlilie<l. ' Un-
tempered severity." Johnson. 'The un-
tempered spirit of madness.' Burke.
Untempted (untemt'ed), a. Not tempted;
nut invited by anything alluring. 'To Uwe
thu3 lonu untempted.' Beau. <t Fl.

Untenable (un-ten'a-bl), a. 1. Not tenable;
that cannot \ye held in possession ; as, an
vntena^jle post or fort Clarendon.—2. That
cannot be maintained by ugoment; not de-
fensible; as, an fJ ntenabZe doctrine. Dryden.
Untenant (un-ten'antX v.t. To deprive of a
tenant or tenants; to expel or remove a
dwfHer fmni- * Untenanting creation of its
<;o<l ' Oderidge.
Untenantable (un-ten'ant-a-bl). a. Not fit

for.iij occupant; not in suitable condition
for a t4.iiant; not capable of being tenanted;
uninhabital)le. 'Frozen and untenantable
region.'*, ' Whewell.
Untenanted (un-ten'ant-ed). a. Not occu-
pied by a tenant ; not inhabited. Sir W.
Temple.

Untender (un-ten'der), a. I. Not tender;
not soft —2. Wanting sensibility or affec-
tion. ' So young and so untender.' Shak.
Untendered(un-ten'derd),a. Not tendered;
not offered; as, untendered money or tri-
bute Shak.
Untent (un-tent'X v. L To bring out of a tent

^^'lll he not, upon our fair request
Intent his person, and share the air with us.

Untented (un-tent'ed), a. Not having a

medical tent applied; hence, not having the
pain lessened.

The untented woundings of a father's curse
Pierce every sense about thee. Shak.

Untenty (un-ten'ti), a. Incautious; care-

less. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

UnterrifiC (un-ter-rifik), a. Not terrific;

not having the power to terrify, appal, or
frighten. Carlyle.

Unteixifled (un-ter'ri-fid), a. Not terrified;

not attiriglited; not daunted. Milton.

Unthankt (un-thangk'), n. Ingratitude;
ill-will.

Untlianked(un-thangkt').a. 1. Not thanked;
not repaid with acknowledgments.—2. Not
received with thankfulness. 'Unwelcome
freedom, and u/ttAa»iAred reprieve.' Dryden.
[Rare.]

Untbankful (un-thangk'ful), a. Not thank-
ful ; ungrateful ; not making acknowledg-
ments for good received.

For he is kind unto the unthankful and to the evil.

Luke vi. 35.

Unthankfally (un-thangk'ful-li), adv. In
an unthankful or ungrateful manner; with-
out thanks. Boyle.

Untliankfulness (un-thangk'ful-nes), n.

I'ngratefulnesa; want of a sense of kindness
or benefits; ingratitude.

Inimoderate favours breed first unlhankfulness,
and afterward hate. .Sir J, Hayward,

Unthawed (un-thadO, a. Not thawed; not
melted or dissolved, as ice or snow. * Some
frozen silver stream unthawed.' Cawper.
Untheologlcal (un-the'6-loj"ik-al), o. Not
thetjlogical; not according to sound princi-
ples of theology. Bp. Hall.

Unthink (un-thingk'). vi.t. To retract in
thought ; to remove from the mind or
thought; to think differently about. 'To
unthink your speaking, and to say so no
more.' Shak.
Unthinkable (un-thingk'a-bl), a. That
cannot l>e made an object of thought; that
cannot be thought; Incogitable.

!t is positively conceivable: if conceived as an in-

definite past, present, or future; and as an indetermin-
ate mean between the two k«M(«*<jW^ extremes ofan
absolute least and an infinite divisibility.

Sir iv. Hamilton.
Unthlnker (un-thingk'^r), n. One who does
not think or who is not given to thinking;
a thoujihtless person. Carlyle.

Unt2llnklng(un-thingk'ing). a. 1. Notthink-
ing; not heedful; thoughtless; inconsider-
ate; as. unthinking youth. 'The shallow,
unthinking vulgar.' GlanvUle. 'A very
merry . . . and unthinking time.' Dry-
den. —2. Not indicating thought or reflec-

tion. ' Earnest eyes, and round, unthink-
ing face ' Pope.
Unthinkingly (un-thingk'ing-li), adv. In
an unthinking manner; without reflection;
thoughtlessly. Pope.
Unthomy (un-thor'niX a. Not thorny;
free from thorns. ' A paradise or «n-
thonuj place of knowledge.' Sir T. Browne.
UnthOUght (un-thftt'^, a. Not thooj^t;
not imagined or conceived; not considered:
often followed by (/. * In an unthought
moment, before a man hath opportunity to
consider.' SirM. Hale. ' Unthought o/tr&il-

ties, ' Pope.
Unthread (un-thred'). v.t. 1. To draw or
take out a thread from; as, to unthread a
needle. —2. To relax the ligaments of; to
loosen. [Rare. ]

He with his bare wand can /m/Ar^arf thy joints.
And crumble all thy sinews. Milton.

Unthrlftt(unthrift'),o. Profuse; prodigal;
unthrifty.

What man didst thou ever know nnthrijit that was
beloved after his means? S^k.
Unthrift (un' thrift), n. A prodigal; one
who wastes hia estate by extravagance; one
lost to all ideas of thrift. B. Jonson.

UnthrlftlnessOin-thrif'ti-nes), n. The state
of \>v\u-j. uMthriity; prodigality: profusion.
Unthrifty (un-thrifti), a. 1. Not thrifty;
not careful of ones means

; prodigal ; pro-
fuse; lavish; wasteful. 'Xaunthri/tyknH\e.'
Shak.—2.i Not thriving; not in good con-
dition; not vigorous in growth.

Grains given to a hide-bound or u*ithHfly horse
recover hon. .Mortimer.

3. Preventing thrift or thriving ; mischlev-
ou.s; wicked. Spenser.

Unthrone (un-thron'). f.(. To remove from
a tlirone or from supreme authority; to de-
throne. Milton.

Untie (un-ti'). v.t. 1, To loosen, as a knot;
to undo; to unfasten.

The chain I'll in return untie.
And freely thou again shalt fly. Prior,

2. To unbind; to free from any fastening or
bond; to let or set loose; to liberate.

Though you untie the winds, and let them ficht
Against the churches. STiak.

3. To loosen from coils or convolution.
'Snakes untied.' Pope.—i. To free from
hinderance or obstruction ; to set loose.
'All the evils of an untied tongue.' Jer.
Taylor.— b. To resolve; to unfold; to clear.

They quicken sloth, perplexities untie. Drayton.

Until (un-tilO, prep. [From a prefix und-y
unt- (in A. Sax. only in the modified form
d(A-), and till, the prefix itself meaning till

or to. This prefix also occurs in unto, and
is the same as O.Sax. unt, unte, O.Fris. ont,
Icel. mu, undz, Goth, unde, till, to. Until
and unto occur for the first time in English
literature about the year 1260.] 1. Till; to

:

(a) used before nouns of time.

He and his sons were priests to the tribe of Dan
u»/(/the day of the captivity. Judg. xviii. 30.

(6) Preceding a sentence or clause : till the
time that; till the point or degree that.

Until I know this sure uncertainty,
I'll entertair. the oifer'd fallacy. Shak.

In open prospect nothing bounds our eye,
Until the earth seems jom'd unto the sky. Dryden,

Note. Like on and upon, tUl and until can
hardly be distinguished as to usage. See
Till.—2. t To: before nouns denoting phy-
sical objects.

He roused himself full blithe, and hasten'd them
unttJ. Spenser.

Untile (un-tno, ».(. To take the tiles from;
to uncover by removing tiles ; to atrip of
tiles. ' Untile the house.' Beau. cD Fl.

UntUlable (un-til'a-bl), a. Incapable of
being tilled or cultivated; barren. 'The
unm/a&^ and barren deep.' Cotcper. '

UntiUed (un-tild'), a. Not tilled; not cul-
tivated. Holinshed.
Untlmbered (un-tim'b6rd), a. 1. Not fur-
nished with timber. ' The saucy boat, whose
weak untimber'd sides.' Shak. — 2. Not
covered with timber trees.

Untlmet (un-tim'), n. Not a fit time; an
unseasonable time. Chaucer.
Untimely (un-tim'li), a. Not timely; as, (a)
not done or happening in the right season;
as, untimely frost. ' Untimely storms.'
Shak, (6) Ill-timed; inopportune; unsuit-
able; unfitting; improper. ' Some untimely
thought.' Shak. (c) Happening before the
natural time; premature; as, untimely
death; untimely fate. 'The untimely faU
of virtuous Lancaster.* Shak.
Untimely (un-tim'li), adv. Before the
natural time; prematurely; unseasonably;
amiss. ' Leaf and fruit, both too untitnely
shed.' Spenser. 'It I not press untimely
on his leisure.' Rowe.
UntimeOUS (un-tim'us). a. Untimely; un-
seasonable; as, untimeous hours. 'His ir-

reverent and untimeous jocularity.' Sir
W. Scott.

UntUueously (un-tim'us-li), adv. In an un-
timeous manner; untimely. Sir W. Scott
Untlnctured (un-tingk'turd), a. Not tinc-
tured ; not tinged, stained, mixed, or in-
fected; unimbned. 'Not altogether untine-
tured with martial discipline. Macaulay.

Untlnged(un-tinjd'), a 1. Not tinged; not
stained ; not discoloured ; as, water un-
tinged; untinged l>eam8 of light. —2. Not
infected; unimbued. Swi/i.

Untirable (un-tir'a-bl), a. Incapable of
being tired ; unwearied. Shak.
Untlred (un-tird'), a. Not tired; not ex-
hausted. Shak.
Untiring (un-tir'ing), a. Not becoming
tired or exhausted; as, untiring patience.
Untlthed (un-tiTHdO, a. Not subjected to
tithes, li. Pollok.

Untitled (un-titld), a. Having no title;

having no claim or right; as, an untitled
tyrant. Shak.
Unto (un'tb), prep. [Prefix unt, and to.

See tNTIL. ] 1. To. [Unto is now anti-
quated, but is still sometimes used in the
scriptural, solemn, or elevated style.]

Come unto me. all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest. Mat. x\. 28.

Ill follow you unto the death. Shak.

2.t Until. Chaucer.
Untoillng (un-toiring), a. Without toil or
labour. Thomson.
Untold (uu-told'). a. 1. Not told ; not re-
lated; not revealed. Dryden.— 2. Not num-
bered or ccMinted; as, money untold. *In the
number let nte pass untold.' Shak.
Untolerable t (un-tol'^r-a-bl), a. Not toler-
able; intolerable. Bp. Jewel.
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0ntOinb(un-t5raO,''-«. To disinter. Fuller.

Untonguet (un-tungO. v.t To deprive ol

a tongue or of a voice; to silence. Fuller.

UntOOth (un-toth'), v.t. To deprive of

teeth. Cowper.
Untoothsome (un-toth'sum), a. Not tooth-

some; unpalatable. Bp. Hall.

Untoothsomeness (un-toth'sum-nes), n.

The (juality of being uutoothaome or un-

palatable. Bp. Hall
Untormented (un-tor-ment'ed), a. Not
tormented; not put in pain; not teased.

YoK ng.

irntorn(un-t6rn')- a. Not torn; not rent

or forced asunder. Cowper.
UntOUChed(un-tucht'),o. l.Nottouehed;Dot
reached; not hit; not meddled with; unin-

jured. 'Depart wn^owcAerf.' Shak.-~2. Not
mentioned. "P"?i(owcAed, or slightly handled,

indiscoui-se.' SAaA-.—3. Not affected. 'Un-
tottch'd with any shade of years.' Tennyson.

4. Not moved; not affected emotionally.

'Wholly untouched with his agonies." Sir

P. Sid}iey.

Untoward (un- to' w6rd), a. 1. Froward;
perverse; refractory; not easily guided or

taught 'This untoward generation.' Acts

ii. 40.

What means this scorn, thou most untoward knave!
Shak.

2. Awkward ; ungraceful ; as, an untoward
manner. Swift.—Z. Inconvenient; trouble-

some; vexatious; as, an untoward event; an
untoward vow. Hudibras.
Untowardly (un-t6'w6rd-li), adv. In an
untoward, froward, or perverse manner;
perversely. Tillotson.

Untowardly (un-to'w6rd-li), a. Awkward;
perverse; froward. * Untowardly tricks and
vices.' Locke.

Untowardnesa (un-to'w6rd-nes), n. The
state or quality of being untoward ; awk-
wardness; frowardness; perverseness. Bp.

Wilson.

Untowered (un-tou'fird), a. Not having
towers; not defended by towers. Wordsworth.

Untraceable (un-tras'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being traced or followed. South.

Untraced (un-trasf), a. 1. Not traced; not
followed. —2. Not marked by footsteps.

Denham.—Z. Not marked out.

Untracked (un-trakf), a. 1. Not tracked

;

not marked by footsteps
;
pathless. ' lT)i-

tracked woods.' Sandys.— 2. Not followed

by the tracks.

Untractable (un-trak'ta-bl), a. 1. Not tract-

al)le ; not yielding to discipline ; stubborn

;

indocile; ungovernable; intractable; as. an
untractable son.—2. Not to be reduced to

rule or system; not to be made regular; un-
manageable.
There was room among these hitherto unt^actaNe

irregularities for the additional results of the theory.
IVheweil.

3. Rough ; difficult. ' I forced to ride the
untractable abyss.' Milton.~i. Not yielding

to the heat or to the hammer, as an ore.

Untractableness, Untractabillty (un-
trak'ta-bl-nes, un-trak'ta-bil"i-ti), n. The
state or quality of beinjj; untractable ; re-

fractoriness ; stubbornness ; unwillingness
to be governed, controlled, or managed.
Locke; Burke.
Untradedt (un-trad'ed), a. 1. Not resorted
to or frequented for the sake of trading.

'An wnfraded place.' £racW?<?/(.—2. Unprac-
tised ; inexperienced. ' A people not ut-

terly tm(raded . . . in his discipline.' Udall.
3. Unhackneyed; unusual; not used in com-
mon practice, 'That I affect the untraded
oath.' Shak.
Untrading (un-trad'ing), a. Not engaged
in commerce; not accustomed to trade; as,

an untrading country or city. ' Untrading
and unskilful hands.' Locke.

Untragic (un-traj'ik), a. Not tragic; hence,
comic; ludicrous. Carlyle.

Untrained (un-trand'), a. l. Not trained;
not disciplined; not skilful; not educated;
not instructed. ' My wit untrained in any
kind of art.' Shak. —2. Irregular; ungov-
ernable; as, untrained hope. G. Herbert.
Untrampled(un-tram'pld),a. Not trampled;
not trod upon. Shelley.

Untransferable (un-trans-fer'a-bl), a. In-
capable of being transferred or passed from
one to another; as, power or right untratis-

fcrable. Howell.
Untranslatable (un-trans-lat'a-bl), a. Not
capable of Iteing translated. Gray.
Untranslatableness ( un - trans - lat ' a-bl-

nes). n. The riuality of being untranslat-
able ; impossibility of being translated.
Coleridge.

Untransmutable ( un-trans-mut'a-bl ), a.

Incapable of being changed into a different

substance; unchangeable; constant.

Each character . . . appears to me in practice

pretty durable and ufitraits?nutaHe. Httme.

Untransparent (un-trans-pa'rent), a. Not
transparent; opaque. Boyle.

Untraveiled (un-trav'eld). a. 1 Not tra-

velled ; not trodden by passengers ; as, an
untravelled forest. ' Untravelled -paTts.' Sir

T. Browne.—% Having never seen foreign

countries; not having gained experience by
travel. 'An ie7Urat;eiied Englishman.' Ad-
dison.

Untread (un-tredO, v.t. To tread back; to

go back in the same steps; to retrace. Shak.

Untreasure (un-trezh'ur), v.t. 1. To deprive
of a treasure.

They found the bed untreasured of their mistress.
Shak.

2. To bring forth, as treasure; to set forth;

to display. ' The quaintness with which he
vntreasured . . . the stores of his memory.'
J. Mitford.

Untreatable (un-tret'a-bl), a. 1. Incapable
of Iteing treated; not treatable. ~ 2. t Not
practicalile. Dr. H. More.

Untrembling (un-trem'bling). a. Not trem-
bling or shaking; firm; steady. J. Philips.

UntremulOUS (un-trem'u-lus), a. Not trem-
ulous; steady. ' Untremulous fingers.' Char-
lotte iiroute.

Untrespassing (un-tres'pas-ing), a. Not
trespassing; not transgressing. 'Anuntres-
pasfiing honesty.' Milton.

Untressedt (un-tresf), i>p. Not tied in a
tress or tresses. Chaucer.
Untried (un-trid'), a. 1. Not tried; not at-

tempted.—2. Not yet feltor experienced; as,

untried sufferings. —3. Not subjected to

trial ; not showing capabilities by proof
given; as, he is quite untried yet.—4.t Un-
noticed; unexamined. Shak.—5. Not having
passed trial ; not heard and determined in

law; as. the cause remains untried.

Untrifling (un-tri'fl-ing), a. Not trifling;

not indulging in levities. Savage.
Untrlmmed (un-trimdO, a. 1. Not trimmed;
not pruned; not put in order, —2. Dis-

hevelled; stripped of ornamental dress.

Shak.
Untriste.t v.t. To mistrust. Chaucer.
Untriuxnphable t (un-tri'um-fa-bl), a. Ad-
mitting no triumph ; not an object of tri-

umph. 'Vain, untriumphable fray.' Hudi-
bras.

Untriumphed (un-tri'umft), a. Not tri-

umphed over. May.
Untrod, Untrodden (un-trod', un-trod'n),

a. Not haviiifx been trod; not passed over;

not marked by the feet; unfrequented. Shak.
' Untrodden ways. ' Wordsworth.
Untrolled (un-trold'), a. Not bcnvled or
thrown; not rolled along. Dryden.
Untroublet (un-trubl), v.t. To free from
trouble; to disabuse. Leighton.

Untroubled (un-trub'ld),a. l. Not troubled;
not disturbed by care, sorrow, or business;

not agitated; not moved; not ruffled; not
confused; free from passion; as, an un-
troubled mind. ' Quiet untroubled soul,

awake !

' Shak.—2. Not disturbed or raised

into waves or ripples. —3. Not foul; not
turbid; clear; as, an untroubled stream.
* Bodies clear and untroubled.' Bacon.
Untroubledness (un-trub'ld-nes), n. State

of being untroubled; freedom from trouble;

unconcern. Hammond.
Untrowablet (un-tro'a-bl), a. Incredible.

Wickliffe.

Untrue (un-tro'). « 1- Not true; false; con-
trary to the fact; as, the story is untrue.

~

2. Not faithful to another; inconstant; not
fulfilling the duties of a husband, wife, vas-

sal, friend, Ac; not to be trusted; false;

disloyal—3. Inconstant, as a lover. Shak.
Untruism (un-trb'izm), n. Something ob-
viously untrue ; the opposite of a truism.
'Platitudes, truisms, 3.xi& untruisms.' Trol-

lope. [Rare.]

Untruly (un-troli), adv. In an untrue man-
ner; not truly; falsely; not according to
reality, Raleigh.
UntruSS(un-trus'),f.(. To untie orunfasten;
to loose from a truss, or as from a truss; to
let out; specifically, to loose, as to let down
the breeches, by untying the points by which
they were held up. Beau. <!• Fl.

Untrussed (un-trusf). « Not trussed; not
tied up; not tmndled up. Fairfax.
UntruBSert (un-trus'fir), n. One who un-
trusses; one who prepares for punishment
Ity untrussing. ' The imtrussers or whippers
of the age. ' B. Jonson.

UntruBt t (un-trusf). n. Distrust. CAattc«r.

Untrustful (un-trust'ful), a. 1. Not trust-

ful or trusting.—2. Not to be trusted; not
trustworthy; not trusty. Sir W.Scott. [Kare.]

Untrustlness (un-tms'ti-nes), n. The qua-
lity of being untrusty; unfaithfulness in the
discharge of a ti"ust. Sir T. Hayward.
UntruBtwortby (un-trust'w6r-THi), a. Not
worthy of being tiiisted ; not deserving of
confidence. Edec. Bev.
UntruBty (un-trus'ti). a. Not trusty; not
worthy of confidence; unfaithful. Bp. Hall.

Untruth (un-troth'X n. 1. The quality of
being untrue; contrariety to truth; want of
veracity. ' He who is perfect and abhors
untruthJ Sandys. —2. Treachery; want of
fidelity; faithlessness. ' Too wholly true to
dream untruth in thee.' Tenny8on.~Z. A
false assertion; a falsehood; a lie, Shak.
No mttrutk can possibly avail the patron and de-

fender long. Hooker,

Untruthful (un-troth'fyl), a. Not truthful;
wanting in veracity. Clarke.

Untuckered (un-tuk'6rd), a. Havii^ or
wearing no tucker, Addison.
Untunable fun-tun 'a-bl), a. l. Not capa-
ble of being tuned or brought to the proper
pitch.—2. Not harmonious; discordant; not
musical.

My news in dumb silence will I bur\*.

For they are harsh, untunable, and bad. Shak.

Untunableness (un-tun'a-bl-nes), n. The
state of being untunable; want of harmony
or concord; discord. T. Warton.
Untune (un-tun'), v.t. l. To put out of tune;
to make incapable of consonance or har-
mony. ' Untune that string.' Shak.—2. To
disorder; to confuse. ' Untun'd and jarring
senses.' Shak.
Untuned (un-tund'), a. Unmusical; unhar-
monious. ' With boisterous untuned drums.

'

Shak.

Unturbaned (uu-t6r'band), a. Not wearing
a turban; having the turban off. Southey.

Untum (un-t^rn'), v.t. To turn in the re-

verse way. [Rare.]

Think you he nought but prison walls did see.
Till, so unwilling, thou unturn'dst the key. Keats.

Unturned (un-t6md'), a. Not turned.—To
leave no stone unturned. See under STONE.
Untutored (un-tu'tord), a. I'ninstructed

;

untaught; rude; raw; as, untutored infancy.

' Some nntutor'd youth.' Shak.

Untwine (un-twin'), v.t. pret. <fe pp. un-
twined; ppr. untwining. 1. To untwist; to
open or separate after having been twisted.

Waller. —2. To separate, as that which winds
or clasps ; to cause to cease winding round
and clinging to.

It requires a long and powerfu' counter-sympathy
in a nation to utttivine the ties of custom which bind
a people to the established and the old.

Sir H'. Hamilton.

Untwine (un-twin'), v.i. To become »m-
twined. 'His silken braids untwine, and
slip their knots.' Milton.

Untwist (un-twisf), v.t. 1. To separate and
open, as threads twisted ; or to turn back
from being twisted. ' Untwist a wire.' Swift
2. Fig. to disentangle ; to solve. ' Untwist
this riddle." Beau, d: Fl.

Untwist (un-twisf), v.i. To become un-
twisted; to untwine; as, a cord untwists.

Untyt (un-ti'), v.t. To untie. Young.
Unujiderstood t (un-un'dfer-stud), a. Not
understood; not comprehended. Fuller.

Ununiform (un-ii'ni-form), a. Not uniform;
wanting uniformity. 'An ununiform piety.'

Dr. H. More. [Rare.]

Ununited (un-ii-nit'ed), a. Not united; not
connected or combined. Warburto7i.

Unurged (un-6rjd'). a. Not urged; not
pressed with solicitation; unsolicited; vol-

xmtary; of one's own accord. ' An unurged
faith to your proceedings.' Shak.
Unusaget (un-uz'aj), n. Want of usage.

Unused (un-uzd'), a. I. Not put to use; not
employed; not applied; disused. Shak.—
2. That has never been used.—3. Not accus-

tomed : as, hands unused to labour; hearts
unused to deceit. ' Unused to the melting
mood.' Shak.
Unuseful (un-iis'fiil), a. Useless; serving
no good purpose. Dryden.
Unusual (un-u'zhual), a. Not usual; not
frequent; not common; rare; as, an tinusual
season ; a person of unusual erudition.
' Some comet or unuaual prodigy.' Shak.

UnUBUality (un-u'zhu-al"i-ti), n. The state

or quality of being unusual; unwontedness.
' Unusuality of expression.' Poe.

Unusually (un-u'zhu-al-li). adv. In an un-
usual manner; not commonly; not frequent-
ly: rarely. Paley.

I
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1Tnusualiiess(un-u'zhu-al-ne8), n. The state

of being unusual ; uncommonness : infre-

quency; rareness of occurrence. Bp. Hall.

Unutterability (im-ut't6r-a-bil"i-ti). 7*.

1. The quality of being unutterable. —2. That
which cannot be uttered or spoken. Car-
iyte.

Unutterable (un-ut't6r-a-bl). a. Incapable
of being uttered or expressed; ineffable; in-

expressible; as. unutterable angniBh; unut-
terable joy. 'Sighed and looked unutter-
able things.' Thmnson.
Unutterably (un-ut't6r-a-bli), adv. In an
unutterable manner. Dr. Knox.
Unuttered (un-ut't^rd), a. Not uttered or
spoken; silent. 'The unuttered pangs that
rend his righteous heart' Horsley.

Unvacillating (un-vas'il-at-ing), a. Not
vacillating; not wavering; steady. 'Firm
and unvaciUating steps.' Sir W. Scott.

Unvail (unval'), v.t. To unvelL Denham.
See I NVKIL.
Unvaluable (un-varu-a-bl), a. 1. Being
above price ; invaluable. — 2. Valueless

;

worthless. T. Adams.
In proportion as it leads away from life, it is unval-

uaNe or malignant. Ruskin.

Unvalued (un-val'iid), a. l. Not valued;
not prized; neglected. ' Unvalued persons.'

Shak.—%\ Inestimable; not to \ye valued.
* Unvalued jewels.' Shak.—Z. Not esti-

mated; not having the value set; not ap-
praised; as. an estate xtnvalued.

Unvanqiiishable (un-vang'kwish-a-bl), o.

Incapable of being conquered. Udall.

Unvanquisbed (un-vang'kwlsht), a. Not
coii.iu.jrt.ll; not overcome. Skak.
Unvariable (un-va'ri-a-bl), o. Not variable;
invariable. Sarris.

Unvaried (un-va'rid), a. Not varied; not
altered; not diversified. 'The same un-
varied chimes.' Pope.
Unvariegated (un-va'ri-gat-ed), a. Not
variegated; not diversified. Edin. Rev.
Unvarnisbed (un-var'nisht), a. l. Not over-
luiil with varnish.—2. Fig. not artfully em-
liellished ; plain. 'A round unvamish'd tale.'

Shak.
Unvarying (un-va'ri-ing), a. Not altering;
not liable to change; uniform. Locke.

Unveil (un-val*), v.t. To remove a veil from;
to uncover; to disclose to view. Shak.;
Milton.

UnveUedly (un-val'ed-li;, adv. Plainly;
without (iisguise. Boyle. [Rare.]

Unveiler (un-val'^r), n. One who unveils

;

one who expounds. Boyle.

Unvenerable (unven'er-a-bl), a. Not ven-
eral>le; not worthy of veneration; contempt-
ible. Shak.
Unvenomed (un-ven'omd), a. Having no
venom ; nut poisonous. 'A toad unD«no;n«d.'
Bp Hall.

Unvenomous (un-ven'om-usX a. Free from
venom; not poisonous. Bp. Gauden.
Unvented (un-vent'ed), o. Not vented; not
opened for utterance or emission. Beau.
<t Ft.

Unventilated fun-ven'ti-l.a-ted). a. Not
ventiiiited; not fanned by the wind; not
puritled Ijy a free current of air. Sir R.
Blackmore.
Unveracioua (un-ve-ra'shus), a. Not vera-
ciou.s; not having a strict regard for truth;
untruthful; dishonest Prof. Knight.
Unveraclty (un-ve-ras'i-ti). n. Svant of
veracity; untruthfulness; falsehood. 'A
certain very considerable finite quantity of
L'nveracity and I'hantasm.' Carlyle.

Unverdant (un v^r'dant), a. Not verdant;
not grL-en; having no verdure. Congreve.
Unveritablet (un-v6r'i-ta-bl), a. Not veri-
table; not true. Sir T. Browne.
Unversed (un-v^rst'). o. Not skilled; not
verfted; unacquainted. ' Unver»ed in spin-
ning, and in looms unskilled.' Sir R. BUick-
inore.

Unvezed, Unvezt (un-veksf), a. 1. Not
vexed; not troubled; not disturbed. ' Cii-
vexed Paradise.' Donne.— 2. Not injured;
uninjured. Tennygon.
Unvicar (un-viker), v.t. To deprive of the
ottice or position of a vicar. Strype.
Unvlgoroualy (un-vig'or-UB-lt), adv. Not
vigorously; without energy. Milton.
Unvlolable (un-vi'6-la-bl>, a. Not to be
violat'-l or l)roken. Shak.
Unvlolated (un-^i'o-lat-ed), a. 1. Not vio-
lated; not injured. ' Th' unviolated honour
of your wife.' Shak.~~2. Not broken; not
transto^ssed ; as. laws unviolated. 'My
unviolated vow.' Milton.
Unvlrtuoua (un-vfir'tu-usX a. Not virtuous;
destitute of virtue. Shak.

Unvlsiblet (un-viz'i-bl), a. Invisible.

Unvital (un-vi'tal), a. Not vital; not essen-
tial to life; hence, fatal.

Lavoisier showed that the atmospheric air consists
of pure or vital, and of an unvital air. which he
thence called azote. IVhetveU.

Unvitlated (un-vish'i-at-ed), a. Not vitiated;
not corrupted. B. Jonson.
Unvizard, Unvlsard (un-viz'ard), v.t. To
divest of a vizard or mask ; to unmask.
"Shns vnvizarded, thus unmasked!' Milton.

Unvoiced (un-voisf), a. l. Not spoken; un-
uttered ; not articulated or pronounced.
Emerson.—2. In photietics, not uttered with
voice as distinct from breath.
Unvoidable (un-void'a-bl), a. Incapable of
being made void; irreversible. 'That un-
voidable sentence.' Bailey.

Unvoluntary t (un-vol'un-ta-ri), a. Invol-
untary. Fmler.
Unvoluptuous (un-vo-lup'tu-us). a. Free
from voluptuousness; not sensuous. George
Eliot.

Unvote (un-vof). v.t. To retract, annul, or
undo by vote. Burnet.
Unvowed (un-vond'), a. Not vowed; not
consecrated by solemn promise. Sandys.
Unvoyageable (un-voi'aj-a-bl), a. l. Incap-
able of being navigated; innavigable. De
Quincey.—2. Not to be crossed or passed
over; impassable. 'This unvoyageable gulf
obscure. ' Milton.

Unvulgar (un-vul'g^r), a. Not vulgar or
common. B. Jonson.
Unvulgarlze (un-vurg6r-iz), v.t. To divest
of vulgarity; to make not vulgar or common.
Lamb.
Unwaited (un-wat'ed), a. Not attended:
with on. ' To wander up and down un-
waited on.' Beau. <t Fl.

Unwakened (un-waliend), a. Not wakened;
not roused from sleep or as from sleep.
Milton.

Unwandering (un-won'd6r-ing). a. Not
wandering; not moving or going from place
to place. Coicper.

Unwapperedt (un-wap'6rd), o. [See Wap-
PKR.] Not caused or not having reason to
tremble; not made tremulous; impalsied;
hence, fearless through innocence.

We come towards the ^ods
Youne* and umuafperd, not halting under crimes.

Beau. & F/.

Unwardedt (un-wftrd'ed), a. Unwatched;
unguarded. Brande.
Unwaret (un-war'), a. l. Not aware; off

one's guard; unaware. Fairfax.—2. Unfore-
seen; unexpected. Chaucer.
Unware8ttun-warz'),odp. Unawares. Shak.;
Spenaer.

Unwarily (un-wa'ri-li), adv. In an unwary
manner; without vigilance and caution;
heedlessly; unexpectedly. Shak.
Unwarlness (un-wa'ri-nes), n. The quality
of being unwary; want of caution; careless-
ness; heedlessness. Spectator.

Unwarllke ( un-war'lik ), a. Not warlike

:

not fit for war; not used to war; not mili-
tary. Dryden.
Unwarm (un-wftrmO, v.i. To lose warmth;
to become cold. [Rare.]

With horrid chill each little heart untvamts.
Hood.

Unwarned (un-wflmdO, a. Not warned; not
cautioned ; not previously admonished of
danger. Locke.

Unwarp (un-wflrp'), v.t. To reduce from
the state of being warped. Evelyn.
Unwarped (un-wj^rpt'). a. Not warped; not
biassed; impartial ; unl)iassed. ' Honest zeal
unwarped by party ri»ge.' Thomson.
Unwarrantable (un-wor'ant-a-bi). a. Not
warrantable; not defensible; not justifiable;

illegal; unjust; improper. ' An unwarrant-
able action." South.

Unwarrantablenes8(un-wor'ant-a-bl-ne8),
n. The state or quality of being unwar-
rantable. Bp. Hall.

Unwarrantably (un-wor'ant-a-bli), adv. In
an nnwanantaine manner: in a manner that
cannot t>e justilled. Bp. Hall.

Unwarranted (un-wor'ant-ed). a. l. Not
warranted; not authorized.— 2. Not guar-
anteed; not assured or certain. ' Upon hope
of an unwarranted conquest.' Bacon.—
3 Not guaranteed to be good, sound, or of

a certain quality; as. an u?iwarTanted horse.

Unwary (un-wa'ri), a. 1. Not vigilant against
danger; not cautious; unguarded; precipi-
tate, Milton.—%i I'nexpected. Spenser,
Unwasbed (un-woshtM, a. Not washed;
not cleansed by water; filthy; vulgar. ' An-
other lean Mnwa«Aed artificer.' Shak. ' Un-
wash'd hands.' Cowper.— The unleashed.

the great unwashed, the lower class of
people. The latter phrase was first applied
by Burke to the artisan class, but is now
used to designate the lower classes gener-
ally; the mob; the rabble.

Unwasben (un-wosh'n), a. Not washed;
unwashed. ' P"ntoas/ie7i hands.' Mat. xv. 20.

Unwasted (un-wast'ed), a. 1. Not wasted
or lost by extravagance; not lavished away;
not dissipated.—2. Not consumed or dimin-
ished by time, violence, or other means.
Sir R. Blackmore.
Unwatcbful (un-woch'ful), a. Not vigilant.
Jer. Taylor.
Unwatcbfulneas (un-woch'ful -nes), n. The
state or quality of being unwatcbful ; want
of vigilance. Leighton.
Unwavering (un-wa'v6r-ing), a. Not wav-
ering: not unstable; not fluctuating ; fixed;
constant; steadfast. Strype.

Unwayedt (un-wad'), a. Not used to travel;
miaccustomed to the road. 'Colts unwayed
and not used to travel.' Suckling.
Unweakened(un-wek'nd).a. Not weakened;
not enfeebled'. Boyle.

Unweaned (r.n-wend'), «• Not weaned;
hence, not withdrawn or disengaged. Cogan.

Unwearlable (uu-we'ri-a-bl), a. Not to be
tired out or wearied. Hooker.
Unwearied (un-we'rid), a. l. Not tired; not
fatigued. 'The unwearied sun." Addison.
2. Indefatigable; continual; assiduous; as,
unwearied perseverance. ' Unwearied vir-
tue. ' Denham.
Unweariedly (un-we'rid-li), adv. In an
unwearied manner; indefatigably. Chester-
field.

TJnweariedneaa (un-we'rid-nes), n. state
or quality of being unwearied. Baxter.
Unwearyt (un-we'n), v.t. To refresh after
fatigue. 'To unweary myself after my
studies.' Dryden.
Unweave (un-wev'), v.t. To undo what has
been woven; to disentangle. * Unweave the
web of fate.' Sandya.
Unwebbed (un-webd'), a. Not webbed: not
having the toes tuiited by a membrane.
Pennant.
Unwed (un-wedO, a. Unmarried. Shak.
Unwed^eable (un-wej'a-bl), a. Not to be
split with wedges. ' The umcedgeable and
gnarled oak.' Shak.
Unweeded (un-wed'ed), a. Not weeded; not
cleared of weeds. ' 'Tis an unweeded garden.'
Shak.
Unweeping (un-wsp'ing), a. Not weeping;
not shedding or dropping tears. ' Unweep-
ing eyes.* Drayton.
Unweetlngt (un-wet'ing), o. [See Weet
and Wit.] Ignorant; unKuowing. Spenser;
J. Philips.

Unweetinglyt fun-wet'ing-li), adv. Unwit-
tingly; ignorantly; without consciousness.
Siaton.

Unweighed (un-wad'), a. l. Not weighed

;

not having tne weight ascertained.

Solomon left all the vessels un-wei£fud. i Ki. vii, 47.

2. Not deliberately considered and exam-
ined; not considerate; negligent; unguarded;
as, words unweighed. 'An unweighed be-
haviour,' Shak.
Unweigbing (un-wa'ing), a. Inconsiderate;
thoughtless. *A very superficial, ignorant,
umceighing fellow.' Shak.
Unwelcome (un-wel'kum),a. Not welcome;
not pleasing; not well received; as, an un-
welcome guest. * Uneven and unwelcome
news* Shak.
Unwelcomely (un-werkum li), adv. In an
unwelcome manner; without welcome.

Garcto is come umveicome/y upon her, y. Baillie,

Unweldyt(un-werdi),a. Unwieldy. Chaucer,
Unwell (un-welO.a. 1. Not well; indisposed;
not in good health; ailing; somewhat ill.—
2. Used euphemistically, signifying ill from
menstruation; affected with or having cata-
raenial discharges. Dunglison.
Unwellness (un-wernes),n. State of being
unwell or indisposed. Chesterfield.

Unwembed,t a. Same as Uniceimned.
Unwenuned, t ;>p. [SeeWEM.] Unspotted;
unstaineil. Chaucer.
Unwept (unwept'), «. Not wept for; not
lamented; not mourned. 'Unwept, unhon-
oured. and unsung.' Sir W. Scott.

Unwet (un-wef), a. Not wet; not moist or
humid; notmoisteued. ' Unweteye.' Daniel.
' Unmet feet.' Garth.

Unwblpped (un-whipf), a. Not whipped;
not punished. Shak.
UnwhOlet (un-hol'). a. Not whole; not
sound; infirm. Todd.

chieftain; 6h. Sc. loeA; g. tfo; Ujoh; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TB, ^Aen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, wAlg; zh, aaire.—See Kkt.
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Unwholesome (un-hol'sum), a. i. Not
wholesome ; unfavourable to health ; insa-

lubrious ; as, xmwkolesome air. ' Unwhole-
some food.' SAafr.— 2. Not sound; diseased;
tainted; impaired; defective. 'The people
muddied, thick and unwholesome in their
thoughts.' Shak.
Unwliolesomeness(un-h6rsura-ne8),n.The
state or quality of being unwholesome ; in-

salubrity ; as, the nnwholesometxess of a cli-

mate. 'The umcholesomeness of the air.'

Dn/den.
Unwleldily (un-wel'di-li), adv. In an un-
wieldy manner; cumbrously. Dryden.
Unwieldlness (un-wel'di-nes), n. The state

or quality of being unwieldy; heaviness;
difficulty of being moved; as, the unwieldi-
ness of a person having a corpulent body.
' A cumbersome unwieldituss.' Donne.
Unwieldsomet (un-weld'8um),a. Unwieldy.
North.

Unwieldy (un-wel'di), a. [Formerly wn-
weldy {Chau-cer), unwealdy, Ac, from mi,
not, and weldy, wieldy, active, brisk, strong.
See Wieldy, Wield.] Movable with diffi-

culty; especially, too bulky and clumsy to
move or be moved easily; unmanageable
from weight; bulky; ponderous; as, an U7i-

wieidy bulk ; an unwieldy rock. ' And clap
their joints in stiff unwieldy arms." Shak.
'A Xat, unwieldy body.' Clarendon.

I give this heavy weight from off my head
And this tttnvieidy sceptre from my hand. Shak.

Unwlldt (un-wild'}, «,(. To tame. Sylvester.
UnwUful (uu-wil'f\;l), a. Not wilful; unde-
signed. Richardson.
Unwlll (un-wilO, v.i. To will the reverse of;

to reverse one's will in regard to. 'He . . .

who unwills what he has willed.' Longfel-
low.

Unwilled (un-wild[),a. Not willed; not pro-
duced by the will; involuntary; undesigned;
unintentional. Clarke.

Unwilling (un-wiring), a. 1. Not willing;
loth; disinclined; reluctant; as, an unwill-
ing servant. *If the sun rise unwilling to
his race.' Dryden. — 2.t Undesigned; in-

voluntary. 'A fault unwUling.' Shak.
Unwillingly (un-wil'ing-li), aav. In an un-
willing manner; against one's will; not with
good-will; reluctantly. Shak.
Unwillingness ( un-wil'ing-nes ), n. The
state or quality of being unwilling; lothness;
disinclination; reluctance. 'With dull un-
icillingness. ' Shak.
UnwUy (un-wi'li), a. Not wily; free from
cunning. Edec. Rev.
Unwind fun-wind'), v. t. pret. & pp. unwound.
1. To wind off; to loose or separate, as what
is wound or convolved ; as, to unwind thread
or a ball. — 2. To disentangle ; to free from
entanglement. B. Jonson.
Unwind (un-windO. v.i. To admit of being
unwound; to become unwound. Mortimer.
Unwinking (un-wingk'ing),a. Not winking;
not shutting the eyes; not ceasing to wake
or watch. ' Unwinking vigilance. ' Dr. Knox.
Unwinning (un-win'ing), a. Not winning;
not adapted to win or gain favour ; uncon-
ciliatory. 'Pride being an unwinning qua-
lity.' Fidler.
Unwiped (un-wlpf), a. Not wiped; not
cleaned by rubbing. Shak.
Unwisdom (un-wiz'doni), n. Want of wis-
dom; ignorance; foolisnness; unwise con-
duct or speech. 'The results of sin or un-
wisdom.' J. R. Lowell.

Sumptuary laws are among the exploded fallacies
which we have outgrown, and we smile at the un-
wisdom which could expect to regulate private habits
and manners by statute. Fro24de.

Unwise (un-wizO, a. 1. Not wise; defective
in wisdom or judgment; foolish; as, an un-
wise man ; unwise kings. ' Most utuoise
patricians.' Shak.~2. Not dictated by wis-
dom ; not adapted to the end ; injudicious;
imprudent; as, umvise measures. ' Unwise
delay.' Shak.
Unwisely (un-wizli), adv. In an unwise
manner ; injudiciously ; indiscreetly ; not
wisely ; not prudently ; as, unwisely rigid

;

unwisely studious, Shak.
Unwisht (un-wish'), v.t. To wish not to be;
to make away with by wishing. ' Thou hast
unwish'd five thousand men.' Shak.
Unwished (un-wishf), a. Not wislied ; not
soucht; not desired; unwelcome. Shak.
Unwistt (un-wisf), a. Not known; not
thought of. Spenser.
Unwit.t n. Want of wit or understanding.
Chaucer.
Unwitt (un-wif), v.t. To deprive of under-
standing.

Unwitcht (un-wich'), v. t. To free from the
effects of witchcraft; to disenchant. B.Jon-
son.

Unwithdrawing (un-with-dra'ing), a. Not
withdrawing; continually liberal. 'Such a
full and unwithdraxoing hand.' Milton.
Unwithered (un-wiTH'6rd),a. Not withered
or faded. 'The yet unwithered blush.'
Beau, it- Fl.

Unwithering (un-wiTH'6r-ing), a. NotUable
to wither or fade. Cowper.
Unwithheld (un-with-held'), a. Not with-
held; not kept or held back; not hindered.
Thomson.
Unwithstood (un-with-stud'), a. Not op-
posed (ir resisted. J. Philips.

Unwitnessed ( un-wit'nest ), a. Not wit-
nessed; not attested by witnesses; wanting
testimony. Hooker.
Unwlttily (un-wit'i-li), adv. Without wit;
not wittily. ' Unwittily and ungracefully
merry.' Cowley.
Unwitting (un-wit'ing), a. Not knowing;
unconscious; ignorant.
Unwittingly (un-wit'ing-li), adv. Without
knowledge or consciousness; iguorantly; in-

advertently; as, he has unwittitigly injured
himself or his neighbour. Shak.
Unwitty (un-wlt'i), a. Not witty; destitute
of wit. ' Unwitty jokes.' Shenstone.
Unwived t (un-wivd'), a. Having no wife.

' Unwived bachelors. Selden.
Unwoman (un-w^'man), v.t. To deprive of
the qualities of a woman. ' She whose wicked
deeds unwoman'd her.' Sanvdys.

Unwomanly (un-wxi'man-li), a. Not wo-
manly; unbecoming a woman.

A woman sat, in utnvomanly rags.
Plying her needle and thread. Hood.

Unwondert (un-wun'd6r), v.t. To explain,
so as to make no longer a wonder or marvel.
Fuller.

Unwondering ( un-wun'd6r-ing ), a. Not
wondering; incurious. 'The unwondering
world.' Dr. Wolcot.

Unwontt (un-wunt'),a. Unwonted. Spe^iser.

Unwonted (un-wunt'ed), a. l. Not wonted;
not common ; uncommon ; unusual ; infre-
quent; rare ; as, an unwonted sight ; un-
ioontedchanges.Dryde7i.—2.Vnaccastomed;
unused; not made familiar by practice; as,

a child unwonted to strangers. Milton.
Unwontedly (un-wunt'ed-li), adv. In an
imwontfd iir unaccustomed manner.
Unwontedness (un-wunt'ed-nes), n. The
quality of being unwonted; uncomraonness;
rareness. Jer. Taylor.
Unwooed (un-wod'). a. Not wooed; not
courted. Shak.
Unwordedt (un-w6rd'ed), a. Not worded

;

not spoken, told,or mentioned; silent. Beau.
(t- Fl.

Unworking (un-w6rk'ing), a. Living with-
out labour. ' Converting the working classes
into umcorking classes.' J. S. Mill.

Unworldliness (un-w6rldli-ues), n. State
of being unworldly.
Unworldly ( un-w6rldli ), a. Not worldly;
not influenced by worldly or sordid motives.
Unwormedt (un-w6rmd'), a. Not wormed;
not having the worm-like ligament cut from
under the tongue: said of a dog.

She is mad with love
As mad as ever itwwormd dog was. Beau. &• Fl.

Unworn (un-wom'), a. Not worn ; not im-
paired. Burke.
Unworshipped (un-w6r'shipt), a. Not wor-
shipped; not adored. Milton.
Unwortht (un-w6rth'), a. Unworthy; little

worth. Milton.

Unworth (un'wferth), n. Unworthiness.
' Reverence for worth, abhorrence of un-
worth.' Carlyle.

Unworthily (un-w6r'THi-li), adv. In an un-
worthy manner; not according to desert;
either above or below merit ; as, to treat a
man unworthily; to advance a person «?i-

worihily. Shak.; Tennyson.
Unworthiness (un-w6r'THi-nes). n. The
quality <if being imworthy; want of worth
or merit. Shak.; Dryden.
Unworthy (un-w6r'THi), a. 1. Not deserv-
ing; not worthy; undeserving; followed by
of, which, however, is sometimes omitted.
' Every particular accident, not unworthy
the remembrance, ' Knolles. ' The most un-
loorthy of her you call Rosalind.' Shak.—
2. Wanting merit; worthless; vile; base.

Look you now, how unworthy a thing you make of
me. Shixi.

3. Unbecoming ; shameful ; discreditable.
'Unworthy usage of the maid." Dryden.—
4. Not having suitable qualities or value;

unsuitable; unbecoming; beneath the char-
acter: with of; as, work unworthy of the
man. ' Something unwortiiy of the author.'
Swift.

I will take care to suppress things unu-crthy of
him. Pope.

5.t Not deserved; not justified.

Worthy vengeance on thyself,
Which didit unworthy slaughter upon others.

Unwoimded (un-wond'ed), a. i. Not
wounded; not hurt; not injured in body;
as, unwounded enemies. Milton. —I. Not
hurt ; not offended ; as, unwoun^d eare.
Pope.
Unwrap (un-rap'), v.t. To open or undo, as
what is wrapped or folded.
Unwrayt (un-ra'), vA. To take off, as thfe
clothes or covering of; to unwrie. North
Unwreaked(un-rekt'),a. Not wreaked; un-
avenged; unrevenged. Spenser.
Unwreath. Unwreathe (un-reTHO, v.t. To
untwist or untwine; to untwist or undo, as
anything wreathed. Boyle.
Unwrecked (un-rekf), a. Not wrecked; not
ruined; not destroyed. Drayt&n.
Unwrle,tf.^ [A. Sax. unwreCn, unwrtgan,
to imcover.] To xmcover; to unwray. CAaw-
cer.

Unwrinkle fun-ring'kl), v.t. To reduce from
a wrinkled state; to smooth.
Unwrinkled (un-ring'kld), a. Not wrinkled;
not having wrinkles or furrows. Byron.
Unwrite (un-nf), v.t. To cancel, as that
which is written; to erase. MUton.
Unwriting (un-rit'ing), a. Not writing; not
assuming the character of an author. ' The
honest unwriting subject.' Arbuthnot.
Unwritten (un-rit'n), a. 1. Not written;
not reduced to writing; oral; traditional.
Spemer.—2. Not written upon; blank; con-
taining no writing. 'A rude, unwritten
blank. South.— Unwritten laic, a law not
formulated in or inculcated from written
documents; as, the unwritten laws of Bri-
tain. See Cotntnoti law under Common.
Unwrought (un-raf), a. Not laboured; not
manufactured; not worked up. Dryden.
Unwrung (un-mng'), a. Not pinched; not
galled.

Let the galled jade wince, our withers are r<«-
-ujrung. Shak.

Unyielding (un-yeld'Ing), a. Not yieldmg
to force or pei-suasion; unbending; unpUant;
stiff, firm, obstinate. 'Compassed by un-
yielding foes.' Byron.
Unyoke (un-yok'), v.t. pret. & pp. unyoked;
ppr. unyoking. 1. To loose from a yoke; to
free from a yoke. ' Unyoke the steers.'
Shak.~'2.\ To part; to disjoin.

Shall these hands . . . unyoke this seizure and this
kind regret. Shak.

Unyoked (un-yokdO, p. and a. l. Freed from
the yoke.—2. Not having worn the yoke.

—

3.f Licentious; unrestrained. 'ThewnyoJtcd
humour of your idleness.' Shak.
UnzealOUS(un-zerus), a. Not zealous; des-
titute of fervour, ardour, or zeal. Milton.
Unzoned (un-zond'), a. Having no zone,
belt, or girdle; ungirded; uncinctured.

Full, though unzoned her bosona rose. Prior.

Up (up), adv. [A. Sax. up, upp, uppe, up,
upwards, almost always as an adverb ; D.
Fris. and Dan. op, Icel. upp, uppi, Sw. up,
upp, Goth, jup, O.H.G. uf. Mod. G. anf. It
can hardly be connected with L. super, Gr.
hyper, above(wluch are cog. with over).] The
opposite of down. 1. To a higher place or
position; from a lower to a liigher place; in
the direction of the zenith : pointing to
movements of the most general kind result-
ing in elevation.

Lo. here the gentle lark, weary of rest.

From his low cabinet mounts up on high. Shak.

They presumed to go up unto the hill top.
Num. xiv. 44,

2. In a high place; on high; aloft; as. I see
lum up there. * Prayers that shall be up
at heaven.' Shak —3. Raised; elevated; up-
right; erect; not in a lying position; as, to
wear one's visor up; the Ud of the chest was
up. When said of persons, opposed to any
sense of recumbency, prostration, lying,
kneeling, sitting, or the like; hence, (a) risen
from bed. * To be up early and down late.'

Shak. (b) Standing, as if prepared to si>eak
or the like.
Members arrive every moment in a great bustle to

report that the ' Chancellor of the Exchequer's up.'

Dickens.
4. In a state of action ; in commotion, ex-
citement, tumult, revolt, insurrection, or
the like. ' The stonn is up.' Shak.

The rebels there axejtp
And put the Englishmen unto the sword. Shak.

Fate, Ijir, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; nfite, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. So. iey.
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Thou hast fired me ; my soul's up in arms.
Dryden.

Here may be classed also such colloquial
phrases as, what is u>/ = what is going on?
what is the matter? is there anything «y?
there's nothing up.

Mohun's old Austrian servant went down to see
what was itp. Lawrence.

5. In a state of being higher or more ad-
vanced generally ; higher or advanced in

price, rank, social standing, Ac. ; as, prices
are up; corn is up five shillings per quarter;
he is now high up in his sovereign's favour.
6. To a higher altitude or stature; to a more
complete or mature condition; as, he is now
well grown up; a child brought up by hand.
Dickens.

Train uf a child in the way he should go.
Prov. xxii. 6.

7. Reaching a certain point measured per-
pendicularly ; as far as : with to; as, from
the ground up to the roof; to be up to the
chin in water.— 8. To or in a state or posi-

tion of equal advance or of equality; so as
not to fall short of; not below or inferior to:

with to; as, to live up to one's income; a re-

sult not tip to one's expectations or hopes.

The wisest men in all ages have lived ufi to the re-

ligion of their countrj-. Addison.

They are determined to live up to the holy rule,

Atterbury.
9. In a state of being able to understand or
do; in a condition of fitness, ability, or capa-
bility, or of being acquainted with: with to;

as, he is up to all the moves of the game;
up to all the tricks of the trade, <tc. [CoUoq.
or slang.)— 10. Denoting approach to or ar-
riving at a place or person; as, to go tip and
speak to a person; to bring up one's troops.

As a boar was whetting his teeth, up comes a fox
to him. Sir F. L'Estrange.

11. To or in a state of completion or accom-
plishment; completely; quite; thoroughly:
often uaed to intensify the meaning of the
verb; as, to eat up all the foo<l; to drink
up the liquor; to bum up the fuel; to sum
up the evidence; to break up the door; to
pay up one's debts, and the like; to shut up
an apartment. —12. Denoting a state of being
put in a place where a thing is kept when
not used. 'Keep up your bright swords."
Shak.
Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth.

Mat. vi. 19.

13. In a state of being contracted, drawn,
or l»rought together into order, into less
bulk, or into concealment, &c. ; as, to draw
up one's forces; to shrivel up. * Sleeves cut
out and sewed up again; *blnd up my
wounds;* 'tie my treasure up in silken
bags; '

' an adder wreathed tip in fatal folds;'

'shame folded tip in blind concealing night.'
Shak.—\A. Used elliptically for rise up, get
up, go up, rouse up, with omission of verb
in the imperative.

C'p, gentlemen, follow me. ShaJk

Up. up. my friend! and quit your books.
Or surely you'll grow double. tVordsworth.

Followed by unth in this elliptical use it sig-
nifies set up, erect, raise. ' Up with my
tent." Shak. Sometimes a past or other
tense is omitted. * She, quick and proud, . . .

up with her fist and took him on the face.'
Sir F. Sidney. It is even frequently iufiected
like a verb in vulgar speech.

Then we bothofus»/jand says that minute, 'Prove
50 1 Dickens.

—All up, all over, completely done or
ruined; come to an end; as, in the phrase,
it is all up with him, that is, it is all over
with him; he is ruined or lost—To conw tip
with, to overtake: as, to coine up with the
enemy.— The time w up, the allotted time is

past; the appointed moment has come—To
nave one up, or pull one up, to bring one
before a magistrate or court of justice.

m h.i-veyou up for assault. Farrar.

—Up and down, here and there; hither and
thither; from one place to another— Tp to

anuff, knowing: acute; cunning: having the
necessary knowledge. [CoUfMiJ— t'p to the
knocker, up to the door, reaching the desired
standard; good; excellent. [Low.]
Up (up), prep. 1. From a lower to a higher
place or point on; along the ascent of; to-

ward a higher point of; at or In a high or
higher position on.

In going up a hill the knees will be the most weary.
£acon.

A Toice replied, far up the height.
Excelsior

:

Lonzfett<rw.

2. Towards the interior (generally the more
elevated part) of a countrj-; in a direction
from the coast, or towards the head or

source of a stream; as, the explorers went
tip the country; we sailed up the Thamea
from London to Windsor.
Up (up), n. Used in the phrase t(p* and
downs, rises and falls; alternate states of
prosperity and the contrary; vicissitudes;
as, there are usually many itps and doums
in an adventurer's life.

Accustomed to the quiet of the hills, I did not find
it easy to sleep in the palkee, with its ups and downs.
its voyages across streams, &c. IV. H. Russell.

They had had their ups and downs of fortune.
Thackeray.

Upanisliad (u-pan'i-shad),n. [Skr.] \nSam-
krit Uterature,& name given to a series of trea-
tises or commentaries on the Vedic hymns,
the contents of which are partly ritualistic

partly speculative. They are of different
dates, some of them being as old as several
centuries B.C. They exhibit the earliest at-
tempts of the Hindu mind to penetrate into
the mysteries of creation and existence.

Upas, Upas-tree (u'pas, a'pas-trg), n. [Ma-
lay iipa^. poison.] A tree common in the
forests of Java, and of some of the neigh-
bouring islands, and found also in tropical
Africa. It is a species of the genus Anti-
aris(il. toxicaria), nat. order Artocarpacese.

Upas-tree (Antiaris toxicaria).

Many exaggerated stories were formerly
current concerning the deadly properties of
this plant, its exhalations l>eing said to be
fatal to both animal and vegetable life at
several miles distance from the tree itself.

The truth is, that the upas is a tree which
yields a poisonous secretion and nothing
more. Tiie active principle in this secre-

tion has been termed antiarin (which see).

—Upas tieute, a name of the Strychnos
Heute, a very poisonous species which yields
a great quantity of strychnia. —2. Fig. some-
thing baneful or pernicious from a moral
point of view; as, the iipa« of drunkenness.
Upbar (up-barO, v.t. To lift up the bw" of;

to unbar. Spenser.
Upbear (up-barO, v.t. 1. To bear, cany^ or
raise aloft; to lift; to elevate.

One short sigh of human breath, upborne
Ev'n to the seat of God. Miltou.

2. To sustain aloft ; to support in an ele-

vated situation. ' Upttome they fly. ' Pope.
3. To support; to sustain. ' His resolve up-
bore him. Tennyson.
Upblnd (np-bindO, v.t. To bind up. 'Thy
injured robes upbind.' Colliiu.

Upblaze (up-blaz'X o.*- To blaze up; to
snoot up, as a flame. Southey.

Upblowt (up-bW), v.t. To blow up; to in-

flate.

His belly was upblowtu with luxury. Spenser.

Upbraid (up-bradOjtJ.t. [From up, and braid,
in old sense of to scold. See Braid and
Abraid.] 1. To cast some fault or offence
in the teeth of; to charge reproachfully;
to reproach: followed by with or /or before
the thing imputed.

If you refuse your aid, yet do not
Upbraid us wilA our distress. Shak.

It were a thing monstrously absurd and contradic-
tory to give the parliament a legislative power, and
then to upbraid \\\cm/or transgressing old establish-
ments. Milton.

Occasional uses of to before the offender
and of before the offence are met with.

May they not justly to our clime upbraid
Shortness of night t Prior.

You may the world o/moic defects upbraid.
Sir R. Blackmore.

Sometimes it was used without any preposi-
tion before the thing imputed.

How cunningly the sorceress displays
Her own transgressions to upbraid me mme.

Miltott.

2. To reprove with severity; to chide.

Then he began to Jtpbraidthc cities wherein most
of his mighty works were done. Mat. xi. 20.

3. To bring reproach on ; to be a reproach to.

How much doth thy kindness upbraid my wicked-
ness. Sir P. Sidney.

4. t To treat with contempt. Spenser.
Upbraid t (up'brad), n. The act of upbraid-
ing; reproach; contumely; abuse. Spenser.
Upbraider (up-brad'^r), n. One who up-
braids or reproves. B. Jonson.
Upbraiding (up-brad'ing), n. The act or
language of one who upbraids ; severe re-

proof or reproach.
1 have too long borne

Your blunt upbraidings. Shak.

He that knowingly commits an ilt has the up-
braidings of his own conscience. Dr. H. Afore.

Upbraidingly (up-brad'ing-li), adv. In an
upltraiding manner. B. Jonson.
Upbrayt (up-bra'), v.t. To upbraid; to
shame. Spenser.

XJpbray t (up'bra),?*. Upbraiding; reproach.
Spenser.

Upbreak (up-brak'), v.i. To break or force
a way upwards; to come to the surface; to
appear. [Rare.]

Upbreak (up'brak), n. A breaking or burst-
ing up; an upburst.
Upbreathet (up-breTHO, v.t. To breathe up
or out; to exhale. Marston.
Upbreedt (up-bred), v.t. To breed up; to
nurse ; to train up. 'Bom and upbred in a
foreitiii country.' Holinshed.
Upbringliig (up'bring-ing), n. The process
of bringing up, nourishing, maintaining;
training; education.

Let me not quarrel with my upbringing. Carlyle.

UpbrOUgbtt (up-brflf). a Brought up;
educated. ' AVith the crew of blessed faints
upbrought ' Spenser.

Upbuoyance (up-boi'ans), 71. The act of
buoying up; uplifting. Coleridge. [Rare.]
Upburst (up'bfirst). n. A bursting up; a
breaking way up and through; an ujjrush;
as. an upburst of lava.

Upbye (up'bi), adv. A little way further
on; up the way. Sir W. Scott [Scotch.]

Upcast (up'kast), a. 1. Cast up: a term in
bnwling. — 2. Thrown or turned upward;
directed up. ' With «pca«f eyes.' Addison.
Upcast (up'kast), 7t. 1. In bowling, a cast;
a throw.
Was there ever man had suchluck? When I kiss'd

the Jack upon an upcast to be hit away t

Shak.

2. In viininp, the ventilating shaft of a mine
up which tne air passes after circulating in
tlie mine : called also Upcast Shaft or Pit.
3. The act of being overturned. [Scotch.]

What wi' the upcast and terror that I got a wee
while syne, . . . my head is sair cneugh.

Sir It'. Scott.

4. A taunt; a reproach. [Scotch.]

Upcaught (up-kaf), p. and a. Caught or
seized up.

None ever boasted yet that he had passed
Her cavern safely, tot with every mouth
She bears, upcaught. a mariner away. Cowper.

Upcbeer (up-cher'), r.(. To cheer up; to
enliven. Spenser.
Upcllmb (up-klim'J, v.t. or i. To climb up;
to ascend. ' Updomb the shadowy pine.'
Tennyson.
UpCOll (up-koil'), v.t. or i. To make or wind
up into a coil.

Upciirl (up-kerl'), v.t To curl or wreathe
upwards. * Through the wreaths of floating
dark upcurled.' Te^myson.

Updraw(«p-dra'),t7.(. To draw up Coicper.

Upflll (up-fil'), v.t To fill up: to make full.
' A cup ... to the brim vpfilled.' Spenser.
UpflOWlng (up-flo'ing), a. lowing up;
rising; ascending. "That up^oin'n^ flame.

'

Southey.

Upgather (up-gaTH'6r), v.t To gather up
or together; to contract.

Himself he close upgathered more and more.
Spettser.

The winds that wail, howling at all hours.
And are upgathered now like sleeping flowers.

// 'ordsworth.

Up^ze (up-gaz*), v.i. To gaze upwards; to-

look steadily upwards.

Tirt'd of upgasing still, the wearied eye
Reposes. Byron.

Upgrow (up-groO. v.i. To grow up. Milton.
Upgrowth (up'groth), n. 1. Tbu pioceas ol
growing up; rise and progress; development.
'The new and mighty upgrowth of poetry
in Italy.' J. 1'. Green. —t What grows up.

Upliaf.t pret. of upheve. Heaved up. CAate-
cer.

ch, eAmin: «h, Sc. loeA; g.fo; l,>»b; ti, Fr. ton; ng, ai*v; m, then; tb, Oiin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zb, azure.—S«e Kit.
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Upliand (upTiand), a. Lifted by the hand.

The uphand sledge is used by undcrworkmen.
Moxon.

Upliang (up-hang'), v.i. To hang up; to

suspend or affix aloft. Spenser.

Uphaud (up-hftd'), v.t To uphold; to sup-

port; to maintain. [Scotch.]

Upheaped (up-hepf), a. Piled up; accumu-
lated. ' Vpheaped measure.' J. JJdall.

npbeaval (up-he'val). «. The act of up-

heaving; a heaviijg or lifting up; in geol.

Upheaval.—Strata raised by Granite.

a lifting up of a portion of the earth's crust

by some expansion or elevating power from
below ; the phenomenon exhibited by such
heaving up of rock maaaes. Called also Up-
throw, Uplift.

Upheave (up-hev'), ^-t. To heave or lift up
from beneath; to raise up or aloft. ' A wave
by wintry blasts upheaved' Cowper.

Upheld (up-held'), pret. & pp. of uphold.

Uphildt (up-hild'), pp. Upheld ; sustained

;

supported. Spenser.

Uphillt (up'hil), ». Rising ground; ascent;

upward slope. ' Country full of uphills and
downhills.' J. Udall.

Uphill (upliil), a. 1. Leading or going up a
rising ground ; as, an uphill road. — 2. At-

tended with labour, fatigue, or exertion;

difficult; severe; fatiguing; as, uphUl work.

Uphoard (up-hordO, v. t. To hoard up. Shak.

Uphold (up-hold'X u.(- 1. To hold up; to

raise or lift on high; to keep raised or ele-

vated; to elevate.

The mournful train with groans and hands upheld
Besought his pity. Dryden.

2. To keep erect ; to keep from sinking or
falling; hence, to support; to sustain; to

maintain; to keep up; to keep from declin-

ing or being lost or ruined.

While life upholds this arm,
This arm upholds the house of Lancaster, Shak.

Many younger brothers have neither lands uor
means to uphold themselves. Raleigh.

Let Ireland tell how wit upheld her cause.
Her trade supported, and supplied her laws. Pope.

Upholder (up-hold'6r). a. 1. One that up-
holds; a supporter; a defender; a sustainer.

An earnest and zealous upholder of his

country.' Uolinshed.—%\ An undertaker;
one who provides for funerals.

The upholder, rueful harbinger of death.
Waits with impatience for the dying breath. Gay.

3. t A dealer in furniture,&c. ; an upholsterer.
Smollett.

Upholster (up-hol'atdr), v.t. To furnish with
upholstery; to work on, prepare, or finish

with upholsterer's furnishings.

Farewell thou old Chdteau with thy upholstered
rooms

!

Carlyle.

Upholsterer (up-h61'st6r-6r),n. [Lengthened
from older upholdster (the termination be-

ing altered after the type of fruiterer, poul-
terer); lit. an upholder. Upholdster and
upholder were formerly applied to a dealer
in old clothes, second-hand furniture, &c.,

a broker, from which to the present meaning
there is no very difficult transition. Comp.
undertaker as to similar transition of mean-
ings.] One who furnishes houses with beds,
curtains, carpets, covers, and cushions for
chairs, sofas, and the like.

Upholstery (up-hol'stfir-i), 71. 1. The busi-

ness of an upholsterer. — 2. The articles or
furnishings supplied by upholsterers.

Uphroe (uf'ro), n. Same as Euphroe.
Upland (up'Iand), n. 1. The higher grounds
of a district

;
ground elevated above mea-

dows and valleys; slopes of hills, &c.
Its uplands sloping deck the mountain's side.

Goldsfttith.

2.t The country as distinguished from the
neighbourhood of towns or populous dis-

tricts; hence, often, inland districts.

Upland (up'Iand), a. 1. Pertaining to up-
lands or higher grounds; as, upland pastur-

age.—2. t Pertaining to the country, as dis-

tinguished from the neighbourhood of towna.

Sometimes with secure delight
The upland hamlets will invite. Milton.

Hence—3. t Rustic; countrified; rude; sav-

age; uncivilized. Chapman.

Uplander (up1and-6r), n. An inhabitant of

the uplands.
Uplandisht (up-land'ish), a. 1. Pertaining

to uplands; pertaining to country districts.

Hence—2.Rustic; rude; boorish; countrified;

uncultured ; unrefined, * The coimti-y people,

or uplandish folk, as they were called.'

Hallam.
Uplay (up-la'), v.t. To lay up; to hoard.

' Uplay . . . treasure for the great rent-day.'

Don7ie.

Uplead (up-led'), v. t. To lead upward. ' Up-
led by thee.' Milton.

Uplean (up-len'), v.i. To lean upon any-

thing. Spenser.

Uplift (up-liff), v.t. To raise aloft; to raise;

to elevate ; as, to uplift the arm ; uplifted

eyes. ' A lever to uplift the earth.' Teii-

nyson.

Uplift (up'lift), p. and a. Uplifted. [Rare.]

We humbly screen
With upit/t hands our foreheads. AVa^j.

Uplift (Up'lift), n. Upheaval. See Upheaval.
Up-line (up'lin), n. A line of railway which
leads to the metropolis or to a main or
central terminus from the provinces.

UplOCkt (up-lok'), v.t. To lock up. 'His

sweet uplocked treasure.' Shak.

UplOOkt (up-luk'), v.i. To look up.

Upmost (up'most), a. Highest; topmost;
uppermost.

Lowliness is young ambition's ladder
Whereto the climber upward turns his face;

But when he once attains the itpniost round
He then unto the ladder turns his back. Shak.

Upon (up-onO, prep. [A. Sax. uppan, uppon,
upon—itp, upp, up, and an, on, on, upon. See

Up, On.] On; especially, resting on; at or in

contact with the upper or outer part of a

thing ; resting, lying, or placed in contact

with: used in connection with words ex-

pressing or implying, literally or metaphori-

cally, a ground, foundation, standing-place,

resting-place, support,dependence, aim.end,
and the like. This word may be said to be
now all but synonymous with on in all its

senses, and to be therefore interchangeable
with it, the ear and taste of the writer or

speaker seeming in many cases to determine
the choice of the one word or the other.

Upon, however, often impliesmore emphasis
and force, and conveys am ore distinct notion

of something that, literally or figuratively,

bears or supports.

And thou Shalt take of the blood that is upon the

altar, . . . and sprinkle it upon Aaron, and upon his

garments. Ex. xxix. si.

The Philistines be «/#« thee, Samson. Judg. xvi. 9.

i/poH thy side against myself 111 fight. Shak.

I have it upon his own report. Shak.

It stood upon the choice of friends. Shak.

Upon the love you bear me, get you in. Shak.

I wish it may be concluded. lest, upon second cogi-

tations, there should be cause to alter. Bacon.

Upon pity they were taken away, ttpon ignorance

they are again demanded. Sir y. Hayward.

The king's servants . . . were examined upon all

questions proposed to them. Dryden.

Upon the whole matter, and humanly speaking, I

doubt there was a fault somewhere. Dryden.

Constantia ... he looked upon as given away to

his rival upon the day on which . . . their marriage
was to have been solemnized. Addison.

Philip swore upon the Evangelists to abstain from
aggression in my absence. Latuior.

Upon the death of Edgar, the royal family wanted
some prince of mature years to prevent the crown
from resting upon the head of a child. Hallatn.

In proportion to the immense artillery-power which
the two fleets exerted, the loss they inflicted upon the

enemy was small. Kinglake.

Some singular uses of upon are to be met
with in our older writers, as signifying (a)

amounting to; at.

1 judge their number i*pon or near the rate of

thirty thousand. Shak.

(6) According to; after.

This shepherd's passion is much upon my fashion.
Shak.

(c) By means, agency, or act of; by.

I'll follow thee, and make a heaven of hell,

To die upon the hand I love so well. Shak.

Upon is sometimes used adverbially to com-
plete a verbal notion ; as, a piece of paper
not yet written upon.

Thou art a woman fair to look upon. Gen. xii. 11.

It was formerly uaed more freely in this

way, as on is still uaed. ' The hour pre-

fixed . . . comes fast ttport.' Shak.

He had upon a courtepy of grene. Chaucer.

Upper (up'6r), a. [Compar. from ttj?.]

The correlative of lower. 1. Higher in

place ; as, the upper lip; the upper side of
a thing; an upper story; the upper deck.

And such a yell was there
Of sudden and portentous birth.
As if men fought upon the earth.
And fiends in upper air. Sir IK Scott.

2. Superior in rank or dignity; as, the upper
house of a legislature.- t7p^«r Bench, in
JSng. hist, the name given to the Court of
King's Bench during the exile of Charles II.— Upper case, among printers, the top one
of a pair of cases, used by compositors to
hold capital letters, reference marks, and
other less uaed tj^e. — Upper crust, the
higher circlea of society; the aristocracy.
[Originally American slang,]

I want you to see Peel, Stanley, Graham, Shiel,
Russell, Macaulay, old Joe, and so on. They are
all upper crust here. Haliburton.

— Upper House, specifically in England, the
House of Lords, as distinguished from the
Lower House, or Houae of Commons.—
Upper ten thousand, a phrase originally
employed by N". P. Willia to designate the
wealthier or more aristocratic persons (sup-
posed to be of about that number) in Sew
York, and since extended to the higher
circles, the leading classes in society, the
aristocracy generally ; often contracted to
the upper ten.

Petty jealousy and caste reigned in the residency
(Calcutta); the 'upper ten' with stoical grandeur
would die the ' upper ten,' and as they fell, composed
their robes after the latest fashion. JV. H. Russell.

Upper (up'6r), n. A colloquial abbreviation
of Ujyper-Uather of shoes, <fcc.

Uppereat,t a. superl. Uppermost; highest
Chaucer.
Upper-hand (up-6r-hand'), n. Superiority;
advantage.

Scarcely had the nobles thus attained the upper-
hand, when they began to quarrel among themselves.

Suckle.

Upper-leather (up'6r-leTH-6r), n. The
leather for the vamps and quarters of shoes.

Uppermost (up'6r-most), a. [Superl. of tip

or upper.] 1. Highest in place; as, the up-
pertnost seats. — 2. Highest in power or
authority

;
predominant ; most powerful

'Whatever faction happens to be upper-
most.' Swift.

As in perfumes composed with art and cost,

'Tts hard to say what scent is uppernutst. Dryden.

Upper -world (up'6r-w6rld). n. 1. The
ethereal regions; heaven —2. The earth, as
opposed to the iiifernal regions.

Up-pile (up-pU'), v.t. To pile up; to heap.
'Rock above rock, and mountain ice up-
pil'd.' Southey.

Uppish (up'ish), a. 1. Proud; arrogant
Tom Brown.—2. Aiming to appear higher
than one's social position ; putting on airs as
if superior to the common run of people

;

pretentious; assuming. [CoUoq.]

Uppishness (up'ish-nes), n. The quality of
being uppish.

Up-plough (up-plou'), a. To plough up; to

tear asby ploughing. 'The up-ploughed
heart, all rent and torn.' G. Fletcher.

Up-pluok (up-pluk'), v.t. To pluck, pull, or
tear up. G. Fletcher.

Up-pricked (up-prikf), a. Set up sharply
or pointedly; erected; jwinted. 'His ears

up-prick'd. Shak.
Up-prop (up-prop'). v.t. To prop up; to
sustain by a prop. Donne.
Up-putting (up'put-ing), n. Lodging: en-

tertainment for man or beast. Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch.]

Upraise (up-raz'), v.t. To raise; to lift up.

The sick up-rais'd their heads, and droop'd their

woes awhile. Thomson.

Uprear (np-rerO, v.t. To rear up; to raise.
' In his chair himself upreared.' Tennyson.

Upridge (up-rijO, v.t. To raise up in ridges

or extended lines.

Many a billow, then
Upridged. rides turbulent the sounding flood.

CoTvper.

Upright (up'rit), a. 1. Erect; perpendicular;

as, an upright tree; an upright post. ' Up-
right as the palm-tree.' Jer. x. 6.-2. Erect
on one's feet.

Stood
A virtuous gentlewoman deeply wrong'd
Upright and flush'd before him. Tennyson.

3. Erected ;
pricked up : shooting directly

from the body. ' Their ears upright.' Spen-
ser. 'With chattering teeth and bristling

iiAiT upright' Dryden.~i. Adhering to rec-

titude ; not deviating from correct moral
principles; of inflexible honesty.

That man was perfect and upright, and one that

feared God. Job i. i.

i'ate, fftr, fat, full; me> met, hdr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc tey.
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5. Conformable to moral rectitude.

It is very meet
The Lord Bassanio live an ufirtghtYiie. Shai.

6. t Straight: applied indifferently to per-
sons lying as well as standing, Chaucer.
Upright (up'rit), n. l. Something standing
erect or perpendicular; specifically, in build-

ing, (a) a principal piece of timber placed
vertically, and serving to support rafters.

(6) The newel of a staircase.—2. In arch, the
elevation or orthography of a building.
Gicilt. [Rare]
Uprighteouslyt (up-rit'yus-li), adv. Right-
eously; justly; uprightly. Sftak.

Uprightly ( up'rit- li), adv. In an upright
manner; (a) perpendicularly. (6) Honestly;
with strict observance of rectitude; as, to
live uprightly.

He tiiat walkcth uprizhtly, walketh surely.
Prov. X. 9.

Uprightness (up'rlt-nes), n. The quality
or condition of being upright; as, (a) erect-

ness; perpendicularity. WalUr. (6) Hon-
esty; integrity in principle or practice; con-
formity to rectitude and justice.

The truly upright man is inflexible in his upright-
ness. AUerhnry.

Uprise (up-riz'), v.i. pret. uprme (sometimes
in poetry uiprUi); pp. uprisen. 1. To rise

from bed or from a seat. ' Uprose the vir-

gin with the morning light.' Pope.— I. To
ascend above the horizon. ' Uprose the
sun.' Cowley,

Nor dim, nor red, like God's ovm head
The glorious sun u^ist. CoUridge.

3. To ascend, as a hill; to slope upwards.
Tennyson.
Uprise (up'riz), n. Uprising. 'The sun's
uprise. ' Shak.
Uprising (up-riz'ing), n. 1. The act of rising.

as froml>elow the horizon, or from a bed or
seat. 'The sim's first uprising.* Sir T.
Herbert.

Thou knowest my downsitttng and mine uprising.
Ps. cxxxix. 2,

2. Ascent; declivity; rising.

Was that the king, that spurr'd his horse so hard
Against the steep uprising of the hill! SAa*.

3. A riot; an emeute; a rebellion. 'Such
tumults and uprisings.' Hotinshed.
Uproar (up'ror. In verse sometimes ac-
cented on the second syllable), n. [Formerly
written uprore, and probably borrowed from
D. oproer, uproar, tumult, sedition, which is

the same word as Dan. upror, 3w. upror, G.
aufruhr, from op, up, avj, up, and D. roeren,
Dan. ntre, Sw. rora, O, ruhren. to stir;
A. Max. hrfran, to stir, to agitate. The spell-
ing has I»een affected by that of roar, with
which the word has no connection.] Great
tumult ; violent disturbance and noise; bustle
and clamour. 'The wild uproar.' Milton.

The Jews who believed not ... set all the city on
an uproar. Acts xvii, 5.

Uproar t (up-rorO, v.t. To throw into con-
fusion ; to stir up to tumult; to disturb.
' Uproar the universal peace.' Shak.
Uproar (up-rOrO, v.i. To make an uproar;
to cause a disturbance.
The man Danton was not prone to show himself;

tn act or uproar for his own safety. Cariyie,

Uproarious (up-ro'ri-us), o. Making or
accoinpjinied by a great uproar, noise, or
tumult; tumuUuoua; noisy; loud. Moore.
Uproariously (up-r^'ri-us-li), adv. In an
upn.ariuua manner; with great noise and
tumult.
Uproariousnesa (up-rO'ri-us-nes), n. The
state or (luality of being uproarious, or
noisy and riotous.

UproU (up-rol'), v.t. To roll up. MUtan.
Uproot (up-rOf), V t. To root up; to tear
up by the roots, or as if by the roots; to
remove utterly; to eradicate. 'Tree* up-
rooted left their place.' Dryden.
Uprouse (up-rouz'), v.t. To rouse up; to
rouse from sleep; to awake; to arouse.
Shak.

Uprun (up-run'), p. f. To run, ascend, or
mount up. Coioper.

Uprush (up'rush), n. A rush upward. 'A
viult;nt uprush of molten matter.' R. A.
Prut- for.

Uprush (up-nish'), v.i. To rush upwards.
'The upruMhing wind* Southey.
Opsee-DutCh (up'se-duch), adv. fD. op-zyn-
Veutsch, in the Dutch fashion; so op-zyn^
Engelsch, in the English fa-iihionl An old
phrase signifying in the Dutch style or man-
ner; Dutch like; as, to drink upsee-Duleh,
to drink in the Dutch manner; that is, to
drink deeply. 'Drink me up9ey- Dutch.'

Beau. «£r Fl. Similarly Upsee-Freeze, in the
Frisian manner.

I do not like the dulness of your eye.
It hath a heavy cast, 'tis upsee-DuuH.

B. yonsen.
This valiant pot-leech that, upon his knees,
Has drunk a thousand pottles ttpse-Freeze.

Johtt Taylor.

Beau. »fc Fl. use the phrase Upsey-English =
English-like. The liquor seems sometimes
to be meant by these terms.
Upseek (up-sekO, v.i. To seek or strain up-
wards. Southey.
Upsees (up'sezXado. Same as Upsee-Dutch.

Yet whoop, Barnaby! off with ihy liciuor.

Drink upsees out, and a fig for the vicar.
Sir IP'. Scott.

Upsend (up-send'), v.t. To send, cast, or
throw up. ' Upsends a smoke to Heav'n.'
Cowper.
Upset (up-sef), v.t. l.t To set or place up.
'With saile on mast «p8(;((e.' R. Bntnne.—
2. To overturn ; to overthrow ; to overset,
as a carriage.— 3. To put out of one's normal
state ; to put much out of order; to discom-
pose completely; to overcome.

Eleanor answered only by a sort of spasmodic
gurgle in her throat. She was a good deal upset, as
people say. Trollape.

4. To shorten and thicken by hammering,
as a heated piece of metal set up endwise

:

said also of the shortening and resetting of
the tire of a wheel.
Upset (up'set), n. The act of upsetting, over-
turning, or severely discomposing ; as, the
carriage had an upset; the news gave me
quite an upset.

Upset (up'set), a. Set up; fixed; determined.
— Upset price, the price at which any sub-
ject, as lands, tenements, goods, &c . is ex-
posed to sale by auction; a price set by the
exposer below which the thing is not to be
sold. Sir W. Scott.

Upsetting (up-set'ing), a. Assuming ; con-
critftl; uppish. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]
Upshoot (up-shot'), v.i. To shoot upward.
'Trees upshooting high.' Spenser.
Upshot (up'shotX n. Final issue ; conclusion

;

end ; as, the upshot of the matter. Shak.
'The upshot and result of all.' Burnet.
Updde (up'sid), n. The upper side; the up-
per part.— Upside down, the upper part un-
dermost *A burning torch that's turned
umide down.' Shak. Hence, in complete
disorder.

This house is turned upside doivn. Shai.

[This phrase is a modification of the old up
so down, upsodown, upsedmcn, up as before
dowji.]~T6 be upsides with, to be even with;
to be quits. T. Hughes. [Scotch and pro-
vincial English.]
Upsittingt (up'sit-ing), n. The sitting up
of a wf.man to see her friends after her con-
finement ; also, the feast held on such an
occasion.

I was entreated to invite your ladyship to a lady's
upTUting. Beau. ^ Fl.

UpsMpt (up'skip), n. An upstart. LatUner.
Upsoar (up-sor'), V. X. To soar aloft; to mount
up. Pope.
Up80d0un,t adv. t'pside down. Written
also Upso-doutie, Up so doun, Up-so-downe,
&c. Chaucer; Wickliffe.

Upspear (up-spei'), v.i. To shoot upwards
like a spear. Coicper. [Rare.]
Upapring (up-spring'), v. i. To spring up.

The lemon-grove
In closest coverture upsprung. Tennyson,

Upspringt (up'spring), n. 1. A spring up;
a leap in the air—perhaps a kind of dance.
We Germans have no changes in our dances.
An almain and an upspring, that is all.

Chaptnan.
2. An upstart; a man suddenly exalted.
Shak.
Upstairs (up'starz). a. Pertaining nr relat-
ing to an upper story or flat; as, an upstairs
room.
Upstairs (up'starz). adv. In or towards an
upper Bt+)ry.

Upstandt (up-standO, v.i. To stand up; to
be erected, Milton; May.
Upstare (up-starO, v.i. To stare or stand on
end; to be erect or conspicuous: said of the
hair, &c. ' Upstaring crests.' Spenser.
' With hair up»taring.' Shak.
Upstart (upstart'), v.i. To start or spring
up .'suddenly. Tennyson.
Upstart (up'start), ». 1. One that suddenly
rises from a humble position to wealth,
power, or consequence; a parvenu.
Mean upstarts, when they come once to be pre-

ferred, forget their fathers. Sir R. VEstrange.

2.t One who aaaumea a lofty or arrogant

tone. Shak. [A doubtful meaning: liferi.

VI. act 7.]

Upstart (up'start), a. Suddenly raised to
prominence or consequence. 'A race of wp-
start creatures.' Milton.
Upstay (up-sta'X v.t. To sustain; to support.
Milton.

Upstirf (up'st^r), n. Commotion; tumult;
insurrection. Sir J. Cheke.
Upstroke (up'strok), n. An upward line
made by the pen or pencil in writing. ' Some
upstroke of an alpha.' E. B. Browning.
Upsunt (up'sun), n. The time during which
the sun is above the horizon ; the time be-
tween sunrise and sunset. Fountainhall.
Upswarmt(up-swarm'). ».(. To cause to rise
in a swarm or swarms; to raise in a swarm.
Shak.
Upswell (up-swel'), v,i. To swell up; to rise
up. Tennyson.
Uptake! (lip-tak'), v.t. To take up; to take
into the hand. Spenser.

Uptake (up'tak), n. 1. Perceptive power;
apprehension ; conception ; as, he is quick
in the uptake. . [Provincial.]—2. The upcast
pipe from the smoke-box of a steam-boiler
leading to the chimney.
Uptear (up-tai^), v.t. To tear up. 'The
neigliliouring hills uptore.' Milton.
Upthrow (up-thro'), v.t. To throw up; to
elevate.

Upthrow (ui/thrft), 11. See Upheaval.
Uptie.t (up-ti'), v.t. To tie or twist up; to
wind up. Spenser.

Up-tillt(up-til'),prtfp. On. Shak. (Passion-
ate Pilgrim).

Up-town (up'toun), a. Situated in or be-
longing to the upper part of a town; as, up-
touni people, [I'nited States.]

Uptrace (up-tras'), v.t. To trace up; to in-
vestigate ; to follow out. Thmtison.
Uptraint (up-tran'), v. t. To train up; to edu-
cate. Spenser.
Up-train (up'tran), n. A railway train pro-
ceeding to the capital or other important
centre from the provinces; as, the up-train
to London.
Upturn (up-t6m'), v.t. To turn up; to throw
up ; as, to xtptuni the ground in ploughing.
' With lusty strokes up-turn'd the flashing
waves. Cowper.
Upupa (u'pu-pa), n. [L. upupa. like Gr,
epops, hoopoe, from the bird's cry] A genua
ofinse8sorialorperchingbirds.distit)guished
by an ornament on the head, formed of a
double range of long feathers, which they
can erect at will. U. epops, or common

Vpupa (pops (Hoopoe).

hoopoe, is about the size of a missel-thrush;
its plumage exhibits a fine mixture of white,
buff, and black. It is an inhabitant of the
whole of North Africa. In summer it mi-
grates to most parts of Europe, and is found
also in some parts of Asia. It occasionally
breeds in England.
UpupidSB (u-pu'pi-de), n. pi. A family of in-
.sessorial or perching bird8,ofwhich the genua
I'pupa is the type. Besides the hoopoes it

comprises the genera Kpimachus (plume-
birds. See Epimachin^) and Neomorpha
(which see).

Upwafted(up-W!ift'ed), a. Borne up; carried
aloft with a waving or undulatory motion.
' Upwn/ted by the winds.' Cowper.
Upward, Upwards (upV6rd, up'wfirdz),
adv. [A. Sax, vpweard,upiveardes, thel&tteT
being an adverbial genitive, like towards,
Ac] 1, Toward a higher place; in an up-
ward direction : opposed to downtcards.
'To leap twenty yards upwards.' Locke.

I felt to his knees, and they were as cold as any
stone, and so upward and upward, and all was as
cold as any stone. Shak.

cli.cAain: <!h, 8c. locA; g, yo; J,>ob; a, Fr, ton; ng, sinff; IH, tten; th, (Ain; w, ing; wh, itAlg; ih, azure.-See KBY
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2. Toward heaven and God.
Looking inward, we are struck dumb ; looking' up-

if(ird. we speak and prevail. Hooker.

3. With respect to the higher part ; in the
upper parts. ' Upioard man, and downward
fish.' Milton.—^. Toward the source or
origin; as, trace the stream upwards. 'And
trace the muses upward to their spring.'

Pope.—5. More: used indefinitely.

I am a very foolish fond old man.
Fourscore and tt/tear-tf. Shak.

— Upwards qf, upward of, more than; above;
as, upwards of ten years have elapsed; up-
wards of a hundred men were present.

I have been your wife . . .

Upward ^twenty years. Shak.

Upward (up'w6rd), a. Directed or turned
to a higher place ; as, with upward eye.
' An upward course. ' Shak. ' The upward
glancing of an eye.' James Montgomerff.
Upwardt (up'wSrd), 7i. The top; the heij,'ht.

•The extreraest upward of thy head.' Shak.
Upwhlrl (up-whSrl'), v.i. To rise upward in

a whirl; to whirl upward.
Upwhirl (up-wh6rl0, v. t. To raise upward
in a whirling direction. Milton.

Upwind (up-windO, v.t. To wind up; to roll

up; to convolve. Spenser.

Ursemia (u-re'mi-a), n. [Gr. ouron, urine,
and haima. blood. ] A condition of the
blood in which it contains urine or urea.
Dunglison.
Ur8Bmic(u-re'mik),a. Pertaining to ureemia;
as, urcemic convulsions.
Uralian (ii-ra1i-an), a. Relating to the river
dral, or the Vral Mountains, in Russia.

UraliC (u-ral'ik), a. Of or pertaining to the
Vral Mountains; specifically, applied to the
languages of the Finnic tribes, from it being
generally supposed that the original seat of
sucli tribes was in the Ural Mountains.
Uralo-Altaic (u-ral'o-al-ta'ik), a. Same as
Turanian.
Uranate (u'ra-nat), n. One of a series of
salts formed by uniting uranic oxide with
metallic oxides.

Uran-glimmer (u'ran-glim-6r), n. See
Uranite.
Urania (u-ra'ni-a), n. [L. Urania, Gr. Ou-
rania, lit. ' the Heavenly,' from ouranos,
heaven. See Uranus.] l.hi Greek myth. t\iQ

muse of as-

tronomy. She
was a daugh-
ter of Zeus by
Mnemosyne,
and is gener-
ally repre-
sented hold-
ing in her left

hand a celes-
tial globe to
which she
points with a
little staff.—
2. In hot. a ge-
nus of plants,
nat. order
Musaceae. It
has but one
species, ra-
venala(f7",s^e-
ciosa), a na-
tive of Mada-
gascar, with
flowers simi-
lar to the ban-

*:s£i
Urania, antique statue in the

Vatican.

anas.and leaves arranged in a fan-shape. The
arillus surrounding the seeds is of a beauti-
ful blue colour. The leaves when cut yield
an abundant and refreshing juice, and the
tree has hence obtained the name of ' the
traveller's tree.' It is occasionally grown
in our hothouses. See Ravenala.—3. A
genus of lepidopterous insects, found chiefly
in the West Indian Islands. They are moths,
but their splendid colouring, their diurnal
night, and their form give them all the ap-
pearance of butterflies, to which the tailed
hind wings add considerably.
Uranic (u-ran'ik). a. l. Pertaining to the
heavens; celestial; astronomical. 'On I
know not what telluric or uranic principles.'
Carlyle.—2. Pertaining to, obtained from,
or containing uranium: said of salts of
which the base is sesquioxide of uranium,
or in which oxide of uranium acts as an
acid.

Uranisconitis (u-ra-nis'ko.ni"tis), n. [Gr.
ovrnnifikos, the palate, and -itis, denoting
Inflammation, ] Inflammation of the palate.
Uraniscoplasty (u-ra-nis'ko-plas-ti). n. [Gr.
ouranUkos, the palate. Q.\\<i plastikos, form-

ing.] In surg. the operation of engrafting
in case of deficiency of the soft palate.

Uraniscoraphy (u'ra-nis-kor"a-fi), n. [Gr.

ourani.tkos, the palate, and raphe, a suture.]
In surg. suture of the palate.

Uranite (ii'ran-it), n. An ore of uranium,
called also Uran-glimmer, of an emerald-
green, grass -green, leek-green, or yellow
colour; transparent or sub-translucent. It

appears essentially to consist of the phos-
phates of uranium and calcium. It occurs
crystallized in rectangular prisms, in imper-
fect octahedrons, &c. Its structure is la-

mellar, and it yields to the knife. Uranite
is found in granitic rocks and occasionally
in veins and beds in the crystalline strata
with other ores.

—

Copper-uranite is an Iso-

morphous mineral having the calcium re-

placed by copper.
Uranitic (u-ra-nit'ik), a. Pertaining to or
containing uranium.
Uranium (u-ra'ni-um), n. Sym. U. At.wt,
240; sp. gr. 18*4. A rare metal, whose oxide
Klaproth, in 1789, discovered in pitch-
blende or pechblende and uranite. Peliglot
first isolated uranium in a pure form in

1840, and determined its atomic weight, at
the same time showing that Klaproth's
uranium was a protoxide (U O). It was not
obtained compact till 1856. The chief source
of uranium is pitchblende, which contains
nearly 80 per cent of the black oxide and
uranite. Metallic uranium is obtained by
decomposing its protochloride with potas-
sium or sodium, first in the form of a black
powder, or sometimes aggregated on the
sides of a crucible in small plates, having a
silvery lustre and a certain degree of mal-
leability. By subjecting the metal in either
of these forms to further processes it is ul-

timately obtained in fused globules. In its

compact state uranium is somewhat malle-
able and hard, but is scratched by steel. Its

colour is like that of nickel or iron. When
exposed to the air it soon tarnishes and as-

sumes a yellow colour. Uranium forms
several oxides, which are used in painting
on porcelain, yielding a fine orange colour
in the enamelling fire, and a black colour in
that in which the porcelain itself is baked.
Uran-mica (ii'ran-mi-ka), n. Same as
Uranite.

Uran-ochre (u'ran-6-k6r), n. A yellow
earthy oxide of uranium, which seems to
be derived from the decomposition of the
protoxide. It occurs in soft friable masses,
dissemmated or incrusting, along with
pitchblende or protoxide of uranium, in the
granites of Sa.xony and France. It is also
termed Uran-bloom, Uraconise, and Ura-
niiDH Ochre.

Uranographic, Uranographical (u'ra-no-

graf'ik, u'ra-n6-graf"ik-al), a. Pertaining to
uranography; as, uranographical problems.

Uranographist (ii-ra-nog'ra-fist), n. One
versed in uranography. Written also Oura-
nographist.

Uranography (u-ra-nog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. oura-
nos, heaven, and grapho, to describe.] That
branch of astronomy which consists in the
detenuination of the relative situations of

the heavenly bodies, and the construction
of celestial maps and globes, &c. Written
also Ouranography.
Uranolite (u-rau'6-lTt), n. A meteoric stone;
an aerolite. Hutton.
Uranology (u-ra-nol'o-ji), n. [Gr. ouranos,
heaven, and logos, discourse.] The know-
ledge of the heavens.
Uranoscopidse (u'ran-6-8kop"i-de). See
Tkachinid.<e.

Uranoscopus (u-ra-nos'ko-pus), n. [Gr.

ouranos, heaven, and skopeu, to look at.] A
genus of acanthopterygions fishes, family
Trachinidffi or Uranoscopidse. They are
very nearly related to the weevers of the
British seas. One species {U. scaber), the
star-gazer, inhabits the Mediterranean. See
Star-gazer.
Uranoscopy (u-ra-nos'ko-pi), n. [Gr. oura-
nos. heaven, and skopeo, to view.] Contem-
plation of the heavenly bodies.

Uranous (u'ra-nus), a. Of or pertainins; to

the metal uranium: said of salts of which
the base is protoxide of uranium.
Uranus (u'ra-nus), n. [L. =Gr. ouranos =
Skr. varuna.^ 1. In Greek myth, the son
of Grea, the earth, and by her the father of
the Titans, Cyclopes. Hecatoncheirians, Ac.
He hated his children, and confined them
in Tartarus, but on the instigation of Gaja,
Kronos, the youngest of the Titans, over-
threw and dethroned him. Written also
Uranos.—2. In astron. one of the primary

planets, discovered by Sir William Herschel
in 1781. It was first called Oeorgium Sidus
in honour of George III., afterwards called
Herschel, in honour of the discoverer. It is

the seventh planet in order of distance
from the sun. It presents the appearance
of a small round uniformly illuminated disc,

without rings, belts, or discernible spots.
To the naked eye it appears like a star of
the sixth magnitude. Its mean distance from
the sun is alwut 1754 millions of miles, and
the length of the year 30686 32 days, or about
84 of our years. Its mean diamet«r is esti-
mated at about 33.000 miles. Its volume ex-
ceeds the earth's about 74 times, but as its

mean density is only 17 (the earth's l>eing

1) its mass is only about 12J times more. The
length of its day is supposed to be between
9 and 10 hours. There is still some uncer-
tainty as to the number of satellites belong-
ing to Uranus. Herschel records six, and
two of the four which are seen by astrono-
mers at the present time cannot be identi-
fied with any of these. The satellites of
Uranus differ from the other planets, pri-

mary and secondary (with the exception of
Neptune's satellite), in the direction of their
motion, which is from east to west, and they
move in planes nearly perpendicular to the
ecliptic.

Uran-utan (o-ran'b-tan), n. Orang-outang.
Urao (u-ra'6), n. A native term for natron
foimd in the dried-up lakes and river-coursea
of South America; the trona of the £g3i>tian
lakes. See Trona, Natron.
Urari (u'ra-re), n. See Curari.
Urate (u'rat), n. A salt of uric acid.

Urban (6rl3an), a. [L. urbanus, from urbs,
a city, whence also suburb.] l.t Civil; cour-
teous in manners; polite. [In this sense
urbane is now used.]—2. Of or belonging to
a town or city; as, urban population; urban
districts. — Urban servitudes, in law. See
under Servitude.
Urbane {^r-banO, a. [See above.] Courte-
ous; polite; suave; elegant or refilled: as, a
man of urbane manners. ' A more civil and
iirbane kind of life.' World of Wonders, 1608.

The ^ods have denied to Demosthenes many parts
of E^enras; the urdafit, the witty, the pleasurable,
the pathetic. I^andor.

Urbanist (fir'ban-ist), n. 1. An adherent of
Pope Urban VI.. in opposition to whom a
faction set up Clement VII. in 137S.— 2. One
of a branch of Franciscan nuns founded by
Pope Urban IV.—3. A sort of dessert pear of

the highest excellence.

Urbanity (6r-ban'i-ti), n. 1. The quality of

being urbane; that civility or courtesy of
manners which is acquired by associating
with well-bred people; politeness; suavity;

courtesy. 'True valour and urbanity.' B.
Jojison. ' Urbanity of manners.' Z>r. Knox.

I wish that, even there, you had been less irrisory.

less of a pleader, that you had been in dispassionate
urbanity his follower. Land(yr.

2. A polished humour or facetiousness. ' Ur-
banity or well-mannered wit.' Dryden.
Urbanizet (6i-Tjau-iz), v.t. To render urbane.
Howell.

UrbiCUlOUS (6r-bik'iJ-lus). a. [L. urbs, urbis.

a city, and colo, to inhabit] Inhabiting a
city; urban. _ Eclec. Rev. [Rare.]

Urceola(^r-se'6-la), n. [Dim. from L. urceus,

a pitcher.] A genus of plants, nat order

Urceola elastica.

ApocynacesB. There is only one species, U.
elastica, or caoutcliouc-vine, which is a na-
tive of the Malay Archipelago. From wounds
made in the bark of this plant there oozes
out a milky fluid, which, on exposure to the

Fate, fftr, fat, fftli; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube. tub. bull; oil, pound: U, Sc. abuue; y, Sc. fey.
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open air, separates into an elastic coagulum
and a watery fluid. This coagulum is found to

resemble india-rubber, and to possess all

its properties. See Caoutchouc.
Urceolaria (6r'se-d-la"ri-a), ?*. [From «r-
ceoluii, dim. of urcetcg, a pitcher] A genus
of crustaceous lichens. They are generally
found on rocks and stones and walls. C
scruposa and U. citiereaare used for dyeing.

v. enculenta is a native of Tartary, and is

used as an article of diet.

Urceolate (er'se-6-lat), a. [From l..urceolus,

dim. of urceus. a pitcher] In hot. shaped
like a pitcher; swelling out like a pitcher
a^ respects the body, and contracted at the
orifice, as a calyx or corolla.

Urceole (er'se-61), n. [See Vrckolus.] In
R Cath. Ch. (rt) a vessel to contain water
for washing the hands. (&) A vessel to con-
tain wine and water.

Urceolus (6r-6e'd-lus), n. [Dim. of L. ur-
reun, a water-pitcher.] In hot. asmallpiteh-
er-like body, fonned by the two bracts,
which, in the genus Carex, become conflu-

ent at their edges, and inclose the pistil;

any flask-shaped or cup-shaped anomalous
organ. Treas. of Bot.

UrcMn (er'chin), n. [O. E. urckone, hir-

Chen, Prov. Fr. hurckon, kirckon, Fr. h^ris-

ton, from L-L. ericio, ericionis, L. erieittif,

a hedgehog, from tfr=Gr. chir, hedgehog.]
1. A name given to the hedgehog. 'The
common hedgehog or urchin.' Hay. —
2.t An elf; a fairy: from its being supposed
sometimes to take the form of a hedgehog.
* Like urchins, ouphes, and fairies, green
and white.' Shak.—Z.X familiar, half-

chiding name sometimes given iu sport to
a chiliT

Pleased Cupid heard, and checked his mother's pride,
' And who*s blind now. manunal' the urcHin cried.

Pritfr.

You did dissemble, you strchin you ; but where's the
girl that won't dissemble for a husband? GcidrmUh.

4 A sea-urchin. See Echinus.
Urchin (Er'chin), a. Prickly; stinging; rough;
keen. CVcAin blasts.' Milton. [Rare and
poetical]

Urchon t (fir'chon), n. An urchin; a hedge-
hog. Rornaunt of the Rose.

Urd^ Urdy (^r'de), a. In her. pointed. A
cross urd^e is one in which the extremities
are drawn to a sharp point instead of being
cut straight.

Urdu (ur'du), n. A native name for the
present Hindustani tongue, a member of
the Indie family of Ar>'an tongues, so named
Ittrcause it grew up since the eleventh cen-
tury in the camps(wr(iri)of the Mohamntedan
conquerors of India as a means of connnuni-
cation Iwtweeu them and the subject popu-
lation of Central Hindustan. In this way it

abounds with Persian and Arabic words. It

is now, however, the literary tongue of India
and the means of general intercourse.

Ure t (ur), n. [Same as the ure of manure.
inwre^Fr. ceuvre, work. See ISCRE.] I'se:

practice. * Lest his hand should l>e out of
ure.' Bacon, ' Never henceforth to . . .

put in ure any new canons.' Fuller.

I-et us be sure of this, to put the best in ure
That lies in us. Ciuxpman.

Uret(ur), v.t. To inure; to practise; to accus-
tom by use or practice. .Sir T. More.
Ure,t n. [O. Fr. eiir. lot, chance, from L.

auffurium, augury. See Auqur.] Chance;
destiny; fortune. Chaucer.
Ure t (ur), n. [L. urus, a wild bulL] A wild
bull; the urns. Golding.

Urea (u're-a), n. [Formed from ur, the
xadical of urine] (COH^Nj.) A remark-
Able compound which exists in large pro-
pcntion in healthy urine, and is extracted
from it by the action of oxalic acid or nitric

acid. It is also prepared artificially and
more easily from cyanate of ammonium.
Urea crystallizes in four-sided piisms re-

sembling nitre In appearance, and also in
taste. It is soluble both in water and alcohol,
and, when heated, it melts, gives off much
ammonia, and finally solidifies, being in a
great measure converted into animonla and
cyanuric acid. I'rea is interesting as being
the first substance of animal or vegetable
origin which chemists succeeded in prepar-
ing by artificial means from inorganic con-
stituents.

Ured,t pp. F'ortunate. Chaucer.
Uredinel (ure-din'e-i), n pi See T'redo.
Uredo (li-re'do). n. [L, a blast, blight, from
vr», to tiiini Applied to those plants called
mildew or blight, j 1. A genu;* of microscopic
fungi. The original genus has been broken
up into many genera, which form the group

or section Tredinei of the nat. order Puc-
cinisei. The species are parasitic on plants,

and most injurious to them. The diseases
called smut, brand, burnt-ear, rust, &c.,

are caused by their ravages. Their pre-
sence is known by the burnt appearance of

the part they infest.—2. In pathol. same as
Urticaria. Dunglison.

Urena(ii-re'na), n. [From uren, the Malabar
name of one of the species.] A genus of

plants, nat. order Malvaceae. The species
consist of tall, rigid herbs or shrubs, with
small pink flowers, indigenous in India,
China, Mauritius, South America, and the
West Indies. The bark is very fibrous; and
the fibre of U. lobata and U. sinuata, weeds
common iu most parts of India, which is

strong and tolerably fine, is used as a sub-
stitute for flax. All the species possess
mucilaginous properties, for which some
are used medicinally.

Ureter (u-re't6r), n. (Gr. oureter, from
oiireo, to make water. See Vrine.] The
excretory duct of the kidney, a tube con-
veying the urine from the kidney to the
bladder. There are two ureters, one on
each side.

Ureteritis (u-re't^r-i"ti8), n. [Ureter, and
•itis, term, meaning inflammation.] Iiiflam-

matiou of the ureter.

Urethra (u-re'thra), n. [Gr. ourethra. See
above. ] The canal by which the urine is con-
ducted from the bladder and discharged.
Urethral (u-re'thral), a. Pertaining to the
urethra.

Urethritis (ure-thri'tis), 7i. [Urethra, and
•itis, term, meaning inflammation.] An in-

flammation in the urethra.

Urethroplastic (u-re'thro-plas"tik), a. In
sunj of ur ithitim.' to urethroxdasty.

Urethroplasty (u-re'thro-plas-ti), n. (Gr.
urethra, and ptasso, to mould] In surg.

an operation for remedying defects in the
urethra.

Urethrotomy (u-re-throt'o-mi). n. [Gr. ure-
thra, and tome, a cutting.] In surg. the
operation for urethral stricture.

UretiC (u-retik), a. In med. of or relating
to or promoting the flow of urine.

Urge (erj), t' '• pret. & pp. urged; ppr. urging.
[L. urgeo, urgere, to press, press hard, push,
force, urge, drive, from same root as Gr.
{v)eirgo, to press, to constrain, L. vergo. to
tend, to vei^, vulgus (with change ol r to f).

the throng, the rabble (whence vtdgar).]

1. To press; to impel; to force onward.
Heir Mr/«x heir, like wave impelling; wave. Ptr^.

2. To hasten laboriously: to quicken with
effort. 'Through the thick deserts head-
long urg'd his flight ' Pope.—Z. To press
the mind or will <if; to serve as a motive or
impelling cause; to impel; to constrain; to
stimulate.

The heathens had but uncertain apprehensions of
what urg^es men ... to forsake their sitis. Tillotson.

4. To press or ply hard with ai^rnments, en-
treaties, or the like: to retjuest with more or
less earnestness; to importune ; to solicit ear-
nestly. 'And urge her to a present answer.'
Shak.
And when they urged him till he was ashamed, he

said. Send. 3 Ki. ii. 17.

Good my lord . . . urgt the king
To do me this last right. ShaJh.

5. To press upon attention; to present in an
earnest manner; to press by way of argument
or in opposition: to insist tm; as, to urge an
argument; to urge the neces^ty of a case.

He knows not what I can ur^t a)fainst him. Shak.

I'rge the necessity and state of Umes. Shak.

6. To ply hard in a contest or argument; to
attack briskly.

Every man has a right in dispute to urge a false re-
ligion with all its absurd consequences. Tiiiotson.

7.t To provoke; to exasperate; to incite; to
stimulate.

i'rge not my father's anger. Shak.
I'll in to urge his hatred more to Clarence. Shak.

Syn. To presA, constrain, force, incite, impel,
importune, instigate, stimulate, encourage.
Urge (6rj), v.i. 1. To press forward. 'He
strives to urge upward.' Donne.— 1.\ To
make a claim; to insist; to persist.

One of his men . . . urged extremely for't, and
showed what necessity belonged to it. Shak.

3 t To produce ai^uments or proofs; to
make allegations.

I do beseech your lordships.
That, in this case of justice, my accusers.
Be what they will, may stand forth face to face,
And freely urge against me. Shak.

Urgency (er'jen-si), n. The state or charac-

ter of being urgent ; as, (a) importunity

;

j

earnest solicitation ; as, to yield to a per-
! son's urgency. (&) Pressure of necessity; as.

I the urgency of want or distress; the urgency
\ of the occasion.—In parliament, urgency is

when, by a vote of three to one in a house
i

of iM>t less than 300 members, a measure is

declared urgent in the interest of the state.

in which case it takes precedence of all

other business.

Urgent (^r'jent), a. [Fr. urgent, L. urgens,
urgentis. See Urge.] Having the charac-
ter of urging, pressing, or constraining ; as.

(a) of things: pressing; necessitating imme-
diate action; forcing itself upon notice;
cogent; vehement; as, an urgent case or
occasion. 'To take the wr^eni hour.' Shak.
'Very wrpc»t necessity.* Locke. (6) Of per-
sons: pressing with importunity. Ex. xii. 33.

Urgently (fir'jent-li). adv. In an urgent
manner; with pressing importunity; press-
ingly; vehemently; forcibly.

Ul^er (^rj'er), n. One who urges; one who
importunes. Jer. Taylor.
Urge-wonder (erj'wun-d6r), n. A variety of
barley. Kaown also as Husked Barley.
Mortimer.
Urginea (6r-ji'ne-a), n. A genus of plants,
nat. order Liliacete, very nearly allied to
Scilla, but diflfering in the more widely
spreading segments of the perianth, and in
the greater number of seeds. The bulbs of
U. Scilla, the Scilla vtaritima of Linmeus,
are known in medicine as squills. See
Squill.
Ulla (u'ri-a), n. [L. urinor, to dive] The
guillemots, a genus of palmiped birds, of
the family Alcidse. See Guillemot.
Uric (u'rilc). a. [From ur in urine.] Of, per-
taining to, orobtained from urine: applied to
an acid (<^'5N4H40s) discovered by Scheele,
and sometimes called Lithic A r.id. It occurs
in small quantity in the healthy urine of man
and quadrupeds, and in much larger quan-
tity in the urine of birds. The semi-fluid
excretions of birds and serpents is princi-
pally composed of uric acid and urate of
ammonia: and guano, which is the decom-
posed excrement of aquatic birds, is mainly
impure uric acid in a remarkable state of
decomposition. Trie acid constitutes the
principal proportion of the urinary calculi
and the concretions causing the complaint
known as the gravel. It crystallizes in fine
scales of a brilliant white colour and silky
lustre; it is inodorous and insipid, heavier
than water, and nearly insohUde in it when
cold, and only slightly dissolved by it when
hot; the solution reddens litnuis jiaper, but
feebly. \Vhen it is diss^^dved in nitric acid,
and the solution is evaporated and treated
with ammonia, a fine purple colour is pro-
duced : by this reaction uric acid may be
detected.

Urlm (O'rim), n. [Heb. urtm, lights or
flames, pi. of I'tr, flame.] A kind of orna-
ment or appendage beUnging to the hal)it
of the Jewish high-priest in ancient times,
along with the Thummim, in virtue <tf which
he gave oracular answers to the people, but
what the trim and Thummim really were
has not >>een satisfactorily ascertained.
Thou shall put on the breastplate of judgment the

C'rim and the Thummim. Ex. xxvii. 30.

And when Saul inquired of the Lord, the Lord
answered him not. neither by dreams, nor by Urim,
nor by prophets. 1 Sam, xxviii. 6.

When the Jewish exiles were met on their return
from Babylon by a question which they had no data
for answering, they agreed to postpone the settle-
ment of the difficulty till there should arise up 'a
priest with L'rim and Thummim* (Ezr. ii, 63 ; Neh.
vii. 65). The inquiry what these Urim and Thum-
mim themselves were seems likely to wait as long for
a linal and satisfying answer.

Smiths Diet. 0/ the Bible.

Urinal (u'rin-al). n. [Fr. urinal, L. urinal,
from urina, urine.] 1. A bottle in which
urine is kept for inspection. Shak.— 2. A
vessel for containing urine ; specifically, a
vessel for receiving urine in cases of incon-
tinence.— 3. A convenience, public or pri-
vate, for the accommodation of persons re-
quiring to pass urine.

Urlnant (u-ri'nant), ppr. [L urinor, to duck
or dive under water.] In her. a term appli-
cable to the dolphin or other flsh when
Iwme with the head downwards and the
tail erect, exactly in a contrary position to
what is termed haurient.
Urinary (u'ri-na-ri), a. Pertaining to urine
or to tne organs connected with the secre-
tion and discharge of urine: as, Xheurinary
bladder; ?'rijmrt/ calculi; ttjnan/ abscesses.
— Urinary organs, the kidneys, the ureters,
the bladder, aud the urethra.

cb, cAain; Ch, Sc. locA;

Vol. IV.
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UrinflXy (u'ri-na-ri). n. [L.L. urinarium.]
1. In a</ri. a reservoir or place for the re-

ception of urine, Ac, for manure.—2. Same
as Crinal, 3. [In this sense Urinal is more
commonly used.]

Urinate (u'ri-nat), v.L To discharge urine.

Urination (u-ri-na'shon), n. The act of

passing urine; micturition.

Urinative (ii'ri-uat-iv), a. Provoking the
flow of urine; diuretic. Bacon.
Urinator (u-ri-nat'fer), n. [L., from nrinor,

to dive.] A diver; one who plunges and
sinks in water in search of something, as
for pearls. [Rare.]

Those relations of urinators belong only to those
places where they have dived, which are only rocky.

Ray.

Urine (u'rin), n. [Fr. tirine, from L. urina,
allied to Gr. oxtron, urine; Skr. vdri, water;
A. Sax. lirig, dewy, humid; Icel. ur, drizzling

rain.] An animal fluid or liquor secreted
by the kidneys, whence it is conveyed into
the bladder by the ureters, and through the
urethra discharged. In its natural state it

is acid, transparent, of a pale amber or
straw colour, a brackish taste, a peculiar
odour, and of a specific gravity varying from
1*012 to 1030. The character of the urine,
however, is apt to be altered by a variety

of circumstances, and from the variety of

the substances extracted from the body
through the medium of the kidneys the
urinary system may be regarded as the
emunctory of the entire animal economy,
in which we meet with every principle and
constituent that analysis has discovered
forming the solids and fluids of the body.
A knowledge of the urine in health, and of
the variations to which it is subject in dis-

ease, is of the utmost importance to the
medical practitioner, as the different ap-
pearances of this fluid indicate not merely
the state of the urinary system, but the
changes which have taken place in other
parts of the animal economy. It varies even
in its healthy state according to age, drink,
food, medicines, the time of the year, the
muscular motion of the body, and the aflEec-

tions of the mind.
Urine t (u'rin), v.i. To discharge urine ; to
urinate.

Xo oviparous animals, which spawn or lay eggs, do
urine, except the tortoise. Sir T. Browne.

Uriniferous (u-ri-nif'6r-us), a. [L. v.H'na,

urine, and/ero, to bear.] Conveying urine.
' Uriniferous tubes or ducts.' JDunglison.
Uriniparous (u-ri-nip'a-rus), a. [L. urina,
urine, and pario. to produce.] In physiol.
producing or preparing urine; specifically,

api>lied to certain tubes with this function
in the cortical portion of the kidney.
Urino-genital (ii'ri-u6-]en"it-al), a. Same
as Uroijenital.

Urlnometer (ii-ri-nom'et-6r), n. [L. ivrUia,

urine, and Gr. metron, measure.] An in-

stioiment for ascertaining the specific gravity
of urine. It is constructed upon the prin-
ciple ("if the common hydrometer.
Urinous, Urlnose (u'rin-us, u'rin-6s), a.

Pertaining to urine, or partaking of its qua-
lities. ' Urinoee psLvticles-' Ray.
Urle (6rl), n. In her. same as Orle.

Um (6m), n. [L. tirna, from itro, to bum,
as being made of burned clay.] 1. A kind
of vase : a term, like many other names of
vessels, somewhat loo.sely applied. 'A ves-
sell that men clepeth an urne, of gold.'
Chaucer. Specifically, (a) a rather large
vessel with a foot or pedestal, and a stop-
cock, employed to keep hot water at the
tea-table, commonly called a tea-urn. ' The
babbling and loutl-hissing urn.' Cowper.
(b) A vessel in which the ashes of the dead
were formerly kept; a cinerary urn. See
Cinerary. Hence—2. A place of biu-ial; a
grave. [Rare. ]

The most noble corse that ever herald
Did follow to his urn. Shak.

3. A Roman measure for liquids, containing
about 3 gallons. One urn was four times
the congius and half the amphora. — 4. In
hot. the hollow vessel in which the spores
of mosses are lodged; the spore-case; the
theca.

Umt (6m). v.t. To inclose in an um, or as
in an urn.
When horror universal shall descend.
And heaven's dark concave urji all human race.

Yon71^.

Umal (6r'nal), a. Belonging to, resembling,
or by means of an um. ' Umal interment.'
Sir T. Browne.
UmfUl (6ra'ful), 71, Ah much as an um will
hold; enough to fill an urn.

Urocyon (u-ros'i-on), n. Same as Cerdocyon.

Urodela (u-ro-de'la), n. pi [Gr. aura, a tail,

and delos, evident. ] The tailed amphibians,
an order of amphibian vertebrates in which
the larval tail is always retained in the
adult, the body being elongated posteriorly

into the tail. The skin is naked and desti-

tute of any exo-skeleton. There are two sec-

tions, the Perennibranchiate Urodela, in

which the gills are retained through life, as
in proteus, siren, &c. ; and the Caduci-
branchiate, in which the gills disappear at
maturity, as in the newts and the salaman-
ders. The axolotl, though generally perenni-
branchiate, appears sometimes to becaduci-
branchiate. See Ichthyomorpha.
Urodele (u'ro-del), n. and a. One of, or per-
taining to, the Urodela.

Urogenitsil (u-ro-jen'it-al). a. Of or per-
taining to the urinary and genital apparatus;
as, the urogenital organs. Dungliaon.
Urology, Uronology (Q-rol'o-ji. u-ro-nol'o-

ji), n. [Gr. ouron, urine, and logos, dis-

course, description.] That branch of medi-
cine which treats of urine. Dunglison.
Uromastix (u-ro-mas'tiks), n. [Gr. oura, a
tail, and m-astix, a whip.] A genus of liz-

ards belonging to the Iguana group, and so
called from the long tail. The species are
distinguished from other members of the
group by all the body-scales being small,
uniform, and smooth ; while those of the
upper surface of the tail are large and spin-
ous. There are none underneath the tail.

Uroplania (ii-ro-pla'ni-a), n. [Gr. ouron,
urine, and planao, to wander.] In pathol.
erratic urine, an atfection in which the urine
is conveyed to various parts of the body.
Uroscopy (u-ros'ko-pi), n. [Gr. ojiron, urine,
and skopeo, to view.] The judgment of dis-

eases by inspection of the urine.

Urox (u'roks), n. Same as Aiirochs. [Rare.]

Urry (ur'i), n. IComp. Gael, uirlach, mould,
dust.] A sort of blue or black clay, lying
near a vein of coal. Mortimer. [Local.]

Ursa (6r'sa), n. [L., a she-bear, a constel-
lation. ] A name of two constellations.
Ursa Major, the Great Bear, is one of the
most conspicuous of the northern constel-
lations, situated near the pole. It is re-

markable from its well known seven stars,

Constellation of Ursa Major.

by two of which, called the pointers, the
pole-star is always readily found. These
seven stars are popularly called the Wagon,
Charles's Wain, or the Plough. Ursa Minor,
the Little Bear, is the constellation which
contains the pole-star. This constellation
has seven stars placed together in a manner
very much resembling those in Ursa Major,
the pole-star being placed in the comer of
the triangle which is farthest from the
quadrangle.
Ursal (6i-'sal), n. Same as Ursine Seal, or
Sea-bear.

Ursidse (6r'si-de), n. pi. A family of planti-
grade carnivorous animals,of which the bear
is the type. Besides their plantigrade walk
the Ursidae are characterized by grinders
less or more tuberculated, claws fitted for
digging, and generally by a short tail. They
are carnivorous and frugivorous.
Urslform (6r'si-form), a. [L. ursus, a bear,
and forma, form.] Having the shape of a
bear.

Ursine (6r'sin), a. [L. ursimis.] Pertaining
to or resembhng a bear. — Ursine howler, the
Mycetes ursi7ius. See HowLER. — Ursine
seal (Otaria ursina or Arctocephalus ursin-
us), one of the otaries or eared seals, a native
of the North Pacific, about S feet long.
Called also Ursine Otary and Sea-bear.

Urson (6r'son). n. A North American rodent
quadruped. Erethizondorsaium. See Caw-
qua w.
Ursxiline (^r'su-lm), a. Applied to an order
f>f nuns founded by St. Angela Merici at
Brescia in the early part of the sixteenth
century. They took their name from St.
Ursula, a celebrated saint and martyr of
the Roman calendar. They devote them-

selves to the succour of poverty and sick-
ness, and the education of female children.
UrBuline (6r'su-lin), n. A nun of the order
of St. Ursula. See the adjective.

Ursus (6r'sus), n. [L. ] The bear; a genus of
plantigrade carnivorous mammals, found in
various parts of the world. See Bear.
Urtica (6r-ti'ka), n. [L., the nettle, from
uro, to bum.] A genus of plants, nat. order
Urticacefie, mostly erect and herbaceous in
their habit, covered with stinging hairs,
having opposite leaves, and monoecious or
dioecious (lowers in axillary clusters or
spikes, and known under the common name
of nettle. The effects of the venomous
sting of the common nettle are well known.
Some Indian species, as U. heterophylla,
crenuZata, and stimulans, are particularly
powerful in this respect. The most impor-
tant species is U. tenacissinia, now more
commonly called Boehmeria tenacissinuit
which abounds in ligneous fibre, and may
be converted into very strong cordage. See
Nettle, Boehmeria, Rhea-fibre.
Urticacese (^r'ti-ka'se-e), n. pi. A nat. order
of exogenous trees, herbs, and shrubs. In
an extended sense the order includes the
I'lmeee, or elm family; the Artocarpese, or
bread-fmit family; and the Cannabineie, or
hemp family. But the order is more fre-
quently confined to the Urticeie, or nettle
family. The juice of the restricted order is

watery, not milky; the wood in the arbore-
ous or shrubby species, which are all tropi-
cal, is soft and light. The fibre of the bark
of some is valuable. (See Urtica.) It is in
the restricted Urticacese that speciescovered
with stinging hairs are found.
Urticaceous (^r-ti-ka'shus), a. In bot. of or
pertaining to the Urticacete.

Urtical (^r'ti-kal), a. [See above.] In bot.

of or belonging to the nettles ; allied to the
nettles. Lindley.
Urticaria (6rti-ka'ri-a), n. [L. urtica, a
nettle.] In pathol. the nettle-rash; uredo.
Urticating (6r'ti-kat-ing), p. and a. Sting-
ing like a nettle; pertaining to uilication,
— Urticating cells, in zool. the thread-cells,
or cnidae. of many of the Coelenterata,where-
by they possess the power of stinging.

Urtication (6r-ti-ka'3hon). 71. [L. urtica, a
nettie. ] The stinging of nettles or a similar
stinging; the whipping of a benumbed or
paralytic limb with nettles, in order to re-
store its feeling.

UrulJU (b'rii-bii), n. The native name of
an American vulture, the Catharlsta lota
(black vulture or zopilote), very nearly allied

to the turkey-buzzard, which it closely re-

sembles. It is very voracious, and when in
search of prey soars to a vast height, so as
to be nearly or quite invisible. It is com-
mon in the villagesand towns of the Southern
States, acting as a scavenger.
Urus (u'rus), n. [L.] The mountain bull or
Bos Urus, which ran wild in Gaul at the
period of the Roman invasion. It is de-

;
scribed by Ciesar as of immense size, and

i
was probably not the ancestor of the so-
called wild cattle still existing at ChilHug-
ham in Northumberiand and Hamilton in
Lanarkshire, but possibly the aurochs.
Urushi (u-ro'shi), n. The Japanese name
of the vaniish or lacquer tree, Itkus vernix
or vernicifera.

Urvant, Urved (6r'vant, fir'ved), o. In her.

turned or bowed upwards.
Us (us), pron. [A. Sax. us, us. ace, also lU,

to us, dat. ; Goth, unsis, uns, G. uns, us.

In A. Sax. the n has as usual disappeared
before ». leaving the vowel long. Us is

regarded as ultimately from the pronominal
radicles ma-snui— ma, the first personal
pronoun, seen in me, and sj/ia = he, that,

this ; lis, therefore ~ 1 + he. The changes
would be masma, masm, mans (by meta-
thesis), muns, uns.] 1. The objective or ac-

cusative case of we; as, 'Lead us not into
temptation.' Mat. vi. 13.

The Lord made not this covenant with our fathers,
but with us, even us, who are all of us here alive

this day. Deut. v, 3.

2. The dative of toe, used after certain verbs;
as, 'Give t/A'this day our daily bread '(where
bread is the accusative or direct object).

Mat. vi. 11.

Usable (uz'a-bl), a. Capable of being used.

Usage (uz'aj), n. [Fr. usage, from user, to
use. See I ;>e, ji. and r.^] 1. The mode of
using or treating; treatment; an action or
series of actions performed by one person
toward another, or which directly afi'ect

him; as, good usage; ill usage; hard usage.
' This most cruel usage of your queen. ' Shak.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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2. Long continued use or practice; custom-
ary way of acting; custom; practice; as, ac-
cording to the ancient umge of parliament.

Of things once received and confirmed by use. long
usage is a law sufficient. Hooker.

Vsage signifies—{i) the custom of a locality; (2)

the custom of merchants; (3) the customs of parti-

cular trades. MozUy& [f'hiteiy.

3. Established or common mode of employ-
ing some particular word; current locution.

4.f Manners; behaviour; conduct. Spenser.

Usagert (uz'aj-6r),u. [Fr. iisager.] One who
has the use of anything in trust for another.
Daniel.

Usance (uz'ans), n. [Ft. usatice, from U8er,

to use] l.t Use; usage; employment.
By this discriminative usance or sanctification of

things sacred, the name of God is honoured and
sanctified. Josepk Mede.

2.t Usury; interest paid for the loan of
money.
He lends out money gratis, and brings down the

rate of usance. Shut.

3. The time which in certain countries is

allowed by custom or usage for the payment
of bills of exchange drawn on these coun-
tries. The length of the usance varies in
different place? from fourteen days to one,
two, or even three months after the date
of tlie bill, and the bill may be drawn at
usance, half usance, double usance, Ac.
But bills are now commonly drawn at bo
\>nv^ after date or after sight.

Usant, ppr. [O.Fr.] Using; accustomed.
Chaucer.
Usbeg, UsbeCk (us'beg. usTjek). n. A mem-
ber of a Turkish or Tartar tribe scattered
over Turkestan in Central Asia
Use (us), n. [Partly no doubt from the verb
to iwe, partly from O. Fr. ug, use, from L,
xuxis, use, a using, constant use or practice,
service, benefit, need, want, necessity; V4t%u
et /rttctug, the use and enjoyment of pro-
perty; from utor, usiig, to use. See the verb.]
1. The act of employing anything, or the
state of being employed ; employment; ap-
plication; conversion to a purpose, especi-
ally to a profitable purpose; as, the i«e of a
pen in writing; the lue of books in study;
this spade is not in tiae.

Books can never teach the use of books. Bacon.
The fat of the beast that dicth of itself . . . may

be u-)ed in any other use. Lev. vii. 24.

I know not what use to put her to, Skak.

Often in the phrase to make mm 0/ that is.

to put in use; to use or employ. * Make ute
of thne.' Shak.~± The quality that makes
a thing proper for a purpose ; usefulness;
utility; service; convenience; help; profit;
as, the value of a thing is to be estimate
by its use; he is of no lue to me.
God made two great lights, great for their mm
To man. MttioM.

You shew us Rome was glorious, not profuse.
And pompous buildings once were thmgs of use.

Pope.
3. Xeed for employing; occasion to employ;
necessity; exigency; need; as. I have no
further xme for this book. ' I have t«c for
it' Shak.

This will secure a father to my child.
That done I have no further t^e for life. Philips.
More Inures in a picture than are necessary, our

authors call figures to be let ; because the picture
has no use for them. Dryden.

4. Continued or repeated practice or em-
ployment; custom; wont; usage.
How use doth breed a habit in a man. Shak.
How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable
Seem to me all the uses of this world. Sh<jk.

It is not Arthur's use to hunt by moonlight.
Tennyson.

5. Common occurrence; ordinary experi-
ence. {Rare. ]

The noise of battle hurtled in the air.
Horses did neiifh and dying men did groan
And ghosts did shriek and squeal about the streets.O Cesar ! these things are beyond all use.
And I do fear them. Shak.

G. t Interest for money.
Thou art more obliged to pay duty and tribute,

use and principal, to him. yer. Taylor.
I am become a mere usurer, and want to make use

upon iiif. Richardson.

7 The practical application of doctrines; a
term particularly affected by the Puritans,
and cun?'equently ridiculed by the drama-
tists. Xaren.
He hath begun three draughts of sack in doctrines,
And four in uses. /}. yonsan.

8. A liturgical form of service set forth liy
a bishop for use in bin diocese, as the Sarjun
tme compiled by tlie ftishop of Salisbury
about l(W0.-9. In iaw. the benefit or profit

of lands and tenements that are in the pos-
session of another who simply holds them
for a beneficiary. He to whose u^e or bene-
fit the trust is intended, enjoys the profits,

and is called cesttti que iise. Since the
Statute of Uses the use of an estate involves
the legal ownership, and the term trust is

now commonly used to denote the kind of

estate formerly signified by use. (See Trust,
11, b.) All modern conveyances are directly
or indirectly founded on the doctrine of uses
and trvstg, which has been deemed the
most intricate part of the property law of
England. Uses only apply to land of in-

heritance; no use can subsist of lease-
holds.— 5(«(M(e 0/ tises. the Stat. 27 Henry
VIII. X. (1536), which transfers uses into
possession, or which unites the use and
possession.

—

Executed use, one to which
the statute applies by annexing it to the
legal ownership. —Springing tw^.one limited
to arise on a future event, where no pre-
ceding use is limited.—Ft*(ure or contingent
Ui<e, one limited to a person not ascertained,
or upon an uncertain event, but without
derogation of a use previously limited.

—

Jtesulting uee. See under Result, v.i.—
Secondary or shifting ttse, is that which,
though executed, may change from one to
another by circumstances.— 6''iie aiul occu-
pation, the form of words usual in pleadings
m an action for rent against a person who
has held and enjoyed lands not under a
written deed.

—

In tue, (a) in employment;
as, the book Is now in use. (b) In custom-
ary practice or observance; as. such words,
rites, and ceremonies have long been in use.

^Use atui wont, the common or customary
practice. 'Make one wreath more for use
and loont.' Tennyson.
Use (uz), v.L pret. & pp. used; ppr. using.
[Fr. user, from a L.1Z usare, to use, from
ttsus, pp. of L. utor, to use. Of similar
origin are usual, utility, utensil, usury, in-

utue, &c. J 1. To employ or make use of; (a)

to handle, hold, or move for some purpose;
to avail one's self of; to act with or by
means of; as. to use a plough; to use a chair;
to ttse a book.
They . . . could use both the right hand and the

left in hurling stones. i Chr. xii. 2.

I^ncelot Gobbo, me your legs. Shak,
Some other means I have, which may be used.

Milton.

(&) To expend, consume, or exhaust by em-
ployment; as, to use flour for food; to use
beer for drink; to i«e water for irrigation,
or for turning the wheel of a mill. * Instant
occasion to use fifty talents. ' Shdk. (c) To
practise or employ, in a very general way

;

to do, exercise, &c. ; as. ' to buy and pay and
use good dealing;' 'they cannot use such
vigilance;' 'you use this dalliance;' 'what
treachery was used.' Shak.

And use thou all the endeavour of a man
In speed to Padua. Shak.

(d) To practise customarily; to make a prac-
tice of.

Use hospitality one to another. 1 Pet. iv. 9.

2. To act or behave towards ; to treat; as,

to use one well or ill; to use people with
kindness and civility; to use a beast with
cnielty. ' Cato has us'd me ill.* Addison.
3. To accustom; to habituate; to render fa-

miliar by practice; to inure; as, to use one's
self to cold and hunger: most common in
past participle ; as, soldiers used to hard-
ships and danger. ' Used to tlie yoke.' MU-
ton.—i. To frequent; to visit often or habi-
tually.

' I was better off once, sir,' he did not fail to tell

everybody who ' used l\^e room.' Thackeray.

5. t To comport; to behave; to demean: used
reflexively. * If I have used mynel/ unman-
nerly.' Shak.— To use up, (a) to consume
entirely by using; to use the whole of; as,

the iron was all used up. (6) To exhaust, as
a person's means or strength; to wear out;
to leave no force or capacity in; as, the man
is completely used up. [Slang.]

Use (uz), v.i. 1. To be accustomed; to prac-
tise customarily ; to be in the habit ; as, I

used to go there regularly.

They use to place him that shall be their captain
upon a stone always reserved for that purpose.

Spenser,

2. To be wont; to l>e customarily. ' Fears
use to be represented in such an imaginary
fashion.' Hacon.S.i To be accustomed to
go; to frequent: to inhabit. 'Where never
foot did use.' Spenser. 'Snakes that iMe
witliin the house.' May.
Useful (us'fMl), a. Kull of use, advantage,
or profit; valuable for use; suited or adapted

to the purpose; producing or having power
to produce good; beneficial; profitable; as,

vessels and instruments useful in a family;
books useful for improvement; iwe/ui know-
ledge; xiseful arts.

Now blind, dishearten'd, sham'd, dishonour'd. quell'd.
To what can I be usefiil i Milton.

Usefully (us'ful-li), adv. In a useful man-
ner; profitably; beneficially; in such a man-
ner as to produce or advance some end; as,
instruments or time usefully employed.
Usefulness (us'ful-nes), n. The state or
quality of being useful; conduciveness to
some end; as, the usefulness of canal navi-
gation ; the usefulness of machinery in
manufactures. Addison.
Useless (us'les), a. Having no use; unser-
viceable

;
producing no good end; answer-

ing no valuable purpose; not advancing the
end proposed; as, a useless garment; useless
pity.

Where none admire, 'tis use/ess to excel.
Ld. Lyttelton.

Used adverbially in following extract.
Like still-pining Tantalus he sits.

And useless bams the harvest of his wits. Shak.

Uselessly (us'les-li), adv. In a useless man-
ner; without profit or advantage. Locke,
Uselessness (usies-nes). n. 'I'he state or
quality of being useless; unserviceableness;
unfitness for any valuable purpose or for
the purpose intended; as, the uselessness of
certain studies.

User (uz'er). n. One who uses, treats, or
occupies. Shak.
Ushas, Ushasa (u'shas, u-sha'sa), n. [From
.Skr. vsh, to shine; cog, Gr. Ileos, L.Aurora,
the dawn.the goddess of dawn. See Aurora.]
In Hind. myth, one of the ancient elemental
divinities, the goddess of dawn. In the
Vedic hymns she is represented as a young
wife awakening her children and giving
them new strength for the toils of tlie com-
ing day. She became also tlie goddess of
wisdom.
Usher (ush'6r), ?i. [O.Fr. usuier, uissier,
hussier, Fr. huissier, a door-keeper, from
huts, O.Fr. ULS, huis, from X. ostium, a door,
so that t«Aer~L. ostiarius.] 1. Properly an
officer or servantwho has the care of the door
of a court, hall, chamber, or the like; hence,
an officer whose business is to introduce
strangers or to walk before a person of rank.
In the royal household of Britain there are
four gentlemen ushers of the privy cliamber.
—Gentleman usher of the black rod, an officer
of the order of the Garter,who usually unites
this office with that of the first gentleman
usher at court, in which capacity he is one
of the chief officers in the Hcuse of Lords.
See Black-rod.— tTsA^rr of the green rod, an
officer of the order of the Thistle, who at-
tends on the sovereign and knights as-
sembled in chapter. There are also ushers
doing similar duties in the order of St. Pat-
rick, the order of the Bath, Ac.~'l. An
under teacher or assistant to a schoolmaster
or principal teacher, so denominated pro-
bably because he is intrusted with the
iunior classes, and introduces them to the
higher branches of learning.
Usher (ush'6r). v.t. To act as an usher to-
wards; to attend on in the manner of an
usher; to introduce, as forerunner or har-
binger: generally followed by in, forth, Ac.
•That full star that ushers in the even,'
Shak.
No sun shall ever usherforth mine honours. Shak.

In the ascending scale
Of heaven the stars that usher evening rose.

Mtlton.
usherancet (uah'fir-ans), n. Introduction.
Shaftesbury.
Usherdom (ush'^r-dum), n. The functions
or power of ushers; ushers collectively.
iiuart. Rev. [Rart.]
Ushership (ush'^r-ship), n. Office of an
usher.

Usnea (us'ne-a), n. A genus of lichens be-
longing to the order Tarmeliacea; and the
typical genus of the division Usneacei. The
species are branched and filiform in their
structure, growing on rocks and trunks of
trees, whence they are often called tree-moss
or tree-hair. Some of the southern species,
as if. melajcantha. are magnificent.
Usquebaugh (ua'kwe-bft), n. [It. and Gael.
uisye-hi'at/i't. whisky, lit. water of life, like
Fr. eau de vO;, hr&ndy—uisge, water, and
beatha, life. Whisky is another form of this
word] 1. Whisky.

Wi'tippenny wc fear nae evil,

Wi' ustjuebae we'll face the devil. Burns.

2. A strong compound cordial, made in Ire-
land of brandy or other spirits, raisins,

ch, e^n; th, Sc. iocA; g, yo; J.>ob; h, I-Y ton; ng, %\ng; th. Men; th, (Ain: w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.-See Ket.
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cinnamon, cloves, and other ingredients.
Brande A- C«r.
Usselft (us'self), pron. Ourselves. Wickliffe.

Ustilagtnel (us'ti-la-jin"e-i), n. pi. A sec-
tion of fungi, nat. order Puccinacei, in which
the protospores are not disposed in orbital
or elliptic sori, but form irregular dusty
masses. The genus Ustilago, or smut, is the
type. See Smut.
Ustilago (us-ti-la'go), n. [L. ustilago, from
nro, ustum, to burn.] A genus of fungi;
smut. See Smut.
Ustion (ust'shon), n. [Fr. ttstion, L. nstio,

from vro, ustum, to burn.] The act of burn-
ing: the state of being burned. [So given
by Dr. Johnson, without an example.]
UstoriOUS (us-to'ri-us), «. [See above] Hav-
ing the quality of burning. Watts.
Ustulate (us'tu-lat). a. [L. ustulatus, pp.
of tmtulo. dim. of uro, itstum, to burn.] In
bot. t>Iatkened as if burned.
Ustulation (us-tu-la'shon), n. [L. ustulatus.
See Ustulate.] 1. The act of burning or
searing. * Sindging and ustulation such as
rapid affrictions do cause.' Sir W. Petty.—
2. In metal, the operation of expelling one
substance from another by heat, as sulphur
and arsenic from ores, in a muffle.—3. In
phar. (a) the roasting or drying of moist
substances so as to prepare them for pul-
verizing, (b) The burning of wine.—4. t Ar-
dent lustful passion; concupiscence. [The
reference in the quotation is to 1 Cor. vii. 9.]

It is not certain that they took the better part
when they chose ustulation before marriage, ex-
pressly against the apostle. yer. Taylor.

Usual (u'zhu-al), a [L. usualis, Fr. usuel.
See I'SE. ] In common use; such as occurs
in ordinary practice or in the ordinary
course of events; customary; habitual; com-
mon; frequent; ordinary.

All glory arrogate, to God give none.
Rather accuse him under usual names.
Fortune and Fate. Milton.

Consultation with oracles was formerly a thing
very usual. Hooker.

Usually (u'zhu-al-li), adv. According to
what is usual or customary; commonly;
customarily; ordinarily.

Thou hast men about thee that usually talk of a
noun and a verb. Shak.

Usualness (u'zhu-al-nes), n. The state or
quality of being usual ; commonness; fre-
quency.

Almost every thing, as well what we call natural,
as what we call supernatural, is in this sense really
miraculous; and 'tis only usualness or unusualness
that makes the distinction. Clarke.

Usucaption (u-zu-kap'shon), n. [L. w^it-
capio, usucapionis—usus, use, and capio, to
take.] In civil law, the acquisition of the
title or right to property by the uninter-
rupted and undisputed possession of it for
a certain term prescribed by law : equivalent
to prescription in the common law.
Usufruct (u'zu-frukt), n. [L. umfructus—
U8U8, use, tind/nictus, fruit or enjoyment.]
In law, the temporary use and enjoyment
of lands or tenements, or the right of re-
ceiving the fruits and profits of lands or
other thing without having the right to
alienate or change the property.
The persons receiving the same have only the

usufruct thereof, and not any fee or inheritance
thercui. ^yltjTe.

Usufructuary (u zu-fruk'tu-a-ri), n. A per-
son who has the usufruct or use and enjoy-
ment of property for a time without having
the title or property. Ayliffe.
Usufructuary (u-zu-fruk'tu-a-ri), a. Of or
relating to usufruct; of the nature of a usu-
fruct. Coleridge.

Usurarlous + (u-zhu-ra'rl-us), a. Usurious.
' UsnraHous contracts.' Jer. Taylor
Usurer (u'zhyr-fir), n. [From O.E. usure,
u.sury. See Usury.] 1. Formerly, anyperson
who lent money and took interest for it.

There may be no commutative injustice, while
each retains a mutual benefit, the usurer for his
money, the borrower for his industry. Sir y. Child.

2. One who lends money at an exorbitant
rate of interest; a money-lender who exacts
excessive or inordinate interest. See Usury.
[This is its present usage. ]

Usuringt (u'zh«r-ing), a. Practising usury;
usurious.

See if there be any such tiger or wolf, as an enemy,
as an MJ«r(w^oi)pressor. Jij,. Hall.

Usurious (u-zhu'ri-us), a. l. Practising
usury; taking exorbitant interest for the
use of money. 'Usurious cannibals.' B.
Jimson.~2. Pertaining to or partaking of
usury; acquired by usury. 'Enemies to

interest.. . . holding any increase of money
to be indefensilily usurious.' Blackstone.

Usurlously (u-zhu'ri-us-li), adv. In a usuri-
ous manner.
Usuriousness (u-zhu'ri-us-nes),?*. The state
or quality of being usurious.

Usurp <u-z6rp'), v.t. [Fr. usurper, from L.

usurpo, usurpatum, from v^iis, use, and
rapio, to seize. See Use and Rapid.] 1. To
seize and hold possession of, as of some im-
portant or dignified place, otfice, power, or
property, by force or without right; to seize,

appropriate, or assume illegally or wrong-
fully; as, to usurp a throne; to usurp the
prerogatives of the crown; to usurp power.
'Usurp a name thou ow'st not." Shak.
' Usurps the regal title.' Shak.

\*ice sometimes usurps the place of virtue

Detzham.
2.t To assume in a much wider sense; to
put on; sometimes to counterfeit. Shak.
Usurp (u-z6rp'), v.i. To be or act as an
usurper; hence, to commit illegal seizure;
to encroach: with on or upon. * The parish
churches on which the Presbyterians and
fanatics had usurped.' Evelyn.

And now the Spirits of the Mind
Are busy with poor Peter Bell;

Ufiofi the rights of visual sense
Usurping, with a prevalence

More terrible than a magic spell.

iVordsworth.
Usurpant (u-z6rp'ant), a. Inclined or apt
to usm"p; guilty of usurping.
Some factious and insolent Presbyters ventured to

be extravagant and usurpaut. Bp. Gauden.

Usurpation (u-z6r-pa'shon), n. 1. The act
of usurping; the act of seizing or occupying
and enjoying the place, power, functions,
or property of another without right; es-
pecially, the unlawful occupation of a
throne; as, the usurpationoi supreme power.
'The usurpation of thy unnatural uncle,
English John.' Shak.
An usurper can never have right on his side, it

being no usurpation but where one is got into the
possession of what another has a right to. Locke.

2. In law, the absolute ouster and dis-
possession of the patron of a church, by
presenting a clerk to a vacant benefice, who
is thereupon admitted and instituted ; in-
trusion.—3. An encroaching; encroachment:
with on or upon. D. Webster.~^.i Use;
usage. Bp. Pearson. [ALatinism.]
Usurpatory (u-z6rp'a-to-n), a. Character-
ized or marked by usurpation; usurping.
Usurpature (u-z6rp'a-tur), n. The act of
usurping; usurpation. Browning. [Rare.]
Usurper (u-z6rp'6r), n. One who usurps;
one who seizes power or property without
right: as, the usurper of a throne, of power,
or of the rights of a patron. ' Sole heir to
the usurper Capet.' Shak.
That an enthusiastic votary of liberty should accept

office uhder a military usurper seems, no doubt, at
first sight, extraordinary. Macaulay.

Usurping (u-z6rp'ing), p. and a. Charac-
terized by usurpation. * The worst of tyrants
an usurping crowd.' Pope.
Usurpingly (u-zerp'ing-li). adv. In a usurp-
ing manner; by usurpation; without just
right or claim. Shak.
Usuil}resst (u-z6rp're8),n. A female usurper.
Howell.
Usury (u'zhu-ri), «. [O.E. u^ure, later
usurie, from Fr. us^tre, L. usura, interest
for money lent, lit. a using, from %itor, to
use.] l.t Originally, any premium paid, or
stipulated to be paid, for the use of money;
interest.

Thou oughtest therefore to have put my money to
the exchangers, and then, at my coming. I should
have received mine own with usury. Mat. xxv. 27.

2. An excessive or inordinate premium paid
or stipulated to be paid for the use of money
borrowed.—3. The practice of lending money
at interest; the practice of taking interest
for money lent; or, as the term is now
almost exclusively applied, the practice of
taking exorbitant or excessive interest; the
practice of taking interest in an extortionate
way from the needy or extravagant.
Since there must be borrowing and lending, and

men are so hard of heart as they will not lend freely,
ustiry must be permitted. Bacon.

I know of but two definitions that can be possibly
given of usury; one is the taking of a greater inter-
est than the law allows of: this may be stiled the
political or legal definition. The other is the taking
of a greater mterest than it is usual for men to give
or take: this may be stiled the moral one. Bentham.

Ut (ut), n. The name given to the first or
key note in the musical scale of Guido. from
being the initial word in the Latin hymn
Ut queant laxis, &c, Except among* the
I'Vench. it has been superseded by do.

Utas, n. Same as Utia (which see).

Utensil (u-ten'sil or u'ten-sil). 71. [Fr. uten-
sile, from L. utensilis, tit for use, from utor^
to use.] An implement; an instrument;
particularly, an instrument or vessel used
in a kitchen, or in domestic and farming
business.

And waggons fraught with utensils of war. Milton-

The springs of life their former v^our feel.
Such zeal ne had for that vile ulensit. Garth.

Uterine (u't6r-in),a. [Fr. nterin, L. uterinus,
from uterus, the womb.) 1. Pertaining to
the womb; as, w(eri?ie complaints. —2. Bom
of the same mother, but by a different fa-
ther; as, a uterine brother or sister. Wood.
Uterogestation (u't6r-6-jes-ta"shon), n.
[Uterus and gestation.] Gestation in the
womb from conception to birth.
Uterus (u't6r-us), n. [L.] The womb.
Utgard (ut'gard), 71. [Icel., lit. 'out-yard.']
In Scand. myth, the name given to the circle
of rocks l)ounding the ocean which encom-
passes the world. It is the abode of the
giants.

Utile t (u'til), a. [L. utilis, useful, from
utor, to use.] Useful, profitable, or bene-
ficial. Levins (1570).

Utilitarian (u-til'i-ta"ri-an), a. [From
utility.] Consisting in or pertaining to util-
ity; pertaining to utilitarianism. See ex-
tract.

It was in the winter of 1822-23 that I fonned the
plan of a little society, to be composed of young men
agreeing in fundamental principles—acknowledging
Utility as their standard in ethics and pohtics, and a
certain number of the principal corollaries drawn
from it in the philosophy (Benthamism) I had ac-
cepted—and meeting once a fortnight to read essays
and discuss questions conformably to the premises-
thus agreed on. The fact would hardly be worth
mentioning, but for the circumstance that the name
I gave to the society I had planned was the C/ttli-

.^tartan Society. It was the first time that any one
had taken thetitle of utilitarian: and the term made
its way into the language from this humble source.
1 did not invent the word, but found it in one of
Gait's Novels, The Annals 0/ the Parish, in which
the Scotch clergyman, of whom the book is a snp-
posed autobiography, is represented as waniing hi&
parishioners not to leave the gospel and become
utilitarians. With a boy's fondness for a name and
a banner I seized on the word, and for some years
called myself and others by it as a sectarian appel-
lation; and it came to be occasionally used by some
others holding the opinions which it was intended to
designate. y_ s. Mill.

Utilitarian (u-tiri-ta"ri-an), n. One who
holds the doctrine of utilitarianism.

The utilitarians are for mereing all the particular
virtues into one, and would substitute in their place
the greatest usefulness, as the alone principle io-
which every question respecting the morality of ac-
tions should be referred. Dr. Chalmers.

See also extract under the adjective.
Utilitarianism (u-til'i-ta"ri-an-izni). 7u
1. The doctrine that the greatest happiness
of the greatest number should be the end
and aim of all social and political institu-
tions. Bentham.—2. The doctrine that vir-
tue is founded on utility, or that utility is
the sole standard of morality, so that ac-
tions are right because they are useful: the
doctrine, in the words of one of its chief
exponents, 'which holds that actions are
right in proportion as they tend to promote
happiness, wrong as they tend to produce
the reverse of happiness.' J. S. 31UI.
Utility (u-til'i-ti), n. [Fr. utility, L. idilita^,
from utilis, useful, from utor, to use.] Ilie
state or quality of being useful; usefulness;
the state of being serviceable or couduci\-e
to some desirable or valuable end; as, the
utility of manures upon land; the utility of
the sciences; the utility of medicines.
What we produce, or desire to produce, is always.

as M. Say rightly terms it. an utility. Labour is not
creative of objects but of utilities. y. S. Mill.

Utilization (u'til-iz-a'shon), n. The act of
utilizing' or turning to account.
Utilize (u'til-iz), v.t. [Fr. utiliser, from
utile, useful.] To turn to profitable account
or use ; to make useful ; as, to utilize a
stream for driving niachinerj'.

In the Edinburgh Review for 1809 . , . exception
is t.iken to . , . utilize. . . . Utilize, a word both-
useful and readily intelligible, was very slow in be-
coming naturalized. Fitzeduard Hall

Uti possidetis (ii'ti pos-si-de'tis). [L , a*
you possess.] 1. An interdict of the civil
law as to heritage, ultimately assimilated to
the interdict utrubi, as to movables, where-
by the colourable possession of a bona fide
possessor is continued until the final settle-
ment of a contested right. —2. In inter-
national law, the basis or principle of a
treaty which leaves belligerent parties in
possession of what they have acquired by
their anus during the war.

F4te, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, b«U; oU, pound; u, Sc abane; i.Sciey.
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Uti8,t Utaat (u'tis, u'taa), n. [Xorm. utes,
u(rt*-. ute, the eighth, ut, eight; O.Fr. oit.

Mod. Fr. hiiit, eight; from L. octo, eight.

J

1. The octave of a legal term or of any fes-

tival; the space of eight days after it; also,
the festival itself. ' The iitas of Saynte
Hilary.' Holinshed.~2. Bustle; stir; unre-
strained jollity or festivity.

Then here will be old ulis; it will be an excellent
stratagem. Shak.

Utlary.t Utlawryt (ut'la-ri), n. Outlawry.
'Actions where process of utlary lieth.'

Camden.
Utlegation t (ut-le-ga'shon), n. The act of
outlawing; outlawry. Hudibras.
Utmost (ut'most), a. [A. Sax. &finest, utiQV-
most, to the furthest point or extremity, a
double superlative, being from ftf«iw^,which
itself is a superlative, and -est, also a super-
lative termination ; similarly aftermost.
Outmost i^ another form.] 1. Being at the
furthest point or extremity ; farthest out

;

most distant; extreme. *The utmost limits
of the land.* Dryden. * Antibes, which is

the t((moAY town in France." Evelt/n. 'The
utmost headland of the coast.' Cowper.—
2. Being in the greatest or highest degree

;

as, the utmost assiduity; the utm4)st har-
mony; the 7((mfls( misery or happiness. ' Ut-
most peril.' Shak.—It is often used sub-
stantively preceded by the, by a possessive
noun or pronoun, or other word of a like

limiting force, to signify the most that can
be; the greatest i>ower, degree, or effort; as,

he has done his utmost; try your utmost.

I will be free
Even to tht utmost as I please in words. Shak.

Utopia (u-to'pi-a), n. [Lit. the land of No-
place, from Gr. ou, not, and topos, a place]
1. A terra invented by Sir Thomas More,
and applied by him to an imaginary island
which he represents in his celebrated work
(called also Utopia) as enjoying the utmost
I)erfection in laws, politics, &c., as con-
trasted with the defects of those which then
existed. Hence—2. A place or state of ideal
perfection.

Utopian (u-to'pi-an), a. Of or pertaining
to or resembling Utopia; founded upon or
involving imaginary or ideal perfection.

The task is so difficult that I look upon it rather as
an tttopian idea. H. Swinburne.

Utopian (u-to'pi-anX n. 1. An inhabitant
of Utopia.— 2. One who forms or favours
schemes founded on an idea of mankind
Living in a state of perfect happiness and
virtue; an ardent but impractical political

or social reformer.
Such subtile opinions as few but 6'/(j;»i(i«j are likely

to fall into, we m this climate do not greatly fear.

Hooter.

Utopianiser (u-t6'pi-an-iz-6r), n. Same as
Utopian, n. 2. Southey. [Rare.]

Utopianism (O-to'pi-an-izm). n. The char-
acteristic views or bent of mind of a Utopian

;

ideas founded on or relating to ideal social
perfectibility.

Utoplcal t (u-top'ik-al), a. Utopian.
Let no idle Donatist of Amsterdam dream hence

nf an laopical pciitcxion. Bp. Hall.

Utraaulst (u'tra-kwist),n. See Calixtines.
Utricle (u'tri-kl), n. [L. utrieuius, dim. of
uter, utris, a bag or bottle of hide or skin]
Lit. a little bag or reservoir ; a cell to con-
tain any fluid; speciflcally, (a) in physiol. a
microscopic cell in an animal or vegetable
structure. (6) In hot. a seed-vessel consist-
ing of a very thin loose pericarp, inclosing a
single seed; any thin l)ottle-like or bladder-
like botly ; the two confluent glumes of Carex.
—Internal or primordial utricle, a layer of
a dense mucilaginous consistence, applied
intimately to the inner surface of the cell

wall in young cells of plants.

Utricular (u-trik'ud6r), a. 1. Containing
utricles ; fumishe<l with utricules or gland-
ular vessels like small bags, as sundry plants.
2. Resembling a utricle or bag; speciflcally,

in chem. a term applied to the condition of
certain substances, as sulphur, the vapour
of which, on coming in contact with cold
bodies, condenses in the form of globules,
composed of a soft external pellicle filled

with liquid.

Utricularla (u-trik'u-la'ri-a), n. [L. utrie-
uius, a little )>ladder — from the small
inflated appendages of the roots.] A genus
of a<iuatic plants, nat. order Lentibulaceie.
It is distinguished by the calyx having two
equal lobes, a personate spurred corolla, a
two-lipped stignta, a globose capsule of one
cell, and several seeds fixed to a centra
receptacle. About 120 species have been
-described, three or four of which are na-
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tives of Great Britain, and known by the
common name of bladder-wort. They grow
in ditches and pools. The metamorphosed
leaves attached to the roots are often fur-
nished with little bladders, by means of
which the plant is supported in the water.
Utriculate (ii-trik'ii-lat), a. Utricular.
Utriculiform (u-triku-li-form), a. In hot.

havijis the shape of a bottle; utricular.
Utriculoid (u-trik'u-loid), a. Shaped like a
bladder; utricular.

Utriculose (u-trik'u-los), a. Same as Utric-
ular, 1.

Utrieuius (u-trik'u-lus), n. In hot. see
Utricle.
Utter (ut'tfir), a. [A. Sax. Utor, Uttra, compar.
of at, out. Outer is the same word. See
Out, Utmost.] l.t Being on the exterior
or outside; outer. 'By him a shirt and
utter mantle laid.' Chapman.

To the Bridge's itt/er gate I came. Spenser.

2. t Situated at or beyond the limits of some-
thing; remote from some centre; outside of
any place or space. 'Through utter and
through middle darkness borne.' Milton.

Pursue these sons of darkness ; drive them out
From all heaven's bounds unto the utter deep.

Afitton.
[Comp. the 'outer darkness 'of Mat. viii. 12.]
3. Complete; total; entire; perfect. * Utter
ruin.' Shak. ' i7(ter strangers' Atterbury.

He to whom she told her sins, or what
Her all but utter whiteness held for sin.
Spake often with her of the Holy Grail. Tennyson.

4. Peremptory; absolute; unconditional; un-
qualified. 'Utter refusal.' CUirei^dmi.—
Utter barrister. See Barrister.

Utter (ut't^r), v.t [From the above word;
comp., as also from comparatives, the verbs
to lower, to better.] l.f To put out or forth;
to expel; to emit.
How bragly it (the hawthorn) begins to bud,
And utter his tender head. Spenser.

2. To dispose of to the public or in the way
of trade; to put into circulation, as money,
notes, base coin, &c. : now only used in
regard to the latter articles.

Such mortal drugs I have ; but Mantua's law
Is death to any he that utters them. Shak.
They bring it home, and utter it commonly by the

name of Newfoundland fish, Adp. Abbot.
The whole country should continue in a resolution

never to receive or utter this fatal coin. Swift.

3. To give expression to; to disclose; to pub-
lish; to pronounce; to speak: sometimes
followed by forth.

These very words
Tve heard him utter to his son-in-law. Shak.

In reason's ear they all rejoice.
And ittterforth a glorious voice. Addisott.

Utterable (ut't^r-a-bl), a. Capable of being
uttered, pronounced, or expressed.
When his woe became utterable, he . . . called

out, art thou gone so soon? Miss Buntey.

Utterance (ut't^r-ans), n. The act of utter-
ing; as, (a) a putting forth; disposal by
sale or otherwise ; circulation. ' Victuals
and many necessities . . . sureof i/«era«ce.'
Bacon. (&) Emission from the mouth; vocal
expression; manner of speaking; expression;
pronunciation.
They . . . began to speak with other tongues as

the Spirit gave them utterance. Acts ii. 4.

Many a man thinks admirably well vHio has a poor
utterance. Watts.

Utterance t (at't^r-ansy n. The last or
utmost extremity; the bitter end; death.

This battle was fought so farre forth to the utter-
ance, that, after a wonderfull slaughter on both sides,
when that their swordes and otner weapons were
spent, they buckled together with short daggers.

Hofinshed.
Come, fate, into the lists.

And champion me, to the utleranie. Shak.

[Equivalent to the common French phrase
d otUrance, to which the word probably
owes its origin, though the spelling connects
it with utter]
Utterer (ut't^r-6r), n. One who utters; as,
(o) one who puts into circulation; as, an
utterer of base coin. (6) One who pronounces,
speaks, discloses, or publishes. ' Utterers
of secrets.' Spenser.
Uttereate,t a. uttermost. Chaucer.
Utterless (ut'ttr-les), a. That cannot be
uttered or expressed in words; unutterable;
inexpressible. [Rare. ]

He means to load
His tongue with the full weight of utter/ess thought.

__ Keats.
Utterly (ut't6r-li). odu. To the full extent;
fully; perfectly; totally; as, utterly debased;
utterly lost to all sense of shame; it is

utterly vain; utterly out of my power.
'Utterly tired with an employment so con-
trary to his humour." Clarendon.
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Uttermost ( ut't6r-m6st), a. Extreme ; be-
ing in the furthest, greatest, or highest
degree; utmost; as, the uttermost extent or
end.

Bereave me not . . .

Thy counsel in this uttermost distress. Milton.

Used also substantively, like utmost = the
most that can be done; the highest, greatest,
or furthest degree or effort; the utmost
power or extent.

He is also able to save them to the uttertnost.
Heb. vii. 25.

He cannot have sufficient honour done unto him;
but the uttermost we can do we must. Hooker.

Uttren.t To utter; to publish. Chaucer.
Uva (u'va), n. [L., a grape.] In hot. a term
applied to such succulent indehiscent fruits
as have a central placenta.— Uva ursi, bear-
berry {A rctostaphylos uva ursi).

Uvate (u'vat), n. [L. uva, a grape.] A con-
serve made of grapes. Simmonds.
Uvea (u'ye-a), n. [L. uva, a grape.] A name
given by some anatomists to the choroid
coat of the eye; by others to the black layer
on the back part of the iris: so called from
resembling a grape skin.

Uveous (u've-us), a. [L. uva, a grape.]
1. Resembling a grape or a bunch of grapes.
2. Pertaining to the ^lvea, or black pigment
on the back part of the iris. 'The uveous
coat, or iris of the eye.' Ray.
Uvrou (u'vrou), n. See Euphroe.
Uvula (u'vu-ia), n. [L., dim. of uva, a

grape, the uvula.] The
small conical fleshy
substance which pro-
jects from the middle
of the soft palate, and
hangs over the root of
the tongue. It is com-
posed of the common
integuments of the
mouth and of muscu-
lar tissue, by the con-
traction of which the
uvula is elevated. It
serves to fill up the
gap which remains be-
tween the arches of
the palate, but its ex-
act use is undeter-
mined. The woodcut
shows a, the uvula;
b, palate ; i, soft pa-

late; u, posterior arch of ditto; c, tonsUsj
X, pharynx; d, upper lip; e, under lip; t,

tongue; r, fnenum lingua;, or bridle of the
tongue; 00, frasnum of upper and lower lips;
m, molar teeth ; v, bicuspid teeth ; w, ca-
nine teeth; z, incisor teeth.— f7"yuZa spoon,
a sui^cal instrument like a spoon, to be held
just under the uvula, for the purpose of con-
veying any substance into the cavity behind.
Uvular (u'vu-16r), a. Of or pertaining to
the uvula; as, the uvxdar glands.
Uvularly (u'vu-16r-li), adv. With thickness
of voice, utterance, or emission, as when
the uvula is too long. 'Number Two
laughed (very uvularly).' Dickens.
Uwarowlte (u'va-rof-it), n. [After Uwarow,
a Russian savant.] Chrome-garnet, an em-
erald-green variety of garnet, crystallizing
in rhombic dodecahedrons.
Uxorial (ug-z6'ri-al), a. [See Uxorious]
1. Of or pertaining to a wife or married
woman. ' The beauty of wives, the uxorial
beauty.' Ld. Lytton.~2. Same as Uxorious.
Riccabocca . . . melted into absolute uxorial im-

becility at the sight of that mute distress.

Ld. Lytton.
[Rare in both senses.]
Uxoricide (ug-zori-sid), n. [L. uxor,uxoris,
a wife, and ccedo, to kill] 1. The murder
of a wife by her husband. —2. A husband
who murders his wife.

Uxorious (ug-zo'ri-us), a. [L. uxorius, from
uxor, uxoris, a wife. ] Excessively or foolishly
fond of a wife; doting on a wife.

Toward his queen he was nothing uxorious, nor
scarce indulgent. Bacon.

Uxorlously (ug-zo'ri-us-li), adv. In an
uxorious manner; with foolish or doting
fondness for a wife.

If thou art thus uxoriously inclin'd
To bear thy bondage with a willing mind.
Prepare thy neck. Dryden.

Uxoriousness (ug-zo'ri-us-nes), n. The
state .»r (juality of being uxorious; connubial
dotage; foolish fondness for a wife.

As of a prince whose manhood was all gone.
And molten down in mere uxoriousness.

Tennyson.
Uzema (u'ze-ma), n. A linear measure in
the Binnan Empire; it is about twelve
statute miles.

Interior of the Human
Mouth.

«h, cAain; fth, Sc. locA; g, yo; J, job; t, Fr. ton; ng, ting; jh, eAen; th, lAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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V, the twenty-second letter of the English
alphabet, representing a labial or labio-

dental consonant sound, produced by the

junction of the upper teeth with the lower

lip. as in pronouncing dv, ev, ov, vain.

Its sound (which never varies) is accom-
panied l)y the same position of the organs
as that required for/, but v is uttered with
voice, and is therefore called sonant, while

/ is surd, or uttered with breath merely.

Both V aud/ are also continuous consonants,
their sound being not checked at once (as

in the case of p, t, <fcc.), and they also belong

to the class of the spirants. As mentioned
under IT, v and u were fonnerly the same
letter, but they have now as distinct uses

as any two letters in the alphabet. The
Roman letter v consonant was probably
pronounced as a w: thus ver, spring, would
be pronounced xcer; vespa, a wasp, icespa.

This letter did not belong to the Anglo-
Saxon alphabet, and its sound is believed to

have been represented by/, but appears to

have occurred onlybetween two vowel8(as in

heofon, heaven). At the beginning of words
/regularly kept its own sound, and this ex-

plains how at the present day scarcely any
of the English words that begin with v are
Teutonic {vat. vane, and vixen are excep-
tions), though V is common enough in the
body of words, as in have, leave, live, heaven,

Ac. Almost all English words with initial

V, therefore, are of Romance origin, the
letter having entered our alphabet from the
French. The giving of the v sound to / also

illustrates the change of consonant in the
plural of such words as thief, thieves, wolf,

wolves, life, lives. In the dialect of Southern
England v commonly takes the place of /.

In spelling this letter is never final (though
its sound often is), nor is it ever doubled.
See also U.—As a numeral, V stands for 5.

—In music, V. S. stands for volta subito,

turn over (the leaf) quickly.—In her. V. is

xtsed to express vert or green, in the tricking
or drawing of arms with a pen and ink.

Va (va). [It.] In music, go on; continue;
as. va crescendo, go on increasing the
strength of tone; va rallentando, continue
dragging the time.

Vacance(va'kans),7i. [Fr. wcance, vacancy;
in pi. vacations, holidays. The Scotch word
is usually treated as a plural. See Vacant.]
Vacation; recess of a court or school; holi-

days, especially harvest or summer holidays.
[Scotch.]

Vacancy (va'kan-si). n. [See Vacant.]
1. The quality or state of being vacant,
empty, or unoccupied; emptiness; freedom
from employment ; leisure ; idleness; list-

lessnesa.

All dispositions to idleness or vacaficy, even before
they are habits, are dangerous. JVottoft.

2. That which is vacant or unoccupied ; as,

(a) empty space; outward space, conveying
no impression to the eye; vacuity; as, to
gaze on vacajicy.

Alas, how is't with you.
That you do bend your eye on vacaticyt Shak.

(6) A space between objects or things; an
intermediate space; a gap; a chasm; as, a
vacancy between two Imildings; the va-
cancies between words in writing or print-
ing, (c) An interval of time not devoted to
the ordinary duties or business of life ; un-
occupied, unemployed, or leisure time;
holiday time ; vacation; relaxation. 'No
interim, not a minute's vacancy.' Shak.

Those little vacancies from toils are sweet.
Drydfti.

An industrious husbandman, tradesman, scholar,
will never want business for occasional vacancies
and hora; subcisivae. Sir M. Hale.

(d) An unoccupied or unfilled post, position,
or office; a post, situation, or office destitute
of a person to fill it; as, a vacancy in the
judicial bench, in a parish, in a school, or
the like.

Vacant (vaTcant). a. [L. vacans, vacantis,
ppr. of vaco, to be empty, to be free from
or devoid of something, t" have leisure

;

connections doubtful.] 1. Having no con-
tents; empty; unfilled; void; as, a vacant
space; a vacant room. ' Vacant garments.'
Shak. 'Being of these virtues vacant.' Shak.

' A vacant seat prepared for the commodore.'
Anson.

There is no fireside, howsoe'er defended,

But has one vacant chair. Loug/ellow.

2. Not occupied or filled with an incumbent,
possessor, or official; unoccupied. 'Special

dignities which vacant lie for thy best use

and wearing.' Shak. 'They allowed the

throne vacant.' Swift.— 3. Not engaged
with business or care; unemployed; unoc-
cupied; free; as, vacant hours. * Those who
are vacant from the affairs of the world.'

Dr. H. More. ' Tacani moments.' Addison.

4. Free from thought; not given to thinking,

study, reflection, or the like; thoughtless;

inane. 'The loud laugh that spoke the

vacant mind.' Goldsmith.— b. In law, aban-
doned; having no heir; as, vacant effects or

goods. — Vacant succession, a succession

which is claimed by no one, or the heir to

which is unknown.—Syn. Empty, unfilled,

unoccupied, void, unemployed, free, un-
encumbered, uncrowded, idle, thoughtless,

inane.

Vacate (va-kaf). v.t. pret. & pp. vacated;
ppr. vacating. [See VACANT.] 1. To make
vacant ; to cause to be empty; to quit the
occupancy or possession of; to leave empty
or unoccupied; as, James II. vacated the
throne.- 2. To annul; to make void; to make
of no authority or validity j as, to vacate a
commission; to vacate a charter. 'That
after-act, vacating the authority of the pre-

ceding.' Eikon Basilike. 'Would not vacate

the reasoning.' Paley.~-Z. To defeat; to put
an end to.

He vacates my revenge. Dryden.

Vacation (va-ka'shon), n. [Fr. vacation,

from L. vacatio. See VACATE.] 1. The act

of vacating; (a) the act of leaving without
an occupant; as, the vacation of an office.

(6) The act of making void, vacant, or of no
validity; as, the vacation of a charter.—2. A
space of time, or a condition, in which there
is an intermission of a stated employment
or procedure; stated interval in a romid of

duties; holidays; as, specifically, (a) in law,

temporarj- cessation of judicial proceedings;
the space of time between the end of one
term and the beginning of the next; recess;

non-term.

Why should not conscience have vacation
As well as other courts o' th' nation! Hudibras.

(&) The intermission of the regular studies

of a college, school, or other educational
institution, when the students have a recess;

holidays; as, the summer vacation.—^. Tlie

time when an office is unoccupied, especi-

ally when a see or other spiritual dignity is

vacant.—4. t Time not disposed of; leisure

time.
So taken up with what they endured, they had no

vacation largely to relate their own or others' suffer-

ings. Fuller.

Vaccary (vak'a-ri), n. [L.L. vaccarium,
from L. vacca, a cow.] An old provincial
tenn for a cow-house, dairy, or a cow-pas-
ture. Halliwell.

Vaccina (vak-si'na), n. Same as Vaccinia.
Dnnglison.
Vaccinate (vak'si-nat). v.t. pret. & pp. vac-
cinated; ppr. vaccituiting. [L. vaccinas, per-

taining to a cow, from vacca, a cow.] To
inoculate with the cow-pox by means of
vaccine matter or lymph taken directly or
indirectly from the cow for the purpose of

procuring immunity from small-pox or of

mitigating its attack.

Vaccination (vak-si-na'shou), n. The act of
vaccinating; the art or practice of inoculat-
ing persons with the cow-pox, either directly
or indirectly, for the purpose of securing
them from the contagion of small-pox. The
indirect method of vaccination by lymph
taken from a pustule caused by previous vac-
cination in a healthy child is the most com-
mon. Dr. Jenner was the first who showed
the beneficial effects of vaccination, whicli,

in a great proportion of instances, confers a
complete security against small-pox. Even
in those cases where the small-pox does oc-

cur after vaccination it is generally divested
of its more formidal ile characters. Repeated
vaccinations, with inten-als of several years,
are believed to increase the security. In

England the vaccination of all children, ex-
cepting those in an unhealthy or otherwise
unfit condition, is compulsory within three
months after birth ; in Scotland the time
extends to six months. See Cow-pox, also
Inoculation.
Vaccinator (vak'si-nat-^r), n. One who vac-
cinates.

Vaccine (vaksin), a. [L. vaccinus. from
vacca, a cow.] Pertaining to cows; derived
from cows; as, the vaccine disease or cow-
pox— I'accine matter, the lymph contained
in the pustules produced by vaccination or
derived from vesicles on the lidder of the
cow. See Cow-pox.
Vaccinia (vak-sin'i-a), n. [See Vaccine.]
CuV-pox.
Vacciniacesa (vak'si-ni-a"se-e), n. pi. A nat.

order of monopetalous exogens, consisting
ofshrubbyplants, with aqueous juices.round
or angled stems and branches, alternate sim-
ple leaves, with a solitary or racemose inflor-

escence, the flowers regular and united; the
fruit is a berry, four or five celled, few or
many seeded. The species are natives of
North America, where they are abimdant;
in Europe they occur sparingly, but they
are not uncommon in mountainous dis-

tricts. The properties of the order closely

resemble those of Ericaceae, with which,
indeed, Vacciniacese have much in common,
being mainly distinguished by the inferior

ovar>' aud epigynous stamens. The bark
and leaves of many of the species are as-

tringent, slightly tonic, and stimulating. The
berries of many are eaten under the names
of cranberry, whortleberry, &c. Several
species are elegant garden shrubs, as those
belonging to the genus Gaylussacia. The
typical genus is Vaccinium.
Vaccinist (vak'sin-ist), n. A vaccinator.
Dutiglison.

Vacciniuni(vak-sin'i-um),)i. [L,the whortle-
berry.] A genus of plants, nat. order Vac-
ciniacea;, of which it is the type. The spe-

cies, of which about 100 have been de-

scribed, are shrubs, producing berries which
are generally eatable, and are known by the

common names of
bilberries, whortle-
berries, cranber-
ries, Ac. The fol-

lowing are natives
of Britain: V. Myr-
tilhis, the common
bilberry or blae-

berry ; V. uligiiw-
sum, great bilberr}'

or bog whortle-
berry; V.Vitisidcea,
red whortleberry
or cow-berrj' ; V.

Oxycoccos, marsh
whortleberry or
cranberry, the ber-
ries of which made
into tarts are much

esteemed. This last, a pretty little trailing

bog plant, with slender stems, pink flowere.

and bright red berries, is sometimes con-
sidered the type of a distinct genus, Oxy-
coccos. V. stamineum and T'. coryiubosian,

swamp blueberrj', are natives of North Ame-
rica.

Vacher (va-sha'), n. [Fr. xacher, from
vache, L. vacca, a cow.] In America, a
name sometimes given to a cattle keeper
or vaquero. See vaquero.
Vachery (vash'fer-i). n. [A provincial word.
Fr. vacherie. See Vacher.] 1. A pen or

Inclosure for cows. —2. A dairy. — 3. A
place-name for farms.

l'achery{t\i^ch with its French sound) is the name
of several farms in different parts of England

Latfuznt.

Vacillancy (vas'il-lan-si). n [From L. va-

cillo, to waver. See Vacillate.] A state of

vacillating or wavering; vacillation; incon-

stancv. 'That vacUlancy in human souls.'

Dr. H. More. [Rare.]
Vacillant(vas'il-lant). a. Vacillating; fluctu-

ating; unsteady. [Rare.]

Vacillate (vas'il-lat). v. i. pret. & pp. vacil-

lated; ppr. vacillating. [L. vadllo, vacU-
latum, to sway to and fro; connections
doubtful; probably not allied to E. wag.

\"

l^accinium Myrtillits (Bil-

berry).

F&te, (ftr. fat, t%\\; rae, met, h^r; pfne, pin; n&te, not, m<ire; tube, tub, bull: oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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waggle. ] 1. To waver; to move one way and
the oUier; to reel or stagger.

But whilst it (a spheroid) turns upon an axis that
is Dot permanent ... it is always liable to shift and
vacillate from one axis to another. Faley.

2. To fluctuate in mind or opinion ; to waver;
to be unsteady or inconstant.

Vacillattng(va8'il-Iat-ing), p. and a. 1. Mov-
ing 80 as to vacillate. —2. Unsteady in opinion
or resolution; inclined to fluctuate. MUman.
VacUlatinsiy (vas'il-lat-iug-li). adv. In a
vacillating manner; unsteadily.

Vacillation (vas-11-la'shon). n. (Fr. vacilla-

tion, from L. vacillatio, from vacilfo. See
Vacillate.] l. The act of vacillating; a
wavering; a moving one way and the other;

a reeling or staggenng.
They (the bones of the feet) are put in action by

erery slip or vaciliatiott of the body. Paiey.

2 Vacillating conduct; fluctuation of mind;
unsteadiness; change from one object to

another; inconstancy. 'So remainders of

doubt, no vacillation.' Bp. Hall.

By your variety and vaciliaticn you lost the accept-
able lime of the first grace. Bacffn.

Vacillatory (vas'il-la-to-n). a. Inclined to
vacillate; wavering; vacillating; uncertain.

'Such vacillato^ accounts of atfairs of state.

'

Roger North. [Rare.]

Vacoa (va-ko'a), n. A species of screw-
pine {Patvianus utilin) abounding in the
islands of Mauritius and Bourbon, whose
leaf-flbre is made into sacks for colonial
produce
Vacuate (vak'u-at), v.t. pret. & pp. vacu-
at^d; ppr. vacuating. [L. \>aeuo, vacitatum,
to empty, from vacuxm. empty.] To make
empty; to evacuate. [Rare.]
Vacuatlon(vak-u-a'8hou). n. [See Vacuate.]
The act of emptying; evacuation. [Rare.]

Vacuist (vak'u-iat), n. One who holds the
doctrine of a vacuum in nature: opposed to

a plenist.

Tho^e spaces which the vaatists would have to be
empty because they are manifestly devoid of air the
pleni&ts do not prove replenished with subtle matter.

Boyle.

Vacuity (va-ku'i-ti), n. [L. vacuitag, from
vacuum, empty, kkm vacant, vOiCate.} 1. The
state of being vacuous, empty, or unfilled;

emptiness.

Hunger is such a state of vacut'/y as to require a
fre&b supply. ArduthnoC.

% Space unfilled or unoccupied, or occupied
with an invisible fluid only; vacuum.
A vacuity is interspersed among the particles of

matter. Beutley.

%. Want of reality; inanity; nihility.

If they'll run behind the glass to catch at it their
expectations will meet with xiacuUy and eniptiness.

Glanvilte.

4. Freedom from mental exertion; thought-
lessness; liatlessness; vacancy. 'A patient
people, much given to slumber and va-
atity. and but little troubled with tlte dis-

ease of thinking." ir. Irving— o. Absence
of intelligence in look or countenance; ex-
pression showing want of thought or intel-

ligence.

Vacuna (va-ku'na), n. [From vaco, to be at
leisure.] In Latin myth, the goddess of
rural leisure, to whom husbandmen sacri-

ficed at the close of harvest. She was espe-
cially a deity of the Sabines,

Vacuolated (vak'Q-o-Iat-ed), a. Full of
vacuoles or small air-cavities.

Vacuolation (vak'u-6-la "ahon), n The
multiplication of vacuoles or air-cells which
takes place in the process of the develop-
ment c.f an organism from the germ— seen
also in the adult state of many Protozoa.
Vacuole(vak'u-ol),«. [Adim.from vacuum.]
A minute cell or cavity in the tissue of
organisms, as in the Protozoa. According
to Beale, vacuoles are little cavities in the
tissues of plants and animals in which the
Uvinir, forming, or germinal matter, called
bioplasm, exists.

Vacuous (vak'u-us), a. [L. Tacuun. See
Vacuum.] Empty; unfilled; void; vacant.

Boundless the deep, because I AM who fill

Infinitude, nor Z'«f"t)j<j the space. Miifon

VaCUOUSness (vak'ii-ns-nes), n The state
nf l>eing vacuou.<i or empty. W, }fo)tta'iu^.

Vacuum (vak'u-um), n. pi. Vacuums
(vak'u-uniz). or sometimes Vacua 'vak'u-a),

[L , an empty space, a void <jr vacuity, neut
sing, of vacunn, empty; akin vacant, vaca-
tujii. Ac] Space empty, or space devoid
of all matter or body. Whether there is

such a thing aa an absolute vacuum in

nature is a (question wliich has been much
controverted. The existence of a vacuum
was maintained by the Pythagoreans. Epi-

cureans, and Atomists; but it was denied by
the Peripatetics, who asserted that ' nature
abhors a vacuum .

' Themodem theory', which
seems to be warranted by experience, is that
an absolute vacuum cannot exist, the subtle
medium known as ether being believed to be
everywhere present. In a less strict sense a
vacuum (more or less perfect) is said to be
produced when air is more or less completely
removed from an inclosed space, such as
the receiver of an air-pump, a portion of a
barometric tube. &c. In the receiver of the
air-pump the vacuum can only be partial, as
the exhaustion is limited by the remaining
air not having sufficient elasticity to raise
the valves. The Torricellian vacuum, that
is, the space above the mercury in a carefully
manipulated barometer tube, is more nearly
perfect in this respect, but the space is to
some extent filled with the vapour of mer-
cury. If, however, an air-pump receiver,
filled with pure carbonic acid gas (so as to
expel the air), be exhausted, a small vessel
containing moist caustic potash, and another
containing concentrated sulphuric acid, hav-
ing been previously introduced, the remain-
ing carbonic acid is taken up and a vacuum
produced so nearly absolute that the electric

spark falls to pass through it.

Vacuum-brake (vak'u-um-brak).n. Abrake
operated tiy st*am, used in connection with
railway carriages, Ac, in which the power
employed is the pressure of the atmosphere
produced by creating a vacuum.
Vacuum-gauge (vak'u-um-gaj). n. An in-

strument for indicating difference between
the external atmospheric pressure and the
pressure inside a partially exhausted vessel,

such as a steam-boiler which has become
cold and in which the steam has condensed.
the receiver of an air-pump, &c. E. H.
Knight.

Vacuum-pan (vak'u-um-pan), n. A vessel
for boiling sacchahue juices in a partial
vacuum during the process of sugar-making.
It is usually spheroidal in shape, and is

made in two segmental or semi-globular
portions. The vapour from the boiling juice
rises into the dome at the top, when it is

removed by a pump or condenser. The ad-
vantages of this vessel over the old pans are
that the quality and quantity of the crystal-
Ifzable sugar are raised, a smaller proportion
of grape-sugar or molasses being produced.
E II Knight.

Vacuum-pump (vak'u-um-punip), n. A
pump conncL'ted with the boiler of a marine
8team-en;_')ne fur pumping out the fdr and
so creating a vacuum, whereupon the sea-
water flows in from the pressure of the at-

mosphere.
Vacuum-tube Cvak'u-um-tOb), n. A tube
employed to examine the elfects of a dis-

charge of electricity through air or gas rare-
fied or exhausted to the required d^ree.
The most striking phenomenon is the mag-
nificent coloured light with which the tube
is filled, the colour of the light being differ-

ent at the positive and negative electrodes,
and varying with the gas through which the
discharge is passed. Thus, in common air

it is purple or red at the positive end, blue
or yiolet at the negative: in hydrogen, it

is greenish -blue. It is Ify means of the
vacuum-tube that the Rontgen-rays have
been discovered and utilized.

Vade* (vad), vi. [A form of fade. As to
change of/ U) v see V.] 1. To pass away; to
vanish; to depart.

When he departed, the onelie shield, defense, and
comfort of the commonwealth was vaded and gone.

Hclitts/ud.

2. To fade; to wither. ' Fair flower, untimely
plucked, soon vaded.' Shah.

There the sweet flowers of delight fade away in

that season out of our heart, as the leaves fall from
the trees after hani-est. Sottthey.

Vade-mecum (va'de-me'kum), n. [L.. go
with me] A book or other thing that a
person carries with him as a constant com-
panion; a manual; a pocket companion.
Vadimonyt (vad'i-mo-ni), n. [L.vadimo-
nifim. from vas.vaditt, a. surety.] Inoldlaw,
a bond or pledge to appear l>efore a judge
on a eertain day.

Vadium (va'di-um), n. [From L. vas.vadis,
a surety, bail.] In Scots laic, a wad; apledge
or surety.— rrtdiwin viortnum. a mortgage.
— Vadium rimim, a living pledge.

VafrOUS (va'frus), a. [L. va/er, sly. cunning.

]

Crafty; cunning ' Va/rons tricka.' Fel-
fhani

Vagabond (vag'a-bond), a. [Fr. vagabond,
from L. vagabundue, wandering to and fro,

from vagor, to wander; same root as veho, to
carry, and as E. wagon.] 1. Wandering;
moving from place to place without any
settled habitation. ' Vagabond exile.' Shak.
2. Floating about without any certain direc-

tion; driven to and fro. * Like to a vagabond
flag upon the stream.' Shak.—Z. Pertain-
ing to a vagabond or worthless stroller.

Vagabond (vag'a-bond), n. 1. 1 One without
a settled home ; one going from place to
place; a wanderer; a vagrant. [Not neces-
sarily in a bad sense.]

Reduced, like Hannibal, to seek relief

From court to court, and wander up and down,
A -vagabond in Afric. Addison.

2. An idle worthless stroller from place to
place without fixed habitation or visible

meansof earning an honest livelihood ; hence,
in law, an idle, worthless vagrant. See Va-
grant.

.

Vou are a z-agabond and no true traveller. Shak.

3. An idle, worthless fellow; a scamp; a ras-

cal. [Colloq.]

Vagabond (vag'a-bond), v.t To wander
about in an idle manner; to play the vaga-
bond : with an indefinite it (comp. vaga-
bondize). C. lieade.

Vagabondage (vag'a-bond-aj), n. Tlie state
or c'Midition of a vagabond; as, to live in
Vd'jahondage M'Culloch.
Vagabondism (vag'a-bond-izm), n. The
ways or Jiabits of a vagabond: vagabondage.
Vagabondize (vag'a-bond-iz), v.i. To wan-
der like a vagabond : with an indefinite it.

' Vagabondizi}ig it all over Holland.' C.

Jieade.

Vagabondryt (vag'a-bond-ri), n. Vagabond-
age. Cotgrave.

Vagal (va'g«l).« In anat. pertaining to the
vais'us or pneumogastric nerve.

Vagancyt (va'gan-si), n. l. Vagrancy.—
2. E.vtravagance. Milton.

Vagante& (va-gan'tez), n. pi. [L. vagans. va-
ganti^. ppr. of vagor, to wander. ]

' A tribe
of spiders having uo fixed place of residence
except at the period of oviposition.

Vasrarious (va-ga'ri-us), a. Having vagaries;
wliimsical; capricious.

VagarlBh (va-ga'rish), a. Wandering; given
to vagaries.

His eyes were oft vagarish. Dr. Wolcot.

Vagary (va-gari), n. [Probably from the
verb vagary, and that from It. vagare, to
wander about, from L. vagari, to wander
(whence vagabond, &c.), or it may be di-

rectly from the Latin.] l.t A wandering or
strolling.

The people called Phoenices gave themselves to
long vagaries, and continual viages by sea.

Barnaby Rich.

2. A wandering of the thoughts ; a wild
freak; a whim; a whimsical purpose. *A
most extravagant vagary.' Beau. ^ Fl.
' The vagaries of a child.' Spectator.

They chang'd their minds.
Flew off, and into strange vagaries fell. Milton.

Vagaryt (va-ga'ri), v.i. [See the noun] To
^1; to range. 'To wander, vagary, gad,
range.' Cotgrave.

Vagationt (va-ga'shon), n. [L. vagatio, from
vagor, to wander.] A wandering; a roving
about.
Vaglentt (va'ji-ent), a. [L. vagiens, vagien-

tits, ppr of vagio. to cry like a child.] Crjing
like a child.' ' Vagient infancy.' Dr. H.
More.
Vagina (va-ji'na), n. [L. a sheath.] 1. In
anat. a name extended to many parts which
serve as sheatlis or envelopes to other parts;
specifically, a cylindrical canal 5 or inches
long situated within the pelvisof the female.
I>etween the bladder and the rectum, and
comnuinicating by one extremity with the
vulva, and by the other with the womb, the
neck of wliich it embraces. ~2. In bot. the
sheath formed by the convolution of a flat

petiole round a stem, as in grasses.—3. In
arch, the upper part of the shaft of a ter-

minus, from which the bust or figure seems
to issue or arise.

Vaginal (va-jt'nal or vaj'i-nal ). a. [L, vagina,
a sheath. See Wain.] 1. Pertaining to a
sheath or resembling a sheath; as, n vaginal
membrane—2 In anat. pertaining to the
vagina.

Vaginant (va-ji'nant),a. In bot sheathing;
as. a vaginant leaf, one investing the stem
or branch by its base, which has the form
of a tube.

Vaglnata (vaji'na-ta), n pi. [L. vagina, a
sheath.] The sheathed polyps; an order of
polyps, comprising those inclosed in a cal-

careous or homy polypary.

ch, cAain; eh, Sc, locA; g, go; J, Job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, siny; th, then: th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh. azure.—See KEY.
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Vaglnate (va-ji'-nat), n. One of the Vagi-

Vaginate, Vaglnated (va-ji'nat, va-ji'nat^

ed), ((. In bat. sheathed; invested by the

tubular base of the leaf, as a stem.

Vaglnopennous (va-ji'no-pen"u8), a. [L.

caoina, a sheath, and penna, a feather. ]

Sheath-winged; having the wings covered

with a hard case or sheath, as some insects.

Vaglnula, Vagimile (va-jin'u-la, vaj'in-ulX

H. [L. vaginula, dim. of vagnia, a sheath.]

In but (a) the sheath at tlie base of the seta

of an urn-moss. (6) Oue of the tubular

florets in composite flowers.

VagOUSt (va'gus), a. [L. vagtig, wandenng.]
Wandering; unsettled. Ayliffe.

Vaffrancy (va'gran-si), n. 1. A state of wan-

dering without a settled home. [Not neces-

sarily in a bad sense.]

Did he spend his days in continual labour, in rest-

less travel, in endless vagrancy, going about doing

good. Barrow.

2. The life and condition of being a vagrant

in ordinary sense. In laxo, the name given

to a very miscellaneous class of offences

against public police and order. See Va-

QRAKT.
Vagrant (va'grant), a. [Formerly vagarant.

Norm, vagarant, O.Fr. vagant, from L. va-

gari, to wander, to stray. ] 1. Wandering
from place to place without any settled

habitation. * 7a(7ra7t( through all the world.'

May.
An irksome drudgery seems it to plod on
Through dusty ways, in storm, from door to door,

A vap-rant merchant bent beneath his load.
SVordsworth.

2. Pertaining to one who wanders; unsettled;

as, a vagrant life. Macaulay.—Z. Moving
without any certain direction. ' These same
dark curls blown vagrantm the wind. '

KeaU.

Vagrant (va'grant), n. 1. A wanderer; one

without a settled home or habitation. Bar-

row.— 2. An idle wanderer or stroller; a

vagabond; a tramp: now the ordinary mean-
ing.
Vagrants and outlaws shall offend thy view. Prtor.

In law, the word vagrant has a much more
extended meaning than that assigned to it

in ordinary language, and in its application

the notion of wandering is almost lost. In the

English statutes vagrants are divided into

three grades: (a) idle and disorderly persons,

or such as, while able to maintain themselves

and families, neglect to do so ; unlicensed

pedlars or chapmen, beggars, common pros-

titutes, &c.; all such persons being liable to

a month's imprisonment with hard labour.

(6) Rogues and vagabonds, or such as have
Tseen convicted of being idle and disorderly

persons, and have been found guilty of a

repeated offence, fortune-tellers and other

like impostors, personsgamblingand betting

in public, persons having no visible occupa-

tion, and unable to give a good accoimt of

themselves, &c.; such persons being hable
to three months' imprisonment with hard
labour, (c) Incorrigible rogues, or such as

have been convicted as rogues and vaga-

"bonds, and are guilty of the repetition of

the offence, persons breaking out of legal

confinement, &c. ; all such persons being
liable to twelve months' imprisonment with
hard labour, whipping being added at the
option of the judge.

Vagrantly (va'grant-li), adv. In a vagrant,
wandering, luisettled manner. [Eare.]

Vagrantness (va'grant-nes), n. The state

of being vagrant; vagrancy. [Rare.]

Vagae (vag), a. [Fr. vague, from L. vagus,
wandenng. See Vagabond.] l.t Wander-
ing; vagrant; vagabond.

. Gray encouraged his men to set upon the -vague
villains, good neither to live peaceably, nor to fignt.

Sir y. Hayivard.
I was as vague as solitary dove
Nor knew that nests were built. Keats.

2. Unsettled as regards meaning, scope, or
the like; unfixed; xmdetermined; indefinite;

not clear; hazy; uncertain; doubtful. ' Vague
ideas.' Locke.—Z. Proceeding from no known
authority; flying; imcertain; aa, a ca^te
report.

I have read in some old marvellous tale

Some legend strange and vague.
That a midnight host of spectres pale
Beleaguered the walls of Prague. Longfellow.

Vaguet (vagX n. 1. A wandering.—2. A va-

gary.

Vaguet (vag), o.i. To wander; to stroll; to

roam. ' To -vagv^ and range abroad.' Uol-
land.

Vaguely (v^li), adt7. Jn a vague, uncertain,

unsettled manner; without deflnitenesa,

clearness, or distinctness.

Vagueness (vag'nes), n. The state of being

vague, indefinite, unsettled, or uncertain

;

want of clearness; ambiguousness; haziness.

His speculations have none of that vagueness

which is the common fault of political philosophy.
Afaeau/ay.

Vagus (va'gus), n. [L. vagiis, wandering,

from its course.] The pneumogastric nerve

or nerves.

Vahea (vaTie-a), n. A genus of plants, nat.

order Apocynacese. V. gummi/era, a spe-

cies found in Madagascar, is said to yield an

excellent kind of caoutchouc.

Vailc (vak). v.i. To become vacant; to be
vacant; to be unoccupied. [Scotch.]

Vail (val), n. and v. Same as Veil. See VEIL.

Vailt (val), v.t. [Abbrev. from O.E. avale,

avail, from Fr. avaler, to let down, from L.

ad, to, and valli^, a valley. ] 1. To let or cast

down; to lower; to let fall; to take off,

Vaii your regard

Upon a wronged, I'd fain have saia, a maid. SHak.

When as vailed was her lofty crest

Her golden locks . . . themselves adown display

And raught unto her heeles. Spenser.

2. To let down, lower, or take off, in token
of respect or submission. ' Did vail their

crowns to his supremacy.' Shak. 'And
Greece itself vail to our English voice.'

Chapman. 'Without vailingtii^ bonnet' Sir

W. Scott.
Certain of the Turk's gallies, which would not vail

their topsails, the Venetians fiercely assailed.
Knolles.

3. To let sink, as through fear. ' That furious

Scot 'gan vail his stomach.' Shak.

VaUt (val), v.i. To yield or recede; to give

place; to show respect by yielding, uncover-
ing, or otherwise.
Thy convenience must vail to thy neighbour's ne-

cessity. South.

Vailt (val), n. Submission; descent; decline.

Vail (val), v.i. [An abbrev. of avaiX.^ To
profit. [Poetical.]

Vails not to tell what steeds did spurn.
Where the seven spears of Wedderbume,

Their men in battle order set. Sir IV. Scott.

Vail (val), n. [From avail, profit, advan-
tage.] l.t Profit; proceeds.

My house is as 'twere the cave where the young
outlaw hoards the stolen vails of his occupation.

Chafitnan.

2.t An unlooked or casual acquisition; a
windfall. Tooke.—Z. Money given to servants

by a visitor.
They (the lackeys) guzzled, devoured, debauched,

cheated, played Ccirds. bullied visitors for vails.
Thackeray.

Vallert (val'^r), n. One who vails; one who
yields from respect.

He is high in his own imagination . . . when he
goes he looks who looks ; if he finds not a good store

of vailers he comes home stiff. Sir T. Overbury.

Vaimiiret (va'mur), n. See Vauntmure.
Vain (van), a. [Fr. vain, vain, fruitless,

empty, vainglorious, Ac, from L. vanus,

empty, void; probably from same root as E.

to wane, icant.^ 1. Having no real value or

importance ; unsubstantial ; empty ; idle
;

trivial; worthless; unsatisfying. ' ratw wis-

dom all, and false philosophy.' Milton.

Every man walketh in a vain show. Ps. xxxix. 6.

Vain pomp and glory of this world, 1 hate ye

!

Shak.

2. Producing no good result; destitute of

force or efficacy; fruitless; ineffectual; use-

less.
Give us help in the time of trouble ; for vain is the

help of man. Ps. Ix. ii.

Let no man speak again
To alter this, for counsel is but vain, Shak.

Comparatively seldom said of concrete
objects. * How thesu vain weak nails may
tear a passage.' Shale.— ^. Light-minded;
foolish; silly. ' As school-maids change their

name by vain though apt affection.' Shak.

4. Pi-oud of petty things or of trifling attain-

ments; elated with a high opinion of one's

own accomplishments, or with things more
showy than valuable; having a morbid crav-

ing for the admiration or applause of others;

puffed up; inflated; conceited; as, to be
vain of one's fine clothes.

Vain men delight in telling what honours have
been done them, what great company they have
kept, and the like, by which they plainly confess that

these honours were more than their due, and such
as their friends would not believe if they had not

been told ; whereas a man truly proud thinks the

honours below his merit, and scorns to boast. S-u-i/i.

5. Showy; ostentatious.

I-oad some vain church with old theatric state.

Pop<.

—In vain, to no purpose; without effect; in-

effectually.
In vain they do worship me. Mat. xv. 9.

Providence and nature never did anything in vain.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

Shakspere has S^ vain in the same sense.

—To take the name of God in vain, to use
the name of God with levity or profaneness.

Syn. Empty, trivial, worthless, unsatisfy-

ing, fruitless, ineffectual, useless, idle, un-
real, void, shadowy, delusive, unimportant,
proud, conceited, inflated, showy, ostenta-

tious, false, deceitful.

Vainglorious (van-glo'ri-us), a. 1. Feeling
vainglory ; vain to excess of one's own
achievements; elated beyond due measure;
boastful.

Vainglorious man . .

In his Ught wings is lifted up to sky. Spenser.

Vainglorious, and through in^my seeks fame.
Yet to glory aspires

in^my seeks fan
Milton.

2. ludicating or proceeding from vainglory;

founded on vanity; boasting. ' Vainglorious

vaunts.' Hackluyt. ' Arrogant and vain-

glorious ex\}Xid%sXon.' Sir M. Hale.

Valngloriously (van-^lo'ri-us-li), adv. With
vainglory or empty pnde. Mili&n.

Vainglory (van-glo'ri), n. Glory, pride, or
boastfulness that is vain or empty; tendency
to imduly exalt one's self or one's own per-

formances; vanity, especially such as leada

a person to endeavour to make a show; vain

pomp or show.
Vaine-glorie is for to have pompe and delit in his

temporal highnesse, and glorie him in his worldly

estate. Chaucer.

He hath nothing of vainglory, but yet kept state

and majesty to the height. Bacon.

Let nothing be done through strife or vainglory.
Phil. ii. 3.

Vainly (van'li), adv. In a vain manner;
as, (a) without effect; to no purpose; inef-

fectually; in vain. ' Benefit no further than
va inly longing. ' Shak.

In weak complaints youvainly waste your breath.
Dryden.

(&) In an inflated or conceited manner;
proudly; arrogantly; as,' to strut about
vainly, (c) Idly; foolishly; unreasonably.

'At random from the truth, vainly ex-

pressed.' Shak.

Vainness (van'nes), n. 1. The state of being
vain ; inefiicacy ; ineffectualness ; as, the

vainness oi efforts.—2. Empty pride; vanity.^
' Free from vainness and self-glorious pride.'

Shak.
Vair (var), n. [O.Fr. vair, from L. vanus,
various, variegated.] An old name for a kind
of fur, no doubt originally a particoloured

fur. In her. one of the
furs, composed of sepa^

rate pieces, silver and
blue (argent and azure),

cut to resemble little

shields, or (it is said) the
flower of the campanula,
and opposed to each
oUier in rows. When of

different colours these"""
are specified and de-

scribed vair^ or vairy, e.g. vairy argent and
vei-t. Counter-vair differs from vair by hav-

ing the bells or cups arranged base against

base, and point against point.

Vair, a fur ranking with ermine and sable among?t
the most highly-prized of the many used for the linmg
or trimming of mantles, gowns, and other articles of

apparel in the middle ages. It is said to have been
the skin of a species of squirrel (some say weasel),

eray on the back, and white on the throat and belly.
^ ' Plamht.

Vair6, Vairy (va'ra, va'ri). a. In Aer. see

Vaik.
VaisesMka (vi-sa'shi-ka), n. The second of

the two great divisions of the Xyaya system
of Hindu philosophy, and supposed to be a

later development of it, differing from it

principally by its doctrine of atomic indi-

vidualities (viseshas), whence the name.

Vaishnava (vi-shna'va), n. Lit. a wor-

shipper of Vishnu. The Vaishnavas form
one of the great divisions into which Brah-

manism is divided, characterized by belief

in the supremacy of Vishnu over the other

gods of the Triuiurti. Tliis division is again

broken up into subordinate sects named
after respective founders.

Vaisya (vis'ya), n. A member of the third

caste among the Hindus, comprehending
merchants, traders, and cultivators. The
vaisyas comprise the bulk of the Aryan
population of India, after deducting the

Brahmans and Kshatriyas or the priestly

and warrior castes.

Valvode (va'vod), n. See Waywot.k.
Vakeel (vakel'), n. In the East Indies, aa
itmbassador or agent sent on a special com-
mission, or residing at a court; a native at-

torney; a native Indian law-pleader.

Fate, lar, fat, fall; loe, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pouuu; u. So. abune; y, Sc. ie^.
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Valance, Valence (vai'ans. varens), n.

[Frum Norm, valaunt, O.Fr. avalant, de-
sceuding, hanging down, from avaler, to
let down. It was probably a plural form
originally. See Avale, Vail, to let down.]
The drapery hanging round a bed, from the
head of window curtains, from a couch, &c.
' Valance of Venice.' Skak. ' The valatice
of the bed.' Swift.

Valance, Valence (vai'ans, val'ens), v.t. To
furnish or decorate with a valance: figura-
tively used in the quotation for to decorate
with a beard.

Thy face is valanc'd since I saw thee last. Shak,

Valanche (va-lanshO, «. An avalanche.

The great danger of travelling here . • . proceeds
from what they call the valanches. SinolUtt.

Vale (val), n. [Fr. val, from L. vallu, a val-

ley. See Valley.] 1. A tract of low ground
between hills; a valley: more poetical and
leas general than valley. 'The famous val-

ues in England of which one is called the
vale of White Horse.' Holinshed.

I pity the people who weren't bom in a vale. I

don't mean a Hat country, but a z'aie, that is a flat

country bounded by hills. The having your hill al.

ways in view if you choose to turn towards him,
that's the essence of a vale. Hughes.

2. A little trough or canal; as, a pump vale
to carry off the water from a ship's pump.—
3. Fig. a state of decline or wretchedness.
'His comfort in this eai'tlily vale.' Skak.
' Declined into the vale of years.' Skak.

Vale (val). n. See VAIL in the sense of a
servant's gratuity.

Vale (vale), n. (L. Imper. of valere, to be
well.] Farewell; adieu.

] tlropt a tear, and wrote my vaU. Praett.

Valediction (va-le-dik'shon), n. [From L.

valedico, valedictum ~ vale, farewell, and
dico, to say. ] A farewell; a bidding farewell.
' A talediclufn forbidding to weep.' Donne.

Valedictorian (va'le-dik-t6"rian), «. In
American colleges, the student who pro-
nounces the valedictory oration at the an-
nual commencement.

Valedictory ( vale-dlk'to-ri ). a. Bidding
farewell; pertaining or relating to a leave-
taking or bidding adieu ; farewell ; as, a
valedictory speech.

Valedictory (va-le-dik'to-ri), n. An oration
or atldreas spoken at commencement in
American colleges by one of the class whose
members receive the degree of Bachelor of
Arts, and take their leave of college and of
each other.

Valencia (va-len'si-a), n. Same aa Valentia.
Valenciennes (va-lah-ai-en^, n. A rich va-
riety of lace made atValenciennes in France.
The meshes are in the form of an irregular
hexagon, formed of two threads partly
twisted and plaited at top of the mesh, the
pattern being worked in the net.

Valentia (va-len'shi-a), ii. A stuff made of
worstc'l, cotton, and silk, used for waist-
coats.

Valentine (val'en-tin), n. 1. A sweetheart
or choice made on Valentine's day.

To-morrow is St. Valentine's day,
All in the inornintf betitnel

And I a maid at your window.
To be your I'altuetue. SHak.

I find that Mrs. Pierce's little girl is my valentine,
she having drawn me. Pepys,

This term is derived from St. Valentine, to
whom the 14th of February is sacred. It was
a very old notion, alluded to by Shakspere,
that on this day birds begin to couple.
Hence, perhaps, arose the custom of young
men and women choosing each other as
valentines by a kind of lottery, and of send-
ing special love missives on this day. —
2. A letter or missive sent by one young
person to another on St. Valentines Day; a
printed missive of an amatory or satirical
kind, generally sent through the post anony-
mously. The sentimental class are often
highly ornamental and expensive pr<»duc-
tions. usually bearing pretty pictures on
the subject of courtship or matrimony; the
comic class have usually vile representa-
tions of the human form depicted on them,
and are meant to reflect on the personal ap-
pearance, habit, character, <fec., of the reci-
pient
Valentinian (val-en-tin'i-an), n. One of a
sect of heretics who sprung up in the second
century, and were so named from Valen-
timig their founder. They were a branch
of the Gnostics who regarded Christ as a
kind of incorporeal phantom.
Valerate (val'6-rat). n. A salt of valerianic
acid.

ValtriaHa officinalis (Common
Valerian).

Valerian (va-le'ri-an), n. The common name
of plants of the genus Valeriana.
V^erlan (va-le'ri-an), a. Of or pertaining
to Valerian.— Valerian oil, an essential oil

obtained by distillation from the root of
Valeriajia o^ciiiali£. It is a pale or greenish
liquid, having a strong odour of valerian,
an aromatic taste, and strong acid reaction.
A thousand parts of the root yield from four
to twelve of the oil.

Valeriana (va-le'ri-a"na), n. [By some sup-
posed to be from the Emperor Valerianus,
who had benefited from it, or from valere,
to be strong, to be well.] A genus of plants,
the type of the nat. order Valerianacefe.
The species, which are numerous, are all her-
baceous plants, with very variable leaves,
and mostlyreddish-white corymbose flowers.
There are
about 130 spe- , . .

cies, two of
which are
British. These
plants are
found in abun-
dance in tem-
perate Europe
and Asia, and
North and
South Ame-
rica. V.ojicin-

alis, the offi-

cinal or great
wild valerian,
is a native of
Eiu-ope, and
grows abun-
dantly by the
sides of riv-

ers, and in
ditches, and
moist woods
in Great Britain. The root has a very
strong smell, which is dependent on a vola-
tile oil. Cats and rats are very fond of it,

and rat-catchers employ it to decoy the
latter. It is used in medicine in the form
of infusion, decoction, or tincture, as a ner-
vous stimulant and antispasmodic. Besides
valerian oil the root contains starch, ex-
tractive matter, resin, and valeric acid. V.

rubra, or red valerian, is occasionally found
wild in Britain, and is cultivated in gardens
as well as many other species on account of
its elegant flowers. V. Phu is the garden
valerian, and V. Dioscoridis the ancient
Greek valerian.

Valerianacese(va-le'ri-a-na"Be-e),n.p?. A nat.
order of ni<jnopetalous exogens, composed
of annual or perennial herbs, rarely shrubs,
inhabiting temperate climates or elevated
IMJsitions. both in the Old and New World.
These plants are most nearly related to
Dipsaceie, from which they are distinguished
by their three-celled ovarj- and exalbumin-
ous seed. The principal genera are Valeri-
ana. Valerianella (the Fedia of Adanson),
and Xardostachys, or spikenard.
Valerianella (va-le'ri-a-neria), «. A genus
of plants, nat. order Valerianaceie. The
species of this genus have been described
by Smith. Hooker, and others, under the
genus Fedia; but other systematic botanists
retain Valerianella, and restrict the genus
Fedia to a single species, the /'. cornncopiee.
V. olitoria, common corn-salad, or lamb's
lettuce, is an annual plant, with pale green
leaves and heads of small slate-coloured
flowers: found abundantly in cornfields and
cultivated ground in Great Britain. In
France and Germany it is much eaten as a
salad, and is frequently cultivated for that
purpose in this country. There are about
fifty species, three or four of which are
British.

Valerianic (va-le'ri-an "ik), a. Pertaining
to valerian.— Kaieriam'c acid (C^HjoO^), an
acid produced by the oxidation of amylic
alcohol. It is also extracted from the root
of Valeriana officinalis, hence the name.
Valerianic acid is a limpid oily fluid, of a
disagreeable and peculiar smell. With bases
it forms soluble salts, which have a sweet
taste. Called also Valeric Add. Another
name is Delpkinic Acid.
Valeric (va-ler'ik), a. Same as Valerianic.

Valerol, Valerole (va-le'rol), n. The neu-
tral oxygenated constituent of valerian oil.

Valet (val'et), n. [Fr., O.Fr. vallet, varlet,
vaslet, a lad, a servant; Med. L. varlet^is,

vaslctus. a page, from vasstis, a youth, a re-

tainer. See Vassal. Varlet is same word.]
1. A man-servant who attends on a gentle-
man's person. Called also Valet de Chambre.

Valets, or varlets, were originally the sons of
knights, and afterwards, those of the nobility
before they attained the age of chivalry.—
2. In the manege, a kind of goad or stick
armed with a point of iron.

Valet (val'et), v.t. To attend on as valet;
to act tlie valet to. Hughes.
Valetudinarian (val-e-tu'di-na"ri-an), a.

[L. valetudinarius, from valetudo, state of
health, good health, ill health, from valeo,
to be well. See Valid.] Sickly; in a poor
state of health; weak; infirm; seeking to re-
cover health.

Shifting from the warmer vallies to the colder hills,

or from the hills to the vales, is a great benefit to the
Taleitidi)i(iria>t, feeble part of mankind. Derhant.

Valetudinarian (val-e-ta'di-na"ri-an), 7i. A
person of a weak, infirm, or sickly constitu-
tion; one who is seeking to recover health.
P'aleUidinarians must live where they can com-

mand and scold. Sivi/t.

Valetudinarianism (val-e-tu'di-na"ri-an-
izni), n. A state of feeble health; infirmity.

Valetudinariness (val-e-tii'di-na-ri-nes), n.
State of being valetudinary.
Valetudinarious (val-e-tu'di-n&"ri-us), a.
Valetudinary.
Valetudinary (val-e-tu'di-na-ri), n. and a.

Same as Valetudinarian.
It renders the habits of society dangerously i-rt/^^tt-

dintiry. Burke.

Valhalla (val-hal'la). n. [Icel. valholl, the
hall of the sltdri—valr, slaughter, and holl,

a hall.] 1. In Scand. myth, the palace of
immortality, inhabited by the souls of heroes
slain in battle who spent much of their time
in drinking and feasting. Written also Wal-
halla. Hence—2.A name figuratively applied
to any edifice which is the final resting-place
of many of the heroes or great men of a
nation; and specifically, to the Pantheon or
temple of Fame built by Ludwig I. of Ba-
varia, at Donaustauf, near Ratisbon, and
consecrated to all Germans who have be-
come renowned in war, statesmanship, liter-

ature, science, and art. 'Westminster Abbey
is our Valkalla.' Times newspaper.
Vallance,t Valiancy t (val'yans, val'yan-si),
n. Bravery; valour. 'His doughty val-
iaunce. ' Spenser.
Both joyned valiancy with government. North.

Valiant ( val 'yant), a. [Fr. vaillant, from
valoir, L. valere, to be strong. See Valid.]
l.t Primarily, strong; vigorous in body; also
strong or powerful in a more general sense.

The scent thereof is somewhat z-aliant Fuller.

2. Brave; courageous; intrepid in danger;
puissant.
Be thou valiant for me, and fight the Lord's battles.

I Sam. xviii. 17.
Cowards die many times before their death.
The valiant never taste of death but once. SMak.

3. Performed with valour; bravely con-
ducted ; heroic ; as, a valiant action or
achievement; a valiant combat. Milton.
Valiant t (vai'yant), n. A valiant person.

Four battles . . . wherein four valiants of David
slay four giants. Heading to 2 Sam, xxi.

Valiantly (val'yant-li), adv. In a valiant
manner; stoutly; courageously; bravely;
heroically. 'V\i^\\t valiantly to-Aay.' Shak.
Valiantness (val'yant-nes), n. The state or
qualityof being valiant; valour; bravery; in-
trepidity in danger. Shak.
Valid (val'id), a. [Fr. valide, L. validus,
strong, powerful, from valeo, to be strong,
to be well, to have power, from a root var
(with common change to 0- to defend, pro-
tect, cover, seen also in E. wary, aware,
also wool. Of same origin are value, valiant,
valour, valetudinary.} l.f Strong; power-
ful; efficient.

Perhaps more valid arms.
Weapons more violent, when next wc meet,
May serve to better us. Milton.

2. Sufficiently supported by actual fact; well
grounded ; sound

; just ; good ; capable of
being justified or defended; not weak or de-
fective; as, a valid reason; a valid ai^u-
ment; a valid objection.—3. Having sufficient
legal strength or force; good or sufficient in
point of law; efllicacious; executed with the
proper formalities; incapable of being right-
fully overthrown or set aside ; as, a valid
deed; a valid covenant; a valid instrument
of any kind; a valid claim or title; a valid
marriage.— Syn. Well-grounded, well-based,
sound, justifiable, available, just, good,
weighty, sufficient.

Validate (val'i-dat), v.t 1. To make valid;
to confirm.

The right remaining
For Philip to succeed m course of years
If years should validate the acknowledged claim
Of birthright. Sottthey.

ch, cAain; ^, So. locA; g, ffo; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, (Aen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Kby.
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2. To test the validity of.

The assembly occupied itself with the work of
Viiiui'ttt'ig the votes. Scolstnan newspaper.

Validation (val-i-da'shon), n. The act of
giving validity. Blount. [Rare.]

Validity (va-lid'i-ti), n. [Fr. validity, L. va-
liditas, from validus. See Valid.] 1. The
state or quality of being valid: (a) strength
or force from being supported by fact; just-

ness ; soundness ; efficacy ; as, the validity

of an argument or proof; the validity of an
objection. (6) Legal strength or force; suf-

ficiency in point of law; as, the validity of

a will; the validity of a grant; the validity

of a claim or of a title.—2. t Strength or
power iu general.

Purpose is but the slave to meniorj',

Of violent birth, but poor validity, Shak,

3.t Value.
Nought enters there

Of what validity and pitch soe'er

But falls into abatement and low price. Shak.

Validly (val'id-li), adv. In a valid manner;
so as to be valid.

Validness (val'id-nes), n. The quality of
being valid; validity.

Vallnch (va-linsh'), n. A tube for drawing
Ii(luors from a cask by the bung-hole. Also
written Velinche (which see).

Valise (va-Ies'). n. [Fr.] A small leather
bag or case for holding a traveller's equip-
ment for short journeys.&c. ; a portmanteau.
Valkyr, Valkjrria (vUl'ker, val-ke'ri-a), ?i.

[Icel. valkyrja—valr, the slain, and kjosa,
to select.] In Scand. myth, one of the
'choosers of the slain' or fatal sisters of
Odin, represented as awful and beautiful
maidens, who, mounted on swift horses and
holding drawn swords in their hands, pre-
sided over the field of battle, selecting those
destined to death and conducting them to
Valhalla, where they ministered at their
feasts, serving them with mead and ale in
skulls.

Valkyrian(val-ke'ri-an). a. Of or relating
to the Valkyrs or Valkyrias ; of or relating
to battle.

Ourselves have often tried Valkyrian hymns.
Tennyson.

Valiancy t (vallan-si), ?i. [From valance.]
A large wig that shades the face: in the ex-
tract used adjectively.

Bjt you, loud sirs, who through your curls look big,
Criticks in plume and white vaiiancy wig. Drydtn.

Vallar(vari6r), a. [L. vallaris, from vallum,
a palisaded rampart, from vallus, a stake.]
Pertaining to a rampart or palisade.— Vallar
crown, among the ancient Romans, a crown
made of gold, presented to the first soldier
who surmounted the vallum, and forced an
entrance into the camp of the enemy. Called
also Vallarj/ Crown.
Vallary (val'la-ri), a. Same as Vallar.
Vallationt (val-la'shon). n. [From L. vallum,
a rampart] A rampart or entrenchment.
T. Warton.
Vallatoryt (val'la-to-ri), a. Pertaining to a
rampart or vallum. Sir T. Browne.
Valley (val'li), 7i. pi. Valleys (val'liz). [Fr.
vallee, from val, a vale, from L. vallis, a
valley; perhaps from a root meaning to de-
fend or protect. See Valid.] 1. Any hol-
low or surface depression bounded by hills
or mountains, and usually traversed by a
stream or river, which receives the drain-
age of the surrounding heights; a vale. A
level tract of great extent, and traversed by
more rivers than one, is, properly speaking,
not a valley, but a plain; and deep narrow
river-courses are more correctly designated
glens, ravines, gorges, &c. See Erosion
theory, under Erosion.

Rush on his host as doth the melted snow
Upon the valleys. Shak.

2 In arch, the internal angle formed by the
meeting of the two inclined sides of a roof.
The rafterwhich supports the valley is called
the valley rafter or valley piece, and the
board fixed upon it for the leaden gutter to
lie upon is termed the valley hoard. By old
writers valley rafters were termed sleepers.
3. In anat. a depression on the inferior part
of the cerebellum, which divides it into
two symmetrical portions,

Vallicula (vallik'u-la), n. [Dim. from L.
valley, a valley. ] In hot. an interval between
the libs on the fruit of the Umbelliferse.
Vallisneria (val-is-ne'ri-a). n. [In honour
of Antonio Vallisneri, 2ca Italian botanist.]
A genus of affuatic plants, nat. order Hy-
drocharidaceie, or according to others the
type of the nat. order Vallisneriacese. They
are plants growing at the bottom of the

water, and yet the male and female flowers
are separated, and the mode by which they
are brought together affords a singular in-

stance of adap-
tation. The
male flowers
become de-
tached from
the stalk and
float about in

the water; the
female flowers
develop long
spiral ped-
uncles, by
means ofwhich
they reach the
surface of the
water, and be-
come fertilized

by the dis-

charge of the
pollen from the
male flowers
which come in
contact with
them. V. spir-

alis grows in Italy, in ditches near Pisa, and
in the Rhone; it is commonly grown in our
aquaria.
ValliBneriacese (varii8-ne-ri-a"se-e), n. pi.

The name for a nat. order of plants into
which it has been proposed to erect those
members of the family Hydrocharidaceae
which have a one-celled ovary, including
Vallisneria, Elodea, and a few others.
Vallum (val'lum), n. [L] A rampart; a
palisaded rampart; a line of entrenchment;
specifically, the rampart with which the
Romans inclosed their camps. It consisted

Vallisneria spiralis.

Valluni.—Part of the Roman Wall near Carrow
in the north of England.

a a. Ramparts, bb. Ditches or Fosses, w. Wall,

of two parts, the agger, or mound of earth,
and the slides, or palisades, that were driven
into the ground to secure and strengthen it.

Valonia (va-16'ni-a), n. [It. vallonia, from
Mod. Gr. balania, the holm- or scarlet-oak,

from Gr. balanos, an acorn, an oak.] A
term in commerce for the acom-cups of
Quercris ^gilops which are exported from
the Morea and Levant for the use of tanners
and dyers, as they contain abundance of
tannin.

Valoniace£e (va-16'ni-a"se-e), n. pi. A nat.

order of greeu-spored algae, characterized
by the rooting variously shaped frond,
made up of lai^e bladder-like cells filled

with a green watery endochrome.
Valorous (val'or-us), a. Brave; courageous;
valiant; intrepid ; as, a valorous knight. ' The
most valoroits Hector.' Shak.
Valorously (val'or-us-li), adv. In a valor-
ous or brave manner; valiantly.

Valour (val'or), u. [O.Fr. valor. Mod. Fr.

valeur, from L. valeo, to be strong. See
Valid. ] Strength of mind in regard to
danger; that quality which enables a man to
encounter danger with firmness ; personal
bravery, especially as regards fighting; in-

trepidity; prowess. 'For contemplation
he and valour form'd.' Milton.

Fear to do base unworthy things is valour

;

If they be done to us, to suffer them
Is valour too. £. jfonson.

Syn. Bravery, courage, intrepidity, prowess,
gallantry, boldness, fearlessness.

Valuable ( val'a-a-bl ), a. l.t Capable of
being valued; capable of having the value
measured or estimated.

Commodities are movables valuable by money, the
common measure. Locke.

2. Having value or worth; having a higli

value; having qualities which are useful and
esteemed; precious; as, a valuable horse;
valuable land; a valuable house, —3. Worthy;
estimable; deserving esteem; as, a valuable
friend; a valuable companion.
Valuable (val'u-a-bl), n A thing, especially
a small thing, of value; a choice article of
personal property; any piece of precious
merchandise of small bulk; usually in the
plural. ' Inclining (with my usual cynicism)

to think that he did steal the valuabU$.
Thackeray.
Valuableness (val'u-a-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being valuable

;
preciousness

;

worth.

Valuation (val-u-a'shon). n. 1, The act of
valuing; (a) the act of estimating the value
or worth ; the act of setting a price ; ap-
praisement; as. a valuation of lands for the
purpose of taxation. (6) The act of duly
valuing; estimation; as, the just valuation
of civil and religious privileges. —2. Value
set upon a thing; estimated worth. 'So
slight a valtiation.' Shak.
Valuator (val'u-at-fer), 71. One who sets a
value; an appraiser Swift.
Value (val'u), 71. [O.Fr. value, properly the
fem. of valu, pp. of valoir, from L. valeo,
to be strong, to be worth. See Valtd.1
1. Worth; that property or those properties
of a thing which render it useful or estim-
able; or the degree of that property or of
such properties; utility; importance.
The Grand Canary is an island much superior to

Tenerifle both in bulk and value. Damfiier.

2. Account; estimation; worth; importance:
applied to persons. *Ye are all physicians
of no value.' Job xiii. 4.

Ye are of more value than many sparrows.
Mat. X. 31,

Cxsar is well acquainted with your virtue.
And therefore sets this value on your life.

Addison
3. Estimate of the intrinsic worth of a thing;
appreciation.

To loyal hearts the value ot all gifts
Must vary as the giver's. Tennyion.

4. Price equal to the intrinsic worth of a
thing; real equivalent.

His design was not to pay him the value of his wc-
tures, because they were above any price. Dryden.

5. Market price; the money for which a
thing is sold or will sell ; equivalent in the
market: as, 'The value of a thing is what it

will bring.'—6. In pol. econ. worth as estim-
ated by the power of purchasing or being ex-
changed for other commodities ; the quantity
of labour or of the product of labour which
will exchange for a given quantity of labour,
or of some other product thereof. It is neces-
sary here to distinguish utility from value,
or, as Adam Smith expresses the distinction.
'value in use' from 'vahte in exchange.'
The former may be defined the power or
capacity of an article to satisfy our wants
or gratify our desires, while the value in ex-
change, or exchange value of a thing, is its

general power of purchasing; the command
which its possession gives over purchasable
commodities in general. It differs from
price inasmuch as price always expresses
the value of a thing in relation to money;
the quantity of money for which it will ex-
change. In political economy the word value,
when used without adjunct, always means
value in exchange. J. S. Mill.—l. Esteem;
regard. 'My taiue for him so great.' Burnet.
[Rare.]—8. Import; precise signification; as,

the vahie of a word or phrase.^9. In 7ntmc,
the relative length or duration of a tone or
note; as. a semibreve has the value of two
minims, or four crotchets, or eight quavers.
— Value received, a phrase especially used to
indicate that a bill of exchange has been
accepted for value, and not by way of ac-
commodation.
Value, t Valewt (val'u), n. Valour. Spen-
ser.

Value (val'u), r.(. pret. & pp. valued; ppr.
valuing. [See the noun. ] 1. To estimate the
worth of; to rate at a certain price; to ap-
praise; as, to value lands or goods.

This is the brief of money, plate, and jewels
I am possess'd of; 'tis exactly valued. Shak

2. To consider with respect to importance;
to rate, whether high or low.

The king must take it ill.

That he's so slightly valu'd in his messenger.
S/iak.

Neither of them valued their promises according^
to the rules of honour or integrity. Clarendon.

3. To rate at a high price; to have in high
esteem; to prize; to appreciate: to regard;
to hold in respect and estimation. ' Which
of the dukes he values most.' Shak. ' He
knew the man, and valued him." Tennyson.
4. To reckon or estimate with respect to
number or power; to compute.

The queen is valued thirty thousand strong,
Shak

5. To take account of; to take into account
If a man be in sickness, the time will seem longer

without a clock . . . for the mind doth value every
moment. Bacon.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub. bull; oil. pound: ii, 8c. abwne; y. 8c. tey.
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6. t To raise to estimation; to cause to have
value, either real or apparent.

Some value themselves to their country by jeal-

ousies to the crown. Sir II'. Temple.

7. t To give out or represent as having plenty
of money or property.

The scriveners and brokers do value unsound
men to serve their own turn. Bacon.

8. t To be worth ; to be equal iu worth to
;

to be an equivalent of.

The peace between the French and us not values
The cost that did conclude it. Skab.

Syn. To appraise, rate, compute, reckon,
estimate, esteem, respect, regard, appreci-
ate, prize.

Valued tvarud), p. and a. Regarded as of

high value; highly estimated: esteemed; as,

a valued friend. — Valued policy. See under
Policy.
Valueless (val'u-les). a. Being of no value;

having no worth; worthless, Shak.

Valuer (varu-6r), n. One who values; an
appraiser; one who holds in esteem.

Valuret (val'ur). n, (0,Fr. valnr, valor, the
same word as E. valour.] Value; worth.

M )re worth than gold a thousand times in valure.
Mir. for Mags.

Valvasort (val'vasor), n. See Vavasor.
Valvata (val-va'ta). rt. A genus of Gastero-
poda belonging to the family Peristomata.
They are small fresh-water univalves, and
occur lx)th recent and fossil. Several spe-

cies are British.

Valvate (val'vat). a. [See Valve] 1. Hav-
ing or resembling a valve ; sening as a
valve;consistiugof valves.—2, \nhoi. united
by the margins only, as the sepals of rham-
nads, the valves of a capsule, «l'c.

Valve (valv), n. [L. valvar, folding doors,
from same root voivo, to roll.] 1. One of
the leaves of a folding door; in the plural,

a folding door.

Swift through the valves the visionary fair

Repass'd. Pope,

Heavily closed, with a jarring soood, the valves of
the bam-doors. Longfellow.

2. A kind of movable Ud or cover adapted
to the oritlce of a tu)>e or passage into a
vessel, and so formed as to open com-
munication in one direction and to close it

in tiie other, by lifting, sliding, or turning:
used to regulate the admission or escape
of a tluid, such as water, gas, or steam.
Some valves are self-acting, that is. tliey

are so contrived as to open in the re<iuired
direction by the pressure of the fluid upon
their surface, and immediately to shut and
prevent the return of the fluid when the
direction of its pressure changes. Others
are actuated by independent external
agency. Examples of the former kind are
presented in the valves of pumps, and in

the safety-valves of steam boilers, and of
the latter in the slide-valves appended to
the cylinder of a steam-engine for the pur-
pose of regulating the admission and escape
of the steam. The construction of valves
admits of an almost endless variety, and
the names given to the diiferent classes are
derived from peculiar shape, application,
mode of actuation, function, Ac. See Cup-
valve, Clack VALVE, Conical Valve, D-
VAL\'E, Safety-valve, Throttle-valve.
3. In anat. a membranous partition within
the cavity of a vessel which opens to allow
the passage of a fluid in one direction, and
shuts to prevent its regurgitation ; as, the
valves oi the heart. — 4. In hot the outer
coat, shell, or covering of a capsule or
other pericarp, or rather one of the pieces
which compose it; also, one of the leaflets

composing the calyx and corolla in grasses.
The same term is also applied to the open-
ing in the cells of anthers, which occurs
when the pollen is about to l>e discharged.
5. In conch, one of the separable portions of
the shell of a lamellibranchiate mollusc.
When the whole shell is in one piece it is

called a univalve, when in two pieces a bi-

valve, and when of more than two pieces a
mtiltivalve.

Valve-ca^e (valv'kaj). ?i. In mack a per-
forated box placed over a valve to hold it

in i)Iace and permit the passage of a fluid.

Oofxlrich.

Valved (vatvdX a. Having valves or hinges;
cnnipos^'d of valves.

Valve -gear, Valve - motion (valv'ger,
valv'nio-shon). n. In uleam-enffines, the
coiidiinati(»n rif mechanical devices for
workinK a valve.

Valvelet (vaWlet). n. A little valve; a
valvule.

Valve-seat (valv'set). «. in mach. the flat

or conical surface upon which a valve rests.

Valve-shell (valv'shel), n. A shell of the
genus Valvata.

Valve-stem (valv'stem), n. A rod like a
piston-rod by which a valve is moved.
Valvular (varvu-16r), a. Containing valves;
having the character of or acting as a valve.

Valvule (val'vul). It. [Dim. from valve.] A
little valve ; speciftcally, in bot. one of the
pieces which compose the outer covering of
a pericarp. In anat. one of the valves of the
venous and lymphatic system of animals.
Vambrace (vam'bras), n. [Also vantbrace,
vantbran—^Fr. avant, before, and bras, arm.]
In plate armour, the piece of armour which
covered the forearm from the elbow to the
wrist.

Vambraced (vambrast), a. In her. applied
to an arm protected by a vambrace. Called
also embraced.
Vamose (va-mozO, v.i. [Sp. vamog, let us go,

a Word originally American, and probably
borrowed from the Mexicans.] To be off;

to be gone; to decamp. [Slang.]

Vamp (vamp), n. [Formerly vampey. from
Fr. avant-pied, the forefoot, the vamp of a
shoe — aranf, before, and pied, the foot.

Comp. vambrace, vanguard, of which avant
also forms the first part.] 1. The upper
leather of a boot or shoe.—2. Any piece or
patch intended to give an old thing a new
appearance; a piece added for appearance
sake. See the vert).

Vamp (vamp), v.t. 1. To put a new vamp or
upper leather on.—2 To furbish up; to mend
with a new part; to give a new appearance
to; to patch: often followed by up.

They maintained the dignity of history, and thought
it beneath them to vam/ up old traditions.

Bolingbroke.
I had never much hopes of your vamped play. S-wift.

The word vamp was at first a slang word, and e%'en
in Grose's time it meant, in general, to refit or rub up
old hats, shoes, &:c. ; while after this is added, 'like-
wise to put new feet to old boot^.' Thus vatnp meant
at first nie upper leather of a shoe; and toT'dm/ was
a special cobbler's word for putting new ' uppers,' as
they say ; thence, in course of time, it became a recog-
nized dictionary word,meaning to furbish up anything.

Macntillan's Mag.

3. In mime, to improvise an accompani-
ment to.

As »oon as I could get in to vatnp the tunes on the
banjo a little I went at it too. Maykrw.

Vamp (vamp), 71. In music, an improvised
accompaniment.
Vampt (vamp), v.i. To travel; to proceed;
to move forward. Locke.
Vamper (vamp'^r), n. One who vamps;
one who pieces an old thing with some-
thing new.
Vamper (vamp'^r), v.i. To vapour or
swagger. Jamiegon. [Local.]

Vampire (vam'pir), n. (Fr , from G. vam-
per, and that from Serv. vampir, vampira,
a vampire.) 1. A kind of spectral being or
ghost still possessing a human body, which,
according to a superstition existing among
the Slavonic and other races on the lower
Danube, leaves the grave during the night
and maintains a semblance of life by suck-
ing the wanu blood of living men and wo-
men while they are asleep. Dead wizards,
werewolves, heretics, and such like outcasts,
become vampires, as do also the illegitimate

offspring of parents themselves illegitimate,

and any one killed by a vampire. On the
discovery of a vampire's grave, the body,
all fresh and ruddy, must be disinterred,

thrust through with a white-thorn stake,

and burned. — 2. A person who preys on
others: an extortioner or blood-sucker-
3. A vampire-bat.

Vampire (vam'pir), a. Of or pertaining to

a vampire; resembling a vampire in char-
acter; blood-sucking; extortionate.

The strong but disinterested wish to co-operate in

restoring this noble University to its natural pre-
eminence by relieving it from the vampire oppres-
sion under which it 1^ pined so long in almost life-

less exhaustion. Sir If'. Hamilton.

Vampire-bat (vam'pir-bat), «. A name
common to the blood-sucking bats. It was
formerly erroneously given to the Pteropus
Edxcardsii of Madagascar and other bats of
Eastern Asia and the Malayan Archipelago,
which are really frugivorous. The blood-
sucking bats are all Suuth American. The
lai^e bat PhylloKtoma spectrum has long
been popularly known as the vampire-bat,
though it does not appear to suck blood.
Desinodus ru/us. however, and others of the
same family, uniloubtedly do so. They liave

all a small Ifitid membrane on the nose,no tail,

and the inter-femoral membrane little de-

veloped. Their peculiar characteristics,
however, are two large projecting upper
incisors and two lancet-shaped superior

i '.

/^

,^.

\'ar; ; spectntm).

canine teeth, all sharp -pointed, and so
aiTanged as to make a triple puncture like
that of the leech; a tongue capable of con-
siderable extension, and furnished at its ex-
tremity with a number of papillce arranged
so as to form an organ of suction; and an
intestine shorter than in any other mammal.
Altogether their structure points them out
as designed to live on blood alone. They
attack horses and cattle, and sometimes
even man in his sleep.

Vampirism (vam'pir-izm), n. 1. Belief in
the existence of \ampires.
Hungary and its dependencies may be considered

as the principal scat of z-affipirisTn. Pen. Cyc,

2. The action of a vampire; blood-bucking.
Hence—3. Fig. the practice of extortion or
preying on others. Carlyle.

Vamplate, Vamplet (vamplat, vam'plet),
)i. [Fr. avant-plat, lit. front or fore plate;
comp. vambrace, vanguard, &c.] A circular
shield of metal which was athxed on the
lower part of the stafl" of a tilting spear as
a guard or shield for the hand. Fairholt.
See figure under Tovrsament. [Some au-
thorities regard Vamplate as synonymous
with Vambrace.]
Vamure (vamur), n. See Vantmure
Van (van), n. [Abhrev. from vant/uard
(which see). ) The front of an ai*niy, or the
front line or foremost division of a fleet,

either in sailing or in battle.

The foe he had survey'd
Arranged, as t' him they did appear
\\'ith van. main battle, wings, and rear. Httdibrcts.

Vant (van), n. [Fr. van, from L, vannus, a
van or fan for winnowing grain, from same
root as Skr. va. to blow. In meaning 2 from
O.Fr. t*ann«, a bird's wing, from L. ranntu.]
1. A fan or any contrivance for winnowing
grain. ' A vanne or winnowing sive." Cot-
grave.

The other token of their ignorance of the sea was
an oar ; they called it a corn van. Broome.

2. A wing. 'Stretch'd his va^\6 in vain.'
Dryden.
Love wept and spread his sheeny vans for flight.

Tennyso*i.

3. A shovel used in sifting ore.

Van (van), v.t. pret. & pp. vanned; ppr.
ranjiin^. [Fr. vanixer, to winnow. See
Van.] l.t To winnow; to fan. Cotgrave.—
2. In inining. to wash or cleanse a small
p^riion of ore, as tin-stufi, by means of a
shovel
Van (van), n. [Abbrev. from caravan.]
1. A large covered carriage. See Caravan.
2. A kind of vehicle, sometimes covered and
sometimes open, used by tradesmen and
otliers for carrying light goods, Ac —3. A
close carriage attached to a railway train
for carrying passengers' luggage, for the
accommodation of the guard, &c.
Vanadate, Vanadlate (van'a-dat, va-na'-
di-at), n. A salt of vanadic acid.

Vanadlc (va-nad'ik), a. Pertaining to or
obtained from vanadium. — Vanadic acid
(V20sH.jO, or HVOg), an acid of vanadium
analogous with phosphoric acid. Vanadic
acid forms three series of salts, called re-

spectively ortho-, meta-, and pyro-vanad-
ates.

Vanadinite (va-nad'in-it), n. A mineral.
vanadate of lead, occurring in yellowish and
brownish hexagonal cr>stal8, found chiefly

associated with other ores of lead, as at
Wanlockhead, Slatlock, Wicklow, &c.
Vanadlte (van'a-dit), n. A salt of vana-
dous aciil.

Vanadium (va-na'di-um). n. [From Va-
nadis, a surname of the Scandinavian god-
dess F'reyja. from its being discovered in a
Swedish ore.] Sym. V. At. wt. 512. A

oh, chtLin; £b, Sc. locA; g, go; j.>ob; ft, Fr. ton: ng, sln^*; th, then; th, tAin; w, tdg; wh, wAlg; zh, azure.—See KET.
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metal discovered by Sefatrbm in 1830 in

iron prepared from the iron ore of Taberg

in Sweden. It was afterwards obtained by

the same individual in the slag formed dur-

ing the conversion of the cast-iron of Taberg
into malleable iron. It has since been found

in a lead ore from Wanlockhead in Scotland,

and in a similar mineral from Zimapan in

Mexico, and in the sandstone of Alderley

Edge, and Mottram St. Andrew, Cheshire.

The metal was first obtained by Roscoe,

who showed that the substance generally

regarded as vanadium was really an oxide.

Vanadium has a strong metallic lustre, con-

siderably resembling silver, but still more
like molybdenum. When in mass it is not
oxidized eitherbyairorwater, but the finely-

powdered metal quickly takes up oxygen
from the air. Oxygen and vanadium com-
bine to form five oxides—viz. a monoxide
(V2O), a dioxide (VjO-j), a trioxide (V2O3), a
tetroxide (V^Oi), and a pentoxide (VaOs).

VanadOUB (van'a-dus), a. Of or pertaining

to vanadium; as, vaiuidons oxide.

Van-courier (van-ktt'ri-6r), n. An avant-

courier; one sent before; a precursor.

Vanda (van'da). n. A genus of epiphytal

orchids, comprising V. ccerulea, found by
Dr. Hooker in the Khasia Mountains of

tropical Asia, growing on the oak, banyan,
&c. It is one of the most magnificent epi-

phytes cultivated in hothouses of Britain.

There are other cultivated species, all beau-
tiful, as V. stmvi^, V. Batemanni, V. gigan-

tea, V. Lowii, V. tricolor.

Vandal (van'dal), n. [L. Vandali, VlnditU,

V'ind Hi, the Vandals.] One of a Teutonic race

originally inhabiting the southern shore

of "tlie lialtic. They pillaged Rome in the

fifth century, and unsparingly destroyed the

monuments of art and the productions of

literature; hence the name is applied to

one who wilfully or ignorantly destroys or

disfigures any work of art, literature, or the

like. ' And drove those holy vandals off the

stage. ' Pope.
Vandal, VandaUc (van'dal, van-dal'ik), a.

Pertaining to or resembling the Vandals;
hence, ferocious; rude; barbarous; hostile

to the arts and literature.

Rash divines might be apt to charge this holy man
. , . with more tnan -vandaitc raRe against human
learning. £/. ll'arburton.

Vandalism (van'dal-izm). n. The spirit or

conduct of Vandals; wilful or ignorant de-

struction of the monuments of art and
literature; hostility to or irreverence for

art and literature; disregard for what is

beautiful or venerable.

Vandellia (van-del'li-a), n. [In honour of

Dominico Vandelli, professor of botany in

Lisbon.] A genus of plants, nat. order
Scrophulariaceie. The species are natives

of the warm parts of the world, forming
smooth or hairy herbs, with tetragonal
stems, opposite leaves, and axillary flowers.

V. difttsa, a native of Brazil, is described
as emetic, and its decoction is useful in

fevers and liver complaints.

Vandyke (van-dikO, n. A pointed collar of

lace or sewed work worn by both sexes
during the reign of Charles I., and to be
seen in portraits painted by Vandyke.
Spelled also Vandyck. — Vandyke brown, a
pigment obtained from a kind of peat or
bog-earth, of a fine, deep, semi-transparent
brown colour: so called from its being sup-
posed to be the brown used by Vandyke in
his pictures.

Vandyke (van-dik'), a. Applied to the style

of dress in which Vandyke painted his por-
traits.

It is to such considerations as these, together with
his Vandyke dress, his handsome face atia his peaked
beard, that he owes, we verily believe, most of his
popularity with the present generation. Macaulay.

Vandyke (van-dik'), v. (. To scollop the edge
of, as of a piece of dress, after the manner of
a Vandyke collar.

Vane (van), n. [O.E. fane, a banner, a
weathercock, from A. Sax. /ajwt, the same
word as O. H. G. faw), Mod.G. Jahne, D. va^n,
flag; Goth. /a?w«, cloth; cog. L. panniis,
cloth.] 1. A weathercock, arrow, or thin
slip of metal, wood, &c., placed on a spindle
at the top of a spire, tower, Ac. , for the pur-
pose of showing by its turning and direction
which way the wind blows. In ships a piece
of bunting is used for the same purpose.
See Doo-VANB. *A vane blown with all

winds.' Shak.
Still on the tower stood the vane. Tennyson.

2. A somewhat similar device attached to an
axis, and having a surface exposed to a mov-

ing current, as in an anemometer or a water-

meter.—3. A flag carried oy a knight in the

tournament.—4. The broad part of a feather

on either side of the shaft ; the web. See
Feather.— 5. One of the plates or blades of

a windmill.a screw-propeller, and the like.—

6. In««r«. instruments, (rt)ahorizontalpiece

of wood ormetal slipping on a levelling-staff.

It is raised or lowered to any point of the

staff to indicate the plane of apparent level

at whicli it is cut by the axis of the tele-

scope. See Levelling-staff. {h) Tlie sight

of a quadrant or similar instrument for the
measurement of angles.

Vanellus (va-neHus), 71. [L. L. , perhaps from
L. vannus, a fan, from the character of its

flight. ] A genus of birds, including the lap-

wing ( V. cristatus). See Lapwing.
Vanessa (va-nes'sa), n. A genus of lepi-

dopterous insects belonging to the family
Xymphalidse, section Rhopalocera. The

Vanessa lo (Peacock Butterfly), Pupa and
Caterpillar.

larva! are more or less covered with spines,

and the chrysalids are suspended by the tail.

V. polychloros is the great tortoise-shell

butterfly; V. \trtic<B, the small tortoise-shell

butterfly; V. Antiopa, the willow butterfly

or Camberwell beauty; V. lo, the peacock
butterfly; V. Atalanta, the red admiral
butterfly.

Van-foss (van'fos), n. [Ft. avant, before,

sLtid fosse, L. fossa, a ditch.] In fort, a ditch
on the outside of the counterscarp.

Vang (vang), n. [D. vangen, G. fangen, E.

fang, to catch.] Naxtt. a rope, one on each
side, to steady the peak of a gaif to the
ship's sides.

Vangra (van'ga), n. A genus of passerine
birds indigenous to South America, and al-

lied to the slirikes and fly-catchers.

Vangee (van'je), n. A contrivance for work-
ing the pumps of a ship by means of a bar-

rel and crank-breaks.

Vanglo, Vangloe (van'glo), n. The West
Indian name for Sesamum orientale or its

seeds; teel-seed; bene.

Vanguard (van'gard), ?i. [Fr. avant-garde,
vanguard—aya?i(, before, and garde, guard.

See AVANT and GUARD.] The troops who
march in the van of an army ; the advance
guard; the van.

Vanilla (va-nil'la), n. [A corruption of Sp.

vainilla, a dim. of vaina, a scabbard, from
L. vagina, a scabbard. The cylindrical pod
Is like a sheath.] A genus of orchidaceous

Vanilla aromatica.

plants, natives of tropical America, re-

markable on account of its climbing habit.

The fruit of Vanilla aromatica or planifolia
is remarkable for its fragrant odour, and

for the volatile odoriferous oil extracted
from it. As a medicine it acts as a gentle
stimulant and promotes digestion; in large

doses it is considered to be a powerful
aphrodisiac. It has a strong peculiar agree-

able odour, a sweetish aromatic taste, and
is employed in confectionery, in the pre-

paration of liqueurs, and in flavouring of

chocolate.

Vanillin (va-nil'in), n. (CgHgOa.) The neu-
tral odoriferous pnnciple of vanilla.

Vaniloctuence t ( va - nil ' o-kwens ), n. [L.

vanus, vain, and loquentia, talk.] Idle or
vain talk. Blount.

Vaniloquentt (va-nil'o-kwent), a. Talking
idly.

Vanish (van'ish), v.i. [From L. vanesco,
evanesco. to vanish, to pass away (through
the old French), inceptive from vanxis, vain,

vacant. See Vain] 1. To disappear; to

pass from a visible to an invisible state; to

become imperceptible; as, vapour vanishes
from the sight by being dissipated.

The heavens shall vanish away like smoke.
Is. ti. 6.

2. To pass out of view; to pass beyond the
limit of vision; as, a ship vanishes from the
sight of spectators on land. —3. To pass away;
to be annihilated or lost; to be no more.
' Long vanished days. ' Shak.

So zanis/t friendships only made in wine.
TennysfiH.

4. To rise or be given off, as breath; to ex-

hale. [Rare.]

A gentler judgement vanished from his lips.

ShaJt.

5. In math, to become evanescent, like a
quantity when its arithmetical value is

nothing, or is denoted by 0. — Vanishing
fractions, in alg. those fractions in which, by
giving a numerical value to any variable

quantity or quantities which enter intothem,
both numerator and denominator become
zero, and the fraction itself ^.— Vanishing
point, in persp. the point in which an imagi-

nary line passing through the eye of the
observer parallel to any straight line of an
object to be drawn cuts the horizon, or the
point in which all parallel lines in the same
plane tend to meet when correctly repre-

sented in a picture, the number of such
points depending on the object or objects

in the picture. These points are situated
always somewhere in an indefinitely ex-

tended line, supposed to be drawn on a
level with the eye parallel to the horizon,
and called from this circimistance the van-
ishing line.

Vanish (van'ish), n. In elocntion, a sound
that gradually becomes weaker till it ceases.

Vanishmentt (van'ish-ment), n. A vanish-
ing.

Vanity (van'i-ti), n. [Fr. vanUi, from L.

vanitas, from vamts, vain. See Vain.]
1. The quality or state of being vain; worth-
lessness; futility: falsity; unsubstantialness;
unrealness; illusion; deception; emptiness;
want of substance to satisfy desire.

Vanity of vanities, saith the preacher, all is

vanity. Eccles. i. 2.

Here I may well show the vanity of what is re-

ported in the story of Walsingham. Siry. Daz'ifs.

2. The desire of indiscriminate admiration;
inflation of mind upon slight grounds;
empty pride, inspired by an overweening
conceit of one's personal attainments or de-

corations, and making its possessor anxious
for the notice and applause of others.

Vanity is the food of fools. Swift.

Vanity is that species of pride which, while it pre-

sumes upon a degree of superiority in some particu-

lar articles, fondly courts the applause of every one
within its sphere of acrion, seeking every occasion to

display some talent or some supposed excellency.
Cegan.

3. Ostentation; ambitious display; pompous
vaunting; pride; vainglory.

They through vanity ... do thereupon build

many forged histories of their own antiquity.
S^nser.

4. That wliich is vain; anything empty, vi-

sionary, or unsubstantial ; as, (a) empty
pleasure; vain pursuit; idle show; unsub-
stantial enjoyment; petty object of pride.

'The pomps and vanity of this wicked
world.* Common Prayer.

Think not when woman's transient breath is fled.

That all her canities at once are dead

;

Succeeding vanities she still regards. Po^.

(b) Fruitless desire or endeavour; effort

which produces no result.

There far in the apse is seen the sad Madonna
standing in her folded robe, lifting her hands in

vanity of blessing. Ruskin.

F&te, t6x, fat, fftll;' m6, met, h6r; pine, pin; ndte, not, mOve; tiibe, tub. b^ll; oil, pound; u, Sc. abuue; y, Sc. ley.
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(c) An empty or vain conceit; a trifle.

I must
Bestow upon the eyes of this young couple
Some ViJ'iifyoC mine art. Shak.

5. t A character in the old moralities and
puppet-shows. 'You , . . take vanity the
puppet's part.' Shak.— Vanity /air, a scene
of vanity or of ostentatious folly, so called

from the fair described in Bunyan's Pil-

grim's Progress as established by Beelzebub,
Apollyon, and Legion for the sale of all sorts

of vanities.

But how preach to Mr. Thome's laurels, or how
preach indeed at all in such a vanity/air 33 this now
going on at Ullathorne. Trollope.

Vanmure (van'mur), n. A front wall or
false wall- See Vaustmuke.
Vanquisli (vang'kwishX t'.(. [FroraFr.fai'n-
cre, pret. xainquis, subj. vainquisse, from
L. vincere, to conquer. As to termination
-ish, see -ISH.] 1. To conquer; to overcome;
to subdue in battle, as an enemy.

They vanquished the rebels in all encounters.
Clarendon.

2. To defeat in any contest, as in argument;
to get the better of. —3. To confute; to show
to be erroneous o»" unfounded; to overturn.

This bold assertion has been fully ititi^uished in a
Ute reply to the bishop of Meaux's treatise.

Att^rbitry.

4. To overpower; to prostrate; to be too
much for.

Sorrow and grief hare vanyuisA'd all my powers.
Shai.

5. To overpower the peculiar \irtue or pro-
perties of; to destroy or render inert; to
neutralize: an old usage.

If the dr>; of fire be vanouished by the moist of
water, air will result; if the not of air hevaugHished
by the cold of earth, water will result; and if the
moist of water be vanquished by the dry of fire,

earth will result. Pro/. Rcscoe.

—Conquer, VanquUh, Subdue, Subjugate,
Overcome. See under Conquer.—Syn, To
conquer, subdue, overcome, surmount, con-
fute, refute, silence, overthrow, overturn,
jirustrate. destroy.

Vanquish (vangOtwish), n. A disease in

Bliet'p in which they pine away. Written
also, Viiiqttish.

Vanquishable (vang1cwish-a-bl), a. Capa-
ble i.f being vanquished; conquerable.

This great giant was only vanqut'shabie by the
Knights of the Wells Gaylon.

Vanqoislier (vangTcwish-fir), n. A con-
queror; a victor Shak.
Vanquishmentt (vanglcwish-ment), n. The
act of van^iuishing or state of being van-
quished. Bp. Hail.

Vanstre (van 'sir), n. [The native name.]
The Herpestes or Mangusta galera, a digiti-

grade, carnivorous quadruped, somewhat
resembling a weasel, of a deep brown
colour, speckled with yellow, the tail of equal
size its whole length. Inhabiting Madagascar
and Bourbon.
Vantt (vant). P.t. To boast. See VAUNT.
Vantage (van'taj), n. [Ft. avantnge. See
Ai'VAM.\OE 1 l.t Advantage; gain; profit.

\\'hat great vantage do we get by the tradel
Sir P. Sidney.

2 Advantage; state in which one has better
means of action or defence than another;
vantage-ground.
He had them at vantage, being tired and harassed

with a long march. Baccn.

3.t Opportunity; convenience.
Bi; assured, madam, 'twill be done
With his next vantage. ShaM.

4.t Surplus; excess; addition.

Yes, a dozen, and as many to the vantage as would
store the world. Shak.

Vantage* (van'taj), v.t. To profit.

Needless fear did never vantage none. Sfienser.

Vantage-ground (van'taj-ground), n. Su-
periority of position or place; the place or
condition which gives one an advantage over
another; favourable position.

No pleasure is comparable to the standing upon
the vantaj^e-grcund of truth. Bacon.

Vantbracet (vanfbras). n. Same as Vam-
bracfi. Shak. Also written Vantbras.
Vant-couxiert (vant-ko'ri-6r), n. Same as
\'fin-rourur.

Vantmure (vant'mur), 71. See Vacntmure.
Vantour.tii. Avaunter;aboaster. Chaucer.
Vanward (van'w^rd), a. Of. pertaining to.

or Mituated In the van or front. 'The van-
ward frontier.' De Quincey. [Rare.]
Vapt (vap), 71. [L. vapa, vappa, wine that
has become vapid.] Widl* which has l>ecome
vapid or dead; vapid, flat, or insipid liquor.
Jer. Taylor.

Vapid (vap'id), a. [L. vapidus, that has lost

its spirit, vapid, same root as vapour.]
1. Having lost its life and spirit; insipid;

dead; flat; as. vapid beer. 'A vapid and
viscous constitution of blood.' Arbuthnot—
2. Dull; unanimated; spiritless.

However vapid the songs of Provence may seem
to our apprehensions, ihey were undoubtedly the
source from which poetiy fur many centuries derived
a great portion of its habitual language. Hallam.

Vapidity (va-pid'i-ti). n. Vapidness.

Vapidly (vap'id-li), adv. In a vapid manner.
Vapidness (vap'id-nes), n. 1. The state of

bemg vapid or having lost its life or spirit

;

deadness ; flatness ; as, the vapidness of ale

or cider.—2. Dulness; want of life or spirit.

Vapor (va'por), n. Same as Vapour.
VaporabiUty (va'por-a-bil"i-ti), n. The
quality of being vaporable.
VapOlilble (va'por-a-bl), a. Capable of being
vaporized or converted into vapour.
Vaporatet (va'por-at), v.i. pret. A: pp. vapor-
ated; ppr. vaporating. To emit vapour; to
evaporate.
Vaporationt (va-por-a'shon), n. [L. vapor-
atio, vaporationis. from vaporo, vaporatum.
See VAi*orR.] The act or process of con-
verting into vapour, or of passing ofl in
vapour; evaporation.

Vaporiferous (va-porif'6r-U8).a [L. vapor,
vaporis, vapour, and fero, to bear.] Convey-
ing or producing vapour.
Vaporlfic ( va-por-if 'ik), a. [L. vapor,
vapour, and/acio, to make.] Forming mto
vapour; converting into steam, or expelling
in a volatile form, as fluids. 'The vaporific

combination of heat.' Buckle.

Vaporlzable (va'por-iz-a-bl), a. Capable of
being vaporized or converted into vapour.

Vaporization ( va'por-iz-a"8hon ), n. The
act or proces.s of valorizing ; the artificial

formation of vapour.

We cannot as yet comprehend in what manner it

{heat) produces the Uquefaction or vaporization of
one body. H'krtuetl.

Vaporize (va'por-iz), v. t. pret. & pp. vapor-
ized; ppr. vaporizing. To convert into va-

pour by the application of heat or artificial

means; to cause to evai>orate; to sublimate.

Vaporize (va'por-iz), v.i. To pass o(T in va-

pour
Vaporose fva'por-os), a. Vaporous.
Vaporoslty ( va-por-os'i-ti ). n. The state

or quality of being vaporose or vaporous

;

vaporousness. 'Volcanic vaporosity.' Car-
lyle.

Vaporous (va'por-us), a. [Fr. vaporeux.
See Vii^L'R.) 1. Being in the form of, or
having the character or nature of vapour —
2. Full of vapours or exhalations; as, the
vaporous air of valleys. Derham.

The vaporous night approaches. Shak.

3. Promoting exhalation or the flow of ef-

fluvia, vapour, gases, or the like; hence,
windy; flatulent. 'Beans, or such vaporous
food. ' Bac<m.
The food which is most vaporous and perspirable

is the most easily digested. Arbuthnot.

4 Unsubstantial; vainly imaginative or soar-

ing; whimsical.

High and vaporous imaginations, instead of a la-

borious and sober enquiry of truth. Bacon.

Such vaporous speculations were inevitable for him
at present. Cartyle.

Vaporousness (va'por-us-nes), n. State or
quality of itt-iu;; \a])orousorfullof vapours.
"The warmth and vaporousness of the air.'

Hist Jtfiyal Society.

Vapour (va'por). n. (L. vapor, steam, vapour;
from same root as ca^idii*, vapid, having lost

flavour, vappa, wine that has become vapid;
comp. Gotn. afhvapnan, to be suffocated.]

1. in physics, a term applied to designate
the gaseous form which a solid or liquid

substance assumes when heated. Vapour
is, therefore, essentially a gas, and seeing
that all known gases have now been proved
to be li<iuefiable, no physical difference can
be said really to exist between an ordinary
gas, such as oxygen, and a vapour, such as
steam. In conmion language, however, a
difference is usually recognized : a gas is a
substance which at ordinary temperatures
and pressures exists in a state of vapour;
while a vapour is produced by the applica-
tion of heat to a substance which normally
exists in a solid or liquid form. The differ-

ence has Iwen otherwise explained to be one
not so much of kind as of degree ; steam in
the boiler of a steam-cnuine being saitl to
be in a state of vapour, while superheated
steam is said to be a gas. Aqueous vapour
formed on the surface of the land and water

'apour not so much as standing
Bacon.

is always present in suspension in the atmo-
sphere, and when it meets with a reduction
of temperature it condenses into water in
the form of rain or dew. See Evaporation.
2. In a more general and popular sense, any
visible diffused substance floating in the
atmosphere and impairing its transparency,
as fog or mist; hazy matter.

From the damp earth impervious vapours rise.

Increase the darkness and involve the skies. Pope

A bitter day that early sank
Behind a purple frosty bank

Oi vapour, leaving night forlorn. Tennyson.

3. Something unsubstantial, fleeting, or tran-
sitory; mental fume; vain imagination; un-
real fancy.

If his sorrow bring forth amendment, he hath the
grace of hope, though it be clouded over by a melan-
choly vapour. Hammottd.

4,t^?.A hectoring or bullying style of conver-
sation or mode of behaviour, indulged in by
swaggerers for the sake of bringing about a
real or mock quarrel, consisting in flatly con-
tradicting whatever was said by a speaker,
even if the bully had granted what had been
asserted just before. Sares.
They are at it (quarrelling) still, sir ; this they call

vapours. B. yonsott,

[Hence to vapour or bully.]— 5. pi. A disease
of nervous debility in which a variety of
strange images float in the brain, or appear
as if real; hence, hypochondriacal affections;

depression of spirit; dejection; spleen; the
blues: an old term now rarely if ever used.

It is to a neglect in this particular (labour or exer-
cise), that we must ascribe the spleen which is so fre-

quent in men of studious and sedentary tempers, as
well as the vapours to which those of the otner sex
are so often subject. Addison.

Vapour (va'por), v.i. I.f To pass off in the
form of vapour; to dissolve or disappear, as
Into vapour, steam, or air; to be exhaled; to-

evaporate.
He now is dead, and all his glory gone.
And all his greatness vapoured to noi^ht.

Spenser.

2.t To give out vapour, steam, or gas; to
emit or send off vapours or exhalations.

Running waters
waters.

3. [See Vapour. ?i. 4.] To boast or vaunt
witho8teutatiousdisplay;tobully; to hector;
to brag; to bounce.

Poets used to vapour much after his manner.
Ml/ton.

Not true? quoth he. Howe'er you vapour,
I can what I affirm make appear. Hudibras.

Vapour t (va'por), v.t. 1. To cause to pas»
into a vaporous state ; to cause to dissolve,

pass away, or disappear in a vaporous, gase-

ous, or aeriform condition ; to make melt
into thin air or other insubstantial thiug.

opium loseth some of its poisonous quality, if z-a-

poured out and mingled with spirits of wine. Bacon.

He'd laugh to see one throw his heart away.
Another, sighing, vapour forth his soul

B. yonson.
2. To afflict or infect with the vapours; to
make melancholy; to dispirit.

She has lost all her sprightliness, and vapours me
but to look at her. Miis Bumey

Vapour-batb (va'por-bath), n. 1. The ap-
plication of vapour or steam to the body in

a close place.— 2. The place or bath itself;

an apparatus for heating bodies by the
vapour of water.

Vapour-douche ( va'por-dOsh ), n. A topi-

cal vapour-bath, which consists in the direc-
tion of a jet of aqueous vapour on some
part of the body.

Vapouredt (va'pord), a. Affected with the
vapours; splenetic; peertsh. 'So vapoured
and timorous' Whiston.
Vapourer (va'por-6r), u. One who vapours,
lirags, or Imllies; one who makes a great
display of his prowess or worth; a braggart;
a bully; a boaster. 'A rnftian, a riotous
spendthrift, and a notable vapourer.' Cam-
d'-n.

Vapourer-moth ( va'por-6r-moth ). n. A
common Iirown moth {Orgyia antiqua), the
female of which cannot fly.

Vapouring (va'por-ing)./>. and a. Boasting;
vaunting ostentatiously and vainly; given
to boast or l)rag; as, vapouring talk.

Vapouring (va'i)or-ing), n. The act of brag-
ging or boasting ; empty, ostentatious, or
windy talk.

Consider them with their tumid, sentimental va-
pouring about virtue, benevolence. Carlyle.

Vapotulugly (va'por-ing-li), adv. In a
vapouriim or boastful manner.
Vapourish ( va'jwr-ish ), a. 1. 1 Full of or
abounding in vapours; vaporous : in a phy-
sical sense. 'The capoMrwA place.' Sandys.

ch, cAain; fth, 9c. locA; %.go\ j,job; h, Fr. ton; ng, %\ng\ TH, i/ien; th, thin; w, wig; wh, urMg; zh, aiure—See Key.
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2. Affected by vapours; hypochondriac;
splenetic; whimsical; fanciful.

I was not one, a miss, who might presume
Now to be crazed in mirth now sunk in gloom

;

Nor to be fretful, vapourish, or (five way
To spleen and anger as the wealthy may.

Crabbe.

Vapourlsliness (va'por-ish-nes), n. The
state or ([uality of being vapourish ; hypo-
chondria; spleen; the vapours.

You will not wonder that the vapourishness which
has laid hold of my heart should rise to my pen.

Richardson.

Vapoury (va'por-i), a. 1. Vaporous; full of

vapours; composed of or characterized by
vapours. ' Vapoury dimness.' Drayton.

There is a light cloud by the moon . . .

I f by the time its vapoury sail, hath ceased her shaded
orb to veil. Byron.

2.t Affected with the vapours; hypochon-
driac; splenetic; peevish.

Court the vapoury god soft breathing in the wind.
Thontson.

Vapulation (vap-u-la'shon), n. [1. vapiUo,

to be flogged.] The act of beating or whip-
pin^'; a flogging. [Rare.]

Vaquero (va-ker'o), n. [Sp., a cowherd,
from vaca, L. vacca, a cow.] A term applied

in Mexico and the western United States to

one who has the chaise of cattle, horses, or
mules; a herdsman.
Vara (va'ra), n. A Chilian measure of length,
equal to 27S061 English feet.

Varan (var'an), n. A name of the monitor
lizards, genus Varanus or Monitor. Rev. J.

G. Wood.
Varangian (va-ran'ji-an), n. [leel. Veering-
jar, lit. confederates or sworn men, from
varar, an oath. ] One of those Scandinavians
who entered the service of the Byzantine
emperors and became the Imperial Guard
at Constantinople. Here they were recruited
by Anglo-Saxons and Danes who fled from
England to escape the yoke of the Normans.
They long upheld the Byzantine throne.
Varanldse ( va-ran'i-de ), 7i. pi. See ilONi-

Varanus (va-ra'nus),?i. [Ar. waran, alizard.]
A genus of lizards ; the monitors. See
Monitor.
Vardingalet (var'ding-gal), n. A farthin-
gale. £. Jonson.
Varet (var), n. [Sp. vara, a rod, a wand.]
A wand or staff of justice or authority.

His hand a vare of justice did uphold, Dryden.

Varec (var'ek), n. [Fr. vareeh, a form of E.
wrack, sea-weed.] The impure carbonate of
soda made in Brittany; it corresponds with
our kelp. Brande & Cox.
Vari (va'ri), n. A name given to one of the
lemurs; the ring-tailed lemur, a native of
Madagascar.
Variability (va'ri-a-biri-ti), n. Same as
Variableness.

Variable (va'ri-a-bl), a. [Fr. variable. See
Vary.} l. Capable of varying, changing,
or altering, in a physical sense ; liable to
change;often changing; changeable; as, vari-

able winds or seasons; variable colours.—
2. Liable to vary or change, in a moral sense;
mutable; fickle; unsteady; inconstant.
O swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon,
That monthly changes in her circled orb.
Lest that thy love prove likewise variable. Shak.
His heart I know, how variable and vain. Milton.

3. Capable of being varied, altered, or
changed ; subject to being changed ; as, to
place a number of bodies in a position
variable at iA%ai,\ire.— Variable qiuxntities,
in math, such quantities as are regarded as
being subject to continual increase or dimin-
ution, in opposition to those which are con-
stant, remaining always the same; or quan-
tities which in the same equation admit of
an infinite number of sets of values. Thus,
the abscissas and ordinates of a curve are
variable quantities, because they vary or
change their magnitudes together, and in
passing from one point to another their
values increase or diminish according to the
law of thecurve.— Variable motion, in mech.
that which is produced by the action of a
force which varies in intensity.— Fartafeie
stars, in astron. stars which undergo a peri-
odical increase and diminution of their
lustre.— Syn. Changeable, changeful, muta-
ble, inconstant, fickle, wavering, unsteady,
unstable.

Variable (va'ri-a-bl), n. l. That which is

variable; that which varies, or is liable or
subject to vary or change.
There are many variables among the conditions

"

, of a good phot
y. y. Lockyer.

2. In math, a variable quantity; a quantity
which may be regarded as in a state of con-

tinual increase or decrease. See the adjec-

tive.—3. A shifting wind as opposed to a
trade-wind ; hence the variables, the inter-

mediate space, region, or belt between the

north-east and the south-east trade-winds.

Their region varies in width from about 150

to 500 miles, being widest in September and
narrowest in December or January, and is

characterized by calms, shifting breezes,

and sometimes violent squalls, the laws of

which are not so readily understood as those
of the trade-winds.

Variableness (va'ri-a-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being variable; as, (a) in a
physical sense, susceptibility of change

;

liableness or aptness to alter or to be altered

;

changeableness; as, the variableness of the
weather, (b) In amoral sense, mutability;
inconstancy; fickleness; unsteadiness ; lev-

ity; as, the variableness of human passions.
' The Father of lights, with whom there is

no variableness, neither shadow of turning.'

Jas. i. 17.

Variably (va'ri-a-bli), adv. In a variable
manner; changeably; mutably; inconstantly.

Variance (va'ri-ans), n. [See vary.] 1. The
act or state of being or becoming variant

;

change of condition; alteration; a variation.

[Rare.]— 2. In law, an alteration of some-
thing fonnerly laid in a writ, or a difference

between a declaration and a writ, or the
deed on which it is grounded; a departure
in the oral evidence from the statement in

the pleadings.—3, Difference that produces
dispute or controversy; disagreement; dis-

sension; discord.

If the learned would not sometimes submit to the
ignorant, the old to the weaknesses of the youD^,
there would be nothing but everlasting variance m
the world. Swift.

—A t variance, (a) in disagreement; in a state
of difference or want of agreement.

She runs, but hopes she docs not run unseen:
While a kind glance at her pursuer flies,

How much at variance are ncr feet and eyes I

Pope.

(b) In a state of dissension or controversy;
in a state of enmity.

The Britons (as before ye have heard) were at
variance among themselves. Holinshed.

I am come to set a man atvariafue against his father.

Mat. X. 35.

Variant (va'ri-ant), a. 1. Different; diverse;
having a different form or character. —
2. Variable; varying.

While above in the variant breezes
Numberless noisy weathercocks rattled and sung of

mutation. Longfellow.

Variant (va'ri-ant), n. Something that is

really the same, though with a different
form ; a different reading or version. * A
German variant of the story.' Nineteenth
Centunf.
Variate (va'ri-at), v.t. pret. & pp. variated;
ppr. variating. To make different; to vary;
to diversify. 'Their multiplied, variated,
complotments against her.' Dean Ei)ig.

Variated (va'ri-at-ed), a. In ?ier. same as
Varriated.

Variation (va-ri-a'shon), n. [L. variatio.

See Vary.] 1. The act or process of varying;
partial change in the form, position, state,

or qualities of the same thing; alteration;
mutation; change; modification; as, a varia-
tion of colour in different lights; a varia-
tion in the size of a plant from day to day;
the unceasing, though slow variation of
language.

After much variation of opinions, the prisonerwas
'fieacquitted of treason. Siry. Hayward.

1 nere are many varmdUs among the conditions
which conspire for the production of a good photo-
Kfaph. y. y. Lockyer.

The essences of things are conceived not capable
of such variation. Locke,

Xo two plants are indistinguishable, and no two
animals are without differences. Variation is co-
extensive with heredity. H. Spencer.

2. The extent to which a thing varies; the
degree, interval, or amount of departure
from a iformer condition or position ; amount
or rate of change.—3. In gram, change of
termination of words, as in declension, con-
jugation, comparison, and the like; inflec-

tion, Watts.—^. The act of deviating; devia-
tion; as, a variation of a transcript from the
original. — 5. In astron. any deviation from
the mean orbit or mean motion of a heavenly

j
body, occasioned by another disturbing body.
When these deviations are compensated in

;

comparatively short periods of time they
are called periodic variations, but when the

1
compensation requires an immense period
of time for its consummation the variation

I is called a.seciilar variation.— Variation if

j
the moon, an inequality in the moon's rate of

motion, occasioned by the attraction of the
sun, and depending as to its degree on the
moon's position in her orbit.—6. In physics
and navigation, the deviation of the magne-
tic needle, or needle of the mariner's com-
pass, from the true north point; or the angle
which the needle makes with the plane of the
meridian of a ship or station; called also De-
clination. The variation of the compass does
not remain constantly the same in the same
place, but undei^oes a slow and progressive
change. The needle is observed to move
gradually towards the west of the true me-
ridian until it arrives at its maximum on
that side ; it then returns, passes over the
true meridian, and moves easterly, until it

arrives at its maximum towards the east,

when it returns as before. In the year 1576,
in London, the variation was 11" 15' east;
in 1652, the needle pointed due north, after
which time it travelled about 24^° tu the
westward (the maximum being in 1815); it is

now considerably less and is continually de-
creasing. The variation, however, is very dif-

ferent in different parts of the globe, and it is

also subject to diurnal changes in the same
place.— 7. In mu^ic, one of a series of orna-
mental changes or embellishments in the
treatment of a tune, movement, or theme
during several successive repetitions. The
simplest kind of variation is by introducing
into the melody a greater or less number of

passing notes (that is, notes intermediate in

pitch between the original notes of the air),

together with cadenzas, scale movements,
and the like, or by breaking of the chords
into triplets, quadruplets, &c., or throwing
them into arpeggio form, the fimdamental
harmony usually remaining unchanged. In
more elaborate styles, however, new har-
monies, rhythms, and melodic developments
gradually appear, often brilliantly display-
ing the fertility of the composer's fancy. In
many cases variations are mere unmeaning
ornaments designed to exhibit the mechani-
cal dexterity of the performer.—Calculus 0/
variations, a branch of analysis, the chief

object of which is to find what function of a
variable will be a maximum or minimum on
certain prescribed conditions. This calculus
offers the only general, and frequently the
only possible, means of solving those prob-
lems generally termed isoperimetrical.—
Syn. Change, modification, vicis8itude,muta-
tion, deviation.

Varicella (var-i-sel'la), n. [Dim. of variola,

the small-pox.] In pathol. the chicken-pox:
called also the Water-pox.

Variciform (va-ris'i-form), n. Resembling
a varix (which see).

Varicocele (var'i-ko-sel), n. [Fr. varicocele,

from L. varix, a dilated vein, and Gr. keU,
a tumour.] In surg. a varicose enlargement
of the veins of the spermatic cord; or, more
rarely, a like enlargement of the veins of the
scrotum.
Varicose (var'i-kos), a. [L. varicosus. See
Varix] 1. Exhibiting a varix; pretematu-
rally enlarged, or permanently dilated : said

of veins.— 2. Designed for the cure or relief

of varicose veins; a term applied to elastic

fabrics made into stockings, bandages, and
the like, used for this purpose. See Varix.
Varicosity (var-i-kos'i-ti), 71. The state of

being varicose; said of a vein.

VariCOUS (var'i-kus), a. Same as Varicose.

Varied (va'rid), p. and a. 1. Altered; par-
tially changed; changed.

These, as they change. Almighty Father! these
Are but the varied God. Tkonuon.

2. Characterized by variety ; consisting of

various kinds or sorts ; as, a varied assort-

ment of goods. —3. Differing from each other;
diverse ; various ; as, commerce with its

varied interests.

Variedly (va'rid-li), adv. Diversely.

Variegate (va'ri-e-gat), v. t. pret. & pp. varie-

gated; ppr. variegating. [L. variego, tjartc-

gatiim, to variegate, from varius, various,

different See Vary.] To diversify by means
of different tints or hues; to mark with dif-

ferent colours in irregular patches; to spot,

streak, dapple, &c.; as, to variegate a fioor

with marble of different colours.

Ladies like variegated tulips show ;

'Tis to their changes half their charms we owe.
/'cpe.

The shells are filled with a white spar, which i'.i»*tp-

gates and adds to the beauty of the stone.
IS'oodward.

— Variegated leaves, in bot. leaves irregu-
larly marked with spots of a light colour
arising from the suppression or modification
of the chlorophyll.— T'anV^a^erf sandstone.
Same as Xew Red Sandstone.

Fftte, fftr, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; ^pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bflU; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Varie^tion (va'ri-e-ga'ahon), n. l. The act
of variet^ating, or state of being variegated
by different colours; diversity of colours.

2- In bot. (a) a term employed to designate
the disposition of two or more coloui's in the
petals, leaves, and other parts of plants.

(b) A condition of plants in which the leaves

become partially white or of a very light

colour from suppression or niodiftcation of

the chlorophyll. Plants showing this un-
natural condition may be otherwise quite
healthy, and are often prized on account of

their peculiar appearance.
Vaxlen.t infln of car-/. To change; to alter;

to vary. Chattcer.

Varier (va'ri-6r). n. One who varies; one
who strays in search of variety. 'Pious
varierg from the church.' Tennyson.

Varietal (va-ri'et*al), a. Of or pertaining to

a variety, as distinguished from an indivi-

dual or a species.

When a young naturalist commences the study of
a ^oup of organisms quite unknown to him, he is at

first much perplexed in determining what differences

to consider as specific, and what as varietal: for he
knows nothing of the amount and kind of variation

to which the group is subject, Darwin.

Variety (va-ri'e-ti), n. [Ft. varit't^, from L.

varitftas, from variug, different. See Vary, j

1. The state or quality of being varied or
various; intermixture of different things, ur
of things different in form, or a succession
of different thiugs; diversity; multlfarious-
ness.
yaritty is nothing else but a continued novelty.

SoHth.
Where order in variety we see.

And where, though all things differ, all agree.

yariety's the very spice of life,

That gives it alt its flavour. Cawper.

2. Exhibition of different characteristics by
one individual; many-sidedness.

Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale
Her infinite variety; other women cloy
The appetites they feed. Shak.

3. Variation; deviation: change from a for-

mer state. * A variety in things from what
they now appear.' Sir M. Hale.—4. A col-

lection or number of many different things;

a varied assortment ; as, he sells a great
variety of articles.— 5. Something differing

from others of the same general kind; one
of many things which agree in their general
features; a sort; a kind; as, varieties of rock,

of wood, of land, of soil, and the like ; to
prefer one variety of cloth to another.—
6. Specifically, in scientific classifications,

a subdivision of a species of animals or
plants; an individual or group of individuals
differing from the rest of the species to
which it belongs in some accidental circum-
stances which are not essential to the spe-
cies. Varieties are considered as less per-
manent than species, and those naturalists
who look upon species as strictly distinct
in their origin, consider varieties as modifi-
cations of them arising from particular
causes, as climate, nourishment, cultivation,

and the like. See the following quotation.
.So one definition (of species) has satisfied all natu-

ralists
;
yet every naturalist knows vaguely what he

means when he ^>eaks of a species. . . . The term
variety i'i almost equally difliLult to define ; but here
community of descent is almost universally implied,
though it can rarely be proved. , . . Practically
when a naturalist can unite by means of intermediate
links any two forms, he treats the one as a variety of
the other, ranking the must common, but somclimes
the one first described, as the species, and the other
as the variety. Bui cases of great difficulty . . .

sometimes arise in deciding whether or not to rank
one fonii as a t^z-tc^y of another even when they are
closely connected by inlemiedtate links. . . . Few
well-marked and well-known varieties can be named
which have not been ranked as species by at least
some competent judges. Darwin.

In like manner the term variety is applied
to inorganic substances of the same kind,
which are susceptible of classification, to
note differences in colour, structure, crys-
tallization, and the like, all the varieties
being referable to some one species which
is assumed as the typically perfect standard:
as, varieties of quartz, diamond, and the
like.

Variform (va'ri-form), a. Having different
shapes or fnrms.
Varlformed(va'ri-formd),a. Formed with
different sliitpes.

Varily (va'ri-fi), v.t. pret. A pp. varified;
ppr cari/yin^. To diversify; to variegate;
to cnloiir variously. * Lively colours lovely
varified.' Sylvester. [Rare.]
Variola (va-ri'6-IaX "• {Vr. varude, small-
pox, from L. cariut, spotted.] The small-
pox ; so named from its effects upon the
skin.

Variolar (va-ri'o-16r), a. Same as Variolous.

VaxiOlaria (va-ri'6-la"ri-a), n. [From vari-

ola, small-pox; the shields of these plants re-

semble the eruptive spots of that disease.]
A spurious genus of lichens of an ash-gray
or white colour found on the bark of the
trunks of various trees, on rocks, w^s, or
on the ground. V. faginea, which is a

Variolaria faginea.

special form of a genus to which the name
Pertusaria is applied, is distinguished from
all others of the genus by its intensely
bitter taste, and is employed in France for
the purpose of obtaining oxalic acid. The
lower fig. above shows part of the surface
natural size. V. lactea, or milky-white va-

riolaria, which properly belongs to the genus
Zeora, is an elegant species, and is collected
for the purpose of being used in imparting
a red colour in dyeing.

Variolic (va-ri-orik), a, V'ariolous.

Varlolite(va'ri-6-nt), n. [L. taring, various,
and Gr. litJios, stone.J In mineral, a kind of
porphyritic rock, in which the imbedded
substances are imperfectly crystallized, or
are rounded, giviug the stone a spotted ap-
pearance.

Varlolltic <va-ri o-lit "ik), a. [From variola,
small pox] Thickly marked with small
round specks or dots; spotted.
Varioloid (va-ri'6-loid). n. [ Variola (which
-see), jind Gr eidos, form] In jned. small-
pox modified by previous inoculation or
vaccination. It is almost always a milder
disease than ordinary small-pox.
Varioloid (va-ri'6-loid), a. 1. Resembling
variola or small - pox. — 2. Resembling
measles; having the appearance of measles,
as the skin of diseased pigs.

Variolous (va-ri'd-lus), a. [From vartela
(which see).] Pertaining to or designating
the small-pox; variolar; variolic.

Variorum (va-ri-S'rum). a. [From L. ediiio
cum notis variorum, an edition with the
notes of various persons.] A term applied
to an edition of some work in which the
notes of different commentators are in-

serted; as. a variorum edition of one of the
Greek or Latin classics.

Various (va'ri-us), a. [ L. varius. See
Vary] l. Differing from each other; dif-

ferent; diverse; manifold; as, men of various
occupations. 'So many and so varunm
laws.' Milton. ' Discord with a thousand
various moutlis.' Milton.

Vast crowds of vanquished nations march along.
yariaus in arms, in nabit, and in tongue. Dryaen.

Full of great rooms and small the palace stood.
All various. Tennyson.

2. Divers; several; as, there are various
other matters to be considered. —3. Change-
able ; uncertain ; unP.xed. Lo<^e.—A. Ex-
hibiting different characters; multiform.
A man so t-ariaus that he scem'd to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome. Dryden.

5. Having a diversity of features; not uni-
form or monotonous; diversified. ' A happy
rural seat of various view.' Milton.
The world was made so various that the mind , . .

Pleased with novelty might be indulged. Cowper.

Variously (va'ri-us-Ii), adv. In various or
different ways; with diversity; diversely;
multifariously: as, objects variously repre-
sented: flowers carootwfv coloured. *So sweet,
so shrill, so variously she sang.' Dryden.

Divers men equally wise and good speak variously
in tlie <|uesIion. yer. Taylor.

Varlx (va'riks), n. pi. Varices (var'i-sez).

[L.] 1. An uneven dilatation of a vein,
owing to local retardation of the venous
circulation, and in some cases to the irre-

gular relaxation of the coats of the veins

;

varicose vein, a ilisease known by a soft
tumour on a vein, which does not pul-
sate. The veins most usually affected are

those at the surface of the lower extrem-
ities, the vein sometimes bursting, and
giving rise to hemorrhage. The treatment
is generally palliative, and consists in the
application of appropriate bandages.— 2. In
conch, a term used to designate the longi-
tudinal thickened elevations which occur
at greater or less intervals on the outer sur-
face of spiral shells, as in Triton and Murex.
They mark the former position of the mouth.
Varlet (var'let), 7i. [O.Fr. varlet, vaslet.

See Valet. Vassal.] 1. Anciently, a page or
knight's follower; an attendant on a gentle-
man.

Call here my varlet, I'll unarm again. Shak.

We may enumerate four distinct causes tending to
the promotion of chivalry. The first of Uiese was the
regular scheme of education, according to which the
sons of gentlemen, from the age of seven years, were
brought up in the castles of^superior lords, where
they at once learned the whole discipline of their
future profession, and imbibed its emulous and en-
thusiastic spirjt. . . . From seven to fourteen years
these boys were called varlets; at fourteen they
bore the name of esquire. Hallam.

Hence—2. A term of contempt or reproach
for one in a subordinate or menial position;
a low fellow; a scoundrel; a rascal; as, an
impudent varlet.

Thou, varlet, dost thy master's gains devour;
Thou milk'st his ewes, and often twice an hour.

Dryden.
3.t The court card, now called the knave.
Varletry (var'let-ri). n. The rabble; the
crowd. ' The sho'dting varletry of cens'ring
Rome.' Shak.
Varmet (var'met), 71. In her. the escallop
when represented without the ears.

Varmint (var'mint). n. A vulgar corrup-
tion of vermin, and often applied to any
person or animal, specially troublesome,
mischievous, disgusting, or the like.

Varnish (var'nish), v.t. [Formerly also ver-
nish, from Fr. vernisser, vernir. to varnish,
from a (hypothetical) L. verb vitrinire,

from vitrimts, glassy, from vitrum, glass

—

varnish giving a glassy surface.] 1. To lay
varnish on; to cover with a liquid for giving
anything a glossy surface, and to protect it

from the infiuences of air and moisture; as,

to varnish a sideboard or table.— 2. To
cover with something that gives a fair

external appearance; to give an improved
appearance to. ' Close ambition, vamish'd
o'er with zeal.' Milton.

A withered hermit, fivescore winters worn,
Might shake off fifty, looking in her eye;

Beauty doth varnish age, as if new-bom.
And gives the crutch the cradle's infancy. Shai.

3. To give a fair external appearance by
rhetoric; to give a fair colouring to; to gloss
over; to palliate; as, to varnish errors or
deformity.

Cato's voice was ne'er employ'd
To clear the guilty, and to tnmrsh crimes,

yiddisotr.

Varnish (var'nish), n. [Fr vemis, varnish.
See the verb.] 1. A solution of resinous
matter, forming a clear limpid fluid capable
of hardening without losing its transpar-
ency, and used by painters, gilders, cabinet-
makers, &c., for coating over the surface of
their work in order to give it a shining, trans-
parent, and hard surface, capalde of resist-

ing in a greater or less degree the influ-
ences of air and moisture. The resinous
su)>stance8 most commonly emjiloyed for
vaniishes are amber, anime, copal, elenii,

lac, mastic, and sandarach. which may be
coloured with amotto, asphalt, gamboge,
saffron, aloes, turmeric, or dragon's-blood.
The solvents are, (a) fixed or volatile oils or
mixtures of them (as linseed-oil or oil of
turpentine). (6) Concentrated alcohtd or
methylated spirits. Hence the varnishes
are divided into two classes, oil varnishes
and spirit varnishes.— 2. That which re-
seml)les varnish, either naturally or artifi-

cially; a glossy or lustrous appearance.
'The varnish of the holly and ivy.' Mac-
aiday.—i. An artificial covering to give a
fair appearance to any act or conduct; out-
side show

; gloss ; palliation. * A double
varnish on the fame the Frenchman gave
you.* Shak.
Vamisher (viir'nish-6r). n. l. One who var-
nishes, or whose occupation is to varnish.

—

2. One who disguises or palliates; one who
gives a fair external appearance. 'Thou
varnisher of fools and cheat of all the wise.'
Pope.
Varnish-tree (var'nishtre), n. The name
given to certain trees which exude resinous
juices, either naturally or from incisions.
These juices harden in the air, and are em-
ployed as varnishes. Varnish trees are
found chiefly in India, Burmah, and China.

ch. chain; 6h, Sc. loeh; g, go; Ujoh; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin^r; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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Many of them belong to the nat. order Ana-
uartiiaceie, as the marking-nut {Seinecarpus

aiMcardium); Stagmarm vernicjjiua, which
yields the Japan lac(iuer; Melanorrhosa
iisitatissima. the varnish-tree of Burmah;
and Rhii^ vernici/era, Japan varnish.

Vaniated (var'ri-at-ed), pp. In her. cut in

the form of vair; as, a bend varriated on
the outsides. Spelled also Variated.

Varries, Varreys (var'riz), n. In her. sep-

arate pieces of vair, in form resembling a

sliield. Written also Varrys. See Vair.

Varsal (var'sal), a. A vulgar corruption of

Univerml, often met with, and frequently

used simply to intensify or emphasize.

I believe there is not such another in the -varsal

world. S-^ift-

Every varsal soul in the library were gone to bed.
Sir IV. ScoU.

Varsovienne (var-so'vi-en), n. A celebrated

dance, named from Warsaw, in Poland,

where it probably originated.

Vartabed, Vartabet (var'ta-bed.var'ta-betx

71. One of an order of ecclesiastics in the

Armenian church who live like monks, cul-

tivate the sciences, and are the vicars of the

bishops.

Vanma (var'u-na), n. [Skr, from vri, to

cover, to surround ; hence, lit. the cov-

erer, the surrounder; akin Gr. ouranos,

heaven.] In Hind. myth, a deity represented

in the Vedic hymns as of very great and

Varuna, the God of Waters.

manifold powers—the guardian of immor-
tality, cherisher of truth, the seizer and
punisher of ill-doers, the forgiver of sins,

protector of the good, and the exerciser

generally of unlimited control over man.
Latterly he became the god of waters, the

cause of rain, lord of rivers and the sea, the

Hindu Neptune or Poseidon indeed. He is

represented as a white man, four-armed,
riding on a sea animal, generally with a
noose in one of his hands and a club in

another, with which he seizes and punishes
the wicked.
Varus (va'nis), n. [L. varus, bow-legged,
straddling.] A variety of club-foot in which
the person walks on the outer edge of his

foot.

Varvelled (var'veld). a.

Having varvels or rings.

In her. when the leather
thongs or jesses which
tie on the bells to the
legs of hawks are borne
flotant, with rings at

the ends, the bearing
is then termed jessed,

btUed. and varvelled.

Varvels (vai-'velz), n. pi.

[Fr. vervelle, O.Fr. vertevelle, L.L. vertibella,

vertebolum, from verto, to turn. LiUr6.\
In falconry, rings, usually of silver, placed
on the legs of a hunting hawk, on which the
owner's name is engraved. Written also

VerveU.
Varvicite (var'vis-it), n. [Latinized from
Warwick.] An oxide of manganese found
native in Warwickshire.
Vary (va'ri), v.t. pret. & pp. varied; ppr.
varying. [Fr. varier, from L. variare, to

vary, from varius, variegated; akin to Gr.

balios, spotted, dappled.] 1. To alter in

form, appearance, substance, or position;

to make different by a partial change; to

modify; as, to vary a thing in dimensions; to

vary its properties, proportions, or nature;
to vary a statement; to vary one's dress.—
2. To change to something else.

Gods, that never change their state,

yary oft their love and hate. Ifalier.

We are to vary the customs according to the time
and country whert the scene of action lies. Dryden.

8. To make of different kinds; to make di-

Varvelled.

verse or different one from another. Sir T.

Browne.—\. To diversify; to variegate.

God hath here
P'aried his bounty so with new delights. Milton.

5. t To express variously; to diversify in terms
or forms of expression.

The man hath no wit that cannot, from the rising

of the lark to the lodging of the lamb, vary deserved
praise on my palfrey, Shak.

6. In music, to embellish, as a melody or

theme with passing notes, cadenzas, arpeg-

gios, &c. See Variation, 7.

Vary (va'ri), v.i. 1. To alter or be altered

in any manner; to suffer a partial change;
to appear in different or various forms; to

be changeable; as, colours often vary when
held in different positions; customs vary
from one age to another until they are en-

tirely changed ; opinions vary with the
times; the varying hues of the clouds; the
varying plumage of a dove.

Fortune's mood z'aries again. Shak.

And as the light of Heaven varies, now
At sunrise, now at sunset ... so loved Geraint
To make her beauty vary day by day. Tennyson.

2. To differ or be different ; to be unlike or
diverse; as, the laws of different countries

vary.
The violet varies from the lily as far

As oak from elm. Tennyson.

3. To become unlike one's self; to undergo
variation, as in purpose, opinion, or the

like.
He would vary and try both ways in turn. Bacon.

4. To deviate; to depart; to swerve; as, to

vary from the law; to vary from the rules

of justice or reason. ' Varying from the

right rule ot reason.' Locke.—b. To alter or

change in succession ; to succeed ; to al-

ternate.
While fear and anger with alternate grace.

Pant in her breast, and vary in her face,
j^dJison.

6. To disagree; to be at variance; as, men
vary In opinion.

In judgement of her substance thus they vary,
And z'ary thus in judgement of her seat

;

For some her chair up to the brain do carry.

Some sink it down into the stomach's heat.
Siry. Davies.

7. In math, analysis, to be subject to con-

tinual increase or decrease; as, a quantity
conceived to vary or have different values

in the same equation. One quantity is said

to vary directly as another when if the

one is increased or diminished the other
increases or diminishes In the same pro-

portion. Quantities vary inversely when if

one is increased or diminished the other is

in like proportion diminished or increased.

Vary t (va'ri), 71. Alteration; change; varia-

tion.
Renege, affirm, and turn their halcyon beaks
With every gale and vary of their masters. Shafi.

Vary-coloured (va'ri-kul-6rd), a. Coloured
differently in different parts; presenting a
diversity of colours; variegated; party-col-

oured. ' Vary-coloured shells.' Tennyson.
Vascular (vas'kii-16r). a. [L. vasctilum, a

vessel, dim. of vas, a vessel.] Pertaining to

the vessels or tubes connected with the vital

functions of animals or plants, and especi-

ally making up the circulatory system; con-

sisting of, containing, or operating by means
of animal or vegetable vessels, as crteries,

veins, lacteals, and the like; as, the vascu-

lar system ; vascu-
lar functions. —
Vascular plants,
the plants pertain-
ing to the phanero-
gamous division of

plants ; the vascu-
lares (which see).—
Vascular tissue,

tissue composed of
small vessels like

the woody tissue or
substance of flower-

ing plants : used in

contradistinction
to cellular. Tliecut
shows some of the vessels which compose
the vascular tissue of plants : 1, duct with
broken spires; 2, dotted ducts; 3. spiral ves-

sels broken into rings ; 4, dotted ducts ; 5,

spiral vessels.— ra«cuiar system, in anat.
the system formed by all the blood-vessels,

lacteals, A-c.

Vasculares (vas-ku-la'rez), n. pi. A name
given to the first of the two great divisions

of plants, consisting of those in which vas-

cular tissue appears, and thus including all

the phanerogamous plants, both exogenous
and endogenous; vascular plants. See Cell-
ULARES.

Vascular Tissue in Plants.

Vascularity (vas-ku-lar'i-ti), n. The state
or quality of being vascular.

Vasouliferous(vas-ku-lif'6r-u8), a. [L. vas-
culum, a small vessel, and /era, to bear. J
In bot. applied to such plants as have seed-
vessels divided into cells, such as the pome-
granate, orange, poppy, &c.

Vasculose (vas'ku-los), a. In bot. same as
Vascular.

Vasculose (vas'ku-los), ti. in chem. the
name given to the substance constituting
the principal part of the vessels of plants.

Vasculum (vas'ku-lum), n. [Dim. of L. vas,

a vessel.] 1. A botanist's case for carrying
specimens as he collects them.—2. In bot. a
pitcher-shaped leaf.

Vase (vas, vaz, or vaz), n. [Fr. vase, from L.

vas, a vase, a vessel. The word is not very
old in English, probably dating from the
latter part of the seventeenth century. ] 1 . A
vessel of some size, made of various mate-
rials, and in various forms, and for various
purposes, often merely serving for orna-
ment, or at least being primarily ornamentali

Grecian Vases.

in character. The Egjptians, Greeks, and
Komans made them from precious and other
stones, bronze, silver, gold, ivory, and glass,

and often used them for sacrificial or other
sacred purposes ; but the most prevalent
material for vases of all kinds, including
those intended to hold the ashes of the
dead, has generally been baked clay. Antique
vases of painted earthenware have been dis-

covered by thousands in tombs and cata-

combs in Etruria, Southern Italy, Sicily,

Greece, and some of the Grecian islands.

Many of them exhibit great beauty and

Chinese, Japanese, and Indian Vases.

elegance, and are ornamented by artistic

designsof the mostvaried character; accord-

ingly they have been much prized by anti-

quaries for the light they cast upon the

history, mythology, religious, civil, and do-

mestic customs of antiquity. Italy. France,

and Germany in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries produced many vases which
are the perfection of artistic form and exe-

cution, and since the fifteenth century many
masterpieces of glass art in the fonn of vases

have issued from the Venetian manufac-
tories. From India, China, and Japan also

have been obtained vases of various mate-

rials, especially of porcelain, vying in ele-

gance of form and beauty of ornamentation

with those produced in Europe. —2. InarcA.

(a) a sculptured ornament placed on socles-

or pedestals, representing the vessels of the

ancients, as incense-pots, flower-pots, &c.

Vases usually crown or finish fa(;ades or

frontispieces. (6) The body of the Corin-

thian and Composite capital: called also the

Tainhour or Drum.— Vases o/ a theatre, in

anc fltrcft. same as Echea (which see).—3 An
old name for the calyx of a plant. Bailey.

Vaseline (vas'e-lin), n. A name given to a.

product obtained from i>etroleum after the

lighter hydrocarbons are driven off, and

composed" of a mixture of paraffins. It is

used as a base for ointments, pomades, cold-

cream, A-c, and for coating sui-gical instru-

ments and steel surfaces generally to pro-

tect them from rust.

Fate. fAr, fat, fftU; mfi. met. Mr;^ pine, pin; nSte, not, mOve; tube, tub, buU; oU, pound; u, Sc. abune; y. Sc. fey.
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Vasifonn (vas'I-form), a. [L. va$, a vessel.

and fontia, shape.] In bot. having a variety

of vascular tissue like that of ducts.— Vasi-

fonn tissue, a name formerly given to that
variety of cellular tissue now called Pitted
Tissue or Bothrenchyina. See BoTHREN-
CHVMA.
Vasodentine (vas-o-den'tin), n. [L. vas, a
vessel, and deiis, dentis. a tooth.] In anat.

that modification of dentine in which ca-

pillary tubes of the primitive vascular pulp
remain uncalcitted and carry red blood into
the substance of the tissue. Page.
Vaso-motor (vas-6-m6't6r), a. [L. vas, a
vessel, and motor, a mover.] lu physiol. ap-
plied to the system of nerves distributed
over the muscidar coats of the blood-vessels.

Vassal (vas'sal), n. t*''r. vassal, Pr. vassal,

8p. vasallo. It. vasmllo, from L.L. vassalltis,

a vassal, vassus, in the feudal system, the
domestic of a prince. Vassus is of Celtic ori-

pia—Armor, gu^az, a young man, a domestic,
a vassal ; W. gioas, a youth, a servant. Of
same origin sure valet, varlet] 1. A feuda-
tory; a tenant holding lauds under a lord,

and bound by his tenure to feudal services.

A rear vassal, one who holds of a lord who
is himself a vassal.—2. A subject; a depend-
ant; a retainer; a servant; one who attends
on or acts by tlie will of another. ' I am his

fortune's vassal.' Shak.

Let God for ever keep it (the crown) from my head.
And make me as the poorest vassal is

That doth with awe and terror kneel to it. Shai
Passions ought to be her (the mind's) vassa/s. not

her masters. Raleigh.

3. A bondman; a slave.

Not vassats to be beat, nor pretty babes
To be dandled—no. but living wiUs. Tennysint

4. A low wretch. Shak.
Vassal (vas'sal), v.t. To subject to vassalage;
to enslave; to treat as a vawal. Beau. & Ft.

Vassal (vas'sal), a. Servile; subservient.
'Thy proud heart's slave and xxuaal wretch
to be.* Shak.
Vassalage (vas'sal-&j), n. [See Vassal.]
1. The state of being a vassal or feudatory.
Hence—2. Political servitude; dependence;
subjection; slavery.

I shall recount . . , how our country from a state
of ignominious vassalajfe, rapidly rose to the place
of umpire among European powers. Macaulay.

3. A territory held in vassalage; a fee or fief.

' The countship of Folx, with six territ4^>rial

vassalages.' MUi/ian.~i. Vassals or sub-
jects collectively. [Rare.]

Like Vassalage at unawares eocounterinj;
The eye of majesty. Shak

h. t Valour; courage; prowess. Chaucer. [The
word probably acquired this signification
from the powerful and faithful assistance
which tlie vassals &up\Aieil to their superior
lords in times of danger]
Vassalatet (vas'sal-at), v.t. To reduce to
a state of vassalage or dependence; to sub-
ordinate. Bp. Gauden.
Vassalry (vas'sal-riX n. The body of vas-
sals

Vast (vast), a. [Fr. vast£, from L. v<utus,
waste, desert, vast, huge ; vasto, to waste

;

cc^. O.H.G. uniosti, Motl G. vniste, adesert;
E. waste. Comp. Skr. vast, to molest, injure,
kill.] l.t Wide and vacant or unoccupied;
waste; desert; desolate; lonely. * Antres
vast and deserts idle.' Shak. 'The empty
vast, and wandering air.' Shak. ' The vast
immeasurable abyss.' Milton. —2. Being of
great extent; very spacious or large; bound-
less; capacious; having an extent not to be
surveyed or ascertained. ' More devils than
vast hell can hold. ' Shak. —3. Huge in bulk
and extent; enormous; massive; immense;
as, the vast mountains of Asia; the vast
range of the Andes. —4. Very great in num-
bers or amount; as, a vast army; vast num-
bers or multitudes were slain.- 5. Very great
as to degree or intensity; mighty; as. vast
labour. —SVN. Huge, enonnous, immense,
spacious, mighty, tremendous
Vast (vast), ?i. 1. A boundless waste orspace;
immensity. ' The PO*f of heaven. ' JfSton.
'The watery vast.' Pope.

Far had he roam'd
With nothing save the vast, that foam'd
Above, around, and at his feet. Keats.

2. A great deal; a large (juantity. [Local]
Vast is applied by Shokspere to the darkness
of midnight, in which the prospect is not
i)ounded in by distinct objects. ' The dead
rmt and middle of the night' Ham. I. ii.

Vastatet (vas'tat). a [.See below.] De-
vastated; laid waste. 'The vastate ruins of
ancient monuments' Bev. T. Adams.

I

Vastationt (vas-ta'shon), n. [L. vastatio,

from vasto, to waste. See Vast.] A laying
waste ; waste ; depopulation ; devastation.

;
Bp. HaU.

i Vastator t (vas'tat-6r), n. One who devas-

]
tates or lays waste. ' The cunning adver-
saries and vastators of the Church of Eng-
land.' Bp. Gauden.

' Vastidity t (vas-tid'i-ti), n. Vastness; im-
mensity. ' All the world's vas(*(/i(i/.' Shak.

' Vastltude (vas'ti-tud), n. 1. Vastness; im-
mense extent. [Rare.]— 2.t Destruction;

!
vastation.

I

Vastly (vast'li), adv. 1. Very greatly; to a
vast extent or degree; as. a space vastly ex-

j

tended; men differ vastly in their opinions
' and manners.—2. t Like a waste; desolately.

I

Shak.
Vastness (vast'nes), n. The state or quality

I of being vast; as, (a) great extent; immen-
sity ; as, the vast}iess of the ocean or of
space. ' In vasttiess and in mysterj-. ' Ten-
nyson, (b) Immense bulk; massiveuess; as,

the vastness of a mountain.

Behemoth, biggest bom of earth, upheav'd
His vastness. Milton.

(c) Immense magnitude or amount; as, the
vastness of an army, or of the sums of mouey
necessary to support it. (d) Greatness in
general.

When I compare this little perfonnance with the
vastness of my subject, methinks I have brought but
a cockle-shell of water from the ocean. GlanviUe.

Vasto (vas 'to), n. In Eng. law, a writ
against tenants, for terms of life or years,
committing waste.

Vastyt (vas'ti), a. Vast; boundless; being
of great extent; very spacious.

I can call spirits from the vasty deep. Shak.

Vat (vat), n. [Same word as /af. a vat, with
change of/ to v; or it may be directly l)or-

rowed from D. vat, a vat, G./ass, a cask.]
1. A large tub, vessel, or cistern, especially
one for holding liquors in an immature
state, chemical preparations for dyeing or
for tanning leather, and the like; as, vats
for wine, iaji-vats, &c. 'Red with the
spirited purple of the vats.' Tennyson.

Let him produce his iii/j and tubs, in opposition
to heaps of^anns and standards. Addison.

2. A liquid measure in the Netherlands cor-
responding to the hectolitre = 22 imperial
gallons.—3. In R. Cath. Ch a portaltle vessel
to contain holy water for use at the intro-
duction to mass, or on other customary oc-
casions —4. In metal, (a) a vessel used in the
wet treatment of ores, (b) A square hollow
place on the back of a calcining furnace in
which tin ore is laid for the purpose of
being dried.

Vat (vat), v.t. pret. & pp. vatted; ppr. vat-
ting. To put in a vat.

Vatezla (vate'ria). n. [After Abraham
Vater, a German lK)tanical author] A
genusof plants, nat. order Dipterocarpaceie.
One species, V. indica, grows all along the
Malabar coast and in Canara ; and V. lan-
eea/olia is common in Silhet Both species
form large trees, valuable l>oth for their
timber, and also for the products which
they yield. V. indica, whose tinit>er is much
employed in ship -building, produces the
resin called in India copal and in England
^7111/1 anime. It also yields a fatty substance
called piney-tallow.

Vatful (vat'ful), n. As much as a vat will
hfdd; the contents of a vat.

Vatic (vat'ik). a. [L vates, a prophet.] Of,
relating to, or proceeding from, a prophet
or seer; prophetic; oracular; inspired.
' Every vatic word. ' E. B. Browning.
Vaticalt (vat'ik-al), a. Prophetic; vatic.

' Ta^'rai predictions.' Bp. Hall.

Vatican (vat'i-kan), n. [From Monsor CoUis
Va tica mis, the name of one of the hills of an-
cient Rome, on the west bank of the Til)er.]

The most extensive palace in the world,
built upon the Vatican hill, immediately
to the north of the basilica of St. Peter's at

Borne. Since the return of the popes from
Avignon the Vatican has iieen their princi-

pal residence, and since the Cfmversiou of
Rome into the capital of Italy it is their
only residence. As such, and as the store-
house of valuable literary and art collec-

tions, it is one of the chief attractions of
modem Rome. Hence, the Vatican is used
as equivalent to tlie papal power or govem-
;nent; as in the phrase the thunders of the

Vatican, the anathemas or denunciations of
the pope.

The thunders of the Vatican could no longer

strike terror into the heart of princes, as in the day»
of the Crusades. Prescott.

— Vatican Council, the Ecumenical Council
of the Church of Rome which was held in
the Vatican in 1869-70, and declared the
infallibility of the pope when speaking ex.

cathedrd to be a dogma of the church. See
Infallibility.
Vaticanism ( vat'i-kan-izm ), n. The doc-
trines and tenets promulgated by the Vati-
can ; the tenets of those who hold extreme
views as to the pope's rights and supremacy;
ultramontanism.
Vatlcanist (vat'i-kan-ist), n. A devoted ad-
herent of the pope; an ultramoutanist.
Vatlcide (va'ti-sid), n. [L. vales, a prophet,
and cmdo, to kill.] 1. The murder of a pro-
phet.—2. The murderer of a prophet.

Vaticinal ( va-tis'in-al ), a. Relating to or
containing predictions ; prophetic ; vatic

;

vatical. T. Warton.
Vaticinate (va-tis'in-at), v.i. [L. vaticinor,
vaticinatus, from vates, a prophet. ] To
prophesy; to foretell; to practise prediction.
Howell.

Dr. Gumming vaticinates with his usual amplitude
of style and illustration on the fall of Turkey.

Athe'iiFum.

Vaticinate (va-tis'in-at), v.t. To prophesy;
to xitter prophetically or as a prophet ; to
foreteU.

Vaticination (va-ti8'i-na"8hon), n. Predic-
tion; prophecy.

It is no ver>' good symptom either of nations or of
individuals that they deal much in vaticination.

. Carlyle.

Vaticinator ( va-tis'in-at-6r ), n. One who
vaticinates or predicts. 'Listen to the tio-

ticinator.' I. D'Israeli.
VatiC^et (va'ti-sin), n. A prediction; a
vaticination. Hollaiid.

Vatting (vat'ing), a. Relating to the act of
putting in a vat; as, vatting charges at the
docks.

Vaudeville (vod'vel). n. [Fr. vaudeville.

from O. Fr. Vau de Vire, Val de Vire, the
valley of the Vire, a little river in Norman-
dy.) 1. The name given by Oliver Basselin,

a French poet of the flfteentli century, to
his convivial songs composed in the valley

of the Vire, and which became very poi)ular
overall France. Uence—2.In modern French
poetry, a light, gay song, frequently em-
bodying a satire, consisting of several coup-
lets and refrain or l)urden, sung to a familiar

air, and often introduced into theatrical
pieces ; a song common among the vulgar
and sung al>out the streets; a ballad; a topi-

cal song.—3. In French drama, a piece whose
dialogue is intermingled with light or comic
songs set to popular airs.

Vaudois (vo-dwii), n. sing, and^^ An in-

habitant or the inhabitants of tlie Swiss
canton of Vaud. See Waldenses.
Vault (vftlt), n. (O.Fr. vaulte, voulte (Mod.
Fr. vof/.te). It. volta; from L.L. volta, voluta,

a vault, from L. volvo. volutum, to turn
round, to roll, from the rounded or arched
top of vaults.] 1. An arched roof; a concave
roof or roof-like covering. 'That heaven's
vault should crack." Shak. —2. In arch, a
continued arch, or an arched roof, so con-

I, Cylindrical, barrel, or wagon vault, s, Roman
vault, formed by the intersection of two euual cylin-
ders. 3, Gothic groined vault. 4, Spherical or domi'
cal vault.

structed that the stones, bricks, or other
material of which it is composed, sustain
and keep each other in their places. Vaults
are of various kinds, cylindrical, elliptical,

single, double, cross, diagonal, Gothic, &c.
When a vault is of greater height than half
its span, it is said to be surmtmnted, and

ch. chain; th, 5c. locA;

Vol. IV.

g. 90; i,joti; U, Fr. ton; ng, %lng; ta, then; tb. thin; w, lofg; wh, irAig; zh. anire —See Key.
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when of less height, mrbaaed. A rampatit

mull is one which springs from planes not

parallel to the horizon. (See under RAM-
PAST.) One vault placed above another con-

stitutes a double ranlt. A conic vault is

formed of part of the surface of a cone, and a

spherical vault of part of the surface of a

sphere, as Itg. 4. A vault is simple, as flgs. 1

and 4. when it is formed by the surface of

some regular solid, around one axis, and com-

jKund, as flgs. 2 and 3, when compounded
of more than one surface of the same solid,

or of two differeut solids. A groined vault,

flg. 3, is a compound vault, formed by the

intersection of several vaults crossing each

other at right angles. See Groin, Groined.

3 An arched apartment; especially a sub-

terranean chamber used for (a) a place of

interment. 'The deep, damp vault, the

darliuess and the worm.' Young. (6) A
place for conflnenient ; a prison. / ihe

sullen echoes of this dungeon vault. Sir

W. Scott, (c) A place for storing articles; a

cellar.
when our vaults have wept

With drunken spilth of wine. Shak.

Vault (V8lt), v.t. 1. To form with a vault

or arched roof; to give the shape of an arch

to; as, to vault a passage to a coiu't.

The dark-blue sky,

VanlUd o'er the dark-blue sea. Tennyson.

2. To cover with an arch or vault.

Fiery darts in flaming volleys flew.

And, flying, vaulted either host with fire. Mitten.

Vault (vfllt), n. [Fr. volte, a bounding, from

It. volta, a turn, a leap or vault, from volvo.

volutum, to roll, to turn. Hence this word
is really the same as Vault above.] A leap

or spring; especially, (a) a leap by means of

a pole, or assisted by resting the hand or

hands on something. (6) The leap of a

horse; a curvet.

Vault (vftlt), D.t. [See Vault, a leap.] 1. To
leap; to ijound; to spring, especially by hav-

ing something to rest the hands on, as in

mounting a horse. ' Vaulting ambition,

which o'erleaps itself.' Shah.

Leaning on his lance, he vaulted on a tree.
Dryden.

Lucan vaulted upon Pegasus with all the heat and

intrepidity of youth. Addison.

Lightiy vault from the throne and play

With the mermen in and out of the rocks. Tennyson.

2. To exhibit equestrian or other feats of

tumbling or leaping.—3. In the manege, to

curvet.

Vaultage t (valfiij), n. Vaulted work; an
arched cellar; a vaulted room. 'Womby
vaultages of France.' Shak.

Vaulted (valt'ed), p. and a. 1. Arched; con-

cave; as, a vaulted roof.

Vanlud all within, like to the sky
In which the gods doe dwell eternally. Spenser.

2. Covered with an arch or vault.—3. In hot.

arched like the roof of the mouth, as the

upper lip of many ringent flowers.

Vaulter (valt'Sr), n. One that vaults; a

leaper; a tumbler.

Vaulting (viilt'ing), n. 1. In arch, vaulted

work; vaults collectively.— 2. The art or

practice of a vaulter. ' ^ii\t-vaulting is

dying out.' Mayhew.
Vaulting-horse (vftlt'ing-hors), n. A
wootlen horse in a gymnasium for practice

in vaulting.

Vaulting-houaet (vftlt'ing-hous), n. A
brothel. B. Jonson; Massinger.

Vaulting-Shaft,Vaultlng-pillar(vi>lt'ing-
shaft, valt'ing pil-Itir), ;i. In arch, a pillar

sometimes rising from the floor to the spring

of the vault of the roof; more frequently, a
short pillar attached to the wall rising from
a corljel, and from llie top of which the ribs

of the vault spring. The pillars between the
triforium windows of Gothic churches rising

to and supporting the vaulting may be cited

as examples.
The upper pilaster above the nave-pier remains in

the stone edifice, and is the first form of the great dis-

tinctive feature of Northern architecture—the vauit-

ing-sha/t. Ruskin.

Vaultyt (vgl'ti), a. Vaulted; arched; con-

cave. 'The patiiiy top of heaven.' Shak.

Vaunt (viint), ti.t. [Formerly vant, from
Fr. vanter, to boast, to vaunt, to brag, from
L.L. vanitare. to boast, to be vainglorious,

from L. vanus, vain, empty. See Vain.]

1. 'To boast; to make a vain display of one's

own worth, attainments, or decorations; to

talk with vain ostentation; to brag.

Pride . . . prompts a man to vaunt and overvalue
what he is. Dr. H. More.

2. To glory; to exult; to triumph. ' The foe

vauntt in the fleld.' Shak.

Vaunt (vftnt), v.t. 1. To boast of; to brag

of; to magnify or glorify with vanity. ' My
vanquisher, spoil'd of his vaunted, spoil.

Milton.
Charity vaunteth not itself. i Cor. xni. 4.

2. To display or put forward boastfully ; to

exhibit vaingloriously. Spenser.

Vaunt (vflut), n. A boast; a vain display of

wliat one is or has or has done; ostentation

from vanity; a brag. ' Such high vaunts of

his nobility.' Shak.

Vaunt t (vftut), 11. [Fr. avant. See Avant.]

The flrst part; the flrst beginning. 'The

vaunt and firstlings of those broils." Shak.

Vaunt-courlert (vant-ko'ri-6r),7». [See Van-
courier.] A precursor; a van-courier. Shak.

Vaunter (vsnt'^r), n. One who vaunts ;
a

boaster ; a braggart ; a man given to vain

ostentation. Shak.

Vauntery (vitnt'ri), n. The act of vauntmg;
bravado. [Rare.]

For she had led

The infatuate Moor, in dangerous vauntery.

To these aspiring forms. Southey.

Vauntful (vont'ful), o. Boastful; vainly os-

tentatious. Spenser.

Vauntingfvftnt'ing), n. Ostentatious setting

forth of what one is or has; vain boasting;

bragging.
You say you are a better soldier

:

Let it appear so ; make your vaunting true. Shak.

Vauntlngly(vant'ing-li), adv. Inavaunting
manner; boastfully; with vain ostentation.
' Vauntingly thou spakest it.' Shak.

Vauntmure (vant'mur), ?i. [Fr, avant-

mur, from avant, before, and mur, L. mtirits,

a wall. ] In anc. fort, the walk or gangway
on the top of a wall behind the parapet.

Written also Vamure and Vanmure.
Vauquellne (vok'lin), n. [From French
chemist of the name of Vauquelin.] 1. A
name originally given by Pelletier and Ca-

venton to strychnia (which see).—2. A name
given by Pallas to a crystalline substance
obtained from the bark of the olive-tree.

Vauquellnlte (vok'lin-it), n. [See above.]

Native chrimiate of lead and copper, a min-
eral which occurs in small crystals on quartz

accompanying the chromate of lead in Si-

beria.

Vautt(vjit), t>.i. To leap; to vault. Spenser.

Vaut t (vftt), n. A vault. Spemer.
Vauty I (viv'ti), a. Vaulted.

Vavasor (vav'a-sor), n. (0. Fr. vavassor, va-

vasseur, fi.L. vavassor, vasvassor, probably a

coutr. of vassus vassorum, the vassal of vas-

sals. See Vassal.] In feudal law, a prin-

cipal vassal not holding immediately of the

sovereign but of a great lord, and having
other vassals who held of him; a vassal of

the second degree or rank, inferior, but
next, to the higher nobility. In the class

of vavasors were comprehended chdtelains,

who owned castles or fortified houses, and
possessed rights of territorial justice. In
England the title was rarely used, though
Camden defines it as next to baron, while
Chaucer applies it to his Fratikeleyn. Writ-

ten also Vavassor, Vavasour, Valvasor, &c.

Vavasory (vav'a-so-ri), n. 1. The quality or

tenure o'tlie fee held by a vavasor.—2. Lands
held by a vavasor.

Vawardt (va'wftrd), n. [From doii and
ward, tor vanward = vanguard.] The fore

part; the advance; the van. ' The vaward
of our youth.' Shak.

My Lord, most humbly on my knee I beg
The leading of the vaward. Shak.

Vaward (va'wiiid), a. Being in the van or

the front; foremost; front.

Where's now the victor vaivard wing.

Where Huntley, and where Home? Sir W. Scott.

Vayu (va'O), n. [Skr vd, to blow. ] In
Hind. myth, the wind or wind-god, appar-

ently of cfjual rank with Indra.

Veadar, Veader (ve-a'dar, ve-a'dftr), n.

The thirteenth or intercalary month which
is added to the Jewish year about every

third year. It followed the month Adar
(which see).

Veal (vel), n. [O. E. veel, vele. 0. Sc. veil, a

calf, O. Fr. veel, vedel. Pr. vedel; It. vitello,

from L. vitellits, dim. of vittdus, a calf; from
root of L. vetus, old. Or. (.v)etos, a year.]

1. 1 A calf. ' A Scotch runt . . . scarce ex-

ceeding a South-country veal in height

'

Ray.—2. The flesh of a calf killed for the

table.

Vectlont (vek'shon), n [L. vectio. from
veho, to carry.] The act of carrying or state

of being carried.

Vectitatlon (vek-ti-ta'shon), Ji. [L. vectito,

cectitatuni. to bear, to carry, freq. from
vecto, to carry, intens. from veho, vectum, to

'VEEK

bear, to carry.] A carrying. Arbuthnotand
Pope. [Rare.]

Vector (vek'tor), n. [L., from veho, to carry. ]

1. In quaternions, a directive quantity, as a

straight line, a force, or a velocity. The sim-

plest manner in which to represent such a
quantity which involves both direction and
magnitude is by means of a straight line in

space; then the vector may be regarded as

a stepping from one extremity of the line

to the other. Vectors are said to be equal
when their directions are the same and their

magnitudes are equal. See QUATERNION.—
2. iianieAsHadiusvector. See under RADIUS.
Vecturet (vek'tur), n, [L. vectura, from
veho, to carry.] A carrying; carriage; con-

veyance by carrying. Bacon.

Veda (va'da or ve'da), n. [Skr. , from vid. to

know. Cog. L.video, E.t(Jif,toknow. See WIT.]
The general name for the body of ancient
Sanskrit hymns, with accompanying com-
ments, believed by the Hindus to have been
revealed by Brahma, and on which the Brah-
manical system is based. The hymns, which
are upwards of 1000, fall into four divisions

(Vedas or Sanhitas), called respectively Hig-

Veda, Vajur- Veda, Sama- Veda, and Athar-
va- Veda, of which the flrst (see Rig-Veda)
is the oldest and the Atharva-Veda the latest.

Each of these Vedas or Sanhitas consists of

two parts—the Sanhita proper, or a collec-

tion of Mantras or hymns, consisting of in-

vocations, adoration, thanksgiving, praise,

prayer, and the like, and of Brahmanas, or
commentaries, which have grown round the

Sanhita, consisting of explanations, mystical
and philosophical speculations, legends and
illustrations, injunctions in regard to rites

and sacrifices, and the like. Varying greatly

in age, the Vedas represent many stages of

thought and worship, the earliest being the

simplest, and the later following and reflect-

ing the development of the Brahmanical sys-

tem with all its superstitions and rites.

Even the most ancient Vedas exhibit apeople
in an advanced state of civilization. The
Vedas had their origin in the wonder with
which early man regarded the universe and
the operations going on in it. They consist,

therefore, largely of highly figurative ad-

dresses to the great powers of nature under
seemingly individual names, as I'ndra (the

Firmament), Agni (Fire), Mitra (Sunrise),

rort»ia(the Sea), and the like,behind whom,
however, a great Being (Om) is dimly recog-

nized. Gradually these powers becamemore
and more endowed with personality, and
ultimately came to be regarded as real di-

vinities, to whose number more and more
were gradually added.

Vedah, Veddah (ved'a), n. One of a tribe

inhabiting the forests in the interior of

Ceylon. They are supposed to be survivors

of the original inhabitants of the island,

and belong to a very low state of civiliza-

tion.

Vedanga(ve-dan'ga),n. [Skr] Lit.alimbof
the Veda A name common to six Sanskrit

works interpreting the Vedic texts and ap-

plying them to specific purposes. The Ved-

angas are elaborate treatises on (1) prontui-

ciation, (2) metre, (3) grammar, (4) explana-

tion of difticult terms, (6) astronomy, (6) cere-

monial. They are composed in the Sutra or

aphoristic style.

Vedanta (ve-dan'ta), n. A system of phi-

losophy among the Hindus founded on the

Vedas. It is chiefly concerned in the in-

vestigation of the Supreme Spirit and the

relation in which the universe, and espe-

cially the human soul, stands to it.

VedantiC (ve-dan'tik), o. Of or pertaining

to the Vedas; founded on or derived from
the Vedas.

While those Aryan races remained unmixed with

the other inhabitants of India, and retained their

pure Pedantic faith, they left ... not one single

monument to tell of their existence. Fergusson.

Vedantist (ve-diin'tist), n. One versed in

the doctrines of the Vedanta (which see).

Vedette (ve-def), ». [Fr. vedette, from It.

vedetta, a vedette, from vedere, L. videre.

to see. ] A sentinel on horseback stationed

on an outpost or elevated point to watch

an enemy and give notice of danger; a

vidette.

Vedlc (ve'dik), a. Of or relating to a Veda
or the Vedas; as, the Vedic hymns. See Veda.

Veena (ve'na), n. See Vina.

Veer (ver), v. i. [Fr. iiirer, to turn, veer, tack,

Ac; Prov. virar; from L.L. virare, to turn,

from L. viria, a ring, a bracelet] 1. To
turn; to alter its course, as a ship, by turn-

ing her head round away from the wind

Fate, tta, fat, f»U; me, met, h6r; , pine, pin; nOte, not, mijve; tube, tub, bflU; oil, pound; ii, Sc. sbune; J, Sc. f«ir.
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'*And as he leads the following navy veers.'

I>ryden.—2. To shift or to change direction;

as, the wind veers to the west or north.
'Where wind veers oft.' Milton. *And turn
your veering heart with ev'ry gale.' Ros-
conunon. The wind, in nautical language, is

said to veer a/t when it comes to blow more
astern; the contrary is to haul forward.—
3. To turn round; vary; be otherwise minded:
said in regard to persons, feelings, inten-

tions ; as, his resolution is not to be de-

pended on, he veers so often. ' As passion
or interest may veer about." Burke. See
also Veering.
Veer (ver), v.t. Naut. to direct into a dif-

ferent course; specifically, to wear or cause
to change a course by turning the stem to

windward, in opposition to tacking. — To
veer out, to suffer to run or to let out to a
greater length; as, to veer otit a rope.—To
veer away, to let out; to slacken and let run;
as, to veer aicay the cable.— To veer and
haul, to pull tight and slacken alternately.

Veerablet (ver'a-bl), a. Changeable; shift-

ing: said of winds. Dampier.
Veering (ver'ing), p. and o. Turning; chang-
ing; shifting.

A subtle sudden flame,
By veering passion fanned
About thee breaks and dances. Tennyson.

Veering (ver'ing), n. The act of turning
or changing; a nckle or capricious change.

It is a double misfortune to a nation given to chanj^e
when they have a sovereign that ts prone to fall m
with all the turns and veerings of the people.

Addison.

Veerlngly (ver'ing-li), <uLv. In a veering
manner; changingly; shiftingly.

Veeiy (ve'ri), n. A name given in America
to Wilson's thrush (Turdus fugcescens).

Vega (ve'ga), n, [Arabic name.] In astron.

a star of the first magnitude in the northern
constellation LjTa.

Vega (va'ga), n. [Sp] An open plain; a
tract of level and fruitful ground.
Sometimes marauders penetrated into the vega,

the beautiful vega, every inch of whose soil was
fertilized with human blood. Prescott.

Vegetability(vej'e-ta-bil"i-ti).n. The state
or quality of being vegetable; vegetable
nature.

Vegetable (vej'e-ta-bl), o. [Fr. vegetable,
from L. vegetabUis, enlivening, from vegeto,
to enliven, to strengthen, from vegetttg,

lively, from oegeo, to rouse, excite; from
root seen also in vigottr, vigilant.] Belong-
ing, pertaining, or peculiar to plants; hav-
ing the characteristics of a plant or plants;
resembling a plant or what belongs to plants;
occupied or concerned with plants; as, vege-
table qualities; vegetable juices; the vege-
table kingdom.

And all amid them stood the tree of life

High eminent, blooming ambrosial fruit
Of vegetable gold. Milton.

— Vegetable acids, such as are obtained from
plants, as malic, citric, gallic, tartaric, &c.,
acids.— Ke^e(a6fe cethiops, a charcoal pre-
pared by burning Fucua vegicxUonu, or
common seaweed, in a covered crucible.—
Vegetable alkali, an alkaloid (which see).—
Vegetable anatomy, that branch of botany
which treats of the form, disposition, and
structure of the organs of plants.— Vege-
tablebutters. See under BvrrER.— Vegetable
Jtannel, a fabric made of a fine fibre ob-
tained from the leaves of the I'inut sylves-
tris. — Vegetable ivory. .See Ivory -NUT.—
Vegetable jelly, agelatinous substance found
in plants; pectin.— Vegetable kingdom, that
division of natural history which embraces
the various oi^anized bodies to which we
indifferently give the names of vegetates
and ptantn. The science which treats of
these is termed Botany (which see).— IV*?*-

tahle life, the aggregate of the phenomena
exhibited by plants, and which are similar
to those that in animals are considered as
characteristic of vital agency, agreeing with
them in many essential respects, though
they differ in others, especially in the ab-
sence of sensibility and voluntary motion.
Plants breathe, feed, digest, increase in their
dimeuslona, produce new individuals, and
perform various other functionsanalogous to
those of animals, and which are essentially
characteristic of life. See Plant.— tV^etaftte
marrow. SeeMARR0W,3.— Vegetable morpho-
logy. .See MoKPHOLOGY. -Vegetable mould.
mould or soil containing a considerable pro-
portion of vegetable constituents ; mould
consisting wholly or chiefly of humus.—
Vegetable oils. See ()l\..-~Vegetable parch-
ment, iitamem Parchmentpaper. Seeunder
Vapv.p.— Vegetable physiology, that branch

of botany which treats of the vital actions
of plants, or of the offices which their vari-

ous organs perform.— Vegetable silk. Same
as Silk-cotton.— Vegetable sulphur, a pow-
der obtained from the theca of Lycopodium
clavatum, or common club -moss. It is

highly inflammable, and is employed for

pyrotechnical purposes.— r«£feta6ie tallow.

See Tallow.— Vegetable tissue. See Tissue.
— Vegetable icax. See Wax.
Vegetable (vej'e-ta-bl), n. [See the adjec-
tive.] 1. A plant. See PLANT, in which ar-

ticle the nature and character of vegetables
are fully discussed. — 2. In a more limited
sense, a plant used for culinary purposes,
or used for feeding cattle and sheep orother
animals. Vegetables for these uses are such
as are of a more soft and fleshy substance
than trees and shrubs, such as cabbage,
cauliflower, turnips, potatoes, pease, beans,
Ac.

Vegetal (vej'e-tal). a. [Fr. v^gital. See
Vegetable. ] l. Pertaining or relating to a
plant or plants; having the characteristics
ornature of a vegetable; vegetable. Burton.

On the whole it appears to me to be the most con-
venient to adhere to the old plan of calling such of
those low forms as are more animal in habit. Proto-
zoa, and such as are more vegetal, Protophyta.

Huxley.
2. Of or pertaining to that class of vital

phenomena common to plants and animals,
namely.digestion and nutritive assimilation,
growth, absorption, secretion, excretion,
circulation, respiration, and generation, as
contradistinguished from sensation and vo-
lition, which are peculiar to animals.

The first are called the vegetal functions, the se-

cond the animal functions; and the powers or forces
on which they depend have been termed respectively
the vegetal lite and the animal life. Branae &• Cox.

Vestal (vej'e-tal), n. A plant; a vegetable.
' \our minerals, vegetals, and animals.' B.
Jonson.

In fact many of these smallest vegetalt . . . dis-

play a mechanical activity not distinguishable from
that of the simplest animals. H. Spencer.

VegetaUty (vej-e-tel'i-ti), n. 1. The sUte
or property of l>eing vegetal or vegetable;
vegetability. 2. The aggregate of those vital

phenomena which constitute the life or
existence of a vegetal)le. See V^egetal, o. 2.

Vegetarian (vej-e-ta'ri-an), n. 1. One who
abstains from animal food, and lives exclu-
sively nn the products of the vegetable king.
dom. Hutsonie so-called vegetarians abstain
from flesh only, while others will not eat
butter, eggs, or even milk. - 2- One who
maintains that vegetable substances con-
stitute the only proper food for man.
Vegetarian (veje-ta'rian),a. Ol or belong-
ing to the diet or system of the vegetarians;
relating to vegetarians or to v^^tariauism.
This . . . type of dentition is associated usually

with vegetarian or promiscuous diet. Owen.

Vegetarianism (vej-e-ta'ri-an-izm), n. The
theory and practice of living solely on vege-
tables. The doctrines and practice of vege-
tarianism are as old as the time of Pytha-
goras, and have for ages been strictly ob-
served by many of the Hindus; and of late

years the practice of subsisting solely upon
vegetable food has come prominently before
the public in connection with dietetic re-

form.
Vegetate (vej'e-tat). v.i. pret. & pp. vege-
tated; ppr. vegetating. [In form from L.

vegeto, vegetatum, to enliven, but in mean-
ing from E. vegetable (which see).] 1. To grow
in the manner of plants; to grow by vege-
table growth ; as, plants will not vegetate
without a certain degree of heat.

See dying vegetables life sustain.

Sec hfe oissolving vegeuxte again. Pope.

Hence—2. To live an idle, unthinking, use-
less life ; to have a mere existence. ' Per-
sons who . . . would have veaetated stupidly
in the places where fortune had fixed them.

'

Jeffrey.

Vegetation (vej-e-ta'shon), n. 1. The act or
process of vegetating ; the process of grow-
ing exhibited by plants; as, vegetation takes
place after the seed is sown.-2. Vegetables
or plants in general or collectively ; as, a
rich vegetation covers the fields; in the midst
of luxuriant vegetation.

Deep to the root
Of vegetation parch'd, the cleaving fields
And slippery fawn an arid hue disclose.

TAofnso*!.

3. In med. a morbid production which rises

as an excrescence on the valves of the heart,
in syphilis, &c. ; also, a fleshy granulation
which sometimes grows on the surfaces of
wounds or ulcers. Dunglison.— Vegetation

of salts, or sali^te vegetation, a crystalline

concretion formed by salts, after solution in
water, when set in the air for evaporation.
These concretions appear round the surface
of the liquor, affixed to the sides of the ves-

sel, and are often in branching forms so as
to resemble plants.

Vegetative (vej'e-tat-iv), a. [Fr. v^getatif.]

1. Growing, or having the power of growing,
as plants. ' Creatures vegetative and grow-
ing.' Raleigh.— 2.. Having the power to pro-
duce or support growth in plants ; as, the
vegetative properties of soil.

Vegetative t (vej'e-tat-iv), n. A vegetable.
Culvencell.

Vegetativeness (vej'e-tat-iv-nes), n. The
quality of being vegetative, or producing
growth.
Vegete (ve-jef), « [1- vegetus, enlivened,
vigorous. See Vegetable.] Vigorous; ac-
tive. [Rare. ]

a well radicated habit in a lively, vegete faculty is

like an apple of gold in a picture of silver. South.

Vegetlvet (vej'e-tiv), a. Vegetable; having
the nature of plants; capable of growth.
' Vegetive life.* Tusser.

Vegetive t (vej'e-tiv), n. A vegetable. *In
vegetives, in metals, stones.' Shak.

Vegeto-alkali (vej'e-to-al-ka-li), n. An al-

kjuoid.

Vegeto-animal (vej'e-to-an-i-mal), a. Par-
taking of the nature both of vegetable and
animal matter.

He (the chemist) also found . . . that this inner
matter which was contained in the bag, which con-
stitutes the yeast-plant, was a substance containing
the elements carbon and hydrogen, and oxygen and
nitrogen, and that it was what Fabroni called a
vegetO'aninuil substance, and that it had the pecu-
liarities of what are commonly called animal pro-
ducts. Huxley.

— Vegeto-animal tnatter is a term formerly
applied to vegetable gluten and albumen.
VegetOUflt (vej'e-tus), fl. [See Vegete.]
Vigorous; lively; vegete.

If she be fair, young, and vegetous, no sweetmeats
ever drew more nies. B. yonson.

Vehemence (ve'he-mens), n. [Fr. vihimence,
from L. vehementia, eagerness, vehemence.
See V'ehement.] The character or quality
of being vehement ; the energy exhil>ited
by one who or that which is vehement; as,

(a) Violent ardour; fervour; impetuosity;
fire; as, the vehemence of love or affection;
the vehemence of anger or other passion.
'His vehemence of temper.' Addison. 'Fiery
vehemence of youth.' Sir W. Scott.

Nay, I prithee now with most petitionary veMt-
mence, tell me who it is. Skak.

(b) Force or impetuosity accompanying en-
ei^etic action of any kind; impetuous force;
impetuosity; boisterousness; violence; fury;
as, the vehemence of wind ; to speak with
vehemence.

Stunning sounds and voices all confused
Borne through the hollow dark, assaults his ear
\Vith loudest vehemence. Milton.

Vehemency (ve'he-men-si), n. Vehemence.
Tilt; reheinency of your affection.' Skak.

Vehement (ve'he-ment), a. [Fr. vehement,
from L. vehemem, vehementis, eager, vehe-
ment, lit. carried out of one's mind, from
veho, to carry (see Vehicle), and mens, the
mind.] 1. Proceeding from or characterized
by strength, violence, or impetuosity of feel-

ing or emotion; very ardent ; very eager or
ui^ent; fervent; passionate; as, a vehement
affection or passion; vehement desire; vehe-
ment elocjuence. * Vehement importunity.'
Shak. * Their veAemene instigation.' Shak.—
2. Acting with great force or energy ; ener-
getic; violent; furious; very forcible; as, a
vehement wind; a vehement torrent.

Gold will endure a vehement &re for a long time.
iV. Grnv.

Syn. Impetuous, violent, furious, boister-
ous, passionate, fervid, ardent, fiery, glow-
ing, bundng, eager, urgent.

Vehemently (ve'he-ment-li), adv. In a ve-

heiiient in.tnner; with great force and vio-

lence; iirgently; furcilily; ardently; pas-
sionately. Mark xiv. 31.

Vehicle (ve'hi-kl). n. [Fr. v^hicule, from t.
vehiculuni, a vehicle, a carnage, from veho,
to carry, from a root seen also in E. wagon,
way.] 1. Any kind of carriage moving on
land, either on wheels or runners, compre-
hending coaches, chariots, gigs, wagons,
carts of every kind, sleighs, sledges, and
the like; a conveyance.- -2. That which is

used as the instrument of conveyance, trans-
mission, or communication; as, language is

the ordinary vehicle for conveying ideas.
' His blood the vehicle of life.' Sir M. Hale.

ch. cAain; th, Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng. »ing; in, then; th, thin; w, i«g; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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And alms are but the mhiclet of prayer.'

The gaiety of a divertin(r word serves as a -jekicte

to convey the force and meaning of a thing.
Sir Ji. L'Estrtinfft.

3. In phar. a substance in which medicine is

taken: an excipient (which see).—4. In art.

a menstruum or medium in which paints,

gums, varnishes, Ac, are dissolved and pre-

pared lor use; thus in painting water is the

vehicle in fresco and water-colours, the

colours being consohdated with gum-arabic;

size is used in distemper painting, and the

fixed oils of linseed, nut, and poppy are used

in oil-painting. FairhoU.

VeMcled (ve'hi-ldd), p. and a. Conveyed m
or applied or imparted by means of a ve-

hicle.
Guards us through polemic hfe

From poison vehicled in praise. Mat. Green.

Vehicular (ve-hik'fi-14r), a. Of, pertaining,

or relating to a vehicle or vehicles; as, »«-

hicnlar traffic; vehicular conveyance.

VehlCUlary (vehik'u-la-ri), a. Vehicular.

Vehlculate (veliik'u-lat), v.t. To convey,

apply, or impart by means of a veliicle.

Carlyle.

Vehlculatory (v6-hik'u-la-to-ri), a. Pertam-

ing or relating to a vehicle; vehicular. ' Ve-

hlculatory gear for setting out.' Carlyle.

Vebme (fa'me), n. Same as Vehmgerichte.

Velungeriolite (fiim'ge-rifih-te), n. pi. [PI. of

G. vehmgericht—O.Q. veine, .feme, fern, pun-
ishment, and gericht, a court of justice.] A
system of secret tribunals which originated

during the middle ages in Westphalia, and
then spread over Germany when the regular

administration of justice had fallen into com-
plete disorder. The chief of the association

(the Freigraf= free count) was usually a man
of exalted rank, and had the supreme direc-

tion of the courts. His associates (.Frei-

«cA6/«)i = free justices) concurred in and
executed the sentences of the court, being

bound by a tremendous oath to obey fill its

behests, and keep secret its proceedings

from all that is between heaven and earth.

The assemldies of the tribunal were some-

times held in public and in tlie open air,

but were generally held by night in a forest

or in some other concealed place. Any per-

son supposed to be guilty of lieresy, sorcery,

rape, theft, roljbery, or murder, might he
summoned before the court and compelled
to answer the charge brought against him
by the accuser, who was one of the Frei-

schoffen. If the accused was found guilty of

a capital crime, or if he repeatedly refused

to appear on being duly cited, it was the

duty of the Freischoffen to put him to deatli.

This system offered great scope for the spirit

of private revenge, malice, and interested

motives, and many judicial murders were
perpetrated. When the governments of the

various states became more effective and
society more settled, the regular executive

struggled to destroy the power of the vehm-
gericlite, and ultimately succeeded, the last

triliunal being held at Zell in 1568.

VelimiO (ve'mik), a. Of or pertaining to the

vehme or vehmgerichte (which see).

VeU (val), n. [O.Fr. veile, vaile, Mod.Fr.
voile, a veil, a sail, a curtain, Ac, from L.

velmn, a sail, covering, veil, derived by some
from a root meaning to move, seen also in

veho, to carry, and in E. way, wagon.]

1. Something hung up or spread out to in-

tercept the view; a covering thrown before

or over something to prevent it being seen;

a screen: a curtain; specifically, any more or
less transparent piece of dress worn to con-

ceal, shade, or protect the face.

The vei^ of the temple was rent in twain.
Mat. xxvii. 51.

Bonnet nor i/^V henceforth no creature wear!
No sun nor wind will ever strive to Iciss you.

S/iat.

2. Fig anything that prevents observation;

a covering, mask, disguise, or the like.

1 will pluck the borrow'd veii of modesty from the

so-seemmg Mrs. Pajje. Shai.

3. In bot. and zool. same as Velum.~i. In

anat. the soft palate. See Palate. — To
take the veil, to assume the veil according

to the custom of a woman when she becomes
a nun; to retire to a nunnery.

VeU (val), v.t. 1. To cover or conceal with

a veil, curtain, or something similar.

Her face was Tei/ii, yet to my fancied sight

Love, sweetness, goodness iii her person shined.
MiUen.

Then his robe
Ulysses drew, behind its ample folds

Veiling his face through fear to be observed.
Cowper.

2. To invest; to enshroud; to envelop; to

hide; to conceal. ' Pan or Apollo, veil'd in

human form.' Wordsworth. —i. 'To keep
from being seen; to conceal from view.

she bow'd as if to veil a noble tear. Tettnyson.

4. To conceal, figuratively; to mask; to dis-

guise. 'To keep yourgreat pretences uetfcd.'

Shak. ' Half to show, half mi his deep in-

tent.' Pope.
VeiUess(val'les),a. Destitute of a veil. 'Her
veilless &ye%.' Tennyson.

Vein (van), 71. [Fr. veitte, from L. jjeiw, a
blood-vessel, vein, also natural Ijent, genius,

supposed to be from same root as veho, to

carry. See Veil.) 1. One of a system of

membranous canals or tubes distributed

throughout the bodies of animals for the

pui'pose of returning the impure blood from
the extremities, surfaces, and viscera to the

heart and lungs. They are devoid of elas-

ticity, and have no pulsation, the motion of

the blood being mainly secured by pressure

of the moving muscles, between which they

are imbedded, the backward flow of the

blood being prevented where necessai^ by
a series of valves which permit a current

only towards the heart. The veins arise

from venous capillaries which collect from
the tissues the blood recently brought to

them by tlie arterial capillaries. These
venous capillaries unite to form ultimate

veins, which still unite in turn, forming
gradually larger branches and trunks as they
approach the centre of the circulation. The
venous blootl returned from above the re-

gion of the heart is united in one great

vein, the vena cava superior, all those from
below entering by the vena cava inferior.

The portal vein (vena porta) receives the

venous blood from the intestines and con-

veys it through the liver to the vena cava
inferior. The pulmonary vein and branches

go from the right side of the heart to the

lungs, carrying the blood to the air-sacs to

be revivified by the oxygen of the inspired

air. The veins like the arteries are com-
posed of three coats. Valves are absent in

the vena: porta;, the portal, the pulmonary,
and various other veins, and are present in

greatest numbers in the veins of the extre-

mities. —2. A tube or an assemblage of tubes
through which the sap of plants is trans-

mitted along the leaves. The term is more
appropriately applied to the finer and more
complex ramifications which interbranch

with each other like net-work, the larger and
more direct assemblages of vessels being
called ribs and iiei^es. Veins are also found
in the calyx and corolla of flowers. —3.A crack

or fissure in a rock, filled up by substances

differentfrom the rock, and which may either

be metallic or non-metallic. Veins are some-
times many yards wide, having a length of

many miles, and they ramify or branch out

into innumerable smaller parts, often as

slender as threads. Metallic veins are chiefly

found in the primary, and lower and middle
secondary rocks. Many species of stones,

as granite porphyry, <fcc., are often found
in veins.— 4. A streak or wave of different

colour, appearing in wood, in marble, and
other stones; a long irregular streak of col-

our. —5. A cavity, fissure, or cleft, as in the

earth or other substance. ' To do me busi-

ness in the veins o' the earth.' Shak. —
6. Any distinctive or valuable property or

characteristic considered as running through
or being intermingled with others ; a con-

tinued strain; current; stream.

He can open a vein of true and noble tlunking.
S-wm.

Many a good poetic vein is buried under trade.
Lccke.

7. Manner of speech or action; particular

style, character, disposition, or cast of mind.

This is Ercles' vein, a tyrant's vein. Shak.

The whole world again
Cannot pick out five such, take each one in his vein.

SItai.

8. Particular mood, temper, humour, or dis-

position for the time being.

I am not in the giving vein to-day. Shak.

Speak'st thou in earnest or in jesting vein t

Dryden.
Vein (van), v.t. To fill or furnish with veins;

to cover with veins; to streak or variegate

with veins.
Not tho' all the gold

That veins the world, were pack'd to make your
crown Tennyson.

Veinal t (va'nal), o. Relating to the veins

;

venous. Boyle.

Veined (vand), a. 1. Full of veins; streaked;
variegated ; as, veined marble. ' Meadows
often veined with gentle gliding brooks.'

Drayton. —2. In hot. having vessels branch-
ing over the surface, as a leaf.

Veinlng (van'ing), n. 1. The act or process
of fomung veins.—2. A streaked or varie-

gated appearance as if covered by a net-

work of veins.

In the edifices of man there should be found rev-

erent worship and following of the spirit . . . which
gives veinin^ to the leaf and polish to the shell.

Rustin.

3. In weaving, a stripe in the cloth formed
by a vacancy in the warp. —4. A kind of

needle-work in which the veins of a piece of

muslin are wrought to a pattern.

Veinless (van'les), a. Destitute of veins; as,

a veinless leaf.

Veinlet (van'let), n. A small vein; a vein

branching off from a larger vein. 'Veins
and veinlets.' Carlyle.

Veinous (va'nus), a. Same as Venous.

The excellent old gentleman's nails are long and
leaden, and his hands lean and veinans. Dickens.

Veln-stone (van'ston), ii. The stony or

mineral matter occupying a vein; vein-stuff.

Vein-Stuff (van'stuf), n. The non-metal-
liferous matter found in a vein or lode, and
technically called the matrix or gang.

Veiny (va'ni), a, FiUl of veins : as, veiny
leaves. ' The veiny marble. ' Thomson.
Velar (ve'ier), a. [L. velum, a veil] Of,

pertaining, or relating to a veil; specifi-

cally, in philol. a term applied to certain

sounds, as those represented by the letters

gw, kw, qu; produced by the aid of the veil

or soft palate. A. H. Sayce.

Velarium (ve-la'ri-um), ?i. [L] The great
awning drawn over the roofless Roman
theatres or amphitheatres to protect the
spectators from the rain or the sun's rays,

Velate (velat), a. (L. vetatus, pp. of velo,

to veil.] In bot. having a veil; veiled.

Velatura (vel'a-tu-ra), n. [It., from velare,

to cover, to veil.] In fine arts, the art or
process of glazing a picture by rubbing on a

thin covering of colour with the hand. This

mode was much practised by the early

Italian painters.

Velet (val), ii. A veil. Spemer.
Velella (ve-lel'la), n. [L. velum, a sail.] A
genus of Hydrozoa. See VELELI.ID.S.

Velellidse (ve-lel'li-de), n. pi. A family gf

Hydrozoa, sub -class Siphonophora, order
Physophoridse. The best known member,
Velella vulgaris or .Sallee-man, is about 2

inches in length l)y U to height. It is of a
beautiful blue colour and semi-transparent,

and floats on the surface of the sea with its

vertical crest exposed to the wind as a sail:

hence the name.
Velia (veli-a), ii. [L. velmn, a sail] A
genus of hemipterous insects. V. currens

is commonly seen running on the surface of

brooks.
Vellferous (ve-iuer-us), o. [L. velum, a

sail, and fero, to bear.] Bearing or carry-

ing sails. ' Veliferotis chariots.' Evelyn.

[Kare]
Veligerous (ve-lij'ir-us), a [L. velum, a
veil, and gero, to bear.] Bearing a velum.
See Velum.
Velinche (ve-linsh'), ". [Also valinch, per-

haps from Fr. avaler, to let down. See
AVALE, v.t.] A tubtdar vessel open at both
ends, wider above than below, and such that

when dipped into liquor and the thumb or

finger closed on the upper end the liquid

does not run out when the instrument Is

lifted. It is used in sampling liquors.

Velitatlont (vel-i-ta'shon), n. [L. velitatio,

velitationis, from velitor, velitatus, to skir-

mish, from veles, velitis, a light-armed sol-

dier.] A dispute or contest; a slight skir-

mish. Burton.
VellVOlant (ve-liv'6-lant), a. [L. velivolam,

velicolantis—velnm, a sail, and volo, to fly.)

Passing under sail. [Rare]
Veil (vel), n. [Felt, a skin. F is often

changed to v in the dialect of the South of

England. ] The maw or stomach of a young
calf used for rennet. [Local.]

Veil (vel), v.t. [Perhaps from veil, provin-

cial form of /ell. a skin. See above. ] To cut

off the turf or sward of land. [Local ]

Velleityt (vel-le'i-ti). II. (Fr velleite. from
L velle, to will] Volition in the weakest

form; an indolent or inactive wish or in-

clination towards a thing, which leads to no
energetic effort to obtain it; chiefly a scho-

lastic term.

The wishing of a thing is not properly the willing

it. but it is that which is called by the schools an im-

perfect velleity. and imports no more than an idle

nioperative complacency in, and desire of the end.

without any consideration of the means. Seuth.

Fate, fir, fat, f»ll; m§, met, hSr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, 8c. abune; J, 8c. bjf.
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Villanage or viUen^e.Vellenage.t

VeUet, t Vellute t (vellet,venut), n. Velvet.

His if«//f/ head beean to shoot out.

And his wreathed noms gan newly sprout.
Sfif^nser.

Velllcate (velli-kat), v.t. [L. vellico, velH-
catuin, from vello, to pull] To twitch; to
cause to twitch convulsively: applied to the
muscles and fibres of animals. 'Convul-
sions arisini; from something veUieating a
nerve.' Arhuthnot.

Velllcate (vel'li-kat), v.i. To move spas-
ni'idically; to twitch; as, a nerve vellicatee.

VeUication ( veMi-ka'shon ), n. [L. veUi-
catio. See above] 1. The act of twitching
or of causing to twitch.—2. A twitching or
convulsive motion of a muscular fibre.

Watts.

VeUiCsative (veni-kat-iv^, a. Having the
power of veUicating, plucking, or twitching.

Vellon (vel-yon'X n. [Sp. ; same word as
billon.] A kind of Spanish money of ac-

count. The term is'also used like the Eng-
lish word sterling. The reale de vellon is

worth about 2\d. English.

VellOped (vel'opt), pp. In her. having gills

of such or such a tincture : applied to a
cock whose gills are borne of a different
tincture from the body.

Vellozia (vel-16'zi-a), 7i- A genus of plants,
nat. order Haemodoracefe ; the tree lilies.

They have the appearance of lilies with a
perennial stem, 2 to 10 feet high. They
give a peculiar aspect to the flora of some
districts of South America, and are chiefly
natives of the dry mountain r^ons of
Brazil.

Vellum (vel'um), n. [Fr. vHin, from L. viiu-

Unus, pertaining to a calf, from vitulus, a
calf. See Veal.] A fine kind of parchment
made of calf's skin, and rendered clear,

smooth, and white for writing on. (See
Parchment.) The term is also applied to
a superior kind of writing paper, and to a
kind of cotton cloth prepared to imitate
more or less vellum in appearance.
VeUumy (vernm-i). a. Resembling vellum.
Vellos (vel'lus), n, (L., a fleece.] In bot.

the 9tipe of certain fungi.

Veloce (va-16'cha). [It, gulck.] In mu^c,
a term prefixed to a passage or movement
to indicate that it is to be performed with
great quickness or swiftness.

Velodman (vg-los't-man), n. [L. velox, ve-

tocis, swift, and rnantit, the band. ] A car-
riage of the nature of a velocipede driven
by hand.
Velocimeter (ve-l6-slm'e-t6r), ». [L. velox,
celoctJi, rapid, and Or. laetron, a measure.]
An apparatus for measuring the speed of
machinery. Simmonds.
Velocipede (vfi-los'l-ped), n. (From L. velox,
v€locijf, swift, a nd pes, pedis, a foot See Ve-
LociTV, Foot] A light vehicle or carriage
impelled by the rider. One of the older forms
of this carriage consisted of two wheels of
nearly equal size, placed one before the other,
and connected by a beam on which the
driver's seat was fixed. The rider, sitting
astride the machine,propelled it bythe thrust
of each foot on the ground. This form dates
from the early part of the present century.
About half a century later treadles operat-
ing cranks on the axle of the front wheel
came into use, and soon many modified and
improved kinds became popular under the
name of the bicycle. (See Bicycle. ) A three-
wheeied velocipede, or tricycle, came also
into use, as well as so-called tandems and
various other forms, the term cyde being now
commonly applied to all such vehicles. Light
boats driven by a paddle wheel or wheels
operated by cranks and treadles, and known
as water-velocipedes, are also in use.

Velodpedlst (ve-losT-ped-ist), n. One who
uses a velocipede; one who runs matches on
a velocipede.

Velocity (ve-los'i-ti). n. [Pr. viloHU, from
L, celocitas, from velox, velocis, swift, rapid:
from a root seen also in vele$, a light-armed
soldier (whence velitation); SIct. val, to
turn about] 1. QnicknMS or speed In mo-
tion or movement; swiftness; rapidity: ce-
lerity; as, the velocity of wind; the velocity
of a planet or comet in its orbit or course;
the velocity o( a cannon-ball; the velocity of
light. It is not applied to the movements
ofanimals. or but rarely. See Celbritt.-—
2 In phygics, rate of motion, whether fast
orslow; the rate at which a body changes Its
position in space; the rate of chiuige of
position of a point per unit of time. The
Telocity of a body is unt/orm when it passes

through equal spaces iu equal times, and it

is variable when the spaces passed through
in equal times are unequal. The velocity
of a body is accelerated when it passes
through a greater space in equal successive
portions of time, as is the case of falling
bodies under the action of gravity, and it is

retarded when a less space is passed through
in each successive portion of time. When
the motion of a body is uniform its velocity
is measured by tlie space described by it in
a unit of time, as one second. If the mo-
tion of the body is not uniform its velocity
is measured by the space which it would
describe uniformly in a given time, if the
motion became and continued uniform from
that instant of time. The unit of space and
time taken in order to measure velocity,
may be assumed of any magnitude, but in
theoretical mechanics one second is usually
taken as the unit of time, and one foot as the
unit of space.

—

Angular velocity. See under
Angular.—Initiai velocity^Wia rate of move-
ment of a body at starting: especially used
of the velocity of a projectile as it issues
from a firearm. — Virtual velocity. See
under Virtual.—Syn. Swiftness, rapidity,
celerity, speed, fleetness, quickness.

VeltfEUre (velt'far), n. A fieldfare. 'A velt-

/atcor a snipe.' Swijt. [Local.]

Velum (ve'lnm), n. [L., a veil] 1. In hot.

a name given to a horizontal membrane
connecting the margin of the pileus of a
fungus with the stipes.—2. In zool. the mem-
brane which surrounds and partially closes
the mouth of the disc of Medusfe or medu-
siform gonophores.— Velum palati, in anal.
the veil of the palate; the soft palate. See
Palate.
Velumen (ve-lu'men), n. [L., a cover, a
fleece.] In bot. the velvety coating formed
over some leaves by short soft hairs.

Veluret (verur), n. [Fr. velours, O.Fr. t»i-

oux, velous, viUttse, from L. viUosus, shaggy,
from villus, shaggy hair.] Velvet. 'An old
hat lined with velure.' Beau, tfc Fl.

Velutlnous (ve-lu'tin-ua). a. (It veUtto,
velvet.] Resembling velvet; velvety; soft;

specifically, in bot. having a hairy siu^ace,
which in texture resembles velvet, as in
Rockea coccinea.

Velveret (vel'v^r-et), n. A kind of fustian.
Son fhey.

Velvet (vel'vet), n. lO.E. vehnutte (CAatt-
cer), velwet, vellute; t. L. velluetum, vellutum;
It velluto; from a Latin adjective villutus,

Bhaggy, from viUus, shaggy hair] 1. A rich
silk stuff, covered on the outside with a
close, short, fine, soft shag or nap. In this
fabric the warp is passed over wires so as to
make a row of loops which project from the
backing, and are thus left, by witlidrawing
the wire, for an uncut or pile velvet, but are
cut by a knife to make a cut velvet. ITie
same name is given to cotton stuffs manu-
factured in the same way, which are also
called velveteen or cotton velvet.—2. A deli-
cate hairy integument covering a deer's
antlers in the first stages of growth. It is

amply provided with blood-vessels, which
supply nutriment to the horns, but gradu-
ally begins to shrivel and peel off. its com-
plete 4lis:ippearance being hastened by the
deer rubbing its antlers against trees, <tc.

Velvet (vel'vet). tJ.i. To paint velvet [Rare.]
V'erditure . . . ts the palest green that is. but good

to ve/vet upon black in any drapery. Peacham,

Velvet (vel'vet). a. Made of velvet; or soft
and delicate like velvet, as the skin of an
animal or the surface of a plant ' The cow-
slip's velvet head.' Milton.
Velvet (vel'vet), v.t. To cover with velvet;
to cause to resemble velvet. [Rare.]
Velveted (vel'vet-ed). a. Partaking of the
nature of velvet; painted so as to resemble
velvet.

Velveteen ^velvet-en'), «. [Yrom velvet] A
kind of cloth made of cotton in imitation of
velvet; cotton velvet. See Velvet.

Velvet-g:uard(vervet-gard), n. 1. Aguardor
ornamental trimming of dress worn in the
time of Shakspere. 'These velvet-guards,
and black-laced sleeves.' Decker.—2. Fig.
a person wearing such ornaments. 'To vel-
vet-gitardM and .Sunday citizens.' Shak.
Velveting (vel'vet-ing), n. The fine nap or
shag of velvet
Velvet-leaf (vel'vet-lef), n. A name given
to the Cisaampelos Pareira, on account of
the silky down which covers the leaves,
also to Sida Abutilon. See Cissampblos.
Velvet -m088 (vel'vet-mos), n. A lichen
(Gyrophora murina) used in dyeing, found
in the Dovrefjeld Mountains of Norway.

Velvet-painting (vel'vet-pant-ing), n. The
art of colouring on velvet with transparent
liquid an<l other readily diluted colours.
Velvet-pee + (vel'vet-pe), n. [Velvet, and
L.G. and D. pije, Goth, paida— cloth, a
warm jacket. See Pea-jacket.] A velvet
jacket.

Though now your blockhead be covered with a
Spanish block, and your lashed shoulders with a
veivtt-pee. Beati. & Fl.

Velvet-pile (vel'vet-pil), n. A kind of car-
pet with a long soft nap. Simmond$.
Velvet-runner (vel'vet-run-6r), n. A bird,
the water-rail (which see). WUloughby.
Velvet-scoter (vel'vet-sko't^r), n. A marine
bird of the genus Oidemia (0. fitsca), a kind
of black duck. See Scoter.
Velvety (vel've-ti), a. Made of or resembling
velvet; smooth, soft, or delicate in surface.
' The beautiful velvety turf of the gardens.'
T. Hughes.
Vena (ve'naX n. [L.] In anat. a vein. Vena
cava, the largest vein in the body, so named
from its great cavity, into which, as a com-
mon channel, all the lesser veins except the
pulmonaries, empty themselves. This vein
receives the blood from the extremities and
other parts, and transmits it to the right
auricle of the heart It is divided into the
superior and inferior. (See HEART.) Vena
portce (lit. vein of the gate), the great vein
at the entr.ince of the liver, receiving the
blood from the abdominal viscera, and car-
rying it into the substance of tlie liver,

where it is utilized in the formation of bile.

It is distinguished into two portions, the
hepatic and abdominal. Vena contracta, in
hydraulics, see under CONTRACTED.
Venal (venal), a. [L. vena, a vein.] Per-
taining to a veiu or to veins; contained in
the veins; venous; as, veiml blood. [Rare.]

Venal (ve'nal), a. [L. venalis, venal, for sale,

from venus or vemnn, sale; akin to Slcr.

vasna, a price. ] Ready to be sold for money
or other consideration and entirely from sor-
did motives; basely or meanly disposed of
or to be disposed of for lucre; mercenary;
hireling; as, a vetial politician; venal ser-
vices. ' And shakes corruption on her venal
throne.' Thomson.

Ktrwii/and licentious scribblers, with just sufficient
talents to clothe the thoughts of a pandar in the style
of a bellman, were now the favourite writers of the
sovereign and the public. Atacauiay.

— Venal, Mercenary, Hireling. Although
both venal and mercenary are used in a bad
sense, venal is much stronger than merce-
nary, standing to it in the relation of sale
to hire. A venal man sells himself wholly
to his purchaser, sacrificing character, hon-
our, principle, his whole individuality in-

deed for gain; a mercenary man acts with a
view to profit in what he does, and is actu-
ated by sordid motives, but he does not
necessarily surrender himself unreservedly,
or even make any sacrifice of principle.
With the mercenary man love of gain is the
chief motive; with the venal man it is in
effect the only motive. Hireling denotes
that hire is the motive, and thus implies
something servile as well as mercenary,
conveying more of contempt than of repro-
bation.

Thus needy wits a vile revenue made.
And verse became a mercenary trade.

Drydtft.
The fiery duke is pricking fast across St. Andre's

plain.
With all the hirtling chivalry of Guelders and Al-

niayne. Macaulay.

Venality (ve-nal'i-ti), n. The state or qua-
lity of being venal or basely influenced by
money; prostitution of talents, oftices, or
services formoney orreward ;mercenarine88;
as, the venality of a corrupt court.
Venantea ( ve-nan'tes ), n. pi. [Ppr. pi of
L. venor, to hunt. ] The hunting-spiders, a
family of spiders so called because, instead
of weaving webs, they are incessantly run-
ning or leaping about the vicinity of their
abode to chase and catch their prey. The
genus Mygale comprises the largest mem-
bers, and may be regarded as the type. See
Mygale.
Venary t (ve'na-ri ), a. [From L. venor, to
hunt] Relating to hunting. Howell.
Venatic,t Venaticalt (ve-nat'ik, ve-nat'ik-
al). a. [L vcnaticus, from venor, to hunt]
Pertaining to hunting; used in hunting.

There be three for venary or venatical pleasure in
England, viz., a forest, a chase, and a park.

Howell.

Venatica (ve-nat'i-ka), n. A kind of course
mahogany used for ship-building. See Vi-
NATICO.

ch, cAain; eh, 8c. locA; g, ^; J,^b; % Vi. ton; ng, sin^; ih, then; th, thin; w, irig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Venationt (ve-na'shon), ?i. [L. venatio, from
veiwr, to hunt. See Venison.] 1. The act

or practice of hunting. Sir T. Broicne.—

2. Tlie state of being hunted.

Venation (ve-na'shon), n. [L. vena, a vein. ]

In bot. the manner in which the veins of

leaves are arranged.

Venatorlalt (ve-na-to'ri-al), a. Relating to

hunting; venatic.

Vend (vend), v.t. [L. veiido, to sell : said to

he from venum, sale, and do, to give.] To
transfer to another person for a pecuniary

equivalent ; to sell ; as, to vcTid goods ; to

vend meat and vegetables in market.

The apothecary in ' Romeo and Juliet' is poor, but

is he therefore justified in vending poison? Po^e.

Where, tippling punch, erave Cato's self youll see.

And Amor Patria vending^ smuggled tea. Crabbe.

Vendt (vend), n. Sale. Richardson.

VendaWet (ven'da-bl), a. Vendible. Chau-

Vendace (ven'das),n. [O.Fr. vendese. Mod.
Fr. vandoise, the dace; origin unknown.]
A species of teleostean fishes, of the family

Salmonidse, genus Coregonus (C. Willough-

hii), noted for its restricted distribution,

being found in Britain only in Lochmaben,
and in two or three of the English lakes, and
on the Continent in some of the rivers and
lakesof Sweden. The bodyisdeepand com-
pressed, the backhrown in colour, the sides

tinged with yellow, the belly silvery, the

tail is broadly forked, pectoral and ventral

fins yellow. The average length is about
6 to 7 inches. The fish is esteemed a great

delicacy, and is taken with the sweep-net
about August.
Vendean (ven-de'an), a. Of or pertaining to

La Vendee in France.

Vendean (ven-de'an), n. A native or inha-

bitant of La Vendue.
Vendee (ven-de'), n. The person to whom a
thins is sold: opposed to vendor. Ayliffe.

Vend^miaire (vati-da-mi-ar), 7i. [Fr., from
L. vindemia, the vintage.] The first month
of the French republican calendar. It was
so called from its being the vintage season.

It began September 22 or 23, and ended
October 21 or 22.

Vender (vend'6r), n. One who vends or sells;

a seller. Spelled also Vendor.

Vendetta (ven-det'ta), n. [It., from L. vin-

dicta, revenge. See Vindictive.] A blood-

feud ; the act or practice of the nearest of

kin executing vengeance on the murderer
of a relative. In Corsica the vendetta is re-

garded as a duty incumbent on the relatives

of the murdered man, and, failing to reach
the real mm-derer, they take vengeance on
his relatives. The practice exists, although
to a more limited extent, in Sicily, Sardinia,

and Calabria, as well as among the Druses,
Circassians, Arabs, &c.

Vendibility (ven-di-bil'i-ti), n. The state of

being vendible or saleahle. ' The vendibility

of commodities.' Jer. Taylor.

Vendible (ven'di-bl). a. [L. vendibilis, from
vendo, to sell. See Vend.] Capable of being
vended or sold; to be disposed of for money;
saleable; marketable; as, goods ve7idible in

a market. ' A maid not vendible.' Shak.
' Prices of things vendible.' Bacon.

Vendible (ven'di-bl), n. Something to be
sold or offered for sale.

VendiblenesB ( ven'di-bl-nes ), n. Vendi-
bility.

Vendibly (ven'di-bli), adv. In a vendible
or saleable manner.
Venditationt (ven-di-ta'shon), n. [L. ven-
ditatio, from "vendito, to offer again and
again for sale, intens. from vendo,venditum,
to sell.] A boastful display. 'The vendi-
tation of our own worth. ' Bp. Hall.

Vendition (ven-di'shon), n. [L. venditio,

from vendo, to sell.] The act of selling;

sale. Sermon, 16H. [Rare.]

Vendor (ven'dor), n. A vender; a seller.

In sales of lands the party selling is ahnost always
spoken of as 'the nendor;'' but in sales of goods he
is quite as frequently spoken of as ' the seller.'

Mozley and WhiteUy.

Venduet (ven'du), 7i. [O.Fr. vendue, a sale,

from vendre, to sell.] A public auction.

I went ashore, and having purchased a laced
waistcoat ... at a vendue, made a swaggering
figure. Smollett.

We are offered, by the terms of this vendue, six

months' credit. Franklin.

Vendue-master t (ven'du-mas-tSr), n. An
auctioneer. Wharton.
Veneer (ve-ner'), n. [Probably directly from
O. furnier, a veneer. /wmtere^i, to veneer,

from Fr. foumir, to furnish (which see). It

has been conjectured that the word may

have been to some extent influenced by vein,

wood used in veneering being often veined.]

A thin piece of wood (sometimes ivory or

other substance) of a more valuable kind

laid upon another of a more common sort,

so that the whole substance appears to be

of the more valuable sort. Choice and
beautiful kinds of hard woods, as mahogany,
rosewood, &c., are used for veneers, the wood
to which they are attached by gluing being
usually deal or pine.

Veneer (ve-nerO, v. t. [See the noun.] 1. To
cover with veneers; to overlay or face over,

as an inferior wood, with wood of a finer or

more beautiful kind, so as to give the whole
mass the appearance of being made of the

more valuable wood ; as, to veneer a ward-
robe or other article of furniture. Hence—
2. To give a more agreeable appearance to,

as to something bad, worthless, or unattrac-

tive; to put a fine superficial show on; to gild.
'A rogue in grain veneer'd \-fii\i sanctimoni-
ous theory.' Tennyson.
Veneering (ve-nei-'ing), n. l. The operation

of one who veneers ; the art of laying on
veneers.—2. The covering laid upon the sur-

face of the coarser material; hence, Jig.

superficial show.
Veneer-moth (ve-ner'moth), n. The name
given by collectors to moths of the genus
Chilo.

Veneflcal, Veneflcial ( ve-nef'ik-al, ven-e-

fish'al), a. [L. veiiejicus, poisonous, sorcer-

ous. See Venefice. ] 1. Acting by poison;

bewitching; sorcerous. [Rare.]

The magical virtues of misselto, and conceived
efficacy unto veneficial intentions, seemeth a Pagan
relique derived from the ancient Druids.

Sir T. Browne.

2. Addicted to sorcery or poisoning.

Veneficet (ven'e-fis), n. [L. veneficium, from
veneficiis, poisoningsvenenum, poison, aud
facio, to make.] The practice of poisoning.

VeneflCiOUS (ven-e-fish'us), a. Same as Ve-

nefical. Sir T. Browne.
Veneflciously ( ven-e-fish'us-li ), adv. By
poison or witchcraft. Sir T. Browne.

Venemoust (veu'em-us), a. Venomous;
poisonous.
Venenate (ven'e-nat), v.t. [L. veneno, ven-

enatnm, to poison, from venenum, poison.]

To poison; to infect with poison.

These miasms . . . venenate the entire mass of blood.
Harvey.

Venenate (ven'e-nat), a. Infected with poi-

son. 'The venenate parts are carried off.'

Woodward,
Venenation (ven-e-na'shon), n. [See above.]

1. The act of poisoning.—2. Poison; venom.
' This vejienation shoots from the eye.' Sir

T. Browne.
Venene.t Venenoset (ve-nen', ven'e-nos), a.

[L. venenosiis, from venenum, poison.] Poi-

sonous; venomous. ' Venene holies.' Har-
vey. 'Some venenoseUqnoT.' Ray.
Venenosa(ven-e-n6'sa), 7i.pl. [L. venenosus,

poisonous, from venerium, poison.] One of

the three sections into which the colubrine

snakes are divided according as they are

venomous or otherwise, the other two sec-

tions being lunocua and Suspecta. In this

group there are canaliculated fangs, placed

in frontof the superior maxillse, with smaller

solid teeth behind them. It contains some
of the most deadly of all living serpents,

one of the best known being the Cobra di

Capello (Naja tripudia^is) of Hindustan.
This section also contains the venomous
water-snakes (Hydrophidse).

Venerabilityt (ven'6r-a-hiri-ti), n. State

or quality of bemg venerable. 'The excel-

lency and venerdbility of their prototypes.'

Dr. H. More.
Venerable (ven'6r-a-bl), a. [L. venerabilis.

See Venerate.] 1. Worthy of veneration

or reverence ; deserving of honour aud re-

spect ; as, a venerable magistrate; a vener-

able parent. ' Veiierahle Nestor.' Shak.

It generally implies that the person is well

up in years.—2. Rendered sacred by religious

or other lofty associations; to be regarded
with awe and reverence: hallowed by asso-

ciations; as, the venerable walls of a temple
or church. 'The venerable church with a
tall Gothic spire.' W. Irving. I

Venerableness ( ven'6r-a-bl-nes ), n. The
state or quality of being venerable. 'The
venerableness of old age.' South.

Venerably (ven'6r-a-bli), adv. In a vener-

able manner; so as to excite reverence.

Proud Rome's imperial seat.

An awful pile ! stands venerably great. Addison.

Veneracese (ven-6r-a'se-e), h. pi. Same as

Veneridce.

Venerate (ven'6r-at), v. t. pret. & pp. vener-
ated; ppr. venerating. [L. veneror, vener-

atus, to venerate, from the same root as
Venus, Veneris; Skr. van, to worship, to
venerate, to love. See Venus.] To regard
with respect and reverence; to reverence;
to revei'e; to regard as hallowed. "Seemed
to venerate the sacred shade.' Dryden.
While even the peasant boasts these rights to scan
And learns to venerate himself as man. Goldsmith.

Veneration (ven-6r-a'shon), n. [L. vener-
atio. See Venerate,] l. The feeling of one
who venerates; the highest degree of respect
and reverence ; respect mingled with some
degree of awe; a feeling or sentiment excited
by the dignity, wisdom, and goodness of a
person, or by the sacredness of his charac-
ter, and with regard to place, by whatever
makes us regard it as hallowed.

Princes are like to heavenly bodies, which cause
good or evil times, and which nave much veneration,

but no rest. Bacon.

2. In phren. the organ which is said to pro-

duce the sentiment of adoration, worship,
reverence, or respect for what is great and
good. See cut Phrenology.
Venerator (ven'6r-at-6r), n. One who ven-
erates and reverences. 'Not a scoruer of

your sex but venerator.' Tennyson.
Venereal (ve-ne're-al), a. [L. venereus, from
Tentts (which see).] 1. Pertaining to venery
or sexual love ; relating to sexual inter-

course. * Venereal signs. ' Shak.

Then swoln with pride, into the snare I fell

Of fair fallacious looks, venereal trains.

Softened with pleasure and voluptuous life.

MilCon.

2. Arising from or connected with sexual

intercourse; as, a ve'nereal disease; ve-nereal

virus or poison.—3. Adapted to the cure of

venereal diseases: as, venereal medicines.—
4. Adapted to excite venereal desire; aphro-
disiac—5. t Consisting of or pertaining to
copper: formerly called by chemists Venus.

Blue vitriol, how venereal soever, rubbed upon the

whetted blade of a knife, will not impart its latent

colour. Boyle.

Venereant (ve-ne're-an), a. Venereal.

Howell.
Venereous (ve-ne're-us), a. [L. veiiereus.l

1. Lustful; libidinous.

The male is lesser than the female and very vene-

reous. Derham.

2. Giving vigour or inclination to venery;
aphrodisiac; as, venereous drugs.

Veneridse (ve-ner'i-de), n. pi. A family of

lamellibranchiate molluscs, of which the

Linnsean genus Venus is the tj'pe.

VenerOUSt (ven'6r-us), a. Same as Venere-

otis. 'A remedy for ve^ierous passions.'

Burton.
Venery (ven'6r-i), ?i. [See Venereal.] Sex-

ual intercourse.

Contentment, without the pleasure of lawful venery,

is continence: of unlawful, chastity. A'. Gre7i'.

Venery (veri'6r-i), n. [Fr. vSnerie, from O. Fr.

vener, L. venari, to hunt, whence also veiii-

son.] 1. The act or exercise of hunting; the

sports of the chase. ' Beasts of venery and
fishes.' Sir T. Br&wne.—2A Beasts of the
chase; game. ' Follows other game or ven-

ery.' Spenser.
They must have swine for their food, to make their

veneries or bacon of. Latitner.

Venesection (ven-e-sek'shon), n. [L. verm,

vein, aud sectio, a cutting.] The act or

operation of opening a vein for letting blood

;

blood-letting; phlebotomy.
Venetian (ve-ne'shi-an), a. Of or pertaining

to the city or province of Venice in Northern
Italy. — Venetian architecture, Venetian
Gothic, that style of Italian architecture

formed by the Venetian architects from the

fifteenth to the early part of the seventeenth

century. The principal characteristics of

the buildings built in this style are: each
story is provided with its own tier of col-

umns or pilasters, with their entablature,

and separated from the other stories by con-

spicuous friezes or belts, often in the form
of balustrades broken by pedestals and or-

namented by figures ; the arched windows
ornamented with columns, the spaudrils

being often filled with figures ; ornamental
parapets are common; and the whole has a

rich and varied effect. This style of archi-

tecture is characterized by Fergusson as
' Gothic treated with an Eastern feeling, and
enriched with many details borrowed from.

Eastern styles.'— Venetian blind, a blind

made of slats of wood, so connected as ta

overlap each otherwhen closed, and to show
a series of open spaces for the admission of

light and air when in the other position —

F&te, fir, Ut, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J, Sc. tey.
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Venetian chalk, Venetian talc. Same as
French Chalk.— Venetian door, a door with
long narrow side lights for lighting a lobby,
entrance-hail, <fec.— Venetian red, a burnt
ochre which owes its colour to the presence
of an oxide of iron. The colours sold under
this name are, however, prepared artificially

from sulphate of iron or its residuum in the
manufacturing of acids. Scarlet Ochre, Prus-
xian Red, English Red, and Rouge de Mars
are other names for the same pigment.—
Venetian school, in painting, that school
which arose and declined within the six-

teenth century, and whose distinguishing
characteristics are the mastery of colour.and
a consummate knowledge of chiaro-oscuro.

combined with grace, spirit, and faithful

adherence to nature. It counts among its

masters Titian, Paul Veronese, Giorgione,
Tintoretto, and many other illustrious

u&mes. —Venetian white, a carefully pre-

pared carbonate of lead.

Venetian (ve-ne'shi-an). n. 1. A native o(

Venice.— 2. A Venetian blind. [Colloq.]

We never saw her ladyship, but the attendants told

us that the z-eneltans of her apartment were not
impenetrably opaque from within.

Capt. M. Thomson.

3t pi. A particular fashion of hose or
breeches originally imported from Venice.

Venew.t Veneyt (ven'u, ven'e), n. In
fencing, a bout or turn ; a thrust or pass; a
venue. See Venue.

Three veneys for a dish of stewed prunes. Shak.

— Venei^ at wasters, a bout at cudgels. 'To
play half a dozen veneys at wasters with a
good fellow for a broken head.' Beau.
i- Fl.

Venget (*'6n]'), v.t. [Fr. vewjer. See Vkn-
tiEANCE, Avenge, and Revenge.] 1. To
avenge.

I'm coming on to venge me as 1 may. Shak.

2. To revenge.
To safe^ard thine own life

The best way is to vtMge my Gloster's death. Shak.

Vengeablet (venj'a-bl), o. [From venge.y

1. Revengeful.
With that one of his tbriUant darts he threw.
Headed with yre, and vengeabU despite. Spenser.

2. Very great ; exceeding in degree, inten-

sity, force, or the like. J. Udyall. See Ves-
OEANCK.
VeD|;eance (venj'ans), n. [Pr. vengeance,
from venger, to revenge, from L. vindicare,
to avenge. (C(mip. jitjer, to judge, from
judicare) See VrsinoATE] 1. PunishmeDt
inflicted in return for an inj ury or an offence.
Vengeance generally implies indignation on
the part of the punisher, and more or less

justice in the nature of the punishment

;

It may he also inflicted for wrong done to
others, as well as to the punisher, in which
respects it is usually distinguished from re-

venge.

To me belongeth vtngeanct and recompense.
Deut. xxxii. 35.

Though with their tuKh wrongs I am struck to the
qutck.

Yet with my nobler reason 'gainst my fury
Do I take part : the rarer action is

In virtue than in vengtanct. Shak.

2. t Harm, mischief, or evil generally.

Whiles the eye of man did woo me
That could do no -uengtance to mc. Shak.

Hence its use as an oath, curse, imprecation,
Ac. • A vengeance on your crafty, withered
hide.' Shak. Similarly in the phrases t^AaC
a vengeance! what the r«n^eanci!.' equivalent
to the modem what the deuce! what the
mischief

!

tVhat the vengeance! could he not speak *em fair!

Shai.
But iLhat a vengeance makes thee fly? Hudibras.

A development of this usage is seen in the
common phrase with a vengeance ! expressive
of excess in degree, vehemence, violence,
and the like.

This may l>e called slaying the Cuninor fatted calf
for me it/ilh a vengeance. Sir W. Scott.

This i>, indeed, a forced march, -with a vengeance!
;/'. H. Russell.

Still more loosely it, as well as the adjective
vengeable, was fonnerly even used adver-
biaUy

He's vefigeance proud, and loves not the common
people. Shak.

—Revenge, Vengeance, Retribution. See un-
der Revenge.
Vengeancely* (venj'ans-li).adp. Extremely:
excessively 'He loves that vengeaneely.'
B^'an ,t Fl.

Vengeful (venj'fql). a Vindictive; retri-

butive; revengeful. ' Venge/ul ire* Milton.
* Vengeful w&n.' Prior. [PoeticaL]

VengefoUy (venj'ful-U), adv. In a vengeful
manner; vindictively.

Vengementt (veaj'ment), 71. Avengement;
retribution. ' Wretched life forlome for

voigement of his theft.' Spenser.

Vengert (venj'^r), n. An avenger. Spenser.

Vemablet (ve'ni-a-bl), a. [See Venial.]
Venial; pardonable. Sir T. Browne.
Veniablyt (ve'ni-a-bli), adv. Pardonably;
excusably.
Venial (ve'ni-al), a. [L. venialis, from L.

venia, pardon.] 1. That may be forgiven;
pardonable; not deeply sinful; as, a venial
sin or transgression. ~ 2. Excusaljle ; that
may be allowed or permitted to pass with-
out censure.

If they do nothing 'tis a venial slip, Shak.

3.t Allowed.
Permitting him the while

Venial discourse unblain'd. Milton.

— Venial sin, in the R. Cath. Ch. a sin not
belonging to the heinous class, and which
but diverts the divine law from that to
which God intended that it should be di-

rected, as distinguished from mortal or
deadly sin which subverts the end of the
law. The soul departing from this life

stained with venial sin must undergo a more
or less severe purification in purgatory, but
is not liable to eternal punishment in hell,

which is reserved for mortal sin.

Veniallty (ve-ni-al'i-ti), n. Quality of being
venial.

They palliate wickedness with the fair pretence of
veniality. Bp. Hall.

Venially (ve'ni-al-li), adv. In a venial man-
ner; pardonably.
VenisUness (ve'ni-al-nes), n. State of being
exciisaiile or pardonable.
Venice - glass (ven'is-glas), n. A glass cup
or goblet of the rarest purity, so named
from its being manufactured near Venice.
These glasses were believed to be so exqui-
sitely sensitive that if poison were put into
them they would fly into shivers.

Venime,* n. Poison; venom. Chaucer.
Venire facias (ve-ni're fa'si-as). [L., that
you cause to come.] In law, a writ or pre-
cept directed to the sheriff requiring him to
cause a jury to come or appear in the neigh-
bourhood where a cause is brought to issue

to try the same. This writ was abolished
in 18&2, but the precept issued by the jus-

tices of assize, which is substituted, is some-
times loosely spoken of as a venire.

Venison (ven'zn or ven'i-zn), n. [O.Fr. tJe»ii-

son, Mod.Fr. venaiaon, from L. venatio, a
hunting (whence E. venation), from venor,
to Imnt. ] 1. The flesh of such wild animals
as are taken in the chase and used as human
food ; in modem usage restricted to the
flesh of animals of the deer kind.

Shalt we go kill us venison f Shak.

In this sense often used adjectivally. 'A
hot venison pasty.' 5AaA:. —2. t Beasts of the
chase; game.

Therein is venison and other wild beasts.
Fabyan.

Venom (ven'om), n. [O.E. venim, venime,
O.Fr. venim, venin, Mod.t'r. venin, from L.
venenum, poison.] 1. Originally, poison in

general, but not now so used unless perhaps
In poetry.

Shortlye after he and also his wyfe dyed, and not
without suspecyon oi venym. Fabyan.

Like some tall tret, the monster of the wood,
O'ershading all that under him would grow.
He sheds h\^veno*n on the plants below.

Dryiien.

2. The poisonous fluid secreted by animals
in a state of health, and introduced into the
bodies of their victims by biting, as in the
case of serpents, and stinging, as in the case
of scorpions, bees, Ac. ' Or hurtful worm
with cankered venmn bites' Milton.—
3. Something that blights, cankers, or em-
bitters ; hence, spite ; malice ; malignity;
vimlency. ' The cenom of such looks.' Shak.
The word is sometimes adjectivally used.
' Venom mud;' 'venom toads;' 'the venom
clamours of a jealous woman.' Shak.
Venom (ven'om). v.t. To infect with venom;
to envenom ; to poison. * Venomed ven-
geance.' Shak. (Obsolete or poetical.]

Venom-monthed (ven'om-mouTHd), a.

Having a venomous or poisonous bite; ven-
omous Shak.
Venomous (ven'om-us), a. 1. Full of venom;
noxious to animal life from venom; poison-
ous; as, the bite of a serpent may be ven-
omous; a venomous serpent. Hence, hurt-
ful; injurious.

Thy tears are Salter than a younger man's.
And venomous to thy eyes. Shak.

2. Designing mischief; malignant; spiteful;

malicious.

This falsity was broached by Cochleus, a venom-
ous writer. Addison.

3. Proceeding from or devised by a mali-
cious spirit; malicious; envenomed; as, ven-
omous arts.

With vile tongue and venomous intent
He sore doth wound. Spenser.

Venomously (ven'om -us-li), adv. In a ven-
omous manner ; malignantly ; spitefully.

'These things sting him so venomously.'
Shak.
Venomousness (ven'om-us-nes), n. The
state or character of being venomous; poi-
sonousness; malignity; spitefuluess.

Venose (ve'noz), a. In hot. having numer-
ous branched veins, as in reticulated leaves.

Venosity (ve-nos'i-ti), n. 1. The state or
quality of being venous.—2. In med. a con-
dition in. which, as it has been supposed,
the blood moves more slowly, is more ven-
ous, and the venous blood itself in greater
quantity, as in hemorrhoids, gout, hypo-
chondriasis, Ac.
Venous (vg'nus), a. [L. venosus, from vena^

•A vein.] 1, Pertaining to a vein or to veins;
contained in veins; as, venous blood, which
is distinguishable from arterial blood by its

darker colour. — 2. Consisting of veins; as,^

the venous system. —3. In bot. veined. A
venous leaf has vessels branching, or va-
rio»isly divided, over its surface.

Vent (vent), n. [Probably from Fr. vent,
wind, air, breath, scent, from L. ventus,
wind, so that the original meaning would
be air-hole.] 1. A small aperture leading out
of or into some inclosed space ; any small
hole or opening made for passage. ' The
vent of hearing.' Shak.

Through little vents and crannies of the place
The wind wars with his torch. Shak.

2. A term specifically applied to (a) the
priming and firing aperture of a gun. (6)
The opening in the top of a barrel to allow
air to pass in as the liquid is drawn out.
(c) The anus; the opening at which the ex-
crements, especially of birds and fishes, are
discharged, (d) In )noulding, one of the
channels or passages by which the gases
escape from the mould, (e) The flue or fun-
nel of a chimney. (/) A crenelle or loop-
hole in an embattled wall. Oxford Glos-
sary, (g) In steam-boilers, the sectional
area of the pas.sage for gases, divided by
the length of the same area in feet Good-
rich.—3. An escape from confinement or pri-

vacy; an outlet.

The smother'd fondness bums within him
When most it swells and labours for a vettt.

Addison.
Man's deepest spiritual susceptibilities could find

vent in the worship of the beautiful. Dr. Caird.

4. Utterance; expression; publication. 'Free
vent of words. ' Shak.

Thou didst make tolerable vent of thy travel.

Shak.

&.t A dischai^e; an emission.

Here on her breast
There is a vent of blood. Shak.

6.f Scent; the odour left on the ground by
which an animal's track is followed. 'When
my hound doth straine upon good vent.'

Turberville.

Let me have war, say I : it exceeds peace as far
as day does night; it's sprightly, wakmg, audible,
and full of vent. Shak.
Fent is a technical term in hunting to express the

scenting of the game by the hounds employed in the
chase. Edtn. Rev.

[The writer in the Edinburgh Review (Oct.

1872) suppose-s that Shakspere in the above
passage has a hound in his mind, and that
he has personified war as * a trained hound
roused to animated motion by the scent of
game.' See also Vent, v.t. ^.1—To give vent
to, to suffer to escape; to keep no longer
pent up; as, to give vent to his anger.—To
take vent, to become public ; to become
known. ' Whereby the particular design
took vent beforehand.' Wotton.

Vent (vent), v t. 1. To let out at a small
aperture; to make an opening or outlet for;

to give passage to; to emit. Shak.— 2. To
keep no longer pent up in one's mind; to
pour forth ; as. to vent passion or com-
plaint; to vent one's spleen upon a person.

The queen of heav'n did thus her fury vent.
Dryden.

5. To utter; to report; to publish; to pro-
mulgate. 'By mixing somewhat true to
vent more lies.' Milton.

In his brain ... he hath strange places cramm'd
With observation, the which he vents
In mangled form. Shak.

ch. eAain; eh, Sc. looA; g, go; J,>ob; &, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th. tAen; th. tMn; w, wig; wb, whig; zh, wure.—See ECet.
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4.t To scent, as a hound.
I have seen the houndes passe by such a hart

within a yard of hira and never vent him. . , . When
he smelleth or Tjenteth anything we say he hath this

or that in the wind. Turbervilie.

—To vent up,t to lift so as to give air.

' Vented up her mnbriere.' Spenser.

Ventt (vent), v.i. [Fr. vent, breath, scent.

See Vknt, opening.] To open or expand
the nostrils to the air ; to snuff ; to snort.

Spenser.

Vent (vent), n. [Fr. vente, sale, a market;
Sp. venta, a sale, a market, a mean roadside
inn (whence meaning 3); It. vendita, sale;

from L. vendo, venditum, to sell. See Vend.]
1. The act of selling; sale. [Rare.]

He threw off a thousand copies of a treatise, which
not one in threescore can understand, and can hardly
exceed the i/ent of that number. Pofie.

2. Opportunity to sell; market.
There is no vent for any commodity except wool.

Sir IV. Temple.

3.t An inn; a baiting place.

He perceived an inn near the highway. . . As soon
as he espied the vent, he feignea to himself that it

was a castle with four turrits, Shelton.

Ventt (vent), vX [From vent, a sale.] To
vend; to sell.

Therefore did those nations vent such spice.
Raleigh.

Venta (ven'ta), n. [Sp.] A mean inn; a way-
side tavern. Sir W. Scott.

Ventage (ven'taj), n. A small hole, as of

a flute.

Govern these ventages with your finger and thumb.
Shak.

Ventail (ven'tal), n. [O.Fr. ventaille, from
L. ventus, the wind.] The movable front of

a helmet or of the hood of a hauberk which
covered the entire face, and through aper-
tures in which air was breathed. The ven-
tail succeeded the nasal of the eleventh,

and preceded the visor of the fourteenth
century; and the term was applied to all

defences of the face, whether a continua-
tion of the mail-hood or a plate attached to

the front of the helmet. PlancM. Written
also Ventayle and Aventaile.

Ventannat (ven-ta'na), 71. [Sp. ventana, an
air-hole, a window, from L. vejittts, wind.]
A window, Dryden.
Vent-astragal (vent'as-tra-gal), «. In gun.
that part of a gun or howitzer which de-
termines the vent-fleld.

Vent-bit (vent 'bit), n. In gun. a kind of
gimlet used for clearing the vent of a gun.
Venter (ven'tfer), n. One who vents or gives
vent; one who utters, reports, or publishes.
Barrow.
Venter (ven't6r), n. [L., the belly.] 1, In
anat. (a) the abdomen or lower belly, (&)
The belly of a muscle, (c) Formerly applied
to any lai^e cavity containing viscera, as the
head, thorax, and abdomen: called the three
venters.—1. The womb; and hence, in legal
lang:uage, mother; as, A. has a son B. by one
venter, and a daughter C. by another venter;
children by different venters.~Z. In entom.
the lower part of the abdomen.

Vent-feather (vent'feTH-6r), n. In ornitk.
one of the feathers that lie from the vent
or anus to the tail underneath,

Vent-fleld (vent'feld), n. The raised tablet
in the metal near the breech of a gun in
which the vent is bored.
Ventiduct (ven'ti-dukt), n. [L. ventus,
wind, and ductiis, a canal.] In arch, a pas-
sage for wind or air; a subterraneous pas-
sage or pipe for ventilating apartments.
Gwilt.

VentUate (ven'ti-lat), v.t. pret & pp. venti-
lated; ppr. ventilating. [L. ventilo, venti-
latum, to toss, to winnow, to ventilate, from
ventus, wind; same root as Skr. vd, to blow,
E. loind.] l,t To winnow; to fan; to remove
chaff from.— 2. To expose to the free pas-
sage of air or wind; to supply with fresh
and remove vitiated air; as, to ventilate a
room by opening the windows ; apertures
constructed to ventilate a cellar,—3. To blow
on; to renew or freshen by blowing.

In close, low. and dirty alleys the air is penned up,
and obstructed from being ventilated by the winds,

Harvey.
4, To expose to common talk or consider-
ation; to let be freely discussed; to expose
to examination and discussion; as, to venti-
late questions of policy.

Much had been ventilated in private discourse,
yas. Harrington,

yentilate and proclivity, after having been half
forgotten, hive come a^ain inti brisk circulation,
and a comparison of the hterature of the seventeenth,
eighteenth, and ninfteeth centuries will show multi-
tudes of words common to the first and last of these
periods, but which were little used in the second.

G. P. Marsh.
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Ventilation (ven-ti-la'shon), n. [L. venti-

latio. See Ventilate.] 1. The act of ven-

tilating, or the state of being ventilated;

the replacement of vitiated air by pure fresh

air; the art or operation of supplying build-

ings, apartments, mines, and other confined
places with a necessary quantity of fresh air

so as to maintain the atmosphere in such
places in a constant state of purity. ' In-

suring for tlie labouring man better venti-

lation.' F. W. Robertson.— 2.\ The act of

fanning or blowing. ' The ventilations of

the air.' Addison. — 3. The act of freely

bringing out to view ; public examination

;

open discussion ; as, the ventilation of abuses
or grievances.
The ventilation of these points diffused them to

the knowledge of the world. Bfi. Hall.

4. t The act of refrigerating or cooling ; re-

frigeration.
Procure the blood a free course, ventilation, and

transpiration. Harvey.

VentUatlve (ven'ti-lat-iv), a. Of or belong-
ing to ventilation; adapted to secure venti-
lation; as. ventUative appliances.

Ventilator (ven'ti-lat-6r). n. A contrivance
for keeping the air fresh in any close space;
an apparatus for expelling foul or stag-
nant air from any close place or apartment
and introducing that which is fresh and
pure. This may be effected either by what
is known as the vacuum process, that is by
withdrawing the foul air and permitting
fresh air to flow in and take its pl^ce, or by
the plenum process, which, by forcing In

fresh air, drives the foul air before it to the
exit.

Ventose t (ven'tos), a. Windy ; flatulent.

Ventoset (ven'tos), ?i. [Fr. ventouse, L. ven-
tosa cucurbita, a cupping-glass, from ventus,
the wind. ] A cupping-glass. ' Hollow con-
cavities . . . like to ventoses or cupping-
glasses. ' Holland.
Ventose (ven'tos), n. [Fr., from the L. ven-
tus, wind, on account of the usual windiness
of the season thus indicated.] The sixth
month of the year, according to the calen-
dar adopted by the French National Con-
vention in 1793, and which was abolished in

1806, It was composed of thirty or of thirty-

one days, beginning Feb. 20, and ending
March 20, or it ran from Feb. 19 to March
20, according as the year was bissextile or
otherwise.

Ventoslty + (ven-tos'i-ti), n. [Fr, ventositi,

from L. ventosus, windy, from ventus, wind.]
1. Windiness; flatulence.

If there be any danger of z'tfw/cji'O' • then you
shall use decoctions. Chilmead,

2. Empty pride; vainglory. Bacon.
Ventousing.t n. [Fr. ventouse, a cupping-
glass. SeevENTOSE.] A cupping, Chaucer.
Vent-peg (vent'peg), n. A peg to stop a
vent-hole. ' Pulling out the vent-peg of the
table-beer, and trying to peep down into
the barrel through the hole.' Dickens.

Vent-piece (vent'pes), ?i. A piece of copper,
in some firearms, containing the vent, and
screwed in at the proper position.

Vent-pin (vent'piu), n. Same as Vent-peg.

Vent-plug (vent'plug), n. A tight plug for

stopping the vent of a gun during the pro-
cess of loading. It is pressed into the vent
by the thumb, and is intended to prevent
the accidental discharge of the gun; also, a
fid or stopple made of leather or oakum fit-

ting in the vent of a gun to stop it against
weather, &c.
Ventral (ven'tral), a. [From L. venter,

belly.] Belonging to the belly; of or per-
taining to the belly, or to the surface of the
body opposite to the dorsal side or back

;

specifically, (a) in ich. applied to the paired
fins between the anus and the throat (6)

In bot belonging to the anterior surface of

anything; as, a ventral suture, which is the
line running down the front of a carpel on
the side next the axis.

Ventricle (ven'tri-kl). ». [L, ventriculus,

dim. of venter, belly,] 1. A small cavity in

an animal body; a place of organic function.
' The ventricle of memory.* Shak.—2.^ The
stomach. ' And my ventricle digests what is

in it' Sir M. Hale.— Ventricles of the brain,
five cavities in the interior of that organ,
which are distinguished into the lateral

ventricles, middle ventricle, fourth ventri-

cle, and fifth ventricle. — Ventricles of the

heart, two cavities of the heart, distin-

guished as the right and left ventricles,

which propel the blood into the arteries.—
Ventricles of the largnx, two deep depres-
sions in the larynx, comprised between the
superior and inferior ligaments.

VENTTTRS

Ventrlcous, Ventrlcose (ven'tri-kus, ven'-

tri-k6s), a. [L. ventricosus, from venter,

belly. ] Resembling the belly ; swelled
out; distended; specifically, (a) in bot.

bellied ; distended ; swelling out in the
middle ; as, a ventricous perianth. (6) In
conch, applied to shells which are inflated
or which swell in the middle.
Ventrlcxilar (ven-trik'u-16r), a. Pertaining
to a ventricle ; bellied ; distended in the
middle.
Ventricullte (ven-trik'u-lit), n. One of a
genus of fossil Spongida or sponges charac-
teristic of the cretaceous or chalk rocks.
ITiey usually appear as fungiform fiints, in
the form of vases, tubes, or funnels, vari-

ously ridged or grooved, ornamented on
the surface, frequently expanded above into
a cup-like lip, and continued below into a
bundle of fibrous roots. They are com-
monly known as 'petrified mushrooms,' but
are referred by palteontologists to the Spon-
gida or sponges.
VentrlCUlOUS (ven-trik'u-lus), a. Ven-
tricular.

Ventrllocution (ven'tri lo-kii"8hon), n. A
speaking after the manner of a ventrilo-
quist; ventriloquism.
Ventrlloque (ven'tri-lok), a. Ventriloquial.
Hood.
Ventriloquial (ven-tri-lo'kwi-al), a. Per-
taining to ventriloquism. ' A faint kind of
ventriloquial chirping.' Dickens.
Ventriloquism (ven-tril'6-kwizm). n. [L.

ventriloquus, a ventriloquist

—

venter, beUy,
and loquor, to speak, from the erroneous
notion that the voice of the ventriloquist
proceeded from his Ijelly.] The act, art, or
practice of speaking or uttering sounds in
such a manner that the voice appears to
come, not from the person, but from some
distant place, as from the opposite side of
the room, from the cellar, &c. In ventrilo-

quism the sounds are formed by the same
organs as the emissions of sound commonly
—the larynx or organ of voice, the palate,
tongue, (fee—the difference consisting main-
ly in the mode of respiration- A very full

inspiration is taken, which is breathed out
slowly and gradually, the sound of the voice
being dexterously modified and diminished
by the muscles of the larynx and the palate.

At the same time the lips of the performer
are scarcely moved, and the deception is

still further facilitated by the attention of
the auditors being directed to the object
which is sought to be regarded as the source
of the voice. Ventriloquism was known to
the ancient Greeks as well as to the Romans.
Ventriloquist (ven-tril'o-kwist), n. One
who practises or is skilled in ventriloquism;
one who speaks in such a manner that his
voice appears to come from some distant
place.

Ventriloquize (ven-tril'o-kwiz), v.i. To
practise ventriloquism.

VentrlloquOUS (ventriFo-kwus), a. Speak-
ing in such a manner as to make the sound
appear to come from a place remote from
the speaker; ventriloquial.

Ventriloquy (ven-tril'6-kwi), n. Same as
Ventriio'ixiisin.

Venture (ven'tiir), n. [Abbrev. of aventure,
old form of adventure.] 1, An undertaking
of chance or danger; the risking of some-
thing upon an event which cannot be fore-

seen with tolerable certainty ; the staking
of something ; a hazard. ' To desperate
ventures and assured destruction.' Shak.
Specifically—2. A scheme for making gain
by way of trade; a commercial specula-
tion.

I, in this Z'enture. double gains pursue.
And laid out all my stock to purchase you. Dryden.

3. The thing put to hazard; a stake: a risk;

particularly, something sent to sea in trade.

My ventures are not in one bottom trusted. Skai.

My poor venture but a fleet of ^lass
Wreck'd on a reef of visionary gold. Tennyson.

4. Chance ; hap ; contingency ; luck ; an
event that is not or cannot be foreseen.
' Leave little to venture or fortune.' Bacon.
—At a venture, at hazard; without seeing
the end or mark, or without foreseeing the
issue; at random. 'Spoke at a venture.'

Shak. ' A bargain at a venture made.'
Hudibras.
A certain man drew a bow at a ventt4re. i Ki. xxii. 34.

Venture (ven'tiir), v.i. pret & pp. t?«n-

tured; ppr. venturing. 1. To dare; to have
courage or presumption to do, undertake.
or say ; as, a man ventures to mount a
ladder; he ventures into battle; he ven-

Fate, fttr, fat, fftU; vtkh, met. h6r; pine, pin; note. not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, 3c. ley.
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tares to assert things which he does not
know.

Nor loved she to be left

Alone at home, nor vtnturtitout alone. Tennyson.

2. To run a hazard or risk; to try the
chance. ' Tis but venturing.' Shak.
* Who freights a ship to venture on the
seas. ' Dryden.
You have greatly venturtd; but all must do so who
would greatly win. Byrcn.

—To venture at, to ventttre on or upon, to

dare to engage in; to attempt without any
certainty of success. ' When I venture at

the comic style.' Waller. ' Too conjectural
to venture upon ' Bacon.
Venture (ven'tur). o.t. 1. To expose to

hazard ; to risk ; to stake ; as, to venture
one's person in a balloon. — 2. To run the
hazard of ; to expose one's self to. ' I

should venture purgatory for't.' Shak.
'To venture the claws of the lion.' Swift.
3. To put or send on a venture or com-
mercial speculation.

The fish vetttured for France, the)r pacic in staunch
hogsheads, so as to keep them in their pickle. Carew.

4. To confide In; to rely on; to trust.

[Rare.]

A man would be weu enough pleased to buy silks of
one whom he would not venture to feel his pulse,

Addison,

Venturer (ven'tur-er), 71. 1. One who ven-
tures or puts to hazard. Beau. <t Fl.—2.i A
prostitute; a strumpet. Webster.

Venturesome (ven'tur-sum), a. Inclined
to venture; venturous; bold; daring; in-

trepid; as. a venturesome hoy. Sir W. Scott.

Venturesomely (ven'tur-sum-li), adv. In
a venturesome or bold, daring manner.
Venturesomeness (ven'tur-sum-nes), n.

Quality uf hewK venturesome. Jeffrey.

Venturine (ven'tur-in), n. [See AVANT-
L'RINE.] Powdered gold used in japanning
tti cover varnished surfaces.

Venturous (ven'tur-us), o. Daring; bold;
hardy; fearless; intrepid; adventurous; as,

a venturous soldier.

I have a veniurcus fairy that shall seek the squirrel's

hoard and fetch thee new nuts. Shai.

He jiaused not. but with venfroui arm
He pluckd. he tasted- Milton.

Venturously (ven'tur-us-li), adv. In a
venturous manner ; daringly ; fearlessly

;

l>oIdly.

Venturousness (ven'tur-us-net). n. The
quality of being venturous; boldness; har-
diness; fearlessness; intrepidity. Boyle.

Ventie (ven'ii), n. [Modified from O. Fr.

visne, from L.L. visneius, vieinetus, from
L vicinus, neighbouring, under influence of
Fr. venue, a coming 1 In law, a neighl>our-

hood or near place; the place where an action
is laid. In England the county in which the
trial of a particular cause takes place is

said to be the venue of that cause. Origin-
^ly jurors were summoned from the im-
mediate neighbourhood where a fact hap-
pened to try it by their own knowledge,
but they are now suramonable from the
body of the county. A venue is either
transitory or local. It Is transitory when
the cause of action is of a sort that might
have happened anywhere, and local when
it could nave happened in one county only.

(.See Loeai Action, Transitory Action, under
Local, Transitory. ) By the Judicature
Act, 1875, the venue in all cases, civil and

- criminal, may be regulated by order in
council. —To lay a venue, to allefl^ a place.

Venue(ven'u), n. [FrreniM, a coming, from
r«nir, tocome.] ]n/«ncin^, acomingon; an
onset; about; aturn; athrust. Writtenalso
Veney, Venew (which see).

Like a perfect fencer he will tell beforehand in whut
button he will give his venue. Fuller.

Venule (ven'ul), n. [L. venxda, a small vein. ]

A small vein; specifically, in hot. the name
given to the last ramifications of the veins of
a leaf, which intermingle frequently, and
form the skeleton of the leaf.

Vennlose (ven'a-los). a. In hot. full of small
veins.

Venns ( ve ' nus), n. [ L. Venus, Veneris
(hence venereal), cog. with A. Sax. wine,
Icel. rt'nr, O.O. mini, a friend, one beloved;
J<kr. van, to love, to be devoted to. to wor-
ship.] 1. In inyth. the goddess of beauty
and love, and more especially of sensual
love. Venus was originally the Roman
goddess of the spring, but at a compara-
tively late period she became identified
with the Greek Aphrodite. She is repre-
sented as the highest ideal of female beauty
and love, and was naturally a favourite

subject with the ancient poets and artists,

some of her statues being among the noblest
remains of Greek and Roman sculpture.
Among the most famous of her statues are
the Venus of
Cnidus, by Praxi-
teles, of which
the Venus de
Medici, found in
the Villa Hadri-
ana at Tivoli, is

supposed to be
a free copy, and
theVenusof Milo
or Melos. found
in the island of
Melos. Among
the modem sta-

tues one of the
most famous is

the Venus of Ca-
nova, where she
is represented as
issuing from the
bath. — 2. In
astron. one of the
inferior planets,
having its ort)it

between Mercury
and the earth,
and the most
brilliant of all

the planetary
bodies. From her

Venus, antique statue in the
British Museum.

alternate appearance in the morning and
evening she was called by the ancients
Lucifer and Hesperus, the morning and
evening star. The mean distance of Venus
from the sun is about 66,134,000 miles; her
diameter 7510 miles; and her period of re-

volution round the sun about 224 7 mean
solar days. Her volume is equal to about
jjjths of the earth, but her density being
slightly greater her mass is actually equal
to about ic/,ths of the earth. She re-

volves about an axis, and the time of ro-

tation is about SSh 21™, the axis of rotation
beiug inclined to the ecliptic at an angle of

about 75'. Her greatest angular distance
from the sun is from 45' to 47' 12'. Accord-
ing to her various positions relatively to
the sun and earth she chances her phases
like the moon, appearing frdl at the supe-
rior conjunction, gibbous between that point
and the points of her greatest elongation,
half-mooMd at these points, and crescent-

shaped or homed between these and the
inferior conjunction. Like Mercury. Venus
transits the face of the sun, but at longer
intervals. The transits of Venus are of

much more importance than those of Mer-
cury, because being nearer to us when in

transit her position on the sun is measurably
different for observers placed on different

parts of the earth. See TRAKSIT.—3. In old

chem. a name given to copper. —4. In her.

the green tincture in coat armour when
home by princes; vert.—5. A Linna^an genus
of lamellibranchiate molluscs, family Ve-
neridffi. The species are very numerous
and widely distributt'd. and are generally
elegant in form and often finely coloured,
— Venus's bath, a name given to common
teasel, the leaves of which collect water —
Ventts's comb, (o) a name given to a plant
of the genus Scandix (5. PectenVeneris):
called also Shepherd's -needle and Needle
Chervil. (6) A name given to the Murex
trffmlus, a very delicate and beautiful shell.

with many long thin spines, found in the
Indian seas.— l^nu«'«/an. amuch branched
and reticulated zoophyte of the genus Gor-
gonia (G. JtabeUum).— Venus'sjlower basket,

a beauiful genus of siliceous sponges (Eu-
plectella). They are found at the Philip-

pine Islands, and resemble exactly delicate
vases fixed to the sea-bed by a long root of

flinty fibres.— Venus'sjly-trap. See DioNJBA.
— Venus'i girdle, a name given to a long
band-like animal (fiestum Veneris), attain-

ing a length of from 2 to 3 feet, found in
warm seas. It is a ccelenterate animal
belonging to the Ctenophora.— Venus's hair-
stones. Onus's pencils, fanciful names ap-

f
tiled to rock crystals inclosing slender hair-

ike or needle-like crystals of hornblende,
asbestos, oxide of iron, rutile. oxide of man-
ganese, Ac.— Venus's look i7ig-glass, a plant
of the genus Campanula (C Speculum).—
Venus's iiavel-wort. a plant of the genus
Omphalodes. so named from the shape of
its seeds, which are round and have a de-

pression in the centre.

—

Ventts's slipper.

See Carinaru.

Venustt (ve-nusf), a. [L. ve7iustus, beauti-
ful, from Venus.) Beautiful; amiable.

As the infancy of Rome was vtnust, so was its

manhood nobly strenuous. IVaterAouse.

Ver.t «. [L.] spring. 'April. . . of lustie

ver the prime. ' Chaucer.
Veracious ( ve-ra'shus \ a. [L. verax, vera-
cis, from verus, true. See Very.] 1. Ob-
servant of truth; habitually disposed to
speak truth; as, a most veracious historian.

The Spirit is most perfectly and absolutely vera-
cious. Barrow.

2. Characterized by truth; true; as, a vera-
dous account or narrative. —3. Leading to
or reporting actual facts. [Rare. ]

The young ardent soul that enters on this world
with heroic purpose, with veracious insight, will find
it a mad one. Carlyle.

Veradously (ve-ra'shus-li), adv. In a ve-
racious manner; truthfully.

Veracity (ye-ras'i-ti), n. [Fr. v^raciti, from
L. verax, veracis, truthful, from verus, true.
See Very.] 1. The state or quality of being
veracious or true; specifically, (a) habitual
regard to or observance of truth ; truthful-
ness ; truth ; as, a man of veracity.

To the honour of their author (Suetonius) it must
be said that he appears to have advanced nothing
through flattery or resentment, nor to have sup-
pressed anything through fear, but to have paid an
undaunted regaid to -veracity. Dr. Knox.

(6) Consistency of report or expression with
truth; agreement with actual fact; as, if I

can trust the veracity of my senses.

There is no reason to doubt the veracity of those
facts which they related. Addison.

In strict propriety veracity is appHcable only to
persons, and signifies not physical, out moral, truth.

Dr. y. Campbell.
2. That which is true; that in which truth
inheres; as, the everlasting veracities, Car-
lyle.

Verament,t adv. [See Veray.] Truly.
Chaucer.
Veranda, Verandah (ve-ran'da), n. [Pg.
varanda, from Skr. varanda, a veranda or
portico, from vri, to cover. ] A kind of open
portico, or a sort of light external gallery
attached to the front of a building, with a
sloping roof, supported on slender pillars,

and frequently partly inclosed in front with
lattice-work.

Veratrate (ve-ra'trat). n. In chem. a salt

of veratric acid. See VERATRIC.
Veratrlc (ve-ra'trik), a. Pertaining to vera-
trin or to the genus Veratrum.— r^rairtc
acid (CgllioOi), the acid with which veratrin
exists combined in Veratrum Sabadilla. It

crystallizes in short white transparent
prisms, which are soluble in water and alco-
hol. It forms crystallizable salts with the
alkalies, which are called veratrates. It is

sometimes called Cevadillic or Sabadillie
Acid.
Veratrin, Veratrlne (ve-ra'trin), n. (CmHj,
NjOg. ) A vegetable alkaloid found in F^ro-
trum SabadUla, Veratrum albutn, &c. It is

generally obtained as a crystalline powder,
nearly white, very acrid and poisonous, in-

soluble in water, but very soluble in alcohol.

In the form of tincture, and still more in
that of ointment, veratrine is much used as
an external application in cases of neuralgia
and obstinate rheumatic pains. The smallest
quantity entering the nose causes violent
and even dangerous sneezing. Sometimes
called Veratria.

Veratrum (ve-ra'trum), n. [L. veratrum,

Veratrum album.

hellebore.) A well-known genus of plants
belonging to the nat. order Melanthacete.
Veratrum album (common white hellebore)

ch, chMia; eh, Sc. loM; g. po; J,>ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, aing; «H, tAen; th. thin; w, toig; wh, whig; zh, afore.—See Est.
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is a native of most alpine meadows in the
southern, central, and northern parts of

Europe. It has large plaited leaves, erect

stems, and large paniclesof greenish flowers.

Two varieties are officinal. Every part of

both is acrid and poisonous, especially the

rhizomes. The V. viride of North America
is an acrid emetic and powerful stimulant,
followed by sedative effects.

Veray.t Verray.t a. [O. Fr. verai, Mod. Fr.

vrai. See Vert.] True. Chaxicer.

Verb (v6rb), n. [Fr, verbe, from L. verbum,
a word, a verb; from same root as E. w&rd
(which see).] l.t A word.
That so it might appear, that the assistance of the

spirit, promised to the Church, was not a vain thing,

ora mere ver&. South.

2. In gram, that part of speech whose essen-

tial function is to predicate or assert some-
thing in regard to something else (the sub-

ject or thing spoken of) ; as, the boy runs,

the man lifts the stone, fishes swim, he
suffers much. Verbs have the power of in-

dicating time and mode by means of tenses

and moods, but this is not an essential pro-

perty. They have been divided into active

and neuter verbs, according as they predi-

cateaction or state. Active verbs are divided

into intransitive and traiisitive, according
as the action is confined to the actor or

passes from him to an object. Intransitive

verbs often take an objective of their own
nature ; as, he runs a race ; he sleeps the

sleep of death. When a verb may be used
either transitively or intransitively, as, he
walks the horse, he walks to church, the

verb in the former use is said to be causative.

Many causative verbs are distinguished from
theircorrespondingintransitivesbyachange
of form, as sit, set; lie, lay; fall, fell. Some
verbs are sometimes transitive, sometimes
intransitive, and sometimes neuter; as, he
Jloats a scheme ; John can float now ; the

corpse yioa(«. A small class of verbs, as is,

become, exist, loax, and grow (in such phrases
as, my hair becomes white; he waxes weak;
he grows old), predicating only existence or
transition from one state to another, are

called substantive verbs, and this name is

sometimes restricted to the verb to be.

Passive verbs affirm suffering or endurance
of what another does. Hence, only verbs
which take an object after them can have a
passive voice, because it can be said of ob-

jects only that they suffer or endure the
action directed on or towards them by the
subject of the active verb. Passive verbs
are thus the correlatives or complements of

active verbs. The infinitive mood, gerund,
and supine are properly verbal nouns, im-
plying action or state only without the power
of assertion. Participles are adjectives plus
the notion of time, and cannot therefore
assert.

Verbal (v^rTjal), a. [Fr. verbal, L. verbalis.

See Verb.] 1. Spoken; expressed to the
ear in words; not written; oral; as, a verbal

message; a verbal contract; verbal testi-

mony. 'Made she no verbal quest.' Shak.
2. Consisting in mere words.
The deed becomes unpraised—the man at least

—

And loses, though but verbal, his reward. Milton.

3. Respecting words only. * A verbal dis-

pute.' Wkately. — 4. Minutely exact in
words, or attending to words only. ' Neglect
the rules each verbal critic lays.' Pope.—
5. Literal; having word answering to word;
as, a verbal translation.

All the neighbour caves, as seeming troubled.
Make nerbal repetition of her moans. Shak.

6. In gram, derived from a verb; as, a verbal
noun.—In the following passage from Shak-
spere, verbal is used according to Schmidt
in the sense of plain-spoken, wording one's
thoughts without reser\'e; according to
others = verbose.

I am much sorry. Sir,

You put me to forget a lady's manners.
By being so verbal. Cyrnb. ii. 3. m.

Verbal (vSr'bal), n. In gram, a noun derived
from a verb.

Verbalism (v6i^bal-izm), n. Something ex-

presbed orally; a verbal remark or expres-
sion.

Verbalist (v^r'bal-ist). n. One who deals in

words merely; one skilled in words; a literal

adherent to, or a minute critic of words; a
verl>arian.

VerbaUty (vSr-bal'i-ti), n. The state or
quality of being verbal; mere words; bare
literal expressions. .Sir T. Browne.
Verbalization fv6r'bal-iz-a"8hon), n. The
act of verbalizing, or the state of being ver-
balized.

Verbenas—Garden varieties.

Verbalize (v6r'bal-iz), v.t. To convert into

a verb; to verbify.

VerbaUze (vfir'baMz), v.i. To use many
words; to be verbose or diffuse.

Verbally (v6r'bal-li), adv. In a verbal
manner; as, (rt) in words spoken; by words
uttered; orally. ' Verbally to deny it.'

South. (6) Word for word; as, to translate
verbally.

Verbarian (v6r-ba'ri-an), n. A word-coiner;
a verbalist.

In ' The Doctor ' Southey gives himself free scope,
as a verbarian, much after the way of Rabelais,
Thomas Nash, Taylor the Water-poet, or Feltham.

Fitzedvjard Hall.

Verbascum(v6r-bas'kum), ?i. [L.] Mullen or
mullein, a genusof plants, nat. order Scroph-
ulariacese. This genus is distinguished from
its congeners by having five fertile stamens.
Verbatim (v6r-ba'tim), adv. [L] 1. Word
for word ; in the same words ; as, to tell a
story verbatim as another has related it.—
2. t By word of mouth ; orally ; verbally.
Shak. — Verbatim et literatim, word for
word, and letter for letter.

Verbena (v6r-be'na), 71. [L. verbena, any
green bough used in sacred rites, whence
verbenaca, vervain.] A genus of plants,
the type of the nat. order Verbenaceie; ver-
vain. Most of the species are American

;

about seventy
are enumer-
ated, V.officin-

alis (common
vervain ), a
plantcommon
in England,
and widely dis-

tributed, was
once held in
great repute
for its medical
virtues, and
entered into
the composi-
tion of various
charms and
love philters.

One species

( V. Aubletia)
is cultivated
for the great beauty of its flowers. It is a
weedy plant with divided leaves and long
spikes of lilac flowers. The lemon-scented
verbena is Aloysia citriodora. The verbena
of the perfumers is the lemon-grass (which
see), from which the 'oil of verbena' is ex-
tracted.

Verbenaceae (v6r-be-na'se-e), ?i. pi. A nat.
order of plants, the species of which are trees

or shrubs, sometimes only herbaceous plants,
with generally opposite or whorled simple
or compound leaves without stipules. The
flowers are in opposite corymbs, or spiked
alternately, sometimes in dense heads, and
very seldom axillary or solitary. The spe-
cies are common in the tropics of both
hemispheres, and in the temperate districts

of South America; tliey are rare in Europe,
Asia, and North America. They are not of

much importance in a medicinal or econo-
mical point of view, with the exception of

the teak-tree. Certain species of Lantana
are used in infusion as tea in Brazil.

Verbenate (ver'be-nat), v. t. [See Verbena. ]

To strew or sanctify with sacred boughs,
according to a custom of the ancients.

Verberatet (v6r'b6r-at), v.t. [L. verbero,

verberatum, to beat, to whip, from verber,

a whip.] To beat ; to strike. ' Bosom-
quarrels that verberate and wound his soul.

'

Abp. Sancro/t.

Verberation (v6r-b6r-a'shon), n. 1. The act
of verberating, beating, or striking ; a per-
cussion. Arbuthnot; Blackston€.—2. The
impulse of a body which causes sound.

Verbiage (v6r'bi-aj), n. [FrJ Verbosity;
use of many words without necessity; su-

perabundance of words ; wordiness. ' The
perplexity of the nboandiug verbiage.' War-
burton. ' This barren verbiage current among
men. ' Tennyson.
Verbify (v6rb'i-fl), v. t. To make into a verb;
to use as a verb; to verbalize. J. Earle.
Verbl^e (v6r'bla), a. In her. applied to a
hunting-horn when edged round with metal
of different tincture from the rest.

Verbose (v6r-b6s'), a. [L. verbosus, from
verbum, a word. See Verb.] Abounding
in words ; using or containing more words
than are necessary ; prolix ; tedious by a
multiplicity of words; as, a verbose speaker;
a verbose argument.
They ought to be brief, and not too verbose in their

way of speaking. Ayliffe.

Verbosely (v6r-l>o8'li), adr. In a verbose
manner; wordily.
Verboseness (vfer-bos'nes), n. The state or
quality of being verbose; verbosity.
Verbosity (v6r-bos'i-ti), n. The state or
quality of being verbose; employment of a
superabundance of words; the use of more
words than are necessary ; wordiness ; pro-
lixity; said either of a speaker or writer or
of what is said or written.

He draweth out the thread of his verbosity finer
than the staple of his argument, Shak.

Verd (v6rd), n. Same as Vert. In the follow-
ing extract verd seems to mean greenness
in the sense of freshness.
Like an apothecaries potion, or new ale, they have

their best strength and verd at the first.

Declar. ofPopiih Impostures. 1603.

Verdancy (ver'dan-si), n. [See Verdant.]
1. The state or quality of being verdant

;

greenness. Hence— 2. Kawness ; inexperi-
ence ; liability to be deceived ; as, the ver-

dancy of youth.
Verdant (v6r'dant), a. [A shortened form
of Fr. verdoyant, from L. viridans. viridan-
tis, ppr. of virido, to be green, from viridis.

green, from vireo, to be green, to flourish.

The root is the same as that of Y. green, the
initial consonant change resembling that
seen in L. venio, E. go.] 1. Green; fresh;

covered with growing plants or grass; as,

verdant fields; a verdant lawn.

The verdant grass my couch did goodly dight.
Spenser.

2. Green in knowledge; simple by reason of
inexperience; inexperienced ; raw ; green.
[Colloq. or slang.]

Verd-antique (v6rd-an-tek'). n, {Yt. , from
verd, green, and antique, ancient.] 1. A
term given to a green incrustation on an-
cient coins, brass, or copper. See .lERTiGO.

—

2. Inmineral. (a) an aggregate of serpentine
and white crystallized marble, having a
greenish colour. It is beautifully mottled,
takes a fine polish, and is much used for

ornamental purposes. (6)A green porphjTy
used as marble, and known as oriental verd-

antique.

Verdantly (v6r'dant-li), adv. In a verdant
manner: (a) freshly; flourishingly, (b) After
the manner of a person green or simple
through inexperience. 'To give the young
fellow who was so verdantly staring at him
a start' li. B. Kimball. [CoUoq. or slang.]

Verdea-wine + (ver'di-a-win), n. A wine of
Italy made from a white grape named ver-

dea. Beav. d: Fl.

Verderer, Verderor(ver'der-6r, v6fder-or),
n. [Fr. verdier, L.L. viridaritts, from Fr.

verd, vert, green, L. viridis; comi>. fruiterer,
poidterer.1 In the forest laws, a judicial

officer in the royal forests, whose peculiar
chaise was to take care of the vert, that is,

the trees and underwood of the forest, and
to keep the assizes, view, receive, and enroll
attachments and presentments of all man-
ner of trespasses.

Verdict (vSr'dikt), n. [O.Fr. verdii, L L. rer-

dictum, veredictum, from L. vere, tnily, and
dictum, declaration, something declared,
from dico, dictum, to say.] 1. In law, the an-
swer of a jury given to the court concerning,
any matter of fact in any cause, civil or crimi-

nal, committed to their trial and examina-
tion. In criminal causes the usual verdict is

' guilty ' or ' not guilty; ' in Scotland it may be
' not proven

,

' I n ciWl causes it is a verdict for
the plaintiff or for the defendant, according
to the fact. These are called gerieral verdicts.

In some civil causes' when there is a doubt
as to how the law ought to be applied to

the facts, a special verdict is given finding

and stating the facts at large, and leaving
the court to draw the proper conclusion.

See Jury.—2. Decision; judgment; opinion
pronounced ; as, to be condemned by the
verdict of the public.

These enormities were condemned by the vtrdia
of common humanity. South.

Verdigris (ver'di-gris), n. [Fr. vertde-gris,

verdigris, apparently from vert, green, de,

of, and gris, gray; but according to Littr6

the oldest form was verte-grez, and this he
thinks may be decomposed into vert aigret,

green produced by an acid, from aigre, acid
(L. acer, sharp).] A substance obtained by
exposing plates of copper to the air in con-
tact with acetic acid, and much used as a
pigment, as a mordant in dyeing wool black,

in several processes in the chemical arts,

and in medicine. There are two varieties,

the blue and the green, the former consist-

ing almost wholly of dibasic cupric acetate,

the latter of the sesquibasic salt mixed with

Fate, fix, fat, fftU; mh, met, hhxi' pine, pin; note, not, more; tube, tub, bvU; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. f«y.
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smallerquantities of the dibasic and tribasic
acetates. Verdigris, like all the compounds
into which copper enters, is poisonous, and
is very apt to form on the surface of copper
utensils by the action of vegetables.
Verdigris (v^r'di-gris), v. t. To cause to be
coated with verdigris; to cover or coat with
verdigris. Hawthorne.

Verdiflgalet (vfir'din-gal), n. A farthingale.
Bp^H^l.

Verdite.t n. [O. Fr.] Judgment; sentence;
verdict- Chaxicer.

Verdlter (v6r'di-t6r),7i. [Ft. verd-de-terre,
green of earth.] A blue or bluish-green
pigment, generally prepared bydecomposing
nitrate of copper with chalk. It is the com-
mercial name of normal cupric acetate
(Ca2C2H302).
Verdlturet (vfir'di-tur), n. A form of ver-
diter. See Verditer.

I'erditure ground with a weak gum arabic water,
is the faintest and palest green. Peacham.

Verdoy (v^r'doi), a. [Fr. verdoyer, to be
green or verdant. See Verdant.] In her.
applied to a border charged with flowers,
leaves, or other vegetable chaises; as, a
border verdoy of trefoils, cinquefoils, &c.
VerdugOt (v6r-du'go), n. [Sp., a hangman,
the mark of a stroke on the skin, a switch,
«tc ] 1. An executioner. —2. A severe stroke.
Beau. .( Fl

Verdllgosllip t (vfir-du'go-ship), n. I. The
nftice of a hangman. —2. A mock formal
style of address to a hangman or executioner;
as, his verdugo$hip, the hangman. B. Jon-
son.

Verdure (v^r'dur), n. [Fr. verdure, green-
ness, green vegetation, from verde, vert,
green, from L. viridii, green. See Ver-
dant. ] Green ; greenness; freshness of vege-
tation : as, the verdure of the meadows in
June: the verdure of spring
A wide expanse of living verdure, cultivated gar-

dens, shady groves, fertile cornfields, flowed round
it like a sea. Motley.

Verdured (v^Kdurd), a. Covered with ver-
dure IVrtiwred bank." PamelL
Verdurous (vfer'dar-us), a. Covered with
verdure ; clothed with the fresh colour of
vegetation; verdant; as, rercf»roiM pastures.
' Verduroug matting of fresh trees,' Keatt.

Yet higher than their tops
The verdurous wall of paradise up sprung. Milton.

Verecund t (ver'e-kund). a. \\^ veTem%\du9,
from vereor, to feel awe of.J Bashful; mo-
<ie9t

Verecundlous t (ver-e-kun'di-us), o. Mo-
ilfHt: basiifiil, lieliquite WoHoniatice.
Verecundltvt rver-e-kun'diti>. ;*. The state
<»r(|uality of being verecund; bashfulness;
iiicKiesty: blushing.

Vergaloo, Vergalieu fvSr-ga-ld'), n. [From
Fr virgmiletise. See Virooleuse] A kind
of pear. Called also Virgaloo, White Doyenne,
and other names.
Verge (v6rj^, n. [Fr. verge, a rod or wand,
a mace, a nng or hoop, from L. virga, a rod,
perhaps from root of vireo, to he green.)
1. A rod, or something in the form of a rod
or staff, carried as an emblem of autlmrity
or ensign of office; the mace of a bishop,
dean, or other functionary.

The silver verpe. with decent pride,
Stuck underneath his cushion side. Swi/I.

2. Tlie stick or wand with which persons are
admitted tenants, by holding it in the liand,
and swearing fealty to the lord On this
account such tenants are called tenants by
the verge— Z.^ In arch, the shaft of a column;
a small ornamental shaft—4 The spindle of
the balance-wheel of a watch, especially
that of the old vertical movement.—5. A
quantity of land from 15 to 30 acres; a yard-
land; a vlrgate. Wharton —Q.] A ring; a
circlet of metal; any circle 'The inclusive
verge of golden metal that must round my
brow.' fihak.

(The spiritsj whom we raise
We will make fast within a hallow'd verge. Shak.

7. Compass ; space ; room ; scope. ' Give
ample room and verge enough.* Gray.

I have a soul, that like an ample shield
Can take in all, and verge enough for more.

Dryden.
8. In law, the compass of the jurisdiction of
the Court of the marshalsea or palace court.
See Marshal. Mar.shalsea.
Verge (v^rj), n [Perhaps from verge, v.i.,

or at leaHt to some extent based on it. But
see also Ver«e. n., above.] 1, The extreme
side or edge of anything ; the brink ; edge

;

border; margin; limit.

Nature in you stands on the very verge
Of her confine. Shak.

Even though we go to the extreme verge of possi-
bility to invent a supposition favourable to it, the
theory . . . implies an absurdity. y. S. Mill.

2. In arch, the edge of the tiling projecting
over the gable of a roof ; that on the hori-
zontal portion being called eaves. Ency.
Brit.—3. In hort. the grass edging of a bed
or border; a slip of grass dividing the walks
from the borders in a garden.—Syn. Border,
margin, brink, edge, rim, brim.
Vei^e (v6rj), v.i. pret. & pp. verged; ppr.
verging. [L. vergo, to turn, to incline, to
vei^e; by some connected with urgeo, to
ui^e. See Urge.] 1. To tend downward;
to bend ; to slope ; as, a hill verges to the
north.—2. To tend; to incline; to approach;
to Ixjrder.

I find myself verging to that period of life which is

to be labour and sorrow. Stvift.

There is a superfluity of erudition in his novels that
verges upon pedantry. Edin. Rev.

Verge-boaxd (vfirjOwrd). Same as Barge-
hoard.

VergeUCTT (v^r'jen-si). n. 1. The act of verg-
ing, tending, or inclining; approach.—2. In
optics, the reciprocal of the focal distance of
a lens, a measure of the divergence or con-
vergence of a pencil of rays.

Vergent (v^r'jent), a. [L. vergens, vergentis,
ppr. of vergo, to incline, to draw to a close.]
Lit- drawing to a close; specifically, in geol.

appellative of the eleventh of Professor H.
Rogers's divisions of the palaeozoic strata of
North America, the names of which suggest
metaphorically the different natural periods
of the day. It corresponds to our middle
Devonian.
Verger (v6rj'6r),n. [See Verge, a rod.] One
who carries a verge; especially, (a) an officer
who bears the verge or staff of office before
a bishop, dean, canon, or other dignitary or
ecclesiastic; ('-») the official who takes care of
the interior of the fabric of a church.
Verger t (verj'^r), n. [Fr.. an orchard.] A
garden; an orchard. Romaunt of the Rose.
Vergette (ver-jef), n. [Dim. of verae, a rod. ]

In her. a pallet; also, a shield divided with
pallets

Vergouleuse (vSr'go-lus), n. A variety of
pear Contracted to Vergaloo.

Veridical (ve-rid'i-kal), a. [L. veridicus—
venim, truth, and dico, to say. ] Truth-
telling; veracious. 'This so veridical his-
tory.' Urqukart.
For our own part, we say. would that every Johnson

had his Veridical Boswell, or leash of Boswells.
Carlyle.

Veilllable (ver'i-fi-a-bl). a. Capable of
being verified ; capable of being proved or
confirmed by incontestable evidence.
Verification (ver'i-ft-ka"shon). n. [See
Verify J The act of verifying or proving
to be true; the act of confirming or estab-
lishing the authenticity of any powers
granted, or of any transaction, by legal or
competent evidence ; the state of being
verified; authentication; confirmation.
Veriflcatlve (ver'i-fi-ka"tiv), a. Serving to
verify; verifying.

Verifier (ver'i-fi-fir), n. One who or that
which proves or makes appear to be true.
Verify (ver'i-fi), v.t. pret & pp. verified;
ppr. verifying. [Fr. verifier, from L. verus,
true, and /acio, to make. See Very.] 1. To
prove to be true ; to conflnu ; to establish
the proof of.

This is veriJUd by a number of examples. Bacon.

2. To fulfil, as a promise; to confirm the
truth of. as a prediction. 1 Ki. %iii. 26.—
3. To confirm the truthfulness of; to prove
to have spoken truth.

So shalt thou best fulfil, best verify
The prophets old. Milton.

4. To confirm or establish the authenticity
of. as a title or power, by examination or
competent evidence. *To verify our title

with our lives.' Shak.~b.\ To maintain; to
afHrro. Shak. —6. t To second or strengthen
by aid; to back; to support the credit of.

I-or I have ever verified my friends
Of whom he's chief. Shak.

Veriloquent t (ve-ril'o-kwent), a. [L. verxis,

true, and loquens, loquentis, ppr. of loquor,
to speak.] Speaking truth; truthful.

Verily (ver'i-li), adv. [From very] 1. In
truth; in very tnith or deed; in fact; cer-
tainly. ' Verily thou art a God that hldest
thyself.' Is. xlv. 15.

But the centurion . . . said verily this man was
Goddis son. li'ickUffe, Mark xv. 39.

2. Really; truly; with great confidence; in
sincere earnestness. ' It was xerUy tliought
that . , . the enterprise had succeeded.'
Ba.con. ' Verily, I do not jest with you. ' Shak.

Verisimilar (ver-i-sim'i-16r), a. [L. v«rv
similis — verus, true, and similis, like.]
Having the appearance of truth; probable;
likely. ' How verisimilar it looks. ' Carlyle.
Verisimilitude (ver'i-si-miF'i-tud), n. [L.
verisijnUitudo — vents, true, and simili-
tudo, likeness.] 1. The quality or state of
being verisimilar; the appearance of truth;
probability ; likelihood ; as, the verisimili-
tude of a story.

Verisimilitude and opinion are an easy purchase

;

but true knowledge is dear and difficult. Glanznlle.

2. That which is verisimilar; that which has
the appearance of a fact. ' Shadows of facts
. . . verisimiii^iidefi, not verities.' Lamb.
VerlSlmllity t (;ver'i-si-mil"i-ti), n. Verisi-
militude. ' Things out of nature and veri-
simility. ' Dryden.

VerisimUoust(ver-i-sim'i-lU3), a. Probable;
verisimilar.

Veritable (ver'i-ta-bl), a. [Fr. veritable,
from L. veritus, truth. See Verity.] True;
agreeable to truth or fact; real.

Thor draws down his brows in a veritable Norse
rage. Carlyle.

Veritably (ver'i-ta-bli), adv. In a veritable
or true manner; truly.

Veritas (ver'i-tas), n. A register of shipping
established in Paris on the principle of
Lloyds. Commonly called the Burean-
Veritas.

Verity (ver'i-ti), n. [Fr. v^rit^, from L. Veritas.
from verv^, true. See Very.] 1. The qua-
lity of being true or real; true or real nature;
reality; truth; fact; consonance of a state-
ment, proposition, or other thing to fact.
* 'Twould prove the verity of certain words.

'

Shak.
It is a proposition of eternal verity that none can

govern wnile he is despised. South.

2. A true assertion or tenet; a truth. 'Veri-
similitudes, not verities.' Lamb.

Mark what I say. which you shall find
By every syllable a faithful verity. ShaJt.

By this it seems to be a verity. Sir y. Davies.

3.t Honesty; faith; trustworthiness. 'Jus-
tice, verity, temperance.' Shak. — Of a
verity, in very truth or deed; certainly.'

(ya verity his position denoted no excess of ease or
enjoyment. Lez'tr.

Verjuice (vSr'jus), n. [Fr. verjus, verjuice,
the juice of green fruits—cerd, vert (L. vi-
ridis), green, and jus, juice.] 1. An acid
liquor expressed from crab-apples, unripe
grapes, &c., used for culinary and other
puiposes.
Hang a dog upon a crab-tree and he'll never love

verjuice. Sir K. L'Estrange.

2. Sourness or acidity of temper, manner, or
expression. ' Inherent bonhomie or inherent
verjuice.' A. K. H. Boyd.
Vermeil (vfir'mil), n. [See Vermilion.]
1. Vermilion; a bright, beautiful red; the
colour of vermilion. * Snowy substance
sprent with vermeil.' Spenser. Also used
adjectively, and frequently as the first ele-
ment of a compound. ' A iwnneil-tinctured
lip.' Milton. 'A blossom vermeil-white.'
Tennyson. [Now only poetical.] — 2. Silver
gilt or bronze gilt. Simmoi^.—S. In gild-
%7ig, a liquid composed of amotto, gamboge,
vermilion, dragon's blood, salt of tartar, and
saffron, boiled in water and applied to a
gilded surface to give lustre to the gold. E.
H. Knight. ^'i. A jeweller's name for a crim-
son-red garnet inclining slightly to orange.
Vermelet,t n. _ Vermilion. Chaucer.
Vermes (vSr'mez), «. j>i. [L.] Worms. The
sixtli class of animals in the Linnsean ar-
rangement of the animal kingdom. It com-
prised all animals which could not be ar-
ranged under Vertebrata and Insecta. Lin-
naeus divides the Vermes into five orders, viz.

Intestina, J^IoUusca, Testacea, Lithophyta,
and Zoophyta. Modern naturalists have
made a very different aiTangenieiit of these
animals, and the term vermes, wliich is no
longer used in scientific classification, may
be regarded as synonymous with Annuloida,
minus the Echinodermata and plus the
whole of the anarthropodous division of the
Annuloea.
VennetUS (v6r-me'tus), n. [From L. vermis,
a worm.] A genus of mollusca, the shell of
which has the whorls at the apex close to-
gether and regular, but the more recent
ones disconnected, and more or less con-
torted. The genus consists of various spe-
cies. The V. lumbricalis is found in the
seas near Senegal. Others are found in the
Mediterranean. This genus is allied to the
genera Siliquaria and Magilus
Vermicelli (ver-mi-chel'Ii), n. [It., lit little

worms, pi. of vemiicello, a little worm, L. ver-

Gh. Main; £h, 8c. locA; g,po; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng,»ing; fH, tAen; th, tAln; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.



VERMICEOUS 556 VERNIER

miculHSf dim. of vermis, a worm.] An Italian

article of food made of flour, yolks of e^s,
siiftar, and saffron, manufactured in tne
form of long, slender tubes or threads, and
so named on account of its worm-like ap-
pearance. Vermicelli is the same substance
as macaro7ii, the only difference between
them being that the latter is made into

larger tubes. Both of them are prepared in

the greatest perfection at Naples, where
they form a principal item in the food of

the population, and are a favourite dish of

all classes. Vermicelli is used amongst us
in soups, broths, &c.

Vermiceous, Vermicious (vfer-mish'us), a.

[ From L. vermis, a worm. ] Pertaining to

worms; wormy. [Rare.]

Vermicide (vSr'mi-sid), n. [L. vermis, a
worm, and ccedo, to kill.] A name common
to that class of anthelminthics which destroy
intestinal worms; a worm-killer.

Some agents act obnoxiously on intestinal worms
^lestroying or killing them. These are the vermi-
cides of some authors. Pareira.

Vermicular (v6r-mik'u-16r), a. [L. vermicu-
lits, a little worm, dim. of verinis, a worm.]
1. Pertaining to a worm ; resembling a worm

;

particularly, resembling the motion of a
worm; as, the vermicular motion of the in-

testines. Called also Peristaltic—2. In bot.

shaped like a worm; thick, and almost
cylindrical, but bent in different places, as
some roots and the like. — Vermicular or
venniculated work, (a) a sort of ornamental
work consisting of frets or knots in mosaic
pavements, winding and resembling the
tracks of worms. (6) A species of rusti-

VermicuJar Masonry.

cated masonry which is so wrought aa to
have the appearance of having been eaten
into or formed by the tracks of worms.
Vermiculate (v6r-mik'ii-lat), v, t. pret. & pp.
venniculated; ppr. vermiculating. [L. ver-
micular, vermiciilatxcs, to be full of worms,
from vermiculus, dim. of vermis, a worm.]
To dispose in wreathed lines, like the undu-
lations of worms; to form work by inlaying,
resembling the motion or the tracks of
worms. See under Vermicular.
Vermiculate (v6r-mik'u-lat), a. l. Worm-
like in shape or appearance ; covered with
worm-like elevations.—2. Crawling or creep-
ing like a worm; hence, creeping; insinuat-
ing: sophistical. [Rare.]

Vermiculated (v6r-mik'u-lat-ed), p. and a.

Formed with a worm-like pattern. See
Vekmicular.

Vermlculatlon (vfir-mik'u-la"shon), n.
1. Tlie act or operation of moving in the
manner of a worm ; continuation of motion
from one part to another, as in the peri-
staltic motion of the intestines. Sir M.
Hale.—2. The act of forming worm-like or-
naments ; a worm-like ornament or body of
any kind; wormlike ornamentation; vermi-
cular work. See Vermicular.—3. The state
of being worm-eaten ; worra-eatenness.

This huge olive, which flourished so long, fell, as
they say, of vertnicu/ation, being all worm-eaten
within. Harwell.

Vermicuie (v6r'mi-kul), n. [L. vermiculus,
a dim. of vermis, a worm.] A little grub or
wonn ; also, a small worm-like body. Der-
ham.
Vermlculite (v6r-mik'u-lit), n. [L. vermic.
ulus (dim. of vermw.a worm), and Gr. lithos,

a stone.] 1. In iiiiiieral. a. mineral composed
of micaceous looking plates, cemented to-
gether by a whitish, mealy, magnesian ma-
trix. When heated nearly to redness it pro-
jects out with a vermicular motion, as if it

were a mass of small worms, hence the name.
It consists principally of silica, alumina, and
magnesia.—2. In geol. a short worm-track
seen on the surface of many flagstones.

Vermlculose, Vermlculous (vtr-mik'u-ios,
v6r-mik'u-lus ), a. [ L. vermiculosus, from
vermiculus, dim. of vermis, a worm.] 1, Con-
taining or full of worms or grubs.—2. Resem-
bling worms.
Vermiform (v6r'mi-form), a. [L. vermis, a
worm, and /orma, form] Having the form

or shape of a worm or of its motions ; hel-

minthoid ; as, the vermiform process of the
cerel)ellum.

Vermifugal (v6r-mif'u-gal), a. Tending to
prevent or destroy worms, or to expel them
from animal bodies; anthelminthic.
Vermifuge ( v6r'mi-fuj ), n. [ L. vermis, a
worm, and ftigo, to expel.] A medicine or
substance that destroys or expels worms
from animal bodies; an anthelminthic. Calo-
mel, gamboge, jalap, male-fern root, cow-
hage. iron, tin, oil of turpentine, &c., are
vermifuges or anthelminthics.
Vermllt (v6r'mil), n. and a. Vermilion; ver-
meil. Speiiser.

VermlUon (v6r-mil'yon), n. [Fr. vermilloji,

from vermeil, vermilion, red, from L. ver-

miculus, dim. of vermis, a worm, a little

worm, the kermes or cochineal insect, hence
a scarlet colour such as that obtained from
the kermes insect. This colour was formerly
called worm-dye. The name crimson is ex-

actly similar, and indeed the words are ety-

mologically connected. See Crimson, also
Vermin.] l.t The cochineal (which see).—
2. The red sulphide of mercury or cinnabar;
a pigment formed of this. It occurs in

nature as a common ore of mercury, of a
carmine red colour. It is procured artifi-

cially by heating sulphur with eight times
its weight of mercury in an iron vessel.

The compound is then sublimated, and the
sublimate, which is a compact, deep red,
crystalline mass, when reduced to powder
is of a beautiful scarlet colour. This arti-

ficial compound is extensively employed on
account of the beauty of its colour in paint-
ing, in making red sealing-wax, and other
purposes. —3. A colour such as that of the
above pigment; a beautiful red colour.

Vermilion (v^r-mil'yon), v.t. To colour with
vermilion, or as if with vermilion ; to dye
red; to cover with a delicate red.

A sprightly red vermilions all her face. Granville.

Vermllyt (v6r'mi-li), n. Same as Vermilion.
Spenser.

Vemdn (v6r'min). n. sing, and pi.: used
chiefly in the plural. [PY vermine, vermin,
in sense of parasitic insects, also applied to
persons, from vermineus, a hypothetical L.

adj. from vermis, a worm; cog. E. worm,
Skr. Arn'jni, a worm. See CRIMSON.] l.t Any
wild or noxious animal: it seems sometimes
to be equivalent to reptile.

This crocodile is a mischievous four-footed beast,
a dangerous -vermin, used to both elements.

//olland.
The Lord rectifies Peter, and frames him to go by

a vision of all crawling vermin in a clean sheet.
Daniel Rogers.

2. A name given to certain mischievous or
offensive animals : (a) to the smaller mam-
malia and certain kinds of birds which dam-
age man's crops or other belongings, as foxes,

otters, polecats, weasels, kites, hawks, rats,

mice, voles, &c. (6) To noxious or destruc-
tive insects or the like, such as grubs, flies,

fleas, lice, «fec. 'To kill vertnin.' Shak.
' Vermin such as weasels and polecats.'
Bacon. ' Like the uennm in a nut. ' Tenny-
Hon.

I will track this vermin to their earths. Tennyson.

3. Used of noxious human beings in con-
tempt

You are my prisoners, base vermin. Hudibras.

Vermint (vSr'min). v.t. To clear of vermin.
' Vertnin thy ground.' Tusser.

Vermlnate (v6r'min-at), v.i. [L. vermino,
verminatum, to have worms, from vermis,

a worm.] To breed vermin.
Vermlnation (v6r-mi-na'shon), n. 1. The
breeding of vermin, especially of parasitic

vermin.—2. A griping of the bowels.

Vermin-killer (v6r'min-kil-6r), n. A term
commonly applied to some kind of poison-
ous substance intended to kill mice or other
vermin.
Venninlyt (v6r'min-li), adv. or a. Like ver-

min; of the nature of vermin.
Verminous (ver'min-us), a. l. Tending to
breed or infested with vennin. 'The ver-

mi)tous disposition of the body.' Harvey.—
2. Caused by or arising from the presence of

vermin; as, verminous disease.

Verminously (v6r'min-us-li),arftJ. In a ver-

minous manner; so as to breed worms; as if

infested by worms.
Vermiparous (v6r-mip'a-rus), a. [L. vermis,
a worm, and pario, to bear.] Producing or
breeding worms. Sir T. Browne.
Vermlvorous (v6r-miv'o-ruB), a. [L. vermis,
a worm, and voro, to devour.] Devouring
worms : feeding on worms ; as, vermivor<ms
birds are very useful to the farmer.

Vermuth (v^r'myth), n. (Fr. Vermont, ver-
mouth, from G. wermuth, absinthe. ] A stim-
ulating liquor compounded of white wine,
absinthe, angelica, and otheraromatic drugs,
professedly used to excite the appetite.
Vemaclet (ver'na-kl), n. Same as Vermd^.
Vernacular (v6r-nak'u-16r), a. [From L. ver-
naciUiis, vernacular, domestic, indigenous,
from verna, a slave bom in his master^s
house, a native. See also Vkrnaculous. ]

Native ; belonging to the country of one's
birth ; belonging to the speech that we all

naturally acquire; as, English is our ver-
nacular language. The word is always or
almost always used of the native language
or everyday idiom of a place.

The histories of all our former wars are transmitted
to us in our vernacular idiom, to use the phrase of a
great modern critic. .fiddison.

—A vernacular disease, one which prevails
in a particular country or district: more
generally called endemic.
Vernacular (v6r-nak'ii-16r),H. One'smother-
tongue; the native idiom of a place.

Vernacularism (vfer-nak'u-ler-izm), n. A
veniacular idiom. Quart. Bev.
Vernacularly ( ver-nak'u-ler-li ), adv. In
agreement with the vernacular manner.
Vemaculouat (v^r-nak'u-lus), a. [See Ver-
nacular.] 1. Vernacular. ' Their vemocu-
lous and mother tongues.' Sir T. Browne.—
2. Of or belonging to slaves or the rabble

;

hence, scurrilous; insolent; scoffing. 'Sub-
ject to the petulancy of every vernaculous
orator.' B. Jonson. [ALatinisra.]

Vemaire.* '* a sweet wine. Chaucer.
VemaU (v^r'nal), a. [L. vemalis, from ver,

spring; cog. Icel. vdr, Dan. vaar, the spring;
from root signifying to be bright, to burn,
seen in Vesta, Vesuvius, &c.] 1. Belonging
to the spring; appearing in spring; as, ver-
nal bloom.

In those vernal seasons of the year, when the air

is CcUm and pleasant, it were an injury and sullenness
against nature not to go out and see her riches.

MiUofi.

2. Belonging to youth, the spring of life.

—

Vernal equinox, the equinox in spring. See
EtiUlNOCTlAL, Equinox.— Fernai^/-a*(ff, the
same as Spring-grass. — Vernal signs, the
signs in which the sun appears in the spring.

Vemantt (v6r'nant), a. [L. vemans, ver-

nantis, ppr. of vemo, to flourish, from ver,

spring. See Vernal.] Flourishing, as in
spring; vernal; as, ' cemant flowers." Milton.

Vematet (ver'nat), r.i. [L. venio,v€rnatum.
See Vernant.] To be vemant; to flourish.

Vernation (v6r-na'shon),vj. [See Vernant.]
In bot. the disposition of the nascent leaves
within the bud. It is called also Prce/olia-
tion, and corresponds to the terms estivation

and prcejloration, which are used to indicate
the manner in which the parts of the flower
are arranged in the flower-bud. The verna-
tion is said to be eondupUcate, revohite, «*-

volute, cojivolute, circiriate, plicate, equi-
tant, imbricate, Ac. , according to the manner
in which the leaf is disposed.

Vernicle (v6r'ni-kl), n. [A dim. of O.R ve-

ronike, from Fr. veroniqxte. See Veronica.]
A copy in miniature of the picture of Christ,

supposed to have been miraculously im-
printed upon a handkerchief, presened in
the church of St. Peter at Rome. See Ve-
ronica. Chaucer.

It was usual for persons returning from pilgrimages
to bring with them certain tokens d? the several places
which they had visited ; and, therefore, the Pardoner,
who is just arrived from Rome, is represented with a
vernicle sewed upon his cap. Tynvhitt.

Vemicose (v^r'ni-kos), a. [L. L. vemix, var-

nish.] In bot. covered by a natural varnish,
as some leaves.

Vernier (v6r'ni-6r), n. [From the inventor,
Peter riemier,of Brussels, who died 1637.] A
small movable scale, running parallel with
the fixed scale of a sextant, theodolite, baro-
meter, or other graduated instrument, and
used for measuring a frac tional part of one of

the equal divisions on the graduated flxed

scale or arc. It consists, in its simplest form,
of a small sliding scale, the divisions of which
differ from those of the primary scale. A
space is taken equal to an exact number of

parts of the primary scale, and it is divided
into a number of equal parts either greater

by 1 or less by 1 than the number that it

covers on the primary scale. The diagram
represents the vernier of the common ba-

rometer for measuring to the hundredth of

an inch. The scale a 6 is divided into inches
and tenths of inches; the small movable
scale cd is the vernier, and consists of a
length of eleven parts of a b, divided into

ten parts, each part being therefore equal

Fate, tta, fat, fall; mi, met, hir; pine, pin; note, not, mOre; ttibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, So. abune; y. So. Uy,
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to one and one-tenth of the divisions upon
a b, and the difference between any division

on the scale and vernier will be one-hun-
dredth of an iixch. In the
figure the zero of the vernier
is set to the division 30 inches,
the division 10 upon the ver-

nier corresponding with that
of 28 inches 9 tenths on the
scale. Hence, the vemierdivi-
aion 1 is one-hundredtli of an
inch below the scale division
29 inches 9 tenths; division

2 on the vernier is two-hun-
dredths below 29 Inches 8
tenths, and so on. Supposing
the vernier were raised any
number of hundredths, as
two hundredths of an inch,

the division 2 would coincide
with 29 inches b tenths. To
read off the hundredths of an inch the ver-

nier zero advances beyond any tenth on the
scale; the division that coincides nearest
with any on the scale must be taken fur the
hundiedth required. The vernier now usu-
ally employed has one ^aduation more than
the corresponding portion of the scale. The
principle in both cases is, however, the same.
Vemile (v^r'nll). a. [L. vernilis, servile.

8ee below.] Suiting a slave; servile; slavish.
' Vernile scunility.' De Quincey. [Rare.]

Vemlllty (v^r-nil'i-ti), H- [L- vernilUas,

(nnii verniiiii, slavish, senile, from venia, a
slave.] Servility; fanning behaviour, like

that of a slave. [Rare.]

Vemi8h,+ t'-'- To varnish. Chaucer.

VernOIlia(ver-uo'ni-a),«. [FroniW. Vernon,
botanist and traveller in North America.]
A very large genus of plants, nat. order
Compositte, including about 400 species of

herbs or shrubs, chietly inhabiting the tropi-

cal parts of the world, especially America
and Africa, several occurring also in Asia.

They differ greatly in habit and general ap-
pearance, but are of no special importance.
V. anthelmintica produces dark - coloured
seeds, which are extremely bitter, and are
considered powerfully anthelminthic. l"hey

are also employed as an ingredient in com-
pounds prescribed in snake-bites.

Vemoniaces (ver-n6'ni-a"8e-e), n. pi. A
large tribe of plants, nat. order Composita*.
characterized by alternate leaves, rayless

flower-heads, and long subulate stigmatic
branches to the style. The genus Vemonia
is the type. See Vernonia.
Verona - serge ( v6r-6'na-Berj ). n. [From
Vero)ia in Italy.] A thin fabric of various
culours, made of worsted and cotton, and
sonietiuies of mohair and cotton.

Veronese (v6r-on-ez'>, a. In 5^0*7. of or per-
taining to Verona, a city and province of
North Italy.

Veronese f v6r-on-ez0, n. A oative or inha-
ItiUmt of Verona.
Veronica (ve-ron'i-ka), n. [From a supposed
female saint of the name of Veronica. Ac-
cording to the legend Veronica met our
Saviour bending under the weight of the
cross, and offered him her veil to wipe the
sweat from his brow, when the divine features
were found miraculously impressed on the
cloth. The name Veronica is supposed to
have arisen by mistake and ignorance. l>eing

probably derived from vera icon (L. verus,

true. ico/j.Gr e'**yn,animagej,a trueimage,
hence vericona, modifled into veronica.
There were various other legends of Christ's
features being imprinted on cloths.] 1. A
portrait or representation of the face of our
Saviour said to have l)een miraculously
stamped on tlie sudary of tlie holy Veronica,
and brought from Palestine to Rome,where it

is still preserved by the canons of St. Peter's;

a vemide. — 2. In hot. a genus of plants,
apeeilwtdl (which see).

Verre,* «. [Fr.] Glass. Chaucer.
Verrel, Verrule (ver'el, ver'ul), n A ring
at the end of a cane, &c. ; a ferrule (which
see).

Verruca ( ver'u-ka ), n. [L.] l.lwpathol. a
wart, -2. In hot. a wart or sessile gland pro-
duced upon viirioiis parts of plants.

Verrucsefonn,Verrudform(ver u 'se-forra.

ver-u'Ei-fonii), n. [L, verruca, a wart, and
fonna. sliape. ) In hot. wart-shaped.
Verrucariffii (ver'uka-ri-e'l), n. vl. A nat.
order of lichens, belonging to tiie division
Angiocarjii. mostly growing on trunks of
trees, though sometimes found on rucks
and pebbk-a immersed in water.

VerruddaB (ver-u'»i-de>. n. pi. A fanuly of
sessile cirrijMid crustaceans, order Thora-

' cica. The shell is asymmetrical with mov-
able scuta and terga, but not furnished with
a depressor muscle. The species occur
fossil from the chalk upwards, v

Vemicose, Verrucous (ver'u-kds, ver'u-

kus), a. [L. verruca, a wart, verrucosus, full

of warts.] Warty; having little knobs or
warts on the surface; as, a verrucous cap-
sule.

Vemiculose (ve-ru'ku-los), a. [See above.]
Having minute wart-like prominences.
Verry, Verrey (ver'i). n. in her. the same as
Vairy or Tair (which see).

Versabllity (v6r-sa-bil'i-ti), n. The state or
quality of being versable ; aptness to be
turned round. Sterne.

Versable (v6r'sa-bl), a [L. versabilis, from
versor, to tum.] Capable of being turned.
Versableness (v6r'sa-bl-ne8), ?i. Versa-
bihty.

Versalt (v6r'sal), a. Universal; whole. Shak.
Some for brevity

Have cast the versa/ world's nativity. Hzidibras.

Versant (v6i^sant), a. [L. versa^is, versantis,
turning about, engaged or busy.] 1. Fa-
miliar; having to do with; conversant.

Men not versant with courts of justice will not be-
lieve it. Sydney Smith.

2. In her. erected or elevated.
Versant (vSr'sant). n. [Fr. versant, a moun-
tain sloi>e. ] All that part of a country which
slopes or inclines in one direction; the gen-
eral lie or slope of surface; aspect.
Versatile (ver'sa-til), a. [L. versatUis, from
versor. to turn, from verto, versus, to tum.
See V'ERSE.] 1. Capable of being moved
or turned round ; as, a versatile boat or
spindle. ' Versatile, and sharp-piercing like
a screw,' R'. IIarke.—2. Changeable; vari-
able; unsteady. ' Those versatile represen-
tations in the neck of a dove.' GlanvilU.—
3. Turning with ease from one thing to an-
other; readily applying one's self to a new
task, or to various subjects ; many-sided

;

as, a man of versatile genius. ' His versatile
powers as poet and dramatist, essayist and
critic' £din. Rev.

Cotispicuous among the youths of high promise
. . . was the quick and -versatile Montazue.

Macautay.

4. In hot. applied to an anther fixed by the
middle on the point of the filanient, and so
poised as to tum like the needle of a com-
pass: fixed by its side, but freely movable.
versatilely (v^r'sa-tn-U), adv. In a versa-
tile manner.
Versatileness (ver'sa-tfl-nes), n. The state
or quality of being versatile: versatility.

Versatility (vfir-sa-til'i-ti). n. 1. The state
or quality of being versatile: readiness to
be turned; variableness. —2. The faculty of
easily turning one's mind to new tasks or
subjects; facility in taking up various in-

tellectual pursuits or lines of thought; as,

the versatility of genius.

I do not mean the force alone.
The grace and versatility of the man.

Tennyscn.

Verse (v^rs), n. [L. versus, a row, a line in

writing, a verse, from verto, versum, to tum
—a word which has many English deriva-
tives, as advert, convert, revert, adverse,
converse, vertex. &c. The root is that of
E. worth (verb).] 1. A line of poetry con-
sisting of a certain number of metrical feet
disposed according to the rules of the spe-
cies of poetry which the author intends to

compose. Verses are of various kinds, as
hexameter, pentaweter. and tetrameter, dtc,
according to the number of feet in each.

Waller was smooth ; but Dryden taught to join
The varying- verse, the full resounding line.

The long majestic march, and energy divine.
Po/>e.

2. Poetry; metrical language; the metrical
arrangement of words; poetical composi-
tion; versification.

He says in verse what others say in prose. Po/e.

yerse sweetens toil, however rude the sound.
Gi;^ord.

3. A short division of any composition; as, (a)

a short division of the chapters in the Scrip-
tures, (b) A bhort division of a poetical
composition; a stanza.

Now, good Cesario, but that piece of song . . .

Come, but one verse. SAtiJk.

(c) A portion of an anthem or service in-

tended to be sung by a single voice to a
part-—4. A piece of poetry or rhj-me. 'Tliis

verse, my friend, be thine." Pope. [Rare.]
—Blank verse, poetry in which the lines do
not end in rhymes.—//eroic verse usually
consists of ten syllables, or in English of five

accented syllables, constituting five feet.

Veitiet (v6rs), v.t. pret. <fe pp. versed; ppr.
versing. I. To tell in verse; to relate poeti-

cally. ' Playing on pipes of com, and vers-

ing love.' Shak.—2. To turn; to revolve; to
meditate on.

"Who, versing in his mind this thought, can keep
his checks dry( Rev. T. Adams.

Verset (v^rs), v.i. To make verses; to ver-

sify. Sir P. Sidney.
Versed (v6rst), a. [Fr. verse, from L. versatus,

pp., or versor, to tum about frequently, to
be engaged on athing. See Versant.Verse.]
Thoroughly acquainted; practised; skilled;

with in. ' Deep versed in books. ' Milton.

One indeed I knew
In many a subtle question versed. Tennyson.

— Versed sine. See Sine.
Verse-maker (v6rs'mak-6r), n. One who
writes verses; a rhymer. Boswell.

Verseman (vcrs'man), n. A writer of verses:

used humorously or in contempt.

The god of uf versemen, you know, child, the sun.
Prior.

Verse-monger (v6r8'mung-g6r), n. A maker
of verses; a rhymer; a poetaster. Clarke.

Verser (v^rs'er), n. A maker of verses; a
versifier.

He (B. Jonson) thought not Bartas a poet, but a
verser, because he wrote not fiction. Driimmfnd.

Verset t (v^r'set), n. [Fr.] A verse, as of
Scripture. Milton.

Ver^Cle (v6r'si-kl), n. [L. versic^dus, dim.
of versug. See Verse.] A little verse; spe-
cifically, cedes, a short verse in the service
which is spoken or chanted by the priest or
minister alternately with a response by the
people.

Versicolour, Versicoloured (v6r'si-kul-6r,

v6i"'si-kul-6rd), a. [L. versicolor—verso, to
change, and color, colour.] Having vari-
ous colours; changeable in colour. ' Vei-si-

colour ribands.' Burton.
Versicnlar (v6r-8ik'u-16r), a. Pertaining to
verses; designating distinct divisions of a
writing; as, a i-er«ic!//«r division.

Versification (v6r'si-fl-ka"8hon), n. [See
Versify.] The act, art. or practice of com-
posing poetic verse; the formation or mea-
sure of verse or poetry; the construction of
poetry; metrical composition.

Donne alone had your talent, but was not happy to
arrive at your versijication. Dryden.

Versiflcator (v^r'si-fi-kat-Sr), n. A versi-
fier. Dryden. [Rure.]

Versifier (v6r'si-fi-6r), «. 1- One who versi-

fies; one who makes verses; as, not everj-

versifier is a poet. —2. One who converts
into verse, or one who expresses in verse
the ideas of another written in prose; as,

Dr. Watts was a versifier of the Psalms.
Versiform (v6r'si-fomi), a. [L. versiformis,
from verto, versmn, to tum, and forma,
shape.] Varied in fomi; changing forai:
used in botany.
Veralfy (v6r'Bi-fi), v.i. pret. A: pp. versified;

ppr. vers^ying. [Fr. versifier, L. versifi-

care—versus, a verse, and facio, to make.]
To make verses.

I'll versify in spite, and do my best. Drydtn.

Versify (ver'si-fi), v.t. 1. To relate or de-
scribe in verse ; to treat as the subject of
verse.

I'll versify tlie truth. Daniel.

2. To tum or convert into verse; as, to versify
the Psalms.
Versing (vSrs'ing), n. The act of writing
verse. See extract under Prosing.
Version (vSr'shon), n. [From L. verto,

versum, to tum, change, translate, Ac. See
Verse ] l.t A turning; a change or trans-
formation; conversion. ' The version of air
into water' Bacon.—2.t Direction; change
of direction.

What kind of comet, for magnitude, colour, z-er-

sion of the beams, producctli what kind of etlects.

Bacon

.

3. The act of translating or rendering from
one language into another. [Rare.] — 4. A
translation ; that which is rendered from
another language; as, the revised version of
the Scriptures; there Is a good version of the
Fentateucli in the Samaritan ; the Septua-
gint version of the Old Testament was made
for the benefit of the Jews in Alexandria.—
5 A statement, an account, or description
of incidents or proceedings from some par-
ticular point of view ; as, hear the other
party's version of the affair. —0. A school
exercise consisting of a translation of one
language, generally one's vernacular, into
another; as, he made a good version.—'i. In
obstetrics, same as Turning. See Turning, 6.

cb, cft&in; t\x, Sc. locA; g, go\ J.^ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, thig; TH, th&n; th, CAin; w, vig; wh, wMg; zh, azure.—See KST.
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Versionist (vfer'shon-ist), n. One who makes
a version; a translator; or one who favours
a certain version or translation. Gent.

Mag.
Verst (verst), n. [Rus. verstd.] A Russian
measure of length, containing II663 yards
or 3500 feet; about two-thirds of an English
mile.

Versus (vfer'sus), prep. [L. , towards, against,

from verto, to turn.] Against; opposed to:

used chiefly in legal phraseology; as, John
Doe verguit Ricliard Roe.

Versute (v6r-8ut'), a. [L. versutus, from
verto, versum, to turn.] Crafty; wily. 'A
person ... of versute and vertiginous po-
licy.' Bp. Gaxiden.

Vert (v6rt), n. [Fr. vert, green, from Latin
viridis, from vireo, to be green. See Ver-
dant.] 1. In forest law, everything within
a forest that grows and bears a green
leaf, which may serve as a cover for deer,

but especially great and thick coverts.

Also, a power to cut green
trees or wood.—2. In her.

a gi'een colour. In coats
of nobility it is called
emerald, and in those of
princes venus. It is ex-

pressed in engraving by
diagonal lines, drawn
from the dexter chief to
the sinister base.

Vertant (vfir'tant), a. In
her. the same as Fleeted and Reflected,
that is, formed like the letter S reverted.

Vertebra (v6r'te-bra), n. pi. Vertebrae (v6r'-

te-bre). [L. vertebra, a joint, a joint or
vertebra of the spine, from verto, to turn.]

One of the bones of which the spine or back-
bone of an animal consists; hence, in pi.

the spine ; as, to bend one's vertehrm. The
different vertebrse which compose the spine
are divided into true and false, the former
constituting the upper and longest portion,

and the latter the lower portion of the spinal
column, consisting of the os sacrum and
coccijx. The true vertebrse are further di-

vided into cervical, dorml, and lumbar; or
those of the neck, back, and loins. In man
there are seven cervical vertebrae, twelve

\'ert.

True vertebra.— i. Atlas, or vertebra supporting
the head. 2, Cervical vertebra, 3, Dorsal vertebra.
4, Lumbar vertebra, a. Body, b. Ring, c. Oblique
or articular process, rf. Transverse process, j. Spin-
ous process.
False vertebra.—Os sacrum. Coccyx, or tail-bone

dorsal, five lumbar. The false vertebrte
consist of five sacral (united to form one
bone the sacrum), and four or five coccygeal
or caudal vei-tebrse. There is in every verte-
bra, between its body and apophyses, a fora^
men or hole. These foramina correspond
with each other through all the vertebrte,
and form a long bony conduit for the lodg-
ment of the spinal marrow. The vertebrae
are united together by means of a substance
compressible like cork, which forms a kind
of partition between them, and admits of a
certain degree of motion, small between in-
dividual bones, but considerable as respects
the whole spinal column. The vertebraj and
their projections or processes also afford
attachments for a number of muscles and
ligaments, and also passages for blood-ves-
sels, and for the nerves that pass out of the
spine. In different animals the number of
vertebraj varies exceedingly.
Vertebral (v6r'te-bral), a. 1. Pertaining to
the vertebra} or joints of the spine or back-
bone : as, the vertebral column ; vertebral
muscles; yerteftrrti artery.—2. Having a back-
bone or spinal joints; vertebrate; as, verte-
bral animals.
Vertebral (ver'te-bral), n. An animal of the

class which have a backbone; a verte-

brate.

Vertebrata(ver-te-bra'ta),n. pi. Thehighest
divisiun of the animal kingdom, consisting

of those animals which usually possess a
backbone, but wliich invariably in early

life possess a notochord; which have never
more than four limbs disposed in pairs;
which possess jaws as parts of their head,
and which have the nervous system separ-
ated from the body-cavity. The Vertebrata
include the classes Pisces (fishes), Amphibia
(frogs, Ac), Keptilia (reptiles), Aves (birds),

and Mammalia (quadrupeds and man).
Vertebrate (vur'te-brat), n. In zool. an ani-

mal having an internal jointed skeleton, of
which the backbone is called the vertebra

;

a member of the Vertebrata (which see).

Vertebrate, Vertebrated (v6r'te-brat, v6r'-

te-brat-ed), a. 1. In zool. having a spine,

backbone, or vertebral column, as mammals,
birds, reptiles, and fishes. — 2. In bat. con-
tracted at intervals, like the vertebral col-

umn of animals, there being an articulation
at each contraction, as in some leaves.

Vertebret (vei-'te-bfer), n. A vertebra(which
-See). Kay.
Vertex (vei-'teks), n. E, pi. Vertexes (v6r'-

teks-ez), L. pi. Vertices ( vfer'tis-ez ). [L.,
from verto, to turn.] 1. Lit. a tuniing-point;
the highest or principal point ; apex ; top

;

crown; summit; hence, specifically, (n) the
crown or top of the head, (b) The summit
or top of a hill, or the like. Derham. (c) The
point of the heavens directly overhead; the
zenith. Creech.— 2. In laath. the point in
any figure opposite to and most distant from
the base.— Vertex of an angle, the point in
which the two lines meet to form the angle.
— Vertex of a curve, the point from which
the diameter is drawn, or the intersection
of the diameter and the curve. Called also
the Vertex of the Diameter.—The principal
vertex of a conic section, the point where
the axis meets the curve.

Vertical (v6r'ti-kal), a. [Fr. vertical. See
Vertex.] 1. Relating to the vertex; situ-

ated at the vertex, apex, or highest point

;

placed in the zenith or point in the heavens
directly overhead, 'Charity itself . . . the
vertical top of all religion. ' Jer. Taylor.

'Tis raging noon ; and vertical, the sun
Darts on the liead direct his forceful rays.

Thomson.

2. Being in a position perpendicular to the
plane of the horizon

; placed or acting per-
pendicularly or in an upright position or
direction; upright; plumb. 'The compound
motion of the lower jaw, half lateral and
half vertical.' Paley.— Vertical angles, in

geom. the opposite angles, made by two
straight lines which intersect
each other. Thus, if the straight
lines A B and c d intersect each
other in the point e, the oppo-
site angles a EC and deb are
vertical angles, as are also A E D
and CEB. — Vertical anthers,
anthers which terminate the
filaments, and being inserted
by their base, stand no less up- b c
right than the filaments them-
selves.— Vertical circle, in astron. a great
circle passing through the zenith and the
nadir. The meridian of any place is a ver-
tical eiTcle. ~~ Vertical escapement, an old
escapement in watches, in which the plane
of revolution of the scape-wheel was vertical.
— Vertical leaves, in bot. leaves which stand
so erect that neither of the surfaces can be
called the upper or under.— Vertical line,

any line perpendicular or at right angles to
the plane of the horizon ; a line assumed to
be perpendicular or at right angles to a base.
In conies, a vertical line is a straight line
drawn on the vertical plane, which passes
through the vertex of the cone.— Vertical
plane, {a) a plane perpendicular to the plane
of the horizon, (b) In conic sections, a plane
passing through the vertex of a cone and
through its axis, (c) In persp. a plane per-
pendicular to the geometrical plane, passing
through the eye, and cutting the perspective
plane at right ani^lea. — Vertical steam-en-
gine, an engine in which the piston moves
vertically, upright, or straight up and down,
as distinguished from a horizontal, inclined,
or rotatory steam-engine.
Vertical (v^r'ti-kal). n. A vertical circle,

plane, or line. —Prime vertical, in a8tro7i.

that vertical circle which is at right angles
to the plane of the meridian, and which
passes through the zenith, and the east and
west points of the horizon.

Vertlcality (v6r-ti-kal'i-ti), n. State of being
vertical. Sir T. Browne.
Vertically (v6r'ti-kal-li), adv. In a vertical
manner, position, or direction; in the zenith;
perpendicularly

; from above downwards.
i'alcy.

Verticalness (vSr'ti-kal-nes), n. The state
of being vertical.

Verticil Verticel (v6r'ti-sil, v^r'ti-sel), n.
[L, verticillns, dim. of vertex, a whirl] In
bot. a whorl, a mode of inflorescence in
which the flowers surround the stem in a
kind of ring, upon the same plane, as in
Hippuris vulgaris.

VertClllaster (v6r'ti-sil-las"t6r), n. In bot.

a false verticil or whorl, as in the cymose
inflorescence of labiate plants. There are
usually two verticillasters in the axil of each
of tlie opposite leaves.

VertlctUate, Verticillated (v6r-tis'ii-lat,

ver-tis'il-lat-ed), a. In bot. forming or hav-
ing a verticil or whorl; whorled; having
flowers arranged on the same plane round
the axis, as in Hippuris vulgaris. The term
is also applied in a similar manner to leaves
and branches. Verticillate plants are such
as bear whorled flowers.

Verticlllus (v^r-ti-sil'lus), n. In bot. same
as Verticil.

Verticityt (v6r-tis'i-ti), n. [Fr. verticiti.

8ee Vertex] The property or power of
turning; revolution; rotation. 'Whether
they be globules or whether they have a
verticity about their centres.' Locke.
We believe the verticity of the needle, without a

certificate from the days of old. Gianztlle.

VertiClet (vei-'ti-kl), n. [L. verticulum, dim.
of vertex, verticis, a whirl. ] An axis; a hinge.
Waterhouse.

Vertiginate (v6r-tij'in-at), a. Turned
round; giddy. Coleridge. [Rare.]
Vertiginous (v6r-tij'in-u8), a. [L. vertigi-

nosus. See Vertigo.] 1. Turning round;
whirling ; rotary ; as, a vertiginous motion.
Bentley.—2. Affected with vertigo; giddy;
dizzy. Jer. Taylor. — 3. Apt to turn or
change; imstable.

Inconstant they are in all their actions, vertiginous,
restless. Burton.

4. Apt to make one giddy; as, a vertiginous
height.

Vertiginously (v^r-tij'in-us-li), adv. In a
vertiginous manner; with a whirling or
giddiness.

Vertiglnousness (v6r-tii'in-us-nes), n. The
state or quality of being vertiginous; giddi-
ness; a whirling or sense of whirling; dizzi-

ness.

Vertigo (ver-ti'go or v6r'ti-go),»i. [L. vertigo,
from verto, to turn.] 1. Dizziness or swim-
ming of the head; an affection of the head in
which objects appear to move in various di-

rections though stationary, and the person
affected flnds it difficult to maintain an erect
posture; giddiness. It is a common symptom
of an irregular (excessive or defective) sup-
ply of blood to the brain and of nervous and
general debility; but it frequently arises

from some disturbance of the digestive or-

gans. —2. A genus of marsh or land snails
having a cylindrically fusiform shell.

VertU (v6r'tu. It. pron. ver-tb*), n. [It. vertu,
virtii, virtue, goodness, excellence, &c.
Neither in Italian nor French does this word
seem to be used as in English.] Artistic
excellence or such quality as recommends
articles to the collectors of objects of art or
curiosity; hence, objects of art, antiquity,
or curiosity taken collectively, especially
such as fill private collections or museums.

Bareacres Castle . . . with all its costly pictures,
furniture, and articles oiiertit. Thackeray.

Spelled also Virtu (which see).

Vertuet (v^r'tu), n. [Fr. vertu.'] Virtue;
efficacy; power. Chaucer.
Vertulest (ver'tu-les), a. Without virtue;
witliuut power or eflicacy. Chaucer.
Vertumnus(v6r-tum'nus), 7i. A deity among
the Romans who presided over gardens and
orchards, and who was also worshipped as
the god of spring or of the seasons in general.

VertUOUS t (ver'tu-us), a. Virtuous; active;
efficacious. Chaitcer.

Verucous (ver'u-kus). See Verrvcose.
Vervain (v6r'van), n. [Fr. verveine. from L.

verbena. See VERBENA,] A plant, the popu-
lar name of some species of the genus Ver-
bena. Some of the species were formerly
believed to have medicinal properties, and
they were also used as a charm against
disease, witchcraft, misfortune,Ac. See Ver-
bena.
Vervain -mallow ( v6r 'van - mal - 16 ), »i. A
species of mallow, the Malva Alcea.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, hfizi pine, pin; u6te, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc abune; y, Sc. f<f».
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Verve (vSrvX « tFr.. from L. verva, the
head of a ram sculptured, then something
whimsical or capricious. ] Poetical or ar-

tistic rapture or enthusiasm; great spirit;

energy; rapture; enthusiasm.

!f he be above Virgil, and is resolved to follow his

own trrzr (as the French call it), the proverb will fall

heavily upon him. Who teaches himself has a fool for

his master. Drydtfi.

Vervels (vSr'velz), n. pi. See Varvels.
Vervet (vfer'vet), n. A small monkey (Cerco-

pithecuji pygerythnis), a native of Senegal,

and allied to the grivet or green monkey.
The tame monkey carried by the organ-men
is commonly either a vervet or grivet.

Very(ver'i), adv. [O. E. rem', veray, verray,
verrei, from O. ¥v. verai. Mod. Fr. vrai, true,

from a L. L. form veracus, from L. verax, vera-

cious, from verm, true. Cog. D. waar, G.

icakr. true] In a high degree; to a great ex-

tent; extremely; exceedingly; as, aterj/high
mountain; a rery bright sun; a very coM day;
the stream runs" re ry rapidly or venj slowly.

Among old writers very was frequently used
alone to modify a past participle, and it is

still to some extent so used ; thus. Sir W.
Jones has ' eery concerned;' Gibbon, 'very
unqualified;' Sydney Smith, 'cen/ altered,'

(fee. Good writers now, however, as a rule
interpose an adverb expressive of degree, as
muck, greatly, little, far, &c., between very
and the participle; as, to be very much
pleased, very greatly astomshed, very highly
amused, eery/ar gone, Ac.
Very (ver'i). a. [See the adverb. ] Veritable;
real; true; actual. 'Whether thou be my
very son Esau or not.' Gen. xxvii. 21.

My very friend hath got his mortal hurt
In my behalf. SMaJt.

I looked on the consideration of public service or
public ornament to be real and very justice. Burke.

Very is often placed before substantives,
(a) to intlicate that they must be understood
in their full, unrestricted sense. * He grieves
my V€ ry heart-strings. ' Shale. (6) To denote
exact conformity with what is expressed by
the word, or to express identity. ' Those are
the very words. ' Shak. ' Thig is the very
same, the rery hand, the twrj/ words.' Shak.
(c)Togive emphasis, intensity, orforce gener-
ally. ' The very birds are mute.' Shak. ' I

have deceived even your very eyes.' Shak.
Very is occasionally met with in the com-
parative degree, and more frequently in the
superlative.

Was not my lord the zerier wag o' the two! SMai.

Thou hast the ztriest shrew of all. Shak,

Vesanla (v€-sil'ni-a), n. [L, madness.] In
med. derangement of the mental faculties
unaccompanied by coma or fever.

Vesica (ve-si'ka), n. [L., a bladder.] In
anat. the bladder.— Kfwcrt pwew( = a fish's

bladder), a name given to a symbolical
representation of Christ, of a pointed oval
or egg-shaped form, made by the intersec-

tion of two equal circles cutting each other
in their centres. The actual figure of a fish

found on the sarcophagi of the early Chris-
tians gave way in course of time to this

Ve»ca piscis Seal, Wimbome Minster.

oval-shaped ornament, which was the most
common symbol used in the middle ages.

Some have seen in the adoption of this form
or 8yml>ol a reference to the Greek 'IxBCt

( = fl8h). a word containing the initial letters

of 'I»i«vf \tirm 0wi/ 'C'iOi "Ivry.f ( = Jesus
Christ Hon of God the Saviour). It is to be
met with sculptured, painted od glass, in

ecclesiastical seals. &c. The aureole or
glory in pictures of the Virgin, «fec., was
frequently made of this form.

Vesical (ves'ik-al), a. [L. vesica, a bladder.]

In atiat. of or pertaining to the bladder.

Vesicant (ves'i-kant), n. A blistering agent;
an epispastic; a vesicatory.

Vesicate (ves'i-kat), v. t pret. & pp. vesicated;

ppr. vesicating. [L. vesica, a bladder.] To
raise vesicles, blisters, or little bladders on;
to inflame and separate the cuticle of ; to

blister; as, to vesicate the external parts of

wounds. Wisevmn.
I'll name you one or two (new-coined words t, to apri-

cate, suscepted, vesicate, continently put as opposite
to incontinently. Xay.

Vesication (ves-i-ka'shon), ji. The process
of vesicating or raising blisters on the skin.

Vesicatory (ves'i-ka-to-ri), n. [Fr. v^sica-

toire, from L. vesica, a bladder.] A blister-

ing application or plaster; an epispastic.
' A vesicatory of devil's dung.' Tom Brown.
Vesicatory (ves'i-ka-to-ri), a. Having the
property, when applied to the skin, of rais-

ing a blister; blistering.

Vesicle (ves'i-kl), n. [Fr. v^sicule, L. vesi-

cuta, a little bladder, dim. of vesica, a blad-
der. ] Any small bladder- like structure,
cavity, cell, or the like in a body; a mem-
branous or orbicular vessel or cavity; a
little sac or cyst.

Rocks abundantly charged with cavities are said to
be vesicular, and when the vesicas are filled with min-
eral matter, then the mass becomes, in geological lan-

guage, amygdaloidal, from the almond-like ^ape as-

sumed by the flattened vesitUs. yaffus Geikie.

Specifically, (a) in med. a small blister; an
orbicular elevation of the cuticle containing
lymph. (6) In anat. a small sac, cyst, or ca-

vity containing air, blood, or other fluid.

The lungs are made up ofsuch air-pipes and vtsieUs
interwoven with blood-vessels. Ray.

(c) In hoi. a cell, cellule, or utricle.

Cellular tissue is formed by the union of minute vesi-

(Its or bladders. Balfour.

Vesicular (ve-8ik'u-l6r), a. Pertaining to or
consisting of vesicles; bladdery; cellulose;

full of interstices.

The terms Parenchymatous, Areolar, Utricular, and
yesictdar, when applied to vegetable tissues, may be
considered as synonymous. Balfour.

i Vesiculate (ve-sik'u-lat), a. Full of vesicles
or small bladders; bladdery; vesicular.

Veslculiferl (ve-sik'u-lif er-i). n. pt. (L. ve-

siciila, dim. of vesica, a bladder, and /ero, to

bear.] The name of a section of Fungi:
same as Physomycetes.
Vesiculosa (ve-sik'u-16"sa), n.pl. A tribe of

dipterous insects, family Tanystoma, com-
prising those which have the abdomen in

the form of a bladder.

Vesiculose* Vesiculous ( ve-sik'ii-los, ve-
sik'u-lus), «. Same as Vesictilar.

Vespa (ves'pa). n. [L., a wasp.] A genus of
hymenopteroiis insects, of which the com-
mon wasp (V. vulgaris) is the tjT)e. See
WASiP.

Vesper (ves'p^r), n. [L. ; Gr. Hesperos, the
evening, the evening-star. ] 1. The evening-
star, a name given to the planet Venus when
she is to the east of the sun and appears
after sunset; hence, the evening. 'Black
vesper's pageants.' Shak.—2. pi. Ecdes. (a)

the time of evening service; originally the
last of the canonical hours, but now suc-

ceeded by compline. (6) Evening worship or
service; evening prayer and praise. — Sici-

lian vespers. See under SICILIAN.

Vesper (ves'p^r), a. Relating to the evening
or to the service of vespers; as, vesper lamp;
vesper bells.

Vesperal (ves'p^r-al), a. Same as Vesper.

[Rare. ]

Fixleiii walked home amid the vesperal mc\od\es of
the stee[jlc sounding-holes. Carlyle.

Vesper-bell (ves'p6r-bel), n. llie bell that
summons to vespers.

Hark the little vesper-bell

Which biddelh me to prayer. Coleridge.

VespertiliO (ves-p6r-tiri-6), n. [L. , the bat. ]

Originally a Linnrean genus of cheiropterous
mammals, now subdivided and forming the
family Vespertilionidic or ordinary bats.

The genua, as now restricted, contains the
roost common British species, the pipis-

trel {V. Pipistrelltis), a less abundant spe-

cies, the noctule ( V. noctula), and several
continental and American species.

VespertillonldsB ( ves - p^r - til ' i - on " i - de ),

n. pi. [h. cespertilio, bat, and Gr. eidos,

resemblance. ] A family of cheiropterous
mammals, of which the genus Vespertilio

Is the type.

Vespertine (vcs'p6r-tin), a. [L. vesper-

tinus. See Vssper.] 1. Pertaining to the
evening; happening or being in the evening.
Sir T. Herbert.— 2.. In geol. the term ap-

plied to the thirteenth of Prof. H. Rogers's
divisions of the pala;ozoic strata in the
Appalachian chain of North America, the
names of which suggest metaphorically the
different natural periods of the day. It

corresponds to our lower coal-measures or
carboniferous slates.

Vespiary (ves'pi-a-ri), n. [From L. ves^pa,

a wasp.] The nest or habitation of wasps,
hornets, &c. ; also, a colony or community
of such insects.

Vespid8e(ves'pi-de),n.pZ. A family of hymen-
opterous insects, of which the genus Vespa
(wasps) is the type. See Wasp.
Vespillo t (ves-pil'lo), n. [L. , from vesper,

evening. ] Among the Romans, one who
carried out the dead in the evening for

burial. Sir T. Browne.
Vessel (ves'el), n. [O.Fr. vessel, veissel;

:Mod. Fr. vaiMeau; It. vascello; from 1. vas-

celliim, a dim. of va^cuhim, itself a dim.
of vas, a vessel ; whence also vase (which
see).] 1. A utensil proper for holding li-

quors and other things, as a cask, a barrel,

a bottle, a kettle, a cup, a dish, &c.

The empty vessel n-akes the greatest sound. Shak.

Thou shall dash tiiem in pieces like a potter's

vessel. Ps. ii. 9-

2. A ship; a craft of any kind, but usually
one larger than a mere boat.

Let's to the seaside, hoi
As well to see the vessel that's come in

As to throw out our eyes for brave Othello, Shak.

3. In anat. any tube or canal, in which the
blood and other humours are contained,
secreted, or circulated, as the arteries,
veins, lymphatics, spermatics, &c.— 4. In
hot. a canal or tube of very small bore, in
which the sap is contained and conveyed;
also, a sac or utricle, filled with pulp, and
serving as a reservoir for sap; also, a spiral
canal, usually of a larger bore. — 5. Fig.
something conceived as formed to receive
or contain; hence, especially in scriptural
phraseolj^y, a person into whom anything
is conceived as poured or infused, or to
whom something has been imparted; a re-

cipient. 'A chosen vessel.' Acts ix. 16.
' Vessels of wrath fitted to destruction.'
' Vessels oi xaeTcy . . . prepared unto glory.'

Rom. ix. 22, 23.

Fit vessel; Attest imp of fraud in whom
To enter. Milton.

—The weaker vessel, a term now generally
applied in a jocular way to a woman, a
usage borrowed from 1 Pet. iii. 7: 'Giving
honour unto the wife as unto the weaker
vessel.

'

I must comfort /he weaker fessel, as doublet and
hose ought to show itself courageous to petticoat.

Shak.
Vesselt (ves'el), v.t. To put into a vessel.

Take earth and vessel it, and in that set the seed.
BacoH.

Vessellft n. [Fr. vaisselle.] Dishes and
plates generally or collectively; table-ser-
vice; plate. Chaucer.
Vesses (ves'sez), u. A sort of worsted. HaUi-
well.

Vesslgnon (ves'sig-non), n. [Fr. vessigon,

a wind-gall, from L. vesica, a bladder, a
blister. ] A kind of soft swelling on a horse's
leg; a wind-galL
Vest (vest), n. [Fr. veste, from L. vestis, a
garment, a vest. Cog. Gr. {v)e8thes. dress,
clothing; Skr. vas, to .put on, to be clothed;
Goth, va^ti, O.H.G. wasti, westi, a garment,
Goth, vasjan, to clothe. Vestry, vesture, vest-

ment, have the same origin.] l.t An article
of clothing covering the person; an outer
garment; a vestment.

Over his lucid arms
A military vest of purple flowed. Miltott.

2. Fig. garment; dress; array.

Not seldom clad in radiant vest.

Deceitfully goes forth the mom. tWordsworth,

3. A short sleeveless garment worn by men
under the coat, covering the upper part of
the body; a waistcoat: now the most fre-

quent use of the word.
Vest (vest), v.t, 1. To clothe with or as with
a garment, vest, or vestment; to robe; to
dress; to cover, surround, or encompass
closely. ' Vested all in white, pure as her
mind.' Milton.

The verdant fields with those of heaven may vie.

Wiih ether vested, and a purple sky. Dryden.

2. To invest or clothe, as with authority; to
put in possession; to endow; to confer upon;

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, ifo; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, Bi7«?; TH, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, icig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KBT.
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to put more or less formally in occupation

:

followed by with.

To settle men's consciences 'tis necessary that they

know the person who by right is vested with power
over them. LocAe.

3. To place or put in possession or at the

disposal of; to give or confer formally or

legally an immediate fixed right of present

or future possession, occupancy, or enjoy-

ment of: followed by in.

Empire and dominion was vested in him for the

good and behoof of others. Locke.

A statute or conveyance is said to vest an estate itt

a person. BurriU.

4. To lay out, as money or capital; to invest;

as, to m»t money in land. [Rare.]

Vest (vest), v.i. To come or descend; to de-

volve; to take effect, as a title or right: with

tn; as, upon the death of the ancestor the

estate, or the right to the estate, veste in

the heir-at-law.

The supreme power could not be said to vest in

them exclusively. Brougham.

Vesta (ves'ta), n. [L.] 1. One of the great

divinities of the ancient Romans, identical

with the Greek Hestia, the virgin goddess

of the hearth. She was worshipped along

with the Penates at every meal, when the

family assembled round the hearth, which
was in the centre of the room, ^neas was

Vesta.—Antique statue, Florence.

said to have brought the sacred fire, which
was her symbol, from Troy, and brought it

to Rome, where it was preserved in her
temple which stood on the Forum. To pre-

vent this fire from becoming extinguished

it was given into the superintendence of six

stainless virgins, called vestals. See Ves-
tal.—2. In astron. one of the asteroids or

ultra-zodiacal planets, discovered by Dr.

Olbers in 1807. It perfonns its sidereal re-

volution in about 1326 mean solar days; its

mean distance from the sun is 2-67, the mean
distance of the earth from the sun being

taken as unity; and its orbit is inclined to the

ecliptic in an angle of 7' 8' 9". -3. A wax
match which ignites by friction.

Vestal (ves'tal), a. [L. vestalis, from Vesta,

the goddess of the hearth. ] 1. Pertaining to

Vesta, the Roman virgin divinity.—2. Pure;
chaste. ' Vestal modesty.' Shak.

Vestal (ves'tal), n. 1. Among the ancient Ro-
mans, a virgin consecrated to Vesta and to

the service of watching the sacred fire, which
was to be perpetually kept burning upon her
altar. The vestals were first four in number,
afterwards six. They entered the service of

the goddess at from six to ten years of age,

their term of service lasting thirty years.

Tliey were then permitted to marry, but few
did so, as they were treated with great hon-
our, and had important public privileges.

Their persons were inviolable, and the vestal

found guilty of unchastity was, togetherwith
her paramour, put to death. Hence—2. A
vii^in; a woman of spotless chastity; some-
times, a virgin who devotes her life entirely

to the service of religion; anun; areligieuse.
' A fair vestal throned by the west.' Shak.

How happy is the blameless vestal's lot.

The world forgetting, by the world forgot. Pofie.

Vested (vest'ed), p. and a. 1. Clothed; ha-

bited.—2. Not ni a state of contingency or

suspension; fixed; as, re«(ed rights or inter-

ests in property.— Tested legacy, in laic, a

legacy the right to which commences in

presenti, and does not depend on a contin-
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gency, as a legacy to one to be paid when
he attains to twenty-one years of age. This

is a vested legacy, and if the legatee dies

before the testator his representative shall

receive it.— Tested remaiiider. See Remain-
he R.

Vestiariau (ves-ti-a'ri-an), a. Same as

Vestiary.

Vestiary ( ves'ti-a-ri ), n, [L. vestiarium,

from ues^w, a garment. See Vest.] A room
or place for the keeping of vestments, gar-

ments, or clothes; a wardrobe. Fuller.

Vestiary (ves'ti-a-ri), a. [L. vestiarius, per-

taining to clothes. See Vest.] Of or per-

taining to costume or dress.

Lord Mark, faithful to his peculiar vestiary and
sumptuary laws and customs, had his head uncovered
and his hair cut short. //'. //. Russell.

Vestibular (ves-tib'u-16r), a. Pertaining to

or resembling a vestibule.

Vestibule (ves'ti-bul), n. [Fr. vestibule,

from L. vestibulum, a vestibule, an entrance

hall or court, from root seen in Skr. vas, to

remain, to dwell; K. wa*.] 1. A passage, hall,

or ante-chamber next the outer door of a
house, and from which doors open into the

\

various inner rooms of a house ; a porch ; a
lobby; a hall.— 2. In anat. a cavity belonging

to the labyrinth of the ear, situated between
the cochlea and semicircular canals.

Vestibulum (ves-tib'u-lum), n. Same as

Vestibule.

Vestigatet (ves'ti-gat), v.t. [L. vestigo, ves-

tigatinn, to search out.] To investigate.

Vestige (ves'tij), n. [L. vestigium, a foot-

print.] The mark of the foot left on the
earth ; a footstep ; a footprint ; a track ; a

trace; hence, a mark, impression, or ap-

pearance of something which is no longer

present or in existence; a sensible evidence

or visible sign of something absent, lost, or

perished; remains of something long passed
away.
Scarce any trace remaining, vestige gray.

Or nodding column on the desert shore,

To point where Corinth or where Athens stood,
Thomson.

Vesting (vesting), n. Cloth for vests.

Vestituret (ves'ti-tur). n. [L. vestio, ves-

titum, to clothe. ] 1. The manufacttu-e or

preparation of cloth. M. Parke.— 2. Inves-

titure.

Vestlet (vest 'let), ?i. A tube -inhabiting
zoophyte of the order Actinoida and family
Lucernaridoe, remarkable for the fact that

it possesses no adherent base, but is fur-

nished with an adherent power upon the

stem, enabling it to crawl freely over solid

bodies. It is 6 or 7 inches long, and the

width of its flower-like plumes is about
U inch. Bev. J. G. Wood.
Vestment (vest'ment), n. [O.Fr. vestement,

L. vestimentum, from vestio, to clothe. See
Vest.] A covering or garment; some part

of clothing or dress; an article of clothing;

especially, some part of outer clothing.

'Priests In holy vestments.' Shak.

The sculptor could not give vestments suitable to

the quality of the persons represented. Dryden.

—Ecclesiastical or sacerdotal vestments, ar-

ticles of dress or ornament worn by clergy-

men in the celebration of divine sei-vice, as

the alb, amice, chasuble (the last often

alluded to as the vestment), maniple, stole,

&c. The term is also applied to the altar-

cloths, as the frontal or antependium and
the superfrontal.

Vestry (ves'tri), n. [Fr. vestiaire, L. vesti-

arium, a wardrol>e, from vestvg, a garment.

See Vest. ] 1. A place or room appendant to

a church, where the ecclesiastical vestments

are kept, and where the clergy robe them-

selves. In English parishes the qualified pa-

rishioners meet in the vestry to deliberate on
business connected with the parish church,

unless where the vestry proper is too small

to accommodate the members. In this case

the meetings may be held in a certain speci-

fied room or place, to which the name
vestry is also applied.—2. A board or hotly

of men representing a parish or church, so

called from its meetings being lield in the

vestiy. In England the minister, church-

wardens, and chief men of a parish generally

coustitutea vestry,and the minister,whether
rector, vicar, or perpetual curate, is ex oflicio

chairman of its meetings. A general or

ordinary vestry is one to which every
parishioner paying poor-rates is admissible

of conmion right. The vestry has power to

supervise the expenditure of the parish

funds, the enlarging, repairing, or altera-

tion of the churches or chaiiels witliin the

parish, and the appointment of certain

VETO

parish officers. In certain populous par-
ishes select vestries are annually chosen to-

transact the business of the parish. In rural
jtarishes the parish council is now vested
with certain general powers formerly be-
longing to the vestry.

Vestry-board (ves'tri -l>6rd), 7i. The mem-
bers of a vestry collectively; the church
managers in an English parish.

Vestry-clerk (vestri-klark), n. An officer

chosen by a vestry, who keeps certain ac-
counts and books.

Vestry-man (ves'tri-man), n. One of a
vestry-board.
Vestry-room (ves'tri-rom), n. Same as

Vestry, 1.

Vestuxal (ves'tur-al), a. Pertaining or re-

lating to vesture or dress. Carlyle.

Vesture (ves'tur), n. [O.Fr. vesture. See
Vest. ] 1. A garment or garments generally;
clothing; apparel; dress; a robe.

What, weep you when you but behold
Our Caesar's vesture wounded? Shak.

2. That which invests or covers; covering
generally ; envelope ; integument. ' This
muddy vesture of decay.' Shak. 'Rocks,
precipices, and gulphs apparelled with a
vesture of plants.* Bentley.

The courser which his grace roadeon, was trapped
in a niarvellous vesture of a newe devised fashion.

Hall.

3. In dd law, (a) all except trees that grows
or forms the covering of land ; as, the ves-

ture of an acre. (6) Investiture; seisin; pos-

session.

Vesture (ves'tur), v.t. To put vesture or
clothing on ; to clothe ; to robe. Berners.
[Rare. ]

Vesuvian (ve-au'vi-an), a. Pertaining to

VesKviuii, a volcano near Naples.

Vesuvian (ve-su'vi-an), n. 1. In mineral, the
same as Idocrase.—2. A kind of match, not
readily extinguishable, for lighting cigars,

&c.
Vetch (vech), n. tO. Fr. veehe, vesse, Mod.
Fr. vesce. It. veccia, from L. vicia, a vetch;

cog. Gr. bikos, bikion, G. wicke, Dan. vikke, a
vetch. Fitch is another form] The popu-
lar name applied to plants of the genus
Vicia, more especially to V. sativa, the
common vetch or tare. The name is also

applied.with various epithets, to many other
leguminous plants of ditferent genera; as,

the korse-shoe vetch, of the genus Hippo-
crepis; the milk-vetch, of the genus Astra-

galus, &c. See Vicia.

VetChling (vech'ling), n. [Dim. of vetch.'i

In bot. a name applied to various vetch-like

leguminous plants, as the meadow vetchling

(Lathyrus pratensis).

Vetchy (vech'i), a. l. Consisting of vetches

or of pea straw. ' A vetchy bed.' Spemer.
2. Abounding with vetches.

Veteran (vet'e-ran), a. [L. veteranus, from
vetus, veteris, old; from same root as Gr,

(vjetos, a year, seen also in L. vitulus, a calf.

See Veal.] Having been long exercised in

anything; long practised or experienced, es-

pecially in the art of war and duties of a
soldier; as, a veteran officer or soldier; vet-

eran skill. * Great and veteran service to the

state. ' LoDigfellow.

Veteran (vet'e-ran), n. One who has been
long exercised in any service or art, parti-

cularly in war; one who has grown old in

service, and has had much experience.

Ensigns that pierced the foe's remotest lines.

The hardy i-eteran with tears resigns. j4ddison.

Superfluous lags the veteran on the stage.
J^ohnson.

Veterinarian (vet'e-ri-na"ri-an), n. One
skilled in the diseases of cattle or domestic

animals. Sir T. Browne.

Veterinary (vet'e-ri-na-ri). a. [L.L. veteri-

narius, pertaining to beasts of burden, from
L. veteriiKe, beasts of burden, reterinus,

contracted from vehiterinns, pertaining to

carrying or drawing burdens, from veho,

vectum, to carry. See Vehicle.] Pertain-

ing to the art or science of healing or treat-

ing the diseases of domestic animals, as

oxen, horses, sheep, pigs, and the like: as,

a veterinary surgeon; veterinary medicine;

a veterinary college or school.

Vetiver (vet'i-ver), n. The rootstock of an

Indian grass, probably Andropogon muri-

catum. and similar species, such as Andro-
pogon Scha'uanthus. used in India for mak-
ing mats, window-blinds, and other cover-

ings, these, when moistened with water,

exhaling the fragrant odour of the root.

Veto (ve'to), n. [L. veto. 1 forbid.] 1. The
power which one branch of the legislature

of a state has to negative the resolutions of

Fate, tar, fat, fftU; me, met, h6c; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«U; oil, pound; u, Sc. abttne; y. Sc. iey.
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another branch; the right of the executive
branch of govemmeut, such as king, presi-
dent, or governor, to reject the biUs, mea-
sures, or resolutions proposed by other
branches; also, the act of exercising this
power or right. In Britain the power of the
crown is confined to a veto, a right of re-
jecting and not resolving, and even this
right is rarely exercised, the last occasion
being in 1707. In the United States the
president may veto all measures passed by
congress, but after that right has been exer-
cised the rejected bill may become law by
being passed by two-thirds of each of the
houses of congress.

He gave the parliament a voice in the appointment
of ministers, and left to it the whole tentative au-
thoriiy. not even reserving to himself a veto on its

enactments. Macattlay.

2. Any authoritative prohibition, interdict,
refusal, or negative.

The rector had beforehand put a veto on any dis-
senting chairman. George Eliot.

On George's intercourse with Amelia he put an
instant i-€to. Thackeray.

— Veto Act, an act passed by the General
Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1835,

decreeing that no one should be admitted a
minister of any vacant church if a majority
of the male heads of families in full com-
munion with the church should dissent from
his appointment. The Court of Session, and
subsequently the House of Lords, declared
this act it the assembly to be illegal ; and
the dissensions that consequently arose
within the church culminated in the dis-

ruption of 1843

Veto ( ve'to), v.t. To put a veto on; to with-
hold assent to, as to a law, and thus prevent
is enactment: to forbid; to interdict.

Vetolst (ve'td-ist), n. One who exercises the
right of the veto; one who sustains the use
of the veto.

Vettlira (vet-tti'ra), n. [It vettura, Fr. voi-

ture, from L. vectura, a bearing or convey-
ing, from veho, to carry.] An Italian four-
wheeled carriage.

Vetturino (vet-to-re'no), n. In Italy, one
who lends for hire, or who drives a vettura
or carriage-

Vetust t (ve-tusf), a. [L. vetugtu*. old, an-
cient.] Old; ancient.

Vex (veks), v.t. [Fr. vexer, to vex, to tor-
ment, from L. vexo, vexare, a fre<i. or intens.
of veho, tfectum, to carry, the primary sense
of vex being therefore to drag, to haul about,
to tease. Vex is therefore closely connected
with vehicle, more remotely with E. way. ]

1. To make angry by little provocations; to
excite slight anger or displeasure in; to
trouble by petty or light annoyances; to irri-

tate; to tease; to fret; to plague; to annoy;
to harass.

Such an injury would vex a very saint. Shai.

2. To make sorrowful; to grieve; to afflict;

to distress.

It was ill counsel had misled the girl
To vex true hearts. Tennyson.

3 To toss into waves; to agitate. *Mad as
the vexed sea. ' ShcA.
White curl the waves and the vexed ocean roars.

Pofie.

4. To toss to and fro or up and down; hence,
to twist or weave. (Rare, ]

Some English wool, z^d'tn a Belgian loom,
.\nd into doth of spungy softness made. DryiUn.

Vext (veks), vi. To fret; to be teaaed or
irritated ; to feel annoyed, angry, or dis-
pleased. 'We pex and complain.' Killing-
beck.

Vex (veks), n. A trouble; a vexation. 'A
great vex ' Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]
Vexation (vek-sa'shon), n. [L. cexatio.
See Vex ] l. The act of vexing, annoying,
troubling, grieving, or distressing.— 2. The
state of being vexed, irritated* grieved, or
distressed; irritation; sorrow; grief; trial.

All thy vexations
Were but my trials of thy love. Shak

Passions too violent . . . afford us vexation and
P*in, Sir ir. Temple.

3- The cause of irritation, annoyance, dis-
tress, sorrow, or grief; aftliction.

Your children were vexation to yciur youth. Shak.

4. A harassing by law; a troubling, annoy-
ing, or vexing, as by a malicious suit.

Albeit the party grieved thereliy may have some
reason to complain of an untrue charge, yet may he
not well call it an unjust veiastion. Bacon.

SvN. Annoyance, trouble, irritation, sorrow,
grief, chagrin, mortiflcation. distress.

Vexatious (vek-sa'shus). a. 1. Causing
vexation, annoyance, trouble, or the like;

teasing; annoying; troublesome; as, a vea»i-

tiom neighbour; a vexatious circumstance.
2. Distressing; harassing. 'Continual vex-
atious wars.' Sow(A.—3. Full of trouble and
disquiet.

He leads a vexatious life who in his noblest actions
is so gored with scruples, tliat he dares not take a
step without the authority of others. Sir A'. Digby.

— Vex^tiovs suit, in law, a suit commenced
for the purpose of giving trouble, or with-
out cause.

Vexatlously (vek-sa'shus-li), adv. In a
vexatious manner; so as to give great trouble
or disquiet. 'Taxes . . . vexatioiisly col-
lected.' Burke.
Vexatiousness (vek-si'ahus-nes), n. The
state or quality of being vexatious.
Vexed(vekst),^.anda. 1. Annoyed; troubled;
agitated; distiuieted; aflUcted.

With my vexed spirits I cannot take a truce. Shak.

2. Much disputed or agitated ; much con-
tested ; causing contentiou. ' A vexed ques-
tion.' Quart. Rev.

Vexer (veks'6r), n. One who vexes; one
who irritates or troubles.

Vexil (vek'sil). «. Same as Vexillum.
Vexlllar, Vexlllary (vek'sil-lfir, vek'sil-Ia-

ri), o. [See Vexillum.] 1. Pertaining to
an ensign or standard.—2. In bat. (a) of or
pertaining to the vexillum. (b) Applied to
a mode of aestivation in which the exterior
petal, SLi in the case of the vexillum, is largest,
and incloses and folds over the other petals.

VexUlary (vek'sil-la-ri), n. One who carries
a vexillum; a standard-bearer.

Letters like to those the vexitlary
Hath left crag-carven o'er the streaming Gelt.

Tennyson.

VexUlatlOXL (vek-sil-la'shon), n. [L. vexil-
latio. See Vexillum.] A company of troops
under one vexillum or ensign.

Vexillum (vek-sii'um), n. pi. VexUla (vek-
sila). [L , a dim. of velum. See VEIL.]
I. In Rom. antiq. (a) a military standard,
consisting of a s(]uare piece of cloth hanging
from a cross-bar, sometimes surmounted by
a figure. (6) The troops belonging to a vex-
illum; a company; a troop.— 2. Eccles. (o)a
banner used in processions {b) A kind of
flag or pennon attached to a bishop's pas-
toral staff, and which is folded round it to
prevent the metal, of which the staff is

made, or with which it is mounted, from
l>eing stained by the moisture of the hand.
3. In bot. the standard or fifth petal placed
at the back of a papilionaceous corolla.

Vexlngly (veks'iug-li), adv In a vexing
manner; bo as to vex, tease, or irritate.

V-bOOk (ve'hbk). n. In steam-engities, a
gab at the end of an eccentric rod, with long
Jaws shaped like the letter V.
Via (vi'a), n. [L., a way or road. See Way]
A highway; a road; a way or {>aaBage. It
is often used adverbially in the ablative case,
and with the meaning by way of; as. to send
a letter via Falmouth, by the way of Fal-
mouth. Formerly via was often used in-

terjectionally in the sense of away, go on,
as a word of encouragement by commanders
(o their men, by riders to their horses, &c.

' yiat' says the fiend; 'away!' says the fiend;
'for the heavens, rouse up a brave nuod.' says the
fiend, 'and run.' Snak.

— Via Lactea, in astroH. the Galaxy or Milky
Way. See Galaxy.
Viability (vi-a-bil'i-ti), n. 1. The state of
being viable; the capacity of living after
birth; as, the viability of male and female
children.—2. The capacity of living or being
distributed over wide geographical areas;
as, the viabUiti/ of a species.

Viable (vl'abl), a. [Ft., likely to live, from
vie. t vita, life.] A term applied to a new-
bom child, to express its capability of sus-
taining independent life. When a fetus is pro-
perly organized, and sufficiently developed
to live, it is said to be viable. Bouvier.
Viaduct (vi'a-dukt),n. [L. via, way, and duc-
tus, filesiAin^, a. t\\iQi. See Way, Duke.] The
name usually given to an extensive bridge
or series of arches erected for the purpose
of conducting a railway over valleys and
districts of low level, or over existing chan-
nels of communication where embankments
would be impracticable or inexpedient; or
more widely, any elevated roadway for
which artificial constructionsof timber, iron,
bricks, or stonework are established. A
similar structure for carrying a stream of
water or a canal is generally termed an
aqueduct.
Vlase.t n. A voyage; a journey by sea or
land. Chaucer.

Vial (vi'al), n. [A modification of phial.} A
small glass vessel or bottle; a phial. ISam.
X. 1. Shak.
a man with knobs and wires and vials fired
A cannon. Tennyson.

Vial (vi'al), v.t. To put in a vial or vials.
' Precious vialled liquors.' Stilton.

Vlameter (vi-am'et-6r), 7i. [L. via, a way, and
Gr. metron, a measure.] An instrument for
measuring the distance travelled by a car-
riage by registering the revolutions made
by a wheel with which it is connected; an
odometer.
Viand (vi'and), n. [Fr. viande, meat, viands,
food; from L.L. vivarida, lit. things to be
lived on, provisions, from L. vivo, to live.
See Vital.] Meat dressed ; food; victuals:
used chiefly in the plural.

yiandsoi various kinds allure the taste. Pofe.

Before qs glow'd
Fruit, blossom, viand, amber wine, and gold.

Tennyson.
Vlandert (vi'an-d6r), n. l. A feeder or eater.
Cranmer.—2. One who provides viands; a
host.
a good i'm«rflfr would bid divers guests to a costly

dinner. Holinshed.

Vlandryt (vi'and-ri), n. Food; victuals;
viands. J. Udall.
Viaryt (vi'a-ri). a. [From L. via. a way.]
Of, pertaining to. or happening in, roads or
ways. ' In beasts, in birds, in dreams, and
all viary omens.' Feltham.
Viatecture (vi'atek-tur). n. [L. via, way,
and the terra, of architecture.] The art of
constructing roads, bridges, railways, canals,
Ac. [Rare.]
Viatic (vi-at'ik), a. [L. viaticus, pertaining
to a way or road, from via, way. See Voy-
age.] Pertaining to a journey or to travel-
ling.

Viaticum (vi-at'ik-um), n. [See above.]
1. Provisions for a joumey.

And sith thy pilgrimage is almost past.
Thou necd'st the less viaticum for it.

Sir y. Davies.
2 In Rom. antiq an allowance to officers
who were sent into the provinces to exer-
cise any office or perform any service. —3. In
the R. Cath. Ch. the communion or eucharist
given to a dying person.
Viator (vi'a-tor), n. [L] 1. A traveller; a
wayfaring person. -^2. In Roni. antiq. a ser-
vant who attended upon and executed the
commands of certain Roman magistrates;
a summoner or apparitor.

Vibex(vi'beks).?i. pi. Vlblce8(vi-bi'sez). [L.,
a weal.] In pathol. a large pun)le spot ap-
pearing under the skin in certain malignant
fevers. See Molopes.
Vibraculum (vi-brak'u-lum), n. pi. VI-
bracula(vi-brak'ula). (Dim. from L. vibro.
to brandish] A name given to certain long
filamentous appendages found in many
Polyzoa. H. A. Nicholson.
Vibrant (vi'brant), a. [L. vibranji, vibrantis.
ppr. of vibro. See VIBRATE.] Vibrating;
tremulous: resonant.
Gaily the old man sang to the vibrant sound of his

fiddle. Longfellov:

Vibrate (vi'brat), vi. pret. <fe pp. vibrated;
ppr. vibrating. [L, utfrro, vibratum, to vi-
brate, brandish, shake.] 1. To swing; to os-
cillate; to move one way and the other; to
play to and fro; as, the pendulum of a
clock vibrates more or less rapidly as it is
shorter or longer; the chords of an instru-
ment vibrate when touched. —2. To move up
and down or to and fro with alternate com-
pression and dilation of parts, as an elastic
fluid ; to undulate. Boyle.—Z. To produce
a vibratory or resonant effect; to sound; to
quiver; as, a whisper vibrates on the ear.
Pope,

Music when soft voices die.
Vibrates in the memory. Shelley.

4. To fluctuate or waver, as between two
opinions.

Vibrate (vi'brat), v.t. l. To move or wave
to and fro; to swing; to oscillate. —2. To
affect with vibratory motion ; to cause to
quiver.

Breath vocalired, that is. vibrated or undulated,
may differently affect the lips, and impress a swift
tremulous motion. Holder.

3. To measure or Indicate by vibrating or
oscillating; as. a pendulum which vibrates
seconds.
Vlbratlle (vl'bra-tll), a. Adapted to or used
for vibratory motion; vibratory; as, the vi-
bratile nrgans of radiated animals; vibra-
tile motion.
Vlbratillty (vi-bra-til'i-ti), n. The quality
of being vibratile; disposition to vibration
or oscillation.

ch, cAain; Oh, 3c. \och\

Vol. IV.
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Vibrating (vi'brat-ing), p. and o. Vi-

bratory.

This emission (is) performed by the Tnbratinff mo-
tions of their parts. Sir I. Newton.

Vibration (vi-bra'shon), n. [L. vibratio, vi~

hratloniSy from vibro. See Vibrate.] 1. The
act of vibrating; oscillation.—2. In physics,

the oscillating or reciprocating motion
made by a body, as a penduhim, a musical
chord, or elastic plate, when disturbed from
the position or figure of equilibrium, to re-

cover that position or form again. When
the reciprocating movement is compara-
tively slow, as that of the pendulum, which
is produced by the action of gravity on the
whole mass of the body, the term oscillation

is commonly used; while the term vibration

is generally confined to a motion with rapid
reciprocations, as that of a sonorous body,
and which proceeds from the reciprocal ac-

tion of the molecules of the body on each
other when a disturbance takes place in

their state of equilibrium. The term vi-

bration is also applied to the alternate or
reciprocating motion which is produced
among the particles of a fluid or ethereal

medium when their equilibrium is disturbed
by any impulse, by which means waves or
undulations are caused. The laws of vibra-

tory motion form the foundation of the
theories devised by modem science to ac-

count for the phenomena of acoustics and
optics. See Sound, and Undulatory Theory
of Light under VnDVhh.TO'RY.—Amplitude
of vibration, the maximum excursion or
displacement of a vibrating body or par-

ticle from a position of rest.— P/tase of
vibrations, a term used in reference to the
vibrations of the particles of a wave of an
elastic or liquid medium, which are said to

be in the same phase when they are moving
in the same direction.

Vibratiimcle (vi-bra'ti-ung-kl), n. A small
vibration.

Hartley, desirous of supplying what he considered
a deficiency in the philosophy of Locke, proposed to

account for the phenomena of sensation by certain

vibrations, which he supposed to take place in the
nervous system. . . . Admitting the truth of Hartley's
vibratittucles, we get no nearer than ever to the ex-

planation of the mental phenomena of sensation.

y. D. jMorelL

Vibrative (vi'brat-iv), a. Vibrating; vibra-
tory. 'A i!ibra(t«« motion.' Newton.

Vibrato ^ve-bra'to), n. [It.] In mus. an
etfect akin to tremolo, being in the case of

the voice an alternate partial extinction and
reinforcement of a note ; in the case of an
Instrument, a rapid change of pitch, pro-

ducing a trembling sound or trill. Grove's

Diet, of Music.

Vibrator (vi'brat-6r), n. One who or that

which vibrates ; especially, (a) one of the

metallic reeds in the harmonium or Ameri-
can organ, producing the notes by their

vibrations. (&) A piece that vibrates in con-

nection with intermittent or pulsatory cur-

rents of electricity.

Vibratory (vi'bra-to-ri), a. 1. Vibrating;

consisting in or belonging to vibration or os-

cillation; as, a vibratory motion.—2. Caus-

ing to vibrate.

The smoothness of the oil, and the fibratory power
of the salt, cause the sense we call sweetness.

Bitrke.

Vibrio (vib'ri-o), n.pl.Vibrios (vib'ri-6z). The
generic and common name of certain micro-
scopic organisms of the nature of bacteria,

appearing commonly in infusions; popu-
larly also applied to organisms of similar

appearance but different natures, as to cer-

tain minute nematoid worms, the organisms
producing the disease in wheat known as

ear-cockles, &c.

Vibrlon (vi'bri-on), n. Vibrio.

VlbrionidSS (vi-bri-on'i-de), n.pl. A collec-

tive name formerly given to certain micro-
scopic organisms, doubtfully animal, occur-

ring in infusions of animal or vegetable

matter, and some of them abounding in de-

caying paste and vinegar, and called micro-

«coj3tcet!i*from their long filamentous bodies.
They were so named from the vibratile

movements exhibited by them. By the

advocates of spontaneous generation it was
affirmed that the Vibrionidpe were produced
spontaneously and not from any pre-existing

germs. See ViBKIO.
AabrlSSSe (vi-bris'se), n. pi. [L. vibrissm, the
hairs in the nostrils. ] 1. The stiff, long,
pointed bristles which grow from the upper
lip and other parts of the head in many
mammals.— 2. The hairs which grow from
the upper and under sides of the mouth of

birds, and stand forward like feelers, and
sometimes point both upwards and down-
wards, as in the fly-catchers.

V, Vibrissae, exemplii.c.i ;.> i.ic ..^ddsof the Leopard
and Butcher-bird (Lanius collurie).

Vibroacope (vi'bro-skop), n. An instrument
for showmg graphically the vibrations of a
tuning-fork. The fork has a small style at-

tached to it which traces a line correspond-
ing to the vibrations on a piece of smoked
paper woimd round a cylinder turned by
hand.
Vibumiim (vi-bSr'num), n. [L., the way-
faring tree. ] A genus of plants, nat. order
Caprifoliacese. The species consist of shrubs
or trees, with opposite, simple, petiolate
leaves and white or pink corymbose flowers.

They are natives of the Andes and the tem-
perate and sub-tropical regions of the north-
ern hemisphere. V. Tinus, the laurustinus,
is common throughout Europe, and is much
cultivated in gardens in Great Britain.

There are several varieties, all hardy ever-
green shrubs, and general favourites. V.

Lantana, the wayfaring tree, is a native of

Europe and the west of Asia. The young
shoots are used in Germany for basket-mak-
ing; the wood is sometimes employed in

turning and cabinet-making; the berries

are used for making ink, and the bark of

the root for making birdlime. V. Opulus,
the gelder-rose, is native throughout Eur-
ope, and is especially frequent in Britain

and Sweden. Several North American spe-

cies, as V. Lentago, V. prunifolium, and V.

pyrifolium, have been introduced as orna-
mental shrubs into British gardens.

Vicar (.vik'fer), 7i. [Fr. vicaire, L. vicariits,

that supplies the place of a person or thing,

from vieis, change, alternation, post or office

of one person as assumed by another. Akin
are vice (prefix, whence viceroy, Ac), vicis-

situde.] 1. In a general sense, a person de-

puted or authorized to perform the func-
tions of another; a substitute in office; as,

the pope assumes to be vicar of Jesus Christ
on earth. — 2. In canon law. the priest of a
parish, the predial tithes of which are im-
propriated or appropriated, that is, belong
to a chapter or religious house, or to a lay-

man, who receives them, and only allows the
vicar the smaller tithes or a salary. See
Rector.
Vicarage (vik'6r-aj), n. 1. The benefice of

a vicar. — 2. The house or residence of a
vicar.

Vicar-apostolic (vik'6r-ap-os-tol"ik), n. In
the R. Cath. Ch. a bishop who possesses no
diocese, but who exercises jurisdiction over
a certain appointed disttict by direct au-
thority of the pope. Missionary dioceses

are usually vicariates-apostolic, and as such
must report to the College of the Propa^
ganda.
Vicar- general ( vik-6r-ien'6r-al ), n. The
ofllcial assistant of a bishop or archbishop,

the exercise and administration of whose
jurisdiction is spiritual. This office, as well

as that of oihcial principal, is usually united
in the chancellor of the diocese. See under
Chancellor.
Vicarial (vi-ka'ri-al), a. 1. Pertaining to a
vicar; small; as, vicarial tithes.—2. Vicari-

ous; delegated. 'AH derived and vicarial

power. ' Blackioall.

Vicariant (vi-ka'ri-an), n. A vicar. Mars-
ton.

Vicariate (vi-ka'ri-at), a. Having delegated
power; pertaining to such power as a vicar
has. 'The vicariate authority of our see.'

Ba rrow.

Vicariate (vi-ka'ri-at), n. The office or power
of a vicar; vicarship; a delegated office or
power. ' That pretended spiritual dignity

... or, as it calleth itself, the vicariate of
Christ' Ld. North.
Vicarious (vi-ka'ri-us), a. [L. vicarius. See
Vic-AR,] 1. Of or belonging to a vicar, de-
puty, or substitute; deputed: delegated; as.

vicarious power or authority.—2. Acting for
another; filling the place of another: as, a
vicarious agent or officer.—3. Periormed, or
suffered for, or instead of, another; as, a
vicarious sacrifice. 'The vicarious work of
the Great Deliverer.' Is. Taylor. --4. In
7ned. taking place in one part instead of an-
other; as, a vicarious secretion. Dunglison.
Vicariously (vi-ka'ri-us-li), adv. In a vica-
rious manner; in the place of another; by
substitution. Burke.
Vicarship (vik'6r-Bhip), n. The office of a
vicar; the ministry of a vicar. Swift.

Vicary. t A vicar. Chaucer.
Vice (vis), n. [Fr. vice, from L. vitium, vice,
blemish, fault, error, crime ; derived by
some from root vi, meaning to twist, whence
vitis, a vine, vinum, wine. The root would
therefore be the same as that of next word.]
1. A defect; a fault; a blemish; as, the
vices of a political constitution. 'Mark the
vice of the procedure.' Sir W. Hamilton.
2. Any immoral or evil habit or practice;
any evil habit or conduct in which a person
indulges; amoral fault or failing; a particu-
lar form of wickedness or depravity; immor-
ality; specifically, the indulgence of impure
or degrading appetites or passions; as, the
vice of drunkenness, of gambling, of lewd-
ness, &c. ; to be attached to various vices.

Lord. Lord, how subject we old men are to thii

vice of lying, S/iai.

How will thy shame be seeded in thine a^e.
When thus thy vices bud before thy spring.

SJtaJt.

Led by my hand he sauntered Europe round
And gather'd every vice on Christian ground.

Po/e.

3. Depravity or corruption of manners: in a
collective sense and without a plural; as, an
age of vice.

When vice prevails, and impious men bear sway.
The post of honour is a private station. Addison.

4. A fault or bad trick in a horse.

Reared under an open shed, and early habituated
to the sight of men, to the sound and glitter of wea-
pons, and to ail the accessories of human life, the
coll grows up free from vice or timidity.

//'. G. Palgrave.

5. The established buffoon in the old English
moralities or moral plays, sometimes hav-
ing the name of one specific vice, as Fraud,
Covetousness, sometimes of Vice in general.

Called also Iniquity (which see).

Like to the old yice, . . .

Who, with dagger of lath.

In his rage and his wrath
Cries, ah, ha ! to the devil, Sfuik.

Vice (vis), n. [Fr. vis, a screw, a spiral stair-

case, from L. vitis, a vine. (See Vice, above.)
The primary sense is something in a spiral

form resembling the twinings of a vine-ten-

dril. J l.t A spiral or winding staircase; a
vise. Chaucer. — 2. An instrument with a
pair of iron jaws which serves to hold fast

anything worked upon, whether it is to be
tiled, bent, riveted, dec. The jaws are brought
together by means of a screw, so that they
can take a very fast hold of anything placed
between them.—3.t A gripe or grasp. 'An
I but fist him once ; au a' come but within
my vice.' Shak.
Vice (vis), v.t. l.t To screw; to force, as by
a screw. Shak.—% To press or squeeze with

a vice, or as if with a vice ; to hold as if iu

a vice. De Quincey.

Vice (vis). [L. vice, in the room of, ablative

of a noun meaning change, turn, &c-, the
stem being seen also in vicar, vicissitude.]

A prefix,denoting, in the words compounded
with it, one who acts in place of another,

or one who is second in rank; as, rjce-presi-

dent, yice-chancellor, &c. It is sometimes
used alone as a noun, the word for which
it stands being indicated by the context.

Within a quarter of an hour were all seated in the

freat room of the Blue Lion Inn, Muggleton—Mr.
)Limkins acting as chairman, and Mr. Luffey offici-

ating as vice. Dickens.

Vice (vi'se), jwcp. or adv. [See above.] In
place of ; in room of ; as, Lieutenant Salter

is appointed to be captain vice Colman pro-

moted.
Vice-admiral (vis-ad'mi-ral), n. See under
AI>MIRAL.
Vice - admiralty (vis-ad'mi-ral-ti). ti. The
office of a vice-admiral; a vice-admiralty

court. — Vice -admiralty courts, tribunals

established in the British possessions be-

yond the seas, with juristliction over mari-

Fftte, tar, fat, fall; . me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube. tub. bi)U; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. So. fey.
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time causes, including those relating to
prize.

Vice-bitten (vis'bit-n), a. Corrupted with
vice ; given over to evil courses. ' A man
vice-bitten ' Richardson.

Vice-cliainberlain (vi8-chara'b6r-ian), ii.

The deputy of a chamberlain; in the royal

household, the deputy of the lord-chamber-
lain.

Vice-chancellor (Tis-ehan'sel-16r), n. An
officer next in rank to a chancellor; a chan-
cellor's deputy; as, (a) formerly a judge in

the chancery division of the High Court of

Justice in England holdinga separate court,
and whose decisions were subject to appeal
to the lords justices of appeal and to the
House of Lords, of which the lord-chancel-
lor is head. There were latterly two vice-

chancellors. There is still a vice-chancellor
of the Court of Chancery in Ireland; and the
judge of the Chancery of the Duchy of Lan-
caster is also called a vice-chancellor, (b)

An officer of a university empowered to dis-

chai^e certain duties of the chancellor,
chiefly those connected with granting de-
grees in his absence.
Vice-consul (vls-kon'sul), n. One who acts
in the place of a consul; a subordinate ofS-
cer, to whom consular functions are dele-
gated in some particular part of a district

already under the supervision of a consul.
Vlo^rerency (vis-jeren-ai), n. The office of
a vicegerent; agency under another; de-
puted power; lieutenancy. ' Vieegerency
and deputation under God.' SotUh.
Vicegerent (vlg-je'rent), n. [L. vicemgereyis,
acting in the place of another. See Vice,
prefix. Vicar.] An officer who is deputed
by a superior or by proper authority to ex-
ercise the powers of another; a substitute;
one having a delegated power.

Ali precepts concerning kings are comprehended
in these : j-emeniber thou art a man : remember thou
art God's viie^ere'tt. Bacon.

Vicegerent (vis-je'rent), a. Having or ex-
ercising delegated power; acting by Bubstl-
tution, or in the place of another.

Whom 5end I to judge? Whom but thee
Vutgtrent son. Milton.

Vice-king fvis^ing), n. One who acts in
the place of a king; a viceroy.

Vice-legate (vis-leg'at), n. A subordinate,
assistant, or depaty legate. StnotUtt.

Viceman (vi&'man), n. A man who works
at a vice ; specifically, a smith who works
at a vice in place of the anvil.

Vicenary (vis'e-na-rij, a. [L. vicenarius,
from viceni, twenty.] Belonging to or con-
sisting of tweaty.

Vicennial ( vi-sen ' ni-al ), a. [ L. viceni,

twenty, and annus, a year.] Lasting or
continuing twenty years.— Vicennial pre-
tcriptioii, in Scots law, a prescription of
twenty years; one of the lesser prescriptions,
which is pleadable against holograph bonds
not attested by witnesses.

Vice-presidency (vis-pres'i-den-Bi), n. The
office nf vice-president.

Vice-president (vis-pres'i-dent). n. An of-

fice-bearer next in rank below a president.

Vice-regal (vis-re'gal), a. Of or relating to
a viceroy or to viceroyalty. Eclec. Rev.

Viceroy (vis'roi). n. [Fr. viceroi—tnee, in the
place of. and roi, from L. rex, a king. See
ViCAB. Regent. ] A vice-king; the governor
of a kingdom or country, who rules in the
name of the king (or queen) with regal au-
thority, as the king's substitute; as, the vice-

roy and governor-general of India.

We arc so far from having a king, that even the
vicftoy i& generally absent four-fiiths of his time.

Viceroyalty (\is-roi'al-ti). n. The dignity,
office, or jurisdictionof a viceroy. Addison.
Vlceroysllip (via'roi-ship), n. The dignity.
office, nr jurisdiction of a viceroy; viceroy-
alty. Fuller.

Vice versa (vise v^r'sa), adi\ [L ] Contrari-
wise ; the reverse ; on the contrary ; the
terras or the ease being reversed.

Vlda (vi'si-a), n. [L.,a vetch. See Vetch.]
A genus of plants, nat order Leguminosac.
They are usually climbing herbs with ab-
ruptly pinnate leaves, with many pairs of

I

leaflets, the common petiole terminating in
|

a tendril at the apex, which is mostly
!

branched. The legume is long, compressed,
\

pointed, one-celled, with two leathery stif- i

flah valves; the pea-shajwd fiowers are blue,
purple, or yellow. Above 100 species have
been described, natives of the temperate
northern hemisphere and South America.
Many of the species are much in use as green

crops for feeding cattle, sheep, &c., espe-
cially V. sativa, the common vetch or taa"e.

Viciatet (vish'i-at). To vitiate. Sir T.
More.
Vicinage (vis'in-aj), n. [O. Fr. veisinage,
Mod. Fr. voisiiiage, neighbourhood, from
L. vicinus, neighbouring, from L. vicus, O.L.
veiciis, a row of houses, a street, a village,

akin to Gr. (vpikos, Skr. ve^-a, a house.]
1. Neighbourhood; the place or places ad-
joining or near; the vicinity. ' The Protest-
ant gentlemen of the vicinage.' Macaxday.
2. The condition or quality of being a neigh-
bour or of being neighbourly.

Civil war had broVen up all the usual ties ofvicitt'
age and good neighbourhood. Sir IV. Scott.

Vicinal, Vidne (vis'in-al, vis'in), a. Near
neighbouring. QlAmvUle, [Rare and obso-
lete. ]

Vicinity (vi-sin'i-ti), n. [L. vicinitas, neigh-
bourhood, from vicinus, neighbouring. See
Vicinage.] l. The quality of being near;
propinquity; proximity; nearness in place.
' The abundance and vicinity of country
seats.' Su3iift.—1. Neighbourhood; district

or space immediately surrounding anything;
adjoining space or country; as, a seat in the
vicinity of the metropolis.

Gravity alone must have carried them downwards
to the vicinitjy of the sun, BeutUy.

ViCiOSity (vish-i-os'i-ti), n. Depravity; cor-
ruption of manners; viciousness.

Vi<doua (vish'us^. a. [Fr. videux, from L.

tri(w«u«,from pi(iw?rt,vice. See Vice.] 1.Char-
acterized by vice; faulty; defective; imper-
fect; as. a system of government uictot/gand
unsound. 'Some vicious mole of nature.'
Shak:—2. Addicted to vice; corrupt in prin-
ciples or conduct ; depraved ; wicked ; ha-
bitually transgressing the moral law.

He heard this heavy curse.
Servant of servants, on his vicious race. Milton.

3. Contrary to moral principles or to recti-

tude; evil; bad; as, inciou« examples; vicioxis

conduct—4. t Vitiated; foul; impure; as, rt-

cious air.—5. Corrupt; not genuine or pure;
not to be approved of; faulty; incorrect; as,

a vieioui style in language ; vicious idioms.
6. Not well tamed or broken; addicted to
bad tricks; as, a vicious horse.-7. Charac-
terized by severity; bitter; virulent; malig-
nant ; as, a vicious day of cold; a vicious at-

tack. [Scotch. ]^ Ftciotw intromission. See
Intromission,
Viciously (vish'us-li). adv. In a vicious
manner ; (a) in a manner contrary to recti-
tude, moral principles, propriety, or purity;
(ft) Faultily: not correctly.

Viciousness ( vish'us-nes ), n. The quality
or state <jf being vicious; as. (a) adaicted-
ness to vice; corruptness of moral principles
or practice; hal)itual violation of the moral
law or of moral duties ; depravity in prin-
ciples or in manners. 'When we in our
vicumgness grow hard.' Shak.
What makes a governor justly despised is vicious-

ness and ill morals. South.

(6) The character or state of showing \ice
or imperfection ; imperfection ; defective-
ness; corruptness, (c) Unruliness; refrac-
toriness, as of a horse.

Vicissitude (vi-ais'i-tud), n. [L. vicissitudo,
from cicin, a change. See Vicar.] 1. Regu-
lar change or succession of one thing to an-
other; as, the vicissitudes of day and night,
and of winter and summer; the vicissitudes
of the seasons. 'Grateful vicissitude, like
day and night.' MUton.~~1. A passing from
one state or condition to another; change;
revolution; mutation; as, the vidssitudes of
fortune.

All at her work the village maiden sings;
And, while she turns the giddy wheel axound.
Revolves the sad vicissitudes of things.

R. Giffard.
I shall dwell at some length on the tnctssitudcs

of that contest which the administration of King
James II. brought to a decisive crisis. Macaulay.

Viclssitudinary (vi-sis'i-tu"di-na-ri), a.

Subject tf» vicissitudes; exhibiting or char-
acterized by vicissitudes.

We say . . . thedaysof man(are)z'i'(rt'j-.rtieiM/t>mr)'<

as though he had as many good days as ill. Donne.

Vicissitudlnous (vi-8is'i-ta"di-nu8), a.

Full of vicissitu*le; characterized by or sub-
ject to a regular succession of changes.
Vicissy-duck (vi-sis'si-duk). n. A West
Indian water-fowl, smaller than the Euro-
pean duck, and affording excellent food.

ViCOntiel(vi-kon'ti-el), a. [Fromold picoun^,
viconfe. a sheriff. See VicouNT. ] In old
Uiw, jtertaining to the sheriff or vicount.—
Vicontiel rents, certain farms for which the
sheriff pays a rent to the king. By 3 and 4

Wm. IV. these farms were placed under the
management of the commissioners of the
woods and forests. — Vicontiel writs, writs
triable in the county or sheriff court.

Vicountt (vi'koimt), n. l. In old laxc, the
sheriff. ~2. A viscount. See Viscount.
VicountieL See Vicontiel.
Victim (vik'tim), n. [Fr. victime, from L.
victima, a victim, derived by some from
vigeo, to be strong, because the victima was
a large animal, in contradistinction to the
hostia, which was a small one. The root
would therefore be the same as that of E.
wax, to grow.] 1. A living being sacrificed
to some deity, or in the performance of a
religious rite; usually, some beast slain in
sacrifice, but the sacrifice of human beings
has been practised by many nations for the
purpose of appeasing the wrath or conciU-
atiug the- favour of some deity, or in the
ceremonies connected with the making of
vows and covenants.

When the dull ox . . .

Is now a victifn, and now Egypt's god. Po^.
If I be lov'd these are my festal robes.
If not, the victims flowers before he fall

!

Tennyson.

2. A person or thing destroyed; a person or
thing sacrificed in the pursuit of an object;
as, how many persons have idWenvictims to
jealousy, to lust, to ambition.—3. A person
or living creature sacrificed by, or suffering
severe injury from another; hence, one who
is cheated or duped; a dupe; a gull.

He went off to the coach without further ceremony,
and left his respected victim to settle the bill.

Dickens.

Vlctimatet (vik'tim-at), v.*. To sacrifice;
to make a victim of; to victimize. Bullokar.
Victimize (vik'tim-iz), v.t. pret. & pp. vic-

timized; ppr. victimizing. To make a victim
of; especially, to make the victim of a swin-
dling transaction. [CoUoq.]

In a turf transaction, either Spavin or Cockspur
would try to get the better of his father; and to gain
a point in the odds vidimixe his friends.

Thackeray.
Victor fvik't6r), n. [L., from vinco, victum,
to conquer.] 1. One who wins or gains the
advantage in a contest; one who vanquishes
another in any struggle; especially, one who
conquers in war ; a vanquisher ; one who
defeats an enemy in battle. ' If your father
had been victor there. ' Shak.

In love the victors from the vanquish'd fly.

They fly that wound, and they pursue that die.
IValier.

A victor differs from a congxieror inasmuch
as the latter gains a complete success and
subdues his opponent perhaps after a series
of victories, while the victor is so called
merely on account of his success in some
particular contest, which may be barren of
result to him. Victor is also applied to one
who proves the superior in a personal con-
test or competition, as in a race. Conqueror
again is followed by of in the sense of over
(the conqueror of a person or of a country),
while victor is rarely followed by o/ in this
sense. 'The ric(or o/ your wilL' Tennyson.
2. One who ruins or destroys ; a destroyer.
[Rare or poetical.]

These, victor of his health, his fortune, friends.
And fame ; this lord of useless thousands ends.

Po/e.

Victor (vik'tfir), a. Victorious; as, ' the vic-

torGreeks.' Pope. 'Thy victor sword.' Shak.

Where's now their victor vaward wing,
Where's Huntly. and where Home?

Sir /f. Scott.

ViCtOreSB (vik't6r-es), n. A female who
vanciuishes; a victress.

Victoria (vik-to'ri-a), n. l. One of the small
planets or asteroids between the orbits of
Mars and Jupiter, discovered by Mr. Hind,
September 13, 1850, and named after the
Roman goddess Victoria. It revolves round
the sun in 1303*5 days, and is about 2^
times the distance of the earth from the
sun. Called also Clio.—2. A genus of aqua-
tic plants, named in honour of Queen Vic-

toria; nat. order Nymphaiaceae. The V.

regia, or V. rcgina, is a native of Guiana
and Brazil. This most magnificent water-
lily has large fioating leaves of a bright
green above, and a deep violet on the lower
surface, measuring as much as from 7 to 8
feet in diameter, with a uniformly tumed-
up margin of about 3 inches high. The
flowers rise amongst the leaves upon prickly
stalks; they are more than 1 foot in di-

ameter, are of all shades from white to pink,
and are delightfully fragrant. The fruit is

globular and thickly beset with prickles.

In South America it is called water-maize,
the seeds being eaten.—3. A kind of four-

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. locA; g. j/o; j,jo\>; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, (Aen; th, (/lin; w, wig; wh, icAIg; zh, azure.—See KEV.
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wheeled carriage, with a calash top, seated
for two persons, and with an elevated
driver's seat in front.— Victoria cross, a Bri-

tish naval and military decoration, con-
sisting of a bronze Maltese cross having the

Victoria Cross.

royal crest In the centre, with a scroll un-
derneath bearing the words 'For Valour.'
and worn, in the case of the navy, with a
blue ribbon, and in that of the amiy, a red
one. A single act of valour may win this
decoration, and it is granted to all ranks.
A pension of £10 a year accompanies it.

ViCtorlal t (vik-to'ri-al), a. Of or pertaining
to victory; victorious. Vrquhart.
Victorine (vik'to-ren), n. 1. A small fur
tippet worn by ladies.—2. A variety of peach.
Victorious (vik-to'ri-us), a. [Ft. victorieux,
from L. victoHosus. See Victor.] 1. Of or
pertaining to victory; having conquered in
battle or contest; having overcome an enemy
orantagonist; wont to conquer; conquering;
vanquishing; as, a victorious general; vie-

torious troops; a victorious admiral or uavy.
The Son returned victorious with his saints.

Afiitou.

2. Associated or connected with victory;
characterized by victory; producing con-
quest.

Sudden these honours shall be snatched away.
And cursed for ever this victorious day. Pope.

3. Emblematic of conquest; indicating vic-

tory.

Now are our brows bound with victorious wreaths.

Victoriously (vik-td'ri-us-li), adv. In a vic-

torious manner; with conquest; with defeat
of an enemy or antagonist; triumphantly;
as. grace will carry us victoriously through
all difticulties. Hammond.
Victoriousness (vik-to'ri-us-nes). n. The
state or quality of being victorious.

Victory (vik'to-ri), n. [L. victoria, from
victor. See Victor.] 1. The defeat of an
enemy in battle, or of an antagonist in a
contest; a gaining of the superiority in war
or combat. 'Before King Harry's victory.'

Skak. — 2. The advantage or superiority
gained in any contest, as over passions and
appetites, or over temptations, or in any
struggle or competition.
Thanks be to God, who giveth us the victory,

through our Lord Jesus Christ. i Cor. xv. 57.

Peace hath her victories
No less renowned than war. Milton.

3. A female deity among the Greeks and
Romans, the personification of successful
conquest. She was represented as a winged
woman bearing a palm branch and laurel
crown.
Victress (vik'tres), n. A female that con-
quers. 'Sole victress.' Shak.
Victricet (vik'tris),7i. A victress. B.Jons<m.
VictriX (vik'triks), a. [L.] Conquering or
victorious; as, Venus victrix.

Victrix (vik'triks), n. A victress. Charlotte
Bronte. [Rare.]

Victual (vit'I), n. [O.E. vitaille (used by
Chaucer), from 0. Fr. vitaille, provisions,
stores (the spelling has been modified by
the modern form victuaille), from L. vie-

tualia. provisions, from victualis, pertain-
ing to victuals or food, from victus, food,
nourishment, from vivo, victum, to live. See
Vital.] 1. Provision of food; store for the
support of life; meat; provisions: now gene-
rally used in the plural, and signifying food
for human beings, prepared for eating.

He was not able to keep that place three days for

lack of victual, fCnoUes.

But that it eats our victuals, I should think
Here were a fairy. Shak.

There came a fair-hair'd youth, that in his hand
Bare victual for the mowers. Tennyson.

2. Any sort of grain or corn. [Scotch.]

Victual (vit'I), v.t. pret. & pp. victualled;
ppr. victualling. To supply or store with
victuals or provisions for subsistence ; to
provide with stores of food ; as, to victual
an army ; to victual a garrison; to victual
a ship.

Thy loving voyage
Is but for two months vicCuall'd. Skak.

Vlctualage (vifl-aj), n. Food; provisions;
victuals. ' My cargo of victitalage.' Char-
lotte Bronte.

Victualler (vita-6r), n. 1. One who fur-
nishes victuals or provisions. — 2. One who
keeps a house of entertainment ; a tavern-
keeper. 'All victuallers do so.' Shak.—
Licensed victualler. See Licensed. —3. A
ship employed to carry provisions for other
ships, or for supplying troops at a distance.
Admiral Smyth.— i. Acorn-factor; one who
deals in grain. Jamies&n. [Scotch.]

Victualling-bill (vifl-ingbilXn. A custom-
house document, warranting the shipment
of such bonded stores as the master of an
outward-bound merchantman may require
for his intended voyage.
Victualling - house (vitl-ing-hous), n. A
house where provision is made for strangers
to eat; an eating-house.

Victualling-note (vit'l-ing-not),n. An order
given to a seaman in the royal navy by the
paymaster, when he joins a ship, which is

handed to the ship's steward as his autho-
rity for victualling the man. Simmonds.
Victualling-ship (vit'l-ing-ship), n. A ship
wliich conveys provisions to the navy; a
victualler.

VictlUllling-yard(vit'l-ing-yard),7i. A yard,
generally contiguous to a dockyard, con-
taining magazines where provisions and
other like stores for the navy of a state are
deposited, and where war vessels and trans-
ports are provisioned.

Vicugna, Vlcufla (vi-kon'ya), n. [Sp. vi-

cufla, from native name. ] A ruminant mam-
mal, Auchenia vicugna, of the fiimily Ca-
melidse. It is closely allied to the llama,

Vicugna {^uchcnia vicugna).

the guanaco, and the alpaca, and in size

measures about 4 feet from the sole of the
foot to the crown of the head, and 2^ feet
to the shoulders. In colour its upper parts
are of a reddish yellow hue, and its breast
and lower parts white. It is a native of
South America, and frequents lofty slopes
in the Andes of Chili, Ac, near the region
of perpetual snow, and in its habits it bears
some resemblance to the chamois. It has
as yet resisted all attempts to reduce it to
a state of domestication. The short, soft,

silken fur of this animal is used for making
delicate fabrics, and a mixture of wool and
cotton is also so called. A hybrid between
the vicugna and the alpaca has a long, silky,

black and white fleece.

Vidame (vi-dam'X n. [Vr. vidame, from L.L.
vice-domimis-L. vice, in place of. and do-
mimts, a lord.] In France, an officer who,
originally under the feudal system, repre-
sented the bishop, abbot, <fec. , in temporal
affairs, as in the command of soldiers, the
administration of justice, and the like. In
process of time these dignitaries erected
their offices into fiefs and became feudal
nobles. Brande d- Cox. The title continued
to the revolution of 1789.

Vide (vi'de). [L., imper. of video, to see.]

See: a word indicating reference to some-
thing stated elsewhere; as, vide ante, vide
8upra = &ee before, see above, that is, in a
previous place in the same book; vide post.

vide infra = see after, see below, or in a sub-
sequent place; quod vide, which see.

Videlicet (vi-deri-set), adv. [L., contr. for
videre licet, it is permitted to see, one may
see.] To wit; that is; namely: most fre-
quently met with in its contracted form, Viz.

Vidette (vi-def), n. See Vedette.
Vidimus (vi'di-mus), 7i. [L., we have seen.]
1. An examination or inspection; as, a vidi-
mus of accounts or documents.— 2. An ab-
stract or syllabus of the contents of a docu-
ment, book, and the like.

Vidonia (vi-do'ni-a), n. A white wine, the
produce of the island of TenerifFe, much
resembling Madeira, but inferior in quality
to it and of a tart flavour.

Viduage (vid'u-aj), «. [From L. vidua, a
widow.] The state or class of widows ; wi-
dowhood ; widows collectively.

Vidualt (vid'u-al), a. [See above,] Of, per-
taining, or relating to the state of a widow.
' Chastity, virginal, conjugal, and vid\ial.'

Partheneia Sacra, 16S3.

Viduityt (vi-du'i-ti), n. [L. viduitas, from
vidua, a widow.] Widowhood. Bp. Hall.
Viduous (vid'u-us), a. Vidual; widowed.
Thackeray. [Rare. ]

Vie (vi). v.i. [Contr. from old envie, envye
(accent on last), from Fr. envier, to invite,
to vie in games, from L. invitare. See In-
TITE.] 1. In the old games of gleek, pri-
mero, Ac, to wager on the value of one's
hand against an opponent.
To vie was to hazard, to [lut down a certain sum

upon a hand of cards ; to revie was to cover it with
a larger sum, by which the challenged became the
challenger, and was to be revied in his turn with a
proportionate increase of stake. This vying and re-
vying upon each other continued till one of the party
lost courage and gave up the whole. Gifford.

2. To strive for superiority; to endeavour to
l)e equal or superior; to contend; to rival

:

followed by with and said of persons or
things; as, the hues of the kingfisher vie

with those of the humming-bird.
In a trading nation the younger sons maybe placed

in a way of life to vie -with the best of their famHy.
Addison.

In . , . arts of erace
Sappho and others vied with any man. Tennyson.

Viet (vi). V.t. l.t To offer as a stake ; to play
as for a wager with. See the verb transitive.

She hung upon my neck, and kiss on kiss
She vied so fast. Shak.

2. To show or practise In competition; to put
or bring into competition; to bandy; to try
to outdo in; to contend with respect to.

Nature wants stuff

To vie such forms with fancy. Shak.
What need then we vie calumnies with women!

Chapman.

Viet (vi), n. A contest for superiority, espe-
cially a close or keen contest; a contention
in the way of rivalry; hence, sometimes, a
state where it would be difficult to decide
as to which party had the advantage; alao,

a challenge; a wager.
At this particular of defaming, both the sexes

seem to be at a vie, and I think he were a very criti-

cal judge thai should determine between them.
Dr. H. More.

Vielle (ve-el'), n. [Fr. vielle, akin to rioi.]

An old stringed instrument consisting of
an oblong sounding- box over which are
stretched four gut-strings, two of which are
tuned a fifth apart to produce a drone bass,
and placed where they cannot be acted on
by the ten or twelve keys fixed on one side of
the belly of the instrument; the other two
are tuned in unison, and are so arranged
that their vibrating length can be shortened
by pressing the keys. All the strings are vi-

brated by means of a wheel charged with

Vielle or Hurdy-gurdy

rosin, and turned by means of a handle at
one end. Called also Hurdy-gurdy.

Fate, fir, fat, fftU; ' me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^U; oil, pound; u. Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey
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Viennese (vi-en-fz'), »* 8i)ig. and pi. A na-
tive of Vientia; natives of Vienna.

Vi et armis (vi et ar'rais). [L] In law,
with force and arms, words made use of in

indictments and actions of trespass to show
the violent commission of any trespass or
crime. Hence, with force or violence gener-
ally.

View (vij), n. [O. Ft. veue, Mod. Fr. vue,

a participial noun, from O. Fr. veu, veu,

Mod.Fr. mt, from a L L. part, viduttis, from
L. video, videre, to see. See Vision.] 1. The
act of looking, seeing, or beholding; exami-
nation by the eye; survey; look; sight.

'Surveying nature with too nice a view.'

Dryden.
She made good vieiv of me. Shak.

For what can force or guile
With him, or who deceive his mind, whose eye
Views all things at one virzv t Milton.

2. The act of perceiving by the mind; mental
survey; intellectual inspection or examina-
tion; observation; consideration.

If the mind has made this inference by finding out
the intcnnediatc ideas, and taking a I'toc of the con-
nection of them, it has proceeded rationally. Locke.

3. Range of vision; reach of sight; extent of
prospect; powei of seeing, or perception,
either physical or mental. ' Softr above the
ricioofmen.' Shak.

The wails of Pluto's palace are in zictv. DrytUn.

But somewhere, out of human view,
Whate'er thy hands are set to do
Is wrought with tumuli ofacclaim. Tennyson.

4. That which is viewed, seen, or beheld;
something which is looked upon ; sight or
spectacle presented to the natural eye or to
the mind's eye; scene; prospect. 'Tele*
scopes for azure vitw». ' Tennyson.

'Tis distance lends enchantment to the vinv.
Camf>bea.

5. A scene as represented by painting or
drawing; a picture or sketch, as a landscape
or the like; as, the artist has produced some
charming piewu of this place.—6. Manner or
mode of looking at things; manner of re-

garding subjects on which various opinions
may be held ; judgment ; opinion ; notion

;

way of thinking; theory; as, a man of com-
prehensive or enlightened mew8.

Leave thou thy sister when she prays
Her early Keaven, her happy views;
Nor thou with shadowed hint confuse

A life that leads melodious days. TenHystm.

7. Something looked towards or forming; the
subject of consideration; intention; design;
purpose; aim.

No man sets himself about anything but upon some
view or other which serves him for a reason. Locke.

With a ^nrw to commerce, in returning from his
expedition ... he passed through Egypt,

A rtuthnot.

-&t Appearance; show; aspect
So, at his bloody virw. her eyes are fled

Into the deep dark cabins of her head. Ska*.
"Silt graces find.

Which, by the splendour of her view
Dazzled, before we never knew. lyaiUr.

9. In /a t«,an inspection of property in dispute,
or of a place where a crime has been com-
mitted by the jury previously to the trial of
the case. —Field of view, the whole region or
space within the range of vision; especially,
the whole space or area which can be seen
through an instrument, as a microscope,
telescope, or the like.—Poini o/ view, the
direction from which a thing is seen; hence,
^g. the particular mode or manner in which
a subject is considered; standpoint. — KieuJ

of frank-pledije, in lato, a court of record,
now fallen into almost total desuetude, held
once in the year within a particular hun-
dred, township, or manor, by the steward
of the leet. Wharton.—On view, open or
submitted to public inspection; exhibited
to the public ; as, the goods are now on
view; the pictures are on view from ten to
four o clock.

View (vu), V. t. [From the noun. ] 1. To see;
to look on.

When most I wink then do mine eyes best see,
For all the day I view things unrespected. Shai.

2. To examine with the eye; to look on with
attention, or for the purpose of examining;
to inspect; to survey; to explore.

Cio u(j and view the country. Josh. vii. 3.

I'll vieiv the manners of the town. Shak.

Whene'er we vietv some well-proportioned dome.
No single parts unequally surprise. Pope.

3. To survey intellectually; to examine with
the mental eye; to consider.

yintiiiig things on every side, observing how far
consequences reach, and proceeding to collect and
hear evidence, ... is grievous labour to Indolence
and impatience. Setker.

View (vu), v.i. To look; to take a view.
Swift
Viewer (vii'6r), n. One who views, surveys,
or examines; specifically, (a) an official ap-
pointed to inspect or superintend some-
thing; an overseer; as, a viewer or superin-
tendent of a coal-mine. (&) One of a body
of jurors who are appointed by the court to
view or inspect the property in controversy
or the place where a crime has been com-
mitted. In Scotland two parties called
skewers point out the subjects to be viewed.
View-halloo (vii'haMo), n. in fox-hunt-
ing, the shout uttered by the huntsman on
seeing the fox break cover.

Viewless (v^^es), o. Not capable of being
viewed or seen; not perceived by the eye;
invisible. 'The inewie«« winds.' Shak. 'The
viewless arrows of his thoughts.' Tenny-
son.

Swift through the valves the visionary fair

Repass'd, and vietv/ess mix'd with common air.

Po^e.

Viewly (vuli), a. Pleasing to the view;
siLrhtly; handsome. [Provincial English.]

Viewy (vu'i), a. Holding, or prone to hold,
peculiar views ; given to views or schemes
that are speculative rather than practical

;

holding the notions of a doctrinaire. [Colloq. ]

Sheffield, on the other h.ind. without possessing
any real view of things more than Charles, was at
this time fonder of hunting for views, and more in

danger of taking up false ones, that is, he was vieno'
in a Dad sense of the word. y. H. Newman.

Vifda, Vlvda (vifda, vlv'da), n. [Perhaps
from Icel. veifa, to wave, Dan. vifte, to
wave, to fan, from being hung to the wind.]
In Orkney and Shetland Islands, beef or
mutton hung and dried without salt.

Vi/da (dried beef), hams, and pickled pork, flew
after each other into empty space, smoked geese
were restored to the air, aud cured fish to the sea.

Sir ly. Scott.

Vigesimal (vl-jes'i-mal), a. [L. viaesimus,
twentieth, from viginti, twenty.] The twen-
tieth.

Vigeslmation (vi-jes'i-ma"shon), n. [L. vi-

tjesimus, twentieth.) The act of putting to
death every twentieth man. [Rare.]

Vigil(vij'il).7*. [Fr. viaUe, vigil, trom L. vigilia,

a watch, from vigil, watchful, from vigeo,

to be vigorous or lively, from root seen in

E. wake, watch. See Vigour.] 1. The act
of keeping awake; abstinence or forbear-
ance from sleep at the natural or ordinary
houi-3 of rest; the state of being awake
during the natural time for sleep; sleepless-

ness; wakefulness; watch.
Nothing wears out a fine face like the vigils of the

card-table. Addison.

2. Devotional watching; hence, devotions,
services, praise, prayer, or the like, per-
formed during the customary hours of sleep;
nocturnal devotions.

So they in heaven their odes and vigils tuned.
MiUon.

Nor warlike worshipper his vigil keeps.
Where demigods appeared, as records tell.

Byron.
3. EceUs. (a) the eve or evening (some-
times extended to the whole day) set aside
as a preparatory time of devotion by early
Christian usage before the more important
festivals, as Christmas, Easter. Pentecost,
and the principal saints' and martyrs' days.
The vigil should properly l>e a time of fast-

ing, but certain festivities gradually got as-

sociated with such occasions, which led in
many cases either to their suspension or
suppression.

\\c that shall Uve this day, and see old age
Will yearly on the vigil feast his friends.
And say, To-morrow is St. Crispian. Shak.

(&) The devotional exercises or services ap-
propriate to the vigil or eve before a festival.
— Vigils or watchings of flowers, a term used
by Linnaeus to express a peculiar faculty
belonging to the flowers of certain plants of
opening and closing their petals at certain
hours of the day.

Vigilance (vij'i-lans), n. 1. The state or
quality of being vigilant ; attention of the
mind in discovering or guarding against
danger, or in providing for safety; watchful-
ness; circumspection.

Let constant vigilance thy footsteps guide. Gay.

Sometimes, specifically, watchfulness during
the hours of night

Ulysses yielded unseasonably to sleep, and the
strong passion for his country should have given him
vigilance. Broome.

2. A guard or watch. [Rare and obsolete.]

In at this gate none pass
The vigilance here plac'd, Milton.

— Vigilance committee, or a committee qf
vigilance, a committee formed to watch the

progress of some measure, or for the pur-
pose of protecting certain interests sup-
posed to be imperilled.

Vlgilancyt (vij'i-lan-si), n. Vigilance. 'The
sagacity and vigilancy of the dog.* Ray.
Vigilant (vij'i-iant), a. [L. vigilans, vigi-

lantis, ppr. of vigilo, to watch, from vigil,

watchful. See vigil.] 1. Watchful; ever
awake and on the alert; attentive to dis-
cover and avoid danger, or to provide for
safety; circumspect.

Be sober, be vigilnni. i Pet. v. 8.

Take your places and be vigilant. Shak.
I am as vigilant as a cat to steal cream. Shak.

2. In her. a term applicable to the cat when
borne in a position as if upon the watch for
prey.

Vigilantly (vij'i-lant-li), adv. In a vigilant
manner; ivatchfully; circumspectly.

Vigilie,t n. A vigU; the eve of a festival.

Chaucer.
Vi^lntlvirate (vi-jin-tiv'i-rat), n. [L. vi-

(jinti, twenty, and viri, men.] A body of
officers of government consisting of twenty
men. [Rare]
Vigna (vig'na), «. [After Dominic Vigna, a
commentator on Theophrastus. ] A genus of
leguminous plants, of which V. sinensis is

cultivated largely in India, where its pulse
is called chowlee. A variety (the Dolichos
vielanophthalmiis of some authors) is culti-

vated in Italy and other parts of southern
Europe.
Vipiette (vin-yef or vi-nef). n. [Fr. dim. of
vtgne, L. vinea, a vine.] 1. A running orna-
ment of vine-leaves,tendrils, and grapes,used
in Gothic architecture.—2. The flourishes in
the fonn of vine-leaves, branches, &c., with
which the capital letters in ancient manu-
scripts were often surrounded. —3. Formerly,
in printing, any kind of printers' oruamente,
such as flowers, head and tail pieces, &c.;
more recently, any kind of wood-cut or en-
graving not inclosed within a definite bor-
der, especially such as are placed in the
title-page of a book opposite the frontis-
piece. —4. A small photographic portrait,
generally showing only the head and shoul-
ders, the edges fading away insensibly into
the back-ground.
Vignite (vig'nit). n. A magnetic Iron ore.

Vigor (vig'or), n. An old and American
spelling of Vigour.

Vigoroso (vig-o-ro'so), a. [It] In music,
with energy.
Vigorous (vig'or-us), o. [See Vigour. J

1. Possessing vigour; full of physical
strength or active force; strong; lusty;
as, a vigorous youth; a vigorous body.

Famed for his valour, young.
At sea successful, vigorous and strong. Waller.

2. Exhibiting or resulting from vigour,
energy, or strength, either of body or mind;
powerful; forcible; energetic; strong; aa,

a vt';^oroit« attack; vij/oroti^ exertions.

The beginnings ofconfederacies have been I'itf'flrtfKf

and successful. Sir /K Davenant.

SVN. Strong, lusty, robust, powerful, for-

cible, active, alert, brisk.

Vigorously (vig'or-us-li), adv. In a vigorous
manner; with great physical or mental force
or strength; forcibly; with active exertions;
as, to prosecute an enterprise vigorously.
' Money to enable him to push on the war
vigorovsly. ' Steele.

Vigorou8ne8S(vig'or-us-nes), n. Thequality
of being vigorous or possessed of active
strength ; force ; energy ; strength. Jer.
Taylor.

Vigour (vig'or), n. [L. vigor, vigour, from
mgeo, to be strong ; from root which is also
seen in vigil, vigilant, vegetable.] 1. Active
strength or force of body in animals; physi-
cal force. 'The sinewy vigour of the tra-
veller.' Shak.
The vigour of this arm was never vain. Dryden.

2. Strength of mind ; intellectual force

;

energy; as, vigour of mind or intellect.

And strangely spoke
The faith, the vigour, bold to dwell

On doubts that drive the coward back.
Tennyson.

3. Strength or force in animal or vegetable
nature or action ; as, a plant grows with
vigour.—^. Strength; energy; efficacy; po-
tency.

And with a sudden vigour it doth posset
And curd . , .

The thin and wholesome blood. Shak.

In the fruitful earth
His beams, unactive else, their vigour find. Milton.

5. Vehemence; violence. 'The tH^ourof bis
rage.* Shak.— Vigour and its derivatives

cfa, cAain; th, Sc. locA; g, po; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, 9Xng; th, (ften; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.— See KEY.
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convey the notion of active strength or the

power of action and exertion, in distinction

from passive strength or strength to endure.

T^our t (vig'or), v.t. To invigorate.

ViSlng (vik'ing), 71. [Icel. vikingr, a viking,

a pirate ; lit. one who lives beside or fre-

quents bays and fiords; hence, one who
lurked in the bays and fiords and issued

from them to plunder— wi:*, a bay, and
term, -ing, one who belongs to or is de-

scended from (r being the masc. art.).] A
rover or sea-robber belonging to one of the

predatory bands of Northmen who infested

the European seas during the eighth, ninth,

and tenth centuries. Vikhig has been fre-

quently confounded with sea-kiiig, but the

latter was a man connected with a royal

race, and who took by right the title of

king when he assumed the command of

men, although only of a ship's crew; whereas
the former name is applicable to any mem-
ber of the rover bands.

She was a prince's child,

I but a -uiking wild. Longfellow.

Vll (vil), n. Same as Vill.

Vild^t Vilde t (vlld), a. An old form of Vile.

It occurs frequently in the older editions of

Shakspere. 'Till ye have rooted all the

relickes out of that vilde race.' Speiiser.

Vile(vil), a. [Fr. vil, vile, from L. vilis, worth-

less, vile.] 1. Of small value; held in little

esteem; low; base; mean; worthless; despic-

able. * A poor man in vile raiment.' Jam.
ii. 2.

I never knew man hold TJile stuff so dear. Shai.

2. Morally base or impure; depraved; bad;

wicked; abject; villainous.

Wisdom and goodness to the T/tlg seem vile. SHai.

Men sought to prove me i/t'le

Because I wish'd to give them greater minds.
Tefiuyson.

Hence the word is very frequently used as

an epithet of opprobrium, contempt, dis-

gust, or odium generally. ' 'Tis a vile thing

to die.' Skak. ' The vile blows and buffets

of this world.' Shak.
But for these vile guns

He would himself have been a soldier. ShaA.

In durance -vile here must I wake and weep. Burns.

VUed t ( vild ), a. [See Vild. ] Vile ; scurri-

lous.
He granted life to all except one, who had used vi'led

speeches against King Edward. Sir y. Hayward.

Vilely (vil'li), adv. In a vile manner;
basely ; meanly ; shamefully ; abjectly ; op-
probriously; odiously; badly; wretchedly;
worthlessly. ' I tell this tale vilely. ' Skak.
' His work so noble vUely bound up.' Skak.

The Volscians vilely yielded the town. Shai.

Vileness (vil'nes), n. The state or quality
of being vile; as, (a) baseness; despicable-

ness; meanness; contemptibleness ; worth-
lessness.

Considering the vileness of the clay, I wondered
that no tribune of that age durst ever venture to ask
the potter. What dost thou make? Swift.

(6) Moral or intellectual baseness ; deprav-
ity; degradation; impurity; wickedness;
sinfulness; extreme badness.

We, sensible of our corruption and vileness, may be
fearful and shy of coming near unto him. Barrow.

Viliaco t (vil-i-a'ko), n. [O. It. vigliacco, a
villain.] A villain ; a scoundrel ; a coward.
B. Jon.'ion.

Vilification (viri-fl-ka'^shon), n. The act of
vilifying or defaming. Dr. H. More.

Vilifier (vil'i-fi-6r), n. One who defames or
traduces.

Villfj?" (vil'i-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. vilified; ppr.

vilifying. [L. vilijico—vilis, vile, and /acio,

to make.] 1. To make vile; to debase; to
degrade. [Rare. ]

Their Maker's image
Forsook them, when themselves they vilified

To serve ungovern'd appetite. Milton.

2. To attempt to degrade by slander; to de-
fame; to traduce.

Many passions dispose us to depress and vilify the
merit ofone rising in the esteem ofmankind. Addison.

Syn. To defame, traduce, asperse, calumni-
ate, slander.

Vilipend (vil'i-pend), v.i. [L. vilipendo, to

hold in slight esteem—vilis, Worthless, and
pendo, to weigh, to value, to esteem.] To
express a disparaging or mean opinion of

;

to slander; to vilify; to treat slightingly or
contemptuously. ' Volatility which is im-
patient of or vilipends the convereation and
advice of seniors. ' Sir W. Scott.

On George's intercourse with Amelia he put an
instant veto, menacing the youth with maledictions if

he broke his conmiands, and vilipenditte the poor
innocent girl as the basest and most artful of vixens.

Thackeray.

Vilipendency t (\il4-pen'den-8i), n. Dis-

esteem; slight. Bp. Hacket.

Vility t (vil'i-ti), ?i. Vileness; baseness.

The comedians wore these (socks) to represent the

vility of the persons they represented. Bp. Kennet.

Vill (vil), n. [O. Fr. ville, a village, L. villa,

a country house, a farm.] A small collec-

tion of houses; also, a manor; a parish; the

outpart of a parish. Wkarton. (See Vil-

lage.) In old writings mention is made of

entire-vills, demi-vUls, and hamlets.

Hence they were called villeins or villani—inhab-

itants of the vill or district. Brougham.

Villa (villa), n. [L. villa, a country seat, a

country house, a farm, a villa, a contr. of

vicula, from vicus, a village. See Vicin-

age, Villain.] A countiy seat; a country

residence, usually of some size and preten-

sion; a rural or suburban mansion.

Village (vil'laj), n. [Fr. village, from L.

villa. See Villa.] 1. A small assemblage

of houses, less than a town or city, and
larger than a hamlet.

a walled town is more worthier than a village. Sliak.

The word is often used adjectively-of, per-

taining, or belonging to a village; hence,

sometimes, rustic.
The early village cock

Hath twice done salutation to the morn. Shak.

Some village Hampden, that with dauntless breast.

The little tyrant of his fields withstood. Gray.

2. In law, sometimes a manor; sometimes
a whole parish or subdivision of it ; most
commonly an outpart of a parish consist-

ing of a few houses separate from the rest.

Called also a VUl.

Villager (villaj-Sr), n. An inhabitant of a

village.
Brutus had rather be a villager
Than to repute himself a son of Rome
Under such hard conditions. Shak.

Villagery t (vil'laj-6r-i), n. A district of vil-

lages. "Ihemaidensof them^iafifen/.' Skak.

Villain (vil'lan or vil'lan), n. [0. Fr. villain,

villein, vilein, Mod. Fr. vilain, from L.L. vil-

lanus, a farm-servant, from villa, a country

house. See Villa.] 1. A member of the lowest

class of unfree persons during the preva-

lence of the feudal system ; a feudal serf.

In respect to their lords or owners the vil-

lains had no rights, except that the lord

might not kill or maim them, or ravish the

females; they could acquire or hold no pro-

perty against their lord's will; they were
obliged to perform all the menial services

he demanded; and the cottages and plots

of land they occupied were held merely at

his will. In respect, however, of other
persons besides their lord they had the

rights and privileges of freemen. Villains

were either (a) regardant, or (&) in gross.

In the former case they were annexed to

the soil (adscripti or adscriptitii glebce), be-

longing to a manor as fixtures, passing with
it when it was conveyed or inherited; they
could not be sold or transferred as persons

separate from the land. In the latter case

they were not affixed to a manor, but be-

longed personally to their lord, who could
sell or transfer them at will. In this sense

spelled also Villein. Hence—2. An ignoble

base-born person generally; a boor, peasant,

or clown.
Pour the blood of the villain in one basin, and

the blood of the gentleman in another, what differ-

ence shall here be proved? Bacon.

3. A man extremely depraved, and capable

or guilty of great crimes; a vile, wicked
person; a scoundrel, knave, rascal, or rogue,

such as a murderer, robber, incendiary,

ravisher, seducer, &c.

One may smile, and smile, and be a villain. Shak.

4. Sometimes used with the force of a term
of endearment.
Sweet villain ! most dear'st ! my coUop ! Shak.

Villain (vil'lan or vil'lan), a. Appropriate
to a villain or slave; servile; base. ' Villain

bonds and despot sway.' Byron.

Villainize,t v.t. See Villanize.
Villainous (vil'lan-us), a. 1. Suited to,

like, or pertaining to a villain; very wicked
or depraved; extremely vile.

There is nothing but roguery to be found in vil-

lainoiis man. Shak.

2. Proceeding from extreme wickedness or
depravity; as, a villainous action.—3. Piti-

ful; sorry; mean; vile; wretched. ' Villain-

ous saltpetre.' Skak. 'A villainous trick

of thine eye. ' Shak. — Used adverbially

:

'Foreheads villainous low.' Skak. Spelled
also Villanous.— Villainous judgment. See
VILLENODS.

Villainously (vilTan-us-li), adv. In a vil-

lainous manner; as. (a) wickedly; de-
pravedly; basely. (?>) Sorrily; wretchedly;
meanly. Spelled also Villanously, Skak.

VillainousnesB (vil'lan-us-nes), n. The
state or quality of being villainous; base-
ness; extreme depravity.

Villainy (vil'lan-i), n. 1. The quality of

being villainous; the qualities characteristic
of a villain ; extreme depravity ; atrocious
wickedness; as, the villainy of the thief or
the robber; the villainy of the seducer.

The commendation is not in his wit, but in his vil-

lainy. Shak.

2. t Foul language or discourse; disgraceful
or obscene speech, Barrow.— 3. A crime;
an action of deep depravity. [In this sense
the word has a plural.]

Such villainies roused Horace into wrath.
Dryden.

Spelled also Villany.

Villakin (vil'la-kin), 71. 1. A little villa.

I wish you had a little villakin in this neighbour-
hood. S-wift.

2. A little village.

ViUan (virian), n. A villain or villein.

ViUanage (villan-aj), n. 1. The state of a
villain or villein; base servitude. See Vil-
LENAGE.—2.t Baseness; infamy. 'Infamy
and mito?ict5re are thine.' Dryden. See Vil-
lainy.
Villanette (vil-lan-ef), n. [Dim. of villa.'}

A small villa or residence.

Villanize, + VUlainizet (vil'ian-iz), v.t. To
debase; to degrade; to defame; to revile.

Were virtue by descent, a noble name
Could never villanise his father's fame. Dryden.

Villanizert (villan-iz-^r), 71. One who vil-

lanizes.

Villanous (vil'lan-us). a. Same as Villain-

ous.

Villany (vil'lan-i), n. Villainy (which see).

Villarsia(vil-lar'si-a), 7i, [After Dr. Villars,

a French botanist.] A genus of aquatic or
marsh plants, nat. order Gentianacea.
They inhabit all parts of the world, and are
elegant plants when in blossom. One
species, F. nymphceoides, a floating plant,

is a native of Europe, and is found in Great
Britain in rivers and still waters, although
rare. It is a beautiful plant, resembling a
water-lily in habit, with large yellow-fringed
flowers, easily cultivated.

VillatiC (vil-lat'ik), a. [L. villaticus, per-
taining to a farm or villa. See Villa.] Per-

taining to a farm. 'Tame villatic fowl"
Milton.

Villein (viHen), n. A feudal tenant of the
lowest class, who held his lands in villenage.

See Villain, 1.

Villein (vil'len), a. Of or pertaining to a
villein or villenage. — Villein services, in

feudal law, base,but certain and determined,
services performed in consideration of the
tenure of land.— ri7iei7i socage, a species of

tenure of lands held of the king by certain

villein or base services. See Villenage.
Villenage, Villeinage (vil'len-aj). n. [See
Villain] a tenure of lauds and tenements
by base services. It was originally founded
on the servile state of the occupiers of the
soil, who were allowed to hold portions of

land at the will of their lord, on condition
of performing base and menial services.

WTiere the service was base in its nature,

and undefined as to time and amount, the
tenure received the name of pure villenage,

but where the service, although of a base
nature, was certain and defined, it was
called privileged villenage, and sometimes
villein socage. It frequently happened that
lands held in villenage descended in unin-
terrupted succession from father to son,

until at length the occupiers or villeins be-

came entitled, by prescription or custom,
to hold their lauds against the lord so long
as they performed the required services.

And although the villeins themselves ac-

quired freedom, or their land came into the

possession of freemen, the villein services

were still the condition of the tenure, ac-

cording to the custom of the manor. These
customs were preserved and evidenced by
the rolls of the several courts-baron, in

which they were entered, or kept on foot

by the constant immemorial usage of the
several manors in which the lands lay.

And as such tenants had nothing to show
for their estates but the entries into those
rolls, or copies of them authenticated by
the steward, they at last came to be called

tenants by copy of court-roll, and their

tenure a copy-hold.

It is difficult to say whether England owes more to

Fate, fir, fat, fftU; ' me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii. Sc. abwne; y, Sc. ley.
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the Roman Catholic religion or to the Reformation.
For the atiialgamation of races and for the abolition

of vilUtuige. she is chiefly indebted to the influence

which the priesthood in the middle ages exercised
OTer the laity. Macaulay.

inilenous (vil'len-us), a. Of or pertaining

to a villein.— Villenous judgment, in law, a

Judgment which deprived one of his lex

ibera, whereby he was discredited and dis-

abled as a juror or witness ; forfeited his

goods and chattels and lands for life; wasted
the lands, razed the houses, rooted up the

trees, and committed his body to prison.

Wharton.
Villi (vil'll), n. pi. [PI. of L. villus, hair.]

1. In anat. fine small fibres, resembling a

covering of down or the pile of velvet, as on
the internal coat of the intestinal canal.—
2. In hot. louK. straight, and soft hairs, cov-

ering the fruit, flowers, and other parts of a

plant
vUliform (vini-form), a. [L. villus, shaggj-

hair, and forma, shape.] Having the form
or character of villi; resembling the plush

or pile of velvet; as, the vUliform teeth of

the perch and other fishes.

VillOSity (vil-Ios'i-ti), n. The state ol being
villous, or covered with long smooth hairs.

Villous, VlUose (vil'lus, vinos), a [L. til-

toxus, from villus, hair.] Abounding with
villi; ha\ing the surface covered with fine

hairs or woolly substance ; nappy; shaggy;
rough; as, a villous membrane. The villous

coat of the stomach and intestines is the

inner mucous membrane, so called from the
innumerable villi or fine fibrils with which
its internal surface is covered.

Vim (vim), n. [L. ace. of tJW, strength.]
Vigour: energy; activity. [Colloq]

Vlmen (Wmen), n. [L] In &oC a long and
flexible shoot of a plant.

Vimlnal (vim'i-nal), a. [From L. vimen,
vimutis, a twig, from vieo, to weave, to

plait.] Pertaining to twigs; consisting of

twigs: producing twigs.

VlinlJieous (vi-min'e-us). a. [L. vimiTteus,

from vimen, a twig. See above.] Hade of
twigs orshoots. 'The hive's inmin«ow« dome.'
Prior. [Rare.

}

Vina (ve'na), n. An Indian seven-stringed
guitar, with a long finger-board provided
with al>out twenty movable frets, and hav-
ing a gourd attached to each end. Spelled
also Veena.

Vlnaceous (vi-na'shns). a. [L. vinaeeus,
from vinum, wine] 1. Belonging to wine
or grapes. —2. Of the colour of wine ; as, a
vinaceotu red colour.

Vinaigrette (vin-a-gref), n. [Fr.. from tnn-

aifjrr. vinegar.] 1. A small box of gold,

silver, .tt-., with perforations on the top,

for holding aromatic vinegar contained in a
sponge, or smelling-salts. It is used like a
smelling-bottle. The name is also given to

a smtiUing-bottle containing aromatic vine-

gar.—2. A vinegar sauce. [Rare.]—3 A small
two-wheeled vehicle to be drawn like a
bath-chair by a boy or man. Simmonds.
[Rare.]

VlnaigrouB (vin'ag-nis). a. Sour like vine-

par; nence, crabbed, peevish, or ill-tem-

pered, Carlyle.

Vlnatlco (vi-nat'i-ko), n. [Perhaps from Sp.

vinatico. vinaceous. from its colour] A
coarse mahogany obtained from Pergea in-

dica, which grows in Madras. Spelled also
Venatica.

Vlncentian (vin-sen'shi-an). a. Of or per-
taining to Saint Vincent de Paul ; specifi-

cally, applied to certain religious associa-
tions founded by him, the beat known of
which is the Yxncentian Congregation, au
association of secular priests to promote the
education of the clergy, preach to the poor,
Ac.
Vlncetoxlcum (vin-se-tok'si-kum), n. [L
vinc'i. Ui con((Ut."r, and toxicum, poison.] A
genuH of ]>lants. nat. order Asclepiadaceie.
V. ojficinale inhabits the south of Europe.
It is emetic and purgative, and is an old
antidote to poisons.

Vincible (vin'si-bl). a. (From L. rineo, to
contiuer. See Victor.] Capable of being
vaniiiii.shed, conquered or subdued; con-
querable 'Not vincible in spirit.' Sir J.
linyward.
Vlnclbleneaa, Vindbillty (vin'si-bl-nes.
vin-si-biri-ti). n. The state or quality of
being vincible ; capability of being con-
quered; conquerableness. 'The vincibility

of such a love. ' Hichardswi.
Vinctliret (vingk'tiir), n. [L vinctnra, from
vinr.io, riHrtwrn, to bind.] A binding.
Vinculum (vlng^u-lnm), n. [h. , from vineio,

to bind ] 1. A bond of union; a bond or

tie. —DitJorcc a vinculo matrimonii, in law,

an entire release from the bond of matri-
mony, vrith leave to marry again.—2. In alg.

a character in the form of a line or stroke
drawn over a quantity when it consists of

several terms, in order to coimect them to-

gether as one quantity and show that they
are to be multiplied or divided, &c. , together

:

thus, a+bxc, indicates that the sum of a
and b is to be multiplied by c ; whereas the
expression without this character would in-

dicate simply that b is to be multiplied by c,

and the product added to a.

Vindemial (vin-de'mi-al), o. [L. vindemi-
alis, from vindemia, vintage, from vinum.,

wine, and demo, to take away.] Belonging
to a vintage or grape harvest. Bailey.

Vindemlate (vln-de'mi-at). v.i. [L. vinde-
mio, vindemiatum. See Vxndemial.] To
gather the vintage. [Rare]
Now T/iniUmiaU . . . towards the expiration of

this month. Evelyn.

Vindemiation (vin-de'mi-a"8hon), n. The
operation of gathering grapes. Bailey.

Vlndemiatrix (vin-de'mi-at-riks), n. A star
of the third magnitude in the constellation
Virgo.

Vindicablllty (vin'di-ka-bil"i-ti). n. Tlie

quality of being vindicable, or capable of

support or justification. Clarke.

Vindicable (vin'di-ka-bl), a. That may be
vindicated, justified, or supported; justifi-

able.

Vindicate (vin'di-krit). v.t. pret. & pp. vindi-
cated; ppr. vindicating. [L. vindico, vindi-
catum, to lay claim to. to avenge or revenge,
from vindex, vindicis, one who lays claim.
From this word comes the -venge of avenge,
revenge.] 1. To assert a right to; to lay
claim to; to claim. [Rare.]

Is thine alone the seed that strews the plain?
The birds of heaven shall viMdicate their grain.

Pojx.

2. To defend with success; to prove to be
just or valid. ' To vindicate a claim.' Roget.
3. To defend or support against an enemy;
to maintain the cause or rights of; to deliver
from wrong, oppression, or the like; as, to
vindicate our rights.

Arise and vindicate
Thy glory, free thy people from their yoke. Milttm.

He deserves much more
That vindicaUs his country from a tyrant
Than he that saves a citizen. Massinger.

4. To support or maintain as true or correct,

against denial, censure, or objections; to de-
fend; to justify.

Laugh where we must, be candid where we can.
But vindicaU the ways of God to man. Popt.

When the respondent denies any proposition, the
opponent must vindicate it. iVatts.

5.t To avenge; to punish; to retaliate. *To
vindicate and punish infidelity.' Bacon.
'And vituiicate on Athens thy disgrace.'
Dryden.
Vindication (vin-di-ka'shon), n. [L. vitidi-

catio, vitidicattonus, from vindico. See Vin-
dicate] The act of vindicating, or the
state of being vindicated ; as, (a) a justifi-

cation against denial or censure, or against
objections or accusations.

This is no vindication of her conduct. Broome.

Revengeful; given to re-

(6) The act of supporting by proof or legal
process; the proving of anything to be just^
as. the vindication of a title, claim, orright.
(c) Defence from wrong or oppression, by
force or otherwise; maintenance of a cause
against an assailant or enemy; as, the vin-

dication of the rights of man; the vindication
of our liberties or the rights of conscience.

If one proud man injure or oppress an humble man
it is a thousand to one another undertakes his patron-
age, defence, and vindication. Sir M. Hale.

Vindicative (vin-di-ka'tiv),a. 1. Tending to
vindicate.—2. t Vindictive; revengeful.

He. in heat of action.
Is more vindicative than jealous love. Shak.

Vindicatlveness t (vin'di-ka-tiv-nes), n.
Vindittiveuess.

Vindicator (vin'di-kat-6r), n. One who vin-
dicates; one who justifies or maintains; one
who defends. * A jealous vindicator of Ro-
man liberty.' Dryden.
Vindicatory (vin'di-ka-to-ri). a. 1. Tending
to vindicate: justificatory.— 2. Punitory; in-

flicting punishment; avenging.

The ifflictions of Job were no vindicatory punish-
ments Bratnhall.

VindiCtiye ( vin-dik'tiv ). a. [Short for vin-
dicative, vindictive, the form being influ-

enced by L. vindicia, revenge, punishment.

of same origin.]

venge.

I am vindictive enough to repel force by force.
Dryden.

Vindictively (vin-dik'tiv-li), adv. In a vin-

dictive manner; by way of revenge; revenge-
fully.

Vindictiveness (vin-dik'tiv-nes). n. The
state or quality of being vindictive; revenge-
ful spirit; revengefuluess. Sir M. Hale.
Vine (vin), n. [O.Fr, vine, a vine, which
seems to have been modified from the regu-
lar form vigne by the influence of vin, wine;
]tfod.Fr. vigne, a vine; fromL. rtHca, avine,
from vineus, adj. from vinxim, wine. See
Wine.] 1. A well-known climbing plant
with a woody stem, producing the grapes of

commerce. It is of the genus Vitis, and of

numerous.varieties. See Vitis. —2. The long
slender stem of any plant that trails on the
ground, or climbs and supports itself by
winding round a fixed object, or by seizing

any fixed thing with its tendrils or claspers;

as, the hop vine; the vines of melons, &c.
[Provincial English and American.]
Vinealt (^i'ne-al), a. Relatipg to or con-
sisting of vines. ' I'meai plantations.' Sir
T. Browne.
Vine-clad (vinTclad), a. Clad or covered
with vines. Tennyson.
Vlned (vind), a. Having leaves like those
of the vine ; ornamented with vine leaves.
* Wreathed,and vined, and figured columns."
Wotton.

Vine-disease (vin'diz-ez), n. A disease af-

fecting the vine ; more particularly, (a) a
disease resulting from the presence of a
parasitic microscopic fungus, Oidium Tuck-
eri, which first showed itself in an English
hothouse in 1845, and in a few years spread
itself over France, Germany, Italy, Spain,
and Portugal, appearing in its most virulent
form in Madeira, the wine-crop of which it

practically annihilated for a time. The dis-

ease manifests itself by the development of
the fungus over the leaves or shoots as well

as over the berries themselves, covering the
affected parts with a white powdery-looking
net-work of beaded fibres. Growth is soon
arrested, and decay or drying up, accom-
panied with an offensive smell, follows.

Sulphur is said to be a reliable remedy.
(b) A disease due to the invasion of the para-
sitic Insect Phylloxera vastatrix, which,
making its first appearance near Avignon
in France in 1S65, spread over in less than
ten years a great part of the richest vine-

growing regions of that country, almost
entirely destroying the crops in several dis-

tricts. When the Phylloxera attacks a vine
the rootlets exhibit peculiar swellings, and
the insects multiply so rapidly as soon to
overrun all the roots, and by absorbing
nourishment from the plant reduce it to a
totally exhausted state. No certain remedy
has as yet been discovered against this evil.

Many other fungous and insect parasites at-

tack the vine, but with far less destructive
effects.

Vine -dresser (vin'dres-6r), n. One who
drt'.sses. trims, prunes, and cultivates vines.

Vlne-fretter (\1n'fret-6r), n. A small in-

sect that injures vines, the Aphis vitis.

Called also Vine-grub.

^J-^inegar (vin'e-g;6r), «. [Fr. vinaigre, from
Cf-^n. L. vinum, wine, and aigre, sour, L. acer,

sharp, sour.] 1, Dilute and impure acetic
acid, obtained by the vinous fermentation.
In wine countries it is obtained from the
acetous fermentation of inferior wines, but
in this country it is usually procured from
an infusion of malt which has previously
undergone the vinous fermentation. Vinegar
may also be obtained from strong beer, by
the fermentati<jn of various fruits, or of a
solution of stigar mixed with yeast; in short,

all liquids which are capable of the vinous
fermentation may be made to produce vine-

gar. 120 parts of water, 12 of l)randy, 3 of
brown sugar, 1 of tartar, and i of sour dough,
if left for some weeks in a warm place,

yield a strong and pleasant vinegar. All
the above vinegars yield by distillation a
purer and somewhat weaker acetic acid,

called distilled vinegar.—Radical vinegar,

a more concentrated s<jlution of acetic acid,

obtained by distilling 3 parts of dry pow-
dered acetate of soda xvith 9 7 of oil of

vitriol, as pure and concentrated as possible.
This vinegar, holding camphor and essential

oils in solution, constitutes the aromatic
vinegar of the shops.— If'oorf vinegar, an im-
pure acetic acid obtained by thedistUlatioD
of wood: caXledal&o Pyroligneous Acid. Cora-

ch. cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g,go; J.>ob; h. Fr. ton; ng, iing; TH, (Aen; th, (Ain; w. wig; wh, t^Aig; zh, azure.—See KEY
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mon and distilled vinegar are used in phar-
macy for preparing many remedies, and
externally in medicine, in the form of lo-

tions. The use of vinegar as a condiment
is universal. It is likewise the antiseptic
ingredient in pickles. —2. Anything really

or metaphorically sour; sourness of temper.
— Vinegar of lead, a liquor formed by di-

gesting ceruse or litharge with a sufficient

quantity of vinegar to dissolve it.

Vinegax (vin'e-g6r), v,t. 1. To make into

vinegar, or to make sour like vinegar.

Hoping that he hath vinegared'iiis senses
As ne was bid. B. jfonson.

2. To apply vinegar to; to pour vinegar over;

also, to mix with vinegar. Dickens.

Vinegar-cruet (vin'e-g6r-krb-et), n. A small
glass bottle for holding vinegar.

Vinegar-eel (vin'e-g6r-el),7i. 'VheAnguillula
aceti, a minute species of nematoid worm
frequently found in vinegar.

Vinegarette(vin'e-g6r-et), n. A vinaigrette.
See VINAIGRETTE, 1.

And at parting I gave my dear Harry
A beautiful -vinegarttte. Thackeray.

Vinegar-plant (vin'e-g6r-plant), n. A pe-
culiar state of the Penicillium glaucum, a
fungus found on decaying substances, and in
fluids in a state of acetiflcation. It forms a
flocculent mass, which is tough and crust-

like or leathery. A small piece of this when
immersed in a mixture of sugar or treacle

and water produces a rather insipid kind of
vinegar.

Vinegar-yard (vin'e-g6r-yard), n. A yard
where vinegar is made and kept. Simmonds.
Vine -grub (vin'grub), n. Same as Fwe-
fretter.

Vine-mildew (vin'mil-du), n. A fungus of
the genus Oidium (0. Tuckeri), very destruc-
tive to vines. See OiDiUM, Vine-disease.
Vinert (vin'6r), n. 1. An orderer or trimmer
of vines.— 2. A member of the vintners'
company. Marvell.
Vinery (vin'er-i), n. l.f Avineyard. Fabyan.
2. A kind of greenhouse where vines are
cultivated, and grapes ripened by artificial

heat from stoves and flues.

Vinewt (vin'u). n. Mouldiness. Holland.
Vinewed,! Vinnewedt (vin'ud), a. [A
form oi Jinewed, also written /enotced, from
A. Sax. fynegian, to become musty, from
/yn/^, musty,] Mouldy;mu8ty. 'Speakthen
thou vinewedst leaven. ' Shak.
Vinewednesst (vin'ud-nes), n. The state
or quality of being vinewed or mouldy;
mustiness; mouldiness.
Vineyard (vin'yard), n. [Vine and yard.]
A plantation of vines producing grapes

;

literally, an inclosure or yard for vines.

Vingt-un (vaht-iifi), n. [Ft., twenty-one.]
A popular game at cards, depending on the
number of pips on the cards dealt out, or
the esteemed value of the cards. The object
is to get as near as possible to the number
twenty-one without exceeding it.

Vinic (vln'ik), a. [L. vinum, wine.] Of or
pertaining to wine or alcohol; as, viiiic acid.
VinlCacteur (vini-fak't6r), n. [Fr., wine-
maker.] A contrivance for collecting the
alcoholic vapours that escape during the
process of vinous fermentation. The vini-
facteur, which is a cap on the vat surrounded
by cold water, collects, condenses, and re-
turns them to the must.

ViniferSB (vi-nifer-e), n. pi. [L. vinum, wine,
ami /ero, to bear] Same as Vitacece.

Vinnewed. See Vinewed.
Vinnyt (vin'i), a. [A. Sax. fynig, musty.
See Vinewed.] Mouldy; musty. Malone.
Vlnolencyt (vin'6-len-si), n. [L. vinolentia,
from vinum, wine.] Drunkenness; wine-
bibbing.

Vlnolentt (vin'o-lent), a. [L. vinolentus,
from vinum* wine.] Given to wine; full of
wine. Chaucer.
Vinometer (vi-nom'et-fer), n. [L. vinum,
wine, and Gr. metron, measure.] A form of
hydrometer for measuring the strength of
wine.
Vin-ordinaire (vafi-or-de-nar), n. [Fr., or-
dinary wine.] A cheap claret much drunk
in France.
Vinose (vin'os), a. Same as Vinoiis.
Vinosity (vi-nos'i-ti), n. State or quality of
being vmous.
Vinous (vin'us), a. [L. vinosus, from vinutn,
wine.] Having the qualities of wine; per-
taining to wine; vinose; aa, a vinous taste;
a vinous flavour. Vinmis/ennentation. See
Fermentation.
Vinquish (ving'kwish), n. A state of pining
or languishing; a disease in sheep. Written
also Vanquish.

Vint (vint), u.(. [Yrom vintage.] To gather
at the vintage ; to manufacture or make
from the vintage. [CoUoq.]

I wouldn't give a straw for the best wine that ever
e of years.
Tro/Upe.

was vinted, ai

give a
Iter it had lain here a. couple of years.

Vintage (vin'taj), n. [Rather suggested by
such words as vintiier, L.L. vinitor, vini-

tarius, one who has charge of wines, from
L. viiuim, wine, than taken directly from Fr.

vendange, vintage, from L. vi7ideinia, the
vintage— vinum, wine, and demo, to take
away.] 1. The produce of the vine for the
season; as, vintage is abundant.—2. The time
of gathering the crop of grapes.

Sweet is the vintage, when the showering grapes
In Bacchanal profusion reel to earth.
Purple and gushing. Byron.

3. The wine produced by the crop of grapes
in one season.—4. Wine in general.

Whom they with meats and -vinUige of the best
And milk and minstrel melody entertain'd.

Tennyson.

Vintaget (vin'taj), v.t. To crop or gather,
as grapes, at the vintage.

I humbly beseech his majesty that these royal
boughs of forfeiture may not be "vintaged or cropped
by private suitors. Bacon.

Vintager (vin'taj-6r), n. One who gathers
the vintage.

Vintaglng (vin'taj-ing), n. The act of ga-
thering in a crop of grapes.

Vintner (vint'n6r), n. [O.E. vintJener, vini-
ter, O. Fr. vinetier, from L. L. vinitarius, from
L. vinum, wine. See Vintage.] One who
deals in wine; a wine -seller; a licensed
victualler.

Vintnery (vint'n6r-i), n. The trade or oc-
cupation of a vintner. Carlyle.

Vintry (vint'ri), n. A place where wine is

stored or sold.

In this neighbourhood was the great house called
the vifUrie, with vast wine-vaults beneath. Pennant.

Viny (vin'i), a. Belonging to vines; pro-
ducing vines; abounding in vines. ' Baiae's
viny coast. ' Thomson.
Viol (vi'ol), n. [Fr viole, a viol; It. viola,
Pr. viola, viula, M.L. vitula, vidula, a viol or
similar stringed instrument. Dlez takes the
word from L. vitulari, to be joyful, to cele-
brate a festival. Fiddle may have the same
origin. See FIDDLE.] An ancient musical
instrument of much the same form as the
violin, but having the belly and back flat,

and with larger bends in the sides than that
instrument. It may be considered as the
parent of our modern instruments of the
violin kiud. The viol was a stringed instru-
ment with frets, and played on by a bow.
There were three sorts, treble, tenor, and
bass, each having from three to six strings,
which were tuned in fourths and thirds.

Viol da gamba —From Harleian MS.

The treble viol was somewhat larger than
our violin, and the music for it was written
in the treble clef. The tenor viol was about
the same length and breadth as the modem
tenor violin, but thicker in the body, and
the music for it was in the mean or C clef.

The dimensions of the bass viol were much
the same as those of the violoncello, and
the music for it was written in the bass clef.
The smaller viols were called viol da braccio,
from being held by the arm; the larger, viol
da gamba, from being placed between the
legs. The viol da gamba held its place
longer than the smaller viols, but at last
gave way to the violoncello.— Viol d'amore,
an obsolete instrument of the violin family.
In addition to five or seven catgut strings.

the same number of metal strings, tuned in
unison, were placed under the finger-board,
which, by the production of sympathetic
sound, gave a peculiar quality of tone to the
instrument.— Viola pomposa, a species of
viol da gamba, invented by Bach, having
five strings, the four lower of which were
tuned like the violoncello in fifths, and the
fifth string was tuned to E.

Viola (vi'o-la), n. [It.] A large kind of
violin, to which the part between the second
violin and the bass is generally assigned. It
has four catgut strings, of which the third
and fourth are covered with silver wire. It
is tuned C (in the second space of the bass
staff), D, A, G, reckoning upwards, and is an
octave higher in pitch than the violoncello,
and a fifth lower than the violin. It is

called also tenor violin, and alto viola, from
the music being written for it in the alto
clef.— Viola di Bardone. Same as Barytone.
— Viola pomposa. See under Viol.
Viola (vi'o-la), n. [L.] The violet, an ex-
tensive genus of plants, the type of the nat.
order Violacese, common to both hemi-
spheres. The species are exceedingly nu-
merous; they are elegant low herbs, for the
most part perennial, rarely annual. The
violets are favourite flowers in all northern
and temperate climates, and many of them
are among the first to make their appear-
ance in the spring. The greatest favourites
are the varieties of the K. odorata, or com-
mon sweet violet, and of V. tricolor, the
pansy, or heart's-ease, V. odorata being
especially esteemed for its fragrance and
early appearance. The roots of several spe-
cies of Viola were formerly used in medi-
cine. They contain a bitter alkaloid (vio-

lin, which see), which acts as an emetic and
purgative.

Violalale (vi'ola-bl), a. [L. violdbilis. See
Violate.] Capable of being violated, broken,
or injured.

ViOlacesQ (vl-o-la'se-e), 7i.pl. A nat. order
of polypetalous exogens, having the genus
Viola for its type. The species are herbs,
shrubs, or undershrubs, generally with al-

ternate, simple leaves, furnished with sti-

pules. The flowers are usually irregular,
pedunculate, erect or drooping, axillary,

solitary.Tor numerous. The order is divided
into two tribes, Violea; and Alsodineae.
Violese chiefly consist of European, Siberian,
and American plants; Alsodineee are South
American and African plants. The roots of
all the Violaceae appear to be more or less

emetic, a property which is strongly pos-
sessed by the South American species.

Violaceous (vi-6-la'shus), a. [L. violaceus,

from viola, a violet.] Resembling violets in
colour.

Violascent (vi-o-las'sent), a. Approaching
a violet in colour; violescent.

Violate (vi'6-Iat), v.t. pret. & pp. violated;

ppr. vioUiting. [L. viUo, violatum, to vio-

late; akin to vis, force.] 1. To treat roughly
and injuriously; to handle so as to harm or
hurt; to do violence to; to outrage. Milton.
2. To break in upon ; to interrupt; to disturb.
'It seems to violate sleep.' Milton. 'To
know what known will violate thy peace.'
Pope. — 3. To desecrate; to dishonour; to
treat with irreverence; to profane or pro-
fanely meddle with. 'To violate the sacred
fruit forbidden." Milton.

Experience, manhood, honour ne'er before
Did violate so itself. Skak.

Oft have they violated
The temple, oix. the law, with foul affronts. Milton.

4. To Infringe; to sin against; to transgress,
as a contract, law. promise, or the like,

either by a positive act contrary to the pro-
mise. &c., or by neglect or non-fulfilment.
' Makest the vestal violate her oath.' Skak.
' To violate the sacred trust of silence.' Mil-
ton.
Those reasonings by violating common sense tend

to subvert every principle of rational beliet Beattie.

5. To ravish; to deflower by force; to com-
mit rape on. Prior.—Syn. To injure, out-

rage, hurt, wrong, interrupt, disturb, in-

fringe, transgi'ess, profane, desecrate, de-
flower, ravish.

Violation (vi-o-la'shon), n. 1. The act of

violating, treating with violence, or injur-

ing.—2. Interruption, as of sleeper peace.
3. Desecration; act of irreverence; profana-
tion or contemptuous treatment of sacred
venerable things ; as, the violation of a
church. — 4. Infringement : transgression

;

non-observance ; as, the violation of law or
positive command; a violation of covenants,
engagements, and promises; a violation of

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, puj; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. Uy.
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TOWS. ' The wilful violation of oaths. ' Hooker
6. Ravishment; rape. ' If your pure maidens
fall into the hand of hot and forcing viola-
tionr Shak.

Violative (vi'6-lat-lv), a. Violating ; tend-
ing to or causing violation.
Violator (vi'6-lat-«r), n. 1. One who vio-
lates, injures, interrupts, or disturbs; as, a
violator of repote.—2. One who infringes or
transgresses; as, a violator of law.—3. One
who profanes or treats with irreverence; as,
a violator of sacred things.—4. A ravisher.
Shak.

Violence fvi'6-lens). a. [L vioUntia, from
violeiu. See Violent.) 1. The quality of
being violent; force; vehemence; intensity
or strength of action or motion. ' Torn with
the mofcnce of this conflict.' Milton.
To b« imprisoned in the viewless wind.
And blown with restless vicUtict about. Shalt.

2. Highly excited feeling or action; impetu-
osity; vehemence: eagerness.
Mark me with what i/iolenct she first loved the

Moor, but for bragging and telling her fantastical
^s- Shak.
3. Injury done to anything which is entitled
to respect, reverence, or observance

; pro-
fanation; infringement: violation.

\ye cannot without offering vioUnct to all records,
divine and human, deny an universal deluge.

T. Burnet.
4 Power exerted unjustly or without con-
sent: unjust force; force employed against
rights, laws, liberty, or the like; outrage-
injury; hurt: attack; assault -Do violence
to no man.' Mark iii. 14. ' To prevent the
tyrant's violence.' Shak.—b Ravishment:
rape— To do violence oii,t to attack: to
murder. ' But, as it seems, <fi<i violence on
herself.' SAa*—ro do inofe;i« to, to out-
rage; to force; to injure.
Great discomfort to all men would follow the inroad

made by a violent change in its distribution, because
a vMtnte tc.iitld be done to all men's feelings and
habits of thinking. BrougSam.
Syj(. Force, vehemence, fury, outrage, fierce-
ness, violation, infraction, infringement,
tran^ression.

'nolenoet (vi'o-lens). v.t. 1. To do violence
to; to assault; to injure. 'Nature iJiofe)ic«d.'
B. Jotwon.- 2. To bring by violence; to
compel
Our high court of justice, to which the loyal and

the noble, the honest and the brave, were vioUnceit
by ambition and malice. FeUham.
Violent (vi'olent), a. [L. violent, viclentit,
from rw, strength; akin violate.) 1. Charac-
terized by the exertion of force accompanied
by rapidity: forcible and quick or sudden;
impetuous; furious; as, a violent blow or
shock; a violent conflict 'A violeiU cross
wind from either coast' Milton.

yioteitt fires soon bum out themselves. Skak.
2. Produced, effected, or continued by force;
accompanied by extraneous or unnatural
force; unnatural.

' TiVyfenf or shameful death
their due reward.' Milton.
No i/io/tk; state can be perpetual. r. Surnel.

a. Acting or produced by unlawful, unjust
«r improper force ; characterized by force
or violence unlawfully exercised: outrage-
ous; not authorized. • Violent thefts. ' Sh<Uc.

Some tt'oifit hands were laid on Humphry's Ufe.

4. Unreasonably vehement; fierce; passion-
ate: furious; malignant; as, a violent at-
tack on the ministry; a violent philippic; a
violent remonstrance —5 t Enormous; ex-
cessive; immense; huge: outrageous.

,
I-et this kiss

Repair those violent harms that my two sisters
Have in thy reverence made. Shak.

6. Severe; extreme; sharp: acute; as, vio-
lent pains— 7. Extorted; not voluntary.

Vows made io pain are violent and void. Milt9n.

— Violentf^retumption, in laiv, see Pbbsdmf-
Tios.— Violent profits, in Scots (ow.the pen-
alty due by a tenant who forcibly or unwar-
rantably retains possession after he ought
to have removed. -.SYN.Forcible.impetuous
fierce, vehement, severe, outrageous, bois-
terous, turbulent, furious, passionate.
Violent! (vi'o-lent), n. An assailant.

.Such violent! shall not take heaven, but hell, by
'<"<:« Dr. H. More.

Violentt (vi'6-Ient), v.t. To urge with vio-
lence. FulXer.

Violentt (vi'o-lent), v. i. Te act or work with
violi-iice; U> be violent. Shak.
Violently ( vi'o-lent-li ), adv. In a violent
niiiTiner; by violence; by force; forcibly; ve-
hemently; as. the wind blows violently.

Temperately proceed to what you would
Thus vtolentty redress. Shak.

Violert (vi'6-16r), n. 1. One skilled in play-
ing on the viol.—2. A violinist; a fiddler.
One

. . . stabs a violer . . . because he was sere-
nading in the night-time with his fiddle.

Fountainhatl.

Violeacent ( vi-o-les'sent), a. Tending to a
violet colour; violascent
Violet (vi'o-let),n. [Fr. vioUl, violette, from L.
vwla. a violet] I. The common name of the
different species of the genus Viola. ' Daisies
pied and violets blue.' Shak. See Viola —
2. A bluish purple colour or pigment like
that of the violet. It is produced by a mix-
ture of red and blue. i^'oirAoff — 3. One of
the primary colours or kinds of light, being
the most refrangible of the coloured rays of
the spectrum. SeeCoLOCE.— V'tofef /joicrfer,
starch reduced to a very fine powder, and
scented with orris powder or other perfume:
used for nursery and other purposes.
Violet (vi'o-let). a. Having the colour of
violet; dark blue inclining to red.

Vlolet-snail (vi o-let-snal), n. See lANTH-
ISA.

Violet-wood (vi'o-let-wud), n. See Kisa-
WOllIi.

Violin (vi'olin), n. (It violim, a dim. of
i;to(a. See Viol. ) A well-known stringed
musical instrument, consisting of four cat-
gut strings, the lowest of which is covered
with silvered copper wire, stretched by
means of a bridge over a hollow wooden
body, and played with a bow ; a fiddle. It
is considered the most perfect of musical
instruments, on account of its capabilities
of fine tone and expression, and of produc-
ing all the tones in any scale in perfect tune.
It forms with its cognates, the viola, violon-
cello, and double-bass, the main element of
all orchestras. The principal parts of the
violin are the scroll or head, in which are
placed the pins for tuning the strings ; the
neck, which connects the scroll with the
body, and to which is attached the finger-
board, upon which the strings are stopped
by the fingers of the left hand as it holds the
neck in playing: the belly, over which the
strings are stretched, and which has two
/-shaped sound holes, one on each side; the
back or under side; the tides or ribs, uniting
the back and belly; the tail-piece, to which
the strings are fastened; and the bridge.
The four strings of the violin are tuned at
intervals of fifths, O, on the npper space of
the bass staff, D, A, E reckoning upwards.
Every intermediate semitone in its ordinary
compass of 3J octaves may be produced by
stopping the strings, and the compass may
be almost indefinitely extended upwards by
the harmonics produced by touching the
strings lightly. The violin can, to a limited
extent, be made to produce harmony by
sounding two or three strings together. In-
stniments of the violin kind are of great
antiquity.

Violin (vi'olin), n. An emetic substance
contained in all parts of the common violet.
It has not been obtained pure, and is per-
haps identical with emetin from ipecacu-
anha.
Viollne (vi'o-lin), n. A blue precipitate ob-
tained by treating aniline with sulphuric
acid and peroxide of lead. Called also Ani-
line Violet.

Violinist (vi'o-lin-ist), n. A person skilled
in playing on a violin.

Vlollst (vi'ol-ist), n. A player on the viol
a violer.

Violoncellist ( vi'S-lon-serist or v6'6-lon-
cherist), n. A performer on the violon-
cello.

Violoncello (vro-lon-sel'ie or ve'd-lon-chel"-
16), n. [It., a dim. of violone.] A powerful
and expressive bow instrument of the violin
kind, held by the performer between the
knees, and filling a place between the violin
anil double-bass It has four strings, the
two lowest covered with silver wire. It is
tuned In fifths, C (on the second ledger-line
below the bass-staff), (J, D, A reckoning up-
wards, and is an octave lower than the viola
or tenor violin. Its ordinary compass from
C on the second ledger-line below extends
to A on the second space of the treble, but
soloists frequently play an octave higher.
Violone (ve-o-16'na), H. [It.] Same as iJou6te-
bass.

Viper (vi'pSr), n. [Fr vipire, from L. vipera
probably contracted from vivipera— vivus
alive, and pario, to bring forth, as bringing
foith Its young alive. ) 1. A name correctly
applicable to all the members of a family
(Viperida;) of poisonous serpents, hut in
popular or common usage applied, gener-

ally with an epithet, to only a few members
of the family, as the common viper (Pelias
dcrMi.riperacommitm'iof some naturalists),

Head and Tail of Common Viper (Pelias bents).

ch, cAain: 6h, Sc. loch;

the horned viper (Cerastes HasselquistiC),
the plumed .viper {Clotho cornuta), and the
death viper or death adder (Acanthophis
tortor). The common viper is the only poi-
sonous serpent which occurs in Britain, but
it is not very common or very dangerous,
except in very dry and warm parts of the
country, and during the hot season. .See
ViPERiiij; —2. A person or thing mischiev-
ous or malignant
Where is that vi/er I bring the villain forth. Shak.
Jenny, the vifier, made me a mocking curtsey and

**"*• Tennyson.
— Viper's bugloss. See ECHIUM.— Viper's
grass. See Scorzosbka.

Viperidffl(vi-per'i-de),n.pf. The vipers. One
of the two families into which the sub-order
Viperina is divided, the members of which
are distinguished from those of Crotalidie
by the absence of a pit between the eyes
and the nostrils. Among the species are
the common viper (Pelias berus) of Europe,
the horned viper (Cerastes Hasselqnistii) of
North Africa, the puff-adder (Clotho arie-
tans) of the Cape of Good Hope, the common
asp ( Vipera aipis), common in many parts
of Europe, and the death adder or black
snake (Acanthophis tortor) of Australia,
whose bite is said to be sometimes fatal in
a quarter of an hour. See Viper, Puff-
adder, Viperina.
Viperina (vi-pSri'na), n. pi. One of the two
sub-orders of Ophidia (snakes or serpents),
characterized by having only two perforated
poison-fangs in the upper jaw, while in the
Colubrina, the other sub-order, this jaw is
furnished with solid teeth either with or
without additional canaliculated fangs The
lower jaw in the Viperina is well supplied
with teeth, and both jaws are feeble. The
scales of the abdomen are bold, broad, and
arranged like overlapping bands. The head
IS large in proportion to the neck, and very
wide behind, so that It has been not unaptly
compared to the ace of spades. The hinder
limbs are not seen. The sub-order Viperina
comprises two families, Viperidse or vipers
and Crotalidie or rattlesnakes, the former
being mostly confined to the Old World,
while the latter are wholly American. This
subfamily comprises some of the most ter-
rible reptiles known.
Viperine (vi'p^r-in), a. [L. viperinus. See
Viper ] Pertaining to a viper or to vipers;
as. viperine snakes.

Viperlah(vi'p«r-i8h),o. Somewhat viperous
and malignant; incUning to the character
of a viper.

Viperous (vi'p^rus), a. Having the quali-
ties of a viper: malignant; venomous; as a
viperous tongue.

Some viperous critic may bereave
The opinion of thy worth for some defect.

Vira^Anian (vira-jln'l-an), a. Having the
qualities of a virago. [Rare.]
The remembrance of his old conversation amontr

the viraginian trollops. Milton.

Vira«lnlty (vl-ra-jin'i-tl), n. The qualities
of a virago. [Rare.]
Virago (vi-rii'go), n. (L, a heroic maiden, a
heroine, a female warrior, from iiir, a man.
.See Virile.) 1. A woman of extraordinary
stature, strength, and courage; a female who
has the robust body and masculine mind of
a man; a female warrior. Pope. Hence—
2. A bold, impudent, turbulent woman ; a
termagant : now the usual meaning.

Vlret (ver), n. [O.Fr. vire, an arrow for the
cross-bow; Sp. vira, a light kind of dart See
ViREToN] A barbed arrow for the cross-
bow; a quarrel.

Vlret (ver), o.«. (See Veer.) To change di-
rection; to turn about; to veer. Sir P
Sidney.
Vlrelay (vir'e-la), II. (Fr. virelai—virer, to
tuni. and (ni, a song, a lay) An ancient
French song or short poem always in short

g,to: J.>ob: li.rr.to»; ng.1ng; m. then; Ox. tUn; w.»ig; wh, viAig; xfa, azuie.-See Kit.
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lines of seven or eight syllables^ and wholly
in two rhymes, with a refrain. 'To which
a lady sung a virelay. ' Dryden.
Virent (vi'rent), a. [L. vire-n*, virentis, from
vireo, to be green.] Green; verdant; fresh.

In these, yet fresh and virent, they carve out the
figures of men and women. Sir T. BroTvnt.

VlreO ( vlr'e-o), n. [L. vireo, a greenfinch.]
A genus of passerine singing birds belonging
to the family Vireonidse. They are mostly
confined to North America.
Vlreonldse (vir-e-on'i-de), «. pi. A family of
passerine birds of which Vireo is the type.
The family, which is peculiar to America, is

represented by seven genera and fifty spe-
cies. The members consist of moderate or
small-sized singing birds.

Virescent (vi-res'sent),o. ['L.vire$cens,vire8-

centis, ppr. of viresco, to grow green, incept,
verb from vireo, to be green. ] Slightly
green; beginning to be green.

Vlretont (vir'e-ton), n. [Fr. virer, to turn.

See Veer.] A species of arrow or quarrel
spirally winged with brass so as to give it a
whirling motion when shot from the cross-
bow.
VirgalOO (vSr'ga-lb), n. See Virgoleuse.
Virgate (v6r'gatXa. [From L.virga, a rod.]
In &o(. having the shape of a rod or wand

;

as, a virgate stem.
Virgate (ver'gat), n. [L. virga, a rod, in
L.L. a measure of land, like our rod, pole,oT
perch.'] A yardland (which see).

Virgated (vfer'gat-ed), a. Same as Virgate.

Vlrget (v6rj), n. A wand. B. Jonson. See
Verge.
Virgert (v6rj'6r), n. A verger.

VirglUa (v6r-]iri-a), n. [A name given to the
genus by Lamarck in honour of Virgil,fTom
the interest his Georgics possess for botan-
ists. ] A genus of plants, nat. order Legu-
minosEB. The species are chiefly tropical.

The roots of V. aurea, an Indian species,

yield a yellow dye. V. lutea, of North Ame-
rica, now more usually called Cladrastis

Virgilia aurea (Cladrastis tinctoria).

tinctoria, is an elegant hardy shrub, fre-
quently cultivated in gardens. The bark
yields a yellow colouring matter.
Virglllan (v6r-jil'i-an), a. 1. Of or pertain-
ing to Virgil, the Koman poet; as, the Vir-
gitian poems—2. Resembling the style of
Virgil.

Vlrgta (vSr'jin). n. [L. virgo, virginis, a
virgin, from same root as virga, a rod or
twig, from a root meaning to swell or be
luxuriant, seen also in Gr. orgao, to swell,
to teem, orge, passion, orgia, orgies.] 1. A
woman who has had no carnal knowledge
of man ; a maiden of inviolate chastity.
Gen. xxiv. 16.—2. A woman not a mother.
Milton. [Rare.]— 3. A man who has pre-
served his chastity. 1 Cor. vii. 25.

These are they which were not defiled with women;
for they are -virgins. Rev. xiv. 4,

4. An insect producing eggs from which
young come forth though there has been no
fecundation by a male.— 5. The sign or the
constellation Virgo. 'When the bright Vir-
gin gives the beauteous days.' Thomson.
See Virgo.
Virgin (v6i-'jin), a. I. Of or pertaining to a
maid or virgin; becoming a virgin; maidenly;
modest; indicating modesty; as, a virgin
blush; virgin shame. ' Rosed over with the
virgin crimson of modesty.' Shak.—2. Pure;
chaste; undefiled.

Pardon, goddess of the night,
Those that slew thy virgin knight. Shak.

3. Untouched; unused; fresh; new; as, virgin
soil; virgin gold.—4. Unsullied; pure. 'The
white cold virginsnow upon my heart. ' Shak.
Virgin (vSr'jin), v.i. To play the virgin; to
be or to continue chaste.

My true Up
Hath virgin'dXt e'er since. Shak.

Vil^inal(v6r'jin-al), a. Pertaining to a vir-

gin; maidenly; as, virginal chastity. 'With
mildness virginal. ' Spenser.

Virginal (vfir'jin-al), n. [Fr. virginal, from
being commonly played by young ladies or
virgins.] An obsolete keyed musical instru-
ment with one string, jack and quill to each

Virginal.

note. It differed from the spinet only in
being square instead of triangular, and was
the precursor of the harpsichord, now super-
seded by the pianoforte. It was sometimes
called a pair of virginals; pair being used
in the former sense of a set.

Thy teeth . . . leap up and down like the nimble
jacks of a pair ofvirginals. Dekker.

Sometimes used adjectively.

Where be these rascals that skip up and down
Faster than 7/i"r^j>/a/ jacks? Ram Alley {1611).

Virginal (v6r'jin-al). v.i. To strike, as on a
virginal; to pat or tap with the fingers.
'Still virginalliyig upon his palm.' Shak.
Virgin-bom (v6r'jin-born), a. Bom of the
Virgin: an epithet applied to our Saviour by
Milton.
Virglnlieadt (v6r'jin-hed), n. Virginity;
virginhood. ' The chaste rimwiAead. ' Beau.
d: Fl.

Virginhood (v6r'jin-hud), n. Virginity;
maidenhood.
Virginia (v6r-jin'i-a), 71. 1. A largely used
tobacco, grown and manufactured in Vir-
ginia, United States. ' Fair rolls of the best
Virginia.' Macaulay.—t. One of the aster-
oids discovered 4th October, 1857.

Virginian (v6r-jin'i-an), a. Of or pertaining
to the state of Virginia.— Virginian creeper,
the Ampelopsis hederacea, a shrubby climb-
ing plant often planted to cover walls.
Called also American Ivy.— Virginian deer.
See Cariacou.— Fir^'inwin quail. Same as
Virginian Colin. See Ortyx.— rirgmian
silk, a species of Asclepias (A. syriaca), the
seeds of which furnish a silk-like down
which has been used for the manufacture of
textile fabrics. The fibre of its stalks is

used for the manufacture of tliread, cloth,
ropes, nets, &c.— Virginian snake-root. See
Polygala.
Virginity (v6r-jin'i-ti), n. [L. virginitas.]
The state of being a virgin; vii^inhood; the
state of having had no carnal knowledge of
man; perfect chastity.

Virgin's - "bower (v6r'jinz-bou-6r), n. A
plant of the genus Clematis, the C. Vitalha,
called also Traveller's-joy and Old Man's
Beard.—Sweet virgin's bower, the Clematis
flammula. It grows in the south of Europe;
the leaves are powerfully epispastic. and
the flowers deliciously fragrant. The leaves
are used as a rubefacient in rheumatism.
Virgo (v^i-'go), «. [L. See Virgin.] One of
the twelve signs or constellations of the
zodiac, which the sun enters about the 22d
of August. It is the sixth in order of the
signs beginning with Aries, and contains,
according to the British catalogue, 110
stars, among which are two remarkable
stars ; the first, Spica Virginis, of the first

magnitude, and the second Vindimiatrix,
of the third magnitude. Vii^o is usually
represented with an ear of corn in her
hand, intended to denote the period of har-
vest.

Virgoleuse (ver'go-lus), n. [Fr. virgouleuse,
from VirgouUe, a village near Limoges in
France.] A variety of pear; the virgaloo.
See Vergoui.euse.
Virgularia (v6r-gu-la'ri-a), n. [L. virgula,
a little rod, from virga, a rod.] A genus of
coelenterateanimalsof the order Alcyonaria,
closely allied to the genus Pennatula. One
extremity, which is buried in the sand or
mud, is always without polypi, and some-
what resembles the barrel of a feather.

In the MSS. of Chaucer, the line is always broken
by a cesura in the middle, which is pointed by a iiiV-
guU. " •

Virgulate (v6i^gu-lat), a, [See Viroulb.)
Rod-shaped.
Vlr^e (v6r'gul), n. [Fr., from L. virgula,
a httle rod, a critical or accentual mark;
a dim. of virga, a rod.] A comma. [Rare.)

ay;
:dl,
Haila$n.

Virid (vir'id), a. [L. viridis, green. ] Green;
verdant. [Rare.]

Viridescence (vir-i-des'sens), n. The state
or quaiity of being viridescent.
Viridescent (vir-i-des'sent), a. Slightly
green; greenish.
Viridity (vi-rid'i-ti), n. [L. viriditas, from
viridis, green. See Verdant.] Greenness;
verdure ; the colour of fresh vegetables.
' This deification of their trees for their age
and perennial viridity.' Evelyn.
Viridness (vir'id-nes), n. Greenness; vir-
idity.

Virile (vir'il or vir'il), a. [Fr viril, from L.
virilis, from vir, a man; cog. A. Sax, O.Sax.,
and H.G. wer, Icel. verr, Goth, vair, Ir.

and Gael, fear, man; Gr. heros {=fer08 or
veros), a hei'o; Skr. vira, a hero. From L.
vir comes also virtue, E. virtue.] 1. Per-
taining to a man as opposed to a woman;
belonging to the male sex ; hence, pertain-
ing to procreation; as, the virile power.—
2. Masculine: not puerile or feminine; as,
virile strength or vigour. * Man and all his
virile virtues.' Feltham.

Virilescence (vir-il-es'sens), n. [L. virilis,

manly.] In med. that condition in an aged
female when she assumes certain of the
characteristics of the male. Dunglison.
Virility (vi-ril'i-ti), n. [Fr. virility, L. vir-
ilitas. See Virile^ 1. Manhood; the state
of one of the male «ex who has arrived at
the maturity and strength of a man, and to
the power of procreation.— 2. The power of
procreation. — 3. Character or conduct of
man; masculine conduct or action. 'A
country gentlewoman pretty much famed
for this virility of behaviour in party dis-

putes.' Addison.
Viripotentt (vi-rip'o-tent), o. [L. vir, viri,

a man, and potens, potentis, able, fit.] Fit
for a husl>and; marriageable. Bolinshed.
Virmilion t (v6r-mil'yon), n. and a. Same
as Verinilion. Roscommon.
Virole (vi-rolO, n. [Fr.] In her. the hoop,
ring, or mouthpiece of the bngle or hunting
horn.

Viroled (vi-rold'), pp. In her. an epithet
applied to the gamishings of the bugle
horn, being the rings or rims which surround
it at various parts.

Vlrose (vi'ros), a. [L. virosit^, virulent, poi-
sonous, from virus, poison.] 1. Poisonous.
2. In bot. emitting a fetid odour.

Vlrtil (ver-to'), n. [ It virtii. See Vertu.)
Same aa Vertu. 'His holiness's taste of
virtu.' Chesterfield.

I had thoughts in niy chamber to place it in view.
To be shown to my friends as a piece ofmrtu.

Goldsmith.
Virtual (v6r'tu-al), a. [Fr. virtuel; from L.
virtus. See Virtue ] 1. Having the power
of acting or of invisible efticacy without any
material or sensible contact

; proceeding or
characterized by transference of virtue,
that is force, energy, or infiuence.

Heat and cold have a -virtual transition without
communication of substance. Bacon.

2. Being in essence or eff'ect, not in fact;
not actual but equivalent, so far as result
is concerned ; as, the virtual presence of a
man in his agent or substitute. —3. t Po-
tential. Stillingjteet. — Virtital focus, in
optics, the point from which rays which
have been rendered divergent by reflection
or refraction appear to issue. — Virtual
velocity, in mech. the velocity which a body
in equilibrium would actually acquire dur-
ing the first instant of its motion, in case
of the equilibrium being disturbed. The
jmnciple of virtual velocities may be thus
enunciated :

' If any system of bodies or
material points, ui^ed each by any forces
whatever, be in equilibrium, and there be
given to the system any small motion, by
virtue of which each point describes aa in-

finitely small space, which space will repre-
sent the \irtual velocity of the point; then
the sum of the forces, multiplied each by
the space which the point to which it is

applied describes in the direction of that
force, will be always e<iual to zero or
nothing, regarding as positive the small
spaces described in the direction of the
forces, and as negative those described in
the opposite direction.' This great prin-

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met. hfer; pine, pin; n6te, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abwne: y, Sc. fey.
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ciple is easily verified by experimeDt with
respect to the six mechanical powers, but
it applies immediately and most evidently
to all questions respecting equilibrium or
statical problems, and it furnishes a very
easy method of ascertaining the power of

any machine, or the proportion between
two forces which would balance one an-

other. For according to this principle the
power multiplied by the space through
which it moves in the vertical direction

must always be equal to the weight multi-
plied by the space through which it moves
in the vertical direction.

Vlrtuality (v^r-tu-al'i-ti), ». 1. The state

iir quality of being virtual; not actual.—
ti.t Potentiality; potential existence.

In one grain of com . . . there lieth dormant the

i/iriuaiti^- of niany other, and from thence some-
times proceed above an hundred ears.

Sir T. Bro-wne,

Virtually (v6i^tu-al-li), adv. lu a virtual

manner; in efficacy or effect if not in ac-

tuality; as, the citizens of an elective gov-

ernment are virtually present in the legis-

lature by their representatives; a man may
virtually agree to a proposition by silence

or withholding objections.

If the Jews had prevailed, they would have ima-

gined their success a full proof that the Messiah was
yet virtMally, though not yet corporally, amongst
them. Stcker.

Virtuatet (v6r'tu-at), v.t. To make efflca-

ciuus Harvey
Virtue (v^r'tu), n. [Fr. vertu, virtue, good-
ness, power, efficacy, from L. virtus, properly
manliness, bravery, hence, worth, excel-

lence, virtue, from vir, a man. See Virile.]

1. Moral goodness: the practice of moral
duties and the abstaining from vice, or a
conformity of life and conversation to the
moral law; uprightness; rectitmie; morality:

the opposite of vice. ' Daubed his vice with
show of virtue.' Shak. ' Virtue alone is

happiness l>elow.' Pope,
Virfut could sec to do what virtue would
By her own radiant Mf^hi, though sun and moon
\\ ere in the flat sea sunk. Milton.

Virtue . . . implies opposition or struggle. In

man the struggle is between reason and passion

—

between right and wrong. To hold by the former is

znrcut. to yield to the latter is vice. Fletniitg.

2. A particular moral excellence; as, the rtr-

««« of temperance, of charity, and the like.

For if our virtues
Did not eo forth of us, 'twere all alike

As if we nad them not. Shak.

Man is hy nature a cowardly animal, and moral
courage shmes out as the most rare and the most
noble of virtuet. Prof. Slackie.

Specifically, female purity; chastity.

Angelo had never the purpose to corrupt her ; only
he hath made an essay of her virtue. Shak.

I believe the girl has virtue.

And if she has. I should be the last man in the world
to attempt to corrupt it. GoidsfHtth.

3. An excellence; any good quality, merit,
or accomplishment.

For several virtues
Have I liked several women. Shak.

Terence, who thought thesole grace and virtue of
their fable the sticking in of sentences. B. yomon.

4. An inherent power; property capable of
producing certain effects; strength; force;

efficacy; especially, active, efficaciouspower;
and often medicinal quality or efficacy: as,

the virtue or virtues of plants in medicine;
the virtuea of drugs. Mark v. 30. ' Much
virtue in If. ' Shak.

All you unpublished virtues of the earth.
Be aidant and remediate. Shak.

If neither words nor herbs will do. Ill try stones;
for there's a virtue in them. Sir R. LEstrange.

Finding his strength every flay less, he . . . called for
help upon the sages of physic ; they filled his apart-
ments with alexiptiarmics, restoratives, and essential
virtues. yohnson {Rambler)

5.t The very substance; the essence; the
best part of a thing.

Pity is the virtue of the law.
And none but tyrants use it cruelly. Shak.

6. One of the orders of the celestial hier-
archy. The virtues are generally repre-
sented In art as angels in complete armour,
bearing pennons and battle-axes Milton.—
7.t Bravery; valour; courage; daring.

Trust to thy single virtue. Shak.

—By virttie of, in virtue of, by or through the
efficacy or authority of ; in the full power
and authority of • In very ample virtue of
his father ' Shak.

Which, dy the right and virtue ofmy place.
I ought to know of. Shak.

He used to travel through Greece Ay virtue a/" this
fable, which procured him reception in all the towns.

In virtue of is now the more common expres-
sion. — Cardinal virtues. See Cardinal.
— Theological virtues, the three virtues,

Faith, Hope, and Charity.
Virtued t (v^r'tud), a. Endued with power
or virtue; efficacious.

But hath the virtued steel a power to move?
Or can the untouched needle point aright! Quarles.

Virtueless (v6r'tu-les), a. l. Destitute of
virtue or moral goodness ; vicious.—2. Des-
titute of efficacy or operating qualities.

VirtueUss she wish'd all her herbs and charms.
Fair/ax.

3. Destitute of excellence or merit ; valueless.

On the right hand of one of the marines of Salvator,
in the Pitti palace, there is a passage of sea reflecting
the sunrise, which is thoroughly good, and very like
Turner ; the rest of the picture, as the one opposite to
it, utterly virtueless. Rwkin.

Virtue-proof t (v6r'tu-pr6f), a. Irresistible
in virtue.

No veil

She Deeded, virtue-firoof; no thought infirm
Altered her cheek, Milton.

Virtuosity (v6r-tu-os'i-ti), n. Lovers of the
elegant arts collectively; the virtuosi.

It was Zur Griinen Gans, where all the yiriuosity,
and nearly all the Intellect of the place assembled of
an evening. Carlyle.

Virtuoso (v6r-tu-6'so), n. pi. Virtuosi
(v6r-tu-6'8i). [It, See Vertu.] One skilled
in or having a taste for artistic excellence;
a person skilled in or having a taste for any
of the elegant arts, as painting, sculpture,
Ac. ; or one skilled in antiquities, curiosities,

and the like.

Virtuoso the Italians call a man who loves the noble
arts and is a critic in them. Dryden.

VirtU0S08lllp(v6r-tu-6'86-8hip). n The
pursuits or occupation of a virtuoso. Bp.
Hurd
Virtuous (v^r'tu-us), o. 1. iloraily good;
acting in conformity to the moral Law

;

practising the moral duties and abstaining
from vice; as, a virtuous man.
Virtuous and vicious every man must be.
Few in the extreme, but all in the degree. Po/e.

2. Being in conformity to the moral or divine
law; as, a virtuous action; a virtuotis life.—
3. Chaste; pure; unspotted: applied to wo-
men.

Mistress Ford, the modest wife, the virtuous crea-
ture, that hath the jealous fool to her husband. Shak.

4.t Efficacious by inherent qualities; hav-
ing singular qualities or powers; potent;
powerful; having eminent properties. ' Cull-
ing from every flower the virtuous sweets.'
Shak. ' Every virtuous plant and healing
herb.' Milton. —5. i Having or exhibiting
strength and manly courage ; brave ; val-
orous. Chapman.
Virtuously (v^r'tu-us-li), adv. In a vir-

tuous manner; in conformity with the
moral law or with duty; as, a life virtti-

ottsly spent.

The gods are my witnesses I desire to do virtu-
ously. Sir P. Sidney.

VirtUOUSness (v^r'tu-us-nes), n. The state
or character of being virtuous. ' The love of
Britomart, the virtuousness of Belphcebe.'
Spetiser.

Virulence (Wr'adens). n. [Fr. virulence, L.
vimlentia.] The quality of being virulent;
as, (a) the quality or property of l>eing ex-
tremely poisonous, venomous, or injurious
to life; as, the virule7ice of poison. .(&) Acri-
mony of temper; extreme bitterness or ma-
lignity; as, the virulenc( of enmity or malice;
the virulence of satire; to attack a man with
virulence. ' Intemperance of speech and
virulence of pen' Swift.

Virulencyt (vir'u-len-si), n. Same as
VirtUence. 'The virulency of their calum-
nies,' B. Jonson.
Virulent ( vir' u- lent), a. [Fr. virulent,
from L. vimlentus. poisonous, from virus,
poison. See Virus.] 1. Extremely poison-
ous or venomous; very actively injurious to
life. ' A contagious disorder rendered more
vinUent by uncleanness.' Sir W. Scott.—
2. Very bitter in enmity ; malignant ; as, a
virulent invective.

VlnUented t (vir'udent-ed), o. Filled with
poison. Feltham.
Virulently (vir'u-lent-li). adv. In a viru-
lent manner; with malignant activity; with
bitter spite or severity. ' He had employed
his pen so virulentlif.' Camden.
Virus (vi'rusX » [L

.
poison. Cog. Gr. ios

for vioa, visas, Skr. visha, Ir. /, poison.]
1. Contagious poisonous matter; especially,
a poisonous principle or agency (unknown
in its nature and inappreciable by the
senses) which produces zymotic diseases, as

small-pox, measles, scarlatina, continued
fevers, cholera, syphilis, hydrophobia, <fec.

Virus differs from venom in the latter being a secre-
tion natural to certain animals, whilst the former is

always the result of a morbid process,—a morbid
poison. Dungtison.

2. Fig. virulence; extreme acrimony or
bitterness; malignity.

Vis (vis), 71. [L., pL vires.\ Force; power;
strength; vigour; energy: a word chiefly
met with in the writings of our older phy-
sicists ; as, vis acceleratrix, accelerating
force; vis impressa, impressed force, that is,

the force exerted as in moving a body or in
changing its direction.— Ti* inertia;: (a) the
resistance of matter, as when a body at rest
is set in motion, or a body in motion is

brought to rest, or has its motion changed
either in direction or velocity. (&) The re-

sistance offered by the inertness of persons
or their unwillingness to alter habits or
what is established. — Vis irwrtua, dead
force ; force doing no work, but merely
producing pressure, as a body at rest.— Vis
viva, living force; the force of a body moving
against resistance, or doing work. It is ex-
pressed by the product of the mass of a body
multiplied by the square of its velocity.

Visa (ve'za). n. A vis6.

Visa (ve'za), V. t. To vis^. See Vise, v. t.

Visage (viz'ajX n. [Fr. visage, O. It. visaggio,

from a hypotnetical L. form visaticum, irom
L. visus, alook, a seeing, from L. video, visum,
to see. See Vision.) The face, counte-
nance, or look of a person or of other animal:
chiefly applied tohuman beings; as, a wolfish
visage.

His visage was so marred, more than any man.
Is. lii. 14.

Love and.beauty still that z-isnge grace. Walter.

Vlsaget(viz'aj), v.t. Tofront; tofaceathing.
Chaucer.
Visaged (viz'ajd), a. Having a visage or
countenance. ' ITxe one visaged like a
lion.' Milton.

Visard (viz'ard), n. A mask. See VisoR.
Visard (vizard), v.t. To mask.
ViS-ik-vis (vez-a-ve), adv. [Fr. from O.Fr.
vis, a visage. L. visits, a look. (See ViSAOK.)
Lit. face-to-face. 1 In a position facing each
other; standing or sitting face to face.

VlB-it-VlS (vez-a-ve), n. 1. One who or that
which is opposite to or face to face with
another: used specially of one person who
faces another in certain dances.

Miss Blanche was indeed the vis-A-z-is of Miss
Laura. . . . and talked to her when they met
during the quadrille evolutions. Thackeray.

2. A light town-carriage for two persons,
who are seated facing each other.

Could the stage bo a larve vis-a-vis.
Reserved for the potisned and grej

Where each happy lover might see
Reserved for the polished and great;
/here each happy lover might see
The nymph he adores t4te-4t*te. H. Smith.

Viscacha, Vizcacha (vls-ka'cha, viz-ka'-

cha), n. [Sp. vizcacha, bizcacha.] The Cal-
amys Viscacha, a rodent mammal of the
family Chinchillidte, of the size of a bad-
ger, very common near Buenos AjTes. where
its burrows are so numerous as to render
it dangerous to travel over them, especially
at night, the holes being so deep that a horse
is almost sure to fall if he comes on one.
The skins are valued in England on account
of their fur. Written also Biscacha, Biz-
cacha.

Vlscera(vis'e-ra),«.j>i. [L.pl.of rwet/*.] The
contents of the great cavities of the body, as
of the skull, chest, and abdomen: usually re-
stricted to the organs of the thorax and ab-
domen; the entrails; the bowels.
Visceral (Ws'e-ral), a. 1. Pertaining to the
viscera.— 2. Having fine sensibility; tender.
[Rare.]
Love is of all other the inmost and most visceral

affection; and therefore called by the apostle.
• Bowels of Love.' Bfi. Reynolds.

Viscerate (vis'e-rat), v.t. To deprive of the
entrails or viscera; to eviscerate.

VlSdd (vis'sid), a. [L. L. viscidus, clammy,
from L. viscum, the mistletoe, bird-lime.]
Sticking or adhering, and having a ropy or
glutinousconsistency; semi-fluid and sticky;
as, turpentine, tar, gum, &c., are more or
less viscid.

Viscidity (vis-sid'i-ti), n. 1. The state or
quality of being viscid; glutinousness; tena-
city ; stickiness. —2. Glutinous concretion.
[Rare.]

Catharticks of mercurials precipitate the viscidities
by their stypticity. Floyer.

Vlscln (vis'sin), n. A clear, colourless,
tasteless, and nearly inodorous substance
which forms the glutinous constituent of
the stalks, leaves, and especially the berries

ch. Main; 6h, 8c. lock; g, go\ j,>ob; «». ^ ton; ng, %mg\ th» <Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wh\%\ zh, azure.—See Key.
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of the mistletoe, and is the principal con-
stituent of bird-lime. Watts' Diet, of Chem.
ViSCOSlmetdT (vis-ko-sim'e-t^r), n. [Vis-

cosity, and Gr. metron, a measure. ] An
apparatus for measuring the viscosity of

colouring liquids thickened with gum, &c.,

by comparing the time required by a given
quantity of the liquid to pass through a
certain aperture with that required by an
equal quantity of water. Watts' Diet, of
Chem.
Viscosity (vi8-kos'i-ti),n. l. The state or qua-
lity of being viscous ; stickiness; adhesive-

ness; glutinousness; tenacity; viscidity. Ar-
buthnot.~2. A glutinous or viscous body.
•Drops of syrups and seminal viscosities.'

Sir T. Browne.
Viscount (vi'kount), n. [0. E. viconte, 0. Fr.

viceconte, viscomte, Mod.Fr. vicomte, from
L.L. vice-comes— L. vice, in place of, and
comes, a companion, in late times a count.]

1. An officer who formerly supplied the place

of the count or earl, and acted as his deputy
in the management of the affairs of the

county; he was in fact the sheriff of the
county.

yiscottftt signifies as much as sheriff, between
which two words there is no other difference, but
that the one comes from our conquerors the Nor-
mans, and the other from our ancestors the Saxons,

Coweil.

2. A degree or title of nobility next in rank
to an earl, and immediately above that of

baron. It is the most
recently established
English title, having
been first conferred by
letters patent on John,
Lord Beaumont, by
Henry VI. in 1440. In
Britain the title is fre-

quently attached to an Coronet of a viscount,

earldom as a second
title, and is held by the eldest son dur-
ing the lifetime of the father. The co-

ronet of a viscount of England is composed
of a circle of gold, chased, having on the
edge twelve, foiu'teen, or sixteen pearls; the
cap of crimson velvet, turned up with er-

mine, and closed at the top with a rich
tassel of gold.

Viscountess (vi'kount-es), n. The wife of a
viscount; a peeress of the fourth degree of
nobility.

Viscountship, Viscounty (vi'kount-ship,
vi'kount-i), n. The quality and office of a
viscount.

Viscous (vis'kus), a. [L. vi^cosus, from vis-

cum, bird-lime. See Viscid.] Glutinous;
clammy; sticky; adhesive; tenacious.

Holly is of so VISCOUS a juice as they make bird-
lime of the bark. Bacon.

Viscousness (vislius-nes), n. The state of
being viscous; viscosity.

Vlscuni(vi8'kum), n. 1. A genus of parasi-
tical plants; the mistletoe (which see).

—

2. Bird-lime.

Viscus (vis'kus), n. [L.] An entrail,one of
the contents of the thorax or abdomen. See
Viscera.
Vis6 (ve-za'X n. [Fr. visi, pp. of viser, to put
a vis6 to, from L. visus, seen, video, visuiru,

to see.] An indorsation made upon a pass-
port by the properly constituted authori-
ties, whether ambassador, consul, or police,
denoting that it has been examined and
found correct. Written also Visa.

ViS^ (ve-za'), v.t. To put a vis6 on; to ex-
amine and mdorse, as a passport. [Modern.]
Vise.t Veset n. [Fr. bise, north wind.] A
blast of wind; a storm; commotion. Chau-
cer.

Vise (vis), n. l.t A spiral staircase. —2. An
instrument for holding objects. [In both
meanings usually spelled Vice.'\

Vislinu(vish'nd), n. [Skr. Vishnri,frQro.vish,

to pervade, to extend through nature.] In
Hind. myth, the god who, with the other
two great gods, Brahma and Siva, forms the
trim.urti, or trinity ; the Preserver, consi-
dered by his worshippers to be the supreme
god of the Hindu pantheon. In the early
Vedas he appears as the manifestation of the
sun, and was not regarded as the most ex-
alted deity, this rank being accorded to him
by the later writers of the Ramayana, the
Mahabharata, and more especially of the
Puranas. The Brahmanic myths relating to
Vishnu are characterized by the idea that,

whenever a great physical or moral disorder
affected the world, Vishnu descended in a
small portion of his essence to set it right.

Such descents are called avatdras or ava-
tars, and consist in Vishnu's assuming the

Vishnu on his Man-bird
Garuda.

form of some wonderful animal or super-
human being, or as being bom in human
form of human parents, and always endowed
with miraculous power. These avatars are
generally given as
ten, nine of which
are already past, the
tenth, the Kalki-
avatdra, being yet
to come, 'when the
practices taught by
the Vedas and the
institutes of the law
shall have ceased,
and the close of the
Kali or present age
shall be nigh.'

Vishnu is sometimes
represented as rid-

ing on Garuda, a
being half bird and
half man ; as hold-
ing in one of his four
hands a conch-shell
blown in battle, in
another a disc, an
emblem of supreme
power; in the third
a mace as the em-
blem ofpunishment;
and in the fourth a lotus as a type of
creative power.
Visibility (viz-i-bil'i-ti), n. [See Visible.]
The state or quality of being visible or
perceivable to the eye ; perceptibility ; ex-
posure to view; conspicuousness.
The colours of outward objects brought into a

darkened room do depend much for their visibility
upon the dimness of the light. Boyle.

Visible (viz'i-bl), a. [L. visibHis, from video,
visum, to see. See Vision.] 1. Perceivable
by the eye; capable of being seen; open to
sight; in view; perceptible. ' Virtue made
visible in outward grace.' Young.

The least spot is visible in ermine. Dryden.

2. Apparent; open; conspicuous. 'Though
his actions were not visible.' Shak.
The factions at court were greater, or more visible

than before. Clarendon.

— Visible church, in theol. the apparent
church of Christ; the whole body of pro-
fessed believers in Christ, as contradistin-
guished from the real or invisible church,
consisting of sanctified persons. — Visible

horizon, the line that bounds the sight. See
Horizon.— Visible speech, a term applied
by Prof. A. Melville Bell, its inventor, to a
system of alphabetical characters designed
to represent every possible articulate utter-

ance of the organs of speech. The system
is based on an exhaustive classification of

the possible actions of the speech organs,
each organ and every mode of action having
its appropriate symbol. It is said that this

invention is of great utility in the teach-

ing of the deaf and dumb to speak, and in

enabling learners of foreign languages to
acquire their pronunciation from books.—
Syn. Perceivable, perceptible, discernible,

apparent, obvious, manifest, clear, distinct,

evident, plain.

Visiblet (viz'i-bl), n. That which is seen by
the eye.

yisibles work upon a looking-glass, which is like

the pupil of the eye. Bacon.

Visibleness (viz'i-bl-nes), n. State or qua-
lity of being visible; visibility.

Visibly (viz'i-bli), adv. In a visible man-
ner; perceptibly to the eye; manifestly; ob-
viously; clearly.

In his face
Divine compassion visibly appeared. Milton.

Visie, Vizie (viz'i), n. [Fr. visie, an aim at,

taking a sight at, from viser, to aim, to mark.
SeeVisi.] [Scotch.] 1. A scrutinizing view
or look.

Ye had best take a visie of him through the

wicket before opening the gate. Sir IV. Scott.

2. The aim taken at an object, as when one
is about to shoot.

Logan took a vizie and fired, but his gun flashed

in the pan. Gait.

3. The knob or sight on the muzzle of a gim
by which aim is taken.

Visler (vi-zer'). See Vizier.
Visigoth (viz'i-goth), n. One of the Western
Goths, or that branch of the Gothic tribes

which settled in Dacia, as distinguished
from the Ostrogoths, or Eastern Goths, who
had their seats in Pontus. See GoTH and
Ostrogoth.
Visigothic (viz-i-goth'ik), a. Pertaining to
theVisigoths.

Vision (vizh'on), n. [Fr. vision, from L. vi-

sio, viswnis, from video, visum, to see, from
root seen also in Gr. (r)idem, to see, {v)oida,
I know, iv)eidos, appearance ; Skr. vid, to
know; E. wit, wot. From the Latin come
also provide, evident, visual, visit, Fr. vue,
E. view, Ac] 1. The act of seeing external
objects; actual sight.

Faith here is turned into vision there Hammond.

2. The faculty of seeing; the power or fa-

culty by which we perceive the forms and
colours of objects through the sense of sight;
sight. In opposition to the popular theory
that we actually see the externality and soli-

dity of the objects around us, Bp, Berkeley
maintains that these properties are not the
immediate objects of siglit at all, hut are
simply ideas derived originally from the
touch and movement, being erroneously at-

tributed to vision from their having been
uniforaily experienced concurrently with
certain visible signs (such as colour) with
which the sense of sight is solely and truly
conversant.—3. That which is seen; an ob-
ject of sight.—4. That which is seen by the
eye of the mind or imagination; something
supposed to be seen otherwise than by the
ordinary organs of sight; a supernatural,
prophetic, or imaginary appearance; some-
thing seen in a dream, ecstasy, trance, or the
like; an apparition; a phantom.

Your old men shall dream dreams, your young men
shall see visions. Joel ii. zS.

A dream happens to a sleeping, a visicft may hap-
pen to a waking man ; a dream is supposed natural,
a vision miraculous. jfohnson.

Beauteous as vision seen in dreamy sleep
By holy maid on Delphi's haunted steep. Milman.

5. Anything unreal and imaginary; a mere
creation of fancy; fanciful view.—^ re of
vision, in astron. the arc measuring the
sun's distance below the horizon when a
star or planet, previously concealed by his

rays, becomes visible.

—

Beatific or intuitive
vision, in theol. the sight of God in his di-

vine glory: a terra for the state of bliss in
heaven. Rev. Orby Shipley.—Direct or sim-
ple visi&n, in optics, vision performed by
means of rays passing directly or in straight
lines from the radiant point to the eye.

—

Field of vision, ^ame qa Field of View. See
under View.—Rejiected vision, vision per-
formed by means of rays reflected as by
rm-novz.—Refracted vision,vision performed
by means of rays refracted or deviated by
passing through mediums of different den-
sities.

Vision (vizh'on), v.t. To see as in a vision;

to perceive by the eye of the intellect or
imagination.

We in the morning eyed the pleasant fields
yisioned before. Sonthey.

Visional (vizh'on-al), a. Pertaining to a
vision. Waterland.
Vislonariness (vizh'on-a-ri-nes), n. The
quality of being visionary.

Visionary (vizh'on-a-ri), a. [Fr. visionnaire.
See Vision. ] 1. Apt to behold visions of the
imagination; apt to receive and acton mere
fancies or whims as if they were realities;

given to indulging in day-dreams, reveries,

fanciful theories, or the like. ' Or lull to
rest the visionary maid.' Pope.~'2. Exist-
ing in imagination only; not real; having
no solid foundation ; imaginary ; as, a rt-

sionary prospect; a visionary scheme or
project.

Reason dissipates the illusions and visionary in-

terpretations of^things in which the imagination runs
riot. Dr. Caird.

3. Pertaining to visions; appropriate to or
characterized by the appearance of visions.

'The visionary hour when musing midnight
reigns.' Thomson.
Visionary (vizh'on-a-riX n. l. One who sees
visions or unreal sights.—2. One who forms
impracticable schemes; one who is confident
of success in a project which others per-

ceive to be idle and fanciful. 'Some cele-

brated writers of our country, who, with all

their good sense and genius, were visiotiaries

on the subject of education.' Dr. Knox.
Visioned (vizh'ond), p. and a. Seen in a
vision; formed by the fancy, or in a dream,
trance, or the like; produced by a vision;

spectral

For them no visioned terrors daunt.
Their nights no fancied spectres haunt.

Sir ly. Scort.

Visionist (vizh'on-ist), n. One who sees, or
believes he sees, visions; a believer ia

visions. ' The crazy fancies of every idle

visionist' Dr. J. Spencer.

Fate, fir, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mtive; tube, tub, byll; oil. pound; ii, So. abune; >% Sc. fey.
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visit (viz'it), v.t. [Fr. visiter, from L. visito,
a treq. from visa, to go to see, itself a freq.
from video, visum, to see. See Vision.]
1. To go or come to see (a person or thing)
in the way of friendship, business, curiosity,
ceremony, duty, or the like ; to call upon

;

to proceed to in order to view or look on.
I was sick, and ye visited me. Mat. xxv. 36.

We will visit you at supper-time. Shak.
If thou wouldst view fair Melrose right,
Oa, visit \i.\iy the pale moonlight, .fir iv. Scott.

2. To come or go to generally; to make one's
appearance in or at ; to call at ; to enter

;

as, certain birds visit this country only in
spring. Speciflcally— 3. To go or come to
8ee_ for the purpose of inspection, super-
vision, examination, correction of abuses, or
the like; as, an inspector visits his district,
or a bishop visits his diocese regularly.—
4. To afflict; to overtake or come upon: said
especially of diseases or calamities. ' Ere
he by sickness had been visited: Shak.
'Those impieties for the which they are
novrviaited.' Shak Similarly, in scriptural
phraaeology, (o) to send a judgment from
heaven upon, whether for the purpose of
chastising or afflicting, or of comforting or
consoling; to judge.

Therefore hast thou visited and destroyed them.
Is. xxvi. 14.

O visit me with thy salvation. Ps. cvi. 4.

He shall not be visited with evil. Prov. xix. 23.

(i) To inflict punishment for. ' Visitiiig the
Iniquity of the fathers upon the children.'
Ex. xxxiv. 7.

Now will he remember their iniquity, and visit their
"ns Hos. viii. 13

Visit (viz'it), v.i. To practise going to see
others; to keep up friendly intercourse by
going to the houses of friends or relatives;
to make calls.

Whilst she was under her mother she was forced to
be genteel, to live in ceremony, and always visiting
on Sundays. Law.

Visit (viz'it), n. 1. The act of visiting or
going to see a person, place, or thing; a
short stay of friendship, ceremony, business,
curiosity, or the like; a call; as, to pay a
visit to a person or a place; to be on a visit
with a person. ' Visits, like those of angels,
short and far between.' Blair.—i. A formal
or official visit; a visitation. —Right 0/ visit.
Same as Right of Visitation. See Visita-
tion.

Visitable (viz'it-a-bl), o. Liable or subject
to be visited or inspected.
All hospitals built since the reformation are visit-ahu by the king or lord chancellor. Aytiffe.

Visitant (viz'it-ant), n. One who visits; one
who goes or comes to see another; one who
is a guest in the house of a friend; a visitor.
When the visitant comes again he is no more a

stranger. South.

'nsltant (viz'itant), a. Acting the part of
a visitor; paying visits; visiting. 'Edith
ever rv»»(an( with him ' Tennyson.
Visitation ( viz-i-ta'shon ), n. [L. visitatio,
visitationis, from visito. See Visit.] 1. The
act of visiting or paying a visit; a visit
'M«an5 to pay Bohemia the visitation.'
Shak. • Neglect the visitation of my friends

'

Shtik.
In the instant that your messenger came, in loving

vuitattan was with me a young doctor of Rome.
,-, Shak.
[Now hardly used in this sense, visit, visiting
being employed. ]—2, Object of visit. (Rare.]

O flowers I

My early visitation and my last. Mitton.

3. A formal or judicial visit paid periodi-
cally by a superior, superintending officer, or
other competent authority, to a corporation
college, church, or other house, for the pur-
pose of examining into the manner in which
the business of the body is conducted, how
its laws and regulations are observed and
executed, or the like; as, the diocesan visi-
tatinnsot the English bishops; the parochial
mntations of the archdeacons. —4. A special
dispensationor judgment from heaven, com-
munication of divine favour or goodness,
more usually of divine indignation and re-
tribution; retributive affliction or trouble;
divine chastisement or affliction.

What will ye do in the day of visitation, and in the
desolation which shall come from far? Is. x. 3.

The most comfortable visitations God hath sentmen from above, have taken especially the times of
prayer as their most natural opportunities. Hooktr.

6. In inttriMtional laa, the act of a naval
commander who visits or enters on board
a vessel belonging to another state for the
purpose of ascertaining her character and
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object, but without claiming or exercising
the right of search. The right of perform-
ing this act is called the right of visit or of
visitation.—6. A church festival in honour
of the visit of the Virgin Mary to Elizabeth,
celebrated on the 2d of July.— TAe Visita-
tion of our Lady, an order of nuns originally
founded by St. Francois de Sales at Annecy
in Savoy in 1610, and established in America
in 1808. In America the nuns give them-
selves to the education of girls.

Visitatorial (viz'i-ta-to"ri-al), a. Belonging
or pertaining to a judicial visitor or visita-
tion; as, visitatorial power.
A special commission was directed to Cartwright,

to Wright, and to Sir Thomas Jenner. appointing
them to exercise visitatorial jurisdiction over the
co'l^es. ilacaulay.

Visiter (riz'i-tSr), n. One who visits. [It
has been proposed to distinguish between
visiter and visitor, by employing the former
word to designate one who pays an ordinary
visit, the latter to denote one who visits
officially, as in sense (6) of Visitor]
His visiter observed the look, and proceeded.

Dickens.
Visiting (viz'it-ing), o. Pertaining or relat-
ing to visits; authorized to visit and inspect;
as, a visiting committee.
Visiting (viz'it-ing), n. 1. The act or prac-
tice of paying visits or making calls.—
2. Prompting; influence

No compunctious visilings of nature shake my
fell purpose. Shak.

Visiting-book (viz'it-ing-bnk), n. A book
containing a list of names of persons who
are to be visiteil. Thackeray.
Visiting-card (viz'it-ing-kard). n. A small
fine card, bearing one's name, &c., to be left
in making calls or paying visits. Thackeray.
Visitor (viz'i-tor), n. [Fr. visiUur. See
V isiT.] One who visits; (o) one who comes
or goes to see another, as in civility or
friendship, (b) A superior or person autho-
rized to visit a corpsration or any institution,
for the purpose of seeing that the laws and
regulations are observed, or that the duties
and conditions prescribed by the founder
or by law are duly performed and executed.
The king is the visitor of all lay corporations.

,,..,. , ,,. Blackstone.
vt ntten also Visiter (which see).

Visitress (viz'it-res), n. A female visitor or
visiter. Charlotte Bronte.
Vislvet (viz'iv), a. (Fr. visif, from L. video,
visum, to see. See Vision.] Pertaining to
the power of seeing; visual.

Christ might suspend the actings of their vistve
faculty m reference to himself. South.

Vlsmia (vis'mi-a), n. [In honour of M. de
Visrne, a Lisbon merchant] A genus of
plants, nat. order Hypericacese. 'The bark
of V. guianensis, a native of Oulana, yields

Vismia guianensis.

a gum resm, which resembles gamboge. The
leaves and fruit yield a similar secretion
It is used in medicine as a purgative; and a
decoction of the leaves is recommended in
intermittent fever
Visne (ven or ve'ne), n [Norm. Fr • O Fr
vtsnet. LL. visnetus See Vende.1 Neigh-
Iwurhood. See Vence.
Visnomyt (viz'no-mi), n. [A corruption of
physiognomy.] Face; countenance; visage.
Thou oul-of.tunc psalm-singing slave ! spit in his

vtsnomf. Beau 6- Ft.

Vison (vi'son), n. A genus of semi-aquatic
weasels, of which the mink is the best-
known species.

Visor, Vizor (viz'or), ». [Fr. wisi»r«, avisor
from Kr. vis, the face or visage. See Vis-

eb, i!Aain; Ch, 8c. lo«A; g,

AGE, Vision. ] l. A head-piece or mask used
to conceal the face or disguise the wearer.

O. never will I trust to speeches penn'd. . . .

Nor never come in visor to my friend. Shak.
For a tyrant is but like a king upon a stage, a manm a vizor. Milton.

2. 'That part of a helmet which defends the
face, and which can be lifted up and down
at pleasure, and is perforated for seeing and
breathing.

And the knight
Had visor up. and show'd a youthful face.

n ,1-1. * J
Tennyson.

d. ine fore-piece of a cap, projecting over
and protecting the eyes. (Other spellings
are Visard, Visar, Vizard.]
Vlsored (viz'ord), a. Wearing a visor;
masked; disguised. ' rigor'd falsehood and
base forgery. ' Milton.
Vista (vis'U). n. [It, sight, view, from L.
video, visum, to see.] A view or prospect
through an avenue, as between rows of
trees; hence, the trees or other things that
form the avenue.

The finish'd garden to the view
Its vistas opens and its alleys green. Thomson.

Vlsto (vis'to), n. Same as Vista. [Rare.]
Then all beside this glade and visto
You'd see nymphs lying like Calisto. Cay.

Visual (vizh'u-al), a. [Fr. visuel, L,L. visu-
alis, from L. visus, sight, from video, visum
to see. See Vision.] Pertaining to sight;
used in sight; serving as the instrument of
seeing; as, the visual nerve.

The air,
No where so clear, sharpened his visual ray.

1,. , , Milton.— Visual angle, the angle under which an
object is seen, or the angle formed at the
eye by the rays of light which come from
the extremities of the object When an
object is near the eye the visual angle is
increased, and when at a distance it is di-
minished. Hence, objects at a distance
appear smaller than when near ixa.— Visual
point, in persp. a point in the horizontal
line in which all the visual rays unite —
VisiMl rays, lines of light, imagined to come
from the object to the eye.

Visualise, Visualize (vlzh'u-al-iz), v.t. To
make visual or visible. [Rare.]
What is this Me? A Voice, a Motion, an Appear-

ance—some embodied, visualised Idea in the Eter-
nal -Mmd. Carlyle.

Visualise, Visualize (vlzh'u-al-iz), d.i. To
call up a mental image or picture with a
distinctness approaching actual vision—thus
some persons actually almost see the figures
in an arithmetical operation mentally per-
formed.
Many of fny readers do not and cannot visuatixe,

and few have the habit in a pronounced degree.

,„ _, . .... ,
Francis Galton.

Vlsuallty (vizh-u-ari-ti), n. The state or
quality of being visual ; a sight ; a glimpse

;

a mental picture.

We have a pleasant visuality of an old summer
afternoon in the Queen's Court two hundred years
'i"- Carlyle.

Vitacen ( vi-ta'se-e \ n. pi. A nat. order of
plants, of which the genus Vitis (the vines)
is the type. The species are, for the most
part, inhabitants o( the warmer parts of the
temperate zone, and are found in both the
Old and New Worlds, especially in Asia.
They are sarmentose and mostly climbing
shrubs

; the lower leaves are opposite and
the upper ones alternate, stalked, simple,
lobed, or compound, with stipules at the
base The peduncles are racemose, thyrsoid,
corymbose, cymose, or umbellate opposite
the leaves, and are sometimes changed into
tendrils. See Vitis.
VltaiUe.t n. Victuals. Chaucer. See Vic-
tual.
Vital (vi'tal), a. ( Fr. vital, from L. vitalis,
vital, pertaining to life, from vita (for vivita),
life, from stem of vivo, victum, to live. Akin
are also vivid, vivacity, victual, viand, Ac.
From a root seen also in E. quick. See Quick. J
1. Pertaining to life, either animal or vege-
table; as, vital energies; vital powers. ' Be-
reft my vital powers. ' Shak.

When 1 have pluck'd the rose
I cannot give it I'//<i/ growth again;
It needs must wither. Shak.

I have adverted to many facts and arguments
which seem to me to justify the conclusion that there
are certam phenomena characteristic of all living
matter, and which are included under the terms nu-
trition, groioth. /orntati^tt, multiplication, which
are not physical and which cannot be explained by
physical law. I propose therefore to call these purely
vual actions. ... I have never been able to dis-
cover in any non-living bodies whatever, any pheno-
menon which can be fairly said to correspond to or
to be compared with, the above. Or Lionel Beate

go; IjoV. ft,Fr.ton; ng, sin,; IH, «Aen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, »Aigj ih, «»ure.-8e« Kkt.
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2. Contributing to life; necessary to life; as,

vital air; vital blood.—3. Containing life.

Spirits that live throughout,
yita/ in every part. Miiton.

4.Being the seat of life; being that on which
life depends.

The dart flew on, and pierc'd a vital part. PoJ>e.

5. Very necessary; highly important; essen-

tial; indispensable.

A competence is vital to content. Young.

(To) Lanfranc . . . Latin Christianity looked up
as the champion of her vital doctrine. Milman.

6. t So disposed as to live; capable of living;

viable.
Pythagoras and Hippocrates affirm the birth of the

seventh month to be -vital. Sir T. Browne.

— Vital air, an old name for oxygen gas,

which is essential to animal life. — Vital

fluid, the name given by Schultze to a fluid

in plants found in certain vessels called by
him vital vessels. It is also termed Latex
(which see).— Ft^ai functiom, those func-

tions or faculties of the body on which life

immediately depends, as the circulation of

the blood, respiration, digestion. &c.— Vital

principle, the unknown cause of life.

Vttalism (vi'tal-izm), n. In biol. the doctrine

that ascribes all the functions of an organ-

ism to a vital principle distinct from chem-
ical and other physical forces,

Vitaliat (vi'tal-ist), n. One who holds the

doctrine of vitalism.

The development of biological science has pro-

gressed contemporaneously with the successive vic-

tories gained by the physicists over the vitalisis.

Still no physicist has hitherto succeeded in explain-

ing any fundamental vital phenomenon upon purely
physical and chemical principles. //. j4. Nicholson.

Vitality (vi-tal'i-ti), n. 1. The state of show-
ing vital powers or capacities; the principle

of animation or of life ; as, the vitality of

vegetable seeds or of eggs.

The essenti.il phenomenon of vitality is, . , . in

the words of Herbert Spencer, 'the continuous ad-

justment of internal relations to external relations,'

and life, in its eifect, is the totality of the functions

of a living being. H. A. Nicholson.

2. Animation ; manifestation of life or of a
capacity for lasting; as, an institution devoid
of vitality.

Vitalization (vI'tal-!z-ri"shon). n. The act
or process of infusing the vital principle.

Vitalize (vi'tal-iz),r.<. pret. & pp. vitalized;

ppr. vitalizing. To give life to : to furnish
with the vital principle; as, vitalized blood.

Organic assimilation . , . is a force which not only
produces motion and chemical change, but also

vitalizes the matter on which it acts. hVheivell.

Vitally (vi'tal-Ii), adv. 1. In a vital manner;
so as to give life.

The organic structure of human bodies, by which
they are fitted to live and move, and to be vitally

informed by the soul, is the workmanship of a most
wise and beneficent Maker. BentUy.

2. Essentially; as, vitally important.

Vitals ( vi'talz ), n. pi. l. Internal parts or
organs of animal bodies essential to life:

used vaguely or generally.

The disease preyed upon his vitals; and he soon
discovered, with indignation, that health was not to

be bought. yohnson.

2. The part of a complex whole essential to

its life, existence, or to a sound state ; as,

corruption of manners preys upon the vitals

of a state.

Vltellaryt (vit'el-la-ri), n. [L. vitellus, the
yolk of an egg.] The place where the yolk
of an ejrs swims in the white. Sir T. Brovytie.

Vitellicle (vi-tel'li-kl). n. [Dim. of vitcllus. ]

In physiol. the little yolk-bag, or the bag
containing that part of the yolk which has
not been converted into the germ-mass and
embryo. In man it is the umbilical vesicle.

Viteliin, Vitelline (vi-tellin), Ji. A sub-
stance consisting of casein and albumen,
characteristic of the yolk of birds' eggs.

Vitelline (vi-tel'lin), a. Of or pertaining to
the yolk of eggs, more especially to the
dentoplastic or nutritive part of the yolk.

Vitellus (vi-tel'us), n. [L., the yolk of an
egg.] 1. In physiol. the yolk of an egg.—
2. In bot. a membrane inclosing the embryo
in some plants, as Nymphsea, ginger, and
pepper. It seems to be the remains of the
embryo sac, or the sac of the amnios.

Vitex (vi'teks), *i. [L., from vieo, to bind,

in allnsi'm to the flexible branches.] A ge-

nus of plants, nat. order Verbenacese. The
best known species is V. agnus castus (the

chaste tree), a native of the south of Europe.
The fruit is globular, with an acrid and aro-

matic taste, and is called wild pepper in the
south of France. The leaves, in ancient
times, were strewed upon beds, and sup-

posed to preserve chastity. V. altissima

and V. arborea, which grow in hot countries,

yield valuable timber.

Vitiate (vish'i-at), v.t. pret. & pp. vitiated;

ppr. vitiatitig. [ L. vitio, vitiatum, from
vitium, a. fault, vice. See Vice.) 1. To ren-

der vicious, faulty, or imperfect ; to injure
the quality or substance of ; to cause to be
defective; to impair; to spoil.

The sun in his garden gives him the purity of visible

objects, and of true nature, before she was vitiated

by luxury. Evelyn.

This undistinguishing complaisance will vitiate the
taste of readers. Garth.

2. To cause to fail of effect either in whole
or in part; to render invalid or of no effect;

to destroy the validity or binding force of, as,

of a legal instrument or a transaction; to di-

vest of legal value or authority; to invali-

date; as, any undue influence exerted on a
jury vitiates their verdict ; fraud vitiates a
contract; a court is vitiated by the presence
of unqualifled persons sitting as members
of it.— Syn. To impair, spoil, deprave, em-
base, contaminate, taint, infect, defile, pol-

lute, sophisticate.

Vitiation, (vish-i-a'shon), n. The act of viti-

ating; (a) impairment; corruption; as, the
vitiation of the blood. (6) A rendering in-

valid or illegal; as, the vitiation of a contract
or a court.

Vitlcnla (vi-tik'u-la), n. [Dim. of L. vitis, a
vine. ] In bot. a trailing stem, as of a cucum-
ber.

Viticulture (vit'i-kul-tur), n. [L. vitis, a
vine, and cultxtra, culture.} The culture or
cultivation of the vine.

Vitilltlgatet (vit-i-lit'i-gat),r. i. [L. vitUitigo,

vitititigatuin— vitixim, vice, and litigo, to

quarrel. ] To contend in law litigiously, cap-
tiously, or vexatiously.

VitiliUgatlont (vit-i-lit'i-ga"shon), n. Vex-
atious or quarrelsome litigation.

I'll force you by right ratiocination

To leave your vitzliti^atiofi. Sutler.

Vitiosity ( vish-i-os'i-ti ), n. The state of

being vicious; corrupted state; depravation.

'The corruption, perverseness, and vitiosity

of man's will.' South.

Vitlous, Vitiously, Vitiousness ( vishus,
vish'us-Ii, vish'us-nes). See Vicious and its

derivatives.

Vitis (vi'tis), n. [L., a vine, from a root vi,

to be pliant, seen in vieo, to twist together,

to plait, to bend, vimeii, a pliant twig; and
in E. withe, withy.} A genus of plants, the
type of the nat. order Vitacea; : the vines.

The species, which are found chiefly in Asia
and America, are climbing shrubs, with
simple lobed, cut, or toothed, rarely com-
pound leaves, and thyrsoid racemes of small
greenish yellow flowers, and bearing in clus-

ters a fruit called grapes. The best known,
and by far the most important species, is

the V. vinifera. the common vine or grape-
vine, a native of Central Asia, of which there
is a multitude of varieties. The cultivation

of the vine extends from near 55" north lati-

tude to the equator, but in south latitndes

it only extends to about 40'. It is rarely
grown at a greater altitude than 3000 feet.

In favourable seasons the vine ripens in the
open air in England, and in the eleventh
and twelfth centuries considerable quanti-

ties of inferior wine were made from native

grapes. Vineyards are now, however, un-
known in this country: but the grapes raised

in hothouses are excellent. The vine grows
in every sort of soil; but that which is light

and gravelly seems best suited for the pro-
duction of fine wines. The vine is a long-

lived plant ; indeed, in warm climates, the

period of its existence is not known. It is

propagated from seeds, layers, cuttings,

grafting, and by inoculation. Several spe-

cies of vine are indigenous in North America,
as the Vitis Labrusca, the wild-vine or fox-

grape; V. cordi/olia, heart-leaved vine or
chicken-grape; r.ri7>ana, river-side or sweet-

scented vine. See Wine.
Vitreo-electrlC (vit're-6-e-lek"trik). a. Con-
taining or exhibiting positive electricity, or
electricity similar to that which is excited
by rubbing glass.

Vitreous (vit're-us), a. [L. vitreus, from
fi7r?(m, glass; same root as mdco, to see. See
Vision.] l. Of, pertaining to, or obtained
from glass.— 2. Consisting of glass; as, a
i?t(reo««sub8tance.— 3. Resembling glass; as.

the vitreous humour of the eye, so called

from its resembling melted glass. Ray.
This humour occupies more than three

-

fourths of the interior of the eye, and is

seated behind the crystalline lens. The rays

of light which enter the eye undergo two
refractions in passing through the aqueous
humour and crystalline lens. On entering
the vitreous humour they undergo a third
refraction, thus acquiring their final degree
of convergence, so that they form an image
at a focus on the retina or very near it. See
Eye. — Vitreous electricity, that produced
by rubbing glass, as distinguished from
resinous electricity. See ELECTRICITY.
Vitreousness (vit're-us-nes), n. The quality
or state of being vitreous ; resemblance to
glass.

Vitrescence (vi-tres'sens), n. [From L. vit-

rum, glass.] The state or quality of being
vitrescent ; a tendency to become glass or
glassy ; susceptibility of being formed into
glass; glassiness.

Vitrescent (vi-tres'sent), a. Turning into
glass; tending to become glass.

Vitrescllile (vi-tres'si-bl), a. Capable of be-
ing vitrified.

VitriC (vit'rik), a. [L. vitrum, glass.] Of or
pertaining to the fused compounds in which
silex predominates, such as glass and some
of the enamels : in contradistinction to cer-

amic.
Vitrifaction (vit-ri-fak'shon), n. The act,

process, or operation of vitrifying or con-
verting into glass or a glassy substance by
heat; as, the vitrifaction of sand, flint, and
pebbles with alkaline salts.

Vitrlfacture (vlfri-fak-tur), n. [L. vitrum,
iilass,] The manufacture of glass.

Vitriflable (vit'ri-fi-a-bl). a. Capable of
being vitrified or converted into glass by
heat and fusion; as, flint and alkalies are
vitriflable.— Vitrifi.able colours, metallic pig-
ments, which become vitrified when laid

on surfaces. Such are used in enamels,
potterj', and stained glass.

Vitriftcablet (vit-rif'i-ka-bl), a. Vitrifiable.

Vitrlficatet (vit-rif'i-kat), v.t. To vitrify.

Vitrification (vit-rif'i-ka"shon), n. Vitri-

faction (which see).

Vitrified (vit'ri-fid), p. and o. Converted
into glass.— Vitrified forts, a class of pre-

historic hill fortresses, principally found on
the crests of Scottish hills, but also in France,
the walls of which are perfectly or par-
tially vitrified or transformed into a kind
of glass. It has not yet been satisfactorily

solved whether the vitrifaction was inten-
ti<)nal or not.

Vitriform (vit'ri-form), a. [L. vitrum, glass,

and E forui.} Having the form or resem-
blance of glass.

Vitrify (vit'ri-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. vitrified;

ppr. vitrifying. [L. vitrum, glass, and/acio,
to make.] To convert into glass by fusion
or the action of heat; as, to vitrify sand and
alkaline salts.

Vitrify (vit'ri-fi), v.i. To become glass; to

be converted into glass.

Chemists make vessels of animal substances cal-

cined, which will not vitri/y in the fire.

Arbttthnot.

Vitriol (vit'ri-ol). n. [Fr. vitriol, L.L. tr^^

rUiluni, a glassy substance, from L. ri(rum,

glass, from the crystalline form and trans-

Incency of the sulphates.] The old chemi-
cal and still the common name of sulphuric
acid and of many of its compounds, which,
in certain states, have a glassy appear-
ance.— Blue vitriol or copper vitriol, sul-

phate of copper.

—

Green vitriol. See Cop-
peras.—Learf vitriol, sulphate of lead; an-
glesite.— Nickel vitriol, hydrated sulphate
of nickel.—Oii o/ vitriol, concentrated sul-

phuric acid.—-Red vitriol, (a) a sulphate of

cobalt. Called also Cobalt Vitriol (b) Red
sulphate of iron. Called also Vitriol of Mars.
— White vitriol, sulphate of zinc.

Vitriolate (vit'ri-6-lat). r.(. pret. & pp.
vitriolated; ppr. vitriolating. To convert
into a vitriol, as iron pyrites by the absorp-
tion of oxygen, which reduces the iron to

an oxide, and the sulphur to sulphuric acid.

Thus the sulphide of iron when vitriolated

becomes sulphate of iron or green vitriol.

[Nearly obsolete.]

Vitriolate, Vitriolated (vit'ri-d-lat, vit'ri-

6-lat-ed), p. and a. Converted into a sul-

pliate or a vitriol.

Vltriolation (vit'ri-6-la"shon), n. The act

or process of converting into a sulphate or

a vitriol.

Vitriolic (vit-ri-oi'ik). a. Pertaining to

vitriol ; having the qualities of vitriol, or
obtained from vitriol.— Vitriolic acid, an
old name for sulphuric acid.

Vitrioline (vit'ri-o-lin),a. Of, pertaining to,

or resembling vitriol ; vitriolic * A spring

of a citrioline taste and odour.' Fuller.

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r, pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, So. abune; y, Sc. fej/.
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Vitnivian Scroll.

vv. Vittie.

I

Vltrlollzable (vit'ri-ol-iz-a-bl). a. Capable
of being converted into a vitriol.

TitriolLzation ( vit'ri-ol-i2-a"shon ). See
V'lTRIOLATION.

Vltriolize (vit'riol-iz), v.t. Same as Vitri-

olate.

Vltirioloust (vi-tri'o-lus), a. Containing
vitriol; vitriolic.

Vltro-<li-Trino(vit'r6-de-tre"n6), n. A kind
of filigree or reticulated glasswork, invented
by the Venetians in the fifteenth century,
consisting of a iace-work of white enamel
or transparent glass, forming a series of

diamond-shaped sections; in the centre of

each an air-bubble was allowed to remain
as a decoration. Fairholt

Vitrotype (vit'ro-tip), n. In photog. a name
given to the processes which involve the
production of collodion film pictures on
glass. E. H. Knight.

vitnivian (vi-tro'vi-an), a. Of or pertain-

ing to Marcus V^itruviii^ PoUio, a celebrated
Roman architect, bom about SO B.C.— Ti-

truvian scroll,

an architectu-
ral ornament
named after
Vitruvius, and
consisting of a
series of con-
voluted scrolls, which is very fanciful and
varied. It frequently occurs in friezes of

the Composite order.

"Vltta (vit'a\ ». pi. VittSB (vit'e). [L.] 1. A
headband, fillet, or garland; specifically,

among ancient Greeks and Romans, a rib-

bon or fillet used as a decoration of sacred

persons or things, as of priests, victims,

statues, altars, and the like.

2. In bot. a name given to the
receptacles of oil which are

found in the fruits of um-
belliferous plants, as in those

of anise, dill, fennel, caraway,

&c. The cut shows the fruit

of Cantm Carui (common
caraway seeds): vv, vittce.

The same term is sometimes
applied to the various stripes

which are found upon leaves.

Vittate (vit'at), a. [From
citta. ] I. Provided with a
\itta or vittse. — 2. In bot striped length-

Vituilne (vit'u-lin), a. [L. vitulinus, from
ii(i/i««.acalf. See VEAL.] Belonging to a

calf or to Teal.

Vituperable (vi-tu'pe-ra-bl). a. [See Vitu-
FEi{.\TE ] Deserving or liable to vitupera-

tion; blameworthy; censurable. Caxton.

Vituperate (vitu'pe-rat). v.t. pret. <fe pp.
vituperated; ppr. vitxiperatiiig. [¥t. vitu-

perer, ' to vituperate, dispraiae.dlscommend

'

(Cotgrave); from L. vitupero, vUuperatum
—citium, a vice, a fault, and paro. to pre-

pare.] To blame with abusive language; to

find fault with abusively; to abuse verbally;

to rate; to objurgate. [This word seems to

have come into use much later than vitu-

peration and vituperable.]

VltuperatiOtt<vi-tu'pe-ra"shon), n. [L. vi-

tuperatio.] The act of vituperating; cen-

sure with abusive terms ; abuse ; railing.

Caxton.
When aman becomes untractable, and inaccessible.

by fieiceness and pride, then vUuftration comes
upon him, and privation of honour follows him.

Donne.
Does Demosthenes imagine that Philip is not

greatly more fertile in the means of annoyance than
any Athenian is in the terms of v^uperation.

Landor.

Vituperative <vi-tu'pe-rat-iv), a. Serving
to vitupfiale; containing or expressing abu-
sive censure; abusive. ' r»fwpera(iy« appel-

lations.' B. Jonion.
The torrents of female eloquence, especially m the

vituffratne way, stem all opposition. Chesterjitld.

Vituperatively (vi-tu'pe-rat-iv-li). ado. In

a vitui»erativc manner; with vituperation;

abusively
Vituperator Cvi-tu'pe-ra,t-6r), n. One who
vitui>erates; one who censures abusively; a

reprehender; a reviler.

Vituperloust (vi-tu-pe'ri-ua). a. Worthy of

vituperation; disgraceful. 'A vituperiotu

and vile name * Shelton.

Viva (ve'va). interj [It ] An Italian ex-

clamation of applause or joy. corresponding
Ut the French cive, long live: often used
substantively ; as, the king reached his

palace amidst the vivaa of the people.

Vivace (ve-va'cha), a. [It.] In mtmc, viva-

cious; brisk; specifically, a direction to

perform a passage in a brisk lively manner.
Vivacious (vi-vashus), a. [L. vivax, vivaeis,

from vivo, to live, viviis, alive. See Vital.]
l.t Having vigorous powers of life; long-

lived; tenacious of life. Fuller; Beatley. See
Vivacity, 1.—2. Lively; active; sprightly in

temper or conduct ; proceeding from or
characterized by sprightliness. ' People of a
vivacious temper.' Howell. 'Here if the
poet had not been vivacious.' Spectator.—
3. In bot. living throughout the year or for

several years; perennial. —Syn. Sprightly,
lively, animated, brisk, gay, merry, jocund,
Ught-heai"ted.

Vivaciously (vi-va'shus-li), adv. In a
vivacious manner; with vivacity, life, or
spirit.

VivaciOUSness (vi-va'shus-nes), n. l. The
state or quality of being vivacious; vivacity;

liveliness. — 2. t State of being long-lived;

longevity. '(In) vivaciousness they outlive

most men,' Fuller.

Vivacity (vi-vas'i-ti), n. [Fr. vivacite; L.

vivacitas. See VIVACIOUS. J 1. 1 The quality

of being vivacious in old sense of long-

lived; tenacity of life; hence, length of life;

longevity.

They . . . survive some days the loss of their

heads and hearts : so vigorous is their vizaci/j'.

BoyU.
James Sands of Horborn in this county, is most re-

markable for his vivacity, for he lived 140 years.
Fulltr.

2. Livelinessofmannerorcharacter; spright-

liness of temper or behaviour ; animation

;

briskness ; cheerfulness ; spirit ; as, a lady
of great vivacity. ' A great vivacity in his

countenance.' Dryden. ' Oreat vivacity in

his fancy.' Burnet.
Vivandiere ( ve - vafi - de - ar ), n. [Fr. , fem.

of vicatidier, from It. vivandiere, a sutler,

from I'lyanda, food. SeeViANi>.] A female
attached to French and other continental
regiments, who sells provisions and liquor.

Tlie dress is generally a modified form of
that of the regiment.
Vivarium (vi-va'ri-um). n. [L., from vivus.

alive. See Vital.] A place artificially pre-

pared for keeping animals alive, in as nearly
as possible their natural state, as a park, a
warren, a fish-pond, or the like; a vivarium
for fresh or salt water animals is usually
called an aquarium (which see).

Vlvary (vi'va-ri), n. A place for keeping
living animals, a vivarium (which see). ' That
cage and vivary of fowls and beasts.' Donne.
Vlvat (ve-v4), interj. [Fr., from third pers.

sing. pres. subj. of L. vivo, to live ; lit.

may he (or she) live.] An exclamation of

applause or joy; a viva: sometimes referred

to as a noun.
Twenty-»even millions travelling on such courses,

with gold jingling in every pocket, with vnmts hea-
ven hiifh, arc incessantly advancing ... to the firm

lands end. CarlyU.

Viva voce (vl'va vo'se), adv. fL. , by the liv-

ing voice] By word of mouth; orally; as,

to vote viva voce; to communicate with an-

other person iu't;a voce: sometimes used ad-
jectively; as, a viva voce examination.
Vivda (viv'da), n. Same as Vi/da.

Vive (vev), a. [Fr., fem. of vif; L. vivtu,

lively, alive. See ViVACiOi'S.&c] l.fLively;

vivid; vivacious; forcible. Bacon.—2. Bright;

clear; distinct. [Scotch.]

Vive (vev), interj. [Fr., from vivre, L. vivere,

to live] Long live; success to; as, vive le

roi, long live the king ; vive la bagatelle,

success to trifles or sport.

Vivelyt (viv'li), adv. In a vivid or lively

manner. ' Vively \\mn&A.' Marston.

Vivencyt (vi'ven-si), n. (L. vivens, viventis,

ppr. of vivo, to live.] Manner of supporting

life or vegetation. Sir T. Browne.
Viverra fvl-ver'a), «. [L.. a ferret.] A
genus of digitigrade and carnivorous mam-
malia, the type of the family Viverrid»
(which see).

ViverridSB (vi-ver'i-de), n. pi A family of

digitigrade camivora. many of the species

of which are furnished with anal glands,

which secrete the peculiar fatty substance
known as civet. They are mostly long-

bodied, short-legged animals, with stiffish

fur, a long tail, and a sharp muzzle. Be-

sides the civet-cat and the genet (which see),

numerous other forms are referred to the
Viverridae, as the palm-cat {Paradoxurus
typus), the binturong8(Arctictis), the cyno-
gale, the suricate, the ichneumon, &c. In
anatomical characters, as well as in external
appearance, the Viverrida; approach very
closely both to the cat family and to the
hyeenas.

Viver8(viv'6rz). n. pi. [Fr. vipr«», provisions,

victuals, from vivre, L. vivere, to live.] Food;
eatables; victuals. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Viyes (vivz), n.pl. [Fr. avives, according to
Littr^ from vive, lively, brisk, eau vive, run-
ning water, because the animals are said to
contract this complaint through drinking
running water. ] A disease of animals, par-

ticularly of horses, and more especially of
young horses at grass, seated in the glands
under the ear, where a tumour is formed
which sometimes ends in suppuration. Writ-
ten also Fives.

ViVlanite (viv'i-an-it), n. [After the English
mineralogist, F. G. Vivian.] A phosphate
of iron, of various shades of blue and green,
sometimes used as a pigment.
Vivid (viv'id), a. [L. vividu^, from vivus,

lively, alive, from stem of vivo, to live. See
Vital.] l. Exhibiting the appearance of
life or freshness; bright; clear; lively; fresh;

strong; intense; as, the vivid colours of the
rainbow; the vivid green of flourishing vege-
tables. ' The fullest and most vivid colours.'
Newton.

yi-vid was the light

Which dashed at this from out the other's eye.
IVordsiuorth.

2. Forming brilliant im^es or painting in

lively colours; realistic.

Where the genius is bright, and the imagination
vivid, the power of memory may lose its improve-
ment. IVatts.

Syn. Lively, bright, strong, clear, lucid,
striking, lustrous, splendent, intense, fresh.

Vividity (vi-vid'i-ti), n. Vividness. [Rare.]
Vividly (viv'id-li), adv. In a vivid man-
ner; (o) with life; in a lively manner; with
strength or intensity.

Sensitive objects affect a man much more vividly
than those which affect only his mind. South.

(6) With brightness; in bright or glowing
colours; with animated exhibition to the
mind; as, the scene was vividly depicted;
the counsel utDidit/ represented the miseries
of his client.

Vividness (viv'ld-nes), n. 1. The quality of
being vivid; liveliness; strength; sprightli-

ness.
All great steps in science require a peculiar dis-

tinctness and vividness of thought in the discoverer.
IVheweil.

2. Strength of colouring; brightness. Boyle.

Viviflc, Vivlfical (vi-vif'ik, vi-vif 'ik-al), a.

[L. vivifieus. See Vn'iFY.] Giving life;

reviving; enlivening; vivifying. [Rare.]

Without whose (the sun's) salutary and vivific
beams all motion . . . would cease, and nothing be
left but darkness and death. Ray.

Viviflcate (viv'i-fik-at), v.t. pret & pp. vi-

vijicated; ppr. vivificating. [L. vivifico, vi-

mficatum—vivus, alive, and /acio, to make.]
1. To give life to ; to animate ; to vivify.

[Rare.

)

God vivijicates . . . the whole world. Sir T. More.

2. In oW. chem. to restore or reduce to the
natural state or to the metallic state, as a
metal from an oxide, solution, or the like;

to revive.

Vivlfl.(^ti011 (viv'i-fl-ka"8hon), n. The act
of vivifying, or the state of being vivified

;

the net of giving life; revival. [Rare.]

The nature oi vivi/ication is best enquired in crea-
tures bred of putrefaction. Bacoti.

Viyiflcative (viv'i-fi-kat-iv), a. Able to
animate or give life; capable of vivifying.

* rivOicatiwe principle.' SirT.More. [Rare.]

Vivify (viv'i-fi), v.t. pret. &pp. vivijUd; ppr.

vivifying. [Fr. vivijier,h. vivijicare— vivus,

alive, and facio. to make.] To endue with
life; to animate; to make to be living. Har-
vey.

Vivify (viv'i-fi), v.t. To impart life or ani-

mation.
Silting on eggs doth vivify, not nourish. Bacon.

Viviparity (viv-i-par'i-ti), n. State or char-
acter of being viviparous.

In reptiles and fishes it is always essentially ovipa-
rous, though there are cases, of the kind above re-

ferred to, in which viviparity is simulated.
H. Spencer.

Viviparous (vi-vip'a-rus),a. [L. vimis, alive,

and pario, to bear] 1. Producing young in

a living state, as distinguished from oi^
parous, producing eggs.— 2. In bot. produc-
mg leaf- buds in place of fruit; as, a vivi-

parous plant. Balfour.
Vivlparously (vi-vip'a-rus-li), adv. In a
viviparous manner.
These, rapidly assuming the organization of other

t females, are born vivi/arous/y.
H. Spencer.

imperfect f

Vivlparousness (vi-vip'a-rus-nes), n. Vivi-

parity.

Vivi-percepti01l(viv'i-p6r-sep"8hon),n. The
perception of the processes of vital func-

tions in their natural action : opposed to
observation by vivisection. J.J.Q. Wilkinson.

cb. Main; eh. 8c. locfc; g, yo; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, tin^; th, tAen; th, tAin; w. wig; wh, icWg; rh, azure. —See Kar.
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Vivisection (viv-i-sek'shon), 71. [From L.

vivu$, alive, and sectio, sectianiSy a cutting,

from seco, sectum, to cut] The dissection

of a living animal; the art and practice of

experimenting upon living animals for the

purpose of ascertaining some fact in physi-

ology or pathology which cannot be other-

wise investigated. Though the term strictly

is applica))le to cutting operations only, it

is generally employed for all scientific ex-

periments performed on living animals,

whether they consist of cutting operations,

the compression of parts by ligatures, the

administration of poisons, the inoculation

of disease, the subjection to special condi-

tions of food, temperature, or respiration,

or to the action of drugs and medicines.

Vivisector (viv'i-sek-tfer), n. One who prac-

tises vivisection.

Vixen (vik'sen). n. [A. Sax. fixen, fyxen. a

she-fox, fem. of fox. This is the only rem-
nant of an old English mode of forming the

feminine by adding the suffix -en, which
caused umlaut ; comp. G. fiichsinn, a she-

fox, from fuchs, a fox; Sc. carline, from
carle. As to change of / to t) see V.] 1. A
she-fox.—2. A froward, turbulent, quarrel-

some woman; a scold; a termagant.

O. when she's angry, she's keen and shrewd.
She was a -vixen when she went to school.

And though she be but little she is fierce. Shak.

3.t An ill-tempered snarling man. Barrow.
Vixenish (vik'sen-ish), a. Of. pertaining to,

or resembling a vixen; cross; ill-tempered.
' A vixenish countenance.* JDickeiis.

Vixenly (vik'sen-li), a. Having the qualities

of a vixen; ill-tempered; snappish. 'A
vixenly pope.' Barrow.

Viz. A contraction of L. videlicet, to wit;
namely. The z represents a symbol of con-
traction used in manuscripts of the middle
ages, which, with many other modes of con-

traction, was transferred into the earliest

printed books.

Vizament (vi'za-ment), n. Advisement.
Shak. [An intentionally erroneous form.]

Vlzaxdt (viz'ard), n. A mask; a vizor. 'To
. . . betray them under the vizard of law.'

Milton. See ViSOR.
Vizard t (viz'ard), v.t. To mask; to disguise.

Vizier (viz'i-6r or vi-zer'), n. [¥r. vizir, from
Ar. wazlr, a vizier, lit. a bearerof burdens, a
porter, from wazara, to bear a burden. ] The
title of a high political officer in the Turkish
Empire and other Mohammedan states. In
Turkey the title vizier is given to the heads
of the various ministerial departments into

whicli the divan or ministerial council is

divided, and to all pashas of three tails.

(See Pasha.) The president of the divan,

or prime minister, is known as grand vizier,

vizier-azam, or sadr-azam. In India vizier

was the highest officer at the court of the
Mogul Empire at Delhi; and yiawab vizier

ultimately became the hereditary title in

the dynasty that ruled at Oude. Written
also Vizir.

yiziers nodding tc^ether
In some Arabian night. Tennyson.

The tyrants of the East become puppets or slaves

of their vizirs. HallaTn.

Vlzierate (viz'i-6r-at or vi-zer'at), n. The
office, state, or authority of a vizier.

Vlzierlal (vi-ze'ri-al), a. Of, pertaining to,

or issued by a vizier.

Vizor (viz'or), n. A mask or protection for

the face ; the movable face-guard of a hel-

met. See Visor.

Vizor (viz'or), v.t. To cover with a vizor, or
as with a vizor; to mask; to disguise.

Vizoring up a red
And cipher face of rounded foolishness. Tennyson.

Vlacke-vark (vlak'ka-vark), n. See Wart-
hog.
Vocable (vo'ka-bl), n. [L. vocahnVmn. from
voco, to call, var, t;ocw(,the voice. See Voice, ]

A word; a term; a name; specifically, a word
considered as composed of certain sounds
or letters without regard to its meaning.
We will next endeavour to understand that vocable

or term, tyrannus, that is, a tyrant or an evil king.
Sir G. Buck.

Vocabulary (vo-kab'u-la-ri), n. [Fr. voca-
hulaire, from L. vocabulu7n, a word. See
Vocable] 1. A list or collection of the
words ()f a language, arranged in alphabeti-
cal order and l>riefly explained; a word-
book; a dictionary or lexicon. — 2. Sum or
stock of words employed ; range of language.

His vocabulary seems to have been no larger than
was necessary for the transaction of business.

Macaulay.
— Vocabulary, Dictionary, Glossarif. A vo-

cabulary is now, at least, commonly under*

stood to be a list of the words occurring in

a specific work or author, generally alpha-
betically arranged, defined, and appended
to the text; whereas we apply the term dic-

tionary to a word-book of all the words in

a language or of any department of art or
science, without reference to any particular
work ; thus, we speak of a vocabulary to

Caesar, but of a dictionary of architecture,
chemistry, the English language, &c. A
glossary is yet more restricted than a vocab-
ulary, being a list and explanation of pecu-
liar terms, as technical, dialectic, or anti-

quated words, occurring in a particular
author or department ; as, a glossary to
Chaucer, Bums, &c. ; a glossary of terms of

art, and the like.

Vocabullst (vo-kab'u-list), n. The writer or
framer of a vocabulary.

Vocal (vo'kal), a. [L. vocalis. See VoiCE.]

1. Pertaining to the voice or speech; uttered
or modulated by the voice.

They joined their vocal worship to the choir
Milton.

2. Havinga voice; endowed or as if endowed
with a voice.

The stream, the wood, the gale
Is vocal with the plaintive wail. Sir IV. Scott.

Where the brook
yocal, with here and there a silence, ran.

Tennyson.

3 In jfhonetics, (a) voiced; uttered with
voice as distinct from breath; sonant: said

of certain letters, as z as distinguished from
8, or V as distinguished from /. (&) Having
a vowel character; vowel.

These are the principal vowels, and there are few
languages in which they do not occur. But we have
only to look to Enghsh, French, and German in order
to perceive that there are many varieties of vocal
sound besides these. There is the French u, the
German «, &c. Max Miiller.

— Vocal music, music prepared for. or pro-
duced by the human voice alone, or accom-
panied by instruments, in distinction from
instrumental music, which is prepared for,

or produced by instruments alone.— Vocal
chords or cords, in anat. two elastic folds of

mucous membrane, so attached to the car-

tilages of tlie larynx and to muscles that

they may be stretched or relaxed, and other-

wise altered so as to modify the sounds pro-

duced by their vibration. See Voice.— Vocal
tube, in anat. the space which the sound of

the voice has to traverse after it is produced
in the glottis, including the passages through
the nose and mouth.
Vocal (vo'kal). n. In R. Cath. Ch. a man
who has a right to vote in certain elections.

Vocalic (vo-kal'ik), a. Eelating to or con-
sisting of vowel sounds; containing many
vowels. Sir W. Scott.

VocaJlsm (vo'kal-izm), n. The exercise of

the vocal oi^ans; vocalization.

Vocalist (vo'kal-ist), n. A vocal musician;
a singer ; as opposed to an instrumental
performer.
Vocality (vo-kari-ti). n. The quality of being
vocal : (a) the quality of being utterable by
the voice. Holder. (6) The quality of being
a vowel; vowel character; as, the vocality of

a sound.
Vocalization (v6'kal-iz-a"shon), n. 1. Act
of vocalizing, or the state of being vocalized.

2, The formation and utterance of vocal

sounds.
Vocalize (v6'kal-iz),v.(. pret. &pp.vocaliz€d;
ppr. vocalizing. 1. To form into voice ; to

make vocal.

It is one thing to give impulse to breath alone, and
another to vocalize that breath, that is, in its passage
through the larynx to give it the sound of human
voice. Holder.

2. To ntter with voice and not merely
breath; to make sonant; as, / vocalized is

equivalent to v.

Vocally (vo'kal-li), adv. 1. In a vocal man-
ner; with voice; with an audible sound.—
2. In words ; verbally : as, ' to express de-

sires vocally.' Sir M. Hale.

Vocalness (vo'kal-nes), n. The quality of

l)einf; vocal; vocality.

Vocation (v6-ka'shon). ?i. [Fr., from L. vo-

catio, from voco, to call. See VoiCE.] 1. A
calling or designation to a particular state

or profession; a summons; an injunction; a
call ; in theol. a special calling, under God's
guidance, to some special state, office, or
duty. ' The golden chain of vocation, elec-

tion, and justification.' Jer. Taylor.

What can be urged for them who, not having the
vocation of poverty to scribble, out of mere wanton-
ness make tncmselves ridiculous. Dryden.

Though merely giving pleasure is no part of an
orator's duty, yet he has no vocation to give his

audience pam. Brougham.

2. Employment; calling; occupation; trade;
a word that includes professions as well aa
mechanical occupations.
Why, Hal, 'tis my vocation, Hal; 'tis no an for a

man to labour in his vocation. Shat.
If wit or wisdom be the head, if honesty be the

heart, industry is the right hand of every vocation.
Barrow.

Vocative (vok'a-tiv), a. [L. vocativus, from
voco, to call, from vox, the voice.] Relat-
ing to calling or addressing by name: ap-
plied to the grammatical case in which a
person or thing is addressed; as, the vocative
case.

Vocative (vok'a-tiv), 71. In gram, the case
employed in calling to or addressing a pHer-

son or thing; as, L. Domine, O hotd, which
is the vocative case of dominus.
Vochyacea, Vochysiacese (vok-i-a'se-s,
vo-kiz'i-a-se-e), 71. pL [From vochy. name of
a species in Guiana.] An order of polypet-
alous dicotyledonous trees and shrubs, often
very beautiful, belonging to tropical Ame-
rica, There are about ten genera, of which
Vochysia and Qualea are conspicuous for

the beauty of their flowering panicles.

Vociferantt (v6sif'6r-ant), a. Clamorous;
noisy; vociferous. ' With voice vociferant.'

Davies.

Vociferate (vo-sifSr-at), v.i. [L. voc\fero,

voci/eratum—vox, tjoci*, the voice, and/ero,
to bear.] To cry out with vehemence; to
exclaim.

So saying, he lash'd the shoulders of his steeds.

And, through the ranks V9ciferatin£, call'd

His Trojans on. Cozufer.

Syn. To exclaim, bawl, shout, bellow, roar,

mouth.
Vociferate (vo-sif'fer-at), v.t. pret. & pp. vo-

ciferated; ppr. vociferating. To utter with
a loud voice or clamorously; to shout.

yociferated logic kills me quite ;

A noisy man is always in the right. Cowfier.

Vociferation (v6-8if'6r-a"shon). 71. The act
of vociferating; a violent outcry; vehement
utterance of the voice; clamour; exclama-
tion. 'The vodferations of emotion or of

pain.* Byron.
Vociferosity (v6-sif'6r-08"i-ti), n. Vocifer-

ation ; clamorousness. ' Its native twang-
ing vociferosity.' Carlyle.

Vociferous (v6-sif'6r-u8), a. Making a loud
outcry; clamorous; noisy.

Thrice three vociferous heralds rose to check the
rout. Chapman.

Vociferously (vo-sif6r-us-U), adv. In a vo-

ciferous manner; with great noise in calling,

shouting, &c. Carlyle.

Vociferousness (vo-sif'er-us-nes), n. The
quality of being vociferous; clamorousness.

Vocular (voku-l^r), a. Vocal. ' The series

of rocwiar exclamations.' Dickens. [Rare]
Vocule (vok'ul), 71. tl*im. from vox, voice.)

A faint or weak sound of the voice, as that
made on separating the lips on pronouncing
p, t, or k. [Rare.]

Vodka (vod'ka), n. An intoxicating spirit

distilled from rye, and much used in Russia.

Voe (vo), 71. [Icel. vor, a voe.] An inlet,

bay, or creek. [Orkneys and Shetland.]
Vogie(v6'gi),a. [Perhaps from ro^««.] Vain;
merry ; cheerful ; well - pleased. Burns.
[Scotch.]

Vogle (vogl), n. A cavity in a lode or vein;

a vugg or vugh.
Voglite (vog'lit), n. A hydrated carbonate
of uranium, lime, and copper, of an emerald-
green colour and pearly lustre, occurring
near Joachimsthal in Bohemia.
Vogue (vog), n. [Fr. vogue, fashion, repu-
tation, lit. rowing of a ship, voguer. to sail;

from It. voga, a rowing, vogare, to row, from
O.G. wogdn, wag6n, Mod.G. ^cogen, to wave,
fluctuate, to heave; akin E. ipag, ivave.] The
mode or fashion prevalent at any particular

time; popular reception for the time; popu-
lar repute or estimation: now almost exclu-

sively used in the phrase in vogue; as, a
particular form of dress is now in vogue; an
amusing writer is now in vogue; such opi-

nions are now in vogu£. 'To judge a man's
saintship from the vogue of the world.*

South. ' Common vogue or popular opinion.'

Waterland.
But considering these sermons bore so great a

voc-ue among the papists, I will here give a taste of
them. Stry/e.

Use may revive the obsoletest word.
And b.inish those that now are most in vog-ue.

Roscommon.

Voice (vois), ?i. [O.E. voys, O.Fr. vow^Mod.
Fr. voix, from L. fox, vocis, voice, a word,
from stem of vocare, to call (whence iiocafioTi,

vocative, advocate, &c.); Skr.rac/i. to speak.]

1. The soimd uttered by the mouths of living

Fate, tax, fat, fftll; me, met, h«r; pine, pin; note, not, move;' tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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creatures, whether men or animals; espe-
cially, human utterance in speaking sing-
ing, or otherwise; the sound made when a
person speaks or sings ; mode or character
of sounds uttered ; as, to hear a voice to
recognize a person's voice; a loud voice; alow tone of voice; ' a man's voice; '

' did ut-
ter forth a voice;' 'the voice of a nightin-
gale. Shak.

Her tw« was ever soft,
Ocntle and low, an excellent thing in woman

.,,. S*ut.
The women sang

1^11*^" the rougher voices of the men.
Like hnnets in the pauses of the wind. Tentiysttn,

Voice as a scientific term mav mean either
the faculty of uttering audible sounds, or
the body of audible sounds produced Ijy the
organs of respiration, especially the larynx
of men and other animals: contradistin-
guished from speech or articulate language
> oice is produced when air is driven by the
muscles of expiration from the lungs through
the trachea and strikes against the two
vocal chords (see under VocAi,), the vibra-
tions of which produce sounds varying in
different animals according to the structure
of the organs and the power which the ani-
mal possesses over them. Voice can, there-
lore, only be found in animals in which the
system of respiration is developed, and the
lungs and larjnix actually exist. Fishes
having no lungs are dumb. In man the
superior organization and mobility of the
tongue and Ups, as well as the perfection of
the larynx, enable him to modify his vocal
sounds to an almost influite extent In
ordinary speaking the notes of the voice
Have nearly all the same pitch, and the
variety of the sounds is due rather to ar-
ticulation in the mouth than to definite
movements of the glottis and vocal chords
In singing the successive sounds have vibra-
tions corresponding in relative proportions
to the notes of the musical scale. The male
voice admits of division into tenor and
bass, and the female into soprano and con-
tralto. The lowest female note is an octave
or so higher than the lowest note of the
male voice; and the female's highest note
18 about an octave above that of the male
The compass of both voices taken together
Is about four octaves, the chief differences
residing in the pitch and also in the timbre
2. Ihe faculty of speaking; as, to lose one's
voice.—i. A sound produced by an inanimate
object and regarded as representing the
voice of an Intelligent being; sound emitted
M, the voice of the winds. • The trumpet's
Totce. Additon.

The floods have lifted up their voier. Ps. xciii. 3.

4. Anything analogous to human speech
which conveys impressions to any of the
senses. • The voice of the recorded law '

Shak.
E'en from the tomb the ivta of Nature cries. Gray.

6. Opinion or choice expressed; Judgment-
the right of expressing an opinion ; vote

;

suffrage; as, you have no voice in the matterHe has out jjoicei, sir.' Shai. 'Elect by
voice. Dryden. 'My noice is still for war '

Addi^n.
Committing freely

Your scruples to the vaici of Christendom. S/uii.
In modem states the public !•»&» has frequentiv

occasioned war. Brougiam.
6 Language; words; speech; mode of speak-
ing or expression.

I desire to be present with you now, and to changeray vaut. Q^ jy ^
I have no words

;

My z'OKt is in my sword. Skat.
Let us call on God in the v&iee of his church.

7. One who speaks; a speaker.
'

A potent ^oice of Parliament,
A pilUr steadfast in the storm. Tenttyiou.

8. Wish or order made known in any way a
command; a precept.
Ye would not be obedient to the veia of the LordJ™" •'"^ Deut. viii. ao.

8. In phonetic), sound uttered with reson-
ance of the vocal chonls, and not with amere emission of breath; sonant utterance

VOLANT

Denham.

Uttered with voice. Se

lish and many other languages there aretwo voices, active and passive; some lan-
guages (as Greek) have also a middle voice
See these terms.—11. t A word; a term; a

S!°T' 'nr^''""~^-'" ^nyvoice.i in my name.
AHaic.— tf uh one voice, unanimously.

The Greelcish heads, which nil/, me voice
call Agamemnon head and general. Skak.

Voice (vols), v.l. pret. & pp. voiced- ppr
roiang. 1. To give utterance or expression
to; to utter; to express; as. to tioice the popu-
lar belief. —2. To rumour; to report.

ci' "^i ™"^"' *^' ">= ""K proposed to put to deathEdward Plantagenet. "^

Saccm.
S. To regulate the tone of ; as, to voice the
pipes of an organ. -4. t To nominate; to
adjudge by vote; to vote.

Your minds
rre-occupied with what you rather must do

T'l^"'hi,rcon3ul''"''
"""' '"'" ^"^'

'"JS^
Voiced (voist), o. l. Furnished with a voice.

That's Erythaea
Or some angel voiced like her.

2. In phonetics.
Voice, 9.

Voiceful (vois'ful), o. Having a voice-
vocal. '

Behold the Iliad and the Odyssey
Kise to the swelling of the voice/ut sea. CoUridge.

Voiceless (voisaes), a. Having no voice ut-
terance, or vote. • Childless and crownless
in herTOi«fe«« woe.' Byron.
The proctors of the clergy were voiceless assistants.

Voicing (vois'ing). n. 1. The act of'iishig
the voice; raising of a rumour, report or
the like. Bacon. -2.. The act of voting.
Ihe people s power of voicing in councils '

Jer. Taylor. -z. In organ building, the par-
ing away the upper edge of the block in awooden mouth-pipe, or the making of par-
allel notches on the bevelled surface of the
lip of a metallic mouth-pipe in order to
regulate the tone and power.
Void (void), a. [O.Fr voide, vuide. Mod Fr
vide, empty, void, devoid, from h. vidmts'
widowed deprived, bereaved, from root
seen in Skr. vidh, to be without, to be de-
prived; cog. E. widow. The French forms
MT)se from transposing the first « in viduus
Hence, avoid, devoid.} 1. Empty or not
containing matter; vacant; not occupied-
unfilled

; as, a void space or place. 1 Ki

'The mighty tioid of sense." Pope
illunitableiioMf.' Thoimon.

What peaceful hours 1 once enjoyed

'

"""" "'
till I

'The

. to T-ijn/ the security
Ciarendon.

^Z^tJ"^^ "H without form and void, and dark.ness was upon the face of the deep. Gen. i^
I'll get me to a place more voiit, and there
Speak to great C»sar as he comes along. Shak.

2. Having no holder or possessor ; vacant •

unoccupied; having no incumbent. 'Divers
offices that had been long void.' Camden
S.t Not taken up with business.

I chain him in my study, that, at void hours
1 may run over the story of his country.

4. Beln^ without; devoid ; destituteTTSit-
mg; without; as, void of learning; rairf of
reason or common sense 'A conscience
void of offence toward God and toward
men.' Ac. xxiv. 18.

He that is void oS wisdom despiseth his neighbour
u . , , Prov. xi. 12How void or reason are our hopes and fears.

6. Not producing any effect ; ineffectual -

being in vain.

.i,?!i*'"°"' ..; I'"'"
""' '"'"" "> "devoid, but it

shall accomplish that which I please Is Iv ii

leita'th^pfa??"^
""= """'"' "<

^""^"jlJ.U'T'

How sweet their lueiiiory stilll
But they have left an aching itoid
The world can never (ill. CoTc'fer.

Void (void), vt. [O.E. voyde. voyden, to ex-
pel, to get rid of, to send away; O. Fr voidier
to empty, remove from. See the adjective l
1. To make or leave vacant; to quit; to leave

n,"'^".!" "/?i
"'"' '"^ '>''' ">='" "m= lio"-"-Or void the field. Shak

2. Toemlt, throw, or send out; to empty out-
speciflcally, to evacuate from the bowels

'

as, to void excrementitious matter.
You. that did void your rheum upon my beardAna foot me as you spurn a stranger cur. Shak.
S.t To cast away from one; to divest one's
self of. Barrow.~i. To invalidate; to an-
nul; to nullify; to render of no validity or

It had become a practice .

given for money ijorrowed.

5.t To avoid; to shun. Wickliffe.
Void (void), v.i. To be emitted or evacu-
ated. Wueman. [Bare )
Voidable (void'a-bl), a. 1. Capable of being
voided or evacuated.-2. In law, capable ofbeing annulled or confirmed. See Koid and
I oidable, under Void.

semeMe"''"'"'*'"''"" " ""' ''°'"^' "" "">'*»*'» by

yoidance (void'ans), n. l. The act of void-ing or emptying.- 2. The act of ejectingfrom a benefice; ejection. -3, The state of
being void; vacancy, as of
a benefice.—4. t Evasion;
Kiiliterfuge. Bacon.
Voided (void'ed), p. and o.
Ill her. ajiplied to a
ilurge or ordinary pierced
through, or having the
inner part cut away, so
that the field appears, and
nothing remains of the
charge but Its outer edges

,, ,, , .,, as in the cut.
Voider (yoid'dr), n. l. One who or thatwhich voids or annuls; one who vacates orempties.-2.t A tray or basket for carryingaway utensils or dishes no longer required-
especially, a tray or basket in which brokenmeat was carried from the talile

in^hT^'Sr"
'^''' "' """'' '"" S.mphcit^b.ought

Azure a saltiere
voided argent.

All consonants are really checks, and their charac-

rl™?^"/'" 'j?,' P"«'"=J"fcr for .1 time a complete
cessation of audible breath or voice. Both p and *

.wo' "'=j momentary negations of breath and
voice. But b differi from f in s.) far as. in order topronounce it, the breath must have been changedby the glottis into voUe. Max ilitller.

10. In <;rai;i. that form of the verb or Ixxiyof
Inflections which shows the relation of the
subject of the affirmation or predication to
the action expressed by the verb. In Eng-

ch, cAain; 6h, 8c. locA;

Vol IV,

6. Unsubstantial; unreal; imaginary. 'Life-
less idol, void and vain.' Pope —7 Having
no legal or binding force; nnU ; not effec-
tual to bind parties, or to convey or support
a right; as. a deed not duly signed and sealedU void; a fradulent contract is void, or may
be rendered void.— Void space, in physics a
vacuum. -To make void, (o) to render useless
or of no effect. 'To make void my suit. ' Shak.

-.5' ''
ll"^'' '^^'i^ "' "f "" '*" •"= <"'" '»ith ismade void, and the promise made ofnone effect.

*,, #», i , ... Rom. iv. n
(») To treat as if of no force or importance -

to disregard. Ps. cxix. l2e.-Void and void-
able. In law. A transaction is said to be voidwhen it is a mere nullity and incapable of
confirmation

; whereas a voidable transac-
tion is one which may be either avoided or
confirmed ex post facto.—Sys. Empty va-
cant, unoccupied, unfilled, devoid, wantimr
unfurnished, unsupplied.
Void (void), ti. An empty space; a racuum.

3. In A«r. one of the ordinaries, whose figure

Uls much like that of the
flanch, but is not quite
so circular towards the
centre of the field. The
term, however, is little
used.

Voldlnjr(void'ing),7i. i.The
act of one who or that
which voids. — 2. That

Argent two voiders ^'^ich is Voided ; a reni-
guies. nant; a fragment. 'The

Vnim„„ 1^1*. ,
'"'.'?!:'S0ttliy table.' Jtowe.

VoldlnK-lniifb (void'ing-nif), n A knife

a voider™'""'
'^^«»"=»«» «' 'U to put into

Voidness (void'nes), n. The state or qualityof being void; as, (a) emptiness; vacuitv-
destitution (6) Nullity; inefllcacy; want
Vnltl^iiT '°r?^; *"> ^"n' <" substaJ, iamyVoiture (voi'tur), n. [Fr., from It. vetlxtraa carriage, from L. nertitro.acarrjiiig from

Volable (yol'a-bl), a. (Probably intended asa pedantic or erroneous coinage from LvoLre, to fly.) Nimble-witted:*VorTput

/^,5wf® '," ""? "'"""" "' Amiado ini^ora s Labour Lost, iii. 67
Volage.t a. [Fr., from voter, to fly .See

Vnt^*\ H«Hi «'''''y' "'^'"e Chaucer
volant (volant), a. [Fr., flying, from voter,

file ±' *«''*• '" .">'') 1- '''''"'"'8 ""'"'igh

» ;;
' i "^'"8 ^ "» ""'""t in the air

'

Holland. -2.i Freely passmg from placeto place; current. '

The English silver was now
' current, and our gold voianl in
the pope s court. Futter.

3. Light and quick; nimble;
rapid; active.

His T/tJ/zi;!/ touch
Instinct through all proportions,
low and high,

Fled and pursued transverse the

Volant
resonant fugue. Millcm.

a .
,. J *- I" *«'• represented as

flfgilt
"^ '"^ ^^ ""'»" 'P'''*'"^ "^ '"

g.»o; J, job; h, Frton; ng, si/iy; TH, tAen; th, ttln; w, wig; wh, loAig; jh, aiure.-See Kar
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TUting-helmet with Vo-
lant-piece, A.D. 1458.

VolautMvo'lant), n. [Ft. See above] A
shuttlecock ; hence, one who Buctuates be-

tween two parties; a trimmer.

Tile Dutcii liad acted the volant, and done enougli

on the one side or the

other to Iceep the fire

ahve. Roger I^orth.

Volant-pleoe (vo-

lant'pes), n. [Fr. t>o-

ion*. flymg.] An ad-

ditional covering for

the front of a hel-

met for the tourna-
ment It stood for-

ward somewhat,and
the projecting sa-

lient angle wasmade
so sharp that, unless

tlie lance was fur-

nished with a cor-

onel, it was almost
certain to glance off-

Volaryt (vo'la-ri), n. [See Volery.] A
bird-cage large enough for birds to fly m.

Written also Volery.

And now sits penitent and solitary

Like the forsaken turtle, in the volary.
B. yottsou.

Volatile (vol'a-til), a. [Ft., from L. vola-

tilis, from oolo.volatum, to fly.] l.t Passing

through the air on wings, or by the buoyant

force of the atmosphere ; having the power

to fly; flying.

The caterpillar towards the end of summer waxeth

volatile, and tumeth to a buttertly. Bacon.

2. Having the quality of passing off by spon-

taneous evaporation ; evaporating rapidly

;

diffusing more or less freely in the atmo-

sphere. Substances which affect the smell

with pungent or fragrant odours, as musk,

hartshorn, and essential oils, are called

v(Mlile substances because they waste away

on exposure to the atmosphere. Alcohol

and ether are called oolatile liquids for a

similar reason, and because they easily pass

into the state of vapour on the application

of heat. On the contrary gold is a Jixed

substance because it does not suffer waste,

even when exposed to the heat of a furnace;

and oils are called Jixed when they do not

evaporate on simple exposure to the atmo-

sphere. See OIL.— 3. Lively; brisk; gay;

full of spirit; airy; hence, fickle; apt to

change; as, n volatile temper.

You are as giddy and volatile as ever. S-wi/i.

Volatile t (vol'a-til), n. A winged animal.

The flight of volatiles.' Sir T. Bromie.

Volatileneas (vol'a-til-nes), n. Same as

VolatiliUj.

Volatility (vol-a-til'i-ti), n. 1. The state or

quality of being volatile; disposition to ex-

hale or evaporate; that property of a sub-

stance which disposes it to become more or

less freely or rapidly diffused in the atmo-

sphere; capability of diffusing, evaporat-

ing, or dissipating at ordinary atmospheric

temperatures; as, the volatility of ether,

alcohol, ammonia, or the essential oils.

By the spirit of a plant we understand that pure

elaborated oil, which, by reason of its extreme vola-

tility, exhales spontaneously, and in which the odour

or smell consists. Ariutknot.

2 The character of being volatile; volatile,

light, or flckle behaviour ; flightiness ; mu-
tability of mind ; fickleness ; as, the vola-

(iK(!/ofyouth.—SYN. Flightiness, levity, gid-

diness, mutability, changeableness, fickle-

ness, instability, lightness.

VolatlllzaWe (vol'a-til-iz-a-bl), a. Capable

of beinu volatilized.

Volatilization (vol'a-til-iz-a'shon), n. The
act or process of volatilizing or rendering

volatile. Boyle.

Volatilize (vol'a-til-iz), v.t. pret. & pp. vola-

tilized; ppr. volatiliiing. [Fr. volatiliser.

See Volatile.] To render volatile; to

cause to exhale or evaporate ; to cause to

pass off in vapour or invisible effluvia, and

to rise and float in the air. 'The water

. . dissolving the oil, and volatilizing it

by the action.' Newton.
Vol-au-vent(vol-o-vafi), 71. [Fr.] Iticookern,

a raised pie made with a case of very light

and rich iiulf paste; a kind of enlarged and
his-'lily ornamented patty.

VolbortMte (vol'borth-it), ii. [After Vol-

bi,rth, wlio discovered it.] A mineral con-

sisting chiefly of vanadic acid, protoxide of

copper, lime, and water, occtuTing both of

a green and a gray colour.

Volcanian (vol-ka'ni-an), a. Of, pertaining

to, characteristic of, or resembling a vol-

cano; volcanic. • A deep Bo/contan yellow.'

EeaU. [Eare.]

Volcanic (vol-kan'ik), a. 1. Pertaining to

volcanoes; as, volcanic heat.—2. Produced

by a volcano; as, volcanic tufa.—3. Changed
or affected by the heat of a volcano.— Vol-

canic bombs, masses of lava, spherical or

pear-like in shape, frequently occurring in

great numbers in the vicinity of active vol-

canoes. Their surfaces are rough, fissured

with branching cracks; their internal struc-

ture is either irregularly scoriaceous and
compact, or it presents a symmetrical and
very curious appearance, which is simply

explained if we suppose a mass of viscid,

scoriaceous matter to be projected with a

rapid rotatory motion through the air.

Darmin.— Volcanic foci, subterranean cen-

tres of igneous action, from which minor
exhibitions diverge. Page.— Volcanic glass,

vitreous lava; obsidian (which see).— Vol-

canic mud, the foetid sulphureous mud dis-

charged by volcanoes, especially those of

South America. Page. — Volcanic rocks,

rocks which have been formed by volcanic

agency; all igneous productions of recent

or modern origin, as distinct from the trap-

pean and granitic series.

Volcanicity (vol-ka-nis'i-ti), n. State of

being volcanic; volcanic power.

Volcanism (vol'kan-izm), n. Volcanicity.

Volcanist (vol'kan-lst), n. [Fr. vokaniste]

1. One versed in the history and pheno-

mena of volcanoes. — 2. A vulcanist (which

Volcanlte (vol'kan-it), n. A mineral, other-

wise called Augite.

Voloanlty (vol-kan'i-ti), n. The state of

being volcanic, or of volcanic origin. [Rare.]

Volcanizatlon (vol'kan-iz-a'shon). n. The
process of volcanizing or being volcanized.

Volcanize (vol'kan-iz), v.t. pret. <fc pp. vol-

canized; ppr. volcanizing. To subject to or

cause to undergo volcanic heat and be af-

fected by its action.

Volcano (vol-ka'no), n. pi. Volcanoes (vol-

kii'noz). (It. volcano, milcano, Fr. vulcan,

from L. Vulcanm, the god of fire; cog.

Skr. ulka, flre. ] A hill or mountain more
or less perfectly cone-shaped, with a cir-

cular cup -like opening or basin (called a

crater) at its summit : popularly termed a

burning mountain. In the centre of the

crater is the mouth of a perpendicular shaft,

which sends out clouds of hot vapour, gases,

and, at times of increased activity, showers

of ashes, hot fragments of rocks, and streams

of fiery liquid rocks, called lava, which flow

down the slopes of the mountain. The gra-

dual accumulationof these ejected materials

Vole (vol), n. [Fr., from voter, to fly, to

dart upon, like a bird of prey, from L. volare,

to fly] A deal at cards that draws all the

tricks.
' A volet a volet' she cried, ' 'tis fairly won.
My game is ended, and my work is done.' Crabbe.

Vole (vol), v.i. To win all the tricks at cards

by a vole.

Vole (vol), II. [Also called vole-mouse, per-

haps for wold-mouse, wold, fleld, plain, so

that the name would be equivalent to field-

mouse ; comp. O. Southern E. tolde, field,

earth; Icel. vbllr, field] A name common to

the members of a widely spread genus (Ar-

vicola) of rodent animals, resembling, and
in many cases popularly bearing the names
of rats and mice, and belonging to a group
(Arvicolidie) which some naturalists regard

as a distinct family, others as a subfamily
of the JIuridse. Some are terrestrial, others

aquatic. The conmion vole (A . agrestic), the

meadow-mouse or short-tailed field-mouse,

is injurious to young plantations, devouring

the bark and destroying the roots. The
water-vole or water- rat (A. amphibia) is

much larger, and swims well though its feet

are not webbed. A black variety of the

water-vole common in Britain is the A. atra.

There are many other species in the Old and
New Worlds. See Arvicola.
Volery (vole-ri), n. [Fr. voliire, an aviary, a
pigeon-house, from volcr, to fly.] 1. A large

bird-cage in which the birds have room to

fly. Also written Volary. —2. A flight or

flock of birds.

An old boy, at his first appearance, ... is sure to

draw on him the eyes and chirping of the whole town

volery; amongst whom there will not be wantmg
some birds of prey. Lode.

Volet (vol'a), n. [Fr. , from L. volo, to fly ]

1. A gauze veil worn by ladies at the back

of the head in the middle ages.—2. In paint-

ing, a term applied to the wings or shutters

of a picture, formed as a triptych, as Rubens'
' Descent from the Cross ' in Antwerp Cathe-

dral, the volets of which are painted on both

Volltablet (vol'i-ta-bl), n. Capable of being

volatilized.

Volitatlont ( vol-i-ta'shon ), »i. [L. voMo,

intensoffoto.tofly.] The act of flying; flight

Sir T. Browne.
Volltient (vo-lish'ent), a. [See Volition]
Having power to will ; exercising the will

;

wUling. [Rare]
What I do

I do volitient, not obedient £. B. BroToiittte.

Volition ( vo-lish'on ), n. [L. volitia, from
volo, to will; from same root as E. will.]

1. The act of willing; the exercise of the will;

the act of determining choice or forming a

purpose.
'Will' is an ambiguous word, being sometimes put

for the 'faculty' of willing; sometimes for the 'act

of that faculty, besides otlier meanings. But volition

always signifies the 'act of willing,' and nothing else.

Willingness, I think, is opposed to unwillingness or

aversion. A man is willing to do what he has no
aversion to do, or what he has some desire to do,

though perhaps he has not the opportunity; and 1

think this is never called volition. ""'''Reid.

Section of an active Volcano.

around the crater forms a succession of con-

centric layers which explains the conical

shape. The mountain has often several sub-

sidiary cones connected with the principal,

and lava may flow out from various mouths

or vents. The flames described as issuing

from the crater are usually the reflection of

the glowing lava illuminating the clouds of

vapour, scoriie, and ashes. Nearly all active

volcanoes have times of relative repose, In-

terrupted.often at great intervals, by periods

of increased activity, which terminate in a

violent ejection of incandescent matter from

the interior. The volcano is then said to

be in a state of eraption, which is usually

foreboded by loud subterranean noises, like

explosions of distant artillery, shocks of

earthquake, &c. The most important Euro-

pean volcanoes are Vesuvius, near Naples,

whose sudden eruption in 71) A.D. over-

whelmed Pompeii, Herculaneum, and other

cities ; Etna, in the island of Sicily ;
and

Hecla in Icelaml. _ „, , , „
A volcano has been described by Sir Charles Lyeu

as ' a more or less perfectly conical hill or mountain,

formed by the successive accumulations of ejected

matter in a state of incandescence or high heat, and

having one or more channels of communication with

the interior of the earth, by which the ejections are

effected.' ™^''

2. The power of willing; will.

In that young bosom are often stirring passions as

strong as our own, tlesires not less violent, a volition

not less supreme. Disraeli.

Volitional (vo-lish'on-al), a. Relating or

pertaining to volition. ' The volitional im-

pulse.' Bacon.
Volitlve (vol'i-tiv), a. 1. Having the power
to will; exercising volition.

The right and true knowledge of those things do
not only . . . perfect the intellectual faculty, but they

also perfect Uie volitive faculty. Sir .1/. Hale.

2. Originating in the will.—3. In gram, used

in expressing a wish or permission ; as, a

volitive proposition.

Volkameria (vol-ka-me'ri-a), n. [In honour

of J. O. ro(i-a»ic>', a German botanist. ] A
genus of plants, nat. order Verbenacea:. The
best known species, V. actileata, is a native

of the West Indies, and one of the most

common plants in the low lands of Jamaica

in dry gravelly soil. It grows to the height

of 5 or fi feet ; the leaves are oblong, acute,

with spines from the rudiments of the peti-

oles, and the white flowers are in axillary

cvmes.
Volley (volli), n. [Fr. voire, a flight, from

voter, L. volare, to fly.] 1. A flight of missiles,

as of shot, arrows, 4-c. ; a simultaneous dis-

charge of a number of missile weapons, as

small-arms; as, a volley of musketry. 'A

volley of our needless shot.' Shak.—'l. A
noisy or explosive burst or emission of many

F&te. tti, fat, fftU; me, met, her, pine, pm; nate. not, move; tube, tub, b«U; oU, pound; ii, 8c. «btme; J, 8c.l«|f.
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things at once. 'A fine volley of words.'
Skak.
But rattling nonsense in full volleys breaks. Pope.

Volley (voHi), v. t. pp. volleyed; ppr. volley-

ing. [The spelling of the conjugational
forms vollied and tollies is obsolete.] To
discharge with a volley, or as if with a vol-

ley. ' The vollied thunder. ' Milton. Often
with out.

Another hound
Against the welkin vollits out his voice. Shak.

Volley (vol'li), tf.i. 1. To throw out or dis-

charge at once or with a volley.

Cannon to right of them,
Cannon to iefi of them.
Cannon behind them,

VolUy'd and thunder'd. Tennyson.

2. To sound like a volley of artillery.

And there the volleying thunders pour
Till waves grow smoother to the roar, Byron.

Volowt (vol'6), t.t. [From the answer Yolo,

I will, used in the baptismal service.] To
baptize: applied contemptuously. Tyndale.
Volt (volt), n. [From Volta.] In electrometry,
the unit of tension or electro-motive force.

Volt (volt), n. [Fr. volte, from L. volvo, vo-

lutum, to turn. See Vault.] 1. In the
manege, a round or circular trea<l; a gait of
two treads made by a horse going sideways
round a centre.— 2. In feiicing, a sudden
movement or leap to avoid a thrust.

Volta (vol'tii). pi. Volte (vol'ta). [It. a
turn, from L. volvo, volutum, to turn.] In
music, a direction signifying that the part
is to be repeated one, two, or more times

;

as, una volta, once; due volte, twice.

Volta-electelc (vol'ta-e-lek"trik), a. Per-
taining to voltaic electricity or galvanism;
as. volta-electric induction,
Volta-electrometer ( vol'ta-e-lek-trora"et-
6r), n. An instrument for the exact measure-
ment of electric currents; a voltameter.
Voltagraphy (voltag'ra-fi), n. The art of
copying in metals, deposited by electrolytic
action, any form or pattern which is made
the negative surface of a voltaic circuit

;

cfipying by electrotypy.

Voltaic (vol-ta'ik), a. Pertaining to Volta.
the discoverer of voltaism; as, the voltaic
pile. — Voltaic battery, the larger forms of
voltaic apparatus, used for accumulating
galvanic electricity. See Galvanism.— I'ot-

taic electricity, that branch of electricity to
which the name of galvanism is generally
applied, the phenomena connected with it

being produced by the voltaic or galvanic
battery.— Voltaic pile, a column formed by
successive pairs of plates of two dissimilar
metals.as zinc and copper, alternating with
moistened flannel or pasteboard, in regular
order of succession. The more negative the
two metals are to each other, as zinc and
silver, zinc and platinum, the more active
the series.

Voltairism (vol-tar'izm), n. The principles
or practice of Voltaire; scepticism; infidel-
ity.

In Luther's own country. Protestantism soon dwin-
dled down into a rather barren affair, . . . the essence
of it scepticism ; contention ; which has jangled more
and mote down to yoltairism. CarlyU.

Voltaism (vol'ta-izm), n. That branch of
electrical science which has its source in the
chemical action between metals and differ-
ent liiiuids. It is so named from the Italian
philosopher Volta, whose experiments con-
tributed greatly to the establishment of this
branch of science. It is, however, more
usually called galvanism, from Galvani, who
first showed or brought into notice the re-
markable influence produced on animals by
this species of electricity. See Galvanism.
Voltameter (vol-tam'et-6r).».

( VAtaic, and
Gr. metrun. measure.] An instrument in
which a current of electricity is made to
pass through slightly acidulated water, and
as the water is thus decomposed, oxygen
and hydrogen l>eing liberated, the (luantity
of electric current passing through in a
given time may be ascertained in terms of
the Muantity of water decomposed.
Voltaplast (vol'ta-pIaatX "• [From Volta,
and (ir plaHtos, formed, moulded] A kind
of voltiiic battery used in eleetrotyping.
Voltatype (vol'ta-tip). The same as EUc-
truffip.' (wliich see).

Volti (vol'te). [Imper. of It. voltare, to
turn, from L volvo, volutum. to turn.] In
munc. a direction to turn over the leaf; as,
volti suhito, turn over the leaf quickly.

VoltlgetlT (vortl-2h6r), ;i. [Kr., from volti-
gir. iij vault.] Formerly in France a foot-
soldier in a select company of a regiment, or
in certain special regiments. Volttgeurswere

established by Napoleon during his consul-
ate. Their duties and equipment were simi-
lar to those of ordinary light companies.
Voltzia (volt'si-a), n. [After Voltz of Straa-

burg. ] A genus of coniferous plants, with
their fruit in spikes or cones, occurring only
in the Permian aud triassic.

Voltzlne, Voltzite (volt'zin, volt'zii), n. A
rose-red, yellowish, or brownish, opaque, or
sub-translucent ore of zinc, being an oxi-

sulphide of that metal. It occurs in the
form of small hemispheres, divisible into
thin layers, and is found in Cornwall.

Volubilate,Volul)Ue(vo-lu'bi-lrtt,vol'u-bil),
a. In hot. twining; voluble.

Volubility (vol-u-biri-ti). n. [Fr. volubUite,

L. volubilitas, from volvo, toroU..] 1. The state

or quality of being voluble in speech; over
great fluency or readiness of tlie tongue in

speaking; unchecked flow of speech.

a lacquey that runs on errands for hira. and can
whisper a light message to a loose wench with some
round I'olubility. B. yonson.

She ran over the catalo^e of diversions with such
a voluhility of tongue as drew a gentle reprimand
from her father. Charlotte Lennox.

2. A rolling or revolving; aptness to roll; re-

volution.

Then celestial spheres should forget their wonted
motions, and by irregular volubility turn themselves
any way, as it might nappen. Hooker.

3.t Liableness to revolution; mutability.
Volubility of human affairs.' Sir Ji. L'Es-

trange.

Voluble (vol,' u-bl), a. [Fr. voluble, L. volu-
bUis, revolving, fluent, voluble, from volvo, to
roll. See Volume.] l. Formed so as to roll

with ease, or to be easily turned or set in mo-
tion; apt to roll; rotating; revolving; roll-

ing. 'This less voltible earth.' Hilton.—
2. Characterized by a great flow of words or
by glibness of utterance; speaking with over
great fluency; fluent. ' Cassio, a knave very
voluble.' Shak. 'A voluble and flippant
tongue.' Watts.

And he bore with me.
While, breaking into voluble ecstasy,
I flattered ail the beauteous country.

E. B. Brawling.
Formerly it might be used of readiness, ease,
and smoothness in speaking without the
notion of excess.

He was painful, stout, severe against bad man-
ners, of a grave and voluble eloquence. Bp. Haeket.

3. In bot. twisting: applied to stems which
twist or twine round other bodies, as that
of the hop.

Volubleness (voVu-bl-nes), n. Quality of
being volul)le.

Volubly (vol'Q-bli), adv. In a voluble or
fluent manner. Hudibras.
Volume (vorom). n. [Fr. volume, from L.

volumen, a roll, something rolled up, a roll
of manuscript, a book, avolume, from volvo,

to roll (whence revolve, involve, convolution,
&c.); cog. E. icallow, u^alk.] 1. Primarily,
something rolled orconvolved; particularly,
a written document (as of parchment, pa-
pyrus, strips of l)ark. Ac.) rolled up in a
convenient form for keeping or use, such
being the prevailing form of the book in
ancient times; a roll; a scroll. The written
sheets were usually wound around a stick,
termed an 'umbilicus,' the extremities of
which were called the ' comna,' to which a
' label' containing the name of the author
was tied. The whole was placed in awrapper,
and frequently anointed with oil of cedar-
wood as a preservative against the attacks
of insects. Hence— 2. A collection of printed
sheets bound together, whether containing
a single complete work, part of a work, or
more than one separate work ; a book ; a
tome; in a narrower sense, that part of an
extended work bound up together in one
cover; as. a work in ten volumes. 'Fur-
nished me from mine own library with
volumes. ' Shak.
Devise, wit : write, pen ; for I am for whole volumes

in folio. Shak.
An odd volume of a set of books bears not the

value of its proportion to the set Franklin.

3. Something of a rolMike.convolved, round-
ed, or swelling form; a rounded mass; a
coil; a convolution; a wreath; a fold; as,
volumes of smoke.

Thames' fruitful tides
Slow through the vale in silver volumes ptay.

Fenton,
So glides some trodden serpent on the grass.
And long behind his wounded volutne trails.

Dryden.
4. The space occupied by a body; dimensions
in length, breadth, and depth; compass;
mass; bulk; as, the volume of an elephant's
body ; a volume of gas.—5. In music, quan-

tity, fulness, power, or strength of tone or
sound.— jl(07/iic, equivalent, molecular, or
s-pecijic volume, in chem. see under ATOMIC.
Volumed (vol'umd), a. Having the form
of a rounded mass ; in volumes or rounded
masses; forming volumes or rolling masses;
consisting of moving masses.

With volumed smoke that slowly grew
To one white sky of sulphurous hue, Byron.

The distant torrent's rushing sound
Tells where the volitmed cataract doth roll,

Byron.

Volumenometer (vol'u-men-om'e-ter), n.

[L. yoiu»i«n,avolume,andGr. m^(ron, amea-
sure.] An instrument for measuring the
volume of a solid body by the quantity of a
liquid or of air which it displaces, and thence
also for determining its specific gravity. A
very simple volumenometer consists of a
globular flask with a narrow neck, about 12
inches long, and graduated from below up-
wards to indicate grains of water. The flask

has a tubulure. accurately fitted with a
ground stopper, for admitting the solid body
to be measured. The instrument being filled

to the mark 0° on the neck with a liquid, as
water, which does not act upon the solid,

it is inclined on one side, the stopper re-
moved, and the solid body introduced. The
stopper is then replaced, and the number of
divisions through which the liquid is raised
in the stem gives at once the volume of the
bodyingi-ain-measures. Watts' Dict.ofChem.
Volumenometry (voru-men-om"et-ri), -n.

The art of determining the volumes or spaces
occupied by bodies: applied generally, how-
ever, only to solid bodies; stereometry.
Volumetric (vol-u-niet'rik), a. In chem. of
or pertaining to, or performed by measured
volumes of standard solutions of reagents.— Volitynetric analysis, titration (which see).

Volumetrically (vol-Q-met'riK-al-li), adv.
By volumetric analysis.

Voluminous (vo-lu'min-us), a. [Fr. volumi-
neux. See Volume. ] 1. Consisting of many
coils or complications.

Woman to the waist and fair

But ended foul in many a scaly fold
yolutninous and vast. Milton.

2. Of great volume or bulk; large; extensive;
bulky.
Why, though I seem of a prodigious waist,
I am not so volutninaus and vast
But there are Unes wherewith I might be embraced.

B. yonson.
3. Having written much

; producing books
that are bulky or writing many of them;
hence, copious; diffuse.

The most severe reader makes allowances for many
rests and nodding places in a voluminous writer.

Spectator.
He did not bear contradiction without much pas-

sion, and was too voluminous in discourse.
Clarendott.

Voluminously (vo-lu'min-us-U), adv. In
a voluminous manner; in many volumes; in
masses rolled on successively; very copi-
ously.
The controversies are hotly managed by the di-

vided schools, and voluminously everywhere han-
dled. Granville.

Voluminousness (vd-lu'min-us-nes), n.
state of being voluminous or bulky. 'The
snake's adamantine mluminmisness.* Shel-
ley.

Volumistt (vol'iim-ist), n. One who writes
a volume; an author. 'Hot volumists, and
cold bishops.' Milton.
Voluntarily (vol'un-ta-ridi), adv In a vol-
untary manner; spontaneously; of one's own
will; without being moved, influenced, or
impelled by others.

To be agents voluntarily in our own destruction
is against God and nature. Hooker.

Voluntariness (vol'un-ta-ri-nes), n. The
state uf being v(»luntary, or endowed with
the power of choosing, willing, or determin-
ing: the state or quality of being produced
by the will or free choice. ' Tlie tolxinUiri-

ness of an action.' Uainmond.
Voluntary (vol'un-ta-ri), a. [L. voluntarius,
from voltintng, will, choice, from an old part,
pres. of volo, velle, to will (whence volitioii,

lbene)volence, {male)volence); cog. E. ufill.]

1. Proceeding from the will; done of one's
own accord or free choice.

An action is neither good nor evil unless it be
voluntary and chosen. yer. Taylor.

2. Unconstrained by external interference,
force, or influence; not compelled by the
influence of another; not prompted or sug-
gested by another; of one s or its own ac-
cord; of one's self or itself; free. *The right
of voluntary choice.* Shak.
Our voluntary service he requires not. Milton.

She fell to lust a voluntary prey. Pope.

ch, eAain; eh, Sc. locA; g, yo; J, job; ft, JFr. ton; ng, sItm?; th. «Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, u;Aig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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5 Pertaining to the will; subject to or con-

trolled by the will ; regulated by the will;

as, the voluntary motions of animals ; the

motion of a limb Is voluntary, the motion

of the heart involuntary. —4. Done by design

or intention or on purpose ; intended ; in-

tentional; designed; purposed. 'Giving my-
self a voiwntari/ wound.' Skak.

If a man be lopping a tree and his ax-head fall

from the helve, . . . and kills another passing by;

here is indeed manslaii^ter, but no voluntary mur-

ther,
• Pcrkms.

5. Endowed with the power of willing, or

acting of one's own free-will, choice, or ac-

cording to one's judgment.

God did not act as a necessary, but a voluntary

agent, interfering beforehand, and decreeing with

himself, that which outwardly proceeds from him.
Hooker.

6 Of, pertaining, or relating to voluntary-

ism or the doctrines of the voluntaries; as,

the voluntary theory or controversy; a

voluntary church.—7. In law, according to

the will, consent, or agreement of a party;

without a valuable (but possibly with a

good ) consideration ;
gratuitous ; free. —

I'oluntary affidavit or oath, an affidavit or

oath made m an extrajudicial matter, or

in a case for which the law has not pro-

vided. — Voluntary conveyance, a convey-

ance which may be made merely on a good,

but not a valuable consideration.— Toiim-

taryjurisdiction, a jurisdiction exercised in

matters admitting of no opposition or ques-

tion, and therefore cognizable by any judge

and in any place, and on any lawful day.—
Voluntary waste, waste which is the result

of the voluntary act of the tenant of pro-

perty; as where, ivithout the consent of the

proprietor, he cuts down timber, pulls down
a wall, or the like.

Voluntary (vol'un-fti-ri), n. 1. One who
engages in any affair of his own choice or

Iree-will ; a volunteer. ' Rash, inconsider-

ate, flery uoiiiiitaries.' Shah: Specifically-

2. A member of that ecclesiastical party

which denies to the state the right of inter-

fering in matters of religion, either by pat-

ronage or control, and which asserts that

the church should be supported only by the

voluntary contributionsof its members, who
should be left entirely free to regulate its

affairs. This party, in relation to its poli-

tical aspect, demands that all churches

should be placed on an equal footing in tlie

eye of the law, and that the exceptional

privilege of establishment and endowment
accorded to those who adhere to the creed

and ritual recognized by the state should

cease; and asserts that all legislation tend-

ing to favour one particular denomination

is inequitable.—3. In mmic, an organ solo

performed at the beginning, during, or at

the end of church service. Originally such

solos were extemporaneously composed by
the performer, who was unrestricted by any
strict form, style, or rule, but it is now cus-

tomary for organists to select for perform-

ance organ pieces of a suitable nature com-
posed by skilled musicians, large collections

of which are now published, bearing also

the names, preludes, offertories, postludes,

&c.
Voluntaryism (vol'un-ta-ri-izm), n. Vol-

untary principle or action ; the system or

principle of supporting anything by volun-

tary contribution or assistance ; especially,

the principle of supporting religion by vol-

untary effort and association, in opposition

to doing so by the aid or patronage of the
state. See Voluntary, n. 2.

Volunte,t 11. [Fr. volonU.'i Free-will.

Chaucer.
Volunteer (vol-un-ter^, n. [Fr. volontaire.

See Voluntary.] 1. A person who enters

into any service of his own free-will. Spe-

ciflcally—2. A person who of his own free

accord offers the state his services in a

military capacity without the stipulation of

a substantial reward. The oldest volunteer

company in Britain is the Honourable Ar-

tillery Company of London, whose charter

dates from the reign of Henry VIII. In

1791, and again in 1803, when the ambition

and threats of France agitated England, the

government reckoned upon having a force

of half a million efficient volunteers in arms;

but by 1815 this force almost ceased to exist.

About 18,W a feeling of insecurity began to

manifest itself in consequence of the alleged

insufficiency of the national defences, and
several volunteer corps were formed. In

the course of two or three years many thou-

sands of volunteer riflemen were enrolled

throughout the kingdom. Corps of artil-

lerymen, engineers, &c., were subsequently

formed. These bodies of men the British

government pi-ovides with competent in-

structors, amis, and a part of their am-
munition, besides allowing to each corps

certain giants calculated on the number of

the efficient members, ifcc. A volunteer

can resign on giving a fortnight's previous

notice, unless wheu the country is reasonably

considered in imminent danger.

Volunteer (vol-un-ter'). a. Entering into

service of free-will; consisting of volunteers;

as, volunteer companies.
Volunteer (vol-un-ter'), v.t. To offer or

bestow voluntarily or without solicitation

or compulsion. ' The chief agents who had
volunteered their services against him.' B.

Jon^on.
Volunteer (vol-un-ter'), v.i. To enter into

any service of one's free-will without solici-

tation or compulsion; as, he volunteered in

that undertaking. Dryden.
Volunty t (vol'un-ti), n. Same as Volunte.

Evelyn.

Voluptuary (vo-lup'tii-a-ri), n. [L. mlup-
tuanus, from voluptas, pleasure.] A man
wholly given up to luxury or the gratifica-

tion of the appetite and to other sensual

pleasures; a fiensualist.

Does not t'ntvoluptitary understand in all the liber-

ties of a loose and lewd conversation that he runs the

risk of body and soulf Sir K. L'Estrangt.

Voluptuary (v6-lup'tu-a-ri), a. Given to

pleasure; voluptuous.
Voluptuous (v6-lup'tu-us), a. (Fr volup-

tneux ; L. voluptuosns, from voluptas, plea-

sure. ] 1. Pertaining to, proceeding from, or

based on sensual pleasure ; as, voluptuous

desires. 'Lust volxtptiLous.' Chaucer.—
2. Passed or spent in pleasure or sensuality.
' Soften'd with pleasure and voluptuous life.

'

Milton. —3 Contributing to sensual pleasure

;

gi-atifying the senses; exciting or tending to

excite sensual desires; sensual. ' Voluptuous

idleness.' Holland. 'Music with its fodip-

(«OT(8 swell' Byron. ' roi«j)(MOM« charms'
Macttulay.—i. Given to the enjoyments of

luxury and pleasure ; indulging in sensual

gratifications. ' Jolly and voluptuous livers.

'

Atterbury.
Thou wilt bring me soon

. . . where I shall reign

.\t thy right hand voluptuous, as beseems
Thy daughter and thy darling without end. Milton.

Voluptuously (v6-lup'tii-us-li), adv. In a

voluptuous manner; with free indulgence

of sensual pleasures; luxuriously; sensu-

ally ; as, to live voluptuously. ' Voluplu-

on'shi surfeit out of action.' Shak.

Voluptuousness (vo-lup'tu-ns-nes). ?i.

The state or quality of being voluptuous;

addictedness to pleasure or sensual gratifi-

cation; luxuriousuess.

But there's no bottom, none.

In my voluptuousness ; your wives, your daughters.

Your matrons and your maids could not fill up
^ Sh

more numerous, in the former being accom-
panied with smaller ones, called helices.—

The cistern of my fust. S/iai.

Voluptyt (vol'up-ti), n. Voluptuousness.

Sir T. Myot.
VolUBpa (vol'ns-pa), n. A Scandinanan
prophetess or sibyl.

Here seated, the voluspa or sibyl was to listen to

the rhyniical inquiries which should be made to her,

and to return an extemporaneous answer.
Sir II'. Scott.

[As applied to the prophetess this name is

erroneous. The right word is Icel. Viilm,

whence Voluspd, the lay or song of the

ViJlva, the name of an old Icelandic poem.

Sir V,'. Scott has simply made a mistake.]

Voluta <v6-lu'ta), n. [L.. a volute.] A genus

of gasteropodous molluscs, including those

which have a univalve spiral shell, with an

aperture destitute of a beak, and somewhat
effuse, and a columella twisted or plaited,

generally without lips or perfor.ition. The
species, which are carnivorous, are priucl-

pally found in gi-eat numbers in tropical

seas. Their shells are prized by collectors

above most others for theirbeauty and rarity.

Volutatlont (vol-u-ta'shon), n. [L. volu-

tatio, from voluio, from voleo, to roll.] A
wallowing; a rolling, as of the body on the

earth.

In the sea. when the storm is over, there remains

still an inward working and volutation.
Bp. Reynplds.

Volute (vo-luf), n. [Fr. volute, from L. va-

luta, a volute, from volutus, pp. of Volvo,

vvlutum. to roll.] 1. In arch, a kind of

spiral scroll used in the Ionic, Corinthian,

and Composite capitals, of which it is a
principal ornament. The number of vo-

lutes in the Ionic order is four. In the

Corinthian and Composite orders they are

Volutes of the Ionic and Corinthian Capitals

a a. Volutes. b. Helix.

2. A gasteropodous mollusc of the genus
Voluta. See Volcta.
Voluted (vo-lOt'ed), a. Having a volute or

spiral scroll

Volutidse (v6-lut'i-de), n. pi. A family of

gasteropodous molluscs, of which the genus
Voluta is the type. This family comprises
numerous species, both recent and fossil,

and may be regarded as one of the most
interesting and beautiful families of the

spiral-shelled molluscs. The music-shells,

mitre-shells, and date-shells are examples.

Volution (vo-lu'shon), ii. [From L. volvo,

volutum. to roll. ] A spiral turn ; a con-

volution.

Volva (vol'va). n. [L, a wrapper.] In !>d(.

the wTapper or involucrum-like base of the

stipes of certain fungi, as Atjaricus volva-

ceus. It is the remnants of a bag that en-

veloped the whole plant in its earlier stages,

and was left at the foot of the stipes when
the plant elongated and burst through it.

Volve t (volv), v.t. To turn over, as in the

mind; to consider; to think over. Sterne.

Volvocinese (vol-vo-sin'e S), ii. vl. A family

of minute aquatic vegetables, having as its

type the genus Volvox (which see).

Volvox (vol'voks), n. [From L. volvo, to

roll] A genus of minute unicellular organ-

isms,foi-nierly classed in the animal kingdom,

but now regarded as vegetables and ranked

among the Protophyta. They are globular

or nearly so. The best known species is I'.

glohator, which collects into spherical masses

or colonies in stagnant water, giving it its

greenish tint.

Volvulus (vol'vu-lus), 11. In pathol. a twist-

ing of the intestine, producing obstruction

to the passing of its contents and strangu-

lation of the part involved.

Vomer (vo'mer), Ji. [L, a ploughshare] In

anat. the slender thin bone which separates

the nostiils from each other.

Vomerine (vo'mer-in), a. Of or pertaining

to tlie vomer.
VomlC (vom'ik), a. [See VOMICA.] Purulent;

ulcerous.

Vomica (vom'i-ka), n. [L., an abscess, an

ulcer ] A tei-m sometimes applied to any

encysted collection of purulent matter in a

viscus, but more especially applied to an

abscess in the lungs. Dunglison.

Vomic-nut (vom'ik-nut), n. [L. tionio, to

vomit, and ma, a nut] The seed of the

Strychnos nux-vomica, a medium-sized tree

growing in various parts of India. See

Nux-voMiCA and SIRVCHNOS.
Vomit (vom'it),)). (. [From L. vmno, vomittim,

to vomit. Cog. Gr. emo (with digamma vemS),

Skr vam, to vomit.] 1. To throw up or eject

from the stomach; to discharge from the

stomach through the mouth. It is follow ed

often hy forth, up, or out.

A scum of Bretons and base lackey peasants

Whom their o'ercloyed country vomitsforth. Sh.ik.

The morsel which thou hast eaten shalt thou

vomit up. Prov. xxiu. 8.

The fish . vomited out Jonah upon the dry land.

Jon. li. 10

2. To eject with violence from any hollow

place; to belch forth; to emit. 'Like the

sons of Vulcan vomit stones.' Hilton.

During the night the volcano .

vast quantities of fire and smoke.
votniteil up

Cooi.

> Vomit (vom'it), v.i. To eject the contents

of the stomach by the mouth; to puke; to

spew ; as, some persons can excite them-

selves to vomit by swallowing air or by

tickling the palate.

Vomit (vom'it), n. 1. The matter ejected from
the stomach.

So. so, thou common dog. didst thou disgorge, . .

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abime; y, So. tejf
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^ That which excites the stomach to dis-

•cbai^e its contents; au emetic.

Whether a vomit may be safely given, must be
jutted by the circumstances. Arduthttot.

—Black vomit, the dark coloured matter
ejected from the stomach in the last stage

of yellow fever or other malignant lUsease;

hence, the disease itself; yellow fever.

Vomiting (vom'it-ing), a. l. The act of eject-

ing the contents of the stomach through
the mouth. Vomiting is essentially an in-

verted spasmodic motion of the muscular
fibres of the esophagus, stomach, and intes-

tines, attended with strong convulsions of

the mnscles of the alxlomen and diaphragm.
It is precedetl by the sensation called

nauiiea.—2. That which is vomited; vomit.
'Hold the chalice to beastly vomitings.'

Jer. Taiflor.

Vomition (vd-mi'shon), n. The act or power
of vomiting. [Rare.]

How many have saved their lives, by spewing up
iheir debauch ! whereas, if the stomach had wanted
the faculty otvomidcn, they had inevitably died.

Grew.

Vomitive (vom'it-ivX « [Ft- vomitif]
Causing the ejection of matter from the
stomach; emetic. Boyle.

VomitO (v'Vme'to), n. [Sp] The yellow
fever, in its worst form, when It is usually
attended with the black vomit.

Vomitory (vom'i-to-ri), H. [L. vomitorius,

that causes vomiting, that vomits, hence
vomitoria, passages in a theatre by which
the people entered and came out, from vomo,
vomitum. SeeVoMlT.J 1. Au emetic. —2. In
arch, an opening gate or door in an ancient

theatre and amphitheatre which gave in-
gress or egress to the people.

Sixty-four vomitories (for by that name the doors
were very aptly distinguished) poured forth the im-
mense multitude. GH>b<nt.

Vomitory (vom'i-to-ri), a. Procuring vomit-
ing ; causing to eject from the stomach

;

enietif.

Vomiturition (voml-tu-ri'shon), h. [As if

from a Latin verb comitiirire, to desire to
vomit.] 1. An ineffectual effort to vomit;
retchiug. —2. The vomiting of but little

matter, or vomiting with little effort.

Voracious (vo-ra'shus), a. [L. voraz, cor-
aciii, from coro, to devour; from a root
which gives also Gr. bora, food; Skr. jar, to
swallow.] 1. Greedy for eating; eating food
in large quantities; ravenous; as, a vora-
cious man. ' Men of a voracioug appetite.'
Spectator.

1 have seen of the king carrion crows. . . . They
are very loracicits, and will despatch a carcass in a
trice. Damfitr.

2. Rapacious.—3. Ready todevour orswallow
up; as, a voracious gulf or whirlpool.
Voraciously (vo-ra'shus-li). adv. In a vo-
racious manner ; with greedy appetite

;

ravenously.

Voraciousness (vo-ra'shus-nea), n. The
state or quality of being voracious; greedi-
ness of appetite; ravenousness ; voracity.
* Distinguishing himself by voracioutmess of
appetite. ' A ddison.

Voracity (vd-rasi-ti), n. The quality of
being voracious

; greedinesa of appetite

;

voraciousness.

The polite luxury of the Norman presented a strik-

ing contrast to the coarse voracity of his Saxon and
Danish neii{hU>urs. He loved to display his magni-
ficence, nfjt in huj;e piles of food and hogshead of
stroni.' ririnlc. but m lar|?e and stately edifices, rich
armour, gallant horses, arc. Macauiay.

Voraxinous (v&.raj'in-u8), a. [L. voragino-
sus, from vorago, a deep and almost bottom-

less abyss, from voro, to devour.] Of or per-

taining to a gulf or whirlpool ; hence, de-

vouring ; swallowing. ' A cavern's jaws
voraginotis and vast.' Mallet. [Rare.]

Vorago (v6-ra'go), n. [L.] A gulf; an abyss.
' The voragos of subterranean cellai"s, wells

and dungeons.' Evelyn.

Vorant (vo'rant), a. [L. voratis, vorantis,

ppr. of voro, to devour.] In her. devouring:
applied to one animal depicted as devouring
auuther.

Vortex (vor'teks), n. pi.Vortices (vor'ti-sez)

or Vortexes (vor'tek-sez). [L., from verto,

anciently for(o, to turn. See VERSE.] 1. The
form produced when any portion of a fluid

is set rotating round an axis; a whirling or
gyratory motion of any fluid whether liquid

or aeriform. Familiar examples ai-e seen in

eddies, whirlpools, waterspouts, whirlwinds,
and on a larger scale in cyclones and storms
generally. It is more particularly applied to
a whirlpool or a body of water moving with a
circular motion, and forming a cavity in the
centre, into which all bodies coming within
its iufluence are drawn and engulfed. 'Roll
in her vortex and her power confess.' Pope.
' The huge vortex of Norse darkness.' Car-
hile.—2. In the Cartesian philos. a collection

of material particles, forming a fluid or
ether, endowed with a rapid rotatory mo-
tion about an axis, and filling all space,
and by which Descartes accounted for the
motions of the universe. This theory at-

tracted much attention at one time, but
is now entirely discredited.— Vortex ring,

in physics, a vortical molecular filament
or colunm returning into itself so as to
fomi a rin^ composed of a number of small
rotating circles placed side by side, like

beads on a string, as the singular smoke-
rings which are sometimes produced when
a cannon is fired, or when a smoker skil-

fully emits a puff of tobacco smoke. Re-
cent labours in the theoretical investigation
of the motion of vortices, more particularly
the theorems relating to vortex filaments
rotating round a central axis in a friction-

le^ or perfect fluid, have suggested the pos-
sibility of founding on them a new form of
the atomic theory.

Vortex-ring (vor'teks-ring), n. See under
VuKTL.X-

Vortex-wlieel(vor'tekft-whel), n. A turbine.

Vortical ( vor'ti-kal X a. Pertaining to or
resembling a vortex; whirling; tummg; as,

a vortical motion.
VorticaUy (vor'ti-kal-li), adv. In a vortical
manner; whirlingly.

Vorticella (vor-ti-sella), 71. [Dim. of vor-

tex (which see).] A genus of bell-shaped
wheel infusoria, having a fixed stem capable
of being coiled into a spiral form, and vi-

bratile organs called cilia at their anterior
extremity, which are constantly in rapid
motion and attract particles of food. The
species, which are popularly called bell-

animals or animalcules, bell-flowers, and
bell -polyps, are very numerous in fresh
water, and are generally too small to be
perceived without the aid of the microscope.

Vorticella:

Reproduction in Vorticella may take place
by fission, *\y by gemmation, or by a process
of encystiition and endogenous division.

Vorticellidaa (vor-ti-seri-de), n. pi. A fa-

mily of infusorian animalcules having for
its type the genus Vorticella. See Vorti-
cella.
Vorticose (vor'ti-koa), a. Whirling; vorti-
cal. ' A vorticose motion of the air inwards.

'

Ency. Brit.

Vertiginous (vor-tij'in-us), a. Having a
motion round a centre or axis; vortical

With vertiginous and hideous whirl
Sucks down its prey. Coiuptr.

Votaress (vO'ta-res), n. A female devoted

to any service, worship, or state of life ; a
female votary.

His woeful queen vire leave at Ephesus,
Unto Diana there a votaress. Shak.

No rosary this votaress needs. Cleaveland.

Votarist ( vo'ta-rist), n. [See Votary.] A
votary. ' The voiarists of Saint Clare. ' Shak.
*A sad votarist in palmer's weed.' Milton.

The weak, wan votarist leaves her twilight cell

To walk with taper dim the winding aisle. Jiogers

Votary (vo'ta-ri), n. [From L. votum, a vow.
See VOTE.] One devoted, consecrated, or
engaged by a vow or promise; hence, more
generally, one devoted, given, or addicted to
some particular service, worship, study, or
state of life; as, every goddess of antiquity
had her votaries; every pursuit or study has
its votaries. 'Already love's firm votary.'
Shak.
That an enthusiastic votary of liberty should accept

office under a military usurper seems, no doubt, at
first sight extraordinary. Macau/ay.

Votary (vo'ta-ri), a. Consecrated by a vow
or pronuse; consequent on a vow; votive.
Bacon.
Vote (vot). n. [Ft. vote, a vote, from L.
votum, a vow, wish, will, from voveo, votum,
to vow. See Vow.] l. A suffrage; the ex-

pression of a wish, desire, will, preference,
or choice in regard to any measure pro-
posed, in which the person voting has an
interest in common with others either in
electing a man to fill a certain situation or
office, or in passing laws, rules, regulations,
and the like. This vote or expression of
will may be given l)y holding up the hand,
by rising and standing up, by the voice
(viva voce), by ballot, by a ticket, or other-
wise. Hence—2. That by which will or pre-
ference is expressed in elections or in decid-
ing propositions; a ballot, a ticket, &,c.; as,

a written vote.

The freeman casting with unpurchased hand
The vote that shakes the turrets of the land.

O. ir. Holmes.
3. That which is given, allowed, or conveyed
by the will of a majority; a thing conferred
by vote; a grant; as, the ministry received
a vote of confidence; the vote for the civil

service amounted to 24J million pounds.—
4. Expression of will by a majority; decision
by some expression of the minds of a num-
ber; result of voting; as, the vote was unani-
mous. —5. t An ardent wish or desire; a
prayer.

I join with you
In my votes that way. Massin^er.

Those interchan|;eabte votes of priest and people.
. . . 'O Lord, anse, help us, and deliver us for thy
Name's sake I O God, we have heard with our earS,
&c.' Prideatix.

Vote (vot), v.i. pret. & pp. voted; ppr. vot-

ing. [Fr. voter, to vote. See the noun.]
To give ft vote ; to express or signify the
mind, will, or preference in electing men to
office, or in passing laws, regulations, and
the like, or in deciding on any proposition
in which one has an interest with others.

Both expressed their opinion that a more indepen-
dent, a more disinterested set of men than those who
had promised to vote for him, never existed on earth.

VickeMS.

Vote (vot), v.t. 1. To choose by sufl'rage; to
elect by some expression of will ; as, the
citizens voted their candidate into oflice

with little opposition.— 2. To enact or estab-
lish by vote or some expression of will ; as, the
legislature voted the resolution unanimous-
ly.— 3. To grant by vote or expression of
wiU.
Parliament voted thera a hundred thousand pounds.

S7Vt/t.

Voter (vot'6r), n. One who votes or has a
legal right to vote or give his suffrage ; an
elector.

Voting-paper (v5t'ing-pa-p€r), n. A paper
by which a person gives his vote; a ballot-
ing-paper; particularly, according to the
British Ballot Act of ly72, a paper used in
voting by ballot in the election of members
of parliament, of nninicipal corporations,
and the like. Such papers are used only in

cases where the number of candidates ex-

ceeds the number of vacancies, and contain
a list of the candidates, and the voter has
secretly to put a mark at the name of the
candidate or candidates he selects.

Votistt (vot'ist), n. One who makes a vow;
a vower. ' Votist of revenge.' Chapman,
Votive (vo'tiv), a. [L. votiviis, from votum,
a vow. See VoTK.] 1. Given, paid, or con-
secrated, in consequence of some vow; as,

votive oiferiugs.

Venus, take my votive glass. Pricr.

ch, cAain; fth, 8c. locA; g, go\ J, job; f», Fr. ton; ng, sinjj; fH, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wWg; «h, arure.—See KEY.
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2. Observed or practised Id consequence of

a vow. [Rare.]

yoiize abstinence some constitutions may endure.
Feltham.

— Votive medal, one struck in grateful com-
memoration of some auspicious event, as

the recoveiy of a prince from sickness.—

A votive offering, a tablet, picture, &c.,

dedicated in consequence of the vow [L. ex

voto^ of a worshipper. Among the Greeks

and Romans such offerings were dedicated

to some deity, and were affixed to the walls

of temples. Among Roman Catholics they

are given to chapels dedicated to the Virgin

or to some saint.

Votlvely (v6'tiv-li), adv. In a votive man-
ner; by vow.
Votiveness (vo'tiv-nes), n. State or quality

of being votive.

Votresst (vot'res), n. A female votary; a

votaress. Shak.

Vouch (vouch), v.t. [O.E. vouche, ^o^m.
voucher, O. Fr. vocher, from L. vocare, to

call. Hence avouch. See Voice.] l.t To

call to witness; to obtest. ' And vouch the

silent stars and conscious moon.' Dryden.

2. To declare; to assert; to affirm; to attest;

to maintain by affirmations.

What can you vouch against him, Signior Lucio?
Shas.

3. To wan-ant; to be surety for; to answer

for; to make good.

Even in theirs and in the commons' ears.

Will vouch the truth of it. Shai.

The consistency of the discourse . . . vouc/tfs it

to be worthy of the great apostle. Loci^.

4. To support; to back; to follow up. 'Bold

words vouched with a deed so bold.' Milton.

5. In law, to call or summon into court to

warrant and defend, or to make good a

warranty of title.

He vouches the tenant in tail, who vouches over the

common vouchee. Blacksi07ie.

Syn. To declare, asseverate, assert, aver,

protest, affirm, attest, warrant, guarantee,

confirm, assure.

Vouch (vouch), v.i. 1. To bear witness; to

give testimony or full attestation ; to be
surety. ' Vouch with me, heaven.' Shak.

He declares he will not believe her, till the elector

of Hanover shall vouch for the truth of what she has

so solemnly affirmed. Swift.

2. To maintain; to assert; to aver.

I therefore vouch again
That with some mixtures powerful o'er the blood
He wrought upon her. Shak.

Voucht (vouch), 71. Approving or attesting

voice; warrant; attestation; testimony.

Why in this woolvish toge should I stand here,

To beg of Hob and Dick, that do appear.
Their needless vouches. Shak.

Vouchee (vouch-eO, n. In law, the person
who is vouched or summoned in a writ of

right.

Voucher (vouch'6r), n. 1. One who vouches
or gives witness or full attestation to any-

thing.

The great writers of that age stand up together as
vouchers for each other's reputation. Spectator.

2. In law, the tenant in a writ of right; one
who calls in another to establish his war-
ranty of title. In common recoveries there

may be a single voucher or double vouchei's.

[In this sense written also Vouchor.]—Z. A
book, paper, or document which serves to

vouch the truth of accounts, or to confirm
and establish facts of any kind; specifically,

the written evidence of the payment of a
debt, as a discharged account and the like.

Vouchmentt (vouch'ment), n. A declara-

tion; a solemn assertion. * TXiqvc vouchment
by tlieir honour.' Bp. Hacket.
Vouchor (vouch'or), n. See Voucher, 2.

Vouchsafe (vouch-saf), v. t. pret. &pp.vouch-
safed; ppr. vouchsafing. [Vouch and sofe,

to vouch or answer for safety; O.E. vouche-

gauf (Chaucer), often as two words, to vouch-
safe, to grant] 1. To condescend to grant;

to concede; as, not to vouchsafe an answer.

I have assailed her with music, but she vouch-
safes no notice. Shak.

It is not said by the apostle that God vouchsafed
to the heathen the means of salvation South.

2.t To receive or accept in condescension.

Upon which better part our prayers come in.

If thou vouchsafe them. Shai.

Vouchsafe (vouch-saf), v.i. To condescend;
to deign ; to yield.

Vouchsafe, illustrious Ormond. to behold
What pow'r the charms of beauty had of old.

Dryden.

Voachsafemexit (vouch-safment), n. The
act of vouchsafing, or that which is vouch-

safed; a gift or grant in condescension; as,

God's greatest communicated vouchsafe-

mentg. Boyle.

Voulge (vulzh), n. [O- Fr. voulge, vouge;

origin unknown.] A weapon used from the

fourteenth to the sixteenth century, having

a peculiarly shaped blade affixed to a long

staff, often somewhat resembling an axe
terminating in a point in the line of the shaft.

Voussoir (vbs'war), n. [Fr., from votissure,

the curvature of a
vault, from a verb ^^—,

—

. 1
,-

vousser, hypothe- —L-J-^—L—4=

—

r—^^

tical L. volutiare, -r-^
to round, make i-L-z^^

round, from L. ^f
volvo, volutum, to -^ff
roll; hence, akin to
vault.] Inarch, a
stone in the shape an. Voussoirs.

of a truncated
wedge whicli forms part of an arch. The
under sides of the voussoirs form the in-

trados or soffit of the arch, and the upper
sides the extrados. The middle voussoir is

termed the keystmie. See Arch.
Vow (von), n. [O.Fr. row, veu, Mod.Fr. voeu,

a vow, from L. votum, a vow, from voveo,

votum, to vow; hence really the same word
SLSvote. ^uow; is a derivative.] 1. A solemn
promise; an engagement solemnly entered
into; in a more special sense, (a) a kind
of promissory oath made to God, or to

some deity, to perform some act or to dedi-

cate to the deity something of value on the
fulfilment of certain conditions, or in the
event of receiving something specially de-

sired, such as success in an enterprise, de-

liverance from danger, recovery from sick-

ness, &c. (6) A promise to follow out some
line of conduct, or to consecrate or devote
one's self wholly or in part for a longer or
shorter time to some act or service.

By all the voivs that ever men have broke.
In number more than ever women spoke. Shai.

Knights of love, who never broke their vow.
Firm to their plighted faith. Dryden.

It is the hour when lovers' vows
Seem sweet in every whispered word. Byron.

The great knight in his mid-sickness made
Full many a holy vow and pure resolve.

Tennyson.

2.t A solemn asseveration or declaration; a
positive assertion.

What instance gives Lord Warwick for his vo7u t

Shak.

Vow (vou), V.t. [Fr. vouer. See the noun.]
1. To promise solemnly; to give, consecrate,

or dedicate by a solemn promise, as to a

divine power; as, Jacob vowed to God a
tenth of his substance, and his own future

devotion to his service. Gen. xxviii.

When thou voivest a vow, defer not to pay it, . .

pay that which thou hast vowed. Eccles. v. 4.

To Master Harvey, upon some special consideration,

I have voived this my labour. Spenser.

2. To threaten solemnlyoruponoath. 'Weep-
ing, curbing, vowing vengeance.' Shak.

That he may vow. in that sad hour of mine,
Revenge on him that made me stop my breath.

Shak.

Vow (vou), V.i. To make vows or solemn
promises; to protest solemnly; to asseverate.

Better is it that thou shouldest not votv. than that

thou shouldest vo7v and not pay. Eccles. v. 5.

He heard him swear and v<rw to God
He came but to be Duke of Lancaster. Shak.

Vow-break + (vou'brak), n. A breach of a
vow or vows.

Sacrilege and vow-break hi Ananias and Sapphira
made them descend quick into their graves.

y^er. Taylor.

Vowed (vou'd), p. and a. 1. Devoted; con-

secrated. 'Thy vowed priests.' Miltmi.—
2. Sworn to; confirmed by oath.

This is the hand which, with a vo7v'd contract.

Was fast belock'd in thine. Shak.

3. Sworn; constant; inveterate; confirmed.
' So mighty are his vowed enemies.' Shak.

Vowel Tvou'el), n. [Fr. voyelle, from L. vo-

calis, lit. a vocal letter, from vox, vocis, the

voice. See Voice.] 1. A sound uttered by
simply opening the mouth or vocal organs;

a sound uttered when the vocal oi^ans are

merely in an open position, as the sound
of a or 0. Vowels are distinguished from
consonants in that the foi-mer can be pro-

nounced by themselves, while consonants
require to be sounded with the aid of a
vowel.
When the voice is not further modified b)' contact,

partial or complete, of the lips or tongue, but flows

through an open channel without any friction or hiss-

ing, then we have vowel sound. When on the other

hand the sound is not complete until the action of
some part of the organs of the mouth has ceased,

then we have produced what we may call conson-
antal sound. Briefly, 'a. vowel is the result of an
open position of the oral organs; an articulation (this

is Mr. Bell's term for consonant) is the result of an
opening action of the organ.' Peile.

Vowels in all their varieties are really infinite in

number. Yet, for practical purposes, certain typi-

cal vowels, each with a large margin for dialectic

variety, have been fixed upon in all languages.
Max MUlUr.

2. The letter or character which represents
such a sound.

Vowel (vou'el), a. Pertaining to a vowel;
vocal.— Vowel points. See under Point.

Vowelisht (vou'el-ish), a. Of the nature of

a vowel. B. Jongon.
Vowelism (vou'el-izm),n. The use of vowels.

Vowelled (vou'eld), a. Furnished with
vowels. 'With pauses, cadence, and well-

vowell'd words.' Dryden.
Vower (vou'6r), n. One who makes a vow.
Bp. Sandersoji.

Vow-fellow (vou'fel-16), n. One bound by
the same vow. ' Vow-fellows with this \ii-

tuous duke.' Shak. [Rare.]

Vox-humana (voks-hu-ma'na), n. [L.] A
reed-stop in an oi^an, so called from its

supposed resemblance to the human voice.

It is tuned in unison with open diapason,
and depends for its timbre upon the shape
of the tube through which the sound of the
reed is transmitted.

Voyage (voi'aj), n. [Fr. voyage, a journey;
It. viaggio, Sp. viage; from 1, viaticum, pro-

visions for the way, in later times a journey,
viaticum, pertaining to a journey, from via,

a way, the root being seen also in E. way.]
1. Formerly, a passage or journey by sea or
by land : now applied only to a journey or
passing by sea or water from one place, port,

or countiy to another, especially a passing

or journey by water to a distant place or

country ; as, a voyage to the East or West
Indies—2. t The practice of travelling.

Nations have interknowledge of one another by
voyage into foreign parts. Bacon.

3.t A way or course taken; attempt; under-
taking.

If you make your voyage upon her and prevail,

I am no further your enemy. Shak.

Voyage (voi'aj), v.i. pret. & pp. voyaged;

ppr. voyaging. To take a journey or voyage;
to sail or pass by water.

A mind forever

Voyaging through strange seas of thought alone.
Wordsworth.

Voyage (voi'aj), f. (. To travel; to pass over.

What I have done, what suffer'd ; with what pain
Voyaged th' unreal, vast, unbounded deep. Milton.

Voyageahle(voi'aj-a-bl),a. Capable of being
sailed or travelled over; navigable.

Voyager (voi'aj-^r), n. One who sails or
passes by sea or water.

A private voyager, I pass the main. Pope.

Long shall the voyager, with the Ionian blast.

Hail the bright clime of battle and of song. Byron.

Voyageur (vwft - ya-zhferO, « [Fr.] Lit. a
traveller. The Canadian name of a class of

men employed by the fur companies, Ac, in'

transporting goods by the rivers and across

the land to and from the remote stations at

the north-west. These men are nearly al-

ways French Canadians or half-breeds.

Vraisemhlance ( vra-sah-blans), 7t. [Fr.)

The appearance of truth.

Vugg, Vl^h (vug), n. In mining, a ca\ity:

a hollow ni a rock or in a lode; a vogle.

Vulcan (vurkan), «. [L. Vulcanus or Volcan-
us ( hence vol

cano); akin Skr.
t/W-ri.aflre ] l.In
Bom. myth, the
god who pre-
sided over fire

and theworking
of metals. The
Roman poets
transferred all

the stories
which are re-

lated of the
Greek Hepha;s-
tos to their own
Vulcan, the two
divinities be-
coming in the
course of time
completely iden-
tified. By some
writers he is

Vulcan, from an antique. said tO have
been born lame,

butbyothershislamenessisattributedtohi*
having been thrown from Olympus. Vulcan
patronized handicraftsmen of every kind.

Fate, fir, fat, f^ll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abime; J. Sc. fey.
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and to this or to bis lameness the poets most
frequently refer. In sculpture he is gener-

ally represented as a strong, bearded man.
with a hammer and pincers and a pointed
cap.— 2. The name given to a hypothetical
intra -Mercurial planet, believed to have
been discovered in 1S59. Its period of revo-

lution has been fixed at 24-25 days, and the
inclination of its orbit is said not to exceed 7°.

Volcanlan (\'ul-ka'Di-an) a. 1. Pertaining
to Vulcan, or to works in iron, &c.—2. Of
or pertaining to volcanoes ; volcanic. ' A
region of vuicaiiian activity.' Ji. A. Proc-
tor. —3. In geoi pertaining to or designating

the system or theory of the VuUanigts,
otherwise termed Plutonists.

Vulcanic (>'ul-kan'ik), a. Volcanic; vul-

canian.
ViUcanicity (^Til-ka-nis'i-ti), n. The state

or quality of being volcanic; volcanic power
or action; volcanicity. ' The widely occur-
ring phenomena of vulcanicity.' Niiieteenth
Century.
Vulcanism (vullian-izm), n. In geol. a gen-
eral tenn proposed by Humboldt for all the
phenomena due to internal heat, as vol-

canoes, hot spring'*. Ac.

Vulcanist (vulOtan-ist). n. One who sup-
ports the VtUcaniati or Plutonic theory,

which ascribes the changes on the earth's

surface to the agency of ftre. See Plutonic.
Vulcanite (vulican-it). n. l. A kind of vul-

caiiize<l ca'mtchouc differing from ordinarj'

vulcanized caoutchouc in containing a larger

proportion of sulphur—from 30 to 60 per
cent—and in being made at a higher tem-
perature. It is of a brownish -black colour,

is hard and tough, cuts easily, and takes a
pood polish, on which account it is largely
used for making into combs, brooches,
bracelets, and many other ornaments. It is

not affected by water or any of the other
caontchonc solvents. As it is especially

distinguished l)y the large quantity of elec-

tricity which it evolves when rubbed, it is

much used in the construction of electric

machines. Called also £bonit^.—2. A name
sometimes given to vulcanic garnet or py-
roxene, from its being found in ejected blocks
and lavas.

Vulcanization ( vul1can-iz-a'''shon ), n. A
method of treating caoutchouc or india-

rubber with some form of sulphur to effect

certain changes in its properties, and yield

a soft (vulcanized india-rubber) or a hard
(vulcanite) product. This was originally

effected by dipping the rubber in melted
sulphur and heating it to nearly 300\ Sev-
eral other methods have been employed,
probably the best of which for general pur-
poses consists in meclianically mixing the
rubber at a moderate heat with flowers of

sulphur, and subsequently 'curing' it in

superheated steam at from 250° to 300' Kahr.
Other ingredients, as litharge, white-lead,
zinc-white, whiting, &c., are added to the
sulphur to give colour, softness, &c., to the
nibl>er. The substance thus formed pos-
sesses the following properties: it remains
elastic at all temperatures; it cannot be dis-

solved by the ordinary solvents, neither is it

affected by heat within a considerable range
of temiierature; finally, it acquires extraor-
dinary powers of resisting compression, with
a great increase of strength and elasticity.

Vulcanized India-rubber is employed with
great success for very many useful purposes:
for waterproofing cloth, for boots, shoes,

mats, toys, belting, buffers, wheel -tires,

washers, valves, pipes, fire-hose, medical
and surgical appliances. &c. Hard vuk-an-
izeil nibl>er is known as ebonite or vulcanite.

See Vulcanite.
Vulcanize (vul'kan-iz). v.t. pret. A pp. vul-

canizeii ; ppr. vidcanlziivj To subject to

the r»roces9of vulcanization, as caoutchouc.
Vulcanizer (vul-kan-iz'er), n. The steam
appufiituit use<l in vulcanizing india-rubber.

Vulcano (vul-ka'no), n. A volcano. Arbuth-
lUit

VulcanolOSlst fvul-ka-nol'o-jist), n. A stu-

rltiit iif viilcanology; a volcanist.

Vulcanology (vul-ka-nol'o-ji), n. That de-

partment of science which concerns itself

with igneous phenomena, as volcanoes,warm
springs, Ac.

But last of all. it may be presumed (if the recent
results of Mallct* researches into vulcauology arc to
be accepted), came the most wonderful of all the
stages of disturbances, the great era of crater forma-
tions. Comhill Mag.

Vulgar (vul'g^r), a. [Fr. vui^aire, from L.

vulgarut, from vuXgttt, the common people,
the crowd, regarded as from a root meaning

to throng, seen also in urgeo, E. to urge. See
Urge] l. Of or pertaining to the common
people ; suiting to or practised among the
multitude; plebeian; as, vulgar Wit; vulgar
sports.

An habitation giddy and unsure
Hath he that buildeth on the vulgar heart.

Shak.
2. Common; ordinary; in general use; hence,
national; vernacular; as, the vulgar tongue;
the vulgar version of the Scriptures. 'As
naked as the vulgar air.' Shak.

It might be more useful to the English reader, to
write in our vulgar language. Bp. Fell.

3. Common ; commonly occurring or experi-
enced ; customary ; usual ; ordinary ; com-
monplace.

For what we know must be, and is as common
As any the most vulgar thing to sense. ShaJk.

4. Pertaining or belonging to the lower or
less refined class of peojde ; unrefined ; hence,
somewhat coarse; rude; boorish; low; mean;
base; as, vulgar men, language, minds, man-
ners, or the like. 'Stale and cheap to vul-
gar company.' Shak.
He talked sometimes in the coarsest and vulgarest

Hampshire dialect. Thackeray.

5. Familiar with lack of dignity or self-re-

spect.

Be thou familiar but by no means vulgar. Shak.

6. Of general circulation; commonly bruited;

public. ' Unregistered in vulgar fame.

'

Shak. — 7. Consisting of common persona.
[Rare]

In reading an account oi a battle, we follow the
hero with our whole attention, but seldom reflect on
the vulgar heaps of slaughter. Rambltr

— Vulgar era, the common era used by Chris-

tians, dating from the birth of Christ.—
Vulgar fractions , in arith. see FRACTIONS.

Vulgar (vul'g^r), n. l. A vulgar person; one
oftiie common people. • These vile vulgara.

'

Chapman.
The budding rose is set by.

But stale and fully blown, isleft for vulgars
To rub their sweaty fingers on. Mamtion.

—The vulgar, the common people coUec-
tirely; the uneducated, uncultured class.

To endeavour to work upon the vulgar with fine

sense is like attempting to hew blocks with a razor.
Pope.

2.t The vernacular tongue or common lan-

guage of a country.

Therefore, you clown, abandon,—which i$ in the
vulgar leave,—the society,—which in the boorish is

company,—of this female,—which in the common is

woman. Shak.

Vulgarian (vul-ga'ri-an), n. A mlgar per-
son ; especially, a rich person with low or
vulgar ideas. * A profound bore and vulga-
rian.' Thackeray.
Vulgairian ( vul-ga'ri-an ). a. Vulgar. ' A
fat vulgarian sloven.' Denham. [Rare.]

Vulgarism (vul'gt^r-izm), n. \. Coarseness,
rudeness, or grossness of manners; vulgarity.
' D^jaded by the vulgarism of ordinary life.

*

Bp. Reynolds.—2. A vulgar phrase or expres-
sion.

All violations of grammar, and all vulgarisms,
solecisms, and barbarisms . . . must be noticed and
corrected. Dr A'uax.

Vulgarity (vul-gai^i-ti), n. 1. The state or
quality of bein^ vulgar ; mean condition in

life; as. vulgarity of birth.—2. Coarseness,
grossness, or clownishness of manners or
language; an act of low manners; as, vulga-

rity of behaviour; vulgarity of expression or
language. ~3. t The commonalty; the mob;
the vulgar. 'The meere pwZ^anty . . . are
prone to cry out. ' Bp. Gauden.
Vulgarize (vul'gtjr-iz), v. t pret. A pp. vulgar-
ized; ppr. vulgarizing. To make vulgar or
common. ' The r«i^anzin^ taint of passion.'

Dr. Caird.

Vulgarly ( vul'gfer-li ). adv. l. In a vulgar
manner; commonly; in the ordinary manner
among the common people.

Such one we vj4lgarly call a desperate person,
Hammond.

2- Coarsely; rudely; clownishly. — 3.t Pub-
licly. 'To justify this worthy nobleman so
vulgarly and personally accused.' Shak.
Vulgamess ( vul'g^r-nes ), n. The state or
quality of being vulgar: vulgarity.

Vulgate (vul'gat),?!. [L. vulgata ediiio,vul-

fwdw.pp, of vxdgo, to make comnmn or pul>-

ic. See Vulgar.} The authorized Latin
versifm of the Scriptures in the Roman
Catholic Church, this position being assigned
to it by the Council 4»f Trent. It is practically

the work of St. Jerome, who translated from
the Hebrew and the Ureek originals. The
text now in use is that of the edition pub-
lished by Clement VIII. in 1592.

Vul^te (vurgat), a. Pertaining to the old
Latin version of the Scriptures.

Vulned (vul'ned), a. [L. vulmis, a wound.

J

In her. an epithet applied to any animal
that is wiiunded and bleeding ; as. a hind's
head vulned.

Viilnerability (vul'n^r-a-bir'i-ti), n. The
state or quality of Ijeing vulnerable ; vulner-
ableness.

Vulnerable (vul'n^r-a-bl), a. [Fr. vulner-
able, from L. vulnero, to wound, from vulnus,
vulneris, a wound. ] 1. Capable of being
wounded; susceptible of wounds or external
injuries; as, a vulnerable body. 'Let fall

thy blade on vulnerable crests. ' Shak.
Achilles was vulnerable in his heel ; and there will

never be wanting a Paris to infix the dart. £>zvight.

2. Liable to injury; subject to be aflfected

injuriously; as, a vulnerable reputation. ' If

you are mdverable in your character.' I>r.

Knox
Vulnerableness (vul'n^r-a-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being vulnerable; vulner-
ability.

Vulnerary (vul'nfir-a-ri), a. [L. vidnerariiis,

from viUnits, mdneris, a wound.] Useful in
healing wounds ; adapted to the cure of ex-

ternal injuries; as, t'u/»i#rar(/ plants or po-
tions.

Vulnerary (vul'aer-a-ri), 71. Any plant.

drug, or composition useful in the cure of
wounds; as, certain unguents, balsams, and
the like, are used as vulneraries. ' Like a
balsamic vidnerary.' Dr. Knox.
Vulneratet (vul'n^r-at), v.t. [L. vulnero,
vulneratum,irovavulnu8,vxdneris,&yvo}xnA.y
To wound; to hurt; to injure. 'Thou thy
chastitie didst vufnerafe.' Sir J. Davies.

Vulnerationt (vul-nfir-a'shon), n. The act
of wounding.
Vulnerose (vul'ner-os), a. Full of wounds:
having wiumils; wounded.

Vulniflc,Vulniflcal(vul-nif'ik,vul-nif'ik-al),
a. Causing wounds. [Rare.]

Vulning (vul'ning), ppr. In her. wounding:
a term particularly applied to the pelican,
which is always depicted wounding or peck-
ing her breast.

Vulpecular (vul-pek'u-16r), a. [L. vidpecula,
a little fox, dim. of vidpes, a fox. ] Of or per-
taining to a fox; vulpine.

Vulpes (vul'pes), 71. [L., a fox.] The sub-
generic name for the foxes, adopted by
those zoologists who distinguish the foxes

from the dogs, jackals, and wolves, to which
they consequently restrict the term Canis.

See Fox.
Vulpicide (vul'pi-sid), n. [L. vidpes, a fox,

Audccedo, to kill. ] 1. The practice of killing

foxes. This practice is regarded by fox-

hunters as being extremely unsportsmanlike
and disgraceful.—2. A fox-killer.

Vulpine (vul'pin). a. [L. mdpinu£, from
vulpes, a fox. ] Pertaining to the fox ; re-

semliling the fox; cmming; crafty; artful.
' Vulpine craft." Feltharn.

Vulpinism (vul'pin-izm), n. The quality of

being vulpine; craft; artfulness; cunning.
Carlyle.

Vulplnite (vul'pin-it), n. [From Vxdpino,
in Italy. ] A mineral of a grayish white col-

our, splendent and massive; its fracture
foliated. It is an anhydrous sulphate of
lime, containing a little silica. It occurs
along with granular foliated limestone at
Vulpino, in Italy, and is sometimes employed
by the Italian artists for small statues and
other ornamental work under the name of

niarino bardi-
alio.

Vultiire(vurtiir),
71. [(>. Fr. vultor,

L.mdtu r,hy some
taken from vello,

vulsum, to pluck,
to tear, by others
from stem of vo-

lucris, swift, vo-
lare, to fly.] The
common name
for the raptorial
i'irds belonging
: • the familyVul-
luridte, charac-
terized by hav-
ing the head and
part of the neck
destitute of fea-
thers, the tarsi

covered with
small scales, and a rather elongated beak, of
which the upper mandible is curved at the
end. The strength of their talons does not
correspond with their size, and they make

uA^^^f^^f^-ijW

Brown Vulture lyultur
ctHereus).

ch, cAain; fih, 8c. locA; g, po; J.^ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH. then; th. (Ain; w, wig; wh. whig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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more use of their beak than of their claws.

In general the birds belonging to this family
are of a cowardly nature, living chiefly on

*=5i!=

Egyptian Vulture {Neophron percnopterus).

4ead carcasses and offal. Their geographical
distribution is confined chiefly to warm
countries, where they act as scavengers to
purify the earth from the putrid carcasses
with which it would otherwise be encum-

bered. The Vulturidee are divided into sev-

eral genera, the chief being Vultur, Cathar-
tes, Sarcorhamphus, Neophron, and Gypae-
tos, of which the last approaches to the
Falconidffi in its characters and habits, hav-
ing the head feathered and not always feed-
ing on carrion, but often attacking living
animals. The griffon vulture ( V. /ulws)
inhabits the mountainous parts of the south
of Europe, Silesia, Spain, the Alps, the Pyr-
enees, Turkey, and the Grecian Archipelago.
The cinereous or brown vulture (V. cinei-

eus) inhabits lofty mountains in Europe, and
the forests of Hungary, the Tyrol, and the
Pyrenees, the south of Spain and Italy. The
bearded vulture, or lilmmergeyer (Gypaetos
barbatuh), inhabits the highest mountains.
of Europe, Asia, and Africa. The Egyptian
vulture is the Neophron percnopterus. The
sociable vulture ( V. aitricidaris) is a gigan-
tic species, inhabiting the greater part of
Africa. The black vulture(Ca(Aar(e5a(ra(tw)
is a native of the United States. The king
vulture (Sarcorhamph^ts papa) is common
in Paraguay. Sarcorhampkxts gryphus is the
condor of South America. In some recent
systems the vultures of the Old World are
grouped into one family, Gypaetidse, while
those of the New World form another. Ca-
thurtidie, the two families being marked by
various distinctive peculiarities.

VulturldSB (vul-tu'ri-de), n. pi. The family
of thu vultures. See VULTURE,
Vulturine (vul'tur-in), a. [L. vulturirms.
.See Vulture.] Belonging to the vulture;
having the qualities of or resembling the
vulture.

The vulturine nose which smells nothing but cor-
ruption is no credit to its possessor. A ingiley.

Vulturish (vul'tur-ish), a. Like a vulture;
rapacious. ' Hawkish, aquiline, not to say
vulturish.' Carlyle.

Vulturism (vul'tur-izm), n. The attributes
or character of a vulture ; rapacity. Car-
lyle.

Vulturous (vul'tur-us), a. Like a vulture

;

vulturish.

Vulva (vul'va), n. [L. vulva, volva, a wrap-
per, a covering, the womb, from volvo, to
roll.] In anat. an elliptic opening in the
external parts of generation in the female;
sometimes applied to the whole of the ex-
ternal genital organs of the female.
VulVlform ( vul'vi-form ), a. [ L. vulva, a
wrapper, the vulva, and /or)n«, shape.] In
but like a cleft with projecting edges.

Vulvo - uterine (vul-vo-u't6r-in), a. Of or
pertaining to the vulva and the uterus.—
Vulvo-uterine canal, the vagina.

Vjrtng (vi'ing), ppr. Competing; emulating.
SeeViE.

W.

W is the twenty-third letter of the English
alphabet. It takes its form and its name
from the union of two V's, the character V
having formerly the name and force of U.
(SeeV and U. ) The name, double u, however,
being given to the letter from its form or
composition, and not from its sound, is not
a very suitable one. In the Anglo-Saxon
alphabet it had a character with a distinc-

tive form of its own, the more modern letter

being adopted in the thirteenth century.
This letter is used to represent two sountls,

the one which distinctively belongs to it

being that which it has at the beginning of

a syllable and followed by a vowel, as in
wave, will, dwell, atoay, forward, &c. This
sound has somewhat the character of a
vowel, and w in such a position is hence often
spoken of as a semi-vowel. It is formed by
opening the mouth with a close circular
configuration of the lips, the organs having
exactly the position they have in pronoun-
cing the 00 ot/oot. Yet it has not really a
vowel sound in such cases, and well, for in-

stance, is not equivalent to oo-ell. This fact
is more conclusively shown by such words
as loood, wool, womaii, in which the f>o-sound

is distinctly preceded by a consonant. Its
true character is also shown by the defini-

tions given by the best modern phonolo-
gists for a consonant and a vowel. Thus,
Mr. Melville Bell defines a vowel as the re-

sult of an open pOHt'tion of the oral organs;
an articulation (or consonant) as the result
of an opening action of the organs. It is

this opening action that marks iv as distinct
from 00, yet pronounced in a drawling man-
ner it is hardly different in force. At the
end of syllables, in which position it is

always preceded by a vowel, it has either
no force at all (or at most lengthens the
vowel), as in law, lawful, to sow, low, hollow,
&c., or it forms the second element in a
diphthong, as in now, vow, new, few, being
then really a vowel, and equivalent to the
u in neutral, boxigh, &.c. Followed by r it

is initial in a considerable number of Eng-
lish words, as wrap, write, wrong, (fcc. It is

now silent in such positions, though it was
long sounded, as it still is in Scotland. Wk
is another initial combination, as in what,
where, whale, whet,^c. In Anglo-Saxon these
words were spelt with Aio (which in cognate
words represents Icel. hv, L. (/w initial), there
being a guttural sound origuially heard be-
fore the w. In Scotland, in such words as
what, whale, avery decided guttural is heard
before w. With the best speakeraof modem
English, however, wh seems to be lo witli a
slight aspiration after it, though there is a
tendency to pronounce w pure and simple.
(n Anglo-Saxon wl was also an initial sound;
thus lisp was originally wlisp, the w having

disappeared. It has also disappeared from
tree, knee, four, ooze, inich, sister, Ac. ; and.
as above mentioned, it is not heard in many
words, to which maybe added such as sword,
two, answer, gunwale, &c. In many words
it has taken the place of an older ^, as in late,

maw, &c. (See G.) It has intruded itself

intowhole, whore. A w coming before a often
has the effect of giving the latter an o-sound
(comp. load, wallow, water, &c.); Qu{=Ino)
has the same effect.—As an abbreviation W
stands for west; W.N.W. for west-north-
west; W.S.W. for west-south-west, &c.

Wa' (wa or w^), n. A wall. [Scotch. ]

Wabble (wobl), v.i. pret. & pp. wabbled;
ppr. wabbling. [Also icobble, to reel or tot-

ter; akin to lYov.G. wabbeln, to shake; freq.

forms probably allied to weave; G. weben,'to

shake, to weave. Comp. also wapper.] To
incline to the one side and to the other al-

ternately, as a wheel, top, spindle, or other
rotating body when not properly balanced;
to move in the manner of a rotating disc

when its plane vibrates from side to side;

to rock; to vacillate; as, a millstone in mo-
tion sometimes wabbles. Moxon.
Wabble (wobi), n. a rocking unequal mo-
tion, as of a wheel unevenly hung or a top
imperfectly balanced.
Wabbly (wubTi), a. Inclined to wabble;
shaky; unsteady.

(By stilt-walking) the knees, which at first are weak
and -wabbly, get strong. Mayhe7v.

Wabron-leaf, Wabran-leaf (wa'i>ron-ief,

wa'bran-lef ), n. [A corruption of the Eng-
lish name icaybread.] Great plantain (Pian-
tago major). [Scotch.]

Wabster (wab'st^r), n. A webster or weaver.
[Scotch.]

Wacke (wak'e), n. [G. wacke, grauwacke,
wacke, graywacke. ] A soft earthy variety
of trap-rock resembling indurated clay, but
usually containing crystals peculiar to the
trap series. It is generally of a grayish-

green colour, from the amount of earth pre-

sent, is sometimes amygdaloidal and readily

crumbles away on exposure to tlie weather.
In some instances it appears to be a com-
pacted mass of volcanic dust and ashes; in

others, an indurated volcanic mud. Page.

Wad (wod). n. [Same word as Sw. vadd,
Dan. vat, G. watts, wad, wadding for lining.

Origin doubtful.] 1. A soft mass of fibrous

material, such as hay, tow, cotton-wool, or
other yielding substances used for various
purposes, as for stopping up an opening,
stuffing an interior, or the like. Especially—
2. A little mass of some soft or flexible ma-
terial, such as tow. paper, or old rope-yam,
used for stopping the charge of powder in

a gun and pressing it close to the shot, for

keeping the powder and shotclose.fordimin-

ishing or avoiding the effect of windage, or
the like. For small-arms circular disks of
felt are often used.

Wad (wod), v.t. pret. & pp. wadded; ppr.
wadding. 1. To form into a wad or wad

;

to make into a wadding; as, to icad cotton
or tow. —2. To put a wad into ; to furnish
with a wad ; as, to wad a flrearm.—3. To
stuff or line with wadding, as a garment, to
give more roundness or fulness to the figure,

keep out the cold, or the like.

Wad (wod), n. [A. Sax. weed, wed, a pledge.
See Wed. Akin L. vas, vadis, a pledge.] A
pledge; a wager. [Scotch.]

Wad (wod), v.t. To pledge; to bet; to wager.
[Scotch.]

Wad (wad), v. auxU. Would. [Scotch.]

O wad some power the giftie gie us.

To see oursers as ithers see us. Bums.

Wad, Wadd (wod), n. l. An earthy ore of
manganese, which consists of the peroxide
of manganese associated with nearly its own
weight of oxide of iron. When mixed with
linseed-oil for a paint it is apt to take fire.

Called also Bog-maivgan€se. — ± Same as
Plu mbago. [Provincial. ]

Waddie, Waddy (wad'di), n. An Australian
name for a thick club. Kingsley.

Wadding (wod'ing), n. 1. The materials for
wads; any pliable substance of which wads
may be made; material for ramming down
above the charge of firearms.—2. A spongy
web used for stutfing various parts of arti-

cles of dress, usually made of carded cotton,

the surface being covered with tissue paper,
applied by a coat of size.

Waddle (wod'l), v.i. pret. & pp. waddled;
ppr, waddling. [A dim. and freq. formed
from wade.] To sway or rock from side to

side in walking; to move with short quick
steps, throwing the body from one side to
another; to walk in a tottering or vacillating

manner; to toddle; as, a child waddles when
he begins to walk; a duck or a goose wad-
dles.

Then she could stand alone, nay, by the rood,
She could have run and -waddltd all about. Shak.

Waddle (wodT), v.t. To tread down by
wading or waddling through, as high grass.

They tread and -waddle all the goodly grass.
DraytOH.

Waddler (wodT^r). n. One who waddles.

Waddlingly (wodling-liX adv. With a va-

cillating gait.

Wade (wad), t'.t. pret. & pp. waded; ppr.

wading. [A. Sax. wadan, to go, to proceed,

to wade: L.G. waden, Icel. and Sw. vada. D.

leaden, G. waten, to wade; generally sup-
posed to be from same root as L. rado, to go,

to wade, vaduin, a ford, a shallow.] 1 To
walk through any substance that impedes
or hinders the free motion of the limbs; to
move stepwise through a fluid or other semi-

Fate, fAr, fat» fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, byll; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abitne; y, Sc. Uy.
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resistingmedium; as, to uxide through water;
to icade through sand or snow.
She a/aded through the dirt to pluclc him off me.

Shak.
2. To move or pass with difficulty or labour;
to make way against obstacles or circum-
stances that continually hinder or embar-
rass. ' Through darkness for to tcade.' Spen-
ser. ' And xoades through fumes, and gropes
his way.' Bryden.
Wade (wad), v.t. To pass or cross by wad-
ing: to ford; as, to wade a stream.

'Wader(wad'er),n. 1. One who wades. 'Made
toward us like a leader in the surf.' Tenny-
mn Specifically—2. The name applied to
birds belonging to the order Grallalores, as
theheron, snipe, rail, Ac. SeeGRALLATORES.
WadhOOk (wod'hbkX n. A rod with a sort

(>i screw, to draw wads out of a gun.
Wadlng-bird (wad'ing-bfird), n. A bird of
the uriler Grallatores; a wader.
Wadmal, Wadmoll (wad'mal, wad'mol), n.

[A Scandinavian word; Icel. va4-rndl, Sw.
vadinal, Dan. vadmel. Originally a measure
of stuff, pieces of cloth being used as a
standard of value in early times. Icel. vdd,

stuff (A. Sax. wfed, a garment), and mdl,
measure.] A very coarse cloth formerly
manufactured. AVritten also Wadmaal.
' Mantles of ifadmaal, a coarse cloth of do-
iiit-stic manufacture.' Sir W. Scott.

Wadna(^\ad'na). Would not. [Scotch.]

Wadset, Wadsett (wod'set). n. (Sc. wad,
A. Sax. ic(fd, wed, a pledge; and verb to «i.]
An old Scots law term for a mortgage, or
bf»nd and disposition in security.

Wadsetter ( wod'set-^r^, n. In Scots law,
one who holds by a wadset.
Wady (wod'iX «. [Ar. loAdi, the channel of
a river, a river, a ravine, a valley. J The
channel of a water-course which la ^7, ex-

cept in the rainy season; a water-course; a
stream: a terra used chiefly in the topogra-
phy of certain eastern countries,

Wae (wa). n. Woe. Sptnser. [Old English
and Scotch. ]

Wae,t n. A wave. Spenser.
Waesome (wa'sran), a. Woful; melancholy.
[,-...tch ]

Waesucks, interj. Alas! [Scotch.] Bums.
Waf, Waff(waf). a. [A form of wo^/: J Worth-
less; low-bom; inferior; paltry. [Scotch.]

Is it not an odd thin^ that ilka nut/' carle in the
country has a son and heir, and that the house of
Ellaneowan is without male succession.

Sir. ir. Scott.

Wafer (wa'f^r), n. [O.Fr. watt/re. Mod. Fr.

i/au/re, pancake, wafer, of Teutonic origin;
G. waffel, D. wa/el, Dan. vaffel, a thin cake,
a waffle, a waier ; allied to G. wabe, a
honey-comb, from some supposed resem-
blance.] A thin cake or leaf of paste, gener-
ally disc-shaped : applied specifically to (a)

an article of pastry; a small thin sweet
cake, now made of flour, cream, white wine,
and lamp sugar, and flavotired with cinna-
mon. ' The curious work in pastry, the fine
cakes, icaferg and marchpanes.' Holland.
(b) A thin circular portion of unleavene<l
Dread, generally stamped with the Christian
monogram, the cross, or other sacred repre-
sentation or symbol, used in the Roman
Church in the celebration and administra-
tion <tf the eucharist. (c) A thin disc of
dried paste used for sealini; letters, fasten-
ing documents to^ether.anu the like, usually
made of flour, mixed with water, gum. and
some non-poisonous colouring matter. Fancy
wafers are made of gelatine and iainglass in
a variety of forms.

Wafer (wa'f^r), v. t. To seal or close with a
wafer.

Waferert (wa'f6r-6rX n. A person who sold
wafers. Waferers appear to have Ijeen em-
ployed as go-betweens in love intrigues, pro-
bably from the facilities offered by their
going from house to house. See Wafer-
woman.

Singers with harpes. baudes, uafirrers,
Whiche ben the veray develes omccres.
To kindle and blow the fire of lecherie.

Chaitcer.

Wafer-irons (wa'f^r i-6mz), n. pi. A pincer-
shaped instniment. the legs of which ter-

minate in flat blades about 12 inches long by
9 in breadth, used for making wafers. The
blades are heated in a coke tire, the paste Is

then put between them, and by i>ressure

formed int<^» a thin sheetof paste, from which
discs of the desired size are cut with a punch.
Wafer -woman, t (wa'fer-wij-man), n. A
woman who sold wafers. Such women were
often employed in love-affairs and intrigues.

'Twas no set meeting
Certainly, for there was no wa/er-womaa with her
These three dajrs, on my knowled|{e. Beau. 6- n.

Waff, a. See Wap.
Waff (waf), n. [A Scotch word. Allied to
wave or waft; in senses to wftyf.] 1. A hasty
motion.—2. The act of waving.—3. A slight

stroke from any soft body.—4. Sudden bodily
ailment.—5. Blast.

Waffle (wofa), n. [D. wafel, G. waffel. See
Wafer. ] A thin csdte baked hard and rolled,

or a soft indented cake baked iu an iron
utensil on coals.

Waffle-irons (wof'l-i-6mz), n. pi. A utensil
for baking waffles; wafer-irons.

Wafoure, t n. A wafer ; a sort of cake.
Chaucer.
Waft (waft), v.t. [Closely akin to Sw. vefta,
to fan, to waft, Dan. vi/te, to waft, to wave,
to fan; vift, a puff; akin also to wave, iveave,

and perhaps tchiff. Skeat thinks that it is

formed merely by corruption of the pret.

wa ved; and this is supported by Shakspere's
usage of waft for wafted, imperfect and past
participle. ' Xow the English bottoms have
waft us o'er.' John, ii. 1. 'And waft her
love to come again.' Merch. v. 1.] 1. To
bear through a fluid or buoyant medium; to
convey through water or air; as, a balloon
was wafted over the channel.

Speed the soft intercourse from soul to soul.
And iva/e a sigh from Indus to the pole. Po^.
Fair ship that from the Italian shore

Sailest the placid ocean-plains
With my lost Arthur's lov'd remains.

Spread the full wings, and -wa/t htm o'er.

Tefiuyson.

2. To buoy up ; to cause to float ; to keep
from sinking. ' Their lungs being able to
waft up their bodies.' Sir T. Browne.—
3.t To give notice by something in motion;
to signal to, as by waving the hand; to
beckon.

But soft, who wafts us yonder? Shak.

4.t To cast lightly and quickly; to tarn.
' Waftirig his eyes.' Shak.
Waft (waft), v.i. To be moved or to pass in
a buoyant medium; to float.

And now the shouts 7faft near the citadel. Dryden.

Waft (waft), n. 1. The act of one who or
that which wafts; a sweep.— 2. A breath
or current, as of wind. *One wide wa^V
Thomson.

Smelt the wall-flower in the crag
Whereon that dainty -maft had fed.
Which made the bell-hung cowslip wag

Her delicate head. yean IngeloTo.

3. ^aut. a signal displayed from a ship by
hoisting a flag furled in a roll to the head of
the staff.

Waftage (waft'aj), n. The act of wafting or
state of l>eing wafted; conveyance or truis-
portation through a buoyant medium, as
air or water,

Uke a strange soul upon the Stygian banks
Staying for VHtftage. Shak.

Waiter (wftft'firX n. 1. One who wafts.

O. Charon,
Thou -wafier of the soul to bliss or bane.

Btau. &• Ft.

2. t A boat for passage.—3. t A blunted sword,
formerly used in military exercises and
sword-and-buckler play. Meyrick.
Wafturet (wSftur), n. The act of waving.

But with an angry -wafturt of your hand
Gave sign for me to leave you. Shak.

Wag (wagX V. t. pret. & pp. wagged; ppr. waj;-

gir^j. [A. Sax. xoagian, to wag. to shake, to
wave; D. wamelen, to stagger, totter, reel (a
freq. form); Icel. vaga, to wag, to waddle; G.
(be)wegen, to move; O and Prov. G. wagen,
to shake, to move; Goth, vigan, vagian, to
move, to shake; akin to wagon, weigh, way,
leave.] To cause to move up and down,
backwards and forwards, or from side to
side alternately, as a small body jointed,
attached, or connected with a larger one;
to move one way and another, as on a pivot,

joint, or on or from something by which the
body is supported ; to cause to shake, oscil-

late, or vibrate slightly.

You may as well forbid the mountain pines
To tea^' their high tops. Shak.

So discerner durst zca^ his tongue in censure.
S/iak.

Thou canst not wa^ thy finger, or begin
The least light motion, but it is a sin. Dryden.

The poor cur looked up, and wagg^ed his tail. Steele.

From the quick, jerky, or abnipt motion
indicated by the word, an idea of playful,
sportive, mocking, scornful, or derisive
motion is associated with it in certain
phrases.

Let me see the proudest . . . but wag his finger at
thee. Shak.

And they that passed by reviled him, tuagging
their heads. Mat. xxvii. 39.

Wag (wag), p. i. 1. To move backwards and
forwards, up and down, or from side to side

alternately, as if connected by a larger body
by a joint, pivot, or any flexible or loose at-

tachment; to oscillate; to sway or swing; to
vibrate. See the verb transitive.

"Tis merry in hall, where beards ivag all. Shak.

2. To be in motion or action ; to make pro-
gress; to continue a coxu:Be or career; to stir.

Thus may we see, quoth he, how the world wags.
Shak.

They made a pretty good shift to wag along.
Btifiyan.

3. To move off or away; to be off; to depart;
to pack off; to be gone.

I will provoke him to it, or let him wag. Shak.

Come, neighbours, we must wag. Cowper.

Wag (wag), n. [Most likely a shortening of

the old term waghalter, one who is likely

to wag in a halter or gallows. Comp. Sc.

Aempie, a gallows bird, a frolicsome person,
a wag, lit. one fitted for the hempen rope.]

A person who is fond of a joke or of making
jokes; one who is full of merry frolicsome
tricks or pranks ; one full of sport and
humour; a himiorist; a droll fellow; a wit;
a joker. The word seems formerly to have
been applied to a person who indulged in
coarse, low, or broad humour, or buffoonery,
such as the practical joker, &c.
We wink at wags, when they offend. Dryden.

A 7i-ag is the last order even of pretenders to wit
and good humour. He has generally his mind pre-

pared to receive some occasion of merriment, but is

of himself too empty to draw out any of his own set of
thoughts; and therefore laughs at the next thing he
meets, not because it is ridiculous, but because he is

under a necessity of laughing. Stee/e.

Wa^^e (waj), vf- pret. & pp. waged; ppr.
waging. [O.Fr. wager, to gage, to pledge,
to promise. Mod. Vr. gager, to stake, to
pledge, from L.L. vadium, wadium, Goth.
vadi, a pledge, the same word as A. Sax.
wed, a pledge (see Wed). Gage is another
form of this word (see Gage). Meaning
3 has arisen from the old custom of giving a
sage or pledge to maintain a contest against
an opponent. ] 1. 1 To put at hazard on the
event of a contest ; to pledge ; to bet ; to
stake; to lay; to wager.

I will wage against your gold, gold to it. Shak.

2.t To venture on; to hazard; to attempt;
to encounter. ' To wake and wage a danger
profitless.' Shak.—3. To engage in, as in a
contest; to carry on, as a war; to undertake.
He pondered, which of all his sons was fit

To reign, and wage immortal war with wit.

VrydeM.
I wage not any feud with Death

For changes wrought on form or face.
Tefinyson.

4.t To set to hire.
Thou must wage

Thy works for wealth. Spettser.

b.\ To hire for pay; to engage or employ for
wages. 'Treasure . . . wherewith he might
wage soldiers. ' Holinshed.

For his defence great store of men 1 wag'd.
Mir. for Mags.

—To wage one's law, in law, to come for-

ward as a defendant, with others, on oath
that he owes nothing to the plaintiff in
manner as he has declared. See Wager.
Wage (waj), n. l.t Gage; pledge; a stake.

But th* elfin knight, which ought that warlike wage,
Disdained to lose the meed he wonne in play.

Spenser.

2. Hire; pay for service; as, a fair day's
work for a fair day's icage. 'Promise of a
mighty wage.' Drayton. 'My day's wa^e.'
Sir W. Scott. ' The daily wage.' Ld. Lytton.
Generally used in the plural. See Wages.
Waget (waj), v.i. To bind or engage one's
self by a pledge; to pledge one's self.

Wagel, n. See Waggel.
Wager (wa'jSr), n. [O. Fr. wagenre, gageiire,

from L. L- vadiatura. See Wage, v.t. ]

1. Something deposited, laid, or hazarded
on the event of a contest or some unsettled
question ; something staked by each of two
parties in support of his own opinion con-
cerning a future or an unknown event; a
stake. The party whose opinion proves to
be correct receives what has been staked
by both. By statutes of England, Scotland,
and the United States, all contracts or
agreements, whether by parole or iu writ-

ing, depending on wagers, are null and void,

and the wager or money due thereon can-
not be recovered in any court of law. A
wager is therefore merely a debt of honour,
and if paid it is in the eye of the law the
same thing as giving a gratuity.

Besides these plates for horse races, the wagers
may be as the persons please. Sir ly. Temflt.

For most men (till by losing rendered sagert
Will back their own opinion by a wager. Byron.

cb, Main; 6h, Sc. locA; g. ^; J.>ob; fi, Fr. ton; og, sitv; TH, tAen; tb, CAin; w, tdg; wh, wAig; zh, amre.—SeeKBT.
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2. An occasion on which two parties bet; a
bet. —3. That on which beta are laid; the
subject of a bet.

The sea strove with the winds which should be
louder; and the shrouds of the ship, with a gastful

noise to them that were in it, witnessed that their

ruin was the wager of the other's contention.
Sir P. Sidney.

4. In lato, an offer to make oath of innocence
or non-indebtedness; or the act of making
oath, together with the oaths of eleven coni-

pm^ators, to fortify the defendant's oath.
— Wager of battel or battle. See under Bat-
tel.— H'ai^er of lato was formerly a mode of

trial, whereby in an action of debt brought
upon a simple contract between the parties,

without any deed or record, the defendant
might discharge himself by taking an oath
that he owed not the plaintiff anything; but
he required to bring with him eleven per-

sons of his neighbours, called compurgators,
who were to avow upon their oath that they
believed in their consciences that he de-

clared the ivMiti.—Wager policy. See under
Wagering.
Wager (wa'j6r), v.t. To hazard on the issue

of a contest, or on some question that is to

be decided, or on some casualty; to bet; to

lay; to stake. ' Wagered with him pieces of

gold. ' Shak.
Wager (WiVjer), v.i. To make a bet; to offer

a wager.
'Twas merry when you luagered on your anglingf.

Shak.

Wagerer (wa'j6r-6r), n. One who wagers or
lays a bet.

Desire yourwasererUom me to be more cautious in

determininjj on such matters, and not to venture the
loss of his money and credit with so much odds against
him. Swift.

Wagering (wa'j6r-ing), p. and a. Pertain-
ing to wagers; betting. — Wagerinjg policy,

or wager policy, a policy of insurance insur-
ing a sum of money when no property is at
hazard, as a policy to insure money on a ship
when no property is on board. Such policies

are generally held to be null and void.

Wages (wa'jez), 7i. pi. [O. Fr. wage, gage, a
pledge, security. Wages are what the per-
son hiring another has pledged himself to
give. See Wage.] The payment given for
services performed ; the price paid for labour;
the return made or compensation paid to
those employed to perform any kind of
labour or service by their employers; hire;

pay; meed; recompense. Though a plural,
wages sometimes has a verb in the singular.

The wages of sin is death. Rom. vi. 23.

Thou thy worldly task hast done.
Home art gone, and ta'en thy -wages. Shak.

Images, then, depend mainly upon the demand and
supply of labour. y. S. Milt.

Note. In ordinary language the term wages is

xisually restricted to the remuneration for
mechanical or muscular labour, especially to
that which is ordinarily paid at short inter-
vals, as weekly or fortnightly, to workmen.
Correctly speaking, however, what is called
thefees of professional men, as lawyers, phy-
sicians, &c., the salaries of public function-
aries, business men, Ac, thepay of military
and naval men, and the like, are all wages.
On the other hand, when an author publishes
p. book, or a shoemaker sells a pair of shoes,
the sums received are not wages, though to
the seller they are virtually the same thing.
Waget,t n. Probably the same as Watchet,
alight-blue colour,oracloth ofsuch a colour.
The word is Chaucer's: ' A kirtle of a light
waget.'

Wage-work (waj'w6rk), n. Work done for
wages or liire. Tennyson.
Waggel, Wage! (wag^el), n. A name given
in Cornwall to the young of the great black-
backed gull, the Larus mai'inus.
Waggery (wag'6r-i), n. The manner, action,
or pranks of a wag; mischievous merriment;
sportive trick or gaiety ; sarcasm in good
humour; jocular sayings or doings; pleas-
antry; as, tlie waggery of a school-boy.
The heir has . . . begun to harass her with clown-

ish jocularity: he seems inclined to make his first

rude essays 01 waggery upon her, yohnsoa.

Waggish (wag'ish), a. 1. Like a wag; full of
sportive o;- jocular tricks, antics,sayiugs,&c.;
roguish in merriment or good humour; frol-

icsome. ' As waggish boys in games them-
selves forswear.' Shak.—2. Done, made, or
laid in waggery or for sport; as, a waggish
trick.
As boys on holidays let loose to play,
Lay waggish traps for girls that pass that way.

Dryde7t.

Waggishly (wag'ish-li), adv. In a waggish
manner; ni sport.

Let's wanton it a little, and talk waggishly.
B. yonson.

Wag^shness (wag'ish-nes), n. The state or
quality of being waggish ; mischievous sport;

wanton merriment; jocularity. Bacon.
Waggle (wag'l), v.i. pret. & pp. waggled;
ppr. waggling. [A freq. and dim. from wag
(which see).] To move with a wagging mo-
tion; to sway or move from side to side.

Why do you go nodding and waggling so, as if

hip-shot? Sir R. L'Estrange.

Waggle (wag'l), v.t. To cause to wag fre-

quently and with short motions ; to move
one way and the other; as, a bird waggles
its tail.

Wag-halter t (wag'hal-t6r), n. One who
wags (or wags in) a halter; one likely to come
to the gallows: hence, a rascal; a thief:

also used adjectively. ' Not so terrible as a
cross-tree that never grows, to a wag-halter
page.' Ford.
Wagmolre.t H. A quagmire. Spenser.
Wagnerite (wag'nSr-it), n. [After a scientist

of tlie name of Wagner. ] A transparent
mineral having a vitreo-resinous lustre,

wine-yellow or honey-yellow in colour, oc-

curring only near Werfen in Salzburg in
small veins of quartz in clay-slate, and at
one time confounded with the Brazilian
topaz. It is a phosphato-fiuoride of mag-
nesium, usually containing iron and man-
ganese.
Wagon, Waggon (wag'on), n. [A. Sax.
wcegen, wcegn, ween, which in later times
became wain; D. and G. wagen, Icel. and
Sw. vagn, Dan. vogn; lit. a carriage, what
carries, from root seen in A. Sax. vegan, Icel.

vega, to carry ; cog. Skr. vah, L. veho, to
carry (whence vehicle). Akin also to way,
wag, weigh, Ac. Skeat remarks that wagon
cannot come directly from the A. Sax., wain
being the word that has directly descended
from it (with same change of form as in
7-ain, hail, 7iail, &c.). He therefore regards
wagon as borrowed from the Dutch in the
fifteenth or sixteenth century. Yet it seems
strange that with wain in common usage
we should have borrowed another word of
the same signification.] 1 A four-wheeled
vehicle for the transport of heavy loads. The
English wagon is usually a strong heavy ma-
chine drawn by two horses yoked abreast.
Tlie fore wheels are much smaller than the
hind pair, and their axle is swivelled to the
body of the wagon to facilitate turning. The
bodies of most wagons are set on springs on
account of the weight of the vehicle and the
absence of the steadying power of the horse,
who expends his force in pulling only, the
weight being distributed over the four
wheels. Common varieties of the wagon are
the brewer's dray, the railway lorry, and the
agricultural wain. Wagons, such as are
used by carriers, are frequently provided
with wooden bows, over which a covering of
heavy canvas or the like may be stretched to

protect their contents from rain. The ends of
the bows are inserted in staples on each side

of the vehicle, so that tilt and bows can be
readily removed when not required. In the
United States wagons of amuch lighter build,

and drawn by one horse only, are much used
for the conveyance of passengers and light
commodities.—2. An open four-wheeled ve-

hicle for the conveyance of goodsou railways.

3, t A chariot. ' Her waggon spokes made of
long spinners' legs.' Shak.

Now fair Phoebus 'gan decline in haste,
His weary waggon to the western vale. Spenser

Wagon (wag'on), v.t. To transport, convey,
or carry in a wagon; as, to wafiron goods from
the country to the metropolis.

Wagon (wag'on), vA. To transport goods on
a wagon or wagons.
Wagonage (wag'on-ilj), n. l. Money paid for
carriage or conveyance by wagon.—2. A col-

lection of wagons. ' Wagonage, provender,
and two or three pieces of caimon. ' Carlyle.
Spelled also Waggonage.
Wagon-boiler(wag'on-boil-6r), n. A kind of
steani-l)oiler, having originally a semi-cylin-
drical top, the ends and sides vertical, and
the bottom flat, thus having the shape of a
wagon covered with its tilt. Improved forms
liave the sides and bottom slightly curved
inwardly.
Wagon-ceiling (wag'on-sel-ing), n. A semi-
circular or wagon-headed ceiling. See Wag-
on-headed.
Wagoner (wag'on-^r), 71. 1. One who con-
ducts or drives a wagon; a wagon-driver.

—

2.t One who conducts a chariot; a cha-
rioteer.

Her waggoyier a small grey-coat gnat . . .

Her chariot is an empty hazel-nut. Shak.

3. A constellation, Charles's Wain, Ursa
Major.
Begin when the slow ivaggoner descends.
Nor cease your sowing till mid -winter ends. Dryden.

Spelled also Waggoner.
Wagoness t (wag'on-es), n. A female wag-
oner. [Improperly formed.]
That she might serve for waggoness, she plucked the

waggoner back,
And up into his seat she mounts. Chapman.

Wagonette (wag-on-et'),n. (Dim. of wrtgon.]
A kind of open, four-wheeled pleasure ve-
hicle of a \^rs light construction, seated for
six or eight persons. Spelled also Wag-
gonette.

wagon-headed(wag'on-hed-ed), a. Having
an arched or semicircular top or head, like
the cover or tilt of a wagon when stretched
over the bows ; round-arched ; as, a wagon-
headed ceiling, roof, or vault.

Wagon-master (wag'on-mas-t6r), n. A
person who has charge ofone ormore wagons;
especially, an otficer in charge of wagons in a
military train.

Wagon-roofed (wag'on -roft), a. Having a
semicircular or wagon -headed roof. See
Wagon-HEADED.
Wagonry (wag'on-ri), n. Conveyance by
means of wagons; wagons collectively; wi^-
onage. Milton.

Wagon-train (wag'on-tran), n. A train,
service, or collection of wagons, draught
animals, &c., organized for a special pur-
pose; especially the collection of wagons,
&c., accompanying an army, to convey pro-
visious, ammunition, the sick, wounded. &c.
Wagon-wright (w^on-rit), n. A wright
who makes wagons.
Wagtail (wag'tal), 71. 1. A bird of the genua
Motacilla, family Motacillidse.now very com-
monlyregarded as a sub-family (SlotaciUinse)
of the Sylviada;. The species are small birds,

and are chiefly confined to the European
continent. They are easily distinguished by
their brisk and lively motions, as well as by

Common Wagtail {MotaciUa Varrelli).

the great length of their tails, which they
jerk up and down incessantly; hence the
name. The species most common in this
country is the pied wagtail, or black and
white water-wagtail (M. Yaj-relli), which is to

be seen wherever there are shallow springs
and running waters.—ii. A pert person.

spare my grey beard, you wagiaill Shak.

Wah (wa), «. Same a9 Panda.
Wahahee, Wahahi (wa-hifbe), n. A fol-

lower of Abdel Wahab. a reformer of Mo-
hammedanism about 1760. The reformer did
not add a single new precept to the Moham-
medan code, the only difference between his

sect and the orthodox being that the Wa-
habees rigidly follow the same laws which
the others neglect or have ceased altogether
to observe. The niembei-s of the sect are
brave, but fanatical and intolerant. They
have a compact and well-organized govern-
ment holding sway over a large part of Ara-
bia. Spelled also Wahanbi, Wahabite.
Wahabiism (wa-ha'be-izm), n. The doc-
trines, principles, or practices of the Wa-
habis. W. G. Palgrave.

Wald t (wad), a. Weighed; weighed down.
TuMer.
Waif (waf), 71. [Norm, weif, O.Fr. waif,
gaif, a waif; probably of Scandinavian ori-

gin, being the substantive corresponding to
E. waive, to relinquish or leave unclaimed.
Comp. alao Sc. waff, waif, to blow, to wave,
to fluctuate. (See Wafve.) Old forms are
waive, loaift, weft.] 1. Anything blown by
the wind or drifted in by the ocean; a thing
preserved or coming as by chance; a stray
or odd piece or article.

Seated on a style

In the long hedge, and rolling in his mind
Old waifs of rhyme. Tennyson.

2. In law, (a) goods found of which the
owner is not known. (&) Such goods as a
thief, when pursued, throws away to pre-

F&te, far, fat, fftUj me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abime; y, Sc. Uy.
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vent being apprehended. They belong to
the crown unless the owner takes the neces-
sary steps for prosecuting and convicting
the thief.— 3. A wanderer; a neglected,
homeless wretch; as, a poor houseless waif.
Coicper.

Waif (waf), a. Vagabond; worthless; igno-
ble; inferior. [Scotch.]

Waiftt (waft), n. A waif (which see).

For that a -waifi, the which by fortune came
Upon our seas, he claym'd as propertie

Spenser.
Wall (wal), t?.(. [Icel. voda, vdla, to wail or
lament, perhaps connected with woe; or the
word may be Celtic: Ir. waill, lamentation;
\y. wylaw, to weep, to lament. J To lament;
to moan; to bewail. 'To icail his death.'
Shak. ' If no more her absent lord she wa ils.

'

Pope.
Wail (wal), r.i. To express sorrow audibly;
U) lament; to weep.

Therefore I will Tt-aiV And howl. Mic, i. 8.

Wall (wal), n. Loud weeping; violent lamen-
tation. ' Whose dying eyes were closed
with wait.' Tennyson.
Wail (wal). v.t. [See Wale] To choose;
to select; to wale. ' Wailed wine and meats.'
Chaucer. [Old English and Scotch]

WallAll ^wal'ful), a. Sorrowful; mournful.
' H'ail/ul sonnets.' Skak. 'A whispering
blade of grass, a wailful gnat. ' Keats.
Walling (wal'ing), n. The act of expressing
sorrow, grief, or the like audibly; loud cries
of sorrow; deep lamentation.
There shall be 7vat/i»£- ^nd gnasHine of teeth.

Mat. xiii. 42.

Waillngly (wallng-Ii), adv. In a walling
niaiiiK r: with wailing.
Watlment.t n. Lamentation. '0 day of
wailuient to all that are yet unborn. ' Bp.
Hacket.
Waiment.t v.i. [O Fr. waimenter, a modi-
fled form of lamenter, to lament, the word
having been influenced by the Teutonic in-
terjection (G. weh, Goth, wai), equivalent to
E. woe.] To lament; to mourn; to complain;
to fret Written also Wayment.
Wain (wan), n. [A. Sax. ween, a contracted
form of iccPf/en, a wagon. See Wagon.] 1. A
four-wheeled vehicle for the transportation
of goods or for carrying com, hay, Ac. ; a
wagon. Formerly also applied to a chariot
or similar vehicle. Speiiser.

The team is loosen'd from the wain.
The boat is drawn upon the shore. Tennyson.

2. A constellation, Charles's Wain.
Charles' -wain is over the new chimney, and yet

our horse not packed. Shak.
At noon or when the lesser wain

Is twisting round the Polar star. Tennyson.

Wain (wiinX vt. [Perhaps connected with
vsay; comp. Icel. tegna, to proceed, vegr, a
way; also O.E. wayne, to lift.) To waft.

So swift they ivained her through the light.
Twas like the motion of sound or sight. Hogg.

Walnablet (wan'a-bl), o. Capable of being
tilled; a.s. wainahle \xaA.
Wainage (wan'aj), n. A finding of carriages
or vehicles for conveying goods.
Wain-bote {wanTwl), n. An allowance of
timber fur wagons or carts.
Wainet (wan), v.t. l. To convey in a wain
or wagon. Tusger.—^.i [Comp. wain, to
waft,] To raise; to lift.

Wain-bouse (wanTious). n. A house or
.hIh-'I fur wagons and carts.
Wainman (wan'man), n. A driver of a
wain or wagon; a wagoner. Fuller.
Wain-rope (wan'rdp)^ n. A rope for yoking
animals to or binding a load on a wain or
wagon; a cart-rope.

Oxen and nainrofies cannot hale them together
__ . SAak.
Walnacot(wan'8kot),n. [From D. wagenschot,
waiiLscot. from wagen, a carriage, and gckot,
an inclosure or partition of boards = E. imm,
and ahot or nhoot. The name seems to have
been originally given to a variet>- of oak usedm making vehicles.] 1. 1 A flne kind of foreign
oak timber, not so liable to cast or rend as
the English oak, and working freely under
the tool, used for lining the walls of apart-
ments.

A wedge of wainscot is fittest and most proper for
cleavmg of an oaken tree. Urquhart.

2. A wooden lining or boarding of the walls
of apartments, usually made in panels, so
called liecftuse ori^nally the panelling was
made of the true wainscot oak.
Wainscot (wan'skot). v.t 1 To line with
wainscot; as, to wainscot a hall.

Music sounds better in chambers wainscotfed xixAn
"»nKed. Jtneon
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2. To line with different materials.

The other is ivainscotted with looking-glass.
Addison.

Wainscotting (wan'skot-ing), n. Wainscot,
or the material used for it.

Wainwright (wan'rit), n. Same as Wagmv-
Wright.

Wair, Ware (war), v.t. [Icel. verja, to in-
vest money, to lay out, to clothe, to wrap

;

same word as E. to wear (clothes).] To ex-
pend or lay out ; to bestow ; to waste ; to
squander. [Scotch. ]

Wair (war), n. In carp, a piece of timber
two yards long and a foot broad. Bailey.
Waise (waze), v.t. [Icel. visa, G. weisen, to
show, to teach.] To lead; to direct. [Scotch.]
Waist (wast), n. [O.E. wast, A. Sax. wcestm,
growth, stature, form, from root of wax, to
grow] 1. That part of the human body
which is immediately below the ribs or
thorax; or the small part of the body be-
tween the thorax and hips.

The women go straiter and closer in their garments
than the men do, with their uaistes girded.

Hackluyt.
Indeed I am in the waist two yards about. Shak.

2. Something bound or fastened round the
waist; a girdle. 'Girdled with a waist of
iron.' Shak.—S. The middle part of various
objects; especially, that part of a ship which
is contained between the elevation of the
quarter-deck and forecastle, or that part of
the upper deck between the fore- and main-
masts.

Waistband (wastljand), n. l. The band or
upper part of breeches, trousers, or panta-
loons, which encompasses the waist.

A copper watch-chain, terminating in one seal, and
a key of the same material, dangled loosely from his
capacious waistband. Dickens.

2. A sash worn by ladies round the waist; a
girdle or waist-belt.

Waist-belt (waatlwlt), n. A belt worn
round the waist.

Waistcoat (wast kot, c<illoq wes kot or wes -

kot), n. 1. A close-rttting body garment for
men, generally without sleeves, worn under
the Coat, extending no lower than the hips,
and covering the waist ; a vest.— 2. A similar
garment worn by women.
You'd best come like a mad woman with a band on

your waistcoat. Dekker.
It'aistcoat was a part of female dress as well as

male ... It was only when the waistcoat was worn
without a gown or upper dress that it was considered
the mark of a mad or profligate woman. Low fe-
males of the latter class were generally so attired.

/'•'ares.

WaistCO&teer t (wast-kot-erO. »• One who
wears a waistcoat; especially, a low profli-
gate woman; a strumpet. See under Waist-
coat.
I knew you a waistcoateer in the garden alleys.
And would come to a sailor's whistle. Maxsinger.

WaiBter(wa8t'6r),n. Naut. an inexperienced
or broken-down seaman, such as used to be
placed in the waist of a man-of-war to do
duty not requiring mucli exertion or a
knowledge of seamanship; a green hand
Wait (wit), 17. i. [O Fr. waiUr (Mod. Fr.
gxietter), to watch, to lie in wait for, from
waite, a watchman orsentinel, O. H G. wahta,
a watchman, whence wahien. Mod. G. wach-
ten, to watch, the root being also in E.
watch, wake.] 1. To stay or rest in ex-
pectation or patience ; to stop or remain
stationary or in a state of quiescence or in-
action, as till the arrival of w>me person or
event, or till the proper moment or favour-
able opportunity for action, or till freedom
for action has been given; as. III wait till

you come; the world is to him who can loait.

AH the days of my appointed time will I n-ait, till

my change come. job xiv. 14.

Thousands at his bidding Sf>eed.
And post o'er land and ocean without rest;
They also serve who only stand and wait. Milton.

A tide of fierce
Invective seem'd to wait behind her lips,
As watts a river level with the dam
Ready to burst and flood the world with foam.

Tennyson.

2. To remain in readiness to execute the
orders of a person; to be ready to serve;
to perform the duties of a servant or at-
tendant.

A parcel of soldiers robbed a farmer of his poultry,
and then made him wait at table. Swift.

—To wait on or upon, (a) to attend upon, as
a servant; to perform menial services for; to
pay servile or submissive attendance to; as,
to wait on a gentleman.

I must wait on myself, must IT Shak.
Authority and reason on her 7vait. Milton.

WAITER

(&) To attend; to go to see; to visit on busi-
ness or for ceremony.
'My father desires your worships' company.' 'I

will wait on him.' Shak.
Bribery is now unknown in France, but privately

waiting on the judges is still regarded as a neces-
sary formality. Brougham.
(c) To attend or follow, as a consequence;
to be appended to or united with; to be
associated with; to accompany; to await.

Greatest scandal waits on greatest state. Shak.
Now, good digestion ifai/£j« appetite. Shak.

It will import those men who dwell careless, to
enter into serious consultation how they may avert
that ruin, which waits on such a supine temper.

Dr. H. More.
(d) To look watchfully. [Rare. ]

It is a point of cunning to wait upon him with whom
you speak, with your eye. Bacon.

(e) To attend to; to perform.
Aaron and his sons .

office.
, shall wait on their priest's

Num. iii. 10.

(J) To be ready to serve; to obey.

Yea, let none that wait on thee be ashamed.
Ps. XXV. 3.

Wait (wat), V.t. 1. To stay or wait for; to
rest or remain stationary in expectation of
the arrival of.

It'ait the seasons and observe the times. Shak.
Aw'd with these words, in camps they still abide.
And wait with longing eyes their promis'd guide.

Th-yfyn.
2. To defer; to put oflf: said of a meal
[CoUoq]

I shall go for a walk ; don't you and Herbert wait
supper for me. T. Hughes.

at To attend; to accompany with submis-
sion or respect.

He chose a thousand horse, the flow'r of all

His warlike troops, to wait the funeral. Dryden.

4.t To attend as a consequence of some-
thing; to attend on; to await or accom-
pany.

Such doom
IP'aiis hixury and lawless care of gain. y. Philips.

—To wait attendance, to be or remain in
attendance.

H 'ait attendance till you hear further from me.
Shak

Walt (wat), n. [See the verb.] 1. The act
of waiting for something or somebody; as,
after a long wait we were admitted. ~2. The
act of waiting in concealment for the pur-
pose of attacking; ambush.
Why sat'st thou like an enemy in wait t Milton.

—To lie in wait, to lie in ambush; to be
secreted in order to fall by surprise on an
enemy: hence, /jr. to lay snares or to make
insidious attempts, or to watch for the pur-
pose of insnaring.

Behold, ye shall li€ in -wait against the city, even
behind the city. Jo»h. viii. 4.

—To lay wait, to set an ambush.
Their tongue is as an arrow shot out ; it speakcth

deceit; one speakcth peaceably to his neighbour with
his mouth, but in heart he layeth his waa.

Jer. ix. S. ;

3. A kind of old night watchman; one of a
band of musicians in the pay of a town cor-
poration whose duties were at fli-st to pipe
or sound the hours and guard the streets,
but subsequently to act merely as town's
minstrels or musicians.
For as the custom prevails at present there is scarce

a young man of any fashion m a corporation that
does not make love with the town music ; the waits
often help him through his courtship. Steele.

Hence — 4. At present, one of a band of
musicians who promenade the streets dur-
ing the night and early morning about
Christmas or Xew-year time, performing
music appropriate to the season.— 5. An old
musical instrument of the hautboy orshawm
kind The name of the instrument may be
from the waits, who chiefly performed on it.

Stainer d- Barrett.

Waiter (wafer), n. 1. One who waits ; one
who remains in expectation of the happen-
ing of some event, the arrival of some op-
portunity, time, or the like. * Waiters on
providence.' Disraeli.—Z. A male attendant
on the guests in a hotel, inn, or other place
of public entertainment.
We change our taverns according as he . . . sees

any bold rebeUion in point of attendance by the
waiters. Steele.

3. A vessel on which something, as tea
things, a light refreshment, or the like, is

carried; a server or salver.

The 7uaUers stand in ranks ; the yeomen cry.
• Make room !

' as if a duke were passing by.

Swifi.
4. The person in charge of the gate of a city.
[Scotch.]

The insurgents had made themselves masters of

oh,(!A«ta; eh,8c. locfc; s.go; J,^; ft, Fr. ton; Dg, iitv; IB. tAen; th, tAlni w, tolg; wh, uAig; zh, anire.-See KIT.
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the West-Port, rushing upon the -waiUrs (so the peo-

pie were called who had the charge of the gates), and

possessing themselves of the keys. Sir IV. Scott.

Waiting (wat'ing), p. and a. Serving ; at-

tending. 'Margaret, the waiting gentle-

woman to Hero.' Shak.

Waiting (wat'ing), n. The act of staying in

expectation; attendance. —/n waiting, in

attendance; as, lords in waitivg, officers of

the royal household.

Waitingly (wat'ing-li), adv. By waiting.

Waiting-maid (wat'ing-mad), n. A female

servant who attends a lady; a waiting-wo-

man.
Tokens for a 7vaUtng-matd

To trim the butler with. Beau. &• Fl.

Waiting-vassal t (wat'ing-va'sal), n. An at-

tendant. 'Your carters or your waiting-

vassals.' Shak.
Waiting-woman (wat'ing-wu-man). n. A
woman who attends or waits; a waiting-

niaid. 'Chamhermaidsandiyaiiin^r-wiom^n.'

Waitress (wat'res), n. A female attendant

In a place of public entertainment, as an

inn, tavern, &c.

Waive (wav), v.t [Probably from the Scan-

dinavian, through the old French, being the

verb corresponding to the noun loaif. Lit.

it would seem to mean, to leave loose or

unregarded; comp. Icel. veifa, to swmg
loosely, to vibrate. See also Waip.] 1. To
relinquish ; to forsake ; not to insist on or

claim; to defer for. the present; to forego;

as, to waive the subject; to waive a claim

or privilege.
We absolutely do renounce or -waive our own

opinions, absolutely yielding to the direction of

others. Barrow.

Pitt long consented to waive his just claims.
North Brit. Rev.

2.t To abandon; to forsake; to desert.

A man was said to ivaive^^ company of thieves.
BurrtU.

3 In law, (a) to throw away, as a thief,

stolen goods in his flight. (!i)To put out of

the protection of the law, as a woman.

If the defendant be a woman the proceeding is

called a waver ; for as women were not sworn to the

law, . . . they could not properly be outlawed, but

were said to be waived, i.e., derelicta, left out, or

not regarded. Wharton.

Waivfet (wav), n. [See Waif.] 1. A waif;

a poor homeless wretch; a castaway.

O Lord ! what a luaive and stray is that man that

hath not thy marks on him. Donne.

% In law, awoman put out of the protection

of the law.

Waiver (wav'6r), n. In laxt), (a) the act of

waiving; the passing by or declining to

accept a thing: applied to an estate, or to

anything conveyed to a man, also to a

plea, &c.
The Diet, but with difficulty, were persuaded to

sanction this ivaiver of privilege. Brougham.

(&) The legal process by which a woman is

waived, or put out of the protection of the

law.

Waiwode (wa'wod). See Waywode.
Wake (wak), v.i. pret. & pp. woke or waked;
ppr. waking. [A. Sax. wacan, pret. ivoc, also

wacian, pret. wacode, to arise, to wake, to

be awake; Icel. vaka, D. and L.G. waken,
Goth, vakan, G. wachen, to wake, be awake;
cog. with L. vigil, awake, watchful, vigilant.

Hence waken, watch.] 1. To be awake; to

continue awake; to watch; not to sleep.

Ps. cxxvii. 1.

Though wisdom wake, suspicion sleeps. Milton.

The judging God shall close the book of fate

;

And there the last assizes keep,
For those who wake and those who sleep.

Orydfn,
* le, wil

out being sensible of it. Locke.

2. To be excited or roused from sleep; to

cease to sleep; to awake; to be awakened;
as, he wakes at the slightest noise. ' Whereat
I waked. ' Milton.

This year I slept and -woke with pain,

I almost wished no more to wake. Tennyson.

3. To be in activity, or not in a state of

quiescence. 'To keep thy sharp woes wak-
ing.' Shak.—^. To be excited from a tor-

pid or inactive state; to be put in motion;
as, the dormant powers of nature loake from
their frosty slumbers. ' Gentle airs to fan
the earth now wak'd.' MUton.—5. To sit up
late for festive purposes; to revej or carouse
late at night.

The king doth wake to-night, and takes his rouse.^
Shak.

Wake (wak), v.t. l. To rouse from sleep;

to awake.
The angel that talked with me, came again and

waked jne. Z&r jv, i.

I cannot think any time, waking or sleeping, with--
Lot

2. To arouse; to excite; to put in motion or

action: often with «p, which intensifies the

meaning. 'Will not wake your patience.'

Shak.
Prepare war, -wake up the mighty men. Joel iii. 9.

To wake the soul by tender strokes of art. Pope.

3. To bring to life again, as if from the Bleep

of death; to revive; to reanimate.

To second life

IVak'd in tne renovation of the just. Milton.

4. To watch prior to burial, as a dead body;
to hold a wake for.

Wake (wak), n. [A. Sax. wacu, a watching,
a vigil. See the verb.] l.f The act of wak-
ing or being awake ; the state of not sleeping.

Making such difference 'twixt wake and sleep
As is the difference betwixt day and night. Shak.

2. The state of forbearing sleep, especially

for a solemn or festive purpose; vigils; spe-

cifically, the feast of the dedication of a
parish church, formerly kept by watching
all night. Each church when consecrated
was dedicated to a saint, and on the anni-

versary of that day the parish wake was
kept; and in many places there was a second
w^e on the birth-day of the saint. Tents
were erected in the churchyard to supply
refreshments to the crowd on the morrow,
which was kept as a holiday. Through the
large attendance from neighbouringparishes
at wakes, devotion and reverence gradually
diminished, until they ultimately became
mere fairs or markets, characterized by
merry-making and often disgraced by in-

. dulgence and riot; hence, a merry-making;
a festive gathering. 'He haunts wakes,
fairs, and bear-baitings.' Shak.

The wood nymphs, decked with daisies trim,

Their merry wakes sriA pastimes keep. Milton.

That large-moulded man.
His visage all agrin as at a wake.
Made at me thro' the press. Tennyson.

3. The watching of a dead body prior to

burial by the friends and neighbours of the
deceased, a custom wliich prevails in Ire-

land, and was formerly prevalent in Scot-

land. It most probably originated in a su-

perstitious notion with respect to the danger
of a dead body being carried off by some of

the agents of the invisible world, or exposed
to the ominous liberties of brute animals.
Such wakes very early degenerated into
scenes of festivity, extremely incongruous
with the melancholy occasion.

In Ireland a wake is a midnight meeting, held pro-

fessedly for the indulgence of holy sorrow, but usu-
ally it IS converted into orgies of unholy joy.

Miss Edgeiuorth.

Wake (wak), n. [No doubt the same word
as Prov. E. wake, a row of grass; Icel. v'6k,

a channel for a vessel in ice. ] The track left

by a ship in the water, formed by the meet-
ing of the water, which rushes from each
side to fill the space which the ship makes
in passing through it. This track may be
seen to a considerable distance behind the
ship's stern as smoother than the rest of the
sea.

Wakeful (wak'ful), a. 1. Keeping awake
after going to bed; indisposed to sleep.

Dr!/den.-~2. Watchful; vigilant. 'Wakeful
watches.' Spenser.~3. Rousing from, or as

from, sleep. 'The wakeful trump of doom.'
Milton.
Wakefully (wak'ful-li), adv. In a wakeful
manner; with watching or sleeplessness.

Wakefulness (wak'ful-nes), n. The state or
quality of being wakeful; indisposition or
inability to sleep.

Waken (wa'kn), v.i. [A. Sax. wcecnan, to

become awake, from stem of ivacan, to wake.
See Wake, v.i.] 1. To wake; to cease

to sleep; to be awakened. ' Early Tumus
wakening ^vith the light. ' Dryden. —2. t To
keep awake; not to sleep; to watch.

The eyes of heaven that nightly waken
To view the wonders of the glorious Maker.

Beau. &- Fl.

Waken (wa'kn), v.t. 1. To excite or rouse
from sleep; to awaken. 'Go waken Eve.'

Milton.

May the winds blow till they have waken'd death.
Shak.

2. To excite to action or motion; to rouse;

to stir. ' Your icaken'd hate.' Shak.

Then Homer's and Tyrtseus' martial muse
PVakend the world. Roscommon.

They leave behind
A voice that in the distance far away
IVakens the slumbering ages. Sir H. Taylor.

3. To excite; to produce; to call forth.

Venus now wakes, and wakens love. Milton.

They introduce
Their sacred song, and waken raptures high.

Milton.

Wakent (wa'kn), a. Awake; not sleeping.

But that grief keeps me waken, I should sleep.
Marlowe.

Wakener (wa'kn-6r), n. One who or that
which wakens or rouses from sleep, or as

from sleep. Feltham.
Wakening (wa'kn-ing), n. The act of one
who wakens; the act of ceasing from sleep.
— Wakening of a process, in Scot^ law, the
reviving of a process in which, after calling

a summons, no judicial proceeding takes

place for a yeai* and day, the process being
thus said to fall asleep.

Waker (wak'6r), «. 1. One who wakes or
rouses from sleep. B. Jonson.—2. One who
watches; a watcher.—3. One who attends a
wake.

I'll have such men, like Irish wakers, hired
To chaunt old ' Habeas Corpus.' Moore.

Wakerife (wak'rif), a. Wakeful. 'And
icakerife through the corpsgard of the past'
T. Hudson. [Old English and Scotch.]

Wake-roloin (wak'rob-in), n. A plant of the
genus Arum, the A . maculatum. See Arum.
Wake-time (wak'tim), 71. Time during which
one is awake. K B. Browning^
Waking (witk'ing), p. and a. 1. Being awake;
not sleeping. — 2. Bousing from sleep; ex-

citing into motion or action.— Waking hours,

the hours when one is awake.

Wa^ng (wak'ing), n. 1. The state or period

of being awake.
His sieeps and his wakings are so much the same,

that he knows not how to distinguish them. Butler.

2. t Watch. * About the fourth waking of the

night.' Wickliffe.—Z. The act of holding a
wake or watching the dead.

There is no doubt that the custom of waking ori-

ginated with the Irish in an affectionate feeling

towards their dead relatives, whom their natural

kindness prompted them not to desert, nor to leave

to the attacks of evil spirits, who hover in their fancy
round the body to do it an injury. Hence the lights

and hoiy water. Dublin Univ. Mag.

Wa-la-wa,+ inter?. SeeWELAWAY. Chaucer.

WalChOWite (wal'ko-it), n. A yellow trans-

lucent mineral resin, occurring in the brown
coal of Walchow; retinite.

Waldenses (wftl'den-sez), n. [From Peter
Waldo or Waldus, a merchant of Lyons in

the twelfth century, the founder of the sect.]

A sect of Christians professing principles

which are substantially the same as those of

the Reformed churches. At first they seem
to have inhabited the upper valleys of Dau-
phin^ and Piedmont, but the persecutions
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

drove them into many parts of Europe.
They were for several centuries the subjects

of a most cruel persecution instituted by
the Church of Rome, and it was not tiU

1848 that they enjoyed the same religious

rights as the Roman Catholics of Italy. At
the present time the Waldenses inhabit the
Val ilartino, the Val Angrona, and the Val
Lucema, on the Italian side of the Cottian
Alps, south-west of Turin.

Wald^ave (wald'grav), n. [Gr. wald, a for-

est, and graf, a'ruler. See Weald, Grieve.]
In the old German Empire, a head forest

ranger. See Wildgrave.
Wale (wal), n. [A. Sax. wahi, the mark of a
stripe or blow, a wale; same word as O. Fris.

walu, Icel. viilr, Goth, iralus, a rod, a staff.]

1. A ridge or streak rising above the surface

of cloth, &c.
Thou art rougher far

And of a coarser wale. Beau. & Fl.

2. A streak or stripe produced by the stroke

of a rod or whip on animal flesh. ' The wales,

marks, scars, and cicatrices of sin and vice.'

Holland.— Z. A timber bolted to a row of

piles to secure them together and in posi-

tion; a wale-piece.—4. A wale-knot, or wall-

knot. Holland. — Wales of a ship. See
Bend, 2 (c).

Wale (wal), v.t. pret. & pp. waled; ppr. wal-

ing. [See the noun. ] To mark with wales
or stripes.

Wale (wal), V. t. [Also icile or tcyle, Icel. velja,

Dan. V(elge, Sw. valja, Goth. 2faljan,G. wdh-
len, to choose or select ; Icel. val, G. icahl,

a choice ;
probably from same root as icill.]

To choose; to select. Bums. [Scotch.]

Wale (wal), n. The act of choosing; the

choice; a person or thing that is excellent;

the pick; the best. 'The pick and icale.'

Burns. [Scotch.]

Wale-knot (wal'not), n. Xaut. a particular

sort of large knot raised upon the end of a
rope, by untwisting the strands and inter-

weaving them amongst each other. It is

made so that it cannot slip, and serves for

sheets, tackles, and stoppers.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; m6, met, hfer; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound: M, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Wale-plece (wal'pes), n. A horizontal tim-
ber of a quay or jetty, lx)lted to tlie vertical
timbers or secured by anchor-rods to the
masonry to receive the impact of vessels
coming or lying alongside. E. H. Knigkt.
WaUialla (wsl-halla), n. See Valhalla.
Walie (wa'li or wgli), o. Excellent ; large;
ample. [Scotch.] See Waly.
WaUse (wale/), n. A portmanteau; a valise.
Sir W Scott. [Scotch.]
Walk (Wi(k), v.i. [A. Sax. wealcan, to roll,
turn about, to rove, whence wealcere, a fuller
(origin of the name Walker); IceL vdlka, to
roll, stamp; Dan. mike, to full cloth; G.
walken, to full; O.H.G. walhan, to roll, to
revolve, to full. The root is that of wallow,
well, the termination corresponding to that
in talk, to stalk. The original meaning, to
turn about, has been altered much in the
same way as that of wend, originally to tm-n
or wind.] 1. To step along ; to advance by
alternate steps, setting one foot before the
other without running, or so that one foot
is set down before the other Is taken up.
You were wont, when you laughed, to crow like a

cock;
When you walked, to wali likeoneofthe lions

„ _ Shai.
2. ro go or travel on foot; to ramble; espe-
cially, to move or go on foot for recreation,
exercise, or the like.

Jesus ivatked in Galilee; for he would not ivatk in
Jewry, because the Jews sought to kill him.

_.. . . . John vii. I.
Thou might St as well say I love to -walk by the

Counter-gate, which is as hateful to me as the reek
of a limenuln. shai.

She's pretty to -uiatb with.
And witty to talk with.
And pleasant, too, to think on. Sucjtling.

8. To go; to come; to step: used in the cere-
monious language of invitation. ' I pray
you, sir, a7o(* in.' Shak. 'Willt please you
walk aside.' Shak.—i. To be stirring; to \>e
abroad

; to mix in society. ' When I have
toatteif like a private man.' Shak.

'Tis pity that thou livest
To -walk where any honest men resort. Shai.

6. To go restlessly about; to move aljout like
a spirit or spectre, or as one in a state of
somnambulism. ' No evil thing that walks
by night." Miltm.

Malcolm I Banquol
As from your graves rise up. and waU like sprites.
I o countenance this horror. Shai.

6. To move off; to depart. [Colloq.]
When he comes forth he will make their cows and

garrans to 7ea/t. Sjirnser.

7. To live and act or behave in any particu-
lar manner; to conduct one's self; to pursue
a particular course of life. ' fTalk humbly
with thy God.' Slic. vi. 8. ' I will walk in
mine integrity.' Ps. xxvi. H.

,
To waii

As m his presence, ever to observe
His providence, and on him sole depend. Miitim.

8.t To be in action or motion; to act' to
move; to go. 'Her tongue did woJ*.' Spen-—' Do you think I'd walk in any plot?'ser.

E. Jonson.
Those dancing chips,u er whom thy lingers tea/* with gentle gait.

c- , . , Shai.
Foolery, sir. docs mili about the orb like the sun

It shines everywhere. Shai—To walk into, to scold severely; to give a
scolding or a beating to; to punish; to drub
Trollrtpe. [Vulgar.]— To walk over, on the
turf, to go over a race-course at a walking
pace : said of a horse which alone comes to
the starting-post of all the entries, and has
to go over the coui-se in order to gain the
prize

; hence, fig. to gain an easy victory in
any way; to attain one's object without
opposition; as, the Conservative candidate
walked over.

Ill do my best with the Yellows to let you wali
<n'er the course in my stead. Lord Lytton.

Walk(wak), n.t. 1. To pass through or upon-
as, to walk the streets [This is elliptical
for to walk in or throwjh the streets. ]

' With
his lion gait walk the whole world.' Shak.
2. To cause to walk or step slowly; to lead
drive, or ride with a slow pace; as, he found
the road so bad he was obliged to walk his
horse. —.3. To subject to the process of full-
ing; to full. [Old or provincial; Scotch
spelling generally Wauk.\-To walk the hos.
pitals. to attend the medical and surgical
practice of a general hospital, as a student.
under one or more of the regular staff of
physicians or surgeons attached to such an
hospital— To walk the plank. See under
Plank.
Walk (w»k), n. 1. The act of walking ; the
pace of one who walks.-2. The act of walk-

ing for air or exercise ; as, a morning walk;
an evening walk.

Nor Tuati by moon.
Or glittering starlight, without thee is sweet.

„ ,, Milton.
3. Manner of walking; gait; step; carriage;
as, we often know a person in a distant
apartment by his walk. 'The walk, the
words, the gesture' Dryden.—i. Length of
way or circuit through which one walks; as,
a long ivalk; a short walk.

All men do, from hence to the palace gate
Make it their Tvali. shai.

5. A piece of ground fit to walk and wander
in ; a place in which one is accustomed to
walk. 'The mountains are his walks.'
Sandys. —6. A place laid out or set apart for
walking

; an avenue, promenade, pathway,
or the like ; specifically, (o) an aveuue set
with trees or laid out in a grove or wood.
Shak. (b) A garden path. Shak.

Just now the dry-tongued laurel's pattering talk.
Seem d her light foot along the garden wali.

„ „ .
Tgnnyion.

7. Space; range; sphere of action; a depart-
ment, as of art, science, or literature; as,
this is not within the walk of the historian!
' A boundless walk for his imagination '

Pope.

His imperial fancy has laid all nature under tribute-
and has collected riches from every scene of the
creation and every waW of art, R. HaU.
8. Manner or course, as of life; way of living;
as, a person's walk and conversation —9. A
district or piece of ground in which animals
graze ; a tract of some extent where sheep
feed; a pasture for sheep; a sheep-walk See
Sheep-run.— lO. A rope-walk (which see).—
11. A district habitually served by a hawker
or itinerant vendor of any commodity; as,
a milkmaid's walk. — 12. In London Royal
Exchange, any portion of the ambulatory
which Is specially frecjuented by merchants
or traders to some particular country. Sim-
inonds.

Walkable (wak'a-bl). a Fit for walking;
capable of being walked on. Your now
walkable roads.' Swtft. [Kare.]
Walker (w»k'6r), n. 1. One who walks; a
pedestrian. —2. t TOat with which one walks;
a foot. ' Lame JIulciber, his walkers quite
misgrown.' Chaptnan.—S. In forest law. an
officer appointed to walk over a certain
space for inspection; a forester. —4. One who
deports himself in a particular manner.
' Disorderly walkers. ' Bp. Compton. —5. One
who walks cloth; a fuller. (Old Knglish and
Scotch. The proper name Walker is from
this sense, being derived, as many other
proper names, from the occupation of the
persons to whom it was first given.]-
Walker! or Hookey Walker! a slang ejacu-
lation of incredulity uttered when a person
tells a story which yon know to be false or
'gammon.' The following explanation of
the phrase appeared in the Saturday Re-
view. * Years ago there was a person named
Walker, an aquiline -nosed Jew, who ex-
hibited an orrery, which he called by the
erudite name of Eidouranion. He was also
a popular lecturer on astronomy, and often
invited his pupils, telescope in hand, to take
a sight at the moon and stars. I'he lec-
turer's phrase struck the schoolboy auditory,
who frequently 'took a sight' with that
gesture of outstretched arm and adjustment
to nose and eye which was the first garnish
of the popular saying The next step was
to assume phrase and gesture as the outward
and visible mode of knowingness in general.

'

Other explanations have been offered equally
]>roblematical.

Walking (wsk'ing), n. 1. The act of one
who or that which walks. — 2. A mode or
manner of acting or living. Deut. ii 7 —
8. The act of fulling cloth. [Old English and
Scotch ]

Walking-beam (w»k'ing-bem), n. Inmach.
sec under HkaM.
Walking-cane (w.^k'ing-kan), n. A walking-
sti( k inaile of cane.
Walklng-flBh (wf^king-flsh), n. The name
given to an .-icanthopterygious fish of the
genus Antennarius (A. hispidus), from its
ability to use its pectoral fins as legs in tra-
versing the land. These are set in a greatly
elongated wrist, and are themselves stiff
and powerful, their pointed rays resembling
claws. It is a native of the Indian seas.

Walklng-gentlenian(wak'iiig-jentl-man),
n. An actor who fill.'! subordinate parts re-
qiiirini; a Kcotlenianly appearance. Dickens
Walking-lady (wsk'ing-la-di), n. An actress
who tills parts analogous to those taken by
the walkiuggentleman.

Walking-leaf (wjik'ing-lef), n. 1. The com-
mon name of insects of the genus Phylliuiu,
family Phasmidfe. See Phyllium. Phas-
MID.E. —2. A name given to a North Ame-
rican fern (Camptosorus rhizophyllus)
Walklng-stafft (wak'ing-staf), n. A walk-
ing-stick or cane.
Walking-stick (wak'ing-stik), n. 1. A staff
or stick carried in the hand for support or
amusement in walking. —2. An insect of the
orthopterous family Phasmidie, from the
resemblance of most of them to pieces of
stick. The gigantic Diura or Cyphoaana
Titan of New South Wales, a species of the
family, is 7 or 8 inches long. It is locally
named Walking-straw. See Phasmid^
Walking -stra-w (wak'ing-stra), n. See
\V ALKl.VC.S'nCK.

Walking-ticket, Walking-paper (wak'-
inj; tik-ct, wak'ing-pa-per), n. An order to
leave an office; dismissal. [Colloq ]

WalMng-wlieel (wak'ing-whel), n. 1. A cy-
linder which is made to revolve about an
axle by the weight of men or animals climb-
ing by steps either its external or internal
periphery, being employed for the pui-pose
of raising water, grinding corn, and various
other operations for which a moving power
is required. See Tread-wheel.—2 A pe-
dometer. E. H. Knitiht.
Walk-mm (wftk'mil), ii. a fuUing-miU.
(Provincial English and Scotch.]
Walkyr (val'kir), n. Same as Valkyr.
Wall (w»l), n. [A. Sax. weall, a wall, a ram-
part ; O. .Sax. O. Fris. and D. wal, Dan. val,
Sw. vail, G. wall, a rampart; borrowed from
L. vallum, a fence of stakes, a rampart, from
vatlus, a stake, a pale. The root is consid-
ered by some to be that of L. mleo, to be
strong (whence valid), and to mean to pro-
tect, cover, or the like, giving also E. wool.)
1. A work or structure of stone, brick, or
other materials, raised to some height, serv-
ing to inclose a space, form a division, sup-
port superincumbent weights, Ac, aud af-
fording a defence, shelter, or security ; one
of the upright inclosing sides of a building
or room ; a solid and permanent inclosing
fence, as around a field, a park, a town or
the like.—2. A rampart; a fortified enceinte
or barrier ; often in the plural.

This precious stone set in the silver sea.
Which serves it in the office of a 7u(r//
Or as a moat defensive to a house. Shai.

1 rush undaunted to defend the walls. Drydtn.
3. What resembles a wall; as, a wall of
armed men.

within this wall of flesh
There is a soul counts thee her creditor. Shai.

4. A defence ; means of security or protec-
tion. 1 Sam. XXV. 16—6. In mining, the
rock inclosing a vein; where the dip is con-
siderable, the upper boundary is called the
hanging-wall, and the lower the foot-wall.

—

—To go to the wall, to get the worst of a con-
test

; to be driven into difficulties or to ex-
tremity by a strong party; as, the weakest
goes to the wall.— To hang by the wall, to
hang up neglected ; hence, not to be made
use of. • Richer than to hang by the walls.

'

Shak.—Topush or thrust to the wall, to force
to give place; to crush by superior power.
Women, being the weaker vessels, are ever thnisc

to Ihr wall. Shai.
—To take the wall, to pass next to the wall

1 will laif the waltot any man or maid of Mon-
'"Kue's, Shai.

Wall (wgl), v.t. 1. To inclose with a wall or
as with a wall; as, to wall a city. 'This
flesh which lealls about our life.' Shak —
2. To defend by walls; to fortify.

The terror of his name that walls us in
From danger. Denham.

3. To obstruct or hinder, as by a wall op-
posed.
On either hand thee there are squadrons pitch'd
To wall thee from the liberty of flight. Shai.

4. To fill up with a wall. ' Walling up that
part of the church.' Ld. Lyttelton.—b. In
university slang, same as Gate, (which see).
'To gate or wall a refractory student.' Mac-
millan's Mag.
Wall (wal), n. A well [.Scotch.]
Wallaba, Wallaba-tree (wal'la-ba, wal'la-
ba-tre), n. A leguminous tree of the sub-
order Cwsalpinea:, the Eperva foliata,
abounding in British Guiana. The wood,
which is of a deep red colour, and hard,
heavy, and durable, is used for shingles,
posts, house-frames, &c.
Wallaby, Wallabee, n. Same as Whallabee
(which see).

WaUach (wallak). n. A Wallachian, or the
language of the Wallachlans.

oh, cAain; eh, 8c. locA; g, ^o; Ijob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, alng; TH, then; th, («n; w. trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY
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Wallacblan (wal-lak'yanX a. Of or pertain-

ing to Wallachia, its language, or inhabi-

tants.

Wallachian (wal-lak'yan), n. 1. One of the

natives of Wallachia. the descendants of

Roman and other colonists.— 2. That mem-
ber of the Romance family of tongues, or de-

scendants of the Latin, spoken in Koumania
(Wallachia and Moldavia) and adjoining

regions.

Wallaroo ( wal-la-ro' ), n. The native Aus-
tralian name for several species of kanga-
roos.

Wall - box
(wftl'boksX
n. A device

WaU-box.

frame with arrangements for receiving and
holding the box in position.

Wall-creeper (wjirkrep-6r), n. A bird of

the genus Tichodroma (T. muraria), family
Certhiadse. It is found in the south of

Europe, where it is observed to frequent
ruins, the clefts and crevices of rocks, on
the surfaces of which it sticks firmly. It

feeds on insects, their larvae and pupse, and
is particularly fond of spiders and their

Wall-creeper {Tic/iodroma muraria).

eggs; hence it is sometimes popularly called
the spider-catcher.

Wall-cress (wal'kres), n. The common name
of plants belonging to the genus Arabis,
nat. order Cruciferse. Most of the species
are small plants, growing in dry stony places
and on walls. A.alpina, a free-flowering spe-

cies with white blossoms, is cultivated in

gardens on rock-work and flower-borders,

on account of its blooming early in spring.

Walled (w^ld), p. and a. Provided with a
wall or wails ; inclosed or fortified with a
wall; fortified. ' A walled tovm.' Shak.
Waller (wal'Sr), n. One who builds walls.

Wallerite (wol'fir-it), n. [From some person
called Waller.] Same as Lenzinite.

Wallet (wol'let), n. [Perhaps a dim. from
O.'Fr. uweille, ouaille, a sheep, and therefore
meaning originally a sheepskin wallet, a
bag of undressed sheepskin, from L. ovicula,

a sheep, dim. of ovis, a sheep; comp. O. Fr.

ouaire. a great leathern bottle or budget
like a bottle, commonly made of goat's skin
(Cotgrave). Skeat, however, shows that it is

probably a mere corruption of old icatel. a
bag. See Wattle.] 1. A bag or sack for
containing articles which a person carries
with him, as a bag for carrying the neces-
saries for a journey or march ; a knapsack;
a pedlar's or beggar's pack, bundle, or bag.
Adduo7i.—2. Anything protuberant and
swagging.

Who would believe that there are mountaineers
Dew-lapt Hke bulls, whose throats had hanging at

them,
IVallets of flesh. Shak.

3. A pocket-book for money. [Rare.]

Walleteer (wol-let-ei-'), n. One who bears
a wallet ; one who travels with a wallet or
knapsack. Toilet. [Rare. ]

Wall-eye (wfti'i), n. [See Wall-eyed.] An

Common Wall-
flower (Cheirafi-
thits Cheiri).

eye in which the iris is of a very light gray
or whitish colour: said commonly of horses.

Wall-eyed (wal'id), a. [A Scandinavian
word: Icel. vald-eygthr, wall-eyed, said of a
horse, the same as vagl-eygr, wall-eyed,

from vagi, a beam or defect in the eye.]

1. Having an eye the iris of which is of a
very light gray or whitish colour : said of

horses.—2. Having eyes with an undue pro-

portion of white ; having the white of the
eye very large and distorted, or on one side.

[Provincial English.] Hence—3. Glaring-

eyed ; fierce-eyed. ' Wall-eyed wrath and
staring rage.' Shak.
Wallflower (wal'flou-fer), n. l. The com-
mon name of the species of plants belonging
to the genus Cheiranthus, nat. order Cru-
ciferae. They are
biennial or peren-
nial herbs or under-
shrubs. Many of
them exhale a deli-

cious odour, and
are great favourites
in gardens. The
best known is the
C. Cheiri, or com-
mon wallflower, which, in

its wild state, grows on old
walls and stony places. In
the cultivated plant the
flowers are of various and
brilliant colours, and attain

a much larger size than in

the wild plant, the flowers
of which are always yellow.

A number of distinct varie-

ties have been recorded,
and double and semi-double
varieties are common in
gardens. — 2. A lady who,
at a ball, looks on without dancing, eitMer
from choice or not being able to obtain a
partner. [CoUoq.]

Wall-fruit (w^rfrbt), n. Fruit which, to be
ripened, must be planted against a wall.

Walling (wiring), n. Walls in general; ma-
terials for walla.

Wall-knot (w^rnot). See Wale-knot.
Wall-lettuce (w{j,riet-is), n. A plant of the
genus Prenanthes, the P. muralui. See Pre-
nanthes.
Wall-moss (wal'mos), n. A species of moss
growing on walls.

Wall-newt (w^rnut), n. The common newt;
the eft or asker. Shak.
Walloon (wal-lbn'), n. [The name given by
the Teutons to the Celts of Flanders and
the Isle of Walcheren, from a root wal. val,

signifying stranger. Akin walnut, Welsh.

See Welsh. ] 1. One of the descendants of

the old Gallic Belgse who occupy the Belgian
provinces of Hainault, Li^ge, and Namur,
Southern Brabant, Western Luxembourg,
and to some extent adjacent parts of France.

2. The language of the same territory. It is

a dialect or patois of French, with a great
proportion of Gallic words preserved in it.

WaJlOOn (wal-lbnO, a. Relating to the Wal-
loons; as, the Walloon language.

Wallop (wol'lop), v.i. [A lengthened form
corresponding to A. Sax. weallan, O. Fris.

walla, L.G. tcallen, to boil; akin to well up.

Gallop is a doublet of this.] 1. To boil with
a continued bubbling or heaving and rolling

of the liquor, accompanied with noise. [Pro-

vincial.]— 2. To move quickly with great
effort; to gallop. [Provincial.]

Wallop (wol'lop), v.t. pret. & pp. tvallopped;
ppr. wallopping. 1. To castigate ; to beat
soundly; to drub; to thrash.—2. To timible
over; to dash down. [Provincial English,]

Wallop (woHop), n. 1. A quick motion with
much agitation or effort. [Provincial.]—
2. A severe blow. [Slang or provincial Eng-
lish.]

Walloper ( wol'lop-6r ), n. 1. One who or
that which wallops. — 2. A pot- walloper
(which see).

Wallow (wol'lo). v.i. [A. Sax. wealivian, to
roll, beioealwian, to wallow; Goth, valvjan,

to roll; akin to E. wallop, to boil; E. to

well up; the root is also in L. volvo. to roll.

See Volume.] 1. To roll one's body on the
earth, in mire, or in other substance; to

tumble and roll in anything soft ; as, swine
love to tvallow in mire. 'Or icallow naked
in December snow.' Shak. 'May wallow in

the lily beds.' Shak.
Part huge of bulk,

ll'iiUoTvifip- unwieldy, enormous in their gait,

Tempest the ocean. Milton.

2. To live in fllth or gross vice; as, man wal-
loiciTig in his native impurity. South. —3. [As

to this sense comp. wallow, a.] To wither;

to fade; to sink; to droop. [Old English
and Scotch. ]

Wallow (wol'lo), v.t. To roll about on the
ground, in mire, &c.

O daughter of my people, gird thee with sackcloth,
and ivaJlaw thyselfm ashes. Jer. vi. 26,

Wallow (wollo), n. A kind of rolling walk.
Dryden.
Wallow (wol'lo), a. [A. Sax. wealg, IceL
valgr, vdlgr, lukewarm.] Insipid; taste-

less. [Provincial.]

Wallower (wollo-^r), n. 1. One who or that
which wallows-—2. Same as Trundle (which
see).

Wallowisht (wol'lo-ish), a. [See Wallow,
a.] Insipid; flat; nauseous. 'Wallowish
potions.' Sir T. Overbury.

Wall-paper (w^rpa-pfer), n. Paper for cov-
ering room-walls; paper-hangings.

WaU-pellitory (wal'pel-i-to-ri), n. A plant,

Parietaria officinalis. See Parietaria.
Wall-pennywort <wiil'pen-ni-w6rt), n. A
plant. Cotyledon Umbilicus. Called also

^avelwort (which see).

Wall -pepper (warpep-p6r), n. A plant,

Sedum acre. The whole plant is intensely
acrid, and was formerly used as a remedy
in scorbutic diseases. It grows on rocks
and walls. See Sedum.
Wall-pie (wjtl'pi), n. A plant of the genus
Asplenium.
Wall-piece (wal'pes), n. A piece of artillery

mounted on a wall.

Wall-plate (wal'plat), n. In arch, a piece
of timber placed horizontally in or on a
wall, under the ends of girders, joists, and
other timbers.

Wall-rocket (w^Trok-et), n. A native Brit-

isli plant of the genus Sinapi5(S.£e?m</bita).

Wall-rue (wfil'ro), n, A fern, Asplenium
litita-niuraria.

Wall-saltpetre (wal'salt-pe-tfir), n. Nitro-
cak-ite (which see).

Wallsend (walz'end), n. A very excellent

variety of English coal, so called because
dug at Walhend on the Tyne, close to the
spot where Severus's Wall ended.
Wall-sided (wal'sid-ed), n. Having sides

nearly perpendicular, as a ship.

WaU-spleenwort (w^l-splen'wfert), n. A
fern, At^phnuum Trichomanes.
Wall-Spring (wal'spring). n. A spring of

water is-uing from stratified rocks.

Wall-tent (wal'tent), n. A tent or marquee
with upright sides.

Wall-tree (wal'tre), n. In hort. a fruit-tree

nailed to the wall for the better exposure
of the fruit to the sun, for the radiation of

the heat of the wall, and for protection

from high winds.
Wallwort (wal'w^rt), n. A plant, the dwarf
elder nr danewort, Sambucus Ebulus.

Wallydraigle, Wallydraggle (wai'i-dra-gi,

wal'i-drag-l), n. [Perhaps lit. the dregs of

the wallet.'\ The youngest of a family; the

bird in a neat ; hence, any feeble ill-grown

creature. Ra msay. [Scotch, ]

Walnote,t n. A walnut. Chaucer.

Walnut (wal'nut), n. [A. Sax. wealh-hnut,

a walnut, lit. a foreign imi—wealh, foreign,

and hyntt. nut; so G. icallmiss, D. walnoot.

See Welsh, the original meaning of which

Walnut-tree (^u^lans reg^).

is simply foreign.] The common name of

trees and their fruit of the geniis Juglans.

nat. order Juglandaceie. The best known
species, the common walnut-tree {J. regia),

is a native of Persia. It is a large handsome
tree with strong spreading brjincbes. The
timber of the walnut is of great value, is

very durable, takes a fine polish, and is a

Fate, tkr, fat, fftU'; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; li, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ffp.
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beautiful furniture wood. It is also em-
ployetl for turning and fancy articles, and
especially for gun-stocks, being light and
at the same time hard and tine grained.
The ripe fruit is one of the best of nuts,
and forms a favourite item of dessert.
They yield by expression a bland fixed oil,

which, under the names of walnut-oil and
nut-oil, is much used by painters, and in
the countries in which it is produced is a
common article of diet. Other noteworthy
species are the white walnut, or butter-nut
(which see), and the black walnut (X nigra)
of N'orth America. The timber of the latter
is even more valuable than, and i» used for
the same puiposes as, the common walnut,
but the fruit is very inferior.

Walnut -Oil (wal'nut-oil), n. An oil ex-
pressed from the walnut, useful as a vehicle
in painting, or as a drying oil.

Walpurgis-night (val-purg'is-nit), n. The
eve of 1st May. which has become associated
with some of the most popular witch super-
stitions of Germany, though its connection
with Walpurgis, Walpurga, or Walhxirga, a
female saint of the eighth century, is not
satisfactorily accounted for, her feast filing,
properly on the 25th of February. On this
night the witches were supposed to ride on
broomsticks and he-goats to some appointed
rendezvous, such as the highest point of the
HartzMountainsorthe Brocken, where they
held high festival with their master the
devil.

Walrus (wol'rus), n. [Directly from D. wal-
nifi. a walrus, lit. a whale-horse—icai (as in
walci«ch, whale-ftsh, whale), a whale, and
rog, a horse; similar are G. waUrosg, Dan.
vcUto9, Sw. vaUrogs, and its A. Sax. and Icel.

names, horg-huxxl, IceL hrots-hvalr, horse-
whale. ] A marine camivoroua mammal, the
single species constituting a genus Triche-

Wainii ( Trickccut rosmaru-t).

ens, as well as the famfly Trichecida;. and be-
longing, with its allies the seals, to the pin-
nigrade section of the order Camivora. The
walms (7*. rogmartts), which is also known
as the morse, sea-horse, and sea-cow, is dis-
tinguished by its round head, small mouth
and eyes, thick lips, short neck, body thick
in the middle and t^ipering towards the tail,
wrinkled akin with short yellowish hairs
thinly dispersed over it. The legs are short
and loosely articulated ; the five toes on each
foot are connected by webs. The upper
canine teeth are enormously developed in
the adults, constituting two targe pointed
tusks directed downwards and slightly out-
wards, projecting considerably below the
chin, and measuring; usually 12 to 15 inches
in length, sometimes even 2 feet and more.
There are no external ears. The animal ex-
ceeds the largest ox in size, attaining a length
of 20 feet. The walrus is gregarious but shy,
and very fierce when attacked. It inhabits
the shores of Spitzbergen. Hudson's Bay,
and other places in high northern latitudes,
where it is hnnted by whalers for Its blub-
ber, which yields excellent oil; for its skin,
which is made into a valuable thick and
durable leather; and for its tusks, the ivory
of which, though coarse grained, is compact,
and is employed in the arts.

Walt (wait), a. [A. Sax. wealt. unsteady,
unwealt. steady, iteaitan, to roll. See WEL-
TER.] An old nautical term e^iuivalent to
crank. Admiral Smyth.
Walter (w»l't<ir), v.i. [See Walt] l.t To
roll; to welter. — 2. To upset; to be over-
turned. [.Scotch.]

Waltb (walth), n. Wealth; riches; plenty.
[Scotch.]

Waltron (wftl'tron), n, A walrus. Wood-
icarti.

Walty (wjii'ti). a. [See Walt. Waltbr.)
I nsteady ; crank : said of a vessel Long-
fellow. [Rare.)

Waltz (waits), n. [Short for G. walzer, from
walzen, to roll, to waltz; akin to welter.] 1. A
national German dance (said to have ori-

ginated in Bohemia), but common since the
beginning of this century among other na-
tions. It is performed by two persons, who,
almost embracing each other, swing round
the room with a whirling motion.—2 The
music composed for the dance, usually in

^, but sometimes ^ time, and consisting

of eight or sixteen bar phrases, several of
which form a set. Waltzes are the most
elegant, rhythmical, and seductive of dance
music,and compositions in waltz form (called
classical waltzes) intended for set pieces
have been written by the greatest masters,
as Beethoven, Weber, &e.
Waltz (wftlts), y.i. To dance a waltz.

Some vjaUz, some draw, some fathom the abyss
Of metaphysics.

,
Byron.

Waltzer(walt8'6r), n. A person who waltzes.
Ld. Lytton.

Walwe.t V. i. To tumble about; to wallow.
Chaucer.
Waly, Walie (wa'li), a. [Scotch. Perhaps
from wale, to choose, a choice; more pro-
bably A. Sax. welig, wealthy, rich.] 1. Beau-
tiful ; excellent. 'I think them a' sae braw
and walie.' nam.Uton.~2. Large; ample;
strong; robust.

This -walie boy will be nae cuif. Burns.

Waly, Walle (wall), n. Something pretty:
an ornament; a toy; a gfewgaw. * Glowr at
ilka bonny waly.' Itamsay. [Scotch.]
Waly (wj^'li). [Short form of A. Sax. wd-U'i-
tva. welaway.] An interjection expressive
of lamentation. [Scotch.]
Wambaifl,t n. Same as Gambeson.
Wamble (wom'bl), v.i. [0,E. wamle (the b
being afterwards inserted as in gltunber,
kumole)

; not in Anglo-Saxon ; Dan. vamle,
to nauseate ; to become squeamish

;

vaminel, nauseous; akin Icel. v<»ina,
to nauseate, to loathe, vcema, nausea;
perhaps allied to L. Pom«rc, to vomit.]
1. To rumble, heave, or be disturbed
with nausea: said of the stomach.
•The qualms of a wambling stomach.'
Sir H. L' Estrange.~2. To move irregu-
larly to and fro ; to roll ; to wriggle.
CoUl sallets . . . wambling in your
stomachs ' Beau, d- Fl.
Wamble f wom'l>l). 7i. a heaving or
similar disturbance in the stomach; a
feeling of nausea.

Our meat goiii); down into the stomach
merrily, and with pleasure djssolveth incon-
tinently all ivambies. HoUaftd.

Wamble-cropped (wom'bl-kropt), o. Sick
at the stomach

; fig. wretched ; humiliated.
[Vulgar.]

Wame (wam). u. [A. Sax. waij^b, the belly,
tliestonijich. the womb.] The belly. [Scotch.]
Wamefou. Wamefu (wam'fy), ix. A belly-
ful. [Scotch.]

Wammel, Wammle (waml), v.i. To move
in an undulating, serpentine, or eel-like
manner; t-3 wri^Tfle; t«j wamble. [Provincial
English and Scotch.]
Wampee (wam-pe'), «. A tree and its fruit
of the genus Cookia (the C. punctata), nat.
order Aurantiacese. The fruit is about the
size of a pigeon's egg, grows in bunches, and

Wampee {Cookia punctata\

is much esteemed in China and the Indian
Archipelago.
Wampish fwam'pish). y. (. To toss about in
a thnatening, boasting, or frantic maimer;
to wave violently; to brandish; to flourish.
Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]
Wampum(wom'pum),n. [American Indian;
said to mean white.] Small beads made of

shells, used by the American Indians as
money, or wrought into belts, Ac, as an

ornament.
Rouiid their necks were suspended

their knives in scabbards of -wam-
Lottgfellow.

Wan (won), a.

[ A. Sax. waix,
MJon, waurt, dark,
dusky ; perhaps
from same root
as wan, won, de-
ficient, lacking;
E. wane, want;
comp. Gael.
fann, weak,
faint; L. vanutt,

empty. Some,
however, con-
nect it with
A. Sax. winnan,

I.Wampum Belt. 2. Portion of to Struggle, to
same on a larger scale.—Brit- labour, aS if it
ish .Museum. meant origin-

ally worn out.]
1. Having a pale or sickly hue; languid of
look; pale.

Sad to view, his visage pale and wa». Spenser.

To and fro, and in and out.
The -wan stars danced between. Coleridge.

2. Black ; gloomy : a term often applied to
water, streams, pools, &c., in the Scotch
l)order minstrelsy.
Wan (won), u.f. To render wan. [Rare.]
Wan (won^, v.i. To grow or become wan.

' All his visage wann'd' Shak. [Poetical]
A vast speculation had failed.

And ever he mutter'd, and inadden'd, and ever he
wann'd with despair. Tennyson.

Wan (wan). Old English and Scotch pret.
and pp. of win (in all its senses and uses).

Wanchande (wan-chan'si), a. [See In-
chancy.] Unlucky; unchancy. [Scotch.]
Wand (wond), n. [A Scandinavian word:
Dan. vaa^id, O. Sw. wand, IceL viindr, Goth.
wandttg, a twig, a switch, a wand; probably
from stem of verb to wind, from its flexi-

bility.] 1. A small stick or twig; a rod.

His spear, to equal which the tallest pine.
Hewn on Norwegian hills to be the mast
Of some great ammiral. were but a -waud.

Milton.
A child runs away laughing with good smart blows

of a wand on his back, who would nave cried for an
unkind word. Locke.

2. A rod, staff, or similar article, having
some special use or character ; as (a) a stuff
of authority. 'A silver wand.' Milton.
Though he had both spurs and -wand, they seemed

rather marks of sovereignly than instrunientsof pun-
ishment. Sir P. Sidney.

(6) A rod used by conjurors or diviners.

Nay. I-ady, sit; if I but wave this -wand.
Your nerves are all chained up in alabaster.

Miifon.
(c) A small baton which forms part of the
insignia of the messenger of a court of jus-
tice in Scotland, and which he must exhibit
before executing a caption ; called more
fully wand of peace.
The legal officer . , . produced his short official

baton, tipped with silver, and having a movable ring
upon it. 'Captain M'Intyre. Sir, I have no quarrel
with you, but if you interrupt me in my duty, I will
break the wand of peace, and declare myself de-
forced," . , . and he slid his enigmatical ring from
one end of the baton to the other, being the appro-
priate symbol of his having been forcibly interrupted
m the discharge of his duty. Sir H'. Scotl.

Wander (won'dftr), v.i, (A. Sax. wandrian,
O.D. wanderen, Dan. vatidre, Sw. candra,
G. wandem, to wander; freq. forms from
simple verb seen in E. to wend one's way
(see Wend, Went); other freq. forms from
same stem are D. wandelen, G. wandeln, to
walk, to wander. ] l. To ramble here and
there without any certain course or object
in view; to travel or move from place to
place without a fixed purpose or destination;
to range about; to roam; to rove; to stroll;
to stray.

He Ttiandereth about for bread. Job xv. 23.

They wandered about in sheep-skins and goat-
skins. Heb. xi. 37.

2. To leave home or settled place of abode;
to depart; to migrate. ' When God caused
me to wa^rfcr from my father's house.' Gen.
XX 13.—3. To depart from anysettled course;
to go astray, as from the paths of duty; to
stray; to deviate; to err.

You wander from the gt>od we aim at, S/tai.

4. To be delirious; not to be under the guid-
ance of reason; as, the mind icandern. Syn.
To ramble, range, roam, rove, stroll, stray,
straggle, saunter, travel, journey, deviate,
err, swerve.

ch. cAain; eh, 8c. locA; g, go; J, job; ft, Fr, ton; ng. sin^; th. fAen; th. thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, arure.-See Kay.
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Wander (won'dSr), v. t. To travel over with-
out a certain course; to stroll through; to
traverse. ' JTa/wi'rm^ many a famous realm.'

Milton.
After due pause, they bade him tell

Why he, who touch'd the harp so wel
Should thus, with ill-rewarden toil.

IVander a poor and thankless soil.

Sir W. Scott.

Wanderer (won'd6r-6r), n. One who wan-
ders or roves; one who roams about, having
no home or certain place of abode; one who
strays from the path of duty.

Have compassion on a helpless ivanderer.
And give her where to lay her wretched head.

Rowe.
He here to every thirsty -wanderer,
By sly enticement, gives his baneful cup. Milton.

Wandering (won'd6r-ing), p. and a. Given
to wander; roaming; roving; rambling; un-
settled; as, to fall into wandering habits.

—

Wandering Jew, a legendary character, who,
according to one version, that of Matthew
Paris, dating from the thirteenth century,
was a servant of Pilate, by name Cartaphilus,
and who gave Christ a blow when he was
led out of the palace to execution. Accord-
ing to a later version he was a cobbler
named Ahasuerus, who refused Christ per-

mission to sit down and rest when, on his
way to Golgotha, he passed his house. Both
legends agree in the sentence pronounced
by Christ on the offender, 'Thou shalt wan-
der on the earth till I return.' A prey to
remorse he has since wandered from land to
land without yet being able to find a grave.
The story has been turned to account by
many poets and novelists, as Shelley, Goethe,
Sue, and others.

Wandering (won'd6r-ing), n. l. A travelling
without a settled course; peregrination.

For often in ionely ivanderins-s
I have cursed him even to lifeless things.

Tennyson.

2. Aberration; mistaken way; deviation from
rectitude; as, a wandeH^ig from duty.

Let him now recover his wanderi>igs. Dr. H. More.

3. A roving or straying of the mind or
thoughts; mental aberration.

A proper remedy for the wandering of thoughts
would do great service to the studious. Locke.

4. Indulgence in digressions or disquisitions
not germane to the subject in hand.

The regularity of my design
Forbids all wandering- a.% the worst of sinning.

Byron.

Wanderingly (won'd6r-ing-li), adv. In a
wandering or unsteady manner.
When was Lancelot luanderingly lewd? Tennyson.

Wandermentt (won'd6r-ment), n. Act of
wandering. ' Went upon their ten toes in
wild waJidermenV Bp. Hall.
Wanderoo (won-de-ro j, n. LSinghalese.] A
catarrhine monkey of the genus Macacus
(M. silenus), inhabiting Western India. The
length is about 3 feet to the tip of the tail,

which is tufted, and much resembles that

Wanderoo {Macacus silenus).

of the lion; the colour of the fur is deep
black; the callosities on the hinder quarters
are bright pink; a well-developed mass of
black hair covers the head, and a great
grayish beard rolls down the face and round
the chin, giving the animal a somewhat sage
and venerable appearance.
Wandy (won'di), a. Long and flexible, like
a wand.
Wane (wan), v.i. pret. & pp. waned; ppr.
waning. [A. Sax. wanian, gewanian, to
diminish, become less, from wan. deficient.
Akin u'ant(wh\ch see). ] 1. To be diminished;
to decrease : particularly applied to the il-

luminated part of the moon, as opposed to

wax.
How slow

This old moon wanes

!

Shak.

JVaning moons their settled periods keep.
Addison.

2. To decline; to fail; to sink; to approach
its end. ' Wealth and ease in loaning i^e.'

Shak.
(They) slept upon the open field, although the

autumn was now waning, and the nights beginning
to be frtisty. ^tr 11'. Scoff.

He was fading fast, •waning with the waning sum-
mer, and conscious that the Reaper was at hand,

Dickens.

Wane t ( wan ), v. t. To cause to decrease.
B. Jonson.
Wane (wan), 71. 1. Decrease of the illumi-
nated part of the moon to the eye of the
spectator. Shak.

This is fair Diana's case. . . .

When mortals say she's in her wane. Swift.

2. Decline ; failtire ; diminution ; decrease

;

declension.

Vou are cast upon an age in which the church is in

its wane. South.

Wang (wang), n. [A. Sax. icange, the cheek,
the jaw, a common Teutonic word. ] 1. The
jaw, jaw-bone, or cheek-bone. [Rare or vul-
gar.]—2. t \ii\iovi lov ivang-tooth.] A cheek-
tooth or grinder. Chaucer.

Wang (wong), n. [A form of thong, A. Sax.
thwang, Sc. whang, a thong. See Thong. ]

The latchet of a shoe.

Wangala (wan-gU'la), n. The native name
in Britisli Guiana for the seeds of Sesammn
orientate, which when pounded make a rich
soup.

Wangan (wang'an), n. [American Indian.]
A name applied in Maine, United States, to
a lumberer's boat for carrying tools, provi-
sions, &c.
Wanger.t n. [A. Sax. wangere, from wang,
a cheek; Goth, waggari, a pillow.] A pil-

low for the cheek. Chaucer.
Wanghee (wang-heO, n. A species of tough,
flexible cane imported from China, some-
times called the Japan cane. It is supposed
to be derived from certain species of Phyl-
lostachys. especially P. nigra, large Asiatic
grasses allied to the bamboo.
Wang-tooth (wang'toth), n. [See Wang.]
A jaw-tooth; a molar.
Wanhopet (won'hop), n. [A. Sax. wan, a
prefix denoting deficiency, want, lack (see

Want), and hope. Many compounds of ican
are retained in Scotch, as wan-worth, a little-

worth, wan-luck, wan-thrift, &c. The prefix

is also very common in Icelandic] 1. Want
of hope; despair.

Jf'ajthofie, poor soule, on broken ancker sits

Wringing his armes. as robbed of his wits. Lodge.

2. Vain hope; delusion. ' The foolish wan-
hope of some usurer.' Chaloner.
Wajihorn (won'hom), 91. A plant of the
irenus Kaimpferia.
Waniont (won'i-on), n. [Probably connected
with ivane; perhaps the old infinitive

wanien, to wane.] A misfortune or cala-

mity: mischief: used cliietly as an impre-
cation in the phrases, 'with a loanion,'
'wantons on you.'

Come away, or I'll fetch thee wifh a wanton.
Shak.

Bide down, with a mischief to you,—bide down
with a wanion, cried the king. Sir If. Scoft.

Wankle (wonTcl), a. [A. Sax. wancol, un-
stable; O. and Prov. G. wankel, tottering,
wanken, to totter. Comp. Icel. vanka, to
wander as if deranged in mind.] Weak; un-
stable ; not to be depended on. [North of
England.]
Wanly (wonli), adv. In a wan or pale
manner: palely.

Wanness (won'nes), n. The state or quality
of being wan; paleness; a sallow, dead, pale
colour; as, the wanness of the cheeks after

a fever.

Wannisil (won'ish), a. Somewhat wan ; of

a pale hue.
Morning arises stormy and pale.
No sun, but a wamiish glare
In fold upon fold of hueless cloud. Tennyson.

Wanrestfu' (wan-rest'fuX a. [Prefix wan,
without, and restful.'\ Restless.

An" may they never learn the gaets
O' ither vile wanresf/it' pets. Burns.

Want (wont), n. [A derivative from the
stem of A. Sax. wdtia, deficiency, wanian,
to wane, wan, deficient; perhaps directly

from Icel. vanta, to be wanting, from vant,

neut. of vanr, lacking, wanting. Akin are
wane, prefix wan-, seen in wanton, wanhope.
«Src.] 1. The state of not having; the condi-

tion of being without anything ; absence or

scarcity of what is needed or desired ; de-
ficiency; lack. 'No want of conscience.'
Shak.

If 'ant of decency is want of sense. Roscommon.
From having wishes in consequence of tjur wants,

we often feel wants in consequence of our wishes.
Johnson.

But evil is wrought by want of thought
As well as woftt of heart. Hood.

2. Occasion for something; need; necessity.

Yet to supply the ripe wants of a friend
rii break a custom. Shak.

3. The state of being without means; po-
verty; penury; indigence.

Nothing is so hard for those who abound in riches
as to conceive how others can be in want. Swift.

Hard toil can roughen form and face
And want can quench the eye's bright grace.

Sir ff. Scott.

4. That which is not possessed, but is de-
sired or necessary for use or pleasure.

Habitual superfluities become actual wants. PaUy.

Want (wont), v.t. 1. To be without; to be
destitute of; not to have or be in possession
of; to lack; as, to want knowledge or judg-
ment; to want food, clothing, or money.

Nor think though men were none.
That heaven would want spectators, God want

praise. Milton.

The unhappy never want enemies. Richardson.

2. To be deficient in; to fall short in; to be
lacking in respect of, or to the amount of.

Another will say it (the English language) luantetk
grammar. Nay, truly, it hath that praise, that it

wants not grammar, for grammar it might have, but
it needs it not. Sir P. Sidney.

They that ivant honesty, want anything.
Beau. & PI.

3. To have occasion for, as something requi-
site, useful, or proper; to re(iuire; to need;
as. in summer we want cooling breezes ; in
winter we want a fire; these shoes want re-

pairing.
Not what I wish, but what I want,
O, let thy grace supply! Merrick.

Man 7vants but Uttle here below.
Nor wants that little long. Golds*niih.

4. To feel a desire for, as for something
needed, absent, lost, or the like; to feel the
need of ; to wish or long for ; to desire ; to
crave.

I wafit more uncles here to welcome me. Shak.

If he want me let him come to roe. Tennyson.

5. To desire to speak to or to do business
with ; to desire the presence or assistance

of. [Colloq.] Hence the euphemistic phrase
often used by the police in making an arrest:
' You are icanted'^A delicate hint that the
criminal authorities demand the custody of

your person.
' Beg you're pardon, sir; you're -wanied, sir, if you

Elease." A general recollection that this was the
ind of thing the Police said to the swell-mob. caused

Mr. H. to ask the waiter in return, with bristling in-

dignation, what the devil he meant by 'uanfedf
Dickens.

Want (wont), r.t. 1. To be deficient; to be
lacking; not to be sufficient; not to come
up to a required standard; to fail.

Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found
wanting-. Dan. v. 27.

No time shall find me wanting- to my truth.
Dfyden.

As in bodies, thus in souls, we find.

What wants in blood and spirits, swell'd with wind.
Po/v.

2. To be missed ; not to be present ; as, the
jury was full, wanting one.

Twelve, wanting one. he slew. Dryden.

3. To suffer from the need of something; to
be in want ; as. we must not let him warn
for money. Shak.
Wantt (wont), n. [O.Fr. want. Mod. Fr
gant, a glove, L.L. wantus, from the Teu-
tonic ; Dan. vante, Sw. -wante, Icel. to«r, a

glove. ] A glove.

Wantt (wont), n. [A. Sax. wand, a mole;
N. xond, Prov. G. \i'ond.\ An old name of

the mole or moldwarp.
She hath the eares of a want. Lyly.

Wa'nt (want). A colloquial and vulgar con-

traction of Was yot.

Wantage (wont'aj), n. Deficiency; that
which 18 wanting.
Wanter (wont'6r), n. One who wants; one
wlio is in need.

Wan-thriven (wan-thriv'n), a. Stunted;
decayed; in a state of decline. [Scotch.]

Wantless (wontles), a. Having no want

;

i abundant; fruitful. 'The wantless counties,

Kssex, Kent, Surrey.' Warner.
Wanton(won'ton), a. [O.K. loantowen, wan-
toiin, undisciplined, dissolute—wa 71, prefix

I

denoting want or deficiency, and totcen.

Fate, far, fat, f^lj; me, met. hdr; pine, pin; ndte, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, 3c. abuue; y. Sc. tey.
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I

A. Sax. togen, getogen, pp. of te6n, to draw,
to lead, to educate. See Want. TCG.] 1. In-

dulging the natural irapulses or appetites
without restraint; free from moral control;

licentious ; dissolute. ' My plenteous joys,

icanfou in fulness,' Shak. 'Men grown loan-

ton by prosperity.* Roscommon. —2. Espe-
cially, unrestrained by the rules of chastity;

lascivious; libidinous; lustful; lewd.

Thou art forward by nature, eneiDy to peace,
Lascivious, wanton. ShaJt.

3. Moving, wandering, or roving about in

gaiety or sport; playful; frolicsome; spor-

tive. ' All wanton as a child, skipping and
vain.' ShaJc. 'A wildaud tcajUo/t herd . . .

fetching mad hounds." ShaJc.—i. Moving or

flyiugloosely, as if unconflned; playing freely

or without constraint

She, as a veil, down to the slender waist
Her unadorned golden tresses wore
Dishevel'd. but in -wanton ringlets waved. Milton.

5. Running to excess; unrestrained; loose.

How does your tongue grow -wanton in her praise I

Addison.
6. Luxuriant in growth; overgrown; over-

fertile or abundant; rank. 'In woods and
wa/aion wilderness. ' Spenser. ' The quaint
mazes in the wanton green.' Shak.

Our walk at noon, with branches overgrown
That mock our scant manuring, aitd require
Mort hands than ours to lop tneir wanton growth.

Alilton.

7. Arising from or characterized by extreme
foolhardiness or recklessness, or from an
utter disregard of right or consequences; as,

wanton mischief.

Wanton (won'ton), n. 1, A lewd person; a
losciviuus man or wonlan.

'tis the spite of hell, the fiend's arch-mock,
To lip a wanton in a secure couch.
And to suppose her chaste! SHoM.

An old -wanton will be doating upon women, when
he can scarce see without spectacles. South.

2. A pampered, petted creature; one spoiled

by fondness or indulgence; also, a frolic-

some, roving, sportive creature; a trifler; an
insignittcant flatterer: used rarely as a term
of endearment. 'Peace, my wantons.' B.
Jonson.

I am afraid you make a -wanton of me, Shai.

Shall a beardless boy.
A cocker'd silken -wanton brave your fields? Shak.

Wanton (won'ton), v.i. 1. To revel; to frolic

unrestrainedly ; to sport.

Nature here
ff'antoft'd as in her prime. Milton.

And I have loved the ocean, , . . from a boy
1 ithxntontd with thy breakers. Byron.

Say to her 1 do but -wanton in the South,
But in the North long since my nest is made.

Tennyion.

2. To sport or dally in lewdness ; to sport
lasciviously.

Wantont (won'ton), v.t. To make wanton.

If he docs win, it waniom him with overplus, and
enters him into new ways of expcnce. FtUham.

Wantoning (won'ton-ing), n. 1. The act of

ftlayin;,' the wanton.~2.t A wanton; a dal-

ier. ' The Muses to be woxen Moai^toninQi.'

Bp. Bali
Wantonlzet (won'ton-U), v.i. To frolic; to
sport; to dally; to wanton.

Sweetly k fits the fair to wantonixe. Daniel.

Wantonly (won'ton-li). adv. In a wanton
manner; lewdly; lasciviously; frolicsomely;
sp4>rtfully; gaily; playfully; carelessly.

Dissolute persons ivantoniy and heedlessly may
scolT at and seem to disparage goodness. Barrow.

Wantonness (won'ton-nes), n. The state or
quality of being wanton; as, (a) licentious-

ness; negligence of restraint.

The tumults threatened to abuse all acts of grace,
and turn them into toantonntts. Eikon BatiiiJte.

(6) Lasciviousness; lewdness.

I rather will suspect the sun with cold
Than thee with wantonness. Sha/t.

(c) Sportiveness ; gaiety ; frolicsomeness; wag-
gery.

Young gentlemen would be as sad as night.
Only lor wantonness. Shak.

Wantrust,t n. [A.Sax. prefix ican, and truit
See WashopeJ Distrust. Chaucer.

Want-wit (wontVit), n. One destitute of
wit or sense; a fool.

Such a want-wit sadness makes of me.
That I have much ado to know myself. Shak.

Wanty ( won'ti ). n. [ Comp. D. want, cord-
age, tackling] A leather tie or rope: a short
wa^on rope; a rope used for binding a load
iipdti the back of a beast, {Local]
Wanzet (wonz), v.i. (A. Sax. wangian, to di-

minish, to waste; from wanian, to wane.
See Wane.] To wane; to waste; to wither.

His lively hue of white and red, his cheerfulness and
strength.

And all tne things that liked him did wanze away at
length. Golding.

Wap (wop), v.t. pret. & pp. wapped; ppr.

wapping. [Kindred form to whap, whop.]
1. To strike or knock against; to beat. [Old
and provincial.] — 2. To wallop; to give a
beating to. [CoUoq.]
Why, either of my boys would zvap him with one

hand. Thackeray.

3. (wap) To throw quickly; to toss. [Scotch.]

Wap (wop), v.i. To flutter; to beat the
wings; to move violently. [Pi'ovincial.]

Wap (wap), n. A throw; a quick and smart
stroke. [Scotch.]

Wapacut (wap'a-kut), n. The spotted owl
of Hudson's Bay {Strix Wapacuthu), a noc-
turnal, raptorial bird about 2 feet long.

WapatOO (wap'a-tb). n. Same as Wappato.
Waped,t a.- [See Awhafe. ] Crushed by
misery; dejected; downcast; rueful; pale.

Wapenshaw, Waplnschaw (wa'pn-sha,
wapin-sha), "- [Lit. u iceapon-shoio.] An
appearance or review of persons under arms,
made formerly at certain times in every dis-

trict. These exhibitions or meetings were
not designed formilitary exercises, but only
for showing that the lieges were properly
provided with arms. The name has been
revived in some quarters and applied to the
periodical gatherings of the volunteer corps
of a more or less wide district for review,
inspection, shooting competitions, and the
like. [Scotch]
Wapentake, Wapentac (wa'pn-tak, wa'pn-
tak), n. [A. Sax. wcepen-getcec, Icel. vdpna-
tak, lit a weapon-taking or weapon-touch-
ing. The word was borrowed from the Scan-
dinavian, for take is not found in Anglo-
Saxon.] The name formerly given in some
of the northern shires of England, and still

given in Yorkshire, to a territorial division
of the county, corresponding to the hundreds
of the southern counties. The term seems
to have been originally applied to the assem-
blies of each district for the administration
of justice and the like, at which each man
attended in arms, and publicly touched the
arms of his superior or overlord in token of

fealty.

Wapiti (wap'i-ti), n. [Probably the Iroquois
name.] A species of deer, the North Ame-
rican stag {Cervus canadeims), which more
nearly resembles the European red-deer in
colour, shape, and form, than it does any
other of the cervine race, though it is lai^er
and of a stronger make, its antlers also
being larger. It is found in Canada and the
northern parts of the United States from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. Its flesh is not
much prized, being coarse and dry, but its

hide is made into excellent leather.

Wapp (wap), 71. Naut. the rope with which
the shrouds are set taut in wale-knots.

Wappato (wap'a-to), n. The tubers of Sa-
gittaria litloralis: so called by the Indians
of Oregon, who use them as an article of
food. Spelled also Wapatoo.
Wapi)6ned.t (wap'end), p. or a. A word
known only as occurring in the following
passage from Shakspere's Timon of Athens,
and of doubtful meaning, though perhaps it

may be connected with wap in old vulgar
sense of to have sexual connection. (See
War) Some commentators rend wappered,
which is a provincial word, meaning rest-

less, fatigued; in the passage it might mean
tremulous from old age. See Wapper, and
comp. also provincial wapper-eyed, having
eyes that move in a quick, tremulous man-
ner.

This yellow slave (ffold)

Will knit and brealc religions. . . . This is it

That makes the wafipen d widow wed again.

Wappert (wap'^r), v. i. [A freq. from a stem
wap, to beat, to move or dash quickly; D,
wapperen, to waver, to flap, to fluctuate or
vacillate.] To move quickly and tremu-
lously, as from natural inflrmity; to totter;

to twitter; to blink.

But still he stode his face to set awrye,
And wafpering tumid up his white of eye.

Mir./or Mags.
Wapper (wap'^r), n. A fish; a name given
to the smaller species of the river gudgeon.
Wappet (wap'pet), n. A species of cur, said

to be so called from his yelping voice.

(Local. J

War (wftr). n. [O.E. werre, xcyrre, were. later
warre, O.D. werre, O. Fr. werre (Mod. Fr.

guerre), the French being from O.H.G.
werra, strife, war, werran, to disturb, to

trouble; akin to Mod. G. ivirren, to embroil,
confuse; D. war, entanglement, confusion,
warren, to disturb, to embroil. Supposed
to be connected with worse, through the
sense of entanglement or confusion.] 1. A
contest between nations or states {inter-
national war), or between parties in the
same state {civil war), carried on by force of
arms, usually arising, in the first case, from
disputes about territorial possessions and
frontiers, unjust dealings with the subjects
of one state by auotlier, questions of race
and sentiment, jealousy of military prestige,

or mere lust of conquest, rarely nowadays
from the whim of a despot ; in the second
case, from the claims of rival contenders
for supreme power in the state, or for the
establishment of some important point con-
nected with civil or religious liberty. In all

cases the aim of each contending party ia

to overthrow or weaken the enemy by the
defeat or dispersion of his army or navy,
the occupation of important parts of hia
country, such as the capital or principal ad-
ministrative and commercial centres, or the
ruin of his commerce, thus cutting off his

sources of recuperation in men, money,
and material. International or public war
is always understood to be authorized by
the monarch or sovereign power of the na-
tions; when it is carried into the ten-itories

of a hitherto friendly power it is called an
aggressive or offensive war, and when car-
ried on to resist such aggression it is called
defensive. Previous to the outbreak of hos-
tilities between states, the power taking the
initiatory step issues a declaration of war,
which now usually takes the form of an ex-
planatory manifesto addressed to neutral
governments. During the progress of the
struggle certain laws, tcsages, or rights of
war have come to be generally recognized;
such laws permitting the destruction or cap-
ture of armed enemies, the destruction of
property likely to be serviceable to them,
the stoppage of all their channels of traffic,

and the appropriation of everything in an
enemy's country necessary for the support
and subsistence of the invading army. On
the other hand, though an enemy may be
star\'ed into surrender, wounding, except
in battle, mutilation, and all cruel and wan-
ton devastation, are contrary to the usages
of war, as are also bombarding an unpro-
tected town, the use of poison in any way,
and torture to extort information from an
enemy; and generally the tendency in all

laws and usages of war is becoming gradu-
ally more favourable to the cause of humiin-
Ity at large. -~2. Instruments of war. 'His
compliment of stores, and total i^ar. ' Prior.
[Poetical.]—3. Forces; army. [Poetical.]

O'er the embattled ranks the waves return
And overwhelm their war. Milton.

4. The profession of arms; art of war.

Nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither
shall they learn war any more. Is. ii. 4.

5. A state of violent opposition or contest ;-

act of opposition; inimical act or action;,
hostility; enmity. Ps. Iv. 21.

My eye and heart are at a mortal war. Shak,
A wounded thing with a rancorous cry.
At -war with myself and a wretched race. J

Tennyson.
[Note. The word is sometimes used in the
plural form with the same signification as
it has in the singular. ' Thou art going to
the wars;' * Is Signior Mountanto returned
from the wars;' 'I'll to the Tuscan wars,'
&c. Shak. ]—Holy war, a war undertaken
from religious motives; a crusade, as the
wars undertaken to deliver the Holy Land,
or Judea, from infidels. ^ Articles of war.
See under Article.—Council of war. See
under Council. —Honours of war, distinc-
tiuns granted to a vanquished enemy, as of
marching out from a camp or intrenchments
with all the insignia of military etiquette;
also, the compliments paid to great person-
ages when they appear before an armed body
of men ; likewise, such as are paid to the
remains of a deceased officer.

War (wflr), V.I. pret. & pp. warred; ppr. war-
ring. [From the noun.] 1. To make or carry
on war; to carry on hostilities.
Why should I war without the walls otTroyI Shak.

Either to disinthrone the King of Heaven
We war, if war be best ; or to regain
Our own right lost. Jifilton.

2. To contend ; to strive violently ; to be in
a state of opposition. 'Lusts which war
against the souL' 1 Pet. ii. 11.

Let us alone. What pleasure can we have
To war with evil? Tennyson.

ch. cAain; 6h, Be. locA;

Vol. IV.

Et^o; j.job; &, Fr ton; ng, sin^r; TH, lAen; th, C/iin; w, U7ig; wb, tcAlg; 2h, a^ure.—See Key.
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Waxt (wftr), v.t. 1. To make war upon.

'To tear the Scot.' Daniel—2. To carry on,

as a contest. 'That thou by them niightest

war a good warfare.' 1 Tim. i. 18.

Warble (war'bl), v.t. [O.E. werble, from
O. Fr. werbler, from O.H.G. hiverbalOn,

Mod. G. wirbeln, to whirl, to warble. See

Whirl.] 1. To utter or sing in a trilling,

quavering, or vibrating manner; to modu-
late with turns or variations ; as, certain

birds are remarkable for warbling their

gongs. —2. To sing or carol generally; to

utter musically. * If she be right invoked

with warbled song.' J/(7/o7i.— 3. To cause

to vibrate or quaver. ' And touch the

warbled string.' Milton.

Warble (war'bl). v.i. l. To have a trilling,

quavering, or vibrating sound ; to be pro-

duced with free, smooth, and rapid modu-
lations in pitch of tones; to be uttered in

flowing, gliding, flexible melody.

For ivarbline notes from inward cheering' flow.

Sir P. Sidney,

Such strains ne'er -warble in the linnet's throat. Gay.

2. To sing with sweetly flowing, flexible, or

trilling notes; to carol or sing with smoothly
gliding tones ; to trill. ' Birds on thebranches
warbling' Milton.
IVarbU. child, make passionate my sense of hearing.

ShaA.

Warble (wai-'bl), n. A soft, sweet flow of

melodious sounds; a strain of clear, rapidly

uttered, gliding tones; a trilling, flexible

melody; a carol; a song. Shak.

Wild bird, whose -warble, liquid sweet.

Rings Eden through the budded quicks.
Te}inyst)n.

Warble (war'bl), v.t. and i. In falconry, to

cross the win^s upon the back.

Warble. Warblet (war'bl. w^rblet), ?i. In

farriery, one of those small hard tumours
on the backs of horses occasioned by the

heat of the saddle in travelling or by the

uneasiness of its situation; also, a small

tumour produced by the larvae of the gad-

fly in the backs of horses, cattle, &c.

Warbler (wai^bl^r), n. 1. One who or that

which warbles; a singer; a songster: applied

chiefly to birds. *Dan Chaucer, the first

icarbler.' Tennyson.

In luUing strains the feathered ivarblers woo. Tickell.

Specifically—2. A popular name applied to

all the birds of the dentirostral family

Sylviadse, comprising most of the small

woodland songsters of Europe and Xorth
America, species of them being also spread

over the whole globe. They are generally

small, sprightly, and endowed with an in-

cessant activity. The type genus is Sylvia.

Many are remarkable for the exquisite clear-

ness, sweetness, and flexibility of their song.

The nightingale, robin-redbreast, wheat-ear,

whiuchat, stonechat, redstart, accentors,

(tc, belong to this family.

Warblingly (w^r'bUng-li), adv. lu a war-

bling manner.
War-craft (war'kraft), n. The science or

art of war.

He had officers who did ken the tuar-cra/t. Fuller.

War-cry (w^r'kri), n. A cry or phrase used
in war for mutual recognition and encour-

agement; a short pithy expression used in

common by a body of troops or the like in

charging an enemy; as, 'Saint George !' was
the war-cry of England, 'Montjoie Saint
Denis 1' the war-cry of France.

Faithful to his noble vow, his -war-cry filled

the air,

Be honoured aye the bravest brave, beloved the

fairest fair.* Sir IV. Scott.

-Ward (ward). [Also -wards. A. Sax. -weard,

-weardes, O. Sax. -ward, O.H.G. wart, Mod.
G. warts, D. waarts, Goth, vairtks, the forms
in 8 being genitives; allied to L. verto, to

turn, versus, toward. See Verse.] A suffix

denoting direction or tendency of direction,

motion towards, &c. ,as in homeward,heaven-
ward, upu-ard, dowincard.

Ward (ward), v.t. [A. Sax. weardian, to

guard, from weard, a guard, a watch; G.

wart, Icel. vorthr, Goth, vards, a warden,
guard, or keeper. From the G. are the Fr.

garder, E. guard (which see), It. gardare.

Akin to tcare, icary. ] 1. f To keep in safety;

to watch; to guard.

Whose gates he found fast shut, ne living wight
To ward the same. Spenser.

2. To defend; to protect.

Tell him it was a hand that -warded him
From thousand dangers. Shat.

3. To fend off ; to repel ; to turn aside, as

anything mischievous thsit approaches: now
commonly followed by off.

Now -wards a falling blow, now strikes again. Daniel.

The pointed jav'lin warded qff'hxs rage. Addison.

It instructs the scholar in the various methods of

warding tj/l^che force of objections, IVatts.

[This is the sense in which ward is now
generally used.]

Ward (ward), tJ.i. l.t To be vigilant; tokeep
guard. —2. To act on the defensive with a

weapon; to guard one's self. ' And on their

wardin^r arms light bucklers bear.' Dryden.

She drove the stranger to no other shift than to

ward and go back. Sir P. Sidiiey.

Ward (ward), »i. [In some of the senses di-

rectly from A. Sax. weard, a guard, in others

from the verb (which see).] 1. The act of

guarding; guard.

Still when she slept he kept both watch and -ward.
Spenser.

[For the old distinction between watch and
ward see under Watch.]—2.t A person or
body of persons whose duty it is to guard,

protect, or defend; defensive force; garrison.

The assieged castle's Ti'ard

Their steadfast stands did mightily maintain. Spenser.

3. Means of guarding; defence; protection;

preservation.

The best 7i/ard oC mine honour is rewarding my
dependants. Shak.

4. A guarding or defensive motion or posi-

tion in fencing or the like; a tuniing aside

or intercepting of a blow, thrust, &c.

Strokes, wounds, -wards, weapons, all they did

despise. Spenser.

Thou knowest my old -ward; here I lay, and thus

I bore my point. Shat.

5. The State of being under a guard ; con-

finement under a guard, warder, or keeper;

custody.

He put them in -ward in the house of the captain of

the guard. Gen. xL 3.

6. The state of being under the care of a
guardian or protector; the condition of being
underguardianship; control; guardianship.

I must attend his majesty's command, to whom I am
now in -ward. Shai.

It is inconvenient in Ireland that the -wards and
marriages of gentlemen's children should be in the

disposal of any of those lords. Spenser.

7. One who or that which is guarded; speci-

fically, a minor or person under guardian-

ship; as, (a) in feudal law, the heir of the

king's tenant, in capite, during his nonage;

(6) a minor under the protection of the Court

of Chancery, generally called award in Chan-
cery, or a ward of court. For the due protec-

tion of such wards the Court of Chancery has
power to appoint a suitable guardian wliere

there is none, or remove, whenever sutticient

cause is shown, a guardian, no matter by
whom appointed; but in all cases there nuist

be property. The court has also full power
to use vigilant care over the conduct of the

guardians to see that the minor is duly main-
tained and educated ; and should any one
marry a ward without the sanction of the

court, even with consent of the guardian, he

may be committed to prison for contempt,

and kept until he consents to such a settle-

ment as the court may direct.

1 have heard him oft maintain it to be fit that, sons

at perfect age. and fathers declining, the father should

be as -ward to the son, and the son manage his revenue.
Shak.

8. A certain division, section, or quarter of

a town or city, such as is under the charge

of an alderman, or as is constituted for the

convenient transaction of local public busi-

ness through committees appointed by the

inhabitants.

Throughout the trembling city placed a guard,

Dealing an equal share to every -ward. Dryden.

9. A territorial subdivision of some English

counties, as Durham, Westmoreland, and
Cumberland, equivalent to the hundred of

the midland counties.—10. The division of

a forest. —11. One of the apartments into

which an hospital is divided; as, a fever

ward; a convalescent ward.—12. A curved

ridge of metal inside a lock which opposes

an obstacle to the passage of a key which
has not a corresponding notch; also, the

notch or slot in the web or bit of a key into

which the above-mentioned ridge fits when
the key is applied:

Wardage (ward'aj), ?i. Money paid and con-

tributed to watch and ward.

War-dance (wjir'dans), n. 1. A dance en-

gaged in by savage tribes before a warlike

excursion.—2. A dance simulating a battle.

Ward-com (wfird'kornX n. [E. ward,

guard, and Fr. come, L. comu, a horn.] In

old English law, the duty of keeping watch
and ward with a horn in time of danger to

blow on the approach of a foe.

Warde-corps.t n. [Fr. corps, a body.] A
body-guard. Chaucer.
Wardeill,t n. a warden; a guardian; a
keeper; a watchman. Chaucer.
Warden (w^r'den), n. [O.E. wardein, O.Fr.
vardein, gardein—a Germanic word with a
Latin termination = a?ius. See WARD.] 1. A
guard or watchman ; a keeper; a guardian-
He called to the -wardens on the outside battlements.

Sir IV. Scott.

2. A chief or principal officer; an officer

who keeps or guards; a keeper; as, the tvat-
den of the Fleet or Fleet prison. ' Warden
of the forests.' Burrill.—S. JEccles. the title

given to the head of some colleges and to
the superior of some conventual churches.
4. A kind of pear chiefly used for roasting or
baking: so called because it keeps long be-
fore it rots.

I would have him roasted Yike a. -warden. Beau.& Ft.

—Warden of the Cinque-ports, the governor
of these havens and their dependencies, who
has the authority of an admiral, and has
power to hold a court of admiralty and
courts of law and equity. See Cinque-
ports. — Wardens of the marches. See
March. — Warden of a university is the
master or president —Warden of a church.
See CHtRCHWARI>EN.
Warden-pie (wjir'den-pi), n. A pie made
of warden pears, baked or stewed without
crust, and coloured with saffron.

I must have saffron to colour the warden-pies. Shak.

WardenslUp, Wardenry (wj^r' den-ship,
war'den-ri), n. The office of a warden.
War-department (war'de-part-raent), n.

The various offices and functionaries con-
nected with maintaining and directing the
forces of a state ; as, he holds a place in the
war-department.
Warder (ward'6r), n. I. One who wards or
keeps; a keeper; a guard. 'Memory the
warder of the brain.' Shak. * The warders
of the gate.' Dryden.—2. A truncheon or
staff of authority carried by a king, com-
mander-in-chief, or other important digni-

tary, by which different signals seem to

have been given, as the throwing it down, a
signal to stop proceedings, the casting up, a
signal to charge, and the like.

Stay, the king hath thrown his warder down. Shak

Wafting his warder thrice above his head.
He cast it up with his auspicious hand.
Which was the signal through the English spread.

That they should charge. Drayton.

Wardholding (wjird hold-ing), n. The
ancient military tenure in Scotland by
which vassals were at first obliged to serve

tlie superior in war as often as his occasions

cilled for it.

Wardian (w^i-'di-an). a. [After Mr. X. B.

,
Ward, the inventor.] A term applied to a

closelyflttingglasscase adapted for growing
', ferns. Such a case has also been used with
' success to transport growing plants to a dis-

tance.

Wardmote (ward'mot). «. [ Ward, and A. Sax.

mot, meeting.] A meeting of a ward; also,

a court formerly held in every ward in the

city of London. Called also Wardmote-
court or Inq^test.

Ward-pennytw!vrd'pen-ni),?t. Same aslTam-
age.

Wardrobe (wardrob), n. 1. A place m
which clothes or wearing apparel is kept;

often a piece of furniture resembling a press

or cupboard. Shak.—2. Wearing apparel in

general.
I will kiU all his coats;

I'll murder all his wardrobe piece by piece

Until I meet the king. Shak.

3.t See Wabdrope.
Ward-room (ward'rbm), n. In the tmvy,

the mess-room of the chief oflicers. Its

position depends on the size and rating of

the ship.

Wardrope,t Wardrobe, t n. [YT,garde-robe.\

A privy; a water-closet. Chaucer.

WardsMp (wardship), n. I. The office of a

ward or guardian; guardianship; care and

protection of a ward; right of guardianship.

2. Pupilage; state of being a ward or under

a guardian. ' Redeemed themselves from

the wardship of tumults.' Eikon BasUike.

Wardsman (wardz'man), n. One who keeps

watch and ward; a guard. Syd}iey Smith.

[Rare ] ^ „ ,

Ward-staff (ward'staf), n. A conaUble s or

watchman's staff.

Ware (war), a. [A. Sax. wter, war; Icel.

van- Dan.andSw.uar.cautious.wary, aware.

See Wary.] l.t Wary; cautious. 'What
earthly wit so ware.' Spenser. ^2. On one s

guard; provided against 2 Tim. iv. 15

Fate, far, fat, f^Uj me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mbve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. Sc. abune; y. Sc. fetf.
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8. Aware; conscious; assured. [Now only
poetical.]

Thou overheard'st, ere I was -ware.
My true love's passion. Shak.
Then I was ware of one that on me moved
In golden armour. Tennyson.

Ware (war), v.i. pret. & pp. wared; ppr.
irnring. To take heed; to guard; to be-
ware. Ware horns.' Shak.
Tlien ware a rising tempest on the main. Dryden.
(Except in a few phrases, as ware hawk.teare
hounds. heware'M now used in place of ware.]
Ware (war), v.l. Xaut. to wear; to veer
ware t (war), pret. of wear. Wore
Ware (war), it. [A. Sax. loani, O.D. ware,
Mod.D. waar, Icel. vara, Dan, vare. G.waare,
ware, merchandise; further connections
doubtful.] Articles of merchandise; goods;
commodities; manufactures of a particular
kind

: properly a collective noun, as in the
compounds chinaicare, hardicorf, tintoar*
Ac, but generally used in the plural form
when articles for sale of different kinds
ai e meant. ' To utter his wares with lying."
Litimer. 'Ill ware is never cheap." G
iJ'^rbert.

He turns himself tc other wares when he finds vour
markets take off. /.ocie.
Who but a fool would have faith in a tradesman's

Wilr^ or (lis word? Tennyson
Ware (war), r.(. To expend. .Same as IToir
Aicham; Sir W. Scott. [Old English and
Scotch.]

Ware (war), n. [A. Sai. war, D. infer,
seaweed.] A name given to various sea-
weeds, species of Fucus, Laminaria. Himan-
thalla. Chorda, Ac. Thev are employed as
a manure and in the manufacture of kelp
*c. .See .Sea-ware.
Warefult (wSr'ful), a. [From ware, warj.]
Wary; watchful: cautious.
WarefulnesBt (war'ful-nes), n. Wariness-
cautiiniiness. 'Full of ware/ulnean.' Sir
}'. ."^idn-^y

Warehouse (warTious), n. A house in which
wares or goods are kept; as, (a) a store for
g<«jds for safe-keeping (d) A building for
storing miported goods on which customs
dues have not been paid, (c) A store for the
sale of goods wliolesale; also, often, a large
retail establishment.
Warehouse (wiir'hous), v.t. l. To deposit
or secure m a warehouse.—2. To place in
the warehouse of the government or custom-
house stores, to be kept until duties are
Paul

Warehouseman ( wSr'hous-man ), n. One
wlio keeps a warehouse; one who is em-
ployed in a warehouse.
Warehousing (waKhouz-ing), n. The act
of placing goods in a warehouse or in a
customhouse store —ITorfAotmnj gj/ttem
a customs regulation by which imported
articles may be loilged in public or bonded
warehouses at a reasonable rent, without
payment of the duties on importation until
they be withdrawn for home consiimntion
thus lessening the pressure of the duties
winch otherwise would bear heavily on the
merchant and cn'iipie his purchasing power
It they are re-eiported no duty is charged
This system affords valnable facilities to
traile, is lienellcial to the consumer and
ultimately to the public revenue.
Warelesst (wiir'les), a. l. Unwary- in
caitious. ' A bait the warelem to beguile

'

ilir. f„r yragt ~i. Suffered unawares; un-
perccive.l ' Horf(ewe pain." Spemer.
Warelyt(war'li), fidp. Cautiously. Speruer
See Warily.
Wareroom (waKioin). n. A room in which
gc«..l9 iiiL- stored or laid out for sale
Warfare (wsr'far), n. [From war. mi fare
in the sense of traffic, bustle, adventure, or
the like ] 1. Military service; military life-
contest or struggle carried on by enemies-
hostilities; war.
The Philistines gathered their armies together for

^ar/are. , San.. xxviU. i.

Soldier, rest! thy war/,\re o'er,
Sleep the sleep that knows not breaking

. „ . , ^ .
SirHfl'sccK.

2. Contest; struggle; strife.

The weapons of our war/are are not carnal.

Warfare (wgr'tar), t. i. To carry on warfare
or engage in war; to contend ; to struggle.
A glorious show In the warfarimj church."

By. Uall. ' That credulous war/aring age '

Camden.
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Warfield (wgr'feld), n. Field of war or
battle.

War-flame (war'fliim), n. A beacon-flre
placed on an eminence to rouse the inhabi-
tants of a country or district in case of in-
vasion or attack; a signal-Are. Macaulav
(Poetical.]

"

War-garron (wjtr'ga-ron), n. A war-horse;
a jade used in war.

• Worn out with disgusts," Captain after Captain, in
Royahst mustachioes. mounts his war-horse, or his
kozmante war.£^arron,a.nd rides minatory across tlie
Klune. CarlyU.

Wargear (w^r'ger), n. In mining, a general
term for tools, timbers, ropes, and every-
thing belonging to a mine. Weale.
Warhable,t a. [War, and O.E. hable, able )
Fit for war; warlike. ' Warhable youth."
Si>enmr.
War-horse (wftrTiors), n. A horse used in
war; a trooper's horse; a charger.

Waiting by the doors the war-horse neigh'd
As at a friend's voice. Tennyson.

Warlangle.t n. [.Same as O.L.G. wargingel
O.H.G. warchengil. Mod. G. wurg-emjel, a
shrike or butcher-bird, from wurgen to
choke, to kill, and apparently engel, an
angel] A shrike or butcher-bird. Chaucer.
Warlce,t i:t. and i. See Warish.
Warily (wii'ri-liX adv. In a wary manner;
cautiously; with prudence or wise foresight:
as, great enterprises are to be conducted
warily.

Warlmentt (wa'ri-ment), n. Wariness;
caution; heed. Spenser.
Wariness (wa'ri-nes), n. The quality or
state of being wary: caution: prudent care
to foresee ami guard against evil.

They were forced to march with the greatest wari.
ness, circumspection and silence. Addison.

Wartsht (war-ish), v.t. [O.Fr. warirorgarir
(Mod. Fr. gu^rir, to cure), O.H.G. warjan, to
protect; A. Sax. warian. to guard, to ward
off.) To ward off the evil effects of; hence
to cure; to heaL Written also Warice.
Chaucer.
Varro testifies that even at this day there be somewho n:jrtsA and cure the stinging of serpents with

their spittle. holland.

Warisht (war'ish), v.i. To recover from
sickness. Written also Warice. Chaucer
Warlsont (war'i-son). n. [From warice,
wariah.] Reward; guerdon; reuuitaL Jio-
mau7it of the Rote.
Wark (wark), n. Work. Sir T. Elyot;
Spe nmr; Buriu. [Old English and Scotch.

JWarkamoowee (war-ka-mo'we), n. A
canoe with outrigger, used at Point de
Galle, island of Ceylon. It is generally
manned by four or five Lascars, who sit
grouped together for hours at the end of

Warkamoowee of Point de Galle

He is the Ti-arfaring ^nd battling Priest;—who led
nit pecpk to faithful valorous conflict. Cartyle.

Warfarer (wgr'fa-rfir), n. one engaged in
war; a soldier; a warrior.

the lever, adding or taking away a man ac-
cording to the strength of the wind. The
warkanioowees, during the north-east mon-
soon, even when blowing very hard, venture
20 and 25 miles from land for the purpose
of fishing, or to carry fruits to vessels in the
oiling. They often sail 10 miles an hour.
Warkloom (wark'lum). n. A tool ; an in-
strument. [.Scotch.]

Warld (warld), 71. World. [Scotch.]
Warlike (wsr'lik), a. l. Fit for war; dis-
posed or inclined for war; as, a warlike
state. ' She . . . made her people by peace
warlike.' Sir P. Sidney.— 2. Military- per-
taining to war.

The great archangel from his warlike toil
Surceased. Millon.

3. Having a martial appearance; having the
qualities of a soldier: becoming a soldier

-

' By the buried hand of warlike Gaunt

'

Shak.

. Leaden age
Quicken d with youthful spleen and warlike rage.

Warllkeness (wfir'lik-nes), 91. A warlike
disposition or character. 'Bravenessof mind
and warllkeness.' Sir E. Sandys.
Warllngt (war'ling), n. A word probably
coined to rhyme with darling, and perhaps
from war, meaning one often quarrelled
with. It occurs only in the proverb, ' Bet-
ter be an old man's darling, than a young
man's warling. ' Camden.
Warlock (wsrlok), n. [Icel. varthlokur,
varthlokkur. urthar-lokur, lit weird songs
or spells, charms, the name being trans-
ferred from the things to the person who
used them. Or from A. Sax. wmrloga, a liar— wcer, truth, and loga, a liar.] A man
presumed to have supernatural power and
knowledge by supposed compact with evil
spirits; a male witch; a wizard. [Scotch
borrowed into English. Dryden spells it
Marluck.'\

Warlockry (war'Iok-ri), n. The condition
or practices of a warlock; impishness ' The
true mark of warlockry.' J. ISaillie
Warluckt (wftr'luk). n. A warlock. Dryden
Warly (wsr-li), a. Warlike. • Warly feats.'
Chaloiter. [Rare.]
Warm (wgrm), a. [A. .Sax. wearm, a widely
spread word; O. Sax. G. and D warm, Icel.
varmr, Dan. and Sw. vann, Goth, varms
warm; cog. O.L. foniius, Gr. thermos, wann-
Per. garm, Skr. gharma, heat.) 1. Having
heat m a moderate degree; not cold; aswarm blood; worm milk.

..."''u'!j'"'''"'j'''"'"="'''" ">= ''i'''- ah!! "it flesh ofthe child waxed warm. a Ki, iv. 34
2. Having the sensation of heat ; made to
feel one's self hot; glowing; flushed; as, Iam very warm.

'Twas well, indeed, when warm with wineTo pledge them with a kindly tear. Tennyson.
3. Caused by the sun to have a high tem-
perature; subject to heat; having preva-
lence of heat; as, the iconn climate of Egypt-
the day was wann.—i. Full of zeal, ardour
or affection; zealous; ardent ' O heart, witli
kindliest emotion warm.' Tennyson.
No person can answer in the negative, unless he

refuses credit, not merely to all the accusations
brought against Charles by his opponents, but to the
narranves of the warmtsi Royahsts, and to the con.
fessions of the king himself. M.uaulay.
5. Somewhat ardent or excitable; easily ex-
cited; irritable; hot; as, a tt-orm temper —
6 Stirred up; somewhat excited; hot; net-
tled

; as, he became quite warm when con-
tradicted.—7. Furious; violent; animated;
bnsk: keen; as, a wann engagement. 'We
shall have warm work out.' Dryden —8 Vig-
orous; lively; full of activity; sprightly.
' -Mirth and youth and warm desire.' Milton.
Now warm in youth, now withering in thy bloom.
Lost m a convent s solitary gloom. Pope.

9. Causative of ease or comfort : applied to
wealth;hence,comfortable in circumstances-
safe in money matters; moderately rich-
well-off.

They who had warm fortunes were always sure ol
getting good husbands. Gcldsmilh.
The keen warm man o'erlooks each idle tale
h«r ' Moneys wanted.' and 'Estates on sale.'

10 T> • 1 Crairbe.
10. Being close on some discovery, or on
something searched for or hunted after.

He's »nrm_he's getting cold—he's getting colderand colder—he s freezing. D-^kens.
—Warm colours, in painting, such as have
yeUow or yellow-red for their basis: opposed
to cold colours, such as blue and its com-
pounds.— IFarm tints, cold tints, modifica-
tions of the preceding.— Warm with, a slang
abbreviation for with warm water and sugar
'Two glasses of rum-and-water icann with

'

Dickens.

Warm (worm), ti.f. [A. ,Sax. wormian. See
the adjective.] To make warm ; as, (a) to
communicate a moderate degree of heat te-
as, a stove warms an apartment.

I warmed both hands before the fire of life-
It sinks, and I am ready to depart. Landor.

(b) To make engaged or earnest; to interest-
to engage; to excite ardour or zeal in- as
to warm the heart with love or zeal.

'

I formerly warmed my head with reading contro.
versial writings. />^-^

(c) To animate ; to enliven ; to inspirit to
give life and colour to; to flush; to cause to
glow. 'It would warm his spirits," Shak
' All his large heart sherris-warm'd.' Tennu-
son.

"

How could I to the dearest theme.
That ever warm'd a minstrel's dream,
So foul, so false a recreant prove ! Sir W Scott

ch.cA.,n: 6h, 8c. lock; g.^; ,,>„b; «., Fr. ton; ng. .in,; ,H. «ien; th, Win; w, ,«ig; wh, wAig; zh,";in;e:i^ee^H;:
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Warni(wftrm), v.i. 1. To become moderately

heated.

There shall not be a coal to warm at. Is. xlvii. 14.

2. To become ardent or animated ; as, the

speaker should warm as he proceeds in the

ai^ument, for as he becomes animated he

excites more interest in his audience.

Waxmt (warm), n. Warmth; heat.

The winter's hurt recovers with the -warm;
The parched g-reen restored is with shade.

Srtrrey,

Warm (warm), n. A warming ; a heating

;

as, let us get a good warm. Dickeiis. [Col-

War-man (w^r'nian), n. A warrior. 'The
sweet icar-man is dead and rotten.' Shak.

War-marked t (war'markt), a. Bearing the

marks or traces of war; approved in war;
veteran.

Your army, which doth most consist

Of war-marked footmen. Shak.

Warm-Wooded (w^rm-blud'ed), a. Having
warm blood: applied in zool. to mammals
and birds, the blood of which by virtue of a

complete circulation of that fluid, and its

aeration through the medium of lungs at

each revolution, has a temperature varying

from 99° or 100° F. in man to 110° or 112° F.

in birds: in contradistinction to fishes, am-
phibians, and reptiles, or cold-blooded ani-

mals.

Warmer (wftrm'6r), n. One who or that

which warms.
Warmfult (wi^rm'ful), a. Giving warmth.

' A wannful garment.' Chapumn.
Warm-headed (w^rm'hed-ed), a. Easily

excited; enthusiastic; fanciful.

The advantage will be on the loarm-headed man's
side, as having the more ideas and the more lively.

Locke.

Warm-hearted (warmTiart-ed), a. Having
warintli of heart; having a disposition such

as readily shows friendship, affection, or

interest; proceeding from such a disposi-

tion; cordial; sincere; hearty; as, a warm-
hearted man; warm-hearted support.

Warm-heartedness (warm'hart-ed-nes), ?i.

The state or quality of being warm-hearted;
affectionate disposition; cordiality.

He was looking from Arabella to Winkle with as

much delight depicted in his countenance as ivarm-
kearUdness and kindly feeling can communicate to

the human face. Dickens.

Warming-pan (warm'ing-pan), 71. 1. A
covered pan with a long handle for warm-
ing a bed with ignited coals.

Good Bardolph, put thy face between his sheets

and do the office of a -warming-pan. Shak.

2. A person put into a situation, post, or

office, temporarily to hold it for another till

he becomes qualified for it. [Slang.]

Warming - Stone (wfinn'ing-ston), n. A
stone dug in Cornwall which retains heat a
great while. Ray.
Warmly (warm'li), adv. In a warm man-
ner; (a) with warmth or heat. Milton. (6)

With warmth of feeling; eagerly; earnestly;

ardently.

Each prince shall thus with honour have
What both so -wartnly seem to crave. Prior.

Warmness (wftrm'nes), n. Warmth. Jet.

Taylor.

War-monger (w^r'mung-gfir), )i. One who
makes a trade of war; a mercenary soldier.

Spenser.

Warm-sided (wgrm'sld-ed), a. Naut. mount-
ing heavy metal: said of a ship or a fort.

[CoUoq.]
Warmth (warmth), n. 1. The quality or
state of being warm; the sensation of heat;

gentle heat; as, the warmth of the sun or of

tlie blood. 'No warmth, no breath, shall

testify thou livest.' Shak.

The mirth of its December
And the warmth of its July. Praed.

2. Cordiality; geniality; hearty kindness or

good feeling.

A warmth within the breast would melt
The freezing reason's colder part. Tennyson.

3. A state of lively and excited feeling;

ardour ; zeal ; fervour ; earnestness ; inten-

sity; enthusiasm; as, the warmth of love or

piety ; the preacher declaimed with great
warmth against the vices of the age.

What warmth is there in your affection towards
any of these princely suitors? Shak.

The third circumstance to be remarked in this

profession of the Sycharites, is the great warmth
and energy of expression with which they declare

their conviction that Jesus was that universal Saviour.
//ors/ey.

4. In painting, that glowing effect which
arises from the use of warm colours (see

Warm), and also from the use of transparent
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colours, in the process of glazing; opposed
to leaden coldness.

Wam(wftrn),t'.(. [A. Sax. warnian, weamian,
to warn, also to take heed, from weam, an
obstacle, refusal, denial; Icel. vama, to

warm, deny, refuse; G. teamen; of same
origin as ware, wai-y.] 1. To give notice of

approaching or probable danger or evil, that

it may be avoided ; to caution against any-
thing that may prove injurious.

Being wanted by God in a dream, that they should

not return to Herod, they departed into their own
country another way. Mat, ii. 12.

And then I fear'd

Lest the gray navy there would splinter on it.

And fearing waved iny arm to warn them off.

Tennyson.

2. To admonish as to any duty ; to advise

;

to expostulate with. * Warn them tliat are

unruly.' 1 Thes. v. 14.-3. To make ware
or aware; to inform previously; to give

notice to. 'His grace not being warned
thereof before.' Shak. ' Warn'd of th' en-

suing fight.' Dryden.—i. To notify by
authority; to summon; as, to warn the citi-

zens to meet on a certain day; to warn sol-

diers to appear on parade. [Obsolescent.]

Who is it that hath warn'd us to the walls! Sha^.

5.t To ward •ff. Spenser.—6.i To deny; to

refuse. Romaunt of the Rose.

Warner (w!im'6r), n. One who or that which
warns; an admonisher.
Wamestore, t v.t. To fumisli; to store.

Chancer.
Warning (wam'ing), n. 1. Caution against

danger, or against faults or evil practices

which incur danger.
Hear the word at my mouth, and give them warn-

ing from me. Ezek. iii. 17.

2. Previous notice; as. a short warning.

Somewhat too sudden, sirs, the warning is, Shak.

3. A summons; a call; a bidding.

It illumineth the face, which as a beacon gives

warni7ig ... to arm. Shak.

4. A notice given to terminate the relation

of m.ister and servant or landlord and
tenant; a notice to quit. * A month's wam-
ing.' Dryden.
Wamingly (wam'ing-li), adv. In a warn-
ing manner; so as to warn; by way of notice

or admonition.
Warning-piece (wam'ing-pes), n. Some-
thing that warns; as, (a) a warning gun.

It was the wisest way to strike sail betimes, upon
the shooting of the first warning-piece to bring them
in. Heylin.

(6) In horology, an oscillating piece in the
striking parts of a clock which is actuated
by a pin on the hour-wheel so as to release

a fly, which causes a rustling noise precur-

S017 to the striking.

War-oflElce(wiir'of-fts),n. Apublicofiiceorde-
partment in which military affairs are super-
intended or administered ; the department
of the British government presided over by
the secretary of state for war, who has under
him the heads of the different departments
and alone is responsible to parliament. His
chief adviser is the commander-in-chief,
wiio has command of all troops, and is re-

sponsible for their discipline and efficiency,

recommends officers for promotion, &c.

Warp (wftrp), v.t. [O.E. werpen, pret. warp,
to tnrow, turn, weave ; A. Sax. weorpan,
pret. wearp, to throw, to cast; Icel. verpa, to

throw or cast, as a reflexive verb to warp or

shrink, also varpa, to throw, Dan. varpe, to

warp a vessel; Goth, vairpan, G. werfen, to

throw. The vowel of the modem verb is

that of the old pret. or is taken from the

Scandinavian forms, the verb being now also

weak instead of strong. As to meaning 1

comp. cast in sense of tunst; throw in Scot-

land has same sense.] 1. To turn or twist

out of shape, or out of a straight direction,

by contraction; as, the heat of the sun warps
boards and timber.

Walter warpedtAi, mouth at this

To something so mock-solemn, that I laughed.
Tennysoft.

2. To turn-aside from the true direction; to

cause to bend or incline; to pervert. ' This

first avowed, nor folly warp'd my mind.'

Dryden.
I have no private considerations to warp mt in

this controversy. Addison.

By this view all their reasonings are warped in

everything that concerns changes attempted in our
institutions. Brougham.

Cursed be the social lies thatwaf/ us from the living

truth. Tennyson.

3. NaiU. to tow or move with a line or warp
attached to buoys, to anchors, or to other

ships, <tec., by which means a ship is drawn,
usually in a bending course, or with various

WABPED

turns. 'They warped out their ships by
force of hand.* Mir. for Mags.—A. To cast

the young prematurely: said of cattle, sheep,

horses, and the like. [Provincial English.]

5. In agri. to fertilize, as poor or barren
land, by means of artificial inundation from
rivers which hold lari;e quantities of earthy
matter, or warp (seeWarp,7i. ), in suspension.

The operation, which consists in inclosing a
body or sheet of water till the sediment it

holds in suspension has deposited, can only
be carried out on flat low lying tracts which
may be readily submerged. This system
was first systematically practised in Britain

on the banks of the Trent, Ouse, and other
rivers which empty themselves into the es-

tuary of the Humber.— C. In rope-making,

to run as yam off the winches into hauls to

be tarred.— 7. t To send or throw out, as

words; to utter; to enunciate. Piers Plow-
man.—^.^ To weave; to fabricate; to con-

trive. * Why doth he mischief waJT^.*" Stern-

hold.—^. Used by Shakspere in one passage
apparently with the meaning of to turn into

ice, or the sense may be to change in gen-
eral.

Freeze, freeze, thou bitter Sky,

Thou dost not bite so nigh
As benefits forgot

;

Though thou the waters -warp.

Thy sting is not so sharp
As friend remember'd not.

As You Like It, ii. 7.

Warp (w^rp), n.i. 1. To turn, twist, or be
twisted out of a straight direction; as, a
board warps in seasoning, or in the heat of

the sun by shrinking. ' After the manner of

wood that curbeth and warpeth with the

fire.' Holland.
Ye are greenwood, see ye -warp not. Tennyson.

2. To turn or incline from a straight, true,

or proper course; to deviate; to swerve.

There is our commission.
From which we would not have you warp. SHai.

3. To change for the worse; to turn in a
wrong direction.

Methinks
My favour here begins to warp. Shak.

4. To fly with a bending or waving motion;
to turn and wave, like a flock of birds or in-

sects.
As when the potent rod

Of Amram's son, in Egypt's evil day,
Wav'd round the coast, up called a pitchy cloud

Of locusts warping on the eastern wind. Mtlton.

5. In manxtf. to wind yarn off bobbins to

form the warp of a web.— 6. Toslink; to cast

the young prematurely, as cows. —7. To work
forward by means of a rope.

By the pilot's advice the men were sent to cut a
passage and warp through the small openings to the

westward. Southey.

Warp (wftrp), n. [A. Sax. wearp, the warp
of cloth, from weorpan, to cast; D. werp,

O.H.G. war/, warp. As a nautical term=
Dan. varp. The lit. meaning of 3 is evidently

what is thrown down or deposited. As to

meaning 4 comp. cast in sense of couple (or

as in Scotland of three fish). See the verb.]

l.Inw'«ai;i?iir.thethreadswhich are extended
lengthwise in the loom and crossed by the

woof. —2. Naut. a rope, smaller than a cable,

used in towing, or in moving a ship by at-

tachment to an anchororpost; a towing-line.

3. In agri, an alluvial deposit of water arti-

ficially introduced into low lands. See
Warp, v.(.—4. Four of fish, especially of

herrings [Provincial English]; hence, a warp
of weeks, four weeks ; a month. ' Not a

warp of weeks foTerwining.' Sash.—5. Young
prematurely cast, as a colt, a calf, a lamb.

&c. [Provincial English.]—6. The state of

being warped or twisted; the twist of wood
in drying.

Warpage (wftrp'aj), n. The act of warping;

also, a charge per ton made on shipping in

some harbours.
War-paint (w^r'pant), n. Paint put on the

face and other parts of the body by North
American Indians and other savages on
going to war, with the purpose of making
their appearance more terrible. Longfellow.

War-path (wivr'path), n. The route or

path taken on going to war; a warlike ex-

pedition or excursion: used chiefiy in re-

gard to the American Indians.—Ow( on tha

war-path, on a hostile or warlike expedi-

tion; hence (colloquially) said of one who
is about to make a deliberate attack upon
an adversary or a measure.

Warped (wfirpt), p. and a. Twisted by
shrinking or seasoning; turned out of the

true direction; hence, per\'erted; unnaturaL
'Such a warped slip of wilderness." Shak.

Here's another, whose 7*<ir/'rf looks proclaim

What store her heart is made on. Shai.

Fate, far, fat, f^l'l; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. ahune; y, Sc. f«y.
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Warper (wi»rp'4r), n. l. One who or that
which warps. — 2. One who or that which
prepares the warp of webs for weaving.
warplng-bank(wiirp'ing-banglf),n. A banlt
or mounil uf earth raised round a field for
retaining tlie water let in for the purpose of
enriching the land with the warp or sedi-
ment.
Warplng-hook (warp'ing-hok), M. In rope-
making, (a) a brace for twisting yam. (6) A
hook for hanging the yarn on when warping
into hauls for tarring.

Warptog-maclilne (warp'ing-ma-shen), n.
A machine for producing warps for the
loom; a warpingmilL
Warplng-mill (warp'ing-mil), n. A kind of
open-W(.rk cylindrifomi machine, of light
make and easy to turn, used for laving out
the threads of a warp and dividing them
into two sets.

Warplume (wsr'plum). n. A plume worn
in war.
Warproof (w^r-prof ), n. Valour tried by or
proved in war; tried valoijr.

On, on, you noblest English,
n fat"- 'Whose blood is fet from fathers oi warproof.

Shak.
Warproof (wsr'p-bO, a. Able to resist' a
warlike attack.
Warragal (wsr'agal), n. Same as Dingo.
warrandice ( wor'an-dis ), n. [E. vcarran-
<««, viarraniy.} In Scats law, the obliga-
tion by which a party conveying a subject
or right is bound to indemnify the grantee
disponee, or receiver of the right in case of
eviction, or of real claims or burdens being
made effectual against the subject, arising
out of obligations or transactions antece-
dent to the date of the conveyance. War-
randice is either personal or real. Personal
warrandice is that by which the granter andW9 heirs are bound personally. Real war-
randice is that by which certain lands
calledwarrandice lands, are made over even-
tually in security of the lands conveyed
Warrant (wor'ant), v.t. (O.Fr. warantir
garantir, guarantir, JIod.Kr. garantir, to
warrant, from O Fr. tcarant, garant, a war-
rant, from L L. warantus, a warrant, from
a Teutonic verb seen in O.Fris. wara, to
warrant; O.H.G. M'arja)i,t<ieri», to give bail
for, to defend; O, gewdhren, to warrant; akin
vary, ward. See Ocarantee.] 1. To give
«n assurance or surety to; to secure; to guar-
antee or assure against harm; to give autho-
nty or power to do or forbear anything by
which the person authorized Is secured or
javed harmless from any loss or damage by

By the vow of mine order I -warrant you. if mv
lostructions may be your guide. Shat.

J To support by authority or proof; to Ju»-
tuy; to sanction; to support; to allow.

How far I have proceeded,
Vt now far further shall, is warratt/fti
By a commission from the consistory. SAai.
Reason warrantt it. and we may safely receive it*»'""•

l.tct,.

% To give one's word for or concerning: in
colloquial phrases and followed byapersnnal
pronoun. 'A noble fellow, I warrant him.'
Snflt. 'Ill Morronf him heart-whole.' ,Shak
4. To declare with assurance; to assert as
undoubted; to pledge one's word: used in
aweverations and goveniing a clause.
What a galled neck have we here ! Look ye, mine's

as smooth as silk, I marram. Sir R. Vhitrau^r.
• Death,' clamour'd the good woman. • hear him talk'
1 marram, man. that we shall bring you round.'

6. To furnish sufficient grounds or evidence
to. Could all my travels icorrajif me they
live. Shak.— 6. To mark as safe; to guar-
aotee to be safe.

In a place
I-ess Tvarranud than this, or less secure.
I cannot be. that I should fear to change it.

H T > / 1 1 Milton.
7 in (aw. (o) to secure to, as a grantee an
estate granted; to assure. (V) To secure to
as to a purchaser of goods the title to the
same, or to indemnify him against loss, (c)
To give a pledge or assurance in regard to;
M, to warrant goods to be as represented
See Warra.stv.
Warrant (woi'ant), n. [.See the verb.] 1 An
act. instrument, or obligation, by which one
person authorizes another to do something
which he has not otherwise a right to do;
an act or instrument investing one with a
right or authority, and thus securing him
from l(«s or damage ; hence, anything that
authorizes or justifies an act; authorization.

A pattern, precedent, and lively Tt/arranr.
For me. most wretched, to perform the like. Shak.
A warrant from the lords of the council to travel

for three years anywhere. Rome and St. Omer ex-
"^P<=<l- HirwtU.

Is this a war»-a«rsufiicient for any man's conscience
to build such proceedings upon! Hooker.
2. That which secures; security; guarantee;
pledge; assurance given.

Before Emilia here
I give thee warrant of thy place. Shai.

His promise is our plain warrant that in his name
what we ask we shall receive. Hooker.
3. A voucher; that which attests or proves;
an attestation. 'Any bill, warrant, quit-
tance, or obligation.' Shak.— Warrant of
attorney. See under Attorney.—4. An in-
strument or negotiable writing authorizing
a person to receive money or other thing;
as, a dividend warrant. See Dock-war-
rant.
He sent him a warrant for one thousand pounds a

year pension for Kfe. Clarendon.

5. t Right; legality; lawfulness; allowance.
May we, with the warrant of womanhood and the

witness of a good conscience, pursue him with anv
further revenge? Shak.
6. In law, an instrument giving power to
arrest or execute an offender. See Death-
warrant.—^ «iarra;i( of arrest is usually
issued by a justice of the peace for the ap-
prehension of those accused or suspected of
crimes. A warrant may also be issued for
bringing before a court a person who has
refused to attend as a witness when sum-
moned.— Warrant ofcommitment, a written
authority committing a person to prison.—
Distress warrant, a warrant issued for rais-
ing a sum of money upon the goods of a
party specified in the warrant. See Search-
warrant.—7. In the army and navy, a writ
or authority inferior to a commission. See
Warrant-officer.
Warrantable (wor'ant-a-bl), o. Capable
of being warranted; justifiable; defensible;
lawful.

It is the warrantable and necessary duty of St.
Peter, and all his true evangelical successors, when
they meet with a froward generation, to call it so

WarrantablenesB (wor'anta-bl-nesXn. The
quality of being justifiable. Barrow.
Warrautably (wor'ant-a-bli), adv. In a
warrantable manner; in a manner that may
he justified; justifiably.

Warrantee (wor'ant-e), n. » The person to
whom land or other thing is wananted.
Warranter (wor'ant-6r), n. One who war-
rants: (o) one who gives authority or legally
empowers, (b) One who assures, or cove-
nants to assure ; one who contracts to se-
cure another In a right or to make good
any defect of title or quality; as, the icor-
ranter of a horse.

Warrantlse.t Warrantlzet (wor'ant-iz),
n. Authority; security; warranty.
There's none protector of the realm but I;
Break up the gates, I'll be your warrantixe. Shak.

Warrantlse.t Warrantlzet (wor'ant-iz),
v.t. To warrant.
The one doth warrantixe unto us their faith, the

other their love. Hooker.

Warrant-offlcer (wor'ant-of-fls-«r), n. An
officer, next below a commissioned officer,
acting under a warrant from a department
of state, and not under a commission, as a
gunner or boatswain in the navy, a master
gunner or quartermaster sergeant in the
army.
Warrantor (wor'ant-or), n. One who war-
rants: correlative of warrantee.
Warranty (wor'an-ti), »i. l. in law, (a) a pro-
mise or covenant by died, made by the bar-
gainer for himself and his heirs, to warrant
or secure the bargainee and his heirs against
all men in the enjoyment of an estate or
other thing granted. The use of warranties
In conveyances has long been -uperseded by
covenants for title, whereby, as the cove-
nanter engages for his eiecutors and ad-
ministrators, his personal as well as his real
assets are answerable for the performance
of the covenant. ©Any promise (express or
Implied by law, according to circumstances)
from a vendor to a purchaser, that the thing
sold is the vendor's to sell, and is good and
fit for use, or at least for such use as the
purchaser intends to make of it. Warran-
ties in insurance are absolute conditions
non-compliance with which voids the in-
surance. \Vhen express these warranties
should appear in the policy, but there are
certain implied warranties.—2. t Authority;
justillcatory mandate or precept; warrant.'

From your love I have a warranty
rde- -" -

3.tSecurity;.assurance; guarantee; warrant.
The stamp was a warranty of the public. Locke.

Warranty (wor'an-ti), v.t. pret. & pp. war-
rantied; ppr. warrantying. To warrant' to
guarantee.
Warrayt (wor'a), v.t. [O.Fr. werreier, Wer-
ner, i I. guerroyer, from werre, guerre war I
To make war upon; to wage war with.

Six years were run, since first in martial guise
1 he Christian lords warraid the Eastern lands.

Fair/ax.
Warret (wgr), a. [A. Sax. uiten-o.l Worse
Spenser.
Wamn (wor'en), n. [O.E. wareine, from
O. Fr. warene, garene. Mod. Fr. garenne,
L.L. warenna, a warren, of similar origin
to warrant (which see).) 1. A piece of
ground appropriated to the breeding and
preservation of game or rabbits.—2. In law
a franchise or place privileged by prescrip-
tion or grant from the crown, for keeping
beasts and fowls of warren, which are hares
rabbits, partridges, and pheasants, though
some add quails, woodcocks, and water-
fowl. The warren is the next franchise in
degree to the park; and a forest, which is
the highest in dignity, comprehends a chase
a park, and a freewarren. — 3. A preserve
for keeping fish in a river.
Warrener (wor'en-6r), n. The keeper of a
warren. Shak.

Warrlangle. t n. [,See Wariangle.) a
shrike or butcher-bird.
Warrle.t t>.«. [A. Sax. wergian, O.H.G wer-
gen, Goth. (ga)vargjan, to curse.) Tocurse-
to execrate; to abuse; to speak evil of. Also
written Warie, Warray, Werrey, Werie, &c
Chaucer.
Warring (war'ing), a. Adverse; conflicting-
contradictory; antagonistic; hostile ' War-
ring opinions.' Longfellow. (Rare)
Warrior (wort-Sr or wai-'y^r), h. (O. Fr. wer-
reier, to fight. See Warray, War.) i. In
a general sense, a soldier; a man engaged in
military life.

Kind kinsman, warriors all, adieu I S/tak.
While she brooded thus . . .

There rode an armed warrior to the doors.
Tennyson.

2. Emphatically, a brave man;agood soldier
Warrloress (wji'ri-ir-es or wgr'yir-es), n. A
female warrior. Spenser.
Warrison (war'i-son), n. (O.Fr. werre. Mod
Fr guerre, war, and son, sound.) A note of
assault; a battle-cry. ' Straight they sound
their warrison.' Sir W. Scott.
Warri-warrl (w»'ri-ws-ri), n. A kind of
fan made by the natives of Guiana from the
leaves of the acuyuru palm (Astrocarvum
aculeatum).
Warry, t v.t. To curse; to execrate. See
\\ arrie. Chaucer.
Warscott (wsr'skot), n, A contribution for-
merly made towards war.
Warslllp (war'ship), n. A ship constructed
for engaging in naval warfare ; an armed
ship; a man-of-war.
War-song (wgr'song), n. A song having
war or warlike deeds for its subject; a
patriotic song inciting to war; more specifi-
cally, such a song sung by soldiers about to
charge the foe or at a war-dance.
The fire was spreading rapidly through all parts of

the castle, when Ulrica, who had first kindled it. ap-
peared on a turret, in the guise of one of the ancient
furies yelling forth a war-song; such as was of yore
raised on the field of battle by the scalds of the yetheathen Saxons. Str W. Scott

To unburden all my plots and purposes. Shak.
It they disobey any precept, that is no excuse to

us, nor gives us any warranty to disobey likewise,
Ketttewell.

ch,cAaln: <ih.8c.lo«A; g.jro; \,joV. h. Fr. ton; ng, sin?: TH, (Aen; th, <Ain;

Warst (warst), o. and ode. Worst. [Scotch.]
Warstle (wjir'sl), v.i. and n. Wrestle
[Scotch.

)

Wart (wftrt), n. [A. Sax. wearl, Icel. varta
Dan. vorU, D uirof, G. warze; from same
root as L. verruca, a wart ; E. wear, hard-
ness of the hands or feet caused by labour-
O.D. leeer, a knot.] 1. A small dry hard
tumour making its appearance most fre-
quently on the hands, sometimes on the
lace, and rarely on other parts of the body.
and occurring usually on children. Wans
may be described as collections of abnor-
mally lengthened papilla: of the skill, closely
adherent and ensheathed in a thick cover-
ing of hard dry cuticle, their surface, through
exposure and friction, assuming a horny
texture. The common variety of warts in
most cases disappear of themselves, or may
be removed by the application of nitric acid
glacial acetic acid. Ac —2. Anything resem-
bling a wart ; as, (<i) a spongy excrescence
on the hinder pastenis of a horse. (6) A
rounili.sh glandule on the surface of plants
Wart-cress (w^rfkres), n. A cruciferous
plant of the genus Senebiera. Two species

w, wig; wh, uiAig; ih, a^ure.—So* Kkt.
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Head of Wart-hog.

are found in Britain, growing on waste
ground, but they are of no special interest.

Warted (wart'ed). a. In bot having little

kuobaon the surface; verrucose; as, a warted
capsule.

Wart-hog (w^rfhog), n. A name common
to pachyaerms of the genus Phacochoerus,
family Suidre, distinguished from the true

swine by their den-
tition,which in some
respects resembles
that of the ele-

phants. The head is

very large; immense
tusks project from
the mouth outwards
and upwards, and
the cheeks are fur-

nished with flesh-

like excrescences
resembling warts.
They feed on the roots of plants, which
they dig up with their tusks. At least two
species occur in Africa, namely, the African
wart-hog or haruja {P. jUliani) of Abyssinia,
and the vlacke-vark of the Dutch settlers of

the Cape {P. cethiopicus or Pallasii), found
in southern Africa.

War-thought (war'th^t), n. A thought of

war; martial reflection, consideration, or
deliberation. Shah.
Wart-weed (wj^rt'wed), n. A name given
to Huphorbia helioscopia, a native of Britain,

from its milky juice being supposed to re-

nnjve warts.

Wartwort (wart'w^rt), 71. A popular name
given to various plants; as, (a) Euphorbia
helioscopia. See Wart-weed. (6) A plant
of the genus Heliotropium. (c) A plant of

the genus Lapsaua.
Warty (w^rfi), «. 1. Having warts; full of
warts ; overgrown with warts ; as, a ivarty
leaf; a warty stem. —2. Of the nature of
warts.

War-wasted (wai^wast-ed), a. Wasted by
war; devastated. ColeHdge.
War-wearied (w^r'wer-id), a. Wearied by
war; fatigued by fighting. ^War-ioearied
limbs.' Shafc.

War-whoop (war'hdp), n. A whoop or yell

raised in presence of the enemy; a shout
such as the Indiana raise when they enter
into battle. Frequently used figuratively.

Straight there arose from the forest the awfut sound
of the war-iuhoop. Lotigfelloiv.

To turn out Walpole, his adversaries raised the
"war-whoopi they broke the peace of twenty years
to obtain power. Brougham.

Warwolf (wfl.r'wHlf), 71. Werewolf (which
see).
About the field religiously they went.
With hallowing charms the 7/'«y7(.'<'//"thence to fray.
That them and theirs awaited to betray. Drayton.

War-wolft (war'wulf), n. An ancient mili-
tary engine.

He (Edward I.) with an engine named the war'
wolf, pierced with one stone, and cut as even as a
thread, two vaunt-mures. Carnden.

War-worn (wjir'wom), a. Worn with mili-
tary service; as, a war-worn coat; a war-
worn soldier. J. Baillie.

Wary (wa'ri), a. [Formed from ware, cau-
tious, wary, aware (the -ware of a-ware, be-

ware), from A. Sax. wcer, cautious; Icel. varr,
Dan. and Sw. var, Goth, vara; from root
seen also in L. vereor, to regard, to dreatt
(whence revere). Of kindred origin are warn,
warrant, ward, gitard, &c.] 1. Cautious of
danger; carefully watching and guarding
gainst deception, artifices, and dangers;
ever on one's guard; circumspect; prudent;
as, it is incumbent on a general to be wary.

Be wary then ; best safety lies in fear. Shak.

2. Guarded; careful, as to doing or not doing
something.
We should be wary, therefore, what persecution

we raise against the living labours of public men.
Milton.

3. Characterized by caution; proceeding from
caution ; guarded. ' Jfnn/ walking.' Shak.
'A wary distance.' Shak.

He is above and we upon earth; and therefore it

behoveth our words to be ivary and few. Hooker.

—Cautious, Wary, Circumspect, Discreet.
See under CAUTIOUS.
Wary, t Wariet (wa'ri), v.t. To curse; to
execrate. [Old English and Scotch.] See
Warrie.
Was (woz). [A. Sax. ic wms, I was, hdcoes,
he was, tha wcere, thou wert, pi. wcerun,
were; inf. wesan, to be. The root of was is

one of the three different roots that go to
make up the complete conjugation of the
Bubstautive verb. (See also Am and BE.)

The forms withr exhibit the common change
of s to r, seen in Icel. vesa or vera, to be

;

G. wesen, to he, war, I was; comp. also Dan.
rc:ere,Sw. vara, to be. The original meaning
was to dwell, as in Goth, visan, to dwell, to
remain, to be; seen also in Skr. vas, to dwell;
Gr. (v)asty, a city. The second person sin-

gular now is either wert or wast, neither of
which occurs in Anglo-Saxon nor perhaps
before the fourteenth century. Wert seems
to be taken from the Scandinavian = Icel.

vart, wert; second sing. pret. wast is formed
by adding ^, which is a second person suffix,

as in hast, art, shalt. In A. Sax. the past
subj. was—sing, toaere (all three persons), pi.

wceron (all persons), these in later times be-

came were uniformly, but wei't is now com-
monly used as second pers. sing.] The past
tense of the verb to be; as, I was, thou wast
or wert, he was; we, you, or they were. Some-
times used elliptically for there was.

In war, was never lion raged more fierce.

In peace, was never gentle lamb more mild. Shak.

I was a poor groom of thy stable, king,
When thou weri king, Shak.

When all were changing thou alone wert true.

Byron.
I turned to thee for thou wert near. Bryant.

The forms of the subjunctive occur in such
expressions as, if I were, or were I to go ; if

thou wert; wert thou ; were they, &c.
Have slrew'd a scene which I should see
With double joy wert thou with me. Byron.

Nay, nay, God wot, so thou wert nobly born
Thou hast a pleasant presence. Tennyson.

Wase (waz), n. [Icel. vasi, Sw. vase, a sheaf. ]

1. A wisp or rude cushion put on the head
by porters, &c., to soften the pressure of a
load. Withals. [Local. ]— 2. A wisp or bottle
of hay or straw. [Scotch. ]

Wash (wosh), v.t. [O.E. wasche, wesche,
A. Sax. wasca^i, O. Sax. waskan, L.G. wasken,
Dan. vaske, Sw. vaska,G. waschen,wasschen;
perhaps from root of water.] 1. To cleanse
by ablution ; to free from impurities or
foreign matter by dipping, rubbing, or pass-
ing through water; to apply water or other
liquid to, for the purpose of cleansing ; to
scour, scrub, or the like, with water or other
liquid ; as, to wash the hands and face ; to
wash linen; to wash sheep; to wash a floor.

'Our bodies washed with pure water.' Heb.
X. 22.

He took water and washed his hands before the
multitude, saying, I am innocent of the blood of this

just person. Mat. xxvii. 24.

Hence—3. To free from the stains of guilt,

sin, corruption, or the like; to purify. ' Unto
him that loved us and washed us from our
sins." Kev. i. 10.— 3. To cover with water
or other liquid ; to fall upon and moisten ;

to overflow or dash against; to sweep or
flow over or along; to wet copiously. 'With
washed eyes.' Shak. 'Fresh-blown roses
washed with dew," Milton.

I am no pilot, yet, wert thou as far

As that vast ocean washed with the farthest sea,
I would adventure for such merchandise. Shak.

4. To remove by ablution or by the cleansing
action of water; to dispel by washing or as
by washing, literally and figuratively: used
with away, off, out, &c.

Go get some water
And wash this filthy witness from your hand. Shak.

Be baptised and wash away thy sins. Acts xxii, i6.

Sins of irreligion must still be so accounted for as
to crave pardon, and to be washed <i^hy repentance.

yer. Taylor.

5. To overwhelm and sweep away or carry
off, as by a rush of water; as, a man icashed
overboard. 'The tide will wash you off.'

Shak.— 6, To cover with a watery or thin
coat of colour; to tint lightly or thinly.—
7. To overlay with a thin coat of metal; as,

to wasA copper or brass with gold.— 8. In
mining and metal, to separate from the
earthy and lighter matters by the action of
water; as, to wash gold; to wash ores.

Wash (wosh), v.i. 1. To pei-form the act of
ablution on one's own person. [Elliptical.]

I wiil go wash;
And when my face is fair, you shall perceive
Whether I blush or no, Shak.

2. To perform the business of cleansing
clothes in water.

I keep his house; and I wash, wring, brew, bake,
scour, dress meat and drink, make the beds, and do
all myself. Shak.

3. To stand the operation of washing with-
oat being injured, spoiled,ordestroyed: said
both of fabrics and dyes; as, that dress will

not wash; those 'colours do not wash well.

Hence—4. "To stand being put to the proof;
to stand the test; to prove genuine, reliable,

trustworthy, capable, or fit when submitted
to trial. [CoUoq.]
He's got pluck somewhere in htm. That's the only

thing after all that'll wash, ain't it? T. Hughts.

Wasll (wosh), n. 1. The act of washing, or
of cleansing by water; hence, the quantity
of clothes and the Uke washed on one occa-
sion. — 2. The flow or sweep of a body of
water; a dashing against or rushing over, ss
of a tide or waves.

Katie walks
By the long 7vash of Australasian seas. Tennysott.

3. A piece of groimd washed by the acti<^>u

of the sea or river, or sometimes overflowed
and sometimes left dry; a shallow part of a
river or arm of the sea ; also, a morass or
marsli; a bog; a fen; a quagmire.

Half my power this night.
Passing these flats, are taken by the tide;
These Lincoln washes have devoured them.

Shak.
4. Substances collected and deposited by the
action of water, such as alluvium and the
like.
The wash of pastures, fields, commons, and roads,

where rain water hath a long time settled, is of great
use to all land. Mortimer.

5. Waste liquor containing the refuse of
food, collected from the cleansed dishes,«S:c,

of a kitchen, such as is often given to pigs;
swill or swillings.

The wretched, bloody, and usurping boar . , .

Swills your warm blood like wash. Shak.

6. In distilling, (a) the fermented wort from
which the spirit is extracted. (&) A mixture
of dunder, molasses, scumniings, and water,
used in the West Indies for distillation.

Bryan Edu-ards.— 7. A liquid prepaiation
with which the surface of anything is

washed, moistened, smeared, tinted, coated,
or the like; as, (a) a liquid used for toilet

purposes, such as a cosmetic, a liquid den-
tifrice, a hair-wash, &c.

It (modesty) renders the face delightfully handsouie;
it is not subject to be rubbed off", and cannot be
paralleled by either wash, powder, cosmetic, &c.

^ddisan.
(b) A medical preparation for external ap-
plication; a lotion, (c) A thin coating of
colour spread over surfaces of a painting.
(d) A thin coat of metal applied to anything
forbeautyor preservation.—8. The blade of
an oar.

Washt (wosh), a. Washy; weak. 'Tl;eir

bodies of so weak and wash a temper.' Beau.
d: Fl.

Washable (wosh'a-bl), a. Capable of beiiig

washed without injury to tne fabric or
colour. ' Washable beaver hats that im-
prove with rain.' Dickens.
Wash-ball (wosh'T)al), n. A ball of soap, to
be used in washing the hands or face. Swift.

Wash-board (wosh'bord), n. 1. A board
with a ribbed surface for washing clothes
on.— 2. A broad thin plank, fixed occasion-
ally on the top of a boat or other small vea-

sel's side, to prevent the sea from breaking
over; also, a piece of plank on the sill *d a
lower deck port, for the same purpose.—
3. A board that goes round the bottom of
the walls of a room: called also Mop-board
and Surbase.
WaBheil,t pp. of wash. Washed. Chaucer.
Washer (wosh'6r), n. l. One who or that
which washes.—2. An annular disc or i at
ring of metal, leather, or other mateiial
used to reduce friction, form an air-tight or
water-tight packing, and other purposes; as,

the washer between the nave of a wheel and
the linch-pin; the washer vrhich slips over
the end of a bolt and upon which the nut is

screwed up.

Washerman (wosh'^r-man), n. A man who
washes t-lcthes, &c.

Washerwoman (wosh'6r-w\i-man). n. A
woman that washes clothes for others or
for hire.

Wash-gilding (wosh'gild-ing), n. Same a»
Water-gilding.

Washhand-basin (wosh'hand-ba-sn), n.

A liasiii for wasliing the hands in.

Washhand-stand ( wosh ' hand-stand ), n.

A stand for holding one or more washhand-
basins, &c.
He locked , . . the door, piled a Tvashhand-

stand, chest of drawers, and table against it.

Dickens.

Wash-house (woshTious), n. A house, gen-
erally fitted with boilers, tubs. &c., for
washing clothes, Ac. ; a washing-house.
Washiba (wash'i-ba), n. A strong, hard,
durable, and elastic wood of Guiana, mudi
used by the Indians for making bows.
Washiness (wosh'i-nes), n. The state or
quality of being washy, watery, weak, or
worthless; want of strength.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, So. abtme; J*, Sc fejf*
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Washing (wosh'ing), n. 1. The act of cleans-
ini.' with water; ablution. Heb. ix. 10.— 2. The
clochee washed, especially those washed at
one time: a wash.
Wastiing-liom (wosh'ing-horn), ». The
sounding of a horn for washing before din-
ner, a custom formerly observed in the Tem-
ple. Whartoyi.

Washing-house (wosh'ing-hous), n. A

Washing-machine (wosh'ing-ma-shen), n.

A maclune fur cleansing linen, cloth, and
various fabrics. A great number of machines
of this kind have been contrived, the most
general feature of them l>cing that the
clothes are agitated by artificial means in a
vessel containing water, soap. <tc. As the
water may be as hot as possible less friction
is required than might be supposed to re-
move the dirt.

Washing-Stuff (wosh'ing-stufJ, n. In gold-
minitifj, any stulf or matrix containing suffi-

cient gold to pay for washing it.

Wash-leather (wosh'leTH-6r), n. Leather
prepared, sonietimesfrom chamois' skin, but
more usually from split sheepskins, with oil

in imitation of chamois, and used for do-
mestic purposes, as cleaning glass or plate.
polishing brasses, and the like; also, alumed
or buff leather for regimental belts.

The greengrocer put on a pair of -wash-Unther
gloves to hand the plates with. Dickens.

Wash-off (wosh'of), a. In calico-printing,
a t^-rm applied to certain colours or dyes
wliicii will not stand wa-shing; fugitive.

Wash-pot (wosh'pot), n. A vessel in which
aii>tliiiiu' is washed. Pa. Ix. 8.

Wash-Stand (wosh'stand), ji. A piece of
furniture for holding the ewer or pitcher,
basin, Ac. for washing the person.
Wash-tub (woah'tub), n. A tub in which
clothes are washed.
Washyiwosh'i), a. [From watih.] 1. Watery;
damp; moist; soft. * The waaky ooze.' Mil-
ton. —2. Too much diluted ; weak; watery;
thin; as, washj tea. Hence—3. Wanting in
solidity, substantialness, strength, stamina,
or the like; feeble; worthless.

Aias ! our women are but -washy toys. Drydfn.

Wa8p(wo8p).n. [A. Sax. ir^evp, by metathesis
for weeps; D. loettp, O.H.G. tca/sa. Mod. G.
vfespe; cog. L. vesj^a (for vepsa), a wasp. Lith.
vxtpm, a gad-fly.j 1. The common name ap-
plieil to insects of various genera belonging
chietly to the family Vespidte, order Hymen-
optera. Those best known belong to the
genus V'espa. They are characterized by
their geniculate antenuEe, composed, in the
males, of thirteen joints, the mandibles
strong and deutated. and the clypeus large
The females and neuters are anned with an
extremely powerful and venomous sting.
Wa.%ps live in societies, composed of females,
malc-i, and neuters. Their nests are of

Nest of the Pasteboard Wasp {Polistes ehartaria).

varied sizes, according to the number of the
society by which they are inhabited. They
are either constructed underground in holes
in banks, or are attached to the branches of
trees, or the wood-work of outhouses. The
cells are of a hexagonal form, arranged in
tiers with the mouth downwards, or open-
ing sideways, in which the larvae and pupffi
are contained. W.-wpa are very voracious,
preying upon other insects, sugar, meat,
fruit, honey, A-c. Several species are indi-
genoua in Britain. The homet( Vetspa crabro)

i the lai^est ; it inhal)its the southern
counties. It builds its nests in trees, and
passes the winter in deep holes, which it ex-
cavates iu decayed trees. The most com-

mon species is the Vespa vulgaris, which is

a ground wasp, as is also the Vespa rv/a.
V. britannica, or anglica, is a tree species,
and V. borealis lives in fir woods in York-
shire and in the north of Scotland. There
are a nimiber of European species also be-
longing to the genera Polistes, Eumenes,
and Odynerus. A South American species
of Polistes (/*. ehartaria) constructs strong
nests, such as that shown in the woodcut.—
2. Fig. a person characterized by ill-nature,

petulance, peevishness, irritability, or petty
malignity.

Come, come, you luasp; you are too angry. Shak.

Wasp-fly (wosp'tli), n. A species of fly re-
8eml)liug a wasp, but having no sting and
but two wings.

Waspish (wosp'ish). a. l. Resembling a
wasp in form; having a slender waist like a
wasp.— 2. Quick to resent any trifle, injury,
or affront; snappish; petulant; irritable;
irascible.

Much do I suffer, much, to keep in peace.
This jealous, tvaspish, wrong-head, rhyming race.

Popt.

Waspish-headedt (wosp'i8h-hed-ed),a. Irri-

table; passionate. Shak.
Wasplshly (wosp'ish-li), adv. In a snappish
manner; petulantly; peevishly; irritably.

Waspishness (wosp'ish-nes), n. The state
or quality of being waspish; petulance; iras-

cibility; snappishness.
Wassail, WasseKwos'sel). n. [A. Sax. wes
heel. wij-H hrel, be health, that is. health be
to you, an old pledge or salutation in drink-
ing—wex, imper. of wesan, to be (see Was),
and heel, health (see Hale, Whole).] 1. A
festive occasion or meeting where drinking
and pledging of healths are indulged iu;
festivities ; a drinking bout ; a carouse.

The king doth wake to-night and takes his rouse.
Keep u-assaii. Shak.

2. The liquor used on such occasions, espe-
cially about Christmas or the New-year. It

consists of ale (sometimes wine) sweetened
with sugar, and flavoured with nutmeg, cin-

namon, cloves, roasted apples, «Sm;. Called
also Lamb's Wool.

But let no footstep beat the floor.

Nor bowl of wassail inantle warm. Tcnttyson.

3.t A merry drinking song.

Have you done your Tvassai/t Tis a handsome
drowsy ditty, I assure you. Beau. Gr Ft.

Wassail (wos'sel), v.i. To hold a merry
drinking meeting; to attend at wassails; to
tope. ' Spending all the day, and a good
part of the night, in dancing, carolling, and
tcQ^sailing.* Sir P. Sidney.
WassaU (wos'sel), a. Of, pertaining to, or
connected with wassail or festivities; con-
vivial; as, a wassail candle, that is, a large
candle used at wassails or feasts. Shak.
Wassall-hout (wos'sel-bout), n. A jovial
drinking-bout.

Many a -waisaii-bout wore the long winter out.
LoHgfelliyw.

Wassail-howl (wos'sel-bol), n. A large
bowl in which wassail was mixed and placed
on the table before a festive company. It

was an old custom to go about with such
a bowl, containing the liquor called wassail,

at the time of the New-year, »fec., singing
a festival song, and drinking the health
of the inhabitants, and collecting money
to replenish the bowl. In some parts of
England the wassail-bowl still appears at
Christmas.
When the cloth was removed the butler brought in

a huge silver vessel. ... Its appearance was nailed
with acclanialion. being the tuassail-b&wl so re-
nowned in Christinas festivity. IV. Irving.

Wassail-cup (wos'sel-kupX n. A cup from
which wassail was drunk.
Wassailer (wos'sel-6r). n. One who drinks
wassail or takes part at a wassail or drink-
ing feast; hence, generally, a feaster; a re-
veller. ' The rudeness and swilled insolence
of such late wajtsailera.' Milton.
Wassermant (was'sfir-man). n. [Lit. water-
man—G. wasser, water, and man.] A sea-
monster in the shape of a man.
The griesly Ifassertnan, that makes his game.
The nying ships with swiftncs to pursew. Spettser.

Wast (wost), past tense of the verb to be. In
the second person; as, thou wast. See Was.
Wastage (wast'aj), n. Loss by use, decay,
leakage, and the like.

Waste (wast), v.t. pret. & pp. wasted; ppr.
wasting. [O. Fr. waster, to waste, lay waste
(later gaster, Mod. Fr. gdter, to spoil), from
O.H.G. wasten, from L. vastare, to lay waste,
vastus, vast, waste. See Va.st] 1, To bring
I' • niin; to devastate ; to desolate ; to destroy.
* Wasted our country, slain our citizens.'

Shak. 'With hell-flre to waste his whole
creation.' Milton.— 2. To diminish by con-
tinued loss; to wear away gradually; to use
up ; to consume ; to spend. ' Waste huge
stones with little water drops.' Shak.

Would he were wasted, marrow, bones, and all.

Shak.
My heart is wasted with my woe. Tennyson.

3. To expend without valuable return ; to
spend uselessly, vainly, or foolishly; to em-
ploy or use lavishly, prodigally, unneces-
saiily, or carelessly; to squander.
I wasted time, and novir time doth waste me. Shak.
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.

Gray.
I that have -wasted here health, wealth, and time.
And talents, I—you know it—I will not boast

:

Dismiss me, Tennyson.

4. In law, -to damage, injure, or impair, a*
an estate, voluntarily, or by allowing the
buildings, fences, or the like, to go to decay.
Waste (wast), v.i. To grow less or diminish
in bulk, substance, strength, value, or the
like; to decrease gradually; to be consumed;
to dwindle.

Miin dieth, and wasteth away. Job xiv. lo.

Shall I, wasting in despair.
Die because a woman's fair? IVither.

Waste (wast), a. [O.Fr. wa&t, waste, from
the Latin through the German. See Waste,
v.t.] 1. Devastated; ravaged; spoiled; ruined;
desolated.

The Lord maketh the earth empty, and maketh it

waste, and turneth it upside down. Is. xxiv. i.

2. Resembling a desert or wilderness; deso-
late; wild; dreary; bare and dismaL 'The
dismal situation, waste aud wild.' Milton.
He found him in a desert land, and in the waste

howling wilderness. Deut. xxxii. lo.

His heart became appalled as he gazed forward into
the waste darkness of futurity. Sir Py. Scott.

3. Not tilled or cultivated; producing no
crops or wood; as, uKtste land.—4. Spoiled,
injured, or rendered unfit for its original or
intended use in the process of manufacture,
handling, employment, or the like; rejected
from the material reserved for a desired
purpose;oflittleornovalue;refuse. ' Waste
wooil.' Johnson.

It may be published as well as printed, that so
much skill in Hebrew derivations may not lie for
waste paper in the shop. Dryden.

5. Lost for want of occupiers or usage; su-
perfluous; exuberant. * Strangled with her
waste fertility.' Milton.—To lay tvaste, to
render desolate; to devastate; to ruin.

The gathered storms of wretched love . . .

Laid all the civil bonds of manhood waste.
And scattered ruin as the torrent passed. Priar.

Waste (wast), n. 1. The act of wasting; the
process of Ijeing wasted; the act of spoiling,
lavishing, expending uselessly, or the like;
gradual decrease in bulk, quantity, strength,
value, &c., from the effects of time or use;
loss without adequate gain or compensation.
' Waste of idle hours. ' Shak. ' Waste of
wealth, and loss of blood.' Milton. 'His
lavish waste of words.' Tennyson.
I from the root the guilty race will tear.
And give the nations to the waste of war. Pop*.

2. That which is or has been made desolate;
a devastated or desert region; a wilderness;
a desert; hence, unoccupied place or space;
a dreary void. ' The dead waste and middle
of the night' Shak. 'The world's great
waste, the ocean.' Waller.

AH the leafy nation sinks at last,

And Vulcan rides in triumph o'er the waste.
Dryden.

3. Untitled or uncultivated ground; a tract
of land not in a state of cultivation, and
producing little or no herbage or wood.
' One small gate that opened on the waste.'
Tennyson.—\. In law, spoil, destruction, or
injury done to houses, woods, fences, lands,
tfec. by a tenant for life or for years, to the
prejudice of the heir, or of him in reversion
or remainder. Waste is voluntary, as by
felling timber trees, pulling down houses,
<tc.; OT permissive , as the suffering of dam-
age to accrue for want of doing the neces-
sary acts to keep buildings and lauds in
order. Whatever does a lasting damage to
the freehold is a waste.—To run to waste,
to become useless, exhausted, or spoiled
from want of proper management, atten-
tion, care, skill, or the like; to become lost
for any useful purpose.

Alas ! our young affections run to waste,
Or water but the desert, Byron.

Waste-lMlsket (wast'baa-ket), n. A small
light basket used in ofl[ice8, &c., to hold
waste or worthless papers. Lord Lytton.

ch, cAain; th, Sc. loch; g. 90; Ujohi ft. Fr. ton; ng, sinj?; TU, tAen; th. CAin; w, u>ig; wh, toAig; zh, antre.—See KBT.
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Waste-board (wast'bord), n. See Wash-
BOAKD, 2.

Waste-book (wast'buk), n. A book con-

taining a regular account of a merchant's
transactions, set down in the order of time

in which they take place, previous to their

being carried, in book-keeping by double

entry, to the journal, in the single entry

system to the ledger. Called also Bay-book.

See Book-keeping.
Wasteful (wast'fHl). a. 1. Full of or caus-

ing waste; destnictive to property or to

that which is of value ; ruinous ; as, waste-

ful practices; wasteful carelessness or ne-

gligence.
With taper-light

To seek the beauteous eye of heaven to garnish.

Is -wasUfHl and ridiculous excess. Shak.

2. Expending that which is valuable or use-

ful without necessity or use; lavish; pro-

digal.
Our negligence about their conduct will tempt

them, either to be dishonest, or idle, or wasteful in

our service. Seeker.

S.t Lying waste; desolate; unoccupied; un-

tilled; uncultivated. 'In wilderness and
wasteful deserts stray'd.' Spenser.

Wastefully (wast'ful-li), adv. In a waste-

ful manner; with prodigality; lavishly; pro-

digally.

Her lavish hand is -wasteftiUy profuse. Dryden.

Wastefulness (wast'fiil-nes), n. The state

or quality of being wasteful; lavishness;

prodigality. 'Riot and lOastefuliuss . . .

hurtful to a commonweal.' Holland.

Waste-gate (wast'giit), n. A gate to let the

water of a pond pass off when it is not
wanted.
Waste-good t (wast'gud), n. A prodigal; a
spendthrift. Greene.

Wastel.t Wastel-breadt (wos'tel, wos'tel-

bred), n. [O.Fr. wastel, gastel. Mod. Fr.

gdteau, a cake, from M.H.G. wastel, a kind
of bread. Littr^ conjectures that the origin

may be O.H.G. wastjan, to waste, from its

expensive character, and compares the term
pain perdu (lost bread) for a kind of cake
used in French Flanders. ) A kind of fine

white bread, inferior only to the finest

(called simnel bread), and formerly in com-
mon use among the more wealthy and lux-

urious of the middle classes Chaucer.

Wastel-cake t (wos'tel-kak), n. A cake of

wastel. Sir W. Scott.

Wasteless (wast'les), a. Not capable of

being wasted, consumed, or exhausted; in-

exhaustible. 'Those powers above . . .

that from their wasteless treasures heap re-

wards.' May.
Wasteness (wast'nes), n. The state of being
waste ; a desolate state ; solitude; desola-

tion.
That day is a day of wrath, a day of trouble and

distress, a day of -wasieness. Zeph. i. 15.

Waste-paper (wast'pa-pSr), n. Spoiled or

used paper. See under PAPER.
Waste-pipe (wast'pip), n. A pipe for con-

veying away waste water, &c. ; an overflow

pipe. See Waste-steam-pipe.
Waster (wast'Sr), n. 1. One who or that

which wastes, squanders, or consumes ex-

travagantly or without use; a prodigal.

He also that is slothful in his work, is brother to

him that is a great waster. Prov. xviii 9.

Sconces are great wasters of candles. Swift.

2. An excrescence in the snuff of a candle
which causes it to waste, otherwise called a
Thief—Z.\ A kind of cudgel; a blunt sword
used as a foil.

Being unable to wield the arms of reason, they be-
take theiTl unto wasters. Sir T. Brmune.

4. A kind of barbed spear or trident for

striking fish. Called also a Letsfer. [Scotch.]

This chase, in which the fish is pursued and struck

with barbed spears, or a sort of long-shafted trident

called a waster, is much practised at the mouth of

the Esk, and in the other salmon rivers of Scotland.
Sir W. Scat.

Waster (wast'4r),v.(. To waste; to squander.
Gait. [Scotch.]

Waste-steam-pipe (wast'stem-pip), n. In
steam-engines, a pipe for conveying away
the steam that escapes through the safety-

valve.

Waste-thrift (wast'thrift), n. A spendthrift.

Beau. 6: Fl.

Waste-weir (wast'wer), n. A cut made
through the side of a canal, reservoir, &c.,

for carrying off surplus water.

Wasting (wast'ing), p. and a. 1. Desolating;

laying waste.

IVastiti^ and relentless war has made ravages,

with but few and short intermissions, from the days
of the tyrant Nimrod down to the Nimrod of our

own age. 7- Lyman.

2. Diminishing or gradually sapping the

bodily strength; as, a wasting disease.

Wastor.t Wastour.t n. A waster; a spoiler;

a thief. Chaucer.
Wastorelt (wast'c'r-el), n. Same as Wastrel.

Wastrel (wast'rel), n. 1. Anything cast away
as bad; waste substances; refuse.—2. Any-
thing allowed to run to waste or neglected;

specifically, (a) waste land; a common.
Careiv. (b) A neglected child; a street Arab.

3. A profligate. [Provincial.]

Wastrie, Wasterle (wiist'ri), n. Prodigality;

wastefulness. [Old and Scotch. ]

Wat (wot), n. [Probably on type of Tmn. tor

a oat, Ned, for an ass, &c.] An old famiUar
name for a hare.

Thus, once concluded, out the teazers run
All in full cry and speed till wat's undone.

X. Fletcher.

Wat (wat), n. A Siamese term for a sacred

place, within which are pagodas, monas-
teries, idols, tanks, Ac.

Wat (wiit), a. [Scotch.] 1. "Wet.—1 Ad-
dicted to drinking; drouthy.

Wat (wiit), v.t. [A form of wot, iirit.] To
know; to trow. [Scotch.]

Watch (woch), n. [A. Sax. wcecce, a watch,

a watching, from the stem of wacian, to

watch, wacan, to wake, with the common
softening of the k sound. See WAKE. ] 1. 1 The
state of being awake; forbearance of sleep;

wakefulness. ' To lie in watch there and to

think on him.' Shak.

And he. repulsed—a short tale to make-
Fell into a sadness, then into a fast.

Thence to a watch, thence into a weakness. Shak.

2. The act of watching; a keeping awake for

the purpose of attending, guarding, pre-

serving, or the like ; attendance without
sleep; preservative or preventive vigilance;

vigil.

All the night long their careful watch they keep.
j^Miscn.

3. Close, constant observation; vigilant at-

tention; careful, continued notice or re-

gard; supervision; vigilance.

When I had lost one shaft

I shot his fellow, of the self-same flight.

The self-jiarae way, with more advised watch.

To find the other forth. Shak.

4. A person or number of persons whose
duty it is to watch over the persons, pro-

perty, or interests of others; a watchman or

body of watchmen; a sentinel; a sentry;

guard.
Such, they say, as stand in narrow lanes.

And beat our watch, and rob our passengers. Shak.
The towers of heaven are filled

With armed watch, that render all access
Impregnable. Milton.

6. The period of time during which one per-

son or body of persons watch or stand sen-

tinel, or the time from one relief of sen-

tinels to another; hence, a division of the

night, when the precautionary setting of a

watch is most generally necessary. The
Jews, like the Greeks and Romans, divided

the night into military watches instead of

hours, each watch representing the period

for which each separate body of sentinels

remained on duty. The proper Jewish reck-

oning recognized only three such watches:

the flrst (lasting from sunset till about 10

P.M.), the second or 'middle watch' (10 P.M.

to 2 A.M.), ilnd the third, or 'morning
watch' (from 2 a.m. till sunrise). After the

establishment of the Roman power they

were increased to four, which were named
according to their numerical order, as flrst,

second, &c., or by the tei-ms even, midnight,

cock-crowing, and momtt^g, these terminat-

ing respectively at 9 P.M., midnight, 3 A.M.,

and 6 A.M. See Ex. xiv. 24; Judg. \u. 19;

Lam. ii. 19; and Mat. xiv. 25; Mark xui. 36.

6. Naut. (a) the period of time occupied by

each part of a ship's crew alternately while

on duty. The period of time called a watch is

four hours, the reckoning beginning at noon

or midnight. Between 4 and 8 P.M., the

time is divided into two short or dog-

watches in order to prevent the constant re-

currence of the same portion of the crew

keeping the watch during the same hours.

Thus, the period from 12 to 4 P.M. is called

the afternoon watch, from 4 to 6 the flrst

dog-watch, from 6 to 8 the second dog-watch,

from 8 to 12 the yirsi night watch, from 12 to

4 A.M. the middle watch, from 4 to 8 the

morning watch, and from 8 to 12 noon the

forenoon watch. When this alternation of

watches is kept up during the 24 hours,

it is termed having \catch and watch, in dis-

tinction from keeping all hands at work
during one or more watches. Anchorwatch,

a small watch composed of one or two men
appointed to look after the ship while at

anchor or in port. (6) A certain part of the
officers and crew of a vessel who together
attend to working her for an allotted time.

The crew of every vessel while at sea is gen-
erally divided into two portions ; the star-

board u'atch, which in the merchant service

is the captain's watch, and is often com-
manded by the second mate ; and the port-

watch, which in the merchant service is com-
manded by the chief mate. In the royal
navy these watches are commanded by the
lieutenants successively.— 7. Anything by
which the progress of time is perceived and
measured; as,(a)t a candle marked out into

sections, each of which was a certain time
in burning.

Fetch me a bowl of wine. Give me a watch. Shak.

(b) A small time-piece, now universally cir-

cular in shape, to be carried in the pocket
or about the person. The essential parts of

a watch are the dial on which the hours,

minutes, and seconds are marked, the hands
which move round the dial pointing to these

divisions, the train of wheels which cairy

round the hands, &c., the balance which
regulates the motion of the wheels, and the
coiled spring (the mainspring), whose elas-

tic force produces the motion of the whole
machinery, the movement being inclosed in

a protecting case usually of gold or silver. --

A repeating watch or repeater has in addi-

tion a small bell, gong, or other sounding
object on which the hours, half-hours, quar-

ters, &c., are struck on the compression of

a spring. A chronometer watch or pocket
chronometer is one of the finest kinds ot

watches fitted with a compensation balance
and other devices which prevent the varia-

tions of temperature from affecting the regu-

lar movement of the watch. (See Chrox-
OMETER. ) Watches were invented at Niirem-

berg about the beginning of the sixteenth

century, and for a long time the wearing of

a watch was considered in some degree a

mark or proof of gentility. Thus Malvolio

remarks in anticipation of his great fortune.

I frown the while; and perchance wind up my
watch, or play with my—some rich jewel. Shak.

8. In pottery, a trial piece of clay so placed

in a kiln that it can be readily withdrawn
to enable the workmen to- judge by its ap-

pearance of the heat of the Are, and the

condition of the ware remaining in the

saggers.— The Black Watch, a name origi-

nally given to certain armed companies,
wearing a dark tartan, raised in .Scotland

about 1668 to keep the Highlanders in order.

In 1739 they were formed into a regular

regiment, the 42nd, long famous as the

Black Watch. Latterly this and the 73rd

regiment have been combined to form the

first and second battalions of the Black
Watch, otherwise the Royal Highlanders.
— Watch and ward, the ancient custom of

watching by night and by day in towns and
cities. English writers up to the seven-

teenth century recognize a distinction be-

tween watch and ward, the former being

used to signify a watching and guarding

by night, and the latter a watching, guard-

ing, and protecting by day. Hence, when
the terms were used in combination, espe-

cially in the phrase to keep ivatch and ward,

they implied a continuous and uninter-

rupted watching and guarding, constant

vigilance and protection hy night and by

day.

Watch (woch), v.i. [O.E. wacche, from the

noun (which see).] 1. To he awake; to be

or continue without sleep; to keep vigil

I have two nights watch'd viith you. Shak.

2. To be attentive, circumspect, or vigilant;

to be closely observant; to notice carefully;

to give heed.
Ifatch and pray that ye enter not into temptation.

Mat. xxvi. 41.

3. To act as a watchman, guard, sentinel, or

the like.
The lieutenant to-night watches on the court of

guard. Shak.

4 To look forward with expectation; to be

expectant; to seek opportunity; to wait

My soul waiteth for the Lord more than they that

watch for the morning. Ps. cxxx. 6.

6. To act as attendant or nurse on the sick

by night; to remain awake to give attend-

ance, assistance, or the like: as, to watch

with a patient in a fever.— 6. To float on the

surface of the water: said by seamen of a

huoy.—To watch over, to be cautiously ob-

servant of; to inspect, superintend, and
guard from error and danger.

It-'atch m'cr thyself, counsel thyself, judge thyself

impartially. J'r. fayUn:

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, hsr; pine, pin; note, not, move; tabe, tub, b\iU; oU, pound; u. So. ab«ne; J, So. ley.
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Watch (woch), v.t 1. To look with close
attention at or on; to keep carefully and
constantly in view or supervision ; to keep
a sharp look-out on or for; to observe, no-
tice, or regard with vigilance and care ; to
keep an eye upon.
And they n'atched him and sent forth spies, . . .

that they might take hold of his words.
Luke XX. 2o,

Lie not a night from home ; match me like Argus.
Shak.

2. To have in keeping; to tend; to guard.
Flaming ministers watch and tend their charge.

Milton.
Paris watch'd the flocks in the groves of Ida.

Broonu.
3. To look for; to wait for.

We will stand and watch your pleasure. Shak.

4. In falconry, to keep awake; to keep from
sleep, as a hawk, for the purpose of exhaust-
ing and taming it.

My lord shall never rest;
I'll watch him tame, ana talk him out of patience.

Sltak.

—To ivatch out, to observe carefully the out-
going or departure of.

Noah held the door open, and watch^ii her out.
Dickens.

'Thank Godl" said Mr. T. as he watched\Ki,x out,

Mrs. Gaskell.

Watch-barrel (wochnjar-el), 7i. The brass
box in a watch, containing the mainspring.
Watch-bell (woch'bel), n. A large bell in
ships which is struck when the half-hour
gla.ss is run out, to make known the time or
division of the watch.
Watch-bill (woch'bil), n. A list of the offi-

cers and crew of a ship, who are appointed
to the watch, together with the several sta-
tions to wliich each man belongs.
Watch-box (woch'boks), n. A sentry-box.
Watch-case ( woch'kiis ), n. A case for a
watcli. In the following passage from the
second part of Henry 11' iii. 1 some com-
mentators define watch-case as the case or
box of a watch (watchman) or sentry; others
as the case or framework of a watch or clock
within which continual restless motion Is

kept up.
O thoLl dull god (sleep), why liest thou with the vile
In loathsome beds, aAd leavest the kingly couch
A watch-citse, or a common 'larum-betlt Shak.

Watch-dog (woch'dog), n. A dog kept to
watch premises and property, and give no-
tice of intruders by barking or the like.

'Tis sweet to hear the watch-dog's honest bark.
Bay decp-raouih'd welcome as we draw near home.

Byron.
Watcher (woch'^r), n. One who or that
which watches; one who sits up and con-
tinues awake; particularly, one who attends
upon the sick during the night.

Then felt I like some -watcher of the skies,
When a new planet swims into his ken. Keats.

A cbarr'd and wrinkled piece of womanhood
Sat watching Uke a watcher by the dead.

Tennyson.
Watchet (woch'et), a. (Chaucer has xoaget;
perhaps from an O. Fr. wager, from a L.L.
tcadiare, to dye with wood, from G. waid,
woad.] Pale or light blue. 'Watchet man-
tles.' Sjyeiiser. 'A robe of watchet hue.'
Spenser. [Now only poetical.]

The mariners all appeared in watchet or sky-blue
cloth. Mi/ton.

Watch-fire (woch'fir), n. a fire maintained
during the night as a signal, or for the use
of a watching party, guard, sentinels, &c.
Watchful (woch'fHl). a. Full of watch or
vigilance; careful to observe; observant;
cautious; wary; vigilant. It has of before
the thing to be regulated ; as, to be watchful
«/ one's behaviour; and against before the
thing to l)e avoideil ; as, to be watchful
against the growth of vicious habits. 'The
snares of icatchful tyranny.' Shak. 'Nod-
ding a while and watchful of his blow.'
Drydsn. ' Watchful against whatever might
conceal or niisrepresent.' Locke.
Watchfully (woch'ful-li), adv. In a watch-
ful manner; vigilantly; heedfully; with care-
ful observation of the approach of evil or
attention to duty.

He must watchfully look to his own steps, who is

to guide others. Barrtnu.

Watchfulness (woch'ful-nes), n. The state
or qiiiility uf being watchful; as. (a) wake-
fulness; sleeplessness.

Thus she all aight wore out in ivatchfulntss.
Spenser.

(6) Careful and diligent observation for the
purpose of preventing or escaping danger,
or of avoiding mistakes or misconduct; vigi-
lance; beedfulness; heed.
By a solicitous watcM'nlness about one's behaviour,

Instead of being menucd, it will be constrained.
Locke.

Watch-glass (woch'glas), n. l. An hour or
half-hour glass used on board ships to mea-
sure the time of a watch on deck.—2. A con-
cavo-convex glass for covering the face or
dial of a watch.
Watch-guard (woch'gard), n. A chain, cord,
ribbon, Ac, by which a watch is attached
to the person.

Watch-gun (woch'gun), n. The gun which
is fired on board ships of war at the setting
of the watch in the evening and relieving it

in the morning.
Watch-house (wochTious). n. l. A house
in which a watch or guard is placed.—2. A
house where the night watchmen assemble
previous to the hour at which they enter
upon their respective beats, and where dis-

turbers of the peace, seized by them during
the night, are lodged and kept in custody
till morning, when they are brought before
a magistrate; a lock-up.

Watch-key (woch'kS). n. A small key with
a s(iuare tube to fit the winding arbor of a
watch, and by which the watch is wound up
by re-coiling the mainspring.
Watch-light (woch'lit). n. A light used
while sitting up or watching during the
night; especially, in former times, a candle
with a rush wick.
Watchmaker (woch'mak-6r), n. One whose
occupatinii is to make and repair watches.
Watchmaking (woch'mak-ing), n. The art
or operation of making watches ; the busi-
ness or occupation of a watchmaker.
Watchman (woch'man), 7*. A person set to
keep watch; as. (a) a sentinel; a guard.
Our watchmen from the towers, with longing eyes.
Expect his swift arrival. Dryden.

(&) One who guards the streets of a city or
town, or a large building by night. 'The
melancholy tone ofau'atc^man at midnight'
Swift.

Watch-night (woch'nit), n. Among Meth-
odists and kindred bodies, the last night of
the year, on which occasion religious ser-
vices are held till the advent of the New-
year.

Watch-paper ( woch'pa-p6r ), n. An old-
fashiuncd fancy ornament, or thin tissue
lining, for the inside of a watch-case.
Watch-pocket ( woch'pok-et ), n. A small
pocket in a dress for carrying a watch; also,

a similar pocket in the head-curtain of a
bed, or the like.

Watch-rate ( woch'rat ), n. A rate author-
ized to be levied in England for watching
and lighting a parish or borough.
Watch-spring (woch'spring), n. The main-
spring ot a watch.
Watch-tower (woch'tou-6r). n. A tower on
which a sentinel is placed to watch for
enemies, the approach of danger, or the
like.

Watchword (woch'wSrd), n. 1. The word
given to sentinels, and to such as have occa-
sion to visit the guards, used as a signal by
which a friend is known from an enemy, or
a person who has a right to pass the watch,
from one who has not; a countersign; a pass-
word. Hence— 2. Any preconcerted indica-
tion or a direction eagerly watched for, as a
signal for action.

All have their ears upright, waiting when the watch'
word should come, that they should all arise into re-
bellion. Spenser.

3. A word used as a motto, as expressive of
a principle or rule of action. 'Nor deal in
watchwords overmuch.* Tennyson.
'Now' is the constant syllable ticking from the

clock of time. ' Now ' is the watchword of the wise.
'Now' is on the banner of the prudent. Dr. Parr.

WatCh-WOrk(woch'w6rk),n. The machinery
of a watch.

Water (w^'t^r), n. [O.E. wat^re, weter,
weater, A. Sax. wceter; O. Sax. watar, D.
and L.G. water, G. wasser. The Scandina-
vian forms are somewhat different : Dan.
vand (for vadn), Icel. vatn, Sw. vatten;
similarly Goth, vato (^pl. vatna). From a
root vad, ud, seen also m L. udus, wet, unda,
a wave; Gr. hydor, Skr. udan, water. Akin
w«f. Otter is also from this root. lit. the
water animal.] 1. A fluid, the most abun-
dant and most necessary for living beings of
any in nature, except air. Water, when
pure, is transparent, inodorous, tasteless: a
powerful refractor of light, an imperfect
conductfjr of heat and electricity; it is very
slightly compressible, its absolute diminu-
tion for a pressure of one atmosphere being
only about 51 3 millionths of its bulk.
Although water is colourless in small quan-
tities, it is blue like the atmosphere when
viewed in mass. It assumes the solid form,

that of ice or snow, at 32° F. , and all lower
temperatures; and it takes the form of va-
pour or steam at 212° F. under a pressure of
29*9 ins. of mercury, and retains that form
at all higher temperatures. Under ordinary
conditions water possesses the liquid form
only at temperatures lying between 32° and
212°. It is, however, possible to cool water
very considerably below 32° F. and yet main-
tain it in the liquid form; the vessel con-
taining the water must be perfectly clean,
and the water must be maintained in a state
of perfect rest. Water may also be heated,
under pressure, many degrees above 212° F.
without passing into the state of steam. The
specific gravity of water is 1 at 39° 2 F. , being
the unit to which the specific gravities of all

solids and liquids are referred, as a con-
venient standard, on account of the facility
with which.it is obtained in a pure state;
one cubic inch of water at 62° F., and 299
inches, barometrical pressure, weighs 252"468
grains. Distilled water is 815 times heavier
tlian atmospheric air. Water is at its

greatest density at 39''-2 F. (= 4° C), and in
this respect it presents a singular exception
to the general law of expansion by heat. If
water at 39° 2 F. be cooled, it expands as
it cools till reduced to 32°. when it soli-

difies; and if water at sg''^ F. be heated,
it expands as the temperature increases
in accordance with the general law. In
a chemical point of view water exhibits
in itself neither acid nor basic properties

;

but it combines with both acids and bases
forming hydrates; it also combines with
neutral salts. Water also enters, as a liquid,
into a peculiar kind of combination with
the greater number of all known substances.
Of all liquids water is the most powerful
and general solvent, and on this important
property its use depends. Without water
not only the operations of the chemist but
the processes of animal and vegetable life

would come to a stand. In consequence of
the great solvent power of water it is never
found pure in nature. Even in rain-water,
which is the purest, there are always traces
of carbonic acid, ammonia, and sea-salt.

WTiere the rain-water has filtered through
rocks and soils, and reappears as spring or
river water, it is always more or less chained
with salts derived from the earth, such as
sea-salt, gypsum, and chalk. When the pro-
portion of these is small tlie water is called
soft, when larger it is called hard water.
The former dissolves soap better, and is

therefore prefeired for wjishing; the latter
is often pleasanter to drink. The only way
to obtain perfectly pure water is to distil

it. Distilled water is preserved in clean
well stopped bottles, and used in chemical
operations. W^ater is reposited in the earth
in inexhaustible quantities, wheae it is pre-
served fresh and cool, and from which it

issues in springs, which form streams and
rivers. But the great reservoirs of water on
the globe are the ocean, seas, and lakes,
which cover more than three-fifths of its

surface, and from which it is raised by
evaporation, and, uniting with the air in the
state of vapour, is wafted over the earth
ready to l)e precipitated in the form of rain,

snow, or hail. Water is a compound sub-
stance, consisting of hydrogen and oxygen.
in the proportion of 2 volumes of the for-

mer gas to 1 volume of the latter; or by
weight it is composed of 2 parts of hydrogen
united with 16 parts of oxygen. Its formula
is HjO.-2. Water collected in a body; the
ocean; a sea; a lake ; a river; any collection
of water. 'Such as travel by land or by
water.' Common Prayer.

She walks the waters like a thing of life,

Anri seems to dare the elements to strife, Byron.

On one side lay the Ocean, and on one
Lay a great water, and the moon was full.

Teftnj/sou.

8. Water from the heavens; rain.

By sudden floods and fall of waters,
Buckingham's army is dispersed and scatter'd.

Shak.
4. t'sed of other fluids, liquid secretions,
humours, &e. ; as, (a) tears. * Command these
fretting waters from ytiur eyes.' Shak. (b)

Urine; the animal liquor secreted by the kid-
neys and discharged from the l)ladder. Shak.
5. The colour or lustre of a diamond or
pearl, sometimes perhaps of other precious
stones; as. a diamond of the first water, that
is. perfectly pure and transparent. Hence
the figurative phrase, a man or a genius of
the /irst water, that is, of the first excellence.
* Diamonds of a most praised water.' Shak.
— Water bewitched, a term applied to any

eh, cAain; £h, Sc. locA; g, po; },iob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, siwff; th. (Aen; th, <Ain; w, wig; wh, wAIg; zh, azure.—See KKT,
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very weak liquid or greatly diluted drink.

'No more than water bewitched. Swift.

Another book . . . isof much more stupid charac-
ter: nearly meaningless indeed, mere -water bewit-

ched. Carlyle.

— Water of crystallization, the water which
unites chemically with many saltsduring the

act of crystallizing. It fonns an essential

part of the crystal, but not of the salt, and
is easily expelled by heat, when the crystals

generally fall topowder.— Tohold water,io be
able to retain water without leaking; hence,
tight; sound; and yi^. correct; valid; well-

grouniied and developed: said of arguments,
theories, and the like. ' Inequalities of pro-

ceeding will never hold water.' Sir R.

L'Estrange.— Mineral waters. See under
Mineral.—S'frongr waters, brandy, liquors,

&c. [This term, once much in use, is now
almost obsolete.]

Water (wji'tfer), v.t. \. To irrigate; to over-

flow with water, or to wet with water; as,

to water land; showers water the earth.

Alas! our young affections run to waste
Or ivater but the desert. Byron.

2. To supply with water or streams of water;
as, a country well watered with rivers and
rivulets. —3. To supply with water for drink;
as, to water cattle and horses.

Would the fountain of your mind were clear ag'ain,

that I might -water an ass at it. Shak.

4. To subject to a calendering process, as
Bilk, &c., in order to make it exhibit a
variety of undulated reflections and plays of

light; to diversify as if with waves. ' Velvet
and watered silk.' Locke.—b. To increase
by the unwarrantable issue of new shares;

as, to water the capital stock of a company
by throwing new shares on the market for

the purpose of deceiving the unwary as to

the actual state of the company. [Commer-
cial slang.]

Water (w^'tSr), v.i. 1. To shed water or
liquid matter; as, his eyes began to water.—
2. To get or take in water; as. the ship put
into port to water.— ^. To make water; to
void urine. Prior.—^. To drink; to swallow
liquor.
They call drinking deep, dyeing scarlet; and when

you breathe in yoxxx loaieriug^, they cry ' hem 1
' Shak.

5. To gather saliva as a symptom of appetite;
to have a longing desire. 'There was a
Spaniard's mouth so watered.' Shak.
Waterage ( wji't6r-aj ), n. Money paid for
traiispurtation by water.
Water-aloe ( wa't6r-al-o ), n. See Water-
SOLDIKK.
Water-apple (W3,'t6r-ap-l), n. A tree and
its fruit ot the genus Anona (A. reticulata).

See CU.STARD-APPLE.
Water-avens(wii't6r-av-enz),n. See Avens.
Water-back (wa't6r-bak), n. An iron cham-
ber or reservoir at the back of a cooking-
range or«tove, to utilize the heat of the fire

in keeping a supply of hot water.

Water-bailiff (wa't6r-ba-lif), n. l. A cus-
tom-bouse otficer in a port town for search-
ing ships.—2. A former officer of the London
corporation who saw to the observance of
the statutes and bye-lawa applicable to the
river Thames. — 3. One who watches a sal-

mon river to prevent poaching.
Water-barometer (w(i't6r-barom-et-6r), n.

A barometer in which water is substituted
for mercury. See under BAROMETER.
Water-barrel(wa't6r-bar-el), n. l. A water-
cask. —2. In mining, a large wrought-iron
barrel with a self-acting valve in the bot-
tom, used in drawing water where there are
no pumps. E. H. Knight.

Water-bath (wa't6r-bath), n. l . A bath com-
posed of water, in contradistinction from a
vapour-bath.—2. In chem. a large deep bath
of water at a certain temperature, in which
vessels may stand for the purpose of heat
orevaporation.—3.Abain-marie(whichsee).
Water -battery (wft't6r-bat-t6r-i), ;i. In
elect, a voltaic battery in which water is the
liquid used to excite electric action.

Water-bean (wft't6r-ben), n. a plant, Ne-
lumbium speciosum. See Kelumbium.
Water-bear (wa't6r-bar), ?i. The popular
name for the members of the family Macro-
biotidie. or bear-animalcules. See MACRO-
BIOTID^.
Water-bearer (wa.'t6r-bar-6r), n. In astron.
a sign of tlie zodiac. See Aquarius.
Water-bearingf (wfl't6r-ba.r-ing),n. In mach.
a device in which water or steam pressure
is employed to counterbalance the down-
ward pressure upon a rotating shaft, thereby
obviating friction. E. II. Knight.
Water-bed (wa't6r-bed), n. A bed composed
of water covered by a caoutchouc mattress,

on which a patient rests. By this bed all

sensible pressure on any part of the body is

removed, so that bed-sores are averted and
great relief from suffering effected. Called
also Hydrostatic Bed.
Water-beetle (wji'tsr-be-tl), n. See Dytis-
ciD.*:.

Water-bellowB (wn-'t^r-bel-ldz), n. A ma-
chine for blowing air into a furnace. It

consists of two or more inverted vessels

suspended from the ends of a working-beam,
and alternately rising and falling in cisterns
which are nearly full of water, there being
an induction-pipe and an eduction-pipe for
each vessel, having their ends rising inside
the vessel above the surface of the water,
the induction-pipe having a valve at top,

the eduction -pipe one at bottom, so that
the air cannot pass in the wrong direction.

Water-betony (wji'ter-bet-o-ni), n. A plant,
Scrophularia aquatica. See Betonv.
Water-bird (wa't6r-b6rd), n. A bird that
frequents the water.

Water-blinks (w,Vter-blingks), n. A British
])lant. Montia foiitana. See MoNTlA.
Water-boatman (w,Vt6r-bot-man). n. The
boat-riy, a lieniipterous insect of the genus
Notonecta {N. glauca). See BOAT-FLY.
Water-borne (wa't6r-b6rn), n. Borne by
the water; floated; having water sufficient

to float; as, ships water-borne by the flowing
tide. Smollett.

Water-bottle (wft't6r-bot-l), n. A glass
toilet bottle; a bottle for holding water at
table.

Water-brasb (w^'t6r-brash). n. A form of
indigestion, otherwise called Pyroiiw (which
see). Called also Water-gitalm..

Water-break (wa'ter-brak), n. A wavelet
or ripple. [Kare]

Many a silvery Tuater-break
Above the jjolden gravel. Tennyson.

Water-bridge (w^'t^r-brij), n. in steam-
boilers, a hollow partition at the back of a
furnace communicating with the other
water spaces, and forming part of the heat-
ing surface. Called also Water-table.

Water-budget, Water-bouget (wa't6r-bu-
jet. wi^'ter-bo-jet), n. A heraldic device
intended to represent a vessel, or rather
two vessels connected by a yoke, anciently

1 3
Water-budget.

1, Modern form. 2 and 3, Ancient forms.

used by soldiers for carrying water in long
marches and desert places; and also by
water-carriers, to convey water from con-
duits to the houses of the citizens. It is a
bearing frequent in English coat-armour.
See BouGET.
Water -bug (w^'t^r-bug), n. The popular
name for insects of the tribe Hydrocorisai.

Water-butt (wa'ter-but), n. A butt for
water; a large cask, set up on end in an
outhouse or close to a dwelling, serving as
a reservoir for rain or pipe water.
Water-caltrops (wa't6r-kal-trops), n. 1. An
aquatic plant of the genus Potamogeton,
nat. order Naiadacea;, or ponil- weeds.

—

2. An aquatic plant of the genus Trapa. See
under Caltrop.

Water-carriage(wfi't6r-kar-rij), n. l. Trans-
portation or conveyance by water, or the
meansof transporting by water.—2.t Means
of conveyance by water; a vessel or boat.

The most brittle water-rarriasre was used among
the Egyptians, who. as Slrabo saith, would sail some-
times in boats made of earthenware. Arbuthnot.

Water-cart (wa't6r-kjirt), 71. A cart carry-

ing water for sale or for watering streets,

gardens, &c. For the latter purpose the
cart bears a large cask or tank of water,
which, by means of a tube or tubes perfor-

ated with holes, is sprinkled on roads and
streets to prevent dust from rising, or in

gardens to water plants.

Water-cask (w^'ter-kask), n. A large strong
hooped barrel, used in ships for holding
water for the use of those on board. Iron
tanks are now preferred to wooden casks.

Water-castert (wa.'t6r-kast-6r), n. [ Water

=

urine, and cast, as in 'cast a nativity.'] A
quack who professes to discover the diseases

of his patients by examining their urine.

Water-cement (wa't^r-se-ment), n. A ce-
ment which possesses the property of har-
dening under water, and is therefore em-
ployed in structures which are built under
water; and also for lining cisterns, for coat-
ing damp walls on basement stories, d'c.

See CemkNT, I'OZZOLANA.
Water-Cbestnut (w^'t^r-ches-nut), n. A
plant, TrajM luitans. See Trapa.
Water - cbiickweed (wa't6r-chik-wed), n.
Same as Water-blinks.

Water -clock (wa'ter-klok), 71. The clep-
sydi'a; an instrument or machine serving to-

measure time by the discharge of water.
See Clei-sydra.
Water-closet (wa't6r-kloz-et), n. A piivy
having a contrivance for carrying off the-

discharges by means of water through a
waste-pipe below.
Water-colour (wa't6r-kul-6r), n. In paint-
ing, a colour carefully ground up with water
and isinglass or othermucilage instead of oil.

Water-colours are often jirepared in the
form of small cakes dried hard, which can
be rubbed on a moistened palette when,
wanted. Moist water-colours in a semi-fluid
state are also used ; they are generally kept
in metal tubes, which preserve them from
drying up: often used adjectively; as, &
water-colour drawing.— Water-colour paint-
ing, (a) a species of painting in which Iht-

mediura of representation is water-colour*
instead of oil-colours. (6) A painting done
in water-colours.
Water-colourist (W3't6r-kul-6r-ist), n. One
who paints in water-colours.

Watercourse (w^'ter-kors), n. 1. A stream.
of water; a river or brook.
A riotous conAucnce otTcatercffitrses . . .

Where all but yester eve was dusty dry. Tennysott,

2. A channel or canal made for the convey-
ance of water.— 3. In law, a right to tlie

benefit or flow of a river or stream, including
that of having the course of the stream kept
free from any interruption or disturbance,
to the prejudice of the proprietor, by the
acts of persons without his own territory,

whether owing to a diversion of the water
or to its obstruction or pollution.

Water-craft (wa'ter-kraft), n. Vessels and
boats plying on water.

Water -crake (W3.'t6r-krak), n. Same as.

Water-ousel.

Water-crane (wa'ter-kran). n. An appar-
atus for supplying water from an elevated
tank, as to the tender of a locomotive.

Water-cress (wa't^r-kres), n. An aquatic
plant, Nasturtium officinale. See Xastur-
TICM.
Water-crow (wa't^r-kro), 71. The water-
ousel or dipper (which see). [Scotch.]

Water-crowfoot (wa't6r-kr6-fbt), n. A.

common aquatic plant {Ranunculus aqua-
tilis). with showy white flowers.

Water-cure (wa'ter-kur), n. Hydropathy
(which see).

Water-deck (w^'ter-dek), n. A painted
piece of canvas used for covering the saddle
and bridle, girths, &c., of a dragoon's horse.

Water-devU (wa'ter-de-vil), n. A name
sometimes given to the larva of a British
aquatic insect of the genus Hydrophilus,.
the H. piceus, common in ponds and ditches.

Water -dock (w{i't6r-dok), n. In bot.

Ruiiu'X aquaticus and R. IIydrolapatkunt.
Water-doctor (w^'t^r-dok-ter), n. 1. A
\vater-caster(whichsee).— 2. A hydropatliist
(which see).

Water-dog (wa't6r-dog), n. 1. A dog accus-
tomed to the water, and having remarkable
swimming powers ; specifically, a water-
spaniel. See Water-spaniel.—2. A name
given in some parts of the United States to
various specie* of salamandei-s.—3. A name
for small, irregular, floating clouds in a
rainy season, supposed to indicate rain.

[Provincial English and Scotch.]—1. A sailor^

especially an old sailor; a salt. [CoUoq.]

Water-dxain (wa'ter-dran), n. A drain or
channel for water to run off.

Water-drainage (wa't^r-dran-aj), n. The
draining oft" of water.

Water-dressing (w^'t^r-dres-ing), n. In
surg. the treatment of wounds and ulcers

by the application of water or of dressings
saturated with water only. Bunglison.

Water-drop (w^'t^r-drop). 71. A drop of
water; hence, a tear. 'Waste huge stones
with little water-drops.' Shak.

Let not women's weapons, iiater-drofis.

Stain my man's cheeks. S^Mi.

Water-dropwort (wft't6r-drop-w^rt), n.

The common name of several British plants
of the genus (Enanthe. See (Enanthe.

Fate, far, fat, f»lU me. met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move: tiibe. tub, bvill; oil, pound; u, Sc. ahuue; y, Sa f«2f.
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Watered (wa't6rd), a. Having a wavy ap-
pearance: as, watered silk or paper.
Water-elder (wii'ter-el-der J, n. A name
given to the wild gelder-rose {Viburnum
Opulm). See Viburnum.
Water-elephant (wa'ter-el-e-fant), n. A
name given to the hippopotamus.
Water-engine (wa'ter-en-jin), n. An en-
gine to raise water, or an engine pro|>elled
l>y water.

Waterer (wa't6r-er), n. One who waters.
Cook:

Waterfall (wa't6r-f8l). n. 1. A fall or per-
pendicular descent of the water of a river
or stream, or a descent nearly perpendic-
ular ; a cascade ; a cataract—2. A stock or
ueck-tie with long ends. [Colloq.]

A (faudy-figiared satin waistcoat and Tvater/all ol
the same in.tierial, and resplendent with Jewellery.

Macniillan's Mag^,

Water-flght (wa't^r-fitX »- a naval battle.

Milton.

Water-flag (wa't^r-flag). n. a plant, Iris
Fseitdacorus. Called also Yelloic Iris and
Floicer-de-lU. tyee JRIS.

Water-flannel (wa'ter-flan-nel), n. A plant.

Conferva crwpa, one of the algse, which fonns
beds of entangled filaments on the surface
of water.

Water-flea (w^'ter-fle), n. A name given to
various small entomostracous crustaceans,
oneof the most commonof.which is Daphnia
pulex. (See Daphma. ) Another is the
Polyphemus stagnorum, common in stag-

nant pools and ditches in some parts of
Biitain and of the continent of Europe.
Water-flood (wa'ter-rtud), n. A flood of
water; an inundation.
Water-flowing (wa'ter-Ho-ing), a. Flowing
like wat4;r; streaming.

My mercy dried their water-flowing tears. Shak.

Water-fly (wfl't6r-fli), n. l. An insect that
is seen <^n the water; specifically, a member
of the genus Perla.—2. Vsed as an emblem
of emptiness and vanity. * Dost know this
neater- fty r Shak.
Water-fowl (wj^'t^r-foul), n. l. A bird that
frequents the water, or lives about rivers,

lakes, or on or near the sea; an aquatic fowl.
The term is generally applied to web-footed
birds, but sometimes employed also to in-

clude herons, plovers, and other birds which
frequent rivers, lakes, and sea-shorea.

—

2. Such birds collectively; wild-fowl.

Water-fox (wft'ti-r-foks), «. A name given
t<> the carp on account of its supposed cun-
ning. Iz. M'alton.

Water-frame (wa't^r-fram). n. The name
given to Arkwright's frame for spinning
cotton on account of its having been at first

driven by water. Called also Throstle
(which see).

Water-furrow (wa't^r-fu-ro), n. in agri. a
deei» furrow made for conducting water from
the ground and keeping it dry.

Water -furrow (Wft't6r.fu-r6), v.t. To
plough or open water-furrows in ; to drain
by means of water-furrows. Tusser.

Water -gage ( w^ ' t6r - gaj ), n. Same as
Water-^f<ii*'je.

Water-gall ( wa't^r-gsl), n. [ Water, and
O. K. jalle, Icel. galli, G. (falle, fault, flaw,
imperfection.] 1. A cavity made in the
earth by a torrent of water. — 2. An appear-
ance in the sky known from experience to
presage the approach of rain ; a rainbow-
coloured spot; an imperfectly formed or a
secondary rainbow; a weather-gall.

And round about her tear-dislained eye
Blue cir(.les streamed, like rainbows in tbe sky.
These natergalls in her dim element
Foretell new storms. Shak.
False Ko*>d news arealways produced by true good,

like the -aattr-gall by the rainbow. H. tt'alfale.

Water-gangt (wft't^r-gang). n. A trench or
course lor conveying a stream of water.

Water-gas (w^'ter-gas), n. An illuminating
gas obtained by decmiposing water. Steam
is passed over re^l-hot coke, when the oxygen
l>eing absorbed the hydrogen and carbonic
oxide are passerl through a retort in which
carbonaceous matter is undergoing decom-
position, absorbing therefrom sufficient car-
bon X.(* render it luminous when lighted.

Water-gauge (wi^'t^rgAj), n. 1. An instru-
ment formeasuringor ascertaining the depth
or quantity of water, as in the boiler of a
steam-engine. — 2. A wall or bank to restrain
or hoM li;u:k water.
Water-gavel (w^'t^r-ga-vel), n. In hiw, a
rent jiaid for fishing or any other benefit de-
rived from s'tme river.

Water-germander (wft't6r-j6r-man"d6r), n.

A plant, Teucri\xii\ Scordium.

Water-gilder (wa't6r-gild-6r), n. One who
practises tlie art of water-gilding (which see).

Water-gilding (wa'ter-gild-ing), n. The
gilding of metallic surfaces by covering them
with a dilute solution of nitrate of mercury
and gold, called quick-water, and then vola-
tilizing the mercury by heat. The gold is

thus left adhering to the surface, upon which
it is afterwards burnislied. Called also Wask-
gilding.

Water - gladlole ( wa ' t^r - glad - i - ol ), n. A
name given to tlie flowering-rush (Butomtis
umbellatus). See t'LOWERfNG-RUSH.
Water-glass (wji't^r-glas), n. l. A water-
clock (which see). ' Full time . . . mea-
sured by the water-glass.' Grote.~2. A sol-

uble alkaline silicate made by boilingsilica in
an alkali, as soda or potassa, used to give sur-
faces, as of walls, a durable coat or covering
resembling glass as a vehicle for colours in
wall-painlingand other purposes. A painting
thus fixed has no gloss, and can be seen in all

lights. Called also Soluble Glass.

Water-god (w^'t^r-god), n. in myth, a
deity that presides over the water.

Water-gruel ( wa't6r-gru-el >. n. A liquid
food composed of water and a small portion
of meal or other farinaceous substance boiled
and seasoned with salt.

I could eat -waUr-gruel with thee a month for this
jest, my dear rogue. B. ymtsou.

Water-gut (w^'t^r-gut), n. The common
name of crj'Ptogamic plants of the genus
Enteromorpha, nat. order Ulvaceie. The
most general species, E. inteetinalis, occurs
in fresh as well as salt water. E. compressa
being the more common species on tidal
rocks. When floating in the water these
plants very much resemble the intestines of
an animal, hence the name.
Water-hammer (wft't6r-ham-m6r), n. A
toy, consisting of a vessel partially filled with
water, and from which the air is exhausted,
the vessel being hermetically sealed. It is so
called because when the water is shaken it

strikes against the vessel with a noise similar
to that of a hammer, there being no air to im-
pede its motion.
Water-hemlock (wft-t6r-hem'lok), n. A
British plant {Cicuta virosa), growing in
ditches, lakes, and rivers. See CiCUTA.
Water-hemp (wa'tfer-hemp), n. A Xorth
American plant {Acnida cantiabina), grow-
ing in salt marshes.
Water-hemp-agrimony (wft-t^r-hemp'-
ag-ri-mon-i), n. A plant, Bidens tripartita.
Extpatoriuia cannabinum is also called
water-hemp-agrimony.
Water-hen (wft'ter-hen), u. A water-fowl
of the genua GalUnula. the G. chloropus, be-
longing to the family Rallidsc. It is known
also by the names of Moorhen and Gallinule
(which see).

Water-hog (wa't^r-hog), ti. l. A South
American rodent mammal { Hydrochoerus
capybara) of aquatic habits. See Capy-
BARA. — 2. A name sometimes given to an
African genus of Suidie (Potamochcerus)
closely allied to the wart-hog.
Water-horehound (wft-ter-horTiound), n.

A British plant. Lgcupus europceus, called
also Gypyy-ift/rt (which see).

Water-horse-tail (wft-ter-hors'tal), 71. The
common name of several British aquatic
plants of the genus Chara, nat. order Char-
acea.'.

Water-hyssop (w^.+er-his'sop), n. A plant.
Gratiola officinalis, nat. order Scrophulari-
acea;. See Gratiola.
Water-inch (wa't6r-insh), n. In hydraulics,
a measure of water equal to the quantity
discharged in 24 hours through a circular
opening of 1 inch diameter leading from a
reservoir, under the leant pressure, that is,

when the water is only so high as to merely
cover the orifice. This quantity is 500 cubic
feet very nearly.

Waterlness (wa'tSr-i-nes), n. The state of
being watery. Arbuthnot.
Watering (wa't6r-ing), n. 1. The act ot
overflowing or .sprinkling with water; the
act of supplying with water for drink or
other purposes.— 2. The place where water
ia supplied. —3. The process of giving a
wave-like ai»pearance to anything; a mode
of ornamentation whereby a wave pattern
is produced, or where the article subjected
to the process is made to exhibit a wavy
lustre and different plays of light; specifi-

cally, (a) A process of giving a wave-like
appearance to fabrics by passing them be-
tween metallic rollers variously engraved,
which bearing unequally upon the stuff

render the surface unequal, so as to reflect

the light differently, (b) A similar effect

produced on metal, as on a sword blade, by
welding together various qualities of steel.

(c) A similar effect produced in house-paint-
ing by wiping the ground with a dry brush,
in a flowing or irregular manner, while wet
witli colour.

Watering-caU (wfi't6r-ing-kal), n. Milit.

a call or sound of a trumpet on which the
cavalry assemble to water their horses.

Watering-can (wfi't^r-ing-kan), n. Same
as Watering-pot.
Watering-place (wa't6r-ing-plas), n. 1. A
place wliere water may be obtained, as for
a ship, for cattle, &c.—2. A town or place
to which people resort at certain seasons in
order to drink mineral waters, or for bath-
ing, &c., as at the sea-side.

Watering-pot (wj^'t^r-ing pot), n. A hand
vessel for sprinkling water on plants, and
the like; a watering-can; a water-pot.

—

Watering-pot shell, the popular name for a
genus (Aspergillum) of lamellibranchiate
mollusea belonging to the family Gastro-
chienidie.

Watering-trough (w^'t^r-ing-trof), n. A
trough in which cattle and horses drink.
Waterish (w^i'ter-ish), a. 1. Resembling
water; watery; thin, as a liquor. 'Fed upon
suchniceandM'a(em/idiet.' Shak. Hence—
2. Fig. weak; insipid. Dryden.—Z. Moist;
somewhat watery; as, n-aterwA land. 'If'afer-

w/i Burgundy.' Shak.

Some parts of the earth grow moorish or ivaterixh,
others dry. Sir M. Hale.

Waterishness (wft't^r-ish-nes), n. The state
or quality of being waterish. Floyer.
Water-laid (wo'ter-IAd), a. Applied to a
certain kind of rope. See ROPE.
Waterlander, Waterlandian ( wjv ' t6r -

lrtnd-6r, w^'ter-land-yan). n. A member
of the more moderate of the two sections
into which the Dutch Anabaptists became
divided in the sixteenth century on the
question of excommunication, both with
regard to the strictness and severity with
which it was applied, as well as the extent
to which it reached, their opponents ex-
tending it to the relatives of the offender:
BO called from a district in Holland called
Wateriand.

Water-leaf (w^'t^r-lef), n. The common
name of plants of the genus Hydrophyllum,
so called from their having in the spring a
small quantity of water in the cavity of
each leaf.

Water-leg (wa'tSr-leg), n. in steam-boilers,
a vertical water space connecting other
water spaces, jind crossing a flue space, by
which its contents are heated.

Water-lemon (w)^'t6r-le-mon), n. A plant
of the genus I'assiflora, the P. lauri/olia.
See Passiflora.
Waterless (Wft't*r-le8), a. Destitute of
water.

Alas! the snow shall be black and scalding.
The sea water/ess, fish in the mountain. Hyatt.

Water-level (wft't6r-lev-el), n. 1. The level
formed by the surface of still water— 2. A
levelling instrument in which water is em-
ployed instead of mercury or spirit of wine.
It consists of a glass tube containing water,
open at both ends, and having the ends
turned up. When the tube is placed on a
horizontal surface the water will stand at
the same height in the turned up ends, and
when placed in an inclined position the
water will manifestly stand highest in the
depressed end.
Water-lily (wft't6r-lil-i), n. The common
name of aquatic plants of the genera Nym-
phffia and Nuphar, distinguished for their
beautiful flowers and large floating leaves.

The royal water-lily is the Victoria regia.

See NyMFH.EA and Nuphar.
Water-Ume (w(^'t6r-lim), n. Hydraulic
lime. See under Hvi>raulic.
Water-line (wii't^r-lin), n. In ship-build-

ing, one of tliose horizontal lines supposed
to be described by the surface of the water
on the bottom of the ship, and which are
exhibited at certain depths upon the sheer-
draught. The most particular of these
lines are, the light water-line, which shows
the depression of the ship's body in the
water when she ia light or unladen; and
the load water-line, which exhibits her de-
pression in the water when laden.

Water-locust (wa'tfir-lo-kust), n. See
Swami'-locjl^t Tree.
Water-logged (wa'ter-logd), a. Lying like

a log on the water. Applied to a ship when
by leaking and receiving a great quantity
of water into her hold she has become so

ch. cAain; 6h, Sc \ock\ g, f;o; J. job; A, Fr. ton; ng, tXng\ TH. (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wMg; zh, azure.—See Key.
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heavy as to be nearly or altogether unman-
ageable, though still keeping attoat.

Waterman (wa't6r-man), n. 1. A boatman;
a ferryman; a man who manages water-

craft; one who plies for hire on rivers, &c.

The -waterman forlorn, aiong; the shore.

Pensive reclines upon his useless oar. Gay.

2. A person who waits at a cab-stand for the

purpose of supplying the horses with water,

calling the cabmen when they are absent,

and the like, for which he receives a fee of

a copper. He wears a badge and a number.

'Cab,' said Mr. Pickwick.— ' Here you are, sir,'

shouted a strange specimen of the human race. . . .

This was the luaterman. ' Here you are, sir. Now.
then, first cab!" And the first cab having been
fetched frem the public-house, where he was smok-
ing his first pipe, &c. Dickens.

Water-mark (w^'tSr-mark), n. 1. The mark
or limit of the rise of a flood; the mark in-

dicating the rise and fall of the tide.—2. A
water-line (which see).—3. In paper-mak-
ing, any distinguishing device or devices

indehbly stamped in the substance of a
sheet of paper during the process of manu-
facture. They are produced by bending
wires to the form of the required device,

&c., and attaching them to the surface of

the wire-cloth of the mould or machine.
The water-marks used by the earlier paper-
makers have given names to several of the

present standard sizes of paper, as pot, fools-

cap, crotvn, elephant, and post, the latter

being so called from the device of a post-

man's horn as water-mark.
Water-meadow (ws^'t^r-me-do), n. A mea-
dow capable of being kept in a state of fer-

tility by being overflowed with water at

certain seasons from some adjoining stream.

Water-measure (wa'ter-mezh-ur), n. A
measure formerly in use for articles brought
by water, as coals, oysters, etc. The bushel
used for this purpose was larger than the
Winchester bushel by about three gallons.

Water-melon (ws'ter-mel-on), n. A plant
and its fruit, the Cacumis Citrulius, or Cit-

rulhis vulgaris, nat. order Cucurbitacese.

This plant requires a warm climate to bring

it to perfection. It also requires a dry,

sandy, warm soil, and will not grow well in

any other. The fruit abounds with a sweet-

ish liquor resembling water in colour, which
is very refreshing, and the pulp is remark-
ably rich and delicious. It foi-ms the chief

part of the meat and drink of the people of

Egypt for several months of the year, and
is largely cultivated in India, China, Japan,
America, and in short in most dry hot parts

of the world for the sake of its juice.

Water-meter (W5i'ter-me-t6r), n. l. An in-

strument that measures the quantity of

water that passes through it, as a gas-meter
measures gas. There are various kinds of

contrivances for tliis purpose. —2. An instru-

ment for determining the amount of water
evaporated in a given time, as from a steam-
boiler.

Water - milfoil (wa't6r-mil-foil), n. The
common name of three British perennial
aquatic plants with crowded, often whorled,
leaves, of the genus Myriophyllum, nat.

order Ilaloragese.

Water-mi?l (w^'tSr-mil), n. A mill whose
machinery is moved by water.

Water-mint (wa't6r-mint), n. A plant,

Mentha aquatica, which grows in wet
grounds and ditches.

Water-mite (wa't6r-mit), n. One of the
Hydrachnidffi, a division of the Acarida.
Water-mole (wa'tSr-mol), n. Same as Duck-
hill (which see).

Water-murrain (wa't6r-mur-an), n. A
disease among cattle.

Water-net (w3.'t6r-net), n. A species of
green-spored alga:, nat. order Hydrodictyese
an<l genus Hydrodictyon {H. utrmilatuin),
which has the appearance of a green net,

composed of filaments inclosing pentagonal
and hexagonal spaces.

Water-newt (wa't6r-nut), n. A name com-
mon to two species of long-tailed batrachians
of the genua Triton, T. punctatus and T,

cristatus, from their frequenting ponds,
ditches, <tc. See Newt.
Water-nixie (ws^'t^r-nik-si), n. A water-
spirit; an elf inhabiting the water.

The shallowness of a water-nixie's soul may have
a charm until she becomes didactic. George Eliot.

Water-nut (wf^'ter-nut), n. One of the large
edible seeds of plants of the genus Trapa

;

a singhara-nut. See Trapa.
Water-nymph (wa't6r-nimf ), n. See Naiad.
Water-Opossum (wa'tfir-o-pos-sum), n. See
Yapock.

Water-ordeal (wa't6r-or-de-al), n. An
ancient form of trial to determine innocence
or guilt by means of water. See Ordeal.
Water-ousel, Water-ouzel (wa'ter-b-zi), n.

A bird of the genus Cinclus, family Meru-
lidfe. See Dipper.
Water-parsnep (w^'t^r-pars-nep), n. See
Skikret.
Water-parting (wa't6r-part-lng), n. Same
as Watershed.
Water-pepper (wa't6r-pep-p6r), n. 1. The
common name of a plant of the genus Poly-

gonum (P. Bydropiper), common by sides of

lakes and ditches in Britain, and acrid
enough to be used as a vesicant.—2. Same
as Water-wort,

Water-pillar t (wa't6r-pil-6r), n. A water-
spout.

Water-pimpernel (wa't6r-pim-p6r-nel), n.

A British aquatic plant, Samolus Valeraiidi,

called also Brook-weed. See Samolus.
Water-pipe (wa't6r-pip). n. A pipe for the
conveyance of water. See Pipe.

Water-pitcher (wft't6r-pich-6r), n. 1. A
pitcher for holding water.—2. The popular
name of plants of the order Sarraceniacese,

of which Sarracenia pupurea, or side-saddle
flower, a plant inhabiting marshy places in

North America, is the type. They have
their name from the form of their leaves,

which somewhat resemble that of pitchers

or trumpets.
Water-plant(wa't6r-plant), n. A name com-
mon to such plants as live entirely in water,

or which require a preponderating quantity

of water as the medium of their existence.

All the species of the orders Nymphajacece,
Callitrichacese, Ceratophyllacefe, Podoste-
macese, Butomacese, Naiadacese, Pistiacese,

Alismacea; are water-plants as well as the
species of cryptogamic plants of the family
Algse.

Water-plantain (wa't6r-plan-tan), n. The
common name of various species of British

plants of the genus Alisma. nat order
Alismacese. One species, A. Plantago (great

water-plantain), is a common wild plant in

wet ditches and by river sides.

Water-plate (w^'t6r-plat), n. A plate with
a double bottom, filled with hot water to

keep food warm.
This kind of dish above all, requires to be served

up hot, or sent off in -water-plates. Lamb.

Water-poise (w5't6r-poiz), n. A hydro-
meter or instrument for ascertaining the
specific gravity of different liquids.

Water-pot (w^'ter-pot), n. 1. A vessel for

iioldiug or conveying water; a watering-pot.

To use his eyes for garden ivater-pots.

Ay, and laying autumn's dust, Shak.

2. A chamber-pot.
Water-power (wa't6r-pou-6r),n. The power
of water employed or capable of being em-
ployed as a prime mover in machinery.
Water-pox (wji't^r-poks), n. In pathol.

varicelhi, a variety of chicken-pox.
Water-privilege(wa't6r-priv-i-lej),n. l.The
right to use running water to turn machin-
ery.—2. A stream or body of water capable
of l)eing utilized in driving machinery.
Waterproof (wfi't6r-prdf), a. Impervious to

water; so tirm and compact as not to admit
water; as, waterproof cloth, leather, or felt.

Many solutions and compositions have been
employed for the purpose of rendering cloth

and othertliings water-proof,butcaoutcbouc
or india-rubber has now nearly superseded
all other agents for this purpose.
Waterproof (wa't6r-prof), n. Cloth ren-

dered waterproof; an over-coat or other
article of dress made of such cloth.

And, moodily retired within caps and luaterproofs,

we plashed onwards. /K. H. Russell.

Waterproof (wa't^r-prbf), v.t. To render
impervious to water, as cloth, leather, itc.

Waterproofing (wa't6r-prof-ing), n. 1. The
act of rendermg impervious to water.

—

2. Any substance, as caoutchouc, a solution

of soap and alum, or of isinglass with in-

fusion of galls, for rendering cloth, leather,

&c., impervious or nearly impervious to

water.
Water-purpie (wa't^r-pur-pi), ?i. [That is,

water-purple, from its colour.] A species

of Veronica (F. Beccabunga) found in moist
places; brook-lime. [Scotch.]

Cresses or ivater-purpie, and a bit oat-cake can
serve the master for breakfast as weel as Caleb.

Sir JV. Scott.

Water-purslane (wa't6r-p6rs-lan), n. An
annual plant of the genus Peplis, P. Por-
tula.

Water-quake (wa't6r-kwak), n. A violent

disturbance of water produced by volcanic

action. ' Violent water-quakes.' Holland.
[Rare. ]

Water -qualm (wjj't6r-kwam), n. See
Water-brash.
Water-quintain t (wa'ter-kwin-tan), n. A
tilt on the water. Strutt
Water-rahhit (wa't6r-rab-bit), n. An
American variety of rabbit (Lepus aqtUL-

ticus), remarkable for swinmiing and diving

in water. It is found chiefly in Louisiana
and Mississippi. Called also Swamp-hare.
Water-radish (w!^'t6r-rad-ish), n. A species

of water-cress, .Sasturtiurii arnphibium.
Water-rail (w^'tSr-ral), n. A bird of the
genus Kallus; the R. aquaticus. See Ral-
LUS.

Water-ram (w^'t^r-ram), n. A machine for

raising water, otherwise called the Uydraii-
lic Bain. See uiuier Ram.
Water-rat (wa'ter-rat), n. A rodent animal
of the genus Arvicola (^4. amphibia) and
family Muridie, which lives iu the banks
of streams or lakes. Called also Water-vole.

(See Vole.) The name water-rat is also

giveu to the Tasmanian beaver-rat {Hy-
dromis chrysogaster). _ See BEAVER-RAT.
Water-rate (w^'tsr-rat), n. A rate or tax
for the supply of water.

Water-ret (wa't6r-ret), v.t. To ret or rot

in water, as hemp; to water-rot.

Water-rice (wa't6r-ris), n. In bot. Indian
rice, a grass of the genus Zizania (Z. aqua-
tica).

Water-rocket (wa'ter-rok-et), ?». 1. A plant
of the genus Nasturtium, a species of water-
cress. — 2. A kind of firework to be dis-

charged in the water.

Water-room (w,a'ter-rom), n. The space in

a steam-boiler occupied by water, as dis-

tinct from the steam -room or that which
contains steam.
Water-rot (w^'t^r-rot), v. t To rot by steep-

ing in water; to water-ret; as, to water-rot

hemp or flax.

Water-rug t (wa't6r-rug), n. A species of

dog.
Hounds and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels, curs,

Shoughs, -zvater-rugs . and demiwolves, are clept

All by the name of dogs. Shak,

Water-sail (wa't^r-sal), n. Naut. a small
sail used in very light airs and smooth
water under a studding-sail or driver-boom.
Water-sallow(water-sal-16),7i. See Water-
willow.
Water-sapphtre (w,a't6r-saf-fir), n. A pre-

cious stone of an intense blue colour and
transparent, found in small rolled masses
in Ceylon. It is a variety of iolite consist-

ing of silica, alumina, magnesia, vnt\\ a
small proportion of protoxide of iron and a
trace of manganese. Called also Sapphire
d'eau.

Waterscape (w^'t^r-skap), n. [Water, and
the -scape of laadacape.] In the Jiiie arts,

a water or sea view as distinguished from
a landscape; a seascape. [Rare,]

Water-scorpion (wa'ter-skor-pi-on), n. See
XEPID.E.
Watershed (wa't6r-shed), n. [ Water, and
shed, a parting, line of dirision. See Shed,
a parting.] An imaginary line or boundary
which runs along tlie ridge of separation

between adjacent seas, lakes, or river-ba-

sins, and represents the limit from which
water naturally flows in opposite dh-ections.

It generally follows the line of highest eleva-

tion between the waters of whose basins it

forms the drainage limit, luit there are many
exceptions to this rule. When a watershed
casts its waters in more than two directions

it is said to be quaguaversal. Called also

Water-parting,

Water-shield (w?i't6r-sheld). n. A name
common to aquatic plants of the order Hy-
dropeltidai or Cabobombaceie, from the

shield-shaped floating leaves.

Water-shoot (wa'ter-shbt), n. 1. A sprig or

shoot from the root or stock of a tree. [Pro-

vincial English.]—2. A wooden trough for

discbai-iiii: water from a building. GwUt
Water-shrew (wa't6r-shrb), n. An insec-

tivorous aquatic animal, the Sorez fodieiu.

Water-Shutt (wii'ttSr-shut), n. A well-cover.

A large well-squared stone, which he would cut

To serve his style, or for some water-shut.
If. Brtnt'tte.

Water-side (w^'t^r-sid), n. The brink of

water; bank or margin of a river, stream, or

lake; the sea-shore.

Water-snail (wa't6r-snal), n. l. A name
common to a group of gasteropodous mol-
luscs inhabiting water.~2.The Archimedean
screw. [Rare.]

Water-snake (w^'t^r-snak), n. A snake
that frequents the water; a name common

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, biill; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. iey.
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to the numerous species of the family Hy-
dridae.

Water-soak (wa'tSr-sok), v.t To soak or
fill the interstices of with water.

Water -sodden (wa'ter-sod-n), a. Soaked
ami suftt.-iie'l in water. Tennyson.
Water-soldier (wa't^r-sol-jSr), n. A plant,
Stratiotes aloides. Called also Water-aloe.
See STRATIOTES.
Water-spaniel (wa't^r-apau-yel), n. The
name given to two varieties of the dog
called spaniel, viz. the large water-spaniel
and the small water-spaniel. See Spaniel.
Water-speedwell (wjv'ter-sped-wei). n. A
plant of the genus Vei-ouica, the V. inari-

tiiita.

Water-spider (wj^'t^r-spi-d^r), n. A name
common to the spidere constituting tlie

family N'atautes (which see). Called also

Water-ticfc.

Water-spout (wa't^r-spout), n. A remark-
able meteorological phenomenon frequently
observed at sea, and exactly analogous to
the whirlwinds experienced on land. It

occurs when opposite winds of different
temperaturesmeet in the upper atmosphere,
whereby a great annjunt of vapour is con-
densed into a thick black cloud, to which a
vortical motion is given. This vortical mo-
tion causes it to take tlie form of a vast
funnel, which, descending" near the surface
of the sea, draws up the water in its vortex,
which joins in its whirling motion. The
whole column, which aft«r the junction ex-

tends from the sea to the clouds, assumes
a magnificent appearance, being of a light

colour neai' its axis, but dark along the sides.

When acted on by the wind the column
assumes a position oblique to the horizon.
but in calm weather it maintains its vertical
position, while at the same time it is carried
along the surface of the sea. Sometimes
the upper and lower parts move with differ-

ent velocities, causin;; the parts to separate
from each other, often with a loud report.
The whole of the vapour is at length ab-
Bort>ed in the air. or it descends to the sea
in a heavy shower of rain. Sudden gusts of
wind, from all 7>oints of the compass, are
verycommon in the vicinity of water-spouts.
What are sometimes called water-spouU on
land are merely heavy falls of rain of a very
local character, and may or may not be
accompanied with whirling winds. They
occur generally during thunder-storms, and
differ only from severe hail-storms in point
of temperature.
Water-sprite (ws't^r-sprit), n. A sprite or
spirit inhabiting the water.

As if it (loilt'ed A water-sprite.
It ptun^L-ci. and lackca, ant! veered. Coleridge.

Water-Standing t (wft't6r-8tand-ing),o. Wet
with water: perpetually filled with tears.
*An orphan's water-nUindiixg eye.' Shak.
(Rare.]

Water-Btarwort (wa't^r-stftr-wfirt). n. The
common iiameuf British plants of the genus
rallitrirhe. See .St.\KWORT.
Water-Stead (wf^t^r-sted). n. An old name
for the Ijed of a river. Admiral Smyth.
Water-supply (wa't6r-sup-pli), n. The
amount of water supplied to a community
for drinking, culinary, detergent, aud other
purposes; as, the uvit^r-giipply of a town.
Water -tabby (wa't^r-tab-i). n. A waved
silk stuff See Tabby.
Water-table (wa'ter-ta-bl), n. Inarch, a
string-course moulding, or other projection,
•o placed as to throw off water from a build-
ing.

Water-tank (w^'t^r-tangk), n. A fixed cis-

tern on sliore. or a metal receiver on board
ship, for holding water. Siminonds.
Water-tap (wft't^r-tap), n. A tap or cock
by which water may be drawn from any
supply.

Water-tatb (w»'t6r-tathX n. [Water, and

Prov. tath, cow's or sheep's dung dropped
on the pasture, hence the luxuriant grass
growing about such dimg; Icel. iath, dung,
tatka, hay of a dunged field.] A species of

coarse grass growing in wet grounds, and
supposed to be injurious to sheep. [Provin-
cial English.]

Water - thermometer ( wa ' t6r-th6r-mom-
et-6r), n. An instrument, in which water
is substituted for mercury, for ascertaining
the precise degi-ee of temperature at which
water attains its maximum density. This
Is at 39'"2 F. or 4° C, and from that point
downwartis to 32° ¥. or 0° C. , or the freezing-
point, it expands, and it also expands from
the same point upwards to 212° F. or 100° C,
or the boiling-point. See Water.
Water-thief (wa't6r-thef), n. A pirate.

Shak.
Water-thyme (wft't^r-tim), n. See Ana-
CHARiy.
Water-tick (wa'ter-tik), «. Same as Water-
up ider.
Water-tight (wa't6r-tit), a. So tight as to
retain or not to admit water ; as, a vessel,

tube, or joint is water-tight when it has that
degree of closeness which prevents the pas-
sage of water.

Water-trefoil (wa't^r-tre-foil). n. A plant,
Menyanthes trifoliata. Called also Marsh-
trefoil, Bofj-bean or Buck-bean. See Meny-
ASTHES.
Water -trunk (wa'tfer-tmngk), n. A deal
cistern lined with lead to hold water. 5i»i-
monds.
Water-tupelo (wa-t6r-tu'pe-lo). n. A large
species of tupelo, Syasa denticrilata, grow-
ing in swamps In the southern parts of the
United States, the fruit of which Is some-
times used for a preserve.

Water-tuyere (W8't6r-twi-yar), n. In metal.
a tuyere so constructed that cold water is

made to fiuw in a continuous stream around
a blast of air. Written also Water-twyer.

Water-twist (wa'ter-twist), n. A kind of
cotton twiiit; so called from being firstmade
by the water-frame, the motive power of
which was a water-wheel.

Water-twyertwa't6r-twi.6r),n. See Water-
TUVEi'.E.

Water-vascular (wa'ter-vas-ku-lSr), a. in
phyniol. applied to a peculiar system of
canals in the bodies of the members of the
sub-kingdom .Vnnuloida, by which water
circulates through the system.
Water-Violet (wa-tir-vi'o-let), n. A plant,
Hottonia iHiliditriji. See FEATHER-FOIL.
Water-vole (wa't6r-v61), n. A water-rat
See Vole.
Water - wagtail (wft-t^r-wag'tal), n. See
Wagtail.
Water-way (ws't6r-wa), n. l. That part of
a river, arm of the sea. Ac, through which
vessels enter or depart; the fair-way.—2. In
ship-building, a name given to the thick
planks at the outside of the deck, wrought
over the ends of the beams, aud fitting

against the inside of the top-timbers, to
which, as well as to the ends of the beams,
they are bolted, and thus form an important
binding. Their inner edge is hollowed out
to form a channel for water to run off the
deck. In iron vessels the water-way assumes
many different forms.
Water-weak (w^'t^r-wek), a. Weak as
water; very feeble or weak. ' If lustie now,
forthwith am water-weak.' Daviea.
Water-weed (wa't^rwedX f-- A common
name f(jr a(|iiatic wild plants generally, but
specifically apjilied to Anacharis Alsinas-
trum, or water-thyme. See Anacharis.
Water-wheel (wa't^r-whel), n. in hydrau-
lien, (a) a kind of wheel for raising water in

large quantities, as the Persian wheel. See
under Persian. (6) A wheel moved by
water, and employed to turn machinery.
There are four principal kinds of water-
wheels, the overshot wheel, the undershot
wheel, the breast-wheel, and the turbine.
See these terms, (c) The paddle-wheel of a
steamer.
Water-Willow (wa't6r-wil-16), n. A plant
of the genus Salix, the S. aquatica; called
also Water-gallow.
Water-Wing(wa't^r-wing), n, A wall erected
on the bank of a river, next to a bridge, to
secure the foundations from the action of
the current.

Water-with (wft't6r-with), n, [ With in this
y/ovd -withy. See WiTUY. ] A species of
vine ( Viti^ caribcea ) which grows in the
West Indies in parclied districts. It is so
full of clear sap or water that, by cutting a
piece 2 or 3 yards long, and merely holding

the cut end to the mouth, a plentiful draught
is obtained.
Water-work ( wa't6r-w6rk ), n. l.t Cloth
painted with water-colour,si2e,ordistemper,
formerly sometimes used for hangings in-

stead of tapestry, and for tents.

For thy rt-alls. a pretty slight drollery, or the Ger-
man hunting in -water-work, is worth a thousand of
these bed-hangings, and these fly-bitten tapestries.

Shak.
The king for himself had a house of timber, &c..

and for his other lodgings, he had great and goodUe
tents of blew tfizfcr-Zfor^f, garnished with yellow and
white. HoliHshed.

2. Ornamental wall-painting in distemper.
Weale.—Z. pi. (a) A term commonly applied
to the aggregate of constructions and appli-
ances for the collection, preservation, and
distribution of water for domestic pur-
poses, for the working of machinery, or the
like, for the use of communities. (6) The
structure or structures in which a spout,
jet, or shower of water is produced; an or-
namental fountain or fountains; also, an
exhibition or exhibitions of the play of foun-
tains. Bp. Wilkins.

Water-worm (wa't*^r-w6nn), n. The popu-
lar name for une of the Naididie.

Water-worn (wji't^r-worn). a. Worn by the
action of water; especially, smoothed Ijy

the force or action of running water or
water in motion; as, water-worn pebbles.
Waterwort (w^'t^r-w^rt), n. The common
name of two British species of a<iuatic plants
of the genus Elatine. See Elatine.
Water-wraith (wii'tSr-rath), n. A supposed
water-spirit, whose appearance prognosti-
cates death or woe to the person seeing it.

By this the storm grew loud apace,
The TvaUr-wraith was shrieking. Campbell.

Watery (wa't6r-i), a. l. Of or pertaining to
water.

The watery eod
RoU'd from a silver urn his crystal flood. Dryden.

2. Resembling water; thin or transparent.
as a liquid; as, watery humours. 'The oily
and watery paits of the aliment.' Arbuth-
no(. — 3. Consisting of water. 'From your
watery grave.' Shak. 'The watery plain.'
Byron. ' Chasms and watery depths.' Cole-
ridge.—A. Abounding in, filled with, or con-
taining water; wet; moist. 'The chaste
beams of the watery moon.' Shak. 'Her
•watery eyes.' Beau. «t- Fl.

We'll use this unwholesome humidity, this gross
waUry pumpion. Shak.

6. Tasteless ; insipid ; vapid ; spiritless ; as,

watery turnips.—6. t Having a longing de-
sire; vehemently desiring; watering.

What will it be.
When that the watery palate tastes indeed
Love's tlirice repured ncctarl Shak.

7. In her. a term sometimes used for Und&
QtWavy.— Wateryfusion, incAc/n.thefusion
or dissolution of a soluble salt containing
water of crystallization in its own water on
being exposed to heat.

Water-yam (ws't^r-yam), n. A Madagascar
plant, the lattice-leaf or lace-leaf (OKpirau-
dra fenestraliif), which grows in running
streams. It has a root-stock about 6 or 9
inches long and about the thickness of a
man's thumb, which is farinaceous and used
for food. See Lattice-leaf.
Wattle (wotl), 71. [A. Sax. wcetel, watul, a
wattle, a hurdle, a covering, a tile, a dim.
form akin to withe, withy (which see). ' The
original sense is something twined or woven
together; hence it came to mean a hurdle
woven with twigs, or a bag of woven stuff

;

hence the baggy flesh on a bird's neck.'
Skeat. ] 1. A hurdle made of interwoven
rods or wands —2. A rod laid on a roof to
support the thatch. Sitninonds. — 3. The
fleshy lobe that grows under the throat of
the domestic fowl, or any appendage of the
like kind, as an excrescence about the mouth
of some fishes.—4 A name given to various
Australian and New Zealand species of
acacia, which yield gummy and astringent
matters, and whose bark is therefore some-
times imported for tanning. A. mollissima
is called sliver wattle; -1. affi,nis, black wat-
tle.

Wattle (wotl), v.t. pret. & pp. wattled', ppr.
wattling. 1. To bind with twigs.—2. To twist
or interweave; to interlace; to plat; to form
a kind of net-work with flexible branches

;

as, to wattle a hedge.— 3. To form by plat-
ting twigs. 'The folded flocks penn'd in
their wattled cotes.' Milton. 'The thick-
fleeced sheep from wattled folds.' Bi/ron.

Wattle-bark (wot^-ba^k), n. A bark used
for tanning, obtained from several species

ch, cAain; th, Sc. loch; g, go; j.job; t,ir.ton; ng, siny; th, tAen; th, t/iin; w, wig; wh, u>Aig; zh, arure.—See Kbt.
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of Mimosa growing in Australia and New
Zealand.
Wattle-bird (wot'l-b6rd), n. 1. An Austra-
lian bird (Anthochoera carunculata) belong-

ing to the Melophagidre or honey-eaters,

and so named from the large reddish wattles

on its neck. It is about the size of a mag-
pie, is of bold, active habits, has a loud dis-

agreeable note, and lives on the honey and
insects it obtains from the Banksias.—2. The
brush-turkey.
Wattled (wot'ld), a. Furnished with wattles,

as a cock or tarkey.— Wattled and combed.
in her. said of a cock when the gills and
comb are borne of a different tincture from
that of the body.
Wattle-turkey ( wot'l-t6r-ki ), n. Same as

Bni^k-turkey.
Wattling (wot'ling). n. The act of platting

or interweaving wattles together; also, the

framework thus formed.
Wauch, Waugh (wa6h), a. [Akin to D. walg,
loathing, walgen, to loathe; comp. A. Sax.

teealg, Icel. valgr, lukewarm.] Unpleasant
to the taste or smell; nauseous; bad; worth-
less. [Scotch.]

Waucht, Waiight (w^fiht), n. [Modified
from older qaaght, a form of qtiaff.] A large
draught of any liquid. [Scotch.]

Waiiff (wjif), a. See Waff.
Waukllfe (wak'rif ), a. Wakeful. Bums.
[Scotch. ]

Waul (wftl), v.i. To cry as a cat ; to squall.

*The helpless infant, coming wauling and
crying into the world.' Sir W. Scott.

Waur (war), a. Worse. ' Murder and tvaur
than murder.' Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Waur ( wftr ), V. t. To overcome ; to worst.
[Scotch.]

Wave (wav), n. [O.E. vjawe, from A. Sax.
u'ceg, a wave, a word perhaps allied to the
verb to 2vag; Icel. vdgr, G. ivage, D. vove,

a wave ; the form of the word in English
has been modified by the verb to wave, so
that wave the noun may be regarded as a
kind of hybrid word. See WAVE, v.t] 1. An
undulation, swell, or ridge on the surface
of water or other liquid resulting from the
oscillatory motion of its component par-
ticles, when disturbed from their position of
rest by any force; especially, the rolling

swell produced on the surface of the sea or
other large body of water by the action of
the wind ; a billow ; a surge. When the
surface of a liquid is pressed down at any
part, the adjoining parts rise, but sink again
by the action of gravity; and acquiring a
momentum proportionate to the mass and
height, descend below the original level,

displacing other parts near them, which rise

and sink in a similar manner. The result
is a reciprocating motion, the particles to
which the primitive impulse was communi-
cated being alternately the lowest and the
-highest, forming the series of ridges and
hollows called waves. Where the depth of

the liquid is invariable over its extent, or
sufficient to allow the oscillations to proceed
unimpeded, no progressive motion takes
place, each ridge or column being kept in

its place by the pressure of the adjacent
columns. Should, however, free oscillation

be prevented, as by the shelving of the shore,
the columns in the deep water are not bal-

anced by those in the shallower parts, and
they thus acquire a progressive motion
towards the latter, or take the form of
breakers, hence the waves always roil in a
direction towards the shore, no matter from
what point the wind may blow. When waves
are produced by the disturbance of a small
quantity of the liquid, as when a pebble is

thrown into a pool, they appear to advance
from the disturbed point in widening con-
centric circles, the height of the wave de-
creasing gradually as it recedes from the
centre ; but there ia no progressive motion
of the liquid itself, as is shown by any body
floating on its surface. The whole seems to
roll onwards, but, in reality, each particle
of water only oscillates with a vertical ascent
and descent. The height of the wave de-
pends in a great measure on the depth of the
water in which it is produced. The waves of
the ocean have been knownin some instances
tu have reached a height of 43 feet, measured
fr*>m the trough to the crest. The horizontal

firessure of a strong Atlantic wave, as tested
»y Stephenson's marine dynamometer, has
been recorded as high as 3 tons to the square
foot. It is a matter of common observation
that a wave of much greater dimension than
others occurs at certain intervals, rolling
much higher on the shore than those im-

mediately preceding or following it, or
breaking with immense force over the decks
of vessels on the open sea. This is caused
when several coexisting series of waves
moving with different velocities meet, and
the crests of two or three of them become
superimposed upon each other. Several
series of waves moving in difterent direc-

tions may also coexist without destroying
each other, giving rise to the chopping seas

or cross swells so troublesome to mariners.
The length of a wave is equal to the space
between the most elevated points of two
adjoining waves, or between the lowest
points of two adjoining hollows. A wave is

said to have passed through its length when
its elevated part has arrived at the place
where the elwated part of the next wave
stood before ; or, the situation of two con-
tiguous waves being given, when one of these
has arrived at the place of the other ; and
the time which is employed in this transi-

tion is called the time of a wave's motion or
the time of an undulation. The velocity of

a wave is the rate at which the points of

greatest elevation or depression seem to
change their places. — Tidal wave. See
Tide-wave.—2. In physics, a vibration pro-
pagated from one set of particles of an
elastic medium to the adjoining set, and so

on; sometimes, but not always, accompanied
with a small permanent displacement of

such particles. The theory of the motion
of waves is of great importance in physical
science; since, not only is it connected with
the phenomena of the waves of the ocean
ordinarily produced by the wind, the tidal

wave. Ac, it has also a close relation to the
phenomena of undulating musical strings,

the undulations in solids, as in earthquake
waves, &c., while we know that sounds in

air are propagated as waves, and that even
light is now generally held to be a form of

wave-motion. See Sound, Light, Undu-
latory.—3. Water. [Poetical.]

Build a ship to save thee from the flood.

I'll furnish thee with fresh -a/a-Vf, bread and wine.
Chaj>man.

Deep drank Lord Marmion of the wave.
Sir If^. Scott.

4. Anything resembling a wave in character
or appearance; as, (a) one of a series of un-
dulating inequalities on a surface; a swell-

ing outline; an undulation. 'The bounte-
ous wave of such a breast' Tennyson. 'The
thousand 7c« yes of wheat.' Tennyson, (b)

That which advances and recedes, rises

and falls, comes and goes, or increases and
diminishes with some degree or regular
recurrence like a wave. ' Old recurring
waves of prejudice;' 'the holy organ roll-

ing waves of sound;' 'waves of shadow.'
Tennyson, (c) The undulating line or streak
of lustre on cloth watered and calendered.
5. A waving or undulating motion; a signal
made by waving the hand, a flag, or the
hke.
Wave (wav), v.i. pret. & pp. waved; ppr.

waving. [O.E. waven, to wave in the wind;
A. Sax. tvafian, which seems to have been
used rather in sense of waver or hesitate
through astonishmentthan in physical sense;
allied to Icel. vei/a, to wave, to vibrate,

vafi, doubt, uncertainty, vafra, to hover
about; O.G. waben, to fluctuate. Waver is

a derivative form. ] 1. To move loosely one
way and the other; to fluctuate; to float or
flutter; to undulate. ' Even as the waving
sedges play with wind.' Shak.

Sound trumpets ! let our bloody colours ivave I

Shak.
Nor lua-ves the cypress in the palace walk.

Tennyson.

2. To be moved as a signal; to beckon.

A bloody arm it is, . . . and now
it waves unto us. S. yonson.

3.t To be in an unsettled state; to waver; to
fluctuate; to hesitate.

He "waved indifferently 'twijtt doing them neither
good nor harm. Shak.

Wave (wav), v.t. 1. To move one way and
the other; to brandish; as, to wave the hand;
to wave a sword.

Eneas, hasteninsr waved his fatal sword
High o'er his head. Dryden.

2. To raise into inequalities of surface.

'Horns whelked and waved like th' enraged
sea.' Shak.~-3.f To waft; to remove any-
thing floating. Sir T. Browne.—^. To draw
the attention of, or to direct, by a waving
motion; to signal to by waving the hand or
the like; to beckon.

Look with what courteous action
It waves you to a more removed ground. Shak.

5. To signify or command by a waving mo-
tion; to indicate by a wave of the hand,
&c. ; to give a waving signal for. ' She
spoke, and bowing, waved dismissal.' Tenr
n;/son.

Wave (wav), v.t. Same as Waive in its va-
rious senses; as, (a) to cast away; to reject.

(b) To relinquish, as a right or claim, (c) To
depart from, abandon, or quit.

Wave,t pret. of weave. Wove. Chaucer.
Wave-bome (wav'born), a. Borne or car-
ried on or by the waves.
Waved. (wavd),a. 1. In her. the same as Wavy
or UndA.—'2.. Variegated in lustre; as, waved
silk.— 3. In bot. undate.—4. In entom. ap-
plied to insects when the margin of the
body is marked with a succession of arched
segments or incisions.

Wave-length (waVlength), n. The distance
between the crests of two adjacent waves
or between the lowest parts of the depres-
sions on each side of a wave. See Waa'K.
Waveless (wav'les), a. Free from waves;
not waving; undisturbed; unagitated; still;

as, the ivaveless sea. ' Smoother than this
waveless spring.' Peele.

The bannered blazonry hung waveless &% a palL
R. H. Barhani.

Wavelet (wavletXn. A small wave; a ripple
on water.

In a million "wavelets tipped with gold
Leapt the soft pulses of the sunlit sea.

Sir H. Taylor.

Wavelllte (wa'vel-it), «. [From Dr. Wavel,
the discoverer] A mineral, a phosphate
of aluminium, commonly found in crystals,
which usually adhere and radiate, forming
hemispherical or globular concretions from
a very sma41 size to 1 inch in diameter.
The form of the crystal is usually that of a
rhombic prism with dihedral terminations.
It occurs at Barnstaple in Devonshire, in
Cornwall, near Cork in Ireland, in Germany,
Brazil, &c. It has also been called Hydrar-
qillite.

Wave-loaf (wavlof), n. A loaf for a wave-
ofiering.

Wave-motion (wav'mo-shon), lu Motion in

cun-es alternately concave and convex like

that of the waves of the sea; undnlatory
motion. See Wave, 2.

Wave-offering (wav'of-f6r-ing), n. In the
Jeu'inh ceremonial worship, an offering made
with waving towards the four cardinal points.
Ex. xxix. 26, 27.

Waver (wa'v6r), v.i. [A freq. corresponding
to the verb to wave, to fluctuate= Icel. va/ra,
to hover. (See Wave.) Akin to O.G. tea-

beren, to move to and fro; D. wei/elen, to
totter, to hesitate.] 1. To play or move to
and fro ; to move one way and the other;
to flutter. 'Baners and penons waveryng
with the wynde.' Berners.

From the high tree the blossom -waivtriug fell,

Tenttyson.

2. To be unsettled in opinion; to be unde-
termined; to fluctuate; to vacillate; as, to
waver in opinion; to waver in faith. Shak.

Let us hold fast the profession of our faith without
wavering. Heb. x. 23,

3. To be in danger of falling or failing; to
totter; to reel.

Like the day of doom it seemed to her waverittg
senses. Longfellow.

Wavert (wa'vfer), n. [Probably from wane,
v.i.'] Asaplingoryoungtimbertree. Evelyn.
Waverer (wa'v6r-6r), n. One who wavers;
one who is unsettled in doctrine, faith, or
opinion. Shak._
Waverlngly (wa'v6r-ing-li), adv. In a wa-
vfiing. doubtful, fluctuating manner.
Waveringnesa (wa'v6r-ing-nes), n. State or
quality of being wavering.
Waveson (wav'son), n. [Perhaps connected
with waive, waif, rather than icare.] A
name given to goods which after shipwreck
appear floating on the sea.

Wave-worn (wav'wOm), n. Worn by the
waves. ' The shore that o'er his %oave-wom
basis bow'd.' Shak.
Waviness (wa'vi-nes), n. Tlie state or qua-
lity of being wa^-y or undulating.
Wavy (wa'vi), a. 1. Rising or swelling in
waves; full of waves.
Thirtie hoUow-bottom'd barkes diride the wavi£

seas. Chapman,

2. Showing undulations or fluctuations of

any kind; undulating.

Let her glad valleys smile with wavy com. Prior

Swarms of minnows show their little heads
Staying their "tvavy bodies "gainst the streams,

Keats.

3. In hot. undulating on the border or on
the surface.—4. In her. same as Vnd^ (which
see).

Fate, far, fat, fjvll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abnne; y, Sc. Uy.
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Wawe.t Wawt (w^). ?i. A wave. Speiiaer.

Wawlt (w:il), v.i. To cry. See Waul.
Wawl, Waul (wgl), v.i. [Perhaps akin to

A Sax. wealwian, to roll, E. to wallow^ or
to wall in ^call-eyed. ] To look wildly ; to
roll the eyes. [Scotch.]

He iva-wls on rae with his grey een.Hke a wild cat.

Sir IV. Scott.

Wawlle (w^li), a. Same as Waly.
Wax (waks), n. [A. Sax. weax, G. wachs,
Icel. and Sw. vax, Dan. vox, D. vas; cog.

Pol. vosk, Ru9. vogka, Lith. wagzkas—wax.
Comp. L. vi><cum, G. 1x0$ (Jixos), mistletoe,
birdlime.] 1. A thick, viscid, tenacious sub-
stance, excreted by bees from their bodies,
and employed in the construction of their

cells; usually called Bees'-wax, Its native
colour is yellow, and It has a peculiar smell
resembling honey, which is derived from
the honey deposited in the cells. When
bleached and freed from impurities, wax is

white, brittle, and translucent in thin seg-

ments: it has neither tast« nor smell; it has
a specific gravity of from 01)60 to 0-966. It

melts at 158" and softens at S6% becoming
so plastic that it may be moulded by the
hand into any form. It is a mixture of three
substances, called laspectively myricin, cer-

otic acid, and cerolein, in very variable pro-
portions. These substances are themselves
composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.
W^ax is extensively employed both in its

original ami bleached state; in the latter

state it is used for candles, and in numerous
cerates, ointments, and plasters. It is also
used in fonning figures or images, busts, Ac.

,

in the preparation <*i anatomical models,
in the preparation of artificial fruit, flowers,

&c. In statuary it is used in making models
ior the metal cast. —^2. Any substance re-

sembling wax in appearance, consistence,
plasticity, or other properties; as, (o)avege-
table product which may be regarded as a
concrete fixed oil ; the principal varieties
heing Chinese wax. cow-tree wax, Cul>a wax,
and Japan wax. It may 1)e obtained from
the pollen of many flowers, and it forma a
part of the green fecula of many plants,
particularly of the cabbage. It appears as
a varnish upon the fruit and the upper
surface of the leaves of many trees, as in
the wax-palm and wax-myrtle. Called also
Vegetable Wax. (b) A mineral product, one
of certain fossil hydrocarlwns which occur
in small riuantities generally in the carlwn-
ileroua formation: called more fully Mineral
H'dX. The most familiarly known variety
is ozocerke (which see), (c) A thick ten-
acious substance excreted in the ear; ear-
wax, (d) A substance found on the hinder
legs of bees, derived from the pollen of
flowers. This was long supposed to be the
substance from which bees elaborated the
wax for their cells, but this notion is now
found to l>e erroneous. The pollen coUecteil
by bees serves for the nourishment of their
larvaj. (e) A substance used Jn sealing let-

ters. SeeSEALiSG-WAX. (/) A thick resinous
substance used by shoemakers for rubbing
their thread.
Wax (waks). p.<. To smear or rub with wax;
to apply wax to; to treat with wax; as, to
vax a thread or a table,

Wax (waks), v. i. pret. waxed; pp. inaxed or
waxen (the latter perhaps now only poeti-
cal). [A. Sax- weaxan, to grow, to be-
come; Icel. vaxa, Dan. voexe, Sw. viixa, G.
wacfmen, D icaitseyt, to wax ; allied to L.
augeo, Skr vakuhAmi, tr> increase, to wax;
frmn a root seen also in L. vigor, E. vigour,
vegetable, <tc.] I. To increase in size; to
grow; to become larger; as. the VYtxtTio and
the waning moon. ' Waxed like a sea.' Shak.

Thou shaJt -wax and he shall dwindle. Tennyson.

z. To pass from one state to another; to
become; as, to vmx strong; to wax warm or
cold; to wax feeble; to wax old. ' Waxen
deal. ' Shak. ' Waxing pale for rage ' Fair-
iax.

Where youne Adonis oft reposes.
Waxing w«U of his deep wound. Milton.

— Waxing kernels, wax kernels, a popular
name for small tumours caused by enlarge-
ment of the lymphatic glands, espe«ially of
children, from their tieiiig supposed to be
associated with the growing or waxing of
the body.
Wax ('w;ik.s), n. A rage ; a passion. 'She's
in ;i teriiiib- wax.' 11. Kingxley. [Slang.]

Wax -basket (waks'bas-ket), n. A fancy
basket made of or coated with wax. Sim-
monds.
Wax-bill (waks'bil), n. A small finch, genus

Estrilda, so called from its beak being red
like wax. It is often kept in cages.

Wax-candle (waks-kan'dl), n. A candle
made of wax.
Wax - chandler (waks'chand-16r), n. A
maker or seller of wax-candles.
Wax-cloth, (waks'kloth), n. A popular but
erroneous name for Floor-cloth (which see).

Wax-doU (waks'dol), n. A child's doll made
or partly made of wax.
Waxen (wak'sn), a. 1. Made of wax; as,

waxen cells. — 2. Resembling wax ; soft as
wax.
Men have marble, women waxen hearts. Shak.

3. Covered with wax; as, a icaxen tablet.

Waxen (wak'sn), old or poetical pp. of
wax, to grow. Gen. xlx. 13.

Wax-end, Waxed-end (waks'end, wakst'-
end), n. A thread pointed with a bristle,

and covered with rosin (slioemakers* icax),

used in sewing boots and shoes.

Wax-flower (waks'flou-^r), n. 1. A flower
made of bees'-wax.—2. A plant of the genus
Clusia, C. insiynis. See Clusia.
Waxiness (wak'si-nes), n. The state or
quality of being waxy.
Wax-insect (waks'in-sekt), n. A name
given to several insects other than the bee
which produce wax. Tlie most important
is a small white insect (Coccus sinensis or
C. Pela), a native of China, closely allied to
the cochineal insect, and which deposits its

wax as a coating resembling hoar-frost on
the branches of certain plants, particularly
on those of a variety of sumach. The wax,
known as Chinese wax or pela, is collected
from the plants, melted, and strained, and
is then made into a very fine kind of candles
which are used by only the higher classes in
China It has been imported into England
for candle manufacture, but is far too ex-
pensive for general use.

Wax-lixht (waks'lit), n. A taper made of
wax. jlilman.

Wax-modelling (waks-mod'el-ing), n. The
art of forming models and figures in wax.
Otherwise termed the Ceroplastic Art
Wax-moth (waks'moth),n. A popularname
given to various species of moths of the
genera Ptychopoda. Emmelesia, Cabera, &c.
Wax-myrtle (waks'mer-tl). n. ifyrica cer-

ifera, or candleberry-tree See Candle-
BERRY-TREE and MVRICACEiE.
Wax-painting (waks'pant-ing), n. En-
caustic painting- See ENCAUSTIC.
Wax-palm(wak8'pam), rt. A species ofpalm,
the Ceruxylon andicola, found in South Ame-
rica. It is a native of the Andes, and is

found chiefly between 4' and 5' of north
latitude, at an elevation of about 5000 feet

Wax-palm [Ceroxylon andicoia).

above the sea-level, among rugged preci-
pices. It grows to the height of 180 feet.

The trunk is marked by rings, caused by the
falling off of the leaves, which are 18 to 20
feet long, and is coverecl with a thick secre-
tion, consisting of two-thirds resin and one-
third wax. This substance Is also exuded
from the leaves, i.s whitish, almost inodorous,
except when heated, when it gives out a res-

inous odour. In the region in which it grows

the wax, usually mixed with bees*-wax and
tallow, is made into candles. The only other
palm which exudes wax, and that in a sort
of scales from the palmate leaves, is the Car-
nauba palm, found plentifully iu Brazil.

Wax-paper (waks'pa-p6r), n. A kind of
paper prepared by spreading over its surface
a coating made of white wax, turpentine, and
spermaceti.

Wax-red (waks'red). a. Of a bright-red col-
our, resembling that of sealing-wax. ' Wax-
red lips.' Shak.
Wax-scot t (waks'skot), n. A duty anciently
paid twice a year towards the charge of wax-
candles in churches.
Wax-tree (waks'tre), n. A name common
to plants of the genus Vismia (which see).

Wax-Wing (waks'wing), n. The common
name of the species of dentirostral birds of
the genns Ampelia. They are so named be-
cause most of them have small, oval, homy
appendages on the secondaries of the wings
of the colour of red sealing-wax. Only three
species have been recorded, viz. the Bohe-
mian wax-wing or chatterer {A. garnda), a
migratory bird, which has a wide geographi-
cal range, the American wax-wing or cedar-
bird (A. carolinensis), which is confined to
North America, and the red-winged chat-
terer or Japanese wax-wing {A. phenicop-
tera), an Asiatic bird.

Wax-work (waks'werk), n. l.Work in wax;
especially, figures formed of wax in imita-
tion of real beings; also, anatomical prepara-
tions in wax, preparations in wax of fruit.

flowers, &c.—2. A place where a collection
of such figures is exhibited. —3. A woody
plant of the genus Celastrus (C scandens),
nat. order Celastracete, found by the sides
of streams and in thickets. Its opening,
orange-coloured pods, displaying the scarlet
covering of the seeds, have a fine effect in
autumn.
Wax-worker (wak8'w6rk-6r), n. 1. One
who works in wax; a maker of wax-work.

—

2. A bee which makes wax.
Waxy (wak'si), a. 1. Resembling wax in ap-
pearance, softness, plasticity, impressibility,
adhesiveness, or other properties; hence,
yielding

; pliable ; impressionable ; soft
* ITiat the softer, waxy part of you may re-
ceive some impression from this discourse.'
Hammond. —2. Made of wax; abounding in
v/ax.~Waxy degeneration. Same aa Amy-
loid Degeneration.
Way (wa), »t. [O. E. wai, wei, wey, from
A. Sax. weg. a way, road, passage ; Dan. veiy

Sw. viig, Icel. vegr, D. and G. xceg, Goth.
vigs, way; from a root meaning to move, to
go, to take, to carry; seen also in E. wagon,
wain, L. via, a way (in viaduct), veho, to
carry, whence vehicvlum, a vehicle, velum,
a sail (E. veil), veheviens, vehement, «fcc.

Hence always, away, &c.] 1. A track or
path along or over which one passes, pro-
gresses, or journeys; a place for passing; a
path, route, road, street, or passage of any
kind.

The why is as plain as way to parish church. Shak.
The season and ways were very improper for his

majesty's forces to march so tfreat a distance.
Ez'elyti.

2. Length of space; distance. 'A good way
on before.' Tennyson.

Thy servant wiO go a fittle way over Jordan.
I Sam. xix. 36.

3.A going, moving, or passing from one place
to another; progression; transit; journey.

The Lord . . . will send his angel with thee, and
prosper thy way. Gen. xxiv. 40.

4. Path or course in life.

The way of transgressors ts hard. Prov xiii. 15.

5. Direction of motion, progress, or travel;
course; relative position or motion to or
from a certain point ; tendency of action.
' This way the coverlets, another way the
sheets.' Shak. ' Now sways it this way, . . .

now sways it that way." Shak. 'Which
way looks he?' Shak. 'Turn thy edged
sword another way.' Shak.—G. Means by
which anything is reached, attained, or ac-
complished; proceeding; course; scheme;
device; plan.

By nohle ways we conquest will prepare

;

First offer peace, and lliat refused, make war.
Dryden.

7. Method or manner of proceeding; mode;
fashion ; style ; as, the wrong or the right
way of doing something.

I wiU one way or other make you amends. Shak.

God hath so many times and ways spoken to men.
Hooker.

His way of expressing and applying them, not his
invention of them, is what we admire. AcU/isoH.

ch. cAain; £h, 9c. locA; g, go; J, 70b; % Fr. ton; ng, ting\ XH, tAen; th, ^iu; w. wig; wh, uAig; zh, azure.—See Krt
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8. 1'saal mode of acting or behaving; mode
of dealing; method of life or action; regular
or habitual course or scheme of life ; as, a
person of peculiar ways.

All flesh had corrupted his -way upon the earth.
Gen. vi. 12.

9. Resolved plan or mode of action or con-
duct; course approved of as oue's own.

He was of an hi>;h mind, and loved his own will and
his ivay as one that revered himself and would reign

indeed Bacon.
If I had my 7vay

He had mewed in flames at home. B. yonson.

10. Sphere of observation.

The general officers and the public ministers that

fell in my -way were generally subject to the gout.
Sir IV. Temple.

11. Utaiit, (a) progress or motion through
the water ; as, a vessel is under way when
she begins her motion, she gathers way
when she increases her rate of sailing, and
loses toay wlien the rate is diminished.

(i>) pi. The timbers on which a ship is

launched. (c)pi. Skids on which heavy pack-
ages are raised or lowered. — 12. Way and
ways are used in certain phrases in the
sense of wise; as, he is no ways a match
for his opponent.
Tisno7c<iy the interest even of the priesthood. Pope,

— To c(nne one's ivay or ways, to come
along, to come on ; a phrase often en-
couragingly used when asking or inviting

one to approach or accompany the speaker.
[Colloq.]
Come your -waxes (saieth he), for now are all things

in a readinesse. Udall.

You must be watched ere you be made tame, must
you? Comeyour -ways, comeyour -ways. Shak,

—To give way (ft), to break .or fall, as under
pressure or a strain; as, the floor gave ivay
beneath our feet; the ice gave way beneath
the skaters; the rope gave way and the boat
drifted. (&) To make room for passing; to
suffer to pass; hence, to give free scope; to
recede; to yield; to submit; not to resist

or hinder.
Upen your gates and i^ve the victors way. Shak.

Small to greater matters muslgi-ve way. Shak.

The senate, forced to yield to the tribunes of the
people, thought it their wisest course also to give
way to the time. Swtft.

—To go one's way or ways, to take one's
departure; to set out; to depart; to be off.

He declared to his friend that he was never guilty
in the murdering of the man; and so he went his
ways, Latimer.

The phrase, when addressed to others,
sometimes implies reproach=be ofEl be-
gone!
Go tky ways f I "gin to be aweary of thee, Shak.

Sometimes, however, it is used as a term of
exhortation or applause= well, take your
own course.
Petruchio, go thy luays, the field is won, Shak.

— To go the way of all the earth, to die.

1 Ki. ii. 2.—To lead the way, to be the first

or most advanced in a march, procession,
progress, or the like ; to act the part of a
leader, guide, &c.
He tried each art, reproved each dull delay.
Allured to better worlds, and ledthe way. Goldsntith.

—To make way, (a) to give room for passing;
to open a clear passage; to stand aside; to
move so as to suit the convenience of an-
other; to give place. ' Make ivay there for
the princes.' Sftak. (6) To open a path
through obstacles; to overcome all resist-
ance, hinderance, or difficulties ; to pene-
trate.

With this little arm and this good sword
I have made my ivay through more impediments
Than twenty times your stop. Shak,
Then her false voice made -way broken with sobs.

Tennyso}i.
—To make one's way, to find and keep a
successful career; to advance successfully;
to advance in life by one's own exertions.

The boy was to know his father's circumstances,
and that he was to make his way by his own in-
dustry. Spectator.

—To take one's way, (a) to set out; to go.

They, hand in hand, with wandering steps and slow.
Through Eden took their solitary way. Milton.

(6) To follow one's own settled plan, course,
opinion, inclination, or fancy.

Doctor, your service for this time is ended

;

Takeyour own way. Shak.

—By the way, (a) in the course of the journey,
passage, or the like; 01: the road.
See that ye fall not out by the way. Gen. xlv. 24.

(6) In passing; without necessary connec-
tion with the main subject or purpose

;

parenthetically.
Note, by tlie way, that unity of continuance is

easier to procure than unity of species. Bacon,

—By way of, as for the purpose of; as being;
to serve as or in lieu of; as, he got a pension
by way of recompense. — In the way, in a
position or of such a nature as to obsti'uct,

impede, hinder, or prevent; as, that med-
dling fellow is always in the way; there are
some difficulties in the way; her long train

is always in the way.—In the way of, so as
to meet or fall in with; in a favourable
position for doing or getting; as, I can put
you in the way of a good piece of business.
—In the family way, with child; pregnant.
[Colloq.]

—

On the way, in going or travel-

ling along; hence, in a progressive state;

advancing towards completion or accom-
plishment.

Our wishes on the way
May prove effects. Shak.

— Out of the way, (a) not in the proper
course; in such a position or condition as
to pass or miss one's object; in such a
place or state as to be hindered, impeded,
incommoded, or prevented ; away from the
mark; aside; astray.

We are quite out 0/ the way when we think that
things contain within themselves the qualities that
appear to us in them, Locke,

Men who go out o/ihe way to hint free things must
be guilty of absurdity or rudeness. Richardson,

Don't put yourself cw/ ofthe way on our accounts.
Dickens.

{h) Not in its proper place or where it can
be found or met with; hence, concealed,
hidden, or lost.

Is'tlost? is'tgone? spesiV., is \t onto' the way i Shak.

(c) Not in the usual, ordinary, or regular
course ; out of the beaten track ; hence,
extraordinary; remarkable; striking; as,

her beauty and accomplishments are no-
thing out of the way. [Colloq. l—Cotered
ov covert way. See COVERED-way.— 3/iiAry

Way, See Galaxy. — Right of way, in
law, a privilege which an individual or
particular description of persons may have
of going over another's ground, subject to
certain conditions, or sanctioned by the cus-
tom by virtue of which the right exists. A
right of way may be claimed by prescription
and immemorial usage, such right being ab-
solute and indefeasable if proved to be used
down to the time of the commencement of
the action. It may also be granted by spe-
cial permission, as when the owner of lands
grants to another liberty of passing over his
grounds to go to church, market, or the like,

in which case the gift is confined to the
grantee alone, and dies with him. Again, a
right of way may arise by act and operation
of law, as when a man grants a piece of
ground in the middle of his field he at the
same time tacitly and implicitly grants a
way to come at \i.—Way of the rounds, in

fort, a space left for the passage round be-
tween a rampart and the wall of a fortified
town. — Ways and mea?is, (a) methods; re-

sources; facilities.

Then evther prince sought the -wayes and meanys
howe eytner of theyra myght discontent other.

Fabyan.
(&) Specifically, in legislation, means for
raising money ; resources of revenue. —
Committee of ways and vieans. See Com-
mittee.
Way.t Waye (wa), v.t. To weigh; to es-
teem. Spenser.

Wayt (wa), v.t. 1. To go in, to proceed
along.—2. To go or journey to.—3. To put in
the way; to teach to go in the way; to break
to the road: said of horses.

A horse that is not well wayed; he starts at every
bird that flies out of a hedge. Selde?t.

Wayt (wa), v,i. To journey.

On a time, as they together wayed, Spenser.

Way-baggage (wa'bag-aj), n. The baggage
or effects of a way-passenger on a railroad
or in a stage-coach.

Way-bennet (wa'ben-net), n. A British
plant of the genus Hordeum, the H. muri-
7ium: called also Wall-barley. See Hor-
deum.
Way-bill (walail). 71. A list of the names of
passengers who are carried in a public con-
veyance, or the description of goods sent
with a common carrier by land.

' It's so on the way-bill,' replied the guard.
Dickens,

Wayboard (wa'bord), n. A mining term
now pretty generally used by geologists to
designate the thin layei-s or bands that
separate or define the boundaries of thicker
strata. Thus, thick beds of limestone are
separated by wayboards of slaty shale, sand-
stones are separated by tvayboards of clay,
tliese thin layers indicating the lines of

junction at which the strata separate or
give way. Page.
Way-bread (wa'bred), n. [A. Sax. weg-
brcede—^veg, a way, and breed, broad, from
its being found grooving on way&ities, and
from its broad leaves.] A name given to
the herb plantain {Plantago major),
Way-dOOrt (wa'dor), n. Street-door. Bp.
Hall.

Wayfaret (wa'far), v.i. [Way and /are, to
journey.] To journey; to travel.

A certain I^conian, as he wayfared, came to a
place where there dwelt an old friend of his.

Holland.
Wayfaret (wa'far), n. The act of wayfaring
or journeying; travel.

Way-farer (wa'far-6r), n. One who way-
fares, journeys, or travels; a traveller; a
passenger. Rich. Carew.
Wayfaring (wa'far-ing), a. Being on a
journey; travelling. Judg. xix. 17.

Moreover for the refreshing of 7ua(/aring men, he
ordained cups of yron or brasse to be fastened by
such cleare wells and fountains as did runne by the
wale's bide. Stow.

Wayfaring -tree (wa'far-ing-tre). n. A
shrub, a species of Viburnum, the V. Lan-
tana: called also Mealy Gelder-rose. See
Viburnum.
Waygoing (wa'go-lng), a. Going away;
depai'ting; of, pertaining to, or belonging
to, one who goes nway.— Waygoing crop, the
crop which is taken from the land the year
the tenant leaves a farm.
WaygOOse (wa'gos), n. [The forms wayz-
govue, wuytsgoose also occur, and the first

part of the word seems to be G. weizen,
weitzen, wheat, the term being probably
borrowed from Germany. ] The name given
to an annual dinner of the printers which
originally took place during the period of
wheat stubble. Jos. Moxon.
Waylay (wa-la' or wa'la), t-.^ pret. & pp.
tvaylaid; ppr. waylaying. [Way find lay.'i

To watch insidiously in the way, with a view
to seize, rob, or slay; to beset in ambush;
as, to waylay a traveller.

I will waylay thee going home, where if it be thy
chance to kill me . . . thou klllest me like a rogue
and villain. Shak.

Waylayer (wa-la'6r or wala-dr), n. One
who waylays; one who waits for another in
ambush, with a view to seize, rob, or slay
him.
Way-leave (wa'lev), n. Kight of way. See
under Way.
Another thing that is remarkable is their wa>-

lea-ves; for when men have pieces of ground between
the colliery and the river, they sell leave to lead coals
over their ground. Roger North,

Wayless (wa'les), a. Having no way or
path; pathless; trackless. Drayton,
Way-maker (wa'niak-6r), n. One who make&
a way ; a precursor. • Waymakers to the
. . . restitution of the evangelical truth.'
Bp. Hall.

Way-mark (wa'mark), n. A mark to guide
in travelling. Jer. xxxi. 21.

Waymentt (wa'ment), v. i, [See Waiment. )
To bewail; to lament.

For what bootes it to weepe and wayment,
Spenser.

Waymentt (wa'ment), n, Lameutation.
Spenser.

Way-pane (wa'pan), n. A slip left for cart-
age in watered land. [Local.]

Way-passenger (wa'pas-en-j6r), 71. A pas-
senger picked up by the way, that is, one
taken up at some place intermediate be-
tween the regular or principal stopping
places or stations.

Way-post (wa'post), n. Same as Finger-
post.

You came to a place where three cross-roads divide.
Without any ivay-post stuck up by the side.

A'. H. Barham.
Way-shaft (wa'shaft), n. In steam-engines,
the rocking-shaft for working the slide-
valve from the eccentric.

Wayside (wa'sid), n. The side of the way;
the border or edge of the road or highway.
Sometimes used adjectively—of or pertain-
ing to the wayside; growing, situated, A-c,
by or near the side of the way; as, icayside
flowers.

The windows of the wayside inn.

Gleamed red with fire-hght through the leaves.
Longfellow.

Way-station (wa'sta-shon), n. An inter-
mediate station on a railroad. [United
States.]

Way-thistle (wa'this-1), n. A plant of tlie

genus Cnicus, C. arvensis. Called also Field-
thistle.

Wayward (wa'wSrd), a. [* Originally a head-
less form of aweiward. . . . Thus wayward

F&tc, far, fat, fftU; me, met, li6r; pjne, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«ll; oil, pound; ii, Sc, abune; y, Sc. tey.
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is aicay-ward, that is. turned away, perverse.
This is the simple solution of a word that
has given much trouble. It is a parallel
formation to froward.' Skeat.] Full of
peevish caprices or whims ; froward ; per-
verse. 'Whining, purblind, tcayward boy.'
Shak. 'Thwartingtheifaywardseas.' Shak.
Wayward beauty doth not fancy move. Fair/ax.

Way-warden (wa'war-den), n. The sur-
veyor of a road.

' Had'st best repent and mend thy ways.' ' The
•way-warden may do that ; I wear out no ways.'

Kin£sley.
WajTwardly (wa'w6rd-li), adv. In a way-
ward manner; frowardly; perversely.
Waywardness (wa'w6rd-nes), n. The qua-
lity of being wayward; frowardness; per-
verseness. Shak.
Waywise (wa'wiz), a. Expert in finding or
keeping the way ; knowing the way or route.
A)>h.

Waywlsert (wa'wiz-^r), n. [G. wegweiser,
fnjm iveg, way, and weisen, to direct] An
instrument formeasuring the distance which
one has travelled on the road; an odometer
or pedometer.

I went to see Colonel Blount who shewed me the
application of the ii/ajyTviser to a coach, exactly niea-
surinj^ the miles, and showinjsr them by an index as
we went on. It had 3 circles, one pointing to the
number of rods, another to the miles, by 10 to 1000,
with all the subdivisions of quarters. Jiveiyn.

Waywode, Walwode (wa'w6d). n. [Pol.
ana Rus. woi/ewoda, lit. army leader, from
woi, an army, and tvodit, to lead.) A name
originally given to military commanders in
various Slavonic countries, and afterwards
to governors of towns or provinces. It was
borne for a time by the rulers of Moldavia
and Wallachia, who subsequently took the
title of Hnsprxlar.
WaywodesMp (wa'wod-ship), n. The pro-
vince or jurisdiction of a waywode.
Wayworn (wa'wdm), a. Wearied by tra-
velling.

We (we), pr&n.
. pi. of /. [A Sax. m^. O. Sax.

we. lOT, Icel, w*r, reer, Dan. and Sw. vi, D.
wt/. G. icir, Goth, iceis; ct^. Skr. vayam—we.
The initial w or v is supposed to represent
m r.f the old radical ma, me, I, and the
suffix « (G. r) to be a relic of an old demon-
strative sina joined to the first pronoim.
Originally, therefore, tee = ma-sma = / -f
tkat (or he). See Us.] I and another or
others; I and he or she. or I and they. We
is sometimes, like tJiey, vaguely used for
society, jwople in general, the world, Ac,
but when the speaker or writer uses we
he identifies himself more or less directly
with the statement; when he uses thei/ he
implies no such identification. Both pro-
nouns thus u.'ied may be translated by the
French oh and the German ynan; as, tve (or
they) Bay—on dit, man sagt.

(Vice) seen too oft. familiar with her face
/fV first endure, then pity, then embrace. Pofie.

' They say so.* 'And who are 'theyf Every-
body—nobody. They t They is a regular scandal-
monger, an unknown, unacknowledged, unseen, un-
answered, unauthorized creation quoted on all occa-
sions.' Mrs. S. C. Halt.

We is frequently used by individuals, as
edit4>rs, authors, and the like, when allud-
ing to themselves, in order to avoid the
appearance of egotism which it is as-
sumed would result from the fre<iueiit use
of the pronoun I. The plural style is also
used by kings and other potentates, and
is said to have been first used in his edicts
by King John of England, according to
others by Richard I. The Frencli and Ger-
man sovereigns followed the example about
the beginning of the thirteenth century.

IVe charge you, on allegiance to oursdf.
To hold your slaughtering hands. Shak.

Weak (wek), a. [Not directly from A. Sax.
ic(ic, weak (which would have become in
modem English woak or woke), but from
the Scandinavian; Icel. veikr, veykr, Sw.
cek, 0an my, L.G. and D. week, G. weieh,
pliant, soft, weak. The original meaning was
yielding or giving way readily, the stem
l»eing seen in A. Sax. wican, O H.G. wichan,
to yield, to give way; Or. {cyeikein, to yield.
WicA-^wf'c^e/-, are from same root.] 1. Want-
ing physical strength; as, (a) deficient in
strength of bo<ly; not able to raise great
weights or do severe tasks or work; wanting
vigour or robustness; feeble; exhausted; in-
firm; sickly. 'A poor, infirm, weak, and des-
pised old man." Shak. (b) Not able to sus-
tain a great weight, pressure, or strain ; as,
weak timl>er; a weak bridge; a weak rope.
(c) Not having the parts firmly united or

adhesive; easily broken or separated into
pieces; readily fractured; brittle; as, au-eak
vessel, (d) Not stiff; pliant; bending; frail;

soft; as, the weak stem of a plant, (e) Not
able to resist onset or attack ; easily sur-
mounted or overcome; as. a zveak fortress.
barrier, or fence.—2. Deficient in force of
utterance or sound ; having little volume,
loudness, or sonorousness ; low ; feeble

;

small. 'A voice, not soft, weak, piping, and
womanish.' Ascham.—B. Wanting in ability
to perform its functions or office; deficient
in functional energy, activity, or the like.

*My tveak stomach.' Shak. 'My eyes are
weak.' Shak.~i. Unfitforpurposesof attack
or defence, either from want of members,
training, courage, or other martial resources;
not strong iu arms.

The legions now in Gallia are
Full v/eak to undertake our wars. Skak. .

5. Not abundantly or sufficiently impreg-
nated with the essential, required, or usual
ingredients, or with stimulating or nourish-
ing substances or properties; notof the usual
strength; as. weak tea; weak broth; a weak
infusion; weak punch.—6. Not possessing
moral or mental strength, vigour, or energy;
deficient in strength of intellect or judg-
ment. *A tveak mind and an able body.'
Shak.

Origen was never -weak enough to imagine that
there were two Gods. It-'afer/and.

To think everything disputable is a proof of a
weai mind and a captious temper. Beattie.

I. Having imperfect mental faculties; im-
becile ; silly ; fatuous ; stupid ; as, a person
of weak intellect or mind.—8. Not having
acquired full confidence or conviction; not
decided or confirmed; vacillating; wavering.
Him that is weak in the faith, receive ye. but not

to doubtful disputations. Rom. .\iv. i.

9. Wanting steadiness or firmness: unable
to withstand temptation, persuasion, ur-
gency, or the like; easily moved, impressed,
or overcome.

Superior and unmoved ; here only -weak
Against the charm of beauty's powerful glance.

MUton.
iXweak woman went astray.

Their stars were more at fault than they. Prior,

10. Resulting from or indicating lack of
judgment, discernment, or firmness; aris-
ing from want of moral courage, of self-
denial, or of determination; injudicious;
as, a weak compliance; a -weak surrender.

If evil thence ensue
She first his iveak indulgence will accuse. Milton.

II. Not having effective orprevailing power,
or not felt to l>e effective or prevailing.
My ancient incantations are loo -weak ShaM.

If my weak oratory
Can from his mother win the Duke of York,
Anon expect him here. Shak.

12. Not having the power to convince; not
supported by the force of reason or truth

;

unsustained; as, weak reasoning or ail-
ment; weak evidence.

A case so weak and feeble hath been much per-
sisted m. Hooker
13. Not founded in right or justice; not
easily defensible.

I know not what to say; my title's weak—
Tell uie. may not a king adopt an hcirt Shak.

14. Not having power or vigour of expres-
sion; deficient in pith, pregnancy, or point;
as, a iceak sentence; a weak style.—15. In-
considerable; slight; insignificant. 'This
weak and idle theme.' Shak. 'Mine own
weak merits.' Shak.~\&. In gram, a term
applied to a noun or a verb, or to a declen-
sion or conjugation where the plural in the
case of the noun is marked by the addition
of 8, and the preterite and past participle
in the case of verbs are marked by the addi-
tion of erf; as, boy, hoys; I love, I loved, I
am loved: called otherwise regxttar, and dis-
tinguished from s(ro;i^, or irregular— Ifeafr
side, that side or aspect of a person's char-
acter or disposition by which he is most
easily influenced or affected.

Guard thy heart
On this weak side where most uur nature fails.

Addison.
Weakt (wek), v.t. To make weak; to weaken.
Dr. [I. More.
Weakt (wek), v.i. To become weak. Chau-
cer.

Weaken (wek'n), v.t. [Weak, and the verb-
forming suffix -en. ] To make weak orweaker;
to lessen the strength of or to deprive of
strength; to debilitate; to enervate; to en-
feeble; as, to weaken the body; to weaken
the minfl; to tceaken the hands of the ma-

gistrate; to weaken the force of an objec-
tion or argument.

A languor came
Upon him, gentle sickness, gradually
ll'eakeni't^ the man, till he could do no more.

Tennyson.
Weaken (wek'n). v.i. To become weak or
weaker; as, he weakens from day to day.
Shak.
Weakener (wek'n-6r), n. One who or that
which weakens.
Fastings and mortifications, . . rightly managed,

are huye helps to piety, and great iveakeners of sin.
South.

Weakening (wek'ning), a. Having the qua-
lity of reducing strength; as, a very weaker\^
ing disease.

Weak-eyed (wek'id), a. Having weak eyes^
Collins.

Weak-fish (wek'fish), n. A fish of the genus
Otulithus (0. regalis), so called because it
has a tender mouth and cannot pull hard
when hooked. Called also55we(eaf;He(which
see).

Weak-headed (wek'hed-ed), a. Having a
weak head or intellect.

Weak-hearted (wek'hart-ed), a. Having
little courage; dispirited. Shak.
Weakish (wek'ish), a. Somewhat weak;
weakly.
There was an innocent young waiter of a slender

form and with 7ferkisA legs. Dickens.

Weakling (wek'Iing), n. A feeble creature:
And drags me down . . to mob me up withal
In soft and milky rabble of womankind,
Poor iveakling even as they are, Tennyson.

Weakly (wekli), adv. In a weak .manner;
as, (a) with little physical strength; faintly;
not forcibly; as, a fortress H-eaAri*/ defended.
(6) With want of efficacy.

Was plighted faith so weakly seal'd above t

Dryden.
(c) With feebleness of mind or intellect; in-
discreetly; injudiciously.

This high gift of strength committed to me,
Under the seal of silence, could not keep
But weakly to a woman must reveal it. Milton

Weakly (wek'li), a. Not strong of constitu-
tion; infirm; as, a weakly woman; a man of
a weakly constitution. 'This pretty, puny,
weakly little one.' Tennyson.
Weakness (wek'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being weak; as, (a) want of physical
strength; want of force or vigour; feeble-
ness; a.a, the weakness ot a child; the weak-
ness of an invalid; the weakness of a wall or
bridge, or of thread or cordage. ' The weak-
ness of mine eyes.' Shak. (6) Want of men-
tal or moral strength; want of strength of
will or resolution; feebleness of mind.

Sir, I am vex'd;
Bear with my weakness; my old brain is troubled

;

Be not disturbed with my infirmity. Shak.
All wickedness is weakness. Milton.

(c) Want of spiritedness, ardour, or spright-
liness. 'Soft without weakness; without.
glaring gay.' Pope, (rf) Want of moral force
or effect upon the mind; want «f cogency.
'The weakness of those testimonies.' Tillot-
sm. (e) Defect; failing; fault: with a plural.
Many take pleasure . . in spreading abroad the

weaknesses ol an exalted character. .Addison

8yn. Feebleness, debility, infii-mity, imbe-
cility, decrepitude, defect, failing, frailty.
faintness.

Weak-sighted (wek'sit-ed), a. Having weak
sit.'lit. .1 hr. Tucker.
Weak-spirited (wek'spir-it-ed), a. Having
a weak or timorous spirit; pusillanimous,
Sir W. Scott.

Weal (wel), n. [A. Sax. icela. uvala, pros-
perity, wealth, bliss, lit. the state of being
well, from «'ei, well; Dan. ud, Sw. val.O.B.O.
wela, weal. See Well.] 1. A sound, healthy,
prosperous state of a person or thing ; the
state of being well; welfare; prosperity;
happiness. ' Partner of your weal or woe.'
Shak. ' As we love the weal of our souls
and bodies.' Bacon.

The iveal or wo in thee is plac d. Milton

—The public, general, or common weal, the
interest, wellbeing, prosi>erity of the com-
nmnity, state, or society.

He for the common -weal.
The fading politics of mortal Rome,
As I might slay this child, if good need were
Slew both his sons. Tennyson

2.t The body politic; the state. 'The spe-
cial watchmen of our English weal.' Shak
Weal t (wel), v.t. To promote the weal or
Welfare of. Beau, d; Fl.
Weal (wel), n. The mark of a stripe. See
Wale.
Weal (wel). v.t. To mark with stripes. See
Wale.

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. locA;

Vol. IY.
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WEAL-BALANCED

Weal-balanced (wel-bal'anst), a. Balanced
with regard to the common weal or good.

From thciice,

By cold gradation and -weal-balanced form,
We sliaifproceed with Ang^elo, Shak.

[Used probably only this once.]

Weald (weld), a, [A. Sax. weald, a wold, a
forest tract; G. wald, a wood or forest. It la

a form of loold (wkich see).] A piece of open
forest land; a woody place or woody waste;

a wold. As a proper name it is applied to a
valley or tract of country lying between the

North and South Downs of Kent and Sussex
hi England. ' Fled !dl night long by glim-
mering waste and irrnld.' Tennyson.
Weald-Clay (weWkla), n. The upper por-

tion of the AVealden formation, composed
of beds of clay, sandstone, calcareous sand-
stone, conglomerate limestone, and iron-

stone. The clay is of a bluish or brownish
colour, tenacious, somewhat indurated and
slaty. The limestone is often concretionary,
and usually contains fresh-water shells of

the genus Paludina. The weald-clay forms
the subsoil of the wealds of Sussex and
Kent, separating the Shanklin-sands from
the Hastings beds.

Wealden (wel'den), a. Of or pertaining
to a weald ; specifically, belonging to the
Weald of Sussex and K.QnX,.—Wealden for-
viation, group, or strata, in geol. a series of
fresh-water strata belonging to the lower
cretaceous epoch, and occun-ing between
the uppermost beds of the oolite and the
lower ones of the chalk formation. The
name originated from the circumstance that
these fluviatile beds are largely developed
in the weald of Kent and Sussex, where they
seem to occupy the site of an ancient estu-
ary which received the clay and mud of
some gigantic river. The group has been
divided into two series, the loeald-clay and
Hastings sands (see these terms). The or-

ganic remains of the Wealden formation
consist of the bones of huge reptiles, fresh-
water shells, and plant remains. The most
remarkable animal remains are those of the
Dinosauria l)elonging to the genera Hylsoo-
saurus, Megalosaurus, Iguanodon, &c. ; va-
rious fish of the placoid and ganoid orders
also occur. The vegetalile fossils belong
chiefly to ferns, and to the gynmosperma-
tous orders of conifers and cycads. See Pur-
beck Beds under PURBECK.
Wealden (wc-l'den), n. In geol. the Weal-
den group or formation.
Wealdisht (weld'ish), a. Of or belonging to
a weald; especially to the wealds of Kent,
Surrey, and Sussex. 'The wealdish men.'
Fuller.

Wealfult (werfftl), a. Happy; joyous; feli-

citous. Davies.

Weals-man (welz'man), n. A man who con-
sults, or professes to consult, the public
weal; a name given sneeringly to a politi-

oian.
Meeting two such u-eals-men as you are, I cannot

call you Lycurguses.
"

Shak.

[Nares says the word occurs only, perhaps,
in the above extract.]

Wealth (welth), n. [O.E. welthe, lit. the
state of being well, from well, and sufhx -th;

comp. health, breadth, nloth, death, growth,
Ac] l.t Weal; prosperity; external happi-
ness.

Let no man seelt his own, but every man another's
wealth. I Cor. x. 24.

Grant her (or him) in health and -wealth Xon^ to live.

Coifiifion Prayer.
2. A collective term for riches ; material
possessions in all their variety; large pos-
sessions of money, goods, or land ; that
abundance of worldly estate which exceeds
the state of the greater part of the commu-
nity; affluence; opulence.

Get'place and wealth; if possible, with grace,
If not, by any means get wealth and place. Po/e.

3. Affluence; profusion; abundance.
Again the feast, the speech, the glee,
Tne shade of passing thought, the luealth
Of words and wit. Tennyson.

4. In ^ol. econ. wealth embraces all and
only suck objects as have both utility and
can be appropriated in exclusive possession,
and therefore exchanged. Political econo-
mists consider labour as the only source of
wealth; and political economy treats mainly
of the means of i)romotiiig the increase of
national wealth, and of removing obstruc-
tions to its development.
Wealthfult (welih'ful), a. Full of wealth
or happiness; prosperous. Sir T. More.
Wealthily (welth'i-li), adv. In a wealthy
manner; in the midst of wealth; richly.
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'Born in wealth and wealthily nursed.'
Hood.

I come to wive it -wealthily in Padua;
If -wealthily then happily in Padua. Shak.

Wealthiness (welth'i-nes), n. State of being
wealthy; richness.

Wealthy (welth'i), a. l. Having wealth;
rich ; having large possessions in lands,
goods, money, or securities, or larger than
the generality of men ; opulent ; affluent.

Aswealth is a comparative thing, aman may
be wealthy in one place and not so in an-
other. 'Married to a wco/f/iy widow.' Shak.
2. Rich in any sense, as in beauty, orna-
ment, endowments, &c. ; enriched. [Poeti-

cal.]
One (window) there is, and at the eastern end,

Wealthy with wandering lines of mount and mere.
Tennyson.

3. Large in point of value; ample. 'Her
dowry wealthy.' Shak.
Wean (wen), v.t. [A. Sax. wenia7i, to accus-
tom, whence dwenian, to wean; Icel. venja,
to accustom; Dan. vce)\ne, to accustom,
^(entie fra brystet, to wean, lit. to accustom
from the breast; G. gewohnen, to accustom,
eiitwohnen, to break of a custom, to accus-
tom one to do without, to wean; from stem
seen in wont. See Wont.] 1. To separate
from the breast or from the mother's milk
as food; to ablactate; to accustom and re-

concile, as a child or other young animal,
to a want or deprivation of the breast.

And the child grew and was -weaned. Gen. xxi. 9.

2. To detach or alienate, as the aflfectiona,

from any object of desire; to reconcile to
the want or loss of something; to disengage
from any habit, former pursuit, or enjoy-
ment; as, to wean the heart from temporal
enjoyments.

I wiil restore to thee
The people's hearts, and wean them ffom them-

selves. Shak.

Wean (wen), n. 1. An infant; a weanling.
[Provincial English.]—2. A child; a boy or
girl of no great age. [Scotch.]

Weanel,t Weanellt (wen'el), n. A wean-
ling; an animal newly weaned. 'A lamb,
or a kid, or a iceaiielL' Spenser.
Weaning-hrash (wen'ing-brash), n. In
med. a severe form of diarrhoea which super-
venes at times on weaning.
Weanling (wenling), n. A child or other
animal newly weaned.
Weanling (wenling), a. Recently weaned.

' Weanling herds.' Milton.

Weapon (wep'on), n. [A. Sax. wcepen, a
weapon ; common to the Teutonic lan-
guages: Icel. vdpn, vopn, Dan. vaaben, Sw.
vapcn, D. wapen, G. waffe, a weapon, Goth.
vepna (pi.), arms. Prol)ably from same root
as E. whip.] 1. Any instrument of offence;
anything used or designed to be used in
destroying or annoying an enemy, as a
sword, a dagger, a club, a rifle, a cannon,
&c.—2. An instrument for contest or for
combating enemies, either for offence or de-
fence; an instrument that may be classed
among arms.

The weapons of our warfare are not carnal.
2 Cor, X. 4,

Let not woman's weapons, water drops.
Stain my man's cheeks. Shak.

3. In bot. a thorn, prickle, sting, or the like,

with which plants are furnished for defence.
Weaponed (wep'ond), a. Armed; furnished
with weapons or arms; equipped.

Be not afraid, though you do see me iveapon'd.
Sh<ik.

Weaponless (wep'on-les), a. Tlnarmed;
having no weapon. Milton.
Weaponry (wep'on-ri), n. Weapons in
general. [Rare.]

Weapon-salve (wep'on-sav or wep'on-
salv), n. A salve which was supposed to
cure the wound by being applied to the
weapon that made it. Sir Kenelm Digby
says the salve produces sympathy between
the wound and the weapon, citing several
instances to prove that ' as the sword is

treated the wound inflicted by it feels. Thus,
if the instrument is kept wet the wound
will feel cool, if held to the fire it will feel
hot,' &c. This is referred to in the following
lines:

—

She has taen the broken lance.
And washed it from the clotted gore.
And salved the splinter o'er ando'er.

Sir iV. Scott (L. of L. Minstrel).

Weapon-SChaw (wep'on-sha), n. Wapen-
shaw (which see). Sir W. Scott.

Weapon-smith (wep'on-smith), n. One
who makes weapons of war; an armourer.

It is unavoidable that the first mechanics^beyond
the heroical -weapon-stnith on the one hand, and on
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the other the poor professors of such rude arts as the
homestead cannot do without . . . should be those
who have no land. y. M. JCentble.

Wear (war), v.t. pret. w&re; pp. warn; ppr,
wearing. (A. Sax. werian, to wear, to put
on— a weak verb (pret. werode); O.H.G.
werian, gawerjan, to put on, to clothe; Icel.

verja, Goth, vasjan, to clothe. There has
been in this word a change from s to r, and
the root is the same as in L. vestis, a gar-
ment. See Vest.] 1. To carry covering or
appendant to the body, as clothes, weapons,
ornaments, Ac; to have on; as, to wear a
coat or a robe: to wear a sword; to wear a
crown.
Many -wearing- rapiers are afraid of goose-quills

and dare scarce come thither. Shak,
On her white breast a sparkling cross she wenv.

Pope.
2. To consume by frequent or habitual use;
to deteriorate or waste away by carrying, as
clothes upon one's person; to use up; as, to
wear clothes rapidly ; boots well wmn.—
3. To waste or impair by rubbing or attri-
tion ; to lessen or diminish by continuous
action upon; to consume; to waste; to de-
stroy by degrees. 'The waters wear the
stones.' Job xiv. 19.

When waterdrops have -ivorn the stones of Troy,
And blind oblivion swallow'd cities up. Shak.

Hence—4. To exhaust; to weary; to fatigue.

Since you have made the days and nights as one.
To -wear yOUT gentle limbs in my affairs, Shak.

And hence—5. To forget; to efface from the
memory.

Sort thy heart to patience;
These few days' wonder will be quickly worn. Shak.

6. To cause or produce by constant percus-
sion or attrition; to form by continual rub-
bing; as, a constant current of water will

wear a channel in stone.—7. To have or ex-
hibit an appearance of; to bear; to carry; to
exhibit; to show.

Ne'er did poor steward wear a truer grief
For his undone lord than mine eyes for you.

Shak.
And often, glad no more.
We -wear a face of joy. because
We have lieen glad of yore. IVordsivorth.

8. To bring about gradually ; to affect by
degrees; hence, to cause to think or act
in a certain way or direction: often used
with in or into.

Trials wear us into a liking o( what, possibly, in
the first essay, displeased us. Locke.

A man . . from the masterly strokes of a great
author every time he peruses him, wears\ixa\h&a into
the same manner. Addison.

—To wear away, to impair, diminish, or
destroy bygradual attrition or imperceptible
action.—To uvar off, to remove or diminish
by attrition.—To wear out, (a) to wear till

useless; to render useless by wearing or
using; as, to wear out a coat or a book.
(6) To waste or destroy by degrees ; to con-
sume tediously ; as, to ivear out life in idle

projects. ' Wear out thy youth with shape-
less idleness.' Shak. (c) To harass; to tire

completely. Dan. vii. 25. (d) To waste the
strength of; as, an old man worn out in the
service of his country.

Wear (war), v.i. 1. To be undergoing gra-

dual impairment or diminution ; to waste
gradually; to be diminished or to pass away
by attrition, by use, or by time : generally
followed by some particle, as attuy, off, out,

&c. 'Though marble wear with raining.'

Shak. 'Thou wilt surely wear away.' Exod.
xviii. 18.-2. To pass away, as time; to be
spent; often, to be tediously spent or con-
sumed. ' Thus wore out night.' Milton.

Away, I say; time wears. Shak.

3.t To be worn appendant to the body; to

be the fashion. ' Like the brooch and the
tooth-pick which 2vear not now.' Shak.—
4. To become gradually fit, as a garment by
wearing. [Rare. ]

Let still the woman take
An elder than herself; so wears she to him.
So sways she level in her husband's heart. Shak,

5. To move or advance slowly; to make
gradual progress; as. the winter wore on.

Never morning wore
Ta evening, but some heart did break. Tennyson.

6. To become; to grow. [Old and Scotch.]

The Spaniards began to ware wearj*, for winter
drew on. Berners,

—To wiear well or ill, to be wasted away
slowly or quickly; to last a long or short
time; to be affected by time or use with
cfifllculty or easily.-To wear off, to pass
away by degrees ; as, the follies of youth
wear off with age.

If passion causes a present terror, yet it soon wears
ojf Locke.

Fate, fftr, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. abttne; y, Sc. ley.
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Wear (war), n. 1. The act of wearing; the
state of being worn; diminution by friction,
use, time, or the like; as, this dress is not
for daily u-ear; the wear and tear of a gar-
ment. —2. Tlie thing worn ; the style of dress;
hence, the fashion ; vogue. ' Motley's the
only wear. ' Shak.

Sir. your good worship, will you be my bail?
No, indeed, will I not, Ponipey; it is not the -wear.

Shak.— Wear and tear, the loss by wearing; the
waste, diminution, decay, or injury which
anything sustains by ordinary use; as, the
wear and tear of machinery; tlio wear and
tear of furniture.

Wear (war), I). (. [A formof rcer.] Nautto
bring on the other tack by turning the ves-
sel round, stern toward the wind.
Wear (wer), v.t. [O.E were, weren, werie,
from A. Sax. werian, to guard, to defend;
Icel. verja, Dan. vcerge, Goth, warjan. Akin
to wary.] [Scotch.] 1. To guard; to watch,
as a gate, door, opening, &c . so that it is

not entered.

I set him to Ti-^ar the fore-door wi' the spear while
- kept the back door wi' the lance.

Border Minstrelsy.
2. To ward off; to prevemt from approaching
or entering ; as, to wear the wolf from the
sheep.
Wear (wer), 7*. Same as Weir (which see).

Wearable (war'a-bl), a. Capable of being
worn ; as, tiie clothes are wtaraMe. Some-
times used substantively. ' Rejecting every
uearahle that comes from England.' Swift.
Wearer (war'6r), n. l. One who wears or
carries as appendant to the body; as, the
'Wearer of a cloak, a sword, or a crown. * The
tpearer of Antonius' beard.' Shak.
Cowls, hoods, and habits, wilh their Tcear^s tossed

and (luttered into ra^s. Miiton.

2. That which wastes or diminishes.
WearlaWe (we'ri-a-bl), a. Capable of be-
coming wearied or fatigued. Quart. Rev.
(Rare, ]

Wearlfcd (we'ri-f«l), a. Full of weariness;
carising weariness; wearisome. (Rare ]

Wearlfully (we'ri-fiil-Ii). adv. In a weari-
ful inatintT; wearisomely. [Rare.]
Weariless (weri-les), a. Incessant; un-
wt;ariud. ' H>ariie«« wing.' Hogg. [Ilare.]

Wearily (we'ri-li), adv. In a weary or tire-
some manner; like one fatigued. 'You look
wearily.' Shak.
Weariaess (we'ri-nes), ». l. The state of
being weary or tired; that lassitude or ex-
haustion of strength which is induced by
labour: fatigue. ' With wearinegg and wine
oppress'd.' Dryden.

Ifearintss
Can snore upon the flint when reity sloth
Finds the down pillow hard. Shak.

2. T'neasiness proceeding from monotonous
continuance; tedium; ennui; languor. 'Till
one could yield iorwearinenB." Tenuys&n.
Wearing ( war'ing), a. Applied to what is
W'nn; as. u'^an'/i/; apparel.
Wearlngt- (wjir'ing), n. That which one
Wears; clothtfs; garments.

(iiTc me my nighUy wearing and adieu ! Shak.

WearlBht (wer'ishXa. [Feihapsfrom iwan/,
ill mL-aniug4.J 1. Wizen; withered; shrunk.
.\ little, ir^artxh old man, very melancholy
by nature.' Burton.—% Insipid; tasteless;
wa.shy.

Wearisome (we'ri-sum). a. [From wjcan/.]
Causing weariness; tiresome; tedious; fa-
tiguing; irksome; monotonous; as, a weari-
gome march; a wearigoine day's work.
iy*arisotMe nights are appointed to me. Job vii. 3,

Alas, the way is wearisorm and long I Shak.

Wearisomely fwe'ri-sum-li). adv. In a
w earisome manner; tediously; so as to cause
wciiriuess. lialeigh.

Wearisomeness (we'ri-sum-nes), n. The
quality or state of being wearisome; tire-
someups-s: tt-diousness; as, the wearigome-
nexs of toil or of waiting long in anxious
expectation. "Continual plodding and weari-
goinenenH. ' Milton.
Weary (we'ri), a. [A. Sax. w^rig, weary,
0. Sax. wOrig: according to Skeat from
A. Sax. w6r, a swampy place, the same word
as wdg, Mod. E. ooze, the word originally
having referem.-e to the fatigue of walking
In wet.] 1. Having the strength much ex-
hausted by toil or violent exertion ; having
the strength, endurance, patience, or the
like, worn out; tired; fatigued. It is fol-
lowed by 0/ before the cause of fatigue or
exhaustion; as, to be weary 0/ marching; to
be tteary 0/ reaping; to be iceary 0/ study.

Let us not be ngary io well-dotng. Gal. vi. 9.

2. Impatient of the continuance of some-
thing painful, irksome, or the like ; sick

;

disgusted.
li'eary of the world, away she hies,
And yokes her silver doves. Shak.

3. Causing fatigue or tedium; tiresome; irk-
some; as, a weary way; a weary life.

How weary, stale, flat and unprofitable.
Seem to me all the uses of this world. Shak.

4. Feeble; sickly; puny. Forby; Jamieson.
[Provincial English andScotch.}—SYN. Tired,
fatigued, disgusted, sick, tiresome, irksome,
wearisome.
Weary (we'ri), v.t. pret. & pp. wearied; ppr.
tvearying. [From the adjective.] 1. To
make weary; to reduce or exhaust the phy-
sical strength or endurance of; to tire; to
fatigue; as, to weary one's self with lal^ur
or travelling.

Th« people shall weary themselves for very vanity.
Hab. ii. 13.

2. To exhaust the patience of; to make im-
patient of continuance.

I stay too long by thee; I weary thee. Shak.

3. To harass by anything Irksome.
I would not cease

To weary him with my assiduous cries. Mi/ton.

—To weary out, to subdue or exhaust by
fatigue or by anything irksome. ' Me over-
watch'd and wearied mit' AfUton.S'S'S. To
tire, fatigue, exhaust, harass, jade, fag,
dispirit.

Weary (we'ri), v.t. To become weary; to
tire; to become impatient of continuance.

Sing the simple passage o'er and o'er
For all an April mornmg. till the tar
Wearies to hear it, Tennyson.

Weary (we'ri), n. [A. Sax werg, a curse. See
Wary, to curse.] A curse. Used now only
in the phrases * Weary fa' you! '

* Weary on
you! ' and the like. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]
Weaiyftl' (we'ri-fy), a. Causing pain; ca-
lamitous. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.)
Weasand ( we'zand ), n. [A. Sax. wcesend,
wdnend, the windpipe ; O. Fris. wagende,
O. H» G. ieeigtt7it ; perhaps, as Wedgwood
thinks, named from the wheezing sound
made in breathing. See Whkeze] The
windpipe or trachea; the canal through
which air passes to and from the lungs.
Written also WesaTid, Wezaiid, and Weaz-
and. Spenser; Shak.; Wigeman.
Weasel (we'zl), n. [A. Sax. we$U. D. wezel,
Dan. vcBgel, G. wiesel, O.H.G. vrigala, weasel.
Etym. doubtful. ] 1. A name common to the
digitigrade carnivorous animals belonging
to the genus Mustela, family ^hlustelidae.

The true weasels are distinguished by the
length and slendemess of their bodies; the
feet are short, the toes separate, and the
claws sharp. The common weasel (M. rut-
garig) is a native of almost all the temperate

Common Weasel {A^usttla vu/garis).

and cold parts of the northern hemisphere,
and is one of the best known British quad-
rupeds. It is the smallest of the Mustelidaj
of the Old World, measuring about 2i inches
inheight, about 7i in length, with a tail aliout

2J inches long. The body is extremely slen-
der and arched, the head small and flattened,
the neck very long, the legs .short, and also
the tail. It is of a reddish-brown colour
above, white l>eneath ; tail of the same
colour as the body. It feeds on mice, rats,
moles, and small birds, and is often useful
as a destroyer of vermin in ricks, barns, and
granaries. Among other well-known gpecies
are the polecat (Jf. jmtorius), the ferret (M.
furo). the ermine (J/, ennitiea), and the
sable (J/. zibcUina).

I can suck melancholy out of a song, as a weasel
sucks eggs. Shak.

2. A lean, mean, sneaking, greedy fellow.

The weasel Scot
Comes sneaking, and so sucks her princely eggs.

Shak.
Weasel-coot (we':;l-kot). n. A bird, the
red-headed smew, or Mergug minutug mug-
telinus.

Weasel-Saced (we'zl-fast), a. Having a thin
shai-p face like a weasel. Steele.

Weasel-snout (we'zl-snont), n. A British
plant of the genus Galeobdolon, the G. iu-
tetun. See GALEOBDOLON.
Weaslnesst (we'zi-nes), n. The state or
condition of being weasy. Joye.
Weasyt (we'zi), a. [Lit. wheezing, or breath-
ing hard, from being puffed up with good
living. ] Gluttonous. Joye.
Weather (weTU'^r), n. [A. Sax. weder, uw-
der, D. and L.G. weder, Icel. vedr, Sw. vdder.
G. ivetter, O.H.G. wetar ; cog. Bulg. vjetr.
Lith. wettra, weather; supposed to be from
same root as wind.] 1. A general term for
the atmospheric conditions; the state of
the air or atmosphere with respect to its

temperature, pressure, humidity, electrifi-
cation, motions, or any other meteorological
phenomena: as, warm weather; cold wea-
ther; wei weather; dry weather; calm iwa-
tker; tempestuous weather; fair u'eather;
cloudy weather; hazy weather, and the like.
The investigation of the various causes
which determine the state of the atmo-
sphere, and produce those changes which
are incessantly taking place in its condition,
forms the subject of meteorology. —2. Change
of the state of the air; meteorological
change ; hence, fig. vicissitude ; change of
condition.
_

It is a reverend thing to see an ancient castle not
in decay; how much more to behold an ancient faiy-
ily which have stood against the waves and weath^s
of time. Bacon.

3.t Storm; tempest. 'What gusts of weather
fromthatgatheringcloudf Dryden.—4.i A
ii^ht rain; a shower. Wicklife.—5. The in-
chnation or obliquity of the sails of a vrind-
mill to the plane of revolution.— 2'o 7nake
fair weather, \ to flatter; to make flattering
representations to some one; to conciliate
another by fair words and a show of friend-
ship.

I must makefair weather yet awhile
Till Henry be mo»e weak and 1 more strong. Shak.

—To make good weather (naut.), to behave
well in a storm; to ship little water.—To
make bad weather {naut.), to behave ill hi
a storm; to ship much water: said of a ves-
sel.

Weather (weiH'^r), v. t. 1. To air; to expose
to the air. [Rare.]
Like to an eagle soaring to-iveather his broad sails.

Sfenser.
2. Naut. (a) to sail to the windward of; as,
to weather a cape; to weather another ship.
We weathered Puto Pare on the 29th, and stood

in for the main. Cook,

(6) To bear up against and come through,
though with difficulty: said of a ship in a
storm, as also of its captain or pilot; as, to
weather a gale or storm.

Here's to the pilot that weathered the storm.
Canniftg:

3. To bear up against and overcome, as
danger or difficulty; to sustain the effecte of:

to come out of, as a trial, without perma-
nent injury.

You will weather the difficulties yet. F.IV.Robertson.

4. Ingeol. to disintegrate and waste or wear
away; as, the atmospheric agencies that
weather rocks.

Geologists speak of the fresh fracture in contra-
distinction to the Tveathered suriace. P^^e.

—To weather a point, (a) iiaut. to gain a
point toward the wind, as a ship. (6) To
gain or accomplish anything against oppo-
sition.—To weatAermif, to endure; to hold
out to Uie end.
When we have pass'd these gloomy hours.
And weather'd out the storm that beats upon us.

Addison.
Weather (weTH'^r), ».». in geol. to suffer
change, disintegration, or waste, by expo-
sure to the weather or atmosphere, as a rock
or cliff.

Weather (weTH'6r), a. Naut. toward the
wind; windward: a frequent element in com-
pound words; as, weather-how , iceather-
beam. 7<'ea?Aer-gage, wea/Aer-quarter, tfcc.

Weather-anchor(weTH'6r-ang-k6r). n. The
anchor lyini; to windward, by which a ship
rides wJicai moored.
Weather-beaten (weTH'6r-bet-n), a. [Per-
haps originally this word was wemther-bit-
ten.) Beaten or harassed by the weatlier;
having been seasoned by exposure to every
kind of weather; as, a weaUier-beaten sailor.

Like a weather-beaten vessel, holds
Gladly the port, though shrouds and tackle torn.

.^ Mtlton.
Weather-bitten (weTH'6r-bit-n), a. Worn
or defaced by exposure to the weather. * A
weather-bitten conduit." Shak.

ch, cAain; fth, 8c. locA; g, go\ J, job; ti, Fr. ton; ng. sin^r; th. <Aen: th. th\n\ w, w)ig; wh. tcAig; zh, azure—See KEY.
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Weather-blown, (weTH'6r-bl6n), a. Wea-
ther-beaten; expoaeti. Chapman.
Weather-board (weTH'er-hord). n. l.Naut.
(a) that side of a ship which U toward the
wind ; the windward side. (6) A piece of
plank placed in the ports of a ship when
laid np in ordinary, and serving as a pro-
tection from bad weather. Weather-boards
are Axed in an inclined position, so as to
turn off the rain without preventing the
circulation of air.—2. A board used in wea-
ther-boarding (which see).

Weather-board (weTH'6r-b6rd), v.t. To
nail Ijoardsupon, as a roof, lapping one over
another, in order to prevent rain, snow, &c.

,

from penetrating them.
Weather-boarding (weTH'6r-b6rd-ing), n.
isoavils nailed with a lap on each other, to
prevent the penetration of the rain and
sniiw. used in roofs, A'c.

Weather-bound (weTH'6r-bound), a. De-
layed by bad weather.
Weather-bow (weTH'6r-b6). n. The side of
a sliip's how tliat is to windward.
Weather-box (weTH'Sr-boks), n. A kind of
hygrometer, usually in the shape of a toy-
house, in which certain mechanical results
from the weight or tlexure of materials due
to dampness, are made to move a figure or
pair of figures—a man and a woman on a
poised arm, for instance, so that the former
advances from his porch in wet, and the lat-

ter in dry weather. Called also Weather-
ho-ase.
The elder and younger son of the house of Crawley

were, like the gentleman and lady in the weather-
box, never at home tog'ether. Thackeray.

Weather-cloth (weTH'6r-kloth). n. Natit. a
long piece of canvas or tarpauling used to
preserve the hammocks from injury by the
weather when stowed, or to defend persons
from the wind and spray.
Weathercock (weTH'er-kok), n. l. A vane
or weatlxer-vane ; a figure on the top of a
spire or the like which turns with the wind
and shows its direction: so called because
the figure of a cock, as an emblem of vigi-

lance,had long been a favourite form of vane.
Shak.—2. Any thing or person that turns
easily and frequently; a fickle, inconstant
person.

The word which I have given shall stand like fate.

Not like the king's, that weathercock of state.

Dryden.
Weathercock (weTH'«5r-kok), v t To serve
as a weathercock to or upon. 'Whose
blazing wyveru weathercock'd the spire.'

Tennyson.
Weather-driven(weTH'6r-driv-n),a. Driven
by winds or storms; forced by stress of
weather.
Weathered (weTH'6rd),p. and a. 1. In geol.

wasted, worn away, or discoloured by ex-
posure to the influences of the atmosphere:
said of stones or rock surfaces.— 2. In arch.
a term applied to surfaces which have a
small slope or inclination given to them
to prevent water lodging on them, as win-
dow-sills, the tops of classic cornices, and
the upper surface of most flat stone-work.
Weather-eye (weTH'6r-i), n. The eye that
looks at the sky to forecast the weather.—
To keep one's weather-eye open or awake, to
be vigilantly on one's guard ; to have one's
wits about one.

AWfi your tueather eye aivake. and don't make any
more acquaintances, however handsome. Dickens,

Weather-fend (weTH'6r-fend), v.t. To shel-
ter ; to defend from the weather. ' The
line-grove which weather-fends your cell.'

Shak.
Weather-gage (weTH'6r-gaj), n. l. Naut.
the advantage of the wind; the stage or
situation of one ship to the windward of
another.

A ship is said to have the -weather-gage of another
when she is at the windward of her.

Admiral Smyth.
Hence—2. Advantage of position; superior-
ity.

Were the Kne
Of Rokeby once combined with mine
I gain the weather-gage of fate. Sir If'. Scott.

Weather-gall ( weTH'6r-gal ), n. Same as
Water-gall.

Weather -gauge ( weTH'Sr-gaj ). n. Same
as Weather-gage. Young's Naut. Diet.
Weather-glass (weTH'6r-glas), n. An in-
strument to indicate the state of the atmo-
sphere. This word is generally applied to
the barometer, but it is also applied to other
instruments for measuring atmosplieric
changes, and indicating the state of the
weather, as the thermometer, hygrometer,
manometer, anemometer, and the like.

Weather-gleam (welH'fer-glem), n. A pe-
culiar clear sky near the horizon. [Provin-
cial English.]
The 7veather-gleatn of the eastern hills began to

be tinged with the brightening dawn. f.din. Mag.
You have marked the lighting of tiie sky just

above the horizon when clouds are about to break
up and disappear. Whatever name you gave it

you would hardly improve on that of the '"weather-
gleayn,' wliich in some of our dialects it bears,

Trench.

Weather-hardened (weTH'6r-hard'nd), a.

Hardened by the weather; weather-beaten.
'A countenance which, weather-hardened
as it was.' Southey.
Weather-headed (weTH'6r-hed-ed), a. Hav-
ing a sheepisli look : probably a corruption
of wether-headed. Sir W. Scott.

Weather-helm (weTH'6r-helm), n. A ship
is said to carry a weather-helm when, owing
to her having a tendency to gripe, the helm
requires to be kept a little to windward, or
a-weather, in order to prevent her head
from coming up in the wind while sailing
closehauled.

Weather -house ( weTH'6r-hous ), n. See
We.\ther-box.
Weathering (weTH'6r-ing), n. 1. In geol. the
action of tlie elements on a rock in altering
its colour, texture, or composition, or in
rounding off its edges, or in gradually dis-
integrating it— 2. in arch, the inclination
given to a surface so as to enable it to throw
off the water.
Weatherly (weTH'6r-li), a. Naut. applied
to a ship when she holds a good wind, that
is, when she presents so great a lateral re-

sistance to tiie water while sailing close-
hauled tJiat she makes very little leeway.
Weathermost ( weTH'^r-most). a. Being
furtliest to tlie windward.
Weather-moulding (weTH'er-mold-ing), n.

In arch, a dripstone or canopy over a door
or window, intended to throw off the rain.

Weatherology (weTH-6r-ol'o ji), n. A hu-
morously coined word, meaning the science
of the weatlier.

My Muse a glass oi weatherology

i

For parliament is our barometer. Byron.

Weather-proof (weTH'6r-prdfX «• Proof
against rough weather.
Weather-prophet (weTH'6r-prof-et),n. One
who foretells weather ; one skilled in fore-
seeing the changes or state of the weather.
[CoUoq.]

Weather-quarter (weTH'^r-kw^r-t^r), n.

The quarter of a ship which is on the wind-
ward side.

Weather-roll (weTH'^r-rol), n. The roll of
a ship to the windward, in a heavy sea, upon
the beam: opposed to lee-lurch.

Weather -Shore ( weiH'^r-shor ), n. The
shore which lies to windward of a ship.

Weather-side (weTH'6r-sid), 7i. Na^u. that
side of a ship under sail upon which the
wind blows, or which is to windward.
Weather-spy (weTH'er-spi),n. A star-gazer;
one that foretells the weather; a weather-
prophet. Donne. [Rare.]
Weather-strip (weTH'er-strip), n. A strip
or narrow piece of board or other material
whicli closes accurately any open space or
crevice round a shut door or window.
Weather-tide (weTH'6r-tid), n. The tide
which sets against the lee-side of a ship, im-
pelling her to the windward.
Weather-vane (weTH'er-van), n. A vane,
erected on a steeple or other elevated place,
which, by turning under the influence of
the wind, shows the quarter it blows from;
a weather-cock.
Weather-wise ( weTH'6r-wiz ), a. Skilful
in foreseeing the changes or state of the
weather.
Weatherwlsert (weTH'6r-wiz-^r), n. Some-
thing that foreshows the weather.
The flowers of pimpernel, the opening and shutting

of which are the countryman's weatheriuiser.
Derham.

Weather-worn (weTH'6r-wom), a. Worn
by the action of the weather; weathered.
Weave (wev), v.t. pret. wove; ppr. weaving;
pp. woven, wove; pret. <t pp. formerly often
nvaved. [A. Sax. we/an, pret. wee/, pp. we-
fen; D. iveven, Icel. ve/a, Dan. vceve, G.
weben, to weave ; cog. Skr. vap, to weave.
Akin web, wa/t; perhaps wave. ] 1. To form
by interlacing anything flexible, such as
threads, yarns, filaments, or strips of differ-

ent materials ; to form by texture, or by
inserting one part of the material within
another; as. to iceave cloth ; to weave bas-
kets. (See Weaving.) ' Where the women
wove hangings for the grove.' 2 Kings xxiii. 8.

And now his woven girths^e breaks asunder.
Shak.

These purple vests were weaved by Dardan dames-
Drydim.

2. To form a texture with; to interlace or
entwine into a fabric; as. to weave cotton,
wool, silk; to weave twigs. 'When she
weaved the sleided silk.' Shak.
The spinsters and the knitters in the sun
And the free maids that weave their thread with

bones
Do use to chfmt it. Shak.

3. To entwine; to unite by intermixture or
close connection. ' When religion was woven
into the civil government.' Addisrm. 'Those
words thus woven into song.' Byron.
This -weaves itself perforce into my business. Shak.
He carries off only such scraps in his memory as it

is hardly possible to weave into a connected and
consistent whole. Prescott.

4. To contrive, fabricate, or construct with
design or elaborate care ; as, to weave a
plot.

My brain more busy than the labouring spider
IVeaves tedious snares to trap mine enemies.

Shak.
Weave (wev), v.i. l. To practise weaving;
to work with a loom.

Proclaim that I can sing, weave, sew, and dance.
Shak.

2. To become woven or interwoven. ' llie
amorous vine which in the elm still weaves'
W. Browne. ~Z. In the manege, to make a
motion of the head, neck, and body from
side to side like the shuttle of a weaver:
said of a horse.

Weave.t v.i. To wave; to float. Spenser.
Weaver (wev'6r). n. l. One who weaves;
one whose occupation is to weave.

H'eavers were supposed to be generally good
singers. Their trade, being sedentary, they had an
opportunity of practising, and sometimes in parts.

. . Many of the itrrt7vrj- in Queen Elizabeth's days
were Flemish Calvinists, who fled from the persecu-
tion of the Duke of Alva, and were therefore particu-
larly given to singing psalms. Hence the excla-
mation of Falstaff.

I would I v/exc a. weaver! I could sing psalms, and
all manner of songs. Nares.

[The correct reading is 'sing psalms or
anything. ']—2, One of the aquatic insects
of the genus Gyrinus; the whirlwig (which
see). — 3. A name given to insessorial birds
of various genera, belonging to the coniros-
tral section of the order, and forming a
group or sub-family (Ploceina;) of tlie Frin-
gillida; or finches. They are so called from

Yellow-crowned Weaver and Kts.t{P.icterocephaius).

the remarkable structure of their nests,
which are woven in a very wonderful man-
ner of various vegetable substances. Some
species liuild their nests separate and singly,

and hang them from slender branches of
trees and shrubs, but others build in com-
panies, numerous nests suspended from the
branches of a tree being under one roof,

though each one forms a separate compart-
ment and has a separate entrance. They
are natives of the warmer parts of Asia, of
Africa, and of Australia, none l)eing found
in Eui'ope or America. The Ploceus ictero-

cephalus, or yellow-crowned weaver, is a
native of South Africa, and constructs an
isolated pensile kidney-shaped nest, about
7 inches long by 4i broad, with an opening in
the side. Naturalists are not quite agreed

Fate, fir, fat, ff^U; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b«ll; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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as to whether the nests of the weaver-bird
are built in their own peculiar manner as

a means of preservation against the rain, or
against the attacks of serpents and small
quadrupeds, probably the latter.

Weaver-bird (wev'er-ljerd), n. See Weav-
er. 3.

Weaver-flsh (wev'6r-ftsh), n. A flsh of the
genus Truchinus. See Weever.
weaver's-shuttle ( wev-6rz-shut'l ). n. A
species of gasteropodous MoUusca {Ovuluin
Dolva), ill whicli the aperture is produced
into a Ioni< canal at each end ; it belongs to
the same family as the cowries.

Weaving (wev'ing), n. The act of one
who weaves; the act or art of producing
cloth or other textile fabrics by means of

a loom from the combination of threads or
filaments. In all kinds of weaving, whether
plain or figured, one system of threads,
called the woe*/ or tve/t, is made to pass al-

teniately under and over another system
of threads called the warp, web, or chain.
The essential operations are the succes-
sive raising of certain threads of the warp
and the depression of others so as to form
a decussation or shed for the passage of
the weft yam, which is then beaten up by
means of a lay or batten. Weaving is per-
formed by the hand in what are called hand-
looms, or by steam in what are called power-
looms, but the general arrangements forboth
are to a certain extent the same. (See Loom,
JACQCARD.) Weaving, in the most general
sense of the term, comprehends not only
those textile fabrics which are prepared in
the loom, but also net-work, lace-work, &c.
Weazen (we'zn), a. [Icel. visinn, wizened,
withered; Sw, and Dan. vissen, withered.
See Wizen.] Thin; lean; withered; wizened;
as, a weazen face. ' His shadowy figure and
dsirk weazen face.' Irving.
The third was a little iveaxen drunken-looking

body with a pimply face. Pickens.

Web (web), n. [A. Sax. mw6, tpebh. from the
stem of weave. See Weave. ] 1. That which
is woven ; the whole piece of cloth woven
in a loom; locally, (a) a piece of linen cloth.

(6) The warp in a lo<)m —2 Something re-

sembling a web or sheet ut cloth ; specifi-

cally, a large roll of paper such as is used
in the web-press for newspapers and the
like. —3- A plain, flat surface, as (rt)t a
sheet or thin plate of lead. 'Christiansslain
roll up in webs of lead." Fairfax. (6) The
blade of a sword. ' The sword whereof the
we6 was steel.' Fairfax, (c) The bla«le of
a saw. (d) The plate, or its equivalent in
a beam or girder which con-
nects the upper and lower flat

or laterally extending plates
(fig. 6). (e) The correspond-
ing portion of a rail between
the tread and foot (fig. c).

If) Tlie flat ptirtion of a
wheel, as of a railway car-
riage between the nave and
the rim. occupying the space
where spokes would be la an
ordinary wheel(flg.rt). (3)The
solid part of the bit of a
key. (A) That portion of an
anvil which is of reduced size below the
head. (1) The thin sharp part of the coul-

ter of a plough.— 4. The membrane which
unites the t4>es of many water-fowl; a
similar membrane possessed by other ani-

mals, as the ornithorhynchus. Jiev. J. G.

Wood. —5, The plexus of very delicate threads
or filaments which a spider spins, and which
serves as a net to catch files or other iu-

sects for its food; a cobweb.
Much like a siihtil« spider that doth sir

In middle of her it-eb that spreadeth wide.

Pofie.

6. Fig. anything carefully contrived and
elaborately put together or woven, as a plot,

a scheme.
U. what a tangled tixb we weave.
When first we practise to deceive.

Sir IV. Scott.

— Pin and web. See PIN, 8
Web (web), v.t- pret. A pp. webbed; ppr. web-
bing To cover with or as with a web ; to
envelop.
Webbe,^ n. \X. Sax. webba.] A weaver.

Webbed (webil). a. Having the toes united
by ;i iiiL-mbrane or web; palmate; as, the
w^f'fd feet of aquatic fowls.

Webber* fwebV;r), n. A weaver.

Webbing (web'ing). n. I. A strong fabric

woven ill strips for supporting the seats of

stuffed chairs, sofas. Ac. or for other pur-

poses.—2. The tapes on a printing-machine,
3, The webs in webbed feet.

Web in cross
section.

Webby (web'i), a. Relating to a web ; re-

sembling a web.

Bats on their ivebfry wiiijjs in darkness move.
Crabbe.

Web-eye (web'i), n. In pathol. a disease of

the eye produced by a film suffusing it

;

caligo.

Web-fingered (web'ftng-g6rd), a. Having
the fingers united by webs formed of the
skin.

He was, it is said, web-footed naturally, and par-
tially web-Jiugered. Mayhew.

Web-foot (web'fyt). n. A foot whose toes
are united by a web or membrane.
Web-footed (web'fut-ed), a. Having web-
feet; palmiped; as, a goose or duck is a
web-footed fowl.

Web-press (web'pres), n. A printing-ma-
chine which takes its paper from the web
or roll: much used in newspaper and such
like printing.

Webstert (web'ster). n. [For the rationale
of the sufiix see -Ster.] A weaver.
WebBterlte (web'st^r-it). 7J. [After Web-
ster, a geologist] Aluminite; hydrous tri-

basic sulphate of aluminium, found in Sus-
sex, and at Halle in Prussia, in reniform
masses and botryoidal concretions of awhite
or yellowish-white colour.

Wecht (weCht). n. [A. Sax. ivegan, to lift.

See Weigh.] An instrument in the form of

a sieve, but without holes, used for lifting

com. Burns. [Scotch.]

Wed (wed), v.t. pret. A pp wedded; ppr.
xcedding; wed as pret. 6i pp. also occurs.
[A. Sax. weddian, to engage, to promise, to
pledge, from wedd, a pledge; similarly Goth.
{ga)vadja7i, to pledge, to betroth, from vadi,
a pledge. Akin gage, wage, wager.] 1. To
marry; to take for husband or for wife.

Since the day
I saw thee first, and ivedded thee. Milton.

2. To join in marriage; to give in wedlock.
'Adam, wedded to another Eve.' Milton.

In Syracusa was I born and Tved
Unto a woman. Shak.

3. To unite closely in affection ; to attach
firmly by passion or prejudice; as, we are
apt to be wedded to our own customs and
opinions.

Men are -wedded to their lusts. Titlotson.

4. To unite for ever or inseparably. 'That
noble title your master wed me to." Shak.

Thou art -wedded to calamity. Shak.

5.t To espouse; to take part with.

They wedded his cause. Ciareiidoti.

Wed (wed), V. i. To marry; to contract mat-
rimony. ' When shall I w«d?* Shak
Wed»t Weddet (wed), n. [See above.] A
pawn fir pledge.

Wedded (wed'edX a. 1. Pertaining to mat-
rimony ; as. wedded life; wedded hliss.—
2. Intimately united or joined together;
buckled together.

Then (led to her inmost bower, and there
Unclasped the wedded eagles of her belt.

TeiiMyson.

Wedder (wed'^r), 71 A castrated ram; a
wether. Sir W. Scott
Wedding (wed'ing), n. Marriage; nuptials;
nuptial ceremony; nuptial festivities.—5i/-
ver wedding, golden wedding, diamond
wedding, the celebrations of the twenty-
fifth, the fiftieth, and the sixtieth anniver-
saries of a wedding.— ifarriflfl'e. Wedding,
Nuptials, Matrimony, Wedlock. See under
Marriage.
Wedding (wed'ing), a. Of, pertaining to,

or used at a wedding or weddings; as, wed-
ding cheer; wedding garment; 'wedding
sheets;' 'wedding torch,' Shak.
Wedding-bed (wed'iug-bed), n. The bed of
a newly married pair. Shak.
Wedding-cake (wed'ing-kak), n. A richly
decorated cake to grace a wedding. It is

cut au<l distributed during the breakfast,
and portions of it are sent afterwards to
frieml.'* not present.

Wedding-card (wed'ing-kard), n. One of a
set iif curds bearing the names and address
of a newly married couple, usually printed
in silver or tied together with silver cord
and sent to friends to announce the event,
and stating when they receive return calls.

Weddlng-clotbes (wed'ing-kloTHz), n. pi.

Garments for a bride or a bridegroom to be
worn at marriage.

Wedding-day (wed'ing-da), n. The day of
man'iiik'e.

Wedding-dower (wed'ing-dou-6r). n. A
marriage portion. 'Let her beauty be her
wedding-dower.' Shak.

Wedding-favour (wed'ing-fa-v6r). n. A
buncli of white ribbons, or a rosette, &c.,
worn by males attending a wedding. Sim-
mondn.

Wedding-feast (wed'ing-fest), n. A feast or
entertamment prepared for the guests at a
wedding.
Wedding-ring (wed'ing-ring), n. A plain
gold ring placed by the bridegroom on the
third finger of the bride's left hand at the
marriage ceremony.
Wede,t n. [A. Sax. weed, a garment. See
Weed.] Clothing; apparel. Chaticer.

Wedge (wej), n. [A. Sax. wecg, a mass, a
wedge; IceL vegr, Dan. vcegge, Sw. vigg, D.
weg, O.G. wecke, wedge, possibly from the
same root as wag, way, weigh, and signify-

ing lit. the mover.] 1. A piece of wood or
metal, thick at one end and sloping to a
thin edge at the other, used in splitting
wood, rocks, Ac. The wedge is a body con-

tained under two triangular
and three rectangular sur-

faces, iis in the figure, where
the triangles A be, dcf are
the ends, the rectangles
ADEF, BCEF the sldes, and
the rectangle ABDC the top.

The wedge is one of the
mechanical powers, and is

used for splitting blocks of
timber and stone ; for pro-

ducing great pressure, as in the oil-press;

antl for raisnig immense weights, as when a
ship is raised by wedges driven under the
keel, &c- If the power applied to the top
were of the nature of a continued pressure,

the wedge might be regarded as a double
inclined plane, and the power would be to

the resistance to be overcome.as the breadth
of the back, i>C, to the length of the side,

D F, on the supposition that the resistance

acts perpendicularly to the side. But since

the power is usually that of percussion
with a hammer, every stroke of which
causes a tremor in the wedge, which throws
off for the instant the resistance on its sides,

no certain theory can be laid down regard-
mg it. To calculate the power, we reciuire

the additional elements of weight of the
hammer, momentum of the blow, and the
intervals between the blows, and further,

the amount of tremor in the wedge and its

antagonism to the resistance on the sides.

All that is known with certainty respecting
the theory of the wedge is that its mechani-
cal power is increased by diminishing the
angle of penetration P F C. All cutting and
penetrating instruments, as knives, swords,

chisels, razors, a.xes, nails, pins, needles,

&c., may be considered as wedges. The
angle of the wedge in these cases is more
or less acute, according to the purposes to

which it is to be applied.—2. A mass of metal,
especially if re8eml)ling a wedge in form.
* A wedge of gold of fifty shekels weight.*

Josh. vii. 21. ' Wedges of gold, great an-
chors, heaps of pearls.' Shak.— 3. Some-
thing in the form of a wedge.
See how in warlike muster they appear.
In rhombs, and wedges, and half-moons, and wings.

A/i/toH.—The thin or small end of the wedge, is

used figuratively of an initiatory move of
small apparent importance, but which is

calculated to produce or lead to an ultimate
important effect.

Wedge (wej), v.t pret. & pp. wedged; ppr.

wedging. 1. To cleave with a wedge or with
wedges; to rive.

My heart
As wedged with a tigh, would rive in twain. Shak.

2. To drive as a wedge is driven; to crowd
or compress closely.
Among the crowd i' the Abbey ; where a finger
Could not be wedged in more, Shak.

3. To force, as a wedge forces its way; as,

to wedge one's way. Milton.—^. To fasten
with a wedge or with wedges; as, to wedge
on a scythe; to wedge in a rail or a piece of

timber.— 6. To fix in the manner of a wedge.
li'edg'd in the rocky shoals, and sticking fast.

Dryden.

Wedge (wej), n. In Cambridge university,

the name given to the man whose name
stands lowest on the list of the classical

tripos: said to be after the name {Wedge-
wood) of the man who occupied this place
on the first list (1824). See Wooden Spoon
under Si-oon,

Wedge-shaped (wej'shapt), a. l. Having
the shape of a wedge; cuneiform.— 2. In
bot applied to a leaf broad and truncate at

the summit, and tapering down to the base,

as in Saxifraga cuneifolia. See Cuneate.

eh, eAain; £b, Sc lodk; g, go't J. job; 1x, Fr. ton; n^, sin^; th, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, wMg; zh, azure.—See KKT.
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Wedge-wlae (wej'wiz), adv. In the manner
of a wedge.
Wedgwood-ware (wej'wud-war), n. [After

Josiiih Wed'jtvood (1730-1795) of Etruria,

Staffordshire, the inventor] A superior
kind of semivitrifled pottery, without much
superficial ghize, and capable of taking on
the most brilUant and delicate colours pro-

duced by fused metallic oxides and ochres.

1 1 ismuch used forornamental ware, as vases,
ttc, and, owing to its hardness and pro-

perty of resisting the action of all corrosive

substances, for mortars in the laboratory.

Wedgy (wej'i), a. Wedge-shaped. ' Pushed
liis icedgy snout far within the straw sub-

jacent,' Landor.
Wedlock (wed'lok), n. [O.E. wedlok, wed-
laike, A. Sax. wedldc, a pledge, from wed,
a piedge, and Idc, sport, also a gift. The
term refers to the old custom of the bride-

groom making the bride a present the morn-
ing after marriage.] 1. Marriage; matri-
mony. * Which that men clepen spousaille
or wedlok.' Chaucer,

I prayed for children, and thought barrenness
Jn -wedlock a reproach. Milton.

Sometimes used adjectivally. ' Holy wed-
iocA: vow,' Shak. 'Happy wedlock hours.'

S/taA:.—2.t Wife.
Which of these is thy wedlock, Menelaus? thy

Helen! thy Lucrecef S. yotison.

Wedlock (wed'lok), v.t. To unite in mar-
riajre; to marry. 'Man thus wedlocked.'
Sfilton.

Wednesday (wenz'da), n. [A. Sax. W6dne»-
d(eg, that is Woden's day. Woden is the
same as Odin. See ODIN.] The fourth day
of tlie week; the next day after Tuesday.
Wee (we), a. [Formerly it was used as a
noun; 'a little we'= a, little way, a little bit.
' I believe (as Junius did) that it is nothing
but the Scandinavian form of E. way, de-
rived from Dan. vei, Sw. vdg, Icel. vegr, a
way. . . . That the constant association of

little with we ( — way) should lead to the
supposition that the words little and wee are
synonymous seems natural enough.' Skeat]
Small; little. [CoUoq. English and Scotch.]

He hath but a little -wee face, with a little yellow
begird. Shak.

Wee (we), n. A short period of time; also, a
short distance. [Scotch.]

Hear me, auld Hangie, for a wee. Bums.

Weed (wed), n. [A. Sax. we6d, a weed; D.
wiede. weeds, wieden, to weed, to cleanse;
affinities doubtful.] 1. The general name of

any plant that is useless or troublesome.
The word therefore has no definite applica-
tion to any particular plant or species of

plants, but is applied generally to such
plants as grow where they are not w^anted,
and are either of no use to man or injurious to
crops.—2. Some useless or troublesome sub-
stance, especially such as is mixed with or
injurious to more valuable substances; any-
tliing valueless or trashy. Hence—3.A sorry,

worthless animal unfit for the breeding of

stock; especially,a leggy, loose-bodied horse;
a race-horse having the appearance, but
wanting the other qualities of a thorough-
bred.
He bore the same relation to a man of fashion, that

a weed does to a winner of the Derby. Lever.

4. A cigar; as, come and smoke a quiet ^veed
with me ; to carry a few weeds in one's
p(»cket. [Slang.] Prefixed by the definite

article = tobacco. ' He knocked the wead
from his pipe.' Ld. Lyiton. [Slang.]

Weed (wed), v.t. 1. To free from weeds or
noxious plants; as, to weed corn or onions;
to weed a garden.—2. To take away, as nox-
ious plants ; to remove what is injurious,

offensive, or unseemly; to extirpate.

Each word thou'st spoke hath weeded from my heart
A root of ancient envy, Shak.

3. To free from anything hurtful or offen-

sive.
He weeded the Kingdom of such as were devoted

to Elaiana. Howell.

Weed (wed), n. [A. Sax. weed, wcede, a gar-
ment, O. Fris. wed, wede, D. {ffe)waad, Icel.

vdd, O.H.G. wdt, clothing, a garment; from
same root as Goth, ga-vidan, to bind, and as
E. weave, withy.] 1. A garment; an article

of clothing 'Lowly shepherd's tfeed*.' Spen-
ser. ' Palmer's weeds.' Milton. ' This silken
rag, this beggar-woman's weed.' Tennyson.
2.t An upper or outer garment. 'His own
hands putting on both shirt and weede.'
Chapman. [Naros thinks that the word
always implies an outer garment.] —3. An
article of dress worn in tijken of mourning;
mo urning garb ; mournings. ' In a mourning

weed, with ashes upon her head, and tears
abundantly flowing.' Milton. In this sense
used now in the plural, and more specifically

applied to the mourning dress of a widow.

A widow's weeds are still spoken of, meaning her
appropriate mourning dress, Nares.

Weed (wed), 71. A general name for any
sudden illness from cold or relapse, usually
accompanied by febrile symptoms, taken by
females afterconfinement orduring nursing.
[Scotch.]

Weeded (wed'ed), a. Overgrown with weeds,
[Rare or poetical.]

lyeeded and worn the ancient thatch
Upon the lonely moated grange. Tennyson.

Weeder (wed'6r), n. 1. One that weeds or
frees from anything noxious. 'A weeder
out of his proud adversaries.' Shak.—2. A
weeding-tool.
Weeder-clips (wed'fer-klips), n.pl. Weeding-
sbears. liur/iti.

Weedery twed'6r-i), n. I. Weeds. [Rare.]

The weedery which through
The interstices of those neglected courts
Unchecked had flourished long, and seeded there.
Was trampled then and bruised beneath the feet

So7tthey.

2. A place full of weeds. [Rare.]

Weed-grown (wed'gron), a. Overgrown
witli weeds.
Weed-Iiook (wedTiok), n. A hook used for
cutting away or extirpating weeds. Txisser.

Weeding-cUisel (wed'ing-chiz-el), n. A tool

with a diviiled chisel point for cutting the
roots of large weeds within the ground.
WeediByg- forceps (wed'ing-for-seps), 71. pi.

An instrument for pulling up some sorts of

plants in weeding, as thistles.

Weedlng-fork (wed'ing-fork), n. A strong
three-pronged fork, used in clearing ground
of weeds.
Weeding-hook (wed'ing-hok), n. Same as
\Voed-hook. Milton.

Weeding-iron (wed'ing-i-6rn), n. Same as
Weeding-fork.

Weeding-pincers (wed'ing-pin-s^rz), n.pl.

Same as }Veeding-forcep8.

Weeding-rliim (wed'ing-rim), n. [Comp.
Prov. E. rim, O. E. rimen, remen, to re-

move] An implement somewhat like the
frame of a wheel-barrow, used for tearing
up weeds on summer fallows, &c. [Local.]

Weeding -Shears (wed'ing-sherz), n. pi.

Shears used for cutting weeds.
Weeding-tongs (wed'ing-tongz), n.pl. Same
as Weeding-furceps.

Weeding-tOOl (wed'ing-tol), n. An imple-
ment for pulling up, digging up, or cutting
weeds.
Weedless (wedles), a. Free from weeds or
noxious matter. ' Weedless paradises.

'

Donne.
Weedy (wed'i), a. 1. Consisting of weeds;
as, ' MJeedy trophies. ' Shak. 'Nettles, kex.

and all the weedy nation.' G. Fletcher.—
2. Abounding with weeds; as, weedy grounds;
a weedy garden; weedy corn. 'Rough lawns
and weedy avenues.' W. Irving.—'i. Not of

good blood, or of good strength or mettle;

hence, worthless, as for breeding or racing
purposes ; as, a weedy horse.

Weedy (wed'i), a. Clad in weeds or widow's
mournings, [Rare and humorous.]

She was as w^ft/y as in the early days of her mourn-
ing. Dickens.

Week(wek),7i. [O.E.icefre, «n*-e, A.Sax. iricc,

also wucu, a week; D. week, Icel. vika, G.
ujoc/ie, aweek. Origin doubtful.] The space
of seven days; the space from one Sunday to

another; a cycle of time which has been used
from the earliest ages in Eastern countries,

and is now universally adopted over the
(Christian and Mohammedan worlds. It has
been commonly regarded as a memorial of

the creation of the world in that space of

time. It is besides the most obvious and
convenient division of the lunar or natural
month.—TAw (that) day week, the same day
a week afterwards; the corresponding day
in the succeeding week.

This day week you will be alone.
Charlotte Bronte.

—Passion week, the week containing Good
Friday.—Tfte feast of weeks, a Jewish fes-

tival lasting seven weeks, that is. a 'week of

weeks' after the Passover. It corresponds
to our Pentecost or Whitsuntide.— .4 pro-

phetic week, in Scrip, a week of years or
seven years.

Week-day (wek'da), n. Any day of the week
except the Sabbath.

One solid dish his week-day meal affords.

An added pudding soleraniacd the Lord's, /'o^e.

Weekly (wek'li), a. l. Pei-taining to a week.
or week-days.—2. Continuing or lasting for
a week; produced within a week.— S. Com-
ing, happening, or done once a week : hub-
domadary; as, a weekly payment of bills; a
weekly gazette; a weekly allowance.
Weekly (wek'li), adv. Once a week; by heb-
domadal periods; as, each performs service
weekly.

Weekly (wek'li), n. A periodical, as a news-
paper, appearing once a week.
Weelt (wel), n. [O.E. wH, wele, A. Sax. wcU.
O.D. icael; allied to well.] A whirlpooL
Weel,t Weelyt (wel, wel'i), n. [Weel is

short for weely, willy, so called because
made of wallows.] A kind of twiggen trap
or snare for fish. 'Eels in tveelies.' Jiick.

Carew.
Weel (wel), a. or adv. Well. [Scotch]
Weem (wem), n. An earth-house (whith
see). [Scotch.]

Ween (wen), v.i. [A. Sax. winan, to ween,
from iv^n, Icel. vdn, Goth, vejis, expectation.
hope.] To be of opinion; to have the notion;
to think; to imagine; to fancy. [Obsolescent
and poetical.]

Then furthest from her hope, when most she weetud
nigh. Spenser.

His tones wer6 black with many a crack,
All black and bare, 1 ween. Coleridge.

Though never a dream the roses sent
Of science or love's compliment,

I ween they smelt as sweet. Browning,

Weep (wep), v. i. pret. & pp. wept; ppr. weep-
ing. [A.Sax- it'^pan, to weep, from 7/?(5p,weep-
ing, clamour, outcry; like O. Sax. w6piu»,
from w6p; O.H.G. wuofan, from wuof, grief,

weeping; Goth, vopjan, to cry, to cry aloud;
Icel. cejja , to shout, to cry. from dp, aery ; cog.

Rus. vupit, to make an outcry, to weep, tiopl,

lamentation; Lith. vapiti, to weep; L. vox,

voice; Gr. epos, a word; Skr. rack, to speak.)
1. Originally, to express sorrow, grief, or
anguish by outcry ; in modern usage, to mani-
fest and express grief or other strong passion
by shedding tears.

They all we/>t sore, and fell on Paul's neck, and
kissed him. Acts xx. 37.

Then they for sudden joy did wee^. Shak.

2. To lament; to complain. Num, xi. 13.—
3, To drop or flow as tears.

The blood weeps from my hear-t. Shak,

4. To let fall drops; to drop water; hence,
to rain.

When heaven doth weep, doth not the earth o'erflowl
Shak.

5, To give out moisture ; to be very damp.
' Clayey or weeping grounds.' Mortimer.—
6, To have the branches drooping or han'^-

ing downwards, as if in sorrow; to be pen-
dent; to droop; as, a weeping tree.

Weep (wep), v.L 1. To lament; to bevail;
to bemoan.

We wand'ring go
Through dreary wastes, and weep each other's woe.

Pope.

2. To shed or let fall drop by drop, as teai-a;

to pour forth in drops, as if tears. * Weep
your tears into the channel.' Shak. ' Tears
such as angels weep.' Milton. 'Grove*
whose rich trees wept odorous gums and
balm.' Milton.—Z. To celebrate by weeping
or shedding tears. 'To weep his obsequies.'

Dryden.—A. To spend or consume in tears

or in weeping; to exhaust in tears; to get
rid of by weeping ; followed by away, wtU
&c. ' Weep ray hie away.' Tennyson,

I could weep
My spirit from mine eyes. Shak.

5. To form or produce by shedding tears.

We vow to weep seas, live in fire, eat rocks, Shnk.

6. To extinguish by shedding tears: followed
by out. 'In compassion weep the fire out,'

Shak.
Weepablet (wep'a-bl), a. Exciting or call-

ing for tears; lamentable; grievous. Bp.
Fecock.

Weeper (wep'6r), n. 1. One who weeps; one
who sheds tears.

Laughing is easy, but the wonder lies

What store of brine supplied the weepers eye*.
Dryd4n.

2. A sort of white linen cuff, border, or baud
on a dress, worn as a badge of mourning.

Mourners clap bits of muslin on their sleeves, and
these are ZB!i\&a weepers. Goldsmith.

The young squire . . . looked remarkably well in

his weepers. SmoUett.

3. A pretty little South American monkey ot

the sapajou group and genus Cebus. the C.

capucinus. Called also Sai (which see).

Weepfult (wep'ful), a. Full of weeping;
grieving. Wi<^liJ'e,

Fate, far, fat, fall; . me, met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U. Sc. abune; y, Sc fey.
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Weeping-ash (wep'iag-ash), n. Fraxinus
pendula, a variety of ash differing from the
common ash only in its branches Arching
downwards instead of upwards.
Weepmg- birch (wep'ing- birch), «. A
variety of the birch-tree, known as Betula
peiuiuUt. with drooping branches. It is very
common in different parts of Europe. It
differs from the common birch not only in
its weeping hal)it, but also in its young
shoots being quite smooth, bright chestnut
lirown when ripe, and then covered with
little wliite warts.
Weeping-cross (wep'ing-kros). ». A cross,
often of stone, erected on or by the side
of a highway, where penitents particularly
offered their devotions.

For here I mourn for yow. our publike losse.
And doe my pcnnance at the -ueepittg-crosse.

WUHtr.
—Toretum or come home by Weepiiig-Crose,
an old phrase meaning to suffer a defeat in
Slime adventure; to meet with a painful
repulse or failure; to repent sorrowfully
Jiaving taken a certain course or engaged iu
a particular undertaking.
But the time will come when, comming home by

// eeptn^.CroiU, thou shalt confesse that it was better
to DC at home. Lyly.

Weeplngly (wep'ing-Ii), adu. In a weeping
mamier; with weeping; in tears.
She took her son into her arms vjeefingty laughing.

WT 1 H'olton.
Weeping-ripe t (wej/lng-rip), a. Ripe or
reatiy fur weejfing.

The kinc: was rt'fepin)r.ripe for a good word. ShaJk.

Weeplng-rock (wep'ing-rok), n. A porous
r"ck from wliioh water gradually issues
Weeping -spring (wep'ingspring), n. A
spriir,' that slowly discharges water.
Weeping -tree ( wep'ing-tre ), n. A name
common to varieties of several trees, the
branches and twigs of which in a normal
state have an upward direction, while in the
weeping variety the branches and branch-
lets are elongated and pendulous, or droop-
ing. The weeping-willow, weeping- birch,
and weepine-asli are examples.
Weeping -willow (wep'ing-wil-lo), n A
species rjf willow, the Salix babylonica,
whose branches grow very long and slender'
and hang down nearly in a perpendicular
direction. It is a native of the Levant and
is said to have been first planted in England
by the poet Pope.
Weerisht (wer'ish). a. ,See Wearish.
Weett (wet), v.i. pret. tvot. (A. San. wUan
to know. See Wit, v. and n.] To know; to
be informed; to wit.

From Egypt come they all, this lets thee itfeet.

Weett (wet), r(. To wet. Speiuer^'""^'
Weet(witl.ii. Eain; moisture; wet. (Scotch 1

Weetlnglyt (wet'ing-li), adv. Knowingly
wittiiii-'Tv Spemer.

Weetlesst ( wetaes ), a. l. Unknowing; un-
thinking; unconscious.

.Smiling, all -wtitUss of th" uplifted stroke
Hung o'er his harmless head. jf BtiillU.

2. Unknown; not understood; unmeaning.
' With fond terms and weetleas words.' Sven-
Krr.

Weever (we'v4r), 71. (O. Fr. wim-e, vivre
ijunre, jiroperly a serpent, a dragon or
wyvern. from L. vipera, a viper. The name
was given to the flsli from stinging. Wytem
is almost the same word.] An acanthop-
terjgious fish of the genus Trachinus. fam-
ily Trachinida! or Uranoscopidic, but in-
cluded by many authorities among the

Diagon-weever {Trachinus draa/i.

perches About four species are well known,
two of which are found in the British seas,
Ti/. the ilragon-weever, sea-cat. or sting-
bull. T. draco, about 10 or 12 inches long
and the lesser weever. T. vipera. called also
the adder-pike, or sting-llsh, which attains
a length of 5 inches. They inflict wounds
with the spines of their first dorsal fin,
which are much dreaded. Their flesh is
esteemed.
Weevil (we'vil), n. [A. Sax. wifel. L G. and
1> wecel, O. mbcl; cog Lith. uabalat, a
beetle

; supposed t<j be allied to aeo ce or wave,
from the insect's movements.] The name ap-

Cora-weevil {Calandra
ffranaria).

plied to coleopterous insects of the family
Curculionida;, distinguished by the prolon-
gation of the head, so as to form a sort of
snout or pro-
boscis. Many of
the weevils are
dangerous ene-
mies to the agri-
culturist, de-
stroying grain,
fruit, flowers,
leaves, and
stems. The corn-
weevil (Calan-
dra granaria)
U fl littlp dnrb ''^ ^"sect natural size. *, In-

ii/ l,„i?lJ^ . sect magnified, c Larva, i Eggred beetle of (both magnified).
about i inch
long, which deposits its eggs on com after it
Is stored, and the larvae burrow therein, each
larva inhabiting a singl* grain, great quan-
tities of which are thus destroyed. See
CURCCLIONIDJi.
Weevllled (we'vild), o. Infested by weevils;
as, weevUted grain.

Wee-vUy (we'vil-i), a. Infested with weevils;
as, weenily grain.

Weft (weft), old pret. of wave.
Weft (weft), n. (A. Sax. weft, the woof, lit.

what is woven, from we/an, to weave; so
Icel. veftr. See Weave. ] The woof or fill-

ing of cloth; the threads that are carried
in the shuttle and cross the warp.
Weftt (weft), n. 1. A thing waived, cast
away, or abandoned; a waif or stray. See
Waie.

His horse it is the herald's Tve/l. B. yonstm.

2. A waif; a homeless wanderer. Spenser.
Weft (weft), n. A signal made by waving.

Your boatmen lie on their oars, and there have
already been made two Tve//s from the warder's tur-
ret, to nitnnate that those m the castle are impatient
for your return. Sir IK Scott.

Weftage t (wef taj), n. Texture. Orew.
Weftet (weft), pp. (See Waive.] Waived;
avoided; removed.
Ne can thy irrevocable destiny be -we/l. Spenser.

Wegotism (we'got-izm), n. The frequent
use of the pronoun we; weism. British
Critic. (Colloq. or cant. ]

Wehrgeld, Wehrgelt (wer'geld. wer-gelt).
.See Wekgild.
Crimes were punished by fines (the icehrgeU of

our Saxon ancestors) according to their heinousness
and according to the rank of the aggrieved parties.

Brougham.
Same as Were-Wehr-WOlf (wer'wuU), n.

wolf.

Weigh (wa), v.t. (A. Sax. wegan, to bear, to
lift, to weigh, and intrans. to move; wasge,
a balance, a pair of scales; D. wegen, to
weigh; Icel. vega. to bear, lift, move; G.
viegen, to rook; from same root as way.]
1. To raise or bear up ; to lift so that it
hangs in the air; as, to tKigh anchor; to
weigh an old hulk. ' Weigh the vessel up.'
Cowper.—2. To examine by the balance so
as to ascertain how heavy a thing is; to de-
termine the heaviness of, as of certain
bodies, by showing their relation to the
weights of some other bodies which are
known, or which are assumed as general
standards of weight; as, to weigh sugar • to
weigh gold. — 3. To pay, allot, or take by
weight.

They weighed for my price thirty pieces of silver.

, ra, . :,
Zech. n't. 13.

4. ro consider or examme for the purpose
of forming an opinion or coming to a con-
clusion

; to estimate deliberately and ma-
turely; to balance; to compare; as, to weigh
the advantages and disadvantages of a
scheme; to weu)h one thing with or against
another. 'If that the injuries be justly
weighed.' Shak.

II 'eigh oath tuith oath, and you will nothing weigh
D J .

Shai.
Kegard not who it is which speaketh. but weigh

only what is spoken. Hooker.

6. t To consider as worthy of notice; to make
account of; to care for; to regard.
You weigh me not

For life I prize it as I weigh grief.

—To weigh down, (o) to preponderate over.
•He weighs King Richard down. ' Shak.

Fear weighs down faith with shame. Daniel.

(6) To oppress with weight or heaviness: to
overburthen; to depress.
Thou (sleep) wilt no more weigh mine eyelids dmvn
., ... Shat.My soul 15 quite weighed down with care. Addison.

Weigh (wa). ti.i. 1. To have weight; as, to
MieisA lighter or heavier. " ~

O. that's you care not for me.
Shai.
Shah.

-2, To be or amount

ch, cAain; «h, 8c. locft; g.go; i,jo\>; ft, Fr. ton; ng, slj^; IH, «Aen; th, ttin;

in heaviness or weight; to equal in weight;
as, a nugget weighing several ounces; a load
which weighs 2 tons. [The terms expressing
the weight are in tlie objective absolute, or
in the accusative of quantity.]— 3, To be
considered as important; to have weight in
the intellectual balance.
He finds that the same argument which weighs

with him has weighed with thousands before him.
Atterbitry.

i. To bear heavily; to press hard.
Cleanse the stufTd bosom of that perilous stuff,
which weighs upon the heart. Shak.

—To weigh doirn, to sink by its own weight
or burden. ' Making the bough, being over-
loaden, weigh doimi.' Bacon.
Weigh (wa), n. A certain quantity or mea-
sure, estimated by weight ; a measure of
weight See Wey.
Weigh (wa), n. Xaut. a corruption of Way,
used only in the phrase Milder weigh; as,
the ship is under weigh, i.e. is making way
by aid of its sails or other propelling power
Welghable (wa'a-bl), a. Capable of being
weighed.
Weighage (wa'aj), n. A rate or toll paid for
weigliing goods.
Welgh-board (waTiord), n. In mining, see
Wayboard.
Weigh -bridge (wa'brij), n. A weighing-
machine for weighing carts, wagons, &o.,
with their load.

Weighed t (wild), (I. Experienced. 'A young
man not weighed in state matters,' Bacoti
Weigher (wa'Sr), n. One who or that which
weiglis; an officer whose duty is tii weigh
commodities or test weights.
Welgh-house (wa'hous), n. A building
(generally of a public character) at or in
which goods are weighed by suitable ap-
paratus.

Weighing (wa'ing), n. 1. The act of ascer-
taining weight.— 2. As much as is weighed
at once; as, a tveighing of beef.
Welghlng-cage (wa'ing-kiij), n. A cage in
which living animals may be conveniently
weiirlieil, a.s iiigs. slieep. calves. &c.
Weighing -house (wa'ing-hous), n. Same
as Wfiijh-hoiisc.

Weighing-machine (wii'ing-ma-shen). n.
Any contrivance by which the weight of an
object may be ascertained, as the common
balance, spring-balance, steelyard, <$:c. The
term is, however, generally applied only to
those contrivances which are employed for
ascertaining the weight of heavy bodies, as
the machines for tlie purpose of determining
the weights of laden vehicles; machines for
weighing cattle; machines for weighing
heavy goods, as large casks, bales, «Sc. .Some
of these are constructed on the principle
of the lever or steelyard, others on that of
a combination of levers, and others on that
of the spring-balance. A special feature of
the majority of them is the large platform,
on a level with or raised but as little as
possible above the ground, so that vehicles
or heavy goods to lie weighed thereon may
be easily transferred to and from it

Welgh-lock (wa'lok), n. A canal lock at
which barges are weighed and their tonnage
settled.

Welgh-shaft(wii'shaft),n. Insteam-engines,
a shaft used in working a slide-valve
Weight (wat), 71. (O. E. weght, tcight, A. Sax.
ge-wiht, from wegan. .See Weigh] 1. That
property of bodies by which they tend to-
ward the centre of the earth

; gravity; as,
a body has weight or has no appreciable
weight.— 2. The measure of the force of
gravity, as determined for any particular
body; the measure of the force by which any
body or a given portion of any substance
gravitates or is attracted to the earth; in a
more popular sense, the amount which any-
thing weighs; the quantity of matter as
estimated by the balance or expressed nu-
merically with reference to some standard
unit; as, a bar of metal having a tveight of
5 lbs. ; a load of 3 tons weight. In deter-
mining weight in cases where very great
precision is desired, due account must be
taken of temperature, elevation, and lati-
tude. The apparent weight of any sub-
stance is less than its true weight liy the
weight of as much air as is disjilaced liy it;
therefore, as the density of the air is vari-
able — air when warmed expanding very
much more than any solid—a piece of metal
appears to weigh more in warm than in cold
weather. Moreover air becomes more dense
by an increase of pressure, consequently
when the barometer is high all heavy bodies
become apparently lighter; when the baro-

w, upig; wh, loAlg; zh, azure.—See Key.
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meterlslow they become apparentlyheavier

Now suppose a pound of iron and a pound

of platinum are adjusted in light air and

again compared in dense air, a slight change

may be observed. For as a pound of iron is

bulkier than a pound of platinum it dis-

places more air, and its apparent weight

undergoes a greater change than does that

of platinum. Hence in fixing exact stand-

ards of weight a particular temperature and

pressure of air must be specified ; thus the

standard brass pound of Britain is directed

to be used when the Fahrenheit thermome-

ter stands at 62° and the barometer at SO".

In the second place it must be observed that

the attraction which the earth exerts upon

bodies placed near it decreases with their

distances from its centre, being inversely as

the squares of the distances; thus a body

weighing a pound at the level of the sea

will weigh somewhat less when tested pro-

perly at the top of a mountain. In the

third place, since the earth has a diurnal

motion on its axis, every substance placed on

it has a centrifugal tendency which in some

degree modifies what otherwise would have

been its gravitation ; this centrifugal ten-

dency produces the earth's oblateness, and

causes a variation in the intensity of gravi-

tation from one latitude to another, a stone

being heavier at lat. 60' N. for instance than

at the equator. — Standard of iceight, the

unit of mass legally recognized in a state, and

by which the weight of other bodies may be

determined, and all other weights used m
commerce adjusted. In Britain a certain

brass weight is by statute settled as the

imperial standard troy pound. This pound
contains 6760 grains, and is divided into

12 ounces; the pound avoirdupois contains

7000 such grains, and is divided into 16

ounces. The standard of weight (as also that

of length) is the same in the United States.

Standard weights are easily connected with

standard measures ; the weight of a cubic

inch of distilled water, for instance, may be

taken as a standard. See Avoirdupois,

Tboy, &c.—3. A certain mass of brass, iron,

lead, or other metal or substance to be

used for determining the weight of other

bodies; as, an ounce weight; a pound weight;

a 66 lb. weight.—1. A particular scale, sys-

tem.ormode of estimating the relative heavi-

ness of bodies; as, avoirdupois weight; troy

weight; apothecaries' weight— i. A heavy

mass; something heavy.

with moral

A man leapeth better

than without.

with -weights in his hands
Bacon.

6. In clocks, one of the two masses of metal

that by their weight actuate the machinery.

7. In meeh. the resistance which in a ma-
chine has to be overcome by the power; in

the simpler mechanical powers, as the lever,

wheel and axle, pulley, and the like, usually

the heavy body that is set in motion or held

in equilibrium by the power.—8. Pressure;

burden ; as, the weight of grief ; weight at

care; tceight of business; weight of govern-

ment. ' Wearing all that weight of learning

lightly." Tennyson.
Sage he stood.

With Atlantean shoulders, fit to bear

The weig/ti of mightiest monarchies. Mtlton.

9. Importance ;
power ; influence ; efficacy

;

consequence; moment; impressiveness; as,

an argument of great weight; a considera-

tion of vast weight.

The solemnities that encompass the magistrate add
dignitv to all his actions, and -weiEht to ail his words.

Atterbitry.

10. In med. a sensation of oppression or

heaviness over the whole body or over a part

of it, as the head or stomach.

—

Dead weight,

a heavy oppressive or greatly impeding
burden.

I fee! so free and so clear

By the loss of that dead weight. Tennyson.

Stn. Weightiness, gravity, heaviness, pon-
derosity, ponderousness, pressure, burden,

load, importance, power, influence, efficacy,

consequence, moment, impressiveness.

Weight (wat), v.t. To add or attach a
weight or weights to; to load with additional

weight ; to add to the heaviness of ; as, the

jockeys are weighted.

Some of the (balance) poles are -weighted at both
ends, but ours are not. Mayhtw.

Of old, the king had all his splendours and all his

enjoyments weighted by the heavy cares, and very
real and rude responsibilities, of government.

Contemporary Rev.

Weightily (wa'ti-li), adv. In a weighty
manner; as, (o) heavily; ponderously. (6)

With force or impressiveness

power.
Is his poetry the worse because he makes his

agents speak -weightily and sententiously ?

W. Brooms.

Weightiness (wa'ti-nes),ji. The state or qua-

lity of being weighty; as, (a) ponderousness;

gravity; heaviness. Qi) Solidity; force; im-

pressiveness; power of convincing. 'The
Mjei5fAti)l«ssof any argument.' Loeke. (c) Im-
portance. 'The weightiness of the adven-

ture.' Heywood.
Weightless (watles), a. Having no weight;

imponderable; light. 'Balanced in the

weightless air.' Dryden.
Weiight-nall (wat'nal), n. In ship-building,

a nail somewhat similar to a deck-nail, but

not so fine, and with a square head, used

for fastening cleats and the like.

Weighty (wa'ti), a. 1. Having great weight;

heavy; ponderous; as, a weighty body.—
2. Important; serious; momentous; grave.
' The secret is so weighty.' Shak.

Let me have your advice in a -weighty affair.

S-wi/t.

3. Adapted to turn the balance in the mind,

or to convince; forcible; cogent. 'Sundry
weighty reasons.' Shak. ' Steeled with
weighty arguments.' Shak. —4. Grave or

serious in aspect. ' A weighty and a serious

brow." Shak.—&. Entitled to authority on

account of experience, ability, or character.
' The weightiest men in the weightiest sta-

tions.' Swift.—6.i Rigorous; severe.

If after two days' shine, Athens contains thee,

Attend our weightier judgment. Sha^.

Well(wel), )i. Same as Wiei. [Scotch.]

Weir (wer), n. [A. Sax. waer, wer, a fence,

a hedge, an inclosure, a place for catching

and keeping fish; Icel. tidrr, a fenced-in

landing-place; G. wehr, weir, dam, dyke.

The word means lit. a fence or defence.

Akin ward, wary, warren.] 1. A dam erected

across a river to stop and raise the water,

either for the purpose of taking flsh, of con-

veying a stream to a mill, or of maintaining

the water at the level required for navigat-

ing it, or for purposes of irrigation.—2. A
fence of twigs or stakes set in a stream for

catching flsh. [Written also Wear.'i

Weird (werd), n. [O.K. wirde, wyrde, A. Sax.

wyrd, wird, fate, fortune, destiny, one of

the Fates, from stem of weorthan, G. wer-

den, Goth, vairthan, to come to pass, to

become, to be. See Worth, v.] 1. Fate

;

destiny; a person's allotted fate; formerly,

also, one of the Fates.

The weirds withstand and God stops his meek
ears. Surrey.

2. A spell; a charm. Sir W. Scott. [As a

noun this word is hardly found in modern
English literature, though common in Scot-

land.]

Weird (werd), a. 1. Connected with fate or

destiny; able to influence fate.

The weird sisters, hand in hand,
Posters of the sea and land. ShaA.

2. Partaking of or relating to witchcraft;

supernatural; unearthly; suggestive of un-

earthliness; wild; as, a weird tale, sound,

look, and the like.

Here there was nothing but tragedy—mute, weird

tragedy. "' Collms.

These bright reminiscences of happier days onl^

gave a weird beauty to the tumult of the sick boy s

.nind. Farrar.

Welrdness (werd'nes), n. The state or qua-

lity of being weird, or of inspiring a sort of

unaccountable or superstitious dread or

fear; eeriness. Contemporary Rev.

Welse, Welze (wez), v.t. [Icel. visa, Dan.

uise, G. weisen, to show, to point, to indi-

cate.] To direct; to guide; to incline; to

turn. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Weisin (we'izm), n. The frequent use of

the pronoun we. AntijaeoUn Rev. [Colloq.

and cant.]

Welssite (vis^t), n. [In honour of Profes-

sor Weiss of Berlin.] A mineral of an ash-

gray or brownish colour, found at Falun in

Sweden in oblique rhombic prisms. It is a

silicate of aluminium, containing magnesia

and potash.

Welve.t «).«. [See Waive, Wave] To for-

sake; to' decline; to refuse. Chaucer.

Weive.t v.i. To depart. Chaucer.

Wela'vrayt (wel'a-wa). [A. Sax. wd M wd,

that is, woe! to! woe!] An exclamation ex-

pressive of grief or sorrow, equivalent to

alas Commonly corrupted into Welladay.

Welch (welsli). See WELSH.
Welcher, Welsher (welsh'Sr), n. [York-

shire welch, a failure, a form of welk. See

Welk, to fail. J A professional betting man

who receives the sums staked by persons

wishing to back particular horses and does

not pay if he loses. [Turf slang. ]

The welcher properly so called takes the money
offered him to back a horse; but when he has taken

money enough from his dupes, departs from the

scene of his labours, and trusts to his luck, a dyed
wig or a pair of false whiskers, not to be recognised.

All the Year Round.

Welcome (welTtum), a. [A. Sax. wil-cuma,

one received with welcome — u^i/ia, will,

wish, uyillan, to wish, and cuma, a comer.

Latterly 'the word came to be regarded as

equivalent to well come.] 1. Received with

gladness; admitted willingly to the house,

entertainment, and company; as, a welcome
guest.

You ben to me welcome right hertily. Chaucer.

2. Producing gladness on its reception;

grateful; pleasing. 'A welcome present."

Beau. <! Fl. 'O welcome hour.' Milton.

Hence— 3. A courteous term expressing

readiness to serve another, the granting of

a liberty, freedom to have or enjoy, and the

like; as, you are welcoine to the use of my
library.

• I humbly thank your ladyship.'—'Your honour is

most welcome.' Sheti.

The word is frequently used elliptically for,

you are welcome.
IVelcome, great monarch, to your own ! Dryden.

[In this usage it may be either an adjective

or a noun.]— Syn. Acceptable, agreeable,

grateful, pleasing.

Welcome (wel'kum), n. 1. Salutation of a
new-comer.

Thou shalt have five thousand welcomes. Shak.

Welcome ever smiles, and farewell goes out sighing.
Shak.

2. Kind reception of a guest or new-comer.

Truth finds an entrance and a welcome too. South.

Whoe'er has travell'd life's dull round.

Where'er his stages may have been.

May sigh to think he still has found
The warmest welcome at an inn. Shettstone.

— To bid welcome, to receive with profes-

sions of friendship, kindness, or gladness.

To thee and to thy company I i'id

A hearty welcofne. Shak.

Welcome (wel'kum), v.t. pret. & pp. wel-

comed; ppr. tvelcoming. To salute a new-

comer with kindness, or to receive and en-

tertain hospitably, gratuitously, and cheer-

fully.
Thus we salute thee with our early song.

And welcome thee, and wish thee long. Milton.

Welcome the coming, speed the parting guest. Pope.

Welcomely (wel'kum-li), adv. In a wel-

come manner. Sir T. Browne.

Welcomeness (wel'kum-nes), n. The state

of ))eing welcome; gratefulness; agreeable-

ness; kind reception. Boyle.

Welcomer (wel'kum-6r), n. One who
salutes or receives kindly a new-comer.
' Thou woful welcomer of glory.' Shak.

Weld, Wold (weld, wold), n. [O. E. welde.
wolde, Sc. wald.

i Origin doubt-
ful. ] A plant
native to Bri-

tain and several
European coun-
tries, used by
dyers to give a
yellow colour,

and sometimes
called Dyers'
Weed. It is

much cultivat-

ed in Kent for

the London
dyers. It is the
Reseda Luteola
at botanists, be-

ing a member of

the same genus
as mignonette.
Sometimes also

called Wild
Woad.
Weld (weld), T.t

[O. E. welle, Sc.

waul (the final

d not properly
belonging to the
word); G. and
Dut. u'ellen, to

boil, to unite, to weld; Sw. wiilla. to weld

or join two pieces of iron almost at a

melting heat The same word as well, to

boil, to bubble up. (See Weil) -Tlie pro-

cess of welding iron is named in many lan-

guages from the word for boiling.' Wedg-

wood. ] 1. To unite or join together into ftrm

Weld (.Reseda Luteola).

Fate, far, fat, fsU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; li, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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union, as two pieces of metal, by hammering
or compression when raised to a great heat.

Iron and platinum, and perhaps one or two
other metals, may be hanmiered together
when heated to nearly a state of semi-
fusion ; and horn and tortoise-shell may he
joined firmly by pressure. Hence—2. Fig-

to unite very closely. ' Two women faster

welded in one love.' Tennyson.
Weld (weld), n. A junction, as of two
pieces of iron, when heated to a white heat
Ijy hammering or compression; as, a firm or
clnse vjeld.

Weld,t Weldet (weld), v.t. To wield: to
manage; to direct; to govern. ' Those that
weld the awful crown.' Spervter,

WeldalDle (weldabl), a. Capable of being
welded.
Welder (weld'^r), n. One who welds.

Welder t (weld'6r), n. In Ireland, a man-
ager; an actual occupant ; a tenant of land
under a middleman or series of middlemen.
Such iintncdiaie tenants have others under thein,

and so a third and fourth in subordination, till it

comes to the -weidfr, as they call him, who sits at a
rack-rent, and lives miserably, Swiji.

Welding-heat (weld'ing-het), n. The heat
necessary for welding two pieces of metal;
specifically, the white heat to which iron

bars are brought when about to undergo
.his process.

Weldy,t a Wieldy; active. Chaucer.
Wele,t adv. Well. Chaucer.
Wele.t n. Weal. Spenger.

WelefUl,t a- Productive of happiness.
Chaucer.

Welfiire (wel'far), n. [Well ajid fare ; lit. a
state of faring well. See Well and Fake.]
A state of exemption from misfortune, ca-

lamity, or evil; the enjoyment of health
and the common blessings of life; well-

being; success; prosperity; happiness. 'To
study for the people's welfare.' Skak.

WeUc t (welk), v.i. [Same word as D. and G.
tcelken, to wither, to fade, to decay, from
toelk, lean; O.ll.G. welhen, fvomwelh, lean,]

"To decline; to fade; to decay; to fall.

' When ruddy Phcebus 'gins to welk in
west.' Spenser.
Welkt (welk),r.t. 1. To contract; to shorten.

Now sad winter wflked hath the day. Speftser.

2. To fade; to wither.

But yet to me she will not dim that (n'ace

For which full pale and weiked is my fjce. Chaucer.

Welk (welk), n. See WHELK.
Welkedt (welk'ed), a. Same as Whelked.
Welkin (wel'kin). n. [O. E. welkne, woUcne,
A. Sax. wolcen, wolcn, a cloud, pi. the region
of clouds, the air, the sky ; probably from
wealcan <pret. weolc), to roll, to turn, to re-

volve (see Walk); G. tcoiAre. O.H.G. wolchan,
a cloud.] The sky; the vault of heaven.
'The fair welkin foully overcast." Spenser.
'When storms the welkin rend.' Words-
worth. [Now chiefly poetical.]

Welkin (wel'kin), a. Sky-blue. [PoeticaL]
Come, Sir Pa(fe,

Look on me with your welkin eye, sweet villain. Shak.

Well (wel). n. [A. Sax. well, wella, a well,

fountain, from stem of weallan, to well up,
to boil; IceL veil, a boiling, D. wel, a spring.
tcelUn, to well, spring, Dan. vteld, a spring,

G. welle, a wave, the ijoiling of the sea, wal-
len, to !)oil or bubble; from root seen also in
itfalk, wallow, L.volvo, to roll,whence uo/ume,
revolve, Ac] 1. A spring; afountain; water
issuing from the earth. ' Begin then, sisters

of the sacred well.' Milton.—2. An artifi-

cial structure from which a supply of water
is obtained for domestic and other pur-
poses; often a pit or hole sunk perpendicu-
larly into the earth to such a depth as to
reach a supply of water, usually of a cylin-

drical form, and walled to prevent the
earth from caving in. ''Tis not so deep as
a well.' Shak. ' The moss-covered bucket,
which hung in the well.' Eliza Cook. —
3. Saut. (a) a compartment formed by
bulkhea'la round a vessel's pumps to keep
them clear of obstructions, to protect them
from injury, and to give ready admittance
for examining the state of the ptmips.

(6) A compartment in a fishing- vessel
formed by bulkheads properly strengthened
and tightened off, having the botttnn per-
forateil with holes to give free admission
to the water so that flsh may be kept
alive therein. — 4, In arch the space in
a building in which winding stairs are
place'l, usually lighted from the roof: some-
times limited to the open space in the
mitldle of a winding staircase, or to the
opening in the middle of a staircase built

round a hollow newel. Called also Well-

hole and Well -staircase. — 5. The space in

a law court, immediately in front of the
judges' bench, occupied by counsel, &c.

Solicitors . ranged in a line, in a long matted
Tcf// . . between the registrar's red table and the
silk gowns. Dickens,

6. The hollow part between the seats of a
jaunting-car for holding luggage. — 7. The
lower part of a furnace into which the
metal falls. Goodrich.— d,. In milit. mining,
an excavation in the earth with branches
or galleries running out from it.—9. Fig. a
spring, source, or origin. 'Dan Chaucer,
well of English undefyled.' Spenser.—Ar-
tesianwell. See under ARTESIAN. See also
Oil-well. Tube-well.
Well ( wel ), V. i. [ A. Sax. wellan. See the
noun.] To spring; to issue forth, as water
from the earth or from a spring; to flow.

Fast from her eyes the round pearls -welled down.
Fairfax.

Ancient founts of tnspiratioQ it/eU thro' all my fancy
yet. Tennyson.

Well t ( wel ), V. i. To pour forth, as from a
well. Spenser.
Well (wel), a. [A. Sax. wel, well, enough,
much ; D. wel, Icel. and Dan. vel, Sw. viU,

Goth. vaUa, G. wohl, well. Of same origin
as will, and meaning originally according to
one's vnll. Akin weal, wealth.] 1. In ac-
cordance with wish or desire; satisfactory;

as it should be; fortunate: often in imper-
sonal usages.

It was well with us in Egypt. Num. xi. i8.

Hence, away ! now all is 2eell. Skak.

Oft we mar what's well. Shak.

It would have been well for Genoa, if she had fol-

lowed the example of Venice. Addison.

2. Being in health; having a sound body with
a regular performance of the natural and
proper functions of all the organs; not ail-

ing, diseased, or sick; having recovered from
sickness or misfortune; as, a well man.

While thou art well, you may do much good.
^er. Taylor.

Nor would I now be well, mother, again if that could
be.

For niy desire is but to pass to Him that died for me.
Tetinyson.

3. Comfortable; not suffering inconvenience;
as, I am quite well where I am.
One woman is fair, yet I am well; another is wise,

yet I am well. Shak.

4. Being in favour; favoured.

He . . . was well with Henry the Fourth. Dryden.

5. Just ; right ; proper; as, was it well to do
this?—6. Happy; at rest; free from the cares
of the world: used of the dead.

What were more holy
Than to rejoice the former queen is well. Skttk.

Used 9uhstaniively in the sense of what is

well.
What would my lord and father?
Nothing but well to thee, Thomas of Clarence.

Shak.
—To let well alone, not to try and improve
what is already well.

I begin to wish I had Ui well alote. if. Collins.

[Note. Except sometimes in meaning 2 the
word is always used predicatively, not at-

tributively, and thus it is often difficult to
decide when it is an adjective and when an
adverb.]

Well (wel), adv. [See note at end of last
article.] 1. In a proper manner; justly;
rightly; not ill or v/ickedly. Jam. ii. 8.

If thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door.
Gen. iv. 7.

Does it take from the people more liberty than is

absolutely necessary for the well administering of
their affairs. Brougham.

2. In a satisfactory manner; happily; fortu-
nately. 'We prosper well in our return.'
Shak.—Z. Skilfully; with due art; as, the
work is xvell done ; he writes well; he rides
weU; the plot is well laid and well executed.
4. Sufficiently; abundantly; amply.

Lot . . beheld all the plain of Jordan, that it was
well weltered everywhere. Gen. xiii. 10.

5. Very much
; greatly ; to a degree that

gives pleasure; as, I liked the entertainment
well.

I like well, in some places, fair columns. Bacon.

6. Favourably; with praise; comraendably.

AH the world speaks well of you. Pope.

7. Conveniently; suitably; advantageously;
easily; as. I cannot well attend the meeting.

His grief may be compared ivell

To one sore sick that hears the passing bell.

Shak.
To know

In measure what the mind may well contain.
MUton.

8. To a sufficient degree; perfectly; fully;

adequately; as, I know not well how to exe-
cute this task.

Let us go up at once, and possess it; for we are
well able to overcome it. Num. xiii. 30,

9. Thoroughly; fully; as, let the cloth be
well cleansed; let the steel be well polished.
10. Far; considerably; not a little; as, to be
well advanced in life. ' Old and well stricken
in age.' Gen. xliii. 11.—-4s u-ei^, rather right,

convenient, or proper than otherwise; as,

it may be as well to inform you before you
go-

It may be as well to explain that there were politi-

cal reasons for our delay. IP'. H. Russell.

—Asxcell as, together with ; and also; not
less than; one as much as the other; as, a
sickness long as well as severe. 'Long and
tedious as well as grievous.' Sir M. Black-
more. —Well enough, in a moderate degree;
so as to give. Satisfaction, or so as to require
no alteration. ^ HWi nigh, nearly; almost.
'One that is well nigh worn.' Shak.—To be

well off, to be in a good condition, especially
as to property.

—

Well (o do, prosperous; weU
to live. See Well-to-ro.— ir^ii to /rt, hav-
ing a competence; in comfortable circum*
stances.
You're a made old man : . . , you're well to live.

Shak.
~- Well is sometimes used elliptically for it

is well, and as an expression of satisfaction,

acquiescence, or concession, and sometimes
it is merely expletive or used to avoid ab-
ruptness ; as, well, the work is done ; well,

let us go; well, well, be it so. ' Well, it shall
be so.' xShak. ' Well, peace be with you.'
Shak.— Well is prefixed to many words, es-

pecially adjectives and participles, express-
ing what is right, fit, laudable, or not defec-
tive; as, well-afiected ; weH-designed ; well-
directed ; well-ordered ; well-formed ; well-
meant ; «'e/i-minded ; we/Z-seasoned ; tcell-

tasted. We only give a selection of these.

Many of them are rather loose compounds,
being often printed as single words.
Well - acquainted ( wel-ak-kwant'ed), a.

Having intimate acquaintance or personal
knowledge. ' As if I were their well-ac-

guainted friend.' Shak.
Welladay (wel'a-da), interj. [A corruption
of tvelaway.] Welaway! alas! lackadayl
O welladay Mistress Ford ! having an honest man

to your husband, to give him such cause of suspicion.
Shak.

tVala or IValawa— an exclamation frequent in
Chaucer, was modified into the feebler form of well,
away. A degenerate variety of this form was well-
aday. Pathetic cries have certain disposition to im-
plicate the present time, as in ivoe worth the day.

y. Earle.

Well-a-neart (wel'a-ner),arfy. Immediately
tht-rt-after. Shak.
Well-apparelled (wel'ap-par-eldV a Well
dressed; adorned. ' Well-apparelled k\}X\\.'

Shak.
Well-appointed (wel'ap-point-ed), a. Fully
furnished and equipped; as, &well-aj)pointed
amiy. ' Well-appointed powers.' Shak.
Well-armed (wel'armd), a. Well furnished
with weapons of offence or defence. ' Well-
armed friends.' Shak.
Well-attempered(werat-tem-p6rd),a. Well
regulated or harmonized. 'A man of well-
attt'inper'd frame. Tennyson.
WeU-autlienticated(wel'n-then-ti-kat-ed),
a. Supported by good authority. Clarke.
Well-balanced (wel'bal-anst), a. Rightly
balanced. 'The tcell -balanced world on
hinges hung.' Milton.

Well-behaved (wel'be-havd), o. Courteous;
civil; of good conduct; becoming; decent.
'Such orderly and well-behaved reproof to
all unconieliness.' Shak.
Wellbelng (wel'be-ing), n. Welfare; happi-
ness; prosperity; as, virtue is essential to
the wellbeing of men or of society. Spec-
tator.

Well-beloved ( wel'be-luv-ed ). a. Greatly
beloved. Mark xii. 6. 'The well-beloved
Brutus.' Shak.
Well-beseeming (wel'be-sem-ing), a. Well
becoming. Shak.

\
Well-boat (wel'bot), n. A fishing-boat with
a well in it to convey flsh alive to market.
See Well.
Well-borer (welTjor-fir), n. One who or that
which digs or liores for water; one who
makes wells. Simmonds.
Well-bom ( wel'bom ), a. Born of a noble
or respectable family; not of mean birth.

Shak.
Well-breathed (wel'bretht). a. Well exer-
cised or long breathed; of good bottom.
'On thy well-breath'd horse keep with thy
hounds.' Shak.

ch. cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g. go; j. job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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Well-bred (wel'bred), a. 1. Of good breed-
ing; educated to polished manners; polite;
cultivated; refined.

A moral, sensible, and weii-bred taan
Will not affront me, and no other can. Ccnuper.

2. Of good breed, stock, or race : applied to
a horse or other domestic animal which has
descended from a race of aiicestors that
have, through several generations, possessed
in a high degree the properties which it is

the great object to attain.

Well-bucket (wel'buk-et), n. A vessel for
drawing up water from a well.

The muscles are so many ivell-buckets : when one
of them acts and draws, 'tis necessary that the other
must obey. Dryden.

Well-chosen (wel'cho-zn), a. Chosen or se-
lected with good judgment. ' His well-chosen
bride.' Shak.
WeU- conditioned ( wel'kon-di-shond ), a.

1. Being in a good or wholesome state of
mind or body; as, a well-conditioned man.

—

2. In sura, being in a state tending to health;
as, a well-conditioned wound or sore.

Well-conducted (wel'kon-dukt-ed), a.

1. Properly led on ; as, a well-conducted ex-
pedition.—2. Being of good moral conduct;
as, a icell-conducted comnnniity.
Well-content, WeU-contented (wel'kon-
tent, wel'kon-tent-ed), a. Satisfied; happy.
*My well-contented day. ' Shak.
So Philip rested with her well-con(ent. Tennyson.

Well-dealing (wel'del-ing), a. Honest; fair
in deahng with others. *Our well-dealing
countrymen." Shak.
WeU -derived (wel'de-rivd), a. Good by
birth and nature. 'My son corrupts a well-
derived nature. ' Shak.
Well - deserving (werde-z6rv-ing), a.

Worthy; full of merit.

I char^re you by the law.
Whereof you are a well-deserving pillar, Skak.

WeU-disposed (wel'dis-pozd), a. Kightly
disposed; well-affected; loyal. 'You lose a
thousand well-disposed hearts.' Shak.
Well-doer (werdo-6r), n. One who performs
rightly his moral and social duties.

Well-doing (wel'db-ing), n. Performance of
duties; upright conduct.
Well-doing (wel'db-ing), a. Acquitting one's
self well. 'The well-doing steed.' Shak.
Well-drain (wel'dran), n. l. A drain or vent
for water, somewhat like a well or pit, serv-
ing to discharge the water of wet land.

—

2. A drain leading to a well.

Well-drain (wtl'dran), v.t. To drain, as
land by means of wells or pits, which receive
the water, and from which it is discharged
by machinery.
Well-educated (wel'ed-u-kat-ed), a. Having
a good education ; well-instructed. ' Well-
educated infant.' Shak.
Well-famed {wel'famd), a. Famous. 'My
well-famed lord of Troy. ' Shak.
Well-fa'r'd,Weel-fa'r'd('werfard,wel'fard),
a. Well-favoured. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]
Wellfaret (wel'far), n. Welfare (which see).

Well-favoured (wel'fa-verd), a. Handsome;
well formed; beautiful; pleasing to the eye.

Rachel was beautiful and well-faiioured.
Gen. xxix. 17.

Well - fougbten t (wel'fat-n), a. Bravely
fought. 'This glorious and well-foughten
field.' Shak.
Well-founded (wel'found-ed), a. Founded
on good and valid reasons, or on strong pro-
babilities.

Well-graced (wel'grasd), a. Popular; being
in favour of others.

The eyes of men.
After a we/l-graced acior leaves the stage.
Are id]y bent on him that enters next. Shak.

WeU-beadt (wel'hed), n. A source, spring,
or fountain. 'Old well-heads of haunted
rills.' Tennyson.
Well-bole (werhol),»i. 1. Inarck. see Well,
4.-2. A cavity which receives a counter-
balancing weight in some mechanical con-
trivances.

Well-informed (wel'in-formd), a. Correctly
informed; well furnished with information;
intelligent.

He is for the most part, a well-informed, as well as
a lively writer. Brougham.

Wellington (wel'ing-ton), 71. A kind of
long-legged boot, worn by men, named
after the Duke of Wellington: used also ad-
jectively.

His boots were of the Wellington form, pulled up
to meet his corduroy knee smalls. Dickens.

Wellingtonia (wel-ing-to'ni-a), n. A name
^iven by some botanists to a genus of trees
m order to do honour to the great Duke of

Wellington. There is no reason, however,
to separate this genus from Sequoia. See
Sequoia.
Well-intentioned (wel'in-ten-shond), a.

Having upright intentions or purpose.
The publicity and control which the forms of free

constitutions provide for guarding even well-inten'
tioned rulers against honest errors. Brougham.

Well-knit (wel'nit), a. Firmly compacted;
having a strong frame. ' O well-knit Sam-
son. ' Shak.
Well-known (wel'non), a. Fully known;
generally known or acknowledged; as, a
well-known fact.

Well-labouring (wel'la-b6r-ing), a. Work-
ing hard and successfully.

The bloody Douglas, viho^G^ -well-labouring svaord
Had three times slain the appearance of the king.

Shak.
Well-learned (wei'lfemd), a. Full of learn-
ing. ' Well-learned bishops.' Shak.
Well-liking (wel'lik-ing), a. Being in good
condition ; of good appearance ; plump.
'Children ... as fat and as well-liking as if

they had been gentlemen's children.' Lati-
mer. ' Well-liking wits they have.' Shak.
WeU-lOOking (welTuk-ing), a. Good-look-
ing, or tolerably good-looking.

The horse was a bay, a well-looking animal enough.
Dickens.

Well-lost (welTost), rt. Lost in a good cause.
'Tlie well-lost life of mine.' Shak.

Well-loved (wel'luvd), a. Much loved; well-
beloved. Tennyson.
Well-mannered (wel'man-nird), a. Polite;
well-bred; complaisant. Dryden.
Well-meaner (wel'men-Sr), n. One whose
intention is good. Dryden.
WeU-meaning (wel'men-ing), a. Having a
good intention. ' Plain well-meaning soul.'
Shak. 'The short, fair, dignified h\xt well-
meaning woman.' W. Black.
Well-meant (wel'ment), a. Rightly in-
tended ; sincere ; not feigned. ' Edward's
well-ineant honest love.' Shak.
WeU-met (wel'met), interj. A term of salu-
tation denoting joy at meeting.
WeU-minded (wel'mind-ed), a. Well-dis-
posed; having a good mind. ' Well-minded
Clarence.' Shak.
Well-natured (wel'na-turd), a. Good-na-
tured; kind.

On their life no grievous burthen lies.

Who are well-natured, temperate, and wise.

Denhajn.
Wellness (wel'nes), n. The state of being
well or in good health. Hood.
Well-nigh (wel'ni), adv. Almost; nearly.

' Well-nigh choaked with tlie deadly stink.'
Spenser.

WeU-ordered (wet'or-d^rd), a. Kightly or
correctly ordered, regulated, or governed.
'Each well-ordered nation.' Shak. ' Well-
ordered actions.' Locke.
WeU-paid (wel'pad), a. Receiving good pay
for service. ' His well-paid ranks.' Shak.
Well-painted (wel'pant-ed), a. 1. Skilfully
painted; as, a well-painted picture.— 2. Art-
fully feigned; skilfully simulated. ' O well-
painted passion.' Shak.
Well-pleased (wel'plezd), a. Well satisfied;

pleasantly gratified. 'Home well-pleased
we went.' Tennyson.
Well-plighted t (wel'plit-ed), a. Well or
properly folded. Spenser.
Well-practised ( wei'prak-tizd ), a. Expe-
rienced. 'Your well-practised wise direc-
tions.' Shak.
WeU-proportioned (wel'pr6-p6r-shond), a.

Having good proportions; well-shaped; well-
formed. ' A well-proportioned steed.' Shak.
Well-read (wel'red), a. Having extensive
reading; well instructed in books; as, a
well-read man: often followed by the pre-
position i7i; as, well-read in physics.

Well-refined (wel're-find), a. Highly po-
lished; free from any rudeness or impro-
priety. ' In polished form of well-refined
pen.' Shak.
Well-regulated (wel'reg-u-lat-ed), a. Hav-
ing good regulations; well-ordered; as, a
well-regidated mind.
Well-reputed (weKre-piit-ed), a. Having
good repute ; respectable. ' Some well-re-

puted page* Shak.
Well - respected (wel're-spekt-ed), a.

1. Highly esteemed; as, well-respected peo-
ple. — 2. t Ruled by reasonable considera-
tions.

If well-respected honour bid me on,

I hold as little counsel with weak fear
As you, my lord. Shak.

Well-room (werrbm), n. 1. A room built
over a mineral spring or into which its

waters are conducted, and where they are

drunk.—2. In a boat, a place in the botton*
where the water is collected, and whence it
is tbrown out with a scoop.
WeU-sailing (wel-sal'ing), a. Passing:
swiftly by means of sails; quick sailing.
' Well-sailing ships.' Shak.

Well-seeing (wel'se-ing). a. Acute of sight
or perception

; quick-sighted. ' Lest eyes-
ivell-seeing thy foul faults should find.' Shak.
Well-seeming (wel'sem-ing), a. Having a
good appearance. 'Chaos of well-seeming
forms.' Shak.
WeU-seen (wel'sen), a. Accomplished; well-
versed; well-approved.
Well-seen, and deeply read, and throughly grounded
In th' hidden knowledge of all sallets, and
Pot-herbs whatever. Beau. &• Fl.

Well-set (wel'set), a. 1. Firmly set; pro-
perly placed or arrayed.

Instead of a girdle, a rent ; and instead of well-s^
hair, baldness. Isa. iii. 24.

2. Having good symmetry of parts.

Well-sinker (wersingk-6r), n. One who digs,
wells.

Well-sinking (wel'singk-ing), n. The ope-
ration of sinking or digging wells; the act
of boring for water.
Well-Skilled (wel'skild), a. Skilful; ex-
pert. *The ^veil-skilled v/OY\timtin.' Shak.
Well-spedt (wel'sped), a. Having good suc-
cess.

WeU-spent (wel'spent), a. Spent or passed
in virtue; spent to the best advantage; as,

a rvell-spent life; well-spent days.

Well-spoken (wel'spo-kn), a. 1 Spoken
well or with propriety. —2. Speaking well;
fair-spoken; civil; courteous. 'A knight
ivell-spoken, neat and fine.

WeU-spring (weVspring), n. A source of
continual supply. Prov. xvi. 22.

Well-Staircase (wel'star-kas). n. A stair-

case with a well in the centre for the ad-
mission of light and air. See Well, 4.

Well-sweep (wel'swep), n. A swape or swipe
for a well.

Well-thewedt (wel'thud), a. Filled with or
abounding in wisdom; well-educated or
well-mannered. Spenser.

Well-timed (wel'timd), a. 1. Done at a
proper time; opportune. Pope.— 2. Keep-
ing accmate time; as, tcell-timed oars.

Well-to-do (wel'tb-do), a. Being in easy-
circumstances; well off; prosperous. 'A
well-to-do farmer.' H. Kingsley. '1 satk

rich and well-to-do.' Teniufson.

Well-tOOkt (wel'tbk), a. Well taken; well
undergone.
Meantime we thank you for your well-took labour.

Shak.
WeU-t]:ap (wel'trap), Ji. The same as Stink'-
traj).

Well-trod, Well-trodden (wel'trod, wel'-
trod-n), rt. Frequently trodden or walked
on. 'The well-trod stage.' Shak.
Well-tuned (wel'tiind), a. Properly tuned

;

melodious; having a good sound. *Th&
true concord of ivell-tuncd sounds.* Shak.
Wen - warranted (wel'wor-rant-edX a.

Proved to be good and trustworthy. ' My
noble and 7vell-warranted cousin.' Shak.
Well-water (wel'wa-t^r), «. The water tliat
flows into a well from subterraneous springs;
water drawn from a well.

Well-wilier t (wel'wil-^r), n. Onewho means-
kimlly; a well-wisher. 'Be ruled by your
well-wiliers.

' Shak.
WeU-wlsht (wel'wish), n. A wish of happi>
ness.

Let it not enter into the heart of any one that hath*
a -well-vuish for his friends or prosperity to think of a
peace with France. .Addison.

Well-wished t (wel'wisht), a. Beloved;
befriended. Shak.
Well-wisher (wel'wish-er), n. One who-
wishes the good of another; one friendlily

inclined.

Well-won (wel'wun), a. Honestly gained;
hardly earned. 'My bargains and my well-
won thrift.' Shak.
Well-worn (wel'wom), a. Much worn or
used. ' Down which a weU-worn pathway
courted us.' Tennyson.
WeU-WOVen (wel'wov-n), a. Skilfully com-
plicated; artfully planned. 'Well-woven
snares.' Milton.

Welsh (welsh), a. [A. Sax. welisc, wmlisc,
lit. foreign, from wealh, a foreigner, one
not Saxon or English, a Celt, any one of a
foreign country, tbe signification becoming
latterly restricted to a particular race of
foreigners; similarly G. wdlsch, w^elsch, is

foreign, especially French or Italian, and
Wdlsch\nnd is Italy. So walmit is the
welsh or foreign nut. The root-meaning is

Fate, far, fat, fall; . me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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doubtful. Akin Walloon, Wallis (the term
applied by the Beruese Oberlanders to the
French-speaking district south of them),
Cornwall. For an interesting extract illus-

trative of the use of this term see under
Dutch.] Fertaining to Wales or to its people;
CyiuTic.—Welsh jiannel, a very ttne kind of

flannel, chiefly hand made, from the fleeces

of the flocks of the Welsh mountains. —
Wehhglai'-e, Webthhook, an ancient military

weaixm of the bill kind, but having, in addi-

tion to a cutting-blade, a hook at the back.
' Swore the devil his true liegeman upon the
cross of a Wchh hook.' Shak.— Wehhgroin,
in arch, a groin fonneU by the intersection

of two cylin<lrical vaults, of which one is of

less height than the oihGT.— Welsh main, a
match at cock-fighting, where all must fight

to death. Sir W. Scott.— Welsh mortgage, a
mortgage in which there is no proviso or
condition for repayment at any time. The
agreement is that the mortgagee to whom
the estate is conveyed shall receive the rents
till his debt is paid, and in such case the
mortgagor is at liberty to redeem at any
time.^Velsh mutton, a choice and delicate
kind of mutton obtained from a small breed
of sheep in W'alea. Simmonds. — Welsh
onion, a name given to cibol (AUirun fistu-

jotrum): so called from the German Walsch,
which merely indicates a foreign origin.

See CiBOL. — Welifh parsley,^ a burlesque
name for hemp or the halters made of it.

Beau, cfc Fl. — Welnh rabbit. See under
RxBBn.— Welsh wig, a worsted cap. Sim-
monds.
WelSb (welsh), n. 1. The language of W'ales
or of the Welsh. The Welsh is a member
of the Celtic family of languages, fonning
with the Breton language and the now ex-

tinct Cornish branch the Cymric group. It

is distinguished for the beauty of its com-
pounds, which it possesses the capacity of
forming to an almost unlimited extent.

—

2 The general name of the inhabitants of
Wul.-s.

Welaher, n. See Wklcher.
Welshman. Welabwoman (welsh 'man.
w.'l-,h'wi!-man), n. A native of the princi-
pality of Wales.

WeXsome t (wel'sum), a. Well; prosperous.
Wicklife.

Welt (welt), rt. [Probably a Celtic word:
W (jicald, a hem. a welt, gwaldu, to hem, to
Wflt] 1. A border; a guard; a kind of hem
or edging; a fringe; also, a small cord cov-
eretl with cloth and sewed on seams or
borders to strengthen them.

His coat was green.
With ivelts of white scaraed between. Creene.

2. In shoeinaking, a strip of leather sewed
round the edge of the upper of a boot or
shoe and the inner sole, and to which the
outer sole is afterwards fastened, —3. In
shijf-^juildiiuj. a back strip of wood fonning
an additional thickness laid over a flush

seam or joint or placed in an angle to
strengthen it—1 In «heetiron ttork. a strip

riveted to two contiguous plates which form
a butt-joint.—5. in her. a narrow border to
on ordinary or charge.

Welt (welt), v.t. To furnish with a welt;
to sew a welt on ; to ornament with a welt.
Dekker; Shelton.

Welt (welt), v.i. To wilt. [Rare.]

Welte.t pret. of welde, older form of wield.
Cha iicer.

Welter (wel'tfir), v.t. [Also in form waiter,
freq from old welten, icalten. to roll. A Sax.
iceattan, to roll; L.G. weltern, Sw. viiltra, G.
wdlzen, to roll, to wallow, to welter. The
root is that of ^calk, wallow. Akin walt£. ]

1. To roll, as the body of an animal; to wal-
low; to tumble about; usually, to roll or
wallnw in some foul matter; as, to welter in

blood or in ftlth. 'Or welter in fllthiness

like a swine.' Ascham. 'Welt'ring in his
blood.' Di-yden.

Hajijjicr are they that wtlter in their sin,

Swiiie in the mud, that cannot see for slime. Tennyson.

2- To rise and fall, as waves; to tumble over,
as billows. ' The weltering waves.' Milton.

Welter (wel't^r), v.t. To make or force, as
by wallowing or moving through sfimething
foul or liquid. ' Welterinpyanr way through
chaos and the murk of Hell. ' Carli/le.

Welter (wel't^r), 7». That in which one
welters ; slime, mud, ftlth, and the like.
' The foul u-elter of our so-called religious
or < ither controversies. ' Carlyle. [Rare. ]

Welter (wel't^r). a. In home-racing, of or
rtriating to the heaviest weighted race in
a tneeting; as, welter race; welter stakes;
welter cup, Latham.

Welt -shoulders (welt'shol-d6rz), n. pi.

In the leather trade, cunied leather fit for

the welts of boots and shoes.

Wei - willy, t a. Favourable ;
propitious.

Chaucer.
Welwitschia (wel-wich'i-a), n. [Named from
Dr. Wehcitsch, its discoverer ] A remarkable
plant growing in Southern Africa in dry
regions near the western-coast, between lat.

14^ and 23' S. It presents a stem or rhizome
forming a woody mass, rising to a foot at

most above the ground, and having a dia-

meter of from 4 or 5 inches to as many feet,

this mass bearing the two original cotyle-

donary leaves, which, when they reach their

full development of 6 feet in length or so,

become di'y and split up into shreds but do
not fall of. Every year several short flower-

stalks are developed at the base of these
leaves, but no other leaves are produced.
There seems to be but one specfes, W. mira-
hili-g. It is placed among the Gnetaceai.

Wem.t Wemmet (wem), n. [A. Sax. wem,
wain, wantin.] A spot; a scar; a fault; a
blemish. ' Without UJcmHie ' = spotless, fault-

less. Chaucer.

Wemt (wem), v.t. [A. Sax. wemman, to
spoil.] To corrupt; to vitiate. Drant
Wemt (wem), n. The belly; the wame.
Cotton.

Wen (wen), n. [A. Sax. wenn, D. wen,
L. G. ween, Prov. G. wenne, a swelling, a
wart. ] .\ circumscribed indolent tumour
without inflammation or change of colour
of the skin. The term is also sometimes
given to an encysted tumour and to goitre.

Wench (wensh), n. [O. E. ^i^enche, from
wenchel, A. Sax. wencel^ a dim. form, ap-
parently with the literal meaning of weak-
ling, and allied to \cince, wink, and G. tron-

ken, to totter.] 1. A general familiar expres-

sion applied to a woman, especially a young
woman, in any variation of tone between
tenderness and contempt. 'My most sweet
wench

.

' Chapman.
What do I. silly wettch, know what love hath pre-

pared for me? Sir P. Sidney.

To weep like a younij^ wench that had buried her
^randafti. ShitA.

2. In a bad sense, a bold, forward girl ; a
young woman of loose character.

It is not a digression to talk of bawds in a discourse
upon wenches. Spectator.

3. In America, a black or coloured female
servant; a negress. Bartlett.

Wench (wensh). v.i. To frequent the com-
pany of women of ill fame. Addigon.
Wencher (wensh'6r), n. One who wenches;
a lewd msm.

'

Wenching ( wensh' ing), a. Running after
wenches; lecherous.

What's become of the wenching ro^est Shak.

WenchlesB ( wensh 'les). a. Having no
wench; having no supply of loose women.
Shak.
Wench-like (wensh'lik), a. After the
manner or likeness of a wench or young
woman. Shak.
Wend (wend), v.i. pret. <fc pp. wended; ppr.
wending. Went, which is really the pret. of
this verb, is now detached from it and used
as pret. of go. [A. Sax. wendan, to turn, to
go, Icel. venda, Dan. vende, D. and G. wen-
ded to change, to turn : a cans, of the verb
toirtnd, to turn, to twist. See Wind.] 1. To
go; to pas's to or from a place; to travel.

Hopeless and helplesi doth v£geon wend. Shak.

/>«Ythoii to Branksome back on foot.

With rusty spur and miry L>oot. Sir tV. Scott.

2.t To turn round.

The lesser (ship) will turn her broadsides twice
before the greater can wend once. Raleigh.

Wend (wend), v.i. l.t To undertake, as a
journey; to accomplish in travel. 'Great
voyages to wend.' Surrey.—-2. To go; to di-

rect: perhaps only in the phrase to wend
one's way.—It is also used reflexively; as,

ioe7id thee homewards.
Wendt (wend), n. [See the verb.] A cer-

tain (juantity or circuit of ground.
Wend (wend), n. One of a powerful Slavic
people, now absorbed in the German race,
which formerly inhabited the north and
east of Germany. A remnant of them re-

mains in the eastern district of Sjiohsen-

Attenburg, and in the country between the
Vistula and Persante. where they still speak
the Wendic tongue and preserve their pe-
culiar manners and customs. Written also
Vend.

Wendic (wen'dik). n. The language of the
Wends. It belongs to the Slavonic group
of the Aryan family of tongues.

Wendic, Wendlsh (wen'dik, wen 'dish), a.

Of or pertaining to the Wends ; as, the
Wendic language; Wendish folk-songs and
tales.

Wene,i v.i. [A. Sax. wenan. See Ween.]
To think; to suppose; to deem. Chancer.
Wene.t n. Guess; conjecture; supposition.

Wenlock Group (wen'lok grop), n. In
geol. tliat subdivision of the Silurian system
lying immediately below the Ludlow rocks,
and so called from being typically devel-
oped at Wenlock, near Shrewsbury. It
comprises the Dudley or Wenlock lime-
stone, the Wenlock shale or slate, and the
Woolhope beds. The first is a crystalline

gray or blue limestone, abounding in marine
mollusca and crustaceous animals of the
trilobite family; the second a dark-coloured
shale, with nodules of earthy limestone, and
containing mollusca and trilobites; while
the third consists of limestones, shales, and
grits. The whole thickness of the Wenlock
strata is probably about 4000 feet.

Wennelt (wen'el). n. A weanel.

Wennlsh, Wenny (wen'ish, wen'i), a. Hav-
ing the nature of a wen.
Went (went), old pret. & pp. of the verb
ivend: now used as the pret. of go, or vul-
garly as Its pp.
Now certes I will don my diligence
To coniie it all, or Chrtsteniasse be went. Chaucer.

This participle is provincial and very widely spread.
... I should say that ' to have gone is literary Eng-
lish, and that the popular form almost evervwliere is

"to have went'. Those who still travel by highways
will know the sound of this—'You should have went
on the other side of the road*. y- Earle.

Went t (went), n. [From wend.\ A way; a
passage; a turning backwards and forwards.
Spender
Wentle-trap (wen'tl-trap), n. [From an O. G.
form equivalent to Mod.G. wendel-treppe, a
wentle-trap, lit. a winding staircase.] siee

SCALARIA.
Wep, t l^ret. Wept. Chancer.
Wepely.t a. Causing tears; pathetic

' ]\ epely songs.' Chaucer.
Wepen,t n. A weapon. Chaucer.
Wept (wept), pret. & pp. of weep.
Werche,t n. and V. [Softened form of
iverke. ] Work. Chaucer.
Were (wer). [See Was. ] The indicative
past tense plural of the verb to be, and the
pastor imperfect subjunctive— weri being
used as second person singular. See Was.
—As it Ifere. See under As.

Were (wer), n. A dam. See WEIR.
Were.t v.t. To wear.

Were.t n. War; warfare. Chaucer.
Were (wer), n. Same as Wergild.

Weregild. See Weroilu
'WeTeTi,\ pret. pi. Were. Chaucer.
Werena. Were not. [Scotch.]

Werewolf (wer'w(!lf),7t. [A. Sax. wervmlf—
wer (Icel. verr, Goth, vair), a man, and wolf;
G. wdhrwolf.] Lit. a man -wolf. A man
transformed either for a time or periodi-

cally into a wolf, acquiring at the same time
all the appetites of a wolf in addition to his

own, especially a taste for human flesh.

Sometimes the werewolf was a man by day
and a wolf by night. A belief in the trans-
formation of man into a wolf is, in some
form, common to Europe and elsewhere,
both in ancient and modem times. Some
of the classic fables {e.g. Lycaon) are re-
flections of this myth. See Lycanthrope.
Wergild. Weregild (wer'gild, wer'gild), n.

[A. Sax. wergild—wer, man, and gUd, geld^

a payment, recompense, compensation, also

a guild.] In Anglo-Saxon and ancient Teu-
tonic law, a kind of fine for manslaughter
and other crimes against the person, by
paying which the offender got rid of every
fiu'ther obligation or punishment. The fine

or compensation due by the offender varied
in amount according to his rank or station,

and that of the person killed or injured,

and also according to the nature of the
injury. It was in general paid to the rela-

tives of him who had been slain, or, in the
case of a wound or other bodily harm, to
the person who sustained the injury; but if

the cause was brought before the com-
munity the plaintiff only received part of

the fine, the community, or the king, when
there was one, received the other part.

Written also but less correctly Weregeld.
Wehrgeld. Wehrgelt.

Werlsh (wer'ish), a. Same as Wearish.
Werke.t n. Work. Chaucer.
Werke.t i' i. or t. To work. Chaucer.
Weme.t v t. To warn. Chaucer.
Wernerian (.w6r-ne'ri-an). a. Of or pertain-
ing to Abraham Gottlieb Werner, a cele-

ch. cAain; 6h, Sc loeh: g. go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng. sin^; 7H. ^n; th. thin\ w. toig; wh. whig; zh, uure.—See £JET.
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brated German mineralogist and geologist,
or to his theory of the earth, which was also
called the yeptuiUan Theory. See Nep-
TLNIAN.
Wernerite (w6r'n6r-it), n. [From the min-
eralogist Werner.] A mineral regarded as a
sub-species of scapolite, called foliated sea-

polite. It is a silicate of aluminium, calcium,
and iron, found massive, and crystallized
in octahedral prisms with four-sided pyra-
midal terminations, disseminated in rocks
of grayish or red felspar. It is imperfectly
lamellar, of a greenish, grayish, or olive-

green colour, with a pearly or resinous lus-

tre. It is softer than felspar, and melts into
a white enamel.
Werre,t n. War; confusion. Chaucer.
Werreie,t v.t. Toraake waragainst. Chau-
cvr.

Werse.t a. Worse. Chaucer.
Wersh (wersh),a. [Same as wearish, weerish,
insipid, and probably allied to weary.] In-
sipid; tasteless; delicate; having a pale and
sickly look. Written also Warsh. [Scotch.]

Werste.ta. Worst. Chaucer.
Wert (w6rt), the second person singular of
the past indicative and subjunctive tenses
of be. See Were.
Wertherian (wer-te'ri-an or ver-te'ri-an), a.

[After tlie hero of Goethe's work.] Senti-
mental; uamby-pambyish. 'A love-lorn
swain, . . . full of imaginary sorrows and
Wt'itJieriari grief.' Trollope.

Wery.t a. Weary. Chaucer.
Wesand (we'zand), n. Same as Weasaiid.
We'se (wez). We shall. [Scotch.]

Wesh,t pret. of wash. Washed. Chaucer.
Wesilt (we'zil), n. Weasand.

The -wesil or windpipe we call Aspera arteria.
Bacon.

Wesleyan (wea'li-an). a. Pertaining toJohn
H'tTf/cj/, or the religious sect established by
him about 1739.

Wesleyan (wes'li-an), n. One who adopts
the i)rinciplesand doctrinesof Wesleyanism.
See MKTHObiST.
Wesleyanism (wes'li-an-izm), n. Arminian
Metliixlism ; the system of doctrines and
churcli polity of the Wesleyan Methodists.
West (west), n. [A. Sax. ivesi, west, west-
ward; D. west, Icel. vestr, Dan. and.Sw. ve&t,

G. west (whence I'r. oue^V); probably from
a root ya«, to dwell, as the place where the
Sim dwells, the home of the sun, a root seen
also in was and vesper.] 1. That point of the
horizon where the sun sets at the equinox,
and midway between the north and south
points; or west is the intersection of the
prime vertical with the horizon, on that side
where the sun sets. West is directly opposite
to east, and one of the cardinal points. In
a less strict sense, west is the region of the
heavens near the point where the sun sets
when in the equator; as, a star sets in the
west', a meteor appears in the west; a cloud
rises in the west.—^. The region, tract,

country, or locality lying opposite to the
east, or situated nearer the west point than
another point of reckoning; as America with
reference to Britain ; the Western States
with reference to the Atlantic sea-board,
&c. ' All the wealthy kingdoms of the west*
Shak. ' Knights of utmost North and West.

'

Tennyson.—Empire of the West, the western
portion of the Roman Empire, the capital
of which was Rome, when the empire was
divided between his two sons Honorius and
Arcadius by the Emperor Theodosius, 395
A.D. See Umpire of the East under EAST.—West End, the fashionable or aristocratic
quarter of London: used often adjectively.

The faces of the servants were upon the regulation
pattern of IfesC-e'td propriety. Mrs. Riddell.

West (west), a. 1. Being in the west or lying
towards the west; western.

This shall be your ivest border. Num. xxxiv. 6.

2. Coming or moving from the west or west-
ern region; as, a west wind.

West (west), adv. To the western region

;

at the westward ; more westward ; as, Ire-
land lies west of England.
West (west), v.i. \. To pass to the west; to
set, as the sun.

Twice hath he risen where he now doth "uiest.

And -wested twice where he ou>;ht rise aright.
Spenser.

2. To assume a westerly direction; to change
to the we8t„
Wester (wes'tSr), v.i. To tend towards the
west. Chaucer. [Obsolete except in ppr.]

And now beneath the horizon ivesUrin^ s\ovi

Had sunk the orb of day. Southey.

Westering (wes'tSr-ing), p. and a. Passing
to the west. [Poetical.]

The star that rose at evening bright.
Toward heaven's descent had sloped his westering

wheel. Milton.

And, when now the ivestering i,MXi

Touched the hills, the strife was done.
Mat. Arnold,

Westerly (wes't6r-li), a. l. Being toward
the west; situated in the western region;
as, the westerly parts of England.—2. Com-
ing from the westward; as, a westerly wind.
Westerly (wes't6r-li), adv. Tending, going,
or moving toward the west; as, a man tra-
velling westerly.

Western (wes'tern), a. 1. Being in the west,
or in the region nearly in the direction of
west; being in that quarter where the sun
sets; as, the western coast of England, the
western boundary of a country.—2. Moving
in a line to the part where the sun sets ; as,

the ship makes a western course.— 3. Pro-
ceeding from the west; as, a western breeze.
— Western Empire. See Empire of the West
under West.
Westerner (wes'tfem-fir), n. A native or in-

habitant of the west.

Westernmost (wes't6m-m6st), a. Farthest
to the west; most western.

Westing (west'ing), n. Space or distance
westward; space reckoned from one point
to another westward from it; specifically,

naut. the difference of longitude a ship
makes when sailing to the westward; the
departure of a course when the course lies

to the west of north.
Westling (west'Iing), n. An inhabitant of
the west; one who inhabits a western coun-
try or district. [Rare.]

Westmost (west'most), a. [A. Sax. west-
mest] Farthest to the west.

Westrlngia (west-rin'ji-a), n. [In honour
of J. vTwestring, physician to the King of
Sweden.] A genus of plants, nat. order
Labiataj. The species are natives of Aus-
tralia, forming pretty shrubs from 1 to 3
feet in height.

Westward, Westwards (west'w6rd, west'-

w6rdz), adv. [A. Sax. ivesteweard—west, and
weard, denoting direction. Westwards is an
adverbial genitive.] Toward the west; as,

to ride or sail westward.
IVesiTuard the course of empire takes its way.

Bfi. Berkeley.

Westwardly (west'w6rd-li), adv. In a direc-
tion toward tlie west; as, to pass 2vestwardly.

Westyt (wes'ti), a. [Perhaps from waste, a.]

Dizzy; confused.

Whiles he lies wallowing, with a westy head.
And palish carcasse, on his brothel bed.

Bp. Hall.

Wet (wet), a. [0,E. and 8c. weet^ A. Sax.

w(Et, Icel. vdtr, Dan. vaad, wet; of same
origin as water. See Water.] 1. Contain-
ing water; soaked or drenched with water;
as, wet land or a wet cloth; or having water
or other liquid upon the surface; as, a wet
table. 'The wet sea-boy;' 'a wet cloak;'
'«'e( cheeks.' Shak.—2. Rainy: drizzly; very
damp; as, wet weather; a wet season. ' Wet
October's torrent flood.' Milton. — 3. Con-
sisting of water or fluid. Shak. —4. Having
consumed a good deal of liquor; drunken.
When my lost lover the tall ship ascends,
With music gay, and 7i;eC with jovial friends. Prior.

Wet (wet), n. 1. Water or wetness; moisture
or humidity in considerable degree.

Now the sun. with more effectual beams.
Had cheered the face of earth, and dried the ivet

From drooping plant. Milton.

2. Rainy weather; rain. 'This distemper'd
messenger of wet, the many-coloured Iris.'

Shak. ' The wind and the loet.' Tennyson.

Wet (wet), v.t. pret. & pp. 2vet or wetted
(the latter regularly in the passive to avoid
confusion with the adjective tcet), ppr. wet-
ting. To make wet ; to moisten, drench,
or soak with water or other liquid; to dip or
soak in liquor; as, to wet a sponge ; to wet
the hands ; to wet cloth. ' When the rain
came to wet me.' ' Shak. ' Wet the thirsty

earth with falling show'rs.' Milton.

Among other decorations peculiar to this canoa
was a line of small white featners, , . , which when
we saw them were thoroughly wetted by the spray.

The ocean had wet his gaiters and other garments.
Tltackeray.

—To tvet one's whistle. See under Whistle.
Wet-dock (wet'dok), n. A dock in which a
uniform level of water is maintained, suffi-

cient to keep ships afloat, and where the
business of discharging and loading may
proceed with convenience and safety. See
Dock.
Wete,t a. Wet. Chaucer.

Wete,t v.t. To wet. Chaiicer.

Wete,t v.i. To weet; to know. Chaucer.
Wet-finger (wet'fing-g6r), n. [The origin is

not very clear, but Nares adduces several
quotations that give some support to the
idea that it may be from the practice o.
wetting the finger to turn over the leaves
of books.] An expression used only in the
phrase with a wet-finger, signifying with
little effort, with great ease.

A porter might fetch him -wiih a wet-Jiiiger.

Dekker.
If dame Winifred was here, she'd make 'em all out

with a -wet-finger; but they are above nie. Footi.

Wether (weTH'er), n. [A. Sax. wether, a
ram; a word common to the Teutonic
tongues, and allied to L. vitidus, a calf, lit.

a yearling. See Veal.] A ram castrated.

Weting.t ?i.. Knowledge. Chaucer.
Wetness (wet'nes), n. l. The state of being
wet, either by being soaked or drenched
with liquor, or by having a liquid adherent
to the surface; as, the wetness of land; the
wetness of acloth.—2.A watery or moist state

of the atmosphere ; a state of being rainy,

foggy, or misty; as, the wetness of weather
or the season.—3. W^et matter: moisture.

Wet-nurse (wet'n^rs), n. A woman who
suckles and nurses a child not her own: op-
posed to dry-nurse.
Wet-puddling (wet'pud-ling), n. In metal.
pig-boiling (which see).

Wetshod (wet'shod), a. Wet over the shoes;
having wet feet with the shoes or boots on.
' On the shores you might bloud wetshod
wade.' Mir. for Mags.
Wet-shot (wet'shot), a. Shot up from or by
a wet soil; growing in moist laud. [Rare.j

Came wet-shot alder from the wave.
Came yews, a dismal coterie. Tennyson.

Wettlsh (wet'ish), a. Somewhat wet; moist;
humid.
Weve,t v.t. To weave. Chaucer.
Weve.t v.t. To waive; to put off ; to prevent
Chaucer.
Wex,t Wexe.t v.t. or i. To grow; to wax;
to increase; to become. Chaucer; Spenser.

Wey (wa), n. [A. Sax. wcege, a weight. See
Weigh.] A certain weight or measure. A
wey of wool is 6^ tods, or 182 lbs. ; of butter,

from 2 to 3 cwt. ; of oats and barley, 48
bushels; of wheat, 5 quartei-s; of cheese,

224 lbs.; of salt, 40 bushels, each 56 Iba.

Siminonds.
Wezandt (we'zand). Weasand (which see).

Wha (wha). Who. [Scotch ]

Whaap. Same as Whaup.
Whack (whak), n. [See THWACK.] 1. A
heavy blow; a thwack.— 2. A large piece; a
share ; a portion. ' Give me luy whack.'

Slang Diet. [Vulgar and local.]

This gay young bachelor had taken his share
(what he called 'htswhaci') of pleasure

Thackeray.

Whack (whak), v.t. To thwack; to give a
heavy or resounding blow to. [Colloq.]

Whack (whak), v.i. To strike or continue
strikinganythingwith smart blows. [Colloq. J

Whacker (whak'er), n. [See Whopper.]
Anything uncommonly large; a great lie; a
whopper. [Colloq.]

Whacking (whak'ing), a. [For association

of size or impressiveness with blows, see

Whopper.] Very lai^e; lusty. Cowper.
[Colloq.]

Whale (whal), n. [A. Sax. hwcel, Icel. Amir,
Sw. and Dan. htal, hvalfisk (whalefish), D.

walviseh, G. walljisch; perhaps connected
with A. Sax. hwelan, to roar, to bellow, from
the noise they make in blowing.] The com-
mon name given to the larger mammals of

the order Cetacea. They are characterized by
having tin-like anterior extremities, the pos-

terior extremities having their place sup-
plied by a large horizontal caudal fin or tail.

and the cervical hones so compressed as to

leave the animal without any outward ap-

pearance of a neck. Theij- abode is in the sea

or the great rivers, and they resemble the

fishes so closely in external appearance that

not only the vulgar, but even some of the

earlier zoologists regarded them as belong-

ing to that class. The whales are usually

divided into two families, the Kala;niilie

and the Physeterida; or Catodontida;. The
Balffinidaj, or whalebone whales, are distin-

guished by the absence of teeth, by the
presence of baleen or whalebone, and by the

nostrils being placed on the top of the head.

Tlie typical representative of this family is

the common or Greenland whale {Bakena
mysticetus), so valuable on account of the oil

and whalebone which it furnishes. It ii

principally found in the Arctic seas, but it is

Fate, i&r, fat, fftU; me, met, hfer; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; \). Sc. abune; S, Sc. f«y.
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also found in considerable numbers in many
other parts of the world. Its length is usu-
ally about 60 feet, and its greatest circum-

Greenmnd Whale {Balana rrtysticeitts),

ference from 30 to 40 feet. The razor-
backed whale, or northern rorcjual, is the
BaUeiioptera borealis. It often measures
about 100 feet in length, and from 30 to 35
feet in circumference (See Rorqual.) The
Physeterida; or Catodontidse are character-
ized by the fact that the palate is destitute
of baleen, and the lower jaw possesses a
series of pointed conical teeth. The best
known species of this family is the sperm-
whale or cachalot (Physeter or Catodon ma-
crocephahia), which averages from 50 to 70
feet in length. (See Cachalot, Sperma-
ceti, where is cut of spermaceti whale.)
Some species of Delphinidai are also known
as whales. See Beluga. Caaing-whale.
— Very like a whale, a phrase applied to
anything very improbable, and implying
disbelief in what is stated. It takes its

origin from a well-known passage in Barn-
let, act iii. 8C. 2 — Whale'n bone, an old
term for ivory, perhaps from the circum-
stance that the ivory of Western Europe
in the middle ages was the tooth of the
walrus, which may have been confounded
with the whale.

Whose face did seem as clear as crystal stone.
And elce, through fear as white as it/haWs bone.

Spenser.
This is the fiower that smiles on every one,
Tu show hib teeth as white as u-iutles bone. Shak.

Whale (whal), v.t. pret. <& pp. whaled; ppr.
whaling. [Properly to wale or mark with
walea. See Wale, n.) To lash with stripes;
to thrash; to beat. [Lecal.]

Whale-bird (whal'bSrd). 7*. A beautiful
little bird of the genus Prion or Pachyptila,
allied to the petrels. There are two species
which occur frequently in the Southern
Ocean. Often called Blue Petrel.
Whale-boat (whal'l>6t), n. A strong carvel-
built Ijoat from 23 to 28 feet in length,
rounded at both ends, and clean both for-
ward and aft, used in hunting whales.
Whalebone (whal'bon), n. A well-known
elastic horny substance which adheres in
thin parallel plates to the upper jaw of the
family of whales called Bala^nidte. These
plates or laminte vary in size from a few
inches to 12 feet in length; the breadth of
the largest at the thick end, where they are
attached to the jaw, is about a foot, and the
average thickness is from four to five tenths
of an inch Prom its flexibility, strength,
elasticity, and lightness, whalelwne is em-
ployed for many purposes, as for ribs to
umbrellas and parasols, for stiffening stays,
itc. Called also Baleen.
Whale-calf (whal'kaf),n. The young of the
whale.
Whale-fin (whal'fln), n. The name usually
givfii in ".otnmerce to whalebone.

Whale-flshery(whal'flsh-6r-i).n. The fishery
or orciijMtioii of taking whales.
Whale-fishing {whal'ttsh-ing), n. The act
or t-iripluynieiit of catching whales.

Whale-louse (whal'lous), ii. A small crus-
tacean found parasitic on the whale, of the
genus Cyamus and order Ltemodipoda, the
C ceti.

Whaleman (whal'manj, n. A man employed
in the whale-fishery.
Whaler (whal'^r), ji. l. A persfm employed
ill the whaU'-fishcry.— 2. A vessel employed
in the wliale-fishery.

Whale-Shot (whal'shot), n. A name for-
merly applied to spermaceti.
WhaUng (wbal'ing), a. Pertaining to or
connected with the capture of whales; as, a
whnling voyage.
Whall(whal), n. [Probably for waii, xmcall-
eye. The editor of the Craven Glossary de-

rives it from W. gwawl, light, glitter.] A
disease of the eyes; glaucoma.
Whallabee (whal'Ia-be), 71. A variety of
kangaroo of Xew South Wales (Halmaturus
iialabatus), distinguished from the true kan-
garoos of the genus Macropus by the muzzle
being devoid of hair. It is not nearly so
large as the common or woolly kangaroo,
being only 4 feet 6 inches in total length, of
which the tail occupies 2 feet. It is grayish-
brown in colour, with a slight wash of red.
Spelled also Wallaby.
Whally (whiiri).a. [Whall, glaucoma..] Hav-
ing greenish-white eyes.

Whame (wham), n. A fly of the genus Ta-
Ijanus; the breeze or burrel-fly. See Breeze.
Derhanh
Whammel (wham'l), v.t. [See Whemmel.]
To turn upside down. [Provincial.]

Whang (whang), n. [A form of thong, as
whack of thwack.] l.t A leather thong.

—

2. Something large; a large slice of anything,
as of cheese. [Local English and Scotch.]

Whang (whang), v.t. To beat; to flog.

(Local ]

Whangee (whang'e), n. See Wanghee.
Whap (whop). 7t. A heavy blow. Written
also Whop. [Colloq.]

Whap (whop), V. t. To beat; to strike. [Col-
loq.]

Whap (whop), v.i. To plump suddenly
down, as on the floor; to flop; to turn sud-
denly; as, she whajrped down on the floor;

the fish ivhapped over. Written also Whop.
(United States.]

Whapper (whop'^r), n. Something uncom-
monly large of the kind; a whopper. [Col-
loq.]

Whapplng (whop'ing), a. Uncommonly
large; extraordinary; whopping; as, awhap-
ping story. [Colloq. ]

Wharf (wharf), " pi- Wharfs (wharfs) or
Wharves (whftrvz). [A. Sax. hicerf, hwearf,
a turning, a wharf, a place of merchandise;
O.Sw. hwarf, skeps-hwarf, a turning, a
wharf, a ship-building yard; Icel. hvarf, a
turning, a shelter; l>, werf, a wharf, a yard,
a turn. The original meaning seems to have
been an embankment or dam that turns the
course of a stream, or a structure projecting
so as to turn away the water and protect the
bank; from A. Sax. hweor/an, to turn; Icel.

kver/a, to turn.] 1. A sort of quay con-
structed of wood or stone on the margin
of a roadstead, harbour, or river, alongside
of which ships or lighters are brought for
the sake of being conveniently loaded or
unloaded. In England wharfs are of two
kinds: (a) legal wharfs, certain wharfs in
all seaports appointed by commission from
the court of exchequer, or legalized by act
of parliament, (b) Sufferance wharfs, places
where certain goods may be landed and
shipped by special sufferance granted by
the crown for that purpose.— 2.t The bank
of a river, or the shore of the sea. ' The fat

weed that roots itself in ease on Lethe
wharf.' Shak.
Wharf (wharf), v.t. l. To guard or secure
by a wharf or firm wall of timber or stone.
Evelyn.—2. To place or lodge on a wharf.
Wharfage (wharfTtj), n. l. The fee or duty
paid for the privilege of using a wharf for
loading or unloading goods.—2. A wharf or
wharfs in general.

Wharf-boat (wharflwt), n. A kind of boat
moored on a river and used as a substitute
for a wharf, where the rise of the water is

so variable as to render a fixed wharf un-
serviceable. [United States.]

Wharfing (wharf'ing), n. A structure in the
form of a wharf; materials of which a wharf
is constructed; wharfs in general. Evelyn.

Wharfinger (whar'fln-j^r), n. [For wharf-
ager, the n being inserted as in -messenger,

passenger.] A person who owns or who has
the charge of a wharf.
Wharle, Wharling (wharl, whftrling), n.
Inability to pronounce the letter r; a burr.
'The Northumberland R or wharle.' De
Foe. [Obsolete or provincial]

They have all a strange, uncouth -wharliHg in their
speech. Fuller.

Wharp (whftrp^, n. The local name for
Trent-sand (which see).

What (whot), pron. [A. Sax. hwoet, what,
also often as an interjection, why, lo, Ac,
neut. of Au'(i. who. See Who.] 1. An interro-
gative pronoun used in asking questions as
to things, circumstances, events, ideas, &c.,
and as to individuality, (tuanttty. kind, and
the like: thus corresponding in many re-

spects to who, which is used for persons,
and employed (a) substantively; as, what's

the matter? I do not know what the matter
is; 'lohat's the noise?' 'what shoald I do?*
*what shall she &ay?' Shak.

IVhat is man that thou art mindful of him ?

Ps. viii. 4-

(&) Adjectively. ' What stuff is this?' ' what
bare excuses makest thou?' 'to what end
are all these words?' Shak.

fr/tai manner of man is this that even the winds
and the sea obey him? Mat. viiL 27.

2. Used alone in introducing a question em-
phatically, or somewhat in the manner of
an interjection, and equivalent to, do you
mean to say that? is it the case that? is it

possible that? * What, hast thou dined?'
'what, has this thing appeared again?' S/iaA:.

lyhat. could ye not watch with me one hour?
Mat. xxvi. 40.

EUiptically used in such expressions as (a)
what (/= what would be the consequence if?

what will it "matter if? what would you
say if?

What jythis mixture do not work at ajl f , . .

What i/it be a poison! Shak.

(6) What o/=what follows from? why need
you speak of? does it matter iu any way?
AH this is so, but -what ty this, my lordl Shak.

I am thought as fair as she.

But what c/ihm Demetrius thinks not so. Shak.

(c) What though = what does it matter
though ! gi-anting or admitting that ; sup-
posing it true that.

What though the rose has prickles, it is plucked.
Shak.

What though none live my innocence to tell?

I know it, Dryden.

Hence when colloquially used alone= doesn't
it amount to the same thing? isn't it all one?
DO matter; never mind, what matters it?

Here we have no temple but the wood, no assem-
bly but horned beasts. But what thought Courage 1

Shak.
3. Used to introduce an intensive oremphatic
phrase or exclamation, and when employed
(a) adjectively =how great . . . ! how re-

markable . . . ! how extraordinary . . . ! liow
strange. . . 1 'll'Aa^ a base and peasant slave

am I
!

'
* O, what a fall was there !

' Shak.
What a piece of work is a man 1 how noble in rea-

son: how infinite in faculty! Shak.

(&) Used adverbially = to how great a de-
gree . . . ! to what an extent ... I how re-

markably . . . ! how greatly ... I

H'hat partial judges are our love and hate ! Dryden.

4. Having the force of a compound rela-

tive pronoun: (o) when used substantively
= the thing (or things) which; that which.
We know what we are; but know not what we

may be. Shak.

What I would, that do I not; but what I hate that
do 1. Rom. vii. 15.

(b)U8ed adjectively = the . . . which; the
sort or kind of . . . which; such ... as.

/^'Aa^ strength I have is mine own, Shak.

See what natures accompany what colours. Bacoit.

(c) Used with reference to a preceding sub-
8tantive = that (those) which; such as. 'Xo
swords but what are sanctified.' Shak.~la
such obsolete or poetical expressions as
what time, what day, &c.. what has the
force of, on or at the or that time (day, &c.),

on or at which.
I made thee miserable

If'hat time I threw the people's suffrages
On him. Shak.

And heavenly quires the hyraenaean sung
What day the genial angel to our sire

Brought her in naked beauty. Milton.

5. What thing or person soever; whatever
or whoever ; whatsoever or whosoever.
'Whate'er it be, what pain, what danger;'
'come what will' Shak.

What in the world he is

That names me traitor, villain-like he lies. Shak.

6. In some measure; partly in consequence
of; partly by: followed now always by with.

What one thing, what another ... I shall leave

you one of these days. Shak.

What -with the war, what with the sweat, what
with the gallows, and what with poverty, I am cus-

tom-shrunk. Shak.

In such phrases as, / tell you what, Fll tell

you what, &c., what either anticipates the

succeeding statement or is used to lay some
stress on what is about to be stated, and
not as if merely introducing a clause com-
municating information.

I'll tell thee what, prince : a college of wit-crackers

cannot flout me out of my humour. Shak.

—What's his (its) name? what do you call

itf Ac, colloquial phrases generally signi-

fying that the speaker cannot supply a de-

finite name for some person or thing; that

ch, cAain; £h, Sc. loeA; g, ffo; j,job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sinj;; th, (Aen; th, «Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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the name has escaped his memory, or that
the person or thing is of so trivial conse-
quence that he or it is not deserving of a
speciflc name. The phrases are sometimes
formed into a compound; as, tell Mr. What's-
kis-name to be off.

Good even, good Master JVhat-ye-cairi. Shak.

—What not, a term used in concluding an
enumeration of several articles or particu-

lars, and forming an abbreviated or ellipti-

cal clause generally equivalent to what may
I not add or mention ; something more
which I need not mention; et cetera; any-
thing else you please. ' Battles, tourna-
ments, hunts, and what not' De Qidncey.
' A dead l)uppy, or log, or what not.' Kings-
ley.—To know what's what, to know the na-
ture of tilings; to have a good knowledge,
Bound judgment, sufficient experience, or
correct taste; to be knowing.
Ah, sir, marry now, I see you Jinow what is what,

Udall.
He knew what's what, and that's as high
As metaphysic wit can fly. Hudibras,

—What else? elliptical for what else can be?
was formerly often used as a strong affirm-

ative, as if equivalent to, could you imagine
anything else to be the case ?

'But canst thou blow it?" ' IThai tlsef Lyly.

—What ho ! an exclamation of calling.

tyhat ho ! thou genius of the clime, -what ho I

Liest thou asleep? Drydcn.

Whatt (whot), adv. For what purpose;
why.
IVhat should 1 don this robe and trouble you?

Shak.
But what do I stand reckoning upon advantages

and ^ins lost by the misrule and turbulency of the
prelates? IVhat do I pick up so thriftily their scat-
terings and diminishings of the meaner subject?

Milton.

Whatt (whot), n. Something; thing; stuff.

Come downe, and learne the little what
That Tomalin can sayiie. Spenser.

They . . . gave him for to feede \,,

Such homely what as serves the simple clowne.

^^ Spenser.

Whate'er (whot-ar'), pron. A contracted
forjii of Whatever: used in poetry.

lie strikes -whate'er is in his way. Shak.

Whatever (whot-ev'Sr), jyron. ]. Anything
soever that; be it what it may that; the
thing or things of any kind that; all that:
used substantively.

Whatever is, is right. Pope.

All thoughts, all passions, all delights.
Whatever stirs this mortal frame,
All are but ministers of Love. Coleridge.

2. No matter what; of any kind soever; be
what may the : used adjectively.

Upon my life, Petruchio means but well.

If' hatever fortune stays him from his word. Shak.

S. What in the world: interrogatively; as,
whatever do you mean? [CoUoq. or vulgar.]

What-like (whot'lik). interrog. a. Of what
appearance or character.

She knows Miss Abbey of old, remind her, and she
knows what-like the home and what like the friend
is likely to turn out. Dickens.

Whatness (whot'nes), n. In metaph. a
quidility. [Rare.]

What-not (whot'not), n. A stand or piece
of household furniture, having shelves for
papers, books, &c. ; an ^tagere.

Whatsot (hwot'so), pron. Whatsoever.
Thus sang they all together in one voice,
With 7vhatso in that psalm is after written.

^^ Longfellow.

Whatsoe'er (whot-so-ar'), pron. A con-
tracted form of Whatsoever. Shak.
Whatsoever (whot-s6-ev'6r), pron. No
niiittwr what thing or things : a more em-
phatic word than 2vhatever, and like it used
substantively and adjectively.

Whatsoever he satth unto you, do it. Jn. ii. 5.

I have learned in whatsoever sta.tQ I am, therewith
to be content. Phil. iv. 11,

Whaup (whflp), n. [From its cry, which
may be represented by wha-ap, wha-ap.]
The curlew, Numenius arquata. See Cur-
lew. [Scotch.]

Wheal (whel), n. [Com. huel, a mine.] A
mine, particularly a tin-mine.

Wheal (whel), n. [A. Sax. hwele (?), putre-
factian; kivelian, to turn to matter.] 1. A
pimple or pustule.— 2. A wale or weal.

Wheal-worm (whel'werm), n. The Acarxts
autumnalis, or harvest-bug. It is so named
from the wheals or pimples which its bite
produces.
Wheat (whet), n. [A. Sax. hwcete, Sc. white,
Icel. hveiii, Sw. hvete, Dan. hvede, D. weit,
teeyte; Goth, hvaiteis, G. weizen. Lit. the
white grain. See White. *ilany names

might have been given to wheat. It might
have been called eared, nutritious, graceful,
waving, the incense of the earth.' (In San-
skrit it was called the incense of the earth,
go-dhiima.) 'But it was simply called the
white, the white colour of its grain seeming
to distinguish it best from those plants with
which otherwise it had the greatest simi-
larity. For this is one of the secrets of
onomatopoeais—that it should express, not
the most important or specific quality, but
that which strikes our fancy.' Max MUller.]
A plant of the genus Triticum, and the seed
of the plant, wliich furnishes a white flour

for bread and is by far the most important
species of grain cultivated in Europe. It
grows readily in almost every climate; but
its natural home seems to be a temperate
climate, and the soils best adapted for its

culture are rich clays and heavy loams. Of
cultivated wheats there are many varieties,

the differences, however, being mostly due
to soil, climate, and mode of cultivation.
Three primary varieties may be mentioned:
(a) T. hybernum (mitticum), winter or un-
bearded wheat; (b) T. cestivum {aristatum),
summer or bearded wheat; (c) T. Spelta (ad-
hcerens), spelt or German wheat, which is of
much less value than the others, but grows
on poorer soils and more elevated localities.

White wheat and red wheat are names ap-
plied according to the colour of the grain,

the red sorts being generally hardier than the
white, but of inferior quality, and the yield
is less. Winter wheat is sown in the autumn,
with the view of being harvested the follow-
ing year; summer wheat is sown in the spring
of the year in which it is reaped. The best
English wheat yields from 75 to 85 per cent
of fine flour, the inferior kinds only from
54 to 68 per cent. See TRITICUM.
Wheat-ear (whet'er), n. An ear of wheat.

Wheat-ear (whet'er), n. [It is difficult to

see what connection this name can have
with wheat. More probably it is from A.
Sax. hwcet, sharp, keen (see Whet), a sup-
posed keenness of hearing being suggested
by the decided way in which the position of

the ear is marked by black feathers.] A
small bird of the genus Saxicola (S. oenan-
the), and family Sylviadai, belonging to the
dentirostral section of the order Insessores.

It is also known by the names of Fallow-
finch, White-tail, &c. See Fallow-FINCH.
Wheat-eel (whet'el), n. A disease in wheat
called also Ear-cockle and Purples. See
Ear-cockle.
Wheaten (whet'n), a. Made of wheat; as,

ti'heaten hvea.d. ' Wheaten tlonr.' Ex.xxix.2.
' Wheaten straw.' Swift.

Peace should still her wheaten garland wear.
Shajk.

Wheat-fly (whet'fli), n. A name common to

insects of the genus Cecidomyia, especially

in England to C. tritici, sometimes also

called the Wheat-midge. It is a two-winged
gnat about the tenth of an inch long, and
appears about the end of June. The fe-

males lay their eggs in clusters of from two

oi»^S^

Wheat-fly (Cecidamyia tritici).

a, Insect natural size. ^.Insect magnified, c. Larva
natural size, d. Larva magnified.

to fifteen, among the chaffy flowers of the
wheat, where they are hatched in about
eight or ten days, producing little footless

maggots, whose ravages destroy the flowers
of the plant, and render it shrivelled and
worthless. The American wheat-fly (C de-

structor) is described and figured under
Hessian-fly.
Wheat-grass (whet'gras), n. The common
name of several British plants of the genus
Triticum. See TRITICUM.
Wheat-midge (whet'mij), n. See Wheat-
fly.
Wheat-moth (whet'moth), n. An insect
whose larvffi devour the grains of wheat,
chiefly after it is harvested; grain-moth.
Wheder.t pron. Whether. Chaucer.
Wheedle (whed'l), v.t. pret. & pp. wheedled;
ppr. wheedling. [Probably from W. chwedla,

to talk, to gossip, from chwedl, a fable,
story, discourse, and meaning lit. to talk
over; comp. prov. E. wheady, long, tedious
(given by HalUwell). The word appears first

towards the end of the seventeenth century.

)

1. To entice by soft words ; to gain over by
coaxing and flattery; to cajole ; to coax; to
flatter.

A fox stood licking of his lips at the cock and
wheedling him to get down. Sir Ji. L'Estrange.

Smooth words he had to wheedle simple souls.
li'ordsTvorth.

2. To gain or procure by flattery or coaxing;
as, he wheedled a half-sovereign out of nie.
' The best part of her estate,which I wheedled
out of her.' Congreve.
Wheedle (whed'l), v.i To flatter; to coax.

His business was to pump and wheedle. Hndibras.

Wheedle (whed'l), n. Enticement; cajolery.
Wheedler (whed'16r), n. One who wheedles.
Wheedling (whed'ling), a. Coaxing; flat-

tering; enticing by soft words.

'Tis woman that seduces all mankind,
By her we first were taught the wheedling^ art.

Gay.

Wheel (whel), n. [A. Sax. hwedl, contr. from
wheowol; D. wiel, Dan. hjul, Icel. hjol, also
hvel: connections doubtful] 1. A circular
frame or solid disc turning on an axis.

Wheels, as applied to carriages, usually
consist of a nave, into which are inserted
spokes or radii, which connect it with the
periphery or circular ring. Wheels are
most important agents in machinery, being
employed in a variety of forms and combi-
nations, for the purpose of transmitting
motion, regulating velocity, converting one
species of motion into another, reducing
friction, and equalizing the effect of forces
applied in an intermittent or irregular
manner. They receive difterent names ac-
cording to their forms and uses; as. balance-
wheel, cog-wheel, crown-wheel, dash-wheel,
eccentric, fiy-wheel, friction-wheel, lantern-
wheel, paddle-wheel, pinion, pin-wheel, plan-
et-wheel, ratchet-wheel, scape-wheel, spur-
wheel, tread-wheel, turbine, <fcc., which are
described at more or less length according
to their importance under these headings.—
2. Any instrument, apparatus, machine, or
other object having a wheel-like shape, or
the essential feature of which is a wheel

;

as, (a) a machine for spinning yarn or thvead.
See Spinning-wheel
Thus, in lower life, whilst the wheel, the needle.

&c., employ her, the plough or some trade perhaps
demands the muscles and hardiness of him.

Wollaston.

{h) The revolving disc used by the potter in
modelling. See Potters' Wheel under Pot-
ter.
Then I went down to the potter's house, and, be-

hold, he wrought a work on the ivkeels. Jer. XTiii. ^
(c) A circular frame with handles projecting
from the periphery, and an axle on which
are wound the ropes or chains which con-
nect with the rudder for steering a ship; a
steering-wheel.

I see the sailor at the wheel. Tennyson,

(rf) An instrument of torture generally useil

for criminals of the most atrocious class,

formerly employed in Fi'ance and Gennany.
In some places it consisted of a carriage-
wheel on which the criminal was placed
with his face upwards, and his legs and arms
extended along the spokes. On the wheel
being moved round the executioner broke
the wretch's limbs by successive blows
with a hammer or iron bar, and after a
more or less protracted interval put an end
to the sufferings of his victim by two or
three severe blows, called coups de grace
(mercy strokes), on the chest or stomach,
or by strangling him. In Germany its use
lingered down till the beginning of the pre-
sent century.

The lifted axe, the agonizing wheel.
Luke's iron crown, and Daniien's bed of steel.

Goldsinith.

(e) A firework of a circular shape which re-

volves on an axis, while burning, hy the re-

action of the escaping gases. (J) Sletaphori-
cally, a carriage. Shak. tg) One of the at-

tributes of Fortune, as the emblem of muta-
bility. * The giddy round of Fortune's wheel.

'

Shak.
Turn, Fortune, turn thy wh^el and lower the proud

;

Turn thy wild wheel, through synshine, storm, and
cloud. Tennyson

(h) A circular body; a disc; an orb. ' Invis-

ible else above all stars, the wheel of day
and night.' Milton.—3. A circular motion

;

a whirling round ; a revolution ; rotation

;

Fate, f^, fat, f^U; me, met, h^r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; it, Sc. abune; y, Sc. f^.
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circumgyration. * According t« the common
vicissitude and wheel of things.' South.

Satan, bowing low, . . .

Throws his steep flight in many an aery -wheel.

Milton.

4.t The burthen of a song: a doubtful ex-

planation by Steevens.

You must sing, down a-down, an you call him a-

down-a.

O. how the wheel becomes it. Shak.

— Wheel and axle, one of the mechanical
powers, consisting in its primary form of s
cylindrical axle on which a wheel, concen-
tric with the axle, is firmly fastened. By
reference to figs. 1, 2. it will be seen that
this power resolves itself into a lever of the

Fig. 2.

flrst order, in which the weight and power
are at the ends, and the fulcrum between
Ahem. C is the centre or fulcrum; AC and
CB are the semi-diameters of the wheel and
the axle; and un the principle of the lever
the power is to the weight as AC is to CB.
The wheel is grooved and carries a coil of
rope; another rope is secured to the axis;
and when the power is in motion, every re-

volution of the wheel raises the weight to
a height equal to the circumference of the
axis or cylinder. In a great many cases a
crank takes the place of the wheel, and the
circumference described by the handle is

substituted for the circumference of the
wheel. The power is increased by enlarging
the wheel or lengthening the arm ot the
crank, or by diminishing the diameter of

the cylinder; but there is a limit beyond
which the increase cannot be obtained with
safety. There is a modification of the wheel
and axle, called the double axis machine or
differential windlass, in which the power
can be increased with more safety. This is

shown in ftg.3,where
b and c are two cy-
linders of different
diameters, firmly
fixed on the axis
carrying the crank a.

The rope is coiled
round the smaller
cylinder, carried
through a pulley
supporting the
weight, and then at-

tached to the large cylinder in a contrary
direction. When in motion every turn
of the crank lifts the weight to a height
equal to half the difference between the cir-
cumferences of the two axes; and the power
is therefore to the weight as this half differ-
ence is to the circumference of the power,
or the circle described l)y the crank a.
Hence the power is increased by making
the axes more nearly of the same diameter;
but there is a limit to this increase, since if

b and c come to be of e<iual thickness, the
weight would not rise at all, the rope, in
that case, wound upon b being only equal
to that unwound |rom c. (See under DiF-
FKKKNTIAI-.) The-wheel and axle is some-
times called the perpetual lever, in conse-
quence of the power being continued by the
rev(^ution « if the wheel. Thecommon winch,
the windlH.Hs. tiie capstan, and the tread-
mfll are so many applications of the wheel
and axle.— Wheels within ivheels, a complica-
tion of circumstances, motives, influences,
or the like.

It was notr.rious that after this secretary retired
the king's affairs went backwards; wheels Ti-ithin
wheels took place. Roger North.

—To break upon the wheel, to subject to the
punishment described under 2 id) above.
—ro break a Jly { butterfly, d'c. ) upon the
wheel, fa) to subject to a punishment out of
an proportion to the gravity of ft>e offence
and importance of the offender.

He was sorry for the excellent people, and deplored
the necessity of breaking mere house-fiies on the
fheel. DicJkens.

(6) To employ great means or exertions for '

trifling ends.
Satire or sense, alas ! can Sporus feel.

Who breaks a butierfty tipon a -wheel f Pope.

—To put one's shoulder to the wheel. See
Hhovlder.—Wheel of life. See Zoetrope. i

Wheel (whel), v. t. l. To cause to turn on an
axis, pivot, &c., or round a centre; to give
a circular motion to; to cause to revolve or
rotate; to turn round; to whirL
Let fall the curtains, wheel the sofa round. Cewper.

2. To convey on wheels or in a vehicle
mounted on wheels ; as, to wheel a load of
earth, hay, or timber.—3. To make or per-
form in a circle; to give a circular direction

or form to. ' In many a whistling circle

wheels her flight.' Wordsworth.
Now heaven in all her glory shone, and rolled
Her motions, as the great nrst Mover's hand
First -wheeled their course. Milton.

4. To provide with a wheel or wheels; as, to
wheel a cart.

Wheel (whel), v.i. 1. To turn on an axis or
as on an axis ; to revolve ; to rotate, ' The
moon . . . not once wheeling upon her own
centre.' Bentley. — 2. To change direction

as if moving on a pivot or centre.

Steady! steady! the masses of men
It'heel, and fall in, and wheel again
Softly as circles drawn with pen. L. Hunt.

3. To make a circular or spiral flight. 'Bats
wheeled, and owls whooped." Tennyson.

Then wheeling down the steep of heaven he flies.

Pope.

4. To roll forward or along.

Thunder mixt with hail.

Hail mixt with lire, must rend the Egyptian sky
And wheel on the earth, devouring where it rolls.

Milton.

Wheel (whel), n. Same as Wheal, a mine.
Wheelage ( whel'aj ), n. Duty or toll paid
for cart.**. &c., passing over certain ground.
Wheel-animal,Wheel-animaictile(wher-
an-i-mal, wlierun-i-nial"ku-lC'). a. One of a
class of infusorial animals, having arms for
seizing their prey resembling wheels ; a ro-
tifer. See ROTIFERA.
Wheel-hand (whel'band). n. The tire of a
wheel Chapman.
Wheel-barometer (wheiTia-rom-et-fir). See
JiAKOMETER.
Wheel-harrow (whelTjaro). n. A sort of
iiand-ntacbine. consisting of a frame with
two handles or trams, and frequently a box,
supported on a single wheel, and rolled by
a single indivi4lual.

Wheel-hird (whel'berd). ii. A name given
to the common goat-sucker on account of
the noise made by the male during incuba-
tion, when perched, which is not unlike
that of a spinning-wheel.
Wheel-boat (whel'bot). ?». A boat with
wheels, to be used either on water or upon
inclined planes or railways.

Wheel-bug (whcrbug), n. An insect of the
genus Arilu8(jl.«erra(tw). family Reduviidse,
said to possess electric powers. Its popular
name is derived from the curious shape of
the prothorax, which is elevated and
notched, so as to resemble a portion of a
cog-wheel.

Wheel-carriage (whelTtar-rij), n. A carriage
moved on wheels, as a eoach, chaiafe, gig,
railway carriage, wagon, cart, &c.
Wheel-chair (whel'char). n. A chair or
chair-like structure mounted on wheels; a
Itath-chair; an invalid's chair.

Wheel-cutting (whel'kut-ing). n. The op-
eration of cutting the teeth in the wheels
used by watch and clock makers, and for
other mechanical purposes.
Wheeled (wheld), a. Having wheels: often
used in composition; as, a tv/o-wheeled car-
riage; a iawr-wheeled carriage.
Wheeler (whelY-r), n. l. One who wheels.—
2. A maker of wheels; a wheelwright.— 3. A
wheel-horse, or one next the wheels of the
carriage —4. A worker on sewed muslin.
Wheel-flre (whcl'fir), n. in chem. a fire

which encompasses acrucJble without touch-
ing it.

Wheel - horse ( whel'hors ), n. Same as
Wheeler, 3.

Wheel-house (whellious), n. Naut. a kind
of round house, built over the steering-wheel
in large ships for the shelter of the helms-
man.
Wheelless (whel'les). ax .Without wheels.

' Wheelleas carts.' Miss Ferrier.
Wheel-lock (wheHok), n. A small machine
attat;hed to the old muskets for producing
sparks fti fire. It consisted of a wheel which
revolved against a flint fixed in the lock.

Wheelman (whel'man), n. One who uses a

bicycle or tricycle or similar conveyance.
[Recent.]

Wheel-ore (whel'or), n. [Com. wheel, for

huel, a mine, and E. ore. ] In mineral, an
opaque mineral, of a steel-gray or black
colour, and metallic lustre, consisting chiefly

of sulphur, antimony, lead, and conper. ] t

is found in Herod's-foot Mine, or Wheal, in

Cornwall.
Wheel-plough (whel'plou), n. A plough
with a wheel or wheels added to it, for the
purpose of regulating the depth of the fur-

row, and rendering the implement more
steady to hold. See Plough.
Wheel-race (whel'raa), ?i. The place in
which a water-wheel is fixed.

Wheel-rope (whel'rop), n. Naut a rope
reeved through a block on each side of the
deck, and led round the barrel of the steer-

ing-wheel, to assist in steering. Chains are
now much more commonly used for this

purpose.
Wheel-Bhaj;>ed(wh5rshapt),a. Shaped like

a wheel ; specifically, in bot. monopetalous,
expanding into a flat border at top, with
scarcely any tube; rotate; &&, a. wheel-shaped
corolla.

Wheel-swarf (whel'swarf), n. A clayey
cement or putty made in Sheffield from the
dust derived by abrasion from grindstones,
and used in furnuoes where steel is manu-
factured for coating the layers of iron and
charcoal.

Wheel-tire (whel'tir), n. The iron band
that encircles a wooden wheel. See TiKE.
Wheel-Window (whei'win-do), ?i. in Gothic
arch, a circular window with radiating mul-
lions resembling the spokes of a wheel. See
Rose-WINDOW.
Wheel-work (whel'wSrk), n. The combina-
tion of wheels which communicate motion
to one another in machinery, the motion
being communicated from the one wheel to
the other by belts or straps passing over the
circumferences of both, or by teeth cut in
those circumferences and working in one
another, or by cogs. The most familiar in-

stances of wheel-work are to be found in

clocks and watches.
Wheel-worn (whel'wom), a. Worn by the
action of moving wheel-tires. Coivper.

Wheel-wright (whel'rit), n. A man whose
occupation is to make wheels and wheel-
carriages.

Wheely (whel'i), a. Circular; suitable to
rotation. ^ A wheely form.' J. Philips.

Wheen (when), n. [A. Sax. hwSne, hwcene,
somewhat, a little.] A number; a quantity;
a good many or a good deal. [Scotch.]

Wheeze (wh5z^, v.i. pret, & pp. wheezed; ppr.
wheezing. { A. Sax. hwlsan, hwcesan, to
wheeze ; Dan. hvcese, Icel. hvcesa, to hiss

:

an imitative word; akin to whisper, whistle;
comp. also hiss, Sc. hoast, to cough.] To
breathe hard and with an audible sound, as
per-sons affected with asthma. 'Wheezing
lungs.' Shak.
Wheezy (whe'zi), a. Affected with or char-
acterized by wheezing: used either of a
person or his voice.

Wheft (wheft), n. Naut. same as Waft, 3.

Whelk (whelk), 71. [Dim. from wheal.] 1. A
pustule or pimple, especially on the face

;

an eruptive protuberance; any similar pro-
tuberance.

One Bardolph, if your majesty knows the man, his
face is all bubukles, and -whelks, and knobs, and
flanies of tire. Shak.

2. The skin-disease professionally known as
acne or lycosis. Dunglison.
Whelk (whelk), n. [A. Sax. weolc, weluc, a
shell-flsh, a whelk, allied to wealcan, to
turn; lit. a wreathed or twisted shell. See
Walk. ] A mollusc, the JBuccinu^n undatum,
or trumpet -shell, having a univalvular,
spiral, and gibbous sliell, with an oval aper-
ture ending in a short canal or gutter
Whelks are much used for food by the poorer
classes in England, and are prepared simply
by boiling,

Whelked (whelkt), a. Marked or covered
with whelks or protuberances. Shak.
Whelky (whel'ki), o. Having whelka or
protuberances; hence also knobby; rounded.

Ne ought the whelky pearles esteemcth h«
Which are from Indian seas brought far away.

Spetiser.

[In the above passage the word maybe from
whelk, the shell-fish.]

Whelm (whelm), v.t. [O.E. whelmen, over-
wAei»)cn, apparently modified from whelven,
whelfen, ovcrhvelveji, to overturn, to cover
over ; A. Sax. dhwylfan, to cover over, to
overwhelm ; hwylfan, to vault over, from

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc, IdcA; g, go; J.iob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, King; th, then; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wWg; zh, aeure.—See KEY.
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hivea^, a vault or arch; Icel. hvdlf, Sw.
hval/, a vault. The change of lohelve to

whelm is somewhat difficult to explain.]

1. To throw over so as to cover. ' Whelm
some things over them, and keep them
there.' Mortimer. —2. To engulf; to sub-

merge; to cover by immersion in something
that envelops on all sides ; to overwhelm.
' The xchelming billow.' Gay. ' The whelm-
ing tide.' J. Baillie.

Siie is my prize or ocean whelfn them all. Shak.

Hence—3. Fig. to crush, ruin, or destroy by
some sudden overpowering disaster.

AH of them in one massacre. Tennyson.

Whelp (whelp), 71. [A. Sax. hwelp; D. welp,

O.H.G. hwelf, welf. Ban. hvalp, Icel. hvelpr,

a whelp.] 1. The young of the canine species,

and of several other beasts of prey; a puppy;
a cub. 'A bear robbed of her whelps. ' 2 Sam.
xvii. 8. ' Tlie lion's whelp.' Shak.—2. A
son; a young man: in contempt or sportive-

ness. ' That awkward whelp with his money-
bags.' vlrfdwfon.—3.t A species of ship, pro-

bably of a small size.

At the return of this fleet, two of the -whelps were
cast away, and two ships more. Holland.

4. ^aut. one of the upright pieces of wood
placed round the barrel of the capstan of a
ship to prevent it from being chafed, and
to afford resting points for the messenger or

hawsers. The same name is given to pieces

of wood bolted on the main piece of a wind-
lass or a winch, for a similar purpose.

Whelp (whelp), v.i. To bring forth young,
as the female of the canine species and some
other beasts of prey.

Whelp (whelp), v.t. To bring forth, as a
bitch or lioness does young; hence, to give

birth to or originate: in contempt.
Thou wast -whelped ^ dog. Shak.

Did thy foul fancy -whelp so foul a thin^. Young.

Whelpleas(whelp'les),a. Havingno whelps.

Tennyson.
Whemmle, Whemmel (whem'l), v.t. To
wlielm or turn over so as to cover. [Pro-

vincial.]

When (when), adx>. [A. Sax. hwcenne, hivonnc,

O.Fris. hwenne, G. wann, tvenn, Goth.hwan,
when. An accusative of ivhd, who. Comp.
L. quum, quando, when, qui, who.] 1. At
what or which time: used interrogatively;

as, when did he come? I do not know when
he came (the latter being an indirect ques-

tion).
It-'hen shall these things be? Mat. xxiv. 3.

irhen did you lose your daughter? Shak.

2. At the time that; at or just after the
moment that : used relatively. ' And shalt

talk of them wAen thou sittest in thy house,

and when thou walkest by the way, and 2vhen

thou Hest down, and when thou risest up.'

Dent. vi. 7.-3. At which time: the subordi-

nate clause forming logically the principal
proposition.

The time was once when thou unurged wouldst vow.
Shai.

4. At the same time that; while; while in-

stead; while on the contrary; whereas:
used in the manner of a conjunction to in-

troduce an adversative clause or a phrase
implying a contrast.

You rub the sore
fp'ken you should bring the plaster. Shak.

5. Which time; then: elliptically used as a
substantive, and usually preceded by aince^

rarely by till.

I was adopted heir by his consent

;

Since -when his oath is broke. Shak.

At pickt leisure .

be cheerful.
, I'll resolve you . . till -when

Shak.

6.t Elliptically used as an expression of im-
patience.

When, Harry, -when f

Obedience bids I should not bid again. Shak.

When was formerly redundantly followed
by as and that, probably as often for

rhythmical reasons as to add dignity, em-
pliasis, &c., to the expression. ' When that

mine eye is famished for a look.' Shak.
' When as sacred light began to dawn." Mil-
ton. The as was often attached to the when.
See Whenas.
Whenas t (when'az), conj. 1. When. Shak.
2. Whereas; while. [Rare in this sense.]

lyhenas, if they would enquire into themselves,
they would find no such matter, Barro-w.

Whence (whens), adv. [0. E. whennes,
formed from when by affixing a genitive
termination, the same as in hence, thence,

twice, &c. See Hknce, Thence.] 1. From
what place; hence, from what or which
source, origin, premises, antecedents, prin-

ciples, facts, and the like; how: used inter-

rogatively.
Whence hath this man this wisdom? Mat. xiii. 54.

Whence and what art thou

!

Milton.

2. From which : referring to place, source,
origin, facts, arguments, &c., and used rela-

tively.
Look unto the rock -whence ye are hewn, and to

the hole of the pit whence ye are digged. Isa. li. 1.

Their practice was to look no farther before them
than the next line; -whence it will follow that they can
drive to no certain point. Dryaen.

—From whence may be called a pleonastic
mode of expression, /ro?n being implied in
whence; but it is very often met with in our
literature, and has sometimes been defended
as being more emphatic. 'From whence
come wars and fightings among ye.' Jas.
iv. 1. 'Remember therefore /ro»i whence
thou art fallen.' Rev. ii. 5. 'Aplace/roTrt
whence himself does fly.' Shak. ' 1'he place
from whence they fell.' Milton.—0/ whence
in the same sense is rarely met with. ' What
and 0/ whence was he?' Dryden.
Whencefortht (whens'forth), ado. Forth
from which place; whence.

// 'henceforth issues a warlike steed, Spenser.

Whencesoever(whens-s6-ev'6r), adv. From
wliat place soever; from what cause or
source soever. ' Any idea, when(x&oever we
have it.' Locke.

Whencever (whens-ev'6r). Whencesoever.
[Rare.]

Whene'er (when-arO- Contracted form of

Wlienever.

Whenever (when-ev'6r), adv. At whatever
time.

JVhenever you have need
You may be armed and appointed well. Shak.

Whennes.t adv. Whence. Cha-ncer.

Whensoever (when-so-ev'er), adv. At what
time soever; at whatever time.

Whensoever ye will, ye may do them good.
Mark xiv. 7.

Wher,t Whe'r.t a contraction for Whether.
' To wote wher men wol give me any thing.'

Chaucer.
Who shall doubt, Donne, -whe'r I a poet be
When I dare send my epigrams to thee.

B. Jonson.

Where (whar), adv. [A. Sax. hwcer, an old

case form from the relative who, what, like

there and that] 1. At or in what place; in
what position, situation, or c ireunistances:

used interrogatively.

Ancient of days! august Athena ! -where.

Where Are thy men of might? thy grand in soul?
Gone—glinmiering through the dream of things

that were. Byron.

2. At or in which place; at or in the place
in which; in which case, position, circum-
stances, &c. : used relatively.

She visited that place -where first she was so happy.
Sir P. Sidney.

3. To which place ; whither : used both in-

terrogatively and relatively. ' Where run-

nest thou so fast?* 'where is my judgment
fled?' ' aye, but to die, and go we know not
where.' 'Shak.—i. Wherever.
Where he arrives he moves all hearts against us.

Shak.

5.t Whereas: used in the manner of a con-

junction.
Fear and be slain ; no worse can come to fight

;

And fight and die is death destroying death

;

Where fearing dying pays death servile breath.
Shak.

6.t From what source; whence: 'Where
have they this mettle?' 'where have you
this? 'tis false!' 'shewing their birth, and
where they did proceed.' Shak.—Where is

sometimes used substantively -place, situa-

tion, position, and the like. 'Finding the

nymph asleep in secret where.' Spenser.

Thou losest here, a better -where to find, Shak.

Where, having the force or function of a re-

lative or other pronoun (which, what, Ac),
is often used in composition with the follow-

ing preposition ; as, whereby = by what

;

wherewith -with vfhAt, &c.
Whereabout (whar-a-bouf), adv. 1. About
wliere; near what or which place; the place
near which : used interrogatively and re-

latively; as, whereabottt did you drop the
coin?—2. Concerningwhich; about which;on
what purpose.
Let no man know anything of the business where^

about I send thee. 1 Sam. xxi. 2.

I must not have you henceforth question me whither
I go, nor reason 7i<hereaboiit. Shak.

Whereabont,9& well as the form whereabouts,

is frequently used as a noun. ' A puzzling

notice of thy whereabout. ' Wordsworth.
Thou firm-set earth

Hear not my steps, which way they walk, for fear

Thy very stones prate of my -whereabout. Shak.

Whereabouts (whar-a-bouts'), adv. Near
what or which place; whereabout (which
see) : used like the preceding form inter-

rogatively, relatively, and substantively; as,

whereabouts did you find this? I do not
,

know his u-hereabouts.

Whereas (whar-azO, conj. 1. While on the
contrary; the fact or case really being that;
when in fact.

Are not those found to be the greatest zealots, who
are most notoriously ignorant? whereas true zeal
should always begin with true knowledge.

Bp. Sprat.

2. The thing being so that; considering that
things are so ; implying an admission of
facts, sometimes followed by a different
statement, and sometimes by inferences or
something consequent, as in the law style,

where a preamble introduces a law.

Whereas wars are generally causes of poverty, the
special nature of this war with Spain, if made by sea,
is like to be a lucrative war. Bacon.

3. + Where—the as being often written sepa-
rately.

At last they came -whereas that lady bode.
Spenser.

Whereat (whar-af), adv. 1. At which: used
relatively.

Even at this word she hears a merry horn.
Whereat she leaps that was but late forlorn^

Shak.
% At what: nsed interrogatively; as, where-
at are you offended?
Whereby (whar-bi'), adv. 1. By which: used
relatively.

You take my life,

When you do take the means -whereby I live. Shak.

2. By what; used interrogatively.

If'hereby shall I know this? Luke i. 18.

Where'er (whar-ar'), adv. A contracted
form of Wherever.
Wherefore (wharTor), adv. and com. [Where
and /tyr. See THEREFORE.] 1. For which
reason: used relatively.

Where/ore by their fruits ye shall know them.
Mat. vii, 20.

2. Why ; for what reason : used interroga-
tively.

If'here/ore didst thou doubt? Mat. xiv. 31.

—Therefore, Wherefore, Then, Accordingly,
Consequently. _ See under Therefore.
Wherein (whar-in'), adv. 1. In which; in

wliich tiling, time, respect, book, &c.: used
relatively.

Heaven
Is as the book of God before thee set
// 'herein to read his wondrous works. Miltott.

2. In what thing, time, respect, &c.: used
interrogatively.

Wherein have I so deserved of you,
That you extol me thus? Shak.

WherelntO (whar-in-td'), adv. 1. Into
which: used relatively.

Where is the palace whereinto foul things
Sometimes intrude not? Shak.

2. Into what: used interrogatively.

Whereness (whar'nes), n. The state or
qudlity of having a place or position; ubica-
tion. 'Ubication or whereness.' Whewell.

A point hath no dimensions, but only a whereness,
and IS next to nothing. A'. Crew.

Whereof (whar-ov'), adv. 1. Of which: use*!

relatively.

'Tis not very probable that I should succeed in such
a project, ivhereo/l had not the least hint from any
of my predecessors. Dryden.

2. Of what: used interrogatively.

What is your substance, -whereofAre you made?
Shak.

Whereon (whar-on'),adP. 1. On which; used
relatively.
He . . . fawning . . . licked the ground whereon

she trod, Milton.

2. On what: used interrogatively. ' Where-
on do you look?' Shak.
Whereoutt (whar-ouf), adv. Out of which.
'The cleft whereout the lightnlug breaketh."
Holland.
Wheresot (whar'so), adv. Wheresoever.
Wheresoe'er (whar-s6-ar'), adv. A con-
tracted form of Wheresoever.

Wheresoever (whar-so-ev'6r), adv. In what
place soever; in whatever place.

Where is he. think you?— I know not where ; but
wheresorfer, I wish hmi well. Shak.

Wherethrough (whar'thrb), adv. Through
which; by reason of which. ' Wherethrough
all the people went.' Wisdom qf Solomtm.
There is no weakness left in me wherethrough I

may took back. Sir jr. Scott.

Whereto (whar-to'), adv. 1. To which: used
relatively. ' Whereto we have already at-

tained.' Phil. iii. 16.-2. To what: to what
end: used interrogatively. ' Whereto tend&
all this?' ' whereto serves mercy?' Shak.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; S» Sc. tey.
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Whereuntot (whar-im-t6'),adtJ. l.Towhich
or after which. 'The next tchereunto.'
Hooker. — 2. Unto what; for what end, or
purpose.
Now when Andrew heard wA^reupito Christ was

come, he forsook his master John, and came to Christ.
Latt'm^r.

Whereupon ( whar-up-on' ), adv. l. Upon
which (thin^O 'trilding the object ickere-
upon it gazeth.' Shak.—2. Upon what: used
iuterrogatively.

The king- hath sent to know
The nature of your griefs and -wheraipon
You conjure from the breast of civil peace
Such bold hostiltty. Hhai.

3. Immediately after and in consequence of
which.
The townsmen mutinied and sent to Essex, tvhere-

upon he came thither. Ctarendan.

Wherever (whar-ev'fir), adv. At whatever
place.

He cannot but love virtue, •wherever it is.

AtUrbury.
Wherewith (whar-with'), adv. 1. With
which: used relatively. 'The love where-
with thou hast loved me.' John xvii. 26.

—

2. With what: used iuterrogatively.

Wherewith shall I save Israeli Judg. vi. 15.

Wherewith, like i"herewithal, may be used
substantively.

His digestive system, heavily taxed in providing
the -uherrttith to meet excessive loss by radiation,
supplies leas material for other purposes.

H. SPeytcer.

Wherewithal ( whar-with-ftl' X <ido. The
same as Wherewith.

Northumberland, thou ladder -whereu-ithat
The mounting Bolingbroke ascends my throne.

Shak.
Wherewithal ^7^ a young man cleanse his way!

Ps. cxix. 9.

Sometimes used with the definite article
prefixed, for necessary means, and especially
(as a colloquialism) for mouey ; as, I have
not the wherewithal.
Wherret.t Whlrrltt (wher'et. whir'it), v.t.

[From whir (which see).] 1. To hurry; to
trouble; to tease.—2. To give a box on the
ear to. Bea 11. ^ Fl.

Wherret.t Whirritt (wher'et, whir'it), n. A
box on the ear.

How meekly
This other fellow here receives his ivhirrii.

Hrau. & Ft.

Wherry fwher'i), n. [Formerly written
wherie, xchirrie; Skeat connects it with Icel.
hver/r. shifty, crank, said of vessels, this
again being connected with wharf, and
A. Sax. hweor/an, to turn.] 1. A name ap-
plied most commonly to a light shallow
boat, seated for passengers, and plying on
rivers.

What sights of fine folks he oft rowed in his wherry,
Twas cleaned out so nice, and so painted withal.

Ch. Dtbdin.
2. A light half-decked Ashing vessel used in
different parts of Gre;it Britain and Ireland.
Wherry (wher'i), n. [W. chwerw. bitter, the
opposite of sweet ] A liquor made from the
pulp of crab-apples after the verjuice is ex-
pressed. Sometimes called Crab -wherry.
[Provincial English.]
Whernmian (wher'i-man), n. One who
rows a wherry.
He that is an excellent wherryman looketh to-

wards the bridge, when he pulleth towards West-
minster. Baton.

Whet (whet), V t. pret. & pp. whetted or whet;
ppr. whetting. [ A. Sax hwettan. to whet,
from kiocet, sharp, keen, eager, bold ; IceL
hvetja, to sharpen, to encourage, from hvatr,
bold; D. wetten, G. wetzen, to whet.] 1. To
sharpen by rubbing on a stone ; or to nib
with a stone or other body for the purpose
of sharpening; hence, to edge or sharpen in
general.

Why dost thou uhet thy knife to! Shak.
The mower vtheU his scythe. Mtlton.

Screen'd by such means, here Scandal ivhets her
qui". Crabbe.

2. To make sharp, keen, or eager; to excite;
to stimulate; as, to whet the appetite.—
3. To provoke ; to make angry or acrimo-
nious.

Since Cassius first did Tuhet me against Carsar,
I have not slept. Shak.

—To whet on or whet forward, \ to urge on

;

to instigate.

O -whet not &» these too, too furious peers. Shak.

Whet (whet), n. 1. The act of sharpening
by friction. —2. Something that provokes or
stimulates the appetite.

He assisted at four hundred bowls of punch, not to
mention sips, drams, and wheti. Spectator.

Whether(wheTH'6r).prtrtt. [A. Sax. hwatker,
which of two, also conj. ; O HO. hwedar.

Goth.hwathar, Icel. hvdrr (contracted); from
the interrogative who, the suffix -ther being
the relic of an old comparative= Skr. -tara
in katara, whether] Which of two; which
one of two: used interrogatively and rela-
tively. [Obsolescent.]

Whether of them twain did the will of his father!
Mat. xxi. 31.

They fell at words
Whether of them should be the lord of lords.

Sfettser.

Whether (wheTH'^r), conj. Which of two
or more alternatives: used to introduce the
first of a series of alternative clauses, the
succeeding clauseorclauses being connected
by or or by or whether.

Whether the tyranny be in his place
Or in his eminence that fills it up. Shak.

Thou Shalt speak my words unto them whether
they will hear, or whether they will forbear.

Ezek. ii. 7.
But whether thus these things, or whether not

;

Whether x.\\G sun, predominant in heaven
Rise on the eanh. Qr earth rise on the sun . . .

Solicit not thy thoughts with matters hid. Milton.

Sometimes the correlative clause is simply
formed by a particle of negation. ' Whether
thou be'st he or no.' Shak. ' Whether one
Nym . . . had the chain or no.' Shak.
You have said; but whether wisely or «o, let the

forest judge. Shak.

In many cases when the second of two al-
ternatives is the mere negative of the first,

the second is omitted, and whether stands
singly with no correlative, having in such
cases the force of if.

You shall demand of him, whether one Captain
Dumain be i' the camp. Shak.

— Whether or jw, in either alternative; in
any case.

He would be as likely to believe me guilty as not.
What would he do, whether or no f Dickens.

Whetherf (whern'^r). Whither. Spenser.
Whetherlng (wheTH'6r-ing), n. The reten-
tion uf the after-birth in cows.
Whetstone (whet'ston), n. A stone for
shan>ening cutlery or tools by friction.
Whetstones are made of various kinds of
stone, the finer kinds being made of a sili-

ceous slate, and when used are moistened
with oil or water.

Diligence is to the understanding as the whetstone
to the razor. So»th.

—To give the whetstone, to deserve the whet-
stone, old phrases in which (and in various
others) the whetstone is associated with
lying, and regarde.l as the proper premium
for accomplishment in this art. The origin
of the usage is not clear, but perhaps the
whetstone was regarded as to be used for
sharpening the wits.

This will explain a smart repartee of Sir Francis
Bacon's before King James, to whom Sir Kenelm
Digby was relating, that he had seen the true philo-
sopher's stone in the possession of a hermit in Italy,
and when the king was very curious to understand
what sort of stone it was. and Sir Kenelm much puz-
zled in describing it. Sir Fra. Bacon interposed, and
said, Perhaps it was a whetstone.' Zacnary Grey.

Whetstone-Blate, Whet-slate (whet'8t<>n-
slat. whet'slat). n. Novaculite or coticular
schist, a variety of slate used for sharpening
edge-tools. See Novaculite
Whetter ( whet'6r), n. 1. One who or that
which whets or sharpens.

Love, like other sweet things, is no whetter of the
stomach. Fielding.

2. t One who indulges in whets or drams ; a
dram-<lrinker; a tippler.

The whetter is obliged to refresh himself every
moment with a liquor, as '.he snutf-iaker with a pow-
der. SUele.

Whew (whu). v.i. [Imitative.] To whistle
with a shrill pipe, as plovers.

I had often been wondering how they (the plovers!
staid sae lang on the heights that year, for I heard
them aye whewing e'en and morn. Hogg.

Whew ( whu ), inUrj. A sound expressing
astonishment, aversion, or contempt.

Lepel suppressed a whew. y. Hannay.

Whewer (whu'^r), n. Another name of the
widgeon. [Local.]

Whey (wha), n. [A. Sax. hwceg, Sc. whig,
D.K'ei, hui, L.G.wey. whey. Comp. W. chwig,
sour, fermented, also a drink made with
whey and herbs. J The serum or watery part
of milk, separated from the more thick or
coagulable part, particularly in the process
of making cheese. In this process the thick
part is called curd, and the thin part whey.
Various preparations of whey are medicin-
ally used as sudorific drinks; as, white-wine
whej/, a mixture of whey and sherry. Cream
of tartar whey and nitre whey, still more
potent sudoriflcs, are obtained by boiling

say 100 grains of cream of tartar or nitre in
a pint of milk. Goats' milk whey alone is
considered by many a valuable kind of
drink.

Wheyey (wha'i), a. Partaking of whey; re-
sembling whey. Bacon.
Whey-face (wha'fas), n. 1, A face white or
pale, as from fear. —2. A person having a
white or pale face, or looking pale from
fright. Shak.
Whey-faced (wha'fast), a. Having a white
or pale face; pale-faced. Richardson.
Wheyish (wha'ish),a. Having the qualities
of whey; thin; wateiy. * Wheyish liquors.'
J. Philips.

Which (which), pron. [A. Sax. hwilc, hwylc,
cuntr. from hwUtc, lit. why-like, from hwt,.
instrumental case of wha, who, wheet, what,
and lie, like; similar are O. Sax. hwilik, Icel.
hvUlkr, Dan. hvilken, Goth, hveleiks, D. welk,
G. welch. €omp. mtch=so-like. Like who,
which was originally an interrogative, and it

was not used as a relative till the close of the
twelfth century. As an interrogative it is

still of any gender, but as a relative it is

now only neuter. It is both singular and
plural.] 1. An interrogative pronoun, by
which one or more among a number of in-
dividual persons or things, often one among
a dettnite number (frequently one of two)-
is inquired for. or intended to be defini-
tively singled out : used with or without an
accompanying noun; as, which man is it?
which woman is it? which is the house?
which are the articles you meau?

Which of you convinceth me of sin! Jn. viii. 46^
It'hich of you will stop'

The vent of hearing when loud Rumour speaks!
Shak.

So with herself is she in mutiny.
To live or die which of the twain were better.
When life is shamed, and death reproach's debtor

_ . Shak.
[In the last extract the interrogative is used
indirectly.]—2. A relative pronoun, serving
as the neuter of who. and having an ante-
cedent of the singular or plural number
but of the neuter gender; as, the thing or
things which; the birds which were singing;
or the antecedent may be a sentence, word,
or notion; as, he is very ignorant, which
is a great pity. Such usages as the follow-
ing are now obsolete. ' Our Father whieh
art in heaven.' Mat. vi. 9. 'All those
friends tchich I thought buried.' Shak.
'Had I been there which am a silly woman.'
Shak. Sometimes equivalent to 'a thing or
circumstance which,' the relative clause
preceding that which is referred to.

And. which was strange, the one so like the other
As could not be distinguished but by names.

Shak.
Used adjectively or with a noun subjoined,
the relative coming before the noun by snu
inversion which gives a certain brevity.
Refusing her grand bests, she did confine thee
Into a cloven pine ; within which rift

Imprison d thou didst painfully remain
A dozen years; within which space she died. Shak.

3. Used as an indefinite pronoun, standing
for whichever, any one which, that which,
those which, and the like; as, take tchich you.
vfiU.— Which was often formerly preceded
by the definite article the. 'That worthy-
name by the which ye are called.' Jam. ii. 7.

The party 'gainst the which he doth contrive
Shall seize one half his goods. Shak.

It was formerly often followed by that or
as. having the effect of giving emphasis or
deflniteness. 'This abbot ichich that was an
holyman.' Chaucer.— Which is which' which
is the one, which the other? a common
phrase implying inability to distinguish be-
tween two.— B'Ao, Which, That. See under
Who.
Whichever, Whichsoever ( which -ev'6r.
which-86-ev'6r). pron. Whether one or the
other; no matter which: used both as nn
adjective and as a noun; as, whichever road.
or whichever of the roads, you take, it will
conduct you to town,

Whichez-er of his children might become the pop-
ular choice was to inherit the whole kingdom, under
the same superiority of the head of the family.

lialiatn.
Whld (whid). n. [W. chwid, a quick turn.)
[Scotch.] 1. A quick motion; asniart stroke
2 A lie; a fib. Burns.
Whld (whid), v.i. [Scotch.) 1. To whisk ;

to move nimbly, as a hare or other small
animal.—2. To fib: to lie.

Whldah-finch (whi'da-finsh). n. A name
given to liirds of the genus Vidua, inhabit-
ing huliaand Southernand Western Africa,
and found in great abundance in the king-
dom of Dahomey, near Whidah. In size of

ch, c^in; 6h, Sc. locA;

Vol. IV.
g. yo; ijoh; ft. Fr. ton; ng, siHj; TH, (Aen; th, (Ain; «'ig; wh, wAig; 2h, azure. —See Key.
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body the Whidah-flnch resembles a linnet

or canary-bird, and during the breeding
season tlie male is supplied with long, droop-
ing, not inelegant, but certainly dispropor-

tioned tail-featliers. K paradisea is of a

^^r

1, Broad-shafted Whidah-finch [Vidua paradisea),
and 2, Red -billed Whidah (Vidua erythrorkyn-
chus).

deep brownish-black on the upper parts,

but paler on the wings. The body, abdomen,
and thighs are of a pale butf. and a rich
orange-nifous collar nearly surrounds its

neck. V. erytkrorhynchiis is less than the
former, and is of a deep glossy blue-black
colour on the upper parts, with the sides of
the head and under parts white. These
birds are commonly called widow-birds, but
whether this be merely a translation of their

Latin generic name Vidua, which may have
been given from the sombre hue of the
plumage, or whether it be a corruption of
Whidah, is uncertain.

WMff (whif), n. [Imitative of the sound of

blowing. Conip. vuff,fuff, W. chiv\f, a whiff,

a puff, chwaf, a quick gust.] 1. A sudden
expulsion of air, smoke, or the like from the
mouth; a puff; as, the ivkiff ot a smoker.

Four pipes after dinner lie constantly smokes.
And seasons his luhiffs with impertinent jokes.

Prior.

2. A slight blast or gust of air; a gust of air

conveying some smell. 'The whif and wind
of hia fell sword.' Skak. 'That whiff of

Russia leather.' Dickens.—3. A hasty view;
a glimpse; a gliff. [Provincial English.]

—

4. A flat malacopterygious fisli belonging to

the family Pleuronectida>. It is a British

fish, of the turbot or flounder group (Hfiom-
bus Diegastoma), and is called also Carter.

Whiff (whif), v.t. 1. To puff; to throw out
in whiffs; to consume in whiffs; to smoke.
2. To carry as by a slight blast or whiff of

wind; to puff. *It was scornfully whiffed
aside.' Carlyle.

Old Empedocles, . . . who when he leaped into

Etna, having a dry, sear body, and light, the smoke
took him, and luki/t him up into the moon.

B. Jonson,

3.t [This meaning seems to be due to the
influence of quaff.l To drink; to consume
by drinking. 'Gargantua whiffed the great
draught.' Urqiihart.

Wlliff Oj^hif), v.x. To emit puffs, as of smoke;
to pun ; to smoke ; as, to whiff at one's
pipe.

WMffet (whif'et), n. A little whiff. [Rare.]

WlllflS.llg (whif'ing), n. A kind of hand-line,

used for taking mackerel, pollack, and the
like.

Whiffle (whif'l), v.i. [Freq. from whiff;

comp. alsoD. zye(/eieji, to waver; Icel. veijla,

to shake often.] 1. To veer about, as the
wind does. ' If the winds whiffle about to

the south.' Dampier,-~2. To change from
one opinion or course to another ; to use
evasions; to prevaiicate; to be fickle and
unsteady.

A person of "whiffling and unsteady turn of mind
cannot keep close to a point of a controversy.

IVaHs.

3.t[SeeWHlFP,r.<.3.] Todrink. ^lowhiffle,

quaff, carouse." Urquhari.
WMfflet (whifa), v.t. 1. To disperse with a

puff; to blow away; to scatter. 'Whiffle

away all these truths.' Dr. H. More.—2. To
cause to change, as from one opinion or
course to another. Tillotson.—3. To shake
or wave quickly. Donne.

Whifflet (whif'l), n. [Dim. from whiff.] A
fife or small flute.

Whiffler (whifler), n. l. One who whiffles;

one who frequently changes his opinion or
course; one who uses shifts and evasions in

argument; one driven about by every puff;

a fickle or unsteady person; a trifier.

Every whiter in a laced coat . - . shall talk of
the constitution. S-wift.

2.t A piper or flfer.

IVktffiers A'ere originally those who preceded
armies or processions, as fifers or pipers. Douce.

Hence—3. A harbinger; an officer who went
before processions to clear the way l)y blow-
ing the horn or trumpet. The word was
afterwards transferred to other persons who
went before a procession to clear the way
for it in any fashion.

The deep-mouth'd sea.

Which like a mighty whiffler 'fore the king
Seems to prepare his way. Shak

In the city of London, young freemen who march
at the head of their proper companies on the lord
mayor's day. sometimes with flags, were called whiff-
Urs, or bachelor whifflers, not because they cleared
the way, but because they went first, as tuhiffiers

did. Nares.

Whiffle-tree (whif'l-tre). n. [From its bemg
always in motion; called also whipple-tree,
and sicing-tree or swingle - tree, from its

swinging.] A swing-tree; a whipple-tree.

WMg(whig), n. [See Whey.] 1. Acidulated
whey.sometimes mixed with buttermilk and
sweet herbs, used as a cooling beverage.
[Provincial English.]—2. Whey. [Scotch.]

Wlllg (whig), n. [If the historical account
below is correct, the origin would seem to be
the Sc. word whig, to jog along briskly, the
connections of this being doul)tful.] 1. A de-

signation given to the members of one of the
great political parties in Britain. The term
is of Scottish origin, and was first used in the
reign of Charles II. According to Bishop
Burnet it is derived from whiggani, a word
which was used by the peasants of the south-
west of Scotland in driving their horses.

He tells us that people from this quarter
used often to come to Leith with their horses
for corn, and from this peculiar word were
called whiggamores, contracted to whigs.

In 1648, after the news of the Duke of Hani-
ilton's defeat, the clergy of the west of

Scotland stirred up the people to rise and
march to Edinburgh, and they themselves
marched at the head of their parishioners.

The Marquis of Argyle and his party came
and headed them. This was called the ivhig-

gamores' inroad, and ever after that all

that opposed the court came, in contempt,
to be called whiggs. From Scotland the
word was brought to England, where it has
since continued to be used as the distin-

guishing appellation of the political party
opposed to the Tories. It was first assumed
as a party name by that body of politicians

who were most active in placing William
III. on the throne of England. Generally
speaking, the principles of the Whigs have
been of a popular character, and their mea-
sures, when in power, tending to increase

the democratic influence in the constitution.

The term Liberals is now generally applied

to the representatives of this party; while

the extreme section of the party may be
said to have dropped all connection with
the Whigs, and have adopted the name of

Radicals. See TORY.—2. In American hist,

(a) a friend and supporter of the principles

of the revolution: opposed to Tory and
Royalist. (6) One of a political party from
about 1829 to 1853: opposed to Democrat.

WMg (whig), a. Relating to or composed
ofWhigs ; whiggish ; as. Whig measures ; a
Whig ministry.

Whig (whig), v.i. pret, * pp. whigged; ppr.

whigging. To move at an easy and steady

pace; to jog. [Scotch.]

Whig (whig), v.i. To urge forward, as a

horse. [Scotch.]

Whigamore, Whlggainore(whig'a-m6r), n.

[Sec Whig.] A term of the same meaning
as Whig, applied formerly in contempt to a

Scotch Presbyterian. SirW. Scott. [Scotch.]

Whiggarchy (whig'ar-ki), n. Government
by Whigs.
They will not recognise any other government in

Great Britain but whiggarchy only. Svn/t.

Wiilggery (whig'6r-i), n. The principles of

the Whigs; whiggism. Quart. Rev.

Whiggish (whig'isJi),a. Pertaining to Whigs;
partaking of the principles of Whigs. 'To
defend the whiggish cause.' Swift.

Whiggishly (whig'ish-li), adv. In awhiggish
manner.

WMggism (whig'izm), n. The principles of
theVV'iiigs; whiggery.

I could quote passages from fifty pamphlets wholly
made up of whiggism and atheism. Sitnft

Whigling (whig'ling), n. A Whig, in con-
teniitt. Si'cctator.

Whigmaleerie (whig-ma-le'ri), n. Any fan-
tai^ticai ornament; a trinket; a knicknack;
a wliim. Sir W, Scott. [Scotch.]

Whigmaleerie (whig-ma-le'ri), a. Dealing
in gimcracks; whimsical. Sir W. Scott.

While (whil), n. [A. Sax. hwll, a time, a
space of time; D. wijl^ wijle, Goth, hveila,
G. weile, a time; Icel. hvila, a place of rest;

Dan. hvile, rest ; perhaps from root of L.
quies, rest, quiet. Hence to while, whilom,
whilst] A time; a space of time; especially,

a short space of time during which some-
thing happens or is to happen or be done.
' Bud and be blasted in a breathing while.'

Shak. ' Wept all this while. ' Shak.

Pausing a while, thus to herself she musd. Milton.

—The while, during the time something else

is going on; in the meantime.
If you'll sit down

I'll bear your logs the while. Skak.

Thus Brac^ said; the Baron, the while,
Half-listenmg heard him with a smile, Coleridge

—Worth while, worth the time which it

requires; worth the time and pains; worth
the trouble and expense.

What fate has disposed of the papers, 'tis not worth
while to tell. Locke.

While was formerly used in exclamations of

grief. ' Alas the while
!

' Shak. ' God help
the while.' Shak,
While (whil), conj. 1. During the time that;

as, while I write you sleep.

We two, my lord.

Will guard your person while you take your rest.

Shak.
2. As long as.

While stands the Coliseum, Rome shall stand.
Byron.

3. At the same time that.

Painfully to pore upon a book
To seek the light of truth ; while truth the while
Doth falsely blind the eyesight of his look. Shak.

—While, Though. While implies less of con-
trast in the parallel than though, sometimes,
indeed, implying no contrast at all. Thus
we say, ' While I admire his bravery, I

esteem his moderation;' but 'though 1 ad-
mire his courage, I detest his cruelty.'—
4. Till; until. [Obsolete in this sense in
literature, but still used in provincial Eng-
lish and Scotch.]

We will keep ourself

Till supper-time alone: while then, God bless you.
Shak.

At Maltby there lived, some years ago. a retired

druggist. The boys' Sunday-school was confided to

his management, and he had a way of appealing to

them when they were disorderly which is still quoted
by those who often heard it: *N*ow, boys, I can't do
nothing while you are quiet.' j. EarU.

While (whil), V.t. pret. & pp. whiled; ppr.

whiling. [From the noun.] To cause to pass
pleasantly without irksomeness, languor, or
weixriness: usually with away; as, we while

away time in amusements or diversions.
' Let us while away this life.' Po}>e.

While (whil), v.i. To loiter. ' To pass away
the whiling moments and intervals of life.

'

Steele. [Rare.]

Whileret (whil'ar), adv. A little while ago;
some time ago; erewhile. Shak.; Milton.

WllileB (whilz), cojij. or adv. [An adverbial

genitive, like twice, &c., whence whilst.]

l.t While; during the time that; as long
as; at the same time that.

Such men as he be never at heart's ease.

It 'hiles they behold a greater than themselves.
Shak.

2. At times. Bunu; Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Whllk (whilk), 71. A shell. See WheLK.
Wllllk (whilk), pron. AMiich. [Old English
and Scotch.]

Whilly (whil'li), v.t. To cajole by wheed-
ling; to whilly-wha. SirW. Scott. [Scotch.]

Whilly-wha, Whilly-wha-w (whiiTi-wha),

V. i. To talk cajolery or wheedling speeches.

Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Whllly-wha, Wliilly-whaw (whilli-wha),

v.t. To cajole; to wheedle; to delude with

specious pretences. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Whilly-Whaw (whilli-wha), a. Character-

ized by wheedling or cajolery; not to be

depended on. 'A whilly-ichaw body.' Sir

W. Scott. [Scotch.]

WMlOjn,! Wliilomet(whil'om),adi'. [A.Sax.

hwilum, dat. pi. of hivtl, a time; lit at

times. See WHILE, n.] Formerly; once;

of old.
For so Apollo, with unweeting hand.
U'hiloin did slay his dearly loved mate. Milton.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tQbe. tub, bwU; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. Sc. ley.
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Whilst (whilst), conj, [From whiles, with t

added as in amongst, amidst, betwixt] The
same as While, but less commonly used.

To him one of the other twins was bound,
H'hiist I had been Ulte heedful of the other. Shak.

For thee watch I whilst thou dost wake elsewhere.
Skak.

WAiZr/ the emperor lay at Antioch, . . . the rage
of a le^on was excited by the puni^ment of some
soldiers. Gibdan.

I sat all weak and wild
IVhiUt you alone stood up and with strong word
Checked his unnatural pride. Shelley.

—TA* vihilgi,\ (a) while. ' If he steal ought
the whilst this play is playing.' Shak. (p)

In the meantime.
I'll call Sir Toby the -whilst. Shak.

WMm (whim), n. [Probably connected with
Icel. hvima, to wander with the eyes; Sw.
hvimsa, to be unsteady; Dan. viime, to skip
about. Corap. also W. chwim, motion

;

ckwimiaw, to move briskly. In meaning 2
tlie word may be of different origin.] 1. A
sudden turn or start of the mind; a freak;
a fancy; a capricious notion; a caprice.

That fill a female gamester's pate.
All the superfluous whims relate. Sttiift.

2. A kind of large capstan worked by horse-

Whim.

power or by steam for raising ore, water,
Ac , from the bottom of a mine. A common
form of it is shown in the cut. Called also
Whim-gin, Whimsey, and sometimes Whin.
Whimt (whim), v.i. To indulge in whims;
to be subject to whims; to be giddy. Con-
greve.

Whimbrel ^whim'brel), n. [Perhaps from
its cry being supposed to resemble a whim-
pering. Its cry has been represented by the
wot6b tUterel or tetty, tetty.) The Numeniug
phceopus, a grallatorial bird closely allied
to the curlew, but considerably smaller in
size. It is an inhabitant of most parts of
Kurope, and is also found in North Africa
and in several jiaits of Asia. It Wsits Brit-
ain most plentifully in May and autumn.
It is known aUo as theJacJfcCur/ew) and flaO'"
Cu rlew.

Whlm-gln (whim'jin). n. Same as Whim, 2
Whimling t (whim'hng), n. A perron full
of whiniA. Beau, .t- Ft.
Wlliimny(whim'mi),a. Fullofwhim8;whim-
sical.

The study r>f Rabbinicrfl literature either finds a
man whifnmy or makes him so. Coleridge.

Wlllmper (whim'per). v.i. (A freq. form
from an older whimpe; closely akin to .Sc.

tohimmer, G. wimmern, to whimper; allied
to whine, both l>eing imitative words.] To
cry with a low. whining, broken voice; as. a
child whimpers. ' A . . . wheedling, whim-
pering she.' Rfjwe.
Wa> there ever yet preacher but there were gain-

sayers that spumed, that winced, that -whimpered
against him? Latimer.

Whimper (whim'pir), v.t. To utter in a low.
whinintt, or crying tone; as, to whimper
forth complaints. Cowper.
Whimper fwhim'p^r), n. A low, peevish,
broken c-ry.—To be on the whimper, to be in
a peevish, crying state. [Culio^iJ

Mrs. M. is constantly on the tvhimper when
George's name is mentioned. Thackeray.

Whimperer (whim'p6r-6r), n. One who
whimj^ers
Whimpering fwhim'p6r-Ing), n. A low mut-
tering (O'; a whimper.
He will not lie put off with solemn •whimperings,

hypocnticiil oiifcssion*. rueful faces. Dr. H. More.

Whlmpledt (whfm'pld), a. Covered with a
wimple. Spenser.
Whimsey (wliim'zi). n. [From whim.] 1. A
whim; a freak; a capricious notion; as. tlie
wftimseys of poets. ' Men's folly, w/i«/me«,
and inconstancy ' Swift.—2. In mining, a
whim. See Whim, 2.

Whimseyt (whlm'zi), v.t. To fill with whim-
seys. Beau, d: Fl.

Whim-shaft (whim'shaft), n. In mining,
the shaft by which the stuff is drawn out
of the mine by the whim. Weale.
Whimsical (whim'zi-kal), a. [From whim-
sey.] 1. Full of whims; freakish; having
odd fancies or peculiar notions; capricious.

In another circumstance I am particular, or, as my
neighbours call me, -whimsical: as my garden in-

vites into it all the birds, I do not sniffer any one to
destroy their nests. Addison.

2. Odd in appearance; fantastic. ' A whim-
sical chair. ' Evelyn.
Whlm8icallty(whim-zi-kari-ti),n. The state
or quality of being whimsical ; whimsical-
ness; an oddity; awhim. 'The whimsicality
of my father's brain.' Sterne.

Wlilmslcally (whim'zi-kal-li), adv. In a
whimsical manner; freakishly.

Whimslcalness (whim'zi-kal-nes), n. The
state or quiility of being whimsical; whim-
sicality ; frciikishness ; whimsical disposi-
tion; odd temper. Pope.
Whim-wham (whim-whamO, n. [A redupli-
cation of whim.] A plaything: a toy; a
freak or whim; an odd device. ' Your whim-

wha ms, your garters, and your
trloves.* Beau, tfc Fl.

Whin (whin), n. [W. cAtryn, weeds.]
1. Originally, waste growth; weeds.
Now—2.Gorse; furze; a plant of the
u'enus Ulex. See Furze. —PcKy
irhin is a species of Genista, the G.
nagelica.—Z.Whiu^tQnQ. SeeWHIN-
ruNE. — 4. Same as Whim, n. 2.

y;. H. Knight.
Whin-axe (whin'aks), n. An in-

strument used for extirpating whin
from land.

^Whln-hruiser(whin'br0z-6r), n. A
machine for cutting and bruising
furze or whins for fodder to cattle.
Simuionds.
Whin-Chat (whin'chat), t». A pas-
serine bird of the genus Saxicola or
Pratincola, the S. or P. mbetra. It

is not unfrequent in the British islands dur-
ing summer, and may be commonly found
on broom and furze, on the highest twigs of
which it perches, and occasionally sings very
sweetly. It is closely allied to the stone-
chat.

Whine (whin), v.i. pret. * pp. whined; ppr.
whining. [A, Sax. hvtnan, to whine, to
whiz; Icel. hvina, Dan. hvine, to whiz; all

imitative words like whiz, whir, &c,] 1. To
express distress or complaint by a plaintive
drawling crj'; to moan with a puerile noise;
to complain in a mean or unmanly way.

They came . . . with a whining accent craving
liberty. Sir P. Sidtuy.

Dost thou come here to whine t Shak.

2. To make a similar noise: said of dogs or
other animals. * Thrice and once the hedge-
pig w/iMwd.' Shak.
Whine (whin), n. A drawling plaintive
tone; the nasal puerile tone of mean com-
plaint; mean or affected complaint. ' Thy
hftteful whine of woe.' Bowe.
Whine (whin), v.t. To utter or express in
a whining tone: generally with out; as, to
whine out a plaintive tale.

Whiner (whin'tr), n. One who whines.
' < tne pitiful whiner, Melpomene. ' Gaytmu
Whlnge (whinj>, v.i. To whine. Bums.
[Scotch. ]

Whinger (whing'6r), n. [Same as Whin-
yard. ] A short hanger, used as a knife at
meals and as a sword in broils. Sir W. Scott.
[Scotch. ]

Whlnlngly (whin'ing-li), adv. In a whin-
ing manner.
Wlllnny (whin'i), a. l. Abounding in whins
or whin bushes. Sterne.— 2. Abounding in
or resembling whinstone.
Whinny (whin'i), v.i. pret. & pp. whinnied;
ppr. whinnying. [Imitative and akin to
whine (which see); comp. L. hinnio. to
whinny] To utter the sound of a horse; to
neigh.

Her palfrey whinttying lifted heel.
And scour'd mto the copfiices. Tenuyson.

Whinny (whin'i), n. The act of whinnying;
a low contented neigh.

Neigh'd with all gladness as they came and stoop'd
With a low ivhinny toward the pair. Tennyson.

Whinstone (whin'ston), n. \Whin and
stone. The name was probably given ori-
ginally to the blocks of whinstone often
found lying in waste places, among furze
or heath. J A name given to greenstone.

but widely applied by miners to any kind
of dark coloured and hard unstratified
rock which resists the point of the pick.
Veins of dark basalt or greenstone are fre-

quently called whin-dykes.
Whlnyardt (whin'yard), n. [Also in form
ivhingard, perhaps from A. Sax. winnan, to
tight, and geard, a rod, a staff.] A sword or
hanger.
His pistol next he cock'd anew.
And out his nut-brown ivhtnyard diew. /fudidras.

Whip (whip), V. t. pret. & pp. whipped; ppr.
whipping. [Originally applied to various
kinds of quick motion or action, and allied
to D. wippen, to hasten, to skip, to toss;
wip, a lift, a swing, a swipe; O.D. wippe, a
whip; L.G. wippen, Dan. vippe, to see-saw;
G. wippen, to rock, to see-saw, Ac. The h
would seem, therefore, not to belong pro-
perly to the word. The meaning of flog
comes from the notm, and the noun has
probably got it from the resemblance of a
whip to a swipe. Perhaps more than one
word may be mixed up under this form

;

comp. W. chwip, a quick tuni; chwipiaw, to
move briskly.] 1. To take or seize with a
sudden motion ; to snatch; to carry or con-
vey suddenly and rapidly: usually followed
by some preposition or adverb, as away,
from, out, into, vp. and the like. 'I ichipi
me behind the arras.' Shak. 'Whips out
his rapier. ' Shak.

She, in a hurry, whips up her darline under her
arm. Sir R. UEstrange.
He whips out his pocket-book every moment, and

writes descriptions of everything he sees.

H. WalpoU.
My madness came upon me as of old
And whipt me into waste fields far away.

Tennyson.
2. To sew slightly; to form Into gathers; aa,

to whip a ruffle.

In ha.\{--whipped muslin useless needles lie. Gtiy.

3. To overlay, as a rope, cord, Ac, with a
cord, twine, orthread going round and round
it; to inwrap: generally with about, around,
over, or the like. ' Whipped over either
with gold thread, silver, or silk. ' Stubbes.—
4. To strike with a whip or lash or with any-
thing tough and flexible; to lash; as, to whip
a horse.—6. To punish with a whip, scourge,
birch, or the like; to flog; as, to whip a va-
grant; to tcAip a perverse boy. 'Who for false
quantities was whipp'd at school.' Bryden.
6. To drive with lashes.

Consideration, like an angel, came
And whipp'd the offending Adam out of him.

Sh,ik.
7. To make to turn or rotate with hishea;
as, to whip a top. 'Since I plucked geese,
played truant, and whipped top.' Shak.—
8. To lash in a figurative sense; to treat
with cutting severity, as with sarcasm, abuse,
or the like.

Wilt thou whip thine own faults in other men!
Shak.

The league between virtue and nature engages all

things to assume a hostile front to vice. The beauti-
ful laws and substances of the world persecute and
whip the traitor. Emerson.

9. To thrash; to beat out, as grain by strik-
ing; as, to whip wheat.—10. Naut. to hoist
or purchase by means of a rope passed
through a single pulley.- 11. To beat; to
overcome; to surpass. 'We can whip all
creation.' Lever, [Americanslang.]— 12. To
fish in with rod and line; as, to whip a
stream. [Colloq.J 'Toic/iipthetroutstreum.'
Lever. —IZ. To beat into a froth, as eggs.
cream, &c.. with a whisk, fork, spoon, or
the like.—To whip the cat, (a) to practise
the most pinching parsimony. Forby. [I'ro-

vincial English.] (b) To work from house
to house by the day, as an itinerant tailor.
carpenter, or the like.—To whip in, to keep
from scattering, as hounds in a hunt; hence,
to liring or keep the members of a party tO'
gether, as in a legislative assembly.
Whip (whip), v.t. To move nimbly; to start
suddenly and run ; or to turn and run ; «s.
the boy whipped away in an instant; he
whipped round the corner.

H'hip to our tents, as rocs run o'er land. Shak,

Whip (whip), n. [See the verb.] 1. An in-
strument for driving horses, cattle, &c., or
for correction, consisting commonly of a
handle, to which is attached a thong of
plaited leather.— 2. A coachman or driver
of a carriiige; as, a good whip.
Major Hcnson, who was a famous whip, took his

scat on the box of the barouche. A/iss Hdgeworth.

3. Naut. a rope passed through a single
block or pulley used to hoist light bodies.—
4. One of the radii or anns of a wind-mill to
which the sails are attached; also, the length

ch, cAain; «h, Sc. loeft; g,yo; J,M; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; ih, tAen; th, tAln; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh^ azure.-See Kev.
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of the ami reckoned from the shaft.— 6. In

parliament, (a) a member who performs the

non-offlcial but important duties of loolting

after the interests of his party, and who
secures the attendance of as many mem-
bers as possible at important divisions; as,

the Liberal whip; the Conservative lohip.

(b) A call made upon the members of a

party to be in their places at a certain time;

as, both parties have issued a rigorous whip

in view of the expected division.— irAij) n;ni

spnr, making use of both whip and spur in

rilling; hence, with the utmost haste. ' Came
wltip and spur.' Pope.

Whip (whip), inter}. Used to signify a

sudden change; at once; quick.

You are no sooner chose in but whip I you are as

proud as the devil. M^s. CentUvre.

Whlpcant (whip'kan), n. A boon companion;

a liard drinker. Urquhart.

WMpcatt (whip'kat), a. Drunken. Stani-

hnrgt; Florio.

WWp-cord (whip'kord), n. A hard-twisted

cord of which lashes for whips are made.

Wlllp-graft (whip'graft), v.t. To graft by

cutting the scion and stock in a sloping

direction, so as to fit each other, and by in-

serting a tongue on the scion into a slit in

Whip-hand (whipTiand), n. 1. The hand
that holds the whip in riding or driving.—

2. Advantage over; as, he has the whip-hand
of her. Dryden.
Whipjack (whip'jak), n. A vagabond who
begged for alms as a distressed seaman;
hence, a general term of reproach or con-

tempt. Richardson.
Whlp-lash (wliip'lash), n. The lash or

striking end of a whip.

Whip-maker (whip'niak-6r), n. One who
makes wliips.

Whlpper (whip'^r), n. 1. One who whips;
particularly, an officer who inflicts the pen-

alty of legal whipping—2, One who raises

coals with a whip from a ship's hold. Called

also a Coal-whipper. —3. In spinning, a

simple kind of willow or willy.

Whlpper-ln (whip'6r-in), n. 1. In hunting,

one wlio keeps the hounds from wandering,

and li'hips tliem in, if necessary, to the line

of cliase. Hence— 2. In parliament, same
as Whip. 5 (a).

Whipper-snapper (whip'Sr-snap-Sr), n. A
diminutive, insignificant person; a whipster.

Much as he had ingratiated himself with his aunt,

she had never yet invited him to stay under her roof,

and liere was a young whipper-snapper who at first

sight was made welcome there. Thackeray.

Used also adjectively. ' A parcel of whip-
pcr-snapper sparks.' Fielding.

Whipping (whip'ing), n. The act of punish-

ini; with a whip; the state of being whipped;
a iieating; flagellation.

Use every man after his desert, and who should
'sc^pc whipping t Shak.

Y?hlpplng-cheer (whip'ing-cher), ». Flog-

ging; chastisement.

Hell is the place where whipping-cheer abounds.
Herrick.

Whlpplng-pOSt (whip'ing-post), n. A post

to which offenders were tied when whipped.

He dares out-dare stocks, whipping-posts, or cage.
John Taylor.

Whipping-snapping (whip'ing-snaping),
a. Insignificant; diminutive. ' All sorts of

whipping-snapping Tom Thumbs.' Thack-
eraif.

,

Whlpplng-top (whip'ing-top), n. A boys
top tliat is made to revolve by whipping.
Thackeray.
Whlpple-tree (whip'l-tre), n. [Whipple is

a frequentative of whip, denoting a quick
movement.] Same as Swing -tree (which
see). Also written Whifie-tree.
WMp-poor-wlll(whip'pdr-wil),Ti. Thepopu-
lar name of an American bird, the Chordeiles,

Antrostojmts, or Caprimidgtts vociferus,

family Caprimulgidie, allieti to the Euro-
pean goat-sucker or night-jar, so called from
its cry. It is very common in the eastern

parts of the United States; is about 10 inches
long, with plumage very like that of the

European goat-sucker, and with stiff bristles

more than an inch long at the base of the

bill. It flies low, and skimming a few feet

above the surface of the ground; it settles

on logs and fences, from which it pursues
the flying moths and insects. Its note is

heard in the evening, or early in the morn-
ing, and when two or more males meet,
their whip-poor-will altercations become
rapid and incessant, as if each were strain-

ing to overpower or silence the othc. During

the day these birds retire into the darkest

woods, where they repose in silence. Called

also Whippo-wil.

Whip-poor-will {Caprifnttlgus vociferus).

Whippy (whip 'pi), n. A girl or young
woman; especially,a malapertyoung woman.
Eliz. Hamilton. [Scotch.]

Whip-ray (whip'ra), n. Same as Sting-ray,

so called from its long and slender tail.

Whip-saw (whip'sft), n. A thin, narrow
saw-blade set in a frame for dividing or
splitting wood in the direction of the fibres.

It is wrought by two persons.

Whlp-shaped(whip'shapt), a. Shaped like

the lash of a whip; specifically, in hot. said

of roots or stems.

Whip-snake (whip'snak), n. A name of

various serpents, given from their resem-
blance to a whip. One of these is the Iler-

petodryas flagelli/ormis of North America,
a harmless snake about 5 or 6 feet long.

Another beautiful and harmless whip-snake,

the emerald whip-snake (Philodryas viridis-

simus), of a lovely green colour, inhabits

Brazil.

Whip-stafF (whip'staf), n. Naut. a bar by
wliich the rudder of a ship is turned. In
small vessels it is called the tiller.

Whip-stalk (whip'stftk), n. A whip-stock.

Whipster (whip'stir), n. A nimble little

fellow ; a sharp shallow fellow ; used with
some degree of contempt.

Every puny whipiter gets my sword. Skak.

Every pitiful whipster that walks within a skin has

his head filled with the notion that he is, shall be, or

by human and divine laws, ought to be 'happy.*
Larlyle.

Whip-stick (whip'stik), n. The handle of a
wliip; a whip-stock.

Whip-stltch (whip'stich), v.t. 1. In agri.

to half-plough or rafter. [Local.]— 2. To
sew slightly; to whip.

Whip-stitch (whip'stich), n. 1. A tailor: in

contempt—2. A sort of half-ploughing in

agriculture, otherwise called raftering.

[Local.]-3. A hasty composition. Dryden.
[Rare.]
Whip-Stock (whip'stok), n. The rod or

handle to which the thong of a whip is fas-

tened.
Phosbus . . . broke his whip-stoek, and exclaimed

against the horses of the sun. Beau. Gr Ft.

Whlpt (whipt), pp. of whip; sometimes used
for Whipped.
Whir (whSr), v.i. [From the sound, though
partly influenced in meaning by whirl; comp.
whiz. ] To whiz ; to fly, dart, revolve, or

otherwise move quickly with a whizzing or

buzzing sound ; as, a partridge whirs away.

'The whirring chariot.' Chapman. 'And
the whirring sail (of the windmill) goes

round.' Tennyson.
Whir (whSr), v.t. To hurry away with a
whizzing sound.

This world to me is like a lasting storm.

lykirring me from my friends. Shai.

Whir (wh6r), Ji. The buzzing or whirring

sound made by a quickly revolving wheel,

a partridge's wings, and the like. Carlyle.

Whirl (wh6rl), v.t. [A frequentative cor-

responding to O.E. wherfen, A. Sax. wheor-

fan, to turn (whence wharf): equivalent to

Icel. and Sw. hcirjla, Dan. hvirvle. O.D. wer-

velen, G. wirbeln, O.H.G. hwirbaUn, similar

frequentatives.] 1. To turn round or cause

to revolve rapidly; to turn with velocity.

My thoughts are whirled like a potter's wheel.
Shak.

He whirls his sword around without delay.
Dryden.

2. To carry away or remove by means of

something that turns round ; as, he was
whirled away in a carriage.

See, see, the chariot, and those rushing wheels.

That whirl'd the prophet up at Chetiar flood.

Milton.
— Syn. To turn, twirl, revolve, rotate, wheel.

Whirl (whirl), t;.t. 1. To be turned round
rajrtdly; to move round with velocity; to

revolve or rotate swiftly ; as, the whirling
spindles of a cotton machine or wheels of a
coach. 'Four (moons) fixed and the fifth

did whirl about the other four.' ,Shak.

The wooden engine flies and whirls about. Dryden.

2. To move along swiftly, as in a wheeled
vehicle.

I'll come and be thy waggoner
And whirl along with tnee about the globe. Shak.

Whirl (whirl), n. [Seetheverb.] l.Aturning
with rapidity or velocity; rapid rotation or
circumvolution;quickgyration;as, theifAiW
of a top; the ivhirl of a wheel; the whirl of

time; the whirls of fancy.

The rapid motion and whirl of things here below
interrupts not the inviolable rest and calmness of the
noble beings above. South.

2. Something that moves with a whirling

motion.
He saw Falmouth undergray. iron skies. AnAwhirlt

of March dust. Carlyle.

3. A hook used in twisting, as in a rope ma-
chine. —4. t A spinning-wheel. ' Your spindle

and your whirle.' Udall.— 5. In hot. and
conch, same as Whorl.

Whirl-about (wherl'a-bout), n. 1. Some-
thing that whirls with velocity; a whirligig.

2. t A great fish of the whale kind ; a whirl-

whale. ' The monstrous whirl-about. ' Syl-

Whlrl-hat (whSrl'bat), n. An old name for

the ancient cestus, a kind of boxing-glove

used among the Greeks and Romans.
At whirl-bat he had slain many. Sir R. VEstrange.

The whirl-bat and the rapid race shall be
Reserv'd for Ca!sar. Dryden.

Whirl-blast (whirl'blast), n. A whirling

blast of wind; a whirlwind. Wordxworth.

The whirl-blast comes, the desert sands rise up.
Coleridge.

As pours some pigeon from the myrrhy lands

Rapt by the whirl-blast to fierce Scythian strands.
Browning.

Whirl-bone t (whirl'bou), n. 1. The bone
of a ball-and-socket joint, as in the hip.

Holland.— 2. The patella; the knee-pan.

Whlrler (whfer'lir), n. One who or that
which whirls.

Whlrlicote t ( wh«r ' li - kot ), n. An ancient

open car or chariot.

Of old time coatches were not known in this island,

but chariots or whirlicotes, and they only used of

princes or great estates, such as had their footmea
about them. Stow.

Whirligig (whir'li-gig), n. [Whirl and gig.]

1. A toy which children spin or whirl round.

In following extract used figuratively as

equivalent to revolution or rotation.

Thus the whirligig of Time brings in his revenges.
Shak.

2. In milit. antiq. an instrument for punish-

ing petty offenders, as a kind of wooden
cage turning on a pivot, in which the of-

fender was whirled round with great velo-

city.— 3. Same as Whirhcig.

Whirling-table, Whirling-machine
(wher1ing-ta-bl, whei-'ling-ma-shenl, n. A
machine contrived for the purpose of exhib-

iting the principal effects of centripetal or

centrifugal forces, when bodies revolve in

the circumferences of circles or on an axis.

Whlrl-pitt (whirl'pit), n. A whirlpool.
' By raging tchirl-pits overthrown. ' Sandys.

Whirlpool (whirl'pol), n. 1. A circular eddy
or current in a river or the sea produced by
the configuration of the channel, by meeting

currents, by winds meeting tides, Ac. The
celebrated whirlpool of Charybdis between
Sicily and Italy, and of the Malstrom, off the

coast of Norway, are not whirlpools in the

strict sense, but merely superficial commo-
tions created by winds meeting tides, and in

calm weather are free from all danger. In-

stances of vortical motion,however,do occur,

as in the whirlpool of Corrievrekin in the

Hebrides, between Jura and Scarba, and in

some eddies among the Orkneys.—2. t Some
huge sea-monster of the whale kind; a whirl-

whale; a whirl-about.

The whales and whirlpools, called balafn», take

up in length as much as four acres or arpens of land.

Whlrl-pufft (whirl'puf), II. A whirlwind.

Uulland.
Whirl- water t (whirl' wo-tir), n. An old

name for a water-spout. Letter of 1620,

quoted by A'ares.

Fate, far, fat, f»ll; me, met, hir; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J, Sc tey.
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Whirl-whale (whfirl'whal), n. A monster
of the whale kind; a whirl-about; a
whirlpool. Sylvexter.

Whlrlwlg, Whirlwig-beetle (whferl'wig,

wh6ri'wig-be-tl), n. [Whirl, and A. Sax.

wiega, wigga, a beetle or similar insect;

oomp. earwig.] A beetle of the genus Gyr-
inns (G. natator), which abounds in fresh

water, and may be seen circling round on its

surface with great rapidity. Its eyes are di-

Tided by a narrow band, so that, although
it has only two, it is made to look as if it

bad four. Called also Weaver.

Whirlwind (wh^rl'wind), n. A violent wind
moving in a circle, or rather in a spiral

form, as if moving round an axis, this axis

having at the same time a progressive mo-
tion, rectilinear or curvilinear, on the sur-

face of the land or sea. Whirlwinds are

produced chiefly by the meeting of currents

of air which run in different directions.

"When they occur on land they give a whir-

ling motion to dust, sand, part of a cloud,

and sometimes even to bodies of great weight

and bulk, carrying them either upwards or
downwards, and scattering them about in

all directions. At sea they often give rise

to waterspouts. They are most frequent

and violent in tropical countries, where the
thermal states of the atmosphere are most
favourable for their production.

Whirly-batt (wher'li-bat),n. Sameas Whirl-

bat
Whirret,t Wherrett (whfir'et).^. [Perhaps
from whir.] A slap; a blow. Written also

Whirrit, Whirrick.

And in a fume gave Furtus a wkirret on the eare.
K'endaii.

Whirrick (whfer'rik), n. A blow. ' Harry
. . . gave master such a whirrick.' Henry
Brooke. See Whirret.
Whining (wh6r'ing). n. The sound of some-
ttiing that whirs; a whiz; the sound of a
partridge's or pheasant's wings. Chapman.
Whirry t (whfer'i), v.i. To fly rapidly with
noise; to hurry; to wliir.

Whirry t (wh^r*!). v.t. To hurry.

Whisk(whisk). v.t. [A Scand. word: Dan.
vi»ke, U) wipe, to rub, to sponge, from visk, a
wisp; Sw. viska, to wipe, to wag the tall; G.
tffwcAert, towipe. Akintow?a«A.] l.Tosweep,
bnish, or agitate with a light, rapid motion;
as. to whi»k the dust from a table; to tokisk

eggs.—2. To move with a quick, sweeping
motion ; to move nimbly, as when one sweeps.
*WhitkinQ his riding-rod/ Beau. <t Fl.

'Nor whiHk carp out of one element into
another.' U. Walpole.
Whisk (whisk), v.i. To move nimbly and
with velocity; as, to whigk away.
Whiak (whisk), n. [In part directly from
verb, partly also from Icel. viik, a small
wisp of hay, &c.; Dan. visk, a wisp, a
bunch, something for rubbing with; G. and
D. wisch, a wisp. See also the verb. ]

1. The act of whisking; a rapid, sweeping
motion. a» of something light ; a sudden
puff or gale.

One showre of haile with sudden ivhiskt
Makes all not worth a pin. TurbervUU.

% A small bunch of grass, straw, hair, or
the like, used for a brush ; hence, a brush
or small besom. Swi/t.^Z. In cookery, an
instrument for rapidly agitating or whisk-
ing certain articles, as cream, eggs. Ac—
4. Part of a woman's dress; a kind of tippet

or cape. * My wife in her new lace wkigk,

which indeed is very noble. ' Peyya. Called
alao a A'ecfr Whisk, a Falling Whisk, or
Gin-get. — 5.t Whist, the game at cards.

—

6. An impertinent, light fellow. [ Provin-

cial.)—7. A cooper's plane for levelling the
chimes of casks.

Whisker (whis'kfir), n. [From whisk.
Originally it seems to have been applied to

the moustaches.] 1. One who or that which
whisks or moves with a quick, sweeping
motion,— 2. The hair growing on the cheeks
of a man : formerly also used for the hair
growing on tlie upper lip ; the moustache.
'A pair of whiskern.' Addison.

Achilles kissed her. and Patroclus kissed her; nay.
and old Nestor put aside his |£ray beard and brushed
her with his whiikerx. Drydtn.

8. The bristly hairs growing on the upper Hp
of a cat or other animal at each side.—4 In
$hipg, one of two liooms rigged out, one on

. either side before the knight-heads, used in

place of a spritsail-yard to spread the jll)-

Doom guys for the i>etter security of this
>>oom wbeti the jib Is set.

Whiskered (whis'k^rd), a. 1. Furnished
with whiskers; wearing whiskers. 'The
whiaker'tl vermin race.' Grainger. 'Her

whiskered Pandours and her fierce hussars.'

Campbell.—2. Formed into whiskers. 'Whis-

ker'd hidr.' Mat. Green.

Whiskery (whis'k^r-i), a. Having or wear-
ing whiskers. [Humorous.]
The old lady is as ugly as any woman in the parish,

and as tall and -whiskery as a grenadier. Thackeray.

Whisket (whis'ket), n. A basket. [Local.]

Whiskey, Whisky (whis'ki), n. l. [From
whisk, because it whisks along rapidly.]

A kind of one-horse chaise. Sometimes
called Ti}n-ichiskey. ' Whiskeys and gigs

and curricles.' Crabbe.—2. See Whisky.
Whiskeyfied (whis'ki-fid), a. Affected with
whisky; intoxicated. Written also Whiski-

fied. 'A sort of whiskified Old Mortality.'

W. Black. [Humorous.]
The two ivhisktyfied gentlemen are up with her.

Thackeray.

Whisking (whisk'ing), p. and a. 1. Sweep-
ing along lightly; moving nimbly. 'The
whisking yi\niK%' Purchas.—2. Great; large.

[Provincial English.]

Whislq?', Whiskey (whis'ki),n. [Ir.andGaeL
uisge, water, xiisge-beatha, whisky, usque-
baugh, lit. water of life. Whisky, there-

fore, means simply water, the latter part
of the name being dropped. ] An ardent
spirit distilled generally from barley, but
sometimes from wheat, rye, sugar, molasses,

&c. There are two chief varieties of whisky
—viz. malt-whisky and grain-whisky. The
former variety is of finer quality, and made
chiefly from malted barley or here, and
sometimes, though rarely, from rj-e. The
latter is made from various substances, as

sugar, molasses, potatoes, but principally

from unmalted grain, as Indian corn, bar-

ley, oats, &c., dried and ground up. The
grain most largely used is Indian corn.

Grain -whisky requires the same process
of fermentation and distillation as malt-
whisky, but is cheaper, from its greater
yield, and because it saves the expensive
process of malting. Though coarser It is

stronger, but if kept long enough is equally
good.
Whisky-Jack (whis'ki-jak). n. The familiar

name of a species of jay common in North
America. It is the Garrulus canadensis.

Whisp (whisp). n. Same as Wisp.

Whisper (whis'p6r), V. i. [A. Sax. hwisprian,
to whisper, murmur, mutter, an imitative

word, tike G. icispem, O. D. whisperen, and
Icel. hvUkra, to whisper. Comp. whistle,

whist, whizz. Ac.] 1. To speak with a low.

hissing, or sibilant voice; to speak softly or
in a low and not vocal tone; to speak with-

out uttering voice or sonant breath. ' Whis-
pers in mine ear.' Shak. See Voice.

Ill whisper with the general and know his pleasure.
Shak.

2. To speak under the breath in order to

plot, or speak or insinuate mischief; to de-

vise mischief in whispers. ' To whisper and
conspire against my youth.' Shak.

All that hate mo ivhis/er together against me.
Ps. xli. 7.

3. To make a low, sibilant sound. "The
hollow, whispering breeze.' Thomson.
The trees began to -whisper, and the wind began to

roll. Tennyson.

Whisper (whis'p^r). v.i. 1. To address in a
low voice: elliptical for whisper to. ' Whis-
pers the man in the ear.' Bacon.

Jinks , . . -whispered the magistrate that he
thought it would not do. Dicketis.

2. To utter in a low and not vocal tone; to
say under the breath; as, he whispered a
word in my ear.

You have heard of the news abroad—I mean, the
whispered ones. Shak.

She -whispers in his ears a heavy tale. Shak.

3. To prompt secretly. ' He came to whisper
Wolsey.' Shak.
Whisper (whis'p^r), n. i. A low, soft.

sibilant voice; the utterance of words with
the breath not made vocal.

The seaman's whistle
Is as a -whisper in the eats of death. Shak.

The inward voice or whisper cannot give a tone.
Bacon.

2. Words uttered by whispering; something
communicated by stealth or in secret. ' At
least the whisper goes so.' Shak.

Full well the busy whisfier circling round
Convey'd the dismal tiaings when he frown'd.

Goidsfnith.

3. A low, sibilant sound, as of the wind.
In -whispers, like the -whispers of the leaves
That tremble round a nightingale. Tennyson.

Whisperer (whi8'p6r-6r), n 1. One who
whispers.— 2. One who tells secrets or makes
secret and mischievous communications:

one who slanders secretly. Prov. xvi. 28.

—

3. A conveyer of intelligence secretly; a se-

cret agent. Bacon.
Whisperhood (whis'p^r-h^d), «. The
state of being a whisper; the initial condi-
tion of a rumour, that is, the time when it

was only whispered or insinuated,

I know a lie, that now disturbed lialf the kingdom
with its noise, which although too proud and great
at present to own its parents, I can remember its

whisperhood. Swift.

[Probably used only this once.]

Whispering (whis'p6r-iug), p. and a.

1. Speaking in a whisper. ' For talking
age and whispering lovers.' Goldsmith.—
2. Making secret insinuations of evil; e\il-

speaking; backbiting.

Alasl they had been friends in youth;
But whispering- tongues can poison truth.

Coleridgt.

3. Making a low, sibilant sound.
As once we met

Unheedful. the' beneath the whispering rain,

Ttnnyson.
—Whispering gallery or dome, a gallery or
dome in which the sound of words uttered
in a low voice or whisper is communicated
to a greater distance than imder any ordi-

nary circumstances. Thus in an elliptical

chamber, if a person standing in one of the
foci speak in a whisper he will be heard dis-

tinctly by a person standing in the other
focus, although the same sound would not
be audible at the same distance under any
other circumstances or at any other place
in the chamber. The reason is that the
sounds produced in one of the foci of such
a chamber strike upon the wall all round,
and, from the nature of the ellipse, are all

reflected to the other focus. This serves in

some measure to explain the effects of whis-
pering galleries and domes in general.

Whisperlngly (whis'p6r-ing-li), adv. In a
whisperiiiu munner; in a low voice.

Whisperously (whis'pfir-us-li), ado. In a
whisper; whisperingly. [Rare.]

The duchess . . . sinks her voice, and gabbles on
whisperously. Ld. l.ytton.

Whist (whist), inUrj. Silence! hush! be
still!

Whist (whist), a. Not speaking; not mak-
ing a noise; silent; mute; still: chiefly used
predicatively. * So whist and dead a silence

reigned.' Harringtmi. ' Far from the town
where all is whist and still.' Marlow.

The winds with wonder whist
Smoothly the waters kiss'd. Milton.

Whistt (whist), v.t. To silence; to still.

Whistt (whist), p.i. To become silent. Swr-
rey.

Whist (whist), n. A well-known game at
cards, said to be so called because the par-
ties playing it have to be whist or silent,

but this is doubtful. Another name was
whisk. The game is played with the full

pack of flfty-two cards by four persons, two
being partners against the other two. each
player receiving thirteen cards dealt out
one by one in rotation. The last card dealt
is turned face up, and is called the trump
card; it gives a special power to the suit to
which it belongs. The cards rank as fol-

lows: ace (highest), king, queen, knave, and
the others according to their number of

pips. Play is commenced by the person on
the left hand of the dealer laying down a
card face up on the table, the other players
following in succession with cards of the
same suit if they have them. When all have
played the player who has laid the highest
card takes the four cards laid <lown, which
constitute a trick. The wiimer of the trick

then leads, as the first of a new trick, the
winner of which becomes the leader, and so

on. When a player cannot play a ciird of the
same suit, he may play one of the trump
suit, and take the trick, or lay one of a dif-

ferent suit, which gives him no chance of

winning the trick. When tlie hand is played
out the score is taken as follows; tlie part-

ners who conjointly gain the majority of

tricks score one point for every trick taken
above six. The ace, king, queen, and knave
of the trump suit are called honours, and
count one each for the side who holds them;
if one side hold three honours, they count
two by honours, as the opposite side can
have but one; if one side hold all the hon-
ours, four by honours is counted ; should
the honours be equally divided neither side

counts, the honours being then said to can-
cel each other. In long whiat, an obsoles-

cent form of the game, ten of these points
made a game. In short whist, the game now

ch. cAain; £h. So. locA; e,go; j.iob; ti, Fr. ton; ng.aing; 1H, then; ih, thin; w, wig; wh, tcMg; zb, azure.—See KET.
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generally played, the number has been re-

duced to five, and in this form' it is common
to count by tricks alone. A rubber consists

of a series of three games, and is won by the

Bide that secures two of them. Should one

party Rain two games in succession, the

third of the rubber is not played.

Whistle (whis'l), v.i. pret. & pp. whistled;

ppr lohisllina. [A. .Sax. Awi»«ian, to whistle,

to pipe: Dan. hmsle, to hiss, to whistle; Sw.

hvissla. to whistle; Icel. hvUa. to whisper.

An imitative word like whisper, wheeze,

whizz <Sc.] 1. To utter a kind of musical

sound by pressing the breath through a small

orifice formed by contracting the lips.

n'ltistle then to me
As signal that thou hear'st something approach.

While the ploiiehman near at hand,

n'histUs o'er the furrow d land. Milton.

2. To utter a more or less sharp or piercing

tone, or series of tones, as birds.

Sometimes the throstle mhislltd strong. Tttmysoii.

3 To produce a sound or sounds by means

of a particular kind of wind-instrument, or

by steam forced through a small orifice.—

4. To sound shrill or like a pipe.

The wild winds -wkistle and the billows roar. Pofe.

Whistle (whis'l), v.t. 1. To form, utter, or

nioilulate by whistling; as, to lohUUe a tune

or air 'Tunes . . . that he heard the cai-

men whistle.' Shak. • Whistling a. Tuniom

bar of Bonny Doon.' Teimyson.—i. To call,

direct, or signal by a whistle.

He cast off his friends as a huntsman his pack.

For he knew, when he pleased, he could Tvhtstle

them back. Csldsmitk.

—To whistle off, to send off by a whistle; to

send from the fist in pursuit of prey: a term

in falconry; hence, to dismiss or send away
generally; to turn loose. Nares remarks on

the following quotation that a hawk seems

to have been usually cast off in this way
against the wind when sent in pursuit of

prey; with it. or down the wind, when turned

loose or abandoned.
If I do prove her haggard

Though that her jesses were my dear heart-strings

rd ivhistle her off. and let her down the wind,

To prey at fortune. Shak.

Compare the following extract.

Have you not seen, when whistled from the fist.

Some falcon stoops at what her eye design'd.

And. with her eagerness the quarry miss d,
_

Straielit flies at check, and chps it down the wind.
Dryden.

—To whistle for a wind, a superstitious

practice among old seamen of whistling

during a calm to obtain a breeze. Such

men will not whistle during a storm.—ro go

whistle, a milder form of to go to the deuce

or the like.

This being done, let the law £0 whistle. Shak.

Your fame is secure, bid the critics ^o whistle.
Shenstcne.

Whistle (whis'l), n. 1. A more or less pierc-

ing or sharp sound produced by pressing the

breath through a small orifice formed by

contracting the lips; as, the merry whistle

of a boy —2. Any somewhat similar sound,

as (a) the shrill note of a bird. ' The great

plover's human whiMe.' Tennyson, (b) A
sound of this kind from an instrument; as,

the harsh whistle of the locomotive or fog-

signal and the like. ' Ship-boys . . . hear

the shrill whistle which doth order give."

Shak. (c) A sound made by the wind.— 3. An
Instrument or apparatus for producing such

a sound; as, (a) the small pipe used in signal-

ling, Ac, by lioatswains, huntsmen, police-

men, &c. (b) The small tin or wooden tube

fitted with a mouth-piece and pierced gener-

ally with six holes, used as a musical toy.

(c) The instrument sounded by escaping

steam used as signals, alarms, &c., on rail-

way engines, steam-ships, and the like.

—

4. The mouth or throat, principally used in

the colloquial or slang phrase to wet one's

whistle ( = to take a draught or dram), which,

it may be seen, is of a respectalile antiquity,

and no doubt arose from the practice of

wetting a wooden pipe or whistle to im-

prove the tone.
As any iay she tight was, and jolif

So was hire joly whistle vieXywette. Chancer.

—To pay for one's whistle, or to paii dear

for one's whistle, to pay a high price for

something one fancies; to pay dearly for In-

dulging one's whim, caprice, fancy, or the

like. The allusion is to a story of Benja-

min Franklin's, in which he tells how when
a young l>oy he set his mind upon a com-
mon wliistle, and bought it for four times

Its real value.
If a man likes to doit, \it must fayfifr his whistle.

George Eliot.

Whistle-Ash (whis'l-fish), n. [According to

Yarrell a corruption of weasel-fish, the name
of mustela (weasel) l)eing given to this or

allied fishes among the Romans.] A name
given to the sea loach or three -bearded

TocMing (Motella vulgaris), a fish of the cod

tribe found in the British seas.

Whistler (whis'lAr), n. 1. One who whistles.

2 A name for the green plover. 'The screech-

owl and tlie whistler shrill.' J. Webster,

1623. —3. A species of marmot, the Arclomys
pnnnosus.
Whistling -Shop (whis' ling -shop), n. A
spirit^shop. [Slang.]

' Bless your heart, sir,' replied Job ; *a whistling-

shop, sir, is where they sell^spirits.' Dicketts.

Whistlyt (whist'li), adv. Silently.

WMt (whit), n. [By metathesis from A. Sax.

wiht, a creature, a wight, a whit. See Wight.
This word is contained in aught, naught]
The smallest part or particle imaginable; a

jot; a point; an lota; a tittle: used adverb-

ially, and generally with a negative. ' She

no whit encumbered with her store.' Mil-

ton. ' Every whit as great and extraordi-

nary.' South.

So shall I no whit be behind. Shak.

It does not me a whit displease. Cowley.

White (whit), a. [A. Sax. hwlt, D. wit, Icel.

hvitr, Dan. hvid, Sw. hrit, G. weiss, Goth.

hveits; cog. Skr. fveta, white, gvit, to shine;

akin wheat,which is so called from its colour.]

1 Being of the colour of pure snow; reflect-

ing to the eye all the rays of the spectrum

combined; not tinged or tinted with any of

the proper colours or their compounds;
snowy: the opposite of black or dark; as,

white paper; a white skin —2. Destitute of

colour in the cheeks, or of the tinge of blood

colour; pale; pallid; bloodless, as from fear

or cowardice. 'To turn white and swoon at

tragic shows.' Shak. ' How many cowards

. . have livers wAite as milk.' SAa*. 'Or

whispering with white lips—the foe! they

come.' Byron. —3. Having the colour of

purity; free from spot or guilt; pure; clean;

stainless. 'Calumny the whitest virtue

strikes.' Shak.

No whiter page than Addison's remains. Pof'e.

Insect of the family Termitidse. See Ter-
mites.
White-antimony (whit'an-ti-mo-ni). Na-
tive antimony Irioxide (Sb2 03).

White-arsenic (whit'ar-sen-ik), n. Arseni-

oiis oxide (.\s2Oa).

White-ash (whit'ash), n. An American tree,

tile Fraxinus americanu.
White-hait (whifljiit), n. A fish of the
genus Clujiea, the C. alba, long regarded as

the fry of the shad. It aliounds in the

Thames during spring and summer, and iu

flesh is much prized by the Londoners, wlio

resort to Greeuwich and Blackwall to enjoy

4 Gray grayish-white, silvery, or hoary, as

from age, grief, fear, Ac. ' A head so old

and ichite as this.' Shak.

My hair is gray, but not with years.

Nor grew it white on a single night.

As men's have grown from sudden fears. Byron.

5. t Fair; specious.

Ye caused all this fare, ... for all your wordes

whUe. Chaucer.

6. Lucky; favourable: probably from white

having this meaning among the Romans.

On the whole the dominie reckoned this as one of

the white days of his life. Sir IV. Scott.

[Note For a number of compounds formed

with white- as their first member, see below.

In a good many of these instances it is often

printed as a separate word. ]

White (whit), n. 1. One of the natural colours

of bodies, but not strictly a colour, for it is

produced by the combination of all the pris-

matic colours, mixed in the same propor-

tions as they exist in the solar rays ;
the

colour of snow; the lightest colouring mat-

ter or pigment, or the hue produced by

My Nan shall be the queen of alt the fairies.

Finely attired in a robe of Tohile. Shak.

2 Something or a part of something having

the colour of snow; specifically, (a) the cen-

tral part in the butt in archery which was

formerly painted white; the centre or mark

at which an arrow or other missile is aimed.

'Twas I won the wager, though you hit the 7uhite.

Shak,

(b) The albumen of an egg, or that pellucid

viscous fluid which surrounds the yolk; also,

the name given sometimes to the corres-

ponding part of a seed, or the farinaceous

matter surrounding the embryo, (c) That

part of the ball of the eye surrounding the

iris or coloured part, (d) A member of the

white race of mankind; as, the despised

poor whites of the Southern United States.

White (whit), v.t. pret. & pp. whited; ppr.

whiting. To make white ; to whiten ;
to

whitewash.
His raiment became shining, exceeding white as

snow, so as no fuller on earth can white thein.

Mark ix. 5.

God shall smite thee, thou whited wall. Ac. xxiii. 3.

White* (whit),i).t. To grow white; towhiten.

Chaucer.
White-ant (whit'ant), n. A neuropterous

White-bait {Clufea alia).

white-bait dinners. The white-bait is a small

fish attaining a length of 2 to 5 inches, is pale

silvery in colour with a greenish hue on the

back. It is not peculiar to the Thames, as

was formerly believed, as it occurs in tlie

Clyde, Forth, and Hnmber, and has also

been taken off the Isle of Wight. It h,T»

become a custom for the members of the

English cabinet to assemble in some state

at Greenwich previous to the prorogation

of parliament in autumn to partake of a
white-bait dinner.

White-hay (whit'bii), n. A tree of the genus

Magnolia, the M. glauca. It grows in wet
ground in the eastern and some of the mid-

dle states of North America. The bark and
seed-cones are used as tonics.

White -beam, Whlte-heam-tree (whif-

bem. whit'bem-tre), n. A tree of the genus

I'yrus, the P. Aria. It inhabits the rocks

of the west and north of England, where it

forms an ornamental tree. See PTRUS.

White-bear (whit'biir), n. The polar bear.

See Bear.
White-beard (whittierd), n. A man having

a white or gray beard; a graybeard; an old

man.
jyhite-beards have armed their thin and hairless

scalps
Against thy majesty. snak.

White-blaze (whlt'blaz), n. Same as Whitt-

White-bonnet (whifbon-net), n. A ficti-

tious bidder at sales by auction; a puffer

(which see).
. ^ . . .

White-bottle (whit'bot-1), n. A British

plant, Stfene inflata, also called Blaiider-

mmpion. .See .SILESE.

Whiteboy (whit'boi), n. l.t An old term

of endearment applied to a favourite son,

dependant, and the like; a darling. ' One

of God's wAife-iioys.' Bunyan.

The pope was loath to adventure his darlings into

danger, "rhose whUeboys were to stay at home witii

his Holiness, their tender father. Fultei-.

2 A member of an illegal association formed

in Ireland about 1760. The association con-

sisted of starving day labourers, evicted

farmers, and others in a like condition, who
used to assemlile at nights to destroy the

property of harsh landlords or their agents,

the Protestantclergy, the tithe collectors, or

any others that had maiie themselves ob-

noxious in the locality. In many cases they

did not confine their acts of aggression

merely to plunder and destruction, but even

went the length of murder.

The irhiteboys so styled themselves because during

their nocturnal excursions they covered their usuai

atrire with white shirts. This disguise was used

principally to enable them, while scouring thrtKigb

the darkness, to recognize each other The '»*««;

boss made war, ostensibly, against the exaction ot

tithes.
Bantm.

Whiteboyism (whit'boi-irm), n. The prin-

ciples or practice of the Whiteboys.

White-brant (whit'brant), "-^^[See Bras'!.

Brent-goose.) A species of the ducK kind,

the .^ ims hyperborea.
^ . ,v

White-bug (whifbug), n. An insect of the

bug kind, which injures vines and some

other species of fniit.
, . , .

White -campion (whit-kam pi-on), ». A
plant of tlie genus Silene, the A. stellata.

Wbite-cap (whifkap), n. 1. The tree spar-

row or mountain sparrow, Pi/r(7i(a?nontana.
" The horse-mushroom. Agaricus arvensu.

White-caterpillar ( whit'kat-6r-pil-l«r), n.

I'lie larv;i of tlio magpie-moth.

White-cedar (whil'se-dtr). n. An American

tree of the genus Cupressus, C. thyotda.

rite, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J, S<x ffy.
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Wlutechapel-cart (whit'chap-el-kart), n,

[From being a style of vehicle originally

much used about iVhitechapel in London.]
A light, two-wheeled spring cart, such as is

used by grocers, butchers, Ac, for deliver-

ing goods to their customers. Often called
Chapel-cart

Wliite- clover (whit-kl6'v6r), n. A small
species of perennial clover, the Tri/olium
rejjens, bearing white flowers. See Tri-
poli UM.
WMte-COat (whit'kot), n. A seal-fisher's

n;tniu for the skin of a seal-calf, when such
skins weigh only 60 to 70 lbs. to Hits dozen.

White-copper (whifkop-p6r), n. Same as
I'ackfow} and Tuteiiag.

WMte-crop (whit'kiop), n. A name given
Ity agriculturists to graiu crops, as wheat,
barley, oats, and rye, which whiten or lose

tlieir green colour as they ripen: in contra-
distinction to green-CTOp, root-crop, &c.

Wllite-ear (whit'er), n. A bird, the fallow-
tiiich or wheat-ear.
WMte-face (whit'fas). n. A white mark in

the fureliead of a horse, descending almost
t*i the nose.

White-faced (whit'fast), a. 1. Having a
white or pale face, as from fear, illness, or
the like. —2. Having a white front or surface.
•That pale, tliat white-faced shore.' Shak.

White-favonred(whit-fa'v6rd), a. Wearing
white or marriage favours. * The xchite-

/avoured horses.' Tennijson. [Rare.]

White-feather (whit-feTH'6r), it. The sym-
bol of cowardice, a term introduced in days
when cock-fighting was in vogue. As a game-
cock has no white feathers, a white feather
was a proof that a bird was not game.
Ofnerally used in such phrases as to show
the white-feather, to have a white-feather in
one's wing = to show cowardice, to behave
Uke a coward.

' He ftMs a 7t.hile/father in his tving this same
Westburnflftt after a ,' said Simon of Hackbum, some-
what scandalized by his ready surrender. ' He'll
ne'er fill his father's tmots.' Sir W. Scott.

Whlte-fllm (whit'filra), n. A white film
growing over the eyes of sheep, and causing
biiudness.

White-fish (whit'flsh), n. 1. A general name
for whitings and haddocks. — 2. A small
Anierican fish, AUaa menhaden, caught in
inmiensc iiuantities, and used for manuring
land on the southern border of Connecticut,
along the sound.—3. A fish of the salmon
family, belonging to the genus Coregonns,
C. sapidus, found in the lakes of North
America. See CoREGOSFS. —4. The white-
whale or beluga. See BELUGA.
Whiteflawt (whit'flft), n. A whitlow. Hol-
land.

White-foot (whit'fut), ?». A white mark on
the foot of a horse, between the fetlock and
the cotlin.

Whlte-frlar(whit'fri-6r), n. A friar of the
<;anuehte order, and so called from tlie

white cloaks worn by the brethren of the
order. See CARMELITE.
White-gum (whit'gum), ti. StrophtU^u al-

bidnM. a species of gum-rash, in which the
pimples aie small, hanl, and whitish.

White-gunpowder (whit'gun-pou-d6r), n.

A blastin;: mi.xture composed of chlorate of
potash, dried ferrocyanide of potassium,
and sugar. It is now rarely used owing to
liability to explosion during manufacture,
transport, or the like.

White-handed (whit-hand'ed). a. 1. Hav-
ing wliite hands. Sha/c.~~2. Having pure,
unstained hands; not tainted with guilt.

Milton.

White-heat (whifhet), n. That degree of
lieat at which bodies become incandescent
an<l appear white from the bright glow
which they emit.
White-herring fwhit-her'ing). n. The com-
mon herring fresh or salted, but not smoked
for jiroservation: contradistinguished from
red-herring,

Whlte-hofehound (whit-hor'hound), n. A
plant of the genus Marrubium, Jf. vuUjare.
f>ee lI<iKKnouNP.
White-Iron (whit-i't;m), n. Thin sheet-iron
covered with a coating of tin.

White-land (whit'land), n. A tough clayey
sod, of a whitish hue when dry, but black-
ish after rain.

White-lead (whit'led), 7i. A carbonate of
lead, much used in painting; ceruse. It is

t

prepared by exposing sheets of lead to the
fumes of an acid, usually vinegar, and sus-
pending them until the surface becomes
incrusted with a white coat, which receives
several washings in vats, from which it is

lifted out in the state of a paste with wood
spoons, and laid on drjing tables to prepare
it for the market. When mixed with vary-

ing quantities of ground sulphate of baryta
it is known as Venice White, Hamburg
White, Dutch White, &c.

White-leather (whit-leTH'6r), n. Leather
tanned with alum and salt, a process which
does not discolour the hide or give it the
brown appearance due to tanning by oak-
bark, &c.
White-leg (whitleg), ?i. Phlegmasia dolens.

See under Phlegmasia.
White-lie (whit'li), 71. A lie for which
some kind of excuse can be oflfered; a false

statement made in the interest of peace,
reconciliation, harmless sport, or the like;

a harmless or non-malicious falsehood.

1 wish that word * fib' was out of the Enjjlish lan-

guage; and white-lit drummed out after it.

Miss Edgeworth.

White-light (whinit), n. 1. In physics, the
name generally given to the light which
comes directly from the sun, and which has
not been decomp(»8ed by refraction in pass-

ing through a transparent prism.—2. A light

produced artificially, and used as signals,

Ac.
White-lily (whitli-li), n. A well-known
garden plant, the Lilitim candidum. See
Lily.
White-lime (whlt'lim), n. A solution or
preparation of lime used for whitewashing;
a variety of whitewash.
White-limed (whit'lirad), a. Whitewashed
or pl.'istered with lime. Shak.

White-line (whit'lin). n. In printing, a
void space, broader than usual, left between
lines. In Scotch printing-houses it is called

a Blank-line.

White-listed (whit-list'ed), a. Having white
stripes or lists on a darker ground (the tree

in the quotation having been torn with
Ughtning).

He raised his eyes and saw
The tree that shone white-listed Xhiou^h the gloom.

Tennyson.

White-livered (whit^iv-^^d). a. [From an
old notion that feeble, pusillanimous per-
sons had pale coloured or bloodless livers.

Compare Shakspere's 'How many cowards
. . . inward search'd, have livers white as
milk. '] Having a pale look ; feeble ; cow-
ardly.

They need not be milk-sops nor white-livered
knights. Latitner.

For Bardolph. he is -white-livered and red-faced
;

by the meaiis whereof a' faces it out. but fights not.
ShaA.

Whitelyt (whit'li). adv. Like or coming
near to white; whitish. 'A whitely wanton
with a velvet brow.' Shak.

White-manganese (whit'mang-ga-n6z), n.

An ore of manganese; carbonate of manga-
nese.

White-meat (whit'met), n. 1. Food made
of milk, butter, cheese, e^s, and the like.
' Countrj'men which feed on white-meats
matleof milk.' Camden.— 2. Certain delicate
flesh used for food, as poultry, rabbits, veal,

and the like. Simmonds.
White-metal (whit-met'al), n, 1. A general
name applied to any alloy in which zinc,

tin, nickel, or lead is used in such quantity
as to give it awhite colour: Britannia-metal,
German silver, queeii's metal, and pewter
are examples.—2. Any of the soft metals,

usually of a light coloui, used for bearings
in machinery.
White-money (whit'mun-i), n. Silver coin.

Whiten (whit'n),f.(. [White. and verb-form-
ing sutfix -en.] To make white ; to bleach

;

to blanch; as, to whiten cloth. 'The broad
stream of the Foyle then whitened by vast
flocks of wild swans.' Macaulay.
Whiten (whit'n), r i. To grow white; to turn
or become white; as, the hair tvhitens with
age; the sea whitens with foam. 'Willows
whiten, aspens quiver.' Tennyson.
Whitener (whit'n-6r), n. One who or that
which bleaches or makes white.

Whiteness (whit'nes), n. 1. The state of
being white; white colour, or freedom from
any darkness or obscurity on the surface.

—

2. Want of a sanguinei^tus tinge in the face;

paleness, as from sickness, terror, grief, or
the like.

Thou tremblest, and the whiteness in thy cheek
Is apter than thy tongue to tell thy errand. Shak.

3 Purity; cleanness; freedom from stain or
blemish.

He had kept
The whiteness of hb soul, and thus men o'er him

wept. Byron.

He to whom she told her sins, or what
Her all but utter whiteness held for sin.

Spake often with him of the Holy Grail.

Tennyson.

Whitening (whit'ning), n. 1. The act or
process of making white. —2. Whiting (which
see).

Whitening-stone (whit'ning-ston), n. A
sharpening and polishing stone employed
by cutlers ; a name given in the Sheftield
district to a finishing grindstone of a finer

texture than the common large ordinary
sandstones. Simmonds.
White-nun (whit'nun), n. The smew. See
Smew.
WMte-oak (whit'ok), n. A species of oak,
the Quercus alba, a native of the United
States of America and of parts of Canada.
White-pine (whit'pln), n. The Pinus Stro-
bus, one of the most valuable and interest-

ing species of pines, common to Canada and
the northern parts of the United States.

It is much used in domestic architecture.
See Pine.
White-poplar (whit-pop'lar), n. A tree of
the poplar kind, sometimes called theAbele-
tree; Pojnihis alba. See POPIAR.
White-poppy (whit-pop'pi), n. A species
of poppy {Papaver soinnifennn) cultivated
for the opium which is obtained from its

capsules. See Papaver.
White-pot (whit'pot), n. A kind of dish now
made of mUk, sliced roll, eggs, sugar, <tc.,

baked in a pot or in a bowl placed in a
quick oven.

lyhile-pot thick is my Buxoma's fare. Gay,

White -precipitate (whit-pre-sip'i-tat), n.

Chloramide of mercury (NH^HgCI), a com-
pound obtained by adding caustic ammonia
to a solution of corrosive sublimate. It is

a white insoluble powder, mucli used in
medicine as an external application. It is

sometimes called white calyx of mercury.
White-pudding (whit'pud-ing), n. 1. A
pudding made of milk, eggs, flour, and but-
ter.—2. A kind of sausage made in Scotland
of oatmeal mixed with suet, seasoned with
pepper and salt, and stufied into a proper
intestine.

White-P3n:1tes (whit-pi-ri'tez or -pir'its), n.

An ore of a tin-white colour, passing into a
brass-yellow and steel-gray, occun-ing in
octahedral crystals, sometimes stalactitical

and botryoidal. It is a disulphide of iron,.

FeSo.

White -rent (whit 'rent), n. l. In Devon
and Cornwall, a rent or duty of 8d., payable
yearly by every tinner to the Duke of Corn-
wall, as lord of the soil.— 2. A kind of rent
paid in silver or white money.
white-rope (whlt'rop), n. Rope not satur-
ateil with tar; untarred rope.

White-rot (whit'rot), n. [From being er-

roneously supposed to cause rot in the ani-
mals that feed on it.] A British plant of
the genus Hydrocotyle, H. vulgaris, called
also Marsh-pennywort. See Hydrocotyle.
Whites (whits), n.pl. \. Same as Leucon-hoea.
2. A superior kind of flour made from white
wheat. — 3. Cloth goods of a plain white
colour. 'Long cloths for the Turkey trade,
called Salisbury whites.' Defoe.— i. White
garments. 'That the dean of our chapel . . .

come duly thither to prayers ... in his
whites.' Heylin.
White-salt (whit'sftlt), n. Salt dried and
calcined; decrepitated salt.

White-shark (whit'shark). n. A species of
shark, Carcharias vulgaris. See Shark.
Whitesmith (whit'snuth),n. \. A tinsmith.
2. A worker in iron who finishes or polishes
the work, in distinction from those who
forge it.

White-spruce (whIt'sprOs), n. A species of
spruce, Abies alba. See SPRUCE.
\niites^ur ( whit'spCr), n. In chivalry, a
title given to a certain class of esquires,
from the spurs which they wore at their
creation.

White-squall (whit'skwal), n. a violent
and dangerous gust of wind which occurs in

or near the tropics, without having its ap-
proach indicated by clouds, but accompanied
with wliite broken water on the surface of
the sea, which is torn up by the violence of
the wind.
Whitester (whit'stfir), n. A bleacher; a
whitster. [Local.]

Whitestone ( whit'ston ). n. A variety of
granite composed essentially of felspar, but
containing mica and other minerals. It is

the weiss-stein of Werner, and the eurite of
French geologists.

White-swelling (whit'swel-ing).n. A pop-
ular name for all severe diseases of the

ch, c/iain; 6h, Sc. loc/i; g. ffo; J, job; fi. Fr. ton; ng. sinfir; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh. amre.—See KEY.
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joints which are the result of chronic inflam-
mation in the bones, cartilages, or mem-
branes constituting the joint. Among the
diseases known under this name are : (a)

acute or chronic inflammation of the syno-
vial membrane; (6) pulpy thickening of the
synovial membrane ; (c) ulceration of the
cartilages; (rf) scrofulous diseases of the
joints beginning in the bones. They may
arise as etfects of phlebitis, gout, rheuma-
tism, syphilis, scrofula, or mercury. The
knee, ankle, wrist, and elbow are the joints

most subject to white-swellings.

White-tail (whit'tal), n. A bird, the wheat-
ear. See Wheat-ear.
Wllite-thorn (whit'thom), n. The common
hawthorn, Cratcegus Oxyacantha. SeeHaw-
thorn.
White-throat (whit'throt), »i. A small sing-

ing bird belonging to the family of warblers.

The common white-throat (Sylvia xindata)

attains a length of 5 inches, is of a reddish-
brown colour above, brownish-white below,
the throat being pure white. It frequents
gardens and hedges, and is a regular summer
visitor to the British Islands, an-iving about
themiddleof April and departingin autumn.
Some of its notes are harsh, others are pleas-

ing; but it is said to sing very melodiously
in captivity. The lesser white-throat is tlie

Sylvia ciirruca, which is dark-gray above
and white below. It also is a summer visi-

tor to Britain.

White-vitriol (whit'vit-ri-ol), n. The old
name for sulphate of zinc, employed in

medicine as an emetic and tonic. See
Zinc.

Whitewash ( whit ' wosh ), n. A wash or
liquid composition for whitening something;
as, (a) a wash for making the skin fair.

The clergy . . . were very much taken up in re-

forming the female world; I have heard a. whole
sermon against a -whitewash. Addison.

(6) A composition of lime and water, or of
whiting, size, and water, used for whitening
the plaster of walls, ceilings, &c.
The plasterer . . . obliterated, by his tvkiteiuash,

all the smoky memorials which former tenants had
left upon the ceiling, Johnson.

Whitewash (whit 'wosh), v./. l. To cover
with a white liquid composition, as with
lime and water, &c.~2. To make white; to
give a fair external appearance to ; to clear
from imputations; to restore the reputation
of.

pyhitewash him, ivhiteivash him ; Party, they say.
Can wash the foulest stains away. Praed.

3. To clear an insolvent or bankrupt of the
debts he owes by a judicial process. [Col-
loq.]

Whitewasher (whTt'wosh-6r), n. One who
whitewashes the walls or ceilings of apart-
ments.
White-water (whit'wji-ter), n. A disease of
sheep of a dangerous kind.

White-wax (wlnt'waksX n. Bleached bees'-
wax.
White-weed (whit'wed), n. [From the col-

our of its flowers. ] A name sometimes given
to the ox-eye daisy, a composite plant of the
genus Chrysanthemum (C. Leucaiithemum).
White-Whale (whit'whal). Same as White-
fisk, 4.

White-Willow (whit'wil-lo), n. A British
tree of the genus Salix, the S. alba. See
Willow.
White-wine (whit'win), n. Any wine of a
eleartranspareiit colour, borderingon white,
as Madeira, Sherry, &c. : opposed to wine of
a deep red colour, as Port and Burgundy.
White-Witch (whit'wich), n. A wizard or
witch of a beneficent or good-natured dispo-
sition.

The common people call him a wizard, a -white-
•witch, a conjuror, a cunning man. Addison.
Her qualifications as -white--witch were boundless

cunning, equally boundless good-nature, considerable
knowledge of Imman weaknesses, some mesmeric
power, some skill in 'yarbs,' as she called her sim-
ples. &c. Kingsley.

White-wood (whit'wud), n. A name applied
to a large number of trees, as Tilia ameri-
cana. Linodendron tiilipifera, &c.
Whitflawt (whit'flii), n. [See Whitlow.]
Whitlow. 'The nails fain off by whitjlaws.'
Herrick.

Whither (whiTH'6r), adv. [O.E. whider,
A. Sax. hunfder, hwider, whither, from the
stem of who, what, and locative suffix -(/(fir,

of the same origin as the Skr. compar. suihx
-tar; closely akin to whether. Comp. thither.]
1. To what place: used interrogatively.

IVhither away so fast f Shak.
I stray'd, 1 knew not -whither Milton.

[In the latter quotation used as the indirect
interrogative.]
2. To which place: used relatively.

It'hither when as they came, they fell at words.
S/>e>tser.

Then they fled

Into this abbey -ivhither we pursued them. Shak.

3.t To what point or degree.

IVhither at length wilt thou abuse our patiencef
B. Jonson.

[This ia a literal translation of Cicero's well-
known 'Quousque tandem abutere patientia
nostra?' addressed to Catiline. ]~4.t Whi-
thersoever.

Thou shalt let her go whither she will.

Deut. xxi. 14.

A fool go with thy soul -whither it goes 1 Shak.

Where has now to a considerable extent
taken the place of whither; thus, it would
seem rather affected to say ' whither are you
going?' instead of 'where are you going?*
Whither is still used, however, in the more
elevated or serious style, or when precision
is required.

Whithersoever (whiTH'6r-B6-ev-6r),adv. To
whatever place.

Master, I will follow thee -whithersoever thou goest.
Mat. viii. 19,

Whitherward t (whiTH'6r-w6rd), adv. To-
wards which place. Chaucer.
Whiting (whit'ing), 71. [From white. In
meaning 1 with dim. term, -ing; in 2 with
term, of verbal noun.] 1. A well-known flsh

belonging to the Gadidai or cod tribe, and
genus Merlangus, M. vulgaris. It abounds
on all the British coasts, and comes in large
shoals towards the shore in January and
February. It exceeds all the other fishes of

its tribe in its delicacy and lightness as an

Wluting {AUrlangits vulgaris).

article of food. It is readily distinguished
from the cod, haddock, and bib by the ab-
sence of the barbule on the chin, the under
jaw is shorter than the upper, there is a
black spot at the base of the first ray of the
pectorals, and the tail is even at the end.
It does not usually exceed \\ lb. in weight.
2. Fine chalk pulverized and freed from all

impurities by elutriation; used in white-
washing, distemper painting, for cleaning
plate, (fee.

When you clean your plate, leave the -whiting to
be plainly seen in all the chinks. Swt/i.

Whiting-mop t ( whit'ing-mop ), n. 1. A
young whiting.

They will swim you their measures, like -whiting-
mofis. as if their feet were fins. Seau. &• PL
2. Fig. a fair lass; a pretty girl.

I have a stomach, and could content myself
With this pretty whiting-nwf. Massiuger.

Whiting-pollack (whit'ing-pol'ak), n. Same
as Pollack.

Whiting-pout (whit'ing-pout), n. A British
fish of the cod family (Gadidaj) and genus
Morrhua, M. lusca. The body is white, the
length about a foot. It has the first element
in its name from a dark spot at the origin
of the pectoral fin, in which it resembles
the whiting, owing the second element pout
to a power it possesses of inflating a mem-
brane which covers the eyes and other parts
of the head. Called also Bib.

Whiting-time t (whit'ing-tim), n. Bleach-
ing-time. Shak.
Whitish (whit'ish), a. Somewhat white;
white in a moderate degree. Boyle.
Whitishness (whit'ish-nes), 71. The quality
of beiiii:: somewhat white. Boyle.
Whitleather (whit'leTH-C*r), «. 1. Leather
dressed with alum; white leather.— 2. A
whitish, broad, tough, elastic ligament on
the back of the neck of grazing animals
which supports the head; pax-wax.
Whitling (whit'ling), n. Tiie young of the
bull-trout. [Scotch.]
Whitlow (whit'16), n. [A corruption of
whickjlaw for quick-Jlaw, lit. a Jlaw or sore
of the quick. The forms whickjtaic and whit-
Haw both occur in old and provincial Eng-

lish.] 1. In surg. paronychia, a swelling or
inflammation about the nails or ends of the
fingers, or affecting one or more of the pha-
langes of the fingers, generally terminating
in an abscess. There are four or five varie-
ties of this swelling, according to the tex-
ture primarily attacked. Should the skin
be the primary seat of the inflammation
vesicles appear, which soon discharge pus,
giving rapid relief. Should the cellular or
connective tissue beneath the skin or under
the nail be affected, there is a painful feeling
of tenseness and throbbing of the part, often
accompanied by febrile disturbance until
pus can be evacuated, which should be done
by incision as soon as the presence and seat
of the disease has been discovered. The
most dangerous form of whitlow occui-s,
however, when the tendonsandtheirsheatha
or the periosteum are affected. In this form
suppuration may extend above the wrist,
and may occasion the loss of the finger, the
hand, and may seriously, in some rare cases
fatally, affect the health of the patient.—
2. An inflammatory disease of the feet in
sheep. It occurs round the hoof, where an
acrid matter is collected, which ought to be
discharged.
Whitlow-grass (whit'Io-gras), n. The com-
mon name of a British plant, Draba verna.
See Draba.
Whit-Monday (whit-mun'da), n. The Mon-
day following \Miitsunday. In England it

is generally obsei-ved as a holiday. Called
also Whitsun Monday.
Whitret (whit'ret), n. [Probably from IceL
hvat{r), quick, bold, active, and rati, mean-
ing properly a traveller, and appearing in
the Icelandic name of the squirrel—raia-
toskr.] The Scotch name for the weasel.
Whitsont (whit'sun). Same as Whitaun.
Whitsour (whit'sour), ?i. A sort of apple.

Whitstert (whit'ster), n. A whitener; a
bleacher.

Carry it among the tvhitsters in Datchet mead.
Shak.

My wife and matds being gone over the water to
the whitsters with their clothes, this being the first

time of her trying this way of washing her linen.

Pepys.

Whitsult (whit'sul), n. \_White, and old
800I, soul, somethiug eaten with bread.] A
local name of a dish composed of milk, sour
milk, cheese, curds, and butter. Rich,
Carew.
Whitsun (whit'sun), a. [Shortened from
Whitsunday.) Pertaining, relating, or be-
longing to Whitsuntide; observed at Wliit^
suntide ; generally used in composition,
and formerly sometimes spelled Whitmn.—Whitsim Monday, Tuesday, <tc., the 5Ion-
day, Tuesday, Ac. following Whitsunday
or falling in \Vhitsun-week.
Whitsun-ale(whit'sun-al). [Yrora^hitmn,
and ale, a fesist.] A festival formerly held at
Wliitsuntide by the inhabitantsof the various
parislies, who met generally in or near a
large barn in the vicinity of the church, con-
sumed much solid provisions, drank much
ale, and engaged in various games and
sports.

Whitsunday ("hit'sun -da), n. [A. Sax.
hwita stinnandceg, lit. white Sunday. So
Icel. hvitasunnu-dagr, Whitsunday, hvita-
daga, 'whitedays.'Whitsun-week. Thename
was given, it appears, l)ecause Pentecost
was formerly in the northern churches a

great season for christenings, in which white
robes are a prominent feature.] 1. The
seventh Sunday after Easter ; a festival of
the church in commemoration of the descent
of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost.
2. In Scotland, the name given to one of the
term-days (May 15, or May 26, Old Style) on
which rents, annuities, ministers' stipends,
&c., are paid, servants are engaged and paid,
and the like. The Whitsunday removal term
in the towns is now legally fixed for the 28th
May.
WhitBun-farthings (whit'sun-far-THingz),
n.pl. Pentecostals (which see).

Whitsun-lady (whit'sim-Ia-di), ji. The
leading female character in the ancient
merrymakings at Whitsuntide.
Whitsun-lord(whit'sun-lord),n. Themaster
of the revels at the ancient Wliitsuntide
festivities. 'Antique proverbs, drawn from
Whitsun-lords.' B. Jotigon.

Whitsuntide (whit'sun-tid), n. [WhitJtun,
and tide, time, season.] The English name
for the season of Pentecost, comprehend-
ing the entire octave or the week which
follows Pentecost Sunday; the term being
now, however, more strictly applied to the
Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday of that week

F&te, fir, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abuue; y, Sc. fey.
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Many festive observances and celebrations

were formerly practised at this season in

England and other Protestant countries,

only traces of which can now be said to exist.

See Whitsu.nale.
Wliittaw,Whit-tawer(whit'tfi,whit'tft-6r),
n. [Whit for white, and tiuv, (awer (which
see).] A worker in white leather; a saddler.

'The whittaw, otherwise saddler.' George
Eliot. [Provincial English.]

Wllltten(whit'n), H. [Probably from white.

The name may properly belong to Viburnum
Opttlus. also called Snow-bail tree.] The way-
faring tree (ri6urnr///i Lantana). lialliioell.

[Provincial Enitlish.)

Wmttie-wliattie (whet'i-what'i), n. [A re-

duplicated fiirni, based on ivheet-wheet, an
imitation of the piping note uttered by birds

when fondling each other. ] [ Scotch. ]

1. V^'ue, shuffling, or cajoling language.—
2. A person who employs cajolery or other
deceptive means to gain an end.

TVhittie - whattie (whet'i-what'i), v.%.

[Scotch.] To waste time by vague, cajoling

language; to talk frivolously; to shilly-shally.

Sir W. Scott.

WMttle (whit'l), n. [0,E. thwitel, dim. from
A. Sax. thwitan, to cut; O.E. and Sc. white,

to cut wood with a knife.] A knife; rarely

now used except in provincial English or
Scotch. ' Not a whittle in the unruly camp.'
Shak. ' A very dull whittle may cut.' Bp.
Hail. 'A butcher's whittle." Dryden.
WMttle (whit'l), v.t. pret. & pp. whittled;

ppr. ichittling. 1. To cut or dress with a
knife—2. t To edge; to sharpen.

Whittle (whit'l), n. [A. Sax. hwltel, a blan-

ket, a white mantle, from hwtt, white; Icel.

hvitUl, a white bed-cover.] A double blan-

ket worn by west-country women in Eng-
land, over the shoulders, like a cloak. [Old
and provincial English.]

Whittled i wliit'ld). a. [Compare the modem
slang term cut] Affected with liquor; tipsy;

di-unk. [Old and provincial English.]

When men are well ivhitUed their loun^s run at

random. IVithals.

Whittle-shawl (whit'l-sh^l). n. A fine ker-

st-VMiere shawl bordered with fringes.

Whitworth-ball (whit'w^rth-bftl). n. A
projectile invented by Sir J. WkHworthi^ix
rifled firearms, whether great or small. It

is an elongated cylinder, terminating in a
pointed cone, its length being 3^ times its

diameter, and made to fit accurately the
bore of the guns.

Whitworth-gxm, (whit'w6rth-gun), tx. A
ritled ttreanii, whether great or small, hav-
ing a hexa;,'<>nal bore, with a twist more
rapid than usual, invented by Sir J. Whii-
worth.
Whity-brown(whU'i-broun), a. Of a colour
between white and brown; as, whity-brmcn
paper.
Whl2 (whiz), v.i. pret. & pp. whizzed; ppr.

whizzing. [An imitative word; comp. wheeze,

whistle, whir, Ac.] To make a humming or
hissing sound, like an arrow or ball flying

through the air.

The exhalations -whixxiMg: in the air

Give so much iighi that I may read by them. SkaJk.

It flew, and ivhixxing cut the liquid way. Dryden.

Whiz (whiz), n. A sound between hissing

and humming.
Every soul it passed me by
Like the ivhix of my cross-bow. CoUridgt.

Whizzingly (whiz'Ing-ll), adt. With a
wliiz/ing stmnd.

Who (ho). twOTL relative. [A. Sax. hied, who,
masc. ana fem.. whcet, what, neut. ; always
an Interrogative; genit. hwtfs, dat, hwdm,
instrumental hwi; Icel. Arc r, heat, Dan. hvo,

hvad, Sw. hvem, who, whom, hvad, what;
D. wie. wat, G. wer, was. Goth. hvaK. hvo,

hva, hvata; cog. Lith. andO.Pms- kag, Rus.
koi, L. fjui, Gr. kos. pos, W. pwy. Gael, and Ir.

4SO, Per ki. Skr. /-a*—who. Who»e, whom,
are found as relatives about the end of the
twelfth century; ' but xcho not until the four-

teenth century, and was not in common
use before the sixteenth century.' Dr. Mor-
ris. In genuine idiomatic Scotch who or
wha (including also the possessive and ob-

jective) is still only an interrogative, that

or 'at being the relative. Akin are when,
where, whither, which. &c.] A relative and
interrogative pronoun always used substan-

tively (that is, not joined with a noun), and
with relation to a person or persons. It

remains uninflected for number, but has the

form u-hotn for the objective and whose for

the possessive. (Whose is also used for the

possessive of which or that used as a rela-

tive.) (a) Used interrogatively who = what
or which person or persons?

H'ho hath woe? ivho hath sorrow? ivho hath con-
tenlioiis? Prov. xxiii. 29.

H'hotn have I in heaven but thee? Ps, Ixxiii. 25.

In such a sentence as, I do not know who
you are, ivho is the indirect or dependent
interrogative. (6) Used relatively = that.

I sought him whom my soul loveth. Cant. iii. i.

Happy the man, and happy he alone.
He Tvho can call to-day his own. Dryden.

(c) Sometimes used elliptically for he, they,

or those, who or whom.
H'ho talks much must talk in vain. Gay.

H'AofH the gods love die young. Byron.

—.-is who should say, as one who sliould

say; as if he should say.

He wistly look'd on me
As Tvho should sciy ' 1 would thou wert the man.'

Shai.

— Who, Which, That. These agree in being re-

latives, wAo being used for persons, which for
things, and that Ijeing used indilTerently for
either. Who and which have well-defined
ditferent uses: (a) they connect two co-or-

dinate sentences; as, I met a policeman wAo
showed me the way ; I studied geometry
which I found useful. Each of these sentences
could be turned into two propositions gram-
matically, as well as logically, independent:
I met a policeman aiid he showed me the
way; I studied geometry and it I found
useful. Another use of the same nature is

when the second clause is of the kind termed
adverbial, where we may still resolve who
and which into a personal or demonstrative
pronoun and a conjunction; as, why should
we condemn James who (/or he, seeing that
he) is innocent? why should we study
phrenology which{8eeing that it) is profitless?

(b) They are often used to introduce subor-
dinate or adjectival clauses, which sei-ve to
define or explain a noun regarding which a
statement is made in the principal clause; as,

I saw the man who first taught me to swim;
the house which he built still stands. Now,
in these latter uses, who and which cannot
be turned into and he, aiui it. The follow-

ing sentence, standing alone, is ambiguous:
* I re-read the book which gave me much
pleasure.' This may mean either that the
re-reading gave much pleasure, and in that
case the sentence consists of two co-ordinate
sentences and belongs to section (a), or it

may mean I re-read the book which when
formerly read gave me much pleasure. In
the latter case the second clause limits or
explains the object of the first and belongs
to section (6). To remove such ambiguity,
and the unpleasant effect arising from the
too frequent use of who and which, it has
been proposed by some grammarians (es-

pecially Professor Bain) always to employ
that and not who or which, when the relative

is used to introduce a restrictive or adjec-

tival clause, and instead of saying ' the man
who hath no music in himself ... is fit for

treasons, &c.,' 'they are the books . . . which
nourish all the world,' to say. as Shakspere
says, ' the man that hath. <tc..' * they are the
books . . . that nourish, &c. ,' reserving who
and which for such cases as are noticed
under section (a). See also That.
Whoa (who'a), exdam. Stop ! stand still 1

Whobuht (who'bub), n. Hubbub; uproar.

Whoever (nb-ev'6r), pron. Any one without
exception; any person whatever; no matter
who.

ft 'horver hound him, I will loose his bonds. ShaJk.

Whole (hoi), a. [O.E. hoi, hool (the w being
a result of erroneous spelling, as in whore),

A. Sax. hdl, whole, well, sound, safe; D. heel,

Icel. heill, G. heil, Goth, hails, healthy,

sound, whole. Cog. with Gr. kalos, beauti-

ful, and Skr. kaljas, sound, healthy. Holy,
wholly, wholesome are derivatives; hale is a
doublet, of Scandinavian origin ; akin also

heal, healthy.] 1. In a healthy state; sound;
well; also, restored to a sound state; healed.

They that be -whoU need not a physician.
Mat. ix. 13.

Thy faith hath made thee ivhete; go in peace, and
be whole of thy plague. Mark v. 34.

A soul

So full of summer warmth, so glad.

So healthy, sound, and clear, and whole.
T<nuyson.

2. Unimpaired; uninjured.

My life is yet whole in me. 3 Sam. i. 9.

Yet all goes well, yet all our Joints are whole.

3. Not broken or fractured; as, the dish is

still whole. —4. Not defective or imperfect;

having all its parts; entire; complete; in-

tegral.
O. Stephano, hast any more of this?—The wkoU

butt, man. Shak.

5. Containing the total amount or number,
or the like; comprising all parts, units, &c.,
that make up an aggregate; all the ; total;

a whole city; a whole army; the whole earth;
the whole duty of man. ' The whole race ot
mankind.' Shak.

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.
Shak.

—Whole blood, in law, blood in descent
which is derived from the same pair of an-
cestors.~ ITAoZe number, an integer, as op-
posed to a fraction.— W'Aoie, Entire, Com-
plete, Total. See Complete.
Whole (hoi), n. 1. An entire thing; a thing
complete in itself; the entire or total as-

semblage of parts ; all of a thing without
defect or exception. 'All various, each a
perfect whole.' Tennyson.

'Tis not the whole of life to live.

Nor all of death to die.

jfames Montgomery.
2. A complete system; a regular combina-
tion of parts.

All are but parts of one stupendous -whole,

SVhose body Nature is, and God the soul. Pope.

— Upon the whole, all circumstances being
considered or balanced against each other;
upon a review of the whole matter.

i'pt>n the whole, I do not know but he is most for-

tunate who engages in the whirl through ambition,
however tormenting. /'. Irving.

—SYS. Totality, total, entirety, amount, ag-
grejrate, gross.

Whole-hoofed (hol'hbft), a. Having an un-
divided hoof; solidungulate.

Whole-length (hol'length), a. 1. Extending
from end to end.—2. Full length; as, a whole-
lenrjth portrait.

Whole-length (hol'length), n. A portrait
or statue exhibiting the whole flgiire.

Wholeness (hol'nes), n. The state of being
whole, complete, entire, or sound ; entire-
ness; totality; completeness.
Wholesale (hol'sal), n. Sale of goods by
the piece or large quantity, as distinguished
from retail—By wholesale, in the mass; in
gross ; in great quantities ; hence, without
due discrimination or distinction.

Some from vanity or envy, despise a valuable book,
and throw contempt upon it by wholesale. H'atts.

Wholesale (hol'sal), a. l. Buying and sell-

ing by the piece or quantity; as, a wholesale
merchant or dealer.-2. Pertaining to the
trade by the piece or quantity; as, the whole-
sale price.-3. Fig. in gi-eat quantities; ex-
tensive and indiscriminate ; as, wholesale
slaughter.

Wholesome (hol'sum), a. [ Whole, and affix

•some (which see).] 1. Tending to promote
health; favouring health; healthful; salu-

brious; as. wholesome air or diet; a tohole-

some climate. *The most wholesome physic'
Shak. ' An agreeable and wholesome variety

of food.' Adam Smith.— 2. Contributing to
the liealth of the mind; favourable to morals,
religion, or prosperity; sound; salutar>'; as.

wholesome advice ; wholesome doctrines

;

wholesome truths.

A wholesome tongue is a tree of life. Prov, xv. 4.

I cannot make you a wholesome answer. Shak.

A wholesome suspicion began to be entertained of
them. Sir /K Scott.

3. t Healthy; whole; sound. 'Like a mil-
dewed air, blasting his wholesome brother.*
Shak.
Wholesomely (hoVsum-li), adv. In a whole-
some or salutary manner; healthfully.

Wholesomeness (hol'sum-nes), 71. 1. The
quality of being wholesome or of contribut-
ing to health; salubrity; as. the wholesoine-
ness of air or diet.— 2. Salutariness ; con-
duciveness to the health of the mind or of
the body politic ; as, the wholesomeness of
doctrines or laws.

Wholly (bol'li), adv. [For whole-ly. See
Whole.] 1. Entirely; completely; perfectly.

'Nor wholly overcome, nor wholly yield.'

Dryden.
Sleep hath seized me wholly. Shak.

2. Totally; fully; exclusively.

They employed themselves wholly in domestic life.

^^ Addison.

Whom Oiom). pron. The objective (origin-

ally dative) of who. See WHO.
Whomle (whom'l), v.t. To overturn; to
whelm. [Scotch.]

Whomsoever (hbm-sG-ev'fir), pron. Objec-
tive of ichosoever.

With ji'hoMsoevfr thou findest thy goods, let him
not live. Gen. xxxi. 33.

ch. cAain; fth.Sc.locA; g. ffo; J. job; ti, Fr. ton; ng. sinff; ^B, then; th, thin: w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, &?ur« —See Key.
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WhOObubt (hti'bub). For Hubbttb. Shak.

Whoop (whop), v.i. [Same as hoop, to shout,

and perhaps from Fr. houper, to whoop or

call: but as it is no doubt an imitative word
it may be of native origin; comp.Aoo(. Hence
hooping- OTwhooping-congh.'i To shoutwith
a loud, clear voice; to call out loudly, as in

excitement; to halloo; to hoot, as an owl.

,
'That admiration did not whoop at them.'
Shak. '

* Satyrs that . . . run whooping to

the hills.' I>rayton.
The owlet -whoops to the wolf below. Coleridge.

Whoop (whop), V. t. To insult with shouts.

I should be hiss'd

And whooped in hell for that ingratitude. Dryden,

Whoop (whop), n. A cry of excitement, en-
couragement, enthusiasm, vengeance, ter-

ror, or the like.
A fox crossing- the road, drew off a considerable

Eortion of the detachment, who clapped spurs to their

orses and pursued him with -whoops and halloos.
Addison.

Whoop (whop), n. The bird called Hoopoe.
[Local, ]

Whooping-cough (whop'ing-kof). See
Hooping-cough.
WhOOt (whdt), v.i. The same as Boot (which
see).

The sea was heard around a waste to howl.
The niijht-wolf answered to the whooting owl.
And all was wretched. Crabbe.

Whoott (wh6t), v.t. To insult with hooting
or shouts.

The man, who shews his heart.
Is luhooted for his nudities. Young.

Whop (whop), V. t. [Also \vritten Whap, Wap,
with similar meanings ; perhaps akin to
whip, or connected with mvhape. Wap, to

beat, is met with in the fourteenth century.]
To strike; to beat. [CoUoq. or slang.]

Then I'll whop yer when I get in. Dickens.

Whop (whop), v.i. See Whap.
Whop (whop), n. A heavy blow; a sudden
fall. [CoUoq. or slang.]

Whopper (whop'6r), n. [It is customary to
associate the idea of greatness or size with
that of a blow, especially a heavy blow,
probably because a blow impresses one
deeply. Thus a striking likeness is an im-
pressive likeness. Comp. xchacker, thumper,
gwinging.'l 1. One who whops.—2. Anything
uncommonly large: applied particularly to
a monstrous lie. T. Hughes. [Slang or
colloq, ]

Whopping (whop'ing), a. [See Whopper,
and comp. thumpiiig, ihxindering, and the
like.] Very large; thumping; as, a whop-
ping big trout. [Slang or colloq. ]

Whore (hor), n. [A. Sax. hOr-cwine, a whore-
woman, a whore-quean, an adulteress, a
whore; Icel. h6ra, a whore, an adulteress;
h6rr, an adulterer ; Dan. hore, D. hoer, G.
hure, a whore; Goth, hors, an adulterer;
probably from same root as L. cants, dear;
Skr. kdma, love. The w does not properly
belong to the word, but has intruded as in

whole.] 1. A woman who prostitutes her
body for hire; a harlot; a courtezan; a pros-
titute; a strumpet.

Do not marry me to a whore. Shak.

2. A woman of gross unchastity or lewdness;
an adulteress or fornicatress. Shak.
Whore (hor), v.i. pret. & pp. whored; ppr.
whoring. To have unlawful sexual commerce;
to practise lewdness. Shak.
Whore (hor). v.t. To corrupt by lewd inter-

course. ' Whored my mother.' Shak.
Have I whored your wife? Congreve.

Whoredom (hor'dum), n. 1. Fornication;
practice of unlawful commerce with the
other sex. It is applied to either sex, and
to any kind of illicit commerce.—2. In Scrip.
the desertion of the worship of the true
God for the worship of idols ; idolatry.

O Ephraim.thou committest whoredofn, and Israel
is denied : they will not frame their doings to turn
unto their God. Hos. v. 34.

Whoremaster (hor'mas-tSr), n. 1. One who
keeps or procures whores for others; a pimp;
a procurer.—2. One who practises lewdness.
Shak.
Whoremasterly (h6r'mas-t6r-li), a. Having
the character of a whoremaster; libidinous.
Shak.

Whoremonger (hor'mung-gSr). n. One who
has to do with whores; a fornicator; a
whoremaster; a lecher. Heb. xiii. 4.

Whoreson (hor'sun), n. A bastard: a word
nearly obsolete, used generally in contempt,
or in coarse familiarity, and without exact-
ness of meaning.

Well said ; a merry whoresonl Shak,

Frc^ was a sly ivhoreson, the reverse of John.
Arbuthnot.

Whoresont (hor'sun), a. Bastard-like; mean;
scurvy: used in contempt, dislike, or fa-

miliarity, and applied to persons or things,

'A whoreson cold, sir; a cough, sir.' Shak.
'These same whoreson devils.' Shak.
Whorish (hor'ish), a. Addicted to unlawful
sexual pleasures; incontinent; lewd; un-
chaste. Shak.
Whorishly (hor'ish-li), adv. In a whorish or
lewd manner.
WhorishnesB (hor'ish-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being whorish ; the character of a
lewd woman.
Whorl (whorl), n. [A form of whirl, which
is also used in same sense. See Whirl, ]

1. In bot. a ring of organs all on the same
plane ; a verticil. Every
comijlete flower Is exter-
nally formed of two whorls
of leaves, constituting the
floral envelope or perianth;
and internally of other two
whorls of organs, constitut-

ing the organs of fructifica-

tion. The term whorl by
itself is generally applied
to an arrangement of more
leaves than two around a Whorls,
common centre, upon the
same plane with each other. The woodcut
shows two whorls of leaves on part of the
stem of common goose-grass (Galium Apa-
rine).—2. A volution or turn of the spire of
a univalve shell.

See what a lovely shell . . .

Made so fairly well,

With delicate spire and -whorl. Tennyson.

3. The fly of a spindle, generally made of
wood, sometimes of hard stcne. Spelled
also Thworl.
Whorled(whorld),a. Furnished with whorls;
verticillate.

Whorler (whorl'Sr), n. A potter's wheel.
Simmonds.
Whort (whort). ?i. The fruit of the whortle-
berry or the shrub itself.

Whortle (whor'tl), n. Same as Whortle-
berry.
He , . . got off and looked ahead of him from be-

hind a tump of whortles. R. D. Blackntore.

Whortleberry ( whor'tl-be-ri ), n. [From
A. Sax. wijrfil, a small shrub, dim. of wort,
a wort. Skeat. See WORT.] The common
name of several species of plants of the
genus Vaccinium, especially V. Myrtillus,
and also of the fruit. See Vaccinium.
Wliose (hbz). pron. The possessive or geni-
tive case of who or which: applied to persons
or things ; as, the person whose merits are
known; the garment whose colour is ad-
mired.

That forbidden tree, whose mortal taste
Brought death into the world, Afilton.

Whosesoever (hOz-so-ev'fir), pron. Of what-
ever person: the possessive or genitive case
of whosoever. John xx. 23.

Whoso (ho 'so), pron. Whosoever; who-
ever.

Their love
Lies in their purses, and whoso empties them
By so much nils their hearts with deadly hate.

Shak.
Whosoever ( ho-s6-ev'6r ), proTi. Whoever;
whatever person; any person whatever that.

Whosoever will, let him take of the water of hfe
freely. Kev. xxii. 17.

Whot,t WhOtt.t a. FbrHot Spenser.
Whxunmle (whumT), v.t. [See Whemmle,
Whelm.] To whelm; to turn over; to turn
upside-down. [Scotch.]

Whummle (whum'l), n. An overturning;
an overthrow. [Scotch.]

Nae doubt—it's an awfu' whutnmle—and for ane
that held his head sae high too. Sir IV. Scott.

Whur (wh6r), v.i. pret. & pp. whurred; ppr.
wkurrvng. [Same as Whir.] 1, To make a
whirring sound; to make a rough sound like
one who pronounces the letter r with too
nmch force; to birr.— 2. To growl or snarl
like a dog. Halliivell.

Whur (whfer), n. 1. The sounds of a body
moving through the air with velocity. See
Whir. —2. t A driving or pressing forward
in haste; hurry. Udall.

Whurryt (wh6r'ri),v.i. To move with haste;
to whisk along quickly; to hurry. Vicars.

Whtirt ( wh6rt), 71. A whortleberry or bil-

berry. See Whort.
Why (whi), adv. [A. Sax. hwi, hw&, the in-

strumental case of hwd, who. How is a form
of the same word.] 1. For what cause, rea-
son, or purpose; wherefore: interrogatively.

Turn ye, turn ye, . . . for why will ye dieT
Hzek. xxxiii. 11.

(VAy speaks my father so ungeiitiy ? Shak,

In such sentences as. I know not why, wAy
is the indirect or dependent interrogative.

I was dispatch'd for their defence and guard

;

And listen why; for I will tell you now. Milton.

2. For which reason or cause; for what or
which: used relatively.

My sword is drawn.—Then let it do at once
The thing why thou kast drawn it. Shak.

No ground of enmity,
Why he should mean me ill. Milton.

—Why SO, for what reason; wherefore. 'And
why so, my lord?" Shak.—For why (A. Sax.
for-hwt), because; for. 'Trembled and
shook; for tohy, he stamp'd and swore.'
Shak.—Why is sometimes used substantive-
ly:-

I was puzzled again
With the how, and the why, and the where, and the

when. Goldsmith

Why (whi), inter}. 1. ITsed emphatically or
almost as an expletive to enliven the speech,,
especially when something new is perceived
or comes into tlie mind.
A Jew would have wept to have seen our parting

;

7t'hy, my grandam, having no eyes, look you, wept
herself blind at my parting, Shak.

If her chili heart I cannot move,
Why, I'll enjoy the very love. Cowley.

2. Used as a call or exclamation.
JThy, how now, Claudio! whence comes this re-

straint? Shak.

— Why, so, an expression of content or un-
willing acquiescence.

H'hy, so! go all which way it will. Shak.

Why (whi), n. [Icei. kviga, a young cow.
See 9^'EY. ] A young heifer. [Provincial
English. ]

Whydah-finch (whi'da-finsh), n. Same as.

W^hiilah-jinch.

Whyles (whilz), adv. Same as Whiles
(which see).

Why-not+ (whi'not), n. 1. A violent and
peremptory proceeding.

When the church
Was taken with a why-not in the lurch. Htidibras,

2. Any sudden or unexpected event or turn;
a dilemma.
Now, dame Sally, 1 have you at a why-not, or 1

never had. Richardson.

Wl' (wi), ^ron. With. [Scotch.]

Wick (wik), n. [0. E. weke, weike, A. Sax.
weoca, a wick, D. iviek, a wick of a candle,
a tent for a wound, L. G. weke, lint for a
wound, Sw. veke, Dan. vcege, a wick. The
original meaning seems to liave been some-
thing soft or pliant, the word being allied
to weak. Wicker is of kindred origin.] A
number of threads of cotton or some spongy
substance loosely twisted into a string,
plaited or parallel, which by capillary action
draws up the oil in lamps or the melted tal-

low or wax in candles in small successive
portions to be burned.
Wick (wjk), n. [Icel. vik, a creek, a har-
bour, a bay.] 1. In Shetland, an open bay.
Sir W. Scott.—2. In the game of curling, a
narrow port or passage in the rink or course
flanked by the stones of those who have
played before.

Wick (wik), v.t. To strike a stone in an
oblique direction: a term in curling.

Wick, Wich (wik, wich), n. A common
element in place-names (as in Warwict,
Berivick, Sa.ndunch, Greenwich), signifying
dwelling, village, also bay or creek. In the
sense of dwelling or village it seems to be
borrowed from L. victts, a village ; in sense
of bay orcreek from Icel. vik, a creek (whence
viking). In many cases it is difficult to de-
cidewhich is theorigin. As an independent
word wich is used in the salt-making dis-

tricts of Cheshire as equivalent to a brine-
pit, being in this sense from Icel. vik.

Wicked (wik'ed), a. [From old wicke,
wikke, wicked, by attaching the participial
term. ( comp. v.'retched ), apparently from
A. Sax. wicca, a wizard, wicce, a witch; so
that wicked = xvitched; a wikke man = a witch
man. See WiTCH.] 1. Evil in principle or
practice; deviating from the divine law; ad-
dicted to vice; sinful; immoral; bad; wrong;
iniquitous: a word of comprehensive signifi-

cation, extending to everything that is con-
trary to the moral law, and both to persons
and actions ; as, a wicked man ; a wicked
deed ; wicked ways ; wicked lives ; a wicked
heart; icicked designs; uieked works. 'The
wicked five {}f lust;' ' a iricted heinous fault;*
'thewicked streets of Rome;' '&wicked lie/
Shak.

O wicked, TVicied v/or\d I Shak.
No man was ever wicked v/ithout secret discontent.

y^ohnson.
Ye know me then, that -wicked one, who broke
The vast design and purpose of the king, Tennyson,

Fate, f&r. fat, f^ll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U. 3c. abune; y, 3c. fey.
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2- Jlischievous ; prone or disposed to mis-
chief, often good-natured mischief; roguish;
as, a wicked urchin.

Pen. looked uncommonly wicked. Thackeray.

3.t Cursed; baneful; pernicious.
As luicked dew as e'er my mother bnish'd
With raven's feather from unwholesome fen.
Drop on you both. Shak.

—The wicked, in Scrip, persons who live in
sin; transgressors of the divine law; all who
are unreconciled to God, unsauctifled, or
impenitent—TAe Wicked Bible. See under
Bible.—CrimiJia^ Sinful, Wicked,Immoral,
Depraved. See under CRIMINAL. —Stn.
Evil, bad, godless, sinful, immoral, iniqui-
tous, criminal, unjust, unrighteous, irreli-

gious, profane, ungodly, vicious, nefarious,
heinous, flagitious.

Wickedly (wik'ed-li), adv. In a wicked
manner ; in a manner or with motives and
designs contrary to the divine law; vicii)iialy;

corruptly; immorally.
All that do tvickedly shall be stubble. Mai iv. i.

I have sinned, and I have done wickedly.
2 Sam. xxiv. 17.

Wickedness (wik'ed-nes). n. l. The state or
quality of l)eing wicked: depravity orcorrup-
Won of heart; evil disposition; sinfulness;
as, the wickediiess of a man or of an action.
2. Departure from the divine law; evil prac-
tices; active immorality; vice; crime; sin.

It is not good that children should know any wibfe-
tdtuss. Shak.

There is a method in man's wickedness

;

It grows up by degrees. Beau. & Fl.

8. A wicked thing or act; one act of ini-
quity.
What -wickedness is this that is done among youl

Judg. XX. 12.
ni never care what wickedness I do
If this man come to good. Shak.

WlCken, Wicken-tree (wik'en, wik'en-tre),
n. (Perhaps equivalent to witches* tree,
from A. Sax. iviccan, witches or wizards,
pL of wicce, a witch, ttricca, a wizard, from
its power over witches, or from A. Sax. wee,
the name of the rowan or other tree. ] The
Pyrtt^ A ucuparia (mountain-ash or rowan-
tree).

Wicker (wik'6r), a. [O. E. wikir, wiker. a pli-
ant twig, a withe, from stem of weak; comp.
Sw.K'i'Ara. to plait, to fold, to bend; Dan.veffre,
a pliant rod, a withy. vaf(/er, a willow, G.
wickel, a roll. See Weak, also WiCK.]
Made of plaited twigs or osiers ; also, cov-
ered with wicker-work; as, auocArer basket;
a wicker chair.

A morose and lonely tnan. who consorted with no-
body but himself ana an old wicker twttle which
fitted into his large, deep, waistcoat-pocket. Dickens.

Wcker (wik'6r), n. [See the adjective.]
1. A small pliant twig; an osier; a withe.
'Which hoops are knit as with wickers.'
Wood. — 2. A piece of wicker-work; specifi-
cally, a basket. * A press of wicker.' Chap-
man.

A white wicker, overbrimm'd
With April's lender younglings. Keats.

8 A twic or branch used as a mark; a wike.
Wickered (wik'Srd). a. Made of or covered
with wickers or twigs. AtUton.
Wicker-work (wik'^r-wferk), n. A texture
of twijjs; basket-work.
Wicket (wik'et), 7i. [0. Fr. wiket, Mod. Fr.
oiiichet, Walloon uichet, a wicket, from
Icel. vik, a bay. a creek, vikja, to turn, to
bend, same word as A. Sax. wtcan, to give
way. See Weak.] l. A small gate or door-
way, especially a small door or gate form-
ing part of a lai^er one.
The wicket, often open'd. knew the key. Dryden.

2. A hole in a door through which to com-
municate without opening the door, or
Uirough which to view what passes without
S. A small gate by which the chamt>er of
canal locks is emptied ; also, a gate in the
chute of a water- wheel to graduate the
amount of water passing to the wheel.—
4. In cricket, (a) the object at which the
bowler aims, and before, but a little to the
side of. which the batsman stands. It con-
sists of three stumps, having two bails lying
in grooves along their tops. See Cricket.
The third Marylebone man walks away from the

•wicket, and old Brookes sets up the miadlc stump
again, and puts the bails on. T. Hughes.

(6) The ground on which the wickets are set;
as, play was begun with an excellent wixket.

Wlcket-gate ('wik'e^gat). n, A small gate;
a wii k.-t Jiitnifan; Tennt/son.
Wicket - keeper (wik'et-kep-6r), n. In
cricket, the i»Iayer belonging to the side
who are 'out,' who stands immediately
behind the wicket to catch such balls as
pass it.

Wlcklng (wik'ing), n. The material of
which wicks are made ; especially, loosely
braided cotton thread of which wicks are
made.

WlCkllfflte, WiCllffite (wik'lif-it). n. A fol-
lower of Wickliffe, the English reformer; a
Lollard.

Wlcopy (wik'o-pi), ». See Leather-wood.
Wlddy (wid'i), n. [Same as withy. '\ A
rope ; more properly, one made of withs or
willows; a halter; the gallows. [Scotch.]
Wide (wid), a. [A. Sax. wid, wide, broad,
extensive; D. wijd, Icel. vidr, Sw. and Dan.
vid, G. weit, wide. Connections doubtful.]
1. Broad ; having a great or considerable
distance or extent between the sides : op-
posed to narrow; as, wide cloth; a wide
table; a wide highway; a wide bed; a wide
hall or entry. In this use wide is distin-
guished from Imig, which refers to the ex-
tent or distance between the ends.

IVide is the gate . . that leadeth to destruction.
Mat, vii. 13,

2- Broad ; having a great extent every way

;

vast ; extensive ; as, a wide plain ; the wvde
ocean.

For nothing this wide universe I call
Save thou, ray rose ; in it thou art my all. Shak.

3. Fig. not narrow or limited ; comprehen-
sive; enlarged; liberal. 'Men of strongest
head and icidest culture.' Matt. Arnold.—
4. Broad to a certain degree; of a certain
size or measure between the sides; as, three
feet wide.

'Tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church
door ; but 'tis enough. Shak.

5. Failing to hit a mark ; deviating beside
the right line or aim ; hence, remote or
distant from anything, as truth, propriety,
or the like; as, a wide ball in cricket; this
position is wide from the truth. 'Our toide
expositors.' Milton.

Many of the fathers were far wide from the under-
standing of this place. Raleigh.

6.t Far from what is pleasant or agreeable
to desire.

It would be wide with the best of us if the eye of
God should look backward to our former estate.

Bp. Halt.

Wide (wid), adv. 1. To a distance; far;
as, his fame was spread wide. — 2. So as
to have a great space from one side to
the other ; so as to form a great opening.
' The graves all gaping wide.' Skak.—S. Far
from the mark or from the purpose; so as to
deviate much from a point ; so as to miss
the aim; astray; as, the bullet flew icide of
the mark. ' He shoots wide on the bow
hand.' Spenser.

Pyrrhus at Priam drives : in rage strikes wide:
But with the whiff and wind ofnis fell sword
The unnerved father falls. Shak.

4. With great extent; widely: used chiefly
in composition; as, u^tde- skirted meads;
irtde- waving swords; wuZe - wasting pes-
tilence ; urid«-spreading evil.

Wide (Wid), 71. 1. Wideness; breadth; ex-
tent. [Rare.]

Emptiness and the waste wide
Of that abyss. Tennystm.

2. In cricket, a ball that goes u%de of the
wicket, and which counts one against the
side that is Iwwling.
Wide-awake (wid'a-wak), a. On the
alert; ready prepared; keen; sharp; know-
ing. [Colloq. or slang.]

Your aunt is a woman who Is uncommon wide-
awake, I can tell you. Thackgray.

Wide-awake (wid'a-wak), n. [So called
becausy worn greatly by smart sporting
men.] A species of soft felt hat with a
broad brim turned up all round.
I take my wide-awake from the peg. Thackeray.
He (the knight) . , has found a wide-awake

cooler than an iron kettle. Kingsley.

Wlde-Cliapped (wid'chopt), n. Having a
wide mouth. 'The wide-ciuipped rascal.'
Shuk.
Wide-gauge (wld'gaj). n. Same as Broad
Gauge. See under BROAD.
Widely (wid'li), adv. 1. In a wide manner
or degree; with great extent each way; as,

the gospel was widely disseminated by the
apostles.—2. Very much; to a great distance
or degree; far.

The subject of Milton, in some points, resembled
that of Dante ; but he has treated it in a widely dif-
ferent manner. Macaulay.

Wlde-mouthed (wld'mouTHd). a. Having
a wide mouth. 'The little wide-mouthed
heads upon the spout.' Tennyson.
Widen (wi'dn), v.t. 1. To make wide or

wider; to extend in breadth; as, to widen a
field; to iciden a breach.

The thoughts of men are widen d with the process of
the suns. Tennyson.

2. To throw open.

So, now the gates are ope : . . .

*Tis for the followers fortune widens them.
Not for the fliers. Shak^.

Widen (wi'dn), v.i. To grow wide or wider;
to enlarge; to extend itself. 'And arcbes
widen, and long aisles extend.' Pope.
Wideness (wid'nes), n. l. The state or qua-
lity of being wide ; breadth ; width ; great
extent between the sides; as. the wideness
of a room. ^2. Large extent in all directions;
as, the ivideness of the sea or ocean.
Wlde-sklrted(wid'skert-ed),a. Havingwide
borders; extensive.

With plenteous rivers and wide-skirted meads.
We make thee lady. Shak.

Wide-Spread (wid'spred), a. Spread to a
great distance; extending far and wide.

To stand upon such elevated ground as to be en-
abled to take a larger view of the wide-spread and
infinitely diversifiea constitution of men and alTairs
in a lai^'e Society. Brougham.

Wide - stretched (wid'strecht), a. Large;
extensive. ' Wide-stretched honours.' Shak.
Wlde-Where.t ady. Widely; far and near.
Chancer.
Widgeon (wij'on), n. [Comp. the French
vigeon, vingeon, gingeon, names of ducks, the
origin of the word being doubtful.] 1. A spe-
cies of natatorial bird allied to the Anatidee
or ducks ; the J/n reca penelope. The widgeons
are migratory birds which breed occasionally
in the most northern parts of Scotland, but
the ordinary breeding place is in more north-
ern regions, which they quit on the approach

Common Widgeon {.\fareca penelope).

of winter, and journey southward. They are
very numerous in the British islands during
the winter, where they spread themselves
along the shores and over the marshes and
lakes. They feed on aquatic plants, and on
grass like the geese. They have always been
in request for the table. The American wid-
geon is the Mareca americatia. It is most
abundant in Carolina, and is often called
bald-pate, from the white on the top of the
head.— 2. From the widgeon being supposed
to be a foolish bird, applied formerly to a
fool. Compare goose, gudgeon.

The apostles of this false religion.
Like Mahomet's, were ass and widgeon.

Httdibras.

Widow (wid'o), n. [A. Sax. weoduwe, %md-
uwe, tvuduive, a widow; D. weduwe, L.G.
loedewe, G. witttve, O.H.G. witnwa, Goth.
viduvo. Cog. Bu\^.vidova,vdova, Rus. vdovd,
L. vidua, from viduus, deprived (see Void);
Skr. vidhavd, a widow.] A woman who has
lost her husband by death, and who re-
mains still unmarried.
Ji'idow in old English was both masculine and

feminine. The word was afterwards limited in ap-
})lication to women, because the position of a widow
5 so often of a distressing character; and when it

became necessary to distinguish a man who had lost
his wife by a single word, the masculine suffix was
added to the recognised feminine widow.

E. AdOfns.
Used adjectively.

How may we content
This widow ladyf Shak.

Who has the paternal power whilst the widow
queen is with child f Locke.

—Widow beuHtched, a woman separated
from her husband ; a grass-widow (which
see).

They should sec you divorced from your husband
—a widow, nay, to live (a widow bewitched) worse
than a widow; for widows may marry again, Bailey.

—Widow's chamber, the apparel and furni-
ture of the bed-chamber of the widow of a

ch. chain; Ch. 8c. Xoeh; g,yo; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th. then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh. azure.—See Key.
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London freeman, to which she was formerly
entitled.— Widotc's man. See extract.

H'idffw's fnett are imaginary sailors, borne on the

books, and receiving pay anci prize money, which is

appropriated to Greenwich Hospital, Marryat.

Widow (wid'6), v.i. 1. To reduce to the
condition of a widow; to bereave of a hus-

band or mate; rarely used except in the
participle.

In this city, he
Hath widtnu'd and unchilded many a one. Skak.

2. To endow with a widow's right. [Rare.]

For his possessions,

Although by confiscation they are ours.

We do mstate and widow you withal

To buy you a better husband. Shak.

3. To Strip of anything good. 'The widow'd
isle in mourning.* Dryden.

Trees of their shrivel'd fruits

Arc widow'd. y. Philips.

4.t To survive as the widow of; to be widow
to.

Let me be married to three kings in a forenoon
and widow them all. Shak.

Widow-bench (wid'o-bensh), n. That share
which a widow is allowed of her husband's
estate, besides her jointure. Wharton.
Widow-bird (wid'o-bfird), n. The whidah-
ftnoh (which see).

Widower (wid'6-6r), n. A man who has lost

his wife by death. ' Our widower's second
marriage-day.' Skak. See extract under
Widow.
Widowerhood (wid'o-fir-h^d), n. The state

of a widower.
Widowhood (wid'6-hud), n. 1. The state of
a man whose wife is dead, or of a woman
whose husband is dead, and who has not
married again : generally applied to the
state or condition of being a widow: used
figuratively in quotation.

Mother and daughter, you behold them both in

their widowhood—ToTceWct and Venice. Ruskin.

SLt Estate settled on a widow.
For that dowry, I'll assure her of

Her widowhood, be it that she survives me.
In all my lands. Shak.

Widow-hunter (wid'6-hunt-6r), n. One who
seeks or courts widows for a jointure or for-

tune. Addison.
WidOWly (wid'o-li). adv. Like a widow; be-
coniiiiji: a widow. [Rare.]

Widow-maker (wid'6-mak-6r), n. One who
makes widows by bereaving them of their
husbands. Shak.
Widow-wail (wid'o-wal), n. Cneorum tri-

coccum, a hardy shrub with procumbent
stems, lance-shaped evergreen leaves, and
clusters of pink sweet-scented flowers.

Width (width), n. [From wide; comp.
breadth, length.] Breadth; wideness; the
extent of a thing from side to side; as, the
width of cloth; tlie ividth of a door. 'The
width of many a gaping wound.' Drayton,

The two remained
Apart by all the chamber's width. Tennyson.

Widlialt (wid'u-al), a. Of or pertaining to
a widow; vidual. Bale.

Wiel (wel), n. [O.E. weU, weel, A. Sax. woel,

O.D. wael, a whirlpool.] A small whirlpool;
an eddy. Bums. [Scotch.]

Wield (weld), v.t. [O.E. welden, pret. weld-
ed, wette, A. Sax. (ge)weldan, (geywyldan,
from wealdan, pret. %veold; Icel. valda, to
wield; O.H.G. waltan, G. walten, to rule,

manage; Goth, valdan, to govern. Probably
from same root as L. vaUo, to be strong.
See Valid.] 1. To use with full command
or power, as a thing not too heavy for the
holder; to hold aloft or swing freely with
the arm; as, to wield a sword. *To wield
a sceptre.' Shak.

Part wield their arms, part curb the foaming steed.
Milton.

2. To handle ; to use or employ with the
hand: often with a touch of humour.
Base Hungarian wight, wiit thou the spigot wield t

Shak.
8. To have the management or employment
of; to manage; to employ.
Her new-born power was wielded at the first by

unprincipled and ambitious men. De Quincey.

L To sway; to influence.

Thence to the famous orators repair.
Those ancient, whose resistless eloquence
IVieldedsX will that fierce democratie.
Shook the arsenal, and fulmin'd over Greece.

Milton

.

—To wield the sceptre, to govern with su-
preme command.
Wieldable (weld'a-bl), a. Capable of being
wielded.

Wieldancet (weld'ans). n. The actor power
of wielding. Bp. Hall.

Wielder (weld'fer), n. One who wields, em-
ploys, or manages. Milman.
Wieldsomet (weld 'sum), a. Capable of
being easily managed or wielded. Fabyan.

Wieldy(weld'i),a. [O.E. weldy, from welde,
to wield.] Capable of being wielded; man-
ageable; wieldable. Johnson.
Wier (wer), 7i. Same as Wear.
Wieryt (wi'ri), a. Wiry. 'Wiery gold.'

Peackam.
Wiery, t a. [A. Sax. wasr, a pool, a fishpond.]
Wet; moist; marshy.
Wife (wif), n. pi. Wives (wivz). [A. Sax. wlf,
a woman, a wife (neut., pi. wi/); D. ivijf,

Icel. vif, Dan. viv, G. weib, woman. The
root meaning is doubtful; often connected
with weave. This word gives the first syl-

lable of «wfta?i. See Woman.] 1. Originally,
a woman of mature age that is or might be
married, and in common language often still

so applied, especially in Scotland. In lit-

erature used now only in compound words,
generally designing a woman of low employ-
ment; as, &iewife, fish- wife.—2. The law-
ful consort of a man; a woman who is united
to a man in the lawful bonds of wedlock:
the correlative of husband. ' The husband
of one tvi/e.' 1 Tim. liL 2.

He that hath wtye and children hath given host-
ages to fortune; for they are impediments to great
enterprises either of virtue or mischief. Bacon.

A tjood wife is heaven's last best gift to man, Kis
angel and minister of graces innumerable, his gem
of many virtues, his casket of jewels, ^er. Taylor.

Wife-carle (wTfkarl), n. A man who busies
himself about household affaii's or woman's
work. [Scotch.]

Wifehood (wifhud). n. state and character
of a wife. ' The stately flower of female for-

titude, of perfect wifehood.' Tennyson.
Wifeless (wifles), a. Without a wife; un-
married. Tennyson.
Wifelike (wif'lik), a. Resembling or per-
taining to a wife or woman. ' W^elike go-
vernment.' Shak. ' Wi/elike, her hand in
one of his.' Tennyson.
Wifely (wif^i), a. Like a wife; becoming a
wife. ' With all the tenderness of wifely
love.' Dryden.
Wife-ridden (wif'rid-n), a. Unduly influ-

enced by a wife; ruled or tyrannized over
by a wife; henpecked.

Listen not to those sages who advise you always
to scorn the counsel of a woman, and if you comply
with her requests pronounce you -wife-ridden.

Mrs. Piozzi.

Wig (wig), n. [An abbrev. of periwig.] An

Forms of Wigs in seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies.

I, Time of James I. a. Time of Charles I.

?, 4, 5. Restoration; Charles II. 6, 7, Time of James
I. and Anne. 8, 9, Time of William and Mary.

10, Campaign Wig, 1684. 11, Raniitie Wig, 1736.

12, Bob Wig, 1742. 13, i4,The Maccaronies* Wig, 1772.

15, 16, Wigs of 1774-80. 17. 18, Wigs of 1785-95.

artificial covering of hair for the head, used
generally to conceal baldness, but formerly
worn as a fashionable means of decoration.

Wigs are usually made to imitate the na-
tural hair, but formally curled wigs are
worn professionally by judges and lawyers
in Britain, and they appear sometimes in
the livery of serv'ants. Wigs are also much
used on the stage.

Wig, Wigg (wig),n. [D. wegge, a kind of cake
or loaf; G. week, wecke, a roll of bread; per-
haps originally of a tvedge shape. ] A sort of
cake. ' Wigys and ale.' Pepys. [Obsolete
or local.]

Wlgan (wig'an), n. [Probably from the town
of Wigan in Lancashire.] A stiff, open can-
vas-like fabric, used for stitfening and pro-
tecting the lower inside surface of skirts,
<fec.

Wig-block (wig'blok), n. A block or shaped
piece of wood for fitting a wig in.

Wlgeon (wij'on). Same as Widgeon.

Wigged (wigd), a. Having the head covered
with a wig.

Wiggery ( wig'Sr-i ), n. l. The work of a
wigmaker; false hair.

She was a ghastly thing to look at, as well from
the quantity as from the nature of the wigeeries that
she wore. TroUofe.

2. Excess of formality; red-tapism. 'Such
mountains of wiggeries and follies.' Car-
lyle.

Wigging (wig'ing), n. A rating; a scolding;
a reouke, especially in public.

If the head of a firm calls a clerk into the parlour,
and rebukes him, it is Anearivtg^ng: if done before
the other clerks, it is a wigging. Slang Diet.

Wiggle (wigl), 7;. (. and i. To wriggle. [Pro-
vincial English.]
Wigher.t v.i. To neigh; to whinny. Beau.
iiTFl. [Rare.]

Wight (wit), n. [A, Sax. wiht, umht, a crea-
ture of any kind, an individual, a thing; D.
wicht, a baby; G. iincht, creature, wretch,
fellow; Goth, vaihts, fem., vaiM, neut. a
thing, a whit; Icel. voettr, a wight; Dan.
voette, an elf; originally perhaps meaning a
moving creature, and allied to 2vag, weigh.
Whit is this word in a slightly different
form, and it is also contained in aught,
naught, or nought] 1. A human l)eing; a
person, either male or female. 'The leiyht

of all the world who lov'd thee best.' Dry-
den. [Obsolete, tliough still sometimes used
in humour or irony, or as an archaism.]

She was a wight if ever such wight were

—

To suckle fools and chronicle small beer, Shai.

These sprightly gallants loved a lass, call'd" Lirope
the bright,

In the whole world there scarcely was so delicate a
wight. Drayton.

Whilome in Albion's isle there dwelt a youth
Who ne in virtue's ways did take delight;
But spent his days in riot most uncouth,
And vexed with mirth the drowsy ear of night.
Ah me! in sooth he was a shameless wight.

Byron.

2.t A preternatural or supernatural being;
an unearthly creature. Chaucer.

The poet Homer speaketh of no garlands and
chaplets but due to the celestial and heavenly wights.

HoUttnd.

3.t A moment; an instant. Chaucer.
Wightt (wit), a. [Icel. vigr, neut. rf^, war-
like, fit for war; Sw. vig, agile, nimble; the
lit. meaning is seen from Icel. vig. A. Sax.
wig, war, a fight; Icel. vega, to fight.] Hav-
ing warlike prowess; strong and active; agile;

nimble. [Now only poetical.]

He was so nimble and so ivight
From bough to bough he leaped light. Sfenser.

Thirty steeds both fleet and -wight
Stood saddled in stable day .md night.

Sir jr. Scott

Wight,! " A weight. Chaucer.

Wl^htlyt (wit'li), adv. 1. Swiftly; nimbly;
quickly.

For day that was is wightly past. Spenser.

2. Stoutly; with strength or power.
Wlgless (wig'les), a. Without a wig; wear-
ing no wig. ' Wigless judges.' W. H. Bus-
sell.

Wigmaker (wig'mak-^r), ?i. One who makes
wigs.

Wigreve (wig'rev), n. [A. Sax. wlc-ger^fa—
wic, a dwelling, a village, and gert/a, a
reeve. See Grieve.] A hamlet bailitf or
steward.
Wig-tree (wig'tre),ji. Venetian sumac {Bkus
cotinus), the wood of which is used as a yel-

low dye.

Wigwam (wig'wam), 71. [Knisteneaux In-

dian w((;waH»i, Algonquin iciguiaum.] An
Indian cabin or hut, so called in North
America. These huts are generally of a
conical shape, formed of bark or mats laid

Fate, fftr, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, m6ve; tube, tub, bull: oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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over stakes planted in the ground and con-
verging at top. where is an opening for the
escape of the smoke.

Wigwams of Nonh American Indians.

Wlg-weaver (wig'wev-6r). n. One who
manufactures wigs; a wigmaker. Coivper.
Wike ( wik I, n. [Short form of iHcker. ] A
temporary mark, as with a twig or tree-
braiuhlet. used to divide swaths to be mown
incommons,&c. [Provincial English.] C^led
alsn Wicker.
Wlket (wik).n. [See Wick. ] A home; a dwell-
inir. HalliioeU.

Wlke.t n. A week. Chaucer.
Wikke.t a. Wicked. Chaucer.
Wild (wild), a. [A. Sax. wild, wild, not tame,
savage ; Sc. will, wild, also bewildered,
astray (as 'to gang wW,' to lose one's way);
Icel villr, wild, astray, bewildered : Dan.
and Sw. vild, D. wild, G. wild, Goth, viltheis,

wild. No doubt of same origin as will, an
animal that is wild also wandering at its

will. See Will] 1. Living in a state of
nature; inhabiting the forest or open field;

roving; wandering; not tame; not domestic;
as, a wild boar; a irtW ox; a wild cat; a vHld
bee. ' When wild in woods the noble sav-
age ran.' Dryden.-~2. Savage; uncivilized;
ungovemed; unrefined; ferocious; sanguin-
ary : used of persons or practices. ' The
wildeHt savagery.' Shak.

None there make stay
But savage beasts, or men as iri/a as they. Ifalier.

3 Growing or produced without culture:
produced by unassisted natm-e, or by wild
animals; native; not cultivated; as. wild
parsnep; wild cherry; wild honey. 'Make
a wild tree a garden tree. ' Bacon.
With tviid wood-leaves and weeds I ha' strew'd his

lifrave. Shak.

4. Desert; not inhabited; uncultivated; hav-
ing a certain gloomy grandeur; as, a wild
forest.

These high -wild hills and rough uneven ways
Draws out our miles, and makes them wearisome.

No longer steel-clad warriors ride
Ska*.

Along thy wtdd and willow'd shore. Sir H'. Scoff.

6. Turbulent; tempestuous; stormy; furious;
violently a^tated : used In lx)th a physical
and moral sense : as, the wild winds. 'The
times are wild. ' Shak. ' A fiery dawn ing wild
with wind.' Tennyson.

\^t this same be presently perform'd
Even while men's mindii are ivi/d. ShaA.
Mixt together in so tfiid a tumult.

That the whole man is quite disfigured in him.
Addison.

6. Violent ; unregulated ; inordinate ; pas-
sionate; as, a w^ outbreak of rage. ' Wild
grief. ' Siwkk.

Nay. nay. you must t»ot weep, nor let your grief be
wild. Tennyson.

7. Loose or disorderly in conduct; going
beyond due bounds ; ungovemed : some-
times in a bad sense, but often used as a
term of very slight reproach, in the sense of
light; giddy; wanton; frolicsome; wayward.
He kept company with the iviid prince and Poins.

Shak
Besides, thou art a beau. What's that, my child!
A fop well dress'd. extravagant and -wild. Dryden.
I have been tvild and wayward, but youll foigive

me now. Tennyson,

8. Reckless; incautious; rash; inconsiderate;
not in accordance with reason or prudence;
as, a wild adventure. 'A wild speculative
project' Swift.

A tvild dedication of yourselves
To un|^>ath'(l waters. Shak.

9. Wanting order and regularity, or quiet
and composure in any manner; extrava-
gant: trrei^ular; fantastic: eccentric. 'Wild
in their attire.' Shak. ' WHd work in hea-
ven.' Milton. —10. Indicating strong emo-

tion or excitement; excited: roused; bewil-
dered; distracted: as, a wild look. ' WUd
and whirling words. ' Shak.

iViid amazement hurries up and down
The little number of your doubtful friends. Shak.

11. Anxiously eager; ardent to pursue, per-
form, or oUtain.

And there,
AH zviid to found an university
For maidens, on the spur she fled, Tennyson.

Used adverbially.

If I chance to talk a little iviid, forgive me

;

I had it from my father. Shak.

Wild forms the first part of a number of
compounds (see below), many of which,how-
ever, are often printed as separate words.

—

Wild hunt, a legend, spread in one form or
another over all German lands, and found
also in France and Spain, of a wild hunts-
man, who with a phantom host goes career-
ing over woods, fields, and villages during
the night, accompanied with the shouts of
huntsmen and the baying of hounds.—To
run wild, (a) to grow wild or savage; to take
to vicious courses or a loose way of living.

She has had two sons, of whom the younger ran
wild, and went for a soldier. Dickens.

(6) To escape from cultivation and grow in
a wild state.— 4 wiM. shot, a random or
chance shot.

The aunt, touched in the soft place in her heart
through her rutiled feathers, was brought down by a
ti/ild shot, when considered quite out of distance.

George Eliot.

Wild (wild), n. 1. A desert; an uninhabited
and uncultivated tract or region; a forest
or sandy desert ; as, the wilds of America

;

the wilds of Africa ; the sandy wilds of
Arabia. 'The vasty wilds of wide Arabia.'
Shak.

Then Libya first, of all her moisture drain*d
Became a barren waste, a ivild of sand. Addison.

2.t Same as Weald. 'A franklin in the wHd
of Kent.' Shak.
Wild-basll (wild'baz-il), n. A British peren-
nial labiate plant, the Calamintha Clinopo-
dium or Clinopodiuin vulgare. It has large
purple flowers in crowded whorls, with an
aromatic smell, and grows on hills and dry
bushy places.

WUdbeast (wTld'best), n. An untamed or
savage animal. 'The blind icildbeast of
force.' Tennyson.
Wlld-boax (wild'bor). n. An animal of the
hog kind, the Sus scro/a, from which the
domesticated swine are descended. See
Boar.
WUd-bom (wnd'bom), o. Bom in a wild
state.

Wild-brain (wlWhran), n. A giddy, vola-
tile, heedless person; a harebrain. T. Mid-
dleton.

Wild-1>ugloss (wild'bu-glos). n. A plant,
Lycopsia arvensis.

Wild-cat (wild'kat), n. A ferocious animal
of the Kt-nus Felis. the F. catus. See Cat.
Wlld-chamomile (wild'kam-6-mil), n. A
British plant, Matricaria ChainomUla. See
M.\TRICARIA.
Wild-cherry (wild'che-ri), n. An American
tree of the genus Cerasus, the C viryiniana.
It bears a small astringent fruit resembling
a cherry, and the wood is much used for
cabinetwork, being of a light red colour and
compact texture.

Wild-cucumber (wIldTcu-kum-bfir), n. A
plant, Mouwrdica elaterium.

Wild-duck (wild'duk), n. An aquatic fowl
of the genus Auas. tlm A. Boschas, otherwise

Wild^iuck (Anas Boschas).

called the Mallard, and found wild in Eu-
rope, Asia, and America. It is the stock of
the common domestic duck. See Duck.
Wllde-beest (wel'da-bast), n. [D, wild
beast.] The South Africau name for tlie

gnu.
Wilder (wil'dfir), v.t. (Shortened form of
bewilder.

J To cause to lose the way or
track; to puzzle with mazes or difficulties;

to bewilder. *Long lost and toildefd in the
maze of fate.' Pope.

' Alas
!

' said she. ' this ghastly ride

—

Dear lady ! it hath -wildered you :

' Coleridge.

Wllderedly(wil'd6rd-li), adv. In a wildered
manner; bewilderedly; wildly; incoherently.

It is but in thy passion and thy heat
Thou speak'st so wilderedly. Sir H. Taylor.

WUdennent (wil'd^r-ment), ix. Bewilder-
ment; confusion. ' This ?nMermen( of wreck
and death.' T. Moore. [Poetical.]

In -wildertnent of gazing I looked up. and I looked
down. E. B. Browning.

Wilderness (wird^r-nes), n. [Formed with
sufltix -ness from older icilderne, a wilderness
or forest tract, from A. Sax. wilder, a wild
animal, from wild, wild; comp. D. wildernis,
Dan. vildnis, G. wildniss, wilderness.] 1. A
desert; a tract of land or region uncultivated
and uninhabited by human beings, whether
a forest or a wide barren plain.

O for a lodge in some vast -wilderness.
Some boundless contiguity of shade. Milton.

2. A wild; a waste of any nature. ' Environed
with a wilderness of sea. ' Shak.

The wat'ry wilderness y'lcliifi no supply, frailer.

3. A portion of a garden set apart for things
to grow in unchecked luxuriance. — 4.t A
scene of disorder. ' A wildertiess of sweets.

'

Milton.
Rome is but a wilderness of tigers. Shak.

5.t Wildness; confusion.
The paths and bower doubt not but our joint hands
Will keep from wilderness with ease. Milton.

Wildfire (wild'fir), n. 1. A composition of
inflammable materials readily catcliing fire

and hard to be extinguished; Greek-fire.

Brimstone, pitch, ;

hard to quench.
iidjire, burn easily, and are

Bacon.

2. A kind of lightning unaccompanied by
thunder.—3. A name for erysipelas; also a
name for lichen circumscriptus, an eniptive
disease, consisting of clusters or patches of
papulPB. — 4. A name given to a disease of
sheep, attended with inflammation of the
i^in.— Wild-fire rash, in pathol. a species of
gum-rash, in which the pimples are in clus-
ters or patches, generally flying from part
to part.

Wild-fowl ^wild'foul), n. A name given to
birds of various species which are pursued
as game, but ordinarily restricted to birds
belonging to the orders Grallatores and
Natatores; water-fowL
Wild-germander (wild-j^r-man'd6r), n. A
plant, Teiicritnn Scorodonia.
Wild-goose (wild'gos), n. A water-fowl of
the genus Anser, the A. ferus, a bird of
passage, and the stock of the domestic
goose. The wild-goose, known also as the
Gray-lag, was formerly abundant in the
fenny parts of England, and resided there
ail the year, but it is now only known as a
winter visitant to the British Isles, It is

the largest of the species found in Britain.
The term wild-goose is also promiscuously
applied to several species of the goose-kind
found wild in Britain, as A. palustris, A.
segetum, and A. brachyrhynchus. The wild-
goose of North America, also migratory, is

a distinct species, the A. Cygnopsis or cana-
densis. — Wild-goose chase, the pursuit of
anything in ignorance of the direction it

will take; hence, a foolish pursuit or enter-
prise. According to Dyce a wild-goose chase
was a kind of horse race, where two horses
were started together, and whichever rider
could get the lead the other was obliged to
follow him over whatever ground the fore-
most jockey chose to go.

Wlldgrave (wild'grav), n. [O. wildgraf,
from wild, game, wild animals, and yraf.
commonly a title equivalent to count.] A
head forest-keeper in Germany in former
times; an official having the superintendence
of the game in a forest: different from a
wald^Tuve or woodreeve. Sir W. Scott.

Wild-honey (wild'hun-i), n. Honey that is

made by wild l)ees or bees not kept by man.
Wilding (wild'ing), a. Wild; not cultivated
or domesticated- 'Was gay with wilding
flowers.' Tennyson. [Poetical.]

The wilding kid sports merrily. y. Baillie.

Wilding (wild'ing), n. A plant that is wild
or that grows without cultivation, as a crab-
apple tree. 'A kind of crab tree also or
wilding.' Holland. 'Where the ruddy w?iid-

ings grew.' Dryden.
The fruit, however, of the plant (a lemon) at Cros-

cello is small, of little jiuce, and bad quality; I pre-
sume it to be a wilding. Landor.

ch, cAain; 6h, 8c. locA; g, go\ J, job; fi. Ft. ton; ng, sinj/; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Wildlsh (wild'ish). o. Somewhat wild. 'A
wildiifh destiny. ' Wordsworth.

He is a little wildish, they say. Richardson.

Wild-land (wild'land), n. Land not culti-

vated or iu a state that renders it unfit for
cultivation ; land lying waste or unoccupied.

Wild-llclieil (wild'li-ken or wild'Hch-en), n.

Lichen a'jrius, an eruptive disease, in which
the papulfe are distributed in clusters or
lai^e patches of a vivid red colour.

Wlld-liquorice (wild'lik-6r-is), n. A plant,

the Abrus precatorixis. See Abrus.
Wildly (wild'ii), adv. In a wild state or
maimer; (a) without cultivation.

That which grows -wildly of itself is worth nothing.
Dr. H. Mare.

(&) In a rough, rude, or uncultivated fashion.
* Wildly overgrown with hair. ' Shak.
(c) Without tameness; with fierceness; sav-

agely; as, to rage wildly, (d) With disorder;
with perturbation or distraction ; with a
fierce or roving look; as. to start wildly from
one's seat; to stare wildly.

She Tvildly brcaketh from their strict embrace.
Shak.

(e) Without attention; heedlessly; incon-
siderately; foolishly. ' I prattle something
too wildly.' Shak. (/) Capriciously ; irra-

tionally; extravagantly; irregularly.

Who is there so wildly sceptical as to question
whether the sun will rise in the east? IVilkins.

She, -wildly wanton, wears by night away
The sign of all our labours done by day.

Dryden.
Wild-mare (wild 'mar), n. An untamed
mare. — To ride the wUd-mare, to play at
see-saw. 'Bides the wild-mare with the
boys. ' Shak.
Wildness (wlld'nes), n. 1. The state of being
wild: (a) the state of being untamed, (b) A
rough uncultivated state ; state of being
waste; as, the wildness of a forest or heath,
(c) Unchecked or disorderly growth, as of a
plant. Dryden. (d) Irregularity of manners;
licentiousness. 'The wUdness of his youth.'
Shak. (e) Savagenesa; brutality; fierceness.
' Wilder to him than tigers in their wildjiess.'

Shak. (/) A want of sober judgment or
discretion.

Our youths and ifilditess shall no whit appear.
But all be buried in his gravity, Shak.

(g) Alienation of mind; distraction; mad-
ness.

Ophelia, I wish
That your good beauties be the happy cause
Of Hamlet s wildness. Shak.

(h) The quality of being undisciplined, or
not subjected to method or rules.

Is there any danger that this discipline will tame
too much the fiery spirit, the enchanting -wildHcss,

and magnificent irregularity of the orator s genius?
Wirt.

2. A wild action. Seeker.

Wlld-Oat (wild'ot), n. l. A British plant of
the genus Avena, the A. fatua, a common
weed in clay soils. — 2. A species of grass,

the A rrhenatherum aveiiacewm, which often
forms a considerable portion of good mea-
dows and pastures; oat-grass. — Wild oats.

See under Oat.
Wild-rice(wild'ria),n. The Zizaniaaquatica,
a large kind of grass which grows in shallow
water or miry situations in many parts of
North America. It yields a palatable and
nutritious food. Called also Catiada Rice.

Wild-rosemary (wild'roz-ma-ri),M. A plant,
the Amlromeda polifolia.

Wilds (wildz), 71. [Comp. urield.] In agri.
the part of a plough by which it is drawn.
[Provincial.]

WUd-service-tree (wiid's^r-vis-trs), n. A
Briti.sh tree, Fyrus torminalis. See Ser-
vrcE-TRKE.
Wild-succory (wild-suk'ko-rl),?i. A British
plant, Cichariinn Intybus. See SUCCORY.
Wild-swan (wild'swon), n. The Cygmis
ferus (less commonly Cynnus tmisicits), an
aquatic bird, called also the Whistling-swan
and Hooper. This noble bird appears in
winter in the northern parts of Europe and
Asia, and resides in summer within the arctic
circles. (See Swan.) 'Made the wild-swan
pause in her cloud.* Tennyson.
Wlld-tansy (wild'tan-zi), 7i. A plant, Po(e?i.
tilla aiiferina. See Potentilla.
Wild-thyme (wild'tim), n. A plant, TAymu*
Serpyllum. See Thyme.

I know a bank whereon the -wild-thyme grows.
Shak.

Wild-Vine (wild'vln), n. A plant, the Vitia
Lahruaca. See ViTIS.
Wild-wood (wild'wud), a. Belonging to
wild, uncultivated, or unfrequented woods.
'The wi7rf-M)tJod echoes.' Burns. 'Wild-wood
flowers.' Burns.

Wile(wn), n. [A. Sax. wtle, wU, wile; IceL
vel, v(eI, artifice, craft, trick ; connections
doubtful. Gitile is tlie same word, but has
come to us directly from the French. See
Guile.] A trick or stratagem practised for
insnariug or deception; a sly, insidious arti-

fice.

Put on the whole armour of God that ye may be
able to stand against the ivi/es of the devil.

Eph. vi. II.

My sentence is for open war ; of luiUs,
More uncxpett, 1 boast not; them let those
Contrive who need. Milton.

Wile (wil), v.t. pret. & pp. wiled; ppr. wiling.
1. 1 To deceive ; to beguile ; to impose on.
Spenser.— 2. To draw or turn away, as by
diverting the mind. 'To wile the length
from languorous hours, and draw the sting
from pain.' Tennyson.—^. To cajole; to
wheedle. [Scotch.]

Wileful ( wil'ful ), a. Full of wiles ; wily

;

tricky.
At Merlin's feet the -wilffitl Vivien lay. Tennyson.

Wilful (wil'fwl), a. 1. Governed by the will
without yielding to reason; not to be moved
from one's notions, inclinations, purposes, or
the like, by counsel, advice, commands, in-
structions, &c. ; obstinate; stubborn; refrac-
tory; wayward; inflexible; as, a wilful man;
a wilful horse.

Her father's latest word humm'd in her ear.
' Being so very wilful you must go,'
And changed itself and echoed in her heart,
' Being so very wilful you must die.' Tennyson.

2. Done by design ; intentional ; as, icUful
murder.~3.t Suffered by design; in accord-
ance with one's free-will; voluntary.
A proud priest may be known when he denieth to

follow Christ and his apostles in -wilful poverty.
Foxe.

Wilfully ( wil'ful-li ), adv. l. In a wilful
manner; obstinately; stubbornly.

Religion is a matter of our freest choice; and if

men will obstinately and -wilfully set themselves
against it, there is no remedy. Tillotson.

2. By design; with set purpose; intentionally.

If we sin wilfully after that we have received the
knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more sac-
rifice for sins. Heb. x. 26.

Wilfulness (wil'ful-nes), n. 1. The quality
of being wilful; determination to have one's
own way; self-will; obstinacy; stubbornness;
perverseness.

Everywhere I observe in the feminine mind some-
thing of beautiful caprice, a floral exuberance of that
charming wilfulness which characterizes our dear
human sisters, I fear through ail worlds.

£>e Quincey.
2. Intention; character of being done by
design. ' The deliberateness and wilfulness,
or as we prefer to call it the intention,
which constitutes the crime of murder.'
Mozley & Whitely.

Wilily (wi'li-li), adv. In a wily manner; by
stratagem; with insidiousart; craftily. 'They
did work wilily.' Josh. ix. 4.

Wiliness (wi'li-nes), n. The state or charac-
ter of being wily; cunning; guile.

Wilh: (wilk), n. A species of mollusc. See
Whelk.
Will (wil), n. [A. Sax. w?i7?a, will, from wil-
Ian, to desire; D. wil, Icel. vili, Dan. villie,

Sw. and Goth. ml)a, O.H.G. willo, willio.

See the verb.] \. That faculty or power of
the mind by which we determine either to
do or not to do something which we conceive
to be in our power; the faculty which is

exercised in deciding, among two or more
objects, which we shall embrace or pursue;
the power of producing acts of willing; the
power of control which the mind possesses
over its own operations.

Appetite is the -will's solicitor, and the will is ap.
petite's controller; what we covet according to the
one, by the other we often reject. Hooker.

Every mnn is conscious of a power to determine in

things which he conceives to depend upon his deter-
mination. To this power we give the name of will.

Reid.

2. The act of willing; the act of determining
choice or forming a purpose; volition.

It is necessary to form a distinct notion of what is

meant by the word ' volition ' in order to understand
the import of the word 'will,' for this last word ex-
presses the power of mind of which volition is the
act. . . . The word 'will,' however, is not always
used in this its proper signification, but is frequently
substituted for 'volition," as when I say that my hand
moves in obedience to my will. D. Stewart.

3. The determination or choice of one pos-
sessing authority; discretionary pleasure;
behest; command; decree.

Thy -will be done. Mat. vi, lo.

Go then, the guilty at thy -will chastise. Pope.

4. Strong wish or inclination; bent of mind;
disposition.

He that complies against his will.
Is of the same opinion still. Hudibras.

Inclination is another word with which will is fre-
quently confounded. Thus, when the apothecary
says in Romeo and Juliet:

My i)overty and not my will consents, &c,
the word will is plainly used as synonymous with
inclination, not in the strict logical sense, as the im-
mediate antecedent of action. It is with the same
latitude that the word is used in conmion conversa-
tion, when we speak of doing a thing which duty pre-
scnbes, against one's own will; or when we speak
of doing a thing willingly or unwillingly.

D. Stewart.
5. That which 18 strongly wished or desired.

He holds him with his glittering eye,
The marriage-guest stood still

And listens like a three-years' child.
The mariner hath his will. Coleridge.

6. Absolute power to control, determine, or
dispose; arbitrary disposaL
Deliver me not over unto the 2i't// of mine enemies.

Ps. xxvii. 12.

7. In law, the legal declaration of a man's in-
tentions as to wliat he wills to be performed
after his death in relation to his property;
a testament. In England no will, whether
of real or personal estate, is to be valid un-
less it be in writing, and signed at the foot
or end by the testator, or by some person
in his presence, and by his direction. Such
signature must be made or acknowledged
by the testator in the presence of two or
more witnesses present at the same time,
and such witnesses must attest and sub-
scribe the will in the presence of the testa-
tor. Soldiers on actual service, or mariners
at sea, have the power of making nuncu^
pative icills. In the t'nited States the law
is in substantial agreement with that of
England. In Scotland formerly only per-
sonal property could be disposed of by will,
real property being conveyed by a disposi-
tion or deed in which the testator's liferent
in the subject was reserved, but heritable
property can now be so disposed of.

—

Good
will, (a) favour; kindness. (6) Right inten-
tion. Phil, i, 15.— Ill will, enmity; unfriend-
liness. It expresses less than malice. See
Good-will and Ill-will.— To have otie's

unit, to obtain what Is desired.—To work
one'suti/Z, to actabsolutely according toone'a
own will, wish, pleasure, or fancy; to do en-
tirely what one pleases with something.

For though the Great Ages heave the hill

And break the shore, and evermore
M&ke a.nd break and work their will. . . .

Tennyson.
—At will, at pleasure. To hold an estate
at the will of another is to enjoy the pos-
session at his pleasure, and be liable to be
ousted at any time bv the lessor or proprie-
tor. See under Estate.— Tri(/i a will, with
willingness and pleasure; with all one's
heart; heartily.

He threw himself into the business with a -will.

Dickens.

Will (wil), V. anx., pres. I will, thou toilt, he
will; past, would; no past participle. [A, Sax.
willan, pres. sing. 1 and 3 wile, 2 wilt, pL
willath (1, 2, and 3); pret. wolde, woldest ; pL
woldonav woldan; D. icillen, Icel. vUja, Dan.
vUle, to will ; G. will, I will, he will, inftn.

wollen; Goth. vUjan; cog. L. volo, I will, veUe,
to will; Gr. boulomai, I will. Akin ipell. weal,
icild] A word denoting either simple futu-
rity or futurity combined with volition ac-
cording to the subject of the verb. Thus,
in the first person, I (we) wUl, the word de-
notes willingness, consent, intention, or pro-
mise; and when emphasized it indicates de-
termination or fixed purpose: as, I will go,
if you please; I uill go at all hazards; I wUl
have it in spite of him. In the second and
third persons will expres-ses only a simple
future or certainty, the idea of volition, pur-
pose, or wish being lost; thus, 'you wUl go,'
or 'he will go,' indicates a future event only.
The second person may also be used its a
polite command ; as, you will be sure to do
as I have told you.—As regards will in ques-
tions Mr. R. Grant White lays down the
following rules: ' Will is never to be used as
a question with the first person ; as, tt^iil I

go? A man cannot ask if he wills to do
anything that he must know and only he
knows. , . , As a question, will iu the second
person asks the intention of the person ad-
dressed; as, will you go to-morrow? that is.

Do you mean to go to-morrow? ... As a
question, icill in the third person asks what
is to be the future action of the person
spoken of, with a necessary reference to
intention; as. wUl he go? that is. Is he
going? Does he mean to go and is his going
sure?' Simple futurity with the first per-
son is appropriately expressed by shall.

(See Shall.) Among inaccurate speakers
and writers, especially in Scotland, Ireland,

Fate, far, fat, fflU; m6, met, hdr; pine, pin; note, not, moye; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; \\. So. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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and in some partaof the United States, there
is some confusion in the use of shall and
iriU; thus will improperly taices the place
of shall in such frequently used phrases as,

'I wilt be obliged to you,' ' we wilt be at a
loss.' ' I will he much gratified,' and so on.—Would stands in the same relation to will
that should does to shall. Thus would is

aeldom or never a preterite indicative pure
and simple, being mainly employed in sub-
juuctive, conditional, or optative senses, in
the latter case having often the functions
and force of an independent verb; as, (a) con-
<litional or subjunctive, * he would do it if he
could;' 'he could do it if he would;' 'they
would have gone had they been permitted.'
Here it will be seen would refers to the pre-
sent only, the past being expressed by wottld
have. In such sentences as 'He was mis-
taken it would seem.' or 'it would appear'

—

in which should is sometimes used —would
retains almost nothing of conditionality,
having merelj- the effect of softening a direct
statement (Mr R. Grant White regards
'it should seem' as the normal expression,
though he quotes 'it would appear' from
good English writers. He himself writes,
'It would seem that a man of Mr. Lowe's
general intelligence should know, '&c.£cery-
day English, chap, xili.) (6) Optative; 'I
-would that I were young again.' In this
use the personal pronoun is often omitted.
' ITouM to God we had died in Egypt' Ex.
xvi. 3. ' Would God I had died for thee, O
Absalom." 2 Sam. xviii. 3. ' Would thou
wert as I am. ' Shak.— Would most nearly has
the force of a simple past indicative in such
aentences as, 'he would go and you see
what has happened; ' but this implies farther
that he did actually go or at least set out,
and the would is here emphatic.— Would is

also used to express a habit or custom, as if

it implied a habitual exercise of will; as, she
would weej) all day ; every other day he
would fly Into a passion.— ITiH and wotild
were formerly often used with adverbs and
prepositional phrases to express motion or
change of place, where modem usage would
require wUl go, would go, or the like. ' Now
I will away;^ Tit to the ale-bouse;' 'I wilt
about it;' Tit to my books;' 'he is very
aick and would to bed ;

'
' there were wit in

this head, an 'ticould out.' SAa*.—What may
be called a similar elliptical usage occurs in
such phraiies as 'what would you?' where
present usage would supply have or do.

WUl (wil), v.t. (From the noun rather than
from the auxiliary verb. In this use the con-
jugation is regular, pres. ind. I will, thou
wiliest, he wills, &c., pret <fe pp. willed.]
1. To determine by an act of choice; to form
« distinct volition of; to ordain; to decree;
to decide.

Two tiings He jrOlta—lhU we should b« good,
and that we should b« happy. Barrow.
A man that sits still is said to be at liberty, because

he can walk if he nn/U it. Lockt.

2. To have an intention, purpose, or desire
of; to desire or wish; to intend.

Her words had issue other than she TviUed.

TtnnysoH
Z.\ To convey or express a command or
authoritative instructions to; to command;
to direct; to order.

They willed me to say so, madam. Shak
Send for music.

And -wilt the cooks to use their best of cunninir
To please the palate. Btau. iy Ft

As you go, wUt the lord mayor
And some aldermen of his brethren . .

To attend our further pleasure presently.

y h-tdsler

It To be inclined or resolved to have.
There, there. Hortensio, ii/tll you any wifct Shak.

6. To dispose of by testament ; to give as a
legacy; to bequeath.
Vrm (wil). tj. i. 1 . To form a volition ; to ex-
ercise an act of the will.

For in evill. the best condition is, not to vnll; the
second, not to can. Ba£oH.
He that shall turn his thoughts inward upon what

passes in his own mind when he ivilis. Lcdtt.

2. To desire; to wish.

Nevertheless, not as 1 luiU, but as thou vjitt.

Mat. xxvi. 39.
S. To resolve; to determine; to decree.

As Witt the reit, so witleth Winchester. Shak.
Lord if thou iitilt thou canst make me clean. And

Jesus put forth his hand and touched him savini; I
nhU; be thou clean. Mat. viii. 2.

S. To dispose of effects by will or testament;
to make arrangements liy will.— lf'iU,»ii(=

will I (you, he, they, &c.) or will I not. See
NiLL.

IVilt or nilt
Beares her away upon his courser light. Sptnser.

tVitt yo\x Kr//you 1 will marry you. Shak.

•Wlllemite (wil'lem-it), n. [In honour of
Willem I., king of the Netherlands.] A
mineral of resinous lustre and yellowish-
green colour. It is a native silicate of zinc.
It is of rare occurrence in Europe, but is

found in New Jersey, U.S., in rock-masses
constituting a very valuable and important
zinc ore.

Wilier (wil'er), n. 1. One who wills. [Rare.)

Cast a glance on two considerations; first, what
the will is to which; secondly, who the wiltfr is to
whom we must submit. Barrow.

2. One who wishes; a wisher: used in some
rare compounds, as ill-wilier, Ac.
Wlllet (wil'et), 7i. Sympheinia seniipal-
mata, a bird of the snipe family, found in
North and South America. It is a fine game
bird, and its flesh and eggs are prized as
food. It is 60 named from its cry, 'pUl-witl-
willet.' Called also Stone-curlew.
Willful, Willfully, WiUfulaess. Same as
Wilful. WHfulltj, Wiljuliiess.

Willing (wil'ing), a. 1. Ready to do or grant;
having the mind inclined; having the mind
favourably disposed; not choosing to re-
fuse ; not averse ; desirous ; fain ; ready;
consenting; complying. 'Very willing to
bid you farewell. ' Shak.' 'A willing hand-
man.' Shak. ' Witling to wound, and yet
afraid to strike.' Pope.

Die he. or justice must : unless for him
Some other able, and as witting, pay
The rigid satisfaction. Afitton.

2. Received or submitted to of choice or
without reluctance; borne or accepted vol-
untarily; voluntary. ' WilUngmi»ety.' Shak.

Sad Ulysses' soul, and alt the rest,
Are held with his melodious harmony
In witlinz chains and sweet captivity Millen.

8. Self-moving; spontaneous.
No spouts of blood run wittins from a tree.

Drydin.

WUllng-liearted(wiringhart-ed). o. Well-
disposed; having a readily consenting heart,
inclination, or disposition. Ex. xxxv 22
Willingly (wH'ing-li). adv. In a willing man-
ner; (a) with one's free choice or consent-
without reluctance; voluntarily. 'More
praise . . . than niggard truth would will-
ingly imf&ci.' Shak.
By labour and intent study, . . joined with the

strong propensity of nature, I might perhaps leave
something so written to after times, as they should
not witttn^ty let it die. Mition.

(6) Readily; gladly.

Proud of employment. williHgiy I go. Shak
The condition of that people is not so much to be

envied as some would Tvillitij;ty represent it.

Addison
WllUnerness (wil'ing-nes). n. 1. The state or
quality of being willing; free choice or con-
sent of the will; freedom from reluctance;
readiness of the mind to do or forbear.

I would expend it with all willingness. Shak
Sweet is the love that comes with willingness.

2 t Goodwill SAa*.
'^'^"'

WUlow (wil'l6), 71. [A. Sax. welig, wilig, D.
wilg, L.G. loilge, a willow; probably from
root of wallow, L. io(i>o, to roll, from the
flexibility of its twigs.] 1. The common
name of different species of plants belong-
ing to the genus SaUx, the type of the na-
tural order Salicaceae. The species of wil-
lows are numerous, about 160 having been
described, many of which are British. They
are all either trees or bushes, occumng
abundantly in all the cooler parts of the
northern hemisphere. They grow naturally
in a moist soil, and wherever planted they
should be within the reach of water. On ac-
count of the flexible nature of their shoots,
and the toughness of their woody fibre, wil-
lows have always been used as materials for
baskets, hoops, crates, Ac. The wood is
soft, and is used for wooden shoes, pegs, and
the like ; it is also much employed In the
manufacture of charcoal, and the bark of
them all contains the tanning principle
The Huntingdon or white willow (Salix
alba) and the Bedford willow (S. Russetli-
ana) are large trees, yielding a light soft
timber, valuable for resisting the influence
of moisture or damp. The weeping willow
(.9. habyhmica) is a native of China, and is a
fine ornamental tree. The willow has for
long been considered as symbolical of mourn-

ing, grief, bereavement, forsakenness, or the
like.

Tell him, in hope he'll prove a widower shortly,
I'll wear the willow garland for his sake. Snak
The wttlow is a sad tree, whereof such as have lost

their love make their mourning garland. Fuller.

Hence, to wear the willow, a colloquialism
for to put on the trappings of woe for a lost
lover.—2. In cricket slang, the bat, so called
from the material of which its handle is
usually made; as, the strangers having won
the toss, sent their men in to handle the
willows.

Willow,Wllly(win6.wil'li),ji. [From wUlow,
the tree, probably because in the early forms
of the machine a cylindrical willow cage
was used, or from willow rods being for-
merly used to beat the cotton so as to loosen
it and eject the impurities. The finer varie-
ties of cotton are yet batted with rods while
resting on an elastic grated table, and felt-
ing material for hats is similarly treated.'
E. U. Knight.] In woollen inanuf. a ma-
chine for opening and disentangling the
locks of wool and cleansing them from sandy
and other loose impurities.
Willow (wil'lo), ».«. To open and cleanse as
cotton, by means of a willow.
Wlllowed (wil'lod), o. Abounding with wil-
lows.
No longer steel-clad warriors ride
Along thy wild and willowed shore. Sir W. Scott.

Wlllow-gall (wil'logftl), n. A protuberance
on the leaves of willows produced by an in-
sect,

WUlow-ground (wills-ground), n. A piece
of swampy land where osiers are grown for
basket-making.
Willow-herb (willo-erb), n. The common
name of the plants belonging to the genus
Epilobium, natives of the cooler parts and
moimtainous districts of Europe, Asia, and
America They are all ornamental plants,
but are of little utility. See Epii.obium
Wlllowlsh (wil'16-ish), a. Resembling the
willow; like the colour of the willow /z.
Walton.
Willow -lark ( wil ' 16 - Wrk ), n. The sedge-
warlilt-r (which see).

Wmow-motll(wil'lo-moth), n. A species
of mouse-coloured moth (Caradrina cubieu-
laris), the larvae of which feed on grains of
wheat, often doing much damage.
Wlllow-oa]l(wil'16-6k), ji. An American
tree of the genus Quercus, the Q. Phellos.
The wood is of loose, coarse texture, and is
little used.

Willow -pattern (wil '15 -pat- em ).n. a
well-known pattem for ctone and porce-
lain w.are. generally executed in dark blue,m imitation of a Chinese design. It has its
name from a willow-tree (or what is sup-
posed to be intended for one), which is a
prominent object in the picture.
Willow - warbler (wirio-wgr-blSr), n.
Same as Willow-wren.
Willow-weed ( willo-wed ), n. 1. Polygo-
num lajyathi/vlium, a weed growing on wet,
light lands, with a seed like buckwheat—
2. Ejnlohium hirsntum.
Willow --wren ( wil ' lo - ren ), n. Sylvia tro-
chilua. one of the most abundant of the
warblers. It is a summer visitant in
Britain, and is found in almost every wood
and copse. The general colour is dull
olive-green above, the chin, throat, and
breast yellowish-white, and the belly pure
white: length about 6 inches from point of
the bill to extremity of the tail,

Willo-wy (wil'16-i), a. l. Abounding with
willows. 'Where willowy Camus lingers
with delight.' Gray.—2. Resembling a wil-
low; flexible; drooping; pensile; graceful.
Wlll-wltb-a-Wlsp, n. A Itmiinous appear-
ance not unfrequently seen in the north of
Germany, in England, and the Lowlands of
Scotland, which was formerly an oljject of
superstitious regard. Called also Will-o'-the-
wisp, Jack-a-laniem, Spunkie, Ignis Fa-
tuus. See losis Fatucs.
WUl-worshlp (wil wer-ship), n. Wor-
ship according to one's own fancy; worship
imposed merely by human will, not on
divine authority; supererogatory worship.
Which things have indeed a show of wisdom in

wilt-u:or,hif. Col, ii. 33.Wm- worshipper ( wil ' wSr- ship -«r) n.
One who practises will-worship.
He that says God is rightly worshipped by an act

or ceremony, concerning which Himself hath in noway expressed His pleasure, is superstitious, or awill-worsh,pper. y,r. Taylor
Willy, n. In eloth manuf. see Willow
Wlllylng-maohlne (willi-lng-ma-shen), n.
In cloth manuf. same as WiUow

ch,cAaln; 4h, 8c. loc*; g,go; J. job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sintf; TH, «Aen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, a.mre.—See Key.
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Willy-nilly t (wil'i-nil'i). Will he or will he
not; will ye or will ye not. See NiLL,

Will.
Willie,t v.t. [A. Sax. wUiiian, from wulan.

See Will.] To will; to desire. Chaucer.

Wilsome (wil'sum), a. [In meaning 1 evi-

dently from wUl. also perhaps in meaning

2; comp. Sc. loill, Icel. villr, astray. In 3

perhaps for icelsome, from icell.] 1. Obsti-

nate; stubborn; wilful—2. Doubtful; uncer-

tain. Ualliwell.—Z. Fat; indolent. [In all

its meanings provincial English.]

Wilt (wilt), v.i. [Probably a corruption

of xcelk, to fade. ] To fade ; to decay ; to

droop ; to wither, as plants or flowers cut

or plucked off. [Provincial English—
common in America.]

To TvilC. for wither, spoken of green herbs or

flowers, is a general word. Kay.

Wilt (wilt), v.t. To cause to wither or

become languid, as a plant; hence, ^. to

destroy the energy or vigour of; to depress.

Despots have -wilted the human race into sloth

and imbecility. Dwight.

Wilt (wilt), r. The second pers. sing, of

will (which see).

Wilton-carpet (wll'ton-kar-pet), n. [From
being made originally at Wilton. ] A variety

of Brussels carpet, in which the loops are

cut open into an elastic velvet pile.

Wily (wi'li), <^- Capable of using wiles or

cunning devices; full of wiles; subtle; cun-

ning; crafty; sly. 'This false, wily, doub-

ling disposition of mind.' Soxiih.

I marked her -wity messenger afar.

And saw hira skulking in the closest walks. Johnson.

Syn. Cunning, crafty, subtle, sly, guileful,

artful,deceitful,designing,insidious, fraudu-

lent.

Wimble (wim'bl), n. [O. E. wimhU, but the

h does not properly belong to the word,
which is the same as Sc. wimmle or vmmmle,
Dan. vimmel, an auger; corap. D. wemelen,
to bore, weme, an auger; Icel. veimil-t,i/ta,

lit. a wimble-stick, but applied to a crooked
person; also Sw. wimla, G. toimmeln, to be
in tremulous or multifarious movement.
Gimlet is a dim. form which would seem to

have passed through the French. See Gim-
let. ] An instrument of the gimlet, auger, or

brace kind used by carpenters and joinei-s

for boring holes. ' Who ply the udmble some
huge beam to bore.' Pope.

Wimble t (wim'bl), v.t. pret. & pp. wimUed;
ppr. wimbling. To bore with, or as with a
wimble. ' And wimbled also a hole thro' the

said cofiin.' Wood.
Wimble t (wim'bl). a. [Probably connected
with whim. See WHIM.] Active; nimble.

He was so -wimble and so light

From bough to bough he leaped light. Spenser.

Wimbrel (wim'brel), n. Same as Whim-
brel.

Wimple (wim'pl),
n. [A. Sax. itrinpel,

a wimple; D. %vitn-

pel, Icel. vimpUl,
Dan. vimpel, G.ivim-
pel, all meaning a
pennon or streamer;
probably nasalized
and akin to whip.
See also Gimp.] 1. A
covering of silk,

linen, or other ma-
terial laid in plaits

over the head and
round the chin,

sides of the face,

and neck, formerly
worn by women out
of doors, and still

retained as a conventual dress for nuns.

White was her -wirnple and her veil.

And her loose locks a chaplet pale
Of whitest roses bound. Sir IV. Scott.

From beneath her gather'd •witnple

Glancing with black^beaded eyes. Tennyson.

2.t A pendant, flag, or streamer.—3. A wind-
ing or fold. [Scotch.]

Wimple (wim'pl), v.t. pret. & pp. wimpled;
ppr. wimpling. l.f To lay in plaits or folds;

to draw down in folds.

The same did hide
Under a veil that -wimpled was full low Spenser.

2. To cover, as with a wimple or veil; hence,
to hoodwink. ' This wimpled, whining, pur-
blind, wayward boy.' Shak.
Wimple (wim'pl), v. i. 1. 1 To be laid in wim-
ples or folds.

With a veil that witnpied everywhere
Her head and face was hid. Spenser.

Wimple.

2. To resemble or suggest wimples; to undu-
late; to ripple; as, a brook that wimples on-
wards.

And along the witnplitig waves of their margin.
Shining with snow-white plumes, large flocks of

pehcans waded. Longfelicnv.

Win (win), v.t. pret won, formerly also wan
(still provincial); pp. woti; ppr. winning.
[A.Sax.loinnan, to strive, labour, fight, strug-

gle; D. winnen, Icel. vinna, Dan. vinde (for

vinne), G. gewinnen, to fight, strive, win, &c.,

Goth, vinnan, to endure; supposed to be
from a root meaning to desire eagerly, seen
also in the name of the goddess Venus. ]

1. To gain by proving one's self superior in

a contest ; to acquire by proving one's self

the best man in a competition ; to be vic-

torious in; to gain as victor; as, to win a
battle; to win the prize in a game; to win
money at cards; 'm?i the wager;' 'to vdn
this easy match ;' 'the field is won;' 'those

proud titles thou hast won of me.' Shak.
[It is often followed by of when something
is gained directly from a person.] The fol-

lowing usage is somewhat peculiar.

Thy well-breathed horse
Impels the flying car and wins the course. Dryden.

2. In a more special sense, to gain posses-

sion of by fighting; to get into one's posses-

sion by conquest ; as, to win a fortress or
a strong position. ' How the English have
the suburbs won.' Shak. ' Win you this

city without stroke.' Shak.— 3. To gain,

procure, or obtain, in a general sense,

but especially implying labour, effort, or
struggle; to earn for one's self; as, to ii'in

fame or fortune. ' Make us lose the good
we oft might wm.' Shak. 'Out of words
a comfort win.' Tennyson. 'Could not
win an answer from my lips.' Tennyson.—
4. To earn or gain by toil or as the reward
of labour: in one or two special usages; as,

to win one's bread ; to win ore from a mine.

But alle thing hath time;
The day is short, and it is passed prime

;

And yet ne -wan 1 nothing in this day. Chaucer.

5. To accomplish by effort ; as, to win one's

way. ' Has won his path upward and pre-

vail'd.' Tennyson.—Q. To attain or reach,

as a goal, by effort or stru^le; to gain, as
the end of one's journey.

And when the stony path began.
By which the naked peak they -wan.

Up flew the snowy ptarmigan. Sir iK Scott.

7.t To come up to; to overtake; to reach.

Even in the porch he did him -win. Spenser.

8. To allure to kindness or compliance; to

bring to a favourable or compliant state of

mind; to gain or obtain, as by solicitation

or courtship.

Thy virtue won me ; with virtue preserve me.
Sir P. Sidney.

And oftentimes, to -win us to our harm.
The instruments of darkness tell us truths. Shak.

She's beautiful ; and therefore to be woo'd

:

She is a woman ; therefore to be won. Shak.

9. To gain to one's side or party, as by
solicitation or other influence ; to procure
the favour of, as for a cause which one has
at heart; to gain over; as, an orator wins his

audience by argument; the advocate has won
thejury.—Syn. To get, gain, procure, earn,

attain, acquire, accomplish, reach.

Win (win), v.i. 1. To be superior in a contest
or competition; to be victorious; to gain the

victory; to prove successful.

Nor is it aught but just

That he, who in debate of truth ."lath won.
Should win in arms. Milton.

Those with the Saxons went, and fortunately Ti/an.

Drayton.

2. To attain to or arrive at any particular

state or degree ; to become; to get: always
with an accompanying word, as an adjec-

tive or preposition; as, to win loose; to win
free; to win at; to win away; to win before.

[Old Enghsh and Scotch. ]— To win on or
upon, (a) to gain favour or influence; as, to

win upon the heart or affections.

You have a softness and beneficence -winning on
the hearts of others. Dryden.

(6) To gain ground on.
The rabble . . . will in time -win upon power. Shak.

Win (win), v.t. [For win' = wind.'\ To dry
com, hay, and the like by exposing them
to the air. [Scotch.]

Wince (wins), v.i. pret. & pp. winced; ppr.

wincing. [Formerly also loinch, from O. Fr.

guinchir, guenchir, to wince, to start aside;

no doubt sometimes written winchij; from
O. G. wenken, to start aside. Closely akin to

E. wink. ] 1 . To twist or turn, as in pain or un-

easiness ; to shrink, as from a blow or from
pain; to start back.

I will not stir nor 7vince, nor speak a word
Nor look upon the iron angerly. Shak.

2. To kick or flounce when uneasy or impa-
tient of a rider; as. a horse winces.
Wince (wins), n. Theact of one who winces;
a start, as from pain.

Wince (wins), n. [A form of winch.'\ The
dyer's reel upon which he winds the piece of
cloth to be dyed. It is suspended horizon-
tally by the ends of its axis in bearings over
the edge of the vat so that the line of the axia
may be placed over the middle partition in

the vessel. By this means the piece of cloth
wound upon the reel is allowed to descend
alternately into either comjtartment of the
bath, according as it is turned by hand to the
right or the left. Called also Wincing-ma-
chine.

Wince-pit (wins'pit), n. A pit in which
calico is washed when being manufactured.
Wincer (wins'er), n. One that winces, shrinks,
or kicks.

Wincey (win'si), n. [Probably a corrupted
contr. of linsey-woolsey, the steps being^
linsey-unnsey, then simply ttnncey. The
word was originally Scotch.] A strong and
durable cloth, plain or twilled, composed of
a cotton warp and a woollen weft. Hea\*y
winceys have Ijeen much worn as skirtings
and petticoats, and a lighter class is used
for men's shirts.

Winch (winsh). n. [A. Sax. ndnce, a winch, a
reel for thread. Same root as wink, winkle.}
1. The crank, projecting handle, or lever by
which the axis of a revolving machine ia

turned, as in the common windlass, the
grindstone, &c.—2. A kind of hoisting ma-

chine or wind-
lass, in which an
axis is turned by
means of a crank-
handle, and a
rope or chain ia

thus wound
rotmd it so as to
raise a weight.
There are various
forms of winches.
The crank may
be either at-

tached to the ex-
tremity of the winding roller or axis, or
a large spur-wheel may be attached to the
roller, and turned by a pinion on a separate
crank-shaft (as shown in the cut), this ar-

rangement giving greater power.

Winch (winsh), 71. A kick from impatience
or fretfulness, as of a horse; a twist or turn.

Winch t (winsh), v.i. [A form of wince
(which see).] To wince; to shrink; to kick
with impatience or uneasiness.

Their consciences are galled, and this makes them
winch and fling, as if they had some mettle.

WA/. Tillotson.

Winchester-goose (win'ches-tfer-gos), n.

[Because the old public stews in Southwark
were under the jurisdiction of the Bishop
of Winchester. ^ An old name for 6«6o;
hence, a person so affected. Shakspere haa
the phrase ' goose of Winchester.'

Wincing-machine (wius'ing-ma-shen), n.

Same as Wince.

Wincopipe (win'ko-pip). n. An old name
iox AnagalUsarvenxis, or scarlet pimpernel,
often called the poor man's hour-glass or
barometer. See Pimpernel.
There is a small red flower in the stubble-fields,

which country people call the wincopipe, which if it

opens in the morning you may be sure a fair day
will follow. Bacon.

Wind (wind, in poetry often wind), n. [A.

Sax. D. and G. wind, Dan. and Sw. vind,

Icel. vindr, Goth, vinds; cog. L. ventus, W
gwynt, wind. The root is in Goth, vaian,

Skr. vd, to blow. Weather is from same
root.] 1. Air naturally in motion with any
degree of velocity; a current of air; a cur

rent in the atmosphere, as coming from a
particular point. When the air moves mo-
derately, it is called a light wind or a breeze

:

when with more velocity, a fresh breeze;

and when with violence, a gale, storm, tem-
pest, or hurricane. The principal cause of

those currents of air is the disturbance of

the equilibrium of the atmosphere by the
unequal distribution of heat. When one
part of the earth's surface is more heated
than another, the heat is communicated to

the air above that part, in consequence of

which the air expands, becomes lighter, and
rises up, while colder air rushes in to sup-

ply its place, and thus produces wind. Aa.

Winch.

Fate, fkr, fat, fftU; me, met, hfer; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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the heat of the sun is greatest in the equa-
torial regions, the general tendency there
is for the heavier columns of air to displace
the lighter, and for the air at the earth's

surface to move from the poles toward the
equator. The only supply for the air thus
constantly abstracted from the higher lati-

tudes must l>e produced by a counter-cur-
rent in the upper regions of the atmosphere,
carrying back the air from the equator to-

wards the poles. The quantity of air thus
transported by these opposite currents is so
nearly equal, that the average weight of the
air, as indicated by the barometer, is the
same in all pdaces of the earth. Besides the
unequal ilistribution of heat already men-
tioned, there are various other causes which
give rise to currents of air in the atmo-
sphere, such as the condensation of the
aqueous vapours which are constantly rising

from the surfaces of rivers and seaa, and the
agency of electiicity. Winds have been
divided into fixed or eoiistant, as the trade-
winds : periodical, as the raonsoons ; and
variable winds, or such as blow at one time
from one point, at another from another
point, and at another time cease altogether.

(See Trade -WIND, Monsoon.) There are
also various local winds, which receive par-

ticular names; as,thei7(««ian toinrf, the Siroc-

co, the Simoom, the Harmattan, the Miatral,

Typhoon, &c. (See these terras.) The velo-

city and force of the wind vaiy consider-
ably, as shown by the anemometer. Thus
a li^ht wind travelling at the rate of Smiles
an hour exercises a pressure of 2 oz. on the
square foot ; a light breeze of 10 miles an
hour has a pressure of 8 oz. ; a good steady
breeze of 20 miles. 2 IbS. ; a storm of 60 miles,

18 lbs.; a violent hurricane of 100 miles, 50
lbs., a pressure which sweeps everything
before it. Winds are denominated from the
point of compass from which they blow; as.

a north wind, an east wind, a south wind, a
icegt wind, a south-west wind, <fec.

Except winei stands as it has never stood.
It is an ill wtfui that turns none to good. Tusser,

2. A direction in which the wind may blow;
a point of the compass, especially one of the
cardinal points.

Come from the four loinds, O breath, and breathe
upon these slain. £zek. xxxvii. 9.

[This sense of the word seems to have had
its origin with the Orientals, as it was the
practice of the Hebrews to give to each of
the four cardinal points the name of wirvd.]

3. Air artificially put in motion from any
force or action; as, the wiiid of a cannon-
ball; the wind of a bellows. * The whiff and
icirui of his fell sword.' Shak.—A. Air im-
pregnated with animal odour or scent.

A hare had lone escaped pursuing hounds, . , .

To save his life ne leaped into the main.
But there, alast he could not safety tind,

A pack of dog-fish had him in the wind. Smift.

h. Breath modulated by the respiratory or-
gans or by an instrument.

Their instruments were various in their kind.
Some for the bow, and some for breathing ttnnd.

Dryden.
6. Power of respiration; lung power; breath.

If my wind were but long enough to say my pray-
ers. I would repent. Snak.

7. That part of the body in the neighbour-
hood of the stomach, a blow upon which
causes a temporary loss of respiratory power,
and which form a forbidden point of attack
in scientific boxing. [Slang.)

He pats him and pokes him in divers parts of the
body, but particularly in that part which the science
of self-defence would call his wind. Dicktns.

8. Anything insignificant or light as wind,
such as empty or unmeaning words, idle
or vain threats, and the like.

Think not with wind or airy threats to awe. Milton.

9. Air or gas generated in the stomach and
bowels; flatulence.

Knowledge . , .

Oppresses flse with surfeit, and soon turns
Wisdom to folly, 35 nourishment to wind

Miiton
10. A disease of sheep, in which the intes-
tines are distended with air. or rather af-

fected with a violent inflammation. It oc-
curs immediately after shearing. —Between
uririd and water, (a) in that part of a ship's
side or bott^>in which is frequently brought
above the water by the rolling of the vessel
or by fluctuation of the water's surface.
Any breach effected by shot in this part ia

peculiarly dangerous. Hence, (b) Jig. any
part or point generally where a blow or at-

tack will most efl'tictually injure.—TJoic/i the
wind, (a) in the direction of and moving

with the wind ; as, birds fly quickly doion
the wi}id. (b) Towards ruin, decay, or ad-

versity: compare the falconry phrase under
Whistle, v.t.

The more he prayed to it to prosper him in the
world, the more he went down the ivind still.

Sir R. VEstrange.

—How the wind blows or lies, (a) the direc-

tion or velocity of the wind, (b) Fig. the posi-

tion or state of affairs ; how matters stand
at a particular juncture.

Miss Sprong, her confidante, seeing Ao7i/ the tvind
lay, had tried to drop little malicious hints. Farrar.

—In the wind's eye, in the teeth of the wind,
towards the direct point from which the
wind blows; in a direction exactly contrary
to that of the wind.—Second wind, a regular
state of respiration attained during con-
tinued exertion after the breathlessness
which had arisen at an earlier stage.— TAree
sheets in the wind, unsteady from drink,
[Slang.]— To be in the wind, originally per-
haps literally to be such as may be scented,
hence to be in covert preparation ; to be
within the region of suspicion or surmise,
without being acknowledged or announced;
as, I strongly suspect there is something
in the vdnd which will shortly astonish us.

[CoUoq.]

—

To carry the wind, in the man-
ege, to toss the nose as high as the eai-s,

said of a horse.— 7*0 get (take) wind, to be
divulged; to become public; to be disclosed;

to become generally known; as. the story
got (took) wind.—To get one's wind, to re-

cover one's breath; as, they will u^ and at
it again when they ^e( their icind. [Colloq.]
— To raise the wind, to procure money

;

to obtain the necessary supply of cash.

[Colloq.]
Fortune at present is unkind.
And we, dear sir, must raise tMe wind.

IVm. Comhf.

—To sail dose to the vdnd. (a) to sail with
the ship's head as near to tke wind as to fill

the sails without shaking them; to sail as
much against the direction of the wind as

possible. (6) To border too closely upon dis-

honesty or indecency; as, beware in dealing
with him, he soiia rather close to the itnnd.—
To take wind. Same as to Get Wind.—To
sow the vHnd and reap the whirlwind, to act
wrongly or recklessly and in time be visited

with the evil results of such conduct. Hos.
viii. 7.

W|nd (wind), v.t. pret. & pp. generally
wound, sometimes winded; ppr. winding.
[From wind, the above noun, pronounced as
wind; the strong conjugation has been in-

troduced through confusion with wind, to
twist.] To give wind to with the mouth; to
blow; to sound by blowing. ' Have a recheat
winded.' Shak. ' Hunters who wound their

horns' Pennant. ' Wmind the gateway
horn.' Tennyson.
That blast was winded by the king. Sir jy. Scott.

Wind (windX v.t. 1. To perceive or follow
by the wind or scent; to nose; as, hounds
wind an animal.—2. To expose to the wind;
to winnow; to ventilate. —3. To drive or
ride hard, as a horse, so as to render scant
of wind.—4. To rest, as a horse, in order
to let hirarecover wind.—rounndasAip. to
bring it round until the head occupies the
place where the stern was, so that the wind
may strike the opposite side.

Wind (wind), v.t. pret. and pp. wound (oc-
casionally but less correctly winded); ppr.
winding. [A. Sax. windan, to wind, bend,
twist, twine; pret-wand. wond, pp. tcunden;
D. and O. vnjuien, O.H.G. wintan, Icel. and
Sw. vitida, Goth, vindan; nasalized from
same root as witA«. withy, tveed (a garment);
wand, wend, wander are derivative forms.]
1. To turn in this and in that direction ; to
cause to turn or move in various directions.

To turn and -wind & fiery Pegasus,
And witch the world with noole horsemanship,

Shai.
2. To turn round on an axis or some fixed
object; to coil, or form convolutions of,

round something: to bind or to form into a
ball or coil by turning; to twine; to twist;
to wreathe ; as, to xcind thread on a reel

;

to icind thread into a ball ; to wind a rope
into a coil. ' You have wound a goodly
clew.' Shak. — 3. To pursue by following
the turnings or windings of; to follow i>r

chase by winding.

*Twas pleasure, as we look'd behind.
To see how thou the chase could'st wind.

Sir ly. Scott.

4. To turn by shifts and expedients.

He endeavours to turn ami wind himself every
way to evade the force of this famous challenge.

U'aterTand.

5. To introduce by insinuation; as, the chiM
wb\ds himself into my affections.

They have little arts and dexterities to wind in

such things into discourse. Dr. H. More.

6. To change or vary at will; to bend or turn
to one's pleasure; to exercise complete con-
trol over.

Were our legislature vested in the prince he might
wind and turn our const tution at his pleasure.

.-Iddison.

7. To entwist; to enfold; to encircle.

Sleep thou and I will wind thee in my arms.
Shak.

—To wind off, to unwind; to uncoil.—To
wind out, to extricate.

He bethought himself of all possible ways to dis-

entangle himself, and to wind himself out of the-

labyrinth he was in. Clarendon.

—To wind up, 1. (a) to coil up into a small
compass, as a skein of thread; to form int»
a ball or coil round a bobbin, reel, or the
like. Hence, (6) fig. to bring to a conclu-
sion, as a speechor operation; to arrange for
a final settlement of, as a business. 'AVith-
out solemnly winding up one argument,
and intimating that he began another.'
Locke.

Signor Jupe was to enliven the varied perfor-
mances at frequent intervals with his chaste Shalc-
spcarian quips and retorts. Lastly he was to wincP
them up by appearing in his favourite character.

Dickens.
2. (a) To tighten, as the strings of certain
musical instruments, so as to bring them to-

the proper pitch; to put in tune by stretch-
ing tlie strings over the pegs.

IFind up the slackened strings of thy lute.

Waller.
Hence, {b) fig. to restore to harmony or
concord; to bring to a natural or healthy
condition.

The untuned and jarring senses, O wind u^.
Of this child-changed father. :SAaJk.

(c) To bring to a state of great tension; to
subject to a severe strain or excitement; to-

put upon the stretch.

They wound up his temper to a pitch, and treacher-
ously made use of that infirmity. Atterbury.

3. (a) To bring into a state of renewed or
continued motion, as a watch, clock, or the
like, by coiling anew the spring or drawing;
up the weights.

When an authentic watch is shewn
Each roan winds up and rectifies his own.

Suckling.
Hence, (6) fig. to prepare for continued
movement, action, or activity; to arrange-
or adapt for continued operation ; to give
fresh or continued activity or energy to; to-
restore to original vigour or order.

Fate seemed to wind him up for fourscore years.
Yet freshly ran he on for ten years more. Dryden.

Is there a tongue, like Delia's o'er her cup,
That runs for ages without winding up. Voung,

Wind (wind), v.i. 1. To turn; to change.
'80 swift your judgments turn and wind.'
Dryden.—2. To turn around something; as,
vines wind around a pole.— 3. To have a cir-

cular or spiral direction; as, winding stairs.

4. To crook; to bend; to have a course-
marked by bendings or windings ; to mean-
der; as, the stream winds through the val-
ley; the road winds in various places.

He therefore turned him to the steep and rocky"
Eath which . . . a/iw.j'^rf through the thickets of wild-
oxwood and other low, aromatic shrubs.

Sir IK Scott.

5. To advance or make one's way by bend-
ings or windings; to double; as, a hare pur-
sued turns and winds.

Still fix thy eyes intent upon the throng.
And as the passes open, 7fi>irf along. Milton.

The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea. Gray.

[In this last extract the sense of wind Is

probably affected by that of tvend.]—Q. To
have a twist or an uneven surface, or a sur-
face whose parts do not lie in the same
plane, as a piece of wood.—To wind out, to
be extricated; to escape. [Rare.]

Long lab'ring underneath, ere they could wind
Out of such prison. Milton.

—To wind up, to come to a conclusion, halt,
er end; to conclude; to finish.

She expatiated on the impatience of men generally
. . . and wound up hy iiisinuaiing that she must be
one of the best tempers that ever existed. Dickens.

Wind (wind), n. A winding; a turn; a bend;
as, the road there takes a wind to the south.
[Rare. ]

Windage (wind'aj), n. 1. In gun. (a) the dif-
ference between the diameter of the bore of
a gun or other firearm and that of a ball or
shell. (6) The rush or concussion of the air
produced by the rapid passage of a shot,
(c) The influence of the wind in deflecting a

ch, Main; 6h, Sc. loch;

Vol. IV.
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missile, as a ball, arrow, or the like, from
its direct path, or aside from the point or

object at which it is aimed; also, the amount
or extent of such deflection.—2. In siirg. same
as Wind-contusion (which see).

Windas,t Windacet (wind'as), n, [From D.

windas, or Icel. vinddss. See WINDLASS.]
A military engine for raising stones, &c.; a
kind of windlass. Chaucer.

Windbag (wind'bag), n. A bag filled with
wind; hence, a man of mere words; a noisy,

empty pretender. tK^ecent]

Wind-Tiand (wind'band), n. A band of

musicians who play only or principally on
wind-instruments.
Wind-beam (wind'bera), n. In arch, an old

term for a collar-beam.

Wind-bill (wind'bil), n. In Scots law, an
accommodation bill ; a bill of exchange
granted without value having been received

by the acceptors, for the purpose of rais-

ing money by discount.

Wind-bore (wind'bor), n. The extremity
of the suction-pipe of a pump, usually
covered with a perforated plate to prevent
the intrusion of foreign substances.

Windbound (wlnd'bound), a. Prevented
from sailing by a contrary wind. 'The
windbound navy.' Dryden.
Wind-breakt (wind'brak), v.t To break
the wind of.

'Twould luind'break a mule to vie burdens with her.
Ford.

Wlndbroacht (wind'broch), n. [The last

component probably a corruption of G.
bratsche, a viola, or tenor -violin.] The
hurdy-gurdy or vielle.

For an old man to pretend to talk wisely is like a
musician's endeavouring to fumble out a fine sonata
upon a windbroiich. Tom Broiun.

Wind-broken (wind'brok-n), a. Diseased
in the respiratory organs; having the power
of breatliiug impaired by chest disease; as,

a wind-broken horse.

Wind - Changing t (wind'chanj-ing), a.

Changeful as the wind ; fickle. ' Wind-
changing Warwick.' Shak.
Wind-Cbest (wind'chest), n. In nrnsic, the
chest or reservoir in an organ or harmonium
for storing tlie wind produced by the bel-

lows, and which is thus prevented from
acting by direct and intermittent currents
on the pipes and reeds.

Wind-contusion (wind'kon-tu-zhon), n. In
siirg. a contusion, such as rupture of the
liver, concussion of the brain, unaccom-
panied by any external mark of violence,
supposed to be produced by the air when
rapidly displaced by the velocity of a pro-
jectile, as a cannon-ball. It is now, how-
ever, considered to be occasioned by the
projectile itself striking the body in an
oblique direction, the comparative escape
of the external soft tissues being accounted
for by the degree of obliquity with which
the missile impinges on the elastic skin,

together with the position of the internal
structures injured relatively to the impinge-
ment of the ball on one side and hard re-

sisting substances on another.

Wind-dropsy (wind'drop-si), n. A swelling
of the belly from wind in the intestines

;

tympanites.
Winde,t v.i. To wend; to go. Chaucer.
Wind-egg (wind'eg), n. An imperfect egg.
Wind-eggs are frequently laid by hens which
have been injured or are growing old. They
are frequently destitute of a shell, being
surrounded only by a skin or membrane,
and sometimes by a very thin shell. Sir T.
Broivne.

Winder (wind'6r), v.t. To fan; to clean
gi-ain with a fan. [Local.]

Winder (wind'6r), n. 1. One who or that
which winds yams or the like; as, a bobbin-
winder.—2. An instrument or machine for
winding.—3. A plant that twists itself round
others. ' Winders and creepers.' Bacon.—
4. The winding-step of a staircase.

Winder (wind'^r), n. In pugilism, a blow
that deprives of breath.

Windfall (wind'fal), n. 1. Something blown
down by the wind, as fruit from a tree, or a
number of trees in a forest.

Gather now, if ripe, your winter fruits, as apples, to

prevent their falling by the great winds; also gather
your -wind/alts. Evelyn.

2. A violent gust of wind rushing from coast-

ranges and mountains to the sea.— 3. An
unexpected legacy; any unexpected piece
of good fortune.

Wind-fallen (wind'fal-en), a. Blown down
by the wind. ' WindSalUn sticks.' Bray-
ton.

Wind-flower (wind'flou-6r), n. A plant, the
anemone (Gr. anemos, wind) : so called be-

cause it was supposed to expand its leaves
when the wind was blowing.
Wind-fumace (wind'f6r-nas3, n. A furnace
in wliicli tlie air is supplied naturally, and
without the use of a bellows or the like.

Wind-gall (wind'gal), n. A soft tumour on
the fetlock joints of a horse. 'His horse
. . . fullofwm(^^aite,andspedwithspums.'
Shak.
Wind-gauge (wind'gaj), n. l. An instru-

ment for ascertaining the velocity and force

of wind; an anemometer. See Anemome-
ter.—2. An apparatus or contrivance for

measuring or indicating the amount of the
pressure of wind in the wind-chest of an
organ.
Wind-gfunt (wind'gun), n. A gun discharged
by the force of compressed air; an air-gun.

Forced from wind-gutts lead itself can fly. Pope. .

Wind-hatch (wind'hach), n. In mining,
the opening or place where the ore is taken
out of the earth.

Wind-hover (wind'ho-v6r), n. [From its

hovering in the wind.] A species of hawk,
the Falco Tinmmculus, called also the
Stannel, but more usually the Kestrel. Ten-
nyson.
Windiness (win'di-nes), n. l. The state of
being windy or tempestuous; as, the windi-
ness of the weather or season.—2. Fulness
of wind; flatulence.~3. Tendency to gener-
ate wind ; as, the icindiness of vegetables.
4. Tumour; puffiness. 'The swelling windi-
ness of much knowledge.' Brerewood.
Winding (wind'ing), a. Bending ; tmsting
from a direct line or an even surface.

Winding (wind'ing), n. l. A turn or turn-
ing; a bend; flexure; meander; as, the mnd-
ings of a road or stream. 'To fdUow the
windings of this river.' Addison. 'The
windings of the marge.' Tennyson.—2. A
twist in any surface, so that all its parts do
not lie in the same plane ; same as casting
or warping. Gwilt.—3. A call by the boat-
swain's whistle.

Winding-engine (wind'ing-en-jin), n. An
engine employed in mining to draw up
buckets from a deep pit.

Windingly (wind'ing-li), adv. In a winding
or circuitous form. ' The stream that creeps
windinghj by it.' Keats.

Winding-machine (wind'ing-ma-shen), n.

In cloth maim/, a twisting cr warping ma-
cliine.

Winding-sheet (wmd'ing-shet), n. l. A
sheet in which a corpse is wrapped.

These arms of mine shall be thy Tuinding-sheet,

My heart, sweet boy, shall be thy sepulchre.
Shak.

2. A piece of tallow or wax hanging down
from a burning candle : regarded by the
ignorant as an omen of death.

He fell asleep on his arms ... a lon^ -winding'
sheet in the candle dripping down upon him.

Dickens.

Winding-tackle (wlnd'ing-tak-1), n. A'aut.

a tackle consisting of one fixed triple block,

and one double or triple movable block,

used principally to hoist up any weighty
materials.

Wind-instrument (wind'in-stru-ment), n.

An instrument of music, played by means
of artificially produced cun-ents of wind, as

the organ, harmonium, &c., or by the hu-
man breath, as the flute, horn, &c., in all of

which the vibration of a column of air

produces the sound. The name is, how-
ever, generally restricted to the orchestral
instruments of the second class, consisting
of a tube (straight, bent, or curved), pro-

ducing a fundamental tone with its har-

monics or overtones when the vibrating
column extends the whole length of the
tube. This column may, however, be short-

ened by having holes of certain sizes and at

certain distances along the tube, which are

opened or stopped by the fingers or valves,

the instrument being thus adapted to pro-

duce in its simpler forms the tones of the
diatonic scale, and in its more complex
forms the tones of the chromatic scale.

The wind-instruments of an ordinary or-

chestra are divided into two classes: wood
instruments, as the flute, oboe, clarionet,

and bassoon; and brass instruments, as the

horn, cornet-a-pistons, trombone, eupho-
nium, bombardon, and ophicleide. The
quality of tone of the woods is soft, smooth,
light, and almost vocal; that of the brasses
is somewhat harder, more powerful and
majestic. Being all fixed toned they can-

not, of course, play in perfect tune like

stringed instruments, and they can only
produce one sound at a time.
Windlacet (wind'las), 71. A windlass.
Windlass (windlas), n. [Corrupted from
older windows, windace, which was probably
borrowed from the D. windas, or from IceL
vinddss, lit. winding-beam—uwirfa, to wind,
and ass, a beam. The I has crept into the
word probably through the influence of the
old vrindle, a wheel or reel, a dim. form from
the verb to wind.] 1. A modification of the
wheel and axle, used for raising weights,
&c. One kind of windlass is the which used
for raising water from wells, «fec., which has
an axle turned by a crank, and a rope or
chain for raising the weight by being wound
round the axle. The simple foi-m of the

Ship's Windlass.

windlassused in ships, forraising the anchors
or obtaining a pui'chase on other occasions,

consists of a strong beam of wood placed
horizontally, and supported at its ends by
iron spindles, which turn in coUai-s or bushes
inserted in what are termed the windlass
bitts. This large axle is pierced with boles

directed towards its centre, in which long
levers or handspikes are inserted for turn-

ing it round when the anchor is to be weighed
or any purchase is required. It is furnished

with pawls to prevent it from turning back-
wards when the pressure on the handspikes
is intermitted.-2.t A handle by which any-
thing is turned ; specifically, a winch-like

contrivance for bending the arblast or cross-

bow. See Cross-bow. — 3. t A circular or

circuitous path or coiu'se ; a circle ; a com-
pass.
Among these he appointed a few horsemen to range

somewhat abroad for the greater appearance, bid-

ding them fetch a -windlass a great way about, and
to make all toward one place. Golding.

Hence—4, t Any indirect, artful course; cir-

cumvention ; art and contrivance ; subtle-

ties.
Thus do we of wisdom and of reach.

With luindlasses and with assays of bias.

By indirections find directions out, Shak.

Windlass (wind'las), v.i. l. To use a wind-

lass; to raise something as by a windlass.

Let her (Truth) rest, my dear sir, at the bottom of

her well; . . . none of our windlassing will ever

bring her up. Miss Edgeivorth.

2.t To take a circuitous path; to fetch a
compass,
A skilful woodsman by -windlassing presently gets

a shoot, which without taking a compass, ... he
could never have obtained. Hammond.

3. t To adopt a circuitous, artful, or cunning
course ; to use stratagem ; to act indii-ectly

or warily.

She is not so much at leisure as to -windlass, or use

craft, to satisfy them, Hatmnond.

Windle (win'dl), n. [See Windlass.] l.tA
winch, wheel and axle, or windlass. 'En-

gines and windles,' Holland.—± A kind of

reel; a turning-frame upon which yarn is put

to be wound off. Sir W. Scott

Windless (windles), a. l. Free from or un-

affected by wind; calm; unruflled. 'A wind-

less sea under the moon of midnight' ii«*-

kin.—2. Wanting wind; out of breath.

The weary hounds at last retire -windUss. Fairfax.

Windlestraw (win'dl-stra). n. [A. Sax.

ivindelstreoic, properly straw for plaiting,

from windel. something twined, especially

a woven basket, from windan, to wind. See

AA^IND.] A name given to various species of

grasses, as the tufted hair-grass(.4 ira ca>spi-

tosa), the Agrostis spica venti, and the Cy-

nosurus cristatus; also, a stalk of grass.

Tall spires of tvindUstrae

Threw their thin shadows down the rugged slope.
Shelley,

Windliftt (windaift), 7i. A windlass. 'A
windlijt to heave up a gross scandal.' Roger
^orth.
Windmill (wind'roil), n. 1. A mill which
receives its motion from the impulse of the

wind, and which is used for gi-inding com,
pumping water, &c. The structure of a

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc- abxme; y, Sc. ley.
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windmill is a conical or pyramidal tower of
considerable height, with a conical or hemi-
spherical dome. There are two kinds of
win<hnills, the vertical and horizontal. In
the furraer, a section of which is here given,

the wind is made to act upon sails
or vanes, a a (generally four in num-
ber), attached hy means of rectangu-
lar frames to the extremities of &ie

principal axis or wind-shaft of the mill,
which is placed nearly horizontal, so that
the sails, by the action of the wind, revolve
in a plane nearly vertical, giving a rota-
tory motion to the driving-wheel E fixed
to the wind-shaft, and thus conveying mo-
tion to the vertical shaft p and the machin-
er>- connected with it. The extremity of
the wind-shaft must always be placed so as
to point to the quarter from which the wind
blows. To effect this some mills have a
self-adjusting cap B. which is turned round
by tJie force of the wind acting upon the fan
or flyer C, attached to the projecting frame-
work at the back of the cap. By means of
a pinion on its axis, motion is given to the
inclined shaft and to the wheel D on the
vertical spindle of the pinion a, this latter
pinion engages the cogs on the outside of
the fixed rim of the cap; by these means the
Bails are kept constantly turned to the wind,
the head of tlie mill moving slowly round
the moment any change in the direction of
the wind causes the fan c to revolve. In
the horizontal windmill the wind-shaft is

Vertical, so that the sails revolve in a hori-
zontal plane. The effect of horizontal wind-
mill.s, however, is considered to be far in-
ferior to that of the vertical kind. The
effect of windmills depends greatly upon
the form and position of the sails. See also
Post-mill.—2. A visionary scheme; a vain
project; a fancy; a chimGera.

He lived au'l died with general councils in his pate,
with -biind^Htlis o( union to concord Rome and tntf-
land, En^jland and Rome. Germany with them both.

B/>. Hatktt.
—To fight wimimills, to combat chima^ras
or ima;;inary opponents: in allusion to Don
Quixote's adventure with the windmills.
WindmiU-Cap (wind'mil-kap). n. The mov-
able upper part of a windmill which turns
to present the sails in the direction of the
wind 8ee Wi.ndmill.
WlndmlU-plant (wind 'mil-plant), n. A
name given to the semaphore plant (^Des-
iufKlinm iiyrang). .See Desmodiuh.
Wlndoret (win'dor), n. [Wind and door,
from a supposition that toindow was a cor-
rupted compound of these words.] A win-
dow.
Nature has made man's breast no Tvinderes.
To publish what he does within doors, /iutiiltras.

Window (win'do).7i. [O.E. windage, windoke,
from Icel. vindauga, a window, lit. a wind-
eye— ymr/r, winil.and auga, an eye.] 1. An
opening in the wall of a building for the
admission of light or of light and air when
necessary. In modem buildings this open-
ing has usually a frame on the sides in
which are set movable sashes containing
panes of glass or other transparent material
But many windows, as those in large shops,
are incapable of being opened.— 2. An aper-
ture or opening resembling a window or sug-
gestive of a window. 'The mndowa of hea-
ven.* Gen. iii.ll. 'ITie iPindowof my heart,
mine eye.' Shak.
Vou cannot shut the -windtnfs of the sky,
Through which Aurora shows her brightening face.

Thomson.
8. The sash or other thing that covers the
aperture. 'Ere I let fall the windows of
mine eyes ' Shak.—4. A figure formed by
lines crossing each other. 'Till he has win-
dowt on his bread and butter. ' Dr. W. King.

— Window tax, window duty, a tax formerly
levied in Britain on all windows of houses
above six (latterly) in number—abolished in
1S51. a tax on houses above a certain rental
being substituted.

Window-bar (wiu'do-bar). n. l. One of the
bars of a wiudow-sash or lattice. Tennyson.
2. pi. Lattice-work on a woman's stomacher.
Shak.
Window-blind (win'do-blind), n. A blind,
screen, ur siiade for a window. See Blind.
Window-bole (win'do-bol), n. See BoLE.
Window-cleaner (win'd6-klen-6r), n. l. A
person wliose business is to clean windows.
2. An apparatus for cleaning windows.
Window-curtain ( win'd6-k6r-tin ), n. A
curtain, usually decorative, hung over the
window recess inside a room. See Curtain.
Windowed (win'dod), p. and a. 1. Furnished
with or having a window or windows.

Within a ivind<ru''d niche of that hij^h hall
Sate Brunswick's fated chieftain. Byron.

2. Placed in a window.
Wouldst thou be Tuindow'ct in great Koine and see
Thy master thus. Shak.

3. Having many openings or rents. 'Your
loop'd and windoiv'd raggedness.' Shak.
Window-frame (win'do-fram), n. The frame

I

of a window which receives and holds the
I

sashes.

Window-glass (win'do-glas). n Glass for
windows, of an inferior quality to plate-
glass.

WindowleSB ( win'do-les ), a. Destitute of
windows.

I stood still at this end, which, beinp u-indoTvUss,
was dark. Charlotte Bronte.

Window-sasll (win'do-sash), n. The sash
or light frame iu which panes of glass are
set for windows. See SASH.
Window-seat (win'do-setX '*- A seat in the
reces.s of a window.
Window-shade (win'do-shad), n. A rolling
or inojecting blind or sun-shade, sometimes
transparent or painted, at other times can-
vas on spring-rollers; a window-blind. Sim-
itio}ids.

Window-shutter (win'do-8hut-6r), n. See
Shutter,
Window-sill (win'do-sil), n. See Sill.
Window-tax See under Window.
Windowy t (win'do-i). o. Having little cross-
ings like the sashes of a window, 'Strang-
ling snare, or u^indowy net' Donne.
Windpipe (wind'pip). n. 1. The passage for
the breath to and from the lungs; the
trachea. See Trachea.— 2. Iu mining, a
pipe for conveying air into a mine.
Wind-plant (wind'plant), n. A species of
Anemone, A. nemorosa.
Wind -pump (wind'pump), n. A pump
niovfd by wind.
Windringt ("'in'dring),a. Winding. 'Win-
driii'f brooks.' Shak.
Wind-rode (wind'rod), a. Naut. applied to
ttie sanation of a vessel at anchor when she
is swung round by the force of the wind.
Called also Tide-rode.

Wind-rose ( wind'roz ). n. A card or table
with lines corresponding to the points of
the compass sliowing the connection of the
wind witli the barometer, *tc.

Wind-row (wind'ro), n. 1. A row or line of
hay raked together for the purpose of being
rolled into cocks or heaps. Also sheaves of
com set up in a row one against another, in
order that the
wind may blow
betwixt them.
2. The green bor-
derofafleld.dug
up in order to
caiTy the earth
on other land to
mend it. -—3. A
row of peats set
up for drying; or
a row of pieces
of turf, sod, or
sward cut iu par-
ing and burn-
ing. Written
also WinrouK
Windrow(wind'-
ro), I', t. To rake
or put into the
form of a wind-
row.

Wind - sail
(wind'8al),n. l.A
wide tube or
funnel of canvas used to convey a stream of
air into the lower apartments of a ship.

—

2. One of the vanes or sails of a windmiU.

Wind'Sail suspended from a
stay.

Wind-seed (wiud'sed), n. A plant of the
trenus Arctotis.

Wind -shake. Wind -shock (wind'shak,
wind'shuk), n. Same as Anemosi^.
Wind-shakedt (wind'slialit), a. Same as
Wind-shaken. 'The wind-shaked surge.'
Shak.
Wind-shaken (wind'shak-n). a. Driven or
agitated by the wind; tottering or trembling
in the wind. He*s the rock, the oak not to
be wind-nhaken.' Shak.
Wind-side (wind'sid), ii. The windward
side. E. B. Browning.
Windsor-bean (wind'zor-ben), n. A very
broad bean, genus Faba, resembling the
long-pod, but broader.
Windsor - chair (wind'zor-char), n. l. A
kind of strong, plain, polished chair, made
entirely of wood, seat as well as back.
He got up from his large wooden-seated ivindior-

chair. Dickens.

2, .A. sort of low wheel-carriage.
Windsor Knight (wind'zor nit), n. One of
a body of military pensioners, having tlieir
residence within the precincts of Windsor
Castle. They are now called the Military
Knights of Windsor, and sometimes I^oor
Knvjht-s bf Windsor.
Windsor-soap (wind'zor-sop), n, A kind of
fine-scented soap, the chief manufacture of
wliich was once confined to Windsor.
Wind-sucker (wind'suk-6r), n. l. An old
name for the kestrel; the wind-hover.
Did you ever hear such a -wind-sitcker as this? or

such a rook as the other! B. yonson.

Hence—2. A person ready to poimce on any,
or on any blemish or weak point.

But there is h certain envious ivindsttcker that
hovers up and down. Chupntan.

Wind-swift (wind'swift). a. Swift like the
wind. 'Therefore hath the wind-sicift Va-
pid wings.' Shak.
Wind-tight (wind'tit), a. So tight as to
prevent the passing of wind. ' Wind-tight
and water-tight.' Bp. Hall.
Wind-trunk (wind'trungk), n. The duct
which conducts the wind from the bellows
to the wind-chest of an oi-gan or similar in-
strument.
Wind-up (wind'up), n. The conclusion or
final adjustment and settlement of any mat-
ter, as a speech, business, entertainment,
Ac; the closing act; the close. ' A regular
wind-up of this business.! Dickens.
When he performed at the theatres, he used to do

it as a wind-up to the entertainment, after the danc-
ing was over. Mayhew.

Windward (wind'w6rd), n. The point from
which the wind blows; as, to ply or sail to
the windward.—To lay an anchor to the
windward (Jig.), to adopt previous measures
for success or security.

Windward (wind'w^rd), a. Being on the
side toward the point from which the wind
blows; as, the windward shrouds.
Windward (wind'w^rd), adv. Toward the
wind.

Wind-way (windVa), n. In mining, a pas-
sage for air.

Windy (win'di), a. l. Consisting of wind;
formed by gales. 'The windy tempest of my
soul' Shak —2. Next the wind; windward.

Still you keep o" the windy side o' the law. Shnk.

3. Tempestuous; boisterous; as, windy wea-
ther.—4. Exposed to the wind.
The building rook will caw from the windy tall elm-

tree. Tennyson.

5. Applied figuratively to words and sighs
as resembling the wind. 'Her windy sighs.'
Shak. 'The windy breath of soft petitions."
Shak.—6. Tending to generate wind or gas
on the stomach; flatulent; as, loindy food.
7. Caused or attended by gas in the stomach
or intestines. 'A windy cnWc.' Arbuthuot.
8. Affected with flatulence; troubled with
wind in the stomach or bowels. Dunglison.
9. Empty; airy. ' Wi7idy joy.' Milton.

Here's that ivindy applause, that poor transitory
pleasure for which 1 was dishonoured. South.

10. Vain; given to boast; vaunting; swag-
gering. [Scotch.)

Wlndy-footed(win'di-ft}t-ed),a. Wind-swift;
Bwift-footed. 'The windy-footed dame.*
Chapman.
Wine (win), n. [A. Sax. win, borrowed (like
D. wijn, Icel. vin, Dan. viin. Goth, wein or
vein, G. wein) from L. tnnum, wine, which
corresponds to Gr. oinoa, with digamma
voinos or foinos, wine. L. vinum, wine, is

what is produced by vitis, the vine, the
twining plant (cog. with E. withy), the root
meaning to twine or twist, seen also in
vitium, vice, and in E. to wind, wire, <&c.]

cb, cAain; 6h, So. locA; g, go\ j, job; fi. Fr. ton; ng, sing: th, «Aen; th. thin; w, toig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KKY.
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1. The fermented juice of the grape or fruit

of the vine (Vitisvini/era. SeeViTis). Wines
are distinguished practically by their colour,

hardness wr softness on the palate, their

flavour, and their being still or effervescing.

The differences in the quality of wines de-

pend partly upon differences in the vines, but
more on the differences of the soils in which
they are planted, in the exposure of the
vineyards, in the treatment of the grapes,

and the mode of manufacturing the wines.
Wlien the grapes are fully ripe, they gener-
ally yield the most perfect wine as to

strength and flavour. The leading charac-
ter of wine, however, must be referred to

the alcohol which it contains, and upon
which its intoxicating powers principally

depend. The amount of alcohol in the
stronger ports and sherries is from 16 to 25

per cent; in hock, claret, and other light

wines from 7 per cent. Wine containing
more than 13 per cent of alcohol may be as-

sumed to be fortified with brandy or other
spirit. The most celebrated ancient wines
were those of Lesbos and Chios among the
Greeks, and the Falernian and Cecuban
among the Romans. The principal modern
wines are Port, Sherry, Claret, Champagne,
Madeira. Hock, Marsala, &c. &c. The va-

rieties of wine produced are almost endless,

and differ in every constituent according to
the locality, season, and age; but generally
the produce of each vineyard retains its own
leading characteristics. The principal wine-
producing countries are France, Germany,
Spain, Portugal, Sicily, Greece, Cape Colony,
Australia, and America. —2. The juice of
certain fruits prepared in imitation of wine
obtained from grapes, but distinguished by
naming the source whence it is derived; as,

currant wine; gooseberry wine. — 3. The
effect of drinking wine in excess; intoxica-
tion, 'Noah awoke from his wine.' Gen.
ix. 24.

—

i. The act of drinking wine.
Who hath redness of eyes! They that tarry long

at the mitts. Prov. xxiii. 29, 30.

6. A wine party at the English universities.

The ex-coach was drinking brandy-and-water, and
maundering about great 7vines, and patrician bear-
fights. Miss Braddon.

—Wine of iron (vinmn ferri of the Pharm.
Brit), sherry with tartrated iron in solu-
tion.—Quimne wine, sherry with sulphate
of quinine in solution.—Oii 0/ wine, ethe-
real oil, a reputed anodyne, but only used
in the preparation of other compounds.

—

Spirit of wine, alcohol (which see).

Wine (win), v.t. To supply with wine.
'To White the king's cellar.' Howell. [Rare.]

Wlue-bag (win'bag), n. 1. A wine-skin
(which see).—2. A person who indulges fre-

quently and largely in wine. [CoUoq.]
Wine-bibber (win'bib-6r),n. One who drinks
much wine; a great drinker. Prov. xxiii. 20.

Wine-blbbing (win'bib-ing), 71. The prac-
tice of habitually drinking much wine; tip-

pling.

Wine-biscuit (win-bis-ket), n. A light bis-

cuit, served with wine.

Wine-cask (win'kask), n. A cask in which
wine is or has been kept.

Wine-cellar (win'sel-16r), n. An apartment
or cellar for stowing wine. Wine cellars are
generally undei^round, on thp basement
story of a building, in order that the wine
may be kept cool and at an equal tempera-
ture.

Wine-coloured (win'kul-6rd), a. Approach-
ing the colour of red wine. Milman.
Wine-cooler (win'kbl-6r), n, A vessel for
cooling wine before it is drunk. One va-
riety consists of a porous vessel of earthen-
ware which, being dipped in water, absorbs
a considerable quantity of it. A bottle of
wine is placed in the vessel, and the evapo-
ration which takes place from the vessel ab-
stracts heat from the wine. Wine-coolers
for the table are usually stands made of sil-

ver or of plated metal, and holding ice, in
which wine bottles are placed for cooling.

Wine-fancier (win'ten-si-6r), n. A connois-
seur in wiTitJs.

Wine-fat (win'fat),n. The vat or vessel into
which the liquor flows from the wine-press.
Isa. Ixiii. 2.

Wine-glass (win'glas), n. A small glass in
which wi«e is drank.
Wine-grower (win'gr6-6r), n. The pro-
prietor of a vineyard; one who cultivates a
vineyard and makes wine.
Wine-heated (win'het-ed), a. Affected or
excited by wine.

Enid fear'd his eyes,
Moist as they were, loiiie-heated from the feast.

Tennyson.

Wineless (winles), a. Destitute of wine;
not having, not using wine. ' The rest of
your iviiieless life.' Swift.
Wine-making (win'mak-ing), n. The pro-
cess uf manufacturing wines.
Wine-measure (win'mezh-ur), n. An old
English measure by which wines and other
spirits were sold. In this measure the gallon
contained 231 cubic inches, and was to the
imperial standard gallon as 5 to 6 nearly.

Wine-merchant (win'm6r-chant),n. A mer-
chant who deals in wines.

Wine-palm (win'pam),7i. A palm from which
palm-wine is obtained, as Caryota urens.

Wine-press (win'pres), n. A machine, ap-
paratus, or place in which the juice is

pressed out of grapes.

Wine-sap (win'sap), n. A much esteemed
American apple.

Wine-skin (win'skin), n. A bag or bottle
made of the skin of an anjmal in its natural
shape for containing or carrying wine.
Wine-sour (win'sour), n. A kind of plum.
Wine -Stone (win'ston), n. A deposit of
crude tartar or argal which settles on the
sides and bottoms of wine-casks.

Wine-taster (win'tas-t6r), n. 1. A person
employed to taste and judge the quality,
«tc., of wine for purchasers.^2. A kind of
pipette used for sampling wine.

Wine-vault (win'valt), n. 1. A vault in
which wine is stored in casks.—2. A name
frequently assumed by a public-house where
the wine and other liquors are served at the
bar or at tables. Dickens.
Wine-warrant (win'wor-ant), n. A war-
rant to the keeper of a bonded warehouse
for the delivery of wine.

Wine-whey (win'wha), n. A mixture of
wine, milk, and water.

Wing (wing), n. [O.E. winge, wenge, a Scan-
dinavian word; Sw. and Dan. vinge, Icel.

vcengr, a wing; comp. Icel. vingsa, to swing;
probably formed by nasalization from same
root as weigh, A. Sax. wegan, to lift, Goth.
vigan, tiD move, and akin to %cag, way, Ac]
1. One of the anterior limbs in birds, corre-
sponding to the arms in man, and in most
cases serving as organs by which flight is

effected, though in some birds they merely
aid in running or swimming. Normally the
wings consist of the bones of the fore-limbs,
specially modified and provided with fea-

thers. To that part of the limb analogous
to the hand are attached the primaries or
greater quill-feathers, the secondaries ar»
affixed to the forearm, and the arm sup-
ports the tertiaries and scapulars. The bone
which represents the thumb gives rise to
the bastard quills, and along the base of the
quills are ranged the wing-coverts. Wings
are attributes of some of the gods of an-
tiquity, of demons, and of many imaginary
beings. In Christian art the use of wings is

limited to angels and devils.— 2. An organ
used for flying by some other animals. In
insects, the wing is formed of two delicate
skin layers, supported en hollow tubes or
nervures placed in communication with the
respiratory system. The forms of insect
wings are very various; some of the more
important diversities being characteristic of
different orders. The wings of bats consist
of a fold of skin which commences at the
neck and extends on each side between the
fore-legs or arms and the posterior limbs.
In the flying -phalangers, flying - squirrels,

&c., the expansion of skin extending along
the sides of the body serves as a mere para-
chute, and is no organ of true flight—
3. Used emblematically, (a) of swiftness, or
of anything that carries the mind upwards
or along; means of flight or of rapid motion;
as, fear adds wings to flight. 'Jtlery expe-
dition be my wing.' Shak. 'Borne by the
trustless vnngs of false desire." Shak. (6)
Of care or protection: often in the plural.

In the shadow of thy Tvings will I rejoice. Ps. Ixiii. 7.

Eva goes under the tving of an aunt of mine.
Farrar.

4. The act or manner of flying
;
passage by

flying; flight; as, to take wing. 'And the
crow makes wing to the rooky wood.' Shak.

Though his affections are higher mounted than
ours, yet, when they stoop, they stoop with the like

luin^. Shak.

5. That whichmoves with a wing-like motion
or whfch receives a wing-like motion from
the action of the air, as a fan used to winnow
grain, the vane or sail of a windmill, the fea-

ther of an arrow, the sail of a ship.&c— 6. In
hot. (rt)asideshoot of a treeorpliint. (6)0ne
of the two side petals of a papilionaceous
flower, as of the pea, bean, and the like. See

cut nnder Keel, (c)A membraneous border by
which many seeds are supported in the air
and transported from place to place.- 7. In
shipbuilding, that part of the hold or space
between decks which is next the ship's side,
more particularly at the quarter; also, the
overhang deck of a steamer before and abaft
the paddle-boxes, bounded by a thick plank
called the wing-wale, which extends from
the extremity of the paddle-beam. to the
ship's side.—8. In arch, a side projection of
a building on one side of the central or main
portion.— 9. In fort, the longer side of a
crown or horn work uniting it to the main
work.— 10. A leaf of a gate or double door.
11. The laterally extending portion of a
ploughshare which cuts the bottom of the
furrow. —12. In engin. (a) an extension
endwise of a dam, sometimes at an angle
with the main portion, (b) A side dam on
a river shore for the purpose of contracting
the channel, (c) A lateral extension of an
abutment. E. H. Knight. See Wing-wall.
13. One of the sides of the stage of a theatre

;

also, one of the long naiTow scenes which
fill up the picture on the side of the stage.
'Saw-dust on the stage and all the wiTigs
taken out.* Mayhew. — li. One of the ex-
treme divisions of an army, regiment, fleet,
or the like. 'The left icing put to flight.'
Dryden. —15. A shoulder knot or small epau-
lette. Simmonds.~\%. A strip of leather or
the like attached to the skirt of the runner
in a grain-mill to sweep the meal into the
spout. —17. The side or displayed portion
of a dash-board- —18. In geol. one of the
sides or slopes of an anticline or saddle-
back. Page.—On the icing, flying; as, to
shoot wild fowl on the wing, (b) Speeding to
its object; on the road. 'When I had seen
this hot love an the wing.' Shak. ' Hearing
he was on the wing for Coningsby Castle.'
Disraeli.— Upon the wings of the wind, with
the utmost velocity. Ps. xviii. lO.— Wing-
and-wing, the situation of a ship coming
before the wind with studding-sails on both
sides; also said of fore-and-aft vessels, when
they are going with the wind right aft, the
foresail boomed out on one side, and the
mainsail on the other. Admiral Smyth.
Wing (wing), v.t. 1. To furnish with wings;
to enable to fly or to move with celerity, as
in flight. ' Who heaves old ocean, and who
wings the storms.' Pope.

Their own feathers pluck'd, to aiV/f the dart
Which rank corruption destines for their heart.

Afoore.

2. To supply with side parts or divisions, as
an army, a house, &c. 'On either side well
winged with our chiefest horse.' Shak.—
3. To transport by flight ; to cause to fly, as
with wings.

I, an old turtle.

Will -wing- me to some wither'd bough. SAa^t.

4. To move in flight through; to traverse by
flying. ' Crows and choughs that wing the
midway air.' Shak.
Ji'in^s the blue element, and borne sublime
Eyes the set sun, gilding each distant clime. Rogers.

6. To cut off the wings of; to wound in the
wing; to disable a wing or limb of [Sport-
ing or colloq.]
'All right,' said Mr. Snodgrass, 'be steady and

wing him.' Dicketu.

—To wing a flight or way, to proceed by fly-

ing ; to fly.

He winged His upwattdjfigAt, and soar'd to fame.
Dr}-den,

Wing (wing), u.i. To fly; to exert the power
of flying.

We poor unfledged
Have never wing'd from view o^ the nest. ShaJk.

Wing-case (wing'kas), n. The case or shell
which covers the wings of coleopterous in-

sects, as the beetle, Ac; the elytron. Called
also Wing-cover.

Wing-compass (wing'kum-pas), n. A com-
pass with an arc-shaped piece which passes
through the opposite leg, and is clamped
by a set screw.

Wing-covert (wing'kuv-6rt), n. In omith.
see Covert.
Winged (wingd), a. 1. Having wings. ' The
beasts, the fishes, and the vmiged fowls.*

Shak. 'Thy icinged messengers.' Milton.
2. Swift; rapid; passing quickly; s&,winged
haste.
What though my winged hours of bliss have been.
Like angel-visits, few and far between. Camptxll.

3. Fanned with wings; swarming with birds.

'The winged air dark with plumes.' Hilton.
4. Soaring with wings or as with wings;
soaring; lofty; elevated; sublime.
How -winged the sentiment th.it virtue is to be fol-

lowed for its own sake, because its essence is divine.

J. S. Harford.

Fate, fAr, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, So. abune; y, Sc. f<y.
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S. In her. represented with wings, or having
wings of a different colour from the body.

—

0L In &o£. and conch, same as A lated.— Wiiiged
bull, an arcliitectural decoration of frequent
occurrence in ancient Assyrian temples,
where winged human-headed bulls and lions
of colossal size usually guarded the portals.
They were evidently typical of the union of

Winged human-headed Bull.

the greatest intellectnal and physical powers.
Layard. — Winged lion, the symbol of the
evangelist St Mark, which was adopted as
the heraldic device of the Venetian republic,
when .St. JIark supplante.l St. Theodore as
the patron saint of Venice. A celebrated
bronze figure of the winged lion of St. JIark
surmounting a magnificent red granite col-
umn, formed out of a single block, stands
In the Piazzcttaof St. Mark at Venice.
Wnger (wing'Sr), n. A name for a small
water-cask stowed in the wings of a vessel.
Wing-footed (wing'fut-ed), n. l Having
wuiys attached to the feet: as. wing-footed
mercury.— 2. Swift; moving with rapidity;
fleet. Wing-footed time.' Drayton.
Wingless (wing'les), a. Having no wings

;

not able to ascend or fly.

Wlnglet (wing'let), 71. A little wing; spe-
cifically, the bastard wing of a bird.
Wing-Shell (wing'shel), n. 1. The name
given to the various species of shells of the
family .Strombidse, from their eipanded lip.

2. See Wing-case.
Wing-stroke (wing'atrdk), n. The stroke
or sweep of a wing.
Wing-swift (wing'swift), a. Swift on the
winK ; of r:i|)i<l Hight.

Wing-transom (wing'tran-sum), n. Ifaut.
the uppermost or longest transom in a ship:
call. iLiIsothcJ/dmrroiiiom. See TRANSOM.
Wing-wale (wing'ual), n. See under Wing.
Wing-wall (wing'wsl), n. One of the lateral
walLs i.f an abutment which fonn a support
and pr.itection thereto. E. H. Knight
Wiagy (wing'i), a. 1. Having wings; rapid.
'With wingy speed outstrip the eastern
wind.' ylddwon.—2.Soaring as if with wings;
airy; volatile; vain. ' Wingii mysteriea in
divinity.' Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]
Wink (wingk), v.i. (A. Sax. wincian, to
wink; akin to xvancol, unsteady, and per-
haps aende, a maid (see Wench): D. winken,
wenken, Icel. vanka, to wink ; Dan. vinke,
to beckon, vink, a beckoning, a wink of the
eye; Sw. vinka, to wink or nod; G. witiketi,
to beckon, nod. The root Is perhaps the
same as that of wing, wag. Akin winee.'\
1. To close and open the eyelids quickly and
involuntarily; to blink; to nictitate.

Here is three studied, ere ye'll thrice ivitik. Shak.
2. To shut the eyes; to close the eyelids no
ai not to see.

Wink again.
And I will vnnki so shall the day seem nieht.

_,^ Shttk.
They are not blind, but they -wi'tk. Tittotion.

8 To give a signiflcaut hint by a motion of
the eyelids.
;fi>i* at the footman to leave him without a plate.

4. To twinkle; to glimmer with dubious
light; as. a winking light. ' Nor u-inks the
gold fln in the porphyry font. ' Tennyton.

Before he ceased I turn'd
And, ere a star can ivmi. belield her there.

Ttntiyion.
6 To connive; to seem not to see; to wilfully
shut the eyes or take no notice; to overlook,
as something not perfectly agreeable : with
at before the object; as. to wink at faults.
Winking at your discords.' Shak.

1 know my envy were in vain, since thou art mightier

But we must give each other leave, and Tvink at
either s war. Ckafnan.

Wink (wingk), n. l. The act of closing the
eyelids quickly.

I could eclipse and cloud them with a -wink.
Doffiie.

2. No more time than is nece88ai*y to shut
the eyes.

For in a tuink the false love turns to hate.
Tennyson.

3. A hint given by shutting the eye with a
significant cast.

Her -wink each bold attempt forbids.
Sir P. Sidney.

—Forty winks, a short nap. [CoUoq. and
humorous. ]

Winker (wingk'^r), n. 1. One who winks.
•Nodders, winkers, and whisperers.' Pope.
2. One of the blinds of a horse; a blinker.
Winking (wingk'ing), n. The act of one
who winks: used often in the colloquial
phrase, like winking = very rapidly ; very
quickly ; with great vigour.

Nod away at him. if you please, tike winking-.
Sickens,

Winldngly (wingk'ing-li), adv. In the way
of one who winks; with the eye almost
closed. Peackam.
Winkle (wing'kl), n. A common abbrerta-
tion of Periwinkle.
Wlnna (win'na). Will not. [Scotch.]
Winne.f v.t. To win; to gain. Chaticer.
Winner (win'er), n. One who wins or gains
by success in competition or contest.

The event
Is yet to name the winner. Shak,

Winning (win'ing), a. Attracting; adapted
to gain favour ; charming ; as, a winning
address. Milton.
Winning (win'ing), n. 1. The sum won or
gained by success in competition or contest:
usually in the plural. 'A gamester that
stakes all his winnings upon every cast.'
Addison.—2. In mining, a word used to ex-
press the whole series of operations neces-
sary to bring any mineral to the surface, as
boring, sinking, excavating, Ac. In this
sense written sometimes Wiri.

Winningly (win'ing-li), adv. In a winning
m;iniier; charmingly.
Winning-post (win'ing-poat), n. A post or
goal in a race-course, the order of passing
which determines the issue of the race.
Winnow (win'nS), v.t. (O.E. windewe, to
winnow; A. Sax. windwian, to fan or win-
now, to subject to the action of the wind,
from wittd, the wind (see Wind). Comp.
L. ventUare, to winnow, from venttts, the
wind] 1. To separate and drive the chaff
from by means of wind ; as, to winnow grain.
2. To Ian; to beat as with wings. • With quick
fan toi>inoi4>< the buxom air.' Milton.— i. To
examine; to sift; to try, as for the purpose
of separating falsehood from truth; to sepa-
rate, as the bad from the good. ' ITiiinoiii
well this thought ' Dryden.

Bitter torture
Shall n/inntrw the truth from falsehood. SAak.

The past, as winnirrved in the early mind,
With husk and prickle left behind. y. BaiUie.

Winnow (win'no), v.i. To separate chaff
from corn. ' Winnow not with every wind.'
Ecclus. V. 9.

Winnower (win'n6-6r), n. One who win-
nows.
Winrow (win'ro), n. Same as Windrow.
Longfellow.
Winsey (win'sl), n. Same as Wincey.
Winsome (wln'sum), a. [A. Sax. wynmrn,
pleasant, delightful, from tcynn, delight,
joy, ami term, -sxim, later -some. This word
though old seems to have been little used
in later English literature till recent times.]
1. Attractive; agreeable; engaging.
The prince and warrior Gorlols . . .

Was wedded to a ivinsitme wife Ygeme.
Tennyson.

2. Cheerful ; merry ; gay. [The first is the
usual meaning in modern literature, the
second is rather provincial]
Wlnsomeness (win'sum-nes), 71. The qua-
lity or characteristic of being winsome or
attractive in manner or appearance. J. R.
Green,
Winter (win't4r), ti. [A. Sax winter, winter,
also commonly used for a whole year; a word
common to the Teutonic tongues, but not
extending beyond them; D. and G. vrinter,
Sw. and Dan. vinter, Icel. vetr, vittr (for
vintr), Goth, vintnie. Origin unknown.
The conjectures that it is from wind, as
the windy season, or connected with wet. as
the rainy season, are neither of them satis-
factory.) 1. The cold season of the year.
Astronomically considered winter com-
mences In northern latitudes when the sun

eh, Main; «l>,8c. lo<*; g.go; J,;ob; fi, Fr. ton; ag.tlng; IH, tAen; th, fAin;

enters Capricorn, or at the solstice about
the 21st of December, and ends at the equi-
nox in March; but in ordinary discourse the
three winter months are December, Jan-
uary, and February.—2. A whole year: the
part used for the whole.

When forty winters shall besiege thy brow.
And dig deep trenches in thy beauty's field.

Skak,
Freshly ran he on ten winters more. Dryden.

3. Used as an emblem of any cheerless situ-
ation, as misfortune, poverty, destitution,
old age, or death. ' Into the winter of his
age.' .StV P. Sidney. 'Till death, that
TO'nfer, kill it' Shak. "Tis deepest wmfer
in Lord Timon's purse.' Shak.

Riches fineless is as poor as winter.
To him that ever fears he shall be poor. Shak.

4. The part of a printing-press, which sus-
tains the carriage.— 5. An implement made
to hang on the front of a grate for the pur-
pose of keeping a tea-kettle or the like
warm.—6. The last portion of corn brought
home at the enil of harvest; or the state of
having all the grain on a farm reaped and
inned; also, the rural feast held in celebra-
tion of the ingathering of the crop. [Scotch. ]

Winter (win't^r), a. Belonging to wintet

;

as. the winter solstice. (See Solstice.)
' Winter weather. ' Shak. ' One cloud of
u-('»fer showers.' Shak.
Winter (win'tSi), v.i. To pass the winter;
to hibernate: as, he wintered in Italy. 'The
haven was not commodious to winter in.'
Acts xxvii. 12.

Winter (winter), v.t. To keep, feed, or
manage during the winter; as, to winter
young cattle on hay is not profitable ; deli-
cate plants must be wintered under cover.
Winter-aconite (win'tSr-ak-on-it), n. A
plant of the genus Erauthis. See ERAK-
THIS.

Winter-apple (win'tir-ap-l), 71. An apple
that keeps well in winter, or that does not
ripen till winter.
Winter-barley (wiii't6r-biir-li), n. A kind
of barley which is sowed in autumn.
Winter-beaten (win'ter-bet-n). a. Harassed
by the severe weather of winter. Spenser.
Winter-berry (win'tAr-be-ri), ?i. The com-
mon name of plants of the genus Prinos.
See Pkinos.
Winter-cherry (win't6r-che-ri), 71. A plant
of the genus I'hysalis, the P. Alkekengi, and
its fruit, which is of the size of a clienx
See Physalis.
Winter-Clad (win't6r-klad). a. Clothed for
winter; w.armly clad. Tattoo'd or woaded,
winter-clad in skins.' reiiiij/non.

Winter-cress (win't4r-kres). )i. The com-
mon name of two British cniciferous plants
of the genus Barbarea. B. vulgaris, called
also yellow rocket, grows on the banks of
ditches and rivers, and about hedges and
walls. It is bitter and sharp to the taste,
and is sometimes used as a salad.
Winter-crop (win'tAr-krop), n. A crop
which will bear the winter, or which may
be converted into fodder during the winter
Winter-fallow (win't«r-fal-lo), 71. Ground
tli;it is fallowed in winter.
Winter-garden (win't«r-gar-dn), 71. An
ornamental garden for winter.
Winter-green (win't«r-gren), n. 1. The
common name of plants of the genus Pyrola.
See Pyrola.—2. The common name in Ame-
rica of Gaultheria procumhens.—Oit of win-
ter-green, an aromatic liquid obtained from
the leaves of Gaultheria procumbens, used
largely in confectionery and to disguise the
taste of disagreeable medicines.
Wlnter-ground(win't4r-ground), v.t. To
cover over during winter so as to preserve
from the effects of frost: as, to winter-ground
the roots of a plant Shak.
Winter-gull (win't«r-gul), n. A species
of gull, the Larus canus. Called also
Winter-mew.

Wintering (win't«r-ing), 11. 1. The act of
one wiio winters —2. Food or fodder to sup-
port cattle for the winter.
Wlnter-km (win'ter-kil), v.t. To kill by
means of the weather in winter; as, to l»i7l-
ter-kill wheat or clover [I'liited states.)
Winter-lodge, Winter-lodgment (win'-
ter-loj. win'ter-loj-ment), 11. In bot. the
hybernacle of a plant, which protects the
embryo or future shoot from injuries during
the winter. It is either a bud or a bulb
Winter-love t (win'tir-luv), n. Cold, con-
ventional, or insincere love-making. 'Mak-
ing a little winter-love in a dark comer.' £.
Jonson.

, wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure. —See Km.
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Winterly (win't6r-li), a. Such as is suit-

able to winter; like winter; wintery; cheer-

less; uncomfortable. [Rare.]

Ift be summer news.
Smile to't before; idviMter/y, thou need'st

But keep that countenance still. Sha^,

Winter -mew ( win ' t6r -mu ), n. See Win-
TKK-GULL.
Winter-moth (win't6r-moth), n. A moth
{Cheimonobia brumata), of which the male
alone is winged. The larvae are exceed-

ingly injurious to plum-trees. It has long
been common on the Continent, and has, of

comparatively recent date, appeared insome
parts of England. The mothsappear in their

perfect state in the beginning of winter,

whence the name.
Winter-pear (win't6r-par), n. Any pear
that keeps well in winter or that ripens in

winter.

Winter - proud ( win ' t6r - proud ), a. Too
green and luxuriant in winter: applied to

wheat or the like. Holland.
Winter-quarters (win't6r-kwftr-t6rz), n.pl.

Tlie quarters of an army during the winter;

a winter residence or station.

Winter-rig (win't6r-rig), v. t. To plough in

ridges and let lie fallow in winter. [Local.]

Winter's-bark (wiu't6rz-bark), n. [From
Capt John Winter, who first brought it

from the Straits of Magellan in 1579. ] A
plant, or its bark, of the nat. order Mag-
noliaceaj, Drimys Winteri. It is a native

of some of the mountainous parts of South
America, and abundant in the lower grounds
of Cape Horn and Staten Island. It is an
evergreen shrub, with laurel -like leaves,

corj'mbs of white flowers, and many-seeded
berries. Star anise (lUicium) is closely al-

lied to it. The bark is of a pale, grayish-

red colour externally, has an agreeable, pun-
gent, aromatic taste, and contains an acid

resin, an acid, volatile oil, and some tannin.

It is an excellent aromatic, but not easily

procured, other substances, particularly the

bark of the Canella alba, being substituted
for it D. granatensis, Kew Granada Win-
ter's-bark, is inferior to the former in its

aromatic properties, and grows in New
Granada and Brazil.

Winter- settle (win't^r-set-l). n. [A. Sax.

winter-setl.] A winter-seat or dwelling; win-
ter-quarters; a term belonging to the early
history of England.

In 874 the heathen men took their -winler-settUm
Lindesey at Torkcsey. The next year, just 1000
years ago, we read how they passed from Lindesey
to Repton, and took their winUr-settte there.

E. A. Freetnan.

Winter-tide (win't6r-tid), n. \_Winier,

and tide, ticne, season.] The winter season.
Tunnymn.
Winter-weed (win't6r-w5d), n. A name of

various weeds that survive and flourish

through the winter, especially the ivy-leaved
speedwell {Veronica kederifolia).

Winter-wheat (win't6r-whet), n. Wheat
SDwn in autumn.
Wintery (win't6r-i), a. Same as Wintry.

' Chill airs and wintery winds.' Loyigfellow.

Wintle (win'tl), v.i. [Connected with to
wind. ] To stagger; to reel ; to roll or tum-
ble gently over. Bums. [Scotch.]

Wintle (win'tl), n, A staggering motion;
a gentle, rolling tumble. Burns. [Scotch.]

Wintroust (win'trus), a. Wintry; stormy.

The more -wtntroits the season of the life hath
been look for the fairer summer of pleasures for
evermore. Zachary Boyd.

Wintry (win'tri), a. Pertaining to winter;
suitable to winter; brumal; hyemal; cold;
stormy. ' In wintry solstice. ' Milton. ' By
stormy winds and lomin/ heaven oppress'd.'
Dryden. ' Through storms and wintry seas.

'

Falconer. Written sometimes Wintery.
Winy (win'i), a. Having the taste or quali-
ties of wine. Bacon.
Winze (winz), n. [Tcel. vinza, to winnow,
from vindr, wind.] In minijig. a small
sliaft sunk from one level to another for the
purpose of ventilation or communication.
Winze (winz), n. A curse or imprecation.
Burns. [Scotch. ]

Wipe (wip), v.t. pret. & pp. wiped; ppr.
Wiping. [A. Sax. wipian, to wipe, from
a noun corresponding to L. G. ^viep, a wisp.
Probalily akin to whip and wi^p.] 1. To
rub with something soft for cleaning; to
clean by gentle rut)l)ing; as, to ivipe the
hands or face with a towel. Luke vii. 38.~
2. To strike or brush off gently: often with
off, wp. away, &c.

Some nat'ral tears they dropp'd, but -ttiifi'd them soon.
Milton.

Wiper.

S. Fig. to cleanse, as from evil practices or

abuses.
I will wipe Jerusalem as a man luipeth a dish.

2 Ki. xxi, 13.

4. To efface; to obliterate.

This present grief had tviptd it from my mind. Shak.

B.t To cheat; to defraud; to trick: with out.

The next bordering lords commonly encroach one
upon another, as one is stronger, or lie still in wait to

wipe them out of their lands. Spenser.

— To wipe away, to remove by rubbing or ab-
stersion; hence, Jig. to remove or take away
in general ; as, to wipe aivay a stain or re-

proach.

—

To wipe out, to efface; to obliter-

ate ; as, wipe out the blot. Shak. ' Wiped
otit the ideas.' Locke.

Wipe (wip), n. 1. The act of rubbing for the

purpose of cleaning. — 2. A blow; a stroke.

[Slang.]
He fetched me a ivipe over the knuckles.

Sian^ Did.

3. A gibe; a jeer; a severe sarcasm.
To statesmen would you give a ioiJ>e,

You print it in Italick type

:

When letters are in vulgar shapes,
'Tis ten to one the wit escapes. Swijl.

4.t A mark of infamy; a brand.

Worse than a slavish wipe or birth-hour's blot. Shak.

5. A handkerchief. ' A prigging of wipes.'

H. Kingsley. [Slang]
Wipe (wip), ft. [Sw. vipa, the lapwing, Dan.
vibe, Sc. weep or peesweep (from the cry).]

The lapwing or itew it {Vanellus cristatus).

[Old or provincial.]

Wiper (wip'er), n. \. One
who wipes. —2. The instru-

ment used for wiping.

—

3. In rnach. a piece project-
ing generally from an hori-

zontal axle for the pur-
pose of raising stampers,
pounders, or pistons in a
vertical direction and let-

ting them fall by their
own weight. Wipers are
employed in fulling-mills,

stamping-mills, oil-mills, powder-mills, &c.
Wire (wir), It. [A. Sax. tclr, L.G. wire, Icel.

virr, Dan. vire, wire, Sw. toira, to twist, to
wind. Probably allied to L. virioe, bracelets.
No doubt of same root as wind, to twist. ] 1. A
thread of metal ; any metallic substance
drawn to an even thread or slender rod of

uniform diameter by being passed between
grooved rollers or drawn through holes in a
plate of steel,&c. Wire is usually cylindrical,

but it is also made of various other forms, as
oval, half-round, square, and triangular, and
of more complicated shapes for small pin-
ions, for forming the pattern on blocks for

calico-printing, and for other purposes. The
term wire has also a collective signification,

being frequently used to designate a <iuan-
tity of metallic threads. The metals most
commonly drawn into wire are gold, silver,

copper, and iron; but the finest wire is made
from platina.—2. Used absolutely for tele-

graph wire ; and hence, the telegraph ; as,

send on order per wire.

In India the wild beasts and monkeys destroy or
play upon the -wires, which are perhaps recording at
the time a minute on Education. /*. H. Russell.

3. A pickpocket. Mayhew. [Slang.]— ITtre

of Lapland, a shining, slender substance
madefromthesinewsof the reindeer, soaked
in water, beaten, and spun into a sort of

thread of great strength. These threads are
dipped in melted tin. and drawn through a
horn with a hole in it. The Laplanders use
this wire in embroidering their clothes.

Wire(wir), v.r 1. To bind with wire; to apply
wire to; as, to wire corks in bottling liquors.

2. To put upon a wire; as, to wire beads.

—

3. To snare by means of a wire ; as, to
wire a bird. — 4. In teleg. to send by tele-

graph, as a message; to telegraph; as.wiVe
a reply.

Wire (wir), v.i. 1. To How in currents as thin
as wire. [Rare.]

Then in small streams through all the isles wiring.
Sends it to every part both heat and hfe inspiring.

Ph. Fletcher.

S.Tocommunicatebynieansof the telegraph;
to telegraph; as, I wired immediately on ar-

rival.—ro wire in, to apply one's self closely
and perseveringly to anything; to press for-

wards with a view to having a share [Vul-
gar.]

Wire -bridge (wir'brij), n. A bridge sus-
pended by cables formed of wire.

Wire -cartridge (wirkar-trij), n. A car-
tridge for fo\vTing in which the charge of
shot has wire ligaments.
Wire-Cloth (wir'kloth), n. A texture of
wire intermediate between wire-gauze and

wire-netting, used for meat-safes, strainerp,

&c. The size of the wire and the shape and
size of the meshes vary according to the pur-
pose for which it is to be used.

Wiredraw (wir'dra,), v.t. 1. To form into
wire, as a metal,by forciblypuUingitthrough
a series of holes gradually decreasing in dia-

meter. —2. To draw out into length; to
elongate. Arbuthnot. —Z. To draw by art
or violence. ' Wiredrawing his words to a
contrary sense.' Florio.

I have been wrongfully accused, and my sense beea
wiredrawn into blasphemy. Dryden.

4. To draw or spin out to great length and
tenuity; as, to wiredraw an argument.

—

5. In the steam-engine, to th-aw off. a«
steam, through narrow ports, thus wasting
part of its effect.

Wiredrawer (wir'dra-6r), n. One who
draws metal into wire.

Wiredrawing (wir'dra-ing), n. 1. The act
or art of extending ductile metals into wire.

The metal to be extended into wire is fii-st

hammered into a bar, and then it is passed
successively through a series of holes in a
hardened steel plate, successively diminish-
ing in diameter until the requisite degree
of fineness is attained. Extremely fine gold
and platinum wires for the spider-lines of
telescope micrometers are formed by coat-
ing the metal with silver, which is then
drawn down to a great tenuity through a
draw-plate, the holes of which are made in
a diamond or ruby. The silver is then re-

moved by nitric acid, leaving au almost in-

visible interior wire, which has been attenu-
ated to a diameter of only j-^ho-t of an inch.
2. The act of drawing out an ai^ument or
discussion to prolixity and attenuation by.

useless refinements, distinctions, disquisi-

tions, and the like.

Out of all that rubbish of Arab idolatries, . . .

rumours and hypotheses of Greek and Jews, with
their idle -wiredra-wings, this wild man of the Desert
. . . has seen into the kernel of the matter. Carlyle.

The counsel on the other side declared that such
twisting, such wiredrawing, was never seen in a
court of justice. Macaulay.

Wire-edge (wir'ej), n. A thin, wire-like
edge formed on a cutting tool by over-
sharpening it on one side.

Wire-fence (wir'fens), n. A fence made
of parallel strands of wire, generally galvan-
ized, attached to posts placed at suitable
distances, and tightened. Wire-fences have
to a large extent superseded those formerly
in use. They are extremely convenient from
the fact that they can be easily transferred
from one place to another, so that one fence
may in successive seasons protect different

portions of a farm as they are in crop.

They are also extremely light and durable,
and neither overshadow nor occupy any cul-

tivable soil.

Wire-gauze (wir'gaz), n. A fine, close qua-
lity of wire-cloth.

Wire-grass (wir'gras), n. A name common
to Eleiisine indica and Poa compressa.

Wire-grate (wir'grat), n. A grate or con-
trivance of fine wire-work to keep insects
out of vineries, hothouses, &c.
Wire-grub (wir 'grub), n. The wire-worm
(which see).

Wire-guard (wir'gard), n. A framewoik of
wire-netting to be placed in front of a fire-

place to protect against fire; a fireguard.

Wire-heel (wir'hel), n. A defect and disease
in the feet of a horse or other beast.

Wire-iron (wir'i-em), n. Black rod-iron for
drawing into wire. Simniffnds.

Wire-micrometer (wir-mi-krom'et-6r), n.

A micrometer with fine wires arranged in
parallel and intersecting series across the
field of the instrument. See MiCROMETKK.
Wire-netting ( wir'net-ing), n. A texture
of wire coarser than wire-gauze and wire-

cloth.

Wire-puller (wir'pul-Sr). n. One who pull«

the wires, as of a puppet; hence, one who
operates by secret means ; one who exer-

cises a powerful but secret infiuence; an. in-

triguer.

Wire-pulling (wir'pul-ing), n. The act ot
pulling the wires, as of a puppet; hence,
secret infiuence or management; intrigue.

Wire-rope (wii-'rop), n. A collection of

wires of iron, steel, &c., twisted or Ixtund

together so as to act in unison in resisting

a strain. They are extensively used in rais-

ing and lowering apparatus in coal-mines.

as standing rigging for ships, as substitutes

for chains in suspension-bridges, for tele-

graph cables, Ac.

Wire-twist (wir'twist), n. A kind of gun-
barrel made of a ribbon of iron and steel.

Fate, far, fat, fflll: m*. met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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coiled around a mandrel and welded. The
ribbon is made by welding together laminie
of iron and steel, or two qualities of iron,
and drawing the same between rollers into
a ribbon. E. H. KnUjht.
Wire-Wlieel (wir'whel), n. A brush-wheel
made of wire instead of bristles, used for
cleaning and scratching metals preparatory
to gilding or silvering. E. tl. Eniijht.

Wire-work (wir'w6rk), n. Some kind of fab-
ric made of wire.

Wire-worker (wir'w^rk-ferX n. One who
manufactures articles from wire.
Wire-worm (wir'w^rm), n. A name given
by farmers to the larvro or grubs of several
insects, which are species of the coleopter-
ous family Klateridae. Elater or Agriotes
lineatu^, E. or -4. obscurus, and E. or A.
sputator, are well-known British species.
They are said to live for years in the larva
state, during all which time they are very
destructive to cornfields and also to vege-
tables by .attacking the roots. The name
of wire-xconn, is given from the cylindrical
form and great hardness and toughness of
these grubs.

Wire-wove (wir'wov), a. Applied to a paper
of fine quality and glazed, used chiefly for
letter-paper. See under Wove.
Wirlness (wi'n-nes), n. The state or quality
of bemg wiry.

Wirry,t v.t. To worry. Romawit of the
Roue.

Wiry (wT'ri). a. 1. Made of wire; like wire.
2. lough; lean and sinewy. 'A little wiry
sergeant of meek demeanour and strong
sense.' Dickens. [Modem,]
Wifl (wis). Erroneously given In many dic-
tionaries as a verb, with the pret. icist, and
defined, to know, to be aware, to think, &c.
But wigt belongs to u-it, to know (see Wit),
and there never was a real verb wis, to
know. The error seems to have arisen from
the adverb Y-wis, t-in«(certainly), being fre-
quently written with the preft.\ apart from
the rest of the word, and often with a capi-
tal letter so as to appear as Vwis, or / irw;
hence the / was mistaken for the first per-
sonal pronoun, and the verb wig created.
No doubt writers themselves (in later times
at least) have often thought when they
wrote 'I wis' they were using a verb, and
have regarded it as equivalent to I know,
ween, or I imagine.
Wls.t Wi8ly,t adp. Certainly; truly. Chau-
cer.

Wlsalls, Wisomea, n. pi. The leaves or tops
of ciirrots and parsneps. [Local.]
WlBard (wizard). See Wizard.
Wisdom (wiz'dom), n. [A. Sax. wUddfn,trom
wig, wise, and the term. -dOm (see Wise and
DOM). Similar are Icel. vfuddmr. Sw. msdom,
Dan. vixdoui, viisdoni, wisdom.] I. The qua-
lity of being wise; the power or faculty of
seeing Into the heart of tlungs. and of form-
ing the fittest and best jud^'nient in any mat-
ter presented for consideration; a combina-
tion of discernment, judgment, sagacity, or
similar powers, involving also a certain
amount of knowledge, especially knowledge
of men and things gained by experience. It
Is often nearly synonymous with discretion,
or with prudence. Ijut both of these are
strictly only particular phases of wisdom.
Frequently we find it implying little more
than sound common sense, perfect sound-
ness of mind or intellect; heuce it is often
opposed to/oUy.

iryou go on thus you will kill yourself;
And 'tis not wisdo*n thus to second grief
Against yourself. ShaJk.

Show your -wisdom, dau(;hter.
In your close patience. SkaJk.

Full oft we see
Cold -wisdom wailing on superfluous folly. Shak.

Hit actions show much like to madness: pray hea-
ven his

ffisdom be not tainted I Sha^.
That witich inoveth God to workU goodness, and

that which ordcreth his work is Tvisaotn, and that
which perfcctcth his work is power. Hooker.
Common sense in an uncommon degree h what

the world calls -a/isdom. Coleridge.

2. Human learning; erudition; knowledge
of arts and sciences; scientific or practical
truth.

Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyp-
ti-ms. Ac. vU. 22.

3. Quickness of intellect ; readiness of ap-
prehension; dexterity in execution: as, the
vn»dom of Bezaleel and Aholiab. Ex. xxxi.
8,6—4. Natural instinct and sagacity. Job
xxxix. 17.— 5. In Scrip, right judgment con-
cerning religious and moral truth; true re-
UgloD; godliness; piety; the knowledge and

fear of God, and sincere and uniform obe-
dience to his commands.
So teach us to number our days that we may apply

our hearts unto -wisdom, Ps. xc. 12.

6. With possessive pronouns used as equiva-
lent to a person (like 'your highness', &c.).

Viola. I saw thee late at the Count Orsino's,
Clown. ... I think I SB.v/your wisdotn there.

Shak.
—Book of Wisdom, called by the Septuagint
the Wisdom of Solomon, one of the apocry-
phal books of the Old Testament. It was
considered canonical by some of the fathers
of the church, who ascribed its authorship
to Solomon; but it is now generally held to
be apocryphal, most theologians agreeing
that its author must have been a Jew of
Alexandria of the first or second century
h.c.~ Wisdom of Jesus, the son of Sirach,
the name given In the Septuagint to the
apocryphal book of Ecclesiasticus. — JTis-
dom. Genius, &c. See under Genius.
Wisdom-tooth (wiz'dom-toth), n. A large
back double-tooth, so named because not
appearing till a person is pretty well up in
years, and so, presumably, has attained
some degree of wisdom.
Wise (wiz), a. [A. Sax. wis, wise, prudent;
D. wij8, Icel. viss, Dan. viis, G. iveise, Goth.
veis, wise, from same root as wit, wot. L.

video, to see (see Vision); Gr. (v)idein, Skr.
vid, to see. The wise man is therefore the
man that sees and knows. See Wit.] 1. Hav-
ing the power of discerning and judging
correctly, or of discriminatingbetween what
is true and what is false, between what is

fit and proper and what is improper; pos-
sessed of discernment, judgment, and dis-
cretion ; as, a wise prince ; a tcise magis-
trate. ' What the wise powers deny us for
our good.' Shak.
The ttnsest and best men in all ages have lived up

to the religion of their country when they saw no-
thing in it opposite to morality. Addison.

2. Discreet and judicious; prudent; sen-
sible.

Five of them (the ten virgins) were wise, and five
were foolish. Mat. xxv. 3.

Spite of praise and scorn, , . .

Attain the wise inditference of the -wise.

Tennyson.
3. Becoming a wise man; sage; grave; seri-
ous; solemn.

One rising, eminent
In wise deport, spake much of right and wrong'.

Milton.

4. Learned; knowing: erudite; enlightened.
Shak. — 5. Practically or experimentally
knowing or acquainted; versed or skilled;
experienced; dexterous; specifically, skilled
in some hidden art, as magic and divina-
tion. 2 Sam. xiv. 2.

They are wise to do evil, but to do good they
have no knowledge. Jer. iv, aa.

In thew nice sharp quillets of the law.
Good faith, I am uo wiser than a daw. Shak.

6. Calculating; crafty; cunning; subtle;
wary; wily.

He lakcth the wise in their own craftioess. Job v. 13,

I am too wise to die yet Ford.

7. Godly; pious; religious.

From a child thou hast known the holy Scriptures,
which are able to make thee wise unto salvation.

9 Tim. iii. 15.

8. Dictated or guided by wisdom; contain-
ing wisdom; judicious; well adapted to pro-
duce good effects; applicable to things; as,

a wise saying; a unse scheme or plan; wise
conduct or management; a wise determina-
tion. Used adverbially.

Thou spcakest 7i'iser than thou art ware of. Shak.

—Wise man, a man skilled in hidden arts;
a sorcerer.

I pray you tell where the wij
dwells.

an the conjurer
Peele.

— Wise woman, (a) a woman skilled in hid-
den arts; a witch; a fortune-teller. 'The
wise woman of Brentford.' Shak.

Supposing, according to popular fame,
fVite woman and witch to l>e the same. /food.

(b) A midwife. Sir W. Scott. — Never the
wiser (or similar phrases), without any in-
telligence or information; still in utter ig-
norance.

The Pretender, or Duke of Cambridge, may both
be landed, and I never the wiser. Swi/t.

Wise (wiz), n. [A. Sax. wUe, D. wijs, Icel.
vis, visa, Dan. viis, G. weise, mode, manner;
closely akin to the adjective wise, and per-
haps lit. the known or skilful manner.
Guise is the same word, having come to us
from the German through the French, like
guile and vnle, guard and ward, Ac] Man-

ner ; way of being or acting ; mode. ' lo
howling wise.' Shak.
This song she sings in most commanding wise.

Sir P. Sidney.
The sound, upon the fitful gale.
In solemn wise did rise and fail. Sir IV. Scott.

As an independent word wise is obsolescent
or poetical, except as used in such phrases
as in any wise, in no wise, on this icise, and
the like. 'If he that sanctified the field

will in any wise redeem it.' Lev. xxvii. 19.
* Shall in no wise lose his reward.' Mat x.

42.

He is promised to be wived
To fair Mariana; but in no luise
Till he had done his sacrifice. Shak.

On this wise ye shall bless the children of Israel.

Num. vi. 23.

It is used in composition, as in likewise,
otherwise, lengthwise, &c., having then
much the same force as -ways, as in length-
ways.—To make vHse,i to make show or ap-
pearance; to pretend; to feign.

They made wise as if the gods of the woods . , .

should appear and recite those verses, fiatenham.

Wiset (wiz), n. Wisdom. Milton.
Wiseacre (wiz'a-k6r), Jt. [G. weissager, a
soothsayer, a prophet—a word that appears
to be compounded from weise, wise, and
sagen, to say; but it has really been modi-
fied by erroneousetymologicalnotionsfmuch
like E. crayfish, sparrow-grass, &c.), the
origin being O.H.G. vizzago, vlzago, a pro-
phet (with the noun tennination -a<jo=
-ega in A. Sax. wttega), lit. one who is wise
or knowing; akin to wit, and wise.] l.t A
sayer of wise things; a learned or wise man.
Pythagoras learned much , . . becoming a mighty

wiseacre. Leland.

2. One who makes pretensions to great wis-
dom; hence, in contempt or irony, a.would-
be wise person; a fool; a simpleton; a dunce.
There were at that time on the bench of justices-

many Sir Paul Eithersides, hard, unfeeHng, supersti-
tious wiseacres. B. Jonson.

Wise-hearted (wizTiart-ed), a. Wise; know-
ing; skilful. Ex. xx\iii. 3.

Wise-like (wys'iyk), a. Resembling that
which is wise; sensible; judicious. 'The
only wise-like thing I heard anybody say.*
Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

WiselilljSt (wiz'ling), n. One who pretend*
to be wise; a wiseacre.

This may well put to the blush these wiselings
that show themselves fools in so speaking. Donne.

Wisely (wizai), adv. 1. In a wise manner;
with wisdom

;
prudently; judiciously; dis-

creetly. Prov. xvi. 20.

Then must you speak
Of one that lov'd. not wisely. But too well. Shak.

2. Craftily; warily; with art or stratagem.
Let us deal -wisely with them; lest they multiply,

. . . and fight against us. Ex. t. 10.

WlsenesB (wlz'nes), n. Wisdom.
Yet have I something in me dangerous.
Which let thy wiseness fear. Shak.

Wish (wish), tJ.i. [O.E. wische, wusche. A. Sax.
wQscan, to wish, from wUsc, a wish; D, w^en-
schen, G. uninschen, O.H.G. wnnscan, Icel.

oeskja (with loss of initial v and of n also lost
in English), Dan. iinske, Sw. onska; from a
root seen also in Skr. van, to love, van<^h.
to desire, to wish, also in L. Venus, the god-
dess, veneror, to venerate.] 1. To have a
desire; to cherish some desire, either for
what is or for what is not supposed to be
obtainable; to long: with /or before the
object. ' But if yourself . . . did ever wish
chastely and love dearly. ' Shak.
They cast four anchors out of the stern, and Ti/ijA^rf

Xo*" the day. Acts xxvii. 39.

This is as good an argument as an antiquary could
wish/or. Arbuthnot.

2. To be disposed or Inclined : with well or
ill (which might be regarded as nouns
rather than as adverbs).

Those potentates who do not ttnsh well to his
affairs have shown respect to his personal character.

Addison.
3. To hope or to fear in a slight degree, or
with a preponderance of fear over hope.
(May be regarded as transitive and govern-
ing following clause.)

I wish it may not prove some ominous token of
misfortune lo have met with such a miser as I am,

Str P. Sidney.
I 7vish they don't half kill him by their ridiculous

fondness. Miss Bumey.

Wish (wish), v.t. 1. To desire; to long for.

Should I have wished a. thing it had been he. Shak.
I would not -wish them to a fairer death. Shak.

(Here 'them to' = to them.]
I have wish'd this marriage, night and day.
For many years. Tennyson.

ch, cAain; ih. Sc. loc/i; g, ^o; J,;ob; fi, Fr. ton: ng. sinf/; Tii. (Aen; th, fAin; w. tdg; wh. tcMg; zh, arure.—See KKT.
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Under this head may be ranked many cases

in which the verb governs an infinitive in- a

clause; as, he wishes to go; I wish you to

do that.

I Tt/isA above all things that thou mayest prosper.

3 John 2.

I ivtsh all good befortune you. SAai.

2. To frame or express desires concerning;

to desire to be (with words completing the

sense). ' Wished me partaker in thy hap-

piness.* Shak. 'Could wish himself in

Thames.' Shak, • May m«AMarcius home."

Shak.
Is it well to wish thee happyl Tennyson.

3. To imprecate or call down upon; to in-

voke.

Let them be driven backward and put to shame
that wish nie evil. Ps. xl. 14.

If heaven have any grievous plaeue in store

Exceeding those tliat I can Tfis/t upon thee. ShaA.

4.t To ask; to request; to seek; to invite.

' I will wish thee never more to dance. ' Shak.

Digby should find the best way to make Antrim
communicate the affair to him, and to ifish his as-

sistance. Clarendon.

h.\ To recommend; to commit to another's

confidence, kindness, or care with favouring

representiitious ; to commend in order tu

the acceptance of others. ' He was wishi to

a very wealthy widow.' Rowley.

If I can by any means light on a fit man to teach

her that wherein she delights, I will wish him to her
father. Shai.

Wish (wish), n. 1. Desire; sometimes eager

desire; a longing; a hankering. Job xxxiii. 6.

Thy wish was father. Harry, to that thought.
Shai.

Like our shadows,
Our wishes lengthen as our sun declines. Young^,

2. An expression of desire; a request; a pe-

tition ; sometimes an expression of a kind
interest in the welfare of others, and some-
times an imprecation.

Blistered be thy tongue
For such a wish. Shak.

I thank you for your wish, and am well pleased
To wish it back on you. Shak.

Delay no longer, speak your wish.
Seeing i must go to-day. Tennyson.

3. The thing desired; the object of desire.

You have your wish; my will is even this. Shak.
Thy likeness, thy fit help, thy other self.

Thy wish exactly to thy heart's desire. Milton.

The difference between wish and desire seems to

be, that desire is directed to what is obtainable, and
a wish may be directed to what is obtainable or not.

Ka*nes.

Wishable (wish'a-bl), a. Worthy or capable

of beinj; wished for ; desirable. ' The glad

and wishable tidings of saluacion.' JMdall.
[Rare. ]

Wish-bone, Wishing-bone (wish'bon,
wiah'ing-bon), n. The forked bone in a
fowl's breast; the merry-thought. See Mer-
ry-thought.
WiShedlyt (wisht'li), adv. According to

desire. Knolles.

Wisher (wish'6r), n. One who desires; one
who expresses a wish. ' Wishers were ever
fools.' Shak.
Wishful (wiah'fyl), a. 1. Having or cherish-

ing desires; desirous: with of before an ob-

ject; as, to be wishful of one's assistance.—
2, Belonging to one who wishes or longs;

showing desire; longing.

From Scotland am I stolen even of pure love,

To greet mine own land with my wishful sight.

Shak.
You cannot behold a covetous spirit walk by a

goldsmith's shop without casting a wishful eye at

the heaps upon the counter. Spectator.

3. Desirable; exciting wishes. [Poetical.]

Nor could I see a soil where'er I came
More sweet and wishful. Chapman.

Wishfully (wish'ful-li), adv. In a wishful

manner; witli desire or ardent desire; with
tiie show of desiring; wistfully.

I sat looking wishfully at the clock; for which
... I had chosen the inscription, ' Art is long, and
life is short." Johnson.

Wlshfulness (wish'fyl-nes), n. The state or

quality of being wishful; longing.

The natural infirmities of youth,
Sadness and softness, hopefulness, ivishfulness.

SirH. Taylor.

Wiahing-cap (wjsh'ing-kap), 71. The cap of

Fortuuatus, in the fairy tale, upon putting
on which he obtained whatever he wished
for.

WlBhlng-rod (wish'ing-rod), n. The pure
gold rod of the Nibelungs, the possession of
which conferred the power of keeping the
whole world in subjection.

Wishly t (wish'li), ady. Same as TTisiiy. Mir.

for Mags.
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Wish -wash (wish' wosh ). n. [ From wishy-
icafhy] Any sort of weak, thin drink.

Wishy-washy (wish'i-wosh-i), a. [A
reduplicated word from washy. ] Very
thin and weak ; diluted : said originally of

liquid substances ; hence, feeble ; not solid

;

wanting in substantial qualities; &s,tiwishy-

washy speech. ' A wishy-washy man with
bardlyamindof hisown.' Trollope. [CoUoq.]

A good seaman . . . none of your Guinea-pigs,
nor your fresh-water, wishy-washy, fair-we«ther
fowls. Smollett.

Wishy-washy (wish'i-wosh-i), n. Any sort

of thm, weak liquor. [CoUoq.]
Wisket (wis'ket), n. A basket; a whisket.
[Local.]

Wisp (wisp), n. [O. E. wispe, weep, wips.

'The A. Sax. form would be ivips, but it

does not occur; and the final s is formative,

wips being closely connected with the verb
to wipe. We find also L.G. wiep, a wisp,

Norweg. vippa ... a wisp to sprinkle

or daub with.' Skeat. Akin also to whip.]

1. A bundle of straw or other like substance;

as, a wisp of hay; a wisp of herbs.

A 7visp or small twist of straw or hay was often
applied as a mark of opprolirium to an immodest
woman, a scold, or similar offenders; even the show-
ing it to a woman was therefore considered the
greatest affront.

A wisp of straw were worth a thousand crowns
To make this shameless callat know herself.—

3 Hen. VI. ii. a, Nares.

2. A whisk or small broom. Simmoiids.—
2. An ignis-fatuus or will-o'-the-wisp.

We did not know the real light, but chased
The wis/) that flickers where no foot can tread.

Tennyson.

Wisp (wisp) v.t. 1. To brush or dress, as

with a wisp— 2. To rumple. Ealliwell.

[Provincial English.]

Wlspent (wis'pn), a. Formed of a wisp
or wisps.

She hath already put on her wisperi garland.
C Harney.

Wisse, t Wissen, t v.t. [Also wissien,

leisien, from A. Sax. wisian, from wis,

wise.] To teach; to direct. Chaucer.
Wist (wist), pret. of vyii. See Wit.
Wistaria (wis-ta'ri-a), n. [In honour of

Caspar Wistar, once professor of anatomy
in the University of Pennsylvania. ] A
genus of plants, nat. order Leguminosa:.
The species are deciduous, twining shrubs,

natives of China and North America.
Several (as Wistaria chinensis) have been
introduced into England, and, when in

flower, they form some of the handsomest
ornaments of the garden. W. frutesceiis is

a species belonging to the United States.

Wistful (wist'ful). a. [A word the forma-
tion of which it is not very easy to explain.

It is comparatively modern, and seems to be
used, with change of termination, for the
older wistly, used four times by Shakspere,
and also by Holland and Drayton. Wistly

may be from wist, known, the passive being
used for the active, giving the sense of ob-

servingly, which appears to be the original

sense, though in some passages wistfully,

longingly, may suit the sense better.] 1. Ear-
nestly or eagerly attentive ; carefully or
anxiously observant.

In sullen mutt'rings chid
The artlesse songsters, that their musicke still

Should charme the sweet dale and the wistfull hill.

iP'. Browne.
This commanding creature . . . put on such a

resignation in her countenance, and bore the whis-

pers of all around the court with such a pretty un-

easiness . . . until she was perfectly confused by
meeting something so -wistful in all she encountered.

Steele.

2. Full of thoughts; contemplative; musing:
pensive.

Why, Grubbinol, dost thou so wistful seemf
There's sorrow in thy look. Gay.

3. Pensive or melancholy from the absence

or want of something; earnest from a feel-

ing of desire; longing.

Lifting up one of my sashes, I C£ist many a wistful,

melancholy, look toward the sea. Swift.

Wistfully (wist'ful-li), adv. In a wistful

manner: (a) thoughtfully ; musingly; pen-

sively. (&) Earnestly; attentively, (c) Long-
ingly; wishfully.

Wistfulness (wist'fiil-nes), n. The state or

quality of being wistful.

Wistiti (wis'tt-tl), n. [Native name.] A
small species of monkey. Otherwise called

Marmoset or Ouistiti.

Wistless (wist'les), a. Not knowing; igno-

rant; unwitting. [Rare.]

IVistless what I did. half from the sheath
Drew the well-tempered blade. Southey.

WIT

Wistly t (wist'li), adv. [See Wistful.]
1. Observingly ; with scrutiny ; earnestly

;

attentively.

Such like there are among the Triballians and
Itlyrians, who with their very eiesight can witch, yea,
and kill those whom they look wistly upon any lony
time. Holland.

She thought he blush'd, as knowing Tarquin's lust,

And, blushing with him, wistly on nim gazed

;

Her earnest eye did make him more amazed. Shak.

2. Wistfully; longingly. [A doubtful mean-
ing.]

Speaking it, he ivistly look'd on me.
As who should say, ' I would thou wert the man
That would divorce this terror from my heart.' Shak.

WistonwiSh (wis'ton-wish), n. The native
Indian name of the Cynomys ludovicianus
of America. See PRAIBIE-DOG.
Wit (wit), v.t. and i. see conjugational forms
below. [A. Sax. witan, to know; pres. ic

wdt, I know, I wot, thu wiist, thou wottest,

he wdt, he knows or wots ; pi. witon, we,
you, they know; pret. sinQ.uiste; pi. wistmi;

pp. wist. The word occurs with similar con-
jugational forms in the other Tent, tongues:
D. weten, pret. wist; Icel. vita, pret, vissa;

Dan. vide, pret. vidste; Goth, vitan, pret.

vissa; G. ivissen, pret. wusste. The forms
wottest, wots, wotting, &c. , are comparatively
modern forms. Cog. L. video, visum, to see
(see Vision), Gr. (v)idei7i, to see, (v)eidetiai,

to know, Skr. vid, to know, to perceive.

Hence wit, the noun, witness. Akin are wise,

wizard.] To know; to be or become aware;
to learn : used with or without an object,

the object being often a clause or state-

ment, (a) Infinitive or gerund.
And his sister stood afar off to wit what would be

done to him. Ex. ii. 4.

Now please you wit
The epitaph is for Mariana writ. Shak.

Moreover, brethren, we do you to wit of the grace
of God bestowed on the churches of Macedonia.

2 Cor. viii. 1,

[We do you to wit==we make you to know.)
To wit is now used chiefly to call attention
to something particular, or as introductory
to a detailed statement of what has been
just before mentioned generally, and is

equivalent to namely, that is to say; as,

there were three present, to wit, Mr. Brown,
Mr. Green, and Mr. Black. (6) Present tense.

I wot well where he is. Shak.

A happy horse, to bear the weight of Antony

!

Do bravely, horse ! for wotstthau whom thou niovest?
Shak.

More water glideth by the mill

Than wots the miller of. Shak.

We wot not what it means. Shak.

Wot you what I found? Shak.

Nay, nay, God wot, so thou wert nobly bom
Thou hast a pleasant presence. Tennyson.

ic) Preterite tense. {Wist in all persons.)

For he wist not what to say ; for they were sore

afraid, Mark ix. 6.

And when the children of Israel saw it, they said

one to another. It is manna; for they wist Dot what
it was. Gen. xvi. 15.

(d) Present participle.

Yet are these feet . . .

Swift-wmged with desire to get a grave,

As witting I no other comfort have. Shak.

And why he left your court, the gods themselves,

H-'oUing no more than I, are ignorant. Shak.

Wit (wit), n. [A. Sax. wit, geunt, knowledge,
mind, understanding; Icel. vit, Dan. vid, G.
vyitz, understanding, wit. See the verb. ]

1. Intellect; understanding or mental powers
collectively.

Your wit will not so soon out as another man's will

;

'tis strongly wedged up in a block-head. Shak.

Will puts in practice what the wit deviseth

;

Will ever acts, and wit contemplates still.

Sir y. Davies.

2. A faculty or power of the mind or in-

tellect; generally used in the plural; as, he
has all his wits about him.

But there are many who have a bad trick of mind-
ing the preacher carefully enough for a minute or iwo.

and then letting their wits wander, and thinking about
something else. Kingiley.

—The five wits, an old expression 8ometime8
used for the Ave senses, but oftener defined:

common wit, imagination, fantasy, estima-

tion, memory.
If our wits run the wild-goose chase, I have done;

for thou hast more of the wild-goose in one of thy

wits, than I have in my wholeyfT'^. Shak.

But niy^Z'* wits nor my five senses can
Dissuade one foolish heart from serving thee.

Shak.

—At one's wits' end, at a loss what further

steps ormeasures to adopt; having exhausted

the last known plan or contrivance; unable

to think further.

The neighbourhood were at their wits' end, to con-

sider what would be the issue, ^'ir R. L'Estrangt,

Fate, fftr, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. Uy.
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— To live by oyie's wits, to live by shifts or
expedients, as one without a regular means
of living.

Addison sent to beg Gay, who was then Irving by
his Tt/its about town, to come to Holland House.

Macaulay.

3. A superior degree of intelligence or under-
standing ; bright reasoning powers ; sense

;

judgment; wisdom; sagacity.

I have the -wit to think my master is a kind of knave.
Shaib.

If I mi?ht teach thee u.-ii, better it were.
Though not to love, yet, love, to tell me so. Shak.

He wants not Tvit the danger to decline. Dryden.

4. The power of invention ; the inventive
faculty ; contrivance ; ingenuity, * Each
several stone, with wit well blazon'd. ' Shak.

He had not the -wit to invent new capitals in the
same style; he therefore clumsily copied the old ones,

RuskiH.

5. t The power of original combination under
the influence of the imagination: the imagi-
native faculty.

U'it in poetry ... is no other than the faculty of
imagination in the writer, which . . . searches over
all the memory for the species ot ideas of those things
which it designs to represent. Dryden.

6. The faculty of associating ideas in a new
and ingenious, and at the same time natural
and pleasing way exhibited in apt language;
the felicitous combination of words and
thoughts by wliich unexpected resemblances
between things apparently unlike are viv-

idly set before the mind so as to produce a
shock of pleasant surprise; facetiousness.

Wit lies most in the assemblage of ideas, and put-
ting those together with quickness and variety,
wherein can be found any resemblaace or congruity,
thereby to make up pleasant pictures and agreeable
Tisions to the fancy. Locke.

True fwi/ consists in the resemblance of ideas. . . .

But every resemblance of ideas is not what we call

•wit, and It must be such an one that gives delight and
surprise to the reader. Where the likeness is obvious,
it creates no surprise, and is not -wit. Thus, when a
poet tells us that the bosom of his mistress is as white
as snow, there is no -wit in the comparison; but when
he adds, with a sigh, it is as cold too, it then grows
into "wit. Drydert.

True tvit is nature to advantage drest.
What oft was thought, but nc er so well exprest.

Pope.

CThe two extracts following bear on the
distinction between wit and humour.]

Dr. Truster says that ivif relates to the matter,
JtuTnaur to the manner; that our old comedies
Abounded with wit, and our old actors with hMtnour;
that humour always excites laughter but tvic does
not ; that a fellow of humour will set a whole com-
pany in a roar, but that there is a smartness in -wit,

which CQts while it pleases. H-'il. he adds, always
implies sense and abitilies, while humour does not

;

humour \% chiefly relished by the vulgar, but educa-
tion is requisite to comprehend wit. Fieming.

It is no uncommon thing to hear ' Ht has humour
rather than wit.' Here the expression commonly
means pleasantry ; for whoever has humour has -wit,

although it does not follow that whoever has wit has
humour. Humour is wit appertaining to character,
and indulKCsin breadthof drollery rather than in play
and brilli-incy of point. IVit vibrates and spirts ; hu-
mour sprintfs up exuberantly as from a fountain and
runs on. In Congreve you wonder what he will say
next: in Addison you repose on what is said, liMen-
ing with assured expectation of something congmial
and pertinent. The French have little humour, be-
cause they have little character: they excel all na-
tions in wit because of their levity and sharpness.

I,andor,

7. One having genius, fancy, or humour: in
modern usage, one who excels in the faculty
defined in last definition; one distinguised
for bright or amusing sayings; a humorist.

The dutness of the fool is the whetstone of the n-its.

Shak.
O, sure I am, the wits of former days
To subjects worse have given admiring praise.

Shak.
Intemperate wits will spare neither friend nor foe.

Sir R. L'Estrange,

8. In pkren. the faculty which is said to pro-
duce the sentiment of the ludicrous or the
feeling of mirth, and gives the tendency to
view objects in a ludicrous light. Its organ
is assigned a place at the side of the upper
part of the forehead. See Phkenology.
Witan (wit'n), n.pl. Lit. the wise men; the
witenagemot. J. R. Green.
Witch (wich), n. [A. Sax. wicce, a witch,
vsicca, a magician, a wizard ; origin doubt-
ful. Skeat's explanation is the most pro-
bable: • Wicce is merely the fern, of wicca;
and vsicca is a corruption of A, Sax. wltga,
a common abljreviated form of wltiga or
witega, a prophet, soothsayer, wizard . . .

from UfStan, to see, allied to witan. to know.'
See Wit, also Wiseacre.] l. Formerly, a
fterson of either sex given to the black art;
tut now only applied to a woman supposed
to have fonned a compact with tlie devil or
with evil spirits, and by their means to

operate supernaturally ; one who practises

sorcery or enchantment.
When we be in trouble, or sickness, or lose any-

thing, we run hither and thither to wicches or sorce-

rers whom we call wise men. Latimer.

Devil or devil's dam, I'll conjure thee :

Blood will I draw on thee, thou art a witch.
Shak.

2. A term of reproach for an old and ugly
woman with no reference to the practice of

sorcery.

Foul wrinkled witch, what makest thou in my sight?
S/tak.

3. A bewitching or charming young woman;
a female possessed of bewitching or fascinat-

ing attractions; as, the Lancashire witches.
—To he no witch, unable to do anything
wonderful; to be not very clever at anything.

The editor is clearly no witch at a riddle. Carlyle.

— Witches' butter. See NOSTOC.
Witch (wich), v.t. To bewitch; to fascinate;

to enchant. ' And witch the world with
noble horsemanship." Shak.

I'll witch sweet ladies with my words and looks.
Shak.

Witch t (wich), n. [A. Sax. wix^e, a kind of

tree. J A kind of tree, probably a wych-elm
or a wych-hazel. Spenaer.

Witch-ball (wichTjal), n. A name given to

interwoven roller-like masses of the stems
of herbaceous plants, often met with in the
steppes of Tartary.

Witchcraft (wich'kraft), n. l. The practices
of witches ; sorcery ; a supernatural power
which persons were formerly supposed to

obtain by entering into compact with the
devil. Indeed it was fully believed that they
gave themselves up to him. body and soul,

while he engaged that they should want for

nothing, and be able to assume whatever
shape they pleased, to visit and torment
their enemies, and accomplish their infernal
purposes. As soon as the bargain was con-
cluded, the devil was said to deliver to the
witch an imp or familiar spirit, to be ready
at call, and to do whatever it was directed.

By the aid of this imp and the devil together,
the witch, who was almost always an old
woman, was enabled to transport herself
through the air on a broomstick, and to
transform herself into various shapes, par-
ticularly those of cats and hares; to inflict

diseases on whomsoever she pleased, and
to punish her enemies in a variety of ways.
The belief in witchcraft is very ancient. It

was-a common belief in Europe till the six-

teenth century, and maintained its ground
with tolerable firmness till the middle of the
seventeenth century; indeed it is not alto-

gether extinct even at the present day. Num-
bers of reputed witches were condemned to
be burned, so that in England alone it is

computed that no fewer than 30.000 of them
suffered at the stake. —2. Power more than
natural; enchantment; irresistible influence;
fascination.

You have witchcrajt in your IJps, Kate. Shak.

O. father, what a hell of witchcraft lies

In the small orb of one particular tear. Shak.

Witch-elm (wich'elm). See Wych-elm.
Witchery (wich'6r-i), n. 1. Sorcery; en-
chantment; witchcraft. MUton,—^. Fasci-
nation; entrancing influence.

He never felt

The witchery of the soft blue sky. If^ordsworlh.

Wltches'-besom (wich'ez-be-zum), n. The
popular name of those broom-like bunches
of branches developed on the silver-fir in
consequence of the attack of a fungus known
as Peridermium elatirtum, common in Ger-
many.
Witches'-Sabbath (wich'ez-sab-bath), n.
A stated meeting of witches and devils at
night for communicating the mischief they
had done, and concocting more, at which
the most obscene rites, or rather revels,

were indulged in. The witches rode to the
rendezvous on broomsticks, sometimes on
their demon-lovers in the shape of goats,
having previously anointed themselves with
the fat of a murdered or unbaptized child.

Neophytes were introduced to the devil at
such meetings, where they received his mark
on their bodies aa evidence that they had
sold their souls to him. In Germany the
witches'- Sabbath was held on Walimrgis-
night. See WALPL'KGIS-NIGnT.
Wltchet (wich'et), n, A kind of plane with
a conical aperture and inclined knife, which
reduces to roundness a bar which is rotated
as it is passed through. E. H. Knight.
Witch-finder (wich'nnd-6r), n. A profes-
sional discoverer of witches ; one whose
services were taken advantage of formerly

when the persecution of so-called witches
was in vogue.

Witch-hazel (wich'ha-zl). See Wtch-
HAZEL.
Witching (wich'ing). a. Bewitching; suited
to enchantment or witchcraft.

'Tis now the very 7uitching time of night.
When churchyards yawn. Shak.

Witch-meal (wich'mel). n. The powdery
pollen of Lycopodium clavatuni or club-
moss. It is so rapidly inflammable that it

is used in theatres to represent lightning.

Witch-ridden (wich'rid-n), o. Ridden by
witches.

Witch-tree (wich'tre), n. [From its power
over witches. But comp. A. Sax. wice, a
kind of tree.] The rowan-tree or mountain-
ash, Pyrus Aucuparia.
Wit-cracker t (wit'krak-6r), n. One who
breaks jests; a joker. Shak.
Wit-craft t (wit'kraft). n. 1. Contrivance;
invention.~2. Art of reasoning; logic.

Wite (wit), V. t. pret. & pp. wited; ppr. witing.

(A. Sax, witan, to punish, to blame, wtte, a
punishment, a fine; Icel. vita, to fine, vitt,

a fine, punishment, D. ivijteu, to impute, to
attribute, wijte, imputation.] To censure;
to impute Wrong to; to reproach; to blame.
Spenser. [Old English and Scotch.]
Wite (wit), 71. [See the verb.] [Old English
and Scotch.] 1. A punishment, pain, pen-
alty, or mulct.— 2. Blame attaching to one;
reproach; fault. Chaucer.

Wite,tr.(. [See Wit.] To know. Chaucer.
Witenagemot (wit'en-a-ge-mot), 7i. [A. Sax.
witena-gemdt—witena, gen. pi, of wita, a
wise man, {ge)m/!ft, a meeting, a moot, an
assembly; lit. the assembly of the wise men.]
Among the Anglo-Saxons, the great na-
tional council or parliament, consisting of
athelings or princes, nobles or ealdormen,
the large landholders, the principal ecclesi-
astics, (tc. The meetings of this council were
frequent; they formed the highest court
of judicature in the kingdom; they were
summoned by the king in any political
emergency ; their concurrence was neces-
sary to give validity to laws, and treaties
with foreign states were submitted to their
approval. They had even power to elect
the king, and if the sceptre descended in
his race it was by means of the foraial re-
c(^>gnition of the new king by the nobles,
bishops, (tc, in an assembly convened for
the purpose.
Wit-flsh (wit'fish). n. [D. witvisch, that is

white-fish.] An East Indian fish of the size
of a whiting: also, another East Indian flsh,

the Alfjula Indica of Ray.
Witfult (wit'ful), a. Full of wit, knowledge,
or wisdom; wise; knowing; sensible.

Tis passing miraculous that your dull and blind
worship should so sodainly turn both sightful and wit-
ful. Chafman.
With (wiTH), prep. [A. Sax. with, against,
towards, near, against or towards being the
common meaning, still retained in 'to fight
with' a person, and in WiVAstaniU wi^Adraw,
un7/ihold; Icel. mth, against, towards, along
with ; Dan. ved, near, with, against. The
A. Sax. wither, opposite, contrary to, against
(seen in withers), is a comparative from this;

like Icel. vithr, D, ivedcr, G. wieder. In gen-
eral with now implies association, hut this
was not the notion originally connected with
it; its mo<leni meaning indeed has been to
some extent borrowed from O.E. and A. Sax.
mid, with, which long ago fell into disuse.
Hence withal, within, without] A particle
used to denote, indicate, designate, or ex-
press— (a) Competition or antagonism; as,

to fight, contend, or vie with. [In to fight

with, the with may have the meaning indi-
cated under (c); as, to fight with one party
against another.]

Here I ... do contest
As hotly and as nobly with thv love.
As ever in ambitious strength I did
Contend against thy valour. Shak,
He shall Uewith any friar in Spain. Dryden.

(6) Identity of place; a being together or in
the company of; sameness of locality; near-
ness; proximity; companionship.

Abide with us, for it is towards evenin;;.

Luke xxix. 29.

There is no living with thee, nor without thee.
Tatter.

(^c) Mutual action or suffering; association
m action, purpose, thought, feeling, and
the like; partnership; intercourse.

H'ith thee she talks, with thee she moans,
IVith thee she sighs, 7i'ith thee she groans,
IVith thee she says ' Farewell mine own." Surrey.

I will buy with you, sell with you, talk with you,
walk with you, and so following, hut I will not eat
with you, drink with you, nor pray with you. Shak.

ch. cAain: Ch, Sc. \oeh\ g, yo; J,^b; fi. £V. ton; ng, ^ng; th, tAen; th, <Ain; w, uig; wb, uAig; zh, azure,-~See KEY.
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(d) A being on the side of or in favour of;

support; assistance; friendship.

He that is not with mc is against me. Mat. xii. 30.

(e) Ranking or holding a place in the esti-

mation, consideration, judgment, or mind.
Tragedy was originally wit/t the ancients a piece

of religious worship. Rynter.

Such arguments had invincible force -with those
pagan philosophers, Addison,

(/) Junction or community; concomitance;
consequence; appendage; addition; acces-
sories; accompaniments. 'The sun, with
purple coloured face.' Shak. 'A stately
ship, with all her bravery on.' Milton.

Men might know the persons who had a right to

regal power, and, with it, to their obedience. Lode.

ig) Correspondence; likeness; comparison.
Measure my strangeness with ray unripe years.

Shak.
Can blazing carbuncles with her compare T Sandys.

(A) Simultaneousness ; immediate succes-
sion.

tt'tth that she told me, that though she spake of
her father Chremes, she would hide no truth from
me. Sir P. Sidney,

lyith that word she spied the hunted boar, Sftak.

(i) Means. 'With treasure laden.' Shak.
' Infused ivith a fortitude from heaven.'
Shak. ' Blessed tvith beauty/ Shak.

ni fill these dogged spies wiih false reports. ShaJk.

Formerlyused in this sense before the means
of nourishment, and so equivalent to the
modern mi. * To dine and sup with water
and bran.' Shak.

I have supped full -with horrors. Shak.

Q") Cause; consequence. 'Pale with fear.'

Shak. 'Die with terror.' Shak. 'Tired
with iteration.' Shak. (k) External agency
by which a thing is produced; instrument.

Why, then, the world's mine oyster
Which I with sword will open. Shak.

—With child (O.E. midchUde), pregnant; in
the family way.— iri(A and by are closely
allied in many of their uses, more especially
in the two last 0, *). ^^d it is not easy to
lay down a rule by which their uses may
at all times be distinguished. The same may
be said, but to a less extent, of with and
through. See By, With, Throitgh, compared
under By.
With (with), n. Same as Withe.
Withal (wiTH-alO. adv. [With and all~A
compound which has supplanted the older
mid alle. See With.] With the rest; to-
gether with that ; likewise ; at the same
time.
For it seemeth to me unreasonable to send a pri-

soner.and notTwiV/ifl/to signify the crimes laid against
him. Ac. XXV. 27.

How modest in exception, and withal
How terrible in constant resolution ! Shak.

Withal (wiTH-ftl'), prep. With: used after
relatives or equivalent words, being sep-
arated from the objective and transposed
to the end of a sentence or clause. Instead
of an objective a nominative often occurs,
and indeed withal appears in various idio-
matic constructions that are difficult to re-
duce to grammatical rule. ' These banished
men that I have kept withal.' Shak. 'An
honest fellow as ever servant shall come in
house withal. ' Shak.
Who hath she to spend the night withalt Shak.
I'll tell you who Time ambles withal, who Time

trots withal, who Time gallops withal, and who he
stands still withal. Shak.

[This word is now little used.]
Withamite (wiTH'am-it), n. [After Dr.
Witham.] A variety of epidote found at
Glencoe in Scotland. It occurs crystallized
and is of vitreous lustre and red or yellow
colour
Withdraw (wiTH-dra'). ^-t. pret. withdrew;
pp. withdrawn; ppr. withdrawing. [Prefix
with, against, opposite, and draw. See
With.] To draw back or in a contrary di-

rection; hence, (a) to cause to return or re-
move, as from an advanced position; to take
back; to remove; as, the troops were with-
drawn from the frontier.

From her husband's hand her hand
Soft she withdrew. Milton.

It is impossible that God should withdraw his
presence from anything. Hooker.

(6) To take back, as something which has
been conferred or enjoyed.

I say that this

—

Else I withdraw favour and countenance
From you and yours for ever—shall you do.

Tennyson.
(c)To recall; to retract; as, to withdraw a
charge, a threat, a vow, <tc. Shak.

Withdraw (wiTH-dra'). v.i. To retire from
or quit a company or place; to absent one's
self; to go away; to step backward or aside;
to retire; to retreat.

We will withdraw into the gallery, Shak.
At this excess of courage all amazed.
The foremost of his foes awhile withdraw.

Dryden.
In this sense often followed by the reflexive
pronouns.

Perverse disputings of men of corrupt minds . . .

from such withdraw thyself. i Tim, vi. 5.

If it please you, we may now withdraw us. Shak.

SrN. To retire, recede, retreat, retrograde,
remove, go back.

Withdrawal (wiTH-dra'al), n. Act of with-
drawing or taking back; a recalling.

The 7ciMrfr«7wa/ of the allowance . . . interfered
with my plans. Fielding.

Withdrawer (wiTH-dra'fir), n. One who
withdraws.
He was not a withdrawer of the com but a seller.

Outred.

Withdrawing-room(wiTH-dra'ing-r6m), ti-

A room used to withdraw or retire into: for-
merly generally behind the room in which
the family took their meals. Now contracted
into Drawing-room (which see). ' A door in
the middle leading to a parlor and with-
drawing-room.' Sir W. Scott.

Withdrawment (wiTH-dra'ment). n. The
act of withdi-awing or taking back; a recall-

ing. 'The withdrawment of those papers
deemed most obnoxious.' W. Belaham.
Withdrawn (wiTll-drgn'), pp. of withdraw.
Withe (with or with), n. [Shortened from
withy, ov*X\vect\ytrom\cQ\.viih,ii.\&(yvithja, a
withy (which see). ] 1.A tough flexible branch
or twig used in binding things together; a wil-
low or osier twig.—2. A band made of plaited
or twisted twigs.—3. An elastic handle to a
cold-chisel, fuller, or the like, which deadens
the shock to the workman's hand. —4. An
iron instrument fitted to the end of aboom or
mast, and having a ring through which an-
other boom or mast is rigged or secured; a
boom-iron.—5. A wall dividing two fl!ues in
a stack of chimneys. Spelled also in its

various senses With, Wythe.
Withe (wiTH), v.t. To bind with withes or
twigs.

You shall see him withed, and haltered, and staked,
and baited to death. Bp. Hall.

Wither (wiTH'6r),«.i. [O.E. loidren.wederen,
lit. to suffer from or expose to the weather,
from weder, weather.] 1. To have the sap
dried up ; to dry and shrivel up ; to lose
freshness and bloom; to fade.

Shall he not pull up the roots thereof, and cut off
the fruit thereof that it wither/ it shall wither in all

the leaves of her spring, E«e. xvii. g.

Leaves have their time to fall.

And flowers to wither at the north wind's breath.
HejnaHS.

2. To become dry and wrinkled, as from the
loss or want of animal moisture ; to lose
pristine freshness, bloom, softness, smooth-
ness, vigour, or the like, as from age or
disease; to decay. ' Jvow warm in love, now
withering in the grave.' Dryden.

A fair face will wither. Shak.

This is a man, old, wrinkled, faded, -unthered. Shak.

3. To decay generally ; to decline ; to lan-
guish; to pass away. 'O withered truth.'
Shak, ' Lest I wither by despair.' Tenny-
son.
The individual withers and the world is more and

more. Tennyson.

Wither (wiTH'6r), v.t. 1. To cause to fade
and become dry; to make sapless and
shrunken. 'Like a blasted sapling, withered
up.' Shak.
The sun is no sooner risen with a burning heat but

it withereth the grass. Jas, i. ii.

2. To cause to shrink, wrinkle, and decay
for want of animal moisture; to cause to
lose bloom; to shrivel; to cause to have a
wrinkled skin or shrunken muscles; as, time
will wither the fairest face.

Age cannot wither "hex nor custom stale
Her infinite variety. Shak.

3. To blight, injure, or destroy, as by some
malign or baleful influence; to aflfect fatally
by malevolence; to cause to perish or lan-
guish generally; as, to wither a person by
a look or glance ; reputations withered by
scandal.

Wither-band (wiTn'6r-band). n. A piece of
iron laid under a saddle near a horse's
withers to strengthen the bow.
Witheredness (wiTH'6rd-nes), n. The state
of being withered, literally or figuratively.

'The dead witheredness of good affections,*"
Bp. Hall.
Water them as soon as set till they have recovered

their witheredness. Mortimer.

Witheringly (wiTH'er-ing-li), adv. In a-

manner teniling to wither or cause to shrink.
Witherite (wiTH'6r-It). n. A native car-
bonate of baryta, first discovered by Dr.
Withering at Anglesark in Lancashire. It is-

white, gray, or yellow. It is also called
Barolite.

Witherlingt (wiTn'6r-ling). n. One who is
withered or decrepit. Chapman.
Withernam (wiTH'6r-nam), n. [A. Sax.
witherndm— wither, against, and mim, a-

taking or seizure, from niman, to take.] In
law, an unlawful distress or forbidden tak-
ing, as of a thing distrained, out of the
country, so that the sheriff cannot upon the
replevin make deliverance thereof U) the
party distrained. ALso, the reprisal of other
cattle or goods, in lieu of those that Jmve
been unjustly taken, eloigned, or otherwise
withholden. The cattle or goods thus taken
are said to be taken in withertiam. All thift

practice is obsolete since 1846.

Withe-rod (with'rod or with'rod), n. The
popular name of a North American shrub-
of the genus Viburnum (V. 7iudum).
Withers (wiTii'erz), n.pl. [Lit. the parts that
act against or resist, from A. Sax. xvither,

against, whence witherian, to resist; comp.
G. loirferrist, the withers of a horse, the part
by which he exerts his force against the
draughtof the carriage, from wider, against,
and rist, an elevated part, a rising. Withers
is therefore closely allied to with, prep.)
The junction of the shoulder-bones of a.

horse, forming an elevation at the bottom,
of the neck and mane. See Horse.
Let the galled jade wince, our "withers are unwrung.

Shak.
Withershins (wiTH'6r-shinz), adv. [A. Sax.
wi7/ier, against, and &unne, the sun.] Agatnst-
the sun; contrary to the motion of the sun;
from right to left. [Scotch.]

As it was supposed that witches always acted iik

contrariety to the laws of nature, we hear of their
going thrice withershins round a thing to render it
subject to their power, Edin. Rev.

Wither-wrung (wiTH'Sr-rung). a. Injured
or hurt in the withers, as a horse.

With-hanltt (wiTH'halt), v.pret. Withheld.
Spenser.
Withheld (wiTH-held'). pret. & pp. of with-
hold.

Withhold (wiTH-hold'). ri.t. pret. and pp.
withheld; ppr. withholdi)ig. [With, in old
sense of against, and hold.] 1. To hold back;
to restrain; to keep from action.

JVtlhhold, O sovereign prince, your hasty hand
From knitting league with him. Spenser.

Your letters did withhold our breaking forth. Shak,

2. To retain; to keep back; not to grant; as^
to withhold assent to a proposition.

Withhold revenge, dear God ! 'tis not my fault.

Shak.
Lancelot saw that she her wish wUhheld.

Tennyson.
WithhOldea (wiTH-hold'n). The old par-
ticiple of withhold, sometimes abbreviat«d
into withhold.

Withholder (wiTH-h61d'6r), 7i. One that
vvitlihulds.

Withholdment (wiiH-hold'mentX n. The
act of witliliolding.

Within (wiTii-in'), prep. [A. Sax. idthiiinan
—icith. against, towards, and innan, within,
inwardly, from in, in.] 1. In the inner or
interior part or parts of; inside of : opposed
to icithout.

Come not within these doors; itithin this roof
The enemy of all your graces lives. Shak.

2. In the limits, range, reach, or compass of;
not beyond; used of place, distance or length,
time, and quantity. Hence, specifically, as
applied to place, distance or length, not
farther than ; not of greater length than ;

in the reach or compass of; as, within my
sight ; within 5 miles : as applied to time,
not longer ago than ; not later than ; as,

within an hour: as applied to quantity, not
exceeding; as, to keep icithin one's income.

If'ithin these five hours Hastings lived

Untainted. Shak.

I am within three months as old as your Harry.
Macmilian's Mag.

3. Inside or comprehended by the scope,
limits, reach, or influence of; circumscribeJ
by ; not beyond, not exceeding, not over-
stepping, &c.

Come not within his danger by thy will, Shak.

Both he and she are still within my power.
Drydett.

Were every action concluded within itself, and

Fate, f&r, fat, f^ll; me. met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; jT, Sc. tejf.
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drew no consequences after it, we should, un-
doubtedly, never err in our choice of good. Locke.

4. t In. 'OnecomenotinVAm another's way.'
Shak. 'Such war of white and red within
hei- cheeks' Shak.
Within (wiTH-in'), adv. 1. In the interior or
centre ; inwardly ; internally.

This is yet the outward fairest side
Of our design. Si'itkin rests more of fear. Daniel.

2. In the mind, heart, or soul.

Ills from within thy reason must prevent- Dryden.

3. In the house or dwellinj^; indoors; at
home; as, the gentleman waits within.

But at this hour the house doth keep itself;

There's none -a/ithin. Shak.

—From within, a compound adverbial and
prepositional expression; from the inside;
from within doors, Ac. An example is in
extract under 2.

Withlnfortht (wiiH-in'forth). adv. Within
duiirs; in the interior; within. ' Withinforth
farther into the firm land.' Holland. [Rare.]

WltMnside (wixH-in'sid), adv. In the inner
parts. ' A small oval picture of a young
lady . . - that was fixed in a panel within-
gide of the door.* Graces.

Without (wiTH-ouf), prep. [A. Sax. with-
'Utan, without—ici7A, towards, against, and
^t, out. ] 1. On or at the outside or exterior
of; out of: opposed to irithin.

tyUhout i\\e bed her other fair hand was. Shak.

For whilst I know, by seeing or hearing, &c., that
there is some corporeal being ivUHout me. the ob-
ject of that sensation. I do more certainly know that
there is some spiritual being within me that sees and
hears. Locke.

2. Out of the limits, compass, range, or reach
of; beyond.
Eternity, before the world and after, is •without our

reach. r, Burnet.

3. Not having ornot being with; in absence
or destitution of; In separation from; de-
prived of; not with use or employment of;

independent or exclusively of; not having

;

not with.
Excess of diet in costly meats and drinks . . . would

be avoided: wise men will do it without a law; I

would there might be a law to restrain fools. Bacon.

Happiness under this view every one constantly
Eursues. Other things, acknowledged to be goocf,
e can look upon tvithout desire, pass by, and be

content to do -without. Lode.
Abide with me from morn till eve.
For without thee I cannot live.

Abide with me when night is nigh.
For -without thee I dare not die. Kebte.

In colloquial language the object is fre-

quently omitted after this preposition, espe-
cially in such phrases as to do without, to go
tcithout; as, they can give me no assistance,
so I must do withottt; he be^^d money
frum all, but in the end had to go ttrithout.

And nice affections w.ivering stood in doubt
if best were as it is, or best without. Shak.

Without (wiTH-ouf), conj. Unless; except:
in this sense now rarely used by correct
speakers and writers, even Shakspere re-
stricting it to characters of the Dogberry
type.
You will never live to my age -without you keep

yourselves in breath with exercise. Sir P. Sidney.

He may sUy him ; marry, not without the prince
be willing. SkaJk.

Such a one as a man may not speak of without he
say Sir-reverence, Shak.

Without (wiiH-out'X «rfP 1. On the out-
side; outwardly; externally.

Pitch ihe ark within and without. Gen. n. 14,

2. Out of doors.

Their doors are barr'd agfainst a bitter flout;
Snarl, if you please, but you shall snarl without.

Dryden.
3. As regards external acts; externally.

/^fMfw/ unspotted, innocent within,
Slie feared no danger, for she knew no sin.

Dryden.—From wt7Ao»<, a compound adverbial and
prepositional expression; from the outside:
oppo-iite to from within; as, sounds /rom
vnthiiHt reached their ears.

Thc-sc ^Kxcfrofn without the growing miseries.
Milton.

Wlthout-door (wiTH-out'dor). a. Being
out of doors; exterior; outward; external.
' HtT withurit-door form." Shak.
Wlthoutent (wiiH-out'en), pr«;>. Without.

H'lthcuten more delay I left the bank. Lon^/ellow.

Wlthout-forth t (wiTH-out'f6rth), adr. Out
of door.**: on the exterior; exteriorly; with-
out. ' Without-forih they are spotted.' Hoi-
land. [Rare.]

Wlthoutside t (wiTH-out'sid), adv. Outside;
externally.

Why does that lawyer wear black ; does he carry
his conscience withoutiide t Co*t£reve.

Withsaln, t inf. of withsay. Chaucer.
Withsayt (wi^H-sa'), ct. To contradict; to
deny. Chaucer.
Wlthsett (wi^H-sef), v.t. To set against;
to resist. Goiver.

Withstand (wiTH-stand'), v.t. pret. & pp.
withstood; ppr. withstanding. [With, in
sense of against, and stand; comp. G. wider-
stehen, to withstand. See With, prep.] To
resist, either with physical or moral force;
to oppose ; as, to withstand the attack of
troops; to withstand eloquence or argu-
ments.

Rage must be ivtthstood. Shak.

When Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood him
to the face. Gal. ii. 11.

Some village Hampden, that with dauntless breast
The httie tyrant of his helds withstood. Gray.

Withstand (wiiH-stand'), v.i. To resist; to
make a stand; to be in resistance.

Withstander (wiTH-stand '6r), n. One that
witli-stands; an opponent; a resisting power.
Withstood (wiTH-stud'), pret. & pp. of with-
stand.

WlthWind (with'wind), 71. [E. with, withe,
a pliant twig, and ^tdnd. to entwist; comp.
G. winde, bindweed.] The wild convolvulus.
Withy (with'i), n. [A. Sax. tclthig, a willow,
a with; Icel. vithja, vith, a withy, a with;
Dan. vidie, Sw. vvde, vidja, G. weide, a wil-

low or osier; allied to Gr. itea, for vitea,

a willow. From a root meaning to twist or
bend, seen also in L. vitis, a vine, vimtm,
wine. See Wine.] 1, A large species of
willow.

The withy \s a reasonable large tree, for some have
been found ten feet about. Evelyn.

2. A withe ; a twig ; an osier. — 3. A halter
made of withes = Scotch, a woody.
Withy (with'i or with'i), a. Made of withes;
like a withe; flexible and tough.

I learnt to fold my net
And withy labyrinths in straits to set. P. Fletcher.

Witjart (wit'jar), n. The head; the brain-
pan; the skull. Richardson. [Old slang.]

Witless (wit'les), a. 1. Destitute of wit
or understanding; inconsiderate; wanting
thought

A witty mother I -witless else her son. Shak.

2. Proceeding from folly or senselessness;
foolish; not under the guidance of judg-
ment. 'Youth, and cost, and witless brav-
ery.' Shak.
Witlessly (witles-li), adv. In a witless man-
ner; without the exercise of judgment;
without understanding. Beau, tf: Fl.

Witlessness (witles-nes). n. The state or
quality of being witless; want of judgment,
understanding, or consideration. 'Wilful
witle8»ness.' Sir E. Sandys.
Witling (wit^ing). n, (Dim. from Mn(.] A
person who has little wit or understanding;
a pretender to wit or smartness. ' News-
paper witlings. ' Goldsmith.

A beau and witling perish'd in the throng. Pofe.

Witmonger (wit'mung-g^rV n. One who
deals or indulges in wit of a poor or low
kind; a would-be wit; a witling. Wocd.
Witness (wit'nes), n. [A. Sax. tcitnes, testi-
mony, lit. what one knows, from tcitan, to
know. See Wit] 1. Attestation of a fact
or event; testimony; as, to bear witness to
a fact, to bear witness being the regular
phrase.

If I bear witness of myself, my witness is not true.

John V. 31.
The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose

:

An evil soul producing holy witness
Is like a villain with a smiling cheek. Shak.

2. That which furnishes evidence or proof.

Laban said. This heap is a witness between me
and thee this day. Gen. xxxi. 48.

3. A person who know^ or sees anything

;

one piersonally present.

Your mother lives a witness to that vow. Shak.
Upon my looking round. I was witness to appear-

ances which filled me with melancholy and regret.
Ji. Hall.

4. In law, (a) one who sees the execution of
an Instrument, and subscribes it for the
purpose of confirming its authenticity by his
testimony; one who signs his name as evi-
dence of the genuineness of another signa-
ture. (6) A person who gives testimony or
evidence under oath or affirmation in a judi-
cial proceeding.

—

Sote. Witness when used
as a predicate after the verb to be, can take
the singularform though the subjectornomi-
native is plural, ' Heaven and thy thoughts
fire witness.' Shak.— With a witness.f effec-
tually; to a great degree; with a vengeance;
with great force, so as to leave some mark

as a testimony behind, * Here's packing,
with a witness!' Shak.
This, I confess, is haste, with a witness. Latiiner.

Witness (wit'nes), v.t. 1. To attest; to give
testimony to; to testify.

Behold, how many things they witness against thee.
Mark xv. 4.

Methought you said
You saw one here in court could witness it. Shak.

2. To see or know by personal presence; to
be a witness of; to observe.

This is but a faint sketch of the incalculable calam-
ities and horrors we must expect, should we ever
witness the triumphs of modern infidelity. R. Hall.

I felt an eager desire to u<itness this fair, which my
fancy decked out as something wonderfully fine.

//'. Irving:
3. To give or serve as evidence or token of;
to substantiate; to prove. 'Letters whose
contents shall witness to him I am near at
home, ' Shak.

Is not this true? (that there is a famine)
Our cheeks and hollow eyes do witness it. Shak.

4. To foretell ; to presage ; to foretoken.
[Rare.]

Ah Richard, ... I see thy glory like a shooting star
Fall to the base earth from the firmament 1

Thy sun sets weeping in the lowly west,
It'itnessing stornii to come, woe, and unrest.

Shak.
5. To see the execution of and subscribe, as
an instrument, for the purpose of establish-
ing its authenticity ; as, to witness a bond
or a deed.— Witness is often used in the
subjunctive imperatively or optatively. In
many cases with inversion, in such uses
being=a8 . . . ai&y witness; may . . . wit-
ness; let . . . witjiess or be witness; bear
witness.

Heaven witness
I have been to you a true and faithful wife. Shak.

He was most princely : ever witness for him
Those twins of learnmg that he raised in you.

Shak.
Witness (wit'nes), v.i. To bear testimony;
to give evidence; to testify.

The men of Belial witnessed against him, even
against Naboth , . . saying. Naboth did blaspheme
God and the king. 1 Ki. xxi. 13.

The witnessing of the truth was then so generally
attended with thtsevent (martyrdom) that martyrdom
now significth not only to witness, but to witness to
death. South.

Witnesser (wit'nes-fer). n. One who gives or
bears testimony. 'A constant witnesser ot
the marriage of Christ.' Dr. Martin.
Wltsafet (wit-saf), v.t. [Probably a corrup-
tion of vouchsafe, through an erroneous
notion of its etymology. ] To vouchsafe,
Puttenham.
Wit-snapper t (wit'snap-6r), n. One who
affects repartee. Shak.
Witstand (wit'stand).?*. The state of being
at one's wits' end ; a stand-still from not
knowing what to do.

They were at a witstand, and could reach no further.
S^. Hacket.

Wit-Starved (wit'starvd), a. Barren of wit;
destitute of genius. [Rare.]
Wltte.t n. Wit; understanding; capacity.
Chaucer.
Witted (wit'ed), a. Having wit or under-
standing: used chiefly in composition; as, a
nmck-witted boy.

Witters (wit'^rz). n. pi. [Prov, E. withers,
the barbs on an arrow-head; same word as
withers of a horse, meaning lit. things that
resist or oppose.] 1. The barbs of a fishing-
spear or of a fishing-hook,&c,—2. The throat.
(Scotch.]

Witticaster ( wit'i-kas-t6r ), n. [A pejor.
from wit. Comp. poetaster, criticaster.] A
mean or pretended wit.

The mention of a nobleman seems quite sufficient
to arouse the spleen of our witticaster Milton.

Witticism ( wit'i-Eizm ), n. [f^rom witty;
comp. such words as Atticism, Gallicism.
This word seems to have been introduced in
the latter half of the 17th century, being
called a new word by Dryden in 1676.] A
witty sentence, phrase, or remark ; an ob-
servation characterized by wit.

He is full of conceptions, points of epigram, and
witticisms ; all which are below the dignity of heroic
verse. Addis«n.

Wittifledf (wit'i-fid),a. Having wit; clever;
witty. lio^er North.
Wittily (wit'i-li), adv. 1. In a witty manner;
with wit; with a witty turn or phrase, or
with an ingenious and amusing association
of ideas. *In conversation icittily pleasant'
Sir P. Sidney.— 2. Ingeniously; cunningly;
artfully. ' Who his own harm so wittily con-
trives,' Dryden.
Wlttlness (wit'i-nes), n. 1. The quality of
being witty. — 2. The quality of being in-

ch, ehun; th, 8c, loch; g, go; j.joh; h, Pr. ton; ng, aiiv; th, tAen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, aaire,—See Key,
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genious or clever. ' WUtiness in devising,

. . . pithineas in uttering.' Speiiser.

Wittingly ( wit'ing-U ), adv. In a witting
manner; knowingly; with knowledge; by
design.
He knowingly and wittingly brought evil into the

world. Sir T More.

Wittolt (wit'ol), n. [Perhaps for wit-all, one
who knows all, that is who knows but winks
at his wife's infidelity; but more probably,
as Wedgwood thinks, the same word as wit-

tal, tcitwal, woodwale, old names for a bird

in whose nest the cuckoo's eggs were some-
times laid. See Woodwale; and conip. the

origin of the term cuckold. ] A cuckold; a
man who knows his wife's infidelity and
submits to it.

Aniaiiiion sounds well; Lucifer well; yet they are

the tuinies of fiends: but. cuckold, Tvieioi, cuckold 1

the devil himself hath not such a name I iAaA.

WittoUyt (wit'ol-li), adv. Like a wittol or
cuckold. Shak.

Witty (wit'i), a. [A. Sax. witig. See Wit.]
l.t Possessed of ingenuity, judgment, know-
ledge, or understanding; wise; discreet;

knowing; artful. 'The deep revolvrng, vdtty
Buckingham.' S/taAr.—2. t Ingenious; clever;

flkilfuUy devised.

Silence in love bewrays more woe
Than words though ne'er so witty;

A beggar that is dumb, you know.
May challenge double pity. Raleigh.

3. Possessed of wit; smartly or cleverly
facetious; ready with strikingly novel, clever,
shrewd, and amusing sayings, or with sharp
repartee ; brilliant, sparkling, and original

in expressing amusing notions or ideas

;

hence, sometimes, sarcastic; satirical: of

persons.

The affectation, therefore, of being w/Wy by spread-
ing falsehood is by no means an allowable vanity.

Seeker.
Honeycomb, who was so unmercifully -witty upon

the women, has given the ladies ample satisfaction
by marrying a farmer's daughter. Steele,

4. Characterized by, or pregnant with wit or
brilliant, sparkling, or ingenious ideas or
notions ; smartly and facetiously conceived
or expressed ; bright and amusing : of lan-
guage; as, a wiit^ remark or repartee.
Witwal, Witwail ( wit'wal ), n. [ A form
akin to looodwale (which see).] The name
of a bird which, as used by our older writers,
has been identified with the golden oriole,

the greenfinch, &c. ; at the present day it is

generally applied to the green woodpecker,
as by Hood: 'The ringing of the witwaU's
shrilly laughter.'

WitwantOUt (wit-won'ton), V. t. To indulge
in vain, sportive, or over-subtle fancies con-
cerning ; to speculate about idly or irrever-
ently.
Dangerous it is to -wit-wanton it with the majesty of

God. Fttller.

Witwantont fwit-won'ton), n. One who in-

dulges in idle, foolish, and irreverent fan-
cies or speculations. 'AH epicures, wit-
tvantons, atheists.' Sylvester.

Witwantont (wit-won'ton), a. Inclined to
indulge in vain, foolish, or iiTeverent specu-
lation or fancies ; exercising the wit on ex-
travagant notions or ideas.

How dangerous it is for -witivanton men to dance
with their nice distinctions on such mystical preci-
pices. Fuller.

Wit-wonnt (wit'w^rm), n. One that feeds
on wit. B. Jonson.
Wlvet (wiv), v.i. [From wife.l To marry.
Shak.
Wivet (mv), v.t. \. To match to a wife; to
provide with a wife.

If I could get me but a wife . I were manned,
horsed, and -wived. Shak.

2. To take for a wife.

I have wived his sister Sir If. Scott,

Wivehoodt (wivTiud), n. Behaviour be-
coming a wife; wifehood.

That girdle gave the virtue of chaste love.
And wivehood true to all that did it bear.

Spenser.

WlveleSBt (wivles), a. Not having a wife

;

wifeless.

They, in their wiveUss state, run into open abomi-
nations. Homily

Wively t ( wiv'li ), a. Pertaining to a wife.
* Wivelxf love.' J. Udall.

Wivert (wi'v6r), n. A wyvern.
Wivem (wi'v6rn), 71. See Wyvern.
Wives (wivz), pi. of wife.

Wizard, Wlsard (wiz'6rd), n. [From wise,
and term. ard.\ 1. Originally, a wise man; a
sage.

See, how from far, upon the eastern road.
The star-led wisards haste with odours sweet.

Afilton.

Resembling or
[Rare.]

The art or prac-
' Wizardry and

3Iilman.

[Milton here means the Magi or wise men
of the East.] — 2. A proficient in the occult
sciences; an adept in the black art; one sup-
posed to possess supernatural powers, gen-
erally from having leagued himself with the
Evil One; a sorcerer; an enchanter; a ma-
gician; hence, a title occasionally applied to,

or assumed by modern performers of leger-
demain; a conjurer; a juggler.

And the soul that turneth after such as have fami-
liar spirits, and after ivieards, . 1 will even set
my face against that soul. Lev. xx. 6.

Wizard (\viz'6rd), a. 1. Enchanting; charm-
ing. Collins. — 2. Haunted by wizards.
'Where Deva spreads her wizard stream.'
Milton.

Wizardly ( wiz'6rd-li ), a.

characteristic of a wizard.

Wizardry (wiz'6rd-ri), n.

ticcs of wizards; sorcery,
dealing with evil spirits.'

Wizen (wiz'n), a. [A. Sax. wisnian, to become
dry, akin to Icel. vistia, to wither or become
palsied, from visinn, withered, palsied. ]

Hard, dry, and shrivelled; withered; weazen.
*A gay little wizen old man . . . from the
eastern climate's dilapidations upon his
youth and health.' Miss Bumey. 'A little,

lonely, wizen, strangely-clad boy.' Dickens.
Wizen, Wizzen (wiz'n), vX To wither; to
cause to fade; to make dry. [Scotch.]

Wizen, Wizzen (wiz'n), n. A corrupt form
of Weasand.
Wizen-faced (wiz'n-fast), a. Having a thin,
slirivelled face.

WlatSOme,t a. (From O.E. wlate, A. Sax.
wlcette, loathing, disgust, and term, -some.]
Loathsome. Chaticer.

Wo (wo), n. A former spelling of Woe.
Wo,t a. Sorrowful. Chaucer.
Woad (w6d), n. [A. Sax. wdd, D. weede, Dan.
vaid, veid. G. waid, weid, woad ; connected
with L. vitnan, woad: farther connections
unknown.] A cruciferous plant of the genus
Isatis, the /.

tinctoria , for-

merly cultivated
to a great ex-
tent in Britain
on account of
the blue dye ex-
tracted from its

pulped and fer-

mented leaves.

It is now, how-
ever, nearly su-
perseded by in-

digo,which gives
a stronger and
finer blue. It is

still cultivated
in some parts of
Europe, and the
dye which it fur-

nishes is said to
improve the
quality and col-

our of indigo
when mixed
with it in a cer-

tain proportion.
Thejincient Bri-

tons are said to
have tinctured
their bodies with
the dye procured from the woad plant.

—

Wild woad, weld, or wold is the Reseda Lu-
(eo^a, a British plant, which yields a beautiful
yellow dye. See Reseda.
Woaded (wod'ed), a. Dyed or coloured blue
with woad. 'The man, tatoo'd or woaded,
winter-clad in skins.' Teimyson.
Woad-mill (wod'mil), n. A mill for bruising
and preparing woad.
Woad-waxen (w6d'wak-sn), n. Dyer's-weed
(^.'<(/.vm tinctoria). See Genista.
Wobble (wob'l), v.i. Same as Wabble.

Wodet (wod). a. [A. Sax. wdd, mad. See
Wood, mad.] Mad; furious; outrageous;
violent. Chaucer.
Wodet (wod), v.i. To grow mad. Chaucer.
Wodegeld t (wod'geld), n. A geld or pay-
ment for wood.
Woden (wo'den), 71. [From the same root aa
wood, mad (which see). See also Odin. ] The
Anglo-Saxon form of the name of the deity
called by the Norse Odin. Wednesdny de-
rives its name from him, and his name is

also seen in several place-names, as Wednes-
bury, «tc.

Wodewale,! n. The woodwale or witwail.
Chancer,
Wodnesst (wod'nes), n. Madness.
Woe (WO), 71. [A. Sax. wd: often as an inter-

Woad (Isatis tiptctoria).

jection, as in wd Id wd, woe lo woe, well-
away; D. wee, Icel. vet, Dan. vee, G. weh,
Goth, vai; no doubt a natural sound of grief,
like L. vce! Gr. owai/alas,] Grief; sorrow;
misery; heavy calamity.

One woe is past; and behold there come two -roots

more hereafter. Rev. ix, 12.

They, outcast from God, are here condemned
To waste eternal days in -woe and pain. Milton.

Woe is frequently used in denunciations
either with the optative mood of the verb,
or alone, and thus in an iuterjectioual man-
ner.

IVoe be unto the pastors that destroy and scatter
the sheep. Jer. xxiii. 1.

If'oeto the vanquished, -woel Dryden.

It is also used in exclamations of sorrow; in
such cases the noun or pronoun following
being really in the dative, to being under-
stood.

li'oe is me ; for I am undone. Is. vi. 5.

The phrase ' Woe worth the day,' means
woe be to the day. (See WoBTH, v.i.) For-
merly spelled Wo.
Woe.t Wot (wo), a. Sad; sorrowful; miser-
able; wretched. ' If thinking on me then
should make you woe.' Shak.
H'oewns the knight at this severe command. Dryden.

Woebegone (wo'be-gon), a. [That is, eur-
rounded or overwhelmed with woe, begone
being from O.E. bego, bigo, to sun'ound, to
go round about.] Overwhelmed with woe;
immersed in grief and sorrow; as, very icoc-

begone in appearance; a woebegone look.
Even such a man, so faint, so spiritless.

So dull, so dead in look, so woe-begone.
Drew Priam's curtain in the dead of night. Shai.

Woeful, Woful (wo'ful), a. l. Full of woe;
distressed with grief or calamity; afflicted;
sorrowful.

How many woeful widows left to bow
To sad di^race

!

Daniel.

2. Relating or pertaining to, or connected
with woe ; expressing woe ; characterized
by sorrow or woe. * Woefxd ditty;' 'woe-
fxd words.' Shak. 'O, woeful day! O, day
of woe.' Philips.— Z. Wretched; paltry;
miserable; mean.
What 7C(jf/i</ stuff this madrigal would bel Pope,

Syn. Moumfui, calamitous, afilictive, pite-
ous, miserable, dc^leful, rueful-

Woefully, Wofully (wo'ful-li), adv. In a
woeful manner; as, (a) sorrowfully; mourn-
fully; sadly; grievously; lamentably.
Which now among you, who lament so woefully^
, . has suffered as he suffered? Dr, Knox.

(b) Wretchedly; miserably; extremely; as,

he will be woefully deceived.

Woefulness, Wofxilness (wo'ful-nes), n.
The state or quality of being woeful; misery;
calamity.
Woiwode (woi'wod), n. See Watwode.
WojWOda (woi-wo'daX n. Same as Way-
wode.

Wol,t pret. wolde. Will. See Will.
Wold (wold), 71. [O.E. tcolde, icald, A. Sax.
wald, weald, a wood; O.Sax. O.Fris. and G.
icald, a wood or forest. Weald is the same
word which also forms the second syllable
of threshold.] 1. A wood; a forest.—2. A low
hill; a down: in the plural, a hilly district
or a range of hills.

Who sees not a great difference betwixt the wolds
in Lincolnshire and the fens? Burton.

3. An open country; a weald.

The worthy pastor . . .

The shepherd of that wandering flock.
That has the ocean for its ii'old.

That has the vessel for its fold. Longfellow.

The wind that beats the moimtain, blows
More softly round the open wold. Tennyson,

Wold (wdldV n. A plant. See Weld.
Wolde.t Would. Chaucer.
Wolf iy<-\\\f), n. pi. Wolves (wyl vz). [A. Sax.

wulf, D. and G, wolf. Icel. ulfr, Dan. wip,

Sw. ulf (the Scandinavian forms showing
the common loss of initial v)\ Goth. vulf»\
cog Bulg. vluku, Lith. vilkas, L. lupus,
Gr. lukos (both with loss of the initial la-

bial), Skr. uriAra—wolf : all traced to a root
vark, talk, meaning to tear.] 1 A quadru-
ped belonging to the digitigrade camivora,
family Canidae, in habits and i)hysical de-
velopment closely related to the dog, some
naturalists, indeed, considering it as the
progenitor of some existing races of the
dog, with which it has been known to inter-

breed. The common European wolf (Canis
lupus)\& yellowish or fulvous gray; the hair
is harsn and strong, the ears erect and
pointed, the tail straight, or nearly so. and
there is a blackish band or stpeak on the
forelegs about the carpus. The height at

Fate, f^, fat, fftU; mS, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; it, Sc. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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the shoulder is from 27 to 29 inches. The
wolf is swift of foot, crafty, and rapacious;
a destructive enemy to the sheep-cote and
farm-yard ; it associates in packs to hunt
the larger quadrupeds, such as the deer,

the elk, &c. When hard pressed with hun-
ger these packs have been known to attack
isolated travellers, and even to enter vil-

lages and carry off children. In general,
however, wolves are cowardly and stealthy,

approaching the sheepfolds and farm-stead-
inga only at dead of night, making a rapid
retreat if in the least scared by a dog or a
man, and exhibiting great cunning in the
avoidance of traps. Wolves are still plen-
tiful in some parts of Europe, as France,
Spain, Italy. Germany, Turkey, and Russia;
they probably ceased to exist in England
about the end of the fifteenth century; the
last of their race in Scotland is said to have
been killed by Cameron of Lochiel in 1680,

while in Ireland they are known to have
existed until at least the beginning of the
eighteenth century. The black wolf (C.

occidentalia) of America is a larger and finer

animal than his European congener. The
little prairie-wolf or coyote (C. ochropus),
abiMinding on the vast plains of Missouri
and Mexico, is a burrowing animal, and re-

sembles in many respecta the jaclfaL The

Common Wolf (CdWiJ lupus).

Tasraanian wolf is a marsupial, and allied

to the kangaroo. See Thylacine. ~2. A
term of opprobrium especially applied to a
person noted for ravenousneas, cruelty, cun-
ning, or the like.

Rescued is Orleans from the EngUsb wolves.
Sha*.

3. A small white maggot or worm which in-

fests granaries. —4. A tubercular excrescence
which rapidly eats away the flesh. See
Li'iTS, 2.-5. In viusic, (a) the jairing dis-

cordant sound produced in plajing on the
organ, harmonium, and, but to a much less

extent, on the piauofotte, when these in-

Btruments are tuned to unequal tempera-
ment. See Temperament. (6) Some par-
ticular tone often produced on a violin,

violoncello, or other stringed instrument
the intonation of which is not true, even
when the stopping is normally correct.

—

To see a ivo/f, to lose one's voice. Our fore-
fathers, adopting the belief of the ancients
(see Virgil, eel. ix. ). supposed that if a man
saw a wolf l>efore the wolf saw him he lost

bis voice, at least for a time.

*Our ^ouiig companion has setn a ivol/,' said Lady
Hameltne, 'and has lost his tongue in consequence.'

Sir iV Scott.— Tfi cry wolf, to raise a false alarm : in
allusion to the shepherd-boy in the fable.—
To keep the wolf from the door, to keep out
hunger or want. — Dark as a wolfs mouth
or thro«t, pitch-dark. Sir W. Scott.

Wolf-dog (wqlf'dog;, 7i. 1. A large kftid of
dug of several varieties, kept to guard sheep,
cattle. Ac, and destroy wolves.— 2. A dog
supposed to be bred between a dog and a
wolf.

Wolffian (wol'fl-an), a. [After Wolf, the
discoverer.] In physiol. a term appfied to
certain bodies in the vertebrate embryo,
preceding the true kidneys, whose functions
they perform. As the fcetus advances they
gradually disappear, their place being sup-
plied by the true kidneys, except in fishes,

in which they are permanent. Called also
Falxe Kifhwys.
Wolf- flail (wulf'flah), n. A teleostean
acanthopterygious fish (A narrh ichas luptit),

so called from its ferocious asj>ect and hab-
its. It is found around the coasts of Britain,
where it attains a length of 6 or 7 feet, but
in southern seas it is said to reach a much
greater size. The mouth is armed with
strong sharp teeth, the inner series forming

blunt grinders adapted for crushing the
molluscs and crustaceans on which it feeds.

The ventral fins are absent ; the colour is

Wolf-fish {Anarrhicftas lupus).

brownish-gray, spotted, and striped with
brown over the upper parts, while the belly
is white. The flesh is palatable, and largely
eaten in Iceland, whilst the skin is durable,
and manufactured into a kind of shagreen.
When drawn up in a net it attacks its cap-
tors ferociously, and unless stunned with a
blow on the head, is capable of doing great
damage to both persons and nets with its

powerful teeth. Called also Sea-cat, Cat-
fish, and Sea-wolf.
WOlflan (wol'fi-an), a. Pertaining to or pro-
mulgated by Frederick A. Wolf, the great
German philologist.— W'oi/iaJi theory, a the-
oi-y put out by Wolf in 1795 to the effect that
the Iliad and Odyssey cannot be the works
of one man, Homer, because writing was
unknown at the time that these poems are
said to have been composed. He supposes,
therefore, that the Iliad and Odyssey consist
of ballads or episodes, the work of different

men, collected and arranged in a more or
less consistent and homogeneous whole in
the sixth century B.C. These ballads were
preserved by the recitation of strolling min-
strels.

Wolfish (w^)lf'ish), a. 1. Like a wolf; hav-
ing the qualities or form of a wolf; savage;
as, a wolfish visage; woliinh designs.—2. Sav-
agely hungry. (United States.]

Wolfiahly (wulf'ish-U), adv. Like a wolf; in
a wolfish manner.
Wolfkln (w\Uf'kin), n. [Wolf, and dim. suf-
fix -kin.] A young or small wolf. ' Kite and
kestrel, wolf and wolfkin.' Tennyson.
Wolfling (wuU'ling), n. A young wolf.
Carbjle.

Wolf-net (wulf'net), n. A kind of net used
in fishing, which takes great numbers.
Wolfi*am (worfrani), n. [G. wolfram—wolf,
wolf, ram, rahm, froth, cream, soot.] 1. A
native tungstate of iron and manganese.
Its colour is generally a brownish or grayish
black; when cut with a knife it gives a red-
dish browTi streak. It occurs massive and
crystallized, and in concentric lamellar con-
cretions, and is the ore from which the
metal tungsten is usually obtained.— 2. A
nanu: of the metal tungsten.
WolTs-bane (wdlfs'ban), n. A poisonous
plant uf the genus Aconitum {A. Sapellua^

WolTs-bane (Acomtunt Napellus).

It is a perennial herbaceous plant with a
turnip-shaped root, and fiowers in long stiff

spikes, and of a deep blue colour. It is a
native of alpine pastures in Switzerland and
other mountainous parts of Europe. It is

a common plant in flower borders, and is

found in a wild state in one or two parts of
England. All the parts of the plant, espe-

cially the roots, are very poisonous, con-
taining a narcotic alkaloid called aconitin
or aconitine, one of the most virulent of all

known poisons. The juice of the leaves
introduced into the stomach is said to occa-
sion death in a short time, but the powdered
root is far more enei^etic. The poison acta
upon the nervous system, especially the
brain, producing a sort of frenzy. The
plant is used in medicine for nervous and
other diseases. Called also Monk's-hood.
Wolfs-claw (^nUfs'kl^X « Club-moss, a
cryptogamous plant of the genus Lycopodi-
um, the L. clavatum.
Wolfskin (wulf'skin), n. The skin of a wolf;
a ru<„' made oif the skin of a wolf. Tennyson.
Wollastonite (wol'las-ton-it), n. Same as
tabular spar. See under Tabular.
Wolverene, Wolverine (w\}i'v6r-en, w^ii'-

ver-in), n. [A dim. formed from ivolf, on
account of its fierce, bloodthirsty disposi-
tion.] A carnivorous mammal, the Gulo
arcticus tor Uiscits) or glutton. See Glut-
ton, 3.— Wolveritie State, a popular name
in the United States for the state of Mi-
chigan.

Wolvisht (wulv'ish), a. Resembling a wolf;
wolfish.

Thy desires
Are ivolvish, bloftdy, starved and ravenous. Skak.

Woman (wu'man), n. pi. Women (wim'en).
[A. Sax. w'^fman, later wimtnan, from wif,
wife, and man, in its primitive sense of
human being, person. (See MAN.)The change
from i to o was partly caused by the influ-

ence of the w (see W), partly by that of the
vowel of the second syllable which was often
written o {wimmon, lomnon, &c.). On the
other hand, in the plural, the i-sound is ac-
tually (in pronunciation) retained to the
present day, owing, largely at least, to the e
of the plural, -men.] 1. The female of the
human race ; an adult or grown up female,
as distinguished from a girl.

And the rib. which the Lord God had taken from
the man, made he a waman. Gen. ii. 22.

{t'omen are soft, mild, pitiful, and flexible.

Thou stem, obdurate, flinty, rough, remorseless.
Shak

Let stiU the Tuoman take
An elder than herself; so wears she to him.
So sways she level in her husband's heart.
For, boy, however we do praise ourselves.
Our fancies are more gidcfy and inlirm.
More longing, wavering, sooner lost and won.
Than -wonttn's are. Shak.

For nothing lovelier can be found
In woman, than to study household good
And good works in her husband to promote.

MtUoH.
2. A female attendant on a person of rank
(used in such a connection as to show the
special sense intended).

Sir Thomas Bullen's daughter,

—

TheViscountRochford,— one other highness' ttww«».
Shak.—Woman qf the world,(a) one skilled in the

ways of the world; one engrossed in society
or fashionable life. {b)\ A married woman.
Shak. .See WoKLD.
Woman (wu'man), v.t. 1. To act the part
of a woman: with an indefinite it.

This day I should
Have seen my daughter Silvia how she would
Have wornan'd tt. Daniel.

2. To cause to act like a woman; to subdue
to weakness like a woman.

I have felt so many quirks ofjoy and grief.
That the first face of^neither, on the start.

Can woman me into't. Shak.

3. To unite to, or accompany by, a woman.
I do attend here on the general

;

And think it no addition, nor my wish.
To have him see me woman'ti. Shak,

Woman-bom (wu'man-bom), a. Bom of
woman. Cowper.
Woman-tmllt (wu'man-bilt), a. Built by
women. 'A new-world hoXitl, woman-built.'
Tennyson.
Wonumfully (w\i'man-ful-li), adv. A word
humorously employed to correspond with
manfully.
To manage the great house of Hobson Brothers

and Ncwcome, to attend to the interests of the en-
slaved negro ... to hear preachers daily bawlinf^
for hours, and listen untired on her knees after a
long day's labour, while florid rhapsodists belaboured
cushions above her with wearisome benedictions; all

these things had this woman to do, and for near
fourscore years she fought her fight womaft/nlly.

Thackeray.
Woman-grown (wy'man-gron), a. Grown
to wtjinanhood. Tennyson.
Woman-guard (wu'mangard), n. A guard
of women. 'The Princess with her mon-
strous woman-guard.' Tennyson.
Woman-hater (wu'man-hat-6r), n. One
who lias an aversion to the female aex; a
misogynist. Swift.

ch, cAain; Ah. Sc. locA; g, yo; J./ob; &, Fr. ton; ng. sin^r; th, tAen; th, tMn; w, wig; wh, urAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Woman-headt (wy'man-hed), n. Woman-
hood.
WomanllOOd (wu'nian-hud),?i. 1. The state,

character, or collective qualities of a wo-
man. 'Unspotted faith and comely woman-
hood.' Spenser. 'Setting thy womanhood
aside.' Shak.

And with alt grace
Oi womanhood, and queenhood, answer'd him.

Tennyson.
2. Women collectively.

Womanish (wu'man-ish), a. Suitable to a
woman ; having the qualities of a woman

;

feniiniue ; effeminate : often in a contemp-
tuous or reproachful sense ; as, womanUh
habits ; a womanish voice. ' Womanish
tears.' Shak. ' Womanish it is to be from
thence.' Shak.
WomanisMy ( w^}'man-ish-li ), adv. In a
womanish manner; effeminately.

Womanishness (wu'man-ish-nes), n. State
or quality of being womanish. ' Effeminacy
and womanishness of heart.' Ham/inond.
Womanize (wu'man-iz), v.t. To make
effeminate; to make womanish; to soften.

This effeminate love of a woman doth 7vo*nantze
a man. Sir P. Sidney.

Womankind (wu'man-kind), n. l. Women
in general ; the ifemale sex ; the race of fe-

males of the human kind. Shak.
Happy he

M'ith such a mother! faith in -wotnankind
Beats in his blood, and trust in all things high
Comes easy to him. Tennyson.

2. A body of women, especially in a house-
hold. Sir W. Scott. [Humorous.]
At last the Squire gracefully allowed the departure

of liis ivomankind, who floated away like a flock of
released birds. Mrs. Craik.

Womanless ( wu'man-les ), a. Destitute of
women.
Womanlike (wu'man-lik), a. Like a woman;
womanly. ' Wo)nanlike, taking revenge too
deep for a transient wrong.' Tennyson.
Womanliness (wij'man-li-nes), n. Quality
of being womanly.
There is nothing wherein their womanliness is

more honestly garnished than with silence.

^. Udall.

Womanly (wii'man-li), a. Becoming a wo-
man; suiting a woman; feminine; not mas-
culine; not childish; as, womanly behaviour.
' Her «'ojmi?iit/ persuasion. ' Shak. 'A blush-
ing loomanly discovering grace. ' Donne.
Will she grow gentler, sweeter, more luoman/y t

IV. Black.

Womanly (w^'raan-li), odv. In the manner
of a woman.

Lullaby can I sing too.
As wotnanly as can the best. Gascoigtie.

Woman-post (wu'man-post), n, A female
post or messenger.

But who comes in such haste in riding-robes t

What woman-post is thisj Shak.

Woman-queller (wu'man-kwel-6r), n. One
who kills women. Shak. See Man-quel-
LER.
Woman-tiredt (wu'man-tlrd), a. [Woman,
and tired, formed from Fr. tirer, to pluck.]
Hen-pecked.

Dotard, thou are 7voman-tired, unroosled
By thy dame Partlet, here. Skak.

Woman-Vested(wu'man-vest-ed),a. Clothed
like a woman; wearing women's apparel.
' Woman-vested as I was.' Tennyson.
Womb (worn), n. [A. Sax. wamb, womb, the
belly; Sc. wame, the belly; D. want, the belly
of a flsh, the belly part of a hide; Icel. vomb,
the belly, especially of beasts; Dan. vom,
the paunch; G. wamme, wampe, Goth, wam-
ba, the belly.] l.t The stomach or belly.

And he coveitide to fille his -womde of the coddis
that the hoggis eaten, and no man gaf him.

IVickliffe, Luke xv. i6.

An I had but a belly of any indifferency, I were
simply the most active fellow in Europe. My loonib,
my womb, my -womb undoes me. Shak.

2. The uterus of a female ; that part where
the young of Mammalia are conceived and
nourished till their birth. 'Twinned bro-
thers of one womb.' Shak.— Z. The place
where anything is produced.
That did my ripe thoughts in my brain inhearse.
Making their tomb the ivoTnb wherein they grew.

Shak.
The luovtb of earth the genial seed receives.

Dryden.
4. Any large or deep cavity that receives or
contains anything. ' The fatal cannon's
womb.' Shak.
An amphitheatre . . . held, uncrowded, nations in

its Tuontb. Addison.

Wombt (wom), V.t. To inclose; to contain;
to breed in secret.

Not . . . for al! the sun' sees or
The close earth wombs or the profound sea hides
In unknown fathoms, will I break my oath. Skak.

Wombat (wbm'bat), n. [A corruption of the
native name womhack or ivombaeh.] A spe-

cies of Marsnpialia of the genus Phascolo-
mys, constituting a family Phascolorayda;,
of which only one species, the P. Wombat
or ursimts, a native of Australia and Tas-
mania, is certainly known. The wombat is

distinguished from the other marsupiates
by having fifteen ribs while they have twelve
or thirteen. It is about the size of a badger,
being about 3 feet in length, and it has
moderately long, very coarse, almost bristly

fur, of a general gray tint, mottled with
black and white. It burrows, feeds on roots,

is not very active, and its flesh, which is

coarse and red, is said in fatness and flavour
to reseml>le pork.

Womb - brother t ( wbm'bruTH-6r ), n. A
brother-uterine (which see). ' Womb-brother
to King Henry the Sixth.' Fuller.

Womby t ( wom'i ), a. Hollow ; capacious.
'Caves and womby vaultages of France.'
Shak. [Rare. ]

Women (wim'en), n. pi. of wonian. See Wo-
man.
Won (wun), pret. & pp. of win; as, victories
won.
Won(won),r.i. [A. Sax. wimian. SeeWoNE.]
To dwell; to abide. 'This land where I

have waned thus long.' Spenser. 'The wild
beast where he wo?is in forest wide. ' Milton.
[Now only poetical or provincial.]

Wont (won, won), v.i. [See WoNE.] To be
wont or accustomed. Spenser.

Wont (won), n. A dwelling; habitation.
Spenser.

Wonde,t v.i. [A. Sax. wandian, from windan,
to wind, to turn; akin icend, wmider.] To
turn away or desist through fear ; to fear

;

to revere. Chaucer.
Wonder (wun'd^r), n. [A. Sax. unmdor, D.
wonder, G. wunder, Icel. u?idwr,Sw, andDan.
under (with loss of initial consonant), a won-
der, a prodigy; from the stem of A. Sax. win-
dan, to wind, to turn, a prodigy being such
as to turn a person away through awe. See
the verb Wonde above, also Wind, Wend.]
1. That emotion which is excited by novelty,
or the presentation to the sight or mind of
something new, unusual, strange, great, ex-
traordinary, not well understood, or that
arrests the attention by its novelty, gran-
deur, or inexplicableness. Woiider expresses
less than astonishment, and much less than
amazement. It differs from admiration in
not being necessarily accompanied with
love, esteem, or approbation, nor directed
to persons. But wonder sometimes is nearly
allied to astonishment, and the exact extent
of the meaning of such words can hardly be
graduated. 'Silent wonder of still-gazing

eyes. ' Shak.
For my part, I am so attired in wonder,
I know not what to say. Shak.

They were filled with wonder and amazement.
Acts iii. 10.

Wonder ts the effect of novelty upon ignorance.
jfohnson.

And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew
That one small head could carry all he knew.

Goldsmith.

2. Cause of wonder; that which excites sur-

prise, wonder, or admiration ; a strange or
wonderful thing; a miracle; a prodigy. 'I

am to discourse wonders.' Shak.

I am as a wofider to many. Ps. Ixxi. 7.

To try things oft, and never to give over, doth
wonders. Bacon.

But to convince the proud what signs avail.

Or wonders move the obdurate to repent? Milton.

When he saw the wonder of the hilt.

How curiously and strangely chased, he smote
His palms together, and he cried aloud.

Tennyson.
3. In phren. a faculty of the mind which
produces the sentiment of wonder, surprise,

or astonishment, and gives the love of the
new and the strange. Its organ is situated
above ideality and before hope. See Phre-
nology.— Seven wonders of the world, in
ancient times, the Egyptian pyramids, the
mausoleum erected by Artemisia at Hali-

carnassus, the temple of Diana at Ephesus,
the walls and hanging gardens of Babylon,
the colossus at Rhodes, the statue of Jupiter
Oljmpius by Phidias, and the Pharos or
watch-tower of Alexandria.

—

A nine days'
wonder, something that causes sensational
astonishment for a short time.

Wonder (wun'd£;r), v.i. [A. Sax. wundrian.
See Wonder, ?i.] 1. To be struck with won-
der; to be affected by surprise; to marvel;
to be amazed.

Pretty in amber to observe the forms
Of hairs, or straws, or dirt, or grubs, or worms.
The things, we know, are neither rich nor rare
But wonder how the devil they got there. Po/e.

We cease to wonder at what we understand,
jfohnson.

2. To look with or feel admiration; to ad-
mire. ' Nor did I wonder at the lily's white.'
Shak.~Z. To entertain' some doubt and
curiosity about; to be in a state of expecta-
tion, mingled with doubt and slight anxiety;
as, I wonder whether we shall reach the
place in time. (/ wonder often = I should
like to know.) 'A boy or a child, I wonder.'
Shak.

I wonder in my soul
What you would ask me, that 1 would deny.

Shak.
—To be to be wondered, to be a cause for
astonishment.

It is not to be wondered, if Ben Jonson has many
such lines as these. Dryden.

It is not to be wondered "CaaX. we are shocked.
Defoe.

Wonder (wun'd^r), v.t. \.\ To be curious
about; to wish to know.

Like old acquaintance in a trance.
Met far from home, wondering each other's chance.

Shak.
2. To surprise; to amaze. [Rare.]

She has a sedateness that wonders me still more.
Miss Burney.

Wonder t (wun'd^r), a. Wonderful.
Wonderedt (wun'd^rd), p. and a. Having
performed wonders ; able to produce won-
ders; wonder-working.

Let me live here ever;
So rare a wonder'd father, and a wife.
Makes this place Paradise. Shak.

Wonderer (wun'd6r-6r), n. One who won-
ders.

Wonderful (wun'd6r-ful), a. Adapted to
excite wonder or admiration ; exciting sur-
prise ; strange ; astonishing ; surprising

;

marvellous. Job xlii. 3.

Keep a gamester from the dice, and a good student
from his book, and it is wonderful. Shak.

— WondsrSul, Strange, Sxtrprising, Curious.
Wonderful generally refers to something
above the common ; strange, to something
beside the common, that is, odd. Anything
that excites awe or high admiration, or
strikes as sublime, is wonderful; while an
unpleasant object may be strange but not
wonderful. A thing that is unexpected is

surprising. Curious is wonderful on a small
scale. It often refers to an object extremely
nice and intricate or elaborate in its detaUa.
It often conveys also the notion of strange-
ness and even of rarity.

Wonderfully (wun'der-ful-li), adv. In a
wonderful manner; in a manner to excite
wonder or surprise; surprisingly; strangely;
remarkably: in colloquial language often
nearly or quite equivalent to very; as, won-
derfully little difference.

I will praise thee, for I am fearfully and wonder^
fully made. Ps. cxxxix. 14,

Wonderfulness (wun'd6r-ful-nes), n. The
state or quality of being wonderful.
Wonderingly (wun'd6r-ing-li), ad«. In a
wondering manner; with wonder; as, to
gaxe wonderingly.

Wonderland (wun'd6r-land), n. A land of
wonders or marvels. Wolcot.

Wonder-mazet (wun'd6r-maz),r. t. To strike

with wonder; to astonish; to amaze. 'Words
that wonder-mazed men.* Davies.

Wonderment (wun'd6r-raent), n. 1. Sur-
prise; astonishment. Speiiser.—2. ^ome-
thing wonderful ; a wonderful appearance.
'The neighbours made a wonderment of it*

Sir R. UEstrange.
Wonderous (wun'd6r-us), a. See Wond-
rous.
Wonder-stricken, Wonderstruck (wun'-
d^r-strik'n, wun'der-struk), a. Struck with
wonder, admiration, and surprise. * His
wonder-stricken little ones.' Tennyson.

Ascanius, ivonderstntck to see
That image of his filial piety. Dryden.

Wonderwork (wun'd6r-w6rk), n. A wonder-
ful work or act; a prodigy; a miracle.

Such as in strange lands
He found in wonderworks of God and Nature's hand.

Byron.

Wonder-worker (wun'd6r-w6rk-6r), n. One
who performs wonders or surprising things.

Is. Disraeli.

Wonder-working (wun'd^r-w^rk-ing), a.

Doing wonders or surprising things. G.
Herbert.
Wonder-wounded (wun'd6r-wond-ed), a.

Struck with wonder or surprise; wonder-
stricken. ' Wonder-icomuied hearers.' Shak.

Wondrous ( w-un ' drus ), a. Such as to

excite wonder ; wonderful ; marvellous ;

strange. ' Wotidrous virtues;' 'some won-

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abttne; y, Sc. fey.
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4irou8 monument;
Shak.

* Wondrous potency.*

That I may publish with the voice of thanks^vingf,
and tell of ail thy wondrcus woi]ts. Ps. xxvi. 7,

Wondrous (wun'drus), adv. In a wonder-
ful or surprising degree ; remarkably; ex-

ceedingly; as, a place wondrous deep; you
are wondrous fair; wondrous fond of peace.
' I found you wondrous kind.' Shak. ' W'o?i-

drou* heavy.' Shak.
And now there came both mist and snow.
And it grew wondrous coEd. Coleridge.

Woadrously ( wim'drus-li), adv. In a
strauge ur wonderful manner or degree.

My lord leans -wondrously to discontent. Shak.

Chloe complains, and ivondrously "s aggriev'd,
Glanville.

Wondrousness (wun'drus-nes), n. Quality
of being wondrous.
Wone,t c ). [From A. Sax. xcunian, to dwell,

to inhabit: D. wonen, G. wohnen, to dwell.

In 2 rather from the allied A. Sax wuna, a
custom. Akin wont ] 1. To dwell.—2. To be
accustomed. Chaucer.
Wone,t n. [See above verb.] 1. Custom;
usage. Chaucer.—2. Habitation. Chaucer.
Wong.t 71. [A. Sax] A neld. Spelman.
Wonsa-WOns:a (wong'ga-wong-ga), n. The
native name of an Australian variety of

pigeon (Leucosarcia picata), celebrated for

the whiteness, plumpness, and delicacy of its

flesh. Its colours are remarkably diversi-

fied and striking. It lives chiefly on the
ground, feeding on the seeds and stones of
fallen fruit, and when disturbed flies off

with a loud whirring noise like that of the
pheasant.
wongshy, Wongsky (wong'ahi, wong'ski),
n. The Chinese name for the pods of
Gardenia grandirtora, which yield a large
quantity of a yellow colouring matter. The
aqueous extract colours wool and silk with-
out mordants; cotton must first be mor-
danted with a tin solution.

Woning.t «. [See Wone.J A dwelling; a
habitation. Chaucer.
Wonne,tri. [See Won E.] To dwell; to In-

habit; to stay: to abide; to haunt. Spenser.

Wonne.t n. Habitation. Spenser.
Won't (wont). A contraction of WoU Not,
tliat is. wUl not
Wont (wunt). a. [For older waned, a parti-

ciple or rather participial adjective, from
wane, wune, A. Sax. umna, gewuna. custom,
habit; akin to won, wone, to dwell, A. Sax.
wunian, to dwell; akin also Icel. vani, cus-
tom, vanr, accustomed; to wean Is also akin.

See the verb.] Accustomed; having a cer-

tain habit or custom; using or doing cus-
tomarily.

If the ox were wont to push with his horn in time
past. Sec. Exod. xxi. 39.

Our love was new and then but in the spring
When I w.^s ivont to greet it with my lays. Shak.

Wont (wunt), n. [From old wone, habit, cus-
tom, through the influence of wont, adjec-
tive.] Custom; habit; use.

*Tis not his wo«/to be the hindmost man. Shak.

Make one wreath more for Use and Wont
That guard the portals of the house. Tennyson.

Wont (wunt), v.i. pret. wont; pp. wont,
wonted. [For old wone, to be accustomed,
to dwell. The pret. «fc pp. wont are thus put
for woned, and wonted is a double form.
See WosT, a.] 1. To be accustomed or hab-
ituated; to use; to be used.
A yearly solemn feast she wont to make. Spenser.

The je5i.imine that round the straw-ro<->rd cot
Its fr.igr.int branches wreathed, beneath whose

sha.lc
I wont to sit and watch the setting sun
And hear the thrush's song. Southey.

2. To dwell; to inhabit.

The king's fisher wants commonly by the waterside
and nestles in hollow banks. Sir R. L Estrange.

Wont (wunt), v.t. To accustom; to habi-
tuate. [Rare.)
These that in youth have wonted themselves to the

load of less sins want not increase of strength ac-
cording to the increase of their burdens.

Rev. T. Adatrts,

Wonted (wiint'ed), p. and a. 1. Customary
or familiar by being used, done, frequented,
enjoined, experienced, or the like; usual.
'Again his wonted weapon prov'd.' Spen-
ser. ' To pay our wonted tribute.' Shak.
* Will not lose her wonted greatness.' Shak.

The sound not wonted in a place so still

Woke the sick knight. Tennyson.

2. Accustomed; made or having become fa-
miliar by using, frequenting, Ac.
She was wonted to the place and would not remove.

Sir R. IJEstrange.
They grew so wonted as to throw off a great part

of their shyness and to tolerate my near approach.
7. R. LoweU.

Wontedness (wunt'ed-nes), n. The state of

being wonted or accustomed. ' Woniedness
of opinion.' l^ikon Basilike.

Wontless(wuat'les), a. Unaccustomed; un-
used. [Rare.]

He, remembering the past day
When from his name the affrighted sons of France
Fled trembling, all astonishea at their force
And wontless valour, rages round the field

Dreadful in anger. Southey.

Woo (wo), V.t. [A. Sax. w6gan, to woo, from
w6h, genit. wages, bent, bending, or a bend-
ing, what deviates from a right line ; the
meaning is therefore to bend or incline

another towards one's self.] 1. To court; to

solicit in love. 'He wooes your daughter.'
Shak.

She's beautiful, and therefore to he wooed;
She is a woman, therefore to be won. Shak.

2. To invite with importunity; to solicit; to
try to prevail on or induce to something.
'Havingujooeda villain to attempt it.' Shak.

Thee, chantress, oft the woods among,
I woo to hear thy even song. Alilton.

3. To seek to gain or bring about; to court.
' Woo your own destruction.' Shak.
Woo (wbX v.i. 1. To court; to make love.

With pomp and trains, and in a crowd they ivoc.

When true felicity is but in two, Dryden.

2. To ask; to seek; to solicit.

I pray thee, sing, and let nie tvoo no more. Shak.

Woo' (w6), n. Wool. [Scotch.]

Woodt (wod), a. [A. Sax. v)6d, Sc. wud,
M.H.G. vmot, Goth, rod*— mad, furious;
akin Woden, the god Odin of the Scandina-
vians; G. vnith, rage, fury. Grimm traces
the word to the root of A. Sax. wadan, Icel.

vada, to go. to rush, L. vado, to go, E. wade.]
Mad; furious: raging; in a state of insanity;

frantic. 'Life -poisoning pestilence and
frenzies WH)od.' Shak.
Wood (wud), n. [A. Sax. wudu, O.D. wede,
Icel. vithr, Dan. and Sw. ved, wood, a tree,

&c.; comp. W. gwydd, trees, shrubs.] 1. A
lai^e and thick collection of growing trees;

a forest.
Light thickens, and the crow

Makes wing to the rooky wood. Shak.

2. The substance of trees; the hard fibrous
substance which composes the body of a
tree and its branches, and which exists be-
tween the pith and the bark. In dicotyle-
donous plants the wood is composed exter-
nally of the alburnum or sap-wood, and
internally of the duramen or hard-wood.
In monocotyledonous plants or endogens
the hardest part of the wood is nearest the
circumference, while the interior is com-
posed of cellular tissue. —3. Timber; the
trunks or main stems of trees wliich attain
such dimensions as to be fit for architectural
and other purposes. In this sense the word
implies not only standing trees suitable for

buildings. &,c., hut also such trees cut into
beams, rafters, boards, planks, Ac. See'TiM-
BER.— 4. A crowded mas.s or collection of
anything. * A xoood of darts.' T. Hudson.
* Woods of pikes and swords.' Burton.
Salute the sisters, entertain the whole family or

wood of 'em. B. ^onson.

5. In her. same as Hurst.—6. pi. In orches-
tras, that class of wind-instruments con-
structed of wood, ivory, or the like, the
principal of which are the flute, piccolo,
clarionet, flageolet, oboe, basset-horn, and
bassoon: in contradistinction to the strings
and the brasses.

Wood (wud), v.i. To take in or get supplies
of wood.
Wood (wud), v.t. To supply with wood, or
get suppliesof wood lor; as, to wood a steam-
boat, a locomotive.
Wood-acid (w^jd'as-id), n. Same as Wood-
viiwgar.

Wood-anemone (wud-a-nem'o-ne), n. A
plant. Anemone nemorosa. See Anemone.
Wood-ant (wiul'ant), n. A large ant (For-
tnica rufa) living in society in woods and
forests, and constructing lai^e nests.

Wood-apple (wud'ap-I), 7i. See FKRONIA.
Wood-asnes (wijd'ash-ez),n.pi. The remains
of burned wood or plants.

Woodbine, Woodbind (wyd'-bin, wud'-
bind), n. The wild honeysuckle {Lonicera
Pericixnnenum). The name is also given to
the Virginian creeper {Ampelopsis heder-
acea), and was formerly given to the bind-
weed (Convolvulus).

So doth the woodbine the sweet honeysuckle
Gently entwist. Shak.

Wood-bird (wud'b6rd), n. A bird which
inhabits woods. Shak.

Wood-boring (wud'bor-ing), a. Capable of
or characterized by boring into wood.

—

Wood-boring shrimps. See Cheluridje.
Wood-bound (wud'bound), a. Encumbered
with tall woody hedgerows.
Wood-brick (wud'brik), n. A block of wood
of the shape and size of a brick, inserted
in the interior walls of a building as holds
for the joinery.

Woodbury-type (wud'b6r-i-tip), n. [From
Mr. Walter Wuodbuiy, the inventor.] 1. A
process in photographic printing in which
arelief image, obtained on gelatine hardened
after certain operations, is made to produce
an intaglio impression upon a plate of lead
or other soft metal, from which prints are
thrown off in a press,— 2. A picture pro-
duced by the above process.

Wood-carpet (wud'kar-pet), n. A floor

covering made of slats or more ornamental
shapes of wood of different colours fastened
to a cloth backing. The different pieces of
wood are arranged so as to produce the
effects of tessellated floors, mosaic-work, Ac.
Wood-carving (mid'karv-ing),?*. 1. The art
of carving wood into ornamental figures, or
of decorating wood by carving on it.—2. A
device or figure carved on wood.
Wood -charcoal (wud'char-kol), n. See
Charcoal.
Wood-chat (wud'chat), n. A species of
butcher-bird or shrike. Lanius ni/us.

Wood-ChOlr (wud'kwir), H. A chorus of
birds in a wood. Coleridge.

Wood-chuck (wyd'chuk), n. The popular
name of a rodent mammal, a species of the
marmot tribe, the Arctomys vwfiaz, or
ground-hog, common in the United States
and Canada. It is of a heavy form, from
15 to 18 inches long, blackish or grizzled
above and chestnut-red below. It forms
burrows in which it passes the winter in a
dormant state. It feeds on vegetables, and
is especially destructive to red clover. Its

flesh, though rank, is sometimes eaten.

Woodcoal (wud'kol), n. Charcoal; also lig-

nite or brown-coal.
Woodcock (\v;!d'kok), n. 1. A bird of the
genus Scolopax, the S. rusticola, allied to
the snipe tribe, but with a more robust bill

and shorter legs. It is widely distributed,
being found in all parts of Europe, the north
of Asia, and as far east as Japan. It is a
game-bird of Britain, where it is known
chiefly as a winter visitant, breeding very
rarely in England, though more frequently
in the north of Scotland. Its nest is placed

Woodcock [Scolopax ruslicola).

on the ground in a dry warm spot, among
herbage, and is loosely fabricated of dead
leaves. The bird is about 13 inches in length,
and the female is somewhat larger than the
male, sometimes attaining a weight of 14 or
15 ounces. Its flight is very rapid, and its

flesh highly esteemed. The American wood-
cock (Scolopax or Philoheles minor) is a
smaller bird than its congener of the Old
World, but vei^ similar in plumage and
habits.—2.t A simpleton: in allusion to the
facility with which the woodcock allows
itself to be taken in springes or in nets set
for it in the glades.

Go, like a woodcock.
And thrust your head into the noose. Beau. &• Fl.

Among us in England this bird is infamous for its

simplicity or folly, so that a woodcock is proverbially
used for a foolish, simple person. IViUoughby.

—Springes to catch woodcocks, arts to entrap
simplicity. Shak.
Woodcock-shell (wud'kok-shel), n. A name
given to the shells of certain molluscs of
the genus Murex which have a very long
tube with or without spines, but especially
to the M. tenuiffpince.

Wood-corn (wud'kom), n. A certain quan-
tity of grain paid by the tenants of some

ch, cAain; 6h. 8c. locA; g, go; J, job; h. Ft. ton; ng, uing; th. then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, a^ure.—See Key.
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manors to the lord, for the liberty to pick

up dried or broken wood.
Wood-cracker (wud'kr:ik-6r), n. A name
given to the common nut- hatch, Sitta euro-

pipa.

Woodcraft (w\id'kraft), n. Skill in any-

thing which pertains to the woods or for-

est; skill in the chase, especially in hunting
deer, &c.
Wood-cricket (wud'krik-et). n. A species

of cricket,

Wood-culver (wud'kul-v6r), n. The wood-
pineon. [Provincial English.]

Wood-cut (wud'kut), 11- An engraving on
wood, or a print or impression from such

en!_'ravin^'.

Wood-cutter (wyd'kut-6r), n. 1. A person

who cuts wood.—2. A maker of wood-cuts;

an engraver on wood.
Wood-cutting (wud'kut-ing), n. 1. The act

or employment of cutting wood by means
of saws or by the application of knife-edge

machinery.—2.Wood-engraving (whichsee).

Wood-dove (wud'duv),7i. See Wood-pigeon.
Wood-drink (wud'dringk), «. A decoction

or infusidU of medicinal woods, as sassafras.

Wood-duck (wud'duk), it. See Summer-
duck.
Wooded (wud'ed), a. Supplied or covered

with wood; as, land well wooded and watered.

The brook escaped from the eye into a deep and
•woodfd dell. Sir IV. Scott.

Wooden (wud'n), a. l. Made of wood; con-

sisting of wood; as, a wooden box; aiwoden
leg; a wooden horse. 'A wooden dagger.'

Shak.—I. Stiff; ungainly; clumsy; awkward.
When a bold man is put out of countenance, he

makes a very -wcoden figure on it. yer. Collier,

A smile—not one of your unmeaning -wooden grins,

but a real, merry, hearty, good-tempered smile—was
perpetually on his countenance. Dickens.

—Wooden brick. See Wood-brick.— TTooden
dock, a clock in which the case, a large part

of the machinery, &c. . are made of wood.

—

Wooden horse,\ a ship. 'Milford Haven,
the chief stable for his wooden horses.' Ful-
ler.—Wooden leg, an artificial leg made of

wood.

—

Wooden pavement, a pavement or
causeway consisting of blocks of wood in-

stead of stone or the like.— Wooden screw, a
screw of wood such as is used in the clamp-
ing jaw of a carpenter's hench.— Wooden
spoon, (a) a spoon made of wood for culinary

purposes, serving salad, or the like. (&) In
Cambridge University, see under Spoon.—
Wooden shoe, u sabot: often regarded aa

characteristic of tlie French. See Sabot.
He (Geoi^e I.) kept us assuredly from popery and

•wooden shoes. Thackeray.

— Wooden type, large type cut in wood for

printing posters, &c.—Wooden ware, a gen-
eral name for buckets, bowls, platters, &c.,

turned from yfoo&.—Wooden icedge, in Cam-
bridge I'liiversity, see under Wedge.
Wood-engraver (wud'en-grav-6r), n. An
artist who engraves on wood.
Wood-engraving (wud'en-grav-ing), n. The
art of engraving on wood, or of producing
raised surfaces by excision on blocks of

wood, from which impressions can be trans-

ferred by means of a coloured pigment to

paper or other suitable material. It is gen-
erally applied to pictorial representations

of objects. The wood generally used by
wood-engravers is box, the blocks being cut
directly across the grain. Inferior kinds of

wood, such as American rock-maple, pear-

tree, plane-tree, Ac, are used for coarser
purposes. Wood-engraving is extensively
used in illustrating publications of all kinds.

See Engraving.
Woodenly (wijd'n-li), adv. In a wooden
manner; stiffly; clumsily; awkwardly. 'See-

ing how woodenly he would excuse himself.'

Roger North.
Woodfallt (wyd'ffll), n. A fall or cutting
of timber.
The wood/alls this year do not amount to half that

sura of twenty-five thousand pounds. Bacon.

Wood-fretter (wud'fret-6r), n. An insect or
worm that eats wood.
Wood-gas (wiid'gas), n. Carburetted hydro-
gen obtained from wood.
Wood-geld (w\Hl'geId), 71. In law, the cut-

ting of wood within the forest, or rather
the money paid for the same.
Wood - germander (wud'j6r-man-d6r), n.

Same as Wood-sage.
Wood-god (w\}d'god), n. A sylvan deity.

Tht iiiyld ivood-gods arrived in the place, Spenser.

Wood-grouse (wud'grous), n. A bird, the
Teirao urogallus, called also CocA: of the

Mountain, Cock qf the Wood, and in Scot-
land Capercailzie. See Capercailzie.

Wood-hole (wiid'hol), n. A place where
wood is hiid up. J. Phillips.

Wood-house (w^d'hous), n. l. A house or

shed in which wood is deposited and shel-

tered from the weather.-2. A house con-

structed of wood.
Wood-ibis (wqd'i-bis), n. See Tantalus.
Woodiness (w\!d'i-ne8), n. State or quality

of being woody. Evelyn.

Woodkemt (wud'kSm), n. A robber who
infests woods; a forest -haunting bandit.

Holland.
Woodland (w^d'land), n. Land covered

with wood, or land on which trees are suf-

fered to grow, either for fuel or timber.

Here hills and vales, the woodland and the plain.

Here earth and water seem to strive again. Pope.

Woodland (wud'land),a. Relating to woods;

sylvan; as, woodland echoes. 'A woodland
fellow.' Shak. ' The woodland choir.' Fen-
ton.

Wood-lark Ov^dlark), n. A small species of

lark, the Alauda arborea, not unfrequent

in some parts of England, but rare in Scot-

land. It frequents wooded districts, and
usually sings perched on the branch of a

tree. Its song is more melodious than that of

the sky-lark, but it does not consist of so

great a variety of notes, nor is it so loud.

Wood-layer (wud'la-6r), n. A young oak
or other timber plant laid down in a hedge
among the thorn or other plants used iu

hedges.
Wood-leopard (wud'lep-ard), n. A beauti-

ful white, black-spotted species of moth,
Zeuzera msculi. The caterpillar lives iu the

wood of trees.

Woodless (wyd'les), a. Destitute of wood.
Fuller.

Wood-lock (w^idlok). n. In ship-building,

a piece of elm. close fitted and sheathed
with copper, in the throating or score of

the pintle, to keep the rudder from rising.

Wood-louse (wyd'lous), n. An insect, the

milleped, belonging to the genus Oniscus.

See Oniscus.
Woodlyt (wtjd'liV adv. Madly; furiously.

Woodman (wud'man), n. 1. A forest ofticer

appointed to take care of the king's wood; a
forester.-2.t A sportsman; a hunter.

Am I a woodman, ha? speak like Heme the hunter.
Sha/t.

3. One who fells timber.

Forth goes the -woodtnan, leaving unconcerned
The cheerful haunts of man. to wield the axe
And drive the wedge in yonder forest drear.

CoTi'per.

Wood-meil (wyd'mil), n. [A form of wad-
inal.^ A coarse hairy stuff used to line the
ports of ships of war.
Wood-mite (wud'mit), n. A small insect

found in old wood, belonging to the family
Oribatida:.

Wood-mongert (wud'mung-g6r), n. A wood-
seller. * One Smith, a wood-monger of West-
minster.' Wotton
Wood-moss (wud'mos), n. Moss growing
on wood.
Wood-mote (wyd'mot), n. In England, the
ancient name of the forest court, now the

court of attachment, otherwise called the

Foi-ty Days Court.

Wood-mouse (wyd'mous), n. The long-

tailed field-mouse (Mus sylvatictis).

Woodnesst (wyd'nes), n. Anger; madness;
rage. Chaucer.
Wood-nightshade (wnd'nit-shad), n. See
Woody-nightshade.
Wood-note (wud'not), 71. A wild or natural
note, like that of a forest bird, as the
wood-lark, thrush, or nightingale.

Or sweetest Shakspeare, fancy's child,

Warble his native -wood-notes wild. Milton.

Wood-nymph (wud'nimf), n. 1. A goddess
of the woods; a dryad.

By dimpled brook and fountain-brim
Tne -wood-nyntphs. deck'd with daisies trim.

Their merry wakes and pastimes keep. Milton.

2. A species of humming-bird {ThaluranixL

glaucopis).

Wood-oil (wyd'oil), n. A balsamic sub-
stance, much resembling balsam of copaiba,

for which it has been proposed as a substi-

tute, imported from Calcutta for medicinal
uses. It is obtained from several species of

Dipterocarpus growing in Pegu, Assam, and
some of the islands of the Indian Archi-

pelago. Wood-oil is used by the Malays as

a varnish for household utensils, boats, &c.

Wood-opal (wud'6-pal), n. A striped va-

riety of opal, having the foi-m and texture

of wood, the vegetable matter having l)een

replaced by a siliceous deposit possessing

the character of semi-opal. Called also

Opalized Wood and Ligni/onn Opal.

Wood-paper (w^id'pa-p^r), n. Paper made
of wood reduced to a pulp by mechanical
or chemical means.
Woodpeckt (wud'pek), n. The woodpecker

Nor U'oodpecks, nor the swallow, harbour near.
Addison.

Woodpecker (wyd'pek-^r), 7i. [So called
from pcL-king or tapping with the bill on
trees to discover the holes wherein insects-

or their larvie and eggs are] The common
name of the scansorial })ird8 belonging tf>

the genus Picus, Linn., and forming the Pi-

cidfc of modern ornithologists. See Picus.
Wood-pie (wud'pi), n. A name given to the
great spotted woodpecker H'icus major).

Wood-pigeon (wud'pij-on), n. The ring-
dove {C'duinba palundtus). See RiNG-DOVE.
Wood-pile (wud'pil), n. A stack of piled-up
wood lor fuel.

Wood-puceron (wyd'pu-se-ron), n. The
plant-louse, an insect of the genus Aphia
which infests plants, penetrating into their
wood.
Wood-rat (wiid'rat), n. Neotmna Floridana,
an animal of the rat family (MuridEe), be-

longing to the field-vole section (Arvicoliuae),
found in the woods of the Southern States
of America.
Woodreeve (wud'rev), n. In England, the
steward or overseer of a w^ood.

Woodrock (wijd'rok), n. A name for ligni-

form asbestos.

Woodruff, Woodroof (wud'ruf,w\|d'rof), n.

[A. Sax. wudero/e, untdurofe, the first part
being xvndxt, wood, the latter doubtful.)

The common name of the genus Asperula.

nat. order Rubiaceie. The sweet woodruff
{A. odorata) is found plentifully in Britain

in woods and shady places. It has been ad-

mitted into the garden from the beauty of

its whorled leaves and simple white blos-

soms, but chiefly from the fragrance of

its leaves. The odour is only perceptible

when the leaves are crushed by the fingers,

or when they are dried. The dried leavea

give out their odour very strongly and for

a long period. They are used to scent clothes

and ^so to preserve them from the attacks,

of insects. The root of dyer's woodniff (A.

tinctoria) is used in some quarters instead

of madder.
Woodrush (wyd'rush), n. The common
name of several British plants of the genu&
Luzula. See Luzula.
Wood-sage (wyd'saj), n. A plant of the
genus Teucrium {T. Scorodonia), having &
smell of garlic. The whole plant is bitter,

and is said to answer instead of hops in

making beer. Called also Wood-germander.
See Teucrium.
Wood-sare t (wud'sar), n. A kind of froth

seen on herbs; cuckoo-spit (which see).

The froth called -wood-sare.tiemg a kind of spittle,

is found upon herbs, as lanpnder and sage. Bacon.

Wood-screw (wud'skro), n. The common
screw, made of iron, and used by carpentera

and joiners for fastening together pieces uf

wood or wood and metal.

Wood-sere t (w^id'ser), n. The time when
there is no sap in a tree. Tusser.

Wood-shock (wud'shok), n. A species of

marten (Slartes canadensis); the pekan
(which see).

Woodsia (wud'si-a), n. [After Joseph
Woods, a British botanist.] A widely dis-

tributed genus of polypodiaceous ferns,

having circular son, with an inferior in-

volucre, divided at the edges into numerous
capillary segments. W. hyperborea is one of

the rarest of our British ferns, being found
only on Snowdon in Wales and Ben Lawera.

and one or two other mountains in Scotland,

where it takes root ni the fissures of rocks.

Wood-skin (wud'skin), n. A large canoe,

used by the Indians of Guiana, made from
the bark of the purple heart-tree and the

simari or locust-tree. Some of these canoes-

are so large as to carry twenty to twenty-

five persons. Simmonds.
Wood -slave (wud'slav), n. An active

little lizard, common iu Jamaica {MabouyOr

agilis).

Woodsman (wfldz'man), n. Same as Wood-
man.
Wood-soot (wyd'sbt), n. Soot from burnt-

wood, which has been found useful as a.

manure.
Wood-sorrel (wud'sor-el), n. The commoi>
name of Oxalis Acetosella. See OXALIS.

Wood-spirit (wyd'spir-it), n. Same as-

Ptfroxylic Acid. See PYROXYLIC.

Wood -spite (wud'spit), n. [Spite in this^

yfOTd = specht (which see).] A name grven.

Fate, fftr, fat, fftU; me^ met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bflU; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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in some parts of England to the green wood-
pecker.

wood -stamp (wud' stamp), n. An en-
graved or carved sUmp, formed of a block
of wood, to impress figures or colours on
fabrics.

Wood-Btone (wud'ston), 71. Petrified wood;
especially, silicified wood, such as that from
Antijfua, the Desert of Cairo, Ac.
Wood-swallow (wud'swol-io), n. A name
given by the colonists of Australia to a genus
of birds (Artamus), family Ampelidic or
chatterers, natives of Australia and the Kast
Indies, much resembling swallows in habit,

but differing in the structure of their bills

and feet. The Australian species (.-1. 8or-

didits) is remarkable for its habit of hanging
suspended from dead branches in clusters

resemliting swarms of bees.

Woodsy (wud'si). a. Belonging to or asso-

ciated with woods; as, a ivood»y stream.
Whit tier. [American.]

Wood-tar {w^d'tar), n. Tar obtained from
wnoit. See Tar.
Wood-tin (wfld'tin), n. A fibrous, nodular
variety of oxide of tin, found hitherto only
in Cornwall and Mexico. See Tin.
Wood -vinegar (wyd'vin-e-g6r), n. See
un<ler Vinegar.
Woodwale (wqd'wal), n. [0. E wudewale,
v'x/ciraU', O. D. wedeivael, L.ti. wideivaal,
il.H ii.iviteical, yioil.G.wittewal.witteicald.

wittetcalch, wiedewol, the golden oriole Ori-

gin doubtful.] An old name of a bird ; the
witwall. See Witwall
Wood-warbler (wud'warb-l^r), n. A migra-
torj' bird of the genus Sylvia, the S. sylvi-

cola. It visits England in the spring and
departs in September. Itsings in the wood-
lands in the spring and during the greater

|

part of summer, its note resembling the
j

word ttvee. sounded very long, and repeated
several times in succession. Called also
Wood-icren &n(l Velloie H'oorf-?f*r?n to distin-

guish it from the Willow icren (S. trochilu^),

which sometimes gets also the name of wood-
^cren.

Wood-ward (wHd'wftrd), n. A forester; a
land-reeve.

She (a forest) hath also her peculiar officers, as
foresters, vcrderers. reuardcrs, aeisters, &c. ; whereas
a chase or park h.ith only keepers and •wood-wards.

HowtU.

Wood-wasp (wiid'wosp), n. An aculeate,
hymennpterous insect, Ijelonging to the
Bub-s.L-tion Fossores or diggers and family
Crabronidw. They are solitary in their
habits. The female, by means of her
strong, broad mandibles, excavates cells in

the sand or in rotten timber, in which she
deposits her eggs, with larva; or insects for
food for her pmgeny when hatched. These
insects are extremely active in their habits,
and fond of the nectar of flowers. Tlie
larger species are marked with yellow rings,
while the smaller are generally black.
There are several genera, some of which
are found in Britain.

Wood -wax, Wood -waxen (w^d waks.
wi)d'wak-8n), n. Names given to dyer's
weed, Q^ninta tiiictoria. See WoAD-WAXEN.
Wood-work (wud'werk). n. Work formed
of wood: that part of any structure which
is made of wood. Tennymn.
Wood -worm (wtpl'w6rm), n. A worm
tb;it is bri'd in wood.
Wood - wren ( wud ' ren ), n. See Willow-
Wl'.KN. Wood WARBLER.
Woody (wiid'i),o. 1. Abounding with wood;
as, U'ooiiij laud ; a woody region.

Oft in glimmering bowers and eladcs
He met her. and m secret shacfes
Of-tvoodj/ Ida's inmost jfrove. Milton,

2. Consisting of wood; ligneous; as, the
woody parts of plants. —3. Pertaining to
woods; sylvan; as, woody nymphs.

All the salyrs scorn their weody kind. Spenter.

— Woody tissue, in bot. that which consti-
tutes the basis of the wood in trees. It is

composed of bundles of elongated cells or
tubes of a woody nature, generally pointed
at both ends, and lying c1ns3 together, but
having no direct communication with each
other. See Trs?-rE.

—

Wotxly stem, in bot. a
stem of a hard or woody nature, and which
la^ts for many years, as the trunks of trees.

Woody - nightshade ( wwd-i-nit'shad ), n.
Tlie common name of Solatium Dulcamara.
.See Soi,a-m;-M.

Wooer (wo'er). n. One who wooes; one who
courts or solicits in love; a suitor.

Ill mark no words that smooth-faced wooers say.
S/ta*.

Woof (wbf),«. [O. E. 00/, owe/, A. Sax. 6we/,

6web, dweb, from prefix 6 ov d for on, and
icefan, to weave. Skeat.] 1. The threads
that cross the warp in weaving; the weft.

'The warp and the woo/.' Bacon.— 1. Tex-
ture; cloth; as, a pall of softest %voo/.

Wooftr (wdf'i), a. Having a close texture;
dense; as, a woo/y cloud. J. Baillie.

Wooing ( wb'ing), p. and a. Acting as one
who wooes; courting.

The sound
Which to the wooittg wind aloof
The poplar made. Tennyson.

Wooingly (wo'ing-li), adv. In a wooing
manner; enticingly; with persuasiveness; so
as to invite to stay. Shak.
Wool (wul), n. [A. Sax. wwK. iiml, D. wol,

G. w'we, Goth, tvulla, Icel. and Sw. ull,

Dan. uld (these latter forms having lost the
initial consonant). Cog. Lith. and Lett.

wilna, Rus. volna, Skr. itnui, wool. Allied
to L. villus, shaggy hair, vellus, a fleece,

Or. {v)erion, wool; traced to a root signi-

fying to cover, to protect, and supposed to
be seen also in L. vallis, a valley, and in
valeo, to be strong. See Valid.] 1. That
soft species of hair which grows on sheep
and some other animals, as the alpaca, some
species of goats, &c. , which in fineness some-
times approaches to fur. The word gener-
ally signifies the fleecy coat of the sheep,
which constitutes a most essential material
of clothing in all cold and temperate cli-

mates. Wool is divided into two classes—
short or carding wool, seldom reaching over
a length of 3 or 4 inches, and lony or comb-
ing wool, varying in length from 4 to 8 inches,
each class being stilidivided into a variety of
sorts, according to their fineness and sound-
ness of the staple. The finest wools are of
short staple, and the coarser wools usually
of long staple. Wools which unite a high
degree of fineness and softness, with con-
siderable length of staple, bear a high price.

English-bred sheep produce a good, strong,
combingwool.thatof the Scotch breeds being
somewhat harsher and coarser. The finest

carding wools were formerly exclusively ob-
tained from Spain, the native country of
the merino sheep, and at a later period ex-
tensively from Germany, where that breed
had been successfully introduced and culti-

vated. Innnense lUjcks of merinoes are now
reared in Australia, South America, and
Soujh Africa, and from these quarters Britain
now obtains her chief supply. — 2, Less
strictly applied to some other kinds of hair;
especially to short, thick hair, crisji and
curled, like that of a negro.

Hye of newt, and toe of frog^
// ou/ of bat, and tonj;tie of dog. Shak,

3. Any fibrous or fleecy substance resembling
wool; specifically, (a) in bot. a sort of down,
pul>e9cence, or a clothing of dense curling
liairson the surfaceof certain plants. (6)The
fibre of the cotton plant. — Gr^af cry and
little uH^ol, a great noise or disturbance out
of all proportion to useful results, much ado
about nothing.

Of thy own importance full

Exclaim. ' Great cry and littie wooi,-
As Satan hollaed when he shaved the pig.

Dr. lir'olcot.

Wool-ball (wnlTiftl), «. A ball or mass of
wool, particularly a small roundish mass
frequently found in the stomach of sheep
and other animals.

Wool-l3earlng (wulTjar-ing), a. Producing
wool.

Wool - burler ( w^l ' b6rl - 6r ), n A person
who removes the little knots or extraneous
matters from wool and from woollen cloth.

Simmonds.
Wool-burring (w^U'h^r-Ing), n. The act of
teasing wool with burrs or teasels.

Wool-carder (wnl'kiird-^r), n. One who
cards wools.

Wool-cardlng (wiil'kard-ing), n. An early
process in woollen manufacture for disen-
tangling or tearing apart the tussocks of
wool and laying the fibres parallel, prepara-
tory to spinning. 1 1 is only the short stai)le,

fine, or cloth wools that are submitted to
this operation, the long staple or worsted
wool being treated to a slightly different
process called wool-combing.
Wool-comber (wulkom-er), n. One whose
occupation is to comb wool.

Wool-COmblng (wul'kom-ing), ?i. The act
or process of condiing wool, generally of the
long stapled kind, for the purjiose of worsted
manufacture. In the obsolescent hand pro-
cess the work is done between two combs,
one held stationary and the otherdrawn over
it, to comb out the lock of wool placed be-

tween them. The combs consist of a number
of steel spikes fi.xed into a back. In machine
combing the locks are fastened to two
toothed cylinders, which revolve in opposite
directions, and are heated by steam within.
The teeth on the one cylinder comb tlie fibres

on the other.

Woold (wold), v.t. [D. ivoelen, to wind, to
wrap.] Naut. to wind; particulai-ly, to wind
a rope round a mast or yard, when made of
two or more pieces, at the place where they
are fished,for confining and supporting them.
Woolder (wbld'er), n. 1. Saut. a stick used
in woolding.— 2. In rope-making, one of the
pins passing through the top, and fonning
a handle to it. See Top.
Woolding (wbld'ing), n. Naut. (a) the act of
winding, as a rope round a mast. (6) The
rope used for binding masts and spars.

Wool - driver ( wul ' driv - 6r ), n. One who
buys wool and carries it to market.
Wool-dyed (wul'did), a. Dyed in the form
of wool or yarn befoi-e being made into cloth,

as contradistinguished from piece-dyed or
yarn-dyed.
Woolen (wul 'en), a. and n. The common
American spelling of M'vollen.

Woolfell (wiil'fel), n. A skin or fell with
the wool; a skin from which the wool has
not been sheared or pulled. Sir J. Davies.
Wool-gathering (wurgaTH-tr-lng), n. aiie
act of gathering wool; Imt the term is usu-
ally applied figuratively to the indulgence
of idle fancies; a foolish or fruitless pursuit:
often with a { = on) prefixed. [The allusion
is probably to the practice of gathering the
tufts of wool to be found on bushes and
hedges, necessitating much wandering to
little purpose.]

His wits were a wool-gathering, as they say, and
his head busied about other matters. Burton.

Wool-grower (wul'gro-fir), n. A person
who r;ust.s shuei) for the production of wool.
Wool-growing (wul'gro-ing), o. Producing
sheep and wool.

Wool-hall (wid'hal), n. A trade market in
the woollen districts. Siminonds.
Woolled (wuld), a. Having wool ; as, fine-

woolled.

Woollen (wul'en), ct. 1 Made of wool; con-
sisting of wool; as, woollen cloth. Bacon.—
2. Pertaining to wool; as, woollen manufac-
tures.— 3. Clad in therough.homespun serges
of former times, as opposed to the silk, vel-
vet, and fine linen of the wealthier classes;
hence, coarse ; boorish ; rustic ; vulgar.
' Woollen vassals, things created to buy and
sell with groats.' Shak.
Woollen (wul'en), Ji. Cloth made of wool,
such as blanketings, serges, flannels, tweeds,
broad-cloth, and the like.

I coutd not endure a husband with a beard on his
face ; 1 had rather lie in ifoalien. Shak.

Woollen-draper (wdl'en-dra-pdr), n. A
retail dealer in woollen cloths, flannels, Ac.

;

a man-mercer.
WooUenette (wfll-eu-ef), « A thin woollen
stuff.

Woollen-printer (wurenprint-6r), n. An
operative who impi esses patterns or colours
on woollen or mixed fabrics.

Woollen-scribbler, Wool-scribbler (wiii'-

en-skrib-l*^r, wul'skrib-ler), n. A machine
for combing or preparing wool into thin,
downy, translucent layers, preparatory to
spinning. Simmonds.
Woolllness (wul'i-nes), n. The state of
being woolly.

WooUy (wul'i), a. 1. Consisting of wool; as.

a woolly covering; a woolly fleece.—2. Re-
sembling wool; as, woolly hair.^3. Clothed
or covered with wooL
When the work of generation was
Between these ivooiiy breeders, in the act
The skilful shepherd i-eel'd me certain wands. Shak.

4. In bot. covered with a pubescence resem-
bling vniiA.— Woolly bear, a name of several
woolly or hairy caterjdllars.

WOOUy-but (wnli-butl, n. Two fine Aus-
tralian timber-trees of tlie genus Eucalyptus
(E. lowji/olia and E. i^iminalis), reaching a
heightof from 100 to 150feet. Their wood is

much prized for felloes of wheels and other
work requiring strength and toughness.
Woolly-head (wuri-hed), ». A negro: so
called from his wool-like hair.

Woolly - pastinum ( wul - i - pas ' ti - nura ),

n. A name given in the East Indies to a spe-
cies of red orpiment or sulphide of arsenic.

Wool-man (wql'man), n. A dealer in wool.
Wool-mill (w\il'mil), n. A mill for manu-
facturing wool and woollen cloth.

Wool-moter (w«rm<'jt-6r), n. A person
employed iu picking wool and freeiug it

, cAain;

Vol.
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WOOLPACK

B. Jonson.

Abbreviation of

from lumps of pitch and other impurities.

Siinmonds.
Woolpack (wijl'pak), n. A pack or bag of

wool ; speciflcally, a bundle or bale weigh-

ing 2-40 Iba. ' As woolpacks quash the leaden

ball.' Shenstone.

Wool-packer (wuI'pak-iSr), n. One who puts

up W(U)1 into packs or bales.

Woolsack (wul'sak), n. l. A sack or bag
of wool.—2. The seat of the lord-chancellor

in the House of Lords, being a large square

bag of wool, without back or arms, covered

with red cloth.

In the reton of Queen Elizabeth an act of parliament

w.ispasseiTto prevent the exportation of wool; and
tUat this source of our national wealth might be kept

constantly in mindTftw/j-nc^J were placed in the House
of Peers whereon the Judges sat. Brewer.

Woolsack-pie t (wul'sak-pi), n. A kind of

pie to be had at 'The Woolsack,' a rather

low ordinary and pubIic*house. The enter-

tainment at this house is often referred to

by our old poets.

Her grace would have you eat no more woolsack-

fits. " '^ '

Woolsey (wul'zi), n.

Linsey-woolsey.

Wool-shears (wyl'sherz), n.pl. An instru-

ment for sliearing sheep.

Wool-sorter (wul'3ort-6r), n. One who
sorts wools according to their qualities. The
English sorters make out of a single fleece

no fewer thau eight or ten different sorts,

varying from each other in length and flne-

w^^^,— Wool-sorters' disease, a disease, espe-

cially anthrax, communicated to persons
who haniile wool bv some poisonous matter.

Wool-staple (w\U'sta-pl), n. l. A city or
town where wool used to be brought to the

king's staple for sale.—2. The fibre or pile

of wool. See Staple.
Wool-stapler (wul'8ta-pl-6r). n. l. A
dealer in wool; a wool -factor. —2. A
sorter of wool.

Woolstock (wul'stok), n. A heavy hammer
used in fulling woollen cloth.

Woolwardt (wul'w^rd), adv. [Wool and
-ivard (as in homeward, tfec), that is, with
the skin next or toward the wool.] In wool
or woollen underclothing. Up to a period
subsequent to the Reformation the home-
spun serges and Dutch friezes were made
from rough, harsh wool, and were anything
but pleasant and desirable goods to wear.

It was therefore frequently enjoined that

penitents should go woolward, that is, with
undergarments of wool next the skin in

place of linen.

I have no shirt ; \ go woolward ior-penAncQ. Skak.

Some of them never eat any flesh ; others ^o wool-

ward And in hair. Harmar.

Woolward - going t (wul ' w6rd -go - ing ), n.

The act of wearing woollen garments next
the skin in place of linen by way of penance.

'Their watching, fasting, woohvard-going,
and rising at midnight.' Tyndale.

Wool-winder (w\il'wind-6r). ;i. A person
employed to wind or make up wool into

bundles to be packed for sale.

Woon.ti!.i. [See Won.] To dwell Spenser.

Woont,t For Wont. Spenser.

Woorall (wi^'ra-li), n. See Cukari.
Wooset (wbz), n. [A. Sax. w6se, wdse, ooze.

See OOZK.I Ooze. 'The aguish tooose of

Kent and Essex.' Howell.

Woosyt (wbz'i), a. [A. Sax. tvdsig, oozy,

moist. See above.] Oozy.

What is she else but a foul woosy marsht Drayton.

Wootz (wuts), n. A very superior kind of

steel made in the East Indies, it is believed,

by a process direct from the ore, and im-

ported into Europe and America for making
the finest classes of edge-tools. Faraday
attributed its excellence to the presence of

a small quantity of aluminium, but more
recent analyses of samples have been made
in which aluminium has not been discovered.

Wop (wop), v,t. To wliop.

Old Osborne was highly delighted when Georgy
wopped\\<ii third boy in Russell-square. Thackeray.

Worble fwor'bl), n. The same as Womil.
Word (w6rd), n. [A. Sax. word, wyrd, D.

tooord, G. wort, Icel. Sw. and Dan. ord (with

the usual loss of the initial consonant),

Goth, vaurd; cog. Lith. vardas, name; L.

verbtim, a word (whence uer6); from a root

meaning to speak, seen also in Gr. (v)eir6, to

apeak.] 1. A single articulate sound, or a

combination of articulate sounds or sylla-

bles, uttered by the human voice, and by
custom expressing an idea or ideas ; the
smallest portion of human language form-
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ing a grammatical part of speech; a vocable;

a term.
They who would advance in knowledge, and not

deceive and swell themselves with a little articulated

air, should iay down this as a fundamental rule, not

to take words for things, nor suppose that names in

books signify real entities in nature, until they can
frame clear and distinct ideas of those entities.

Locke.

2. The letter or letters or other characters

written or printeti which represent such a

vocable. —3. Speech exchanged; conversa-

tion ; talk ; discourse : in plural. ' To give

words or talk with the lord Hamlet' Shak.

4. Communication; information; tidings; ac-

count: message: without an article and only

as a singular.

I'll send him certain word of my success. Shak.

Yet I thy hest will all perform at full.

Watch what I see, and lightly bring thee word.
Tennyson.

5. A watchword; a password; a signal; a

motto: generally the distinctive or import-

ant word, term, or phrase adopted as a sig-

nal or a shibboleth. 'Our ancient word
of courage, fair St George!' 'death's the

word;' 'hanging's the word.' Shak.—6. A
term or phrase of command; an injunction;

an order.
In my time a father's word was law. Tennyson.

7. A term or phrase implying or containing
an assertion, declaration, promise, or the

like which involves the faith or honour of

the utterer of it; affirmation; declaration;
promise: with possessives,

I'll be as good as my word. Shak.

They are not men o' their ivords. Shak.

Old as I am, I take thee at thy word. Dryden.

Our royal word upon it,

He comes back safe. Tennyson.

8. Terms or phrases interchanged expres-

sive of contention, anger, reproach: in the
plural, and often qualified hy high, hot,

harsh, sharp, &c.

Some words there grew 'twixt Somerset and me.
Shak.

He and I

Had once hard words and parted. Tennyson.

9.t A brief or pithy remark or saying; a
motto; a proverb.

The old word is, ' What the eye views not the heart

rues not.' £/> Hail.

—The Word, (a) the Scriptures, or any part

of them.
The sword and the word, do you study them both,

master parson I Shak.

Dropping the too rough H in Hell and Heaven.
To spread the JVord by which himself had thriven.

Tennyson.

(&) The second person of the Trinity; the
Logos. John i. 1.

Thou my Jf^ord, begotten Son, by thee
This I perform. Milton.

— Word for word, in the exact words or

terms; in the same words and arrange-

ment; verbatim; exactly.

She with a face, bright as for sin forgiven.

Besought Lavaine to write as she devised

A letter, wordfor word. Tennyson.

—By word of mouth, by actual speaking

;

with the living voice; viva voce; orally.

I'll write thee a challenge or I'll deliver thy indig-

nation to him 6y word of mouth. Shak.

—Qood word, favourable account or men-
tion; expressed good opinion; commenda-
tion; praise; as, to speak a good word for a
person.

Where your good word cannot advantage him.

Your slander never can endamage him. Shak.

—In word, in mere phraseology; in speech

only; in mere seeming or profession.

Let us rot love in word, neither in tongue ; but in

deed and in truth. i Jn. iii. la

—In a word, in one word, in one brief pithy

phrase; briefly; to sum up; in short

In a word, for far behind his worth,

Comes all the praises that 1 now bestow;

He is complete in feature and in mind. Shak.

—To have a ivord with a person, to have
some conversation with him.

The friar and you must have a word anon. Shak.

—To eat one's words, to retract what one
has said. Shak. — A word and a blow, a
threatand its immediate execution; extreme
promptitude in action: used also adjec-

tively.
I find there is nothing but a word and a blow with

you. Swift.

A Napoleon-like promptitude of action, which the

unlearned operatives described by calling him a
word-and-a-btaw xoxa.. Mrs. TroUoJ>e.

Word(wferd), v,t. 1. To express in words;

to style; to phrase.

The apology for the king is the same, but worded
with greater deference to tliat great prince.
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A city (Venice) which was to be set like a golden
clasp on the girdle of the earth, to write her history

on the white scrolls of the sea-surges, and to word it

in thunder. Rutkin.

% To produce an affect upon by words; to

overpower by words; to ply with words.

If one were to be worded to death, Italian is the

fittest language, in regard of the fluency and soft-

ness of it. Howell.

3. To make or unmake by a word or com-
mand. ' Him . . . who could word heaven
and earth out of nothing, and can when
he pleases word them into nothing again.'

Soxith. [Rare.]—To word it, to wrangle; to

dispute; to contend in words.

He that descends not to word it with a shrew, does
worse than beat her. Sir R. VEstrange.

Word-book (wSrd'buk), n. [Modelled on
G. worierhuck, a dictionary, lit a word-
book—worfcr, pi. of wort, a word, and buck,

a book.) A vocabulary; a dictionary; a lexi-

con.

Word-bound (w^rdTjound), a. Restrained
or restricted in speech; unable or unwilling

to express one's self; bound by one's word.
IVord-bound he is not

;

He'll tell it willingly. y. Baillie.

Word-building (w6rd'bild-ing), n. The for-

mation, construction, or composition of

words; the process of forming or making
words.
Word-catcher (w6rd'kach-6r), n. One who
cavils at words. 'Each word-catcher that

lives on syllables.' Pope.

That miserable performance is now with justice

considered only as a beacon to word-catchers who
wish to become statesmen. Macaulay.

Wordert (w6rd'6r), n. A speaker. Whitlo<^

Wordily (w6rd'i-li), adv. In a verbose or
wordy manner.
Wordiness (wferd'i-nes), n. The state or
quality of being wordy or of abounding with
words.
Wording (w6rd'ing), n. 1. The act of ex-

pressing in words.—2. The manner of ex-

pressing in words.

It is believed the wording was above his known
style and orthography. Milton.

Wordlsht (werd'ish), a. Respecting words;
verbal. Sir P. Sidney; Hammond.
Wordi8liness+(w6rd'ish-ne8), n. \. The state

or quality of being wordish:—2. Verbosity.

The truth they hide by their dark wordishness.
Sir R. Digby.

Wordless (wfird'les), a. Xot using words;

not speaking; silent; speechless.

Her joy with heaved-up hand she doth express.

And. wordless, so greets Heaven for his success.
Shak.

Word-painter (w6rd'pant-6r), n, A writer

gifted with a power of peculiarly graphic or
vivid description or of depicting scenes or
events; one who affects great picturesque-

ness of style.

Word-painting (w6rd'pant-ing), n. The act

of describing or depicting in words vividly

and distinctly so as to bring the objects

clearly before the mind.
Word-picture (w6rd'pik-tur), n. An accu-

rate aud vivid description of any scene or

event, so that it is brought clearly before

the mind, as if in a picture.

Wordsman (w6rdz'man), n. One who at-

taches undue importance to words; one who
deals in mere words ; a verbalist. ' Some
speculative wordsman.' Bnshnell. [Rare.]

Word-square (werd'skwOr), li. A square

formed by a series of words so selected and
arranged that the lettei-s spell each of the

words when read across or downwards.

OARARERED
Word -square.

Wordy (wferd'i), a. 1. Using many words;

verbose; as, a wordy speaker. *A wordy
orator . . . making a magnificent speech

full of vain promises.' Steele.—2. Contain-

ing many words; full of words.

We need not lavish hours in wordy periods. Philips.

3. Consisting of words; verbal. 'A face-

tious snowball, a better-natured missile far,

than many a wordy jest' Dickens. ' A si-

lent but amused spectator of this wordy
combat.' Charlotte Bronte.

Wordy (wurd'i), a. Worthy. [Scotch.]

Wore (wor). pret. of icear.

Work (werk), v.i. pret. & pp. wrought, some-
times worked, a late form, the first instance

we can find of its use being in Dryden; ppr.

working. [From the noun; formerly werke,

wirche, werche, A. Sax. wercan, tcircan, leyr-

Fate, ttr, fat, fftU; me, met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oU. pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. iey.
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can; pret. teorkte, pp. geworht. See the
noun.] 1. To make exertion for some end or
purpose; to be engaged or employed on some
task, lalxmr, duty, or the like; to be occu-
p>ied in the performance of some opera-
tion, process, or undertaking; to use efforts

fur attaining some aim or object; to labour;
to toil

If any would not work, neither should he eat.

2 Thes. iii. to.

My sweet mistress
Weeps when she sees me tuork, and says such base-

ness
Had never like executor. Shak,

2. To be customarily engaged or employed
in any business, trade, profession, or the
like ; to have more or less permanent or
steady employment; to hold u situation; to
be in employment; to perform the duties of
a workman, man of business, t&c.

They that -work in fine flax . . . shall be confounded.
Isa. xix. 9.

3. To l>e in motion, operation, or activity;
to keep up a contimmus movement or ac-
tion; to act; to perform; to operate; to be
not stationary; as, a smoothly working ma-
chine.

Have you a -workiue pulse? Shak.

I am sick with working of my thoughts. Shak.

4. To have or take effect; to exercise influ-

ence; to be effective.

All things work tt^elher for good to them that
love God. Rom. viii. 28.

This so wrought upon the child, that he after-
wards desired to be taught. Locke.

5. To be in a condition of strong, violent, or
severe exertion; to be tossed or f^tated;
to move or labour heavily; to toil; to heave;
to strain.

The sea -wrougfit a.nA was tempestuous. Jon. \. 11.

To be wroth with one we love
Doth -work hke madness in the brain. Coleridge.

6- To make way laboriously and slowly; to
make progress with great exertion and diffi-

culty; to proceed with a severe struggle:
generally followed by such adverbs or pre-
positions as along, down, into, out, through,
up. tfec. ' Till body up to spirit work. ' Mil-
toti.

Who would trust chance, since all men have the seeds
Of good and ill, which should tvork upward flrstf

Dryden.
7. To operate or act, as a purgative or ca-
thartic.

Most purges heat a little; and all of them work
best ... in warm weather or in a warm room.

N. Grew.
8. To ferment, as liquors.

Into wine or beer put some like substances, while
they work. Bacon.

—To work against, to act in opposition to;
to oppose actively.

Thank-S, but you work against your own deiire

;

For if 1 could believe the things you say
1 should but die the sooner. Tennyson.

—To v/ork on or upon, to act on; to Influ-

ence; to practise upon; to excite; to chum.
Vivien, being greeted fair.

Would fain have wrought ufion his cloudy mood
With reverent eyes mock-loyal, shaking voice.
And fluttered adoration. Tennyson.

Work (w6rk), p. i. 1. To bestow labour, toil,

or exertion upon; to convert to use by la-

bour or effort; as, to work a mine or quarry

;

to work lime.

He could have told them of two or three gold
mines, and a silver mine, and given the reason why
they fofbare to work^Xxcvk at that time. Raleigh.

2. To produce. accompliBh, or acquire by
labour; to bring about; to effect; to perform;
to do; as, to work mischief or wickedness.
For our light affliction, which is but for a moment,

worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal
weight of glory. 2 Cor. iv. 17.

One silly cross wrought all my loss. Shak.
God, only wise, to punish pride of wit,

Among men's wits nath this confusion lorought.
Sir y. Davies.

They say then that I worked miracles. Tennyson.

S. To put or set in action, exertion, or mo-
tion; to direct the action of; to keep busy
or employed; to manage; to handle; as, be
works his horses aiid his serrants too se-

verely.

Put forth thy utmost strength, work every nerve.
Addison.

Mere personal valour could not supply want of
knowledge in building and working ships.

ArlnithHOt.
The mariners all 'gan work the ropes,
Where they were wont to do. Coleridge.

4. To bring by action or motion to any state,
the state t>eing expressed by an adjective
or other word.
So the pure limpid stream, when foul with stains
Of rushtng torrents and descending rains.
Works iiseif dear, and as h runs refines. Addison.

5. To attain or make by continuous and se-

vere labour, exertion, struggle, or striving;

to force gradually ; as, to xvork a passage
tlirough a cloud.

Through winds and waves, and storms he works his

way. Addison.

6. To influence by continued prompting,
urging, or like means; to gain over; to pre-

vail upon; to get into one's control; to
manage; to lead; to induce.

What you would work me to, I have some aim.
Shak.

If you would work any man, know his nature and
fashions, and so lead him. Bacon.

7. To make into shape; to form; to fashion;

to mould. 'Cloud-towers by ghostly ma-
sons wrought.' Tenny/ion. ' Wrought with
human hands the creed.' Tennyson.—%. To
embroider. ' Napkin wrought with horse and
liound.' Tennynon. 'A tent of satin ela-

borately wrou^At.' Tennyson.—Q. Tooperate
on, as a purgative or other drug; to purge.

10. To excite by degrees ; to throw into a
state of perturbation; to agitate violently;

as, to work one's self into a rage. ' Some
passion that works him strongly. Shak.

Then must you speak . . .

Of one not easily jealous, but being wrought
Perplexed in the extreme, Shak.

The two friends had wrought themselves to such
an habitual tenderness for the children under their

direction, that each of them had the real passion of

a father. Addison.

11. To cause to ferment, as liquor.—To work
a passage {nant). to give one's work tir ser-

vices as an equivalent for passage-money.—
To work in or into, (a) to intermix, as one
material with another, in the process of

manufacture or the like ; to interlace ; to

weave in ; as, he u'orked the good yam in
' with the bad. (6) To cause to enter or pene-
trate by repeated efforts; as, the tool was
slowly worked in. (c) To inti-oduce artfully;

to cause to make way unobservedly ; to in-

sinuate ; as, lie easily icorks himself into fa-

vour or confidence by his plausibility, (d)

To change or alter by a gradual process.

This imperious man will work us all

From princes into pages. Shak.

—To tDork ojf, to remove, free from, or get
rid of, a4 by continued labour, exertion, or
by some gradual process; as. the impurities
of the liquor are wr&tight off by fermenta-
tion.

—

To work out, (a) to effect by continued
labour or exertion; to accomplisli.

Work out your own salvation with fear and tremb-
ling. Phil. i). 12.

O lift your natures up:
Embrace our aims : work out your freedom.

Tennyson.

(6) To solve, as a problem.
' M,—Malvolio ; M,—why, that begins my name '

—

' Did not I say he would work it out f

'

Shak.

(e) To erase; to efface; to remove.
Tears of joy for your returning spilt

Work out and expiate our former guilt, Dryden.

(d) To exhaust by drawing all the useful ma-
terial; as, to work out a mine or quarry.

—

To work up, (a) to stir up; to raise; to excite;

to agitate.

That which is wanting to work uf the pity to a
greater height, was not afforded me by the story.

This lake resembles a sea, when worked up by
storms. Addison.

(6) To use up in the process of manufacture
or the like ; to expend in any work ; as, we
have worked up all our materials.

The industry of the people works up all their na-
tive commodities to the !abl degree of manufacture.

Siutfl.

(c) To expand; to enlarge; to elaborate; as,

to work up a storj* or article from a few
hints, (d) To exhaust the strength or energy
of by too heavy or continuous toil; to weary
or fatigue by hard work ; as, three months
at that employment will completely work
him up.

Work (w6rk), n. [A. Sax. wore, weorc, were,
D. xcerk, Icel. and Sw. verk, Dan. vcerk, G.
werk, O.H.G. wereh, werah, w(»rk; from
same root as Gr. (v)ergon, work, eorga. 1 have
done.) 1. Kxertion of strength, energy, or
other faculty, physical or mental ; effort or
activity directed to some purpose or end;
toil; labour; employment.

I am not yet of Percy's mind, the Hotspur of the
North; he tfiat kills me some six or seven dozen of
Scots at a breakfast, washes his hands, and s^iys to
his wife, *Fie upon tliis quiet lifel I want work.'

Shak.
Man hath his daily ivork of body or mind
Appointed. Milton.

2. The matter upon which one is employed,
engaged, or labouring; anything upon which
labour is expended; that which engages

one's time or attention; any project in which
one is engaged ; an undertaking ; an enter-
prise; a task.

Now, by St. Paul, the work goes bravely on. Shak.

3. That which is done; that which proceeds
from agency; performance; action; deed;
feat; achievement.

It is a damned and a bloody work ;
The graceless action of a heavy hand,
If that it be the work of any hand. Shak.

4. That which is made, manufactured, or
produced; an article, piece of goods, fabric
or structure produced; a product of nature
or art.

The work some praise,
And some the architect. Milton.

O fairest of creation 1 last and best
Of all God's works. Milton.

Hence, speciflcally, (a) that which is pro-
ducetl by mental labour; a literary or ar-
tistic perfonnance ; a composition ; as, the
works of Addison; the works of Mozart,
You are rapt, sir, in some work, some dedication
To the great lord. Shak.

(6) Flowers or figures wrought with the
needle; embroidery,

I am glad I have found this napkin,
. . . I U have the work ta'en out,
And gi>c t lago. Shak.

(c) Some extensive engineering structure, as
a dock, embankment, bridge, fortifications,
and the like.

I will be walking on the 7vorks (= fortifications).

Shak.
5. An industrial or manufacturing estab-
lishment ; any establisliment where labour
is carried on extensively or in dilferent de-
partments; as, an iron work; a gas ivork,

Ac. the plural works being often applied to
one such establishment.— 0. Manner of work-
ing; management; treatment.

It is pleasant to see what work our adversaries
make with this iimocent canon. Stilling/feet.

7. In \nining, ores before they are cleansed
and dressed. — 8. pi. In theol. moral duties
or external performances, as distinct from
faith or grace as a ground for pardon or
justiflcation.

For by grace are ye saved through faith ; and that
not of yourselves ; it is the gift of God ; not of works,
test any man should boast. Eph. ii. 8, 9.

9. In mech. the overcoming of resistance

;

the result of one force overcoming another;
the act of producing a change of configura-
tion in a system in opposition to a force
which resists that clmnge. By English phy-
sicists a unit of work is taken as a weight of
one pound lifted one foot. In raising a
pound weight tme foot work is done against
the force of gravity, and thus a definite
amount of energy has been placed in the
pound of matter which it is capable of
giving out again in falling the foot which it

has been raised,—SYN. Labour, toil, drudg-
ery, employment, occupation, action, per-
formance, feat, acliievement, composition,
book, vohime, production.
Workable (w^rk'a-bl), a. Thatcan be worked
or tliat is worth working; as, a workable
mine; workable coal, 'Clay . . . soft and
workable.' Ascham.
Workaday (w*rk'a-da), a. Working-day;
every-day; plodding; toiling. 'Workaday
humanity. ' Dickens.

Work-bai (w^-rk'bng), n. A small bag used
by ladies for containing needle-work, <fec.

;

a reticule.

Work-box (wfirkljoks). n. A small box for
lioldint; needle-work. &c.
Work-day (wt*rk'da), n. A day for work; a
w( rking-day.

Worker (w6rk'6r), n. 1. One who or that
which works, performs, acts, or does; a
labourer ; a toiler ; a performer. ' False
apostles, deceitful workers.' 2 Cor. xi. 13.

'Beware of evil workers.' Phil. iii. 2.

Men, my brothers, men the workers, ever reaping
something new;

That which they have done but earnest of the things
that they shall do. Tennyson.

Specifically—2. A working bee. See Bee.
Work-fellow (w^rk'fel-lo). n. One engaged
in the same work with another. Rom. xvi.

21.

Work-folk, Work-folks (w^rk'fok, w6rk'-
foks), n. pi. Persons engaged in manual
labour. ' Oversee my work-folks. ' Beau.
d' Fl.

Workful ( w6rk'ful), a. Full of work ; labo-
rious; industrious. Dickens. [Rare.]
Workhouse (w^rkTious), n. 1. A house for
work; a manufactory.

Protogenes had his workhouse in a garden out of
town. Dryden.

ch, cAain; Ah, Sc locA; g, ^o; j,iob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, si/v; TH, fAea; th, £Wn; w, wig; wh, »Aig; zh. azure.—See Key.
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2. A house in which able-bodied patipers

are compelled to work. Under the old

poor-laws of England, there was a work-

house in each parish, partaking of the

character of a bridewell, where indigent,

vagrant, and idle people were set to work,

and supplied with food and clothing, or

what is ternied indoor relief. Some were
used as places of confinement for rogues

and vagabonds, who were there confined

and compelled to labour; whilst others were
large almshouses for the maintenance and
support of the indigent. Previous to the

passing of the Poor-law Amendment Act in

1S34, these workhouses were described as,

generally speaking, nurseries of idleness,

ignol-ance, and vice. By the act alluded to

parishes were united for the better manage-
ment of workhouses, which gave rise to the

poor-law unions with their workhouses, ca-

pable of containing from 100 to 500 inmates.

In these establishments a suitable classifi-

cation of the pauper inmates has been ef-

fected, and proper government and disci-

pline instituted. The paupers of the several

classes are kept employed according to their

capacity and ability. Religious and secular

instruction is supplied, habits of industry,

cleanliness, and order are enforced ; and
wliolesome food and sufficient clothing are

furnished.

Hast thou suffered at any time by vagabonds and
pilferers? Esteem and promote those useful charities

wliich remove such pests into prisons and ivork-

houses. Bp, Att€rbury.

Working (w^rk'ing), p. and a. 1. Engaged
in or devoted to bodily toil; as, the workb^g
classes.— 2. Laborious; industrious; diligent

in one's calling—3. Taking an active part
in a business; as, a working partner.

Working (werk'ing), 7i. 1. The act of labour-

ing. —2. Fermentation.—3. Movement; oper-

ation; as, the workings of fancy.

As she spoke, she read the -working's of her sister's

face, i-d. LyttOH.

i.pl. Portionof a mine or similarwork where
men are or have been txcavating material.

Woridng-'beam(w6rk'ing-bem), n. Inmach.
see under Bkam.
Working-class (w6rk'ing-klas), n. A col-

lective name for those who earn their bread
by manual labour, such as mechanics, la-

bourers, and others who work for daily or
weekly wages: generally used in the plural.

Working-day (w6rk'ing-da), n. l. Any day
on whitTi work is ordinarily performed, as
distinguished from Sundays and holidays.

Will you have me, lady?'—'No, my lord, unless I

might have another for luoiking-days : your grace is

too costly to wear every day.' Shak.

2. That part of the day devoted or allotted

to work or labour; the time each day in

which work is actually carried on ; as, the
workmen agitated for a ivorking-day of eight
hours.

Working-day ( w6rk'ing-da ), a. Relating
to days on which work is done : as opposed
to Sundays or holidays; everyday; plodding;
laborious. 'This working-day world.' Shak.
Working-drawing (wSrk'ing-dra-ing), n. A
drawing or plan, as of the whole or part of

a structure, machine, or the like, drawn to
a specified scale, and in such detail as to
form a guide for the construction of the ob-
ject represented.
Working-house (w^rk'iug-hous), n. A work-
sliop; a factory.

In the quick forge and working-house of thought.
Shak.

Working-man (w^rk'ing-man), n. A work-
man; anian who earns a living by day-labour.

Working-party (w6rk'ing-par-ti), n. Milit.

a party of soldiers told off to some piece of

work foreign to their ordinary duties.

Working - point (w6rk'ing-point), n. In
mach. that part of a machine at which the
effect required is produced.
Workleas (w6rk'les), a. 1. Without work

;

not working. —2, Without works; not car-
ried out or exemplified in works. 'Idle
workless faith.' Sir T. More.
Workman (wSrk'man), n. 1. Any man em-
ployed in work or labour, especially manual
laitour; a labourer; a toiler; a worker. The
term is frequently restricted to handicrafts-
men, as mechanics, artisans, &c., so as to
exclude unskilled labourers, farm hands,
&c.

The workman worthy is his hire. Chaucer.

2. By way of eminence, a skilful artificer or
operator.

Workmanlike (w^rk'man-lik), a. Like or
becoming a skilful workman; skilful; well
performed. Drayton.

Workmanly (w6rk'man-li), a. Skilful; well
performed; workmanlike.
Workmanly (werk'man-li), adv. In a skil-

ful manner; in a manner becoming a work-
man. Shak.
Workmanship (w6rk'man-ship), n. 1. The
art or skill of a workman; the execution
or manner of making anything; operative
skill.

Beauty is nature's brag, and must be shown . . .

Where most may wonder at the workmanship.
Milton.

If there were no metals, 'tis a mystery to me how
Tulialcain could ever have taught the work}Jtanship
and use of them. H'oodivard.

2. The result or objects produced by a work-
man, artificer, or operator. 'Skilled in

workmanship embossed.' Spenser.

What more reasonable than to think that if we be
God's workmanshiphs shall set this mark of himself
upon all reasonable creatures. Ttllotson.

Workmaster (w6rk'ma8-t6r), 71. The author,
producer, performer, or designer of a work,
especially of a great or important work ; a
person well skilled in work; a skilled work-
man or artificer.

Thy desire, which tends to know
The works of God, thereby to glorify

The great Jfork-master, leads to no excess.
Milton.

Work-people ( w6rk'pe-pl ), n. People en-

gaged in work or labour, particularly in

manual labour.

Workshop (wSrk'shop), n. A shop or build-

ing where a workman, a mechanic, or arti-

ficer, or a number of such individuals, carry
on their work ; a place where any work or
handicraft is carried on.

Supreme beauty is seldom found in cottages or

7i'orkshofis. Johnson.

Work-table (w6rk'ta-bl). n. A small table

containing drawers and other conveniences
for ladies, in respect of their needle-work.
Workwoman (w6rk'wu-i"an), 71. 1. A wo-
man wlio performs any work.—2. t A woman
skilled in needle-work. Spenser.

Workydayt (werk'i-da), ?i. [A corruption
of working day.] A day devoted to the
ordinary business of life; a working-day.

Holyd.iys, if hapty she were gone,
Like 7L<orkydays, I wish would soon be done. Gay.

WorlCT^dayt (w6rk'i-da), a. Working-day;
ploilding; ordinary; prosaic. 'Aworkyday
fortune.' Shak.
World (w6rld), 71. [A. Sax. iporld, worold,
weorold, O.Sax.werold, D.2vereld, Icel.verold,

Sw. verld, O. H. G. weralt, werolt, xcorolt,

Mod. G. welt. The word is clearly a com-
pound meaning lit. man-age, age of man,
hence generation, age, course of time, world.
Its elements are A. Sax. wer, a man (as in

wergild), and eld, yld, age, akin to old;
Icel. verr, a man. and old, age. Wer is cog-

nate witli L. vir, a man, whence virile,

virtue. In the phrase 'world without end,'

the old sense of time is still retained. In
like manner 'the age' means the world or
people of the present day.] 1. The whole
system of created things ; all created exis-

tences; the whole creation; the universe.

iCortd is the great collective idea of all bodies
whatever. Locke.

2. Any celestial orb or planetary body, espe-
cially considered as peopled, and as the scene
of interests kindred to tliose of mankind.
'The lucid interspace of tvorld and world.'

Tennyson.
But thou shalt flourish in immortal youth.
Unhurt amidst the wars of elements.
The wreck of matter and the crash oiivorlds.

A ddison.

3. The earth and all created things thereon;
the terraqueous globe.

So he the world
Built on circumfluous waters calm. Milton.

Ferdinand Magellans was the first that encom-
passed the whole world. Heylin.

4. That part of the globe generally known;
a large portion or division of the globe; as,

the Old World ( = the eastern hemisphere);
the New H'oWd( = the western hemisphere);
the Roman world— h. The earth considered
as the scene of man's present existence, or
the sphere of human action; the present
state of existence.

All the worlds a stage. Shak.

This world is all a fleeting show.
For man's illusion given. Moore.

6. Any state or sphere of existence; any
wide scene of life or action; as, a future
world; the world to come. 'A creature
moving about in worlds not realized.' Words-
worth.

He tried each art, reproved each dull delay,

Allured to better worlds and led the way.
Goldstnith.

Each matin bell, the Baron saith.

Knells us back to a world of death. Coleridge.

7. The inhabitants of this world in general;
the human race; humanity; mankind.

One touch of nature makes the whole world l^in.

Shak.
The world is ashamed of being virtuous. Sterne.

Ye think the rustic cackle of your bourg
The murmur of the world. Tennyson.

8. The public; society; people generally;
the people among whom one lives.

For still the world prevailed, and its dread laugh
Which scarce the firm philosopher can scorn.

Thomson.
I have not loved the world, nor the world me.

Byron.
9. A certain section, portion, or class of men
considered as a separate or independent
whole; a number or body of people united
by a common faith, cause, aim, object,
pursuit, or the like; as, the religious world;
the Christian world; the heathen world; the
political, literary, orscientific ivorld. 'More
ambitious to figure in the beau-monde than
in the world of letters.' W. Irving.

There is a constant demand in the fashionable
world for novelty. //'. Irving.

10. Pulilic or social life; life in society; in-

tercourse with one's fellows.

Hence banished, is banished from the world. Shak.

Hiippy is she that from the ifor/rf retires. Jf'aller.

Thus let me live unseen, unknown.
Thus unlamented let me die.

Steal from the world, and not a stone
Tell where 1 lie. Pope.

11. That which pertains to the earth or to

this present state of existence merely; secu-

lar affairs or interests; the concerns of this

life, as opposed to those of the future life.

Love not the world, neither the things that are in

the world. If any n.an love the world the love of

the Father is not in him. 1 Jn. ii. 15.

The world is too much with us ; late and soon.
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers.

H 'ordsworth,

12. That part of mankind wholly devoted to
the affairs of this life; the people exclu-
sively interested in seculAr affairs; those
concerned merely for the interests and plea-

sures of the present state of existence; the
nnregenerate or ungodly part of humanity.

I pray not for the world, but for them which thou
hast given me. Jn. xvii. 9.

13. The ways and manners of men; the prac-

tices of life; the habits, customs, and usages
of society; social life in its various aspects.

'Tis not good that children should know any
wickedness; old folks, you know, have discretion, as
they say, and know the world. Shak.

The girl might pass if we could get her
To know the world & little belter.

To know the world! a modern phrase
For visits, ombre, bails, and plays. Stvi/l.

He had seen the world, and mingled with society,

yet retained the strong eccentricities of a man who
had lived much alone. If. Irving.

14. A course of life; a career.

Persons of conscience will be afraid to begin the
world unjustly. Richardson.

15. The current of events, especially as

affecting the individual; circumstances or

affairs, particularly those closely relating to

one's self. 'Howgoesthe woWd with thee?'

'How the world is changed witli you.' Shak.

16. Any system of more or less complexity
or development, characterized by harmony,
order, or completeness; anything forming
an organic whole; a microcosm.

Man is one world, and hath
Another to attend him. G. Herbert.

Books, dreams are each a world; and books, we
know.

Are a substantial world both pure and good.
il'ordsTi'orth.

17. Sphere; domain ; province ; region ; realm,

as, the world of dreams; the world of art.

Will one beam be less intense

When thy peculiar difl"ercnce

Is cancelled in the world of sensel Tennyson.

18. Emblem of immensity or greatness; a

great multitude or quantity; a great degree

or measure. 'A world ol vile faults.' "A
world of torments.' 'A world of company.'
'His youthful hose ... a world too wide

for his shrunk shanks.' Shak.

It cost me a world of woe. Tennyson.

19. XTsed in emphatic phrases expressing

wonder, astonishment, surprise. &c. ; as,

what in the world am I to do? how in all

the world did you get there?— WoWd ?ri7A-

out end, to all eternity; eternally; unceas-

ingly.
This man . . . thinks by talking worM wttMout

end, to make good his integrity. MiiUm.

—All the icorld. the whole world, the sum
of what the world contains: the representa-

tive or equivalent of all worldly possessions;

Fate, far, fat, fftU; mS, met, h6r; pine, pin; n6te, not, mttve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound: jv Sc. abune; y. Sc. fey.
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as, she is all the world to me; to gain the

whole world. — For all the world, exactly

;

precisely; entirely.

—The world's end, the remotest part of the
earth; the most distant regions.

—

All the

world and his ici/e, everybody; sometimes,
everybody worth speaking about.

Madam, who were the company?—Why, there was
a// the world and his -wife. S-wift.

All the -world and his -wife and daughter leave
cards. Dickens.

—To go to the world, an old phrase signify-

ing to get married.

Thus^ivj- every one to the world, but I— I may sit

in a comer and cry, heieh-ho, for a husband.
Shak.

Hence the expression womAin of the world
(^married woman), used by Audrey in As
You Like It.

I hope it is no dishonest desire to desire to be a
w^man of the n-orld. Shak.

World-hardened fw6rM'hard-nd). a. Hard-
ened liy the love of worldly things.

Worldliness (w^rld'li-nes), 71. The state of
being worldly, or of being adilicted to tem-
poral gain, advantage, or enjoyment; an
unduly strong passion or craving for the
good things of this life to the exclusion of a
desire for the better things of the life to
come. Jer. Taylor.
WorldUng(w6rld'ling), ;i. \World, and term.
-/i;i^.] One who is devoted exclusively to
the affairs and interests of this life; one
whose whole mind is bent on gaining tem-
poral possessions, advantages, or enjoy-
ments ; one whose thoughts are entirely
taken up with the interests or concerns of
the present existence.

God of the world and worldlings I me call.

Great Mammon, greatest god below the sky.
Spenser.

The covetous -worldling, in his anxious mind.
Thinks only on the wealth he left behind. Dryden.

Worldly (w^rldli). a. 1. Relating or be-
longing to the world, or to the present state
of existence; temporal; secular; human.
' Worldly chances and mishaps. ' Shak.

Fear no more the heat o" the sun
Nor the furious winter's rages;

Thou thy 7vorldly task hast done. Shak.
With ail my worldly goods I thee endow.

Common Prayer.

2. Devoted to, interested in, or connected
with this present life, and its cares, advan-
tages, or pleasures, to the exclusion of those
of a future life; desirous of temporal bene-
fltor enjoyment merely; earthly, as opposed
to heavenly or spiritual ; carnal ; sordid

;

vile ; as, worldly lusts, cares, affections,

pleasnres, &c. ; worldly men. * To live secure,
wjorWiy, and dissolute.' Milton. 'Interest,
pride, worldly honour.' Dryden.
When we have called off our thoughts from worldly

pursuits and engagements, then, and not till then,
are we at hberty to fix them on the best, the most
deserving and desirable of objects, God. Atterbury.

Worldly (w^rldTi), adv. In a worldly man-
ner; with relation to this life.

Subverting worldly strong and worldly wise
By simply meek. Milton.

Be wisely worldly, be not worldly wise. Quarles.

Worldly-minded (w6rld1l-mind-ed),rt. De-
voted to the atquisition of property and to
temp<^»ral enjoyments.
Worldly -mlndedness ( wSrld'li-minded-
nes), n. The state or quality of being
worldly; a predominating love and pursuit
of this world's goods, to the exclusion of
piety and attention to spiritual concerns.
Bp- Sanderson.
World-sharert (w6rld'8har-6r), n. A sharer
of the earth.

World-wearied (w6rld'w6-rid), a. Ti red of
the world.

World-wide (wi-rld'wld), a. Wide as the
world; extending over or pervading all the
world; widely spread; as, world-wide fame.
Worm (werm), n. [A. Sax. wyrm, a worm,
or very commonly a serpent, a dragon, or
similar monster; D. wonn, G. wurm, Goth.
vaunng, Icel. ormr, Dan and Sw. arm (with
usual Io»8 of initial v); cog. L. vennijf, a
worm (whence vermicular and vermin);
Lith. kirmitiiJt. Ir, cruimh, Skr. krimi, a
worm (the last word being the ultimate
origin of criintson, carmine). The word has
lost an initial guttural, and is referred to a
root kar, to move, seen also in L. cttrro, to
run] 1. A term loosely applied to many
small longish creeping animal.'^, entirely
wanting feet or having but very short ones,
including such various forms as the earth-
worm, the lan'ffi or grubs of certain insects,

as caterpillars, maggots, &c. ; intestinal pa-
rasites, as the tape-worm, thread-worm, Ac.

;

certain lacertilians, as the blind-worm, &c.

2.t A serpent; a snake.
Flast thou the pretty worm of Nilus there.

That kills and pains not! Shak.

O Eve, in evil hour didst thou give ear
To th.it false worm. Milton.

3. pi. A term applied formerly by English
zoologists as equivalent to the Linmean
class of animals Vermes. See Vermes.—
4. pi. A name specifically applied to the
Entozoa, or that division of parasitic ani-

mals which exist chiefly in the intestines,

but sometimes in the tissues of the organs
of other animals; also to the disease due
to the presence of such parasites. — 5. Fig.

something that slowly and silently eats or
works its way internally to the destruction
or pain of the object affected; as, (a) em-
blematic of corruption, decay, or death.

Thus chides she Death.
' Grim-grinning ghost, earth's wortn what dost thou

mean.
To stifle beauty and to steal his breath!" Shak.

My days are in the yellow leaf.

The flowers and fruits of love are gone.
The worm, the canker, and the grief,

Are mine alone. Byron.

(6) Emblematic of the gnawing torments of

conscience; remorse.
The worm of conscience still begnaw thy soul.

Shak.
6. An epithet of scorn, disgust, contempt,
sometimes of contemptuous pity; a poor,
grovelling, despised, debased creature; also,

a person who silently, slowly, and persist-

ently works or studies; as, a book-wor»i.
Vile worm, thou wast o'erlooked even in thy birth.

Shak.
7. Anything resembling a worm in appear-
ance, especially when in motion; anything
vermicular or spiral; as, (a) the spiral of a
cork-screw. (6) The thread on the shaft or
core of a screw, (c) An instrument consist-
ing of two branches of iron or steel twisted
in reverse directions and attached to a staff:

used for extmcting the cartridge from a
cannon when it is not desired to explode
the charge, (d) A spiral wire on the end of
a ramrod for withdrawing a charge from
a musket, Ac. (c) The spiral pipe in a stiU
or condenser placed in a vessel of cold
water, and through which the vapour is

conducted to cool and condense it. See
Stiil. (/) A small vermicular ligament
under the tongue of a dog. This ligament
is frequently cut out when the animal is

young, for the purpose of checking a dis-

position to gnaw at everj-thinc. The oper-
ation was formerly supposed to prevent
rabies or madness.

There is one easy artifice

That seldom has been known to miss;
To snarl at all things right or wrong.
Like a mad dog that has a worm ia'% tongue.

S. Butler.

Worm (w6rm), v.i. 1. To advance by wrig-
gling; as, he worms along. In this sense
used with a reflexive pronoun to signify a
slow, insi<1ious, insinuating progress; as, he
wontied himself into favour. — 2. To work
slowly, gradually, and secretly.

When debates and fretting jealousy
Did worm and work within you more and more.
Your colour faded. Herbert.

Worm (w^rm), vt. 1. To effect by slow and
stealthy means ; specifically, to extract, re-

move, expel, and the like, by underhand
means continued perseveringly : generally
with out oT/rom.

They find themselves wor^ned out of all power.
Swi/i.

Who've loosed a guinea from a miser's chest.
And worm'd his &ectct/rom a traitor's breast.

CraiAe.

2. To cut the vermicular ligament, called a
worm, from under the tongue of.

The men repaired her ladyship's cracked china,
and assisted the laird in his sporting parties, wormed
his dogs, ctnd cut the ears oi hts terner puppies.

Sir IK Scott.

3. To remove the charge, Ac, from, as a
gun, by means of a worm. See Worm, n. 7,

(c), (d).— 4. A'atei.towind rope, yarn.orother
material, spirally round,between the strands
of, as of a cable; or to wind with spun yam,
as a smaller rope; an operation performed
for the purpose of rendering the surface
smooth for parcelling and serving.

Worm (w6rm), a. Pertaining or relating to
worms; produced by worms; as, wonn fever.

Worm-biark (werm'bark), n. Same as Suri-
nam Bark.
Worm-cast (w^rm'kast). n. A small in-

testine-shaped mass of eaith voided often
on tlie surface of the ground by the earth-
worm after all the digestible matter has been

extracted from it. ' As hollow as this worm-
cast under my feet.' Mrs. Craik.

Worm-eat(w6rm'et), v. t. To gnaw or perfor-
ate, as is done by worms ; hence, to impair
by a slow, insidious process.

Leave off these vanities which ivortn-eat your brain.
yar^is.

Worm-eaten. (w6rm'et-n), a. 1. Gnawed by
worms; having a number of internal cavities
made by worms ; as, worm-eaten boards,
planks, or timber. 'Concave as a covered
^ohlei or ?t worm -eaten nwi.' Shak. Hence—
2. Old: worn-out; worthless. lialeigh.

Worm-eatemies8(w6rm'et n-nes), n. State
of being worm-eaten; rottenness.

Wormed (w^rmd), a. Bored or penetrated
by worms; injured by worms.
Worm-fence (w6rm'fens), n. A zigzag fence
made by placing the ends of the rails upon
each other: sometimes called a Stake Fence.
Worm-fever (w6rm'fe-v6r), n. A popular
name for infantile remittent fever.

Worm-gear (w6rm'ger), n. In mach. a com-
bination consisting of a shaft fitted witli an
endless screw which works into a spirally
toothed wheel. See under Endless.
Worm -grass, Worm-seed (werm'gras,
w^rm'sed), n. Names given to plants of the
genus Spigelia. See SpigeLIA.
Worm-hole (w^rm'hol), n. A hole made by
the gnawing of a worm. ' To fill with worm-
holes stately monuments.' Shak.
Worming (wtTm'ing), n. Saitt j-arn or
other material wound spirally round ropes
between the strands.

Worm-like (w^rm'lik), a. Resembling a
worm; spiral; vermicular.

Wormling (w^rm'ling), n. Lit. a little

worm; hence, a weak, mean creature.

O dusty wormlittg I dar'st thou strive and stand
With Heaven's high Monarch! Chaftnan.

Worm-oil (w^rm'oil), n. An oil obtained
from the seeds of Chenopoditim anthelmin-
ticum. It is a powerful anthelmintic.
Worm-powder (w6rm'pou-d6r), n. A
powder used for expelling worms from the
intestinal canal or other open cavities of the
body.
Worm-seed (w^rm'sed), n. 1. A seed which
has the property of expelling worms from
the intestinal tube or other open cavities of
the body. It is brought from the Levant,
and is the produce of a species of Arte-
misia (A. santonica), which is a native of
Tartaryand Persia. See Santonin.— 2. The
seed of Erysimum cheiranthoides or treacle-
mustard.—3. A plant of the genus Spigelia.
See Spigelia.
Worm-shaped (w^rm'shapt), a. In bot.

same as iV/>/i I'cM/ar (which see).

Worm-shell (w^rm'shel), n. Tlie species of
the genus Vemietus: so called from their
long twisted shape.

Worm-tea (wSrm'te), n. A decoction of
some plant, generally a bitter plant, used as
an anthelmintic.

Wormul (woi-'mul), n. [Probably a corrup-
tion of worm-ill.] A sore or tumour on the
back of cattle caused by the larva of an in-

sect which punctures the skin and deposits
its eggs; a warble. Called also Wornal,
Womil.
Worm-wheel (wfrm'whel), n. A wheel
which gea'-s with an endless or tangent screw
or worm, receiving or imparting motion.
By this means a powerful effect with a
diminished rate of motion is communicated
from one revolving shaft to another. See
under ErDLEHS and Tangent, a.

Wormwood (werm'wud), n. [Apparently
a compound of icorm and
wood, but really a cor-
ruption of an older name
having no connection
with tcorm or wood. The
older name was werm^ie,
weremod, A.Sax. werm6d,
which is the same word
as D. wermoet, O. L G. \cer-

muode,weremede,O.E..Q.
werimuota, wennuota,
wonnota, Mod. G. wer-
muth. 'The compound
ivermdd unquestionably
means ware - mood or
mind - preserver, and
points back to some pri-

mitive belief as to the
curative properties of the
plant in mental affec-

tions.' SA"tfa(. (See Wart,
MuOP.) The alteration of the word to irorm-
wood was no doubt facilitated by the fact
that the plant was used as a remedy for

Wormwood {Artemi-
sia Absinthium}.

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. loch; g, 170; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, (Aen; th, thin: w, icig; wh, trAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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worms in the intestines.] 1. The common
name of several phints of the genus Arte-
misia. Common \\ormwood(A . Absinthmm),
a well-known plant, is celebrated for its

intensely bitter, tonic, and stimulating
qualities, which have caused it to be an in-

gredient in various medicinal preparations,
and even in the preparation of liqueurs. It

is also useful in destroying worms in chil-

dren.—2. An emblem of bitterness.

Weed this zoormwood irom your fruitful brain.
Shak.

His presence and his communications were gall

and 7vorm-wood to his once partial mistress.
Sir IK Scott.

Wormy (w6rm'i), n. 1. Containing a worm;
abounding with worms. ' Their ivormy beds.'
ShaJc.—2. Earthy; grovelling. 'Sordid and
wormy affections.' Bp. Reynolds.—3. As-
sociated with worms or the grave; gravelike;
gloomy. ' A weary wormy darkness.' E.
li. Browning.
Worn (worn), pp. of wear; as, a garment
long worn.
Womal, Womil (wor'nal, wor'nil), n. See
WORMUL.
Worn-out (worn'out), a. 1. Quite consumed;
destroyed or much injured by wear; as, a
worn-out garment.—2. Wearied; exhausted
as with toil.

The 7vorn'Out clerk
Brow-beats his desk below. Tennyson.

3. t Past
;
gone. ' This pattern of the wor/i-

ou( age.' Shak.
Worriecow (wu'ri-kou), n. [Worrie, to
worry, or warrie, to curse, and cow, a hobgob-
lin, from Icel. kiiga, to frighten.] [Scotch.]
1. A hobgoblin; the devil. Sir IV. Scott—
2. Any frightful object ; an ugly awkward
looking person; a fright; a bugbear; a scare-
crow. Sir W. Scott.

Worrier (wu'ri-6r), n. One that worries or
harasses. ' The loorriers of souls.' Dr.
Spencer.
Worriment (wu'ri-ment), n. Trouble;
anxiety; worry. Goodrich.
Worrisome (wu'ri-sum), a. Causing worry
or annoyance; troublesome.
Cnme in at once with that worrisotne cough of yours,

R. D. Blackmore.

Worrit (wur'it), v.t. To worry; to harass;
to annoy; to vex. [Colloq. or slang.]

I'm worrited to that degree that I'm almost offmy
head. Dickeits.

Worrit (wui-'it), n. Worry; annoyance; vexa-
tion. * Wear me away with fret, and fright,
and tcom(.* Dickens. [Colloq. or slang.]

Worry (wu'ri), v.t. pret. & pp. worried; ppr.
worrying. [O.E. wirie, wurie, tvorowe, &c.,
from A. Sax. iiryrgan, seen in d-wyrgan, to
choke or strangle, injure, violate; D. ivorgen,
vmrgen, to strangle; G. wilrgen, O.H.O,
wurgaii, to strangle, to suffocate

; perhaps
from same root as wring, wroiig, these beiug
nasalized forms. The meaning may have
been partly influenced by O.E. woren, to
fatigue, allied to weary.] 1. To seize by the
throat with the teeth; to tear with the teeth,
as dogs when fighting; to injure badly or
kill by repeated biting, tearing, shaking, and
the like, as a dog worries a sheep; a terrier
worries a rat.

A hell-hound that d^th hunt us all to death;
That dog that hath his teeth before his eyes
To worry lambs, and Jap their gentle bJood.

Shak.
2. To tease; to trouble; to harass with im-
portunity or with care and anxiety; to
plague; to bother; to vex; to persecute.

Let them rail
And then worry one another at their pleasure.

Ro-we-
IVorry him out till he gives his consent. Swift.

It's your lean, hungry men who are continually
worrying society, and setting the whole community
by the ears. ly. Irving.

3. To fatigue; to harass with labour
Worry (wu'ri), v.i. l. To be engaired in tear-
ing and mangling with the teeth; to fight
as dogs. — 2. To be unduly careful and
anxious; to be in solicitude, disquietude, or
pain; to be troubled; to fret; as, the child
worrws. -3. To be suffocated by something
stoppmg the windpipe; to choke. [Scotch.]
Ye have fasted lang and -worried on a midge.

-_ , , ., Ramsay.
Worry (wu'n), n. l. The act of worrying or
manghng with the teeth; the act of killing
by biting.

*

They will open on the scent . . . and join in theworry as eagerly as the youngest hound.
-

,
Lawrence.

A. I'erplexity; trouble; harassing turmoil;
as, the worry of business: the worry of poli-
tics. 'The cares and worries ot life'.' Lever
tCoUoq.]

Wornrlng (wu'ri-ing), p. and a. Teasing;
troubling; harassing; fatiguing; as, a worry-
ing day.

Worryingly fwu'riing-li), adv. In a worry-
ing manner; teasingly; harassingly.
Worse (wers), a. [O.E. werse, worse, adj.,
wers, wors, adv.; A. Sax. wyrsa, adj., wyrs,
adv.; O. Sax. wirso, O. Fris. wirra, werra
(with assimilation of the «); Icel. verr, verri,
Dan. vcetre, Goth, vairs, adv., vairsiza, adj.
The root is supposed to be the same as that
of war. (See War.) Worse and its superla-
tive woi-at are used as the comparative and
superlative of the adjectives (7^ and bad,
wiiich have themselves no comparatives and
superlatives; radically of course they liave
no connection with ill or bad.] 1. Bad or ill

in a greater degree; more bad or evil; more
depraved and corrupt; having good qualities
in a less degree ; less perfect; less good; of
less value; inferior: applied to moral, phy-
sical, or acquired qualities.

Evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse.
2 Tim. iii. 13.

What were the lips the worse for one poor kissT
Sftak.

They that do change old love for new
Pray gods they change for worse. Pecie.

Though his tongue
Dropp'd manna, and could make the worse appear
The better reason. Milton.

2. More unwell; more sick; in poorer health.
She . . . was nothing bettered, but rather grew

worse. Mark v. 26.

3. In a less favourable situation ; more ill

off.

Why, they were no worse
Than now they are. Shak.
What gave rise to no little surprise.

Nobody seemed one penny the worse.
R. H. Barham.

Used substantively, often with the: (a)
not the advantage; loss; defeat; disadvan-
tage.

And Judah was put to the ivorst before Israel ; and
they fled every man to their tents. 2 Kings xiv. 12.

(&) Something less good or desirable.

Thus bad begins and worse remains behind.
Shak.

Never so rich a gem
Was set in worse than gold. Shak.

A man . . . always thinks the 7W£jr« of a woman
who forgives him for making an attempt on her virtue.

Richardson.
Worse (w6rs), arfy. 1. In a manner more evil
or bad.
We will deal worse with thee than with them.

Gen. xix. 9,
He is deformed, crooked, old, and sere.
Ill-faced, worse bodied, shapeless everywhere.

Shak.
2. In a smaller or lower degree; less.

Thou Shalt serve me : if I hke thee no worse after
dinner. Shak.

3. In a greater manner or degree : with a
notion of evil.

That honourable grief lodged here which bums
IVorse than tears drown. Shak,

Worset (w6rs), V.t. To worst; to put to dis-
advantage; to discomfit.

Weapons more violent, when next we meet.
May serve to better us and worse our foes.

Maton.
Worsen (wOrs n), v.t. 1. To make or render
worse.

It worsens and slugs the most learned, Milton.

2. To obtain advantage of. Souihey. [Rare.]
Worsen (w6rs'n), v.i. To grow worse; to
deteriorate. [Rare.]

There grew up a speculation, which was hardly a
belief, but which put aside a mass of fables and in
many points approximated to the truth, concerning
the nature of God. But as a living creed it worsened:
and as an instrument for the government of conduct
it more and more lost its power. Gladstone.

Worsening (w6rs'n-ing), n. The act or state
of growing worse.
The ten or twelve years since the parting had been

time enough for much worsening. George Eliot.

Worser (w^rs'SH, a. and adv. An old and
redundant comparative of worse, probably
as a sort of antithesis to, and on type of
better; as, *he knew the better, chose the
worser part.' It has, moreover, the analogy
of lesser to sanction its use. It is not now
much used in literature except in poetry or
in rhetorical or affectedly quaint writing.
It still holds a place in the vulgar speech.

1 cannot hate thee worser than I do. Shak.
Thou'rt worser than a hog. y. Baillie.

Civil war . . . waged by foreign consperatinn, is a
worser form of civil war. Brougham.
The experience of man's worser nature, which in-

tercourse with ill-chosen associates, &c. Hallam.

Worship (wSr'ship), n. [Worth, and term.
-ship; A. Sax. weorthsoipe, honour; conip.
L. dignitas. See Woeth, and extract from

Trench under v.t 2] 1. The state or quality
of being worthy; excellence of character;
dignity; worth; worthiness.

Elfin bom of noble state
And muckle worship in his native land. Spenser.

Till I have set a glory to this hand
By giviug it the worship of revenge. Shak.
It will be to your worship, as my knight.
And mine, as head of all our Table Round.

Tennyson.
2. A title of honour used in addresses to
certain magistrates and others of rauk or
station: sometimes used ironically.

He desired their worships (' the common herd') to
think it was his infirmity. Shak.
My father desires your worship's company, Shak.
Against your worship when had Sherlock writt
Or Page pour'd forth the torrent of his wit Pope.

3. The act of performing devotional acts in
honour of ; especially, the act of paying
divine honours to the Supreme Being; or
the reverence and homage paid to him in
religious exercises, consisting in adoration,
confession, prayer, thanksgiving, and the
like.

The worship of God is an eminent part of religion.

Tillotson.

4. Reverence; honour; respect; civil defer-
ence.
Then shalt thou have worship in the presence of

them that sit at meat with thee. Luke xiv. 10.

Kings are like stars—they rise and set—they have
The uorship of tlie world, but no repose. Shelley.

5. Obsequious or submissive respect ; un-
bounded admiration; loving or adniiring
devotion.

'Tis not your inky brows, your black silk hair.
Your bugle eyebrows, nor your cheek of cream.
That can entame my spirits to your worship.

Shak.
Loyalty, di.sciplineship, all that was ever meant by

hctO'iL'Orship, lives perennially in the human bosom.
Carlyle.

Worship (wei-'ship), v.t. pret. & pp. wor-
shipped; ppr. tcorshipping. 1. To adore; to
pay divine honours to; to reverence with
supreme respect and veneration; to perform
religious service to.

Thou shalt worship no other God. Ex. xxxiv. 14.

, Adore and worship God supreme. Milton.

They have left unstained what there they found.
Freedom to worship God. Hetnans.

3. To pay honours to; to honour; to dignify;
to treat with reverence or respect. * Xot
worshipped with a waxen epitaph.' Sh<\k.

These have sworn
To fight my wars, and worship me their king.

Tennyson.
A phrase in one of our occasional Services has

sometimes offended those who are unacquainted with
the early uses of English words. ... I refer to the
words incur Marriage Service "with my body I thee
worship.' But 'worship' or ' worthship' meant
'honour" in our early English, and 'to worship' to
honour, this meaning of worshipiX'^ very harmlessly
surviving in the title of ' your worship,' addressed
to the magistrate on the bench. So httle was it re-
stricted of old to the honour which man is bound to
pay to God, that it was employed by Wiclif to ex-
press the honour which God will render to his faith-
ful sen-ants and friends. Thus, our Lord's declar-
ation, If any man serve me, him will my Father
honour; in Wiclifs translation reads thus. ' If any
man serve me. my Father shall worship him.'

Trench.
3. To love or admire inordinately; to devote
one's self to ; to act towards or treat as if

divine; to idolize; as, to worship wealth or
power.

With bended knees I daily worship her, Carew.
Crown thyself, worm, and worship thine own lusts.

Tennysopi.

Stn. To adore, revere, reverence, venerate,
honour, idolize.

WorsMp (wer'ship), o.i. To perform acta
of adoration; to perform religious service.

Our fathers worshipped in this mountain.
John iv, 20.

Worslllpabillty(wer'ship-a-biri-ti), n. The
state of being worthy of being worshipped;
the capaV)iIity of being worshipped. Cole-
ridge. [Rare.]

WorsMpable (w^r'ship-a-bl). a. Capable of
nr worthy of being worshipped. Coleridge.
Worshiper. See Worshipper.
Worsliipful (w6r'ship-fui), a. 1. Claiming
respect; worthy of honour from its chai'ac-
ter or dignity; honourable.

This is worshipful society. Shak.

2. A term of respect specially applied to

magistrates and corporate bodies; some-
times a term of ironical respect.

Worshipfully (w^r'ship-fiU-li), adv. In a
worshipful manner; respectfully; honour-
ably. * See that she be buried xcorship/xdly.'

Tennyson.
Worsilipfulness (w6r'ship-ful-nes), n. The
state or ciuality of being worshipful.

Worshipper (wfer'ship-^r). 71. One who wor-
ships; one who pays divine honours to any

Fate, fftr, fat. fs^ll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tfibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc abtme; y, Sc. ley.
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being; one who adores. * Outlast thy Deity?
Deity? nay, thy worshippers' Tennyson,
Spelled also Worshiper.
Worst (wirst), a. [Super], of uorse (which
seeV ] Bad in the highest degree, whether
in a moral or physical sense ; as, the worst
sinner ; the xcorst disease ; the worst evil
that can befall a state or an indiridual.

Speak to me as to thy thinkings.
As thou dost ruminate; and^ve tliyTftvj/oftnoughts
The Tvorit of words. Shak.

Corrupted freemen are the -worst of slaves.

Garrick.
Worst (wtrst), ;i. That which is most evil
or bad ; the most evil, severe, aggravated,
or calamitous state or condition : usually
with the.

He is always sure of 6nding diversion when the
it'orst comes to the -worst, Addison.

—At the worst, in the most evil state or at
the greatest disadvantage. * Thou hast me
€U the icorst,' Shak,
Things at the -worst will cease, or else climb upward
To what they were before. Shak,
—To put to the worst, to inflict defeat on

;

to overthrow.
Who ever knew Truth //^ to the -worst in free and

open encounter! Milton,

Worst (wirst), adv. Most or least, accord-
ing to the sense of the verb ' When thou
didst hate him worst.' Shak 'The gods
-io Mke this iiforst.' Shak.
Worst (w«rst), v,t. To get the advantage
over in contest; to defeat; to overthrow.

The ^-ictorious Philistines were worsted by the
captivated ark, which foraged their country more
than a conquering army. South,

Worst (w6rst), V, i. To grow worse ; to de-
teriorate; to worsen. [Rare.]
Anne haggard. Mary coarse, every face in the

neighbourhood -worstifts, , . . had long been a dis-
tress to him. Miss Austen,

Worsted (WHs'ted), n. [From Wcn-stei, in
Norfolk, where it was first manufactured.]
A variety of woollen yam or thread, spun
from long -staple wool which has been
combed, and which in the spinning is twis-
ted harder than ordinary. It is knit or
woven into stockings, carpets, &c.

But he was like a maister or a pope.
Of double -worstede was his semi-cope. Chaucer,

Worsted ( »Tis'ted),o. Consisting of worsted

;

made of worsted yam ; as, worsted stock-
ings; worsteti work.
Wort (w4rt), n, [A. Sax. mirt, a wort, a
plant; G. wurz, Goth, vaurts, Icel. and Dan.
Mrt. This word is contained in orchard.
It is the last element in a number of com-
pound words, names of plants. ] 1. .4

plant; an herb: now used chietly or wholly
in compounds, as in mugicor(. liverwort,
spleenwfrt.—2. A plant of the cabljage kind.
' Planting of worts and onions.' Beau. 4e t'l.

Wort (Wert), n. [A. Sax. wyrt, wort, new
beer; Icel. virtr, wort, new beer; O.D. wort,
new fieer; G. wiirze, bier-wUrze, wort: what
relationship (if any) it has to the preceding
word is not very clear.] New beer unfer-
mented or in the act of fermentation; the
sweet infusion of malt or grain
Worth (wSrth), r.i. [A. Sax. weorthan. to
be or to become; pret. wearth, pi. mtirdon;
IceL vertha, Dan. vorde, D. warden, O. w«r-
den, Goth, vairthan; same root as in L.
eerto, to turn, whence E. verse (which see).)
To be; to become; to betide.

My joye is turned into strife.
That sober shall I never worthe. Gtmier,

This verb is now used only in the phrases
woe worth the day, woe worth the man, &c.,
in which the verb is in the imperative mood,
and the n<jun in the dative, the phrase be-
ing equivalent to woe be to the day, Ac.
Worth (w6rth), n. [A. Sax. weortk, wurth,
price, value, honour, dignity, or as an adj.
honourable ; so in the other Teutonic lan-
guages the forms of the noun and adjective
are either the same or but little illtfcrent;
perhaps from root of A. Sax. weoi tha n, Goth.
vairthan, to be, to become.) 1. That quality
of a thing which renders it valuable: value;
hence, value as expressed in a standard, as
money; price; rate; as, the toorfA of a day's
labour may lie estimated in money or in
goods; the worth of labour is settled between
the hirer ami the hired; the worth of com-
modities is usually the price they will bring
in market; but price is not always worth.
'A crown's worth of good Interpretation.'
Shak.—2. That which one is worth; posses-
sions; substance; wealth; riches.

He that helps him take all my outward v/orth
Sha*,

3. Value in respect of mental or moral qua-
lities: desert; merit; excellence; virtue; as,

a man or magistrate of great worth, or of
no great worth.

And in a word, for far behind his -worth
Comes all the praises that I now bestow.
He is complete in feature and in mind.
With all good grace to grace a gentleman. Shak,

4. Importance ; valuable qualities; worthi-
ness; excellence; applied to things; as, these
things have since lost their worth.
Thy youth's proud livery, so gazed on now,
Will be a tatter'd weed, 'of small -worth held. Shak.

Syn. Value, excellence, desert, merit, price,
rate.

Worth (w«rth), a, 1. Equal in value to

;

equal in price to.

A score of good ewes may be -worth ten pounds.
SItak,

If your arguments produce no conviction, they are
-worth nothing to me. Eeattie.

Where, where was Roderick then I

One blast upon his bugle horn
Were -worth a thousand men. Sir W. Seott.

I strove with none, for none was -worth my strife.

Landor.
2. Deserving; in a good or bad sense; as,
the castle is worth defending. ' Me, wretch
more worth your vengeance.' Shak,
To reign is worth ambition, though in hell. Milton,

This is life indeed, life worth preserving. Addison,

3. Valuable; precious; estimable. 'To guard
a thing not ours nor worth to us.' Shak,—
4. Equal in possessions to; having estate to
the value of ; possessing ; as, a man icorth
£10,000.

To ennoble those
That, scarce, some two days since, were worth a

noble. Shak.
— Worthwhile, See under While.
WorthfiUt (wSrth'fHl), a. Full of worth;
worthy. Marstnn,
Worthily (wer'THi-li), adv. In a worthy
manner; as. (a) suitably; excellently.

Thou and thy meaner fellows your last service
Did worthily perform. Shak,

(b) Deservedly; justly; according to merit:
used both in a good and in a bad sense.

Had the gods done so. I had not now
IVorthily tenn^ them merciless to us. Shak.

You worthily succeed not only to the honours of
your ancestors, but also to their virtues. Dryden.

1 affirm that some may very worthily deserve to be
hated. Soieth.

Worthiness (wSr'THi-nes), n. 1. The state
or quality of being worthy or well-deserved;
desert; merit.

The prayers which our Saviour made were for his
own worthiness accepted. Hooker.

2. Excellence; dignity; virtue. 'His great
worthiness.' Shak.
Who is sure he hath a soul unless
It see and judge and follow worthiness I Donne.

Syn. Desert, merit, excellence, dignity, vir-
tue, meritoriousness.
Worthless (wfrth'les), a. 1. Having no
value; as. a worthless garment; a worthless
ship. ' A worthlesshoat,' Shak, 'ilytcorth-
less gifts.' Shak,
'Tis but a worthless world to win or lose. Byron.

2, Having no value of character or no virtue;
having no dignity or excellence; mean; con-
temptible; as, Hioorthless man or woman; a
worthless magistrate. ' The daughter of a
worthless king.' Shak. 'Some worthless
slave.' Shak.—3. Futile; vain; idle.

Poor Clifford I how I scorn h'lsworthlesslhieats. Shak.

4. Unworthy; not deserving. 'A peevish
schoolboy, worthless of such honour.' Shak.
Worthlessly (wSrth'les-li), ado. In a worth-
less manner.
Worthlessness ( wSrth ' les - nes ), n. The
quality of being worthless: (re) want of
value; want of useful qualities; as. the
worthlessness of an old garment or of barren
land. (W Want of excellence or dignity; m,
the worthlessness of a person.
Worthy (wer'THi), o. [See Worth]
1. Having worth ; excellent ; deserving
praise; valuable; noble; estimable; vir-
tuous: applied to persons and things ' I
have done thee worthy service.' Shak.
• Endued with worthy qualities." Shak.
Happierlhoumay'&the.worthier canst notbe.Afilton.
This worthy mind should worthy things embrace.

^ J .. L
^"' y- Davies,

Cursed be the verse, how well soe'er it now.
That tends to make one worthy man my foe. Po^,

What is writ is writ;
Would it were worthier, Byron,

2, Deserving; snch as merits ; having equi-
valent qualities or value: in agood as well as
in a bad sense: often followed by of before
the thing deserved or compared, sometimes

by that, sometimes by an infinitive, and
sometimes by an accusative. ' Worthy of
thy sweet respect.' Shak, ' Worthy to be
whipped.' Shak, ' JTorMi/ the owner and
the owner it.' Shak. ' Not worthy of the
least of all the mercies.' Gen. xxxii, 10.

And you must love him ere to you
He will seem worthy o/yom love. Wordsworth,

3. Well deserved : in a good as well as in
a bad sense. ' Worthy vengeance.' Shak.
' Worthy praise.' Shak,—i. Well founded;
justifiable ; legitimate. ' Worthy cause I
have to fear. ' Shak, • Whose right is
worthiest!' Shak, —b. ¥it: suitable; con-
venient

; proper ; fitting ; having qualities
suited to : either in a good or bad sense.
' Worthy for an empress' love.' Shak,
'The lodging is well wortliy of the guest.'
Dryden. 'Foemen loorthy of their steel.'
Sir W, Scott, — Worthiest of blood, in law,
a phrase applied to males, as opposed to
females, in the succession to inheritances.
See also Xanistry.
Worthy (wcrtHi), n, 1. A person of eminent
worth; one distinguished for useful and es-
timable qualities; as, the worthies of the
church; political worthies; mihtary wor-
thies, — 2. A term applied humorously or
colloquially to a local celebrity; a character;
an eccentric ; as, a village worthy. —3. Any-
thing of worth or excellence. [Rare.]

In her fair cheek.
Where several worthies make one dignity. Sluik.

— The nine worthies. See under NINE
Worthy t (wei-'THi), v. t. To render worthy;
to exalt.

Put upon Mm such a deal of man,
That worthied htm. Shak,

W08t.t Knowest; wottest. Chaucer.
Wot t (wot), V. t. and i. .See Wit, v. t. and i
Would (wud), pret. of will. See Will.
Would-be (wud'be), o. Wishing to be;
vainly pretentliug to be; as, a would-be
philosopher. ' The would-be wits, and can't-
be gentlemen.' Byron. [Colloq.]
Would-he (wud'be;, n. A vain pretended-
one who affects to be something which he
really is not.

A man that would have foil'd at their own play
A dozen would-bes of the modem day. Cowper.

Wouldlngt (wud'ing), n. Emotion of de-
sire; propension; inclination; velleity.

It will be every man's interest ... to subdue
the exorbitancies of the flesh as well as to continue
the wouldings of the spirit. Hammond.

Woulfe's Apparatus (wiilfs ap-pa-ra'tus).
An apparatus consisting of a series of three-
necked bottles connected by suitable tubes,
used for washing gases or saturating liquids
therewith. Watts' Diet, of Chem.
Wound (wbnd ; wound, fonnerly universal,
is now old-fashioned), n. [A. Sax. wu)id, a
wound, a sore, a wounding; also, as an adjec-
tive, wounded, from wi;inan. to fight; D.
wontie, Icel. und, Dan. miiuie, G. wuniie,
a wound; also G. wund, Goth, vunds
wounded. See Win.] 1. A breach or rap-
ture of the skin and flesh of an animal
caused by violence; or, in surgical phrase,
a solution of continuity in any of the soft
parts of the body occasioned by external
violence, and attended with a greater or less
amount of bleeding. Wounds have been
classified as follows: (a) Cuts, incisions, or
idcuffdiootindswhich are produced by sharp-
edged instruments, (d) Stabs or punctured
wounds made by the thrusts of pointed
weapons, (c) Contused wounds, produced by
the violent application of hard, blunt, ob-
tuse bodies to the soft parts, (d) Lacer-
ated wounds, in which there is tearing or
laceration, as by some rough instrument
(e) All those common injuries called yufi^Aot
wounds, (f) Poisoiu:dwouiuls, those compli-
cated with the introduction of some poison
or venom into the part.

He jests at scars that never felt a wound. Shak.
The captain will assay an old conclusion.
Often approved, that at the murderer's sight
The blood revives again and boils afresh,
And every wound has a condemning voice
To cry out guilty "gainst the murderer. Chapman.
The wounds of a murdered person were supposed

to bleed afresh at the approach or touch of the mur-
<i"er. Nares.

2. A breach or hurt of the bark and wood of
a tree, or of the bark and substance of other
plants.— 3. Injury; hurt; pain; as, Awtmni,
given to credit or reputation : often specifi-
cally applied in literature to the pangs of
love.

Alas, poor shepherd ! searching of thy wound
I have by hard adventure found mine own. Shak.

ch, cAain; «h, 8c. lock; g, ^; J, job: ti, Fr. ton; ne.%ing: TR. tAen; th, tAin: w, icig; wh, uiAig; zb, azure. -See KEr.
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Wound (wbnd, formerly wound), v.t. I. To
hurt by violence; to cut, slash, or lacerate;

to injure; to damage; as, to woiuid the head
or the arm; to u'ouiid a tree.

He was Tvattnded (oT our transgressions. Is. liii. 5.

2. To hurt the feelings of; to pain.

When ye sin against the brethren, and -wound their

weak consciences, ye sin against Christ. 1 Cor, viii. 12.

Wound (wbnd, formerly wound), v.i. To in-

flict hurt or injury, in either a physical or
moral sense. 'Willing to wound and yet
afraid to strike.' Pope.

From the hoop's bewitching round
Her very shoe has power to iveund. Moore.

Wound (wound), pret. and pp. of wind.

Woundable (wuud'a-bl), a. Capable of

being wounded ; liable to injury. ' So
woundable is the dragon under the left

wing.' Fuller.

Wounder (wbnd'6r), n. One who or that
which wounds.
Woundlly (woun'di-li), adv. To a woundy
degree; excessively. [Old coUoq., or hu-
morous.]

Richard Penlake repeated the vow,
For woundlly sick was he. Sotithey.

Wounding (wbud'ing), n. Hurt; injury.

Gen. iv. 23.

Woundless (wbnd les), a. 1. Free from
hurt or injury."2. Invulnerable; incapable
of being wounded. ' Hit the woiuidless

air." Shak.—S. Unwounding; harmless.

Not a dart fell luoiiitdless there. Sonthey

Woundwort ( wbnd ' w6rt ), n. [ Wou nd,

and wort, a plant.] The common name of

several British plants of the genus Stachys
(see Stachys). especially S. arvensis, as

also of Anthyllis Vulneraria.

Woundy, « ! (won'di) Causing or inflict-

ing wounds. [Rare.]

A bov that shoots
From ladies' eyes such mortal woundy darts. Hood.

2. (woun'di) Excessive : sometimes used ad-
verbially. 'A iDoundy hinderance to a poor
man that lives by his labour' Sir R.
L'Estraiige. [An old colloquialism.]

Travelled ladies are -woundy nice. y Baillie.

Woiirali ( wo ' ra - li ), 1\. See Curari,
Wou RALI- PLANT.
Wourali-plant (wo'ra-li-plant), n. A woody
twining plant belonging to the genua Strych-
nos (6*. toxifera), covered with long, reddish

Wourali-plant {Strychnos toxi/era).

hairs.having ovate leaves,rough and pointed,
and large, round fruit. From this plant is

procured the substance which is probably
the only essential ingredient of the wourall
poison. See Curari.
Wove (w6v), pret. and sometimes pp. of
iceave. — Wove or woven paper, writing
paper made by hand in a wire -gauze
mould, in which the wires cross each other
as in a woven fabric so that the surface of
the paper presents a uniform appearance,
being without water-mark and apparently
without lines. The name is also given to
machine-made paper presenting the same
appearance.
Woven (wb'vn), pp. of weave.

This charm
Of 7voven paces and of waving hands. Tennyson,

Wowe,t V.t. To WOO. Chaucer.
Wowf (wouf), a. [Probably from an adj.

woff, doting, which would be the origin of
A. Sax. wojian, to dote, to rave; comp. Icel.

viijlur, a stammering, a being confused. ]

wild; unreclaimed; disordered in intellect.

[Scotch.]

He will be as wow/zs ever his father was. Sir W. Scott.

Wow-wow (wou'wou), n. The native name
for an ape of the gibbon genus (Hylobates
leuciscrts) found in Malacca and the Sunda
Isles.

Woxe.t Woxent (woks, wok'sn). For
Waxed. Spenser.
Wrack (rak), n. [A form of wreck. In the
sense of sea-weed it means lit. what is cast

up or thrown out by the waves. Comp.
Dan. vrag. wreck, vrage, to reject, Sw. -vrak,

wreck, refuse, vraka, to throw away, to re-

ject. See Wreck.] 1. A popular name for

sea-weeds generally, but more especially
when thrown ashore by the waves. The
name is sometimes restricted to the species
of Fucus, which form the bulk of the wrack
collected for maiiure.and sometimes for mak-
ing kelp. Those found most plentifully on
the British shores are the F. vesiculosus and
the F. nodosum. See Grasswrack.— 2. De-
struction of a ship by winds or rocks or by the
force of the waves; wreck. Shak.—'6. Ruin;
destruction. Shak. [This is the ordinary
spelling in the old editions of Shakspere,
both of the noun and of the verb,]

Wrack t (rak), v.t. l. To destroy in the
water; to wreck. Milton.—2. To torture;
to rack. Cowley.
Wrack ( rak ), n. A thin, flying cloud ; a
rack. See Rack.
Wrackfult (rak'ful), a. Ruinous; destruc-
tive. Shak.

Wrack - grass ( rak ' gras ), n. Same as
Graaswrack.
Wraie.t Wray.t v.t. [See Bewray] To
betray; to discover. Chaucer.
Wrain-l)Olt (ran'boU). See Wring-bolt.
Wrain- staff (rau'staf), n. See Wring-
staff.
Wraith (rath), n. [Also found in form
wrach, and probably a Celtic word. Comp.
Gael, arrach, a spectre, an apparition, Ir.

arrach, arracht, a likeness, spectre, appari-
tion.] An apparition in the exact likeness
of a person, supposed by the vulgar to he
seen before or soon after the person's death.

Then plided out of the joyous wood
The ghastly wraith of one that 1 know Tennyson.

Wrang (rang or wrang),n. a. and adv. Wrong.
[Scotcli.]

Wrangle (rang'gl),r. I. pret &pp. wrangled;
ppr. wrangling [A freq. from wring, A.
Sax. wringan, pret. wrang, to press. Comp.
L.G. ivrangen, to wrestle, Dan. vringle, to
twist.] 1. To dispute angrily; to quarrel
peevishly and noisily; to brawl; to alter-

cate.

For a score of kingdoms you should -wrangle Shak

And still they strove and -wrangled. Tennysot.

2. To engage in discussion and disputation;

to argue; to debate; hence, formerly in some
universities, to dispute publicly ; to defend
or oppose a thesis by argument. ' Sweat and
wrangle at the bar." B. Jonson.

He did not know what it was to wrangle on indif-

ferent points. Addison.

Wrangle (rang'gl). u. (. To involve in conten-
tion, quarrel, or dispute. [Rare.]

Wrangle (rang'gl), n. An angry dispute; a
noisy quarrel.~Syn. Dispute, brawl, bicker-
ing, jangle, contest, altercation, contro-
versy.

Wrangler (rang'glSr), n. 1. One who wran-
gles or disputes ; a debater ; especially, an
angry or noisy disputant.

I burn to set th' iniprison'd -ivranglers free,

And give them voice and utterance once a^ain.
Lowper

Be free in every answer, rather like well-bred gen-
tieinen in polite conversation, than like noisy and
contentious -wranglers IVatts.

2. t An opponent; an adversary.

Tell him he hath made a match with such a -ivrangler
That all the courts of France will be disturbed
With chaces. Shak.

3. In Cambridge University, the name given
to those who have attained a place in the
first or highest class in the public examina-
tion for honours in pure and mixed mathe-
matics, an examination commonly called
the tnathe^natu:al tripos, those who have
attained the second class or rank of honours
being designated senior optimes, and those
of the third class ju nior optimes. The
student taking absolutely the first place
in the mathematical tripos is called the
senior wrangler, those following next in the
same division being respectively termed
second, third, fourth, (tc, wranglers. Only
those who come up to a certain standard are
admitted to compete for a position in the
three classes. The name is derived from the
public disputations in which candidates for

degrees were in former times required to
exlubit their powers.
Wranglership (rang'gl6r-ship), n. In Cam-
bridge University, the honour conferred on
those whose names are inscribed in the list

of wranglers.
Wranglesome ( rang'gl-sum ), a. Conten-
tious; (juanvlsome. [Provincial English.]
Wrangling (rang'gling), n. The act of dis-
puting angrily; altercation.

Amongst unthinking men, who examine not scrupu-
lously ideas, but confound them with words, there
must be endless dispute and -wrangling. Locke.

Wrap (rap), v.t. pret & pp. wrapped; ppr.
wrapping. [O.E. wrappe, also wtappe, the
former being no doubt the older and formed
by metathesis from warp, in old sense of to
throw or cast, hence to throw clothes or
the like round, over, or together.] 1. To
wind or fold together; to arrange so as to
cover something: generally with about,
round, or the like. Jn. xx. 7.

This said, he took his mantle's foremost part.
He gan the same together fold and -wra^.

fair/ax.
Like one that -luraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.

Bryant.
2. To envelop; to muffle; to cover by wind-
ing something round: often with up; as, to
wrap up a child in its blanket ; it^rap the
body well with flannel in winter.

I, wrapt in mist
Of midnight vapour, glide obscure. Milton.

3. To conceal by involving or enveloping;
to hide in a mass of different character;
to cover up or involve generally. 'The evil
which is here wrapped up.' Shak. 'Wise
poets that wrap truth in tales.' Carew.

Things reflected on in ^ross and transiently, are
thought to be -wrapped in unpenetrable obscurity.

Loeie.

—To he wrapped up in, (a) to be bound up
with or in; to be comprised or involved in;

to be entirely associated with or dependent
on.

Leontine's young wife, in whom all hts happiness
was wrapped up. died. Addison.

(fc) To be engrossed in or with; to be entirely
devoted to; as, she is wrapped up in her
son; he is wrapped up in his studies, (c) To
be comprised or involved in, as an effect or
consequence; as, the prosperity of the king-
dom is wrapped up in that of its agricul-
ture.

Wrap (rap), n. An article of dress intended
to be wrapped round a person, as on a jour-
ney; a wrapper. In the plural, applied col-

lectively to all coverings, in addition to the
usual clothing, used as a defence against
the weather, as cloaks, shawls, scarfs, rail-

way-rugs, and the like.

Wrap (rap), v.t. [A misspelling for rap. ]

To snatch up; to transport; to put in an
ecstasy.

// 'rapped in amaze the matrons wildly stare.

Dryden.
Wrappage (rap'aj), n. 1. The act of wrap-
ping.— 2. That which wraps; envelope; cov-
ering. * Wbat thousand-fold wrappages and
cloaks of darkness.' Carlyle.

Wrapper (rap'^r), 7J. l. One who wraps.—
2. That in which anything is wrapped or in-

closed; an outer covering.—3. A loose upper
garment: applied sometimes to a lady's
dressing-gown or the like, and sometimes
to a loose overcoat

Nitelta . . . was always in a -wrapper, night-cap,
and slippers, when she was not decorated for imme-
diate snow. yohnson.
A god-created man, all but abnegating the char-

acter of man : forced to exist automatised, mummy-
wise (scarcely in rare moments audible or visible
from amid his -wrappers and cerements) as Gentle-
man or Gigman. Carlyle.

Wrapping (rap'ing), a. Used or designed
for wrapping or covering; as, wrapping
paper.
Wrapping (rap'ing), n. That in which any-
thing is wrapped; a wrapper.
Wrap-rascal (rap'raskal;, n. A colloquial
term for a coai-se upper coat.

His dress was also that of a horse-dealer—a close-
buttoned jockey-coat, or ivrap-rascal, as it was then
termed, with huge metal buttons, &c. Sir If. Scott.

The cosy vrap'rascal, self-indulgence, how easy
it is! Thackeray.

Wrasse (ras), n. [W. y icrach, the wrasse]
The English name of various species of fish

inhabiting the rocky parts of the coast, and
belonging to the family Labridce (genus
Labrus, Linn.). They are prickly-spined,
hard-boned fishes, with oblong scaly bodies
and a single dorsal fin ; their lips are large,
double, and fleshy, hence the generic name
Labrus (L. lahrum, a lip); and their teeth

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me. met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; ii. So. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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strong, conical, and sharp. Many of the spe-
cies present vivid colours, particularly in
spring, just before the spawning season.

Ballan \\*rassc {Ladrus tinea).

Several species are natives of the British seas,

as the ballan wrasse, or old wife (L. tinea or
maculatug), which attains a length uf about
18 inches; the green -streaked wrasse (L.
Ivieatiig); the cook wrasse, or blue striped
wrasse (L. variegattts), &c.
Wrath (rath or rath), u. [A. Sax. wrceththo,
wratli, from wrdth, wrathful, wroth; Icel.

reithi, wrath, anger, from reithr, wrathful,
angry, from ritha, for vritha, to writhe or
twist, hence, lit. a-icry{Vigfus8on)\ Sw. and
Dan. vrede, wrath. The word is therefore
akin to writhe and icreatk,] 1. Violent an-
ger; vehement exasperation; indignation;
as, the wrath of Achilles.

In wrath remember mercy. Hab. iiL 2.

By penitence the Eternal's tvrath's appeased.
Shak.

2. Rage; extreme passion; impetuosity: of
things. 'The xcrach of noble Hotspur's
sword.' Shak. ' They are in the very wra(A
of love. ' Shak.—Z. The effects of anger; the
just punishment of an offence or crime.
Rom. xiii. 4.—A nger, Wratft. See under An-
ger.—Sys Fury, rage, ire, vengeance, in-

dignation, resentment, passion.
Wrath* (rsth), a. Wroth; angry; wrathful.

Obcron is passing fell and -wrath. Shak.

Wrath, t Wrathent (rath, r^th'en), v.t. To
cause wrath or auger in; to make angry.
Cnaucer.
Wrathful (rath'fiU or rath'f\jl), a. 1. Full of
wralh; very angry; greatly incensed. 'God's
xcrath/ul agent,' Shak.—Z Springing from
wrath or expressing it; raging; furious; im-
petuous; as, wrathful pauions; 9kWrath/ul
countenance.

How now, lords ! your lurathfut weapons drawn
Here in our presence

!

Skak.

Syn. Furious, raging, incensed, indignant,
blazing, passionate.

WrathfuUy (rath'ful-li or rath'ful-li), adx>.

In a wnitliiul manner; with anger; angrily.

Kill him boldly, but not wrath'utly. Shak.

Wrathfulness (rftth'fvl-nes or liitlf ful -nes),

n. The quality or state of being wratliful;
vehement anger.

Wrathily (rath'i-U or rftth'i-li), adv. With
great .irik'er. [CoIIoq.]

Wrathlesa (r^thles or rathles), a. Free
from ;in;,'fr. Waller.

Wrathy (rath'i or rath'i), a. Very angry.
[Colloq.j

Wrawe, t Wraw, t a. (Perhaps from A. Sax.
wrAth, wroth.] Angry; peevish. Chancer.
Wrawlt (rfti). PI. [Same word as Dan.
traate, to bawl, to roar, vrdle, to cry, to
weep, to moan.] To cry as a cat; to waul;
to whine; to moan. 'Cats, that wrawling
still did cry.' Speiuier.

Wrawne8S,t n. Peevishness; frowardness.
Chaucer.
Wray t (rk), v.t. ['Vh\s is the wray of be-
wray (which see).] To betray; to discover.
Chaucer. * The work xorayes the man.'
Mir. for Mags.
Wreak (rek>, o.t. [A. Sax. wrecan. to pun-
ish, to revenge, also to banish, to drive
away, this being the original meaning; D.
wreken, to avenge, to revenge; Icel. reka, to
drive, to compel, to repel ; G. rdchen, to
revenge; Goth, crikan, to persecute; same
root as L. unjeo, E. to urge, seen probably
also in E. icork. Wretch, wreck, are closely
akin ] 1. To execute; to inflict; to hurl or
drive; as, to wreak vengeance on ao enemy.

On me let death urtak all hU rage. MUtvti.

2. To revenge ; to avenge.

To tend down Justice for to -wrtak our wronn.
Shak.

Come -wreak bis loss, whom bootless ye complain.
Fairfax.

Kill the foul thief, and wreak me for my son.
Ttnuysen.

Wreakt (rek). n. [A. Sax. wracu. wrcec, re-
venge, punishment. See the verb.] Re-

venge; vengeance; furious passion; resent-
ment.

Then if thou hast
A heart of wreak in thee, thou wilt revenge
Thine own particular wrongs. Shak.

Wreak, t I'.t. [See reck.] To reck; to care.
Spenser.

Wreakful (rek'fiil), a. Revengeful ; angry.
'Working wreakful vengeance on thy foes,'

Shak.
Wreaklesst (rskles), a. Reckless.
Wreath (reth), n. [A. Sax. wrceth, from
wrlthan, to twist. See Writhe.] 1. Some-
thing twisted or curled.

Clouds began
To darken all the hill, and smoke to roll

In dusky wreaths. Milton.

A wreath of airy dancers hand-in-hand
Swung round the lighted lantern of the hall.

Te»nyso>t.

Hence— 2. A garland; achaplet; an orna-
mental twisted bandage to be worn on the
head. * ITreafA* of victory.' Shak.

Round the sufferer's temples bind
Wreaths that endure affliction's heaviest shower,
And do not shrink from sorrow's keenest wind.

// 'ords^vortk.

3. In her. the roll or chaplet above the hel-

met and on which the
crest ia usually borne,
as shown in the upper
figure. It is supposed
to be composed of two
bands of silk interwoven
or twisted together, the
one tinctured of the
principal metal, the
other of the principal
colour in the arms. If

there is no metal, it

must be of the two prin-
cipal colours. Wreaths
may also be shown in a
circular form, as in the
lower figure, which is a
circular wreath ai^ent
and sable, with four hawks' bells attached.
Called also a Torse.

Wreath t (reTH), v.t. and i. Same as
Wreathe.
Wreathe (relH), v.t. pret. & pp. ivreathed;
rarer form of pp., wreathen. (From the
noun ^creath.] 1. To form into a wreath;
to make or fashion by twining, twisting,
or winding the parts of together. 'The
garland wreafAed for Eve.' Milton.—2. To
entwine ; to intertwine ; to wind or twine
together; to convolve. 'Two chains of
pure gold ... of wreathen work.' Ex.
xxviii. 14. 'Each wreathed in the other's
arms.' Shak. 'Pride and ingratitude indi-
visibly wreathed together.' South.-—Z. To
surround with a wreath or with anything
twisted or twined ; to infold ; to twist,
twine, or fold round. 'Dusk faces with
white silken turbans wreathed.' Milton.
'And with thy winding ivy wreathes her
lance.' Dryden.~4. To surround, as a
wreath or garland does ; to twist itself

round ; to form or become a wreaUi about

;

to encircle.

In the flowers that •wreathe the ^larkUng bowl
Fell adders hiss. Prior.

5.t To writhe.
Impatient of the wound

He rolls and wreat/iet his shining body round. Gay.

— Wreathed column, in arch, a column
twisted in the form of a screw.
Wreathe (reTH), v.i. To be interwoven or
entwined. 'A bower of wreathing trees.'

Dryden.
Wreathen (reTH'n), pp. Wreathed; twisted;
intertwined or intertwining.
We have in Scripture express mention de tortis

crinibus of wreathen hair, that is, for the nonce
forced to curl. Latimer.

Then he found a door.
And darkling fell the sculptured ornament
That wreathen round it made it seem his own.

Tennyson.
Wreathless (rethles), a. Destitute of a
wreath.

Wreath -shell (reth'shel), n. In conch.
same as Screw-shell.

Wreathy (reth'i), a. 1. Covered with a
wreath or wreaths ; wreathed. ' Shake
their wreathy spear.' Dryden.—2. Twisted;
curled; spiral Sir T. Broicne.
Wreche.t n. [Softened from A. Sax. «T(KC,
banishment, punishment, misery, from
u-reca?t, to punish. See Wreak.] Revenge.
Chaucer.
Wreck (rek), n. [Formerly wrak, wrack,
which is the same word as A. Sax. wrcec,
exile, punishment, but the special meaning
of shipwreck has been attached to it through

foreign influence; comp. D. wrak, a wreck,
and as adjective unsound, rotten, Dan.
vrag, O. Dan. vrak, wreck, Icel. rek for
vrek, Sw. lorak, what is drifted ashore— all

from verbs meaning to drive or drift; A.
Sax. wrecan, to drive, to drive into banish-
ment, to punish, to wreak, Icel. reka, origi-
nally vreka, to drive, to compel, impers. to
be drifted or tossed. Wrack, what is drifted
ashore, sea-weed cast up, is the same word,
and shows the literalmeaning. (See Wrack,
Wreak.) The literal meaning of a ship
being wrecked is therefore similar to that
expressed by the phrase to cflA^nu-aj/ a ship.]
1. The destruction of a vessel by being driven
ashore, dashed against rocks, foundered by
stress of weather, or the like; shipwreck.
Go, go, begone, to save your ship from rvreck,
Which cannot perish, having thee on board. Shak.

2. The ruins of a ship stranded ; a vessel
dashed against rocks or land, and broken or
otherwise destroyed or totally crippled or
injured by violence and fracture ; any ship
or goods driven ashore or found deserted at
sea in an unmanageable condition; specifi-
cally, in law, goods, &c., which, after a
shipwreck, have been thrown ashore by the
sea, as distinguished irora flotsam, jetsam,
and ligan. (See these terms.) Goods cast
on shore after shipwreck belong to the
crown, or, in some cases, to the lord of the
manor, if not claimed within a year and a
day. Hence—3. Destruction or ruin gener-
ally; dissolution, especially by violence.
'His country's wreck.' Shak. 'The icreck
of matter and the crush of worlds.' Addi-
son. -^. The remains of anything destroyed,
ruined, or fatally injured; as, he is reduced
to a mere wreck; he is but the ivreck of his
former sell.—Receiver of wreck, in Britain,
an oflScer appointed by the board of trade
under the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854.

His duties are to render assistance ia cases
of wreck or casualty, including the preser-
vation of life or property, to make inquiries
into wrecks and casualties at sea, to take
charge of wrecked property and restore it

to the owners, to settle salvage claims, to
protect the customs revenue and the revenue
arising from droits of admiralty.
Wreck (rek), v.t. [See the noun.] 1. To
destroy or cast away, as a vessel, by violence,
collision, or the like; to drive against the
shore or dash against rocks and break or
destroy.— 2. To cause to suffer shipwreck:
said of a person; as, a wrecked sailor. ' A
pilot's thumb, wreck'd as he was coming
home.' Shak.—S. To ruin or destroy gen-
erally, physically or morally.

Weak and envy'd, if they should conspire,
They wreck themselves, and he hath his desire.

Danie/.
Wreck (rek), v.i. To suffer wreck or ruin.

' Rocks whereon greatest men have oftenest
wreck'd. ' Milton.

Wreck (rek), n. In mining, a kind of frame
jr table; a rack. See Rack.
Wreckt (rek), n. [A form of wreak.] Re-
venge; vengeance. Spenser.
Wreckt (rek), v.t. To wreak. Milton.
Wreckage (rek'aj), n. l. The act of wreck-
ing or state of being wrecked.
{Vreckage and dissolution are the appointed issue.

Carly/e.
2. Material resultmg from a wreck; remains
of a wrecked ship or cargo; material cast up
by the sea from a wrecked vessel.

Wrecker (rek'^r), n. 1. One who wrecks in
any sense.— 2. One who plunders the wrecks
of ships; one who, by delusive lights or
signals, causes ships to be cast ashore, that
he may obtain pli nder from the wreck.

—

3. One whose occupation is to remove the
cargo from a wrecked vessel, or to assist in
recovering it when waslied out, for the
benefit of the ownere and underwriters; a
vessel employed in this occupation.
Wreck-free (rek'fre), a. Exempted from the
forfeiture of shipwrecked goods and vessels,

as the Cinque-ports. This privilege was
granted to these ports by a charter of
Edward I.

Wreckful (rek'fiil), a. Causing wreck; pro-
ducing or involving destruction or ruin.
' Wreckful wind.' Spenser.
Wreck-master (rek'mas-tSr), u A person
appointed by law to take charge of goods,
<te. , cast ashore after a shipwreck.
Wren (ren), n. [A. Sax. ^v^renna, wrcenna,
a wren ; Sc. itran, Icel. rindill for vrindUl;
allied perhaps to A. Sax. wrana, lascivious,
though the reason of the name is not very
ohvions,] A general name given to tenui-
rostral birds of a sub-family of Insessores,

ch. cAain; fth, 3c. locA; %,go; J, job; fa, Fr. ton: ng, sin^; th, (Aen; th. ttin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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closely allied to the warblers, distinguished

by their small size, slender beak, short,

rounded wiups, mottled plumage, and the
habit of holding the tail erect. They are

all insectivorous. The common wren {Tro-

gUtdytes vulgaris) Is, with the exception
of the golden -crowned or golden -crested
wren, the smallest bird in Europe, aver-

aging about 4 inches in length. It is a
well-known favourite little bird, of very
brisk and lively habits, with a compara-
tively strong and agreeable song. Dur-
ing winter it approaches near the dwell-

ings of man, taking shelter in the roofs of

houses, barns, and in hay-stacks. In spring

it betakes itself to the woods, where it

builds its nest. The American house-wren
(r. domesticus) is also a very famihar bird.

and a general favourite in America. Tlie

name wren has also been given to certain

dentirostral birds of the warbler family,

such as the golden-crested wren {Reyulus
cristatus), so called from its orange crown
or crest. This bird has its haunt in tall

trees, suspending its neat and elegant nest,

in which it lays nine or ten eggs, from a
branch, being the only example of a nest

thus supported in Britain. The names yel-

low and willow wren are given to the wil-

low-warbler.
The poor wren.

The most diminutive of birds, will fight.

Her younif ones in her nest, against the owl. Shak.

Wrench (rensh),n. [Evidently the same word
as O, E. wrencke, A. Sa,x.wrence, ifre/ic, deceit,

atrick. fraud, these meanings being nodoubt
figurative; allied toG. rank, intrigue, an ar-

tSce, and provincially crookedness, and to
renken in verrenken, to sprain, to wrench;
O.D. loronck, contortion; akin to wring,
wrong, wrinkle.] l.t A deceit; a fraud; a
stratagem.
His wily wrenches thou ne niayst not flee. Chancer.

2. A violent twist, or a pull with twisting.

If one straine make them not confesse, let them be
stretched but one wrench higher, and they cannot
be silent. Bp, Hall.

3. A sprain ; an injury by twisting, as in a
joint. Locke.—4. An instrument consisting
essentially of a bar of metal having jaws
adapted to catch upon the head of a bolt or

Wrenches.

I, Screw-wrench. a. Tap-wrench.
3, Angle-wrench. 4, Tulie-wrench.
5, Monkey-wrench for hexagonal and square nuts.

anutto turn it; a screw-key. Some wrenches
have a variety of jaws to suit different sizes

and shapes of nuts and liolts, and others,
as the monkey-wrench, have an adjustable
inner jaw.—5.t Means of compulsion.
He resolved to make his profit of this business . . .

of Naples as atvrench and mean for peace. Bacon.

Wrench (reush), v.t l. To pull with a twist;
to wrest, twist, or force by violence. ' Wrench
his sword from him.' Shak.
A sapling pine he wrenclted from out the ground.

Dryden.
2. To affect with extreme pain or anguish;
to rack.

Through the space
Of twelve ensuing days his frame was -wrenched.
Till nature rested from her work in death.

IVordsivorth.
3. To strain; to sprain; to distort.

You wrenched your foot against a stone. Siui/t.

4. Fig. to pervert; to wrest.
Sir John, Sir John, I am well acquainted with your

manner of wrenching the true cause the false way.
Shak.

Wrench-hanuner (renshTiam-m^r), n. A
wrench with the end shaped so as to admit
of being used as a hammer. Goodrich.
Wrennlng-day (ren'ing-da), 71. A name
given in the north of England to St. Ste-
phen's day, from the custom of stoning a
wren to death in commemoration of the
martyrdom of that saint.

Wrest (rest), V. t. [A. Sax. wroRstan, to writhe,
to twist; Icel. reista, for vreista, Dan. vriste,
to wrest, to twist. Akin to writhe, wreathe,
lorist; wrestle is a derivative.] 1. To twist;
to wrench; to apply a violent twisting force
to, 80 as to move from a fixed position.

Our country's cause
That drew our swords, now wrests them from our

hands. Addison.

Hence— 2. To extort, biing out, as by a
twisting, painful force; to obtain, as by tor-

ture.
But fate has wrested the confession from me.

Addison.

3. To subject to an improper strain ; to apply
unjustifiably to a dilferentiise; to turn from
truth or twist from the natural meaning by
violence; to pervert; to distort.

If'rest once the law to your authority.
To do a great right do a little wrong. Shak.

Which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest,
as they do also the other scriptures, to their own
destruction. 2 Pet. iii. 16.

Wrest (rest),n. l. The act of one who wrests
or wrenches; a twist. —2. Distortion; perver-
sion. Hooker. ^3. An instrument of the
wrtiuch, screw-key, or spanner kind; speci-

fically, a key to tune stringed musical in-

struments with, as the harp.

The minstrel . . . wore round his neck a silver

chain, by which hung the wrest or key with which he
tuned liis harp. Sir IV. Scott.

4. The partition in an overshot wheel, which
determines the form of the buckets.

Wrester (rest'er), n. One who wrests or per-

verts.

Wrestle (res'l), v.i. pret. & pp. wrestled; ppr.

wrestling. [A freq. of icrest, A. Sax. wrceist-

lian, D. lorastelen, worstelen, to wrestle.]

1. To contend by grappling, and trying to
throw down; to strive with arms extended,
as two men, who seize each other by the
arms, each endeavouring to throw the other
by tripping up his heels and twitching liini

o£f his balance.
\'ou have wrestled well, and overthrown
More than your enemies. Shak.

2. To struggle; to strive; to contend. 'Great
affections wrestling in thy bosom.' Shak.

We wrestle not against flesli and blood. Eph. vi. 12.

3. To strive earnestly by means of suppli-

cation; to make earnest supplication.

Wrestle (res'l), -ci. To contend with in
wrestling.

Wrestle ( res'l ), n. A bout at wrestling ; a
wrestling match.
Corineus . . . whom, in a wrestle, the giant catch-

ing aloft, with a terrible hug broke three of his ribs.

Milton.

Wrestler (res16r), n. One who wrestles, or
one wlio is skilful in wiestling.

Great Julius on the mountains bred,
A flock perhaps, or herd, had led;
He that the world subdued had been
But the best wrestler on the green. Waller.

Wretch (rech), n. [A. Sax. wroecca, one who
is driven out, an outcast, Jin exile, from
wrecan, to banish, to punish, to wreak. See
Wreak, Wreck.] 1. A miserable person;
one sunk in the deepest distress; one who is

supremely unhappy ; as, a forlorn wretch.

'The xcretch that lies in woe.' Shak.

Hovered thy snirit o'er thy sorrowing son,
IVretch even tlien, life's journey just begun?

Cowper,
2. A worthless mortal; a sorry creature; a
mean, base, or vile person.
Base-minded -wretches, are your thoughts so deeply

bemired ... as for respect of gain ... to let so
much time pass? Sir P. Sidney.

Fie on thee wretch! 'tis pity that thou livest

To walk where any honest men resort. Shak,

Title of honour, worth, and virtue's right,
Should not be given to a wretch so vile. Daniel.

3. Often used by way of slight or ironical
pity or contempt, like thing or creature.

Poor wretch was never frighted so. Drayton.

4. It was often used formerly to express
tenderness.

Excellent wretchl Perdition catch my soul
But I do love thee. Shak.

She reckons that she hath aboTC one hundred and
fifty pounds' worth of jewels of one kind or other;
and I am glad of it, for it is fit the -wretch should have
something to content herself with. Pepys.

Wretchcock,t Wrethcockt(rech'kok, reth'-

kok), n. A stunted or abortive cock; hence,
a stunted or imperfect creature.

The famous imp yet grew a wretchcock. and tho'
for seven years carried at his mother's back, , . . yet
looks as it he never saw his quinquennium.

B. yofisoH.
In every large breed of domestic fowls, there is

usually a miserable little stunted creature , . . This
unfortunate abortive thegood wives . . . call awreth'
cock. Gifford.

Wretched (rech'ed), a. [From wretch; a
word similar in formation to wicked; and
as in O.K. we have wikke, wicked, so we
have wreche, wrecche, wretched.] 1. Miser,
able orunhappy; sunk into deep affliction or
distress, as from want, anxiety, or grief.

I am, my lord, a wretched Florentine, Shak.
The 7vretched have no friends. Dryden.
From icnorance our comfort flows,

The only wretched are the wise. Prior.

2. Cliaracterized or accompanied by misery
or unhappiness; calamitous; very a^Ucting;
as, the wretched condition of slaves in Al-
giers. 'Unhappy, wretched, hateful day.'
Shak.—Z. Worthless; paltry; very poor or
mean ; as, a wretched poem ; a wretched
cabin.

Affected noise is the most wretched thing
That to contempt can empty scril^blers bring.

Jioscornntori.

4. Despicable; hatefully vile and contemp-
tible. ' Wretched ungratefulness.' Sir P.
Sidney.

Wretchedly (rech'ed-li), adv. In a wretched
manner; as, (a) miserably; unhappily.

Nor yet by kindly death she perished.
But -wretchedly before her fatal day. Surrey.

(&) ileanly; poorly; contemptibly; despic-
ably.
How poorly and -wretchedly must that man sneak

who finds himself guilty and baffled too. South.

Through hopes of contradiction oft she'll say,
Methinks I look so wretcliedly to-day. Young.

Wretchedness (rech'ed-nes), n. The state
or quality of being wretched; as, (a) extreme
misery or unhappiness. either from want or
sorrow; as, the ivretchedness of poverty.

Are ye all gone
And leave me here in ivretchedness behind ye?

Shak.
We have, with the feeling, lost the very memory of

such wretcltedness as our forefathers endured by
those wars, of all others the most cruel. Raleigh.

The prodigal brought nothing to his father but his
rags and -wretchedness. Dii-ight.

(b) Meanness; despicableness; as, the wretch-
edness of a performance.
WretChful + (rech'fyl), a. Wretched. Wick-
life.

WretChless+ (recliles), a. [A corruption of
retchless or reckless. In the sixteenth century
there was a great disposition to prefix w to
certain words beginning with an h or an r.

This seems to have been due to association,
as there existed a large group of familiar
words beginning with wh, icr, as when, what,
wheel, whale, who, wrath, wrist, wretch,
wrong, &c., and then contagion seems to
have spread to words beginning with simple
h or r. Thus we find in Spenser whot for
hot, and in Raleigh wrediness (or readiness,

&c.] Reckless. ' A wretchless, careless, in-

devout spirit.' Jcr. Taylor.

Wretchlessness t (recli'les-nes), n. Reck-
lessness; carelessness.

The Devil doth thrust them either into desperation
or into -wretchlessness of most unclean living, no less

perilous than desperation. 7'hirty-nine Articles,

Wreye.t v.t. See Wraie. Chaucer.
Wrie.t v.t. [A. Sax. wrigan.] To array; to
cover; to cloak.
Wrig.tr.t.and t. [SeeWriggle.] To wriggle;
to rub to and fro.

The bore his tail wrygges against the hye bench.
Skelton.

Worms ... do wrigge and wrest their parts di-

vorced by knife. Dr. H. More,

Wriggle (rigl), vi. pret. & pp. wriggled;
ppr. wriggling. [Freq. from wrig, wrigge,
older form wrikke, to wriggle; so D. wriggel-
en, to wriggle, a freq. from icrikken, to move
or shake; L.G. wricken, wrickeln, to move
to and fro; Dan. vrikke, to wriggle. The word
probably appears nasalized in wring. ] 1. To
move the body to and fro with sliort mo-
tions like a worm or an eel : to move with
writhing, contortions, or twistings of the
body; to squirm.

Restless he tossed, and tumbled to and fro.

And rolled and -wriggled farther off from woe.
DrydfH.

Both he and his successors would often wriggle in

their seats as long as the cushion lasted. S-wift.

Hence~2. Fig. to proceed in a mean, grovel-

ling, despicable manner; to gain one's end
by paltry shifts or sehemes ; to make way
by contemptible artifice or contrivance; as,

to wriggle out of a difficulty or scrape.

And now does he wriggle into acquaintance with
all the brave gallants about the town. B. youson.

Wriggle (rig'l), V. t To put into a wriggling
motion ; to introduce by writhing or twist*

ing.
11 'rig-gling his body to recover
His seat, and cast his right leg over. Hudibras.

A slim, thin-gutted fox made a hard shift to wrig.
gle his body into a hen-roost. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Wriggle t (rig'l), a. Pliant: flexible. 'They
. . . wagg their tcn^^?« tails.' Spenser.

Wriggle (rig^), n. The motion of one who
wriggles; a quick twisting motion or con-
turtion like that of a worm or an eel.

They have always a peculiar spring in their arms,
a 7(7 iW'/tf in their bodies, and a trip m their gait.

Steele.

Wriggler (rig^^r), n. l. One who wriggles.

2. One who works himself forward or seeks

Fate, fir, fat. fall: mft, met, h6r; pine, pin: n6te, not, move: tube. tub. bull- oil. puund; ii. Sc. abtme; y, Sc. tey.
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to attain his ends by unremitted employ-

ment of base means.

For Providence . .

In spite of all the wHzzieri into place.

Still keeps a seat or two for worth and grace.
Ccnvfer.

Wright (rit), n. [A. Sax. wurkta, a worker,

a maker, from imjrht, a work, from icyrcan,

to work. 8ee Work] One whose occupa-

tion is some kind of mechanical business;

an artificer; a workman; especially in Scot-

land, and some parts of Eri'^land, a worker
in wood ; a carpenter. This word is now
chiefly used in compounds, as in shipwright,

wheelwright, and, in a somewhat figurative

sense, play tcright. ' ITri^At* usefull and skil-

full.' Chaucer.

WrUfhtia (rit'i-a). n. [AfterWilliam Wright,

M.D.. a Scotch physician and botanist resi-

dent in Jamaica.] A genus of plants, nat
order Apocynaceae. The species are chiefly

natives of the Kast and West Indies; they

are erect shrubs or small trees, with oppo-

site leaves and corj-mbs of mostly wliite

Wrightia tinctorU.

flowers. W. antidyienterica furnishes con-
essi-bArk. a valuable astringent and febri-

fuge. The wood is used by the turner and
camnet-maker. W. cfjccitiea yiehls a very
light and firm wood, used ))y turners. W.
tamentosa yields when woundeii a yellow

juice, which, when mixed with water, dyes
clotlit'S, dipi>ed into it. of a yellow colour.

W. tinetoria yielrls an excellent dye, which
is used as a substitute for indigo.

Wring (ring), r.^ pret. &pp. wrung {wring^
is an obsolete and rare form; \eraiig is the
original preterite, but is now only provin-

cial): ppr. wringing. [A. Sax. wringan, to

wring, to strain, to press; pret wrang, pp.
wrunt/en; h. G. and D. teringen, Dan. vrcengt,

also vringle, Sw. vrdnga, G. ringen, to wring,

to twist, Ac, all no doubt nasalized forms
of stem seen in leriggle, and in A. Sax. wrig-

tan, to bend (whence wry), and akin to

wrong.] 1. To twist and sQueeze or com-
press; to turn and strain with violence; as,

to wring clothes In washing. 'He vrringg

her nose.' Sheik.

The silly owner of the goods
Weeps over them, and -wrings his haple&s hands . .

.

While all is shared and all is borne away Shak.

2. To pain, as by twisting, squeezing, or
racking; to torture; to torment; to dis-

tress. ' Let me wring your heart.' SAoAr.
' Much grieved and wrung by an uneasy and
strait fortune.' Clarendon.

The king bc^an to find where his shoe did wring
him. Bacon.

Didst thou taste hut half the ^iefs
That wring my soul, thou couldst not talk thus

coldly. AddtsoM.

8. To wrest from the true meaning or pur-
pose; to distort; to pervert.

How dare these men thus vri'^if- the Scriptures?
ivkitgift.

4. To extract or obtain by twisting, press-

ing, or squeezing; to stjuecze or press out;

as, to vrring water from a wet garment;
hence, to draw forth or bring out with vio-

lence, or against resistance or repugnance;
to force from; to extort.

He hath, my lord, wrung from me my slow leave
By laboursoine petition. SMaJe.

I had rather coin my lieart

And drop my blood for drachmas, than to wring
From the hard hands of peasants their vile trash.

Skak.

Thirty spies . . . compelled the bride
|

To -wring from me, and tell to them my secret.

5. To subject to extortion; to persecute for

the purpose of enforcing compliance. :

These merchant adventurers have been often

wronged and wringed to the quick. Hayward.
\

0. To bend or strain out of its position; as, to I

wring a mast.—To icring off, to force off or
|

separate by wringing.
j

The priest shall . . . wn«^iJ^his head. Lev. i. 13. !

—To wrinq out, (a) to force out; to squeeze

out by twisting.
|

He . . . thrust the fleece together and wringed I

the dew ottt of the fleece. J"dg. vi. 38.
I

(6) To free from a liquor by wringing ; as,

to trri/w out clothes. * A compress wrung
out. ' Wiseman.
Wring (ring), v.i. To writhe; to twist, as

with anguish.
Tis all men's office to speak patience

To those that wring under the load of sorrow.
Skak.

Wrlngt (ring), n. Action expressive of an-

guish; writhing. 'The sighs, and tears, and
wrings of a disconsolate mourner.' Bp.
Hall.

Wring-bolt (ringlwlt). n. A bolt used by
shipwrights to bend and secure the planks

agfdnst the timbers till they are fastened
by bolts, spikes, and treenails.

Wringer (ringer), n. 1. One who wrings.
• His washer and his \ninger.' Shak. Spe-

cifically—2. An apparatus for forcing water
out of anything, particularly for wringing.

pressing, or straining water from clothes

after they have been washed- The effective

part of such a machine generally consists of

a pair of adjustable rollers between which
the wet fabrics are passed.— 3. An extor-

tioner.

Wringlng-Wet (ring'ing-wet), a. So wet as

to require wringing, or that water may lie

wnuig out. 'A poor fisherman . . . with
his cloaths wringing-wet.' Hooker.

Wring-staff (ring'staf). n. A strong bar of

woodused in applying wring-bolts for the

purpose of setting-to the plauka. Called

also Wrain-Btaff.

Wrinkle (ring'kl). n. [A. Sax. wrincle, a
wrinkle, whence wriruUian, to wrinkle; O.D.
wrinckt^-, a wrinkle, urrinekelen, to wrinkle;

Dan. ryriAe,Sw.ryiiAro, a wrinkle.to wrinkle;

closely akin to wring, ttrench, &c. ; A. Sax.

wrincle is perhaps for wrencle, and a dim.

from wreru; in its original sense of wrench.
See Wbe.nch. ] A small ridge or prominence
or a furrow, formed by the shrinking or con-

traction of any smooth substance; a corru-

gation; a crease; a fold; as, terinkles in the

face or skin. ' Not the least wrinkle to de-
form the sky.' Dryden.

With mirth and laughter let old vrinJtUt ztm^.
Shak.

Time writes no wrinkle on thine azure brow;
Such as creation's dawn beheld, thou roUest now.

Byron.
A million wrinkles carved his skin. Tenttyson.

Wrinkle (ring'kl), n. [Dim. from A. Sax.

wrenc. wrenee, a trick. See Wrknch, as

alfM) the alx)ve noun. ] A short pithy piece of

information or advice; a valuable hint; a

bit of useful instruction as to a course to be
pursued; a new or good idea; a notion; a
device. [CoUoq.]

' They say raockin{^ is catching.'
—

' I never heard
that before.'— ' Why then. Miss, you have one
wrinkle more than ever you had before.' Swt/t.

Wrinkle (ringlclX v.t pret. it pp. wrinkled;

ppr. wrinkling. JSee the noun.] To con-

tract into furrows and prominences; to cor-

rugate ; to furrow ; to crease ; to make
rough or uneven ; as. to wrinkle the skin ; to

wrinkle the brow. ' Hollow eye and wrinkled

brow.' Shak. * Wrinkled care." MUton.
A keen

North wind that blowinjf dry.

Sprinkled the face of delufe, as decay'd. MUtoti.

Wrinkle (ring'kl),!:. i. To become contracted
into wrinkles; to shrink into furrows and
ridges.

Wrfilkly (ringTcli), a. Somewhat wrinkled;
having a tendency to be wrinkled; puckered;
creasy. ' Dry wrinkly indications of crying.

'

George Eliot.

Wrist (rist). n. fO.E. wrisie, wirste, kand-
writte, A. Sax. t<*njt/. handwrist, handwyrtt,
the wrist; Dan. & Sw. vrixi, Icel. rist (for

vri»t)y llie instep; G. rist, the wrist, the in-

step; from the stem of -wreathe. The pri-

mary sense is the joint employed in wre»t-

ing or twisting, or (in Scandinavian) the joint

on which the lH>dy turns. See Writhe,
Wrest] 1. The joint by which the hand is

united to the arm, and by means of which the

hand moves on the forearm; the carpus. It

consists of eight bones disposed in two rows,

four in each row. These bones are connected

to each otjier, and to the metacarpal bones,

by numerous ligaments. Their motions on
the foreann may be described as those of

fiexion, eztenttion, abduction, and circum-

duction.—2. lumach. astud or pin.—iJrtd^e
wrist, in the manege, the wrist of the horse-

man's left hand.
Wristband (risfband), n. That band or

part of a sleeve, especially of a shirt sleeve,

which covers the wrist.

He wore very stiff collars and prodij^iously long
wristbands. Dickens.

Wrlst-drop (rist'drop), n. In pathol. para-

lysis of the muscles of the forearm induced
by the poison of lead. Dunglison.

Wristlet (rist'let), n. An elastic bandlet
woni round a lady's wrist to confine the

upper paft of a glove.

Writ (rit), 71. [From write; A. Sax. xcrit, ge-

ivrit, a writing, a writ.] 1. That which is

written. In tliis sense writ is particularly

applied to the Scriptures or books of the Old
and Xew Testament; as, holy writ; sacred

writ.
Trifles light as air.

Are to the jealous confirmations strong
As proofs of holy writ. Shak,

2. In law, a precept under seal in the name
of the sovereign or highest authority of the

state, a judge, or other person liaving juris-

diction in the particular sul»ject-niatter, and
directed to some public officer or private per-

son, commanding him to do a certain act

therein specified. A writ may be considered

the document connected with the origin and
progress of a civil or criminal proceeding.

Civil writs were formerly divided into ongn-

nal &Tid judicial. Original writs issued out of

the Court of Chancery and gave authority
to the courts in whicli they were returnable

to proceed with the cause, but all such
have now been abolished. Judicial writs,

now the only form, issue out of the court in

which the action is pending. Writs in Eng-
lish law were formerly very multifarious, but
a great number have been abolished. Some of

the more important are, the writ to the sheriff

of a county to elect a member or members
of parliament, and those described in this

work under the headings Cai*ias, Ekror.
Habeas Corpus, Mandamls, Prohibition,
SuBP<KNA, &c.—3. A formal instrument or

writing of any kind.

I folded the writ up in form of th' other. Shah.

Writ (rit). A form of the preterite and past
participle of write (which see).

Wrltablllty (nt-a-biriti), n. Ability or dis-

poaition to write. [Kare.]

You see by my writability in my pressint; my let-

ters on you that my pen has still a colt's tooth left.

H. tyalfoU,

Writable (rit'a-blX a. Capable of or fit for

being written. [Rare.]

The talk was by no means writable, but very
pleasant. Miss Bnrney.

Wrltatlve (nt'a-tiv), a. [Formed on the
type of talkative. I Disposed or inclined to

write; given to writing. [Rare.]

Increase of age makes men more talkative, but
less writatrve. Pope.

Write (rit), v.i. pret urote ; pp. written.

Writ for the pret. and part, was formerly
in frequent use, but is now very rarely era-

ployed, and then most usually fur the sake
of rhyme, rhytlun, or the like; wrote for the

part, is also discontinued. [A. Sax. wrttan,

pret. wrdt, pp. leriten, to engrave, write,

compose; Icel. rita (for vrlta), to scratch,

cut, write, draw a line; Sw. rita, to draw,
to t.ace, Goth, vrits, a stroke, a line; D.

rijten, G. reissen, to tear, to split. Origi-

nally it meant the operation of scratching
lines with some sharp pointed instrument.]

1. 'To form or trace by a pen, pencil, or the
like, on paper or other material, or by a
graver on wood or stone; as, to vrrite the
characters called letters; to write figures.

The airy hand confusion wrought,
Ifrote Mene, Mcne." Tennyson.

2. To produce, form, or make by tracing
legible cliaracters expressive of ideas; to

transfer by pen or otherwise to paper or other
materials the terms or import of; to trace

by means of a pen or other instrument the
constitueut signs, characters, or words of; to

set down or express in letters or words; to
inscribe ; as, to write a lull, an account, a
cheque, a letter, or the like.

' She enjoined me to write some lines to one she
loves.'—"And haveyoul'—*I have,'—' Are they not
lamely wrttt

'

Shak.

cb, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g. ffo; j, job: h, Fr. to7i; ng, sing: th, (Aeu; tlx, thin; w, udg; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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3. To cover with characters or letters traced
by the pen, <tc.

There she will sit in her smock till she have ivrit
a sheet of paper. Skai.

4. To make known, express, announce, in-

dicate, disclose, or communicate by means
of chai'acters formed by the pen, &c.

What Sdys Romeof
Or, if his mind be writ, give me his letter. Shak.

I chose to wrife the thing I dare not speak.
Prior.

5. To compose and produce, as an author;
as, to ^vrite a novel or a poem. ' Write me
a sonnet.' Shak.

I well remember that Dr. Johnson maintained that
if a man is to write a panes^yric he may keep vices
out of sight; but if he professes to write a life he
must represent it really as it was. Bos^vell.

6. To designate by writing; to style in writ-
ing; to entitle; to declare; to record.

O that he were here to -write me down an ass.

Shak.
He who writes himself martyr by his own inscrip-

tion is like an ill painter, who by writing on a shape-
less picture which he had drawn, is fain to tell pas-
sengers what shape it is which else no man could
imagine. Milton.

7. Fi^, to impress deeply or durably; to im-
print forcibly ; to engrave ; to indicate by
any mark or sign. ' The last taste of sweets
writ in remembrance.' Shak. ' The record
of injuries . . . ivritten in our flesh.' Shak.
There is written in your brow honesty and constancy.

Shak.
—To write down, (a) to trace or form with
a pen, &c., the words of; to record. ' Hav-
ing our fair order written down.' Shak.
(b) To injure or depreciate the character,
reputation, or quality of by -writing un-
favourably of; to criticise unfavourably; to
put an end to by writing against; as, the
young author was completely written down
by the critics.— jTo write of, to note or re-
cord the deduction or cancelling or removal
of; as. to tvrite off discounts; to write off
bad debts.— jTo write out, {a) to make a copy
ortranscription of; especially, to make a per-
fect copy of after being roughly drafted; to
record in full ; as, when the document is

written out you may send it oif. (6) To ex-
haust the ideas of or power of producing
valuable literary work by too much writing:
used reflexively; as, that author has written
himself out—To write up, (a) to commend,
praise, or heighten the reputation, charac-
ter, or value of by written reports or criti-

cisms; to bring into pulilic notice and esteem
by writing favourable accounts of; as. that
critic has written up both the play and
the actors. (6) To give the full details of in
writing; to set down on paper with com-
pleteness of detail, elaborateness, fulness, or
the like ; as, to lorite up a story from a
meagre outline, (c) To complete the tran-
scription or inscription of ; specifically, in
book-keeping, to make the requisite entries
in up to date; to post up; as, to write up a
merchant's hooka.
Write (rit), v.i. l. To trace or form charac-
ters with a pen, pencil, or the like, upon
paper or other material; to perform the act
of tracing or marking characters so as to
represent sounds or ideas.

He can ivrite and read and cast accompt. Shak.

2. To be regularly or customarily employed,
occupied, or engaged in writing, copying,
drawing up documents, accounts, book-
keeping, or the like ; to follow the profes-
sion of a clerk, scribe, amanuensis, &c. ; as,
he writes in our chief public office.—3. To
combine ideas and express them on paper
for the information or enjoyment of others;
to be engaged in literary work; to compose
or produce articles, books, &c. , as an author.

The world agrees
That he writes well who writes with ease. Prior.

I live to write, and 7vroU to live. Rogers.

4. To conduct epistolary correspondence; to
communicate by means of letter-writing; to
convey information by letter or the like; as,
I will write in a post or two.

1 go, write to me very shortly. Shak.

Writer (rit'^r), n. One who writes or has
written, or is in the habit of writing.
My tongue is the pen of a ready writer. Psa. xlv. i.

Specifically, (a) one skilled in penmanship;
one whose occupation is principally con-
fined to wielding the pen; as, a clerk, a
Bcribe, an amanuensis; particularly a title
given to clerks in the service of the late
East India Company. (6) A member of the
literary profession; an author, journalist,
or the like.

Tell prose writers stories are so stale
That penny ballads make a better sale. Breton.

These unreal ways
Seem but the theme of writers, and, indeed.
Worn threadbare. Tennyson.

(c) In Scotland, a term loosely applied to
law agents, solicitors, attorneys, or the like,
and sometimes to their principal clerks.

—

Writer of the tallies. See Tally.— Jf'n(er
to the Signet. See Signet.— Writer's cramp,
a spasmodic affection frequently attacking
persons (generally middle-aged) who have
been accustomed to write much. The patient
loses complete control over the muscles of
the thumb and the fore and middle finger,
so that all attempts to write regularly, and
in the severer cases even legibly, are un-
successful. The various methods of treat-
ment for this trouble (such as surgical opera-
tions, the application of electricity, <tc. ) have
not generally produced very satisfactory
results, entire cessation from writing for a
considerable time seeming to be the only
course open to the patient. Called also
Scrivener's Palsy.
Writeress (rit'6r-es), n. A female writer or
autlior. Thackeray.
Writerling (rit'6r-ling), n. A petty, mean,
or sorry writer or author.

Every writer and writerling of name has a salary
from the government. JV. Taylor.

Wrltership (rit'6r-ship), n. The office of
writer.

Writhe (riTH). v. t. pret. & pp. writhed; an
old form writhen is still occasionally used
by our poets. [A. Sax. ivrlthan, to writhe,
wreathe, twist; pret. wrdth, pp. writhen;
Icel. rltha (for vritha), to writhe, twist,
bind; Dan. vride, Sw. vrida. to writhe, wring;
O.H.G. ridan; from same root as worth
(verb), L. verto, to turn (see Verse). Akin
icrath, wreath, umst, wrest.] I. To twist
with violence ; to subject to contortion ; to
distort; to wring.
His features seem writhen as by a palsy stroke.

S/enser.
The monster hissed aloud, and raged in vain,
And writhed his body to and fro with pain.

.i4ddison.
The whole herd, as by a whirlwind W7-ithen,
Went dismal through the air like one huge python,

Keats.
2. To pervert; to wrest; to misapply.
The reason which he yieldeth showeth the least

part of hia meaning to be that whereunto his words
are writhed. Hooker.

3. To deprive of by torture, extortion, or the
like; to wring; to extort.
The nobility hesitated not to follow the example of

their sovereign in writhing money from them by
every species of oppression. Sir W. Scott.

Writhe (riTH), V.i. 1. To twist the body
about, as in pain; as, to writhe with agony.
Supposing a case of tyranny the Tuscans will

wriggle under it rather than writhe; and if even they
should writhe yet they will never stand erect.

Landor.
They detested; they despised; they suspected;

they writhed under authority; they professed sub-
mission only to obtain revenge. J. Martineau.

2. To advance by vermicular motion; to
wriggle. [Rare.]

And lissome Vivien holding by his heel
Writhed toward him, slided up his knee and sat.

Tennyson.
Writhel,t Writhlet (rlTH'l), v.t (Freq.
from icrithe. ] To wrinkle. * This weiJc and
%crithled shrimp.' Shak.
The skin that was white and smooth is turned

tawnie and writivcCd Bp. Halt.

Writing (rit'ing). n. 1. The act or art of
forming letters and characters on paper,
parchment, wood, stone, the inner bark and
leaves of certain trees, or other material, for
the purpose of recording the ideas which
charactei-s and words express, or of com-
municating them to others by visible signs.
2. Anything written or expressed in letters;
as, (a) any legal instrument, as a deed, a
receipt, a bond, an agreement, &c. (&) A
literary or other composition ; a manuscript;
a pamphlet; a book; as, the writings of
Addison, (c) An inscription. John xix. 19.

Writing-book (rit'ing-buk), n. A blank
paper book for practice in penmanship ; a
copy-book.
Writing- chamhers (rit'ing-cham-bSrz).
n. pi. Apartments occupied by lawyers and
their clerks, ttc.

Writing-desk (rit'ing-desk), n. A desk with
a broad sloping top used for writing on; also,
a portable case containing writing materials
as used fur the same purpose. See Desk.
Writing-ink (rit'ing-ingk), ?i. See Ink.
Writing-master (rit'ing-mas-t6r), n. One
wlio teathes tlie art of penmanship.
Writing-paper (rit'ing-pa-p6r), n. Paper
flnislied with a smooth, generally sized, sur-
face for writing on.

Writing-school (rit'ing-8k<il), n. A school
or an academy where hand-writing or cali-
graphy is taught.
Writing-table (rit'ing-ta-bl). n. A table
used for writing on, having commonly a desk
part, drawers, <fec.

Written (rit'n), p. and a. Reduced to writ-
ing

; committed to paper or the like by pen
and ink or otherwise, as opposed to oral or
spoken; as, written testimony, instructions,
or the like.

Written language is a description ofthe said audible
signs, by signs visible. Holder.

—Written law, law contained in a statute or
statutes: as contradistinguished from wn-
icritten law.

Wrizzledt (riz'ld), a. Wrinkled. 'Her
wrizzled skin. ' Spenser. ' His wrizzled visage.'
Gay.
Wrokent (ro'kn), pp. of wreak. Revenged.
Spenser.

Wanted nothing but faithful subjects to have wro-
ken himself ofsuch wrongs as were done and offered
to him by the French king. Holinshed.

Wrong (rong), a. [Properly the participle
of wrxng, though it occurs earliest (in 1124)
as a noun ; Dan. vrang, wrong, erroneous,
incorrect; Icel. rangr, vrangr, awry, wrong,
unrighteous; D. wrang, sour, harsh (lit
twisting the mouth). See Wring.] 1. Xot
physically right; not fit or suitable; not ap-
propriate for use ; not adapted to the end
or purpose; not according to rule, require-
ment, wish, design, or the like ; not that
which is intended or ought to be.

He called me sot.
And told me I had turned the wrong side out.

Shak.
2. Not morally right ; not according to the
divine or moral law ; deviating from recti-
tude; not equitable; unjust. 'A free de-
termination twixt right and wrong.' Shak.
3. Xot according to the facts or to truth

;

inaccurate; erroneous. 'A zerow^ belief.'
Shak. * False intelligence or urong surmis.

'

Shak.
^

For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight.
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right.

Pofie.
4. Holding erroneous notions in regard to
matters of doctrine, opinion, or of fact; in
error; mistaken.

I was wrong.
I am always bound to you, but you are free.

Tennyson.
Syn. Unjust, immoral, inequitable, errone-
ous, inaccurate, incorrect, faulty, detrimen-
tal, injurious, hurtful, unfit, unsuitable
Wrong (rong), n. 1. What is wrong or not
right ; a state, condition, or instance in
which there is something not right : with-
out an article; as, to be unable to distin-
guish between right and htot;^.— 2. A wrong,
unfair, or unjust act; any violation of right
or of divine or human law; an act of injus-
tice: a breach of law to the injury of another,
whether by something done or left undone;
injustice; trespass.

Do him not that wrong
To bear a hard opinion of his truth. Shak.

As the king of England can do no wrong, so neither
can he do right, but in his courts and by his courts

Milton.
3. Any injury, mischief, hurt, pain, or
damage; as, to have ra.2Xiy wrongs to com-
plain of.

Ail that are assembled in this place
That by this sympathized one day*s error
Hath suffered wrong, go, keep us company.

Shak.
Each had suffered some exceeding' wrong.

Tennyson.—In the wrong, (a) holding a wrong or un-
justifiable position as regards another per-
son; as, in a quarrel both parties may be in
the icrong.

When people once are in the wrong.
Each line they add is much too long. Prior

{li) In error; erroneously. 'Constnie Cas-
sio's smiles . . . <i\nie in the wrong.' Shak.
Wrong (rong), adv. In a wrong manner

;

not rightly; erroneously; incorrectly; amiss;
morally iU.

Ten censure wrong for one that writes amiss. Pope.

Wrong (rong), v. f. 1. To treat with injustice;
to deprive of some right or to withhold
some act of justice from ; to deal harshly,
cruelly, or unfairly with; to injure; to hurt;
to harm; to oppress; to disgrace; to offend.

If he hath rvron^ed thee or oweth thee ought, put
that on mine account. Phile, 18.

And my sword.
Glued to its scabbard with wronged orphans' tears.
Will not be drawn. Massinger.

2. To do injustice to by imputation ; to im-
pute evil unjustly ; as, if you suppose me
capable of a base act you wrojig me.

—

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.



WRONG-DOER

3 Xaut to outsail, by going to windward
of the ship, aud thus taking the wiud out of

her sails.

U'c were very much -wronged by the ship that had
U5 in >.hdse. Smollett.

Wrong-doer (rong'do-^r), n. 1. One who in-

jures another or does wrong.

She resolved to spend all her years ... in be-

waUing the wrong, and yet praying for the wrong'
dotr. Sir P. Sidney.

2. In late, one who commits a tort or tres-

pass; a tort-feaser.

Wrong-doing (rong'do-ing), n. The doing

of wrong; behaviour the opposite of what
is right; evildoing.

Wronger (ronj^er), n. One who wrongs; one
who injures another. ' Caitiffs aud wrongers

of the worKl.' Tennygon.

Wrongful (rong'ful). a. Injurious; unjust;

as, a icrongfid taking of property. '
*'•"

icrowjftd dealing.' Jer. Taylor.
His

I am ^o far from granting thy request
'

r thy ' 'That 1 debpise thee for thy -u/rong/ul suit. Shai:.

Wrongfully (rong'fwl-li), adv. In a wrong-
ful manner; unjustly; in a manner contrary

to the moral law or to justice; as, t4) accuse

one wrowjfullif; to suffer icronofully. ' Ac-
cusing' the Lady Hero wrongfully.' Shak.

Wrongfulness (rong'f^l-nes). n. Quality of

hein^' wn'Mii or wrongful; injustice.

Wronghead (rong'hed), n. A person of a mis-

aiipielieiidiug mind and an obstinate cliarac-

tt-r.

Wronghead (ronglied), a. Same as Wrong-
headed. ' This jealous, waspish, wronghead,
rhyniini; race.' Pope.
Wrongheaded (rong'hed-cd), a. Having
the brain or head taken up with false or

wrong notions or ideas; especially, per-

versely wrong ; having a perverse under-
standing; perverse. ' A wrongheaded dis-

trust of England.' Bp. Berkeley.

Wrongheadedly (rong-hed'ed-li), adv. In
a wrong-ht-aded manner; obstinately; per-

versely.
(Johnson) then rose to be under the care of Mr.

Hunter, the head-master, who according lo his ac-

count, was very severe, and Turonghtadedly severe.
BosTvetl.

Wrongheadedness (rong'hed-ed-nes), n.

Tiit^ .st:ttt-- or quality of being wrongheaded;
p*.-rvers,-ncs-, ; erroneousness.

Fidelity to opinions and (oTnends seems to him
mere dulncss and wrongfteadedness Macaulay

Wrongless t (rongHes), a. Void of wrong.
Wronglesslyt (rong'les-li), adv. Without
injury t-- any one. Sir P. Sidney.

Wrongly (n^ng'Ii), adv. In a wrong man-
ner; unjustly; amiss.

Thou . . . wouldst not play false

And yfX wouldst -wrongty win. Shak.

Wrongminded (rong^mind-ed), a. Having
a mind wrongly inclineil ; entertaining er-

roneous i*x distorted views.

Wrongness (rong'nes). n. llie state or con-
dition of being wrong; error.

The best have ffreat tvrongnesses within them-
selves, which they complain of, and endeavour to

amend. Butler.

Wrongous (rong'us), n. [O.E. wrongwin,
that 18 wrung wine, the opposite of right-

wine or righteous.] In Scots law, not right;

unjust; illegal; as, wrongous imprisonment,
faUe or illegal imprisonment.
Wrote (rot), pret and old pp. o( write.

Lucius hath wrote already.' Shak.
Wrote,* v.i. or (. [A. Sax. wrotan, to grub
up. See Root.] fo root or dig with the
snout, as swine do. Chaucer.
Wroth (rftth), a. [A. Sax. wrath, angry,
enraged, lit. twisted, from wrlthan, to
twist or writhe. See Wrath, Wreath. J

Very angry; much exasperated.

Cain was very wroth, and his countenance fell.

Gen. iv. 5.

And to be 7vrcth with one we love.

Doth work like madness in the brain. Coleridge.

Wrought (rat), pret. & pp. of work. See
WOKV^.— Wnjwjht iron. See IRON.
Wrung (rung), pret. & pp. of wring.

Wry (ri), a. [A. Sax. u*rigian, to bend, to
turn, to incline; akin to wriggle (which see).]

1. Abnormally bent or turned to one side;

in a state of contortion; twisted; distorted;

as, a wry neck; a wry mouth; a wry face or
distorted countenance frequently indicates
discontent, disgust, impatience, pain, or the
like. 'A icry nose.' B. Jo)tson.~'Z. Crooked;
bent; not straight. ' Many a wry meander.'
ir. Browne. ~'i. Deviating from what is right
or becoming; misdirected; out of place; as,

icry words. ' If he now and then make a icry

step.' W. Gdpin.—i. Wrested; perverted.

He mangles and puts a ivrj/ sense on Protestant
authors. .^tteriniry.

Wryt (ri), r.i. 1. To swerve or go obliquely;

to go aside; to deviate from the right path,
physically or morally.

How many . . . murder wives much better than
themselves,

For tvrying but a little. Shak.

2. To bend or wind; to move in a winding or
crooked course.

The first with divers crooks and turning ivries.

Ph. Fletcher

3. To writhe or wriggle. Beau. <!,- Fl.

Wryt (ri). » (• 1. To distort; to wrest; to

make to deviate.

They have wrested and wryed his doctrine.
Ralph Robinson.

2. To writhe; to twist. ' W'rig^his back and
shrinks from the blow.' Jer. Taylor.

Wryly (ri'li), adv. In a wry, distorted, or
awltward manner.
Most of them have tried their fortune at some little

lottery-office of hterature. and receiving a blank have
chewed upon it harshly and wryly Landor

Wry-mouthed (ri'mouind), a. Having the
mouth awry.

A shaggy tapestry ...
Instructive work ! whose wry-mouth'd portraiture

Display'd the fates her confessors endure. Pofie

Wryneck t^rl'nek), n. 1. A twisted or dis-

tort4.*d neck; a deformity in which the neck
is drawn to one side, and at the same time
somewhat forward —2. .\ disease of the
spasniudio kind in sheep, in which the head
is drawn to one side.— 3. A small migratory

Common Wryneck {Yunx tor^uilla).

flcansorial bird of the genus Yunx, allied to

and resembling the woodpeckers: so called
from the singular manner in which, wlien
surprised, it turns its head over its shoul-
ders. One species, the common wryneck
(Yunx torqniUa), is a summer visitant of
England and the north of Europe, generally
I>receding the cuckoo a few days. It is re-

markable for its long tongue, its power of

protruding and retracting it, and the writh-
ing snake-like motion which it can impart
to its neck without moving the rest of the
body. It is also known by the names of

Snake-bird, Cuckoo's Mate, &c.

Wrynecked (ri'nekt), a. Having a distorted
neck. Some commentators in noticing the
Shaksperean phrase, 'the wrynecked fife,'

are of opinion that the allusion is to ttie

player; others hold that the reference is to

the instrument, which they say is the old
English flute, or Jltite d bee: so called from
having a curved projecting mouthpiece like

a bird's beak.

Wryness (ri'ues), 7i. The state of being wry
or distorted.

Wud (wutj), a. Mad. See Wool). [Scotch.]

Wuddy (wud'i), n. See Widly.
Willi t (wul or w\il), v.i. To will; to wish.

' Pour out to all that tfull' Spenser.

Wull(wul), n. Will. [Scotch.]

Wumll (wum'l). n. A wimble. [Si;otoh.]

Wurrus (wur'rns). n. A brick-red dye-
powder, somewhat resembling dragon's-

blood, collected from the seeds of Rottlera
tinctoria.

Wusset (wus). adv. Probably a form of

the -wis of I'-M'w', certainly. See Y-wis.

Why. I hope you will not a-hawking now, will you!
No, tvusse; but 1"11 practise against next year, uncle.

B. yoHSon.

WdJher (wuTH'6r), V.I. To make a sullen
roar. Written also Wudder. [Yorkshire.]

The air was no .v dark with snow; an Iceland blast

was driving it wildly This pair neither heard the
long 'wutAering' rudi, nor saw the white burden it

drifted. C. Bronte.

Wych, Same as Wich.
Wych-elm (wich'elm), n. [O.E. wiche,
wyche, A. Sax. ivice, a name applied to vari-

ous trees ' The sense is * drooping ' or bend-
ing, and it is derived from A. Sax. wie-en,

pp. of H'(c«H, to bend.' Skeat. SeeWiCKER.]
A British i>lant of the genus Ulmus, the
U. montana. It is a large spreading tree
with large broadly elliptical leaves, and
grows in woods in England and Scotland.
Some varieties have i>endulous branches,
and belong to the class of 'weeping' trees.

See Elm.
Wych-hazel (wich'ha-zl), n. [See Wych-
£LM.] 'Ihe common name of plants of the
genus liamanielis, the type of the nat
order Haniumelidaceae. They are small trees,

with alternate leaves on short petioles, and
yellow flowers, disposed in clusters in the
axils of the leaves, and surrounded by a
three-leaved involucrnm. They are natives
of North America, Persia, or China. See
Hamamklidack.k.
Wych-waller (wich'w^l-^r), )i. A salt

boiler at a wych. [Cheshire]
Wye (wi), n. The supjiorts of a telescope,

theodolite, or levelling instrument, so called
from their resembling the letter Y. Writ-
ten also y.

Wylle-coat (w>''Ii-k6t), n. A boy's flaimel
under-dresB, next the shirt; a flannel petti-

coat. [Scotch.]

Wynd(wJ*ud), Ji. An alley: a lane. [Scotrh]
Wynn (win), 7*. A kind

\^g^/3^ ^ of timber truck or car-

riage. Simtnonds.
Wyvem ( wi ' v6m ), 7i.

[O. Fr. vnrre, vivre, a
viper.a dragon or wyveni,
from L. vipera, a viper.

SeeYiPER.WEEVER. The
7t is an aildition to the
word, as in bittern.] In
her. an imaginary animal,

a kind of dragon with wings, but with only
two legs, the termination of its body being
somewhat serpentine in form.

Wyvern.

X, the twenty-fourth letter of the English
alphabet, was borrowetl by the Romans in
comparatively late times from the Greeks,
and passed from the Roman into the Anglo-
Saxon alphabet. The Oreek X, however,
was a guttural. probaJily like the Scotch or
German ch. and why in Latin it should have
assumed the functions of the Greek charac-
ter H (- i) is not very clear. Except when
used at the beginning of a word, x in English

is a double consonant (as It was in Latin and
Greek), and has usually the sound of ks. as
in wax, lax. axis, Ac; but when terminat-
ing a syllable, especially an initial syllable,

if the syllable following it is open or ac-

cented, it often takes the sound of gz, as in
luxury, exhaust, exalt, exotic, Ac. At the
beginning of a word it has precisely the
sound of z. Hence it is entirely a superflu-
ous letter, representing no sound that could

not easily be otherwise represented. As an
initial it occurs in a few words borrowed
from the Greek, never standing in this ixisi-

tion in words that are properly English in
origin.—As a numeral X stands for ten. It

represents one V. which stands for flve,

placed above another, the lower one being
inverted. When laid horizontally, thus X

,

it stands for a thousand, and with a dash
over it, thus X, it stands for ten thousand.

ch, chain; 6h, Sc. loch; g, (jo: J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng. sing; th, (Aen: th. (Ain; w, w\g: wh, whig; zh, azure —See KEY.
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—As an abbreviation X. stands for Clirist,

asiuXn. Christian, Xmas. Christmas.—Xou
beer -casks is said to liave originally indi-

cated beer which had to pay ten shillings

duty.

Xangi, Xanffti (zan'gi, zang-ti'), n. In
Chinese myth, the supreme ruler of heaven
and earth; God.
Xanthate (zan'that),«. A salt of xanthic acid.

XanthelcL, Xantheine (zan-the'iu), n. Tliat

portion of the yellow colouring matter in

flowers which is soluble in water, as distin-

guished from xanthin, which is the insol-

uble part.

XantMan (zan'thi-an), a. Of or belonging
to Xanthus, an ancient town of Asia Minor;
as, the Xanthian sculptures in the British
Museum.
Xazithlc (zan'thik), a. [Gr. xanthos, yellow.]
Tending towards a yellow colour. —Xanthic
acid (CiHgOS^), a name given to ethyldisul-
phocarbonic acid, from the yellow colour of

its salts. It is a heavy oily liquid.—Xa^i^Aic
flowers, flowers which have yellow for their
type, and which are capable of passing into
red or white, but never into blue. Those
flowers of which blue is the type, and which
are capable of passing into red or white,
but never into yellow, have been termed
cyanic flowers. —Xanthic oxide (CfiH4N4 02),
uric oxide, a very rare ingredient of uriuary
calculi, and said to occur in small quanti-
ties in the spleen and liver, in the muscular
flesh of the horse and ox, and in some kinds
of guano. Called also Xanthin.
Xanthin, Xanthine (zan'thin), n. A name
applied to more than one substance from
its colour; as, (a) that portion of the yellow
colouring matter of flowers which is insol-

uble in water. (6) The yellow colouring
matter contained in madder, (c) A gaseous
product of the decomposition of xanthates.
(d) The name is now generally confined to
xanthic oxide, the ingredient of urinary
calculi; it is a white crystalline substance.
Xanthlte (zan'thit), n. [Gr. xanthos, yellow. ]

A mineral of a yellowish colour, a variety
of vesuvian, composed of silica, lime, alu-
mina, with small portions of the peroxides of
iron and manganese, and also magnesia and
water. It is found in a bed of limestone
near Amity in New York.
Xanthium (zan'thi-um), n. [Gr. xanthos,
yellow, from yielding a yellow dye,] Bur-
weed, a genus of plants, nat. order Compo-
site. X. Strumariiun is a rank and weed-
like plant occasionally met with in Britain,
to which it has beeu introduced from the
Continent. It is remarkable for the curious
structure of its flowers and the prickly in-

volucres which surround the fertile ones,
enlarging and becoming part of the fruit.

Another species, X. spinosum, has in recent
times spread over a great part of western
Europe, coming from the south of Russia.
XanthO (zan'tha), n. [Gr. xanthos, yellow.]
A genus of brachyurous crustaceans, in-
cluding numerous species, and found in
most seas.

Xanthocarpous (zan-tho-kar'pus), a. [Gr.
xanthos, yellow, and karpos, fruit.] In bot.

having yellow fruit.

Xanthochroi (zan-thok'ro-i), n. pi. [Gr.
xanthochroos, yellow-skinned, from xanthos,
yellow, and chroa, colour.] In ethn. one of
the Ave groups into which Huxley classifies
man. comprising the fair whites.

The Xanthochroi, or fair whites, . . . are the pre-
valent inhabitants of Northern Europe, and the type
may be traced into North Africa, and eastward as
far as Hindostan. E. B. Tylor.

Xanthochrolc (zan-tho-kro'ik), a. Of or
pertaining to the Xanthochroi. See under
Man.
Xanthochymus (zau-tho-ki'mus), n. [Gr.
xanthos, yellow, and chymos, juice.] A
genus of trees, nat. order Guttiferae. X.
pictorius, is a native of the East Indies,
with white flowers, yellow fruit, and thick
opposite leaves. The trunk yields a resin-
ous juice of a yellow colour.
Xanthocon, Xanthocone (zan'tho-kon), n.
[Gr. xanthos, yellow, and konis, dust.] An
arsenio-sulphide of silver, of a dull-red or
clove-brown colour, occurring in hexagonal
tabular crystals, but commonly in crystal-
line reniform masses. When reduced to
powder it becomes yellow, whence the
name.
Xanthophyll (zan'tho-fil), n. [Gr. xanthos,
yellow, phyllon, a leaf.] In hot. a peculiar
waxy matter to which some attribute the
yellow colour of withering leaves. Nothing
is known respecting its composition, or of

the manner in which it is formed from
chlorojjliyll. Called also Xanthophylluw.
XaiLthophylllne (zan-thof'il-in), n. Same
as Xanthophyll.
Xanthopicrin, Xanthopicrite (zan'tho-
pik-riu, zan'tho-pik-rit), n. [Gr. xanthos,
yellow, SL\\<X pikroSt bitter.] In chem. names
given by Chevallier and Pelletan to a yellow
colouring matter from the bark of Xan-
thoxylwn caribteum, afterwards shown to
be identical with berberine.

XanthopOUS (zan'tho-pus), a. [Gr. xan-
thos, yellow, and 2>oits, a foot] In bot hav-
ing a yellow stem.
Xanthoproteic (zan'tho-pr6-te"ik), a. Ap-
plied to an acid formed when protein or
any of its modifications is di^^ested in nitric
acid. It is of a yellow colour, and seems
to combine both with acids and bases.

Xanthoprotein (zan-tho-pro'te-in), n. A
yellow acid substance formed by the action
of nitric acid upon fibrine.

Xanthorhamnine (zau-tho-rara'n!n),?i.[ Gr.
xanthos, yellow, and rhamnos, buckthorn.]
A yellow colouring matter contained in the
ripe Persian or Turkish berries and in Avi-
gnon grains. It imparts a yellow colour to
fabrics mordanted with alumina and a black
colour to those mordanted with iron salts.

See Rhamnus.
Xanthorrhsea (zan-tho-re'a), n. [Gr. xan-
thos, yellow, and rheu. to flow, from its

yellow resinous exudation.] A genus of

plants, nat. order Liliacea;. The species are
called grass-trees, and are found in Austra-
lia. They have thick trunks like those of
palms, long wiry grass-like leaves, and long
dense flower-spikes. See Grass-tree.
Xanthorrhiza (zan-tho-ri'za), n. [Gr. xan-
thos, yellow, and rhiza, a root, the roots
being of a deep yellow colour.] A genus of
North American plants, nat. order Ranun-
culaceai. See Yellow-root.
Xanthosis (zan-tho'sis), n. [Gr. xanthos,
yellow.] In med. a term applied to the yel-

low discoloration often observed in cancer-
ous tumours.
XanthOspermous (zan-tho-sper'mus), a.

[Gr. xanthos, yellow, and sperma, a seed.]
In bot. having yellow seeds.

Xanthous (zan'thus), a. [Gr. xanthos, yel-

low.] A term applied by Dr. Prichard to

that variety of mankind which includes all

those individuals or races which have brown,
auburn, yellow, flaxen, or red hair.

Xanthoxylacese (zan-thok'si-la"se-e), n. pi.

A group of polypetalous exogenous plants,

now usually combined with Rutaceae, found
chiefly in America, especially in the tropical

parts The species are trees or shrubs, with
exstipulate, alternate or opposite leaves,

furnished with pellucid dots. The flowers
are either axillary or terminal, and of a gray
green or pink colour. All the plants of the
group to a greater or less extent possess
aromatic and pungent properties, especially

the species belonging to the genera Xan-
thoxylum, Brucea, Ptelea, Toddalia, and
Ailanthus.
Xanthoxylum (zan-thok'si-lum), ii. [Gr.

xanthos, yellow, and xylon, wood; the roots
are yellow.] A genus of plants, the type of

the group Xanthoxylaceae. The species are
trecS or shrubs, with the petioles, leaves, and
branches usually furnished with prickles.

On account of their aromatic and pungent
properties they are known in the countries
where they grow under the name of peppers.
X. fraxineum is called toothache-tree, as its

bark and capsular fruit are much used as a
remedy for toothache.
Xehec (ze'bek), n. [Sp. xaheqxve, Fr. chebec.

Xebec of Barbary.

It. sciabecco, zambecco, from Turk, sumbeki,
xebec; Ar. swjH6ufr, a small vessel] A small

three-masted vessel, formerly much used by
the Algerine corsairs, and now used to a
small extent in ilediterranean commerce.
It differs from the felucca chiefly in having
several square sails, as well as lateen sails,
while the latter has only lateen sails.

Xenelasia (zen-e-la'si-a). ji. [Gr., the expul-
sion of strangers.] A Spartan institution
which prohibited strangers from residing in
Sparta without permission, and emjiowered
magistrates to expel strangers if they saw
fit to do so.

Xenium (ze'ni-um), n. pi. Xenia (ze'ni-a).

[L., from Gr. xenion, a gift to a guest, from
xanos, a guest] 1. Anciently, a present
given to a guest or stranger, or to a foreign
ambassador.—2. A name given to pictures
of still-life, fruit, &c., such as are found in
houses at Pompeii. Fairholt.
Xenodocheum, Xenodochinin (zen'o-do-
ke"um, zen'o-do-ki"ura ), n. [Gr. xenodo-
cheion—xenos. a stranger, and deckomai, to
receive.] A name given by the ancients to
a building for the reception of strangers.
The term is also applied to a guest-house in
a monastery.
XenodOChy (zen-od'o-ki), n. [Gr. xenodo-
chixi. See above.] Reception of strangers;
liospitality. Also, same as Xenodocheum.
Xenogenesis (zen-o-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr. xenos,
strange, and genesis, birth.] 1. Same as He-
terogenesis, (b).—2. The production orfonna-
tion of an organism of one kind by an or-
ganism of another, as was formerly believed
of parasitic worms by their hosts. Huxley.
XenogenetiC (zen'o-je-net"ik), a. Of or per-
taining to xenogenesis.

I have dwelt upon the analogy of pathological mo-
dification which IS in favour ottiiexetio^efieticongizi
of microzyines.

'

HuxUy.

Xenops (ze'nops), n. [Gr. xetios, strange,
and ops, the countenance.] A genus of in-
sessorial birds of South America, allied to
tlie nuthatches.
Xenotlme (zen'o-tim), n. A native phos-
phate of yttrium, having a yellowish brown
colour.

Xerasia (ze-ra'si-a), n. [From Gr. xsros, dry.}
In pathol. a disease of the hair, wtiich be-
comes dry and ceases to grow.
Xeres (zer'es), n. [Sp.] Sherry: so called
from the district of Spain where it is pro-
duced. Simmonds.
Xerif (ze-rif '), n. A shereef .

' The xeri/ of
Mecca.' Landor.
Xeriff (ze-rif), n. 1. A gold coin formerly
current in Egypt and Turkey of the value of
9«. 4d.—2. A name for the ducat in Mor-
occo.

Xerocollyrium (ze'ro-kol-lir"i-um), n. [Gr.
xeros, dry, and kollyrion.] A dry collyrium
or eye-salve.

Xeroderma (ze-ro-der'ma), n. [Gr. xeros,
dry, and derma, skin.] In pathol general
dryness of the surface of the skin, occa-
sioned by abnormal diminution of the secre-
tion of the sebiparous organs. In its severest
form it constitutes ichthyosis, or fish-skin
disease. Hoblyn.
Xerodes (ze-ro'dez), n. [Gr. a:er«Z««, dry-
ish, from xeros, dry.] Any tumour attended
with dryness.

Xeromjnnun (ze-ro-mi'rum), n. [Gr. x^ros,
dry, and muron, ointment] A dry oint-
ment
Xerophagy (ze-rof'a-ji), n. [Gr. xeros, dry,
and phago, to eat] A term applied by early
ecclesiastical writers to the Christian rule
of fasting; the act or habit of living on dry
food or a meagre diet.

Xerophthalmy, Xerophthalmia (ze'rof-

thal-mi, ze-rof-thal'mi-a), n. [Gr. xeros,
dry, and ophthalmia, a disease of the eyes,
from ophthalmos, the eye.] A dry, red sore-
ness or itching of the eyes, without swelling
or a discharge of humours.
Xerotes (ze'ro-tez), n. [Gr. xerotes, drj-ness.]

In m^d. a dry habit or disposition of the
body.
Xiphias fzif'i-as), n. [Gr., from xiphos, a
sword] 1. The genus of fishes to which the
A', gladitis, or conmion sword-fish, belongs.
See Sword-fish.—2. In astron. a constel-
lation in the southern hemisphere. Called
also Sicord-flsh and Dorado or Xiphias Do-
rado.

Xiphidium (zi-fid'i-um), Ji. [From Gr. xi-
phos, a sword, and eid^s, resemblance.] A
genus of plants with sword-shaped leaves,
nat. order Liliacese. X. album is a native
of the West Indies.

Xiphisternmn (zif-i-stSr'numX 'i. [Gr.
xiphus, a swurd, and sternon, a breast-bone.]
In compar. anal, the inferior or posterior

Fate, far, fat, fftil; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, poimd; u, Sc. abune; y, So. fey.
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seirment of the sternum, corresponding to
the xiphuiil L-artila4;;e of human anatomy.
Xiphodoa (zif'o-tion). n. [Gr. xiphos. a
sword, and odous, odontos. a tooth.] A genus
of fossil mammals, closely allied to Auop-
lotheriuin, of which two species have been
ascertained.

Xiphoid (zif'oid). a. [Gr. xiphos, a sword,
ami ekivs. likeness.] Shaped like or resem-
hling a sword; ensiform.

—

Xiphoid or ensi-

J'onu cartilage, in atiat. a small cartilage
placed at the bottom of the breast-bone.

Xiphoidian (zi-foid'i-an), a. Of or pertain-
iir_' t" till- xiphoid cartilage.

XiphophyllOUS (zif-of'i-lus), a. [Gr. xiphos,
a sword. and phyUon, a leaf.] lu bot. having
ensiform leaves.

Xiphosura (zif-o-su'ra), n. [Gr. xiphos, a
sword, and oura, a tail.] An order of crus-
taceans, so called from the long sworddike
appendage with which the body terminates.
They are represented solely t)y the Limuli
or king-crabs, .see King-CRAB.
XlphoteutMs(zif-o-tu'this), n. [Gr. xiphos,
a swortl. and teuthig, a squid.] A geuus of
Belemnites, characterized by a very long,
narrow.deep-chambered phragraacone. Only
a sini:ie species is knowu from the lias. See
Bki,kmmtii>j:

Xylantlirax (zT lan'thraks), n. [Gr. xylon,
wood, and anthrax, coal.] Woodeoal; bovey-
coal.

Xylene (zilen). n. In ehem. see XYLOL.
Xylldlne 'zi'li-din), n. Same as Xyloidine.
Xylite (zi'lit), n [Gr. xylon, wood] The
name given to lignifonn asbestos, mountain
w<mk1. or rock-wood.
Xylobalsamum ( zi-lo-barsa-mum). n. l The
wood of the balsam-tree.—2. A balsam ob-
tained by decoction of the twigs and leaves
of the A int/ria iiileadensis in water.
Xyloblua (zi-I6*bi-U8). n. (Gr. xylon, wood,
and 6(0*. life.] A geuus of fossil insects,
rapposed to be myriapods of the order Cld-
lognatha, discovered in trunks of Sigillaria,

one of the most characteristic trees of the
carboniferous age.

Xyl0Carp(zi'16-karp).n. [Gr.xy/oJt.wood, and
karj'un.irmi ] Infeo( ahardandwoodyfruit.
Xylocarpous (zi-lo-kar'pus). o. [Gr. xylon.
wood, aiul karpo9, fruit.] Having fruit
whi'h beesomes hard or woody.
Xylocopa (zi-iok'o-pa), n. [Gr. xylos, wood,
and k"i,i\ a cutting, incision.] The carpen-
ter-bee. a genus of hymenopterous insects
with sharp-pointed mandibles which bore
hides in wood. It is an extensive genus.
See CakI'KSTER-BEE.
Xylograph (zilo-graO, n. [See Xylogra-
phy.] An engraving on wood, or an im-
preaaion from such an engraving.

XylOgrapher (zi-log'ra-fer), n. One who en-
gravfS oil wuod
Xylographic, Xylographical (zi-lo-graf-

ik, zi-lo-graf'ik-al), a. Kelatiug to xylo-
graphy.
Xylography (zi-log'ra-fi), ». [Gr. xylon,
wood, and yrapho, to engrave,] 1. Wood en-
graving; the act or art of cutting figures or
designs in wood.—2. A name given to a pro-
cess of decorative painting on wood. A se-

lected pattern or design is drawn on wood
which is then engraved, or the design is re-

produced in zinc by the ordinary method.
An electrotype cast is taken from the wood-
cut or zinc plate, and smooth surfaces of
wood are printed from the electrotype,
under a regulated pressure, with pigments
prepared for the purpose. The colour pene-
trates the wood, leaving no outside film,

and after being French polished or covered
with a fluid enamel the wood may be
washed, scrubbed, or even sand-papered
without destroying the pattern. Ure.

XylOid (zi'loid). a. [Gr. xylon, wood, and
eido^s, form.] Having the nature of wood;
resembling wood.
Xyloidine (zi-loi'din), n. [Or. xylon, wood,
and eidtw, resemblance,] (CgH^NO-.) An ex-
plosive compound produced by the action of
strong nitric acid upon starch or woody
fibre. Called also Xylidine.

Xylol, Xylole (zilon, n. (CgHip.) A hydro-
carbon,analogous to )>euzol and toluol, found
among the oils separated from crude wood-
spirit by the addition of water. Called also
Xylene.
Xylophaga fzi-lofa-ga), n.pl. [Gr. xylon,
wood, and pha(/''>, I eat.] A group of coleop-
terous insects imted for their habit of exca-
vating wood. They resemble the weevils,
but are distinguished from them by the ab-
sence of a pntboscis.

Xylophagan (zi lofa-gan), n. An insect of
the groui) Xylophaga.
XylOphagida (zi-16-faj'i-d6), 7i.pl. a fa-

mily of l)iptera or flies, the members of
which have the antennaj ten-jointed, and
are furnished with a long ovipositor. The
larva is cylindrical, and has a scaly plate on
the tail, the head ending in an acute point
They are very destructive to wood.
Xylophagous (zi-lofa-gus), a. [Gr. xylon,
wo4nl, and phago, to eat] Eating or feeding
on wood.
XylophagUS (zi-lofa-gus), n. The typical
genus (»f the family Xylophagida).
^lophilan (zi-Iof 'i-lan), n. An insect be-
longmg to the Xylophili.

XylOphill (zi-lof'i-li), ». pi. [Gr. xylon, wood,
axiAphileo. to love.] A tribe of gigantic co-
leopterous insects, which live on decayed

wood. They chiefly inhabit tropical coun-
tries.

XylophilOUS (zi-lofi-lus), a. Growing upon
or living in wood.
XylOphylla (zi-lof'il-a), n. [Gr. xylon, wood,
and phyllon, a leaf.] A genus of Euphor-
biaccie, or, as some regard it, a section of
Phyllanthns, consisting of shrubs without
leaves, but whose branches ai-e flattened out
and leaf-like, bearing the flowers in tufts in
the notches of the mai'gin. They are natives
of the West Indies, and are named from
the singular appearance of their leaf-like
branches.

Xylopia (zi-Io'pi-a), n. [Said to be contracted
for Ai/i(>^(cn«,fromGr. xylon, wood, and ^t-
kroit, bitter.] A genus of plants, nat order
Anonaceffi. The species are trees or shrubs,
natives chieliy of South America. X. aro-
matica is known by the name of African
pepper. The fruit of A", grandijiora is a
valuable remedy for fevers in Brazil. The
wood of all is bitter; hence tliey are called
bitter-woods.

Xylopyrography (zi'16-pi-rog"ra-fi), n. [Gr.

xylon, wood, pyr, pyros, tire, and graphO, to
write] The art or process of producing a
pictui-e on wood by charring it with a hot
iron. Called also Poker-painting.
XyloretiBe (zi'lo-re-tin), n. [Gr. xylon,
wood, and rhetine, resin.] A sub-fossil re-

sinous substance, found in connection with
the pine-trunks of certain peat-mosses.
XylOtlle (zi'16-tll), n. [Or. xylon, wood, and
tilos, flock or down.] 1. An opaque, glim-
mering, light or dai'k brown or green min-
eral, of a delicately fibrous texture, consist-
ing chiefly of silica, sesquioxide of iron,

magnesia,and water —2. Same as Parkesine.
Xyridacese (zi-ri-da'se-e), n. pi. [Gr. xyris,

an iridaceous plant, from xyron, a razor:
from shape of its leaves.] A nat. order of
raonocotyledonous rush-like or sedge -like
herbs, the species of which are found' over
the tropics in both hemispheres. The order
comprises two genera, Xyris and Abolboda,
to which some botanists add Philydrum.
Xyst, XyBtOS {zist, zis'tos), n. [L. xystus,
Gr. xyatos, from xyo, to scrape, from its

smooth and polished floor.] In aiic. arch.
a sort of covered portico or open court of
great length in proportion to its width, in
which the athletae performed their exer-
cises. Written also Xygtuts.

Xystarch (zis'tark). n. [Gr. xystos, xyst, and
archo, to rule.] An Athenian officer who
presided over the gymnastic exercises of the
xystos.

Xyster (zis't^r), n. [Gr. xyster, from xyo,
to scrape.] A surgeon's Instrument for
scraping bones.

Y.

Y, the twenty- fifth letter of the English
alphabet.was taken from the Latin, the Latin
having borrowed it from the Greek T or
upsilon. In the Anglo-Saxon alphabet it

was always a vowel, and is believed to have
had a sound resembling that of French k or
German u, this being.also the sound which
the Greek T is l>elieved to have had. In
moilern English it is both a consonant and
a vowel, and seldom or never is the histori-

Cid representative of A. Sax. y, this being
usually represented by i At the Ijeginning
of syllables and folhtwed by a vowel it is a
condonant of the palatal class, beingformed
by bringing the middle of the tongue in

contact with the palate, and nearly in the
position to which the.'/hard brings it. Hence
it has happened that in a great number of
words g has been softened into y,asA. Sax.
?'edr into year, geornian into yearn, dceg
nto day. As an adjective termination it

commonly represents A Sax -i^. as in stony
= A. Sax. stdnig, greedy = A. Sax. grcedio,
hungry - X. Sax. hungrig, many— A. Sax,
iMBnig. In some nouns it also represents
the term, -ig, as in honey = A. Sax. hunig.
icithy=A. .Sax. leithig. In the term, -ly it

stands for re oriee. as in godly — A. Sax- god-
lie, friendly =A. Sax. /re6ndlte. fully = A.
Hnx. fulHce, A/irrffj/ = A. Sax. heardlice, ifcc.

In words ftf Romance origin the term, -y

often represents Fr, -ie, L. -ia. as in history,

modesty, memory, victory; it also represents

L. -mm, the noun termination, as in study,
remedy, subsidy, Ac., or the adjective term,
•ius, as in notary, eontran/, secotuiary, &c.
In nouns ending in -ty tiie -ty represents
Fr. -te, L, -tas, -tatis, a&in.vanity, calamity,
&c. In the middle and at the end of words
y is a vowel, and is precisely the same as i'.

It ia sounded as i long, when accented, as

in defy, rely, dying; and as i short when
un&ccented.asiii vanity, glory, synonymmis.
As a consonant this letter bears much the
same relation to i (short) asw does to u; thus
t short has in certain positions—as in the ia

of Christian— si tendency to pass into y. Y
is sometimes called tha Pythagorean letter,

from its Greek original representing, by
means of its three limlis, the sacred triad.

formed by the duad proceeding from the
monad.—In chem. Y is the symbol of yttri-

um.—Y, as a numeral, stands for 150, aud

with a dash over it Y. for 150.000,

T-. A common pn*flx in Old English words,
as in »/-oIept, y-clad. Ac. . representing A. Sax.
ge-, which assumed this form by the com-
mon weakening of g to y. The meaning of

words with this prefix Is usually the same
as if it were absent See GE.
ya,t adv. Yea: yes. Chaucer.
Yacare fyak'a-ra), n. The native name of
a Brazilian alligator (Jacare sclerftps), hav-
ing a ridge from eye to eye, fleshy eyelirls,

and small webs to the feet; the spectacled
cayman. Written also Jacare.

Yacca-WOOd (yak-a-wod), n. The orna-
mental wood of Podocarpus coriacea, a small
tree of Jamaica. It is of a pale-brown
colour with streaks of hazel-brown, and is

much used in the West Indies for cabinet
work.
Yacht (yot), n. [OD.jacht. Mod. D. jagt,
a yacht, a chase, hunting, from jagen, to
chase, to hunt, to hurry; G. jagen, to hunt;
Dan. jage, to hunt, to drive, to hurry.) A
light and elegantly fitted up vessel, used
either for pleasure trips or racing, or as a
vessel of state to convey kings, princes, Ac.

,

from one place to another by sea. There are
two distinct species of yacht: the mere
racer with enormous spars and sails and
deeply-ballasted hull, with fine lines, but
sacrificing everything to speed; and the ele-

gant, commodious, well-proportioned tra-

velling yacht, often with steam -propelling
machinery, fit for a voyage round the world.
The yacht navy of Britain comprehends ves-
sels from 3 to about 000 tons.

I sail'd this momint^ with his majesty in one of his

yachts (or pleasure-boats), vessels not known among
us till the Dutch E. India Company presented that
curious piece to the Icing. Eveiyn.

Yacht (yot). v.i. To sail or cruise in a yacht;
as, he spent the summer yachting in the
Mediterranean,
Yacht-club (yot'klub), n A club or union
of yacht-owners for racing purposes, &c.,
acting under a commodore.

ch. ehnin: til. 8c. locA; q, ffo; ], job; ft, Fr. ton; ng. tiitg; in, then; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh. azure.—See Ksj.
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Vactlter (yot'^r), n. One who commands a
yacht; one who sails in a yacht.

Yachting (yot'ing), a. Relating to a yacht
or yachts; as, a yachting voyage.

Yachtsman (yots'man), n. One who keeps
or sails a yacht.
Yat t Gave. Cha ucer.

Yaff (yaf). v.i. [Imitative.] To bark like a
dog in a passion; to yelp; hence, to talk
pertlv. [Scotch.]

raffle, Yafflngale (yaf'l, yaf'in-gal),?i. Local
names given to the green woodpecker (Picw«
viridis) from its cry.

Vows!— I am woodman of tlie woods.
And hear tlie garnet-headed yaffin^le
Mock them. Tennyson.

Yager (ya'gSr), n. [G. jdger, lit. a hunts-
man, ixQw\ jagen, to hunt.] A member of
certain regiments of light infantry in the
armies of various German states. Such regi-

ments were originally composed of jager or
hutitsmen, whence the name. The French
chasseur belongs to the same class of sol-

dier.

Yagger (yag'^r). n. [D. )ager, a huntsman,
a driver See Yager.) A ranger about the
country; a travelling pedlar. Sir W. Scott.

[Slietland Islands.]

Yahoo (ya'ho), n. A name given by Swift,

in Gulliver'is Travels, to a race of brutes,
having the form of man and all his degrad-
ing passions. They are placed in contrast
with the llout/hnhnms, or liorses endowed
with reason, the whole being designed as a
satire on the luinian race. Hence, a rough,
boorisli, uncultivated character. ' A yahoo
of a stable-boy.' Graves.

'Wliat sort of fellow is he; . . . & yahoo, I sup-
pose?' ' Not at all, he is a capital fellow, a perfect
gentleman.' H. KingsUy.

Yak (yak), n. [Thibetian.] A ruminant mam-
mal of the bovine tribe, the Bo% poephagns,
oi- Poephagus grujiniens, a large species of
ox. with cylindric horns, curvinjj outward,
long pendent silky hair fringing its sides, a
bushy mane of fine hair, and villous, horse-
like tail; inhabiting Thibet and the higlier

plateaus of the Himalayas: called by Pen-
nant and otliers tlie gninting ox, from its

very peculiar voice, which sounds much like

the grant of a pig : known also as Sarlac,
Sarlik. Tliere are several varieties of the
yak due to climatic influences, character of
habitat, food, and, in the case of domesti-
cated animals, to the kind of work to wliich
they are put, as the 7toble yak, the ghain-
orik, the plough-yak. The last is a plebeian-
looking animal, and wants the magnificent
side tufts of hair characteristic of its free

brethren. It is employed in agriculture.

Tlie yak is often crossed with other domestic
cattle, and a mixed breed obtained. The
tail of the yak is in great request for various
ornamental purposes, and forms quite an
importaut article of commerce. Dyed red
it decorates the caps of th.e Chinese, and
when properly mounted it is used as a fly-

flapper in India under the name of a chowry.

plants of the genus Dioscorea, growing in
tropical climates. Tiie common West Indian
yam is produced by Z>. alata, the East In-

Yalc {Bos poephagus).

Tails are also carried before certain officers
of state, their number indicating his rank.
Yaksha (yak'sha), n. In Hind. myth, a kind
of demigt)ds who attend Kuvera, the god of
riches, and guard his treasures.

Yald (yald). a. Same as Yeld.

Yald, Yauld (yald), a. [Icel. gildr, stout,
brawny, strong, of full size; Sw. and Dan.
g'ld.\ Supple; active; athletic. [Scotch.]

Yam (yam), n. [The Tortuguese first saw
the plant cultivated in Africa, then in In-
dia and Malacca, and brought the name as
well as the plant to the West, but from what
language it comes is unknown. The yam
was imported into America.] A large escu-
lent tuber or root produced by various

Yam {Dioscorea giobosn),

dian yams are produced by D. globosa, ru-
bella, and purpurea. The D. atro-purjnirea
grows in Malacca, and produces tubers
which, like those of D. purpurea, are of a
purple colour. Yams, when roasted or
boiled, form a wholesome, palatable, and
nutritious food. They are sometimes of the
weight of 30 lbs. See Water-tam.
Yama (ya'ma), n. In Ilind. myth, the god
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Yama.

of departed spirits and the appointed judge
and puniaher of the dead; the embodiment
of power without pity, and stern, unbend-
ing fate. He is generally represented as
crowned and seated on a buffalo, which he
guides by the horns. He is four-armed and
of austere countenance. In one hand he
holds a mace, in another a noose which is

used to draw out of the bodies of men the
souls which are doomed to appear before
his judgment-seat. His garments are of the
colour of flre, his skin is of a bluish green.

Yamer, Yammer (ya'm^r, yam'mSr), v.i.

[O.E, yomer. A. Sax. ge6merian, to lament,
to groan, from gednwr, sad, mournful,
wretched; comp. G. jammeren, to lament,
to wail. ] To shriek ; to yell ; to cry aloud

;

to whimper loudly; to whine. [Scotch.]

'The child is doing as well as possible,' said Mjss
Grizzy; ' to be sure it does yatntner constantly, that
can't be denied.' Afiss Ferrier.

Yank (yangk). v.i. [Probably a nasalized
form akin to G. and D. jagen, Dan. jage. to
hunt, to chase, to hurry; Icel. ja^a, to move
to and fro. See Yacht.] [Scotch.] 1. To
work cleverly and actively: often with on;
as, she yanked on at the work.—2. To speak
in a yelping or affected tone; to scold; to nag;
as, she yanked at her servant from morning
to night.

Yank (yangk), v.t. To give a throwing or
jerking motion to; to twitch strongly; to
jerk. [CoUoq. United States.]

Yank (yangk), n. 1. A quick, sharp stroke;
a buffet; as. he gave him a yatOc on the
head. [Scotch. ]-2.A jerk ortwitch. [CoUoq.
United States.]— 3. pi. A kind of leggings.
[Provincial.]

Yank (yangk), n. [Contr. of Yankee.] A
Yankee. [Vulgar.]

Yankee (yang'ke), n. [A word of uncertain
origin. The most common explanation seems
also the most plausible, namely, that it is a
corrupt pronunciation of English or of Fr.
Aiiglais formerly current umong the Ameri-
can Indians. In Bartlett's Dictionary of
Americanisms a statement is quoted to the
effect that Yengees or Yenkees was a name
originally given by the Massachusetts In-
dians to the English colonists, and that it

was afterwards adopted by the Dutch on
the Hudson, who applied the term in con-
tempt to all the people of New England,
Bartlett also quotes a statement of Heck-
welder (an authority on Indian matters),
wlio affirmed that the Indians applied the
terra Yengees specially to the New Englan-
ders at contradistinguished from the Vir-
ginians or Long KniveL, and tiie English
proper or Saggenash. As early as 1713 it is

said to have been a common cant word at
Cambridge. Mass, , in the sense of good or
excellent, being probably borrowed by the
students from the Indians, to whom a ' Yan-
kee' article would be synonymous with an
excellent one, from the superiority of the
white man in mechanical arts.] A cant name
for a citizen of New England. During the
American Revolution the name was applied
to all the insurgents; and during the civil

war it wa-s the common designation of the
Federal soldiers by the Confederates. In
Britain the term is sometimes applied gen-
erally to all natives of the United States.

Yankee -Doodle (yang-ke-do'dl), n. l. A
famous air, now regarded as American and
national. In reality the air is an old Eng-
lish one, called Nankey Doodle, and had
some derisive reference to Cromwell. It is

said that the brigade under Lord Percy,
after the battle of Lexington, marched out
of Boston playing this tune in derisive and
punning allusion to the name Yankee, and
the New Englanders adopted the air in con-
sideration of the fact that they had made
the British dance to it. The really national
tune of the whole United States, however,
is 'Hail, Columbia!'— 2. A Y'ankee. 'Hot
Yankee-doodles.' Moore. [Ludicrous.]
Yankeeism (yang'ke-izm), n. An idiom or
practice of the Yankees.
Yanker Yankle,n. [SeeYANK,r.i.] [Scotch]
1. A sliarp. forward, clever woman.— 2. One
who speaks or scolds incessantly.

Yanolite (yan'o-lit), n. See Axinite.
Yaourt (yourt), n. A fermented liquor or
milk-beer, similar to kouniis, made by the
Turks. Simmonds.
Yap (yap), v.i. [Imitative, like yaff; comp.
Fr. japper, Pr. japar. to yelp.] To yelp; to
bark. Sir K L'Estrange.
Yap (yap), n. The cry of a dog; a bark; a
yelp.

Yapock (yap'ok), n. [Named from the South
American river Oyapok. ] A handsome opos-
sum inhabiting the rivers of Brazil and
Guiana. It is aquatic in its habits, bearing
a considerable resemblance to a small otter,
and differs from other opossums in its den-
tition, in having no opposable thumb, and
in the toes of the hind feet being webbed.
It is an excellent swimmer, and lives on the
fishes which it chases and catches in the
rivers. Called also Water-opossum.
Yapon (ya'pon or y^'pon), n. Ilex Cassiiie,

a shrub growing in the southern states of

America, the leaves of which are used as

tea and as medicine. The same name is

also given to other species of Hex. Written
also Yatipoji.

Yar, Yare (yar, yar), a. Sour; brackish.
[Provincial English.]

Yarage t (yai-'aj), n. [From yare.) Naut.
the power of moving or being managed at
sea: said of a ship.

To the end that he might, w-ith his light ships, well

manned with water-men, turn and environe the galleys
of the enemies, the which were heavy oiyarngg, both
for their bignesse, as also for lacke of water-men to row
them. North.

Yarb (yarb), n. An herb. ' Some skill in

yarbs as she called her simples.' KingsUy.
[Provincial English.]

Yard (yard), n. [O. E. yerde, gerde, A. Sax.
gyrd, gird, rarely geard, a rod, a staff, a
yard measure; D. garde, a rod, a twig; G.
gerte, a switch, a twig; Goth, gazds, a goad,

Fate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; ndte, not, miive; tube, tub, bflU; oil, pound; U, Sc. abwne; J', So. fey.
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a prick. Cog. with L. hasta, a spear.] 1. The
British and American standard measure of

length, equal to 3 feet or 36 inches, the foot
being in general made practically the unit.

As a cloth measure the yard is divided into

4 quarters = 16 nails. (See under Measure. J

A square yard contains 9 stiuare feet and a
cubic yartl 27 cubic feet.—2. A pole or rod
3 feet long for measuring a yard.—3. A long
cylindrical piece of timber in a ship, having
a rounded taper toward each end, and slung
crosswise to a mast. All yards are eitlier

square or lateen, the former being suspended
across the masts at right angles for sjiread-

ing 8(|uare sails, the latter obliquely. Yards
have sheave-holes near their extremities for

the sheets reeving through. Either end of

a yard, or rather that part of it which is

outside the sheave-hole, is called the yard-
arm; the quarter oi a yard is about half-

way Ijetween the sheave-hole and the slings.

4.t A long piece of timber, as a rafter and
the like. Ox^ford Glossary. —b. The male
organ of generation; the penis.— I'ard of
land. Same as Yard-land (which see).

YardCyiird), n. [A. Sax. geard, an inclosure,

a yard, a court, (tc. ; Icei. gartkr, a yard or
inclosed space (E. garth)\ Dan. gaard, a
yard, a court, a farm; D. gaard, a garden;
O.H.G. giarfo. 'SloA.G.garten, a garden; Eus.
gorod (as in "Soygorod, Ac.), a town. From
same root aa L. hortxis, a garden, cohors, a
cohort (see Court), Gr. cheir, the hand.
Akinflfart/en, and probably ^irrf, to surround.
Orchard contains this word.] I. A small
piece of inclosed ground, particularly ad-
joining a house, whether in front of it, l>e-

hind it, or around it. —2. An inclosure within
which any work or business is carried on

;

as, a brick-yartf, a wood-j/ard, a tanning-
yard, a dock-yard, &c.— 3. In Scotland, a
^rden, particularly a kitchen - garden.
Burns.
Yaxd (>'^rdX v.t. To inclose in a yard; to
sliut up in a yard, aa cattle; as, to yard
cows.

Yaxd-arm O-irdurm), «. See Yard, 3.—
Vard-ariit and yard-ann, the situation of
two ships lying alongside of each other so
near tluit tlieir yard-arms cross or touch.

Yard-laud (yard'tand),n. A quantity of land
in Kiiglaud. ditlerent in different counties;

a virgate. In some counties it was 15 acres;

in others 20 or 24. and even 40 acres.

Yard-stick (yard'stik), n. A stick or rod
3 feet in length, used as a measure of cloth,

Ac.
Yard-wand (yard'wondX n. A yard-stick.

' His cheating yard-wand.' Tennyson.
Yaret (yar). a [A. Sax. gearu, prepared,
ready, yare; akin G. gar, prepared, ready;
Icel. gor-, gjor, quite : comp. Icel. giira, to
do, to make; prov, E. gar, to cause to do.

Akin garb, gear.] I. Ready; quick; dexter-
ous; eager: said of persons, and especially

of sailors; as, to be yare at the helm.

Bejfare in thy preparation. SAai.

2. Easily wrought ; answering quickly to the
helm; swift; lively: said of a ship.

The lesser (ship) will come and go, leave .-infl take,
and isyjre, whereas the other is slow. RaUigk.

Yaret (yar). ado. Briskly; dexterously;
yarely. Sliak.

Yarely t(yar'Ii), adc. Readily; dexterously;
skilfully. 'Those flower -soft bands that
yarely frame the office.' Shak.
Yark (yurk), v.t. Same as I'erk.

Yarke (yiii^ke), n. The native name of dif-

ferent South American monkeysof the genus
Plthecia.

Yam. (yjim), n. [A. Sax. geam, D. garen,
Icel. Sw. Dan. and G. gam. yam. Allied
to Gr chords, a chord, originally an intes-

tine. (See Chord.) Comp. G. yarn, in sense
of one of the stomachs of a ruminant, Icel.

gorn, pi. garnir, the guts] 1. Any textile

fibre prepared for weaving into cloth. (See
Thread.) Tlie various sizes of cotton yam
are numbered according to the nunil>er of
hanks of 840 yards in the pound ; flax and
jute according to the number of leas of 300
yards per pound : and woollen and worsted
yarn according to the numl>er of skeins of
660 yards per pound. — 2. In rope-making,
one of the threads of which a rope is com-
posed.—3. A story spun out by a sailor for
the amusement of his companions; a story
or tale; hence, to spin a long yarn is to tell

a long story. [Colloq. ]

Yamen f (yiim'n), a. Made of yam ; con-
sisting of yam. ' A pair of yarnen stocks.'
TurbervUle.
Yar-nut, n. See Yer-nut

Yatag'tian.

[North of Eng-

Yarpha (yiir'fa), n. A kind of peaty soil; a
soil in which peat predominates. [Orkney
and Shetland.]

We turn pasture into tillage, and barley into aits,

and heather into greensward, and the poor yarp/ui,
as the benighted creatures here call their peat-bogs,
into baittle grass-land. Sir IK Scott.

Yarr (yar), n. [Perhaps akin in origin to
yarrou'.] A well-known British and Euro-
pean plant, Spergula arvensis. See Sper-
gula.
Yarrt (yar). v.i. [Imitative.] To growl or
snarl, as a dog. Ainsworth.
Yarrish (yar'ish), a. [From yar, sour.] Hav-
ing a rough, dry taste. [Provincial.]

Yarrow (yar'o). n. [A. Sax. gearwe, D. gerio,

G. garbe, O. G. garwe, yarrow. According
to Skeat from A. Sax. gearvAan, to pre-
pare, gencan, to dress,

from being used in dress-
ing wounds. Hence
allied to yare.] A name
given to a British plant,
Achillcea jnille/oliinn.

Also known by the
name of Mil/oil (which
see).

Yataghan (yat'a-gan), n.

[Turk, yatagdn.] A sort

of dagger - like sabre,
with double - curved
blade, about 2 feet long,
the handle without a
cross-guard, much worn
in Mohammedan coun-
tries. It is also written
A taghan.

Yate (yat), n. [A form of
gate, with softening of g
to y. See Y.] A gate,

land.]

Yaud (yad), ?i. A jade; a yawd. [Old Eng-
lish and Scotch.] See Yawd.
Yaul (ysl), n- See Yawl.
Yaup (yftp), v.i. [O. E. yawlp, a form of
yelp, A. Sax gealp, a loud sound. See
Yelp.] To yelp; to cry out like a child or
a bird. [Scotch.]

Yaup (y3P). n. The cry of a bird or of a
child. [Scotch.]

Yaup (yap), a. (To be yaxtp is lit. to be
a-gape, with change of g to y.] Hungry.
[Scotch. ]

Yaupon (yi>'pon), n. Same as Yapon.
Yav5, t pret. of ycue. Gave. Chattcer.

Yaw (yft), v.i. [Comp. prov. G. gagen, to
rock, to move unsteadily ; Icel. gagr, bent
back.] Naut. to steer wild; to deviate from
the line of her course in steering : said of
a ship.

She steered wild, ^mtYrf, and decreased in her rate
of sailing. Marryat.

Yaw (y»), n. Haxit. a temporary deviation
of a ship or vessel from the direct line of
her course. *0. the yaws that she will

make !

' Massinger.
Yaw (yft), v.i. lorise in blisters, breaking
in white froth, aa cane-juice in the sugar-
works.
Yawd (yftd), n. [Softened form of jade.]

A jade ; an old horse or mare. [Old Eng-
lish or Scoteh. ] Written also Taud. Bums.
Your ya-wds may take cold and never be good

after it. Brotne.

Yawl (yftl), n. [From D. pi. a yawl, a skiff,

8w. julU, Dan. joUe, a ]olly-lK>at, a yawl.
Jolly \i^ )oUy-hoai is this word, being taken
direct from the Danish apparently.] 1. A
vessel rigged like a sloop but with a small
after-mast.— 2, A ships jolly-boat.— 8. A
small boat used by flshermen.

Yawl (yal). v.i. [Akin to yowl, yell.] To
cry out; to howl ; to yell. ' The pilot . . .

louder j/aw£«.' Quarles. 'Thenyelp'd the
cur and yawl'd the cat.' Tennyscm.
Yawn (yan), v.i. [A. Sax. gdnian, to yawn,
to gape, to open; Sc. gant, G. gdknen, to
yawn, to gape ; akin to A. Sax. ginan, Icel
gina, to gape; from root seen in Or. chaino,
L. hio, to gape; G. gans, E. gander, goose.

From same root are chastn, chaos, entering
English from the Greek,] 1. To gape; to
oscitate ; to have the mouth open involun-
tarily through drowsiness or dulnesa.

When a aiAnyaifufth he cannot hear so weU. Bacon,

The king awoke. . . .

i\nA yaivft'd, and rubb'd Uis face, and spoke.
Tetinyton.

2. To gape ; to open wide ; to stand open

:

said of the mouth, a chasm, or the like; as,

wide yavms the gulf below. ' This thy yawn-
ing mouth.' Shixk.

Graves >flzc« and yield your dead. 5Ad*.

Heavens open inward, QhasmsyaTvn. Tennyson.

3. To gape for anything; to express desire
by yawning; as, to yaivn for fat livings.

The chiefest thing at which lay reformers ^ti-a-M is,

that the clergy may, through conformity in condition,
be poor as the apostles were. Hooker.

4. To express surprise and bewilderment by
gaping.

Methinks it should be now a huge eclipse
Of sun and moon, and that the affrighted globe
^\\o\x\<\ yatun at alteration. Shak.

Yawn (yan), n. 1. A gaping; an involuntary
opening of the mouth from drowsiness

;

oscitatiou. 'Thy everlasting yawn.' Pope.
2. The act of gaping or opening wide.

Sometimes with a mighty ^«ww, 'tis said,

Opens a dismal passage to the dead. Addisott.

3. An opening; a chasm. Marston. [Rare.]

Yawningly (yan'ing-li), adv. In a yawning
manner; with yawns or gapes. Bp. Hall.

Yaws (yi^z), n. [African yaw, a raspberry.]
A disease occurring in America, Africa and
the West Indies, and almost entirely con-
fined to the African races. It is character-
ized by cutaneous tumours, numerous and
successive, gradually increasing from specks
to the size .of a raspberry, one at length
growing larger than the rest; core a fungous
excrescence: fever slight, and probably irri-

tative merely. It is contagious, and cannot
l>e communicated except by the actual con-
tact of yaw matter to some abraded surface,
or by inoculation, which is sometimes effec-

ted by flies. It is also called Frambcesia,
from the French framboise, a raspberry.

Yclad t (i - klad'), pp. [ Prefix y-, and clad. ]

Clad ; clothed. ' Her words yclad with
wisdom's majesty.' Shak.

Yclept, Yclei>ed (i-klepf), PP- [A. Sax.
ge-clyp6d, pp. of ge-clypian, to call.]

Called ; named. [ Obsolete, except in

humorous writing, or when used in the
affectedly ancient style.]

Judas I am,yc/eped Maccabxus. Shak.

But come thou goddess fair and free
In Heaven j-c/^/i^rf Euphrosyne. Milton.

Ydle t (i'dl), a. Lazy; idle. Spenser.
Ydrad t (i-dradO, PP. Dreaded.
Ye (ye), pron. [A. Sax. g^, ye, nom. pi. cor-
responding to tha, thou ; the genit. was
e6wer, the dat. and ace. e6w; so that ye is

properly the nom. plural and you the obj.;

D. gij, Icel. ier, er, Dan. and Sw. i, G. ihr,

Goth, jus, all ye or you {yX.). See Yor. ]

Properly the nominative plural of the second
person, of which thou is the singular, but
in later times also used as an objective after
verbs and prepositions. Ye is now used
only in the sacred and solemn style; in com-
mon discourse and writing you is exclu-
sively used.

But ye are washed, but ye are sanctified, i Cor. vi. ii.

Loving offenders thus I will excuse^. Shak.

Ithankj'/; and be blest foryourgood comfort. Shak.

A south-west blow onye
And blister you all o'er. Shak.

The confusion between >f and you did not exist in

Old English. Ye was always used as a nominative,
and yoit as a dative or accusative. In the English
Bible the distinction is very carefully observed, but
in the dramatisits of the Elizabethan period there is

a very loose use of the two forms. Dr. Morris.

Ye,t adv. Yea; yes. Chaucer.
Yea (ya), adv. [A. Sax. ged, yea, indeed;
Icel. jd, D. Dan. Sw. and G ja, Goth, ja,

jai; allied to Goth, jah, and; L. jam, now;
Skr. ya, who.] 1. Yes; ay; a word that ex-

presses affirmation or assent : the opposite
of nay; as, will you go? yea. 'Whilst one
says only i/£a,and t'other nay.' Denhani.
Let your communication beyea.yea; nay, nay.

Mat. V. 37-

2. It sometimes introduces a subject with
the sense of indeed, verily, truly, it is so, or
is it so?

Vea, hath God said. Ye shall not eat of every tree
in the garden? Gen. iii. i.

Vea, mistress, are you so peremptory? Shak.

3. Used in the same way as nay, intimating
that something is to l>e added by way of in-

tensiveuess or amplification; not this alone;
not only so but also.

I therein do rejoice : yea, and will rejoice.

Phil. i. i8.

One that composed your beauties, jvfrt, and one
To whom you are but as a form in wax. Shak.

4. Used substantively: (a) in Scrip, denot-
ing certainty, consistency, harmony, and
stability.

AH the promises of God in him are yea, and in him
are amen. a Cor, i. ao.

(6) An affirmative vote; one who votes in
the affirmative; the equivalent to -4 y or
Aye.—Vea is now used only in the sacred
and solemn style. IVa like nay was formerly

ch, chain; fih, Sc. locA:

Vol. IV.

g. go: J, job: fi, Fr. ton; ng. sing; TH. then; th. thin; w, wig; wh, ic/iig; zh. azure —.See Kky.
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used only in answer to questions framed
afflrnmtively in contradistinction to yes and
no, which were the proper answers to ques-
tions put negatively. See extract.

There is an example of the rejection of a needless
subtlety in the case of our atiirniative particles, yea
and yfs, nay and no, which were formerly distin-

euished in use, as the two affirmatives still are in our
stster-tongues, the Danish and Swedish. The dis-

.
itinctioi) was that.yert and nay were answers to ques-
tions framed in the affirmative ; as. Will he gol Vea
or A'ay. But if the question was framed in the nega-
tive. Will he not got the answer was Yes or No.

G. P. Marsh.

Yead, t Yedet (yed), v.i. [A false present
tense and infinitive fonned from the old
preterite yode, eode. See Yode.] To go;
to proceed.

Then bade the kni)?ht this lady^^if* aloof.

And to a hill herself withdraw aside. Spenser.

Years >^rtrf away and faces fair deflower. Drant.

Yea-forsooth (ya-for-soth'), «. Applied to
one saying to anything yea and forsooth,
which latter was not a phrase of genteel
society. 'A rascally yea-forsooth knave."
Shak.
Yean (yen), v.i. and i. [A. Sax. ednian,
edcnian, to bring forth, to become pregnant,
from eilceji, gravid, teeming, great, lit. in-

creased, being pp. of eilcan, to increase, to
eke. See Eke, augment.] To bring forth
young, as a goat or sheep; to lamb. Written
also i'au. Shak.
Yeanling (yenling), n. The young of sheep;
a lamb; an eanling.

Year (yer), n- [O.E. yeer, yer; A. Sax. gedr,

?!?>; D. jaar, L.G. j6r. G. jahr, Goth, j^r,

eel. dr, Dan. aar; cog. Slav, jaro, spring;
Zend yitre, a year. Perhaps from root i, to
go, seen in yode, L. eo, ire, to go.] 1. The
period of time during wliich the earth makes
one complete revolution in its orbit ; or it

is the space or period of time which elapses
between the sun's leaving either equinoctial
point, or either tropic, and his return to the
same. This is the tropical or solar year, and
the year in the strict and proper sense of
the word. Tliis period comprehends what
are called the twelve calendar months, and
is usually calculated to commence on Ist

January and to end on 31st December. It
is not quite uniform, but Its mean length is

about 365 days, 5 liours, 48 minutes, and 51 6
seconds. The return of the seasons depends
upon it. In popular usage, however, the
year consists of 365 days, and every fourth
year of 366. See BISSEXTILE, Leap-year.—
Anomalistic year. See under Anomalistic.—Civil year, the tropical or solar year.—
Common yeai-, a year of 365 days, as distin-
guished from iea^-j/^ar.—^ccitJsiaifficai year,
from Advent to AAweni.—Gregorian year,
Julian year. See Gkegorian, Julian,
Style.—Le^aij/car, in England,commenced
on March 25, though the historical year
began on January 1, a practice which con-
tinued tin 1752; hence it was usual between
January 1 and March 25 to date the year
both ways, as 1745-6.—//UHrtr year, a period
consisting of 12 lunar months. The lunar
astronomical year consists of 12 lunar syn-
odical months, or 354 days, 8 hours, 48 min-
utes, 36 seconds. The commoti lunar year
consists of 12 lunar civil months, or 354
days. The emholismic or intercalary lunar
year consists of 13 lunar civil months, and
contains 384 A&.y&.~-Sabbatical year. See
Sabbatic—SirfereaZ year. See SIDEREAL.—
% The time in which any planet completes
a revolution ; as, the year of Jupiter or of
Saturn. —3. Tears, in the plural, is some-
times equivalent to age or old age; as, a
man in years. ' His tender years/ Shak.

Myself am struck m years I must confess. Shak.
Untouch'd with any shade ofyears.
May those kind eyes for ever dwell I Tennyson.

In popular language year is often used for
years; as, the horse is ten year old.
And thre&score^^iir would make the world away.

Shat.
—.4 year and day, in law, the lapse of a
year with a day added to it, a period which
determines a right, or works prescription
in many cases.— I'ear, day, and waste, part
of the sovereign's prerogative in England,
whereby he was entitled to the profits for a
year and a day of persons attainted of petty
treason or felony, together with the right of
wasting the said tenements ; afterwards re-
storing it to the lord of the fee. Abolished
by the Felony Act. 1870.—Year tf grace, any
year of the Christian era.

Year-book (ySi^bnk), n. l. a b( ok published
every year, each annual issue containing
new or additional information; a work pub-
lished annually and intended to supply fresh

information on matters in regard to which
changes are continually taking place. —2. A
book containing annual reports of cases
adjudged in the courts of England, from the
time of Edward II. to that of Henry VII.,
published annual^.
Yearedt (ysrd), a. Kumbering years; aged.

Both were of best feature, of high race, yeareti but
to thirty. B. Jonson.

Yearlily (yer'li-li), adv. Yearly. 'The great
quaking grass sowen yearit/j/ in many of the
London gardens.' T. Johnson. [Rare.]

Yearling (yer'ling), n. A young beast one
year old or in the second year of his age.

Yearling (yer'ling), a. Being a year old;
as, a yearling heifer.

Yearly (yer'li), a. l. Annual; happening,
accruing, or coming every year; as, a yearly
rent or income.

Five hundred poor I have in yearly pay. Shak.

2. Lastingayear; as, aj/faWyplant—3. Com-
prehending a year; accomplished in a year;
as, the yearly circuit or revolution of the
earth.

Theyear/y course that brings this day about
Shall never see it but a holiday. Shak.

Yearly (yer'li), adv. Annually; once a year;
as, blessings yearly bestowed.

Yearly will I do this rite. Shak.

Yearn (y6rn), v.i. [A. Sax. geoimian, gear-
nan, gyrnan. to desire, to beg, to yearn,
from georn, desirous, eager, anxious; Icel.

gjarn, eager, willing, whence girna, to de-
sire; Goth, gairns, desirous, gaintjan, to
long for; Dan. gierne, D. gaanie, G. gem,
willingly. Skeat regards the word in mean-
ing 2 (the only meaning found in Shakspere)
as quite different, taking it from O.E. enne,
to grieve, from A. Sax. yrman, to grieve, to
vex, from earm, poor, wretched (D. Dan. Sw.
and G. arm, Icel. armr, Goth, arm^t). If
this is correct the word has evidently been
influenced in its form by confusion with
yearn, to desire.] 1. To feel mental un-
easiness from longing desire, from tenrler-
ness, affection, pity, or the like; to be filled

with eager longing; to have a wistful feel-
ing. 1 Ki. iii. 26. 'Swift souls that yearn
for light.' Tennyson.
Joseph made haste, foV his bowels 6\d yearn upon

his brother. Gen. xliii. 30.

Your mothsr's heart jr<ir«x toward you. Addison.

2.t To grieve; to be pained or distressed; to
mourn; to sorrow.

FalstatT, he is dead.
And ve m\xst yearn therefore. Shak.

Yeamt (y^m), u<. To pain; to grieve; to
vex.

She laments for it, that it would yearn your heart
to see it. Shak.
It yearns me not if men my garments wear. Shak.

Yearn (y^m). v.i. [For earn, to curdle
(which see).] To coagulate as milk. [Scotch.]

Yearn (y6ra), v.t To cause to coagulate or
curdle. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Yeamet (y^m), v.t. [See Earn.] To earn;
to gain; to procure. Spenser.
Yearnfult (y^rn'f^jl), a. Mournful; distress-
ing.

Yearning (y6m'ing), p. and a. Longing;
having longing desire. 'The language of
his yearning soul.' Pope.
Yearning (yfirn'ing), n. Tlie feeling of one
who yearns ; a strong feeling of tenderness,
pity, or longing desire. Calamy.
Yearning (y^rn'ing), n. Rennet. [Scotch. ]

Yearningly (.v6rn'ing-li), adv. In a yearning
manner; with yearning.

Yeast (yest), n. [O.E. yeest, A. Sax. gist,

gyst, Icel. jast, jastr, D. gest, gist, M.H.G.
gest, jest. Mod. G. gdncht, yeast, from a verb
signifying to ferment seen in O.H.G. gesan,
jesan. Mod. G. gdhren, gischen,?i\v. gdsa, to
ferment, to froth. Allied to Gr.zeo, to boil,

zelos, E. zeal.] 1. Barm ; ferment; the yel-
lowish substance, having an acid reaction,
produced during the vinous fermentation
of saccharine fluids, rising partly to the sur-
face in the fonn of a frothy, flocculent,
viscid matter (surface yeast), and partly
fallingtothebottum(*;('rfune?i/ j/ensO- Yeast
consists of aggregations of minute cells,

each cell constituting a plant. Tonda cere-
visiw. The yeast-plant is a fungus, or ratlier
a particular state of fungus, for there are
many moulds which, under certain condi-
tions, acquire the torula property, that is,

become capable of decomposing sugar. The
cell consists of a cyst composed of cellulose,
inclosing a semi-fluid matter, essentially
identical with protein. When a surface
yeast-cell has attained full size, it gives off

a little bud, which, on attaining the size of

the first, gives out another bud, and in this
way the cells undergo exceedingly rapid
multiplication. The germs of the yeast-
plant are supposed to exist in countless
multitudes in the atmosphere, from the
fact that a saccharine solution which pre-
sents no surface to the atmosphere does not
ferment, while on its being so exposed ft^r-

mentation sets in. Fermentation takes
place sooner and goes on more rapidly when
yeast is added than when the fluid is merely
exposed to the atmosphere, beer yeast pos-
sessing the property of setting up "fermenta-
tion in the highest degree. Surface yeast is
formed at 65° to 7T Fahr., and its action is
rapid and irregular, whereas sediment yeast
is formed at 32° to 45°. and its action is slow
and quiet. Sediment yeast is reproduced
by spores and not by buds. In their chemi-
cal relations the two do not appear to differ.

Yeast varies in quality according to the
nature of the liquid in which it is generated,
and yeast merchants distinguish several
varieties, which are employed for different
purposes according to their energy and ac-
tivity. Yeast is not only essential to the
production of wine from grape juice and
other fruit juices, the manufacture of beer,
and the preparation of distilled spirits,

but it is also the agent in producing the
panary fermentation whereby bread is ren-
dered light, porous, and spongy. Beer yeast
is employed medicinally as a stimulant in
low ftvers, and is of great service in cases
where, from inflammatory symptoms, wine
is inadmissible.

—

German yeast, common
yeast collected, drained, and pressed till

nearly dry. It can be so kept for several
months, and is much used by bakers. —
Patent yeast, yeast collected from a wort
of malt and hop. and treated similarly to
German yeast.— .4r()/(cMii yeast, a dough of
flour and a small quantity of common yeast
made into small cakes and dried. Kept free
from moisture, it long retains its fermenta-
tive property.—2. Spume or foam of water;
froth.
They melt into thy yeast of waves, which mar
Alike the Armada's pride, or spoils of TraJfalgar.

Byron.
Formerly spelled Test. 'Now the ship bor-
ing the moun witli her mainmast, and anon
swallowed with yest and froth.' Shak.
Yeast-bitten ( yest'bit-n ), a. In brevnng,
too nmch affected by yeast.

When the process of attenuation becomes so slack
as not to exceed half a pound in the day. it is prudent
to cleanse, otherwise ihe top-barm might re-eater
the body of the beer, and it would become yeast-
bitten. Vre.

Yeastiness (yes'ti-nes), n. The state or
quality of being yeasty.

Yeast-plant i yest'plant), n. The Torula
cerevi^iie. See Yeast.
Yeast-powder (yest'poudfir), n. A substi-
tute for yeast used in leavening bread, con-
sisting of a preparation of soda, phosphates,
and otlier substances in the form of a pow-
der.

Yeasty (yes'ti), a. Pertaining to, i-esem-
bling, or containing yeast; frothy, foamy;
spumy; yesty (which see).

Yedding, t n. [A. Sax. giedding. song, say-
ing, discourse, from (;iVrfrfmH, to sing, recite,

&c.] A song or ballad ; the song or recita-
tion of a gleeman or minstrel. Chaucer.
Yede,t v.i. See Yead.
Yede.t Went. Chaucer. Same as Yode.

Yeelt (yel), n. Same as Eel. Holland.
Yefte,t n. A gift. Chaucer.
Yeld (yeld), a. [Icel. psWr, barren, giving
no milk; Sw. gall, unfruitful, barren, sterile.^

Not giving milk; also barren; as, a j/eU cow.
Called also Yald, Yell. [Scotch.]

Yelde,tv.(. To yield; to give; to pay. Chau-
cer.

Yeldeliall,t ". A guildhall. Chaucer.
Yelk (yelk), n. The yellow part of an e^;
the yolk. See Yolk.

Yell (yel), a. Barren; not giving milk. See
Yeld. [Scotch.]

Yell (yel), v.i. [A. Sax. gellan, gjdlan, gilUtn,

to yell, to screech; Icel. gella, gjalla, Dan.
gicelle, to yell ; Sw. galla, to resound, to
ring; D. giUen. to shriek or scream; G.
gellen, to resound; allied to A. Sax galan,
to sing, whence gale in nightingale.] To
cry out with a sharp, disagreeable noise; to
shriek hideously; to cry or scream as with
agony or horror. 'The night raven that
still deadly yells.* Spenser.

Poor Puck 6oiYiyell, poor Puck doth roar.
Draytett,

All the men and women in the hall

Rose, when they saw the dead man rise, and fled

Yelling as from a spectre. Tennyscft.

Pate, fftr, fat, fftU; m#, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. atmne; y, Sc. tey.
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Yellt (yel), v.t. To utter with a yell.

As if it felt with Scotland, and yeU'd out
Lik£ syllable of dolour, Shak.

Yell (yel), n. A sharp, loud, hideous out-
cry; a scream or cry of horror, distress, or
agony. ' YelU of mothers, maids, nor babes.'
Shak.
The filthy by-lane rings to ^cyell of the trampled

wife. Tennyson.

Yelllll£ (yel'ing). p. and a. Uttering yells

or hideous outcries; shrieking; as, yelling
monsters.
Yelling (yel'ing). n. The act or the noise
of one who or that which yells. ' i'elUngs
loud and deep.' Drayton.

Pale spectres, grin around me,
And stun me with ihc yeilittgs of damnation.

yohnsott.

Yelloch (yel'ofili), v.i. To yell; to scream;
to shriek. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.)
Yelloch (yel'oCh), n. A shrill cry; a yell.

[Scotch.]

Yellow (yel'IO), a. [A. Sax, geolo, geolu,
yellow; D. geel, O.H.G. gelo. Mod. G. gelb,

Icel. gulr, Dan. and Sw. guul, yellow; from
same root as L. helvtis, light or grayish yel- .

low, gold and green being also from same
j

root (the change of r to i is common); hence
akin also to Gr. chloe, green herb, chU/ros,

pale green, chole, bile (cog. with E. gall).

See Green. Ac] Being of a pure bright
golden colour, or of a kindred hue; having
the colour of that part of the solar spec-
trum situateti between the orange and the
green. 'IV/^oip autumn.' Shak. 'Fallen
into the sear, the yellow leaf.' Shak. Yel-
low is sometimes used as the colour be-
tokening jealousy, envy, melancholy, &c.,
a tuage no doubt connected with the figur-
ative notions attaching to jaundice, jaun-
diced, the skin having a yellow hue in
jaundice. — Yellow haUam, a species of Bal-
saminacese {Impatiens Noli-tangere).— Yel-
low bark. See Calisaya H/lRK.— Yellow
berries. See Avigxon-berbt.— FcZtowcen-
taury. Same as Yellowwort.—Yellow col-

ours. See the iiouix.— Yellow copperas, a
translucent mineral of a yellow colour and
pearly lustre, consisting chiefly of sulphuric
acifL sesquioxide of iron, and water. Dana.— Yellow copper. See under Pyrites.—
Yellow coralline, an orange-coloured dye
formed of sulphuric, carbolic, and oxalic
&cidB.— Yellmo dyes. See the noun.— »/-
low fibroxts ttJtstte. a kind of tissue distin-

guished by its yellow colour and its great
elasticity- It is seen in the ligament of the
neck of many (inadrupeds. It is also found
in the walls of the arteries, to which it gives
its peculiar elasticity: and it also forms the
vocal cords of the larjnx.— »i/«tr ochre,
an earthy pigment coloured by the oxide of
iron.— Yellow race, in ethn, includes the
Chinese, Japanese. Mongols. Lapps, Esqui-
maux. &c.— Yellow soap. See under Soap.— Yellow wall-lichen, a species of lichen,
the Pamelia parietina, which grows on
trees and walls. It yields a yellow colour-
ing matter, and is used in intermittent
fever*.— Yelloic water-lily. See Nupuar.—
Yellow iHtlow, Salix vitellina, called also
Oolden oxter, a small tree deriving its name
from the yellow colour of its branches. It
is used for wicker-work.
Yellow (yel'lo), n. One of the prismatic
colours; a bright golden colour, the type
of which may be found in the field butter-
cup, which is a pure yellow. United with
blue it yields green; with red it produces
orange. (See COLOUR.) The principal yel-
low pigments used in painting are brown
pink, chrome yellow, Dutch pink, English
pink, Indian yellow, king's-yellow, Naples-
yellow, jxttent-yellow, and u<eM yellow. The
principal yellow dyes are obtained from
amotto, fustic, French berries, /ustet, quer-
citron bark, tunnerie, saw-wort, weld, and
willow leaves; also from chromate of lead,

iron oxide, nitricacid, sulphide 0/antimony.
and sulphide qf arsenic. Yellow is used as
a symbol of jealousy. See Yellowness.

tio yellow iii't, lest she suspect, as he docs.
Her children not her husband's. Shak,

Yellow (yd'lo). V. t. To render yellow. *My
paper;*, yellow'd with their age.' Shak.
yellow (yel'lo), v. i. To grow yellow. ' The
opt'iiing valleys and the yellowing plains.'

Dyr.
Yellow-anuner, n. See Yellow-hammer.
Yellow-bird (yeHd-b^rd), n. A small sing-
ing bird of the family Fringillidje, common
In the United States, the FringiUa or Chry-
sometris tristis. The summer dress of the
male is of a lemon yellow, with the wings,

tail, and fore part of the head black. The
female and male, during winter, are of a
brown olive colour. When caged the song
of this bird greatly resembles that of the
canary. The name is also given to the
yellow poll warbler (Dendroica cestiva).—
Yellow bird's-nest. See MOXOTROPA.

Yellow-boy (yel'Io-boi), 71. A cant name
for a guinea or other gold coin.

John did not starve the cause; there wanted not
yell(rw-boys to fee counsel. Arbuthnot.

Yellow-bunting (yel'lo-bunt-ing), ?i. The
yellow-lianiiner (which see).

Yellow-fever (yeHo-fe-v^r), n. A malignant
febrile disease, indigenous chiefiy to the
West Indies, upper coasts of South America,
the borders of the Gulf of Mexico, and the
Southern United States. It is attended
with yellowness of the skin, of some shade
between lemon - yellow and the deei>est
orange-yellow. It resembles tyi)hus fever
in the prostration, blood-disorganization,
and softening of internal organs which are
ff.tturt'S of both diseases.

Yellow-golda (yel'lo-goldz), n. A certain-
fiower. B. Jonson.
Yellow-pum (yel'lo-gum), n. 1. The jaun-
dice of infants {icterus ift/antum) — 2. See
liLACKGUM.
Yellow-lianuner, Yellow-ammer (yeHo-
ham-m^r. yel'lo-am-m^r), n. [Yelloic, and
A. Sax. auiore, the name of a bird, same as
G. ammer, the yellow-hammer, called also
gold-ammer, gelb-ammer, gold-bunting, yel-
low-bunting. The spelling with h, though
common, is erroneous. ] 1. A passerine
bird of the genus Embeiiza, the E. citrin-

ella: called also Yellow Bunting. The heail,
cheeks, front of the neck, belly, and lower
tail-coverts are of a bright yellow ; the upper
surface is partly yellow, liut chiefly brown,
the feathers on the top of the back being
blackish in the middle, and the tail feathers
are also blackish. The yellow-hammer is a
resident in Britain, and generally tlirou^'h-

out Europe. In summer the well-known
notes of the male are almost incessantly
heard from the roadside hedge.—2. A gold
coin; a yellow-boy. [Om slang.]

li that he that has gold enough? would I had some
of \\isyeUou'-ham*fters. Shirley

Yellowish (yeno-ish), a. Somewhat yellow;
as. aml^er is of a yellowish colour.

Yellowlalmess (yeHS-ish-nesV n. The qua-
lity of ifcing yellowish. Boyle.
YeUow-Jack (yel'lo-jak), n. A name given
to yellow-fever. [Coltoq.]

Have seen three choleras, two army fevers, and
yillow-jack without end. Kingsley.

Yellow-legs (yello-legz), n. A grallatorial
bird of the genus Ganibetta {G. jUtvij/es).

family Scolopacidee, distributed along the
eastern coast of America from Maine to
Florida, so called from the colour of its

legs. It is 10 inches long, with a bill 1}
inch. It is migratory, leaving the north in
summer. It feeds on fish fry, crustaceans,
<tc. , and in autumn it is fat and much prized
for table.

Yellow-metal (yeno-met-al), n, A sheath-
ing alloy of copper and zinc; Muntz's metal.
Yellowness (yel'lo-nes), n. 1. The quality
of )>eing yellow ; as, the yellowness of an
orange.—2. t Jealousy. See remark under
the adjective.

I will possess him with ytllowttess Shak.

Yellow-pine (yeno-pin), n. A North Ame-
rican tree of the genus Pinus, P. tnitis or
variabilis. Tlie wood is compact and dur-
able, and is universally employed in the
countries where it grows for domestic pur-
poses. It is also extensively exported to
Britain and elsewhere. In Canada and Nova
Scotia the name is given to P. resinosa, and
it i-^ also applied to /*. attittralis. See PlNE.
Yellow-rattle (yel'lo-rat-l), n. A British
plant of the t:enu.s RhinanthuB, 2i. crista-

galli. See RhinanthUS.
Yellow-rocket (yel'I6rok-et), n. A British
pbintof the genus Barbarea. the B. vulgaris,
called also Bitter Winter-cress. See WiN-
TKR-CRESS.
Yellow-root (yel'lo-rbt), n. A plant of the
genus Xanthorrhiza, tlie X, apiifolia. It is

a small North American shrub having creep-
ing roots of a yellow colour, stalked pinnate
or bipinnate leaves, and small dull purple
flowers in axillary branched racemes. The
bark of the root is intensely bitter, and is

used in America as a tonic.

Yellows (yel'loz), n. 1. An inflammation of
the liver, or a kind of jaundice which affects
horses, cattle, and sheep, causing yellow-

ness of the eyes. ' His horse . . . raied
with the yellows.' Shak.—2. A disease of
peach-trees, little heard of except in Ame-
rica, where it destroys whole orchards in a
few years.— 3.t Jealousy. Brome.
Yellow-snake (>erio-snak), n. A large
species of boa, common in Jamaica, the
Chilabothnis i7iornatus. It is from 8 to 10
feet long, the head olive-green, the front
part of the body covered with numerous
black lines, while the hinder part is black,
spotted with yellowish olive.

Yellow-throat (yel'lo-throt), n. A small
North American singing bird of the genus
Sylvia (5. Marilandica), a species of war-
bler.

Yellow-top (yel'lo-top), n. A variety of
turnip, from the colour of the skin on the
upper part of the bulb.

Yellow-weed (yel'lo-wed). n. The common
name of British plants of the genus Reseda.
See Reseda.
Yellow-wood ( yel'lo-w\hV), n. 1. Oxleya
ara/i//((/a^i/Z(t,nat. order Cedrelacese, a timber-
tree growing in Eastern Australia often to
the height of 100 feet. The wood is yellow.
2. Same &s Prickle-yellow.

Yellow-wort ( yel'lo-w^rt }, n. A British
plant of the genus Chlora. C. perfoliata, nat.
order Gentianaceec. It is an annual plant,
with a stem about 1 foot high. It is very
glaucous, with perfoliate leaves, and bear-
ing many bright yellow flowers. It grows
on chalky or hilly pastures.
Yellow-wove (yel'lo-wov), n. A wove paper
of a yellow colour.

Yelp (yelp), V. i. [O.E. yelpen, gelpen, A. Sax.
gilpan, only in the sense of to boast; Icel.

gjdlpa, to yelp; allied to yell.] 1. To utter a
sharp or shrill bark ; to give a sharp, quick
cry, as a dog, either in eagerness or in pain
or fear; to yaup. * Yelp'd the cur and yawl'd
tlje cat.' Tennyson. —2.^ To prate; to boast.

I kepc nought ot arms for toyelfie. Chaucer

Yelp (yelp), n. An eager bark or cry; a sharp
(juick bark or cry caused by fear or pain.
'With inward yelp and restless forefoot.'
Tennyson.
Yelping (yelp'ing),p. and a. Barking shrilly
with eageraess, pain, or fear; barking with-
out courage. *A yelping kennel of French
curs." Shak.
Yeltt For Yeldeth. Yieldeth. Chaucer.
YemaOft n. A yeoman; a commoner; a
feudal retainer. Chaucer.
Yemanrie> t n. Yeomanry ; the rank of
yeomen. Chaucer.
Yenisean (yen'i-se-an). a. Of or pertaining
to the Yenisei, the longest river in Siberia;
specifically, applied to the dialect spoken
by the people occupying the tract of coun-
try along the middle course of the Yenisei
Yenite (yen'it), n. [From Jena, the town
iu Germany.] A silicate of iron and cal-

cium generally containing manganese: it is

found in large trimetric crystals in the
island of Elba. It is also called Lievrite.

Yeoman (yo'man), ?». pi. Yeomen (ye'men).
[O, E. yeman, yoman; not in A. Sax. A word
of doubtful origin. The most prol)able ety-
mologies are: (1) That it is e(iuivalent to
Fris. gaman, gamon, a villager, a man of a
ga or village—f^a = G. gau, Goth, gavi, adis-
trict. (2) That it is equivalent to yeme-
inan, from O.E. yeme, A. Sax. gytne, care,

attention ; a.\n* gyman, to take care of. to pro-
tect, Ac, so that the primary sense would
be a person in charge. The combination eo,

common in A. Sax. words, is rare in modem
English. See PEOPLE.] 1. A man of small
estate in land, not ranking as one of the
gentry; a freeholder; a gentleman-farmer;
a farmer or other person living in the coun-
try between the rank of gentleman and hind
or labourer. 'Not so wealtliy as an English
yeoman.' Shak. 'Farmers and substantial
yeomen.' Locke.—-2. One not advanced to
the rank of a gentleman.

He's a mad yeoman that sees his son a gentleman
before him. Shak.

3. An upper or gentleman servant. *A jolly

yeoman, marshall of the hall.' Spenser,

The lady of the Strachy married the yeoman of
the wardrobe. Shak.

4.t A name given in courtesy to common
soldiers.

Finht, gentlemen of England I fight, bold yeomen.
Shak.

5 t An assistant or underling; an under bail-

iff'; a bailiff's assistant. Shak.—Q. NauLa
person appointed to assist in attending to
the stores of the gunner, the boatswain, or
the carpenter iu ashipof war.—7.Amember

ch, cAain; eh, Sc. locA; g, ffo; j.job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, &ing; TH, Men; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh. w/iig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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of the yeomanry cavalry (see Yeomanry).
Aytoun.— Yeomen of the guard, in England,
a body-guanl of the sovereign, habited in

the costume of Henry VIII. 's time, and com-
manded by a captain and other officers.

See Bekf-eater.
Yeomanly (yo'man-li), a. Pertaining to a
ye(>njaii; suitable to or becoming a yeoman,
li. Jonson.
Yeomanry (yo'man-ri), 71. 1. The collective

body of yeomen; yeomen collectively. —2. A
volnnteer cavalry force originally embodied
in Britain during the wars of the French
revolution, and consisting to a great extent

of gentlemen or wealtliy farmers. They
undergo six days' training, and must attend

a certain number of drills yearly, for which
they receive a money allowance. They must
furnish their own horses, but have a small
allowance for clothing; the government also

supplying arms antl ammunition. Unlike
the ordinary volunteer force, the yeomanry
cavalry may l>e called out to aid the civil

power in addition to their being li^dile for

service on invasion of the country by a
foreign enemy.
Yerba. Yerba-mate (y^i-n^a, y6r-ba-ma'ta),

71. [Verba (Sp., from L. herba, herb) is the
proper name; mate is a cup, the cup or dish

from which tlie tea is drunk, ] A name
given to Paraguay tea, the produce of Ilex
paraguensis. See Paraguay 'I'ea.

Yerde,t n. A yard; a rod; a staff. Chaucer.
Yergras (yei-'gas), n. A kind of coarse woollen
wrapper used for horse-cloths. Simmonds.
Yerk {y6rk), v.t. [See Jerk.] 1. To throw
or thrust with a sudden smart spring or
jerk.

Their wounded steeds . , .

Verk out their armed heels at their dead masters.

2. To lash; to strike; to beat. [Old English
and Scotch. ]

Whilst 1 securely let him over-slip,

Nere yerking him with my satync whip.
Marston.

3. To bind; to tie. [Scotch.]

But he is my sister's son—our flesh and blood—and
his hands Axcyerked as tight as cords can be drawn.

Sir IK Scoti.

Yerk (y^rk), v.i. 1. To throw out the heels
suddenly; to kick with both hind-legs.

The horse being mad withal, ^^rierf out behind.
North.

2. To move with sudden jerks; to jerk. Beau.
.& Fl.

Yerk (y6rk), n. A sudden or quick thnist
or nmtion; a kick; a smart stroke; a blow.

Yerl, 7i. An earl. [Scotch.]

Yem, V. i. To yearn.

Yern,t Yemet (i'6rn), n. Iron.

Yeme,t «. [A. Sax. georn. See YeARN.]
Brisk; eager. Chaucer.
Yeme.t adv. [A. Sax. georne. See Yearn.]
Briskly; eagerly; earnestly. Chaucer.
Yer-nut, Yar-nut (y^r'nut, yai-'nut), 71. [See
Arsot.] Earth-nut; pig-nut; Bunmm Jlezu-
osum.
Yea (yes), adv. [A. Sax. gese, gise—ged, yea,
and 8l, 8y, be it 50, let it be, 3d sing. pres.
subj., one of the conjugational forms of the
substantive verb in A. Sax. =G. sei, let it be;
akin to L. sim, may it be; from the root as.

See Am, Are.] A word which expresses
affirmation or consent: opposed to no; as,

are you married, madam? yes. It is used
like yea, to enforce by repetition or addition,
something which precedes.

I say, take heed;
Ves, heartily beseech you. Skak.

Yes, you despise the man to books confin'd. Pope.

[ For distinction between yes and yea, no
and nay. see under Yea]
Yesawal ( yes'a-wal ), n. In India, a state
messenger.
Yesk (yesk), v.i. [See Yex. ] To hiccup.
[Old English and Scotch]
Yest (yest), 71. Same as Yeast.
Yester (yes'tSr), a. [A. Sax. geostra, giestra,
gystra, and by metathesis gyrsta, of yester-
day, yesterday's, whence geostran dceg, yes-
terday (the words being in the accusative);
gystran niht, yesternight; D. gisteren, G.
gesiern, yesterday ; Goth, gistra, gistra daigis,
to-morrow. These are comparative foi-ms,
8imilartoL./ie«(er7iMs, of yesterday; simpler
forms are Icel. gcer, gor, yesterday, also to-
morrow; Dan. gaar, L. heri, yesterday, the
r here representing s seen in hestemus, Gr.
ckfhes, Skr. hyas, yesterday. ] Belonging to
the day preceding the present; next before
the present.

To love an enemy, the only one
Remaining too. whom yester sun beheld
Must'ring her charms. Dryden

Note. This word is seldom used except in
the compounds which follow.

Yesterday (yes'ter-da), n. [See Yester.]
The day last past ; the day next before the
present. It is often figuratively used for
time not long gone by; time in the imme-
diate past.

We are but oi yesterday, and know nothing^.

Job viii. 9.

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps hi this petty pace from day to day
To the last syllable of recorded time.
And all o\xj yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Shak.

Great families ofyesterday we show.
And lords whose parents were—the lord knows who.

Dr/oe.

Note. Yesterday and the words similarly
compoun<led are generally used witliout a
preposition, on or during being understood.
In such cases the words are considered as
adverbially used, and are, indeed, frequently
classed as adverbs; as,I met the duke yester-

day. 'What man was he talked with you
yesternight i ' Shak.
Yestereve (yes't6r-ev), 71. The evening last

past. ' In hope that you would come here
yestereve.' B. Jonson.
Yestereven (yes-t6r-e'vn), n. Same as Yes-
tereve.

Yesterevenlng (yes-t6r-e'vn-ing), 71. Same
as Yestereve. 'Whom he ne'er saw till yes-

terevening. ' Byron.
Yesterfangt (yes't6r-fang), 71. That which
was taken, captured, or caught on the pre-
vious day or occasion. Holinshed.
Yestermom ( yes'tfir-mom ), 71. The mom
or morning before the present; the morn
last past. Howe.
Yestermorning (yes-tfir-mom'ing), n. Same
as Yestermom.
Yestemt (yes't^m), a. Relating to the day
last past.

Yesternight (yes'tSr-nit), n. The night last

past.
Come not as thou earnest of late.

Flinging the gloom ofyesternight
On trie white day. Tennyson.

For the adverbial use see Yesterday.
My lord, I think I saw \\\m yesternight. Shak.

Yestreen (yes-trenO, n. [Contracted from
yesfereycH.] Last night ;yesternight.[Scotch.]
Yesty (yes'ti), a. 1. Relating to, composed
of, or resembling yeast; yeasty.— 2. Foamy;
frothy; spumy. 'Though the yesty waves
confound and swallow navigation up. ' Shak.
Hence— 3. Fig. light; unsubstantial; worth-
less. 'Knowledge . . . above the compass
of his yesty brain. ' Drayton.
Yet (yet), adv. [A. Sax, get, git, gyt, geta,
gita,gyta, yet, still, further, even now; O.
Fris. ieta, M.H.G. iezno(Mod. G.jetzt, now).
The O.G. zuo = E. to, and accordingly i/?( is

perhaps equivalent to yea to or yea too.]

1. In addition; over and above; in repetition;
further; besides; still: used especially with
comparatives. 'I'et more quarrelling.' Shak.
This furnishes us with yet one more reason why

our Saviour lays such a particular stres.i on acts of
mercy Atterbztry.

The rapine is made yet blacker by the pretence of
piety and justice Sir K. VEstrange.

The meaning of yet is similar after nor.

Men may not too rashly believe the confessions of
witches, noryet the evidence against them. Bacon.

2. Still, in continuance of a former state

;

at this, or at that time, as formerly; now,
or then, as at a previous period. 'Live you
yetr Shak.
They attest facts they had heard while they were

yet heathens. Addison.

3. At or before some future time; before all

is done. 'He'll be hanged i/^(.' Shak. 'We
may effect this business yet ere day.' Shak.
4. Up to the present time; thus far; hither-
to; already. 'Knowest thou me yet.'' 'Is

that letter . . . yet sent away?' ''Tis but
her picture I have i/e( beheld.' Shak. Pre-
ceded by the negative 7io( = not so soon as
now; not up till the present time.

I^et me remember thee what thou hast promised,
Which is not yef performed me. Shak.

It is often accompanied by as in this sense;
as, I have not met him as yet. ' Unrecon-
ciled as yet to Heaven.' Shak.—b. At or in
the present time or juncture; before some-
thing else; as, shall the deed be done yet?
'Stay; uotye(.' Shak.
Thales being asked when a man should marry,

said, "Young men, notjri"; old men, not at all."

Bacon.
6. Though the case be such; still.

Madatu, if your heart be so obdurate,
Vouchsafe me yet your picture for my love.

Shak.

Vew ( Taxits baccata).

Yet is sometimes used in the poetic style in
forming compounds with participles to de-
note continuance of the action or state, or
as equivalent to still; as, the ye(-bleeding
wound. 'The yeMoved sire.' Tennys&n.
'The ye(-unblazoned shield.' Tennyson.
Yet (yet), conj. Nevertheless; notwith-
standing; however.

IW, I say to you, that Solomon in all his glory,
was not arrayed like one of these. Mat. vi. 29.

Yeten,t Gotten. Chaucer.
Yett (yet), n. A gate. [Scotch.]
Yeve.t v.t. To give. Chaucer.
Yeven,t?>33. Given. Chaucer.
Yew (yu). 71. [A. Sax. eow, iw, the yew;
O.H.G. Iwa, Mod. G. eibe, D. ijf, Icel. ^r;
cog, W. yw, ywen. Armor, ivin, Corn, hivin—
yew.] An evergreen tree of the genus Taxus,

nat. order or
sub -order Tax-
acea;. The com-
mon yew is T.
baccata, indi-
genous in most
parts of Europe,
and found in
many parts of
Great Britain
and Ireland. It
is a low tree,

usually rising 3
or 4 feet from
the ground,
and then send-
ing out numer-
ous spreading
branches, form-
ing a dense
head of foliage
often 30 to 40

feet high. On account of its gloomy and
funereal aspect it was very frequently
planted in churchyards, and is thus associ-
ated by our poets with death, the grave,
bereavement, gloom, and the like. Its wood
was extensively used in the manufacture of
bows previous to the discovery of gunpow-
der, and the name has by several writers
been used as synonymous with bow, much in
the same way as steel for sword. 'With his
yew and ready quiver.' Sylvester.

At first the brandished arm the javelin threw.
Or sent winged arrows from the twanging _yr7f

Gay.
In our own days, on account of the dura-
bility of the timber, and of its hard, com-
pact, close grain, it is much employed by
cabinet-makers and turners. The American
yew (T. baccata canadensis) is a low pros-
trate shrub, never forming an erect trunk.
It is found in Canada and the more northern
of the United States, and is commonly
called G-round-hemlock.
Yew (yii), a. Relating to yew-trees; made
of the wood of tlie yew-tree.

Yew (yu), v.i. To rise, as scum on the brine
in boiling at the salt-works; to yaw.
Yew-bow (u'bo), 71. A shooting bow made
of yew, much used in ancient times by Eng-
lish bowmen.
Yewent (yii'en), a. Made of yew.
Yew-tree (yu'tre), n. See Yew.

In it throve an ancient evergreen,
A ye-w-tree. Tennysan

.

Yex (yeks), 71. [A. Sax. geocsa, geosca, a sob-
bing, probably also the hiccup; giscian, gic-

sian, to sob; Sc. yesk or yisk, the hiccup.] A
hiccup. Holland. [Old and provincial.]

Yex (yeks), t-.t. To hiccup. [Old and pro-
vincial.]

Yezdegerdian (yez-de-g^r'di-an), a. A term
applied to an era, dated from the overthrow
of the Persian Empire, wlien Yezdegerd was
defeated by the Arabians, in the eleventh
year of the Hegira, A.D. 636.

Yezidee (yez'i-de), 71. A member of a small
tribe of people bordering on the Euphrates,
whose religion is said to be a mixture of the
worship of the devil, with some of the doc-
trines of the Magi, Mohammedans, and
Christians.

Y-feret (t-ferO, adv. [Apparently from E.

ifere, A. Sax. gef^ra, a companion. ] In com-
pany or union; together.
O goodly golden chain! wherewith jiy^r<r

The vertues linked are in lovely wise. Spenser.

Ygdrasil, YggdrasiU (ig'dra-sil), n. In
Scand. myth, tlie asli-tree which binds to-

gether lieaven, earth, and hell. Its branches
spread over the whole world and reach
above the heavens. Its roots run in three
directions: one to the Asa gods in heaven,
one to the Frost-giants, and the third to the
under-world. Under each root is a fountain

Fite, fir, fat, fall; mfi, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bwU; oil, pound; u. Sc. abune; J', Sc. f<*y.
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of wonderful virtues. In the tree, which
drops honey, sit an eagle, a squirrel, and
four stags. At the root lies the serpent
Nithhoggr gnawing it. while the s^iuirrel

Ratatoskr runs up and down to sow strife

between the eagle at the top and the ser-

pent at the root.

Y-grave,t pp. Buried; entombed. Chaucer.
Y-nerd,t pp. Haired; covered with hair.

Chaucer.
Y-holde,^ pp. Obliged; beholden. Chaucer.
Yield (yeld), v.t [A. Sax. gildan, gieldan,
gyldan, geldan, to yield, pay, restore, ren-

der, Ac; a strong verb, pret. geald; pp.
golden; Icel. gjalda, Dan. gjelde, to yield,

requite, «&c.; Sw. giilla {tor gdlda), to be of

consequence; D. gelden, G. gelten, to be
worth, to avail, «fcc.; akin^uiW.J l.fTopay;
to reward; to recompense; to bless.

Tend ine to-night two hours, I ask no more,
And the gods>«^rf you for it. Shak.

The invocatory phrase 'God yield you' —
God reward you, was formerly very much
used in colloquial speech in the same way
as we now employ 'God bless you,' and for
that reason assumed various corrupted or
shortened forms, as 'God 'ield you,' 'God
'Ud you,' 'God dild you,' dild assuming its

initial letter from the influence of the d in
God.
ICing: How do you do. pretty ladyf
Ophtlia. Well, God 'ieldyo\x ! Shak. {HamUt. iv. 5.)

How do you do, sir! You are very well met ; God
'iidyou for your last company.

Shak. {Aiyou Like It, \\\. 3.)

2. To give in return, or by way of recom-
pense; to produce, as a reward or return
for labour performed, capital invested, or
the like.

When thou tillest the ground, it shall not hence-
fortli yitld unto thee her strength. Gen. iv. 12.

Strabo tells us the mines at Carthagena yielded
the Romans per dicra to the value of twenty-five
thousand drachms. Arbtttknot.

3. To produce generally; to bring forth; to
give out; to bear; to furnish. 'Nectarine
fruits which the compliant boughs yielded.'
MUton.
The wilderness yieldeth food for them and for

their cattle. Job xxtv. 5.

4. To afford; to confer; to grant; to permit
* l't«f(f me a direct answer' Shak. 'Yield
consent." Shak. 'Day, yield me not thy
light.' Shak.

And slowly was my mother brought
To yie/d consent to my desire. Tennyson.

Pray for my soul mdyie/d me burial.

Tefi/iyson,

5. To give up, as to a superior power, autho-
rity, or the like; to quit possession of, as
through compulsion, necessity, duty, or the
like; to relin^iuish: to resign; to surrender:
in this sense often followed by up.

W'eyie/d our town and lives to thy soft mercy.
Shak.

Your northern castles are yielded up. Shak.

6. To give up or render generally: to emit.
Hence the following figurative phrases, all

= to expire; to die: to yield, or yield up, the
li/e. ' To yield the ghoat.' Gen. xlix- 3. 'To
yield the breath.' Shak. —7. To admit the
force, Justice, or truth of; to allow; to con-
cede; to grant.

1 yield it iast, said Adam, and submit. MiUon.

Yield (yeld), r.i. 1. To give way, as to su-
perior physical force, a conqueror, Ac. ; to
give up the contest; to submit; to succumb;
to surrender.

TYvi^ yields the cedar to the axe's edge. Shak.

He saw the fainting Grecians ^i>/(/. Dryden.

2. To give way, in a moral sense, as to en-
treaty, argument, a request, or the like; to
cease opposing; to comply; to consent; to
assent.
To wisdom he's a fool that will not yield. Shak.

With her much fair speech she caused him to^ield.
Prov, vii, 21,

No more, dear love, for at a touch 1 yield:
Ask me no more. Tennyson.

3. To give place, as inferior in rank or ex-
cellence-
Tcll me in what more happy fields

The thistle springs, to wnicn the \<Ay yields} Pofie.

Yield (yeld), n. Amount yielded; product;
return : applied particularly to products
reaultina from growth or cultivation. 'A
Koodly yield of fruit' Bacon.
Yieldablenesst (ye)d'a-bl-nes), n. Disposi-
tion to yield or comply. * A yieldableness
upon aiyht of better truths.' Bp. Hall.

Yieldancet (yeld'ans), n. Act of yielding,
pruducing, submitting, conceding, or the
like. Bp. IlaU.

Yielder (yeld'^r), n. One who yields.

I was not bom a yielder. Shak.

Yieldiiig (yeld'ing), a. Ready or inclined to
submit, comply, or yield; soft; compliant;
unresisting. ' A yielding temper which will

be wronged or battled.' Eettlewell.

Yieldingly (yeld'ing-li), adv. In a yielding
manner; with compliance.
Yieldingness (yeld'lug-nes), n. The state

ortiuality of being yielding; disposition to
comply; quality of yielding.

Yieldless t (yeld'les), a. Unyielding. ' Vn-
dauuteil. yieldless, firm.' Howe.
YilKy^l), n. Ale. [Scotch.]

Yin (y6n), n. or a. One. [Scotch.]

Yince (yens). Once. [Scotch.]

Yird (y6rd), n. Earth. [Scotch. ]

Yird-house (yfird'hous), n. Same as Earth-
house.

Ylrkt (y^rk), v.t. To yerk. Spenser.
Y-level (wi'lev-1), n. An uistrument for

measuring distance and altitude. Sim-
monds.

Y-liClie,t Y-llke,t a. [A. Sax. geltc, prefix
ge-, and lie, like.] Resembling; equal. Chau-
cer.

Y-liche.t Y-like,t «dy. [A. Sax. gelice. See
above.] Equally; alike. Chaucer.
Ylket (ilk), pron. [A. Sax. ylc. He. See iLK.]
That; the same.
Y-masked, t /'i>. Meshed. Chaucer.
Y-mell,t prep. Among. Chancer.
Y-mOtn (wi'moth), n. A species {Plusia
gamma) of moth common in Britain and on
the Continent, so called from the presence
of a shining mark resembling the letter Y
on its beautifully marbled upper wings. The
caterpillar, which is somewhat hairy, and
of a green colour, marked with a yellow line
on each side and five white ones along the
back, is destructive to cabbages, turnips,
beans, peas, oats, and many other plants.

Ympt,t pp. [See Imp.] Ingrafted; joined.
Spenser.

Ynough.t Ynow.t ad p. Enough. Chaucer.
Yoatt (yot), v.t. Same as Yote.

Yochel (yo'fihl), n. A country lout; a yokel
[Scotch.]

Yodet (yod), pret. [An old preterite com-
pleting the conjugation of go; A. Sax. e6de,
I went, he went, pi. eOdon; from same root
as L. eo. Hum, to go] Went.

Before thcmyode a lustie tabrere. Spenser.

In other pace than forth heyode
Keturtteii Lord Marmion. Sir ir. Scott.

Yodel, Yodle (yo'dl), v.t. and i. [German
Swiss. ] To sing or utter a sound peculiar to
theSwiss and Tyrolese mountaineers, by sud-
denly changing from the natural voice to
the falsetto, and vice versA. ' A single voice
. . . yodliiig & halhul.' Longfeltvic.

Yoga (yo'ga), n. [Skr. yoga, union. See
Yoke. ] One of the branches of the Hindu
Sankhya philosophy which teaches the doc-
trines of the Supreme Being, and explains
the means by which the human soul may
obtain final emancipation from further mi-
grations, and effect a junction with the uni-
versal spirit. Among the means of effecting
this junction are comprehended a long con-
tinuance in various unnatural post tires,with-
drawal of the senses from external objects,
concentration of the mind on some grand
central truth and the like, all of which im-
p!y, of course, the leading of an austere her-
mit life.

Yogi. Yogln (yo'gi. yd'gin), n. An Indian
devotee of the yoga system of philosophy.
See Yoga.
YolCks (yo'iks), interj. An old fox-hunting
cry.

Hnjoy the pleasure of the chase. . . . Bravo! Or
if Yoicks would be in better keeping, consider that 1

said Yoicks. Dickens.

Yojan (yo'jan), n. [Skr. yojana, from yuj,
to join.] In Hindustan, a measure of dis-

tance varying in different places from four
to ten miles, but generally valued about
five.

Yoke (yok), n. [A. Sax. geoc, ioc, a yoke; D.
juk, jok, O. joch, Goth. jttAr, and (without the
initial consonant) Icel. and Sw. ok, Dan.
aag; cog. Lith. jungug. L. juaum, Gr. zugon,
Skr. yuga, a yoke; lit. that which joins, from
a root, yug, meaning to join, seen in Skr.
yuj, to join; L. jug (nasalized in jungo, to
Join), Gr. zeug (in zeugnymi. to join), to
join ] 1. An old contrivance by which pairs
of draught animals, particularly oxen, are
fastened together, usually consisting of a
piece of timber, hollowed or made curving
near each end, and fitted with bows for re-
ceiving the necks of the oxen, by which
means two are connected for drawing. From
a ring or hook in the bow a chain extends to
the thing to be drawn, or to the yoke of an-

other pair of oxen behind. ' A red heifer
on which never came yoke.' Num. xlx. 2.

Hence— 2. Something resembling this ap-
paratus in form or use; as, (a) a frame to fit

the shoulders and neck of a person, and
support a pair of buckets, pails, or the like,

one at each end of the frame. (&) A frame
attached to the necks of some animals, as
cows, pigs, Ac, to prevent them from break-
ing through fences, (c)A cross-bar or curved
piece from which a large bell is suspended
for ringing it. {d) Xaut. a bar attached to
the rudder head, and projecting in each
direction sideways; to the ends are attached
the yoke-ropes or yoke-lines which are pulled
by the steersman in rowing-boats, or pass
to the drum on the axis of the steering
wheel in larger craft— 3. An emblem or
mark of servitude, slavery, and sometimes
of sufferance generally.

My yoke is easy, and my burden is light. Mat. xi, 30.

Our country sinks beneath the yoke. Shak.

4. Something which couples, connects, or
binds together; abond of connection; a Ihik;
a tie. ' Whose souls do bear an equal yoke
of love.* Shak.

Thisjo** of marriage from us both remove.
Dryden.

5. A pair of draught animals, especially oxen,
yoked together; a couple working together.
' An half acre of land which a yoke of oxen
might plow.' 1 Sam. xiv. 14.

His lands a hundred yoke of oxen tilled. Dryden.

6. As much laud as may be ploughed by a
pair of oxen in a day; hence, as much work
gejierally as is done at a stretch; also, a
portion of the working day, as from meal-
time to meal-time, in which labour is unin-
terruptedly carried on.

Yoke(yok), v.t. pret & pp. yoked; ppr. yok-
ing. 1. To put a yoke on; to join in a yoke.

Four milk-white bulls, the Tbracian use of old,
"Wercyoked to draw his car of burnished gold,

Dryden.
% To couple; to join with another.

Cassius, you are yoked with a Iamb. Shak,
My wife, my hfe, O we will walk this world.
yoked in all exercise of noble end. Tennyson.

3. To enslave; to bring into bondage.
These are the arms

With which heyokeJh your rebellious necks. Shak.

4. To restrain; to confine.

The words and promises thatyoke
The conqueror, arc quickly broke. Hudibras.

Yoke (yok), v.i. To be joined together.
'The care that yokes with empire.' Tenny-
son.

Yokeage (yok'aj), n. See Rokeage.
Yoke-ftllow (yok'fel-16), n. One associated
with :iii<>t)ier in labour, in a task, under-
taking, or the like; also, one connected with
another by some tie or bond, as marriage;
a partner; an associate; a mate. ' Yoke fel-
lows in arms.' Shak.

Thou, \i\<. yoke-fellow of equity
Bench by his side. Shak.

Yokel (yo'kl). n. [Perhaps from yoke, one
who drives yoked animals.] A rustic or
countryman; especially, a country bumpkin;
a country lout. Kingsley.

Thou art not altogether the c\vim%y yokel and the
clod 1 took thee for. R. D. Blackmore.

Used adjectively in following extract
The coach was none of your steady-going yokel

coaches, but a swaggering, rakish, dissipated, Lon-
don coach; up all night, and lying by all day, and
leading a terrible life. Dickens.

Yokelet (yoklet), n. [From its being worked
by one yoke of oxen— ie(, diminutive.] A
small farm. [Provincial.]

Yoke-line, Yoke-rope (jok'lin, yok'rop), n.

See YuKK. n. 2 (rf).

Yoke-mate (yok'mat), n. Same as Yoke-
fellow.

Yoking (>ok'ing), 71. 1. The act of putting
a yoke on; the act of joining or coupling.

—

2. As much work as is done by draught ani-
mals at one time, whether it be by cart or
plough; hence, generally as much work as
is done at a stretch. ' A hearty yokin' at
sang about.' Bums. [Scotch.]

Yol^(yok'i), o. Pertaining to a yoke. Chap-
man. [Rare.]

Yold,t Yolden,t pp. of yelde. Yielded;
given; repaid. Chaucer.
Yolk (yOk), n. [A. Sax. geoleca, the yolk or
yelk, lit. the yellow of the egg, from geolu,
yellow. See Yellow.] l. The yellow part
of an egg; the vitellus. Also written Yelk.
See Egg.— 2. The unctuous secretion from
the skin of sheep which renders the pile

soft and pliable.— 3. The vitellus, a part of

ch, chain; th, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; t, Fr. ton: ng. singi; TH, £Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zb. azure.—See Kkv.
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the seed of plants, so named from its sup-

posed analogy with the yolk of an egg.

Yolk-bag (yok'bag), n. The sac or mem-
branous bag which contains the yolk or vi-

telius.

Yon (yon), a. [A. Sax. geon (a.), yon, that or

those—there; Goth, jains, G. jetier, that; of

pronominal origin, and akin to Skr. yas,

who, also to yea and yes. See also Yond,
Yonder.] That; those; refeiTing to an ob-

ject at a distance; yonder: now chiefly

used in the poetic style. ' Yon fooUah lout;'

'yon lime and stone;' ' by yo?i clouds.* Shak.
'Beside yon straggling fence.' Goldsmith.

Read thy lot in yon celestial sign. Milton.

[It was sometimes (as commonly in Scot-

land) used substantively, or without a noun. ]

Yont (yon), adv. In or at that (more or

less distant) place. 'Him that yon soars on
golden wing.' Milton.

Yond t (yond), a. [A. Sax. geond, yond, yon-
der, thither; Goth, jaind, there.] Same as

Yon or Yonder. ' Yond fayrie knight'
Spenser.
Yond t (yond), adv. Same as Yon or Yonder.

Say what seest thou jond f Skak.

Yondt (yond), a. [From A. Sax. geond,
through, over, beyond, which sometimes
occurs in compounds with an intensive force,

like the L. per, through. The primary mean-
ing, therefore, is extravagant, beyond mea-
sure.] Mad; furious or alienated in mind.
'Wexeth wood and yond.' Spenser.

Floriniel fled from that monster _j/(J7(if. Spenser.

Yonder (yon'dSr). a. [Apparently a compar.
of yond; comp. Goth, jaindre, there.] Beinp;

at a distance within view, or as conceived
within view; that or those, referring to per-
sons or things at a distance. 'By yonder
moon.' Skak. 'From ^/onder tower.' Shak.
' Near yonder copse.' Goldsmith.

Our pleasant labour to reform
Yon flowery arbours, yonder alleys green. Milton.

Yonder (yon'dSr), adv. At or hi that (more
or less distant) place; at or in that place
there.
Where is your master? Yonder, sir, he walks.

Shak.
Mark her behaviour too; she's M\^^\\a%yonder with

the serving men. Dryden.

Yonghede.t n. \Yoxing, and terra, -hede,

same as -head or ~hood.~\ Youth. Chaucer.
Yongtht (yongth), n. Youth. Spenser.
Yom(yo'ni),7i. Among the Hindus, the female
power in nature, represented by an oval.

Yonkert (yung'k^r), n. A youngster; a
younker. Chapman.
Yook, Same as Yuck.
Yoop (yop), n. An onomatopoetic word ex-
pressive of a hiccupiug or sobbing sound.

There was such a scuffling^, and hugginff, and kiss-

ing, and crying, with the liysterical j'cc^j- of Miss
Swartz. Thackeray.

Yoret (yor), adv. [A. Sax. gedra, formerly,
of old, originally genit. pi. of gedr, a year,
being thus an adverbial genitive of time, like

twice, thrice, &c.] In time long past; long
since; in old time. ' Yore agon,' long ago.

Chaucer. Now used only in the phrase of
yore, that is, of old time; long ago ; as, in
times or days of yore.

But Satan now is wiser than ofyore. Pope.

Yorkshire-grit (york 'shir-grit), n. A pe-
culiar kind of stone used for polishing mar-
ble, as also engravers' copper-plates. Sim-
monds.
YorksMre-pudding (york'shir-pud'ing), n.

A batter-pudding baked under meat. Sim-
monds.
Yot (yot), v.t. To fasten; to rivet. [Pro-
vincial English.]

Yote (yot), v.t. [A. Sax. gedtan, to pour;
Goth, giutan, G. giessen, to pour.] To water;
to pour water on ; to steep. [Old or pro-
vincial]

My fowls . . . I found feeding at the trough
Taenyoted grains. Chapman.

You (yd), pron. [A. Sax. e6w, dat. and ace.
pl. of the pronoun of the second person, ye
being properly the nom. pi. ; 0. Sax. iu, D.
u, you, gij, ye; O.H.G. iu. you, iuwar, your.
See Ye.] The nominative and objective
plural of thou. Although it is strictly ap-
plicable only to two or more persons, it has
long been commonly used when a single
person is addressed instead of thou and thee,

but properly with a plural construction; as,

you are, you were, &q. This usage was well
established before Chaucer's time. You,
when addressed to a single person, was for-
merly used by good writers with the verb

in the singular, but this usage is not now
considered correct.

The town will have it tliat yon was educated at

Oxford. Hume.

You is frequently used reflexively for your-
self. 'Keep you warm.' Shak.

Venus, if it be youre wil

Yo-w in this garden thus to transfigure. Chancer.

Betake ^(?/( to your guard. Shak.

It is also used expletively or superfluously,

as (a) in easy, colloquial, or idiomatic phrase-
ology as a kind of dative. ' I will roar you
as gently as any sucking dove.' Shak. ' A
tanner will last y«u nine year.' Shak. (b)

Emphatically, sportively, or reproachfully
before a vocative. 'Come on, j/ou madcap.'
Shak. Wheu you both precedes and follows
the vocative the mode of address gains con-
siderably in playfulness, reproauhfulness, or
vituperative force; as, 0, you little darling,

you; you sweet child, you. ' You minion
you;' 'you hag you;' 'yott puppet you.'

Shak.— You, is also used indefinitely, as we
and they are, for any one, one, people gene-
rally, and thus equivalent to one, French on.

We passed by what was one of those rivers of
burning matter; this looks at a distance like a new-
ploughed land ; but as you come near it you see
nothmg but a long heap of heavy disjointed clods.

Addison.

You (yo), n. Same as Yu.
Young (yung), a. [O.E. yo7ig, A. Bfix.geong,

giumj, iung, D. jong, G. juiig, Goth, jttggs,

Icel. ungr, jungr, Dan. and Sw. U7ig; cog.

Lith. jaunas, 'L.juvenis, Skr. jwiJaJi—young.
Perhaps allied to Skr. yu, to drive back, to
repulse; L. juvare, to aid, to assist: the
primary sense of youtig being thus able to

repel or lend assistance in fight] 1. Being
in the first or early stage of life; not long
born; not yet arrived at maturity or age;
not old: said of animals; as, a youiig child;

a yoking man; a young horse.—2. Being in

the first or early stage of growth; as, a young
plant; a young tree.—3. Being in the first or
early part of existence generally ; not yet
far advanced, of long duration, or of full

development.
Is the day so young f Shak.

Lowliness isyoung ambition's ladder. Shak.

4. Having the appearance and freshness or
vigour of youth; youthful in look or feeling;

fresh; vigorous.

He isonly seven-and-thirty, veryyoung for his age,
and the most affectionate of creatures. Thackeray.

5. Having little experience; ignorant; raw;
green. * We are yet but young in deed. * Shak.

Come, elder brother, you are too youn^ in this.

Shak.

6. Pertaining or relating to youth; spent or
passed during youth; youthful.

God forbid I should be so bold to press to heaven in

my young days. Shak.

Young (yung), n. pl. The offspring of an
animal collectively.

The eggs disclosed their ca^Xoft young. Milton.

—With young, pregnant; gravid. ' So many
days my ewes have been tvith young.' Shak.

Younger (yung'g^r). Ji. A youngling. Shak.

Young-eyed (yung^d), a. Having the fresh

bright eyes or look of youth 'The young-
eyed cherubins. ' Shak.
Youngish (yung'ish), a. Somewhat young.
'A very genteel youngish man.* Tatler.

Youngling (yung'ling), n. An animal in

the first part of life ; also, a young person.
'Than younglings to their dam.' Spenser.
'How those poor younglings are both cheated
of life and comfort.' Beau. & Fl.

Younglyt (yung^i). a. Youthful.
Youngly (yung'li), adv. In a young man-
ner: (a) early in life. 'How youngly he
began to serve his country.' Shak. (b) Ig-

norantly; weakly.

Yoxmgness (yung'nes), n. The state or qua-
lity of being young. Cudworth.
Youngster (yung'stSr), n. A young person;
a lad. ' For Adon's sake, a youngster proud
and wild.' Shak.
Youngtht (yungth), n. Youth.

Youngth is a bubble blown up with breath.
Spenser.

Younker (yung'k6r),». [' Borrowed from Du.
jonker, also written jonkkeer, compounded
of jong, young, and heer, a lord, sir, gentle-
man.' Skeat] A young person; a lad; a
youngster; hence, a raw, inexperienced per-
son or youth, 'Trimmed like a younker
prancing to his love.' Shak.
Youpon (yu'pon), n. Same as Yapon.
Your (ybr), a. [A. Sax. edwer, O. Sax. iuwar,
D. uwer, O.H.G. iuwar. Mod. G. euer; the
possessive corresponding to ye, you, and

therefore properly plural (thy being the
singular), but now like you used as singular
or plural.] Pertaining or belonging to you;
as, your father; your book; give me your
hand. (See You.) Like the personal pro-
noun you, your is sometimes used indefi-
nitely, not with reference to the person or
persons addressed, but to something known,
common, and in some instances contemp-
tible.

I will discharge it either in your straw-coloured
beard, ^i7«r ofange-tawny beard, &c. Shak.
Your medalist and your critic are much nearer

related than the world imagine. Addison.

Yours (ybrz), poss. pi-on. A double genitive
of you, and = that or those which belong to
you: used with reference to a preceding
noun; as, this book is yours; I have lost my
pen, will you lend me yours? Yours is

sometimes used without reference to a noun
previously mentioned, when it is equivalent
to (a) your property.
What's mine isyours, and what isyours is mine.

Shak.
(&) The persons belonging to you; your
friends or relations.

O God, I fear thy justice will take hold
On me, and you, and mine, and yours for this.

Shak.—Yours truly, yours to command, A'c,
phrases immediately preceding the signa-
ture at the end of a letter: hence, some-
times used playfully by a speaker iu alluding
to himself.

Yours truly, sir, has an eye for a fine woman and
a fine horse. IV. Collins.

Yourself (ybr -self), pron. pl. Yourselves
(ybr-selvz'). You, not another or others;
you, in your own person or individually

:

when used as a nominative generally ac-

companied by you and expressing emphasis
or opposition ; as, this work you must do
yourself, or you yourself xmxs,i do it; that is,

you and no other person.

O, that you vi^r^ yourself! but, love, you are
No longer yours than yon yojirself\i\fi here. Shak.

Sometimes it is used without you.

Allow obedience, ifyourselves are old. Shak.

In the objective case it is used reflexively

without emphasis; as, you have brought this

calamity on yoursehies.

Love notyourselves; away, rob one another. Shak.

Youth (ybth), n. [O.E. youthe, youhthe,
yewethe, guwethe; A. Sax. geOguih, for geon-
gutk(=youngth, yo\ingana 'th),tTomgeong,
young; O. Sax. jugath, B.jeugd, G. jugeiul—
youth. See Young.] 1. The state or qua-
lity of being young; youthfuluess ; young-
ness.

But thou shalt flourish in immortal jj"?«/A. Addison
Her open eyes desire the truth,
The wisdom of a thousand years

Is in them. May perpetual ^oj^/A
Keep dry their light from tears. Tennyson.

2. The part of life that succeeds to child-

hood. In a general sense, youth denotes
the whole early part of life, from infancy to
manhood; but it is not unusual to divide
the stages of life into infancy, childhood,
youth, and manhood.
Those who pass their youth in vice are justly con-

demned to spend their age in folly. Rambler,

A \i3.^^y youth, and then old age
Is beautiful and free. IVordsTvorth.

3. A young person; especially, if not invari-

ably, a young man. In this sense it has a
plural. 'Seven youths from Athens yearly
sent.' Dryden.

I gave it to 3l youth, a kind of boy. Shak,

4. Young persons collectively.

ye who teach the ingenuous youth of nations, . .

1 pray ye flog them upon all occasions. Byron.

Youthede,t Youthliead,f n. Youthfuluess;
youth. Chaucer. 'In youthhead, happy
season.' Soxithey.

Youthful (ybth'ful), a. 1. Not yet aged; not
yet arrived at mature years; being in the

early stage of life; young. 'Where youthful
Edward comes.' Shak. ' Wanton as j/ou/A-

ful goats.' Shak.

Is she not more than painting can express.

Ox youthful poets fancy when they love. Rov^e.

2. Pertaining to the early part of life ; as,

youthful days; youthful age. ' His yuuthftd
hose well saved.' Shak.—B. Suitable to the
first part of life ; as, youthful thoughts;
yotithful sports.—4. Fresh; vigorous; as in

youth. ' Perfect felicity, such as after mil-

lions of millions of ages is still ymithful
and flourishing.' Bentley.— 5. Pertaining to

an early time. * The youthful season of Uie
year.' Shak.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sa abune; J', Sc. ley.
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Youtllfully (ybth'fiil-ii), adv. In a youthful
manner. ' Your attire . . . not youthfully
wanton.' Bp. Hall.

Youthfulness (yoth'ful-nes), n. The state

or quality "f being youthful. ' Lusty youth-
fully f<f:.' IIolUimL
Youtllhood t (yotU'hud), n. Youth. Dr. G.
C/u'iitie.

YoutMyt (yoth'li). a. Pertaining to youth;
characttristic of youth: youthful. ' Youthly
years.' Spender. 'Puffed up with youthly
heat and ambition.' Camden.
Youthsome (yoth'sum), a. Having the vig-

our, freshness, feelings, tastea, or appear-
ance of youth; youttiful; young.

I found him drinking, and very joliy and youth-
sonu. Pepys.

Youthy (ybth'i). a. Young; youthful. ' Af-
fecting a youthier turn than is consistent
with my time of day.' Steele. [Rare.]

You-you (yo'yo), n. A small Chinese boat
impelled with the scull, used on rivers and
in we 11-protected harbours and roadsteads.
Youiiy.

Yove.t pret. of ycpe. Gave. Chaucer.
Yowe (you). «. A ewe. George Eliot. [Pro-
vincial English and Scotch.]

Yowl(y>)ul), p i. [Akiwto yawl. yell.] Topive
a long ilistressful or mournful cry, as a dog.
Yowl (youl). n. A long distressful or mouru-
ful cry, as that of a dog.

Yoxet (yoks), tJ.i. [k. Sax. geocsa, a sob or
hiccup. See Vex.] To hiccup. Chaucer,
Ypightt (i'pit). a. Pitched; fixed. Spenser.

Ypiked, t pp. Picked; pointed; having sharp-
pointed peaks; smart; spruce. Chaucer.
Ypointlngt (i-point'ing), ppr. [Prefix y,
and point iiuj] pointing or directed to-

wards. '.\ star-f/poi'n?tH^ pyramid." Milton.
[Rare, perhaps unique.]
Yponomeutidse (i-pon'6-niu"ti-de). n. pi.

[Gr. hyponoineuo, to undermine, and eidoa,

resemblance.] A family of heteropterous
Lepitloptera. comprising a large number of
minute moths inhabiting Europe. Their
larvffi or caterpillars, which are glabrous and
attenuated at both extremities, are fouud
on shrubs, especially on whitethorn hedges,
living in large societies iinder a common
web, in the midst of which they change into
the chrysalis state each in its own cocoon.
Yponotneuta ogiuttella is exceedingly de-
stnictive to apple-trees, depriving them of
their leaves.

1^res-lace (e'pra-la.^), n. [Krom Vpreg, in

Belgium.] The finest and most expensive
kind of Valenciennes lace. Sitnmonds.

Yravlsliedt (i-rav'isht), pp. Delighted;
ravished. Shak.

Yreil»t n. Iron. Chaucer.
Yroil,t n. Iron. Spenser.
Ysame.t pp. [A. Sax. ge-mm, together]
Collected together. Spenser.

Yse, n. Ice. Chaucer.
Yslakedt (t-Hlakf), pp> Slaked; assuaged;
pacified. Shak.
ittrla (it'ri-a), n. A metallic oxide or
earth, having the appearance of a white
powder, which is insipid, insoluble in water,
and infusible. It dissolves iu acids, form-
ing sweetish salts, which have often an
amethyst colour. It has no action on vege-
table colours, Vttria is the protoxide of

yttrium (YO). It w*» discovered iu 1794 by

Professor Gadolin, in a mineral found at
Ytterby in Sweden (hence the name), called
from him gadollnite. It also occurs in
yttro-cerite and yttro-tantalite.

Yttrious (it'ri-us), a. Pertaining to yttria;

containing yttria; as, the yttrious oxide of
columbitun.
Yttrixmi (it'ri-um), n. [See Yttria.] Sym.
Y. At. wt. 617. The metal contained in
yttria. It was first obtained pure in 182S
by Wbhler. Its texture is scaly, its colour
grayish-black, and its lustre perfectly me-
tallic. It is a brittle metal, and is not
oxidized either in air or water, but when
heated to redness it bums with splendour,
even in atmospherioair, and with far greater
brilliancy in oxygen gas. This metal, or
rather its oxide, is so rare as not to admit
of any useful application.

Yttro-cerite (it-ro-se'rit), n. A mineral oc-
curring very sparingly at Finbo and Brodbo,
near Fahlun in Sweden, imbedded in (juartz.

Its colour is violet-blue, inclining to gray
and white. It is sometimes white. These
coloui"s generally alternate in layers in the
same specimen. It occurs crystallized and
massive; its composition is that of a fluoride

of yttrium containing fluoride of cerium
and calcium. Before the blow-pipe it is in-

fusible, but loses its colour and becomes
white.

Yttro-columbite, Yttro-tantalite (it-ro-

ko-ium"bit, it-ro-tan'ta-lit), n. A mineral
species, of which there are three varieties
—the yellow, the dark, and the black-
found at Ytterby, in Sweden. They are tan-
talites of yttrium, yttria, lime, oxide of
uranium, and oxide of iron, the principal
ingredients being columbic acid and yttria.

The whole are infusible Ijefore the blow-
pipe; but they decrepitate, and assume a
light colour. They dissolve with borax,
but are not acted upon by acids.

Yu (y\i)i " Ihe Chinese name for nephrite
or jade (which see).

Yucca (yuk'ka), n. [Peruvian name.] A
genus of Ame-
rican plants,
nat-orderLiU-
aceee. The spe-

cies are hand-
some plants,
with copious
white pani-
cled flowers,

extremely ele-

gant, but de-
stitute of od-
our. The leaves
are long, nu-
merous, sim-
ple, rigid or
coriaceous,
and pungent.
There are se-

veral spe-

cies, known
by the name
of Adam's
needle. Y. glo-

riosa, or com-
mon Adam's
needle, which along with other species has
been acclimatized in Britain, is much prized

Yucca glortosa.

on account of its panicle of elegant flowers,
which attain a height of 10 or 12 feet.

Yuck, Yuke (yuk, yuk), v.i. [D. jeuken,
joken. L.G. joken, G. jucken, to itch ; akin
to itch.] To itch. [Local.]

Yuck (yuk), n. The itch or scabies. [Pro-
vincial English and Scotch.]

YuftS (yufts), n. [Rus. y-u^ft.] A kind of
Russia leather, which when well prepared
is of good red colour, soft and pinguid on
the surface, and pleasant to the touch, with
an agreeable peculiar odour. Simmonds.
Yug, Yuga (yug, yug'a), n. [Skr. yuga, an
age, from yuj, to join.] One of the ages
into which the Hindus divide the duration
or existence of the world.
Yulan (yb'lan), n. A beautiful flowering
tree of China ; the Magnolia Yulaii, a tree
of 30 or 40 feet in its native country, but, in
European gardens, of not more than 12 feet.

See SlAGNOi.IA.

Yule (jbl), n. [A. Sax. gedl, gi-Ctl, iiil, gedhol,

Christmas, the feast of the nativity, whence
gedla, the Yule month, December; Icel. jol,

originally a great festival lasting thirteen
days, and having its origin in heathen times,

afterwards applied to Christmas; Dan. juul,
Sw. Jul. "Of doubtful origin, but most
commonly connected with wheel, Icel. hjol,

Dan. and Sw. hjul, as being a feast origi-

nally celebrated at the sun's wheeling or
turning at midsummer and midwinter, but
the h of these words is strongly against this.

Skeat following Fick connects it with E.
youi, yawl, as referring to festive noise or
outcry. Jolly is from this word, coming to
us through the French.] The Old English
and still to some extent the Scotch and
Northern English name for Christmas, or
the feast of the nativity of our Saviour.

And at each pause they kiss: was never seen such
rule

In any place but here, at bonfire or at Vu/gji
D'rdyton,

They brtn(; me sorrow touch'd with jo/.
The merry merry bells of YiiU. Tmnyson.

Yule-block (yoFblok), n. Same as Yule-J4)g.

Yule-log (ybl'log), n. A large log of wood,
often a tree-root, forming the basis of a
Christmas fire in the olden time. Tennyson.
Yule-tide (yol'tid), n. The time or season
of Yule or Christinas; Christmas.

Yunx (yungks), n. [Gr. iynx, the wryneck.)
A genus of scansorial birds; the wryneck
(which see).

Yurt (yurt), n. The name given to houses
or huts, whether permanent or movable, of
the natives of northern Asia or Siberia.

Yuxt (yuks), n. [See Yex, Yoxe.] A hiccup.
Yuxt (yuks), v.i. To hiccup.
Yve.t n. Ivy. Chaucer,
Yvel,t a. Evil; bad; unfortunate. Chancer.
Yvel,t adv. Ill; badly. Chaucer.
Yvolre,t n. Ivory. Chaucer.
Y-wiB,t adv. [A. Sax. gewis, gewiss. certain,
sure ; D. gewis, G. gewiss, certainly ; from
root of wit with prefix ge. This word being
often written / wis gave rise to tlie notion
that there was a verb to wis. See Wis.]
Certainly; verily; truly.

Y-wrake,t Y-wroke,t pret. Wreaked; re-

venged. Chaucer; Spenser.

Y-wrie,t m*- I A. Sax. wr^on, to cover.]
Covered. Chaucer.

Z.

Z, the last letter of the English alphabet, is a
sibilant consonant, and is merely a vocal or
sonant S, having precisely the same sound
that # has in wi*e, ea»e, please, Ac. (See S.)

It did not have a place in the Anglo-Saxon
alphabet, though no doubt k had s<^nietimes

this sound. In old English of the fourteenth
century it was common, and in some writ-

ings was often use<l where we now have k.
i

The words in modem English which begin
with z are all derived from other languages,
mostly from the Greek. The case was the
same in Latin, in which this letter was never
really naturalized. When not initial, how-
ever, the case is different, and we often find

it representing an older s in genuine Eng-
lish worils, as in blaze, freeze, gaze, graze,

nuzzle, hazard, size, Ac. As a final it occurs
in some onnniatopoetic words, as in buzz,

whizz. In German z is very common, being

a double consonant, with the sound ts. In
Greek it was also a double consonant = cf«

or sd. In Britain its name is zed, in America
zed and zee.

Zs, (z&X n. In tnusic, the seventh harmonic
as heard In the horn or .£olian string. It

corresponds to B fiat. The term is now
obsolete.

Zabaism, Zablsm (za'ba-izm, zab'izm).
See SAm.\NisM.
Zacchean (zak'e-an), n. A follower of
Zacchevit of Palestine, of the fourth cen-
tury, who taught that only private prayer
was acceptable to God, His disciples, there-
fore, retired to a lull near Jerusalem for
their devotions.

Zafft'e (zaf'fer), n. [Fr. zafre, safre, aaffre,

Sp. zajre, probably of Arabic origin,] Im-
pure oxide of cobalt ; the residuum of co-

balt, after the sulphur, arsenic, and other

volatile matters have been expelled by cal-

cination. So that it is a gray or dark-gray
oxideof cobalt, mixed with a portion of silica.

When fused into a glass it is intensely blue,
and is much used by enamellers and porce-
lain manufacturei-s as a blue colour. Writ-
ten also Zaffar, Zajir, and Zaphara. See
Cobalt.
Zaim (za'im), n. A Turkish chief or leader.

Zalmet (za'i-met), n. A Turkish name for an
estate; a district from which a zaim draws
his revenue.
2Iamang (za-mang^, n. A leguminous tree
of Yenezuela, the Pithecolobium Saman,
the hemispherical head of one individual
of which Humboldt describes as being 52(S

feet in circumference, its diameter being 60
feet and the diameter of its tmnk 9 feet.

Zambo (zam'bo), n. [Sp, zambo, bandy-
legged, also a zambo. ] The child of a

ch, c/taln; £h, Sc. locA; g. go\ ]. ^ob; fi, Yt, ton; ng. sin^; th, tAen; th, fAin; w, loig; wh, wAig; zh, a^ore.—See Ket.
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mulatto and a negro, also sometimes of an
Indiiiii and a negro. Written also Sambv.

Zamia, (za'mi-a), n. [L. zamia, a term ap-
plied by Pliny to a kind of flr cone.] A
genus of plants, nat. order Cycadaceie. The
species are found in the tropical parts of

America, and also at the Cape of Good Hope
and in Australia. They consist of trees

with a cylindrical trunk, increasing by the
development of a single terminal bud, and
covered by the scaly bases of the leaves.

The stems of all the zamias abound in a
raucilaginous juice, which has a nauseous
odour and au unpleasant taste, arising from
the existence in it of a peculiar proximate
principle. This may be removed by boiling,

roasting, &c., when some of them form a
nutritious article of food. Caffer-hread is a
common name for the genus in South Africa,

where the central part of the stem pith of

Z. cycadis, after being prepared in a par-
ticular way, is formed into cakes, baked, and
eaten by the natives. The starchy matter
from the stems of 2. tetiuis and Z. furfur-
acea is made into a kind of arrow-root in

the Bahamas.
Zamindar (zam-in-dar'), n. Same as
Zemindar.
ZamiostrobuB (za-mi-os'tro-bus), n. [From
zamia, and Gr. tttrobxts, a top, a cone. ]

The generic name for certain fossil cane-
like fruits of the upper oolite, Wealden, and
chalk, so called because they were supposed
to be the fruit of fossil zamias. It has been
shown, however, that they belong to the true
Conifera;.

Zamite (za'mit), n. A name for certain za-

mia-Iike leaves which make their appear-
ance in the upper oolite and continue through
the secondaries and tertiaries.

Zamouse (za-mbs'>, n. The native name of
the Bos brackyceros, a West African ox or
buffalo, differing from all other members of
the Bovidaj in having the ears fringed with
three rows of long hau-s and in the total
want of a dewlap.
Zampogna (tsam-po'nya), n. [It] 1. A
iiagpipe in use among Italian peasants.

—

2. A rough-toned reed instrument shaped
like a flageolet.

Zandmole (zand'mol), n. See Bathyergus.
Zanuichellia (zan-ni-kel'li-a), ?i. [ In
honour of John Jerome ZannicheUi, a Ve-
netian botanist] A genus of plants, nat.
order Xaiadaceae. Z. palustris, the marsh
horned pond -weed, is a native of ponds,
ditches, and rivulets in most parts of Europe.
The stem is from 12 to 18 inches long, thread-
shaped, branched, and floating. The leaves
are opposite and very narrow, bearing the
flowers at their base inclosed in a membran-
ous sheath.
Zanonia <za-n6'ni-a), n. A genus of plants,
nat. order Cucurbitacea), having entire
heart-shaped leaves, axillary tendrils, and
dioecious flowers. The fruit of Z. indica
has the flavour of the cucumber.
Zante (zan'ta). It. A golden-yellow species
of sumach from the island of Zante, in the
Mediterranean, used for dyeing. Called
also Young Fustic and Fiistet.

Zante -wood ( zan ' ta - wud ), n. A name
common to two plants, one of the genus
Rhus (R. cotimis) and one of the genus
Chloroxylon (C. Swietenia).
Zantiote, Zantlot (zan'ti-6t, zan'ti-ot), n.
A native of Zante, one of the Ionian Islands.
Zany (za'ni), n. [Fr. zanl, from It. zanni,
zane, a zany or clown ; originally simply a
familiar or abbreviated pronunciation of
Giovanni, John. So we also flnd Jack in
English xised as equivalent to clown. See
Jack.] A subordinate buffoon, whose office
was to make awkward attempts at mimick-
ing the tricks of the professional clown

;

hence, a buffoon in general; amerry-andrew.
'Preacher at once and zany of thy age.'
Pope,

He's like a zany to a tumbler.
That tries tricks after him to make men laueh.

B. yo^son.

Zany (za'ni), v.t. pret. & pp. zanied; ppr.
zaaying. To play the zany to; to mimic.
I have seen an arrogant baboon
With a small piece of glass aany the sun. Lovelace.

Zanyism(za'ni-izm), n. The state, character,
or practice of a zany; buffoonery. Coleridge.
Zaphara {zafa-ra), n. See Zaffre.
ZapotUla (zap-o-til'la), n. Same as Sapo-
dUla.

Zamich (zar'nik), n. [From zarnick, zar-
nee, (fee, a name for orpiment used by the
alchemists, from Ar. az-zernikh, from Gr.
anenikos. See Arsenic] A name given

to the native sulphurets of arsenic, sand-
arach or realgar, and orpiment.
Zax (zaks), n. [A. Sax. seax, \ce\. sax, a
knife or short sword; O.H.G. gahs.] An in-

strument used by slaters for cutting and
dressing slates; a kind of hatchet with a
sharp point on the poll for perforating the
slate to receive the nail.

Zayat (/a'yat), n. In Burmah, a public shed
or portico for the accommodation of travel-
lers, loungers, and worshippers, found in
every Burmese village and attached to many
pagodas. H. Yule.

Z-crank (zed'krangk), n. A peculiarly-
shaped crank in the cylinder of some
marine steam-engines, so named from its

zigzag fonn. Sliainonds.

Zea (ze'a), n. [Gr. zea, zeia, a sort of grain
used as fodder for horses. ] The generic
name of maize. Two species only of Zea are
known, viz. Z. Mays and Z. Caragua. See
Maize.
Zeal (zel). n. [Fr. zde, from L. zelus, Gr.
zelos, zeal, from stem of zed, to boil, which
is akin to E. yeast. See also Jealous.]
1. Passionate ardour in the pursuit of any-
thing; Intense and eager interest or en-
deavour; an eagerness of desire to accom-
plish or obtain some object, and it may be
manifested either in favour of any person
or thing, or in opposition to it, and in a
good or bad cause ; earnestness; fervency;
enthusiasm.
They have a zea/ of God, but not according to

knowledge. Rom. x. 2.

Let not my cold words here accuse my zeai. Shak.

For virtue's self may too much zeal be had

;

The worst of madmen is a saint run mad. Pofe.

2.t A zealot. B. Jonson.
Zealt (zel), v.i. To entertain zeal; to be
zealous.

Stiff followers, such as zeal marvellously for those
whom tliey have chosen for their masters. Bacon.

Zealantt (zel'ant), n. a zealot; an en-
thusiast.

To certain zealants all speech of pacification is

odious. Bacon.

Zealedf (zeld), a. Filled with Zeal; char-
acterized by zeal. ' Zealed religion.' Beau.
& Ft.

Zealful (zel'ful), a. Full of zeal; zealous.
' Zcalfidl knowledge of the truth divine.'
Sylvester.

Zealless(zeries),a. Wantingzeal. Bp. Hall.
Zealot (zel'ot), n. [Fr. zilote, L. zelotes,

from Gr. zelotes. See Zeal.] 1. One who is

zealous or full of zeal; one carried away by
excess of zeal; a fanatical partisan. It is

generally used in dispraise, or applied to
one whose ardour is intemperate and cen-
surable.
For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight,

His can't be wrong whose life is in the right. Pojie.

2. One of a fanatical Jewish sect which
struggled desperately against the Romans
from about e A.D. till the fall of Jeru-
salem.

Zealotical ( ze - lot ' ik - al ), a. Ardently
zealous. Strype. [Rare. ]

Zealotism (zel'ot-izm), n. The character or
conduct of a zealot. Gray.

Zealotist (zel'ot-ist), n. A zealot; an en-
thusiast. Howell.
Zealotry (zerot-ri), n. Behaviour of a
zealot; excessive or undue zeal; fanaticism.
' Inquisitorial cruelty and party zealotry.'

Coleridge.

Zealous (zel'us), a. [From zeal. Jealous is

really the same word.] 1. Inspired with
zeal; warmly engaged or ardent in the pur-
suit of an object; fervent ; eager; earnest:
rarely in a bad sense.

\f zealous love should go in search of virtue,
Where should he find it purer? Shalt.

The learned and pious Bishop of Alexandria, Dio-
nysius, wrote to the zealoits and factious Presbyter
Novatus. Bfi. Gauden.
Being thus saved himself, ha may be zealous in the

salvation of souls. Law.

2.t Full of religious or pious zeal; religious;
pious. Shak,
Zealously (zel'us-li), adv. l. In a zealous
manner ; with passionate ardour ; with
eagerness.

It is good to be zealously affected always in a good
thing. Gal. iv. i8.

2. t Religiously; with religious or pious zeal.

Milton.

Zealousness (zel'us-nes), n. The quality of
beint; zealous; zeal.

Zebec, Zebeck (ze'bek), n. Same as Xebec.
Zebra (ze'bra), n. [A native African word.]
A pachydermatous, solidungulate mammal.
the Eqtius or Asimut zebra, a quadi'uped of

southern Africa, nearly as large as a horse,
white, striped with numerous brownish-
black bands on the head, trunk, and legs,
except on the belly and inside of the thighs.

Zebra (Equus zebra).

The zebras graze in herds on the steep hill-

side, and seek the wildest and most seques-
tered spots, so that they are extremely diffi-

cult of approach, not only from their watch-
ful habits and great swiftness of foot, but
also from the inaccessible nature of their
abodes. The zebra is one of the handsomest,
and also one of the wildest and least tract-
able of animals. Only in a few instances has
it been domesticated, for it always retains its

vicious, obstinate, and fickle nature. The
name zebra is sometimes applied to the
quagga and the dauw or Burchell's zebra;
but they differ from the zebra in having no
stripes on the lower limbs, while those on
the body are not so black as the true zebra.
The zebra is said to be becoming nearly
extinct. See Dauw, Quagga.
Zebra - opossusn (ze'bra-6-pos"sum), n.
Same -A^ Zebra-wolf.
Zebra-plant (ze'bra -plant), n. The CaUt-
thea zebrina, so called from the alternate
dark -coloured and green stripes on its
leaves.

Zebra-wolf ( ze'bra-wylf), n. See Thyla-
cine.

Zebra -wood ( ze ' bra - wiid ), n. A kind of
wood imported from South America used
by cabinet-makers, produced by the Ovnpha-
lobium La»i6er((', belonging to the nat. order
Connaracese. Its colours consist of brown
on a white ground, clouded with black, and
each strongly contrasted, and somewhat re-
sembling the skin of a zebra. It is used in
the manufacture of furniture Called also
Pigeon-wood.
Zebrine (ze'brin), a. Pertaining to the ze-
bra ; resembling the zebra ; striped some-
what like the zebra. Darwin.
Zebu (ze'bu), n. [The native Indian name.]
A ruminant of the ox tribe, the Taurus in-
dicus or Bos indicus. This quadruped dif-

fers from the common ox in having one, or

Zebu {Taurus indicus).

more rarely two, humps of fat on the shoul-
ders, and in having eighteen caudal vertebral
Instead of twenty-one. It varies in size

from a large mastiff dog to a full-grown
European bull. It is found extensively in
India, and also in China and northern
Africa. It is often called the Indian Bull
or Ox and Cow. The zebus are used as
beasts of burden, and their Aesh is used
as an article of food, especially the hump,
which is esteemed as a great delicacy.
To this stock belong the Brahman bulls
or sacred bulls of Siva.

Zechariah (zek-a-ri'a), n. The name of one
of the books of the Bible, the work of one
of the twelve minor prophets. Little is

known of his history, and the obscurity of
his style has much embarrassed the com-
mentators on this book.
Zechin (zek'iii), 7i. [It zecchino, Fr. sequin.
See Sequin.] A Venetian gold coin, worth

Fate, fttr, fat, fftll; m6. met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, m&ve; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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about 9s. 4rf sterling. I'sually written
Se'itdn (which see).

Zecnsteln (zek'stin or tseeh'stin ), n [G.,
from zeche. a mine, and slein, stone.) In
geo'.. a German limestone, the equivalent of
the English Permian or magnesian lime-
stone. It lies immediately under the red
sandstone and above the marl slate of the
magnesian limestone formation.
Zed (zed). The name of the letter Z. ' Zed,
thou unnecessary letter.' Shak. Prov.u-
cially called also Izzard.
Zedoary (zed'oa-ri), n. [Fr. zidoaire, Sp.
and Pg. zedoaria, Ar. and Pers. zedwdr,
jedwar, zedoary.] The name given to the
root-stocks of certain plants of the genus
Curcuma. They are aromatic, bitter, pun-
gent, and tonic, and are used for similar
purposes as ginger. Round, zedoary is the
produce of C. Zedoaria, and loiu) zedoary oi
C Zerumbet. natives of India and China.
Zee-koe (za'ko), )i. (D., lit. sea (or lake)
cow.) The name given by the Dutch colon-
ists of South Africa to the hippopotamus.

Zeln, Zelne (ze'in, ze'in), n. [From zea
(which see).) The gluten of maize, a sub-
stance of a yellowish colour, soft, insipid,
and elastic, procured from the seeds of Zea
Mays or Indian com. It is said to differ
essentially from the gluten of wheat.
Zel (zel), » An Eastern instrument of music
of the cymbal kind.

Where, some hours since, was heard the swell
Of trumpet and the clash of zf^,
Buidmy the bright-ey-d sun farewell. Aftfore.

Zelousle t (zel'us-i), ji. Jealousy. 'The
zelomie and the eagre feersenesof Olimpias.'
J. UdaU.
Zemindar (zemin-diir'), n. [Per. zemhiddr,
a landholder—z«iiifn, land, and ddr, holding,
a holder.

) 1 n Inilia, one of a class of offlcials
created under the Mogul government of
India. They have been regarded, first, as
district governors, second, as landed pro-
prietors, and third, as farmers or collectors
of the government revenue on land. Their
functions appear to have been to a great
extent arbitrary and variable, but founded
on and arising out of the last-named office
At the present day, in Bengal, the zemindar
has all the rights of a British landed pro-
prietor, subject to the payment of the land-
tax, and also to a certain ill-defined tenant-
right on the part of tenants who have long
held possession of their farms. .Spelled also
Zamindar.
Zemlndaiy, Zemlndaree (zem'in-da-ri,
zem'in-da-re), n. The office or jurisdiction
of a zemindar; the land possessed by a
zemindar.
Zenana (ze-niS'na), n. (Per. zetmnah, be-
longing to women, from zen, woman.

)

The name given to the portion of a house
reserved exclusively for the females be-
I"iij;ii]g to a family of good caste in India.
Zend (zend;. n. 1 From Zend in Zend-A vesta
(which see) 1 1. An ancient Iranian lan-
guage, in which are composed the sacred
writings of the Zoroastrians It is a member
of the Aryan family of languages, and very
closely allied to .Sanskrit, especially the
Sanskrit of the Vedas, by means of which,
and by the help of comparative philology,
it has been deciphered. Called also Avestan.
2- A coiitracteil name for the Zend-Avesta
or.sacred writings of Zoroaster.
Zend-Avesta (zend-a-ves'ta). n. [Thfs name
seems U) mean ' commentary-text,' or autho-
rized text and commentary The first por-
tion of the name is now usually applied to
the language in which the early portion of
the work is written ] The collective name
for the sacreil writings of the Guebers or
Parsees, ascrilied to Zoroaster, and rever-
enced as a bible or sole rule of faith and
practice. It consists of several divisions,
of which the oldest is written in the primi-
tive Zend language. It is often called the
.1 refill.

Zendlk (zcn'dik), n. [Ar, an infidel, an
atheist ) I'his name is given in the East
not only to disbelievers in revealed religion,
but also to such as are accused of magical
heresy,

Zenlk (ze'nik), n. An African quadruped,
the suricate or four- toed weasel See
.SLP.ICATE.

Zenith (ze'nith). n. [Fr. zenith, from Sp.
zenit, zenith, a corruption of Ar saint, semt,
abbreviated for samt-ur-ras, semt-er-ras,
way of the head, zenith, samt being a way.
Akin aziintitk] 1. The vertical point of the
heavens at any place, or point right above
a spectator's head; the upper pole of the ce-

Zenith and Nadir.

681

lestial horizon ; that point in the visible celes-
tial hemisphere which is vertical to the spec-
tator, and from which a line drawn perpen-
dicular to the
plane of the hori- -55

zou would, if s
produced, pass
through the
earth's centre,
supposing the
earth a perfect
sphere. Each
point on the sur-
face of the earth
has therefore its

corresponding
zenith. The op-
posite pole of the
celestial horizon
is termed the
luidir, and a ver-
tical line or plane
w'ill,if producetl,
pass through the
zenith and nadir,
the spectator's place being considered as the
centre of the celestial sphere.—2. The highest
point of a person's fortune, or the highest or
culminating point of any subject referred to.

By my prescience
1 lind my zenith doth depend upon
A raost auspicious star. Shai.

—Zenith distance. The zenith distance of a
heavenly body is the arc iutercepteil between
the body and the zenith, being the same as
the co-altitude of the body.—ZeHifAsector.an
astronomical instrument for measuring with
great accuracy the zenith distances of stars
which pass near the zenith. It is also used
in trigonometrical surveys for determining
the difference of latitude of two stations by
observing the difference of the zenith dis-
tances of the same star at the two stations
as it passes the meridian. It consists essen-
tially, as its name implies, of a portion of a
divided circle. .See Sector. —ZeuifA ule-
scope, a geodetical instrument, having ad-
justments in altitude and azimuth, a gradu-
ated vertical semicircle, a level, and a mi-
crometer: used for measuring the difference
of the zenith distances of two stars as a
means of determining the latitude, the stars
being such as pass the meridian about the
same time,but on opposite sides of the zenith.

ZenltSial (ze'nithal), a. Of or pertaining
to the zenith. 'The deep zenitiial blue.'
Tyndatl.

Zeolite (ze'6-lit), ?i. [Or. zeo, to boil, to
foam, and lithos, stone: so named originally
by Cronstedt from their boiling and swelling
when heated by the blowpipe.) A generic
name of hydrated double silicates in which
the principal bases are aluminium and cal-
cium. Zeolitesfrequentlycontainiron, mag-
nesium, and alkalies Zeolites intumesce be-
fore the blow-pipe. They are decomposed by
acids, yielding silica Among them are an-
alcime, apophyllite, harmotome, stilbite,*c.

Zeolltlc (ze-6-lit'ik), a. Pertaining to zeo-
lite: c<jn3isting of zeolite or resembling it.

Zeolltiform (ze-6-lit'i-form), a. Having the
form of zeolite.

Zephanlah (zef-a-ni'a), n. The name of one
of tlie books of the Bible, the work of one of
the minor prophets. The author lived in the
reign of Josiah, in the seventh century B.C.
The subjects of his prophecy are the tempo-
rary desolation of .ludea, the destniction of
the Philistines, Moabites, Ammonites, As-
syrians, Ac.

, and the promise that God will
leave a righteous remnant in Israel.
Zephyr, ZephSTus (zet'er, zefi-rus), n. [L.
zipliyrm. from Gr zephyros.MieA to zophos,
darkness, gloom, the west.) The west wind;
and poetically, anysoft, mild, gentle breeze.
The poets personify Zephyrus and make him
the most mild and gentle of all the sylvan
deities.

As gentle
As zephyrs blowing below the violet.
Not w.-igging his sweet head. ShaJt.

Mild as when Zephyrus on Flora breathes. Milton.

Zerda(z«r'da),H. [African.) A beautiful little
animal of the genus .Megalotis.family Canidie.
principally found in northern Africa; the
fennec. See MKQALOTrs.
Zero (ze'r6), n. [Fr. ziro. It. and Sp. zero.
from Ar. sifr, a cipher, by contracting such
forms as zejro, zi/ro; really therefore the
same word as cipher.] 1. No number or
quantity; number or quantity diminished to
nothing; a cipher; nothing.

As to numl>er they (the teeth of fishes) ranee from
zero to countless quantities. Oiven.
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ch. cAain; £h, 8c. lock; g. i.job;

2. In physics, any convenient point with re-
ference to which ((Uantitatively estimable
phenomena of the same kind are compared;
the point of a graduated instrument at which
its scale commences; the neutral point be-
tween any ascending and descending scale
or series, generally represented by the mark
0. In thermometers the zero of the Centi-
grade and R(5aumur scales is the freezing-
point of water; in Fahrenheit's scale, 32"
lielow the freezing-point of water. The zero
of Wedgwood's pyrometer corresponds with
1077° Fnhr.—Absolute zero, 273° C, at which
temperature any given body is supposed to
contain no heat. In elect, an object is said
to he at zero potential when it is in contact
with and is at the same potential as the
earth.—Zero point, the point indicating the
commencement of any scale or reckoning.
Zest (zest), 11. [Fr. zeste, a kind of partition
in a walnut, the peel of an orange or lemon

;

from L. schistm, Gr. schistos, split, divided,
from schizo, to split or divide (whence also
schism). ] 1. A piece of orange or lemon peel,
used to give flavour to liquor, or the fine thin
oil that spurts out of it when squeezed ; also
the woody tlUck skin quartering the kernel
of a walnut — 2. Something that gives a
pleasant taste; that which serves to enhance
enjoyment: hence, a pleasant taste; that
quality which makes a thing enjoyable:
relish.

Liberality of disposition and conduct gives the
highest zesi and relish to social intercourse. Co^aii.

3. Relish or keenness of pleasure experi-
enced; keen enjoyment; gusto.
They joined and partook of the rude fare with the

zest of fatigue and youth. Lord Lytton.

Zest (zest), v.t. 1. To add a zest or relish to.

My Lord, when my wine's right I never care it
should be zested. Cibf^cr.

2. To cut, as the peel of an orange or lemon
from top to bottom into thin slips or to
squeeze, as peel over the surface of any-
thing.

Zeta (ze'ta), n. [L. zeta, for dioeta, a cham-
ber, a dwelling, from Gr diaila, a way of
living, mode of life, dwelling.) A little
closet or chamber Applied by some writers
to the room over the porch of a Christian
church where the sexton or porter resitled
and kept the church documents Britton.

ZetetlC (ze-tet'ik), o. [Gr. zetetikos, from
zeteo, to seek. ) Proceeding by inquiry; seek-
ing. —TAejefeftc method.in math, the method
used in endeavouring to discover the value
of unknown quantities or to find the solu-
tion of a problem. [Rare.

)

ZetetlC (ze-tet'ik), n. A seeker; a name
adopted by some of the Pyrrhonists
Zetetics (ze-tetiks), n. A name given to
that part of algebra which consists in the
direct search after unknown quantities
[Rare.

)

Zetlcula (ze-tik'u-la). n. (A dim. of zeta
(which see).) A small withdrawing-room
Zeuglodon (zu'glo-don), n. [Gr. zeugle, the
strap or loop of a yoke, and odous. odontos,
a tooth, lit. yoke-tooth: so called from the
peculiar form of its molar teeth.) An ex-
tinct genus of marine mammals, reganleil
by Huxley as intermediate between the true
cetaceans and the carnivorous seals. The
species had an elongated snout, conical in-
cisors, and molar teeth with triangular ser-
rated crowns, implanted in the jaws by
two roots, each molar appearing to be
formed of two separate teeth united at the
crown (whence the generic iinnie). They
belong to the eocene and miocene, the best
known species being Z. cetouies of the mid-
dle eocene of the I'nited States, which at-
tained a length of 70 feet. The first found
remains were believed to be those of a rep-
tile, and the name Basilosaurus was there-
fore given to them.
Zeuglodontldas (zii-glo-don'ti-de). n.pl. An
extinct family of cetaceans, of which Zeug-
lodon is the type.
Zeugma (ziig-ma), n. (Gr. zeugma, from
zeugnymi, to join. See YOKE.) A figure
in grammar in which two nouns are joined
to a verb suitable to only one of them but
suggesting another verb suitable to the
other noun

; or in which an adjective is
similarly used with two nouns
Zeugmatlc (ziig-mat'ik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the figure of speech zeugma
Zeus (zus), II. 1. In myth the supreme
divinity among the Greeks; the ruler of the
other gods: generally treated as the equiva-
lent of the Roman Jupiter. See Jui'lTEK.—
2. A genus of acanthopterygioiis fishes, re-

ft. Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, uiig; wh, whig; zh. azure.-See Kur.
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markable for their roundish or oval com-
presaed form. To this genus lielongs the

species called doree, dory, and John Dory (Z.

Faher). See DOREE.
Zeuxite (zuka'it), n. A zeolitic mineral
finnul in Cornwall.

Zibet, Zibeth (zib'et), n. [See Civet.] A
(iii;iti};rade carnivorous mammal belonging

to the genus Viverra, the V. zibetka, and
bearing a close resemblance to the civet-

cat. It is found on the Asiatic coast, and
in some of the larger islands of the Indian
Archipelago. It secretes an odoriferous

substance which resembles that of the civet,

and is perhaps equally prized. It is often

tamed by the natives of the countries where
it is found, and it inhabits the houses like

a domestic cat.

Zibethum (zi-be'tum), n. A name given to

the unctuous odoriferous substance secreted

by the zibet.

Ziega (ze'ga), «. Curd produced from milk
by adding acetic acid, after rennet has
ceased to cause coagulation. Brande tt Cox.

Zif (zif). n. The second month of the Jewish
sacred year, and the eighth of the civil, an-

swering to part of our April and May. 1 Ki.

vi, 1.

Zlffiust (zif'i-us), n. Probably for Xiphias,
tlie sword-fish. 'Huge ziffitts whom mari-
ners eschew.' Spenser.

Zigzag (zig'zag), n. [Fr. zig-zag, from G.

zick-zack. perhaps reduplicated from zacke,

a tooth or sharp prong or point, a dentil.]

1. Something that has short sharp turns or
angles, as a line. 'Cracks and zigzags of the
liead.' Pope —2. In fort, a trench of ap-
proach against a fortress, so constructed
that the line of trench may not be enfiladed
by the defenders. — 3. In arch, a zigzag
moulding; a chevron or dancette.
Zigzag (zig'zag). a. Having sharp and quick
turns or Hexures. ' By zig-zag paths, and
juts of pointed rock.' Tennyson. —Zigzag
moulding, inarch, see ChevRON,Dancette.

Zigzag (zig'zag), v.t. pret. & pp. zigzagged;
ppr. zigzagging. To form with short turns
or angles. T. Warton.
Zigzag (zig'zag), v.i. To form zigzags; as, the
path zigzags.

Zigzaggery (zig-2ag'6r-i), n. The quality of
being zigzag; crookedness. ' The zigzaggery
of my father's approaches.' Sterne. [Rare.]

Zigzaggy (zig^zag-i), a. Having sharp and
quick turns; zigzag. ' The zigzaggy pattern
by Saxons invented.' R. H. Barham.

Zillah (zil'ia), n. In Hindustan, a local di-

vision of a country; a shire or county.
Zimb fzim), n. {Ar. zimb, a fly.] A dipterous
insect of Abyssinia, resembling the tsetse of
the more southern parts of Africa, to whose

Zimb, from Bruce's Travels.

family it probably belongs, in being very
destructive to cattle. It is somewhat lai^er
than a bee, and thicker in proportion.
Ziment-water (zim'ent-wa-t6r), n. [G.
cementwasser, lit. cement or cementation
water ; comp. cementkupfer, copper de-
posited in water.] A name given to water
found in copper mines; water impregnated
witli copper.
Zimome (zi'mom). See Zymome.
Zinc (zingk), 71. [Fr. zinc, G. Sw. and Dan.
zink; allied to G. zinn, tin.] Sym. Zn. At.
wt. 65. A metal frequently called spelter
in commerce. It has a strong metallic lustre
and a bluish-white colour. Its texture is

lamellated and crystalline, and its specific
gravity about 7. It is a hard metal, being
acted on by the file with ditflculty, and its

toughness is such as to require considerable
force to Itreak it when the mass is large. At
low or high degrees of heat it is brittle, but
between 250° and 300' F. it is both malle-
able and ductile, and may be rolled or
hammered into sheets of considerable thin-
ness and drawn into wire. Its malleability
is considerably diminished by the impuri-
ties which the zinc of commerce contains.
It fuses at 773° F., and when slowly cooled
crystallizes in four- or six-sided prisms.
Zinc undergoes little change by the action
of air and moisture. When fused in open
veasels it absorbs oxygen and forms the
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white oxide called Jiowers of zinc. Heated
strongly in air it takes fire and bums with
a beautiful white light, fonning oxide of

zinc. Zinc is found in considerable abun-
dance. It does not occur in the native state,

but is obtained from its ores, which are

chiefly the sulphide, or zinc-blende, and the
carbonate or calamine. The oxide of zinc

(ZnO) is a fine white powder insoluble in

water, but very soluble in acids, which it

neutralizes, being a very powerful base, of

the same class as magnesia. It combines
also with some of the alkalies. Zinc forms
a series of compounds with organic radicles,

such as zinc methyl, Zn(CH3>2,aud zinc ethyl,

Zu(C2H5)2. Several of tlie salts of zinc are
employed in medicine, aa the sulphate or
white vitriol (ZnSO^), the chloride or butter

of zinc (ZnCla), the acetate and the cyanide.
Sheet-zinc is largely employed for lining
water cisterns, baths, &c., for making
spouts, pipes, for covering roofs, and several
other architectural purposes. Flutes of this

metal are used as generators of electricity

in voltaic batteries, &c.; they are also em-
ployed in the production of pictures, &c., in

the style of woodcuts. (See Zincography.)
Zinc is much employed in the manufacture
of brass and other alloys, and in preparing
galvanized iron. See GALVANIZKh
zinc (zingk), v.t. pret. & pp. zincked, ppr.
zincking. To coat or cover with zinc.

Zinc-amyl (zingk'am-il), 71. A colourless,
transparent liquid, composed of zinc and
amyl. When exposed to the air it absorbs
oxygen rapidly, emitting fumes, but does
not take fire spontaneously.

Zinc-blende (zingk'blend), 11. Native sul-

phide of zinc, a brittle transparent or trans-
lucent mineral, consisting essentially of
sulphur and zinc, but often. containing a
considerable proportion of iron. It occurs
crystallized, massive, or in other forms, and
of various colours, but usually yellowish,
red, brown, or black. Called also simply
Blende.
Zinc-bloom ( zingk 'hlbm), n. A mineral
substance of the same composition as cala-

mine.
Zinc-ethyl (zingk'e-thil), n. (TjiiC^^^.) A
colourless volatile liquid composed of zinc
and the radicle ethyl. It has powerful affin-

ities for oxygen, igniting sjjontaneously on
exposure to air. It is formed by heating
zinc with io<lide of ethyl under pressure.
Brande tL- Cox.

Zinciferous (zing-kif'6r-us), a. [Zinc, and
L. fero, to bear.] Producing zinc; as, zinc-
iferoiLS ore.

Zincite (zingk'it), n. In mineral, a native
ferriferous oxide of zinc, found at Franklin
and Stirling-Hill in New Jersey. It is

brittle, translucent, of a deep red colour,
sometimes iuclining to yellowish. It owes
its colour to the presence of a small quan-
tity of oxide of manganese.
Zlncky (zingk'i). a. Pertaining to zinc; con-
taining zinc ; having the appearance of
zinc. Written also Zinky.
The ziHci:y ores are said to be grayer than other

ores. Kirivan.

Zinc-methyl (zingk'meth-il), n. (Zn (CHg^

)

A volatile liquid of very fetid smell and
with poisonous vapours. It takes fire spon-
taneously on exposure to the atmosphere.
Called also Zinc-methide.

ZinCOde (zingk'od), Ji. [Ziiic, and Gr. hodos,
a way.] The positive pole of a galvanic
battery.

Zincogprapher (zing-kog'ra-f^r), n. One who
practises zincography.
Zincographic, ZincograpMcal (zing-ko-
graf'ik, zing-ko-graf'ik-al), a. Relating to
zincography.
Zincography (zing-kog'ra-fl), n. [Zinc, and
(ir. gi-a}>h'>, to write.] An art in its essential
features similar to lithography, the stone
printing-surface of the latter being replaced
by that of a plate of polished zinc. A form
of this art called anastatic printing is de-
scribed under Anastatic.
Zincold (zingk'oid). a. [Zinc, and Gr. eidos,

likeness.] Resembling zinc; pertaining to
zinc; a term applied to the zincous plate
which is in connection with a copper plate
in a voltaic circle, and denoting the positive
pole or zincode; the chlorous plate which
is in connection with a zinc plate being
termed the chloroid plate, or negative
pole.

ZincolyslS (zing-kol'i-sis), n. [Zinc, and Gr.
lyo, to decompose. ] A term in electro-chem.
equivalent to Electrolysis, denoting a mode
of decomposition occasioned by the indue-
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tive action of the affinities of zinc, or the
positive metal.
Zincolyte (zingk'ol-it), n. [See above.] A
term equivalent to Electrolyte, denoting a
body decomposable by electricity, the de-
composition being occasioned by the action
of zinc, or the positive metal.
Zinco-polar (zingk'6-p61-6r). a. In galv. a
term applied to the surface of the zinc, in
a battery, presented to the acid. Hoblyn.
Zincous (ziugk'us), a. Pertaining to zinc,
or to the positive pole of a voltaic battery.—Zincous element, the basic or primary
element of a binary cornyom\A.—Zincous
pole, that pole of a particle of zinc, or of
hydrochloric acid, which has the attraction
or affinity which is characteristic of zinc,
or the zincous attraction.

Zinc-vitriol (zingk'vit-ri-ol), n. In chem.
sulphate of zinc; white vitriol (ZnS04).

Zinc-white (zingk'whit), n. Oxide of zinc,

a pigment now largely substituted for white-
lead as being more permanent and not
poisonous.
Zingel (tsing'el), n. [G.] A teleostean flsh

of the genus Aspro, closely allied to the
perch family. The body is very elongated
in form, reaching in one of the species {A.
zingel of the Danube and its tributaries) a
length of 12 to 15 inches. The mouth is

situated under a rounded and projecting
snout, the scales are remarkably rough, the
dorsal fins are widely separated, and the
ventral fins are large. The only other
species {A. vulgaris), abundantly fountl in
the Rhine, the Rhone, and their tributaries.

is a much smaller fish. Both are considered
very palatable.

Zinghot (zing'go), ». Same as Zinc. Wal-
pole.

Zlnglan (zin'ji-an), a. In phUol. a name
sometimes given to the South African family
of tongues: called also Bantu and Chuana.
One peculiarity of this family, especially of
the Kafir branch, is the use of clucks or
clicks in speaking. See CLUCK.
Zinglberaceous (zin'ji-b6r-a"shu8), a. Of
or pertaining to ginger, or to the Zingiber-
acece. Written also Zinziberaceous.
Zinkenite (zingk'en-it), n. [After a German
director of mines of the name of Zinkea.^
A steel-gray ore of antimony and lead.

Zinky (zink'i). a. See ZiNCKY.
Zinzlber, Zingiber (zin'zi-l>er, zin'ji-b6r), n.

[L. zingiber, zinziber, ginger.] A genus of
plants, nat. order Zinziberaceaj. The species
are natives of hot climates, and are widely
cultivated in both the East and West Indies,
as well as in China and Africa. The most
important is Z. oj^cinalis, the rhizome of
which is the well-known ginger of the shops.
See Ginger.

Zinziberacese, Zingiberacesa (zin'zi-b6r-

a"se-e,zin'ji-b6r-a"se-e), H. pi. A nat. order of
plants, of which the genus Zinziber is the
type. The species ai-e all tropical plants or
nearly so, the greater number inhabiting
various parts of the East Indies. They are
generally objects of great beauty, on account
of the development of their floral envelopes
and the rich colours of their bracts ; but
they are chiefly valued for the sake of the
aromatic and stimulating properties of the
rhizome or root, such as are found in ginger,
galangal. zedoary, cardamoms, &c.
Zinziberaceous (zin'zi-ber-a"shus), a. Same
as Zingiberaceous.
Zion (zi'on), n. I. A mount or eminence in
Jerusalem, the royal residence of Pa\id and
his successors. Hence— 2. The theocracy
or church of God.

Let Zi'cn and her sons rejoice. IVatis.

Ziphius (zif'i-us), n. A genus of cetaceans
belonging to the family Rhynchoceti, closely
allied to the sperm-whales. See Rhykcho-
CETI.

Zircon (z6r1con), n. [Cingalese] (ZrSOO^.)
A mineral originally found in Ceylon, and
forming one of the gems, being met with
either colourless or coloured. Zircon, hya-
cinth, and zirconite are regarded as varieties

of the same species. They are essentially sili-

cates of zirconium, generally containing
minute portions of iron. The primitive
form of the crystals is an octahedron, com-
posed of two four-sided prisms. The com-
mon form is a rectangular four-sided prism.
Called sometimes Jargon.

Zirconia (z6r-k6'ni-a), 71. (ZrO.j.) An oxide
of the metal zirconium, discovered by Klap-
roth in the year 1769 in the zircon of Ceylon.
and subsequently in the hyacinth of Expaily
in France. It resembles ahmiina in appear-
ance. It is so liard as to scratch glass.

Fate, far, fat, f»ll. me. met. her: pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, buU; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc Uy.
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When pure it is a white powder. It forms '

saltswitliacid8.—Zirconia%/i/, an intensely .

brilliant light, differing from the oxjhydro-
;

gen or lime light only in that it is produced 1

from zircon cones acted on by oxygen and a
highly carburetted gas, in place of the less

dural)lt; lime balls of the other process.

Zirconic (zerkon'ik). a. Of, pertaining to,

or ciintainiup zircouium.

Zirconlte (zei-'kon-it), ii. A variety of the
zircon.

Zirconiiun (z§r-k6'ni-um), n. Sym. Zr. At.

wt. s9 t>. The metal contained in zirconia.

Berzflius first obtained zircouium in 1824;

but Davy had previously rendered its exis-

tence quite probable. It is commonly ol)-

tained in the form of a black powder, but
it is also known in the crystalUne state,

forming blackish-gray highly lustrous 1am-
inte. having a specific gravity of 415. Zir-

conium forms a chloride ZrCl^. and an
oxide ZrOa, commonly known as zii-conia.

It exists in a few rare minerals, notably in

zircon or hyacinth, which is a silicate of

zirconium. It appears to form a link be-

tween aluminium and silicon.

Zither, Zithem (tsit'er, tsit'em), n. [G..

from L. c)(/mm. See CiTHARA.] A stringed

musical instrument cousisting of a sound-
ing-box pierced with a large circular sound-
hole near the middle, the strings, to the
nuntber of thirty-one in tlie more perfect
forms of the instrument, beuig made of

steel, brass, catgut, aud silk covered with
fine silver or coppe:- wire, and tuned by
pegs at one end. Five of the strings are
stretched over a fretted keyboard, aud ai-e

used for playing the melody, the fingers of

the left hand stopping the strings on the
frets, the right-band thumb armed with a
metal ring, striking the strings. These
strings, which are tuned in fifths, have a
chromatic range from C in the second space

of the bass staff to D on the sixth ledger-

line above the treble. All the remaining
strings, called the accompanying strings,

are struck by the first three fingers of the
right hand, and being unstopped produce
only tlie single tone to which they are tuned.

The instrument while being played rests on
a table with the keyboard side nearest the
performer. Tyrol seems to be tlie native
country of this instrument.

Zizania (zi-za'ni-a), n. [Gr. zizanimi, dar-
nel. 1 A genus of grasses, the best-known
species of which is Z. aqiiatica, the Cana-
dian wild rice. It is common in all the
waters of North America from Canada to

Florida, where it is known also by the name
of Txtgcarora. The seeds afford a nutritious

article of diet to the wandering tril>e4 of

North-west America. It was introduced
into this country in 1793 by Sir Joseph
Banks.

Zizel (zi'zel), n. Same as Suslik.

ZlzypbUS (ziz'i-fus). n, [ From zizoxtf, the
Arabic name of the lotus] A genus of

plants, nat. order Rhamnaceee. The species

are shrults with alternate leaves, spiny
stipules, and mucilaginous fruit, which is

edible. Z. milaaris, or common jujube, is

a native of SjTia, and is now cultivated in

many parts of Europe. In ."^pain and Italy

the fruit is eaten as a dessert, and in the
winter season as a dry sweetmeat. Z. Lotus
is a native of southern Europe and northern
Africa. (See Lotus.) There are numerous
other species.

ZoadulSB (z6-ad'Ta-leX n. pi. In hot. the loco-

motive spores of some Confervie.

Zoanthaxla (zo-an-tha'ri-a), n. pi. [Gr. zoon,

a living animal, and anthoa, a fiower.] The
helianthtiid polyps or 'animal flowers,'

constituting the first order of the class

Actinozoa. characterized by the disposition

of their soft parts in multiples of five or six.

and by the possession of simple, usually
numerous teutacles. They have their name

from their resemblance to flowers, are more
or less elongated, and very contractile.

They are divided into three sub-orders—
Zoantharia Malacodennata, in which the
corallum is absent or very rudimentary, Z.
Sclerobasica, in which it is sclerobasic, and
Z. Sclerodermata, in which it is scleroder-
mic. (See Sclerobasic, Sclerodermic.)
Eminent zoologists have questioned the va-
lidity of the distinction between sclerobasic
and sclerodermic corals.

Zoanthids (zo-an'thi-de), n. pi. A family of

polyps of the order Zoantiiaria, and sub-
order Z. Malacodennata. These polyps
form colonies xmited by a fleshy or coria-

ceous coenosarc in the sliape of a crust or of

creeping roots, and they have no power of
locomotion. The ccenosarc is sometimes
found strengthened by imbedded spicules,
adventitious grains of sand, and other
foreign substances.

Zoantliropy izo-an'thro-pi), n. [Gr. 200/1,

an animal, and anthropos, man] In pathol.
a species of monomaniacal delusion, in
which the patient believes himself to be
transformed into a beast.

ZoI)0 (z6'l>o). n. A hybrid between the
common Hindu ox and the yak, and in ap-
pearance not unlike the English ox. It is

reared in the western parts of the Himalaya,
where it is employed as a l>east of burden,
and its fiesh and milk form imx)ortant
articles of food.

ZOCCO (zok'ko), ;t. A zocle or socle.

Zocle, Zoccolo (zo'kl, zok'k6-16), «. [It.

zoccolo; from L. soccus, a sock. ] A square
body under the base of apedestal, &c., serv-

ing for the support of a bust, statue, or
column. Written also Zocco, Socle. See
Socle.
Zodiac (zo'di-ak). n. [Fr. zodiaque, L. zodi-

aciig, the zodiac, from Gr. zodiakos (kyklos,

circle, uudei-stood), from zOdion, dim. of
zoon, an animal.] 1. An imaginary belt or
zone in the heavens, extending about 8°

on each side of the ecliptic. It is divided
into twelve equal parts called signs. (See
Sign.) It was marked out by the ancients
as distinct from the rest of the heavens
because the apparent places of the sun,
moon, and the planets known to them were
always within it. This, however, is not true
of all the newly discovered planets.— 2. A
girdle; a belt; a zone. [Kare and poetical.]

Bv his side
As in i( (fiistering zodiac, bung his sword. Milton

Zodiacal (z6-di'ak-al), a. Pertaining to the
zodiac; as, zodiacal signs; zodiacal planets.
— Zodiacal light, a luminous tract of an
elongated triangular figure, lying nearly in

the ecliptic, its base being on the horizon,
and its apex at varying altitudes, seen at
certain seasons of the year either in the west
after sunset or in the east before sunrise.
It appears with greatest brilliance witliiu

the tropica, where it sometimes rivals the
Milky Way. Its nature is unknown, the most
plausible hypothesis, supported by maiiy of

our mo-'^t eminent modem astronomers,
being that it is the glow from a cloud of
meteors revolving round the sun.

Zoea (z6'e-a), ». The name given by Bosc to
the larvce of decapod crustaceans, under the
impression that they were adults constitut-
ing a distinct genus. The mistake was due
to the fact that the young decapod leaves
the egg in a form very different from that
of the full-grown animal, this stage of the
animal's existence being now known as the
zoea-staffB.

Zoetrope (z6'e-tr6p), n. [Gr. zoe, life, and
trop^, a turning, from trepo, to turn.] A toy
for children, consisting of an optical instru-
ment, which exhibits pictures as if alive
and in action, depending like the thauma-
trope on the persistence of vision. It con-
sists of a cylinder, open at the top, with a
series of slits in its circumference, through
which a person applying his eye to them can
see the interior. A series of pictures repre-
senting the different attitudes successively
assumed by an object iu performing any
act from its beginning to its close, as by
a horseman in leaping a gate, an acrobat
performing a somersault, and the like, is

arranged along the interior circumference.
The instrument is then set in rapid motion,
and the person lrK)king through sees the
horseman, Ac. , as if endowed with life and
activity, performing the act proper to his
character.

Zohar ( zo'har ). n. [Heb ] A Jewish book
of cabalistic commentaries on Scripture,
and highly esteemed by the rabbis.

Zoilean (zo-i-le'an), a. [See Zoilism] Re-
lating to ZoUus, a severe critic ; hence, a
teiTu applied to bitter, severe, or malignant
criticism or critics.

Zoilism (z6'il-izm), n. [After Zoihis, a sophist
and grammarian of Aniphipolis, who criti-

cised Homer, Plato, and Isocrates with ex-
ceeding severity. ] Illiberal or carping criti-

cism; unjust censure.

Bring candid eyes unto the perusal of men's works,
and let not zoilistft or detraction blast any well-in-

tended labours. Sir T. Broiune.

Zoisite (zois'it), n. [From Van Zois, its dis-

coverer.] A mineral regarded as a variety
of epidote. It occurs in deeply striated
rhomboidal prisms, much compressed and
rounded ; its colours gray, yellowish or bluish
gray, brown, grayish yellow, or reddish
white.

Zollverein ( tsol'v^r-in ), n. [ G. zdl, toll,

custom, duty, and verein, union or associ-

ation.] The German commercial or customs
union, founded about the year 1818, and
afterwards greatly extended through the
example and efforts of the government of
Prussia. Its principal object was the estab-
lishment of a uniform rate of customs duties
throughout the various states joining the
union. The territories of the Zollverein
now practically coincide with those of the
German Empire (with some insignificant ex-
ceptions), and include also the grand-duchy
of Luxemburg.
Zomboruk (zom'bo-ruk), n. Same as Zt«n-
boonUc.

A section of some eighteen or twenty camels , .

with softtboruks, or swivel guns, mounted on their
backs, and an artillery:nan or two to each.

//'. H. Rttssell.

Zonal (zo'nal), a. Having the character of
a zone, belt, or stripe.

Zonar (zo'nar), II. [Gr. zdnarion, dim. of
zone, a girdle.] A belt or girdle which na-
tive Christians and Jews in the East were ob-
liged to wear to distinguish them from the
Mohammedans.
Zonate ( zou'at ), a. In hot marked with
zones or concentric bands of colour.

Zone (zouX n. [L. zoiui, a belt or girdle, a
zone of the earth, from Gr. zone, a girdle,

from zonuymi, to gird.] 1. A girdle or belt.

An embroider'd ztme surrounds her waist. Dryden.

Hence—2. Any well-marked band or stripe
running round an object.—3. t Circuit; cir-

cumference. Milton.—^. In geoq. one of the
five great divisions of the earth, hounded by
circles parallel to the equator, and named
according to the temperature prevailing in
each. The zones are: the torrid zone, ex-

tending from tropic to tropic, or 23^^° north
and 23p south of the equatttr; two temper-
ate zones, situated between the tropics and
polar circles, or extending from the parallel
of 23^° to that of 60i° north and south, and
therefore called the north temperate and
the south temperate zone respectively; and

two frigid zones, situated between the polar
circles and the north and south poles.

—

5. In nat. hist any well-defined belt within
which certain forms of plant or ainmal life

are confined ; as the different belts of vege-
tation which occur in mountains and the
like; specifically, one of the five belts or
regions into which naturalists divided the
sea-bottom in accordance with the depth of
water covering each, this being supposed to
determine its fauna and flora. They were
called respectively littoral, circumlittoral,

median, in/ramedian, and abyssal. Subse-
quent researches, notably those of the Chal-
lenger, have demonstrated that the assumed
facts were to a great extent erroneous, or-

ganisms supposed to be confined to the lit-

toral zone having been found at the greatest

cb, ehtdn; £h, 8c. lock; g, go; ], job; ft, Fr. ton: njr. %ing\ TH. then; th, thin; w. wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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depths.— 6. In math, a part of the surface
of a sphere included between two parallel
planes. — Ciliary zone, in aiiat. the black
impression of the ciliary processes on the
vitreous humour of the eye.

Zoned (zond), a. l. Wearing a zone.— 2. Hav-
injr zones or bands resembling zones.
Zoneless (z6n'les).a. Destitute of a zone or
^'irdle; ungirded. 'That reeling goddess
with the zoneless waist.' Cowper.

Zonict (zon'ik), ». A girdle; a zone.

I know that the place where I was bred stands
upon a sottic of coaI. Snioilelt.

Zonnar (zon'ar), n. Same as Zonar.
Zonular (zon'Q-l^r), a. Of or relating to a
zone; zone-shaped. 'The zoiuUar type of a
placenta.' Dana.
Zonule (zon'ulj, ?i. A little zone, band, or
belt.

Zonulet (zon'u-let), n, A little zone; a zon-
ule. ' That riband 'bout my Julia's waist . . .

that zonulet of love.' Herrick.

Zoo-. [Gr. zoon, a living creature.] A com-
mon prefix in Greek compounds signifying
animal; as. zoology, a description of animals;
zoophyte, an animal plant.

Zoocarp (zo'o-karp). [Gr. zoon, an animal,
anil karpos, fruit.] See Zoospore.
Zooclieinical (z6-o-kem'i-kal), a. Of or per-
tiiining to zoochemy or animal chemistry.
Danglinon.

Zoochemy fz6-ok'e-mi), n. Animal chemis-
try. Dunglison.
Zoogen, Zoogene(z6'o-jen,zo'o-ien),n. [Gr.
zOon, an animal, and gemmo, to produce. ]

A glairy organic substance found on the sur-
face of the thermal waters of Baden and
elsewhere.
Zoogenic (zo-o-jen'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to animal production.
Zoogony, Zoogeny (zo-og'o-ni, z5-oj'e-ni), n.
[Gr. zuon, and the gon-, gen- of gone, genesis,
generation.] Tlie doctrine of the formation
of tlie organs of living beuigs.

Zoographer (z6og'ra-f6r), n. One who
practises zoography or describes animals,
their forms and habits.

Zoographic, Zoographical (zo-o-grafik,
z6-ograf'ik-al), a. Pertaining to zoography
or the description of animals.
Zoographist (zo-og'ra-flst), n. One who
desciibes or depicts animals; a zoologist.

Zoography (z6-og'ra-fl), n. [Gr. zoon, an
animal, auA grapho, to describe.] A descrip-
tion of animals, their forms and habits.

Zooid (zo'oid), a. [Gr. zoon, a living being,
an animal, and eidos, likeness.] Resembling
or pertaining to an animal.
Zooid (zo'oid), 71. [See the adjective.] In
biol. (a) an organic body or cell, some-
times free and locomotive, as a spermato-
zoon, which resembles, but is not, an ani-
mal or plant, (b) One of the more or less
completely independent organisms well seen
in zoophyte, tapeworms, &c., produced by
gemmation or fission, whether these remain
attaclied to one another or are detached
and set free. The term has also been ap-
plied to the animals produced in the pheno-
menaof alternate generation intermediately
between the type from which the series
began and the original type.
Zoolatry (zo-ol'a-tri), n. [Gr. zoon, an ani-
mal, and latreia, worship.] The worship of
animals, as in the religion of the ancient
Ei,'yptians.

Zoolite (z6'ol-it), 71. [Gr. zoon, an animal,
and lithos, stone. ] An animal substance
petrified or fossil.

Zoologert (zo-ol'o-jfir), n. A zoologist.

Zoological (z6-o-Ioj'ik-al), a. Pertaining to
zoology or the science of animals.—2'ooio^i-
cal garden, a public garden in which a col-
lection of animals is kept.

Zoologically (zo-o-loj'ik-al-Ii), adv. In a
zoological manner; according to the prin-
ciples of zoology.
Zoologist {zo-ol'o-jist). 71. One who studies
or is well versed in zoology or the natural
history of animals.
Zoologsr (zo-ol'o-ji), 71. [From Gr. 2oo?i, an
animal, and logos, discourse.] That science
which treats of the natural history of ani-
mals, or their structure, physiology, classifi-

cation, habits, and distribution. The term
'natural history' has been frequently used
as synonymous with zoology, but such a
term is obviously of wider significance, and
shouhl be used to indicate the whole group
of the natural sciences. Zoology is a branch
of biological science, constituting, in fact,
with its neighbour branch botany, the
science of biology. Its study comprehends
such branches as the morphology of ani-

mals, or the science of form or structure,
which again includes comparative anatomy,
by which we investigate external and inter-

nal appearances, the positions and relations
of organs and parts; the development of
animals, which treats of the various stages
leading from the embryonic to the mature
state; the physiology of animals, which in-

cludes the study of the functions of nutri-
tion, reproduction, and of the nervous sys-

tem ; classification or taxonomy, which
assigns to the various individuals their
proper place in the scale of life. A new
department has been added in recent times,
sometimes called etiology, which investi-
gates the origin and descent of animals, or
treats of the evolutionary aspects of zoologi-
cal science. Various systems of classifica-

tion have been framed by zoologists. Lin-
naeus divided the animal kingdom into six
classes, viz. Mammalia, Birds, Fishes, Am-
phibia, Insects, and Worms (Venues). Cu-
vier proposed a more scientific arrangement.
He divided the animal kingdom into four
sub-kingdoms, viz. Vertebrata, Mollnsca,
ArticiUata, and HadUxta. Recent classifi-

cations are more strictly based on morpho-
logical characters. Professor Huxley recog-
nizes the following sub - kingdoms : Verte-
brata, Mollusca, Molluscoida, Co^lenterata,
Annulosa, AnntUoida, Infusoria, and Pro-
tozoa. See these terms.
Zoomorphlc (zo-o-mor'flk), a. [Gr. zoon, a
living being, an animal, and morphe, shape.]
Pertaining to animal forms; exhibiting ani-
mal forms. ' That peculiarly Celtic form of
interlacing zoomorphic decoration, united
with coloured designs of diverging spirals
and trumpet scrolls.' Jos. Anderson.
Zoomorphism (zo-o-mor'fizm), n. The state
of being zoomorphic; characteristic exliibi-

tion of animal forms.

But it also exhibits other features which pre-
sent as their peculiar and prevailing characteristic
that zoomorphism of ornamentation which in this
case is only partially present. yos. AniUrsoji

Zoonic (z6-on'ik), a. [Gr. 20071, an animal.]
Pertaining to animals ; obtained from ani-
mal substances.—2oo7i^c acid, a name given
by BerthoUet to acetic acid, combined with
animal matter, and obtained by distilling

animal matter.
Zoonite (z6-on-it), n. In pbysiol one of the
theoretic transverse divisions of any seg-
mented body ; specifically, one of the seg-
ments of an articulate animal.
Zoonomv (zo-on'o-mi), n. [Gr. zoon, an ani-
mal, and nomos, law.] The laws of animal
life, or the science which treats of the phe-
nomena of animal life, theii- causes and re-
lations.

Zoophaga (z6-of'a-ga), 71. pi. [Gr. zoon. an
animal, and ^Aa^o, to eat.] A name given to

those tribes of animals which attack and
devour living animals, such as the lion, the
tiger, the wolf, &c. The term has no scien-
tific value.

Zoophagan (z6-ofa-gan), n. One of the zo-
oi)haga; a sarcophagan.
ZoophagOUS (z6-of'a-gus), a. [Gr. 200/1, an
animal, and phago, to eat.] Feeding on ani-
mals; sarcophagous.

Zoopllilist (zo-of'i-list), 71. A lover of ani-
mals or living creatures; one whose sym-
pathy embraces all living creation. Southey.
Zoopllily (zo-of'i-H), 71. [Gr. zoon, an ani-
mal, and philia, love.] A love of animals;
a sympathy or tender care for living crea-
tures which prevents all unnecessary acts
of cruelty or destruction. CornhtU Mag.
Zoophite (zo'ofit). See Zoophyte.
Zoophorlc (zo-o-for'ik), a. [Gr. zoon, an ani-
mal, and phero, to bear.] Bearing an ani-
mal; as, a zoophoric column, that is one
which supports a figure of an animal.
Zoophorus (z6-of'o rus), n. [Gr. zoophoros.]
In anc. arch, the same with the frieze in
modern architecture; a part between the
architrave and cornice : so called from the
figures of animals carved upon it.

Zoophyte (z6'o-fit), n. [Gr. zoon, an animal,
and phyton, a plant.] The name given by
Cuvierto his fourth and last primary divi-

sion orsub-kingdom of animals, includinghis
Echinodermata, Entozoa. Acalepha, Polypi,
and Infusoria, from their structure out-
wardly presenting a likeness to that of vege-
tables and the polyps often resembling
flowers. Owing to their parts being more
or less distinctly arranged round an axis he
gave them tlie alternate name of Radiata.
The term zoophyte is no longer employed
by scientific naturalists. It is now loosely
applied to many plant-like animals, as

sponges, corals, sea-anemones, sea-mats, and
the like, the term zoophytes being synony-
mous with Phytozoa. See Phytozoa, 1.

Zoophytes.

1, Sertularia filicula. a. Separate polypites on a
larger scale. 2, Pennatula grisea. c, A detached
polyptte. 3. Flustra foliacea. *, Cells of same
magnified. 4. Lucernaria auricula. 5. Cristatella
micedo (natural size), d, The same magnified,

Zoophytic, Zoophytical (z6-o-fit'ik,zoo-flt'-

ik-al), a. Relating to zoophytes.
Zoophytoid (zo-ofi-toid), a. [Zoophyte, and
Gr. eidon. likeness.] Like a zoophyte.

Zoophytological(z6'o-flt-o-loj"ik-al), a.

Pertaining tu zoophytology.
Zoophytology(z6'o-fi-tol"o-ji),7i. [Zoophyte,
andGr. logos, discourse.] The natural history
of zoophytes.
Zoosperm (z6'o8-p6rm), n. [Gr. 20071, an
animal, and sperma, seed. ] One of the
spermatic particles or spermatozoa of ani-
mals.

Zoospore (z6'os-p6r), n. [Gr. 200H, an ani-
mal, and spora, a sowing, seed.] A spore oc-
curring in cryptogamic plants, which, hav-
ing cilia or long filiform moving processes
projecting from its surface, moves spon-

taneously for a short time after being dis-
charged from the spore-case of the parent
plant. The motion is probably due to
changes of hygrometric or electric condi-
tions, the purpose served being the wider
diffusion of the seeds. Their cessation
from motion after a time permits the seed
to become fixed in order to germination.
Zoospores occur in characete, algie, fungi,
and lichens.

Zoosporic (zo-os-por'ik), a. Pertaining to
or having the characters of zoospores.
Zootheca (zo-o-theTia), n. [Gr. zoon, a living
being, an animal, and theke, a case,] In
physiol. a cell containing a spermatozooid.
Zootic (z6-ot'ik), a. Containing the remains
of organic life : applied to rocks,soil,caves,&c.

Zootomical (20-0- torn 'ik-al), a. [See
Zootomy.] Pertaining to zootomy.
The diagram is very instructive, and well expresses

the more important relationships existing between
the groups as far as their affinities have been demon-
strated or shown to be probable by the present state
of zootomiial science. Nature.

Zootomist (zo-ot'omist). n. [See Zootomy,]
One who dissects the bodies of animals; a
comparative anatomist.

Zootomy (zo-ot'o-mi), n. [Gr. zoon. an animal,
and tome, a cutting, from t^nino, to cut.] The
anatomy of the lower animals; tliat branch
of anatomical science which relates to the
structure of the lower animals.

Zoo-zoo (zb'zb), 71. [Ouomatopoetic] A
wood-pigeon. [Pro\incial.J

Zopllote (z6-pi-16'te), n. See Urubu.
Zopissa (zo-pis'sa), n. [Gr. z6p\isa.'\ In
med. a mixture of pitch and tar, impreg-
nated with salt water, scraped from the
sides of ships, formerly used in external ap-
plications as resolutive and desiccative.
Sitnmonds.

Zoril, ZoriUe (zor'il), n. [Fr. zorille, Sp.
zorilla, zorillo, dim. of zorra. zorro, a fox.]

An animal of the genus Zorilla (which see).

The name is occasionally given also to some
varieties of the skunk.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note. not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. So, abune; y, Sc. tey.
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Zorilla (zo'ril-la). n. A genus of carnivorous
quadrupeds closely allied to the weasels and
skunks, of which a species, the zoril or mart-
put (Z. striata or I'iverra zorilia) is found
in Africa and Asia Elinor. It burrows in the
ground, is nocturnal in its habits, and lives
on mice, birds, insects, &c. Like the skunk
it can emit a fetid fluid iu its defence.
Zoroastrian (zor-o-as'tri-an), o. Of or per-
taining to Zoroaster, the great legislator and
prophet of the ancient Eactrians, whose
system of religion was the national faith of
Persia, and is embodied in the Zend-Avesta;
of or pertaining to the system of Zoroaster.

Zoster (zos't^r), n. [Gr. zoster, a girdle, from
zonni/mi, to gird.] In pathol. a. kind of
vesicular disease (/ierpe«2o*ter), iu which the
vesicles are pearl-sized, often spreading in

clusters round or partially round the body
like a girdle; shingles.

Zostera (zos-te'ra), n. [From Gr. zoster, a
girdle, from their ribbon-like leaves] A
genua of marine grass-like plants, of which
the best-known species is Z. mariiia, the
eonimnn gi-ass- wrack or sea- wrack. See
Grass-wrack, Zosterace*.
Zosteraceae (zos-ter-a'se-e), n. pi. A small
order of monocotyledons, of extremely low
o^anization, separated from Xaiadacea;,
consisting of marine plants resembling algae

(among which the species live), but bearing
long, grass-like, sheathing leaves and per-
fect flowers. They are found in the seas
bordering Europe. Asia, North Africa, the
West Indies, and Australia. The order
includes the genus Zostera and four or five

small t-'enera separated from it.

Zosterite (^zos'ter-it), n. A genus of fossil

plants nf the Wealden and lower greensand,
so named from its resemblance to Zostera
marina.
Zosterops (zos't^r-ops), n. [Gr. zoster, a
girdle, and iips, the eye.] A genus of
perching birds, closely allied to the warblers,
and seemingly interntediate between them
and the titmice. One distinguishing charac-
teristic of the species belonging to this genus
is that the eyes are encircled by a ring ofsnow-
wliite feathers. Hence they have been named
^^'hit'^eye. They are small birds, found
'hietly in Africa, Asia, and Australia.
Zotlieca(zo-the'ka), n. [Gr. zOtheke.] In
aitc. arch, a small apartment or alcove which
mitrlit be separated from anadjoining apart-
ment l)y a curtain.

Zouave (zd aV or zwav), n. (Fr. , from the
name of a tril»e inhabiting Algeria.] A
soldier belonging to the light infantry corps
in the French army, organized in Algeria,
and originally intended to be composed ex-
clusively of a tribe of Kabyles, but which,
having gradually changed its character,
is now constituted almost exclusively of
Frenchmen. These corps still,however,wear
the picturesque dress, which consists of a
loose, dark-blue jacket and waistcoat, baggy
Turkish trousers, yellow leather leggings,
white gaiters, a sky-blue sash, and a red fez
with yellow tassel. The few corps filled with
AU'..Tiiu-s still connected with the French
;iniiy are now known as Turcos.
Zounds (zoundz). An exclamation con-
tracti'd from ' God's zcmnuis,' formerly used
as an oath and an expression of anger or
wonder.
Zoutch (zouch). v.t. To stew, as flounders,
whitings, gudgeons, eels, Ac, with just
en-'ii;:b of litiuid to cover them. [Local.]
ZuchettO ( tab - ket ' to ). n. [It. zucchetta,
a small gourd, anything in the form of
a gourd, from zucca, a gourd-] In the
Jt. Cath. Ch the skull-cap of an ecclesiastic
covering tlie tonsure. A priest's is black,
a bishop".s purple, a cardinal's red, and the
prtpt's white.

Zuffolo, ZufolO (zuf'fo-16 or z6'fo-lo), n. [It.

zfi/t'io. from zu/olare, to hiss or whistle.]
A little flute or flageolet, especially that
which is used to teach birds.

Zulu(zbloorzu-16'), n. A member of a warlike
branch of the Kafir race inhabiting a terri-

tory in South Africa situated on the coast
of the Indian Ocean, immediately north of
the British colony of Natal,
Zumloooruk (z\}m-bd'n!k), n. In the East,
a small cannon supported by a swivelled
rest on the back of a camel, whence it is

fired.

Zumological (zu-md-loj'ik-al), a. Same as
Zi/mologic.

ZumolOgist (zQ-moro-jist), n. Same as
ZyuuAotjist.

Zuinology (zO-mol'o-ji), n. Same as
Zymoloijy.

Zygsena (zi-ge'na), n. [Gr. zygaina, the
hammer-headed shark.] 1. A genus of
chondropterygious tlshes, belonging to the
shark family, and distinguislied by the hori-
zontally fiatteued head, truncated in front,
its sides extending transversely like the
head of a hammer, whence the species have
received the common name of Hammer-
headed Sharks. They are found in the
Mediterranean and Indian seas. See Shark.
2. A genus of lepidopterous insects, having a
general resemblance to the moths, but which
fiy during the daytime, living in the open
sunshine. Z. Jilipendula is a common Biitish
species.

Zygapophysis (zig-a-pof'i-sis). n. [Gr. zygon,
what joins, a yoke, and F. apophysis.] The
name given to the processes by means of
which the vertebra? or joints of the spine
articulate with each other.

Zygnemaceae (zig-ne-ma'se-e), n. pi. [Gr.
zeugnymi, to join. ] A nat. order of con-
fervoid algae, abounding in fresh water, and
remarkable for the structure of the endo-
chrome and the phenomena attending the
formation of the zoospores, the principal
mode of reproduction being by conjugation
(whence the name), followed by a mixture
of the entire contents of the united cells
and their conversion into a spore.

Zygodactyla (zi-go dak'ti-la), n. pi. [Pee
ZYGunAtTVLiC.] A section of the Pachy-
dermata, in which the foot is composed of
two principal hoofs on which the animals
walk, separated by a cleft. It comprises
only one family, the Suida) or pigs.

ZygOdactyU(zi-g6-dak'tili), n.pl. [SeeZYGO-
i>ACTYLic,) A name given hy some omi-
thologists to an order of birds wliich have
the tofs disposed in pairs. Synonymous
with .S'.-a'iftort's fwliicb see).

Zygodactylic, Zygodactylous (zi'go-dak-
tiP'ik, zi-go-dak'til-us), a. [Gr. zygon, what
ioinB,&nddaktylos,9. finger or toe.] Having
the toes disposed in pairs: commonly used
of birds, such as the parrots, that have
two toes directed forwards and two back-
wards.

Zygoma (zl-go'ma), n. [Gr. zygoma, the
zygomatic arch, from zygon, a yoke. J In
anat. the process of the cheek-bone, a bone
of the upper jaw; also, the cavity below the
zygomati*' ardi.

Zygomatic (/i-go-mat'ik). a. [See ZYGOMA.]
Pertaining to a bone of the head, called
also osjugale or cheek-bone, or to the bony
arch under which the temporal muscle
passes. The term zygonia is applied both
to the Iwne and the arch.—Zi/(;OT/m(ic arch,
a bony bridge in the cheek fonned by the
zygomatic process articulating with the
cheek-bone.

—

Zyqomatic bone, the cheek-
bone.— 2i/f/o»(a(ic mtincles, two muscles of
the face which rise from the zygomatic
bone and are inserted into the conier of
the mouth.—Zygomatic processes, the pro-
cesses of the temporal and cheek bones
which unite to form the zygomatic arch.—
Zygomatic suture, the suture which joins
the zygomatic processes of the temporal
and clit'fk bones.
ZvgomaturuB (zi'g6ma-tu"ru8), n. A large
fossil marsupial, so named from the great
width of the zygomatic arches of the skull,

found in the post-tertiary deposits of Aus-
tralia.

Zygophyllaceae (zi'go-fil-la"se-e), n. pi. [Gr.
zygon, a yoke, and phyllon, a leaf.] A uat.
order of polypetalous, exogenous plants,
nearly related to Oxalidaceie and Rutacew.
The species are herbs, shi-ubs, and trees,
having a veiy hard wood, and the branches
often articulated. The greater part of them
are distributed throughout the temperate
regions. To the order belong the caltrops
(Tribulus), the bean-caper (Zygophyllum),
lignum vitffi ( Guaiacum ), honey - fiower
(Melianthus), »S:c.

Zygophyllum (zi-go-fiHum), n. A genus of
plants, uat. order Zygophyllaceae, natives of
the Cape of Good Hope, the Cape de Verd
Isles, and the Levant. Z. Fabago is the
bean-caper.
Zygosis (zi-go'sis), n. In biol. same as
Conjugation.
Zygospttene (zi'go-sfen), n. [Gr. zygon, a
yoke, and sphen, a wedge. ] In compar.
anat. the wedge-shaped process from the
fore-part of the neural arch of the vertebrae
of serpents and some lizards.

ZymiC (zim'ik), a. [Gr. zyme, leaven.] A
term applied by Pasteur to the Infusoria
which act as ferments only when the air is

excluded as distinguished from those which
require the presence of air.

Zjrmologic, Zymological (zi-mo-loj'ik, zi-

md-loj'ik-al), a. Of or pertaining to zymology.
ZymolO^st (zi-mol'o-jist), n. One who is

skilled m zymology, or in the fermentation
of liquors.

Zymology (zi-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. zyme. fer-

ment, and logos, discourse.] A treatise on
the fermentation oi liquors, or the doctrine
of feraientation.

Zymome (zi'mom), n. [From Gr. zyme,
leaven. ] An old name for the gluten of
wheat that is insoluble in alcohol.

Zymometer (zi-mom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. zywS,
ferment, and metron, a measure.] An in-

strument for ascertaining the degree of fer-

mentation of a fermenting liquor.

Zymoscope (zi'mo-skop), n. [Gr. zymi,
ferment, and skopeo, to examine.] An iu-

strument contrived by Zenneck for testing
the fermenting power of yeast Ijy bringing
it in contact with sugar-water and observing
the quantity of carbonic anhydride evolved.
Watts.

Zymosimeter (zi-m6sim'e-t6r), n. [Gr. zy-
mosis, fermentation, and metron, a mea-
sure.] Same as Zymometer.
ZjonosiS (zi-mo'sis), n. [Gr., fermentation.]
In pathol. an epidemic, endemic, or con-
tagious aff'ection produced by some morbiflc
influence acting on the system as a ferment;
a zymotic disease. Dunglison.
Zymotic (zi-mot'ik), a. [Gr. zymotikos,
causing to ferment, from zymoo, to fer-

ment, from zyme, ferment.] Of, pertaining
to, or produced by fermentation.—Zj/»io(ic
diseases, a name applied to epidemic, en-
demic, contagious, or sporadic diseases, be-
cause they are supposed to be produced by
some morbiflc principle acting on the system
like a femient. See Germ-THEOKY.
Zymotically (zi-mot'ik-al-li), adv. In a
zymotic manner ; according to the manner
or nature of zymotic diseases.

Zymurgy (zi'm^r-ji), n. [Gr. zyme, a fer-

ment, and ergon, work.] A name applied
to that department of technological chem-
istry which treats of the scientific jjrinciples
of wine-making, brewing, distilling, and
the preparation of yeast and vinegar, in
which processes fermentation plays the
principal part. Wattit.

Zythepsary t (zithep'sa-ri), n. [Gr. zythoa,
a kinil of l>eer, and hepso, to boil.] A
brewery or brew-house.
Zythiun (zi'thum), n. [L. zythum~Qr.
zythos, a kind of beer.] A kind of ancient
malt beverage; a liquor made from malt
and wheat.

ch. cAain; Ch, Sc. locA; g. ^o; j,ioh\ h. Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, i/ien; th. (Ain; w. img; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KKV.



SUPPLEMENT
CONTAINING

ADDITIONAL WOEDS AND ADDITIONAL MEANINGS AND EXPLANATIONS.

Cross references are to articles in the body of the work unless where the Supplement is expressly referred to.

Additions to articles are marked [add.].

SCREEVE SEMITIZE

Screeve (skrev), v.t. and i. [ntimately from
L. I'cribo, to write.] To write or draw ; to

write bessing letters ; to draw designs on
street pavements. [Slang.]

Screever (skrev'^r), n. One who screeves

;

a writer of lying stories concocted to get

money from the charitable; one who makes
pictures on street pavements with coloured

chalks. [Slang.]

Screw-stair (skro'star), n. A spiral stair

;

a winding stair.

Screwy (skrd'i), a. l. Having the character
of a screw or stingy person; stingy; miserly.

2. Sorry or worthless; as, a screwy horse.

[CoUoq. in both senses.]

Scribal (skrib'al). a. l. Pertaining to a
scribe, writer, or penman, or to a clerk or
secretary ; clerical ; as, a scribal error. —
2. Pertaining to the Scribes among the Jews.
E. U. Plumptre.

Scribe (skrib), v.i. [From the noun.] To
write. 'Doing nothing but scribble and
scribe.' Miss Bunioy.
Scrlme,t Scrjonet (skrim), v.i. [Fr. escri-

mer, to fence.] To fence. 'Some new-
fangled French devil's device of scryniing
and fencing with liis point.' Kingsley.

Scrlption (skrip'shon), n. [L. scriptio,

Bcriptionis, from scrlbo, to write.] Hand-
writing; character or style of handwriting.
as belonging to an individual or a period.

ScrlptltlOUS (skrip-ti'shus), a. [See pre-
ceding.] Consisting of writing; ^vritten;

as, scriptitious evidence.

Scxlptorlal (skrip-to'ri-al), a. [L. scrip-

tonus, from scriptor, a writer, from scribo,

to write.] Pertaining to writing or a
writer

;
pertaining to a penman or an

anthor; scriptory.

Scrltch (skrich), v.i. To screech or shriek.
Broivning.

Scrlvanot (skri-va'no), n. [It. scrivano,

L.L. scribamis, a writer, from L. scriba, a
scribe.

J A writer; a clerk; an accountant;
a secretary. Shirley.

Bcriveu (skriv'n), v.t. and i. [From scrive-

ner.] To write in a scrivener-like manner.
' A mortgage scrivened up to ten skins of
parchment.' Roger North. ' Two or three
hours' hard scriveniny.' Miss Edgetvorth.

Scrlvenershlp (skriv'nfer-ship). n. The
office or profession of a scrivener. Cotgrave.

Scrobe (skroli), n. [L. scrobis, a trench or
furrow.] Ill entom. a little groove or
furrow, as in the beak of certain insects.

Scrofuloderma (skrof'u-16-d6r"ma), n.

[Scrofula, and Gr. derma, skin.] A scrofu-
lous affection of the skiu, with tubercular
eruptions.

Scroll, n. [add.] The draught or first

rough form of some writing to be after-
wards carefully written out : used also as
an adjective; as, a scroll report.
Scrubber (skrub'6r). n. In Australia, a
domestic animal that has taken to the
scrub !uid lives a wild life. //. KUigsley.
Scrubbing-board (skrub'ing-bord), n. A
board witli a ribbed or corrugated surface
on which clothes are rubbed in washing ; a
wash-board.
Scrubbing-brush (skrub'ing-brush), n. A
brush for scrubbing ; a strong brush with
stiff bristles for cleaning articles with soap
and water.
Scrub-bird (skrub'bSrd), n. A name for
one or two Australian birds (genus Atri-
chornis) allied to the lyre-birds, living in

thick scrub, and having wonderful powers
of imitating sounds.
Scrub-rider (skrub'ri-d*r), n. A person
accustomed to ride through the Australian
scrub, especially in search of stray cattle.

Scrub-turkey (skmb'ter-ki). n. An Aus-
tralian nanif for a megapod or mound-bird;
a brush-turkey.
Scrutin (skru-tah), n. [ Fr. , lit. ' scrutiny '. ]

In France, a term for a method of voting
for members to the Chamber of Deputies.
In what is called the scrutin ,de liste, each
elector has before him a list of all the can-
didates in his department and may select
what names lie pleases. In the scrutin
d'arrondissement each elector votes only
for the can<lidate or candidates of his own
district or arrondissement.
Scrutiuant (skro'tl-nant), a. [See Scru-
tiny.] Scrutinizing; subjecting to scrutiny.
Ru^kin.
Scunner (skun'6r), v.t. [See Scunner, v.i.]

To affect with loathing, disgust, or nausea;
to satiate. ' Scunner'd wi' sweets.' Kings-
ley. [Scotch.]

Scutifer (8kiiti-f6r), n. [L. scutum, a shield,

fero, to bear.] A shield-bearer to a knight
or warrior. Ency. Brit.

Scutigerous (skiJt-tij'6r-us), a. [L. scutum,
a shield, gero, to carry.] In zool. covered
with a scute or scutes.

Scutter (skut'6r), n. [Akin to scuttle.] A
hasty,noisy, short run; ascuttle; ascamper.
'A scutter downstairs.' E. Bronte. [Pro-
vincial.]

Scutulum (skfi'tu-lum), n. pi. Scutula
(sku'tii-la). [Dim. of L. scutum, a shield.]
A small shield-like body; a scutellnra.

Scylihe-Wliet (slTH'whet), n. A name given
in the United States to the bird Turdus
fuscescens{\\'\Wm'^ Thrush), from the sharp
metallic ring of its n^ite. J. R. Lowell.
Sea-anchor (se'ang-ker), n. A floating an-
clior or structure of spars to keep a ship's

head to the wind and out of the trough of
the sea. JC C. Rusaell.

Sea-Island (se'i-land). a. A term applied to
a fine long-stapled variety of cotton grown
on the islands off the coasts of South Caro-
lina and Georgia.

Sea-lawyer (se'lfi-y^r), n. A seaman given
to argue about the rights and wrongs of his
mates and himself, and to find fault with
their treatment.
Sea-line (se'lin). n. The line of the horizon
at sea; the line where the sea seems to meet
the sky.

Her face was evermore unseen
And fixt upon the far sea-line. Tenftyson.

Sea-raven, [add.] A name for the cor-
morant.
Search-light (s^rch'llt), n. An adaptation
of the elei-tric light in which, by means of
a i-edectnr, a strong beam of light can be
directed towards any quarter or object; it

is so named as being specially useful to
men-of-war in enabling them to search for

and discover the approach of torpedo-boats.
Sea-surgeon (se'sfir-jun), 71. Same as Sur-
gcon-pxh.

Seborrhea, Seborrhoea (seb-o-rea), n. [L.

sebum, tallow, and Gr. 7-heO. to flow.] An
excess of fatty secretion from the skin.

Secret, ?i. [add.] A light flexible coat of
chain-mail worn under the ordinary outer
garments. Sir W. Scott.

Seeable (se'a-blj, a. Capable of being seen.
This as a purely mechanical process is seeable by

the mind. Tyndall.

Seep (sep), v.i. [Same as sipe, which see.]
To ooze; to trickle slowly; to percolate.
Seepage (sepaj), n. The act or process of
seeping; percolation; fluid that i)ercolate8.

Any danger that may arise of seepage from the
river during high-water may be obviated by pud-
dling in clay beiiind the embankments.

Scottish Geog. Mag.

Segment (seg'ment), v.t. To separate or
liividf into segments; as, & segmented cell.

SeiStnogram (sis'mo-gram). n. The record
Ijroduced by a seismogi-aph or a seismom-
eter.

Seismological (sls-mo-loj'ik-al), a. Pertain-
ing to seismology or the doctrine of earth-
(juakes.

Seismometry (sis-momet-ri). n. [Gr. seis-

mos, ashaking. and metron, a measure.] The
measurement of the force and direction of
earthquakes, &c.; the art or practice of
using the seismometer.
Selaglnella (se-laj'i-nel"a). n. [A dim. from
L. selago, a kind of lycopod or club-moss.] A
genus of cryptogamic plants having a general
resemblance to the club-mosses, but readily
distinguished by their flat stems and leaves
in two ranks or rows. There are about 350
species in all, many of them belonging to
the warmer parts of the globe; and they
are often grown in conservatories.

Selenodont (se-le'no-dont), o. [Gr seism,
the moon, odoitSj odmitos, a tooth.] In zool.

having crescentic ridges on the croivn or
grinding surface, as the mf>lar teeth of cer-
tain animals : contrasted with bunodont.
Prof. Flower.
Selenoplexy (se-le'no-plek-si), «. [Gr.
fele)ie. the moon, and j)lexis, a stroke.] An
affection analogous to sunstroke but caused
by the moon.
Self-supporting (self'sup-port-ing). a. Sup-
porting (.me's self or itself; independent of
the -cupport or aid of others.
Selictar (se-lik'tar), n. The sword-bearer
of a Turkish chief.

Se/ictitrl unsheathe then our chiers scinittar.

Jij-ron,

Selllform (seli-form), a. [I. sella, a saddle,
and forma, form.] Having the form of a
saddle, as the leaf of a tree.

Semantron (se-mau'tron), n. pi Semantra
(se-niau'tra). [Gr., from sematno, to show.]
In the Greek and other eastern churches a
piece of wood or metal stnick with a mallet
and serving the purpose of a l)ell.

Semasiology (se-masi-ol"o-ji). M. [Gr.
semasia, the meaning of a word.] The
scientific investigation of the meanings of
words as regards their development and
connections; meaning; signification. Hence
also the adj. Semasiologlcal and the adv.

Semasiologically.
Sematic (se-matik), a. [Gr. sema, sematos,

:\ sign.] Serving as a signal or sign ; warn-
ing; significant.

Seminary, [add.] A department in a col-

lege or university in wliich original in-

vestigations or studies are carried on by
advanced students. Also used in the Ger-
man form Seminar.
Semitist (sem'it-ist), ?i. A Semitic scholar.

Semitize (sem'it-iz), v.t. pret. & pp. Semi-
tized. ppr. Semitizing. To make Semitic in
character ; to give a Semitic character to.

Fate, far, fat, fftll; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, So. tey.
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: Bempect (sem'pekt), n. [L. L. sempecta;
origin iloubtful.] The name formerly given

to a member of an order of monks who had
iired the monastic life for fifty years, and
was hence treated with special indulgence
and relieved of certain duties.

Only the ancient sempects—some near upon a hun-
dred and fifty years old—wandered where they would,

or basked a^^inst a sunny wall like autumn flies.

KiugsUy.

Sempstry - work ( semp ' stri - wt-rk ), n.

N\f'tIe-work; sewing. Henry Brooke.

SenariUB 'se-na'ri-us). n. pi. Senarii (se-

nari-i). [L. :*ee Sknaby.] Im pros, averse
of six feet, especially a verse of six iambic
feet; an iambic trimeter.

Send-Oflf (send'ofX «. A ceremony or
friendly attention of some kind in honour
of a person at liis departure.
SenousKse-no'si), n. A fanatical and severely
orthodox Mohammedan association, parti-

cularly powt-rful in Xortliem Africa.

Sense-rhythm (sens'ritlim). n. An arrange-
ment of wuriU characteristic of Hebrew
poetry, in which the rhythm consists not in

a rise and fall of accent or ((uantity of syl-

lables, but in a pulsation of sense risin:? and
falling through the parallel, antithetic, or
otherwise balanced meml)er8 of each verse;
parallelism Pro/. W. R. Stnith.

Sensifacient (i^n-si-fa'shi-ent), a. [L. seti-

guif, sense, and/dcw, to make.] Producing
sensation: sensiflc. Httxley.

Sensificatory (sen-sifi-ka-to-ri), a. Sensi-

facient; sen.iific. Utixley.

Sensigenous (sensije-nus), a. [L. se}isiis,

sense, and root gen. to produce.] Origina-
thig or causing sensation. * The setisigenous
object." Iluxlry.

Sensory, [add) Conveying sensation; giv-

ing rise to sensation; as, gensory nerves.

Separator [add] Tlie name is now given
to various kinds of apparatus by which some
in^edient in a mixture is separated from
the rest; a centrifugal machine or centri-

fuge; thus, there are creara-^c^/a ra(or«, grain-
nfparritorg. A'c.

Sepsln (sep'sin), n. [See following article ]

A p< >i»unous substance accompanying putre-
fai-tion; a ptomaine causing blood-poisuning.
Sepsis (sep'sis), n. [Gr. aepitvi, putrefaction.
See Seitic] 1. Putrefaction; decomposi-
tion; rotting.—2. lilood-puisonlng; septi-

ca.'iiiia.

Septal (sep'tal), a. Belonging to a sept or
clan.

Septlnsular (sep-tin'sG-l^r), a. [L. $eptem,
seven, ui«ula, an island.] Consisting of or
jKTtaiuini; to seven islands; as, the geptin-
tstiUir repuldic of the Ionian Islands.

Septonasal (sep-to-nazal), a. Pertaining
to a nasal septum ; forming the septum of
the nose.

Septopysmla (sep'tdpi-g"mi-a), n. [Gr.
gfptog, putrid, pyon, pus, haiina. blood]
In pathol. blood-poisoning in which there
are both putrid and purulent infection of
the blood.
Sereba (se-r^ba), n. See Zereba.
Serif (s^r'iO Same as Ceriph.

Serlgraph (seri-graf), n [L L. gericum.
silk, and term, -graph] An instrument for

tvstiiig the uniformity of raw silk as regards
strength and thicktiess. Enoh Brit.

Sezlmeter fse-rime-t^r), n. [hi,. »ericum,
silk, au'l *ir. i««(ron, measure.] An instru-
ment for ascertaining the tensile strength
of sitk threncls.

Sermoner (*«^r'mon-*r), n. Same as Ser-
tiiontzer. Thackeray.
Sermonoloiry (sAr-mon-oro-ji). n. Tlie
theory of sermons; sermons collectively or
as a branch of theological literature.

Seroenteritis (serd en te-ri'ti*), n. (From
geritm. Or. enteron, intestine, and -i7t«, de-
noting inflanmiation ] Intlammation of the
seroua membrane of the int-'stine,

Seropurulent (sero-jm'njdent), a. Con-
sisting of semm and pus or purulent
niatti-r.

Serotherapy (se - rfl - th6r ' a - pi), n. [From
geru)n. amiOr. (/ifr(i/>«irt, treatment] Medi-
cal treatment with serum, that is, with
serum of the special kind referred to under
AsTrroxrr (in Supp.)
Serpentlnlan (s^r-pen-tln'i-an). n. Same
as ophitp.

Sesquibasic fses'kwi-ba-sfk), a. [L. segqui.
one and a half, and bagig, a base] In cMtn.
a term applied to a salt containing one and
a half etjuivalents of the base for each equi-
valent of acid.

Se8<iulpedallaiiiamf8es'kwi-pe-da"li-an.
izm), n. The state or quality of being ses-

qaipedalian; the use of long words. ' Mas-
tersof hyperpoly syllabic «e«5tajje(faiianwm.'
Fitzedicard Hall.

Sestette (ses-tef), n. 1. Same as Sestet.—
2. The two concluding stanzas of a sonnet,

consisting of three verses each; the last six

lines of a sonnet.

Set, v.i. [add.] To fit a person ; to look well
when put on as part of one's dress. [Colloq. ]

Oh, heaven, what a wicked hitie stomacher, and to

be gathered up into little plaits by the strings before
it could be tied, and to be tapped, rebuked, and
wheedled at the pockets before it would set right,

which at last it did. Dickem.

Setiparous(se-tip'a-rus),a \h.geta. abristle,

and pario, to produce,] In zool. producing
or giving rise to setie or bristles, as certain

glands of animals,

Setirostral (seti-ros'tral), a. [L. seta, a
bristle, rostrum, a beak.] In zool. having a
beak or bill set with bristles or vibrisste,

Sewellel (se-welel), n. [Indian name.] A
gregarious American rodent which unites
some of the characteristics of the beaver
with those of the squirrel family and the
prairie-dog. It is remarkable for its root-

less molars. It is about the size of a musk-
rat, and the reddish- brown skin which
covers its plump heavy Iwdy is much used
by the Indians as an article of dress.

Shabby-gen,teel(shalt'i-jen-tel"), a. Retain-
ing in present shabl)ine8s traces of former
gentility; aping gentility but really shabby.
Thackeray.
Shadowgraph (shad'o-graf). n. A name pro-
posed for what is called a radiograph (which
see in Supp.).

Shake-lwiff (shak'bag), n. A large-«ized
variety of game-cock.

I would pit her for a cool hundred . . . against the
best liuike-^aj^ oi \hc whole main. Smoliett.

Shakudo (shak-U'do'), n. [Japanese.] An
alloy of copperwith asmall quantity of gold,

much used in Japanese ornamental metal
work.
Shamanic (sha-man'ik), a. Pertaining to a
Shaman or to Shamanism.
Shanty (shan'ti), n. [Fr. chanter, to sing.]

A song sung by sailors working together.

Shawl-waistcoat (shal'wast-kot), n. A
vest or waist^toat with a large prominent
pattern like a shawl. Thackeray.
ShearhOg (sher'hog), n. A ram or wether
after the first shearing: provincially pro-
nounced as if written gfierrug or gharrag.
' To talk of ghear-hopg and ewes to men who
ha)>itually said sharrags and yowes,' George
Eliot.

Sheathbill (sheth'bil), n. A name of two
birds, Chiiuiji aVin and C. minor, the one
inhabiting the Falkland Islands and Straits
of Magellan, the other the Kerguelen
Islands. Tliey have atlinities with the
gulls, and receive their name from having a
curious horny lamina covering the nostrils.

Shedding, n [add.] A parting or branch-
ing oir, as of two roads ; the angle or place
where two mads meet. 'Tliat sheddittff of

the roads which marks the Junction of the
highways.' W. Black.

Sheep, H- [add.] Leather prepared from
sheep-skin; as, a book bound in eheep or in
\rd\f-gheep.

Shell, n. [add.] The semicircular hilt which
protecte<l part of the hand in some forms
of rapiers. Thackeray.
Shell-back (ahelbuk). ». A slang name for
an "M f^ailor; a sea-ilog. If'. C. Bug^ell.

Shell-heap (sheFhep), ti. A heap of shells;

a liitchen-midden.

Shelta (shel'ta), n. A jargon spoken among
Irish tinkers, imggars, and vagrants, con-
sisting mainly of words formed by various
perversions of native Irish words. It has
contributed words to low-class cant or slang
in general.

Sherlat (sher'i-at), n. [Turk.] The sacred
or rather civil - religious law of Turkey,
which is founded on the Koran, the Sunna
or tradition, the commentaries of the first

four caliphs, &c.
The Ulema declared that the SiiUan ruled the

empire as Caliph, that he was bound by the sheri\tt,

or sacred law. . . . Civil law can never take the
place of the iheriat, and the •mancipation of the
Christian subjects of the Porte is an tTn|)ossibility.

Conternp. Rev.

Shikar (sht-k%rO, n. [Hind.] Hunting;
sltooting; sport

Shire-moot (shTr'mbt), n. Same as ghirc'
gemot. Bp. Stubbg.

Shocker (shok'^r). n. One who or that
which shocks; a cheap and inartistic story
or novelette of a highly sensational cast.

Shoddyism (shod'i-izm), n. Vulgar osten-

tation shown by parvenus or those newly
enriched. [Colloq.]

Shore-bird ( shor ' herd ), n. A bird that
frequents the shore; especially a bird of

the division Limicolie, which includes the
plovers, snipes, sandpipers, &c.
Shore-Cliff (shor'klif), 7i. A cliff on the
sea-shore. Tennyson.
Shore-hopper (sh6r'hop-6r), n. A sand-
hopper or sand-flea.

Shore-line (shor'lin), n. The line marked
by a shore; the line where the water meets
the shore.

Short-coat (short'kot), v.t. To dress in
comparatively short clothes after the long
clothes of infancy.

Short-eared (short'erd), a. Having short
ears ; having short feather tufts on the
head, as an owl.

Short-styled (short'stlld), a. In bot. having
the style or styles short in comparison with
other flowers of the same species of plants.

Short-tempered (short'tem-p^rd), a. Short
or hasty of temper; irascible; easily made
angrj-.

"

Short-winged (short' wingd), a. Havmg
the wings short, or comparatively so: said

of certain hawks as distinguished from the
falcons proper.

Shotty (shot'i), a. Resembling shot, that is,

the lead pellets of shot. Ure.

Shovel, n, [add.] Same as Shovel-hat.

She was a good woman of business, and manaeed
My uncle the bishopthe hat shop for nine years,

had his sAozv/s there. Tftackeray.

ShOW-yaM (sho'yard), n. A yard in which
some public show is held; the Inclosure for
an agricultural exhibition.

Shrew-struck (shrb'struk), a. Poisoned or
otherwise harmed by what was formerly
believed to be the venomous bite or contact
of a shrew-mouse. Kinggley.

Shuffle, n. [add.] A dragging movement of
the feet in walking; a slovenly way of lift-

ing the feet.

Walking under these circumstances is at best onJy
a species of shuffle, and that this is fully recognized
by the animal [a uat] is evidenced by its great anxiety
CO take to the wing. Pro/. Fl<fwer (in Ency. Brit ).

Shutter (shut'^r), v.t. To provide, protect,
or cover over with a shutter or shutters.

The school-house windows were all shutttf-ed up.
r. Hughes.

Sialoid (si'a-loid). a. [Gr. ttialon, spittle.]

Pertaining to saliva; resembling saliva or
spittle.

Sialolith (si'a-lo-lith), n. [Gr, gialon, saliva,

lithos, a stone.] A calculus or concretion
in a salivary gland.

Sialolithiasis (si'a-ld-ll-thi'a-sis), n. The
c(»ndition of having sialoliths.

Sialorrhoea (si'a lo-re"a). n. [Gr. gialon,

saliva, rheo, to flow,] An excessive flow of
saliva; salivation.

SialOBCbesiS (si a-los'ke-sis), n. [Or. sialon,

saliva, gchesix, retention.] Ketention or
suppression of the saliva.

SiceliOt (si-sel'i-ot), ». [Gr. Sikelioteg.] An
ancient Greek settler In Sicily; a Sicilian

Greek.
Sickener (sik'n-6r), n. Something that sick-

ens; something exceedingly painful or un-
pleasant experienced.

Sickeningly (sik'n-ing-li), adv. In a sicken-
ing or nauseous manner; disgustingly.

Sick-room (sik'rbm), n. A room in which
there is a sick person.

Side-bone (sid'lion), n. l. Ossification of a
lateral cartilage in a horse's foot — 2. A
thigh-l)one. [U. States.]

Side-drum (sid'drum), n. A small military
drum carried at the drummer's side, and
beaten only on the one end ; a snare-drum.
Sideless (sidles), a. Wanting a side or
sides; open at the side or sides, as an old
style of garment Ency. Brit.

Side-light, n. [add.] Light thrown upon a
subject from B(»me source more or less re-

motely conneoteil with it; a casual or inci-

dental illustration.

Side-lock (sidlok), n, A lock of hair worn
at the side of the head according to some
special fashion.

Side-show (sid'sho). n. A small show con-
nected with a larger, as with a circus or
menagerie.
Side-slip (sid'slip), n. 1. An illegitimate

child. ' This gide-glip of a son that he kept
in the dark.' George Eliot. [Colloq.]— 2. A
division at the side of the stage of a theatre,
where the scenery is slipped off and on.
See Slii-s in Supp.
Side-splitting (sid'split-ing). a. Such as to
ftplit the sides; excessively funny. [Colloq.]

ch, cAain; eh, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; b, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH. then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, if/iig; zh, azure.—See KKT.
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giege-STUn (sej'gun), n. A heavy cannon
useil 1)}' a besieging force.

Siege-piece (sej'pes), n. A coin minted in

A besieged place, especially one of the rough
pieees coined by the royalists in some of the
En:j;lish towns during the great civil war.

Sieve (siv), v.t. pret. & pp. sieved; ppr.

Kievitig. To pass through a sieve; to sift.

Eney. Brit.

Sieve-cell (siv'sel), n. In boL a cell with
pores in its walls, giving a sieve-like appear-
ance.

Sieve-plate (siv 'plat), n. A plate with
little holes or pores in it, giving it the ap-

pearance of a sieve; in bot. an area in tlie

wall of a sieve-cell or sieve-tube perforated
by pores.

Sieve-tube (siv'tub), n. In hot an articu-

liited tube whose contiguous portions com-
municate by means of pores aggregated to-

getht-r upon sieve-plates: the characteristic
element of tlie phloem.
Sight-reader (sit'red-er), n. One who can
read at sight, especially one who can read
music at sight.

Sightsman, n. [add.] + One who points out
the sights or objects of interest of a place;
a guide. Eveh/ti.

Sigillography (sij-il-og'ra-fi), n. [L. sigU-

lum, a seal, and Gr. graph-}, to write.] The
science or knowledge of seals ; study of
seals, especially as attached to documents.

The sig^illoj^raphy of the documents, especially
for the Holy Land, engages attention. Academy.

Slgmate (sig'mat), v.t. To add sigma or the
letter s to.

Sigmatic (sig-mat'ik), a. Formed or char-
acterized by sifrma or «, as certain tenses in
Greek verbs. ' SUjmatic aorists and futures.'
American Jour, of Philol.

Sigmation (sig-ma'shon), n. The act of
siiimatiiig; the adding of letter s to.

Sigmatism (sig'ma-tizm), n. l. Use or oc-
currence of the letter «.—2. Imperfect pro-
nunciation of the letter s.

Silage (si'laj), n. Ensilage ; the process or
the substance produced by it.

Silhouetted (sil'o-et-ed). a. Formed in the
manner of a silhouette; seen with the out-
lines sharply defined against a bright back-
ground.
Siliconize (sil'i-kon-iz), v.t. and i. To
combine or make to corubine with silicon.
Ency. Brit
Silk-grass (silk'gras), n. A name given to
several plants or the fibres they yield; as:
(a) a species of Yucca or Adam's-needle
{Y^iceafilamentoBa); (6) Ixtle; (c) Ramie.
Silk-tall (silk'tal), n. A bird of the genus
Ampelis; a waxwing; a cedar-bird.
Silladar (sil'a-diir), ». [Hind, and Pers.
silohdnr.] In India, a horse-soldier who
provides his own horse and arms.
Sinograph, Sillographer (sil'ograf, sil-

og'ra-fer), 7i. (Gr. .ullos, a satire, grapho. to
write.] An ancient Greek writer of satires
known as Silloi, in hexameter verse.
Sillometer (sil-lom'e-t6r), ?i. [Fr. sitlon, a
furrow, the track of a ship, and Gr. metron,
measure.] An instrument for measuring
the speed of a ship, without using a log.
SUo (si'lo), n. pi. Silos (si'loz). [Sp., from
L. sinig, Gr. seiro^, siros, a pit in which
grain was kept.] A pit, or chamber sunk in
the ground, or a specially constructed in-
closure above it, in which green fodder is

stored under pressure to be kept till re-
quired. See Ensilage in Supp.
Silo (si'lo), v.t. pret. & pp. siloed; ppr. silo-
ing. To store in a silo; to convert into
ensilage.

In ji7(jj'H^oats thereisa further advantage gained,
as when cut in a green stale the crop does not ex-
haust the land to the same extent as when left to
mature. Tzmes Newspaper.

Sllphium (sll'fi-um), n. [Gr. siljjhion] A
plant of uncertain identity, the juice of
which was anciently used among the Greeks
and others as food and medicine. The word
now forms the name of a genus of composite
plants, comprising rough hairy perennials
inhabiting the United States, one of them
being tlie compass-plant.
Silphology (sil-fol'o-ji), n. [Gr. sil])he, a
kind of grub or beetle. ] In biol. the doctrine
of larvfc or larval forms.
Silverer (sil'ver-^r), n. One who silvers,
especially one who silvers glass.
Silvereye (sil'v6r-i), n. Any bird of the
genus Zosterops (which see).

Silver-fish (sil'v^r-flsh), n. A popular name
for any insect of the genus Lepisma (which
see m Supp.).

Silver-gilt (sil'ver-gilt). n. l. Silver made
to resemble gold by gilding; articles made
of silver and gilded.— 2. Imitation gilding
made with silver-leaf and yellow lacquer.
Silverite (sil'v^r-it), n. A person who spe-
cially favours silver; aperson who advocates
the free coining of silver along with gold.
Silver-point (sil'v^r-point), ?». l. A style
or pencil with a silver point used for draw-
ing on a specially prepared paper. —2. This
process or branch of art itself.

Silver-solder (sil'v^r-sol-dfer), n. A special
solder for silver, usually ciiusisting of ;tn

alloy of brass or copper and silver, readily
fusible.

Silvertail (sil'v^r-tal), n. The lepisma or
silver-tish.

Simian (sim'i-an), n. One of the Simiadse;
an ape or monkey.
Simple, n. Used in the plural in the old
phrase, to cut for the simple8=^to perform
an (imaginary) operation for the cure of
silliness or foolishness.

Indeed. Mr. Neverout, you should be cut for the
situpUs this morning. Swt/it.

Simpliciter (sim-plis'i-t6r), adv. [L.]
Simply; in direct and unfjualifled terras.

Simulacrum (sim-u la'knmi), n. pi. Simu-
lacra (sim-u-la'kra). [L.] That which is

made like, or formed in the likeness of. any
object ; an image ; a form ; hence, a mere
resemblance as opposed to reality; a phan-
tom. Thackeray.
Simulance (sim'aians), v. [See Simulate.]
A resemblance or similarity; a likeness; de-
ceptive likeness.

According to tliis view . , . man embodies an im-
material and inmiortal spiritnal principle which no
lower creature possesses, and which makes the re-
semblance of the apes to him but a mocking simu-
lance. E. B. Tylor (in Eno. Brit.).

Simulant (simulant), a. fL. siimdans,
simulantis, ppr. of siimilo. See SIMULATE.]
Simulating; having the appearance without
the reality: followed by o/.

Sing, v.i. [add.]— To sing small, to adopt a
humble tone or demeanour; to play a very
subordinate or insignificant part. [CoUoti-]

I must myself ti>i£- stnall in lier company.
Richardson.

Sing-song (sing'song), v. i. To chant or sing
in a monotonous voice; hence, to compose
monotonous, dreary poetry. ' You ait «in^-
souging here.' Tennyson.
Sinistrad (sin'is-trad), adv. [L. sinister,
left, ad, to.] Turned towards the left aide;
on the left hand : opposed to dextrad.
Sink, Sink-hole, [add] l. One of those
cavities common in limestone regions worn
down into the rock by the action of water
and receiving part of the drainage of the
country.—-2. An area in which a stream dis-
appears by the result of evaporation or
otherwise.

Sit, v.i. [add.]— To sit under, to attend
church for the purpose of hearing; to be a
member of the congregation of.

There would then also appear in pulpits other
visages . . , than what we now sii lotder. Mi/ton.

The household marched away in separate couples
. . , each to sit under his or her favourite minister.

Thackeray.

Six-footer (siks'fot-6r), n. A person six feet
in stature. [Colloq.]

Sjambok (syamtjok), n. A heavy whip used
in South Africa, and not seldom applied to
the blacks. Rider Haggard.
Skat (skat), n. [G.] A German card-game
played by three persons with thirty-two
cards, the odtl two forming the skat, which
Is laid separately, but may be taken into his
hand by one of the players.
Skeary (ske'ri), a. Alarmed; frightened;
scared; scary. [Colloq.]

It is not to be marvelled at that amid such a place
as thi^, for the first time visited, the horses were a
little skeary. B, D. Blackmore.

Skeg. [add.] A wooden peg; the stump of
a branch or the like.

Skein (sken), n. [add,] A sportsman's term
applied strictly to a flock of wild geese on
the wing, but also sometimes to wild ducks.
The cur ran into them as a falcon does into a skein

of ducks. k'ingsley.

Skeldert (skel'dSr), v.i. To live by one's
wits; to live by beggary or mean practices.
Sir W. Scott.

Skeltering (skel't6r-ing). a. [Comp. helter-
sh-cJter.] Hurrying; driving: rushing. 'The
long dry skeltering wind of March." M. D.
Blackmore.

Ski, Skee (ske), n. [Dan. *H.] A sort of
runner or shoe for sliding rapidly over sur-

faces of snow or ice, consisting of a strip of
wood perhaps eight feet long and only three
or four inches broad, with a part in the

middle in which the shoe is loosely inserted,
the skis being worn one on each foot, and
used especially in Norway.
Skimpingly (skimping-li), adv. In a skimp-
ing, niggardly, insufficient manner; parsi-
moniously; illiberallj'. Lord Lytton.
Skin-grafting (skin'graft-ing), )i. In surg.
the operation of transplanting a piece of
healthy skin from one place to another
whence skin has been removed by some
injury.

Skip, n. [add] A place skipped over; espe-
cially, a dry, uninteresting portion of a
book passed over in reading. [CoUoq.]

No man who has written so much is so seldom tire-

some. In his books there are scarcely any of those
passages which in our school days we used to call

skip. Macaulay.

Skip (skip), n. In the games of bowls and
curling, an experienced player chosen by
each of the rival parties or sides as their
leader, director, or captain, and who usually
plays the last bowl or stone which his team
has to play.

Skirt-d!ance (sk^rt'dans), n. A dance which
receives a special character from the wavy
motions given by the hands to the ample
skirts of the dancer.
Skirt-dancer (skert'dan-s6r), n. One who
performs a skirt-dance. So also Skirt-
dancing.
Skyless (ski'les), a. Without sky; cloudy;
dark; gloomy. 'A soulless, «fryfe«s, catarrhal
day.' Kingsley.
Sky-line (ski hn), n. The line where the
sky and earth or objects on the earth seem
to meet ; outline of bodies as seen against
the sky.

Sky-parlour (sk!'par-16r), n. The room
next the sky, or at the top of a building;
hence, an attic. Dickens. [Humorous.]
Skyscape (ski'skap), n. [On type of land-
scape.] A view of the aky; a pait of the
sky within the range of vision, or a picture
or representation of such a part. [Rare.]

We look upon the reverse side of the skyscafe.
R. A. Proctor.

Slack-bake (slak'bak), v.i. To bake insuffi-

ciently or not thoroughly. Dickens.
Slade (slad), n. [Origin doubtful.] In Ire-
land, a kind of narrow spade with a raised
side for cutting peats. Huxley.
Slag-wool (sl^wbl), 71. Fine threads or
filaments produced by blowing steam into
melted slag, and used for covering boilers
and steam-pipes, <fcc., from its non-conduct-
ing (pialities. Also called Silicate Cotton.

Slake (slak). n. [Perhaps connected with
slack.] 1. A mud-fiat; an area or basin on
a coast covered or left dry according to the
tide.- 2 Soft mud.
Slantendicular (slan-ten-dik'u-16r), a.

[From .'<lant and the latter part of perpen-
dicular.] Inclining or sloping; not perpen-
dicular; indirect, be Morgan. [Humorous.]
Slap-bang (slap'bang), n. A low eating-
house. [Slang. ]

They lived in the same street . . . dined at the
same slap-hang every day. Dickens.

Slasher (slash'^r). n. One who or that which
slashes; as: (a) a sword or other cutting
weapon; (&) a name for various appliances
used in mechanical operations.
Slave-hunter (slav'hunt-^r). n. One who
hunts slaves; one who hunts the natives in

l-ate, far, fat, fftU; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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gome parts of Africa for the purpose of sell-

iu^' them aa slaves.

Slavophil (alavo-fil), n. [Slav, and Gr.
philos. loving.] One who is a lover or
favourer of the Slavs; an admirer of the

SUvunic people, as the Russians and others.

Slavopllillsin(9lav-of il-izm), n. The sen-

timents of the Slavophils.

Sleek (slek), v.i. To move in a smooth man-
ner; to glide; to sweep. * As the racks came
gl€ekin(f on.' L. HwU. [Rare.]

Sleeken (slek'n), v.t. To make sleek or

smooth ; to make soft or gentle ; to sleek.

[Rare]
And all voices that address her
Soften. sUeken every word. E. B. Bro-wnin£.

Sleeping-bag (slep'ing-bag). n. A bag in
wliich a person sleeps; a warm b^ used to

sleep in by Arctic travellers.

Slide-rule (slid'rbl), n. Same as Slidiiuj-nile.

Slime, 'I- [add.] In minimf and metal, ore
rt'iluced to such a finely divided state that
it may be suspended in water and subside
as a tine mud: often in pi.

Sltme-pit. [add J In mining &nd metal, a
pit or tank in which sliraes may be collected.

SUp-Carriage (slipkar-rij). n. A railway
carriage that may be detached and left at a
station without stopping the train to which
it belongs.

Slips (slips), n. pi. That part of a theatre
at the aides of the stage where the wooden
scenes are slipped on and off. and where the
players may stand before appearing on the
scene. Dickens.

Slip -Sloppy (slip'slop-i), a. Slushy; wet;
muddy. * A Wip-«appy day. ' R. H. Barham.
Slob (slob), n. [A form of glab, moist earth,
Blime. See Slab.] 1. Mud or mire.—2. A
muddy or miry place; a place regularly
covere<l by the tide.

Slog (slog), vi. pret. & pp. dogged; ppr.
$lffjging. [Akin to slay.} To strike or hit
heavily with the hand, as a boxer, or the bat,

as a cricketer.

SlOgger (slog'^r), n. One who slogs or hits
heavily: a hard hitter. T, Hughes.
Slop-dash (slop'dash). n. Weak, cold tea,

or other inferior trashy beverage; slip-slop.

Docs he expect tea can be keeping hot for him to
the end of tioiet He shall have nothing but s/ttfi-

dash. Mist Hagru-ortk.

Slouchy (slouch'i), a. 1. Slouching; like

one who slouches.—2. Drooping or hanging
down.
Slued (slud), a. Intoxicated; tipsy; drunk.
[Slan^M
He omc into our place at night to take her home

;

rather siued, but not much. Dicktus.

Slughom (slogliom), n. A corruption of
slogan, and sometimes used uitli the mean-
ing of some kind of horn or trumpet.

Dauntless the stugkorn to tny lips I set
Bremining,

Sluice, » [add.] In mining, a long wooden
trough, with grooves or crosspieces on the
bottom for catching particles of gold carried
along by the current of water, and separat-
ing them from sand and gravel, the opera-
tion iieing usually assisted by the use of
(|uicksilver.

Slum (slum), v.i. pret. A pp. dummed-, ppr.
alumming. 1. To visit slums, from philan-
thropic motives or from mere curiosity.—
2. To live in slums; to frecjuent slums.
Slununer (slum'^r). n. One who slums;
one who visits slums.
Slump, n. [add.] A sudden failure; a sud-
den fall, as of prices of stocks.

Slurry (slur'i). n. [See the verb.] A tech-
nical term for semi fluid mixtures of various
kinds.

Small-beer, [add.]—To think small-beer of

,

tti iiave a low or poor opinion of; to hold
in slight esteem. [CoUoq.]
She (hinis stHali-berr o/ ^ainxexs, J. J.—well, well,

we don't thinJk smalt'bter of ourselves, my noble
friend. Tkackeray.

Smell-trap (smel trap), « .K drain-trap; a
stink-tiitp Kiiu/xleu- -See I>RArs-TRAP.
Smithereens, dmithers (smiTH'^r-enz.
-smiTHf'rz), n.pl. Smallfragments. 'Knocked
heaps of things to smiUureens.' W. Black.
'Smash the bottle to smitherg.' Tennyson.
fColbMi.]

Smithsonite (smiths^m-it), n. An impor-
tant ore of zinc, a vitreous anhydrous car-
hftnate (if various colours.

Smocking (smok'ing), n. A kind of oma-
mentati'iu on articles of dress resemltling
that common on the smock-frocks of Kng-
lish laiMturers. a sort of honeycomb pattern
being formed by means of plaits or gathers
tacked togetlier at many different points.

Smoke-washer (smok'wo-shSr), n. A con-
trivance for washing and purifying smoke
in a chimney by means of water.

Snaffling-lay (snafling-la), n. The practice

of lughway-roUbery. Fielding. [Slang. ]

Snag-boat (snag'bot), n. A steamboat in

use on some American rivers, with special

machinery for removing snags.

Snick (snik), v.t. [See the noun.] To cut;

to clip. 'Snicking the comer of her foot

off with nurse's scissors.' U. Kingsley.

Snide (snid), a. [A form of sniihe.] Sharp,
metaphorically; given to shju-p or dishonest
practices; mean, tricky; base; spurious.

[Slang.]

Snlppetiness (snip'et-i-nes), n. The state

or quality of being snippety or fragmentary.
Spectator (newspaper).

Snowbreak (sno'brak), n. A melting of

snow; a thaw. Carlyle.

Snow-fall (sno'fal), n. l. The fall of snow;
falling snow.—2. The quantity of snow that
falls in a given time.

Snow-shed (sno'shed), n. A strong wooden
structure built over part of a railway that
is liable to be covered by heavy masses of
snow, as from avalanches or slides.

Snowy-owl, Snow-owl (sno'i-oul, sno'oul).

n. A large and handsome species of owl
{Nyctea scandiaca) inhabiting the northern
regions, and having the plumage nearly
white, especially in winter.

Snubbish (snub'ish), a. Tending to snub,
check, or repress.

Spirit of Kant, have we not had enough
To make reliifion sad, and sour, and sttuMiskl

Hood.

Snubby (snub'i). a. Snub ; short or flat, as
a nose. * Snubby noses." Thackeray.

Snuffier, n. [add] One who makes a pre-
tentious assumption of religion; a religious

canter. [Colloq.]

You know I never was a tntiJ^er; but this sort of

life makes one serious, if one has any reverence at
all in one. T. Hughes.

Soam (sdm), n. [Comp. prov. E. soam, a
horse-load, O.Fr. mme, saume, a pack or
burden, L.L. sagma. See Scjipter ] A
strong chain by which a heavy plough is

dragged.
Soap-ball (sdpn)ftl), n. A bail of so.ip: a
ball formed of soap dissolved in hot w ater
and mixed with starch.
Soaple88(sdp'le8),a. Free from soap; hence,
unwashed. Lord Lytton.
Soaproot (sop'rot). n. 1. A strong-rooted
many-stemmed plant of the pink family
(Gypsophtla Strtitkiuni), whose root con-
tains saponin and makes a lather with
water. — 2. A bulbous plant of the lily

family (Chlorogalum pomeridianuin). a na-
tive of California. The bulb rubbed in

water makes a lather, and hence is some-
times used as soap. Called also Soap-hulb.

Sociable, n. [add.] A tricycle on which
two persons can sit side by side.

Sociography (so-shi-og'ra-fl). «. [L soeius,

a companion, Gr. grapho, to write.] The
description of social phenomena; the de-
scriptive department of sociology.

SoclOphagOUS (so-shi-ofa gus), a. [L. soeius,

a cuiiipaiiHjn, ami Or. phagein, to eat.] De-
vouring or swallowing up other societies or
fumniunities. B. Spencer.
Soda-felspar (sd-da-felsp&r), n. SeeOuoo-
CLASE.
Soda-fountain (sd'da-foun-tan), n. A reser-
voir or receptacle of some size from which
sfida-water is drawn when wanted.
Soil -bound (soir bound), a. Bound or
attached to the soil, as serfs. Byron.
[Poetic.

]

Soil-cap (soil'kap), n. The cap or cover-
ing of soil and detritus resting on rocks.
Geikie.

Solar, a. [add.] Solar deity, in mythol. a
deity regarded as representing the sun or
being a personiflcation of the sun, as the
Greek Apollo and Helios.

—

Solar myth, a
myth or ancient leirend in which some
hero or deity personifying the sun is repre-
sented as acting.—.SoMr (Aeon/, in mythol.
the theory by which are explained a great
many ancient myths, on the supposition
that the heroes and deities figuring in them
really represent the sun, though all con-
Bcionsness of this may have latterly been
lost by the people among whom the myths
grew up.

Solarist (sfil^r-ist). n. An advocate nr sup-
p<irter of the solar theory. See under Solak,
aliove.

Solarium (so-la'ri tim). n. pi Solaria fso-

la'ri-a). [L., from solans, solar.] A place

k

specially adapted for enabling persons to
enjoy the sun's rays; part of a house in

wliich persons can bask in the sun ; an
apartment connected with a hospital, sana-

torium. Ac, in which patients may take
sun-baths.
Solifugous (s6-lif'u-gus), o. [L. sol, the
sun, Jugio, to flee.] Avoiding the light or
heat of the sun; loving darkness; nocturnal
in habits, as certain animals.

Sollar, n. [add.] Inarch, an elevated cham-
ber in a church from which to watch the
lamps burning before the altars. £ncy. Brit.

Soma (so'ma), n. pi. Somata (soma-ta).
[Gr. soma, the body.] 1. 'I'he body; the body
as distinct from the soul or spirit. —2. In biol.

the hiKly of an animal as distinguished from
its limbs, members, or appendages.
Somatogenic (s6'ma-t6-jen"ik), a. [Gr.

soma, somatos, the body, and root gen, to
produce.] In biol. originating in the soma
or body ; arising in the soma from the cir-

cumstances of its environment.
Somatoplasm (so'ma-to-plazm), n. [See

Soma. 1'i.asm.] In biol. the plasma or sub-
stame of tlie soma or body.

Somatopleure (soma-to-plur), n. [Gr. soma^
sOmatott. the body, pleura, the side.] In
embriful. a layer in an embryo ultimately
developing into the great mass of the body
surrounding the viscera ; as opposed to the
8pla)ichnoplenre.

Somatotropism ( so-ma-tot'rop - izm ), n.

[Gr. fOiiia, sOmntos, body, tropos, a turning;
or direction.] In bot. influence or tendency
of growth outwards or inwards caused by
the body or substratum on which a plant
grows.
Somitlc (scVmit'ik), a. Pertaining to or
having the character of a somite or soma-
t^)me.

Somniatory (som'ni-a-to-ri), a. [L. «owi-

nium, a dream.] Of or pertaining to dreams
or dreaming; relating to or producing
dreams; somniative. 'Somniatory exercita-

tions." Urquhart. ' Somniatory vaticina-
tions and inedictions.' Southey.

Somnivolencyisoni-niv'o-len-si), n. [L.sotn-

Hus, sleep, and volo, to wish.] Something
to induce sleep; a soporific. [Rare.]

These somutzWeficus (I hate the word opiates on
this occasion) have turned her head. Rickardsen.

Sonatlon (so-na'shon), n. [From L. sono, to^

sound.] The act of sounding or giving out
sound. Sir W. Hamilton.
Songman (song'man). n. A man who sings
.soiiys; a singer. Shak.
Sonifaction (son-i-fak'shon), n. [L. sonuSj
s*>und, facio. to make.] The making or
producing of sound or noise; production of
btndnlous sound by insects.

Sonnetize (son'et-iz), v.t. To make the sub-
jeut of a sonnet; to celebrate in a sonnet.

Now could I sotttietite thy piteous plieht.
South^.

Sonny (sun'i), n. A familiar diminutive of
son.

Soothingness (soTH'ing-nes), n. The state
'W (iiiiility of being soothing. J. R. Lourll.
Sorabian, Sorbi^ (8o-ra'i)i-an, sor'bi-an),

n. The language of the Wends; Wendic

:

used also adjectively.

Souffle (sb-fl), n. [Ft.] In med. a low
niurmuring or breathing sound heard in the
auscultation of different parts of the body.
Soulful (sol'fiil), a. Full of soul or feeling;
teemhig with sentiment or emotion.
Sounder, a herd, [add.] The etymol. is

A . Sax. sinwr, a herd. Sir Walter Scott and
C. Kingsley erroneously give this word the
meaning of a young wild boar.

Sow-drunk (sou'drungk). a. Drunk as a
pn\v; licastly drunk. Tennyson.
Spacial (spa'shal). Same aa Spatial.

Spaghetti (sj.a-get'te). n.pl. [It] A kind
<jf macaroni m snudler cords than the ordi-
nary kind.

Spalpeen (spal'pen). n. An Irish term of
contempt <pr of very slight commiseration.
' The poor spalpeen of a priest.' Kingsley.
SparsUe (spar'sil), a. [From L. sparsus, pp.
of ypargo, t<> scatter.] Sparse; scattered;
existing in a scattered form.
Sparsity (spar'si-ti), n. State of being
sparse; sparseness; scattered condition.

Spart (spiirt), n. [L. spartum, Gr. sparton.
See Esparto.] Spanisli-broom. esparto, or
some similar plant. See Spartium.
Spartan (spartan), n. [See the adjective.)
A native of Sparta; one of the ancient
Dorian inhabitants of Sparta.

Spartlate (spar'ti-at). n. [Gr. Spartiatgs.]
A .Spartan; one of the ancient Doric citizens
of Sparta.

ch, cAain; ^h, Sc. locA; g, go;
Vol. IV.
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Spasmodlst (spaz'mod-ist). n. A spasmodic
person ; uue whose work is of a spasmodic
character, or marked by an overstrained

and unnatural style. Poe.

Spat (spat), v.t. pret. and pp. spatted; ppr.

spatting. To shed spat, as oysters.

Spatlality (spashi-al'i-ti), n. The state of

being spatial; extension.

Spatnlar (spat'u-ler), a. Resembling or in

tlie form of a spatula; spatulate.

Specialism (spe'shal-izm), n. Special atten-

tion to some one narrow pursuit or branch
of study; the stuily or range of a specialist.

The reader is to be told all about gondolas, so"-
doliers, . . . laeoons, canals, islands, islanders, and
aquatics, . . . Hence the book is one oi speciaiisnts.

The sfecialisms, however, do not lapse into mere
technicalities. Atkenanm.

Speciality, Specialty, [add.} A special

article or class of goods dealt in ; a special
product, manufacture, or article of mer-
chandise.

Speciflal)le (spes'ifi-a-bl), a. Capable of
being specified or stated exactly.

Specificity (spes-i-fls'i-ti), ji. The state or
character of being specific ; speciflcness.

Specificize (spe-sifi-siz), v.t. pret. & pp.
xpecificizt'd; ppr. gpecificizing. To make or
render specific.

Spectioneer. Same as Specktioneer.

Spectrality (spek-tral'i-ti), ;t. The state of

being spectral ; sometliing of a spectral na-
ture. ' Nothing but ghastly spectralities

]»rowling round liim." Carlyle.

Spectre-candle (spek't^r-kan-dl), n. A
popular name for straight fossil cephalopods
like the beleniiiite.

Spectre-crab (spek't6r-krab), n. A glass-
cral).

Spectre-sUrimp (spek'ter-shrimp), n. A
mantis-shrimp.

Spectrograph (spek'tro-graf), n. [From
upectrum, and the term, -graph.] An ap-
paratus by which representations of spectra
are shown, pliutographically or otherwise.
Spectrophone (spek'tro-fon), n. A spectro-
scope nioditled so as to act on the principle
of the radiophone.
Spectrophotometer (spek ' tro - fo - torn " e-
ter), n. A sort i>f spectroscope by which the
relative intensities of two spectra may be
compared, or the intensity of some colour
with a corresponding colour in a certain
spectrum.
Spectroscope (apek'tro-skop), v.t. To ob-
serve by means of a spectroscope. [Rare.]
Spek-boom (spek 'bom), n. [D. sjfek, fat,

boovt, tree.] A shrub of S. Africa, the pur-
slane-tree (which see).

SpelsBology, Speleology (spel-e-oro-ji), 71.

[Gr. spelaion, a cave, and logos, doctrine.]
Scientific facts or knowledge regarding
caves, their formation, &c.
Spellable (spel'a-bl), a. Capable of being
spelt or formed by letters. 'Europe in all

its spellable dialects.' Carlyle.

Spermatium (sper-nia'shi-um), n. pi.

Spermatia (sp6r-ma'ahi-a). In bot. a min-
ute rod-like body occurring in the spermo-
gonium of fungi, and having to do with re-

production; a male non-motile gamete.
SpermatOCjrte (spt^r'mat-o-sit), n. [Gr.
sperma, spermafos, germ, aiaAJcytos, cavity.]
1. A spermatoblast,—2. A cell in which a
spermatozoid is produced.
Spermism (sperm 'izm), n. In hioL the
theory that an animal is developed entirely
from the spermatozoon of the male.—Hence
S^ermist (sp^r'mist), a believer in sper-
mism.
Spermophyte (sp6r'm6-fit), n. [Gr. sperma,
seed, and phyton, plant] In bot. a plant
that produces true seed ; a flowering plant.
Spermoplasm (sp6r'mo-plazm), n. [Gr.
sperma, seed, and plasma, something
formed.] The protoplasm of a spermato-
zoon.

Sphenethmoid (sfen-eth'moid), a. Belong-
ing both to the sphenoid and the ethmoid
hone, or having characters similar to both.
SphenotlC (sfe-not'ik), a. [From sphenoid
and otic] Pertaining to the sphenoid and
ear or auditory organ.
Sphenotresia (sfe-no-tre'si-a), n. [Gr.
sphen, a wedge, tresis, a boring.] The
breaking up of the fetal skull in some
obstetrical cases.

Sphenoturbtoal, Sphenoturbinate (sfe-
n6-t6r'bi-nal, Bfe-no-t6r'bi-uat), a. and n.
[Sphenoid and turbinate.] A tenn specifically
applied to certain bones of the skull, at
first distinct, afterwards fused with the
sphenoid.
Spherular (sfSr'u-lfir), a. Pertaining to a

spherule or spberula ; having the form of a
spherule.
Spliygmoplione(8fig'mo-f0n), n. [Gv.spkyg-
mvs, pulse, and phone, sound.] An in-

strument consisting of a microphone and
sphygniograph combined, making pulse-
beats autlilile.

Spbygmoscope (sflg'mo-skop), n. [Gr.

sphyyinos, pulse, skopeo, to view.] An in-

strument by means of which the pulse-beats
are made visible, often by their effect in

raising the liquid in a small graduated
tube.

Spiflicate (spif'li-kat), v.t. [Probably an in-

vented word,] 1. To confound; to dismay;
to beat severely. Halliwell. [Provincial
English.]—2. To stifle; to suffocate; to kill

'Scrag Jane while I spijlicate Johnny.' Ji.

II. Barham. [Slang.]

Spiflication (spif-li-ka'shon), n. The act of
spifiicating or state of being spitiicated.

[Slang.]

Whose blood he vowed to drink—the oriental form
of threatening spiflication. R. F. Burton.

Spindle -bead (spin 'dl- bed), n. See Reel
and bead, under Reel, Supp.
Spindle-whorl (spin'dl-whorl), n. A disc
attached to an old-fashioned spindle to
give it steadiness when spinning by hand.
Spindling, Spindly (spind'ling, spind'li). a.

Unduly long and slender; growing too tall

in comparison with thickness; excessively
slender.

Spindling (spind ' ling), n. Something
spindling or spindly. Ten7iyson.
Spined (spind). a. 1. Having a spine or
backbone; vertebrate.—2. Having spines or
prickles; covered with spines; spiny.

Spineless (apin'les), a. Having no spine or
backbone. ' A remarkably stout father and
three spineless sons.' Dicke-ns.

Spinetail (spin'tal), n. A name of various
birds having more or less spiny featliers in
the tail, as certain swifts and creepers.
Spinifex (spi'ni-feks), n. [L. spina, spine,
/ado, to make.] 1. A genus of spiny Aus-
tralasian grasses.— 2. A name for Triodia
irritans, called also porcupine grass, an ex-
cessively spiny grass growing in clumps and

Spinifex {Triodia irritans).

covering lai^e areas in Australia, where it

forms a great impediment to travellers.
One species of the same genus belongs to
Britain. See quotation.

This reeion is also marked by the presence of the
'spini/ix or porcupine grass {Triodia irritans).
This is a hard, coarse, and excessively spiny grass,
growing in clumps or tussocks, and often covering
the arid plains for hundreds of miles together. It is
the greatest annoyance of the explorer, as it not
only renders travelling exceedingly slow and painful,
but wounds the feet of the horses so that they are
often lamed or even killed by it. The tussocks are
sometimes 3 or 4 feet high ; they are utterly uneat-
able by any animal, and where they occur water
is hardly ever to be found, A. R. Wallace.

SpinitiS (spi-ni'tis), n. [5pt7ie, and term.
-His.] Inflammation of the spinal cord or
membranes in the horse or other domestic
animal.
Spinning-frame (spin'ing fram), n. Same
as water-frame (which see).

Spinstress (spin'stres), n. A woman who
spins or whose occupation is to spin; a spin-
ster. ' The good Grecian spinstress [Pene-
lope].' Tom Brown.
Spiracular (spi-rak'u-16r), a. Pertaining
to a spiracle or breathing-tube of an animal;
respiratory.

Spiraculiform (spi-rak'u-li-form), a. Hav-
ing the form of a spiraculum or spiracle.

Spiraculum (spi-rak'u-lum), n. pi. Spixa-
cula (spi-rak'u-la). Same as Spiracle.
Spirillum (spi-ril'um), n. pi. Spirilla
(spi-ril'a). [A dim. from L. spira, a coil.]
A name given to many bacteria of a some-
what spiral form.
Spirit-writing (spir'it-rit-ing). n. "Writing
alleged to be the work of spirits

; pneuma-
tography.
Spitz-dog (spitz'dog), n. [Gr. spitz, pointed.]
A small variety of the Pomeranian dog with
short and erect ears, a pointed muzzle, a
curved bushy tail, and long hair, usuallv
white. It is a handsome animal, brisk iii

its movements, quick of apprehension, but
soniewhiit snappish.
Splancbnopleure (splangk'no-plur). n. [Gr.
splanchna, intestines, and pleura, side.] In
embryol. that portion of certain embryos
which develops into the viscera and their
connections: as opposed to the j>'oma(opteHre.
Splendiferous (splen- differ -us), a. [L.
splendor, aiul/ero, to bring.] Splendid; gor-
geous. [C'olloq.]

Splenial (spleni-al), a. [Gr. splenion, a ban-
dage.] In anat. pertaining to the splenius;
serving as a splint or a bandage.
Split-new (split'nu), a. Quite new ; bran-
new; span-new. ' A *pii(-7ifw democratical
system.' Bp. Sage. [Scotch.]
Splitting (split'ing), a. I. Causing a feeling
as if a part would split; as, a splitting head-
ache.—2, Very rapid; exceedingly fast ; as,
a splitt ing pace, [Colkxi . ]

Splurge (splerj), n. [Probably a coined word
suggested by splash, surge, or the like.] A
great display; a piece of ostentation or
showing off. [C<dloq,] Hence Splurgy
(spl^r'ji), a. Of the nature of or belonging
to a splurge.

Spode (spod), n. [Gr. spodos, ashes.] A ma-
terial consisting of calcined ivory, of which
certain small articles are made, as vases, Ac.
Spoof (spof), n. [Origin doubtful.] Decep-
tion; swindling, [Slang]

Spookisll(spok'ish), a. Pertaining to spooks,
ghosts, or spectres; spooky.
Spooky (spok'i), a. Pertaining to spooks or
apparitions; caused by spooks, ghosts, or
supernatural beings; haunted; unearthly.
Spoon, n. [add.] lu golf, a name for three
varieties of club—long, mid, and short-
having a wooden head hollowed so as to be
suited for 'lofting' the ball.

Spoon-net (spon'net), n. A form of angler's
landing-net. Kingsley.

Spoony (spbn'i), 7i. Same as Spooney.
' Like any other spoony.' Charlotte Bronte.
Sportsman, [add.] A man who takes an
active interest in any kind of manly sport,
as in horse-racing, pugilism, Ac; a sporting
man.
Spot- [add.] In billiards (according to the
English game), a small black spot near one
end of the table and midway between the
sides, the position specially belonging to
the red ball. What is called the spot-stroke
is driving the red ball from the spot into
one fif the c<irner pockets by striking it with
a white ball.

Spot-price, Spot-value (spot'pris, spot'-
val-u), 71. Price or value of a commodity
on the spot, that is, in hand and ready for
delivery at once.

Sprillge (sprinj), a. [Probably from verb to
spring.] Active; nimble; brisk; agile. [Pro-
vincial English.]

The squire 's pretty springe, considering his weight.
George Eliot.

Sprint (sprint), n. [Probably connected with
spirt, spv.rt, or spring. ] A short race at high
speed; a short foot-race; a short sharp
course; a spurt.

At the very moment, when aid is begged from
the government, it is proposed to substitute for the
longer course of study, once imperative, a series of
short, sharp, sprints. Nineteenth Ceutitry.

Spruciiy (sprds'i-fi). v.t. pret & pp. spnici-

fied ; ppr. sprucifying. To make spruce or
trim ; to smarten. Cotton.

Spurtle (spur'tl), n. [A dim. connected
with sprit, sprout.] In Scotland, a stick for
stirring porridge or other food ; also a sort

of spatula for turning cakes. Bums uses
the terra spurtle -blade humorously for a
sword.
Sauab. a [add.] Short and dry; tart;

abrupt; curt.

We have returned a squab answer, retorting the
infraction of treaties. H. Walpole.

Squad (skwod). n. 1. A provincial English
term for soft slimy mud.—2 In Cornwall, a
miner's term for loose ore of tin mixed with
eai'th.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tufie, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. f«j/.
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Squall (skwal), n. [Connections doubtful]
A wooden disc used in the game called
squalls, which cousists in driving these discs

smartly from the edge of a board or table to

a mark in the centre.

Squall (skwal), u. I. [See preceding art] To
throw sticks or other missiles at a cock or a
goose: a barbarous sport formerly practised
on Slircve Tuesday. Southey.
Squarson (skwar'sn), n. [Coined from
squire and pamon.] One who is at once the
squire and the parson of a parish; an Eng-
lish landed proprietor who also holds a liv-

in;; in the church. [Humorous.] So also

SiiitarsoiULge parallel with Parsonage.

England is familiar enoutrh with the squarson;
but Andrew Crosse was squire and savant, a rarer
combination. Atkenaum.

Squeegee (skwe-je' or skwe'je), n. [From
squeege, for squeeze.] A wooden implement
somewhat like a hoe, the edge of the blade
being provided with a strip of india-rubber,
used to scrape water from a floor, a deck,
&c. ; any similar article used for an analogous
purpose, as in photography.
Squeeze, n. [add.] The cast or impression
taken from an incised design, inscription, or
the like, by means of some soft substance,
as paper damped and forced into the hol-
lows.

Squireage (skwlr'aj), n. The squires of a
country taken collectively; the untitled
landed gentry. ' The English Peerage and
S'juireaije.' De Morgan.
Squirelet (skwir'let), n. A petty squire ; a
squiivling. Carlyle.

Squirrel - shrew (skwir'rel-shro), n. An
animal uf the genus Tupaia; a banxring.
See Tupaia.
Staffed (staft), a. Provided with a staff in
the sense of a Imdy of officials, officers, or
persons performing certain duties.

Stag (stag). ('.(. To follow warily, as a deer-
atalkerdoesadeer; to dog or watch. [Slang.]

You've been staeci"S this gentleman and me, and
listening, have you? H. Kingsley.

Stag, «. fadd.] A young cock trained for

cock-tlghtiiig.

Stageyness, Staglness (staji-nes), n. The
eharucter or (juality of being stagey or
stagy; theatricality.

Staggerer (stag'^r-er). n. One who staggers;
something that causes a person to stagger;
sr)mething that shocks or astonishes; an
utterly incredible statement.
Stagy (Btaj i). a. Same as Stagey.

Stalwart (»tarw6rt). n. A person who is a
thoruugh Bupp<jrter of some measure or
policy ; a strong and reliable partisan

;

an advocate of extreme or advanced views.

Stanmos (stamnos). n. pi. StamnoKstam-
Doi). [Gr.] In archeeol. an ancient vase or
water -pot closely resembling the hydrla
(which see in Supp.).

Stand-by fstand'bl), n. Something that one
has to rtdy or depend upon; something
always at liantl when required.

Stand-off (standof), a. Keeping people at
due di.st:ince; distant or reserved. [CoUoq.]
Stand-offish (standof ish), a. Stand-off;
distant in manner; not affable. lColIoc|.]

Stark (stark), v.t. To make stark, stiff, or
rigid, as in death.

Arise, if horror have not stark'dyouT limbs.
Sir H. Taylor.

Starken (star'kn), v.i. To make stark; to
make unbending or inflexible: to stiffen; to
make obstinate. 5i> H. Taylor.

Star-moulding (star'mdld-ingXn. Inarch.

Star-moulding, Romsey Church, Hampshire.

a Norman moulding ornamented with rayed
or pointed figures representing stars.

Stat0SC0];>6 (stat'o-skOp), n. [Gr. $tato9,

standing, ifkopeo, to view.] An aneroid
barometer specially constructed for regis-
tering minute variations of atmospheric
pressure.

Steady-going (ated'i-go-ing), a. Going with
steadiness or regularity; of steady and re-

gular habits; not apt to be swayed by ex-
citement or passion.

Steeplejack (ste'pl-jak), n. A man em-
ployed in ascending steeples, tall chimneys,
Ac, for the purpose of executing repairs or
alterations.

Stegosaurua (steg-6-sa'rus), n. [Gr. etego,

to cover, and sauros, a lizard.] A name of

huge fossil reptiles of the Jurassic period,
covered with strong plates of mail.

Stemma (stem'a), n. pi. Stenunata (stem'-

a-ta). [L., from Gr. stemma, a wreath.] A
sort of family tree or table of descent; a
pedigree.

StenopaiC (sten-o-pa'ik), a. [Gr. stenos,

narrow, and ope, an orifice.] Having a nar-

row orifice, especially a narrow slit; having
a narrow slit by which to test astigmatism;
as, stoiopaic spectacles.

Stenosis (ste-no'sis), n. [Gr., from sfenos,

narrow.] A narrowing; narrowness.

Stenotic (ste-not'ik), a. Pertaining to

stenosis.

Stenotypy (ste-no'ti-pi), n. [Gr. stenos, nar-
row, typos, type] A method of using ordi-

nary types in the same way as shorthand
characters are used, with omission of vowels
and the like.

Stephane (stefa-ne), «. [Gr. stephane.} In
archeeol. a kind of ancient Greek coronet,
broad and high above the forehead.

Stephanos (stef'a-nos), n. pi. Stephanol
(stef'a-noi). [Gr.] In archeeol. a wreath,
garland, or crown for the head, awarded in

ancient times as a prize or mark of honour.

Stepped (stept), a. Having steps like those
of a stair; rising in a series of steps.

Stercorary (st^r'ko-ra-ri), a. [L. stercora-

rius, from sterc^ls, dung.] Pertaining to or
consisting of dung.
Stercorate (st^r'ko-rat), v.t. [L. stercorare,

from stercus, dung.] To apply dung to ; to
dung; to manure. Sir W. Scott.

Stereo (ster'e-o), n. A contraction of Stereo-
type : used also adjectively ; as, a stereo

plate.

Stereo-photochromoBCOjpe (ster'e-o-fo'to-

kr6"mo-sk6p), j*. Same as Photochromoscope.
Sterlgma (ste-rig'ma), n. pi. Sterlgmata
(ste-iig'ma-ta). [Gr. sterigvia, a prop.] In
hot. some small stalk or support.
Sterilize, [add.] To free from fermenta-
tive or other germs; to free from living
bacteria or similar organisms, or render
them harmless, as by heat.

Sterilizer (st^r'il-iz-^r). n. That which
sterilizes; an apparatus for destroying bac-
teria or other living germs in air or a liquid.

Stemebra (st^r'ne-bra), n. pi. Stemebrse
(st^r'ne-bre). [From sternum, and the term,
of vertebra.] One of the divisions of a ver-

tebrate sternum; a section of a breast-bone.

Stemite (st^r'nit), n. [From etenmm.] A
sternebra; a section on the under surface
of a segment of one of the Arthropoda or
jointed ;inimals.

Stem-wheeler (8t6rn'whel-6r). n. A steam-
vessel propelled i)y a paddle-wheel at the

Stem-wheeler.

stem. Such vessels are used especially in
shallow and narrow waterways.
Stertor (stcr'tor), n. (See Stertorous.]
Ht«rtor(»U3 breathing; deep snoring breath-
ing, as in ai>oplexy.

Stlchomythla (stik-o-mith'i-a), n. [Or.] In
Greek poetry, dialogue in which two persons
RI>eak alternately in single lines or in sets of
lines of equal number.
Stlck-ln-the-mud (stlk'in-THe-mud), n. A
person of no progi'essive ideas ; a dull
plodder; a slow-coach; a fogy. T. Hughes.
[Colbtq.]

Stlckit (stik'it), p.a. [A Scotch form.]
Stuck ; Incomplete ; having failed to com-
plete the preliminaries necessary for enter-
ing on a career; as, a stickit minister; a
stickit lawyer.
Stiff (stif), n. In commercial slayig, nego-
tiable paper, as a bill, promissory note, or
the like.—To do a bit of stiff, to accept or
discount a bill.

I wish you'd do me a bit of stiff, and just tell your
father if I may overdraw my account III vote with
him. Thackeray.

StlgmatiC, n. [add.] One marked with stig-

mata; a stigmatist.

StlHage (stil'aj), n. [Origin doubtful ] In
some oj)eration8, a stool, bench, or the like,

to keep articles off the ground.

StlU-hunt (stil'huut), v.t. and i. To hunt
in a stealthy manner, as by stalking or lying
in wait for game.
Stimie, St^nie (sti'mi), n. [Origin uncer-
tain; perhaps connected with stime.] In
golf, the lying of an opponent's ball in line
between yours and the hole into which you
wish to putt it.

Stivy (sti'vi), a. [See Stive.] Having a
clifse stuffy atmosphere; stuffy.

Stock (stok). n. [Akin to stook.] A shock
of grain, that is. a number of sheaves set
up; a stook. JProvincial.]

Stockbroking (stokbro-king), n. The busi-
ness of a stockbroker, or one who, acting
for a client, buys or sells stocks or shares,
and is paid by commission.
Stock-rider (stok'ri-d^r), n. In Australia,
a man who rides on horseback in care of
live stock.

Stodge (stoj), n. [Origin doubtful; perhaps
a softened form of stock, a mass, comp. stog\

or akin to stoke.\ A crude mass of matter;
a jumble. [Colloq.]

Stodgy (stod'ji), a. Crude and indigestible;
crammed together roughly. [Colloq.]

The book has too much the character of a stodgy
summary of facts. Sat. Rev.

StOg (stog), V.t. pret. & pp. stogged; ppr.
slogging. [Probably akin to stock, a log,

stake, stick, stodge.] To plunge and fix in
mire; to stall in mud; to mire. [Colloq.]

Theyll ... be stogsr^d till the day of judgment;
there are bogs in the bottom twenty feet deep.

A'i>igsify.

Stone-boiling (st6n'l)oil-ing), n. The pro-
cess of boiling by means of hot stones
dropped in water, as practised by rude
peoples. L. B. Tylor.
Stone-jug (ston'jug), 71. A prison; a jail.

See Jug. [Slang.]

I will sell the bed from under your wife's back, and
send you to the stone-jug. C. Reade.

Stoop (stop), H. [A form of 8?t(Zp;which see.]

A pillar. Quarles.—Stoop and room, a sys-

tem of mining coal, where the coal is taken
out in parallel spaces, intersected Iiy a
similar series of passages at right angles.
Between these 'rooms* 'stoops' of coal are
left for the support of the roof of the seam.
Called also Pillar and Stall or Post and
Stall.

Storiologist (sto-ri-ol'o-jist), n. A person
who studies or treats of storiology.

Storiology (sto-ri-ol'o-ji), n. The branch
of folk-lure that deals with popular stories,
legends, <tc. ; popidar tales collectively.

Storm-belt (storm belt), n. A belt, or long
and comparatively narrow tract, in which
storms are prevalent.

Storm-tossed (storm'tost), a. Tossed by a
storni or storms; Jig. torn or swayed by
gusts of passion or emotion.
Stomello (stor-nel'16), n. pi. Stomelll
(stor-nel'le). [It] A short Italian song of
special form. See extract.

The Italian rispetto consists of a stanza of inter-
rhyming lines ran^jin^ from six to ten in number, hut
often not exceeding eight. The Tuscan and Unibrian
stomello is much shorter, consistinj;, indeed, of a
hemistich naming some natural object which sug-
gests the motive of the little poem.

Theodore Watts (in Ency. Brit.].

Strapper (strap'6r), n. A person who has
to do with straps, or the harness of horses;
a stable-boy or attendant on a stable.

The treatment of horses' legs is a most important
part of stable management, and one which is but too
often imperfectly understood by men who. though
nothing but strappers, call themselves grooms.

Hncy. Brit.

Street-railroad (stret'ral-rod), n. A rail-

road running along the streets of a town; a
tramway in a town.
Stretchy (strech'i), a. Liable to stretch too
much, as cloth or other material.
Strid (strid), 71. [From «(n(/c.] A part in
the course of a stream so narrow that a
person may stride across. Kingsley.
Strldulant (strid'u-lant), a. (See StridU-
r.ous.] Stridulous; strident; stridulating.

Strig (strig), n. [Connections unknown.]
The footstalk of a leaf, Hower, or fruit.

Hence also the verb to Strig, to pick the
fofitstalk from.
Strlke-a-llght (strik'a-lit), n. A specially
shaped flint by means of which a light may
be got Ijy striking sparks from it with steel
or pyrites.

Strophanthin (stro-fan'thin), n. A poison-
ous drug obtained from plants of the genua
Strophanthns (see next), used to some ex-
tent in the form of a tincture as a remedy
in heart-disease, being similar in its action
to digitalis.

ch, cAain; Ch, Sc. locA; g. go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, (Aen; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KUY,
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StrophantllUS ( stro - fan ' tlius), n. [ Gr.

stropbog, a twisted cortl. and anthos, flower.]

A Kenus of climbing phiiits of the natural

onler Apoeynaceie, natives of tropical Africa

and Asia, named from the cord-like seg-

ments of the limb of the corolla. One of

the best-known is S. hispidtis, a widely dis-

tributed African climber, from the seeds of

which the natives prepare a poison for their

arrows. It is these seeds, and those of one
or two other species, that yield the drug
strophanthin. Some of the species are now
well known in greenhouses, wliere they are

cultivated for their showy flowers.

Studentry (stu'dent-ri). n. Students col-

lectively; a body of students. Kiixgdey.

Studentship, [add.] An endowment for a
student in some college or similar institu-

tion.

Stumpt v.t. [add.] To pay at once in cash;

to pay without more ado: often with up.

[Slang.]

Stumpy (stump'i), n. [So called apparently
because money is often stumped up.] Money.
' Forked out the «(u?n^?/.' Dickens. 'Down
with the stumpy.' KingsUy. [Slang.]

Stuporous (stu'por-us), a. Characterized
or marked by stupor; as, stuporoxts insanity.

Stylet, n. [add.] A stiletto. Browning.
Stymie. See Sttmie.
Subantichrist (sub-an'ti-krist), n. A per-

son or power partially antagonistic to Christ;

a lesser antichrist. 'The very womb for a
new subantichrist to breed in.' Milton.

Sub-blush (sub-blush'), h. i. To blush slightly.

*Kaising up her eyes, sub-blushing as she
did it' Sterne. [Rare.]

Subdistinguished (sub-dis-ting'gwish t), a.

Distin',aiislied in some subordinate way;
brought under a smaller subdivision by a
further distinction. De Quincey.
Subhepatic (sub-he-pat'ik). a. 1. Under
the liver or the hepatic region.—2. Having
something of a hepatic character ; resem-
bling the liver in nature.

Submontane (sub-mon'tan), a. Situated
or belonging to the foot of a mountain.
Subspinous (sub-spi'nus), a. l. Situated
under a spine or under the spine, that is,

the backbone. —2. Slightly or somewhat
spinous.

Substituent (sub-stit'u-ent), n. In chetn.

an atom or group of atoms that may be
substituted for or take the place of another
atom or group in a reaction.

Subtematural(sub-t6r-nat'u-ral). a. Under
or less than what is natural. Lowell.

Subterrestrial (sub-t6r-res'tri-al), a. Sub-
terraneiin. * This subterrestrial country.'
Tom Brown.

Subtilizer (sub-til-iz'6r), ?i. One who sub-
tilizes or makes very nice distinctions; a
hair-splitter. ' A subtilizer, and inventor of

unheard-of distinctions.' Roger North.
SubventitiOUS (sub-ven-tish'us), a. Afford-
ing subvention or relief; aiding; supporting.
Urquhai-t.

Succubine (suk'ii-bin), a. Pertaining to a
succuba or succnbus. R. H. Barham.
Succumbent (suk-kum'bent), a. Succumb-
ing

;
yielding ; submissive. ' Not only siic-

cw//(6e/it and passive . . . but actually sub-
servient and pliable.' Howell.
Sudarium (su-da'ri-um), n. pi. Sudaria
(su-da'ri-a). [See Sui>ARy.] 1. A handker-
chief. Sydtiey Smith.—2. A sacred napkin
or similar cloth ; a cloth with a portrait

of Christ miraculously imprinted on it; a
vernicle.

Sudorate (sii'dor-at), n. [L. sxidor, sweat.]
A product of sweat. See quotation under
SriNT l)elow.

Suffragist (suf'raj-ist), n. l. One who has
a suft'rage or vote, or who gives a vote ; a
voter; an elector.—2. One who advocates
some particular right of voting; an advocate
of female voting.

Suint (swint), n. [Fr.] The natural grease
of wool obtained in washing it, and yielding
a considerable quantity of potash.

Another animal fat is the suint obtained in the

S

process of washing wool. This potnssic sudorate
onus no less than a third of the weight of raw wool
in the grease. Chambers's Ency. {New Ed.).

Suitor (siit'or), v.i. To act as a suitor; to
Solicit a woman in marriage; to woo; to
make love. R. H. Barham.
Sumerian (su-me'ri-an), n. Belonging to
an ancient people of Babylonia. See ACCA-
iiiAN in Supp.
Summerly (sum'6r-li), a. Such as is suit-
able to summer; like summer. 'As *wm-
merly as June and Strawberry-hill.' H.
Walpole.

Sun-bath (sun'bath), n. A bath in the sun's

light and heat; an exposing of the naked
body to the rays of the sun for purposes of
health.

Sunderment (sun'd^r-ment), n. The act of

sundering; state of being sundered, parted,

or separated ; separation.

It was therefore apparent who must be the survivor
in case of sunderment. Miss Burney.

Sundowner (sun'down-6r), n. In Australia,

a tramp or vagabond who makes a habit of

appearing at homesteads about sundown in

the expectation of food and a bed.

Sun-glow (sun'glo), n. l. The steady warm
glow of the sun; the glow of the sun at sun-
set.—2. A peculiar glow or light seen aroun<l

the sun, and due to minute particles of

matter in the atmosphere.
Sun-god (sun'god), n. A god of the sun ; a
deity personifying the sun; a solar deity.

Sun-spot (sun'spot), n. A solar spot. See
under S(.)LAK.

Sun-telegraph (sun'tel-e-graf), n. A helio-

stat or heliograph.

Superiomess (su-pe'ri-or-nes), n. Superi-
ority. ' The great superiarness of learning.'
Mias Burney.
Supper (sup'6r), v.t. To give supper to.

' Was suppering the horses.' Mrs. Gaskell.

Supraclavlciilar (su'pra-kla-vik"u-16r), a.

situated above the clavicle ; pertaining to
parts above a clavicle.

Supracondylar (sii-pra-kon'di-I6r), a. Situ-

ated above a condyle or condyles.

Suprahyoid (su-pra-hi'oid), a. Situated
above tne hyoid bone.

Supramaxillary (su-pra-mak'si-la-ri), a.

Pertaining to the upper jaw, its bones,
nerves, ttc. Also used as a noun, the upper
jaw-bone, which in man forms a consider-
able portion of the bony mass of the cheek.

Surmisant (s6r-miz'ant), n. One who sur-

mises ; a surmiser. ' Informants or rather
surmisant^. ' Richardson.
Susurrant (sii-sur'ant), a. [L. s^isurraiu,

ppr. of Husurro, to hum.] Whispering;
susurrous.

The soft susurrant sigh, and gently murmuring
kiss. A uti-jacobin.

Suturally (sii'tu-ral-i), adv. In a sutural
manner ; by means of a suture or sutures.
'Suturally connected.' Ency. Brit.

Swab, n. [add.] A term applied by sailors

to an awkward, clumsy fellow. ' Called
him . . . nwab and lubbard.' Smollett.

Swabbers (swob'6rz). 7t. pi. [Origin of name
doubtful.] An old name for certain cards
at whist by which the holder was entitled
to a part of the stakes.— H'AwfA- and swab-
bers, a particular form of whist formerly
played.

IVhisk and swabbers was the game then in chief
vogue. Fielding.

Swag (swag), n. [add.] A bundle, especially

a bundle in which a person carries his per-

sonal belongings. [Australian.]

Swagsman (swagz'man), n. In Australia, a
man who carries a swag or bundle; a man
travelling on foot and carrying his neces-
saries with him.
Swallow-hole (swoi'16-hol), n. A hole in
which a stream disappears; a sink or sink-

hole.

Swallow-shrike (swol'lo-shrlk), n. Same
as Wood-swallow.
Swallow-struck(8wori6-struk), a. Harmed
in some mysterious way by a swallow, ac-

cording to certain superstitions.

Swamper (swomp'6r), n. A person engaged
in lumbering or other work in a swamp.
[American.]
Swamp-gum (swomp'gum), n. A name for

several of the gum-trees or eucalypts, in-

cluding the gigantic Eucalyptus amygda-
lina. See Eucalyptus.
Swarm-spore (swjirm'spor), n. in bot. a
motile, ciliated, asexual, reproductive cell,

destitute of a cell-membrane, produced in

certain fungi and alga;.

Swear, v.i. [add,]--ro«ioenr &i/, to treat as

an infallible authority; to place great con-
fidence in.

I simply meant to ask if you are one of those who
sTvear by Lord Verulam. Miss Edgeworth.

Swear-word (swar'w^rd). n. A word used
in profane swearing; an oath. [CoUoq.]
Sweat-band (swet'l)and), li. A band inside
a hat or cap to protect it from the sweat of

the head.

Sweater [add.] A garment that causes the
wearer to sweat, or worn on account of his

sweating; especially a woollen jersey worn
by a person who is training for some athletic
sport or contest.

Sweat-gland (swet'gland). n. A sudori-
parous gland; one (tf the glands of the
skin which secrete the sweat. See SUI>0KI-
PAROUS.
Sweety (swet'i), n. A sugar-plum, bon-bon,
or the like Thackeray. [Colloq.]
Swelldom (swel'dum), n. Tlie fashionable
world; swells collectively. Thackeray. [Col-
loq.]

Swlftlet (swift'let), n. A name for certain
small species of swifts, as the Salangane
that produces the edible nests, genus CoUo-
calia.

Swim, n. [add.]

—

The swim, the current of
social or business events: the tide of affairs;

the circle of those who know what is going
on. [Colloq.]

Swimmable(8wim'a-bl),a. Capableofbeing
swum. ' I . . . swam everything swim-
mable.' M. W. Savage.
Swindlery (swindler-i), n. The acts or
practices of a swindler; roguery. Carlyle.

Swinery (swin'er-i), n. A place where swine
are kept; a piggery. 'Windsor Park so
glorious made a swinery.' Dr. Wolcot.
* The enlightened public one huge Gadar-
enes' swinery.' Carlyle.

Swing-swang (swing'swang), n. [A redu-
plication of awing. ] One complete swing or
oscillation of a pendulum or the like, for-

wards and backwards.
Swipe (swip), n. A sweeping stroke orMow;
a stroke given with a swing of the arms, as
in golf.

Swish (swish), n. A word used as Imitative
of various sounds, as of a scythe used in
cutting grain, or a whip cutting the air.

The verb to sunsh is similarly used.

Swisher (swish '6r), n. One who or that
whicli swishes; a teacher who swishes or
fli'gs pupils. [Colloq.]

Swish-swash (swish-swosh), n. [A redupli-
cation of swish.] 1. A swifehing sound; the
sound intended to be suggested by the word
swiitk.—2. A sloppy or wishy-washy drink.

Switchback (swich'bak), n. and a. 1. Term
applied to a railway proceeding on a slope
by a series of zigzags, the train advancing
on one and then being switched backwards
on another— 2. Applied to a short railway
for anmsement, the cars starting from an
elevated point, running down a steep in-

cline, and reaching the slightly lower ter-

minus by the impetus gained in the descent.
there being a series of ascents and descents
between start and finish.

Sword (sord), v.t. To strike or slash with a
sword. Tennyson.
Sword-flighted (sord ' flit - ed), a. Having
certain of the large wing feathers consider-
ably darker than the adjacent feathers,

su^esting that the bird carries a sword by
its side, Darwin.
Sword-stick (sord'stik), «. A walking-stick
in which is concealed a sword or rapier.

SybOtiC (si-bot'ik), a. [From Gr. sybotes, a
swineherd

—

sys, a swine, bosko, to feed.]

Pertaining to a swineherd or his work.
Syllabize (sil'lab-iz), v.t. To form or divide
into syllables; to syllabify. Howell.

Sylphlsh (silf'ish), a. Resembling a sylph;
sylph-like. Anti-jacobin.

Symbion, Symbiont (simbi-on, simTti-ont),

n. [Gr. syn, togetlier, bios, life.] An ani-

mal or plant living in symbiosis.

Symbiosis (sim-bi-6'sis), n. [Gr. symbidsis,
companionship— *;j/;i, witli. tand bios, life.]

The living together or in close relationship

of two different kinds of animals or plants,

or of an animal and a plant, each being of

service to the other in regard to its food,

protection, &c.: commensalisni.
Symbiotic (sim-bi-ot'ik), a. Pertaining to
symbiosis; living in symbiosis.

Symbiotically (sim-bi-ot'ik-al-li), adv. In
a symbiotic manner; in a state of symbiosis.

Encu. Brit.

Symblepharon. Symblepharosis (sini-

blef':i-ron, sini-hlef'a-ro' sis), n. [Gr syn,

together, blcpharon, the eyelid.] A nioriiitl

adhesion of the eyelid to the eyeball, or of

one eyelid to the other.

Symposium, [add] Also the discussion of

a sunject in a periodical, by writers each
expressing his own particular views. [Re-

cent]
Syncytium (sin-sit'i-um), n. [Gr. syn. to-

gether, and kptos, a cavity.] In biol. an
aggregate of cells or of nuclei in a cell.

Syndetic (sin-det'ik), a. [Gr. syndetikos—
sifu, together, deo, to bind.] Showing or

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tiibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abinie; y, Sc. fey.
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forming a connection as by conjunctions or
other words: opposed to asyndetic.
Syndicate (sin'di-kat), v.t. and f. To com-
liiiie in a syndicate; to deal with by a com-
nien-ial or Huancial syndicate.
Syndication (sin-di ka'shon), n. The act
of syndicating; the forming of a syndicate
fi'r purposes of gain.
Syndyasmian (sin-di-as'mi-an), o, [Gr.
simdyasMijs, pairing— syn, together, and
dyo, two] Pertaining to the pairing of
animals, or the union of a male and female
for production of offspring; pertaining to
cohabitation.
Synedrlon, Synedrium (si-ned'ri-on. si-
nc.ln-mii), n. |«r. sytiedrion. See San-
HK]>RiM.

I .\ council or solemn assembly
a s;uiliedrim; a senate.
Sjmergastlc (si-n4r-gas'tik), a. (Gr. gyn,
togetlier, erijastikoH, working, from ergon,
work.] Working together; co-operative;
arising from co-operation. - Symrgastic
theory, in lingnistic science, the theory
advanced by Max -Miiller, following Noir^,
that language originated in the sounds
spontaneously uttered by people engaged
tou'ether in some common piece of work-
called jocularly the ' yo-heave-ho ' theory

'

Sjmesls (sin'e-sis), n. [Gr.j In gram, the
meaning of the words in a passage as op-
posed to tlie strict grammatical syntax
Syngenesis (sin - jen ' e - sis), n. (Or. syn,
together, and geiierU, generation. ] Sexual
reproduction; or more restrictedly, the
tlleory that the embryo derives its sub-
stance partly from both parents, being thus
a product of both.
Synonyiolty (sin-o-nimi-ti). n. The state
or coii'lition of being.synonymous
Syntroplc (sin-trop'ik), a [Or. eyn, to-
gether trepo, to turn.) Turning in the
same direction; similar and lying the same
way.
Syzyglal (si-zij'i-al), a. Pertaining to a
syzygy.

Sy?ygy. [add.) A partial coalescence of two
individual organisms, parts, or organs with-
out loss of individuaUty; the parts or orsan-
isnu ao unitetL

T.

Tabby, Tabby-^at. [add.] A female cat.
Tabepacular. [add] DeQuincey uses the
w..ni as nicarjing low or vulgar, referring
apparently to the L taberna, a tavern He
stigmatizes the word 'shortcomings' as
'horribly tabemaciitar'.

Table-cut (tj»l)l-kut), a. in jewelry, cut so
as to liave a flat upper surface of some size
See T.ll)l.E. 16.

Table-rapping (ta'l)l-rap-ing), n. Among
spirituuhsts, the production of raps by or ontaMes tlir.Migh the agency of spirits.
Tabller (Ul-ble-a), n. (Fr ] An apron; a part

if a la.ly s dress resembling an apron
Tabloid (Ub'lold), ». [From taiU.] A kind
ot tablet or lozenge, having some medicinal
quality; a troche.
Tnnlclde (te ni-sld), 71. [L ttenia, a tape-worm, and cado, to kill.] Some drug or sub-
stance that kills tape-worms.
Tsniform (te'ni-form). a. Having the form
of a tfenm or tape-worm
Taenlfuge (teni-faj), „. [l. tmiia, a tape-
worm, and/Hjare, to cause to Hee.] Some-
thing swallowed in order to expel tape-worms

; a vermifuge for tape-worms.
T4U-end, 'I. ladil.] .,(. Inferior corn sepa-
rateil from grain of a superior quality,
liread made o' tail-ends.' George Eliot

Tallle-;douoe (ta-yi-dos), n. [Fr. taille. cut-
ting, douce, soft.] Jingraving on copper as
distinguished from etching. • Engraving in
taUledaiice.' Scolmnan uewnixtper
TaUpr (ta'ler). V.I. To apply tlie tailor's art
to; to lit with clothes. See fpiotation under
PKE-SAltTORIAL.
Tailor-made (ta'ler-mad), a. Made by a
teilor; made so as to fit the figure well and
to requiie little or no trimming: said of a
lady s dress.

^^-Plpe (tal'pip), v.t. To attach something
to the tail of. especially of a dog. Kingsley.
Talkee-taUcee (take-ta'ke), «. 1. Mere tau.
5r chatter; tivaddle

; pretentious language.
2, Brok-ii Lnglisli; a corrupt dialect. 'The
liilkf^-tulkec of the slaves.' Sonlhey
Tallow-wood <tari6-w,|d), „. A species of
Jiucalyptus (E. microcoryt) and also ita

wood, this being of a very oily character
and hard and durable.
Tambourgl (tam-bor'ji),M. [From tamftmtr

ii drum .] A Turkish drummer. Byron.
Tam-o'-shanter (tam'6-slian-t6r), n. [Fromlam 0' Slianter, the hero of a famous poem
by Burns.] A cap resembling the old broad
bonnet of Scotland, that is, round with a
nattish crown, and with tlie edges of the
crown projecting.
Tandem, [add.] a form of cycle cairying
two or more, one in front of another
Tank-car (tangk'kiir), n. A car or railway
wagon carrying a large tank for the convey-
ance of petroleum.
Tanne (Uin'nS), «. [Gr.] The German name
of the silver-flr

; pi. Tannen.
But from their nature will the tannen grow
Loftiest on loftiest and least shelter'd rocks.

Taoism, Taoulsm (tao-izm. ta'o-izm), "n.
-An ancient religion of China founded by
the philosopher Lao-tsze, non-theistic but
teaching a pure morality, though latterly
associated with belief in magic and with
other superstitions.
Tappen (tap'en), 11. [Akin tap, a plug, to
tap.] A sort of hard mass that forms in the
intestine of a bear during its winter sleep.
During the winter sleep a Co/>/v., is formed, that is.

a plug which closes the alimentary vent It issimply due to the desiccation of the last faecal' masswith the mucus of the alimentary canal.
standard Nat. Hist.

Tarpon, Tarpum (tar-pon, Uir'pum), n
[Origin unknown.] A flsh distantly related
to the herring, inhabiting the waters of the
Atlantic that wash the warmer portions of
America and the West Indies, and affording
good sport to the fisherman. It is till
ilegalopi atlaiitims. reaches a length of 6
or 6 feet, is generally of a fine silvery
colciur, and has very large scales which are
used for ornamental purposes.
Tasar (tas'ar). n. Same as Tmieh.
Tauten (t»'tn). v.t. and i. To make taught
or tightly stretched

; to become taut.
Tavern-token (tav'Srn-to-kn). n. A coin of
low value, struck by a tavern-keeper in for-mer times, and current among his customers
and others on sufferance.—To mallow a
tavern-token, to get tlrunk. B. Jonson.
Teagle (tegl), n. [Perhaps akin to tackU ]A hoist; an elevator; a lift. [North of
England.]
Tea-rose (te'roz), n. A name for roses
which have a scent resembling that of tea
Technique (tek-niik), n. [Fr] Technical
skill or manipulation

; technic
Teeing-ground (teing-ground), n. In golf,
the space marked out at each hole and
withiu which the ball must be teed (set on
the tee) in playing.

Teff(teO, n. [Abyssinian name] Poaabyssi-
ntca. a cereal plant largely cultivated in
Abyasmia, with very small grains furnishing
a flue white flour, from which excellent
bread is made.
Teknonomous (teknon'o-mus), a. Pertain-
im; to or luactising teknonomy.
Teknonomy (tek-nonomi), n [Or. («*7ion
a cliild, onoma. a name.) The practice
prevalent among some people of naming a
parent after his or her child
Telautograph (te-Iato-graO. n. [Or. tfle
at a distance, and graphs,, to write.) An
electric apparatus by means of which a fac-
simile of a person's writing (or a drawing
or the like)may be transmitted toadistance.
Telegony (te leg'o-ni), n. [Or tele, at a dis-
tance, and gone, birth, offspring] The in-
fluence of the previous fertilization of a
female on her subse(|Uent offspring; the in-
fluence exercised by a first sire upon pro-
geny obtained by suljsequent sires, as in
the breeding of animals.
The belief in 7V/<f„,y. among breeders and fan-

ciers IS .ery widely spread. The general consensus
ol opinion among our correspondents is that it fre.quently occurs in cats, occasionally in dogs and
horses, rarely m birds. an<l almost never lii cattle

?i^t,h=,";'i?'u Ti.T"'J''/''>',"''''"=
"'•"" '"">'" in-

sist that It IS the first fertilisation only that has anyeffect upon subsequent offspring by a different male
A'c/. of Birit. Assixitition. 1894.

Telegraph-plant (tel'e-graf-plant), u. Des-modmm gyram. also called Semaphore-
plant. .See Desmodicm.
Telekinesis (tel'eki-ne'sis), n. [Or. tile at
a distance, kmisie, movement.) Movement
produced by one body or object in another
without contact or visible means of pro-
ducing movement: one of the alleged
spiritualistic phenomena.
TeleMnetlc (tel'e-ki-net'ik), a. Pertaining
to telekinesis.

ch.rii.ta: eh.8c.IocA; g.go: i.job; f>, Fr. ton; ng, ,i„^: n. then- Ih.

Telemeter, [add.] An apparatus by which
the variations recorded by any physical or
other instrument furnished with an index
can be shown at a distance by means of
electricity, as in tlie teletherniograph and
telethermometer.
Telepheme (tel'e-fem), n. [Gr. tele, at a
distance, phemi, I speak.] A message sent
by telephone.
Telethermograph (tel-e-thsrmo-graf) nA thermograph, the indications of which
are conveyed to some distance by means of
electricity.

Telethermometer (tel'e-th«r-mom"e-t6r),
M. A tliemiometer, the temperatures shown
by which are recorded at some distance by
means of electricity.

Tellurian (tel-m'ri-an), a. [L. tellus, tellurit.
the eartli.] Pertaining to the earth or to an
inhabitant of the earth. De Quincey.
Tellurian (tel-lu'ri-an), n. An inhabitant of
the earth. ' If any distant worlds . . . are
so far ahead of us Tellurians. ' De Qtdncey
Telpherage (tel'ffir-aj), )i. [Or. tele, far,
phero, to carry.) An automatic system of
transporting goods on an elevated line by
means of electricity. Hence also Telpher-
Ime, Telpher-way, applied to such an ele-
vated line.

Tenderfoot (teu'dSr-fut), n. pi. Tender-
foots. In Australia and N. America, one
who is new to the life in thinly settled
regions; a new-comer not yet accustomed
to rough colonial life.

TendrUled (tendrild), a. Furnished with
tendrils. Southey.
Tenslonal (ten'shon-al), a. Pertaining to
tension

; consisting in or arising from
tension.

Tent-pegging (tent'peg-ing), 71. A military
sport or exercise, in which a man on liorse-
back riding at a gallop attempts to strike
and lift on the point of a lance a tent-peg
stuck firmly in the ground.
Tephrlte (tef'rit), n. [From Gr. tephra,
ashes.) A name of certain comparatively
modern volcanic rocks of varied composi-
tion, often ash-gray or blackish in colour
Terrain (te-ran'), 71. [Fr, from I. terra,
earth.] A limited area or tract of laiitl as
marked by some special features, or as the
scene of certain operations

;
ground or field

of action.

Terramara(ter-ra-ma'rii),»i. pi. Terramare
(ter-rii-miira). [It.) The name for certain
mounds or elevations occurring in parts of
north Italy, especially in the plain between
the Po and the Apennines. These mounds
may be about 16 or 17 feet in height by 200 in
diameter, and owe their origin to crannog-
like structures which had been built in
swampy localities or in basins artificially
hollowed out. Kitchen refuse and rubbish
of various kinds gradually accumulated un-
der the fioor-beams of the ancient dwellings
and formed the basis of the mound, which
gradually increased in size as time went on.
Some of the terramare appear to have been
inhabited as early as the neolithic period,
but the greater number are of later origin
as they contain utensils, implements, antl
ornaments of bronze. There is a remark-
able agreement in structure and remains
between the teiramare and the Swiss nile-
dwellings.

Tersion (tSr'shon), n. [See Terse.] The
act of wiping or rubbing; a cleaning by
wiping. Ency. Brit.
Tetany (tet'a-ni), 71. [See Tetanus.] A
disease m which spasms of some group of
muscles occur at irregular intervals; tet-
anus occurring iiTegularly.
Tetrapolls (te-trap'o-lis), 71. [Gr, from
telra, four, polis, a city.] A group of four
towns or cities; a region marked by four
cities.

Textlet (tekst'let), 71. A short or small text
Carh/le.

Thalassocracy (thal-as-sok'ra-si), 71. [Or
thalassa, the sea, kratos, rule.] Rule or
command of the sea; naval supremacy
Thalassography (tlial-as-sog'ra-fi), 71. (Or
thalassa. tlie sea, grapho, to write.) The
branch of knowledge dealing with the sea
oceanography.
Theatrophone (thc-at'ro-fon). 71. [Theatre
and the -phone of telephone. ] A telephone
from a theatre or opera-house, by which a
person at a distance may hear the perfor-
mance.
Theftuous (thef'tu-us), a. Characterized by
theft

:
of tlie nature of a theft ; thievish.

Theftuously (theftu-us-li), adv. In a thef-
tuous manner; thievishly.

thin;
.
ttig; wh, icAig; zh, anire—See Key.
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Theoteclmy (the'o-tek-ni), n. (See Theo-
TECHSic] The intervention of gods or

divinities, as u feature of some literary

work ; the supernatural element or * ma-
chinery '. Gladittone.

Tberiomorphic (the'ri-6-mor"fikX a. [Gr.

tJierion, a wihl beast, and morphe, form.]

Having an animal form ; represented under
an animal form. 'Theriomorphic gods.'

Andrew Lang (in Ency. Brit).

Theroid (the'rold), «. [Gr, tker, an animal,

and eidon, form.] Resembling an animal;
partaking of animal peculiarities.

Thersltical (th^r-sit'i-kal). a. Resembling
or ctiaracteristic of Tkersites, a scurrilous

character in Homer's Iliad; hence, grossly

abusive; scurrilous; foul-mouthed. 'A pelt-

ing kind of thersitical satire, as black as the

very ink 'tis wrote with." Sterne.

Thill [add.] The floor or bottom surface of

a coal-mine ; the clay under a coal seam.

Thirdsman (th^rdz'man), n. An umpire

;

an arbitrator; a mediator.

There should be somebody to come in thirdsman
between Death and my principal. Sir If. Scott.

ThomasUe (tom'as-it), n. Any member of

a religious body of recent origin, who be-

lieve that God will raise all who love him
to an endless life in this world, but that

those who do not shall absolutely perish in

death ; that Christ is the Son of God, in-

heriting moral perfection from the Deity,

our human nature from his mother; and
that there is no personal devil. Called also

Chrixtadelphian.

niooid (tho'oid), a. [Gr. thus, a jackal or
similar animal.] In zool. pertaining to the
wolf and kindred animals. Prof. Flower.

Thoracocentesis (th6-ra'k6-8en-te"8is), n.

[Gr. thorax, the chest, kentesis, a punctur-
ing.] In surg. the operation of puncturing
the chest in order to draw off some fluid

that has collected.

Thoracotomy (tho-ra-kot'o-rai), n. [Or.

thorax, and tome, a cutting.] In surg. the
operation of cutting into the thorax.

ThornlesS (thornles), a. Free from thorns.

'Youth's gay prime and thornless paths.'

Coleridge.

Thought-reader (thftt'red-6r), n. One who
can read another person's thoughts, or pro-
fesses to do so. See next article.

Thought-reading (tha,t'red-ing), n. The
reading of a person's thoughts ; the alleged
power possessed by some persons of reading
or discovering what other persons may be
thinking of, this faculty being generally
exercised by muscular contact with the
person whose thoughts are read, and being
explained as really imiscle-reading.

Thremmatology (threm-a-tol'o-ii), 71. [Gr.

thienuna, thremmatos, an animal bred or
reared.] The science or doctrine of breed-
ing or propagating animals. Ency. Brit.

Throwlng-stick (thro'ing-stik), n. A stick
used by some rude peoples to aid them in
throwing their speara or javelins.

Tinglish (ting'glish), a. Having a tingling
sensation ; keenly sensitive. ' Alive and
ti/igiish. ' Browning.
Toff (tof), 7i. [Origin doubtful.] A person
of wealth or social standing; a beau; a
dandy; a 'swell'. [Slang.]

Toman (tom'an), n. [Gael toman, a hillock,

dim. of torn, a mound or eminence.] A hil-

lock; a knoll. Written sometimes Tomhan.
[Scotch.]

The western slopes of the valley are mottled by
grassy tontkans—the moraines of some ancient gla-
cier, around and over which there rose at this period
a low widely spreading wood of birch, hazel, and
mountain ash. Hugh Miller,

Tombola (tom'bo-la), n. [It] A kind of
lottery common in France and some parts
of the United States, and not unknown in
Britain. Fancy articles are usually distri-

buted, being allotted according to numbers
attached to them, the corresponding num-
bers being drawn from some receptacle.
Tondo (ton'do), n. [It.] A majolica plate
with a brim broad in proportion to the cen-
tral part, and ornamented in a special way.
Toneless, [add.] Not having the accent;
unaccentuated. Whitley Stokes.
Tone-master (ton'mas-t^r). n. A master of
tone; a skilled composer of music.
Tone-poet (ton'po-et), n. A composer of
music, especially an able composer.
Tonga (tong'ga),n. [HmA. tdngd.] A strong
two-wlieeled, four-seated low carriage used
in districts of India where there are no
made roads, and drawn by two Indian ponies.
Whitworth, Anglo-Indian Dictionary.

Tootle (to'tl), v.i. pret. & pp. tootled; ppr.
tootling. [Dim. of toot.] To blow a horn or
pipe; to toot in a petty or trivial manner.
Top, v.t. [add.] In golf, to hit the ball

with a club above its centre.

Topical, [add.]— To^ji'cal song, a song con-
taming allusions to topics of local interest

or to matters forming common topics of
conversation.
Torchon (tor-shoh), n. [Ft.] A kind of

paper with a rough surface used by painters
in water-colour, picture-framers, &c.
Torpedo (tor-pe'do), v.t. pret. & pp. tor-

pedoed ; ppr. torpedoing. To attack or
strike with a torpedo ; as, to torpedo a
vessel.

Torpedo-catcher (tor-pe'do - kach-6r), n.

A swift steam-vessel intended to operate
against torpedo-boats.
Torpedoist (tor-pe'do-ist), n. One who uses
torpedoes ; a person employed in, or in-

structed in the use of, torpedoes.

Torpedo-net, Torpedo-netting(tor-pe'd6-
net, tor-pe'do-net-mg), n. A net or netting

Torpedo-netting (Buliivant system),

A, Ship provided with an all-round torpedo-net.
B, The net, usually 30 feet by 20 feet.

C, Hollow steel spars, specially attached to the
ship's side, with rigging for raising and lowering the
net.

of strong iron or steel wire hung round a
vessel on booms or spars for the purpose of
intercepting torpedoes or torpedo-boats.

Torpedo-school (tor-pe'do-skol), n. A
school in which the use of torpedoes is

taught.

Torpedo-tube (tor-pe'do-tub), n. A tube
in a war-vessel through which torpedoes
are intended to be launched into the water.

Torsade (tor-sad'), n. [Fr. See TORSE, Tor-
sion.] Something in a twisted form; an
ornamental twist ; a torsel.

Tortillon (tor-te-lyoh), n. [Fr., from L. tor-

tus, twisted.] A short firm roll of paper
used as a stump in charcoal drawing.
Touch, n. [add.] A state in which one of
two parties has a knowledge of the other's
position, opinions, intentions, &c. ; as, a poli-

tician who is out of touch with his consti-

tuents; the one party of scouts had lost

touch of the other.

Tower-owl (tou'6r-oul), n. A name of the
barn-owl.

Toxin (tok'sin), n. [See Toxic] A ptomaine
or poisonous substance developed in an
animal body ; a substance produced by dis-

ease germs or bacilli. See ANTITOXIC in

Supp.
To-year,t adv. [Comp. to-day.] For the
present year; this year. J. Webster.

Trabecula (tra bek'u-ia), n. pi. Traheculse
(tra-bek'ii-le). [Dim. of L. trabs, a beam.]
In physiol. (a) one of the cartilaginous plates
in an embryo lying in front of the para-
chordals, and from which the vertebrate
skull is developed, (b) A bar of supporting
tissue penetrating some softer structure.

Trabecular (tra-l>ek'ii-16r), a. Pertaining
to, or connected with, trabeculse.

Tramp, n. [add.] A trading vessel that
does not sail on a regular route, but is ready
to convey a cargo anywhere ; as, an ocean
tramp ; a tramp steamer.
Tranquillize (tran'kwil-iz), v.i. To become
tran([uil.

ril try, as I ride in my chariot, to tranquillize.
Richardson.

Transandlne (trans-an'din), a. Across or
crossing tlie Andes.
Transformism (trans- form 'izm), i\. The
doctrine as to remarkable transformations
or modifications of form in the descent of
animals or plants from more or less remote
ancestors.

Transmontane (trans-mon'tan), a. [L.

trantimontaiius— trans, across, mons, mmi-
lis, a mountain.] Across or crossing a moun-
tain or mountains.
Transpontine (trans-pon'tin), a. [L. trans,
beyond, and pons, pontic, bridge.] Situated
beyond or across a bridge, especially across
the bridges over the Thames at London

;

belonging to the south or Surrey side of the
river Thames, and to the theatres there, at
which an inartistic and sentimental style
of melodrama used to be popular; hence,
melodramatic.
Transposer (trans-poz'6r), n. One who
transposes.

Transpositor (trans-poz'it-fir), n. One who
transposes; a transposer. Landor.
Trauma (trama), n. [Gr. trauma, a wound.]
A wound; comlition resulting from a wound
or external injury; traumatic condition.

Triapsal, Triapsidal (tri-ap'sal, tri ap'si-

dal), a, [Prefix tri, and apse, apeidal.] Hav-
ing three apses ; fonning three apses.

Triaxal, Trlaxial (tri-ak'sal, tri-ak'si-al),

a. Having three axes.

Tribesman (tribzman), n. pi. Tribesmen
(tri))z'men). A member of a tribe,

Trichinize (trik'in-iz), v.t. pret. d: pp. tri-

ckinized
;
ppr. trichinizing. To affect with

trichinic or trichiniasis.

TrichOlOgy (tri-kol'o-ji), n. [Gr. tkrix,

trichos, hair, and logos, doctrine.] The
science of the hair; scientific knowledge ©f
the hair.

TrichorexiS (trik'o-rek-sis), n. [Gr. thrix,

trichos, hair, and rexis, a breaking.] An
unhealthy hrittleness of the hair.

Trichromatic (tri-kro-mat'ik), a. [Gr. tri-,

three, and chroma, colour.] Pertaining to

three colours ; pertaining to that theory of

colour-sensation according to which the
appreciation of the varied hues in nature
depends upon three fundamental sensations
of colour, one associated with blue or
violet, another with green, and the third
with red.

Tricipital (tri-sip'it-al), a. [See Triceps.]
Tlnee-headed ; having three points of origin,

as a muscle.
Tricircular (tri-s6r'ku-16r), a. Pertaining
to three circles.

Triconsonantal (tri - kon ' so - nan - tal), a.

Consisting of or marked by three consonants,
as Semitic roots. See Triliteral.
TricrotlC (tri-krotik), a. [Gr. tri^, three.

and krotos, a beat.] Marked by three beats,
as the normal human pulse.
Tricycle (tri'si-kl), v.i. To use a tricycle.

Tricycler, Tricyclist (tri'sik-lfer, tri'sik-

list), n. One who rides on a tricycle.

Trijunction (tri-jungk'shon), n. [Prefix tri,

2i\\i\ junction.] The junction of three things;
a triple junction.

Tripper, [add.] One who takes part in a
trip or excursion; one of a party on a special

cheap trip. fColloq.] nineteenth Century.
TriSUla (tri-sd'la), n. [Skr. ] A kind of tri-

dent; in Hind, antiq.

a Brahmanical and
Buddhist three-point-
ed symbol or ornn-

m ent, representin t:

tlie trident of Siva. It

is used ornamentally
on the end of flag-

stuffs or standards and
on sword-scabbards,
and also, more pro-

minently, over the
gateways of topes.

Written also Truul.
Trisulphide (tri-sul'-

fid), Ji. A sulphide in

which three atoms of

suljthnr are in com-
bination.

Sanchi Tope. ' Tritagouist (tri-tag'-

o nist).n. [Gr.trit(^6-

nwtes—tritos, third, agOnistes, an actor.J

The third actor in the ancient Greek drama.

Trolley, [add] l. A kind of small truck

running on rails, as in mines, iron-works,

&c,—2. A small grooved wheel or pulley

at the end of a pole or conductor, rolling

along a wire suspended above a roadway
and conveying electricity from the wiie

along the conductor to an electric motor in

a car running on a street or road railway;

hence the compounds Trolley-car, Trolley-

line, Trolley-system. iV'c.

Trooper, [add.] l. a cavalry horse.— 2. A
ship for carrying troops; a troopship.

Trooping the Colours. A ceremony per-

fonnedby troops assembled on parade for

Fate, t&r, fat, fall; me, met. h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abttne; \\ Sc. fey.
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moimting guard, the colours being marched
alons? the front of the men.
Trophic (trof'ik), a. [Gr. tropke, nourish-
ment. See Trofhi.] Pertaining to nourish-
ment; pertuiniug to or connected with the
process of nutrition.

^OphOblast (trofo-blast). n. [Gr. trophe,

nourishment, blastos. a germ.] In biol. a
layer that does not go to form the embryo,
but has to do with its nutrition.

Trophoneurosis (trof'6-nu-ro"8is), n. [Gr.

tropfip, nourishment, and E. 7ieurosis.] In
pathol. defective nourishment of some part
through failure of nerves to act properly.

TruistiC (trij-is'tik), a. Of the nature of a
truism; containing a truism or truisms. See
qtiotatiou at Repetitious in Supp.
Tryma. [add.] May be more accurately
defined as a one-seeded fruit with a well-

defined stony endocarp. and with the outer
portion of the pericarp fleshy, leathery, or
fibrous; distinguished from the drupe by
being derived from an inferior instead of a
superior ovary: exemplified in the walnut.

Trypograph (trip'o-graf), n. [Gr. trypaO,

to perforate, and grapho, to write.] 1. A
stencil produced by means of a stylus, and
a sheet of special paper laid on a steel plate
that has a surface cut like a file. When
something is written with the stylus the
minute steel points produce perforations in

the paper which then may be used as a sten-

cil—2. Something written or reproduced in

this way.
Trypsin (trip'sin), n. [Origin doubtful.] A
peculiar ferment, the most characteristic
constituent of pancreatic juice* Ency.
Brit.

Trypsinogen(trip-sin'6-jen), n. [See above. ]

A substance consisting of minute granules
found in the cells of the pancreas. Eticy.
Brit.

Tsech (cheih), n. Same as Czech in Supp.
Tubage (tu'baj), n. The act of furnishing
or providing with a tiibe : the insertion of

a tube into some passage or canal of the
body.
Tubal (tu'bal), a. Pertaining to a tube ; of
the form of a tube; tubate.

Tubate (tii'bat), a. Having the form or
elijuiictei of a tube; tubiform; tubular.

Tube-foot (tub'fut). n. One of the organs
of locomotion in the echinoderms, consisting
of a small protrusible tube filled with fluid.

Tuberculum (tu-ber'kulum), n. pi. Tuber-
CUla (tu-b^i^ku-la). A tubercle or little

tuber; a name in particular applied by
anatomi.Ht3 to certain bodies or parts.

Tuck-in, Tuck-out (tuk'in, tuk'out), n. An
ample rm-al; a rich repast; a treat. [Slang]
Tumble-weed (tum'bl-w6d), h. A name in
America for various plants that in the end
of summer shrivel up into a globular form,
and becoming detached from their place of
growth roll over the ground when the wind
blows, thus scattering their seeds abroad.
Tum-up (t^m'up), n, A disturbance; a
fight; a fray or row. [CoUoti.]

TlUTi-up (t^rn'np), a. Turning up; that
may be turned up, as a l>ed. when not in use.

Each stall has a turn-up bedstead, a small table,

and a large bureau. Stanlty M. Ltathes.

Turps (t^rps), n. A trade name for oil (or
spirit) of turpentine.

Turret, [add.) A strong cylindrical iron or
steel structure rising perpendicularly above
the deck of a war-vessel, and containing
one or more heavy guns that can be turned
in any direction by causing the turret to
re VI live.

Turtle-back, [add.] An arched covering
by which part of the deck of a steamer is

roofed in to protect it from heavy seas

Twist, ». [add.]t The bifurcation or fork
of the body; the part where the legs divide.

There was a man . , . whose height was such, that
a roan of common height might easily go under his
twist without stooping. HolinsHed.

I stepped forward to where the Moor was, and
making as if I stooped for something behind him, I

took him by surprise with my arm under his twist
and tossed him clear overboard into the sea. Defoe.

Twy-natured (twi'na-turd), a. Having a
twofold nature.

A satyr, a satyr, see.
Follows : but him I proved impossible

;

Tivy'Hatured is no nature. Tennyson.

Twy-prong (twi'prong), n. An instrument
with two prongs. 'And that's no twy-prong
but a pastoral cross.' Brotcnviff.

Tyg (tit:), n. A kind of mug or tankard: a
tii: Eii^y. Brit.

Tylopod (ti'16-pod). n. One of the Tylopoda;
a member of the camel family.

Tylopodous (ti-lop'o-dus), o. [See Tylo-
poda.] Having pads instead of hoofs; re-

sembling in structure the camel's foot.

Type-cutter (tip'kut-6r), n. a person who
cuts or engraves dies from which printing
types are to be produced.
Type-write (tip'rit), v.t. To copy or print
by means of a type-writer.

Type-writing (tip'rit-ing), n. The art or
process of using a type-writer; the written
or printed matter so produced.
T3T)hlitis (tif-H'tis), n. [Gr. typhlos, blind
—referring to the ccecum or blind-gut, from
L. ccecus, blind— and term, -itis, denoting
inflammation.] In med. intlamraation of
the caecum.
Tjrphloid (tif'loid), a. [Gr. typhlos, blind,
eidoSy form.] Somewhat blind; partially
blind; seeing imperfectly.

Typhlosis (tif-16'sis), n. [Gr. from typhlos,
blind.] TJie state of being blind; blindness.
Typhomalarial (ti'f6-ma-la"ri-al), a. Hav-
ing the character both of typhus and ma-
larial fever; produced by filthy aud malarial
conditions combined.

U.

Ugly (ugli), v.t. To make ugly; to dis-

figure ; to uglify. * His vices all ugly him
over.' Richardson. [Rare.]

Uitlander (oit'land-*r, wit'land-6r). n. [D.

,

lit. oiit-lander.] A foreigner in the Transvaal
not possessing full political rights.

tntra-red (ul'tra-red), a. Beyond or outside
the red end of the solar spectrum.

tntra-Violet (ul-tra-vi'o-Iet), a. Beyond
the violet eiiti of the spectrum.
Ultra-zodiacal (urtra-z6-di"a-kal), a. Situ-

ated or passing beyond the zodiac.

Unascendable (un-as-send'a-bl), a. Inca-
pable of being ascended, climbed, or mount-
ed; unscalable. 'Impending crags, rocks
unagcendable.' Southey.

UnbUssful (un-blis'fui), a. Not blissful;

unhappy; miserable, 'That unbliss/ttl

clime. ' Tennyson.
Unbodlng (un-bod'ing), ppr. Not boding
or anticipating; not lookmg forward to.

I grow in worth, and wit, and sense,
unbodittg- crilic*pen, Te*inyson.

Unconformistt (un-kon-form'ist), n. A non-
conformist. 'An assault of uiiconformists
on church discipline.' Fuller.

Uncular (ung'ku-lfer), a. Of or pertaining
to an uncle; avuncular. [Humorous.]

The grave Don , . . clasped the young gentleman
... to his uncular and rattier angular breast.

De Quincey.

Uncus (ungOnis), n. pi. Und (un'si). [L.

uncus, a hook.) A hook or hooklike struc-

ture or appendage ; especially as a term In

zoology and botany.

Uncut, [add.] Not having the edges cut,

as a book ; not having the roai^ns of the
leaves pared or trimmed.
Undercharge (un'd^r-charj), n. A chaise
smaller than the proper charge.
Understudy(un'di^r-stud-i), «. In theatrical
language, an actor or actress who has made
a special study of some part so as to be able
to undertake it in the absence of the regular
performer.
Undtllous (un'du-lus), a. Undulating; rising

and falling like waves.

He felt the unduious readiness of her volatile
paces under him. R. D. Blackmore.

Unfilleted (un-finet-ed), a. Not bound up
with, or as with, a fillet. ' Its small handful
of wild flowers unfilleted.' Coleridge.

Unfleshly (un-flesh'li), a. Not fleshly; not
human; incorporeal; spiritual.

Those i*'tfl€shty eyes, with which they say the
very air is thronged. C. Reade.

UnhlStoriC (un-his-tor'ik), a. Not historic;
nut treated in history; not supported by
dne historic evitlence.

Unlcentral(u-ni-8en'tral), a. [L. unus, one,
centrum, centre.] Having a single centre
or source ; spreading from one centre.

Unicom. l&M.] A Scottish gold coin of the
reigns of James III., IV., and V.. so named
from the figure of a unicorn on the obverse,
value 23 .shillings Scots or Is. llrf. sterling.

Unicuspid, Unicuspidate (u-ni-kus'pid,
u-ni-kus'pi-dat), a. Having hut one cusp,
as a tooth.

UnldactylOUB (u-ni-dak'tilus), a. [L. unus.

one, Gr. daktylos, a finger or toe.] Having
only one digit.

Unidigitate (u-ni-dij'i-tat), a. [L. umis, one,
digitus, adigit] Having but one digit; uui-
dactylous.

UnifariOUS (u-ni-fa'ri-us), a. [L. unu^, one,
and the term, of b ifarious—which see.]

Forming one row or series; not bifarious or
multifarious.

Unilaterally (u-ni-lat'6r-al-li), adv. In a
unilateral or one-sided manner; with rela-

tion or reference to one side only.

Unimaginative (un-i-maj'i-nat-iv), a. Not
imaginative; having or showing no imagina-
tion ; matter-of-fact ; prosaic.

Unionism, [add.] The principles and sen-
timents of political unionists, especially
those who advocate the maintenance of the
existing union between Great Britain and
Ireland.

Unionist, [add.] A supporter or the present
political and parliamentary union between
Great Britain and Ireland ; an opponent of
the proposal to give Ireland a separate par-
liament from that of the United Kingdom.
Unipeltate (u-ni-pel'tat), a. [L. unus, one,
pelta, a shield.] In zooL having one shield
or carapace; not bipeltate.

Unipetalous (u-ni-pet'a-lus), a. [L. uiius,

one, and E. petal.] Having or consisting of
but one petal, from abortion of the others.

Uniplanar (u-ni-pla'n6r), a. [L. umis, one,
plativs, plane.] In math, belonging to or
existing in one plane.
Uniporous (u-nip'o-rus), a. [L. tmus, one,
porxis. a pore.] Having one pore only.

Uniramous (u-ni-ra'mus), a. [L. unus, one,
and rannis, a branch.] Having one branch
or ramus only; not biramous.
Unisepalous (u-ni-sepalus), a. [L. unus,
one, and E. sepal.] Having one sepal
only.

Unisezuality (u'ni-seks-ii-al"i-ti); n. The
state or character of being unisexual, or of
one sex only; a condition opposed to her-
maphroditism. Huxley.
Unisonal (unis'o-nal), a. Exhibiting uni-
son; being in unison.
Unisonally (u-nis'o-nal-li), adv. In a uni-
sonal manner.
Unitation (u-ni-ta'shon). n. A reduction to
units; expression of a quantity in terms of
a certain unit.

Unmoral (uu-mo'ral), a. Not moral; having
nothing to do with morality; neither moral
nor the oppr)site.

Unpiloted (un-pilot-ed), a. Not piloted
or guided through dangers or difficulties.
* Unpiloted by principle or faith.' Charlotte
Bronte.

Unquestionability (un-kwest'ynn-a-bil"i-
ti), n. The state of being umiuestionable;
that which cannot be ([uestioned or doubted;
a certainty. * A great heaven-high unques-
tionability.' Carlyle.

Unsailorly (un-sai'or-li), a. Showing bad
seamanship ; not like the work of a good
seaman, W. Clark liussell.

Upkeep (up'kep), n. A keeping-up; main-
tenance in a state of efilcieucy.

Upstirring (up'stir-ing), ji. A stirring up;
uisturbance. • Prodigious upstirring of the
mystical and metaphorical depths.' Aca-
demy.
Upthunder (up-thun'd6r), v.i. To send up
a noise like thunder. 'Central fires through
nether seas upthundering.' Coleridge.

Up-to-date (np't\(-dat), a. Having its In-

formation brought up to the most recent
time ; having features or characters of the
newest or most recent stamp. [Colloq.]

Urachus (u ra-kus), n. pi. Urachi (u'ra-ki).

[Gr. otirachos.} In anat. a cord-like struc-
ture extending from the bladder to the navel
and originally forming part of the navel-
string.

Urseus (u-re'us), n. [Gr. ouraiog—oura, a
tail.] The Egyptian cobra or asp; a figure
of this serpent used in ancient Egypt as a
symbol of power. See Asp.
Uralite (u'ral-it). n. [From being discovered
in the Cral Mountains.] A mineral which
has the crystalline form of augite, but other-
wise agrees with hornblende in its char-
acters, having a greenish colour and silky
lustre.

Uranometry (u-ra-nom'et-ri), n. [Gr.

ouranos, heaven, metron, measure.] 1. The
measurement of the heavens or of celestial

distances.—2. A map showing the stars and
constellations.

Uratoma (I'l-ra-to'ma), n. [From urate.) In
med. a deposit or concretion consisting of
urates, as at some joint.

ch, cAain; th, 8c. locA; g, go; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, (Aen; th, thin; w, ufig; wh, whig; zh, a?ure.- See Key.
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TTratOBls (u-ra-to'sis), >i. [See preceding art. ]

In iiicrf. the deposition of urates in some
tissue of the body.

Uredlne (u're-din), n. In bot. one of the

Uredinei; one of the minute parasitic fungi

known as ntst, smut, Ac.

VrinolOKy (uri-nol'o-j'i). n. [Urine and
obKji/.] The scientific linowledge of the

urine and its indications as regards health

or disease.

UrlnoscopiO (uri-nd-skop"ik), a. Pertaining

to uriuoscopy.
Urlnoscopy (u-ri-nos'ko-pi), n. [ (Trine, and
Gr. skopeo, to view.) The examination of the

urine as an aid in diagnosing and treating

Urocliord (u'ro-kord), n. [Gr. oura, tail,

chorde, a chord.] A structure in theTuni-
cata representing the notochord of verte-

brates.
Urogaster(u'ro-ga5-t6r), n. [Gr.ouron, urine,

gaster, the belly. ] A collective name for the
urinary passages.

Uromere (u'ro-mer), n. [Gr. oura, tail, meros,

a part.] A caudal segment of an animal's

body.
Uropod (ii'ro-pod), n. [Gr. oura, a tail, pom,
podos. a foot. ] A name of certain appendages
of the tail or caudal extremity of crustaceans
serving as feet.

Uropoiesis (u'ro-poi-e"8i8), n. [Gr. ouron.

urine, poiesis, a making.] 1. The secretion or

formation of urine.—2. Urination; micturi-

tion.

UropOletiC(u'ro-poi-et"ik), a. Pertaining to

uropoiesis; serving to secrete urine; urinary;

uriniparous.
_

Uropygial (u-ro-plj'i-al), a. Pertaining to

the uropygium or rump of a bird.

Uropygium (ii-ro-pij'i-um), ?i. [Gr, oura,
tail, pijg^. rump.] In ornith. the rump; the
part formed by the vertebra of the tail.

Urorrhcea (u-ro-re'a), 7*. [Gr. ouron, urine,

rheo, to flow.] The involuntary emission of

urine.

Urosacral (ii-ro-sa'kral), a. [Gr. oura, tail,

and E. sacral.] In ornith. pertaining to the
vertebrie between the sacrum and the tail.

Urosonie(u'ro-som), n. [Gr. oura, tail, soma,
body.] The terminal section or somatome
of an animal.
Urosthene (u'ros-then), n. [Gr. oura, tail,

sthenon, strength.] An animal having great
strength in its tail, as a whale.
Usucapient (u-zu-ka'pi-ent), n. One who
acquires by usncaption. Ency. Brit.

Usucapt (ii'zu-kapt). v.t. To acquire by
usucaption. Ency. Brit.

Uxorious, [add.] Doting on a husband
(or, perhaps, excellent as a wife).

The only men who, as I opine, ouglit to be allowed
the use of clubs, are married men without a profes-
sion. The continual presence of these in a house
cannot be thought, even by the most iixorious of
wives, desirable. Thackeray.

V.

Vaagmer (vag'mer), n. [Icel. vdg-tneri, lit.

wave-jnare.] A northern tish remarkable
for the extreme compression of its body
compared with its length; the deal-tlsh
(which see).

Vaccinal (vak'si-nal), a. Pertaining to vac-
cine; arising from vaccination; as, vaccinal
fever.

Vaccine (vak'sin), n. 1. The matter used in

vaccination; vaccine lymph, obtained either
from the pustule produced in a healthy
child by vaccination, or direct from an ani-

mal affected with cow-pox.—2. The virus of
any disease used similarly and for a similar
purpose.
Vaccinella (vak-si-nel'la), n. An eruption
sometimes resulting from vaccination.

Vacclnic (vak-sin'ik), a. Pertaining to or
arisintr from vaccine.

Vacuolar (vak'u-o-l^r), a. Pertaining to or
of the nature of a vacuole.
Vacuous, [add.] Marked by vacuity of mind;
erapty-headed; void of ideas; unintelligent;
as, a vacitou^ young man ; a vacuous stare.
Thackeray.
Valence (va'lens), n. [L. valentia, strength,
from i-ai«?i*, ppr. of valere, to be strong.] In
cheni. the combining strength or capacity
of atoms refen-ed to hydrogen as a standard;
the force which determines with how many
atoms of an element an atom of another
element will combine or how many it may
replace; equivalency; atomicity.

Vallate (val'lat). a. [L. vallatus, from vallum,
a rampart.] Surrounded with a rampart or
something similar; having a raised edge;
cup-shaped.
Vallecula (vai-iekula), n. pi. Valleculae
(val-lek'u-le). [A dim. from L. valll^; vaiten,

a valley.] A little furrow or groove; a slight

depression : used chiefly in anatomy and
botany.
Valval, Valvar (val'val. val'v^r), a. Pertain-

ing to a valve; of the nature of a valve; val-

vular.

Vanillism (va-nil'izm), n. An ailment caused
by working among vanilla, and marked by
a papular eruption, headache. Ac.

Vanmost (van'most), a. Foremost in the
van; farthest to the front. Carlyle.

Vanner (van'^i-), n. In mining, an apparatus
or machine for dressing ore; a machine for

separating ore from refuse matters.

Vapulatory (vap'u-la-to-ri), a. Pertaining
to vapulation or flogging. J. li. Lowell.

Vargueno (viir-gen'yo), n. [From Vargas
near Toledo.] A sort of cabinet or escritoire

made originally in Spain, and consisting of

an ornamented box-like body set on a stand,

one side being made to fold down or open
by means of hinges on its lower edge.

Varicoloured (va'ri-kul-6rd), a. Of various
colours; variegated in colour.

Variety, [add.] Variety entertaimnent,
variety show, a public entertainment ot
performance of a mixed kind, in which, for

instance, singing, dancing, juggling, short
dramatic pieces, &c., may all be combined.
— Variety theatre, a theatre in which such
performances are exhibited.

Variometer (va-ri-om'e-t6r). 71. [L. varius,

various, and Gr. metron, measure.] An in-

strument used in measuring the variation
of the earth's magnetism at different places.

Varnishing-day (viir'nish-ing-da), 71. A day
on which artists who have got their pictures
hung in an exhibition are allowed to varnish
and finally touch them up before the public
opening.

Varsity (var'si-ti), n. A colloquial abbre-
viation of University.

Vascularly (vas'ku-16r-li), adv. In a vas-
cular manner; by means of vessels or canals,

as tliose of animals or plants.

Vasosensory (va-s6-sen'so-ri), a. In physiol.

said of nerves that convey sensation to ves-

sels.

Vaaqulne (vas-ken'), n. [0. Fr. vasguine=
Vv.oasguine, lit. a Bastiue garment.] A
kirtle or petticoat. Sir W. Scott.

Vastus (vas'tus), n. pi. Vasti (vas'ti). [L.

vastus, vast.] In aimt. either of two large
muscles in the front of the thigh and helping
to extend the leg.

VeiUeuse (va-y6z), 71. [Fr., from veiller, L.

vigilare, to watch.] A night-light; an or-

namental shade or screen for such a light.

Velamen, Velamentum (ve-la'men, ve-ia-

nien'tum). n. pi. Velamina, Velamenta
(ve-lara'i-na, ve-la-men'ta). [L.] Acovering
membrane; a membranous envelope; an in-

tegument: applied variously in anatomy and
zoology.

Veld, Veldt (velt or felt), 71. [D. veld, field.

See Field.] In South Africa, an open plain;

a grassy tract.

Venerer (ven'6r-6r), 71. [See Venery.] A
huntsman; a watcher of game; a game-
keeper. ' Our venerers, prickers, and ver-

derers. ' Browning.
Ventil (ven'til). n. [Gr. ventil. a valve, from
L. ventxis, wind.] A valve in a musical wind-
instrument, as a cornet.

Ventrad (ven'trad), adv. [L. venter, belly,

ad, to.] In anat. towards the belly or ven-
tral surface of an animal.
Ventrally (ven'tral-li), adv. In a ventral
manner or position; on or towards the
belly.

Ventriculus (ven-trik'u-lus), n. pi Ven-
triculi (ven-trik'u-li). [See VENTRICLE.] A
ventricle.

Ventroinguinal (ven-tro-in'gwi-nal), a. [L.

venter, the belly, inguen, the groin.] Per-
taining both to the belly and the groin.

Ventrolateral(ven-tr6-lat'6r-al). a. Pertain-
ing both to the ventral and lateral parts of
the body, or to the belly and sides.

Ventrotomy (ven-trot'o-mi), n. [L. venter,

the belly, and Gr. tome, a cutting.] In surg.

a cutting into the belly or abdomen.
Vermian (vci-'mi-an). a. [L. vennis, a worm.]
Like a worm; wormlike; pertaining to the
Vermes.
Vermilingual, Vermilinguial (v6r-mi-
ling'gwal, ver-mi-ling'gwi-al), a. [L. vermis,
a worm, lingua, a tongue.] Having a worm-

like or vermiform tongue, as ant-eaters and
certain lizards.

Verrier (vei-'i-6r). n. [Fr. verrier, from vene,
L. vitrurn, glass.] A glass-maker or glass-
worker; an artist in glass. 'Writers on the
verrier's art. ' A thenceum.
Verso (v6i^86), 71. [L. versus, turned.] The
back or reverse side of an object; the second
page of a leaf ; the left-hand page in a book,
as opposed to recta.

The cut on the verso of the leaf is out of keeping-
with the style of the book, Athet^f^um.

Versual (v6r'su-al), a. [L. verms, verse.]
Pertaining to verses, as of the Bible,

Vert (v6rt), 71. One who passes over from
one church or sect to another: a colloquial
contraction ot pervert or concert.

Old friends call me a pervert ; new acquaintances
a convert; the other day I was addressed as a 'lert.

It took my fancy as offending nobody, if pleasinfF
nobody. Expericncts 0/a 'Vert' I1865).

Verteljrarium (v6r-te-bra'ri-um), n. [From
vertebra.] The spinal column, aa composed
of vertebrse.

Vertebration (v6r-te-bra'shon), n. Forma-
tion or origination of vertebra;; division of
the spinal column into vertebral segments.
Vesicotomy (ves-i-kot'o-mi), n. [L. vesica,

the bladder, and Gr. tome, a cutting.] In
surg. incision of the bladder; cutting into
the bladder,

Vesico-uterine (ves'i-ko-u't^r-in), a. Per-
taining to the bladder and uterus,
Vesiculation (ve-sik'ii-la"8hon), n. The
formation or appearance of vesicles; an
aggregate of vesicles.

Vesiculo (ves'i-kul), 71. A vesicle (which
see).

Vesiculiform (ve-sik'u-li-form), a. Having
the form of a vesicle or vesicule.

Vespiform (ves'pi-form), a. [L. ve^a, a
wasp.] Having the form of a wasp.

Vestigrial (ves-tij'i-al), a. Pertaining to a
vestige or vestigium; having the character
of a vestige or remnant of a structure for-

merly existing in a complete and entire
condition; in hiol. said especially of organs
or parts that have apparently a rudimentary
character, but have acquired this character
by degeneration from a higher and more
perfect condition in the course of evolution.

Vestigium (ves-tijium), n. pi. Vestigia
(ves-tij'i-a). [See VESTIGE.] A vestige; a
vestigial structure in an animal. See Ves-
tigial.
Vesturer (ves'tu-rer), 71. 1. A keeper of
ecclesiastical vestments; a sacristan or sex-

ton.—2. A sub-treasurer of a cathedral or a
collegiate church.
Vet (vet), 71. A common contraction of
veterinary surgeon. [Colloq.]

The JAtaka book sets the matter right, and in-

forms us that . . . monkey-fat (for outi^-ard applica-
tion) was the real thin^ ordered by the royal T/cts,

Dr. Morris (in Acadefny).

Vetanda (ve-tan'da), n. pi. [L.. from veto,

to forbid.] Things to be forbidden; things
prohibited. Ency. Brit.

Vibrator (vi'brat-6r), 7i. One who or that
which vibrates; as: (a) one of the reeds in a
harmonium or American organ. (6) In elect.

a reed the vibrations of which open and
close an electric circuit, (c) In printing,
an inking roller with a vibratory movement.
Vicaress (vik'a-res), 71, A female vicar; a
vicar's wife.

Vicarius (vi-ka'ri-us), n. pi. Vicaril
(vi-ka'ri-i), [See Vicar.] A vicar or sub-
stitute; the substitute of some official.

Vice-dean (vis' den), n. An official of a
cathedral appointed to act for the dean.

Vice-regent <vis're-jent), 71. The deputy of

a regent or ruler.

Victimizer tvik'tim-iz-6r), n. Oue who vic-

timizes, Thackeray.
Victorian (vik-to'ri-an), a. 1. Pertaining to

Queen Victoria of Great Britain or her
reign; as, the Victorian era; Victorian poets.

—Royal Victorian Order, an orderof knight-

hood instituted by Queen Victoria. 2l8t

April, 1896, It is confened upon British sub-

jects as a recognition of services rendered
to the sovereign, and also upon such for-

eigners as may be selected for the honour,

the latter ranking as honorary members. It

embraces Knights Grand Cross—G.C.V.O.;
Knights Commanders—K. C, V. O. ; Com-
manders—C.V.O.; members of the Fourth
Class, and members of the Fifth Class—
M, V. O,— 2, Pertaining to the colony of

Victoria in Australia,

Viduate (vid'tj-ilt). n. [L. vidua, a widow.]

The order of widows in the early church;

the condition of a widow.

Fate, fftr, fat, fflll; mfi, met, hfir; pine, pin; note, not, m6ve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Viduation (vid-u-ashon), n. [See above.]
The state of being widowed or bereaved.
View-point (vu'point). n. Poiut of view;
staud-puint; poiut from which a view or
prospect is obtaiued.

Dame's famous Pietra Piina. the modern Pania
della Croce, near Lucca, the southern and most con-
spicuous peak of the Alpi Alpuane, and a glorious
•oirtvpoint, D. //'. Freshjield.

Vigneron (ven-y6-r6h), n. [Fr., from vig^u,
a viae.] A grower of vines; a wine-grower;
aviticulturist. 'A well-known UiV/ne/'ou and
land-owner iu S. Australia.' Academy.
Vlgnettist (vin-yet'ist), n. One who pro-
duces vignettes; an artist skilful in vi-

giiettes.

Vi^Onya (vi-gon'ya), n. and a. Same as
Vicwjiia, Vicufla, but especially used as a
trade term for imitations of vicugna wool,

Tlllanelle (vil-a-nel), n. [Fr. villanelle,

from It. villanella; from viltano, rustic.

See Villain.] A short poem or song origi-

nating among the French writers, written
in verses of seven or eight syllables, ar-

ranged in couplets, and with a recurring
refrain; in the strictest form consisting of
nineteen verses, with only two rhymes.

ViIleggiatura(vil-ed'jil-to"ra), 7i. [It, from
villa, a country residence. ) A stay or period
spent in the country for change of air;

residence in the country.
Vinarian (vl-ua'ri-an), a. [L. vinarius, from
vinuiit, wine] Pertaining to wine.

Vine-louse (vinlous), »». An insect injuri-

ous to vines, as the Phylloxera or other
insect.

Viniculture (vin'i-kul-tur), n. [L. vinum,
wine, and cultttra, culture.] The culture of
wines; viticulture.

Vinlferous (vl-nif'fir-us). a. [L. vinum,
wine. an(i/«ro, to bear] Producing wine.
Viparlous (vi - pa ' ri - us), a. (Irregularly
formed from L. vita, life, or vivutf, living,

and pario, to produce.] Life-producing or
life-renewing. [Rare.]

A cat the most viparious is limited to nine lives.

Lord Lytton.

Virtuosa (vir-tu-d'sa), it. A female vir-

tuoso.

Virtuosity, [add.] Excellence or skill in
one or otiier of the fine arts; special artistic

dexterity; command of the tectiuique of a
musical instrument.

Virus, [add.]

—

Attenuated tints, the virus
of some contagious disease lesseued in viru-
lence by artiflcifil processes, as by repeated
inoculation; disease germs (microbes, ba-
cilli) artitlcially cultivated and made less
potent.

Vlscerofikeletal (vis ' e - ro - skel - e - tal), a.

Same a3 Sflanchnoskeletal {in Supp.).
Vltlcultural (vit-i-kul'tur-al), a. Pertain-
ing to vitiiulture or wine-growing.

Vitic\llturiSt (vit-I-kul'tur-ist), n. One
who is engaged in viticulture; a wine-
grower
vltrlne (vit'rin), n. [Fr. vitrine, from vitre,

L. vitrum, glass. See ViTRKOCS.] A glass
show -case, especially one for exhibiting
small articles that require protection, or
are not intended to be handled.

It has been fitted with cases which are filled with
the gems, gold and silver works, and relics in amber.
. . . The greater number of these relics are now
arranged in I'tlrines, and so placed that anyone may
examine them completely, and without dtmculty.

Athtnixtint.

VlVtsect (viv'i-sekt), vX. To subject to vivi-

section; to experiment on by means of vivi-
section.

Vivisectional (viv-i-sek'shon-al), a. Per-
taining to vivisection.

Vivlsectionist (viv-i-sek'shon-ist), u. One
whit practises vivisection, or who is a sup-
porter nf tlie practice; a vivisector.

Vlei. Vley (vli or lli), n. [Of Dutch origin,
probal)]y a form equivalent to valley,] A
name in S. Africa for a hollow filled with
water in the rainy season; a shallow pond
or temporary sheet of water.

Vocallon (vo-ka'li-on), n. A musical instru-
ment allied to the harmonium, but having
broader reeds and giving much richness and
variety of tone, the tone being quite dif-

ferent from that of the harmonium.
Volapuk(vola-puk), n. [An invented name,
based on the two words world and sjteak,

and equivalent therefore to ' world-speech '. ]

A language intended for international use,
and invented in lh70 by J. M. Schleyer. a
Swabian pastor resident in Constance. The
vocabulary consists of Engli.sh and other
words reduced to as simple and easily pro-
nounceable forms as possible, and the gram-

mar is made equally simple, there being no
exceptions or irregularities in declension,
conjugation, *tc. Many grammars, diction-
aries, &c., of Volapuk liave been published,
and the language has to some extent estab-
lished itself as a medium of commercial
correspondence.
Volar (v6'16r), a. [From L. volare, to fly.]

Suited for flying; serving for flight; as, the
volar membranes of the bats. Prof. Flower.
Voltage (vol'taj), n. Electromotive force
measured in volts.

Voodoo, VoudOU (vo-dbO, n. [From Fr.
vaudois, one of the VValdenses, who, being
heretics, were accused of sorcery; vaudoise
meaning a witch, and vauderie, sorcery.]
1. Among the negroes of the West Indies and
United States, a person who professes to
be a sorcerer or to possess mysterious and
superhuman powers; a person who is be-
lieve<l to be able to produce extraordinary
results by mysterious powers and rites.—2.

The powers or practices of such a person
collectively ; negro sorcery. The word is

also used as an adj. and a verb.

Voodooism (vo-db'izm), n. The body of
l)eUefs and practices connected with Voo-
doos.

W.
Wag (wag), n. An act of wa^ng; a shake
or swing ; as, the wag of a dog's tail.

Wage-earner (waj'6r-n6r), n. One who
earns wages.
Wager-boat (wa'j6r-b6t), n. A kind of
racing boat, used more especially on rivers.

Wager-cup (wa j6r-kup), n. A cup given as
a prize for a race.

Wage-worker (wajw6rk-6r), n. One who
works for wages; a wage-earner.
Wagon-Jack (wag'on-jak), n. A jack for
raising a wagon or other vehicle, so that
tiie wheels may be taken off if necessary.
Wagon-lock (wag'on-lok), n. A sort of
brake applied to a wagon or other vehicle.

Wagon-tree (wag'on-tre), n. A small S.

African tree {Protea gratidijlora), the timber
of which is used by wbeel-wrights and
others.

WabOO (wa-hb'), n. [Amer. Indian.] The
name iu X. America for several trees, in-
cluding the burning-l)U5h (Eiionyimig atro-
purpureim) and a small species of elm
(Vlmus alata).

Waiver-Clause (wa'v6r-klftz), n. A clause
or sentence in the prospectus of a new com-
pany or joint-stock undertaking, stating
that though all contracts affecting the busi-
ness or promotion of the company have not
been set forth (as according to law they
should be) yet applicants for shares will be
deemed to have 'waived' their rights to
receive this information. Wilson, Stock
Exchange Glossary.

Walk-over (wftk'6-v6r), n. A race gained
by a horse tliat has no competit^jr and
simply walks over the course, or at anyrate
does not go over it at racing speed ; lience
any victory easily gained ; a case where
there is no effective opposition. [Collo<i.]

Wane, It. [add.] The natural bevel on sawn
timber got from a log tlxat has not been
sawn square.

Waney (want), a. Said of sawn timber that
sltows part of the wane or natural bevel of
the wood, where the bark is or has been.
Waratali, Warratah (wo'ra-ta), n. [Austra-
lian.] An Australian shrub of the genus
Telopea (especially T. speciosissima), nat.
order Proteaceae, about six feet high, with
splendid crimson flowers somewhat re-
sembling a peony . It is sometimes culti-

vated iu European greenhouses.
Wash-out (wosh'out), n. A hollow or ex-
cavation produced by an excessive flow of
water, as in the bank of a stream or in a
roadway.
Water-hole (wft't6r-h61), n. A hole or
hollow in which fresh water is found in an
arid region, as in parts of Australia and S.

Africa; a pond formed by the rains and
liable to dry up.

Water-pore (wa't^r-por), n. A pore or
minute orifice on the surface of an animal
or plant, serving for the emission of water.
The descxiptton of the waler-fiores occurring on the

teeth or margins of many leaves is particularly to be
noted, . . . They diner in size and other details
from the more numerous air-stomata. Athenaum.

Water-skin (wiv't6r-skin), n. A skin bag

for carrying water, such as is often used iu
warm and arid countries of Africa and Asia.

Here was the famous Be'er Shekeek, or 'Well of
Shekeck ', whence we were to lill our -water-skins.—
//'. G. Palstave.

Water-smoke (wa't6r-sniok), 7i, A name
for fog or mist seen rising from the surface
of a body of water and caused by evapora-
tion.

Water-tiger (wa't^r-ti-ger). n. A name given
to the larva; of certain water-beetles from
their carnivorous habits.

Water-tower (wfi't6r-tou-6r), n. l. A tower
forming part of a system of water supply.

—

2. A lofty structure by which water is di-
rected upon a burning Iniilding.

Watt (wot), n. [From James Watt, the cele-
brated inventor.] The unit of electrical
power, being the rate when the electro-
motive force is one volt and the current one
ampere, equivalent to the 7-16th part of one
horse-power.
Wavery (wa'v6r-i), a. Wavering; shaky;
marked by unsteadiness.
Wave-shell (wav'shel), n. In earthquake
shocks, one of the waves of alternate com-
pression and expansion, having theoreti-
cally the form of concentric shells, which
are propagated in all directions through
the solid materials of the earth's crust
from the seismic focus to the earth's sur-
face. Ency, Brit.

Wax, n, [add.] A fit of anger or rage.
[Slang.]

She's in a terrible vjax, but she'll be all right by the
time he comes back from his holidays, H. ICingsley.

Waxy, a. [add.] Angry; wrathful; indig-
nant. [Slang.]

It would cheer him up more than anything if I

could make him a little tvaxy with me. Dickens.

Weather-Stain (weTH'^r-stan). n. A stain
or marking caused by the weather. Long-
fellow.

Weather - stained (weTH'6r - stand), a.
Markfil with weather-stains.
Weber (vaber), n. [From Weber, a German
pliysitist] In elect, the unit otherwise
known as a coulomb.
Wedge-press (wej'pres), n. An oil-press
in which the pressure is got by means of
wedge.s.

Wedge-tailed (wej'tald), a. Having a tail
somewhat resembling a wedge in shape

:

said of certain birds which have the middle
tail feathers longest, the others gradually
decreasing in length on either side.

Weldless (weldles), a. Formed without
welding, as a metal ring or tube.

Well-turned (wel't^md), a. Turned well

;

especially neatly and suitably expressed;
put in skilful and apposite terms; as, a well-
tvrnrd compliment.
Whale-back (whari)ak), n. A steam cargo
vessel of peculiar shape, having little or no
upper deck properly so-called, the upper

Whale-back.

surface being arched or rounded over so as
to present somewhat the appearance of a
whale's back. Such vessels are used as grain
carriers on the great lakes of America.
Whale-headed (wharhed-ed). a. Having a
head resembling that of a whale; as, the
tvhale-headed sUirk or whale-head. See

Whale-lance (whal'lans), n. A lance used
by whale-fishers as a weapon to attack
whales.

Whale-oil (whal'oil), n. Oil obtaiued from
the blubber of whales or other cetaceans;
train-oil.

Whirlle, Whirly (whcr'li), n. A rude
shelter constructed by the aborigines of
Australia.

Whiskerando (whis-k6r-an'd6), n. [Pro.-

bably from I)on Whinkerandos, who appears
in Sheridan's play The Critic] A humorous
nan)e for a person with whiskers or a beard.
Thackeray.

ch, e^in; Ch, Sc, locA; g, go; j, job; fi, Fr, ton; ng, sin^'; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, «'/tig; zh, a^ure.—See Key,
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White-brass (whit'bras), n. An alloy of

zinc ami a small proportion of copper.

Wind-Chart (wind'chart), n. A chart show-

ing the prevalent winds and their directions

at any season of the year for any region of

the earths surface.

Wind-dog (wind'dog), n. A popular name
for the fragment of a rainbow seen against

a small cloud and supposed to presage

wind. Also called a iyind-gall.

Wine-bibbing (winbib-ing), a. Addicted
to the drinking of wine. Macaulay.
Wine-party (win'par-ti), n. A party to

wliich persons are invited for the special

purpose of drinking wine: common in

university language.

Winter-bourne (win't6r-b6rn), n. A name
fur a spring that appears intermittently in

some of the English chalk districts.

Wintered (win't6rd), a. 1. Having lived or

existed so many winters.—2. Having suffered

or experienced trials.

Winterless (win't6r-les), a. Having no win-

ter; free from winter weather.

Wirer (wir'6r), n. One who wires, in any
sense of the verb; one who snares game.
Tennyson.
Wire-way (wiKwa), n, A set of wires or

wire-ropes set up for the purpose of carry-

ing goods or materials, the articles carried

being placed in suitable receptacles which
travel along the wires or are carried by means
of an endless wire-rope.

Withering (wiTH'6r-ing), a. Such as to

wither, blast, or destroy; baleful; deadly;

destructive; as, the troops were exposed to

a withering Are.

Wolf-tooth,Wolfs-tooth(wulf'toth,w\iif8'-
toth), n. A small supplementary tooth that
sometimes appears in the horse's mouth in

front of the molars.

Wood-block (wijd'hlok), n. A block of

wood (especially box) on which an engrav-
ing is cut, the lines of the design being in

relief. See Wood-engRAVING.
Wooden, [add.] Showing want of spirit or
intelligence; unintelligent; dull; stupid;

prosaic; as, poetry of a wooden sort.

Wooden-head (wiid'n-hed), n. A dull or
stupid person; a blockhead. [CoUoq.J
Wooden-headed (wud'n-hed-ed), a. Stupid;
dull; unintelligent. [CoUoq.]
Woodlte (wud'it), Ji. [From the inventor
Mrs. Wood.] A recently introduced elastic

material, one form of which consists mainly
of india-rubber specially treated, and is

recommended as a backing for ships' armour-
plates, since holes made in it immediately
close up; another variety being intended for

raft purposes in ship constructmn on account
of its buoyancy. Brassey's Naval A^miial.

Wood-pulp (w^d'pulp), n. Wood reduced
to a pulp, and used for making paper, now
a substance of great commercial importance.
Wool-oil (wuroil), n. The oily substance
from the skin of the sheep which makes the
fleece greasy; lanolin; yolk.

Word-blind (w6rd'blind), a. Unable to
read from a loss of memory that makes one
forget what written or printed signs stand
for—sometimes the result of disease. The
person affected may be quite able to speak
and understand what is spoken, and may
even be able to write.

Word-blindness (wSrd'bllnd-nes), n. The
state or condition of being word-blind.

Work-girl (w6rk'g6rl), n. A girl or young
woman who works at some handicraft,
trade, or manual occupation.
World-language (wferldlang-gwaj), n. A
language used or known all over the world.
Wreck-chart (rek'chart). ji. A chart show-
ing the places at which shipwrecks have
occurred during any given period.
Writing-set (riting-set), n. A set or col-

lection of articles useful to a person who
writes, and designed so as to form a desir-

able whole.
Wykehamist (wi'kam-ist), n. One who is

or lias been receiving education at Win-
chester College, one of the great public
schools of England, founded by William of

Wykeham.

X.

Xanthodont(zan'th6-dont),a. [Gr. xantkos,
yellow, odous, odontos, a tooth.] Having
teeth of a yellowish colour, as certain
rodents.

Xanthoma (zan-tho'ma), n. [From Gr.

xanthos, yellow.] An affection of the skin,

consisting in the appearance of yellow
patclies. especially on the eyelids.

Xanthomelanous (zan-tho-mel'a-nus), a.

[Gr. xanthos, yellow, inelofi, melan, black,]

In ethnol. said of races that have black hair

and yellow, brown, or olive skins. Huxley.
XaJlthopsjr (zan'thop-si), n. [Gr. xanthos,
yellow, opals, appearance. ] Defective vision
in which all objects appear to have a yellow-
ish colour.

Xenial, Xenian (ze'ni-al, z5'ni-an), a. [Gr,

xenia, hospitality, from xenos, a guest or
host] Pertaining to the bond of hospitality
and friendship that might exist between
individuals or families in ancient Greece;
pertaining to the sacred tie or relationship
existing between host and guest, often here-
ditary. Gladstone.

Xenogamy (ze-nog'a-mi), n. [Gr. xenos,

foreign, tjamos, marriage.] In hot. cross-

fertilization.

Xenomania (zen-o-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. xenos,

foreign, and mania.] A mania for what is

foreign, as foreign or strange words. G.
Saintsbury. [Rare.]

Xenomenia (zen-o-me'ni-a), n. [Gr. xenos,

foreign, and meniaia, menses.] In pathol.

abnormal menstruation, the flow of blood
not being from the uterus.

Xerophilous (ze-rofi-lus), a. [Gr. xeros,

dry, and philos, loving.] Loving dry situa-

tions or climates, as certain plants.

Xiphurous (zi-fu'rus), a. [Gr. xiphos, a
sword, and oura, a tail.] In zool. having
the tail or caudal extremity of a sword shape.

Xoanon (zo'a-non), n. pi. Xoana (zo'a-na).

[Gr.] A rudely sculptured wooden statue
belonging to the earliest scage of ancient
Greek art; any similarpiece of rude statuary.

X-rays (eks'raz), n. pi. [From the use of

the letter x in algebra to denote an un-
known quantity.] A name given to the
rays by which radiographs are produced,
and regarding the true nature of which
little or nothing is yet known. See Radio-
graph in Supp.
Xylem (zi'lem), 71. [Gr. xylon, wood.] In
bat. the woody matter in the tissues of

plants; that portion of a fibrovascular

bundle which develops into wood, as opposed
to the phloem.
Xylophone (zl'lo-fon), n. [Gr. xylon, wood,
phone, voice.] A musical instrument con-

sisting of bars of wood properly graduated
in size, and yielding notes when struck by
small wooden hammers.

Y.

Yama-mai (ya'ma-ml), n. [Jap.] A silk-

worm of Japan that feeds on oak leaves

and produces a beautiful silk.

Yamun, Yamen (ya'mun, ya'men). ?i. [Chi-

nese.] A Chinese official residence; the
residence of a mandarin or important of-

ficial; also a Chinese government depart-

A, Turkish. 13, Persian. C. Egyptian.

ment; as, the Tsung li Yamun, or depart-
ment of foreign affairs.

Yam (yam), v.i. To tell or relate a yam;
to 'spin' a yarn. [Colloq.]

Yashmak (yash'mak), n. [Ax.] The veil

which Moslem women wear in public, cover-
ing nearly all the face except the eyes.

Yate-tree (yat'tre), n. One of the Australian
eucalypts {Eucalyptus coniiita), a large tree
yielding valuable timber, resembling in pro-
perties that of the ash.

Yell, n. [add.] In American universities,
colleges, &c., a cry, consisting of certain
sounds or words fixed on to be used by the
students as distinctive of the particular
institution to which they belong.
Yen (yen), n. [Jap.] The unit of account
in the Japanese monetaiy system, nomin-
ally of the value of 4«. sterling; the Japan-
ese dollar, coined both in gold and silver.

Yoke-elm (yok'elm), n. A name for the
hornbeam tree (Carpinus Betulus), from
being formerly made into yokes.
Yolk-duct (yok'dukt), Jt. In embryol. a
duct leading from the cavity of the umbili-
cal vesicle to that of the intestine.

Yolked (yokt), a. Having a yolk: chiefly
used in composition.
Yolky (>'o'ki), a. 1. Pertaining to or con-
sisting of yolk; resembling yolk.—2. Having
the natural yolk or grease not removed by
washing, as wool.

Z.

Zahra (za'bra), n. [Sp. and Pg.] A kind of
small Spanish and Portuguese coasting ves-

sel foraierly used. Motley.

Zarape (za-ra'pe), n. Same as Serape.

Zareha (za-reioa), n. Same as Zereba.

Zarf (zai-f), n. [Ar.] In the Levant, a uten-
sil for holding a coflfee-cup in the hand,
generally an ornamental article of metal.

^lOtypia (zel-6-tip'i-a), n. [Gr. zelotypia.

See Zeal and Type.] A morbid zeal or ear-

nestness in behalf of some cause or project.

ZelOtypic (zel-o-tip'ik), a. Pertaining to
zelotypia; morbidly zealous or earnest.

ZemstVO (zemst'vo), 71. [Russ.] A local

authority in Russia; an assembly or body
having jurisdiction within a certain district.

Zendlsm (zend'izm), n. The religion taught
in the Zendavesta or Zoroastrian writings;

the religion of the Parsees or Guebres, one
of the great features of which is the antag-
onism between the two deities Ormuzd and
Ahriman. See those names.
Zereha (ze-reba), n. In the Soudan and
neighbouring regions, a camping-place sur-

rounded by a fence of mimosa bushes or
other materials to serve as a temporary
protection; a fenced camp.

Zinclc, Zinckic (zin'sik, zingk'ik), a. Per-
taining to or containing zinc.

ZlncO (zing'ko), n. A ziucograph.
Zincograph (zing'ko-graf), n. A plate pro-
duced by zincography; a zinc plate having
on its surface a design in relief from which
impressions are taken. Called also Zinco-
type.

Zoarium (z6-a'ri-um), n. pi. Zoaria (zo-a'-

ri-a). A polypidom; a polyzoarium.

Zoiatria (zo-i-a'tri-a), n. [Gr. zoon, an ani-

mal, iatros, a physician.] The veterinary

art; veterinary medicine or surgery.

Zoic (zo'ik), a. [Gr. zOon, an animal, zoe,

life.] Pertaining to animals or animal life;

pertaining to life in general.

Zolaism (zo'la-izm), n. Characteristics such
as are prominent in the novels of Emile
Zola; realistic treatment of gross or flUby
topics; literary uncleanness. Tennyson.
Comp, Rhtparography in Supp.
Zolaist (zo'la-ist), n. A follower of Zola in

his literary methods.
Zona (zo'na), «. pi. Zonse (zone). In anaL
a zone; a pait resembling a zone or belt.

Zonally (zo'nal-li), adv. In a zonal manner;
in the manner of a zone or belt.

Zonary (zo'na-ri), a. Having the form or
character of a zone; shaped like a zone or
belt; zonal.

Zoochemistry (zo'o-kem-is-trf). n. Animal
chemistry; the chemistry of the substances

found in animal bodies,

Zoodynamics (zo'o-di-nam-iks), n. The
dynamics of animals, or science of the vital

powers.
Zooecial (z6-e'si-al), a. Pertaining to a
zoa;eium. 'The zooecial tube.' Atheucenm.

Zocecium (zo-e'si-ura), n. pi. Zocecia (zo-

e'si-a). [Gr. zoon, an animal, oikos. a house.]

The cell, chamber, or tubular dwelling of

a separate polypide or zooid in the Polyzna.

Zoogamy (zo-oga-mi), n. [Gr. zoon, animal.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, b^ill; oil, poun(i; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc, fey.
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games, marriage.] The mating or pairing
of animals; sexual reproduction.
Zoogeographer (z6'o-je-og"ra*fer), n. One
who is skilled in or deals with zoogeo-
graphy.
Zoogeograpliy (z6'o-je-og"ra-fi), n. The
geoi,'raph.v of animals; that branch of
zoology which treats of the geographical
distribution of animals, and the various
conditions regulating this.

Zoolater (z<>ora-tt;r), n. One who practises
zoohitry; a worshipper of animals,
Zoon (zoon), n. [Gr. zoon, an animal.] An
animal forming a complete and independent
organism by itself, as distinguished from a
zooid. H. Spencer.

Zoonosis (z6-o-n6'sis), n. [Gr. zooii, an
animal, nosos. disease.] A disease of one of
the lower animals communicated to man,
as ulaiult^rs.

ZoonosolOgy (zo'o-no-sor'o-ji), n. Animal

nosology; the classification of animals' dis-

eases.

Zoopathology (z6'o-pa-thol"o-ji). n. Ani-
mal pathology; the study of the diseases of
animals.
Zoophile (z5'o-fIl), ?i. A lover of animals;
a zoophilist. Prof. Rutherford.
Zoopsychology (z6'o-si-kol"o-ji), n. Animal
psychology ; the doctrine of the mental
powers of animals.
Zootaxy (zo'o-tak-si), n. [Gr. zoon, an ani-

mal, taxi$i order.] The classification of
animals.

Zootheism (z6'o-the-izm), n. [Gr. zoon, ani-
mal, theos, deity. ] The regarding of animals
in the light of deities; animal worship;
zoolatry.

Zoroastiianism (zor-o-as'tri-an-izm), n.

The old Persian religion founded by Zoro-
aster long before the Christian era, and still

adhered to by the Parsees. Ita doctrines

are to be found in the Paisee scriptures
called the Zend-Avesta, and the funda-
mental article of faith is the existence,
since the beginning, of a spirit of good,
Ahur6 Mazdad (Ormuzd), and a spirit of
evil, AngrO ilainyush (Ahrinian), the two
being in perpetual conflict, and the soul of
man being the great object of the war, the
victory ultimately resting with the former.
A reverence for fire, as a symbol of Ommzd,
is a feature of this religion, which is hence
often spoken of, incorrectly, as fire-worship.

Zygomorphic, Zygomorphous ( zi - go •

mor'fik, zi-go-mor'fus), a. [Gr. zygon, a
yoke, morphe, form.] In hot. capable of
being cut into similar halves in only one
plane: said of flowers.

Imogen (zi'mo-jen), n. [Gr. zyme, leaven,

and root gen, to produce.] A substance
which gives rise to a ferment without being
itself a ferment.

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, siiig; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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PBONOUNCING VOCABULARY

OF GBEEK, LATIN, SCEIPTUEAL,
AND

OTHER ANCIENT NAMES.

RULES AND DIRECTIONS FOE. PRONUNCIATION.

The pronunciation indicated in the following list ia that

usually heard from educated speakers of English, who as a

rule do not attempt to pronounce Greek or Latin or Scriptural

names in the way in which they were pronounced by the

Ancients themselves—if that could be with certainty deter-

mined—but rather seek to assimilate the pronunciation to

that of their own language. There is therefore no great

difficulty in the pronunciation of such words, and by atten-

tion to the following rules and directions any name in the

list can be sounded correctly.

Special knowledge required for the right pronunciation of

these words is

—

1. The seat of accent; and
2. The sound to be given to the letters as they stand in

the word.

The syllable of the word which is to receive the accent is

denoted by the usual mark, an acute accent, placed imme-
diately after it, as the first syllable of the word Ca'to, the

second of the word Cam-byses, and the third of the word
San-cho-ni'a-thon. The seat of the accent varies consider-

ably in words of more than two syllables, though it is never

on the last syllable; in dissyllables it is always on the first.

The pronunciation of the latter, therefore, as also of mono-
syllabic words, after the following remarks are studied,

will present no difficulty, and consequently many of them
{especially those belonging to the classical languages) have
been omitted from the list below. The division into separate

syllables is denoted by the mark - as well as by the ac-

centuation mark. Two vowels coming together in a word,

but having one or other of these marks between them, must
therefore always be pronounced as belonging to different

syllables.

The sounds to be given to the several letters will be con-

sidered under two general heads, viz.: 1. The vowel letters;

and 2. The consonant letters. It must always be borne in

mind that silent letters, so common in English {e final for

instance), are the exception in the words here treated of.

I. THE VOWEL LETTEES.

The vowels heard in the words faU, me, pine, note, and
tube, are called long vowels; while those heard in tho words
/at, met, pin, not, and ut, are called short vowels.

1. %Vhen any of the vowel letters o, e, i, o, and u, con-

stitute an accented syllable, and also when they end one,

they are pronounced as long vowels; thus, in the first syllable

of the words Ca'to, Pelops, Di'do, Solon, and Ju'ba, they

are pronounced as in the respective key-words fate, me, pine,

note, and tube.

2. When the vowel letters are followed by one or more
consonants in a syllable, they are pronounced as short

vowels; thus, in the first syllable of the words Cas'ca,

Hec'u-ba, Cin'na, Cor'du-ba, and Publi-us, they are pro-

nounced as in the respective key-words fat, mtt, pin, not,

and ui.

3. When the letter a constitutes an unaccented syllable,

as in A-by'dos, and when it ends one, as in Ju'ba, it is pro-

nounced as a in fat.

i. The so-called diphthongs ct, oe, are always pronounced
as the e of me, and are therefore simple vowel sounds, as in

Cte'sar, Paes'tum, ^'o-lus, Bce-o'ti-a.

5. The digraph ai in a syllable is pronounced like ai in

tcait. It occurs only in Scriptural names. The ai of Greek
words was pronounced like common English affirmative ay,

or much the same as i in pine; but by the common spelling

it is Latinized into ce. An a and an i coming together, but
belonging to different syllables, will of course have either the

accent or the mark - between them.
6. When r follows a in the same syllable, and is itself

followed by a consonant, as in Ar'go, Car-tha'go, the a is

pronounced as in far. In such a word as Ar'a-dus it is

sounded as in fat.

7. The digraph au, as in Clau'di-us, Au-fid'i-us, is pro-

nounced as a in fall. An a and a u coming together, how-
ever, may belong to different syUables, as in Em-ma'us.

8. When e constitutes an unaccented syllable, as in the
first of the word E-te'o-cles, and when it ends one, as in

E-vad'ne, it is pronounced as c of me. And when e is fol-

lowed by s as the final letter of a word, as in Her'mes,
Ar-is-toph'a-nes, it is always pronounced as c of me.

9. When e is followed by )• in the same syllable, as in

Her'mes, Mer-cu'ri-us, the e is pronounced as e of her. The
letters i, u, and y, before r, have the same sound, as in

Vir'gil, Bur'sa, Cyr'nus. When er is followed by a vowel,

however, e is sounded as in met, thus Er'a-to, Mer'o-e.

10. The digraph ei, as in Plei'a-des, is pronounced as t of

pine. An e and i coming together, however, may belong to
different syllables. Compare Rules 5 and 7.

11. The diphthong or digraph c«, as in Leu-cip'pus, E-leu'sis,

Ti-mo'theus, is pronounced as « of tube. It occurs chiefly

in Greek names. In other cases the e and u belong to

separate syllables. Compare Rules 10 and 7.

12. When i constitutes the first and last syllables of

words, whether accented or not, as in I-be'ri-a, Fa'bi-i, it

is pronounced as i of pine. And i as the terminal vowel of

a syllable at the end of words is also so pronounced, as in

Im'ri, A-ceph'a-li.

13. But t at the end of any other unaccented syllable than
the last, as in In'di-a, Fa'bi-i, is pronounced as i of pin.

14. In many cases i assumes the value of y consonant in

English; thus Aquileia is pronounced as if Aqui-le'ya, Caius
as {f Ca'yus. This is especially common in the terminations
of words.

15. at the end of an unaccented syllable, as also when
constituting an unaccented syllable by itself, is generally
pronounced long or of medium length. Followed by r in the
same syllable, as in Gor'gus, it is not usually pronounced
long, but as o of not. The o in such a position is, however,
by some speakers pronounced rather long than short, this

being pretty much a matter of taste.

16. At the end of an unaccented syllable, or forming an
unaccented syllable (as in ^s'u-lae, A-bi'hu), u is pronounced
much the same as when accented, but shorter. Following

7 it is pronounced as w; thus the second syllable of Equicolus
is pronounced exactly as the English word quick.

1 7. The letter y is pronounced as i would be in correspond-
ing positions ; thus the y in Ty'a-na is as i of pine; and the

y in Tyn'da-rus as i of pin.

n.—THE CONSONANT LETTEES.

The consonant letters, b, d, f, h j, k, l,m,n, p, q, r, r, y, and z,

have each but one sound, and as that is the English sound,

they present no difficulty. The letters c, g, s, t, and x, have
each more than one sound, and hence require rules to pro-

nounce them aright.

1. C and g are hard, or sounded as in call and gun respec-

tively, when immediately followed by the vowel letters a, o,

and u, either in the same or in the following syllable, as in

Cas'ca, Cor-neli-a, Cur'ti-us, Hec'a-te, Hec'u-ba, Gal'lus,
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Gor'di-um, Au-gus'tus, Meg'a-ra, Teg'u-la. Cand g are also

hard immediately before other consonant letters, as in Clau'-

di-us, Cras'sus, Ec-bat'a-na, Heo'tor, Glau'cus, Gra'vi-us, Bag'-

ra-da, Bo-du-ag-na'tus.

2. C and g are soft when immediately followed by the

vowel letters e, i, and y, either in the same or in the follow-

ing syllable, as in Cer'be-rus, Cin'na, Cy-re'ne, Cic'e-ro,

Tic'i-da, Gelli-us, Gis'co, Gy'as, Vo-log'e-ses, Um-brig'i-us.

In words such as Dacia, Sicyon, Phocion, Acoius, Glaucia,

Cap-pa-do'ci-a, the ci or cy, having the accent immediately

before it, is often pronounced as shi : some authorities, how-

ever, retain the s sound in such words.

3. In Scriptural names, such as Megiddo, Gideon, g is

always hard, except in the single word Bethphage. In con-

sulting the list this will have to be kept in mind. The s.

following Scriptural names will serve as a guide.

4. When c and g are initial letters of a syllable, and im-

mediately followed by n or by t, they are usually left silent

in pronunciation ; thus, Cneus is pronounced Ne'us ; Gnidus,

Ni'dus ; and Ctenos, Te'nos. Some scholars, however, pro-

nounce the c and g in these combinations ; and should the

reader elect to do so, he must pronounce them hard.

5. In Scripture names h often follows a vowel iil the same
syllable; as in Mioah, Isaiah, Calneh, the vowel in these

cases being pronounced with its short sound and the h being

mute. In Greek names rh is equivalent to simple r.

6. The digraph ch is pronounced as k, thus, Achilles is

pronounced A-kil'les; Chios, Ki'os ; Enoch, E'nok. The Scrip-

ture name Rachel is the single exception to this rule, ch in

it being sounded as in chain.

7. S as an initial of words is pronounced as s of the word
ion, as in So'lon, Spar'ta, Styx. It is commonly so pro-

nounced as an initial of other than the first syllable of words,

as in Su'sa, Si-sen'na ; but in some exceptional cases the s

receives the sound of z, as in the word Caesar, which is pro-

nounced Cae'zar. These exceptions will be denoted by the
direction 's as z,' inclosed within parentheses, thus, Cae'sar

(s as z). See also rule 10.

8. S final of words, when preceded by e, is pronounced as

z; thus Aristides is pronounced Ar-is-ti'dez. And the e so

placed is that of the word me as remarked already. But
when the final s is preceded by any other vowel, it is pro-

nounced as < of son, as in Archytas, Amphipolis, Abydos,
Adrastus.

9. S at the end of words, when preceded by a liquid, I, m,

n, or r, is pronounced as s, as in Mars, which is pronounced
Marz ; Aruns, A'runz.

10. Si forming an unaccented syllable, preced'ed by an
accented syllable with a final consonant, and followed by a
vowel, is commonly pronounced shi; as in Al'si-um, Hor-ten'-
si-us. When the si is preceded by a vowel it is very commonly
pronounced as zi, as in Moe'sia, He'si-od, A-le'si-a, Cae'si-us;

and sometimes as the s of pleasure, as in As-pa'si-a, The-o-
do'si-a. But the usage in these cases is not very well settled,

and some scholars carefully preserve the pure sound of the
s, and do not even in such situations allow it to degenerate.

11. When li followed by a vowel occurs next after the
accented syllable of a word, it is pronounced as sh; thus,

Statins is pronounced Sta'shi-us; Helvetii, Hel-ve'shi-i; and
similarly with Abantias, Actium, Maxentius, Laertius, &c.
The proper sound of the ( is preserved, however, when ti is

accented or when it follows s or another t, as in Mil-ti'a-des,

Sal-lus'ti-us, Brut'ti-i ; so also in the termination -tion, as in

A-e'ti-on. In such words as iJomitius the t itself may be
said to receive the sh sound ; Do-mish'i-us.

12. Tlie digraph th is pronounced as th of the word thin,

as in Tha-li'a.

13. Xat the beginning of syllables is pronounced as z, thus,

Xenophon is Zen'o-phon. But at the end of syllables it

retains its voiceless sound of ks, thus Oxus is pronounced
Oks'us. If, however, the x end a syllable which immediately
precedes a vowel in the accented syllable, then the z re-

ceives its voiced sound, that of hard g followed by z, as in

Alexarohus, which is pronounced Al-egz-ar'chus.

14. The letter jp, when initial, and followed by n or by t,

is not usually uttered, as in Pnigeus and Ptolemaeus, which
are pronounced Ni'geus and Tol'e-mae-us, though some per-

sons sound the p.

15. Ph represents the Greek character^, and is pronounced
as /; thus, Philippi is pronounced Fi-lip'pi. But when f'h is

followed by a consonant in the same syllable, as in Phthia,

it is usually omitted in utterance, and the word is pronounced
Thi'a. Some scholar.?, however, pronounce it.

16. Ps represents the Greek character ^^>, which as an ini-

tial is pronounced as s, the p being generally omitted in

utterance, as in Psyche, which is pronounced Sylce. Many
scholars, however, now pronounce the p as well as the 8

of ps.

17. As a general rule, when any combinations of consonant
letters which are difficult to utter occur at the initial jjart

of words, the utterance of the first may be omitted, thus,

Tmolusmay bepronouncedMo'lus; Mnemoi; ne, Ne-mos'y-ne;
while the digraph ch is dropped in Chthonia, making the pro-

nunciation Tho'ni-a.



GEEEK, LATIN, SCEIPTUEAL, AND
OTHER ANCIENT NAMES.

( The names distinctively Scriptural are followed by b. )

A'a-lar, «.

A'aron(a'ron),«.
Ab-a-C8e'na
A-bac'e-na
Ab-a-ce'ne
Ab'a-cuc, ».

A-bad'don, «.

Ab-a-di'as, s.

A'bie
Ab'a-ga
A-bag'a-rus
A-bag'tha, «.

Ab'a-ha, s.

Ab-al'Ia-ba
Ab'a-Iua
Ab'a-na
Ab-an-tl'a-des
A-ban 'ti-as

A-ban'ti-das
A'ban'tis
Ab-ar-ba're-a
Ab'a-ri
Ab'a-rim, «.

A-bar'i-moii
Ab'a-ri8
Ab'a-ron, s.

A-ba'ru8
A'bas
Ab'a-sa
Ab-a-ae'ni
Ab-a-si'tis

Ab'a-tos
Ab'ba, 8.

A b'da, 8.

Ab-da-lon'i-mus
Ab'de-el, «.

Ah-de'ra
Ab-de-ri'tes
Ab-de'ru8
Ab'di, 8.

Ab-di'aa, 8.

Ab'di-el, 8.

Ab-do-lon'i-mu8
Ab'don. 8.

A-l>e-a'taB

A-bed'ne-go, $.

A'bel, g,

A-bel'la
Ab-eMa'ni
Ab-elli'num
Ab-el-li'nus

A'bel ila'im. ».

A'bel Me-ho'-
lah. 8.

A-belus
Ab'e-Iux
A-beu'na
A'bez. 8.

Ab'ga-nis
A'bi, 8.

A'bi-a
A-bi'a, 8.

A-bi'ah, 8.

Al>-i-an)on. 8.

Ab-i-a'nus
A-bi'a-saf, «.

A-bi'a-thar, <

A'bib. 8.

A-bi'da, 8.

A-bi'dah, «.

Al/i-dan. 8.

A-bi'ei or Ab'ie!,

8.

Ab-i-e'zer, 8.

Ab i-ezVite. 8.

Ab'i-gall, 8.

Ab-i-ha'il, 8.

A-bi'hu. 8,

A biliud, 8.

A'bi-i

A-bi'jah, 8.

A-bi'jani, «.

Ab'i-la
Ab-i-le'iie

Ab-i-le'ni i

A-bim'a-el, «.

A-blm'e-lech, 8. 1

A-bin'a-dab, «.

A-bin'o-am, «.

A-bi'ram, «.
|

A-bU'a-res
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Ab-1-se'i, «.

Ab'i-shag, 8.

A-bish'a-i, $.

A-biah'a-lom, «.

A-bish'u-a, 8.

Ab'i-ahur, s.

Ab-i-8on't«8
Ab'i-8um, 8.

Ab'i-tal, 8.

Ab'i-tub, 8.

A-bi'ud, 8.

A-blaVi-iis

A-ble'nia
A-ble'tea
A-bli't8B

Ab'ner, 8.

Ab'no-ba
A-bo-bri'ca
A-boe'cri-tus
Ab-o-la'ni

Ab'o-lus
A-bon-i-tei'choB
Ab-o-ra'ca
A-bo'raa -

A-bor'raa
Ab'o-tis
Ab-rada'taa
Ab-ra-da'tes
A-bra'ha-mus
A'bram, 8.

Ab-ret-te'ne
A-broc'o-nias
Al>-ro-di-8B'tus

A'bron
A-bron'y-chu8
Ab'ro-ta
A-brot'o-num
A-bru'po-Hs
A'brua
Ab'sa-loni, 8.

Ab'aa-rua
Ab'ao-rua
Ab-syr'ti-des
Ab-syr'tus
A-bu'bus, 8.

Ab'u-la
Ab-u-li'tes
Ab-ii-si'na

Ab-y-de'ni
Ab-y-de'nus
A-by'dus
Ab'y-la
Ac-a-callis
Ac-a-ce'si-um
Ac-a-ce'tes
A-ca'ci-U8
Ac'a-cus
Ac-a-de-mi'a
Ac-a-de'mua
A-eae'ni-tU9

Ac-a-lan'drus
A-cal'le

Aca-mar'chia
Ac'a-maa
A-camp'sia
A-can'tha
A-ca»'thi-ne
A-can'thus
Ac'a-ra
A-ca'ri-a

Ac-ar-na'nea
Ac-ar-na'ni-a
Ac'a-ton
Ac'ba-rus
Ac'cad, 8.

Ac-ca'li-a

Ac'ca-ron, 8.

Ac'cho, 8.

Ac'cl-a

Ac-ci-e'mu8
Ac'ci-U8
Ac'cu-a
A'ce
A-cel'da-ma, 8.

Ac'e-le
Ac'e-lum
Aceph'a-li
A-cer'a-tua
A-cer'ne
A-cer-secV-mea
A'cea

A-ce-sam'e-nus
A-ce'si-a
A-ce-si'nes
A-ce-si'nus

A-ce'si-U3
A-ces'ta
A-cea-ti'nua
A-cea-to-do'ru8
A-cea-tor'i-des
A-ce'tea
A-chae'a
A-chse'i

A-chse'me-nes
Ach-Ee-raen'i-des

A-chse'us
A-cha'ia
A-cha'i-cU8, *.

A-cha'is
A'chan, «.

A'char, s.

Ach'a-ra
Ach-a-ren'aea
A-char'nie
A-cha'tea
A'chaz, 8.

Ach'bor, «.

Ach-e-lo'i-des
Ach-e-lo'ri-um
Ach-e-lo'is

Ach-e-lo'u8
A-che'ras
Ach-e-ri'ni
Ach'e-ro
Ach'e-ron
Ach-e-ron'tia
Ach-er-on-ti'ni
Ach-e-ru'ai-a
Ach-e-ru'sia
A-che'tua
A-chi-ach'a-rus,

8.

A-chi'as, «.

A-chi'las
A-chiHas
Ach-il-le'a

Ach-ilde'is
A-chil'lea

Ach-ll-Ie'nm
A-chilleus
Ach-il-li'des

A'chim, 8.

A'ehi-or, 8.

A'chish, 8.

Acli'i-tob, 8.

A-chi'vi

Ach-la-dse'us
Ach'nie-tha, «.

Ach'oda
A'chor, 8.

A-cho'reu8
A-cho'rna
Ach-ra-di'na
Ach'sah. >:

Ach'ahaph. s.

Ach'zib, 8.

A-ci-chn'ri-us
A-ci-da'Ii-a

A-cf-di'nus
A-cil'i-a

A-cil-i-se'ne

A-cil'i-us

A-cin-dy'nu8
A-ci'ni-po
A'ci-pha, 8.

A'cis

A'ci-tho. 8.

Ac-mon'i-des
A-cce-me'taj
A-coe'tes

Ac'o-nae
A-con'tes
A-con'ti-ua
A-con-ti-zom'e-
nus

Ac-on-tob'o-li

A-con-to-bulua
Ac'o-ris
Ac'o-nia
A'cra
A'cro
A-cra'a

A-crseph'eua
Ac'ra-gas
Ao-ra-top'o-tes
A-cra'tus
A'cri-ae

Ac-ri-a'tes

Ac-ri-doph'a-gi
A-cri'oD

Ac-ris-i-o'ne

A-cris-i-o-ne'us

A-cria-i-o-ni'a-

des
A-cria'i-ua

A-cri'tas

Ac-ro-a'thon or
A-kro'a-thon

Ac-ro-ce-rau'ni-a
|

A-croc'o-mie j

Ac-ro-co-rin'-

thua
A-cro'nia
A-cron'o-ma
A-crop'a-thos
Ac-ro-re'a
Ac-ro-re'i

Ac'ro-ta
A-crot'a-tu8
Ac-ro-tho'i
Ac-ro-tho'on
Ac-ro-tho'ura
Ac-tae'a

Ac-tae'on

Ac-tse'ua

Ac'te
Ac'ti-a

Ac'tis

Ac-tis'a-nes or
Ac-ti-sa'nea

Ac'ti-um
Ac-tor'i-des
Ac'to-ris

A-cu'a, 8.

A'cub, 8.

A-cule-o
A-cu'me-nus
A-cu'num
A-cu'phis
A-cu'si-laa

A-cu-si-la'us

A-cu'ti-cu8
A-c/rua
Ad'a-da
Ad'a-dah, *.

Adaj'us
A'dah, 8.

Ail-a-i'ah. 8.

Ad-a-li'a, 8.

Ad'am. 8.

Ad-a-nian-tfe'a

Ad'a-mas
Ad-a-nias'tus
Ad'a-nii, 8.

A-da'mU8
Ad'a-na
A'dar, «.

Ad'a-aa, 8.

Ad'be-el. «.

AdMi, 8.

Ad'do, 8.

Ad'don, 8.

Ad'du-a
Ad'dus, 8.

A-de-o'na
A-deph'a-gu8
A'der. «.

Ad-her'hal
A-di-a-be'ne
A-di-a-ben'i-cu8
A-dl-an'te
A-di-at'o-mua
A-di-at'o-rix

Ad'i-da, 8.

A'di-el, 8.

Ad-i-man'tus
A'din, «.

A-di'no, 8.

Adi-nua, 8.

Ad-i-tha'im, s.

Ad'la-i. 8.

Ad'mah, «.

Ad'ma-tha, 8.

Ad-me'te
Ad-me'tus
Ad'nah, s.

Ad'o-na. 8.

A-do'ne-U8 or
A-do'neua

A-do'ni-a
Ad-o-ni'as, 8.

A-don-i-be'zek,
8.

Ad-o-ni'jah, s.

A-don'i-kam or
Ad-o-ni'kam, «.

Ad-o-ui'ram, s.

A-do'nia
A-don-i-ze'dek,

8.

A-do'ra, 8.

Ad-o-ra'im, «.

A-do'ram, «.

A-dram'me-Iech,
8.

Ad-ra-myt'ti-um
A-dra'na
A-dra'ne
A-dra'num
Ad-raa-ti'a

Ad-raa-ti'ne

A-dras'tu8
A-dre'ne
A'dri-a
A-dri-an-op'o-lls
A'dri-a'nua
A-dri-at'i-cura

A'dri-el, 8.

Ad-ri-me'tum
Ad-u-at'i-ca
Ad-u-at'i-ci

A-du'el, 8.

A-du'Ia
A-du'laa
A-du'Iis
Ad-u-li'ton
A-dullam, s.

A-dum'niim, 8.

A-dyr-mach'i-daj
^'a
jE-a-ce'a

JE'&-ces
-E-ac'i-dea

^-a-ci'tuu
-^'a-cus
M'fB

M-&-me'ne
^-an-te'um
j£-an'ti-de8
^-an'tis
vE-benua
.*:-bu'd8e

^-bu'ra
vEch-mag'o-raa
j?!-cu-Ia'num
^-dep'aus
.E-de'sia

A-e-di'aa, «.

.iE-dic'u-ia

^-di'lea
^•diais
j£d'i-Iu8

A-e'don
A-e-do'nis
^d'u-1
^-el'lo or A-el'-

lo

^-e'ta or.iE-e'tes

jE-e'ti-as

^-gae'ae
^-gae'on
^-gse'um
^-gaj'ua
i*;-ga'le-08

.^-ga'le-um
^-ga'tea
.^-ge'le-on
iK-ge'Ii

^-ge'ri-a
jE-ges'ta

jE'ge-us or M'-
geus

£-gi'a-le

^-gi-a'le-ua
^-gi-a-li'a
^-gi'a-Ius
jE-gic'o-res
^'gi-da
^-gi'des
iEg'i-la

^-gil'l-a
-E'gi-lips

^-gim'i-ua
^-gim'o-rua
^-gim'u-rua
jE-gi'na
-Eg-i-ne'ta

^g-i-ne'tea
^-gi'o-chua
jE'gi-pan
-E-gi-pa'nes
,E-gi'ra

jE-glr-o-es'aa

^-gis'thua
^'gi-uni
.Eg'le

jEg-le'ia

-Eg'lea

^g-le'tes
jE-gob'o-lus
^-goc'e-ro3
^-go-mi'a
^-go'ne
^-o-ne'a
^-go'nea
>Eg-o8-pot'a-mo8
^-goa'the-na
^-gyp'sus
^-gyp'ti-i
^gyp'tus
^'li-a
jE-li-a'nua

^ri-nos
^ti-ua aiid JE'-

li-a

A-eno
A-el'lo-pus
^-lu'rus
.<E-ma'thi-a

M-miVi-a
j£m-il-i-a'Dus
^-mil'i-us
^m'o-na or M-
mo'na

jE-rao'ni-a

^-mon'i-des
^m'o-nia
^'na-re
^-na'ri-a
^ne'aor^-ni'a
^-ne'a-dcB
^-ne'a-dea
jE-ne'as
^ne'ia
^E-nes-i-de'mus
M-ae'te
^-ne'tus
jE'ni-a

^-ni-a'nes
^n'i-cU8
^-iii'dea
^n-o-bar'bua
jE-no'na
iE-o'ii-a

^-ol'i-des
^'o-lia

M'O'ra
M-pe'a
^-pi-o-re'tus
^'po-lua
.«'py
jEp'y-tua
j£-qua'na
^'qui
JE-quic'o-li

jEq-ui-meli-um
A-er'o-pe
iEr'o-pua
(mount)

A-er'o-pus
£a'a-cu8
^•aa'ge-a
i£-8a'pU8

^'aa-ra
jE-sa'rus and

jEs'a-rus
^s'chi-nes
^s'chre-as
^s'chre-is

^s'chri-ou
^s chydi'des
.^a'chy-lus
^a-cu-la'pi-ua
^-se'pus
^-ae^ni-a
-E'ai-ca

^-ai'nas
^'si-on
^-son'i-des
^8-0-pe'U8
jE-ao'pU8
^a'uda
jEs'u-laj

^-sy-e'tes
^-ay'me
^a-ym-ne'tse
^a-yni-ue'tea
^-sym'nua
^th'a-le
^-thal'i-dea
^th-a-li'a
^-tha'li-on
^-thi'cea
j£th'i-cua
iE-thi'ou
.^-thi'o-pe
.E-thi'o-pe8

^-thl-o'pl-a
^'thi-ops
A-eth'li-us

^-thu'sa
^'ti-a
A-e'ti-on

A-e'ti-U8

^-to'li
^-to'li-a

iE-to'Ius

A-ex-im'e-nes
j3Ex-o'ne

A'fer
A-fra'ni-a
A-fra'ni-us
Af-ri-(?a'nua

Afri-cum
Africus
Ag'a-ba, 8.

Ag'a-bus, 8.

A-gac-'ly-tua

A'gag. 8.

Ag-a-laa'es
Ag'a-me
Ag-a-me'de
Ag-a-nie'dea
Ag-a-mem'non
A^-a-mem-uon '-

i-dea
Ag-a-me'tor
Ag'a-mua
Ag-a-ui'ce
Ag-a-iiip'pe

Ag-a-nip-pe'na
A-gan'za-ga
Ag^a-pe
Ag-a-pe'nor
Ag-a-pe'tu8
A'gar, 8.

Ag-a-re'ni
Ag-a-ria'ta

A-gas'i-cles

A-ga'ao
A-gas'sa
A-gas'the-nea
A-gas'tro-phus
Ag'a-sus
Ag'a-tha
Ag-ath-ar'chi-
daa

Ag-ath-ar'chi
des

Ag-ath-ar'chus
Ag-a-thi'a
A-ga'thi-as
Ag-a-thi'nua
Ag'a-tho

Ag-a-tho-bu'lua
Ag-a-tho-cle'a
A-gath'o-cles
Ag-a-tho-do'rus
Ag'a-thou
Ag-a-tho-ni'ce
Ag-a-tho-ni'cu8
Ag-a- tho-ny'-
nius

Ag-a - thon ' y-
nius

A-gath'o-pus
Ag-a-thoa'the-
nea

Ag-a-thyr'num
Ag-a-thyr'aua
A-ga've
A-ga'vu8
Ag-bat'a-ua
Ag-dea'tis
Ag'e-e. 8.

Ag-e-la'daa
A-gel'a-dea
Ag-e-las'tu9
Ag-e-la'ua
Ag-e-le'a
Ag'e-les
Ag-e-li'a

Ag-e-lo-elii'a

Ag'e-les
A-gen'a-tha
A-gen'di-L-um
A-ge'nor
Ag-e-nor'i-des
Ag-e-ro'ua
Ag-e-san'der
A-ge'si-aa

A-ges-i-da'mus
A-ges-i-la'u8

Ag - e - aim ' bro-
tua

A-gea-i-na'tes
Ag-e-sip'o-Ua
Ag-e-sia'tra-ta

Ag-e-sis'tra-tus

A-ge'tas
A-ge'tor
A-ge'tus
Ag-ge'nus
Ag-ge'us, 8.

Ag-gram-mes
A-gi'a-dfie

A'gi-as
Ag'i-dse

A'gia
Ag-la'ia

Ag-la-o-ni'ce
Ag-Ia'o-pe
Ag-la'o-pes
Ag-la-o-pha.''na

Ag-la-o-phe'me
Ag-la'o-phon
Ag-la-o-pho'nu8
Ag-la-o'pis

Ag-Ia-os'the-nes
Ag-lau'roa
Ag-la'ua or Ag*-

la-us
Ag-no-iie'mu8
Ag-nod'i-ce
Ag-no-do'rua
Ag-no-ni'a
Ag-non'i-des
Ag-no'tea
Ag-noth'e-niis
Ag-noth'e-08
Ag-noth'e-ta;
A-go'ne-as
A-go'nes
A-go'nia
A-go'ni-us
A-go'nus
Ag'o-ra
Ag-o-rac'ri-tiia

Ag-o-ra;'a

Ag-o-ra'nax
Ag-o-ra'nis
Ag-o-ran'o-mi
Ag-o-re'sua
A'gra
A-gne'a
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A-graj'i

Ag'ra-gas
A-graii'ie

A-grau'ii-a
A-grau'los
A-grau-o-ni'tse
A-gri-a'nes
A-gric'o-Ia
Ag-ri-gen'tum
A-grin'i-ura
A-gri'o-dos
A-gri-o'ni-a

A-gri'o-pas
A-gri'o-pe
A gri-opli'a-gi

A-grip'pa
Ag-rip-pe'uin
Ag-rip-pi'na
A-gris'o-pe
A'gri-U3
Ag^ro-laa
A'gron
A-gro'tas
A-grot'e-ra
A'gur, s.

A-gy-i'eus
A-gyl'Ia
Ag-yl-l»'u3
A-gyr'i-um
A-gyr'tes
A'hab. s.

A-ha^a
A-hai-'ah. s.

A-har'hel, s.

A-has'a-i, s.

A-has'ba-i, 8.

A-has-u-e'ru3, s.

A-ha'vah, s.

A'haz, 8.

A-haz'a-i, s.

A-ha-zi'ah, s.

Ah'ban, s.

A'hi, 8.

A-hi'ah, s.

A-hi'am, s.

A-hi-e'zer, 8.

A-hi'hud, 8.

A-hi'jali, 8.

A-hi'kam, s.

A-hi'lud, 8.

A-him'a-az, 8.

A-hi'nian, s.

A-him'e-Iech, «.

A-hi'nioth, s.

A-hin'a-dab, a.

A-hin'o-ara, «.

A-hi'o. 8.

A-hi'rah, 8.

A-hi'ram, 8.

A-his'a-raach, 8.

A-hisb'a-har, g.

A-hi'sham, 8.

A-hi'shar, 8.

A-hi'tob, 8.

A-hith'o-phel, a.

A-hi'tub, 8.

Ah'lab, 8.

Ah'lai, 8.

A-ho'ah, 8.

A-ho'hite, s.

A-ho'Iah, 8.

A-hol'bah, 8.

A-ho'li-ab, s.

A-hol'i-bah, s.

A-ho-li-ba'mab
or A-ho-lib'a-
mah, 8.

A-hu'ma-i, «.

A-hu'zam, s.

A-huz'zah, s.

A'i (a'i), 8.

A-i'ah, 8.

A-i'ath, 8.

A-i-do'neus
A-i'jah, it.

Aij'a-leth, 8.

A-i'la

A-itn'y-lus

A'in. 8.

A-i'rus, *.

A'jah, 8.

Aj'a-lon, 8.

A'jax
A'kan, 8.

Ak'kiib, 8.

Ak-rab'bim, s.

Al-a-ban'da
Al-a-ban'di-cus
Al'a-bis
A-lce'a

A-Iie'i

A-lse'sa

A-lffi'sua

A-lce'U9

Al-a-go'ni-a
Al'a-la

Al-al-com'e-nee

Al-a-ma'ui orAl-
a-mau'ni

A - lam 'nie-
lech, 8.

Ara-raoth, «.

A-la'iii

Al-a-ri'cus

A-las'tor

A-las'to-res

A-Iau'dje
AI'a-zoaorA-Ia'-
zon

Al-a-zo'nes
Al-ba'ni
Al-ba'ni-a

Al-ba'nu3
Al-bi-a'num
Al-bi'ci

Al-bi-gau'num
Al-bi'ni

Al-bi-no-va'nu8
Al-bin-te-me'li-
urn

Al-bi'nus
AlTji-on

Al-bi-o'na
Al-bi'o-nes
Al'bi-iis

Al-bu-cil'la

AlTju-la
Al-bu'na
Al-bu'ne-a
Al-bur'nua
Al-ca;n'e-tU3
Al-cre'u9

Al-cam'e-nea
Al-ca»'der
Al-can'dre
Al-ca'nor
Al-cath'o-e
Al-cath'o-us
Al'ce
Al-ce'nor
Al-ces'te or Al-

ces'ti3

Al'ce-tas
Al-ci-bl'a-des

Al-ci'dfB

Al-cid'a-maa
Al-ei-da-me'a
Al-ci-da'mu3
Al-ci'des

Al-cid'i-ce

Al-cid'o-cus
Al-cim'a-chus
Al-cim'e-de
Al-cim'e-don
Al-cim'e-nes
Al'ci-mu3
Al-ein'o-e
Al-cin'o-us

Al'ci-phron
Al-cip'pe
Al-cip'pus
Al-cith'o-e

Alc-mse'on
Alc-mce-on'i-dffi

Alc-me'na
Al'co-ne
Al-cu-me'na
Al-cy'o-ne
Al-cy'o-neua
Al-dea'cu3
A'le-a

A-le'bas
:V-le'bi-on

A-lec'to
A-lec'tor
A-lec'try-on
A-le'i-U3 Cam'-
pus

Al'e-ma, 8.

Al-e-man'ni
Al-e-ma'nus
Al'e-meth or A-

le'meth, s.

A-le'mon
Al-e-mo'na
Al-e-mon'i-des
Al'e-on
A-le'ria

A-le'aa
A-le'ai-a

A-le'aus
A-le'tea

A-Ie'thes

A-le-thi'a
A-le'tis

Al-e-tri'naa

A-let-ri-ua'tea

A-let-ri-nen'sea

A-le'tri-um
A-le'tum
A-leu'a-dee
Al'e-ua
A'lex
Al-ex-am'e-nea

Al-ex-am'e-nus
Al-ex-an'dri-a(a
woman)

Al-ex-an-dri'a (a
city)

Al-ex-an'dri-dea
Al-ex-an-dri'aa
Al - ex - an-drop'-

o-lis

Al-ex-a'nor
Al-ex-ar'chuB
A-lex'as
A-lex'i-a

Al-ex-ic'a-cu8
Al-ex-i'nua
A-lex'i-on
Al-ex-ip'pua
Al-ex-ii-'ho-e

A-lex'is

A-lex'on
Al-fa-ter'na
Al-fe'nua
Al'gi-dura
Al'gi-dua
Al-go'num
A-li-ac'mou
A-li'ah, 8.

A-li'an. s,

A-li-ar'tua

A-li-e'nu8
A-li'fae

Al-i-Wi
Al-i-men'tu8
A-lim'e-nus
A-li'phse

AI-i-pha'nu8
Al-i-phe'ra
A!-i-phe'ru3
Al-ir-ro'thi-ua
A-li'sum
Al'la-ba
Al-le'di-us

Alli-a
Al-li-e'nu3

Al-li'fse

Al-lob'ro-ges
Al'lom, 8.

Al'loii, 8.

Al - Ion - bach '-

uth, 8.

Al-lot'ri-ges

Al-lu'ci-us

Al-me'ne
Al-mo'dad, s.

Al'mon, 8.

Al'mon Dib-la-
tha'im, 8.

Al-nio'pes
Al-my-ro'de
Al'na-than, s.

A-lo'a
A-lo'aa or A-Io'is

A-lo'eu3
Al-o-i'daj or Al-

o-i'des

A-lo'ia

A-lo'ne orA-lo'ua
A-Io'nis
Al'o-pe
A-lop'e-ca
A-lop'e-ce
A-lop-e-con-ne'-
SU3

A-lo'pex
A-lo'pi-ua
A-lo-ri'ta3

A-lo'ru3
Alos
A'loth, 8.

Al-pe'nus
Al-pbae'us, 8.

Al-phe'a
Al-phe'nor
Al-phe'nu3
Al-phe-si-boe'a
Al-phe-si-bcB'u8
Al-phe'us
Arphl-us
Al-pi'nu3
Al-po'nus
Al'si-um
Al-ta-ne'u8, «.

Al-ta'num
Al-tas'chith, 8.

Al-thae'a

Al-thse'me-nes
Al-the'pua
Al-ti'na
Al-ti'nas
Al-ti'niim
A-lun'ti-um
Alush, 8.

Al'vah, 8.

A-ly-at'tee

Al'y-ba
Al-y-cce'a

A-l/mon

A-ly'pus
A-ly9'su3
Al-yx-oth'o-e
Al-y-ze'a
A'mad, 8.

A-mad'a-tha, «.

A-inad'a-thu3, 8.

A-niad'o-ci
A-mad'o-cu3
A'lnal, 8.

Am'a-lek, «.

A-mal-lo-bri'ga
Am-al-thaa'a
Am-al-the'ura
A'mam, s.

Am'a-na, s.

A-man'l-c»
Am-an-ti'ni
A-ma'num
A-ma'uu8
A-mar'a-cus
A-mar'di
Am-a-ri'ah, 8.

A-mai"'tU8
Am-a-ryl'lis
Am-a-ryn'ceus
Am-a-ryn'tbi-a
Am-a-ryn'thua
Am-a-rya'i-a
A'niaa
Ani'a-sa, s.

A-mas'a-i, 8.

Am-a-se'a
Am-a-se'niia
A-raash'a-i, 8.

Am-a-shi'ah, 8.

Am-a-si'a
A-ma'sis
A-maa'tria
A-mas'trua
A-ma'ta
Am-a-the'a
Am-a-the'i
Am-a-the'is, 8.

Am'a-thia, «.

Am'a-thus
A-max-an-ti'a
A-raax'i-a

Am-ax-o'bi-i
Ani-a-ze'uea
Am-a-zi'ah, a.

A-ma'zoQ
A-maz'o-nea
Ani-a-zon'i-cu8
Am-a-zon'i-dea
Am'be-nua
Anj-bi-a'ni

Am-bi-a-ti'nu8
Ani-bi-bar'e-ti

Am-bib'a-ri
Am-bi'cua
Am-bi-ga'ttta
Am-bi'o-rix
Am'bla-da
Am-bra'ci-a
Ani-bra'ci-aa
Am-bro'dax
Am-bro'nea
Am-bro'si-a
Am-bro'si-U8
Am-bry'on
Am-brya'aua
Am-bry'sua
A-nied'a-tha, s.

Am'e-lea
Am-e-na'niia
Am-e-uo'phis
A-me'ri-a
A-mes'tra-tus
A-mes'tria
A'mi, s.

A-mi-a'nu8
A-mic'tas
A-mi'da or Am'-

i-da
A-mil'car
Am'i-los
A-min'a-dab, a.

Am-i-se'na
A-mis'i-a
A-nii'sum or A-

mi'aua
Am-i-ter'num
Am-i-tha'on or
Am-y-tha'ou

A-niit'ta-i. a.

A-niiz'a-bad, a.

Am'mah, a.

Am-med'da-tha,
a.

Am'mi, a.

Ani-nii-a'nus
Am-mid'i-oi, a.

Am'mi-el, a.

Ani-mi'hud. s.

Am-mi-ahad'da-i

Am-miz'a-bad,a.
Am-mo'dea
Am-mo'nia
Am-iiae'ua

Am'ni-aa
Am-ni'aua
Am-ni'tea
Am'non, a.

A-mcB'beu8
A'mok, 8.

Am-o-me'tua
Am-om-phar'e-

tU3
A'mor
A-mor'gea
A-moi-'goa
Am'o-rite, a.

A'mos, 8.

Am-pe-li'nus
Am'pe-lus
Am-pe-lu'ai-a
Am-phe'a
Am-phi'a-lua
Am-phi'a-nax
Ani-phi-ar-a-e'-
um

Ara-phl-a-ra'i-

des
Am-phi-a-ra'ua
Ani-phi-cle'a
Am-phic'ra-tea
Am-phic'ty-on
Am-phic-ty'o-
nea

Am-phid'a-mas
Am-pbid'o-11
Ara-phi-dro'mi-a
Am-phi-ge-ni'a
Am-phiro-chus
Am-phiry-tus
Am-phim'a-chus
Am-phim'e-don
Am-phin'o-me
Am-phiii'o-mu8
Am-phi'on
Am-phip'a-gua
Am-phip'o-les
Am-phip'o-lia
Am-phip'y-ros
Am-phir'e-tua
Am-pbis-baj'na
Am-pbis'tbe-ne8
Am-phis-ti'des
Am-phis'tra-tus
Am-pbith'e-a
Am-phith'e-niis
Ain-pbith'o-e
Am-phi-tri'te
Am-phit'ry-on
Am-phit-ry-o-

iii'a-dea

Am-phi'ua
Am-pbot'e-rua
Ani-phry'8U8
Am'pli-as, a.

Ainp'aa-ga
Am-pyc'i-dea
Am'py-cus
Am'ra-phel, a.

Am'ram, a.

Arn-sanc'tu3
A-mu'li-U3
A-my'cla
A-my'cIse
Am-y-clse'ua
A-my'claa
Am-y-cli'dea
Am'y-cus
Am'y-don
Ani-y-mo'ne
A-myn'taa
Am-yn-ti'a-des
A-myn-ti-a'nua
A-myn'tor
Am-yn-tor'i-des
Am-y-ri'cua
Cam'pus

Am'y-ris
Am'y-rus
A-mys'ti8
Am-y-tba'on
Am-y-tha-o'ni-us
Am'y-tla
A-my'zon
Am'zi, a.

A'nab, s.

An-a-bu'ra
Au-a-C8e'a
An-a-ce'i-a

An'a-cea or A-
uac'tea

An-a-char'sU
An-a-ci'ura or
An-a-ce'um

An-a-cle'tU8
An-ac're-on
A-nac-to'ri-um

A-nac'to-rum
An-a-dy-om'e-ne
An'a-el, a.

A-nag'ni-a
A-nag'y-rua
A'nah, a.

An-a-ha'rath, a.

An-a-i'ah. a.

An-a-i'tis

A'nak, a.

An'a-kim,a.
A-nam'me-Iechi

a.

A'nan, a.

A-na'ni, a.

Au-a-nl'ah, a.

An-a-ni'as, a.

A-nan'i-el, a.

An'a-phe
An-a-phlys'tus
A-na'pi-ua
A-na'pua
Au-a-ri'a-cEe

A-nar'tes
An-a-aim'bro-tuB
A'nath, a.

An'a-thoth, a.

A-uat'o-le
A-nau'rua
A-nau'sia
An-ax-ag'o-ras
An-ax-au'der
An-ax-an'dri-des
An-ax-ar'chus
An-ax-ar'e-te
An-ax*e'nor
A-uax'i-aa

An-ax-ib'i-a
An-ax-lc'ra-tea
A-nax-i-da'mua
A-nax'i-las or A-

iiax-i-la'us

An-ax-il'i-des
A-nax-i-man'der
Aii-ax-im'e-nea
An-ax-lp'o-lis
An-ax-ip'pu8
An-ax-ir'rho-e
A-nax'is
A-nax'o
An-a-zar-be'nu8
An-c8e'u3
An-cal'i-tes

An-ca'ri-us
Au-cha'ri-a
An-cha'ri-u8
An-cba'te8
An-chem'o-lua
An-cbea'niua
An-chi'a-Ia or

An-chi'a-le
An-chi-a-li'a
An-chi'a-lu8
Au-chi-mo'li-ua
An-chin'o-e
An-chi'aa
An-chi'aes
An-chia'i-a
An-cbi-ai'a-des
An'cho-e
An-chom'e-nua
An-chu'rus
An-ci'le
An-co'na
An-cy^e
Au-cy'ra
An-cy'rsB
An-cy'ron
An-dab'a-t»
An-da'ui-a
Aii-de-ca'vi or

An-de-ga'vi
An-de'ra
Au-der'i-tum or

An-de-ri'tum
An-di'ra
An-doc'i-des
An-dree'raon
An-drag'a-thua
Aii-drag'o-ras
An'dre-as
An'dreus
An'dri-a
An-dri'a-ca
An'dri-cus
An-dris'cua
An-dro'bi-ua
Au-dro-bu'lua
An-dro-cle'a
An'dro-clea
An-dro-cli'des
An'dro-clua
An-dro-cy'des
An-drod'a-mas
An-dro'dus
An-drog'e-nes
An-dro'ge-os

An-dro'ge-ua
An-drog'y-nse
An-drog'y-nus
An-drom'a-che
An-drom'a-chus
An-drom'e-da
An-dro-ni'cu8
An-dro-ni'cu8, a.

An-droph'a-gi
An-dro-pom pus
An-dros'the-nea
An-dro'ti-on
An-e-lon'tis
A'nem, s.

An-e-mo'li-a
An-e-mo'aa
An-e-mo'tis
A'nen, a.

A'ner, a,

An'e-thoth-itei^.
A-ne'tor
An'ga-ri
An-ge'a
An-ge'11-a
An-ge'li-on
Aii'ge-lus

An-ge-ro'na
Au-gi'tea
A-ni'am, a.

An-i-cet'ua
A-nic'i-a

A-nir^'i-ura

A-iiic'i-us

A-ni'groa
An-i-ue'tum
An'i-sua
An-i-tor'gia

A'ni-U8
An'na-aa, a.

An-na'lis
An-ni-a'nua
An'ni-bal
An-nic'e-ria
Aii-ni-cho'ri

An'nu-U8, a.

A-no'gon
A-no'lu8
An'o-nua
An-o-pffi'a

A'noSj a.

An-tse'a
An-tae-op'o-Iia

An-tae'ua

An-tag'o-raa
An-tal'ci-das
Aii-tan'der
An-tan'droa
An-te'a
An-tem'nffi

An-te'nor
An-te-uor'i-des
An'te-ros
An'te-ru3
An-thae'ua
An-the'a
An'tbe-as
An-the'don
An-the'la
An'the-mis
An'the-mon
An'the-mua
An-the-mu'si-a
An-the'ne
An-ther'mua
An-thes-pho'ri-a
An-thes-te'ri-a

An'the-ua
An-thi'a
An'thi-nae
Au'thi-um
An-tbo'rea
Au-thro-po-mor-

pbi'tae

An-thro-poph'a-

An-thyHa
An-ti-a'na
An-ti-a-nj'ra
An'ti-aa
An-ti-bac-chi'ua

An-tib'ro-te
An-tic'a-nia
An-tic'a-to
An-tich'tho-nea
An-tic-i-nolia

An-ti-cle'a

An'ti-clea

An-ti-cli'des
An-tic'ra-gua
An-tic'ra-tes
An-tie'y-ra

Au-tid'a-mua
An-ti-do'rus
An-tid'o-tus
An-tig'e-nes
An-ti-gen'i-des
An-tig'o-ne

An-ti-go-ne'a
An-ti-go-ni'a
An-tig'o-nus
An-til'e-on
An-ti-lib'a-nu8
An-til'o-cbu8
An-tim'a-chuft
An-tim'e-nes
An-tiu'o-e
An-tin-o-e'a
An-ti-nop'o-Ua
An-tin'o-uB
An-ti-o-chi'a
An-ti'o-chls
Au-ti'o-chua
An-ti'o-pa
An-ti'o-pe
An-ti-o'ni8
An-tip'a-ros
An'ti-pas, a.

Au-tip'a-ter
An-ti-pa'tri-a or

An-ti-pa-tri'a
An-tip'a-tris

An-tiph'a-nes
An'ti-phas
An-tiph'a-tea
An-ti-phe'mua
An-tiph'i*ltt8

An'ti-phon
An-tiph'o-nuB
An'ti-phus
An-ti-pce'nuB
An-tip'o-Iia

An-tir'rhi-um
An-tir'rho-do»
An-tis'sa

An-tis'the-nea
An-tis'ti-ua

An-tith'e-ua
Au'ti-um
An-tod'i-ce
Au-toni'e-ne»
Au-to'ni-a
An-to'ni-1

An-to-ni'na
An-to-ni'nua
Au-to-ni-op'o-

lia

An-to'ni-us
An-tor'i-des
An-to-thi'jah, s.

Aii'toth-ite, a.

An-tun-na'cum
A'nub, s.

A-uu'bis
A'nua, 8.

Anx-a'num
Anx'i-ua
Anx'u-rufl
An'y-ta
An'y-tus
An-zi-te'na
A-ob'ri-ca or A-

cb'ri-ga

A'on
A'o-uea
A-o'ni-a
A-oD'i-dea
A-o'ra
A'o-ria

A-or'nus
A-or'ai

A-o'ru8
A-0'U8
A-pa'ma or Ap'-
a-ma

A-pa'me or Ap'-
a-rae

Ap-a-me'a or
Ap-a-mi'a

Ap-a-me'ne
A-par'ni
Ap'a-te
Ap-a-tu'ri-a
A-pe-li-o'tes

A-pel'Ia
A-peHes
Ap-el-le'ua
A-pel'li-con
Ap-en-ni'nua
A'per

Ap-e-ran-ti'a
(town)

Ap-e-ran'ti-a
{di8t.)

Ap-e-ro'pi-a
Ap'e-sas
Aph'a-ce
A-phae'a
A'phar
Aph-a-ra'im, a.

A-pha'reus
A-phar'8ach-ite,

8.

A-phar'sath-
chite, a.
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A-phar'site, $.
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Au-re-li-a'nU8
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Cjesi-U8
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Chro'mi-a
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Dana- US
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E-rom'e-ne
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Ha'uoch, 8.
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I'o-le
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Le'hi, 8.
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Me-lan'thi-U8
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Nes-tor'i-des
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Pa-ris'a-des
Pa-ris'i-i

Pa'ri-um
Par-maeh'ta, 8.

Pai-'me-nas
Par-iaen'i-des

Par-me'ni-o
Par'iue-nis
Par'me-uon
Pai''nach, s.

Par-mis'sua
Par-na'sus
Par'iiath, s.

Par-nea'sua
Par-o-pani'i-8U8

or Par-o-pa-
mi'sus

Pa-ru'pua
Par-o-re'ia
Pa'rosh, s.

Par-rha'si-a
Par'rha-sis
Par-rha'si-us
Par-sliaa-da'tha,

8.

Par-tha-niis'i-ris

Par-tha'on
Par-the'ni-a
Vav-ihe'in-mand

Par-the'ni-i

Par-then i-as

Par-then'i-ce
Par-the'ni-ura
Par-tlie'ni-us

Pai-'the-nou
Par-then-o-pffi'-

us
Par-tlien'o-pe
Par-thi'ui
Par-tliy-e'ne

Par'tu-la
Pa-ru'ah, $.

Par-va'im, «.

Pa-ry'a-dres
Pa-rys'a-tia

Pa'aach. «.

Pa-sar'ga-dre

Pas Dani'mim, 8.

Pa-se'ah, «.

Pa'se-aa
Pash'ur, s.

Pas'i-cles

Pa-sic'ra-tes

Paa-i-pe'da
Pa-siph'a-e
Pa^sipli'i-le

Pa-sith'e-a
Pa-sith'o-e
Pa-ait'i-gris

Pas'sa-roii

Pas-se-ri'nua
Pas-si-e'nus

Pat a-ge
Pat'a-le

Pat'a-ra
Pat'a-reua
Pat-a-vi'nus
Pa-ta'vi-um
Pat-e-la'na
Pa-ter'cu-lus
Pa-tlie'us, 8.

Path'ros. 8.

Path-ru'sim, 8.

Pa-tis'ch<j-ria

Pat-i-zi'thes
Pa-trolji-ua

Pat-ro-cle'a
Pa-tro'cles
Pat-ro-uli'dea

Pa-tro'clua or
Pat'ro-clus

Pa-tul'ci-ua
Pa'u, 8.

Pau-li'na
Pau-li'nus
Pau-sa'iii-aa

Paii'si-as

Pau-si-li'pon
Pau-su-lani
Pe-daj'us

Ped'a-hel, s.

Pe-dah'zur, s.

Pe-da'iah, 8.

Pe-(ia'ni

Pe-da'ni-ua
Pe(\'a-sa

Ped'a-sua
Pe-di-a'nua
Pe'di-as
Pe-di-a'ti-a

Pe'di-us
Pe-nas'i-dea
Peg'a-sis
Peg'a-siis

Pe-gii'sa

Pe'kah, 8.

Pe kahi'ah, 8.

Pe'kod. 8.

Pe-la'gi-U8

Pet'a-gon
Pe-lag'o-uea
Pe-la'iah. *.

Pel -a- li'ah, s.

Pe-lar'ge
Pe-Ias'gi

Pe-las'gi-a

Pe-Ias-gi-o'tia

Pe-las'gus

Pel'a-tes

Pe-la-ti'ah, s.

Pe-le'ces
Pe'leg, 8.

Pel'e-gon
Pe-len'do-nes
Pe'let. 8.

Pe'leth, 8.

Pe'leth-ite, s.

Pel-e-thro'ni-a
Pe'leus
Pe-li'a-des

Pe'li-as

Pe-li'aa, s.

Pe-U'dea
Pe-lig'ni

Pe-lignus
Pel-i-nte'um
Pe'li-ou

Pe'Ii-um
Pel-la'na
Pel-le'ne
Pei'o-pe
Pel-o-pe'a or Pel-

o-pi'a

Pel-o-pe'ia
Pel-o-pe'ua
Pe-lop'i-das
Pe-lo'pi-us
Pel-o-pon-ne'sus
Pe-lo'ri-aa

Pe-Io'ris

Pe-lo'rum or Pe-
lo'rus

Pe-lu-si-o'tes

Pe-lu'si-um
Pem'pe-lus
Pem-phre'do
Pe-ne'ia
Pe-ne'ia
Pe-ne'ius
Pe-nere-08
Pe-nel'o-pe
Pe-ues'ti-ca
Pe-iie'tua

Pe-ne'ua
Pe-ni'el, s.

Pe-iiin'nah, s.

Pe-ni'nus
Pen-tap'o-lis
Pen-tap'y-la
Pen - te - dac ' ty-

lon
Pen'te-le
Pen-tel'i-cus
Pen-the-si-le'a

Pen'theua
Pen-thi'des
Pen'thi-lua
Pen'thy-lua
Pe-nu'el, s.

Pe'or, 8.

Pep-a-re'thos
Pe-phre'do
Pe-rsea
Per-ae'thus
Per'a-tus
Pe-ra'zira, s.

Per-co'pe
Per-co'si-a

Per-co'si us
Per-co'te
Per-co'tea
Per-dic'cas
Per-e-gri'nus

Pe-ren'na
Pe-ren'nis
Pe'reah, «.

Pe'reua
Pe'rez, s.

Per'ga-ma
Pei''ga-muin
Pei-'ga-mua
Per'ga-se
Pe-ri-an'der
Pe-ri-ar'chua
Per-i-bce'a

Per-i-bo'mi-us
Per'i-elea

Per-i-cli'dea

Per-i-cli'tua

Per-i-clym'e-ne
Per-i-clym'e-nus
Pe-riu'ly-tus

Per-ic-ti'o-ne

Pe-ri'da, s.

Per-i-e-ge'tes

Per-i-e'rea

Pe-rig'e-nea
Pe-rig'o-ne
Per-i-la'us

Pe-ril'la

Pe-ril'lua

Per-i-me'de
Per-i-me'la
Per-i-rae'le

Per-i-rael'i-dea

Pe-rin'thus
Per-i-pa-tet'i-ci

Pe-rip'a-tus
Pe-riph'a-nes
Per'i-phas
Pe-riph'a-tua
Per-i-phe'mu8
Per-i-phe'tes
Per-i-pho-re'tas
Pe-ris'te-ra

Pe-ris'the-nea

Pe-rit'a-nu8
Pe'riz-zite, 8.

Per'me-nas, 8.

Per-mes'sus
Per-me'su8
Per'o-e
Per-pen'na
Per-pe-re'ni
Per'pe-rus
Per-ran'thea
Per-rhse'bi-a

Per-sae'us

Per-se'a
Per-se'ia

Per-8eph'o-ne
Per-sep'o-lis

Per'seus
Per-siu'o-ua
Per-si'nus

Per'si-ua

Per'ti-nax
Pe-ru'da, «.

Pe-ru'si-a
Per-u-si'uu3
Pes-cen'ni-ua
Pes-si'nua
Pet'a-le

Pe-ta'li-8B

Pet'a-lua
Pe-te'li-a

Pet-e-li'nus

Pe'te-on
Pe'te-us
Pe-tlia-hi'ah, s.

Pe'lhor, 8.

Pe-thu'el, 8.

Pe-til'i-a

Pe-tU'i-us
Pe-ti'na
Pet-o-ai'ris

Pe-to'vi-o
Pe'tra
Pe-ti"as'a

Pe-tre'ius
Pet-ri-a'na

Pe-tri'num
Pe-tro'ni-a
Pe-tro'ni-ua
Peu'ce
Peu-ced'a-noa
Peu-ces'tes
Peu-ce'ti-a
Peu-ce'ti-i

Peu-ci'ni
Peu-co-la'us
Pe-ul'thal, 8.

Pex-o-do'rua
Pha'ath Mo'ab,

s.

Phac'a-reth, «.

Phai-a'ces
Pli0e-a'ci-a

Phie'di-ma
Phaid'i-mua
Phie'dri-a
PliBe-mon'o-e

Phfe-nag'o-re
Phse-nai-'e-te

Phre'ue-as
Plia-en'na
Plia-en'nus
Phse-nom'e-ne
Phuj-uom'e-nus
Pha'e-thon
Pha-e-thon'ti-as
Pha-e-thu'aa
Plia-gi'ta

Pha'i-iiU8

Phai'sur, «.

Phal-a-cri'ne
Pha-lie'cua
Pha-laj'si-a

Pha-lan'thus
Pha - la ' ra or

Phal'a-ra

Phal'a-ris

Phal-da'lus, 8.

Pha'le-as
Pha-le'as, *.

Pha' lee, 8.

Pha'leg. 8.

Phale'reus
Pha-le'ron or
Pha-le'rum

Pha-le'rua
Phal'lu, 8,

Pha-lo're
Phal-o-ri'a or

Pha-lo'ri-a
Phal'ti, 8.

Phal'tl-el, 8.

Pha'me-as
Pham-e-no'phis
Pha-na'ces
Pha-nte'ua
Pha-nag'o-ra
Phan-a-roj'a
Pha-ua'tea
Pha'nl-um
Phan'o-cles
Phan-o-de'rau8
Pha-nod'1-cus
Pha-noni'a-chus
Pha-uoa'the-nea
Phau-o-te'a
Phan'o-teua
Pha-no'the-a
Phaii'o-tia

Phan-ta'si-a
Pha-nu'el, «.

Pha-rac'i-des
Pilar' a-cim, 8.

Pha'rse

Pha'ra-oh (fa'-

ro), 8.

Pha-ras'raa-nea
Pha-ra-tho'ui, «.

Phar-be'lus
Phar-ce'don
Pha' res, «.

Pha'rez. s.

Pha-ri'ra, «.

Pha-ri'tae

Pha'ri-ua
Phar-me-cu'aa
Phar-na-ba'zus
Phar-na'ce
Phar'na-ces
Phar-iia'ci-a

Phar-na-pa'tes
Phar-naa'pes
Phar-nti'chua
Pha'rosh, «.

Phai"'par, s.

Phar-aa'li-a

Phar-sa'lua or
Phar-aa'los

Pha-ru'si-i

Phai"'y-g£e

Phas-a-e'lia

Pha-se'ah, «.

Pha-se'lis

Pha-si-a'ua
Pha'si-as
Phaa'i-ron, 8.

Phas'sa-ron, «.

Phav-o-ri'nu8
Pha-yl'lua
Pha-ze'mon
Phe'be. *t.

Phe-gse'a
Phe'geus
Phe'gi-a
Phe'ia
Phel'lo-e
Phe'mi-ffl

Phe'iui-ua
Phe-mon'o-e
Phen-e-be'this
Phe-ne'ura
Phe-ne'us (a
man)

Phe'ne-U8 (a
lake)

Phe-ni'ce, s.

Phe-ni'ei-a, s.

Phe-rsB'us
Phe-rau'les
Pher'e-cles
Phei-'e-clua

Plie-rec'ra-tes

Pher-e-cy'a-da3
Pher-e-cy'des
Pher-en-da'tea
Pher-e-ni'ce
Phe-reph'a-te
Phe-re'ti-as
Pher-e-ti'ma
Phe-ri'num
Phl'a-le
Phi-a'li-a

Phi'a-lu8

Phib'e-seth, s.

Phi-ce'ou
Phi 'uhoi, 8.

Phic'o-rea
Phid'i-aa
Phid'i-le

Phi-dip' pi-dea
Phi-dit'i-a

Phi-do'las
Phid-o-la'us
Phi-do'le-os
Phid'y-le
Phig-a-le'a
Phi-ga'le-i

Phil-a-del'phl-a
or Phil-a-del-

phi'a
Phil-a-del'phus
Phi-la)'ni

Phi-lee'ua

Phil-a-le'thes

Phi-lam'men
Phi-Iar'ches, s.

Phi-lar'chuB
Phi-lai-'e-tua

Phi-lar'gy-rus
Phil'e-ie

Phil'e-as

Phi-le'bu8
Phi-Ie'mon
Phi-le'nor
Phil'e-roa
Phi-le'ai-as

Phi -le'si-US

Phil-e-tse'rus

Phi-Ie'taa

Phi-le'tea

Phi -le'tor
Phi-Ie'tus
Phi-leu'me-noa
Phi-li'ne

Phi-liii'na

Phi-li'ims
Phi-lip-pe'l

Phil-ip-pe'ua
Phi-lip'pi

Phi-lip'pi-dea
Phil-ip-pop'o-lis
Phi-lip'pus
Phi-lis'cus

Phi-lis'ti-a

Phi-lis'ti-a, «.

Phil-is-ti'des

Phi-lis'tim, s.

Phi-lis'tiiie, «.

Phi-lia'ti-ou

Phi-lia'tus

Phil-o-bce-o'tua
Phi-loch'o-rua
Phiro-clea
Phil-o-cli'des

Phi-loc'ra-tes
Phil-oc-te'tes

Pliil-o-cy'prus

Phil-o-da-nie'a

Pliil-o-de'inus

Plii-lod'i-ce

Phil-o-do-re'tus
Phil-o-du'lus
Phil-o-la'us

Plii-lol'o-gua

Plii-lom'a-che

Phi-loni'bro-tua
Phil-o-me'de
Phil-o-me'des
Phil-o-me'la
Phil-o-me'lus
Plii-loni'e-nea

Phil-o-me'tor
Phil-o-mu'sus
Phil-o-nl'cu8
Phi-lon'i-des

Phil-o'nis
Phi-lon'o-e
Phi-lon'o-me
Phi-lon'o-mua
Phi-lop'a-tor
Phiro-pliron
Phil-o-pce'men
Phi-lop'o iiua

Phil-o-ro'mus
Phil'o son
Pliil-o-steph'a-

nus
Phi-los'tra-tus
Plii-lo'taa

Phi-h>t'e-ra

Phi lo'the-a
Phil-o-the'rus
Phi-lu'the-us
Phil-o-ti'mus
Phi-lo'tis

Phi-lox'e-nus
Phil'y-ra
Phil-y-re'is

Phil'y-res

Plii-lyr'i-des

Phin'e-as, a.

Phiii'e-es, s.

Plii'ne has, 8.

Phi ne'urn
Phi'neus
Phi-ni'des
Phin'ti-a
Phin'ti-as
Phi'son, 8.

Phleg'e-thon
Phle'gon, 8.

Phle'gy-ae
Phle'gy-aa
Phle-gy-e'ia
Phli-a'si-a

Phlyg'o-ne
Pho-be'tor
Pho-cse'a
Phoc'a-ia
Pho'ce-ae
Pho'ceua
Pho'ci-on
Pho-cyl'i-dea
PhcE'be
Phce-be'um
Phoe-be'us
Phoib'i-daa
Phce-big'e-na
Phoe-ni'ce or

Pha3-nic'i-a

Phoe-ni'ces
Phce-nic'i-des
Phoj-ni'cus
Phceu-i-cu'sa

'

Phui-nis'sa
PhcK'te-um
Phol'o-e
Pho-mo'this
Phor-cy'nls
Phor'mi-o
Pho-ro'neus
Plior-o-ui'dEe

Pho-ro'nia
Plio'rus, 8.

Phos'pho-rus
Pho-ti'nus
Pho'ti-us
Phra-a'tes
Phra-at'i-ces
Phra-da'tea
Phra-gan'dae
Phra-ha'tes
Phra-or'tes
Phras'i-cles
Phras-i-cli'des

Pliras-i-de'mus
Plira-sid'o-tus

Phras-i-me'de
Phras'i-mus
Plirat-a-pher'-

iiea

Pliri-co'nia

Phro-ne'sis
Phron'i-ma
Phru-gun-di'o-
nes

Phry'ges
Phryg'i-a
Phryg'i-us
Phryn'i-chua
Phryx-ou'i-des
Phthia
Phthi-o'tes
Phlhi-o'tis
Phud (u as in

but), 8.

Phu'rah, s.

Phu'rim, s.

Phut (u as in
but), 8.

Phu'vah, 8.

Phy-a'ces
Phyg^e-la
Phy-gel'lus, 8.

Phyl'a ce
Phyl-a-ce'is
Phy-lac'i-des
Phyla-cus
Phy-lar'chua
Pliyl-e'is

Phy'leus
Phy-li'des
Phyl'i-ra
Pliyl-la'li-a

Pliyl-Ie'is

Pliyl'li-us

Phyl-lod'o-ce
Phy-lom'a-chus
Phy-lon'o-me
Pliy-rom'a-chus
Phys-cel'la
Phys'co-a
Phys-i-og-no'-

mon
Phys-aa-de'a
Phy-tali-des
Phyt'a lus

Phyt'e-um
Phyx'i-um
Pi-a'li-a

Pi'a-sus
Pi Be'seth, *.

Pi-ce'ni

Pi-cen'ti-a

Pic-en-ti'ni

Pi-ce'num
Pic-ta'vi

Pic-ta'vi-um
Pic'to-nes
Pid'o-cus
Pi-do'rus
Pi-dy'tes
Pi'e-lua

Pi'e-ra

Pi-e'ri-a

Pi-er'i-dea

Pi'e-ris

Pi'e-rua
Pi'e-taa

Pi Ha-hi'roth, s.

Pi'late, 8.

Pi-la'tu8

Pil'dash, 8.

Pil'e-ha, 8.

Pi-le'ser, «.

Pi-le'sus

Pil-ne'ser, 8.

Pi-lo'rua

Pil'tai, 8.

Pi-lum'nus
Pim-ple'a
Pim-ple'i-des or

Pirn -pie'a-d68
Pin'a-ra
Pi-na'ri-ua

Pin'a-rus
Pin'da-rua
Pin'da-sua
Pin-de-nia'sus
Pi-ne'tua
Pi'non, 8.

Pi'o-ne
Pi-o'ni-a

Pi'o-nis

Pi'ra, 8.

Pi-rse'ua or Pi-
ra?'eu8

Pi'ram, a.

Pir'a-thon, s.

Pi-re'ne
Pi-rith'o-U8
Pi-ro'mis
Pir'o-ua
Pi-rus'tse

Pi-sae'us

Pi-san'der
Pi-sa'nus
Pi-sa'tea

Pi-sau'rus
Pi-se'nor
Piseus
Pis'gah.s.

Pis'i-as

Pis-i-cli'des

Pis'i-dse

Pi-sid'i-a

Pi-sid'i-ce

Pis-is-trat'i-dae

Pis-is-trat'i-dea

Pi-sis'tra-tus

Pi son, 8.

Pi-so'nes
Pis'pah, 8.

Pis-u-e'tae

Pi-suth'nea
Pit'a-ne

Pi-the'con Col'-

pos
Pith-e-cu'sa
Pith-e-cu'sae
Pi the'nor
Pi-thi'nus
Pith-o-la'us

Pi-tho'le-on
Pi'thom, 8.

Pi-thom'e-re
Pi'thon, *.

Pit'ta cus
Pit-the'is

Pit'theus
Pit-u-la'ni

Pit'y-a
Pit-y-as'sus

Pit-y-i'a

Pit-y-o'des
Pit-y-o-ne'sus
Pit'y-us
Pit-y-u'sa
Pla-cen'ti-a
Plac-en-ti'ni

Pla'ci-a

Pla-cid-e-i-a'nua
Pla-cid'i-a

Pla-cid'i-u8

Pla-na'ai-a
Plan-ci'na
Pla-tee'a

PIa-ta;'ie

Plat'a-ge
Plat-a-mo'des
Pla-ta'ni-u8
Plat'a-uus
Pla-te'a

Pla-ton'i-ci
Plau'tl-a

Plau-ti-a'nxi»
Plau-til'la

Plau'ti-us
Plei'a-des
Ple-i'o-ne

Plem-myr'i-um
Plera-nae'ua
Pleu-mox'1-1
Pleu-ra'tua
Plex-au're
Plex-ip'pua
Pliu'i-us

Plin-thi'ne or
Plin'thi-ne

Pli3-ta)'ne-tu8

Plis-tar'chua
Plis'the-ues
Plis-ti'nus

Plis-to'a-nax or
Plis-to'nax

Plis-to-ni'cea

Plis-to-ni'cuB

Plis-tox'e-nus
Plo-the'a
Plot-i-nop'o-lis

Plo-tl'nus
Plo'ti-u8

Plu-tar'chua
Plu-to'ni-a
Plu'vi-us
Plyn-te'ri-a

Pneb'e-bis
Pni'geus
Po-blil'i-a

Po-che'reth, «.

Pod-a-le'a

Pod-a-lir'i-ua

Po-dar'ce
Po-dar'ces
Po-da'res
Po-dar'ge
Po-dar'gus
Po-das'i-mu8
PoBc'i-le

Poem'e-nis
Poen'i-cua
Poen'u-lua
Poe-o'ni-a
Po-go'nus
Pol-e-nioc'ra-te»
Pd'e-mon
Pol-e-mo'ni-um
Pol-e-inu'sa
Po-le'nor
Po'li-as

Po-li-e'um
Po'h-eu8
Po-li-or-ce'tea

Po-lis'ma
Po-lis'tra-tus

Pol-i-te'a

Po-li'tes

Pol-i-to'ri-um
Pol len'ti-a

Pol'li-o

Pol-lu'ti-»

Po-lua'ca
Po-ly-»-mon'i-
des

Po-ly-te'nus
Po-ly-a-ra'tua
Po-ly-ar'chua
Po-ly-a-re'tuB
Pol-y-be'tes

Po-lyb'i-daa
Po lyb'i us
Pol y-boD'a

Pol-y-bo'tea
Po-lyb'o-tum
Pt)l'y-bus

Pory-ca'on
Pol-y-car'pus
Pol-y-cas'te
Po-lych'a-rea
Pol-y-cle'a
Pd'y-clea
Pol-y-cle'tu8

Poly-cra-te'a
Po-lyc'ra-tes
Po-lyc'ri-tua

Pol yc-te'tu8

Po-lyc'tor
Poly-dai'mon
Po-lyd'a-inaa
Pol-y-dam'na
Pol-y-dec'tes
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Pol-y-deu-ce'a
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Ste'phen (sle'

vn), rf.

Ste-phu'sa
Ster'o-pe
Steropes
Ster-tiii'i-us

Ste-sag'o-i-aa

Ste-se'nor
Ste-8ich'o-ru3
Stes-i-cle'a

Ste im'bro-tus
S«uen-e-boe'a
StheD-e-la'i-das
Sthen'e-laa
Stheue le

Stheii'e lU3
Sthe'iii-us

Stili-cho
Stim'i con
Stiphi-lus
Sto-bie'us
Stoech'a-des
Stoi-ci
Sto'i-cus
Stra-te'gus
Strat'o-clea
Strat-o-cli'a

Strat-o-cli'des

Strat'o-laa

Strat-o-ui'ce
Stra-ton-i-ce'a
8trat-o-ni'cu8
Strat'o phon
Strep-si'a-des
Stro-go'la
Strom - bich ' i-

des
Stron'gy-le
Stroii'gy-lus

Stroph'a-dea
Stro'phi-iis

Stru thi'a

Stru-thoph'a-gi
Stry-be'le
Strym'o-nis
Stym'ba-ra
Styni phal'i-dea
Stym-pha'lis
Stym-pha'lus
Sii-a'da

Sua-de'la
Su-ag'e-la

Su'ah, 8.

Su-a'na
Su-ar-do'nea
Sn-aB-te'ne
Sa'ba. «.

Sab-al-pi'iius

Sub-laq'ue-um
Su-blie'i-u8

Sub-mon-to'ri
um

Su'bu-Io
Su-bu'ra
Su-bur'ra
Su'ca-tbitea, s.

Suc'ca-bar
Suc'coth, s.

Suc'coth Be'-
noth, g,

Su-de'ti
Su'di-as, s.

Su-e'bua
Su-es-sa^nus
Su-e»-8i-o'ne8

Sues'so-nes or
Su-es-so'nes

Sue-to'ni-us
Sue'vi or Su-e'vi
Sue'vi-us
Sue'vus or Su-e'-
vus

Su-fe'nas
8uf-fe'nu8
Suf - fe ' tes or

Suf'fe-tes

Su'i-das
Su-il'i-us

Su i'o-nesorSui-
o'nes

Sukncim, 8.

Sul'ci-us

Stil-pit'i a or
Sul-pic'i a

Sul-pit'i-ua or
Sul-pic'i-ua

Sum-nia'nua
Su'nf-ci

Su'ni-um
Su-oii'o-na

Su'pe-runi Ma're
Sur, g.

Su-rena
Su-re'nas
Su'ri-um
8u'aa, t.

8u'aa-na

VOL. IV.

Su-aan'nah (son
= zan), s.

Su-sa'ri-on
Su'si, 8.

SU'Si-a'ua
Su'tri-um
Sy'a-ger
Sy-a'grus
Syb'a-ris

Syb-a-ri'ta

Syb-a-ri'tia

Syb'e-rua
Syb'o-ta
Syb'o-tas
Syc'a-mine, s.

Sy-ce'ne, s.

Sy'char, «.

Sy'e-dra
Sy-e'lua, s.

8y-e'ne
Sy-e'ne. g.

Sy e ni'tes

Sy-en'ne-sis
Syl'eua
Sy-li'o-nes

Syl'o-son
Syl-va'nus
Syl'vi-a
Syl'vi-us

Sym' bo-la
Symbo-lum
Symma-chus
Sym-pl^'a-des
Sym-ple'gas
Syn cel'Iua

Sy-ne'si-ua

Syn'na-da
Syn'na-us
Syii'no-on
Sy-no'di-ym
Syn'ti-che, s.

Syn'ty-che
Syr-a-cu'sae

Syr-aa-tre'ne
Sy'ri-a Ma'a-
cha, 8.

8yr-i a'nua
Sy'ri-on, s,

Syr'raa-tae

SjT-ue'tho
Syr-o-cili-cea
8yr-o me'di-a
Sy-ro-phe-ni'-

ci-a, 8.

8yr-o-phoe-ni-
cea

SjT-o-phce'iiix

Syr'tica
Sys-pi-ri'tis

T.

Ta'a-nach, 8.

Ta'a-nath 8hi'-

loh, 8.

Ta-au'tes
Tab'a-Iu8
Tab'a-oth, 8.

Tab'ba-oth. s.

Tab'bath, a.

Tab'e-al, ».

Tab'e-el, «.

Ta-bel'li-us, 8.

Tab'e-rah.s.
Tab-i-e'ni

Tab'itha, 8.

Ta'lwr, 8.

Tab'ra-ca
Tab'ri-mon, s.

Tabu'da
Taca'peorTac-

a-pe
Tac-a-pho'ris
Tac-a-tu'a
Tac-fa-ri'nas

Tach'niu-nite, 8.

Tach'o-ri
Tac'i-ta
Tac'i-tus
Tac'o-la or Ta-

co'la

Ta-con'i-des
Tad'm or, *.

Taj dife-ra
Tajn'a-ros
Tie'Da-rum
Tsen'a-ru8
Ta-e'pa
Tago'ni-U8
Ta'han. «.

Ta-hap'a-nea, «.

Ta'hath, «.

Tab'pe nes, 8.

Tab re' a, *.

Tah'tim Hod-
8b i. A.

Ta-lab'ro-ca
Tal-a-co'ry
Ta-las'si-ua

Tal'a-U3
Tare-tuni
Tali tha Cu'mi,

8.

Tarmai, s.

Tal'me-na
Tarmon, 8.

Tal'sas, 8.

Tal-thyb'i-u3
Ta'mah, «.

Ta'mar, «.

Tam'a-rua
Tarn ' e - sa or

Tam'e-sis
Tam-i-a'this
Tam'muz, s.

Tam'phi-lua
Ta-my'ra-ca
Ta'naub. s.

Tan'ager
Tau'a-gra
Tan'a-ia
Tan-a-i'tse

Tan'a quil
Ta-ne'tum
Tan-hu'meth, *.

Ta'nis, «.

Tan-tali-dea
Tanta-lus
Ta-nu'si-us
Ta-o'ca
Ta'o-ce
Ta-o'ci
Ta'phath, g.

Ta'pbi aj

Ta-phi-as'sus
Ta'phi-i

Ta-phi'tis
Tap'o-rl
Tap-o-si'ria

Tappu all, 8.

'J'a-prob'a-ue

Ta-pu'ra
Ta-pu're-i
Ta-pu'ri
Ta'rah, s.

Tar'a-Iah.s.

Tar'a-nis
Tar-che'ti-u3

Tar-chon-dim'o-
tU3

Ta-re'a, 8.

Tar-en -ti'nua

Ta-ren'tum or
Ta-ren'tua

Tar-i-che'a

{Kyupt)
Ta-rich'e-a {Pa-

lestiiie)

Tar-i-o'tae

Tar-peia
Tar-pe'ius
Tar'pel-itea, s.

Tar-<iuin'i a
Tar-<iuin'i i

Tar quin'i-us
Tar-<iuit'i-u3

Tar'qui-tua
Tar raci'na
Tar'raco
Tar ru'tl-us
Tar'ahish, 8.

Tarsal-us

Tar-au'ras
Tar's I IS, «.

Tai'tak, «.

Tar'ton, a.

Tar'ta-rus
Tarte'sus
Tar-u-aa'tea

Tar-vis'i-um
Tas-ge'ti-us
Taa'si-to

Ta-ti-a'nus
Ta-ti-en'aea
Ta'ti-i

Ta'ti-ua
Tat'nai, ».

Tau-chi'ra
Taulan'ti-i
Tau-ra'ui-a
Tau're-a
Tau-re'8l-um
Tau'ri-ca Cher-

&o ne'sus
Tau-ri'ui
Tau'ri-on
Tau-ri-o'ne
Tau-ris'ci

Tau'ri ura
Taurob'o-lua
Tau'ro is

Tau-ro-me'ni-
uin

Tau-rom'e-nos
Tau-ro-po-li'a
Tau-rop'o-lu3
Tau-ro'pos
Tau-ru'bu-la3
Tax'i-la

Tax'i-les

Tax'i-li

Ta.yg'e-te
Ta-yg'e-tus
Te-a'num
Te'a-rus
Te-a'te-a or Te-

a' te

Te'bah, s.

Teb-a-li'ah, 8.

Te'beth, s.

Tec-mes'sa
Tec-toa'a-gea or

Tec-tos'a-gsB
Tec'to-sax
Te'ge-a
Te ge-a'tes
Teg'u-la
Teg'y-ra
Te-haph'ne-hes,

8.

Te-hin'nah, 8,

Te'kel, 8.

Te-ko'a, s.

Te-ko'ah, s.

Te'lah, 8.

Tera-im, s.

Tel'a-inon
Tel-a-mo-ni'a-
des

Te-las'sar, 8.

Tel-chi'nes
Tel-chin'i-a
Tel-chin'i-ua

Te'le-a
Tel'e-ba
Te-leb'o-aeorTe-

leb'o-es
Te-leb'o-as

Tel-e-bo'i-dea
Tel'e-cles

Tel-e-cli'des

Tel'e-clua
Tel'e-crua
Tel-e-da'mua
Te-leg'o-nn3
Te'lero, «.

Te-lem'a-chua
Tele-mus
Te'Ieon
Te-leph'a-nes
Tel-e-phas'sa
Tel'e-phus
Tel-e-sar'chi-dea
Te-le'ai-a

Te-les'i-clea

Tel-e-ail'la

Tel-e-ai'nua
Tel'e^son
Tel-e-stag'o-raa
Tel-e-thu'sa
Te-leu'ti-as

Tel Har'e-sha, 8.

Tel-le'ne

Tel'li-aa

Tel'me-ra
Tel'o-bia

Tel-phu'sa
Te'ma, 8.

Te'man. 8.

Tem'a-ni. ».

Te-ma'the-a
Tem'6-ni,a.
Tem-e-ni'a
Tem-e-ni'tea
Te-me'ni-um
Tem'e-noa
Tem'e-nus
Tern ' e - sa o**

Tem'e-se
Tem'pe-a
Tem-py'ra
Tench-te'ri or

Tenc-te'ri
Te'ne-a
Te-ne'8B
Ten'e-dos
Ten'e-rus
Ten'e-sis

Te-ne'iini
Ten'ty-ra
Te'rab, 8.

Ter'a-phim, s.

Te-re'don
Te-rei-des
Te-ren'tt-a

Te-ren-ti-a'nua
Te-ren'ti-us
Ter-e-imthia
Te'reah, *.

Te'reua

Ter-gem'i-nus
Te'ri-aa

Ter-i-da'tea
Tei-'i-gum
Te ri'na

Te-ri'o-li

Ter-men'ti-a
Ter'nie-ra
Ter'Die-rus
Ter-nies'aus or
Ter-rae'sus

Ter'mi nu3
Terp-slch'o-re
Ter-ra-ci'na
Ter-ra-sid'i-ua

Tei-'ti-a

Ter'ti-ua

Ter-tul-li-a'nus

Ter-tul'Ius, 8.

Te'thys
Tet-ra-co'nium
Tet-ra-go'nis
Te-trap'o-lis

Tet'ricus
Teu'cer
Teu-chi'ra
Teu'cri
Teu'cri-a
Teu-me'B03
Teu-o'chi3
Teu-ta'mi-as
Teu'ta-mus
Teu-ta'tes
Teu'tbras
Teu-tbro'ne
Teu tom'a-tus
Teu'toni and

Teu'to-nea
Thac'co-na
Tbad-daeua, 8.

Thad-de'ua or
Thad'de-U8, 8.

Tha'hash, 8.

Thai' a -me or
Tbal'a m£e

Thara-mua
Tha-las'si-o

Tha-laa'ai-ua
Tha-le'a
Tha-les'tri-a or

Tba-les'tria

Tha-le'tas
Tba-li'a
Tba'li-us

Thalpius
Tha'mah, 8.

Tha'mar, «.

Tbam'na-tba, 8.

Thant'y-ras or
Tham'y-rus

Tham'y-ri3
Tlian'a-tos
Thap'sa-cua
Thap-si-ta'ni
Tha'rah, 8.

Thar'ra, 8.

Thar'shish, 8.

Tha'sl-us
Thaa si, s.

Thau'ma*ci
Thau ma'ci-a
Thuu'macua
Thau man' ti-as

and Thau-
man'tia

Thau'mas
The-ae te'tus

The ag'e nes
The a'gea
The-ag'o-raa
The-a'no
The-art-das
ITie-ar'idea
Tiie-baidea
Theb'a-ia or The-

ba'ia

The-ba'nua
The-be'tha
The'bez, s.

The-co'e, a.

Tbec tam'e-nea
Theg-a nu'sa
Tbe'ia
Tbe'ias
Tbel-a-i'ra

Thel'a-sar, 8.

Tbel-e-phas'sa
The lei-'sas, 8.

Thel-e-si'nua
Thel'i-ue
Thel-pu'sa
Thel-xi'on
Thel-xi'o-pe
The'man, 8.

The-mla-cy'ra
Them'i-8on
Them-i-ao'ni-um

The-niis'te-as

Tbe-mis'ti-us
The niis-to-cle'a

The-mis'to-cles
Them-i-stog'e-
nes

The-oc'r,-nu3, s.

The-o-cle'a
The'o-cles
The'o-clus
The-o-ciym'e-
nus

The-oc'ly-tus
The oc'ri-tua

The-o-cy'des
The-od'a-mas or

Thi-od'a mas
The-o-da'mus
The-od'a-tua
The-od'o-cus
The-o-do'ra
The-o-do-re'tus
The-o-do-ri'cus
Tbe-o do'ri-das
The-o-do'ris
The-o-do-ri'tus
The-o-do'rua
The-o-do'si-u3
The-od'o-ta
The-od'o-tes
The-o-do'ti on
The-od'o-tus
The-o-du'lua
The-og'e-nes
Theo-gi'ton
The-og ne'tus
The-og'nis
Tbe-om-nea'tus
The-o'nas and
The o-dI'cus

The-on'o-e
The'o-pe
The-oph'a-ne
The-oph'a-nes
The oph'i-la
The-oph'i-lua
The-o-phraa'tus
The-o-phy-lac'-

tua
The-o-pi'thea
The-op'o-lis
The-op'ro-pus
The-oris
The-o'rus
The-o-ti'mu8
The-ot'o-cos
The-ox'e-na
The-ox-e'ni-a
The-ox-e'ni-us
The ram'e-nes
The-rap'ne
The'raa, a.

Ther'i des
The-rid'a-raas
The rim'a-chus
Thei'i-nus
Tbe-ri'tas
Ther'ma-leth, a.

Ther-mo'don
Ther-mop'y-lae
The-rod'a-nias
Ther ail'o-chus

Ther-si'tes
The ru'chus
The se'a

The-ge'i d»
Tbe-se'ia
The-ge'um
The'seua
The si'daa

The-ai'dea
Thes moph'o-ra
Thes-rao-pho'ri-
a

Thes-moth'e-tae
Thea'o-a
Thea-pe'a
Thea-pi'a
Theapi'a-dfe
Tlies-pi'a-dea

Thes'pi fe

Thes'pi-us
Thes-pro'ti
Thes pro'ti-a
Tbes-pro'tua
Tbes-sa'li-a

Thes-aa'li-on

Thes-sa li'o-tea

Thes sa-Io-ni'ca

Thes'aa-lus
Thea'ti-a
Thea-ti'a-dsea^id

Thes-ti'a-des
Thes'tiaa
Thea-ti-di'um
Thes'ti ua
Thes-tor'i-dea

Thes' ty- lis
Thes'ty-lus
Theu do'ri-a
Theu'do-tus
Theu'nie-lon
Theu-me'sus
Theu'te-a
Thi-al-le'la

Thhu-na'thah, $.

Thl-od'a-mas
This'o-a
Tho-an-te'a
Tho-an' ti-as

Tho'a-ris
Tbom'o-i, a.

Tho-ni'tes
Tbo-o'sa
Tho-o'tes
Tho-ra'ni-ua
Tho-re'ce
Tho'ri-us
Thos-pi'tis
Tho'us
Thra'ce
Thra'ces
Thra'cl-a
Thrac'i-dae
Thra'se-a
Tlira-se'as, a.

Thra'si-us
Thras-y-bu'Ius
Thras-y-dse'us
Thra-sym'a-chus
Thras-y-me'des
Thra-sym'e-nes
Thraa-y-me'nus
Thre-ic'i-ua
Thre-is'sa
Threp sip'paa
Thri-am'bus
Thro'ni-um
Thu-cyd'i-dea
Thu-is'to

Thum'mim, a.

Thu'ri-a
Thu'ri i

Thu ri'nua

Thu'ri-um
Tbiis'ci-a

Thy'a-dea
Thy-a-mi'a o)

Thy-a'nil-a
Tby'a-mis
Thy'a-mus
Thy-a-ti'ra
Thy-es'ta
Thy-es'tea
Thy'iaa
Thym-bne'ua
Thym'bri-a
Thym'ele
Thy me'na
Tbym'i lus
Tby-moc-h'a-rea
Thy- nice'tea

Tbyn'i-as
Thy-od'a-maa
Thy-o'ne
Thy-o'neua
Thyr'e-a
Thyr-e-a'tia
Thyr'i-des
Thyi^i-on
Thyr-sag'e-tie
Thyr-aag'e-tes
Ti'a-sa

Tib-a-re'ui

Ti-be'ri-aa

Tib e-ri'nua

Tib'e-rls

Ti-be'ri-us

Ti-be'rus
Tibhath, a.

Tib-i-se'nus
Tib'ni, a.

Ti-bul'lua
Tib-ur-ti'nua
Ti-bur'ti-us

Tich'i-ua
Tic'i-da

Ti-ci'nus
river)

Tic'i-nus(a7nan)
Ti'dal, 8.

Ti fa'ta

Tl-fer'num
Tig-el-li'nua

Ti gel'Ii-ua

Tlg'lath Pil-e'

ser, a.

Ti-gra'nes
Tig-ran-o-cer'ta
Tig-u-ri'ni

Tik'vah, a.

Tik'vath, a.

Til-a-tiB'i

Til-a-vemp'tus

(a

Til'gath Pil-ne'-

ser, s.

Ti'lon, s.

Ti-ma;'a
Ti-msen'e-tus
Ti-ma;'U8
Ti-iiiag'e-nes

Ti nia-gen'i-das
Tim-a-ge'tea
Ti-mag'o-raa
Ti-mandri-des
Ti man'ge-Ius
Ti-ma'nor
Tim-a-ra'tua
Ti-mar'chi-dea
Ti-mai-'chus
Ti-mar'e-te
Ti-ma'si-on
Tim-a-sith'e-ua
Ti-ma'vus
Tim'e-as
Ti-me'si-us
Ti-nie'us, a.

Tim '11 a, 8.

Tim'nath, a.

Ti-moch'a-ria
Tim-o-cle'a
Tini'o-cles

Tim-o-cli'das
Ti-moc'ra-tes
Ti-moc're-on
Tim o-de'mus
Tini-o la'us

Ti-nio'le-on
Ti-mo'lus
Ti-mom'a-chus
Ti-monax
Ti-mon'i-des
Ti-mon'o-e
Ti-mopba-nes
Ti-mosthe-uea
Ti-mo'the-ua
Ti-mox'e-nus
Tin'i-a .

Tiph'sah, a.

Ti'ras, a.

Ti-re'ai-aa

Tir'ha-kah, a.

Tir'ha-uah, a.

Tir'i-a, s.

Tir-iba'zus
Tir-i dates
Tir'sha-tha, a.

Tir'zah, a.

Ti-sa.''um

Ti-sag'o-ras
Ti-sam'e-ima
Tish'bite, s.

Tis'i-a

Ti-si'a-rus

Tia'i-aa

Ti-sic'ra-tes

Ti-aiph'o-ne
Ti-siph'o-nua
Tis-sa-pher'nea
Ti-ta!'a

Titan or Ti-ta'-

nus
Tit'ane
Ti-ta'nea
Ti-ta'ni-a

Ti-tan'i-des
Tit'a-nus
Tit-a-re'si-u8

Tit-a-re'sua

Tith-e-nid'i-a

Ti-tho'nua
Ti-tho're-a
Ti-thraus'tes
Tit'i-a

Titia'na
Tit-i-a'nua
Tit'i-es

Tit'i-i

Ti-tin'i-ua

Tit'l-ua

Ti-toi-'mus
Tit-the'um
Ti-tu'ri-us

Tit'y rus
Tit'y-ua

Ti'vaii, 8.

Ti'zite, a.

Tle-pole-mua
Tma'rua
Tmo'Ius
To'ah, a.

To'a-nah, «.

To-bi'ah, a.

To-bi'as, a.

To'bie, a.

To-bi'el, 8.

To'bit, 8.

Toch'a-ri
To'chen, a.

To-gar'mah, i.

To-ga'ta

181c
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WOEDS, PHEASES, NOTEWOETHY SAYINGS,

AND COLLOQUIAL EXPRESSIONS,

FROM THE LATIN, GBEEK, AND MODERN LANGUAGES, MET WITH IN

CURRENT ENGLISH.

[Certain others will be found in the Dictionary itself.

1

d has. [Ft] Down, down with.
d beaujeii beau retmir. [Fr.] Owe good turn
deserves another; tit for tat.

Ab extra. [L.] From without,
Ab imo pectore. [L.] From the bottom of the

heart.
Ab incxtnabulis. [L.] From the cradle.
Ab initio. [L.] From the beginning.
Ab intra. [L.] From within.
Abisognisiconogcoiigliamici. [It.] A friend

in need is a friend indeed.
d bon chat, bon rat. [L ] To a good cat, a
good rat; tit for tat.

(t bon marchd. [Fr.] Cheap; a good bai^ain.
Ab origine. [L.] From the origin.

Ab ovo. [L.] From the e^; from the be-
ginning.

Ab ovo tuque ad mala. [L.] From the egg to

the apples (as in Roman banquets); from
banning to end.

d bras ouverts. [Fr.] With open amis.
Abrigi. [Fr.] An abridgment.
Absens fueres non erit. [L.] The absent one

will not be heir; outof sight, out of mind.
Absente reo. [L.] The accused !>eing absent.
Absitinvidia. [L.] Let there be no iU-wiU;
envy apart

Abjfit omen. [L.J May thiB not prove omin-
ous of evil.

Ab uno disce omnes. [L.] From one speci-
men judge of all the rest.

A buon vino non binogna frosea. [It.] Good
wine needs no bush.

Ab urbe eomliUl. [L.] From the building
of the dty, i e. Rome.

A capite ad calcem. [L.] From head to heel,
d chaque saint sa chandelle. [Ft.] To each

saint his candle ; honour to whom honour
is due.

d cheval. [Ft.] On horseback.
A ^te vuole, non mancano modi. [It.] Where

there's a will there's a way.
dcompte. [Ft.] On account.
d corps perdu. [Ft.] With breakneclc speed,

d coup gur. [Fr.] Of a certainty; without
fail.

deouvert. [Fr] Undercover.
A cruce salus. [L.] Salvation by the cross.

Actionnaire. [Fr.] Shareholderinacompany.
Ad aperturam {librt). [L.] At the opening of
the book; wherever the book opens.

Adarbitrium. [L.] At pleasure.
Ad calendas Grcecas. [L ] At the Greek
calends; i.e. never, as the Greeks had no
calends in their mode of reckoning.

Ad captandum vulgus. [L.] To attract or
please the ralible.

A Deo et regg. [L.] From God and the king.

ddesnein. [Kr.] On purpose; intentionally.

d deux v\aii\«. (Kr.] F(ir two hands; two-
lunded; having a double ofHce.

Adextremum. [L] To the last, or extremity.
Adfiixem. [L.] Totheend; atorneartheend.
Ad gutftum. (L ] To one's taste.

Ad kominem. [L.] To the man; to an indi-

vidual's interests or passions.
Adkuc sub jvdice lis est. [L J The case is

still before the judge; the controversy is

not yet settled.

A die. [L] From that day.
Ad injinituin. [L. ] To infinity.

AditiStar. [L.] After the fashion of.

.Ad interim. [L.] In the meanwhile.
Ad internecionem. [L.] To extermination,
d diser-'tion. [Fr.] At discretion; without

restriction.
Adlil*itum. [L.J At pleasure.
Ad majorem Dei gloriam. [L.J For the
greater glory of God.

Ad modum. [L J In the manner of.

Ad muUos anuos. [L] For many years.

Adnauseam. [L.] To disgust or satiety.

Adorer le veau d'or. [Ft.] To worship the
golden calf.

Ad pat res. [L.] Gathered to his fathers.

Ad referendum. [L.J For further considera-
tion.

Ad rem. [L.J To the purpose ; to the point
d droite. [Fr.J To the right
Adscriptus glebce. [L.J Attached to the BoU.
Adsum. [L.J I am present; here!
Ad summum. [L.] To the highest point.
Ad unguem. [L.J To the naU ; to a nicety;
exactly; perfectly.

Ad unum ornnes. (L.J All to a man.
Ad utrumqtie paratus. [L.J Pi-epared for

either case or alternative.

Ad valorem. [L.J According to the value.
Ad vitam aut ctilpam. [L.J For life or fault;

i.e. till some misconduct be proved.
Ad vivum. [L.J To the life; portrayed in a

lifelike manner.
jEgrescit medendo. [L.J He becomes worse
by the remedies used.

^qxiabUiter et dUigenter. [L.J Equably and
ailigently.

.mquo animo. [LJ With an equal mind;
with equanimity.

.J^re perennius. [L.J More lasting than brass.

jEs triplex, [L.J Triple brass; armour of ada-
mant

jEtatis suce. [L.J Of his (or her) age.

Affaire d'amour. [Fr.] A love affair.

Affaire d'honneur. [Fr.J An affair of honour;
a duel.

Affaire du coeur. [Fr.J An affair of the heart
Affreux. [Ft.] Frightful; shocking.
a Jieur d'eau, [Fr.J On a level with the

water.
dfand. [Fr.] To the bottom; tlioroughly;

heartily.

A fortiori. [L.] With stronger reason. (See
in Diet)

d gauche. [Fr.J To the left
dgenous. [Ft.] On the knees.
Age quod agis. [L.J Attend to what you are
about

d grandsfrait. [Fr.J At great expense.
d naute voix. [Fr ] Aloud.
dhuisclos. [Ft] With closed doors: secretly.

Aide lot, et le del t'aidera. [Fr.J Help your-
self, and Heaven will help you.

d la belle itoUe. [Fr.J Under the stars; in the
open air.

d la bonne heure. [Fr.J In good time; very
well ; all right; as you please.

d I'abri. [Fr.] Under shelter.
d la campagne. [Fr, ] In the country.
d la carte. [Fr.J According to the bill of fare

at table.

d la d^robie. [Fr.] By stealth.

d la Fran^aise. [Fr.J After the French mode.
d la mode. (Fr.J According to the custom or

fashion,
a la Tartrtfe. [Fr.J Like Tartufe, i.e. hypo-

critically.

al bisogno si conogcono gli am ici. [It. J Friends
are known in time of need,

a lenvi. (Fr.J Emuloualy; so as to vie.

Alere _^amnuim. [L.] To fee<i the flame.
Alfresco. [ItJ In the open air; cool.

Alieniapp€tens,sitiprofu8us. (LJ Greedy of
other people's possessions, lavfeli of 'lis own.

d I'improviste. [Fr.J On the sudden.
Alia vostra salute. [It] To your health.
Allezvou*-en ! [Fr.J Away with you!
AUons. [Fr.] Let us go; come on; come.
AlpiU. [ItJ At most
Alter ego. [LJ Another self.

Alter uiem. [L.J Another exactly similar.
Alter ipge amicus. [L J A friend is the
counterpart of oneself.

Alterum tatitum. [h.] As mAch more.
d main armie. [Fr.] By foree of arms.
Amantium irce amoris inmgratio. [L.J The

quarrels of lovers are ttte renewal of love,
d ma puissance. [Fr.J To the best of my
power.

Amar y saber no puede ier. [8p. ] No one can
love and also be wlse^

A maximis ad minima. [L.] From the

^ greatest to the least.

Ame de boue. [Ft.] A soul of mud.
Amende honorable. [Fr.] Satisfactory apo-

logy; reparation.
d merveille. [Fr.J To a wonder; marvellously.
Amiciprobantur rebus adversis. [L.J Friends
are tested in adversity.

Am,icus humani generis. [L.] A friend of the
human race.

Amicxis Plato, sed magis arnica Veritas.

Plato is my friend, but truth is still moi-e
a friend to me.

Amicus usque ad aras. [L.J A friend even to
the sacrificial altar, i.e. to the utmost ex-
tremity.

Amide cour. [Fr.J A court friend ; a false or
unreliable friend.

d i7wti avis. [Ft.] In my opinion.
Amor patriae. [L.] Love of country.
Amour propre. [Fr.] Self-love; vanity.
Ancien regime. [Fr.] The ancient or former
order of things.

Anglici. [L.] In English; in the English
language.

Anguis in herba. [L.J A snake in the grass;
an unsuspected danger; a false friend.

.,47111/10 et jide, [L.] With courage and con-
fidence.

Anno cefatis guix. [L.J In the year of his or
her age.

Anno Ckrigti. (L.J In the year of Christ.

A n}io Domini. [L.J In tlie year of our Lord.
Anno humante salutis. [L.J In Uie year of
man's redemption.

Anno mimdi. [L.] In the year of the world.
Anno urbis conditm. [L J In the year from
the time the city (Rome) was built

A7inu8 mirabilis. (L.J Year of wonders; es-

pecially used in reference to the year 1666,
in which occurred the Great Plague, and
the Great Fire of London.

Ante lucem.. [L.J Before the dawn.
Ante meridiem. [L.J Before noon.
d outraiice. [Fr.J To extremities.
d pas de giant. [Fr.J With a giant's stride;
with gigantic steps.

d peindre. [Ft.] To be painted; woithy of
the painter's art

Aper0i. [Fr.J A general sketch or survey.
d perte de vue. [Fr. J Till beyond one's view.
dpe%ipri>8. [Fr.] Nearly.
dpied. [Ft.] On foot.

d point. (Fr.J To a point; just in time;
perfectly right

A posse ad esse. [L J From possibility to
reality.

Appartement. [Fr.] Set of rooms on the same
floor.

Apr^s mot le deluge. [Fr.J After me the
deluge.

A prima vista. [It] At first sight
d prvpos de bottes. [Fr.] Apropos of boota;

in an irrelevant manner; without rhyme
or reason.

d propos de rien, [Fr.J Apropos to nothing;
without reference to anything in particu-
lar ; without a motive,

Aquila non capit muscas. [L.J An eagle does
not catch flies.

Arbiter bibendi. [L.J Rulerof the symposium;
toast-master.

Arbiter elegatitiarum. (L.J A judge or su-

preme authority in matters of taste.

Arcades ambo. [L.J Arcadians Iwth ; fellows
of the same stamp.

Arcana coelegtia. [L.] Celestial mysteries.
Areana imperii. (L.J State secrets.

Ardentia verba. [L.J Glowing language.
Argent complant. [Fr.J Ready money.
Argumetitum ad crumeuam. [L.] An argu-
ment to the purse, i.e. to one's interests.

Argumentum ad hominem. [L.J An argu-
ment to the individual man, i.e. to Ills

interests and prejudices.
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Argiimentum ad ignorantiam. [L.] An argu-
ment intended to work on a person's ig-

norance.
Argumentum ad judicium. [L.] Argument
appealing to the judgment.

Argumentum ad verecundiam. [L.] Argu-
ment appealing to modesty.

Argumentum bacuUmim. [L.] The argument
of the cudgel ; brute force.

Ariston metron. [Gr.] Moderation is best.

Arrectis auribus. [L.j With ears pricked up;
all attention.

Atrih-e pe}isr^e. [Ft.] Mental reservation.

Ars est celare artem. [L. ] It is true art to

conceal art.

Arg loiuja, vita brevis. [L.] Art is long, life

is short.

Artiam magisier. [L.] Master of Arts.

Asinus ad lyram. [L.] An ass at the lyre;

a stupid awkward fellow.

Athanasius contra mundum. [L.] Athanasius
against the world.

(I tort et a travers. [Fr.] At random ; without
consideration.

d toute force. [Fr.] With all one's might.
d tout hasard. [Fr.] At all hazards.
d toutprix. [Fr.] At any price; at all costs.

At spes non fracta. [L.] But hope is not
crushed.

Au bout de son Latin. [Fr.] At the end of his
Latin ; at his wit's end ; in a fix or quan-
dary.

All contraire. [Fr.] On tJie contrary.
Au courant. [Fr.] Fully acquainted with

matters.
Audaces (or audentes) fortima juvat. [L.]

Fortune aids the bold.
Au di^sespoir. [Fr.] In despair.
Audi alteram partem. [L.] Hear the other

side.

Audiatur et altera pars. [L.] Let the other
side also be heard.

Au fait. [Fr.] Well acquainted with; ex-
pert.

Au fond. [Fr.] At bottom; in reality.

Auf Wiedersehn. [G.] Till we meet i^in; au
remir,

Au grand s^rieux. [Fr.] In all seriousness.
A\i jour le jour. [Fr.] From day to day;
without thought of t«-niorrow; from hand
to mouth.

Au naturel. [Fr.] In the natural state.

Au pis alter. [Fr.] At the worst.
Aurea mediocritas. [L.] The golden or happy
mean.

Au reste. [Fr.] As for the rest.

Au revoir. [Fr.] Adieu until we meet again.
Auri sacrafames. [L.] The accursed craving

for gold.
Au s^rieux. [Fr.] Seriously,
Au»picium melioris a;vi. [L] An auspice (or

augTiry) of a better age (to come).
Aussitdt dit, aussitOt fait. [Fr.] Ko sooner

said than done.
Autant d'hommes, autant d'avis. [Fr.] So
many men, so many minds.

Aut Ccesar aut nullus. [L.] Either Ccesar or
nobody.

Autinvejiiamviamautfaciam. [L.] I shall
either And a way or make one.

Autrefois acquit. [Fr.] Formerly acquitted;
previously tried for the same offence and
acquitted.

Autre temps, autres moeurs. [Fr.] Other
times, other manners.

Ati troisiime. [Fr. ] On the third story.

Aut vincere aut mori. [L.] Either to conquer
or to die ; death or victory.

Auxarmes! [Fr.] To arms!
Auxilium ab alto. [L.] Help from on high.
Avant-propos. [Fr.] Preliminary matter; pre-

face.

Avec permission. [Fr.] With permission.
Ave, Imperator! Morituri te salutant. [L.]

Hail, Emperor ! Those about to die (gladi-
ators) salute thee.

A verbis ad verbera. [L.] From words to
blows.

Avito viret honore. [L.] He flourishes on his
ancestral honours.

dvolont^. [Ft.] At pleasure.
A vostra salute. [It] "j

d votre sant^. [Fr.] > To your health.
A vue^tra salud. [Sp.] j

Badaud. [Fr.] A lounger in the streets; an
idler.

Badinage. [Fr.] Jocularity; chaff.
Ballon d'essai. [Fr.] A balloon sent up to

ascertain the direction of the air currents

;

hence, a device to test public opinion on
any subject.

Bas bleu. [Fr.] A blue-stocking; a literary
woman.

Beat/e memorice. [L.] Of blessed memory.
Beau id^al. [Fr] The ideal of perfection.

Beauts dn diable. [Fr.] The devil's good
looks; youthful freshness.

Beaux esprits. [Fr.] Men of wit.
Beaux yeux. [Fr.] Fine eyes; good looks.
Bel esprit. [Fr.] A person of wit or genius

;

a brilliant mind.
Bella! hon-ida bella ! [L.] Wars I hoiTid
wars!

Bella matribus detestata. [L.] Wars hated by
mothers.

Bellum internecinum. [L.] A war of exter-
mination.

Benedetto ^ quel male che vien solo. [It.]

Blessed the misfortune that comes singly.
Bene orasse est bene studuisse. [L.] To have
prayed well is to have striven well.

Ben trovato. [It] Well invented; cleverly
fabricated or concocted.

B^te iioire. [Fr. ] A black beast ; a bugbear.
BHise. [Fr.] A piece of stupidity; stupidity.
Billet d'amour. [Fr.] A love-letter.

Bis dat qui cito dat. [L.] He gives twice who
gives quickly.

Bis peccare in bello non licet. [L.] It is not
permissible to blunder twice in war.

Bis pueri senes. [L.] Old men are twice boys.
Bona fide. [L.] In good faith.

Bona fides. [L.] Good faith.

Bon ami. [Fr.] Good friend.
Bon avocat, mauvais voisin. [Fr.] A good
lawyer is a bad neighbour.

Bon diable. [Fr]. A good-natured fellow.
Bon gr^, mal gri. [Fr.] With good or ill

grace; willing or unwilling.
Bon jour. [Fr. ] Good day ; good morning.
Bon jour, bonne ceuvre. [Fr.] A good day, a
good work; i.e. the better the day, the
better the deed.

Bonne bouche. [Fr.] A delicate morsel; tit-

bit.

Bonne et belle. [Fr.] Good and handsome.
Bonne foi. [Fr.] Good faith.

Bon soir. [Fr.] Good evening.
Bo7i vivant. [Fr.] One fond of luxury and
good living; a gourmand.

Bon voyage! [Ft.] A good voyage (or journey)
to you r

Borgen macht Sorgen. [G.] Borrowing makes
sorrowing ; who goes a-boiTowing goes
a-sorrowing.

Brevets. [Fr.j Patented.
Brevi «ift?»t. [L.] With a short hand; ex-
temporaneously.

Brevis esse laboro obscurus fio. [L.] If I

labour to be brief, I become obscure.
Brutum fulmen. [L.] A hanuless thunder-
bolt

Cadit qucestio. [L.] The question falls; there
is no further discussion.

Cceca est invidia. [L.] Envy is blind.
Ccelum nonanimum mutant qui trans mare
currunt. [L.] They change their sky but
not their feelings who cross the sea.

Cwtera desunt. [L.] The rest is wanting.
Cceteris paribus. [L.] Other things being

equal.
Campo santo. [It] A burying-ground— lit.

' holy field '.

Candida Pax. [L.] White-robed Peace.
Cantabit vacuus coram latrone viator. [L.]

The penniless traveller will sing in the
presence of the liighwayman ; i.e. a penni-
less man has nothing to lose.

Cantate Domino. [L.] Sing unto the Lord.
Cap a pi^. [Fr.] From head to foot.

Caput mortuum. [L., lit. 'dead head'.]
Worthless residue.

Cara sposa. [It] Dear wife.

Carent quia vote sacro. [L.] Because Uiey
have no sacred bard (to celebrate their
praise).

Carpe diem. [L.] Enjoy the present day; im-
prove the time.

Castello che dd orecchia si vuol rendere. [It.]

The fortress that parleys speedily sur-

renders.
Casus belli. [L.] That which causes or
justifes war.

Catalogue, raisotm^. [Fr.] A catalogue ar-

ranged according to the subjects.

Causa sine- qud non. [L.] Au indispensable
cause or condition.

Cause cH^bre. [Ft.] A celebrated law case
or trial.

Caveat emptor. [L.] Let the buyer be careful.

Cavecanem. [I..] Beware of the dog.

Cavendo tuttt^. [L.] Safe by using caution.
Cedant arma Utgae. [L.] Let arms yield to

the gown, that is, military authority to

the civil power.
Cela va sans dire. [Fr.] That goes without
saying; needless to say; that is a matter
of course.

Celaviendra. [Fr.] That will come.
Ce n'est pas Sire bien aise qtie de rire. [Fr.]

Laughing is not always a sign that the
mind is at ease.

Ce n'est que le premier pas qui coGte. [Fr.]
It is only the first step that is difficult

Censor morum. [L.] A censor of morals.
Cest d dire. [Fr.] That is to say.
C'est le commencement de la fin. [Fr.] It is

the beginning of the end.
Cest magnifique, mais ce n'est pas la guerre.

[Ft.] It is magnificent but it is not war:
said by a French officer as he watched the
Charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava.

Cestselon. [Fr.] That is according t<i circum-
stances; that is as may be.

Cest un autre chose. [Fr.] That's quite an-
other thing.

Cetera desunt. [L.] The rest are wanting;
here there is a break.

Ceteris paribus. [L.J Hee Cceteris.

Chacun d son gout. [Ft.] Every one to his
taste.

Chacun tire de son c6te. [Fr.] Every one
inclines to his own side.

Chapeau bras. [Fr.] A cocked hat
Chapelle ardente. [Fr] The chamber in
which a dead body lies in state.

Ckernindefer. [Fr.] Iron road; a railway.
Cherchezlafemme. [Fr.] Look for the woman

(to find where she has had a hand in the
matter).

Ch^re amie. [Ft.] A dear (female) friend.
Che sard, sard. [It] What will be, will be.
Cheval de bataUle. [Fr.] A war-horse; what
one chiefly relies on.

Chevalier d' Industrie. [Fr.] Lit. a knight of
industry; a swindling or cheating rogue;
one who lives by his wits.

Chi tace confessa. [It] He who keeps silence
confesses.

Cigit. [Fr] Here lies.

Clarior e tenebris. [L.] Brighter from dark-
ness or obscurity.

Clarum et venerabile nometi. [L.] An illus-

trious and venerable name.
Cogito, ergo sujn. [L.] I think, therefore I

exist.

Comitas inter gentes. [L.] Politeness between
nations.

Comme ilfaut. [Fr.] As it should be.

Commune bonum. [L.] A common good.
Commune periculum eoncordiani parit. [h.]

Common danger begets concord.
Commtmibus annis. [L. ] On the annual

average.
Communi consensu. [L.]By common consent.
Compagnon de voyage. [Fr.] A travelling
companion.

Componere lites. [L.] To settle disputes.

Compos voti. [L, ] Having obtained one's wish.
Compte rendu. [Ft.] An account rendered;
a report.

Con amore. [It] With love; verj' earnestly,
Conciergerie [Fr] A door-keeper's lodge;

also name of an ancient prison at Paris.

Concio ad clerum. [L.] A discourse to the
clei^.

Concordia discors. [L.] Discordant concord.
Concorirs. [Fr.] A competition, as fur a prize.

Con diligenza. [It] With diligence.

Conditio 8i)U qud non. [L.] A necessary con-
dition.

Con dolore. [It] With grief; sorrowfully.

Confido et conquiesco. [L.] I trust and am at
peace.

Conjunctis viribus. [L.] With united powers.
Conseil d'etat. [Ft.] A council of state; a

privy-council.
Consensus facit legem. [L] Consent makes
the law.

Co7isilio et a7iimis. [L.] By wisdom and
courage.

Consilio et prudentia. [L.] By wisdom and
prudence.

Comstantia et virtute. [L.] By constaucy and
virtue (or bravery).

Consuetudo pro lege servatur. [L.] Custom
or usage is held as law.

Consvle Planco. [L] When Plancus was Con-
sul; when I was a young fellow.

Contra bonos mores. [L] Against good man-
ners or morals.

Copia verborum. [L.] Rich supply of words.
Coram nobis. [L.] JBefore us; in our pres-

ence.
Coram non judice. [L] Before oue who is not
a proper judge.

Coram populo. [L.] In presence of the people.
Cordon bleu. [Fr.] Blue-ribl>on ; a cook of

the highest excellence.

Cordon sanitaire. [Fr.] A line of guards to
prevent the spreading of contagion or
pestilence.

Corps d'ann^e. [Fr.] The body of an army;
an army corps.

Corps de garde. [Fr.] A body of men in a
guard-room; the room itself.
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Corps diplomatique. [Fr. ] A diplomatic body;
a body of ambassadors and similar repre-
sentatives.

Corrigenda. [L.] Things to be corrected ;

a list of errors or imperfections.
Corrupt to optimi pe*gima. [L.] A corruption

of what is best is worst.
Cox ingeniorum. [L.] A whetstone for wits.

CouUurde rose. [Fr.] Rose colour; an allur-

ing aspect of circumstances.
Coup. [Ft.] a stroke.
Coupdegrdce. [Fr. ] A finishing stroke.

Coup de main. [Fr.] A sudden attack or enter-
prise.

Coup de inaitre. [Ft.] A master stroke.
Coup de pied. [Ft.] A kick.

Coup de soleil. [Fr.] Sunstrt^ke.

Coup d'essai. [Fr ] A first attempt.
Coup dftat. [Fr.] A sudden decisive blow in

politics ; a stroke of policy.

Coup de th-^atre. [Fr.] A theatrical effect

Coup d^ctU. [Fr.] A rapid glance of the eye.

Courage sang peur. [Fr.] Fearless courage.
Codte qu'il coUte. [Fr.] Cost what it may.
Crainbe repeOta. [L.J Cabbage warmed up a
second tmie; i.e. the rei>etition of an old
joke, a truism, Ac.

Credat Judieus Apella. [L.] Let Apella, the
superstitious Jew, believe it, I won't; 'tell

that to the marines '.

Crede quvd habes, et habes. [L.] Believe that
you nave it. and you have it.

Credo quia abiurditm. [L.] I believe because
it is absurd.

Credo quia impossibUe est. [L.] I believe it

because it is impossible.
Crime de la creme. [Ft.] Cream of the cream;
the very best or most select.

Crescit amor uummi, quantum ipea pecunia
erescit. [L.] The love of money increases

as one's wealth grows.
Crescit euiuio. [L ] It increases as it goes.

Crescit sub pondere rirtus. [L.] Virtue in-

creases beneath oppression.
Crimen falsi. [L.] The crime of perjury.
Crimen Icesce majestatis. [L.] The crime of
high treason; leze-majesty.

Crux. [L.] Across; jnuale; difficulty.

Crux criticorum. [L.] The puzzle of critics.

Crux medicorum. [L.] The puzzle of the
doctors.

CucuUus non facit monachum. [L.] The
cowl does not make the friar; i.e. don't
trust to appearances.

Cui bonoJ [L.] For whose advantage? to
what end ?

Chi Fortnna ipsa cedit. [L.] To whom For-
tune herself yields.

Cuilibet in arte sua credendum est. [L] Every-
one is to be trusted in his own special
art.

Culpam poena premit comes. [L.] Punish-
ment follows bard on crime.

Cum bona venia. [L.] With yourgood leave.
Cum grano salis. fL] With a grain of salt;
with some allowance.

Cum multis aliis. [L.] With many others.
Cum twtis variorum. [L] With the notes of
various commentators.

Cum priviUgio. [L.J With privilege or license
from the authorities.

Curiota /elieitas. [L.] Nice felicity of expres-
sion.

Currente calamo. [L.] With a mnning or
rapid pen.

Custosmorum. [L ] Guardian of manners (or
morals).

D'aecord. [Ft.] In agreement
Da locum meliorU>us. [L.] Give place to
your betters.

Dame d honneur. [Ft] Maid of honour.
Dames de la halle. [Fr.] Women who sell

articles in a market: market-women.
Damnant quod non intelligunt. [L] They
condemn what they do not understand.

Dare potuixts /umo. [L.] To give weight to
smoke; ie. attach importance to matters
of no consequence.

Das Beste ist gut genug. [G.] The best is good
enough.

Da* E\cig-weihliche zieht uns hinan. [G.]

The eternal-feminine draws us upwards.
Data et accepta. [L.] Expenses and receipts.

Date obolum Belisario. [L.J Give an obolus
to Belisarius (a general of Justinian, said
to have Iieen neglected in his old age by
that emj>eror and compelled to beg).

Davus sum non (Kdipus. [L ] I am Davns
not (Kdipus (who solved the riddle of the
Sphinx) ; I am a bad hand at riddles.

De ban augure. [Fr.] Of good augury or
omen.

De bonne grdee. [Fr.] With good grace;
willingly.

Deceptio visus. [L.] Ad optical illusion.

Decet verecundum esse adolescentum. [L.]

It becomes a young man to be modest.
Decies repetita placebit. [L.] When ten times
repeated it will still please.

Decipimur specie recti. [L.] We are deceived
by the show of rectitude.

Decori decus addit avito. [L.] He adds dis-

tinction to his ancestral honours.
De die in diem. [L.] From day to day.
De facto. [L.] In point of fact; actual;

actually.

Digagi. [Ft.] Free; easy; unconstrained.
Degustihus non est disputandum. [L.] There

is no disputing about tastes.

De kaut en bas. [Fr,] In a contemptuous or
supercilious manner.

Deigratid. [L] By the grace of God.
De integro. [L-] Anew; over again from be-
ginning to end.

Dejeuner d la fourchette. [Fr] Breakfast
with a fork ; a breakfast or luncheon with
meat

Dejure. [L.] From the law; by right
De I'audace, encore de I'audace, et toujovrs
del'audace. [Fr.] Audacity, more audacity,
and always audacity.

Delenda est Carthago. [L.] Carthage must
be blotted out, or destroyed.

De mat en pis. (Fr] From bad to worse.
De minimis non curat lex. [L.] The law does
not concern itself with trifles.

De mortuis nil »t«i bomim. [L.] Say nothing
but good of the dead.

De nihilo niftiljit. [L. J From nothing nothing
is made.

Dinodment. [Fr.] The issue; end of the plot.
De novo. [L.] Anew.
Deo adjuvante. (L.) God assisting.

Deo duce. [L.) (iod being the leader.
Deofavente. [L.] God favouring.
Deogratias. [L.] Thanks to God.
Deojuvante. [L.] With Gods help.
De omnibus rebus et quisbusdain aliis. [L.J

Concerning all things and certain others.
Deo non fortuna. [L.J From God, not by
chance.

Deo volente. [L.] (Jod willing; by God's will
De pii en pit. [Fr.] From worse to worse.
De profundi*. [L ] Out of the depths.
De retour. [Fr.] Having come back again;
returned.

De rigueur. [Fr] Imperatively necessary;
not to be dispensed with.

Dernier ressort. [ Fr. ] A last resource.
D^stigritnent [Ft.] Something disagreeable.
Desipere in loco. [L.] To jest or be jolly at
the proper time.

D^onentd. [Ft.] Having lost one's way; not
knowing where to turn.

Desunt eatera. [L.] The remainder is want-
ing-

De trop. [Fr.] Too mach; more than is

wanted.
Detur digniori. [L.] Let it be given to tlie

more worthy.
Detur pulckriori. [L.] Let it be given to the
more (or most) beautiful.

Deus avertat ! [L.] God forbidi
Deus ex machina. [L.] A god out of the
machine; a deity introduced to bring about
the denouement of a drama: referring to
the machinery and practice of the Greek
and Roman stage.

Deus vobiseum .' [L ] God be with you

!

Deus vult. [L-] God wills it
Di buotui vo'.ontd tta pieito Vinfemo. [It]
Hell is full of good intentions.

Dichtuipj und Wahrkeit. [G.] Fiction and
fact; poetry and truth.

Dictum factutn. [L.] No sooner said than
done.

Dies 7ton. [L.] A day on which a law-court
is not held-

Dieu est toujours pour les plusgrosbataiZlons.
[Fr.] God is always on the side of the
largest battalions; the leader with the
largest army has the best chance of victtjry.

Dieu et mon droit. [Ft.] God and my right
Dieu vous garde. [Ft.] God protect you.
Digito monstrari. [L.] To be pointed out
with the finger (as a person of note).

Dignus tindice lutdtts. [L ] A diCBculty
worthy of powerful intervention.

Dii majorttm gentium, [h.] Gods of the
superior class; the twelve higher gods of
the Romans.

Dii penates. [L.] Household gods.
Dii* aliter visum. [L.] The gods decided

otherwise; fate willed differently.

Dios me libre de hotnbre de un libra. [Sp.]
God deliver me from a man of one book.

Disalto. (It J By leaps.
Diseur de bons mots. [Fr.] A sayer of good

things; one noted for witty sayings.
Disjecta membra. [I-.] Scattered remains.
Divide et impera. [L. ] Divide and rule.

Doeendodiscimus. [L.] We leam by teaching.
Dolce far niente. [It] Sweet doing-nothing;
sweet idleness.

Dominus vobiseum. [L.] TheLordbewithyou.
Domus et placens uxor. [L.] Home and a
pleasing wife.

Dorer la pilule. [Fr.] To gild the pill.

Double entendre. [Fr.] Incorrect for next:
Double entente. [Fr.] A double or equivocal
meaning; a play on words.

Do ut des. [L.] I give that you may give;
reciprocity.

DtAix yeux. [Fr.] Soft glances.
Dramatis pergoiue. [L.J The characters in
the play.

Droit au travail. [Fr.] The right to live by
labour.

Droit des gens. [Fr,] Tlie law of nations.
Drdle. [Ft.] Funny; a comic actor.
Ducit amor patrice. [L.] Love of country
draws me.

Didce domum. [L.] Sweet home (or rather
homeward).

Dulce est desipere in loco. [L.] It is pleasant
to play the fool at times.

Dulce et decorum est pro patrid mori. [L.]

It is sweet and glorious to die for one's
countiy.

Dum spiro, spero. [L.] While I breathe I
hope.

Dum vivimus, rivamus. [L.] While we live,

let us live.

Duomo. [It] A cathedral.
Durante bene placito. [L.] During good

pleasure.
Durante vitd. [L.] During Ufe.

Eau suerie. [Ft.] Sweetened water: a French
beverage.

Ebaueke. [Fr.J A preliminary sketch; a
rough outline.

Ecce homo ! [L. J Behold the man I

Jicce signum .' [L.] Behold the sign !

JKcole. [Ft. ] A school.
E contra. [L.] On the other hand.

'

Edition de luxe. [Fr.] A splendid and ex-
pensive edition of a book.

Editio princeps. [L.J The first printed edi-

, tion of a book.
Egarement [Ft.] Bewilderment; mental
confusion.

Ego et rex metu. [L] I and my king.
Eheu! fugaces labuntur anni. [H] Alas!
the fleeting years glide by.

Ftlapso tempore. [L.] The time having elapsed.
JtiUve. [Fr.J A pupil or student.
Embarras de richesses. [Fr.] An embarrass-
ment of riches; an over-supply.

Emeritus. [L.] Retired or superannuated
after long service.

Empressement. [Fr.] Promptitude; eager-
ness.

En ami. [Fr.] As a friend.
En arriire. [Fr.] In the rear; behind; back.
En atteiuiajit. [Ft.] In the meantime.
En avant. [Ft.] Forward.
Enbadinant. [Fr.] In sport; jestingly.

En cueros. [Sp.] Naked: unclothed.
En dishabille. [Fr.] In undress.
Eti Dieu est ma fiance. [Fr.] My trust is in
God.

En Dieu est tout. [Fr ] In God are all things.

Eneffet. [Fr.] In effect: substantially; really.

En famiUe. [Ft.] With one's family ; in a
domestic state.

En/ant gdti. [Ft.] A spoiled child.

Enfants perdu*. [Ft.] Lost children; the
soldiers forming a forlorn hope.

Et\fant terrible. [Ft.] A terrible child, or one
that makes disconcerting remarks.

Enfant trouvi. [Ft.] A foundling.
Enfin. [Fr.J In short; at last; finally.

En graiui seigneur. [Fr.J Like a grandee or
magnate.

Engrande tenue. [Fr.] In full dress, either
official or evening.

En masse. [Fr.] In amass.
En passant. [Ft.] In passing.
En pension. [Fr.] In a boarding-house.
En pleinjour. [Fr.] In broad day.
En queue. [Fr.] Standing one behind another.
En rapport. [Ft.] In harmony ; in agree-

ment
Enrigle. [Fr.J According to rules ; in order.

En revanche. [Ft.] In requital; in return.

Enroute. [Ft.] On the way.
En suite. [Fr.] In company; in a set
Entente cordicUe. (Fr.J Cordial understand-

ing, especially between two states.

Entm. [Ft.] Obstinate; self-willed.

Entourage. [Fr.J Surroundings: adjuncts.
Entr'acte. [Ft.] The intei-val between the

acts of a play.
Entre deuxfeux. [Ft.] Between two Area.

Entre deux vins. [Fr.J Between two wines;
half-drunk.
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Sntremets. [Fr.] Side dishes of dainties to

be eaten between the serving of the joints.

Entrenotts. [Fr.] Between ourselves.

Env^riU. [Fr.] In truth; verily.

En vieillissant oh decient plm /ou et phis

sage. [Fr.] In growing old men become
more foolish and more wise.

Eo animo. [L.] With that mind or design.

Eo nomine, [h.] By that name.
Epea pteroeuta. [Gr.] Winged words.

Epicuri de grege porcus. [L] A swine from
the herd of Epicurus; an Epicurean.

Epturibus uimm. [L.j One out of many;
one composed of many. ^

Epulis acciimbere divi'tm. [L.] To sit down
at the banquets of the gods.

E re nata. [L.] According to the exigency.

Errare hunianum est. [L.] To err is human.
Esprit boriU. [Fr.] A narrow or contracted

spirit.

Esprit de corps. [Fr.] The animating spirit

of a collective body, as a regiment.

Essayez. [Fr.] Try; make the attempt.

Esse quam videri. [L.] To be, rather than to

Est modus in rebus. [L.] There is a medium
in all things.

Esto quod esse videris. [L.] Be what you
seem to be.

Et cmtera (or Et cetera). [L.] And the rest.

Et hoc genus otnne. [L.] And everything of

the sort.

Et id genus omne. [L.] And everything of

the kind.
Et sequentes, Et sequentia. [L.] And those

that follow.

Et sic de coeteris. [L] And so of the rest.

Et sic de similibus. [L.] And so of the like.

Et tu, Brute! [L.] And thou also, Brutus!
Eureka. [Gr. ] I have found it.

Evenement. [Fr. ] An event.

Eventus stultorum magister. [L. ] Fools must
be taught by the result.

Ewigkeit. [G.] Eternity.

Ex abrupto. [L.] Suddenly.
Ex abundantia. [L.] Out of the abundance.
Exadverso. [L.] On the opposite side; over

against.

Ex ceguo et bono. [L.] Agreeably to what is

good and right.

Ex animo. [L.] Heartily; sincerely.

Exauctoritate mihicommissa. [L.] By virtue

of the authority intrusted to me.
Excapite. [L.] From the head; frommemory.
Ex cathedra. [L.] From the chair or seat of

authority; with high authority.

Excelsior. [L. ] Higher; that is, loftier or taller:

not correctly used as an adverb.
Exceptio probat regulam. [L.J The exception
proves (or tests) the rule.

Exceptis excipiendis. [L.] The due exceptions
being made.

Excerpta. [L.] Extracts.
Ex concesso. [L.] From what has been con-
ceded or granted in argument.

Ex curia. [L.] Out of court.

Ex delicto. [L.] From the crime.
Exdono. [L] By the gift.

Exegi momimentum cure perennius. [L.] I

have reared a monument more lasting than
brass.

Exempla sunt odiosa. [L.] Examples are of-

fensive.

Exempli gratid. [L.] By way of example.
Ex facto jus oritur. [L.] The law springs
from the fact.

Exitus acta probat. [L.] The event justifies

the deed.
Ex tnerd gratid. [L] Through mere favour.

Ex mero motu. [L.] From his own impulse;
^ from his own free-will.

Ex more. [L.] According to custom.
Ex necessitate rei. [L.] From the necessity

of the case.

Ex nihilo nihil fit. [L.] From, or out of, no-
thing, nothing comes; nothing produces
nothing.

Exojlcio. [L.] By virtue of office.

Ex opere operato. [L.] By outward acts.

Ex pede Herculem. [L] From the foot we
recognize a Hercules ; we judge of the
whole fi-om the specimen.

Experientia docet stultos. [L.] Experience
instructs fools.

Experim^ntutn crucis. [L,] The trial or ex-
periment of the cross; an experiment of a
most searching nature.

Experto crede. [L.] Trust one who has had
experience.

Expertus nietuit. [L.] Having experience,
he fears it.

Expose. [Fr.] A statement; recital.

Ex post facto. [L.] After the deed is done;
retrospective.

Expressie verbis. [L.] In express terms.
Exprofesso. [L.] Professedly.

Ex propriis. [L.] From one's own resources.

Ex quocunque capite. [L.] For whatever
reason.

Ex tacito. [L.] Tacitly.

Extinctus amabitur idem. [L.] The same
man when dead will be loved.

Extrait. [Fr.] Extract.

Extra muros. [L.] Beyond the walls.

Ex ungxte leonem. [L.] From a claw we may
know the lion.

Ex uiio disce omnes. [L.] From one learn all;

from this specimen judge of the rest.

Ex usu. [L.] By use.

Ex vi termini. [L.] By the force or meaning
of the term or word.

Ex voto. [L.] According to one's prayer or

vow.

Faber Slice fortunce. [L.] The architect of his

own fortune; a self-made man.
Fdcheux. [Fr] Vexatious; annoying; trouble-

some.
Fades non omnibus una. [L,] All have not
the same face or features.

Facile est inventis addere. (L.] It is easy to

add to things already invented.
Facile princepg. [L.] Easily pre-eminent; in-

disputably the first; the admitted chief.

Facilis descensus Avemi. [L.] The descent
to the lower world is easy ; the road to evil

is easy.
Facit indignatio versum. [L.] Indignation

instigates the verse.

Fa^on. [F'r.] Manner; style.

Fa^on de jyarler. [Fr.] Manner of speaking.

Facta 7ion verba. [L.] Deeds not words.
Fade. [Fr.] Insipid; tasteless.

Fcexpopuli. [L.] The dregs of the people.

Faire bonne mine. [Fr.] To put a good face

upon the matter.
Faire Vhomme d'importance. [Fr.] To as-

sume an air of importance.
Faire jnon devoir. [Fr.] To do my duty.
Faire sans dire. [Fr.] To do, not to say ; to

act without ostentation.

Fait accompli. [Fr.] A thing already done.
Falsi crimen. [L.] The crime of forgery.

Falsusinuno, fa Isus in omnibus. [L.] False
in one thing, false in all.

Fama clamosa. [L.] A current scandal ; a
prevailing report.

Fama nihil est celerius. [L.] Nothing travels

swifter than scandal.
Fama semper vivat. [L.] May his fame en-

dure for ever.

Far niente. [It] The doing of nothing.
Fas est et ab hoste doceri. [L.] It is right to

be taught even by an enemy.
Fata obstant. [L.] The Fates opposs it.

Fata viam invenient. [L.] The Fates will

find a way.
Faux pas. [Fr.] A false step ; a slip in be-

haviour; a lapse from virtue.

Fax mentis incetidium glori^e. [L.] The pas-

sion of glory is the torch of the mind.
Felicitas mtiltos habetamicos. [L.] Prosperity

has many friends.

Femme couvcrte. [Fr.] A married woman.
Femme de chambre. [Ft.] A chambermaid.
Femme galante. [Fr.] A gay woman; a
courtezan.

Femme seule (as a law term, Feme sole). [Fr.]

An unmarried woman.
Fendre un cheveu en quatre. [Fr.] To split a
hair in four; to make a very subtle dis-

tinction.
Festina lente. [L.] Hasten slowly.

FHe champHre. [Fr.] An open-air festival or
entertainment; a rural festival.

Feu de joie. [Fr.] A fire of joy ; a bonfire ; a
fusillade as a sign of rejoicing.

Feuilleton. [Fr.] A tly-sheet; a novel or a
stoi-y appearing in a newspaper.

Fiat experiinentum in corpore vili. [L,] Let
the trial (or experiment) be made on a
worthless subject.

Fiat justitia, mat caelum. [L.] Let justice

be done though the heavens should fall.

Fiat lux. [L.] Let there be light.

Fide et afhore. [L.] By faith and love.

Fide et fiducid. [L.] By fidelity and con-
fidence.

Fide et fortitudine. [L.] With faith and for-

titude.
Fidei coticula crux. [L.] The cross is the
touchstone of faith.

Fidei defensor. [L.] Defender of the faith.

Fideli certa merces. [L] To the faithful one
reward is certain.

Fide noti armis. [L.] By faith, not by arms.
Fide, sed cui vide. [L.] Trust, but see whom.
Fides et justitia. [L.] Fidelity and justice.

Fides Puniea. [L.] Punic faith; treachery.
Fidus Achates. [L.] F'aithful Achates; i.e. a

true friend.
Fidus et audax. [L.] Faithful and bold.

Filius nullius. [L.] A son of nobody.
Filius populi. [L.] A son of the people.
Filius terra;. [L.] A son of the earth; one of
low birth.

Fille de chambre. [Fr.] A chambermaid.
Fille de joie. [Fr.] A woman of licentioua

pleasure; a prostitute.
Fille d'honneur. [Fr.] A maid of honour.
Fin de sUcle, [Fr.] End of the (nineteenth)

century.
Finem respice. [L.) Look to the end.
Finis coronal opus. [L.] The end crowns the
work.

Flagrante bello. [L.] During hostilities.

Flagrante delicto. [L.] In the actual com-
mission of the crime.

Flamma fumo est 2)roxima. [L.] Flame is

akin to smoke; where there is smoke there
is tire.

Fidneur. [Fr.] A lounger.
Flecti, nonfrangi. [L.] To be bent, not broken.
Flosculi sententiarum. [L.] Flowers of fine

thoughts.
Flux de bouche. [Fr.] An inordinate flow of
words; gari'ulity.

Fcenumincomuhabet. [L.] He has hay upon
his horn (of old the sign of a dangerous
bull); take care of him.

Foi en tout. [Fr.] Faith in everj'thing.

Foi pour devoir. [Fr.] Faith for duty.
Fons et ortgo. [L.] The source and origin.

Forensis strepitus. [L.] The clamour of the
forum.

Forte scutum salus ducum. [L.] A strong
shield is the safety of leaders.

Fortes fortuna juvat. [L.] Fortune helps the
brave.

F&rti et fideli nihil difficile. [L.] Nothing is

difficult to the brave and faithful.

Fortiter et recte. [L.] With fortitude and
rectitude.

Fortiter,fideliter,feliciter. [L.] Boldly, faith-

fully, successfully.

Fortiter in re. [L.] With firmness or resolu-

tion in acting.
Fortunae filius. [L.] A spoiled child of

Fortune.
Fortuna favetfortibui. [L.] Fortune favours
the bold.

Frangas, non fiectes. [L.] You may break
but not bend.

Frauspia. [L.] A pious fraud.
Fripon. [Fr.] A rogue; a knave; a cheat.
Froides mains, chaude amour. [Fr.] Cold
hands and a warm heart.

Front a front. [Fr.] Face to face.

Fronti nulla fides. [L.] There is no trusting
to appearances.

Frvges consumei'e luiti. [L.] Bom to con-
sume fruits; bom only to eat.

Fitgit irreparabile tempus. [L.] Irrecover-
able time fiies on.

Fuimus Troes. [L.] We were once Trojans
(but Troy has been overthrown).

Fuit Ilium. [L.] Troy has been (but is now
no more).

Fulmen brutum. [L.] A harmless thunder-
bolt.

Fumum et opes, strepitumque RomcB, [L.]

The smoke, the show, and the noise of
Rome.

Functus officio. [L.] Having performed one's

office or duty; hence, out of office.

Furor arma ministrat. [L.] £,age provides
arms.

Furor loquendi. [L.] A rage for speaking.
Furor poeticus. [L.] Poetical fire.

Furor scribendi. [L.] A rage for writing.

Fuyez les dangers de loisir. [Fr.] Avoid the
dangers of leisure.

Gage d'amour. [Fr.] A pledge of love.

Gaiety de coeur. [Fr.] Gaiety of heart.
Gallice. [L.] In French.
Gargon. [Fr.] A boy; a waiter.

Garde d cheval. [Ft.] A mounted guard.
Garde du corps. [Ft.] A body-guard.
Garde mobile. [Fr.] A guard liable to general

service.

Gardez. [Fr.] Be on your guard; take care.

Gardezbien. [Fr.] Take good care.

Gardez la foi. [Fr.] Keep the faith.

Gaudeamus igitur. [L.] nierefore let us be

joyful.

Gaudet tentamine virtus. [L.] Virtue re-

joices in temptation.
Gaudium certaminis. [L.] The joy of con-

flict

Geniits loci. [L.J The presiding spirit or

genius of the place.

Gens d'annes. [Fr.] Men at amis.
Gens de condition. [Fr.] People of standing.
Gens d'^glise. [Fr.] Churchmen.
Gens de atierre. [Fr.] Military men.
Gens delettres. [Fr.] Literary men.
Ge)is de loi. [Fr.] Lawyers.
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Cf€ns de mime famiUe. [Fr.] Persons of the
same family; birds of a feather.

Getisdepeu. [Fr.] The meaner class of people.
Gen* togaia. [L.] Civilians.

Gentiihomme. [Fr.] A gentleman.
Oenttg irritabiU vatiim. [L.] The irritable

race of poets.
Gennanici. [L.] In German.
Gibier de potence. [Fr.] A gallowB-binl.
Oioviyie santo, diuvolo vecchio. [It.] A young

saint, an old devil.

Gitano. [Sp.] A gypsy.
Gti as»enti fuinno torto. [It] The absent are

;

in the wrong.
Gloria in excelsi*. [L.] CHory to God in the

highest.
Gloria patri. [L.] Glory be to the Father.
Gliickliche Heise! [G.] A pleasant journey

!

Giu/thi seauton, [Gr.) Know tliyself.

Gobe-mouche. [Fr.] A person who has no
ideas of his own; a ninny; a trifler.

Goiit. [Fr.] Taste; relish.

Goutte ti qoutte. [Fr.] Di-op by drop.
Grace A Dieu. [Fr.] Thanks to Gotl.

Oradtt diverso, via una. [L.] The same road
by different steps.

Gradus ad Paniassum. [L.] A step to Par-
nassus; aid in writing Greek or Latin verse.

GratuU chtre et beau feu. [Ft.] Good cheer
and a good Are ; comfortable quarters.

Grande fortune, grande servitude. [Fr.] A
great fortune is a great slavery.

Grand merci. [I*"r.] Many thanks.
Gratia placendi. [L] Thedelightof pleasing.
Gratis dictum. [L.] Mere assertion.
Graviora inanent. [L.] Greater afflictions

await us; more serious matters remain.
Graviora qucedam »unt -remedia pericutig.

[L.] Some remedies are worse than the
disease.

Grex venalium. [L.] A renal rabble.
GroKse tHe et peu de »e;w. [Fr.] A large head
and little sense.

Grosiiireii. [Fr.] Coarseness; vulgarity in

conversation.
Guerra al cuehiUo. [Sp.] War to the knife.
Guerra cominciata, inferno scatenato. [It.]

War begun, hell unchained.
Guerre d mort. [Fr.] War to tlie death.
Guerre 0. outrance. [Fr.j War to the utter-
most.

GiUta carat lapidem non vt, sed gctpe ca-
dendo. [L.] The drop hollows the stone by
frequent falling, not by force.

Hdbitu^. [Fr.] One who is in the habit of
frequenting a place.

liae lege. [L.] On this condition; with this
restnctiou.

licec olitn meministte juvabtt, [L.] It will
delight us to remember this some day.

Ilannibni ad portas. [L.] HannilMil before
the gates; the enemy close at hand.

Hapax legomenon. [Gr] A word or expres-
sion occurring once only.

liardi coinme un C07 sur ison fumier. [Fr.]
Bold as a cock on his own dunghill.

Baud lonffis intervallis. [L.] At intervals of
no great length.

Baud pagsibug cequis. [L.] Not with equal
steps.

HautgoOt. [Fr.] High flavour; el^ant taste.
Helluo Ubrorum. [L.J A devourer of books;
a book-worm.

Heu pietas! heu prigea fides! [L.] Alas for
piety ! alas for ttie ancient faith

!

HiatUH valde dejlendui/. [L.] A hiatus or de-
ficiency nmch to be regretted.

Hie et nunc. [L.] Here and now.
Hie et uhique. [L.] Here and everywhere.
Hie jacct. [L.] Here lies.

Hiclabor, hocopnsent. [L.] This isa lalxtrious
task; this is a t4-iil.

Hie sepnltus. [L.] Here bnried.
Hinc iU(e lacriinof. [L.] Hence these tears.
Hoc opttg hie labor est. [L.] Same as Hie

labor, hoe opxig est.

Hodiemihi,cragtibi. [L.] Mine to-day, yours
to-morrow,

HoipoUoi. [Gr.] The many; the volgar ; the
rabble.

Sombre de un libro. [Sp.] A man of one
book.

Hominis est errare. [L.] To err is human.
Homme d'affaires. [Fr.] A Ijusiness man.
Homme de oien. [Fr.) A good man.
Homme de lettres. [Fr.] A man of letters.

Homme d'ipie. [Fr] A man of the sword; a
soldier.

Homme de robe. [Fr.] A man in civil office.

Homme d'egprit. [Fr.] A man of wit or
genius.

Homme d'etat. [Fr] A statesman.
Homo factus ad unguem. [L.] A highly-

polished man ; one finished to the highest
ilegree.

Homohomini lupus. [L.] Man is a wolf to man.
Homo }nultarum liteiarum. [L.] A man of
great learning.

Homo sui juris. [L.] A man who is his own
master.

Homo sum; humani nihil a me alioutm
puto. [L.] I am a man; I count nothing
that is human indifferent to me.

Hani soil qui mat y pense. [O.Fr.] Shame to
him who thinks evil of it; evil to him who
evil thinks.

HoHores mutant mores. [L.] Honours change
men's manners or character.

Hoiios habet onus. [L.] Honour brings re-

sponsibility.
Hortx canonicce. [L.] Prescribed hours for
prayer ; canonical hours.

Horas non numero nisi serenas. [L.] I num-
ber only liours of sunshine. (Motto on a
dial.)

Horresco referens. [L.] I shudder as I relate.

Horribile dictit. [L.] Horrible to be told.

Uors de coinbat. [Fr.] Rendered unable any
longer to fight.

Hors de concours. [Fr.] Oat of the competi-
tion.

Hors de la loi. [Fr.] In the condition of an
outlaw.

Hors de propos. [Fr.] Not to the point or
purpose.

Hors de sa ison. [Fr.] Out of season.
Hors d'aeuvre. [Ft.] Out of course ; out of
order.

Hos ego versiculos feci, tulit alter honores.
[L.] I wrote these lines, another has Iwnie
away the honour.

Hotel de ville. [Fr.] A town-hall; municipal
buildings of a town.

Hdtel Dieu. [Fr.] A hospital.
H6tel garni. [Fr.] A furnished lodging.
Humanum est errare. [h.] To eir is human.
Hunc tu liomane caveto. [L.] Koman beware

of that man.
Hurtarpara darpor Dies. [Sp.] To steal for
the purpose of giving to God (in alms).

Ich dien. [Ger] I serve.
Id on parte Franca is. [Fr.] French is spoken
here.

Jdiefixe. [Ft.] A fixed idea.

Id genus omne. [L.j All of that sort or de-
scription.

Ignorantia legis neminem excusat. [L.] Ig-

norance of the law excuses no one.
Jgnorantio elenchi. [L] Ignorance of the
point in question; the logical fallacy of
arguing to the wrong point

Jgnotscito sctpe alteri, nunquam tibi. [L.]

Forgive others often, yourself never.
Ignoti nulla cupido. [L.] >'o desire is felt

for a thing unknown.
Ignotum per ignottus. [L.) Tlie unknown
(explained) by the still more unknown.

/ gran dolori sono inuti. [It] Great griefs
are silent.

II aboie apres tout le monde, [Fr.] He snarls
at everybody.

Jl a la mer d boire. [Fr.] He has the sea to
drink up; i.e. all his i>owers will be taxed
to succeed.

H a le diable au corps. [Fr.] The devil is in
him.

H conduit bien $a barque. [Fr.] He steers
his boat well ; he knows how to get on.

11 est plus ais^ d'etre sage pour leg autreg,
que pour soi-m^me. [Fr.] It is easier to be
wise for others than for oneself.

21 est plus honteux de se d^jier de ses amis,
que d'en itre tromy^. [Fr.] It is more dis-

graceful to suspect one's friends than to be
deceived by them.

II faut attendre le botteux. [Fr.] It is neces-
sary to wait for the lame man ; we nmst
wait for the truth.

Jlfaut de I'argent. [Fr.] Money is needful.
lliag malorum. [L.] An Iliad of ills; a host
of evils.

II n'a tit bouche ju' ^j^eron. [Fr.] He has
neither mouth nor spur; neither wit nor
courage.

II n'appartient qu' aux grands homvieg
d'avoir de granan d^fants. [Fr.] It belongs
only to great men Ui possess great defects.

11 ne faut jamais di^fier unfou. [Fr.] Never
defy a fool.

II ne faut jKig ^veiller le chat qui dort. [Ft.]

It is not wise to awake the cat that sleejw

;

let sleeping dogs lie.

11 n'y a pas de h^rox pour son valet de
ehambre. [Fr.] No man is a hero in the
eyes of his valet.

II penseroso. [It.] The pensive man.
il rit bien qui rit le dernier. [Fr] He laughs
best who laughs last

' II sent le fagot. [Fr.] He smells of the
' faggot; he is suspected of heresy.
11 vaut mieitx tdcher d'oublier ses malheurs,
que d'en parler. [Fr.] It is better to try to
foi^et one's misfortunes, thau to talk of
them.

Imitatores, servum pecus, [L.] Imitators, a
servile herd.

Immedicabile vulnus. [L.] An incurable
wound; irreparable injurj-.

Imo pectore. [L.] From the bottom of the
breast.

Impari Marte. [L.] With unequal military
strengfh.

Impedimenta. [L.] Travellers' luggage; the
baggage of an army.

Imperium in imperio. [L.] A state within a
state; a government within another.

Implicit^. [L.] By implication.
Impos animi. [L.] Of weak mind.
Inactu. [L.] In act or reality.

In cetermim. [L.] For ever.
In ambiguo. [L.] In doubt.
In articulo mortis. [L.] At the point of
death ; in the last struggle.

In bianco. [It] In blank ; in white.
In camera. [L.] In the chamber of the judge;

in secret.

In capite. [L.] In chief.
In coelo qtiiee. [L.] There is rest in heaven.
Incredulus odi. [L.] Being incredulous I

cannot endure it.

In curid. [L.] In court.
Inde irce. [L.] Hence these resentments.
Index expurgatorius. [L.] A list of expur-
gated lx)ok8 (compiled by the R. Catholic
authorities).

Index prohibitorius. [L.] A list of prohibited
books (prohibited to R. Catholics).

In dubio. [L.] In doubt.
In equilibrio. [L.] In equilibrium; equally
balanced.

In esse. [L.] In being; in actuality.
Inextengo. [L.] At full length.
In extremis. [L.] At the point of death.
Itifandum renovare dolorem. [L.] To revive
uuspeakable grief.

Infurmd pauperis. [L.] As a poor man or
pauper.

Inforucomcientia. [L.] Before Uie tribunal
of conscience.

Infra dignitatem. [L.] Below one's dignity.
Infuturo. [L.] In future ; henceforth.
In hoc signo spes mea. [L.] In this sign is

my hope.
In hoc signo vinces. [L.] Under this sign or.

standard thou shalt conquer.
In limine. [L.] At the threshold.
In loco. [L.] In the place; in the passage
mentioned; in the natural or proper place.

In loco pareiitis. [L.] In the place of a
parent.

In medias res. [L.] Into the midst of things.
In medio tutissimus ibis. [L.] You will go

safest in a middle course.
In memoriam. [L.] To the memory of; in
memorj'.

In necessariis unitas, in dubiis liberta$y in
omnibus caritas. [L.] In things essential
unity, in things doubtful liberty, in all

things charity.
In nomine. [L.] In the name of.

In nubibus. [L.] In the clouds.
In nvce. [L.] In a nut-shell.
In omnia paratus. [L.j Prepared for all

things.
Inopem copixi. fecit. [L.] Abundance made
him poor.

In ovo. [L.] In the egg.
In pace. [L.] In peace.
In partibus infidelium. [L.] In pails belong-
ing to infidels, or countries not adhering
to the Roman Catholic faith.

In perpetuam rei memoriam. [L.] In per-
petual memory of the tiling.

In perpetuum. [L.] Forever.
In petto. [It] Within the breast; in reserve.
Inpleno. [L.J In full.

In posse. [L.] In possible existence; in possi-

bility.

Injyratsenti. [L.] At the present moment
In pr<tj)rid persoud. [L.] Inone sown })er8on.

In pnris naturalibus. [L.] I'urely in a state
of nature

;
quite naked.

In re. [L.] In the matter of.

In rerum naturd. [L.] In the nature of
things.

In scecula sofculorum. [L.] For ages on ages.
Insanosensu. [L.] In a pwper sense.
In situ. [L.] In its original situation.
In solo Deo salug. [L.] In God alone is safety.
Insouciance. [Fr.] Unconcern; careless in-

difference.
Insouciant. [Ft.] Unconcerned : indifferent.

I

Instar omiiium.. [L.] Equivalent to them
aU.
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In statu quo. [L.] In the former state; in

the same state as before (some event).

In te, Domine, speravi. [L.} In thee, Lord,
have I put my trust.

Inter alia. [L.] Among other things.

Inter arma silent leges. [L.] Laws are silent

in the midst of arms.
Inter caiiem et liipum. [L.] Between dog and
wolf; at twilight.

Interdum viilgiis rectum videt. [L.] The
rabble sometimes see what is right.

Inter nos. [L.J Between ourselves.

Inter pocula. [L.] At one's cups.

In terrorem. [L.] As a means of terrifying;

by way of warning.
Inter se. [L.] Among themselves.
Inter spem et metum. [L.] Between hope
and fear.

In totidein verbis. [L.] In so many words.
Intoto. [L.] In whole; entirely.

Intra muros. [L.] Within the walls.

In transitu. [L.] On the transit or passage.

Intra parietes. [L.] Within walls; in private.

In usum Delphini. [L.] For the use of the
Dauphin : applied to editions of the classi-

cal authors.
In utramque fortunam parattis. [L.] Pre-

pared for either fortune (or result).

In ntroque fidclis. [L.] Faithful in both or
each (of two).

In vacuo. [L.] In empty space ; in a vacuum.
Inverse ordine. [L.] In an inverse order.

In vino Veritas. [L.] There is truth in wine;
truth is told under the influence of intoxi-

cants.
Invitd Minerva. [L.] Against the will of Mi-
nerva ; at variance with one's mental capa-
city ; without genius.

Ipse dixit. [L.] He himself said it; a dog-
matic saying or assertion.

Ipsissima verba. [L.] The very words.
Ipso/acto. [L.] Ill tlie fact itself.

Ipso jure. [L.] By the law itself.

Ira furor brevis est. [L.] Anger is a short
madness.

It por lana y volver trasquilado. [Sp.] To
go for wool, and come back shorn.

Ita e>(t. [L.] It is so.

Ita lex scripta. [L.] Thus the law stands
written.

Italic^ [L.] In the Italian language.

Jacquerie. [Fr.] French peasantry; a revolt

of peasants.
Jacta est alea. [L.] The die is cast.

J'oi boniie cause. [Fr.] I have a good cause.
Jamais arri&re. [Fr.] Never behind.
Jamais bon coureur ne fut pris. [Fr.] A
good runner is never caught; an old bird

is not to be caught with chaff.

Januis clausis. [L.] With closed doors.

Je inaintiendrai le droit. [Fr.] I will main-
tain the right.

Je me fie en Dieu. [Fr.] I trust in God.
Je ne sais quoi. [Fr.] I know not what; a
something or other.

Jen'oublierai jamais. [Fr.] I will never for-

get.

Je suisprU. [Fr.] I am ready.
Jet d'eau. [Fr.] A jet of water; a fountain.
Jeii de main. [Fr.] Horse-play; practical

joke.

Jeu de mots. [Fr.] A play on words; a pun.
Jext d'esprit. [Fr.] A display of wit; a witti-

cism.
Jeu de tMdtre. [Fr.] Stage-trick; clap-trap.

Jeunesse dorie. [Fr.] Gilded youth; rich

young fellows.

Je vis en espoir. [Fr.] I live in hope.
Joci causd. [L.] For the sake of a joke.
Joli, [Fr.] Pretty; fine.

Jour de/ite. [Fr.] A feast day.
Jour de Van. [Fr.] New-Year's day.
Jubilate Deo. [L.] Rejoice in God ; be joyful

in the Lord.
Jucundi acti labores. [t.] Past labours are

pleasant.
Judex damnaturcum nocens absolviiur. [L.]

The judge is condemned when the offender
is acquitted.

Judicium Dei. [L.] The judgment of God.
Judicium parium, aut leges terrce. [L.] The
judgment of our peers or the laws of the
land.

Juge de paix. [Fr.] A justice of peace.
Juniores ad labores. [L.] The younger men

(are fittest) for labours.
Jurare in verba magistri. [L.] To swear to the
words of a master.

Jure divino. (L.) By divine law.
Jtire humano. [L.] By human law.
Juris peritus. [L.] Skilled in the law; one
who is learned in tlie law.

Juris utriusque doctor. [L.] Doctor of both
the civil and canon law.

Jus canonicum. [L.] The canon law.

Jus civile. [L.] The civil law.
Jus divitium. [L.] The divine law.
Jus et 7wrma loquendi. [L.] The law and

rule of speech.
Jus gentium. [L.] The law of nations.
Jus gladii. [L.] The right of the sword.
Jus possessionis. [L.] Right of possession.

Jms pruprietatis. [L.] The right of property.
Jus summum scepe gumma maiiiia est. [L.]

Law carried to extremes is often extreme
wrong.

Juste tnilieu. [Fr.} The golden mean.
Justum et tenacem propositi virnm. [L.] A
man upright and tenacious of purpose.

Kein kreuzer, kein Sckweizer. [Ger.] No
money no Swiss: a proverb of the time
when the Swiss were common as mercen-
aries.

Ktema es aei. [Gr.] A possession for all time.

La beauts sajis vertu est une fieur sans par-
fum. [Fr.] Beauty without virtue is like a
fiower without perfume.

Labitur et labetur in omne voluhilis cevum.
[L.] It glides on, and will glide on for ever.

See Uusticus expectat.
Laborare est orare. [L.] To work is to pray.
Labore et honore. [L.] By labour and honour.
Labor ipse voluptas. [L.] Labour itself is a
pleasure.

Labor omnia vincit. [L.] Labour conquei-s
everything.

Laborum dulce lenimen. [L.] The sweet
solace of our labours.

La bride 8ur le cou. [Fr.] With rein on neck;
at full speed.

La critique est aisie, et I'art est difficile. [Fr.]

Criticism is easy, and art is difficult.

L'affaire s'achemine. [Fr.] The business is

progressing.
La fortune passe partoxit. [Fr.] Fortune
passes everywhere; all suffer change or
vicissitude.

L'allegro. [It.] The merry man.
Vamour et la funUe ne peuvent se cacher.

[Fr.] Love and smoke cannot conceal them-
selves.

Lana caprina. [L.] Goat's wool; hence, a
thing of little worth or consequence or
which does not exist.

Langage des halles. [Fr.] The language of
the markets; profane or foul language or
abuse; billingsgate.

La patience est amtre, mais son fruit est

doux. [Fr.] Patience is bitter, but its fruit

is sweet.
Lapis philosophorum. [L.] The philosopher's

stone.
La povertd h la madre di tuite le arti. [It.]

Poverty is the mother of all the arts.

La propricte c'est le vol. [Fr.] Property is

robbery.
Lapsus calami. [L.] A slip of the pen.
Lapsus linguae. [L.] A slip of the tongue.
Lapsus memorice. [L. ] A slip of the memory.
Lares et penates. [L.] Household gods.
La reyne (or le roy) le veult. [Norm. Fr.]

The queen (or the king) wills it: the
formula expressing the sovereign's assent
to a bin which has passed both Houses of
Parliament.

L'argent. [Fr.] Money.
Lasciate ogni speranza voi ch' entrate. [It.]

Abandon all hope ye who enter here.
Lateat scintillula forsan. [L.] Perhaps a
small spark may lie hid.

Latet unguis in herbd. [L.] A snake lies hid
in the grass.

Latii}^ dictum. [L.] Spoken in Ijitin.

Lauda la moglie e iienti donzello. [It.]

Praise a wife and remain a bachelor.
Laudari a viro laudato. [L] To be praised
by one who is himself praised.

Laudationes eorum qui sunt ab Homero
laudati. [L.] Praises from those who were
themselves praised by Homer.

Laudator temporis acti. [L.] One who praises
time past.

Laudum immensa cxtpido. [L.] Insatiable
desire for praise.

Laus Deo. [L.] Praise to God.
L'avenir. [Fr.] The future.

La vertu est la seule noblesse. [Fr.] Virtue is

the only nobility.

Lebeaumonde. [Fr.] The fashionable world.
Le bon temps viendra. [Fr.] The good time

will come.
Le coixt Cte le goAt. [Ft.] The cost takes
away the taste.

Lector benevole. [L.] Kind or gentle reader.
Le dessous des cartes. [Fr.] The under side

of the cards.
Le diable boiteux. [Vr.] The devil on two

sticks or with erutt^hes.

Legalis homo. [L.j A lawful person, i.e. one

neither outlawed, infamous, or excom-
municated.

Legatus a latere. [L.] A papal ambassador.
Le genie c'est la patiewe. [Fr.j Genius is

patience.
Le grande monarque. [Fr.] The great mon-
arch ; a name applied to Louis XIV. of
France.

Le grande oeuvre. [Fr.] The great work;
the philosopher's stone.

Le jeu lie vaut pas la chandelle. [Fr.] The
game is not worth tlie candle (burned
while it is being played) ; the object is not
worth the trouble.

Lejour viendra. [Fr.] The day will come.
Le mieux est I'ennemi du bien. [Fr.] The
better is the enemy of the good.

Le mondc est le livre des femmes. [Fr.] The
world is woman'-s book.

Le monde savant. [Fr.] The learned world.
Le mot d'enigme. [Fr.] The key to the mys-

tery.

L'empire des lettres. [Fr.] The republic of
letters (lit. empire).

Leonina societas. [L.] Partnership with a
lion (in which one party takes the lion's

share).

Le pas. [Fr.] Precedence in place or rank.
Le plus sages ne le sont pas toujours. [Fr.]

The wisest are not so always.
Le point de jour. [Fr.] Daybreak.
Le roi est mort, vive le roi. [Fr.] The king is

dead, long live the king (his successor)!
Le roi et I'itat. [Yv.] The king and the state.
Le roi le veut. [Fr.) The king wills it.

Le roi s'avisera. [Fr.] The king will consider
or deliberate.

Les absents ont toiijours tort. [Fr.] The absent
are always in the wrong.

Les affairsfont les hommes. [Fr.] Business
makes men.

Les bras croisis. [Fr.] With folded hands.
Les doux yeux. [Fr.] Tender glances.
L^se majeste. [Fr.] High treason.
Les extremes se toucftant. [Fr.] Extremes
meet.

Les muraUles ont des oreilles. [Fr.] Walls
have ears.

L'^tat c'est moi. [Ft.] It is I who am the
state.

L'^toile du nord. [Fr.] The star of the north.
Le tout ensemble. [Fr.] The whole together.
Letire de cachet. [Fr.] A sealed letter con-
taining private orders ; a royal warrant.

Lettre de change. [FY.] Bill of exchange.
Lettre de criance. [Ft.] Letter of credit.

Lettre de marque. [Fr.] A letter of marque
or reprisal.

Levamen probationis. [L.] Relief from prov-
ing.

Leve fit quod bene fertur onus. [L.] The
burden which is well borne becomes light.

Le vrai n'est pas toujours vraisemblable.
[Ft.] The truth is not always probable;
truth is stranger thau fiction.

Lex loci. [L.] The law or custom of the place.
Lex JiOft scripta. [L.] Unwritten law ; com-
mon law.

Lex scripta. [L.] Statute (or written) law.
Lex talionis. [L.] The law of retaliation.

Lex terrce. [L.] The law of the land.
L'homme propose, et Dieu dispose. [Fr.] Man
proposes, and God disposes.

Libertas et natale solum. [L.] Liberty and
one's native land.

Liberum arbitrium. [L.] Free will.

Libraire. [Fr.] A bookseller.
Licentia vatum. [L.] The license of the
poets

;
poetical license.

LimcB labor et mora. [L.] The labour and
delay of the file; the slow and laborious
polishing of a literary composition.

L'iiiconnu. [Fr.] The unknown.
L'incroyable. [Ft.] The incredible.

Lingua Franca. [It.] Tlie mixed language
used between Europeans and orientals in

the Levant.
Lis litem generat. [L.) Strife begets strife.

Lit de justice. [Fr.] A bed of justice; the
throne of the king in the parliament of

Paris; the sitting of that parliament when
the king was present.

Litem lite resolvere. [L.] To settle strife by
strife ; to remove one difficulty by intro-

ducing another.
Lite pendente. [L.] During the trial.

Litera scripta manet. [L.] The written letter

remains.
L'occasio7i fait le larro7i. [Fr.) Opportunity
makes the thief.

Loci communes. [L.] Commonplaces.
Loco citato. [L.] In the place or passage cited.

Locos y niTios dicen la verdad. [Sp.] Fools
and children speak the truth.

Locum tenens. [L.] One occupying the place
of another; a substitute.
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Locui dassicits. [X.] A classical passage.

Locus criminu. [L.j Place of the crime.
Locus in quo. [L.J The place in which.
Locus penitentice. [L.J Place for repentance.
Locus sigiUi. [L.] The place of the seal on a
document.

Longe aberrat scope. [L.] He goes far from
the mark.

Longo inUrvallo. [L.] By or with a long
interval.

Loyal devoir. [L.] Loyal duty.
Loyal en Unit, [Fr.] Loyal in everything.
LoyauU m'obUge. [Fr.J Loyalty binds me.
LoyauU n'a honte. [Fr.] Loyalty has no
shame.

Lucidus ordo. [L.] A lucid arrangement.
Lucri causd. [L.] For the sake of gain.

Lucus d non lucendo. [L.J Used aa typical

(f an absurd derivation or explanation—
lucus, a grove, having been derived by an
old grammarian from lucere, to shine —
' from not shining'.

Ludere cum sacris. [L.] To trifle with sacred
things.

Lupum auribus teneo. [L.J I hold a wolf by
the ears, i.e. I have caught a Taitar.

Lupus in fahuld. [L.J The wolf in the fable.

Lupus piluin inutat, non menteni. [L.] The
wolf changes his coat, not his disp*jsition.

Lutius natures. [L.] A sport or freak of nature.

Machire. [Fr.] My dear(feDi.).
Made rirtute. [L.] Go on or persevere in

virtue.
Ma/oi. [Fr.] Upon my faith.

Maggiore frettay minore atto. [It.] The more
haste the less speed.

Magister ceremoniarum. [L.] Master of the
ceremonies.

Jfo^rui civitas, magna solithdv. [L.] A great
city is a great solitude.

Hagiuespes altera Koince. [L.] Anotherhope
of great Rome.

Magna est Veritas et prevalebit. [L.J Truth is

mighty, and will prevail.

Magna est vis consuettidinis. [L.j Great is the
force of habit.

Magnanimiter crucem sustine. [L.] Bear the
cross nobly.

Magnas inter opes inopg. [L.] Poor in the
midst of great wealth.

Magni nominis umbra. [L.] Hie shadow of
a great name.

Magnum bonum. [L.J A great good.
Magnum est vectigal parsimonia. [L.J Econ-
omy is itself a great income.

Magnum opus. [L.] A great work.
Magnus Apollo. [L.J Great AjxjHo, i.e. one of

great autliority.

Maigre. [Fr.J Fasting. See in Diet.

Main de justice. [Fr.J The hand of justice;

the sceptre.
Maintien le droit. [Fr.J Maintain the right.

Maiaondecampagne. [Fr.J A country house.
Maison de sanU. [Fr.J A private asylum or

hospital.
Maison de ville. [Fr.] A town-house.
Mattre des basses oeuvres. [Fr.J A night-man.
Maitre des hautes ceuvres. [Fr.J An execu-

tioner; a liangman.
Maitre d'hotel. [Fr.J A house-steward.
Maladie dit pays. [Fr.J Homesickness.
Mald/ide. [L.) With bail faith; treacherously.
Mai d propos. (Fr.J 111 timed. See in Diet.

Mai de dents. [Fr.J Toothache.
Mai de mer. [Fr.J Sea-sickness.
Maldetite. [Fr.J Headache.
Mai entendre. [Fr.J A misunderstanding; a
mistake.

Male parta, male dilabuntur. [L.J Tilings

ill gotten are consumed without doing any
g04^.

Malgri nous. [Fr.J In spite of us.

Malgri soi. [Fr.] In spite of himself.
Malheur ne vient jamais seal. [Fr.J Misfor-
tunes never come singly.

Mali exempli. [L.J Of a bad example.
Mali principii mains finis. [L.J Bad begin-
nings have bad sndiiigs.

Malis avibus. [L.] With unlucky birds; with
bad omens.

Malo modo. [L.J In a bad manner.
Malomori quamfcedari. [L.J I would rather

die than be debased.
Malpropre. [Fr.J Slovenly; not neat and

clean.
Malum in se. [L.J Evil or an evil in itself.

Malum prohibitum. (L.J An evil prohibited;
evil t>ecau8e prohibited.

Maiii* pudor. [L.J False shame.
Manet altd mente repostum. [L.J It remains
deeply fixed in the mind.

Manibus pedibusque. [L.J With hands and
feet.

Manu/orti. (L.J With a strong hand.
Manuproprid. [L.] With one's own hand.

Mardi gras. [Fr.] Shrove-Tuesday.
Mare clausuni. [L.] A closed sea; a bay.
Mariage de conscience. [Fr.J A private mar-

riage.
Mariage de convenance. [Fr.] Marriage from
motives of interest rather tliaii of love.

Mariage de la main gauche. [Fr.] Left-lianded

marriage; a moi-ganatic niarrii^e.
Mars gravior sub pace latet. [L.J A severer
war lies hidden under peace.

Mas vale saber que haber. [Sp.J Better to be
wise than to be rich.

Mas vale ser necio que porfiado. [Sp.] Better
t^> be a fool than obstinate.

Mas vale tarde que nunca. [Sp.J Better late

than never.
Materfamilias. [L.] The mother of a family.
Materiam superabit opus. [L.] The work-
manship will prove superior to the ma-
terial.

Matre pulchrafilia pulchrior. [L.] Adaughter
more beautiful than her beautiful mother.

Mauvaise honte. [Fr.] False modesty.
Mauvais gout. [Fr.J Bad ta.st<;.

Mauvais sujet. [Fr.J A bad subject; a worth-
less scamp.

Maxima debetur puero reverentia. [L.J The
greatest reverence is due to a boy.

Maximus in minimis. [L.] Very great in

trifles.

Med culpd. [L.J By my fault.

Medecin, gueris-toi toi-ininie. [Fr.] Physician,
heal thyself.

Mediocria firma. [L.J Moderate or middle
things are surest.

Medio tutissimus ibis. [L.] In a medium
course you will be safest.

Medium tenuere beati. [L.] Happy are they
who have held the middle course.

Mega biblion, mega kakon. [Gr.J A great book
is a great evil.

Mejudice. [L.J I being judge; in my opinion.
Memento mori. [L.J Ilen)eiiil)er death.
Memor etfidelis. [L.J Mindful and faithful.

Memorid in ceternd. [L.] In eternal remem-
brance.

Mendacem memorem esse oportet. [L.] A liar

should have a good memory.
Mens agitatmolem. [L.J Mind moves matter.
Mens legis. [L.J The spirit of the law.

Mens Sana in corporesano. [L.J Asoundmind
in a sound Ixnly.

Mens sibi conscia recti. [L.] A mind con-
scious of rectitude.

Meo pericttlo. [L.J At my own risk.

Meo VQto. [L.] According to my wish.
Merumsal. [L.J Pure or genuine wit.

Mesalliance. (Fr.] Marriage witli one of a
lower rank.

Meum et tuum. [L.] Mine and thine.
Mihi cura futuri. [L.J My care is for the

future.
Mirabile dictu. [L,] Wonderful to relate.

MirabHevisu. [L.J Wonderful to see.

Mirabilia. [L.J Wonders.
Minim in modum. [L.J In a wonderful
manner.

Mise en sc^ne. (Fr.J The getting up for the
stage, or the putting on the stage.

Miserabile vulgus. [L.J A wret<;hed crew.
Miseris suceurere disco. [L.] I learn to suc-
cour the wretched.

Mittimus. [L.J We send: name of a writ in
law. See in Diet.

Mobile perpetnum. [L.J Perpetual motion.
Modo etforma. [L.J In manner and fonn.
Modus operandi. [L.J Manner of working.
Molentitsud. [L.J It falls in ruins by itsown
weight.

Mollia temperafandi. [L.] Times favoorable
for speaking.

Mon ami. [Fr.J My friend.
Mon cher. [Fr.J My dear (masc.).

Montani semper liberi. [L,J Mountaineers
are always freemen.

Monumentum cere perennius. [L.J A monu-
ment more lasting thun brass.

More Ilibernico. [L.] After the Irish fashion.

Moreinajorum. [L.J After the manner of our
ancestors.

More sua. [L.J In his own way.
Mors janua vitce. [L. ) Death is the gate of
eternal life.

Mors (tmnibus communis. [L.] Death is com-
mon to all.

MOS pro lege. [L.J Cust<jm or usage for law.
Mot du guet. [Fr.J A watehword.
Mots d'usage. {Fr.J Words in common Use.
Motu propria. (L.J Of his own accord.
Mucho en el suelo, poco en el ciclo. (Sp.J
Much on eartli, little in heaven.

Mnetcommeunpoisson. [Fr.] Dumb as a fish.

Multa gemens. (L.J With many a groan.
Mnltum inparvo. (L.J Much in little.

Mundus vult decipi. [L.J The world wishes
to be deceived.

Munus Apolline dignum. [L.J A gift worthy
of Apollo.

Muraqiia bianca, carta di matte. [It. J A white
wall is the fool's paper.

Murus aeueus conscientia sana. [L.J A clear

conscience is a brazen wall.

Mutare vcl timere sperno. [L.J I scorn to

change or to fear.

Mutatis mutandis. [L.J With the necessai-y

changes.
Mutate nomine de te fabula narratur. [L.]

The name being changed the story is true
of yourself.

Mutum est pictura poUma. [L.J A picture is

a silent poem.
Mutuus consensus. [L.J Mutual consent.

Nais8a7ice. [Fr.] Birth.
A'atale solum. [L.J Natal soil.

Natura lo fece, e poi ruppe la stampa. [It.J

Nature made him, and then broke the
mould.

Naturam expellas furcd tamen usque re-

curvet. [L.J though you drive out Nature
with a pitchfork, yet will she ever return.

A'atura uon facit sallum. [L.J Nature does
not make a leap.

Kaviget Anticyram. [L J Let him sail to
Anticyra (where he will get hellebore to

cure him of madness).
Nee cupias, nee metuas. [L.J Neither desire
nor fear.

Ne cede malis. [L.] Yield not to misfortune.
Necessitas ?io?i habet legem. [L.J Necessity
has no law.

Nee mora, nee requies. [L.] Neither delay
nor rept>8e.

Nee pluribus impar. [L.] Not an unequal
match for numbers.

Nee prece, nee pretio. [L.] Neither by en-
treaty nor by bribe.

Nee qucerere, nee speimere hojiorem. [L.]

Neither to seek nor to contemn honoure.
Nee scire /as est omnia. [L.] It is not per-
mitted to know all things.

Nee temere, nee timide. [L.J Neither rashly
nor timidly.

N^e. [Fr.J Bom; havingas her maiden name.
Ne/asti dies. [L.J Days on whicli judgment
could not be pronounced, nor assemblies
of the people be held ; hence, unlucky
days.

Ne/ronticrede. [L.J Trust notto appearances.
N^gligi. [Fr.] Morning dress; an easy loose
dress.

Ne Jupiter quidem omnibus placet. [L.] Not
even Jupiter pleases everybody.

Nel bisegno si eonoscon gli amid. [It.J A
friend in need is a friend indeed.

Nemine contradieente. [L.J No one speaking
in opposition; without opposition.

Nemine dissent iente. [L.J No one dissenting;
without a dissenting voice.

Nemo bis punitur pro eodem delicto. [L.J No
one is twice punished for the same offence.

Nemomeimpunelacessit. [L.] Nooneassails
me with impunity.

Nemo mortalium omnibus horis sapit. [L.J

No one is wise at all times.
Nem.0 repente /uit turpissimvs. [L.J No one
ever became' a villain in an instant.

Nemo solus sapit. [L.J No one is wise alone
(with no person to consult).

Ne nijnium. (L.J Avoid excess.

Ne plus ultra. [L.] Nothing further; the
uttermost point; perfection.

Ne puero gladitnn. [L.J Intnist not a boy
with a sword.

Ne quid detrimenti respublica capiat. [L.J

Lest the state receive any detriment.
Ne quid Jiimis. [L.J In nothing go too far.

Nervi belli pecunia. [L.] Money is the sinews
of war.

Nervus prebatidi. [L.J The sinews of the ar-

gument.
N'est-ce pas? [Fr.J Is it not so?
Ne stitor supra crepidam. [L.] Let not the
shoemaker go beyond his last (properly
sandal) ; let no one meddle with what lies

beyond his range.
Ne tentes, aut perfice. (L.) Attempt not, or
accomplish thoroughly.

Nettete. [Fr.] NeatnesE.
Ne vile/ano. [L.J Let nothing vile be in the
temple.

Niaiferie. [Fr.J Silliness; simplicity.

Nicht wahr? [G.J Is it not so? Am I not
right?

Nifirmes carta que no lean^ ni bebas agua que
no veas. [Sp.J Never sign a paper you have
not read, nor drink water you have not
examined.

Nihil ad rem. (L.J Nothing to the point.

Nihil (properly nulhun) quod tetigit non
ornavit. [L.] He touched nothing-without
embellishing it.
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XU admirari. [L.] To be astonished at no-

thing.
yU conseire sibi, nulUX palleacere cnlpd. [L.]

To be conscious of no fault, and U> turn
pale at no accusation.

aU desperandum. [L.] There is no reason

for despair.

mi nisi cruce. [L.] No dependence but on
the cross.

Si I'un ni I autre. [Fr.] Neither the one nor
the other.

Himium ne crede colorL [L.] Trust not too

much to looks (or externals).

iCimporte. [Fr.] It matters not.

Nisi Dominus frustra. [L.] Unless God be
with us all is in vain.

Nitor in adversum. [L.] I strive against op-
ptisition.

Nobiliias sola est atque xinica virtus. [L.]

Virtue is the true and only nobility.

Noblesse oblige. [Fr.] Rank imposes obliga-

tions ; much is expected from one in good
position.

No es oro todo lo quo reluce. [3p.] All is not
gold that glistens.

No hay cerradiira si es de oro la ganzua.
[Sp.] Tliere is no lock that a golden key
will not open.

Noleiis volens. [L.] Willing or unwilling.

Noli irritare leones, [L.] Do not irritate

lions.

Noli me tangere. [L.] Touch me not.

Nolle prosequi. [L.] To be unwilling to pro-
ceed. See in Diet.

Nolo episcopari. [L.] I do not wish to bemade
a bishop.

Nom de guerre. [Ft.] A war name; an as-

sumed travelling name; a pen name.
Nom de plume. [Fr.] An assumed name of a

writer; incorrect for nom ge guerre.

Nomina stultoruta parietibus haerent. [L.]

Fools" names are stuck upon the walls.

Non compos mentis. [L.] Not in sound
mind.

Noncuiois homini contingit adire Corintkxim.
[L.] Every man has nut the fortune to go
to Corinth.

Non datur tertium. [L.] There is not given
a third one or a third chance.

Non dejiciente crumend. [L.] The purse not
failing; if the money holds out.

Non est. [L.] It is not; it is wanting or
absent,

Non est inventus. [L.] He has not been found.
Non est vivei-esedvalere vita. [L.] Not merely

to live is life, but to have good health.
Non far main medico tuo erede. [It.] Never
make your physician your heir.

Non ignara mali, miseris succurrere disco.

[L.] Not unacquainted with misfortune I

learn to succour the wretched.
Non libet. [L.] It does not please me.
Non liquet. [L.] The case is not clear or

proved.
Non mi ricordo. [It] I do not remember.
Non multa, sed multum. [L.] Not many
things but much.

Non nobis solum. [L.] Not to ourselves alone.
Non nostrum est tantas componere lites. [L.]

It is not for us to settle such weighty dis-

putes.
Nonobstant clameur de haro. [Fr.] Notwith-
standing the hue and cry.

Non ogni jiore /a buon odore. [It] Not every
flower has a sweet perfume.

Non omne Ucituin honestum. [L.] Not every
lawful thing is honoui-able.

Non omnia possutnus oinnes. [L.] We can-
not, all of us, do everything.

Non omnis moriar. [L.] I shall not wholly
die.

Non quis, sed quid. [L.] Not who but what,
not the person but the deed.

Non quo, sed quomodo. [L.] Not by whom,
but in what manner.

Non sequitur. [L.] It does not follow.
Non sibi, sed omnibus. [L.] Not for self, but

for all.

Non sibi, sed patruB. [L.] Not for himself
but for his country.

Non sine immine. [L.] Not without divine
aid.

Non su7ti qualis eram. [L.] I am not what I
once was.

Non tali auxiUo. [L.] Not with Such aid, or
helper.

Nonum premutur in annum. [L ] Let it be
kept back (from publication) till the ninth
year.

Nosce teipsum. [L.] Know thyself.
Noscitur a (or e) sociis. [L.] He is known by

his companions.
Nostra periculo. [L.] At our risk.

Nota bene. [L.] Mark well.

Notre Dame. [Fr.] Our Lady.
N'oubliez pas. [Fr.] Don't forget.

Nona avons changi tout cela. [Fr.] We have
changed all that.

Nous verrons. [Fr.] We shall see.

Nevus homo. [L.] A new man; one who has
raised himself from obscurity.

Nuance. [Fr.] Shade ; tint.

Nudis verbis. [L.] In plain words.
N\tdum pactum. [L.] A mere agreement, un-
confirmed by writing.

NuQce canorce. [L.] Melodious trifles.

Niil bien sans peine. [Fr.] No pains, no
gains.

Nulla dies sine lined. [L.] Not a day without
a line ; no day without something done.

Nulla nuova, buona nuova. [It.] No news is

good news.
Nulli secund^is. [L.] Second to none.
Ntdlius addictus jurare in verba inagistri.

[L.] Not bound to swear to tlie opinions of
any master.

Nullius Jilius. [L.] A son of nobody; an
illegitimate son.

Nunc autnunqnam. [L.] Now or never.
Nxmquam minus solus, quam cum solu^. [L.]

Never less alone than when alone.
Nunquam nun paratus. [L.] Never unpre-
pared ; always ready.

Xuptice. [L.] Nuptials; wedding.

Obiit. [L.] He, or she, died.
Obiter dictum. [L.] A thing said by the way.
Obra de comun, obra de niugun. [Sp.] Every-
body's business is nobody's business.

Obscurum per obscurius. [L.] Explaining an
obscurity by something more oljscure still.

Observanda. [L.] Thin^^ to be observed.
Obsta principiis. [L.] Kesist the first begin-

nings.
Obstupui stetertintque comce. [L.] I was
astonished and my hair stood on end.

Occasio/acit/urem. [L.] Opportunity makes
the thief.

Occurrent 7iubes. [L.] Clouds will intervene.
Oderint dum metuant. [L.] Let them hate
provided they fear.

Odi profanum vulgus. [L.] I loathe the pro-
fane rabble.

Odium 7nedicum. [L.] The hatred of physi-
cians.

Odium in longum jacens. [L.] Hatred long
cherished up.

Odium theologicum. [L.] The hatred of the-
ologians.

(Eil de bceuf. [Fr.] A bull's-eye.
(Euvres. [Fr.] Works.
Officina gentixtm. [L.] The workshop of the
world.
/ortunatos nimium sua si bona norint
agncolas. [L,] O, too happy husbandmen
if only they knew their own blessings.

0/recer mucho especie es de negar. [Sp.] To
off'er much is a kind of denial.

Ogni bottega ha la sua malizia. [It.] Every
shop has its tricks ; tricks in all trades.

Ogni viedaglia ha il suo riverso. [It.] Every
medal has its reverse side.

Ogniuno per se, e Dio per tutti. [It.] Every
one for himself, and God for all.

Ohe.'-jam satis. [L.] Hold! there la enough
already.

Ohne Hast, aber ohne East. [G.] Without
haste, but without rest.

Olet lucernam. [L.] It smells of the lamp
(' the midnight oil '); it is a laboured pro-
duction.

Omenfaitstum. [L.] A favourable omen.
Omne ignotum pro magnifico. [L.] Whatever

is unknown is held to be magnificent.
mnem niovere lapidem. (L.) To turn every
stone; to leave no stone unturned; to

make every exertion.
Omne solum forti patria. [L.] Every soil is a
brave man's country.

Omne trinum per/ectum. [L.] Every perfect
thing is tlireefold.

Omne tulit ptinctum qui miscuit utile dulei,

[L.] He gains the approval of all who
mixes the useful with the agreeable.

Omne vivum ex ovo. [L.] Every living thing
comes from an egg, or germ.

Omnia ad Dei gloHam. [L.] All things for
the glory of God.

Omnia bona bonis. [L.] All things are good
to the good.

Omnia mntantur, nos et mutamur in illis.

[L.] All things change, and we change
with them.

Omnia vincit amor. [L.] Love conquers all

things.
Omnia vincit labor. [L.] Labour overcomes

all things.
Omnis amans amens. [L.] Every lover is de-
mented.

On commence par ttre dupe, on finit par
itre fripon. [Fr.] One begins by being a
fool, and ends iu becoming a knave.

On connait I'ami au besoin. [Fr.] A friend is

known in time of need.
Operce pretium est. [L.] It is worth while.
Opprobrium medicorum. [L.] The reproach

of the doctors.
Optimates. [L.] Men of the first rank. See

in Diet.
Opus operatum. [L.] An outward work or

operation. See Opcs, in Diet.
Ora et labora. [L.] Pray and work.
Ora pro nobis. [L.] Pray for us.
Oratur jit, poeta noscitur. [L.] An orator
may be made by training, a poet is bom a
poet.

Ore rotunda. [L.] With rouiui full voice.

Ore tenug. [L.] From the mouth merely.
Origo mali. [h.] Origin of the evil.

Oro k che oro vale. [It.] That is gold that is

worth gold ; all is not gold that glitters.

0! si sic omnia. [L.] O! if all things so ; O!
if he had always so spoken or acted.
temporal O mores! [L.] O the times!
the manners

!

Otia dant vitia. [L.] Idleness occasions vice.

Oiiosa sedulitas. [L.] Idle industry; labori-

ous trifling.

Otium cum dignitate. [L.] Ease with dignity

;

dignifled leisure.

Otium sine litteris est mors. [L.] Leisure
without literature is death.

Oublier je ne puis. [Fr.] I can never forget.

Oui-dire. [Fr.] Hearsay.
Ow la chhvre est attachie, U faut qu'elU

broitte. [Fr.] Where the goat is tethered,
there it must browse.

Ouvrage de longue haleine. [Fr.] A work ol
long breath; a work long in being got
through; a long-winded or tedious buaineas.

Ouvrier. [Fr.] A workman ; an operative.

Pabulum, Acherontis. [L.] Food for Acheron,
or the tomb.

Pace. [L.] By leave of ; not to give offence to.

Pace tud. [L.] By your leave; with your
consent.

Pacta convenUi. [L.] The conditions agreed
on.

Pactum illicittim. [L.] An illegal agreement.
Padrone. [It] A master; a landlord.
Pallida mors. [L.] Pale death.
Palmam qui meruit ferat. [L.] Letliim who
has won the palm wear it

Palma non sine pulvere. [L.] The palm ia

not won without dust; i.e. no success
without exertion.

Par acc^s. [Fr.] By fits and starts.

Par accident. [Fr.] By accident or chance.
Par accord. [Fr.] By agreement; in harmony.
Par cipar Id. [Fr.] Here and there.

Par complaisance. [Fr.] By complaisance.
Par dipit. [Fr.] Out of spite.

Pardonnez-moi. [Fr.] Pardon me; excuse me.
Parem non/ert. [L.] He suff^ere no equal.
Par excellence. [Fr.] By way of eminence.
Parexemple. [Fr.] By example; for instance.

Par/aitement bien. [Fr.] Perfectly well.

Par/aveur. [Fr.] By favour; with tlie coun-
tenance of.

Parjorce. [Fr.] By force.

Par hasard. [Fr.] By chance.
Pari passu. [L] Witli e<iual step; together.

Paritur pax bello. [L.] Peace is produced by
war.

Par le droit du plus/ort. [Fr.] By the right

of the strongest.
Par les mimes vaies on iie va pas tmijour$
aux mimesjins. [Fr.] By the same methods
we do not always attain the same ends.

Parlez du loup, et vous en rerrez la ^ueue.
[Fr.] Speak of the wolf, and you will see
his tail; talk of the devil and he will

appear.
Parlez peu et bien si vous voulez qu'on vous
regarde comme U7i homme de m^rite. [Fr.]

Speak little and well if you would be
esteemed as a man of merit.

Par mani^re d'acquit. [Fr.] By way of ac-

quittal ; for form's sake.

Par negotiisy neque sxipra. [L.] Neitherabove
nor below his business.

Par nobile fratrum. [L.] A noble pair of

brothers ; two just aJike ; the one as good
or as bad as the other.

Parole d'hoiiueur. [Tr.] Word of honour.
Paroneri. [L.] Equal to the burden.
Par parenth^se. [Fr.] By way of parenthesis.

Par pari re/ero. [L.] I return like for like;

tit for tat.

Par precaution. [Fr.] By way of precaution.
Par privilege. [Fr.] By privilege; licence.

Par rapport. [Fr.] By reason of.

Pars adversa. [L.] The opposite party.
Par signe de m^pris. [Fr.] As a token ot

contempt
Pars pro toto. [L.] Part for the whole.
Parti. [Ft.] A party

;
person.
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Fartictps criminit, [L.] An accomplice in a

crime.
Particulier. [Fr.] A private person.— En
particulier, in private.

Partout. [Fr.] Everywhere; in all directions.

Parturiunt monte*, imscetur ridiculus tmis.

[L.] The mountains are in travail, a ridicu-

lous mouse will be brought forth.

Parva cotnpvnere magnis. [L.] To compare
small things with great.

Parva leces capiimt animag. [L.] Trifles

captivate small minds.
Parvenu. [Fr.] A person of low origin who
has risen suddenly to wealth or pusition.

Parvum parva decent. [L.] Trifles become a
little person.

Pas. [Fr.J A step.

Pas d pas on va bien loin. [Fr.] Step by
step one goes a long way.

Pass^. [Fr.) Past; out of date.

Pcuse-iKirtont. [Fr.] A master-key.
Pas seid. [Fr.] A dance performed by one

person.
Passim. [L.] Everywhere; throughout the
book or writing referred to.

Pasticcio. [It.] Patchwork.
P<iti de/oi£ gras. [Fr.] Goose-liver pie.

Pater patrice. [L.] Father of his country.
Patience passe science. [Fr.] Patience sur-

passes Iniowledge.
PatiMerU. [Ft.] Pastry.
Patois. [Fr.] A provincial dialect; the lan-

guage of the lower classes.
Patres conscripti. [L] The conscript fathers

;

Roman senators.
Patriis virtutibus. [L.] By ancestral virtues.
Paiicis verbis. [L.] In a few words.
Paulo majora canamus. [L.] Let us sing of
somewhat higher themes.

Pax in bello. [L.] Peace in war.
Pax vobiscum. [L.] Peace be with you,
Peccavi. [L.] I have sinned.
Peitie forte et dure. [Fr.] Strong and severe
punishment; a kind of judicial torture.

Penchant. [Fr.] A strong liking.
Pens4e. [Fr.] A thought
Penetralia. [L ] Secret or inmost recesses.
Per. [L.] By; by means of; through.
Per. [It.] For; through; by.

Per ambages. [L.] By circuitous ways; hence,
by allegory ; figuratively ; metaphorically.

Per angusta ad augusta. [L.] llirough trials

to triumphs.
Per annum. [L.] By the year; annually.
Per aspera ad astra. [L.] Through rough
wayv to the stars; through sutfering to
renown.

Per capita, [t.] By the head or poll.

Per centum. [L ] By the hundred.
Per contante. [It.] For cash.
Per conto. [It.] t'lion account.
Per contra. [It.] Contrariwise.
Per curiam. [L.] By the court.
Per diem. [L.] By the day; daily.
Perdu. [Ft.] Lost.
Pereant qui ante nos nostra dixcrunt. {L]
Deuce take those who said our good things
before us.

PiredefamilU. [Fr.] The father of a family.
Pereuntet imputantur. [L.] (The hours) pass
away and are laid to our charge.

Per fas et nefas. [L.] Through right and
wrong.

Perfervidum. ingenium Scotorum. [L.] The
intense earnestness of Scotsmen.

Per pradus. [L.] 8t«p by step.

Penculum in inorA. [L.) There is danger in

delay.
Per interim. [L.] In the meantime.
Perjuria ridet amantium Jupiter. [L.] At
lovers* perjuries Jove lauj^hs.

Per mare per terras. [L.] Through sea and
land.

Per nuse. [It.] By the month.
Permitte divis cetera. [L] Leave the rest to
the gods.

Per pares. [L.] By one's peers.
Per piU strade si va a Roma. [It.] There are
many roads to R^trae.

Per saltum. [L.] By a leap or jump.
Perse. [L.] By Itself considered.
Per stirpes. [L.] By stocks.
Per troppo dibatter la veritd si perde. [It.]

Truth IS lost by too much controversy.
Per viam. [L.] By the way of.

Petit coup. [Fr.J A small mask covering only
tlie eyes and nose.

Petitio principii. [L.] A begging of the ques-
tion.

Petit-maitre. [Fr.] A fop.

Peu-d-pen. [Fr.] Little by little; by degrees.
Peu de chose. [Fr.] A little thing; a trifle.

Peu de gens savent Ure vieux. [Fr.] Few
people know how to l>e old.

Pezzo. [It-l A piece; an Italian coin.
Piccolo. [It.] SmaU. -y

Pi>ce de resistance. [Fr.] A piece of resist-

ance; something substantial by way of

entertainment; a substaatial joint of meat.
Pied-d-terre. [Fr.] A resting-place ; a tem-
porary lodging.

Pietra mossa nonfa musckio. [It.] A rolling

stone gathers no moss.
Pinxit. [L.] He, or she painted it.

Pis alter. [Fr.] The worst or last shift.

Piuttosto mendicante che ignorante. [It.]

Better be a beggar than be ignorant.
Place aux dames. [Fr.] Make way for the

ladies.

Plebs. [L.] Common people; the multitude.
Piein de soi-meme. [Fr.] Full of himself.
Pleinpouvoir. [Fr.] Full power or authority.
Plenojure. [L.] With full power or authority.
Phis aloes gudm mellis habet. [L.] He has
more gall than honey; sarcastic wit.

Plus on est de fous, plus on rit. [Fr.] The
more fools, the more fun.

Plus sage que les sages. [Fr.] Wiser than
the wise.

Poca barba, poco vergiienza. [Sp.] Little

beard, little shame.
Poca robuy poco pensiero. [It.] Little wealth,

little care.
Poco d poco. [It.] Little by little.

Poeta nascitur, nonjit. [L.] The poet is born,
not made ; nature, not study, must form
the poet.

Point d'appui. [Fr.] Point of support ; prop.
Poisson d'avril. [Fr.] April fool (lit. April

flsh).

Pondere, non numero. [L.] ;^ weight, not by
number.

Pons asinorttm. [L.] An ass's bridge ; a name
given to the fifth proposition of the first

book of Euclid.
Pomdus vult decipi. [L.] People like to be
deceived.

Possunt quia posse videntur. [L.] They are
able because they think they are.

Post belltnn auxUium. [L.] Aid after the
war.

Post cineres gloria venit. [L.] After death
comes glory.

Pout equiteni sedet atra cura. [L.] Behind
the rider sits black care.

Paste restante. [Fr.] To be left at the post-

ofllce till called for : applied to letters.

Post hoc ergo propter hoc. [L.] After this

therefore on account of this: a non-sequi-
tur in argument.

Post nubila mbila. [L.] After sorrow joy.

Post fwbila Phoebus. [L.] After clouds comes
PhcebuB, or the sun.

Post obitum. [L.] After death.
Pour acquit. [Fr.] Received payment; paid:
written at the bottom of a discharged
account.

Pour eomble de bonheur. [Fr.] As the height
of happiness.

Pour couper court. [Fr.] To cut the matter
short.

Pour eneourager Us autres. [Ft.] To en-
courage the others.

Pourfaire rire. [Fr.] To eicite laughter.
Pourfaire visite. [Fr.] To pay a visit.

Pour passer le temps. [Fr.] To pass away the
time.

Pour prendre congi. [Fr.] To take leave:
often abbreviated P.P.C. on visiting-cards.

Pour se fairs valoir. [Fr.] To make himself
of value.

Pour totit potage. [Fr.] All that one gets;
all that a person is allotted.

Pour y parvenir. [Fr.] To attain the object.
Prceeognita. [L.] Things previously known.
Prcemonitug, prcemunitus. [L.] Forewarned,
forearmed.

Prmscriptum. [L.] A thing prescribed.
Prendre la balleaubond. [Fr.] To catch the

ball as it bounds.
Prendre la lune avee Us dents. [Fr.] To take
the moon by the teeth ; to aim at impossi-
bilities.

Prends moi tel que je suis. [Fr.] Take me
just as I am.

Prenez garde. [Fr.] Beware; lookout.
Presto inaturo, presto marcio. [It.] Soon

ripe, soon rotten.
PrSt daccomplir. [Ft.] Ready to accomplish.
Pret pour vwn pays. [Fr.] Ready for my
country.

Preux chevalier. [Fr.] A brave knight.
Prima donna. [It.] Thechief female vocalist.

See in Diet.
Prima vice. [L.] The first passages; thechief

canals of the body.
Primd facie. (L.] On first sight. See In Diet.
Prima. [L.] In the first place.
Primo uomo. [It.] The chief actor or voca-

list.

Primum mobiU. [L.] The source of motion;
the mainspring.

Primus inter pares. [L.] First among his

peers.
Prindpia, nan homines. [L.] Principles, not
men.

Principiis obsta. [L.] Resist the first begin-
nings.

Prior tempore
y
prior jure. [L.] First in time;

first by right; first come first served.
Pro aris etfocis. [L.] For our altars and our
hearths; for civil and religious liberty.

Probaium est. [L.] It is proved.
Probitas laudatur, et alget. [L.] Honesty is

praised, and is left to starve.
Pro bono publico. [L.] For the good of the

public.
Pro cotifesso. [L.] As if conceded.
Procul, procul este, profani. [L.] Far, far
hence, ye profane

!

Pro Deo et ecclegid. [L.] For God and the
church.

Pro et contra. [L.] For and against.
Profanum vrdgus. [L.] The profane vulgar.
Proformd. [L.] For the sake of form.
Pro hac vice. [L.] For this occasion.
Prohpudor! [L.] O, for shame!
Projet de loi. [Fr.] A legislative bill.

ProUtaire. [Fr.] The vulgar; the lower
classes.

Pro memorid. [L.] For a memorial.
Pro nunc. [L.l For the present.
Propaganda. [L.] The propagation of
principles or views. See in Diet.

Pro patria. [L.] For our country.
Propria quce maribus. [L.] Things appropri-

ate to males, men. or husbands (a frag-

ment of a rule in old Latin grammars).
Propri4taire. [Fr.] An owner or proprietor.
Pro ratd. [L.] According to rate or propor-

tion.
Prorege,Uge,etgrege. [L.] For the king, the
law, and the people.

Pro renatd. [L.] For a particular emergency
arising.

Pro salute anima. [L.] For the health of the
soul.

Prosit! [L.] A health to you!
Pro tanto. [L.] For so much ; for as far as it

goes.
Prot^gi. [Fr.] One under the protection of

another.
Pro virili parte. [L.] According to one's
power; with all one's might.

Prude ns futuri. [L.] Thouglitful of the fu-

ture.
Public^. [L.] Publicly.
PuhlicisU. [Fr.] One who writes on national
laws and customs; a publicist.

Pugnisetcalcibns. [L.] With fists and heels;

with all one's might.
Punctum saliens. [L.] A salient or promi-
nent point.

Punica fides. [L.] Punic or Carthaginian
faith; treachery.

Quce fue runt vitia, mores sunt. [L.] 'Wliat

were once vices are now customs.
Qumnacentdocent. [L.] Things which hijure

instruct; we learn by what we suffer.

Qualis ab incepto. [L.] The same as at the
beginning.

Qualis rex, talis grex. [L.] Like king, like

people.
Qualis vita, finis ita. [L.] As life Is so Is its

end.
Quam diu se bene gesserit. [L.] During good
behaviour.

Quandmime. [Fr.] Even though; neverthe-
less.

Quand on ne troure pas son r^pote en soi-

m^me, il est inutile de le chercher aitleurs.

[Fr.] When a man finds no repose in him-
self, it is futile for him to seek it else-

where.
Quandonvoitlachose.onlacroit. [Fr.] That
which one sees we give credit to.

Quandoque bonus dormitat Homerus. [L.]

Even good Homer sometimes nods; the
wisest make mistakes.

Quant i est sapere. [L.] How desirable la wis-

dom or knowledge.
Quantum Ixbet. (L.] As much as you please.

Quantum meruit. [L.] As much as he de-

served.
Quantum mutatus ab illo! [L.] How changed
from what he once was

!

Quantxim su^cii. [L.] As much assutflces; a
sufficient quantity.

Quantum vis. [L] As much as you wish.

Que la unit paratt longue d la douleur qui
veilU! [Ft.] To sleepless grief how long
must night appear!

Quelque chose. [Fr.] Something; a trifle,

Queiqu'nn. [Fr.] Somebody.
Qitem deus vuUperdere prius dementat. [L.]

Whom a deity wishes to ruin he first drives

mad.
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Quern di diligimt adolescens moritur. [L.]

He whom the gods love dies young.
Querelled'Allemand. [Fr.jAGerman quarrel;

a drunken affray.

Qui a hu boira. [Fr.] The tippler will go on
tippling.

Quid faciendum? [L.] What is to be done?
Qui docet discit. [L.] He who teaches learns.

Quid pro qtto. [L.] One thing for another; tit

for tat.

Quid rides? [L.] Why do you laugh?
Quieasabe? [Sp.] Who knows?
Quieta iion movere. [L.] Not to disturb
things at rest.

Qui/acit per aliwnfacit per se. [L.] He who
acts by another acts by himself.

Qu'il soil comme il est desiri. [Fr.j Let it be
as desired.

Qui mai)ne,aimemenchien, [Fr.] Love me,
love my dog.

Qui n'a point de sens d trente aiis, n'en aura
jamais. [Fr.] He who lias no sense when
thirty years old, will never have any.

Qtii n'a sant^ n'a rien. [Fr.] He who lacks

health lacks everything.
Qui niiniuni probat, nihil probat. [L.] He
proves nothing who proves too much.

Qui non proficit, deficit. [L.] He who does
not advance goes backward.

Qui perd, pHhe. [Fr.] He who loses offends;

an unsuccessful man is always deemed to

be wrong.
Quis custodiet ipsos custodesJ [L.] AVho shall

keep the keepers themselves?
Quis'excuse s'accuse. [Fr.] He who excuses
himself accuses himself.

Qui tacet coiuentit. [L.] He who is silant

gives consent.
Qui timide royat, docet negare. [L.] He who
asks timidly invites denial.

Qui transtidit sustii\et. [L.] He who trans-
planted still sustains.

Qui va Ull [Fr.] W'ho goes there?
Qui vive. See in Diet.

Quoad hoc. [L.] To this extent.
Quo animo. [L.] With what intention.
Quocunquejecerisstabit. [L.] Wherever you
throw it, it will stand.

Qaocunque modo. [L.] In whatever manner.
Quocunque nomine. [L.] Under whatever
name.

Quod avertat Deus! [L.] Which may God
avert

!

Quod bene notandum. [L.] Which must be
especially noticed.

Qu(^ honum felix faustumque sit! [L ] And
may it be advantageous, fortunate, and
favourable

!

Quod erat demonstrandum. [L.] Which was
to be proved or demonstrated.

Quod erat facwndum. [L.] Which was to be
done.

Quod non ojnts est, assecarum est. [L.] What
is not wanted (or is of no use to a person)
is dear at a copper.

Quod semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus.
[L.] What (has been believed) always,
everywhere, by all.

Quod vide. [L.] Which see; see that article.

Quo Fata vocant. [L.] Whither the Fates
call.

Quo jure [L.] By what right?
Quo pax et gloria ducunt. [L.] Where peace
and glory lead.

Quorum pars magna fui. [L.] Of whom, or
which, I was an important part.

Quot homines, tot senienticE. [L.] Many men,
many minds.

Raconteur. [Fr.] A teller of stories.

liailleur. [Fr.] A jester; one addicted to
raillery.

liaison d'itat. [Fr.] A reason of state.

liaison d'itre. [Fr.] The reason for a thing's
existence.

Rappel. [Fr.] A recall.

Rapprochement. [Fr.] The act of bringing
together.

Raraavis in terris, nigrogue simillima cygno.
[L.] A rare bird on earth, and very like a
black swan (formerly believed to be non-
existent).

Rari nantes in gurgite vasto. [L.] Swimming
here and there on the vast abyss.

Rathhaus. jG.] A town-hall.
Ratione soli. [L.] As regards the soil.

Re. [L.] Inthematterof; in reference to the
question of.

Realschule. [G.] A real school; a secondary
German school giving an education more
in modern subjects than in classics.

R4chauff^.. [Fr.] Lit. something warmed up ;

hence old literary material worked up into
a new form.

Recoje tu heno mientras que el sol luziere,
[Sp.] Make hay while the sun shines.

Reconnaissance. [Fr.] See in Diet.

Recte et suaviter. [L.] Justly and mildly.
Rectus in cur id. [L.] Upright in court ; with

clean hands.
Re^i. [Fr.] Received; a receipt.

Recueil. [Fr.] A collection.
Reculer pour niieux sauter. [Fr.] To go back

in order to leap the better.
RMacteur. [Fr] An editor; one who edits

or gives literary form to something.
Redolet lucernd. [L.] It smells of the lamp

;

it is a laboured production.
Reductio ad absurdum. [L.] The reducing of

a supposition or hypothesis to an absurdity.
Regium donuyn. [L.] A royal gift ; the former
annual grant of public money to the Pres-
byterian ministers of Ireland. See in Diet.

Re in/ecta. [L.] The business being unfin-
ished.

Reldche. [Fr.] Intermission; relaxation; re-

spite.

Relata refero. [L.] I repeat the story as it

was given me.
Religieux. [Fr] A monk or friar. See in

Diet.
Religio loci. [L.] The religious spirit of the

place.
Remacu tet^isti. [L.] You have touched the
matter with a needle; you have hit the
thing exactly.

Rem /acias, rem; recte si possis, si no7i,

quo'cumque modo rem. [L.] Make money,
money ; honestly if you can, if not, make
It anyhow.

Remisso animo. [Ft.] With mind remiss or
listless.

Remis velisque. [L.] With oars and sails ;

using every endeavour.
Remuda de pasturage haze bizerros gordos.

[Sp.] Change of pasture makes fat calves.
Renascentur. [L.] They will be born again.
Rencontre. [Fr] An encounter; a hostile
meeting.

Renommie. [Fr.] Renown; celebrity.

Renovate animos. [L.] Renew your courage.
Renovate nomine. [L.] By a revived name.
Rentes. [Fr.] Funds; stocks.

Repertoire. [Fr.] A list; a stock of songs,
dramas, &c., already got up. See in Diet.

R^pondez s'il vous plait. [Fr.] Send an
answer, if you please.

Ripondre en ^ormand. [Fr.] To give an eva-
sive answer.

Requiescat in pace. [L.] May he (or she) rest

in peace; requiescant, may they.
Rerum primordia. [L.] The first elements of

things.
Res angusia domi. [L.] Narrow circum-

stances at home.
Res est sacra miser. [L.] A sufferer is a sacred

thing.
Res gestce. [L.] Things done ; exploits.

Res judicata. [L.] A case or suit already
settled.

Respice Jinem. [L.] Look to the end.
Respublica. [L.] The commonwealth.
Risumi. [Fr.] A summary or abstract. See

in Diet
Resurgam. [L.] I shall rise again.
Revanche. [Fr.] Revenge.
Revenons d iws moutons. [Fr.] Let us return

to our sheep ; let us return to our subject.
Be vera. [L.] In truth ; in actual fact.

Revoir. [Fr.] A meeting again; au revoir^

good-bye until we meet again.
Rez-de-chauss^e. [Fr.] The ground-floor.
Rideau d'entr'acte. [Fr] The scene let down
between the acts of a play.

Ridere in stomacho. [L.] To laugh secretly

;

to laugh in one's sleeve.

Ride si sapis. [L.J Laugh, if you are wise.
Rien n'arrive pour rien. [Fr.] Nothing comes

for nothing.
Rien n'est beau que le vrai. [Fr.] There is no-
thing beautiful except the truth.

Rifacimento. [It.] See in Diet.

Rigxieur. [Fr] Strictness; strict etiquette.
Rira bien, qui rira le deniier. [Fr.] He
laughs well who laughs last.

Rire entre cuir et chair, [Fr.] \ To laugh in
Rire sous cape. [Fr.] /one's sleeve.
Risum teneatis, amiciJ [L.] Could you keep
from laughing, friends?

Rixatur de land caprimX. [L,] He contends
about goat's wool; he quarrels about trifles.

Robe de chambre. [Fr.] A morning-gown or
dressing-gown.

Robe de nuit. [Ft.] A night-gown.
Role. [Ft.] A character represented on the

stage. See in Diet.
Rdle d'iquipage. [Fr.] The list of a ship's

crew.
Roui. [Fr.] A man of fashion devoted to
sensual pleasure. See in Diet.

Rouge et noir. [Ft] Red and black, a game
of chance. See in Diet.

Ruat ccelum. [L.] Let the heavens fall.

Rudis iiuiigestaque moles. [L.] A rude and
undigested mass.

Ruit mole sud. [L.] It falls to ruin by its
own weight.

Ruse contre ruse. [Fr.] Trick against trick;
diamond cut diam.)nd.

Ruse de guerre. [Ft.] A stratagem of war.
Rus ui urbe. [L.J The country in town.
Rusticus expectat dum dejluat ainjiis at ille

labitur et labetur in omne volubilis (evum.
[L.J The rustic waits till the river flow
past (and cease to flow), but it glides on
and will glide for all time.

Sa boule est demeur^e. [Fr] His bowi has
stopped short of the mark ; he has failed
in his object.

Sabreur. [Ft.] A brave soldier distinguished
for his use of his sabre.

Saepe siylum vertas. [L.] Often turn the style
or pen (and make erasures with the blunt
end on the waxen tablets) ; correct freely
(if you wish to produce good literature).

Saggio fanciidlo ^ chi conosce il suo vera
padre. [It.] He is a wise child who knows
his own father.

Sal Attictun. [L.J Attic salt; i.e. wit.
Salle. [Ft.] A hall ; salle d manger, a dining-
room ; salle de batailles, a gallery or room
decorated with pictures of martial subjects

;

salle de reception, a saloon in which visitors
are received.

Salon. [Fr.] A saloon or drawing-room; a
picture gallery.

Salus populi suprema lex est. [L.] The welfare
of the people is the sujjreme law.

Salve! [L.] Hail I

Salvo jure. [L.J The right being safe; with-
out prejudice to one's rights.

Salvo pudore. [L.] Without offence to mo-
desty.

Salvo sensu. [LJ. The sense being preserved.
Sang froid. [Fr.] Coolness ; indifference.
See in Diet.

Sang pur. [Fr.] Pure blood ; of aristocratic
birth.

Sans c^r^monie. [Fr.] Without ceremony or
formality.

SatiS'Cidotte. [Fr.] See in Diet.

Sans Dieu rien. [Fr.] Nothing without God.
Sans/afon. [Fr.] Without form or ceremony.
Sans pain, sans vin, amour n'est rien. [Fr.]

Without bread, without wine, love is

naught.
Sans pare il. [Fr.] Without equal.
Sans peine. [Fr.] Without difficulty-

Sail* peur et sans reproche. [Fr.] Without
fear and without reproach.

Sans rime et sans raison. [Fr.] Without
rhyme or reason.

Sans souci. [Fr.] Without care.
Saiis tdche. [Ft.] Without spot; stainless.

Sant^. [Fr.] Health; en bontie sant^, in good
health ; maisonde sant4, a private hospital.

Sapere aude. [L.] Dare to be wise.
Sartor resartus. [L.J The botcher repatched;
the tailor patched or mended.

Sat cito, si sat bene. [L.] Soon enough done,
if well enough done.

Satis dotata si bene morata. [L.] Well
enough dowered, if well principled.

Satis eloquenticE, sapientice partim, [L.]

Eloquence enough, but little wisdom.
Satis superque. [L.J Enough, and more than
enough.

Satis verborum. [L.] Enough of words; no
more need be said.

Sat ptdchra, si sat bo7ia. [L.] She is hand-
some enough, if good enough.

Sauce piquante, [Fr.] A pungent sauce; a
relish.

Sauf et sain. [Fr.] Safe and sound.
Sauve qui peut. [Fr.] Let him save himself
who can.

Savoir /aire. [Fr.] The knowing how to act;

tact.

Savoir vivre. [Fr.] Good-breeding; refined

manners.
Scandalum inagnatum. [L.] Speech or writ-

ing defamatory to dignitaries.

Scire facias. [L] Cause it to be known. See
in Diet.

Scribendi recte sapere est et pnticipium et

fons. [L.] The principle and source of good
writing is to possess good sense.

Scribimus indoctidoctique. [L.J Learned and
unlearned we all write.

Sdegno d'amante poco dura. [It.] A lover's

anger is short-lived.

Stance. [Fr.] See in Diet.

Secretaire. [Fr.] A secretary ; secretaire

d'itat, a secretary of state.

Secret et hardi. [Fr.] Secret and bold.

Secu7idum artem. [L.J According to art or

rule ; scientifically.
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Secundum naturam. [L.] According to na-
ture.

Seciiiuitim ordinem. [L.] lu due order.
Secundum u»um. [L.] According to practice.

Sed hcec hactenuts. [L.] But so far, this will

suffice.

Seigneur. [Ft.] A lord, nobleman ; a seignior
(which see in Diet.).

Se Jeter dans I'eau de peur de la pluie, [Fr.]

To cast oneself into the water out of fear
of rain.

Selon les regies. [Fr.] According to rule.

Selon lui. [Fr.] According to him.
Semel abbas, semper abbas. [L.] Once an ab-

bot, always an abbot.
Semel et simul. [L.j Once and together.
Semel insanivimus omnes. [L.] We have all,

at sometime, been mad.
Semel pro semper. [L.] Once for all.

Semper avarus eget. [L.] The avaricious is

always in want.
Semper fidelis. [L.] Always faithful.

Semper idem. [L,] Always the same.
Semper paratui. [L ] Alwajs ready.
Semper timidum scelus. [L.] Guilt is always

timid.
Semper vivtt in armis. [L.] He lives always

in arms.
Sempre il mal non vien per nuocere. [It.]

Misfortune does not always come to injure.

Senatus coitsidtum. [L. ] A decree of the
senate.

Senex bis puer. [L.] The old man is twice a
child.

Se non ^ vero, ^ ben trovato. [It] If not true,
it ia cleverly invented (or fabricated).

Sensu bono. [L.] In a good sense.
Senstt malo. [L.] In a bad sense.
Semtiturque patrem non passibus ce^uis. [L.]

He follows his father, but not with equal
steps.

Sero sed serio. [L.] Late, but seriously.

Sero venientibus ossa. [L.] Those who come
late shall have the bones.

Serus in ccelum redeas [L ] Late may you
return to heaven; may you live long.

Servabo Jidem. [L.] I will keep faith.

Sercare modutn. [L.] To keep within bounds.
Servus sorvorum Dei. [L.] A servant of the
servants of Ood.

Sesquipedalia verba. [L.] Words a foot and
a half long.

Sic eunt fata kominum. [L.] Thus go the
fates of men.

Sic itur ad astra. [L.] Such is the way to the
stars, or to immortality.

Sic passim. [L] So here ami there through-
out; 80 everj'where.

Sic semper tyrannis. [L.] Ever so to tyrants.
Sic transit gloria mundi. [L.] Thus passes
away the glory of this world.

Sicul ante- [L.] As before.
Sicut patribns, sit Dens nobis. [L.] As with
our fathers so may Ood be with us.

Sic volo sic jubeo; stnt pro ratione voluntas.

[L.] Thus I will, thus I command; let my
will stand for a reason.

Sic vos non vobis. [L.] Thus you labour but
not for yourselves.

Si Deus nobiseum, quis contra nosf [L.] If

Ood be with us who shall stand a^inst us?

Si Dieu yi'existait pas, U/audrait Cinventer.

[Fr.] If Ood did not exist, it would be
necessary to invent one.

Si diis placet. [L.] If it pleases the gods.
Si^cle. [Ft.] An age ; siicle d'or, the golden
age ; sOdes des t^iUbres, the dark ages.

Siesta. [Sp.] A short nap during the heat of

the day.
SHe et philosophns esto. [L.] Be silent and
pass for a philosoplier.

Silentium altum. [L.] Deep silence.

Silent leges inter anna. [L.] Amidstarms, or
in war, laws are silent, or disreganled.

SimUia similibus curantur. [L.] Like things
are cured by like.

Simdis simili gaudet. [L.] Like Is pleased
with like.

Si moniunentum quceris circumspice. [L.] If

you seek hia monument, look around you.
Simplex munditiis. [L.] Elegant in simpli-

city.

Sine cunt. [L.] Without charge or care.
Sinedie. [L] Without a day beingappointed.
Sinedubio. [L.] Witliout doubt.
Sine moni. [L.j Without delay.
Sine prcejudicio. [L.] Withf»ut prejudice.
Sine qua non. [L.] Without which, not.

Si nous n'aviotis point de dMfauts, nous ne
prendrions pas iani de plaisir d en re-

marquer dans les autres. [Fr.] If we had
DO faults we should not take so much plea-
sure in remarking those of others.

Si parva licet omponere magnis. [L.] If

small things may i)e compared with great.
Siste viator. [L.] Stop, traveller.

Sit tibi terra levis. [L.] Light lie the earth
upon thee.

Sit lU est aut non sit. [L.j Let it be as it is,

or not at aU.
Sit venia verbis. [L.] May the words be ex-

cused.
Si ns pacejn, para bellum. [L.] If you wish

for peace, prepare for war.
Sobiiquet. [Fr.] A nickname. See in Diet.

Sceurs de chariti. [Fr.] Sisters of charity.
Soi-disant. [Fr.] Self-styled.

Soi-tneme. [Fr.] One's-self.

Sola nobilitas virtus. [L.J Virtue the only
nobility.

Solitudinem faciunt, pacem appellant. [L.]

They make a wilderness and call it peace.
Soitise. [Fr.] Absurdity; foolishness.

Sotto voce. [It.] In an undertone.
Soubrette. [Fr.J A waiting-maid; an actress
who plays the part of a waiting-maid, Ac.

Soujler le chaud et le froid. [Fr.] To blow
hot and cold.

Soils tons les rapports. [Fr] In all respects
or relations.

Soyez/erme. [Fr.] Be firm; persevere.
Spero meliora. [L.] I hope for better things.

Spes sibi quisque. [L.] Let every one hope in

himself.
Spirituel. [Fr.] Intellectual; witty.

Splendide viendax. [L.] Nobly untruthful;
untrue for a good object.

Spoliaoplma. [L.] The choicest of the spoils.

Sponte sutl. [L.] Of one's (or its) own accord.
Spretce injuria formce. [L.] The insult of
despising her beauty.

Stat magni nominis umbra. [L.] He stands
the shadow of a mighty name.

Stat pro ratione voluntas. [L.] Will stands
in place of a reason.

Statu quo ante bellum. [L.] In the state in

which things were before the war.
Status quo. [L.] The state in which.
Sta viator, heroetncalcas. [L.] Halt, traveller,

thou standest on a hero's dust.

Stemynata quid faciunt f [L.J Of what value
are pedigrees?

Sternitur alieno vulnere. [L.] He Is slain by
a blow aimed at another.

Stratum super stratum. [L.J Layer above
layer.

Studiumimmaneloquendi. [L.] Aninsatiable
desire for talking.

Sturm und Drang. [Oer.] Storm and stress.

Sua cuiqiie voluptas. [L.J Every man has his
own pleasures.

Suaviter in modo, fortiter in re. [L.] Gentle
inmanner, resolute in execution (or action).

Sub colore juris. [L.] Under colour of law.
Sub hoc signo vinces. [L.J Under this staud-
ani you will conquer.

Subjiidice. [L.] Stillbefore the judge; under
consideration.

Sublatd causd, tollitvr efectus. [L.] The
cause being removed the effect ceases.

Sub poina. [L.] Under a i)enalty.

Sub prwtexto juris. [L.] Under the pretext
of justioe.

Sub rosa. [L.] Under the rose ; privately.
Sub silentio. (L.] In silence.
Sub specie. [L.] Under the appearance of.

Sub voce. (L.J Under such or such a word.
Succis d'estime. [Fr] A partial success or
one based on certain merits.

Su/re por saber y trabaja por tener. [Sp,]

Suffer in order to be wise, and lal)our in
order to have.

Suggest io faisi. [L.] Suggestion of falsehood.
Shi generis. [L.] Of its own or of a peculiar

kind.
Suivez raison. [Fr.] Follow reason.
Summa sumtnarum. [L ) The sum total.

Summum bonum. [L.j The chief good.
Summujn jus. stnnma injuria. [L.] The

rigour of the law is the height of oppres-
sion.

Sumptibus publicis. [L.] At the public ex-
pense.

Sum quod eris; fui quod es. [L.] I am what
you will be (dead), I was what you are
(alive): inscription on tombstones.

Sunt tacrinuB rerum. [L.] These are events
that demand tears.

Suo 3(arte. [L.] By his own prowess.
Suppressio veri, sttggestio falsi. [L. ] A sup-

pression of the truth is the suggestion of
a falsehood.

Surgit amari aliquid. [L] Something bitter
arises.

Surgum corda! [L.] Lift up your hearts

!

Surtout pas de zile! [Fr. ] Above all, no zeal

!

Suum cuique. [L.] Let every one have his
own.

Sans cuique mos. [L.] Every one has his
particular habit.

i
Tabagie. [Fr.] A smoking-room.

Table d manger. [Fr] A dining-table.

Tableau vivant. [Fr.] A living picture; tlie

representation of some scene by groups of

persons.
Table d'hdte. [Fr.] A public dinner at an
inn or hotel; an ordinary.

Tabida rasa. [L.] A smooth or blank tablet.

Tdche sans tache. [Fr.] A work (or task)
without a stain.

Tcedium vitce. [L ] Weariness of life.

Taisezvous. [Fr.J Be quiet, hold your tongue.
Tarn Marie quoin Minerva. [L.] As much by
Mars as by Minerva; as much by courage
as by skill.

Tangere vrdnus. [L] To touch the wound.
Tantcene animis coilestibus iroet [L.\ Can
such anger dwell in heavenly minds?

Tantmieux. [Fr.] So much the better.

Tanto buon che val niente. [It] So good as
to be good for nothing.

Tant pis. [Fr.] So much the worse.
Tant s'eiifaut. [Fr.] Far from it

Tantumvidit Virgilium. [L.J He merely saw
Virgil ; he only looked on the great man.

Te Deum laudamus. [L.] We praise Thee,
God (or rather, as God).

Tejudice. [L.J You being the judge.
Tel brille au second rang qui s^clipse au
premier. [Fr.J A man may shine in the
second rank, who would be eclipsed in the
first

Tel est notre plaisir. [Fr.J Such is our plea-

sure.
Tel maitre, tel valet. [Fr.J Like master, like

man.
Telpiire, ielfils. [Fr.J Like father, like son.
Telum imbelle, sine ictu. [L.J A feeble
weapon thrown without effect.

Tempora mutantur, nos et inutamur inillis.

[L.] The times are changing and we with
them.

Tempori parendum. [L.] We must yield to
the times.

Tempua edax rerum. [L.] Time the deyourer
of all things.

Tempusfugit. [L] Time flies.

Tempus ludendi. [L.J The time for play.

Tempus omnia revelat. [L.] Time reveals all

things.
Tenax propositi. [L.] Tenacious of his pur-
pose.

Tenez. [Fr.] Take It; hold; hark; look here.
Tentanda via est. [L.] A way nmst be
attempted.

Teres atque rotundus. [L.] Smooth and
round

; polished and complete.
Terminus ad quern. [L.] The term or limit
to which.

Termimis a quo. [L.] The term or limit from
which.

Terrae filius. [L.] A son of the earth.
Terra firma. [L.] Solid earth; a secure foot-

hold.
Terra incognita. [L.] An unknown or un-
explored region.

Tertium quid. [L.] A thirtl something; a
nondescript.

Tetedefamille. [Fr.] The head of the house;
paterfamilias.

T^te de fou ne blanchit jamais. [Fr.] The
head of a fool never becomes white.

Tibi seris, tibi metis. [L.J You sow for your-
self, you reap for yourself.

Tiens a la viritif. [Fr.J Maintain the truth.
Tiens tafoi. [Fr.J Keep thy faith.

Tiers-Hat. [Fr.] The third estate. See in

Diet
Timeo Danaos et doJia ferentes. [L.J I fear

the Greeks even when they bring gifts.

Tirailleur. [Ft.] A sharpshooter; skirmisher.
See in Diet

Toga virilis. [L.] The manly t<}ga; the dress
of manhood.

To kalon. [Or.] The beautiful; the chief
good.

Tomava la por rosa mas devenia cardo. [Sp.]

1 took her for a rose but she proved to be
a thistle.

Tombi des nues. [Fr.] Fallen from the clouds.
Ton. [Fr.] Taste; fashion; high life.

Toprepon. [Or.] The becoming or proper.
T6t gagne, tat gaspHle. [Fr.] Soon gained
soon spent.

Tot homines, quot sententice. [L.J So many
men, so many minds.

Totidem verbis. [L.J In just so many words.
Toties quoties. [L.J As often as.

Totis virihus. [L.] With all his might.
Toto coelo. [L.] By the whole heavens; dia-
metrically opposite.

T6t ou tard. [Fr.J Sooner or later.

Totus, teres, atque rotundus. [L.] Complete,
polished, and rounded.

Toujours perdrix. (Fr.J Always partridges;
always the same thing over again.

Toujours prit. [Fr.} Always ready.
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Totir <U /ore*. [Ft.] A feat of strength or
skill.

Tounier casaque. [Fr.] To turn one's coat;

to change sides.

Tous/raU/aiU. [Fr.] All expenses paid.

Tout-d-fait. [Fr.] Wholly; entirely.

ToxU-d-lhexire. [Fr.) Instantly.

Tout an contraire. [Fr.] On the contrar>'.

Tout d vous. [Fr.] Wholly yours.

Tout hien ou risn. [Fr.] The whole or nothing.

Tout comprendre est tout pardonner, [Fr.] To
understand all is to foi^lve all.

Tout court. [Ft.] Quite short; abruptly.

Tout de mfine. [Fr.] Quite the same.
Tout de mite. [Fr.] Immediately.
Tout ensemble. [Fr,] The whole together.

See in Diet.

Tout frais /ait. [Fr.] All expenses paid.

Tout le monde est sage apris le coup. [Fr.]

Everybody is wise after the event.

Totit 7non possible. [Fr.] Everything in my
power.

Tout vient de Dieu. [Fr.] All things come
from God.

Tradttcteur. [Fr.] A translator.

Traduction. [Fr.] A translation.

Traduttori traditori. [It.] Translators are
traitors.

Trahit sua quemque vohiptas. [L.] Every
one is attracted by his own liking.

Transeat in exBinpluin. [L.] May it pass into
an example or precedent.

Travaux /orcds. [Fr.] Hard labour.
Tria juncta in U710. [L.] Threejoinedinone.
Tristesse. [Fr.] Depression of spirits.

Troja/uit. [L.] Troy was; Troy is no more.
Tros Tyriusque iniM nulla discrimine agetnr.

[L.] Trojan and Tyrian there shall be no dis-

tinction so far as I am concerned.
Trottoir. [Fr.] The pavement; the footway
on the side of a street or road.

Trouvaille. [Fr.] Sudden good fortune; a
godsend.

Truditur dies die. [L.] One day is pressed
onward by another.

Tu lie cede malis. [L.] Do not thou yield to
evils.

Tu quoque. [L.] Thou also; 'you're another'.
Tu quoque, Brute! [L] Thou also, Bnitus!
Tutor et ultor. [L.] Protector and avenger.
Tutte le strade conducono a Roma. [It.] All
roads lead to Rome.

Tuuin est. [L.] It is your own.

Uberrima Jfdes. [L.] Superabounding faith.

Ubi bene, ibi patria. [L.] Where it is well
there is one's country.

Ubi jus incertuni, ibijus nullum. [L.] Where
the law is uncertain there is no law.

Ubi lapsnsl [L.] Where have I fallen?
UbiUbertaSy ibi patria. [L.] Where liberty is

there is my country.
Ubi mel, ihi apes. [L.] Where honey is there
are the bees.

Ubitjue. [L.] Everywhere.
Ubiquepatriamreminisci. [L.] Toremember
our country everywhere.

Ubi supra. [L.] Where above mentioned.
Ultima ratio regum. [L.] The last argument
of kings ; war.

Ultima Thule. [L.] Remotest Thule; some
far distant region.

Ultimus Jiomanorum. [L.] The last of the
Romans.

Ultra licitum. [L.] Beyond what is allow-
able.

Ultra vires. [L.] Transcending a\ithority.
Una scopa nuoca spazza beiie. [It.] A new
broom sweeps clean.

Una voce. [L.] With one voice; unanimously.
Una volta fur/ante e sempre fur/ante. [It.]

Once a knave, always a knave.
Unbien/ait n'est jamais perdu. [Fr.] An act
of kindness is never lost.

Un cabello haze sombra. [Sp.] A single hair
makes a shadow.

Und so weiter. [G.] And so forth.
Une affaire flambie. [Fr.] A gone case.
Utic fois n'est pas couUtme. [Fr.] One act
does not constitute a habit.

Un fait accompli. [ Fr.] An accomplished
fact.

Unguibus et rostro. [L.] With claws and
beak; tooth and nail.

Unguis in ulcere. [L.] A claw in the wound.
Unje servirai. [Fr.| One I will serve.
Uno animo. [L.] With one mind; unani-
mously.

Unsold triple itage. [Fr.] An egregious fool.
Un sot trouve toujours tin plus sot qui V
admire. [Fr.] A fool always finds a greater
fool to admire him.

Un ' tiens' vaut mievx que deux ' tu Vauras'.
[Fr.] One take it is worth more than two
thou Shalt have it; a bird in the hand is

worth two'in tlie bush.

Urbem lateritiam invenit inarmoream reli-

quit. [L.] He (Augustus) found the city

(Rome) brick, and left it marble.
Urbietorbi. [L.] To the city (Rome) and the
world.

Usque ad aras. [L.] To the very altars; to
the last extremity.

Usque ad nauseam. [L.] So as to induce dis-

gust.
Usus loqtiendi. [L.] Usage in speaking.
Ut ameris, amabilis esto. [L.J That you may
be loved, be lovable.

Ut apes geometriam. [L.] As bees practise
geometry.

Utcunque placuerit Deo. [L.] As it shall

please God.
Utile dulci. [L.] The useful with the plea-

sant.

'Utinam noster esset. [L.] Would that he
were of our party.

Ut infra. [L.] As below.
Uti possidetis. [L.] As you now possess; each
retaining what he at present holds.

Ut pignus amicUicB. [L.] As a pledge of
friendship.

Utprosim. [1.] That I may do good.
Ut quocunque paratus. [L.] Prepared for

every event.
Ut supra. [L.] As above stated.

Vacuus cantat coram latrone viator. [L.]

The traveller with an empty purse sings
in presence of the highwayman.

Vade in pace. |L.] Go in peace.
V'ce victis. [L.] Woe to the vanquished.
Vale (sing.), Valete (pi.). [L.] FarewelL
Valeat quantam valere potest. [L.] Let it

pass for what it is worth.
Valet anchora virtus. [L.] Virtue serves as
an anchor.

Valet de chambre. [Fr.] A personal attend-
ant; a body-servant.

Valet de place. [Fr.] A guide for visitors to
a place.

Valite et plaudlte. [L.] Good-bye and ap-
plaud us: said by Roman actors at the end
of a piece.

Vari<e lectiones. [L.] Various readings.
Variorum not<B. [L.] The notes of various
commentators.

Varium et mutabile semper foemijia. [L.]

Woman is ever a changeful and capricious
thing.

Vattdeville. [Fr.] A ballad; a comic opera.
See in Diet.

Vaurieti. [Fr.] A worthless fellow.

Vedi Napoli e poi inuori. [It.] See Naples
and then die.

Vehimur in altum. [L.] We are carried out
into the deep.

Velis et reinis. [L.] With sails and oars; by
every possible means.

Velprece,velpretio. [L.] For either entreaty
or payment; for love or money.

Velutiiii speculum. [L.] Even as in a mirror.
Venalis populus, venalis curia patrum. [L.]

The people are venal, and the senate is

equally venal.
Veneiium in auro bibitur. [L.] Poison is

drunk from golden vessels.

Venia necessitati datur. [L.] Indulgence is

granted to necessity; necessity has no law.
Venienti occurritemorbo. [L.] Meet the com-
ing of the disease

;
prevention is better

than cure.
Venit gumma dies et ineluctabile tempus.
[L.] The last day has come, and the in-

evitable doom.
Veni, vidi, vici. [L.] I came, I saw, I con-
quered.

Ventis secundis. [L.] With prosperous winds.
Ve7itre d terre. [Fr.] With belly to the
ground; at full speed.

Vera incessu patuit dea. [L.] The real god-
dess was made manifest by her walk.

Vera pro gratiis. [L.] Truth before favour.
Vera prosperitd ^ non aver hecesaitd. [It.] It

is true prosperity to have no want.
Verbatim et literatim. [L.] Word for word
and letter for letter.

Verbum sat sapienti. [L.] A word is enough
for a wise man.

Verdad es verde. [Sp] Truth is green.
Veritas odium 2>arit. fL.] Truth begets hatred.
Veritas prevalebit. [L,] Truth will prevail.
Veritas vincit. [L.] Trutli conquers.
Verita lis simplex oratio est. [L. ] The language
of truth is simple.

V^rit^ sans peiir. [Fr.] Truth without fear.

Ver 7wn semper viret. [L.] Spring is not al-

ways green; as a punning motto of the
Vernons, Vernon always flourishes.

Vestigia nulla retrorsum. [L.] Xo returning
footsteps; no traces backward.

Vexata qucestio. [L.] A disputed question.
Via. [L.j By way of. See in Diet.

Via crucis, via lucis. [L.] The way of the
cross, the way of light.

Via media. (L.J A middle course.
Via militaris. [L.] A military road.
Via trita, via tuta. [L.] The beaten path is

the safe path.
Vice. [L.] In the place of. Vice versa. See
in Diet.

Vide et crede. [L.] See and believe.
Videlicit. [L.] Namely.
Video meliora proboque deteriora sequor.
[L.] I see and approve the better things, I
follow the worse.

Videtur. [L.] It appears.
Vide ut supra. [L.J See what is stated above.
Vidi tantum. [L.] I merely saw him.
Vi et armis. [L.] By force and arms; by
main force; by violence.

Vigilate et orate. [L.] Watch and pray.
Vigueur de dessus. [Ft.] Strength from on
high.

Vilius argentum est auro, virtutibus aurum.
Silver is less valuable than gold, and gold
than virtue.

Vincit amor patrice. [L.] The love of our
country prevails.

Vincit omnia Veritas. [L.] Truth conquers
all things.

Vincit qui patitur. [L.] He who enduret
conquers.

Vincity qui se vincit. [L.] He conquers who
overcomes himself.

Vinculum matrimonii. [L.] The bond of
marriage.

Vindez injurice. [L.J An avenger of injury.
Vino dentro, senno fnori. [It.J When the
wine is in, the wit is out.

Vin ordinaire. [Fr.] A cheap wine commonly
used in wine-growing countries.

Vires acquirit euiulo. [L.] As it goes it ac-
quires strength (originally said of Rumour).

Virgilium vidi tantum. [L.J Virgil (or some
great man) I merely saw,

Virginibus puerisque, [L.] For villus and
btiys.

Vir sapU qui pauca loquitor. [L.] He is a
wise man who says but little.

VirtitB in actione consistit. [L.] Virtue con-
sists in action.

Virtus in arduis. [L.] Virtue or courage in
difficulties.

Virtus incendit vires. [L.] Virtue kindles
strength.

Virtus laudatur, et alget. [L.] Virtue is

praised, and suffers from cold.
Virtus millia scuta. [L.] Virtue (or valour)

is a thousand shields.
Virtus semper viridis. [L.] Virtue is always
green.

Virtus sola nobilitat. [L.] Virtue alone en-
nobles.

Virtus vincit invidiam. [L.] Virtue over-
comes envy or hatred.

Virtute et fide. [L.J By or with virtue and
faith.

Virtute et labore. [L.] By or with virtue and
labour.

Virtute non astntia. [L.] By virtue (or va-
lour) not by craft.

Virtute non verbis. [L.] By virtue, not by
words.

Virtttte officii. [L.] By virtue of office.

Virtute quies. [L.] Rest or quietude in virtue.

Virtute securus. [L.] Secure through virtue.

Virtuti., non armis, Jido. [L.] I trust to
virtue, not to weapons.

Virtutis amore. [L.] From love of virtue.
Virtutis fortuna comes. [L.J Fortune is the
companion of valour or virtue.

Virum volitare per ora. [L.] To hover on
men's lips ; to be in everybody's mouth.

Vis-d-vi-s. [Ft.] Opposite; face to face.

Vis comica. [L.] Comic power or talent.

Vis conservatrix naturce. [L.J TI. . preserva-
tive power of nature.

Vis cousili expers mole rvit sua. [L.J Strength
without judgment falls by its own might.

Vis inertice. [L.J The power of inertia: dead
resistance to force applied.

Vis medicatrix naturce. [L.J The healing
power of nature.

Vis vnita fortior. [L.] United power is

stronger.
Visvitce. iL.] The vigour of life.

Vita brevis, ars longa. [L.J Life is short, art
is long.

Vitm via virtus. [L.J Virtue the way of life.

Vitam impendere vero. [L.J To stake one's
life for the truth.

Vita sine Uteris mors est. [L.J Life without
literature is death.

Vivat regina! [L.J Long live the queen !

Vivat respublica! [L.J Long liv« the repub-
lic!

Vivat rex! [L.] Long live the king!
Vivd voce. [L.] By the living voice; orally.
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Vive la bagatelle! [Fr.] Long live folly!

Vive le roi! [Fr.] Long live the king!
Vive mentor leti. [L.] Live ever niindful of

death.
Vivere est eogUare. tL.] To live is to think.
Vive ut vivas. [L] Live that you may live.

Vive, vale. [L.] Farewell, be happy.
Vivida t*w animi. [L.] The lively force of
genius.

Vivit post funera virtus. [L.] Virtue survives
the grave.

Vivre n'est pas respirer c'est agir. [Fr.] Life
consists not merely in breathing but in
acting.

Vix ea nostra voco. [L.] I scarcely call these
things our own.

Vixere fortes ante Agamemnona. [L.] Brave
men lived before Agamemnon

;
great men

lived in previous ages.
Vogxte la gaUre .' [Fr.] Let come what may

!

Voihl. [Ft.] Behold; there is; there are.

VoiUi tout. [Ft.] That's all.

Voild line autre chose. [Fr.] That's another
thing ; tliat is quite a different matter.

Voir le dessous des cartes. [Fr.] To see the
under side of the cards ; to be in the secret.

Volens et potejis. [L.] Willing and able.

Volenti non fit injuria. [L.] No injustice is

done to the consenting person.
Volo, non valeo. [L.] I am willing, but un-
able.

Volventibtis antiis. [L.] As the years roll by.

I'ota vita mea. [L.] My life is devoted.
Vvttit y perdrez vos pas. [Fr.] You will there
lose your step» or labour.

Vox et prteterea nihil. [L.] A voice and
nothing more ; sound but no sense.

Vox faucibus hcssit. [L.] His voice, or words
stuck in his throat ; he was dumb from
astonishment.

Vox populi, vox Dei. [L.] The voice of the
people is the voice of God.

Vraisemblance. [Ft.] Probability; apparent
truth.

Vulgb. [L.] Commonly.
Vtilmis iminedicabiie. [L.] An irreparable
injury.

Vultus animi janua et tabula. [L.] The
countenance is the portal and picture of
the mind.

Vultns estindex animi. [L.] The countenance
is the index of the mind.

Wahrheit Gegen Freund und Feind. [G.J
Truth in spite of friend and foe.

Wahrheit und Dichtung. See Dichtung.

Zeitgeist. [G.] The spirit of the age.
Zonamperdidit. [L.j He has lost his purse ;

he is in straitened circumstances.
Zum Beispiel. [G.] For example.

FOEMS OF ADDEESS
IN CEREMONIOUS COMMUNICATIONS WITH PERSONS OF TITLE OR

OFFICIAL POSITION.

Ambassador. The title 'Excellency' be-
longs especially to ambassadors, as well as
to governors of colonies, and the Lord-
lieutenant of Ireland. A<ldress letters

'His Excellency (with name or distinctire

title following) Her Britannic ^lajesty's
Ambassador and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary to the Court of '. Begin: 'Sir",

'My Lord', according as the ambassador
possesses title or not. \Mien personal re-

ference is made say * Your Excellency'.
An envoy extraordinary or charge d'af-

faires, tliougli inferior to an ambassador
strictly BO called, also usually receives the
title 'Excellency*; and the wives of am-
bassadors are generally addressed similarly
during their husband's tenure of office and
while residing abroad.

Archbishop. Address : 'His Grace the Lord
Archbishop of '. Begin : ' My Lord
Archbishop'. Refer to as 'Your Grace'.
The most ftjrmal methotl of addressing the
Archbii^hop of Canterbury is as follows:
'The Most Reverend Father in God, James
gr whatever the Christian name is), by
ivine Providence Lord Archbishop of

Canterbur>-, Primate of All England and
Metropolitan'. The Archl)iBhop of York is

addressed as 'Tlie Most Reverend Father
in God, , by Divine Permission Lord
Archbishop of York, Primate of England
and Metropolitan".
An Irish Archbishop is now addressed as

'The Most Reverend the Archbishop of

An archbishop may be addressed as ' The
Right Honourable and Most Reverend the
Archbishop of ' if he have a claim to l>e

called * Right Hon. ', apart from his eccle-

siastical position.

In Amt-nca the common form of address
is 'The Most Reverend A— B— , D.D.'
The wife of an archbishop has no special

title in right of tier husband's dignity, being
only plain Mrs., and the same with the
family.

Archdeacon. An archdeacon fs styled
'Venerable'; 'The Venerable the Arch-
deacon of '. Begin: 'Venerable Sir',

or 'Reverend Sir", or 'Mr. Archdeacon'
(especially in speaking).

Baron. Address :
* The Right Hon. Lord

'; less formally 'The Lord '. Be-
gin :

* My Lord'. Refer to as ' Your Lord-
ship'.

Baron's Daughter. Barons' daughters are
all entitled to be called * Honourable'. Un-
married they are addressed as 'The Hon.
A— B— ', with ChriHtian and surname.
They retain the title ' Hon. ' after marriage,
the wife of a commoner being 'The Hon.
Mrs. ' with husband's surname, the wife of

a knight or baronet being 'The Hon. Lady',
with husband's surname. Begin ' Madam '

:

refer to as 'Your Ladyship' if so entitled

by marriage. If a higher rank is conferred
by the husband the title of course corre-
sponds.

Baron's Son. All the sons are ' Honourable
',

with Christian name and surname. In Scot-
land the eldest son is addressed as 'The
Hon. the Master of (peerage title), or 'The
Hon. (John), Master of. Begin :

' Sir'.

The wife of a baron's son is ' The Hon.
Mrs.', with husband's surname or both
Christian name and surname. Begin

:

'Madam'. If the daughter of an earl,

marquis, or duke she must be addressed
accordingly.

Baroness. Address: 'The Right Hon. the
Baroness ', or 'The Right Hon. Lady

', or ' Tlie Lady '. Begin :
' Ma-

dam'; refer to as * Your Ladyship'.

Baronet. Address: 'Sir A— B— . Bart,',

giving Christian name and surname. The
Christian name must be given; it is quite
wrong to speak, for instance, of 'Sir Vernon
Harcwurt' where 'Vernon' is merely one
of the surnames. Begin : ' Sir'.

A baronet's wife is addressed as 'Lady'
with husband's surname (her Christian
name would also be used if the daughter
of a duke, marquis, or earl, and in this
case she would also be ' Right Hon. ').

Begin: 'Madam'; refer to as 'Your Lady-
ship'.

Bishop. Address: 'The Right Rev. the
Lord Bishop of ', or ' The Right Rev.
A— B— , Lord Bishop of ', ur simply
'llje Lord Bishop of '. Begin: 'Sly
Lord Bishop', or simply ' My Lord '; refer t^i

as ' Your Lordship'. In formal documents
a bishop is styled 'The Right Reverend
Father in God, John, by Divine Permission,
Lord Bishop of '. A bishop sutTragan is

addressed as 'The Right Rev. the Bishop
Suffragan of '. Begin :

' Right Rev. Sir'.

Bishops' wives and families have no special
recognition as such.
A bishop may have a title apart from his

bishopric, in which ease the two will be
combined, See Clergy.
In Ireland the bishops of the Protestant

church are now most correctly addressed
as ' The Right Reverend the Bishop of

' (or in the case of Meath ' The Most
Reverend ). Begin: 'Right Rev. Sir', In
Scotland the usage is the same—'The
Right Rev. the Bishop of -— '; or 'The
Right Rev. A— B--, Bishop of; or 'The
Right Rev. Bishop -—

' (with surname).
Begin: 'Right Rev. Sir'. The Primus of
the Scottish Episcopal Church is addressed
as 'Tlie Most Rev,' Begin: 'Most Rev.
Sir'. Neither Irish nor Scottish bishops
can claim to be sp<jken of as ' I/ird Bishop',
* Your Lordship', though this is sometimes
done. [Roman Catholic Bishops in Ireland
are usually addressed by the title 'Most
Reverend', J

A retired bishop is still addressed as
'Right Reverend'; 'The Right Reverend
Bishop ', 'Right Rev. Sir'. In America
the form of address to a bishop Is generally
' The Right Rev. A— B— ',

Canon.
Begin:

Address: 'The Rev, Canon
Reverend Sir'.

Cardinal. The special title of a cardinal as
such is 'His eminence'. Begin: 'Your
Eminence'.

Chai^6 d'Affaires. See Ambassador.

Clergy. The general form of address is ' The
Reverend A— B— '. Begin: 'Rev. Sir", or
simply 'Sir'. If a clergyman has a title

(courtesy or other) it is proper to give it

also; thus if be is the son of a duke or
marquis he is to be addressed as ' The Rev,
Lord A— B— '; if the son of an earl, vis-

count, or baron :
' 'I"he Rev. the Honourable

A— B— '. or 'The Hon. and Rev. A— B-'.
If he is a baronet, * The Rev. Sir A— &—

.

Bart'

Congress, Members of (U.S.), Addressed
generally ' The Honourable A— B— '.

Consul. There is no special form of address
to a person as such. 'A— B— , Esq.,
H. B. JI.'s Consul', 'Consul-general', or as
the case may be. In the U, States, how-
ever, a consul is commonly called 'Honour-
able '.

Countess. Address: 'The Right Honour-
able the Countess of '. Begin: 'Ma-
dam'; refer to as ' Your Ladyship'.

Dean, Address: 'The Very Reverend the
Dean of '. Begin : 'Very Rev. Sir' ; more
familiarly 'Mr. Dean' (used in oral com-
munications).

Doctor, The initials denoting the particular
degree are placed after the usual form of
address, whether D.D., LL.D., M.D., D.Sc,
&c. 'The Rev. A— B— , D-D.'; 'A— B—

^

Esq., M.D.' Less formally: 'The Rev.
Doctor B—'; 'Doctor A— B—'.

Dowager. When the holder of a title marries,
the widow of a previous holder of the same
title becomes 'dowager', this being often
inserted in addressing her: ' The Right
Hon. the IXjwager Countess of '; 'The
Dowager Lady '. Instead of 'Dowager',
to which some ladies object, the Christian
name may be used : 'The Right Hon. Mary
Countess of '. Begin :

' Madam
"

; refer to
as ' Your Ladyship '.

Duchess. Address :
' Her Grace the Duchess

of '. Begin: 'Madam'; refer to ajs

• Your Grace '.

Duke. Address: 'His Grace the Duke of '.

Begin :
' My Lord Duke

'
; refer to as ' Your

Grace'. All the children of a duke are
'lords' or 'ladies', and are entitled to be
called 'Right Honourable'. (See below.)
Royal dukes are different. See Prince.

Duke's Daughter. Address: 'The Right Hon.
Lady', with Christian name and surname,
or simply 'The Lady', with Christian name
and surname. Begin : 'Madam'; refer to>

as ' Your Ladyship '.

If married to a commoner or a peer by
courtesy, the surname is derived from the
husband's name or title ; if to a peer the
wife takes a title corresponding to her hus-
band's.
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Duke's Son. A duke's eldest son takes by
eonrtesy one of his fathers secondary titles,

and is thus usually a marquis or an earl,

being addressed exactly as if really a peer
with the respective rank. His wife receives

the corresponding title, being thus a
marchioness or countess, and their eldest

son takes also a courtesy title belonging to

the family, being thus either a viscount or

a baron.
A duke's younger son is addressed simi-

larly to his sistere :
' The Right Honourable

Lord A— B— ', or 'The Lord A— B— '.

Begin :
' My Lord' ; refer to as ' Your Lord-

ship'. Their wives are treated in a corre-
sponding manner :

' The Riglit Honourable
Lady A- B— *, or 'The Lady A— B— ';
' Madam ',

' Your Ladyship'.

Earl. Address : 'The Right Honourable the
Earl of ', or ' The Earl of '. Begin :

'My Lord'; refer to as ' Your Lordship'.
The wife of an earl is a countess. (See
above.)

Earl's Children. The eldest son of an earl

(like the eldest son of a duke) takes a
courtesy title from his father, and thus
ranks either as a viscount or a baron, being
treated as if really a peer and his wife as a
peeress.
The younger sons of an earl are not called

'lords' but are all called 'Honourable'
(their eldest brother is 'Right Honourable')
—'The Hon. A— B— ', the same as the
sons of a baron. (See above.)
The daughters of an earl are all entitled

to be called ' Right Honourable '. and are
addressed as the daughters of a duke, being
all ' ladies ', and thus somewhat different
from their brothers. (See above.)

Envoy. See Ambassador.

Executive Council, Members of (in colonial
governments). Generally addressed as 'The
Honourable A— B— *.

Governor of Colony. Colonial Governors
have the title of ' Excellency ' in virtue of
their office. Address : 'His Excellency A

—

B—, Esq. (Sir A— B— , The Right Honour-
able the Earl of, &c.). Governor of '.

Begin according to rank : refer to as ' Your
Excellency '. A duke holding such a position
would, however, be 'His Grace', 'Your
Grace '.

A governor's wife does not have any claim
to be called ' Her Excellency '.

Lieutenant-governors, as in India and the
Dominion of Canada, are styled ' Honour-
able', 'His Honour', 'Your Honour'.

Governor of State (U.S.). Uaually addressed
as ' His Excellency'. 'His Excellency A—
B— , Governor of ', or ' His Excellency
the Governor of '. A lieutenant-governor
is called 'Honourable'.

Judge. This in Britain has not a very dis-
tinctive meaning. In England and Ireland
the judges of the supreme courts are called
Lord Justices and Justices ; in Scotland the
Judges are the Lords of Session. (See Justice,
Lord Justice, Lords of Sessioii.) In England
the county court judges, however, are re-
gularly called 'Judge'. 'His Honour Judge

' (surname); on the bench referred to as
' Your Honour '.

In many British colonies the members of
the higher courts are called judges and
addressed as "The Honourable A— B— '.

In the IT. States the term judge is regularly
applied to all such functionaries; and all
are addressed in the same way.

Justice. Judges of the High Court of Justice
in England, in the Chancery and other
divisions, are called justices. Address:
' The Honourable Mr. Justice '

; or if a
knight, 'The Hon. Sir A— B—

', Begin in
both cases 'Sir'. On the bench he is
addressed as ' My Lord

'
; and referred to as

'Your Lordship'.

Justice of Peace. In England is formally

addressed in documents as ' The Worship-
ful', and on the bench is referred to as
'Your Worship'.

King. To be addressed as 'The King's Most
Excellent Majesty '. Begin : 'Sire', or 'May
it please Your Majesty' ; refer to as ' Your
Majesty'.

Knight Bachelor. Treated as a baronet,
but 'Kt.' is not usually appended to the
name in addressing a letter. As in the case
of a baronet, carefully avoid using a sur-
name instead of a Christian name.

Knight of the Bath, St. Michael and St.

George, Star of India. Address; 'SirA—
B-, G.C.B", or K.C.B., K.C.M.G., K.S.I.,
as the case may be. Begin :

' Sir'.

Knight of the Garter, Thistle, St. Patrick.
As above, with the initials K.G., K.T., K.P.
respectively following the name.

Knight's Wife (of any class). As baronet's
wife.

Legislative Council, Members of. These
(who belong to colonial governments) are
generally addressed as the 'Honourable
A— B— '.

Lieutenant-governor. See Governor.

Lord Advocate of Scotland. Address: 'The
Right Honourable the Lord Advocate'.
Begin :

' My Lord
'

; refer to as ' Your Lord-
ship'.

Lord Chancellor. Address :
' The Bight Hon.

the Lord High Chancellor': or 'The Right
Hon. Earl (or as the case may be).

Lord High Chancellor '. Begin :
' My Lord

'

;

lefer to as 'Your Lordship'.

Lord Chief Justice (England). Address;
'The Right Honourable th6 Lord Chief
Justice ', or ' The Right Honourable Sir
A— B— , Lord Chief Justice'. Begin: 'My
Lord ' or ' Sir', as the case may be.

Lord Justice (English Supreme Court of
Appeal), Address: 'The Right Honour-
able the Lord Justice ', or ' The Right
Honourable Sir A— B— '. Begin: 'Sir'.

When on the bench they are addressed 'My
Lord ',

' Your Lordship '.

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. Address: 'His
Excellency the Lord Lieutenant', or if a
Duke, 'His Grace the Lord Lieutenant".
How to begin and refer will also be deter-
mined by rank ('My Lord Duke', * My Lord
Marquis ').

Lord Mayor. It is only a few cities, as Lon-
don, York, and Dublin that have a Lord
Mayor. Address :

' The Right Honourable
the Lord Mayor of ', or ' The Right
Hon. A— B— , Lord Mayor of '. Begin

:

' My Lord' ; refer to as ' Your Lordship '.

The Lord Mayor's wife is addressed : 'The
Right Honourable the Lady Mayoress of

'. Begin :
' My Lady' ; refer to as ' Your

Ladyship'.

Lord Provost. Address: 'The Right Hon.
the Lord Provost of Edinburgh'; 'The
Hon. the Lord Provost of Glasgow"; 'The
Lord Provost of Aberdeen', 'Perth' or
' Dundee'. Begin: ' My Lord', or 'My Lord
Provost'; refer to as 'Your Lordship'. The
Lord Provost's wife has no share in the title.

Lords of Appeal (in Ordinary). These are
judicial members of the House of Lords,
who rank as barons and are so addressed.
Their wives are baronesses; their children
are not specially distinguished.

Lords of Session. These are the judges of
the supreme court of Scotland. Some of
these lords decide to retain their surname
when elevated to the bench ('Lord Young'),
others substitute the name of an estate.
Address : ' The Honourable Lord '.

Begin :
' My Lord '; refer to as ' Your Lord-

ship'. Their wives take no title.

Maid of Honour. Address: 'The Honour-
able Miss '. Begin: 'Madam'.

Marchioness. Address :
' The Most Honour-

al)le the Marchioness of '. Begin

:

' Madam'; refer to as ' Your Ladyship'.

Marquis. Address: 'The Most Hon. the
Marquis of '. Begin :

' My Lord Mar-
quis'; refer to as ' Your Lordship'.

Marquis's Children. All are 'Right Hon-
ourable' like those of a duke. The eldest
son takes a courtesy title like the eldest
son of a duke, and is similarly addressed.
Younger sons and daughters are like those
of a duke.

Mayor. Address :
' The Mayor of 'porixi

formal documents 'The Right Worshipml
the Mayor of '. Address: 'Sir'; refer
to as ' Your Worship'.
In the United States mayors are usually

styled 'Honourable'; 'The Hon. A— B—

,

Mayor of '.

Member of Parliament. Not specially re-
cognized except by adding ' M.P.' to ordin-
ary address: 'A— B— , Esq., M.P.': 'Sir
A— B— , Bart., M.P.'

Minister. See Ambassador, Clergy.

Moderator of General Assembly (Scotland).
'The Right Rev.'; the assembly itself is

'The Venerable'.

Officers, Military and Naval. Their profes-
sional rank is put before any title they
may independently possess: 'General' or
' Admiral the Right Hon. the Earl of ';

' Colonel the Honourable A— B— '.

Premier. No special title or address as such.

President (U.S.). Address: 'His Excellency
the President of the United States': 'His
Excellency A— B— , President of the U.
States'. The Vice-president and ex-presi-
dents are 'Honourable'; 'The Honourable
the Vice-president'; 'ITie Honourable A—
B—'.

Prince. Address :
' His Royal Highness the

Prince of Wales'; 'His Royal Highness
Prince A— (Christian name)'. If a royal
duke: 'His Royal Highness the Duke of

'. Begin in any case: 'Sir'; refer to as
' Your Royal Highness'.

Princess. Address: 'Her Royal Highness
the Princess of Wales'; 'Her Royal High-
ness the Princess A— (Christian name)'; or
if a duchess: 'Her Royal Highness the
Duchess of '. Begin: 'Madam'; refer
to as 'Your Royal Highness'.

Privy Councillor. All members of the piivj'-

council are entitled to be addressed as
'Right Honourable"; 'The Right Honour-
able A— B— , P.C (omit 'Esq.'). Other-
wise according to rank.

Queen. Address: 'The Queen's Most Ex-
cellent Majesty'. Begin: 'Madam', or
'May it please Your Majesty"; refer to as
'Your Majesty'.

Queen's Counsel. Ordinary address with the
addition of *Q.C.'

Recorder. Addressed as 'The Worshipful';
in London 'llie Right Worahipful'. Be-
gin: 'Sir"; refer to as 'Your Worship'.

Senators (Canada and U. States). Addressed
as ' The Honourable A— B—'.

Sheriff of London. As recorder of London.

Viscount. Address: 'The Right Hon. the
Lord Viscount ', or 'The Right Hon.
Lord ', or 'The Lord Viscount '.

Begin ;
' My Lord'; refer to as ' Your Lord-

ship '.

Viscountess. Address: ' The Right Honour-
able the Viscountess ', or 'The Vis-
countess '; ' The Right Hon. Lady -

—

-'.

Bcjgin :
' Madam

'
; refer to as ' Your Lady-

ship'.

Viscount's Children. Are addressed in the
same way as those of a baron.



PEINCIPAL MONEYS OF THE WOELD
AND

THEIE EQUIVALENTS OR APPROXIMATE EQUIVALENTS IN BRITISH CURRENCY.

Argentine Republic. The money unit is the
peso or dollar of 100 centesimos; but the
chief currency is a depreciated paper money.
Gold Coiiis—Onza or doblon : £3, Is. ster-

ling; argentino or Ave pesos: £1; half-argen-
tino: 10s.

Stiver Coins— Peso, average value, 4«.

;

half-peso: 2*.

Australia. Coinage as in Britain. There
are mints at Sydney and Melbourne.
Austria Hungary. The new money unit
(since 1892) is the krone or crown of 100
heller, value lOrf. ; or half that of the former
unit, the gulden or ftorin of 100 kreutzer.
The coinage is now on a gold basis.

Gold Coins—20-CTOwn piece: 16s. Sd.; 10-

crown piece: 8*. 4d. Also the ducat: Ss.

Silver Coins—The krone or crown : lOd.;

the half crown: 5d. Also the gulden or
tlnrin still current: l*'. Sd.

Belgium. The unit, as in France, is the
franc, divided into 100 centimes.
Gold Coins~40 francs: 3U. Od.; 20 francs:

15*. lOid.; 10 francs: 7s. ll^d.

Silver Coins—b francs: 3s. lljd. ; 2 francs:
1*. 7rf.; 1 franc; 9\d.

Bolivia. The unit is the boliviano or dollar
of 100 centavos, nominally of the same value
as the 5-franc piece of France or Belgium.
Gold Coins—Oaza: £3. 28.; doblon: 18<( 9rf.

Silver Coins—1 boliviano: 4s.; half-bolivi-

ano: 2*.

Brazil The unit is the milreia of 1000 reis,

par value about 2s. 3d.
Gold CoiTw—20 milreis: £2,5*.; lOmilreis:

£1, 28. 6d.; 5 milreis: lis. 3d. Englisbsove-
reigns are also legal tender.

Silver Coins—2 milreis: is. 6d.; 1 milreis:

2s Sd-; 500rei9: Is. l^d.

The chief currency is paper money.
Bulgaria. Coinage assimilated to that of
France. The unit is the lev or franc, and
there are silver coins of J, 1, 2, and 5 levs.

The lev is divided into 100 stotinki or cen-
times.
Canada The chief coins of Canada (which
are ininte<i in England) are the silver dollar,

half-dollar, an<l minor subdivisions, as in the
United States, accounts also being kept in
dollars and cents. By law it is fixed that
the sovereign is equal to 4 dollars 86^ cents;
the crown piece. 1 dollar 20 cents; the half-

crown, tiO cents; the florin. 48 cents; the
flhilling, 24 cents; the sixpence, 12 cents.
United States gold is a legal tender; but
not much gold is in circulation/i)ank bills

taking its place.

Cape Colony. The coinage is that of Britain.

Central American States, namely: Guate-
mala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Salvador, and
Ct>sta Rica- The unit is the peso or dollar

of 100 centavos, nominally of the value of

4s. sterling. There are gold coins of 20, 10,

5. 2. and 1 pesos; and silver pesos, half-

pesos, &c. Coins belonging to the neigh-
bouring countries also circulate.

Ceylon. The rupee is the standard coin as
in India, but here it is divided into 100
cents. There are half rupee, quarter-rupee,
and 10-cent coins in silver; 5-cent, 2-cent,
tfec, in copper. See Isdia.
ChiU. The money unit is the silver peso or
dollar of 100 centavos. approximately equal
to 3s. 9d.

Gold CoiTW—Condor or 10 pesos: £1, 17s.

6M.; medio-condor or doblon, 5 pesos: ISs.

9a. ; peso, 3«. 9d.

By a law of 1895 the gold coins are hence-
forui to be: the colon or condor of 20 pesos
(=£3, 15«.), the doblon of 10, and the escudo
of 5 pesos.

Silver Coins— Peso or dollar: 3s. Dd., and
the fifth, tenth, and twentieth of a peso.
China. There is no official coinage except
copper cash, of which about 22=1 penny.
Payments are made in silver by weight, and
values reckoned by the tael, a tael of pure
silver being at present worth a)x>ut 3s. 3d.

Mexican and Anterican trade dollars circu-
late.

Colombia. The unit is the peso or dollar of

10 reals, nominal value, 4s. Recently-coined
pesos are reduced by debasement to less

than 2s. in value.
Corea. Silver dollars have recently been
coined similar in value to the Mexican
dollar and Japanese yen, which are b<'th

legal tender. There are also silver 20-cent
pieces, and nickel and copper coins.

Costa Rica. See CENTRAL AMERICAN STATES.
Denmark. The money of Denmark agrees
with tfiat of Norway and Sweden. The unit
is the krone or crown, divided into 100 ore;

value about Is. IJd., or 18 kroner=£l ster-

ling.

Gold Coins—20 kroner: £1, 28. 3d.; 10
kroner: 11«. Ijd.

Silver Coins—2 kroner; 2a. Id.; 1 krone:
Is. Ud.; 50 ore: 6^.

Ecuador. The unit is the sucre or dollar, a
silver coin nominally eqnal to the 5-franc
piece of France, present value about Ss. bd.

There are also 50, 20, 10, and 5 cent pieces.

Egypt. The unit is the piastre, which is

nearly equal in value to 2^.
Gold Coins—100 piastres (the lira or Egyp-

tian pound): £1, 0s.6d.; 50 piastres: 10s. 3ii.

;

25 piastres: 5s. l^d
Silver Coins— 10 piastres: 2#. ; 5 piastres:

Is.; 2^ piastres: 6ii.; 1 piastre: 2^.
Finland. The unit is the markka or mark
of 100 penni, equivalent to the franc orO^d.
The 10 markka in gold = 17s. ll\d.

France. The unit is the franc, the approxi-
mate value of which is 9^. sterling, or
25-224 francs to £1 sterling.

Gold Coins—lOO francs: £3, 19s. 3d.; 50
francs: £1, Ids. 7^.; 20 francs (Napoleon):
15«. lOM,; 10 francs: 7«. lid.; 5 francs:

3s. Hid.
Silver Coins— 5 francs: 3s. lljd.; 2 francs:

Is. 7d. ; 1 franc: 9^ : ^ franc or 50 centimes:
4}d. ; 20 centimes: 2d.

The coinage of France has been accepted
as the model fur that of several other coun-
tries, and the coins of France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, and Greece ("the Latin
monetary union") are now interchangeable,
being of the same weight and fineness.

Those of Spain, Servia, Roumania, (fee, are
also on the same basis.

Oermany. The unit is the mark of 100 pfen-
nige. which on a gold basis is nearly equi-
valent to is. sterling, or 20*43 marks=£l.
Gold Cotns—20 marks, or double-crown

:

£1 ; 10 marks or crown : 10s. ; 5 marks or
half-crown: 6s.

Silver Coins—5 marks : 4s. 4Jd. ; 2 marks

:

Is. 9d.; 1 mark: lO^d.; 50 pfennige: 6jd.
Thaler, equal to 3 marks, no longer coined.
Great Britain. The money unit is the pound
sterling, represented as a coin by the sove-
reign and divided into twenty shillings, each
shilling into 12 pence. The sovereign con-
sists of gold of 22 carats or H or "^1** ft"«.

and it weighs 123-27 grains troy. Hence
40 lbs. of gold= 1869 sovereigns; 1 lb. =£46,
14s. 6d.; 1 oz.=£3. 17*. lOJd.
The guinea, a gold coin worth 21s., has

long been withdrawn from circulation,
though sums of so many guineas are still

often spoken of.

Gold Coins—The sovereign and half-sove-

reign are the only coins that really form
part of the currency, though 2-8overeign
and 5-sovereign pieces have been coined.

Silver Coi'uf—The crown or flve-shllling

piece; the half-crown or two shillings and
sixpence; the florin or two-shilling piece;
the double florin or four-shilling piece; the
shilling, the sixpence, and the threepenny
piece. The fourpenny piece is now only
coined, like the silver twopenny and penny
piece, for the so-called maundy money.
The real value of these silver coins is at
present considerably below their nominal
value, the price of silver l>eing low.
The coins of inferior denomination are

the bronze penny, halfpenny, and farthing.
In many British colonies the above coins

form the chief currency, though in s^mie of
the colonial possessions special coins are

also in use. India has a system of its own
in which it is partly followed by Ceylon and
Mauritius. Canada agrees with the United
States. In Hong-Kong and the East the
dollar is the chief coin. See Canada, India,
Hong-Kong.
Greece. The money system is the same as
that of France (see France), the unit being
called the drachma (divided into 100 lepta),
which is equivalent to the franc.

Gold Coins—20 drachmas: 14s. 2d. Few
gold coins exist.

Silver Coins—5, 2, and 1 drachma pieces,
equivalent tacorresponding coins of France;
also pieces of 50. 20. an<l 10 lepta.
Guatemala. See Central American States.
Guiana, British. Accounts are commonly
kept in dollars and cents, 1 dollar= 100 cents.
The dollar is reckoned at 4s. 2d. The ordi-
nary British denominations of pounds, shil-

lings, and pence are also used.
Gold CoJHS—Knglish sovereigjis and half-

sovereigns. United States eagles, half-eagles,

quarter-eagles, and gold dollars, at the re-
spective rates of 4Ts., 20s. Qd., lOs. 3d., and
4s. Id. Gold coins of Mexico, Spain, and
South America are also in circulation.

Silver Coins—The chief are those of Bri-
tain, also dollars of the United States,
Mexico, and South America. Gilders and
half-gilders also exist, the gilder beiug=
Is. lid.

Haiti. Unit, the silver piastre or dollar;
nominal value, 4s. French gold and silver
coins are current.
Hawaii Same as the United States, the
only gold coins being those of the States.
Hawaiian silver is current along with V.
States silver.

Holland. See NETHERLANDS.
Honduras. See Central American States.
Honduras, British. The gold dollar of the
United States is the standard of value, the
British sovereign and half-sovereign being
rated respectively at 4 dols. 86 cents, and 2
dols. 43 cents. Silver half-dollars, quarter-
tloUars, 10-cent, and 5-cent pieces have been
issued. British silver coins also circulate,
especially half-crowns and shillings. Dollars
of ilexico are also current.
Hong Kong. Accounts are kept in dollars
and cents. The standard coin is the British
silver dollar coined for colonial use, varyintr
in actual value according to the price of
silver, but having a regidation value of
4s. Id. Mexican and other dollars of similar
value are also current. Silver coins of 20,

10, and 5 cents are legal tender for amounts
of two dollars or less. There is no gold
coinage.

India. The unit is the rupee, a silver coin
which used to be regarded aa equivalent to
2s. sterling, but owing to the depreciation
in silver is now ctmsiderably less. The
rupee is divided into 16 annas, the anna
into 4 pice, the pice into 3 pies. The sum
of 100,000 rupees is called a lac. of 10,000,000
a crore. There are mints at Calcutta and
Bombay.
Gold Coins— The mohur or 15 rupees:

£1, 10s. There were also a double mohur,
and lO-mpee and 5-rupee pieces, but gold
hardly exists as a medium of circulation.

iSdcfr Coi/is—Rupee: nominally 2s. ; half-

mpee: Is.; quarter-rupee: 6d.; eighth of a
rupee (or 2 annas): 3d.

Italy. As Italy belongs to the Latin Mone-
tary Union its coinage corresponds with
that of France : unit, the lira of 100 cente-
simi, equivalent to the franc. There are
gold coins of 5, 10, 20, 60, and 100 lire;

silver, of i, f 1. 2, and 5 lire. See France.
Jamaica. Accounts kept as In Britain, and
all British gold and silver coins circulate
and are legal tender. American gold coins
are also current, the gold dollar at 4s. Id.,

other gold coins at the rate of £1, Os. 6d.
per 5 dollars. Mexican and old Spanish
doubloons are current at £3, 4s. each. Ttine
are nickel pennies, halfpennies, and far-

things.
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Japan. The yeu or dollar is the unit, divided
into 100 sens: nominal value 45. The gold
yen is equivalent to the American gold
dollar. There are gold coins of 20, 10, 5, 2,

and 1 yens. The silver coins are the yen,

and 50, 20, 10, and 5 sen pieces. Silver trade
dollars are coined of a value slightly above
that of the yen. See United States.

Liberia. Money chiefly British. Accounts
kept also in dollars and cents.

Madagascar. The only legal coin ia the
silver 5-franc piece.

Mauritius. The money is as in Ceylon.
Mexico. The standard coin is the dollar or
peso of 100 centavos ; value about 4s. 2d.

Chid Coim—Onza, or doblon of 16 dollars:

£3, 6a. 8d. ; half-doblon: £1, 13«. 4d.; quarter-
doblon: 16«. 8d. ; double hidalgo (20 dollars):

£4, Zs. 4rf.; hidalgo (10 dollars): £2, 18. 8d.

Silver Coww—Dollar or peso: 4s. 2d.; half-

dollar (50 centavos): 2s. Id.; quarter-dollar

(25 centavos): Is. O^d. Also silver coins of
one-tenth and one-twentieth of a dollar.

Montenegro. The money of the adjacent
countries.

Morocco. Chiefly French, Spanish, and other
foreign money.

Natal. The money is the same as in Britain.

Netherlands. The unit is the gulden, giiilder,

or florin of 100 cents, a silver coin equivalent
to about Is. Sd., or twelve to the £ sterling.

Gold Couis— 10-gulden piece: 16s. 6d.;

6-gulden piece: Ss. 3d.; ducat: 9s. 4Jd,
Silver Coins— 2J gulden (rixdollar): 48. 2d.

;

1 gulden: Is. 8d.; ^ gulden: lOd. ; 25 cents:

5d.; 10 centa: 2d.

Newfoundland. As in Canada, with two-
dollar gold coins in addition.

New Zealand. Coinage as in Australia.

Nicaragua. See Central Amekican States.
Norway and Sweden. Norway, Sweden,
and Denmark have the same coinage, though
the names of the pieces differ slightly. The
unit is the crown, called krone (plural
kroner) in Norway and Denmark, krona
(plural kronor) in Sweden; value Is. 1^,, or
18 to the £1 sterling. The krone or krona
is divided into 100 ore.

Gold Coins—20 kroner: £1, 2s, 2§d.; 10
kroner: lis. li^d.; carolin (Sweden): 7s. lid.;
ducat (Sweden): 9s. Z^d.

Silver Coins—i kroner: 2s. 2§d.; 1 krone:
is. l^d. Also 50, 40, 25, and 10 ore pieces
of corresponding values.

Orange Free State. English money is used
as the currency.
Ottoman Empire. See Turkey.
Paraguay. The chief coin the peso or dollar
of 100 centavos, nominally equal to 4s., as
in Chili, Argentina, &c.

Persia. The monetary unit is the kra.D, a
silver coin which may be compared to the
franc, as formerly having the same value.
The kran is divided into 20 shAhls or 1000
dinftrs, the dinftr being an imaginary coin.

Gold Coins—One toman, nominally equal
to 10 krAns: 7s. 6d. Few gold coins are in
circulation.

Silver Coins—Five krAns: Is. lid.; two
krans: 9id.; one kr^n: 4Jd.

Peru. The monetary unit is the sole or dol-

lar of 100 centavos; nominal value, 4s. or 5

francs. There is no gold currency at the
present time, though gold coins of 1, 2, 5,

10. and 20 soles were formerly struck and
may still be met with.

Silver Cowis—Sole: 3s. 4d. ; half-sole: Is. 8d.

one-flfth of a sole (one peseta): 8d.; twenty-
five centavos: lOd.

Portugal. The cliief money unit is the mil-
reis, the value of which in gold is 4s. 5jd.

The milreis is divided into 1000 reis (plural

of real), which are only money of account,
not represented in the currency. Large sums
are stated in contos or millions of reis, a
conto being equal to £222, 4s. 5^d.

Gold Coins—Cot6& or crown of 10 milreis =
£2, 4s. 4id.; half-crown: £1, 2s. 2^d.; one-
flfth crowu: 8s. lO^d.; one milreis: 4s. Sjd.

Silver CoiTis—Five-testoon piece (= 500
reis): 2s. 2Jd.; two testoons (—200 reis):

lOid.; one testoon (=100 reis): 5^d.; haU-
testoon (=50 reis): 2|d.
Boumania. Money system the same as that
of France, Italy, Belgium, Ac. the unit
being the lei, which corresponds with the
franc. The lei is divided into 100 banis,
which therefore correspond with the French
centimes.
Gold CoiTis—Twenty, ten, and five lei

pieces, corresponding with similar coins in
France.

Silver Coins—Two, one, and half lei pieces.

Russia. The monetary unit is the rouble of
100 copecks. The silver rouble is of the
value of about 3s. 2d. sterling, or £1 sterling
=6 roubles 40 copecks. The circulation
chiefly consists of paper-money, from one-
rouble notes upwards.
Gold CoiJis—Imperial or ten-rouble piece

:

£1, lis. 8d. ; half-imperial or five roubles:
15s. lOd. ; three roubles: 9ff. 6d.

Silver Coins—Rouble, 3s. 2d. ; half-rouble:

Is. 7d.; quarter-rouble: OJd. ; 20 copecks:
7id.; 10 copecks: 3Jd.; 5 copecks: 2d.

Salvador. See Central American States.
Samoa. American money.
Sandwich Islands. See HAWAII.
Santo Domingo. The money of Mexico, the
United States, France, and Spain.

Servia. The money system corresponds with
that of France, the unit being the dinar,
equivalent to the franc. It is divided into
100 paras or cents.

Gold Coin—The milan of 20 dinars, equi-
valent to the French 20-franc piece, or
15s. lOd.

Silver Coins—Coma of 2 dinars (1«. 7d.),

1 dinar, and half-dinar.

Siam. The chief coin is the tical or bat. a
silver piece of the average value of Is. 8d.

sterling. It exchanges with dollars at the
rate of 3 dollars for 5 ticals.

Singapore. The same as Hong-Kong (which
see).

South AiHcan Republic (Transvaal), Same
as Britain and chiefly British money.
Spain. The money corresponds with that of
France, Italy, Belgium, &c., the monetary
unit being the peseta, of same value as^xe

franc (9Jd.). The peseta is divided into 100
centimes or into 4 reales.
Gold Coins—'Pieces of 100, 50, 25, 20, 10,

and 5 pesetas, equal respectively to £4, £2,
£1, 16s. , 8s., and 4s. sterling. There is also a
gold doubloon of 10 escudos, value £l,0s.7^.
sterling.

Silver Coins—5 pesetas (called the piastre
or dollar): 4s.; 2 pesetas: Is. 7d.: 1 peseta:
9id.; 25 centimos: 2id. ; 20 centimes: 2d.
There is also an escudo or half-dollar=2s.
Straits Settlements. Money the same as in
Hong-Kong (which see).

Sweden. See Norway and Sweden.
Switzerland. The money is the same aa in
France, the unit being the franc, divided
into 100 centimes or rappen. Of gold coins
only 20-franc pieces are coined by the re-
public itself.

Tasmania. As in Australia.
Trinidad. British gold, silver, and bronze
coinage, with U. States and Mexican gold
as in Jamaica and Guiana.
Turkey. The reckoning is by Turkish pounds
of 100 piastres each.

Gold Coins—The liraorgold medjidi^: 18*.;

the half-lira: 9s.; the quarter-lira: 48. 6d.

Silver Coins—20 piastres: 3s. 7d. ; 10 pi-

astres: Is. 9id.; 5 piastres: lOJd.; 2 piastres:
4d. ; 1 piastre: 2d.

United States. The dollar of 100 cents has
been the money unit of the United States
since 1786. The coinage at present is as
follows:—
Goid Coins—Double-eagle or20-dollar piece:
£4, 2s. 6d.; eagle or 10 dollars: £2, Is. 3d.;

half-eagle or 6-dollar piece: £1, Os. 1^.\
3-dollar piece: 12s. 4id.; quarter-eagle or
2J-dollar piece: 10s. 4d.; dollar: 4s. IJd,

Silver CoiJis—Dollar: 4s. lid.; half-dollar

or 50 cents: 2s. 0|d.; quarter-dollar or 25
cents: Is. OJd.; dime or 10 cents: 5d.

There are also 5-cent and 3-cent pieces
coined in nickel and cent pieces in bronze.
Formerly there was a silver trade-dollar

coined to compete with the Mexican dollar,

being a little heavier than the ordinary dol-

lar and of the value of about 4s. Z^d. ster-

ling. Silver coins of 20 cents, 5 cents, and
3 cents are also current, but no longer coined.
Uruguay. The peso or dollar is the unit, as
in great part of Spanish South America,
divided into 100 centesimos or cents; ap-
proximate value 4s. 3d., or £1= 470 pesos.

There are gold doubloons of 10 pesos, as

well as half and quarter doubloons. Tb
silver coins are pesos, and pieces of 50, 20,

10, and 6 centesimos.
Venezuela. Tlie chief coins are the silver

venezolano or dollar of 100 centavos. an<l

the bolivar of 20 centavos. The fomier is

identical with the 5-franc piece of the Latin
Union of Europe (see FRANCE), and the latter

with the franc. There are also gold vene-
zolanos.

West Indies. In the British islands the cur-

rency is that of the home countries, though
reckoning by dollars and cents is common,
and American coins are also current. See
Jamaica.
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Measures of weight include the oke= 2-7

lbs.; thecantar = 9S lbs.; the arrfeft of wheat
or raaize = 31S-6 lbs., of barley-237-6 lbs.,

of rice= 410*4 lbs. As a measure of capacity

the ardeb is equivalent to about 5^ bushels.

France. The system of weights and mea-
sures established in France as one of the

consequeuces of the great revolution, and
borrowed from France by many other coun-
tries, is known as the metric system, because
it is based on the mitre. The metre is about
one ten-millionth of the distance from the

equator to one of the poles measured along

a meridian, and its length is equal to 39-37

inches or 3281 feet; hence 11 metres = 12

yards. All the other measures of length

are got either by subdividing or multiplying

the mhtre by 10, the Frencli system being
entirely decimal in character.

The chief subdivisions of the mfetre are

the Mcimltre or tenth of a mfetre = 3"937

inches, the centimHre or hundredth of a
mfetre= '3937 of an inch, or nearly '4 or fths

of an inch or one-thirtieth of a foot; and the

miUimHre, or thousandth of a mfetre=-039
or 5»5th of an inch.

The chief multiple of the mfetre is the
UlomHre of 1000 mfetres=3280-87 feet, or
1093 6 yds., or fully three-fifths of a mile
(more correctly 621 of a mile).

The chief weights are the gramme and
the kilogramme (or 1000 grammes). The
gramme is the weight of a cubic centimHre
of distilled water, and the kilogramtne is

the weight of a cubic dicimUre of distilled

water at the temperature of 4° Centigrade
orSQ'l'Fahr. In English weight the gramme
= 15 43 grains; the kilogramme = 2-2 lbs. or
35*27 02. The guintalor centner= 220 'iXhs.;

the tonneau = )120i lbs.

The measures of surface are mostly named
after the corresponding measures of length;

the square centimetre = '155 of a square inch,

or 1 sq. inch = 6*45 sq. centimetres; the sq.

decimetre = 15J^ sq. inches; the sq. metre=
10'76 sq. feet; the are = 100 sq. metres=
119*6 sq. yards; the hectare (lOO ares) the
common measure for land= 2"47 acres or
2 acres 2280 sq. yards (say 2^ acres). The
square kilometre= *386 of a square mile.

The chief cubic or solid measures are the
cubic centimetre = '061 of a cubic inch; the
cubic decimetre = 61 cubic inches; and the
cubic metre or st^re = H5'Z cubic feet or 1*3

cubic yard. Hence 1 cubic yard = '764 of a
cubic metre.
The standard measure of capacity is the

litre = (il cubic inches or 1*76 pint or *88 of

a quart. The centilitre, or one-hundredth
of a litre = -07 of a gill; the dAcilitre= 7043
of a gill; the decalitre (or ten litres) = 2 "2

gallons; the hectolitre (100 litres) = 22 gallons
= 2*75 bushels; the kilolitre (1000 litres)

-

220 gallons- 27^ bushels = 3 "44 quarters.

Germany. Since 1872 the French metric
system has been in force throughout the
German Empire, the French designations
having been adopted with little change,
though vernacular German terms are also

in use. Thus there are the meter or stab,

the zentimeter or strich, the millimeter or
neuzoll ('new inch'), the dekameter or kette

('chain'), the liter or kanne, the schoppen
or half-litre, the scheffel or bushel = 50 litres;

the zentner or hundredweight = 50 kilo-

gramms; the js/wTid or pound = half a kilo-

gramm, the tomie or ton = 1000 kilogramms.
See France.
The German meile or mile = 4 68 English

miles; the German geographical mile = one
fifteenth of a degree of the equator.

Greece. The French metric system lias been
long established, the metre being called the
pecheus or cubit, the kilometre the stadion,
the decimetre the palame, the centimetre
the daktylos, the millimetre the gramme.
The litre is called the litra, the decilitre
the kotyle, the hectolitre the koilon. The
gramme is called the drachme, and 1500
drachmai = l mna = \^ kilogramme = 3-3 lbs.

The oAra = 2*84 lbs. The are is called the
stremma. See France.

Guatemala. See Central American States.

Guiana, British. Same as Britain.

Haiti. Same as France.

Holland. See Netherlands.
Honduras. See Central American States.

Honduras, British. Same as Britain.

Hong-Kong. British weights and measures
are in use; also those of China (which see).

India. By the Indian Weights and Measures
Act of 1871 the standard of weight is tlie

ser, which is equivalent to the French kilo-

gramme or 22 lbs. The standard measure
of capacity is also called the ser, and corre-

sponds to the French litre or 1*76 of a pint.

A common measure of weight is the seer (of

80 tolahs) = 2-057 lbs. TheiHawndof Bengal
is 40 seers or 82y lbs. The maund of Bom-
bay =28 lbs., of Madras = 25 lbs.

The English measures of length are to
some extent in use. Others include the
guz, which in Bengal corresponds to the
yard; in Bombay = 27 inches; in Madras=
33 inches. The coss= 2000 yards; the beegak
(of Bengal)=1600 square yards.

Italy. The French or metric system is in
use; the names of the different weights and

j

measures beingmodified according to Italian I

analogy. Thus there are the gramTna or
1

gramme = 15'4 grains; the chUogramma or (

kilogramme = 2 2 lbs.; the quintale metrico
\

or metric quintal~220 lbs.; the tonnellata I

or ton = 2200 lbs. ; the litro or litre= 1 -76 pin t; ,

the ettolitro or hectolitre = 22 gallons or 2 75
bushels; the metro or metre = 3 28 feet or
393 inches; the chilometro or kilometre =
1093 yards; the stero or cubic metre = 35*3

cubic feet; the ettara or hectare ~ 2 "47 acres.

See France.
Jamaica. This and the other British West
Indies same as Britain.

Japan. The chief weights and measures in-

clude the kin^l^ lb.; the kwan = 8-28 lbs.;

the sho, liquid = l-58 quart; dry=^*198 of a
peck; the kokit, liquid = 39*7 gallons; dry =
4'9 bushels; the ken = 10 shoku= l'Q8 yard
or 5965 feet; the ch6, long measure = 5'4

chains, land measure = 2'45 acres; the ri-
244 miles; the square ri=595 sq. miles.

Liberia. Weights and measures mostly Bri-
tish.

Mauritius. The French metric system is in

use.

Mexico. The French metric system has been
established by law, but old Spanish weights
and measures are still in use ; such as the
libra or pound, nearly the same as a pound
avoirdupois; the arroba of 25 libras=25-3
lbs.; the vara or yard = 2 feet 8^ inches, &c.

Morocco. The <omm=2'8 inches, the draa =
22*48 inches; the mudh=Z gallons, the sad
= 123 gallons; the kantar = \V2. lbs.

Natal. Same as Britain.

Netherlands. The metric system has long
been in use. The designations are similar
to those of Germany or France, with alter-

native names of native origin. Thus there
are the meter or el, the kilogram or pond,
the kilometer or mijle (mile), the hectare or
bunder, the liter or kan, the hektoliter or
vat, the stere or wisse, &c.

New Zealand. Same as Britain.

Nicaragua. See Central American States.

Norway. The French metrical system is

established by law, the French designations
being borrowed with but little change of
form.

Orange Free State. Weights and measures
as in England, but the common measure
for laud is the 7norge7i = 2-^ acres.

Paraguay. The arro6a=25-35 lbs.; the quin-
tal =101-i\bs.; the /anega=l^ bushel; the
sino of land =69^ sq. yards.

Persia. The chief weights are : the miskal
= 71 grams; the seer or »ir=16 miskals; the
ratel = 100 miskals= l lb. fully; 40 seers =
1 batman, man, or maund = 6^ lbs. But the
batman varies greatly in different places,
the weight just given being the batman of
Tabreez. For bulky articles the kharvAr of
649 lbs. is commonly used.

The unit measure of length is the zar or
gez, which varies from 38 inches to about
44. The kadam. or step is about 2 feet. The
farsakh or parasang= about 4^ miles. A
common measure of surface is the jerib —
about 1300 sq. yards.

Measures of capacity include the chenica
= "289 of a gallon; the capicha = 2 chenicas =
•578 of a gallon; the coWo(/iu7i = l*809 gallon;
the ar(afa=l*809 bushel.

Peru. Same as Bolivia.

Portugal. The metric system is established

by law, the French designations being used
with comparatively little change.

Roumania. The French metric system.

Russia. The weights include the funt or
pound (=96 zolotnik8)= -^T^ iif a pound Bri-
tish ; the pood ( = 40 funt)=36 lbs.; the ber-
kovitz=Z%l lbs.; 63 poods = l ton.
The vedro=2-7 gallons; the anker=% gal-

lons; the tchetvert ( = 8 tchetver^s)= &-77

bushels or 46^ gallons.
The 8topa = li inches; the arshin = 28

inches; the sajen=7 feet; the verst (=500
sajens) = 3500 feet or 1166 6 yards or about
two-thirds of a mile (663). The square
verst= 44 of a square mile. The dessiatine
= 2 '7 acres.

Salvador. See Central American States.

Servia. The French or metric system.

Slam. The chang or catty = 2^ lbs.; SOchang
=1 hap or picul=lS^ lbs.

Measures of length include the niw=*83
of an inch; kiip ( = 12 nius) = 10 inches; the
sawk = 19^ inches; the M'aA= 80 inches; the
sen=44"4 yards; the »/o(= 400scns=9g miles.
The thang = 3^ gallons; the koyan=375

gallons.

Singapore, &c. (Straits Settlements). The
chief measures of weight are the catty (or

kati) = l^ lb.; the pictd= 100 catties = 133^
lbs. ; the koyan = 40 piculs = 5333J lbs. Mea-
sures of capacity are the gantang or gallon,
and the chupak or quart. Measures of
length and surface as in Britain.

South African Republic (Transvaal). Same
as Cape Colony.

Spain. The French or metric system has
been established by law both in Spain and
the Spanish Colonies, the designations of
the different weights and measures having
been borrowed with but little change; thus
we have the metro or metre, the gramo or
gramme, the litro or litre, the area or are,

the hectoUtro, the hectarea, &c. Old weights
and measures are still largely used both
in Spain and in Spanish America. These
include the libra or pound = 1 "014 lb.; the
quintal or hundredweight = 101*4 lbs., the
tonelada or ton = 1014*4 lbs.; the arroba {for

wine) = 3i gallons; the fa7iega = l^ bushel;
the vara = 2 782 feet; the square vara = "86

of a sq. yard; the/arte^ad'a = l 6 acre, &c.

Straits Settlements. See Singapore.

Sweden. As in Norway the metric or French
system has been established by law. The
Swedish mile= 6'6 English miles.

Switzerland. Same as in jFrajice. The j^/tmd
or pound = half a kilogramme is in common
use. The cen(ne7*=100 pfund = 110 lbs. Eng-
lish: the quintal=220 lbs. The arpent is a
common measure of land= eight-ninths of

an acre.

Tasmania. As Britain.

Turkey. The metric system has to some
extent been adopted, old names having been
applied to the new weights and measures;
thus ofce = kilogramme (2 2 lbs.); batman^
10 kilogrammes; cantor=100 kilogrammes;
tcheki = 1000 kilogrammes (about a ton);

shinik

=

decalitre; kileh= hectohtre (2| bush-
els); evlek = £LTe; djeril ^hectare (2*47 acres);

arsAin=metre; jiiii=kilonietre; farsang=
10 kilometres.
The old ofce=2'8 lbs.; the caniar=iA okes

= 125 lbs.; the (c/teH = 180 okes = 511 38 lbs.;

the kileh = 20 okes= *36 of an imperial quar-
ter, or *912 of a bushel, or 816 kilehs^lOO
quarters; the rottol = 2^ pints; the almnd
= 1*151 gallon; the cantar as a liquid mea-
sure =31*4 gallons, as a dry measure = 124

lbs.; the 6a(man=16 9 lbs.; thearsAm = 27

to 30 inches.

United States. Same as Britain with slight

exceptions. The old Winchester bushel =
•9694 of an imperial bushel is in use, as also

the old English gallon = '83 of an imperial
gallon; 33 Winchester bushels = 32 imperial

bushels; and 6 United States gallons = o im-

perial gallons. A cental of 100 lbs. is also

used, and a ton of 2000 lbs., as in Canada.
The metric system is permissible.

Uruguay. The metric system has nominally
been adopted, but old weights and measures
as in the Argentine Republic are chiefly in

use; also those of Brazil. The cuadra of

land = l"S acre.

Venezuela. Same as Colombia, Peru, &c



ABBEEVIATIONS AND CONTRACTIONS
COMMONLY USED IN WRITING AND PRINTING.

a. Adjective.
A. In music, alto,

A., a.,oT ans. Answer.
a. or @ (L. ad). To or at.

d. or CM. In yned. of each the
same quantity.

A. A. Associate of Arts.

A.A.G. Assistant-adjutant-gen-
eral.

A.B. (L. Artium Baccalauretu).
Bachelor of Arts. See B.A.

A.B. Able-bodied seaman.
itbbr, or ahbrev. Abbreviated or

abbreviation.
abl. Ablative.
Abp. Archbishop.
abs. or ab»ol. Absolute.
A.B.S. American Bible Society.
abL About.
A.C. (L. Ante Christum). Before

Christ.
ace. Accusative.
ace. or acct. Account or ac-

countant.
o.rf. After date
ad. Advertisement.
A.D. (L. Anno Domini). In the
year of our Lonr This is often
nsed as if equivalent to 'after
Christ', as ' in the fourth cen-
tury A.D.'.

A.D.C. Aide-de-camp.
ad. in/. (L. ad injinitum). To in-

finity.

ad int. (L. ad interim). In the
meantime.

adj. Adjective.
Adjt. Adjutant.
ad lib. or ad libit (L. ad libit-

um). At pleasure.
ad loc. (L. ad locum). At the

place.
adm. Admiiiistrator.
Adm. Admiral.
adv. Adverb.
Adv. Advocate.
ad val. (L, ad valorem). Accord-

ing to the value.
^. or at. (L. cetatis). Of age

;

aged.
A/, or A/r. Africa or African.
A.F.A. Associate of the Faculty
of Actuaries.

A F.B.S. American and Foreign
Bible .S<x:iety.

A.O. Adjutant-general.
Ag. (L. argentiim). Silver.

af/r. or Offrie. Agriculture.

Afft. Agent.
A.B. (L. Anno Hegiree). In the
year of the Hegira.
AM M.S. American Home Mis-
sionary Society.

A. U.S. (L. Anno Bumance Sahi~
tijt) In the year of human sal-

vation.
A. I.A. Associateof the Institute
of Actuaries.

A. I.e. Associate of the Institute
of Chemistry.

A.I.C.E. Associate of the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers.
A.I.M.E. American Institute of
Mining Engineers.

A.K.C. Associate of King's Col-
lie (T^ndt'u).

Al. or Ala. Alabama.
Al. Ahtminium.
Alaa. Ala.ska
Aid. Aldurman.
Alex. Alexander.
Alf. Alfred.
Alg. Algebra.
Alt. Altitude.
A.M. (L. Anno Mundi). In the
year of the world.

A.M. (L. Ante Meridiem). Before
noon.

A..}{ (L. Artium Magister). yioB-
ter of Arts.

A.M. (L. Ave Maria!) Hail
Mary!

Am. or Amer. America or Ameri-
can.

A.M.I.CE. Associate Member
of the Institution of Civil En-
gineers.

Amt. Amount.
A.N. Anglo-Norman.
An. (L. anno). In the year.

anal. Analysis.
anat. Anatomy or anatomical.
atic. Ancient.
Angl. Anglican.
Anon. Anonymous.
ans. Answer.
A.N.S.S. Associate of the Nor-
mal School of Science.

Ant. or Antiq. Antiquities or
antiquarian.

anthrop. Anthropology or an-
thropological.

A.O.F. Ancient Order of Forest-
ers.

aor. Aorist
A.O. (J. AmericanOmithologists'
Union.

Ap. Apostle.
Ap. or Apl. April.
apo. Apogee.
Apoc. Apocalypse (orApocrypha).
App. Appendix ; Apostles.
approx. Approximate or ap-

proximately.
Apr. April.

A.P.S. Associate of the Phar-
maceutical Society.

aq. (L. aqua). Water.
A . Q. M. G. Assistant Quarter-
master-general.

A.R. (L. Anno Regni). In the
year of the reign.

Ar. or Arab. Arabic.
ar. or on*. Arrive -s; arrival.

A.R. A. Associate of the Eoyal
Academy.

Aram. Aramaic.
arch. Architecture,
Arch. Archibald.
Archd. Archdeacon.
Arg. Hep. Argentine Republic.
A.ti.H.A. Associate of tlie Royal
Hibernian Academy.

Ari. Arizona.
A.R.I. B.A. Associate of the
Royal Institute of British
Architects. -

Arith. Arithmetic or Arithmeti-
cal.

Ark. Arkansas.
Arm. Armenian; Armoric.
Armor. Armoric.
arr. Arrive -s -d or arrival.

A.R.R. (L. Anno Regni Regis or
Regi^ue). In the year of tlie

king's (or queen's) reign.

A.R.S.A. Associate of the R(^)yal

Scottish Academy.
A.R.S. h. Associate of the Royal
Society of Literature.

A.R.S.M. Associate of the Royal
School of >[ines.

A.RSS. (L. Antiijuariorum
ReijiiE Societatis Sociusi.TeWow
of the Royal Society of Anti-
quaries.

AH. Article,

A.S., A.-S,t or A. -Sax. Anglo-
Saxon.

As. (L. arsenieum). Arsenic.
Asst. Assistant.
Assyr. Assyrian.
astrol. Astrology.
astron. Astronomy or astronomi-

cal.

Att. OT Atty. Attorney.
Attt/. Gen. Attorney-general.
at. %ot. Atomic weight.
Axi. (L. aurum). Gold.
A. (I.e. (L. AJino l/rbis Conditce

or -<4& Urbe Conditd). In the
year from the building of the
city ( = Rome).

aug. Augmentative.

Aug. August.
Aur. (L. aurum). Gold.
Aust. Austria or Austrian,
Austral. Australia or Austral-

asia.

a^(xil. Auxiliary.
A.V. Artillery Volunteers.
A, V. Authorized Version (of the

Bible).

avoir. Avoirdupois.

J?. In musicy bass or base.
B. or Bk. Book.
B. or Brit. British.

B. Boron.
h. Born.
B.A . Bachelor of Arts.
B.A. British America.
Ba. Barium.
bal. Balance.
hank. Banking.
Bap. or Bapt. Baptist.
bar. Barrel.
Barb. Barbados.
Bart, or Bt. Baronet.
Bat. or Batt. Battalion.
B.C. Before Christ.

B.C. British Columbia.
B. Ch. (L. Baccalaureua Chir-

urgioe). Bachelor of Surgery.
B.C.L. (L. Baccalaureus CivUis

Legis). Bachelor of Civil Law.
B.D. (L. Baccalaurens Divini-

tatis). Bachelor of Divinity.
bd. Bound (as a book).
bdls. Bundles.
bda. Boards (bound in, as ahook).
Beds. Bedfordshire.
Belg. Belgium or Belgic.
Ben. or Benj. Benjamin.
Berks. Berkshire.
B.t's L. (Ft. Bachelierta Lettres).

Bachelor of Letters.

B.t. British India.
Bi. Bismuth.
Bib. Bible or biblical.

bibliog. Bibliography.
bwq. Biography or biographical.
biol. Biology ; biological.

Bk. Bank.
Bk. Book.
B.L. Bachelor of Laws.
B.LL. (L. Bactalaurens Legum).
Bachelor of Laws, (See LL.B.)

bis. Bales or barrels.

B.3f. (L Daccalavreus Mediciiux).
Bachelor of Medicine.

B.M. British Museum.
B.Mus. (L. BaccalaureusMusicce).
Bachelor of Music.

Bn. Battalion.
B.O. Branch Office.

B,0. Buyer's Option.
Bohem. Bohemian or Czech.
bor. or boro. Borough.
bot Botany or botanical.
B.O.U. British Ornithologists'
Union.

Bp. Bishop.
Br, or Bro. Brother.
Br. Bromine.
Br. Am. British America.
Bret. Breton.
Brev. Brevet.
Brig. Brigade or brigadier.
Brig. -gen. Brigadier-general.
Brit. Britain, Britannia, British,

Briton.
B.S. Bachelor in Surgery.
b.s. Bill of sale.

B Sc. (L. Baccalaurens Seientice).

Bachelor of Science.
B.S.L. Botanical Society, Lon-
don.

Bt. Baronet.
Bucks Buckinghamshire.
burl. Burlesque.
bush. Bushel.
B. V. (L. Beaia Virgo). Blessed

Virgin.
B. V.M. (L. Beata Virgo Maria).
Blessed Virgin Mary.

j

C Carbon,
C. Centigrade.
c. Centime or centimes, cent or

cents.

c. (L. centum). A hundred.
C. or Cap. (L. caput). Cliapter.

C.A. Chartered Accountant.
Ca. Calcium.
Ca. or Cal. CaKfomia.
Cam. or Camb. Cambridge.
Cainbs. Cambridgeshire.
Can. Canada.
Cant. Canterbury.
Cant. Canticles(Songof Solomon).
Cantab. (L. Cantabrigiensis). Of
Cambridge.

Cantuar. (L, Canttiariensis). Of
Canterbury.

cap. Capital (letter).

Cap. (L. caput). Chapter.
caps. Capitals (letters).

Capt. Captain.
Card. Cardinal.
carp. Carpentry.
cat. Catalogue.
Caih. Catharine.
Cath. Catholic.
Cath. Cathedral.
Cav. Cavalry.
C.B. Companion of the Bath.
C.B.S. Confraternity of the Bles-
sed Sacrament.

C C. County Council, County
Councillor.

C.C. Catholic clergyman or cu-
rate.

C. C. Caius College.

C.C. Cricket club.
C.C.C. Corpus Christi College,
also Christ's College, Cam-
bridge.

Cd. Cadmium.
C.D.S.O. Companion of the Dis-
tinguished Service Order.

C.D.V. Carte-devisite.

C.E. Civil Engineer.
Cel. Celsius (thermometer).
Celt. Celtic.

cent. (L. centum). A hundred.
cent. Century.
Centig. Centigrade (thermome-

ter).

qf. (L. confer). Compare.
C.G. Coast-guard.
C.G. Conmiissary-general.
C.G.S. (usedadjectively). Centi-
meter, Granmie, Second, the
units of length, mass, and time,
widely adopted in modem
scientific calculatiim.

C. II. Custom-house.
Ch. or Chap. Chapter.
Ch. Church.
chal. Chaldron.
Chal. or Chald. Clialdee or Chal-

daic.

Chanc. Chancellor.
Chap. Chapter.
Chas. Charles.
Ch. B. (L. ChirtirpcB Baecalaur-

ens). Bachelor m Surgery.
Ch. Clk. Chief Clerk.
ckem. Chemistry or chemical.
Chin. Chinese.
Ch. J. Chief Justice.

Ch. M. (L, Chirurgice Magister).
Slaster in Surgery.

Chr. Christ or Christian.
CAr. Christopher.
Chron. Chronicles or chronology,
C.L Orderof the Crown of India.
Cic. Cicero.
CLE. Companion of the Order
of the Indian Empire.

at. Citizen.
Civ. Civil.

C.J. Chief-justice.
CI. Clergyman.
CI. (Gr. chloros). Chlorine.
cl. Centilitre.

class. ClassicaL
eld. Cleared,
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elk. Clerk.

em. Centimetres.
C.M. Certificated Master.
CM. (L. Chirurgice MagUter).
Master in Surgery.

C.J/. Common Metre.

C.M.Q. Corapauion of the Order
of St. Michael and St. George.

Cml. Commercial.
C.Sf.S. Church Missionary So-

ciety.

C.M.Z.S. Corresponding Mem-
ber of the Zoological Society.

CO. Crown Office.

CO. Colonial Office.

Co. Company.
Co. Coimty.
Co. Cobalt.

Coad. Coadjutor.
cock, or cache. (L. cochlear). A
spoonful (in medicine).

C.O.D. Cash (or Collect) on De-
livery.

cog. or cogn. Cognate.

C. of G. U. Cape of Good Hope.
Col. Colonel.
Col. Colonial.

Col. Colossians.

Col. Column.
Col. or Coll. College.

Colloq. Colloquial, colloquialism,
or colloquially.

Colo. Colorado.
Com. Commander.
Com. Commerce, commercial.
Com. Commissioner,
Com. Committee,
Com. Commodore.
com. Common.
Comm. Commentary, commenta-

tor.

camp. Compare or comparative.
comp. Compound or com-
pounded.

eompar. Comparative.
compos. Composition.
Com. Ver. Common Version.
Con. (L. contra). Against
conch. Conchology,
Con. Cr. Contra Credit or Credi-

tor.

eonf. (L. coTifer). Compare-
Con^, or Congreg. Congregation

or Congregationalist
Cong, Congress.
conj. Conjunction.
Conn. Connecticut
Con. Sect. Conic Sections.
eontr. Contracted or contraction.
Cop. or Copt. Coptic.
Cor. Corinthians.
Cor. Mem. Corresponding Mem-

ber.

Com. Cornish or Cornwall.
corol. Corollary.

Cor. Sec. Corresponding Secre-
tary.

COS. Cosine.
cosec. Cosecant.
Cos8, (L. Consules). Consuls.
cot. Cotangent.
cp. Compare.
C.P. Clerk of the Peace.
C.P. Common Pleas.

C P.C. Clerk ofthePrivyCouncIl.
C.P.S. (L. Gustos Privati Sigilli).

Keeper of the Privy Seal.

Cr. Credit or Creditor.
Cr. Chromium.
CR. (L. Custog Rotulorum).
Keeper of the Rolls.

Cli. (L. Civis liomatius). Koman
Citizen.

CR. (L. Carolus Rex). King
Charles, also (L. Carolina
Regina) Queen Caroline.

cres. Crescendo.
crim. con. Criminal conversa-

tion or adultery.
crystall. Crystallography.
CS. Chemical Society.
CS. Civil Service.
CS. Clerk to the Signet.
CS. Court of Session.
C«. Cajsium.
CS.I. Companion of the Star of

India.
ct. Cent.
ct. (L. centum.). A hundred,
Ct. Connecticut.
CT. Certificated Teacher,
CT.C Cyclisto' Touring Club.
Cu. (L. cuprum). Copper.
cum d. (L. cum dividendo). With

dividend.
eur. or curt. Current; this month.

C »'. Canada West.
C. W.O. Cash with Order.
cwt. (L. centiim, a hundred, and
Eng. weight). A hundredweight
or hundredweights.

Cyc. Cyclopaedia.

D. (Roman Notation). Five hun-
dred.

D. David.
D. Deputy.
d, (L. denaritis, denarii). A
penny or pence.

d. Died.
d. Day or days.
Dak. Dakota.
Da7i. Daniel.
Dan. Danish.
dat. Dative.
Dav. David.
D.C (It. Da Capo). From the
beginning; again.

D.C. District ol Columbia (U.S.).

D.C.L. Doctor of Civil Law.
D.C.S. Depute Clerk of Session.

D.D. Doctor of Divinity.

d.d. Days after date.

D.D.D. (L. dono dedit dedicavit).

He (or she) gave and conse-
crated as a gift.

D.D.S. Doctorof DentalSurgery.
De. Delaware (United States).

Dec. December.
deca. D6cara6tre.
decim. Decimetres.
decl. Declension.
def. Definition.

deft. Defendant.
deg. Degree or Degrees.
Del. Delaware (United States).

del. (L delineavit). He (or she)
drew it.

Dem. Democrat.
Den. Denmark.
Dep. or Dept. Department.
Dep. Deputy.
der. Derived or derivation.
Deut. Deuteronomy.
D.F. Dean of the Faculty.
D.F. Defender of the Faith.
D.O. (L. Dei Gratid). By the
Grace of God ; also (L. Deo
gratias). Thanks to God.

dg. Decigramme.
Di. Didymium.
dial. Dialectic.

diam,. Diameter.
Diet. Dictator.
Diet. Dictionary.
dim. or dimin. Diminuendo.
dim. Diminutive.
dis. or disct. Discount.
div. Divide, dividend, division,

or divisor.

dl. Decilitre.

D.L. Deputy Lieutenant.
D. Lit. Doctor of Literature,
D.L.O. Dead Letter Office.

D. M. or D. Mit-8. Doctor of Music.
dm. D^cimfetre.
do. (It. ditto). The same.
dot. or dols. Dollars.
D.O.M. (L. Deo Optimo Maximo).
To God, the Best, the Greatest.

dom. econ. Domestic Economy.
Dor. Doric.
doz. Dozen.
D. P.H. Diploma in Public
Health.

dpt. Deponent.
Dr. Debtor.
Dr. Doctor.
dr. Dram or Drams.
D.S. (It. Dal Segno). From the

sign: musical term.
D.Sc. Doctor of Science.
D.S.O. Distinguished Service
Order.

d.s.p. (L. decessit sine prole).
Died without issue.

D. T. (L. Doctor Tkeologice). Doc-
tor of Divinity.

Du. Dutch.
Dub. Dublin.
Diinelm. (L. DuTielmemis). Of
Durham.

D. V.(L.Deovolente). God willing.
D.V.M. Doctor of Veterinary

Medicine.
d.v.p. (L. decessit vita patris).
Died during the life of the
father.

dwt. (L. denarius, penny, and
Eng. weight). A pennyweight
or pennyweights.

dyn. Dynamics.

E. East or eastern.

E. English.
ea. Each.
Eben. Ebenezer.
Eblan.(L. Eblanensis). Of Dublin.
Ehor. (L. Eboracensw). Of York.
E.G. Eastern Central (postal dis-

trict, London).
E.C. Established Church.
Eccl. or Eccles. Ecclesiastes or

ecclesiastical.

Ecclus. Ecclesiasticus.

econ. Economy.
E.C.U. English Church Union.
Ed. Edition or editor.

Ed. or Edin. Edinburgh.
Edm. Edmund.
E.D.S. English Dialect Society.

Edw. Edward.
E. E. Erroi-s Excepted.
E. E. T. S. Early English Text So-

ciety.

e.g. (L. exempli gratid). For
example,

Egypt. Egyptian.
E.I. East India or East Indies.

E.I.C er jB./.Co.EastlndiaCom-
pany.

E.l.CS. East India Company's
Service.

elec. or elect. Electric or elec-

tricity.

elem. Elementary.
Eliz. Elizabeth.
E. Ion. East longitude,
Emp. Emperor or empress.
Ency. or Eneyc. Encyclopedia.
E.N.E. East "north-east.

Eng. England or English.
engin. Engineering.
engr. Engraved, .engraver, en-

graving.
eJit. or entom. Entomology.
E7it. Sta. Hall. Entered at Sta-

tioners' Hall.

Env. Ext. Envoy Extraordinary.
Eph. Ephesians.
Eph. Ephraim.
Epiph. Epiphany.
Epis. Episcopal.
Epist. Epistle.
Epist. or Epistol. Epistolary.
eq. Equal.
eq. or equiv. Equivalent.
Er. Erbium.
Esd. Esdras.
E.S.E. East-south-east.
esp. Especially.
Esq. or Enqr. Esquire.
Esqs. or Esqrs. Esquires.
Estk. Estlier.

E. T. English Translation.
E.T. Electric telegraph.
et al.ila. et alibi). And elsewhere.
et al. (L. et alia, alii, or alioe).

And others.
etc. (L. et cceteri, cmtercs, or ce-

tera). Andothers; andsoforth.
Eth. Ethiopic.
ethnol. Ethnology or ethno-

logical.

et seq. (L. et sequentes or se-

quentia). And the following.
eiym. Etymology, etymological.
E. U. Evangelical Union.
Eur. Europe, European.
E.V. Engineer volunteers.
ex. or exd. Examined.
ex. Example.
Ex. Exodus.
Exc. Excellency.
exc. Except or exception.
exch. Exchange.
Exch. Exchequer.
exd. Examined.
ex. div. Exclusive of dividend.
Exec. Executor.
Execx. Executrix.
ex g. (L. exempli gratia). By
way of example, for instance.

Exod. Exodus.
Exon. (L. Exoniensis). Of Exeter.
exp. Export, exportation.'
Exr. Executor.
Ez. or Ezr. Ezra.
Ezek. Ezekiel.

E. tt 0. E. Errors and OmlBsions
Excepted.

P. Fahrenheit.
F. Fellow.
F. Folio.

F. Fluorine.
F. French.
/. Farthing or farthings.

/. Foot or feet.

/. Franc or francs.

/. or/em. Feminine.
Fahr. Fahrenheit(thermometer).
F.A.M. Free and Accepted Ma-

sons.

far. Farriery.
F.A.S. Fellow^ of the Antiqua-

rian Society.
F.A.S. Fellow of the Society of

Arts.

F.A.S.E. FeHow of the Antiqua-
rian Society of Edinburgh.

F.A.S.L. Fellow of the Anthro-
pological Society of London.

fath. Fathoms.
F.B. Fenian Brotherhood or
Brethren,

F.B.S.E. Fellow of the Botanical
Society of Edinburgh.

F.C Free Church (of Scotland).
F.CP. Fellow of the College of

Preceptors.

fcp. Foolscap.
F.C.P.S. Fellow of the Cam-
bridge Philosophical Society.

F.C.S. Fellow of the Chemical
Society.

F.D. (L. Fidei Defensor or De-
fensatrix). Defender of \h»
Faith.

Fe. (L. /erntm). Iron.
Feb. February.
fee. (L fecit). He (or she) did or
made it.

F.E.I.S. Fellow of the Edaca^
tioual Institute of Scotland.

fern. Feminine.
F.E.S. Fellow of the Entomolo-

gical Society.
F.E.S. Fellow of the Ethnologi-

cal Society.
/eurf. Feudal.

ff. Fortissimo.
F.F.A. Fellow of the Faculty of

F.F.P.S. Fellow of the Faculty
of Physicians and Surgeons
(Glasgow).

F.G.S. Fellow of the Geological
Society.

F.I. A. Fellow of the Institute of
Actuaries

F.I.C Fellow of the Institute
of Chemistry.

Fid. Def. S^ee F.D.
fig. Figure or figures; figuratire

or figuratively.

Finn. Finnish.

fir. Firkin or firkins.

F.KC. Fellow of King's College
(London).

F.K.Q.C.P.l. Fellow of King'g
and Queen's College of Physi-
cians, Ireland.

Ft. Flemish.

fl. Florin or florins.

Ji. Flourished.
Fla. Florida.
Flem. Flemish.
F.L.S. Fellow of the Linnnan

Society.

F.M. Field marshal.
F.O. Field-officer.

Fo. or Fol. Folio or folios.

f.o.b. Free on board (goods de-
livered).

fol. foil. Following.
For. Foreign.
fort. Fortification.

F.P. Fire-plug.
F.P.S. Fellow of the PhUological

Society.
Fr. France or French.
Fr. Francis.

fr. From.
fr. Francs.
F.R.A.S. Fellow of the Boyal
Astronomical Society.

F.R.C.P. Fellow of the Royal
College of Physicians.

F.R.CP.E. Fellow of the Royal
College of Physicians, Edin-
burgh.

F.R.C.S. Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons.

F.R.C.S.E. *'ellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons, Edin-

burgh.
F.R.C.S. I. Fellow of the Royal

College of Surgeons. Ireland.

F.R.C.S. L. Fellow of the Royal
College of Sui^eons, London.

Fred. Frederick.
freq. Frequentative.
F.ii.<?.S.-rFellow of the Royal
Geographical Society.
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F. R. Hut.S. Fellow of the Royal
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K. ir. Knight of William, Nether-
lands.

Ky. Kentucky.

L. (Roman notation). Fifty.

L. Latin.

L. Lake.
L. Lithium.
L. Ltnii or Lady.
L. Licentiate.

I. Latitude.
L.,l., or £. (L. libra). Pound or
pounds (sterling).

I. litre.

La. Lanthaniura.
La. Louisiana.
L.A. Law Apent.
L.A. Literate in Arts.

Ladp. Ladyship
L.A.H. Licentiate Apothecaries'
Hall (Ireland).

Lam. Lamentations.
Laiics. Lancashire.
laiig. Lan-jruage.

Lapp. Lappish.
L.A.S. Licentiate of the Apothe-

caries' Society (London).
Lat. Latin.

lai. Latitude.
lb. or lb., lbs. Pound or pounds

(weight).
i.e. Lord Chamherlain.
L.C. Lord Chancellor.
I.e. Lower-case (in printing);
small letter.

l.c. (L. loco citato). In the place
quoted.

L.C.B. Lord Chief-baron.
L.C.J. Lord Chief-] ustice.

L.C.M. Least Connnon Multiple.
L.C.P. Licentiate of the College
of Preceptors.

L. D. Light Dragoons.
L. D. Lady Day.
L. D. Low Dutch.
Ld. Lord.
Ldp. Lordship.
L.D.S. Licentiate of Dental Sur-

gery.
lea. League.
Le(^. or Legis. Legislature.
Letp. Leipsic.

Lett. Lettish.

Lev. LevHIcus.
Lex. Lexicon.
L.F.P.S.G. Licentiate of the
Faculty of Physicians and Sur-
geons of Glasgow.

L.G. Life Guards.
L.Ger. Low German.
L.Gr. Low (or late) Greek.
l.h. Left hand.
L.H.C Lord High Chancellor.
L.I. Light Infantry.
L.L Long Island.
Li. Lithium.
Lib. (L. liber). Book.
Lib, Librarian.
Lie. Med. Licentiate in Medicine.
Lieut. Lieutenant.
Lieut. -Col. Lie'utenant-colonel.
Lieut. -Gen. Lieutenant-general.
XieMt -Goy. Lieuten ant-governor.
Linn. Linnajus or Linnajan.
itg. Liquor or liquid.

lit. Literature, literary, or liter-

ally.

Lit. or Litt- D. (L. Literarum
Doctor). Doctor of Letters or
Literature.

Lith. Lithuanian.
liv. Livre.
L.L. or L. Lat. Low Latin.
L.L. A. Lady-literate in Arts.
LL.Ii. (L. Le'jmn liacealaureus).
Bachelor of Laws.

JVo^c—The double letter {LL.)
is used, according to the
ancient Roman practice, to
show that the word is plural.
So also LLD., MSS., &c.

LL.D. (L. Legum Doctor). Doc-
tor of Laws. See LL.B.

L.L.I. Lord-lieutenant of Ire-
land.

LL.M. (L. LegumMagister). Mas-
ter of Laws. See LL.B.

L.3f Long metre.
L.Af. Licentiate in Midwifery.
L..M.8. London Missionary So-

ciety.

loc. cit. (L. loco citato). In the
place cited or quoted.

log. Logarithm.
Lon. or Lo7id. London.
Ion. or long. Longitude.

loq. (L. loquitur). Sjwaks.
Lou. Louisiana.
Lp. Lordship.
L. P. Lord Provost.
L.R.C.P. Licentiate Royal Col-

lege of Physicians.
L.R.C.S. Licentiate Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons.
L.S. Linniean Society.

L.S. (L. loeus sigilli). Place of

the seal (on a dncument).
L.S. A. See L.A.S.
L.S.B. London School Board.

L.S.D., £..8.d. (L. Librce, Solidi,

Denarii). Pounds, shillings,

pence.
Lt. Lieutenant.
Lt. In/. Light Infuntiy.

M. Marquis.
M. Member.
M. (L. mille). Thousand.
M. Monsieur.
m. Married.
m. Masculine.
7ft. ilfetre or metres.
m. Mile or miles.

m. Minute or minutes.
M.A. Master of Arts. See A.M.
yf.A. Military Academy.
Ma. Minnesota.
Mae. or Mace. Maccabees.
maeh. or machin. Machinery.
Mad. or Madm. Madam.
Jifag. Magazine.
Maj. Major.
Maj.-Gen. Major-general.
Mai. Malachi.
Mai. Malay or Malayan.
man. Manege or horsemanship.
mant^. Manufactures or manu-

facturing.
5Iar. ilarch.
Mar. Maritime or Marine.
Mnrg. Trans. Marginal Transla-

tion.

Marq. Marquis.
mas. or masc. Masculine.
Mass. Massachusetts.
M.Ast.S. Member of the Astro-
nomical Society.

math. Mathematics, mathema-
tical, or mathematician.

Matt. Matthew.
M. B. (L. Medicince Bacealaureuts).
Bachelor of Medicine.

M.B. (L. Mtisicce Baccataureus).
Bachelor of Music.

M. C. Master of Ceremonies.
M. C. (L. magister chirurgiee).

Master in Surgery. See CM.
M. C. Member of Congi'ess.

Mch. March.
M.C.P. Member of the College

of Preceptors.
M.D. (L. MedidncB Doctor). Doc-

tor of Medicine.
Md. Maryland.
Mdlle. Mademoiselle.
M.E. Military Engineer, Mining
Engnieer, or Mechanical En-
gineer.

M.E. Middle English.
Me. Maine.
meek. Mechanics or mechanical.
Med. Medicine or medical.
Mem. Memorandum or memor-
anda.

mer. Meridian.
Messrs. ^lessieurs, Gentlemen, or

Sirs.

7net. Metaphysics.
metal. Metallurgy.
metaph. Metaphysics.
meteor. Meteorology, or meteoro-

logical.

Meth. Methodist.
melon. Metonymy.
Mex. Mexico or Mexican.
m.f. (It. mezzo/orte). Moderately
loud (in music).

M/g. Manufacturing.
M.F.H. Master of Foxhounds.
M.G. Major-general.
Mg. Magnesium.
M.B.Ger. Middle High German.
M.Hon. Most Honourable.
M.U.R. Member of the House of

Representatives.
M.H.S. Member of the Historical

Society,
Mi. Mississippi.
Mic. Micah.
M.I.C.E. Member of the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers
Mich. Michaelmas.

Mich. Michigan.
Mid. Midshipman.
mil. or milit. Military.

M. I. M. E. Member of the Institu-

tion of Mechanical Engineers.
niin. Mineralogy or mineralogi-

cal.

min. Minute or minutes.
Minn. Minnesota.
Min. Plen. Minister Plenipoten-

tiary.

Miss. Mississippi.

mK Mfllilitres.

M.L.C. Member of the Legisla-

tive Council.
M.L.G. Middle Low German.
Mile. Mademotselle or Miss.

M. L.S.B. Memberof the London
School Board.

MM. Their Majesties.
MM. Messieurs.
MM. Martyrs.
mm. Millimetres.
mm^. Square millimetres.
Mme. Madame or Mrs.
M.M.S. Moravian Missionary

Society.
3/71. Michigan.
Mn. Slanganese.
3f.N.S. Member of the Numis-
matical Society.

Mo. Missouri.
mo.,mo8. Month, months.
Mo. Molybdenum.
mod. Modern.
vwd. (It. moderato). Moderately

(in music).
Mods. Moderations, a certain ex-
amination at Oxford Univer-
sity.

Mon. Monday.
Mo7i3. Monsieur.
Mont. Montana.
M.P. Member of Parliament.
M.P.S. Member of the Pharma-

ceutical Society.
M.P.S. Member of the Philologi-

cal Society.

Mr. Master (pron. Mister).

M.R. Master of the Rolls.

M.R.A.S. Memberof the Royal
Academy of Science.

M.R.A.S. Memberof the Royal
Asiatic Society.

M.R.C.P. Memberof the Royal
College of Physicians.

M.R.C.S. Member of the Royal
College of Surgeons.

M.R.C. VS. Memberof theRoyal
College of Veterinary Surgeons,

M.R.I. Member of the Royal In-
stitution.

M.R.I. A. Memberof the Royal
Irish Academy.

Mrs. Mistress (pron. missis).

M R.S.L. Member of the Royal
Society of Literature.

M.S. Master in Surgery.
M.S. (L. memorice sacrum). Sa-

cred to the memory.
MS. Manuscript.
MSS. Manuscripts.
M. S. S. Member of the Statistical

Society.
Mt. Mount or mountain.
Mus. Museum.
M^is. Music or musical.
Mus.B. (L. Mnsiae BaccaXau-

reiis). Bachelor of Music.
Mus.D. or Mus. Doc. (L. Musicm

Doctor). Doctor of Music.
M.W.G.M. Most Worthy Grand
Master.

fnyg. Myriagramme.
7nyl. Myrialitre.
inym. Myriamfetre,
Myth. Mythology or mythologi-

cal.

N. Noon.
N. Norse.
N. North; Northern (postal dis-

trict, London).
n. Noun.
JV. Number.
n. Neuter.
N. Nitrogen.
N.A. North America or North
American.

Na. Nebpaska.
Na. (L. natrium). Sodium.
Nah. Nahum.
Hajy. Napoleon.
JVa(. National.
nat. hist. Natural history.

nat. ord. Natural order.

Tiat. phil. Natural philosophy.
naut. Nautical.
nav. Navy or Naval.
navig. Navigation.
N.B. New Brunswick.
N.B. North Britain (Scotland).
N.B. (L. aOta Bene). Note well

or take notice.
Nb. Niobium.
iV. C. North Carolina,
N.C. New Church.
N.D. or n.d. No date.
N Dak. North Dakota.
N.E. New England.
A'.E. North-east; North-eastern

(postal district, London).
JVe6. Nebraska.
neg. Negative or negatively.
A'eA. Nehemiah.
nem. con. (L. nemine contradi-

cente). No one contradicting,
or unanimously.

nem.. dis. (L. nemine dissentienteX
No one dissenting, or unani-
mously.

Neth. Netherlands.
neut. Neuter.
yew M. New Mexico.
y.F. Newfoundland.
N.F. New French.
N.Gr. New Greek.
N.H. New Hampshire.
N.H.G. New High German.
Ni. Nickel.
N.J. New Jersey.
n.l. (L. non liquet). It is not clear.

N.L. or N.Lat. North latitude.
N.L. New Latin.
N.M. New Mexico.
N.N.E. Nortli-north-east.
N.N.W. North-north-west.
No. (L. numero). Number.
tiom. Nominative.
Non. Com. Non-commissioned.
Non Con. Non-content; dissen-

tient (House of Lords).
Non obst. (L. non obstante). Not-
withstanding.

Non pros. (L. 7ion prosequitur).
He does not prosecute.

Non seq. (L. non segttitur). It
does not follow.

Nor. or Norm. Norman.
Nor. Fr. or Nonn Fr. Norman-
French.

Norw. Norway or Norw egian.
Nos. Numbers.
Nott. or Notts. Nottinghamshire.
Nov. November.
N.P. Notary-public.
N.P. New Providence.
N.P.D. North Polar Distence.
A..S. New Style.

N.S. Nova Scotia.

N.S.J.C. (L. Noster Salvator
Jesus Christtis). Our Saviour
Jesus Christ.

N.S.W. New South Wales.
N.T. New Testament.
Num. or Numb. Numbers.
numis. Numismatics.
N. V. New Version.
N. V.M. Nativity of the Virgin
Mary.

N. W. North-west ; North-west>-
ern (postal district, London).

N.W.T. North-west Territory.
.V. F. New York.
N.Y.H.S. New York Hist^irical

Society.

N.Z. or N.Zeal. New Zealand.

0. Ohio.
O. Old.
O. Oxygen.
ob. (L. obiit). Died.
Obad. Obadiah.
obdt Obedient.
o6j. Objective.
obs. Ol>solet€.

Obs. Observatory.
obsoles. Obsolescent
obt. Obedient.
Oct. October.
O.F. Old French.
O.F. Oddfellows.
O.Fris. Old Frisian
O.H.Ger. Old High German.
O.H.M.S. On Her (or His) Ma-

jesty's Service
O.Ir. Old Irish.

O.It. Old Italian.

O.K. All correct (Humorous).
Okla. Oklah. .ma (territory, U.S.)

Old Test. Old Testament
O.L.Q. Old Low German.
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Olym. Olympiad.
0-M. Old ineasurenient.
On. OregoD.
Ont. Ontario.

Op. (L. opug). Work (especially

a musical composition).
OP. Order of Preachers.
o.p. Out of print.

opt. Optica or optical.

opt. Optative.
Or. or Oreg. Oregon.
ord. Ordinance or ordinary.
orig. Original or originally.

ortiith. Ornithology.
O.S. Old Style.

OS. Old Saxon.
Ois. Osmium.
O.S.B. Order of St Benedict.
O.S.F. Order of St, Francis.
O.Sl. Old Slavic.

O.T. Old Testament.
Oxf. Oxford.
Oxon. (L. Oxonia, Oxoniensis).
Oxford ; of < >xford.

Oz. Ounce. [Sote. The z in this
contraction, and in pi>.,repre-
sentii an old 8}'nibol indicating
a terminal contraction.]

p. Page.
p. Participle.

p. Past.

p. Pole (measure).
p. Post.
i*. President.
Pa. Pennsylvania.
p.a. Participial adjective.
paint. Painting.
pal. or paUeon. Paleontology or

palieontological.
paUeohot. PalKobotaoy.
par. Paragraph.
pari Parliament or parliamen-

tary.

part. Participle.

pass. Passive.
Pat. Patrick.
pathol. Pathology or pathologi-

cal.

payt. Payment.
P.B. (L, PkUogopkice Baeealatt-

reus). Bachelor of Philosophy.
Pb (L. plumbum). Lead.
P.C. (L. Patreg Conscripti). Con-

script Fathers.
PC. Parish Council or Pariah

Councillor.
PC. Police ConsUble.
P.C. Privy Council or privy

councillor.

P.C.S Principal Clerk of Session.
pd. Paid.
P.D. (L. PhUomphicB Doctor)
Doctor of Philosophy.

P.D. lYInters Devil.

P.E. Protestant Episcopal.
P.E.I. Prince Kdward Island.
pen. Peninsula.
Penn. Pennsylvania.
Pent. Pentecost.
Per. or Perg. Persian or Persia,
per an. (L, per annum). By

the year ; yearly.
per cent, or per ct. (L per cen-
tum) By the hundred.

per/. Perfect.
perh. Perhaps.
peri. Perigee.
perg. Person,
pergp. Perspective.
Peruv. Peruvian.
Pet. Peter.

pf. Perfect (tense).

I'g. Portuguese.
PO.M. Past Grand Master.
phar. or pharm. Pharmacy.
I'h.B. Same OS P.B.
Ph.D. (L. PkUosophuB Doctor).
Doctor of Philosophy.

Phil. Philippians.
phil. Philusophy, philosophical,
or philosf»pher.

Philetn. Philemon.
philos. Philosophy or philoso-

phical
Phil. Trans. Philosophical Trans-

actions.
phon. or phonet. Phonetics.
photf>g. Photography, photogra-

phic, or plioti'gr^her.
photom Photometry.
phren. Phrenology or phreno-

logical.

phys. PliysicB.

phyt. phygiol. Physiology or
physiological.

pinx. or pxt. (L. Pinxit). He
(or she) painted it: accompany-
ing the artists name (or initials)

on a painting.
pk. Peck.
pkf}8. Packages.
P.L. Poet Laureate,
PI. Place.
PI. Plate.

pl. Plural.
P.L.B. Poor Law Board.
P.L.C. PoorLaw Commissioners.
plff. Plaintiff.

Plin. Pliny.

plu. Plural,
plup. Pluperfect.
plur- Plural.

P.M. (L. post meridiem). After-
noon.

P.M. Past Master.
P.M. Peculiar Metre.
P.M. Postmaster.
pm. Premium,
P.M.G. Postmaster-generaL
p n. Promissory note.
P.O. Post-office.

P.O. Postal Order,
P. J: 0. Co. Peninsular and Orien-

tal Steam Navigation Company.
poet. Poetry or poetical.
Pol Polish.
polit. eeon. Political Economy.
P.0.0. Post-office Order.
pop. Population or popularly.
Port. Portugal or Portuguese.
poss. Possessive.

2^. Pages.
p.p. Past Participle.

P.P. Parish Priest.
P.P. (h. pater patrice). Father

of his country,
pp. Pianissimo.
P.PC. (Fr, pour prendre cong^.
To take leave.

Pph. Pamphlet,
p.pr. Participle present.
Pr. Priest,

Pr. Prince.
P.B. (L. Populits Romanus). The
Konian people.

P.M. Prize Ring.
P.R.A. President of the Royal
Academy.

P. B.C. (L. Post Bomam Condi-
tarn). After the building of
Rome.

Preb. Prebend.
2)rec. I'receding.
pre/. Prefix.
preji. Pruixjsitlon.

Pres. President
preg. Present.
pret. Preterit
prin. Principally.
print. Printing.
priv. Privative.
prob. Pro!>lera.

Pro/. Professor.
pron. Pronoun,
proH. Pronounced or pronuncia-

tion.
pron. a. Pronominal adjective.
prop. Proposition.
prog. Prosody.
Prot. Protestant
pro tem. (L. pro tempore). For

the time being.
Prov. Proverbs.
prov. Provincial or provinclally.
Prov. Provost.
prox. (L. proximo). Next or of

the next month.
P.B.S. President of the Royal

Society.
P U.S. A . President of the Royal

Scottish Academy.
Prug. Prussia or Prussian.
P.S. (L. pogt geriptum). Post-
script

P.S. Privy Seal.

Ps. or Pga. Psalm or Psalms.
pseud. Pseudonym.
pgychol. Psychology.
pt. Part.
pt. Payment
Pt. Platinum.
Pt. Point.
Pt. Port
Pt. Post
P.T. Post Town.
P.T. Pupil Teacher,
P.T.O. Please turn over.
pub. Published, publisher, or

public.
Pub. Doe. Public Documents.
pulv. (L,pulvig). Powder.

ptin. Puncheon.
P.'V. Post-village.
pxt. See PiNX.
pyro. or pyrotech. Pyrotechnics.
pyro-elec. Pyroelectrlcity.

Q. or Qtd. Queensland.
Q. or Qu. Query or question
Q.B. Queens Bench.
Q.C. Queen's College.

Q. C. Queen's Counsel.
q.d. (L. quasi dicat). As if he
should say.

q.e. (L. quod est). Which is.

Q.E.D. (L, quod erat demon-
gtrajiduin). Which was to be
demonstrated.

Q.E. P. (L. quod erat/aciendum).
Which was to be done.

Q.E.I. (L. quod erat invenien-
dum)). Which was to be found
out

g.l. (L. quantum libet). As much
as you please.

Q.-M. Quarter-master.
Q.Mess. Queen's Messenger.
Q.-M.-G. Quartermaster-general.
g.p. or q.pi. (L, quantum placet).
As much as you please.

qr. Quarter.
qr. Quire.
Q.S. Quarter Sessions.

q.g. (L. quantum stifficit). A
sufficient quantity.

qt. Quart
Qu. Queen.
qu. Query or question.
quar. or quart. Quarterly.
^^e. Quebec.
Qv^g. or Quest. Question.
q.v. (L. quod vide). Which see.

Qy. Query.

R. Railway.
R. (L. recipe). Take.
R. (L. Rex). King. (Rcgina).
Queen.

R. Reaumur.
B. River.
R. Right
r. or rds. Rood, Rod, or Roods,
Rods.

R.A. Royal Academy or Royal
Academician.

R.A. Rear-admiral.
R.A. Right ascension.
R.A. Royal Arch.
R.A. Royal Artillery.

Rabb. Rabbinical.
rad. (L. radix). Root
R.A.M. RoyalAcademyofMusIc.
R.A.S. Royal Asiatic Society.
R.A.S. Royal Astronomical So-

ciety.

R.A S. Royal Agricultural So-
ciety.

Bb. Rubidium.
R C. Roman Catholic,
B.C. Reformed Clmrch,
B. C. Ch. Roman Catholic Church.
B.C. P. Royal College of Physi-

cians.

B. C S. Royal College of Surgeons.
B.D. Rural Dean.
B.E. R<jyal Kngineers,
B.E. Royal Exchange,
lUaum. Rtjaiuuur.
reed. Received.
recpt. Receipt
redup. Reduplication.
re/. Reference.
Be/. Ch. Reformed Church.
reji. Reflexive, Reflexively.
Beg. or Begr. Registrar.
reg. Regular.
Beg. or Begt. Regintent
Reg. Pro/. Regius Professor.
Begt. Regent
Begt. Regiment
rel. Religion or religious.

rel. pron. Relative pronoun.
Rem. Remark or remarks.
Rep. Re|H>rt or reporter.
Bep. Rej)resentative.
Bep. or Repub. Republic.
retd. Returned,
Bev. Revelation.
Bev. Reverend,
Rev. Review,
Revd. Reverend.
Revs. Reverends.
Jiev. Ver. Revised Version (of

the Bible).

R.G.Q. IU>yal Grenadier Ouards.
R.G.S. Royal Geographical So-

ciety.

Rh. Rhodium.

B.H. Royal Highness.
R.H.A. Royal Horse Artillery.
rket. Rhetoric.
R.H.S. Royal Horticultural So-

ciety.

R.H.S. Royal Humane Society.
R.I. Rhode Island.
R.I. A. Royal Irish Academy.
R.I. R.A. Royal Institute of

British Architects.
Rich, or Richd. Richard,
R.l.P. (L. requiescat in pace).
May he (or slie) rest in peace

!

Biv. River.
R.M. Royal Mail.
R.M. Royal Marines,
nn. Reams.
R.M.A. Royal Military Asylum

(or Academy).
R.M.L.l. Royal Marine Light
Infantry.

R.M.S. Royal Mail Ship.
R.N. Royal Navy.
R.S.R. Royal Naval Reserve.
TO. Rood.
Robt. Robert.
Bom. Roman or Romans.
Rom. Cath. Roman Catholic.
R.P. Regius Professor.
R.B. Right Reverend,
Bs. Rupees. Rx. Tens of rupees.
R.S. Roj al Society.
R.S.A. Royal Scottish Academy.
R.S.D. Royal Society, Dublin.
R.S.E. Royal Society of Edin-
burgh.

R.S.L. Royal Society of London.
R. S. A".A , Royal Society of North-
ern Antiquities,

R.S.O. Railway Station Office.

RS.P.C.A. Royal Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals.

R.S P.C. C. Royal Society for the
I'revention of Cruelty to Chil-
dren.

R.S.S. (L. Regice Societatig So-
eiug). Member of the Royal
Society.

R.S.V.P. (Ft. R^pondez,s'ilvou8
plait). Answer, if you please.

Rt. Right.
Rt. Hon. Right Honourable.
Rt. Rev. Right Reverend.
R.T.S. Religious Tract Society.
Rt. Wp/ul. Right Worshipful,
Rit. Ruthenium.
Russ. Russia or Russian.
B. V. Rille Volunteers.
R. V. See Rkv. Veu.
R. W. Right Worshipful or Right
Worthy.

R.W.D.G.M. Right Worshipful
Deputy Grand Master.

R. W. G M Right Worshipful
Grand Master.

R.W.G.R. Right Worthy Grand
Representative.

R. W.G.S. Right Worthy Grand
Secretarj'.

R.W.G.T. Right Worthy Grand

B.W.G.T. Right Wortliy Grand
Templar.

R. W. G. W. Right Worshipful
Grand Warden.

R. W.S. Royal Society of Painters
in Water Colours.

R.W.S.G.W. Right Worshipful
Senior Grand Warden.

Rx. SeeRs.
Ry. Railway.

S. Saint.
5. Saturday.
S. Society.

S. Sign.

S. Solo.

S. Soprano.
S. South; southern (postal dis-

trict, London).
S. Sun.
S. Sunday or Sabbath.
S. Sulphur.
g. Second or seconds.
8. See.
8. Shilling.

8. Singular.
*. Son.
8. Succeeded.
S.A. South Africa, South Amer-

ica, or South Australia.
S.A. (L. secundum artem). Ac-
cording to art

Sa. Saturday.
Sab. Sabbath.
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S.A.I. (Fr. sonaltesse imp^riaUY
Hi8(orHer)Imperial Highness.

S. Am. South America.
Sam. or Saml. Samuel.
Sans., Saiusc, oTSa)isk. Sanscrit.

8.A.S. (L. Soeietatis Aniiqitari-

orum Socnis). Member of Uie

Society of Antiquaries.

Sat. Saturday.
S. Aust. South Australia.

Sax. Saxon or Saxony.
S.B. South Britain (England and

Wales).
«&. (L. stibium). Antimony.
S.C. South Carolina.

S.C. (L. Senatus Consultum). A
decree of the Senate.

$e. {1.. scilicet). To wit; namely;
being understood.

8c. (L. sciilpsit). He (or she) en-

graved it.

so. Scene (in a drama).
Scand. Scandinavian.
Scan. Mag. (L. scaiuialum mag-

iiatum). Defamatory expres-
sions to the injury of persons
of dignity.

S. caps, or Sm. caps. Small capi-

tals (in printing).

Sc. B. (L. Scientice Baccalaureus).
Bachelor of Science.

Sc.D. (Scientice Doctor). Doctor
of Science.

8ch. Schooner.
sci. Science.
scil. (L. scilicet). To wit; namely;
being understood.

S.C. L. Student in Civil Law.
Sclav. Sclavonic.
Scot Scotland,Scotch,orScottish.
ser. Scruple or scruples.

Script. Scripture or scriptural.

sculp, or sculpt. (L. sculpsit).

He (or she) engraved it.

5. Dak. South Dakota.
S.D.F. Social Democratic Fed-

eration.

S.D.U.K. Society for the Diffu-

sion of Useful Knowledge.
S.E. South-east; south-eastern

(postal district, London).
Se. Selenium.
Sec. or Secy. Secretary.
sec. Second.
sec. or sect. Section.

Sec. Leg. Secretai'y of Legation.
Sen. Senate or Senator.
Sea. or Senr. Senior.
Sep. or Sept. September.
Sept. Septuagint.
sea. (L. sequentes or seqiientia).

The following or tlie next.
ser. Series.

Serb. Serbian.
Serg. or Sergt. Sergeant.
Serj. or Serjt. Serjeant.
Serv. Servian.
sero. or servt. Servant.
sesjt. Session.
S.G. Solicitor-general.
s.g. Specific gi-avity.

gh. Shilling or shillings.

, Shak. Shakespeare.
S.H.S. (L. Soeietatis UistortcB

Sociits). Member of the His-
torical Society.

s.h.v. {h. sub hac voce). Under
this word (or heading).

Si. Silicon.

sing. Singular.

S.J. Society of Jesus(tlie Jesuits).
S.J.C. Supreme Judicial Court.
Skr. Sanskrit.
sld. Sailed.

s.l.p. (L. 8i}ie legitime prole).

Without lawful issue.

S.M. (Fr. Sa MajesU). His (or
Her) Majesty.

S.M. Sergeant-major.
S. M. Lond. Soc. (L. Soeietatis
Medicoe Londinensis Socius).
Fellow of the London Medical
Society. '

S.M.M. (L. Sancta Mater Maria).
Holy Mother Mary.

s.m.p. (L. sine rnascula prole).
Without male issue.

Sn. (L. stannum). Tin.
S.O. Sub-office.

SO. Seller's option.
Soc. or Socy. Society.
S. of Sol. Song of Solomon.
Sol.-Qen. Solicitor-general.
Sp. Spain ; Spanish.
Sp. Spirit.

8. p. (L. sine prole). Withoutiasne,

sp. gr. Specific gravity.

S.P.C.A. Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Animals,
S.P.C.C. Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Children.

S.P.C.K. Society for the Promo-
tion of Christian Knowledge.

Specif. Specifically.

S.P.G. Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Gospel.

S.P.Q.R. {L. Senatiis Popuhisque
Homantts). Senate and People
of Rome.

s.p.s. (L. sine prole superstite).

Without issue surviving.

spt. Seaport.

sq. Square. Hence «7. /*., square
foot or feet ; sq. in. , square inch
or inches; sq. in., square mile
or miles; sq. yds., square yards.

Sr. Senior.

Sr. Strontium.
S.li.I. (L. Sacrum Romamtm- Im-
perium). Holy Roman Empire,

S.M.S. (L. Soeietatis liegicb So-

cius). Fellow of the Royal
Society.

S.S. Sunday (or Sabbath) School.

s.s. Steamship.
S.S.C. Solicitor before the Su-

preme Courts.
S.S.D. (L. Sanctissimus Domi-

nus). Most Holy Lord (Papal
title).

S.S.E. South-south-east.
S.S.W. South-south-west.
St. Saint.

St. Strait.

St. Street.

St. (L. stet). Let it stand (in cor-

recting printed matter).
Stat. Statute or statutes.

Stat. Statuary.
S.T.D. (L. Sacrce Theologice Doc-

tor). Doctor of Divinity.

ster. or stg. Sterling.

S.T.P. (L. Sacrce Theologice Pro-
fessor). Professor of Divinity.

Su. Sunday.
subj. Sul>junctive.

subst. Substantive.
subst. Substitute.

suff. Suffix.

Su.-Ooth. Suio-Gothic (Swedish).
Sun. or Sund. Sunday.
sitp. Superior.
sup. Superlative.
Sup. Supplement.
superl. Superlative.
Supp. Supplement.
Supt. Superintendent.
Surg. Surgeon or surgery.
Surg. -Gen. Surgeon-general.
Surv. Surveying or surveyor.
Surv.-Gen. Surveyor-general.
S. V. (L. Sanctitas Vestra). Your

Holiness (Papal title).

S. V. (L. Sancta Virgo). Holy
Virgin.

s.v. {L.subvoce). Under the word
or title.

S.W. Senior Warden.
S. W. South-west ; south-western

(postal district, London).
Sw. Sweden or Swedish.
Switz. Switzerland.
sy7i. Synonym or synonymous.
synop. Synopsis.
Syr. Syria or Syriac.
syr. Syrup.

t Ton or Tun.
T. Tuesday.
T. Titus or TuUius.
tan. Tangent.
tart. Tartaric.
Tas. Tasmania.
T.C.D. Trinity College, Dublin.
Te. Tellurium.
tech. Technically.
tecknol. Technology.
teleg. Telegraphy.
temp. (L. tempore). In the time of.

Ten. or Tenn. Tennessee.
term. Termination.
Test. Testament.
Teut. Teutonic.
Tex. Texas.
Text. Rec. (L, textus receptus).
Received text.

Th. Thomas.
3'/i. Thursday.
Theo. Theodore or Theodosla.
theol. Theology.
theor. Theorem.
Thess. Thessalonians.

Tho. or Thos. Thomas.
Thu., TAKr., or r/i(tr«. Thursday.
T.U. W.M. Trinity high - water
mark.

Ti. Titanium.
tier. Tierce.

Tim. Timothy.
tit. Title.

Tit. Titus.

Tl. Thalium.
T.O. Turn over.

Tob. Tobit.
Tom. Tome or volume.
tonn. Tonnage.
topog. Topography or topograph-

ical.

tp. Township.
tr. Translation or translator.

tr. Transpose.
Tr. Treasurer.
Tr. Trustee,
Trans. Transactions.
Trans. Translation, translator,

or translated.
Trav. Travels.
trig, or trigon. Trigonometry or
trigonometrical.

Trin. Trinity.
Ts Texas.
T.T.L. To take leave.

Tu. or Tues. Tuesday.
Turk. Turkey or Turkish.

iypt iypo., or typog. Typo-
graphy, typographer, or typo-
graphical.

U. Uranium.
U.C. (L. Urbis Cojiditce). From
the building of the city (Rome).

U.C. Upper Canada.
Uh. Utah.
U.J.D. aee J.U.D.
U.K. United Kingdom.
U.K. A. Ulster-King-at-Arms.
ult. (L. ultimo). Last, or of the

last month.
«m. Unmarried.
Unit. Unitarian.
Univ. University.
up. Upper.
UP. United Presbyterian.
U.S. United States.

U.S. (L. ut supra). As above.
U.S.A. United States of America,
or United States Army.

U.S.L. United States Legation.
U.S.N. United States Navy.
U.S.S. United states Senate.

U.S.S. United States ship or
steamer.

U.S.S.Ct. United States Su-
preme Court.

usu. Usual or usually.
u.s.w. (G. und so welter). And

so forth; &c.
Ut. Utah.
ut sup. (L. ut supra). As above.

V. Venerable.
V. (L. versus). Against, In oppo-
sition to.

V. Vanadium.
V. (L. vide). See.

V. Victoria.

V. Viscount.
V. Verb.
V. Verse.
V. a. Verb active.

V.A. Vicar Apostolic.
V.A. Vice-admiral.
V.A. Royal Order of Victoria
and Albert.

Va. Virginia.
var. led. (L, varla lectio). Dif-

ferent reading.
Vat. Vatican.
V. aux. Verb auxiliary.
vb. Verb.
V.C. Vice-chancellor.
V.C. Victoria Cross.

V.D. Volunteer Olflcers' Decora-
tion.

v.d. Various dates.
V. def. Verb defective.

V. dep. Verb deponent.
V.D.M. (L. Verbi Dei Minister).

Minister of the Word of God.
Ven. Venerable.
ver. Verse or Verses.
Veter. Veterinary.
V.G. Vicar-general.
v.g.iX'.verbi gratid). Forexample.
v.i. Verb intransitive.
Vic. Victoria.
Vice.-Pres. Vice-president
vil. Village.

V. imp. Verb impersonal.

v. irreg. Verb iiTegular.

Vis. or Vise. Viscount,
viz. (L. videlicit). Namely; to

wit. See note under Oz.
v.n. Verb neuter.
voc. Vocative.
roi. Volume.
vols. Volumes.
V.P. Vice-president.

V.R.(X,. Victoria Regina). Qween
Victoria.

v.r. Verb reflexive.

V.Itev. Very Reverend.
V.R.I. (L. Victoria liegina Im-
peratrix). Victoria Queen
Empress.

Vs. (L. versxis). Against, con-
tending against.

V.S. Veteriuaiy surgeon.
v.t. Verb transitive.

Vul. or Vulg. Vulgate.
vulg. Vulgar or vulgarly.

vv. II. (L. varicx lectiones). Vari-
ous readings.

W. Wednesday.
W. Week.
W. or Wei Welsh.
W. Warden.
W. West; western (postal dis-

trict, London).
W. William.
W.A. Western Australia.
Wall. Wallachian.
Wash. Washington.
W.C. Water-closet.
W.C. Western Central (postal

district, London).
W.C. A. Women's Christian As-
sociation.

W. C. T. U. Women's Christian
Temperance Union.

Wed. Wednesday.
Westm. Westminster.
w.f. Wrong fount (in printing)
W.G.C. Worthy Grand Chaplain.

Whf. Wharf.
W.I. West Indies.
Winton. (L. Wintoniensis), Of
Winchester.

Wis. Wise. Wisconsin.
wk. Week.
W. Ion. West longitude.
Win. William.
WM. Worshipful Master.
W.N.W. West-north-west.
Wp. Worshipful.
Wpful. Worshipful.
W.S. Writer to the Signet
W.S. W. Weat^south-west.
W.T. Washington Territory.

wt. Weight.
W. Va. West Virginia.

Wyo. Wyoming.

X. Christ [Note. The X in this

and the following cases repre-
sents the Greek X (=CH) in
XPIiT02(CAm?r^;').)

Xm. or A'wio*. Christmas.
Xn. Christian.

Xnty. Christianity.

Xper. or Xr. Christopher.
XL Christ
Xtian. Christian.

Y Year.
Y. Yttrium.
yd. Y'ard.

yds. Yards.
Y' The or Thee. {Note. The Y

In this and similar instances is

a substitute for or represen-

tative of the Anglo-Saxon )>

(=th).]
Y.M.C.A. Young Men's Christian
Association.

yr. Year.
Yr. Younger.
Yr. Your.
yrs. Years.
Yrs. Yours.
1'. W.C. A. YoungWomen'sChris-

tian Association.

Zach. Zachary.
Zeck. Zechariah.
Zeph. Zephaniah.
Z.G. Zoological-Gardens.
Zir. Zirconium.
Zn. Zinc.
zoochem. Zoochemistry or zoo-

chemical.
zoogeog. Zoogeograpliy or zoo-

geographical.
Zool. Zoology or Zoological.

Zr. Zirconium.
Z.S. Zoological Society.



SIGNS AND SYMBOLS
USED IN WRITING AND FEINTING.

MATHEMATICAL.

+ FlnSt the sign of addition or increase; as,

a^b-l-e (read a plus 6 plus c); also marks a

pociUre as opposed to a negative quantity,

— Minos, tbesiKU of subtraction, diminution,

or decrease; as, a-b-e; also marks a negative

as opposed to a positive quantity.

± + Plus or minus, leaving it doubtful whether
a qoantitr is to be added or subtracted; one
or other as the ease may be.

X The sign of multiplication ; multiplied by or

into; astoxb, orSxs.

-r The sign of division; divided by; as. o-^6,

244-6. Division is also indicated by placing

one quantity above another with a horizontal

line between; as, . <
—

•

•** The difference between two qaantitiw,

learins it doubtful which is the greatei^ as*

The sign of equality: equals; is equal or

equivalent to; as, 0=6, 10+2=12.

> Is greater than; as, cob, a is greater than b.

•< Is less thai^ as, a^b, a is less than b-

oc Taries as, said of a quantity that increases

or diminishes according as another quantity

increases or diminishes; as, a oC &
: Is to, :: as; signs used to indicate ratio or

proportion; thus, a : 6 : : e : d, that is. a is to 6

in the same ratio as c is to d; 3 : 5 : : 6 : 10.

*.* Becaaseor since,) '.' a—b and e=d .*. a+e
.'. Therefore, * =b+d; that is, because

a is equal to t>, and e is equal to d, therefore a
plus e is equal to b plus d.

00 Indefinitely great; infinity.

Indefinitely smalt; a quantity len than any
assignable quantity; zero.

V V The radical or root sign. When
used alone it Indicates the square root; as,

Vb, V18.
Higher roots are indioated by small figures

called indices, thus, V a, V a, va.va+6.
that is, the cube root of a, the fourth root of

a, the t^-nth root of a, the nth root of a + &.

The same roots might also be indicated by
small fractions, as, oi, a^, a-^, and »o on.

80 also the power* to which quantities are

raised are indicated by similar small figures

or indices, thus, a», a»,o*, o"-i, Ac.

i).[\ {) Indicate that the quantities in.

dosed are to be treated together as forming

a single term or expression; as, 2fa-f--t-4).

Z Angle, the angle ; as, Z. A B C, the angle
ABC.

L Kight angle, the right angle; as, L ABC.
the right angle ABC.

i. The perpendicular, iwrpendicular to; as,

A B X C I>, AB is perpendicular to C D.

1 ParaUel, parallel to; as, AB|CI>, AB Is

parallel to C D.

Ji Triangle, the triangle; as, A ABC, the

triangle ABC.

O Square, the sqoaxe; as, D ABCD. the
square A BCD.

CD Rectangle, the rectangle; as, en ABCD,
the rectangle ABC I).

O Circle, the circle; circumference; 380*.

«' The number 3'141&&36. . . that is. the ratio of

the circumference of a circle to its diameter,

approximately equivalent to 3f to 1, or S3

to 7.

* Degree or degrees, whether of a circle or

of temperature; as. 3S° the freezing point of

water (Pahr.l, MO* the whole circumference
of a circle.

^Minutes in circntar measurement, as, 6* 30',

six degrees twenty minutes.

" Bectmds in circular measurement; as, CO",

sixty seconds.

', *, ** are used also to denote feet, inches, and

ROMAN NOTATION.

1=1. 11=2, 111=3, IV or 1111=4, V=B,
VI=6. VII=7, VHI=8, IX=9. X=10, XI=11,

Xn=12. XIII=13, XIV=14. XV=15, XVI=16,
XVII=17. XVIII=ie, XIX=19, XX=20, XXI
=21, XXX=30, XL=40, L=50, LX=60, LXX
=70, LXXX=80, XC=90, C=100, CI=101, CXX
=120, CC=200. CCC=300, CCCC=400, D=500,
DC=600, DCC=700, DCCC=800, DCCCC=900, M
=1000; also IO=D=500, CIO=M=1000, Ioo=
5000.

It win be noticed that if any letter be fol-

lowed by one of eqnal or less value the total

value is equal to the sum of the two taken to-

gether; but if a letter be preceded by one of less

value the difference of their separate values is

to be understood.

CHEMICAL.

Elements. Symbols.
Aluminium, - - Al
Antimony (Sti-

. Sb
- As
- Ea
- Bi
-B
-Br
-Cd
-Cs
.Ca
-0
-Ce
- CI
- Cr
- Co

bium),
Arsenic, -

Barium, -

Bismuth,
Boron. -

Bromine,
Cadmium, -

Csesium,
Calcium,
Carbon, -

Cerium, -

Chlorine,
Chromium, -

Cobalt, -

CDpper (Cuprum), Cu
Diuymium, - - D
Erbium,- - - E
Fluorine,
Glucinium, -

Gold (Aumm),
Hydrogen, -

Indium, -

Iodine, -

Iridium,
Iron (Fcrrum),
Lanthanium,
Lead (Plumbum),- Pb
Lithium, • - L
Magnesium, • - Mg
Manganese, - - Mn
Mercury (llydrar-
gymm), - Hg

Au
- H
- In
- I
- Ir
- Fe
- La

Elements. Symbols.
Molybdenum, - Mo
Nickel. - -

Niobium,
Nitrogen,
Osmium,
Oxygen, -

Palladium, -

Phosphorus, -

Platinum,

- Ni
- Nb
- N
-Os
-O
- Pd
- P
Pt

Potassium!Kalium ),K
Rhodium,
Rubidium, -

Ruthenium, -

Belenium,
Silicon, -

Silver (Arpentum), Ag
8odium(Natrinm), Nr

-Si

Strontium,
Sulphur,
Tantalum, •

Tellurium, -

Thallium, -

Thorium,
Tin (Stannum),
Titanium,
Tungsten
ram), •

Uranium,
Vanadium,
Yttriun^
Zinc,
Zircooiam,

(Wolf-

- 8r
- s
-Ta
-Te
-Tl
- Th
- Sn
Ti
- W
. U
. V
- Y
-Zn
-Zr

By means of chemical symbols, or formulas,
the composition of the most complicated sub-
stances can be very easily expressed, and that,
too, in a very small compass. An abbreviated
•expression of this kind often gives, in a single
ine, more information as to details than conld
e given in many lines of letterpress.

When any of the above symbols stands by
itself it indicates one atom of the element it

represents. Thus H stands for one atom of
hydrogen, O for one atom of oxygen, and C! for
one atom of chlorine.

'^^'hen a symbol has a small figure or number
underwritten, and to the right of it, such figure
or num)«r indicates the number of atoms of
the element. Thus O9 signifies two atoms of
oxygen, S( five atoms of sulphur, and C'lo ten
atoms of carbon.
When two or more elements are united to

form a chemical compound, their symbols are
written one aftiT the other, to Indicate the
comt>ound. Thus HaO means water, a com-
pound of two atoms of hydrogen and one of
oxygen; CjgHsaOi, indicates cane-sugar, a
compound of twelve atoms of carbon, twenty-
two of hydrogen, and eleven of oxygen.
These two expressions as they stand denote

respectively a molecule of the substance they
represent, that is. the smallest possible quantity
of it capable of existing in the free state. To
express several molecules a large figure is pre-
fixed; thuB,SHsO represents two molecules of
water, 4(CigH3aO|t) four molecules of cane-
sugar.

When a compound is formed of two or more
comjKtunds the symlwlical expressions for the
comi>fmnd are usually connected together by a
comma; thus, the crystallized magnesic sul-

phate is MgSO« ,7HiO. The symbols may also

be used to express the changes which occur

during chenii«il action, and th^y are then

written in the form of an equation, of which

one side represents the substances as they exist

before the change, the other the result of the

reaction. Thus, 2Ha +09=2HaO expresses the

fact that two molecules of hydrogen, each con-

taining two atoms, and one of oxygen, also con-

taining two atoms, combine to give two mole-

cules of water, each of them containing two

atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen.

ASTRONOMICAL.

®

D

O

9

The Sun.

New Moon.

First Quarter.

Full Moon.

Last Quarter.

Mercnry.

Venus.

S Mars.

H Jupiter,

h Saturn.

^orQ Uranus.

^ Neptune.

^^ Comet.

* Star.

®or ^ The Earth.

The asteroids are designated by the numbers
attached to them as indicating the order of

their discovery, the particular number being

inclosed within a small circle; thus, @ desig-

nates Angelina, the sixty-fourth asteroid.

Sigm of f^ Zodiac.

Aries, the Bam, - - - . 7

Taurus, the Bull, - - - - U
Gemini, the Twins, - - - H
Cancer, the Crab, ... gg
Leo, the Lion, - • - - A
Virgo, the Virgin, - - "B

Libra, the Scales, . . . ^^

Scorpio, the Scorpion, - - - Tfl

Sagittarius, the Archer, • • X

Capricomus, the Goat, - • ^
Aquarius, the Waterman, - - ^
Pisces, the Fishes, - • - )(

MEDICAL.

d Scmple; o\^ one scruple; 3ij, two scruples

D9&, half a scruple; diss, a scruple and a
half.

O Dram or drachm; Oi, one dram; Otji two

drams; OdS, half a dram; Oi&S, a dram and
a half.

O Ounce; 5it oi^o ounce; Siji two ounces;

5a8, half an ounoe; 3i^i ^^ ounce and a
halt.

TT^ A minim; a drop.

-ii (Ur. ana\y of each a like quantity.

^ (L. recipe), take.

COMMERCIAL.

% Potmd or pounds sterling; as, £100.

Shilling or shillings; as, 2/6, two shUUngl
aud sixpence.

R) Pound or pounds in weight; as 80 lb-

$ Dollar or dollars; as $100.

% At; as. 200 % £1 each.

% Per cent; as, 6%.

a/c Account.

c/o Care of.

d/a Days after acceptance.

d/s Days after sight.

4to, 4'' Quarto; with four leaves or eight pages
to the sheet.

8vo or 8' Octavo; with eight leaves or sixteen
I>ages to the sheet-

13mo or 12* Duodecimo or twelvemo; with twelve
leaves or twenty-four pages to the sheet.

ISrao or 16' Sextodecimo or sixteenmo; with
sixteen leaves or thirty-two pages to the sheet.
Similarly 18mo, S4mo, Ac.



COEEECTION OF THE PEESS.

S^ (deZe) Delete or take out.

^ Turn or reverse.

#Put a sijace, or more space, between let-

ters, words, or liints.

--S Take out the space.

I, J Carry farther to left or-right.

m Kaise a letter, word, or character.

^_i
Lower a letter, word, or character.

J^ Calls attention to a space appearing.

X Calls attention to a broken type.

* (caret) Used to mark wheresomethinghat
been omitted; the letters or words omit
ted to be written iu the marKin.

? Draws attention to a doubtful point

^ Put straight.

"f-

c-^ Run on. Not to be a separate paragraph.

dix. Make a separate paragraph.

Affwt Put in Roman type.

i.cMowercase) Put iu small letters,

fcw. Transpose.

[tDTono foiijit) Used when a character is

of a different size or style from the
others.

. Put in italics. The word Uai. should be
written in the margin.

,

.. ..- Put in small capitals. Sm. cap. to be
written in the margin.

—

-

Put in capitals. Cap. to be written in the
margin.

t/«,,v» Put in bold-faced type.

Several of these signs, especially the last four,

are used in the preparation of manuscript for

the press.

#

£.

aJi

II
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SPECIMEN OF A CORRECTED PROOF-SHEET, SHOWING THE
APPLICATION OF ABOVE SIGNS.

i^wx.. coM I q I wonder if any roEci is as clever as he )m imagines himself. I know I have not the confidence

/ in myself I liad a month ago as an amateur cook, I think it was ijny friend Davidson who first put

JbdJiaf^ the idea in my head to try my hand at cooking. The* way he wouUl describe the cooking of steaks

t_ t_on his yacht would mjike any one's mouth water, and it seemed to be always steaks they had.

I Asked him how he learned to cook, and he gave me the secret in one lesson." He said, ^ou just

use pleuty butter ; that'i^iow women can't cook properly : they grulge butter". It is five or six

years sincche first told me about his wonderful powers as a cook, and I have often longed for an

opportunity to emulate him in* the ait. ^avidson always |quite(_got| enthusiastic on this subjects

He would say, "Man, when it was ^y turn, the fellow^ould hardly be kept on deck after the

onionsJJegantoJ^ro^vn_and_thtJ^elUvent_JIp;_andJhe_J3octo^used_JQ^

to keep JamM and the rest of them back, and every minute they would be ciying down that U
yould do fine". [l don't know anything about yachting, and any time I have been over at hours two

tea I had no taste for food. I always had more than I wanted. I remember going to Dublin, and

bt breakfast a tureen of ham and eggs was placed beside me, but by the time I had helpe<l the*

fcompany I Iiad to go3" ^^^ ^^^ admire tlieWspect An idea occurred to me, however, to get

^— some companions to join me on a holiday with a canivaij^ "I would attend to the cooking," I

said ; but I never got any one to agrecv^

t^*'vv-«w ^ believe now if I had promoted each one to^^ce of cook I would have been successful,' for

uHte ^jfU -nflt I think every maii^s sure he is a bom c^ok.

THE SAME PASSAGE CORRECTED.

I wosDEit if any man is as clever as he imagines himself. I know I have not the confidence

in myself I had a month ago as an amateur cook. I think it was my friend Davidson who first put

tlie idea in my head to try my hand at cooking. The way he would describe the cooking of steaks

on his yacht would make any one's mouth water, and it seemed to be always steaks they had.

I asked him how he learned to cook, and he gave me the secret in one lesson.* He said, "You ju^

use plenty butter; that's how women can't cook properly: they grudge butter". It is five or six

years since he fii-at told lue about his wonderful powers as a cook, and I have often longed for an

opportunity to emulate him in the art. Davidson always got quite enthusiastic on this subject.

He would say, "Man, when it was my turn, the fellows could hardly be kept on deck after the

ouions began to brown and the smell went up; and the doctor used to stand with a big rolling piu

to keep Jamie and the rest of them back, and every minute they would be crying down that it

would do fine".

I don't know anything about yachting, and any time I have been over two houra at sea I had no

tjiste for food. I always had more than I wanted. I remember going to Dublin, and at breakfast

a tureen of ham and eggs was placed beside me, but by the time I had helped the company I had

to go on deck and admire the prospect. An idea occurred to nic, however, to get some comi^anions

to join me on a holiday with a cai-avan. " I would attend to the cooking," I Said ; but I never got

any one to agree. I believe now if I had promoted each one t<y the office of cook I would have l^eea

successful, for I think every man—who has not tried it—is sura he is a bom cook.

I

X

-tit.

ft,.

o
itU.

END OF VOL. IV.



DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

PEECIOUS STONES.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF SOME OF THE MORE IMPORTANT.

A CERT/UN number of rather rare minerals get the name of

precious stones or gems, all of them being possessed of great

hardness and also of great beauty, especially when out and

polished, and all being highly valued as personal ornaments.

It is difficult to give a complete or definite list of such stones,

since from the most rare and beautiful among them down-

wards there is a gradual decrease in ralue and rarity, and it

is impossible to say where to draw the line between what are

distinctly precious stones and what are simply ordinary and

commonplace mineral bodies. Fashion has also something to

do with this matter, as a stone may be highly prized and

commonly worn as an ornament at one period or among one

community, and comparatively neglected at another period

or by another community. Some precious stones, however,

from their beauty and rarity have always and everywhere

fetched a high price, more especially the diamond, ruby,

sapphire, emerald, and oriental amethyst. These then hold a

place in the front rank of precious stones, while in secondary

order come a number of stones such as spinel, topaz, common
or occidental amethyst, turquoise, beryl, opal, garnet, tour-

maline, chrysoberyl, jargoon (or jargon), agate, cairngorm, &c.

The nomenclature of precious stones is not very well settled,

and therefore confusing, since jewellers and lapidaries may
apply the same name to stones that are essentially different in

their nature and that are named differently by the mineralogist.

The name ruby, for instance, is applied to other stones be-

sides the true or oriental ruby. The terms oriental and occi-

dental, it may be remarked, are used in a peculiar sense in

regard to precious stones, the former implying genuineness or

superior quality, the latter implying inferiority, and neither

having reference to locality or place of origin. It is not the

matter of which precious stones are composed that gives them

their value, since they mainly consist of ingredients very

common in nature ; it is their crystalline character, hardness,

lustre, transparency, colouring, capacity for polishing, &c.,

that make them so highly prized. The diamond, it is well

known, consists of pure carbon, while alumina (the main in-

gredient of common clay), silica, fluorine, magnesia, lime, &c.

,

form the chief ingredients of some other precious stones. Their

colours are generally due to minute admixtures of certain

metals (such as copper and iron) in combination with other

substances. The diamond is the hardest of all known sub-

stances, its hardness, in the scale used by mineralogists, rank-

ing as 10. In beauty and value it stands first among precious

stones, though the ruby, if of the weight of two or three

carats, usually fetches a higher price. It is found of all

colours, though generally colourless. Its beauty when cut

is owing to its refracting powers, by which it throws back

much of the light that falls upon it. The ruby and sapphire

belong to what is known as the corundum group of stones,

which are all mainly composed of alumina, and are next in

hardness to the diamond. The ruby proper is to be distin-

guished from the red spinel or balas ruby, which it greatly

resembles in appearance, though the latter is a compound of

alumina and magnesia. The ruby is rose-red, crimson-red, or

blood-coloured. The sapphire is distinguished by its azure-

blue colour, though white sapphires are also known. Emery,

we may remark, is an amor]>hous form of corundum, so that

the ruby and sapphire are practically crystalline forms of this

humble substance. The emerald is a stone of a rich and beau-
VOL. IV.

tiful green colour, consisting of silica, alumina, and glucina,

with oxide of chromium giving the green tint. When of fine

colour and quaUty it is one of the most precious of gems.

Beryl is closely akin in composition, but is of comparatively

little value. Chrysoberyl consists of alumina and glucina, and
is next to the sapphire in hardness ; it often presents a fine,

opalescent play of light. The topaz is colourless or of various

colours, yellow, orange, blue, pink, &c. It consists chiefly of

silica and alumina. Colourless specimens when cut closely

resemble diamonds, but the topaz is rendered very electric

by heat or friction, which the diamond is not. The garnet

forms a group of minerals varying considerably in composition,

though silica is always an important ingredient. The prevail-

ing coloiu* is red of various shades ; but brown, green, yellow,

and black garnets are known. Tourmaline is a mineral of

somewhat varied composition and colouring, some varieties

being transparent, some opaque, some colourless, others green,

brown, red, blue, and black. It often occurs in granitic

rocks. The opal is a pellucid gem of various colours consist-

ing of silicate with about 10 per cent of water, and is verj'

brittle. It is characterized by its iridescent reflection of light,

and is divided into many varieties, such as the precious or

noble opal, which exhibits brilliant and changeable reflections

of green, blue, yellow, and red; and the common opal, whose

colours are white, green, yellow, and red, but without the fine

play of colour. The turquoise is a greenish-blue opaque stone,

consisting essentially of a phosphate of alumina, containing a

little oxide of iron and oxide of copper. The true turquoise

is only found in one locality in Persia. A number of beauti-

ful gems are mere varieties of the common mineral quartz.

Among these are amethyst, sard (chalcedony), blood-stone

(heliotrope), agate, citrine, cairngorm, cat's-eye, rock-crystal,

and various others. The ordinary or occidental amethyst

(shown on the plate) is a violet-blue or purplish variety often

used in jewelry, but too common to have a very high value.

The oriental amethyst, which is of a similar colour, is a rare

and valuable gem of the same class as the ruby and sapphire.

The bloodstone is well known by its green colour and red

spots. The agate is remarkable as consisting of a number of

layers or bands of various colours blended together. When
the stone is cut and polished the manner in which the colours

are arranged often produces peculiar effects, giving rise to

such names as moss-agates, star-agates, ribbon-agates, kc.

The sard is noted for its waxy lustre, and the cat's-eye for

its fibrous texture. The cairngorm takes its name from the

mountain on the borders of Banffshire and Aberdeenshire,

whence the finest Scottish specimens are obtained. The cit-

rine and cairngorm are similar in appearance, and specimens

of both sometimes receive the name of smoky quartz from

their characteristic colour. The gem called peridot is a

variety of the mineral chrysolite or olivine, which is com-

posed of silica, magnesia, and iron. The green transparent

varieties of chrysoUte receive this name, the green being usu-

ally some shade of olive or leek green. Peridot is a rather

soft gem, difficult to polish, and liable to lose its lustre and

to suffer by wear. Jargoon or jacinth is the name given to

transparent, bright-coloured varieties of the mineral zircon, of

various shades of red, this mineral appearing also with other

colours, as green and blue. Fine specimens of jargoon show a

peculiar golden lustre. Jewellers often give the name jacinth

a
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or hyacinth to varieties of garnet or of quartz. Colourless

specimens of zircon are sometimes passed off as diamonds,

having a good fire and lustre when polished, but of course

they ai"e far inferior in value as they also are in hardness.

The mineral sphene or titanite contains the somewhat rare

metal titanium. It is of a yellowish or greenish-yellow colour,

and the transparent varieties often display brilliant effects of

light and colour.

The examples of precious stones shown on the plate have

been selected for their representative character rather than

for any individual interest which they possess. The diamond

and the uncut ruby, however, have a certain extrinsic value

inasmuch as they were both presented by Mr. Ruskin in 1887

to the natural history department of the British Museum—the

diamond "in honour of his friend, the loyal and patiently

adamantine First Bishop of Natal " (whence it is known as the

Colenso Diamond) ; and the ruby, the Edwardes' Ruby, " in

honour of the invincible soldiership and loving equity of Sir

Herbert Edwardes' rule by the shores of Indus ". The diamond

is one of the S. African pale-straw-coloured stones, and is a

particularly perfect crystal. Some of the examples on the

plate exhibit the gem in its natural state and also cut, as in

the case of the ruby, sapphire, spinel, and garnet. The gar-

net is shown in three diiferent forms, as a native crystal (from

Fort Wrangell, Alaska), as a cut faceted stone, and also cut

in the peculiar concave-convex form in which it receives the

name of "carbuncle". The beautiful example of beryl or

aquamarine surrounded by crystals of topaz was found in the

mountains of the Nertchinsk district, Transbaikalia (Siberia).

The blue topaz, a very fine crystal, came from the government

of Perm in Russia; the emerald from Santa F^ de Bogota,

Columbia, whence the finest emeralds have long been obtained;

the sard and the blood-stone from India; the amethyst irorn

Brazil; the opal from Queensland; the agate from Oberstein,

Birkenfeld (Rhine valley), a famous locality for such stones;

the spinel from Burmah, the large uncut stone from the palace

at Ava; the peridot from an island in the Red Sea; the chryso-

beryl from Ceylon; the turquoise from Arabia Petraea; the

rock-crystal from Brazil; the cat's-eye or tiger-eye (crocidolite)

from S. Africa, where many such stones are found.

MAMMALIA.
ILLUSTRATION OP TERMS RELATING TO THE STRUCTURE AND CLASSIFICATION OF MAMMALS.

The Mammals or Mammalia (from L. mamvia, a breast or

pap) form the highest class at once of the vertebrate animals

and of the whole animal kingdom, and include all those

animals that are familiarly termed ' quadrupeds *, the whales

and other fish-like creatures, and also man himself. They

may be defined as animals that nourish their young for a

longer or shorter period by milk, a fluid secreted in certain

special glands (the mammary glands), and that possess a

typical body-covering of hair. The possession of mammary
glands and the nature of their body-covering sufficiently

distinguish mammals from all other animals, though some

mammals, as the whales, are almost hairless ; and in certain

others, as the hedgehog, the armadillo, &c., we find spines

and horny or bony plates developed as a body-covering.

The skeleton of mammals exhibits a general plan of struc-

ture with which we are all tolerably familiar, as in most

essential points it corresponds with what our own bodies

possess. The vertebral column or spine may generally be

divided into the definite regions of the neck, back, loins,

sacral region, and tail, caudal, or coccygeal region. In man,

monkeys, and certain bats the lowest number of vertebrae is

found. The neck vertebrae are, with very few exceptions,

seven in number, as in man, whatever the length of the

neck. Thus the long-necked giraffe and the short-necked

porpoise have the same number of bones in the neck. The
dorsal or back vertebrae average thirteen in number; the

lumbar vertebrae or those of the loins are very various in

number; the sacral vertebrae (which in man unite to form a

single bone) are rarely more than five ; the coccygeal vertebrae

(which in man become ossified to the sacrum) in long-tailed

animals number from 30 to 46. The first cervical vertebra,

called the atlas, supports the head, which fits into it by means
of two articular processes of the posterior bone of the skull

called the occipital condyles. The second vertebra (the axis)

has a blunt process on which the atlas, together with the

skull, turns. In birds and reptiles there is only one occipital

condyle. From the vertebral column spring the ribs, which

inclose the cavity of the chest or thorax. These bones vary

greatly in number, but generally correspond to that of the

dorsal vertebrae. They are divided into true and false ribs,

the former being those that are joined to the sternum or

breast-bone.

The limbs in mammals, like those of all the other vertebrate

animals, are never more than four in number. The fore-

limbs are invariably present, but in the whales and kindred

animals the hinder limbs are absent. The limbs assume a

considerable diversity of forms, from the arm and hand of

man to the flipper of the whale. In the bats the digits or

fingers of the anterior limbs are extremely elongated, and are

united by a membrane through which the animal is enabled

to fly. The bones of the fore-limb in mammals are the

humerus, or long bone of the upper arm; the radius and ulna,

or bones of the fore-arm, which may be fused together, and
the latter of which is often rudimentary; the carpal bones,

or those of the wrist; the metacarpal bones, succeeding the

wrist; and lastly the phalanges, or bones of the fingers or

digits. The bones of the posterior limb are normally the

thigh-bone or femur ; the two bones of the lower limb, viz.

the tibia and fibula ; the bones of the ankle, or tarsus ; and
the phalanges of the toes. The })tlvic bones are those con-

necting the posterior limbs to the framework of the skeleton.

The digits (fingers or toes) are normally five in number, but

they may be reduced to one, as in the horse, in which the

single digit represents the middle finger of man. Each digit

has three phalanges, except the thumb, which has only two.

The skull is composed of various bones firmly united to-

gether, the sutures or lines of union being in most mammals
distinctly visible. The jaws consist of various bones firmly

united together, the parts corresponding to bones that are

actually seen to be distinct in lower animals. The lower

jaw or mandible is directly articulated to the skull, and not,

as in birds and reptiles, by the intervention of a separate

bone. Teeth of various forms are present in the great

majority of animals. In the echidna, pangolin, and ant-eater,

however, they are entirely absent ; and the whalebone whales

have them only in the fetal or embryonic state, and as the

animal advances they disappear. The teeth are always

lodged in special sockets (alveoli), and not ossified with the

jaw-bones as in lower animals. The number of teeth varies

greatly throughout the class. Man has 32 in his permanent

set, a large armadillo has 90, while in the dolphins as many
as 220 may be found. In form the teeth vary gre.atly, as is

natural when we consider the vast differences in the diet of

different animals. They are divided into incisors, canines,

premolars or false molars, and molars, the incisors being in

front and followed in the above order by the others. All

these four kinds may not be present together. In most

mammals two sets of teeth occur—a temporary or deciduous
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set [mill- teeth) aud a permanent set. Some animals have

only one set, which continue through life, and they are there-

fore termed monophyodont ; animals that have two sets are

called diphyodont From the form, number, and disposition

of the teeth valuable characters in the classification of the

mammalia are drawn.

Of the internal organs of the mammals the stomach is the

one that displays the greatest diversity of structure. Though
generally simple it often exhibits a division into compart-

ments, this being especially remarkable in the case of the

ruminating animals. The chest or thorax is always separated

from the abdomen by a complete diaphragm or 'midriil', con-

stituting a great muscular partition between these cavities,

and acting as a most important agent in the movements of

respiration. Such a muscular partition is not found in other

vertebrates. The reproductive organs vary exceedingly in

their conformation. In the lower mammals (kangaroos, duck-

mole, &c. ) the female possesses two distinct uteri or wombs,
and hence these animals are known as didelphous (Gr. dis,

double, delpht/t, womb), while all other mammals are mono-

delphma. Another point in regard to the reproduction of the

mammalia is the presence or absence of a placenta in the

females. This structure, familiarly known as the 'after-

birth ', is developed on the outside of the envelopes inclosing

th© fetus, and is so closely connected with the wall of the

womb as to allow of an interchange of blood between the

mother and the fetus or embryo. Certain animals (kangaroos,

duck-mole, echidna) do not possess this organ, and are

therefore called implacental or non-placental. The placenta,

again, may be either dtciduate or non-deciduaie, according as

certain tissues belonging to the maternal womb are cast off

at birth or not.

The mamviary or viilk glands form the feature to which
this class of animals owes its name. All mammals possess

these glands, which, however, differ considerably in number
and position throughout the class. They may be seen in the

males as well as the females, but in the former they are un-

developed and functionally useless. These glands are placed
in the ventral or lower surface of the body, and their number
varies from two to twenty-two. They may be situated on
the breast, being then called ' pectoral ', or farther back and
on the abdominal surface, being then called 'ventral' or
' abdominal

' ; in some cases they are in the groin ( ' inguinal' ).

In ruminants the glands are united so as to form the udder,
from the surface of which rise the teats. In the marsupials
(kangaroos, &c.) the teats are contained within the charac-

teristic marm/num or pouch. The young of these mammals
do not require to suck, nor at first are they able to do so, but
there are special muscles by which the parent can eject the
milk into their mouths.

The orders into which the mammals are generally divided
are given below. It may be mentioned that man is often
classed in one order (Primates) with the Quadrumana, a
method which is quite legitimate if regard is had merely to
structural or anatomical characteristics.

Order I.—Bmana (Two-handed). Man.
Characters: posture always erect, progression bipedal,

the lower limbs being exclusively devoted to this purpose;
anterior limbs shorter than posterior, and exclusively used
for prehension ; thumb can be opposed to the other digits

;

great toe or hallux not opposable to the other digits ; teeth
forming a nearly even and uninterrupted series ; brain pro-
portionately hirger than in any other animal, and with largo
and deep convofutions.

Order II.—Quadrumana (Four-handed). Apes, baboons,
monkeys, lemurs, &c.

_ Characters : both hindfeet and forefeet usually prehen-
sile, that is, the innermost toe of the hind limb is opposajjle
to the others as well as the innermost of the fore limb, so
that the animals are really four-handed (though the thumb
of the fore limb may be wanting, and sometimes is not
opposable)

; fore limbs often longer than the hind limbs; teats
regularly two in number and pectoral in position

; placenta
deciduate

; teeth uneven and interrupted by a diastema or
interval.

Section A.

—

Catarrhina. Nostrils placed close together,
aperture oblique and pointing downward; thumb of fore

limb opposable. Apes and monkeys, found only in the Old
World.

Section B.—Platyrhina. Nostrils placed far apart ; thumb
of fore limb absent or not opposable ; tail prehensile. Mon-
keys of South America.

Section C—Strepsir/dna. Nostrils curved or twisted. The
lemurs and their kindred, inhabiting Madagascar, Africa,

and Eastern Archipelago.

Fig. 1.—Head of Radiated Macaque {ifaeaeiu radiatus);

India. One of the Catarrhina.

Fig. 2. —Skull of Silvery Gibbon {Hylobates leuciscus) ; Java.

A catarrhine monkey. Jaws prominent ; canines large.

a Frontal bone, b Nasal bone, c Upper jaw-bone, d Malar
bone, e Temporal bone. /Parietal bone. ^ Occipital bone.
i Intermaxillary bone, k Lower jaw-bone.

Fig. 3.—Hind-hand of Magot (Inuus syhanus) seen from
beneath.

a Hallux or great toe.

This monkey inhabits the Rock of Gibraltar, and is the
only European quadrumanous animal.

Fig. 4.—Head of Marmoset (Jacchus vulgaria); Brazil. One
of the Platyrhina.

Fig. 5.—Head of the Brown Lemur (Lemur ruler); Madagas-
car. One of the Strepsirhina.

Order III.—lusEcrrvoRA (Insect-eaters). Moles, Hedgehogs,
Shrews, &c.

Characters : Molar teeth always serrated, and having
numerous sharp cusps, so as to adapt them for crushing the
insects on which they feed ; usually five toes on all feet,

and toes furnished with claws; walk on the soles of the feet
(plantigrade)

;
placenta deciduate.

Fig. 6.—Hedgehog (Erinactua europcmt).

Fig. 6«.—Skull of Hedgehog. The reference letters corres"
pond with those of fig. 2, the bones having the same names-

Order IV.

—

Cheiroptera (Wing-handed). Bats.

Characters : Mammals adapted for flight, the four fingers
of the hand being greatly elongated, so as to .support a
flying-membrane, which extends along the sides of the
body uniting the fore and hind limbs of each side and fre-

quently the hind limbs and tail ; thumbs of the fore limbs
of normal size ; digits of the hind limbs of normal length
and character ; clavicles or collar-bones well developed

;

teeth of three kinds, the canines always well developed;
teats pectoral, and two or four in number. The bats are
divided into two sections, one of them containing the in-

stctivorout bats, the other the fuigivorovs or fruit-eating
bats. Many of them have a curious leaf-Uke appendage on
the nose.

Fig. 7.—Crenulated Javelin Bat (Pkyllottoma crenulatum);
S. America.

Fig. 7«.—Teeth of Bat
a Molars, h Canines, large and well dereloped. c Incisors.

Order V.—Rodentia (Gnawers). Rats, Mice, Hares and
Rabbits, Beaver, &c.

Characters : Two long curved incisor teeth in each jaw (in

upper sometimes four), separated from the molars by a wide
interval ; no canine teeth ; molars and premolars few in
number: feet usually with five toes, all having claws; teats
generally numerous

;
placenta deciduate. The most notable

feature m these animals is the incisors, which continue to

frow through life, and present a chisel-like form from the
ard enamel in front projecting above the comparatively

soft dentine behind, which wears away more rapidly by
gnawing.

Fig. 8.— Skull of Marmot (Arctomyt monax) ; Europe : showing
rodent teeth.

I Incisors. M Molars.
The small letters refer to the same parts of the skull as

in figs. 2 and 6<".

Fig. 9.—Hindfoot of a swimming rodent, the Gold-bellied
Beaver Rat {Hydromyt chryaogasler) ; Tasmania.

Fig. 10.—The Beaver (CaMor fiber); America. Hindfeet
webbed for swimming ; tail scaly and flattened horizontally.
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Order VI.—Carnivora (Flesh-eaters). Lion, Tiger, Bear,

Dog, Cat, Wolf, &c.

Characters: Teeth always of three kinds, the canines
being particularly large and well developed, and the molars
usually with sharp or trenchant edges for cutting; jaws
short and powerful; toes with sharp curved claws, often

retractile ; clavicles rudimentary or wanting ; teats never
fewer than four, abdominal

;
placenta deciduate. The

order is divided into three well-marked sections.

Section A.

—

Digitigrada. Animals that walk on their toes,

the heel being raised above the ground, as the Lion, Tiger,

Dog, &c.

Section B.

—

Plantigrada. Animals that walk on the sole of

the foot, the heel being little or not at all raised, as the
Bears.

Section C.

—

Pinnigrada. Both fore and hind feet forming
swimming paddles, the latter placed far back and nearly in

line with the axis of the body.

Fig. 11.—Head of Lion (FelU leo).

a mane.
Male Lion, furnished with

Fig ll".—Ketractile toe of Lion.

a Second phalanx of toe. b Last phalangal bone, c An
elastic ligament.

Fig. 12.—Tiger (Felis tigris).

which the lion possesses.

Tail devoid of tuft at tip

Fig. 13.—Skull of Caracal, a kind of Lynx (Felis caracal);
N. Africa. Different bones denoted by same letters as in
fig. 2.

Fig. 14.—Head of Fox (Canis vulpes). One of the dog family,
which are characterized by pointed muzzles, smooth tongues,
and non-retractile claws ; forefeet five toes, hindfeet four.

Fig. 15.—Teeth of Dog.

a Canines. I Incisors.

Fig. 16.—Hysena {Hycena brumiea); S. Africa. Jaws ex-
tremely powerful ; hindlegs shorter than forelegs ; ail feet
with four toes each (singular in this respect).

Fig. 17.—Foot of Genet (Genetta tigniia); S. Africa. Under
surface of left forefoot showing pads. A semi-plantigrade
foot.

Fig. 18.—Grizzly Bear [Ursus ferox); N. America; showing
peculiar walk of Plantigrade carnivore.

Fig. 19.—Head of Walras (Tricheehus rosmarus); Arctic Seas.

A Pinnigrade carnivorous animal.
a Upper canine teeth or tusks.

Fig. 20.—Feet of Carnivora.

A Plantigrade foot of Bear.
C Pinnigrade hindfeet of Seal.

a Tibia, b Fibula, c Tarsus.
e Phalangal bones, 1st row.

/ ,, ,, 2nd row.

g ,1 „ 3rd row.

B Digitigrade foot of Lion.

d Metatarsus.

Order VII.—Phoboscbdea. The Elephant.

Characters
: Nose prolonged into a long cylindrical trunk

or proboscis, movable in every direction; very sensitive,
and having at its extremity the nostrils ; no canine teeth

;

molars few in number; no incisors in lower jaw; incisors
in upper jaw growing throughout life and forming ' tusks

'

;

two mammary glands situated between the forelegs; pla-
centa deciduate.

Fig. 21.—Indian Elephant {Elephas Iiidicus). Ears much
smaller than in the African species.

Order VIII.—Htbacoidea. The Hyrax.
Characters: No canine teeth; upper incisors long and

curved and growing from permanent pulps as in the
Rodentia; lower incisors strai|;ht; molars resemble those
of the rhinoceros; four ingumal teats, and two in the
axilla or arm-pits. There is only the genus Hyrax in this
order, one species of which is the ' coney ' of Scripture.

Fig. 22.—Skull of Hyrax (Byraz Capensis); S. Africa.
Prfference letters as in fig. 2.

Order IX.—Ungulata (Hoofed Animals). Ox, Sheep, Deer,
Horse, Rhinoceros, &c.

Characters: Never more than four fully developed toes
to each limb, that portion of the toe which rests on the
ground always incased in a large thick nail or hoof-

clavicles wanting ; teats inguinal or abdominal
; placenta

non-deciduate. This order comprises three of the orders
established in former systems of classification, namely,
Ruminantia, Solidungula (Horses), and Pachydermata
(Rhinoceros, &c.), which now form subdivisions of this
large assemblage of animals. It is divided into two chief
sections.

Section A. Perissodactyla (Odd-toed). Rhinoceros, Tapir,
Horse, &c. Hindfeet always and forefeet generally odd-
toed ; stomach simple and not divided into compartments.

Section B. Artiodactyla (Even-toed). Hippopotamus,
Pig, and all the Ruminants. Toes always two or four in
number; stomach always more or less complex or divided
into compartments.

Fig. 23.—Feet of Ungulates.

a Hippopotamus. \

I Llama. V Artiodactyla.
d Sambur Deer. J

e Rhinoceros. }
Perissodactyla.

Fig. 24.—Skeleton of Horse.

A The head.
a Posterior maxillary or under

jaw.

b Superior maxillary or upper
jaw.

c Orbit or eye cavity.

d Nasal bones,

e Suture dividing parietal bones
below from occipital bones
above.

/Inferior maxillary bone bear-
ing the upper incisors.

B The seven cervical vertebrse or
bones of the neck.

C The eighteen dorsal vertebrae.

D The six lumbar vertebrae.

E The five sacral vertebrae.

F Caudal vertebrae or bones of
the tail.

G Scapula or shoulder-
blade.

H Sternum.
J Humerus (bone of

upper arm).
K Radius (forearm).

L Ulna (elbow).

M Carpus (wrist), consist*

ing of 7 bones.
N Metacarpal bones.

Haunch.
P Femur (thigh).

Q Stifle-joint (knee) with
patella.

R Tibia (shin-bone).

S Tarsus (ankle).

T Metatarsal bones

References to outline of horse,

the principal parts.

1 Crest.

2 Withers.
3 Chest.

4 Forearm.
5 Knee.
6 Shank.

Terms employed to describe

7 Fetlock-joint.

8 Pastern.

9 Coronet
10 Hoofs.
11 Hock.
12 Gaskins.

Fig. 24a.—Dentition of horse.

a Incisors, b Canines or Tushes, c Interval called the bar.
d Molars.

Fig. 25.—Rhinoceros (Rhinoceros Indicus); India.

Fig. 26.—Head of Tapir (Tapii-us Iiidicus); India.

Fig. 27.— Hippopotamus (Hippopotamus amphibius); Africa.

Fig. 28.—Giraffe or Cajnelopard (Camelopardalis giraffa);
Africa.

a Horns covered with thick skin.

Fig. 29.—Head of Camel (Camellus dromedarim); Africa.

Nostrils capable of being closed at will; upper lip hairy and
partially cleft.

Fig. 29«.—Foot of Camel. Hoofs imperfect and nail-like;

under surface of foot a broad elastic pad (a).

Fig. 30.—Skull of Sheep, the Argali (Ovis Ammoa); Siberia.

The letters correspond to those in fig. 2, the corresponding
bones having the same names. It will be seen that there
are no incisors nor canines in the upper jaw, this being
characteristic of the typical ruminants (sheep, oxen, ante-
lopes, &c. ). In place of upper incisors there is a sort of pad
against which the lower incisors impinge.

Fig. 31.—Head of Bison, the ' Buffalo' of America (Bos bison).

A shaggy mane and a hump between the shoulders.

Fig. 32.—Head of Reindeer (Rangifer tarandus); Lapland, &o.

A Antlers, a a Tines or branches, b Bur.

Fig. 32". —Hoofs closed and expanded, as in running.

Fig. 33.—Annual change of the antlers of the roe-deer from
the second to about the sixth year.

Fig. 34.—Head of the Koodoo Antelope (Strepticeroi Koodoo);
8. Africa. Beautiful spirally-twisted horns.
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Fig. 35.—Stomach of ein Antelope. A Seen in Front. B
Opened from behind.

a CEsophagus. ft Rumen, c Reticulum, d Psalterium.

e Abomasus. / Pylorus, g (Esophageal groove.

Order X.—Cetacea. Whales, Dolphins, Porpoise, &c.

Characters: Aquatic animals; body fish-like in form; no

hind limbs, and the fore limbs in the form of swimming
paddles; tail in the form of a horizontally flattened caudal

fin of immense power; sometimes a dorsal fin or expansion

of the skin; nostrils single or double, and situated on the

top of the head; teeth in the adults often altogether want-

ing; teats inguinal; placenta non-deciduate; body almost

hairless.

Fig. 36.—Greenlsmd or Right Whale (BalaiM mysticetus).

a Skeleton of flipper or swimming paddle, ft Plates of

baleen or whalebone.

Fig. 37.—Skull of Dolphin {Ddphinus dtlpliis). One of the

toothed Cetacea, the teeth being numerous and conical.

Reference letters as in fig. 2.

Order XI.

—

Sibekia. Manatees or Sea-cows, and Dugongs.

Characters: Aquatic animals living in rivers and about
coasts, and resembling the Cetacea in having fore limbs
only, in the form of flippers, and a horizontally flattened

tail; they possess teeth, however, either two sets or only

one; nostrils always double, and placed on the upper side

of the snout; teats pectoral; hairs scantily distiiouted on
the body.

Pig. 38.—Head of Manatee (Manatus Americanta); 8. Amer-
ican rivers and estuaries.

Fig. 38".—Skull of Manatee.

i Intermaxillary bone prolonged into a snout.

Fig. 39.—Dugong (Halicort dugong); Indian Archipelago.

Orrfer XII.

—

Edentata (L. «, without, dens, a tooth). Sloths,

Armadillos, Ant-eaters, &c.

Characters ; Teeth wholly or partially wanting, and
always of a rudimentary character, being destitute of

enamel, and having no complete roots; all the toes with
long and powerful claws; mammary glands pectoral in

position; placenta deciduate or non-deciduate; skin often

covered with bony plates or homy scales.

Fig. 40.—Two-toed Sloth {Bradypus didactylm); S. America.

Fig. 41.—Armadillo (Dasypus sexcinctus); Brazil.

Fig. 41".—Teeth of Armadillo.

Fig. 42.—Skull of Pangolin or Scaly Ant-eater (Manis tetra-

dadyla). Jaws destitute of teeth. Reference letters as in

fig. 2.

Order XIII.

—

Mabsupialia (L. marmpium, a pouch). Kan-
garoo, Opossum, Wombat, &c.

Characters: Young born in a very imperfect state, and
immediately transferred by the mother to the marsupium
or pouch on the abdomen, into which the nipples project,

and which is supported by special ' marsupial bones
'

; two
distinct uteri (these animals being therefore didelphoxis);

no placenta. These animals, with the exception of the
opossums of America, are confined to the Australian region.

Some are carnivorous.

Fig. 43.—Giant Kangaroo (itaaojmt giganieut) ; Australia.

A female with young one in pouch.

Fig. 43'>.—Pouch of Kangaroo, containing young one.

Order XIV.

—

Monotkemata (Gr. monos, single, trema, an
opening). Omithorhynchus and Echidna.

Characters : Resemble birds in having a * cloaca ' or

chamber into which the intestine opens, as also the ducts

of the urinary and generative organs ; marsupial bones, but

no pouch ; no placenta.

Fig. 44.—Omithorhynchus, Water-mole or Duck-mole (Omi-
ihorhynchus paradoxtts) ; Australia.

Fig. 45.—Skeleton of the forefoot of various Mammals—
namely. Dog, Swine, Ox, Tapir, and Horse.

The numbers in each case point to the same digit.

C Carpus. M Metacarpus. P Phalanges of digits.

a Scaphoid bone. / Magnum.
6 Lunar bone. g Uncinate bone.

c Cruciform bone. p Pisiform bone.

e Trapezoid bone. u Ulna,
r Radius.

EENAISSANCE ARCHITECTUEB.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF ITS CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES IN THE 15th, 16th, and 17th CENTURIES.

The ancient classic architecture of Rome, which was more or

less borrowed from that of Greece, continued in use until the

time of the Emperor Constantino, in the fourth century of

our era, when the empire was transferred to Byzantium,

henceforth called Constantinople. The style, however, be-

coming more and more debased as time went on, it fell mainly

into two divisions, which have been denominated Romanesque
or Byzantine, according as they exhibit the influence of Rome
or that of Constantinople. During the middle ages and after

the fall of the Roman Empire other styles were introduced,

such as Saracenic, Moresque, and Gothic. But in Italy

Classic art clung so tenaciously to the soil that no other style

ever became naturalized ; and as the Romanesque prevailed

in Rome itself during the whole period of the middle ages,

it was an inevitable consequence that Classic architecture

should supersede Mediaeval in that country. This revival to

a purer art was practically commenced in Florence about the

beginning of the fifteenth century, and it soon spread with

great rapidity over Italy and the greater part of Europe.

This time of revival has been distinguished by the Italians as

the Cinque-cento period ' (fifteenth century), but by the French
it has been called the Renaissance. This latter term has

become more generally adopted, from the style being a revival

of the ancient architecture of Greece and Rome, and is

> But this in oar mode of reckoning indicates the sixteenth century.

applied to all modern classic work designed after the Italian

manner.

One of the earliest architects of the revival was Brunel-

leschi (1377-1444), who after having studied antique art in

Rome returned to Florence, his native city, in 1407, and
was intrusted with the completion of the cathedral there.

By him the great dome was erected—a work in size second

only to that of St. Peter's at Rome, for which, it is probable,

it served as a suggestive model to Michael Angelo. But the

most complete work of Brunelleschi is the church of San
Spirito at Florence (figs. 1 and 2). It is formed on the Latin

cross, and the ceiling is flat and of wood. A contemporary

Florentine architect, Alberti (1404-1488), assisted enthusias-

tically in the new movement, and erected the church of St.

Andrea at Mantua besides other churches which have been

justly admired. He also wrote a work on architecture,

which is the foundation of all that has been since written on
the art. It has been translated into all modem languages,

and still deserves an attentive perusal by those who intend

becoming architects.

The great hospital at Milan is an early example of this

period, having been commenced in 1457 by Filarete, a Flor-

entine architect. Fig. 9 represents a portion of one of the
courts, of which there are several, but parts of them are now
built up and disfigured by additions. When all the arcades

were open, as here shown, they must have been very effective
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architecturally. The design is somewhat mediseval in char-

acter, as all the external windows are pointed and adorned

with quasi-Gothic mouldings. To the northern face of this

hospital, Bramante added a portico or corridor of the Ionic

order.

St. Peter's at Rome (fig. 8), the grandest work of the

modern classic school, was commenced in 1506 by Bramante

(1444-1514), but it made slow progress. After the death of

that architect, he was succeeded by Raphael (1483-1520),

upon whose early death Peruzzi (1481-1536) was appointed.

He was succeeded again by the celebrated San Gallo (1470-

1546), who remodelled the whole design, but it does not

appear that much was done towards carrying it out. All San

Gallo's time and funds were employed in strengthening the

piers of the great dome, and remedying the defects in con-

struction made by his predecessors. After the death of

San Gallo the work was commited to Michael Angelo (1474-

1564). He strongly opposed San Gallo's design and greatly

modified it, infusing new vigour and character into the work,

although he could not alter the plan. To the consummate

skill of this artist we owe the magnificent stone dome ; the

largest and loftiest work of the kind which has been ever

erected in ancient or modern times. The church was not

completed even at the death of Michael Angelo, who, however,

had the satisfaction of seeing the dome practically finished.

He left a model for the cupola to be erected upon the dome,

which was faithfully built in accordance with his design. The
East or Entrance front' (fig. 8) is the work of Carlo Maderno

( 15.56-1629). It extends in breadth far beyond the width of

the nave, is formed of gigantic engaged columns, and the order

is surmounted by a very lofty attic which adds to the height of

the front without adding to its beauty. Maderno also com-
pleted the nave and other portions of the church ; this, how-
ever, was not done until a century had elapsed from the time
that the foundation was laid by Bramante.

Other developments of the Renaissance were carried out in

other Italian cities, but more especially in Venice, which
produced a vast combination of talent. Among the great

architects of Venice stands conspicuously Sansovino (1479-

1570), whose masterpiece is the well-known Library of St.

Mark, an end view of which is shown in fig. 7. It consists of

two orders, the lower one Roman Doric and the upper one
Ionic. The upper entablature is remarkable for its great
height, and contains small windows besides the beautiful

sculptures by which it is decorated. The whole is crowned
by a balustrade with figures upon the piers said to have
been sculptured by the pupils of the architect. The lower
story is an open arcade which is raised three steps above the
level of the piazza. The campanile of the Greek church,
Venice (fig. 6), is also the work of Sansovino, the design
being evidently founded on the earlier campanile of St.

Mark.

The greatest name of the period (coming, however, a little

later) is that of Andrea Palladio (1518-1580), whose build-
ings are so numerous both at Venice and Vicenza, and are so
remarkable for his own peculiar treatment, that they gave rise

to the term " Palladian school."'' His church of San Giorgio
Maggiore at Venice (fig. 3) is an example of his fertility of
invention. Before his time the order in front of a church,
when divided into nave and aisles, was carried across the
whole building of the same height, leaving portions of the
front false, over the lean-to roofs of the aisles ; or two orders
were adopted, one placed above the other. Palladio, by
placing a larger order on pedestals (as seen in the example)
and adding a smaller one on the floor line, overcame the diffi-

culty in a very masterly manner.
The palaces erected in Rome, Venice, Florence, and other

Italian cities during the sixteenth century were very numer-
ous, and are among the finest architectural works in Europe.
Of these the Farnese palace at Rome by San Gallo, the Pitti

' The high altar is placed at the West instead of the East, as in
our churches and cathedrals.

« He wrote a treatise on architecture, which has been translated
Into all the modem languages of Europe.

and Strozzi' palaces at Florence, and the Vandramini palace*

at Venice are among the most celebrated.

The Pompei palace at Verona (fig. 13) is by San Micheli

(1484-1549), the architect of the Grimani palace at Venice—
a work which embraces all the elegance of classical art, with

the most perfect appropriateness to the purposes of a modern
palace. The Pompei palace, although by the same architect,

is of a much more simple character. It has a basement of

arched rustic work surmounted by engaged columns of the

Doric order, with semicircular headed windows between.

From Italy the revived classic style soon spread to France.

Francis I. invited Primaticcio, Benvenuto Cellini, Serlio, and
others to that country, who were employed by him upon the

palace of Fontainebleau and other works. The palace of the

Louvre was begun by Pierre Lescot (1510-1578), and the first

portion was completed by him in 1.578. Various portions have

been added thereto at different times by several architects,

down to the time of the late empire. The portion given (fig. 11)

represents the pavilion of Flora in connection with the Tuile-

ries, and a part of the long gallery, but it has been some-

what modified and altered by Napoleon III. The palace

of Versailles was the great work carried out during the

long reign of Louis XIV. by the architects Francois Mansard
(1598-1666) and his nephew Jules Hardouin Mansard (1647-

1708). They also erected the church of the Invalides, and
the former was engaged on the Louvre. The eastern facade

of the Louvre was the work of Perrault (1613-1688).

The introduction of the Renaissance style into England wa»
somewhat slower and more uncertain than into other parts of

Europe. Among the earliest known examples in England ef

the pure Italian Renaissance are the monuments of Henry
VII. and his mother, the Countess of Richmond, in West-
minster Abbey. These were executed during the reign of

Henry VIII. by Torrigiano (1472-1522), a Florentine, and a
fellow pupil with Michael Angelo. It is said that he fled

to England in consequence of his having quarrelled and
broken with a stone the nose of Michael Angelo. The monu-
ment of Henry VII. was finished about the year 1519, and
was looked upon with great admiration by English artists of

that period.

Among many other foreign artists employed by Henry
VIII. was the renowned Hans Holbein (1498-1543), who
came to this country in 1526. He erected for the king the

celebrated gates at Whitehall,' and he is supposed to have

designed the oak stall work in King's College Chapel, Cam-
bridge. From these early artists of the Renaissance school

Englisli architects imbibed classic forms, and combining these

with their own native style produced those beautifully

picturesque old buildings which we call Elizabethan,* and of

which so many are still in existence. The most conspicuous

name of this period in England was that of John Thori>e,

who flourished from 1558 to 1608. He was architect of most
of the principal and palatial edifices erected during the reigns

of Elizabeth and James L The earliest work on architecture

published in England was by John Shute in 15(j3. We now
approach the time of Inigo Jones (1572-1652), the first English

architect that worked in the pure Italian Renaissance,

although his early work was in the debased style of the

period. He visited Italy before 1605, and at Venice became
acquainted with the works of Palladio, of whom he became
an ardent admirer. His great work was the designs for the

palace at Whitehall, of whicli only a small portion was
ever erected, namely, the Banqueting House (fig. 12), now
used as a royal chapel. This was begun in 1619 and finished

in two years. Had the entire palace been erected as designed,

it would have been by far the most magnificent as well as the

largest in Europe. It was, however, conceived far beyond
the means, as it was far beyond the wants, of the monarch

3 The Pitti palace is said to have been designed by Brunelleschj,

the Strozzi by Cronaca (1454-1509).

^Erected AD. 1481 ; said to be by Pietro Lombardo.
5 Taken down in 1759.

" .See Hatfield House, Hertfordshire, in the plate Gothic Archi-
tecture.
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for whom it was designed; and the political troubles of the

time put a stop to the work, and prevented any other portion

of it from being executed. Among the numerous works by

this architect, are the church of St. Paul, Covent Garden,

Shaftesbury House, Aldersgate Street, York Stairs, and a

villa at Chiswick for the Duke of Devonshire. The design

for this last was suggested by a villa at Vicenza by Palladio.

During the time of the Commonwealth the history of

architecture is a blank, but on the restoration of the monarchy

the art began to revive. The fire which destroyed London

in 1666, a few years after -the death of Inigo Jones, brought

into notice England's great architect, Sir Christopher Wren
(1632-1723), whose career began under Charles II. He was

at Paris studying the works then going on there when the

great fire occurred, and he hurried back to aid in the work

of restoration. His first step was that of preparing a plan

on which he proposed the city should be rebuilt, and had it

been followed it would have made London not only one of

the handsomest, but one of the most convenient cities in the

world. The opportunity, however, was lost, and we cannot

but regret the shortsightedness of our forefathers.

Although he was not able to induce the authorities of the

time to adopt his plan for the rebuilding of the city, the fire

gave him the opportunity of erecting St. Paul's Cathedral

and about fifty other churches; and he so completely estab-

lished his reputation that nearly every work of importance

for well-nigh half a century was intrusted to his care. The
greatest of all his works is, of course, St. Paul's, which, after

St. Peter's at Rome, is the most splendid church erected in

Europe in the revived style of classical architecture. The foun-

dation-stone was laid in 1675, and thirty-five years afterwards

the top stone of the lantern was laid by Sir Cristopher Wren,

thus practically completing the building in 1710.

A building on which the fame of Wren is as justly founded

as upon St. Paul's itself, is St. Stephen's Church, Walbrook,

the interior of which is represented in fig. 5. It is divided

longitudinally into five aisles by four rows of Corinthian

columns (see plan, tig. 4). The four columns in the centre

being omitted it forms an octagon on which arches are turned,

and above which, by means of pendentives, a dome is formed

with a lantern thereon, the whole producing, in a very small

compass, the most pleasing interior of any Renaissance

church which has yet been erected in England. Among the

other works of Wren none are more eminently entitled to

praise than the towers and steeples of bis churches, and that

of Bow Church (fig. 10) is beyond all doubt the most elegant

of its class erected since the Reformation. There is in its

composition a variety of outline and an elegance of detail

which it is impossible to find in any other work of the kind.

It is produced by a masterly investment of the form of a

Gothic spire, with a clothing of Italian architecture.

Sir Christojiher Wren had but one pupil who deserves any
notice, Nicholas Hawksmoor (1666-1736), who erected the

churches of St. Mary Woolnoth, Lombard Street; and St.

George's, Bloomsbury, London. After his death James Gibbs

(1683-1754), the architect of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, and
the Radclyffe Library, Oxford, succeeded to much of the

public patronage. Other well-known architects of the time

were Sir John Vanburgh (1666-1726), the architect of Blen-

heim House; W. Kent (1684-1748), architect of the Horse-

Guards; Henry Flitcroft, who in 1733 erected St. GUes'-iu-the-

Fields, the last of the chui'ches after the manner of Sir Chris-

topher Wren; Robert and James Adam (1728-1794), who
erected the Adelphi and Portland Place; and Sir William

Chambers (1726-1796), the architect of Somerset House, and

author of an excellent treatise on. civil architecture, which

is still a standard text-book. With Sir William Chambers it

may be said that the pure English Renaissance was brought

to a close.

The evil influence of the debased, or Rococo, style of archi-

tecture prevalent in France during the latter part of the

reign of Louis XIV. and the reign of Louis XV., acted un-

favourably upon the art in England. This was, however, in

a great measure counteracted by the publication of Stuai't

and Revett's Antiquities of Athens, commenced in 1762,

and continued by the Dilettanti Society. This splendid

work, which was not completed for many years, caused

such a strong feeling for Greek art that it became a mania.

During the early part of this century no building was
complete without a Doric portico, and between the years

1819 and 1822 Inwood built the new St. Pancras Church
after the manner of a Greek temple in the Ionic style. But
no English church is complete without a steeple, and the

architect was obliged to add a lofty tower. This he did,

violating all Greek propriety, by piling it up on the top of

his temple.

With the reign of our present queen the Gothic revival set

in, and the determination of parliament to erect the new
parliament buildings in mediaeval character gave a great

impulse to the growing taste. At the present time the rage

for Gothic has somewhat subsided, and a new style is in vogue,

designated the "Queen Anne style." Why so called appears

extremely doubtful, as nothing of a similar character appeared

in that queen's reign.

jAitES K. Colling.

REPTILES.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF TERMS RELATING TO REPTILES AND AMPHIBIA.

In popalar language the classes of animals designated by

naturalists Reptilia and Amphibia are both included under

the common designation of Reptiles. They have many char-

acters in common ; and there seems to a general observer by

no means the same necessity for arranging them in two cLisses,

as for separating into three distinct classes the Mammalia,

Birds, and Fishes. Older naturalists, indeed, among whom
were Linnaeus and Cuvier, considered the Amphibia as only

an order of the Reptilia. Modem naturalists, however,

guided by anatomical details, are agreed in placing the Am-
phibia, that is, the frogs, toads, and newts, kc, in a separate

class from the reptiles. By Huxley the former have been

arranged along with the fishes to form the group Ichthyopsida,

one of the three primary sections into which he divides all

vertebrata; while he puts the reptiles in the class Saurop-

sida along with the birds. Reptiles in general, however, are

altogether different in most charactera from birds, being cold-

blooded and covered with plates or scales instead of feathers,

though they agree with birds in being produced from eggs.

The most obvious distinction between Reptiles and Amphi-
bians, and one which is sufficient for general purposes, is, that

the skin of the Reptilia is covered with scales or bony plates,

while the Amphibia have the skin naked. The Reptiles also

breathe universally by lungs; while the Amphibia breathe

during the early part of their life, or even the whole of it,

by gills or branchiae.

REPTILES.

The body of reptiles is generally of an elongated form, the

tortoises and their allies presenting the most notable excep-

tion to this rule. The limbs may be wanting, as in serpents;
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or only a pair may be developed, as in certain lizards; while

in most reptiles all four limbs are present. The external

covering varies greatly, and a distinction between the groups

of reptiles has been based on the varying character tliis ex-

hibits. Accordingly those that possess scales alone are desig-

nated Squamata or Squamate Reptiles (L. squama, a scale);

those in which bony plates are developed in addition to scales

(as crocodiles) are called Loricata or Loricate Reptiles (L.

lorica, a coat of mail).

In the skeleton of reptiles the five regions into which the

spine is ordinarily divided may be recognized:—the cervical,

dorsal, lumbar, sacral, and caudal. The cervical vertebrse

usually possess small ribs, and are generally seven in number.

The dorsal vertebra;, which carry the ordinary ribs, vary in

number. The sacral vertebrae, two in number, are united to

form the single sacrum. The vertebrse of the taU are nu-

merous. In the python there are as many as 422 vertebrae

in all. The bones of the shoulder-girdle on either side include

a scapula or shoulder-blade, and a coracoid bone, the latter

articulating with the sternum or breast-bone. The fore

limbs consist each of a humerus or bone of the upper arm, of

a radius and ulna (fore-arm), of three carpal or wrist bones,

and of five digits. The hinder limbs are of similar structure.

The skull of reptiles has but one occipital condyle (as in

birds) by means of which it articulates with the spine.

The teeth are generally well developed in reptiles, but in

the tortoises and turtles there are no teeth, the jaws, like

those of birds, being simply ensheathed in horn. The rep-

tilian teeth, like those of the lower vertebrata generally, are

adapted less for mastication than for merely retaining the

food while it is bei!ig swallowed. Save in crocodiles and
some extinct forms the teeth are not implanted in sockets,

but are attached in various ways and by bony union to the

jaw-bones. As seen in the poison-fangs of serpents several

of the teeth may be modified for special purposes. The teeth

vary greatly in number. The tongue may be elongated, dis-

tensible, and bifid, as in many lizards and serpents; or short,

thick, and non-protrusible, as in other lizards; or it may be

completely attached and fixed, as in crocodiles. The stomach
is mostly pear-shaped, and in serpents it is capable of great

distension. In the crocodiles it resembles the gizzard of a

grain-eating bird in its high muscularity. The intestine is

generally short, and exhibits a division into the small and
the large portions. The rectum terminates in a cloaca which
(as in birds) forms the common chamber in which terminate

the efferent ducts of the urinary and generative organs.

Reptiles eat and drink comparatively little, and can go with-

out food for a long time.

The heart in reptiles consists of two auricles (right and
left) and one ventricle, except in crocodiles, which animals

possess two auricles and two ventricles. The chief iJeculiarity

in the circulation consists in the mixture of venous with
arterial blood, which takes place in the common ventricle of

the heart in ordinary reptiles, and in the neighbourhood of

that organ in crocodiles. In the ventricle the venous blood
from the system and the pure or arterial blood from the
lungs are mixed together, and the ventricle by its contractions

drives this mixture at onoe to the lungs and through the
system. The general system in the reptiles, very different

from what is the case in birds and mammals, is nourished by
impure or mixed blood. This circulation also exists in the
amphibia, which, together with the reptiles proper, present

a slow respiration and sluggish habits. Respiration is carried

on solely by means of lungs, the presence of branchia; or gills

always in early life, and sometimes in the adult life also

of amphibians, constituting a marked difference between the
latter and reptiles. In serpents and some lizards only one
lung is fully developed, the right lung being usually abor-

tive.

Reptiles possess the various senses in tolerable perfection.

The nasal cavities are of large size and open posteriorly into

the mouth. In the crocodiles the hinder apertures open very
far back in the mouth, this arrangement enabling these

animals to hold their prey under water so as to drown it.

whilst their own respiration is carried on unimpeded through

the nostrils. The eyes of reptiles are usually of small size,

and as regards their protective coverings vary throughout the

class. In serpents there is a transparent membrane in front

of the eye, supplying the place of eyelids, and hence the

stony gaze of these animals, no process of winking taking

place. This membrane is shed periodically along with the

skin. In the lizards movable and ordinary eyelids exist,

while in the tortoises there is a nictitating membrane. The
ear is more or less perfectly developed. The crocodiles

possess a movable valve by which they can close at will the
tympanum of each ear; in these, too, most of the structures

found in the higher vertebrata are represented.

The young of aU reptiles are produced from ova or eggs.

The ova are in general retained within the body of the parent

until the development of the young has proceeded to some
extent. In some serpents and lizards the young actually

escape from the eggs while the latter are still contained

within the parent oviduct. This mode of rejiroduction is

what is known as ovo-vwiparous. The eggs are in general of

comparatively large size, and provided with a thick parch-

ment-like shell and a large yolk. In many instances the eggs

are deposited in sand and hatched by the sun's heat.

Reptiles are adapted by nature for very various modes of

life. They may be fitted for living either on land or in the

water, and some of them (such as the dragons) can even

sustain themselves during short flights in the air. The
extinct pterodactyls seem to have been endowed with excel-

lent powers of flight, having large wings somewhat similar to

those of the bats. Some of them live constantly in the water,

as the turtles; whUe the crocodile and alligator, though most

at home in the water, frequently betake themselves to the

dry land. They reach their greatest development both as

regards size and as regards numbers in the tropical regions.

Some of them furnish food for man, though as a whole they

are of little direct benefit to mankind.

Living reptiles are divided into four orders, viz. the Lizards,

the Crocodiles, the Tortoises, and the Serpents, as below. In

former periods of the earth's history many reptiles of gigantic

size and strange form inhabited our globe, very different from

those that now exist. These extinct forms have been classed,

on the evidence of fossil remains, into several orders additional

to those here given.

Order I.

—

Saubia. Lizards.

Characteristics ; Body elongated, covered with scales or

plates; limbs four or two, or even entirely wanting (as in

the blindworm).

Fig. 1.—Warty Chameleon (CA«n«Etorc»T«coi«s); Mauritius.

a Hood of loose skin. 6 Dorsal crest, c Prehensile tail.

Fig. 2.—Iguana {Iguana nudicoUii), an eatable lizard; South
America.

a Dewlap. 6 Crest, c Plates of the head, d Scales of the

body.

Fig. 3.—Common Lizard (Zootoca vivipara) ; England.

a a Plates of the head and belly. b Scales of the back.

Fig. 4.—Head of lizard, showing the plates.

1. Rostral. 6. Anterior palpebral.

2. Nasal. 7. Posterior palpebral.

3. Internasal. 8. Fronto-parietal.

4. Frontonasal. 9. luter-parietaL

5. Frontal. 10. Parietal.

II. Occipital.

Fig. 5.—Leaf-tailed Gecko (Phyllurus platurus); Australia.

a Leaf-like tail.

Fig. 5».—Foot of Gecko enlarged, a climbing foot.

Fig. 6. Fringed Dragon {Draco fimbriatus) ; Java.

a a Membranous expansion supported by false ribs, enabling
the animal to take flying leaps.
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Order II.—Cbocodilia. Crocodiles.

Characteristics : Body long ; back part of the neck, body,

aud tail covered with hard bony plates, embedded in the

substance of the skin, and covered with a fleshy cuticle.

Jaws very large and strong ; limbs short ; toes—anterior,

five ; posterior, four, united with a web.

The crocodiles, by some writers, are considered as a

family of the lizards.

Fig. 7.—Indian Crocodile {Crocodilut biporcatut) ; Asia.

a Nuchal plates, b Dorsal plates, c Crest of tail.

Older III.

—

Chelonia. Tortoises and Turtles.

Characteristics : Body short, inclosed within two horizon-

tal shields, to which the vertebra are united, the upper of

which is called the carapace, and the lower the sternum or

plastron, with the head, tail, and legs passing out between

them. Mouth toothless.

Fig. 8.—European Harsh-tortoise or Box Terrapin (CMudo
vulgaris). A Carapace, or upper shield, showing the plates.

1-5 Central plates of the disc.

6-9 Lateral plates of the disc.

Fig. 9.—Caspian Terrapin or Marsh-tortoise (Emys easpica).

B Plates of plastron, sternum, or under shield.

1. luter-gular plate. 5. Femoral.
2. Humei-al. 6. Anal.

3. Pectoral. 7. Axillary.

4. Abdominal. 8. Inguinal.
9-20 Plates of the margin.

Kg. 10.—Skeleton of a European Tortoise (Emya Europaa)
seen from below, the plastron having been removed.

a Carapace.
6 b Scapular arch (inside the ribs) carrying the fore limbs

and placed in the interior of the carapace.

c Pelvic arch carrying the hind limbs.

d d Bibs flattened and extended.

Fig. 11.—Fin-shaped foot or paddle of turtle.

Order IV.

—

Ophidia. Serpents or Snakes.

Characteristics : Body elongated, without limbs, covered

with scales or plates; mouth wide and dilatable. They are

either venomous or non-venomous, the former having poison

fangs in the upper jaw.

Fig. 12.—Dog-headed Boa (Boa canina); Brazil. Body ad-
apted for crushing animals within its folds.

Fig. 12^.—Junction of tail of boa with the body.

a a Plates, b b Scales, c c Caudal hooka, or rudimentary
limbs, assisting in clinging to trees.

Fig. 13.—Head of Schneider's Python (Python Sehneideri);
East Indies. Head and neck of non-venomous serpent.

Fig. 14.—Head of Cobra de Capella, or Spectacled Snake
(Naja tripudiam) ; India.

a Hood, that is a part of the neck which the animal can
dilate at wilL b Plates.

Fig. 15.— Rattlesnake (Croto/iHAorndu*); North America.

a Plates, b The rattle.

Fig. 16.—Head of rattlesnake.

a The poison-fangs.

Fig. 17.—Head of common Viper (Peliat berut).

a The poison -fangs.

Fig. 18.—Carinated or Keeled Scales of Rattlesnake.
Vol. IV.

AMPHIBIA.

It has been mentioned above that the Amphibia differ from

the reptiles in always possessing gills in early life and in

having the skin naked. To these points of difference we
must add that in the Amphibia the skull is joined to the

spine by two condyles, while the reptiles have only one. An-
other and most characteristic feature of the Amphibia is that

they undergo a metamorphosis in the course of their develop-

ment—the phases of such metamorphosis being familiarly

exemplified in the series of changes through which the tadpole

of the frog becomes developed into the perfect animal.

Order I.—Anouba (Tailless). Frogs and Toads.

Characteristics: Destitute of tail; body broad and short;

skin naked and moist; limbs four; head flat and broad;

gape wide. Undergo a metamorphosis, the young animal

or tadpole having a tail, which is afterwards absorbed.

Fig. 19.—Natter-jack Toad (Bufo rubetra); Britain.
Specimen of tailless Amphibia.

Fig. 20.—Tadpoles or young of the Frog, in this stage pro-
vided with tails.

a a Branchiae or gills, which soon disappear, b b Hinder
pair of legs, which appear first, the external branchiae being
now lost.

Order II.

—

Ubodela ( With a distinct tail). Newts, Salaman-

ders, &c.

Characteristics: With a perfect and conspicuous tail;

body elongated. They undergo a metamorphosis, the tad-

pole having a tail, which it retains through life.

Fig. 21.—Smooth Water-newt (Lissotriton pundatus), a tailed
amphibian; Britain.

a Crest.

Fig. 21".—Tadpole of a Newt.

a a Branchiae.

Order in.—Amphipnkcsta (Doublt-breathing). Axolotl,

Proteus, Siren.

Characteristics: Permanent branchiae as well as lungs,

by both of which they respire (but in the axolotl the

branchiae often disappear); body elongated; limbs two or

four.

Fig. 22.—Axolotl (Axolotes pisciformis); Mexico.

a a Permanent branchiae.

Order IV.

—

Abhanchia (Witliout branchice). Amphiuma.

Characteristics: Body much elongated; branchiae none
in adults ; Umbs four, small and rudimentary.

Fig. 23.—Amphiuma (Amphiuma means); United States.

aa, aa Two pairs of limbs.
6 Apertures where gills were formerly placed.

Order V.—Apoda (Footless). Caecilia.

Characteristics: Body cylindrical, destitute of limbs,

naked, slimy, marked with transverse wrinkles, which
conceal very minute scales; branchiae entirely wanting in

adult specimens; eyes minute or altogether covered with
kin.

Fig. 24.—Ringed Caecilia (Cacilia annulata or Siphonopt
annulatus); Brazil.

a Profile of head, showing teeth, &c.

The three last orders are somewhat obscure, and contain

a small number of comparatively unimportant animals.

6
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SIG-NALS.
THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF SIGNALLING AT SEA.

SlONALLiNO, that is, the use of arbitrary signs or signals for

conveying information or messages to persons who are beyond

the reach of the human voice, may be effected in verj' many
ways. That most generally in use is now the electric telegraph,

but this has been so developed and perfected, especially by

the invention of the telephone, that at the present day tele-

graphy is hardly regarded as merely a system of signalling.

The original telegraph, however, had nothing to do with elec-

tricity, being a kind of semaphore or similar apparatus, such

as, in a very simple form, is used on railways, and, with much
wider scope, for maritime or other purposes. The immense

increase in the world's shipping and the commercial inter-

course of nations has rendered it a matter of the highest

importance that ships should have a simple means of com-

municating with each other at sea, and also if necessary with

persons on shore. Various systems have been proposed and

more or less adopted, a well-known one being that of Captain

Marryat; but the International Code of Signals issued by the

British Board of Trade is now the one that may be said to

prevail all over the world. The International Code was pre-

pared and first published in 1857, in accordance with the

views and recommendations of a committee of eminent naval

autl ies appointed in 1855. In the Code 18 flags are em-

ploj I (coloured as shown in the plate), namely, 1 burgee,

4 pennants, and 13 square flags, besides a "code-signal" or

"answering pennant". The 18 flags represent the consonants

of the alphabet, and it is by a combination of two, three, or

four of these flags—the flags being hoisted one above the

4 other—that arbitrary signs are made, representing a multi-

i tudc of words and sentences, the meaning of any particular

combination being laid down in the code-book. The code-

book for those that speak English is of course in English, but

other nations have it in their own language, and as the same

combination of flags has always the same signification the

interpretation of the signals is easy. Certain simple devices

have been adopted in order to render the understanding of

the signals still easier; but of course any one having to do with

J Coile must first be familiar with its alphabet. Thus, First,

_:nals of two flags: with the burgee uppermost these are at-

tention signals; with the pennant uppermost they are compass

signals; with a square flag uppermost they are urgent, danger,

or distress signals. Second, signals of thret flags: these relate

to general subjects of inquiry or communication, including lati-

tude, longitude, and time signals. Third, signals offour flags:

those with the bxirgee uppermost are geographical signals;

those with the pennants C, D, or F uppermost are spelling

and vocabulary signals ; those with the pennant G uppermost

are names of men-of-war; those with a square flag uppermost

are names of merchant vessels. Single flags are only used in

the case of the aflirmative, negative, and answering pennants,

and the flags hoisted at one time are never more than four,

yet the permutations of those eighteen flags are capable of

giving a total of 78,642 different signals. The flags were

:^'!opted from Capt. Marryat's Code, as far as applicable, with

lue slight variations.

The examples given in the plate will show plainly how the

"le works. We begin with the two-flag signals. As just

[plained those with the burgee uppermost call for attention.

I If those B K is the special signal for attention, being equivalent
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to
'

' pay attention ". The flag C H having the pennant upper-

most is a compass signal, denoting, as explained in plate, n.n.e.

Similarly the next three two-flag signals, having the square

flag uppermost, are all signals of urgency, danger, or distress.

A person who sees any of these flags hoisted and wishes to

know what it means has simply to turn to the proper section

of the code-book, where the combinations C H, N S, &c. may
be found in their proper alphabetic order. Signals made with

three flags, as explained, are all of a general character, and

include numbers, weights and measures, and a variety of

matters. The four-flag signals, as we have seen, are divided

into classes, those with the burgee uppermost being geo-

graphical. Accordingly the combinations B J SW and B FG N
represent respectively Egypt and Liverpool, as the code-book

will show. The combinations C F H J and C D S T, being four-

flag combinations with the pennant C uppermost, are spelling

signals, and the code-book will enable us to discover that the

first stands for RAD and the second for NOR, together

making up the name Radnor. The combination H R GW is

one with a square flag uppermost; accordingly, as explained

above, it is the name of a merchant-vessel, the vessel in this

case being the Aurania of Liverpool. All registered British

vessels, as well as a number of foreign ones, have certain

signal letters allotted to them by means of which they may be

easily reported when spoken at sea or passing signal stations.

These are all contained in a list published as an appendix to

the British International Code.

Having given some hints as to the interpreting of a signal

we must now say a few words on the making of signals.

Before a signal is made the ensign with the code pennant

under it is to be hoisted at the peak, that is, the upper outer

end of the gaff of the spanker or a corre.iponding sail. The

flags with which the signals are made are hoisted at the mast-

head. Persons who are in the habit of signalling and reading

signals will no doubt remember the flags to be used for a

certain number of the commoner ones, otherwise the signal

book will have to be consulted. Suppose the inquiry "What
is the news from Egypt ? " is to be signalled. By turning up

the entry News at its proper alphabetical position in the book

a number of phrases and sentences will be found in which this

word occurs, among them being *

'What is the news from ?

"

with the signal letters BWD appended to it. The three

corresponding flags are accordingly hoisted at the mast-head.

Similarly "Egypt" will be found in its proper place in the

alphabetical list of geographical names in the signal-book,

with the letters B J SW opposite the entry, the corresponding

flags being those shown on the plate. In a similar manner

the four sets of four flags required to signal the sentence

"/I Krojiia—sailed from—Liverpool—yesterday morning" will

easily b^'found.

The set of signals shown on the plate as distaiux tigimlt are

used when on account of distance or the state of the atmos-

phere it is impossible to distinguish signals made in the ordi-

nary way with the code flags. The characteristic of the

distance signal is the ball, one ball at least appearing in every

hoist of the distance code. The other symbols may be one or

two pennants or one or two square flags of any colour. By
the various combinations of these all the eighteen consonants

of the code alphabet are made. The plate does not show the
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whole of these, but it gives quite a sufficient number to enable

the system to be understood. Most of the individual letters

have a special signification of their own, the letter L, for

instance, also being the signal asking for a pilot, the letter M
asking for a tug, and so on. The letter H signifies '*You

may communicate by the semaphore if you please ". There

are many semaphores established on the French, Italian, and

Portuguese coasts, connected by telegraph with each other

and with various other places. Passing vessels can exchange

communications with these semaphores, and if desired their

messages are forwarded to their destinations, according to an

established tariff of rates. The semaphore signals are made

on the same system as the distance signals, the position or

direction of the arms indicating respectively the pennant, the

ball, or the flag: the arm pointing downwards stands for a
pennant, in a horizontal position for a ball, and pointing up-

wards for a flag. The use of the semaphore is common in the

navy, in the merchant service it is much less so.

As the above signals are of course visible only by day other

methods of signalling require to be adopted at night, but as

yet there is no one method in general use. Flashing lights or

the steam whistle are more or less employed, and by both of

these the dot and daah of the Morse-alphabet may be imitated.

(See MOBSE-ALPHABET in Diet.)

FOUK-MASTED SHIP.
The vessel illustrated is of a type recently introduced, and
exhibits the great advance recently made in the construction

of merchant sailing ships. To the eye there is no very great

difference between a large three-master and a four-master,

but the latter possesses several advantages over the former

which render the increasing use of these vessels highly pro-

bable. In a four-masted vessel the masts, yards, and sails

do not require to be so large as in a three-master in order to

receive an equal wind-pressure, the rigging has less height

and greater spread transversely, and consequently there is

less difficulty in working the ship, and less danger of dis-

masting. The wind-pressure is also more equally distributed

fore and aft, and the centre of effort of the sails being lower

down, the vessel heels over less and thus gains in speed,

while also answering better to her helm. Another advantage

is that such vessels can be more easily managed in tacking

and wearing at sea owing to the jigger-mast and fore-mast

being nearer the ends of the ship, and thus giving a more
powerful leverage when required. In oiu- plate the fourth or

jigger mast is barque-rigged, but it is often square-rigged

like the others. A further advantage is that the dimensions
of the three foremost masts and their yards can be so arranged
that all the principal sails are interchangeable, so that only

a limited number of spare sails is required. The vessel

shown in the plate carries upper and lower topsails and top-

gallant sails: this is an improvement that had been previously

introduced in three-masted vessels. The adoption of the

four-masted rig has enabled larger sailing vessels to be intro-

duced than was found practicable with three masts, 2300
tons being about the extreme tonnage of three-masters, while

four-masters range from 2000 to 3800 tons. From their greater

handiness, too, these vessels can be managed by a relatively

smaller number of hands, and thus are less expensive to keep
afloat.

TERMS APPLIED TO THE HULL, SPARS, AND STANDING RIGGING.

THE HULL.
1. Head.

2. Cutwater.

3. Bow.

4. Forecastle-deck.

5. Stem.

6. Rudder.

7. Fore-chains.

8. Main-chains.

9. Mizzen-chains.

10. Bulwarks.

11. Poop-deck.

12. Gun-ports.

13. Trail-boards.

14. Cat-head.

15. Head-rails.

16. Capstan.

17. Skylight.

18. Light-boards.

19. Foredeck-house.

20. Life-boats.

21. Gig.

22. Companion.

23. Skylight.

24. Wheel-box.

25. Poop-rails.

26. Afterdeck-house.

THE SPARS.

27. Bowsprit.

28. Inner jib-boom.

29. Outer jib-boom.

30. Flying jib-boom.

31. Martingale.

.32. Fore-mast.

33.
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A 25. Main-royal stays.

A 26. Main-rigging.

A 27. Main-topmast rigging.

A 28. Main-topgallant rigging.

A 29. Main-cap back-stay.

A 30. Main-topmast back-stays.

A 31. Main-topgallant back-stays.

A 32. Main-royal back-stays.

A 33. Main-Uft.

A 34. Main-topsail lift.

A 35. Main-topgallant lift.

A 36. Main-royal lift.

A 37. Mizzen-stays.

A 38. Mizzen-topmast stays.

A 39. Mizzen-topgallant stay.

A 40. Mizzen-royal stay.

A 41. Mizzen-rigging.

A 42. Mizzen-topmast rigging.

A 43. Mizzen-topgallant rigging.

A 44. Mizzen-cap back-stay.

A 45. Mizzen-topmast back-stays.

A 46. Mizzen-topgallant back-stays.

A 47. Mizzen-royal back-stay.

A 48. Crossjack lift.

A 49. Mizzen

A 50. Mizzen-

A 51. Mizzen-

A 52. Jigger-i

A 53. Jigger

A 54. Jigger-

A 55. Jigger-

A 56. Jigger-i

A 57. Jigger-

A 58. Jigger-'

A 59. Jigger

.topsail lift,

topgallant lift,

royal lift,

stays.

middle stay,

topmast stay,

topgallant stay.

rigging.

topmast rigging,

topmast back-stays,

topgallant back-stays.

TEKMS APPLIED TO THE SAILS AND RUNNING RIGGING.

THE SAILS.
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SIGNAL-FLAGS. PILOT-F

TRt«<«

ri g ^
P^

Assent -Yes. Negative - No
"Code Signal"

and'Answenng Pennant."

International Code of Signals for Ships Communicating with Each Other at Sea,

OR with Stations on Shore.
'Haisttd under the, ensign this flag becomes f.^«"CODE f>\^\<k\:' Signifying that a message istoie sent;the receiving Ship

/laists it canspiciums^ as the'kHSVItRltie PENNANT." C a-nd D, alsoihe sigruzIsiirWLS and}iOfassheunJ;P,seri,esasa,

pilot fliw in m/uu/ cases: also as the signal for the departure ofthe vessel (BiueFeterJ^^, aZso i?ie signal for quarantine.

K-H
Attention What ship is ttiat ' n;J2,',;Ii,K.„,l "•"£r distin^uisninfi, Signal,

I k-, .«. ,n^ -, i=^L ^afrt assistance;
I have sprung a leak

\j^uf\r\^.

I must abandon

the vessel.

Zll

Any letters or papers 72»
|„„.i,„j,

for me? *

L

Q

7 A.M. 5300 (Numerall What is the ne*s from.- Egyptf

Aurania (regJ N° 87839) Sailed from Liverpool yesterday morn ini! R.A.D. ,„ , ,
N.O.R.

' ' ^ (Radnor)
on board.

Examples of Combination of two, three and four flags to form messages.

BLACKIH A: S 0» . LIMITBD ,



&S A^STD FLAG-SIGNALS.

Examples of the International System of Distance-Signals (Combining Balls & Flags)

Used when the "Code" cannot be read.
\JTu Utttr B; also asks name, ofvessel orsignal-statian. 2, the^ letter C; also means 'YesV 3, Oie letter D; also means"\iO"
tf, the letter '^,also"Ki?i.K\ SIGNAL OR HOIST IN A MORE CONSPICUOUS PLACE'.' 5, z;4« Utter G; aZso, "CANNOT
DISTINGUISH YOUR FLAGS; MAKE DISTANCE-SIGNALS'.' fi, letter ^. 1, letter K; also asks for despatches.
i.letter\.; also asks forPilot i, letter Q.\Q, letter K; also "REPORT M E BY TELEGRAPH'.' \\ , "Stop" after
each compleu sigrial.yi.SpeciaJ, Signal, 'YOU ARE RUNNING INTO DANGER'.' X'i,. Special Signal:"%>\QK{
OF PROVISIONS, Starving'.' 14, i/;«aa/.S'i^/za^,"A ground. Want immediate Assistance'.'

Great Britain Argentine Republic

Denmark.

on" Belgium. " Brazil,

Ecuador. France. German Empire Greece

Italy, ' Japan. Netherlands,

r^n^
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